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  BizTalk Server 2004
 

BizTalk Server 2004 helps you efficiently and effectively integrate systems, employees, and trading partners t
hrough manageable business processes. BizTalk Server, now in its third major release, builds on the Microso
ft Windows Server System integrated server software and Microsoft .NET Framework. This enables you to co
nnect diverse applications, and then use a graphical user interface to create and modify business processes.

BizTalk Server 2004 facilitates integrating your internal applications and securely connects with your busines
s partners over the Internet. Companies need to integrate applications, systems, and technologies from a var
iety of sources. To make this easier, Microsoft delivers integration technology through BizTalk Server 2004 a
nd expands the offering with industry accelerators and adapters directly and through partners.

Check out the BizTalk Server Developer Center

The BizTalk Server Developer Center provides developers information and insights for using BizTalk Server to automate, integrate,
and facilitate business information processing.
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Introduction
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 enables you to orchestrate dynamic business processes within and between organizations.

BizTalk Server interacts with your back-end and legacy systems to automate transactions between you and your business
partners, and to automate your day to day business workflow.

Sample Usage Scenario

Imagine being the parts manager for an automobile manufacturing company. Your database system informs you that you are low
on door handles, so you need to act quickly. You fax a purchase order (PO) to a supplier, who sends you a PO acknowledgment,
and ships you the order along with an invoice. You add the shipment to your inventory, pay the invoice, and update your
database. And you repeat this process for thousands of other parts.

With BizTalk® Server installed, you arrive at your office in the morning to find that a shipment of door handles that you did not
even know you needed is already on your receiving dock ready to be stocked. Not only that, the shipment has already been paid
for and your database has been automatically updated.

This section contains:

What's New in Help
Getting Started with BizTalk Server
Contacting Microsoft Product Support Services
Community Information
Accessibility for People with Disabilities
BizTalk Server 2004 Conceptual Overview
What's New in BizTalk Server 2004
BizTalk Server 2004 Tutorial
BizTalk Server Security
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What's New in Help
This section describes new and noteworthy information about content updates that have been added since the initial publication
of BizTalk Server 2004 Help.

This section contains:

What's New in the November 2005 Help Update
What's New in the December 2004 Help Update
What's New in the July 2004 Help Update
What's New in the April 2004 Help Update

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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What's New in the November 2005 Help Update
The November 2005 update of the Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 Help contains numerous fixes to the existing documentation
based heavily on customer feedback that was gathered through our documentation feedback mechanism. The following table lists
content that has been added or changed since the December 2004 update of BizTalk Server 2004 Help.

As of this November 2005 update, the update period has been changed from quarterly to on an as-needed basis.

Section Added or Changed Content
Deployment Managing the Enterprise Single Sign-On System

Operations Restoring the Rule Engine Database
Prerequisites for Using HAT
Adding a New MessageBox Database
Associating Users with BAM Views
Connecting Applications Using Native Adapters
Deleting a Server from a BizTalk Group
About Tracking Configuration
About the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter
Installing Microsoft Message Queuing and BizTalk Message Queuing Side-By-Side

UI Help BizTalk Message Queuing Transport Properties Dialog Box

Programming Guide Using the Send Shape
Adding Mass Copy Functoids to a Map
Mass Copy Functoid
Document Normalization in BizTalk Explorer
Scripting Functoid
International Considerations for Designing BizTalk Applications

Programmer's Reference Mass Copy Functoid

Utilities Pipeline Tools

Samples ExposeWebService (BizTalk Server Sample)
Stop Orchestration (BizTalk Server Sample)
Remove Receive Port (BizTalk Server Sample)
Remove Send Port (BizTalk Server Sample)
Start Send Port (BizTalk Server Sample)
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What's New in the December 2004 Help Update
The December 2004 update of the Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 Help contains numerous fixes to the existing documentation
based heavily on customer feedback that was gathered through our documentation feedback mechanism. In addition to the fixes
introduced, we have also been busy producing other valuable content that lives outside of the core documentation.

The following table lists new external content that has been released since the initial publication of BizTalk Server 2004 Help.

Content Description
Implementing UAN on BizTalk Server 2004 to Integrate Siebel and SAP See how Microsoft’s implementation of Siebel Universal 

Application Network (UAN) 2.0 on BizTalk Server 2004 w
as used to integrate the Siebel customer relationship man
agement (CRM) application with the SAP R/3 Enterprise s
ystem.

BizTalk Server 2004 Technical Guide for Certificate Management The BizTalk Server 2004 Technical Guide for Certificate M
anagement provides detailed information about how to c
onfigure your BizTalk Server environment to use certificat
es for encryption, signing, and party resolution. It also pro
vides a sample application to help you automate the insta
llation of certificates in the certificate stores that BizTalk S
erver uses when processing messages.

BizTalk Server 2004 and IPSec Deployment Guide This document provides information about deploying Inte
rnet Protocol security (IPSec) policies for BizTalk Server 2
004 on a distributed installation. The policies were design
ed to achieve two goals: to ensure private, secure commu
nications over IP networks, and to block all unwanted IP tr
affic by default.

Creating a Highly Available BizTalk Server Environment The BizTalk Server 2004 Technical Guide for High Availabi
lity contains information to help you understand, plan, an
d implement a highly available BizTalk Server 2004 envir
onment.

BizTalk Server 2004 Database Sizing (DTA) Guidelines This guide details how to use a number of variables in Biz
Talk Server 2004 to determine how large the BizTalk Serv
er Tracking (DTA) database will become over a given peri
od of time.

Business Process & Integration User Education Blog This Blog is maintained by the team that writes the docu
mentation for BizTalk Server, Host Integration Server, and
Commerce Server.
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What's New in the July 2004 Help Update
The following table lists new external content that has been released since the initial publication of BizTalk Server 2004 Help.

Document Description
BizTalk Server 2004 Performance Characteristics White Paper This document provides information about the performance charac

teristics of key Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 configurations an
d components, such as messaging, pipeline, and orchestration. It de
scribes how these configurations and components perform in gene
ral, and at an individual-component level.

BizTalk Server 2004 Technical Deployment Guide for Security This document provides guidelines for deploying Microsoft® BizTa
lk® Server 2004 in a secure environment. It provides information t
o help you assess the potential threats to your BizTalk Server imple
mentation, a sample architecture for small and medium-size comp
anies, and a sample Point of Sale solution.

The following table lists content that has been added or changed since the initial publication of BizTalk Server 2004 Help.

Section New Content
Programming Guide International Considerations for Designing BizTalk Applications

Operations About BizTalk Server Administration
Managing BizTalk Server Security
Managing the BizTalk Group
Managing BizTalk Hosts and Host Instances
Managing MessageBox Databases
Managing Orchestrations
Managing Receive Locations
Managing Send Ports and Send Port Groups
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What's New in the April 2004 Help Update
The following table lists new content that has been added since the initial publication of BizTalk Server 2004 Help.

Section New Content
Introduction Workflow for Developing with BizTalk Server

Workflow for Using Business Activity Monitoring
Workflow for Using Business Activity Services
Workflow for Using Human Workflow Services
Contacting Microsoft Product Support Services
Accessibility for People with Disabilities
Business Activity Services
Business Activity Monitoring
Human Workflow Services
BizTalk Server Security

Deployment Planning a Secure Deployment
Deploying BizTalk Server Assemblies
Deploying Partners with SEED
Using Enterprise Single Sign-On

Migration and Upgrade Migrating from BizTalk Server 2002
BizTalk Server Interoperability
Upgrading to Windows Server 2003
Upgrading BizTalk Server 2004 Editions

Operations About BizTalk Server Administration
Administration Tools
Managing BizTalk Server Security
Managing BizTalk Hosts and Host Instances
Managing MessageBox Databases
Managing the BizTalk Group
Managing Orchestrations
Connecting Applications Using Native Adapters
Managing Receive Locations
Managing Send Ports and Send Port Groups
Health and Activity Tracking
Backing Up Your Databases
Managing Business Activity Services
Managing Business Activity Monitoring
Managing Human Workflow Services
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Programming Guide Using the BizTalk Project System Design Environment
Developing Orchestrations
Developing Pipelines
Developing with Business Rules
Using Web Services in BizTalk Server
Managing Business Processes Using BizTalk Explorer
Creating Schemas Using BizTalk Editor
Creating Maps Using BizTalk Mapper
Developing Adapters Using the Adapter Framework
Developing Partner Profiles Using Business Activity Services
Programming Business Activity Monitoring
Programming with Human Workflow Services
Sending E-Mail Using BizTalk Server

Troubleshooting Troubleshooting Deployment
Troubleshooting BizTalk Server Administration
Troubleshooting Adapters
Troubleshooting BizTalk Applications
Troubleshooting Orchestrations
Pipeline Component Exceptions
Troubleshooting Business Rules
Troubleshooting Consumed Web Services
Troubleshooting Published Web Services
Troubleshooting SOAP Headers
Troubleshooting BizTalk Explorer
Troubleshooting Schemas
Troubleshooting Maps
Troubleshooting Business Activity Services
Troubleshooting Business Activity Monitoring
Troubleshooting Human Workflow Services
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Getting Started with BizTalk Server
If you do not already know how you want to use Microsoft® BizTalk® Server at your company, it is recommended that you start
by exploring BizTalk Server features and functionality:

Read BizTalk Server 2004 Conceptual Overview.
Perform the steps in the BizTalk Server 2004 Tutorial.

This section provides an overview of developing, managing, and using BizTalk Server features.

This section contains:

Workflow for Developing with BizTalk Server
Workflow for Using Orchestrations
Workflow for Using Business Activity Monitoring
Workflow for Using Business Activity Services
Workflow for Using Human Workflow Services
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Workflow for Developing with BizTalk Server
Following is a high-level overview of some of the steps you perform to develop a Microsoft® BizTalk® Server solution.

1. Gather requirements. What are the goals of the BizTalk Server solution?
2. Map out your data flow.
3. Identify the protocols you and your trading partners are using. Are you using a single standard for your messages, or are

you going to gather messages from a variety of sources?

BizTalk Server provides eight adapters for connecting to certain transport protocols and locations: a BizTalk Message
Queuing, EDI, FTP, HTTP, SMTP, or SOAP protocol; or an SQL call. Additional adapters will be available from Microsoft
and members of the Adapter Registration program as well. You need to decide whether to use one of these adapters or
build your own.

4. Identify your security needs. For example, are you going to encryption? How are you going to determine the identity of the
sender of the message?

5. Is the solution you are building a message-only solution, that is, are you only routing messages? Or do you need to create
orchestrations to process some of the messages? Do you want to route messages based on certain data? If so, should the
steps be done using the BizTalk Server Rules engine?

6. Do you need to surface information for business users? If so, you need to include one or more of the BizTalk Server
information worker technologies: Business Activity Monitoring, Business Activity Services, and Human Workflow Services.

The following table links to planning information for each of the BizTalk Server features.

Resource Planning Information
BizTalk Server Security Planning Message Security
Orchestrations Security Considerations for Developing Orchestrations
Native Adapters Security Considerations for Adapters
Custom Adapters Planning for Custom Adapters
Schema Creation Planning for Schema Creation
Business Activity Monitoring Prerequisites for Using BAM Workbooks

Considerations for BAM Applications

BizTalk Explorer Planning for BizTalk Explorer
Web Services Planning for Publishing Web Services

For the latest planning information for BizTalk Server 2004, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Workflow for Using Orchestrations
The following steps provide a high-level overview of the workflow for developing orchestrations.

1. A developer uses BizTalk Orchestration Designer to design the orchestration and create the .NET assembly. Or, a system
administrator can do this with Windows® Management Instrumentation (WMI). For information about WMI, see WMI Class
Reference. For information about BizTalk Orchestration Designer, see Using Orchestration Designer.

2. A developer or a system administrator uses the BizTalk Deployment Wizard to deploy the assembly to an existing BizTalk
group. For more information about the Deployment Wizard, see BizTalk Deployment Wizard.

3. A developer uses BizTalk Explorer to bind the orchestration by creating the required receive ports, send ports, and receive
locations. Or, a system administrator can do this using WMI. For information about BizTalk Explorer, see
Managing Business Processes Using BizTalk Explorer.

4. A system administrator uses the Orchestration Enlistment Wizard in the BizTalk Server Administration MMC to enlist the
orchestration into a host. For information about the Orchestration Enlistment Wizard, see
Enlisting an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration Console.

5. A system administrator starts the orchestration in BizTalk Server Administration. For information about BizTalk Server
Administration console, see Using the BizTalk Administration Console.

At this point, the enlisted bound orchestration processes messages.

See Also

Developing Orchestrations

Managing Orchestrations

Orchestrations (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
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Workflow for Using Business Activity Monitoring
The following figure shows the four user roles who work with Business Activity Monitoring, and the tools that they use.

The following steps provide a high-level overview of the workflow for using Business Activity Monitoring.

Specifying the business data to collect

1. The business analyst uses the BAM Activity Wizard to specify what data to collect for all business users.
2. The business analyst uses the BAM View Wizard to define the view for each category of business user.
3. When finished, he saves the activities and views in a Microsoft® Excel Workbook called the BAM Definition Workbook.
4. The business analyst exports the BAM Definition Workbook to XML.
5. The system administrator and developer use the XML to perform their roles.

For information about the BAM Definition Workbook, see Prerequisites for Using BAM Workbooks. Instructions for using the BAM
Definition Workbook are located in "Defining Business Activities and Views in Excel" in BizTalk Server 2004 Information Worker
Help.

Managing the BAM Infrastructure

After the business analyst has defined the BAM view he wants, the system administrator uses the BAM management utility
(BM.EXE), a command-line tool, to deploy the BAM infrastructure from the BAM Definition Workbook or the XML exported from
the workbook.

The BAM management utility dynamically creates the tables, triggers, DTS packages, and OLAP cubes necessary to support the
BAM view. For information about the BAM management utility, see Using the Business Activity Monitoring Management Utility.

Each time the business analyst defines a different BAM view, or changes an existing BAM view, the system administrator must
redeploy the BAM Definition Workbook.

For more information about managing BAM, see Managing Business Activity Monitoring.

Mapping the XML to an orchestration

1. After the business analyst exports the BAM Definition Workbook to XML, the developer imports the XML file into the
Tracking Profile Editor. The developer implements the business analyst's information requirements, mapping the XML to an
orchestration.

Using the Tracking Profile Editor, the developer performs the following steps to map the XML to an orchestration:

a. Loads the deployed assembly that is stored in the BizTalk Configuration database. The deployed assembly contains
one or more orchestrations corresponding to the requirements that the business analyst specified in Step 1 above.

b. Defines the data to be extracted from an orchestration. You do this by dropping items from the message schemas and
orchestration shapes into the appropriate business milestone (event) and data item folders.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962321(v=bts.10).aspx
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c. When he is finished, he saves the profile as a BizTalk® Server tracking (.btt) file, to a storage database such as Visual
SourceSafe.

For instructions, see Creating New Tracking Profiles.

2. The developer deploys the .btt file to a testing database, and verifies the result through integration testing.

Deploying the Tracking Profile

Using the Tracking Profile Editor, the system administrator deploys the profile to one or more BizTalk Configuration databases.

Each time the developer changes the orchestration, or the requirements of the business users change and they want to track more
data, the system administrator needs to redeploy the tracking profile using the bttdeploy.exe command line utility.

For instructions about using bttdeploy.exe, see Deploying Tracking Profiles with the BizTalk Tracking Profiles Management Utility.

Viewing the business data

1. The business user uses the _LiveData workbook, which is produced by the BM.exe utility. Each time the business user opens
the _LiveData workbook, he receives a new live version of the data that is collected to monitor a specific aspect of the
business process.

2. To view data that is defined as real-time aggregation, the business user just needs to click Refresh in the workbook to view
the data.

3. If the aggregation data is not real-time, the business user views a snapshot of the business data that is taken at the time that
the scheduled DTS package runs.

4. If your organization has collaboration requirements, the business user can access the live data from the BAS Web site.

See Also

Scheduling the DTS Packages

BAM Definition Schema

BAM Configuration Schema

Business Activity Monitoring (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

Tracking Profile Editor

Programming Business Activity Monitoring

Business Activity Monitoring (BAM)
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Workflow for Using Business Activity Services
If your business has collaboration requirements for business users, you can implement the Business Activity Services Web site.
This Web site is a Microsoft® Windows® SharePoint™ Services portal site that business users access to create and configure
trading partners (buyers and sellers), agreements, and agreement addendums.

Following is an overview of the steps you perform to implement BAS:

1. Install the BAS Web site (by default, named BASSite).

When you install BAS, four Windows SharePoint Services roles are created:

BizTalk BAS Users
BizTalk BAS Managers
BizTalk BAS Administrators
BizTalk BAS Web Services

2. Using the Configuration Wizard, configure Business Activity Services (BAS) to add local groups to the roles. For more
information, see Using the Configuration Wizard.

3. Using the Business Activity Services Site, register a BizTalk Server with BAS to associate the BizTalk host and management
database with a BAS installation. For more information, see Registering a BizTalk Server with BAS.

4. Enable your BizTalk orchestrations to use Business Activity Services. For more information, see
Creating BAS-Enabled Orchestrations

5. Deploy your BAS-enabled orchestrations manually or by using BizTalk SEED. For more information, see
Business Activity Services Solutions Packaging and Deployment.

Viewing data and managing trading partners

The following overview provides the steps the business users perform to start managing trading partners:

1. Contact your system administrator for the URL of BAS Web site and for permission to access it.
2. Create a profile for your business. This self-profile provides information about your business such as your address and

contact information.
3. Create a partner profile for business partners. This profile provides information about your business partners such as

address and contact information.
4. Deploy the partner profile so you can send and receive messages from a partner. You must deploy a partner before you can

activate an agreement with a partner. Deployment makes your system ready to talk to your partner.
5. Create and activate agreements.
6. Access messages exchanged with a partner.

For more information about these steps, see "Business Activity Services" in the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 Information Worker
Help.

See Also

Developing Partner Profiles Using Business Activity Services

Business Activity Services
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Workflow for Using Human Workflow Services
Human Workflow Services (HWS) defines workflow as a set of actions that take place between people or processes in a specific
context. Actions are individual Microsoft® BizTalk® Server orchestrations that represent the smallest unit of work that you can
perform. You can chain several actions together to form a dynamic activity flow.

HWS provides a development framework for creating client applications that support a dynamic activity follow.

Following is an overview of the steps you perform to develop and implement a solution that includes Human Workflow Services.

Business Analyst

The business analyst gathers requirements for the workflow. Consider what your action will do and what dependencies it might
have. Some sample questions to ask are:

What kind of data will the action need to perform its logic?
Will the action send out any task messages?
Do you want to compose other actions?

Developer

These steps assume that the developer has already created an application, or is integrating with an existing one.

1. Create a new HWS project in Microsoft Visual Studio® .NET for the action.
2. Modify the activation message to supply your action with data it needs to operate. The Hws_Activate.xsd file contains the

schema for the activation message.
3. Create the action.
4. Modify the task message.

a. Add business logic to your action.
b. Create and bind the action's ports.

System Administrator

1. Deploy the action in the same way as you would deploy any orchestration. For more information about deploying
orchestrations, see Deploying Assemblies.

 Security  When you deploy an action, resources such as documents (or document references) that pass through the
HWS activity flows must have the appropriate access permissions set for actors to be able to read and write to them.

1. Use the BizTalk Management console to enlist and start the action in your BizTalk host application.
2. Use the HWS Administration console to register the actions with the HWS system for constraint creation.
3. Review the HWS database. Schedule the Backup BizTalk Job and verify it works.

See Also

Human Workflow Services (HWS)

Registering and Unregistering Actions

Enlisting an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration Console

HWS (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
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Contacting Microsoft Product Support Services
Product name: Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004
Support options: To get the latest information about your support options, see the
Microsoft Product Support Services Web site.
Worldwide support: Options, hours, and cost in your country/region may differ from the United States; check with your
local office for details.
Conditions: Microsoft Product Support Services are subject to the then-current prices, terms, and conditions at Microsoft,
which are subject to change without notice.
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Community Information
BizTalk Server 2004 Developer Competition

In September 2004, developers around the world created some excellent samples, adapters, and patterns in the first ever BizTalk
Server 2004 developer competition. All of the entries are hosted on www.gotdotnet.com.

The following is a list of the winners

1st $15,000 Paul Somers
BizTalk Server 2004 Administration Tool
2nd $5,000 Jesus Rodríguez
UDDI Publishing Wizard for BizTalk Server 2004
3rd $1,000 Scott Colestock
BizTalk Server 2004 Nant deployment
4th $1,000 Pallavi Narayanaswamy
BizTalk TIBCO Adapter
5th $1,000 Darrin Webber
Scheduled Orchestration execution

You can view the entire list of entries at the Business Process and Integration Developer Center.
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Accessibility for People with Disabilities
For information about features that make Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 more accessible, see the following topics:

Using the BizTalk Administration Console
Orchestration Designer Shortcut Keys
Using BizTalk Editor Shortcut Keys
Using BizTalk Mapper Shortcut Keys
Adapter Property Page Shortcut Keys
Accessibility for Tracking Profile Editor

For more information about accessibility options, in Microsoft Windows® 2000 Server Help, in the Getting Started with Windows
2000 book, see "Accessibility for People with Disabilities." In Windows 2000 Professional Help, see the chapter "Accessibility for
Special Needs."

For information about accessibility options in other Microsoft products, go to the Microsoft Accessibility Web site
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25121.
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BizTalk Server 2004 Conceptual Overview
Note  The content of this section is based on the white paper "Understanding BizTalk Server 2004" by David Chappell.
The paper is published on MSDN® at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21281. David Chappell is Principal of
Chappell & Associates (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21434) in San Francisco, California. His most recent
book, Understanding .NET, was published by Addison-Wesley in 2002.

In today's business environment, it is increasingly important to create business processes that combine separate and diverse
applications into a coherent whole. Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 enables you to connect diverse applications, and then use a
graphical user interface to create and modify business processes that use services from those applications.

Building on earlier versions, the core BizTalk Server 2004 engine provides expanded capabilities and new services, such as:

A new way to specify business rules
Better ways to manage and monitor applications
Support for single sign-on
New services for information workers, including:

A group of Business Activity Services (BAS) that enable business users to manage their business partners and
processes
Support for business process provisioning and configuration
Services that information workers can use to set up and manage interactions with trading partners
Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) features for analyzing running business processes
Support for ad-hoc and semi-structured workflow through Human Workflow Services (HWS), which enables you to
create business processes that people can interact with through client applications such as Microsoft Windows®
SharePoint™ Services, Microsoft Office InfoPath™, and Microsoft Office

Unlike its COM-based predecessors, BizTalk Server 2004 is built completely around the Microsoft .NET Framework and Microsoft
Visual Studio® .NET. It also has native support for communicating by using Web services, along with the ability to import and
export business processes described in Business Process Execution Language (BPEL).

You can apply BizTalk Server 2004 to your organization in a variety of ways. When you use BizTalk Server for application
integration, the following scenarios are most important:

Connecting applications within a single organization, commonly referred to as Enterprise Application Integration (EAI)
Connecting applications in different organizations, commonly referred to as business-to-business (B2B) integration

When learning about BizTalk Server 2004, it is useful to divide the product conceptually into two parts: the core engine and the
services for information workers that are built on top of that engine: Business Activity Services, Business Activity Monitoring, and
Human Workflow Services. This overview provides two simple examples of using BizTalk Server 2004, and then describes the
conceptual parts.

This section contains:

EAI Example
B2B Example
BizTalk Server Engine
Business Activity Services
Business Activity Monitoring (BAM)
Human Workflow Services (HWS)
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EAI Example
The following figure shows a simple example of the core Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 engine applied to an Enterprise
Application Integration (EAI) problem.

In this scenario, an inventory application, perhaps running on an IBM mainframe, notices that the stock of an item is low and
issues a request to order more of that item. The following steps occur:

1. The request is sent to a BizTalk Server 2004 application.
2. The BizTalk Server 2004 application requests a purchase order (PO) from the organization's Enterprise Resource Planning

(ERP) application.
3. The ERP application, which might be running on a Unix system, sends back the requested PO.
4. The BizTalk Server 2004 application informs a fulfillment application, perhaps built on Microsoft Windows® by using the

.NET Framework, that the item should be ordered.

In this example, each application communicates by using a different protocol. This means that the messaging infrastructure of the
BizTalk Server 2004 engine must be able to talk with each application in its native communication style. Also, notice that no single
application is aware of the complete business process. That business process, along with the intelligence required to coordinate all
of the parts, is implemented in the BizTalk Server 2004 application.

See Also

B2B Example

BizTalk Server Engine
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B2B Example
Connecting applications within an organization is important, but connecting applications that span organizations can sometimes
have even more business value. The following figure shows a simple example of a business-to-business (B2B) integration
scenario.

The applications are connected as follows:

The purchasing organization at the top of the figure runs a Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 application that interacts with
two supplier organizations.
Supplier A also uses BizTalk Server 2004, providing indirect access to its Supply application.
Supplier B uses an integration platform from another vendor, and connects to the BizTalk Server 2004 application of the
purchasing organization by using, for example, Web services. Supplier B is executing the same business process as the
others, and so Supplier B received a BPEL definition of that process from the purchasing organization, which exported the
definition from BizTalk Server 2004.

See Also

EAI Example

BizTalk Server Engine
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BizTalk Server Engine
To enable users to create a business process that spans multiple applications, the Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 engine must
provide the following capabilities:

A way to specify that business process
A mechanism for communicating between the applications that the business process uses

The following figure shows the main components of the BizTalk Server 2004 engine that provide these capabilities.

A business process is implemented as one or more orchestrations, each of which consists of executable code. Orchestrations are
not created by writing code in a language such as C#. Instead, a business analyst uses the Orchestration Designer for Business
Analysts (a Microsoft Visio® snap-in) to graphically organize a defined group of shapes to express the conditions, loops, and
other behavior of the business process. Business processes can also use the Business Rule Engine, which provides a simpler and
more easily modified way to express the rules in a business process.

Each orchestration creates subscriptions to indicate the kinds of messages it receives. As illustrated in the preceding figure, the
message processing proceeds as follows:

1. A message is received through a receive adapter. Different adapters provide different communication mechanisms, so a
message might be acquired by accessing a Web service, reading from a file, or in some other way.

2. The message is processed through a receive pipeline. This pipeline can contain components that perform tasks such as
converting the message from its native format into an XML document and validating its digital signature.

3. The message is delivered to a database called MessageBox database, which is implemented by using Microsoft SQL
Server™.

4. When a message arrives in the MessageBox database, that message is dispatched to its target orchestration, which takes
whatever action the business process requires.

5. The result of this processing is typically another message, which is produced by the business process and saved in the
MessageBox database.

6. The new message is processed by a send pipeline, which may convert it from the internal XML format used by BizTalk
Server 2004 to the format required by its destination, add a digital signature, and more.

7. The message is sent out through a send adapter, which uses an appropriate mechanism to communicate with the
application for which this message is destined.

Three roles—business analyst, developer, and administrator—are necessary to create and maintain BizTalk Server 2004
applications. These roles perform the following functions with the BizTalk Server 2004 engine.

Business analyst. Defines the rules and behaviors that make up a business process, and determines the flow of the
business process by defining how information is exchanged and how documents are mapped.
Developer. Implements the business process after the business analyst has defined it. Implementation includes tasks such
as defining the XML schemas for the business documents that will be used, specifying the detailed mapping between them,
and creating the orchestrations necessary to implement the business process.



 

Administrator. Performs tasks such as setting up communication among the parts and deploying the application in an
appropriately scalable way.

This section contains:

Connecting Applications
Defining Business Processes
Management and Monitoring
Enterprise Single Sign-On
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Connecting Applications
Because applications communicate in many different ways, the BizTalk Server 2004 engine supports a variety of protocols and
message formats. It is important to remember that the engine works only with XML documents internally. All messages are
converted to XML documents when they are received. Similarly, if the recipient of a document requires a format other than XML,
the engine converts the document into the appropriate format.

This section contains:

Sending and Receiving Messages: Adapters
Processing Messages: Pipelines
Choosing Messages: Subscriptions
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Sending and Receiving Messages: Adapters
The BizTalk Server 2004 engine uses adapters to talk to a wide range of other software. An adapter is an implementation of a
communication mechanism, such as a particular protocol. BizTalk Server provides several built-in adapters, and other adapters
have been created for popular applications such as SAP. A developer can determine which adapters to use in a given situation, or
can create custom adapters.

All adapters are built on a standard base called the Adapter Framework, which is new with BizTalk Server 2004. This framework
provides a common way to create and run adapters, and enables you to use the same tools to manage both standard and custom
adapters.

BizTalk Server 2004 provides the following adapters:

SOAP Adapter. Enables sending and receiving messages by using SOAP over HTTP. Because SOAP is the core protocol for
Web services, this adapter gives BizTalk Server 2004 the ability to interact with Web services. URLs are used to identify the
sending and receiving systems.
BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter. Enables sending and receiving messages by using BizTalk Message Queuing
(MSMQT). BizTalk Message Queuing is an implementation of the Microsoft Message Queuing (MSMQ) protocol that can
receive and send MSMQ messages from and to the MessageBox database. It does not replace MSMQ, but is an efficient way
to use the MSMQ transport with BizTalk Server.
File Adapter. Enables reading from and writing to files in the Microsoft Windows® file system. Because the applications
involved in a business process often access the same file system, either locally or across a network, exchanging messages
through files can be a convenient option.
HTTP Adapter. Enables sending and receiving information by using HTTP/S. The BizTalk Server 2004 engine exposes one
or more URLs to enable other applications to send data to it, and it can use this adapter to send data to other URLs.
SMTP Adapter. Enables sending messages by using Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP). Standard e-mail addresses are
used to identify the parties.
SQL Adapter. Enables reading and writing information from and to a Microsoft SQL Server™ database.
Base EDI Adapter. Enables sending and receiving messages by using the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) X-
12 and Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce, and Trade (EDIFACT) standards.
FTP Adapter. Enables exchange of files between BizTalk and FTP servers.

The messages that an adapter receives usually need to be processed before an orchestration can access them. Similarly, outgoing
messages produced by an orchestration often need to be processed before they are sent by an adapter. For a description of this
process, see Processing Messages: Pipelines.

See Also

Adapters (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

Choosing Messages: Subscriptions
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Processing Messages: Pipelines
The applications underlying a business process communicate by exchanging various kinds of documents, such as purchase orders
and invoices. For a BizTalk Server 2004 application to execute a business process, it must be able to correctly process the
messages that contain these documents. A message pipeline performs this processing, which can involve multiple stages.
Incoming messages are processed through a receive pipeline, while outgoing messages go through a send pipeline.

BizTalk Server 2004 can work with documents that originate in many different formats. For internal processing, though, it needs
to convert all documents to a single standard format. To make processing documents as efficient as possible, BizTalk Server uses
XML as its internal format for processing all documents. Although many current applications understand XML documents, many
others do not. Therefore, BizTalk Server needs to provide a way to convert other formats to and from XML. Other processing
services can also be required, such as authenticating the sender of a message.

To handle these tasks in a modular way, several stages are combined to form a pipeline. Each stage contains one or more
Microsoft .NET or COM components, and each component handles a particular part of message processing. The BizTalk Server
2004 engine provides several standard components that address the most common cases. Developers can also create custom
components for both receive and send pipelines.

BizTalk Server 2004 provides some default pipelines, including a simple receive/send pair that you can use for handling messages
that are already expressed in XML. You can also use the Pipeline Designer tool to create custom pipelines. This tool, which runs
inside Microsoft Visual Studio® .NET, provides a graphical interface that enables you to drag components to create receive and
send pipelines with the required behavior.

This section contains:

Receive Pipelines
Send Pipelines
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Receive Pipelines
The following figure illustrates the stages in a receive pipeline, along with the standard components provided for each one.

The stages and their associated components are:

Decode.BizTalk Server 2004 provides one standard component for this stage, the MIME/SMIME decoder. This component
can handle messages and any attachments they contain in either MIME or Secure MIME (S/MIME) format. The component
decodes MIME messages, decrypt S/MIME messages and also can verify digital signatures on the messages.
Disassemble. BizTalk Server 2004 provides three standard components. These are:

Flat file disassembler. Turns flat files into XML documents. Those files can be positional (each record has the same
length and structure) or delimited (a designated character is used to separate records).
XML disassembler. Parses incoming messages that are already described by using XML.
BizTalk Framework disassembler. Accepts messages sent by using the reliable messaging mechanism defined by
the BizTalk Framework.

Validate. BizTalk Server 2004 provides an XML validator component for this stage. As its name suggests, this component
validates an XML document produced by the Disassemble stage against a specified schema or group of schemas, and
returns an error if the document does not conform to one of those schemas.
Resolve Party. The only standard component for this stage, party resolution, attempts to determine an identity for the
sender of the message. If the message was digitally signed, the component uses the signature to look up a Windows identity
in the BizTalk Server 2004 Configuration database. If the message carries the authenticated security identifier (SID) of a
Windows user, this identity is used. If neither mechanism succeeds, the sender is assigned a default anonymous identity.

See Also

Send Pipelines

Developing Pipelines

Pipelines (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
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Send Pipelines
Outgoing messages can also go through multiple stages, as defined by a send pipeline. The following figure shows the stages and
standard components for a send pipeline.

The stages and their associated components are:

Pre-assemble. Provides no standard components. Custom components can be inserted here as needed.
Assemble. Paralleling the Disassemble stage in a receive pipeline, this stage also has three standard components:

Flat file assembler. Converts an XML message into a positional or delimited flat file.
XML assembler. Enables adding an envelope and making other changes to an outgoing XML message.
BizTalk Framework assembler. Packages messages for reliable transmission by using the BizTalk Framework
messaging technology.

Encode. BizTalk Server 2004 provides one standard component for this stage, the MIME/SMIME encoder. This component
packages outgoing messages in either MIME or S/MIME format. If S/MIME is used, the message can also be digitally signed
and encrypted.

See Also

Receive Pipelines

Developing Pipelines

Pipelines (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
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Choosing Messages: Subscriptions
After a message passes through an adapter and a receive pipeline, the business process needs to determine where to send it. A
message is most often targeted to an orchestration, but it might go directly to a send pipeline, using the BizTalk Server 2004
engine purely as a messaging system. In either case, messages are matched with their destinations by using subscriptions.

When a receive pipeline processes a message, it creates a message context that contains various properties of the message. An
orchestration or a send pipeline can subscribe to messages based on the values of these properties. For example, an orchestration
might create a subscription that matches all messages of the type "Invoice", or all messages of the type "Invoice" received from
Woodgrove Bank, or all messages of the type "Invoice" received from Woodgrove Bank that are for more than $10,000.

However a subscription is specified, it returns to its subscriber only those messages that match the defined criteria. A received
message might initiate a business process by instantiating some orchestration, or it might activate another step in an already
running business process. Similarly, when an orchestration sends a message, that message is matched to a send pipeline based
on a subscription that the send pipeline has established.

See Also

Sending and Receiving Messages: Adapters

Processing Messages: Pipelines

Developing Pipelines

Pipelines (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
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Defining Business Processes
Sending messages between different applications is a necessary part of solving the problems that BizTalk Server 2004 addresses.
The real goal, however, is to define and execute business processes based on these applications. The BizTalk Server 2004 engine
provides two technologies for doing this: orchestration and the Business Rule Engine. This section provides conceptual
information about both of these technologies.

This section contains:

Orchestrating Your Business Processes
Business Rule Engine
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Orchestrating Your Business Processes
You can implement a business process directly in a language such as C# or Microsoft Visual Basic® .NET. However, creating,
maintaining, and managing complex business processes in conventional programming languages can be challenging. Like its
predecessors, BizTalk Server 2004 enables you to create business processes graphically. Doing this can be faster than building the
process directly in a programming language, and it can make the process easier to understand, explain, and change. It is also
easier to monitor business processes that are built graphically, and the Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) technology enables
you to do this.

Successfully creating an automated business process usually requires collaboration between technology-oriented developers and
business people. BizTalk Server 2004 provides appropriate tools for each. The developer tools run inside Visual Studio .NET, and
BizTalk Server 2004 also provides a subset of the developer tool functionality in the Orchestration Designer for Business Analysts
(ODBA) tool, an add-in for Microsoft Visio®. Information created in the ODBA tool can be imported into the Visual Studio-based
tools, and vice versa. After the business process, known as an orchestration, is created, it is automatically transformed into
standard assemblies that run on the .NET Framework.

Note  Orchestrations were called schedules in BizTalk Server 2000 and BizTalk Server 2002.

For a developer, creating an orchestration relies on three primary tools: BizTalk Editor for creating XML schemas, BizTalk Mapper
for defining translations between those schemas, and Orchestration Designer for specifying the flow of business processes. All of
the developer tools in BizTalk Server 2004 are hosted inside Visual Studio .NET, providing a consistent environment. This section
describes what each of these tools does and how they work together.

This section contains:

Creating Schemas: BizTalk Editor
Mapping Between Schemas: BizTalk Mapper
Defining Business Processes: Orchestration Designer
Interacting with Other Software: Web Services
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Creating Schemas: BizTalk Editor
Orchestrations work with XML documents, each of which conforms to some XML schema. To define these schemas, the BizTalk
Server 2004 engine provides BizTalk Editor. This tool enables you to use the XML Schema definition language (XSD) to create
schemas, which define the types and structure of the information in a document. This complete reliance on standard XSD is new
with this release.

Because the final Worldwide Web Consortium (W3C) standard for XSD was not complete at the time, earlier versions of BizTalk
Server used XML Data Reduced (XDR), a Microsoft-specific language for defining schemas. Now that XSD has been finalized,
BizTalk Server 2004 relies on this standard approach for describing the structure of XML documents.

Creating raw XSD schemas without some tool support can be challenging. To facilitate this step, BizTalk Editor enables you to
build a schema by defining its elements in a graphical hierarchy. You can also import existing schemas from either files or
accessible Web services. Schemas are used as the basis for BizTalk maps, which are described in
Mapping Between Schemas: BizTalk Mapper.

See Also

Creating Schemas Using BizTalk Editor

Workflow for Using Orchestrations

Developing Orchestrations

Orchestrations (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
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Mapping Between Schemas: BizTalk Mapper
An orchestration implementing a business process typically receives some documents and sends others. Part of the information
in the received documents is often transferred to the sent documents, perhaps transformed in some way. For example, an order
fulfillment process might receive an order for some number of items, and then send back an acknowledgment indicating that the
order was sent. Information from the order, such as the name and address of the purchaser, might be copied from fields in the
received order to fields in the order acknowledgment. You can use BizTalk Mapper to define a transformation—a map—from one
document to the other.

You create a map by expressing a graphical correlation between two XML schemas that defines a relationship between elements
in those schemas. The Worldwide Web Consortium (W3C) has defined the Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformation (XSLT)
as a standard way to express these kinds of transformations between XML schemas, and maps in BizTalk Server 2004 are
implemented as XSLT transformations.

The transformation defined in a map can be simple, such as copying a name and address from one document to another. You can
express a direct data copy by using a link, which is shown in BizTalk Mapper as a line connecting the appropriate elements in the
source schema with their counterparts in the destination schema. You can also specify more complex transformations by using
functoids. A functoid is a chunk of executable code that can define arbitrarily complex mappings between XML schemas. BizTalk
Mapper represents a functoid as a box on the line connecting the elements being transformed. Because some of those
transformations are fairly common, BizTalk Server 2004 includes a number of built-in functoids. These are grouped into
categories.

The following shows a partial list of the functoids in BizTalk Server:

Mathematical functoids. Perform operations such as adding, multiplying, and dividing the values of fields in the source
document and storing the result in a field in the target document.
Conversion functoids. Convert a numeric value to its ASCII equivalent and vice-versa.
Logical functoids. Determine whether an element or attribute should be created in the target document based on a logical
comparison between specified values in the source document.
Cumulative functoids. Compute averages, sums, or other values from various fields in the source document, and then
store the result in a single field in the target document.
Database functoids. Access information stored in a database.

You can also create custom functoids directly in XSLT or by using .NET languages like C# and Visual Basic .NET. Functoids can also
be combined in sequences, cascading the output of one into the input of another.

It is essential to be able to define the XML schema of a document and to map information across documents with different
schemas. BizTalk Editor and BizTalk Mapper address these two functions. In addition, you must specify the business process that
will use the schemas and invoke the maps. This process is described in Defining Business Processes: Orchestration Designer.

See Also

Creating Maps Using BizTalk Mapper

Workflow for Using Orchestrations

Developing Orchestrations

Orchestrations (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
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Defining Business Processes: Orchestration Designer
A business process is a set of actions that together meet some business need. With the BizTalk Server 2004 engine, you can use
Orchestration Designer to define these actions graphically. Rather than expressing the steps in a programming language, this tool
enables you to create an orchestration by connecting together a series of shapes in a logical way. Some of the most commonly
used shapes are:

 Receive. Enables the orchestration to receive messages.

 Send. Enables the orchestration to send messages.

 Port. Defines how messages are transmitted.

 Decide. Represents an if-then-else statement that enables an orchestration to perform different tasks based on Boolean
conditions.

 Loop. Enables performing an action repeatedly while some condition is true.

 Construct Message. Enables building a message.

 Transform. Enables transferring information from one document to another, transforming it on the way by invoking maps
defined with BizTalk Mapper.

 Parallel Actions. Enables specifying that multiple operations should be performed in parallel rather than in sequence.

 Scope. Enables grouping operations into transactions and defining exception handlers for error handling.

 Message Assignment. Enables assigning values to orchestration variables.

Like the other developer tools that BizTalk Server 2004 provides, Orchestration Designer runs inside Visual Studio .NET. BizTalk
Server 2004 also includes the Orchestration Designer for Business Analysts, an add-in for Visio that provides a way to define a
business process and then imports the process into Orchestration Designer. This add-in is useful for nontechnical users who
benefit from graphically defining business processes.

See Also

Using Orchestration Designer

Workflow for Using Orchestrations

Developing Orchestrations

Orchestrations (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
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Interacting with Other Software: Web Services
Think about the case where two organizations interact by using Web services. To work together effectively, they probably need to
know a little about each others' business processes. If both organizations use BizTalk Server 2004, there are tools that can
distribute this knowledge. But if one organization uses BizTalk Server 2004 and the other uses software from another vendor,
they need to be able to describe the business process interactions in a way that works across different vendors.

BPEL

To support this type of interaction, Microsoft, IBM, and others have created Business Process Execution Language (BPEL). A
business process defined by using Orchestration Designer can be exported to BPEL, and BizTalk Server 2004 can also import
processes defined in BPEL. BPEL is built entirely on Web services, while BizTalk Server 2004 and other products that support this
language provide a broader set of services. For example, BizTalk Server 2004 supports mapping between different XML schemas,
calling methods in local objects, broad support for transactions, and other features that are not available in BPEL.

Web services

BizTalk Server 2004 has built-in support for Web services. To access an external Web service, the creator of an orchestration can
use the Add Web Reference option in Visual Studio .NET along with the SOAP adapter to directly invoke operations, just as with
any other .NET assembly. Similarly, BizTalk Server 2004 provides the Web Services Publishing Wizard that can generate an
ASP.NET Web service project exposing one or more of an orchestration's operations as SOAP-callable Web services. These two
options enable developers to both access existing Web services from within a business process and expose the functionality of an
orchestration as a Web service to other business processes.

See Also

Using Web Services in BizTalk Server
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Business Rule Engine
Orchestration Designer, together with BizTalk Editor and BizTalk Mapper, is an effective way to define a business process and the
rules it uses. Over time, however, the rules specified in an orchestration can change. The decisions embedded in a business
process—the business rules—are commonly the most volatile. For example, a manager's spending limit might change, or a
customer's maximum allowed order might change. You need a way to define and change business rules. To meet this need,
BizTalk Server 2004 provides the Business Rule Engine to enable you to directly create and modify sets of business rules. These
rules are created by using a tool called the Business Rule Composer, and then executed directly by the engine. This technology is
new in BizTalk Server 2004.

To change a business rule that is implemented within an orchestration, you can open the orchestration in Visual Studio .NET,
modify the appropriate shapes (and perhaps the .NET or COM objects they invoke), and then build and deploy the modified
assembly. If instead the business rule is implemented by using the Business Rule Engine, it can be modified without recompiling
or restarting anything. You only need to use the Business Rule Composer to change the desired rule, and then redeploy the new
set of rules. The change takes effect immediately. And while orchestrations are typically created and maintained by developers,
business rules are readable enough to be modified by business analysts without the need to involve developers.

To use the Business Rule Engine to create a set of business rules, you typically start by using the Business Rule Composer to
define a vocabulary for specifying the rules. Each term in the vocabulary provides a user-friendly name for some information.
Then you use the Business Rule Composer to create business processes that use the vocabulary. Each business process contains
one or more business rules. A rule uses the terms defined in the vocabulary together with logical operators.

The core idea of defining a vocabulary and then defining sets of rules that use it is the heart of the Business Rule Engine. The goal
is to provide a straightforward way for BizTalk Server 2004 users of all kinds to create and work with the rules that define
business processes.

See Also

Developing with Business Rules

Business Rules (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
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Management and Monitoring
Every application built on the BizTalk Server 2004 engine requires management. You need to know what configurations are
possible, how new applications installed, and what is happening inside the system right now. This section looks at the tools
BizTalk Server provides to answer these questions.

This section contains:

Creating Scalable Configurations
Managing Applications
Monitoring Applications: Health and Activity Tracking
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Creating Scalable Configurations
If the application using it is not too large, the entire BizTalk Server 2004 engine can be installed on a single computer. In many
cases, though, this is not a satisfactory solution. The number of messages that the engine must handle might be too great for one
computer, or redundancy might be required to make the system more reliable. To meet requirements like these, the BizTalk
Server 2004 engine can be deployed in a number of ways.

A fundamental concept for deploying the engine is the idea of a host. A host can contain various items, including orchestrations,
adapters, and pipelines. Hosts are only logical constructs; to use them, actual host instances must be created. Each host instance is
a Windows process, and as the following figure shows, it can contain various elements.

In the example shown here:

Computer A runs two host instances. One contains a receive adapter and a receive pipeline, while the other contains the
orchestrations P and Q.
Computer B runs just one host instance, also containing the two orchestrations P and Q.
Computer C, like computer A, runs two host instances, but neither of them contains an orchestration. Instead, each of these
instances contains a send pipeline and send adapter.
Computer D houses the MessageBox database that is used by all of the host instances in this configuration.

This example illustrates several ways in which hosts might be used. For example, because both computers A and B run host
instances that contain the orchestrations P and Q, BizTalk Server 2004 can automatically assign requests to these orchestrations
based on the availability and current load on each computer. This enables a business process to scale up as needed for high-
volume applications.

In the previous figure, notice also that computer C contains two different ways to handle outgoing messages. One way might rely
on a standard BizTalk Server 2004 adapter, such as the HTTP adapter, while the other might use a custom adapter to
communicate with a particular application.

Grouping all output processing on a single computer like this can make good sense in some situations. And because each host
instance is isolated from every other host instance—they are different processes—it is safer to run code that is not completely
trusted, such as a new custom adapter, in a separate instance. In addition, even though this example contains only a single
instance of the MessageBox database, you can replicate or cluster the databases to avoid creating a single point of failure.

In BizTalk Server 2004, you do not cluster services.

See Also

Managing Applications

Monitoring Applications: Health and Activity Tracking
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Managing Applications
The BizTalk Server 2004 engine provides a range of services, and several different tools are used to manage this environment. The
primary tool is the BizTalk Administration console, a Microsoft Management Console (MMC) snap-in. This tool enables you to
create hosts, assign hosts to computers, start and stop orchestrations, and perform many other administration tasks. You can also
access the functions of the Administration console programmatically through Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI),
which enables you to create scripts that automate management functions.

Other management tools are also available for more specific purposes. For example, you can use the BizTalk Deployment Wizard
to deploy assemblies to computers, and use the Subscription Viewer to examine subscriptions in the BizTalk Server 2004 engine.
These tools, along with the BizTalk Administration console, rely on a common Configuration database to store the information
that they work with.

BizTalk Explorer is another important tool for working with BizTalk Server 2004 applications; it is new with BizTalk Server 2004.
BizTalk Explorer enables you to map between the logical view of an orchestration and the specific physical details that are
required for the orchestration to work.

BizTalk Explorer is also helpful in working with partners, because it enables you to create a single application configuration, and
then deploy this configuration differently for each partner. Because it exposes its services through a .NET-based object model as
well as through a graphical interface, you can create scripts for configuring applications programmatically.

See Also

Creating Scalable Configurations

Monitoring Applications: Health and Activity Tracking
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Monitoring Applications: Health and Activity Tracking
BizTalk Server 2004 applications do many things: send and receive messages, process messages within orchestrations,
communicate with various applications through different protocols, and more. It is essential to keep track of what is going on,
especially when failures occur. To do this, you need a way to look into running applications and to monitor the system activity.
This exactly describes the services provided by the Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) component of BizTalk Server 2004.

The HAT tool provides graphical access to detailed information, including when an orchestration starts and ends, when each
shape within it is executed, when each of its messages is sent and received, what the messages contain, and much more. You can
set breakpoints, enabling you to stop the orchestration and examine it at predetermined places.

You can also use the HAT tool to examine archived data, looking for patterns and trends in the execution of a business process.
This information is useful for debugging, answering business questions (such as verifying that a message really was sent to a
customer), and keeping ongoing statistics that can be used to improve performance.

See Also

Creating Scalable Configurations

Managing Applications
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Enterprise Single Sign-On
A business process that relies on several different applications probably needs to deal with several different security domains.
Accessing an application on a Windows system might require one set of security credentials, while accessing an application on an
IBM mainframe might require different credentials. To address this challenge, BizTalk Server 2004 includes Enterprise Single Sign-
On (SSO).

Enterprise Single Sign-On provides a way to map a Windows user ID to non-Windows user credentials. This service can make
things simpler for business processes that use applications on diverse systems.

To use SSO, you define affiliate applications, each of which represents a non-Windows system or application. An affiliate
application might be a CICS application running on an IBM mainframe, an SAP ERP system running on Unix, or any other kind of
software. Each of these applications has its own mechanism for authentication, and so each requires its own unique credentials.

SSO uses a Credential database to store encrypted mappings between users' Windows user IDs and their credentials for one or
more affiliate applications. When a user needs to access an affiliate application, an SSO server can look up that user's credentials
for that application in the Credential database. The following figure shows how this works.

In this example, a message sent by some application to BizTalk Server 2004 is processed by an orchestration, and then sent to an
affiliate application running on an IBM mainframe. The job of Enterprise Single Sign-On is to make sure that the correct
credentials (for example, the right user name and password) are sent with the message when it is passed to the affiliate
application.

The figure illustrates a five-step process:

1. When a receive adapter gets a message, the adapter can request an SSO ticket from SSO server A. This encrypted ticket
contains the Windows identity of the user who made the request and a time-out period. After it is acquired, the SSO ticket is
added as a property to the incoming message. The message then takes its normal path through the BizTalk Server 2004
engine, which in this example means being handled by an orchestration. When this orchestration generates an outgoing
message, that message also contains the SSO ticket acquired earlier.

2. This new message is destined for the application running on an IBM mainframe, and so it must contain the appropriate
credentials for this user to access that application. To get these credentials, the send adapter contacts SSO server B,
supplying the message (which contains the SSO ticket) that it just received and the name of the affiliate application for
which it wants to retrieve the credentials.

3. This operation, called redemption, causes SSO server B to verify the SSO ticket, and then look up this user's credentials for
that affiliate application.

4. SSO Server B returns those credentials to the send adapter.
5. The send adapter uses the credentials to send an appropriately authenticated message to the affiliate application.



 

This example shows what is likely to be a typical use of Enterprise Single Sign-On, but this is not the only option. A smaller BizTalk
Server 2004 installation might have only a single SSO server, for example.

SSO also includes administration tools to perform various operations, such as the following:

Monitor operations performed on the Credential database and set various audit levels
Disable a particular affiliate application
Turn on and off an individual mapping for a user

There is also a client utility that enables end users to configure their own credentials and mappings.

Like other parts of BizTalk Server 2004, Enterprise Single Sign-On exposes its services through a programmable API. The creators
of third-party BizTalk Server adapters use this API to access the Single Sign-On services, and you can also use it to create scripts
for automating common tasks.

See Also

Using Enterprise Single Sign-On
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Business Activity Services
An information worker might want to do many things with a running business process. For example:

A sales manager might want to look at sales trends or examine other aspects of a business process in real time.
A business analyst might need to create a relationship with a new trading partner, defining the partner's role, the business
agreement between the two firms, and other aspects of this new association.

In Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004, these capabilities are provided by Business Activity Services (BAS). BAS makes it possible to
use Microsoft Windows® SharePoint™ Services and Microsoft Office to organize and configure all information associated with
your partners. By making it easier to track what is happening with business processes, Business Activity Services enables less-
technical people to monitor their environments effectively.

BAS exists outside of BizTalk Server 2004 as a separate layer. Business people access BAS through a Windows SharePoint Services
site, which uses BAS Web services. One BAS Web service has BizTalk Server privileges and updates BizTalk Server with changes
made in the BAS Windows SharePoint Services Server site.

The following figure shows how a common user interface to Business Activity Service is provided through Windows SharePoint
Services, Internet Explorer, Microsoft Excel, and Microsoft Office InfoPath™.

Because Business Activity Services are meant to be used by business people, and not by developers, it makes sense to expose BAS
through tools that are familiar to business people.

Managing partner profiles

BAS supports the definition and administration of partner profiles through Office. It simplifies the management of these profiles
by enabling users to group them into partner groups. It also allows the definition of relationships with partners through business
agreements that organize relationship-specific artifacts such as formal documents and business processes.

Behind this common interface are four different software components, all of which can communicate with Internet Explorer,
Windows SharePoint Services, Excel, and InfoPath through SOAP. This section describes each of these four components.

This section contains:

BAS Concepts
BAS Architecture
Trading Partner Management
Business Process Configuration
Business Process Provisioning
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BAS Concepts
Business Activity Services provides a portal for information workers to easily configure business processes and collaborate with
trading partners. Business Activity Services also provides the ability to capture and maintain profiles and complex business
relationships for varying numbers of business partners, including customers, suppliers, employees, and internal departments.
These are primarily business-driven relationships, and Business Activity Services provides business users the ability to take
advantage of new opportunities and changing market conditions.

Business Activity Services makes it possible to organize and configure all information associated with different partners, both
internal and external, in a way that supports the entire partner lifecycle from Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services and
Microsoft Office.

Business Activity Services also supports the definition and administration of large numbers of partner profiles through Office.
Business Activity Services helps simplify the management of these partner profiles by grouping them into partner groups. You
define partner relationships through business agreements that organize relationship-specific artifacts, such as formal documents
and business processes in an intuitive manner.

Business Activity Services supports the packaging of all artifacts necessary to run a business process from previously defined
roles, such as a buyer and a seller in a transaction. You can deploy these packages to a large number of partners in a seamless
fashion. This approach provides excellent support for a hub-spoke scenario where a large organization (hub) easily and quickly
configures its small partners (spokes).

See Also

Workflow for Using Business Activity Services

BAS Architecture

Managing Business Activity Services

Developing Partner Profiles Using Business Activity Services

Backing Up Your BAS Site and Database
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BAS Architecture
Business Activity Services Web services provide an interface that enables Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services and Office tools
to perform the core Business Activity Services functions.

The following figure shows the functional architecture of Business Activity Services.

The Microsoft Office and Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services layers act as front-end to the business processes implemented
by BizTalk Server 2004. Business users work in Office and SharePoint Team Services to perform all the required functions using
Office templates that bind to various Web services. These templates contain the business logic required to guide the user through
the process of filling in the required information.

The following describes the core components that implement the Business Activity Services functionality:

You use the Trading Partner Management (TPM) component for the scalable and easy administration of trading
partners. The TPM component enables you to define user and organization profiles, contacts, addresses and preferences.
You can also define business partner relationships, such as buyer/seller, through business agreements. Additionally, TPM
allows you to create profile groups that you can use to organize large amount of similar profiles.
Business process configuration services allow business users to configure and manage lower-level orchestration behaviors
by using business policies. Developers design business processes so you can configure with input parameters directly from
a form that you submit for processing. Once these configurable business processes are available, business users can adapt
these processes to meet the needs of the organization by using policies.
After you have defined your trading partner relationships and processes by using BizTalk Orchestration Designer, you can
use SEED Wizards available in BizTalk Server 2004 to deploy these business processes. The SEED Wizards create a SEED
package containing all the required artifacts for a given deployment, which you can give to partners for a quick installation
into their BizTalk Server 2004 systems.

See Also

Workflow for Using Business Activity Services

Deploying Partners with SEED

Developing Partner Profiles Using Business Activity Services

Managing Business Activity Services

Backing Up Your BAS Site and Database
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Trading Partner Management
BizTalk Server 2004 is often used to connect trading partners. Establishing these connections requires agreeing on several issues,
including the communication protocol that will be used, the formats of messages that will be exchanged, and the business process
that drives the interaction. Managing these trading partner relationships can be complex.

BAS provides Trading Partner Management functionality that enables information workers to take advantage of the latest
technology while providing a familiar interface.

To enable information workers to perform these common tasks, Business Activity Services includes Trading Partner Management
(TPM) component. Business users capture and maintain profiles and complex business relationships for business partners.
Trading Partners can include, for example, customers, suppliers, employees, and internal departments.

The Trading Partner Management component relies on a TPM database that stores information about trading relationships.
Information workers can use the common Business Activity Services interface to create and modify agreements with trading
partners who use BizTalk Server 2004. Each agreement describes the relationship between two parties, and contains information
such as:

A profile for each of the partners. Each profile contains business information about the organization, such as a contact
person and address, along with technical information such as what protocol (and thus which BizTalk Server 2004 adapter)
should be used to communicate with that partner.
The business process itself, implemented as one or more orchestrations, along with what role each of the partners plays.
One organization might act as the seller, for example, while the other acts as the buyer.
An addendum with parameters for the business process that control the behavior of the orchestration implementing it. The
next topic describes how these parameters are used.

Profiles, agreements, and addendums are all stored in the TPM database. An information worker can use the TPM component
(and for addendums the Business Process Configuration component, described next) to directly configure all of these items. This
enables business people to establish and modify new partner relationships without relying on developers.

See Also

Business Process Configuration

Business Process Provisioning

Workflow for Using Business Activity Services

Developing Partner Profiles Using Business Activity Services

Managing Business Activity Services
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Business Process Configuration
Although orchestrations are usually created by developers, information workers can set parameters of the orchestrations by using
the Business Process Configuration service in BizTalk Server 2004. To enable information workers to configure an orchestration,
the developer creating it can define parameters for that orchestration. An information worker can then set these parameters as
needed, perhaps assigning different values for different business partners or for different parts of the organization.

An information worker sets parameters for a partner by specifying their values in an addendum to the partner's agreement. If an
agreement references multiple orchestrations, multiple addendums can be created, one for each orchestration. Because
parameters can be set only through addendums, the Business Process Configuration service is tied to the TPM service that is
described in Trading Partner Management.

See Also

Business Process Provisioning

Workflow for Using Business Activity Services

Developing Partner Profiles Using Business Activity Services

Managing Business Activity Services
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Business Process Provisioning
When several organizations are participating in a business process built around BizTalk Server 2004, getting them all correctly
configured can be time-consuming. For example, a common B2B topology is a hub-and-spoke, where one organization, often a
large company, establishes connections with many different suppliers. The hub organization typically defines the business
process, and then passes the process on to the spokes to implement their parts. Something similar can also happen inside a single
organization, where one group wishes to involve others in a common internal process. In cases like these, it is useful to have a
simple way to configure the systems involved, a process that is sometimes called provisioning.

The fourth component in Business Activity Services is Business Process Provisioning, and it addresses this challenge. An
information worker can use this component to package the information needed by other participants in a business process into a
SEED package. After this is done, the SEED package can be deployed to other BizTalk Server 2004 systems to quickly provide them
with what they need to play their parts.

A SEED package created by a hub system can contain a broad range of things, such as .NET assemblies for the orchestrations that
implement a business process and a profile for the system generating this package. After a spoke system receives a SEED
package, its administrator can deploy the package, and then return a SEED package that contains the profile of the spoke and
other information required to successfully interact with the hub. The Business Process Provisioning component of Business
Activity Services enables information workers to create SEED packages.

See Also

Trading Partner Management

Business Process Configuration

Workflow for Using Business Activity Services

Developing Partner Profiles Using Business Activity Services

Managing Business Activity Services
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Business Activity Monitoring (BAM)
Information workers need to look at a business process in different ways. For example, a purchasing manager might need to see
how many purchase orders are approved and denied each day, or a sales manager might want an hourly update on which
products are being ordered. Meeting these diverse needs requires a general framework for tracking what is happening inside a
particular business process. This is exactly what Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) provides.

This section contains:

BAM Usage Scenarios
BAM Concepts
BAM Architecture
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BAM Usage Scenarios
Information workers use Business Activity Monitoring to gain a real-time holistic view of business processes that span
heterogeneous applications, regardless of the infrastructure implementation.

Viewing business processes

There are several ways information workers can use BAM to view business processes. For example:

Using Microsoft Excel, each time the you open the BAM Definition Workbook, you receive a new live version of the data that
is collected to monitor a specific aspect of the business process.
If your organization has collaboration requirements, you can implement the BAS Web site to view live data at a shared
location.

Each view gives a different perspective on a business process. For example, a BAM view might provide graphical depictions of
per-product sales trends or current inventory levels or other key performance indicators. The information in these views might be
updated every day, every hour, or more frequently.

Each BAM view relies on one or more BAM activities. A BAM activity represents a specific business process, such as handling
purchase orders or shipping a product, and each one has a defined set of milestones and business data. For example, a purchase
order activity might have milestones such as Approved, Denied, and Delivered along with business data like Customer Name and
Product.

The following list describes how other ways information workers can use BAM features:

View a single activity instance such as a purchase order or loan (process) in real-time or as historical data.

This view shows only the data relevant to the business process the knowledge worker is concerned with and hides
complexity of the heterogeneous implementation.

Browse aggregations (which are key performance indicators) around all the business activities that are currently being
processed or have already happened. The aggregations can be done in real-time or can be based on a snapshot of the
activities taken at specific time.
Navigate to the related activity instances such as shipments associated with given purchase order, or the Invoice in which it
is included.
Search for activity instances based on their progress or business data. For example, you can search for loans that are waiting
for customer signature and the dollar amount is greater than a given value.

Creating views and activities

The business analysts use the BAM Activity Wizard to specify what data to collect and how to interpret it. This is called the BAM
view. When finished, you save this view in a Microsoft Excel Workbook called the BAM Definition Workbook.

The information in the BAM Definition Workbook is then used to provide filtered views of data to the business users.

You can control which users can see the data BAM views expose, and you can change the views after creating them.

See Also

Workflow for Using Business Activity Monitoring

Programming Business Activity Monitoring

Managing Business Activity Monitoring

Business Activity Monitoring Security Recommendations

Business Activity Monitoring (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
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BAM Concepts
Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) enables you to obtain increasingly refined views of your business data.

The following figure shows how at the bottom of the BAM stack, is the most unfiltered view of your business processes as ASP
pages, orchestrations, and other applications run. The top of the stack is the most filtered and actionable view, which is
aggregated data.

The above figure shows three views into activity data:

Order activity. This is the available data that is filtered for all categories of business users. This view contains the business
milestones, and data. In the above figure, milestones are represented with red lines, and data with black lines. This view is
abstract from any implementation details, such as server names and process identifiers.
Sales Manager view. The data is now filtered, based on the milestones and data of interest to specific business users, as
specified in the BAM Definition Workbook.
Aggregations. Optionally, you can create aggregations based on the data available at specific view. Those aggregations
contain measures (data being aggregated, such as dollar amount) and dimensions (used for filtering or grouping, such as
State and City).

Aggregations are created in the form of OLAP cubes, which represent a snapshot of the business at specific time, or as real-time
aggregations.

See Also

Workflow for Using Business Activity Monitoring

Programming Business Activity Monitoring

Managing Business Activity Monitoring

Business Activity Monitoring Security Recommendations

Business Activity Monitoring (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
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BAM Architecture
Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) provides visibility into business processes independent of the IT implementation or across a
heterogeneous IT implementation. Using BAM, you can view business data in as close to real time as possible, referred to as zero
latency. This distinguishes BAM from operational monitoring such as Health and Activity Tracking (HAT).

The following figure shows how data flows from the BAM API, to the MessageBox database, to the BAM Primary Import database,
and then to the other BAM databases.

Following is a description of the main BAM components.

BAM Definition Workbook

The business analyst uses the BAM Activity Wizard to specify what data to collect and how to interpret it. This is called the BAM
view. When finished, he saves this view in a Microsoft Excel Workbook called the BAM Definition Workbook.

For information about the BAM Definition Workbook, see Prerequisites for Using BAM Workbooks. Instructions for using the BAM
Definition Workbook are located in "Defining Business Activities and Views in Excel" in BizTalk Server 2004 Information Worker
Help.

BAM Primary Import database

The BAM Primary Import database is the center of the Business Activity Monitoring system. Most of the SQL objects in this
database—such as stored procedures, tables, triggers, and views—are dynamically generated based on the information in the
BAM Definition Workbook.

BAM Analysis database

BizTalk Server stores data about activity instances in the BAM Primary Import database for a given period of time online (for
example, six months). On a scheduled basis, the Cube Update Data Transformation Services (DTS) package moves the data to the
BAM Analysis database.

When the data is in the BAM Analysis database, it is used to build activity aggregations and OLAP cubes.

For more information, see Activity Data Storage.

BAM activity aggregations and OLAP cubes

Activity aggregations are maintained in the form of OLAP cubes. For each view that has aggregations, BAM creates three cubes:

Completed instances cube, which contains the aggregations about activities that are complete, that is, no more events are
expected. This cube is processed incrementally.
Current activities cube, which contains aggregations based on a snapshot of the Activities that are in progress. This cube is
Fully Processed each time.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962321(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms916187(v=bts.10).aspx


 

All instances virtual cube, which joins the above two cubes, and thus hides this implementation necessity from the user.

For more information, see Aggregations.

Real-time aggregations

The most important slices of the multi-dimensional aggregation structure can also be defined as real-time aggregations (RTA). To
support real-time aggregations, special tables are created in the Analysis database. The aggregations are maintained
synchronously with the incoming events via triggers.

When deploying a BAM Definition Workbook, a copy of it is created that is bound to the live-data aggregations in the OLAP or
RTA tables.

For more information, see Real-Time Aggregations.

Cube Update DTS package

The system administrator schedules the Cube Update DTS package to run on a regular basis to update the data in the cubes.
When the DTS package runs, it obtains a snapshot of the running instances, and puts high-watermark on the completed instances
to be processed in one operation. The high-watermark ensures that each activity instance either contributes to the completed
aggregation or the current aggregation, but never both.

When the DTS package obtains a snapshot, it does so instantaneously; it does not stop the event writers. After this, the DTS
package transforms the data and processes the OLAP cubes.

For information about running the Cube Update DTS package, see Scheduling the DTS Packages.

For information about creating a custom DTS task, see Using BAM with Custom Analysis Tasks.

BAM API

The events for the business activities can be synchronously pushed into the BAM infrastructure via the BAM API.

To improve the performance, the business applications can quickly get rid of the activity events by storing them in raw binary
format in the MessageBox database. In this case, the events will be processed later by the BAM Event Bus Service, using CPU and
other resources on separate computers.

Independent of which EventStream you use, you can instrument the application once and forever with the BAM interceptor. When
you instrument the application, the event format is controlled with metadata rather than being hard-coded. This enables you to
develop tools that control the verbosity and content of the BAM events without taking the business implementation offline.

For more information, see Considerations for BAM Applications.

BAM Interceptor and the Tracking Profile Editor

The BizTalk Orchestration Engine is instrumented with the interceptor, so no programming is required to change the BAM
tracking. For more information, see Using the BAM Interceptor.

You use the Tracking Profile Editor to import the BAM Definition Workbook, and to define the mapping via drag and drop of
orchestration actions to business milestones, and items from the XML schemas into the business data items. For more
information, see Tracking Profile Editor.

See Also

Workflow for Using Business Activity Monitoring

Programming Business Activity Monitoring

Managing Business Activity Monitoring

Business Activity Monitoring Security Recommendations

Business Activity Monitoring (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
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Human Workflow Services (HWS)
The Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 engine enables you to connect applications to carry out a business process. Many
processes—for example, handling a purchase order or responding to a request for proposal—require human intervention.
Human-oriented business processes like these are commonly called "workflow." BizTalk Server 2004 can help to automate
workflow, but more is required to enable people to interact with and control a workflow process.

Human Workflow Services (HWS) is a standard part of BizTalk Server 2004. HWS provides a workflow infrastructure built on the
BizTalk Server 2004 engine. You access the HWS infrastructure by using Web services, so it can be used by any client application.
The applications in Microsoft Office are among the most important clients that use HWS. Many information workers use
Microsoft Word, Microsoft Outlook®, Microsoft Excel, and Microsoft Office InfoPath™, and so it makes sense to allow these
common tools to be the environment from which people participate in workflows.

The following figure shows the basic model.

Activity flows are composed of one or more actions. An action represents a fundamental business process, or unit of workflow,
that you cannot reduce to further sub-actions. Actions may contain zero or more tasks defining work.

Actions do not always send tasks. In dependent composition for example, actions send synchronization message and no tasks. A
synchronization message is a message that an action sends or receives to or from another action when the action runs. For more
information about dependent action composition, see Creating Dependent Actions. You assign tasks to the participants (called
actors) in the workflow, which are external entities that either start an activity flow or participate in an ongoing activity flow. The
actor who initiates the first action within an activity flow becomes the owner of the activity flow.

Note  HWS implements actions as BizTalk Orchestrations and implements tasks and responses as send or receive
ports in a BizTalk Orchestration. Actors represent HWS users who participate in a HWS activity flow.

This section contains:

HWS Scenario: Health Risk Assessment
HWS Scenario: Proposal Review
HWS Workflow Model
HWS Architecture
HWS Components
HWS User Roles
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HWS Scenario: Health Risk Assessment
The scenario described in this section is an example of a health risk assessment workflow. It illustrates the use of the Human
Workflow Services (HWS) Web service in BizTalk Server 2004 to implement this business process as an HWS activity flow or
workflow.

This workflow is composed of both automated tasks and tasks that require human action. Users create the activity flow as they
add tasks at run time.

Each step in the activity flow is a task that a user performs. Users in activity flows are called the target actors of each task.

An HWS implementation of a health risk assessment might contain the following steps:

1. The applicant, the first workflow participant, initiates the workflow by filling in a new assessment form.

The only action the applicant can perform is to assign the completed assessment form to the HR person for review.

2. The applicant assigns the completed form to the HR person for review.
3. The assign action triggers the review task assigned to the HR person.
4. HWS sends the HR person a notification about the task.

The notification is an e-mail message that contains instructions for completing the task and a link to a Web site that displays
the assessment form.

5. The HR person navigates to the Web site and reviews the assessment.

HWS provides three actions that the HR person can perform.

Accept the assessment, which will complete the activity flow.

This will send a special message, called the task message, to HWS indicating that the task is complete, for example,
setting the task status to “complete."

Reject the assessment, which will complete the activity flow.

This will send a task message to HWS indicating that the task is complete.

Delegate the task. For example, the HR person delegates the review to an external consultant.

Delegating the task sets the task status to “deferred.”

The HR person uses the delegate action to pass the task to the external consultant.

The delegate action does not create a new task. The delegate action accepts the task triggered by the assign action as a
parameter.

The external consultant can accept the assessment or reject the assessment.

The external consultant uses an HWS task message to tell the HWS system about the new status of the activity flow.

For another example of how you can apply this implementation model to a real-life business situation, see
HWS Scenario: Proposal Review.
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HWS Scenario: Proposal Review
The scenario described in this section is an example of a workflow to automate a proposal review process. It illustrates the use of
the Human Workflow Services (HWS) Web service in BizTalk Server 2004 to implement this business process as an HWS activity
flow or workflow.

This workflow is composed of both automated tasks and tasks that require human action. Each step in the activity flow is a task
that a user performs. Users in activity flows are called the target actors of each task. This sample activity flow contains a defined
set of tasks based on an activity model.

An HWS implementation of a proposal review process might contain the following steps:

1. The first workflow participant, known in this scenario as the initiating actor, starts the review process.
2. The initiating actor supplies the action parameters and an optional resource. For information about action parameters, see

ActionParameters Class.
3. HWS uses the action parameters and the information contained in the fact store to constrain the actions that the initiating

actor can perform.
4. HWS returns information about the constraints to the initiating actor.
5. The initiating actor assigns the review task to three reviewers, known as target actors.
6. HWS notifies the first target actor about the assigned task.

The notification is an e-mail message that contains instructions for completing the task and a link to a Web site that displays
the proposal.

7. The first target actor receives the proposal review request and responds to it.
8. The target actor completes the task.

This task, for example, may be making a decision regarding the proposal such as accept, reject, or delegate.

9. The target actor initiates the next action or task.
10. HWS notifies the second target actor about the assigned task.
11. The second target actor responds to the notification and completes the task.
12. HWS notifies the third target actor about the assigned task.
13. The third target actor responds to the notification and completes the task.
14. The workflow is complete.

HWS creates an activity flow that contains the ordered sequence of the workflow tasks. The activity flow includes all of the actions,
the action initiators, and targets.

For another example of how you can apply this implementation model to a real-life business situation, see
HWS Scenario: Health Risk Assessment.

See Also

Human Workflow Services
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HWS Workflow Model
In Human Workflow Services (HWS), a workflow is a set of activities that takes place between people or processes in a specific
context.

The following figure shows the basic workflow model.

An action represents a fundamental business process, or unit of workflow, that you cannot reduce to further sub-actions. Actions
may contain zero or more tasks defining work. Actions do not always send tasks. In dependent composition for example, actions
send synchronization message and no tasks.

You assign tasks to the participants (called actors) in the workflow, which are external entities that either start an activity flow or
participate in an ongoing activity flow. The actor who initiates the first action within an activity flow becomes the owner of the
activity flow.

Note  HWS implements actions as BizTalk Orchestrations and implements tasks and responses as send or receive
ports in a BizTalk Orchestration. Actors represent HWS users who participate in a HWS activity flow.

See Also

HWS Architecture

Workflow for Using Human Workflow Services
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HWS Architecture
Human Workflow Services (HWS) supports communication, collaboration, and decision making for business people. It provides
simple task tracking, run-time composition of workflow, and design-time composition of templates into a loosely coupled
architecture.

Participants can use HWS to create workflows at their discretion, constrained only by rules that ensure that the workflows are
meaningful for their organization and conform to well-defined organizational practices.

Microsoft Outlook® and Microsoft Word are likely to be the most common clients, along with custom forms built by using
InfoPath. ASP.NET applications and anything else that can access standard Web services can also use this part of BizTalk Server
2004.

For clients built on the .NET Framework, HWS provides a library that exposes all of its Web services as .NET-based objects.
Although it is not shown in the figure, applications are administered by using the HWS Administration console, an MMC snap-in.

HWS consists of the following processes:

HWS Web service interface. The HWS Web service interface encapsulates the functionality that client applications, such as
Microsoft Word, Microsoft Outlook, Windows® SharePoint™ Services, and Microsoft Exchange, need in order to provide
workflow capabilities to information workers. Client applications register with HWS Web services to participate in an activity
flow. HWS provides three major services to client applications:

Constraint service. The Constraint service uses information from the fact store to determine the list of actions a
user or client can perform. After a user or client selects an action from the constrained set, the Composition service
composes the selected actions with those already in use.

In addition to constraining the actions users may perform, the Constraint service monitors the ability of client
applications to add activities to workflows. When a client attempts to attach an action to the activity flow, the
Constraint service checks the fact store to see which actions the client can attach.

Tracking service. The Tracking service keeps track of the state of the activity flow, and reconstructs the activity flow
as requested by the client. Actions emit tracking events that the Tracking service consumes. Client applications
access the tracking events to provide an up-to-date workflow to the information worker
Composition service. The Composition service associates a unique ID with each client request and uses this ID to
keep track of actions that the user performs as part of an activity flow. It provides the capability to dynamically
compose actions into HWS workflows. It allows actions to be added to existing activity flows, subject to the
constraints imposed by the Constraint service. The composition of actions is governed by constraints that are
enforced by the HWS services.

HWS Administration console and WMI providers. The HWS Administration console and the HWS Administration WMI
providers provide system administrators with some degree of flexibility in performing administrative tasks. For example,
you can define constraints either through the HWS Administration console or through WMI in a programmatic manner.

Note  For more information about the functionality of individual nodes in the HWS Administration console, see
Using the HWS Administration Console.

For information about using WMI to administer HWS, see Human Workflow Services Classes.
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BizTalk Server 2004 platform. HWS uses the HWS message protocol for workflow execution and tracking.
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HWS Components
The following figure shows the basic components used in Human Workflow Services.

Actors

An actor is an entity external to the workflow that performs tasks as part of a workflow. For example, an actor could be a human
being or an application.

Actions

To support this general approach to workflow applications, Human Workflow Services defines a few core abstractions, all of
which are built on the BizTalk Server 2004 engine. Every workflow is built from one or more building blocks called actions, each
of which is implemented as an orchestration.

Actions are BizTalk orchestrations that receive and send messages that contain extensions to the task schema. An action assigns a
task to an actor by sending the actor an HWS message.

For example, a workflow for responding to a request for proposal might have actions such as Review, Approve, Delegate, and
Escalate. Like all orchestrations, those used with HWS are created by using Orchestration Designer. Each HWS orchestration has a
number of standard behaviors along with any customized behavior created by the developer who builds the application.

HWS uses this process to keep track of assigned tasks and to provide a representation of actor interactions in specific activity
flows. For information about task schema extensions, see About Action Template Schemas.

HWS creates tracked events for every action. These tracked events provide up-to-date views of workflow progress. The Constraint
service uses tracked events to determine what workflows each actor can create. Actions track the following events:

Activation point of action.
Ending point of an action.
All HWS messages sent or received

Users can perform actions as needed. Additionally, actions can be part of a stored sequence called an activity model.

Developers use an HWS action project template to construct actions. For information about the HWS action project template, see
Creating Actions.

Activity models

You use activity models to maximize efficiency. Activity models provide the sequence of actions in an HWS workflow. You use the
transitions between each step in an activity model to define the action sequence.

A trusted user can create, perform, and initiate actions in an activity model on behalf of a target participant (HWS enforces
system-level constraints by default).

For information about defining activity models, see About Activity Models.

Activation blocks
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An activity model may consist of one or more activation blocks. The initiator of the activation block must supply parameters for all
actions within the activation block in order to activate them (defaults will be used if parameters are not provided). For information
about action parameters, see ActionParameters Class.

Keep the following guidelines in mind when working with activation blocks:

Each step within an activation block has a unique ID. Two activation blocks cannot share the same step (although they may
have actions of the same type).
The actor providing the activation parameters for the action instance within an activation block must also provide the
activation parameters for all dependent actions within the activation block.
Loops may originate from any action but must reference the first action within an activation block, and therefore by
definition are independently composed.

You can define constraints to restrict the initiator of the root step and targets for any other step within the activity model. In
addition, the initiator of all independently composed steps other than the root step must receive a task from another step within
the activity model.

For information about creating activation blocks, see ActivityModel Class.

Activity flows

The actions in a workflow occur in a defined order, called an activity flow. Each activity flow has an activity model that captures
actions in a particular order and enables the person designing the activity flow to add structure to the workflow. The users of an
HWS application are called actors, and communication between actors and actions happens through tasks, which are XML-
defined messages.

Each action has one or more tasks associated with it, and so when an actor clicks a button in an Office application that does
something in a workflow, that actor is sending a particular task message to some action (that is, to an orchestration).

Constraints

An HWS application can also impose constraints on the people who use it based on their roles. For example, an application might
allow only managers to approve purchase orders of more than a million euros, or might allow only vice presidents to delegate
tasks. To support this, the creator of a workflow application can define constraints that rely on roles defined in Active Directory®,
in a Microsoft SQL Server™ database, or in other ways.

For information about creating constraints, see About Action Constraints.

Fact retriever

The fact retriever implements a standard HWS interface to enable the Constraint service to retrieve facts from the fact store about
users (actors) who initiate or are the target of actions within an activity flow.

For information about the HWS fact retriever, see About Fact Retrievers.

Note  The HWS fact retriever is different from the BizTalk Rule Engine fact retriever.

 Security  Fact retriever connection strings are sent in clear text over the network. It can be a potential security risk if
you use SQL authentication, rather than Windows authentication. If you do not use Windows authentication, a
solutions developer should add authentication.

See Also
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Managing Human Workflow Services
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HWS User Roles
Workflow design is a collaborative process involving people with diverse skills and responsibilities.

Different user roles have different responsibilities in the creation, administration, and use of workflows. User roles represent
behaviors and access rights. Each role has a defined set of behaviors or actions and a defined set of permissions, as follows:

Action developers use the Human Workflow Services (HWS) project template in Orchestration Designer to create business
processes for the HWS framework.
Activity model designers build activity models with the business processes the action developers created. Activity model
designers belong to the Workflow designer SQL Server™ group.
HWS administrators manage workflows in the Human Workflow Services Microsoft Management Console (MMC). HWS
administrators belong to the HWS Administrators SQL Server group.
Workflow users use the workflows to complete tasks.
Trusted users are a special class of users with more privileges than normal users. Trusted users can activate new actions and
activity models, interrupt workflows, respond to tasks, and retrieve tracking information for specific users.

The following table describes user roles and responsibilities as well as the tools each user typically requires in the HWS workflow
process.

User Activities Tools
Action devel
oper

Develops custom actions
Integrates external services into actions
Deploys and tests actions

Microsoft Visual Studio®
HWS Administration cons
ole

Activity mod
el designer

Composes actions in an a-priori order (governed by activity model)
Defines constraints for the activity models, which include:

Owners constraints
Observers constraints
Initiator-level constraints (root action)
Target-level constraints

Deploys and uninstalls activity models to which they have ownership rights

Orchestration Designer wit
h the HWS action template
Activity Model Designer A
PI
Microsoft Visual Studio

HWS admini
strator

Installs and configures HWS Web services
Deploys and uninstalls actions
Sets up policies that map actions to their organization
Adds/removes/updates activity model system-level constraints
Deletes and archives activity flows

HWS Administration cons
ole
Administration API

Workflow us
er

Initiates and composes actions and activity models governed by constraints
Responds to assigned task messages
Views activity flow information based on visibility rules
Views list of tasks assigned to them
Views list of activity flows that they are participating in
Views list of actions and activity models that they can initiate

Client provides access via the H
WS Web service

Trusted user Enables visibility into all activity flows running on the system
Activates new actions and activity models, interrupts workflows, responds to 
tasks, and retrieves tracking information on behalf of a specific user.
Stops, aborts, or rolls back action instances

HWS Web service

See Also

HWS Scenario: Health Risk Assessment

HWS Scenario: Proposal Review
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What's New in BizTalk Server 2004
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 is an integration server product that enables you to develop, deploy, and manage integrated
business processes and XML-based Web services.

BizTalk Server 2004 introduces a new architecture with deep integration between messaging and orchestration, and enhanced
support for business process integration. Also included are migration, partner deployment, and improved support for partner
management to enable business-to-business (B2B) scenarios. In addition, new features based on Microsoft Office and Microsoft
Windows® SharePoint™ Services enable information workers to track, manage, and interact with running orchestrations.

Other improvements in BizTalk Server 2004 include:

A unified tools experience in Microsoft Visual Studio® .NET 2003, using a template as part of the BizTalk project system
An improved Orchestration Designer
New information worker tools, such as Human Workflow Services, Business Activity Services, and Orchestration Designer
for Business Analysts (ODBA)
Content-based routing, which enables you to filter and route messages based on their internal content, not merely on their
external metadata
Enhanced security with receive authorization and minimal privileges for BizTalk Administrators
Increased interoperability through Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO), which enables you to enter a user name and password
once to access multiple applications
A rule engine and composition tools for including business rules in orchestrations
A Pipeline Designer to graphically define your message assemblers and disassemblers
Enhanced deployment and support for partner management to enable B2B scenarios
Support for industry standards: Business Process Execution Language (BPEL), Web Services Description Language (WSDL),
XML Schema Definition (XSD), and XSL Transformations (XSLT)
Message migration from Microsoft BizTalk Server 2000 and 2002

This section provides a glimpse into new features and enhancements in BizTalk Server 2004. Each topic provides links to Help
topics for more in-depth information.

If you are unfamiliar with BizTalk Server concepts, it is highly recommended that you first read the
BizTalk Server 2004 Conceptual Overview and go through the BizTalk Server 2004 Tutorial.

This section contains:

Improved Web Services Durability
Integrated and Updated Toolset
New Features for Information Workers
Simplifying Processes with Business Rules
Connecting Applications with Adapters
Configuring Partners with BizTalk Explorer
Building an Application with the BizTalk Project System
Enhanced Information About Event and Error Messages
Comparing BizTalk Server 2002 with BizTalk Server 2004
Comparing BizTalk Server 2004 Editions
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Improved Web Services Durability
BizTalk Web services are built on the concepts of Web Services Description Language (WSDL), messages, ports, and services; you
use them to process transactions between business partners. But the transactional nature of Web services requires an added
emphasis on durability to withstand system failure at any given point during the process. Such durability is traditionally added to
the business logic of the application. However, Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 builds this durability into the Web service's
transport level, giving it greater persistence and the inherent capability of recovering data at the point of failure.

BizTalk Server 2004 provides several Web service capabilities, including:

Publishing an orchestration as a Web service
Publishing an enterprise application schema as a Web service
Consuming a Web service from an orchestration

See also

Using Web Services in BizTalk Server

What's New in BizTalk Server 2004
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Integrated and Updated Toolset
Tools are nothing new to Microsoft® BizTalk® Server—previous versions contained inventive tools such as Orchestration
Designer, BizTalk Editor, and BizTalk Mapper. But while such tools helped you to create business solutions, development with
them was not tightly integrated. BizTalk Server 2004 unifies the entire development environment in a single location: Microsoft
Visual Studio® .NET 2003. In addition to providing upgraded, more powerful versions of established BizTalk developer tools,
BizTalk Server 2004 includes new tools such as Pipeline Designer, BizTalk Explorer, and Tracking Profile Editor.

See Also

Comparing BizTalk Server 2002 with BizTalk Server 2004

Comparing BizTalk Server 2004 Editions
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New Features for Information Workers
The tools provided with previous versions of Microsoft® BizTalk® Server were designed for use by the software developer, who
used them during a project's application development stage.

BizTalk Server 2004 provides new features designed specifically for information workers who work outside of the development
environment and have no technical knowledge about BizTalk Server or platform technologies. These features include:

Business Activity Monitoring (BAM), which enable you to access live data about the state of running business processes,
and expose that data in different views.
Business Activity Services, which enable you to monitor your environments effectively and to set up and manage
interactions with trading partners.
Human Workflow Services (HWS), which enable you to adapt a workflow model to the needs of workers in your
organization and capture their business activities as an automated workflow.

See Also

What's New in BizTalk Server 2004
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Simplifying Processes with Business Rules
Business rules are statements that govern the conduct of business. You use the Microsoft Business Rules Framework, a new
feature of Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004, to couple changing business policies and logic with complex business processes. The
tool combines a powerful inference engine with a model that supports the separation of business logic modification, in the form
of rule and policy updates, from the traditional development cycle.

The Business Rules Framework contains a graphical user interface—the Business Rules Composer—that developers, information
workers, and administrators can all use in various ways to develop and apply rules and policies. Developers can create
vocabularies and bind business logic to data, business analysts can change policies, and administrators can deploy and manage
policies and monitor the results.

For more information, see Developing with Business Rules.
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Connecting Applications with Adapters
You use adapters to connect Microsoft® BizTalk® Server with applications, as well as send and receive messages using a variety
of adapters.

Using native adapters provided with BizTalk Server 2004, you can send and receive messages using FILE, HTTP, SMTP, SOAP,
BizTalk Message Queuing, FTP, SQL, and EDI protocols.

BizTalk Server 2004 provides improved Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) message support. The BizTalk Server Base EDI Adapter
supports the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) X-12 and Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce,
and Trade (EDIFACT) standards.

Note  The EDI technology in Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 is developed by Covast. For information about Covast, see
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21439.

In addition, BizTalk Server 2004 provides an extensible Adapter Framework that enables you to build a BizTalk adapter for your
own custom application. You add an adapter to a BizTalk Server project with the help of the Adapter Wizard. If you want to create
an adapter programmatically, the BizTalk Server 2004 Software Development Kit (SDK) includes a sample file-copy static adapter
that you can use as a template to create and customize your own adapters.

You can also acquire adapters that connect BizTalk Server 2004 to more than 200 applications and technologies, including Great
Plains, J.D. Edwards, PeopleSoft, and SAP. For a comprehensive list of BizTalk Server application adapters available from Microsoft
and its partners, go to the BizTalk Adapters page on the Microsoft Windows Server System™ Web site at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=16821.
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Configuring Partners with BizTalk Explorer
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 improves the way you configure business partners. In Microsoft BizTalk Server 2002, you used
the Messaging Manager tool to create a port-channel configuration for each business partner. If a similar port-channel
configuration was needed to send data to a different partner, you created an entirely new configuration. This often resulted in
replicated work, particularly when creating multiple configurations that were largely identical.

BizTalk Server 2004 introduces a new configuration tool, BizTalk Explorer, which streamlines configuration development. (A
configuration encompasses everything that goes into a single BizTalk project.) A developer uses other BizTalk tools, such as
Orchestration Designer and Pipeline Designer, to create a configuration, then deploys the configuration, and uses BizTalk Explorer
to vary the configuration as required for different partners.

In addition, BizTalk Explorer enables you to view databases and assemblies, manage trading partners and business processes,
create and edit ports and roles, and complete orchestration binding. You can think of BizTalk Explorer as a post-deployment
gateway for BizTalk orchestrations between design time and runtime, enabling you to bind logical orchestrations to physical
locations.

Another new feature in BizTalk Server 2004 is the BizTalk Explorer Object Model, a managed object model. IT professionals who
do not have access to Microsoft Visual Studio® .NET can use the BizTalk Explorer Object Model to create tools and scripts to
automate the post-deployment tasks that you perform in BizTalk Explorer. Such tasks include creating ports, binding
orchestrations, and managing party properties.

For more information, see Managing Business Processes Using BizTalk Explorer.
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Building an Application with the BizTalk Project System
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 includes the BizTalk project system, an environment for designing, organizing, and building the
various elements of BizTalk applications. The BizTalk project system introduces the concept of a single cohesive application,
known as a BizTalk project, into the BizTalk development experience.

The BizTalk project system is hosted in Microsoft Visual Studio® .NET 2003 and provides the developer with an integrated design
experience. It is one of several project systems available in Visual Studio .NET, and you can use many of the standard tools,
editors, and other available user interfaces. For example, you can use Solution Explorer to manage BizTalk projects within a
business solution, and the Properties window to view and edit properties for files, projects, and solutions.

When you create a BizTalk project, you generally include one or more of the following file types: orchestrations, schemas, maps,
and pipelines. These file types play specific roles in creating your business solution, and the BizTalk project system provides you
with a corresponding graphical design tool for each of them.

The primary functions of these four file types are:

Orchestrations model the business process. Orchestration Designer simplifies the process of creating orchestrations —
models of business processes that are compiled into executable code.
Schemas describe the data that you send and receive. BizTalk Editor simplifies the process of defining schemas.
Schemas are used to describe the format of data that is processed within organizations and between trading partners.
Maps transform data from one format to another. BizTalk Mapper presents source schemas and destination schemas
side by side and enables you to define transformations between data elements of different messages.
Pipelines perform a variety of operations to prepare incoming or outgoing messages for further processing.
Pipeline Designer enables you to prepare incoming and outgoing messages for further processing by implementing such
operations as encryption and decryption, compression, reformatting, and validation.

After you have deployed an orchestration, you can use BizTalk Explorer to bind orchestrations and vary endpoints for different
partners. Like other Explorer programs, BizTalk Explorer enables you to perform key tasks from an expandable tree view.

See also

Using the BizTalk Project System Design Environment
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Enhanced Information About Event and Error Messages
You can now get the latest information about product event and error messages directly on the Web at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=20869. This site provides the latest and most comprehensive explanations of event and
error messages, as well as what actions, if any, you need to take to resolve issues.

See Also
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Comparing BizTalk Server 2002 with BizTalk Server 2004
This topic provides charts that compare Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 features to those of its predecessor, BizTalk Server
2002.

Adapters

Feature BizTalk Server 2002 BizTalk Server 2004
Developing Adapters Using the Adapter Framework No Yes
Connecting Applications Using Native Adapters Yes Expanded
Base EDI Adapter No Yes

Information Worker Features

Feature BizTalk Server 2002 BizTalk Server 2004
Using the Business Rule Composer and Rule Engine No Yes
Business Activity Monitoring No Yes
Business Activity Services No Yes
Human Workflow Services No Yes
Health and Activity Tracking No Yes

Developer Tools

Feature BizTalk Server 2002 BizTalk Server 2004
Creating Schemas Using BizTalk Editor Yes Improved
Managing Business Processes Using BizTalk Explorer No Yes
Creating Maps Using BizTalk Mapper Yes Improved
Using the BizTalk Project System Design Environment No Yes
Developing Orchestrations Yes Improved
Developing Pipelines Yes Improved
Tracking Profile Editor No Yes

Run-time Engine

Feature BizTalk Server 2002 BizTalk Server 2004
Rule Engine No Yes
Connecting Applications Yes Improved
Working with the Orchestration Engine Yes Improved

Security

Feature BizTalk Server 2002 BizTalk Server 2004
Using Enterprise Single Sign-On No Yes
Authorizing the Receiver of a Message No Yes

Web Services Support

Feature BizTalk Server 2002 BizTalk Server 2004
Consuming Web Services No Yes
Publishing Schemas as a Web Service Yes Yes
Publishing an Orchestration as a Web Service No Yes
Using SOAP Headers Yes Improved
SOAP Headers with Consumed Web Services No Yes
Role of XSD No Yes
Mapping Between Schemas: BizTalk Mapper No Yes

General
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Feature BizTalk Server 2002 BizTalk Server 2004
Online Help Yes Improved
Large message capabilities No Yes
EDI Message Support Limited Expanded
Tutorial Yes Improved
Microsoft Visual Studio® .NET Integration No Yes
Schema language XML-Data Reduced (XDR) XML Schema Definition (XSD)

Terms and Tasks

BizTalk Server 2002 BizTalk Server 2004
Artifact Browser BizTalk Type Browser
Application Integration Componen
t (AIC)

Send port with an AIC transport

Channel Send and receive pipeline
Distribution list Send port group
Document Definition XSD schema + Property schema + Message Type with one message part
Envelope Assembler component in send pipeline + Disassembler component in receive pipeline
Launch each tool separately in its o
wn environment.

Use the entire toolset integrated into Visual Studio .NET 2003

Map + Microsoft Visual Basic® Scr
ipting Edition (VBScript) functoids

Map + Common Language Run-time (CLR) functoids

Organization Party
Port Operation Operation
Publish Web services using a toolk
it external to BizTalk Server 2002

Publish orchestrations as Web services from within BizTalk Server 2004

Receive function Receive location + Receive port + Receive pipeline + Custom pipeline component
Schedule Orchestration
Use Messaging Manager to create 
a port-channel configuration for ea
ch business partner

Use BizTalk Server 2004 tools, such as Orchestration Designer and Pipeline Designer, to creat
e a single common configuration, then deploy the configuration, and use BizTalk Explorer to v
ary the endpoints as required for different partners
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Comparing BizTalk Server 2004 Editions
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 is available in four editions designed to meet your design, development, and deployment
needs.

Enterprise Edition
BizTalk Server 2004 Enterprise Edition is targeted at large organizations, trading hubs, and digital marketplaces, and supports
integrating unlimited internal applications with unlimited trading partners over the Internet. It also supports multiple processor
and clustering deployments to handle large transaction volumes.

Standard Edition
BizTalk Server 2004 Standard Edition is designed for small and medium-sized organizations, and enables you to integrate as
many as 10 internal applications with up to 20 external trading partners, such as exchanges or digital marketplaces. Because it is
intended for small- to medium-sized transaction volumes, this edition does not support multiprocessor or clustered deployments.

Partner Edition
BizTalk Server 2004 Partner Edition is designed for trading partners who need to connect to their primary customer or to an
electronic marketplace. This edition supports integrating up to two internal applications with up to two external trading partners.
Because it is intended for small transaction volumes, this edition does not support multiprocessor or clustered deployments.

Developer Edition
BizTalk Server 2004 Developer Edition provides developers with the tools they need to orchestrate business processes, and
rapidly integrate applications and trading partners. Using this edition, developers can create and test applications and processes
within a development environment for deployment to a full production environment.

See Also

Comparing BizTalk Server 2002 with BizTalk Server 2004
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BizTalk Server 2004 Tutorial
The BizTalk Server Tutorial contains detailed information about how Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 can be used within your
company to facilitate Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) and among business partners to automate business-to-business
processes.

The tutorial is provided in Word format so you can print it easily.

To download the BizTalk Server 2004 Tutorial, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=26435.
To download the SDK that is required for the tutorial, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

The BizTalk Server Tutorial contains the following modules:

Module 1 covers the fundamental concepts behind using BizTalk Server for EAI within your company.
Module 2 builds on those concepts, showing you how to extend this technology outside your company, using more
advanced features to build a business-to-business automated procurement process.
Module 3 discusses the supplier's side of a business-to-business scenario and introduces the Business Activity Services
(BAS) and Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) features of BizTalk Server.

Before you begin these lessons you should understand the fundamental concepts surrounding BizTalk Server 2004, and the tools
and processes that are required to start building solutions with BizTalk Server 2004.

It is recommended that you read the following sections before beginning the tutorial:

BizTalk Server 2004 Conceptual Overview
BizTalk Server Engine
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BizTalk Server Security
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server provides a standard gateway for sending and receiving documents both within an intranet and
through the Internet. Due to the possible business-critical nature of the messages sent to and from BizTalk Server, it is important
to consider measures for securing these messages and the information they contain both as they are in transit and while BizTalk
Server processes and stores them. This section provides information about the BizTalk Server security features, and how you can
use them to secure your data and environment.

BizTalk Server uses the following measures to secure inbound and outbound messages, to secure the runtime and configuration
information, and to integrate securely with other applications and systems:

Message security

Authenticating the sender of a message. BizTalk Server can authenticate the sender of a message (either by using the
certificate information or Windows integrated Security) in order to validate the identity of the sender of the message. For
more information, see Inbound Message Authentication.
Authorizing of the receiver of a message. After BizTalk Server receives the message, BizTalk Server can determine what
processes and users have permissions to receive the message. For more information, see
Authorizing the Receiver of a Message.

Runtime and configuration security

Access control and securing data. BizTalk Server uses access control to ensure that BizTalk Server processes have
appropriate limits and that access to business critical information is controlled. In other words, BizTalk Server ensures that
users and accounts have the least user rights possible to enable them to do their tasks. For more information, see
Access Control and Data Security.

Integrated security

Enterprise Single Sign-On. BizTalk Server uses Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) to ensure that it encrypts the sensitive
configuration information that the adapters, send, and receive locations require, thus ensuring that BizTalk stores and
transmit this information in a secure manner. For more information, see Using Enterprise Single Sign-On.

For more information about securing a BizTalk Server deployment, see Planning a Secure Deployment.

This section contains:

Planning Message Security
Security Features in BizTalk Server
Access Control and Data Security
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Planning Message Security
Based on the security policies in your company, you may want to consider the questions in the following table to determine the
level of security that you must implement in your BizTalk Server environment. The answers to these questions will determine the
security features that you need for messaging.

Question BizTalk Server Security Feature
When receiving a message:  
How do you determine the identity o
f the sender of the message?

You can use the party resolution component in the BizTalk pipeline and the signing certificat
e or Windows Security ID (SID) to identify the sender of a message positively. For more info
rmation, see Inbound Message Authentication

Do you know the party that sent you
the message?

You can use the party resolution component in the BizTalk pipeline to determine whether th
e party that sent you the message is a trading partner already in your system. For more info
rmation, see Inbound Message Authentication

Do you want to avoid receiving mess
ages from parties you do not know?

You can use the authentication required feature in the port to require that BizTalk server pro
cesses only the messages from parties that you know. For more information, see
Inbound Message Authentication

When sending a message:  
How do you ensure the privacy of ou
tgoing messages?

You can encrypt the message to ensure that only the intended party can read the message. 
For more information, see Outbound Message Protection

How do you prevent malicious users
from tampering with the message d
uring transmission?

You can use digital signatures to ensure the integrity of the message. For more information,
see Outbound Message Protection

This section contains:

Sending and Receiving Secure Messages
Encryption and Signing Certificates
Authenticating the Sender of a Message
Authorizing the Receiver of a Message
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Sending and Receiving Secure Messages
The following figure shows what happens to a message as BizTalk Server receives it, processes it, and sends it to another
application or partner.

1. The receive location for the adapter receives the message. Depending on the protocol, the adapter does protocol-level
authentication of the sender to identify a Windows user account that represents the sender of the message.

2. The adapter then passes the message to the pipeline, where message-level authentication takes place if it has not already
happened in the adapter.

a. In the Decode stage, the pipeline decrypts the message and verifies the validity of the signature with the certificate
attached to the message, or the one configured in the Other People certificate store of the local computer. After the
pipeline validates the signature, the decoding component validates the certificate chain up to a trusted root Certificate
Authority (CA). If you configure the pipeline to decode S/MIME messages, and the sender encrypted the message
using S/MIME, the MIME/SMIME decoder verifies the signature of the message, and uses the certificate to identify the
sender.

b. In the Party Resolution stage, BizTalk Server uses the certificate information and the Sender Security ID (SSID)
obtained from protocol-level authentication to determine whether the sender of the message is a recognized party in
the system. The Sender SSID is the qualified name of the user authenticated by the adapter. For example. If BizTalk
Server receives the message by way of the HTTP adapter using Windows authentication, then the sender SSID is
domain\username. BizTalk Server assigns a Party ID (PID) to the message, which is either the party ID of a recognized
party, or a guest ID.

c. If you configured the receiving port to require the sender to be authenticated to a known party in the system (the
Authentication Required property), and BizTalk Server is not able to find a PID for the sender of the message, then
BizTalk Server drops or suspends the message depending on the configuration of the receive port. BizTalk Server
provides this feature to mitigate Denial of Service attacks.

3. After the pipeline authenticates the message, it sends the message to the MessageBox database.
a. If you did not identify the enqueuing host (on which the pipeline is running) as an authentication trusted host, the

MessageBox database overwrites the PID with the guest ID, and the SSID with the service account that the enqueuing
host instance is running as.

b. If the host on which the pipeline is running is marked as authentication trusted, the MessageBox database trusts the
PID and SSID, and leaves this information in the context of the message so that downstream processes can use this
information to authenticate and/or authorize the original sender of the message.

c. If BizTalk Server requires receive authorization, the MessageBox database verifies that the hosts subscribed to the
message have authorization to receive it. For more information about receive authorization, see
Authorizing the Receiver of a Message.

4. After BizTalk Server processes the message, the outbound pipeline encrypts and/or digitally signs the message in the
encode stage.

See Also

Encryption and Signing Certificates
Authenticating the Sender of a Message
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Encryption and Signing Certificates
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 relies heavily on the security provided by certificates. By using certificates for encryption and
digital signatures, BizTalk Server can send and receive data that can be trusted, and can ensure that the data it processes is secure.
For both encryption and digital signatures, there is a public key certificate and a private key certificate. For encryption, the sender
of the message uses the public key certificate to encrypt the message, while the receiver of the message (BizTalk Server) uses the
private key to decrypt the message. For digital signatures, the sender of the message uses a private key certificate to sign the
message, and the receiver of the message (BizTalk Server) uses the public key certificate to verify the signature.

BizTalk Server uses public key certificates to verify the digital signatures of inbound messages and for encrypting outbound
messages. BizTalk Server uses private key certificates for decrypting inbound messages and signing outbound messages.

You configure the certificates BizTalk Server uses in BizTalk Explorer and in the BizTalk Administration console.

Note  While processing Secure Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (S/MIME) messages, you can choose to have
the BizTalk Server engine check the Certificate Revocation List (CRL) to ensure that a certificate has not expired and
that it is trusted down to a Root Certificate Authority (CA). This verification occurs while the pipeline processes the
message, in the MIME/SMIME decoder component. For more information, see
Configuring the MIME/SMIME Decoder Pipeline Component.

This section contains:

Certificates that BizTalk Server 2004 Uses for Signing Messages
Encryption Certificates that BizTalk Server 2004 Uses
Certificate Stores that BizTalk Server 2004 Uses
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Certificates that BizTalk Server 2004 Uses for Signing Messages
BizTalk Server supports signing outbound messages and signature verification for inbound Secure Multipurpose Internet Mail
Extensions (S/MIME) messages. BizTalk Server uses S/MIME versions 2 and 3 to sign outbound messages and to validate the
signature of inbound messages. Similarly, you can configure BizTalk Server to sign and then encrypt the messages it sends to its
partners.

BizTalk Server supports the SHA-1 and MD5 signing algorithms for verifying digital signatures. BizTalk Server uses the SHA-
1 signing algorithm to sign outbound messages.
The key exchange systems supported by BizTalk Server for signature keys are the Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) algorithms
and the Digital Signature Standard (DSS). BizTalk Server does not support the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
exchange system for signature keys.
The signing certificate supported by BizTalk Server is x.509 version 3.

BizTalk Server verifies the validity of the certificates associated with the incoming signed messages by validating the certificate
authority (CA) trust chain for the certificate and by verifying that the certificate has not expired. The process of validating the CA
trust chain involves traversing the chain of trust on certificates until a root certificate authority is reached. This validates that the
certificate used to sign a message is indeed from the identified party. This validation occurs at runtime for each and every signed
message.

In addition, BizTalk Server can verify that the certificate authority has not revoked the certificate used to sign or encrypt the
message. To do this, you must download the certificate revocation list (CRL) from the certificate authority.

See Also

Encryption Certificates that BizTalk Server 2004 Uses

Certificate Stores that BizTalk Server 2004 Uses

Encryption and Signing Certificates
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Encryption Certificates that BizTalk Server 2004 Uses
BizTalk Server 2004 supports public key encryption of outbound messages and decryption of inbound messages based on Secure
Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (S/MIME). BizTalk Server uses S/MIME version 3 for encryption of outbound messages, and
S/MIME versions 2 and 3 for decryption of inbound messages.

BizTalk Server supports RSA and Diffie Hellman encryption certificates.
BizTalk Server supports Data Encryption Standard (DES), 3DES, and RC2 encryption algorithms.

See Also
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Certificate Stores that BizTalk Server 2004 Uses
BizTalk Server uses two types of certificate stores, the Other People certificate store for public keys, and the Personal certificate
store for each host instance service account for the private key.

Other People certificate store. Public key certificates, as their name implies, are public and accessible by anyone with access to
the computer on which they are stored. BizTalk Server uses public key certificates to encrypt messages to specific parties and to
verify the digital signatures for incoming messages from specific parties. Windows provides the Other People certificate store to
store the public key certificates used on the computer. All users can read and use the certificates in this store, and Windows
administrators have permissions to maintain this store.

Note  You must save the public key certificates on the Local Machine\Other People certificate store of the local
computer where there is a BizTalk Host instance that is used to verify the signature or encrypt messages sent to a
remote partner.

Personal certificate store. BizTalk Server uses private key certificates to decrypt incoming messages and sign outbound
messages. Every Windows account enabled to log on interactively on a computer has a personal certificate store by the operating
system that only that account can access. BizTalk Server uses the personal certificate stores for each of the host instances service
accounts to access the private key certificates to which each service account has access. Only owners of the certificate store can
access and maintain their personal certificate stores. In other words, you must log in into each computer that will host S/MIME
decode pipelines as each host service account, and import the decryption certificate to the personal certificate store using the
Windows Certificates MMC.

Important  The private key certificates must be stored in the Current User\Personal certificate store for each host
instance service account on each computer that has a BizTalk a running host instance that requires the certificate for
decryption or for signing outbound messages.

Note  After you have added the certificate with the private key to the personal certificate store of the service accounts
that will sign outbound messages, you must also specify this signing certificate in the BizTalk Administration console.
For more information, see Modifying BizTalk Group Properties.

Note  The personal certificate store is also called the MY certificate store when it is used for programmatic operations,
such as scripting the importing and exporting of certificates.

For more information about the Certificate stores and the Certificate snap-in for the Microsoft Management Console (MMC),
search for "Certificate console" on the Windows Help.

See Also

Certificates that BizTalk Server 2004 Uses for Signing Messages
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Authenticating the Sender of a Message
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 uses different mechanisms to verify that a party is who they claim to be, or that a process is
what it claims to be. Furthermore, you can specify whether the process can relay to BizTalk Server who the original sender of the
message is, and whether BizTalk Server recognizes the party as a partner.

The following figure shows the security features in BizTalk Server that enable you to authenticate and authorize the sender of a
message.

The features that enable you to authenticate the sender of a message are:

Digital Signature Validation. If the message has a digital signature, BizTalk Server uses it to verify the identity of the
sender.
Party Resolution. All messages inserted into the MessageBox database, whether originating inside or outside of BizTalk
Server, carry a Party ID (PID) that is determined through either the mapping of a digital certificate or a Windows Account to
a PID.
Authentication required. If the receive port is not able to determine the sender of the message, a BizTalk Host can either
accept it as a "guest" message, or disregard it altogether. This feature enables you to protect your system from Denial of
Service attacks, as messages from unknown parties will not be processed or stored in the tracking database.
Authentication Trust. If the MessageBox database receives a message from a host that you did not identify as
authentication trusted, the MessageBox database will overwrite the PID with the guest ID, and the SSID with the service
account that the host instance is running as. BizTalk Server enables hosts identified as authentication trusted to indicate that
the sender of a message that the trusted host is queuing to the MessageBox database is an entity other than the trusted host
itself. The primary purposes of authentication trust are to enable pipelines to resolve to a PID and pass that PID along to
consuming services for use in authorization and outbound party resolution, and to enable the transmission of the sender
Windows Security ID (SSID) along to consuming services for use in orchestration action authorization.

Depending upon whether you need to know from whom you received this message, the original sender of the message, or the
recipient or viewer of your message, you can use some or all of the features shown in the figure.

If it is important for your partners to know with certainty that messages are from you and that nobody else can read them while
they are in transit, you should consider using the following techniques to ensure that only the specified recipients and recipient
applications receive the messages:

Use digital signatures for outbound messages so that your partner can verify that you are the sender of the message.
Encrypt outbound messages to ensure that unauthorized parties cannot view the message while it is in transit.

If it is important to determine who sent your company a message and that nobody else read it while it was in transit, you should
consider using the following techniques to ensure that only the specified recipients and recipient applications receive the
messages:

Make sure BizTalk Server only accepts messages with digital signatures so that you know who sent the message.
Make sure you send your partners the public key certificate for encrypting the messages they send to BizTalk Server. By
using encryption, you can ensure that unauthorized parties cannot view the message while it is in transit.
Use the authentication required property in the receive port to ensure the message is from a known party.



 

After more than one host processes the message, it may not be clear who the original sender of the message is. In cases where
you must know the identity of the original sender, for example, when granting access to send or receive a message, BizTalk
Server 2004 provides a secure mechanism for propagating the identity of the original sender through many hosts in order to
validate access to downstream hosts based on that identity. In BizTalk Server, this calls process Authentication trust. For more
information, see Authentication of Messages Between Processes.

This section contains:

Inbound Message Authentication
Authentication of Messages Between Processes
Outbound Message Protection
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Inbound Message Authentication
BizTalk Server can authenticate the sender of a message (either by using the certificate information or Windows integrated
security) in order to validate the identity of the sender of the message. The following figure shows the security features in BizTalk
Server 2004 that you can use to authenticate inbound messages.

When BizTalk Server receives an encrypted and signed message, it takes the following steps to ensure that the sending party is
recognized.

1. When a message arrives at a BizTalk Server receive location, the receive handler attempts to obtain the sender's Windows®
security ID (SSID) from the sending process. The receive location passes the SSID downstream to support cases where the
listener has already authenticated a signed message. If client-side certificate information can be obtained (for example by
the BizTalk Message Queuing or HTTP adapter), the BizTalk Server receive location can obtain that certificate information
and pass it along for party resolution later on in the receive pipeline. If the receive handler cannot obtain the SSID, this field
is left blank.

The receive handler sends the message to the receive pipeline, where the message is decrypted, the digital signature is
verified, and the party resolution takes place if the pipeline has a party resolution component. If the sender used a signing
certificate on the incoming message, then the MIME/SMIME decoder component overwrites any certificate information
obtained from the adapter.

2. If the sender encrypted the message, the MIME/SMIME decoder retrieves the decryption certificate from the personal
certificate store for the host instance service account and uses the private key to decrypt the message.

If the sender signed the message, the MIME/SMIME decoder authenticates the digital signature by verifying the payload
hash for signs of tampering, and then retrieving the certificate from the certificate store to verify the signature. If the public
key of the signer is on the message itself, the MIME/SMIME decoder does not retrieve the certificate from the certificate
store, but uses the public key that came with the message.

3. Usually, the final processing step in the pipeline is party resolution. Using BizTalk Explorer, you can create parties, map the
party to a signing certificate, or create party aliases. All parties you define in BizTalk Explorer have a unique party identifier
(PID). BizTalk Server obtains the PID and places it in the message context. BizTalk obtains the PID by one of the following
methods:

a. If the sender signed the message or if the receive handler was able to obtain a client-side certificate, and you selected
the option to resolve the party by using the certificate, then BizTalk uses the corresponding signature or client-side
certificate to lookup the PID. You must configure the party in BizTalk Explorer with the certificate as a property before
you start receiving its messages.

b. If the sender did not use a signing certificate on the message, and you have selected the option to resolve the party by
using the Sender's Security ID (SSID), the party resolution component uses the SSID to look up the PID. You must
configure the party BizTalk Explorer to use the SSID as an alias before you start receiving its messages.

Note   BizTalk Server uses the account name rather than the actual Windows SID when defining aliases for
parties.

c. If the party cannot be resolved, the pipeline sets the PID to Guest.
4. If you marked the receive port as Authentication Required, and BizTalk Server obtained a valid PID and resolved it to a



 

known party, the message is then queued to the MessageBox database. If the SSID is blank or the PID is a guest ID, BizTalk
Server either discards the message or sends it to the suspended queue (depending on your configuration of the
Authentication Required property). You can use the Authentication Required property as a way of minimizing the negative
effect of receiving a large quantity of messages from an unknown party.

See Also

Authentication of Messages Between Processes

Outbound Message Protection

Authenticating the Sender of a Message

Authorizing the Receiver of a Message
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Authentication of Messages Between Processes
The following figure shows the security features in BizTalk Server that enable you to authenticate messages between as different
BizTalk hosts process them.

After BizTalk Server receives a message, decrypts and validates the message, and has a valid party ID (PID) and certificate to
identity the sender of the message, the MessageBox database is ready to verify the subscriptions that the message matches, and
to send this message to other hosts for further processing.

As a message flows from one process to another, it is often necessary to pass the identity of the original sender of the message to
downstream processes for authorization, party resolution, and business logic relating to the sender. However, enabling all hosts
to flow this information without some type of security or trust mechanism would greatly increase the need to verify that all user
objects and code (for example, orchestrations, adapters, pipeline components, functoids) are trustworthy.

To provide the means to differentiate the level of trust for user objects and code, BizTalk Server provides Authentication Trust as a
property of hosts. When the MessageBox database receives a message from a host that has not been set as authentication trusted,
the MessageBox database overwrites the PID with the guest ID, and overwrites the SSID with the service account that the host
instance is running as. When a host is marked as authentication trusted, BizTalk enables the host to specify any sender SID (SSID)
and any party ID (PID) on messages that it queues to the MessageBox database.

By specifying which hosts are trusted and which are not, you can define security boundaries in which user objects and code can
be trusted or not trusted. That is, user objects and code deployed into hosts that have been set to Authentication Trusted need to
be more trustworthy than user objects and code deployed to hosts that have not been set to Authentication Trusted.

Note  You cannot use the same service account for hosts that are authentication trusted hosts as is used for hosts that
are not.

When the MessageBox database receives a message, BizTalk Server takes the following steps to enforce the authentication trust of
the host instance sending the message to the MessageBox database:

1. The MessageBox database first determines whether the host sending the message has been set as authentication trusted by
checking that the SSID is that of a host instance service account for a trusted host.

2. If the host that is sending the message to the MessageBox database is authentication trusted, the MessageBox database
leaves the SSID and PID in the message context "as is," unless they are empty. If the SSID is empty, the MessageBox
database populates it with the SID of the calling process, also known as the host SID (HSID). If the PID is empty, it sets the
PID to the guest ID.

3. If the host that is sending the message to the MessageBox database has not been set as authentication trusted, the SSID is
populated with the HSID, and the PID is set to Guest, regardless of whether these fields were already populated.

Important  If you want a downstream process to know the SSID and PID of the original sender of the message, you
must set all hosts that the message passes through as authentication trusted. In addition, in cases such as when the
message is received and subsequently used to construct outbound messages in an orchestration, the SSID and PID
received on inbound messages must be explicitly added as a property to outbound messages in order to flow these
identities.

Important  If you configured the host where a pipeline is running as authentication trusted, BizTalk Server considers
the pipeline to be a trusted environment. Therefore, it is extremely important that you verify that any custom



 

components that are included in a BizTalk pipeline that is running on a host that is authentication trusted are also
trusted.

Note  You cannot use the same service account for hosts that are authentication trusted and hosts that are not
authentication trusted.

See Also

Inbound Message Authentication

Outbound Message Protection

Authenticating the Sender of a Message

Authorizing the Receiver of a Message
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Outbound Message Protection
The following figure shows the security features in BizTalk Server that you use to protect outbound messages from being read by
unauthorized parties.

When BizTalk Server 2004 sends a message, it takes the following steps to ensure that it sends the message securely, and that the
receiving party can determine the message sender:

1. If the send pipeline contains an encoding component (such as S/MIME) that is configured to sign all outbound messages,
the signing certificate for the BizTalk group is retrieved from the personal certificate store for the host instance service
account under which the pipeline is running, and the message is signed using the private key associated with the certificate.

2. If the send pipeline contains an encoding component (such as S/MIME) that is configured to encrypt all outbound messages,
the encryption certificate thumbprint is used to retrieve the public key certificate from the Other People certificate store, and
the message is encrypted using that certificate.

Important  Although you use one signing certificate for all the send pipelines in your BizTalk environment, you must
ensure this signing certificate is available in the certificate store of the service account of each host instance of the
hosts where the send pipelines are running.

See Also

Inbound Message Authentication

Authentication of Messages Between Processes

Authenticating the Sender of a Message

Authorizing the Receiver of a Message
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Authorizing the Receiver of a Message
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 enables you to limit the processes and parties that you authorize to receive messages.

The following figure shows the security features in BizTalk Server that you use to authorize the receiver of a message.

You can use the following security mechanisms to establish who has permission (authorization) to receive the messages that you
send:

Decryption. Make sure the parties that send messages to BizTalk Server have the public key certificate for encrypting
messages they send to BizTalk Server. BizTalk Server uses the private key certificate to decrypt the message.
Receive Authorization. You can use this method to control which hosts within the BizTalk Server environment can receive
a given message.
Encryption. By using the public key certificate from a given party when BizTalk encrypts a message, you can ensure that
only the intended party is able to read the message.

Receive Authorization
Receive authorization is the method you can use to control which hosts can receive (subscribe for) a given message. BizTalk
Server uses the certificate information as a subscription property to match predicates on the message: the MessageBox database
only routes messages marked as authorization required to the hosts that have the decryption certificate for that message. To
illustrate the process, consider the following scenarios:

Routing an un-encrypted message: When BizTalk Server receives a message that the sender did not encrypt, there is no
decryption limitation as to how BizTalk routes the message. Both hosts with and hosts without receive authorization
certificates configured can receive the message.
Routing an encrypted message: When an encrypted message arrives, the receiving pipeline must contain a decoding
component that decrypts the message. When BizTalk Server routes a message after it is decrypted, BizTalk uses the
certificate thumbprint used to decrypt the message as evidence in the MessageBox database subscription mechanism, and
only those hosts configured with that certificate receive the message.

If you want to use receive authorization, you must provide the thumbprint of the decryption certificate in the properties of the
host that you want to authorize to receive the message. For more information about receive authorization, see
Modifying Host Properties in the BizTalk Administration Console.

See Also

Inbound Message Authentication

Authentication of Messages Between Processes

Outbound Message Protection

Authenticating the Sender of a Message
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Security Features in BizTalk Server
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 enables businesses to exchange data securely with trading partners by leveraging the security
features offered through Microsoft Windows® Server 2003, and Microsoft SQL Server™ 2000. BizTalk Server provides additional
features to ensure the secured transmission and delivery of messages and to enable you to protect the data and processes that
BizTalk Server manages. This section provides information about the security features used by BizTalk Server.

Security Features Used by BizTalk Server
BizTalk Server leverages the following Windows Server™ and SQL Server features to secure inbound and outbound messages, to
secure the runtime and configuration information, and to securely integrate with other applications and systems.

Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). BizTalk Server uses PKI to provide security between trading partners. By exchanging public key
certificates, trading partners can authenticate each other and encrypt communications using x.509 certificates to digitally sign
and/or encrypt messages. BizTalk Server leverages the following PKI features:

Signing Certificates. To verify that BizTalk Server recognizes the sending party, and that no one tampered with the
message while in transit, you can configure BizTalk Server to verify digitally signed messages with the appropriate public
key certificate available to the running process by means of a certificate store. BizTalk Server can also sign outbound
messages using a private key certificate in order for partners to verify the sender.
Encryption Certificates. To ensure that unauthorized parties cannot read the messages while they are in transit, BizTalk
Server uses the appropriate private key certificate to decrypt inbound messages, and the appropriate public key certificate
to encrypt outbound messages.
Windows certificate stores. BizTalk Server uses the Other People certificate store for public keys, and the personal
certificate store for each host instance service account for the private key certificates. BizTalk Server uses the public key
certificates to verify inbound digital signatures and to encrypt outbound messages, and private key certificates for
decrypting inbound messages and signing outbound messages.

For more information about how BizTalk Server uses PKI, see Encryption and Signing Certificates.

Integrated Windows and SQL Server logon security. BizTalk Server controls access to SQL Server by leveraging Windows
integrated security to grant access to SQL Server resources. By default, when you configure BizTalk Server, it gives all accounts the
permissions required to access one of the BizTalk Server databases. You cannot configure database access using BizTalk Server
tools. In addition, the BizTalk runtime services cannot use anything other than Windows integrated security to access resources.

Kerberos. BizTalk Server relies on Windows to authenticate intranet users. By default, Windows uses Kerberos version 5 as the
authentication protocol, although you can also use the NTLM authentication protocol.

Digest. The HTTP Adapter and SOAP Adapter for BizTalk Server 2004 have the capability to use Digest for the authentication
method.

Secure Sockets Layer. Because BizTalk Server takes advantage of Windows Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), trading partners can
securely exchange data using HTTP/S. SSL, which Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) implements, is a protocol designed
to provide authentication and message encryption between a Web client and a Web server.

SQL Server roles. BizTalk Server 2004 uses Microsoft® SQL Server™ roles for resource access control and minimal user rights
for the administrator and host accounts to the BizTalk Server databases and resources. As part of the configuration of the BizTalk
Server Administrators group and BizTalk Server Host User groups, BizTalk Server creates the appropriate SQL roles in each of the
databases for these Windows groups and adds these groups to the roles. BizTalk Server then gives each SQL Server role the
minimum user rights necessary for members of the Windows groups to perform the required tasks in each database, ensuring
that it does not grant more user rights than they need.

Security in an EAI or B2B Scenario
Two general scenarios in which you can use BizTalk Server are:

Enterprise application integration (EAI), where users with a Windows account connect to the system through the
intranet.
Business-to-business (B2B), where you receive messages from across the Internet from one or many partners.

In some EAI scenarios, BizTalk can authenticate users because they have Windows accounts. In this scenario, BizTalk Server must
protect the visibility of the data from internal sources.

In the B2B scenario, arriving messages do not have associated Windows accounts. They arrive from disparate (potentially non-



 

Windows) systems and over different protocols, some of which may not support flowing Windows identities .Therefore, it is not
possible to correlate a remote partner with a Windows identity. In this scenario, BizTalk Server uses signing and encryption
certificates to protect the visibility of the data from external sources and to identify the senders of the messages.

In both scenarios, BizTalk Server offers mechanisms to verify that the message it receives comes from a known partner (party) to
handle the message if it does not recognize the sender of the message, and to identify the original sender of the message.

This section provides an overview of the features in BizTalk Server than enable you to protect your messages, data and resources.

See Also

Sending and Receiving Secure Messages

BizTalk Server Security
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Access Control and Data Security
BizTalk Server limits access to its processes and databases by using minimum user rights; you can secure important data in the
system by using features from Microsoft Windows® Server.

One or more of the BizTalk Server tools access the BizTalk Server databases. Therefore, BizTalk must grant some level of access in
each database to the BizTalk Server administrators and to users of the BizTalk Hosts. Furthermore, for security reasons, BizTalk
Server administrators and BizTalk Hosts users should not have more user rights than necessary to perform their jobs.

Using SQL Server roles, BizTalk Server fulfills both requirements. Anytime you create a BizTalk Server database through
installation, the Configuration Wizard, or the BizTalk Administration console, BizTalk Server automatically creates a SQL role for
the BizTalk Server administrators in that database. BizTalk Server grants this role, and any SQL Server login assigned to this role,
the minimum user rights needed by administrators on the SQL Server objects (tables, views, stored procedures, etc) to perform
administrative tasks on that database.

Similarly, BizTalk Server creates in each database a SQL role for the user group for each host, and grants this role the minimum
user rights it needs for the user group to perform tasks for that host.

This section contains:

Access Control for Groups and Service Accounts
Access Control for Administrative Roles
Access Control to Business Information
Minimum Security User Rights
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Access Control for Groups and Service Accounts
Each BizTalk Host instance runs under a user-created service account. You must provide the service accounts and their passwords
at the time you create the host instance on a computer. BizTalk Server then ensures that the accounts have the minimum user
rights needed to do their jobs by adding each of these service accounts to a local or domain Windows group that, in turn, it adds
to the SQL Server role specific to that host.

This approach offers the following benefits:

You can give each host instance a distinct service account, making it possible to change the passwords for each host
instance without having to take servers offline. You can perform rolling password updates without interrupting service.

Note  You cannot use the same service account for hosts that are authentication trusted and hosts that are not
authentication trusted.

If you grant resource user rights to the local or domain group at the Microsoft SQL Server™ level, you can add and subtract
service accounts without having to change the user rights granted in SQL Server, thus reducing your management burden
and total cost of ownership.

To ensure that the service accounts have the minimum user rights they need to do their jobs, the SQL Server roles BizTalk creates
for the service accounts are not identical on all the BizTalk Server databases. For the Configuration and Tracking databases, all of
the host instance service accounts need access to the same SQL Server objects, so BizTalk Server created a single SQL Server role
named BTS_Host_User. BizTalk adds all the Windows groups created for BizTalk hosts to this SQL Server role.

For the MessageBox database, each host has some resources dedicated to that host. BizTalk Server creates a SQL Server role per
host, named BTS_<hostname>_User, and adds the Windows group for each host to its respective SQL Server role in order to
block access of one host resources by another host.

Accounts not supported by BizTalk Server
BizTalk Server does not support using any of the following built-in Windows accounts:

NT_AUTHORITY\Network Service
NT_AUTHORITY\LocalSystem
NT_AUTHORITY\Local Service

See Also

Access Control for Administrative Roles

Minimum Security User Rights

Windows Group and User Accounts in BizTalk Server

Access Control and Data Security
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Access Control for Administrative Roles
When a user opens any of the BizTalk Server tools that require access to the databases or to Windows resources, the interactive
user of the tool must have the proper SQL Server and Windows user rights in order to perform the various tasks that the tools
support.

One or more of the BizTalk Server tools access the BizTalk Server databases. Therefore, BizTalk must grant some level of access in
each database to the BizTalk Server administrators. Furthermore, for security reasons, BizTalk Server Administrators should not
have more user rights than necessary to perform their jobs. Using SQL Server roles, BizTalk can fulfill both requirements. Anytime
BizTalk Server creates a database either through installation, the Configuration Wizard, or through the BizTalk Administration
console, BizTalk Server also creates a SQL role for the BizTalk Server Administrators in that database. BizTalk grants this role, and
any SQL Server login assigned to this role, the minimum user rights needed by Administrators on the SQL Server objects (tables,
views, stored procedures, and so on) to perform administrative tasks on that database.

Note  There are some administrative tasks that require BizTalk Administrators to have more permissions that those
given to them through the SQL roles such as creating host instances. For more information about these additional
permissions, see Minimum Security User Rights.

BizTalk Server creates a Windows group for the administrators when you run the Configuration Wizard for the first time. By
default, BizTalk calls this BizTalk Server Administrators, although you can choose a different name. This group has a
corresponding login in SQL Server, which BizTalk Server adds to the appropriate SQL Server roles. You must add the BizTalk
Server Administrators to the Single Sign-On Affiliate Administrators Group. For more information about Enterprise Single Sign-
On, see Using Enterprise Single Sign-On.

Caution  BizTalk administrators must ensure they trust the source of the assembly they will deploy in the system. If
they deploy assemblies with code you do not trust, they may expose the BizTalk environment to potential attacks.
BizTalk Server does not enforce any restrictions on the actions that custom code components can perform when the
BizTalk engine invokes them.

See Also

Access Control and Data Security

Windows Group and User Accounts in BizTalk Server
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Access Control to Business Information
Another resource that you must secure is the business data that BizTalk Server tracks at run time and stores in the Tracking and
Analysis databases. Usually, the group of users view sensitive business data has permissions that are different from all other
users. Using the Analysis Services tools, administrators can grant access to reporting namespaces (cubes) to specific users. BizTalk
Server grants these users access at the SQL level to view and query the associated cubes from the Health and Activity Tracking
tool. By default, only BizTalk Server Administrators have access to the data in these databases.

See Also

Minimum Security User Rights

Business Activity Services Security Considerations

HWS User Roles

Access Control and Data Security
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Minimum Security User Rights
The groups and accounts that BizTalk Server uses have the minimum user rights they need to perform most tasks. Therefore,
there are some tasks where you may need more user rights than the ones BizTalk Server automatically has granted the group to
which you belong. The following table describes the Minimum Security User Rights you need to perform tasks in BizTalk Server.

Task User Rights
Setup  
Installation Windows administrator

Configuration BizTalk Server administrator
Windows administrator
System administrator (sa) on SQL Servers
Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) administrator

Join a BizTalk Server group Windows administrator
BizTalk Server administrator

BizTalk Explorer  
All tasks BizTalk Server administrator

BizTalk Administration  
Create a MessageBox database BizTalk Server administrator

SQL Server administrator on the computer where you will create the database

Create or delete a BizTalk host BizTalk Server administrator
On the MessageBox databases, you must be a member of the db_ddladmin S
QL Server database role

Change the Host Tracking property for a hos
t

BizTalk Server administrator
On the BAM Primary Import database, MessageBox databases, and the Trackin
g database, you must be a member of db_securityadmin SQL Server database 
role

Create (install), delete, or change the credent
ials for a host instance

BizTalk Server administrator
Windows administrator
On the, MessageBox databases, Configuration database, Rule Engine database,
Tracking database, and the BAM Primary Import database, you must be a me
mber of:

securityadmin SQL Server fixed role on the server(s) where these data
bases are
db_securityadmin SQL Server database role on these databases

Start or stop a host instance BizTalk Server administrator

Add or remove Server BizTalk Server administrator
Windows administrator on the computer you are adding or removing.

Add or remove a receive handler BizTalk Server administrator
SSO Affiliate administrator

Add an adapter BizTalk Server administrator
SSO affiliate administrator

All other tasks (including WMI) BizTalk Server administrator

Health and Activity Monitor  
Instance Activity view BizTalk Server administrator



Results view BizTalk Server administrator

Tracking Options view BizTalk Server administrator

Browse Health Monitoring cube BizTalk Server administrator

Suspend/terminate instances BizTalk Server administrator

Save message bodies BizTalk Server administrator

Archiving/purging messages from the Mess
ageBox database

Member of the db_owner role in the MessageBox database

Archiving/purging messages from the Tracki
ng database

Member of the db_owner role in the Tracking database

All other tasks BizTalk Server administrator

Tracking Profile Editor  
Read or write to the Configuration database BizTalk Server administrator

Event Bus Monitoring MMC  
All tasks BizTalk Server administrator

BizTalk Assembly Deployment tool  
Installing assemblies to the Global Assembly
Cache (GAC)

Windows administrator

All other tasks BizTalk Server administrator

Web Services Wizard  
All tasks Windows administrator
Human Workflow Services  
Start/stop Web service using the Human Wo
rkflow Services (HWS) Administration conso
le

Windows administrator

Activity Model Designer API Member of the HWS_AM_DESIGNER role in the Configuration and Human Wo
rkflow services databases

All other tasks BizTalk Server administrator

Business Activity Monitoring  
Run BM.exe Member of the db_owner SQL Server role in the BAM Primary Import, BAM St

ar Schema, and BAM Archive databases

Run BM.exe, if there is an Analysis Services d
atabase

Member of the db_owner SQL Server role in the BAM Primary Import, BAM St
ar Schema, and BAM Archive databases
OLAP administrator in the BAM Analysis Services database

Create account for BAM View Member of the db_owner SQL Server role in the BAM Primary Import databas
e
OLAP administrator in the BAM Analysis Services database

Business Activity Services  
Manage Windows SharePoint® Services We
b site

Windows SharePoint Services administrator

Rule Engine (publishing rules)  
Deploy/undeploy policies, manipulate securi
ty-related artifacts

Member of the RE_ADMIN_USERS SQL role in the Rule engine database

User rights for performing administrative tasks
In order to perform administrative tasks, using either the BizTalk Administration console or Windows Management
Instrumentation (WMI), the account performing the administrative tasks requires different levels of user rights depending on the



 

task to perform.

The following table describes the user rights the account needs to perform the tasks, from least user rights (level 1), to most user
rights (level 4).

Level of 
user rig
hts

User rights granted Tasks

1 BizTalk administrator All administrative tasks, expec
t the ones that require level 2-
4 user rights

2 User rights granted to level 1
Member of Securityadmin SQL Server role on all SQL Servers
Member of the db_securityadmin and db_accessadmin SQL Server database 
roles in the Tracking, Rule Engine, Configuration, BAM Primary Import and M
essageBox databases
Member of the db_ddladmin SQL Server database role on all MessageBox da
tabases
SSO Affiliate administrator

Create and delete BizTalk host
s
Change host tracking propert
y
Add and delete servers
Add and delete receive handle
rs
Add adapters

3 User rights granted to level 2
Windows administrator on all BizTalk Server runtime computers

Create and delete host instanc
es

4 User rights granted to level 3
Member of the sysadmin SQL Server role on all SQL Servers that have a Mes
sageBox database

Create a MessageBox databas
e

See Also

Business Activity Services Security Considerations

HWS User Roles

Access Control and Data Security

Planning a Secure Deployment
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Deployment
Deploying Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 is a multi-phased task that starts with you initially installing and configuring BizTalk
Server. Next, you assess your critical assets and create a plan that implements a secure topology. Use this plan to configure your
development, test, and deployment environments. Lastly, complete your deployment by putting your application or assembly into
production.

This section contains:

Installing BizTalk Server
Configuring BizTalk Server
Planning a Secure Deployment
Deploying BizTalk Server Assemblies
Deploying Partners with SEED
Using Enterprise Single Sign-On
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Installing BizTalk Server
To ensure that you are reading the most up-to-date information, download the latest version of the BizTalk Server Installation
Guide, at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=22120.
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Configuring BizTalk Server
This section provides information about configuring Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004. It also includes information on using the
BizTalk Configuration Wizard, removing and troubleshooting your configuration. After you have finished installing the BizTalk
Server platform, use the Configuration Wizard to perform the steps necessary to configure the installed features, create the
necessary databases and configure or verify the accounts you need for using BizTalk Server.

Use this Configuration Wizard to:

Configure/create BizTalk Server databases
Create the BizTalk group
Create a host and two host instances
Create virtual directories in Internet Information Services (IIS)
Configure the Single Sign-On (SSO) Services
Configure BizTalk Message Queuing
Configure Windows NT® Service logon
Verify user accounts
Create Windows® SharePoint® Services sites (on Windows Server™ 2003 only) for Business Activity Services (BAS)

This section contains:

System Requirements for Configuration
About BizTalk Server Configuration
Using the Configuration Wizard
Removing the BizTalk Server Configuration
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System Requirements for Configuration
This section provides information about minimum hardware, software, and security requirements necessary for configuring
BizTalk Server.

 International  You can install and configure the English version of BizTalk Server on any other language platform.
However, if you are not using the English version of BizTalk Server, the platform language must match the BizTalk
Server language.

Hardware Requirements
The minimum hardware requirements for configuring BizTalk Server appear in the BizTalk Server Installation Guide. For more
information, see http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=22120.

Software Requirements
You must install all software requirements listed in the BizTalk Server Installation Guide before you configure BizTalk Server. For
more information, see http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=22120. Microsoft SQL Server™ 2000 is required so you can use the
BizTalk Server Configuration Wizard to configure the necessary databases.

Supported versions of SQL Server include:

SQL Server 2000 Enterprise, Standard, or Developer Edition with Service Pack 3a (SP3a)

Important  You cannot install the Standard and Enterprise Editions of SQL Server on Windows® XP Professional. If
you are using Windows XP Professional, you must use SQL Server 2000 Developer Edition. SQL Server 2000 Personal
and Evaluation Editions are not compatible with BizTalk Server.

Note  In order to use SQL Server Instances in BizTalk Server, you must type the instance name into a given SQL
Server name field. For example, <ServerName>\<InstanceName>.

SQL Server Analysis Services is optional. It is required only if you want to use Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) or Business
Activity Monitoring (BAM). If you install SQL Server Analysis Services, you must also install Analysis Server SP3a.

Security Requirements
This section outlines the prerequisite user accounts, groups, server and database permissions, as well as required SQL and
Windows authentication settings. For more information about groups and accounts, see
Windows Group and User Accounts in BizTalk Server.

Important  You must be a Windows administrator on the local computer to install and configure BizTalk Server. You
must also log on as a member of the domain when running the Configuration Wizard if you are using domain
accounts or groups in your configuration.

Single Computer Configurations

It is necessary to consider the following security recommendations for a single computer configuration:

You must log on as a user who is a member of the local administrators group. BizTalk Server supports local user and group
accounts only in single computer configurations. BizTalk Server supports domain user and group accounts in both single
and multiple computer configurations.
Install and configure the master secret server as a stand-alone server. In the Configuration Wizard, during the initial
installation of the Single Sign-On (SSO) server, click Yes when asked if that server is the Master Secret Server. For all
subsequent installations of (SSO), click No. For more information about configuring a stand-alone master secret server, see
Configuring SSO in a Stand-Alone Environment.

Multiple Computer Configurations

It is necessary to consider the following security recommendations for a multiple computer configuration where you install
BizTalk Server, SQL Server 2000 and SSO on three separate computers:

You must be a local Administrator on SSO and BizTalk Server. You must be a SQL Administrator on SQL Server 2000 and
BizTalk Server.
To configure Enterprise SSO, you must be a member of the SSO Administrators group.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=22120
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=22120


 

The SSO service account must be a member of the SSO Administrators group account. You should not use the SSO service
account for other service accounts.
The BizTalk Server Administrators group must be a member of the SSO Affiliate Administrators group account. The SSO
Affiliate Administrators is a Domain Local group; all others are Global.

Additional Security Considerations

The user account specified during configuration receives "log on as" service privileges.
The initial installation and configuration creates virtual directories. Only local administrators gain access to Access Control
Lists (ACLs) on this virtual directory.
BizTalk Server uses Windows Authentication to access the created SQL Server databases.
BizTalk Server only supports multiple computer configurations with all databases being in the same time zone.
When configuring BizTalk Server, you must enter account information and specify a password. You cannot use a blank
password.

See Also

Security Recommendations for BizTalk Server Components
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About BizTalk Server Configuration
This section provides an overview of how to configure BizTalk Server. Properly configuring BizTalk Server involves establishing
Windows group and user accounts, creating and configuring databases, and using command line parameters and adapters.

This section contains:

Windows Group and User Accounts in BizTalk Server
BizTalk Server Database Creation and Configuration
BizTalk Server (runtime) and BAS Configuration on Separate Computers
Command Line Parameters for the Configuration Framework
BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter (MSMQT) Configuration
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Windows Group and User Accounts in BizTalk Server
This section provides information about BizTalk Server local and domain group and user accounts. The Configuration Wizard
creates the necessary BizTalk group accounts for you by default if you install BizTalk Server and all prerequisite software on a
single computer. The information contained in this section applies to multiple computer topologies.

Important  BizTalk Server supports local group and user accounts only in single computer configurations. BizTalk
Server supports domain group and user accounts in both single and multiple computer configurations.

Important  When configuring Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) Service, use domain group accounts.

To create Windows Group and User Accounts in BizTalk Server

1. Using Active Directory, from the Start menu, point to Programs, point to Administrative Tools, and select Active
Directory Users and Computers.

2. In the Active Directory Users and Computers window, right-click at the bottom of the right pane, or right-click the Users
folder in the navigation tree in the left pane.

3. Select New, then select Group or User.
4. Enter the group or user information outlined in the following table.

The following table lists the Windows group and their associated user accounts used by BizTalk Server. It also identifies their SQL
Server membership roles. You can assign any name for the user accounts identified in brackets in the table.

Group Group Description User User Description SQL Server/Analysis Server 
Role Membership for the Gr
oup

SSO A
dminist
rator(s)
*

Administrator of the Enterprise Single Sig
n-On (SSO) Service.

The default name for the Windows accoun
t created for this group is SSO Administrat
ors.

<Enterpris
e Single Si
gn-On Serv
ice>

<SSO Adm
inistrator>

Account name under which the Si
ngle Sign-On (SSO) service shoul
d run.

User account for the SSO Adminis
trator.

Member of the db_owner SQL 
Server role for the Credential d
atabase.

SSO Af
filiate A
dminist
rator(s)

Must be able to create affiliate applications
. The BizTalk Administrator must be a me
mber of this group.

The default name for the Windows accoun
t created for this group is SSO Affiliate Ad
ministrators.

<SSO Affili
ate Admini
strators>

User accounts for SSO Affiliate Ad
ministrators

 



BizTalk 
Admini
strator
s Grou
p

Has the least privileges necessary to perfo
rm administrative tasks in the Configurati
on Wizard and to administer the BizTalk S
erver environment after installation.

The default name for the Windows accoun
t created for this group is BizTalk Server A
dministrators.

<BizTalk Se
rver Admin
istrator>

<BizTalk B
AS Manage
ment Web 
Service Acc
ount>

User accounts for BizTalk Server A
dministrators. 

BAS Management Web service ru
ns under this service account.

Member of BTS_ADMIN_
USERS SQL Server role i
n the following database
s:

Configuration
MessageBox
Rule Engine
Tracking
BAM Primary Im
port

Member of HWS_ADMIN
_USER SQL Server role in
the following databases

Human Workflo
w Services
Tracking

Member of the db_owne
r SQL Server role for the 
following databases:

BAM Archive
BAM Primary Im
port
BAM Star Schem
a

Member of the OLAP Ad
ministrator group on the 
computer hosting the BA
M Analysis database

BizTalk 
Host U
sers Gr
oup

Windows group for accounts with access t
o the In-Process BizTalk hosts (hosts proce
sses in BizTalk Server).

Use one BizTalk Host Group for each In-Pr
ocess host in your environment.

The default name for the Windows accoun
t created for the first Host Users group is B
izTalk Application Users.

<BTS Host 
Instance ac
count>

Windows account with access to a
specific In-Process BizTalk host ins
tance. This account has Log on as 
Service rights.

Member of the BTS_HOS
T_USERS SQL Server role
in the following database
s:

Configuration
MessageBox
Rule Engine
Tracking
BAM Primary Im
port

Member of the BTS_<in-
process host name>_US
ERS SQL Server role for t
he MessageBox database
Member of the BAM_EVE
NT_WRITER SQL Server r
ole in the BAM Primary I
mport database.



BizTalk 
Isolate
d Host 
Users 
Group

Windows group for accounts with access t
o the Isolated BizTalk hosts (hosts process
es not running on BizTalk Server, such as 
HTTP and SOAP).

Use one BizTalk Isolated Host Group for ea
ch Isolated Host in your environment.

The default name for the Windows accoun
t created for the first Isolated Host Users g
roup is BizTalk Isolated Host Users.

<BTS Isolat
ed Host Ins
tance Acco
unt>

<Human 
Workflow 
Services Us
er Account
>

Windows account with access to a
specific Isolated BizTalk host insta
nce. This account has Log on as Se
rvice rights.

Windows account that the Human
Workflow Services runtime servic
es run under.

Member of the BTS_HOS
T_USERS SQL Server role
in the following database
s:

Configuration
MessageBox
Rule Engine
Tracking
BAM Primary Im
port

Member of the BTS_<isol
ated host name>_USERS
SQL Server role for the 
MessageBox database.
The Human Workflow Se
rvices User Account must
be a member of the HWS
_WS_USER SQL Server r
ole in the following data
bases:

Configuration
Tracking
Human Workflo
w Services

BizTalk 
Base E
DI User
s grou
p

Windows NT group that has access to the 
EDI database.

The default name for the Windows accoun
t created for this group is EDI Subsystem 
Users.

<BizTalk Ba
se EDI servi
ce>

Handles all EDI-related transaction
s for BizTalk Server.

Member of the edi_admin_use
rs SQL Server role in the Base 
EDI database.

BizTalk 
BAS W
eb Serv
ices Gr
oup**

For non-interactive user accounts under w
hich BAS Web services run.

The default name for the Windows accoun
t created for this group is BizTalk BAS Web
Services Group.

<BizTalk B
AS Manage
ment Web 
Service Acc
ount>**

<BizTalk B
AS Publishi
ng Web Se
rvice Accou
nt>**

BAS Management Web service ru
ns under this service account.

Business Activity Publishing Web 
service runs under this service acc
ount.

Member of the tpm_user SQL 
Server role in the TPM databas
e.

BizTalk 
BAS Us
ers**

Has the fewest privileges necessary to perf
orm basic tasks in BAS not requiring the c
apability to configure business processes (
for example, read access to partner profile
s and agreements).

The default name for the Windows accoun
t created for this group is BizTalk BAS User
s.

<BAS user 
accounts>*
*

  



 

BizTalk 
BAS M
anager
s**

Has higher privileges than BAS Users grou
p, including tasks to configure business pr
ocesses such as deploy and activate partne
rs and agreements.

The default name for the Windows accoun
t created for this group is BizTalk BAS Man
agers.

<BAS man
ager user a
ccounts>**

  

BizTalk 
BAS Ad
ministr
ators**

Has privileges to perform all tasks and ope
rations in BAS including administrative tas
ks such as Business Activity Site repair and
synchronization.

The default name for the Windows accoun
t created for this group is BizTalk BAS Adm
inistrators.

<BAS admi
nistrative u
ser account
s>**

  

    SQL Server Role Membershi
p for the User

  <Rule Engi
ne Update 
Service>

Notifies for deployment/undeploy
ment of policies. No group affiliati
on.

Member of the RE_HOST_USE
RS SQL Server role in the Rule 
Engine database.

  <BizTalk B
AM Query 
Web servic
e user>

Windows account with permission
to access the data in the BAM Pri
mary Import database during Busi
ness Activity searches. No group a
ffiliation.

Member of the BAM_QueryWS
SQL Server role in the BAM Pri
mary Import database.

  <BizTalk Se
rver BAS A
pplication 
Pool Accou
nt>

For application pools that host Sh
arePoint Services, Trading Partner 
Manager (TPM) Web services and 
the STSReceive Web service. No g
roup affiliation.

 

*Ensure that the service account running the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) service is a member of the SSO Administrators
group on each computer.

*The account you are using when you install BizTalk Server must also be a member of the SSO Administrators group, if the
installation is also a SSO master secret server.

**These groups and user accounts are required for access to Business Activity Services (BAS).

This section contains:

Local Groups
Domain Groups
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Local Groups
The Configuration Wizard creates the necessary Windows group and user accounts for you by default if you install BizTalk Server
and all prerequisite software on a single computer. BizTalk Server supports local group and user accounts only in single computer
configurations. BizTalk Server supports domain group and user accounts in both single and multiple computer configurations. For
multiple computer configurations, you must observe the requirements provided in this section and in the Minimum Security
Privileges and Requirements topic in the Installation Guide. For more information, see
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=22120.

For information about working with domain and local SSO accounts, see Enterprise Single Sign-On Scenarios.

If you configure Business Activity Services (BAS) without BizTalk Server (runtime) on your computer, disable Windows Message
Queuing (MSMQ) signing for BAS if you want to use a local account for the BizTalk BAS Users Group. If you are using domain
accounts, no changes are required.
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Domain Groups
Use domain groups for all BizTalk Server installations. For multiple computer configurations using domain groups, observe the
following requirements. The minimum security privileges and requirements for BizTalk Server appear in the BizTalk Server
Installation Guide. For more information, see http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=22120.

If the domain group already exists, you must be a member of this group.
If you are configuring your computer using domain group and/or user accounts, create them before installing BizTalk
Server.
You must create the group and/or user accounts in the domain to which the computer belongs before configuring them in
the Configuration Wizard. The Configuration Wizard cannot create domain groups.
If you use domain groups, you must add the BizTalk Host Instance Account to the BizTalk Host Users Group. You must add
all domain accounts used for the Host and Isolated Host Instances to the appropriate Host Users Group.
Before configuring BizTalk Server, you can create the Single Sign-On (SSO) Administrators Group, SSO Affiliate
Administrators Group, BizTalk Administrator Group, BizTalk Host Users Group, BizTalk Isolated Host Users Group, BizTalk
Base Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) Users Group, and BizTalk Business Activity Services (BAS) Users Group on the domain
controller. For more information, see Windows Group and User Accounts in BizTalk Server
You can create the domain group automatically if you specify a domain group during configuration for the SSO
Administrators Group and SSO Affiliate Administrators Group, and you have sufficient privileges. If you do not have
sufficient privileges, ensure that these groups already exist.
Use <DomainName>\<UserName> when specifying domain account information in the Configuration Wizard.
BizTalk Server requires domain accounts for all clustering scenarios. You cannot use local accounts with clustered SQL
Server or clustered SSO Server (master secret server).
When using a distributed topology in a domain, create the Windows groups used by BizTalk Server and add the appropriate
users to the groups in the domain to which the SQL Server computers belong. For more information, see
Windows Group and User Accounts in BizTalk Server.
The administrator installing and configuring BizTalk Server must be a member of the following groups: SSO Administrators
(only when configuring the master secret server); Windows administrator; SQL Server administrator; OLAP administrator.

For information about working with domain and local SSO accounts, see Enterprise Single Sign-On Scenarios.

See Also

Security Recommendations for BizTalk Server Components
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BizTalk Server Database Creation and Configuration
The BizTalk Server Configuration Wizard prompts you for the SQL Server computer and database information necessary to create
and configure the BizTalk Server databases.

Warning   You must enter the NetBIOS name (valid server name) when the Configuration Wizard prompts you to
enter SQL Server computer information.

Important  You must configure your databases to use Full Recovery.

Observe the following:

Before creating a new database with the same name as an existing database on the same server, you must manually delete
the existing database. For more information about deleting SQL Server databases, see Microsoft SQL Server Books Online.
Before installing BizTalk Server, if you create databases to use with BizTalk Server, ensure that there are no user tables in the
databases before configuration. If user tables exist, the databases could appear incompatible during configuration.
You must specify an existing Configuration database when joining a BizTalk group during configuration.
BizTalk Server allows multiple MessageBox databases for each BizTalk group whether you Join or Create.
The SQL Server hosting the Star Schema database must have the Decision Support Objects (DSO) component installed.

To install DSO, insert the SQL Server installation disk, and select Analysis Services. On the Components page, select
Decision Support Objects.

You must create a BizTalk Server Administrators group for all computers hosting Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) Star
Schema and BAM Archive databases. You must also create a BizTalk Server Administrators group for the computer hosting
the BAM Analysis database on the Analysis Server.
You may use an existing database for BAM Primary Import and BAM Star Schema. In order to use the existing database, is
enter the name in the configuration wizard.

During configuration using the Configuration Wizard, BizTalk Server creates and configures the following databases.

Database Default Dat
abase Name

Description

Configuration databas
e

BizTalkMgmt
Db

This database is the central meta-information store for all BizTalk Servers.

BizTalk MessageBox d
atabase

BizTalkMsgB
oxDb

This database stores subscriptions predicates. It is a host platform, and keeps queues and st
ate tables for each BizTalk Server host. The MessageBox database also stores the messages 
and message properties.

BizTalk Tracking datab
ase

BizTalkDTAD
b

This database stores business and health monitoring data tracked by the BizTalk Server trac
king engine.

BAM Analysis databas
e

BAMAnalysis SQL Server Analysis Services database that keeps the aggregated historical data for Busines
s Activities.

BAM Star Schema dat
abase

BAMStarSche
ma

SQL database that transforms the data collected from the Business Activity Monitoring for 
OLAP Processing. This database is required when using the BAM Analysis database.

BAM Primary Import d
atabase

BAMPrimaryI
mportsuccess
fully

SQL database that stores the events from the Business Activities and then queries for the pr
ogress and data after activity instances. This database also performs real-time aggregations.

BAM Archive database BAMArchive This database stores subscription predicates. You should create the BAM Archive database t
o minimize the accumulation of Business Activity data in the BAM Primary Import database.

SSO database SSODB This database specifies the name of the SQL Server and database used as the credential stor
e.

Rule Engine database BizTalkRuleE
ngineDb

SQL database location for persisting policies.

BizTalk Base EDI datab
ase

BizTalkEDIDb This database stores EDI document tracking and processing data.

Human Workflow Ser
vices Administration d
atabase

BizTalkHwsD
b

This database stores administrative information required by the BizTalk Human Workflow S
ervices.

Trading Partner Mana
gement database

TPM This database stores trading partner data for Business Activity Services (BAS).



 

Tracking Analysis Serv
er Administration data
base

BizTalkAnalys
isDb

This database stores both business and health monitoring OLAP cubes.

See Also

Security Recommendations for BizTalk Server Components
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BizTalk Server (runtime) and BAS Configuration on Separate
Computers
If you configure BizTalk Server (runtime) and Business Activity Services (BAS) on separate computers, BAS sends messages to the
BizTalk Server host computer by means of signed MSMQ messages. Therefore, you must install MSMQ on the computer
configured with BAS, and you must install MSMQT on the BizTalk Server host computer.

Additionally, when configuring the BizTalk Server host computer, you must select MSMQT integration with Microsoft® Active
Directory® directory service. (Integration with Domain Name System (DNS) is not required.) If you do not integrate MSMQT with
Active Directory, the BizTalk Server host computer rejects the signed messages that BAS sends it. The BizTalk Server host
computer cannot verify the signatures. If you want to disable message signing (for example, if the BizTalk Server host has been
configured without MSMQT integration with Active Directory or if BAS and the BizTalk Server host computer are on separate
domains), you can add a DWORD value named "DisableBasMsmqSigning" to the registry key on the computer configured with
BAS:

"HKLM\Software\Microsoft\BizTalk Server\3.0\TPM"

Setting the DisableBasMsmqSigning value to 1 disables message signing. Setting the value to 0 restores message signing.

Change the registry value before registering BizTalk Server. If you complete this change after registering BizTalk Server, you must
restart the BizTalk SharePoint Messaging Adapter NT Service, restart the TPM Web Services, and run a TPM repair.

If you enable message signing for BAS, you must activate a MSMQ installation with routing enabled. This MSMQ installation
could be on the computer running BAS or a separate installation on another computer. When configuring BizTalk Server
(runtime), after you select MSMQT integration with Active Directory, you can edit the text box for the router name. Enter the name
of the computer with MSMQ as the MSMQ router. For information on configuring BAS on multiple computers, see
Configuring BAS on Multiple Computers.

See Also

Security Recommendations for BizTalk Server Components
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Command Line Parameters for the Configuration Framework
The Configuration Framework is a generic method providing fast and easy changes to configuration at setup. In conjunction with
the Microsoft Windows Installer (MSI), the Configuration Framework determines the state of your computer and the configuration
tasks requiring action.

When you configure BizTalk Server for the first time using the Configuration Wizard, the Configuration Framework generates an
XML file (configuration snapshot) that you can then modify (change user names, passwords, and so on) and export to other
computers. Save your configuration snapshot in the Configuration Summary page (a step within the Configuration Wizard
process). You can use this snapshot to replicate your configuration as part of a scripted installation. For more information about
using the Configuration Summary page, see Configuring BizTalk Server on a Local (Single) Computer.

Note  Passwords are not stored in the XML file. You must enter one before you use this file.

The following table describes the parameters you can run on the command line within the Configuration Framework. You can use
these parameters to perform tasks like unconfiguring BizTalk Server features, silently installing BizTalk Server, and so on.

Important  These command line parameters do not work unless you have already installed and configured BizTalk
Server and saved the XML file (configuration snapshot).

Command Li
ne Paramete
r

Description

/u Un-configures all features.

Warning  You can delete BizTalk databases after you un-configure BizTalk Server features. Do not delet
e BizTalk Server databases before you run this command.

To re-configure BizTalk Server, you must first un-configure BizTalk Server using /u at the command prompt and th
en rerun configFramework.exe.

Note  If you want to delete BizTalk Server databases after you un-configure BizTalk Server features, it is
recommended that you use the net stop winmgmt command to stop the Windows Management Instru
mentation (WMI) service, which may still be running.

/s <path to in
put config xm
l file>

Silent configuration.

You must also pass the full path to the configuration XML that contains the features to install and configure. If /s is 
not passed, the tool runs in User Interface (UI) mode.

/? Shows the valid command line parameters.
/l Sets the full path to the log file (optional).

The Using Command Line Parameters for a Custom Installation appear in the BizTalk Server Installation Guide. For more
information, see http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=22120.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter (MSMQT) Configuration
Use the default settings when you initially configure BizTalk Server unless you are configuring BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter
(MSMQT) on a server that also has standard Windows Message Queuing (MSMQ) installed and enabled.

You must manually activate MSMQT before first using it. For more information about manually activating MSMQT, see
Registering the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter.

If you have standard MSMQ installed, you must disable it in order to accept the default setting in the Configuration Wizard.

When you install BizTalk Server and Windows SharePoint Server on different computers, MSMQT and MSMQ send messages
from Windows SharePoint Server into BizTalk Server. Consequently, you must add MSMQT to the remote BizTalk Server
computer before trying to register that computer. For more information about MSMQT, see
About the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter.

When configuring MSMQT to use multiple computers in the same BizTalk group, you should first configure Network Load
Balancing (NLB) for load balancing MSMQT. Use the Virtual NLB Cluster Name as the Computer Name in the Configuration
Wizard on all computers.

For more information about Network Load Balancing, see Knowledge Base Article 323437, "How To Configure Network Load
Balancing Parameters in Windows Server 2003" located at http://support.microsoft.com/?id=323437.

For a side-by-side installation of MSMQT and MSMQ, the following options are available. All three options are completely
compatible and independent of each other.

IP Address

The default option binds MSMQT to all IP addresses in BizTalk Server. You can specify a particular IP address during configuration
if you have a side-by-side installation with MSMQ.

Important  MSMQ must also be configured side-by-side with MSMQT and bound to a different IP address.

Domain Name System (DNS) Registration

If you belong to a domain, you can choose to register BizTalk Server in DNS in the current domain. By default, this option is OFF.

If you select this option, you can edit the computer name in the Configuration Wizard. By default, the local computer name
appears.

Active Directory Integration

You may choose to integrate and/or register BizTalk Server in Active Directory in the current domain. By default, this option is
OFF. This option requires that BizTalk Server belong to a domain with an Active Directory controller.

If you select this option, you can edit the text boxes for the router. The default values are:

Router: no router

Router is used in Active Directory configuration to send messages with PRIVATE= and PUBLIC= addresses.

 Security  If you want to set up MSMQT in Active Directory mode, you need to create child object permissions.
Create Child Objects is a permission granted in Active Directory. If you grant a user the ability to create child
objects, it is similar to granting that user the ability to create files under a given folder. The file becomes the child
object of the folder. Typically, only domain administrators have these privileges. The domain administrator can
grant you these privileges in the Active directory users and computers management console. To do this, the
domain administrator must perform the following steps:

1. In the Active directory users and computers management console, right-click the Computers object, and point to
Properties.

2. Select Security.
3. Check Create all child objects and Delete all child objects. Click OK.

The domain administrator must also use the same procedure for your computer object.

See Also

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962127(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms943324(v=bts.10).aspx
http://support.microsoft.com/?id=323437
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Using the Configuration Wizard
This section explains the step-by-step procedures required to configure BizTalk Server using the Configuration Wizard for a first-
time installation on a:

Local (single) computer
Multiple computers - a typical four-computer configuration scenario is depicted in this topic)

Use the default settings in the Configuration Wizard for the local (single) computer.

Warning  When you perform a non-transactional operation, such as creating a new database, or creating user
accounts and groups using the Configuration Wizard, the action is not rolled back if you cancel the procedure before it
completes. You must manually remove any objects that you have created up to that point before retrying the
operation.

The Configuration Wizard prompts you for information. After the information is collected, a summary of all configuration steps
appears. The actual configuration subsequently takes place. In the event of an error (or if you click Cancel), the configuration
returns the computer to its prior state. However, the BizTalk Server databases and NT Groups remain on the computer.

Important  You must start Microsoft SQL Server 2000 and SQL Server Agent before proceeding with configuring
BizTalk Server. Both should be set to start automatically after you reboot your computer.

 Security  SQL Server Agent must be running at all times and it must have db_owner permissions in all the BizTalk
Server databases.

This section contains:

Configuring BizTalk Server on a Local (Single) Computer
Configuring BizTalk Server on Multiple Computers
Configuring BAS on Multiple Computers
Configuring the Master Secret Server

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Configuring BizTalk Server on a Local (Single) Computer
You can configure BizTalk Server on a local (single) computer. The following figure shows a single computer configuration with all
BizTalk Server-related components installed.

To configure BizTalk Server on a single computer

1. If the BizTalk Server Configuration Wizard is not started, browse to the BizTalk Server installation directory (the default
location is <system drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server\) and double-click ConfigFramework.exe.

2. On the Welcome to the Microsoft BizTalk Server Configuration Wizard page, click Next.
3. On the Configuration options page, do the following:

Use this To do this
Do you want to create or join
a BizTalk Server group?

Select Create from the drop-down list to create the BizTalk group to use to administer all t
he BizTalk databases.

Note  If you Join a BizTalk group, the BizTalk group and the Configuration database must 
already exist. In addition, you must be a member of the existing group.

Important  If you performed a custom installation including Development-only or Admini
stration Tools-only, you must Join rather than Create a BizTalk group during configuratio
n.

Select Join from the drop-down list to join a BizTalk group that already exists and of whic
h you are a member. If you already have installed a Configuration database and plan to us
e that database, you must join the BizTalk group created with that database.

Will this Single Sign-On serv
er (SSO) hold the master secr
et key?

Select Yes from the drop-down list if this is the first SSO server you configure in your SSO
system.

Select No from the drop-down list for subsequent SSO Servers in the SSO system. These s
ervers are the processing servers and administration servers.

Selecting Yes creates and configures the SSO Credential database. You must back up the 
master secret (an encryption key) on this secret server after completing configuration. You
can also back up the master secret using the SSO command line utility, ssoconfig.exe locat
ed at \Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On\.

 Security  Configure the master secret server as a stand-alone server. You mus
t be an SSO administrator while performing this configuration task.

Selecting No enables you to re-use existing data and configure a master secret server with
out re-creating the SSO database. If you do this, you must restore the master secret (an en
cryption key) that you backed up on this secret server after completing configuration. You 
can restore the master secret using the SSO command line utility, ssoconfig.exe. Click Nex
t.



Do you want to Create a BizT
alk Host Application?

You create a new BizTalk Host a
nd host instance.

Select Trusted from the drop-down list if you want to enable the host to submit messages
into the MessageBox database with a sender security identifier (SSID) that is different from
the Windows Security ID of the BTS Host Instance account.

Caution  This is equivalent to creating a trust relationship between the servers.

Select UnTrusted from the drop-down list if you want to pass the SSID of the BTS Host Ins
tance account to the MessageBox database.

Select No from the drop-down list if you do not want to create a BizTalk Host Application.
Do you want to create a BizT
alk Isolated Host Application
?

You create this host exclusively t
o support Hyper Text Transfer P
rotocol (HTTP) and Simple Obje
ct Access Protocol (SOAP) adapt
ers.

Select Trusted from the drop-down list if you want to enable the host to submit messages
into the MessageBox database with a sender security identifier (SSID) that is different from
the Windows Security ID of the BTS Host Instance account.

Caution  This is equivalent to creating a trust relationship between the servers.

Select UnTrusted from the drop-down list if you want to pass the SSID of the BTS Host Ins
tance account to the MessageBox database.

Select No from the drop-down list if you do not want to create a BizTalk Isolated Host App
lication.

Do you want to create an An
alysis database drop-down li
st for tracking aggregations?

This database stores both busin
ess and health monitoring OLAP
cubes.

Select Yes from the drop-down list if you have installed SQL Server Analysis Services and 
SQL Server Analysis Services Service Pack 3a (SP3a), and you want to track and store healt
h monitoring OLAP cubes.

Select No from the drop down list if you have not installed SQL Server Analysis Services a
nd SQL Server Analysis Services SP3a.

Do you want to use an Analy
sis Server for BAM aggregati
ons?

You use the SQL Server Analysis
Services database to keep the a
ggregated historical data for Bu
siness Activities.

Select Yes from the drop down list if you have installed SQL Server Analysis Services and 
SQL Server Analysis Services SP3a, and you want to create an Analysis Services database t
hat keeps the aggregated data for Business Activities.

Select No from the drop down list if you have not installed SQL Server Analysis Services a
nd SQL Server Analysis Services SP3a.

Warning  You are not able to configure Analysis Services after initially configuring BizTalk
Server. It must be done when you create the BizTalk group.

Is a Rule Engine database alr
eady configured for the BizT
alk Server group?

Note  You only see this prompt 
if you select the option to Join a
BizTalk Server Group.

Select Yes from the drop-down list if a Rule Engine database already exists for this BizTalk 
group.

Select No from the drop-down list to create the Rule Engine database if the initial installati
on of BizTalk Server did not include a Rule Engine database.

4. Click Next.
5. On the Windows accounts page, review the Microsoft Windows NT® Services (credentials). By default, the Windows

accounts are local groups. Click Edit to make changes or click Next to continue.

You can see a description of each group and its function in the panel below the configuration details.

Note  You cannot specify the User Principal Name (UPN) format such as name@domain.company.com for an
account name.

Note  If you configure Business Activity Services (BAS), local groups are automatically added to the roles of
BizTalk BAS Administrators, BizTalk BAS Managers, BizTalk BAS Users, and BizTalk BAS Web Services. You can
use these local groups or you can replace them with domain groups.

Note  You cannot use built-in groups, such as administrators, for any of the four groups previously described.

Note  When configuring BAS, the Configuration Wizard prompts you for credentials if you have enabled
Internet Explorer Enhanced Security. Enter the administrator's credentials on this computer.

6. On the Addresses page, review the URL location, and click Edit to make changes or click Next to continue.



If you are configuring BAS, the default site is BASSite. You can enter any valid URL for a local virtual directory that has
Windows SharePoint Services extended on it, and change the site name. If you enter an IP address, a dialog appears
prompting you to authenticate the user account and password. For more information about changing passwords in BAS, see
Changing BAS Service Account Passwords.

Note  If you want to use an existing site, it must be a BAS site.

7. On the Configuration property values page, review the configuration names and click Edit to make changes, or click
Next to continue.

8. On the Database configurations page, select any item that has an insufficient configuration icon .
a. Click Edit to configure your database connection settings.
b. In the Server drop-down list, click Browse and select the SQL Server that will contain your database. By default, your

database name already appears. Click OK. The insufficient icon disappears from the Database configurations page.
c. Click Next to continue.

Caution  After initially configuring databases, you are unable to change the database or database server names.

Warning  You must enter the NetBIOS name (valid server name) when the Configuration Wizard prompts you
to enter SQL Server Computer information. If you do not enter a valid server name, the Configuration Wizard
does not validate the SQL Server and does not allow you to continue configuration.

9. On the Windows Service Configurations page, click Next if there are no insufficient configuration icons. Otherwise,
select any item that has an insufficient configuration icon.

a. Click Edit to configure your Windows Service settings.
b. In the User name drop-down list, click Browse. The Select User page appears.
c. In the Look in drop-down list, select the domain and user that the service should run as and click OK.
d. In the Password text box, enter the password for the user account you selected, and then click OK.

10. On the BizTalk Messaging page, click Next.

Important  Keep the default settings for the initial configuration of BizTalk Server unless you are configuring
MSMQT on a server that also has MSMQ installed and enabled. For more information, see
BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter (MSMQT) Configuration.

11. On the Windows SharePoint Services Site Configuration page, perform the following tasks:

Note  You only see this page if you are configuring Business Activity Services (BAS).

Use this To do this
Title Type a name for the Windows SharePoint Services site.
Description Type a description for the site.
Site e-mail Type an e-mail address for the site owner. The email address must be valid.

12. Click Next.
13. On the Summary page, review the components to be configured, click Save to save the configuration XML, and then click

Next. (If you do not click Save, you do not back up your system configuration for use later.) Configuration begins as shown
on the Configuration Progress page.

Note  When configuring BizTalk Server in Windows Server 2003, you must comply with the prompt to enter
your username and password if you have not removed Internet Explorer Enhanced Security Configuration. Type
your username and password to continue.

14. On the Configuration completed page, click Logfile to view the log file, and then click Finish.

Important  When you complete BizTalk Server configuration, you must back up the master secret (an encryption key)
on the master secret server. If you do not do this, you risk losing data. For more information see,
Backing Up the Master Secret.

Important  When you complete BizTalk Server configuration, you must log off BizTalk BAS Administrators, BizTalk
BAS Managers, BizTalk BAS Users, and BizTalk BAS Web Services groups and then log on again in order to access
some parts of the BAS site.

See Also

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962369(v=bts.10).aspx
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Configuring BizTalk Server on Multiple Computers
You can configure BizTalk Server on multiple computers. The following diagram shows a multiple computer configuration
(specifically, four computers) with all BizTalk Server-related components installed.

On computer 4, you must first verify installation of SQL Server 2000 components consisting of:

SQL Server 2000
SQL Server 2000 Service Pack 3a (SP3a)
SQL Server Analysis Services
SQL Server Analysis Services SP3a

To verify if SQL Server 2000 is running on your computer, see the BizTalk Server Installation Guide at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=22120.

You must also enable network clients DTC access before configuring BizTalk Server in a multiple computer configuration or the
configuration fails. This is required for the distributed transactions performed by BizTalk Server components to work.

Important  The following procedure must be run on each of the BizTalk Server runtime, SSO Server and SQL Server
computers in the multiple computer configuration.

To turn on DTC access (for Windows Server 2003 computers only)

1. From the Start menu, point to Control Panel, point to Administrative Tools, and then select Component Services.
2. Expand Component Services, and then expand Computers.
3. Right-click the computer you need to set, and from the context menu select Properties.
4. In the Properties window, select the MSDTC tab.
5. In the Transaction Configuration area, click Security Configuration.
6. In the Security Settings area, select the Network DTC Access check box.
7. In the Security Settings area, check the Network Clients check box.
8. Click OK on each open dialog box.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=22120


9. Restart your computer to enable the remote DTC option.

Warning  Your computer could take several minutes to enable the remote DTC option.

To configure Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) on computer 1

In a multiple computer configuration, you need to configure the Single Sign-On (SSO) computer first. Start the BizTalk Server
Configuration Wizard as follows:

1. Browse to the BizTalk Server installation directory (the default location is <system drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk
Server\) and double-click ConfigFramework.exe.

2. On the Welcome to the Microsoft BizTalk Server Configuration Wizard page, click Next.
3. On the Configuration options page, do the following:

Use this To do this
Will this Single Sig
n-On server (SSO) h
old the master secr
et key?

Select Yes from the drop-down list if this is the first SSO server you configure in your SSO system.

Select No from the drop-down list for configuring subsequent SSO Servers in the SSO system. These 
servers are the processing servers and administration servers.

Selecting Yes creates and configures the SSO Credential database. You must back up the master secr
et on this secret server after completing configuration. You can also back up the master secret using t
he SSO command line utility, ssoconfig.exe located at \Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Singl
e Sign-On\.

 Security  Configure the master secret server as a stand-alone server. You must be an SS
O administrator while performing this configuration task.

Selecting No enables you to re-use existing data and configure a master secret server without re-crea
ting the SSO database. If you do this, you must restore the master secret that you backed up on this s
ecret server after completing configuration. You can restore the master secret using the SSO comman
d line utility, ssoconfig.exe.

4. Click Next.
5. On the Windows accounts page, review the Microsoft Windows NT Services (credentials). By default, the Windows

accounts are local groups.

You can see a description of each group and its function in the panel below the configuration details.

a. To configure the Windows accounts for domain access control, you must ensure that the domain pathname appears in
front of the account. Select the SSO Administrators group name and click Edit.

b. On the SSO Administrators Properties page, click Browse. The Select Group page appears.
c. In the Look in drop-down list, select your domain.
d. Select SSO Administrators and click OK. Click OK again on the SSO Administrator(s) Properties page. The Windows

accounts page reappears.
e. Observe that the pathname appears in front of the account. Follow the same steps for the SSO Affiliate

Administrator(s) group. Click Next to continue.
6. On the Database configurations page, select any item that has an insufficient configuration icon .

a. Click Edit to configure your database connection settings.
b. In the Server drop-down list, select the SQL Server that will contain your database. By default, your database name

already appears. Click OK. The insufficient icon disappears from the Database configurations page.
c. Click Next to continue.

Caution  After initially configuring these databases, you are unable to change the database or database server
names.

Warning   You must enter the NetBIOS name (valid server name) when the Configuration Wizard prompts you
to enter SQL Server Computer information. If you do not enter a valid server name, the Configuration Wizard
prevents you from continuing because it cannot validate the SQL Server connections.

7. On the Windows Service Configurations page, click Next if there are no insufficient configuration icons. Otherwise,
select any item that has an insufficient configuration icon.

a. Click Edit to configure your Windows Service settings.



b. In the User name text box, click Browse. The Select User or Group page appears.
c. In the Look in drop-down list, select your domain.
d. Select the <Enterprise Single Sign-On Service> account and click OK.
e. In the Password text box, enter the <Enterprise Single Sign-On Service> password. Click OK.
f. Click Next.

8. On the Summary page, review the components to be configured, click Save to save the configuration XML, and then click
Next. (If you do not click Save, you do not back up your system configuration for use later.) Configuration begins as shown
on the Configuration Progress page.

Note  When configuring BizTalk Server in Windows Server 2003, you must comply with the prompt to enter
your username and password if you have not removed Internet Explorer Enhanced Security Configuration. Type
your username and password to continue.

9. On the Configuration completed page, click Logfile to view the log file, and then click Finish.

Important  When you complete BizTalk Server configuration, you must back up the master secret on the master
secret server. If you do not do this, you risk losing data. For more information see, Backing Up the Master Secret.

Important  When you complete BizTalk Server configuration, you must log off BizTalk BAS Administrators, BizTalk
BAS Managers, BizTalk BAS Users, and BizTalk BAS Web Services groups and then log on again in order to access
parts of the BAS site.

To configure BizTalk Server (runtime) on computer 2

1. In a multiple computer configuration, you need to configure BizTalk Server (runtime) on computer 2 after configuring the
SSO server on computer 1. If the BizTalk Server Configuration Wizard is not started, browse to the BizTalk Server
installation directory (the default location is <system drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server\) and double-click
ConfigFramework.exe.

2. On the Welcome to the Microsoft BizTalk Server Configuration Wizard page, click Next.
3. On the Configuration options page, do the following:

Use this To do this
Do you want to create or join 
a BizTalk Server group?

Select Create from the drop-down list to create the BizTalk group to use to administer all 
the BizTalk databases.

Note  If you Join a BizTalk group, the BizTalk group and the Configuration database must
already exist. In addition, you must be a member of the existing group.

Important  If you performed a custom installation including Development-only or Admin
istration Tools-only, you must Join rather than Create a BizTalk group during configurati
on.

Select Join from the drop-down list to join a BizTalk group that already exists and which 
you are a member. If you already have a Configuration database installed and plan to use 
that database, you must join the BizTalk group you created with that database.

Will this Single Sign-On serve
r (SSO) hold the master secret 
key?

Select Yes from the drop-down list if this is the first SSO server you configure in your SS
O system.

Select No from the drop-down list for configuring subsequent SSO Servers in the SSO sy
stem. These servers are the processing servers and administration servers.

Selecting Yes creates and configures the SSO Credential database. You must back up the 
master secret (an encryption key) on this secret server after completing configuration. Yo
u can also back up the master secret using the SSO command line utility, ssoconfig.exe lo
cated at \Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On\.

 Security  Configure the master secret server as a stand-alone server. You mu
st be an SSO administrator while performing this configuration task.

Selecting No enables you to re-use existing data and configure a master secret server wit
hout re-creating the SSO database. If you do this, you must restore the master secret (an 
encryption key) that you backed up on this secret server after completing configuration. Y
ou can restore the master secret using the SSO command line utility, ssoconfig.exe.



Do you want to Create a BizTa
lk Host Application?

Select Trusted from the drop-down list if you want to enable the host to submit message
s into the MessageBox database with a sender security identifier (SSID) that is different fr
om the Windows Security ID of the BTS Host Instance account.

Caution  This is equivalent to creating a trust relationship between the server
s.

Select UnTrusted from the drop-down list if you want to pass the SSID of the BTS Host In
stance account to the MessageBox database.

Select No from the drop-down list if you do not want to create a BizTalk Host Application.

Do you want to create a BizTa
lk Isolated Host Application?

You create this host exclusively t
o support Hyper Text Transfer Pr
otocol (HTTP) and Simple Object 
Access Protocol (SOAP) adapters.

Select Trusted from the drop-down list if you want to enable the host to submit message
s into the MessageBox database with a sender security identifier (SSID) that is different fr
om the Windows Security ID of the BTS Host Instance account.

Caution  This is equivalent to creating a trust relationship between the server
s.

Select UnTrusted from the drop-down list if you want to pass the SSID of the BTS Host In
stance account to the MessageBox database.

Select No from the drop-down list if you do not want to create a BizTalk Isolated Host Ap
plication. Click Next.

Do you want to create an Anal
ysis database drop-down list f
or tracking aggregations?

This database stores both busine
ss and health monitoring OLAP c
ubes.

Select Yes from the drop-down list if you have installed SQL Server Analysis Services and
SQL Server Analysis Services SP3a, and you want to track and store health monitoring OL
AP cubes.

Select No from the drop-down list if you have not installed SQL Server Analysis Services 
and SQL Server Analysis Services SP3a.

Do you want to use an Analysi
s Server for BAM aggregations
?

You use the SQL Server Analysis 
Services database to keep the ag
gregated historical data for Busin
ess Activities.

Select Yes from the drop-down list if you have installed SQL Server Analysis Services and
SQL Server Analysis Services SP3a, and you want to create an Analysis Services database 
that keeps the aggregated data for Business Activities.

Select No from the drop-down list if you have not installed SQL Server Analysis Services 
and SQL Server Analysis Services SP3a. Click Next.

Warning  You are not able to configure SQL Server Analysis Services after initially config
uring BizTalk Server. It must be done when you create the BizTalk group.

Do you want to create an Anal
ysis database drop-down list f
or tracking aggregations?

This database stores both busine
ss and health monitoring OLAP c
ubes.

Select Yes from the drop-down list if you have installed SQL Server Analysis Services SP3
a, and you want to track and store health monitoring OLAP cubes.

Select No from the drop-down list if you have not installed SQL Server Analysis Services 
SP3a.

Do you want to use an Analysi
s Server for BAM aggregations
?

Select Yes from the drop-down list if you have installed SQL Server Analysis Services SP3
a, and you want to create an Analysis Services database that keeps the aggregated data fo
r Business Activities.

Select No from the drop-down list if you have not installed SQL Server Analysis Services 
and SQL Server Analysis Services SP3a.

Warning  You are not able to configure SQL Server Analysis Services after initially config
uring BizTalk Server. It must be done when you create the BizTalk group.



Is a Rule Engine database alre
ady configured for the BizTalk
Server group?

Note  You only see this prompt i
f you select the option to Join a 
BizTalk Server Group.

Select Yes from the drop-down list if a Rule Engine database already exists for this BizTal
k group.

Select No from the drop-down list to create the Rule Engine database if the initial installat
ion of BizTalk Server did not include a Rule Engine database.

4. Click Next.
5. On the Windows accounts page, review the Microsoft Windows NT Services (credentials). By default, the Windows

accounts are local groups.
a. To configure the Windows accounts for domain access control, you must ensure that the domain pathname appears in

front of the account. Select the group name in the list and click Edit.
b. In the <group name> Properties page, click Browse. The Select Group page appears.
c. Click Locations to change the domain location. The Select Group page reappears. For each group, enter the user

account.

Note  Hint: For speedier results, enter the first few letters of the user account and click Check Names.

Click OK. The <group name> Properties page re-appears.

d. Click OK. The Windows accounts page re-appears. Observe that the domain pathname appears in front of the account.
Continue selecting each group name and edit properties similarly.

You can see a description of each group and its function in the panel below the configuration details.

Note  You cannot specify the User Principal Name (UPN) format such as name@domain.company.com for an
account name.

Note  If you configure Business Activity Services (BAS), local groups are automatically added to the roles of
BizTalk BAS Administrators, BizTalk BAS Managers, BizTalk BAS Users, and BizTalk BAS Web Services. You can
use these local groups or you can replace them with domain groups.

Note  You cannot use built-in groups, such as administrators, for any of the four groups previously described.

Note  When configuring BAS, the Configuration Wizard prompts you for credentials if Internet Explorer
Enhanced Security is enabled. Enter the administrator's credentials on this computer.

Click Next.

6. On the Addresses page, review the URL location, and click Edit to make changes, or click Next to continue.

If you are configuring BAS, the default site is BASSite. You can enter any valid URL for a local virtual directory that has
Windows SharePoint Services extended on it, and change the site name. If you enter an IP address, a dialog appears
prompting you to authenticate the user account and password. For more information about changing passwords in BAS, see
Changing BAS Service Account Passwords.

Note  In some installation and operating system upgrade scenarios (for example, running a computer with Microsoft
Content Management Server or Microsoft SharePoint Portal Server before installing BizTalk Server, or upgrading a
computer from Windows Server 2000 to Windows Server 2003), you must manually extend Windows SharePoint Services.
To do this, delete the registry key and file described in the following error:

The virtual server http://xxx/ has already been extended. The registry key "HKLM\Software\Microsoft\Shared
Tools\Web Server Extensions\Ports\Port /LM/W3SVC/1:" and file "c:\inetpub\wwwroot\_vti_pvt\service.cnf"
indicate that the virtual server has been extended. If you are sure the virtual server has not been extended with
Windows SharePoint Services, delete the registry key and file, and then try extending the virtual server again.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=18110

Note  If you want to use an existing site, it must be a BAS site.

7. On the Configuration property values page, review the configuration names and click Edit to make changes to the
property's value. Click Next to continue.

a. On the Web sites page, review the Web site locations that you use for each BizTalk Server virtual directory that you

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962369(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=18110


create during configuration. A description of the Web site appears when you select the Web site name. Click Edit to
change the settings for the Web site that you select. Human Workflow Services (HWS) enables you to select an
existing Web site in which the HWS Web service resides. Your selection pre-populates with the default Web site of the
computer. However, you can change it to different Web sites if you have configured your computer to run more than
one Web site. Otherwise, click Next to accept the default Web site.

8. On the Database configurations page, select any item that has an insufficient configuration icon .
a. Click Edit to configure your database connection settings.
b. In the Server drop-down list, select or enter the SQL Server that will contain your database. By default, your database

names already appear. Click OK. The insufficient icon disappears from the Database configurations page. Continue
selecting each group name and edit properties similarly.

c. Click Next to continue.

Caution  After initially configuring these databases, you are not able to change the database or database server
names.

Warning   You must enter the NetBIOS name (valid server name) when the Configuration Wizard prompts you
to enter SQL Server Computer information. If you do not enter a valid server name, the Configuration Wizard
does not allow you to continue because it cannot validate the SQL connections.

9. On the Windows Service Configurations page, click Next if there are no insufficient configuration icons. Otherwise,
select any item that has an insufficient configuration icon.

a. Click Edit to configure your Windows Service settings.
b. In the User name text box, click Browse. The Select User page appears.
c. Click Location to specify your location.
d. On the Enter the object name to select text box, enter the user account. Click OK.

Note  Hint: For speedier results, enter the first few letters of the user account and click Check Names.

a. In the Password text box, enter the <user account you just chose> password. Click OK.
b. Click Next to go to the BizTalk Messaging page.

10. On the BizTalk Messaging page, click Next.

Important  Keep the default settings for the initial configuration of BizTalk Server unless you are configuring
MSMQT on a server that also has MSMQ installed and enabled. For more information, see
BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter (MSMQT) Configuration.

11. On the Windows SharePoint Services site configuration page, perform the following tasks:

Note  You only see this page if you are configuring Business Activity Services (BAS).

Use this To do this
Title Type a name for the Windows SharePoint Services site.
Description Type a description for the site.
Site e-mail Type an e-mail address for the site owner. The email address must be valid.

12. On the Summary page, review the components to be configured, click Save to save the configuration XML, and then click
Next. (If you do not click Save, you do not back up your system configuration for use later.) Configuration begins as shown
on the Configuration Progress page.

Note  When configuring BizTalk Server in Windows Server 2003, you must comply with the prompt to enter
your username and password if you have not removed Internet Explorer Enhanced Security Configuration. Type
your username and password to continue.

13. On the Configuration completed page, click Logfile to view the log file, and then click Finish.

Important  After configuring BizTalk Server, you must back up the master secret (an encryption key) on the master
secret server. If you do not do this, you risk losing data. For more information see, Backing Up the Master Secret.

Important  After configuring BizTalk Server, you must log off BizTalk BAS Administrators, BizTalk BAS Managers,
BizTalk BAS Users, and BizTalk BAS Web Services groups and then log on again in order to access some parts of the
BAS site.



 

To configure BizTalk Server - (Administration Tools only) on computer 3

1. In a multiple computer configuration, you need to configure BizTalk Server (Administration Tools only) after configuring
BizTalk Server (runtime) on computer 2. If the BizTalk Server Configuration Wizard is not started, browse to the BizTalk
Server installation directory (the default location is <system drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server\) and double-
click ConfigFramework.exe.

Important  If you performed a custom installation including Development-only or Administration Tools-only,
you must Join rather than Create a BizTalk group during configuration.

2. On the Welcome to the Microsoft BizTalk Server Configuration Wizard page, click Next.
3. On the Database configurations page, select any item that has an insufficient configuration icon .

a. Click Edit to configure your database connection settings.
b. In the Server drop-down list, select the SQL Server that will contain your database. By default, your database name

already appears. Click OK. The insufficient icon disappears from the Database configurations page.
c. Click Next to continue.

Caution  After initially configuring these databases, you are unable to change the database or database server
names.

Warning   You must enter the NetBIOS name (valid server name) when the Configuration Wizard prompts you
to enter SQL Server Computer information. If you do not enter a valid server name, the Configuration Wizard
prevents you from continuing because it cannot validate the SQL connections.

4. On the Summary page, review the components to be configured, click Save to save the configuration XML, and then click
Next. (If you do not click Save, you do not back up your system configuration for use later.) Configuration begins as shown
on the Configuration Progress page.

Note  When configuring BizTalk Server in Windows Server 2003, you must comply with the prompt to enter
your username and password if you have not removed Internet Explorer Enhanced Security Configuration. Type
your username and password to continue.

5. On the Configuration completed page, click Logfile to view the log file, and then click Finish.

Important  After configuring BizTalk Server, you must log off BizTalk BAS Administrators, BizTalk BAS Managers,
BizTalk BAS Users, and BizTalk BAS Web Services groups and then log on again in order to access some parts of the
BAS site.

To verify SQL Server installation on computer 4

When first configuring your multiple computer configuration, verify installation of SQL Server 2000 components on computer 4
consisting of:

SQL Server 2000
SQL Server 2000 Service Pack 3a (SP3a)
SQL Server Analysis Services
SQL Server Analysis Services SP3a

To verify that SQL Server 2000 is running on your computer, you are not required to run any special configuration steps in the
Configuration Wizard.

See Also

Security Recommendations for BizTalk Server Components
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Configuring BAS on Multiple Computers
To provide failover support for a Business Activity Services (BAS) configuration, configure BAS on multiple computers in a
Network Load Balanced (NLB) Web server environment. In this environment, the computers share Windows SharePoint Services
content and Trading Partner Manager (TPM) data. BizTalk Server uses the NLB cluster computer name to send messages to BAS to
remove any dependency on a particular computer in a multiple Web server environment.

Before configuring BAS on a stand-alone computer, you must configure BizTalk Server (runtime) on another computer. When you
configure BAS, BizTalk Server prompts you for the server and database name for the Configuration database.

Choose one computer already installed with Windows Server 2003 and Internet Information Services (IIS) to establish the Web
server environment. On this first computer, perform the following steps.

To configure BAS on multiple computers

1. Configure Windows SharePoint Services and extend it onto a Web site. This creates the Windows SharePoint Services
configuration and content databases.

2. Install and configure BAS, creating the BAS Web site and TPM database.
3. Create a NLB cluster with this computer as a member. Register the cluster name in the Domain Name System (DNS).

Important  You must extend Windows SharePoint Services on a virtual server to create a Business Activity
Services (BAS) Web site. BAS can function on a computer installed with Microsoft Office SharePoint™ Portal
Server 2003, but you must create the BAS Web site on a Windows SharePoint Services site. BizTalk Server does
not support a BAS Web site on SharePoint Portal Server.

For each additional Windows SharePoint Services computer in the Web server environment, perform the following steps.

To configure Windows SharePoint Services in the Web server environment

1. Add the computer to the new NLB cluster.
2. Configure Windows SharePoint Services by selecting the option to point to an existing Configuration database. Point to the

Configuration database created on the first computer. This indicates to Windows SharePoint Services that you intend to
have a Web server environment. Extend the Web site by pointing to the existing content database.

Important  You must extend the same Web site (for example, the default Web site on port 80) on each
Windows SharePoint Services computer in the Web server environment. For more information about Windows
SharePoint Services Web server environments, see the Windows SharePoint Services Help at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=18110.

3. Install and configure BAS, pointing to the existing BAS Web site and to the existing TPM database.

Important  For the Uniform Resource Locator (URL) for the BAS site, use the local computer name for the
server name. Do not use the cluster name.

On each BAS computer in the Web server environment, update the TPM Web Services web.config files in each of these directories
to set the NLB cluster computer name:

<drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server\Business Activity Services\TPM\Management
<drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server\Business Activity Services\TPM\Publishing

In the <appSettings> section, update the following key with the NLB cluster computer name:

<add key="InternalPortsRootUrl" value="http://<clusterComputerName>"/>

On each BAS computer in the Web server environment, update the StsHandlers web.config file to reference the TPM Web Services
using the cluster computer name:

<drive>:\ Program Files\Common Files\Microsoft Shared\Web Server Extensions\60\TEMPLATE\LAYOUTS\1033\BAS

In the <appSettings> section, update the following keys with the TPM Web Services URLs using the NLB cluster computer name:

<add key="Microsoft.BizTalk.KwTpm.StsHandlers.TPMgmtWs.TPMgmtWS"
value="http://<clusterComputerName>/TPMgmtWS/TPMgmtWS.asmx"/>
<add key="Microsoft.BizTalk.KwTpm.StsHandlers.TPPubWs.TPPubWS"

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=18110


 

value="http://<clusterComputerName>/TPPubWS/TPPubWS.asmx"/>

See Also

Security Recommendations for BizTalk Server Components
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Configuring the Master Secret Server
In a distributed Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) environment, there is one SSO central database but there could be many SSO
servers (on different computers) accessing this single SSO database. You can only designate one of these SSO servers to be the
master secret server. The master secret server is the computer that holds the master secret (an encryption key) in the registry. The
other SSO servers do not persist the master secret in the registry. They simply hold it in memory and use it. For more information
about the master secret, see Generating the Master Secret.

This section explains the various operations for configuring and maintaining your master secret server.

This section contains:

Configuring SSO in a Stand-Alone Environment
Restoring a Master Secret Server
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Configuring SSO in a Stand-Alone Environment
To secure your deployment, install the master secret server as a stand-alone server.

You can create the domain group automatically if you specify a domain group when you configure the SSO Administrators Group
and SSO Affiliate Administrators Group, and you have sufficient privileges. If you do not have sufficient privileges, ensure that
these groups already exist.

To configure the master secret server as a stand-alone server

1. Perform a custom installation to install or re-install BizTalk Server. For more information, see
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=22120.

2. When the installation is completed, select the Start Configuration Wizard check box, and then click Finish. The
Configuration Wizard appears.

3. In the Configuration Wizard, on the Configuration Options page, in the Is this the master secret server drop down list,
select Yes, and then click Next.

This creates the Single Sign-On credential database.

If you answered Yes in Step 3:

4. Create the SSO Administrators account and the SSO Affiliate Administrators account. For more information, see
Specifying Single Sign-On Administrators and Affiliate Administrators Accounts.

5. Specify the service account credentials for SSO service. This must be a member of the SSO Administrators group account.
6. Specify the location of the SQL Server and SSO Credential database (SSODB).
7. Follow the rest of the step-by-step procedures required to configure BizTalk Server using the Configuration Wizard. For

more information, see Using the Configuration Wizard.
8. Back up the master secret after completing configuration. If this a master secret server in which you want to restore and re-

use the existing database, restore the master secret from your backup. For information about the master secret, see
Backing Up the Master Secret.

See Also

Restoring a Master Secret Server
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Restoring a Master Secret Server
As part of data recovery procedures, you may need to restore the master secret server to be able to re-use existing data.

To restore a master secret server and re-use existing data

1. Perform a custom installation to install or re-install BizTalk Server. For more information, see
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=22120.

2. When the installation is complete, select the Start Configuration Wizard check box, and then click Finish. The
Configuration Wizard appears.

3. In the Configuration Wizard, on the Configuration Options page, in the Is this the master secret server drop down list,
select No and click Next.

4. Follow the rest of the step-by-step procedures required to configure BizTalk Server using the Configuration Wizard. For
more information, see Using the Configuration Wizard.

5. After you complete the custom installation, follow these steps to restore the master secret:

At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is
Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
Type ssoconfig -restoresecret <restore file>, where <restore file> is the path and name of the file where the master
secret is stored.

See Also

Backing Up the Master Secret

Configuring SSO in a Stand-Alone Environment

Clustering the Master Secret Server
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Removing the BizTalk Server Configuration
Uninstalling (removing) BizTalk Server does not remove SQL databases, SQL Server roles, the groups that you created during
configuration, or any items that you created in Visual Studio .NET. The BizTalk Server directory also preserves any files that you
added.

To remove a BizTalk Server Configuration

Before you delete BizTalk Server databases, you must perform one of the following two following actions:

Un-configure BizTalk Server by running "configframework.exe /u" at the command prompt. You can run this command
without removing BizTalk Server

-or-

Uninstall BizTalk Server

To remove the entire BizTalk Server installation, including its configuration, see Removing BizTalk Server in the BizTalk Server
installation guide. For more information, see http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=22120.

This section contains:

Removing BizTalk Server Databases
Removing SQL Server Accounts
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Removing BizTalk Server Databases
You can back up and manually delete the following BizTalk Server databases for auditing when you remove BizTalk Server. For
more information about deleting SQL Server 2000 databases, see Microsoft SQL Server Online Books.

Important  You must remove your BizTalk Server configuration before you delete BizTalk databases. If you do not
remove your BizTalk Server configuration before you delete BizTalk databases, the registry keys for the databases are
not deleted. For information about removing your BizTalk Server configuration, see
Removing the BizTalk Server Configuration.

BAM Primary Import database: default database name BAMPrimaryImport
Star Schema database: default database name BAMStarSchema
HWS Administration database: default database name BizTalkHwsDb
BizTalk Tracking database: default database name BizTalkDTADb
Configuration database: default database name BizTalkMgmtDb
BizTalk MessageBox database: default database name BizTalkMsgBoxDb
Rule Engine database: default database name BizTalkRuleEngineDb
Trading Partner Management database: default database name TPM
Enterprise Single Sign-On database: default database name SSODB
BAM Analysis database: default database name BAMAnalysis
Tracking Analysis Server database: default database name BizTalkAnalysisDb
BizTalk Base EDI database: default database name BizTalkEDIDb

A number of BizTalk Server-related jobs under SQL Server Enterprise Manager - SQL Server Agent still exists.

For more information about these databases, see BizTalk Server Database Creation and Configuration.

Important  If you configured Business Activity Services (BAS), you must also remove the BAS site created on
Windows SharePoint Services. For more information, see Removing the Business Activity Services Site.

See Also

Removing Enterprise Single Sign-On

Databases You Must Back Up
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Removing SQL Server Accounts
When configuring BizTalk Server, you create the following SQL Server accounts. After removing BizTalk Server, these accounts
remain in place. Use SQL Server Enterprise Manager to delete these accounts manually:

SSO Administrators
SSO Affiliate Administrators
BizTalk Administrators Group
BizTalk Host Users Group
BizTalk Isolated Host Users Group
BizTalk Base EDI Users group
BizTalk BAS Web Services Group
BizTalk BAS Users
BizTalk BAS Managers
BizTalk BAS Administrators
Human Workflow Services User Account
BizTalk Server BAS Application Pool Account

See Also

Removing Enterprise Single Sign-On

Removing the Business Activity Services Site
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Planning a Secure Deployment
The security requirements of your Microsoft® BizTalk® Server deployment are highly dependent on your business needs,
requirements, partners, company size, and so on. While it is difficult to consider any single configuration of BizTalk Server
components as typical and provide prescriptive guidance for it, this section provides guidance and recommendations on how to
configure the different BizTalk Server features in a distributed, secure configuration for the production environment of a large
enterprise.

The architectures presented in this section aim to provide you with reference information about deploying BizTalk Server in a
highly distributed environment where you take into consideration defense in depth. Every application for BizTalk Server is likely to
have its own unique set of security requirements based on the problem domain, the protocols used, and the particular
environment the solution operates in. Performance, availability, and cost considerations further influence these requirements. You
should use these architectures and the recommendations within this document as the building blocks to create your own BizTalk
Server deployment tailored to the needs, threats and assets of your company.

This section contains information about how you can secure the different features in BizTalk Server, and consequently, secure the
data that the servers process and store, and how to place the servers in a distributed environment that minimize the potential for
critical data and servers being compromised in the event of an attack. This section does not provide recommendations for
configuring development, or test environments, or details for deploying an assembly into a production environment. For more
information about deploying assemblies, see Deploying BizTalk Server Assemblies.

This section contains:

Sample BizTalk Server Architectures
Designing Your Architecture
Security Recommendations for a BizTalk Server Deployment
Security Recommendations for BizTalk Server Components
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Sample BizTalk Server Architectures
To provide the greatest possible security to your Microsoft® BizTalk® Server environment, it is recommended that you use an
architecture where you distribute the BizTalk Servers based on the criticality of the data and services that they contain, and the
implication if an attacker compromises the server.

This section provides information to help you derive your own secure deployment of BizTalk Server to meet the particular needs
and challenges of your company and environment.

This section contains:

Large Distributed Architecture
Large Distributed Architecture with Information Worker Services
Scaled Down Architecture
Scaled Down Architecture with Information Worker Services
Windows Accounts for a Secure Distributed BizTalk Server Deployment
Server Naming Conventions
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Large Distributed Architecture
For complete information about securing your BizTalk Server deployment, see Sample BizTalk Server Architectures.

The architecture presented in this section is for a production environment. It does not include a development or test environment,
or recommendations for a management network for the environment. For more information about staging your configuration
from a development to a test environment, and from a test to a production environment, see
Deploying BizTalk Server Assemblies.

The following figure shows a highly distributed BizTalk Server architecture that takes into account defense in depth.



This architecture contains the following five domains:

Perimeter network. The perimeter network (also known as DMZ, demilitarized zone, and screened subnet), contains servers that
provide Internet-related services for an enterprise. This domain can contain servers that are home to the physical locations where
Internet-facing transports send and receive messages to and from BizTalk Server. There are no BizTalk Servers, BizTalk receive
locations, or Enterprise Single Sign-On servers in this domain. If you use the SOAP or HTTP adapter, you can use reverse proxy
rules (The Internet Security and Acceleration Server implementation is called Web Publishing) to relay the message from the
Internet-facing firewall (FW4) to the firewall protecting the processing domain (FW3). For more information about Web
Publishing rules, see the Microsoft Web site at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24772.

In the preceding figure, the servers in the perimeter network represent servers that are in a domain outside of the BizTalk Server
environment. Therefore, some of these servers may alternatively be on remote locations. For example, the File transport Protocol
(FTP) server could be on a remote location; the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) server could be the corporate e-mail server,
an Internet service providers (ISP) server, or a remote SMTP server.

To receive messages for the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter from the Internet, you can receive a message into the perimeter
network by using another protocol, for example, HTTP, and then drop the message to a Windows® Message Queuing (also
known as MSMQ) queue that exists in the intranet domain.

Processing domain. This is the domain where the message processing occurs. This domain contains the servers that have the
BizTalk receive and send handlers, and the processing servers that have the BizTalk orchestrations, pipelines, Enterprise Single
Sign-On (SSO) services, Business Rule Engine, and other business processes. This is where the BizTalk Server ports, receive
locations, pipelines, maps, schemas, and assemblies are located to receive, route and send messages. The number of BizTalk
Servers in this domain depends on the number of hosts and host instances you need for the performance requirements of your
company.

Note  In an Enterprise Single Sign-On system, some of the processing servers may contain only the SSO service with
no BizTalk Server components.

Services domain. This domain contains the services that the servers in the processing domain trust and need to process
messages successfully, but that require a further layer of defense from attacks from the perimeter network. This domain also
contains the services that the corporate domain needs to access, but that you still need to protect from external threats. One of the
servers in this domain hosts the administration tools: BizTalk Administration console, Health and Activity Tracking (HAT),
Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) administration utility and Human Workflow Services (HWS) Administration console. This domain
also contains the SSO master secret server, which holds the master secret (encryption key) that the SSO system uses to encrypt
the data in the Credential database. One of the servers in this domain has a host instance of a host that supports tracking of
health monitoring and business monitoring data, and another server for the Human Workflow Services Web services.

Data domain. The data domain is the furthest away from the Internet, as it contains the Microsoft SQL Server™ databases that
store critical business and process data, and it does not trust any other domain. While you can have each BizTalk Server database
on a different server running SQL Server, it is recommended to combine databases based on the main type of processing they do
(mostly read operations, mostly write operations, or both):

A SQL Server for each MessageBox database. You can add more MessageBox databases for load balancing. These are read-
and write-intensive databases.
A SQL Server for the Configuration and Business Rule Engine databases. BizTalk does mostly read operations in these
databases.
A SQL Server for the Credential database. BizTalk does mostly read operations in this database. This database holds
sensitive data, and needs the most restrictive access permissions.
A SQL Server for the Tracking database, which is a write-intensive database.
A SQL Server for the HWS administration and BizTalk Base EDI databases, where BizTalk does mostly read operations in
these databases.
A SQL Server for the Analysis Server Tracking database.

Important  For failover protection, it is recommended you cluster each BizTalk database. For more information about
SQL Server failover clustering, see the Microsoft MSDN® Web Site at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24773.

Important  When you install BizTalk Server, BizTalk installs Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) on all computers
where you install the BizTalk runtime. Therefore, BizTalk Server creates the BAM databases. If you do not use the BAM,
these databases do not collect any data, and you can leave them in the data domain. If you do use BAM, you should
create the databases in the corporate domain. For more information, see
Large Distributed Architecture with Information Worker Services.

In the preceding figure, Microsoft Internet Security and Acceleration (ISA) Server 2000 acts as a software firewall to protect and

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24772
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24773


 

contain each of these domains. In addition, each domain has its own domain controller, with trust established from the domain
that contains the critical servers (data domain) to the outward-facing servers (perimeter network and corporate domain), and
servers have access only to the services in other domains that they need to connect to. There is one firewall restricting traffic to
the data domain from both the processing and services domains (FW1). Similarly, there is one firewall (FW2) restricting traffic to
the services domain, both from the processing and operation domains.

Corporate domain. This is the intranet domain, and it contains all the desktop computers within your company or department,
and all the servers that provide services to the information workers within your company. There are two distinct logical containers
within this domain:

Intranet services. This container has the servers that receive and send messages to and from internal partners for the SQL,
File, and BizTalk Message Queuing adapters. While this is an intranet, it is different from the corporate network where most
users have their accounts and services. Similar to the perimeter network in the figure, some of the servers in this container
can be on a different location. For example, the send and receive location (folder) for the File adapter can be in any tier
outside of the processing domain, while you can place the server running SQL Server for the SQL adapter on the processing
domain.
Operations. This container has the Terminal Service clients the IT Professionals use to remotely administer, maintain, and
monitor the performance and health of all the servers in the environment. By using Terminal Services, IT professionals
connect to the administration server in the services domain, and from there perform administrative tasks for all the servers
in the environment.

Although you may have development computers within the corporate domain, the configuration of those computers does not fall
within the scope of this document. For more information, see Assembly Deployment Scenarios.

For more information about the BizTalk Server architecture including the information worker services, see
Large Distributed Architecture with Information Worker Services.

The trust between the domains is as follows:

The data domain does not trust any other domain.
The processing domain trusts the data domain.
The services domain trusts the data domain.
The corporate domain trusts the data and services domains.

For more information about configuring a firewall for domains and trusts, see the Microsoft Help and Support Web site at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25230.
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Large Distributed Architecture with Information Worker
Services
For complete information about securing your BizTalk Server deployment, see Sample BizTalk Server Architectures.

Business Activity Services (BAS) and Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) are services that give information workers visibility into
the business processes and direct communication with partners. This presents a different set of requirements for securing these
services. Information workers are likely to have accounts in the corporate domain and not in the data domain, and they need
direct access to some of the data BizTalk Server generates. Because it is not recommended for the data domain to trust the
corporate domain, it is recommended to separate the BizTalk services and databases that the information workers need access to
and place them in a separate logical container within the corporate domain.

The following figure shows a distributed BizTalk Server architecture that includes BAM and BAS.



Compared to the architecture shown in Large Distributed Architecture, the distributed architecture for the information worker
services contains an additional logical container within the corporate domain for the information worker services, which is a
different container than the one containing the SQL, File, and BizTalk Message Queuing adapter receive and send locations. The
information worker services container includes the following servers and services:

A Business Activity Services server. This server must have Microsoft Windows Server™ 2003 and Windows® SharePoint™
Services (if you use Business Activity Services). This server also has the BAM Query Web service and BAM Activity Search
component.
A computer with the BizTalk Administration tools. Administrators use this computer for administering views in the BAM



 

Analysis database and the BAM Primary Import database, and for managing permissions to the BAM Analysis database.
A SQL Server for the BAM, BAS, and Windows SharePoint Services databases: the BAM Primary Import database, BAM
Archive database, BAM Star Schema database, BAM Analysis database, Windows SharePoint Services Content database,
Windows SharePoint Services Configuration database, and BAS Trading Partner Management (TPM) database.

Note  If you only use Business Activity Services, you can also place the TPM database in the data domain.

Note  You can add more SQL Servers to separate the BAM, BAS, and Windows SharePoint Services databases.

When you add information worker services to the corporate domain, you must configure the firewall trusts as follows:

The processing and services domain trusts the data domain.
The corporate domain trusts the data and services domains.
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Scaled Down Architecture
For complete information about securing your BizTalk Server deployment, see Sample BizTalk Server Architectures.

The following figure provides a sample BizTalk Server architecture that combines some of the domains and BizTalk Servers to
reduce the number of servers and firewalls you need. While this architecture is not the most distributed, it still separates the
BizTalk Servers based on their function.

In the previous figure, the servers in the processing and services domain correspond to BizTalk Hosts, and not physical servers.
While it is recommended to keep the master secret server and the administrative tools in stand-alone computers, you can have
host instances for the tracking, processing, send, and receive hosts running on multiple computers. Similarly, the servers in the
perimeter network correspond to logical locations.

The servers in the perimeter network for SMTP, Message Queuing, File, and SQL correspond to the mail servers, queue, directory,
or SQL Server respectively from which the BizTalk receive and send hosts in the processing and services domain receive and send
messages.
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Scaled Down Architecture with Information Worker Services
For complete information about securing your BizTalk Server deployment, see Sample BizTalk Server Architectures.

The following figure provides a sample BizTalk Server architecture including the information worker services that combines some
of the domains and BizTalk Servers to reduce the number of servers and firewalls you need. While this architecture is not the
most distributed, it still separates the BizTalk Servers based on their function.

In the previous figure, the servers in the processing and services domain correspond to BizTalk Hosts, and not physical servers.
While it is recommended to keep the master secret server and the administrative tools in stand-alone computers, you can have
host instances for the tracking, processing, send, and receive hosts running on multiple computers. Similarly, the servers in the
perimeter network correspond to logical locations.

The servers in the perimeter network for SMTP, Windows Message Queuing (also known as MSMQ), File, and SQL correspond to
the mail servers, queue, directory, or SQL Server respectively from which the BizTalk receive and send hosts in the processing and
services domain receive and send messages.

The BAM databases in the corporate domain are BAM Primary Import, BAM Analysis, BAM Star Schema, and BAM Archive
databases. The Tracking and Analysis databases in the Data domain are the ones BizTalk Server uses for storing tracking
information.
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Windows Accounts for a Secure Distributed BizTalk Server
Deployment
For complete information about securing your BizTalk Server deployment, see Sample BizTalk Server Architectures.

This section provides recommendations for creating Windows groups and accounts in a distributed BizTalk Server environment.
The group and account names are suggestions based on the function of the groups and accounts. You can choose the name of
these groups and accounts. For more information about distributed BizTalk Server architectures, see
Large Distributed Architecture.

The following list describes the recommended Windows groups for the domain administrator to create in the domain controller
in the data tier.

SSO Administrators
SSO Affiliate Administrators
BizTalk Administrators
BizTalk Base EDI Users
BAS Web Services

Domain Groups

In addition to the previous domain groups, the following table lists additional groups specific to secure deployment for the
domain administrator to create in the domain controller in the data tier.

Group name (s
uggested)

Purpose

BizTalk Processi
ng Host Users 1

Group for the host instances of a specific in-process host that you use for processing messages. Create a group f
or each in-process host that you use for processing messages in your BizTalk Server environment.

BizTalk Send Ho
st Users 1

Group for the host instance of a specific in-process host that you use for sending messages. Create a group for e
ach in-process host that you use for sending messages in your BizTalk Server environment.

BizTalk Receive 
Host Users 1

Group for the host instance of a specific in-process host that you use for receiving messages. Create a group for 
each in-process host that you use for receiving messages in your BizTalk Server environment.

BizTalk Tracking 
Host Users

Group for the BizTalk host that you dedicate for tracking.

BizTalk SOAP Us
ers

Group for the host instances of the isolated host you use for the SOAP adapter.

BizTalk HTTP Us
ers

Group for the host instances of the isolated hosts you use for the HTTP adapter.

The domain administrator must create the following groups in the domain controller of the corporate domain:

BizTalk BAS Users
BizTalk BAS Managers
BizTalk BAS Administrators

The following table lists the recommended accounts for the domain administrator to create in the domain controller of the data
domain. The domain administrator must ensure the accounts are members of the groups indicated. For more information about
the permissions these accounts have, see Access Control and Data Security.

Account name (example) Typ
e

Member of group

SSO administrator User SSO Administrators
SSO service Servi

ce
SSO Administrators

SSO master secret Servi
ce

SSO Administrators

BizTalk administrator User BizTalk Administrators

SSO Affiliate Administrators

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms961774(v=bts.10).aspx


BizTalk Processing 1 Servi
ce

BizTalk Processing Host Users 1

BizTalk Processing 2

Note  You can create multiple accounts for each processing h
ost in your environment.

Servi
ce

BizTalk Processing Host Users 1

BizTalk Receive 1 Servi
ce

BizTalk Receive Host Users 1

BizTalk Base EDI Users

BizTalk Send 1 Servi
ce

BizTalk Send Host Users 1

BizTalk Base EDI Users

BizTalk Tracking Servi
ce

BizTalk Tracking Host Users

SOAP adapter Servi
ce

BizTalk SOAP Users

HTTP adapter Servi
ce

BizTalk HTTP Users

Base EDI service Servi
ce

Base EDI Users

Base EDI administrator User BizTalk Administrators

Base EDI Users

Human Workflow Services User Account User BizTalk HTTP Users
Rule Engine Update Service Servi

ce
 

Installation User SSO Administrators (only for configuring the mas
ter secret server)

Windows administrator

SQL administrator

OLAP administrator

BAS Management Servi
ce

BizTalk BAS Web Services

BizTalk Administrators

BAS Publishing Servi
ce

BizTalk BAS Web Services

BAS Application pool Servi
ce

BizTalk BAS Web Services

IIS_WPG

BAM Query Web service Servi
ce

 

The following table lists the recommended accounts for the domain administrator to create in the domain controller of the
corporate domain.

Account name Type
SharePoint administrator User
SharePoint Site credential User
BAS Site owner User

See Also
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Server Naming Conventions
For complete information about securing your BizTalk Server deployment, see Sample BizTalk Server Architectures.

The following table describes the servers in the Large Distributed Architecture diagram, and their functions.

Server n
ame in 
diagra
m

Function Description

FW4 Firewall ISA Server between the Internet and the perimeter network.
HTTP (Re
c)

Web Serve
r

Web server that receives messages for the HTTP adapter. This server does not have BizTalk Server compone
nts installed; it has ASP.NET pages that relay the messages to the processing domain. You can use Reverse P
roxy from FW 4 to FW 3 instead of the ASP.NET pages. If you use Reverse Proxy, you do not need this server.

Exchang
e (Send)

Mail Serve
r

Mail server that BizTalk Server uses to send SMTP messages.

FTP (Sen
d/Receiv
e)

Web Serve
r

Represents the File Transport Protocol (FTP) server from which BizTalk is sending and receiving messages. T
his can be a remote server.

Window
s Messa
ge Queui
ng

Message 
Queuing S
erver

Standard Windows Message Queuing server, which relays messages to and from the BizTalk Message Queu
ing adapter in the processing domain.

SQL SQL Serve
r

Server with SQL Server database used by the SQL adapter.

File File Server Server that has a file directory from which the processing servers in the processing domain drop and pick u
p files.

FW3 Firewall ISA Server protecting the processing domain from the perimeter network and corporate domain.
Processi
ng

Processing
Server

This server processes messages. It has the BizTalk Server runtime, Business Rule Engine, and Enterprise Sing
le Sign-On (SSO) service. BizTalk assemblies, host instances, orchestrations, schemas, and maps are on this s
erver. A given processing server can have host instances of different hosts.

Receive 
handler

(Isolated 
Host)

Receive/Se
nd Server

BizTalk Server dedicated to receiving messages from HTTP and SOAP adapters. A given receive/send server 
can have host instances of different hosts.

Receive 
handler

(In-proce
ss Host)

Receive/Se
nd Server

BizTalk Server dedicated to receiving messages from SQL, FTP, EDI, File, and BizTalk Message Queuing adapt
ers. A given receive/send server can have host instances of different hosts.

Send ha
ndler

Receive/Se
nd Server

BizTalk Server dedicated to sending messages for all adapters. A given server can have host instances of diff
erent hosts you use for sending messages.

FW2 Firewall ISA Server protecting the services domain from the processing and corporate domains (operation services.)
Tracking 
Host

Tracking S
erver

Server that has a host instance of the BizTalk Host you use for tracking.

Admin t
ools

Administra
tion Server

Server that has BizTalk Server runtime, the BizTalk Administration console, Health and activity Tracking (HAT
), and deployment tools.

Master s
ecret ser
ver

Master sec
ret server

SSO Server that manages the master secret key for the whole environment. There are no other BizTalk Serve
r components on this computer.

HWS We
b service

Human W
orkflow Se
rvices Serv
er

Contains the BizTalk Server runtime and the Human Workflow Services (HWS) Web service.

FW1 Firewall ISA Server protecting the data domain and the processing and services domains.



 

Message
Box 1

Message
Box 2

Message
Box 'n'

Data Serve
r

SQL Server that contains the MessageBox databases. You can have a different SQL Server for each Message
Box database.

Configur
ation

Rules En
gine

Data Serve
r

SQL Server that contains the central meta-information store for all BizTalk Servers. The Configuration datab
ase contains static information such as the BizTalk Server architecture, items, and partner locations.

It also contains the Business Rule Engine database, which is the default rule store for the BizTalk Business Ru
le Engine. It serves as a repository for policies and vocabularies.

Credenti
al

Data Serve
r

SQL Server that contains the Credential database, which Enterprise Single Sign-On uses to store in encrypte
d form user IDs and credentials for logging onto other systems, and for storing in encrypted form the config
uration information form for adapters BizTalk Server uses.

Tracking Data Serve
r

SQL Server that contains the Tracking database used for basic Health Monitoring

HWS Ad
ministrat
ion

Base EDI

Data Serve
r

SQL Server that contains the databases for Human Workflow Services (HWS) and the Base EDI adapter.

BizTalk A
nalysis

Data Serve
r

Analysis Server that contains the BizTalk Analysis database.

The following table describes the servers in the diagram in the topic
Large Distributed Architecture with Information Worker Services, and their functions.

Server name Function Description
BAS

BAM Web Service

Business Activity 
Services Server

Server that contains Business Activity Services, Windows SharePoint Services, BAM Qu
ery Web Service and BAM Search Web Pages.

Admin tools Administration s
erver

Server that contains the BizTalk administration tools, including the BAM Management u
tility (bm.exe.)

Windows SharePoint S
ervices Configuration

Windows SharePoint S
ervices Content

BAM Star Schema

BAM Primary Import

BAM Archive

BAM Analysis (OLAP)

IW Data Server SQL Server that contains the databases used by Business Activity Services and Business
Activity Monitoring. You can use multiple SQL Servers for these databases.

IW clients IW clients Client computers that the information workers use for Business Activity Services and B
usiness Activity Monitoring.
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Designing Your Architecture
For complete information about securing your BizTalk Server deployment, see Sample BizTalk Server Architectures.

This section contains information about additional security and architecture considerations you need to keep in mind when
designing your own Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 architecture.

This section contains:

Planning Your Architecture
Designing a Secure Architecture
Designing a Distributed Architecture
Required Ports
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Planning Your Architecture
This section contains information about the potential threats a Microsoft BizTalk Server environment may be vulnerable to, the
security features in BizTalk Server, recommendations for mitigating Denial of Service attacks, and recommendations for securing
your BizTalk Server environment.

This section contains:

Identifying Your Security Requirements
Identifying Potential Threats
Mitigating Denial of Service Attacks
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Identifying Your Security Requirements
The answers to the following questions help you plan the best way to deploy BizTalk Server in your environment.

Question Recommendation
What is the recommended wa
y to deploy BizTalk Server in a 
secure environment?

The answer to this question really depends on the specific needs of your environments, the assets
of your company, how vulnerable to potential threats these assets are, and how you want to prote
ct them. It is important to do a Threat Model Analysis to understand what the main assets you wa
nt to protect are.

Large Distributed Architecture provides recommendations for securing your BizTalk Server enviro
nment. After you do the Threat Modeling, use the information in this section to design your own s
ecure deployment of BizTalk Server.

Are you planning to use Busin
ess Activity Services (BAS) and 
Business Activity Monitoring (
BAM)?

BAM and BAS require that business users in the corporate network access BizTalk Server resource
s. If you use these features, there are additional security recommendations to keep in mind when 
you design your BizTalk Server deployment. For more information, see
Large Distributed Architecture with Information Worker Services.

What is the best way to secure 
the BizTalk Server features you
plan to use?

For general recommendations on how to secure a BizTalk Server environment, see
Security Recommendations for a BizTalk Server Deployment.

For recommendations on how to secure the different BizTalk Server features, see
Security Recommendations for BizTalk Server Components.

What are the potential threats 
a BizTalk environment is expos
ed to?

For more information, see Identifying Potential Threats.

What are the potential threats 
for your implementation of Biz
Talk Server, and how can you 
mitigate them?

To identify the potential threats to your environment, and how to mitigate them, you should do a 
Threat Model Analysis. For more information about Threat Modeling, see the Microsoft MSDN® 
Web site at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25224.

How can you protect your envi
ronment from Denial of Servic
e attacks?

Denial of Service attacks are one of the hardest threats to mitigate. While you cannot completely 
protect your environment from these attacks, there are some actions you can take to mitigate thei
r impact in your environment. For more information, see Mitigating Denial of Service Attacks.

What ports should you open o
n the firewalls for the BizTalk s
ervices?

For more information, see Required Ports.

What accounts should you use
for a distributed BizTalk Server
deployment?

While the specific accounts you use in your environment depend on what services you use, it is re
commended that you use different groups and accounts for different services. For more informati
on, see Windows Accounts for a Secure Distributed BizTalk Server Deployment.
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Identifying Potential Threats
You can use the STRIDE model to identify potential threats to your BizTalk Server deployment. STRIDE is an acronym derived from
the following categories: Spoofing identity, Tampering with data, Repudiation, Information disclosure, Denial of service, and
Elevation of privileges. This section contains examples of potential threats to a BizTalk Server environment, and mechanisms to
mitigate them.

Spoofing identity

If you save passwords in the binding files, and save these binding files, unauthorized users could read the passwords and
use them to connect to the BizTalk Servers, and possibly cause harm. You should not save passwords in binding files, and
you should use discretionary access control lists (DACLs) to restrict access to files that may contain sensitive data.

Tampering with data

Malicious users can intercept messages from partners to BizTalk Server, and modify the content of the message. You can
use digital signatures to prevent malicious users from tampering with messages while they are in transit.

Repudiation

You need to keep track of messages that BizTalk sends and receives. You can use digital signatures to prove that you sent a
message and that your partners sent you a message.

Information disclosure

Malicious users can read clear-text communication between BizTalk Server and Microsoft SQL Server™. You can use Internet
Protocol security (IPSec), or Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) to secure the communication between servers. You can use firewalls
to limit access to each server. You can use encryption to ensure the privacy of the message while it is in transit.
Unauthorized users may access information on network shares or directories. You can use strong discretionary access
control lists (DACLs) to limit access to the accounts that use the resources.
The Windows administrator on a computer running a BizTalk Host instance can misbehave and carry out different levels of
attacks (for example, information disclosure, or denial of service). However, in most cases you can limit these attacks to the
particular host whose computer the attacker compromised.

Denial of service

A malicious user can send a large number of messages to BizTalk Server, which could prevent BizTalk from receiving valid
messages. For more information about mitigation techniques to this threat, see Mitigating Denial of Service Attacks.

Elevation of privileges

Elevation of privileges threats typically occur when code you do not trust runs in a trusted environment, or when a
malicious user exploits a software or configuration flaw. You must ensure you trust the assemblies and other components
you deploy in your environment. To minimize the possibility of an elevation of privileges attack, you should use non-
overlapping, least permission accounts, and you should avoid the use of administrative accounts for run time services and
operations. You should also minimize the number of components, applications, and services running in the environment.
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Mitigating Denial of Service Attacks
It is recommended to use the following mitigation techniques to protect your BizTalk Servers and services against Denial of
Service attacks. You must decide which of these mitigation techniques are appropriate for your environment.

Use the Authentication Required property in the receive port. By default, BizTalk sends all the messages it receives to
the MessageBox database, even if they come from an unknown or unresolved party (Guest.) To mitigate the potential of an
attacker sending a large number of messages to BizTalk Server and flooding (filling) the MessageBox database, you can use
the Authentication Required property in the receive port to only receive messages that come from parties BizTalk Server
knows. You can choose either to drop the messages coming from an unknown party or to suspend them. For more
information about the Authentication Required property, see Adding a Receive Port Using BizTalk Explorer. In addition to
the Authentication Required property, you should consider the use of an external mechanism such as firewall port
filtering or IP-address blocking to protect against Denial of Service attacks.
Limit the size of the messages that BizTalk can receive. For example, when you use the SOAP receive adapter, you can
avoid receiving very large messages size by setting the maxRequestLength attribute in the <httpRuntime> element to an
acceptable size. The <httpRuntime> element is defined in the machine.config file, which is located in the <drive>:\
<Windows directory>\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v1.1.4322\CONFIG directory. For more information, see the Microsoft
MSDN Web site at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25050.
Use strong DACLs for receive locations. It is recommended that you use strong discretionary access control lists (DACLs)
in the drop locations for the receive locations. For example, you must use strong DACLs in the directory from which the file
receive location picks up messages, so that only authorized users can drop messages in this location.
Use IPSec. If you do not use hardware or software firewalls, use Internet Protocol security (IPSec) to protect the messages
and data as BizTalk transfers it from one server to another. For more information about IPSec, see the Microsoft Windows®
2000 Web site at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25220.
Use IIS Lockdown Tool. When you use Windows Server 2000, you can use the Internet Information Services (IIS)
Lockdown Tool 2.1 to turn off unnecessary features, thus reducing the potential attack surface. For a BizTalk Server, you
must select the default options. For more information about IIS Lockdown Tool, see the Microsoft Download Center at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25221.
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Designing a Secure Architecture
For complete information about securing your BizTalk Server deployment, see Sample BizTalk Server Architectures.

The architecture presented in the topic Large Distributed Architecture addresses many of the potential security threats to which a
BizTalk environment is vulnerable. However, you need to evaluate your business assets, the threats that are a concern for your
business, and the resources you have available to protect your assets and mitigate your potential threats to determine what the
best architecture is for you. This section provides additional security options you can consider when designing your BizTalk Server
2004 architecture.

Firewalls
You can use physical (hardware) or software firewalls to restrict access to the resources in your environment. While the topic
Large Distributed Architecture uses Microsoft Internet Security and Acceleration (ISA) Server, you can create a similar architecture
by using hardware or third-party software firewalls, as long as you open and configure the ports required for communication
between the different BizTalk Server components. For more information about the ports BizTalk Server uses, see Required Ports.

Active Directory
In the sample deployment, Active Directory® directory service is used to create a hard security boundary around each group of
servers. With the one-way trusts, you can further protect the BizTalk Server environment from attacks due to flaws in other non-
BizTalk Server applications running on the processing servers, as the BizTalk Server applications run under accounts created in the
data domain. Because the data domain does not trust any accounts in any other domain, a compromise of an account in another
domain keeps the BizTalk Server environment from being compromised.

IPSec and SSL
If your environment does not pose critical threats that require the level of security firewalls provide, but the network segments
that connect the data, processing, and services domains are not physically secure from various network attacks (for example
packet sniffing or tampering), you still need to protect the data as it goes from one server to another. In this case, you can use
Internet Protocol security (IPSec) or Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) to encrypt traffic from one server to another.

See Also
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Designing a Distributed Architecture
For complete information about securing your BizTalk Server deployment, see Sample BizTalk Server Architectures.

The architecture presented in the topic Large Distributed Architecture addresses many of the potential security threats to which a
BizTalk environment is vulnerable. While security should be high on your list of priorities when designing your architecture, there
are additional considerations in a distributed environment, such as high-availability, scalability, and performance. This section
provides additional options you can consider when designing your BizTalk Server 2004 architecture.

Domains
If your company performs mostly Internet-facing communications, you can remove the intranet services from the corporate
domain. Conversely, if you use BizTalk Server to connect to other applications or business partners that connect through the
intranet, you can remove the perimeter network. If you company does both Internet and intranet-facing communications with a
small number of partners, you may consider combining the intranet services and the perimeter network.

If you want to minimize the latency in the communication between the processing servers and the SQL Servers in the data
domain, and security issues such as network sniffing, tampering of packets, and host spoofing in the internal network are not a
concern, you can remove the firewall between the processing and data domain, and merge these domains. It is recommended you
then use Internet Protocol security (IPSec) or Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) to protect the data as it goes from one server to another.

SQL Server clustering
Although not described in detail in this section, we strongly recommend clustering your databases for failover protection. For
more information about SQL Server failover clustering, see the Microsoft MSDN Web site at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24773.

MessageBox database
Depending on the message throughput requirements for your company, you may need to add (or remove) MessageBox
databases.
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Required Ports
For complete information about securing your BizTalk Server deployment, see Sample BizTalk Server Architectures.

This section provides information about the ports you need to open on the firewalls so that the BizTalk Server components can
communicate with each other.

If you have other servers in your production environment in addition to the ones BizTalk Server uses, you may need to open
additional ports. For more information about the port requirements for the Windows Server System™, see
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25713.

This section contains:

Ports for the Receive and Send Servers
Ports for the Administration Server
Ports for the Tracking Server
Ports for the Processing Servers
Ports for the Enterprise Single Sign-On Servers
Ports for the Human Workflow Services Server
Ports for the Business Activity Services and Administration Computer in the Corporate Domain
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Ports for the Receive and Send Servers
For complete information about securing your BizTalk Server deployment, see Sample BizTalk Server Architectures.

The following table lists the ports you must configure for the receive and send servers to access the services they need. The
firewall on which you need to open the ports depends on where the destination server is in your architecture. You must open
these ports both for inbound and outbound traffic.

Service or Applicati
on context

Destination S
erver

Destination 
Service

Port Prot
oco
l

Reason

BizTalk service accou
nt

File share Receive/Send 
server

445 TCP Retrieve and drop files to file location for the File adapter

BizTalk service accou
nt

FTP Server FTP service 20 TCP For the FTP adapter to retrieve and drop files to FTP Server

BizTalk service accou
nt

FTP Server FTP service 21 TCP For the FTP adapter to retrieve and drop files to FTP Server

BizTalk service accou
nt

Processing Ser
ver

Windows Mes
sage Queuing

1801 TCP For the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter to receive and send me
ssages to the BizTalk runtime

Connection string SQL adapter ta
rget

SQL Server 1433 TCP Retrieve and send messages from databases used by SQL adapte
r

Connection string SQL adapter ta
rget

DTC 135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server for SQL adapter

Connection string SQL adapter ta
rget

DTC 5000
-502
0

TCP Secondary RPC ports for SQL adapter

Note  You may need to open more secondary RPC po
rts depending on your server load.

Logged on user SQL Adapter ta
rget

SQL Server 1433 TCP To deploy assemblies for SQL adapter

Logged on user SQL Adapter ta
rget

DTC 135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server for the BizTalk Deployment 
Wizard.

Logged on user SQL Adapter ta
rget

DTC 5000
-502
0

TCP Secondary RPC ports for the BizTalk Deployment Wizard

Note  You may need to open more secondary RPC po
rts depending on your server load.

BizTalk service accou
nt

SMTP/Exchang
e

SMTP 25 TCP For the SMPT adapter to connect to SMTP server

Logged on user Configuration 
database

SQL Server 1433 TCP To create and configure the Configuration database

Logged on user Configuration 
database

DTC 135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server to create, configure, and up
date the database

Logged on user Configuration 
database

DTC 5000
-502
0

TCP Secondary RPC ports

Note  You may need to open more secondary RPC po
rts depending on your server load.

Logged on user MessageBox da
tabase

SQL Server 1433 TCP To create and configure the MessageBox database

Logged on user MessageBox da
tabase

DTC 135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server to create the host

Logged on user MessageBox da
tabase

DTC 5000
-502
0

TCP Secondary RPC ports

Note  You may need to open more secondary RPC po
rts depending on your server load.

SSO service account Credential data
base

SQL Server 1433 TCP For the Enterprise Single Sign-On service to connect to the Crede
ntial database

Logged on user Credential data
base

DTC 135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server to connect to the Credential
database



Logged on user Credential data
base

DTC 5000
-502
0

TCP Secondary RPC ports

Note  You may need to open more secondary RPC po
rts depending on your server load.

Logged on user Tracking datab
ase

SQL Server 1433 TCP To create and configure the Tracking database

Logged on user Tracking datab
ase

DTC 135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server

Logged on user Tracking datab
ase

DTC 5000
-502
0

TCP Secondary RPC ports

Note  You may need to open more secondary RPC po
rts depending on your server load.

Logged on user Business Rule E
ngine database

SQL Server 1433 TCP To create and configure the Business Rule Engine database

Logged on user Business Rule E
ngine database

DTC 135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server to create, configure, and up
date the database

Logged on user Business Rule E
ngine database

DTC 5000
-502
0

TCP Secondary RPC ports

Note  You may need to open more secondary RPC po
rts depending on your server load.

Logged on user Base EDI datab
ase

SQL Server 1433 TCP To create and configure the Base EDI database

Logged on user Base EDI datab
ase

DTC 135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server to create, configure, and up
date the database

Logged on user Base EDI datab
ase

DTC 5000
-502
0

TCP Secondary RPC ports for configuring the database

Note  You may need to open more secondary RPC po
rts depending on your server load.

Logged on user BAM Analysis d
atabase

OLAP 2393 TCP To update and retrieve information from the BAM Analysis datab
ase

Logged on user BAM Analysis d
atabase

OLAP Server 
File system

445 TCP To create the OLAP data file (.mdb) on the remote computer

Logged on user BAM Analysis d
atabase

OLAP 2725 TCP For data retrieval for analysis (PivotTable® reports)

Logged on user BizTalk Analysi
s database

OLAP 2393 TCP To create and configure the BizTalk Analysis database

Note  The Processing Servers need to connect to this 
database only when you run the BizTalk Configuratio
n Wizard.

Logged on user BizTalk Analysi
s database

OLAP Server 
File system

445 TCP To create the OLAP data file (.mdb) on the remote computer

Note  The Processing Servers need to connect to this 
database only when you run the BizTalk Configuratio
n Wizard.

Logged on user BizTalk Analysi
s database

OLAP 2725 TCP To create and configure the database, and to retrieve data for ana
lysis (PivotTable reports)

Single Sign-On servic
e account

Master secret s
erver

RPC 135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server for the SSO service to conn
ect to the master secret server

Single Sign-On servic
e account

Master secret s
erver

Secondary RP
C

5000
-502
0

TCP Secondary RPC ports for the SSO service to connect to the maste
r secret server.

Note  You may need to open more secondary RPC po
rts depending on your server load.

Service account for a 
BizTalk Host instance

MessageBox da
tabase

SQL Server 1433 TCP To update and retrieve information from the database during run
time operations



 

Service account for a 
BizTalk Host instance

Configuration 
database

SQL Server 1433 TCP To update and retrieve information from the database during run
time operations

Service account for a 
BizTalk Host instance

Credential data
base

SQL Server 1433 TCP To update and retrieve information from the database during run
time operations

Service account for a 
BizTalk Host instance

Tracking datab
ase

SQL Server 1433 TCP To update and retrieve information from the database during run
time operations
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Ports for the Administration Server
For complete information about securing your BizTalk Server deployment, see Sample BizTalk Server Architectures.

The following table lists the ports you must configure for the administration server to access the services they need. The firewall
on which you need to open the ports depends on where the destination server is in your architecture. You must open these ports
both for inbound and outbound traffic.

Service or Appli
cation context

Destination Se
rver

Destination
Service

Port Prot
ocol

Reason

Logged on user Configuration d
atabase

SQL Server 1433 TCP To create, configure, and access information in the Configuration da
tabase

Logged on user Configuration d
atabase

DTC 135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server to update the database

Logged on user Configuration d
atabase

DTC 5000
-502
0

TCP Secondary RPC ports

Note  You may need to open more secondary RPC ports
depending on your server load.

Logged on user BAM Primary Im
port database

SQL Server 1433 TCP To verify the BAM Primary Import database exists by using the BizTa
lk Administration console (or WMI)

Logged on user Configuration d
atabase

SQL Server 1433 TCP To view configuration data and install host instances by using the Bi
zTalk Administration console (or WMI)

Logged on user Configuration d
atabase

DTC 135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server to create and update a host by
using the BizTalk Administration console (or WMI)

Logged on user Configuration d
atabase

DTC 5000
-502
0

TCP Secondary RPC ports to create a host by using the BizTalk Administr
ation console (or WMI)

Note  You may need to open more secondary RPC ports
depending on your server load.

Logged on user MessageBox dat
abase

SQL Server 1433 TCP To create a host by using the BizTalk Administration console (or WM
I)

Logged on user MessageBox dat
abase

DTC 135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server to create and update a host by
using the BizTalk Administration console (or WMI)

Logged on user MessageBox dat
abase

DTC 5000
-502
0

TCP Secondary RPC ports to create a host by using the BizTalk Administr
ation console (or WMI)

Note  You may need to open more secondary RPC ports
depending on your server load.

Logged on user Processing serv
er

WMI/RPC 135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server to add a new server to the gro
up by using the BizTalk Administration console (or WMI)

Logged on user Processing serv
er

WMI/RPC 5000
-502
0

TCP Secondary RPC ports to add a new server to the group by using the 
BizTalk Administration console (or WMI)

Note  You may need to open more secondary RPC ports
depending on your server load.

Logged on user Processing serv
er

SMB 445 TCP To install a host instance by using the BizTalk Administration consol
e (or WMI)

Logged on user Tracking databa
se

SQL Server 1433 TCP To view data and metrics by using Health and Activity Tracking (HAT
)

Logged on user BizTalk Analysis 
database

OLAP 2393 TCP For Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) to update and retrieve inform
ation from the BAM Analysis database

Logged on user BizTalk Analysis 
database

OLAP Server
File system

445 TCP For Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) to access the OLAP data file (.
mdb) file on the remote computer

Logged on user BizTalk Analysis 
database

OLAP 2725 TCP For Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) to retrieve data for analysis (
PivotTable reports)

Logged on user Business Rule E
ngine database

SQL Server 1433 TCP To deploy business rules by using the Business Rule Engine Deploy
ment Wizard



 

Logged on user Business Rule E
ngine database

DTC 135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server to deploy business rules by usi
ng the Business Rule Engine Deployment Wizard

Logged on user Business Rule E
ngine database

DTC 5000
-502
0

TCP Secondary RPC ports to deploy business rules by using the Business
Rule Engine Deployment Wizard.

Note  You may need to open more secondary RPC ports depending
on your server load.

Logged on user Configuration d
atabase

SQL Server 1433 TCP To deploy an assembly

Logged on user Tracking databa
se

SQL Server 1433 TCP To deploy an assembly
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Ports for the Tracking Server
For complete information about securing your BizTalk Server deployment, see Sample BizTalk Server Architectures.

The following table lists the ports you must configure for the tracking server to access the services they need. The firewall on
which you need to open the ports depends on where the destination server is in your architecture. You must open these ports
both for inbound and outbound traffic.

Service or Ap
plication cont
ext

Destination 
Server

Destinati
on Servi
ce

Port Pro
toc
ol

Reason

Logged on user Configuration
database

SQL Serv
er

1433 TCP To create and configure the Configuration database

Logged on user Configuration
database

DTC 135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server to update and retrieve information from
the database

Logged on user Configuration
database

DTC 5000
-502
0

TCP Secondary RPC ports

Note  You may need to open more secondary RPC ports dependi
ng on your server load.

Logged on user Credential dat
abase

SQL Serv
er

1433 TCP For the SSO Service to connect to the Credential database

Logged on user BAM Primary 
Import databa
se

SQL Serv
er

1433 TCP To validate the BAM Primary Import database. The Tracking host connects to t
his database during run time.

Logged on user BAM Star Sch
ema database

SQL Serv
er

1433  To update and retrieve information from the database.

Note  The Tracking host connects to this database only when you 
run the BizTalk Configuration Wizard to create a new BizTalk grou
p from this server.

Logged on user BAM Analysis 
database

OLAP 445 TCP To create the OLAP data file (.mdb) on the remote computer.

Note  The Tracking host connects to this database only when you 
run the BizTalk Configuration Wizard to create a new BizTalk grou
p from this server.

Logged on user BAM Analysis 
database

OLAP 2393  To create and configure the BAM Analysis database

Note  The Tracking host connects to this database only when you 
run the BizTalk Configuration Wizard to create a new BizTalk grou
p from this server.

Logged on user BAM Analysis 
database

OLAP 2725 TCP For data retrieval for analysis (PivotTable reports)

Note  The Tracking host connects to this database only when you 
run the BizTalk Configuration Wizard to create a new BizTalk grou
p from this server.

Logged on user Tracking data
base

SQL Serv
er

1433 TCP To update and retrieve information from the database

Logged on user MessageBox 
database

SQL 1433 TCP To update and retrieve information from the database

Logged on user MessageBox 
database

DTC 135 TC
O

Transacted connection to SQL Server

Logged on user MessageBox 
database

DTC 5000
-502
0

 Secondary RPC ports



 

Logged on user BAM Archive 
database

SQL Serv
er

1433 TCP To update and retrieve information from the database

Note  The Tracking host connects to this database only when you 
run the BizTalk Configuration Wizard to create a new BizTalk grou
p from this server.

SSO service acc
ount

Credential dat
abase

SQL Serv
er

1433 TCP To update and retrieve information from the database

SSO service acc
ount

Master secret 
server

Master Se
cret servi
ce

135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server for the SSO service to connect to the ma
ster secret server

SSO service acc
ount

Master secret 
server

Secondar
y RPC

5000
-502
0

TCP Secondary RPC ports for SSO service to connect to the master secret server
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Ports for the Processing Servers
For complete information about securing your BizTalk Server deployment, see Sample BizTalk Server Architectures.

The following table lists the ports you must configure for the processing servers to access the services they need. The firewall on
which you need to open the ports depends on where the destination server is in your architecture. You must open these ports
both for inbound and outbound traffic.

Service or Applicati
on context

Destination S
erver

Destinatio
n Service

Port Prot
oco
l

Reason

Logged on user Configuration d
atabase

SQL Server 1433 TCP To create and configure the Configuration database

Logged on user Configuration d
atabase

DTC 135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server to create, configure, and upd
ate the database

Logged on user Configuration d
atabase

DTC 5000
-502
0

TCP Secondary RPC ports

Note  You may need to open more secondary RPC por
ts depending on your server load.

Logged on user MessageBox da
tabase

SQL Server 1433 TCP To create and configure the MessageBox database

Logged on user MessageBox da
tabase

DTC 135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server to create the host

Logged on user MessageBox da
tabase

DTC 5000
-502
0

TCP Secondary RPC ports

Note  You may need to open more secondary RPC por
ts depending on your server load.

SSO service account Credential data
base

SQL Server 1433 TCP For the Enterprise Single Sign-On service to connect to the Creden
tial database

Logged on user Credential data
base

DTC 135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server to connect to the Credential 
database

Logged on user Credential data
base

DTC 5000
-502
0

TCP Secondary RPC ports

Note  You may need to open more secondary RPC por
ts depending on your server load.

Logged on user Tracking datab
ase

SQL Server 1433 TCP To create and configure the Tracking database

Logged on user Tracking datab
ase

DTC 135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server

Logged on user Tracking datab
ase

DTC 5000
-502
0

TCP Secondary RPC ports

Note  You may need to open more secondary RPC por
ts depending on your server load.

Logged on user Business Rule E
ngine database

SQL Server 1433 TCP To create and configure the Business Rule Engine database

Logged on user Business Rule E
ngine database

DTC 135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server to create, configure, and upd
ate the database

Logged on user Business Rule E
ngine database

DTC 5000
-502
0

TCP Secondary RPC ports

Note  You may need to open more secondary RPC por
ts depending on your server load.

Logged on user Base EDI datab
ase

SQL Server 1433 TCP To create and configure the Base EDI database

Logged on user Base EDI datab
ase

DTC 135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server to create, configure, and upd
ate the database



 

Logged on user Base EDI datab
ase

DTC 5000
-502
0

TCP Secondary RPC ports for configuring the database

Note  You may need to open more secondary RPC por
ts depending on your server load.

Logged on user BAM Analysis d
atabase

OLAP 2393 TCP To update and retrieve information from the BAM Analysis databa
se

Logged on user BAM Analysis d
atabase

OLAP Serve
r File syste
m

445 TCP To create the OLAP data file (.mdb) on the remote computer

Logged on user BAM Analysis d
atabase

OLAP 2725 TCP For data retrieval for analysis (PivotTable reports)

Logged on user BizTalk Analysis
database

OLAP 2393 TCP To create and configure the BizTalk Analysis database

Note  The processing servers need to connect to this d
atabase only when you run the BizTalk Configuration 
Wizard.

Logged on user BizTalk Analysis
database

OLAP Serve
r File syste
m

445 TCP To create the OLAP data file (.mdb) on the remote computer

Note  The processing servers need to connect to this d
atabase only when you run the BizTalk Configuration 
Wizard.

Logged on user BizTalk Analysis
database

OLAP 2725 TCP To create and configure the database, and to retrieve data for anal
ysis (PivotTable reports)

Single Sign-On servic
e account

Master secret s
erver

RPC 135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server for the SSO service to conne
ct to the master secret server

Single Sign-On servic
e account

Master secret s
erver

Secondary 
RPC

5000
-502
0

TCP Secondary RPC ports for the SSO service to connect to the master 
secret server.

Note  You may need to open more secondary RPC por
ts depending on your server load.

Service account for a 
BizTalk Host instance

MessageBox da
tabase

SQL Server 1433 TCP To update and retrieve information from the database during run t
ime operations

Service account for a 
BizTalk Host instance

Configuration d
atabase

SQL Server 1433 TCP To update and retrieve information from the database during run t
ime operations

Service account for a 
BizTalk Host instance

Credential data
base

SQL Server 1433 TCP To update and retrieve information from the database during run t
ime operations

Service account for a 
BizTalk Host instance

Tracking datab
ase

SQL Server 1433 TCP To update and retrieve information from the database during run t
ime operations
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Ports for the Enterprise Single Sign-On Servers
For complete information about securing your BizTalk Server deployment, see Sample BizTalk Server Architectures.

The following table lists the ports that an Enterprise Single Sign-On server in the processing domain need to access the master
secret server and the Credential database. You must open these ports both for inbound and outbound traffic.

Service or Applic
ation context

Destinati
on Server

Destinatio
n Service

Port Prot
ocol

Reason

Logged on user Credential 
database

SQL Server 1433 TCP To create and connect to the Credential database.

Single Sign-On se
rvice account

Master sec
ret server

Single Sign-
On service

135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server for the Single Sign-On service to ret
rieve the master secret key from the master secret server

Single Sign-On se
rvice account

Master sec
ret server

Single Sign-
On service

5000-
5020

TCP Secondary RPC ports used to retrieve the secret key from the master secr
et server.

Note  You may need to open more secondary RPC ports dep
ending on your server load.

The following table lists the ports you must configure for the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) master secret server to access the
services it needs. The firewall on which you need to open the ports depends on where the destination server is in your
architecture. You must open these ports both for inbound and outbound traffic.

Service or Applic
ation context

Destinati
on Server

Destinatio
n Service

Port Prot
ocol

Reason

Logged on user Credential 
database

SQL Server 1433 TCP To create and connect to the Credential database.

Single Sign-On se
rvice account

Processing
server(s)

Single Sign-
On service

135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server for the Single Sign-On service to ret
rieve the master secret key from the master secret server

Single Sign-On se
rvice account

Processing
server(s)

Single Sign-
On service

5000-
5020

TCP Secondary RPC ports used to retrieve the secret key from the master secr
et server.

Note  You may need to open more secondary RPC ports dep
ending on your server load.
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Ports for the Human Workflow Services Server
For complete information about securing your BizTalk Server deployment, see Sample BizTalk Server Architectures.

The following table lists the ports you must configure for the Human Workflow Services server to access the services they need.
The firewall on which you need to open the ports depends on where the destination server is in your architecture. You must open
these ports both for inbound and outbound traffic.

Service or Applica
tion context

Destination Serv
er

Destination 
Service

Port Prot
ocol

Reason

Logged on user Configuration dat
abase

SQL Server 1433 TCP To create and configure the database

Logged on user Configuration dat
abase

DTC 135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server for creating, configure, 
and update the database

Logged on user Configuration dat
abase

DTC 5000-
5020

TCP Secondary RPC ports to create and connect to this database

Note  You may need to open more secondary RP
C ports depending on your server load.

Application pool Inbound clients HTTP(S) 80 or 
443

TCP For inbound traffic for the HWS Web services

Logged on user MessageBox data
base

SQL server 1433 TCP To create and configure the database

Logged on user MessageBox data
base

DTC 135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server for creating, configure, 
and update the database

Logged on user MessageBox data
base

DTC 5000-
5020

TCP Secondary RPC ports

Note  You may need to open more secondary RP
C ports depending on your server load.

SSO service accoun
t

Credential databa
se

SQL server 1433 TCP To connect to Credential database

Logged on user Tracking database SQL Server 1433 TCP To create and configure the database
Logged on user Business Rule Eng

ine database
SQL Server 1433 TCP To create and configure the database

Logged on user Business Rule Eng
ine database

DTC 135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server to create, configure, and
update the database

Logged on user Business Rule Eng
ine database

DTC 5000-
5020

TCP Secondary RPC ports

Note  You may need to open more secondary RP
C ports depending on your server load.

Logged on user BAM Analysis data
base

OLAP 2393 TCP To create and configure the database

Logged on user BAM Analysis data
base

OLAP Server f
ile system

445 TCP Create OLAP data file (.mdb) on the remote computer

Logged on user BAM Analysis data
base

OLAP 2725 TCP To update and retrieve information from the database

SSO service accoun
t

Credential databa
se

SQL Server 1433 TCP For the SSO service to update and retrieve information from t
he database

SSO service accoun
t

Master secret serv
er

Master secret 
server

135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server for the SSO service to c
onnect to the master secret server

SSO Service Master secret serv
er

Secondary RP
C

5000-
5020

TCP Secondary RPC ports for the SSO service to connect to the m
aster secret server.

Note  You may need to open more secondary RP
C ports depending on your server load.

BizTalk Host instanc
e

MessageBox data
base

SQL Server 1433 TCP To update and retrieve information from the database during 
run time operations



 

BizTalk Host instanc
e

Configuration dat
abase

SQL Server 1433 TCP To update and retrieve information from the database during 
run time operations

BizTalk Host instanc
e

Credential databa
se

SQL Server 1433 TCP To update and retrieve information from the database during 
run time operations

BizTalk Host instanc
e

Tracking database SQL Server 1433 TCP To update and retrieve information from the database during 
run time operations
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Ports for the Business Activity Services and Administration
Computer in the Corporate Domain
For complete information about securing your BizTalk Server deployment, see Sample BizTalk Server Architectures.

The following table lists the ports you must configure for the Business Activity Services (BAS) server and the administration
computer in the corporate domain (for Business Activity Monitoring management tasks). The firewall on which you need to open
the ports depends on where the destination server is in your architecture. You must open these ports both for inbound and
outbound traffic.

Service or Applic
ation context

Destination S
erver

Destination Ser
vice

Port Pro
toc
ol

Reason

Logged on user Configuration 
database

SQL Server 143
3

TCP To update and retrieve information from the database

Logged on user Configuration 
database

DTC 135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server for creating, configure, and 
update the database

Logged on user Configuration 
database

DTC 500
0-50
20

TCP Secondary RPC ports

Note  You may need to open more secondary RPC po
rts depending on your server load.

Logged on user MessageBox da
tabase

SQL Server 143
3

TCP To update and retrieve information from the database

Logged on user Configuration 
database

DTC 135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server for creating, configure, and 
update the database

Logged on user Configuration 
database

DTC 500
0-50
20

TCP Secondary RPC ports to create, update, and retrieve information f
rom this database

Note  You may need to open more secondary RPC po
rts depending on your server load.

Logged on user Processing ser
ver

DTC 135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server to register the BizTalk Serve
r for Business Activity Services and to create the ports for the orc
hestration

Logged on user Processing ser
ver

DTC 500
0-50
20

TCP Secondary RPC ports Server to register the BizTalk Server for Busi
ness Activity Services and to create the ports for the orchestration

Note  You may need to open more secondary RPC po
rts depending on your server load.

Service account for
a BizTalk Host insta
nce

Processing ser
ver

Windows Messa
ge Queuing (MS
MQ)

180
1

TCP For the BAS server to connect to the BizTalk Server that has the Bi
zTalk Message Queuing adapter

SSO Service accou
nt

Master secret s
erver

RPC 135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server for the SSO service to conn
ect to the master secret server

SSO Service Master secret s
erver

Secondary RPC 500
0-50
20

TCP Secondary RPC ports for the SSO service to connect to the master
secret server.

Note  You may need to open more secondary RPC po
rts depending on your server load.

Logged on user BizTalk Server 
you are registe
ring

RPC 135 TCP Transacted connection to SQL Server to register the BizTalk Serve
r

Logged on user BizTalk Server 
you are registe
ring

DTC 500
0-50
20

TCP Secondary RPC ports to register the BizTalk Server

Note  You may need to open more secondary RPC po
rts depending on your server load.



 

BizTalk Host instan
ce

BAS server HTTP 80 o
r 44
3

TCP For incoming messages from the processing server to the BAS se
rver

The following table indicates the ports you need to open if you place a firewall between the BAM/BAS server and the BAM and
BAS databases.

Service or Applicati
on context

Destination Server Destination Se
rvice

Po
rt

Proto
col

Reason

Logged on user BAM Primary Import database SQL Server 14
33

TCP To update and retrieve information fro
m the database

Logged on user BAM Star Schema database SQL Server 14
33

TCP To update and retrieve information fro
m the database

Logged on user BAM Analysis database OLAP 23
93

TCP To create and configure the BAM Analys
is database

Logged on user BAM Analysis database OLAP Server Fil
e system

44
5

TCP To create the OLAP data file (.mdb) on t
he remote computer

Logged on user BAM Analysis database OLAP 27
25

TCP For data retrieval for analysis (PivotTabl
e reports)

Logged on user Trading Partner Management (TPM) d
atabase

SQL Server 14
33

TCP To update and retrieve information fro
m the database

Logged on user BAM Archive database SQL Server 14
33

TCP To update and retrieve information fro
m the database

Logged on user Windows® SharePoint™ Services Con
figuration database

SQL Server 14
33

TCP To update and retrieve information fro
m the database

Logged on user Windows SharePoint Services Content
database

SQL Server 14
33

TCP To update and retrieve information fro
m the database
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Security Recommendations for a BizTalk Server Deployment
This section contains high-level, feature-agnostic recommendations to secure your Microsoft® BizTalk® Server environment.

Topology-level recommendations
Use channel level encryption. By default, network data flows between various components within BizTalk Server are in clear
text. When sniffing or tampering of data as messages travel from one computer to another is a concern, it is recommended to use
channel-level encryption, such as Internet Protocol security (IPSec) or Secure Sockets Layer (SSL). While BizTalk Server does not
configure channel-level encryption by default, BizTalk Server does not put critical data such as encryption keys and passwords on
the wire in clear text. The Credential database manages sensitive information by storing it in encrypted form by using the master
secret (encryption key) provided by the master secret server. By default, the Credential database receives, stores, and sends
sensitive information in encrypted form.

For more information about SSL, see the Microsoft Help and Support Web site at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=16731.

Ensure the physical security of the servers. You must also take into consideration the physical security of the servers, devices,
networks, cables, power supply, and other components. You should place your computers in a safe environment, and limit access
to the computers that contain business-critical information, such as the databases.

Only install the components you will use. If you need to install Internet Information Services (IIS) in your environment (on the
computers in the perimeter network, or in the computers running the HTTP and SOAP adapters), you do not need to install the
File Transport Protocol (FTP), WebDAV and Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) sub-components of IIS. Similarly, ensure you
only install and configure the BizTalk Server features you need for your environment. For example, only configure the BizTalk
Message Queuing adapter if you use it. This helps you reduce the potential attack surface in your environment.

When installing Internet Explorer 6.0, it is recommended you turn on the enhanced security of Internet Explorer.

Use Windows Server 2003. It is recommended to use Microsoft Windows Server™ 2003 on all servers that have BizTalk Server
resources, as it is more secure by default than Microsoft Windows® 2000 Server.

Do not save passwords in clear-text in scripts or binding files. You should save scripts in locations with strong discretionary
access control lists (DACLs) so that only the BizTalk Server administrators have permissions to view, modify and run these scripts.
When the scripts and binding files require passwords, ensure you mask the passwords as soon as you use the scripts for
configuration or deployment. Do not leave passwords in these files in clear text.

Use strong discretionary access controls lists (DACLs). Ensure that you only give access to a resource to the users and
accounts that use it, and that you give them the least permissions possible to perform their task. Place configuration scripts in
locations with DACLs to the BizTalk Server administrator and do not put clear text passwords in the scripts. Ensure the temporary
directories for all the service accounts BizTalk Server uses have DACLs, so that only that service account and BizTalk
administrators have access to it.

When you have custom adapters, it is recommended that you store the adapter extension components in a location with strong
DACLs, so only BizTalk Server administrators have write permissions to these components.

Do not place BizTalk Servers in the perimeter network. Regardless of the size of your company, placing BizTalk Server in the
perimeter network exposes the servers to both direct attacks from the Internet and to attacks from other servers in the perimeter
network that may be compromised. Because BizTalk Server communicates to Microsoft SQL Server™ databases in the Data
domain, a malicious user could leverage a compromised BizTalk Server to tamper with critical business processing and
configuration data.

BizTalk Server groups and accounts
Use accounts with minimum permissions and user rights. All accounts in the BizTalk Server system should have the
minimum user rights they need to perform their tasks. For example, the service accounts that you use in the processing servers
should not have administrative user rights in the BizTalk Server, SQL Server, or Windows Server. For more information about the
minimum security permissions and user rights an account needs to perform a task in BizTalk Server, see
Minimum Security User Rights. For more information about the groups and accounts that BizTalk Server uses, see
Windows Group and User Accounts in BizTalk Server.

Use different accounts for different functions. To preserve the security of your BizTalk Server environment, it is
recommended that you create different service accounts for each of the host instances running in your environment. This also
allocates for better availability during password updates. It is recommended that one service account is not a member of multiple
Windows groups for BizTalk Server.

In addition, it is recommended that you use different Windows groups for each BizTalk Host, and that the service accounts that are
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members of one group not be members of the Windows group for another host. This provides strong security isolation for each
BizTalk Host.

It is recommended that you create a Windows group just for the tracking host, and that you use a service account in this group for
the tracking host instance. Do not use this service account for any other services, and do not use a BizTalk administrator account
for the tracking host instance.

Use different hosts for different functions. It is recommended to create a host solely for tracking. Hosts configured to "host
tracking" have read and write access to the tracking tables in the MessageBox database, as well as access to the tables in the
Tracking database. Therefore, any objects running in a host that hosts tracking also have access permissions to read and write to
these tables. To block access to potentially sensitive tracking data from user items such as pipelines and orchestrations, it is
recommended that you create a dedicated host for tracking that does not process, send or receives messages.

In addition, it is recommended you use different hosts for processing, receiving, and sending messages. You can then isolate the
service accounts that need access to the private certificates for your company. The less code you have running under these
accounts, the smaller the potential to compromise the accounts through vulnerabilities, which in turn decreases the risk of
compromising the private certificates.

Change passwords periodically. You must change the password for the service accounts periodically. Considering you may
have multiple service accounts for your host instances, you must change the password for each of these service accounts.

Caution  You must change the passwords for the service account for a host instance in the BizTalk Administration
console. Changing the password for the service account for a host instance in the Computer Management console can
cause configuration problems.

Limit membership to the BizTalk Administrators group. BizTalk Server administrators have user rights that span across the
BizTalk Server environment, including access to most data, encrypted or otherwise. Therefore, an improper configuration resulting
from a mistake by a BizTalk administrator can expose critical security holes. A misbehaving BizTalk administrator can do unlimited
damage to the system, including a complete compromise of the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of customer data.

In situations where developers directly deploy orchestrations to computers in the production environment, domain
administrators must grant developers BizTalk administrator user rights. This is not recommended for the reason stated earlier.

Limit membership to the COM+ Administrators group. Due to various architectural reasons, the COM+ administrator has
user rights as administrator in several BizTalk Server components. For all practical purposes, you must assume that a COM+
administrator on a computer is also a BizTalk administrator, and should limit membership to this group in BizTalk production
servers.

Give users access only to the computers that run the services they need access to. Not all accounts need permissions to all
computers. BizTalk Host instances hold sensitive information in memory. These could be critical data like passwords or business
information. A very tight local user policy should be set up on these computers. For example, only grant local logon rights on
these computers to individuals that need them to maintain the deployment. This mitigates threats resulting from access to the
swap file and crash dumps.

Limit permissions of the Power Users group, or remove it. The default permissions for the Power Users group give members
of this group user rights modify computer-wide settings, including BizTalk assemblies registered in the global assembly cache
(GAC). Each computer has GAC, which contains the assemblies that one or more applications share. It is recommended that you
remove the permission to change assemblies from the Power Users group, or that you delete the Power Users group from the
production BizTalk Servers.

See Also
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Security Recommendations for BizTalk Server Components
This section contains recommendations for securing each of the Microsoft® BizTalk® Server features. You should use these
recommendations together with the general recommendations for securing the BizTalk Server environment to decide how to
secure the environment of your company.

This section contains:

Installation and Configuration Security Recommendations
Enterprise Single Sign-On Security Recommendations
MessageBox Databases Security Recommendations
Assembly Deployment Security Recommendations
BizTalk Server Runtime Security Recommendations
Health and Activity Tracking Security Recommendations
Business Rule Engine Security Recommendations
HTTP Adapter Security Recommendations
SOAP Adapter Security Recommendations
BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter Security Recommendations
Base EDI Adapter Security Recommendations
FTP Adapter Security Recommendations
SMTP Adapter Security Recommendations
File Adapter Security Recommendations
SQL Adapter Security Recommendations
Human Workflow Services Security Recommendations
Rapid Partner Deployment Wizards Security Recommendations
Business Activity Services Security Recommendations
Business Activity Monitoring Security Recommendations
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Installation and Configuration Security Recommendations
This section contains the list of recommendations for securing BizTalk Server during installation and configuration:

To install BizTalk Server through a network share, ensure you use discretionary access control lists (DACLs) so that all users
have read-only access to the share.
The default BizTalk Server installation uses the inherited permissions of the Program Files directory, which grants all users
read and execute permissions. If you install BizTalk Server in a different directory, make sure all users have read and execute
permissions to this directory.

During installation and configuration, BizTalk uses the %temp% and %windir%\Installer directories. Ensure these folders have
strong DACLs, so that only BizTalk Administrators have access to them.

The minimum security privileges and requirements for BizTalk Server appear in the BizTalk Server Installation Guide. For more
information, see http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=22120.
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Enterprise Single Sign-On Security Recommendations
With the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) system, users can connect to different systems by using only one set of credentials.
BizTalk Server leverages the SSO system as a store for sensitive information. Although BizTalk automatically installs whenever
you install the BizTalk Server runtime, you can also install Enterprise Single Sign-On as a stand-alone component, independent of
your BizTalk Server environment. For more information about Enterprise Single Sign-On, see Using Enterprise Single Sign-On. It
is recommended you follow these guidelines for securing and deploying the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) services and
resources in your environment.

General deployment recommendations for SSO

There must be only one master secret server and only one Credential database in the entire environment, even if you have
multiple BizTalk groups in your environment. You must configure these two servers before you configure any other BizTalk
and SSO servers.
You must have a time server in your environment to ensure all SSO servers are synchronized. If the clocks on the SSO
servers are not synchronized, this could compromise the security of your environment.
Considering there is only one master secret server in your entire environment, it is recommended to use an active-passive
cluster configuration for the master secret server. For more information about clustering the master secret server, see
Clustering the Master Secret Server.
The master secret server holds the encryption key the SSO systems uses to encrypt the information in the Credential
database. It is recommended that you do not install or configure any other products or services on this computer.

Note  The computer where you install and configure the master secret server does not have to be a server.

The master secret server should have access to a removable media or NTFS file system folder in order to back up and
restore the master secret. If you use removable media, ensure you take appropriate measures to protect the removable
media. If you back up the master secret to an NTFS file system, ensure you protect the file and the folder. Only the SSO
Administrator should have access to this file.
You should back up the master secret as soon as the master secret server generates it. This is so that you may recover the
data in the Credential database in the event the master secret server fails. For more information about backing up the
master secret, see Managing the Master Secret.
Back up your current secret, or generate a new secret on a regular basis, for example, once a month. Without the secret, you
cannot retrieve information from the Credential database. For more information about backing up and restoring the master
secret, see Managing the Master Secret.

Security Recommendations for SSO Groups and Accounts

It is recommended to use Windows groups, and not single user accounts, especially for the SSO Administrator and SSO
Affiliate administrator groups. These groups must have at least two user accounts as members of the group at all times.
The SSO runtime service accounts and the SSO administrator user accounts should be different accounts, even when they
are members of the same SSO Administrators group. The SSO administrator users performing administrative tasks such as
generating and backing up the secret need to be Windows administrators, while the SSO runtime service accounts do not
need to be Windows administrators.

 Security  Windows administrator user rights do not supersede the user rights of the SSO administrator. To
perform any SSO administration-level task you must be a member of SSO administrators group even if you
already are a Windows administrator.

If you use the SSO ticketing feature, you must use domain accounts that the computers in the processing domain (domain
where the SSO servers are) recognize.
It is recommended to use a unique service account for the SSO service corresponding to the master secret server.
The SSO administrator account is a highly privileged account in the SSO system, which also is SQL Server administrator for
SQL Server that has the Credential database. You should have dedicated accounts for SSO administrators, and should not
use these accounts for any other purposes. You should limit the membership to the SSO administrators group only to those
accounts responsible for running and maintaining the SSO system.
You must manually add the BizTalk administrators group to the SSO Affiliate Administrators group so that the BizTalk
administrators can leverage the SSO system to save the configuration information for the adapters in the Credential
database. Only the BizTalk administrators managing adapters need to be members of the SSO Affiliate Administrators
group. BizTalk administrators do not need to be SSO administrators.



 

Security Recommendations for an SSO Deployment

If your network supports Kerberos authentication, you should register all SSO servers. When you use Kerberos
authentication between the master secret server and the Credential database, you must configure Service Principal Names
(SPN) on the SQL Server where the Credential database is located. For more information about configuring Service Principal
Names, see Microsoft Download Web site at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=20797.
When running Microsoft Windows Server™ 2003, if the master secret server is on a different domain from the other SSO
servers and from the Credential database, you must disable RPC security (as used for Data Transaction Coordinator (DTC)
authentication between computers) on the master secret server, on the SSO servers (processing computers in the
processing domain), and on the Credential database. RPC security is a new DTC feature in Windows Server 2003. When you
disable RPC security, the DTC authentication security level for RPC calls goes back to one available in Microsoft Windows®
2000 Server. For more information about disabling RPC security, see the Microsoft Help and Support Web site at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24774.
SSO administrators should regularly monitor the event log in the master secret server and the SSO server for SSO auditing
events.
In addition to firewalls, it is recommended to use Internet Protocol security (IPSec) or Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) between
all the SSO servers and the Credential database. For more information about SSL, see Microsoft Help and Support Web site
at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=16731. For more information about using SSL between all the SSO servers and
the Credential database, see Enabling SSL for Enterprise Single Sign-On.
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MessageBox Databases Security Recommendations
The MessageBox database has three essential functions. It stores subscriptions predicates and delivers the messages to the
services that match that subscription. It is a host platform, where BizTalk Server keeps the queues and state tables for each BizTalk
Host. The MessageBox database also stores the messages and message properties. The MessageBox databases are at the heart of
BizTalk Server processing, and as such, you must ensure they are always available to the processing servers. For more
information about MessageBox databases, see Managing MessageBox Databases. It is recommended you follow these guidelines
for securing and deploying MessageBox databases in your environment.

Ensure you have the Minimum Security User Rights to perform operations on the MessageBox databases. For more
information about the Minimum Security User Rights, see Minimum Security User Rights.
If the MessageBox databases are an asset with high-risk exposure in your environment, it is recommended to use Internet
Protocol security (IPSec) or Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) to restrict and secure communication to and from the MessageBox
databases.
If you use Windows Server 2003, you must enable distributed transaction coordinator (DTC) on the MessageBox database.
You must also enable network clients for multi-computer deployments. For more information, see
Ports for the Administration Server.
To provide failover protection for the MessageBox databases, you must use Microsoft SQL Server™ clustering. This is
particularly important when receiving Web services messages, as you may lose messages if the MessageBox database is
unavailable. For more information about SQL Server failover clustering, see the Microsoft MSDN® Web site at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24773.
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Assembly Deployment Security Recommendations
In order to run BizTalk pipelines, orchestrations, maps, schemas, receive and send adapter, you must deploy the assemblies that
contain these objects in each computer that run them. For more information about Assembly Deployment, see
Deploying BizTalk Server Assemblies. It is recommended you follow these guidelines for deploying assemblies in your
environment:

Each computer has a global assembly cache (GAC), which contains the assemblies that one or more applications share. You
must register the assemblies BizTalk uses in the GAC of every computer that uses the components within the assembly (that
is, every computer that you selected to run a host instance of that particular host), and in the GAC of the administration
computer from which you enlist the assembly components into the BizTalk Hosts.
Ensure you have the Minimum Security User Rights to deploy assemblies. For more information about the Minimum
Security User Rights, see Minimum Security User Rights.
You should ensure that only BizTalk administrators have access to the assemblies and binding files, as they may contain
critical business data such as connectivity and configuration information.
BizTalk administrators must ensure they trust the source of the assembly they deploy in the system. If they deploy
assemblies with code you do not trust, they may expose the BizTalk Server environment to potential attacks.
If you deploy assemblies through a network share, ensure the share containing the assembly has a strong discretionary
access control list (DACL) so that only BizTalk administrators can read the assemblies from the share.
Whenever you perform deployment operations, BizTalk Server needs to communicate to the Configuration database. You
must ensure you open the appropriate ports on the firewall between the processing, services, and data domains. For more
information, see Ports for the Processing Servers.
If you point to a remote location for an assembly or binding file (the latter presenting the larger risk of clear text, sensitive
data), you should consider the network between the target file's source computer and the computer you are running
deployment from. If the network between these two computers is not fully isolated from potential attackers, it is
recommended to copy the target file to a removable media and physically transport it to the computer where you run the
deployment tool.
In order for BizTalk administrators to deploy an assembly from a network share, the the BizTalk administrator must first
change the security configuration of the .NET Framework configuration from local intranet to Full Trust. For more
information, see Security Requirements for Assembly Deployment.
When you create a binding file, BizTalk Server removes the passwords from the file. You need to edit the binding file and
add the password before you use it. It is recommended you mask or remove the password after you use the binding file.
The Tracking Profile Editor is a developer tool, and thus you cannot use it to deploy tracking profiles in a production
environment. In a production environment, it is recommended you use the BTTdeploy command line from the
administration computer to deploy tracking profiles.
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BizTalk Server Runtime Security Recommendations
You must install the BizTalk Server runtime, or engine, on all the computers from which you want to receive, send, process, and
track messages. In other words, you must install the run time components on any computer where you create a BizTalk Host
instance (computers in the processing domain). It is recommended you follow these guidelines for securing and deploying the
BizTalk Server runtime in your environment.

Ensure you have the Minimum Security User Rights to perform BizTalk runtime tasks. For more information about the
Minimum Security User Rights, see Minimum Security User Rights.

Note  BizTalk Configuration gives the accounts the minimum permissions they need to perform their tasks.

The service account for each host instance must have log on as service permissions on the computer where the host
instance runs.
Only the service account(s) for a host have access to MessageBox data related to a host and only these services can post to
the MessageBox. To minimize the potential for information disclosure attacks, you should not use the same service account
for more than one host.
Processing servers (hosts that do not host tracking) only need to connect to the MessageBox and Configuration databases,
and the master secret server. If you use Internet Protocol security (IPSec), you can restrict the access of the processing
servers to these two databases and the master secret server.
All components running within the same BizTalk Host have the same level of trust as the host. It is up to the BizTalk
administrator to determine which components should run under the same host, and therefore, share the same level of trust.
BizTalk makes sure that only assemblies installed by BizTalk administrators run in a BizTalk Host. If you want to create
further restrictions as to what assemblies BizTalk uses, for example, if you want to restrict BizTalk only to run assemblies
signed by a particular vendor or validate the strong name signature for an orchestration, you can use the .NET Framework
Code Access Security Mechanism. For more information about the Microsoft MSDN Web site at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24775.
The authorization granularity for posting messages is at the BizTalk Host level. In other words, if you have multiple
orchestrations or adapters running within the same BizTalk Host, you cannot restrict one specific orchestration to receive
messages sent to the host.
When a host is not authorized to receive a message, the host places the message in its suspended queue. By default, when
receive adapters and orchestrations are running in the same host, the orchestration can read the suspended queue of the
host. It is then possible for an orchestration to pick up a message that BizTalk suspended due to authorization failure.
Therefore, it is recommended you do not run orchestrations and receive adapters in the same host.
Host instances are Windows services running on a specific computer. In order to create a host instance, you must be both a
BizTalk administrator and a Windows administrator on the computer where you want to create the host instance, as BizTalk
creates a Windows service to correspond to the host instance.
When Microsoft Visual Studio® .NET generates an assembly, it uses a custom key generated by the Integrated Developer
Environment (IDE). If your environment requires you to sign all assemblies with a specific key, you must either configure the
IDE for all development computers to use that key or use delay signing of assemblies. For more information, see
Common Properties: Assembly.
All the components in the receive and send pipelines try to keep the memory footprint low. When the data is larger than a
particular threshold, these components stream data to disk in the temporary folder (%TEMP%). You must ensure the
temporary folders for the service accounts for the host instances have proper discretionary access control lists (DACLs), so
that only the service account can read these files. You must also ensure the temporary folder have room to store potentially
large files.
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Health and Activity Tracking Security Recommendations
With Health and Activity Tracking (HAT), you can access the technical details necessary to troubleshoot and optimize your BizTalk
Server environment. Considering that HAT is a powerful tool, you must ensure you limit access to it in the production
environment, so that malicious or unwarned users do not cause damage in the environment. For more information about Health
and Activity Tracking, see Health and Activity Tracking. It is recommended you follow these guidelines for securing and using HAT
in your environment.

Ensure that HAT uses the Minimum Security User Rights to perform Health and Activity Tracking tasks. For more
information about the Minimum Security User Rights, see Minimum Security User Rights.
The Health and Activity Monitoring tool generates reports about all hosts in the BizTalk Server environment based on the
parameters of a query. To minimize the potential of information disclosure, only BizTalk administrators can use HAT.
However, if you do not want all BizTalk administrators to have access to the reports HAT produces, you can limit their access
to the data by adding/removing them to the HM_EVENT_WRITER and BAM_EVENT_WRITER SQL Server roles in the Tracking
database.
BizTalk uses the BAM_EVENT_WRITER and HM_EVENT_WRITER SQL Server roles to grant/deny their members permissions
to read/write the tracking data in the Tracking database, but not through role membership. Do not remove these SQL Server
roles. When you change a host from hosting to not hosting tracking (or vice versa), the adm_ChangeHostTrackingPrivilege
stored procedure is called. This stored procedure reads the definition of the BAM_EVENT_WRITER and HM_EVENT_WRITER
SQL Server roles and apply the corresponding GRANT/DENY statements to the Host Windows group. This achieves the
same effect as adding the Host Windows group to these SQL roles.
When you use the Operations view, HAT connects directly to the MessageBox database and Configuration database. When
you use the Tracking options, you are connecting directly to the Configuration database.
When you configure the HAT preferences to view data from an archived database, HAT connects to the databases that hold
the archived data, not to the currently active Tracking database.
You cannot debug live orchestrations across Network Address Translation (NAT) firewalls. You must have an administration
computer on the Processing domain in order to debug live orchestrations.
Depending on how you configure HAT and the pipelines, BizTalk may store sensitive information contained in the message
context. If you use WMI or HAT to save message bodies to a file location, ensure that the location has a strong discretionary
access control list (DACL) so that only BizTalk administrators have read permissions to these message bodies. Apply the
same DACL to any location you save the message bodies, including non-BizTalk databases where you may archive and
restore them.
You must manually grant permissions to BizTalk administrators group to access the Analysis Services Tracking database; by
default, only OLAP administrators have permissions to it.
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Business Rule Engine Security Recommendations
The Business Rule Engine is the runtime component of the Business Rule Framework. With the Business Rule Framework, you can
connect highly readable, declarative, semantically rich rules to any business objects (.NET components), XML documents, or
database tables. For more information about the Business Rule Framework, see Developing with Business Rules. For more
information about the Business Rule Engine, see Rule Engine.

There are no Windows user groups for the Business Rule Engine, only individual accounts. BizTalk Server restricts access to the
Business Rule Engine resources by using two SQL Server roles:

The RE_Admin_Users SQL Server role is for users that need to perform administrative tasks in the Business Rule Engine, such as
deploying rules. Members of the RE_Admin_Users SQL Server role include BizTalk administrators.

The RE_Host_Users group is for all other users of the Business Rule Engine that do not require administrative user rights, and
perform tasks such as reading and executing rules. Members of the RE_Host_Users role include the BizTalk_Host_Users role. You
can use the SQL Server roles to implement permissions to the Business Rule Engine independent from the BizTalk Server
permissions. For more information about the minimum permission needed to use the Business Rule Engine, see
Minimum Security User Rights. It is recommended you follow these guidelines for securing and deploying the Business Rule
Engine in your environment.

BizTalk Server gives the account you used to install the update service logon as service rights and adds it to the
RE_Host_Users SQL Server role on the Business Rule Engine database. If the account you use for installation is not the same
you are going to use for running the update service, you must remove the installation account from the RE_Host_Users SQL
Server role.
If you use the Update service component, you must install it on all BizTalk runtime computers. In order to retrieve a rule
from the Rule Engine database, the update service impersonates the caller of the service.
By default, all BizTalk Hosts have the same level of access to rules engine artifacts. There is not per-host segregation of
security. You can configure per-policy security by using the rule engine APIs. For more information about how to configure
per-policy security, see.
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HTTP Adapter Security Recommendations
You use the HTTP adapter to exchange information between BizTalk Server and an application by means of the Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP.) Applications can send messages to a server by sending HTTP POST or HTTP GET requests to a specified HTTP
URL. For more information about the HTTP adapter, see HTTP Adapter. It is recommended you follow these guidelines for
securing and deploying the HTTP adapter in your environment.

Ensure you configure the Internet Information Services (IIS) settings for the HTTP adapter. For more information, see
Configuring Internet Information Services for HTTP Receive Locations.
If you use IIS 6.0, ensure you follow the IIS 6.0 recommendations for configuring application isolation. For more
information, see the Microsoft TechNet Web site at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25222.
If you use IIS 5.0 or 5.1, ensure you follow the IIS 5.0 recommendations for securing IIS 5.0. For more information, see the
Microsoft TechNet Web site at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24776.
When you use Basic Authentication, or when you do not use encryption at the message level, it is recommended to use
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) for both receiving and sending messages to ensure that an unauthorized person cannot sniff the
user credentials.
It is recommended to use Windows integrated authentication for both sending and receiving messages.
It is recommended that you do not rename, copy, or move the ISAPI extension file. This ensures that the patch installers can
correctly apply any potential security patches pertinent to this file.
You should use strong discretionary access control lists (DACLs) for the directory containing the ISAPI extension file and for
the virtual directory that you create for receiving messages. Members of the BizTalk isolated host group for the host running
the HTTP adapter need read and execute permissions and the users that the HTTP adapter authenticates need read
permissions on these directories.
When you use SSL client certificates with the HTTP send adapter, you must manually configure these certificates. For more
information about configuring the SSL client certificates, see Configuring an HTTP Send Port By Using BizTalk Explorer.
Just like other BizTalk Server components, it is recommended you do not put the HTTP adapter in the perimeter network. If
you do, you have to open ports from the perimeter network to the data domain for SQL Server traffic to the MessageBox
database, which is risk-prone. It is recommended you configure the HTTP adapter in the processing domain (that is, not the
perimeter network). You can then configure the outmost firewall (FW4) to forward HTTP requests through the firewall in the
processing domain (FW3). In this case, you do not need IIS in the perimeter network. This mechanism is called reverse
proxy, (The ISA implementation is called Web Publishing.)
When you create an application pool for an HTTP receive location, you must configure it to run under an account that is a
member the Windows group for the isolated host running the HTTP receive adapter and the Internet Information Services
Worker Process group (IIS_WPG group). You must then use the BizTalk Administration console to configure the host
instance for the HTTP receive adapter to use this account. If you change the account for the IIS_WPG group, you must ensure
you also update the host instance to run under the new account. For more information, see
Configuring Internet Information Services for HTTP Receive Locations.
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SOAP Adapter Security Recommendations
BizTalk Server uses the SOAP adapter to publish (receive) and consume (send) Web services. For more information about the
SOAP adapter, see SOAP Adapter. For more information about Web services, see Using Web Services in BizTalk Server. It is
recommended you follow these guidelines for securing and deploying the SOAP adapter in your environment.

For security recommendations for publishing Web services, see Enabling Web Services.
The SOAP adapter leverages the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) to send and receive messages to BizTalk Server.
Therefore, you must follow the security recommendations for securing Internet Information Services (IIS). If you use IIS 6.0,
ensure you follow the IIS 6.0 recommendations for configuring application isolation. For more information, see the
Microsoft TechNet Web site at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25222. If you use IIS 5.0 or 5.1, ensure you follow the
IIS 5.0 recommendations for securing IIS 5.0. For more information, see the Microsoft TechNet Web site at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24776.
When you create an application pool for a SOAP receive location, you must configure it to run under an account that is a
member of the Windows group for the isolated host running the SOAP receive adapter and the Internet Information
Services Worker Process group (IIS_WPG group). You must then configure the host instance for the SOAP receive adapter to
use this account. If you change the account for the IIS_WPG group, you must ensure you also update the host instance to
run under the new account.
When you use SSL client certificates with the SOAP send adapter, you must manually configure these certificates. For more
information about configuring the SSL client certificates, see Configuring a SOAP Send Port by Using BizTalk Explorer.
When consuming Web services, you can use anonymous, basic, digest, windows integrated, or client certificates for
authentication. When consuming Web services by using basic Authentication, it is recommended to use Secure Sockets
Layer (SSL) to ensure that an unauthorized person cannot read the user credentials from the message.
You can use Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) in scenarios where you need to map the content of the front-end user to
credentials in a back-end system. For more information, see Enterprise Single Sign-On Scenarios.
When using basic authentication, or when you do not use encryption at the message level, it is recommended to use Secure
Sockets Layer (SSL) for both receiving and sending messages to ensure that an unauthorized person cannot sniff the user
credentials.
It is recommended to use Windows integrated authentication for both sending and receiving messages.
The computer running the SOAP adapter also has the BizTalk Server runtime. It is recommended you do not put the SOAP
adapter in the perimeter network. If you do, you have to open ports from the perimeter network to the data domain for SQL
Server traffic to the MessageBox database, and you are exposing the BizTalk runtime to potential attacks. It is recommended
you configure the SOAP adapter in the processing domain (that is, not the perimeter network). You can then configure the
outmost firewall (FW4) to forward SOAP requests through the firewall in the processing domain (FW3). This mechanism is
called reverse proxy (The ISA implementation is called Web Publishing.)
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BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter Security Recommendations
The BizTalk Message Queuing adapter is the native Microsoft Message Queuing (also known as MSMQ) adapter in Microsoft
BizTalk Server. For more information about the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter, see BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter.

For more information about the differences between standard Windows Message Queuing and BizTalk Message Queuing,
see About the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter.

Deployment Recommendations for the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter

It is not recommended to run both standard Windows Message Queuing and BizTalk Message Queuing on the same
computer.
Even when the BizTalk Message Queuing send and receive locations are running on different servers (different host
instances), they must be associated with the same host.
BizTalk Server does not configure the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter by default. For more information about and
configuring BizTalk Message Queuing, see BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter (MSMQT) Configuration.
BizTalk Message Queuing level authentication failures do not appear in the event log.

BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter Security Recommendations

Just like other BizTalk Server components, it is recommended you do not put the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter in the
perimeter network or Intranet. Unlike standard Windows Message Queuing, which supports HTTP-based protocol and
native protocol, BizTalk Message Queuing only supports native protocol. It is therefore possible to use standard Windows
Message Queuing to receive messages in the perimeter network or Intranet by using the HTTP-based protocol and then
route them to a BizTalk Message Queuing receive location in the processing domain through the native protocol.
BizTalk does not support the use of the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter across Network Address Translation (NAT)
firewalls. When you use BizTalk Message Queuing, the firewall acts as a router for the BizTalk Message Queuing traffic. For
more information about configuring BizTalk Message Queuing across a firewall, see the Microsoft Web site at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24778.
You can configure BizTalk Message Queuing to require certificate-based authentication. This occurs at the adapter level, and
is different from the party resolution component of a BizTalk pipeline. If configured, the public certificate comes with the
inbound message. This is the only client authentication mode available for BizTalk Message Queuing. To use this client
authentication mode, you must install BizTalk Message Queuing with Active Directory® Integration Mode. When you use
this feature, remember to select the Require Authentication check box on the property page for the BizTalk Message
Queuing receive location.

Important  You cannot use BizTalk Message Queuing with Active Directory Integration Mode across Active
Directory forests.

When you use the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter, the server running the send and receive locations for this adapter
must be behind a firewall that block TCP port 1801 and UDP port 3527.
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Base EDI Adapter Security Recommendations
You can use the Base EDI adapter for loading, downloading, and translation processes necessary for communication with trading
partners that use EDI. For more information about the Base EDI adapter, see Base EDI Adapter. It is recommended you follow
these guidelines for securing and deploying the Base EDI adapter in your environment.

The person configuring Base EDI adapter must be a member of the BizTalk administrators group and of the BizTalk Base EDI
Users group.
Base EDI adapter uses the local port number 11010 by default. If you have another resource that uses this port, select a
different port for EDI in the adapter properties page. The Base EDI adapter does not use this port for communication with
other computers, so you do not need to configure this port in the firewall.
For a minimum permission configuration, it is recommended to use the same service account to run both the Base EDI
service (BizTalk EDI subsystem) and the BizTalk Host instance that runs the Base EDI adapter. You should specify this account
when running the BizTalk Configuration Wizard.
If the account for the Base EDI service is different from the account for the host instance running the Base EDI adapter, you
must do the following to ensure the Base EDI adapter works as expected:

The BizTalk Host instance account where the Base EDI adapter is running must be a member of the EDI Users group.
The account for the Base EDI service (or the BizTalk Base EDI Users group) must be a member of the BTS_Host_Users
SQL Server role.

If you only install the administrative tools, you must configure registry keys for the Base EDI send handler. For more
information, see Base EDI Adapter Configuration Prerequisites.
You must ensure the service accounts for the host instances running the Base EDI adapter have read and write permissions
to pick up messages from the file location for the EDI messages.
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FTP Adapter Security Recommendations
With the FTP adapter, BizTalk Server can receive files from a File Transfer Protocol (FTP) server, and to send files to an FTP server
for other applications. BizTalk Server does not act as an FTP Server. FTP is, by nature, not secure: the username, password, and
other credentials traverse the network in clear text. Likewise, files uploaded or downloaded move across in clear text and can be
easily viewed or tampered with along the way. Moreover, an attacker could spoof the FTP server itself (known as rogue server
attacks), in which case there is no way to tell if a particular FTP server is indeed the computer to which you intended to
communicate. Therefore, it is risky to use the FTP adapter for sensitive data over a network that is not secure unless you can
assure security at the file or messaging layers through encryption and digital signatures. For general security considerations when
you use the FTP protocol, see the Internet FAQ Archives Web site at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24779. For general
security recommendations when you use the FTP protocol and firewalls, see the ISAserver.org Web site at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25225. For more information about the FTP adapter, see FTP Adapter. It is recommended
you follow these guidelines for securing and deploying the FTP adapter in your environment.

BizTalk Server does not configure the FTP adapter by default. For more information about configuring the FTP adapter, see
Configuring an FTP Adapter.
The FTP adapter supports FTP Request for Comments (RFC) 959. For more information about FTP RFC 959, see the World
Wide Web Consortium (W3C) Web site at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24781. The FTP adapter does not support
the Secure FTP (SFTP) protocol.
You can use the FTP adapter across firewalls. Depending on the type of firewall you use, you may need to configure one or
more of the following firewall properties: username, password, computer, port, firewall type (none, socks 4, socks 5), and
mode.
It is recommended you place the remote FTP server in a secure location. You must ensure the physical and network security
of this server to minimize rogue server attacks.
The FTP adapter supports the use of Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO). For more information, see
Enterprise Single Sign-On Scenarios.
The user context the FTP adapter uses to connect to the FTP server must have write permissions in the FTP server, as the
adapter removes the file from the server.
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SMTP Adapter Security Recommendations
You use the SMTP adapter to exchange information between a server running BizTalk Server and other applications by means of
the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) protocol. BizTalk Server can send messages to other applications by creating an e-mail
message and delivering it to a specified e-mail address. You can use the SMTP adapter only for sending messages. For more
information about the SMTP adapter, see SMTP Adapter.

When you configure the service account for the host instance running the SMTP adapter, you need to specify the type of
authentication you want to use with the remote SMTP server. The authentication options are basic authentication (clear text),
NTLM (by using current credentials), or none if authentication is not required by the SMTP server.

When you send a message by using the SMTP adapter, BizTalk sends the message in clear text by default. If you use a pipeline
that has an S/MIME encoder component, you can encrypt the message before you send it to the SMTP server. However, the SMTP
header is still in clear text.

If you want to audit the e-mail messages BizTalk sends, you should use the SMTP adapter to connect to your own SMTP server,
where you can then audit the messages.

The SMTP adapter does not support Secure Socket Layer (SSL.)

See Also

Ports for the Receive and Send Servers

Minimum Security User Rights
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File Adapter Security Recommendations
The File adapter transfers files in and out of BizTalk Server from and to a directory. For more information about the File adapter,
see File Adapter. It is recommended you follow these guidelines for securing and deploying the File adapter in your environment.

It is recommended that you do not open ports to connect to a file share in the perimeter network. You should use the File
adapter in environments where there is a high-level of trust, such as an intranet. It is not recommended to use the File
adapter for receiving and sending messages across the Internet.
It is recommended that you set strong discretionary access control lists (DACL) in the receive locations drop directories. For
example, you must set read, write, delete files, and delete subfolders and files permissions to the directory where the file
receive location picks up messages from, so that only authorized users can drop messages in this location.
When you use the File adapter to pick up critical data, it is recommended to use Internet Protocol Security (IPSec.)

See Also

Ports for the Receive and Send Servers

Minimum Security User Rights
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SQL Adapter Security Recommendations
You use the SQL adapter to exchange data between BizTalk Server and a SQL Server database. For more information about the
SQL adapter, see SQL Adapter.

The SQL adapter does not run SQL commands within a message, so it is not vulnerable to injection attacks. The SQL adapter only
runs stored procedures and updategrams. For more information about securing SQL Server, see the Microsoft MSDN Web site at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25229.

It is recommended you follow these guidelines for securing and deploying the SQL adapter in your environment.

Depending upon your scenario, your SQL Server database that the SQL Server adapter uses may be remote (if retrofitting
an existing application) or within the BizTalk Servers (new application).
You should use a separate database for this adapter than the databases you use for BizTalk Server.
It is recommended that you use Windows Authentication to connect to SQL Server. If you use SQL Server security, BizTalk
stores the connection string in encrypted form in the Credential database.
If you use Windows Server 2003, you must manually enable remote data transaction coordinator (DTC) because the SQL
adapter runs distributed transactions. For more information about enabling remote DTC, see the Microsoft Help and
Support Web site at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=18505.
For more information about securing SQL Server, see the Microsoft TechNet Web site at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24783.

See Also
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Human Workflow Services Security Recommendations
With Human Workflow Services (HWS), information workers can construct, modify, participate in, and track the progress of
workflows easily from various HWS-enabled applications. For more information about Human Workflow Services, see
Managing Human Workflow Services. It is recommended you follow these guidelines for securing and deploying HWS in your
environment.

Any authenticated domain users can attempt to run HWS Web service methods. Anonymous users cannot.
You need to ensure there are mitigations for Denial of Service (DoS) attacks in place to avoid a domain user causing a DoS
on the HWS Web service. For more information, see Mitigating Denial of Service Attacks.
When you use Secure HTTP (S/HTTP), the computer where HWS is running has a signed certificate telling all the clients who
it is. If a Certificate Authority (CA) that is not trusted by the client signs the certificate, the HWS Administration console
reports an error every time it accesses the HWS Web service (which it does in almost every administrative task.) You must
add the CA to the list of trusted CAs for the user, or the computer.
HWS relies on the fact retriever to find out information about the people in your company. If you use a custom fact retriever
that relies on an external resource, you may need to open additional network paths to and from the services domain.
HWS transmits the connection string for the fact retriever in clear text. If you use SQL Server authentication, you need to
include the username and password in the connection string, leading to potential information disclosure. It is recommended
you use Windows authentication for the fact retriever to avoid the need of having this information in the connection string.
Users in the intranet domain can design activity models. If you want these users to deploy their activity models, a BizTalk
administrator can:

Deploy the activity model for them.
Create a specific account these users can use to deploy activity models. Follow the recommendations for the
connection string for the fact retriever described in the preceding point.
Give the users permissions to deploy their own activity models either by replicating their accounts in the data
domain, or by giving their account the appropriate permissions in the data domain. This requires opening the SQL
port on the firewall protecting the data domain, and giving these users access to connect to the HWS administration
database, which is the least secure option.

For more information about the permissions you need to deploy activity models, see Minimum Security User Rights.

See Also

HWS User Roles

Ports for the Human Workflow Services Server

Minimum Security User Rights
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Rapid Partner Deployment Wizards Security Recommendations
You use the Rapid Partner Deployment (SEED) Wizard to help you rapidly start conducting business with your trading partners. A
BizTalk administrator runs the SEED Wizard from a computer that has the BizTalk administration tools. For more information
about Rapid Partner Deployment, see Deploying Partners with SEED.

The SEED Wizards do not have any built-in mechanisms to secure the information contained in the SEED package. Therefore, it is
up to the hub and spoke to exchange the SEED package securely. It is recommended to use encryption and digital signatures to
ensure that only the intended parties view the SEED package, and that it is not tampered with.

If the SEED packages have Business Activity Services (BAS) elements in them, then the administration computer needs access to
the BAS runtime computer located in the intranet domain.

See Also

SEED Package Security Considerations

Ports for the Administration Server

Minimum Security User Rights
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Business Activity Services Security Recommendations
With Business Activity Services (BAS), business analysts can create relationships with trading partners, define the role of a partner,
create business agreements, and other aspects of the relationship with the partner. For more information, see
Managing Business Activity Services. It is recommended you follow these guidelines for securing and deploying BAS in your
environment.

You must install standard Windows Message Queuing on the BAS computer whenever BAS and the BizTalk Server runtime
(processing server) are on separate computers.
If the BAS computer and the BizTalk runtime computer (processing computer) are in different domains:

You must disable standard Windows Message Queuing message signing.
There must be a BizTalk Message Queuing receive adapter in the processing domain to pick up messages from the
BAS computer in the corporate domain.

BizTalk Server does not support BizTalk Message Queuing and standard Windows Message Queuing on Network Address
Translation (NAT) firewalls. Therefore, for the BAS runtime computer, the firewall acts as a router. The firewall works as
usual for all other computers on the corporate domain.
The BAS Web services need to be able to authenticate users from the corporate domain. Therefore, it is recommended that
you place the BAS computer in the corporate domain, thus ensuring the security of the other BizTalk computers in the
services, processing, and data domains.
The service account running the BAS Management Web service needs to be a member of the BizTalk administrators group.
All accounts running services on the BAS computer must be accounts from the data domain, as these accounts need access
to resources in the processing, data and services domains. However, all the accounts for the BAS user groups should be
accounts from the intranet domain.

For additional security considerations, see Business Activity Services Security Considerations.

See Also
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Business Activity Monitoring Security Recommendations
With Business Activity Monitoring (BAM), information workers can have visibility into the business Process. For more information
about Business Activity Monitoring, see Managing Business Activity Monitoring. It is recommended you follow these guidelines
for securing and deploying BAM in your environment.

To deploy BAM infrastructure, the administration computer must have SQL Server client tools, Decision Support Objects
(DSO) tools, SQL Server 2000 SP3 or higher, and Analysis Server 2000 SP3 or higher installed.

Note  Decision Support Objects (DSO) is included in the Analysis Server 200 CD. When you install Decision
Support Objects, you also automatically install the Analysis Server client components.

The user context under which the analysis DTS package runs needs to be a member of the db_owner SQL Server
role of the BAM Primary Import and BAM Star Schema databases. In addition, the service account under which
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Analysis Services runs must be an OLAP administrator. For more information, see
the Microsoft Help and Support Web site at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22781. This service account
also needs to be a db_owner of the BAM Star Schema database.

Multiple users need access to the live and archived data: salespeople, business managers, and others. These users must have
domain accounts in the domain where the BAM Primary Import and BAM Analysis databases are (corporate domain), but
their accounts do not have access to BizTalk resources.
In order for users to access views of the BAM data, you must use the BAM Manager Utility (BM.exe) to grant the users
permissions to the views, and the users must have SQL logins. For more information about the BAM Manager utility, see
Using the Business Activity Monitoring Management Utility.
In order to add users to roles that have access to the cubes in the BAM Analysis database, you must have an administration
computer on the same domain as the BAM databases.
The person administering BAM must be db_owner for the BAM Primary Import, Star Schema, and BAM Archive databases.
They must also be an OLAP administrator for the BAM Analysis database.
If you are deploying Excel workbooks (.xls), you need to have Excel on the administration computer. Before you deploy a
workbook, open it and ensure the macro security is set to high, and that there are no warnings.
If there is no business need to distribute to the users BAM Excel workbooks that connect to the real data, it is recommended
that you deploy the workbooks by using XML files. This would eliminate the need to install Excel on the administration
computer, and the need to verify the macro security.

See Also
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Deploying BizTalk Server Assemblies
A Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 (BizTalk) assembly is a Microsoft Windows® Dynamic Link Libraries (.DLL) file that contains
resource information, such as orchestrations, pipelines, schemas, and maps to be used in a BizTalk solution. The assembly also
contains the version number, the culture, and public key tokens.

Deploying assemblies involves copying the assemblies (which are built from a BizTalk solution) to the Configuration database and
one or more target computers. You must be a member of the BizTalk Administrators group in order to perform all deployment-
related tasks.

When you are ready to deploy assemblies, you will have completed these tasks:

Created a BizTalk solution containing one or more BizTalk projects.
Added all the necessary non-BizTalk Server items to it, such as HTML files, XML files, forms, and ASP pages.
Built each BizTalk project in the BizTalk solution to create an assembly for that BizTalk project.

The next step is to deploy the assemblies in order to register the assembly information in the Configuration database and install
the assemblies in the global assembly cache (GAC) on one or more target computers. To run a live application, you must register
any assemblies upon which the application depends in the Configuration database and install them in the GAC on each of the
target computers running the host service.

Note  Install any non-BizTalk assemblies in the GAC associated with your BizTalk project. Non-BizTalk assemblies
contain items that are not BizTalk-specific.

This section contains:

About Assembly Deployment
Deploying Assemblies
Removing Assemblies
Assembly Deployment Scenarios
Viewing Assembly Deployment Errors
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About Assembly Deployment
After you have created a BizTalk project and added all the necessary items to it, you can build the BizTalk project that generates an
assembly file.

The topics in this section describe the tools, utilities and tasks required to deploy an assembly.

This section contains:

How Assembly Deployment Works
Binding Import and Export
Assembly Identification
Assembly Installation in the GAC
Assembly Deployment at BizTalk Project Level or BizTalk Solution Level
Items Not Deployed or Replicated
Revised Item Deployment
Other Assembly Dependencies
Assembly Deployment with Visual Studio .NET or other Tools
BizTalk Deployment Wizard
BTSdeploy Command Line Deployment Tool
Deploy Command in Visual Studio .NET 2003
BizTalk Project Tasks
Security Requirements for Assembly Deployment
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How Assembly Deployment Works
When you deploy the assembly metadata, the assembly is registered in a Configuration database and it can be installed in the
GAC. Each of the available deployment methods - the BizTalk Deployment Wizard, the BTSdeploy command line tool, or the Visual
Studio® .NET 2003 deploy command - places the assembly metadata into a Configuration database. You can install an assembly
in the GAC as a separate step using the GAC utility - gacutil. You may need to do this when there are several servers that point to
the same database. For example, assume there is a group of BizTalk servers (A, B, and C) that share a common Configuration
database. To deploy BizTalk Assembly_X to this group of servers, you would perform the following tasks:

1. Copy Assembly_X to Server_A, Server_B, and Server_C. Place the assembly in a folder such as C:\My BizTalk Assemblies on
each server.

2. On Server_A, install Assembly_X into the common Configuration database using one of the deployment tools.
3. On Server_B and Server_C, from the Visual Studio .NET 2003 command prompt, type the command:

<path>gacutil.exe /if "<path to AssemblyX>"

Note  By default, the gacutil.exe is located in <drive>\ProgramFiles\Microsoft Visual Studio .NET
2003\SDK\v1.1\Bin.

4. Additionally, you must run gacutil.exe on Server_A if you have not already installed in the GAC during deployment.

Installing assemblies in the GAC is set at the time of deployment in the following way for the different deployment methods:

Deployment Method Installation to GAC (default)
BizTalk Deployment Wizard on
BTSdeploy off
Visual Studio .NET 2003 on

During assembly deployment, you can also import binding files. Bindings, created by the developer, are links between
orchestration ports, send/receive ports, and pipelines. These components constitute the application configuration to be exported
into a binding file. For example, binding information can include a URL, file location, or message queue.

Bindings are distinct from assemblies for the following reasons:

If you are deploying an assembly to a different environment, you may need to define your bindings differently. For example,
when you develop an assembly, you have some binding definitions, but when you deploy the assembly into a test or
production environment, the binding definitions change.

Important  If you copy a BizTalk project to a new computer, the configuration connection string still points to the
Configuration database used by the source computer. If you want to point to the Configuration database on the target
computer or another computer, you need to modify the connection string to point to the correct Configuration database.
For more information, see Modifying the Configuration Database Connection String.

Note  You can import bindings when you deploy an assembly. However, you can also perform this task separately.
For more information about importing and exporting bindings, see Binding Import and Export.

See Also

Binding Import and Export

Security Requirements for Assembly Deployment

About Assembly Deployment
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Binding Import and Export
To deploy assemblies, you may have to import and export binding information to or from files. Bindings define how a message
gets to a particular location and the address, such as a URL, of the location. Although binding information is closely related to an
assembly, the binding file is distinct from the assembly because the binding can change separately from the assembly. For
example, if you move an assembly from a development environment to a test environment, the assembly remains the same, but
the binding information changes. Scenarios in which you may want to import or export binding information to or from a file
include moving an assembly from one environment to another or deploying a single assembly to multiple Configuration
databases.

You can export and import bindings from one environment to another only if the bindings are in a different environment than
your assembly. For example, if you are developing an assembly, creating bindings, and are not moving the assembly to a different
environment, such as testing or production, you may not need to export or import bindings. On the other hand, if you receive an
assembly from a developer and move the assembly to a test environment, you may need to export the bindings from the
development environment and import them into the test environment.

After you export binding information to a file, use a text editor such as Notepad to modify binding information.

When you export binding information, the resultant binding file does not contain any of the passwords that were used by
transport adapters in receive locations/send ports. This prevents password information from appearing in clear text. The next time
you use the file to import the binding information, you must enter the passwords by using transport property pages user
interface. Alternatively, you can temporarily modify the binding file before importing by typing the passwords into it. In this case,
you must delete the passwords from the binding file after the import operation successfully completes.

When you import a binding from a file, the values in the file overwrite any existing values in the Configuration database.
Additionally, when you import binding information, be aware of which assembly version is associated with the binding file. If you
attempt to import a binding that is associated with an incorrect or non-existent assembly, an error appears or unexpected results
occur. In other words, if you import a binding file corresponding to Assembly_A, but really meant to designate the file for
Assembly_B, you will inadvertently modify the binding for Assembly_A when you intended the modification for Assembly_B, thus
generating unexpected results.

Important  If you import bindings that correspond to assemblies that have not been deployed, no configuration
changes occur.

This section contains:

Masked Configuration Properties in Binding Files
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Masked Configuration Properties in Binding Files
Some ports use adapters that contain sensitive configuration properties such as user identifications (ID) and passwords. When
you export these values to a binding file, the value is masked in the bindings file so that sensitive data is not saved in clear text.

The following table shows the masks used for each adapter type:

Adapter type Mask
File VT=1 (null)
SMTP VT=1
HTTP VT=1
SOAP VT=1
MSMQT VT=1
SQL Asterisks
FTP Asterisks

If you attempt to import a binding file containing masked values for these adapter types, the import fails if you do not first replace
the masked values with the actual values. To resolve this issue, you must edit the binding file manually before importing it. You
can replace the masked values, such as user IDs and passwords, with the actual values.

 Security  BizTalk Server offers masking so that sensitive information stored in Single Sign-On (SSO) is not exported to the
binding file in clear text.

This masking also applies to importing when you use the BizTalk Deployment Wizard or BTSdeploy command line tool.

For an example of manually editing a binding file, see Scenario 1: Developing and Deploying a New Solution.

See Also

Port Configuration Wizard

Adding a Static Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer

Adding a Receive Port Using BizTalk Explorer

Binding Import and Export
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Assembly Identification
Identify the assembly or assemblies that you need to deploy. Not every organization builds their own assemblies; in some
scenarios, you might create an assembly yourself or you may acquire the assembly from a third party, such as a developer or an
independent software vendor (ISV). If you are a developer, it is likely that you will build an assembly. If you are an IT
Administrator, it is likely that you will acquire an assembly from a developer or an ISV.

See Also

Other Assembly Dependencies
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Assembly Installation in the GAC
All assemblies must be registered in the Configuration database and installed in the GAC before they can be a part of a running
BizTalk application. You can install, or add, an assembly in the GAC at the time you deploy it as part of the deployment task, or at a
later time as a separate step.

Each computer contains a GAC which must contain the assemblies that are designated to be shared by one or more applications
on that computer. For BizTalk Server to process messages during run time, you must install all assemblies included in an
application in the GAC of the computer that hosts the application.

If your application is isolated to one server, then you only need to deploy your assemblies to that server. However if multiple
servers host the application, then the assemblies in that application must be installed in the GAC of each computer. For example, if
you deploy Assembly_A to Server_1, and then enlist Assembly_A in a host on Server_2, Assembly_A must be installed in the GAC
on Server_2. If it is not, Server_2 will not be able to access Assembly_A during run time.

If you have an assembly to deploy to a single server, then you can deploy the assembly to the Configuration database and install
it in the GAC at the same time. For example, you can use the BizTalk Deployment Wizard to deploy the assembly and install it in
the GAC by running the Deployment Wizard only once. On the other hand, if you have an assembly that must be deployed to
several servers, you must perform at least one additional step. First, you install the assembly to the Configuration database and in
the GAC on a single server. Next, you install the assembly in the GAC on each server that accesses it during run time.

Inconsistent results can occur when you install assemblies in the GAC only on one computer that joins a BizTalk group. Install the
assembly in the GAC on all computers that join the BizTalk group. To resolve this issue, you can create a new host instance for the
orchestration. Run it only on the computer where you have installed the assembly in the GAC.

Important  The deployment tools included with BizTalk Server - the BizTalk Deployment Wizard and the BTSdeploy
command line tool - only install assemblies created in BizTalk Server in the GAC. If you have an assembly that is not
built from a BizTalk project, you can install this assembly by using gacutil (a utility provided by Visual Studio .NET
2003 that you can use to add or remove assemblies in the GAC).

Important  If non-BizTalk assemblies are missing from the GAC, an error message appears that names the assemblies
you must install in the GAC.

You can add assemblies in the GAC created with a BizTalk project using one of the following tools or methods:

Visual Studio .NET 2003. For instructions on using Visual Studio .NET 2003 to add assemblies in the GAC, see
Installing Assemblies in the GAC Using Visual Studio .NET.
BizTalk Deployment Wizard. The Deployment Wizard uses the Force option when installing the assembly in the GAC.
Therefore, any copy of the assembly already existing in the GAC is overwritten. This can cause problems if that particular
assembly is referenced by an application currently running.

In the Deployment Wizard, the option to install an assembly in the GAC at the same time it is deployed is turned on by
default.

For more information, see BizTalk Deployment Wizard.

BTSdeploy command line deployment tool. In the BTSdeploy command line deployment tool, the option to install an
assembly in the GAC at the same time it is deployed is turned off by default. To turn this option on, add the parameter
Install=True to the command line.

For more information, see BTSdeploy Command Line Deployment Tool.

GAC utility. Visual Studio .NET 2003 provides the GAC utility, Gacutil.exe, to add or remove assemblies in the GAC. If you
want to deploy assemblies that are not created with BizTalk Server, you can use the GAC utility.

For more information about using the GAC tool, see "GAC Tool" (gacutil.exe) in the Visual Studio .NET 2003 Combined
Collection.

BTSInstaller utility. BizTalk Server provides this BTSInstaller utility to create an MSI package that contains the assemblies
that make up an application. You can set up your MSI to install files in the GAC.

For information and steps on creating an MSI, see Using the BTSInstaller Utility.

Application Center 2000. Microsoft Application Center 2000 enables you to synchronize the GACs on the servers in an
Application Center cluster. For more information, see "Using Application Center 2000" in the Visual Studio .NET 2003
Combined Collection.



 

Drag and drop. Using Windows® Explorer, you can drag and drop the assembly file into the <Windows folder>\assembly.
Other methods. There are other tools and methods, including using Windows installer or tools created by third-party
vendors, to install an assembly in the GAC.

For more information about using other tools, see "Deployment Alternatives" in the Visual Studio .NET 2003
Combined Collection.

Note  BizTalk Server does not support the XCopy command to deploy an assembly because XCopy does not add
assemblies in the GAC. Therefore, XCopy cannot enforce assembly versions, cultures and certification keys.

Note  Assemblies with the same version number cannot be in the same Configuration database at the same time.
However, you can deploy the same version of an assembly to different Configuration databases.

Important  To ensure your application functions properly, check that the versions of assemblies used during run time
are the same in the Configuration database as they are in the GAC. If you do not always install an assembly in the GAC
when you deploy it, you might have different versions in the GAC and the Configuration database causing processing
errors during run time.

Note  You can have multiple MessageBox databases associated with one Configuration database.

Important  For information about version numbering, see Assembly Versioning in the .NET Framework help available
from Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003 or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=21710.

See Also

Assembly Deployment with Visual Studio .NET or other Tools

Assembly Deployment at BizTalk Project Level or BizTalk Solution Level
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Assembly Deployment at BizTalk Project Level or BizTalk
Solution Level
A BizTalk solution contains one or more BizTalk projects. You have the option to deploy your entire BizTalk solution at once - at
the solution level - or deploy each BizTalk project separately - at the BizTalk project level. Although it is quicker to simply deploy
the solution, thereby deploying all the BizTalk projects in that solution, your best practice is to deploy each BizTalk project
separately, particularly when a solution contains multiple BizTalk projects.

When you deploy an entire solution, the BizTalk projects in the solution are deployed individually, in reverse order of dependency.
For example, suppose your solution contains two BizTalk projects, BizTalk Project_A and BizTalk Project_B. BizTalk Project_A has a
dependency on BizTalk Project_B, so when you deploy at the solution level, BizTalk Project_B is deployed first, followed by BizTalk
Project_A.

If you deploy at the solution level and one BizTalk project in the solution fails to deploy, a warning and error messages appear at
the solution level only. You will not receive information about which BizTalk project failed to deploy. You must then examine all
the BizTalk projects in the solution to determine where the failure occurred. For this reason, deploy assemblies at the BizTalk
project level, not at the solution level, particularly if your BizTalk projects have dependencies on other BizTalk projects. You must
be aware of the dependencies so that you can deploy the BizTalk projects in the reverse order of dependency previously
described.

Note  You must stop and restart BizTalk Server to deploy an updated assembly.

When you undeploy (remove) a solution, the BizTalk projects in the solution undeploy one at a time. If one BizTalk project fails to
undeploy, you do not receive a warning. The only information you receive is whether the solution undeployed successfully or not.

For more information about how to effectively undeploy a solution that contains BizTalk projects with dependencies, see
Other Assembly Dependencies

See Also

Assembly Deployment with Visual Studio .NET or other Tools
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Items Not Deployed or Replicated
Assemblies created using the BizTalk project system typically contain one or more of the following items: schemas, maps,
orchestrations, or pipelines. In addition, assemblies can include non-BizTalk items.

When you deploy an assembly, some items associated with the assembly, such as BizTalk message queues, certificates, Web
pages or ASP pages, might not deploy with it. To ensure that your application functions properly, these items must be available in
the new environment. Because every assembly and application can contain a variety of items, it is not possible to list every item
that you do not deploy or replicate.

When you deploy an assembly, the following items deploy to the Configuration database:

Property schemas
Message context schemas
Flat-file schemas
Envelope schemas
XML Schema Definition (XSD) schemas
Orchestrations
Maps
Pipelines
Roles
Default tracking profiles

You can check this list for an item associated with an assembly and if it is not included, you must deploy it separately.

See Also

Revised Item Deployment

Other Assembly Dependencies

Sensitive Schema Properties
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Revised Item Deployment
In a production environment with running or dehydrated schedules, you must enable the outdated assemblies to complete
processing before deploying a new version to service new requests. After the new assembly is running in place of the outdated
one, you can undeploy (remove) the old assembly. You can remove subscriptions from this undeployed assembly so that no new
messages subscribe to it. Undeployment fails if there are running or dehydrated instances of an orchestration in the assembly.

If you deploy an item (for example, a schema, map, or orchestration in an assembly), and subsequently revise the item and deploy
the revised item, your application could still use the outdated item. To prevent this from happening, perform the following steps
when you uninstall the assembly that contains the outdated item from the GAC:

Remove the assembly that contains the outdated item from the GAC
Deploy the assembly that contains the updated item
Install the assembly in the GAC

Important  If you install the assembly in the GAC of several computers, you should perform the first and third bullet
items on each computer that has the assembly with the outdated item in its GAC.

Note  To ensure that any updates made to an orchestration take effect after redeployment, be sure to change the
version number as well as the orchestration itself.

See Also

Other Assembly Dependencies

Assembly Installation in the GAC
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Other Assembly Dependencies
When you deploy assemblies that have dependencies on other assemblies, you must deploy the assemblies in reverse order of
dependency. You can start with the independent assemblies and end with the dependent assemblies. If you do not, your
deployment fails.

If your deployment fails, refer to the list of dependencies in the assembly log file to verify that you are deploying assemblies in the
correct order.

For example, suppose you have three assemblies, Assembly_A, Assembly_B, and Assembly_C. Assembly_A is dependent on
Assembly_B. Assembly_B is dependent on Assembly_C. When you deploy these assemblies, you must first deploy Assembly_C,
then deploy Assembly_B, and lastly deploy Assembly_A.

Deploying assemblies in reverse order of dependency is critical because when an assembly is deployed, references from the
resources in the assembly are checked to one level of depth.

For example, Assembly_A depends on Assembly_B, which in turn depends on Assembly_C. When you deploy Assembly_A, the
deployment tool checks for the presence of Assembly_B that is one level down. Assembly_C is two levels down and is not checked
because the deployment tool would have already verified the Assembly_C dependency when you deployed Assembly_B. If a
referenced assembly is not in the Configuration database when you deploy the assembly that references it, the deployment fails.

If the referenced assemblies are not already in the database, the deployment tool returns an error.

Note  When the deployment tools reference resources to one level, you must have installed the referenced
assemblies on the server to which you deployed the assemblies.

See Also

Assembly Deployment at BizTalk Project Level or BizTalk Solution Level

Assembly Identification
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Assembly Deployment with Visual Studio .NET or other Tools
You can deploy an assembly using the Deploy command in Visual Studio .NET 2003 but you cannot deploy the same assembly
using a different tool, such as the BizTalk Deployment Wizard. When you use the Deploy command in Visual Studio .NET 2003,
all the dependencies needed by the assembly are likely to be located in the same folder. When you deploy an assembly using a
different tool, the appropriate dependencies might not be located in that identical place, or an assembly could depend on other
assemblies that have not yet been installed in the GAC.

When you deploy an assembly outside of Visual Studio .NET 2003, ensure that all of the assembly's dependencies are available to
the assembly during deployment.

Note  Visual Studio .NET 2003 contains a tool called Dotfuscator. It obfuscates assemblies so that symbols are
renamed and identifiers and algorithms cannot be read to protect the Internet Protocol in the code. BizTalk assemblies
cannot be run through the Dotfuscator and then deployed.

See Also

Revised Item Deployment

Schema Deployment for .NET Framework Simple Types

Assembly Deployment at BizTalk Project Level or BizTalk Solution Level

Assembly Installation in the GAC
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BizTalk Deployment Wizard
The BizTalk Deployment Wizard is a graphical user interface included with BizTalk Server that you use to perform the following
tasks:

Deploy or remove assemblies to/from a Configuration database
Install or uninstall assemblies in the GAC
Import or export bindings to/from binding files

The BizTalk Deployment Wizard deploys a single assembly at a time. If you do not have many assemblies to deploy or if you must
deploy an assembly to a small number of servers, the Deployment Wizard is the preferred tool. Because you cannot run the
BizTalk Deployment Wizard in silent mode, use the BTSdeploy command line deployment tool if you must repeat the same
deployment task.

Note  If you open the BizTalk Deployment Wizard, choose to deploy an assembly, and then specify which assembly
you want to deploy, the BizTalk Deployment Wizard locks the assembly so it cannot be accessed by other programs or
applications. If you want to modify the assembly you are trying to deploy, you must close the BizTalk Deployment
Wizard before you can make any changes.

Note  If you use the Run As command from any command line to start the BizTalk Deployment Wizard to remove an
assembly, make sure that you create the %TEMP% directory path for the Run As user manually before the run. Create
it in <drive>\Documents and Settings\<user name>\Local Settings.

For information about using the BizTalk Deployment Wizard, see Using the BizTalk Deployment Wizard.

See Also

BTSdeploy Command Line Deployment Tool

Deploy Command in Visual Studio .NET 2003

Security Requirements for Assembly Deployment

About Assembly Deployment
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BTSdeploy Command Line Deployment Tool
Use the BTSdeploy command line deployment tool included with BizTalk Server to accomplish the following tasks:

Deploy or undeploy assemblies
Import or export binding information to/from a file
Install or uninstall an assembly in the GAC.

Use BTSdeploy from a command line when you want to deploy an assembly. The following list identifies scenarios in which you
might find this tool to be an ideal deployment vehicle:

You have multiple assemblies to deploy to a single server
You have a single assembly to deploy to multiple servers
You have multiple assemblies to deploy to multiple servers

Note  If you use the Run As command from any command line to start the BTSdeploy command line tool to remove
an assembly, make sure that you create the %TEMP% directory path for the Run As user manually before the run.
Create it in <drive>\Documents and Settings\<user name>\Local Settings.

For more information about the BTSdeploy command line syntax and how to perform deployment tasks with these parameters,
see Using the BTSdeploy Command Line Tool.

This section contains:

BTSdeploy Commands
BTSdeploy Parameters
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BTSdeploy Commands
You must define specific items in the command line when using the BTSdeploy command line deployment tool. The following list
describes the commands to use:

Deploy. Deploys an assembly to the Configuration database.
Import. Imports a file with binding information.
Export. Exports binding information to a file.
Install. Installs an assembly to the GAC. True and false values are associated with this command. If you select a true value,
the assembly installs to the GAC; if you select false, the assembly does not install to the GAC.

Note  You must install all assemblies to the GAC before they can be accessed by BizTalk Server runtime. For
more information about adding assemblies to the GAC, see Assembly Installation in the GAC.

Remove. Removes an assembly from the Configuration database. Also referred to as undeploy.

Note  To access help for commands from the command line, type BTSdeploy help at a command prompt and
then press ENTER. You must install BizTalk Server to use the BTSdeploy command line deployment tool.

See Also

Deploying Assemblies

BTSdeploy Command Line Deployment Tool
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BTSdeploy Parameters
You must define specific items in the command line when using the BTSdeploy command line deployment tool. The following list
describes the parameters to use:

Server. Specifies the SQL Server where the Configuration database resides. If you do not state which server to use,
BTSdeploy uses the default SQL Server containing the Configuration database. If you use this parameter, you must also use
the Database parameter. Do not configure one without the other.
Database. Specifies the Microsoft SQL Server™ database name. If you do not configure this parameter, BTSdeploy uses the
default Configuration database. If you configure this parameter, you must also configure the Server parameter. Do not
configure one without the other.
Assembly. Identifies your assembly deployment location. You can write a batch process invoking the BTSdeploy tool to
loop so that you can deploy multiple assemblies.

Note  Use the LIST command to view all deployed assemblies and their attributes: assembly name, version
number, culture and certification key.

Binding. Configures the name and location of the file that contains the binding information.
UnboundPorts. Exports bindings not associated with any assemblies.
Log. Configures the name and location of the log file where you save assembly deployment information. The information in
this file describes whether the deployment task was successful and contains warnings or errors if the task is unsuccessful.
The log file also contains a list of any dependencies on the assembly.
Uninstall. Uninstalls the assembly from the GAC.

Note  To access help for parameters from the command line, type BTSdeploy help at a command prompt and
then press ENTER. You must install BizTalk Server to use the BTSdeploy command line deployment tool.

See Also

Deploying Assemblies

BTSdeploy Command Line Deployment Tool
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Deploy Command in Visual Studio .NET 2003
You can deploy assemblies from within Visual Studio .NET 2003 using the Deploy command on the Build menu. This method of
deployment is convenient when you are developing your application because you do not have to leave the Visual Studio .NET
2003 environment. The Deploy command deploys an assembly to the Configuration database.

The Deploy command in Visual Studio .NET 2003 mimics the Deploy command in the BTSdeploy command line deployment tool.

See Also

Security Requirements for Assembly Deployment

BTSdeploy Command Line Deployment Tool

About Assembly Deployment
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BizTalk Project Tasks
After you deploy an assembly and install it in the GAC, complete the following steps before the assemblies can process messages
during run time. This section summarizes the mandatory and optional tasks.

Note  If your assembly deployment failed, you can check for possible situations could have adversely affected your
deployment. For more information, see About Assembly Deployment.

This section contains:

Required Tasks to Complete your BizTalk Project
Optional Tasks to Complete your BizTalk Project
BizTalk Project Item Handling and Storage after Deployment
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Required Tasks to Complete your BizTalk Project
If you have completed all the tasks in deploying the BizTalk assemblies you created, perform the remaining tasks in the following
list to complete your BizTalk project:

Use BizTalk Explorer to create send ports, receive ports and receive locations. For information, see
Adding a Static Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer. For information about using BizTalk Explorer, see Using BizTalk Explorer.
Use BizTalk Explorer to bind these locations to the ports in your orchestration. For information, see
Binding an Orchestration Using BizTalk Explorer.
Use BizTalk Administration Console to enlist the items in your assemblies in a host environment. For information, see
Enlisting an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration Console.

If you are using parties and role links, you must also enlist those parties into those roles:

Start the host to initiate message processing
Start any orchestrations and send ports
Enable any receive locations

For more information, see Managing Parties Using BizTalk Explorer.

See Also

Adding a Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer

Starting an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration Console

Role and Party Deployment
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Optional Tasks to Complete your BizTalk Project
If you have completed all the tasks in deploying the BizTalk assemblies you created, perform the optional remaining tasks in the
following list to complete your BizTalk project:

Importing or exporting bindings

For information, see Binding Import and Export

Modifying Binding Files

Modifying a binding file depends on what task you are performing in creating an assembly. For example, if you are
developing an assembly and have created a binding configuration, then you do not need to modify the binding before you
move forward. However, if you receive the assembly from a developer and are moving it to a different environment, such as
test, staging, or production, you may need to modify the binding file before importing it in the new location. For an example
of how to modify a binding, see Developing and Deploying your Solution in the Development Environment.

Deploying non-BizTalk project items

Your assembly might contain other items that are not deployed when you use one of the deployment tools or methods.
Also, your assembly may need to access an object outside of the assembly, such as a certificate. In these situations, you must
manually deploy these items to ensure that your assembly has access to them when necessary.

You may need to reconfigure this information. For example, when you export binding information to a file, non-BizTalk
project items such as certificates and message queues, are saved as named references.

Typically, when you move an assembly from one environment to another, you must reconfigure, re-associate, or recreate
non-BizTalk project items with BizTalk project items. For example, a certificate that is valid in a development environment
might not exist or might be different in a production or test environment.

See Also

Adding a Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer

Starting an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration Console

Role and Party Deployment
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BizTalk Project Item Handling and Storage after Deployment
This section describes how BizTalk project items are handled, and where the items are stored after the BizTalk project has been
deployed. It also describes maintaining the log files.

This section contains:

Schema Deployment
Orchestration Deployment
Role and Party Deployment
Pipeline Deployment
Tracking Profile Deployment
Log File Deployment
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Schema Deployment
You deploy different types of schemas, such as message schemas, property schemas, and envelope schemas. Because each
schema is different, there are small differences in how they are handled after deployment. This section addresses what is common
to all schemas, and also describes the differences relating to the types of schema.

When you deploy a schema, the Configuration database stores the contents of the schema. You can deploy multiple schemas with
the same target namespace. BizTalk Server explicitly points to the schema in the Pipeline Designer that is used at run time. If you
use default pipelines, or if you do not specify a schema in the Pipeline Designer, and if multiple versions of the same schema have
been deployed, BizTalk Server determines the schema to use. In this case, it will be the schema associated with the most recent
version—with the highest version number—of the assembly deployed using that schema.

When you remove the most recent version of the assembly that deployed a schema, the schema from the highest previous
version of the same assembly becomes the active schema.

If you deploy schemas with duplicate target namespaces, you must reference a schema from a custom-designed user pipeline.
This gives the Messaging Engine additional information to be able to load the right schema.

For example, one case where you would use a duplicate target namespace is when you create multiple versions of a Web Service
schema. For more information, see Target Namespace (Node Property of All Schemas).

This section contains:

Sensitive Schema Properties
Schema Deployment for .NET Framework Simple Types

See Also

Assembly Identification
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Sensitive Schema Properties
If you attempt to deploy a document schema that is promoted into a property flagged as sensitive in the corresponding property
schema, your deployment fails and an error appears. This is because you cannot use a sensitive property for message or property
promotion during run time.

 Security  If you deploy or undeploy a property schema, you can alter the sensitivity of properties in that schema and
subsequently expose sensitive information during tracking. For example, Version1 of PropertySchemaX has
PropertyA marked as non-sensitive, while Version2 has been changed to mark it as sensitive. If you subsequently
undeploy Version2, PropertyA reverts to being marked non-sensitive. If you then track PropertyA in the Health and
Activity Tracking (HAT) tool, you expose the sensitive contents of PropertyA because they are erroneously marked as
non-sensitive.

See Also

Schema Deployment for .NET Framework Simple Types
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Schema Deployment for .NET Framework Simple Types
To successfully deploy a schema for a .NET Framework simple type, you must deploy an orchestration defining a .NET message
type that uses the simple type.

In a case when you are using content-based routing (CBR) without deploying any orchestrations, you need to create and deploy
an orchestration that defines a .NET message type that uses the .NET simple type. This enables you to deploy the proper XSD
schema for the message type into the Configuration database for use by the BizTalk Messaging Engine.

See Also

Sensitive Schema Properties
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Orchestration Deployment
When you deploy an assembly that contains an orchestration, the Configuration database stores the orchestration. When you
remove an assembly that contains an orchestration, while the orchestration remains in the database, BizTalk Server deletes all of
the port information and message information associated with the orchestration.

See Also

Managing Orchestrations
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Role and Party Deployment
A role is a collection of port types that either uses a service or implements a service. A role represents the type of interaction that
a party can have with one or many orchestrations. Roles provide flexibility and ease of management as the number of parties
increase. For example, an orchestration might use the role of a Shipper. The Shipper would have one or two parties associated
with it. When the orchestration decides which shipping company to use to ship an item, it compares the prices of the parties in the
Shipper role.

A role link type is a property that characterizes the relationship between two services or orchestrations. It defines the part played
by each of the services in the relationship and specifies the port types provided by each role.

A party, or organizational unit, represents an entity outside of BizTalk Server that interacts with an orchestration. In BizTalk Server,
each organization with which you exchange messages is represented by a party. You can define how the party interacts by
enlisting it in a role.

You can deploy or remove a role link type when it is associated with an orchestration. This section describes what happens when
you deploy or remove a role associated with an orchestration.

Important  Check your bindings if they contain party information. Do not use an underscore to start a party name
when deploying a binding. Otherwise, your deployment fails and returns an error when it is trying to create the party.

This section contains:

Orchestration Deployments that use Roles
Orchestration Removals that use Roles
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Orchestration Deployments that use Roles
When you deploy an orchestration that uses a role link type, the Configuration database saves the role. Because a role can be
used by more than one orchestration, the Configuration database saves only one copy of the role link type.

If your BizTalk project contains two role link types in separate orchestration (.odx) files that have the same name and namespace,
your BizTalk project does not compile.

See Also

Orchestration Deployment

About BizTalk Explorer Artifacts

Using Role Links

Role Link Wizard
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Orchestration Removals that use Roles
Because a role link type can be used by more than one orchestration, when you undeploy an assembly that contains an
orchestration that uses a role, the Configuration database removes the role only if no other orchestrations are using the role.

Additionally, the Configuration database removes a role only if there are no parties enlisted with it. Just as you cannot overwrite a
role that has parties enlisted with it, you cannot remove a role that has parties enlisted with it.

See Also

About BizTalk Explorer Artifacts

Using Role Links

Role Link Wizard
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Pipeline Deployment
When you deploy an assembly that contains a pipeline, the Configuration database saves the pipeline. The pipeline is associated
with the specific version of the assembly with the following results:

If you deploy multiple assemblies that use the same pipeline, the Configuration database creates one entry for the pipeline
for each assembly.
When you remove an assembly that contains a pipeline, the Configuration database removes the pipeline that is associated
with the assembly. Because there is a copy of the pipeline for each associated assembly in the Configuration database,
removing one assembly does not affect the others.

See Also

Pipeline Tools
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Tracking Profile Deployment
When you deploy an assembly, the Configuration database creates and deploys a default tracking profile. If you subsequently
remove that assembly from the Configuration database, it does not delete the tracking profile. It remains in the database because
it can be changed independently of the assembly.

When you deploy assemblies to multiple computers in a group, you must configure the tracking profiles on each computer
individually. Use the Health Activity and Tracking (HAT) tool to do this.

See Also

Deploying Tracking Profiles with the BizTalk Tracking Profiles Management Utility
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Log File Deployment
For security reasons, it is important to monitor log files on a regular basis.

Whenever an assembly containing a property schema is deployed or undeployed, the event viewer logs an event in the Windows
Application Event Log. Deploying or undeploying a property schema may expose sensitive data, and subsequently expose
sensitive information during tracking.

The messages generated to the Event Log are:

For deployment:

The user "{1}" deployed the assembly "{0}" containing property schemas.

For undeployment:

The user "{1}" undeployed the assembly "{0}" containing property schemas.

Monitor these new events to ensure that all assembly deployment activities are in line with your policies for any sensitive data.

See Also

Sensitive Schema Properties
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Security Requirements for Assembly Deployment
This section contains security-related requirements that you must consider when deploying assemblies.

This section contains:

Assembly Deployment User Roles
Setting Network DTC Access for Windows Server 2003
Deploying Assemblies Stored in a Remote Location
Verifying Database Credentials
Identifying Strong Name Assembly Key File
Enabling Strong Name Validation on Remote Computers
.NET Framework Runtime Security
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Assembly Deployment User Roles
You must be a member of the BizTalk Administrators group in order to perform all deployment-related tasks, such as deploying
assemblies to the Configuration database. However, members of the BizTalk Administrators group do not have sufficient
permissions to install assemblies to the GAC because that task requires that you have permission to write to the \Windows
installation folder that contains the GAC.

By default, the Administrators and Power Users groups in the Microsoft Windows Server™ 2003 and Windows® XP
Professional operating systems have write permission to the \Windows installation folder. The following table shows the
\Windows installation folder's name on different operating systems:

Operating System Folder
Windows Server 2003 \Winnt
Windows Server 2000 \Winnt
Windows XP Professional \Windows

Ensure the BizTalk administrators who install to, or delete from the GAC are also members of one of these groups, or that they are
given write permission on the Windows installation folder.

See Also

Deploying Assemblies Stored in a Remote Location

Verifying Database Credentials

Security Requirements for Assembly Deployment
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Setting Network DTC Access for Windows Server 2003
To scale transactions from one server to other servers in the group, BizTalk Server uses Distributed Transaction Coordinator (DTC)
to enable DTC communication across multiple servers.

If you are running Windows Server 2003, you must change DTC access on the network.

Note  By default, DTC access is turned off in Windows Server 2003.

To change the network DTC access

1. From the source server, click Start, and then click Control Panel, double-click Administrative Tools, and then double-click
Component Services.

2. Expand Component Services and then expand Computers.
3. Right-click My Computer and then click Properties.
4. In the Properties window, select the MSDTC tab.
5. In the Transaction Configuration area, click Security Configuration.
6. In the Security Configuration dialog, check Network DTC Access, then check Network Clients and Transaction

Internet Protocol (TIP) Transactions, and then click OK.
7. Restart your computer to change the network DTC access.

See Also

Deploying Assemblies Stored in a Remote Location

Assembly Deployment User Roles

Security Requirements for Assembly Deployment
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Deploying Assemblies Stored in a Remote Location
To deploy assemblies stored on a remote computer, (for example, in a shared development environment), you must modify the
permission set for the LocalIntranet_Zone in the .NET Framework of the computer from which you are running the deployment
tools. By default, permission for the LocalIntranet_Zone is set to "LocalIntranet." You must change this to "FullTrust."

To change the .NET security zone

1. From the source server, click Start, and then click Control Panel, double-click Administrative Tools, and then double-click
Microsoft .NET Framework 1.1 Configuration.

2. In the My Computer pane, expand Runtime Security Policy, expand Machine, expand Code Groups, and expand
All_Code.

3. Right-click LocalIntranet_Zone, and then click Properties.
4. In the Properties window, select the Permissions Set tab.
5. From the Permissions Set drop-down list, select Full Trust and then click OK.

See Also

Verifying Database Credentials

Assembly Deployment User Roles

Setting Network DTC Access for Windows Server 2003

Security Requirements for Assembly Deployment
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Verifying Database Credentials
When you deploy an assembly, the database connection for deployment uses the credentials for the user currently logged on. If
that user is not a member of the BizTalk Administrators group for the database being accessed, the assembly does not deploy. For
more information about database credentials, see Security Recommendations for a BizTalk Server Deployment.

See Also

.NET Framework Runtime Security

Security Requirements for Assembly Deployment
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Identifying Strong Name Assembly Key File
You can confirm that a strong name assembly key file has been created for your BizTalk project, its name and where it is located. If
you need to create one, perform the following steps.

To create a strong name assembly key file

1. On the Start menu, point to Programs, point to Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003, point to Visual Studio .NET 2003
Tools, and then click Visual Studio .NET 2003 Command Prompt.

2. At the command prompt, from the directory where you the file will be created, type the following command and then press
ENTER:

sn -k <filename>.snk

A confirmation message, 'Key pair written to <filename>.snk,' appears on the command line.

See Also

Assigning a Strong Name

Enabling Strong Name Validation on Remote Computers

.NET Framework Runtime Security

Security Requirements for Assembly Deployment
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Enabling Strong Name Validation on Remote Computers
Check that strong name validation has been enabled on any remote computer before you deploy to it.

Use the Visual Studio .NET 2003 Framework Strong Name command line tool (sn.exe) to do strong name validation. To check,
type sn.exe -Vl on the Visual Studio .NET 2003 command line. If the generated list is empty, then strong name validation is
enabled for all assemblies. Any assemblies in the list have strong name validation disabled.

If you attempt to install an assembly to the GAC that is not strong-named, the deployment fails, unless you previously turned off
the requirement for strong naming.

If you subsequently attempt to use BizTalk Explorer to remove the assembly that is not strong-named, it fails because BizTalk
Explorer always assumes an assembly is in the GAC. In that case, you can turn off the option to uninstall an assembly from the
GAC by doing one of the following:

Run the BizTalk Deployment Wizard to remove the assembly from the database. On the Remove BizTalk Assembly page,
uncheck the Uninstall assembly from the global assembly cache checkbox.

-OR-

Use the BTSdeploy command line tool, and add the parameter:

to the command line.

For more information, see "Strong Name Tool" in the Visual Studio .NET 2003 Combined Collection.

See Also

.NET Framework Runtime Security

Verifying Database Credentials

Security Requirements for Assembly Deployment
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.NET Framework Runtime Security
The .NET Framework runtime security policies can affect the success of an assembly deployment. For example, if you are
deploying assemblies to remote computers, the runtime security policy can prevent deployment from succeeding. Use the .NET
Framework Configuration administration tool to manage .NET Framework security.

For more security information, see "Security Policy Management" in the Visual Studio .NET 2003 Combined Collection.

See Also

Security Requirements for Assembly Deployment
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Deploying Assemblies
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server provides several tools and methods to deploy assemblies and any additional files that accompany your
application to the different environments, such as development, test, staging and production. Use each of the tools and methods for its
specific purpose.

This topic describes the assembly deployment tools and methods that you can use to deploy the assemblies you created using BizTalk
Server, and the situation for which each method is best suited. For more information about the various deployment tools, see
Assembly Installation in the GAC.

The following flowchart diagram shows all the steps involved in deploying assemblies from your development environment
(encompassing planning and development - performed by a developer) to your target environment (encompassing testing, staging,
and production - performed by an IT administrator). You can deploy assemblies using any one of three options:

Deploying Assemblies (standard)
Deploying Assemblies using BTSInstaller
Deploying Assemblies using BTSInstaller and Application Center 2000



Follow the tasks and links in consecutive order in this table for your standard assembly deployment. The links correspond to procedural
topics and provide task-specific information. Use the flowchart map in conjunction with this table to help you identify your location in
the process from the development environment to the target environment.
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Follow the tasks and links in this table for your assembly deployment using BTSInstaller. The links correspond to procedural topics and
provide task-specific information. Use the flowchart map in conjunction with this table to help you identify your location in the process
from the development environment to the target environment.
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Follow the tasks and links in this table for your assembly deployment using BTSInstaller and Application Center 2000. The links
correspond to procedural topics and provide task-specific information Use the flowchart map in conjunction with this table to help you
identify your location in the process from the development environment to the target environment.
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Before you deploy your solution, be aware of possible situations and constraints that could prevent you from successfully deploying
assemblies. For more information, see About Assembly Deployment.

This section contains:

Viewing Assemblies with the BizTalk Assembly Viewer
Using the Visual Studio .NET Deploy Command
Using the BizTalk Deployment Wizard
Using the BTSInstaller Utility
Using the BTSdeploy Command Line Tool
Using Microsoft Application Center 2000
Installing Non-BizTalk Assemblies in the GAC
Modifying the Configuration Database Connection String
Assigning a Strong Name
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Viewing Assemblies with the BizTalk Assembly Viewer
When you are developing applications or deploying assemblies, you need to see which assemblies are deployed and available to
you. Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 provides a convenient tool for this purpose - BizTalk Assembly Viewer.

The BizTalk Assembly Viewer is a Windows shell extension for examining deployed BizTalk assemblies and assembly types.
BizTalk Assembly Viewer enables you to:

View a list of all BizTalk Server assemblies installed in the GAC on your local computer.
View the types within a BizTalk Server assembly.
View attributes of a BizTalk Server assembly, such as name, version, culture, code base, and public key token.
View referenced assemblies for a BizTalk Server assembly.
Add assemblies in the GAC.
Remove assemblies from the GAC.
Launch the BizTalk Deployment Wizard.
View the XML code for various types including schemas, maps, orchestrations, and pipelines.
Search for particular types across all BizTalk Server assemblies deployed on a given server.
Search type dependencies across BizTalk Server assemblies.

For details about using the BizTalk Assembly Viewer, see Viewing Assemblies and Types on the Local Server.

This section contains:

Using the BizTalk Assembly Viewer
Viewing Assemblies and Types on the Local Server
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Using the BizTalk Assembly Viewer
The BizTalk Assembly Viewer is not registered automatically during setup. To register or remove the BizTalk Assembly Viewer,
follow these steps.

To register the BizTalk Assembly Viewer

1. From the Start menu, click Run.
2. In the Run dialog box, type cmd.
3. From the command line, navigate to <BizTalk Server Install Directory>\Developer Tools\ where BTSAsmExt.dll resides.
4. At the command line, type:

regsvr32 BTSAsmExt.dll

This command registers the Assembly Viewer to the registry.

To remove the BizTalk Assembly Viewer from the registry

1. From the Start menu, click Run.
2. In the Run dialog box, type cmd.
3. From the command line, navigate to <BizTalk Server Install Directory>\Developer Tools\ where BTSAsmExt.dll resides.
4. At the command line, type:

regsvr32/u BTSAsmExt.dll

This command removes the Assembly Viewer from the registry.

See Also

Administration Tools
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Viewing Assemblies and Types on the Local Server
You can use the BizTalk Assembly Viewer to examine all BizTalk assemblies and types installed on the local server.

To view all BizTalk Server assemblies installed in the GAC

To open the BizTalk Assembly Viewer, double-click My Computer, and then double-click BizTalk Server Assemblies.

All BizTalk assemblies installed in the GAC on the computer appear.

To view types, attributes, and references for a BizTalk assembly

1. To open the BizTalk Assembly Viewer, double-click My Computer, and then double-click BizTalk Server Assemblies.
2. Double click the appropriate assembly.

The BizTalk assembly types appear in the right pane. The attributes and types appear in the left pane.

You can also navigate to the installed location of the assembly by clicking the Codebase link in the top left Assembly pane.

To view the contents of a type in a BizTalk assembly

1. To open the BizTalk Assembly Viewer, double-click My Computer, and then double-click BizTalk Server Assemblies.
2. Double click the appropriate assembly.
3. In the right pane, double-click the appropriate type.

The Type Content Viewer window opens and the XML definition appears.

To add a BizTalk assembly in the GAC

1. To open the BizTalk Assembly Viewer, double-click My Computer, and then double-click BizTalk Server Assemblies.
2. Use Windows Explorer to navigate to the assembly that you want to add in the GAC.
3. Drag the assembly and drop it into the BizTalk Assembly Viewer.

The BizTalk Assembly Viewer accepts only BizTalk Server assemblies. If you drop a non-BizTalk assembly in the viewer,
it is ignored.

To remove a BizTalk assembly from the GAC

1. To open the BizTalk Assembly Viewer, double-click My Computer, and then double-click BizTalk Server Assemblies.
2. Right-click the assembly you want to remove from the GAC and select Delete.

To deploy or undeploy a BizTalk assembly from the BizTalk Configuration database

1. To open the BizTalk Server Assembly Viewer, double-click My Computer, and then double-click BizTalk Server
Assemblies.

2. From the Tools menu, click BizTalk Server Deployment Wizard to start the wizard.

For information about using the Deployment Wizard, see Deploying Assemblies Using the BizTalk Deployment Wizard.

To search for a type in all BizTalk assemblies



 

1. To open the BizTalk Assembly Viewer, double-click My Computer, and then double-click BizTalk Server Assemblies.
2. From the menu bar, click Biz Talk Server Search.
3. In the Search window, specify the type in the Find Types drop-down list.
4. In the Look in BizTalk Server assemblies drop-down list, select the assemblies to be searched.
5. To narrow your search to include only types that are referenced by a specified type, do the following:

a. Click the Advanced Search Criteria link.
b. In the Which are referenced by drop-down list, select the type.
c. Click Search.

The specified types appear in the search results.

See Also

Administration Tools
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Using the Visual Studio .NET Deploy Command
When developing your solution, you can deploy, undeploy or redeploy assemblies directly from within Microsoft Visual Studio®
.NET 2003 without invoking either the BizTalk Deployment Wizard or the BTSdeploy command line tool.

After building your BizTalk project, use the Deploy command that is available in any BizTalk project system in Visual Studio .NET
2003, such as Microsoft Visual Basic® or Visual C#® projects. However, the Deploy command line actions are customized for
BizTalk Server. The Redeploy command option is specific to BizTalk Server. By default, this option is turned off. To change this
option, see the 'To set redeploy option to true' topic in Redeploying a BizTalk Assembly Using Visual Studio .NET. To access
property configuration, see Project Properties in Visual Studio .NET.

Note  When you deploy assemblies from Visual Studio .NET 2003, all the deployment output appears in the Output window with
no log file created.

This section contains:

Accessing Visual Studio .NET
Project Properties in Visual Studio .NET
Deploying an Assembly Using Visual Studio .NET
Redeploying a BizTalk Assembly Using Visual Studio .NET
Installing Assemblies in the GAC Using Visual Studio .NET
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Accessing Visual Studio .NET
You can access Visual Studio .NET 2003 to deploy assemblies.

To access Visual Studio .NET

On the Start menu, point to Programs, and then click Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003.

See Also

Assembly Deployment with Visual Studio .NET or other Tools
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Project Properties in Visual Studio .NET
You can access the deployment configuration properties through the Project Properties dialog box. The following table shows the
default configuration property settings for deployment.

Property Setting Explanation
Server <Computer name> Name of the SQL Server that hosts the Configuration database.
Configuration database <Configuration databas

e name>
Configuration database.

Redeploy False Set to true to enable the BizTalk project assembly to be redeployed without cha
nging the version number.

Install to Global Assemb
ly Cache

True Set to false only if you plan to use GAC with other tools, such as gacutil.

To access project properties

1. In the Solution Explorer window, right-click the BizTalk project node and then click Properties.
2. In the Project Properties dialog box tree view, expand Configuration Properties, and then click Deployment.

See Also

Using Property Pages
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Deploying an Assembly Using Visual Studio .NET
You can deploy assemblies within Visual Studio .NET 2003 by using the Deploy command on the Build menu. For more
information, see Deploy Command in Visual Studio .NET 2003.

Before you deploy an assembly, ensure that you have correctly set the deployment configuration properties. Deploy each BizTalk
project in your solution separately.

Important  Deploy assemblies at the BizTalk project level, not at the solution level. For more information about this
issue, see Assembly Deployment at BizTalk Project Level or BizTalk Solution Level.

To deploy an assembly using Visual Studio .NET 2003

In the Solution Explorer window, right-click a BizTalk project node and then click Deploy.

See Also

Assembly Deployment with Visual Studio .NET or other Tools
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Redeploying a BizTalk Assembly Using Visual Studio .NET
When you develop an assembly, you often need to deploy, test and modify the assembly repeatedly during the development
process. The ability to redeploy an assembly is available only when you are working in Visual Studio .NET 2003 and if you have
the BizTalk project configured appropriately. For more information about BizTalk project configurations, see
Project Properties in Visual Studio .NET.

When you enable Redeploy, you can redeploy an assembly that you have already deployed without changing the version number.
This is useful when you are making numerous iterative changes during development. However, because the Redeploy option
bypasses version control, use it only during development.

Important  Redeployment does not keep track of versions and you can easily overwrite previous versions of an
assembly during redeployment.

Redeploying is the same as deploying, except you must set the Redeploy option to True in the deployment configuration
properties.

To set redeploy option to true

1. In the Solution Explorer window, right-click a BizTalk project node and then click Properties.
2. In the Project Properties dialog box tree view, expand Configuration Properties, and then click Deployment.
3. In the right pane, click the Redeploy property value field.
4. From the drop-down list select True, and then click OK.

You can also use the BizTalk Administration console to stop, unenlist, and unbind various items to ensure your redeployment
succeeds. For information, see Stopping and Unenlisting a Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer.

When you redeploy an assembly, the following actions occur:

With the Redeploy option turned on in the BizTalk project, the Deploy command in Visual Studio .NET 2003 checks if the
same version of the assembly exists in the Configuration database

Note  The default setting for Redeploy is off. If Redeploy is not enabled, deployment fails because you have already
deployed the same version of the assembly.

Configuration database deletes the same version of the assembly if it already exists
BizTalk Server deletes the same assembly from the GAC
BizTalk Server copies the revised assembly to the Configuration database
BizTalk Server installs the revised assembly in the GAC

If you do not stop any orchestrations associated with the assembly before you attempt to redeploy, your redeployment can fail.
You configure redeployment so that if any item in an assembly is receiving or sending runtime data, redeployment fails. Do not
remove any assembly that is currently configured to send or receive runtime data because you could lose messages or cause
BizTalk Server to stop processing messages. Additionally, you must redeploy at a BizTalk project level rather than at a solution
level because the same constraints that apply to removing referenced assemblies apply to redeploying assemblies with
references. For more information, see Assembly Deployment at BizTalk Project Level or BizTalk Solution Level.

If you want to redeploy an assembly that has dependencies on other assemblies, you may have to manually remove the
dependent assemblies before you can redeploy the independent assembly. You deploy assemblies in reverse order of
dependency.

To redeploy a BizTalk assembly using Visual Studio .NET

In the Solution Explorer window, right-click a BizTalk project node and then click Deploy.

See Also

How Assembly Deployment Works

Removing Assemblies Using the BizTalk Deployment Wizard

Removing Assemblies Using the BTSdeploy Command Line Tool
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Installing Assemblies in the GAC Using Visual Studio .NET
In Visual Studio .NET 2003, you can install BizTalk assemblies in the GAC at the same time as you deploy them.

To install an assembly in the GAC using Visual Studio .NET

1. Copy the BizTalk assembly to your local computer into a folder such as C:\My BizTalk Assemblies.
2. Open the Visual Studio .NET 2003 command prompt. See Using the BTSdeploy Command Line Tool.
3. In the \ProgramFiles\Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003\SDK\v1.1\Bin directory, type the following command:

<path>gacutil.exe /if "<pathname to the BizTalk assembly .dll>"

Note  gacutil.exe is located in <drive>\ProgramFiles\Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003\SDK\v1.1\Bin

See Also

Assembly Installation in the GAC
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Using the BizTalk Deployment Wizard
The BizTalk Deployment Wizard is a graphical user interface deployment tool. As an administrator or developer, you can use it to
add and remove assemblies from a Configuration database, import and export bindings, and install or uninstall assemblies from
the GAC. For detailed information about installing in the GAC, see Assembly Installation in the GAC.

Use the BizTalk Deployment Wizard to perform one or more of the following tasks:

Deploy a BizTalk assembly to a database
Import a BizTalk assembly binding from a file
Export a BizTalk assembly binding to a file
Remove a BizTalk assembly from a database

The BizTalk Deployment Wizard deploys a single assembly at a time. The following list describes some of the optimal situations in
which you can use the BizTalk Deployment Wizard:

You have a small number of assemblies to deploy
You have a small number of servers to which you are deploying an assembly

Note  If you need to repeat the same deployment task multiple times, use the command line deployment tool (BTSdeploy).
For more information, see Using the BTSdeploy Command Line Tool.

This section contains:

Deploying Assemblies Using the BizTalk Deployment Wizard
Importing Assembly Bindings Using the BizTalk Deployment Wizard
Exporting Assembly Bindings Using the BizTalk Deployment Wizard
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Deploying Assemblies Using the BizTalk Deployment Wizard
The BizTalk Deployment Wizard is accessed from the Start menu and can be started at any time.

To start the BizTalk Deployment Wizard

On the Start menu, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server, and then click BizTalk Deployment
Wizard.

The BizTalk Deployment Wizard opens.

You can move backward or forward through the BizTalk Deployment Wizard at any time until you finish the task you have
selected and are ready to deploy. You can also view a detailed report of what is in the assembly, including the assembly identity,
the assembly attributes, contents, and a list of referenced assemblies.

Note  The BizTalk Deployment Wizard gives you the option of deploying an assembly with or without a binding file.

Important  Before you can export a binding to a file, you must first bind the orchestration. For more information, see
Binding an Orchestration Using BizTalk Explorer.

To deploy an assembly with the BizTalk Deployment Wizard

1. On the Welcome to the BizTalk Deployment Wizard page, click Next.
2. On the Deployment Task page, select the Deploy BizTalk assembly to database radio button, and then click Next.
3. On the Management database page, fill in the following fields:

SQL Server name - Select from the drop-down list or type the server name where the Configuration database
resides.
Management database name - Select from the drop-down list or type the Configuration database name.

4. Click Next.
5. On the Deploy BizTalk Assembly page, fill in the following fields:

Assembly file - Select from the drop-down list or type the assembly you want to deploy.
By default, the Install assembly to the global assembly cache on this computer checkbox is selected.
Optionally, check the Specify a binding file checkbox to select a binding (.xml) file.
Click Browse. The Import BizTalk assembly binding file dialog box opens.

6. If you are not specifying a binding file, go to the next step.

On the Import BizTalk Assembly Binding file dialog box, navigate to the required .xml file and select it, and then click Open.

The page closes and you return to the Deploy BizTalk Assembly page. Click Next.

7. The Ready page lists the information you entered.

Optionally, click View to see details about the selected assembly. Click Next to deploy.

The assembly deploys.

8. If you want to run the Deployment Wizard again, check the Run this wizard again checkbox. Click Finish to close the
Deployment Wizard, or to run it again.

See Also

BizTalk Deployment Wizard
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Importing Assembly Bindings Using the BizTalk Deployment
Wizard
Although you can import a binding file at the same time you are deploying an assembly, you may need to import the binding files
separately.

To import an assembly binding with the BizTalk Deployment Wizard

1. On the Welcome to the BizTalk Deployment Wizard page, click Next.
2. On the Deployment Task page, select the Import BizTalk assembly binding from file radio button, and then click Next.
3. On the Management database page, fill in the following fields:

SQL Server name - Select from the drop-down list or type the server name where the Configuration database
resides.
Management database name - Select from the drop-down list or type the Configuration database name.

Click Next.

4. On the Import BizTalk Assembly Binding page, browse to select the binding to import. Click Next.
5. On the Ready page, review the information you entered.

Optionally, click View to see details about the selected binding.

6. Click Next to import.

The Importing BizTalk Assembly Binding page opens to show the progress of the operation. The binding file is imported.

7. If you want to run the Deployment Wizard again, check the Run this wizard again checkbox. Click Finish to close the
Deployment Wizard, or to run it again.

Note  When changes are made to the BizTalk Configuration database outside of the BizTalk Explorer user
interface (UI), the UI must be refreshed for the changes to appear. For information about how to refresh the
BizTalk Configuration database, see Refreshing BizTalk Explorer.

See Also

Binding Import and Export
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Exporting Assembly Bindings Using the BizTalk Deployment
Wizard
If a binding is not associated with an assembly, you export it separately (for example, if you are using content-based routing
(CBR)). Use CBR for incoming messages that have a built-in destination. If you use CBR, first check that existing send port filters
do not reference any property from an assembly to be undeployed. This prevents an undeployment failure.

To export an assembly binding with the BizTalk Deployment Wizard

1. On the Welcome to the BizTalk Deployment Wizard page, click Next.
2. On the Deployment Task page, select the Export BizTalk assembly binding to file radio button, and then click Next.
3. On the Management database page, fill in the following fields:

SQL Server name - Select from the drop-down list or type the server name where the Configuration database
resides.
Management database name - Select from the drop-down list or type the Configuration database name.

Click Next.

4. On the Export BizTalk Assembly Binding page, fill in the following fields:

Export items not associated with any assembly - Select this option to export all bindings that are not associated
with an assembly, such as in a CBR scenario when there are no orchestrations

—Or—

Export items bound to a single assembly - Select this option for all other bindings

BizTalk assembly - Select the assembly for which the bindings will be exported from the drop-down list
BizTalk assembly binding file - Browse to select the name of the binding file that will be created by the export

Click Next.

5. The Ready page lists the information you entered.

Optionally, click View to see details about the selected assembly. Click Next to export.

The progress of the operation appears. The bindings are exported.

6. If you want to run the Deployment Wizard again, check the Run this wizard again checkbox. Click Finish to close the
Deployment Wizard, or to run it again.

See Also

Binding Import and Export
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Using the BTSInstaller Utility
If you need to deploy assemblies to multiple servers, you can use the BTSInstaller utility to package your solutions into a
Microsoft Installer (MSI) file. The solutions can include BizTalk assemblies, non-BizTalk assemblies, and binding files. You then
distribute the MSI file to the appropriate target servers in a group, and deploy the assemblies on each server. Target
environments can be development, testing, staging, or production.

A developer creates the MSI, while an administrator or IT professional can run the MSI and deploy the assemblies in the target
environments.

See Also

BTSInstaller for Assembly Deployment

BTSInstaller Scenarios
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Using the BTSdeploy Command Line Tool
BizTalk Server includes a command line deployment tool - BTSdeploy - that the developer can use to perform the following tasks:

Deploy a BizTalk assembly to a database
Import a BizTalk assembly binding from a file
Export a BizTalk assembly binding to a file
Remove a BizTalk assembly from a database

For detailed information about installing assemblies in the GAC, see Assembly Installation in the GAC.

BTSdeploy is the preferred tool to use if you have multiple assemblies to deploy to multiple servers. Consider writing a script for
this scenario, instead of repeatedly running the BizTalk Deployment Wizard. For scripting, use the BTSdeploy command line tool.

 Security  When you deploy from the command line with logging turned on, the log file can capture potentially
sensitive data, such as the Configuration database name, SQL server name, and connection strings. Make sure you
restrict access to the log files appropriately.

To issue commands from the command line, you must open the BTSdeploy command line tool through Visual Studio .NET 2003
Tools or from the desktop. You need to work from the directory that contains the BTSdeploy.exe file.

Commands typed on the command line are not case-sensitive. Values containing spaces must be enclosed in quotes.

To use the BTSdeploy command line tool

1. Do one of the following:

On the Start menu, point to Programs, point to Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003, point to Visual Studio .NET
2003 Tools, and then click Visual Studio .NET 2003 Command Prompt.

—Or—

On the desktop, click Start, click Run, type cmd and then press ENTER:

The Command Prompt window opens.

2. To ensure that you are at the correct prompt, type path at the command line to view a list of all paths. You need to use the
path to Microsoft BizTalk Server, where the btsdeploy.exe file resides.

You are ready to type a command. All commands must start with BTSDEPLOY.

Note  To view the BTSdeploy command line tool help, type btsdeploy help from the command line.

This section contains:

Creating Log Files Using BTSdeploy
Deploying Assemblies Using BTSdeploy
Importing and Exporting Bindings Using BTSdeploy
Listing Existing Assemblies Using BTSdeploy
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Creating Log Files Using BTSdeploy
To create a log file when you are using the BTSdeploy command line tool, specify a log file name explicitly, using the following
parameter:

LOG=<logfile>

BTSdeploy generates two files <logfile>.xml and < logfile >.htm. The <logfile> contains the complete (relative or absolute) path
name of the log file without the extension.

 Security  When you turn on logging, potentially sensitive data such as the Configuration database name, SQL server
name, and connection strings, is written to the log. You must restrict access to the log files appropriately.

See Also

BTSdeploy Parameters
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Deploying Assemblies Using BTSdeploy
Use the BTSdeploy command line tool to deploy assemblies.

 Security  You cannot map a path or drive letter for an assembly to a remote computer. This security measure ensures
that you do not deploy external assemblies on the local computer.

Important  If you do not provide the name of an alternative server and/or a database in the command, the default
Configuration database that you configured during installation is used.

Using the following syntax, you have the option of deploying an assembly with or without a binding file.

DEPLOY [SERVER=server] [DATABASE=database]

   ASSEMBLY="pathname" [INSTALL=("true" | "false")]

   [BINDING="pathname"][LOG="pathname"]

To deploy an assembly without a binding file

1. Open the command prompt window.
2. Type the following command with the appropriate assembly name:

BTSDEPLOY DEPLOY ASSEMBLY="CompiledAssemblyName"

and then press ENTER.

To deploy an assembly with its binding file

1. Open the command prompt window.
2. Type the following command with the appropriate names:

BINDING="C:\<pathname>\YourBinding.xml"

and then press ENTER.

3. To configure command line parameters to deploy an assembly and install it in the GAC, type the following command with
the appropriate names:

BTSDEPLOY DEPLOY SERVER=<servername> DATABASE=<configurationdatabasename> ASSEMBLY="assemblyname>"
INSTALL=True BINDING="C:\<pathname>\YourBinding.xml" LOG="C:\<pathname>\DeployLog"

and then press ENTER.

See Also

BTSdeploy Command Line Deployment Tool
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Importing and Exporting Bindings Using BTSdeploy
Use the BTSdeploy command line tool to manage bindings.

Important  Before you can export a binding to a file, you must first bind the orchestration. For more information see
Binding an Orchestration Using BizTalk Explorer.

To import bindings using BTSdeploy

Use the following syntax to import bindings using BTSdeploy:

IMPORT [SERVER=server] [DATABASE=database]BINDING="pathname" [LOG="pathname"]

For example, do the following:

1. Open the command prompt window.
2. From the command line, type the following command:

BTSDEPLOY IMPORT BINDING="C:\<pathname>\YourBinding.xml"

and then press ENTER.

To export binding information using BTSdeploy

Use the following syntax to accomplish this task:

EXPORT [SERVER=server] [DATABASE=database]

    (ASSEMBLY="pathname" | NAME=" assembly-name" VERSION=" assembly-version")

    BINDING="pathname" [LOG="pathname"]

For example, do the following:

1. Open the command prompt window.
2. From the command line, type the following command:

BTSDEPLOY EXPORT NAME="Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines" VERSION="1.0.0.0." BINDING="C:\
<pathname>\YourBinding.xml"

and then press ENTER.

See Also

BTSdeploy Command Line Deployment Tool
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Listing Existing Assemblies Using BTSdeploy
Use the BTSdeploy command line tool to view assemblies that already exist in the Configuration database. The list shows the four
attributes of the assembly consisting of the assembly name, version number, culture, and certification key.

To list assemblies in the Configuration database

From the command line, type the following command:

BTSDEPLOY LIST

and then press ENTER.

See Also

BTSdeploy Command Line Deployment Tool
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Using Microsoft Application Center 2000
Microsoft Application Center 2000 is a deployment and management tool for Web Applications. In BizTalk Server, you can use
Application Center 2000 to synchronize the GACs on all the servers within a host. This ensures that the appropriate assemblies
are effectively distributed to the intended processing servers.

For more information about using Application Center, see the Application Center 2000 Online Help.
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Installing Non-BizTalk Assemblies in the GAC
Depending on the type of application you are building, you might need more than orchestrations, schemas, maps, and pipelines in
your assembly. For your application to run, you might need items that are not specific to BizTalk Server. You may need some of
the following non-BizTalk project items:

ASP pages
Windows forms
Certificates
Message queues
XML files
HTML files
Non-BizTalk .NET assemblies

When planning your deployment, collect all of the non-BizTalk project items and services needed for your application, and deploy
or move them to the appropriate locations when you deploy your assembly. You must also install non-BizTalk assemblies to any
remote GACs.

To install non-BizTalk assemblies in the GAC

Install non-BizTalk assemblies in the GAC by entering the command gacutil on the command line.

See Also

Assembly Deployment with Visual Studio .NET or other Tools

Assembly Deployment at BizTalk Project Level or BizTalk Solution Level

Assembly Installation in the GAC
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Modifying the Configuration Database Connection String
If you copy a solution to a new computer, the BizTalk project(s) in the solution still point to the Configuration database used by
the source computer. You need to modify the Configuration database connection string in the BizTalk project file(s), by changing
BizTalk project deployment properties to point to the correct Configuration database.

To modify the configuration database connection string

1. In the Microsoft Development Environment Start page, from the View menu, click Solution Explorer.
2. In Solution Explorer, right-click the BizTalk project, and select Properties.
3. In the Property Pages dialog box, expand Configuration Properties, and then click Deployment.
4. In the General pane, select the new server name or the new database from the drop-down lists, and then click OK.

See Also

Using the BizTalk Project System
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Assigning a Strong Name
A strong name ensures that each assembly name is unique. Each assembly in your BizTalk project requires a strong name in order
to deploy successfully.

To assign the strong name from within the BizTalk project

1. In the Solution Explorer, right-click the BizTalk project, and then click Properties.
2. In the Property page, expand Common Properties, and then click Assembly.
3. In the right pane, scroll down to the Strong Name section, click the field to the right of Assembly Key File, and then click

the ellipses.

The Assembly Key File page opens.

4. Browse to find the .snk file created for the BizTalk project, select it, and then click Open.

The Assembly Key File page closes and the path to the strong name file appears in the field.

5. Click OK to close the Property page.

For information about creating a .snk file, see Identifying Strong Name Assembly Key File.

See Also

Using the BizTalk Project System
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Removing Assemblies
When you remove - or undeploy - an assembly that you previously deployed, you must follow the deployment steps in reverse
order. The following list shows an example of the order in which you can successfully undeploy an assembly or binding:

Stop all the orchestrations contained within the assembly
Unenlist the assembly orchestrations from the host instance
Undeploy the assembly
Uninstall the assembly from the GAC if was installed during undeployment

Before you can successfully remove an assembly, verify that the orchestrations associated with the assembly are stopped or in an
unused state. This may require terminating orchestration instances through the Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) tool. An
orchestration is in an unused state if it has never been started. For more information about how to stop and unenlist an
orchestration, see Stopping and Unenlisting an Orchestration Using BizTalk Explorer.

When you remove an assembly, observe the following information:

The Configuration database does not remove the send/receive ports associated with the assembly. The ports remain in the
Configuration database because other assemblies might be using the same ports.
When you remove an orchestration, you can optionally remove the send/receive ports because they are no longer used. You
must do this manually using BizTalk Explorer after you remove the binding.

For more information about deleting ports, see Deleting a Receive Port Using BizTalk Explorer or
Stopping a Send Port or Send Port Group.

If the assembly references a pipeline, the undeployment can fail. To prevent this, you can either delete the port that
references the pipeline or you can configure the port to use a temporary pipeline (for example, default XMLReceive
pipeline). After you remove the assembly, you can configure the port to use a different pipeline.
If you use the Run As command from any command line to start either the BizTalk Deployment Wizard or BTSdeploy
command line tool to remove an assembly, you must create the %TEMP% directory path for the Run As user before the run.
Create it in <drive>\Documents and Settings\<user name>\Local Settings.

BizTalk Server provides the following tool options for removing an assembly.

This section contains:

Undeploying Assemblies Using Visual Studio .NET
Removing Assemblies Using the BizTalk Deployment Wizard
Removing Assemblies Using the BTSdeploy Command Line Tool
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Undeploying Assemblies Using Visual Studio .NET
When you undeploy (remove) an assembly with Visual Studio .NET 2003, it is uninstalled from the GAC and removed from the
Configuration database.

To undeploy a BizTalk assembly using Visual Studio .NET 2003

1. In the BizTalk Explorer window, expand <ComputerName>BizTalkMgmtDB.dbo, and then expand Assemblies.
2. Right-click the required assembly from the list, and then click Undeploy.
3. Click Yes to confirm the undeployment.

See Also

Assembly Deployment with Visual Studio .NET or other Tools
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Removing Assemblies Using the BizTalk Deployment Wizard
Undeploying (removing) an assembly from your BizTalk project removes it from the Configuration database. You can optionally
select to uninstall the assembly from the GAC during undeployment.

To remove an assembly with the BizTalk Deployment Wizard

1. On the Welcome to the BizTalk Deployment Wizard page, click Next.
2. On the Deployment Task page, select the Remove BizTalk assembly from database radio button, and then click Next.
3. On the Management database page, fill in the following fields:

SQL Server name - Select from the drop-down list or type the server name where the Configuration database
resides.
Management database name - Select from the drop-down list or type the Configuration database name.

4. Click Next.
5. On the Remove BizTalk Assembly page, fill in the following fields:

BizTalk assembly - Select from the drop-down list the assembly you want to undeploy.
Uninstall Assembly from the global assembly cache - Check this checkbox if you want to uninstall from the GAC
at the same time.

6. Click Next.
7. The Ready page lists the information you entered. Optionally, click View to see details about the selected assembly. Click

Next to undeploy.

The Removing … page opens to show the progress of the operation. BizTalk Server removes the assembly.

8. Click Finish to close the Deployment Wizard. If you want to run the Deployment Wizard again, check the Run this wizard
again checkbox. Click Finish to close the Deployment Wizard, or to run it again.

See Also

BizTalk Deployment Wizard
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Removing Assemblies Using the BTSdeploy Command Line
Tool
You can use the BTSdeploy command line tool to remove assemblies.

Before you remove an assembly containing an orchestration that is bound to a pipeline, you must either delete the port that
references the pipeline or you can configure the port to use a temporary pipeline (for example, default XMLReceive pipeline).

When you undeploy an assembly, you also set Uninstall to true or false, depending on whether you want to remove the assembly
from the GAC at the same time as you remove the assembly from the database. Always remove assemblies from the GAC.

To remove deployed assemblies using BTSdeploy

Use the following syntax to remove deployed assemblies:

REMOVE [SERVER=server] [DATABASE=database]

   (ASSEMBLY="pathname" | NAME="assembly-name" VERSION="assembly-version")

   [UNINSTALL=("TRUE" | "FALSE")] [LOG="pathname"]

For example, to remove the EAIOrchestration assembly, do the following:

1. Open the command prompt window.
2. From the command line, type the following command:

BTSDEPLOY REMOVE NAME="EAIOrchestration" VERSION="1.0.0.0"

and then press ENTER.

See Also

BTSdeploy Command Line Deployment Tool
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Assembly Deployment Scenarios
This section provides scenarios for creating, deploying, and undeploying assemblies. These scenarios include recommendations
for the developer and the IT administrator about how to successfully create or update assemblies in common situations.

To create an application that runs on Microsoft® BizTalk® Server, you add one or more projects to a BizTalk solution. Each project
is built into an assembly that you can deploy. Deploying an assembly is considered a unit of packaging specified by Microsoft®
Visual Studio® .NET. The assembly is the primary building block of a .NET Framework application. It is a .DLL file that contains the
resource information, such as orchestrations, pipelines, schemas, and maps used in a BizTalk solution. The .DLL file also contains
the assembly version number, its culture, and certification keys.

Either a developer or IT administrator deploys assemblies within each scenario in their respective environment:

Development environment (Developer) in which planning and development occur.
Target environment (IT administrator) in which testing, staging, or production occur.

This section contains:

Scenario 1: Developing and Deploying a New Solution
Scenario 2: Undeploying an Existing Assembly
Scenario 3: Deploying a New Version of an Assembly as an Upgrade Solution
Scenario 4: Deploying a New Assembly Version to Run Side by Side with an Existing Assembly Version
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Scenario 1: Developing and Deploying a New Solution
This scenario describes how to create a BizTalk solution that contains any number of projects, each producing a single BizTalk
assembly. It covers the tasks that a developer completes in the Visual Studio .NET 2003 environment, and those completed by an
IT administrator in the target environment.

Note  These tasks include using the BTSInstaller utility to create and deploy an MSI file. For more information about deploying
assemblies using the BTSInstaller, see BTSInstaller for Assembly Deployment.

This section contains:

Developing and Deploying your Solution in the Development Environment
Developing and Deploying your Solution in the Target Environment
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Developing and Deploying your Solution in the Development
Environment
Develop your BizTalk solution from your standard development environment. Repeat the following steps for each BizTalk project
that you create in your solution.

To develop a BizTalk solution

1. Open Visual Studio .NET 2003 and create a new solution.
2. Create a new BizTalk project.
3. Create the required items in the project, such as schemas and maps.
4. Build the project to create the assembly.
5. Deploy the assembly from within Visual Studio .NET 2003.
6. Bind, enlist, and start the orchestrations in the BizTalk solution.
7. Test the BizTalk solution.
8. On the Start menu, point to Programs, point to BizTalk Server, and then click BizTalk Deployment Wizard to start the

Deployment Wizard.
9. Use the Deployment Wizard to export the bindings into binding files for each BizTalk assembly that contains orchestrations.

10. Modify the binding file as described in the following procedure.

To modify a binding file

1. Navigate to the directory that contains the binding file you exported.
2. Open the binding file.
3. Modify the file for the target environment as appropriate. For example, change the URLs for receive locations and send

ports. Make sure you change the paths in both the address field and in the TransportTypeData file.

For example, for send ports:

<SendPort Name="BMAOutPort" IsStatic="true" IsTwoWay="false">

  <TransmitPipeline Name="XMLTransmit"
FullyQualifiedName="Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines:3.0.1.0:Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.XMLTransmit" Type="2"
/>

  <SendPipelineData xsi:nil="true" />

- <PrimaryTransport>

  <Address>C:\DemoRuntime\Dev\BMADevOut\%MessageID%.xml</Address>

  <TransportType Name="FILE" Capabilities="11" ConfigurationClsid="5e49e3a6-b4fc-4077-b44c-22f34a242fdb" />

  <TransportTypeData><CustomProps><FilePath vt="8">C:\DemoRuntime\Dev\BMADevOut</FilePath><CopyMode>

Prepare Your Solution for the Target Environment

After building your new BizTalk solution and creating the assembly files, you can pass the assemblies to the target environment in
one of the following states:

Hand off the BizTalk solution to the IT administrator. This is recommended if you have deployed the project to a single
(target) computer.
Create a new project in the BizTalk solution to package the assemblies into an MSI file. This is recommended if you are
deploying this project in a multiple computer solution in a group. This project is called BTSInstaller.VDProj and exists on
the BizTalk Server CD. For an example of this deployment, see BTSInstaller for Assembly Deployment.
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Developing and Deploying your Solution in the Target
Environment
Use the target environment to test, stage, or run your solution in production mode. The IT administrator receives individual
assemblies or an MSI package from the developer. Depending on how the solution is received, use one of the following methods.

Note  For all Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) information related to orchestrations, see
Deploying BAM Definitions.

Deploying the Individual Assemblies

Perform the following steps to deploy individual assemblies. For deploying individual assemblies, follow the black line (standard
assembly deployment) in the flowchart provided in Deploying Assemblies.

To deploy individual assemblies

1. Deploy and install the assemblies in the GAC using the BizTalk Deployment Wizard or BTSdeploy command line tool. For
more information about each tool, see Deploying Assemblies Using the BizTalk Deployment Wizard and
Deploying Assemblies Using BTSdeploy.

2. Install non-BizTalk assemblies in the GAC by entering the command gacutil on the command line. For more information,
see Installing Non-BizTalk Assemblies in the GAC.

3. Import binding files using the BizTalk Deployment Wizard. For more information, see
Importing Assembly Bindings Using the BizTalk Deployment Wizard.

Running the MSI on the Target Computers

Run the MSI in the target environment on each computer with BizTalk Server that will host the application. You can do this from
each computer, or by using a terminal server.

To deploy the MSI file to a target computer

1. Run the MSI file on each target computer. By default, you install the assemblies to each GAC but not to the BizTalk
Configuration database.

Important  You should deploy the assemblies to the BizTalk Configuration database only once in a target
environment.

2. To deploy the assemblies to the BizTalk Configuration database, you must run the MSI file with the following parameter on
only one computer in the group:

DEPLOY=true

The MSI file deploys the assemblies to the BizTalk Configuration database and processes any binding files that may exist.

1. After deployment, you can enlist and start the orchestrations at any time.

View log files

A deployment creates log files for each BizTalk assembly and binding file that you add to the BizTalk project. These files are
located in the installation directory with the following names:

For the assemblies: <assemblyname>.log.htm and <assemblyname>.log.xml.
For the bindings: <bindingfile>.log.htm and <bindingfile>.log.xml.

You can view these files in a Web browser.

Informational events appear in the Application log with the source set to BTSInstaller for each assembly and binding file you
deploy. If deployment errors occur, BizTalk Server logs an additional error event.

See Also

Using the BizTalk Project System Design Environment
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Scenario 2: Undeploying an Existing Assembly
You may need to undeploy (remove) a BizTalk assembly if it is obsolete or requires change.

If an orchestration is bound to a pipeline in the same BizTalk assembly and referenced by a port, when you undeploy that
assembly, the port changes and no longer references the pipeline. You must point the pipeline back to the port after you redeploy
the assembly. For more information about pipelines, see Deploying Pipelines.

Before you undeploy an assembly, do the following:

1. Stop the orchestration.
2. Unenlist the orchestration.
3. Unenlist the port.

If you have parties and roles, unenlist the parties from the roles for the assembly that defines the link type. For more information
about parties and roles, see Role and Party Deployment.

If you are undeploying an assembly that uses content-based routing (CBR), and therefore contains no orchestration, you must
manually stop and unenlist the ports. For more information about undeploying assembly deployments, see
Removing Assemblies.

For procedures on undeploying an assembly using BizTalk Explorer, see Undeploying an Assembly Using BizTalk Explorer.

Note  When you deploy an assembly, you create a default tracking profile that is deployed to the BizTalk Configuration database.
If you subsequently remove that assembly from the BizTalk Configuration database, the tracking profile remains in the database
because it can be changed independently from the assembly.

See Also

BTSInstaller for Assembly Deployment
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Scenario 3: Deploying a New Version of an Assembly as an
Upgrade Solution
Deploying a new version of an assembly involves multiple scenarios:

File replacement
Service pack
Major application version deployment

File Replacement Scenario

Note  .NET Framework addresses this scenario with its own capabilities.

In the file replacement scenario, you discover a problem in a map contained within an assembly that you have deployed. You
need to update the map in the solution. All your maps and schemas are in a single assembly. You repair the map defect, change
the version number to 1.1 from 1.0 and rebuild the assembly. You do not rebuild any assemblies that depend on this assembly.
You deploy your assembly and install it to the GAC. BizTalk Server includes full assembly name information for all references
including the version number so its runtime behavior does not change.

To bring the new map into production, .NET Framework applies a policy file that causes all references of version 1.0 to go to
version 1.1. This only changes the behavior of references for newly started host servers. To enable all new instances to use the
new assembly, run each of the hosts one at a time to force the application domains to pick up the policy change. Service is not
interrupted provided you configure more than one host server instance.

Note  You must reduce service interruption to transition to a new version or apply a file replacement.

Service Pack Scenario

In the service pack scenario, you deploy a large number of file replacements that are tricky to maintain; however your application
is still compatible at the port and message level. You want to create a new baseline application for new deployments. You change
the version number to 2.0 and rebuild the entire application or subsystem. You deploy al the assemblies and install them in the
GAC. Next, you bind the application to the same bindings as the original application. You monitor the system for instances of
version 1.0 using the Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) view. When you complete or terminate all the active, dehydrated and
suspended instances, you can undeploy the version 1.0 application. At this point, you enlist and start the new application which
goes into production.

Major Application Version Scenario

In the major application version scenario, you need to deploy a major new version of the application. It requires partners to
change their interaction with the system due to either schema or protocol change - essentially a new application. The changeover
to this system has been tested but not under the scale of a full production system. The IT administrators want to pilot the new
system with 20% of the partners, and gradually increase that percentage until all the partners are using it.

The application is version 10.0 and you deploy it alongside the original application. All pipelines specify the set of schemas they
can process using full names to avoid colliding with the existing schemas. You set up a new receive location to accept activation
messages for the new version of the application. The application is bound, configured and activated. Use SEED to enable specific
partners to re-route their requests to the new receive ports.

Note  To upgrade your assembly version, all applications bind to the exact version of the BizTalk items they use.

Note  You can resolve naming conflicts at the assembly or schema level without rebuilding the application.

Note  The solution still maintains the same receive location after you disable the old assembly version.

To implement changes to a BizTalk solution by upgrading an assembly version, perform the following steps:

1. Remove existing application and components.
2. Make the required changes to the project.
3. Change all version numbers of the assemblies in the application you have updated.

Note  For information about version numbering, see Assembly Versioning in the .NET Framework help available
from Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003 or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=21710.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=21710


 

Note  When upgrading, you do not have to end long-running transactions when unenlisting BizTalk items
before enlisting them in your new assembly version.

Note  Use the Pipeline Designer and BizTalk Explorer Object Model to avoid schema collisions when upgrading
assembly versions.

4. Rebuild the solution.
5. Deploy the new version.
6. Point the port to the pipeline again.

Note  Assembly deployment in BizTalk Server does not support .NET Policy Files. In certain circumstances, such as
when dehydrated or suspended instances will be resumed, using policy files may lead to data loss and service failure.

The following diagram shows a typical deployment of a new version.

Developing Assemblies in the Development Environment
In the development environment, a developer completes the following tasks:

1. Edits necessary assemblies.
2. Changes all version numbers associated with application.
3. Re-builds the assembly.

Deploying Assemblies in the Target Environment
In the target environment, an IT administrator completes the following tasks:

Removes the existing application and components using the Windows Add/Remove programs if you used the
BTSInstaller utility to install your application with an MSI package
Deploys the latest version of the assembly after a developer has rebuilt the assembly

Note  For all Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) information related to orchestrations, see
Deploying BAM Definitions.

See Also

Schema Deployment
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Scenario 4: Deploying a New Assembly Version to Run Side by
Side with an Existing Assembly Version
You may need to make some changes to an assembly contained in an MSI file that you have already deployed. When you are
deploying a side-by-side (co-existing) version of an updated assembly, and you are building the new version of the project you
created with BTSInstaller, you must change some properties in the project. You need to change the UpgradeCode property of the
BTSInstaller project and the Assembly Version for any assemblies in the package that you have updated to distinguish them
from the original versions.

For example, a BTSInstaller project contains Assembly X comprising Orchestration A. If you make a change to Orchestration A, you
must change the upgrade code for the BizTalk project and the assembly version number of Assembly X.

Unlike the versioning upgrade scenario, a side-by-side deployment maintains two distinct receive locations for processing
messages until you disable the obsolete deployment. The following diagram shows a typical side-by-side deployment.

Isolating your application at the version level enables multiple versions to run side-by-side. You can then gradually deploy or
initially test your application on a production server before completely transiting to the new version. Any existing long running
transactions can still complete successfully.

For more information about product codes, upgrade codes, and when to change them, see "Patching and Upgrades" in Microsoft
Visual Studio .NET Help.

Important  Side-by-side assemblies bound to the same ports receive the same message twice.

Note  For all Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) information related to orchestrations, see
Deploying BAM Definitions.

To change the BizTalk project assembly version

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click the BizTalk project, and then click Properties in the drop-down list.
2. In the left pane of the Properties dialog box, click the Assembly node.
3. In the right pane, increase the assembly version number.
4. Click OK to close the Properties dialog box.
5. Save the project.

Change the BTSInstaller project name if you want to keep both the old and new project in the same location.

To change the project name of the later version

1. In Solution Explorer, click the new BTSInstaller project, and then click Properties in the drop-down list.

Important  For information about version numbering, see Assembly Versioning in the .NET Framework help available from
Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003 or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=21710

2. In the Properties dialog box, change the project name (for example, to BTSInstaller2).
3. Click OK to accept the new product name.

When you make a small update, you do not need to change the product code. However, in any other instance, you must modify
the product code of the new BTSInstaller project. This enables Microsoft Windows® to track where you installed and removed
applications.

For information about update types, see "Patching and Upgrades" in the Visual Studio .NET 2003 Help Collection.

For more information about deploying side-by-side installation of the same assembly, see
Deploy Side-by-Side Installations of the Same Assembly.

Important  Multiple installations with the same product code fail.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962300(v=bts.10).aspx
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To change the product code

1. In Solution Explorer, click the BTSInstaller project.
2. In the Properties pane, click the ellipses button (...) next to the Product Code box.
3. Click New Code to generate a new product code, and then click OK to accept the new product code.

See Also

BTSInstaller for Assembly Deployment

Deploy Side-by-Side Installations of the Same Assembly
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Viewing Assembly Deployment Errors
In order to capture information and errors about a deployment action, include the LOG parameter in the command to create a log
file that you can view. The log file name must be in the format MyLogfile.htm. For example, type a command as follows:

BTSDEPLOY DEPLOY ASSEMBLY="Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines"

   BINDING="C:\<pathname>\YourBinding.xml" LOG="c:\Testing\testlog.htm"

To access the log from the BTSdeploy command line to view it in Internet Explorer, double click the file or type the path from the
command line:

c:\pathname\errfile.htm.

Note  The extension .htm is appended if you do not specify it.

Alternatively, browse to it in Windows® Explorer and open it to view the HTML version.

See Also

Creating Log Files Using BTSdeploy
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Deploying Partners with SEED
The Microsoft® BizTalk® Server SEED wizards help you to rapidly start conducting business with your trading partners. The main
goal of SEED is quick partner enablement and provisioning. Without SEED, you must provide information about business process
configuration to your partners through fax, e-mail, telephone, or other means that require human intervention. These methods
are resource intensive and error prone, making partner enablement expensive and unscalable for large numbers of trading
partners. SEED simplifies the task of partner enablement by automating the entire process.

This section contains:

About SEED
Configuring the Hub SEED Environment
Configuring the Spoke SEED Environment
Creating a Partnership
SEED Testing
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About SEED
Rapid partner deployment with SEED involves the exchange of information between an initiating company, called a hub, and
trading partners of that company, called spokes. Trading partners can be external or internal organizations with which your
organization exchanges electronic data. For example, a trading partner could be a supplier, a customer, or an internal department.

The SEED process is the creation and exchange of packages of information between a hub and a spoke. The deployment of these
packages creates the electronic partnership.

Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 provides two SEED wizards: the Hub Side SEED Wizard and the Spoke Side SEED Wizard.

SEED process
The following steps describe the SEED process:

1. A hub uses the Hub Side SEED Wizard to create a hub SEED package that contains specific information about the BizTalk
Server deployment of the hub.

2. The hub makes the hub SEED package available to an appropriate spoke (trading partner).
3. The trading partner (spoke) uses the Spoke Side SEED Wizard to deploy the hub SEED package. The spoke uses the hub

SEED package to configure its BizTalk Server deployment and to test its configuration.
4. The spoke uses the Spoke Side SEED Wizard to package its configuration in a spoke SEED package.
5. The spoke sends its SEED package back to the hub.
6. The hub accepts the spoke SEED package, and uses the Hub Side SEED Wizard to extract the spoke profile information.
7. The hub begins exchanging documents with the spoke.

Hub SEED package
A hub can include the following in the SEED package it sends to a spoke:

Microsoft Visual Studio® BizTalk projects that spokes use to develop the spoke side of orchestrations
Orchestration assemblies
Pipeline assemblies
Other BizTalk assemblies, such as shared schema and types
Microsoft .NET assemblies
Hub receive port information (HTTP/SOAP receive ports)
URLs for test messages
Test messages
Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) views (Microsoft Excel templates)
BAM definitions (XML files)
BAM tracking profiles
Microsoft InfoPath™ templates for business messages
Hub self profile
Hub template agreement for the group to which the partner belongs
Hub public signature/encryption certificate
Hub public Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) client certificate
Additional files added by a SEED extension

Important  SEED does not support different versions of BizTalk assemblies with the same name.

Important  To successfully package and deploy BAM views, both the hub and the spoke must use Business Activity
Services.

Spoke SEED package
A trading partner downloads a hub package and installs it. The trading partner uses the Spoke Side SEED Wizard to create a spoke
SEED package that includes the following additional information:

Spoke receive port information (HTTP receive port only)
Spoke self profile



 

Local and remote testing results
Spoke public signature/encryption certificate
Spoke public SSL client certificate
Additional files added by a SEED extension

The spoke then sends the new spoke SEED package to the hub. The hub uses the spoke SEED package to activate the business
relationship with that trading partner.

The Microsoft.BizTalk.Seed namespace contains interfaces used for writing SEED extensions, as well as the delegate used to
package additional files for the SEED package. For information about extending SEED packages, see
Microsoft.BizTalk.Seed Namespace.

This section contains:

SEED and Business Activity Services
SEED Package Security Considerations
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SEED and Business Activity Services
BizTalk Server 2004 Business Activity Services (BAS) provides trading partners and business processes interaction, a shared
workspace that correlates business events and information, and Trading Partner Management functionality to SEED packages.

For more information about BAS, see Managing Business Activity Services.

SEED supports the following scenarios:

Hub uses BAS, spoke uses BAS

The hub uses BAS for trading partner management in its production environment. The hub uses the Hub Side SEED Wizard
to create a hub SEED package that contains BAS information. The spokes deploy the hub SEED package and take full
advantage of the trading partner management benefits of BAS.

Hub does not use BAS, spoke uses BAS

Although the hub does not use BAS for trading partner management in its production environment, the hub has BAS
installed in the development environment. The hub uses the Hub Side SEED Wizard in the development environment to
create a hub SEED package that contains BAS information for spokes, enabling spokes to benefit from BAS.

Alternatively, a third party such as an independent software vendor (ISV) develops the hub SEED package with BAS.

The spoke uses the Spoke Side SEED Wizard to deploy the hub SEED package with BAS and create a spoke SEED package
with BAS. The spoke sends the spoke SEED package with BAS to the hub. The hub uses the Hub Side SEED Wizard to deploy
the spoke SEED package with BAS in the hub production environment. The Hub Side SEED Wizard converts the BAS artifacts
in the spoke SEED package into BizTalk artifacts.

Hub does not use BAS, spoke does not use BAS

Neither the hub nor the spoke uses BAS. The SEED wizards create BizTalk artifacts for trading partner management, and
pack them in the SEED packages. In this scenario, the hub cannot receive SOAP requests from spokes.

This section contains:

When the Hub Does Not Use BAS
When the Hub Uses BAS
When the Spoke Does Not Use BAS
When the Spoke Uses BAS
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When the Hub Does Not Use BAS
If the hub does not use BAS, the Hub Side SEED Wizard does the following during package deployment:

Adds any certificates in the spoke SEED package to the Other People certificate store
Creates the BizTalk party for the spoke if the party does not exist
Creates the BizTalk send ports that correspond to the spoke receive ports
Adds the BizTalk send ports to the BizTalk party
Enlists the spoke party in appropriate roles
Calls the SEED extension if there are any additional files
Creates a registry entry for new deployed packages

The Hub Side SEED Wizard adds a new registry subkey located at
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\BizTalk Server\3.0\SEED for each package it deploys. SEED uses the
GUID of the package as the name of the new registry subkey.

After the hub uses the Hub Side SEED Wizard to deploy the spoke SEED package, the hub can begin interacting with the partner
immediately after starting the orchestration.
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When the Hub Uses BAS
If the hub uses BAS, the Hub Side SEED Wizard does the following during package deployment:

Adds any certificates in the spoke SEED package to the Other People certificate store
Creates the BAS partner profile for the spoke if a profile with the same name does not exist
Adds global ports to the partner profile
Deploys the partner profile
Adds the partner profile to the group for the original BAS agreement (BAS automatically creates an inherited agreement for
the partner profile)
Creates an announcement in the BAS Windows® SharePoint™ Services site

The Hub Side SEED Wizard adds a new registry subkey located at
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\BizTalk Server\3.0\SEED for each package it deploys. SEED uses the
GUID of the package as the name of the new registry subkey.

After the hub uses the Hub Side SEED Wizard to deploy the spoke SEED package, the hub must manually review and activate the
agreement to confirm the decision to activate the business relationship.
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When the Spoke Does Not Use BAS
If the spoke does not use BAS, the Spoke Side SEED Wizard does the following during package deployment:

Adds any certificates in the spoke SEED package to the Other People certificate store
Deploys pipeline assemblies
Creates the BizTalk receive ports for the ports defined in the role link (HTTP receive ports)

Note  Each installed receive port must have a unique name. SEED uses the GUID of the hub SEED package to
ensure that each receive port in a SEED package has a unique name. If you redeploy the same package without
first removing the receive ports, the receive port name conflict produces an error.

(Optional) Deploys the orchestration assembly and other assemblies
(Optional) Binds the receive ports to the orchestration and starts the orchestration if possible

Note  If the orchestration contains any ports other than those defined in the selected role link for BAS, the
Spoke Side SEED Wizard cannot start the orchestration. A solutions developer must write a SEED extension to
bind the additional ports and start the orchestration.

Creates the hub BizTalk party for the spoke if the party does not exist
Creates the BizTalk send port that corresponds to the hub receive ports

Note  Each installed send port must have a unique name. SEED uses the GUID of the hub SEED package to
ensure that each send port in a SEED package has a unique name. If you redeploy the same package without first
removing the send ports, the send port name conflict produces an error.

Adds the new send ports to the hub party
Enlists the hub party into the appropriate roles
Calls the SEED extension if there are any additional files
Creates a registry entry for the new deployed package

The Spoke Side SEED Wizard adds a new registry subkey at HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\BizTalk
Server\3.0\SEED for each package it deploys. SEED uses the GUID of the package as the name of the new registry subkey.
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When the Spoke Uses BAS
If the spoke uses BAS, the Spoke Side SEED Wizard does the following during package deployment:

Adds any certificates in the spoke SEED package to the Other People certificate store
Deploys pipeline assemblies
Creates the BizTalk receive ports for the ports defined in the role link (HTTP receive ports)

Note  Each installed receive port must have a unique name. SEED uses the GUID of the hub SEED package to
ensure that each receive port in a SEED package has a unique name. If you redeploy the same package without
first removing the receive ports, the receive port name conflict produces an error.

(Optional) Deploys the orchestration assembly and other assemblies
(Optional) Binds the receive ports to the orchestration and starts the orchestration if possible

Note  If the orchestration contains any ports other than those defined in the selected role link for BAS, the
Spoke Side SEED Wizard cannot start the orchestration. A solutions developer must write a SEED extension to
bind the additional ports and start the orchestration.

Deploys any included BAM artifacts
Creates the BAS partner profile for the hub if a profile with the same name does not exist
Adds global ports to the partner profile

Note  SEED does not overwrite the port information if there is an existing global port with the same name.

Deploys the partner profile
Saves InfoPath message templates to the Templates folder for the partner profile
Saves other included documents to the BAS site document libraries
Creates the BAS agreement
Creates an announcement in the BAS site
Calls the SEED extension if there are any additional files
Creates a registry entry for the new deployed package

The Spoke Side SEED Wizard adds a new registry subkey located at
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\BizTalk Server\3.0\SEED for each package it deploys. SEED uses the
GUID of the package as the name of the new registry subkey.

After the spoke uses the Spoke Side SEED Wizard to deploy the hub SEED package, the spoke must manually review and activate
the agreement to confirm the decision to activate the business relationship.

See Also

About SEED

Creating a Hub SEED Package for Spokes with BAS

Creating a Spoke SEED Package with BAS

Troubleshooting SEED
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SEED Package Security Considerations
The SEED wizards do not have any built-in mechanisms to secure the information contained in the SEED package. Therefore, it is
up to the hub and spoke to exchange the SEED package securely.

It is recommended that you use digital signatures to ensure that the SEED package is not tampered with.

For information about adding digital signatures to SEED packages, see the following:

Creating a Hub SEED Package for Spokes without BAS
Creating a Hub SEED Package for Spokes with BAS
Creating a Spoke SEED Package without BAS
Creating a Spoke SEED Package with BAS
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Configuring the Hub SEED Environment
Before you create a hub SEED package, it is recommended that you create a virtual directory and copy the slingback.asp file into it.
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server provides the slingback.asp file with the Hub Side SEED Wizard. The virtual directory will enable you
to provide testing capabilities in your hub SEED package.

The Spoke Side Seed Wizard uses the virtual directory to test the hub-spoke connection. For security purposes, it is recommended
that you create the virtual directory on a non-production computer.

 Security  If you create the virtual directory on a production computer, you should remove this directory after the
testing is complete.

The following table shows the folders required for testing, service accounts, and permissions you must grant the service accounts
for the folders.

Folders Service account
Receive drop location BizTalk server application host

User who runs the Spoke Side SEED Wizard

Test drop location BizTalk server application host
User who runs the Spoke Side SEED Wizard
IUSR_machinename

Final drop location BizTalk server application host
User who runs the Spoke Side SEED Wizard

Note  IUSR_machinename is the default account that runs ASP script for anonymous user. If you change IIS to run
localsave.asp using a different username for anonymous connection, then you should give the user the same
permission.

You must grant the service accounts specified for each folder the following permissions for the folder:

Traverse Folder / Execute File
List Folder / Read Data
Read Attributes
Read Extended Attributes
Create Files / Write Data
Create Folders / Append Data
Write Attributes
Write Extended Attributes
Delete Subfolders and Files
Delete
Read Permissions

The Spoke Side SEED Wizard uses the slingback.asp file to perform remote testing of inbound and outbound documents from the
hub. When you create the hub SEED package, using the Hub Side SEED Wizard, ensure that you enter a valid public URL for
slingback.asp in the TestAddress column on the testing page.

During the test process, the spoke sends a test document to the slingback.asp file. When slingback.asp receives the test document,
it sends the message back to the spoke. The Spoke Side SEED Wizard then verifies that the document received matches the
document sent.

Additionally, you must configure HTTP/SOAP receive locations to receive inbound documents to the hub.

Configuring the hub SEED environment requires that you do the following:

1. Configure Internet Information Services (IIS) for slingback.asp
2. Configure HTTP/SOAP receive locations
3. Configure certificates

Configuring IIS for slingback.asp



You must first configure IIS for slingback.asp so that the Spoke Side SEED Wizard can correctly perform testing if you plan to
provide testing information to the spokes.

Configuring IIS for slingback.asp requires that you do the following:

Enable ASP pages
Create a virtual directory for slingback.asp
Configure IIS to run slingback.asp in an isolated process

Enable ASP pages

Active Server Pages (ASP) pages do not work in IIS 6.0 unless you enable them. If ASP pages are not enabled, spokes receive a
404 error when they access slingback.asp.

For information about enabling ASP pages in IIS, see "How to Enable ASP Pages" in the Internet Information Services
Administrator Guide.

Create a virtual directory for slingback.asp

You must enable anonymous connections to slingback.asp and run it from a dedicated virtual directory.

Slingback.asp is located in the SEED folder in the BizTalk Server 2004 installation folder, typically <drive>:\Program
Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\SEED.

 Security  It is recommended that you not create a virtual directory that points directly to the SEED folder. The SEED
folder includes files other than slingback.asp. Copy slingback.asp to an empty folder and use that folder to create the
virtual directory.

 Security  It is recommended that you create the virtual directory for testing the hub-spoke connection on a computer
that is not connected to your production environment. If you do use a virtual directory within your production
environment, remove the directory after the hub and spoke complete the tests.

Configure IIS to run slingback.asp in an isolated process

If the spoke receive location requires a client certificate for HTTPS, then you must configure IIS to run slingback.asp in an isolated
process with a user account. One or more valid client authentication certificates must be available in the personal certificate store
of the user account.

Slingback.asp returns an error if there is no valid client certificate accessible in its process user account when it posts the test
document back to the spokes.

Note  Although IIS impersonates anonymous users to the IUser_<machinename> account, the
IUser_<machinename> account does not need to have a client certificate. Slingback.asp uses the WinHTTPRequest
object. WinHTTPRequest reverts to the original process user account when it accesses the certificate store.

The following table describes IIS configurations required to run slingback.asp in an isolated process with a specific user account.

Product Mode Notes
IIS version 
6.0

IIS 6.0 worker process is
olation mode

You must create a seperate application pool to run slingback.asp.

For information about configuring IIS for this scenario, see the the Internet Information Serv
ices 6.0 Administrator Guide.

IIS version 
6.0

IIS 5.0 isolation mode You must do the following:

Select "High (isolated)" for the application protection level of the virtual directory
Use the Component Services management console to set the identity for the COM+ a
pplication corresponding to the virtual directory.

For information about configuring IIS for this scenario, see the the Internet Information Serv
ices 5.0 Administrator Guide.



 

IIS version 
5.0/5.1

N/A You must do the following:

Select "High (isolated)" for the application protection level of the virtual directory
Use the Component Services management console to set the identity for the COM+ a
pplication corresponding to the virtual directory.

For information about configuring IIS for this scenario, see the the Internet Information Serv
ices 5.0 Administrator Guide.

Configuring HTTP/SOAP receive locations
SEED supports HTTP and SOAP receive locations. Before you create a hub SEED package, you must create receive ports and
receive locations and bind them to the hub orchestration for the role link you will use.

For information about configuring HTTP receive locations, see Configuring an HTTP Receive Location.

For information about configuring SOAP receive locations, see Configuring a SOAP Receive Location.

Configuring certificates
If you are signing outbound documents, you must specify a thumbprint for the signing certificate for the BizTalk group. For more
information about specifying a thumbprint for the BizTalk group, see Modifying BizTalk Group Properties.

If your partners plan to encrypt the messages they send to you, you must specify a thumbprint for the decryption certificate for
the hosts receiving the messages. For more information about specifying a thumbprint on a host, see
Modifying Host Properties in the BizTalk Administration Console.

The Hub Side SEED Wizard does not support using different certificates for signing and encryption. It is recommended that you
use the same certificate for signing and encryption and package the public key of the certificate in the hub SEED package.

The SEED wizards access the Other People certificate store to package certificates. You use the Microsoft Management Console
(MMC) with the Certificates snap-in to import certificates into the Other People store. For information about running the MMC
and the Certificates snap-in, see Windows Help.

After you configure the hub SEED environment, you can use the Hub Side SEED Wizard to create a hub SEED package. For
information about creating a hub SEED package, see Step 1: Creating a Hub SEED Package.

See Also

Troubleshooting SEED
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Configuring the Spoke SEED Environment
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server provides the localsave.asp file with the Spoke Side SEED Wizard. The Spoke Side SEED Wizard uses
the localsave.asp file to test inbound documents. During the test, localsave.asp saves the received document to the folder specified
by the user. The Spoke Side SEED Wizard verifies that the document received matches the one sent.

You must create a virtual directory and copy the localsave.asp file into it before you deploy a hub SEED package.

You must configure Internet Information Services (IIS) to receive inbound documents to the spoke.

Configuring the spoke SEED environment requires that you do the following:

1. Configure IIS for localsave.asp
2. Configure the registry for localsave.asp
3. Configure IIS for HTTP receive locations
4. Configure certificates
5. Configure Business Activity Services (BAS)

Configuring IIS for localsave.asp
You must first configure IIS for localsave.asp so that the Spoke Side SEED Wizard can correctly perform testing.

Configuring IIS for localsave.asp requires that you do the following:

Enable ASP pages
Create a virtual directory for localsave.asp

Enable ASP pages

Active Server Pages (ASP) pages do not work in IIS 6.0 unless you enable them. If ASP pages are not enabled, localsave.asp
returns a 404 error.

For information about enabling ASP pages in IIS, see "How to Enable ASP Pages" in the Internet Information Services
Administrator Guide.

Create a virtual directory for localsave.asp

You must enable anonymous connections to localsave.asp and run it from a dedicated virtual directory.

Localsave.asp is located in the SEED folder in the BizTalk Server 2004 installation folder, typically <drive>:\Program
Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\SEED.

 Security  It is recommended that you not create a virtual directory that points directly to the SEED folder. The SEED
folder includes files other than localsave.asp. Copy localsave.asp to an empty folder and use that folder to create the
virtual directory.

 Security  You must create the virtual directory for localsave.asp on the BizTalk Server computer on which you run the
Spoke Side SEED Wizard. Remove this virtual directory after you deploy the hub SEED package.

By default, IIS impersonates anonymous users to the IUSR_<machinename> account. Localsave.asp saves messages received to
the local file system. You must specify folders with the required permissions when you complete the Specify details for local
and remote testing page in the Spoke Side SEED Wizard.

Configuring the registry for localsave.asp
After you configure IIS for localsave.asp, you must configure the LocalSave registry value for the Spoke Side SEED Wizard to
perform testing correctly.

To configure the LocalSave registry value, specifiy the localsave.asp URL in the LocalSave registry entry. The LocalSave
(REG_SZ) registry entry is located at HKEY LOCAL MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\BizTalk Server\3.0\SEED.

Configuring IIS for HTTP receive locations
You must configure IIS for HTTP receive locations before running the Spoke Side SEED Wizard. The Spoke Side SEED Wizard uses
the URL for BTSHTTPReceive.dll to create the HTTP receive locations. For information about configuring IIS for HTTP receive



 

locations, see Configuring Internet Information Services for HTTP Receive Locations.

Important  You must enable the virtual directory for BTSHTTPReceive.dll for anonymous access to run the Spoke Side
SEED Wizard successfully.

Configuring certificates
If you are signing outbound documents, you must specify the thumbprint for the signing certificate for the BizTalk group. For
more information about specifying the thumbprint for the BizTalk group, see Modifying BizTalk Group Properties.

If your partners plan to encrypt the messages they send to you, you must specify the thumbprint for the decryption certificate for
the hosts receiving the messages. For more information about specifying the thumbprint on a host, see
Modifying Host Properties in the BizTalk Administration Console.

The Spoke Side SEED Wizard does not support using different certificates for signing and encryption. It is recommended that you
use the same certificate for signing and encryption and package the public key of the certificate in the spoke SEED package.

The SEED wizards access the Other People certificate store to package certificates. You use the Microsoft Management Console
(MMC) with the Certificates snap-in to import certificates into the Other People store. For information about running the MMC
and the Certificates snap-in, see Windows Help.

Configuring Business Activity Services
If the hub SEED package contains Business Activity Services (BAS) artifacts, you must register the BizTalk Server in BAS and create
your self profile before deploying the hub SEED package. For information about creating your self profile, see "Creating Your
Profile" in the Information Workers User's Guide.

After you configure the spoke SEED environment, you can use the Spoke Side SEED Wizard to deploy a hub SEED package. For
information about deploying a hub SEED package, see Step 2: Deploying and Testing a Hub SEED Package on the Spoke.

See Also

Troubleshooting SEED
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Creating a Partnership
You use the Hub Side SEED Wizard and your trading partner uses the Spoke Side SEED Wizard to quickly deploy an electronic
partnership for data exchange.

To create the partnership, both the hub side and the spoke side must be completely deployed.

You use the Hub Side SEED Wizard to create a hub SEED package. You make the hub package available to spokes on a Web site or
file share location. Typically, a single initiating hub company interacts with several trading partners (spokes).

You can use the Hub Side SEED Wizard to set up a new relationship with a spoke, or to start handling new documents from an
existing spoke.

You and your trading partner must complete the following steps to create the hub side of the partnership with SEED:

1. The hub and spoke configure the SEED environment.

Configuring the Hub SEED Environment
Configuring the Spoke SEED Environment

2. The hub runs the Hub Side SEED Wizard and creates the hub SEED package.

Step 1: Creating a Hub SEED Package

3. The hub provides the hub SEED package to the spoke.
4. The spoke uses the Spoke Side SEED Wizard to deploy the hub SEED package.

Step 2: Deploying and Testing a Hub SEED Package on the Spoke

5. For SEED packages with Business Activity Services (BAS), the spoke manually reviews and activates any agreements in the
hub SEED package before using the Spoke Side SEED Wizard to create the spoke SEED package.

6. The spoke runs the Spoke Side SEED Wizard and creates the spoke SEED package.

Step 3: Creating a Spoke SEED Package

7. The spoke provides the spoke SEED package to the hub.
8. The hub uses the Hub Side SEED Wizard to deploy the spoke SEED package.

Step 4: Deploying a Spoke SEED Package on the Hub

9. For SEED packages with BAS, the hub manually reviews and activates any agreements in the spoke SEED package.

For information about using SEED with BAS, see SEED and Business Activity Services.

This section contains:

Step 1: Creating a Hub SEED Package
Step 2: Deploying and Testing a Hub SEED Package on the Spoke
Step 3: Creating a Spoke SEED Package
Step 4: Deploying a Spoke SEED Package on the Hub
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Step 1: Creating a Hub SEED Package
You can use the Hub Side SEED Wizard to create a hub SEED package with Business Activity Services (BAS), or a hub SEED
package without BAS.

This section contains:

Creating a Hub SEED Package for Spokes without BAS
Creating a Hub SEED Package for Spokes with BAS
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Creating a Hub SEED Package for Spokes without BAS
You use the Hub Side SEED Wizard to create a hub SEED package. This procedure assumes that the hub is not using Business
Activity Services (BAS). If the hub is using BAS, use the procedure Creating a Hub SEED Package for Spokes with BAS.

You must configure the hub environment before you create the hub package. For information about configuring the hub
environment, see Configuring the Hub SEED Environment.

After you create the hub SEED package, you should digitally sign it before you deploy it to a spoke.

Important  You must be an administrator on the computer on which you run the Hub Side SEED Wizard. Additionally,
you must have permission to access the BizTalk Configuration database.

Important  Before you run the Hub Side SEED Wizard, you must specify a public address for your primary receive
location for the receive port that is bound to the service link. If you do not specify a public address that spokes can
access, an error occurs when you run the Hub Side SEED Wizard. For information about configuring an HTTP File
receive location, see Configuring an HTTP Receive Location. For information about configuring a SOAP File receive
location, see Configuring a SOAP Receive Location.

Note  It is recommended that you share the role link type as a shared project between the hub and spokes. The name
of the role link type and port types should match between the hub orchestration and the spoke orchestration so that
the SEED wizards can deploy the package correctly. You may also want to share schemas and property schemas in the
shared project.

Note  It is recommended that you clean up your BizTalk project or solution output folders and build a Deployment
configuration-only project right before you run the Hub Side SEED Wizard and package the project or solution. This
will prevent the Hub Side SEED Wizard from packaging the same assemblies twice: one for deployment and one for
development.

Note  To successfully deploy Business Activity Management (BAM) artifacts, use the procedure in
Creating a Hub SEED Package for Spokes with BAS.

Important  If you are using a SOAP receive adapter for your receive location, your spokes use BAS. For information
about creating hub SEED packages for spokes with BAS, see Creating a Hub SEED Package for Spokes with BAS.

To create a hub SEED package for spokes without BAS

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and click Hub Side SEED Wizard.
2. On the Welcome to the Hub Side SEED Package Wizard page, click Next.
3. On the Hub Side SEED Package Tasks page, select Create hub SEED Package and click Next.
4. On the Hub Side Orchestration page, do the following:

Use th
is

To do this

Orche
stratio
n

Select from the drop-down list the orchestration you will use to communicate with your partner. All deployed orche
strations on your BizTalk Server computer appear in this list.

Servic
e Link

Select from the drop-down list the public service link that you will use to interact with your partners. For more infor
mation, see Using Role Links. All supported service links (role links) available in the orchestration appear in this list.

Important  SEED does not support two-way HTTP receive ports. When you create a hub SEED package, if you
select an orchestration and service link that are bound to a two-way HTTP receive port, the Hub Side SEED
Wizard continues the package creation. However, when a spoke tries to deploy this hub SEED package, the
Spoke Side SEED Wizard attempts to bind the spoke orchestration to a one-way send port, causing the package
deployment to fail and roll back.

Important  When you create a hub SEED package, SEED retrieves the binding information for receive ports in
the selected service link. If more than one service link has ports with the same port type, SEED cannot determine
the correct port to bind to. It is recommended that you not share port types across multiple service links.

5. Click Next.
6. On the Send and Receive Pipelines page, do the following for each port:

Use this To do this
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Hub Pipelin
e

Select from the drop-down list the pipeline that the hub send ports use to send messages to the spoke. This i
s only required for send ports.

Friendly Na
me

Type a unique, easy-to-remember name for the port. The Spoke Side SEED Wizard displays this name to the s
poke.

Spoke Pipeli
ne Assembly

Select the path to a valid BizTalk Server assembly that contains the pipeline that the spoke send and receive p
orts use to communicate with your receive and send ports.

For example, if a send port exists, then you should select an assembly that contains a receive pipeline that the
spoke receive port uses to receive your messages.

Note  If you are using default pipelines, such as XMLReceive and XMLTransmit, provide a full pat
h to Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.dll, located in the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 installatio
n folder.

Spoke Pipeli
ne

Specify the spoke pipeline through which the spoke will interchange messages with the hub port.

Note that this is the spoke pipeline, not the hub pipeline.

7. Click Next.
8. (Optional) To enable testing for the hub-spoke connection, on the Testing page, do the following:

Use this To do this
Configure test in
formation for sp
oke

Select this check box if you want to provide testing information for your trading partner spoke.

Test Address Type the public URL of the slingback.asp file.

Important  No URL validation is performed during this test. Carefully enter the correct URL.

Test Message Type the path to the message you want to use for your test.

Important  The message must be an XML test instance file with UTF-8 encoding. The XML fi
le must have an XML declaration with an encoding attribute, such as in: <?xml version="1.0"
encoding="utf-8" ?>.

9. Click Next.
10. (Optional) To package a spoke project and orchestration, on the Spoke Project and Orchestration page, do the following:

Use this To do this
Add spoke BizTal
k project and orc
hestration

Select this check box if you have created an orchestration that you want the spoke to use to implement i
ts interfaces.

Spoke BizTalk Pr
oject

Select the Visual Studio® project that the spoke uses to rebuild the orchestration. All project dependenc
ies should be included in the project directories.

If you want to package a tracking profile (BTT file) for spokes to deploy, you should include the BTT file i
n the project directory. Additionally, the file should have the same name as the assembly containing the 
spoke orchestration (the BTT file has the .btt extension).

Spoke Orchestrat
ion

Select the assembly for the spoke orchestration.

Note  Ensure that you select the spoke orchestration that has a configuration that correspon
ds to the hub orchestration you selected. The spoke orchestration should have a service link 
type of the same name as the hub service link type.

11. Click Next.
12. (Optional) To add another orchestration, on the Add Another Package page, select the Add Another Orchestration

check box, and then repeat steps 4-10.
13. Click Next.
14. (Optional) To run a custom SEED extension, on the Run custom SEED extension page, select the Additional Items check

box, and then click Next.

Note  When you select the check box, the Hub Side Seed Wizard immediately invokes an extension component
if one exists. If you clear the check box and select it again, the wizard runs the extension again. For more
information about extending SEED, see Microsoft.BizTalk.Seed Namespace.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms994768(v=bts.10).aspx


 Security  The SEED wizards do not verify digital signatures of SEED extensions. The wizards search the SEED
subdirectory of the Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 installation folder, and run the first assembly that
implements the SEED extension interface. It is recommended that you check the SEED folder before you run a
custom SEED extension and verify the digital signature of the extension if the SEED extension is signed by digital
signature.

Note  If an exception occurs when the SEED Wizard invokes an extension, you can continue to run the wizard.
The SEED wizard will not log a detailed error message for the exception or automatically remove the extension
files when an exception occurs. If an exception occurs, you must uncheck the Additional items check box and
then click Next to remove the added files. Bug 72924

15. On the Configuration page, select Spoke and hub do not use Business Activity Services, and then click Next.

Important  If you or the spoke use BAS, see Creating a Hub SEED Package for Spokes with BAS.

16. On the Hub Information page, do the following:

Important  Ensure that you are using a unique alias qualifier and value pair. If there is any existing party with
the same alias qualifier and value pair, the Spoke Side SEED Wizard will fail to deploy the hub SEED package.

Use this To do this
Organizatio
n name

Type the organization name. This is the name used to identify the hub in the spoke system. This name must m
eet the party name criteria for BizTalk Explorer.

Alias Name Select the hub alias name from the drop-down list. For a description of valid party alias names, qualifiers, and
values, see Adding an Alias to a Party Using BizTalk Explorer

Alias Qualifi
er

Displays the qualifier for the hub alias name.

Alias Value Type the value of the hub alias.
17. Click Next.
18. (Optional) On the Hub Certificates page, do the following:

Use this To do this
Signature/
encryption
certificate

From the drop-down list, select the signing certificate the spokes must use to resolve the signature in message
s sent to them from the hub, and to encrypt messages the spokes send to the hub.

Note  A new party on the spoke side will have this certificate as its signature certificate and all new
send ports will have this certificate as an outbound encryption certificate when the spoke deploys t
he hub SEED package.

SSL client c
ertificate

From the drop-down list, select the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) client certificate that Internet Information Servic
es (IIS) uses to verify the user account. Use this option if the hub does party resolution based on the Windows
User property in the HTTPS scenario.

Note  If you want the spoke company to resolve the party based on this certificate, you must select
the same certificate in the Signature/encryption certificate box. If a client certificate is available 
with the secure connection, the HTTP receive adapter sets message context properties for the certifi
cate.

19. Click Next.
20. On the Hub Side SEED Summary page, type the path to the location where you want to save the hub SEED package, and

then click Next.

Note  In the Summary information, the Encryption certificate field shows the information entered in the SSL
client certificate box of the Hub Certificates page, and the Signature Certificate field shows the information
entered in the Signature/Encryption certificate box of the Hub Certificates page.

Note  The Hub Side SEED Wizard creates the hub SEED package with the information displayed on the Hub
Side SEED Summary page, and saves the hub SEED package at the specified location. If you added test
information, the Hub Side SEED Wizard also adds test instance XML files to the hub SEED package.

21. On the Hub SEED Creation page, when the wizard indicates that it has created the package, click Next.
22. On the Completing the Hub Side SEED Package page, click Finish to complete the hub SEED package creation.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms945146(v=bts.10).aspx


 

Digitally signing the hub SEED package
The hub SEED packages can include executables. It is recommended that the hub digitally sign the hub SEED package to ensure
that the spoke can trust that the hub (a trusted party) created the package and that others have not tampered with the package
after the signing. When you use the SEED wizards to deploy and install SEED packages, both the Hub Side and Spoke Side SEED
Wizards validate the digital signatures of the packages and show a warning message before they proceed.

SEED uses Authenticode technology to verify the digital signature of the package (.cab).

To digitally sign the hub SEED package

Follow the instructions in Knowledge Base article 247257, "Steps for Signing a .cab File" located at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=19330.

Note  This Knowledge Base article uses a test certificate that cannot be used for production purposes. To digitally sign
your cabinet file for production purposes, you must get a code sign certificate from a trusted certificate authority.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Creating a Hub SEED Package for Spokes with BAS
You use the Hub Side SEED Wizard to create a hub SEED package. This procedure assumes that the spoke is using Business
Activity Services (BAS). If the spoke is not using BAS, use the procedure Creating a Hub SEED Package for Spokes without BAS.

You must configure the hub environment before you create the hub package. For information about configuring the hub
environment, see Configuring the Hub SEED Environment.

Before you run the Hub Side SEED Wizard, you must create a BAS group agreement for your self profile. For information about
creating a new group agreement, see "Creating an Agreement" in the Information Workers Users' Guide.

Important  You must be an administrator on the BizTalk Server computer on which you run the Hub Side SEED
Wizard. You must have permission to access the BizTalk Configuration database and the BAS site.

 Security  The SEED wizards do not verify digital signatures of SEED extensions. The wizards search the SEED
subdirectory of the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 installation folder, and run the first assembly that implements the
SEED extension interface. It is recommended that you check the SEED folder before you run a custom SEED extension
and verify the digital signature of the extension if the SEED extension is signed by digital signature.

Important  Before you run the Hub Side SEED Wizard, you must specify a public address for your primary receive
location for the receive port that is bound to the service link. If you do not specify a public address that spokes can
access, an error occurs when you run the Hub Side SEED Wizard. For information about configuring an HTTP File
receive location, see Configuring an HTTP Receive Location. For information about configuring a SOAP File receive
location, see Configuring a SOAP Receive Location.

Note  It is recommended that you share the role link type as a shared project between the hub and spokes. The name
of the role link type and port types should match between the hub orchestration and the spoke orchestration so that
the SEED wizards can deploy the package correctly. You may also want to share schemas and property schemas in the
shared project.

Note  It is recommended that you clean up your BizTalk project or solution output folders and build a Deployment
configuration-only project right before you run the Hub Side SEED Wizard and package the project or solution. This
will prevent the Hub Side SEED Wizard from packaging the same assemblies twice: one for deployment and one for
development.

To create a hub SEED package for spokes with BAS

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and click Hub Side SEED Wizard.
2. On the Welcome to the Hub Side SEED Package Wizard page, click Next.
3. On the Hub Side SEED Package Tasks page, select Create hub SEED Package and click Next.
4. On the Hub Side Orchestration page, do the following:

Use th
is

To do this

Orches
tration

Select from the drop-down list the orchestration you will use to communicate with your partner. All deployed orche
strations on your BizTalk Server computer appear in this list.

Servic
e Link

Select from the drop-down list the public service link that you will use to interact with your partners. For more infor
mation, see Role Links. All supported service links (role links) available in the orchestration appear in this list.

Important  SEED does not support two-way HTTP receive ports. When you create a hub SEED package, if you
select an orchestration and service link that are bound to a two-way HTTP receive port, the Hub Side SEED
Wizard continues the package creation. However, when a spoke tries to deploy this hub SEED package, the
Spoke Side SEED Wizard attempts to bind the spoke orchestration to a one-way send port, causing the package
deployment to fail and roll back.

Important  When you create a hub SEED package, SEED retrieves the binding information for receive ports in
the selected service link. If more than one service link has ports with the same port type, SEED cannot determine
the correct port to bind to. It is recommended that you not share port types across multiple service links.

5. Click Next.
6. On the Send and Receive Pipelines page, do the following for each port:

Use this To do this

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962104(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms961969(v=bts.10).aspx


Hub Pipelin
e

Select from the drop-down list the pipeline that the hub send ports use to send messages to the spoke. This i
s only required for send ports.

Friendly Na
me

Type a unique, easy-to-remember name for the port. The Spoke Side SEED Wizard displays this name to the s
poke.

Spoke Pipeli
ne Assembly

Select the path to a valid BizTalk Server assembly that contains the pipeline that the spoke send and receive p
orts use to communicate with your receive and send ports.

For example, if a send port exists, then you should select an assembly that contains a receive pipeline that the
spoke receive port uses to receive your messages.

Note  If you are using default pipelines, such as XMLReceive and XMLTransmit, provide a full pat
h to Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.dll, located in the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 installatio
n folder.

Spoke Pipeli
ne

Specify the spoke pipeline through which the spoke will interchange messages with the hub port.

Note that this is the spoke pipeline, not the hub pipeline.

7. Click Next.
8. (Optional) To enable testing for the hub-spoke connection, on the Testing page, do the following:

Use this To do this
Configure test in
formation for sp
oke

Select this check box if you want to provide testing information for your trading partner spoke.

Test Address Type the URL of slingback.asp page.

Important  No URL validation is performed during this test. Carefully enter the correct URL.

Test Message Type the message you want to use for your test.

Important  The message must be an XML test instance file with UTF-8 encoding. The XML fi
le must have an XML declaration with an encoding attribute, such as in: <?xml version="1.0"
encoding="utf-8" ?>.

9. Click Next.
10. (Optional) To package a spoke project and orchestration, on the Spoke BizTalk Project and Orchestration page, do the

following:
Use this To do this
Add spoke BizTal
k project and orc
hestration

Select this check box if you have created an orchestration that you want the spoke to use to implement i
ts interfaces.

Spoke BizTalk Pr
oject

Select the Visual Studio project that the spoke uses to rebuild the orchestration. All project dependencie
s are packaged.

If you want to package a tracking profile (BTT file) for spokes to deploy, you should include the BTT file i
n the project directory. Additionally, the file should have the same name as the assembly containing the 
spoke orchestration (the BTT file has the .btt extension).

Spoke Orchestrat
ion

Select the assembly for the spoke orchestration.

Note  Ensure that you select the spoke orchestration that has a configuration that correspon
ds to the hub orchestration you selected. The spoke orchestration should have a service link 
type of the same name as the hub service link type.

11. Click Next.
12. (Optional) To add another orchestration, on the Add Another Package page, select the Add Another Orchestration

check box, and then repeat steps 4-10.

Note  The corresponding BAS agreement must have multiple addendums for all orchestrations you add.

13. Click Next.
14. (Optional) To run a custom SEED extension, on the Run custom SEED extension page, select the Additional Items check

box, and then click Next..



Note  When you select the check box, the Hub Side Seed Wizard immediately invokes an extension component
if one exists. If you clear the check box and select it again, the wizard runs the extension again. For more
information about extending SEED, see Microsoft.BizTalk.Seed Namespace.

 Security  The SEED wizards do not verify the strong name or digital signature of the SEED extension. It is
recommended that you verify the strong name or digital signature of the extension before running the SEED
wizards.

Note  If an exception occurs when the SEED Wizard invokes an extension, you can continue to run the wizard.
The SEED wizard will not log a detailed error message for the exception or automatically remove the extension
files when an exception occurs. If an exception occurs, you must uncheck the Additional items check box and
then click Next to remove the added files. Bug 72924

15. On the Configuration page, select one of the following:
Use this To do this
Only spoke uses Business Activity Services Select this option if the hub does not use BAS and the spoke uses BA

S.
Hub and spoke both use Business Activity Servic
es

Select this option if both the hub and the spoke use BAS.

16. Click Next.
17. On the Hub Business Activity Services TPM Web Service Address page, do the following:

Note  This page does not appear if the addresses are available in the registry.

Use this To do this
Business Activity Services collaboration site 
address

Type the URL for the BAS site.

Business Activity Services TPM Web Service 
address

Type the URL for the BAS TPM Web service site. For example, http://tpm
computer.

18. Click Next.
19. On the Documents page, do the following:

Note  On the Documents page, you can add InfoPath™ templates, BAM views (Excel files), BAM definition
(XML) and other files from the Windows® SharePoint™ Service document library that you want to send to the
spoke. If you add BAM tracking profiles (.btt files), the Spoke Side SEED Wizard does not deploy them. You must
include BAM tracking profiles in the spoke BizTalk project.

Note  The Spoke Side SEED Wizard uploads all documents that you add on the Documents page to the spoke
global Template document library, regardless of the directory from which you add them. Therefore, each
document you add must have a unique file name.

Use this To do this
Document director
ies

From the drop-down list, select the directory that contains the documents you want to add to the hub 
SEED package.

Available docume
nts

Browse through the documents in the directory and select documents to add to the hub SEED package
.

Add Click to add the selected documents to the hub SEED package.
Remove Click to remove the selected documents from the hub SEED package.
Remove All Click to remove all of the documents currently added to the hub SEED package.

20. Click Next.
21. On the Hub Profile page, do the following:

Use this To do this
Hub profile From the drop-down list, select the hub self profile that the hub shares with its trading partners. For mor

e information, see About Profiles.
Hub group agre
ement

From the drop-down list, select the group agreement the hub uses for business transactions with spokes
.

The Hub Profile page only displays agreements that you made between yourself and a group that corre
sponds to the correct service link.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms994768(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms944644(v=bts.10).aspx


 

22. Click Next.
23. (Optional) On the Hub Certificates page, do the following:

Note  When it deploys the hub SEED package, the Spoke Side SEED Wizard imports all certificates selected on
the Hub Certificates page into the Other People store of the spoke SEED computer.

Use this To do this
Signature/
encryption
certificate

From the drop-down list, select the signing certificate the spokes must use to resolve the signature in message
s sent to them from the hub, and to encrypt messages the spokes send to the hub (optional).

Note  A new BAS profile on the spoke side will have this certificate as its signature certificate and a
ll new global ports will have this certificate as an outbound encryption certificate when the spoke d
eploys the hub SEED package.

SSL client c
ertificate

From the drop-down list, select the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) client certificate that Internet Information Servic
es (IIS) uses to verify the user account. Use this option if the hub does party resolution based on the Windows
User property in the HTTPS scenario (optional).

Note  If you want the spoke company to resolve the party based on this certificate, you must select
the same certificate in the Signature/encryption certificate box. If a client certificate is available 
with the secure connection, the HTTP receive adapter sets message context properties for the certifi
cate.

24. Click Next.
25. On the Hub Side SEED Summary page, type the path to the location where you want to save the hub SEED package, and

then click Next.

Note  In the Summary information, the Encryption certificate field shows the information entered in the SSL
client certificate box of the Hub Certificates page, and the Signature Certificate field shows the information
entered in the Signature/Encryption certificate box of the Hub Certificates page.

Note  The Hub Side SEED Wizard creates the hub SEED package with the information displayed on the Hub
Side SEED Summary page, and saves the hub SEED package at the specified location. If you added test
information, the Hub Side SEED Wizard also adds test instance XML files to the hub SEED package.

26. On the Hub SEED Creation page, when the wizard indicates that it has created the package, click Next.
27. On the Completing the Hub Side SEED Package page, click Finish to complete the hub SEED package creation.

Digitally signing the hub SEED package
The hub SEED package can include executables. It is recommended that the hub digitally sign the hub SEED package to ensure
that the spoke can trust that the hub (a trusted party) created the package and that others have not tampered with the package
after the signing. When you use the SEED wizards to deploy and install SEED packages, both the Hub Side and Spoke Side SEED
Wizards validate the digital signatures of the packages and show a warning message before they proceed.

SEED uses Authenticode® technology to verify the digital signature of the package (.cab file).

To digitally sign the hub SEED package

Follow the instructions in Knowledge Base article 247257, "Steps for Signing a .cab File" located at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=19330.

Note  This Knowledge Base article uses a test certificate that cannot be used for production purposes. To digitally sign
your cabinet file for production purposes, you must get a code sign certificate from a trusted certificate authority.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Step 2: Deploying and Testing a Hub SEED Package on the
Spoke
After you create the hub SEED package and make it available to the spoke, the spoke must deploy it in the spoke environment.
The spoke uses the Spoke Side SEED Wizard to deploy a hub SEED package. The hub SEED package is tested as part of the
deployment process.

A spoke can receive a hub SEED package directly from the hub. Alternatively, the spoke can download a hub SEED package from
the hub Web site.

The spoke saves the hub SEED package to a local computer, and then the spoke uses the Spoke Side SEED Wizard to complete the
configuration and test the process of receiving and sending documents.

When a spoke deploys the hub SEED package, the Spoke Side SEED Wizard does the following:

Extracts packaged files to the specified location on the local computer.
Adds any packaged certificates to the Other People store on the local computer.
Deploys packaged spoke pipelines and orchestration assemblies to BizTalk Server 2004.
Installs packed .NET assemblies to the global assembly cache.
Creates a new partner profile (or party) for the hub company.
Creates an agreement if the spoke uses Business Activity Services (BAS).
Adds global ports to the partner profile that corresponds to the hub receive ports if the spoke uses BAS.
Enlists send ports to the party and enlists the party to the role links if the spoke does not use BAS.
Creates spoke receive ports that correspond to the hub send ports.
Binds packaged orchestrations to the appropriate spoke receive ports.
Uploads any packaged documents to the spoke global Templates document library.
Compiles the tracking profile if the hub included one in the BizTalk project directory in the hub SEED package.
Deploys the Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) infrastructure for any BAM views or BAM definition files packaged as
documents from the hub.
Updates the manifest file with the results of the deployment.
Writes information about the deployed hub SEED package in the registry.

You use the Spoke Side SEED Wizard to perform local and remote testing of deployed SEED packages. This process ensures that
port configurations are valid. For information about the SEED testing page and troubleshooting the SEED testing page, see
SEED Testing.

You must configure the spoke environment before you deploy the hub SEED package. For information about configuring the
spoke environment, see Configuring the Spoke SEED Environment.

To deploy a hub SEED package

1. On the spoke side local computer, click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then
click Spoke Side SEED Wizard.

2. In the Spoke Side SEED Wizard, on the Welcome to the Spoke Side SEED Wizard page, click Next.
3. On the Task page, select Deploy the hub SEED package, type the path to the hub SEED package file, and then click Next.
4. In the Security Warning dialog box, verify the certificate used to sign the package, and then click Yes.

 Security  You verify the digital signature of the package to ensure that the signature belongs to the trusted hub
company, and that no one has tampered with the package, before you deploy the package.

On the Hub SEED Package Deployment Configuration page, do the following:

Note  The Hub SEED Package Deployment Configuration page does not appear if the hub SEED package
does not include an orchestration assembly.

Use this To do this
I want to automatica
lly deploy and bind t
he orchestration

Select this option to deploy the orchestration provided by the hub in the hub SEED package.



I want to build and b
ind my own orchestr
ation

Select this option to use your own orchestration.

Note  If you use your own orchestration, ensure that in your orchestration you use the s
ame schema, role link type, and port type name as the hub. Typically, the hub company p
rovides a sample BizTalk project that contains shared types such as schema and role link.

Click Next.

5. On the Business Activity TPM Web Service Address page, do the following:

Note  The Business Activity TPM Web Service Address page does not appear if the hub SEED package is not
designed for spokes that use BAS or the addresses are already in the registry.

Use this To do this
Business Activity Services collaborat
ion site address

Type the URL for the BAS collaboration site. For example, http://tpmcomputer/si
tes/BASSite.

Business Activity Services TPM Web 
Service address

Type the URL for the BAS Trading Partner Management (TPM) Web service site. Fo
r example, http://tpmcomputer.

6. Click Next.
7. On the Receive Address page, do the following:

Use th
is

To do this

Friend
ly na
me

Displays the name given by the hub to identify the receive location for the spoke. You cannot modify this parameter
.

Addre
ss

Type the address for the receive location that you will use to receive messages from the hub. For example, type htt
ps://mycompany/HTTPReceive/BTSHTTPReceive.dll.

Important  Do not add the query string to the BTSHTTPReceive.dll file. The Spoke Side SEED Wizard aut
omatically generates a unique query string when it creates the new receive locations.

Note  You must enable the receive location for anonymous access. If you are using HTTPS with client ce
rtificates, the address should accept the client certificates. For information, see
Configuring the Spoke SEED Environment.

8. Click Next.
9. (Optional) On the Secure Sockets Layer Client Certificate Thumbprint page, do the following:

Use this To do this
Specify an SSL client 
certificate thumbpri
nt

Select this check box if the hub requires HTTPS with client certificates.

SSL client certificate 
thumbprint

Provide the thumbprint for your SSL client certificate.

Note  You use the Microsoft Management Console (MMC) Certificates snap-in to get th
e thumbprint for your certificate. For more information, see
Configuring the Spoke SEED Environment.

10. Click Next.
11. On the Testing the SEED Package page, click a row in the Test address and messages grid.

Note  If the Testing the SEED Package page does not appear, there is no testing information in your SEED
package.

12. If you selected a send port, click Details.

Note  If you selected a receive port, go to step 17.

13. On the Inbound Document Details page, do the following:
Use this To do this



Test drop l
ocation

Type the location where BizTalk Server (local testing) or localsave.asp (remote testing) saves the received mess
age. The Spoke Side SEED Wizard reads this folder to verify the message.

Note  BizTalk Server must have permission to write files to the test drop location. Localsave.asp m
ust have permission to write to the test drop location. The Spoke Side SEED Wizard must have read
, write, and delete permissions to the test drop location.

Receive tes
t pickup lo
cation

Type the location where you want the Spoke Side SEED Wizard to save the test message. BizTalk Server picks u
p the test message from this folder.

Note  The Spoke Side SEED Wizard must have read, write, and delete permissions to the receive te
st pickup location. BizTalk Server must have permission to read and delete messages from the rece
ive test pickup location.

After you provide the detail information, the status of the port changes to Details entered.

14. Click Configure to configure the send port. After successful configuration, the status of the port changes to Configured. Go
to step 20.

15. If you selected a receive port, on the Testing the SEED Package page, click Details.
16. On the Outbound Document Details page, in the Final drop location box, type the location where BizTalk Server saves

the received message. The Spoke Side SEED Wizard reads this folder to verify the message.

Note  BizTalk Server must have permission to write to the final drop location. The Spoke Side SEED Wizard must
have read, write, and delete permission.

After you provide the detail information, the status of the port changes to Details entered.

17. Click Configure to configure the receive port. After successful configuration, the status of the port changes to Configured.
18. On the Testing the SEED Package page, do the following:

Use this To do this
Test loca
l

Click to test the configuration of the spoke. After successful testing, the status of the port changes to Locally test
ed.

Test Re
mote

Click to send a test message to the hub, and receive a test message from the hub. After successful testing, the stat
us of the port changes to Tested remotely.

Time ou
t

Select the amount of time, in seconds, that the spoke will wait for a response from the hub before the test fails.

Interval Select the amount of time, in seconds, between attempts to communicate with the hub.
19. Repeat steps 13 through 20 for all of the rows in the grid.
20. Click Next.
21. On the SEED Deployment page, wait until the Next button is enabled, and then do the following:

Note  If an error occurs during deployment, the process is rolled back and error messages appear in the status
window.

Important  If you receive the message: "Assembly not found. File or assembly name
Microsoft.BizTalk.TrackingCompiler, or one of its dependencies was not found," copy the Tracking directory and
all of its contents from the Installation CD to the following path on your computer: <installation
drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\Tracking. After you copy the tracking directory to the new
location, run the Spoke Side SEED Wizard again.

Use this To do this
Status View the status of the deployment.
Summary deta
ils

Open the summary in a separate window that contains additional details about the parameters used to cre
ate this package.

22. Click Next.
23. On the Completing the Spoke Side SEED Package page, click Finish. The hub SEED package has deployed successfully

on the spoke.

If you did not select automatic deployment of the orchestration assembly, you must create and deploy your own orchestration
before you create the spoke SEED package. If you use BAS, go to the BAS site to review the new partner profiles and agreement.



 

You must activate the agreement to start business communication with the hub company.

After the spoke deploys a hub package, the spoke uses the Spoke Side SEED Wizard to create a spoke SEED package. For
information about creating the spoke SEED package, see Step 3: Creating a Spoke SEED Package.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Step 3: Creating a Spoke SEED Package
You can use the Spoke Side SEED Wizard to create a spoke SEED package with Business Activity Services (BAS), or a spoke SEED
package without BAS.

This section contains:

Creating a Spoke SEED Package without BAS
Creating a Spoke SEED Package with BAS

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Creating a Spoke SEED Package without BAS
The spoke uses the Spoke Side SEED Wizard to create a spoke SEED package and then sends it to the hub. The hub receives the
spoke SEED package and uses the Hub Side SEED Wizard to deploy the package and complete the electronic relationship.

This procedure assumes that the spoke is not using Business Activity Services (BAS). If the spoke is using BAS, use the procedure
Creating a Spoke SEED Package with BAS.

You must use the Spoke Side SEED Wizard to deploy the hub SEED package before you create the spoke SEED package. For
information about deploying the hub SEED package, see Step 2: Deploying and Testing a Hub SEED Package on the Spoke.

 Security  The SEED wizards do not verify digital signatures of SEED extensions. The wizards search the SEED
subdirectory of the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 installation folder and run the first assembly that implements the
SEED extension interface. If a custom SEED extension is signed by a digital signature, it is recommended that you
check the SEED folder and verify the digital signature before you run the extension.

To create a spoke SEED package without BAS

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click Spoke Side SEED Wizard.
2. On the Welcome to the Spoke Side SEED Wizard page, click Next.
3. On the Task page, select Create the spoke SEED package, enter the path to the manifest file, and then click Next.

Note  This is the manifest file that was unpackaged when the spoke deployed the hub SEED package. The
manifest file is named manifest.xml.

4. On the Spoke Orchestrations page, do the following:

Note  This page does not appear if you selected the I want to automatically deploy and bind the
orchestration option on the Hub SEED Package Deployment Configuration page.

Use this To do this
Hub Orchestrations From the drop-down list, select an orchestration that was included in the hub SEED package.
Spoke Orchestrations Select the corresponding spoke orchestration from the drop-down list.

Verify that for each listed hub orchestration you select the corresponding spoke orchestration.

5. Click Next.
6. On the Spoke Organization Information page, do the following:

Use this To do this
Organization
name

Type the organization name. This is the name used to identify the spoke in the hub system. This name must 
meet the party name criteria for BizTalk Explorer.

Alias Name Select the name of the spoke alias from the drop-down list.

If you are adding a custom alias, type the alias name you want to use.

Alias Qualifi
er

If you are adding a custom alias, type a custom alias qualifier.

If you selected an alias from the Alias Name list, this box is read-only and displays the qualifier for the spok
e alias.

Alias Value Type the value of the spoke alias.
7. Click Next.
8. (Optional) On the Spoke Certificates page, do the following:

Use this To do this
Signature/en
cryption cert
ificate

From the drop-down list, select the signing certificate the hub must use to resolve the signature in messages
sent to it from the spoke, and to encrypt messages the hub sends to the spoke.



 

SSL client cer
tificate

From the drop-down list, select the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) client certificate that Internet Information Ser
vices (IIS) uses to verify the user account. Use this option if the spoke does party resolution based on the Wi
ndowsUser property in the HTTPS scenario.

Note  If you want the hub company to resolve the party based on this certificate, you must select
the same certificate in the Signature/encryption certificate box.

9. Click Next.
10. (Optional) To run a custom SEED extension, on the Run custom SEED extension page, select the Additional Items

checkbox, and then click Next.

Note  When you select the check box, the Spoke Side Seed Wizard immediately invokes an extension
component if one exists. If you clear the check box and select it again, the wizard runs the extension again. For
more information about extending SEED, see Microsoft.BizTalk.Seed Namespace.

Note  If an exception occurs when the SEED Wizard invokes an extension, you can continue to run the wizard.
The SEED wizard will not log a detailed error message for the exception or automatically remove the extension
files when an exception occurs. If an exception occurs, you must uncheck the Additional items check box and
then click Next to remove the added files. Bug 72924

11. On the Spoke Side SEED Package Summary page, do the following:

Note  If an error occurs during creation, the process is rolled back and a status window appears.

Use this To do this
SEED package 
path

Type or browse to the location where you want to save the spoke SEED package.

Settings summ
ary

View high-level information about the parameters used to create this package.

Summary detai
ls

Click to open the summary in a separate window containing additional details about the parameters used
to create this package.

12. Click Next.
13. On the Completing the Spoke Side SEED Package page, click Finish. You have successfully created the spoke SEED

package.

After you create the spoke SEED package, you should digitally sign it. After you digitally sign the spoke SEED package, you must
send it to the hub.

The hub uses the Hub Side SEED Wizard to deploy the spoke SEED package. This process completes the creation of the electronic
relationship. For information about deploying the spoke SEED package, see Step 4: Deploying a Spoke SEED Package on the Hub.

Digitally signing the spoke SEED package
The spoke SEED package includes URLs that the hub uses to communicate with the spoke. It is recommended that the spoke
digitally sign the spoke SEED package to ensure that the hub can trust that the spoke (a trusted party) created the package and
that others have not tampered with the package after the signing. When you use the SEED wizards to deploy and install SEED
packages, both the Hub Side and Spoke Side SEED Wizards validate the digital signatures of the packages and show a warning
message before they proceed.

SEED uses Authenticode technology to verify the digital signature of the package (.cab file).

To digitally sign the spoke SEED package

Follow the instructions in Knowledge Base article 247257, "Steps for Signing a .cab File" located at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=19330.

Note  This Knowledge Base article uses a test certificate that cannot be used for production purposes. To digitally sign
your cabinet file for production purposes, you must get a code sign certificate from a trusted certificate authority.
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Creating a Spoke SEED Package with BAS
The spoke uses the Spoke Side SEED Wizard to create a spoke SEED package with Business Activity Services (BAS). After creating
the spoke SEED package with BAS, the spoke sends the package to the hub.

The hub receives the spoke SEED package and uses the Hub Side SEED Wizard to deploy the package, completing the electronic
relationship. This procedure assumes that the spoke is using Business Activity Services (BAS). If the spoke is not using BAS, use
the procedure Creating a Spoke SEED Package without BAS.

You must use the Spoke Side SEED Wizard to deploy the hub SEED package before you create the spoke SEED package. For
information about deploying the hub SEED package, see Step 2: Deploying and Testing a Hub SEED Package on the Spoke.

 Security  The SEED wizards do not verify digital signatures of SEED extensions. The wizards search the SEED
subdirectory of the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 installation folder and run the first assembly that implements SEED
extension interface. If a custom SEED extension is signed by a digital signature, it is recommended that you check the
SEED folder and verify the digital signature before you run the extension.

To create a spoke SEED package with BAS

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click Spoke Side SEED Wizard.
2. On the Welcome to the Spoke Side SEED Wizard page, click Next.
3. On the Task page, select Create the spoke SEED package, enter the path to the manifest file, and then click Next.

Note  This is the manifest file that was unpackaged when the spoke deployed the hub SEED package. The
manifest file is named manifest.xml.

4. On the Spoke Orchestrations page, do the following:

Note  This page does not appear if you selected the I want to automatically deploy and bind the
orchestration option on the Hub SEED Package Deployment Configuration page.

Use this To do this
Hub Orchestrations From the drop-down list, select an orchestration included in the hub SEED package.
Spoke Orchestrations Select the corresponding spoke orchestration from the drop-down list.

Verify that for each listed hub orchestration you select the corresponding spoke orchestration.

5. Click Next.
6. On the Spoke Profile page, from the Spoke profile drop-down list, select the spoke profile, and then click Next.
7. (Optional) On the Spoke Certificates page, do the following:

Use this To do this
Signature/en
cryption cert
ificate

From the drop-down list, select the signing certificate the hub must use to resolve the signature in messages s
ent to them from the spoke, and to encrypt messages the hub sends to the spoke.

SSL client ce
rtificate

From the drop-down list, select the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) client certificate that Internet Information Servi
ces (IIS) uses to verify the user account. Use this option if the spoke does party resolution based on the Wind
owsUser property in the HTTPS scenario.

Note  If you want the hub company to resolve the party based on this certificate, you must select t
he same certificate in the Signature/encryption certificate box.

8. Click Next.
9. (Optional) To run a custom SEED extension, on the Run custom SEED extension page, select the Additional Items check

box, and then click Next.

Note  When you select the check box, the Spoke Side Seed Wizard immediately invokes an extension
component if one exists. If you clear the check box and select it again, the wizard runs the extension again. For
more information about extending SEED, see Microsoft.BizTalk.Seed Namespace.

Note  If an exception occurs when the SEED Wizard invokes an extension, you can continue to run the wizard.
The SEED wizard will not log a detailed error message for the exception or automatically remove the extension
files when an exception occurs. If an exception occurs, you must uncheck the Additional items check box and

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms994768(v=bts.10).aspx


 

then click Next to remove the added files. Bug 72924

10. On the Spoke Side SEED Package Summary page, do the following:

Note  If an error occurs during creation, the process is rolled back and a status window appears.

Use this To do this
SEED package 
path

Type or browse to the location where you want to save the spoke SEED package.

Settings summ
ary

View high-level information about the parameters used to create this package.

Summary detai
ls

Click to open the summary in a separate window containing additional details about the parameters used
to create this package.

11. Click Next.
12. On the Completing the Spoke Side SEED Package page, click Finish. The spoke SEED package has deployed successfully

on the spoke.

After you create the spoke SEED package, you should digitally sign it. After you digitally sign the spoke SEED package, you must
send it to the hub.

The hub uses the Hub Side SEED Wizard to deploy the spoke SEED package. This process completes the creation of the electronic
relationship. For information about deploying the spoke SEED package, see Step 4: Deploying a Spoke SEED Package on the Hub.

Digitally signing the spoke SEED package
The spoke SEED package includes URLs that the hub uses to communicate with the spoke. It is recommended that the spoke
digitally sign the spoke SEED package to ensure that the hub can trust that the spoke (a trusted party) created the package and
that others have not tampered with the package after the signing. When you use the SEED wizards to deploy and install SEED
packages, both the Hub Side and Spoke Side SEED Wizards validate the digital signatures of the packages and show a warning
message before they proceed.

SEED uses Authenticode technology to verify the digital signature of the package (.cab file).

To digitally sign the spoke SEED package

Follow the instructions in Knowledge Base article 247257, "Steps for Signing a .cab File" located at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=19330.

Note  This Knowledge Base article uses a test certificate that cannot be used for production purposes. To digitally sign
your cabinet file for production purposes, you must get a code sign certificate from a trusted certificate authority.
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Step 4: Deploying a Spoke SEED Package on the Hub
After the spoke creates the spoke SEED package and sends it to the hub, the hub deploys it in the hub environment. The hub uses
the Hub Side SEED Wizard to deploy a spoke SEED package.

The hub saves the spoke SEED package to a local computer, and then uses the Hub Side SEED Wizard to complete the
configuration.

Note  After you deploy the spoke SEED package, if you are using Business Activity Services (BAS), you must manually
review and activate the BAS agreement for the new spoke profile to confirm your decision to activate the business
relationship.

To deploy a spoke SEED package

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click Hub Side SEED Wizard.
2. On the Welcome to the Hub Side SEED Wizard page, click Next.
3. On the Hub Side SEED Package Tasks page, select Install a spoke SEED Package, and then click Next.
4. On the Spoke Side SEED Installation page, in the Spoke SEED package path box, specify the location and name of the

spoke SEED package you want to deploy in the hub, and then click Next.
5. In the Security Warning dialog box, verify the certificate used to sign the package, and then click Yes.

 Security  It is important that you verify the digital signature of the package before you proceed to ensure that
the trusted spoke company signed the package and that no one has tampered with the package.

6. (Optional) On the Secure Socket Layer Client Certificate Thumbprint page, do the following:
Use this To do this
Specify an SSL client 
certificate thumbpri
nt

Select this check box if the spoke requires HTTPS with client certificates.

SSL client certificate 
thumbprint

Provide the thumbprint for your SSL client certificate.

Note  You use the Microsoft Management Console (MMC) Certificates snap-in to get th
e thumbprint for your certificate. For more information, see
Configuring the Spoke SEED Environment.

7. Click Next.
8. On the Spoke SEED Deploy page, a progress bar will show the deployment status of the spoke SEED package on the hub

database. When the spoke SEED package has deployed, click Next.
9. On the Completing the Spoke Side SEED Package page, click Finish.

See Also

Troubleshooting SEED
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SEED Testing
You use the SEED wizards to deploy and test SEED packages. If a test fails, the failure is reported on the SEED testing page. Use the
information in this topic to resolve problems so that you can successfully deploy SEED packages.

This section contains:

Understanding How SEED Tests
Enabling Event Logging in Slingback.asp and Localsave.asp
Customizing SEED Tests
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Understanding How SEED Tests
The Spoke Side SEED Wizard performs local and remote testing and tests inbound and outbound documents.

Inbound document testing
The Spoke Side SEED Wizard performs local and remote testing for inbound documents.

Local testing

The Spoke Side SEED Wizard tests the Microsoft® BizTalk® Server configuration locally before doing remote testing for inbound
documents to the hub.

The Spoke Side SEED Wizard performs local testing on the port configurations in the following way:

1. The Spoke Side SEED Wizard creates a receive port with a File receive location that monitors the Receive test pickup
location folder, and creates a File send port that subscribes to the message from the receive port and then writes the
message to the Test drop location directory.

2. The Spoke Side SEED Wizard drops the test message in the specified Receive test pickup location folder.
3. The File receive location receives the test message.
4. The File send port subscribes to the message and places it in the Test drop location directory for verification.
5. The Spoke Side SEED Wizard picks up the test message and verifies that the content of the document is the same as the one

it originally saved in the Receive test pickup location directory.
6. The Spoke Side SEED Wizard continues trying to pick up the message every Interval seconds until the Time out value

specified has expired.
7. The Spoke Side SEED Wizard updates the status based on the testing result.

This ensures that the BizTalk Messaging Engine works correctly and that you are ready for remote testing for inbound documents
to the hub.

The local test process produces the following status messages:

Local Test in Progress
Local Test Passed
Local Test Failed

Remote testing

The Spoke Side SEED Wizard tests the connection for inbound documents to the hub.

The Spoke Side SEED Wizard performs remote testing for the connection between the hub and spoke in the following way:

1. The Spoke Side SEED Wizard uses the same receive port and the send port created in the local test for inbound documents,
but it updates the send port to use the HTTP transport for the Test Address (which is typically slingback.asp) defined in the
hub SEED package.

2. The Spoke Side SEED Wizard drops the test message to the specified Receive test pickup location directory.
3. The send port subscribes to the message from the receive port and posts the message to the Test Address on the hub.
4. The Test Address posts the message back to the LocalSave address (which is typically localsave.asp) on the spoke.
5. The LocalSave address saves the message to the Test drop location directory.
6. The Spoke Side SEED Wizard picks up the test message and verifies that the content of the document is the same as the one

it originally saved to the Receive test pickup location directory.
7. The Spoke Side SEED Wizard continues trying to pick up the message every Interval seconds until the Time out value

specified has expired.
8. The Spoke Side SEED Wizard updates the status based on the testing result.

This ensures that the spoke’s send port has no connection problems with the hub network and can post messages to the hub.

The Spoke Side SEED Wizard uses this HTTP send port to send the messages, which are inbound messages to the hub for the
spoke orchestration.

The remote test process produces the following status messages:



Remote Test in Progress
Remote Test Passed
Remote Test Failed

Outbound document testing
The Spoke Side SEED Wizard performs local and remote testing for outbound documents.

Local testing

The Spoke Side SEED Wizard tests the BizTalk Server configuration locally before doing remote testing for outbound documents.

The Spoke Side SEED Wizard performs local testing on the port configurations in the following way:

1. The Spoke Side SEED Wizard creates a receive port with an HTTP receive location for the address you provided on the
Receive Address page, and creates a File send port that subscribes to the message from the receive port and then writes
the message to the Final drop location directory.

2. The Spoke Side SEED Wizard posts the test message to the public receive address of the HTTP receive location.
3. The HTTP receive location receives the message.
4. The File send port subscribes to the message and places it in the Final drop location directory.
5. The Spoke Side SEED Wizard picks up the test message and verifies that the content of the document is the same as the one

it originally posted to the public receive address.
6. The Spoke Side SEED Wizard continues trying to pick up the message every Interval seconds until the Time out value

specified has expired.
7. The Spoke Side SEED Wizard updates the status based on the testing result.

This ensures that the HTTP receive location works correctly and you are ready for remote testing for outbound documents from
the hub.

The local test process produces the following status messages:

Test in Progress
Locally Tested
Local Test Failed

Remote testing

The Spoke Side SEED Wizard tests the connection for outbound documents from the hub.

The Spoke Side SEED Wizard performs remote testing for the connection between the hub and spoke in the following way:

1. The Spoke Side SEED Wizard uses the same receive port and the send port created in the local test for outbound documents.
2. The Spoke Side SEED Wizard posts the test message to the Test Address (which is typically slingback.asp) on the hub.
3. The Test Address posts the message back to the public address of the HTTP receive location of the receive port.
4. This remote Test Address simulates the outbound message from the hub.
5. The HTTP receive location receives the test message from the hub.
6. The File send port subscribes to the message and saves the message to the Final drop location directory.
7. The Spoke Side SEED Wizard picks up the test message and verifies that the content of the document is the same as the one

it originally posted to the public receive address.
8. The Spoke Side SEED Wizard continues trying to pick up the message every Interval seconds until the Time out value

specified has expired.
9. The Spoke Side SEED Wizard updates the status based on the testing result.

This ensures that the hub has no connection problems with the public receive address of the HTTP receive location.

The Spoke Side SEED Wizard uses this HTTP receive location to receive outbound messages from the hub for the spoke
orchestration.

The remote test process produces the following status messages:

Test in Progress
Test complete



 

Remote Test Failed
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Troubleshooting SEED
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Enabling Event Logging in Slingback.asp and Localsave.asp
The ASP files (slingback.asp and localsave.asp) provided by SEED use Windows® Script to log error events. A “permission denied”
error that occurs when the ASP files call the LogEvent method may prevent the ASP files from writing to the event log .

For information about enabling event logging, see the following:

Knowledge Base article 301309, "Log Events from Active Server Pages," located at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=26167.
Knowledge Base article 251264, "App.Logevent Does Not Work in Components that You Call from ASP on Windows 2000,"
located at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=26169.

For information about debugging ASP, see the following:

"Debugging ASP Applications in IIS," located at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=26170.
"Debugging ASP Web Applications" located at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=26171.
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Customizing SEED Tests
The localsave.asp and slingback.asp ASP files are samples, and you can customize them as needed. The general format of the
messages sent by the Spoke Side SEED Wizard to slingback.asp is as follows:

The slingback.asp page simply posts the XML message contained in the “InstanceData” element to the URL specified in the “Url”
element.

Remote testing of outbound messages
When the Spoke Side SEED Wizard posts a message to the slingback.asp page for remote testing of outbound messages, the "Url"
element contains the spoke’s public URL for the test BizTalk receive location. The original XML test message is directly contained
in the “InstanceData” element.

Remote testing of inbound message
When the Spoke Side SEED Wizard posts a message to the slingback.asp page for remote testing of inbound messages, the “Url”
element contains the spoke’s public URL for the localsave.asp page. The “InstanceData” element contains the original test
message that is wrapped in another message envelope that will be used by localsave.asp.

Example remote testing of inbound message sent to slingback.asp:

In this case, the slingback.asp page again posts the XML message contained in the “InstanceData” element to the URL specified in
the “Url” element. When the localsave.asp file receives the XML message, it saves the original test message contained in the
“ActualData” element to the final drop location specified in the “FinalDropLocation” element.

See Also

SEED Testing
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Troubleshooting SEED
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  <Url>http://SPOKESERVER/VIRTUALROOT/BTSHTTPReceive.dll?recvtest</Url> 
  <InstanceData>
          XML MESSAGE TO SEND GOES HERE
  </InstanceData>
</TestInstance>

<TestInstance>
  <Url>http://SPOKESERVER/VIRTUALROOT/localsave.asp</Url> 
  <InstanceData>
     <TestInstanceData>
        <FinalDropLocation>C:\FinalDrop\TESTMSG.xml</FinalDropLocation> 
        <ActualData>
            ORIGINAL TEST XML MESSAGE HERE
        </ActualData>
     </TestInstanceData>
  </InstanceData>
</TestInstance>
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Using Enterprise Single Sign-On
Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) provides services to enable single sign-on to end users for enterprise application integration
(EAI) solutions. The SSO system maps Microsoft® Windows® accounts to back-end credentials. SSO simplifies the management
of user IDs and passwords, both for users and administrators. It enables users to access back-end systems and applications by
logging on only once to the Windows network.

This section provides conceptual information about Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO), its components, and includes some sample
scenarios of how you can use SSO.

This section contains:

Planning for Enterprise Single Sign-On
About Enterprise Single Sign-On
Best Practices for Enterprise Single Sign-On Accounts
Enterprise Single Sign-On Scenarios
Enterprise Single Sign-On Auditing
Enterprise Single Sign-On Security
Using Enterprise Single Sign-On Tools
Specifying Single Sign-On Administrators and Affiliate Administrators Accounts
Installing Enterprise Single Sign-On
Managing the Enterprise Single Sign-On System
Enabling SSL for Enterprise Single Sign-On
Managing the Master Secret
Configuring the Enterprise Single Sign-On Tickets
Managing Affiliate Applications
Managing User Mappings
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Planning for Enterprise Single Sign-On
You use Enterprise Single Sign-On to enable users to connect to both the front-end and back-end while using only one set of
credentials.

The following table lists some of the questions that you need to answer in planning for Enterprise Single Sign-On.

Planning question For information, see...
How will you use the Enterprise Single Sign-On system? Enterprise Single Sign-On System and

Enterprise Single Sign-On Scenarios.
What type of applications will you connect using Enterprise Single Sign-On? SSO Affiliate Applications.
Do you need to preserve the identity of the original person that connected to t
he system across multiple applications?

SSO Tickets.

Will the users in your environment configure their mappings? SSO Mappings.

See Also

About Enterprise Single Sign-On
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About Enterprise Single Sign-On
In today's world, users need to access mission critical applications that run in heterogeneous environments. Oftentimes, users
have to present different sets of credentials for each system to authenticate them. Where these different applications have not
been designed to leverage a common authentication mechanism, Enterprise Single Sign-On provides services to enable single
sign-on for enterprise application integration (EAI) applications.

In general, there are three types of single sign-on services: common authentication, extranet, and intranet.

Common authentication single sign-on

These services enable you to connect to multiple applications within your network that use a common authentication mechanism.
These services request and verify your credentials after you log into the network, and use your credentials to determine the
actions that you can perform based on your user rights. For example, if applications integrate using Kerberos, after the system
authenticates your user credentials you can access any resource in the network that is integrated with Kerberos. Another example
of common authentication in the Microsoft® Windows® environment is Microsoft SQL Server™. When SQL Server uses
Windows Integrated Authentication, you do not need to provide additional credentials to access the SQL Server database.

Extranet single sign-on

These services enable you to access resources over the Internet by using a single set of user credentials. The user provides a set of
credentials to log on to different Web sites that belong to different organizations. An example of this type of single sign-on is
Microsoft® .NET Passport.

Intranet single sign-on

These services enable you to integrate multiple heterogeneous applications and systems within the enterprise environment. These
applications and systems may not use a common authentication. Each application has its own user directory store. For example, in
an organization, Windows uses Active Directory® directory service to authenticate users, and mainframes use IBM's Resource
Access Control Facility (RACF) to authenticate the same users. Within the enterprise, middleware applications integrate the front-
end and back-end applications. Enterprise Single Sign-On enables users in the enterprise to connect to both the front-end and
back-end while using only one set of credentials.

This section contains:

Enterprise Single Sign-On System
Enterprise Single Sign-On User Groups
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Enterprise Single Sign-On System
Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) provides services to store and transmit encrypted user credentials across local and network
boundaries, including domain boundaries. SSO stores the credentials in the Credential database. Because SSO provides a generic
single sign-on solution, middleware applications and custom adapters can leverage SSO to securely store and transmit user
credentials across the environment. End users do not have to remember different credentials for different applications. Instead of
using a single account to log on to a back-end system, middleware applications can access a back-end resource as the user who
initiated the original request.

The Single Sign-On system consists of a Credential database, a master secret server, and one or more Single Sign-On servers. The
following figure shows the dependency between the different elements in the Single Sign-On system.

The SSO system contains affiliate applications that an administrator defines and designs. An affiliate application is a logical entity
that represents a system or sub-system such as a host, back-end system, or line of business application to which you are
connecting using Enterprise Single Sign-On. Each affiliate application has multiple user mappings; for example, it has the mapping
between the credentials for a user in Active Directory and their corresponding RACF credentials.

The Credential database is the SQL Server database that stores the information about the affiliate applications, as well as all the
user credentials to all the affiliate applications.

The master secret server is the Enterprise Single Sign-On server that stores the master secret. All other Single Sign-On servers in
the system get the master secret from the master secret server.

The SSO system also contains one or more SSO Servers. These servers do the mapping between the Windows and back-end
credentials, look up the credentials in the Credential database, and administrators use them to maintain the SSO system.

Note  You can have only one master secret server and only one Credential database in your SSO system. The
Credential database can be remote to the master secret server.

This section contains:

SSO Sub Services
SSO Server
Master Secret Server
SSO Affiliate Applications
SSO Mappings
SSO Tickets
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SSO Sub Services
The sub services of the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) service are:

Mapping. This component maps the user account in the Windows system to the user accounts in the back-end systems (affiliate
applications).

Lookup. This component looks up the user credentials in the Credential database in the back-end system. This is the SSO runtime
component.

Administration. This component manages the affiliate applications and the mappings for each affiliate application.

Secret. This component generates the master secret and distributes it to the other SSO servers in the system. It is only active on
the Single Sign-On server that is acting as the master secret server.

The following figure shows the sub services of the Single Sign-On service.

See Also

SSO Server

Enterprise Single Sign-On System

Installing Enterprise Single Sign-On
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SSO Server
The Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server can perform any of the following tasks:

Functions as the master secret server. The master secret server holds the master secret, or encryption key, used to
encrypt all the credentials in the SSO system. Though the master secret server can act as a server for lookups and
administration, it is recommended to use this server to act only as a master secret server for security reasons. For more
information about the functions the master secret server performs, see Master Secret Server.
Performs administrative operations. SSO administrators can use any of the Single Sign-On Servers to perform
administrative tasks such as managing affiliate applications, setting user credentials, and managing user mappings.
Performs lookup operations. The SSO server uses the runtime component to look up the user credentials. The other SSO
sub services can only access the look-up component of the SSO Service locally. The SSO server also issues SSO tickets and
redeems these tickets.

For more information about tickets, see SSO Tickets.

See Also

Managing the Enterprise Single Sign-On System

Enterprise Single Sign-On System

Installing Enterprise Single Sign-On
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Master Secret Server
The master secret server is the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server that stores the master secret (encryption key). The master
secret server generates the master secret when an SSO administrator requests it. The master secret server stores the master
secret in the registry as a Local Security Authority (LSA). Only Single Sign-On administrators can access the master secret.

The other single sign-on servers check every 30 seconds to see whether the master secret has changed. If it has changed, they
read it securely (over encrypted remote procedure call -RPC); otherwise, they continue to use the master secret they already have
cached in memory. The SSO service uses the master secret to encrypt and decrypt the user credentials.

You cannot use the SSO system until an SSO administrator configures the master secret server and generates the master secret.
The master secret server generates the master secret during configuration. Only SSO administrators can generate the master
secret. An SSO administrator must configure the master secret server and the Credential database before an application can use
the SSO service.

Important  After you generate the master secret, it is strongly recommended that you back it up and store it in a
secure location.

When an SSO administrator needs to regenerate the master secret, for example, when the SSO administrator wants to change the
master secret periodically, or when the registry becomes corrupted, the master secret server stores both the old and new master
secret. The master secret server then goes through all the mappings, decrypts them using the old master secret, and encrypts
them again using the new master secret.

If the master secret server fails, the SSO servers will not be able to continue encrypting credentials. All run-time operations that
were running before the master secret server failed, including decryption of credentials, will continue successfully.

Important  There can be only one master secret server in your SSO system. Therefore, it is strongly recommended
you cluster the master secret server. For more information, see Clustering the Master Secret Server.

See Also

Creating the Master Secret Server

Configuring the Master Secret Server

Managing the Enterprise Single Sign-On System

Enterprise Single Sign-On System
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SSO Affiliate Applications
The Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) Affiliate applications are logical entities that represent a system or sub-system such as a
host, back-end system, or line of business application to which you are connecting using SSO. An affiliate application can
represent a back-end system such as a mainframe or UNIX computer. It can also represent an application such as SAP, or a
subdivision of the system, such as the "Benefits" or "Pay stub" sub-systems.

When the SSO administrator or the SSO Affiliate administrator defines an affiliate application, they must also determine who will
administer the affiliate application (the application administrator), who the users of the affiliate application are (the application
users), and what parameters the SSO system will use to authenticate the users of this affiliate application (the user ID, passwords,
pin numbers, and so on). For more information about application administrators and application users, see
Enterprise Single Sign-On User Groups.

Designing an Affiliate Application
Before creating an affiliate application, the SSO affiliate administrator or the SSO administrator has to make the following
decisions:

1. What will this affiliate application represent? You need to know the non-Windows application that the affiliate
application will represent in the SSO system. For example,

Application name: SAP1

Description: SAP for Pay stub department

Contact: administrator@companyname.com

1. Who will administer this affiliate application? You need to determine the administrators for this affiliate application.
These form the Windows administrators group for this affiliate application. For example, Domain\SAP1AdminGroup

2. Who will use this affiliate application? You need to determine who the end-users are for this affiliate application. These
users represent the Windows users group for this affiliate application; for example, Domain\DomainUsers. In the case of the
SAP application for Pay stubs, you might want all users to access their pay stub information from SAP, so you can specify
the domain users group as the user group for this application.

3. What credentials does the affiliate application use to authenticate its users? Different applications user different
credentials to authenticate users. For example, some applications may use user IDs, passwords, smartcards, fingerprints, or a
combination of these. You must also determine whether the system needs to mask these credentials as the user provides
them.

4. Will you use individual mappings or a group mapping for this affiliate application? Does each Windows user have
an account in the back-end system, or does the back-end system have one account for all Windows users? In the case of the
pay stub system, each user has their own account to access their pay stub information, and you would need to use
individual mappings.

After you create an affiliate application, you cannot modify the following properties:

Name of the affiliate application
Fields associated with the affiliate application
Affiliate application type (group, individual, or configuration store)
Administration account same as affiliate administrators group. (If you select this property, then the affiliate administrators
group is used as the administrator account for this affiliate application.)

Affiliate Application Properties
The following table lists the properties you need to define for each affiliate application you create.

Property Value Description
General Inf
ormation

  

Application 
name

<Affiliate ap
plication>

Name of the affiliate application. You cannot change this property after you create the affiliate applicati
on

Description <Description
>

Brief description of the affiliate application



Contact info
rmation

someone@
microsoft.co
m

The main contact for this affiliate application that users can use

Application 
Users group

Domain\<ac
count name
>

The Windows group that contains the user accounts of end-users that will be using this affiliate applica
tion

Affiliate Ad
ministrators
group

Domain\<ac
count name
>

The Windows group that contains the administrator accounts that will manage this affiliate application.

Note  You do not need to define this property if you set the adminAccountSame to Yes.

Applicatio
n Flags

  

Application 
enabled

Enabled/Disa
bled

The status of this affiliate application.

Group Appli
cation

Yes/No Determines whether this application uses a group mapping (yes) or individual mappings (No.)

You cannot change this property after you create the application.

Configurati
on Store ap
plication

Yes/No Determines whether this affiliate application is a Configuration Store type application (yes) or an SSO t
ype application (No.)

You cannot change this property after you create the application.

Tickets allo
wed

Yes/No Determines whether the SSO system uses tickets for this affiliate application.

 Security  You must be an SSO administrator to set this flag.

Validate tick
ets

Yes/No Determines whether the SSO system validates tickets when the user redeems them.

 Security  You must be an SSO administrator to set this flag.

Timeout tick
ets

Yes/No Determines whether tickets have an expiration time (Yes.)

 Security  Unless it is required, do not disable ticket timeouts (No.).

 Security  You must be an SSO administrator to set this flag.

Allow local 
accounts

Yes/No Determines whether you allow the use of local groups and accounts in the SSO system. You can only c
onfigure this flag to Yes in single-computer scenarios.

Admin acco
unt same

Yes/No Determines whether to use the SSO affiliate administrator group as the SSO application administrator 
group.

You cannot change this property after you create the application.

 Security  You must be an SSO administrator or SSO affiliate administrator to set this flag.

Applicatio
n fields

  

Field [0] <credential>
: Masked/Un
masked

Determines the type of credential (user ID, password, smartcard) that end users must provide to conne
ct to the affiliate application, and whether this credential is masked (that is, whether the characters that 
the user types are displayed on the screen) or not.

The first field must be the user ID.

You cannot change this property after you create the application.

Field [1] <credential>
: Masked/Un
masked

Determines the type of credential (user ID, password, smartcard) that end users must provide to conne
ct to the affiliate application, and whether this credential is masked (that is, whether the characters that 
the user types are displayed on the screen) or not.

You can enter as many fields as there are credentials for the affiliate application.

You cannot change this property after you create the application.

See Also



 

Managing Affiliate Applications

SSO Mappings

Managing User Mappings

Enterprise Single Sign-On System
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SSO Mappings
When an Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) administrator or an SSO affiliate administrator defines an affiliate application, the
administrator can define it either as an application with individual mappings, or as an application with a group mapping.

Individual Mappings
SSO individual mappings enable administrators and users to create a one-to-one mapping between Windows users and their
corresponding non-Windows credentials. When using individual mappings, users can manage their own mappings. The SSO
system maintains the one-to-one relation for the user's Windows account and the user's non-Windows account.

Note  Only individual users can obtain the credentials to their individual accounts when using individual mappings.

Group Mapping
SSO group mapping consists of mapping a Windows group, which contains multiple Windows users, to a single account in the
affiliate application.

Only an application administrator, SSO affiliate administrator, or SSO administrator can create a group mapping.

Important  When you use group mappings, the members of the group can obtain the credential information for the
group mapping.

See Also

Managing User Mappings

SSO Affiliate Applications

Enterprise Single Sign-On System
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SSO Tickets
In an enterprise environment, where a user interacts with various systems and applications, it is very likely that the environment
does not maintain the user context through multiple processes, products, and computers. This user context is crucial to provide
single sign-on capabilities, as it is necessary to verify who initiated the original request. To overcome this problem Enterprise
Single Sign-On (SSO) provides an SSO ticket (not a Kerberos ticket) that applications can use to get the credentials that
correspond to the user who made the original request. SSO tickets are not enabled by default. For more information about
enabling tickets, see Configuring the Enterprise Single Sign-On Tickets.

The SSO system issues a ticket when a Windows user requests a ticket or when an application requests a ticket on behalf of a
user. The SSO system can only issue a ticket for the user making the request (you cannot request a ticket for other users). A ticket
contains the encrypted domain and username of the current user, and the ticket expiration time. After the SSO system issues a
ticket, it expires in two minutes by default. SSO administrators can modify the expiration time for tickets. For more information,
see Configuring the Enterprise Single Sign-On Tickets.

After an application verifies the identity of the original requestor, the application redeems the ticket to obtain the credentials of
the user who initiated the request, and, if needed, to retrieve the mapping for that user in the affiliate application. An application
can redeem tickets from the SSO system in one of two ways:

Redeem only. When an application initiates a request to redeem a ticket, the request must contain the name of the affiliate
application to connect to, and the ticket itself. Only application administrators for the specific affiliate application, SSO
affiliate administrators, or SSO administrators can redeem a ticket. You should use Redeem only when there is a trusted
sub-system between the application that issued the ticket and the application redeeming the ticket. Only an application
administrator for the specified affiliate application can redeem the ticket for a user.

Note  It is recommended that you do not use Redeem only for BizTalk Server adapters.

Validate and redeem. Tickets contain information about the user for whom the SSO system is performing the credential
look-up. However, in the case of BizTalk Server hosts that are authentication trusted, the service account that passed along
the message is not necessarily the same account as the original sender of the message. In this case, the SSO service verifies
that the sender of the original message and the user of the ticket are the same before the system redeems the ticket. BizTalk
Server adapters use this mechanism to redeem the ticket.

An SSO administrator can disable ticket timeouts on a per affiliate application basis. However, this is not recommended, as the
ticket would never expire for this application. In scenarios that require that you disable ticket timeouts, ensure that there is a
secure end-to-end trusted sub-system maintained between the front-end where the SSO system issues the ticket to the adapter
where the SSO ticket redeems the ticket.

An SSO affiliate administrator can specify that tickets are allowed and that validation of the ticket is required on a per affiliate
application basis. However, if the SSO administrator specifies at the SSO system level that the validation of tickets is required, the
SSO affiliate administrator cannot turn off this option at the affiliate application level.

Important  When SSO ticketing is used with BizTalk Server, you must ensure that the ticket timeout value is long
enough to last between the time when the ticket is issued to the time that it is redeemed.

See Also

Enterprise Single Sign-On System
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Enterprise Single Sign-On User Groups
To configure and manage the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) system, you must create four Windows groups, and accounts
within each of these groups. This section describes each of these groups.

Important  It is strongly recommended that you use domain groups when configuring SSO.

Note  The SSO system does not support built-in accounts.

Single Sign-On Administrators
SSO administrators have the highest level user rights in the SSO system. They can:

Create and manage the Credential database
Create and manage the master secret
Enable and disable the SSO system
Perform all the administration tasks that the SSO affiliate administrators, SSO application administrators, and SSO
application users can

The SSO administrators account can be either a Windows group account or an individual account. The SSO administrators
account can also be either a domain or local group or individual account. When using an individual account, you cannot change
this account to another individual account. Therefore, it is recommended that you do not use an individual account. You can
change this account to a group account as long as the original account is a member of the new group.

Important  The service account running the Enterprise Single Sign-On service must be a member of this group. To
secure your environment, ensure that no other service is using the same service account.

Single Sign-On Affiliate Administrators
The SSO affiliate administrator defines and designs the affiliate applications that the SSO system contains. Affiliate applications
are a logical entity that represents the back-end system to which you are connecting using SSO. SSO affiliate administrators can:

Create and manage affiliate applications
Specify the SSO application administrators account for each affiliate application
Perform all the administration tasks that the SSO application administrators and SSO application users can

The SSO Affiliate Administrator account can be either a Windows group account or an individual account. The SSO Affiliate
Administrator account can also be either a domain or local group or account.

Single Sign-On Application Administrators
There is one SSO application administrators group per affiliate application. The SSO application administrator group account has
BizTalk Server administrators user rights associated with it.

Members of this group can:

Change the SSO application users group account
Create, delete, and manage credential mappings for all users of the specific affiliate application
Set credentials for any user in that specific affiliate application users group account
Perform all the administration tasks that the SSO application users can

Single Sign-On Application Users
There is one SSO application users group account for each affiliate application. Members of this group can:

Look up their credentials in the affiliate application
Manage their credential mappings in the affiliate application

See Also

Updating the Properties of an Affiliate Application

Updating the Credential Database
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Best Practices for Enterprise Single Sign-On Accounts
This section contains best practices when using domain and local groups and individual accounts in the Enterprise Single Sign-On
(SSO) system.

Local Windows Groups and Accounts

You can only use local Windows groups and accounts when you install Microsoft® BizTalk® Server, Enterprise Single Sign-On,
and the BizTalk databases in one computer.

Domain Windows Groups and Accounts

When working with domain Windows groups, the following recommendations apply:

Use domain groups and domain accounts.
Use a domain group for SSO administrators. You should not specify an individual domain account as the SSO administrator,
because you cannot change this account from one individual account to another individual account.
Although you can specify an individual domain account as the SSO affiliate administrator, you should use a domain group.
Although you can specify an individual domain account as the SSO application administrator, you should use a domain
group.
You must use domain groups for the SSO application users account. The SSO applications users account does not support
an individual account.

See Also

Enterprise Single Sign-On User Groups

Updating the Properties of an Affiliate Application

Updating the Credential Database

Managing User Mappings

Using Enterprise Single Sign-On
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Enterprise Single Sign-On Scenarios
This section provides some sample scenarios of how you can use Enterprise Single Sign-On in your environment.

This section contains:

Single Sign-On from a Windows System to a Non-Windows System
SSO as a Configuration Store
SSO Groups and Deployment Scenarios
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Single Sign-On from a Windows System to a Non-Windows
System
In an enterprise-wide computing environment, users are likely to access different applications as they go about their day-to-day
routines. A user may begin his or her day by turning on a Microsoft® Windows® 95, Windows 98, or Windows XP workstation,
logging on to a Windows network, and then accessing a mainframe computer, or an SAP application to get their pay stub
information. Each system with which the user comes into contact enforces its own security requirements and logon procedures.

For example, a Windows domain account may require a six-character user name and an eight-character, mixed-case password,
whereas a back-end application may require a seven-character user name and seven-character alphanumeric password.
Frequently, users have to remember several different combinations of user names and passwords to gain access to various
resources on the network. In addition, system administrators have to manage multiple accounts for a single user.

This section contains:

BizTalk Server Receive Adapters and SSO
BizTalk Server Send Adapters and SSO
SSO and New Message Creation in a BizTalk Orchestration
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BizTalk Server Receive Adapters and SSO
Receive adapters for BizTalk Server are typically associated with front-end portals, applications on Web servers where the end-
user makes the original request from a Web client. You can use the BizTalk HTTP receive adapter or the BizTalk SOAP receive in
these scenarios. These receive adapters integrate with SSO by making a request to issue a ticket for the end user.

In the case of an HTTP receive adapter, Internet Information Services (IIS) receives an HTTP or HTTPS request from a Web client.
After IIS authenticates the user using Windows integrated security, the ISAPI extension for the HTTP receive adapter impersonates
the Windows user and calls the Single Sign-On server to obtain a ticket. The receive adapter stores this ticket as the SSOTicket
property in the context of the message. The receive adapter sends this message to the MessageBox database for further
processing of the message.

In order to use the ticketing functionality, you must make sure that you select the Use Single Sign-On property in the receive
adapter. This ensures that the receive adapter adds the SSOTicket property to the message context, and that the SSO system
generates the ticket.

See Also

BizTalk Server Send Adapters and SSO

SSO and New Message Creation in a BizTalk Orchestration

Enterprise Single Sign-On Scenarios

SSO (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
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BizTalk Server Send Adapters and SSO
You can use BizTalk Server send adapters to access back-end resources such as SAP, PeopleSoft, Oracle, or Web applications that
do not use Windows integrated security.

If you enable the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) for the BizTalk send adapters, the adapters obtain the credentials for the back-
end resource from SSO. For example, the HTTP send adapter receives a message with an SSO Ticket. The adapter makes the
request to SSO to validate and redeem the ticket and obtain the credentials for an affiliate application that correspond to the
Windows user who originated the request through the receive adapter. SSO validates the ticket, and retrieves the credentials for
the affiliate application from the Credential database. The BizTalk send adapter then uses the credentials to connect to the back-
end resource (affiliate application) and it processes the HTTP request.

In order to use SSO for the send adapter, you must make sure that you select the Enable Single Sign-On property on the send
adapter and specify the appropriate affiliate application.

See Also

BizTalk Server Receive Adapters and SSO

SSO and New Message Creation in a BizTalk Orchestration

SSO (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

Enterprise Single Sign-On Scenarios
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SSO and New Message Creation in a BizTalk Orchestration
When there are BizTalk Orchestrations accessing the BizTalk message and creating a new message, it is important that you copy
the SSOTicket property to the new message. This way, the send adapter can redeem the ticket from SSO that the receive adapter
originally obtained from the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) system.

Important  The default ticket timeout in the SSO system is 2 minutes. The SSO administrators can modify this
timeout. Based on your requirements, you must ensure the ticket timeout property is long enough to accommodate
the end-to-end flow from the time the SSO system issues the ticket to the time the application redeems the ticket.

See Also

BizTalk Server Receive Adapters and SSO

BizTalk Server Send Adapters and SSO

SSO (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

Enterprise Single Sign-On Scenarios
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SSO as a Configuration Store
In addition to providing single sign-on capabilities, you can use the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) system as a secure
configuration store in a distributed environment. For example, the BizTalk Server components use the SSO system to store
custom configuration information for the BizTalk adapters. In these scenarios, the SSO administrator configures and manages the
configuration information. End-users do not manage or access this configuration information directly.

An SSO administrator or SSO affiliate administrator creates an affiliate application to represent a configuration container. This
affiliate application holds unique configuration properties. In the case of BizTalk Server, every BizTalk adapter has four affiliate
applications associated with it - one for the receive handler, one for the send handler, one for the send port and one for the
receive locations. The set of properties associated with each of these affiliate applications could be different. When the
administrator configures an end point (send port or receive location), the SSO system creates a mapping for a unique identifier
and the configuration properties or values for that end point. The SSO system stores these properties and values in encrypted
form in the Credential database, similar to how the SSO system stores user credentials.

To create an affiliate application, the user must be an SSO affiliate administrator. In the case of BizTalk Server, the BizTalk
administrator that creates and deletes adapters must be a member of the SSO affiliate administrator group. Every affiliate
application has an administrator group account and a user group account associated with it. By default, the SSO system assigns
the BizTalk Server Administrators group as the application administrator for the affiliate application when you create an affiliate
application to hold configuration information for BizTalk adapters. Only the BizTalk administrators responsible for managing send
ports and receive locations need to be members of the SSO application administrators group for the affiliate application. These
administrators have read, write, and delete user rights for managing the configuration information for end points.

The SSO system also defines an SSO application users group for each of the affiliate applications. Members of this group only
have read user rights for the configuration information. For BizTalk Server, the host instance service accounts must be members
of the SSO application users group. Therefore, the SSO system specifies the BizTalk Isolated Host Users or BizTalk Host Users
(depending on the adapter you are creating an affiliate application for) as the SSO application users group account for the
configuration store affiliate application.

Other applications can leverage this configuration store object model of SSO to securely store configuration information. This is
useful when multiple administrators want to manage the same configuration information securely and multiple service accounts
want to access the same configuration information at runtime securely. This is typical in a distributed environment where
different processes and computers are accessing centrally managed data.

See Also

SSO Groups and Deployment Scenarios

SSO Affiliate Applications

Enterprise Single Sign-On Scenarios
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SSO Groups and Deployment Scenarios
The following table compares the rights associated with each of the four Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) Windows groups by
deployment scenario.

SSO Grou
p

Windows Initiated SSO Scenario Configuration Store Scenario

SSO Admi
nistrators

Defined for the entire SSO system.

Note  All SSO services need to r
un as an SSO administrator.

Manages the SSO system.
Manages all operations related to the maste
r secret server.

Defined for the entire SSO system.

Note  All SSO services need to run as an SSO ad
ministrator.

Manages the SSO system.
Manages all operations related to the master secret server.

SSO Affili
ate Admin
istrators

Defined for the entire SSO system.
Creates affiliate applications.
Specifies the Application Administrator acco
unt and Application User account for each af
filiate application.
Defines the affiliate application fields requir
ed for authenticating the user on the non-W
indows system (such as user ID and passwo
rd)

Defined for the entire SSO system.
Creates affiliate applications.
Specifies the Application Administrator account and Applicati
on User account for each affiliate application.
Defines the affiliate application fields required for the configu
ration object.
The BizTalk administrator performing this operation must be 
a member of this group.

SSO Appli
cation Ad
ministrato
rs

Defined on a per affiliate application basis.
Manages the specific affiliate application.
Creates, deletes, and manages mappings.
Sets credentials. The credentials are stored e
ncrypted.

Defined on a per affiliate application basis.
Adds configuration data for an affiliate application as a mappi
ng. This account specifies BizTalk administrators by default.
Reads and writes configuration data. When a BizTalk administ
rator creates a send port or receive location, they also create a
corresponding mapping in the Credential database to represe
nt this data.

SSO Appli
cation Us
ers

Members of this account are end-users that 
access the back-end application with the ap
propriate credentials (for example, user ID a
nd password).
The SSO application administrator creates S
SO credential mappings for members of this
group for a specific affiliate application.
Users can manage their own mappings.
Users can set their credentials in the Creden
tial database.
Users can enable and disable their own map
pings.

Reads configuration data. For BizTalk Server, you specify the B
izTalk Host User group (or BizTalk Host Instance group) as the
application user group for a specific handler (affiliate applicati
on).
The host instance service account must be a member of the a
ppropriate application user group to retrieve the configuratio
n data at runtime.

See Also

Configuring the Master Secret Server

Using the Configuration Wizard

SSO as a Configuration Store
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Enterprise Single Sign-On Auditing
Auditing is a critical mechanism for tracking information in your environment. Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) audits all
operations performed in the Credential database. SSO uses event logs and audit logs of the database itself. SSO provides two
audit levels for the Single Sign-On servers:

Positive auditing levels audit successful operations
Negative auditing levels audit operations that fail.

SSO administrators can set the positive and negative audit levels that suit their corporate policies.

You can set positive and negative audits to one of the following levels:

0 = None. This level issues no audit messages.

1 = Low

2 = Medium

3 = High. This level issues as many audit messages as possible.

The default value for positive auditing is 0 (none), and the default value for negative auditing is 1(low). You may want to change
these values depending on the level of auditing you want for your SSO system.

Important  Enterprise Single Sign-On auditing issues messages generated by the Single Sign-On service. This is not a
security audit, and the SSO system does not save the information in the security log of the Event Log. The SSO system
saves the SSO audit messages directly to the Event Log.

Database auditing
For database level auditing, the SSO system tracks the operations performed on the Credential database in the audit tables in the
database. The size of these audit tables are defined at the SSO system level. You can audit for affiliate applications that are
deleted, for mappings that are deleted, and for credential look-ups that are performed. By default, the audit size is set to 1000
entries. SSO administrators can change this size to meet their corporate policies.

See Also

Auditing Enterprise Single Sign-On

Updating the Credential Database

Using Enterprise Single Sign-On
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Enterprise Single Sign-On Security
This section contains recommendations for securing your Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) system. For more information about
security recommendations for deploying SSO in a distributed environment, see
Enterprise Single Sign-On Security Recommendations.

Perimeter network
When running Internet Information Services (IIS) and Enterprise Single Sign-On, follow these recommendations:

If IIS is in a perimeter network (also known as demilitarized zone, DMZ, and screened subnet), provide another IIS server
behind the firewall to connect to the SSO system.
Do not open the remote procedure calls (RPC) port on IIS.

SQL Server access
All SSO servers access the SQL Server Credential database. For more information about how to secure SQL Server databases, see
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=16729 and http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=16730.

It is recommended that you use Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and/or Internet Protocol security (IPSec) to secure the transmission of
data between the SSO servers and the Credential database. For more information about using SSL, see
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=16731.

To enable SSL for only the connection between the SSO server and the Credential database, you can set SSL support on every
SSO server using the ssoconfig utility. This option enables SSO to always use SSL when accessing the Credential database. For
more information, see Enabling SSL for Enterprise Single Sign-On.

Strong passwords
It is very important that you use strong passwords for all accounts, especially the accounts that are members of the SSO
Administrators group, because these users have control over the entire SSO system.

SSO Administrator accounts
It is recommended that you use different service accounts for the SSO services running on different computers. You should not
use the SSO administrator account that performs administration operations such as generating and backing up the secret for the
SSO service. While the SSO service accounts should not be local administrators on that computer, the SSO administrator that is
performing administration operations must be a local administrator on the computer.

Master secret server
It is highly recommended that you secure and lock down the master secret server. You should not use this server as a processing
server. The only purpose of this server should be to hold the master secret. You should ensure the physical security of this
computer and only SSO Administrators should have access to this computer.

Kerberos
SSO supports Kerberos, and it is recommended that you set up Kerberos for SSO. To set up Kerberos with SSO, you must register
a Secure Principal Name (SPN) for the SSO service. By default, when you setup Kerberos, SSO uses that SPN to authenticate the
components using the SSO Service. It is recommended you setup Kerberos authentication between the SSO administrative sub
services and the SSO server. You can also user Kerberos authentication between the SSO servers and between the SSO servers
and the SQL Server where the Credential database is.

To set up and verify Kerberos, you use the utilities setspn and kerbtray. For more information about these utilities, see
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24809 and http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24810.

Delegation
When using Windows Server 2003, it is possible to use constrained delegation, but it is recommended that you do not use
delegation to perform the tasks of the Single Sign-On Administrator. Similarly, it is recommended that you do not delegate
additional tasks or user rights to the Single Sign-On administrator.

SSO encryption
Enterprise Single Sign-On encrypts the following information:

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=16729
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=16730
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=16731
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24809
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24810


 

The tickets
Credentials stored in the Credential database
The SSO system uses the master secret for encrypting this information.
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Using Enterprise Single Sign-On Tools
You can configure Enterprise Single Sign-On using command line utilities, or by using COM or Microsoft® .NET interfaces.

SSO command line utilities
You use three different command line utilities to perform Enterprise Single Sign-On tasks:

SSOConfig. Enables an SSO administrator to configure the Credential database and to manage the master secret.

Note  The BizTalk Server Configuration Wizard creates the Credential database and the master secret server.

SSOManage. Enables SSO administrators, SSO affiliate administrators and SSO application administrators to update the
Credential database to add, delete and manage applications, administer user mappings, and to set credentials for the affiliate
application users. Some operations can be performed only by the SSO administrators, or, only by the SSO administrators and
SSO affiliate administrators.

SSOClient. Enables Single Sign-On users to manage their own user mappings and set their credentials.

For more information about the SSO accounts, see Enterprise Single Sign-On User Groups.

SSO COM and .NET interfaces
Enterprise Single Sign-On provides COM and .NET programmatic interfaces that enable you to create custom components, and to
create scripts to facilitate the administration of the SSO system.

For more information about the Enterprise Single Sign-On COM interfaces, see:

ISSOAdmin Interface
ISSOConfigStore Interface
ISSOLookup1 Interface
ISSOMapper Interface
ISSOMapping Interface
ISSOTicket Interface

For more information about the Enterprise Single Sign-On .NET interfaces, see .NET Class Reference.

See Also

Enterprise Single Sign-On System

SSO Sub Services

Using Enterprise Single Sign-On
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Specifying Single Sign-On Administrators and Affiliate
Administrators Accounts
The Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) Administrators and Affiliate Administrators accounts can be group or individual accounts.
You must create these accounts before you configure the SSO system.

When using domain accounts, you must create the Single Sign-On Administrators and Affiliate Administrators accounts as a
domain global security groups in the domain controller. The domain administrator must create these accounts.

You must specify the Single Sign-On Administrators and Affiliate Administrators accounts in the Credential database. You must
disable the Single Sign-On system before you update the Credential database with the SSO Administrators group.

The following XML code shows a sample XML for updating the Credential database:

Note  The Microsoft® BizTalk® Server Configuration automatically specifies the SSO administrator and SSO affiliate
administrator groups in the Credential database.

To disable the Enterprise Single Sign-On system

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssomanage -disablesso.

To update the Credential database

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssomanage -updatedb <update file>, where <update file> is the path and name of the XML file.

To enable the Enterprise Single Sign-On system

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssomanage -enablesso.

See Also

Enterprise Single Sign-On User Groups

SSO Groups and Deployment Scenarios

SSO (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

Using Enterprise Single Sign-On
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<sso>
<globalInfo>
<ssoAdminAccount>Domain\Accountname</ssoAdminAccount>
<ssoAffiliateAdminAccount>Domain\Accountname</ssoAffiliateAdminAccount>
</globalInfo>
</sso>
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Installing Enterprise Single Sign-On
This section provides information about installing Enterprise Single Sign-On both as stand alone and as part of the Microsoft®
BizTalk® Server 2004 features.

This section contains:

Installing Enterprise Single Sign-On in a BizTalk Server Environment
Creating the Master Secret Server
Pointing the Single Sign-On Server to the Credential Database
Creating the Credential Database
Clustering the Master Secret Server
Removing Enterprise Single Sign-On Dependencies
Installing the Enterprise Single Sign-On Client Utility
Installing the Enterprise Single Sign-On Administration Component
Removing Enterprise Single Sign-On
Configuring Enterprise Single Sign-On in a Multi-Computer Scenario
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Installing Enterprise Single Sign-On in a BizTalk Server
Environment
BizTalk Server 2004 leverages the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) capabilities for securely storing critical information such as
secure configuration properties (for example, the proxy user ID, and proxy password for HTTP adapters) for the BizTalk adapters.
Therefore, BizTalk Server requires SSO to work properly. BizTalk Server automatically installs SSO on every computer where you
install the BizTalk Server runtime. For more information about installing SSO in a BizTalk Server environment, see
Configuring BizTalk Server and Configuring the Master Secret Server.

If you have a custom installation of the BizTalk Administration console and/or BizTalk Explorer, you must install at least one SSO
Server, and point these computers to this SSO Server in order for these computers to be able to access the adapter configuration
information stored in the Credential database.

See Also

Creating the Master Secret Server

Clustering the Master Secret Server

Installing Enterprise Single Sign-On
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Creating the Master Secret Server
The master secret server is the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server that holds the master secret. An SSO server becomes the
master secret server when you generate the master secret on that server. The master secret server is defined in the SSO
Credential database. You must make the first server on which you install SSO the master secret server.

You can create the master secret server by using the BizTalk Configuration Wizard, or by using the configuration command line
utility, ssoconfig. For more information about creating the master secret server using the BizTalk Configuration Wizard, see
About BizTalk Server Configuration and Configuring the Master Secret Server.

Important  You can have only one master secret server in your SSO system.

To generate the secret on the master secret server

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssoconfig -generatesecret <backup file>, where <backup file> is the path and name of the file where the master

secret will be backed up and then press ENTER.

See Also
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Pointing the Single Sign-On Server to the Credential Database
You must run this command on every computer that has the Single Sign-On Service installed, so that the Single Sign-On Service
can find the Credential database.

If you install and configure SSO using the BizTalk configuration wizard, you do not need to perform this task. For more
information about configuring SSO using the BizTalk configuration wizard, see Configuring BizTalk Server.

Note  You must have administrator rights to each computer to perform this task.

Important  The BizTalk Configuration Wizard automatically points the SSO server to the Credential database.

To point the master secret server to the Single Sign-On Credential database

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssoconfig -setdb <SQL Server> <SQL Server database>, where <SQL Server> is the name of the SQL Server

hosting the Credential database, and <SQL Server database> is the name of the Credential database.

To point an SSO server to the Credential database

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssoconfig -setdb <SQL Server> <SQL Server database>, where <SQL Server> is the name of the SQL Server

hosting the Credential database, and <SQL Server database> is the name of the Credential database.

See Also
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Creating the Credential Database
You must point the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) Servers to the SQL Server that will host the Credential database before
performing this task. For more information, see Pointing the Single Sign-On Server to the Credential Database.

You can perform this task either by using the BizTalk Configuration Wizard, or by using the ssoconfig command line utility. For
more information about configuring SSO using the BizTalk Configuration Wizard, see Configuring BizTalk Server and
Configuring the Master Secret Server.

Important  The BizTalk Configuration Wizard automatically creates the Credential database.

You must have user rights to create databases in SQL Server in order to perform this task.

To create the Credential database

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssoconfig -createdb <master secret server> <Single Sign-On Administrators account> <Single Sign-On

Affiliate Administrators account>, where <master secret server> is the name of the Single Sign-On server running the
master secret subcomponent, and <Single Sign-On Administrators account> and <Single Sign-On Affiliate Administrators
account> are the names of the Single Sign-On Administrators accounts that will have access to this database.

See Also
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Enterprise Single Sign-On System
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Clustering the Master Secret Server
It is strongly recommended that you follow the instructions in this section to cluster the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) service
on the master secret server successfully.

Before you start configuring SSO in a cluster environment, it is recommended that you understand how clustering works. For
more information, see "Clustering Services in Windows Server 2003" available at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=18373.

The following figure shows the SSO system with a clustered master secret server.

When you cluster the master secret server, the Single Sign-On Servers communicate to the active clustered instance of the master
secret server. Similarly, the active clustered instance communicates with the Credential database.

You must be an SSO administrator to perform this procedure.

Caution  You cannot install the master secret server on a Network Load Balancing (NLB) cluster.

To cluster the master secret server

1. Perform a custom installation of BizTalk Server to install the master secret server on the first node (active) of the cluster. For
example, you can install it on computer Master Secret Server 1. For more information, see the BizTalk Server Installation
Guide located at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=22120.

2. On the Configuration Wizard, do the following:
Use this To do this
Configuration Q
uestions page

In the Will this Single Sign-On server (SSO) hold the master secret key? drop down list, select Yes, 
and then click Next. For more information, see Using the Configuration Wizard

Windows Accou
nts page

Specify the service account credentials for the SSO service. This must be a member of the SSO Administr
ators group

Database Config
urations page

Specify the location of the SQL Server and Credential database (SSODB).

3. Back up the master secret on the active node. For more information about backing up the master secret, see
Backing Up the Master Secret.

4. Perform a custom installation to install the master secret server on the second node (passive) of the cluster (Master Secret
Server 2). Configure the SSO Server on the second node of the cluster using the BizTalk Configuration Wizard. However, as
this is not the initial installation of the master secret server, in the Configuration Wizard, on the Configuration Questions
page, in the Is this the master secret server? drop down list, select No, and then click Next.

5. From the command line, type net stop entsso to stop the SSO service.
6. After you install and configure SSO on both the active and passive cluster nodes and stop the SSO service, change the

master secret server name in the credential database to the cluster name (for example SSO CLUSTER). In other words,
change the name of the master secret server from Master Secret Server 1 to SSO CLUSTER.

a. Open the text editor of your choice. Cut and paste the following text into an .xml file (for example: SSO CLUSTER.xml)
and save the file:

b. At the command line prompt, navigate to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation
directory is <drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On. Type ssomanage -updatedb <name
of the .xml file in the previous step> to update the master secret server name in database.

7. If runtime errors appear, ignore them for now. The Microsoft Distributed Transaction Coordinator (DTC) is detecting an
internal inconsistency. DTC was not configured to run on a cluster, and therefore it is unable to start. To resolve this error
condition, configure the DTC to run on a cluster:

8. On Master Secret Server 1, at the command line prompt, type with comclust -a.
a. From the Services console, right-click Distributed Transaction Coordinator, and then click Restart.
b. On Master Secret Server 2, at the command line prompt, type with comclust -a.
c. From the Services console, right-click Distributed Transaction Coordinator, and then click Restart.

<sso>
  <globalInfo>
     <secretServer>SSO_CLUSTER</secretServer>
  </globalInfo>
</sso>

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=18373
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=22120


 

To configure the service and resource parameters for the cluster

1. Open Cluster Administrator, and then click the cluster group that has the master secret server cluster.
2. On the File menu, point to New, and then click Resource.

a. On the New Resource window, do the following, and then click Next:
Use this To do this
Name Type the name of the SSO resource. For example, ENTSSO
Resource type From the drop down list, select Generic Service

b. On the Possible Owners window, include each cluster node as a possible owner of the ENTSSO resource.
3. After you create the ENTSSO resource, right-click ENTSSO, and click Properties.
4. In the Cluster Properties dialog box, click the Security tab, and verify that the user under which the application is running

has sufficient user rights (not a local administrator) to access the cluster.

To restore the master secret on the second node

1. Open Cluster Administrator, right- click the cluster group that has the master secret server cluster, and then click Move
group. This moves the master secret server resources from the first node to the second node.

2. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
3. At the command line prompt, navigate to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation

directory is <drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
4. Type ssoconfig -restoresecret <restore file>, where <restore file> is the path and name of the back-up file that contains

the master secret.
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Removing Enterprise Single Sign-On Dependencies
If the Credential database is on the same computer as the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) Server, the SSO service has a
dependency on the MSSQLServer. If you change the location of the Credential database to a remote server, you must manually
remove the dependency on the MSSQLServer.

If you install SSO on a cluster node, the SSO service adds a service dependency for the cluster service (ClusSvc). If you uninstall
the cluster service from this computer, the SSO administrator must remove the cluster service dependency for SSO.

To remove the dependency on the MSSSQLServer

1. On the Start menu, select Run, and type regedit. A registry editor appears.
2. In the registry editor, expand HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, expand SYSTEM, expand CurrentControlSet, expand Services,

and then click ENTSSO.
3. Right-click DependOnService, and click Modify.
4. Remove MSSQLServer from the list, and click OK.
5. Restart the computer.

To remove the dependency on the ClsSvc

1. On the Start menu, select Run, and type regedit. A registry editor appears.
2. In the registry editor, expand HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, expand SYSTEM, expand CurrentControlSet, expand Services,

and then click ENTSSO.
3. Right-click DependOnService, and click Modify.
4. Remove ClsSvc from the list, and click OK.

See Also
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Installing the Enterprise Single Sign-On Client Utility
Enterprise Single Sign-On provides a stand alone version of the client command line utility, ssoclient, so that users can configure
their user mappings in the SSO system. Administrators can make the installer package available to the users by placing a copy of
the installer package in a network share.

The Windows installer package is included in the installation CD, in /Platform/SSO/Files/SSOClientInstall.exe.

When you install the SSO administration sub services, the installer package is placed in the installation directory
(<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-on\.) SSO administrators can distribute this package to the end-
users by placing it in a file share or on an internal Web site or by other suitable mechanisms. End-users can install this package
and manage their mappings with the ssoclient utility that is included in the package.

To install the SSO client utility using the installer package

1. Double-click the installer package SSOClientInstall.

Note  Ask your Enterprise Single Sign-On Administrator for the location of this file in your enterprise.

The WinZip Self-Extractor program appears.

2. Select the folder where you want to unzip the files, and click Unzip.

It is recommended to unzip the files in a temporary folder.

The Enterprise Single Sign-On Client Setup program appears.

3. On the Welcome to the Enterprise Single Sign-On Client page, click Next.
4. On the License Agreement page, click I accept the terms of this license agreement, and then click Next.
5. On the User Information page, type your user name, organization name, and then click Next.
6. On the Start Installation page, click Install.
7. On the Completing the Enterprise Single Sign-On Client Wizard page, click Finish.

For more information about the client utility, see Managing User Mappings.
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Installing the Enterprise Single Sign-On Administration
Component
Perform this task to install the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) administration component as a stand-alone component to
administer the SSO system remotely.

To install the Enterprise Single Sign-On component

1. Perform a custom installation of BizTalk Server and install only the Enterprise Single Sign-On administration component.
For more information about performing a custom installation, see Performing a Custom Installation in the BizTalk Server
Installation Guide located at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=22120.

2. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
3. At the command line prompt, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
4. Type ssomanage -server to specify the SSO Server you want to connect to when performing administration operations.

OR

Type ssomanage -serverall to specify the SSO Server all users of this computer will connect to when performing
administration operations.

See Also
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Removing Enterprise Single Sign-On
If you remove BizTalk Server 2004, Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) is no longer configured, but it is not removed. You must
remove SSO separately. You can also restore configuration information including the master secret to reuse existing data. For
more information, see Restoring the Master Secret.

To remove Enterprise Single Sign-On

1. Back up the master secret key. For more information, see Backing Up the Master Secret.
2. Uninstall BizTalk 2004 to un-configure Enterprise Single Sign-On. For more information, see Removing BizTalk Server in the

BizTalk Server Installation Guide located at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=22120. This removes the SSO
configuration settings, but does not uninstall SSO.

3. On the Start menu, point to Settings, and then click Control Panel.
4. Click Add/Remove Programs.
5. In the Add/Remove Programs dialog box, click Microsoft Enterprise Single Sign-On, and then click Remove.
6. Click Yes when prompted to confirm the removal of Microsoft Enterprise Single Sign-On.

See Also
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Configuring Enterprise Single Sign-On in a Multi-Computer
Scenario
This section contains instructions for configuring Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) in a three-computer scenario.

In the following scenario, computer A is the master secret server, computer B is the Single Sign-On server, and computer C holds
the Credential database. Computer B can act as a runtime server, as an administration server (administration sub services of SSO
use this server for managing the Credential database), or as a mapping server (administration and client sub services of SSO use
this server to manage mappings).

If you want to add more SSO servers to your environment, follow the steps for configuring computer B. Any new SSO servers will
point to the existing Credential database, and cannot be the master secret server.

Note  It is recommended that you configure the master secret server on a different computer from the Single Sign-
On server and the Credential database.

To configure the master secret server and create the Credential database on Computer A

1. Perform a custom installation of BizTalk Server 2004, and install only the Enterprise Single Sign-On runtime component. For
more information about performing a custom installation, see Performing a Custom Installation in the BizTalk Server
Installation Guide located at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=22120.

2. Run the BizTalk Configuration Wizard to configure SSO on the master secret server. On the Configuration Questions
page, in the Is this the master secret server drop down list, select Yes, and then click Next. For more information, see
Using the Configuration Wizard.

3. On the Windows Accounts page, specify the service account credentials for the SSO service. This must be a member of the
SSO Administrators group.

4. On the Database Configurations page, specify the location of the SQL Server (computer C) and the name of the
Credential database (SSODB).

5. Back up the master secret. For more information, see Backing Up the Master Secret.

To configure the SSO server on Computer B

1. Install Enterprise Single Sign-On on Computer B.

Note  This can be a BizTalk Server, or an SSO-only server (SSO runtime components.)

2. Run the BizTalk Configuration Wizard to configure SSO. On the Configuration Questions page, in the Is this the master
secret server drop down list, select No, and then click Next. For more information, see Using the Configuration Wizard.

3. On the Windows Accounts page, specify the service account credentials for the SSO service. This must be a member of the
SSO Administrators group.

4. On the Database Configurations page, point to the location of the SQL Server (computer C) and the name of the
Credential database (SSODB).

See Also
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Managing the Enterprise Single Sign-On System
You use ssomanage, the Single Sign-On management utility, to update the Credential database, to add, delete and manage
applications, and to administer user mappings.

Only Single Sign-On Administrators can perform these tasks.

Note  You can change the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) service account that is configured to run on the master
secret server in Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004. For more information, download Microsoft KnowledgeBase article
884205 from http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=52263.

This section contains:

Identifying the Enterprise Single Sign-On Server
Enabling Enterprise Single Sign-On
Changing the Master Secret Server
Disabling Enterprise Single Sign-On
Updating the Credential Database
Displaying the Credential Database Information
Auditing Enterprise Single Sign-On
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Identifying the Enterprise Single Sign-On Server
Each time you use ssomanage, you must first point the user to the Single Sign-On server you want to connect to.

You can do this in one of two ways:

Individual users can point themselves to the correct Single Sign-On Server.
A local computer administrator for the Single Sign-On server can point all the members of the Single Sign-On Users
account to this server.

To identify the Enterprise Single Sign-On Server for a single user

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line prompt, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssomanage -server <Single Sign-On Server>, where <Single Sign-On Server> is the name of the Single Sign-On

Server the user wants to connect to.

To identify the Enterprise Single Sign-On Server for all users

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line prompt, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssomanage -serverall <Single Sign-On Server>, where <Single Sign-On Server> is the name of the Single Sign-On

Server all members of the Single Sign-On Users account will be pointed to.

To determine the Enterprise Single Sign-On Server to which a user is connected

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line prompt, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssomanage -showserver.

Note  This command displays the settings for the current user as well as for other users if they exist.

See Also
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Enabling Enterprise Single Sign-On
This command enables the entire Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) system.

After you run the enabling command, there is a short delay before all Single Sign-On Servers are enabled, as each polls the
Credential database for the latest global information.

If you want to configure affiliate applications and mappings in the SSO system, you must also create an affiliate application. After
an SSO affiliate administrator creates an affiliate application, an application administrator can make changes to it, and application
users (end-users) can create their own mappings. For more information, see Managing Affiliate Applications and
Managing User Mappings.

To enable the SSO system

1. Click Start, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line prompt, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssomanage -enablesso.

To enable SSO to create affiliate applications and mappings

1. Log on as an SSO administrator or SSO affiliate administrator to the SSO Server, or on a computer that has the SSO
administration sub services of SSO.

2. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
3. At the command line prompt, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
4. Type ssomanage -enablesso to enable the Enterprise Single Sign-On service.
5. Log on as an SSO affiliate administrator.
6. Type ssomanage -createapps <application file> to create an affiliate application, where <application file> is the XML file

that contains definitions for the affiliate applications.

See Also
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Changing the Master Secret Server
After you set up the master secret server and configure the Credential database, you can change the master secret server if the
original master secret server fails and cannot be recovered. To change the master secret server, you need to promote an SSO
server to become the master secret server.

To promote a Single Sign-On Server to master secret server

1. Create an XML file that includes the name of the SSO server you want to promote to master secret server. For example,

2. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
3. At the command line prompt, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
4. Type ssomanage -updatedb <update file>, where <update file> is the name of the XML file you create in step 1.
5. Type ssoconfig -restoresecret <restore file>, where <restore file> is the path and name of the file where the master

secret is stored.
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Disabling Enterprise Single Sign-On
This command disables the entire Single Sign-On system.

There will be a short delay for all Single Sign-On Servers to be disabled, as they poll the Credential database for the latest global
information.

To disable Enterprise Single Sign-On

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line prompt, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssomanage -disablesso.

See Also
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Updating the Credential Database
You use the commands described in this section to change the global information in the Credential database, such as the master
secret server identification, the account names, auditing in the database, ticket timeout, credential cache timeout, and so on.

Changing timeouts for the SSO System
You can modify two timeouts at the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) system level:

Ticket timeout. This property specifies the length of time for which a ticket SSO issues is valid. To satisfy most of the scenarios in
an enterprise that use SSO, the default ticket timeout is 2 minutes. The SSO administrator can change this based on the
application requirements.

Credential Cache timeout. This property specifies the credential cache timeout for all SSO Servers. SSO Servers cache the
credentials after the first lookup. By default, the credential cache timeout is 60 minutes. The SSO administrator can change this to
a suitable value based on the security requirements.

You change both of these timeouts by updating the Credential database.

A sample XML file for updating the Credential database is:

To update the Credential database

1. Click Start, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line prompt, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssomanage -updatedb <update file>, where <update file> is the path and name of the file.

See Also

Configuring the Enterprise Single Sign-On Tickets
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<globalnfo>
<ssoAdminAccount>Domain\Accountname</ssoAdminAccount>
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<credCacheTimeout>60</credCacheTimeout>
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Displaying the Credential Database Information
Use the ssomanage command to lists the following Credential database information.

Property Value
SQL Server <SQL Server name>
SQL Server database <SQL Server database name>
Single Sign-On Secret Server name <Single Sign-On Server name>
Single Sign-On Administrators account Domain\account name
Single Sign-On Affiliate Administrators account Domain\account name
Size of audit table for deleted applications (number of audit entries) 1000 (default)
Size of audit table for deleted user mappings (number of audit entries) 1000 (default)
Size of audit table for external credential lookups (number of audit entries) 1000 (default)
Ticket timeout (in minutes) 2 (default)

This value can be an integer between 1 to 525600

Credential cache timeout (in minutes) 60 (default)
Single Sign-On Status Enabled/disabled
Tickets allowed Yes/no (default)
Validate tickets Yes (default)/no

To display the Credential database information

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line prompt, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssomanage -displaydb.

To display the Credential database the SSO Server is connected to

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line prompt, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssomanage -showdb.

See Also
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Auditing Enterprise Single Sign-On
Use the ssoconfig -auditlevel command to set both the positive and negative auditing levels.

SSO administrators can set the positive and negative audit levels that suit their corporate policies. You can set positive and
negative audits to one of the following levels:

0 = None

1 = Low

2 = Medium

3 = High. This level issues as many audit messages as possible.

The default value for positive auditing is 0 (none), and the default value for negative auditing is 1(low).

To change the database level auditing, you must update the Credential database using an XML file. A sample XML file for updating
the Credential database is:

To audit Single Sign-On

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line prompt, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssoconfig -auditlevel < positive level> <negative level>, where <positive level> is the level of auditing when

actions succeed, and <negative auditing> is the level of auditing when actions fail.

To audit the Credential database

1. Click Start, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line prompt, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssomanage -updatedb <update file>, where <update file> is the path and name of the file.

See Also
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<globalnfo>
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Enabling SSL for Enterprise Single Sign-On
Use the ssomanage -setssl command to enable Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) between all the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO)
servers and the Credential database.

To enable SSL for Enterprise Single Sign-On

1. Click Start, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssoconfig -setssl <yes/no>, where <yes/no> indicates whether you want to enable SSL in the SSO system.

See Also

Enterprise Single Sign-On Security
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Managing the Master Secret
The master secret is the key used to encrypt all the information stored in the Credential database. If the master secret server
crashes and you loose the secret, you will not be able to retrieve the information stored in the Credential database. Therefore, it is
very important to back up the master secret as soon as you generate it.

This section contains:

Generating the Master Secret
Backing Up the Master Secret
Restoring the Master Secret
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Generating the Master Secret
You must have administrator rights on the master secret server in order to perform this task. In addition, you must perform this
task from the master secret server.

The first server where you install Enterprise Single Sign-On becomes the master secret server.

Important  There can be only one master secret server in your SSO system.

Note  When Enterprise Single Sign-On is installed as part of the BizTalk Server 2004 installation, the master secret is
generated as part of the Configuration Wizard. You will only need to perform this task if you want to generate a new
master secret.

To generate the master secret

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssoconfig -generatesecret <backup file>, where <backup file> is the name of the file that contains the master

secret.

You will be prompted to enter a password to protect the file you just created.

See Also
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Backing Up the Master Secret
You can back up the master secret from the master secret server onto an NTFS system or removable media, such as a floppy disk.

You must be a Single Sign-On Administrator and a Windows administrator to perform this task. The SSO system will prompt you
for a password. To restore the secret later, you must specify the same password.

Warning  If the master secret server crashes and you lose the key, or if the key becomes corrupted, you will not be
able to retrieve the configuration of adapters stored in the Credential database. You must back up the master secret,
or you risk losing data from the Credential database.

To back up the master secret

1. On the Start menu, click Run.
2. In the Run dialog box, type cmd, and then click OK.
3. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
4. Type ssoconfig -backupsecret <backup file>, where <backup file> is the path and name of the file where the master

secret will be backed up. For example, A:\ssobackup.bak
5. Provide a password to protect this file. You will be prompted to confirm the password and to provide a password hint to

help you remember this password.

Important  You must save and store the backup file in a secure location.

See Also
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Restoring the Master Secret
Use the ssoconfig -restoresecret command to restore the master secret.

As part of data recovery procedures, you may need to restore the master secret to re-use existing data. In order to perform this
task, you must log on the master secret server with an account that is both a Windows administrator and an SSO administrator.

If you also need to restore the master secret server, see Restoring a Master Secret Server.

To restore the master secret

1. On the Start menu, click Run.
2. In the Run dialog box, type cmd, and then click OK.
3. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
4. Type ssoconfig -restoresecret <restore file>, where <restore file> is the path and name of the file where the master

secret is stored.

See Also

Generating the Master Secret

Backing Up the Master Secret

Master Secret Server

Managing the Master Secret
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Configuring the Enterprise Single Sign-On Tickets
Use the ssomanage -tickets command to control ticket behavior for the entire Single Sign-On system, including whether to
allow tickets, and whether the system must validate the tickets. For more information about tickets and tickets validation, see
SSO Tickets.

To configure the Enterprise Single Sign-On tickets

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssomanage -tickets <allowed yes/no> <validate yes/no>, where <allowed yes/no> indicates whether tickets will

be allowed or not, and <validate yes/no> indicates whether tickets will need to be validated after they are redeemed.

Note  You can use yes, no, on, or off to indicate whether to allow and/or validate tickets. These words are case
independent, and must be used regardless of your language settings.

See Also

About Enterprise Single Sign-On

Using Enterprise Single Sign-On
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Managing Affiliate Applications
This section provides information about creating and configuring affiliate applications.

This section contains:

Creating an Affiliate Application
Deleting an Affiliate Application
Updating the Properties of an Affiliate Application
Enabling an Affiliate Application
Disabling an Affiliate Application
Listing Affiliate Applications
Listing the Properties of an Affiliate Application
Clearing the Application Cache
Identifying the Enterprise Single Sign-On Server Using the Client Utility
Displaying the Enterprise Single Sign-On Server Using the Client Utility
Setting Credentials for the Affiliate Application Using the Client Utility
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Creating an Affiliate Application
Use the ssomanage -createapps command to create one or more applications, as specified by the XML file. An example XML file
is:

After you create an affiliate application, you cannot modify the following properties:

Name of the affiliate application
Fields associated with the affiliate application
Affiliate application type (group, individual, or configuration store)
Administration account same as affiliate administrators group. (Specifying this flag will always use the affiliate
administrators group as the administrator account for this affiliate application)

Important  You can use local accounts for the administration account and user account by setting the allowLocalAccounts
flag to yes. However, you can only use this flag in single-computer scenarios.

 Security  You must be an SSO administrator or SSO affiliate administrator to perform this task.

After you create the affiliate application, you must enable it. For more information, see Enabling an Affiliate Application.

To create an affiliate application

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssomanage -createapps <application file name>, where <application file name> is the XML file.

See Also

SSO Affiliate Applications

Enabling an Affiliate Application

Deleting an Affiliate Application

Managing User Mappings

SSO (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

Managing Affiliate Applications
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<sso>
<application name="SAP">
<description>The SAP application</description> 
<contact>someone@example.com</contact> 
<appuserAccount>domain\AppUserAccount</appuserAccount> 
<appAdminAccount>domain\AppAdminAccount</appAdminAccount> 
<field ordinal="0" label="User Id" masked="no" /> 
<field ordinal="1" label="Password" masked="yes" /> 
<flags groupApp="no" configStoreApp="no" allowTickets="no" validateTickets="yes" allowLocalAc
counts="no" timeoutTickets="yes" adminAccountSame="no" enableApp="no" />
</application>
</sso>
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Deleting an Affiliate Application
Use the ssomanage -deleteapp command to delete the specified affiliate application from the Credential database.

Important  When you delete an affiliate application, the SSO system automatically deletes all mappings associated
with it.

 Security  You must be an SSO administrator or SSO affiliate administrator to perform this task.

To delete an affiliate application

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssomanage -deleteapp <application name>, where <application name> is the name of the affiliate application you

want to remove from the Credential database.

See Also

SSO Affiliate Applications

Enabling an Affiliate Application

Managing User Mappings

Managing Affiliate Applications
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Updating the Properties of an Affiliate Application
Use the ssomanage -updateapps command to update one or more application properties, as specified by the XML file. You
must be an Affiliate Administrator to perform this task. The following is an example XML file that lists the fields you can update.

After you create an affiliate application, you cannot modify the following properties:

Name of the affiliate application
Fields associated with the affiliate application
Affiliate application type (group, individual, or configuration store)
Administration account same as affiliate administrators group. (Specifying this flag will always use the affiliate
administrators group as the administrator account for this affiliate application)

Important  You can use local accounts for the administration account and user account by setting the allowLocalAccounts
flag to yes. However, you can only use this flag in single-computer scenarios.

 Security  You must be an SSO administrator, SSO affiliate administrator, or SSO application administrator to
perform this task.

 Security  You must be an SSO administrator to modify the ticketing flags (validateTickets and timeoutTickets.)

 Security  You must be an SSO administrator or an SSO affiliate administrator to modify the application administration account.

To update the properties of an affiliate application

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssomanage -updateapps <application file name>, where the application file name is the XML file.

See Also

SSO Affiliate Applications

Enabling an Affiliate Application

Managing User Mappings

SSO (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

Managing Affiliate Applications
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<SSO>
<application name="SSOApplication">
<description>An SSO Application</description>
<contact>someone@companyname.com</contact>
<appUserAccount>DomainName\AppUserGroup</appUserAccount>
<appAdminAccount>DomainName\AppAdminGroup</appAdminAccount>
<flags allowTickets="no" validateTickets="yes"  timeoutTickets="yes" enableApp="no" />
</application>
</SSO>
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Enabling an Affiliate Application
Use the ssomanage -enableapp command to enable the specified affiliate application.

To enable an affiliate application

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssomanage -enableapp <application name>, where <application name> is the name of the affiliate application

you want to enable.

See Also

SSO Affiliate Applications

Creating an Affiliate Application

Managing User Mappings

Managing Affiliate Applications
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Disabling an Affiliate Application
Use the ssomanage -disableapp command to disable the specified affiliate application.

To disable an affiliate application

1. Click Start, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssomanage -disableapp <application name>, where <application name> is the name of the affiliate application

you want to disable.

See Also

SSO Affiliate Applications

Enabling an Affiliate Application

Managing User Mappings

Managing Affiliate Applications
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Listing Affiliate Applications
Use the ssomanage -listapps command to list all the affiliate applications. If the user is a member of the Single Sign-On
Application Administrators account, this command will only display the application for which the user is an administrator.

To list affiliate applications using the administration utility

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssomanage -listapps [all] where all is an optional parameter that will also display applications using the

Configuration Store feature. If the user running this command is an Application administrator, it will only list the
applications for which they are an administrator. If the user running this command is an Affiliate Administrator or an SSO
Administrator, it will list all the affiliate applications.

To list affiliate applications using the client utility

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssoclient -listapps to list the affiliate applications. This lists only the affiliate applications that the user performing this

task is a member of, for example, they need to belong the SSO application user group account for that affiliate application.

See Also

SSO Affiliate Applications

Creating an Affiliate Application

Managing User Mappings

Managing Affiliate Applications
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Listing the Properties of an Affiliate Application
Use the ssomanage -displayapp command to show information about the affiliate application. For more information about the
properties for an affiliate application, see SSO Affiliate Applications.

The SSO system obtains this information from the xml file that you used to update the affiliate application. For more information,
see Updating the Properties of an Affiliate Application.

To display the properties of an affiliate application using the administration utility

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssomanage -displayapp <application name>, where <application name> is the name of the Affiliate Application

you want to display the properties for.

To display the properties of an affiliate application using the client utility

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is <install

drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssoclient -displayapp <application name>, where <application name> is the name of the Affiliate Application you

want to display the properties for.

See Also

Managing User Mappings

Managing Affiliate Applications
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Clearing the Application Cache
Use the ssomanage -purgecache command to remove the contents of the credential cache (all the information associated with
the affiliate application) for the specified application on all of the Single Sign-On Servers.

To clear the cache

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssomanage -purgecache <application name>, where <application name> is the name of the affiliate application

you want to purge the cache for.

See Also

SSO Affiliate Applications

Managing Affiliate Applications
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Identifying the Enterprise Single Sign-On Server Using the
Client Utility
Each time you use ssoclient, you must first point the user to the correct Single Sign-On server that contains their configuration
information.

To identify the SSO Server for a user using the client utility

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssoclient -server <Single Sign-On Server>, where <Single Sign-On Server> is the name of the Single Sign-On

server the user wants to connect to.

See Also

SSO Affiliate Applications

Managing Affiliate Applications
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Displaying the Enterprise Single Sign-On Server Using the
Client Utility
Use the ssoclient -showserver command to display the Single Sign-On Server to which the user is currently pointing.

To display the SSO using the client utility

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssoclient -showserver.

See Also

SSO Affiliate Applications

Managing Affiliate Applications
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Setting Credentials for the Affiliate Application Using the
Client Utility
Use the ssoclient -setcredentials command to set the credentials for a user so that the user is able to access a specific
application.

This command does not display the password as you type it.

If the user mapping already exists, this command will set the credentials for that existing mapping. If you have not created the
user mapping, the SSO system will prompt you for the user ID for the application.

To set credentials for the affiliate application using the client utility

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssoclient -setcredentials <application name>, where <application name> is the specific application for which you

want to set the credentials for.
4. When prompted for the user credentials, enter the user password for this application.
5. If you have not created the user mapping, the SSO system will prompt you for the user ID for the application.

See Also

SSO Affiliate Applications

Managing Affiliate Applications
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Managing User Mappings
This section provides information on how to create and configure the Enterprise Single Sign-On mappings. SSO application users
(end users), SSO application administrators, SSO affiliate administrators, and SSO administrators can perform these tasks.

Administrators use the ssomanage utility to manage mappings, while the application users use the ssoclient utility to manage
their mappings.

Note  SSO application administrators can manage mappings associated with affiliate application for which they are
an administrator, while SSO affiliate administrators and the SSO administrators can manage all mappings associated
with all affiliate applications.

This section contains:

Listing User Mappings
Creating User Mappings
Deleting User Mappings
Setting Credentials for a User Mapping
Enabling a User Mapping
Disabling a User Mapping
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Listing User Mappings
Use the ssomanage -listmappings command to list all the existing mappings for the specified user.

You must be an SSO administrator, SSO application administrator, or an SSO affiliate administrator to do this task.

Enabled user mappings appear as (E) <domain>\<username>, while disabled user mappings appear as (D)
<domain>\<username>.

To list user mappings using the administration utility

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssomanage -listmappings <domain>\<username> to list all the mappings a given user has in the affiliate

applications he/she belongs to, where <domain> is the Microsoft® Windows® domain for the user account, and
<username> is the Windows user name for which you want to list the user mappings. If the user is an Affiliate
Administrator or an SSO Administrator, this command lists all the mappings for that user in all the affiliate applications.

Or

4. Type ssomanage -listmappings <application name> to list all the user mappings for a given application.

Or

5. If you are an SSO application administrator, type ssomanage -listmappings <domain>\<username> <application
name> to list all the mappings a given user has in the affiliate applications for which you are an administrator.

To list user mappings using the client utility

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssoclient -listmappings to list all the mappings you have..

See Also

Creating User Mappings

SSO Mappings

Managing Affiliate Applications

Managing User Mappings
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Creating User Mappings
Use the ssomanage -createmappings command to create one or more user mappings, as specified in the XML file. The
following is an example XML file.

If a user account is changed, you must use this command create a mapping for the new user account. You should also remove the
old user mapping. For more information about removing a mapping, see Deleting User Mappings.

After you create a user mapping, you must enable it before you can use this mapping in the SSO system. For more information,
see Enabling a User Mapping.

Important  Only domain groups are supported for user mappings

To create user mappings using the administration utility

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssomanage -createmappings <mappings file name>, where <mappings file name> is the name of file that

contains the user mapping(s) you want to create.

To create user mappings using the client utility

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssoclient -setcredentials <application name >, where <application name > is the name of affiliate application that

the user wants to create a mapping for.

See Also

SSO Mappings

Managing Affiliate Applications

SSO (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

Managing User Mappings
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<sso>
<mapping>
<windowsDomain>domain</windowsDomain> 
<windowsUserId>WindowsUserName</windowsUserId> 
<externalApplication>Application name1</externalApplication> 
<externalUserId>App1UserName</externalUserId> 
</mapping>
<mapping>
<windowsDomain>domain</windowsDomain> 
<windowsUserId>WindowsUserName</windowsUserId> 
<externalApplication>Application name2</externalApplication> 
<externalUserId>App2UserName</externalUserId> 
</mapping>
</sso>
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Deleting User Mappings
Use the ssomanage -deletemappings and ssomanage -deletemapping commands to delete one or more user mappings, as
specified in the XML file. The following is an example XML file.

If a user is not a member of the Single Sign-On Application Users account, or does not exist in Active Directory, you should use
this command to remove the user mapping from the Credential database.

If a user account is changed, you must use this command to remove the old user mapping, and then create a new user mapping
for the new user account. For more information about creating a mapping, see Creating User Mappings.

Note  You must disable the mapping before you can delete it.

To delete user mappings using the administration utility

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssomanage -deletemappings <mappings file name>, where <mappings file name> is the name of the file that

contains the user mapping(s) you want to delete.

To delete a specific user mapping using the administration utility

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssomanage -deletemapping <domain>\<username> <application name>, where <domain> is the Windows

domain for the user account, <username> is the Windows user name, and <application name> is the specific application
for which you want to remove the user mapping.

To delete a user mapping using the client utility

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssoclient -deletemapping <application name>, where <application name> is the name of the affiliate application

you want to remove the user mapping for.

See Also

SSO Mappings

Managing Affiliate Applications

SSO (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

Managing User Mappings
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<sso>
<mapping>
<windowsDomain>domain</windowsDomain> 
<windowsUserId>WindowsUserName</windowsUserId> 
<externalApplication>Application name1</externalApplication> 
<externalUserId>App1UserName</externalUserId> 
</mapping>
<mapping>
<windowsDomain>domain</windowsDomain> 
<windowsUserId>WindowsUserName</windowsUserId> 
<externalApplication>Application name2</externalApplication> 
<externalUserId>App2UserName</externalUserId> 
</mapping>
</sso>
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Setting Credentials for a User Mapping
Use the ssomanage -setcredentials command to set the credentials for a user to access a specific application.

This command does not display the password as you type it.

If the user mapping already exists, this command sets the credentials for that existing mapping. If you have not created the user
mapping, the SSO system will prompt you for the user ID for the application.

To set credentials for an user mapping

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssomanage -setcredentials <domain>\<username> <applicationname>, where <domain> is the Windows

domain for the user account, <username> is the Windows user name, and <applicationname> is the specific application
for which you want to set the credentials for.

4. When the SSO system prompts you for the user credentials, enter the user password for this application.
5. If you have not created the user mapping, the SSO system will prompt you for the user ID for the application.

To set credentials for a user mapping from client utility

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssoclient -setcredentials <application name>, where <application name> is the name of the affiliate application

you want to remove the user mapping for.

See Also

Creating User Mappings

SSO Mappings

Managing Affiliate Applications

Managing User Mappings
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Enabling a User Mapping
Use the ssomanage -enablemapping command to enable a user mapping. You must enable a user mapping before it you can
use the mapping in the Single Sign-On system.

After you enable a user mapping, it appears as (E) <domain>\<username> when you list the user mappings.

To enable a user mapping using the administration utility

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssomanage -enablemapping <domain>\<username> <application name>, where <domain> is the Windows

domain for the user account, <username> is the Windows user name for which you want to enable the credentials, and
<application name> is the name of the affiliate application you want to remove the user mapping for and then press
ENTER.

To enable a user mapping using the client utility

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssoclient -enablemapping <application name>, where <application name> is the name of the affiliate application

you want to remove the user mapping for.

See Also

Creating User Mappings

SSO Mappings

Managing Affiliate Applications

Managing User Mappings
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Disabling a User Mapping
Use the ssomanage -disablemapping to disable a user mapping. You can disable a user mapping when you want to turn off all
operations associated with a given mapping. You must disable a user mapping before you can remove it.

After you disable a user mapping, it appears as (D) <domain>\<username> when you list the user mappings.

To disable a user mapping using the administration utility

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssomanage -disablemapping <domain>\<username> <application name>, where <domain> is the Windows

domain for the user account, and <username> is the Windows user name for which you want to disable the credentials, and
<application name> is the name of the affiliate application you want to remove the user mapping for.

To disable a user mapping using the client utility

1. On the Start menu, click run, and then type cmd.
2. At the command line, go to the Enterprise Single Sign-On installation directory. The default installation directory is

<drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On.
3. Type ssoclient -disablemapping <application name>, where <application name> is the name of the affiliate application

you want to remove the user mapping for.

See Also

SSO Mappings

Managing Affiliate Applications

Managing User Mappings
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Migration and Upgrade
You can migrate items from previous versions of Microsoft® BizTalk® Server to BizTalk Server 2004 using the BizTalk Server
2004 Migration Wizard. The Migration Wizard transfers all messaging items created in the BizTalk Server 2000 or BizTalk Server
2002 Messaging Manager to the Configuration database. Messaging items include document definitions, maps, receive functions,
ports, channels, and port groups. You can also maintain these items independently from a new BizTalk Server 2004 installation
with supported interoperability between the two systems.

For the latest migration information for BizTalk Server 2004, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

This section contains:

Migrating from BizTalk Server 2002
BizTalk Server Interoperability
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Migrating from BizTalk Server 2002
Note  The content in this section is provided by Ben Goeltz, Brandon Gross, and Stephen Roger and of Equarius, Inc.
For more information about Equarius, Inc., see http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=26941.

With careful planning and execution, migrating your business solutions from Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2002 to Microsoft
BizTalk Server 2004 can be a straightforward exercise. After your solutions are migrated, they can take advantage of the powerful
new features and enhanced performance of BizTalk Server 2004. This document provides prescriptive guidance in using the
BizTalk Server 2004 Migration Wizard to migrate a BizTalk Server 2002-based solution that includes orchestrations and
messaging items.

This section contains:

Planning for Migration
About the Migration Wizard
Migrating Messages
Migrating Orchestrations
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Planning for Migration
When planning your migration of a BizTalk Server 2002 solution to BizTalk Server 2004 solution, you must assess the technical
architecture requirements, and plan the migration from a feature perspective. This section provides a detailed outlook of the
planning considerations and recommendations from both perspectives.

The answers to the following questions help you plan your migration from BizTalk Server 2002 in your BizTalk Server 2004
environment.

Question Recommendation
What is a promoted proper
ty?

Property promotion enables you to flag schema nodes at design time for promotion to the MessageB
ox at run time. In addition to any custom metadata you explicitly define by promoting properties, BizT
alk Server 2004 has several pre-existing properties that it tracks by default. These pre-existing proper
ties are not defined by instance schemas. For more information about promoting properties, see
Promoting Properties.

What is a binding file? Binding files are shortcuts so that you can bind once using the BizTalk Explorer, export that binding, a
nd then import it when you need to assign the binding subsequent times. For example, if you install a
nd deploy your development environment and save a binding file, when it is time to go into producti
on, you can script the Deployment Wizard and specify the binding file to use to create the bindings fo
r the ports. For messaging migration, the Migration Wizard only generates one binding file for the se
nd or receive locations in a solution. For more information about binding files, see
Importing Assembly Bindings Using the BizTalk Deployment Wizard and
Exporting Assembly Bindings Using the BizTalk Deployment Wizard.

Can I have multiple schem
as with the same root node
?

No. The messaging engine relies on the root node to resolve an XML instance to a schema at run time
. (This is possible in BizTalk Server 2002.) For more information about schemas, see About Schemas.

Can I add an orchestration 
within my migration projec
t?

Yes, it is possible, but not recommended because you have to manually create a send/receive port to/
from an orchestration, thereby complicating the migration of your messaging solution. For more info
rmation about adding orchestrations, see Creating and Modifying Orchestrations.

Is it possible to create an or
chestration that receives a 
non-XML message (a binar
y large object (BLOB) for in
stance) through a pipeline 
with a custom disassemble
r and promote properties i
n the blob?

You can pass type-less messages through orchestrations by declaring them as an XmlDocument. If yo
u want to retrieve their data, you need to pass them to a .NET object as XLANGPart/XLANGMessage a
nd call part.RetrieveAs(typeof(Stream) ); by using part.LoadFrom( myStream ), you can also construct 
non-XML messages in an orchestration. For more information about adding orchestrations, see
Creating and Modifying Orchestrations.

How do I create a dynamic 
send port?

You can create a dynamic send port either using BizTalk Explorer or within an orchestration:

BizTalk Explorer - Create the port using BizTalk Explorer, and then assign values to the transport pro
perties in BizTalk Editor using the global property schema. You can then select the appropriate schem
a from references. By default, BizTalk Server 2004 references Microsoft.BizTalk.GlobalPropertySchem
a. Values to the transport properties come from your document. You need to promote elements from
your schema using the global property schema.

Orchestration - You can create dynamic ports in an orchestration, and, after you deploy it, the port is
accessible from BizTalk Explorer. In the orchestration, you need to assign the address (transport) usin
g an Expression shape.

For more information about dynamic send ports in BizTalk Explorer, see
Adding a Dynamic Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer.

Will the Migration Wizard 
migrate custom script func
toids?

No. Any maps that are migrated that contain custom script functoids need to be opened and functoid
s re-coded. For more information about dynamic send ports in BizTalk Explorer, see
Migrating Functoids.

Will the Migration Wizard 
migrate my queue receive f
unctions?

Yes. BizTalk Server supports all type of receive functions including BizTalk Server message queuing (
MSMQ) file receive. BizTalk Server supports the conventional HTTP receive function, but not the HTTP
file receive function because it has no meaningful use in the product. For more information about rec
eive functions, see Configuring Receive Location Properties in the BizTalk Administration Console.

Will the Migration Wizard 
migrate my pre-processor?

No. You must update your project by manually migrating any components such as pre-processors no
t migrated by the Migration Wizard. For more information about component migration, see
Updating a Message Migration Project.
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Will the Migration Wizard 
migrate my channel routin
g and filter configurations?

No, with one exception. BizTalk Server 2004 automatically migrates routing and filtering configuratio
ns for channels that use dynamic routing or filtering. Custom routing done in a channel requires that 
you promote the properties and create the filters. For more information about migrating channels, se
e About the Migration Wizard.

Will the Migration Wizard 
migrate orchestrations?

No. The Migration Wizard only migrates the following items. For more information about the Migrati
on Wizard, see About the Migration Wizard.

BizTalk Server 2002 Messaging Item BizTalk Server 2004 Migration Path
document definitions schemas
maps maps
receive functions receive locations
ports and channels ports and pipelines
port groups (distribution lists) send port groups

This section contains:

Feature Migration Planning
Technical Architecture Requirements
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Feature Migration Planning
BizTalk Server 2004 is a significantly different product than BizTalk Server 2002. It not only provides a rich set of new features, but
offers new approaches to completing tasks.

For example, assume you have a business rule that must be invoked from various business processes. With BizTalk Server 2002,
you probably solved this challenge by either implementing a decision shape in each orchestration, or by implementing the
business rule in a custom object called from each orchestration. In BizTalk Server 2004, you can choose to implement the
business rule within the Business Rules Library and call out to this rule from each orchestration. The question then becomes:
"When I migrate this area of my BizTalk Server 2002 solution to BizTalk Server 2004, how should I establish a set of design
principles to best take advantage of the new Business Rules Library?)"

Your design criteria could include a set of outstanding requirements for enhancing your BizTalk Server 2002 solution. The next
question could be: "Do I implement functionality enhancements to the solution as it is being migrated?" If you plan to add
functionality to your solutions as part of your migration project, you should complete a "horizontal" migration of the functionality
first, and perform regression testing before adding or changing functionality.

Feature planning involves looking in detail at your BizTalk Server 2002 solution and deciding the most efficient way to migrate its
functionality to BizTalk Server 2004. A new concept with BizTalk Server 2004 is that solutions are based on solution projects that
must be built and deployed to a BizTalk Server 2004 environment.

As part of planning your feature migration, you should first segment your BizTalk Server 2002 solution, and take an inventory of
your components.

This section contains:

Segment a BizTalk Server 2002 Solution
BizTalk Server 2002 Component Inventory
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Segment a BizTalk Server 2002 Solution
The first step in planning your feature migration is to segment your BizTalk Server 2002 solution by major functional area. Create
a logical grouping of BizTalk Server 2002 items to facilitate conversion to BizTalk Server 2004. Segment your BizTalk Server 2002
solution to partially migrate your solution and subsequently minimize your risk and effort.

Note  The solution being migrated determines the optimum way to segment a BizTalk Server 2002 for ease of
migration. In general, you should segment large solutions into smaller, more manageable BizTalk Server 2004
projects and assemblies.

To reduce configuration dependencies, you should further segment the functional areas into orchestration and messaging
projects. To redeploy a new or changed migration project, all ports must not reference any objects in the assemblies within your
migration project. By placing the orchestrations into a separate project, you reduce the complexity of configuration dependencies.
In addition, the Migration Wizard creates a binding file that causes the migration to fail when you add an orchestration to your
migration project.

Note  When you segment the migration projects, distinguish the messaging project from the orchestration project.

See Also

BizTalk Server 2002 Component Inventory

Feature Migration Planning
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BizTalk Server 2002 Component Inventory
After you segment your solution, you must understand all of the components that comprise each solution. Create an inventory all
of the components in your orchestration and messaging solution by functional area. This inventory is helpful when you eventually
convert the components to BizTalk Server 2004 items. For information about converting components, see
Migrating Orchestration Implementation Shapes. A sample inventory of components follows.

Assembly: PlantMessagingObjects

Messaging Obje
ct

Name Purpose

Queue Receive F
unction

qrfPlantActualReceiv
e

Consumes power plant generation data in XML format delivered directly from external so
urces via HTTP posts.

 qrfPlantAlarmReceiv
e

Consumes power plant alarm data in XML format delivered directly from external source
s via HTTP posts.

 qrfPlantScheduleRec
eive

Consumes power plant schedule data in XML format delivered directly from external sou
rces via HTTP posts.

File Receive Funct
ion

frfPlantActualReceive Consumes power plant generation data in XML format delivered manually for re-submis
sion by a system administrator.

 frfPlantAlarmReceive Consumes power plant alarm data in XML format delivered manually for re-submission 
by a system administrator.

 frfPlantScheduleRece
ive

Consumes power plant schedule data in XML format delivered manually for re-submissio
n by a system administrator.

Channel chlPlantActualToPow
erBiz

Validates XML message against power plant generation schema.

 chlPlantAlarmToPow
erBiz

Validates XML message against power plant schema.

 chlPlantScheduleToP
owerBiz

Validates XML message against power plant schedule schema.

Port prtPlantDataToPowe
rBiz

Delivers power plant XML message to application integration components (AICs) for entr
y into PowerBiz application.

AIC clsPlantAIC Class that implements IBTSAppIntegration interface for processing inbound power plant 
documents.

Assembly: PlantOrchestrations

Business Process Objec
t

Name Purpose

Orchestrations orchPlantProcess Overarching business process flow control.
 orchPlantSchedule Controls sending and receiving of schedule information amongst several syste

ms.
Dependencies PlantMessagingObject

s
Assembly containing the schemas used by the plant orchestrations.

See Also

Segment a BizTalk Server 2002 Solution

Feature Migration Planning
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Technical Architecture Requirements
Implementing BizTalk Server 2004 requires significant architecture planning. Performance and scalability metrics have changed
between BizTalk Server 2002 and 2004, and require you to rethink your infrastructure requirements. In addition, you should
define your requirements around security, availability, scalability, performance, flexibility, manageability, and usability. After
defining your architecture requirements, you should create a plan for meeting them.

Defining your technical architecture requirements is outside of the scope this document, but you can peruse BizTalk Server 2004
Web site for additional information to create an architecture plan before implementing your migration. For more information on
BizTalk Server architecture requirements, see http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25487

See Also

Feature Migration Planning

Planning for Migration
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About the Migration Wizard
After planning your migration activities and setting up your BizTalk Server 2004 environment based on the technical architecture
plan, migrate your BizTalk Server 2002 components to the BizTalk Server 2004 environment.

The following diagram depicts how the Migration Wizard migrates messaging items from BizTalk Server 2002 to BizTalk
Server 2004.

The Migration Wizard uses Microsoft® Windows® Integrated Security to connect to the specified BizTalk MessageBox database.
Therefore, the Windows user that is logged in must have the appropriate permissions to access the specified database.

If there is a custom pre-process configured on the receive function, the Migration Wizard does not automatically migrate it.

Channels that use dynamic routing do not automatically have their routing configurations migrated. You must manually
configure them in the properties of the send port or send port group being migrated.

Channels that use filters do not automatically have their filtering configurations migrated. You must manually configure them in
the properties of the migrated send port or send port group.

The Migration Wizard does not migrate scripting functoids used in BizTalk Server 2002 maps. They must be rewritten using one
of the .NET framework languages such as Microsoft® Visual Basic® .NET, Visual C#®, JScript® .NET, and so on, in BizTalk
Server 2004, rather than legacy Visual Basic® Scripting Edition (VBScript) and JScript scripting engines.

When you migrate BizTalk Server 2002 maps containing scripting functoids with custom VBScript code, the Migration Wizard
copies the code to the Inline Script Buffer window in the BizTalk Server 2004 scripting functoid. You must then manually change
and migrate that code to equivalent Visual Basic .NET or other managed code (C#, JScript .NET, XSLT). For simple VBScript code
being migrated, you must add the System.VisualBasic namespace in front of specialized Visual Basic-only functions like
Randomize(), CInt(), CStr(), and so on.

For more complex or lengthy VBScript functoid code, Visual Studio .NET 2003 includes a tool which can quickly migrate larger
amounts of VBScript code to Visual Basic .NET. This tool, the Upgrade Visual Basic 6 Code, resides under the Tools menu. To see
this Tools menu choice, you must add a new or existing Visual Basic .NET project (Windows Application, Class Library, Web
Application or Web Services) to your solution and open the Code View of one of the *.vb files in the project.



You can then open the Visual Basic to Visual Basic .NET code conversion window by pointing to Tools and selecting Upgrade
Visual Basic 6 Code. Copy your old VBScript code from the Inline Script Buffer window in the BizTalk Server 2004 scripting
functoid to this code conversion window. Add any appropriate COM object references used in the code. Convert the code by
clicking the Convert button. You can then paste the converted Visual Basic .NET code into the Inline Script Buffer window of the
functoid. You can also move this code into a separate .NET class library or custom functoid project for optimal reusability.

The Migration Wizard converts BizTalk Server 2002 channels into receive pipelines and the corresponding ports into send
pipelines. BizTalk Server 2004 uses a publish and subscribe (pub/sub) architecture making it unnecessary to have a send pipeline
to publish the data into an orchestration. When the message arrives in the MessageBox database, BizTalk Server 2004 accesses
the subscription, and invokes the orchestration which receives the message. You do not need to define a filter in your
orchestration to receive a message, but you do need to configure the logical binding for the orchestration.

The filter on the send ports may be more complex than you need as it specifies filters on Organization and Application names that
do not apply to BizTalk Server 2004. You may need to change or remove this filtering from the appropriate send ports.

After you select the Ports to migrate in the Migration Wizard and click Next on the user interface, the following error message
may appear:

Unable to copy <xxx> from the DAV store. Please check if the DAV store is correctly configured and the files exists.

where:

<xxx> is the URI for the item (for example, a schema or map) causing the error.

This error occurs when BizTalk Server 2004 does not have HTTP access to the BizTalk Server 2002 Web Distributed Authoring and
Versioning (WebDAV) repository. The channels and file receive functions being migrated contain URL links to schemas (document
definitions and envelopes) and maps stored in a WebDAV repository. BizTalk Server 2002 does not store these schemas and
maps in the InterchangeBTM database. These error messages appear if the WebDAV Internet Information Services (IIS) server is
not on the network and IIS is stopped on that computer, or you have insufficient security permissions to read documents using
WebDAV.

Because the error provided by the Migration Wizard does not identify the specific schemas or maps it is unable to locate in
WebDAV, you can determine these URLs by viewing all rows of data in the following InterchangeBTM table.

BTM Object Table WebDAV Column/Other Important Columns
Channels bts_chann

el
Mapref (contains HTTP address of BizTalk Server 2002 maps)/inpdocid & outdocid (unique ID of docu
ment schema in the following rows)

Schemas bts_xmlsh
ares

Reference (contains http address of BizTalk Server 2002 schemas)

Document Defi
nitions

bts_docu
ment

None but references preceding rows using foreign key

shareid references bts_xmlshare.id

ID & name (match with bts_channel.inpdocid and bts_channel.outdocid columns)

Envelopes bts_envel
ope

None but references preceding tables via foreign key

shareid references bts_xmlshare.id

ID & name (match with bts_port.envid

-or-

adm_ReceiveService.DocumentName

-or-

adm_ReceiveService.EnvelopeName)

The following two options help resolve this error and enable you to proceed with the BizTalk Server 2004 migration:

Get access to the WebDAV server being referenced in the preceding WebDAV columns.
Obtain a copy of the BizTalk Server 2002 schema and map files. Create an IIS virtual directory named
BizTalkServerRepository on your BizTalk Server 2004 computer. Create two subfolders in this directory named DocSpecs
and Maps. Put the schemas files in the DocSpecs directory and the map files in Maps directory. Open the InterchangeBTM
database and change the appropriate WebDAV map URL references (bts_channel.mapref) and schema URL references
(bts_xmlshare.reference) to point to your local http://localhost/BizTalkServerRepository virtual directory. Make sure the URL
paths to these schemas and maps are correct by testing some of the URLs in your browser.



 

This section contains:

Receive Location and Channel Migration
Channel Migration
Channel and Port Combination Migration
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Receive Location and Channel Migration
The Migration Wizard migrates every BizTalk Server 2002 receive function to a BizTalk Server 2004 receive location. During this
process, the Migration Wizard creates the following items:

Binding file (defines receive location). When migrating messages, the Migration Wizard only generates one binding file for
the receive location in a solution.
BizTalk Server 2004 maps and schemas (XML Schema Definition language (XSD) files)
Receive pipeline

If the BizTalk Server 2002 receive function is statically bound to a channel, the receive pipeline name becomes a concatenation of
the receive function name and the channel name. The receive pipeline created during migration adds any migrated schemas in
the original channel to the schema collection of the validation stage. The binding file creates the additional information necessary
to generate the receive location. When you deploy the migration assembly with the binding file, the receive location appears with
the following properties configured:

Adapters are set to the transport type of the migrated port (for example, SMTP, HTTP, FILE, MSMQ)
Any maps in the channel are added to the maps collection
Receive pipeline created are selected as the receive locations pipeline

The Migration Wizard converts BizTalk Server 2002 channels into receive pipelines and the corresponding ports into send
pipelines. It is unnecessary, however, to have a unique receive and send pipeline for each migrated channel and port combination.
In fact, you can create a single receive and send pipeline and set several XML schemas into the XML Validators.

Instead of having a distinct receive or send location for each URI and map combination (created by default when you run the
Migration Wizard), BizTalk Server 2004 enables you to select multiple maps into a collection within a send or receive port. At run
time, the messaging engine resolves the incoming instance message to the schema type by using the root node of the instance
and, based on the schema type, it dynamically selects a map to use for transformation. The same process is repeated in outbound
ports and pipelines. Therefore, you can consolidate any send or receive ports with the same URI that differ by only maps and
specifications.

Note  The Migration Wizard does not migrate the following items: a custom pre-process configured on the receive
function, custom script functoids, custom channel filter expressions, and unsupported port protocols.

Note  BizTalk Server 2004 marks the items not migrated in the task list in Visual Studio® .NET for the developer to
address.

Note  The Migration Wizard automatically promotes the routing properties in dynamic routing scenarios, and
configures the send port filters.

Note  The Migration Wizard does not migrate scripting functoids used in BizTalk Server 2002 maps. They must be
rewritten to use the Windows® .NET Framework in BizTalk Server 2004, rather than Visual Basic® Script Edition
(VBScript) and JScript® scripting engines.

See Also

Channel Migration

Channel and Port Combination Migration
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Channel Migration
The Migration Wizard migrates every BizTalk Server 2002 channel to a BizTalk Server 2004 receive pipeline. The wizard creates
the following items:

BizTalk Server 2004 maps and schemas (XSDs)
Receive pipeline

You must manually add any migrated schemas in the original channel to the schema collection during the validation stage. The
channel migration does not add to or create a binding file. In a partial self-routing scenario, in which you select only some
channels, you can use these pipelines that you migrate from the channels. You can manually add the pipelines into a solution that
you migrate later.

See Also

Channel and Port Combination Migration

Receive Location and Channel Migration
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Channel and Port Combination Migration
The Migration Wizard migrates every BizTalk Server 2002 channel and port combination to a BizTalk Server 2004 send port. The
wizard creates the following items:

Binding file (defines send port). The Migration Wizard only generates one binding file for the send port location in a
solution.
BizTalk Server 2004 maps and schemas (XSDs)
Send pipelines

The binding file creates the additional configuration information necessary to generate the send port. When you deploy the
migration assembly with the binding file, the send port appears with the following properties configured:

The adapter is set to the transport type of the migrated port (for example, SMTP, HTTP, FILE, MSMQ).
Any maps in the channel are added to the maps collection.
The send pipeline created is selected as the send port pipeline.

See Also

Channel Migration

Receive Location and Channel Migration
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Migrating Messages
The following migration scenario covers common message patterns in BizTalk Server 2002 solutions.

A typical messaging scenario in BizTalk Server 2002 involves processing a message through a file receive function (frf) or a queue
receive function (qrf) and submitting it to a messaging channel. This channel leads to a messaging port and an orchestration. The
orchestration calls one or more channels that lead to ports bound to queue or file locations.

The topics in this section explain how to migrate messages in a typical messaging scenario.

This section contains:

Reviewing BizTalk Server 2002 Inventory
Using the Migration Wizard to Create a Message Migration Project
Updating a Message Migration Project
Building and Deploying a Message Migration Project
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Reviewing BizTalk Server 2002 Inventory
Review the list of items that must be migrated.

Assembly Name: PlantMessaging

BizTalk Obje
ct

Name Purpose

File Receive f
unction

frfSCADAReceive Processes energy meter usage data in XML format delivered directly from external sou
rces via FTP.

Channel chlSCADAReceive Validates an XML message against raw SCADA schema, and maps the XML into a form
at more conducive for database inserts.

 chlSCADALoadReceivedInf
o

Maps the raw SCADA schema to a trigger document.

Port prtSCADAReceive Delivers an energy meter usage XML message to the orchestration for further processi
ng and entry into PowerBiz application.

 prtSCADALoadReceivedInf
o

Delivers a trigger document to a queue that is monitored by a client application.

Map mapSCADARawToSql.xml Maps a raw meter document to a document format that is easier to parse and process.
 mapSCADASQLToLoadRec

eivedInfo.xml
Maps a raw meter document to a document that is placed in a queue for notifying a cli
ent application that new data has arrived.

See Also

Using the Migration Wizard to Create a Message Migration Project

Updating a Message Migration Project

Building and Deploying a Message Migration Project

Migrating Messages
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Using the Migration Wizard to Create a Message Migration
Project
Create a migration project for each functional area and use the Migration Wizard to migrate the messaging items and schemas.
Use the Migration Wizard provided with BizTalk Server 2004 to migrate the following messaging objects:

BizTalk Server 2002 Messaging Item BizTalk Server 2004 Migration Path
Document definitions Schemas
Maps Maps
Receive functions (FILE, HTTP, MSMQ) Receive locations
Ports (SMTP, HTTP, MSMQ, File) and channels Ports and pipelines
Port groups (distribution lists) Send port groups

Your first step in using the Migration Wizard is to create a new BizTalk Server 2004 migration project in Microsoft® Visual
Studio® .NET 2003. For more information about creating a migration project in Visual Studio  NET 2003, see
Creating BizTalk Projects.

Note  The Migration Wizard must run on a computer that has BizTalk Server 2004 and Microsoft Visual Studio
.NET 2003 installed.

After you create this type of project, the Migration Wizard appears and enables you to create your BizTalk Server 2004 migration
project.

To create a message migration project

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click Migration Wizard.
2. On the Welcome to the BizTalk Migration Wizard page, click Next. The BizTalk2002 Management Database page

appears.
3. On the BizTalk2002 Management Database page, enter a Database Server and Database Name where the migration

objects are located, and then click Next.

Note  The default name of the database is InterchangeBTM, though you may have changed it when you
originally installed and configured BizTalk Server 2002.

The Migration Wizard attempts to connect to the specified messaging management data source.

Note  The Migration Wizard attempts to use Windows Integrated Security to connect to the specified BizTalk
MessageBox database. Therefore, the Windows user currently logged in must have the appropriate permissions
to access the specified database.

Note  If a connection error occurs, change your logon access permissions.

Note  When specifying the server name, use <ServerName> only.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms964621(v=bts.10).aspx


Note  If you use the default BizTalk Server 2002 database name, enter InterchangeBTM as the database name.

4. On the Receive Functions page, specify the receive functions to include in the migration project, and then click Next.

If the BizTalk MessageBox database includes a large number of receive functions, you can apply a filter to the receive
function name to more easily select specific functions. For example, if you only want to browse file receive functions, you
can enter frf* in the Filter Existing Receive Functions field, and then click Apply.

5. On the Port Groups page, specify which send port groups to include in the migration project, and then click Next.

You can filter send port groups based on the port name. Enter the wildcard character '*' as text into the Filter Existing Port
Groups field, and then click Apply. The Migration Wizard only supports the wildcard character '*'. The text is the partial
name of the port.

6. On the Ports page, specify the ports to include in your migration project. You can filter based on the port name. Enter text
into the Filter Existing Ports field, and then click Apply. After specifying the ports, click Next.



Note  The Migration Wizard automatically migrates all elements linked to the port (for example, maps, channels,
and schemas in the channels).

Note  If a port exists in a port group, the Ports page does not list it in the Migration Wizard. It is migrated with
the port group with which it is associated.

Note  After clicking Next, you may receive the following error message:

Unable to copy <xxx> from the DAV store. Please check if the DAV store is correctly configured and the files
exists.

where:

<xxx> is the URI for the item (for example, a schema or map) causing the error.

Migrating from BizTalk Server 2002

7. After you have selected all the required ports, the Summary page displays a summary of all the objects you included in the
migration project. Click Next.

The Migration Wizard creates the migration project. The message migration project contains all the objects appearing in the
Summary page.

8. On the Completing the BizTalk Deployment Wizard page, click Finish after successfully creating the project.

In the example, channel information for the selected ports is automatically migrated to the Send and Receive Pipeline objects. In
addition, the project includes a bindingout.xml file in the Artifacts folder. This file contains the bindings necessary to create the
new ports and subscriptions in BizTalk Server 2004, and deploys the new messaging objects.



 

Important  Schemas must have a unique root node/namespace combination for the pipeline to resolve the schema.
Because the Migration Wizard places all schemas into the same namespace, the migrated schemas must have
different root nodes, or you must alter the namespace after completing the migration.

See Also

Updating a Message Migration Project

Building and Deploying a Message Migration Project

Reviewing BizTalk Server 2002 Inventory

Migrating Messages
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Updating a Message Migration Project
After the Migration Wizard creates your migration project, you must update the project to account for:

Settings that are not transferred by the Migration Wizard
Components that are not migrated by the Migration Wizard, such as orchestrations, application integration components
(AICs), and pre-processors.

In addition, you can update your migration project to leverage some of the new BizTalk Server 2004 features. After you complete
the project updates, you must build the solution and deploy it to a BizTalk Server 2004 environment.

BizTalk Server 2004 uses a publication and subscription (pub/sub) architecture based on the MessageBox database. When a
receive port picks up a message, it disassembles the message and stores pre-existing and custom metadata, and the message
itself, in the MessageBox database. BizTalk Server 2004 also configures custom metadata for storage in the MessageBox database
by property promotion. This process enables you to flag schema nodes at design time for promotion to the MessageBox database
at run time. In addition to the custom metadata you explicitly define by promoting properties, BizTalk Server 2004 has several
pre-existing properties that it tracks by default.

The pub/sub architecture in BizTalk Server 2004, in conjunction with filter properties, replaces the channel filters and dynamic
routing found in BizTalk Server 2002. BizTalk Server 2004 adds property fields to the context data and made available at run time
for filtering and other activities. Distinguished fields are only made available within the given orchestration and are not persisted
outside of the orchestration itself.

When you configure a filter property on an item, BizTalk Server 2004 uses the pre-existing and custom context properties to
create subscriptions to the message. A filter property is a Boolean expression based on one or more property fields. For example,
you may create a send port filter that subscribes to all messages with a receive location property of "C:\temp\*.xml." This filter
instructs BizTalk Server 2004 to forward all messages to your item (for example, a send port or orchestration) upon receiving
messages with a context property that matches the receive location filter. It is not necessary to set filter ports on orchestrations if
you have already bound a logical port to a send or receive port. The act of binding automatically creates the subscription to the
message for you.

BizTalk Server 2002 allows filtering based on an xpath (World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) standard of a path-based XML query
language) evaluation against a schema. BizTalk Server 2004 does not support generic xpath evaluation. The BizTalk Server 2004
environment only supports a limited subset of operators and does not allow the promotion of a repeating element.

Note  If your BizTalk Server 2002 solutions used channel filters with values greater than 256 characters in length,
those solutions may not work after migrating them to BizTalk Server 2004.

The Migration Wizard does not migrate any custom channel filters, other than the default content-based routing (CBR) scenario. If
you configure custom channel filters, you must manually migrate those filters to the send or receive ports. CBR scenarios,
however, automatically promote the five required fields (source identifier, source ID, destination identifier, destination ID, and
document type) and configure the necessary filters.

Note  The MessageBox database is a central piece of the BizTalk Server 2004 architecture. For further information, see
About MessageBox Databases.

Note  BizTalk Server adds property fields to the context data and provides them at run time for filtering and other
activities. BizTalk Server only provides fields with distinguishing characteristics within the given orchestration. They do
not persist outside the orchestration.

Given the change of architecture in BizTalk Server 2004, you only need a receive location to publish a message to an

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962717(v=bts.10).aspx


 

orchestration. Orchestrations can send and receive messages to and from the MessageBox database directly. Unfortunately, the
Migration Wizard does not interpret whether the receive function, channel, and port combination is going to an orchestration or a
send port. It therefore creates a receive location, send port, and an extra receive pipeline. You can delete the extra send port.

You can make various updates to the messaging objects that were migrated. For an explanation of the Migration Wizard's
limitations, see Using the Migration Wizard to Create a Message Migration Project. If you encounter any of the following
migration upgrade circumstances, (for example, channel filtering, dynamic routing on a channel, schema validation on a channel,
or queue receive function and message queue migration), address these tasks manually through the BizTalk Administration
console and BizTalk Explorer in Visual Studio® .NET.

This section contains:

Migrating Legacy Properties for Channel Filtering
Migrating Legacy Properties for Dynamic Routing
Validating Schemas on a Channel
Queue Receive Functions and Message Queues
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Migrating Legacy Properties for Channel Filtering
BizTalk Server 2004 does not migrate any channel filters configured in BizTalk Server 2002. To migrate them, the appropriate
properties must be promoted in the migration project, despite several inherent limitations. For more information about
accomplishing this task, see Copying Data to the Message Context as Property Fields. After the necessary properties have been
promoted, you must configure the appropriate send port or send port group in BizTalk Explorer for filtering based on those
properties. Specifically, you can configure a send port or send port group to filter the promoted schema properties based on any
applicable value.

If your BizTalk Server 2002 solutions used channel filters with values greater than 256 characters in length, those solutions may
not work after migrating them to BizTalk Server 2004.

See Also

Migrating Legacy Properties for Dynamic Routing

Building and Deploying a Message Migration Project
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Migrating Legacy Properties for Dynamic Routing
In BizTalk Server 2002, dynamic routing on a channel is based on a channel name or a combination of the following five routing
properties: source identifier, source ID, destination identifier, destination ID, and document type. The Migration Wizard
automatically promotes these five properties and sets the property filter in the corresponding send port. The Migration Wizard
does not support channel filter expressions, open source or open destination items.

To promote properties from the Schema Editor

1. In Solution Explorer, double-click the schema to open it.
2. Select the <Schema> node.
3. In the Properties window, find the Promote Properties property and click the ellipsis (...) button.

To configure a send port or send port group to filter the promoted schema properties

1. In BizTalk Explorer, select the port where the filters are used.
2. From the context menu, select Properties.
3. From the navigation tree pane, expand the Configurations folder, expand the Filters & Maps folder, and open Filters.

See Also

Validating Schemas on a Channel

Building and Deploying a Message Migration Project
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Validating Schemas on a Channel
Schemas must have a unique root node/namespace combination for the pipeline to resolve the schema. Because the Migration
Wizard places all schemas into the same namespace, ensure that the migrated schemas have different root nodes, or alter the
namespace after BizTalk Server 2004 migration completes.

Some flat file schema defined in Biz Talk Server 2002 may not migrate properly to BizTalk Server 2004 because XDR and XSD
schema are not fully compatible (for example, flat file XDR schema). If you migrate a receive pipeline created from a flat file, self-
routing receive function in BizTalk Server 2002, BizTalk Server 2004 cannot identify the flat file schema for this receive pipeline.
You can manually fix this issue if you build all the run time documents with the same schema.

Migrated schemas do not work in run time because BizTalk Server 2002 uses the XML Data-Reduced (XDR) schema standard
whereas BizTalk Server 2004 uses the XML Schema Definition language (XSD) schema standard. A fundamental ambiguity exists
when converting numbered data types to float values.

To resolve this issue, perform one of the following options:

Use the standard XDR-XSD style sheet converter published by Microsoft which converts map Number data type to xs:float.
If necessary, change the data type in the schema based on validating instances in the Schema Editor).
Manually tweak the schemas (change the data type to xs:string in order to accept blank inputs) after migration.
Turn off validation or reject documents which have blank input.

The Migration Wizard does not automatically configure schema validation for your send and receive pipelines. Perform the
following steps to configure schema validation for your send and receive pipelines.

To configure the receive pipeline for validation

1. In BizTalk Explorer, open the Receive Pipeline and click the XML Validator in the Validator state.
2. In the Properties window, select the (Collections) from the Document Schema property.
3. Choose one or more schemas from the Available Schemas pane, and then click Add.
4. When you are finished, click OK.

To configure the send pipeline for validation

1. In BizTalk Explorer, open the Send Pipeline and drag an XML Validator shape from the Toolbox to the Pre-Assembly
stage.

2. Click the XML Validator.
3. Choose one or more schemas from the Available Schemas pane, and then click Add.
4. When you are finished, click OK.

See Also

Migrating Legacy Properties for Dynamic Routing

Building and Deploying a Message Migration Project
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Queue Receive Functions and Message Queues
The Migration Wizard does not automatically migrate queue receive functions. For every queue receive function, the Migration
Wizard creates a receive port using an MSMQT transport type.

Important  MSMQ and MSMQT cannot reside on the same computer without a special configuration. For more
information, see Installing Microsoft Message Queuing and BizTalk Message Queuing Side-by-side.

Using Macros for Output File Names in Send Ports
BizTalk Server 2002 and BizTalk Server 2004 use different sets of keywords to insert dynamic text into output file names in send
ports. For example, the Migration Wizard automatically replaces %tracking_id% with %MessageID%. For more information about
macro keywords, see Restrictions on Using Macros in File Names.

Applying Maps to Send Ports and Send Port Groups
The Migration Wizard migrates maps to your send ports. If you want to add more maps, follow these steps.

To apply maps to send ports and send port groups

1. In BizTalk Explorer, double-click the send port you want to configure.
2. Click the Filters and Maps folder.
3. Click Outbound Maps.
4. Click Map to Apply and choose a map from the list.
5. Click OK.

See Also

Building and Deploying a Message Migration Project

Reviewing BizTalk Server 2002 Inventory

Using the Migration Wizard to Create a Message Migration Project

Migrating Messages
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Building and Deploying a Message Migration Project
To successfully build and deploy your message migration project to BizTalk Server 2004, you must create a strong name
assembly key file using either the:

Deployment Wizard to update the BizTalk Server 2004 environment and settings for the logical receive and send ports (for
example, physical locations and queue names)

-Or-

Visual Studio .NET Framework Strong Name command line tool (sn.exe). For more information about the sn.exe tool, see
Security Requirements for Assembly Deployment.

After you do this, you need to reference the file in the migration project's assembly properties. Lastly, you should deploy the
project which also builds the project.

If any errors occur when attempting to build the project, resolve them, and ensure you successfully build the project before
deploying it to BizTalk Server 2004.

After you successfully build the migration project, use the Deployment Wizard to create the new messaging objects in BizTalk
Server 2004.

To run the Deployment Wizard

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Deployment Wizard.
2. On the Welcome to the BizTalk Deployment Wizard page, click Next. The Deployment Task page appears.
3. On the Deployment Task page, select Import BizTalk assembly binding from file, and then click Next. The

Configuration Database page appears.
4. On the Configuration Database page, select the appropriate SQL Server name and Database name for the BizTalk

Server 2004 configuration data source, and then click Next. The Import BizTalk Assembly Binding page appears.
5. On the Import BizTalk Assembly Binding page, browse to the bindingout.xml file created by the Migration Wizard in

the migration project, and then click Next. The Ready page appears.

Note  The bindingout.xml file instructs the Deployment Wizard how to create all the required messaging
objects.

6. On the Ready page, review the deployment configurations. Click View to see the BizTalk Assembly Binding Information
page. This page can be particularly helpful in confirming that all the messaging components were created successfully in the
migration project. When you are finished reviewing the configurations, click Next to deploy the new messaging
components to BizTalk Server 2004. After the deployment has finished, a summary appears on the Completing the BizTalk
Deployment Wizard page.

7. On the Completing the BizTalk Deployment Wizard page, click the file link for more details about the deployed objects.
The file link also identifies the migration log file. This log file can help you debug a migration that fails. Click Finish.

Note  In addition to these steps, you may want to build a common library project to house schemas, maps, and other
components that are common across functional areas. If you build a common library, remove these types of items
from the migration projects into a common project, and update each migration project to reference this common
library.

See Also

Migrating Orchestrations
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Migrating Orchestrations
You must manually migrate BizTalk Server 2002 orchestrations. This section describes how to analyze a source BizTalk
Server 2002 orchestration and migrate its functionality to the destination BizTalk Server 2004 orchestration.

Perform the following steps to migrate orchestrations.

The following diagrams show comparisons of BizTalk Server 2002 and BizTalk Server 2004 orchestrations, respectively.

After you have a new project, perform the following steps to migrate the BizTalk 2002 orchestration items. Repeat these steps for



 

every orchestration item you identified in BizTalk Server 2002 Component Inventory.

This section contains:

Creating a BizTalk Server 2004 Orchestration Project
Creating the Orchestration Items
Defining the Schemas in an Orchestration
Migrating Orchestration Implementation Shapes
Implementing the Control Shapes
Binding an Orchestration for Migration
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Creating a BizTalk Server 2004 Orchestration Project
Start the orchestration migration process by creating a new BizTalk project for orchestrations and add an orchestration item.

To create a BizTalk Server 2004 Orchestration Project

1. In BizTalk Explorer, right-click the Solution, select Add, and click New Project.
2. In the Add New Project dialog box, select Empty BizTalk Server Project from the Templates area.
3. In the Name field, enter a name for the project, and then click OK.
4. Assign a strong name key to the project.
5. Expand the project you just created, right-click the References folder, and click Add Reference.
6. Click the Projects tab.
7. Click the Messaging Migration project you created as part of messaging migration process.
8. Click Select, and then click OK.

See Also

Defining the Schemas in an Orchestration

Migrating Orchestrations
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Creating the Orchestration Items
Start the migration process by creating a new BizTalk Server 2004 project to house your migrated orchestrations.

To create the orchestration items

1. Right-click the orchestration project you just created, point to Add, and then click Add New Item.
2. In the Add New Item dialog box, select the BizTalk Projects Items folder and the BizTalk Orchestration from the

Templates area.
3. In the Name field, enter a name for the orchestration.
4. Right-click the Orchestration Surface and choose Properties.
5. In the Properties window, select Long Running from the Transaction Type list.
6. Click Open.

See Also

Defining the Schemas in an Orchestration

Migrating Orchestration Implementation Shapes

Implementing the Control Shapes

Migrating Orchestrations
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Defining the Schemas in an Orchestration
Determine which types of schemas are used within your orchestration from your inventory assessment. For each unique schema,
you must define a message within each orchestration with a unique name. After you have added a message name and defined the
message type, all future references to the message type are done through the message name. If there are additional required
schemas beyond what was migrated when you created your orchestration project, add the schemas to your project or reference a
BizTalk assembly that contains those schemas. For more information about creating the orchestration project, see
Creating a BizTalk Server 2004 Orchestration Project.

To add a message to an orchestration

1. Open the orchestration view for the orchestration you have migrated.

Note  If the Orchestration View toolbar is closed, from the View menu, click Other Windows, and then click
Orchestration View.

2. Right-click the Message folder, and then click New Message.
3. Right-click the message just created, and then click Properties.
4. In the Properties window, set the identifier with a unique message name.
5. Click the Message Type list, expand the Schemas node and select <Select from references assembly...>.
6. Select the Project name from the Current Projects area.
7. Select the schema Type name, and then click OK.
8. Repeat this process for all schemas that you use in an orchestration.

Note  Schemas that are located within the same assembly as the orchestration appear in the Schemas list.

See Also

Migrating Orchestration Implementation Shapes

Implementing the Control Shapes

Creating the Orchestration Items

Migrating Orchestrations
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Migrating Orchestration Implementation Shapes
The most distinctive change from BizTalk Server 2002 to BizTalk Server 2004 is in the area of orchestrations. The Orchestration
Designer tool is no longer hosted in Microsoft® Visio® 2003; it is included as part of the Visual Studio® .NET 2003 design
environment, and it contains several new shapes and functions. Because of the changes to the orchestration architecture, there is
no orchestration Migration Wizard. The following table outlines the high-level shape and functionality mapping, in addition to
explaining some of the new shapes. For more detailed information about these shapes, see Orchestration Shapes.

BizTalk Se
rver 2002 
Object

BizTalk 
Server 2
004 Obj
ect

Description

Action No equiv
alent

BizTalk Server 2002 used the Action shape as a placeholder for a call out to an implementation shape. BizTal
k Server 2004 has no equivalent, as all shapes include the implementation details and functionality.

Decision Decide BizTalk Server 2004 provides nearly identical functionality for the Decision shape.
While Loop BizTalk Server 2004 provides nearly identical functionality for the While shape.
Fork/Join Parallel 

Actions
BizTalk Server 2004 provides nearly identical functionality for the Fork/Join shapes.

Transactio
n

Scope BizTalk Server 2004 uses the Scope shape to configure transactions around specific steps in an orchestratio
n; similar to the Transaction shape in BizTalk Server 2002. The Scope shape also provides a number of addit
ional configuration options. See Orchestration Shapes.

End End The End shape already exists on an Orchestration Surface because it is required.
Abort Terminat

e/Suspe
nd

BizTalk Server 2004 uses the Terminate and Suspend shapes to stop an orchestration's processing; similar t
o the Abort shape in BizTalk Server 2002. The Terminate and Suspend shapes also provide additional functi
onality options. See Orchestration Shapes.

COM Com
ponent

Send, Re
quest-Re
sponse P
ort

There are two ways to call a COM component from a BizTalk Server 2004 orchestration: wrap the compone
nt in a RCW and call it from within an orchestration Expression shape; or wrap it in a Web service and call th
e service from within the orchestration.

Script Com
ponent

Send, Re
quest-Re
sponse P
ort

There are two ways to call a Script component from a BizTalk Server 2004 orchestration: wrap the compone
nt in a RCW and call it from within an orchestration Expression shape; or wrap it in a Web service and call th
e service from within the orchestration.

Message Q
ueuing

Send, Se
nd Port

In BizTalk Server 2004, you can configure the Send shape and a send port (which can reference a send pipel
ine, or send messages directly to a BizTalk Message Queue) to behave like Message Queuing shapes in BizT
alk Server 2002. The Send shape and send port provide additional configuration options. See
Orchestration Shapes.

BizTalk Me
ssaging

Send, Se
nd Port

Receive, 
Receive 
Port

In BizTalk Server 2004, you can configure the Send and Receive shape and a send and receive port (which c
an reference a send or receive pipeline) to behave like BizTalk Messaging shapes in BizTalk Server 2002. The
Send shape and send port provide a number of additional configuration options. See Orchestration Shapes.

Implement
ation shap
es

Port Defines where and how messages are transmitted. BizTalk Server 2002 provides some of the functionality a
vailable with ports through various implementation shapes.

No equival
ent

Role Link Enables you to create a collection of ports that communicate with any partner that fulfills an abstract role, s
uch as a customer or a shipper. The Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) standard provides this fun
ctionality.

No equival
ent

Construc
t Messag
e

BizTalk Server 2002 implicitly constructs messages.

No equival
ent

Message
Assignm
ent

Enables you to assign messages and message parts.

No equival
ent

Expressi
on

Enables you to create any kind of expression, such as setting the value of a variable or calling a method on a
.NET component.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms946023(v=bts.10).aspx
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SubmitSyn
c call from 
orchestrati
on.

Transfor
m

Enables you to map the fields in one message to those of another. In BizTalk Server 2002, this is done by cal
ling SubmitSync on a channel.

No equival
ent

Call Orch
estration

Enables your orchestration to call another orchestration synchronously.

No equival
ent

Start Orc
hestratio
n

Enables your orchestration to call another orchestration asynchronously.

No equival
ent

Delay Enables you to build delays in your orchestration based on a timeout interval.

No equival
ent

Listen Enables your orchestration to conditionally branch depending on the type of message received or the expira
tion of a timeout.

No equival
ent

Group Enables you to group actions into a single visual unit that can be collapsed or expanded.

No equival
ent

Compen
sate

Enables you to write code to compensate for actions already performed by the orchestration when an error 
occurs.

No equival
ent

Throw Ex
ception

Enables you to explicitly throw an exception in the event of an error.

Note  Activation Receive shapes must be the top-most shape on the Orchestration surface.

Note  BizTalk Server 2004 creates the logical port as part of this migration and creates the inbound port as part of the
Migration Wizard.

Note  To create a subscription for an orchestration receive action, the Receive shape must set the activate property =
true (if the orchestration has not been created yet), or must initialize and follow a correlation set.

Note  Orchestrations can set a filter on the Receive shape that restricts which messages are processed.

After you have created an orchestration and added the required schemas, you must migrate the implementation shapes from the
BizTalk Server 2002 orchestration to the BizTalk Server 2004 orchestration. There are four implementation shapes available in
BizTalk Server 2002: the Message Queuing Shape, the BizTalk Messaging shape, the Windows Script Component shape, and the
COM Component shape.

Follow the BizTalk Server 2002 orchestration implementation shapes in a top-down approach, converting and implementing one
shape at a time to the BizTalk Server 2004 orchestration. This ensures that you do not miss any shapes. It is also consistent with
the linear nature of orchestrations. As you traverse the source BizTalk Server 2002 orchestration, convert each shape as follows.

This section contains:

Creating a New Send Port for Message Queues
Migrating BizTalk Messaging Shapes
Migrating Windows Script Components
Migrating COM Components

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Creating a New Send Port for Message Queues
BizTalk Server 2004 does not contain a shape that enables you to post directly to a queue. Instead, it provides a send port that is
bound to a queue. For each message queuing shape within your BizTalk Server 2002 orchestration, create a new send port.

To create a new send port

1. In BizTalk Explorer, from the Toolbox, drag a Port shape to the Port Surface.
2. Click Next in the Port Configuration Wizard dialog box.
3. Enter a name for the port and then click Next.
4. Enter a name for the port type. Leave the default setting for all other settings and then click Next.
5. In the Port Binding dialog box, in the Port direction of communication list, select I'll always be sending messages on

this port.
6. In the Port binding list, select Specify now.
7. In the Transport list, select BizTalk message queuing.
8. In the URI field, enter the path to the queue using the following format: msmq://DIRECT=OS:queuepathhere.
9. Select Microsoft.Biztalk.DefaultPipelines.XmlTransmit from the Send pipeline list.

Note  At this point, there are several options for binding the port. For more information, see Port Bindings.
Information includes how to leave this binding specification blank (for example, Port binding of Specify later)
and how to bind through BizTalk Explorer at a later time.

Note  Several pipeline options exist, including building your own pipeline. For more information, see
Creating Pipelines with Pipeline Designer.

Note  

10. Click Next and then click Finish.

See Also

Migrating BizTalk Messaging Shapes

Migrating Windows Script Components

Migrating COM Components

Migrating Orchestration Implementation Shapes
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Migrating BizTalk Messaging Shapes
There are two types of BizTalk Messaging shape configurations: Receive and Send. Migrate them as follows.

Receive (Activate): The Migration Wizard has previously migrated the channel and port combination that this shape receives
messages from and has converted the items to a receive location and receive pipeline. Because the migration items are not
created until you deploy your solution, you must set up ports that do not specify binding, and set the binding after the ports are
created during deployment. Follow these steps to migrate the Activate BizTalk Messaging shape.

To migrate the Activate BizTalk Messaging shape

1. In BizTalk Explorer, from the Toolbox, drag a Port shape to the Port Surface.
2. In the Port Configuration Wizard dialog box, click Next.
3. Enter a name for the port, and then click Next.
4. Enter a name for the port type. Leave the default settings for the remainder of the settings, and then click Next.
5. In the Port Binding dialog box, in the Port direction of communication list, select I'll always be sending messages on

this port.
6. Select Specify later from the Port binding list, and then click Next.
7. Click Finish.

Send: The Migration Wizard has previously migrated the channel and port combination that this shape sends messages to.
Because the migration items are not created until you deploy your solution, you must set up ports that do not specify binding, and
set the binding after creating the ports during deployment. For each BizTalk Messaging shape that sends messages, perform the
following steps to migrate the items.

To migrate each BizTalk Messaging shape that sends messages

1. In BizTalk Explorer, from the Toolbox, drag a Port shape to the Port Surface.
2. In the Port Configuration Wizard dialog box, click Next.
3. Enter a name for the port, and then click Next.
4. Enter a name for the port type. Leave the default settings for the remainder of the settings, and then click Next.
5. In the Port Binding dialog box, in the Port direction of communication list, select I'll always be sending messages on

this port.
6. Select Specify later from the Port binding list, and then click Next.
7. Click Finish.
8. Repeat these steps for each BizTalk Message shape in your BizTalk Server 2002 orchestration that you have configured to

send messages.

See Also

Migrating Windows Script Components

Migrating COM Components

Creating a New Send Port for Message Queues

Migrating Orchestration Implementation Shapes
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Migrating Windows Script Components
There are three options for migrating Windows® scripting objects:

Use the Expression shape in BizTalk Server 2004 and re-code the script in the BizTalk Expression Editor using C with some
modified BizTalk language syntax.
Pull the script out of the Windows Script Component (WSC) and re-code it in a .NET assembly. Call the assembly from a
BizTalk Server 2004 orchestration.
Register and call a classic WSC on a BizTalk Server 2004 computer. The WSC looks like any other COM component. Add a
reference to the WSC by performing these steps:

1. Right-click the BizTalk Server Project and select Add references.
2. Click the COM tab, then click Browse for the WSC in the list of registered COM objects on the computer.
3. Click Select and then click OK. A RCW is then constructed for this WSC COM object so you can call it from an

expression shape.

Note  Expect poor performance and scaling from script components. Do not use this approach for production
environments. However, it works for a quick migration test. If the script functionality is short, static, and relatively
straightforward, use the Expression shape. If the script functionality is long, constantly changing, and complex, or if
you prefer to use a .NET-enabled language, consider using a .NET-enabled assembly.

Note  BizTalk Server 2004 language is proprietary and not fully documented.

Note  The syntax of the BizTalk Server 2004 language is based on C programming language syntax and contains
modifications.

See Also

Migrating COM Components

Creating a New Send Port for Message Queues

Migrating BizTalk Messaging Shapes

Migrating Orchestration Implementation Shapes
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Migrating COM Components
BizTalk Server 2004 resides on the scalable, secure, and dynamic Microsoft® .NET Framework. Built completely new from the
bottom up, it does not natively communicate directly with older technologies, such as Component Object Model (COM). To
facilitate .NET to COM interaction, the Framework Class Library (FCL) contains a set of namespaces and tools that greatly simplify
calling COM objects from .NET code, and .NET code from COM objects. It does this by using a RCW and COM Callable Wrappers
(CCW), respectively. BizTalk Server 2004 uses CCWs to call .NET components from COM; it uses RCWs to call COM components
from .NET. After a COM object has been wrapped in a RCW, BizTalk Server 2004 accesses it through a reference to the wrapper. It
can then be accessed transparently like any other .NET class. Interoperability classes take care of all the infrastructure
requirements and enable the programmer to focus on object instantiation and method invocation.

Note  .NET interoperability is a complex and extensive issue that is beyond the scope of this paper. For help on .NET
interoperability, go to Microsoft .NET Framework 1.1 (download from http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22828).

Perform the following steps to migrate your COM objects to BizTalk Server 2004.

To migrate COM objects to BizTalk Server 2004

1. Install your custom COM components (in either the COM or COM+).
2. Add a reference to the COM component by right-clicking the BizTalk Server Project and selecting Add references.
3. Click the COM tab, browse for the Windows Script Component (WSC) in the list of registered COM objects on your

computer. Click Select and then click OK. A RCW is automatically built for this COM component and signed with the same
.snk file used in the BizTalk Server project.

-or-

4. Open the Visual Studio® .NET 2003 Command Prompt in Programs/Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 2003/Visual Studio
Tools/Visual Studio.NET 2003 Command Prompt.

5. On the command line prompt, enter:

Tlbimp PathToDll /out:pathToDllWithNewFileName /keyfile:mypublickey

For example,

Tlbimp "C:\Temp\ PowerBizBO.dll" /out: "C:\Temp\ PowerBizBORCW.dll" /keyfile: "C:\Temp\ mykey.snk"

Note  BizTalk Server 2004 places all assemblies into the global assembly cache (GAC). During the wrapping
process, BizTalk Server wraps the RCW using a key file to deploy it in the GAC.

Note  This example provides a dynamic link library (.DLL) extension that is output with RCW for identification
purposes.

6. Right-click the References folder within your Visual Studio .NET project and select Add Reference.
7. In the Add Reference dialog box, select Browse and navigate to the location where you created the RCW, select the DLL

file, and then click Open.
8. In the Add Reference dialog box, click OK.
9. In the Properties section for both newly added references, ensure that Copy to Local is set to True.

10. At the command line prompt, enter:

gacutil /if pathtomyRCW

See Also

Creating a New Send Port for Message Queues

Migrating BizTalk Messaging Shapes

Migrating Windows Script Components

Migrating Orchestration Implementation Shapes
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Implementing the Control Shapes
After you have completed the preliminary steps, you can systematically migrate control shapes from BizTalk Server 2002 to
BizTalk Server 2004 shapes. Follow the BizTalk Server 2002 orchestration in a top-down approach, converting and implementing
one shape at a time into the BizTalk Server 2004 orchestration. This ensures that you do not miss any shape and is consistent with
the linear nature of orchestrations. As you traverse the source BizTalk Server 2002 orchestration, convert each shape as follows.

Note  This section describes the conversion steps necessary to convert the example scenario. For more information
about other shapes and their uses, see Migrating Orchestration Implementation Shapes.

Because actions in BizTalk Server 2002 do not have an equivalent in BizTalk Server 2004, you must reference the implementation
port to convert the shape.

To migrate an action connected to a BizTalk Activate shape

1. Drag a Receive shape onto the Orchestration Surface and place it at the top.

Note  Activation Receive shapes must be the top-most shape on the Orchestration Surface.

2. Click on the Receive shape and open the Properties window.
3. Enter a name for the shape.
4. Select True from the Activate list.
5. Select a schema from the Message list.

Note  Choose the schema for the XML instance that is passed to your orchestration. If you are doing any
mapping on the receive location, this schema would be set to the destination schema.

6. Connect the Receive shape to the Port you created for the Activate shape.

To migrate an action connected to a COM component

1. Drag a Scope shape onto the Orchestration Surface and place below the last shape.
2. Click the Scope shape and then open the Properties window.



3. Enter a name for the Scope.
4. Select Atomic from the Transaction Type list.

Note  You cannot select a transaction type unless you enable transaction support for the entire orchestration.
You must declare .NET types that cannot be serialized within a scope. In other words, an orchestration that
makes calls to .NET objects that cannot be serialized must be made from within a scope that has a transaction
type of Atomic. You must define this atomic transaction. To have scopes with an Atomic transaction type, you
must enable the orchestration itself for long-running transactions. Atomic transactions cannot have nested
atomic transactions; therefore you must set the orchestration to enlist in a long running transaction. For more
information, see Long-Running Transactions.

Note  Rolling back a transaction in an atomic scope also rolls back any tracking data around the transaction.

5. Drag an Expression shape onto the Orchestration Surface and place it inside the Scope shape.
6. Click the Expression shape and open the Properties window.
7. Enter a name for the Expression.
8. Open the Orchestration View.
9. Expand the Scope node you just created.

10. Right-click Variables and select New Variable.
11. In the Properties window, set the Identifier to the name by which you reference your object.
12. Select <.NET Class> from the Type list.
13. In the References pane, expand your project name. (It is prefixed with Interop.)
14. In the Type pane, select the class you want to use and then click OK.

Note  To reference the class itself, as opposed to the interface, select the class name with Class appended to it.
For example, clsSCADAClass.

15. Analyze the code you are calling, and determine what is needed to invoke the method. If any ByRef (ref) variables are
passed, you must determine the Scope requirement for the variable. If the variable needs to be accessed from elsewhere in
the orchestration, you need to define the variables at the orchestration variable level as follows. Otherwise, define the
variable in the Scope shape as previously described.

Note  You must declare .NET types that cannot be serialized within a Scope. You must also define an atomic
transaction.

16. Right-click on the Expression and select Edit Expression.

17. Create code in the BizTalk Expression Editor (see diagram that follows) to instantiate the object and call its method.

Note  You must place the keyword "out" in front of reference variables in the method signature. Without the
"out" keyword, you are unable to access the return value after the method executes. The "out" keyword enables
you to pass in a value that has not been initialized. Use the "ref" keyword if you want to pass in a value and
receive any changes made to that parameter.

Note  To pass a message to the method, reference it by the unique name you defined for the message earlier.

Note  BizTalk Server 2004 code is case-sensitive.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms963512(v=bts.10).aspx


To migrate an action connected to message queuing

1. In BizTalk Explorer, drag a Send shape onto the Orchestration Surface and place it at the top.
2. Click the Receive shape and open the Properties window.
3. Enter a name for the Receive action.
4. Select a schema from the Message list.
5. Connect the Send shape to the Port you created for the Activate shape.

The following example describes how to convert a Windows Script Component (WSC) to a BizTalk Script. If you choose to convert
the script to a .NET component, add it as a .NET reference using the .NET tab. Click Browse to select the .NET component and then
click Add.

To migrate an action connected to Windows Script Component

1. Drag a Scope shape onto the Orchestration Surface and place it below the last shape.
2. Click the Scope shape and open the Properties window.
3. Enter a name for the Scope.
4. Select Atomic from the Transaction Type list.

Note  You cannot select a transaction type unless you enable transaction support for the entire orchestration.
For more information, see Long-Running Transactions.

5. Drag an Expression shape onto the Orchestration Surface and place it inside the Scope shape.
6. Click the Expression shape and open the Properties window.
7. Enter a name for the Expression.
8. Open the Orchestration View.
9. Analyze the code you are planning to migrate. Make a list of all the variables you must define and their scope. For example,

determine if they need to be accessed later in the orchestration. The following list is an example of variables that must be
migrated, listed by variable name, type, and scope.

objFile, System.IO.File, Private

objWrite, System.IO.StreamWriter, Private

strNow, System.String, Private

strFilleName, System.String, Private

strTempTileName, System.String, Private

objDoc, System.Xml.XmlDocument, Private

intTransferFlag, System.Int16, Private

Note  You must declare .NET types that cannot be serialized within a Scope. You must also define an atomic
transaction.

10. Expand the Scope node you just created.
11. Right-click Variables and select New Variable.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms963512(v=bts.10).aspx


 

12. In the Properties window, set the Identifier to the name by which you reference your object.
13. Select <.NET Class> or one of the primitive types from the Type list.
14. If you selected <.NET Class>, in References pane, expand your project name. (It is prefixed with Interop.)
15. In the Type pane, select the class you want to define and then click OK.

Note  To reference the class itself, as opposed to the interface, select the class name with Class appended to it.
For example, clsSCADAClass.

16. For all the required variables with a global expression, you need to define the variables at the orchestration variable level.
Right-click on the Expression and select Edit Expression.

17. Implement the code in the BizTalk Expression Editor using C programming language with some modified BizTalk Server
2004 language syntax.

In BizTalk Server 2004, the Decision shape is renamed to Decide. Follow these steps to migrate the Decision shape.

To migrate a Decision shape

1. Drag a Decide shape onto the Orchestration Surface and place it below the last shape.
2. Click the Decide shape and open the Properties window.
3. Enter a name for the Decide action.
4. Right-click the Rule_1 shape (within the Decide shape) and click Edit Boolean Expression.
5. Create a Boolean expression based on message values, variables or code calls. In the example, BizTalk Server 2004

references a variable set by a previous COM call.
6. If Rule_1 evaluates to True, any shapes placed below the rule execute. Otherwise, any shapes under the Else line execute.

To migrate an action connected to BizTalk Messaging Send

1. Drag a Send shape onto the Orchestration Surface and place it below the last shape.
2. Click the Send shape and open the Properties window.
3. Enter a name for the Send action.
4. Select a schema from the Message list.
5. Connect the Send shape to the Port you created for the BizTalk Messaging shape.

See Also

Migrating Orchestration Implementation Shapes

Creating the Orchestration Items

Defining the Schemas in an Orchestration
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Binding an Orchestration for Migration
Deploying an orchestration project consists of deploying the assembly, binding the orchestration, and enlisting and starting the
orchestration. For deploying the assembly and enlisting and starting the orchestration, perform the steps as normal for BizTalk
Server 2004.

For more information about deploying orchestration projects, see Managing Orchestrations.

After you deploy the orchestration, you must bind it. This section explains how to do that in a migration scenario.

Binding an Orchestration

BizTalk Server 2004 orchestrations do not rely on a channel and port to receive messages for processing. Instead, orchestrations
use the message context data to subscribe to messages for processing. Messages are sent to an orchestration directly from the
messaging engine and the orchestration returns the message directly to the MessageBox database when processing is complete.
The message is then picked up by one or more BizTalk Server items, such as send ports or another orchestration, for further
processing. For an overview of the BizTalk Server 2004 pub/sub architecture, see Updating a Message Migration Project.

The orchestration creates a subscription through orchestration binding. Binding enables you to tie logical ports (found on the Port
Surface in orchestrations) to physical ports and create a subscription to messages received through physical receive ports and
messages intended for physical send ports. You can do this either at design time or at a later time using these logical port
properties:

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms943884(v=bts.10).aspx


 

Specify Now enables you to tie logical ports to physical ports at design time. You would typically use Specify Now if you
already know the physical port addresses during design time.
Specify Later enables you to tie logical ports to physical ports during deployment. If you use Specify Later, use BizTalk
Explorer to create the bindings. After you have bound an orchestration, BizTalk Server 2004 creates the necessary
subscriptions between your orchestration and the receive and send ports it uses.

BizTalk Server does not automatically start send and receive ports and orchestrations after compiling and deploying the migrated
BizTalk project and running the Migration Wizard. You must ensure you start the appropriate ports, orchestrations, hosts, and so
on, or your messages become suspended or may never get retrieved.

As part of the migration process, BizTalk Server 2004 creates a binding file containing the migrated send and receive ports. The
Migration Wizard only generates one binding file for the send and receive ports in a solution. BizTalk Server 2004 creates these
ports when you deploy the assembly and attach the binding file. After you add an orchestration to a project, BizTalk Server 2004
creates additional binding information around the assembly, but does not append it to the original binding file. If you deploy the
migration project assembly with the original binding file created by the Migration Wizard, it generates an exception stating that
the orchestration is not properly bound. You can work around this issue by deploying the assembly without the Migration Wizard
binding file and then configure your send and receive ports manually. Conversely, you can choose to create another project and
leave the projects separate with distinct binding information.

Perform the following steps to bind an orchestration's logical ports to the ports that were created as part of the migration
process.

To bind an orchestration for migration

1. Open BizTalk Explorer and expand the Orchestrations node.
2. Right-click the name of the orchestration you deployed and click Bind.
3. In the Port Binding Properties window, bind the Inbound ports by selecting the port from the list that corresponds to the

logical port (the orchestration port).
4. In the Port Binding Properties window, bind the Outbound ports by selecting the port from the list that corresponds to

the logical port (the orchestration port) and then click OK.

Note  BizTalk Server 2004 creates the logical port as part of this migration. The Migration Wizard creates the
inbound port.

Note  To create a subscription for an orchestration receive, the Receive shape must set the activate property =
true (if the orchestration has not been created yet), or must initialize and follow a correlation set.

Note  Orchestrations can set a filter on the Receive shape that restrict which message are processed.

See Also

Binding an Orchestration

Enlisting an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration Console

Starting an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration Console
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BizTalk Server Interoperability
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 furnishes interoperability by providing message exchanges between a computer running
BizTalk Server 2004 and one running BizTalk Server 2002. A typical scenario involves exchanging messages with you running
BizTalk Server 2004 and your trading partners continuing to use BizTalk Server 2002.

This section contains:

About Interoperability
Interoperability Scenarios
Upgrading to Windows Server 2003
Upgrading BizTalk Server 2004 Editions
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About Interoperability
You may want to migrate your Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2002 installation to BizTalk Server 2004 but maintain trading with
partners who continue to use BizTalk Server 2002. This interoperability is supported for various messaging scenarios and file
protocols, as well as for standard BizTalk Server features, such as reliable messaging, security, and BizTalk Server Web services.

This section contains:

Messaging Interoperability
Protocol Interoperability
Web Services Interoperability
BizTalk Server Features with no Interoperability Impact
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Messaging Interoperability
Messages can flow reliably between BizTalk Server 2004 and BizTalk Server 2002. In BizTalk Server 2004, you implement reliable
messaging in two ways:

By using a message envelope which contains the metadata of messages in BizTalk Framework (a schema for describing
reliable messaging).
By sending a message through the BizTalk Message Queuing (MSMQT) adapter.

Secure Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (S/MIME) handles all security issues. In BizTalk Server 2002, you secure a message
through a messaging port; in Biz Talk Server 2004, you secure it by configuring a custom send pipeline (encrypt, encode, and
assemble).

See Also

Protocol Interoperability

Web Services Interoperability

BizTalk Server Features with no Interoperability Impact

About Interoperability
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Protocol Interoperability
All native file protocols delivered with BizTalk Server 2004 can interoperate with BizTalk Server 2002. The only exception is Simple
Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) which, by design, supports only outbound messages.

See Also

Web Services Interoperability

BizTalk Server Features with no Interoperability Impact

Messaging Interoperability

About Interoperability
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Web Services Interoperability
Web services in BizTalk Server 2002 can be processed by BizTalk Server 2004, but not conversely.

See Also

BizTalk Server Features with no Interoperability Impact

Messaging Interoperability

Protocol Interoperability

About Interoperability
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BizTalk Server Features with no Interoperability Impact
The following BizTalk Server features have no specific interoperability issues. The following list identifies BizTalk Server features
and their functions in BizTalk Server 2002 or BizTalk Server 2004.

BizTalk Framework with File Transfer Protocol (FTP)

There is no FTP support in BizTalk Server 2002.

BizTalk Framework with Flat File

Flat File is no different in BizTalk Server 2002 and BizTalk Server 2004 environments compared to other applications.

Processing XML data from BizTalk Server 2002

BizTalk Server 2004 can process any XML data as long as the XDR schema is migrated to XSD schema in BizTalk Server
2004. There are no unique considerations in the BizTalk Server 2002 and BizTalk Server 2004 environments.

Party Resolution

Party Resolution is new in BizTalk Server 2004. There are no unique considerations in the BizTalk Server 2002 and BizTalk
Server 2004 environments.

XDR and XSD Schema Conversion

BizTalk Server 2004 XML tools fully support the conversion of any XDR schemas to XSD schema. BizTalk Server 2004 does
not support conversions from XSD schema to XDR schema. However, you can find such a conversion tool in the
marketplace. If BizTalk Server 2002 applications process new XML messages from BizTalk Server 2004, you must define
both XDR and XSD schemas for the XML message.

SQL adapter

A SQL adapter exists in both BizTalk Server 2002 and BizTalk Server 2004. The interoperability between BizTalk Server 2002
and BizTalk Server 2004 using a SQL Server database is straight-forward. There is no difference between BizTalk Server
2004 interoperability with either BizTalk Server 2002 or other applications through the SQL Server database.

See Also

Messaging Interoperability

Protocol Interoperability

Web Services Interoperability

About Interoperability
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Interoperability Scenarios
The following three primary scenarios describe how interoperability works between a computer running Microsoft® BizTalk®
Server 2004 and one running BizTalk Server 2002.

This section contains:

BizTalk Adapter for Web Services Interoperability Scenario
S/MIME Interoperability Scenario
BizTalk Framework Interoperability Scenario
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BizTalk Adapter for Web Services Interoperability Scenario
The BizTalk Adapter for Web Services interoperability scenario involves invoking Web service methods published by BizTalk
Server 2002 through the BizTalk Adapter for Web Services. Information about downloading the BizTalk Adapter for Web Services
is available at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25825. Only publishing is supported by BizTalk Server 2002.

Specifically, the scenario involves:

Creating a request response in BizTalk Server 2002 Web service using the BizTalk Adapter for Web Services
Processing this Web service inside a BizTalk Orchestration in BizTalk Server 2004
Sending a request XML message to the BizTalk Server 2002 Web service from BizTalk Orchestration, receiving a response
from the published Web service in BizTalk Server 2002 in return, and then dropping it to a file location.

See Also

S/MIME Interoperability Scenario

BizTalk Framework Interoperability Scenario

Interoperability Scenarios
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S/MIME Interoperability Scenario
The Secure Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (S/MIME) interoperability scenario involves exchanging signed and encrypted
XML messages from BizTalk Server 2004 over HTTP and FILE transports to BizTalk Server 2002. For S/MIME message exchanges
to work with BizTalk Server 2004, install the following software which you can download from "Knowledge Base Article 833306:
FIX: Outlook Express Cannot Open a Message That Is Encrypted by BizTalk Server 2002" at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25826.

Specifically, a message is picked up from a file location and activates an orchestration. In the orchestration, a multipart message is
constructed, signed and encrypted and sent over HTTP and FILE transport to BizTalk Server 2002.

Note  When sending encrypted messages from BizTalk Server 2004 to BizTalk Server 2002, do not use the Data
Encryption Standard 3 (DES3) algorithm. BizTalk Server 2002 does not support it. Configure the XML Assembler used
in the send pipeline to remove the XML declaration.

BizTalk Server 2002 receives, decrypts, and validates the message. BizTalk Server 2002, then returns the message to BizTalk
Server 2004, signed and encrypted. To receive BizTalk Server 2002 messages that have been encrypted or signed, BizTalk Server
2004 uses a pipeline with two cascading MIME decode components on its receive side. BizTalk Server 2004 decrypts and validates
the message. BizTalk Server 2004 verifies that the content of the message is identical.

The multipart message contains two parts:

Normal XML
Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) file attachments that are encoded with S/MIME.

In the orchestration, the second part of the multipart message is also defined as type XmlDocument. BizTalk Server 2004 does not
process attachments.

See Also

BizTalk Framework Interoperability Scenario

BizTalk Adapter for Web Services Interoperability Scenario

Interoperability Scenarios
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BizTalk Framework Interoperability Scenario
The BizTalk Framework interoperability scenario involves exchanging simple BizTalk Server 2004 XML documents over HTTP and
FILE transports with BizTalk Server 2002. The following protocol aspects of BizTalk Framework are verified: retries, receipts,
expiration time of the document and removal of duplicate messages.

Specifically, BizTalk Server 2004 and BizTalk Server 2002 verify simple message exchanges with acknowledgements in both
directions, as follows:

BizTalk Server 2002 to BizTalk Server 2004: A reliable message generated by BizTalk Server 2002 is read by BizTalk Server
2004. An acknowledgement is generated and returned to BizTalk Server 2002. In BizTalk Server 2002, the message is
checked that it is not in the retry queue and that it is not redelivered.
BizTalk Server 2004 to BizTalk Server 2002: A reliable message is generated by BizTalk Server 2004 and transmitted to
BizTalk Server 2002. An acknowledgement is generated and returned to BizTalk Server 2004. The Btf_message_sender table
is monitored and verified for this process. To make this task simpler, you use a special map to transform the BizTalk Server
2004 document into a BizTalk Server 2002 document.

Do not use BizTalk Framework with Windows Message Queuing (MSMQ) and the BizTalk Message Queuing (MSMQT) adapter
together, because MSMQ already provides guaranteed delivery.

See Also

BizTalk Adapter for Web Services Interoperability Scenario

S/MIME Interoperability Scenario

Interoperability Scenarios
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Upgrading to Windows Server 2003
If you are running Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 on Microsoft Windows® 2000 Server, you can upgrade the operating
system to Microsoft Windows Server™ 2003.

Upgrading your operating system automatically disables Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS). Following your operating
system upgrade, you must manually enable and restart IIS, and properly configure your application pools.

If you have upgraded your operating system from Windows 2000 Server to Windows Server 2003, the default Microsoft Internet
Information Services (IIS) setting is IIS 5.0 isolation mode. You must turn off IIS 5.0 isolation mode.

Note  Although BizTalk Server 2004 works in IIS 5.0 isolation mode, IIS 5.0 isolation mode is not secure and turning
on this feature is not recommended after upgrading to Windows Server 2003.

Follow these steps to upgrade your installation of BizTalk Server 2004 on Windows 2000 Server to Windows Server 2003.

To upgrade to Windows Server 2003

1. Follow the procedures documented by each application for backing up and restoring Microsoft Windows, IIS, SQL Server™,
and SharePoint™ Portal Server.

2. Install Windows Server 2003 on your BizTalk Server computer by following the procedures outlined in the Windows Server
2003 Setup screens.

Note  You only need to upgrade your operating system rather than perform a complete reformatting and re-
installation.

3. After you have successfully installed Windows Server 2003, manually enable IIS from the Services application in
Administrative Tools.

If you use the HTTP adapter or SOAP adapter, follow these steps to ensure you properly configure Windows Server
2003 to load IIS and ASP.NET:

1. From the Start menu, click Control Panel and select Add/Remove Programs.
2. Select Add/Remove Windows Components.
3. Select Application Server and click Details.
4. Ensure ASP.NET, IIS, Enable network DTC access, and Enable network COM+ access are already selected.
5. Click Cancel, and then click Close.
6. Restart IIS.
7. From the Start menu, click Control Panel.
8. Double-click Administrative Tools.
9. Double-click Internet Information Services.

10. Right-click the computer on which BizTalk Server 2004 is running, click All Tasks, and then click Restart IIS.
11. In the Stop/Start/Reboot dialog box, click OK.
12. To turn off IIS 5.0 isolation mode:
13. Click Start, point to Control Panel, double-click Administrative Tools and then double-click Internet Information

Services (IIS) Manager.
14. In the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager dialog box, right-click Web Sites, and select Properties.
15. On the Service tab, clear the Run WWW service in IIS 5.0 isolation mode check box.
16. Follow the procedures in your IIS Help to configure your application pools. For more information, see the Internet

Information Services Help.
17. Install the software that you can download from "Knowledge Base Article: 828943: Fix: COM Interop Call May Return

Incorrect HRESULT" at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24657.
18. Ensure all send/receive ports and host applications have started as expected.

See Also

Upgrading BizTalk Server 2004 Editions
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Upgrading BizTalk Server 2004 Editions
You can upgrade from Partner to Standard, Partner to Enterprise, Standard to Enterprise, and Evaluation to Enterprise. You cannot
upgrade from Developer to Partner, Developer to Standard, and Developer to Enterprise. Downgrades are not supported.

To upgrade BizTalk Server 2004 to another edition

Follow the Installation Wizard user interface (UI) for upgrading your BizTalk Server 2004 Standard, Evaluation, or Partner Edition.

You can reconfigure BizTalk Server 2004 in these upgrade paths but it is not required. For example, in BizTalk Server 2004 Partner
Edition, you must install Microsoft® SQL Server™ on the same computer as BizTalk Server 2004.

If you upgrade to BizTalk Server 2004 Enterprise Edition and want to move SQL Server to another computer, you must
reconfigure BizTalk Server.

See Also

Migrating from BizTalk Server 2002

Upgrading to Windows Server 2003
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Operations
Microsoft® BizTalk Server 2004 provides the ability to coordinate application activity and transaction processing, dynamically
route messages, validate and transform data, apply encryption and digital signatures, and transport messages over a variety of
adapters. At the center of this technology lies the BizTalk group, with its shared resources and load balancing capabilities. The
BizTalk Server Administration features enable you to efficiently and effectively manage and control all installations of BizTalk
Server.

This guide provides conceptual and procedural and information that you can use to perform administrative tasks for BizTalk
Server 2004. Some of the tasks that you can perform are:

Add and manage BizTalk servers in a BizTalk group.
Configure BizTalk group properties, such as the cache refresh interval, and the outbound signing certificate.
Add and configure MessageBox databases.
Create hosts and host instances to run in different servers.
Configure and manage adapter handlers.
Configure receive locations.
Configure send ports and send port groups.
Enlist orchestrations.

BizTalk Server also provides a Microsoft® Windows® Management Instrumentation (WMI) layer that encapsulates all
administrative functions. The BizTalk Server Administration console works in conjunction with this WMI layer to provide the
management capabilities for BizTalk Server. In addition, you can access this WMI layer programmatically by using the WMI SDK.
For more information about programmatic administration, see WMI Class Reference.

For the latest operations information for BizTalk Server 2004, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

For troubleshooting information, see Troubleshooting.

This section contains:

About BizTalk Server Administration
Administration Tools
Managing BizTalk Server Security
Managing BizTalk Hosts and Host Instances
Managing MessageBox Databases
Managing the BizTalk Group
Managing Orchestrations
Connecting Applications Using Native Adapters
Managing Receive Locations
Managing Send Ports and Send Port Groups
Health and Activity Tracking
Backing Up Your Databases
Managing Business Activity Services
Managing Business Activity Monitoring
Managing Human Workflow Services
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About BizTalk Server Administration
The administration logical model in Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 exposes a subset of the administration physical objects,
enabling administrators to create and maintain a BizTalk Server implementation.

This section contains:

BizTalk Server Administration Objects
Required User Rights for Administering BizTalk Server Objects
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BizTalk Server Administration Objects
This section briefly defines each of the objects in the logical model and its relationship to other BizTalk Server logical objects.

The objects in the BizTalk Server Administration logical model are:

BizTalk group. BizTalk groups are units of organization that usually represent enterprises, departments, hubs, or other
business units that require a contained BizTalk Server implementation. A BizTalk group has a one-to-one relationship with a
Configuration database. The group name cannot exceed 128 characters in length. For more information, see
Managing the BizTalk Group.
MessageBox database. The MessageBox database is the basis for work item load balancing across servers that do
cooperative processing. A work item can pass through a MessageBox database more than once during its processing life.
The name of the MessageBox cannot exceed 100 characters. For more information, see Managing MessageBox Databases.
Host. A BizTalk Host is a logical container for items such as adapter handlers, receive locations (including pipelines), and
orchestrations. The host name cannot exceed 80 characters in length. For more information, see
Managing BizTalk Hosts and Host Instances.
Host instance. Host instances are Microsoft Windows® services that are instances of the BizTalk Server runtime. When
creating a host instance, the total length of the <DOMAIN/MACHINENAME>\<HOSTNAME/DBNAME> can not exceed 128
characters in any configuration, and the Windows NT® group name cannot exceed 63 characters in length. For more
information, see Managing BizTalk Hosts and Host Instances.
Server. This is the computer where BizTalk Server is installed and configured, and where host instances are running. Host
instances are created by associating a server with a particular host.
Orchestration. An orchestration is designed by using Orchestration Designer and is deployed to the BizTalk group under
which it appears in the Administration console. For more information, see Managing Orchestrations.
Adapter. Adapters are the messaging middleware used to send messages between endpoints. For more information, see
Connecting Applications Using Native Adapters.
Receive handler. The receive handler object represents an instance of an adapter runtime that handles inbound message
traffic in BizTalk Server. For more information, see Connecting Applications Using Native Adapters.
Send handler. The send handler object represents an instance of an adapter runtime that handles outbound message
traffic in BizTalk Server. For more information, see Connecting Applications Using Native Adapters.
Receive location. A receive location is defined as a specific address at which inbound documents arrive combined with a
BizTalk pipeline that processes the messages received at that address. For more information, see
Managing Receive Locations.
Send port. A send port is a BizTalk object that sends messages. For more information, see
Managing Send Ports and Send Port Groups.
Send port group. A send port group is a named collection of send ports that you can use to send the same message to
multiple destinations in a single configuration. For more information, see Managing Send Ports and Send Port Groups.

See Also

About BizTalk Server Administration

Administration Tools

Managing BizTalk Server Security

Backing Up Your Databases

Troubleshooting BizTalk Server Administration
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Required User Rights for Administering BizTalk Server Objects
You must be a member of the BizTalk Server Administrators group to administer BizTalk Server objects. For information about
Windows groups and user accounts, see Windows Group and User Accounts in BizTalk Server.

In addition to being a member of the BizTalk Server Administrators group, you may need to have additional SQL Server
permissions to complete certain administrative tasks such as creating host instances. For more information about these additional
permissions, see Minimum Security User Rights.

The following table provides links to the user rights information for managing BizTalk Server objects.

BizTalk Server object User rights information
Hosts and host instances Required User Rights for Managing BizTalk Hosts and Host Instances
MessageBox databases Required User Rights for Managing MessageBox Databases
Orchestrations Required User Rights for Managing Orchestrations
Receive locations Required User Rights for Managing Receive Locations
Send ports and send port groups Required User Rights for Managing Send Ports and Send Port Groups

See Also

About BizTalk Server Administration

Access Control for Administrative Roles

Managing the BizTalk Administrators Group
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Administration Tools
As a Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 administrator, depending on your deployment, you must administer the following:

BizTalk administration objects
Business Activity Services (BAS) Web site
Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) dynamic infrastructure
BAM Event Bus Service
BAM Configuration Schema
BAM Query Web Service
Human Workflow Services
Health and Activity Tracking

Administration objects
BizTalk Server 2004 provides the following tools for managing administration objects:

BizTalk Administration console. Administrators use the BizTalk Administration console to perform administrative tasks.
The BizTalk Administration console provides a large subset of the objects and tasks that are available through WMI. For
information about using the BizTalk Administration console, see Using the BizTalk Administration Console.
Microsoft® Windows® Management Instrumentation (WMI) SDK. Administrators use Microsoft® Windows®
Management Instrumentation (WMI) to create and run scripts that automate administrative tasks. For information about
using WMI, see WMI Class Reference.

The WMI model exposes and simplifies administrative APIs. All administration APIs expose some form of the following
operations on every object they manage: create, enumerate, modify, and delete. WMI exposes this functionality in a
consistent manner for all WMI objects.

BizTalk Explorer. Solutions developers use BizTalk Explorer in Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET to perform administrative
tasks. BizTalk Explorer provides developers working in a single computer environment access to administration tools. For
information about using BizTalk Explorer in Visual Studio .NET, see Managing Business Processes Using BizTalk Explorer.

There are a few administration tasks, which you can perform only through the Explorer Object Model. BizTalk Server provides
WMI objects that enable you to access these objects without having to use BizTalk Explorer or the BizTalk Explorer Object Model. .

For information about when to use each of the administration tools, see BizTalk Explorer and the BizTalk Administration console
and Determining the Right Tool For Your Task.

For information about the BizTalk Server administration objects, see About BizTalk Server Administration.

Business Activity Services Web site

The Business Activity Services (BAS) Web site is a Microsoft® Windows® SharePoint™ Services Web service site that
provides business users with a simple to use interface that they can use to interact with trading partners and business
processes in a familiar environment.
For information about using the BAS Web site, see the "Business Activity Services" topic in the Information Workers Users
Guide.
For information about administering the BAS Web site, see Managing Business Activity Services.

Business Activity Monitoring
Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) uses a Microsoft Excel workbook to provide business users with a way to see a real-time
holistic view of business processes. Administrators manage the following:

Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) dynamic infrastructure. Administrators use the BAM Management Utility to managed
the BAM dynamic infrastructure. For information about managing the BAM dynamic infrastructure, see
Managing the BAM Dynamic Infrastructure.
BAM Event Bus Service. Administrators use the BAM Event Bus Service snap-in to manage the BAM Event Bus Service. For
information about managing the BAM Event Bus Service, see Managing the BAM Event Bus Service.
BAM Configuration Schema. Administrators update the BAMConfiguration.xml file to set values for BAM database and Data
Transformation Services parameters. For information about the BAM configuration schema, see

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa510339(v=bts.10).aspx
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BAM Configuration Schema.
BAM Query Web Service. Administrators use the Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) Web service to query individual
instance data stored in the tracking database. For information about updating the BAM Query Web Service password, see
Managing the BAM Query Web Service.

Health and Activity Tracking data
Administrators use the Health and Activity Tracking tool for monitoring purposes.

Human Workflow Services
Administrators use the BizTalk Human Workflow Services (HWS) Administration console to manage human workflow objects. For
information about using the HWS Administration console, see Using the HWS Administration Console.

Administrators use WMI to create and run scripts that perform HWS administrative tasks. For information about using WMI to
administration HWS, see Human Workflow Services Classes.

This section contains:

BizTalk Explorer and the BizTalk Administration console
Using the BizTalk Administration Console
Using the Business Activity Monitoring Management Utility
Using the BAM Event Bus Service Snap-in
Using the HWS Administration Console
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BizTalk Explorer and the BizTalk Administration console
Although there is no direct communication between BizTalk Explorer in Visual Studio .NET and the BizTalk Administration console,
both tools use the same databases. Configuration information for both BizTalk Explorer and the BizTalk Administration console is
stored in the Configuration and Credential databases.

In addition to shared databases, some administration tasks are available in both tools, and others are only available in BizTalk
Explorer. All tasks are available through WMI. These factors create the following dependency and sequencing issues:

An administrator uses WMI or a developer uses BizTalk Explorer in Visual Studio .NET to create receive locations, send ports,
and send port groups. You cannot use the BizTalk Server Administration console to create these artifacts. If receive locations,
send ports, and send port groups exists, they appear in the BizTalk Server Administration console, and you can use the
BizTalk Administration console to enlist, start, stop, and unenlist them.
An administrator uses WMI or a developer uses BizTalk Explorer in Visual Studio .NET to create receive ports. Receive ports
do not appear in the BizTalk Server Administration console.
Only a developer using BizTalk Explorer in Visual Studio .NET can change orchestration bindings. The state of bound and
unbound orchestrations appears in the BizTalk Server Administration console. You can use the BizTalk Server
Administration console to enlist, start, stop, and unenlist orchestrations.

The following functionality is available in WMI and in both the BizTalk Administration console and BizTalk Explorer:

Adapters you install in the BizTalk Administration console appear in BizTalk Explorer.
Receive handlers you configure in the BizTalk Administration console appear in BizTalk Explorer.
The status of orchestrations appears in both the BizTalk Administration console and BizTalk Explorer in Visual Studio .NET.

For more information about BizTalk Explorer, see Managing Business Processes Using BizTalk Explorer.

For more information about which tool to use to perform a task, see Determining the Right Tool For Your Task.

See Also

Administration Tools
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Using the BizTalk Administration Console
The BizTalk Administration console is a Microsoft Management Console (MMC) snap-in that provides a visual representation of
the BizTalk Server administration components that a system administrator can manage. The left side of the administration
console, the console tree, consists of folders and subfolders that represent different objects, such as MessageBox databases,
adapters, and hosts. The right side of the administration console, the results pane, contains information about the item you select
in the console tree.

The BizTalk group node contains associated MessageBox databases, hosts, receive locations, send ports, send port groups,
orchestrations, servers, and adapters.

The Hosts node contains all of the in-process and isolated hosts in the BizTalk Server environment.

Each Server node contains all of the servers associated with a given BizTalk group.

Each Adapters node contains all of the receive and send adapters configured for the BizTalk Group.

Remote administration
BizTalk Server 2004 does not support using the BizTalk Administration console on one computer to administer another BizTalk
Server group within your enterprise. You can use Terminal Server to connect to a computer in another BizTalk Server group and
administer it.

Opening the BizTalk Administration Console
You open the BizTalk Administration console from the Start menu. The BizTalk Administration console is included in BizTalk
Server 2004. You do not need to configure it before you use it.

To open the BizTalk Administration console

Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server, and then click BizTalk Server Administration.

Refreshing the BizTalk Administration console
You must manually refresh the Administration console to update the status of the Administration objects and their state.

To refresh the Administration console

Right-click the object you want to refresh and click Refresh. This refreshes all the objects within that node.

BizTalk Administration console shortcut keys
You can use shortcut keys to accomplish tasks listed in the BizTalk Administration console menus. The following table is a quick
reference to the Microsoft Management Console (MMC) shortcut keys.

Note  Functionality that is not included in this list can be obtained by using the numeric keypad to move the mouse pointer with
MouseKeys. For more information about MouseKeys in Windows® 2000 Server and Advanced Server, see "Using the keyboard to
move the mouse pointer" in Windows® 2000 Server and Advanced Server Help.

Press To
F5 Refresh the BizTalk Administration console.

This shortcut key refreshes the current item highlighted in the console tree.

ALT+F4 Close the BizTalk Administration console.
ALT+MINUS SIGN Display the window menu for the active console window.
SHIFT+F10 Display the Action menu for the selected item.
ALT+F Display the File menu.
ALT+V Display the View menu.
F1 View online Help for the selected item.
ALT+ENTER Display the Properties dialog box, if any, for the selected item.
ALT+H Display the Help menu.
ALT+A Display the Action menu or apply a change made in a property page (if a property page is open).
ESC Cancel changes made in a property page and close it.
ENTER Accept changes made in a property page and close it.



 

In addition, you can use shortcut keys on each property page in the BizTalk Administration console to navigate between fields. To
navigate to a filed, press ALT+ the letter underlined in the field to which you want to navigate. You press TAB to move from field
to field in a property page.
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Using the Business Activity Monitoring Management Utility
The Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) management utility, or BAM Manager, is a command-line utility that consumes the XML
defined using the BAM Excel template. Business analysts use the BAM Excel template to define the events and data to track, along
with the logical groupings and aggregations of the tracked data views that users can access.

For information about using the BAM Excel template and BAM Excel workbook, see the "Business Activity Monitoring" topic of the
Information Workers Users Guide.

For information about using the BAM management utility to manage the BAM dynamic infrastructure, see
Managing the BAM Dynamic Infrastructure.

The Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) management utility performs the following tasks:

Consumes BAM definition and BAM configuration XML as input. The BAM definition XML or XSL files define the data to track
and aggregate, as well as business user's view on the tracking data. The BAM configuration XML mandates where to deploy
the infrastructure, such as the server name, database name, and other database settings.
Deploys the run-time infrastructure on the server, which includes the primary import database, Star-Schema database,
analysis database and corresponding Data Transformation Services (DTS) packages. The following items are created during
this step:

Primary Import Database
BAM Star-Schema Database
BAM Archive Database
BAM Analysis Database

For information about these databases, see BizTalk Server Database Creation and Configuration.

BAM Management Utility Commands
The BAM management utility is a command-line utility. You use the BAM management utility to generate and deploy your
tracking configuration on a server. The BAM management utility is located at <installation path>\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk
Server 2004\Tracking\BM.exe.

Important  If you are using Real Time Aggregations (RTAs), users added with BM add are not automatically granted
login rights to SQL Server. If you are using RTAs, consider establishing a Windows user group that contains all of the
users that need to see views of the RTAs. Grant that group explicit SQL Server login rights on the SQL Server hosting
the Primary Import Tables.

The following table contains the command line arguments that you can execute.

Command Description
bm /?
bm help

Displays BAM management utility help information.

bm dbsetup [BAM configurati
on file]

Do not use this command.

bm deploy <BAM definition f
ile> 
    [BAM configuration file]

Deploys the BAM infrastructure from the Excel workbook or the XML exported from the workbook.

bm undeploy {view | all} <BA
M definition file> 
    [BAM configuration file]

Removes the BAM infrastructure. If "view" parameter is specified, only BAM views are removed. If t
he "all" parameter is specified, both views and the underlying activity tables are removed.

bm undeploy #{change num
ber}[BAM configuration file]

Removes all views and underlying activity tables by change number

bm {add | remove} <BAM Vie
w> 
    <security account> [BAM c
onfiguration file]

Add: Adds the specified account to the role associated with the specified view.

Remove: Removes the specified account from the role associated with the specified view.

bm list <BAM View> [BAM c
onfiguration file]

Lists all members who have access to the specified view.

bm listchanges [BAM configu
ration file]

Lists all deployment and undeployments that have succeeded.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942428(v=bts.10).aspx


 

In the preceding table, the following conventions are used:

The square brackets ([]) indicate an optional parameter.
The angled brackets (<>) indicate a required parameter.
The braces ({}) indicate that one item should be selected from the enumerated list
A security account can be either an NT group or an individual NT user account.
A BAM definition file can be either an XML file or a BAM Excel workbook file (.xls).
If the BAM configuration file is not supplied, it defaults to BamConfiguration.xml in the current folder.

Displaying the BAM Management Utility Help
You use the /? or the help BAM Management Utility command to to display the Help file for the BAM Management Utility.

To display the Help file for the BAM Management Utility

1. From a command prompt, move to the directory <installation path>\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server
2004\Tracking\.

2. Type bm /? or bm help.
3. Press ENTER.
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Using the BAM Event Bus Service Snap-in
The BAM Event Bus Service, also known as the Tracking Data Decode Service (TDDS), processes tracking data (streams) stored in a
source database and persists that data in a query table format in the destination database.

You add the BAM Event Bus Service Snap-in to the BizTalk Administration console so that you can use the BizTalk Administration
console to manage the BAM Event Bus Service.

This section describes how to use the BAM Event Bus Microsoft Management Console (MMC) to administer the BAM Event Bus
service. This section is intended for the system administrator who monitors the health of the BAM Event Bus service.

You add the BAM Event Bus Service snap-in to the BizTalk Administration console. You use the BAM Event Bus Service snap-in in
the BizTalk Administration console to monitor the performance of the BAM Event Bus services. Every 60 seconds, each active BAM
Event Bus service sends a record of its current status to the central database. The administration console reads the records for
each BAM Event Bus service. The service maintains the records for the most recent ten minutes.

Note  You can modify the default refresh interval (60 seconds). The time period for which the BAM Event Bus service
reads records is 10 times the refresh interval value.

You must add the BAM Event Bus service snap-in to the BizTalk Administration console before you can access it. For
information about adding the BAM Event Bus service snap-in to the BizTalk Administration console, see
Creating Instances of the BAM Event Bus Service.

To access the BAM Event Bus Monitor MMC

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server
Administration.

2. In the BizTalk Administration Console, expand the BAM Event Bus node.

The BAM Event Bus root node is expanded and displays the Sessions and Servers nodes.

The BAM Event Bus service automatically updates heartbeat information displayed in the BAM Event Bus service snap-in every 30
seconds. You can manually refresh the BAM Event Bus service snap-in at any time.

To refresh the BAM Event Bus service snap-in

1. From the BAM Event Bus MMC, expand the Server node that contains the heartbeat information you want to refresh.
2. Press F5, or right-click the server, and then click Refresh.

For more information about the BAM Event Bus service, see Managing the BAM Event Bus Service.
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Using the HWS Administration Console
Administrators use the Human Workflow Services (HWS) Administration snap-in to manage the HWS administration
components. The left side of the administration console, called the console tree, displays the HWS objects, such as Web Services,
Fact Retrievers, and Actions. The right side of the administration console, called the results pane, displays information about the
selected item in the console tree.

Note  The functions available in the MMC can be accessed programmatically by using the HWS Windows
Management Instrumentation (WMI) classes. For more information, see Human Workflow Services Classes.

The HWS Administration snap-in contains the following nodes that administrators use to manage the HWS objects:

Web Services
Constraints
Actions
Fact Retrievers
Activity Models
Activity Flows

Web Services
Use the Web Services node to view a list of all currently installed HWS Web services. You can start or stop the IIS Web site the
Web service is running on from within this node. For more information, see
Starting and Stopping the Human Workflow Services Web Service.

Caution   Starting and stopping the Web site does not only stop HWS functionality.

Constraints
Use the Constraints node results pane to view all the system-level and activity model system-level constraints defined in the
Human Workflow Services (HWS) server.

By default when an action is registered in the Action node, no user can run it until constraints are added to it. These constraints
explicitly define the set of users who can initiate an action, or be the target of an action. Constraints enforce a security model for
either granting or denying permissions to users or groups of users running HWS. For more information, see
Adding, Editing, and Deleting Constraints.

Actions
Use the Actions node to view information about Human Workflow Services (HWS) orchestrations deployed on the HWS server.
All orchestrations that have been created using the HWS action project template will appear with a status of Enlisted, Invalid,
Registered, Running, or Not Enlisted. For more information, see Registering and Unregistering Actions.

Fact Retrievers
Use the Fact Retrievers node to manage the fact retrievers associated with Human Workflow Services (HWS). A list of the fact
retrievers currently installed is displayed. A default fact retriever named Intrinsic will always exist, and supplies user name, time,
and date properties. For more information, see Installing, Editing, and Removing Fact Retrievers.

Activity Models
Use the Activity Models node to view all the enabled activity models installed on the Human Workflow Services (HWS) server
and currently available. The results pane displays a list of the activity models available in the HWS server.

Activity Flows
Use the Activity Flows node to view a summary of all workflows that are running or have been run in this HWS system. This
node also enables you to delete or archive activity specific workflow data. For more information, see Working with Activity Flows.

This section contains:

Opening the Administrative Console
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Opening the Administrative Console
You use the HWS Administration console to interact with actions, activity flows, fact retrievers, constraints, and web services.

Some operations performed in the HWS Administration console change the state of the HWS system. Operations that change the
state of the HWS system include activities such as registering an action, changing a property, or adding a constraint. When a state
changing operation is performed, the HWS Administration console must let all the installed Web services for the system know
that a change has occurred.

If the HWS Administration console has not yet notified all installed HWS Web services of a state change at the time the associated
operation completes, the HWS Administration console will display an error message.

The error message informs you that you must refresh or restart the Web services that use the setting that the operation changed
so that they use the new setting.

To verify that the state change has occurred, refresh the HWS Administration console.

 Security  You must be a BizTalk administrator to run the HWS Administration console. You are not required to be a
local administrator.

To open the Human Workflow Services MMC

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click HWS Server Administration.
2. In the HWS Administration console, expand the Human Workflow Services (Local) node.

For information about managing HWS, see Managing Human Workflow Services.
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Managing BizTalk Server Security
Maintaining a secure Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 environment requires that you manage accounts, certificates, and
passwords.

To ensure the security of the business documents handled by BizTalk Server, BizTalk administrators must manage the following
accounts and certificates:

BizTalk Administrators group. For users to perform administrative tasks either through the BizTalk Administration
console or directly by using the Microsoft Windows® Management Instrumentation (WMI) provider, they must be granted
the proper privileges in Microsoft SQL Server™ and Microsoft Windows®. The BizTalk Administrators group has the
minimum privileges necessary to perform most administrative tasks. To perform administrative tasks for adapters, receive
and send handlers, and receive locations, the BizTalk Administrators group must be added to the Single Sign-On Affiliate
Administrators group.

For information about adding users to the BizTalk Administrators group, and removing users from the BizTalk
Administration Group, see Managing the BizTalk Administrators Group.

For more information about the minimum privileges, see Access Control and Data Security. For more information about
Enterprise Single Sign-On, see Using Enterprise Single Sign-On.

Hosts and service accounts. When creating a host and host instances of that host, you must provide the Windows group
for the host and the service account credentials for each host instance. You must ensure that the host instance service
accounts are members of the Windows group for the host.

Therefore, before creating a host and host instances you must:

Create the Windows group for the host.
Create service accounts for each host instance.
Add the service accounts to the host Windows group.

Signing certificates. Signing certificates (private key certificates) are specified for the BizTalk group. These are optional
and can be changed at any time by a BizTalk administrator.

This section contains:

Managing BizTalk Windows Groups and User Accounts
Best Practices for Security, Accounts, and Certificates
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Managing BizTalk Windows Groups and User Accounts
BizTalk Server 2004 uses a number of Windows groups and user accounts. For a complete list and description of the groups, and
their affiliated user accounts in the BizTalk Server system, see Windows Group and User Accounts in BizTalk Server.

This section contains:

Managing the BizTalk Administrators Group
Managing Hosts and Service Accounts
Managing Signing Certificates
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Managing the BizTalk Administrators Group
The BizTalk Administrators Group has the least privileges necessary to perform most administrative tasks.

Required user rights for managing the BizTalk Administrators group
You must be a Windows administrator to perform the following tasks:

Add users to the BizTalk Administrators group
Remove users from the BizTalk Administrators group
Change the BizTalk Administrators group password

Adding users to the BizTalk Administrators Group
You add users to the BizTalk Administrators group so that they can perform administrative tasks through the BizTalk
Administration console or directly using the WMI provider.

To add users to the BizTalk Administrators group

1. Click Start, point to Administrative Tools, and then click Computer Management.
2. Expand System Tools, expand Local Users and Groups, and then click the Groups folder.

The folder contents appear in the details pane.

3. In the details pane, click BizTalk Server Administrators.
4. On the Action menu, point to All Tasks, and then click Add to Group.
5. In the BizTalk Server Administrators Properties dialog box, click Add.
6. In the Look in list, select your domain or computer name.
7. In the list that contains the users and computers associated with the domain or computer you selected in step 6, select the

user account to add, click Add, and then click OK.
8. Click OK to close the BizTalk Server Administrators Properties dialog box.

Removing users from the BizTalk Administrators Group
You remove users to the BizTalk Administrators group so that they can no longer perform administrative tasks through the
BizTalk Administration console or directly using the WMI provider.

To remove users from the BizTalk Administrators group

1. Click Start, point to Administrative Tools, and then click Computer Management.
2. Expand System Tools, expand Local Users and Groups, and then click the Groups folder.

The folder contents appear in the details pane.

3. In the details pane, click BizTalk Server Administrators.
4. On the Action menu, click Properties.
5. In the BizTalk Server Administrators Properties dialog box, select the user account you want to remove, and then click

Remove.
6. Click OK.

Changing the BizTalk Server Administrators Group password
You may need to change the BizTalk Administrators group password as part of your security policy.

To update the BizTalk Administrators group credentials

1. Click Start, point to Administrative Tools, and then click Computer Management.
2. Expand System Tools, expand Local Users and Groups, and then click the Users folder.

The folder contents appear in the details pane.

3. In the details pane, click BizTalk Server Administrators.
4. On the Action menu, click Set Password.
5. In the Set Password for BizTalk Server Administrators warning box, click Proceed.



 

6. In the Set Password for BizTalk Server Administrators dialog box, do the following:
Use this To do this
New Password Type the new password.
Confirm Password Re-type the new password.

7. Click OK.

You have changed the BizTalk Administrators group password.

See Also

Managing BizTalk Server Security

Managing Hosts and Service Accounts

Managing Signing Certificates

Best Practices for Security, Accounts, and Certificates
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Managing Hosts and Service Accounts
Before you create a host and host instances you must:

Create the Windows group for the host.
Create service accounts for each host instance.
Add the service accounts to the host Windows group.

Required user rights for managing hosts and service accounts
You must be a Windows administrator to perform the following tasks:

Create a host Windows group
Create service accounts for each host instance
Add the service accounts to the host Windows group
Update the host Windows group credentials

Creating a host Windows group
In local group environment, the group name that you specify for the Host should not include the computer name. However, if you
specify <computer name>\ as the prefix, it will only work if the <computer name> is the name of the SQL Server computer. Do
not specify <computer name>\ as the prefix in local group environment setup.

To setup host to use local group in multi boxes environment:

1. Create local groups and users on both Runtime and MgmtDb SQL computers.
2. Ensure that the local user is a member of the local group on both the Runtime and MgmtDb SQL computers.
3. When you create a host, do not specify <computer name>\ as the prefix for the group name.
4. Do not specify <computer name>\ as prefix for the host instance name.

Note  If you are using a Domain group, you must specify <Domain Name>\ as the prefix for the host Windows
Group name.

See Also

Managing BizTalk Server Security

Managing the BizTalk Administrators Group

Managing Signing Certificates

Best Practices for Security, Accounts, and Certificates
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Managing Signing Certificates
You can specify signing certificates (private key certificates) for the BizTalk group. These are optional and you can change them at
any time.

Required user rights for managing signing certificates
You must be a member of the BizTalk Server Administrators group to specify or change signing certificates.

See Also

Managing BizTalk Server Security

Managing the BizTalk Administrators Group

Managing Hosts and Service Accounts

Best Practices for Security, Accounts, and Certificates
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Best Practices for Security, Accounts, and Certificates
This section contains best practices and tips for managing security, accounts, and certificates.

Use service accounts for host instances
To ensure the security of your BizTalk Server environment, it is highly recommended that you use service accounts with the
minimum privilege necessary to run host instances.

Use different user groups for authentication trusted and non-trusted hosts
To ensure that non-authentication trusted hosts have fewer privileges than authentication trusted hosts, you must use different
service accounts for these hosts.

Use a different user group for each BizTalk Host
To maximize the security boundary between hosts, it is recommended that you use a different Windows user group for each
BizTalk Host in your BizTalk group.

Use domain Windows groups and accounts in a multi-computer environment
To simplify the management of your environment, it is recommended that you use domain groups and accounts when using
BizTalk Server in a multi-computer environment.

If you choose to use local groups and accounts, you must ensure that you use the same groups, accounts, and passwords in all
your computers, and that you create the required groups and accounts before you install BizTalk Server.

Remove the installation user from the BizTalk Administrators group
The interactive user performing a BizTalk Server installation is automatically added to the BizTalk Administrators group so that
that user can perform the tasks included in the Configuration Wizard.

If the user installing BizTalk Server will not be administering the BizTalk Server environment after installation, it is recommended
that you remove this user from the BizTalk Administrators group after the Configuration Wizard is run.

Remove BUILTIN\Administrators from the SQL Server sysadmin group
After configuration, BUILTIN\Administrators remain members of the SQL Server sysadmin group.

It is recommended that at the very least, you remove BUILTIN\Administrators from the SQL Server sysadmin group. It is further
recommended that you review all of the members of the SQL Server sysadmin group and remove any members who should not
be members of the group.
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Managing BizTalk Hosts and Host Instances
A BizTalk Host is a set of running engines—BizTalk Message Queuing (MSMQT), XLANG, and Tracking Data Decode Service
(TDDS)—that communicate with the MessageBox database. A BizTalk Host is a logical set of zero or more BizTalk runtime
processes in which you deploy items such as adapter handlers, receive locations (including pipelines), and orchestrations. A host
instance is the place where the message processing, receiving, and transmitting occurs. You install a host instance on each
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server computer that has one or more hosts mapped to that server.

Hosts have the following characteristics:

Hosts are the logical containers of BizTalk objects.
Only one instance of a specific host can exist on each server.
You can map one host to multiple servers.

Host instances have the following characteristics:

Host instances running on the servers are the physical containers of BizTalk objects.
You create a host instance when you map a server to a host.
Multiple host instances (of different hosts) can exist on a server.

The following figure shows the relationship between servers, hosts, and host instances.

This section contains:

About Hosts
About Host Groups
About Host Instances
Required User Rights for Managing BizTalk Hosts and Host Instances
Creating a BizTalk Server Hosting Environment
Creating a New Host in the BizTalk Administration Console
Modifying Host Properties in the BizTalk Administration Console
Removing a Host Group from a SQL Server Role
Deleting a Host in the BizTalk Administration Console
Adding Host Instances in the BizTalk Administration Console
Starting a Host Instance in the BizTalk Administration Console
Stopping a Host Instance in the BizTalk Administration Console
Deleting a Host Instance in the BizTalk Administration Console
Modifying the Properties of a Host Instance in the BizTalk Administration Console
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About Hosts
Administrators use the BizTalk Administration console or Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) to create, modify, and
delete hosts.

For information about using WMI to manage hosts, see MSBTS_Host (WMI).

The BizTalk Host object represents a logical set of zero or more runtime processes in which you can deploy services, pipelines,
and other artifacts. The Host object also represents a collection of runtime instances (zero or more) where the deployed items
physically run.

After you create a host (a logical container), you can add physical BizTalk servers (host instances) to the host. You cannot add a
Biztalk server to the same host more than once. A single host instance can be added to multiple hosts.

Items—such as adapter handlers, receive locations (including pipelines), and orchestrations—contained in BizTalk hosts can
perform the following functions:

Receiving. These items do the initial processing of messages after they are picked up in a receive location. When a host
contains a receiving item, such as a receive location or pipeline, it acts as a security boundary, and the message decoding
and decrypting occurs in a pipeline within the host.
Sending. These items do the final processing of messages before they are sent out to the send port. When a host contains a
sending item, such as a send port or pipeline, the host acts as a security boundary, and the message signing and encryption
occurs in a pipeline within the host.
Processing. These items process messages based on the instructions in an orchestration.

One BizTalk Host can contain items that receive, send, and process messages. It is recommended that you create different hosts
for each function to create security boundaries and facilitate management. In particular, it is recommended that you use different
hosts for processing and for receive/send, and that you separate trusted and non-trusted items.

Based on the physical configuration and type of adapter hosted, there are two types of hosts: in-process hosts and isolated hosts.

In-process hosts
In-process hosts represent service instances that an administrator creates, deletes, and fully controls with WMI and the BizTalk
Administration console.

In-process hosts have the following characteristics:

You can enlist any orchestration into an in-process host.
An in-process host can host any send handler.
An in-process host can host only the receive handlers associated with File and MSMQT adapters (the in-process-type
adapters).
The first in-process host you create in a BizTalk Server 2004 deployment is the default host and you cannot delete it. The
BizTalk Message Queuing adapter uses the default host for static handler configuration. Adding an adapter automatically
creates receive and send ports for the default host.

Isolated hosts
Isolated hosts represent service instances that a solutions developer programmatically creates, deletes, and controls. An
administrator uses WMI and the BizTalk Administration console to configure these hosts (for example, to configure the host
service account and authentication trust).

Isolated hosts primarily host adapters that must run outside of the normal BizTalk Server runtime process. For example, you use
isolated hosts to host adapters for external processes such as ISAPI extensions and ASP.NET.

Isolated hosts have the following characteristics:

You cannot enlist orchestrations into an isolated host.
An isolated host cannot host send handlers.
An isolated host can host only the receive handlers associated with HTTP/S and SOAP adapters (the isolated-type adapters).
An isolated host cannot host tracking.
An isolated host cannot be the default host.
The status of an isolated host is always Status Unavailable. BizTalk Server does not access the status information for
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external processes.

Note  Host instances can share the same service account as long as they share the same security configuration
(authentication trust).
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About Host Groups
You can associate a host with a Windows group. You can only associate a host with one Windows group (called a host group). The
host group must have SQL Server login and privileges in all relevant BizTalk databases. When you associate a host with the host
group, you grant the host the privileges of the host group.

If you use the Configuration Wizard to create hosts, and you specify a local Windows group to use for hosts, the Configuration
Wizard automatically creates two Windows groups. The default names of these groups are the BizTalk Application Users group
and the BizTalk Isolated Host Users group.

When you create a host instance of a host associated with the host group, the host instance inherits the database privileges of the
host group.

The host group is a property of the Host WMI object. You can change the Windows group a host belongs to if there are no host
instances of the host.

You specify the host group a host belongs to when you create the host. The BizTalk WMI provider grants the privileges that the
host group has (for example, the BizTalk privileges required for runtime functionality, including SQL Server logins and database
user access) to the host. You must specify the correct service account (host) when you create a host instance, so that the BizTalk
WMI provider grants the privileges of the host group to the host instance.

The host group is the Windows group (named the BizTalk Application Users group by default) that you use for accounts with
access to the in-process BizTalk hosts (host processes in BizTalk Server). It is recommended that you use one host group for each
in-process host in your environment.

Note  If you want to create a local host group, you can create a local Windows group and assign a domain user as a
member of the group. If you specify a local Windows group for the Host, the Windows group member, whether it’s a
domain or local user, can be used as the host instance log-on user.

The host group requires the following privileges:

It must be a member of the BTS_HOST_USERS SQL Server role in the following databases:
Configuration
MessageBox
Rule Engine
Tracking
BAM Primary Import

It must be a member of the BTS_<in-process host name>_USERS SQL Server role for the MessageBox database
It must be a member of the BAM_EVENT_WRITER SQL Server role in the BAM Primary Import database.

Note  If you designate a host as a tracking host, BizTalk Administration automatically removes the BizTalk Host group
from the SQL Server roles for the Tracking database. You must manually remove the BizTalk Host group from the SQL
Server roles for the Configuration database and the MessageBox database. For information about designating a host
as a tracking host, see Modifying Host Properties in the BizTalk Administration Console. For information about
removing a BizTalk Host group from SQL Server roles, see Removing a Host Group from a SQL Server Role.
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About Host Instances
Administrators use the BizTalk Administration console or Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) to create, modify, and
delete host instances.

A host instance is the physical installation of a host in a BizTalk Server. An administrator uses Windows Management
Instrumentation (WMI) or the BizTalk Administration console to install host instances. A BizTalk Server can support multiple host
instances.

A host instance displays the following statuses in the Status column in the results pane:

Start pending. This status is displayed when you have started the host instance. However, there is some delay between
starting the host instance and the change taking effect. You might have to click the refresh button to see the change in
status.
Running. The host instance is currently running.
Stopped. The host instance is currently stopped.
Status Unavailable. The host instance displays this status when the host instance install or uninstall fails, or when BizTalk
Server cannot retrieve the status of the host (for example, if the host is an Isolated host and the processes it contains are
external to BizTalk Server).

A host instance displays the following statuses in the Installation Status column in the results pane:

Installation failed. BizTalk Server could not install the host instance (for example, network problems interrupted the
installation process). When you install a host instance, you must have the privileges to create a Windows service, and to
grant SQL Server logon and access rights for the BizTalk databases to the Host Windows user group.

If you do not have sufficient Windows and SQL Server privileges, host instance installation fails.

Installed. You installed the host instance successfully.
Un-installation failed. Host instance deletion failed.
Not installed. There are no installed host instances.
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Required User Rights for Managing BizTalk Hosts and Host
Instances
Administrators who manage BizTalk hosts and host instances must have the required user rights. The user rights required to
manage hosts are slightly different from the user rights required to manage host instances.

User rights required to manage hosts
You must have the following user rights to create hosts, modify host properties, and delete hosts:

You must be a member of the BizTalk Administrators Windows group. For information about adding users to the BizTalk
Administrators group, see Managing the BizTalk Administrators Group.

Important  In addition to membership in the BizTalk Administrators Windows group, you must have sufficient
permissions to access the receive location URI property and the send port URI property for the relevant adapter.
For information about permissions required to access the receive location and sent port URI properties, see
Connecting Applications Using Native Adapters.

You must have the following rights in SQL Server:
You must be either a SQL Server administrator, or a member of the db_owner or db_securityadmin SQL Server
database roles in the Tracking database, MessageBox databases, and the BAM Primary Import database.
You must be a member of the sysadmin SQL Server role in all the computers where there are MessageBox
databases, or a member of the db_owner or db_ddladmin SQL Server role for all the MessageBox databases.

User rights required to manage host instances
You must have the following user rights to create host instances, modify host instance properties, start a host instance, stop a host
instance, and delete host instances:

You must be a member of the BizTalk Administrators Windows group. For information about adding users to the BizTalk
Administrators group, see Managing the BizTalk Administrators Group.
You must be a Windows administrator on the runtime computer.
You must be a SQL Server administrator (a member of the sysadmin SQL Server role) on the SQL Server computer.
You must be a member of the db_accessadmin and db_securityadmin SQL Server database roles for the following
databases:

BizTalkMsgBoxDb (all)
BizTalk DTADb
BizTalkRuleEngineDb
BizTalkMgmtDb
BAMPrimaryImport

Caution  Windows administrators on the run-time computer can use the Service Control Manager (SCM) to change
the state (started or stopped) of a host instance (NT service). This is not supported. If you use SCM to change the state
of a host instance, the state is not updated in WMI, and WMI returns an incorrect host instance state. Use the BizTalk
Administration console or WMI script to update host instance account information.

See Also
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Creating a BizTalk Server Hosting Environment
Before you create your BizTalk Server hosting environment, consider the following recommendations:

Use different hosts for orchestrations and receive handlers

Any items running in a host (for example, orchestrations, pipelines, receive and send handlers) run under the same identity,
and have access to the work and suspended queues for that host.

If a message cannot be delivered to an orchestration due to permission errors, the message is placed in the suspended
queue of the host where the sending process (a receive pipeline or another orchestration) is running. However, if the
orchestration and the sending process (for example, a receive pipeline) are running in the same host, the orchestration can
still access the message in the suspended queue. This could potentially compromise your system if a non-trusted
orchestration is running in a trusted host.

It is recommended that you run non-trusted orchestrations in a separate host, with a different service account than the
trusted hosts in your BizTalk group. For information about designating a host as trusted, see
Modifying Host Properties in the BizTalk Administration Console.

Note  If the ASP.NET worker process identity in which the BizTalk published Web service is running is different
from the isolated host instance identity for the SOAP receive handler, then the host instance will actually be not
trusted, even if you designated, in the Configuration wizard, that both the in-process and the isolated hosts are
authentication trusted.

Limit the database and log size in the BizTalk Server databases

The BizTalk MessageBox databases and the BizTalk Tracking database grow a lot faster than the other BizTalk databases. As
part of your backup and maintenance program, you should include cleaning up these databases frequently.

By default, the tables in the BizTalk Server databases do not have a log size limit. As part of your backup and maintenance
program, it is recommended that you limit the log size to prevent the logs from becoming too large and potentially using all
the disk space.

Use SQL Server clustering

To provide high availability of the BizTalk Server databases, it is recommended that you cluster the SQL Servers where the
BizTalk databases are stored. This will help minimize downtime if one of the databases or SQL Server fails. For more
information about SQL Server clustering, see "Failover Clustering Architecture" in SQL Server 2000 Books Online.

The instructions in the following procedure assume that you have installed BizTalk Server with the complete installation option. If
you did not install BizTalk Server with the complete installation option, some of the administration objects listed in step 1 may not
be on your system.

To create a typical BizTalk Server hosting environment

1. Use the Configuration Wizard to create a new BizTalk group. For information about creating a new BizTalk group, see
Using the Configuration Wizard.

The Configuration Wizard creates the following Administration objects:

Administration ob
ject

Description

BizTalk Configurat
ion database, name
d BizTalkMgmtDb

This database is the central meta-information store for all BizTalk Servers.

BizTalk MessageB
ox database, named
BizTalkMsgBoxDb

This database stores subscriptions predicates. It is a host platform, and keeps the queues and state tabl
es for each BizTalk Server host. The MessageBox database also stores the messages and message prop
erties. For information about MessageBox databases, including adding additional MessageBox databas
es, see Managing MessageBox Databases.

Server This is the computer on which BizTalk Server is installed and configured, and where host instances are 
running. You create host instances from a host created on a server. For more information about creati
ng a host, see Creating a New Host in the BizTalk Administration Console. For information about creati
ng host instances, see Adding Host Instances in the BizTalk Administration Console.
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BAM Primary Imp
ort database, named
BAMPrimaryImport

This is the database where the Business Activity Monitoring tool collects tracking data.

Rule Engine databa
se, named BizTalkRu
leEngineDb

This database is a repository for policies, rules, and vocabularies for data references in business rules.

BizTalk Tracking d
atabase, named BizT
alkDTADb

This database stores business and health-monitoring data tracked by the BizTalk Server tracking engin
e.

SSO database, name
d SSODB

This database stores credential information.

Tracking Analysis 
Server Administrat
ion database, name
d BizTalkAnalysisDb

This database stores both business and health-monitoring OLAP cubes.

In-process host wit
h corresponding hos
t instances

The in-process host operates within the BizTalk Server process space.

Isolated host with c
orresponding host i
nstances

The isolated host operates outside of the BizTalk Server installation.

HTTP/S, BizTalk Mes
sage Queuing, File, S
MTP, SOAP, and SQ
L

The Configuration Wizard creates these out-of-the-box adapters.

2. Use the BizTalk Administration console or WMI to add components to your BizTalk Server environment as needed. To scale
out your solution, add MessageBox databases, hosts, and servers.

3. Use the BizTalk Administration Console or WMI to create host instances on the mapped servers. This step determines on
which servers BizTalk Server will run. As the needs in your enterprise change, you can add servers, subtract servers, and
change server-to-host mapping.

See Also

Managing BizTalk Hosts and Host Instances

About Hosts

About Host Instances
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Creating a New Host in the BizTalk Administration Console
A BizTalk Host is a logical container for items such as adapter handlers, receive locations (including pipelines), and orchestrations.
It is recommended that you use separate hosts for processing and receive/send, and that you use separate hosts for trusted and
non-trusted items to facilitate implementing security measures and improve manageability of the hosts. You can install only one
host on one BizTalk Server.

For information about the user rights required to create a new host, see the "User rights required to manage hosts" section of
Required User Rights for Managing BizTalk Hosts and Host Instances.

For information about using WMI to create a new host, see MSBTS_Host Class.

Note  During setup only the BizTalk Application Users group is granted permissions on the STS_WebReceive host. If
you add additional hosts, you must manually grant those groups the permission. By default, the IsolatedHostUsers
group is granted permissions.

To create a new host

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server
Administration.

2. In the Administration console, expand the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node.
3. Right-click Hosts, select New, and then select Host.
4. In the New Host dialog box, do the following:

Use this To do this
Name Type the name of the new host.
Windows 
Group

Type the name of the local or domain group for the host. When the first host instance is created for this host, S
QL Server logons with the correct database privileges will be created in all SQL Servers where BizTalk databases
are located.

Note  All service accounts for the host instances must be members of this group.

Note  It is recommended that you use a different Windows group for each host in a BizTalk group.

Host Type From the drop-down list, select whether this host will run in-process or isolated. For more information about ho
st types, see About Hosts.

Host Trac
king

Select this check box if you want instances of this host to participate in the processing of health monitoring and 
business data that is tracked by BizTalk Server.

Authentic
ation Trus
ted

Select this check box if the account under which the host runs should be trusted. For more information, see
Authenticating the Sender of a Message.

Note  If two hosts use the same service account for their host instances, they both must be either au
thentication trusted or non-trusted.

Note  If two hosts use the same service account for their host instances, you cannot change whethe
r they are authentication trusted. To change this setting, you must first change the service account u
sed by one of these hosts.

Default H
ost in the 
group

Select this check box if you want this host to be the default host for the group. By marking this host as the defau
lt, operations such as enlisting orchestrations, and creating adapters and receive and send handlers will automa
tically use this host unless configured otherwise.

Important  You cannot clear the Default Host in the group check box. You must first select a new
default host.

5. Click OK.

See Also

Managing BizTalk Hosts and Host Instances

Modifying Host Properties in the BizTalk Administration Console

Deleting a Host in the BizTalk Administration Console
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Modifying Host Properties in the BizTalk Administration
Console
For information about the user rights required to modify host properties, see the "User rights required to manage hosts" section
of Required User Rights for Managing BizTalk Hosts and Host Instances.

You use the BizTalk Administration console to modify the following host properties:

Windows group. Members of the Windows group will have permissions to run the hosts instances of this host. When you
select a Windows user group for a BizTalk Host, it is recommended that you create a new group that is dedicated to that
host. If you do use an existing group, ensure that the group does not have more privileges than are needed. For more
information, see Access Control and Data Security.
Host tracking. At least one host in the group must host tracking. This option indicates whether the host loads the BizTalk
Tracking component to process health monitoring and business data.

Note  It is recommended that you create at least one host instance of the tracking host. If there is no running
host instance of the tracking host, the MessageBox database will continue to accumulate data with a subsequent
degradation in performance.

Hosts that host tracking have read/write access to the tracking tables in the MessageBox database, as well as access to the
Tracking database. Therefore, any objects running in a host that hosts tracking also have read/write access privileges to
these database tables. Hosts that do not host tracking have only write access to the tracking tables in the MessageBox
database, and do not have access to the Tracking database.

Any host marked as "host tracking" no longer uses the BizTalk Host group. BizTalk Administration automatically removes
the BizTalk Host group from the SQL Server roles for the Tracking database. You must manually remove the BizTalk Host
group from the SQL Server roles for the Configuration database and the MessageBox database. For information about
removing a BizTalk Host group from SQL Server roles, see Removing a Host Group from a SQL Server Role.

Note  Specifying a host to host tracking has an impact on the performance of BizTalk Server.

Authentication trusted. You can specify that BizTalk Server trusts a host. BizTalk Server trusts authentication
trusted hosts to place the sender security ID (SSID) on messages that the trusted host is queuing that map to
users other than to the host. For more information about authentication trusted hosts, see Authenticating the
Sender of a Message.

Host instances of trusted hosts and host instances of non-trusted hosts cannot use the same service accounts. If you want to
change the trust setting of a host instance and the host instance uses a service account that other host instances use, you can do
one of the following:

You can change the service account of the host instance for which you want to change the trust settings to a new service
account.
You can change the service account of the host instance to an existing service account that other host instances with the
same trust setting use.
You can delete the host instance, and re-create it with a different trust setting and service account.
Default host in the group. There must be a default host in the group at all times. The orchestration enlistment process
automatically uses the default host to host the orchestration, unless the user explicitly selects a different host. The first host
created is marked as the default host. For information about the default host, see About Hosts.

To modify host properties

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server
Administration.

2. In the Administration console, expand the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node, and then double-click Hosts.
3. Right-click the host you want to modify, and select Properties.
4. In the <Host Name> Properties dialog box, on the General tab, do the following:

Use this To do this
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Windows Group Type the local or domain group for the host.

Note  The Windows group can only be changed if no host instances exist for this host.

Host Tracking Select this check box if you want the host-to-host tracking services.

Note  At least one host in the group most host tracking.

Authentication Tr
usted

Select this check box if the account under which the host runs should be trusted. For more information, 
see Authenticating the Sender of a Message.

Default Host in th
e group

Select this check box if you want this host to be the default host for the group.

Important  You cannot clear the Default Host in the group check box. You must first sele
ct a new default host.

5. In the <Host Name> Properties dialog box, on the Certificate tab, do the following:
Use this To do this
Thumbpr
int

Type the thumbprint of the public key certificate used to decrypt inbound messages for this host.

The certificate thumbprint has the format HHHH HHHH HHHH HHHH HHHH HHHH HHHH HHHH HHHH HHHH, 
where H is a hexadecimal digit.

Commen
t

Type any information that will help you remember the certificate you are using for this host.

6. Click OK.

For information about using WMI to modify host properties, see MSBTS_Host (WMI).
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Removing a Host Group from a SQL Server Role
BizTalk Server grants the BizTalk Host Windows group privileges to run stored procedures in the Configuration database,
MessageBox database, and Tracking database by means of Microsoft SQL Server™ role memberships.

Any host marked as "host tracking" no longer uses the BizTalk Host group. BizTalk Administration automatically removes the
BizTalk Host group from the SQL Server roles for the Tracking database.

You must manually remove the BizTalk Host group from the SQL Server roles for the Configuration database and the
MessageBox database. For information about the host tracking property, see
Modifying Host Properties in the BizTalk Administration Console.

Note  You must be a SQL Server system administrator to remove users from a SQL Server role group.

To remove a BizTalk Host group from a SQL Server role

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft SQL Server, and then click Enterprise Manager.
2. In the console tree, expand Microsoft SQL Servers, expand SQL Server Group, expand the SQL Server where the BizTalk

databases are, expand Databases, expand the Configuration database (default name is BizTalkMgmtDb), and then click
Roles.

3. In the results pane, right-click BTS_HOST_USERS, and then click Properties.
4. In the Database Role Properties window, select the BizTalk Host group you want to remove, click Remove, and then click

OK.
5. In the console tree, expand the MessageBox database (default name is BizTalkMsgBoxDb), and then click Roles.
6. In the results pane, right-click BTS_HOST_USERS, and then click Properties.
7. In the Database Role Properties window, select the BizTalk Host group you want to remove, click Remove, and then click

OK.
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Deleting a Host in the BizTalk Administration Console
For information about the user rights required to delete a host, see the "User rights required to manage hosts" section of
Required User Rights for Managing BizTalk Hosts and Host Instances.

You can delete a host only in the following circumstances:

It is not the default host.
It is not the only host that is hosting tracking.
It is not hosting any adapter handlers.
It has no enlisted orchestrations.
There are no started instances of the host.

Important  You must be a member of the Administrators Windows group on the local runtime computer to delete a
host that contains one or more host instances. If you are not an administrator, you will not be able to delete the host.
For more information, see Troubleshooting BizTalk Server Administration.

To delete a host

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server
Administration.

2. In the Administration console, expand the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node, and then double-click Hosts.
3. Right-click the host you want to remove, and click Delete.
4. On the confirmation dialog, click Yes.
5. On the additional confirmation dialog, click Yes.

For information about using WMI to delete hosts, see MSBTS_Host (WMI).
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Adding Host Instances in the BizTalk Administration Console
Administrators use the BizTalk Administration console or WMI to add host instances. Adding a host instance maps the instance of
a given host to a BizTalk Server. If you have an existing host instance that you must repair, you can attempt to repair the host
instance by adding it again.

For information about the user rights required to add a new host instance, see the "User rights required to manage host
instances" section of Required User Rights for Managing BizTalk Hosts and Host Instances.

For information about using WMI to add a host instance, see MSBTS_HostInstance (WMI).

You must stop an existing host instance before you can re-add it. For information about stopping a host instance, see
Stopping a Host Instance in the BizTalk Administration Console.

Note  If you want to create more that 26 host instances, you must follow the instructions in Knowledge Base article
184802, "User32.dll or Kernel32.dll Fails to Initialize," located at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=26176. If you
require additional host instances after you apply the recommendations in this Knowledge Base article, you can try
reducing the amount of memory available for each instance of the BTSNTSvc service. This will provide additional
memory necessary to create more instances.

Note  The service account will automatically be granted "log on as service" permission on the server where the host
instance is installed.

To install a host instance

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server
Administration.

2. In the Administration console, expand the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node, and then double-click Hosts.
3. Right-click the host you want to create a new instance of, click New, and then select Instance.
4. In the Add Host Instances dialog box, select the server on which the host should run.
5. In the Provide account information dialog box, type the logon and password information of the service account with

permissions to access this server, and then click OK.
6. Click OK.

After you install a host instance, you must start it so that it can route messages to the MessageBox databases. For information
about starting a host instance, see Starting a Host Instance in the BizTalk Administration Console.
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Starting a Host Instance in the BizTalk Administration Console
Administrators use the BizTalk Administration console or WMI to start host instances.

For information about the user rights required to start a host instance, see the "User rights required to manage host instances"
section of Required User Rights for Managing BizTalk Hosts and Host Instances.

For information about using WMI to start a host instance, see MSBTS_HostInstance (WMI).

After you add or stop a host instance, you must start it so that it is running and routing messages to the MessageBox databases.

Important  The service account that you specify for a host instance should be a member of the Windows group for
the associated host. Otherwise, the host instance may run into permission problems or authentication issues at run
time. In addition, for security reasons, the account should have minimum privileges because orchestrations hosted by
the host instance might execute potentially malicious custom code.

To start a host instance

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server
Administration.

2. In the Administration console, expand the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node, double-click Hosts, and then click
the host.

3. In the results pane, right-click the host instance, and click Start.

The status of the host instance changes to Start pending. After the host instance initiates, the status changes to Running.

After you start a host instance, you can stop it to prevent it from routing messages to the MessageBox database. You must stop a
host instance before you can remove BizTalk Server from a given computer. For information about stopping a host instance, see
Stopping a Host Instance in the BizTalk Administration Console.
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Stopping a Host Instance in the BizTalk Administration Console
Administrators use the BizTalk Administration console or WMI to stop host instances.

For information about the user rights required to stop a host instance, see the "User rights required to manage host instances"
section of Required User Rights for Managing BizTalk Hosts and Host Instances.

For information about using WMI to stop a host instance, see MSBTS_HostInstance (WMI).

You must stop a host instance before you can delete it or remove BizTalk Server from a given computer.

You can stop a host instance that is installed and started.

To stop a host instance

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server
Administration.

2. In the Administration console, expand the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node, double-click Hosts, and then click
the host.

3. In the results pane, right-click the host instance, and click Stop.

The status of the host instance changes to Stopped.

After you stop a host instance, you can start it, delete it, or remove BizTalk Server from the computer. For information about
starting a host instance, see Starting a Host Instance in the BizTalk Administration Console. For information about deleting a host
instance, see Deleting a Host Instance in the BizTalk Administration Console.
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Deleting a Host Instance in the BizTalk Administration Console
Administrators use the BizTalk Administration console or WMI to delete host instances.

For information about the user rights required to delete a host instance, see the "User rights required to manage host instances"
section of Required User Rights for Managing BizTalk Hosts and Host Instances.

For information about using WMI to delete a host instance, see MSBTS_HostInstance (WMI).

When you delete a host instance, the instance of the BizTalk Server runtime is removed from the associated server and the
Configuration database is updated to remove that instance from the host.

To avoid losing messages when you delete a host instance, BizTalk Server completes all processing before the instance is actually
removed.

To delete a host instance

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server
Administration.

2. In the Administration console, expand the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node, double-click Hosts, and then click
the host.

3. In the results pane, right-click the host instance you want to delete, and click Delete.

—Or—

In the results pane, click the host instance you want to delete, and press DELETE.

4. On the warning message, click Yes.
5. If this is the last remaining host instance, you will receive an additional warning. After reading it, click Yes.

Note  If BizTalk Server cannot delete the host instance, a dialog box appears in which you can force the deletion
of the host instance. After reading the information provided, click Yes to delete the host instance.
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Modifying the Properties of a Host Instance in the BizTalk
Administration Console
Administrators use the BizTalk Administration console or WMI to modify host instances.

For information about the user rights required to change the properties of a host instance, see the "User rights required to
manage host instances" section of Required User Rights for Managing BizTalk Hosts and Host Instances.

For information about using WMI to modify a host instance, see MSBTS_HostInstance (WMI).

You can modify the service account running a host instance. You can also disable a host instance. For example, if you want to
preserve the settings for a host instance and you do not want it to start, you can disable it.

Host instances of trusted hosts and host instances of non-trusted hosts cannot use the same service accounts. If you want to
change the trust setting of a host instance and the host instance uses a service account that other host instances use, you can do
one of the following:

You can change the service account of the host instance for which you want to change the trust settings to a new service
account.
You can change the service account of the host instance to an existing service account that other host instances with the
same trust setting use.
You can delete the host instance, and re-create it with a different trust setting and service account.

Warning  You must change the credentials for a host instance by updating the properties of the host instance. If you
change the credentials by using Microsoft Windows Server™ 2003 Services or Computer Management consoles, the
host instance may not function properly.

Warning  If you change the credentials of a host instance, you must also change the corresponding SQL Server
credentials. If you do not update the SQL Server credentials, the host instance will not function properly.

Warning  If you enter an incorrect password for a running host instance when you update the host instance
credentials, the host instance state changes to "unknown." The inconsistent state change prevents you from starting or
stopping the host instance service. To correct this, you must right-click the host instance, click Install, and type the
correct password.

To modify the properties of a host instance

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server
Administration.

2. In the Administration console, expand the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node, double-click Hosts, and then click
the host.

3. In the results pane, right-click the host instance, and click Properties.
4. In the Properties dialog box, click Change to modify the service account information.
5. In the Provide account information dialog box, do the following:

Use this To do this
Logon Type the name of the new service account under which the host instance will run.
Password Type the password for the service account.

6. Click OK.
7. In the Confirm account information dialog box, do the following:

Do this To do this
No Click to return to the Properties dialog box.
Yes Click to add an additional account. Repeat steps 5 and 6.

8. In the Properties dialog box, click Disable to disable the host instance.
9. Click OK.
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Managing MessageBox Databases
The MessageBox database has three essential functions. It stores subscriptions and tracking information and it delivers the
messages to the services that match the subscriptions. The MessageBox database is a host platform that stores the queues and
state tables for each BizTalk Host. The MessageBox database also stores messages and message properties.

This section contains conceptual information about MessageBox databases and the subscription model Microsoft® BizTalk®
Server 2004 uses to process messages. This section also contains procedural information about managing MessageBox databases
in your environment.

This section contains

About MessageBox Databases
Required User Rights for Managing MessageBox Databases
Adding a New MessageBox Database
Disabling New Message Publication
Deleting a MessageBox Database
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About MessageBox Databases
Administrators use the BizTalk Administration console or Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) to manage MessageBox
databases.

For information about using WMI to manage MessageBox databases, see MSBTS_MsgBoxSetting (WMI).

The BizTalk Server group may have one or more MessageBox databases into which it publishes messages and from which
subscribers to those messages extract messages.

A MessageBox database subscription is a set of established information and service information. The established (or predicate)
information is the criteria that a message must meet. The service information is what to do with the message that meets the
criteria. All of this information is stored in a set of tables that call the messaging and orchestration engine.

When BizTalk Server receives a message, it processes the message in a pipeline, and places the message in the MessageBox
database. The incoming message has a context. The message context is a set of properties associated with the message. The three
types of message context properties are:

Simple written properties
Promoted properties
Predicate properties

The promoted and predicate message properties indicate the business process that subscribes to this message, and whether the
business process has the permissions necessary to receive the message.

If a business process subscribes to the message, the MessageBox database sends the message to the business process. When the
business process receives the message, it processes the message on an available host instance. After processing the message, if
the business process subscribes to a pipeline or send port, the business process sends a return message to the MessageBox
database.

For each BizTalk Host, the associated Message box has one work queue and one suspended queue. Additionally, each MessageBox
database contains a set of tables for static states, dynamic states, and instance state. For information about BizTalk Hosts, see
Managing BizTalk Hosts and Host Instances.

Important  If a host becomes unavailable, the MessageBox database that receives messages from that host will
become unavailable, and all other MessageBox databases will become unavailable.

You create the first MessageBox database when you run the Configuration Wizard. This MessageBox database is the master
MessageBox database. The master MessageBox database evaluates and routes subscriptions to all other MessageBox databases in
the BizTalk Server environment. For information about improving performance for the master MessageBox database, see
Disabling New Message Publication. For information about subscriptions, see Choosing Messages: Subscriptions.

Important  You must use SQL Server clustering to provide failover protection for MessageBox databases.

Suspended messages in the MessageBox database
BizTalk stores messages associated with suspended pipelines in the MessageBox database. If a failure occurs in the pipeline,
BizTalk Server suspends the instance of a message. There are two types of suspended service instances:

Suspended instances that you can resume.
Suspended instances that you cannot resume. For example, if an instance is corrupt.

Depending on the cause of the suspension, you may be able to resume services that BizTalk Server suspends. For example, if an
orchestration hits a Suspend shape, or if a transport was unable to deliver a message,

BizTalk Server does not automatically remove suspended instances that you cannot resume from the MessageBox database. You
can choose to save a service instance to disk before removing it from the suspended queue. You must use Health and Activity
Tracking (HAT) to find these service instances and terminate them in order for BizTalk Server to remove them from the
MessageBox database.

For more information about suspended instances, see Health and Activity Tracking.

For information about MessageBox database security, see MessageBox Databases Security Recommendations.

For information about backing up MessageBox databases, see Scheduling Database Backups.
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Required User Rights for Managing MessageBox Databases
Administrators who manage MessageBox databases must have the required user rights. You must have the following user rights
to manage MessageBox databases and disable new message publication:

You must be a BizTalk Server Administrator.
You must be a SQL Server Administrator on the computer where the database exists.

See Also
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Adding a New MessageBox Database
You use the BizTalk Administration console to add a new MessageBox database to your BizTalk deployment. MessageBox
databases are the basis for work item load balancing across servers that do cooperative processing. To increase the number of
messages that your system can process, you may need to add additional MessageBox databases.

For information about the user rights required to create new MessageBox databases, see
Required User Rights for Managing MessageBox Databases.

Important  Do not create a new MessageBox database when you enlist orchestrations, send ports, or send port
groups. These operations access data that BizTalk Server must copy to the new MessageBox database. BizTalk Server
cannot copy data into the MessageBox database while these operations access the same data.

Before you add a new MessageBox database, you must first create a new database. You can designate both local and remote
databases as MessageBox databases. For information about BizTalk Server databases, see
BizTalk Server Database Creation and Configuration.

Important  SQL Server Agent must run as the database owner for all of the MessageBox databases on all of the
MessageBox SQL servers before you create a new MessageBox database.

To add a new MessageBox database

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server
Administration.

2. In the Administration console, expand the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node, right-click MessageBoxes, click
New, and then click MessageBox.

3. In the New MessageBox dialog box, do the following:
Use this To do this
Database Name Type the name of the MessageBox database.
SQL Server Type the name of the SQL server where this database will be created.
Disable New Message Publ
ication

Select this check box if you do not want this MessageBox database to start receiving activatio
n messages at this time.

4. Click OK.
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Disabling New Message Publication
You use the BizTalk Administration console or Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) to disable new message publication.
You disable new message publication in the MessageBox database to stop the receipt of new messages by the MessageBox
database. In some BizTalk Server environments, you can improve performance if you disable new message publication for the
master MessageBox database. Disabling new message publication does not affect existing messages. Existing messages stay in
the MessageBox database, and all in progress service instances keep working.

For information about the user rights required to create disable new message publication, see
Required User Rights for Managing MessageBox Databases.

For information about using WMI to disable new message publication, see
MSBTS_MsgBoxSetting.DisableNewMessagePublication Property (WMI).

Important  You must disable the publication of new messages before you delete a MessageBox database. For
information about deleting a MessageBox database, see Deleting a MessageBox Database.

Note  You cannot edit the database connections properties.

To disable new message publication

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server
Administration.

2. In the Administration console, expand the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node, and then select MessageBoxes.
3. In the results pane, right-click the MessageBox database that you want to stop receiving new messages, and then click

Properties.
4. In the Properties dialog box, select the Disable new message publication check box to stop accepting activation

messages, and then click OK.
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Deleting a MessageBox Database
You use the BizTalk Administration console or Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) to delete a MessageBox database.
You may only remove a MessageBox database from a BizTalk group, or you can choose to remove it from your BizTalk Server
deployment entirely.

For example, you would delete a MessageBox database you are no longer using, such as a database used for testing purposes.

For information about the user rights required to delete MessageBox databases, see
Required User Rights for Managing MessageBox Databases.

There are eight steps to permanently and completely removing MessageBox databases from your BizTalk Server deployment:

1. Disable new message publication

You must disable the publication of new messages before you delete a MessageBox database. For information about
disabling new message publication, see Disabling New Message Publication.

2. Wait for the cache refresh interval to expire

After you disable the publication of new messages, you must wait before you delete the database. The wait time is defined
as twice the length of the CacheRefreshInterval (2*CacheRefreshInterval). The default value of CacheRefreshInterval is 60
seconds. You use the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 Properties dialog box to change the CacheRefreshInterval property.

3. Delete the MessageBox database from the BizTalk Group.

Deleting the MessageBox database from the BizTalk Group removes the MessageBox reference from the BizTalk
management database.

4. Restart host instances that contain cached connections to the MessageBox database.

You must restart the host instance before physically deleting the database from SQL Server if cached database connections
from the runtime engine are present. For information about starting a host instance, see
Starting a Host Instance in the BizTalk Administration Console.

5. Stop all in-process host instances that access the database.

If you are removing a non-primary MessageBox database, you must first remove the MessageBox database reference from
the BizTalk Server management databases, and then stop all in-process host instances before removing the database from
SQL Server. For information about stopping an in-process host instance, see
Stopping a Host Instance in the BizTalk Administration Console.

6. Ensure that the background SQL agent job is finished.

Before you permanently remove a MessageBox database, you should first ensure that the background SQL agent job has
finished transferring all tracked message bodies to the TrackingSpool table, and then back up the TrackingSpool tables. For
information about checking the status of a background SQL agent job, see SQL Server Books Online.

7. Back up the TrackingSpools tables.

Tracked message bodies remain in the MessageBox database until you manually back up the TrackingSpool tables into
external storage. Before the backup happens, a background SQL agent job transfers the message bodies from the Spool
table to the TrackingSpool table. For information about manually backing up SQL Server tables, see SQL Server Books
Online.

8. Remove the database from SQL Server.

Deleting a MessageBox database from a BizTalk Group does not physically remove the database from Microsoft® SQL
Server™. To permanently remove the MessageBox database, you must remove it using SQL Server Enterprise Manager after
it is removed from the BizTalk Group.

To delete a MessageBox database from a BizTalk Group

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server
Administration.

2. In the Administration console, expand the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node, and then select MessageBoxes.
3. In the results pane, right-click the MessageBox database you want to delete, and click Properties.



 

4. In the Properties dialog box, on the General tab, select the Disable new message publication check box.
5. Use the Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) tool to verify that no message instances are dehydrated or suspended on the

MessageBox database you are deleting. For information about using HAT tool, see Health and Activity Tracking.
6. Wait for a period of time twice the length of the CacheRefreshInterval (2*CacheRefreshInterval). The default value of

CacheRefreshInterval is 60 seconds.
7. In the results pane, right-click the MessageBox database that you want to delete, and click Delete.
8. After reading the warning message, click OK.

To delete a MessageBox database from SQL Server

1. Open BizTalk Server Administration and expand the Hosts node.
2. Locate all running host instances, and stop and restart each one.
3. Open the SQL Server Enterprise server on which the MessageBox you want to delete is located, and expand the Database

node.
4. Right-click the MessageBox database you want to delete and click Delete.
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Managing the BizTalk Group
You use the BizTalk group to represent a unit of organization—such as an enterprise, department, or hub—that requires a
contained Microsoft® BizTalk® Server implementation. The Configuration database stores configuration information for the
BizTalk group and the servers in that group.

This section contains:

About the BizTalk Group
Adding a Server to a BizTalk Group
Moving a Server from One BizTalk Group to Another
Deleting a Server from a BizTalk Group
Modifying BizTalk Group Properties
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About the BizTalk Group
The BizTalk group is a unit of organization that usually represents an enterprise, department, hub, or other business unit that
requires a contained BizTalk Server implementation. The BizTalk group has a one-to-one relationship with a Configuration
database.

Note  You can only add one server to a BizTalk group. BizTalk groups associated with different servers in a BizTalk
environment do not interact except to exchange messages.

The Configuration database stores configuration information for the BizTalk group and the servers in that group. This
configuration information specifies part of the message-processing logic for the servers and where this logic will physically run.

You must specify the same Configuration database for each server installation in the group so that you can administer each
server from the administration console.

Important  Each server can be associated with only one BizTalk group.

The BizTalk group properties page contains three tabs: General, Database Connections, and Large Message.

The following properties are on the General tab of the BizTalk group properties page:

Enterprise Singe Sign-On server name. BizTalk Server Administration needs to connect to the Credential database by
means of an Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server anytime that it needs access to the adapters' configuration information.
This is the name of the SSO server used to connect to the Credential database.
Cache Refresh (seconds). When you start BizTalk Server, all items in BizTalk Server Administration, such as MessageBox
databases, server properties, adapters, and connections to the Tracking database, are stored in the administration cache. By
default, all items in the cache are refreshed every 60 seconds, except for the server database connections and server
properties. This means that if you change the general properties for a BizTalk group, such as the SMTP host, the changes are
picked up within 60 seconds.

Note  System changes made outside the currently open BizTalk Server Administration console are not reflected
until you refresh it.

For information about modifying the cache refresh interval, see Modifying BizTalk Group Properties.

Signing Certificate. BizTalk Server uses one signing certificate per BizTalk group to sign all outbound messages. You must
enter the thumbprint of the certificate with which outbound messages will be signed.

The Database Connections tab of the BizTalk group properties page lists the names of all databases and the servers they reside
on specified during configuration.

When storing and retrieving large messages from the MessageBox databases, BizTalk Server supports fragmenting the messages.
Fragmenting the messages enables BizTalk Server to handle large messages (for example, messages that are gigabytes in size),
while significantly enhancing the runtime performance. The BizTalk properties on the Large Message tab that determine when
and how to fragment messages are:

Threshold (in bytes). When the size of a message is equal to or greater than this threshold size, the message will be
fragmented.
Fragment Size (in bytes). When the message is fragmented, this is the size of the fragments into which BizTalk Server will
divide a large message when its size equals or exceeds threshold size. The default is 102,400 bytes.
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Adding a Server to a BizTalk Group
You use the BizTalk Server Configuration Wizard to add a server to a BizTalk group. You add a server to a BizTalk group to scale
out your BizTalk Server environment.

Only one server can be associated with a BizTalk group. If a server already belongs to the group, you must delete that server
before you can add a new server to the group. For information about removing a server from a BizTalk group, see
Deleting a Server from a BizTalk Group.

Note  BizTalk groups associated with different servers in a BizTalk environment do not interact except to exchange
messages.

Note  You must be a BizTalk Server administrator and a Windows administrator to add servers to BizTalk groups.
Each server can be associated with only one BizTalk group.

Important  The BizTalk Server runtime must be installed on the computer you will add to the BizTalk group. A
computer that has only the BizTalk Server tools installed cannot be added to a BizTalk group.

For more information about the Configuration Wizard, see Using the Configuration Wizard.

To add a server to a BizTalk group

1. On the server you want to add to a BizTalk group, from a command prompt, browse to the BizTalk Server 2004 installation
directory (the default location is <system drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\) and double-click
ConfigFramework.exe.

The Configuration Wizard appears.

2. On the Welcome to the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 Configuration Wizard page, click Next.
3. On the Configuration Options page, select Join to join an existing BizTalk group, select No in the Is this the master

secret server drop-down list, and then click Next.
4. Continue the configuration of the server. Make sure that the databases to which you point the server are the databases for

the BizTalk group the server is joining.
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Moving a Server from One BizTalk Group to Another
Each server can be associated with only one BizTalk group and only one server can be associated with a BizTalk group. To move a
server from one group to another, you must first delete the server from the original group, and then add it to the new one.

To move a server from one BizTalk group to another

1. On the computer that you want to move from one BizTalk group to another, from a command prompt, browse to the
BizTalk Server 2004 installation directory (the default location is <system drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server
2004\).

2. Type ConfigFramework.exe /u, and then press ENTER to remove the server from the current BizTalk group.
3. At the command prompt, type ConfigFramework.exe, and then press ENTER to start the Configuration Wizard.
4. On the Welcome to BizTalk Server 2004 Configuration Wizard page, click Next.
5. On the Configuration Options page, select Join to join an existing BizTalk group, select No in the Is this the master

secret server drop-down list, and then click Next.
6. Continue the configuration of the server. Make sure that the databases to which you point the server are the databases for

the BizTalk group the server is joining.

The server is now a member of the BizTalk group. You can now add host instances to this server. For more information about
adding host instances, see Adding Host Instances in the BizTalk Administration Console.

For more information about the Configuration Wizard, see Using the Configuration Wizard.
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Deleting a Server from a BizTalk Group
Only one server can be associated with a BizTalk group. Only one BizTalk group can be associated with a server. You must remove
a server from a BizTalk group before you add it to a different BizTalk group. You must remove a server from a BizTalk group
before you add a different server to the BizTalk group.

For information about moving a server from one BizTalk group to another, see
Moving a Server from One BizTalk Group to Another. For information about adding a server to a BizTalk group, see
Adding a Server to a BizTalk Group.

Before deleting a server, you must delete all host instances in that server. For information about deleting a host instance from a
server, see Deleting a Host Instance in the BizTalk Administration Console.

Note  If a server in a BizTalk group has stopped working, you can remove that computer from the group in the BizTalk
Administration Console. For more information, download Microsoft KnowledgeBase article 883375 from
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=52265.

To delete a server from a BizTalk group

1. On the computer that you want to delete from the BizTalk group, from a command prompt, browse to the BizTalk Server
2004 installation directory (the default location is <system drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\).

2. Type ConfigFramework.exe /u, and then press ENTER to remove the server from the current BizTalk group.

The Configuration Wizard appears.

3. On the Welcome to BizTalk Server 2004 Configuration Wizard page, click Finish.
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Modifying BizTalk Group Properties
Use these procedures to configure the general and large message properties for the BizTalk group so that you can select a signing
certificate, modify the cache refresh interval, and determine how BizTalk will handle large messages. For more information about
BizTalk group properties, see About the BizTalk Group.

The cache refresh interval defines the time period in which the BizTalk engine updates the configuration of the endpoints.

Note  The database connections properties cannot be edited.

To configure BizTalk group properties

1. Open BizTalk Server Administration.
2. Right-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node, and select Properties.
3. In the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) Properties dialog box, on the General tab, do the following:

Use this To do this
Enterprise Sing
e Sign-On serve
r name

Type the name of the Enterprise Single Sign-On server that this computer will use to access the configurat
ion information for the adapters.

Cache Refresh (
seconds)

Type the time (in seconds) that the BizTalk Host instances wait between configuration cache refreshes. The
default value is 60 seconds.

Thumbprint Type the thumbprint of the private key certificate used to digitally sign outbound messages from this gro
up. The certificate thumbprint has the format HHHH HHHH HHHH HHHH HHHH HHHH HHHH HHHH HHH
H HHHH, where H is a hexadecimal digit.

Comment Type any information that will help you remember the certificate you are using for this BizTalk group.
4. In the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) Properties dialog box, on the Large Message tab, do the following:

Use this To do this
Fragment Size 
(in bytes)

Type the size of the fragments into which BizTalk Server will divide a large message when its size equals o
r exceeds threshold size. The default is 102,400 bytes.

Threshold (in b
ytes)

Type the size at which BizTalk Server will fragment a message when the message size equals or exceeds th
is threshold size. By default, the threshold is 102,400 bytes.

5. Click OK.
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Managing Orchestrations
After the Microsoft® BizTalk® Server environment has been set up, a solutions developer uses BizTalk Explorer to deploy and
bind assemblies containing orchestrations, pipelines, and other items. Bound orchestrations appear under the orchestrations node
in the BizTalk Administration console. You enlist bound orchestrations so that they can process messages.

Administrators use the BizTalk Administration console or Microsoft Windows® Management Instrumentation (WMI) to enlist,
start, stop, and unenlist orchestrations.

For information about using WMI to manage orchestrations, see MSBTS_Orchestration (WMI).

For information about using WMI to enlist an orchestration, see Enlist Orchestration (BizTalk Server Sample).

Orchestrations listed in the BizTalk Administration console are in one of the following states:

Unbound. The orchestration is not bound to its required ports. A solutions developer must use BizTalk Explorer to bind the
orchestration to its required ports.
Bound. The Orchestration is bound to its required ports. You can use the BizTalk Administration console to enlist this
orchestration.
Started. The orchestration is running.
Stopping. The orchestration is running and attempting to stop. Dependent processes are not yet complete.
Stopped. The orchestration has stopped.

For more information about orchestrations, see Defining Business Processes.

This section contains

Required User Rights for Managing Orchestrations
Enlisting an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration Console
Starting an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration Console
Stopping an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration Console
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Required User Rights for Managing Orchestrations
Administrators who manage orchestrations must have the required user rights. You must be a member of the BizTalk
Administrators Windows group to manage orchestrations.

For information about adding users to the BizTalk Administrators group, see Managing the BizTalk Administrators Group.
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Enlisting an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration
Console
After an administrator with Microsoft® Windows® Management Instrumentation (WMI) or a solutions developer with BizTalk®
Explorer in Microsoft Visual Studio® .NET binds an orchestration, you use the BizTalk Administration console to enlist the
orchestration into a host.

You must observe the following before you enlist orchestrations:

You can only enlist orchestrations that are bound. For information about how solutions developers use BizTalk Explorer in
Visual Studio .NET to bind orchestrations, see Binding an Orchestration Using BizTalk Explorer. For information about how
administrators use WMI to bind orchestrations, see MSBTS_DeploymentService.Import Method (WMI).
The orchestration enlistment process creates the necessary subscriptions in the MessageBox database and verifies the
configuration of any associated receive locations.
You must copy all assemblies and install them to the global assembly cache (GAC) on all of the computers running a host
instance of the host where the assembly will run. For more information, see How Assembly Deployment Works.
Any orchestration that is called by another orchestration must be in the same host as the calling orchestration.
If you enlist an orchestration but do not enlist any dependent orchestrations, the dependent orchestrations will not have any
subscriptions. A dependent orchestration without subscriptions may drop or suspend messages because there is no
subscription for the messages to match.
Enlistment does not work from a remote computer unless you have the assembly in the local GAC. After you have enlisted it
from the machine that has the assembly in its GAC, then you can start or stop the orchestration from the remote computer.

To enlist an orchestration

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server
Administration.

2. In the Administration console, expand Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node, and click Orchestrations.
3. In the Results pane, right-click the orchestration you want to enlist and select Enlist.
4. On the Welcome to the Orchestration Enlistment Wizard page, click Next.
5. On the Receive Locations page, for each receive location listed, from the Host drop-down list, select the host where the

receive handler for the adapter is running.

Note  You must configure all receive locations before you continue.

Important  If the Host drop-down list is empty, you must configure at least one receive handler for each receive
adapter type. To configure a receive handler, you must exit the Orchestration Enlistment Wizard, create a host,
and create a receive handler. After you configure the receive handlers, run the wizard again. For more
information about receive handlers, see Connecting Applications Using Native Adapters.

6. Click Next. The configuration is committed to the Configuration database.
7. On the Orchestration Enlistment page, from the Host drop-down list, select the host where you want to enlist the

orchestration, and then click Next.

Note  To simplify the enlistment process, select the default host. For more information about the default host,
see About Hosts.

8. On the Completing the Orchestration Enlistment Wizard page, click Finish.

Completing the Orchestration Enlistment Wizard enlists the orchestration and creates the appropriate subscriptions. The
orchestration is in the stopped state. To start processing incoming messages, you must explicitly start the orchestration after
enlistment. For more information about starting an orchestration, see
Starting an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration Console.
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Starting an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration
Console
To start processing incoming messages, you must start the orchestration. You can only start enlisted orchestrations. For
information about enlisting an orchestration, see Enlisting an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration Console.

Before you can start an orchestration, you must enlist and start all associated send port and send port groups.

Important  If you do not first start the send ports and/or send port groups associated with this orchestration, you
cannot start the orchestration.

Note  If you enlist the send ports and/or send port groups associated with this orchestration but do not start them,
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server places any messages sent to this send port or send port group in the suspended queue of
the host where you enlisted the send port or send port group.

You use the BizTalk Administration console to start an enlisted orchestration.

To start an orchestration

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server
Administration.

2. In the Administration console, expand the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node, and click the Orchestrations node.
3. In the results pane, right-click the orchestration and select Start processing.
4. A dialog box appears. Click Yes if you want to enable the receive locations at this time.

Important  If you did not first enlist and start the associated send port and send port groups before starting the
orchestration, the error message: Error encountered when attempting to start orchestration processing
will appear, followed by an additional dialog box asking if you would like to start all associated send port and
send port groups. Click Yes to start the send ports and send port groups associated with this orchestration.

After you start an orchestration, you can stop it.
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Stopping an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration
Console
Stopping an orchestration deactivates all of the arriving activation messages. Microsoft® BizTalk® Server suspends all arriving
activation messages. You can enable all running orchestration instances to finish running before you stop the orchestration, or
you can choose to suspend the running orchestration instances.

You must unenlist an orchestration if you want to remove it from your environment. For information about unenlisting an
orchestration, see Unenlisting an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration Console.

Important  You must stop an orchestration before you can unenlist it.

You use the BizTalk Administration console to stop an orchestration.

To stop an orchestration

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server
Administration.

2. In the Administration console, expand the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node.
3. Click the Orchestrations node.
4. In the Results pane, right-click the orchestration and select Stop processing.
5. If there are receive locations associated with this orchestration, a dialog box appears. Click Yes to disable the receive

locations.
6. If there are active instances, a dialog box appears. Click Yes to suspend all active instances.
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Unenlisting an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration
Console
You use the BizTalk® Administration console to unenlist a stopped orchestration. You can only unenlist stopped enlisted
orchestrations. For information about stopping a running orchestration, see
Stopping an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration Console.

Note  When you unenlist an orchestration using the BizTalk Administration console, BizTalk Server deletes the
associated host information. When a solutions developer unenlists an orchestration using BizTalk Explorer in Visual
Studio, the associated host information remains intact.

To unenlist an orchestration

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server
Administration.

2. In the Administration console, expand Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node.
3. Click the Orchestrations node.
4. In the results pane, right-click the orchestration and select Un-enlist.
5. A dialog box appears. Click Yes if you want to terminate all active instances.

BizTalk Server unenlists the orchestration and terminates all active instances.
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Connecting Applications Using Native Adapters
As Microsoft® BizTalk® Server has evolved, customers' needs for adapters that quickly enable connectivity with commonly used
applications and technologies have increased.

BizTalk Server 2004 includes Base EDI, BizTalk Message Queuing, FILE, FTP, HTTP, SMTP, SOAP and SQL adapters, referred to as
the native adapters in BizTalk Server 2004 Help. Each of the native adapters is associated with a receive location designed to listen
for messages from a certain transport at a certain address. After the message is received by the receive location, it is passed to the
adapter. The adapter attaches the data stream to the message (typically in the body part of the message), adds any metadata
pertaining to the endpoint that the data was received from, and then submits that message into the BizTalk Messaging Engine.

By default, when you run the BizTalk Configuration Wizard, the wizard installs and gives each native adapter a default
configuration. The SMTP adapter requires that you set an additional property before use. Using BizTalk Explorer and the BizTalk
Administration console, you can modify the default configuration for the adapter handlers as well as add, remove, and modify
send ports and receive locations for the adapters.

This section walks you through modifying the configuration of the adapter handlers and configuring send ports and receive
locations for each of the adapters. Also included is adapter specific security information, and batching support information to help
you understand and use the native adapters in your BizTalk solution.

Note  To assist you in troubleshooting issues with an adapter, you can use the BizTalk Adapter Trace Utility. For more
information, download Microsoft KnowledgeBase article 835451 from http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21281.

Of the native adapters, the Base EDI, FTP, and SQL adapters are built on the Adapter Framework, a framework that enhances and
standardizes connectivity to and from BizTalk Server 2004. You use the Adapter Framework to leverage the relevant shared
services of BizTalk Server when building adapters or connectors to integrate applications and platforms. For information about
the Adapter Framework, types of adapters, and developing custom adapters, see
Developing Adapters Using the Adapter Framework.

This section contains:

Security Considerations for Adapters
Base EDI Adapter
BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter
File Adapter
FTP Adapter
HTTP Adapter
SMTP Adapter
SOAP Adapter
SQL Adapter
Creating and Deleting Receive Handlers
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Security Considerations for Adapters
This section contains information pertaining to creating and maintaining adapter security.

This section contains:

Native Adapter Enterprise Single Sign-On
Adapter Security Tips
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Native Adapter Enterprise Single Sign-On
Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) enables you to sign on only once when interoperating with heterogeneous systems. This feature
of Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 enables BizTalk adapters to provide the appropriate user ID and credentials to multiple
applications within your network that use a common authentication mechanism based on your Microsoft® Windows® 2000
credentials.

After Windows authenticates your credentials, you do not need to provide additional credentials to connect to the applications.

SSO is available for the HTTP and SOAP adapters. For the HTTP adapter, you can configure the send port and receive location to
use SSO; for the SOAP adapter, you can configure only the receive location to use SSO. For both adapters, you use BizTalk
Explorer to configure SSO. By default, BizTalk Server configuration disables SSO for each adapter.

Authentication in SSO relies primarily on Windows authentication and the Windows groups created in Active Directory®
directory service. All operations completed by a user or administrators with SSO require that Windows authenticate the user or
administrator first.

For more information about how SSO works with the HTTP and SOAP adapters, see HTTP Adapter and SOAP Adapter.

See Also

Using Enterprise Single Sign-On
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Adapter Security Tips
This topic provides a list of considerations to ensure adapter security:

Do not install untrusted adapters on your computer; use only certified adapter development partners. For a list of available
adapters from adapter development partners, see http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=15279.
Do not store sensitive customer data in the default adapter schema. For security reasons, only configure Username and
Password information after you deploy an adapter. This ensures that the information gets stored in the Credential database.
For more information about the Credential database, see Using Enterprise Single Sign-On.
File shares used to pick-up and/or drop files using the native adapters should have the access control lists (ACLs).

Receive Folder:

The service account for the specific BizTalk Host that picks the file up needs permissions to read, write, delete files,
delete subfolders and files operations.
BizTalk Administrators need full-control for troubleshooting.
The external user or programs that drop files to this location need write access.

Send Folder:

Service account for the specific BizTalk Host that drops files here need write access.
BizTalk Administrators need full control.
The external user or program that picks up files require read access.

When the BizTalk Administration console or BizTalk Explorer asks for the adapter info for the File, HTTP, SOAP, SMTP, or
BizTalk Message Queuing adapters, the messaging engine masks the sensitive information as VT_NULL before the
messaging engine passes it the object model. For adapters built using Adapter Framework, such as SQL, FTP, Base EDI, or
custom adapters, the functionality is different. All information goes back to the adapter as a single unit of binary large
objects (BLOB). The custom adapter writer is responsible for parsing this information and displaying only the nonsecret data
in the property pages.
The user account under which the EDI Service is running needs to be made part of the BTS_HOST_USERs SQL role. This is
required to get BizTalk Explorer Object Management (OM) Access as a nonadministrator.
To do this, add "EDI Subsystem Users" to the BTS_HOST_USERs role in the Configuration database, BizTalkMgmtDb.
The user account under which the BizTalk Service is running should be made part of the EDI Subsystem Users group.

See Also

BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter Security Recommendations
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Base EDI Adapter
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 Base EDI adapter provides comprehensive EDI messaging functionality to complement the XML
messaging capabilities of BizTalk Server 2004.

The Base EDI adapter facilitates:

Sending and receiving documents in an EDI format
Creating partner-specific XML schemas
Tracking the processing history of an individual document
Automatically acknowledging the receipt of an EDI message.

To demonstrate the functionality of the Base EDI adapter, an overview of the processes a document undergoes once it enters the
BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter is provided.

The functionality of the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter can be divided into four broad categories, namely identification,
translation, transmitting, and recording.

What specific problems does the Base EDI adapter solve?
Many companies have made substantial investments in EDI over a period of years. Maintaining an EDI solution, however, can
create problems such as:

Value Added Networks (VANs) are expensive to use for communication, but there is no viable alternative.
High maintenance fees have to be paid to the existing provider.
Existing EDI suppliers may stop supporting the software, mergers, takeovers, and closures.

The BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter has been developed to address the above EDI problems.

Enables you to migrate from VANs to more cost effective solutions such as AS2, which enables you to send encrypted data
to your trading partner using HTTP.
Microsoft fully supports the Base EDI adapter.
In addition, the Base EDI adapter provides:
Full auditing and tracking in one place for all messaging and monitoring.
Interoperabilitiy with an unlimited number of trading partners.
Comprehensive repository of EDI document standards. 
Automated parsing and serializing between EDI and XML.

Supported EDI standards
The Base EDI adapter supports the two most widely implemented EDI standards: X-12 and EDIFACT.

The X-12 standard
The X-12 standard is a messaging standard developed by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI).

ANSI X-12 is mainly used within the United States. An ANSI X-12 document is structured, so that it must always contain the
following segments:

ISA Segment
GS Segment
ST Segment
SE Segment
GE Segment
IEA Segment

The ANSI releases several new editions of the X-12 Standard each year.

The EDIFACT Standard
EDIFACT stands for Electronic Data Interchange for Administrative Commerce and Transport. EDIFACT is a world-wide EDI
standard that has been defined by the United Nations. EDIFACT, or derivatives of, is the mostly widely implemented EDI standard



in the world.

An EDIFACT document is structured, so that it must always contain the following segments:

UNA Segment
UNB Segment
UNG Segment
UNH Segment
UNT Segment
UNE Segment

The United Nations release several new editions of the EDIFACT standard each year. For information about EDIFACT standards
supported by BizTalk Server 2004, see Supported EDIFACT Standards.

How the Base EDI adapter works
When the Base EDI adapter receives an EDI interchange from an external source, the following sequence of events takes place:

The Base EDI adapter receives a document through the File connector. When an interchange consists of more than one document,
it is first divided into individual documents before the Base EDI adapter begins to verify the document format.

The Base EDI adapter begins to identify the document format. The EDIFACT and ANSI X-12 formats are identified at the
segment level.
After the document format is known, the Base EDI adapter identifies the document format version, then the document type.

After the Base EDI adapter has identified the document, it is assigned a unique interchange number by Health and Activity
Tracking (HAT).

The Tracking database now creates a record that indicates the Base EDI adapter has received a document with a specific,
allocated number.
The Tracking status is now automatically updated to "Waiting to be translated."

The identification process continues. The Base EDI adapter now looks at the EDI envelope.

An EDI envelope accompanies all EDI documents. It is used by the Base EDI adapter to determine the logical addresses for
the sender and recipient of the document.
The Base EDI adapter uses the logical address of the sender to determine to which receive location to send the document.
The logical address of the recipient looks up the send port transport.

At this point the Base EDI adapter knows the sender and recipient details, the receive location and send port to be used. The
identification process is now complete, and the translation thread begins.

During the translation process, the Base EDI adapter creates an XML representation of the received EDI document.
After the XML representation has been completed, the transmission process begins.
The Base EDI adapter now makes a connection to the IP address and port taken from the properties of the Base EDI adapter
connector.
The Base EDI adapter connector picks up the XML document and sends it to the MessageBox of the Base EDI adapter
through the default XML receive pipeline.
When the message is successfully received, the Base EDI adapter sends a message identification universal unique identifiers
(UUID), and the Tracking database is updated.

This section contains:

Verifying the Syntax of an EDI Message
Translating an EDI Message
Base EDI Adapter Tutorial
Base EDI Adapter Operations
Configuring the Base EDI Adapter
Developing EDI Business Processes
Developing Schemas and Maps for the Base EDI Adapter
Using EDI Acknowledgements



 

Configuring and Using Custom Reference Numbers
Using EDIFACT EDI Segments
Working with X-12 EDI Documents
Working with EDI Annotations
Considerations When Using the Base EDI Adapter
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Verifying the Syntax of an EDI Message
Before a document can be translated, the syntax of the document must be verified. Syntax validation is the first in a step in the
overall process of converting a document from EDI to XML or vice versa.

After the syntax of the document has been validated, the translation process beings.

Document verification
In order for ensure documents are processed correctly, The Base EDI adapter checks that the syntax of each document matches
the description for their document syntax within the document definitions repository of the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter.

The Base EDI adapter checks each document based on the following criteria.

Illegal characters

Each document is verified to ensure that all the characters present in the document are allowed according to the character set
defined for the document format.

For EDIFACT documents of syntax version UNOA, characters A-Z, 0-9, blank and. , ( ) / - = are allowed.

For syntax version UNOB characters a-z, A-Z, 0-9, blank and . , ( ) / - = : + ` ? are allowed.

All other EDIFACT syntaxes are linked to the standard ISO character sets.

For ANSI X-12 documents characters A-Z, 0-9, blank and !"&'()*+,-./:;?= are allowed and, if desired, a-z, %~@[]_{}\|<>#$.

Furthermore, the following nonprintable characters are allowed within X-12 (hexadecimal notation): 07, 09, 0A, 0B, 0C, 0D, 1C
through 1F, and if desired, 01 through 06 and 11 through 17. The other (proprietary) formats can also be linked to character sets.

Separator usage

The locations and the correct usage of the separators defined for the document format are checked.

Numeric elements
Only one character for the decimal notation is allowed in a numeric element, and the decimal notation must be coherent with the
document definition. A sign (-) is only allowed for signed elements. The position of the sign must be coherent with the document
type or format version definition (begin or end).

Elements of target document
The Base EDI adapter verifies that all mandatory singular elements are present, if all mandatory composite elements are present,
and if all mandatory components are present when a conditional composite element is present.

Elements of source document
The Base EDI adapter verifies that all mandatory singular elements are present, if all mandatory composite elements are present,
and if all mandatory components are present when a conditional composite element is present.

Segments
Documents are checked to verify that all mandatory segments are present. The Base EDI adapter verifies that the number of
occurrences for each segment is correct. Occurrence 0 (zero) means infinite.

Qualifiers and code sets
Segments are checked to verify if all mandatory qualifiers and codes are present and if the qualifiers and codes read are allowed
according to the specified set for each element.

Number of documents and of segments
For EDIFACT and X-12 interchanges, the interchange control count in the UNZ/ IEA segment must be equal to the number of
documents in the interchange. For documents within an interchange, the number of segments in the UNT/ SE segment must be
equal to the number of segments in the document. The same rules apply to the functional group headers and trailers.

References



 

For EDIFACT and ANSI X-12 interchanges, the interchange control reference in the UNB/ ISA segment must be equal to the
interchange control reference in the UNZ/ IEA segment. For documents within an interchange, the document reference number in
the UNH/ ST segment must be equal to the document reference number in the UNT/ SE segment trailer. The same rules apply to
the functional group headers and trailers.

Headers and trailers for EDIFACT
The UNA segment does not have to be present. The first segment or the first segment after the UNA segment must be the UNB
segment. Each document has to start with the UNH segment and has to end with the UNT segment. The interchange has to end
with the UNZ segment. Functional groups are allowed (starting with UNG and ending with UNE).

Headers and trailers for ANSI X-12
The first segment of an interchange must be the ISA segment. Each group of documents should be enclosed between the GS and
GE segments. Each document should start with the ST segment and end with the SE segment. The interchanges should end with
the IEA segment.

Check all conditions defined for a type of document.

After the syntax of the document has been validated, the translation process begins.

See Also

Base EDI Adapter
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Translating an EDI Message
At this point, the document has been identified, and the syntax of the document has been verified as correct.

This section describes how the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter processes the values of an EDI document and how these are
then converted to the XML format or vice versa.

Element type conversion

The general rule is: As long as it is possible at run time, the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter translates any element type to
any element type.

Numeric or signed to numeric or signed

The length and number of decimals may vary, as long as it is possible at run time.

Date to date

Dates can be ddmmyy, mmddyy, yymmdd, ddmmyyy, mmddyyyy and yyyymmdd.

All translation combinations are possible. If a date element without a century has been mapped to a date element with a century,
the following rule applies: If the year is < 50, the century will be 2000, else the century will be 1900. If a date element with a
century has been mapped to a date element without a century, the century will be stripped.

Time to time

Times can be hhmmss and hhmm. All translation combinations are possible.

Booleans

Booleans can be either numeric (BN) or alphanumeric (BA). Booleans can be converted to each other, but also to and from
alphanumeric and numeric elements, as long as it is possible at run time.

Translation, levels and segments

Elements from more than one segment can be translated to one segment and elements from one segment can be translated to
several segments. Elements of a segment can be translated to elements of a segment on any another nesting level.

Upon completion of this translation process, a functional acknowledgement is sent to the sender of the transaction set. After the
translation process has been completed, the document can now be sent to a trading partner.

See Also

Base EDI Adapter
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Base EDI Adapter Tutorial
This tutorial contains detailed information about how Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter can be used within your
company to facilitate enterprise application integration (EAI) and how it can be used among business partners to automate
business-to-business procurement solutions. Module 1 covers an end-to-end document translation, including sending a
functional acknowledgement using a predefined EDI solution. Module 2 builds on those concepts, showing you how to create an
end-to-end document translation without an orchestration.

Base EDI tutorial, module 1: An XML-to-EDI document translation
The lessons in this tutorial discuss new concepts, terminology, and the tools and services that are used to develop an EDI solution
using the Base EDI adapter.

This module also covers the processes and tasks that are required to build an EDI solution. This gives you the opportunity,
through hands-on experience, to see how an EDI solution is constructed.

This module covers:

The basics of an EDI solution
Developing and testing the EDI solution

For more information about how to begin working on this module, see Base EDI Tutorial, Module 1.

Base EDI adapter tutorial, module 2: A EDI-to-XML document translation
Once you are familiar with the basics of concepts and tools used, proceed to the lessons in Module 2 to learn how to use BizTalk
Server 2004 to create an EDI-to-XML scenario. These lessons walk you through the configuration steps, and cover more advanced
features than the previous module, such as sending an acknowledgement for the EDI document.

To begin working on this module, go to Base EDI Tutorial, Module 2.

This section contains:

Base EDI Tutorial, Module 1
Base EDI Tutorial, Module 2
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Base EDI Tutorial, Module 1
This module covers an EDI-to-XML document interchange. The test document will be picked up by Microsoft BizTalk Server Base
EDI adapter 2004 in an EDI-document format and then translated into an XML document.

Before you begin these lessons, you should be familiar with the fundamental concepts surrounding BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI
adapter and the tools and processes that are required to start building solutions with BizTalk Server 2004.

The following documentation should be reviewed, before you begin these lessons:

Base EDI Adapter Operations
Base EDI Adapter

Requirements

To successfully complete this tutorial, BizTalk Server Base EDI adapter 2004 and all its components must be installed on
your computer. For more information, see Installing BizTalk Server.
Ensure that the BizTalk Server Base EDI service has been started. To do so, click Start, and then click Control Panel. In the
Control Panel, double-click Administrative Tools. In Administrative Tools, double-click Services.
The necessary tutorial files can be found on your hard drive in <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server
2004\EDI\Adapter\Getting Started with EDI.
Ensure that you are part of the EDI subsystem user group before beginning this tutorial. Contact your administrator for
details.

User Account Prerequisites
When using the Configuration Wizard, you must configure the BizTalk Server Base EDI service using the same logon credentials
as the BizTalk Server Host service.

To ensure that the user account has sufficient permissions to access the EDI and the BizTalk Server Configuration databases, the
user who configures the EDI send handler must be part of the appropriate NT Users groups, namely the EDI Substytem and
BizTalk Server Administration user groups, respectively.

To access the BizTalk Explorer Object Model as a non-administrator, do the following:

1. Add the EDI Subsystem Users group to the BTS_HOST_USERS role found in the BizTalkMgmtDb BizTalk Configuration
database.

2. When developing EDI solutions ensure that:

The logged-on user is a part of the EDI users group.
If the EDI service is running as a local machine account, you must log on and develop using a local machine account.

This section contains:

Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 1: Plan the EDI Solution
Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2: Configure the EDI Solution
Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 3: Run the EDI Solution
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Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 1: Plan the EDI Solution
BizTalk Server 2004 provides a development and execution environment for Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), both within and
between businesses.

EDI scenario
This tutorial module outlines an EDI solution for two trading partners with differing methods of formatting documents
electronically, yet who need to electronically exchange data. The parties central to this interchange are Northwind and Contoso.

Northwind airlines recently announced that it would be sending schedule and fare information for all of its flights in an XML
document. Contoso, however, a trading partner of Northwind, can only accept electronic documents that are formatted according
to the X-12 EDI document standard.

The difficulty here is that both companies have adopted standards that are not mutually compatible. The BizTalk Server 2004 Base
EDI adapter acts as a translator for interchanges between the two companies.

In this module, Contoso initiates an interchange by sending a document in the X-12 document format to Northwind. The Base EDI
adapter receives the EDI document, and translates it into an XML representation of itself. The XML document is then sent to
Northwind.

To begin configuring the document interchange, go to Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2: Configure the EDI Solution.

See Also

Base EDI Adapter Tutorial
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Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2: Configure the EDI Solution
In this lesson, you will create an Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) solution that enables two trading partners to exchange data,
even though both parties utilize differing formats for the transfer of electronic data.

To begin configuring the EDI-to-XML solution, go to next topic
Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 1: Start the BizTalk Server Base EDI Service.

This section contains:

Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 1: Start the BizTalk Server Base EDI Service
Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 2: Open the EDI Solution
Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 3: Create Trading Parties
Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 4: Create a Send Port
Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 5: Create a Receive Port
Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 6: Associate a Send Port with a Party
Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 7: Add Document Definitions and Orchestrations
Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 8: Validate the XML Schema
Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 9: Verify Database Settings
Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 10: Restart the BizTalk Services
Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 11: Configure the Base EDI Adapter
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Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 1: Start the BizTalk Server
Base EDI Service
By default, the BizTalk Server Base EDI service is set to Disabled. You must start this service in order to run the EDI solution.

To start the BizTalk Server Base EDI service

1. Click Start, and then click Control Panel.
2. In the Control Panel, double-click Administrative Tools.
3. In Administrative tools, double-click Services.
4. Right-click BizTalk Server Base EDI service, and select Properties.
5. In the Startup type box, select Manual from the drop-down list box.
6. Right-click BizTalk Server Base EDI service, and then click Start.

To continue configuring the EDI to XML solution, go to Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 2: Open the EDI Solution.

See Also

Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2: Configure the EDI Solution
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Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 2: Open the EDI Solution
The EDI solution has certain predefined aspects, such as a preconfigured Orchestration, Mapping and Document definitions. You
must open this solution to begin.

To open the EDI solution in Visual Studio

1. Click Start, point to Programs, and then click Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003.
2. On the File menu, click Open Solution.
3. Navigate to <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\EDI\Adapter\Getting Started with EDI\Visual Studio

Projects\Getting Started with EDI.
4. Double-click Getting started with EDI.sln.
5. On the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.

To begin creating the parties involved in the EDI interchange, go to Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 3: Create Trading Parties.

See Also

Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2: Configure the EDI Solution
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Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 3: Create Trading Parties
The first configuration step is to create the parties that will be exchanging documents, namely Contoso and Northwind.

Add a new party called Contoso

1. Right-click the Parties folder and select Add party.
2. Type Contoso in the Name field, that is at the top of the dialog box.
3. For the Party Alias values, type EDI in the name field, by clicking on the row with the * symbol.
4. Enter EDI in the Qualifier field.
5. Enter EDI://7654321:ZZ:7654321 in the Value field.
6. Click OK to finish.

Contoso will initiate the document interchange by sending an EDI message to Northwind.

To add a new party called Northwind

1. Right-click the Parties folder and select Add party.
2. Type Northwind in the Name field that is at the top of the dialog box.
3. For the Party Alias values, type EDI in the name field by clicking on the row with the * symbol.
4. Type EDI in the Qualifier field.
5. Type EDI://1234567:ZZ:1234567 in the Value field.
6. Click OK to finish.

To create the send ports used to send documents to each party, go to Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 4: Create a Send Port.

See Also

Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2: Configure the EDI Solution
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Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 4: Create a Send Port
In this section, you continue working within BizTalk Explorer in Visual Studio .NET.

You will create a send port that is used to send EDI documents to Northwind. You configure the send port with details relating to
the party Northwind, as this party will be the recipient of the EDI interchange.

To create a send port called XMLToNorthwind

1. Right-click the Send Ports folder and select Add Send Port, select a Static one-way Port from the drop-down list.
2. In the Name field, type XMLToNorthwind.
3. In the Transport Type field, select FILE from the drop-down list.
4. Select the Address (URI) field and click the ellipsis (…) button.

The File Transport properties page appears.

To configure FILE transport properties

1. In the Destination folder field, navigate to <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\EDI\Adapter\Getting
Started with EDI\Northwind\In directory.

2. Leave the default options for the filename and copy mode fields.
3. Click OK.

To configure the send pipeline value

You now specify a send pipeline for this port.

1. Click the Send folder.
2. Expand the Send Pipeline property, click the send pipeline field and select XMLTransmit from the drop-down list.
3. Click the OK to finish.

We have created the send port through which a translated XML document will be sent to the trading partner Northwind. To create
the receive location which picks up the original EDI document from Contoso, go to
Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 5: Create a Receive Port.

See Also

Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2: Configure the EDI Solution
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Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 5: Create a Receive Port
So far we have created the conduit through which translated XML documents will be sent to Northwind. Now you create a receive
location that picks up the original EDI file. You will populate the fields of the receive location with values relating to Contoso, as
Contoso sends the EDI document to Northwind.

First you must create a receive port.

To create a new receive port

1. Click the Receive Ports folder, right-click, and click the Add Receive Port.
2. Select a one-way port from the drop-down list.
3. Type EDIfromContoso in the Name field.
4. Click the OK button to continue.

The receive port has now been created. You will now create a receive location for this receive port.

To create a new receive location

1. Expand the EDIfromContoso Receive Port tree view, then right-click the Receive Locations folder and click Add Receive
Location.

2. In the Name field, type PickupEDIfromContoso.
3. In the Transport field, select EDI from the drop- down list.
4. Select the Address (URI) field and click the ellipsis (…) button.

Note  Ensure the PickupEDI folder is properly secured using NTFS Access Control Lists (ACLs) in order to
prevent intruders from flooding the system with documents.

The EDI properties screen appears.

To configure the EDI transport properties

1. Expand the Adapter Properties tree view. In the Logical Address folder, click the ellipsis (...) button.
2. Select Contoso, which has a URI value of EDI://7654321:ZZ:7654321.
3. Expand the Supported Document Types for X-12 and expand the 4010 category. In the 850 field, select the 4010

envelope from the drop-down list.
4. Click OK to continue.

To complete configuration of the receive location

1. Click the Receive Handler field and select BizTalkServerApplication from the drop-down list.
2. Click the Receive Pipelines field and select XmlReceive from the drop-down list.
3. Click OK to finish.

You have now completed configuring the receive location that will be used to receive EDI documents from Contoso.

To create an association between the recipient of the EDI message and the send port, go to
Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 6: Associate a Send Port with a Party.

See Also

Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2: Configure the EDI Solution
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Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 6: Associate a Send Port with
a Party
So far, you have created the parties involved in the interchange along with the conduits through which BizTalk Server Base EDI
adapter delivers EDI documents to Contoso.

Now you link the recipient party Northwind to the XMLtoNorthwind send port.

Associate a party to a send port

1. Click the Parties Folder in BizTalk Explorer.
2. Right-click Northwind and select Edit.
3. Click the Send Ports tab and select XMLtoNorthwind from the drop-down list.
4. Click OK to finish.

To add the document definitions, mapping, and orchestration necessary to translate the document from XML to EDI format, go to
the next topic Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 7: Add Document Definitions and Orchestrations.

See Also

Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2: Configure the EDI Solution
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Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 7: Add Document Definitions
and Orchestrations
In this step, you add the document formats required by each trading partner, namely XML and X12 4010 850, a mapping, to
convert one document format to the other and an orchestration.

The Document definitions, Mapping, and Orchestration are a part of the Getting started with EDI.sln project, which we have
already opened in the Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 2: Open the EDI Solution The document definitions, mapping, and
orchestrations for this interchange are therefore already available. To validate the XML schema, go to the next topic
Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 8: Validate the XML Schema.

See Also

Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2: Configure the EDI Solution
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Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 8: Validate the XML Schema
In this section, you work within the Solution Explorer in Visual Studio .NET.

By validating an XML schema you are converting the XML document used by Northwind into an EDI representation of that XML
document. Upon completion of the validation process, the XML schema and an EDI representation of that schema are available
from the document definition repository of the Base EDI adapter.

To validate an XSD schema

1. Double-click X124010850Schema.xsd to open the schema.
2. Do not make any changes to the XSD schema in this Getting Started.
3. In the Properties window, select Schema Editor Extensions property and click the ellipsis (...) button.
4. Select the Covast EDI Schema Editor Extension from the extensions list.
5. Click OK to continue.
6. Right-click X124010850Schema.xsd in Solution Explorer and select Validate Schema to finish validation of the schema.
7. When validation of the schema is complete, you get a message stating "Component invocation succeeded".

Note  In situations where changes are made to the schema, ensure you first save the changes before proceeding. Click
File, then click Save850Schema.xsd.

The schema has now been validated. To continue, go to Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 9: Verify Database Settings.

See Also
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Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 9: Verify Database Settings
Before you continue with this tutorial, ensure that you are using the correct database.

To verify database settings

1. Right-click Project Session 1 in Solution Explorer, then select Properties.
2. Click the Configuration Properties folder, in the Session 1 Property Pages, and then select Deployment.
3. Set the Server field to the database you are using. For most users (LOCAL) will be correct, but for some it is necessary to

change the setting.
4. Click the Common Properties folder and select Assembly.
5. In the Assembly Key File field, click the ellipsis (…) button and navigate to <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server

2004\EDI\Adapter\Getting Started with EDI\Visual Studio Projects\Getting Started with EDI\Getting Started with EDI.snk
6. Click OK To finish.
7. The database settings have now been set. To continue, go to

Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 10: Restart the BizTalk Services.

See Also
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Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 10: Restart the BizTalk
Services
Before you configure the Base EDI adapter, first restart the BizTalk services.

To restart the BizTalk services

1. Click Start>Settings>Administrative Tools>Services.
2. Right-click on the BizTalk service BizTalk Group: BizTalkServerApplication
3. Select Restart.

To restart the BizTalk Base EDI service

1. Click Start>Settings>Administrative Tools>Services.
2. Right-click on the BizTalk Base EDI Service.
3. Select Restart.

The BizTalk services have now been restarted. To continue, go to
Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 11: Configure the Base EDI Adapter.

See Also
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Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 2, Step 11: Configure the Base EDI
Adapter
You now create the channel through which documents are sent from Contoso to Northwind. This is a one-way channel of
communication, through which the EDI document, sent from Contoso, is translated by the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter
into an XML format and then sent to Northwind.

To open the Base EDI adapter

1. From the Start menu, click Programs, then click Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, then BizTalk Server Administration.
2. Expand the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 tree view.
3. Click the Adapters folder; then double-click EDI.

The Base EDI adapter contains a predefined send handler and receive handler.

To configure the BizTalk Server send handler

1. Double-click the Send Handlers folder.
2. Double-click the predefined host to open the Properties dialog box.
3. Click the Properties tab. Click the ellipsis (...) button in the Logical Address field.
4. Select the party Northwind with the URI EDI://1234567:ZZ:1234567. The URI acts as an identifier for Northwind; it is the

code by which it is known in the EDI world. This identification is used within the EDI documents themselves.
5. Expand the Connection properties. Type 11010 in the Port field. This is the port number through which documents will be

sent to the Base EDI adapter.
6. Click OK to finish.

To configure the BizTalk Server receive handler

1. Double-click the Receive Handlers folder
2. Double-click the host to open the Properties dialog box.
3. Expand Connector Properties, File System, Account, Folder (full path or UNC) fields and set it to <drive>:\Documents and

Settings\All Users\Application Data\Microsoft\BizTalk Server 2004\EDI\Subsystem\Documents\PickupEDI.
4. Expand the Connection Properties section. In the Port field, type 11011. This is the port that BizTalk Server 2004 listens to, in

order to receive messages from the Base EDI adapter.
5. Click OK to finish.

The configuration of the EDI process is now complete. To run the EDI solution, go to
Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 3: Run the EDI Solution.
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Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 3: Run the EDI Solution
You have completed the necessary configuration steps. Now you must prepare to run the solution. To do this, go to
Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 3, Step 1: Deploying the EDI Solution.

This section contains:

Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 3, Step 1: Deploying the EDI Solution
Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 3, Step 2: Binding the Orchestration
Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 3, Step 3: Run the Solution
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Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 3, Step 1: Deploying the EDI
Solution

1. In the Solution Explorer, right-click the Getting Started with EDI solution and select Rebuild Solution. It will take a few
moments to complete the build.

2. After the rebuild is complete, right-click again, and select Deploy Solution. This compiles and deploys the solution to a
run-time environment. Once again, this will take some time to complete.

After the solution has been deployed, you can bind the solution to the orchestration. Go to
Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 3, Step 2: Binding the Orchestration.

See Also

Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 3: Run the EDI Solution
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Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 3, Step 2: Binding the Orchestration
1. Refresh the BizTalk Explorer view, (right-click the Configuration databases and select Refresh) and you will see the

orchestration is now present in the Orchestrations folder.
2. Right-click the OrchestrateContoso850s orchestration and select Bind.
3. In the Inbound Ports field, select the Inbound Port EDIfromContoso and in the Outbound Ports - Static field, select the

send port XMLtoNorthwind.
4. Click the Host tab, then select BizTalkServerApplication as a host from the drop-down list.
5. Click OK to continue.
6. Right-click the OrchestrateContoso850s orchestration and select Enlist. It may take a few moments to complete this

process.
7. Right-click the OrchestrateContoso850s orchestration and select Start to begin the process and accept all the default

options.
8. Click OK to finish.

The EDI solution has now been built. The next step is to run the solution. To do this, go to
Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 3, Step 3: Run the Solution.
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Base EDI Tutorial 1, Lesson 3, Step 3: Run the Solution
At this point, all the necessary configuration steps have been completed. All that remains is to run the solution.

However, it is recommended that before running the EDI solution, you first restart the BizTalk service and the BizTalk Base EDI
service.

To run the EDI solution

1. Navigate to <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\EDI\Adapter\Getting Started with
EDI\Contoso\Pickup\Sample.

2. Copy the file ContosoPickupInstance.edi.
3. Paste the file into the <drive>:\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\EDI\Subsystem\Documents\PickupEDI.
4. The Base EDI adapter 2004 now picks up the file by the location where it is translated into the X-12 4010 850 document

format.
5. The translated file is then placed in <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\EDI\Adapter\Getting Started with

EDI\Northwind\In directory.

This completes the EDI tutorial Module 1. To proceed, go to Base EDI Tutorial, Module 2.

See Also
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Base EDI Tutorial, Module 2
This module covers an XML-to-EDI document interchange. The Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter picks up the XML
document and then translates it into an EDI-document format.

Before you begin these lessons, you should understand the fundamental concepts surrounding the Base EDI adapter and the tools
and processes that are required to start building an EDI solution with BizTalk Server 2004.

You should review the following documentation, before you begin these lessons:

Base EDI Adapter Operations
Developing EDI Business Processes

Requirements

To successfully complete this tutorial, BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter and all its components must be installed on
your computer. For more information, see Installing BizTalk Server.
Ensure that the Microsoft BizTalk Server Base EDI service has been started. To do so, click Start>Settings>Control
Panel>Administrative Tools>Component Services
The necessary tutorial files can be found on your hard drive in <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server
2004\EDI\Adapter\Getting Started with EDI.
Ensure that you are part of the EDI subsystem user group before beginning this tutorial. Contact your administrator for
details.
Complete Base EDI Tutorial, Module 1.

User Account Prerequisites
When using the Configuration Wizard, you must configure the BizTalk Server Base EDI service using the same logon credentials
as the BizTalk Server Host service.

To ensure that the user account has sufficient permissions to access the EDI and the BizTalk Server Configuration databases, the
user who configures the EDI send handler must be part of the appropriate NT Users groups, namely the EDI Substytem and
BizTalk Server Administration user groups, respectively.

To access the BizTalk Explorer Object Model as a non-administrator, do the following:

1. Add the EDI Subsystem Users group to the BTS_HOST_USERS role found in the BizTalkMgmtDb BizTalk Configuration
database.

2. When developing EDI solutions ensure that:

The logged-on user is a part of the EDI users group.
If the EDI service is running as a local machine account, you must log on and develop using a local machine account.

This section contains:

Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 1: Plan the EDI Solution
Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 2: Configure the EDI Solution
Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 3: Run the EDI Solution
Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 4: Acknowledging the Interchange
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Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 1: Plan the EDI Solution
BizTalk Server 2004 provides a development and execution environment for exchanging documents using Electronic Data
Interchange (EDI), both within and between businesses.

To begin this lesson, go to the next topic, EDI scenario.

EDI scenario
This module is a continuation from the first EDI tutorial, Base EDI Tutorial, Module 1 which was an EDI to XML solution.

In this module, Northwind sends an XML document to Contoso, and receives confirmation of receipt of the document from
Contoso in the form of a 997 functional acknowledgement document.

To begin configuring the solution, go to the next topic, Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 2: Configure the EDI Solution.

See Also

Base EDI Tutorial, Module 2
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Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 2: Configure the EDI Solution
In this lesson you configure an EDI solution that enables two trading partners to exchange data, even though both parties use
differing formats for the transfer of electronic data.

This section contains:

Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 2, Step 1: Start the BizTalk Server Base EDI Service
Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 2, Step 2: Create a Send Port
Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 2, Step 3: Create a Receive Port
Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 2, Step 4: Associate a Send Port with a Party
Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 2, Step 5: Enable the Receive Location
Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 2, Step 6: Enlist and Start the Send Port
Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 2, Step 7: Cycle the Services
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Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 2, Step 1: Start the BizTalk Server
Base EDI Service
By default, the BizTalk Server Base EDI service is set to Disabled. You must start this service in order to run the EDI solution.

To start the BizTalk Server Base EDI service

1. Click Start>Settings>Administrative Tools>Services.
2. Right-click on the BizTalk Server Base EDI service.
3. Select Properties.
4. In the Startup type field, select Manual from the drop-down list.
5. Right-click on the BizTalk Server Base EDI service and select Start

To begin configuring the XML to EDI solution, go to the next topic Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 2, Step 2: Create a Send Port.

See Also

Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 2: Configure the EDI Solution
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Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 2, Step 2: Create a Send Port
In this section, you create a send port that is used to send documents to Contoso. You configure the send port with details about
the party Contoso, as this party is the recipient of the document.

To create a send port called EDItoContoso

1. Right-click the Send Ports folder and select Add Send Port, select a Static one-way Port from the drop-down list.
2. In the Name field, type EDItoContoso.
3. In the Transport Type field, select EDI from the drop-down list.
4. Select the Address (URI) field and click the ellipsis (…) button.

The EDI Properties page appears.

To configure EDI transport properties

1. Expand Adapter Properties. In the Logical address field, click the ellipsis (...) button and select Contoso. The value in the
URI field will be EDI://7654321:ZZ:7654321

2. Expand Connector properties. In the Connector field, select File System from the drop-down list.
3. Expand the File system property and type the edi#.txt in the File mask field.
4. In the Folder(full path or UNC) field, type the path <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server

2004\EDI\Adapter\Getting Started with EDI\Contoso\Out.
5. Expand the Supported Document Types for X12 property. Expand the X12-4010 category; in the 850 field, select the

4010 envelope.
6. Click OK to continue and return to the Static one-way send port properties.

Tip Use BizTalk Explorer to navigate to the directory mentioned in Step 4, copy its path and paste it into the Folder
(full path or UNC) field. This is the destination directory for the document after conversion from XML to the X12
4010 850 format.

You must now specify a send pipeline for this port.

To configure the Send Pipeline value

1. Click the Send folder.
2. Expand the Send Pipeline property, click the send pipeline field, and select XMLTransmit from the drop-down list.
3. Click OK to finish.

You have created the send port through which a translated EDI document (in this case an X-12 4010 850) will be sent to Contoso.
To create the receive location which will pick up the original XML document from Northwind, go to the next topic
Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 2, Step 3: Create a Receive Port.

See Also
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Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 2, Step 3: Create a Receive Port
So far you have created the conduit through which translated EDI documents are sent to Contoso. Now you create a receive
location to pick up the original file. You will populate the fields of the receive location with values relating to Northwind, as
Northwind sends the XML document to Contoso.

First you must create a receive port.

To create a new receive port

1. Click the Receive Ports folder, right-click and select Add Receive Port.
2. Select a One-way Port from the drop-down list.
3. Type XMLfromNorthwind in the Name field.
4. Click OK to continue.

The receive port has now been created. You now create a receive location for this receive port.

To create a new receive location

1. Expand the XMLfromNorthwind receive port and then right-click the Receive Locations folder and select Add Receive
Location.

2. In the Name field, type PickupXMLfromNorthwind.
3. In the Transport field, select File from the drop-down list.
4. Select the Address (URI) field and click the ellipsis (…) button.

This brings up the File transport properties page.

To configure the file transport properties

1. Type the source location for the XML document that is sent from Northwind to Contoso: <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft
BizTalk Server 2004\EDI\Adapter\Getting Started with EDI\Northwind\Pickup in the receive folder field.

2. In the File mask, field, type *.xml
3. Click OK to continue.

Tip Use BizTalk Explorer to navigate to the directory mentioned in Step 1, copy the path and paste it into the Source
location field.

To complete configuration of the receive location

1. Click the Receive Handler folder and select BizTalkServerApplication from the drop-down list.
2. Click the Receive Pipelines folder and select XMLReceive from the drop-down list.
3. Click OK to finish.

The receive location that will be used to receive XML documents from Northwind has now been configured. Go to the next topic
Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 2, Step 4: Associate a Send Port with a Party.

See Also

Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 2: Configure the EDI Solution
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Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 2, Step 4: Associate a Send Port with
a Party
So far you have created the parties involved in the interchange along with the conduits through which BizTalk Server 2004 Base
EDI adapter delivers EDI documents to Contoso.

Now you link the recipient party, Contoso to the EDItoContoso send port.

To associate a party to a send port

1. Click the Parties folder in BizTalk Explorer.
2. Right-click Contoso and select Edit.
3. Click the Send Ports tab and select EDItoContoso from the drop-down list.
4. Click Ok to finish.

Continue to the next topic Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 2, Step 5: Enable the Receive Location.

See Also

Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 2: Configure the EDI Solution
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Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 2, Step 5: Enable the Receive
Location
You now enable the PickupXMLfromNorthwind receive location.

To enable the receive location

1. Right-click PickupXMLfromNorthwind.
2. Select Enable.

One step remains in the configuration of the EDI process. Go to the next topic
Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 2, Step 6: Enlist and Start the Send Port.

See Also

Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 2: Configure the EDI Solution
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Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 2, Step 6: Enlist and Start the Send
Port
We now enlist the EDItoContoso send port.

To enlist a send port

1. Right-click EDItoContoso
2. Select Enlist.
3. Once again right-click EDItoContoso.
4. Select Start.
5. You have completed the configuration of the send port and receive locations.
6. Before running the EDI solution, restart the BizTalk and Base EDI Services.
7. To do this, go to the next topic Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 2, Step 7: Cycle the Services.

See Also

Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 2: Configure the EDI Solution
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Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 2, Step 7: Cycle the Services
Before you configure the Base EDI adapter, you first restart the BizTalk services.

To restart the BizTalk services

1. Click Start>Settings>Administrative Tools>Services.
2. Right-click on the BizTalk service BizTalk Group: BizTalkServerApplication.
3. Select Restart.

To restart the BizTalk Base EDI service

1. Click Start>Settings>Administrative tools>Services.
2. Right-click the BizTalk Base EDI service.
3. Select Restart.

To prepare for the next lesson, go to the next topic Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 3: Run the EDI Solution.

See Also

Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 2: Configure the EDI Solution
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Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 3: Run the EDI Solution
We have completed the necessary configuration steps. Now we must prepare to run the solution.

This section contains:

Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 3, Step 1: Bind the Orchestration
Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 3, Step 2: Run the Solution
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Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 3, Step 1: Bind the Orchestration
1. Refresh the BizTalk Explorer view, right-click the Configuration databases and select Refresh. The orchestration is now

present in the Orchestrations folder.
2. Right-click the OrchestrateNorthwindreqs orchestration and select Bind.
3. In the Inbound Ports field, select the Inbound Port XMLfromNorthwind and in the Outbound Ports - Static field, select the

send port EDItoContoso.
4. Click the Host tab, then select BizTalkServerApplication as a host from the drop-down list.
5. Click OK to continue.
6. Right-click the OrchestrateNorthwindreqs orchestration and click Enlist. It may take a few moments to complete this

process.
7. Right-click the OrchestrateNorthwindreqs orchestration and click Start to begin the process. Accept all the default

options.
8. Click OK to finish.

To run the solution, go to the next topic Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 3, Step 2: Run the Solution.

See Also
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Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 3, Step 2: Run the Solution
At this point, all the necessary configuration steps have been completed. All that remains is to run the solution.

It is recommended that you first restart the BizTalk services and BizTalk Base EDI component services.

To run the EDI solution

1. Browse to <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\EDI\Adapter\Getting Started with
EDI\Northwind\Pickup\Sample

2. Copy the file NorthwindPickupInstance.xml.
3. Paste the file into the <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\EDI\Adapter\Getting Started with

EDI\Northwind\Pickup directory.
4. BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter now picks up the file at the location where it is translated into the X-12 4010 850

document format.
5. The translated file is then placed in <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\EDI\Adapter\Getting Started with

EDI\Contoso\Out directory.

To send a functional acknowledgement for this interchange, go to the next topic
Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 4: Acknowledging the Interchange.

See Also

Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 3: Run the EDI Solution
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Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 4: Acknowledging the Interchange
You have completed the configuration for EDI Services, and ran the EDI solution.

A common practice within EDI interchanges is for an acknowledgement message to be sent upon receipt of the interchange,
stating that it was processed successfully, or if not, detailing the errors that occurred enabling the original sender of the
interchange to reformat the interchange and resend.

In this scenario Contoso is going to acknowledge that it received the X-12 850 document from Northwind, by sending an X-12
997 functional acknowledgement to Northwind.

This section contains:

Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 4, Step 1: Open Health and Activity Tracking
Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 4, Step 2: Edit the EDI File
Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 4, Step 3: Modify the Send Port
Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 4, Step 4: Run the Solution

To begin configuring the functional acknowledgement, go to the next topic
Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 4, Step 1: Open Health and Activity Tracking.
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Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 4, Step 1: Open Health and Activity
Tracking
The Health and Activity tracking server provides information on all processes applied to the EDI document that Contoso received.

To start Health and Activity tracking

From the Start menu, click Programs, Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, Health and Activity Tracking.

After Health and Activity Tracking has been started, you can view the EDI details of the X-12 document sent to Contoso.

To view EDI details

1. Click the Reporting menu and then click EDI Reports.
2. In the Direction field, select Send.
3. Click the Run Query button.
4. Right-click the X12 850 document and select EDI Details.
5. Click the References tab and copy the values in the Document reference and Group Reference fields.

You copied the values in the Document reference and Group reference fields to paste these values into the 997 functional
acknowledgement.

To do this, go to the next topic Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 4, Step 2: Edit the EDI File.

See Also

Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 4: Acknowledging the Interchange
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Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 4, Step 2: Edit the EDI File
You are going to copy the values found in the Group reference and Message reference fields of the X-12 document sent to
Contoso, into the 997 functional acknowledgement document.

By doing this, you ensure that when the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter picks up the 997 document, it recognizes that this
document corresponds to the original X-12 850 document sent from Northwind interchange to Contoso.

To edit the EDI file

1. Browse to the <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\EDI\Adapter\Getting Started with
EDI\Contoso\Pickup\Sample directory.

2. Double-click the ContosoPickup997.edi file and open with Notepad.
3. Replace the values in the GCR and MRN fields with the values you copied from Group reference and Document

Reference fields when you opened Health and Activity Tracking.

The EDI document has now been modified. The next step is to modify the send port settings. To do this, go to the next topic
Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 4, Step 3: Modify the Send Port.

See Also

Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 4: Acknowledging the Interchange
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Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 4, Step 3: Modify the Send Port
You now modify the Configuration properties for the EDItoContoso send port. This indicates to Contoso that Northwind always
expects a functional acknowledgement.

The reason you modify the properties of the Send Port now, and not during the initial configuration stages, is to ensure that
timeout errors do not occur in the first stage.

To configure the Send Port for functional acknowledgements

1. In BizTalk Explorer, right-click EDItoContoso and select Edit.
2. In the Address (URI) field, click the ellipsis (...) button.
3. Expand the Flags tree view in the EDI transport properties.
4. Set the Functional Acknowledgement field to Always.
5. Click OK to finish.

The configuration of a functional acknowledgement has now been completed.

To run the solution, go to the next topic Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 4, Step 4: Run the Solution.

See Also

Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 4: Acknowledging the Interchange
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Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 4, Step 4: Run the Solution
All the necessary configuration steps have been completed. All that remains is to run the solution.

It is recommended, however, that you first restart the BizTalk services and BizTalk Base EDI component services.

To send the functional acknowledgement

1. Browse to <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\EDI\Adapter\Getting Started with
EDI\Contoso\Pickup\Sample.

2. Copy the edited file ContosoPickup997.edi.
3. Paste the file into the <drive>:\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\EDI\Subsystem\Documents\PickupEDI.

Note   Ensure the PickupEDI folder is properly secured using NTFS Access Control Lists (ACLs) in order to prevent
intruders flooding the system with documents.

The Base EDI adapter now picks up the file; you can check the status of the original outbound X-12 850 document again using
HAT.

The value in the Functional Acknowledgement field will be updated to Yes.

This completes the XML-to-EDI module of the Base EDI Tutorial.

See Also

Base EDI Tutorial 2, Lesson 4: Acknowledging the Interchange
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Base EDI Adapter Operations
This section contains information to enable you to administer, operate, and maintain Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI
adapter.

First ensure that you are part of the EDI subsystem user group. Contact your system administrator for details.

Operations contains the following sections:

BizTalk Server EDI Administration
Health and Activity Tracking

Base EDI Adapter administration
This section describes how to administer your core BizTalk Server Base EDI adapter implementation.

You use the BizTalk EDI Server EDI administration console to:

Set the numbers of interchanges and documents entering and leaving the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter.
Configure the characteristics of the trace functionality.
Configure the characteristics of the archive and delete functionality.
Customize the performance settings of the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter, such as the amount of translation threads
that can occur simultaneously.

Using the BizTalk Server EDI Administration console, you maintain the global system parameters of the BizTalk Server 2004 Base
EDI adapter.

These parameters define the characteristics of the functionality of the BizTalk Server 2004; for example, how often should BizTalk
Server 2004 check if there are documents that need to be sent, or how long should the BizTalk Server 2004 wait to receive a
functional acknowledgement document.

These parameters are defined during the installation process, but they can be modified manually.

Base EDI Adapter operations management
This section describes how to monitor your BizTalk Server Base EDI adapter environment. This day-to-day monitoring is done
through the Health and Activity Tracking (HAT). HAT enables you to track each document entering the EDI subsystem from the
Back Office system or an external connector, along with each process that has been applied to the document.

This section contains:

Base EDI Adapter Administration
Base EDI Adapter Operations Management
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Base EDI Adapter Administration
Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter comes with the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter Administration console. You
use the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter Administration console to monitor your global EDI system parameters.

This section provides procedural and conceptual information that enables you to administer your BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI
adapter environment.

Ensure that you are part of the EDI subsystem user group before using the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter Administration
console. Contact your system administrator for details.

The main tasks that the Administration console performs include:

Tracking the sequence numbers of documents and interchanges.
Enabling you to customize the specifics of the Trace file.
Enabling you to configure the performance settings of the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter.

Note  It is recommended that you do not modify the properties of the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter
Administration.

This section contains:

Using the Base EDI Administration Console
Configuring the Numbers Parameters
Configuring the Timeout Parameters
Configuring the Tuning Parameters
Configuring the Trace Parameters
Configuring the Audit Trail Parameters
Configuring the Client/Server Parameters
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Using the Base EDI Administration Console
The BizTalk Server Base EDI Administration console enables you to administer, operate, and maintain Microsoft BizTalk Server
2004 Base EDI adapter.

The parameters of the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter are set during installation, but can also be modified using the BizTalk
Server EDI Administration console.

To launch the BizTalk Server Base EDI Administration console

1. Browse to <BizTalk_installation_directory>\EDI\Subsystem directory.
2. Double-click EDIBTSmmc.msc.

To configure the parameters of the BizTalk Server Base EDI Administration console

After you start the BizTalk Server EDI Administration console, carry out the following steps.

1. Expand the Microsoft BizTalk Server Base EDI Adapter folder.
2. Click the Parameters folder.
3. Right-click the server listed, and then click Properties.

See Also

Base EDI Adapter Administration
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Configuring the Numbers Parameters
The numbers parameters are internal numbers allocated by the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter to each document that
enters and leaves the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter.

Note  These figures can be changed manually; however, this is not recommended, as these numbers act as proof that
a document was sent or received by the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter.

Use this To do this
Next Interch
ange Numbe
r

This is the number that will be allocated to the next incoming interchange. The BizTalk Server 2004 EDI adapter aut
omatically allocates and increments this value; it is recommended that you do not manually alter this value.

Next Group 
Number

This is the number that will be allocated to the next incoming group. The BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter aut
omatically allocates and increments this value; it is recommended that you do not manually alter this value.

Next Docum
ent Number

This is the number that will be allocated to the next incoming document. The BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter
automatically allocates and increments this value; it is recommended that you do not manually alter this value.

See Also

Base EDI Adapter Administration
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Configuring the Timeout Parameters
The Timeout parameters determine how much time can elapse before the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter expects a certain
action to occur; for example you can specify the length of time the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter waits for a functional
acknowledgement.

Use this To do this
Functional Acknowle
dgements

Enter the maximum number of minutes that can elapse before a functional acknowledgement should be 
received regarding a document you have sent.

See Also

Base EDI Adapter Administration
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Configuring the Tuning Parameters
The Tuning parameters enable you to fine-tune the operations of the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter. Many of these
parameters refer to memory usage; for example, the cache to allocate to each partner, or the maximum number of translation
threads that can run concurrently.

Use this To do this
Check send
queue ever
y

Enter the duration of a cycle (in seconds). The BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter checks the send queue for outb
ound documents every X seconds. The Base EDI adapter usually waits some time before it starts sending documents
(in order to reduce communication cost).

Maximum 
Mapping er
rors

Enter the value for the maximum number of translation errors the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter can report f
or one interchange. Setting this number higher than 1 means that the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter does no
t stop checking a document after the first error has been detected.

Cache Part
ners

Enter the number of partners you want to cache. The BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter uses the cache to speed 
up access to partner details. You should set this to the number of partners you communicate with, although it consu
mes some memory. The Base EDI adapter uses a statistical caching mechanism: the most frequently used partners a
re most likely to stay in the cache.

Cache Cust
om Numbe
rs

Enter the number of custom numbers you want to cache. The BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter uses the cache t
o speed up access to custom number details. The custom numbers uses a statistical caching mechanism: the most fr
equently used custom numbers are most likely to stay in the cache.

Maximum 
Number of 
translate th
reads

Enter the maximum number of translate threads the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter can use to translate docu
ments simultaneously. You should tune this number carefully. It should be configured according to the amount of m
emory, the processor speed, and the maximum number of open files (each translate session opens 2 files).

Database p
ool size

Type the number of simultaneous connections that can be used by the BizTalk EDI server to connect to the EDI datab
ase.

See Also

Base EDI Adapter Administration
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Configuring the Trace Parameters
This section provides information on configuring the Trace parameters. The generated trace file can then be used for used for
analyzing communication sessions or load and download sessions.

Use this To do this
Trace file Type the name of the trace file.
Maximu
m size

Type the maximum size of an individual trace file.

Number o
f trace file
s

Type the number of trace files to be created.

Trace ker
nel proce
sses

Indicate if you want to trace the Base EDI adapter. Normally, the trace will be turned off. Only when you have problem
s mapping documents, communicating, and so on, and you do not know why there are problems, you should turn on 
the Trace function.

Note  The trace is very extensive and grows rapidly.

See Also

Base EDI Adapter Administration
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Configuring the Audit Trail Parameters
This section provides information on configuring the Audit Trail parameters. Before the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter
deletes interchanges and documents, it archives them.

The Archive function creates archive files, which contain all the information relating to a single interchange, for example the audit
trail information, the original interchange, error information, and the translated documents.

Use this To do this
Automatic Indicate if you want to automate the Archive and Delete function. The Archive and Delete function will be start

ed in the background.
Start every Select when the automatic Archive and Delete function should be started. Select from Day, Sunday, Monday, 

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
Start time Type the time when the automatic Archive and Delete function should start (on the day entered above).
Process up to Type the number of days ago the automatic Archive and Delete function should delete up to.
Archive befor
e delete

Indicate if the interchanges should be archived before they are actually deleted from the database and harddrive.

See Also

Base EDI Adapter Administration
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Configuring the Client/Server Parameters
The Client/Server parameters provide information on the settings of the server on which the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI
adapter is running.

Use this To do this
Server hostnam
e

Type the name of the server on which the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter is running (as known within th
e Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) network).

Server Portnam
e/Number

Type the port number for this server.

See Also

Base EDI Adapter Administration
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Base EDI Adapter Operations Management
Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter Operations Management enables you to monitor the status of each document
that the BizTalk Server Base EDI adapter processes.

This section provides procedural and conceptual information to assist you in monitoring the processing of documents through
the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter.

Ensure that you are part of the EDI subsystem user group before using the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter Operations
Management. Contact your system administrator for details.

The main tasks performed by the BizTalk Server 2004 EDI Administration console are:

Track the status of all documents sent or received by the BizTalk Server Base EDI adapter.
Track the status of functional acknowledgements.
Provide sender, recipient and interchange information at a glance.

This section contains:

Using Health and Activity Tracking
General Section
References Section
Acknowledgements Section
Details Section
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Using Health and Activity Tracking
The Health and Activity Tracking provides you with information to monitor the flow of documents through the BizTalk Server
2004 Base EDI adapter. You get Health and Activity tracking information about individual documents along with the group and
interchange to which the document belongs.

To launch Health and Activity Tracking for EDI

1. Click Programs >Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004.
2. Open the Health and Activity Tracking.

To view the EDI details of a document

1. Click the Reporting menu.
2. Click EDI Reports.
3. Select Receive or Send in the Direction field.
4. Press the Run Query button.
5. Select the required document, right-click and select EDI Details.

This provides you with the EDI specifications for the selected document.

See Also

Base EDI Adapter Operations Management
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General Section
The General section provides overview information of the document, such as the generic type, format, and the specifics of how
the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter is processing the document.

Use this To do this
Number This field shows the number of the document, that the Base EDI adapter allocates.
Group This field shows the number of the group to which the document belongs, that the Base EDI adapter allocate

s to the document.
Interchange This field shows the number of the interchange to which the document belongs, that the Base EDI adapter al

locates.
Format This is the format description of the document; depending on the status of the document in an EXTERNAL fo

rmat or an INTERNAL format.
Type (version and 
release)

The current type, version, and release of the received document; depending on the status of the document in
an EXTERNAL type or an INTERNAL type.

Direction This field indicates whether this document was sent or received.
Status The current status of the document, this can be one of the following:

In external format
In internal format
Plug-in is processing
Downloaded
(Down)load failed
Communicate failed
Translate failed
Routed

See Also
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References Section
The References section provides sender and recipient information on the document along with reference numbers for the
document group and interchange.

Use this To do this
MessageID BizTalk Server generates this message after translations. It is used for internal administration purposes.
Interchange r
eference

This is the interchange control reference as stored in the document (For example: For EDIFACT and ANSI X-12 doc
uments, it is retrieved from the UNB and ISA segments respectively).

Group Refere
nce

This is the Group reference number stored in the document.

Document re
ference

This is the document reference number as stored in the document. For example, for EDIFACT and ANSI X-12 docu
ments, it is retrieved from the UNH and ST segment respectively.

Sender URI This field identifies the sender of the document. Within the EDIFACT and ANSI X-12 EDI standards, the sender is id
entified by an element in the UNB and ISA segment respectively.

Behind the sender identification, the sender identification code qualifier is displayed (if used).

Recipient URI This field identifies the recipient of the document. In EDIFACT and ANSI X-12 documents, this is an element of the 
UNB and ISA segment respectively.

Behind the recipient identification, the recipient identification code qualifier will be displayed (if used).

See Also
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Acknowledgements Section
This section provides information on the status of functional acknowledgement relating to the document, along with the group
and interchange to which the document belonged.

Use this To do this
Sent This field indicates whether the Base EDI adapter has acknowledged this document.

Interchange number This field indicates the interchange number of the functional acknowledgment document.
Group Number This field indicates the group number of the functional acknowledgement document.
Document number This field indicates the document number of the functional acknowledgment document.
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Details Section
This Details section provides specifics relating of the translation process, indicating the transport through which the document
was received, the size of the file, the times that the file was both sent and received.

Use this To do this
External C
onnector

This field indicates the external connector through which this document was received.

Number o
f bytes

The field indicates the size of the document in bytes (= characters).

Test indic
ator

This is the test indicator as stored in the EDIFACT and ANSI X-12 document (in the UNB and ISA segment respectively
). This is used to identify an EDIFACT and ANSI X-12 interchange as a test interchange.

The business database application that retrieves this document should not store this document in the operational dat
abase, but only use it as a test. This indicator will therefore also be stored in the envelope.

Entered o
n

This field indicates the date and time when the Base EDI adapter received this document. For all documents in the int
erchange, this will be the date and time of the interchange.

Translated
on

The field indicates the date and time, the Base EDI adapter processed this document.

Left on This field indicates the date and time that the document left the Base EDI adapter.
Show EDI 
Message

Clicking this button opens Notepad and displays the content of the EDI message.
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Configuring the Base EDI Adapter
This section provides instructions for configuring the Base EDI adapter.

When EDI is selected as a transport type, documents will be sent through the Base EDI adapter. You can configure the EDI
transport to the needs of specific business partners; for example, you can specify that only certain types of document formats can
be sent through the EDI Transport.

Ensure that you are part of the EDI subsystem user group before configuring the EDI transport. Contact your system administrator
for details.

This section contains:

Base EDI Adapter Configuration Prerequisites
Configuring a Base EDI Receive Handler Using the BizTalk Administration Console
Configuring a Base EDI Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer
Configuring a Base EDI Send Handler Using the BizTalk Server EDI Administration Console
Configuring a Base EDI Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer
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Base EDI Adapter Configuration Prerequisites
This section contains information about configuration prerequisites for the BizTalk Server Base EDI adapter.

User account prerequisites
When using the Configuration Wizard, you must configure the BizTalk Server Base EDI service using the same logon credentials
as the BizTalk Server Host service.

To ensure that the user account has sufficient permissions to access the EDI and the BizTalk Server Configuration databases, the
user who configures the EDI send handler must be part of the appropriate NT Users groups, namely the EDI Substytem and
BizTalk Server Administration user groups, respectively.

To access the BizTalk Explorer Object Model as a non-administrator, do the following:

1. Add the EDI Subsystem Users group to the BTS_HOST_USERS role found in the BizTalkMgmtDb BizTalk Configuration
database.

2. When developing EDI solutions ensure that:

The logged-on user is a part of the EDI users group.
If the EDI service is running as a local machine account, you must log on and develop using a local machine account.

Security prerequisites
The BizTalk Server Base EDI service runs using a non-administrator NT account. Ensure that adequate permissions have been
provided for the file pick-up and drop locations (Read/Write) at run time. Contact your system administrator for details.

When you do not have sufficient permissions, you will get "Permission denied." errors in the Event Viewer.

Registry prerequisites
When the BizTalk Server Administration and run-time components are installed on separate computers, you need to add the
following registry entries on the Administration computer only.

The Registry keys to add are the following:

Windows Registry Editor Version 5.00

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\EDI Subsystem for Microsoft BizTalk Server\4.0]
"Database"="MyBizTalkEDIDb" (Where MyBizTalkEDIDB is the name of the EDI database)
"DatabaseServer"="RemoteSQLHostingEDIDB" (Where RemoteSQLHostEDIDB is the name of the SQL Server)

This registry entry enables you to access an EDI database that does not have a default name (default name BiztalkEDIDb) on a
remote SQL Server.

When this registry entry is absent, however, BizTalk Server tries to connect to the default EDI database on the same SQL Server
where the BizTalk Configuration database is present.
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Configuring a Base EDI Receive Handler Using the BizTalk
Administration Console
The receive handler sends documents to BizTalk Server. When configuring the receive handler, you specify the port from which
the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter sends messages to BizTalk Server.

Use the Receive Handler Properties dialog box to configure the Receive Handler properties for the BizTalk Server 2004 Base
EDI adapter.

To configure the EDI receive handler using the BizTalk Administration console

1. In the Receive Handler Properties dialog box, on the General tab, do the following:
Use this To do this
Host na
me

Select the host with which the receive handler will be associated. BizTalkServerApplication is the default host for th
e BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter.

2. On the Properties tab, do the following:
Use this To do this
Trace EDI A
dapter

This is a mandatory field. Specify the level of information to be written to the Event Log.

Options:

Error
Info
Off
Verbose
Warning

Port This is a mandatory field. Specify the port the EDI receive handler uses internally.
File Mask This is a mandatory field. Specify the mask for the files. This mask can contain the standard wildcard value "*.". 

The sign is replaced at run time with the interchange number.

Default value: *.edi

Type: String

Folder This is a mandatory field. Specify the directory location for the receipt of inbound EDI files.
Password This is an optional field. Specify the password for the account. You will use this when you want to access a net

work location.
User Name This is an optional field. Specify the Username for the account. You will use this when you want to access a net

work location.
Minutes of
f

This is an optional field. Specify the number of minutes the File connector is inactive between communication 
sessions.

See Also
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Configuring a Base EDI Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer
When configuring the receive location, you can type the specific EDI details for the sender of the interchange, for example, if they
require a functional acknowledgement.

Adapter properties
In this section select the logical address that you associate with the receive location.

Use th
is

To do this

Logic
al Ad
dress

The EDI subsystem uses logical addresses to determine the sender and recipient of a document. To determine the sender 
of a document, the EDI subsystem takes the logical address of the sender of a message, creates a URI from that, and tries t
o find the Receive Location record with that URI.

Flags properties
In this section, specify the functional acknowledgement settings for this trading partner.

Use this To do this
Functional Acknowledgements The EDI transport requires you to select a setting for functional acknowledgements.

Options:

Always
Never

Supported document types for EDIFACT
Select from the list of supported EDIFACT Document types.

Supported document types for X-12
Select from the list of supported X-12 Document types.

See Also
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Configuring a Base EDI Send Handler Using the BizTalk Server
EDI Administration Console
The send handler receives documents from BizTalk Server. When configuring the send handler, you specify the port number
BizTalk Server uses to send documents to the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter.

1. In the Send Handler dialog box, on the General tab, do the following:
Use this To do this
Host name Select the host with which the send handler will be associated.

2. On the Properties tab, do the following:
Use this To do this
Logical Address Required. Select the logical address to associate with the send handler.
Trace EDI Adapter Required. Specify the level of information to be written to the Event Log.

Options:

Error
Info
Off
Verbose
Warning

Port Specify the port the EDI send handler will use internally.

See Also
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Configuring a Base EDI Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer
When configuring the send port, you can enter the specific EDI details relating to your trading partner, for example, the logical
address of the recipient or the document format the EDI message must be sent in.

Adapter properties
In the Adapter properties section, select the logical address with which the send port will be associated.

Use
this

To do this

Log
ical
Ad
dre
ss

The EDI subsystem uses logical addresses to determine the sender and recipient of a document. In order to determine the re
cipient, the EDI subsystem takes the logical address of the recipient of a message, creates a URI from that, and using this URI 
tries to find the Party Alias record. The logical address must conform to the EDI syntax, EDI in the Name field, EDI in the Qua
lifier field and Value must be of the following structure: EDI://aaaa:bb:zzzzz

Connector properties
In the Connector properties section, you can configure the specifics of the connector used by the Base EDI adapter, for example
the pick-up directory and the file mask used.

Use this To do this
Connect
or

The File connector is the default selection when you are using the EDI transport.

Mask This is a required field. A mask is a filter that selectively includes or excludes certain values. In this field, * / and ? can be
used as wildcards.

Full Path This is the full path of the directory location from which the File connector picks up files.
Usernam
e

Type the username for the shared directory or mapped drive specified in the full path.

Passwor
d

Type the password of the shared directory or mapped drive specified in the full path.

Flag properties
In this section you configure the error level and functional acknowledgement settings.

Use this To do this
Error Level The EDI transport requires you to set the error level for this send port.

Options:

Interchange
Document

When the error level is set at Interchange. If a single document contains an error, the entire intercha
nge will be rejected.

When you select Document, the individual document containing errors will be rejected, but the inter
change will be accepted.

Functional Acknowledge
ments

The EDI transport requires you to select a setting for functional acknowledgements.

Options:

Always
Never

Options properties
In this section you can specify syntax requirements for the document format that will be sent.

Use this To do this



 

Compon
ent Separ
ator

This field is automatically set to Default. Select the separator used for separating components of composite elements. 
For the EDIFACT UNOA syntax, for example, this would be the colon, and in ANSI X-12 this would be the greater-than (
>) sign.

Element 
Separato
r

This field is automatically set to Default. Here you can select the separator used for separating (singular) elements. For 
the EDIFACT UNOA syntax, for example, this would be the plus (+) sign, and in ANSI X-12 the asterisk (*).

Release c
haracter

This field is automatically set to Default.

Here you can select the character used for releasing (escaping) special characters. This is used to be able to send speci
al characters that are normally separators. For the EDIFACT UNOA syntax, for example, this would be the question mar
k.

Select `(none)` if this format version does not use the release character.

Note  Not used in ANSI X12

Segment 
terminat
or

This field is automatically set to Default. Here you can select the character used for terminating segments. For the EDIF
ACT UNOA syntax, for example, this would be the single quote, and in ANSI X-12 the carriage return (CR).

Wrap seg
ments

This field is automatically set to Default. Here you have to indicate if segments that are too long should be wrapped. S
ome formats have restrictions for segment lengths. The way in which wrapping should take place can be defined belo
w.

Decimal 
Notation

This field is automatically set to Default. Here you have to indicate the type of decimal notation to be used for this type
of document. Enter or select comma, point or implicit. The setting defined here overrules the default setting for the bus
iness document format versions.

The decimal notation defined per trading partner in its turn overrules this setting.

Supported document types for EDIFACT
This is a required field. Select from the list of supported EDIFACT Document types. You are authorizing this send port to only
accept certain EDIFACT document formats.

Supported document types for X-12
This is a required field. Select from the list of supported X-12 Document types. You are authorizing this send port to only accept
certain X-12 document formats.
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Developing EDI Business Processes
This section provides procedural and conceptual information describing the steps to develop an EDI business process. The focus
lies on illustrating the function of each component and the interconnections of each aspect within the overall EDI business
process.

Before developing an EDI business process, ensure that you are part of the EDI subsystem user group. Contact your system
administrator for details.

The section contains:

Developing Parties for EDI Business Processes
Developing Party Aliases for EDI Business Processes
Developing Send Ports for EDI Business Processes
Developing Receive Locations for EDI Business Processes
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Developing Parties for EDI Business Processes
A party represents a trading partner with whom you have agreed to electronically exchange documents in a certain format. A
party is the start and end point of the EDI business process, as the party represents the initial sender of the document along with
the final recipient.

Each party must have a unique characteristic to identify it, a party alias.

See Also
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Developing Party Aliases for EDI Business Processes
Each party is identified by a unique party alias, which consists of three distinct elements, a name, qualifier, and value. Each party
must have at least one set of party aliases.

Us
e t
his

To do this

Na
me

If a party uses a mutually agreed EDI value to qualify itself, the Name of the qualifier is EDI. For example, a telephone numbe
r is used to identify the party, then the entry in the Name field would be Telephone number. When developing an EDI solut
ion, the Name value is EDI.

Qu
alifi
er

The entry in the Qualifier field; identifies the entry in the Value field. For example, if you entry EDI in the Qualifier field, you 
are classifying the entry in the value field as an EDI value. When developing an EDI solution, the Qualifier value must be EDI.

Val
ue

The entry in the value field is the actual mutually agreed EDI logical address, or telephone number. For EDI, the value must a
dhere to the following structure EDI://aaaa:bb:zzzzz

How the Base EDI adapter uses party aliases

1. A party alias is required to determine the recipient for inbound messages.
2. The BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter takes the logical address of sender of message, creates a URI from this logical

address, and then finds the Receive Location record with that URI.
3. Next, the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter takes the logical address of recipient of message, creates a URI from that and

using this URI, finds the Party Alias record.
4. Finally, the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter creates the message context from the Sender URI and Recipient Qualifier

& Value, and BizTalk 2004 then routes the message to the recipient.

See Also
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Developing Send Ports for EDI Business Processes
Send ports are used to send messages to trading parties. When configuring the send port, you are determining the specifics of
sending a message, such as the transport type, retry count and retry interval to be used, the interval that can elapse between retry
cycles. The send port is configured with details relating to the recipient of the interchange.

When EDI is used as the transport type for a send port, you can specify that the send port only accepts certain EDI document
formats, along with the folder from which translated documents can be retrieved.

The value in the retry count field determines the number of times the Base EDI adapter attempts to resend a document.

The value of the retry interval property determines the amount of time BizTalk Server 2004 waits before it attempts to resend the
message. The default value of the retry interval property is 5 minutes.

The send port can be incorporated into an EDI business process by linking the send port to a party and/or receive location.

By linking a send port to a receive location, documents sent through this receive location are sent directly to the linked send port,
which in turn can then be associated with a particular party.

To link a send port to a receive location

1. Click View and Select BizTalk Explorer.
2. Click the Filters and Maps section.
3. Click the Filters section.
4. In the Property field, select BTS.ReceivePortName from the drop-down list.
5. In the Value field, type the relevant receive location.
6. Click OK to finish.
7. Right-click the Send Port and select Enlist.

To associating parties to send ports

It is possible to link an associate party to a particular send port so that documents received at the specified send port are directly
routed to the intended recipient.

1. Click View and Select BizTalk Explorer.
2. Click the Parties folder.
3. Select a party from the available list.
4. Right click and select Edit.
5. Click the Send Ports tab.
6. Select a send port from the drop-down list.
7. Click OK to finish.

See Also
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Developing Receive Locations for EDI Business Processes
A receive location is the channel through which you send files to a party. The receive location is the first step in the EDI process.
When configuring the receive location the specifics of sending a message are being determined, for example when EDI is used as
the transport type, you can specify that the receive location only sends certain EDI Document types, or the folder from which
documents are picked up can be specified.

A receive location is linked into the overall EDI business process by linking the receive location to a specific send port.
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Developing Schemas and Maps for the Base EDI Adapter
Using the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter, you can customize individual EDI schemas to meet your business
needs and those of your trading partners.

Ensure that you are part of the EDI subsystem user group before developing EDI schemas and maps. Contact your system
administrator for details.

The Schema editor you use depends on the type of modifications you want to make to a schema.

This section contains:

Enabling EDI Schema Editor Extensions
Validating Schemas
Generating Instances
Validating Instances
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Enabling EDI Schema Editor Extensions
BizTalk Editor is used to modify an individual XSD schema to your specific business needs and those of your trading partners.

EDI Schema Editor Extension should be enabled for each XSD schema you want to customize to modify EDI-specific properties.

Note  The Validate Schema, Validate Instance and Generate Instance functionality for EDI is only enabled when
you have completed a full installation. This functionality is not available when only the Development Tools have been
installed.

To enable the Covast Schema Editor extension

1. Open the schema.
2. Select <Schema> node.
3. Click F4 to open the Properties window.
4. Select Schema Editor Extensions property and click the ellipsis (...) button.
5. Select the Covast EDI Schema Editor Extension.
6. Click OK to Finish.

The document definition of the XSD schema is stored within several annotations throughout the XSD.

When clicking on the EDI schema tab, you can see the complete document definition.

To view EDI document definition schema

1. Click the Covast EDI Schema Editor Extension.
2. Click the EDI Schema tab.

See Also
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Validating Schemas
You validate a XSD schema to create an EDI representation of that schema and storing it in the Base EDI adapter database.

Ensure that the environment variable ESP_SRV is set to <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\EDI\Subsystem. If
the variable is not set to the correct installation location, a debug assert may occur when validating a schema.

To validate an XSD Schema

1. Right-click the XSD schema.
2. Select Validate Schema from the drop-down list.

This process takes a few moments to complete.

See Also
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Generating Instances
Using the generate instance feature, you can create a XML test document that can be discarded.

To generate a test instance

1. Right-click the XSD schema.
2. Select Generate Instance from the drop-down list.

This process takes a few moments to complete.

See Also
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Validating Instances
Using the Validate Instance feature, you can syntactically compare an XML document to a XSD schema.

In order to validate an XSD instance, the following requirements must be met:

The logical address of the sender and recipient must be defined as parties with the BizTalk Explorer (Visual Studio .NET).

An alias needs to be defined that adheres to EDI requirements, namely the Name field must contain the value EDI, the Qualifier
field must contain the value EDI and Value must follow the EDI structure: EDI://aaaa:bb:zzzzz.

The sender of the interchange must create a receive location with EDI transport type, and the URI must be equal to the logical
address.

To validate an instance

1. Right-click the XSD schema.
2. Select Validate Instance from the drop-down list.

This process takes a few seconds to complete.

See Also
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Using EDI Acknowledgements
The sender of an EDI document often request a receipt of their transmission. This provides nonrepudiation, for example a party
cannot, at a later date, claim to not have received a purchase order or invoice.

The EDI acknowledgement will either confirm that the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter successfully processed the
document, or it will detail any formatting errors that caused a loss of data. An EDI Acknowledgement can be sent to acknowledge
the original interchange or functional groups within the interchange.

It is possible to configure an EDI acknowledgement so that it always is sent automatically. Alternatively, you can specify for the EDI
acknowledgement to only be sent when the document has failed. An EDI acknowledgement is sent within 12 hours of the initial
transmission.

An EDI acknowledgement itself is never acknowledged to prevent endless cycles of acknowledgements between sender and
recipient.

This section contains:

Configuring an EDI Acknowledgement
997 Functional Acknowledgements
TA1 Interchange Acknowledgements
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Configuring an EDI Acknowledgement
The BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter can be configured so that for each EDI document sent by the BizTalk Server 2004 Base
EDI adapter to a trading partner, a functional acknowledgement is expected.

The length of time that can elapse before the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter expects to receive a functional
acknowledgement is configured at the Time-outs section of the BizTalk Server 2004 EDI Administration console.

Configure the Base EDI adapter to request an EDI acknowledgement

1. In BizTalk Explorer, right-click on a Send Port and select Edit.
2. Ensure EDI is selected as the Transport type.
3. In the logical address field, click the ellipsis (...) button.
4. Expand the Flags tree view.
5. Click Functional Acknowledgement.

Use this To do this
Select Al
ways

By setting Always, the Base EDI adapter will expect a functional acknowledgement regardless of whether the do
cument has been accepted or rejected.

Select Ne
ver

Selecting Never means that you can only expect a functional acknowledgement when the document has been re
jected.

You can also configure the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter so that for each EDI document received by the BizTalk Server
2004 Base EDI adapter from a trading partner, a functional acknowledgement is sent.

To configure the Base EDI adapter to send an EDI acknowledgement

1. In the BizTalk Explorer window, right-click any Receive Location and then select Edit.
2. Ensure EDI is selected as the Transport type.
3. In the Logical Address field, click the ellipsis (...) button.
4. Expand the Flags tree view.
5. Click the Functional Acknowledgement field.

Use this To do this
Select Al
ways

By setting Always, a functional acknowledgement is sent regardless of whether the document has been accepted
by the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter or not.

Select Ne
ver

Selecting Never means that a functional acknowledgement is only sent when the original document has been rej
ected.

See Also

Using EDI Acknowledgements
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997 Functional Acknowledgements
The 997 functional acknowledgement indicates the results of analysis of the syntax of the functional groups and documents
within an X-12 interchange. A functional acknowledgement enables the sender to reformat the document according to the correct
syntax, and then resubmit.

A single functional acknowledgement is sent for each acknowledged functional group.

The 997 functional acknowledgement message consists of the following segments:

ST Segment
AK1 Segment
AK2 Segment
AK3 Segment
AK4 Segment
AK5 Segment
AK9 Segment
SE Segment

997 Document Structure
Each segment within a 997 functional acknowledgement plays a specific role within the document, for example the AK1 segment
starts the acknowledgement of a functional group.

Segments are composed of a sequence of elements, which are the lowest level of information within a document. For example,
invoice number can be an element.
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ST Segment
The ST segment acts as the Transaction Set Header segment of an X-12 document (transaction set).

The ST segment is used to indicate the start of a transaction set within an interchange and is composed of the following
mandatory elements.

ST Segment Elements
The elements in the ST segment identify the identifier code for the transaction set and the identifying control number.

Element Purpose
Transaction Set Identifier Code This element contains the identifier code for the transaction set, for example 850.
Transaction Set Control Numbe
r

This element contains the identifying control number assigned by the sender of the transaction s
et.

See Also

997 Functional Acknowledgements
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AK1 Segment
The AK1 segment is mandatory within a 997 acknowledgement. The purpose of this segment is to start the acknowledgement of a
functional group.

The AKI segment consists of the following mandatory elements.

AK1 Segment Elements
The elements in the AK1 segment provide information on the functional groups being acknowledged.

Element Purpose
Functional Identifier
Code

This code identifies a group of application-related transaction sets.

Group Control Num
ber

The original sender of the transaction sets assigns this control number; this number refers to the functional g
roups that are acknowledged.

See Also

997 Functional Acknowledgements
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AK2 Segment
The AK2 segment is an optional segment within the 997response file. The function of the AK2 segment is to indicate the start of a
single transaction set.

The AK2 segment contains the following mandatory elements.

AK2 Segment Elements
The elements in the AK2 segment identify the transaction set.

Element Purpose
Transaction Set Identifier C
ode

This code is assigned by the sender and acts to uniquely identify the transaction set.

Transaction Set Control Nu
mber

This control number, assigned by the original sender of the data, is unique within the transactional se
t functional group.

See Also

997 Functional Acknowledgements
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AK3 Segment
The AK3 segment is an optional segment within a 997 functional acknowledgement. The function of this segment is to report
errors within, and the location of, a data segment.

The AK3 segment contains the following elements.

AK3 Segment Elements
The elements in the AK3 segment identify the location of the segment containing syntactical errors.

Element Purpose
Segment ID Code This code identifies the code ID of the data segment containing the error.
Segment Position in Transacti
on Set

This element counts the location of the segment containing syntactical errors from the start of t
he transaction set.

Segment Syntax Error Code This optional element indicates the syntactical error found in the segment.

See Also

997 Functional Acknowledgements
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AK4 Segment
The AK4 segment is an optional segment within a 997 functional acknowledgement. The function of the AK4 segment is to
provide details on, and report the location of, erroneous data elements.

The AK4 segment consists of the following elements.

AK4 Segment Elements
The elements in the AK4 segment provide information on the syntax error and the position of the erroneous element in the
segment.

Element Purpose
Element Position in Segment This mandatory element indicates the relevant position of the erroneous data element within a d

ata segment.
Data Element Reference Nu
mber

You use this optional element to find the data element in the data element dictionary.

Data Element Syntax Error C
ode

This code indicates errors found after the element has been syntactically edited.

1= Mandatory element missing

2= Conditional required data element missing

3= Too many data elements

4= Data element too short

5= Data element too long

6= Invalid character in data element

7= Invalid code value

Copy of Bad Element This is a copy of the erroneous data element

See Also

997 Functional Acknowledgements
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AK5 Segment
The AK5 segment is mandatory for the 997response message. The function of this segment is to acknowledge acceptance or
rejection of, and report errors within, the transaction set.

This segment contains the following elements.

AK5 Segment Elements
The elements in the AK5 segment provide information on whether the transaction set is to be accepted or rejected due to
syntactical errors.

Element Purpose
Transaction Set Acknowledgeme
nt Code

This code indicates whether to accept or reject the condition based on the syntactical editing 
of the transaction set.

Transaction Set Syntax Error Cod
e

This code, in this optional element, indicates the error found after the syntactical editing of a 
transaction set.

1= Transaction set not supported

2= Transaction set trailer missing

3= Transaction set control number in header and trailer do not match

4= Number of included segments does not match the actual count

5= One or more segments are in error

See Also

997 Functional Acknowledgements
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AK9 Segment
The AK9 segment is a mandatory segment within a 997 functional acknowledgement. This segment is used to acknowledge the
acceptance or rejection of a functional group and report the number of transaction sets from the original trailer, the accepted sets,
and the received sets within this functional group.

The AK9 segment contains the following elements.

AK9 Segment Elements
The elements in the AK9 segment provide information on the number of documents (transaction sets) included in the functional
group and how many of these documents (transaction sets) were accepted by the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter.

Element Purpose
Functional Group Acknowledge
ment Code

This code indicates whether to accept or reject the conditions based on the syntactical analys
is of the functional group.

A= Accepted

E= Accepted but the file contained errors

P= Partially accepted, but a at least 1 transaction set was rejected

R= Rejected

Number of Transaction Sets Incl
uded

This is the total number of transaction sets containing this Data element.

Number of Received Transaction
Sets

Number of transaction sets received

Number of Accepted Transaction
Sets

Number of accepted transaction sets within a functional group.

See Also

997 Functional Acknowledgements
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SE Segment
The SE segment indicates the end of a X-12 document (transaction set). The SE segment contains the following mandatory
elements.

SE Segment Elements
The SE segment elements provide information on number of elements within a transaction set and the control number for that
particular transaction set.

Element Purpose
Number of Included Segments This element checks the number of elements within a transaction set.
Transaction Set Control Number This element checks the control number for the transaction set

See Also

997 Functional Acknowledgements
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TA1 Interchange Acknowledgements
The TA1 interchange acknowledgement is used to verify the syntactical correctness of the envelope of the X-12 interchange.

The TA1 interchange indicates that the file has been successfully received, and what errors existed within the envelope segments
of the received X-12 file.

A TA1 response message always contains the ISA and IEA segments. If the error occurs in the functional group header or trailer
(GS/GS) segments of the received X-12 file, however, the TA1 response also contains these elements.

The TAI interchange acknowledgement can consist of the following segments:

ISA Segments
TA1 Segments
GS Segments
ST Segments
AK1 Segments
AK9 Segments
SE Segments
GE Segments
IEA Segments

TA1 Document Structure
The structure of a TAI interchange acknowledgement is dependent on the structure of the envelope of the original EDI document.
When the envelope of the EDI document does not contain an error, then the interchange acknowledgement contains the ISA, TAI
and IEA segments.

If the EDI document contains an error at the interchange level, such as in the Interchange Control Header (ISA) segment or the
Interchange control trailer (IEA), then the interchange acknowledgement also only contains the ISA, TA1 and IEA segments.

However, if the error occurs in the functional group header or trailer, then the interchange acknowledgement message also
contains the GS, S, AK1, AK9, SE, and GE segments.

This section contains:

ISA Segments
TA1 Segments
GS Segments
ST Segments
AK1 Segments
AK9 Segments
SE Segments
GE Segments
IEA Segments
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ISA Segments
The ISA Segment is the interchange header for the X-12 document, and contains sender and recipient information for a set of X-
12 documents. The interchange header is the outermost layer of the EDI envelope, and is always present in an interchange
acknowledgement message. The following elements are contained within the ISA segment.

ISA Segment Elements
The elements within the ISA segment provide general information relating to the interchange such as sender and recipient and
the date and time the interchange was prepared. All elements within this segment are mandatory.

Element Purpose
Authorization I
nformation Qu
alifier

This is a code to determine the type of information in the authorization information element. This qualifier has 
a maximum length of 2 positions. The default value for this field is 00, which indicates that no authorization inf
ormation is present.

Authorization I
nformation

This element contains additional information on either the sender of the interchange or the data comprising the
interchange. The content of this element is set by the Authorization Information Qualifier element.

Security Inform
ation Qualifier

This is a code to determine the type of information in the security information element. This qualifier has a maxi
mum length of 2 positions. The default value for this field is 00, which indicates that no security information is 
present.

Security Inform
ation

This element identifies security information concerning the sender of the data in the interchange. The content o
f this element is set by the Security Information Qualifier element.

Interchange ID 
Qualifier

This element allocates the method of code structure that is used to designate the sender or receiver ID qualifier.
The Interchange ID qualifier defines the code used in the Interchange Sender element.

Interchange Se
nder

This element identifies the sender's ID. The ID code used by the sender is defined in the Interchange ID Qualifier
.

Interchange Re
ceiver

This element identifies the recipient's ID. The ID code used by the sender is defined in the Interchange ID Qualifi
er.

Date This mandatory element indicates the date that the interchange was prepared. This information is presented in t
he YYMMDD format.

Time This mandatory element indicates the time that the interchange was prepared. This information is presented in 
the 24-hour clock format.

Interchange Sta
ndards Identifi
er

This element identifies the agency responsible for the control standard the message uses.

Interchange Ve
rsion ID

This version number only applies to the interchange control segment. This version number only applies to the e
nvelope and is not the same as the version number used in the GS segment.

Interchange Co
ntrol Number

This number uniquely identifies the interchange. The sender assigns the interchange control number and toget
her with the sender ID uniquely identifies the interchange data to the recipient.

Acknowledgem
ent Requested

The sender of the interchange determines this code; it is used to request an interchange acknowledgement. A z
ero value in this position indicates that an acknowledgement has not been requested.

Test Indicator This code identifies whether the data contained within this interchange is for test or production purposes. A P v
alue in this position indicates that the data is used for production purposes. A T value denotes that the data is b
eing used for test purposes.

Sub-Element Se
parator

This field is reserved for future expansion. This element is used for separating data element subgroups.

See Also

TA1 Interchange Acknowledgements
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TA1 Segments
The TA1 segment is an optional segment. The function of this segment is to acknowledge the receipt of and/or the syntactical
correctness of the envelope segments of an X-12 interchange.

The TA1 segment contains the following elements.

TA1 Segment Elements
The TA1 segment elements provides information on whether the interchange was accepted or not, and if an error occurred what
the nature of the error is.

Element Purpose
Interchange Control
Number

This number uniquely identifies the interchange. The sender assigns the interchange control number and t
his together with the sender ID uniquely identifies the interchange data to the recipient.

Interchange Date This mandatory element indicates the date that the interchange was prepared. This information is presente
d in the YYMMDD format.

Interchange Time This mandatory element indicates the time that the interchange was prepared. This information is presente
d in the 24-hour clock format.

Interchange Ackno
wledgement Code

This is mutually agreed between the trading partners such as:

A = Accepted
R= Rejected
E= Accepted, but the file contains errors and must be resubmitted



 

Interchange Note C
ode

This is a 3-digit number that corresponds to one of the below note codes.

000 No Errors

001 The Interchange Control Number in the header and trailer do not match. The value in the header is us
ed as an acknowledgement.

002 The standard as noted in the Control Standards Identifier are not supported.

003 The version of the controls is not supported.

004 The segment terminator is not valid.

005 Invalid interchange ID qualifier for sender

006 Invalid interchange ID for sender

007 Invalid interchange ID qualifier for recipient

008 Invalid interchange ID for recipient

009 Unknown interchange receiver ID

010 Invalid Authorization Information Qualifier value

011 Invalid Authorization Information value

012 Invalid Security Information Qualifier value

013 Invalid Security Information value

014 Invalid Interchange Date value

015 Invalid Interchange Time value

016 Invalid Interchange Standards ID value

017 Invalid Interchange Version ID number

018 Invalid Interchange Control number

019 Invalid Acknowledgment Request value

020 Invalid Test Indicator value

021 Invalid Number of Included Group value

022 Invalid control structure

023 Improper end of file

024 Invalid Interchange content

025 Duplicate Interchange Control number

026 Invalid Data Element Separator

027 Invalid Component Element Separator

028 Invalid delivery date in the Deferred Delivery Request

029 Invalid delivery time in the Deferred Delivery Request

030 Invalid delivery time code in the Deferred Delivery Request

031 Invalid grade of service code

See Also

TA1 Interchange Acknowledgements
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GS Segments
This is the functional group header segment of a set of X-12 documents (transaction sets) of the same document type. The GS
segment contains the following mandatory elements. The GS segment is only present in an interchange acknowledgement if an
error occurs in the functional group header or trailer of the EDI document.

GS Segment Elements
The elements in this segment give information relating to the functional group, such as the codes identifying the sender and
recipient, and the date and time of preparation.

Element Purpose
Functional ID Code This is element that identifies one type of message within the functional group such as Functional Ackno

wledgement (FA) or a Purchase Order transaction (PO).
Application Senders C
ode

This is a unique code identifying the sender of the interchange. The parties in the interchange must mutu
ally agree this code.

Application Receivers
Code

This is a unique code identifying the recipient of the interchange.

Date of Preparation This mandatory element indicates the date that the interchange was prepared. This information is presen
ted in the YYMMDD format.

Time of Preparation This mandatory element indicates the time that the interchange was prepared. This information is presen
ted in the 24-hour clock format.

Group Control Numb
er

The sender of the interchange maintains this number, which must be unique to each trading partner wit
hin an interchange.

Responsible Agency C
ode

This element is used in conjunction with the version element to identify the organization responsible the 
publication and maintenance of the message type.

Version/Release/Indu
stry ID Code

This element states the version, release, and industry code of the functional group.

See Also

TA1 Interchange Acknowledgements
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ST Segments
This is the Transaction Set Header segment of an X-12 document. The ST segment is used to indicate the start of a transaction set
within an interchange The ST segment is only present in an interchange acknowledgement if error occurs in the functional group
header or trailer of the EDI document.

The ST segment contains the following mandatory elements

ST Segment Elements
The elements contained in the ST segment provide information on the identifiers for the transaction set and the sender of the
transaction set.

Element Purpose
Transaction Set Identifier Code This element contains the identifier code for the transaction set, that is 850.
Transaction Set Control Numb
er

This element contains the identifying control number assigned by the sender of the transaction
set.

See Also
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AK1 Segments
The AK1 segment is mandatory within a 997 acknowledgment. The purpose of this segment is to start the acknowledgment of a
functional group. The Ak1 segment is only present in an interchange acknowledgement if error occurs in the functional group
header or trailer of the EDI document.

The AKI segment consists of the following mandatory elements.

AK1 Segment Elements
The elements in the AK1 segment provide both the functional identifier code and the group control numbers.

Element Purpose
Functional Identifier 
Code

This code identifies a group of application related transaction sets.

Group Control Numb
er

The original sender of the transaction sets this control number; this number refers to the functional grou
ps being acknowledged.

See Also

TA1 Interchange Acknowledgements
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AK9 Segments
The AK9 segment is a mandatory segment within a 997 functional acknowledgement. This segment is used to acknowledge the
acceptance or rejection of a functional group and report the number of transaction sets from the original trailer, the accepted sets,
and the received sets within this functional group.

The AK9 segment is only present in an interchange acknowledgement if an error occurs in the functional group header or trailer
of the EDI document.

The AK9 segment contains the following elements.

AK9 Segment Elements
The elements in the AK9 segment provide information on the number of documents (transaction sets) included in the functional
group and how many of these documents (transaction sets) were accepted by the BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter.

Element Purpose
Functional Group Acknowledgm
ent Code

This code indicates whether to accept or reject the conditions based on the syntactical analysi
s of the functional group.

A= Accepted

E= Accepted, but the file contained errors

P= Partially accepted, but at least 1 transaction set was rejected

R= Rejected

Number of Transaction Sets Incl
uded

This is the total number of transaction sets containing this Data element.

Number of Received Transactio
n Sets

Number of transaction sets received.

Number of Accepted Transactio
n Sets

Number of accepted transaction sets within a functional group.

See Also

TA1 Interchange Acknowledgements
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SE Segments
The SE segment is the transaction set trailer segment of an X-12 transaction set. The SE segment is used to indicate the end of a
transaction set. The SE segment is only present in an interchange acknowledgement if an error occurs in the functional group
header or trailer of the EDI document.

The SE segment contains the following mandatory elements.

SE Segment Elements
The SE segment elements provide information on number of elements within a transaction set and the control number for that
particular transaction set.

Element Purpose
Number of Included Segments This element checks the number of elements within a transaction set.
Transaction Set Control number This element checks the control number for the transaction set

See Also
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GE Segments
The GE segment is the functional group trailer segment of a set of X-12 documents (transaction sets) of the same document type.

The function of the GE segment is to indicate the end of a group of transaction sets in an interchange

The GE segment contains the following Mandatory elements.

GE Segment Elements
The GE segment gives information on the number of functional groups within an interchange and the group control number.

Element Purpose
Number of Transaction Se
ts Included

This number, generated by the supplier, acts as a record of the total number of functional groups or
transaction sets within an interchange.

Group Control Number This number, which is generated by the supplier, must be the same as the data interchange number
in the GS segment.

See Also
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IEA Segments
This is the Interchange Trailer segment of a set of X-12 functional groups. The function of this segment is to indicate the end of an
interchange.

This segment includes the following mandatory elements.

IEA Segment Elements
The elements in the IEA segment provide information on the number of functional groups included in the interchange and the
interchange control reference number.

Element Purpose
Number of Included Fu
nctional Groups

This number is a record of the number of functional groups within the interchange. The supplier gener
ates this number.

Interchange Control Re
ference

This number is used to uniquely identify the interchange data to the sender. This number must be the 
same as the interchange control number within the ISA segment.

See Also

TA1 Interchange Acknowledgements
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Configuring and Using Custom Reference Numbers
Custom Reference Numbers (CRN) are a distinctive sequence of numbers that can be assigned for each party, at the interchange,
group, or document level.

This section contains:

Using Custom Reference Numbers
Configuring Custom Reference Numbers
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Using Custom Reference Numbers
The key to accruing benefits from custom reference numbers is to ensure that the value in the Next value field, along with the
document format and type are mutually agreed between each partner beforehand.

For example, you determine with your trading partner that all purchase order documents you send will be in the X-12 4010 850
document format. You agree that the first purchase order will have 0001 in the header segment of the EDI envelope (ISA and GS
in X-12). This is set in the Value field of Custom reference numbers and the maximum value in the header field is 1000.

In the given example, using the custom reference number helps to structure the EDI relationship with your trading partner. Each
purchase order has a sequential number, which reduces the possibility of your trading partner processing the same purchase
order twice, or not realizing that a purchase order has not been delivered. For example, the second-to-last 850 received had the
value 0063 in the header segment, the most recently received has 0065. Therefore, you can conclude your trading partner has
sent a purchase order that you have not received.

See Also

Configuring and Using Custom Reference Numbers
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Configuring Custom Reference Numbers
In order to configure Custom Reference Numbers, you must first select EDI as the transport type for a send port.

Click Logical Address (URI). This will open the Custom Reference Number screen.

Use this To do this
Type Select at which level the custom number will be applied.

Select from Interchange, Group, or Document.

From Format Select the document format to which the custom number reference will be applied.
Document type Select the document type to which the custom reference number will be applied.
Next value Insert the next value for the custom reference number.
Minimum value Determine the minimum value for this custom reference number.
Maximum value Determine the maximum value for this custom reference number.

See Also

Configuring and Using Custom Reference Numbers
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Using EDIFACT EDI Segments
An EDIFACT transmission or interchange consists of a number of mandatory or conditional segments, which constitute the
"envelope" for the transmission as a whole and for messages and groups of messages within it. Each segment plays a specific role
in an EDIFACT document. A segment is composed of a sequence of elements, which is lowest level of information within a
document. For example, Invoice number could be an element.

The structure of an EDIFACT document is organized into three levels: interchange level, group level, and message level.

An interchange begins with a UNA or UNB segment and ends with a UNZ segment. A group begins with a UNG segment and
ends with a UNE segment. A message begins with a UNH segment and ends with a UNT segment.

All EDIFACT segments are named using a 3-letter identifier, and end with a segment separator.

An EDIFACT document contains the following mandatory segments.

UNA segment
UNB segment
UNG segment
UNH segment
UNT segment
UNE segment
UNZ Segment

This section contains an overview of the function of each segment within an EDIFACT document, along with the purpose of each
element composing the segments.

This section contains:

UNA Segments
UNB Segments
UNG Segments
UNH Segments
UNT Segments
UNE Segments
UNZ Segments
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UNA Segments
The UNA segment is optional within an EDIFACT interchange. The specifications in the UNA segment define the characters that
will be used as separators and indicators for the interchange.

The UNA segment is used only when the conditions specified in this segment surpass the specifications in the UNB segment.

This UNA Segment is only used if the separators deviate from the standard ones.

The UNA segment contains the following mandatory elements.

UNA Segment Elements
The UNA segment elements provide information on the data separators used in the interchange.

Element Purpose
Component D
ata Element S
eparator

This element acts as a composite element delimiter. The default character for this segment is a colon (:).

Data Element 
Separator

This element acts as a data element delimiter. The default character for this segment is a plus sign (+).

Decimal Notif
ication

The recipient ignores the character transferred in this position. The default character for this segment is a full sto
p/period (.). This segment is maintained to ensure upward compatibility with earlier versions of the syntax.

Release Indica
tor

This character is used to indicate that the text following contains one of the characters used as a composite, data, 
or segment separator. Therefore, this character is released from its conventional usage in this instance. The defau
lt character for this segment is a question mark (?)

Reserved for f
uture use

In this segment inserts a space where all valid standard codes are used. The default character for this segment is 
a blank.

Segment Ter
minator

This segment is used to indicate the end of the current segment and the start of a new segment. The default char
acter for this segment is an apostrophe (').

See Also

Using EDIFACT EDI Segments
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UNB Segments
The UNB segment is mandatory to an EDIFACT interchange. This segment acts as the interchange header for a set of EDIFACT
documents.

The UNB segment contains the following elements.

UNB Segment Elements
The UNB segment elements identify the sender and recipient of the interchange along with the date and time that the interchange
was prepared and the agency controlling the syntax of the interchange.

Element Purpose
Syntax Identifier This mandatory element identifies the both the level of the syntax and the agency controlling the syntax, th

at is UNOA.
Syntax Version Nu
mber

This mandatory element indicates the version number identified in the Syntax Identifier.

Sender Identificatio
n

This mandatory element indicates the name of or a code for the sender of the data.

Identification Code 
Qualifier

The Identification Code Qualifier is an optional element, referring to the sources for the codes for the ident
ifiers of the interchanging partners, that is, zz indicates that the codes have been mutually defined.

Address for Reverse 
Routing

This optional element is the address the sender of the message specifies that the recipient is to include in r
esponse interchanges, in order to facilitate internal routing.

Recipient identifica
tion

This mandatory element indicates the name of or a code for the recipient of the data.

Identification Code 
Qualifier

The Identification Code Qualifier is an optional element, referring to the sources for the codes for the ident
ifiers of the interchanging partners, that is, zz indicates that the codes have been mutually defined.

Routing Address This optional element is the address the recipient of the message specifies that the sender is to include. Th
e recipient uses this address for routing of received messages internally within the own organization.

Date of Preparation This mandatory element indicates the date that the interchange was prepared. This information is presente
d in the YYMMDD format.

Time of Preparation This mandatory element indicates the time that the interchange was prepared. This information is presente
d in the 24-hour clock format.

Interchange Control
Reference

This mandatory element is a unique reference that the sender assigns to the interchange.

Recipient Reference
Password

This optional element indicates the reference or password for the recipient that is mutually defined betwee
n the partners.

Recipient Reference
Password/Qualifier

This optional element indicates the qualifier for the reference or password for the recipient.

Application Referen
ce

This optional element identifies the application area assigned by the sender that the messages relate to.

Processing Priority 
Code

This is an optional element. This code indicates the processing priority for the interchange requested from 
the sender.

Acknowledgement 
Request

This optional element indicates the sender for the acknowledgement of the interchange.

Communications A
greement Id

This optional element indicates by name or code the type of agreement under which the interchange took 
place.

Test Indicator This optional element indicates that the interchange is a test.

See Also

Using EDIFACT EDI Segments
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UNG Segments
The usage of the UNG segment is optional. The function of this segment is to act as a header identifying and specifying a
functional group.

The UNG segment contains the following elements.

UNG Segment Elements
The UNG segment elements contain information on the date and time that the functional group was prepared along with the type
and version of the document in the functional group.

Element Purpose
Functional Group Id
entification

This mandatory element identifies one type of message within the functional group.

Application Sender i
dentification

This mandatory element indicates the department, division etc that the message was sent from.

Partner Identificatio
n Code Qualifier

The Identification Code Qualifier is an optional element. This element determines the codes for the identifi
ers of the interchanging partners, that is, ZZ means that they are mutually defined.

Application Recipie
nt identification

This mandatory element indicates the name of, or a code for, the recipient of the data.

Partner Identificatio
n Code Qualifier

The Identification Code Qualifier is an optional element. This element determines the codes for the identifi
ers of the interchanging partners, that is, ZZ means that they are mutually defined.

Date of Preparation This mandatory element indicates the date that the interchange was prepared. This information is present
ed in the YYMMDD format.

Time of Preparation This mandatory element indicates the time that the interchange was prepared. This information is present
ed in the 24 Hour clock format.

Functional Group Re
ference Number

This mandatory element is unique to the functional group. The sender of the interchange assigns this num
ber.

Controlling Agency This is a mandatory element, which names the organization responsible for the publication and maintenan
ce of the message type.

Message version This mandatory element specifies the version of messages in the functional group.
Message type versio
n number

This mandatory element indicates the version number of a message type.

Message type releas
e number

This mandatory element indicates the release number within the current message type version number.

Association Assigne
d Code

This optional element is assigned by the organization responsible for the publication and maintenance of t
he current message type. This element further identifies the message.

Application Passwor
d

This is an optional element. The application password is for the section, group, and so on of the recipient.

See Also

Using EDIFACT EDI Segments
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UNH Segments
This is the Message Header segment of an EDIFACT document. The UNT segment identifies the message type and version and
which agency is responsible for its maintenance.

The segment is used to indicate the start of a document within an interchange and indicates the type of document that is
following.

UNH Segment Elements
The UNH segment elements provide information on the message type, and the agency responsible for maintaining the
publication of the message type.

Element Purpose
Message Referenc
e Number

This number is a unique reference number for the message assigned by and unique too this functional grou
p by the sender. This number must match the number in the UNT segment.

Message Type This is a code that describes the type of message, for example invoice. This Code is assigned by the controllin
g agency.

Message Type Ver
sion Number

This element indicates the version number of a message type.

Message Type Rel
ease Number

This element indicates the release number within the current message type version number.

Controlling Agenc
y

A code that identifies the agency controlling the specification, maintenance, and publication of the message t
ype.

Assigned Code This code is assigned by the agency responsible for controlling the specification, maintenance, and publicatio
n of the message type.

Common Access R
eference

This reference serves as a key to relate all subsequent transfers of data to the same business case or file.

Sequence of Trans
fer

This element details the sequence of messages.

First and Last Tran
sfer

This element provides information on the first and last messages transmitted.

See Also

Using EDIFACT EDI Segments
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UNT Segments
This is the Message Trailer segment of an EDIFACT document. It includes the elements document reference and number of
segments in the document.

The segment is used to indicate the end of a document and to check the document reference and number of segments in the
document.

UNT Segment Elements
The UNT segment elements provide information on the number of segments in a message and the reference number for the
message.

Element Purpose
Number of Segments in the m
essage

This number records the total number of segments in the message.

Message Reference Number This number is a unique reference number for the message that the sender assigns, and it is un
ique to the sender.

See Also

Using EDIFACT EDI Segments
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UNE Segments
This segment is the functional group trailer. The function of this segment is to act as an endpoint for a functional group, and to
check its completeness.

The use of this segment is mutually agreed upon between parties.

The UNE segment contain the following mandatory elements.

UNE Segment Elements
The UNE segment elements record the total number of messages in the functional group, and the unique reference number given
to this functional group.

Element Purpose
Number of Messages This element acts as a record of the total number of messages in the functional group.
Functional Group Reference Nu
mber

This number is a unique reference number that the sender assigns and it is unique to this fun
ctional group.

See Also

Using EDIFACT EDI Segments
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UNZ Segments
This segment is the Interchange Trailer segment of an EDIFACT document and contains the following mandatory elements. The
segment is used to indicate the end of an interchange and to check the interchange reference and number of documents in the
interchange.

UNZ Segment Elements
The elements in this segment provide information on the Interchange Reference and Number of documents in the Interchange.

Element Purpose
Interchange Control Refere
nce

This segment indicates the number of messages, or if used the number of functional groups, in an i
nterchange.

Interchange Control Refere
nce

This segment is a unique reference that the sender assigns to the interchange.

See Also

Using EDIFACT EDI Segments
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Working with X-12 EDI Documents
X-12 is a messaging standard developed by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI). X-12 is mainly used in the United
States

EDI documents are structured using a combination of segments and elements.

An X-12 EDI document contains the following mandatory segments:
ISA segment
GS segment
ST segment
SE segment
GE segment
IEA segment

X-12 document structure
Each segment plays a specific role in the document; for example, the ISA segment is the interchange header, while the IEA
segment is the interchange trailer. Segments are composed of a sequence of elements, which are the lowest level of information
within a document. For example, invoice number can be an element.

This section contains an overview of the purpose of each segment within an X-12 document, along with the elemental
composition of each segment.

This section contains:

ISA Segments
GS Segments
ST Segments
SE Segments
GE Segments
IEA Segments
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ISA Segments
The ISA Segment is the interchange header for the X-12 document, and contains sender and recipient information for a set of X-
12 documents. The interchange header is the outermost layer of the EDI envelope. The following elements are contained within
the ISA segment.

ISA Segment Elements
The elements within the ISA segment provide general information relating to the interchange such as sender and recipient and
the date and time the interchange was prepared. All elements within this segment are mandatory.

Element Purpose
Authorization I
nformation qu
alifier

This is a code to determine the type of information in the authorization information element. This qualifier has a
maximum length of 2 positions. The default value for this field is 00, which indicates that no authorization infor
mation is present.

Authorization I
nformation

This element contains additional information on either the sender of the interchange or the data comprising the
interchange. The content of this element is set by the Authorization Information Qualifier element.

Security Inform
ation Qualifier

This is a code to determine the type of information in the security information element. This qualifier has a maxi
mum length of 2 positions. The default value for this field is 00, which indicates that no security information is p
resent.

Security Inform
ation

This element identifies security information about the sender of the data in the interchange. The content of this 
element is set by the Security Information Qualifier element.

Interchange ID 
Qualifier

This element allocates the method of code structure that will be used to designate the sender or receiver ID qua
lifierQualifier. The interchange ID qualifier defines the code used in the interchange sender element.

Interchange Se
nder

This element identifies the sender ID. The ID code used by the sender will be defined in the interchange ID qualif
ier.

Interchange Re
ceiver

This element identifies the recipient ID. The ID code used by the sender will be defined in the interchange ID qua
lifier.

Date This mandatory element indicates the date that the interchange was prepared. This information is presented in t
he YYMMDD format.

Time This mandatory element indicates the time that the interchange was prepared. This information is presented in t
he 24-hour clock format.

Interchange St
andards Identif
ier

This element identifies the agency responsible for the control standard used by the message.

Interchange Ve
rsion ID

This version number only applies to the interchange control segment. This version number only applies to the e
nvelope and is not the same as the version number used in the GS segment.

Interchange Co
ntrol Number

This number uniquely identifies the interchange. The sender assigns the interchange control number and toget
her with the sender ID uniquely identifies the interchange data to the recipient.

Acknowledgem
ent Requested

The sender of the interchange determines this code as it is used to request an interchange acknowledgement. A
zero value in this position indicates that an acknowledgement has not been requested.

Test Indicator This code identifies whether the data contained within this interchange is for test or production purposes. A P v
alue in this position indicates that the data is used for production purposes. A T value denotes that the data is b
eing used for test purposes.

Sub-Element S
eparator

This field is reserved for future expansion. This element is used for separating data element subgroups.

See Also

Working with X-12 EDI Documents
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GS Segments
This is the functional group header segment of a set of X-12 documents (transaction sets) of the same document type. The GS
segment contains the following mandatory elements.

GS Segment Elements
The elements in this segment give information relating to the functional group, such as the codes identifying the sender and
recipient, and the date and time of preparation.

Element Purpose
Functional ID Code This is element that identifies one type of message within the functional group such as Functional Ackno

wledgement (FA) or a Purchase Order transaction (PO).
Application Senders 
Code

This is a unique code identifying the sender of the interchange. The parties in the interchange must mutu
ally agree to this code.

Application Receivers
Code

This is a unique code identifying the recipient of the interchange.

Date of Preparation This mandatory element indicates the date that the interchange was prepared. This information is presen
ted in the YYMMDD format.

Time of Preparation This mandatory element indicates the time that the interchange was prepared. This information is presen
ted in the 24 Hour clock format.

Group Control Numb
er

The sender of the interchange maintains this number, which must be unique to each trading partner with
in an interchange.

Responsible Agency 
Code

This element is used in conjunction with the version element to identify the organization responsible the 
publication and maintenance of the message type.

Version/Release/Indu
stry id code

This element states the version, release, and industry code of the functional group.

See Also

Working with X-12 EDI Documents
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ST Segments
This is the transaction set header segment of an X-12 document. The ST segment is used to indicate the start of a transaction set
within an interchange.

The ST segment contains the following mandatory elements.

ST Segment Elements
The elements contained in the ST segment provide information on the identifiers for the transaction set and the sender of the
transaction set.

Element Purpose
Transaction Set Identifier Code This element contains the identifier code for the transaction set, for example. 850.
Transaction Set Control Numb
er

This element contains the identifying control number assigned by the sender of the transaction
set.

See Also

Working with X-12 EDI Documents
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SE Segments
The SE segment is the transaction set trailer segment of an X-12 transaction set. The SE segment is used to indicate the end of a
transaction set.

The SE segment contains the following mandatory elements.

SE Segment Elements
The SE segment elements provide information on number of elements within a transaction set and the control number for that
particular transaction set.

Element Purpose
Number of Included Segments This element checks the number of elements within a transaction set.
Transaction Set Control Number This element checks the control number for the transaction set

See Also

Working with X-12 EDI Documents
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GE Segments
The GE Segment is the functional group trailer segment of a set of X-12 documents (transaction sets) of the same document type.

The function of the GE Segment is to indicate the end of a group of transaction sets in an interchange

The GE Segment contains the following mandatory elements.

GE Segment Elements
The GE segment gives information on the number of functional groups within an interchange and the group control number.

Element Purpose
Number of Transaction Se
ts Included

This number, generated by the supplier, acts as a record of the total number of functional groups or
transaction sets within an interchange.

Group Control Number This number, which is generated by the supplier, must be the same as the data interchange number
in the GS segment.

See Also

Working with X-12 EDI Documents
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IEA Segments
This is the interchange trailer segment of a set of X-12 functional groups. The function of this segment is to indicate the end of an
interchange.

The IEA segment includes the following mandatory elements.

IEA Segment Elements
The elements in the IEA segment provide information about the number of functional groups included in the interchange and the
interchange control reference number.

Element Purpose
Number of Included Fu
nctional Groups

This number is a record of the number of functional groups within the interchange. The supplier gener
ates this number.

Interchange Control Re
ference

This number is used to uniquely identify the interchange data to the sender. This number must be the 
same as the interchange control number within the ISA segment.

See Also

Working with X-12 EDI Documents
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Working with EDI Annotations
An XSD schema can contain several annotations that are specific to EDI.

This section includes:

Viewing EDI Annotations
Possible EDI Annotations
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Viewing EDI Annotations
EDI annotations can be added throughout the entire XSD schema. It is possible to view all the annotations throughout a particular
schema.

To view all EDI annotations within a schema

1. Open an XSD schema.
2. Click the EDI Schema tab.

This displays all the EDI annotations within the schema.

See Also

Working with EDI Annotations
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Possible EDI Annotations
The table in this section contains a list of EDI annotations that can be found in an XSD schema, along with a brief explanation of
the annotation.

Ann
otati
on

Description

Stan
dard
s Ver
sion

This annotation indicates the version of the document standard being used.

Subd
ocu
men
t Bre
ak

This annotation is used for supporting subdocument breaking. That is where, for example, an 837 transaction contains mult
iple claims, and the parser has the ability to break out individual work items for each Summing Claim (CLM) loop rather tha
n treat the whole document as one work item. This property is set at the schema level to indicate that, somewhere in the do
cument, there exists a breakpoint (something you typically want to know in advance).

Tag 
Nam
e

This annotation indicates the tag name at the start of the segment, for example BEG or UNH and so on.

Struc
ture

This annotation indicates a non-XML structure indication, which can be either delimited or positional.

Cou
nt Ig
nore

This annotation indicates whether or not a node in the schema counts against the total for determining whether or not the 
number of segments matches the footer totals (in GE or UNT). This is necessary because loop container nodes exist in the s
chema, but do not physically exist in the data.

Trig
ger F
ield

Indicates what the trigger field for a particular record might be. For example, if a schema contains two peer segments called
N1BillTo and N1ShipTo. Their tags are the same, and the only way to tell the difference is by their qualifier in N101. BT indi
cates the first, ST the second.

Trig
ger 
Valu
e

See above.

EDI 
Data
type

This annotation indicates the EDI data type. These values match the standard (AN, ID, TM, DT, R, N, Nx where x=1-9, Dx whe
re x=1-4, and so on).

Justi
ficati
on

This is applicable for fields whose length is less than the minimum length such that padding (zero or space) occurs. Left just
ified would cause padding on the right, and vice versa.

Form
at

This is the format for time and date data types for X-12.

Cust
om 
max
Leng
th

This annotation indicates the length after XML normalization has occurred. For example, if the X-12 data type is N5, the dat
a comes in as "123456", but when converted to XML, it becomes "1.234567" and so the custom maxLength accounts for th
e EDI length. The reasoning is that, if you use maxLength of an XML schema to control, you get a validation failure that mig
ht not actually be a problem.

Subj
ects

In X-12, there are 3 types of syntax rules: any, grouped, and all.

Nam
e

See above; these are the subjects of syntax rules.

See Also

Working with EDI Annotations
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Considerations When Using the Base EDI Adapter
This section contains information about standards supported by the Base EDI adapter.

This section contains:

Supported X-12 Standards
Supported EDIFACT Standards
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Supported X-12 Standards
The BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter supports the following standards:

X-12 Standard Used for
X-12-2040-810 Invoice
X-12-2040-832 Price/Sales catalog
X-12-2040-846 Inventory Inquiry/Advice
X-12-2040-850 Purchase Order
X-12-2040-855 Purchase Order Acknowledgement
X-12-2040-856 Ship Notice/Manifest
X-12-2040-861 Receiving Advice/Acceptance Certificate
X-12-2040-864 Text Message
X-12-2040-867 Product Transfer and Resale Report
X-12-2040-997 Functional Acknowledgement
X-12-3010-810 Invoice
X-12-3010-832 Price/Sales catalog
X-12-3010-846 Inventory Inquiry/Advice
X-12-3010-850 Purchase Order
X-12-3010-852 Product Activity Data
X-12-3010-855 Purchase Order Acknowledgement
X-12-3010-856 Ship Notice/Manifest
X-12-3010-861 Receiving Advice/Acceptance Certificate
X-12-3010-864 Text Message
X-12-3010-867 Product Transfer and Resale Report
X-12-3060-940 Warehouse Shipping Order
X-12-3060-944 Warehouse Stock Transfer Receipt Advice
X-12-3060-997 Functional Acknowledgement
X-12-3060-810 Ship Notice/Manifest
X-12-3060-832 Price/Sales catalog
X-12-3060-846 Inventory Inquiry/Advice
X-12-3060-850 Purchase Order
X-12-3060-852 Product Activity Data
X-12-3060-855 Purchase Order Acknowledgement
X-12-3060-856 Ship Notice/Manifest
X-12-3060-861 Receiving Advice/Acceptance Certificate
X-12-3060-864 Text Message
X-12-3060-867 Product Transfer and Resale Report
X-12-3060-940 Warehouse Shipping Order
X-12-3060-944 Warehouse Stock Transfer Receipt Advice
X-12-3060-997 Functional Acknowledgement
X-12-4010-810 Invoice
X-12-4010-832 Price/Sales catalog
X-12-4010-846 Inventory Inquiry/Advice
X-12-4010-850 Purchase Order
X-12-4010-852 Product Activity Data
X-12-4010-855 Purchase Order Acknowledgement
X-12-4010-856 Ship Notice/Manifest
X-12-4010-861 Receiving Advice/Acceptance Certificate
X-12-4010-864 Text Message
X-12-4010-867 Product Transfer and Resale Report
X-12-4010-940 Warehouse Shipping Order
X-12-4010-944 Warehouse Stock Transfer Receipt Advice
X-12-4010-997 Functional Acknowledgement



 

See Also

Considerations When Using the Base EDI Adapter
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Supported EDIFACT Standards
The United Nations release several new editions of the EDIFACT Standard each year.

EDIFACT Standard Used for
D93A-DESADV Dispatch Advice
D93A-INVOIC Invoice
D93A-INVRPT Inventory Report
D93A-ORDERS Purchase Order
D93A-ORDRSP Order Response
D93A-PARTIN Party Information
D93A-PAYEXT Extended Payment Order
D93A- PRICAT Price/Sales Catalogue
D93A- SLSRPT Sales Data Report
D95A-APERAK Application Error and Acknowledgement
D95A-DESADV Dispatch Advice
D95A-INVOIC Invoice
D95A-INVRPT Inventory Report
D95A-ORDERS Purchase Order
D95A-ORDRSP Order Response
D95A-PARTIN Party Information
D95A-PAYEXT Extended Payment Order
D95A-PRICAT Price/Sales Catalogue
D95A-SLSRPT Sales Data Report
D95B-APERAK Application Error and Acknowledgement
D95B-DESADV Dispatch Advice
D95B-INVOIC Invoice
D95B-INVRPT Inventory Report
D95B-ORDERS Purchase Order
D95B-ORDRSP Order Response
D95B-PARTIN Party Information
D95B-PAYEXT Extended Payment Order
D95B-PRICAT Price/Sales Catalogue
D95B-SLSRPT Sales Data Report
D97B-APERAK Application Error and Acknowledgement
D97B-DESADV Dispatch Advice
D97B-INVOIC Invoice
D97B-INVRPT Inventory Report
D97B-ORDERS Purchase Order
D97B-ORDRSP Order Response
D97B-PARTIN Party Information
D97B-PAYEXT Extended Payment Order
D97B-PRICAT Price/Sales Catalogue
D97B-PRODAT Product Data
D97B-RECADV Receiving Advice
D97B-SLSRPT Sales Data Report
D98A-APERAK Application Error and Acknowledgement
D98A-CONTRL Syntax and Service Report
D98A-DESADV Dispatch Advice
D98A-INVOIC Invoice
D98A-INVRPT Inventory Report
D98A-ORDERS Purchase Order
D98A-ORDRSP Order Response
D98A-PARTIN Party Information



 

D98A-PAYEXT Extended Payment Order
D98A-PRICAT Price/Sales Catalogue
D98A-PRODAT Product Data
D98A-RECADV Receiving Advice
D98A-SLSRPT Sales Data Report
D98B-APERAK Application Error and Acknowledgement
D98B-CONTRL Syntax and Service Report
D98B-DESADV Dispatch Advice
D98B-INVOIC Invoice
D98B-INVRPT Inventory Report
D98B-ORDERS Purchase Order
D98B-ORDRSP Order Response
D98B-PARTIN Party Information
D98B-PAYEXT Extended Payment Order
D98B-PRICAT Price/Sales Catalogue
D98B-PRODAT Product Data
D98B-RECADV Receiving Advice
D98B-SLSRPT Sales Data Report

See Also

Considerations When Using the Base EDI Adapter
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BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter
The BizTalk Message Queuing adapter is the native Microsoft Message Queuing (also known as MSMQ) adapter in Microsoft®
BizTalk® Server. Microsoft® Message Queuing is a stand-alone messaging service, with its own administration tools and
message store. The BizTalk Message Queuing adapter is neither a stand-alone product nor a general-purpose component; it
interacts with internal BizTalk Server components.

This section contains:

About the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter
Installing Microsoft Message Queuing and BizTalk Message Queuing Side-by-side
Configuring the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter
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About the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter
BizTalk Message Queuing (also known as MSMQT) works the same as Microsoft Message Queuing from a network perspective.
The main difference is that instead of sending messages to a queue, you send them to a receive location in BizTalk Message
Queuing. The receive locations and send ports are accessible in the BizTalk Server Administration console and BizTalk Explorer.

The value that the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter provides is the integration of its message store with the MessageBox
database, a database designed to scale out on multiple servers and serve as a central repository for all user data. The BizTalk
Message Queuing adapter also provides the following subset of Message Queuing functionality:

Binary protocol. Support for the native (MSMQ 1.0) wire protocol.
Private queues. Because messages in BizTalk Server are stored in the MessageBox database, a queue in BizTalk Message
Queuing is a virtual entity. However, the support queues in its programming interface and remote servers cannot
distinguish a Microsoft Message Queuing server from a BizTalk Message Queuing server. The BizTalk Message Queuing
adapter supports the sending and receiving of messages into private queues (queues that are not published as Microsoft
Active Directory® directory service objects), as well as the sending of messages into remote private queues, but does not
support the receiving of messages into local public queues. This private queue support extends to send port groups as well.
Send port groups cannot have public queues.
Workgroup mode. The BizTalk Message Queuing adapter supports direct messaging to private queues without integration
or dependency on Active Directory.
Active Directory mode. BizTalk Message Queuing supports DIRECT addresses. With Active Directory it also supports
PRIVATE (send/receive) and PUBLIC (send-only) addressing.
Transactional and best effort quality of service. The BizTalk Message Queuing adapter supports guaranteed delivery,
which is end-to-end reliability, exactly once and in order delivery.

Note  Ordered delivery only works if BizTalk Message Queuing is the primary transport. If the primary transport fails,
the adapter does not preserve the end-to-end order, even if the secondary transport is BizTalk Message Queuing.

Note  Just as Microsoft Message Queuing only supports one body part in a message, the BizTalk Message Queuing
adapter also only supports one body part in a message.

Additional information about Microsoft Message Queuing features supported by BizTalk Message Queuing can be found in the
MSMQ Frequently Asked Questions document at http://go.microsoft.com/FWLink/?LinkID=25024.

The BizTalk Server 2004 BizTalk Message Queuing adapter provides several advantages over the previous version. In previous
versions of BizTalk Server, BizTalk sent messages to the Microsoft Message Queuing host, and then to the BizTalk Server host.
Now, you only need to route the messages to one host, the BizTalk Server host by using the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter. In
addition, the new BizTalk Message Queuing adapter provides support for transactional messaging, once only delivery, and large
messages.

Note  You can install the BizTalk Adapter for MSMQ on the same computer that the BizTalk Message Queuing
Adapter (MSMQT) is installed on. However, because both these adapters use the same port, you must add an IP
address to your computer that the BizTalk Adapter for MSMQ can use. For more information, download Microsoft
KnowledgeBase article 895867 from http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=52261.

You achieve support for transactional messaging, which is a stream of messages sent in order once, by synchronizing and
coordinating multiple BizTalk Message Queuing adapter instances in the group. Because different BizTalk Message Queuing
adapter instances may handle multiple messages that you send to the same receive location in one stream, the BizTalk Message
Queuing adapter instances maintain persistent state for the delivery engine, which BizTalk keeps in the Configuration database.

The sequence id, sequence number, and previous sequence number properties identify messages in a stream. When you
send the first message on a stream, its previous sequence number property is set to zero. For all subsequent messages, the
sequence number is the successor of the sequence number property of the previously delivered sequence number property.
Likewise, you set its previous sequence number property to the sequence number of the previously delivered message. As
Microsoft Message Queuing or BizTalk Message Queuing attempts to deliver messages to the destinations, some messages may
expire, and as a result, the sequence number and previous sequence number properties of the messages that you still need to
transmit are not consecutive. For instance, consider a stream containing two messages M1 (sequence number = 1, previous
sequence number = 0), and M2 (sequence number = 5, and previous sequence number = 1). Note that messages in a
stream may expire without invalidating subsequent messages sent in that stream.

The destination Microsoft Message Queuing or BizTalk Message Queuing service is responsible for sending order
acknowledgments to the source Microsoft Message Queuing or BizTalk Message Queuing service, indicating the sequence
number of the last received message. If the source Microsoft Message Queuing or BizTalk Message Queuing service does not

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25024
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receive the appropriate order acknowledgment within a certain time limit, it will retransmit the message. Microsoft Message
Queuing or BizTalk Message Queuing service drops messages that are received out-of-order by the destination, because the
source Microsoft Message Queuing or BizTalk Message Queuing service will resend them.

In BizTalk Message Queuing, the orchestration can provide the sequence number and previous sequence number, as properties
on the BizTalk message itself.

This section contains:

BizTalk Message Queuing Send Adapter
BizTalk Message Queuing Receive Adapter
BizTalk Message Queuing Protocols
BizTalk Message Queuing Party Resolution
Large Message Support in the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter
Scale Out of BizTalk Message Queuing
Security Recommendations for the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter
BizTalk Message Queuing-MQSeries Bridge
MSMQ Application Migration to BizTalk Server 2004
Tips about Using the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter in Active Directory Mode
BizTalk Message Queuing Known Issues
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BizTalk Message Queuing Send Adapter
The BizTalk Message Queuing send adapter natively processes only direct format names. The BizTalk Message Queuing adapter
fully processes an outgoing message with a direct format name, and maintains all protocols.

Messages sent by the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter contain byte order marks. To read messages sent from MSMQT to
traditional Message Queuing from .NET applications, you have to access the message body stream.

The following code example shows accessing the message body stream:

The following code shows a simple string:

The BizTalk Message Queuing adapter does not process non-direct format names, but you can use a native message queuing
router for this purpose. If you have configured the name of the message queuing router, and if the router is available, the BizTalk
Message Queuing adapter passes the non-direct outgoing message to the router, which performs all of the processing. You can
set the router name in the property page of the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter. For more information, see
Configuring a BizTalk Message Queuing Send Handler. For more information about format names, see
http://go.microsoft.com/FWLink/?LinkID=24504.

See Also

About the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter

Troubleshooting the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter

BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter Security Recommendations
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MessageQueue mq = new MessageQueue(@"FormatName:DIRECT=OS:.\private$\test");
Message m = mq.Receive(TimeSpan.FromMinutes(1));

// Read the message as an XML document
XmlDocument doc = new XmlDocument();
doc.Load(m.BodyStream);

StreamReader reader = new StreamReader(m.BodyStream);
string s = reader.ReadToEnd();
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BizTalk Message Queuing Receive Adapter
When the BizTalk Message Queuing receive adapter receives a message, it processes the message the same as the send adapter
processes the message, regardless of the message format. However, the receive location must be configured with the correct
name in BizTalk Explorer. For more information, see Configuring a BizTalk Message Queuing Receive Location. If there is no
listener for the incoming message, BizTalk rejects it as No Such Queue.

See Also

About the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter

Troubleshooting the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter

BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter Security Recommendations
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BizTalk Message Queuing Protocols
The BizTalk Message Queuing adapter supports the Microsoft Message Queuing binary (native) protocol. It does not support the
following protocols:

Multicast (which is provided by Message Queuing)
Remote read
SRMP (Microsoft Message Queuing over HTTP)
Microsoft Message Queuing protocol-level encryption

The BizTalk Message Queuing adapter can send messages using PUBLIC and PRIVATE formats only with the help of a Microsoft
Message Queuing router. However, you can still access public and private queues using the DIRECT format. You can send
messages to BizTalk Message Queuing using only DIRECT and PRIVATE formats. PUBLIC is not supported.

See Also

About the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter

BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter Security Recommendations
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BizTalk Message Queuing Party Resolution
The BizTalk Message Queuing adapter communicates with the Party Resolution pipeline component. The adapter provides both
the certificate, which the adapter uses by default to resolve the party, and the security identifier (SID) to the pipeline component.
However, when you install BizTalk Message Queuing in Active Directory mode, it may be easier to resolve the party based on the
user name. To do this, create a custom pipeline with a Party Resolution pipeline component, and then configure the Party
Resolution component to use the SID when resolving the party. Set the Resolve Party By Certificate property to False, and the
Resolve Party By SID property to True. For more information, see Configuring the Party Resolution Pipeline Component.
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BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter Security Recommendations
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Large Message Support in the BizTalk Message Queuing
Adapter
Native message queuing cannot process a message with a body larger than 4 megabytes (MB). However, BizTalk Server includes
an add-on for native message queuing that permits processing messages larger than 4 MB. BizTalk Server delivers this add-on as
the MQRTLarge.dll file in the BizTalk Server SDK, and exposes the MQSendLargeMessage and MQReceiveLargeMessage APIs,
and the analogous COM model. These functions are implemented as standard message queuing APIs, MQSendMessage and
MQReceiveMessage, respectively.

To participate in large message exchanges, the message queuing computer must have the MQRTLarge.dll file installed, and the
message queuing application must use the add-on APIs. Otherwise, complete messages are fragmented.

A few notes about large messages:

Processing large messages prevents use of the BizTalk Message Queuing.Extension property, configurable through
XLANG/s.
When sending large messages, make sure that the %temp% drive has enough free space to store all of the messages
processed by the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter. Large messages are temporarily stored on the disk until the destination
acknowledges them.
It is recommended that you do not use the MQRTLarge.dll file on Microsoft® Windows® 2000 computers because
Message Queuing storage files are limited to 2 gigabytes (GB) on Windows 2000 Server.

For more information about the MQRTLarge.dll file, see Large Message to MSMQT (BizTalk Server Sample).

See Also
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Scale Out of BizTalk Message Queuing
To increase availability of BizTalk messaging queues, you can deploy BizTalk Server on a group of servers that act as one logical
BizTalk Server computer. To scale out, you add nodes (physical computers) to the group of servers. The server group can host
multiple instances of the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter, making each instance a stateless BizTalk service that shares the same
back-end message store, the MessageBox database.

You can implement such a server group through standard load balancing techniques, such as Network Load Balancing (NLB).

Note that NLB does not help improve throughput by balancing the load generated by a single sender machine to a single BizTalk
Message Queue; it does however, provide availability. The passive server takes precedence for receiving incoming messages once
the BizTalk service on the active server stops. If multiple queues are used, or multiple client machines are sending to one or more
queues, the load is indeed balanced. Therefore, by design, only one BizTalk Server can provide service to one client on a single
receiving queue and only one BizTalk Server can provide service to one sending queue

See Also
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Security Recommendations for the BizTalk Message Queuing
Adapter
The following is a list of security recommendations for the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter:

The BizTalk Message Queuing adapter run time requires at least User (Domain User or Local User) privileges. It
recommended that you do not run with Administrator privileges.
The BizTalk Message Queuing adapter setup requires Administrator privileges.
The BizTalk Message Queuing adapter does not contain any custom components, but it does call the BizTalk Messaging
Engine, which in turn calls pipelines. The pipelines may be custom pipelines, in which case you should apply the security
recommendations for the pipeline to the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter.
It is recommended that you use the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter in authentication-required mode. Set the Requires
MSMQ authentication flag on the receive location and AuthenticationRequired (Drop messages) on the receive port to
true. These settings will help prevent Denial of Service attacks. Keep in mind that the AuthenticationRequired flag on the
receive port requires the Party Resolution pipeline component to be configured correctly, and that the parties are defined in
BizTalk Explorer. For more information about configuring the Party Resolution pipeline component, see
BizTalk Message Queuing Party Resolution.
Generic security recommendations for Microsoft Message Queuing are applicable to BizTalk Message Queuing as well. For
more information, see Microsoft Message Queuing Help at http://go.microsoft.com/FWLink/?LinkID=26104.

See Also
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BizTalk Message Queuing-MQSeries Bridge
The BizTalk Message Queuing-MQSeries bridge works the same as the MSMQ-MQSeries bridge with few exceptions. For
information about how the MSMQ-MQSeries bridge works, see the Microsoft Host Integration Server (HIS) 2000 Help at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=16280.

The following are important reminders for MSQMT-MQSeries bridge development:

You must have HIS Service Pack 1 installed on the computer.
Install BizTalk Message Queuing in Active Directory-integrated mode, because you configure bridge interaction through
Active Directory.
Configure the MQSeries bridge as explained in the Host Integration Server documentation. Test your configuration using
the MQSeries send and receive tools provided with Host Integration Server. For more information, see "MSMQ-MQSeries
Bridge Setup and Configuration" in the Host Integration Server documentation.
To send a message to an MQSeries queue, set the BizTalk Message Queuing port address to PUBLIC=<MQSeries Queue
GUID>.

To obtain the MQSeries queue GUID, go to Active Directory Sites and Services and open the public queues of the
computer that represents your MQSeries server. The GUID appears on the queue property pages.
You cannot use a DIRECT= format name to send messages to MQSeries.

The name of the BizTalk Message Queuing and Microsoft Message Queuing queues must be less than 25 characters and in
all uppercase characters.
On the MQSeries side, you must use the following format for BizTalk Message Queuing queues:
DIRECT_OS/<computer>/P_/queue.
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MSMQ Application Migration to BizTalk Server 2004
This topic describes how to migrate Microsoft Message Queuing applications from BizTalk Server 2002 to BizTalk Server 2004.

Applications exchanging messages smaller than 4 MB

If your application uses Microsoft Message Queuing protocol-level encryption, you need to modify it to implement the encryption
at the application level. If you are implementing application-level encryption, consider implementing one of the encryption
methods supported by the BizTalk MIME/SMIME pipeline component. For more information about the MIME/SMIME pipeline
component, see MIME/SMIME Decoder Pipeline Component or MIME/SMIME Encoder Pipeline Component.

BizTalk Server does not support multicast and Microsoft Message Queuing messages over an HTTP transport. However, you can
still use them if you write another Microsoft Message Queuing application that will read the multicast and HTTP messages and
then send them to BizTalk Server using the DIRECT format.

Microsoft Message Queuing to BizTalk Message Queuing Considerations

In some cases, to send messages from Microsoft Message Queuing to BizTalk Message Queuing, you must modify your
code. If you are using a PUBLIC format name in your application, you must replace it with a DIRECT or PRIVATE format
name.
If your application is using the path name to send messages, you must change the code to use the format name and one of
the DIRECT or PRIVATE format names.
If you use the PRIVATE format name, you must have a Microsoft Message Queuing router in your domain and configure
BizTalk Message Queuing to use it.

BizTalk Message Queuing to Microsoft Message Queuing Considerations

BizTalk Server supports all formats, but you need to configure a router for PUBLIC and PRIVATE.

Applications exchanging messages larger than 4 MB

Microsoft Message Queuing does not natively support large messages. To use large messages in your Microsoft Message
Queuing application, it is likely that you will have to rewrite the code. The BizTalk Sever 2004 Software Development Kit (SDK)
contains the file MQRTLarge.dll, which enables BizTalk Message Queuing to support large messages. For more information about
the MQRTLarge.dll file, see Large Message Support in the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter. There are no COM or managed
interfaces for large messages, so your code must be in C or C++.

For more information, see the restrictions listed in the topic "Applications exchanging messages smaller than 4 MB" earlier in this
document.

Writing to the message body stream

By default, when you pass your messages through the new BizTalk Message Queuing adapter, the .NET Framework wraps the
message body in XML tags. Because of these extra tags, the message will no longer match your schema. To overcome this
problem you need to write directly into the message body stream, as shown in the following code:
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SendMSMQMessage (BizTalk Server Sample)
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MessageQueue queue = new MessageQueue(@"FormatName:DIRECT=OS:targetMachine\private$\queueName
");
System.Messaging.Message message = new System.Messaging.Message();
message.Label = "TestMessageLabel";
StreamWriter writer = new StreamWriter(message.BodyStream, System.Text.Encoding.Unicode);
writer.Write(textBoxBody.Text);
writer.Flush();
queue.Send(message, MessageQueueTransactionType.Single);
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Tips about Using the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter in
Active Directory Mode
The following tips apply to the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter in Active Directory mode:

Configuring Active Directory integration and setting the computer name for BizTalk Message Queuing is only possible
during installation. Running the configuration wizard again after the BizTalk service has started will overwrite the existing
configuration. If you need to change these parameters, reinstallation is the only option. For more information, see
BizTalk Message Queuing Configuration and Tuning Parameters.
If you want to set up BizTalk Message Queuing in Active Directory mode, you need permissions to create, delete, and modify
Active Directory computer objects. Specifically, you need permissions to add and delete all children on computers, and the
Active Directory computer. You also need permissions to add and delete all children on sites and servers on Active Directory
Sites and Services to enable the routing option for Microsoft Message Queuing. Typically, only domain administrators have
these privileges.
Local accounts do not have rights to access Active Directory, therefore, sending to public and private queues or using
authentication will not work when the BizTalk service is running under a local account.
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BizTalk Message Queuing Known Issues
All known issues that apply to Message Queuing apply to BizTalk Message Queuing as well. BizTalk Message Queuing, like
Message Queuing, does not work across network address translation (NAT) or NAT firewalls. For more information about NAT
firewalls, see Microsoft Knowledge Base Article 327513, "INFO: Microsoft Message Queue Server Across Network Address
Translation Firewalls," at http://go.microsoft.com/FWLink/?LinkID=24502.
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Installing Microsoft Message Queuing and BizTalk Message
Queuing Side-by-side
MSMQT and Microsoft Message Queuing (also known as MSMQ) can be installed side-by-side. Use the following guidelines to
ensure a successful side-by-side installation:

Note  For server consolidation purposes, it is strongly recommended that you use virtualization software instead of
installing side-by-side.

To install Microsoft Message Queuing and BizTalk Message Queuing side-by-side

1. Ensure that your operating system supports side-by-side installation. Only Microsoft® Windows Server™ 2003,
Windows 2000 Server Service Pack 4, and Windows XP Service Pack 2 support side-by-side installation.

2. You will need two IP addresses on every computer that will run BizTalk Message Queuing and Microsoft Message Queuing
side-by-side. You can install two network adapters on these computers or add two static IPs on the same network interface
card. If you choose the second option, both addresses must be in the same subnet. Microsoft Message Queuing will use the
first IP and BizTalk Message Queuing will use the second IP.

3. You will need a new, unused computer name. BizTalk Server will use the computer name "BizTalk" to store the BizTalk
Message Queuing configuration. You can append "MSMQT" to your computer name to get an unused computer name.

4. For practical purposes, assume that your computer name is MyServer and BizTalk Server will use MyServerMSMQT.
5. Ask your network administrator to configure the DNS server so that any query for MyServer will always return IP1 and a

query for MyServerMSMQT will always return IP2. You can achieve this by disabling DNS registration on your computers
and manually adding entries in the DNS tables.

Important  If a query for MyServer returns both IP1 and IP2, messages sent to Microsoft Message Queuing
might end up in BizTalk (MSMQT) queues.

6. Test the DNS configuration. At the command prompt, type nslookup, and press ENTER.
7. At the command prompt, type MyServer and verify that the system only returns IP1.
8. At the command prompt, type MyServerMSMQT, and verify that the system only returns IP2.
9. Install Microsoft Message Queuing.

10. Configure Microsoft Message Queuing for side-by-side use. Using the Registry Editor, browse to
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\MSMQ\Parameters. Add a new string value called BindInterfaceIP,
set its value to IP1, and then restart the Microsoft Message Queuing service.

11. Install BizTalk Server. In the Configuration Framework MSMQT screen, set the IP field to IP2. Set the Computer name to
MyServerMSMQT. If you plan to use PUBLIC or PRIVATE format names, select the Active Directory box. Do not select the
Register in dns box unless advised so by the network administrator.

Side-by-side limitations

Communication between MyServer and MyServerMSMQT is only possible with the PRIVATE/PUBLIC format names. BizTalk
Server does not support DIRECT format names. There are no restrictions when a third party communicates with Microsoft
Message Queuing or MSMQT.

Note  You can install the BizTalk Adapter for MSMQ on the same computer that the BizTalk Message Queuing
Adapter (MSMQT) is installed on. However, because both these adapters use the same port, you must add an IP
address to your computer that the BizTalk Adapter for MSMQ can use. For more information, download Microsoft
KnowledgeBase article 895867 from http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=52261.

Note  BizTalk Server 2004 does not support the Microsoft Message Queuing API. To run applications written with the
Microsoft Message Queuing API, you must have Microsoft Message Queuing and BizTalk Server 2004 installed on the
same computer.
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Configuring the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter
This section describes how to configure the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter.

This section contains:

Registering the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter
Configuring a BizTalk Message Queuing Receive Handler
Configuring a BizTalk Message Queuing Receive Location
Configuring a BizTalk Message Queuing Send Handler
Configuring the BizTalk Message Queuing Send Port
BizTalk Message Queuing Configuration and Tuning Parameters
BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter Property Schema and Properties
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Registering the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter
The BizTalk Message Queuing adapter is included in the BizTalk Server 2004 source code, but for security reasons, BizTalk does
not register it by default during the product configuration. To use the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter, you must first register it
using the BizTalk Server Administration console. After registration, the adapter appears in drop-down menus along with the other
native adapters.

For more information about security privileges required to add an adapter in the BizTalk Administration console, see
Minimum Security User Rights.

To register the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server Administration.
2. In the BizTalk Server Administration console, double-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (Local) node.
3. Right click Adapters, click New, and then click Adapter.
4. In the Add Adapter dialog box, do the following.

Use this To do this
Name Type BizTalk Message Queuing.
Adapter Select MSMQT from the drop-down list.

5. Click OK.

The static adapter now appears in the list of adapters in the right window of the BizTalk Server Administration console. Before
using the adapter, you must stop and restart the host instance.

To stop and restart the host instance

1. In the BizTalk Administration console, double-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node, expand Hosts, and
then select BizTalkServerApplication in the left pane.

2. In the results pane, right-click the host instance (typically, the computer name), and then click Stop.
3. The status of the host instance changes to Stopped.
4. In the results pane, right-click the host instance, and then click Start.

The status of the host instance changes to Start pending. You must click Refresh, or right-click the host instance and then click
Refresh, to change the status to Running.
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Configuring a BizTalk Message Queuing Receive Handler
Use the following procedure to change the host with which the BizTalk Message Queuing receive handler is associated.

Note  Before configuring the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter, you must register it on the computer. For information
about registering the adapter, see Registering the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter.

Note  Each host can have only one receive handler with which it is associated.

To configure the host for a BizTalk Message Queuing receive handler

1. In the BizTalk Server Administration console, double-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node, double-click
Adapters, double-click FILE, HTTP, or BizTalk Message Queuing, and then click Receive Handlers.

2. In the results pane, right-click the receive handler that you want to modify, and then select Properties.
3. In the <host name> Properties dialog box, in the Host Name list, select the host with which the receive handler will be

associated.
4. Click OK.
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Configuring a BizTalk Message Queuing Receive Location
You can set BizTalk Message Queuing receive location adapter variables in BizTalk Explorer. If properties are not set in the receive
location, the default receive handler values set in the BizTalk Server Administration console are used.

Note  Before configuring the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter, you must register it on the computer. For information
about registering the adapter, see Registering the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter.

Note  Before completing the following procedure you must have already added a receive port. For more information
see, Adding a Receive Port Using BizTalk Explorer.

To configure variables for a BizTalk Message Queuing receive location

1. Complete the initial receive location configuration as described in Adding a Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer.
2. In the BizTalk Message Queuing Transport Properties dialog box, do the following.

Use this To do this
Queue na
me

Identify the name of the queue.

BizTalk Message Queuing queue names need to be less than 25 characters if you want to receive MQSeries me
ssages.

Use all uppercase letters for the BizTalk Message Queuing queue names that receive MQSeries messages.

Requires 
MSMQ Aut
henticatio
n

Indicate whether Message Queuing (also known as MSMQ) authentication is required. If selected, the adapter r
ejects all messages that do not use Message Queuing protocol-level authentication.

Non-Trans
actional Q
ueue

Indicate whether the queue is transactional. If selected, the queue only accepts non-transactional messages. Sel
ect this box to receive acknowledgment messages in this queue.

Queue nu
mber

Specify the address for the queue using the Message Queuing private format name. This number is populated 
by default.

When installed in Active Directory mode, BizTalk Message Queuing can receive messages that were sent using 
the PRIVATE=<BizTalk Message Queuing computer GUID>\<queue number> format name. The queue numbe
r must be greater than or equal to four. One through three is reserved for standard use.

3. Click OK.
4. Return to Adding a Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer to complete the configuration of the BizTalk Message Queuing

receive location.
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Configuring a BizTalk Message Queuing Send Handler
You can globally configure BizTalk Message Queuing send handlers by using the BizTalk Server Administration console.

Note  Before configuring the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter, you must register it on the computer. For information
about registering the adapter, see Registering the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter.

To configure global variables for a BizTalk Message Queuing send handler

1. In the BizTalk Server Administration console, double-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server (local) node, double-click
Adapters, double-click BizTalk Message Queuing, and then click Send Handlers.

2. In the results pane, right-click the send handler, and then click Properties.
3. In the <Host name> Properties dialog box, on the General tab, in the Host Name list, select the host with which the send

handler will be associated.
4. On the General tab, in the MSMQ Router name box, type the name of the Microsoft Message Queuing router.
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Configuring the BizTalk Message Queuing Send Port
This section describes how to configure a BizTalk Message Queuing send port by using BizTalk Explorer or programmatically.

This section contains:

Configuring a BizTalk Message Queuing Send Port By Using BizTalk Explorer
Configuring a BizTalk Message Queuing Send Port Programmatically
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Configuring a BizTalk Message Queuing Send Port By Using
BizTalk Explorer
You can set BizTalk Message Queuing send port adapter variables in BizTalk Explorer. If properties are not set for the send port,
the default receive handler values set in the BizTalk Server Administration console are used.

Note  Before configuring the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter, you must register it on the computer. For information
about registering the adapter, see Registering the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter.

To configure variables for a BizTalk Message Queuing send port

1. Complete the initial send port configuration as described in Adding a Static Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer.
2. In the BizTalk Message Queuing Transport Properties dialog box, do the following.

Use this To do this
Destination 
Queue

Indicate the Message Queuing (also known as MSMQ) or BizTalk Message Queuing destination queue. The va
lue may not be a public address. An example of a valid value is DIRECT=TCP:172.12.22.11\Private$\<Que
ueName>.

Use MSMQ 
Authenticati
on

Identify whether BizTalk Message Queuing uses protocol authentication every time it sends a message on thi
s port.

3. Click OK.
4. Return to Adding a Static Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer to complete the configuration of the BizTalk Message Queuing

send port.
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Configuring a BizTalk Message Queuing Send Port
Programmatically
The following table lists the properties used by the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter in the <xs:element
name="InboundTransportType" type="xs:string" /> syntax.

Namespace Property Description
System ExpirationTime DateTime.
System InboundTranspor

tLocation
String. Destination queue for incoming message.

System InboundTranspor
tType

String. Incoming message will contain "MSMQ" if the message came through the BizTalk M
essage Queuing adapter.

System OutboundTransp
ortLocation

String. Destination queue for outgoing message.

BizTalk Messag
e Queuing

Ack String.

BizTalk Messag
e Queuing

AdminQueue String.

BizTalk Messag
e Queuing

AppSpecific Integer.

BizTalk Messag
e Queuing

ArrivedTime DateTime.

BizTalk Messag
e Queuing

AuthLevel Boolean. If set to true, authentication will be used.

BizTalk Messag
e Queuing

Class Short.

BizTalk Messag
e Queuing

Extension HexBinary.

Note  Cannot be used with large messages.

BizTalk Messag
e Queuing

CorrelationID String in the GUID\number format (For example, "{48A2DE3E-ECB4-4F5D-9A48-50A362F
5A418}\\28"). Correlation ID for the incoming message.

BizTalk Messag
e Queuing

HashAlgorithm Integer. The System.Messaging.HashAlgorithm enumeration defines the valid values.

BizTalk Messag
e Queuing

InboundRespons
eQueue

String. Response queue for incoming message.

BizTalk Messag
e Queuing

IsAuthenticated Boolean. Shows whether the incoming message was signed.

BizTalk Messag
e Queuing

IsFirstInTransacti
on

Boolean. Determines where the transaction starts.

BizTalk Messag
e Queuing

IsLastInTransacti
on

Boolean. Determines where the transaction ends.

BizTalk Messag
e Queuing

IsXactMessage Boolean.

BizTalk Messag
e Queuing

Label String.

BizTalk Messag
e Queuing

MsgID Integer. Number part of the incoming MSGID of the message.

BizTalk Messag
e Queuing

ResponseQueue String. Response queue for the outgoing message.

BizTalk Messag
e Queuing

Priority Integer.

BizTalk Messag
e Queuing

PrivLevel Integer.

BizTalk Messag
e Queuing

SentTime DateTime.



 

BizTalk Messag
e Queuing

SourceMachineG
UID

String. GUID part of the incoming MSGID of the message.

BizTalk Messag
e Queuing

TimeToReachQue
ue

Integer. Time to reach the queue (in milliseconds).

BizTalk Messag
e Queuing

TransactionID String.

You must configure the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter in the default host.

You must configure the receive handler and send handler in separate processes. Configuring them in the same process can cause
errors.
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BizTalk Message Queuing Configuration and Tuning
Parameters
Most BizTalk Message Queuing configuration and tuning parameters have equivalent Microsoft Message Queuing parameters.
Some parameters, such as MsmqtMachineName, are new to BizTalk Server and enable side-by-side Microsoft Message
Queuing and BizTalk Message Queuing installations. The following table contains the complete list of BizTalk Message Queuing
parameters and their location in the registry.

Note  If a tuning parameter does not exists in the registry, it is set to the default value listed in the following table.

Key name Ty
pe

Default Un
it

Explanation

MsmqtBoxSize UL
ON
G

1000 ms
gs

Defines the size of the message container used for keeping message references in the ins
tance state.

Read-only.

BizTalk Message Queuing only.

MsmqtResendProb
eSize

UL
ON
G

1000 ms
gs

Defines the number of messages (from the container of messages-in-transit) that BizTalk
Message Queuing tries to resend at each retry.

BizTalk Message Queuing only.

MsmqtOutInactivit
yToClose

UL
ON
G

5*60 sec Defines the inactivity time period after which the outgoing stream instance will be dehyd
rated.

MsmqtOutInactivit
yToDestroy

UL
ON
G

24*60*6
0

sec Defines the inactivity time period after which the outgoing stream instance will be destro
yed.

MsmqtInInactivityT
oClose

UL
ON
G

5*60 sec Defines the inactivity time period after which the incoming stream instance will be dehyd
rated.

MsmqtInInactivityT
oDestroy

UL
ON
G

90*24*
60*60

sec Defines the inactivity time period after which BizTalk Server destroys the incoming strea
m instance.

MsmqtRetryInterval
0

UL
ON
G

30 sec Defines the time the BizTalk Message adapter waits for an order acknowledgment before
the first resend for the outgoing instance.

MsmqtRetryInterval
1

UL
ON
G

30 sec Defines the time the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter waits for an order acknowledgme
nt before the second resend for the outgoing instance.

MsmqtRetryInterval
2

UL
ON
G

30 sec Defines the time the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter waits for an order acknowledgme
nt before the third resend for the outgoing instance.

MsmqtRetryInterval
3

UL
ON
G

5*60 sec Defines the time the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter waits for an order acknowledgme
nt before the fourth resend for the outgoing instance.

MsmqtRetryInterval
4

UL
ON
G

5*60 sec Defines the time the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter waits for an order acknowledgme
nt before the fifth resend for the outgoing instance.

MsmqtRetryInterval
5

UL
ON
G

5*60 sec Defines the time the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter waits for an order acknowledgme
nt before the sixth resend for the outgoing instance.

MsmqtRetryInterval
6

UL
ON
G

30*60 sec Defines the time the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter waits for an order acknowledgme
nt before the seventh resend for the outgoing instance.

MsmqtRetryInterval
7

UL
ON
G

30*60 sec Defines the time the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter waits for an order acknowledgme
nt before the eighth resend for the outgoing instance.



MsmqtRetryInterval
8

UL
ON
G

30*60 sec Defines the time the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter waits for an order acknowledgme
nt before the ninth resend for the outgoing instance.

MsmqtRetryInterval
9

UL
ON
G

60*60 sec Defines the time the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter waits for an order acknowledgme
nt before the tenth resend for the outgoing instance, and every following time.

MsmqtFragmentSiz
e

UL
ON
G

1 Mb byt
es

Defines the size of the message fragments that the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter div
ides large messages into.

Read-only.

BizTalk Message Queuing only.

MsmqtMaxSizeToS
endAsSingleMsg

UL
ON
G

4 Mb byt
es

Defines the maximum size of a non-fragmented message.

Read-only.

BizTalk Message Queuing only.

MsmqtOrderAckDel
ay

UL
ON
G

5 sec Defines the time to delay sending order acknowledgement message.

MsmqtBinaryStore
AckTimeout

UL
ON
G

INF sec Defines the time-out period for the stored acknowledgement message of the binary prot
ocol.

MsmqtBinarySessio
nAckTimeout

UL
ON
G

INF sec Defines the time-out period for the session acknowledgement message of the binary pro
tocol.

MsmqtBinarySessio
nCleanupTimeout

UL
ON
G

5000*60 sec Defines the period of inactivity after which the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter closes t
he binary protocol session.

MsmqtLongLivedD
efaultTimeout

UL
ON
G

4 da
ys

Defines the default value for the Time To Live message property.

MsmqtPort US
HO
RT

1801 n/
a

Defines the TCP/IP port that the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter uses to listen for new 
messages.

MsmqtPingPort US
HO
RT

3527 n/
a

Defines the TCP/IP port that the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter uses for ping protocol.

MsmqtBinaryWind
owSize

US
HO
RT

64 
(debug 3
2)

da
ys

Defines the size of the window for message transmission in a session for a binary protoc
ol.

BizTalk Message Queuing only.

MsmqtRetrialsToBe
DeclaredPoisonMes
sage

UL
ON
G

5 n/
a

Defines the number of times the processing is tried if the BizTalk Server processing for a 
message fails. After retrying the specified number of times, the message is internally decl
ared as harmful.

BizTalk Message Queuing only.

MsmqtMaxBatchTi
meout

W
OR
D

2000 sec Defines the maximum time for collecting the batch for delivering messages from the BizT
alk Message Queuing layer to BizTalk Message Queuing.

BizTalk Message Queuing only.

MsmqtMaxBatchSiz
e

W
OR
D

20 ms
gs

Defines the maximum size of the batch for delivering messages from the BizTalk Messag
e Queuing layer to BizTalk Message Queuing.

BizTalk Message Queuing only.

MsmqtBlockSendin
gReceiveFinalAck

W
OR
D

0 0/
1

Defines whether BizTalk Message Queuing sends a final acknowledgement to the sender.
Setting this property to 1 blocks BizTalk Message Queuing from sending the final ackno
wledgment.



 

MsmqtWorkgroup
Mode

W
OR
D

1 0/
1

Defines whether BizTalk Message Queuing is installed in a workgroup mode.

Set this property to 1 if you installed BizTalk Message Queuing in a workgroup mode (as 
opposed to Active Directory integration).

Read-only.

MsmqtIptPerCPU US
HO
RT

2 thr
ea
ds

Defines the number of BizTalk Message Queuing worker threads per processor for proce
ssing incoming messages.

BizTalk Message Queuing only.

MsmqtIptAdditiona
l

US
HO
RT

1 thr
ea
ds

Defines the number of additional (per-CPU) BizTalk Message Queuing worker threads for
processing incoming messages.

BizTalk Message Queuing only.

MsmqtIptAccumula
tionSize

US
HO
RT

5000 ms
gs

Defines the maximum number of incoming messages accumulated for one worker threa
d.

BizTalk Message Queuing only.

MsmqtRouter LP
WS
TR

NULL n/
a

Defines the name of the Microsoft Message Queuing router computer to use for sending 
messages with a non-direct format name.

MsmqtBindingIP LP
WS
TR

INADDR
_ANY

n/
a

Defines the IP address to use, which may be different from the default computer IP addre
ss for Active Directory integration or load balancing.

Read-only.

MsmqtMachineNa
me

LP
WS
TR

<local co
mputer>

n/
a

Defines the computer name for Active Directory and/or DNS.

Read-only.

BizTalk Message Queuing only.

MsmqtDomain LP
WS
TR

<comput
er domai
n>

n/
a

Defines the domain name where you have registered the message queuing computer.

Read-only.

BizTalk Message Queuing only.

Some of parameters cannot be set after the system starts the BizTalk Message Queuing service. These parameters are marked as
read-only. Parameters that do not have equivalent parameters in Microsoft Message Queuing are marked BizTalk Message
Queuing only.

These tuning parameters are located in the registry. The location of the BizTalk Server registry keys is
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\BTSSvc.3.0\MessageQueuing\.

See Also

Configuring the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter
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BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter Property Schema and
Properties
The following table lists the properties in the BizTalk Message Queuing (MSMQT) property schema.

Namespace: http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003/msmqt-properties

Property
Name

Typ
e

Equivalent 
MSMQT Pro
perty

Description

Respons
eQueue

xs:st
ring

PROPID_M_
RESP_QUEU
E

Defines the queue where the orchestration would like to receive any response messages.

Inbound
Respons
eQueue

xs:st
ring

PROPID_M_
RESP_QUEU
E

Defines the location from which any responses should be sent from.

AdminQ
ueue

xs:st
ring

PROPID_M_
ADMIN_QUE
UE

Defines where order acknowledgements are received from.

Extensio
n

xs:st
ring

PROPID_M_E
XTENSION

Defines an application specific blob. You cannot use this property if the message is a large message.

SenderI
D

xs:st
ring

None You should not use this property; use SourceParty instead. The secure identifier (SID) of the user th
at sends the message.

Source
Machine
Guid

xs:st
ring

None Defines the globally unique identifier (GUID) of the PROPID_M_MSGID for the incoming message.

MsgID xs:in
t

None Defines the number part of the PROPID_M_MSGID for the incoming message.

Priority xs:in
t

PROPID_M_P
RIORITY

Defines the message priority for non-transactional incoming messages only.

AppSpe
cific

xs:u
nsig
nedI
nt

PROPID_M_
APPSPECIFIC

Defines the application-specific integer.

TimeTo
ReachQ
ueue

xs:u
nsig
nedI
nt

PROPID_M_T
IME_TO_REA
CH_QUEUE

Specifies a time-out for the send operation in seconds. BizTalk Server generates a delivery exception
if a message cannot be sent in this time.

Label xs:st
ring

PROPID_M_L
ABEL

Specifies the label for incoming and outgoing messages.

Correlati
onId

xs:st
ring

PROPID_M_
CORRELATIO
NID

Defines the application-specific correlation ID, in the "{GUID}\number" format. Brackets and '\' are re
quired.

IsXactM
sg

xs:b
oole
an

None Set this property to True if for incoming transactional messages.

IsSecurit
yInclude
d

xs:b
oole
an

None This property is always False.

IsAuthe
nticated

xs:b
oole
an

None Set this property to True if BizTalk Server authenticated the incoming message.

ArrivedT
ime

xs:da
teTi
me

PROPID_M_
ARRIVEDTIM
E

Defines the time of arrival for incoming message.

Version xs:st
ring

None Defines the version of the Microsoft Message Queuing message object.



 

SentTim
e

xs:da
teTi
me

PROPID_M_S
ENTTIME

Defines the time the message was sent.

Class xs:sh
ort

PROPID_M_
CLASS

Defines the message class, which is one of the System.Messaging.Acknowledgment values.

HashAlg xs:u
nsig
nedI
nt

PROPID_M_
HASH_ALG

Defines the algorithm used for signing the message. See System.Messaging.HashAlgorithm for p
ossible values.

Acknowl
edge

xs:u
nsig
nedI
nt

PROPID_M_
ACKNOWLE
DGE

Defines whether acknowledgment messages are requested. See System.Messaging.Acknowledg
eTypes enumeration for possible values.ms-help://MS.VSCC.2003/MS.MSDNQTR.2003FEB.103
3/cpref/html/frlrfsystemmessagingacknowledgetypesclasstopic.htm

IsFirstIn
Transact
ion

xs:b
oola
n

PROPID_M_F
IRST_IN_XAC
T

Set this property to True if the message was first in the sender transaction.

IsLastInT
ransacti
on

xs:b
oole
an

PROPID_M_L
AST_IN_XAC
T

Set this property to True if the message was last in the sender transaction.

Transact
ionId

xs:in
t

PROPID_M_X
ACTID

Defines the sender transaction ID.

AuthLev
el

xs:b
oole
an

PROPID_M_
AUTH_LEVEL

Set this to True to force BizTalk Message Queuing to sign the outbound message.

Signatur
e

xs:st
ring

None Defines the thumbprint of the certificate used to sign the incoming message.

Authent
icated

xs:b
oole
an

None Defines whether the signature of the incoming message was correct.

See Also
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File Adapter
The File adapter transfers files in and out of Microsoft® BizTalk® Server. The file adapter consists of two adapters—a receive
adapter and a send adapter.

This section discusses the workflow, and batching support for both the file receive adapter and the file send adapter.

File Receive Adapter
You use the file receive adapter to read messages from files and submit them to the server. The receive adapter reads the file and
creates a BizTalk Message object, so that BizTalk Server can process the message. While reading from the file, the adapter locks
the file to ensure that no modifications can be made to the file content.

Note  The file receive adapter does not pick up read-only files or system files.

The File receive adapter reads the messages from files on local file systems or on network shares. When the specified location on
network share is unavailable due to network problems, the receive adapter retries the read operation (the number of retries is
configurable in BizTalk Explorer). After the message has been read and successfully accepted by the BizTalk Messaging Engine, the
receive adapter deletes the file from the file system or network share. If the message was read but the pipeline did not
successfully process the message, the adapter puts the message in the suspended queue and then deletes the file from the file
system or network share. If the file receive adapter cannot submit or suspend the message to the MessageBox database, it does
not delete the original file from the file system or network share.

You can also configure the file receive adapter to rename files when processing them. You should rename files to ensure that the
receive adapter does not generate duplicate messages if the receive location is shut down and restarted. The
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\BTSSvc{GUID}\RenameReceivedFiles registry key controls
the renaming behavior. By default, renaming is disabled, so files are not renamed when processed by the receive adapter. When
renaming is enabled, the file receive adapter appends the extension .BTS-WIP to the file. The receive adapter then reads the
messages from the renamed file in the receive location and submits it to the server. After the receive adapter reads the message
and successfully submits it, the receive adapter deletes the renamed file from the file system or network share. If a message has
been read but failed processing in the pipeline, the receive adapter places the message in the MessageBox database suspended
queue, and deletes the renamed file from the network share. Note that renaming files has no impact on performance and
improves scalability so that one server does not handle all received messages.

If the file receive adapter successfully read the message but did not successfully store the message in the MessageBox database,
the renamed file reverts to its original name, without the .BTS-WIP extension. Note that the receive adapter does not read files
with the extension .BTS-WIP if the renaming option is turned on.

File Receive Adapter Batching Support
The file receive adapter submits messages to the server in batches. The file receive adapter starts by building a single batch per
receive location by collecting all the readable files available in the receive location. Batches are submitted to the MessageBox
database by the receive adapter when all the available files have been collected or when the amount of files collected exceeds the
maximum batch size. You can configure the batch size by using BizTalk Explorer.

After all the messages within the batch have been successfully read and submitted into the MessageBox database, the file receive
adapter deletes the corresponding files from the receive location. If some of the messages within the batch failed processing, the
file receive adapter suspends them and deletes the corresponding files from the receive location. If some or all of the messages
fail to be stored in the MessageBox database, the entire batch operation is rolled back and all corresponding files are left
unchanged in the receive location.

File Send Adapter
The File send adapter transmits messages from the MessageBox database to a specified destination address (URL). You define the
URL, which is a file path and file name, by using wildcard characters related to the message context properties. The File send
adapter resolves the wildcard characters to the actual file name before writing the message to the file.

When writing a message to a file, the File send adapter gets the message content from the body part of the BizTalk Message
object. The File send adapter ignores other message parts in the BizTalk Message object. After the File adapter writes the message
to a file, it deletes the message from the MessageBox database. The File adapter writes files to the file system either directly or by
using the file system cache, which can improve performance, particularly for large files.

File Send Adapter Batching Support
The File send adapter gets batches of messages from the MessageBox database and writes them to files in destination locations



 

on the file system or the network share. The size of File send adapter batches are not configurable and are preset to 10. If the
system fails to write some of the messages within a batch fail to files; the system resubmits those messages to the MessageBox
database for retry processing. You can configure the retry interval and retry count by using BizTalk Explorer.

For more information about File adapter security, see File Adapter Security Recommendations.

This section contains:

Configuring the File Adapter
Considerations When Configuring the File Adapter
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Configuring the File Adapter
This section describes how to configure the File adapter.

This section contains:

Configuring a File Receive Handler
Configuring a File Receive Location
Configuring a File Send Handler
Configuring a File Send Port
File Adapter Configuration and Tuning Parameters
File Adapter Property Schema and Properties
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Configuring a File Receive Handler
Use the following procedure to change the host with which the File receive handler is associated.

Note  Each host can only associate with one receive handler.

To change the host with which the File receive handler is associated

1. In the BizTalk Server Administration console, double-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node, double-click
Adapters, double-click FILE, and then click Receive Handlers.

2. In the results pane, right-click the receive handler that you want to modify, and then click Properties.
3. In the <host name> Properties dialog box, in the Host Name list, select the host with which the receive handler will be

associated.
4. Click OK.

See Also

Configuring the File Adapter
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Configuring a File Receive Location
This section describes how to configure a File receive location by either using BizTalk Explorer or programmatically.

This section contains:

Configuring a File Receive Location By Using BizTalk Explorer
Configuring a File Receive Location Programmatically
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Configuring a File Receive Location By Using BizTalk Explorer
You can set File receive location adapter variables in BizTalk Explorer. If properties are not set in the receive location, the default
receive handler values set in the BizTalk Server Administration console are used.

Note  Before completing the following procedure you must have already added a receive port. For more information
see, Adding a Receive Port Using BizTalk Explorer.

To configure receive location variables for a File receive location

1. Complete the initial receive location configuration as described in Adding a Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer.
2. In the File Transport Properties dialog box, do the following.

Use this To do this
Receive folde
r

Required. Specify the path to a folder on the file system or network share from where the file receive handl
er reads files.

Type: String

For more information about restrictions on the Receive folder property, see
Restrictions on the Receive Folder and Destination Location Properties.

File mask Required. Specify the mask for the files. This mask can contain the standard wildcard value "*".

Default value: *.xml

Type: String

For information about restrictions on this property, see
Restrictions on the File Mask and File Name Properties.

Public addres
s

Specify the public address of this location. BizTalk Server exposes this address to external partners.

If this property is not specified, the runtime engine replaces it as:

file://<Receive folder>/<File mask>

The value for this property requires an adapter prefix.

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Retry count Specify the number of attempts to access the receive location on a network share if it is temporarily unavail
able.

Default Value: 5

Type: Long

Minimum value: 0

Maximum value: MAX_LONG

Retry interval 
(min)

Specify the retry interval time (in minutes) between attempts to access the receive location on the network 
share if it is temporarily unavailable.

Default Value: 5 minutes

Type: Long

Minimum value: 0

Maximum value: MAX_LONG

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms944875(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms944756(v=bts.10).aspx


 

Batch size Specify the maximum number of files that the receive handler can submit in one batch.

Default Value: 20

Type: Long

Minimum value: 1

Maximum value: MAX_LONG

3. Click OK.
4. Return to Adding a Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer to complete the configuration of the File receive location.

See Also

Configuring a File Receive Location
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Configuring a File Receive Location Programmatically
The File adapter stores its configuration information in the Credential database. You can set this configuration information
programmatically by using the BizTalk Explorer object model. The BizTalk Explorer object model exposes the IReceiveLocation
configuration interface that contains the TransportTypeData read/write property. This property accepts the File receive location
configuration property bag in the form of a name/value pair XML string.

The TransportTypeData property of the IReceiveLocation interface does not have to be set. If it is not set, default values for the
File receive location configuration are used.

The following tables lists the configuration properties that you can set for the File receive location.

Property na
me

Ty
p
e

Description Restrictions Comments

FileNetFailR
etryCount

Lo
ng

The number of attempts to access the receive location on the networ
k share if it is temporarily unavailable.

Integer

Minimum valu
e: 0
Maximum valu
e: MAX_LONG

If not specified, the defaul
t value is set to 5 times.

FileNetFailR
etryInterval

Lo
ng

The retry interval in minutes between attempts to access the receive l
ocation on the network share if it is temporarily unavailable.

Integer

Minimumvalue
: 0
Maximum valu
e: MAX_LONG

If not specified, the defaul
t value is to 5 minutes.

BatchSize Lo
ng

The number of files this receive location can submit to the server at o
ne time.

Integer

Minimum valu
e: 1
Maximum valu
e: 256

If not specified, the defaul
t value is set to 20 files.

The following code shows the format of the XML string you use to set the properties:

See Also

Configuring a File Receive Location
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Configuring a File Send Handler
The File send handler is the host instance on which the File send adapter runs. This topic explains how to change the default
configuration of the File send handler.

The BTSNTSvc.exe service hosts the File send handler. For the File send handler to send messages to a specified location, this
service needs to have read/write privileges for the specified folder on the file system or network share.

Use the following procedure to change the host with which the File send handler is associated.

Note  Each host can have only one send handler associated with it.

To configure a File send handler by using the BizTalk Server Administration console

1. In the BizTalk Server Administration console, double-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server (local) node, double-click
Adapters, double-click FILE, and then click Send Handlers.

2. In the results pane, right-click the send handler, and then click Properties.
3. In the <Host name> Properties dialog box, on the General tab, in the Host Name list, select the host with which the send

handler will be associated, and then click OK.

See Also

Configuring the File Adapter
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Configuring a File Send Port
This section describes how to configure a File send port by either using BizTalk Explorer or programmatically.

This section contains:

Configuring a File Send Port By Using BizTalk Explorer
Configuring a File Send Port Programmatically
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Configuring a File Send Port By Using BizTalk Explorer
You can set File send port adapter variables in BizTalk Explorer. If properties are not set for the File send port, the default File send
handler values set in the BizTalk Server Administration console are used.

To configure variables for a File send port

1. Complete the initial send port configuration as described in Adding a Static Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer.
2. In the File Transport Properties dialog box, do the following.

Use this To do this
Destinat
ion Loca
tion

Specify the path to the location on the file system or public share to write the output messages.

File nam
e

Specify the name of the file where the file send handler writes the message.

For information about restrictions on this property, see Restrictions on the File Mask and File Name Properties.

For information about using macros in the file name, see Restrictions on Using Macros in File Names.

Copy m
ode

Define the copy mode to use when writing a message to a file. Valid values are:

Append. The file send handler opens a file if it exists and appends a message to the end of the file. If the file does
not exist, the file send handler creates a new file.

Overwrite. The file send handler opens a file if it exists and overwrites its content. If the file does not exist, the file
send handler creates a new file.

Create new. If a file does not exist, the file send handler creates a new file and writes to it. If the file already exists,
the file send handler reports an error and then follows common adapter retry logic for send ports. This is a defaul
t copy mode for the file send handler.

Allow Ca
che on 
write

Define whether to use file system caching when writing a message to a file.

Valid options are:

False. Do not use the file system cache.

True. Use the file system cache.

Default Value: False

Important  Setting this property to True can increase the performance of the file adapter at the risk o
f potential data loss when there is a loss of power and not all data is written to disk.

3. Click OK.

Return to Adding a Static Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer to complete the configuration of the File send port.

See Also

Configuring a File Send Port
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Configuring a File Send Port Programmatically
The File adapter stores its configuration information in the Credential database. Configuration information is stored in a custom
XML property bag. The File send handler property schema, bts_file_properties.xsd, defines the File adapter-specific properties. You
use these properties to configure the File send ports, as well as for passing adapter-specific information within the server.

The BizTalk Explorer object model exposes the ITransportInfo adapter configuration interface for File send ports, which contains
the TransportTypeData read/write property. This property accepts the file send handler configuration property bag as a
name/value pair XML string.

Setting the TransportTypeData property of the ITransportInfo interface is not required. If it is not set, the default values for the
File send handler configuration are used.

The following table lists the configuration properties you can set in the BizTalk Explorer object model for the File send handler
location.

Propert
y name

Ty
pe

Description

CopyMo
de

Lo
ng

Define the copy mode to use when writing a message to a file. Valid values are:

Append (0). The file send handler opens a file if it exists and appends a message to the end of the file. If the file doe
s not exist, the file send handler creates a new file.

Create new (1). If file does not exist, the file send handler creates a new file and writes to it. If the file already exists,
the file send handler reports an error and then follows common adapter retry logic for send ports. This is a default c
opy mode for the file send handler.

Overwrite (2). The file send handler opens a file if it exists and overwrites its content. If the file does not exist, the fil
e send handler creates a new file.

AllowCa
cheOnW
rite

Bo
ole
an

Defines whether the File adapter uses file system caching when writing messages to a file.

Receive
dFileNa
me

xs:
stri
ng

Defines the full name of the file from where the File adapter read the message.

If any of the configuration properties do not have a value on the message context, the File send handler uses its default value.

It is possible for users to set configuration properties programmatically on a message context. You can set these properties on an
orchestration or in a custom pipeline component. The following rules apply when using these properties:

If the configuration property is set in an orchestration or in a custom pipeline component in a receive pipeline, then:
If a message is sent to a static send port, the property value will be overwritten with the value configured for that
send port.
If a message is sent to a dynamic send port, the property value will not be overwritten.

If a configuration property is set in a custom pipeline component in a send pipeline, then:
The value will not be overwritten regardless of whether the message is sent to a static or dynamic send port.

The following code shows the format of the XML string you can use to set the properties:

See Also

Configuring a File Send Port
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File Adapter Configuration and Tuning Parameters
The following table contains a list of File adapter registry keys that you can use to tune the configuration and performance of the
file adapter.

Key name Ty
pe

Default Explanation

FileReceivePolli
ngInterval

DW
OR
D

60000 The polling interval in milliseconds.

Minimum value: 1000ms

Maximum value: 1 hour

Set the property to 1 to disable.

RenameReceive
dFiles

DW
OR
D

0 Enable renaming of messages while reading from them.

Valid values: 1 or 0 (True/False)

RemoveReceive
dFileRetryCoun
t

DW
OR
D

5 The number of retry attempts to delete a file after it is read.

Minimum value: 0

Maximum value: 100

RemoveReceive
dFileMaxInterv
al

DW
OR
D

5*60*10
00 (5 mi
n)

The maximum time interval in milliseconds that the File receive adapter waits before trying to del
ete a file.

Minimum value: 1000

Maximum value: 15 minutes

RemoveReceive
dFileDelay

DW
OR
D

10 ms The initial interval time in milliseconds that the File receive adapter waits before trying to delete t
he read file. The number will double after each retry attempt until it reaches the maximum interv
al.

Minimum value: 1

Maximum value: 1000ms

By default these registry keys do not exist in the registry so the file transport adapter always uses the default values. If it is
necessary to use settings different from the default settings, define needed registry keys under
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\BTSSvc{GUID}\.

See Also

Configuring the File Adapter
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File Adapter Property Schema and Properties
The following table contains the properties in the File adapter property schema.

Namespace: http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003/file-properties

Name Type Description
CopyM
ode

xs:un
signe
dInt

Define the copy mode to use when writing a message to a file. Valid values are:

Append (0). The file send handler opens a file if it exists and appends a message to the end of the file. If the file d
oes not exist, the file send handler creates a new file.

Create new (1). If a file does not exist, the file send handler creates a new file and writes to it. If the file already ex
ists, the file send handler reports an error and then follows common adapter retry logic for send ports. This is a d
efault copy mode for the file send handler.

Overwrite (2). The file send handler opens a file if it exists and overwrites its content. If the file does not exist, the
file send handler creates a new file.

AllowCa
cheOn
Write

xs:Bo
olean

Defines whether the File adapter uses file system caching when writing messages to a file.

Receive
dFileNa
me

xs:stri
ng

Defines the full name of the file from where the File adapter reads the message.

See Also

Configuring the File Adapter
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Considerations When Configuring the File Adapter
This section contains information that is useful when configuring the File adapter.

This section contains:

Restrictions on the File Mask and File Name Properties
Restrictions on Using Macros in File Names
Restrictions on the Receive Folder and Destination Location Properties
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Restrictions on the File Mask and File Name Properties
The file mask is a string that specifies the type of file that the File receive handler will pick up from the receive location. The file
name is a string that specifies the name of the file where the File send handler will write the message.

The following restrictions apply to the file name and file mask properties:

Only one file mask or file name can be specified per receive location or send port.
The full path or part of the path, along with the file mask or file name is not allowed. The file mask and file name always
represent a name without the path.
The file mask and file name are not case-sensitive.
The file name cannot contain any of the following characters: "<", ">", ":", "/", "|", """, "?", "*";
The file mask cannot contain any of the following characters: "<", ">", ":", "/", "|", """;
The following reserved device names cannot be used as the name of a file: CON, PRN, AUX, CLOCK$, NUL, COM1, COM2,
COM3, COM4, COM5, COM6, COM7, COM8, COM9, LPT1, LPT2, LPT3, LPT4, LPT5, LPT6, LPT7, LPT8, and LPT9. In addition,
any combinations of these with extensions are not allowed.
The File adapter only takes the first three characters in a file mask extension into consideration when matching up files in
receive locations with a mask. For example, if a file mask is "*.xml", files with the extension ".xml[any other symbol]" will be
picked up. In addition, if a file mask is "*.xmln", files with the extension ".xml[any other symbol]" will be picked up.
The total length of the file path, file mask, and file name (without macro substitution) must not exceed 256 characters (this is
a restriction of the MessageBox database).
The file path cannot begin with "\\?".
Mapped network drive letters cannot be used in the file path, as they are user session based.

The BizTalk Messaging Engine always validates the file name and file mask properties at design time by using the items
previously listed. In addition, the File adapter validates the file name and file mask properties at run time if the adapter sends the
message on a dynamic port.

Note  The File adapter does not pick up system files or read-only files. Only disk-based files are picked up, not device
files.

See Also

Considerations When Configuring the File Adapter
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Restrictions on Using Macros in File Names
You can dynamically create the files in which the File send handler writes messages by using a predefined set of macros. Before
creating a file on file system, the File send handler substitutes all the macros in the file name with their individual values. You can
use several different macros in one file name.

You can use the file name macros while configuring the File send handler in BizTalk Explorer, or by using the BizTalk Explorer
object model.

The File send handler does not substitute the macros with a value if any of the following are true:

The corresponding system property is not set.
The macro is misspelled.
The value for the macros contains symbols that are not valid in the file name.

If any of these conditions occur, the File send handler leaves the macros in the file name untouched, for example
Myfile_%MessageID%.xml.

The following table lists the supported macros and describes how the File send handler substitutes them.

Macr
o na
me

Substitute value

%dat
etime
%

Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) date time in the format YYYY-MM-DDThhmmss (for example, 1997-07-12T103508).

%dat
etime
_bts2
000%

UTC date time in the format YYYYMMDDhhmmsss, where sss means seconds and milliseconds (for example, 1997071210
35234 means 1997/07/12, 10:35:23 and 400 milliseconds).

%dat
etime.
tz%

Local date time plus time zone from GMT in the format YYYY-MM-DDThhmmssTZD, (for example, 1997-07-12T103508+8
00).

%Des
tinati
onPar
ty%

Name of the destination party. The value comes from the message context property BTS.DestinationParty.

%Des
tinati
onPar
tyQua
lifier
%

Qualifier of the destination party. The value comes from the message context property BTS.DestinationPartyQualifier.

%Mes
sageI
D%

Globally unique identifier (GUID) of the message in BizTalk Server. The value comes directly from the message context pro
perty BTS.MessageID.

%Sou
rceFil
eNam
e%

Name of the file from where the File adapter read the message. The file name includes the extension and excludes the file p
ath, for example, Sample.xml. When substituting this property, the File adapter extracts the file name from the absolute file 
path stored in the FILE.ReceivedFileName context property. If the context property does not have a value, for example, if a 
message was received on an adapter other than the File adapter, the macro will not be substituted and will remain in the fil
e name as is (for example, C:\Drop\%SourceFileName%).

%Sou
rcePa
rty%

Name of the source party from which the File adapter received the message.

%Sou
rcePa
rtyQu
alifier
%

Qualifier of the source party from which the File adapter received the message.

%tim
e%

UTC time in the format hhmmss.



 

%tim
e.tz%

Local time plus time zone from GMT in the format hhmmssTZD (for example, 124525+530).

See Also

Considerations When Configuring the File Adapter
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Restrictions on the Receive Folder and Destination Location
Properties
The file receive location property is a string that contains a path to a folder on a file system or network share from which the File
receive handler reads files. The file destination location is a string that contains a path to a folder on a file system or network
share where the file send handler writes files.

The following restrictions apply to the Receive Folder and Destination Location properties:

Existence of the file path on a file system or network share is not required at the time when you specify the property in the
user interface or in the BizTalk Explorer object model.
The file path must always be absolute.
You can specify the file path by using Universal Naming Convention (UNC) format (for example, \\<server>\<share>).
If the file path is in UNC format, the server name must not contain the following characters: ` ~ ! @ # $ ^ & * ( ) = + [ ] { } \ |
; : ' " , < > /, ?;
You cannot use parent (\..\) and current (\.\) folder symbols in any part of the file path.
The file path is not case-sensitive.
The file path cannot contain any of the following characters: "<", ">", ":", "/", "|", """, "?", "*";
You cannot use the following reserved device names in the file path: CON, PRN, AUX, CLOCK$, NUL, COM1, COM2, COM3,
COM4, COM5, COM6, COM7, COM8, COM9, LPT1, LPT2, LPT3, LPT4, LPT5, LPT6, LPT7, LPT8, and LPT9.
Total length of file path, file mask, or file name (without macro substitution) must not exceed 256 characters (the
MessageBox database imposes this restriction).
The File adapter does not support Unicode specification of the file path (for example, "\\?\").

Restrictions on the Receive folder only:

Do not set the Receive folder property to a folder that uses the Microsoft® Windows NT® Distributed File System with a
symbolic link. If you are using Windows NT Distributed File System, you can only use folders with straight network paths in
File adapter receive locations.
When documents are sent to a UNC path, and you have more than one server receiving documents at the receive location
for the File adapter, only one server will pick up and process most of the documents sent to that UNC path. For more
information about file renaming, see the File Receive Adapter section of File Adapter.

The File adapter validates the file path at design time by using the previously mentioned rules. In addition, the File adapter
validates the message at run time if the adapter sends the message through a dynamic port with a File adapter.

See Also

Considerations When Configuring the File Adapter
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FTP Adapter
The FTP adapter exchanges data between an FTP server and Microsoft® BizTalk® Server and allows for the integration of vital
data stored on a variety of platforms with line-of-business applications.

The FTP adapter can transfer a large number of files from an FTP server to BizTalk Server. It can also transfer files as part of an
orchestration.

The FTP adapter consists of two adapters—a receive adapter and a send adapter.

This section contains:

About the FTP Adapter
Configuring an FTP Adapter
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About the FTP Adapter
This section describes the FTP receive and send adapters, as well as security and best practice information.

FTP Receive Adapter
The FTP receive adapter enables you to move data from an FTP server to BizTalk Server.

Key features of the FTP receive adapter are:

Pulling files from the FTP server on demand
Running polls based on a configurable schedule
Polling the FTP server and sending data directly to BizTalk Server
Specifying the FTP server as an IP address, port, password, and host name
Guaranteed file delivery

The FTP receive adapter also works with the BizTalk Administration console and BizTalk Explorer to configure and administer each
receive function, which is composed of the following configuration items:

Poll interval to run an FTP command (for example, 60 minutes).
Information with which to route the document to a specific BizTalk send port or receive location.

Note  The FTP receive adapter does not support receiving files from a partitioned data set.

FTP Send Adapter

The FTP send adapter enables you to move data from BizTalk Server to an FTP server.

Key features of the FTP send adapter are:

Ability to run sends on demand
Guaranteed delivery

FTP Adapter Supported Platforms
Using the FTP adapter, you can access information stored in an FTP server on any of the following platforms: Solaris 9.0, HP-UX,
LINUX (Redhat 7.x), IBM O/S 390 running MVS, AS400 OS/400 V5R1, Microsoft® Windows® 2000 Server Service Pack 4,
Microsoft Windows 2000 Advanced Server Service Pack 4, Microsoft Windows Server™ 2003.

This section contains:

FTP Adapter Security
FTP Adapter Best Practices
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FTP Adapter Security
The first step in securing your data is securing your server and limiting access to the data. You can ensure that the FTP server is
secure by using a dedicated connection and limiting the server and the connection between BizTalk Server and the FTP host. Use a
dedicated connection and limit the number of people who have access to the computers. FTP is not a secure protocol, so it will
always be vulnerable, but using a dedicated connection and locking down servers are the best ways to keep the environment safe.

The unsecured nature of FTP requires that you carefully consider vulnerability of your data. For example, the FTP protocol sends
user IDs and passwords as plain text to log on to the receiving FTP server, thus you should use FTP only when sending and
receiving files from trusted partners over a dedicated connection.

The FTP receive location configuration information is stored in the system registry on the computer on which you installed the
adapter. This information includes the FTP server network address, file name, and FTP server user ID/password combination that
you entered when you configured the job. A user who is logged on to the BizTalk Adapter computer with local administrator
rights can view these registry entries. FTP stores the encrypted credentials in the registry.

When using an FTP send port, you must specify and store a user ID and password combination when configuring the send port.
The adapter uses this information to connect to the FTP server. The user credentials are stored in a SQL Server™ database in plain
text. In a dynamic send port, credentials are sent to the FTP server. If production environment requirements warrant stronger
security, use anonymous credentials to the server.

Additional security tips:

For security reasons, when the system prompts you for an account, it is recommended that you enter an existing user
account, and not the local system account. This enables you to implement better security, and allows the adapter to run in
unattended mode, without logging on.
The system sends FTP protocol user IDs and passwords as plain text. When transferring files through FTP, the credentials are
exposed. The expected user scenario for this adapter is over a secure line.

See Also

About the FTP Adapter

FTP Adapter Security Recommendations
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FTP Adapter Best Practices
The following are recommended best practices:

Delete partially received files from the temporary folder on a regular basis to keep files from using computer resources and
potentially disrupting service.
When working with a streaming server, deny read access to the new file until the MessageBox database receives the entire
file. If a partial file is submitted to the MessageBox database by the FTP adapter, the MessageBox database will successfully
store the message, but the FTP adapter will not be able to delete the partial message from the receive location.

See Also

About the FTP Adapter

Troubleshooting the FTP Adapter

FTP Adapter Security Recommendations
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Configuring an FTP Adapter
This section describes how to configure an FTP adapter.

This section contains:

Configuring an FTP Receive Handler
Configuring an FTP Receive Location
Configuring an FTP Send Handler
Configuring an FTP Send Port
Configuring an FTP Adapter to Work With Legacy Hosts
FTP Adapter Property Schema and Properties
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Configuring an FTP Receive Handler
You can set FTP receive handler properties in the BizTalk Administration console. You use these receive handler properties as the
receive location configuration values if properties are not set on the individual FTP receive locations.

Note  Each host can have only one receive handler associated with it.

To configure an FTP receive handler by using the BizTalk Server Administration console

1. In the BizTalk Server Administration console, double-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node, double-click
Adapters, double-click FTP, and then click Receive Handlers.

2. In the results pane, right-click the host in which the receive handler is running that you want to remove, and then click
Properties.

3. In the <host name> Properties dialog box, on the General tab, in the Host Name list, select the host with which the
receive handler will be associated.

4. On the Properties tab, do the following.
Use this To do this
Maximum Fil
es

Specify the maximum number of files per BizTalk Server batch.

Zero (0) indicates no limit.

Default value: 0

Maximum Siz
e

Specify the maximum number of bytes per BizTalk Server batch.

Zero (0) indicates no limit.

Default value: 0

Address Specify the address of the firewall, either DNS name or IP address.
Mode Specify the mode in which the adapter connects to the FTP server.

Valid values: Passive or Active

Default Value: Active

Password Specify the password for the firewall.
Port Specify the port for the firewall.

Valid values: 1 through 65535 inclusively

Default value: 21

Type Specify the type of firewall deployed.

Valid values: Socks 4, Socks 5, None

Default value: None

User Specify the user name for the firewall.
Account Specify the account name for the FTP server.
After GET Specify the FTP commands to run after the file GET. Separate commands with a semicolon (;).
Before GET Specify the FTP commands to run before the file GET. Separate commands with a semicolon (;).
Error Threshol
d

Specify the number of errors that BizTalk Server can encounter before the location is disabled.

Default value: 10

Log Specify the location to save a copy of the log file. Use this file to diagnose error conditions when sending or
receiving files through FTP.

Max File Size Specify the maximum downloadable file size, in megabytes (MB).

Zero (0) indicates no limit.

Default Value: 100

Password Specify the user password to log on to the FTP server.



 

Representatio
n

Select how FTP receives the data.

Valid Values: binary or ASCII

Default Value: binary

User Name Specify the user name to log on to the FTP server.
Temporary Fo
lder

Specify the location for a temporary folder. Use this folder to ensure recovery from a transfer failure.

5. Click OK.

See Also

Configuring an FTP Adapter
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Configuring an FTP Receive Location
You can set FTP receive location adapter variables in BizTalk Explorer. If properties are not set in the receive location, the default
receive handler values set in the BizTalk Server Administration console are used.

Note  Before completing the following procedure you must have already added a receive port. For more information
see, Adding a Receive Port Using BizTalk Explorer.

To configure variables for an FTP receive location

1. Complete the initial receive location configuration as described in Adding a Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer.
2. In the FTP Transport Properties dialog box, do the following.

Use this To do this
Maximum Fil
es

Specify the maximum number of files per BizTalk Server batch.

Zero (0) indicates no limit.

Default value: 0

Maximum Siz
e

Specify the maximum number of bytes per BizTalk Server batch.

Zero (0) indicates no limit.

Default value: 0

Address Specify the address of the firewall, either a DNS name or an IP address.
Mode Specify the mode in which the adapter connects to the FTP server.

Valid values: Passive and Active

Default value: Active

Password Specify the password for the firewall.
Port Specify the port for the firewall.

Valid values: 1 through 65535 inclusive

Default value: 21

Type Specify the type of firewall deployed.

Valid values: None, Socks 4, and Socks 5

Default value: None

User Specify the user name for the firewall.
Account Specify the account name for the FTP server.

This property is optional.

After GET Specify the FTP commands to run after the file GET. Separate commands with a semicolon (;).
Before Get Specify the FTP commands to run before the file GET. Separate commands with a semicolon (;).
Error Thresho
ld

Specify the number of errors that BizTalk Server can encounter before the location is disabled.

Default value: 10

File Mask Specify the file mask filter to use when transmitting files.
Folder Specify the polling location on the FTP server.
Log Specify the location to save a copy of the log file. You use this file to diagnose error conditions when sendin

g or receiving files through FTP.
Max File Size Specify the maximum downloadable file size, in megabytes.

Zero (0) indicates no limit on the file size.

Default value: 100

Password Specify the user password to log on to the FTP server.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms944875(v=bts.10).aspx
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Port Specify the port address for this FTP server.

Default value: 21

Representati
on

Select how FTP receives the data.

Valid values: binary or ASCII

Default value: binary

Server Specify the server name or IP address of the FTP server.
SSO Affiliate Specify the Enterprise Single Sign-On affiliate application.
User Name Specify the user name to log on to the FTP server.
Interval Specify the interval number for polling this location. To continuously poll, set this value to zero (0).

Default value: 60

Unit Specify the type of units for the Interval property.

Valid values: Seconds, Minutes, Hours, and Days

Default value: Seconds

Temporary F
older

Specify the location for a temporary folder. You use this location to ensure recovery from a transfer failure.

3. Click OK.

Return to Adding a Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer to complete the configuration of the FTP receive location.

See Also
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Configuring an FTP Send Handler
You can set FTP send handler properties in the BizTalk Administration console. You use these send handler properties as the send
port configuration values if properties are not set on the individual FTP send port.

Note  Each host can have only one send handler associated with it.

To configure an FTP send handler

1. In the BizTalk Server Administration console, double-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server (local) node, double-click
Adapters, double-click FTP, and then click Send Handlers.

2. In the results pane, right-click the FTP send handler, and then click Properties.
3. In the <Host name> Properties dialog box, on the General tab, in the Host Name list, select the host with which the send

handler will be associated.
4. On the Properties tab, do the following.

Use this To do this
Maximum
Files

Specify the maximum number of files per BizTalk Server batch.

Valid values: 1 through 200 inclusively

Default value: 50

Address Specify the address of the firewall, either a DNS name or an IP address.
Mode Specify the mode in which the adapter connects to the FTP server.

Valid values: Passive and Active

Default value: Active

Password Specify the password for the firewall.
Port Specify the port for the firewall.

Valid values: 1 through 65535 inclusively

Default values: 21

Type Specify the type of firewall deployed.

Valid values: Socks 4, Socks 5, None

Default value: None

User Specify the user name for the firewall.
Account Optional. Specify the account name for the FTP server.
After Put Specify the FTP command to run after the file PUT. Separate commands with a semicolon (;).
Allocate S
torage

Specify the use for allocating storage space for some legacy host systems.

Valid values: Yes and No

Default value: No

Before Pu
t

Specify the FTP commands to run before the file PUT, such as commands to change default values on the FTP s
erver. Separate commands with a semicolon (;). No open command is required.

Log Specify the location to save a copy of a log file. Use this file to diagnose error conditions when sending or receiv
ing files through FTP.

Password Specify the user password to log on to the FTP server.
Represent
ation

Select how FTP sends the data, either binary or ASCII.

Valid values: binary and ASCII

Default value: binary

Target Fil
e Name

Specify the pattern for the target file name.

Default value: %MessageID%.xml



 

User Nam
e

Specify the user name to log on to the FTP server.

Temporar
y Folder

Specify the location for a temporary folder on the FTP server. Use this folder to ensure recovery from a transfer 
failure.

5. Click OK.

See Also
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Configuring an FTP Send Port
You can set FTP send port adapter variables in BizTalk Explorer. If properties are not set for the send port, the default send handler
values set in the BizTalk Server Administration console are used.

To configure variables for an FTP send port

1. Complete the initial FTP send port configuration as described in Adding a Static Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer.
2. In the FTP Transport Properties dialog box, do the following.

Use this To do this
Address Specify the address of the firewall, either a DNS name or an IP address.
Mode Select the mode in which the adapter connects to the FTP server.

Valid values: Passive and Active

Default value: Active

Password Specify the password for the firewall.
Port Specify the port for the firewall.

Valid values: 1 through 65535 inclusively

Default value: 21

Type Select the type of firewall deployed.

Valid values: Socks 4, Socks 5, None

Default value: None

User Specify the user name for the firewall.
Account Optional. Specify the account name for the FTP server.
After Put Specify the FTP commands to run after the file PUT. Separate commands with a semicolon (;).
Allocate S
torage

Specify whether to allocate storage space for legacy host systems.

Valid values: No, and Yes

Default value: No

Before Pu
t

Specify the FTP commands to run before the file PUT, such as commands to change default values on the FTP s
erver. Separate commands with a semicolon (;). No open command is required.

Folder Specify the location to move the files to on the FTP server.
Log Specify the location to save a copy of a log file. Use this file to diagnose error conditions when sending or receiv

ing files through FTP.
Password Specify the user password to log on to the FTP server.
Port Specify the port address for this FTP server.

Default value: 21

Represent
ation

Select how FTP sends the data, either binary or ASCII.

Valid values: binary or ASCII

Default value: binary

Server Specify the server name or IP address of the FTP server.
SSO Affili
ate

Specify the Enterprise Single Sign-On affiliate application.

Target Fil
e Name

Specify an alternative name for the file. Retaining the default name will guarantee unique message names for e
ach message sent.

Default value: %MessageID%.xml

User Nam
e

Specify the user name to log on to the FTP server.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms945079(v=bts.10).aspx


 

Temporar
y Folder

Specify the location for a temporary folder on the FTP server. You use this to ensure recovery from a transfer fai
lure.

3. Click OK.

Return to Adding a Static Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer to complete the configuration of the FTP send port.

See Also
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Configuring an FTP Adapter to Work With Legacy Hosts
This topic addresses what you need to know to facilitate communication between the FTP adapter and a mainframe. For more
information, review the documentation for your specific operating system.

Note  You cannot use the temporary folder function when sending files to an IBM or AS400 host. Any input into this
field will be ignored.

Important  The following information is provided as a guide and should not be substituted for information found in
AS400 or IBM documentation.

MVS

To send files to an FTP server on a mainframe, the mainframe must support IBM Generation Data Group (GDG). In the name field,
each file name will append a (+1) to the destination file name (a full path with quotes around it).

AS400

There are three methods of naming files and defining their paths when transferring files to and from an AS400 system:

Filename field. When sending a file to an FTP server, enter the file name in the Filename field. The file name must conform
to the file naming conventions of the AS400 system as the file will be stored in the Library File System.
Quote command. You use the Quote command to run a script on the remote computer. You enter the Quote command
into the Before GET, Before PUT, After GET, and the After PUT fields on any of the endpoints. Enter the Quote command
in the following format:

Integrated File System (IFS). IFS is an area on the AS400 system that allows the storage of PC-based files and therefore
the same naming conventions as a PC. To use the IFS instead of the default Library File System, the first command to use is
quote site namefmt 1. This command tells the AS400 system to use the IFS naming convention.

See Also

Configuring an FTP Adapter
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FTP Adapter Property Schema and Properties
The following table contains the properties in the FTP adapter property schema.

Namespace: http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003/ftp-properties

Name Typ
e

Description

Representati
onType

xs:st
ring

Specifies how the FTP adapter sends data.

Valid values: binary or ASCII

SSOAffiliate
Application

xs:st
ring

Specifies the Enterprise Single Sign-On affiliate application to use on the FTP send port.

UserName xs:st
ring

Specifies the user name to log on to the FTP server when sending messages.

Password xs:st
ring

Specifies the password to use when logging on to the FTP server when sending messages.

BeforePut xs:st
ring

Specifies the FTP commands to run before the file PUT, such as commands to change default values on the FT
P server. Separate commands with a semicolon (;). No open command is required.

AfterPut xs:st
ring

Specifies the FTP commands to run after the file PUT. Separate commands with a semicolon (;).

ReceivedFile
Name

xs:st
ring

Specifies the full name of the file from which the FTP adapter read the message.

See Also
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HTTP Adapter
You use the HTTP adapter to exchange information between Microsoft® BizTalk® Server and an application by means of the
HTTP protocol. HTTP is the primary protocol for inter-business message exchange. Applications can send messages to a server by
sending HTTP POST or HTTP GET requests to a specified HTTP URL. The HTTP adapter receives the HTTP requests and submits
them to BizTalk Server for processing. Similarly, BizTalk Server can transmit messages to remote applications by sending HTTP
POST requests to a specified HTTP URL.

The HTTP adapter consists of two adapters—a receive adapter and a send adapter. The HTTP receive adapter is a Microsoft®
Internet Information Services (IIS) Internet Server Application Programming Interface (ISAPI) extension that the IIS process hosts,
and controls the receive locations that use the HTTP adapter. The HTTP send adapter controls the send ports that use the HTTP
adapter.

This section discusses the workflow and batching support for both the HTTP receive adapter and the HTTP send adapter.

This section contains:

HTTP Receive Adapter
HTTP Send Adapter
Configuring an HTTP Adapter
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HTTP Receive Adapter
Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) hosts the HTTP receive adapter and accepts HTTP requests that contain messages.
The receive location for the HTTP receive adapter is a distinct URL configured through BizTalk Explorer.

You can configure the HTTP receive adapter for either asynchronous submission or synchronous submission from the client.

You use IIS security for authentication and authorization of incoming requests.

HTTP GET and HTTP POST Requests
The HTTP receive adapter can receive messages in two different ways—by an HTTP POST request or an HTTP GET request.

When an HTTP receive adapter gets messages on an HTTP POST request, the following workflow occurs:

1. The URL configured in BizTalk Server receives a new message on the receive location.
2. The receive adapter creates a BizTalk Message object so that the message can be submitted to the server.
3. The receive adapter creates the BizTalk Message object with only one part—the body part.

Selection of the content for the body part depends on the type of the HTTP request. For HTTP POST requests, the HTTP
receive adapter associates the HTTP body content with the body part of the BizTalk Message object.

4. After the message has been read and successfully submitted to the server, the HTTP receive adapter sends an HTTP code
202 back to the client indicating that the request was accepted.

Optionally, the HTTP receive adapter can send a message correlation token on the HTTP response. This correlation token
represents the message within BizTalk Server. If the HTTP receive location is in a request-response port, the adapter returns
success code 200 along with the response message.

When an HTTP receive adapter gets messages on an HTTP GET request, the following workflow occurs:

1. The receive adapter creates a BizTalk Message object so that the message can be submitted to the server.
2. The receive adapter creates the BizTalk Message object with one part—the body part, which contains the decoded query

string of the HTTP GET request.
3. The HTTP adapter selects the query string that is stored as a message body by using the following algorithm:

If the HTTP receive adapter receives an HTTP GET request, it splits the incoming URI string into two parts, using the question
mark (?) symbol as a delimiter.

The first part of the URI string, the part before the question mark delimiter, is copied into the InboundTransportLocation
property on message context. The InboundTransportLocation property uniquely identifies the location where BizTalk
Server received the message. The engine uses this property to determine which receive pipeline to run for the message.

The HTTP adapter takes the rest of the URI string, the part after the question mark delimiter, and decodes and copies it into
the BizTalk Message object body part.

Note that if the HTTP receive adapter receives an empty HTTP GET or HTTP POST operation, it is rejected.

The following are examples of how the HTTP receive adapter processes messages received by HTTP GET requests.

Example 1

The HTTP receive adapter has two receive locations:

Example 2

The HTTP GET request for the client:

The action taken by the HTTP receive adapter:

/vroot/BTSHTTPReceive.dll
/vroot/BTSHTTPReceive.dll?LocationID=1

http://servername/vroot/BTSHTTPReceive.dll?LocationID=1



Set the InboundTransportLocation property on the message context equal to /vroot/BTSHTTPReceive.dll, and the BizTalk
Message object body part equal to LocationID=1.

Example 3

The HTTP GET request for the client:

The action taken by the HTTP receive adapter:

Set the InboundTransportLocation property equal to /vroot/BTSHTTPReceive.dll, and the BizTalk Message object body part
equal to LocationID=1&MyParam=My Value.

Example 4

The HTTP GET request for the client:

The action taken by the HTTP receive adapter:

Reject the request due to incorrect formatting of the HTTP GET request.

Batching Support for the HTTP Receive Adapter
The HTTP receive adapter submits messages to the server in batches.

If some of the messages within a batch fail to be processed in the pipelines, the HTTP receive adapter returns the server error
code "500 - Internal Server Error" to the clients whose messages failed processing, and does not suspend failed messages. If some
or all of the messages fail to be stored in the MessageBox database, the system rolls back the entire batch operation and sends
server error code 500 to all clients who had requests in the batch.

Chunked Encoding Support for the HTTP Receive Adapter
The HTTP receive adapter accepts HTTP requests with chunked encoded body messages. The receive adapter uses chunked
encoding to send response messages when the body size is larger than 48 KB.

Client Certificates for the HTTP Receive Adapter
Whenever a secure connection is used for the HTTP receive location, the HTTP receive adapter obtains the client certificate
thumbprint from Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) and adds it to the message context of all messages that were
received over HTTPS on that location. The HTTP receive adapter sets the following system properties:

Status Codes Returned by the HTTP Receive Adapter
The following list contains status codes returned by the HTTP Receive Adapter.

200 OK. The adapter successfully processed the request message and generated a response. The adapter returns this status
code on the HTTP response from the HTTP request-response port.
202 Message Accepted. The adapter successfully submitted the message into the server. The adapter returns this status
code on the HTTP response from a one way HTTP receive port.
400 Invalid Syntax. The BizTalk Server failed to process the HTTP request , and was able to suspend the message.
401 Access Denied. An authentication-required receive port received the HTTP request, and the security check for that
message failed. For example, the party was not resolved or the message was not decrypted.
500 Internal Server Error. Indicates a general failure to process the HTTP request. The BizTalk Server does not suspend the
message.

See Also

HTTP Adapter
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http://servername/vroot/BTSHTTPReceive.dll

SourcePartyEvidenceQualifier = "Certificate"
SourcePartyEvidence = certificate thumbprint
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HTTP Send Adapter
The HTTP send adapter gets messages from BizTalk Server and sends them to a destination URL on an HTTP POST request. The
HTTP send adapter gets the message content from the body part of the BizTalk Message object. The HTTP send adapter ignores all
other parts of the BizTalk Message object.

After the adapter sends the message to a destination URL and the BizTalk Messaging Engine receives the HTTP success status
code, the HTTP send adapter deletes the message from the MessageBox database.

If the HTTP adapter fails to send a message because redirection of the HTTP request is required, the adapter modifies the message
context to reflect the redirection parameters and submits the message back to the MessageBox database to deliver the message
back to the HTTP send adapter for sending it to the redirected URI. If the HTTP adapter exceeded the maximum allowed number of
redirects, the adapter follows the standard transport retry logic. The HTTP adapter uses the URI from the last redirect operation for
retry attempts. The maximum allowed number of redirect operations is a configurable parameter.

BizTalk Server hosts the HTTP send adapter as a native BizTalk application. It supports one-way sending on messages as well a
solicit-response transmission. The send location for the HTTP send adapter is a distinct URL that you configure through the send
port. This unique URL can include query strings appended to the base URL.

Batching Support for the HTTP Send Adapter
The HTTP send adapter does not support batching operations.

Chunked Encoding Support for the HTTP Send Adapter
The HTTP send adapter sends request messages using chunked encoding if the request size exceeds 48 KB. If the HTTP proxy
server is used, the HTTP send adapter does not use chunked encoding and always stages the data before sending. Note that the
selection of chunked encoding is not a configurable parameter.

When the send adapter receives a response message, it can accept response messages with a chunked encoded body part.

Client Authentication for the HTTP Send Adapter
The HTTP send adapter authenticates with the destination server by using one of the following authentication types:

Basic. The HTTP adapter sends the user name and password over an HTTP connection in plain text.
Digest. The HTTP adapter sends passwords in an encrypted format over the HTTP connection.
Kerberos. Neither the user name nor the password is sent over an HTTP connection. The HTTP adapter uses the credentials
of the process under which the HTTP send adapter runs for this authentication type.

Additionally, the HTTP send adapter can provide a client Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) certificate to the Web server if the server
requires or accepts it.

Client Certificates for the HTTP Send Adapter
The HTTP send adapter can establish a secure connection with servers that accept or require client certificates. If a client certificate
is specified, the HTTP send adapter uses the certificate when connecting with servers that require or accept client certificates. If the
client certificate is not specified and the destination server requires client certificates, the HTTP send adapter fails to send the
message and follows the standard retry logic.

The HTTP send adapter uses the client certificate from the personal store of the account under which the BizTalk Server process is
running. The certificate is specified by its thumbprint. If the HTTP send adapter fails to load the certificate for any reason, the
message that it was sending is suspended.

Single Sign-On Support for the HTTP Adapter
You can configure Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) for use with the HTTP receive location or send port by using BizTalk Explorer.
This topic describes how SSO works with the HTTP adapter.

Single Sign-On Support for the HTTP Receive Location

When an HTTP request is received by Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) from a Web client, IIS authenticates the user.
The Internet Server Application Programming Interface (ISAPI) extension impersonates the Microsoft® Windows® user and then
calls the SSO credential store to obtain an encrypted ticket. This ticket is stored as the SSOTicket property in the context of the
message.



 

In the pass-through scenario, the BizTalk Messaging Engine directs the message to the MessageBox database. When the adapter
receives the message from the MessageBox database, the HTTP adapter calls RedeemTicket with the encrypted ticket along with
Application Name to retrieve the back-end credentials from the SSO store. The HTTP adapter then uses the external credentials
to connect to the back-end system and process the request. For more information about the affiliate applications, see
SSO Affiliate Applications.

In the scenario where an orchestration invokes the adapter, the BizTalk Messaging Engine sends this message to the MessageBox
database. The orchestration should ensure that both the SSOTicket context property and
Microsoft.BizTalk.XLANGs.BTXEngine.OriginatorSID context property of the message that contains the ticket are maintained.
When the adapter receives this message from the MessageBox database, the adapter calls RedeemTicket with the encrypted
ticket to retrieve the back-end credentials from the SSO store. The user designing the schedule should specifically copy this
property to the message.

Single Sign-On Support for the HTTP Send Adapters

If SSO is enabled, when an HTTP send port receives a message with the Secure property, it calls the SSO server to validate and
redeem the ticket for an affiliate application. The administration application, affiliate administrators, or SSO administrators for the
affiliate application can call SSO to redeem a ticket. SSO then decrypts the ticket and obtains the back-end credentials. The pass-
through and orchestration scenario are the same as for the HTTP send port.

By default, SSO is disabled for the HTTP send port. For more information about enabling SSO for the HTTP send port, see
Configuring an HTTP Send Port.

Note  You can only use Single Sign-On with basic and digest authentication.

HTTP Adapter Large Message Support

HTTP receive and send adapters support sending and receiving messages larger than 4 GB when the pass-thru receive and send
pipelines are used.

HTTP Adapter Performance
By default, BizTalk Server uses 25 threads to send HTTP messages on two HTTP connections. To improve the performance of the
HTTP adapter under high stress conditions, you can modify the maxconnection property in the machine.config file to allow
more connections, as shown in the following code example:

See Also
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   <add address="*" maxconnection="2"/>
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Configuring an HTTP Adapter
This section describes how to configure an HTTP adapter.

This section contains:

Configuring an HTTP Receive Handler
Configuring an HTTP Receive Location
Configuring an HTTP Send Handler
Configuring an HTTP Send Port
HTTP Adapter Configuration and Tuning Parameters
HTTP Adapter Property Schema and Properties
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Configuring an HTTP Receive Handler
Use the following procedure to change the host with which the File, HTTP, or BizTalk Message Queuing receive handler is
associated.

Note  Each host can have only one receive handler associated with it.

Warning  When using HTTP or SOAP adapter handlers, it is recommended that you install the host instances for these
handlers on Microsoft Windows 2000 Server or Microsoft Windows 2003 Server computers. Windows XP
Professional enables a maximum of 10 connections, which can lead to a denial of service.

To configure the general properties for an HTTP receive handler

1. In the BizTalk Server Administration console, double-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node, double-click
Adapters, double-click FILE, HTTP, or BizTalk Message Queuing, and then click Receive Handlers.

2. In the results pane, right-click the receive handler that you want to modify, and then click Properties.
3. In the <host name> Properties dialog box, from the Host Name list, select the host with which the receive handler will be

associated.
4. Click OK.

See Also
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Configuring an HTTP Receive Location
This section describes how to configure an HTTP receive location by either using BizTalk Explorer or programmatically.

This section contains:

Configuring Internet Information Services for HTTP Receive Locations
Configuring an HTTP Receive Location By Using BizTalk Explorer
Configuring an HTTP Receive Location Programmatically
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Configuring Internet Information Services for HTTP Receive
Locations
Depending on which version of Microsoft Windows you are using, you will have to configure Microsoft Internet Information
Services (IIS) differently to work with the HTTP adapter receive location.

If your operating system is Microsoft® Windows Server™ 2003, IIS 6.0 provides two different application isolation modes to
protect ASP.NET applications. Worker process isolation mode is the default mode, but IIS 5.0 is also provided for backward
compatibility. You can configure the HTTP adapter receive location to work with either mode, but worker process isolation mode
is recommended for its improved security functionality.

If your operating system is Windows 2000 Server, you must use IIS 5.0 isolation mode, and configure your HTTP receive location
accordingly.

For more information about isolation modes, see http://go.microsoft.com/FWLink/?LinkID=16726.

Note  Any IIS configuration that leads to SOAP and HTTP sharing the same process is not valid. You can only have one
isolated receiver per process.

To configure the IIS 6.0 worker process isolation mode to work with the HTTP adapter receive location

1. Click Start, click Settings, and then click Control Panel.
2. In Control Panel, double-click Administrative Tools.
3. In Administrative Tools, double-click Internet Information Services.
4. In Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager, right-click Web Service Extensions, and then click Add a new Web

service extension.
5. In the New Web Service Extension dialog box, do the following.

Use this To do this
Extension Na
me

Type the name of the new Web service extension.

Required files Click Add, and then click Browse. Browse to the <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004
\HttpReceive directory, select BTSHTTPReceive.dll, click Open, and then click OK.

Note  If you receive an error stating that the file is already required by HWSMessages HTTPRec
eive, you can cancel this operation because the HTTP receive adapter already exists and was crea
ted for Human Workflow Services.

Set extension
status to Allo
wed

Select this box.

6. Click OK.
7. Right click Application Pools, point to New, and then click Application pool.
8. In the Add New Application Pool dialog box, in the Application pool ID box, type a name for the application pool, and

then click OK.

The new application pool appears in the list of Application Pools.

9. Right-click the new application pool, and then click Properties.
10. In the <Application Pool name> Properties dialog box, on the Identity tab, do the following.

Use this To do this
Configu
rable

Select this property.

User na
me

Type a user name for the BizTalk Isolated Hosts group and the IIS_WPG group.

This user account must have access to the Configuration database, so do not create the application pool to run un
der the IWAM_<servername> user account, which is the default.

Passwor
d

Type the password for the user.

11. Click OK.
12. Expand the Web Sites node, right-click the Default Web Site node, point to New, and then click Virtual Directory.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=16726


13. In the Virtual Directory Creation Wizard, on the Welcome page, click Next.
14. On the Virtual Directory Alias page, in the Alias box, type the alias to associate with the virtual directory, and then click

Next.
15. On the Web Site Content Directory page, click Browse.
16. In the Browse For Folder dialog box, navigate to the <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server

2004\HttpReceive directory, click OK, and then click Next.
17. On the Access Permissions page, select Read and Execute, clear all other boxes, and then click Next.
18. On the Completion page, click Finish to close and complete the wizard.

The new virtual directory appears under the list of Default Web Sites in Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.

19. Right-click the virtual directory, and then click Properties.
20. In the <Virtual Directory> Properties dialog box, on the Virtual Directory tab, do the following.

Use this To do this
Execute Permissions Ensure that the property is set to Scripts and Executables.
Application Pool Select the new application pool created earlier in this procedure.

21. Click OK.
22. On the File menu, click Exit.

To configure the IIS 5.0 isolation mode to work with the HTTP adapter receive location

1. Click Start, and then click Control Panel.
2. In Control Panel, double-click Administrative Tools.
3. In Administrative Tools, double-click Internet Information Services.
4. In Internet Information Services, expand <computer name> (local computer), and Web Sites.
5. Right click Default Web Site, point to New, and then click Virtual Directory.
6. In the Virtual Directory Creation Wizard, on the Welcome page, click Next.
7. On the Virtual Directory Alias page, in the Alias box, type the alias to associate with the virtual directory, and then click

Next.
8. On the Web Site Content Directory page, click Browse.
9. In the Browse For Folder dialog box, browse to the <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server

2004\HttpReceive directory, click OK, and then click Next.
10. On the Access Permissions page, select Read and Execute, clear all other boxes, and then click Next.
11. On the Completion page, click Finish to close and complete the wizard.

The new virtual directory appears under the list of Default Web Sites in Internet Information Services.

12. Right-click the virtual directory, and then click Properties.
13. In the <Virtual Directory> Properties dialog box, on the Virtual Directory tab, do the following.

Use this To do this
Execute Pe
rmissions

Ensure that the property is set to Scripts and Executables.

Applicatio
n Protectio
n

Change the value of the property to High (Isolated) or Medium (Pooled).

Medium is not recommended because it imposes a security risk by opening BizTalk databases to all the IIS app
lications that run with that protection level.

Setting this property to High creates a separate COM+ application to host the virtual directory. Setting this pro
perty to Medium means that the virtual directory is hosted by the IIS Out-Of-Process Pooled Applications.

14. Click OK.
15. On the File menu, click Exit.
16. Change to the Administrative Tools window, and double-click Component Services.
17. In the Component Services window, expand Component Services, expand Computers, expand My Computer, and then

expand COM+ Applications.
18. If the Application Protection property is set to Medium, right-click IIS Out-of-Process Pooled Applications, and then

click Properties.

Or



 

If the Application Protection property is set to High, right-click IIS_{Default Web Site//root/virtual directory name},
and then click Properties.

19. Right-click the virtual directory, and then click Properties.
20. On the Identity tab, configure the account properties for the user that belongs to BizTalk Isolated Host Users group. This

user account must have access to the Configuration database, so do not create the application pool to run under the
IWAM_<server name> user account, which is the default.

21. Create an HTTP receive location using BizTalk Explorer. Specify the Virtual directory plus ISAPI extension property to be
equal to /<virtual directory>/BTSHTTPReceive.dll<query string>. For instructions about configuring the HTTP receive
location, see Configuring an HTTP Receive Location By Using BizTalk Explorer.

See Also

Configuring an HTTP Receive Location

HTTP Adapter Security Recommendations
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Configuring an HTTP Receive Location By Using BizTalk
Explorer
You can set HTTP receive location adapter variables in BizTalk Explorer. If properties are not set in the receive location, the default
receive handler values set in the BizTalk Server Administration console are used.

Note  Before completing the following procedure you must have already added a receive port. For more information
see, Adding a Receive Port Using BizTalk Explorer.

To configure variables for an HTTP receive location

1. Configure Internet Information Services (IIS) to work with HTTP receive locations. For instructions on configuring IIS, see
Configuring Internet Information Services for HTTP Receive Locations.

2. Complete the initial receive location configuration as described in Adding a Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer.
3. In the HTTP Transport Properties dialog box, do the following.

Use this To do this
Virtual directory plus 
ISAPI extension

Specify the name of the virtual directory where you post the messages received by the HTTP/HTTP
S receive location. The virtual directory includes the name of the receive location DLL and an optio
nal query string. Examples of virtual directory names are:

/<virtual directory>/BTSHTTPReceive.dll

/<virtual directory>/BTSHTTPReceive.dll?Purchase%20Order

This location must not contain more than one BTSHTTPReceive.dll ISAPI extension, including all su
bfolders.

Type: String

Maximum length: 256

Public Address Specify the fully qualified URI for this receive location. The value for this property is a combination 
of the server name and the virtual directory. The BizTalk Messaging Engine exposes this address to
external partners.

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Return Content type Specify the content type of HTTP response messages that the receive location sends back to clients.
This property is valid only for request-response receive locations.

Default value: text/xml

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Loopback Define that the request message received on this location is routed either to a send port or back to 
this receive location to be sent as a response. This property is valid only for request-response recei
ve locations.

Default value: False

Type: Boolean

Return correlation ha
ndle on success (One 
way port only)

Define that if successful, the receive location sends the correlation token of the submitted message
on the HTTP response to the client. This property is valid only for one-way receive locations.

Default value: True

Type: Boolean

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms944875(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms944756(v=bts.10).aspx


 

Use Single Sign On Indicate that Enterprise Single Sign-On is used.

Default value: False

Type: Boolean

4. Click OK.
5. Return to Adding a Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer to complete the configuration of the File Receive Location.

Proceed to Configuring Internet Information Services for HTTP Receive Locations.

See Also

Configuring an HTTP Receive Location

HTTP Adapter Security Recommendations
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Configuring an HTTP Receive Location Programmatically
The HTTP adapter stores its configuration information in the Configuration database. The configuration is stored in a custom XML
property bag.

The BizTalk Explorer object model exposes the IReceiveLocation configuration interface, which has a TransportTypeData
read/write property. This property accepts the HTTP receive location configuration property bag in a name-value pair XML string.

Setting the TransportTypeData property of the IReceiveLocation is not required. If it is not set, the default values for the HTTP
receive location configuration are used. The following table lists the default values, and also lists the configuration properties that
you can set in the BizTalk Explorer object model for the HTTP receive location.

Property 
name

Ty
pe

Description Restricti
ons

Comme
nts

Respons
eContent
Type

str
in
g

Content type of the HTTP response messages that the HTTP adapter sends back to clients from t
his receive location. This property is valid only for request-response receive ports and is ignored 
for one-way receive ports.

String

Minimu
m lengt
h: 0

Maxim
um len
gth: 256

Default v
alue: Tex
t/XML

LoopBac
k

Bo
ol
ea
n

Specifies that the request message received on this location will be routed either to a send port 
or back to the receive location to be sent as a response. This property is valid only for request-re
sponse receive ports. It is ignored for one-way receive ports.

None Default v
alue: Fal
se

ReturnCo
rrelation
Handle

Bo
ol
ea
n

Specifies that the correlation token of submitted message that the HTTP adapter sends on HTTP 
response to the client if the submission is successful. This property is valid only for one-way rece
ive ports and is ignored for request-response receive ports.

None Default v
alue: Tru
e

UseSSO Bo
ol
ea
n

Specifies whether the HTTP adapter will issue the SSO ticket to messages that arrive on this recei
ve location.

None Default v
alue: Fal
se

The format of XML string to set these properties is as follows:

Proceed to Configuring Internet Information Services for HTTP Receive Locations.

See Also

Configuring an HTTP Receive Location
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<CustomProps>
   <UseSSO vt="11">-1</UseSSO>
   <ReturnCorrelationHandle vt="11">-1</ReturnCorrelationHandle>
   <ResponseContentType vt="8">text/xml</ResponseContentType>
   <LoopBack vt="11">-1</LoopBack>
</CustomProps>
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Configuring an HTTP Send Handler
Use the following procedure to change the host with which the HTTP send handler is associated.

Note  Each host can have only one send handler associated with it.

Warning  When using HTTP or SOAP adapter handlers, it is recommended that you install the host instances for these
handlers on Microsoft Windows 2000 Server or Microsoft Windows 2003 Server computers. Windows XP
Professional enables a maximum of 10 connections, which can lead to a denial of service.

To change global variables for an HTTP send handler

1. In the BizTalk Server Administration console, double-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server (local) node, double-click
Adapters, double-click HTTP, and then click Send Handlers.

2. In the results pane, right-click the HTTP send handler, and then click Properties.
3. In the <Host name> Properties dialog box, on the General tab, in the Host Name list, select the host with which the send

handler will be associated.
4. On the General tab, do the following.

Use this To do this
Request timeout (sec) Specify the time-out in seconds when waiting for a response from the server.

If set to zero (0), the HTTP adapter calculates the time-out based on the request message size.

If you do not provide a value, the value for the handler is used.

Default Value: 0

Type: Long

Minimum value: 0

Maximum value: MAX_LONG

Maximum redirects The HTTP send handler does not implement this property.
Content type Specify the content type of the request messages.

If you do not provide a value, the value for the handler is used.

Default value: Text/XML

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

5. On the Proxy tab, do the following.
Use this To do this
Use proxy Specify whether the HTTP send handler uses the proxy server.

Default value: False

Type: Boolean

Server Specify the proxy server address for this send port.

This property requires a value if Use proxy is True.

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256



 

Port Specify the proxy server port for this send port.

This property requires a value if Use proxy is True.

Default Value: 80

Type: Long

Minimum value: 0

Maximum value: 65535

User name Specify the user name to use for authentication with the proxy server.

This property requires a value if Use proxy is True.

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Password Specify the user password for authentication with the proxy server.

This property requires a value if Use proxy is True.

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

6. Click Apply, and then click OK.

See Also

Configuring an HTTP Adapter
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Configuring an HTTP Send Port
This section describes how to configure an HTTP send port by either using BizTalk Explorer or programmatically.

This section contains:

Configuring an HTTP Send Port By Using BizTalk Explorer
Configuring an HTTP Send Port Programmatically
Configuring an HTTP Send Port With a Remote Configuration Database
Restrictions on the Destination URL Property

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Configuring an HTTP Send Port By Using BizTalk Explorer
You can set HTTP send port adapter variables in BizTalk Explorer. If properties are not set for the send port, the default receive
handler values set in the BizTalk Server Administration console are used.

Note  The configuration properties described in this topic are common for both one-way and request-response HTTP
send ports.

To configure variables for an HTTP send port

1. Complete the initial send port configuration as described in Adding a Static Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer.
2. In the HTTP Transport Properties dialog box, on the General tab, do the following:

Use this To do this
Destinatio
n URL

Required. Specify the address to send HTTP requests. Include query strings appended to the base URL.

Type: String

Maximum length: 256

For more information, see Restrictions on the Destination URL Property.

Request ti
meout (se
c)

Specify the time-out in seconds for the HTTP/HTTPS transmission. If the HTTP adapter does not receive the resp
onse within this time, the service logs the error and resubmits the message based on the retry infrastructure.

If set to zero (0), the BizTalk Messaging Engine calculates the time-out based on the request message size. If yo
u do not provide a value, the value for the handler is used.

Type: Long

Minimum value: 0

Maximum value: MAX_LONG

Maximum 
redirects

The HTTP send port does not implement this property.

Content ty
pe

Specify the content type of the request messages.

If this value is not set, the value for the handler is used.

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

3. In the HTTP Transport Properties dialog box, on the Proxy (Handler override) tab, do the following:
Use this To do this
Use Handler's default proxy configuration Specify that the send port configuration must use the proxy handler.

This is the default setting.

Do not use proxy Specify whether the HTTP send handler uses the proxy server.

If selected, the HTTP send handler does not use the proxy server.

Use proxy Specify whether the HTTP send handler uses the proxy server.

If selected, the HTTP send handler uses the proxy server.

Server Specify the proxy server address for this send port.

This property only requires a value if Use proxy is selected.

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms945079(v=bts.10).aspx


Port Specify the proxy server port for this send port.

This property only requires a value if Use proxy is selected.

Default Value: 80

Type: Long

Minimum value: 0

Maximum value: 65535

User name Specify the user name for authentication with the proxy server.

This property only requires a value if Use proxy is selected.

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Password Specify the user password for authentication with the proxy server.

This property only requires a value if Use proxy is selected.

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

4. In the HTTP Transport Properties dialog box, on the Authentication tab, do the following.
Use this To do this
Authenticati
on Type

Specify the type of authentication to use with the destination server.

Valid options are:

Anonymous
Basic
Digest
Kerberos

Default Value: Anonymous



 

Credentials Specify the type of credentials to use.

Only available if the Authentication Type is Basic or Digest.

Valid options are:

Do Not Use Single Sign-On

User name

The user name to use for authentication with the destination server. If the Authentication Type prope
rty is Anonymous or Kerberos, this option is disabled. This property requires a value if Basic or Dige
st is selected, and Enterprise Single Sign-On is not used.

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Password

The password to use for authentication with the destination server. If the Authentication Type proper
ty is Anonymous or Kerberos, this option is disabled. This property requires a value if Basic or Diges
t is selected, and Single Sign-On is not used.

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Use Single Sign-On

Specify whether to use Single Sign-On to retrieve client credentials for authentication with the destinati
on server.

Affiliate Application

Specifies the affiliate application to use for Single Sign-On.

Choose the applications that you want to include in Single Sign-On.

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

SSL client ce
rtificate thu
mbprint

Specify the thumbprint of the client certificate to use for establishing a Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) connectio
n.

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 59

5. Click OK.
6. Return to Adding a Static Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer to complete the configuration of the HTTP send port.

See Also

Configuring an HTTP Send Port
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Configuring an HTTP Send Port Programmatically
The HTTP adapter stores its configuration information in the Configuration database. You store configuration information in a
custom XML property bag. During initialization of the HTTP adapter and during its run time, the server passes the configuration to
the adapter as follows:

1. For the HTTP send handler, configuration information passes to the adapter by calling the Load method of the
IPersistPropertyBag interface.

2. For the HTTP send ports, configuration information passes to the adapter as a set of properties on a message context. The
HTTP namespace groups these properties together.

The BizTalk Explorer object model exposes the ITransportInfo adapter configuration interface for send ports, which contains the
TransportTypeData read/write property. This property accepts the HTTP send port configuration property bag as a name/value
pair XML string. Note that to set this property in the BizTalk Explorer object model, it must first be set on the Address property of
the ITransportInfo interface.

Setting the TransportTypeData property of the ITransportInfo interface is not required. If it is not set, the HTTP adapter will use
the default values for the HTTP send handler.

If send port configuration properties that duplicate the configuration for the handler are not defined, configuration properties for
the handler are used. If the HTTP send handler does not have configuration values, the HTTP send adapter logs an error in the
event log and moves the message to the backup adapter.

You can set configuration properties programmatically on a message context. You can set these properties in a BizTalk Server
orchestration schedule or in custom pipeline components. The following rules apply when using these properties:

If the configuration property is set on an orchestration or in a custom pipeline component in a receive pipeline, then:
If a message is sent to a static send port, the property value will be overwritten with the value configured for that
send port.
If a message is sent to a dynamic send port, the property value will not be overwritten.

If the configuration property is set in a custom pipeline component in a send pipeline, then:
The value will not be overwritten regardless of whether the message is sent to a static or dynamic send port.

The following table lists the configuration properties that you can set in the BizTalk Explorer object model for the HTTP send
location.

Proper
ty nam
e

Ty
pe

Description Restrict
ions

Comments

Reques
tTimeo
ut

xs:
int

Time-out period of waiting for a response
from the server. If set to zero (0), the syste
m calculates the time-out based on the re
quest message size.

Minimu
m valu
e: 0

Maxim
um val
ue: MAX
_LONG

Default value: 0

Conten
tType

xs:
str
in
g

Content type of the request messages Minimu
m lengt
h: 0

Maxim
um len
gth: 25
6

Default value: Text/XML

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa512076(v=bts.10).aspx
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MaxRe
directs

xs:
int

Maximum number of times that the HTTP 
adapter can redirect the request.

Minimu
m valu
e: 0

Maxim
um val
ue: 10

Default value: 5

UseHa
ndlerP
roxySe
ttings

xs:
bo
ol
ea
n

Specifies whether HTTP send port will use
the proxy configuration for the send hand
ler.

None Default value: True

UsePro
xy

xs:
bo
ol
ea
n

Specifies whether the HTTP adapter will u
se the proxy server.

None Default value: False

This property is ignored if UseHandlerProxySettings is True.

Proxy
Name

xs:
str
in
g

Specifies the proxy server name. Minimu
m lengt
h: 0

Maxim
um len
gth: 25
6

Default value: Empty

The HTTP send adapter ignores this property if the UseHandlerPr
oxySettings property is set to True. Otherwise, the HTTP send ad
apter uses this property only if UseProxy is True. This property is
required if UseProxy is True.

ProxyP
ort

xs:
int

Specifies the proxy server port. Minimu
m valu
e: 0

Maxim
um val
ue: 655
35

Default value: 80

The HTTP send adapter ignores this property if UseHandlerProx
ySettings is True. Otherwise, HTTP send adapter uses this proper
ty only if UseProxy is True. This property is required if UseProxy
is True.

Proxy
Userna
me

xs:
str
in
g

Specifies the user name for authenticatio
n with the proxy server.

Minimu
m lengt
h: 0

Maxim
um len
gth: 25
6

Default value: empty

The HTTP send adapter ignores this property if UseHandlerProx
ySettings is True. Otherwise, HTTP send adapter uses this proper
ty only if UseProxy is True.

ProxyP
asswor
d

xs:
str
in
g

Specifies the user password for authentic
ation with the proxy server.

Minimu
m lengt
h: 0

Maxim
um len
gth: 25
6

Default value: empty

The HTTP send adapter ignores this property if UseHandlerProx
ySettings is True. Otherwise, HTTP send adapter uses this proper
ty only if UseProxy is True.

Authe
nticati
onSch
eme

xs:
str
in
g

Type of authentication to use with the des
tination server.

None Valid values:

Anonymous (Default)
Basic
Digest
Kerberos



Userna
me

xs:
str
in
g

User name to use for authentication with 
the server.

Minimu
m lengt
h: 0

Maxim
um len
gth: 25
6

Default value: Empty

This value is required if you select Basic or Digest authentication.
The HTTP adapter ignores the value of this property if UseSSO is 
True.

Passw
ord

xs:
str
in
g

User password to use for authentication 
with the server.

Minimu
m lengt
h: 0

Maxim
um len
gth: 25
6

Default value: empty

This value is required if you select Basic or Digest authentication.
The value of this property is ignored if UseSSO is True.

Certific
ate

xs:
str
in
g

Thumbprint of the client SSL certificate. Minimu
m lengt
h: 0

Maxim
um len
gth: 59

Default value: Empty

UseSS
O

xs:
bo
ol
ea
n

Specifies if SSO will be used for the send 
port.

None Default value: False

Affiliat
eAppli
cation
Name

xs:
str
in
g

Name of the affiliate application to use fo
r SSO.

Minimu
m lengt
h: 0

Maxim
um len
gth: 25
6

Default value: empty

Required if UseSSO is True.

The following code shows the XML string to use to set these properties:

See Also

Configuring an HTTP Send Port

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

<CustomProps>
   <ContentType vt="8">text/xml</ContentType>
   <RequestTimeout vt="3">0</RequestTimeout>
   <MaxRedirects vt="3">5</MaxRedirects>
   <UseHandlerProxySettings vt="8">-1</UseHandlerProxySettings>
   <UseProxy vt="8">-1</UseProxy>
   <ProxyName vt="8">sdfsd</ProxyName>
   <ProxyPort vt="3">80</ProxyPort>
   <ProxyUsername vt="8">Somename</ProxyUsername>
   <ProxyPassword vt="8">Somepassword</ProxyPassword>
   <AuthenticationScheme vt="8">Basic</AuthenticationScheme>
   <Username vt="8">Somename</Username>
   <Password vt="8">Somepassword</Password>
   <Certificate vt="8">AAAA BBBB CCCC DDDD</Certificate>
   <UseSSO vt="11">0</UseSSO>
   <AffiliateApplicationName vt="8">Name</AffiliateApplicationName>
</CustomProps>
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Configuring an HTTP Send Port With a Remote Configuration
Database
The HTTP send port has port level configuration that may require a user name and password. When you export this configuration
to a binding file, the system does not keep the password in the binding file for security reasons. As a result, in cases when user
names and passwords are configured in the source environment, after you import the binding file into the destination
environment (with a different Configuration database), you must use BizTalk Explorer (or the BizTalk Explorer object model) to
specify passwords for these port configurations. If the destination environment does not have Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET
installed, use the following steps to complete the HTTP send port configuration for the destination environment in BizTalk
Explorer. Perform the following steps on the computer that is connected to the destination environment.

Note  Before completing the following procedure, the computer running BizTalk Explorer must have a TCP/IP
connection to the Configuration database in the destination environment.

To configure the HTTP send port with a remote Configuration database

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Microsoft Visual Studio .NET, and then click Microsoft Visual Studio .NET.
2. On the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
3. In BizTalk Explorer, right-click the BizTalk Configuration Databases node, and then click Add Database.
4. In the Add Database dialog box, specify the management database of the production environment. A new node appears

under the root node.
5. Expand the newly added node, select the send port that needs reconfiguration, and specify a password for the send port.

See Also

Configuring an HTTP Send Port
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Restrictions on the Destination URL Property
The destination URL is a string that specifies the address of the HTTP server where you want to send messages using the HTTP
protocol.

The following rules and restrictions apply to the destination URL property:

You must always specify the destination URL property in the following format:

http[s]://<host>[:<port>][/<path>[/<file>[?<query-string>]]]

The whole string may or may not be URI encoded.
The whole string, except the query string, cannot contain any of the following characters: "<", ">", ":", "\", "|", """, "?", "*".
The property is not case-sensitive.
The length of the string must not exceed 256 characters.

See Also

Configuring an HTTP Send Port
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HTTP Adapter Configuration and Tuning Parameters
The following table describes the registry settings that you can use to adjust the performance of the HTTP transport adapter. Note
that by default there are no HTTP adapter keys in the registry, so the HTTP adapter uses the default settings. If it is necessary to
change the default settings, you need to create the registry keys under the following locations in the registry:

HttpBatchSize must be defined in
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\BTSSvc.3.0\HttpReceive.
The rest of the keys must be defined in HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\BTSSvc{GUID}
where GUID is the ID of the host for HTTP send handler.

Key name Type Defaul
t

Explanation

HttpBatchSize DWOR
D

10 The size of the HTTP receive adapter batch.

This registry key is in the HTTPReceive subdirectory.

You can use this registry key to improve the latency of the HTTP receive adapter if it is s
et to 1.

Minimum value: 1

Maximum value: 256

HttpOutMaxConnecti
on

DWOR
D

5 Number of open connections.

Minimum value: 1

Maximum value: 128

HttpOutInflightSize DWOR
D

100 Maximum number of concurrent HTTP requests.

Minimum value: 1

Maximum value: 1024

See Also

Configuring an HTTP Adapter
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HTTP Adapter Property Schema and Properties
The following table lists the properties in the HTTP adapter property schema.

Namespace: http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003/http-properties

Name Type Description
ProxyName xs:stri

ng
Specifies the proxy server name.

ProxyPort xs:int Specifies the proxy server port.
UseHandlerProx
ySettings

xs:boo
lean

Specifies whether the HTTP send port uses the proxy configuration for the handler.

UseProxy xs:boo
lean

Specifies whether HTTP adapter uses the proxy server.

RequestTimeout xs:int Time-out period of waiting for a response from the server. If this property is set to zero (0), the system 
calculates the time-out on the request message size.

Username xs:stri
ng

The user name to use for authentication with the server.

Password xs:stri
ng

The user password to use for authentication with the server.

ProxyUsername xs:stri
ng

Specifies the user name for authentication with the proxy server.

ProxyPassword xs:stri
ng

Specifies the user password for authentication with the proxy server.

MaxRedirects xs:int The maximum number of times that the HTTP adapter will redirect the request.
ContentType xs:stri

ng
Content type of the request messages.

AuthenticationS
cheme

xs:stri
ng

Type of authentication to use with the destination server.

Certificate xs:stri
ng

Thumbprint of client SSL certificate.

UseSSO xs:boo
lean

Specifies whether the HTTP send port will use SSO.

AffiliateApplicat
ionName

xs:stri
ng

Name of affiliate application to use for SSO.

InboundHttpHea
ders

xs:stri
ng

Contains the HTTP headers from the inbound HTTP request.

SubmissionHand
le

xs:stri
ng

Contains the BizTalk Server correlation token (GUID) for the request message.

See Also

Configuring an HTTP Adapter
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SMTP Adapter
You use the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) adapter to exchange information between a server running Microsoft®
BizTalk® Server and other applications by means of the SMTP protocol. BizTalk Server can send messages to other applications
by creating an e-mail message and delivering it to a specified e-mail address. Internally, the SMTP send adapter creates an SMTP-
based e-mail message and sends it to a target e-mail address. The target e-mail address is a property of the SMTP adapter. BizTalk
Explorer exposes this property when you configure the SMTP send port.

The SMTP adapter supports wildcard characters in the TO, FROM, CC and SUBJECT properties, and resolves them to their actual
values. If wildcard characters in the TO, FROM, and CC properties cannot be resolved, the SMTP transport logs an error and puts
the message into the suspended queue or redirects the message to the backup transport. If the wildcard characters cannot be
resolved in the SUBJECT property, the message is sent with the SUBJECT property specified exactly as in the property (for
example, "Message %MesageID%").

By default, the message text of SMTP messages is plain text. To use HTML in message bodies, you have to create a custom
pipeline component to convert the XML to HTML.

For more information about SMTP security issues, see SMTP Adapter Security Recommendations.

The SMTP adapter consists of only one adapter, a send adapter. The send adapter controls the send ports that use the SMTP
adapter.

This topic discusses the workflow of the SMTP send adapter.

SMTP Send Adapter
The SMTP send adapter gets messages from the server and posts them to an SMTP server that sends them to e-mail recipients.
The SMTP send adapter gets the message content from the body part of the BizTalk Message object. The SMTP send adapter
ignores all other message parts of the BizTalk Message object.

After the SMTP send adapter successfully posts a message onto the SMTP server, the SMTP send adapter deletes the message
from the MessageBox database.

The SMTP send adapter can request delivery notification and read receipts for messages sent over the SMTP send adapter. The
SMTP adapter delivers the notification and read receipt to the address specified on the SMTP From header.

Batching Support for the SMTP Send Adapter
The SMTP send adapter does not support batching.

Authentication with SMTP Server
If you require SMTP server authentication, the SMTP send adapter uses one of the following authentication types:

Basic. The SMTP server uses user provided credentials for authentication.
Process account (NTLM). The SMTP server uses current process credentials for authentication.

This section contains:

Configuring an SMTP Adapter
Considerations When Configuring the SMTP Adapter
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Configuring an SMTP Adapter
This section describes how to configure an SMTP adapter.

This section contains:

Configuring an SMTP Send Handler By Using BizTalk Explorer
Configuring an SMTP Send Port
SMTP Adapter Property Schema and Properties
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Configuring an SMTP Send Handler By Using BizTalk Explorer
You can set SMTP send handler properties in the BizTalk Administration console. You use these send handler properties as the
send port configuration values if the properties are not set on the individual SMTP send port.

To change global variables for an SMTP send handler

1. In the BizTalk Server Administration console, double-click Microsoft BizTalk Server (local), double-click Adapters,
double-click SMTP, and then click Send Handlers.

2. In the results pane, right-click the send handler, and then select Properties.
3. In the <Host name> Properties dialog box, on the General tab, in the Host Name list, select the host with which the send

handler will be associated.
4. On the General tab, do the following:

Use this To do this
SMTP server name Specify the name of the SMTP server to use when sending messages.

This property requires a value.

Maximum length: 256

From (e-mail address) Required. Specify the e-mail address to place on the SMTP From header.

Maximum length: 256

Authentication type Specify the type of authentication to use with the SMTP server.

Options:

No authentication
Basic authentication
Process account (NTLM)

Default value: Process account (NTLM)

User name Specify the user name to use for authentication with the SMTP server.

This property requires a value if Authentication type is Basic authentication.

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Password Specify the password to use for authentication with the SMTP server.

This property requires a value if Authentication type is Basic authentication.

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

5. Click Apply, and then click OK.

See Also

Configuring an SMTP Adapter
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Configuring an SMTP Send Port
This section describes how to configure an SMTP send port using BizTalk Explorer or programmatically.

This section contains:

Configuring an SMTP Send Port By Using BizTalk Explorer
Configuring an SMTP Send Port Programmatically
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Configuring an SMTP Send Port By Using BizTalk Explorer
You can set SMTP send port adapter variables in BizTalk Explorer. If properties are not set for the send port, the default receive
handler values set in the BizTalk Server Administration console will be used.

To configure variables for an SMTP send port

1. Complete the initial send port configuration as described in Adding a Static Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer.
2. In the SMTP Transport Properties dialog box, on the General tab, do the following.

Use this To do this
To Required. Specify the e-mail address for where to send messages.

You can specify more than one address.

Maximum length: 256

For more information about this property, see Restrictions on the SMTP To Property.

CC Specify the e-mail address to send the carbon copy of the message.

You can specify more than one address.

Maximum length: 1024

Subject Specify the subject header for the message.

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Notificatio
n

Specify the type of notification receipt. You can select one or both types of receipts. Notification receipt types 
are:

Read Receipt. Confirmation e-mail message is sent when the message is read.
Delivery Receipt. Confirmation e-mail message is sent when the message is delivered.

3. In the SMTP Transport Properties dialog box, on the Handler Override tab, do the following.
Use this To do this
SMTP server name Specify the name of the SMTP server to use when sending messages.

Maximum length: 256

From (e-mail address) Specify the e-mail address to place on the SMTP From header.

Maximum length: 256

Authentication type Specify the type of authentication to use with the SMTP server.

Options:

(Default)
No authentication
Basic authentication
Process account (NTLM)

User name Specify the user name to use for authentication with the SMTP server.

This property requires a value if Authentication type is Basic authentication.

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms945079(v=bts.10).aspx


 

Password Specify the password to use for authentication with the SMTP server.

This property requires a value if Authentication type is Basic authentication.

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

4. Click Apply, and then click OK.
5. Return to Adding a Static Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer to complete the configuration of the SMTP send port.

See Also

Configuring an SMTP Send Port
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Configuring an SMTP Send Port Programmatically
The SMTP adapter stores its configuration information in the Configuration database. Configuration information is stored in a
custom XML property bag. During initialization of the SMTP adapter and during its run time, the server passes the configuration
to the adapter as follows:

1. For the SMTP send handler, configuration information passes to the adapter by calling the Load method of the
IPersistPropertyBag interface.

2. For the SMTP send adapters, configuration information passes to the adapter as a set of properties on a message context.
The SMTP namespace groups these properties together.

The BizTalk Explorer object model exposes the ITransportInfo adapter configuration interface for send ports, which contains the
TransportTypeData read/write property. This property accepts the SMTP send port configuration property bag as a name/value
pair XML string. Note that to set this property in the BizTalk Explorer object model, it must first be set on the Address property of
the ITransportInfo interface.

Setting the TransportTypeData property of the ITransportInfo interface is not required. If it is not set, the SMTP send port uses
the default values for the SMTP send handler. SMTP send port specific properties are defined in SMTP send adapter property
schema bts_smtp_properties.xsd.

If you do not define properties that duplicate the send handler configuration properties, configuration properties for the handler
are used. If you do not define required properties, default values are used. If you do not define default values, the SMTP send
handler logs an error in the event log and moves the message to the backup adapter.

You can set these properties programmatically on a message context. You can set these properties in a BizTalk Server
orchestration schedule or in a custom pipeline component. The following rules apply when using these properties:

If the property is set in an orchestration or in a custom pipeline component in a receive pipeline, then:
If the message is sent to a static send port, the property value will be overwritten with the value configured for that
send port.
If the message is sent to a dynamic send port, the property value will not be overwritten.

If the property is set in a custom pipeline component in a send pipeline, then:
The value will not be overwritten regardless of whether the message is sent to a static or dynamic send port.

The following table lists the configuration properties that you can set in the BizTalk Explorer object model for the SMTP send
location

Property 
name

Type Description Restrictions Comments

SMTPHos
t

xs:str
ing

SMTP server used to send messages. Maximum l
ength : 256

Default value: Empty.

The default value indicates that the SMTP send port wil
l use the configuration values for the handler.

From xs:str
ing

The e-mail address that the SMTP send po
rt places on the SMTP From header.

Maximum l
ength: 256

Default value: Empty.

The default value indicates that the SMTP send port wil
l use the configuration values for the handler.

CC xs:str
ing

E-mail address where a copy of the messa
ge will be sent.

Maximum l
ength: 1024

Default value: empty

You can list several e-mail addresses.

Subject xs:str
ing

Subject header for the messages. Minimum le
ngth: 0

Maximum l
ength: 256

Default value: %MessageID%.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa512076(v=bts.10).aspx
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SMTPAut
henticate

xs:int Type of authentication to use. None Valid values:

0 - No authentication
1- Basic authentication
2 - Process account (NTLM)

The default value indicates that the SMTP send port wil
l use the configuration values for the handler.

SendUser
Name

xs:str
ing

User name to use for authentication with t
he SMTP server.

Minimum le
ngth: 0

Maximum l
ength: 256

Default value: Empty

Requires a value if SMTPAuthenticate is equal to 1 (
Basic authentication).

SendPass
word

xs:str
ing

User password for authentication with the
SMTP server.

Minimum le
ngth: 0

Maximum l
ength: 256

Default value: Empty

Requires a value if SMTPAuthenticate is equal to 1 (
Basic authentication).

ReadRece
ipt

xs:bo
olean

Requests a read receipt for the messages f
rom this send port.

None Default value: False

DeliveryR
eceipt

xs:bo
olean

Requests a delivery receipt for the messag
es from this send port.

None Default value: False

The following code shows the format of the XML string to use to set these properties:

See Also

Configuring an SMTP Send Port
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SMTP Adapter Property Schema and Properties
The following table lists the properties in the SMTP adapter property schema.

Namespace: http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003/smtp-properties

Name Type Description
Username xs:string Specify the user name to use for authentication with the SMTP server.
Password xs:string Specify the password to use for authentication with the SMTP server.
SMTPHost xs:string Specify the name of the SMTP server to use when sending messages.
From xs:string Specify the e-mail address to place on the SMTP From header.
CC xs:string Specify the e-mail address to send a copy of the message.
Subject xs:string Specify the subject header for the message.
SMTPAuthenticate xs:int Specify the type of authentication to use with the SMTP server.
ReadReceipt xs:boolean Specify whether to send a confirmation e-mail message when the message is read.
DeliveryReceipt xs:boolean Specify whether to send a confirmation e-mail message after delivery of the message.

See Also

Configuring an SMTP Adapter
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Considerations When Configuring the SMTP Adapter
This section contains information to consider when configuring the SMTP adapter.

This section contains:

Restrictions on Using Macros in SMTP Headers
Restrictions on the SMTP To Property
Restrictions on the SMTP Host Property
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Restrictions on Using Macros in SMTP Headers
You can form the Subject, To, From, and CC properties on an SMTP message header dynamically by using a predefined set of
macros. Before sending a message, the SMTP send handler substitutes all the macros in headers with their values. You can use
several different macros when forming one header.

The SMTP send handler does not substitute macros in the To, From, or CC header if any of the following are true:

The corresponding system property is not set.
The macro is misspelled.
The value for the macro contains symbols that are not valid for the SMTP headers.

If any of these conditions are met, the SMTP send handler leaves the macros as is, for example,
%SourceParty%@somedomain.com or Message from %SourceParty%.

The following table lists the macros you can use to build the To, CC, and Subject headers.

Macro Description For use
with T
o

For use
with C
C

For use w
ith Subje
ct

%MessageID
%

Globally unique identifier (GUID) of the message in BizTalk Server. The value comes fro
m the message context property BTS.MessageID.

No No Yes

%datetime_bt
s2000%

UTC date time in the format YYYYMMDDhhmmsss, where sss means seconds and milli
seconds (for example, 199707121035234 means 1997/07/12, 10:35:23 and 400 millis
econds).

No No Yes

%datetime% UTC date time in the format YYYY-MM-DDThhmmss (for example, 1997-07-12T10350
8).

No No Yes

%datetime.tz
%

Local date time plus time zone from GMT in the format YYYY-MM-DDThhmmssTZD, (fo
r example, 1997-07-12T103508+800).

No No Yes

%time% UTC time in the format hhmmss. No No Yes
%time.tz% Local time plus time zone from GMT in the format hhmmssTZD (for example, 124525+

530).
No No Yes

%SourcePart
y%

Name of the source party from which the File adapter received the message. Yes Yes Yes

%SourcePart
yQualifier%

Qualifier of the source party from which the File adapter received the message. Yes Yes Yes

%Destination
Party%

Name of the destination party. The value comes from the message context property BT
S.DestinationParty.

Yes Yes Yes

%Destination
PartyQualifie
r%

Qualifier of the destination party. The value comes from the message context property 
BTS.DestinationPartyQualifier.

Yes Yes Yes

See Also

Considerations When Configuring the SMTP Adapter
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Restrictions on the SMTP To Property
The To property is a string that specifies the SMTP address of the recipient of the message. You can list several addresses with a
separator that SMTP server supports.

There are no specific restrictions for the format of an SMTP address. This means that the adapter will accept any format that an
SMTP server supports. If a user provides addresses that are not valid, the send operation will fail and SMTP send adapter will
report an error.

The only restrictions for this property are that it must not be empty and its size must not exceed 256 characters.

See Also

Considerations When Configuring the SMTP Adapter
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Restrictions on the SMTP Host Property
The SMTP host property is a string that specifies the SMTP server that the SMTP adapter will use to send messages from the
BizTalk server.

The following rules and restrictions apply to this property:

This property must be configured on the adapter handler level, on endpoint level, or in both places.
The SMTP server property cannot contain the following characters: ` ~ ! @ # $ ^ & * ( ) = + [ ] { } \ | ; : ' " , < > /, ?;
The length of the SMTP server name must not exceed 256 characters.

The SOAP adapter always validates the SMTP host name at design time by using the previously mentioned rules. In addition, the
SOAP adapter validates the SMTP host name at run time if a message is sent through a dynamic port with the SMTP adapter.

See Also

Considerations When Configuring the SMTP Adapter
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SOAP Adapter
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server Web services uses the SOAP adapter when receiving and sending Web service requests. The SOAP
adapter enables you to publish orchestrations as Web services and consume external Web services.

This section contains:

About the SOAP Adapter
Configuring the SOAP Adapter
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About the SOAP Adapter
Web services are programs with interfaces that adhere to the standards set forth in the Web Services Description Language
(WSDL). You can use a Microsoft BizTalk Server orchestration to create and use Web services to combine separate but related
business functions in a manageable and intuitive way. For more information about Web services and orchestration, see
Using Web Services in BizTalk Server.

The BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard is included with BizTalk Server 2004 to speed up the development process for
publishing Web services. After you create an orchestration that you want to expose as a Web service, the BizTalk Web Services
Publishing Wizard generates a Web service project for you. For more information about the BizTalk Web Services Publishing
Wizard, see Publishing an Orchestration as a Web Service. Note that prior to running the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard,
you must enable BizTalk Web services. For more information about enabling BizTalk Web services, see Enabling Web Services.

The SOAP adapter consists of two adapters—a send adapter and receive adapter.

This section contains:

SOAP Receive Adapter
SOAP Send Adapter
Single Sign-On Support for the SOAP Adapter
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SOAP Receive Adapter
You use the SOAP receive adapter to receive Web service requests. The SOAP receive adapter creates a BizTalk Message object,
and promotes the associated properties to the message context.

See Also

About the SOAP Adapter

SOAP Adapter Security Recommendations
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SOAP Send Adapter
You use the SOAP send adapter to call a Web service. The SOAP send adapter reads the message context on the BizTalk Message
object to get the proxy name and calls the associated external Web service proxy.

Client authentication for the SOAP send adapter

The SOAP send adapter authenticates with the destination server by using one of the following authentication types:

Anonymous. The default setting.
Basic. The SOAP connection sends the user name and password in plain text.
Digest. The SOAP connection sends the user name and password in an encrypted format.
Kerberos or NTLM. Neither the user name nor the password is sent over a SOAP connection. The SOAP adapter always
uses the credentials of the process under which the SOAP send adapter runs for this authentication type.

Additionally, the SOAP send adapter can provide a client Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) certificate to the Web server if the server
requires or accepts it.

If you enabled Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO), when the SOAP send adapter receives a message with the request to the
SSOTicket property, the adapter connects to an SSO server to validate and redeem the ticket. After the SOAP adapter validates
the ticket, it is decrypted and the credentials for the affiliate system are retrieved from the credential store. The SOAP adapter then
uses the credentials to connect to the affiliate system, and the SOAP request is processed.

Client certificates for the SOAP send adapter

The SOAP send adapter can establish a secure connection with servers that accept or require client certificates. If you specify a
client certificate, the SOAP send adapter uses the certificate when connecting with servers that require or accept client certificates.
If you do not specify a client certificate and the destination server requires client certificates, the SOAP send adapter fails to send
the message and follows the standard retry logic.

The SOAP send adapter uses the client certificate from the Personal store of the account under which the BizTalk Server process is
running. The SOAP adapter specifies the certificate by its thumbprint. If the SOAP send adapter fails to load the certificate for any
reason, the message that it was sending is suspended.

See Also

About the SOAP Adapter

SOAP Adapter Security Recommendations
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Single Sign-On Support for the SOAP Adapter
You can configure Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) for use with the SOAP receive location or send port using BizTalk Server
Explorer. This topic describes how SSO works with the SOAP adapter.

Single Sign-On support for the SOAP receive location

SOAP receive locations support two versions of SSO—BizTalk Server 2004 Enterprise SSO and Microsoft SharePoint® SSO. Run
the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard to enable support for SharePoint SSO. For more information about enabling
SharePoint Portal Server SSO, see Publishing Web Services. Enable BizTalk Enterprise Single Sign-On by using the property pages
for the SOAP receive location. For more information about enabling Enterprise SSO for the SOAP receive location, see
Configuring a SOAP Receive Location.

Enterprise SSO support for SOAP receive locations

IIS receives a SOAP request from a Web client, and then IIS authenticates the user and passes the security identifier to the SOAP
adapter. If the IIS authentication method is Digest authentication, Basic authentication, or Integrated Windows Authentication, the
SOAP adapter will call the SSO credential store to obtain an encrypted ticket based on the authenticated user. This ticket is stored
as the SSOTicket property in the context property of the message.

 Security  It is recommended that you configure IIS to turn off the fall back to basic option. It is not recommended to
fall back to basic unless the entire vroot is accessible over SSL only.

In the pass-through scenario, the BizTalk Messaging Engine directs the message to the MessageBox database. When a send
adapter receives the message from the MessageBox database, it calls the RedeemTicket method with the encrypted ticket along
with the application name to retrieve the security credentials for the application from the SSO store. The send adapter then uses
the external credentials to connect to the application and process the request. For more information about the affiliate
applications, see SSO Affiliate Applications.

In scenarios where an orchestration invokes the send adapter, the BizTalk Messaging Engine sends the message to the
MessageBox database. The orchestration should ensure that both the SSOTicket context property and
Microsoft.BizTalk.XLANGs.BTXEngine.OriginatorSID context property of the message that contains the ticket are maintained.
When the adapter receives this message from the MessageBox database, the adapter calls the RedeemTicket method with the
encrypted ticket to retrieve the back-end credentials from the SSO store. The user designing the schedule should specifically copy
this property to the message.

SharePoint Portal Server SSO support for SOAP receive locations

When integrating with SharePoint Portal Server 2004, BizTalk Server supports the use of Microsoft SharePoint Portal Server SSO
only through the SOAP adapter. SharePoint Portal Server creates SSO tickets and sends them to BizTalk Server in a SOAP header
of the SOAP request. When the SOAP adapter receives a request containing an SSO ticket, the ticket is stored as the SSOTicket
property in the context property of the message. This same property would contain an Enterprise SSO ticket. Only one SSO ticket
can be associated with a BizTalk message.

In both pass-through and orchestration scenarios, the handling of an SSO ticket received from SharePoint Portal Server is the
same as if the ticket were created by the SOAP adapter using Enterprise SSO. When a send adapter receives a message, it calls the
RedeemTicket method with the encrypted ticket that SharePoint Portal Server generated. The send adapter does not need to be
aware that different SSO tickets exist. The RedeemTicket method will determine which SSO system generated the ticket and
redeem it from the appropriate place.

Combined use of Enterprise SSO and SSO for SharePoint Portal Server

BizTalk Server will support the simultaneous use of both SSO systems. The API can differentiate between the tickets generated by
each SSO and will redeem them from the appropriate SSO database. If you use both SSO systems at the same time, these rules
will affect which SSO ticket the SOAP receive location will promote to the SSOTicket context property:

If neither SSO is enabled, do not promote a ticket.
If the Enterprise SSO is enabled, but the SharePoint Portal Server SSO is not enabled, retrieve and promote the Enterprise
SSO ticket.
If the SharePoint Portal Server SSO is enabled, but the Enterprise SSO is not enabled, promote the existing SharePoint
Portal Server SSO ticket.
If both the Enterprise and SharePoint Portal Server SSO are enabled:

If the SharePoint Portal Server SSO ticket is received, promote that ticket.
If the SharePoint Portal Server SSO ticket is not received, retrieve and promote the Enterprise SSO ticket.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms946921(v=bts.10).aspx
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Single Sign-On support for the SOAP send adapter

If SSO is enabled, when a SOAP send port receives a message with the Secure property (SSOTicket), it calls the SSO server to
validate and redeem the ticket for an affiliate application. The administration application, affiliate administrators, or SSO
administrators for the affiliate application can call SSO to redeem a ticket. SSO then decrypts the ticket and obtains the back-end
credentials. The pass-through and orchestration scenario described in "SSO Support for the SOAP Receive Location" are the same
for the SOAP send port.

By default, the SOAP send port does not enable SSO. For more information about enabling SSO for the SOAP send port, see
Configuring a SOAP Send Port by Using BizTalk Explorer.

This section contains:

Configuring the SOAP Adapter
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Configuring the SOAP Adapter
This section describes how to configure a SOAP adapter.

This section contains:

Configuring a SOAP Receive Handler
Configuring a SOAP Receive Location
Configuring a SOAP Send Handler
Configuring a SOAP Send Port
SOAP Adapter Property Schema and Properties
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Configuring a SOAP Receive Handler
This section describes how to create and configure a SOAP receive handler.

This section contains:

Creating a SOAP Receive Handler By Using the BizTalk Server Administration Console
Configuring a SOAP Receive Handler By Using the BizTalk Server Administration Console
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Creating a SOAP Receive Handler By Using the BizTalk Server
Administration Console
You can set SOAP send handler properties in the BizTalk Administration console. You use these send handler properties as the
send port configuration values if properties are not set on the individual SOAP send port.

Before creating a new SOAP receive handler, ensure you have created an isolated host instance for the SOAP receive handler to
run on.

Warning  When using HTTP or SOAP adapter handlers, it is recommended that you install the host instances for these
handlers on Microsoft Windows 2000 Server or Microsoft Windows 2003 Server computers. Windows XP
Professional enables a maximum of 10 connections, which can lead to a denial of service.

Note  You must be a member of the Single Sign-On Administrators group to create a receive handler.

To create a SOAP receive handler

1. In the BizTalk Server Administration console, double-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server (local) node, double-click
Adapters, and then double-click the type of adapter you want to create.

2. Right-click Receive Handlers, select New, and then select Receive Handler.
3. In the Welcome to the Receive Handler Wizard, click Next.
4. On the Select Host page, in the Host Name list, select the host with which the receive handler will be associated, and then

click Next.
5. On the Properties page, in the Virtual server name box, type the name of the virtual server, and then click Next.
6. On the Finish page, click Finish.

Note  Each host can have only one receive handler associated with it.

See Also

Configuring a SOAP Receive Handler

Consuming Web Services
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Configuring a SOAP Receive Handler By Using the BizTalk
Server Administration Console
You can configure the SOAP receive handler settings by using the BizTalk Server Administration console. If you configure the
adapter using the BizTalk Server Administration console, the handler override properties do not need to be set in BizTalk Explorer.

To change global variables for the SOAP receive handler

1. In the BizTalk Server Administration console, double-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server (local) node, double-click
Adapters, double-click SOAP, and then click Receive Handlers.

2. In the results pane, right click or double-click the receive handler you want to modify, and then select Properties.
3. In the SOAP Properties window, on the General screen, in the Host Name list, select the host with which the receive

handler will be associated, and then click OK.

See Also

Configuring a SOAP Receive Handler

Consuming Web Services
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Configuring a SOAP Receive Location
This section describes how to configure a SOAP receive location using BizTalk Explorer or programmatically.

This section contains:

Configuring a SOAP Receive Location By Using BizTalk Explorer
Configuring a SOAP Receive Location Programmatically
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Configuring a SOAP Receive Location By Using BizTalk Explorer
You can set SOAP receive location adapter variables in BizTalk Explorer.

Note  Before completing the following procedure, you must have already added a receive port. For more information,
see Adding a Receive Port Using BizTalk Explorer.

To configure variables for a SOAP receive location

1. Complete the initial receive location configuration as described in Adding a Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer.
2. On the SOAP Transport Properties dialog box, do the following.

Use this To do this
Virtual directory plus W
eb Service .asmx file

Indicate the .asmx file created by the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard.

The format of this message shows a similar format as the following:

/PurchaseOrder/POOrchestration.asmx

Where the full location of the .asmx file is http://localhost/PurchaseOrder/POOrchestration.asmx
.

Public address Specify the fully qualified URI for this receive location. The value for this property is a combinati
on of the server name and the virtual directory.

Use Single Sign-On Indicate that the SOAP adapter uses Enterprise Single Sign-On.

Note  The BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard allows you to use SharePoint Por
tal Server Single Sign-On; this property only enables Enterprise Single Sign-On.

3. Click OK.
4. Return to Adding a Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer to complete the configuration of the File Receive Location.

The security settings used by the SOAP receive location are not set in IIS. By default, the SOAP receive location is set to use
anonymous authentication.

While the SOAP client calls the Web service, the SOAP adapter authenticates the SOAP client by using either Anonymous, Basic,
Digest, or Windows Integrated authentication. If the user is verified, the user context is passed to the receive handler. The user
context value is promoted to the SourceParty context property and the value WindowsUser is promoted to the
SourcePartyQualifier context property.

Note  Any IIS configuration that leads to SOAP and HTTP sharing the same process is not valid. You can only have one
isolated receiver per process.

To configure security settings for the SOAP receive location

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Administrative Tools, and then click Internet Information Services.
2. In the left pane, expand the node for the local computer, expand Web Sites, and then expand Default Web Sites.
3. Right-click the name of the virtual directory that contains your Web service, and then click Properties.
4. In the <Virtual Directory> Properties dialog box, on the Directory Security tab, under Authentication and access

control, click Edit.
5. In the Authentication Methods dialog box, select the access required by your organization, and then click OK.
6. Click OK to close the <Virtual Directory> Properties dialog box.
7. On the File menu, click Exit.

See Also

Using Web Services in BizTalk Server

Configuring a SOAP Receive Location

Consuming Web Services
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Configuring a SOAP Receive Location Programmatically
The BizTalk Explorer object model enables you to create and configure receive locations programmatically. The BizTalk Explorer
object model exposes the IReceiveLocation receive location configuration interface that has a TransportTypeData read/write
property. This property accepts a SOAP receive location configuration property bag in the form of name-value pair of XML strings.
To set this property in the BizTalk Explorer object model, you must set the InboundTransportLocation property of the
IReceiveLocation interface.

The TransportTypeData property of the IReceiveLocation interface does not have to be set. If it is not set, the SOAP adapter
uses the default values for the SOAP receive location configuration as indicated in the following table.

The following table lists the configuration properties that you can set in the BizTalk Explorer object model for the SOAP receive
location.

Property nam
e

Type Description

URI String Virtual directory containing the Web service on the deployment server.
AddressableU
RI

String Public address field containing the entire, callable URL.

Default value: Blank

UseSSO Boolea
n

Specifies whether the SOAP adapter issues the Single Sign-On ticket to the messages that arrive on this re
ceive location.

Default value: False

Use the following format to set the properties:

The URI and AddressableURI properties are set using the Address and PublicAddress properties of the receive location object.

Example

receiveLocation.TransportTypeData = "<CustomProps><UseSSO vt=\"11\">-1</UseSSO></CustomProps>
";

<snippet id="d3a1f9e9-18a5-476c-82eb-166823754564" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
// Use BizTalk Explorer object model to create new SOAP receive location.
string server = System.Environment.MachineName;
string database = "BizTalkMgmtDb";
string connectionString = string.Format("Server={0};Database={1};Integrated Security=true", s
erver, database);
BtsCatalogExplorer explorer = new Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsCatalogExplorer();
explorer.ConnectionString = connectionString;

// Add a new Request-Response port
ReceivePort receivePort = explorer.AddNewReceivePort(true);
receivePort.Name = "SampleReceivePort";
receivePort.SendPipeline = explorer.Pipelines["Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.PassThruTra
nsmit"];

// Add primary SOAP receive location
ReceiveLocation receiveLocation = receivePort.AddNewReceiveLocation();
receiveLocation.Name = "SampleReceiveLocation";
receiveLocation.Address = "/PurchaseOrder/POOrchestration.asmx";
receiveLocation.TransportType = explorer.ProtocolTypes["SOAP"];
receiveLocation.TransportTypeData = "<CustomProps><UseSSO vt=\"11\">-1</UseSSO></CustomProps>
";
receiveLocation.ReceivePipeline = explorer.Pipelines["Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.Pass
ThruReceive"];
foreach (ReceiveHandler receiveHandler in explorer.ReceiveHandlers)
{
if (receiveHandler.TransportType.Name == receiveLocation.TransportType.Name)
{
receiveLocation.ReceiveHandler = receiveHandler; 



 

See Also

Configuring a SOAP Receive Location

Consuming Web Services
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}
}

// Save
explorer.SaveChanges(); 
<snippet id="d3a1f9e9-18a5-476c-82eb-166823754564" type="end"/> 
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Configuring a SOAP Send Handler
Use the following procedure to configure the SOAP send handler.

Warning  When using HTTP or SOAP adapter handlers, it is recommended that you install the host instances for these
handlers on Microsoft Windows 2000 Server computers. Windows XP Professional enables a maximum of 10
connections, which can lead to a denial of service.

To change global variables for a SOAP send handler

1. In the BizTalk Server Administration console, double-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server (local) node, double-click
Adapters, double-click SOAP, and then click Send Handlers.

2. In the results pane, right-click or double-click the send handler, and select Properties.
3. In the <Host name> Properties dialog box, on the General tab, in the Host Name list, select the host with which the send

handler will be associated.
4. On the Proxy tab, do the following.

Use this To do this
Use proxy Indicate whether the SOAP send handler uses a proxy server.
Server Specify the name of the proxy server.

This property only requires a value if Use proxy is selected.

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Port Specify the port the SOAP send handler uses.

This property only requires a value if Use proxy is selected.

Default Value: 80

Type: Long

Minimum value: 0

Maximum value: 65535

User name Specify the user name to use for authentication.

This property only requires a value if Use proxy is selected.

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Password Specify the password to use for authentication.

This property only requires a value if Use proxy is selected.

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

5. Click Apply, and then click OK.

See Also

Configuring the SOAP Adapter

Publishing Web Services
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Configuring a SOAP Send Port
This section describes how to configure a SOAP send port using BizTalk Explorer or programmatically.

This section contains:

Configuring a SOAP Send Port by Using BizTalk Explorer
Configuring a SOAP Send Port Programmatically
Configuring a SOAP Send Port with a Remote Configuration Database
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Configuring a SOAP Send Port by Using BizTalk Explorer
You can set SOAP send port adapter variables in BizTalk Explorer. If properties are not set for the send port, the default receive
handler values set in the BizTalk Server Administration console will be used.

To configure variables for a SOAP send port

1. Complete the initial send port configuration as described in Adding a Static Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer.
2. In the SOAP Transport Properties dialog box, on the General tab, do the following.

Use this To do this
Web Servic
e URL

Specify the address of the Web service you want to call.

Authenticat
ion

Indicate the authentication method used by the Web service you are calling.

Options:

Anonymous. The default setting.
Basic. The SOAP connection sends the user name and password in plain text.
Digest. The SOAP connection sends the password in an encrypted format.
NTLM. Also known as Kerberos. Neither the user name nor the password is sent over a SOAP connectio
n. The SOAP adapter always uses the credentials of the process under which the SOAP send adapter run
s for this authentication type.

Credentials Specify the type of credentials to use.

Only available if the Authentication type is Basic or Digest.

Options:

Do Not Use Single Sign-On

User name

The user name to use for authentication with the destination server. If the Authentication type propert
y is Anonymous or Kerberos, this option is disabled. This property requires a value if Basic or Digest i
s selected, and Enterprise Single Sign-On is not used.

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Password

The password to use for authentication with the destination server. If the Authentication type propert
y is Anonymous or Kerberos, this option is disabled. This property requires a value if Basic or Digest i
s selected, and Single Sign-On is not used.

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Use Single Sign-On

Specify whether to use Single Sign-On to retrieve client credentials for authentication with the destinati
on server.

Affiliate Application

Specifies the affiliate application to use for Single Sign-On. For information about populating this list, se
e SSO Affiliate Applications.

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms945079(v=bts.10).aspx
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Client Certi
ficate Thu
mbprint

Specify the thumbprint of the client certificate to use for establishing a connection.

Example: 01 23 45 67 89 AB CD EF 01 23 45 67 89 AB CD EF 01 23 45 67

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 59
3. In the SOAP Transport Properties dialog box, on the Proxy tab, do the following.

Use this To do this
Use Handler's def
ault proxy config
uration

Specify the send port proxy handler configuration.

This is the default setting.

Do not use proxy Indicate whether the SOAP send handler uses a proxy server.
Use proxy Indicate whether the SOAP send handler uses a proxy server.
Server Specifies the name of the proxy server.

This property only requires a value if Use proxy is selected.

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Port Specify the port the SOAP send handler uses.

This property only requires a value if Use proxy is selected.

Default Value: 80

Type: Long

Minimum value: 0

Maximum value: 65535

User name Specify the user name to use for authentication. If you use Windows integrated authentication, the user
name includes the domain, domain\username. If you use Basic or Digest authentication, the user na
me does not include domain\.

This property only requires a value if Use proxy is selected.

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Password Specify the password to use for authentication.

This property only requires a value if Use proxy is selected.

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Return to Adding a Static Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer to complete the configuration of the SOAP send port.

See Also

Configuring a SOAP Send Port

Publishing Web Services
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Configuring a SOAP Send Port Programmatically
The BizTalk Explorer object model exposes an adapter-specific interface for send ports named ITransportInfo that has the
TransportTypeData read/write property. This property accepts a SOAP send port configuration property bag in the form of a
name-value pair of XML strings. Note that to set this property in the BizTalk Explorer object model you must set the
OubboundTransportLocation property of the ITransportInfo interface first.

The TransportTypeData property of the ITransportInfo interface is not required. If it is not set, the adapter uses the default
values for the SOAP send port configuration, as indicated in the following table.

The following table lists the configuration properties you can set in the BizTalk Explorer object model for SOAP send ports.

Property name Type Description
URI String Virtual directory containing the Web service on the deployment server.
Username String User name to specify for accessing the target Web service.

Default value: Blank

Password String User password to use for authentication with the server.

Default value: Blank

ClientCertificate String Thumbprint of client SSL certificate.

Default value: Blank

AffiliateApplicationName String The name of the SSO application to use to redeem the ticket for client credentials.

The AffiliateApplicationName is mutually exclusive to a Username and Password pair.

Default value: Blank

UseProxy Boolean Indicates whether the SOAP send port uses a proxy server to access the target Web service.

Default value: False

ProxyAddress String Address of the HTTP proxy to use for the Web service call.

Default value: Blank

ProxyPort Integer Port of the HTTP proxy to use for the Web service call.

Default value: Blank

ProxyUsername String User name to use for the proxy.

Default value: Blank

ProxyPassword String Password to use for the proxy.

Default value: Blank

The following code shows the format to use to set these properties:

See Also

<CustomProps>
   <URI vt="8"/>
   <ClientCertificate vt="8"/>
   <Password vt="8">Encrypted</Password>
   <ProxyAddress vt="8"/>
   <ProxyPassword vt="8">Encrypted</ProxyPassword>
   <ProxyPort vt="3"/>
   <ProxyUsername vt="8"/>
   <UseProxy vt="11"/>
   <Username vt="8"/>
   <AffiliateApplicationName vt="8"/>
</CustomProps>
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Configuring a SOAP Send Port with a Remote Configuration
Database
The SOAP send port has port level configuration that may require a user name and password. When you export this configuration
to a binding file, the system does not keep the password in the binding file for security reasons. As a result, in cases when you
configure user names and passwords in the source environment, after you import the binding file into the destination
environment (with a different BizTalk configuration database), you must use BizTalk Explorer (or the BizTalk Explorer object
model) to specify passwords for these port configurations. If the destination environment does not have Microsoft® Visual
Studio® .NET installed, use the following steps to complete the SOAP send port configuration for the destination environment in
BizTalk Explorer.

Note  Before completing the following procedure, the computer running BizTalk Explorer must have a TCP/IP
connection to the BizTalk Configuration database in the destination environment.

To configure the SOAP send port with a remote Configuration database

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Microsoft Visual Studio .NET, and then click Microsoft Visual Studio .NET.
2. On the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
3. In BizTalk Explorer, right-click the BizTalk Configuration Databases node, and then click Add Database.
4. In the Add Database dialog box, specify the management database of the production environment. A new node appears

under the root node.
5. Expand the newly added node, select the send port that needs reconfiguration, and specify a password for the send port.

See Also

Configuring a SOAP Send Port
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SOAP Adapter Property Schema and Properties
The following table lists the properties in the SOAP adapter property schema.

Namespace: http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003/soap-properties

Name Type Description
AssemblyName xs:stri

ng
Identifies the .NET type and assembly to be loaded and executed.

MethodName xs:stri
ng

Identifies the target method on the .NET assembly that is to be invoked.

Username xs:stri
ng

User name to use for authentication with the server.

Password xs:stri
ng

User password to use for authentication with the server.

ClientCertificate xs:stri
ng

Thumbprint of the client SSL certificate.

UseProxy xs:Boo
lean

Specifies whether the SOAP adapter uses a proxy server.

ProxyAddress xs:stri
ng

Specifies the proxy server address.

ProxyPort xs:int Specifies the proxy server port.
ProxyUsername xs:stri

ng
Specifies the user name for authentication with the proxy server.

ProxyPassword xs:stri
ng

Specifies the user password for authentication with the proxy server.

UnknownHeade
rs

xs:stri
ng

Specifies the serialized list of unknown SOAP headers.

AffiliateApplica
tionName

xs:stri
ng

Defines the name of the affiliate application to use for SSO.

AuthenticationS
cheme

xs:stri
ng

Specifies the type of authentication to use with the destination server.

UseSSO xs:boo
lean

Specifies whether the SOAP adapter uses SSO for the send port.

UseHandlerSetti
ng

xs:boo
lean

Specifies whether the SOAP send port uses the proxy configuration for the handler.

ClientConnectio
nTimeout

xs:int Specifies the time-out period of waiting for a response from the server. If set to zero (0), the system will 
calculate the time-out based on the request message size.

UserDefined xs:stri
ng

Defines user defined classes.

See Also

Configuring the SOAP Adapter
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SQL Adapter
The SQL adapter exchanges data between Microsoft® BizTalk® Server and a SQL Server™ database. You can use the SQL adapter
to move individual records from one or more data tables, save the records as one or more XML messages, and pass the message
to an application through BizTalk Server. You can also use the SQL adapter to move large amounts of data to or from the SQL
Server database as part of a BizTalk Server messaging or orchestration solution. In addition, you can use the SQL adapter to
update and delete SQL Server tables by using parameterized SQL statements or stored procedures.

This section contains:

About the SQL Adapter
Planning for the SQL Adapter
Configuring the SQL Adapter
Considerations When Using the SQL Adapter
Using the SQL Adapter
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About the SQL Adapter
The SQL adapter consists of two adapters—a receive adapter and a send adapter.

This section discusses the workflow for both the SQL receive adapter and the SQL send adapter.

This section contains:

SQL Receive Adapter
SQL Send Adapter
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SQL Receive Adapter
The SQL receive adapter is a polling service that periodically polls for SQL result sets. A SQL command is stored in the receive
location configuration properties and is invoked by the Adapter Framework scheduler. The SQL receive adapter supports SELECT
statements and stored procedure calls that each return single result sets.

Note  The SQL receive adapter can only be bound to one-way receive ports

SELECT Statements

The SQL receive adapter supports SQL SELECT statements that contain static values in the WHERE clause. Examples of supported
SELECT statements are:

The following examples illustrate the supported SQL clauses that determine how the SQL receive adapter returns XML data:

xml auto. Supported
xml auto, elements. Supported.
xml raw. Not supported
xml explicit. Not supported.

The first clause, xml auto, is required to return data in XML format, with each element containing the table name as the element
name and the column data returned as attribute values. For example, the statement Select * from customers for xml auto
returns data in the following format:

Note  The name of the root element is set in the SQL receive location properties page.

The second clause, xml auto, elements is similar to xml auto but returns column data as child elements instead of attribute
values. For example, the statement Select * from customers for xml auto, elements returns data in the following format:

The third clause, xml raw, is not supported by the SQL receive adapter.

The fourth clause, xml explicit, is not supported by the SQL receive adaptor.

Important  When using a SELECT statement to poll with the SQL receive adapter, the receive adapter does not
update or otherwise mark the records it retrieves. The SQL receive adapter will continue to select the same rows
according to the WHERE clause contained within the SELECT statement.

Stored Procedures

The SQL receive adapter supports SQL stored procedure calls that contain static parameter values. An example of a supported
stored procedure call is as follows:

SELECT * FROM customers for xml auto
SELECT * FROM customers WHERE CustomerID = 'ALFKI' for xml auto
SELECT ContactName, Phone FROM customers where CustomerID = 'ALFKI' for xml auto
SELECT * FROM customers for xml auto, elements

<root>
   <customers CustomerID="ALFKI" CompanyName="Alpine Ski House" …    
   <customers CustomerID="DUMON" CompanyName="WingTip Toys" …
</root> 

<root>
   <customers>
      <CustomerID>ALFKI</CustomerID>
      <CompanyName>Alpine Ski House</CompanyName>
      …
   </customers>
</root>

exec [CustOrdersOrders] @CustomerID="ALFKI"



When using stored procedure calls in the SQL receive adapter, the stored procedure should update the retrieved records so that
the adapter does not retrieve them during the next polling cycle. For example, consider the following stored procedure:

This stored procedure would return all rows that contain a null value for the ShippedDate every time the SQL receive adapter calls
it. Modify this stored procedure to update rows after the adapter retrieves them:

Note  The use of the xml auto or xml auto, elements clause is required for result sets returned by stored procedure.

Note  The SQL receive adapter does not support stored procedures that return multiple result sets.

When using the Add Generated Items Wizard to add SQL schemas to a BizTalk project, modify the SELECT statement in the stored
procedure to contain the xmldata clause. This clause informs SQLXML to return the schema that represents the result set to the
wizard. Change the stored procedure to the following:

After completing the wizard, it is important to remove the xmldata clause from the SELECT statement. Not doing this will cause
the SQL receive adapter to return the metadata along with any result set data. Note that when you do not specify the xmldata
clause and the SELECT statement or stored procedure does not return any results, the SQL adapter does not submit a document
to the BizTalk messaging subsystem. However, the SQL adapter always submits a document if the xmldata clause is present in
the SELECT statement or stored procedure.

Note  There are numerous methods to update or delete rows returned by the SQL receive adapter. This is just one
example and should not be considered as the only method.

Note  The schema generator wizard will accept specific stored procedure values at design time in order to generate
the correct schema. You can change these values at run-time.

See Also

About the SQL Adapter

CREATE PROCEDURE NewCustOrders
AS
   SELECT *
   FROM Orders
   WHERE ShippedDate IS NULL
   ORDER BY OrderID
   FOR XML AUTO
GO

CREATE PROCEDURE NewCustOrders
AS
   SELECT *
   FROM Orders
   WHERE ShippedDate IS NULL
   ORDER BY OrderID
   FOR XML AUTO

   UPDATE orders
   SET ShippedDate = GETDATE()
   WHERE ShippedDate IS NULL
GO

CREATE PROCEDURE NewCustOrders
AS
   SELECT *
   FROM Orders
   WHERE ShippedDate IS NULL
   ORDER BY OrderID
   FOR XML AUTO, XMLDATA

   UPDATE orders
   SET ShippedDate = GETDATE()
   WHERE ShippedDate IS NULL
GO
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SQL Send Adapter
You use the SQL send adapter to send dynamically created updategrams to SQL Server. An updategram is an XML fragment that
inserts, updates, or deletes data in a SQL Server database by mapping XML nodes against database columns. SQL Server returns
an optional response document after the updategram completes, which contains the success status of the update. If a failure
occurs during the update, the SQL adapter throws an exception that the BizTalk Messaging Engine handles.

Note  The SQL send adapter can be bound to one-way or two-way solicit-response send ports.

Updategrams

All updategrams contain the same basic structure:

The following definitions describe the role of each block:

<before>

Identifies the existing state (also referred to as "the before state") of the record instance, and works as the WHERE clause in an
SQL statement.

<after>

Identifies the new state to which data is to be changed.

<sync>

Contains the <before> and <after> blocks. A <sync> block can contain more than one set of <before> and <after> blocks. If
more than one set of <before> and <after> blocks exist, you must specify these blocks (even if they are empty) as pairs.
Furthermore, an updategram can have more than one <sync> block. Each <sync> block is one unit of transaction (which means
that either everything in the <sync> runs or nothing runs). If you specify multiple <sync> blocks in an updategram, the failure of
one <sync> block does not affect the other <sync> blocks.

Whether an updategram deletes, inserts, or updates a record instance depends on the contents of the <before> and <after>
blocks:

If a record instance appears only in the <before> block with no corresponding instance in the <after> block, the
updategram performs a delete operation.
If a record instance appears only in the <after> block with no corresponding instance in the <before> block, it is an insert
operation.
If a record instance appears in the <before> block and has a corresponding instance in the <after> block, it is an update
operation. In this case, the values specified in the <after> block update the record instance.

The Add Generated Items Wizard enables you to select which operation to perform on the table and generates a schema that
supports only that operation. For example, if you select an insert operation, only the <before> block on the updategram will
appear in the schema. If you want to generate a multipurpose schema that you can use for any of these operations, select an
update operation with all the columns from the Columns to Update list. Then you can select which blocks to create when
creating XML instances from this schema.

The schemas created by the Add Generated Items Wizard are not exact replicas of updategrams. These schemas contain the
unique root element names provided while running the wizard as well as a few other modifications designed to improve usability
between BizTalk Server and SQLXML. For more information about updategrams, see the section titled "Using Updategrams to
Modify Data" in the SQLXML 3.0 Service Pack 1 documentation.

Insert Operations

<InboundRootElementName>
   <sync>
      <before>
         <TableName col1='value' col2='value' />
      </before>
      <after>
         <TableName col1='value' col2='value' />
      </after>
   </sync>
</InboundRootElementName>



 

Updategrams that perform insert operations contain only the <after> block:

The attribute data in the table name element represents the column names and values. The Add Generated Items Wizard for the
SQL adapter enables you to select which columns to include in the insert operation. The wizard adds each column chosen in the
Columns to Choose box to the schema, which can be set to a value when creating instances of the insert updategram.

Note  If you include an ID column in the insert updategram, any values that are passed for this column will be ignored
and replaced by the auto-generated values produced by SQL Server.

Update Operations

Updategrams that perform update operations contain both the <before> and <after> blocks:

The data columns in the <before> block are used as the where clause in the update operation. The Add Generated Items Wizard
for the SQL adapter enables you to select which columns to include in the <before> block, and automatically adds all of the table
columns to the <after> block. Each column chosen in the Columns to Choose list are added to the <before> block.

Delete Operations

Updategrams that perform delete operations contain only the <before> block:

The data columns in the <after> block are used as the where clause in the delete operation. The Add Generated Items Wizard for
the SQL adapter enables you to select which columns to include in the <after> block in the Columns to Choose list.

Note  It is important to select enough columns to reach the granularity you want for deleting rows. Not including
enough data columns can result in unwanted data loss.

See Also

About the SQL Adapter
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<InboundRootElementName>
   <sync>
      <after>
         <TableName col1='value' col2='value' />
      </after>
   </sync>
</InboundRootElementName>

<InboundRootElementName>
   <sync>
      <before>
         <TableName col1='value' />
      </before>
      <after>
         <TableName col2='newvalue' col3='newvalue' />
      </after>
   </sync>
</InboundRootElementName>

<InboundRootElementName>
   <sync>
      <before>
         <TableName col2='newvalue' col3='newvalue' />
      </before>
   </sync>
</InboundRootElementName>
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Planning for the SQL Adapter
The following table lists some of the questions that you need to answer in planning for the SQL adapter.

Planning que
stion

Recommendation

Have you instal
led SQLXML 3.
0?

Before using the SQL adapter, you must install SQLXML 3.0 with Service Pack 2. During installation, if you do not 
have SQLXML 3.0 installed you will be prompted to install it. For more information about installing SQLXML 3.0 
SP2, see Installing SQLXML 3.0 SP2.

Have you instal
led SOAP Toolk
it 2.0?

Before installing BizTalk Server 2004, you must install the SOAP Toolkit 2.0. The SQL adapter will not consume m
essages if you install the SOAP Toolkit after you install BizTalk Server 2004.

See Also

SQL Adapter
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Configuring the SQL Adapter
This section describes how to configure a SQL adapter.

This section contains:

Installing SQLXML 3.0 SP2
Configuring a SQL Receive Handler
Configuring a SQL Receive Location
Configuring a SQL Send Handler
Configuring a SQL Send Port
Adding SQL Adapter Schemas to a BizTalk Project
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Installing SQLXML 3.0 SP2
Before using the SQL Adapter, you must install SQLXML 3.0 Service Pack 2 (SP2).

To install SQLXML 3.0 SP2

Using your Internet browser, browse to the Microsoft Download Center at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=25211 to
download SQLXML 3.0 SP2.

See Also

Configuring the SQL Adapter
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Configuring a SQL Receive Handler
This section describes how to configure a SQL receive handler.

This section contains:

Creating a SQL Receive Handler By Using the BizTalk Server Administration Console
Configuring a SQL Receive Handler By Using the BizTalk Server Administration Console
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Creating a SQL Receive Handler By Using the BizTalk Server
Administration Console
Before creating a SQL receive handler, make sure you have created an in-process host instance for the receive handler to run on.
For more information, see Creating a New Host in the BizTalk Administration Console.

Note  You must be a member of the Enterprise Single Sign-On Administrators group to create a receive handler.

To create a SQL receive handler

1. In the BizTalk Server Administration console, double-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node, double-click
Adapters, and then double-click SQL.

2. Right-click Receive Handlers, select New, and then select Receive Handler.
3. On the Welcome to the Receive Handler Wizard page, click Next.
4. On the Select Host page, in the Host Name list, select the host with which the receive handler will be associated, and then

click Next.
5. On the Adapter Configuration page, in the Adapter Properties section, edit the value for the Error Threshold property if

necessary, and then click Next.
6. On the Finish page, click Finish.

See Also

Deleting a File, HTTP, BizTalk Message Queuing, SOAP, or SQL Receive Handler

Configuring a SQL Receive Handler
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Configuring a SQL Receive Handler By Using the BizTalk Server
Administration Console
Use the following procedure to change the host associated with the SQL receive handler.

Note  Each host can have only one receive handler associated with it.

To configure the general properties for a SQL receive handler

1. In the BizTalk Server Administration console, double-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node, double-click
Adapters, double-click SQL, and then click Receive Handlers.

2. In the results pane, right-click the receive handler that you want to configure, and then click Properties. 
3. In the <host name> Properties dialog box, on the General tab, in the Host Name list, select the host with which the

receive handler will be associated.
4. On the Properties tab, in the Adapter Properties section, edit the value for the Error Threshold property, if necessary.

The Error Threshold is used to specify the maximum number of continuous errors received before disabling the receive
handler.

5. Click OK.

See Also

Configuring a SQL Receive Handler
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Configuring a SQL Receive Location
Per instance adapter variables can be set per receive location in BizTalk Explorer. If properties are not set in the receive location,
the default receive handler values set in the BizTalk Server Administration console will be used.

Note  Before completing the following procedure, you must have already added a receive port. For more information
see, Adding a Receive Port Using BizTalk Explorer.

Important  If you create two or more SQL adapter receive locations against the same SQL database, BizTalk Server
will generate the same Address(URI) property for both. Since BizTalk does not allow for duplicate Address(URI)
properties, you must manually change the properties so that they are unique. For example, if you have two receive
locations wherein each have an Address (URI) value of SQL://./Northwind/, leave one of them as SQL://./Northwind/
and change the other to SQL://./NorthwindSecondary/. This value appears in the <Type of Port> Receive Location
Properties - Configurations - General dialog box, when configuring a receive location in BizTalk Explorer. For more
information, see Adding a Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer.

To configure per instance variables for a SQL receive location

1. Complete the initial receive location configuration as described in Adding a Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer.
2. On the SQL Transport Properties dialog box, do the following.

Use thi
s

To do this

Poll W
hile Da
ta Foun
d

Specify whether to submit additional batches until the stored procedure or query returns no results, or submit a si
ngle stored procedure or query result for each polling interval.

Important  Do not set this property to True if the SQL command is a SELECT statement, or if the SQL 
command is a stored procedure that always returns data. Doing so will cause a continuous loop in the r
un time.

Default value: False

Polling
Interva
l

Specify the number of units between polling requests.

Default value: 30

Polling
Unit of 
Measur
e

Specify the unit of measure used between polling requests.

Default value: Seconds

Valid values: Seconds, Minutes, Hours

Connec
tion Str
ing

Specify the connection string to use to connect to an SQL database. For example, Provider=SQLOLEDB.1;Integrated
Security=SSPI;Persist Security Info=False;User ID=useracct;Initial Catalog=BTS2004_SQL_Adapter_loans;Data Sour
ce=localhost.

Docum
ent Ro
ot Ele
ment N
ame

Specify the root element name used in the XML document received from SQL Server.

Note  If you deployed the document schema for this receive location, you can import this information f
rom the schema. Use the Import information from a generated schema dialog box on the SQL Co
mmand property to import the information.

Docum
ent Tar
get Na
mespa
ce

Specify the target namespace used in the XML documents received from SQL Server.

Note  If you deployed the document schema for this receive location, you can import this information f
rom the schema. Use the Import information from a generated schema dialog box on the SQL Co
mmand property to import the information.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms944875(v=bts.10).aspx
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SQL Co
mman
d

Specify the SELECT statement or stored procedure used when polling SQL Server for data.

For example:

or

Type this information into the box, or if you deployed the document schema for this receive location, you can impo
rt this information from the schema. To import the schema, click the ellipsis button to open the Import informati
on from a generated schema dialog box, select the name of the project and schema, and then click OK. The SQL 
Command along with the Document Target Namespace and Document Root Element Name will be filled in.

URI Identifies the receive location using the server and database name.

The URI should take the form SQL://<DBServerName>/<DBName>[/<string for identity purpose>]

where SQL:// is the prefix for invoking SQL adapter, DBServerName is the server name for the target database (u
se '.' for local), and DBName is the target database name, for example, Northwind.

Any strings after the DBName are optional.

Example:

SQL://./Northwind

or

SQL://MySQLServer001/MyTestDatabase/DynamicTestPort

Default value: SQL://

3. Click OK.
4. Return to Adding a Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer to complete the configuration of the File receive location.

See Also

Configuring the SQL Adapter
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SELECT * FROM [New Order Table] FOR XML AUTO, ELEMENTS

EXEC sp_SelectNewOrders @pCustID = 'HANAR'
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Configuring a SQL Send Handler
You can configure the SQL send handler by using the BizTalk Server Administration console. The dynamic SQL send ports use all
of the properties set on the send handler.

To configure a SQL send handler by using the BizTalk Server Administration console

1. In the BizTalk Server Administration console, double-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server (local) node, double-click
Adapters, double-click SQL, and then click Send Handlers.

2. In the results pane, right-click the send handler, and then click Properties.
3. In the <Host name> Properties dialog box, on the General tab, in the Host Name list, select the host with which the send

handler will be associated.
4. On the Properties tab, do the following.

Use this To do this
Connection String Optional. Specify the connection string to use to connect to an SQL database.
Document Target N
amespace

Optional. Specify the target namespace used in the XML documents sent and received (in the case of 
Solicit-Response Port) from SQL Server.

This property must be set for one-way and solicit-response send ports; however, the send handler on
ly uses the property in solicit-response send ports.

Response Root Ele
ment Name

Optional. Specify the root element name contained in the XML documents received from SQL Server.
This property may be empty for a one-way port.

5. Click Apply, and then click OK.

See Also

Configuring the SQL Adapter
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Configuring a SQL Send Port
Per instance adapter variables can be set per send port in BizTalk Explorer. If properties are not set for the send port, the send port
uses the default Send handler values set in the BizTalk Server Administration console.

To configure per instance variables for a SQL send port

1. Complete the initial send port location configuration as described in Adding a Static Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer.
2. In the SQL Transport Properties dialog box, do the following.

Use this To do this
Connection String Specify the connection string to use to connect to an SQL database.
Document Target Na
mespace

Specify the target namespace used in the XML documents sent and received (in the case of Solicit-
Response Port) from SQL Server.

Response Root Eleme
nt Name

Specify the root element name used in the XML documents received from SQL Server. This propert
y may be empty for a one-way port.

3. Click OK.
4. Return to Adding a Static Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer to complete the configuration of the SQL send port.

See Also

Configuring the SQL Adapter
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Adding SQL Adapter Schemas to a BizTalk Project
The Adapter Framework provides the means to add adapter schemas to BizTalk projects. For the SQL adapter, this requires the
user to select either an existing endpoint (receive location or send port), or use the Data Link Properties dialog box to select a
server to connect to. Then the user needs to enter the information used to generate the schema. When the wizard completes, two
schemas are added to the BizTalk project if the send port is used and one schema is added to the project if a receive port is used.

The Add Adapter Wizard enables you to add a SQL adapter to a BizTalk Server project.

To add a SQL adapter to your project

1. In your Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET BizTalk project, in Solution Explorer, right-click your project, click Add, and then
click Add Generated Items.

2. In the Add Generated Items - <Project name> dialog box, in the Templates section, select Add Adapter, and then click
Open.

3. In the Add Adapter Wizard, on the Select Adapter page, do the following.
Use t
his

To do this

Adap
ter

Select SQL.

SQL S
erver

Type the BizTalk Server database name or select it from the drop-down list.

This property is optional. If left blank, you must configure it later in BizTalk Explorer.

Data
base

Displays the list of Configuration databases for the selected server.

This property is optional. If left blank, you must configure it later in BizTalk Explorer.

Port Displays a list of SQL send ports and receive locations previously created and stored in the Configuration database. If
selected, this port appears in the Connection String box on the next page in the wizard.

This property is optional.

4. Click Next.
5. On the Database Information page, do the following.

Use this To do this
Set butto
n

Set the connection string information. For information about the DataLinkProperties dialog box, see Step 6.

Connectio
n String

If you chose a port on the previous page, the connection string information for that port automatically appears i
n this box. If your connection string is correct, click Next and proceed to step 8.

6. In the Data Link Properties dialog box, on the Connection tab, do the following.

Note  For more information, refer to Datalink Help.

Use this To do this
Select or enter a server name Type the name of the server or select a server name from the list. Use the Refresh butto

n to update the list of servers.
Use Windows NT Integrated Se
curity

Use Microsoft® Windows NT® integrated security when connecting to the SQL Server c
omputer.

Use a specific user name and p
assword

Connect to the SQL Server computer using non-integrated security.

Select the database on the serv
er

Select the SQL Server database to which you want to connect.

Attach a database file as a data
base name

Type the name of the database.

Using the file name Browse to the database to which you want to connect.
Test Connection Test the connection to the SQL Server computer.

7. Click OK, and then return to step 5.
8. On the Schema Information page, do the following.

Use this To do this



Target Namespac
e

Type the target namespace of the XML documents extracted from the SQL Server.

Receive Port Select this option for a receive port.
Send Port Select this option for a send port.
Document root e
lement name

This option is only available when creating a receive port.

Type the name of the input root element. The element name must be a valid XML element name. This el
ement designates the document going to the SQL Server computer.

Request root ele
ment name

This option is only available when creating a send port.

Type the name of the input root element. The element name must be a valid XML element name. This el
ement designates the document going to the SQL Server computer.

Response root el
ement name

This option is only available when creating a send port.

Type the name of the output root element. The element name must be a valid XML element name. This 
element designates the document coming from the SQL Server computer.

9. Click Next.

If you selected Receive Port, proceed to step 10. If you selected Send Port, continue to step 13.

10. On the Statement Type Information page, do the following.
Use this To do this
Select Statement Run the SQL statement.
Stored Procedure Run the stored procedure.

11. Click Next.

If you selected Select Statement, continue to step 12. If you selected Stored Procedure, continue to step 14.

12. On the Statement Information page, do the following.
Use t
his

To do this

SQL 
Scrip
t

Run a SQL statement.

Because the SQL adapter uses SQLXML to render result sets as XML, the for xml auto clause should be included in th
e SELECT statement.

Note  Attempting to add generated schemas that contain characters that the System.Xml.XmlConvert cl
ass does not support results in a compilation error. For more information, see
Troubleshooting the SQL Adapter.

13. Click Next, and then continue to step 18.
14. On the Statement Information page, do the following.

Use this To do this
Stored Proced
ure drop-dow
n list

Select the stored procedure to run from the drop-down list.

Note  Attempting to add generated schemas that contain characters that the System.Xml.Xml
Convert class does not support results in a compilation error. For more information, see
Troubleshooting the SQL Adapter.

Parameter val
ues

Click a cell in the Value column twice (in two different locations) to enter a value for the property.

Note  The check box sets the argument to NULL. Clicking twice in one place will toggle the NU
LL check box.

Note  The schema generator uses these arguments only for schema generation.

Generate Click this button after you have entered values for all of the properties. This populates the Generated Scri
pt field.

15. Click Next and then continue to step 20.
16. On the Statement Type Information page, do the following.

Use this To do this

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms946341(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms946341(v=bts.10).aspx


 

Updategram Run an updategram.
Stored Procedure Run the stored procedure.

17. Click Next.

If you selected Updategram, continue to step 18. If you selected Stored Procedure, go to step 14.

18. On the Statement Information page, do the following.
Use this To do this
Insert Select this option to create an insert schema.
Update Select this option to create an update schema.
Delete Select this option to create a delete schema.
Table nam
e

Lists the tables available through the connection string.

Columns t
o update

Filled with an enumerated list of table columns from the selected table. The behavior of this field depends on th
e selection of the Insert, Update, and Delete properties:

Insert. Every single column becomes part of the schema that inserts data into the table. Select all the pri
mary keys, unless they are ID fields. Primary keys have PK in the Note column.
Update. All columns are available for update. The selected columns will become part of the WHERE clau
se. If more than one row meets the update criteria, the update operation will fail.
Delete. The selected columns will become part of the WHERE clause. If more than one row meets the del
ete criteria, the delete operation will fail.

19. Click Next.
20. Click Finish to complete the wizard.

An XSD schema that describes the messages that the SQL adapter sends and receives is now in the current project. Additionally,
an orchestration schedule is now included in the project. The orchestration describes the port types and operations. You can use
the orchestration as a template, or in the case where only messaging is used (content based routing), you can remove the
orchestration from the project. You can now build and deploy the project to deploy the schema.

See Also

Configuring the SQL Adapter
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Considerations When Using the SQL Adapter
This topic contains useful considerations about the SQL adapter:

When adding a command to a SQL receive adapter, provide credentials of the developer for authentication instead of the
administrator credentials. If you deploy the solution on a Host that runs under a non-administrative ID, the adapter will pass
at design time, but will fail at run time.
A time-out value cannot be set when performing operations using the SQL adapter. Operations that fail will time out after
approximately 30 seconds.

Setting Appropriate Permissions
Following these guideines for setting permissions:

Only give access to SQL database tables to those accounts that require access, and provide them with minimum privileges.
Permissions required to modify SQL tables:

To perform an INSERT to a table, the user must have INSERT permissions.
To perform an UPDATE to a table, the user must have both UPDATE and SELECT permissions.
To perform a DELETE to a table, the user must have both DELETE and SELECT permissions.

In some cases, the Add Adapter Wizard needs to access system tables, such as sysObjects and sysColumns, to get a list of
tables, columns, or parameters. If the user does not have sufficient privileges to access those tables on the Database
Information page of the Add Adapter Wizard, the wizard will fail. For example, to generate an Updategram send schema on
a target table, it is not sufficient if a user has only read rights on the target table.

Restrictions on Database Object Names
The following restrictions apply on database object names:

The SQL adapter does not support database object names that contain a ':' (colon) character. This is because the XML
specification treats the characters preceding a colon as a namespace.
Database object names (tables, columns, stored procedures, and parameters), which are retrieved from sysobjects need to
be scanned for the following special characters.

! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) _ - + = { [ } ] | \ : ; " ' < , > . ? / ~ `

If one or more are present, add an XSD restriction to the schema.

SQLXML ignores certain characters automatically. SQL Server supports these characters, but they are illegal characters in
XML. For example, the table name "@Table1" becomes "_x0040_Table1" in the generated schema. These characters will
appear in generated schemas—do not delete or change them.
BizTalk Server does not support using spaces in SQL table names used by the SQL adapter. If you have existing tables
whose names contain spaces, you should use an alias for the table name. For more information about creating aliases, see
the Microsoft Visual Database Tools topic "Creating Table Aliases" at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=24927.

See Also

SQL Adapter
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Using the SQL Adapter
The content in this section walks you through the implementation of the SQL adapter in common scenarios. This section provides
guidance about using one or many SQL adapter receive ports within an orchestration, using SQL adapters with stored procedures
or updategrams in orchestrations, and best practices for using the SQL adapter.

Before completing many of the topics in this section, you need to build and initialize the SQL sample in the BizTalk Server SDK.
For more information, see SQL Adapter (BizTalk Server Sample).

This section contains:

Using the SQL Adapter with a Stored Procedure in an Orchestration
Using the SQL Adapter with an Updategram in an Orchestration
Using Multiple SQL Adapters in an Orchestration
Using Multiple SQL Receive Adapter Ports
Disassembling Result Sets Using the SQL Adapter
Best Practices for Using the SQL Adapter

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Using the SQL Adapter with a Stored Procedure in an
Orchestration
This topic shows you how to do the following:

1. Modify a stored procedure.
2. Create an empty BizTalk project.
3. Add metadata to the BizTalk project.
4. Revert the stored procedure.
5. Add a required schema to the project.
6. Create an orchestration.
7. Create a map.
8. Create new messages.
9. Build the project.

10. Create a strong name key file.
11. Deploy the solution.
12. Create a send port to communicate with the SQL adapter in BizTalk Explorer.
13. Create a receive location by using BizTalk Explorer.
14. Bind ports.
15. Start an orchestration.

By completing this procedure, you will re-create the Loan Acceptance project provided in the SQL adapter sample. You can install
the SQL adapter sample on your computer as part of the SDK Sample Update. After installing the SDK Sample Update, you must
build and initialize the SQL adapter sample to be able to view the Loan Acceptance sample. For more information about installing
the SQL adapter sample, see SQL Adapter (BizTalk Server Sample). Once installed, the Loan Acceptance project is located in the
<drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\SDK\Sample\Adapter\SQLAdapter\Loan Acceptance folder.

First, you must modify the stored procedure created in the SQL adapter sample to help derive the schema of the returned data.

To modify the stored procedure

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Microsoft SQL Server, and then click Enterprise Manager.
2. In Enterprise Manager, in the left pane, expand Microsoft SQL Servers, expand SQL Server Group, expand (LOCAL)

Windows NT, expand Databases, expand BTS2004_SQL_Adapter_loans, and then click Stored Procedures.
3. In the right pane, double-click SP_Save_Loan_info.
4. In the Stored Procedure Properties - SP_Save_Loan_info dialog box, in the Text box, following select * from Loans

where LoanID = @newLoanID for xml auto, type , xmldata.

The following figure shows the updated procedure.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms966067(v=bts.10).aspx


Note  The SQL adapter only handles stored procedures that return XML. In this example, there is one simple
SELECT … FROM table FOR xml auto. Examine the stored procedure SP_Get_Agent_and_Interest() for a
procedure that returns one or two items that you need for XML raw data. The added , xmldata would cause
the SQLXML to emit a schema as well as data. The SQL Add Adapter Wizard uses , xmldata, which you must
remove before actual operation of the SQL adapter or else the schema will confuse the BizTalk Messaging
Engine.

5. Click Apply, and then click OK.

To create an empty BizTalk project

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003, and then click Microsoft Visual Studio
.NET 2003.

2. On the File menu, point to New, and then click Project.
3. In the New Project dialog box, in the Project Types section, click BizTalk Projects, and then in the Templates section,

click Empty BizTalk Server Project.
4. In the Name box, type SQL_Adapter_SP, and then click OK.

The new SQL_Adapter_SP project appears.

To add metadata to the BizTalk project

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in Solution Explorer, right-click SQL_Adapter_SP, point to Add, and then click Add Generated Items.
2. In the Add Generated Items - SQL_Adapter_SP dialog box, in the Templates section, click Add Adapter, and then click

Open.
3. In the Add Adapter Wizard, on the Select Adapter page, select SQL from the list of registered adapters, and click Next.

You can leave the other entries on the page blank or with their default values, unless you are connecting to a remote SQL
Server computer. If connecting to a remote SQL Server computer, type the name of the server in the SQL Server box, and
the name of the database in the Database box. Leave the Port box empty.

4. On the Database Information page, click Set.
5. In the DataLink Properties dialog box, on the Connection Tab, do the following.

Use this To do this
Select or enter a server name Type localhost.
Enter information to log onto the server Select Use Windows NT Integrated security.
Select the database on the server Select BTS2004_SQL_Adapter_loans from the drop-down menu.

6. Click OK.

This sets the connection string for the SQL adapter.

Note  This connection is stored only when you run this wizard. The actual connection will be formed later during
the port binding process.

7. Click Next.
8. On the Schema Information page, do the following.

Use This To do this
Target namespace Type http://Microsoft.Sample.SQLAdapter.
Select the port type Select Send port.
Request root element name Type MyRequestRoot.
Response root element name Type MyResponseRoot.

Note  Write this information down. You will need it later. Take note that everything you type is case-sensitive,
for example, SQLAdapter is not the same as SQLadapter.

9. Click Next.
10. On the Statement Type Information page, select Stored Procedure, and then click Next.
11. On the Statement Information page, select SP_Save_Loan_info from the drop-down box.
12. On the Parameter values page, click a cell in the Value column twice (in two different locations) to type a value in the

Value column, and then do the following.
Use this To do this



Value cell of the @Amount row Type 100.
Value cell of the @City row Type Redmond.
Value cell of the @FirstName row Type Max.
Value cell of the @LastName row Type Benson.
Value cell of the @State row Type WA.
Value cell of the @Street row Type 123 Main St..

Note  The check box sets the argument to NULL.

Note  Clicking twice in one place will toggle the NULL check box.

Note  The arguments entered in this step are stored only for schema generation. The actual arguments during
operation will be in a solicit-request message.

Click Generate.

13. Click Next, and then click Finish to complete the wizard.

The Add Adapter Wizard generated and added two files to your project, BizTalk Orchestration.odx and SQLService.xsd.
SQLService.xsd is the schema containing both the Request and Response structures. BizTalk Orchestrations.odx is a blank
orchestration with some preconfigured port types.

Note  If you know that the stored procedure only returns one row (as in this example), adjust properties of
elements in the response schema from the default: Max Occurs=unbounded ; Min Occurs=0.

Now go back to SQL Server Enterprise Manager and return the stored procedure to its original state.

To revert the stored procedure

1. In SQL Server Enterprise Manager, in the right pane, double-click SP_Save_Loan_info.
2. In the Stored Procedure Properties - SP_Save_Loan_info dialog box, in the Text box, remove , xmldata from the

following line:

3. Click Apply, and then click OK.
4. To close Enterprise Manager, on the File menu, click Exit.

To add a required schema to the project

select * from Loans where LoanID = @newLoanID for xml auto, xmldata



1. In Visual Studio .NET, on the Project menu, click Add Existing Item.
2. In the Add Existing Item - SP_Adapter_SP dialog box, browse to <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server

2004\SDK\Sample\Adapter\SQLAdapter\Loan Acceptance, select LoanApplication.xsd, and then click Open.
3. In Solution Explorer, click LoanApplication.xsd.
4. In the Properties window, change the Namespace value to SQL_Adapter_SP.
5. In Solution Explorer, change the Target Namespace value to http://SQL_Adapter_SP/LoanApplication.

The LoanApplication.xsd file is now included in your project.

To create the first port in the orchestration

1. In Solution Explorer, double-click BizTalk Orcestration.odx.
2. From the BizTalk Orchestrations Toolbox, drag a Port onto the right Port Surface on the design surface.
3. In the Port Configuration Wizard, on the Welcome page, click Next.
4. On the Port Properties page, in the Name box, type SPROC_Call_Port, and then click Next.
5. On the Select a Port Type page, do the following.

Use this To do this
Select the port type to be used for this port Select Use an existing Port Type.
Available Port Types pane Select SQL_Adapter_SP.SQLServiceExec.

6. Click Next.
7. On the Port Binding page, do the following.

Use this To do this
Port direction of communication Select I'll be sending a request and receiving a response.
Port binding Select Specify later.

8. Click Next.

Note  You can only use the Specify later (Late Binding) option on SQL adapter ports.

9. On the Completing the Port Wizard page, click Finish.

To create new messages

1. In Solution Explorer, double-click BizTalk Orchestration.odx.
2. On the Orchestration View tab, right-click Messages, and then click New Message.
3. In the Properties window, do the following.

Use this To do this
Identifier Type LoanApplicationMsg.
Message Type Expand Schemas, and select SQL_Adapter_SP.LoanApplication.

4. On the Orchestration View tab, right-click Messages, and then click New Message.
5. In the Properties window, do the following.

Use this To do this
Identifier Type SPROC_input.
Message Type Expand Multi-part Message Types, and select SQL_Adapter_SP.procedureRequest.

6. On the Orchestration View tab, right-click Messages, and then click New Message.
7. In the Properties window, do the following.

Use this To do this
Identifier Type SPROC_result.
Message Type Expand Multi-part Message Types, and select SQL_Adapter_SP.procedureResponse.

To add shapes to the orchestration

1. Drag the following shapes onto the orchestration design surface, and set the properties as specified in the following table:
Shape Location Property Settings



Receive Between the Begin (green circl
e) and the End (red octagon)

Name: Receive_Application

Message: LoanApplicationMsg

Activate: True

Leave the Operation property blank. A red exclamation point appears on the sha
pe in the orchestration indicating that this property must be set.

Construc
t Messag
e

Below the Receive_Application
shape

Name: Construct_SPROC_Input

Messages Constructed: SPROC_input

Transfor
m

Inside the Construct_SPROC_I
nput shape

Name: Make_SPROC_Argument

Map Name: Click the ellipsis (…) button.

In the Transform Configuration dialog box, in the left pane, select Source, and t
hen in the right pane, select LoanApplicationMsg as the Variable Name.

In the Transform Configuration dialog box, in the left pane, select Destination, 
and then in the right pane, select SPROC_input.parameters as the Variable Na
me.

Clear the When I click OK, launch BizTalk Mapper box.

Click OK, and then return to the BizTalk Orchestration.odx tab.

Send Below the Construct_SPROC_I
nput shape

Name: Call_SPROC

Message: SPROC_input

Again, leave the Operation property blank.

Receive Below the Call_SPROC shape Name: Receive_SPROC_Result

Message: SPROC_result

Again, leave the Operation property blank.

Send Below the Receive_SPROC_Re
sult shape

Name: Save_Result

Message: SPROC_result

Again, leave the Operation property blank.

Port On the left Port Surface, next t
o the Receive_Application sha
pe

Name: LoanApplication_In_Port

Create a new Port Type

Port Type name: Loan_Application_Port

Communication Pattern: One-Way

Access Restrictions: Internal

Port direction of communication: I'll always be receiving messages on this port.

Port binding: Specify later

Port On the left Port Surface, next t
o the Save_Result shape

Name: Save_Result_Port

Create a new Port Type

Port Type name: Receive_Results_Port

Communication Pattern: One-Way

Access Restrictions: Internal

Port direction of communication: I'll always be sending messages on this port.

Port binding: Specify later

2. Connect the ports to the shapes as specified in the following table.



Port Name Connect To
LoanApplication_In_Port Request Receive_Application
SPROC_Call_Port Request Call_SPROC
SPROC_Call_Port Response Receive_SPROC
Save_Result_Port Request Save_Result

The orchestration uses these connections to generate a property value for the Operation properties that were left blank in
the orchestration.

For more information about connecting ports, see Using Ports in Orchestrations.

The orchestration should look like the following:

To add links to the generated map

1. In Solution Explorer, double-click the Make_SPROC_argument.btm tab.
2. In the Source Schema and Destination Schema panes, expand all of the nodes so that all of the elements are visible.
3. Connect the following source schema nodes to the destination schema nodes by dragging and dropping from the source

schema node to the destination schema node.
Source Schema Node Destination Schema Node
FirstName FirstName
LastName LastName
Street Street
City City
State State
RequestedAmount Amount

To build the project

On the Build menu, click Build Solution.

To create a strong name key file

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Microsoft Visual Studio .NET, point to Visual Studio .NET Tools, and then click
Visual Studio .NET Command Prompt.

2. At the command prompt, browse to the folder in which you saved your project, type sn -k SQL_Adapter_SP.snk at the
command prompt, and then press ENTER.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms946161(v=bts.10).aspx


You should receive a message at the command prompt stating that the system wrote the key pair to SQL_Adapter_SP.snk.

3. Assign the strong name to the project. For instructions about assigning strong name keys, see Assigning a Strong Name.

To deploy the solution

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click Solution 'SQL_Adapter_SP' (1 project), and click Properties.
2. In the left pane, expand Configuration Properties, and then select Configuration.
3. In the right pane, in the Deploy column, select the check box to add this project to your solution, and then click OK.
4. On the Build menu, click Deploy solution.

To create a send port by using BizTalk Explorer

1. On the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand BizTalk Configuration Databases, select the Configuration database, right-click Send Ports,

and then click Add Send Port.
3. In the Create New Send Port dialog box, select Static Solicit-Response Port, and then click OK.
4. On the Static Solicit-Response Send Port Properties - Configurations - Transport - Primary dialog box, do the

following.
Use this To do this
Name Type MyLoan_Acceptance_SPROC_Port.
Transport Type Select SQL.
URI Click the ellipsis (...) button to open the SQL Transport Properties dialog box.

5. In the SQL Transport Properties dialog box, do the following.
Use this To do this
Connection String Click the ellipsis (...) button to open the Data Link Properties dialog box, and proceed to st

ep 7.
Document Target Namespac
e

Type http://Microsoft.Sample.SQLAdapter.

Response Root Element Na
me

Type MyResponseRoot.

6. Click OK, and then proceed to step 9.
7. On the Connection tab, do the following.

Use this To do this
Select or enter a server name Type localhost.
Enter information to log onto the server Select Use Windows NT Integrated security.
Select the database on the server Select BTS2004_SQL_Adapter_loans from the drop-down list.

8. Click OK, and then go back to step 5.
9. On the Static Solicit-Response Send Port Properties - Configurations - Transport - Primary dialog box, in the left

pane, expand the Send folder, and then select General.

10. On the Static Solicit-Response Send Port Properties - Configurations - Send - General dialog box, do the following.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942342(v=bts.10).aspx


Use this To do this
Send Pipeline Select Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.XMLTransmit.
Receive Pipeline Select Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.XMLReceive.

11. Click OK.

Create source and destination folders

Using Windows Explorer, create three folders named Input_folder, Result_folder, and Sample_data in your
SQL_Adapter_SP project directory.

Create a second send port using BizTalk Explorer

1. Right-click Send Ports, and then click Add Send Port.
2. In the Create New Send Port dialog box, select Static One-Way Port, and then click OK.
3. On the Static One-Way Send Port Properties - Configurations - Transport - Primary dialog box, do the following.

Use this To do this
Name Type MyLoan_Acceptance_Result_Port.
Transport Type Select FILE.
URI Click the ellipsis (...) button to open the File Transport Properties dialog box.

4. In the File Transport Properties dialog box, do the following.
Use this To do this
Destination
Folder

Type the directory location of the Result_folder, for example C:\Documents and Settings\<username>\My Doc
uments\Visual Studio Projects\SQL_Adapter_SP\Result_folder.

File name Type Accepted_Loan_%MessageID%.xml.
Copy mode Type Create New.

5. Click OK.
6. In the left pane, expand the Send folder, and then click General.
7. On the Static One-Way Send Port Properties - Configurations - Transport - Primary dialog box, in the Send Pipeline

box, select Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.XMLTransmit.
8. Accept the rest of the default values in the dialog box and then click OK.

To create a receive location using BizTalk Explorer

1. Right-click Receive Ports, and then click Add Receive Port.
2. In the Create New Receive Port dialog box, select One-Way Port, and then click OK.
3. On the One-Way Receive Port Properties - Configurations - General dialog box, in the Name box, type

MyLoan_Acceptance_Input_Port, accept the defaults, and then click OK.

The MyLoan_Acceptance_Input_Port receive port now appears in BizTalk Explorer.

4. Expand the new MyLoan_Acceptance_Input_Port node, right-click Receive Locations, and then click Add Receive
Location.

5. In the Receive Location Properties - Configurations - General dialog box, do the following.
Use this To do this
Transport Type Select FILE.
URI Click the ellipsis (...) button and then proceed to step 7.
Receive Handler Select the host you bound to the orchestration, BizTalkServerApplication by default.
Receive Pipeline Select Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.XMLReceive.

6. Click OK and then continue to To bind the ports to the orchestration.
7. In the File Transport Properties dialog box, in the Receive Folder, type the directory location of the Input_folder, accept

the default values, and then click OK. Now return to step 5 to set the receive location.

To bind the ports to the orchestration

1. In BizTalk Explorer, expand Orchestrations, and then double-click SQL_Adapter_SP.Orchestration_1.

Note  If you do not see SQL_Adapter_SP.Orchestration_1, try refreshing BizTalk Explorer by right clicking
BizTalk Configuration Databases, and then clicking Refresh.

2. In the Port Binding Properties - SQL_Adapter_SP.BizTalk_Orchestration_1 - Configurations - Binding dialog box, do



 

the following.
Use this To do this
LoanApplication_in_port Select MyLoan_Acceptance_Input_Port.
SPROC_Call_Port Select MyLoan_Acceptance_SPROC_Port.
Save_Result_Port Select MyLoan_Acceptance_Result_Port.

3. In the left pane, click Host.
4. In the Port Binding Properties - SQL_Adapter_SP.BizTalk_Orchestration - Configurations - Host dialog box, select the

host for your orchestration, BizTalkServerApplication by default, and then click OK.

To start the orchestration

1. In BizTalk Explorer, in the Orchestrations node, right-click SP_Adapter_SP.Orchestration_1, and then click Start.
2. In the BizTalk Explorer - Express Start dialog box, accept the defaults, and then click OK.

When the orchestration starts, the orchestration icon in BizTalk Explorer appears in color.

Modify the sample data to work with your project

1. Using Windows Explorer, browse to the C:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server
2004\SDK\Samples\Adapters\SQLAdapter\Sample Data, right-click each file, click Properties, and and ensure that the files
are not marked read only.

If Read-only is checked, remove the check.

2. Copy the LoanApplication_sample.xml file from SQLAdapter\Sample Data to SQL_Adapter_SP\Sample_data folder.
3. Right-click LoanApplication_sample.xml and click Edit.
4. In the sample data, change http://Loan_Acceptance.LoanApplication to http://SQL_Adapter_SP.LoanApplication.

To run the SQLAdapter sample

1. Copy the LoanApplication_sample.xml file from SQL_Adapter_SP\Sample_data to SQL_Adapter_SP\Input_folder.
2. Notice in the SQLAdapter\Result_folder that the Accepted_loan_{guid}.xml appears when the Loan Acceptance orchestration

is complete.

To continue recreating the SQLAdapter sample provided in the SDK, continue to
Using the SQL Adapter with an Updategram in an Orchestration.

See Also

Using the SQL Adapter
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Using the SQL Adapter with an Updategram in an
Orchestration
Updategrams used in SQL adapters enable you to run SQL UPDATE, INSERT, or DELETE operations. The process of configuring
the SQL adapter is similar to the procedure for using a stored procedure, except that the Updategram only has the Success
element in the response schema.

This topic shows you how to do the following:

1. Create an empty BizTalk project.
2. Add metadata to the BizTalk project and create a SQL adapter port.
3. Create multiple SQL adapter ports.
4. Merge orchestrations created by the Add Adapter Wizard.
5. Modify the UpdateLoanService schema.
6. Create a map.
7. Create new messages.
8. Create an orchestration.
9. Build the project.

10. Create a strong name key file.
11. Deploy the solution.
12. Create a send port to communicate with the SQL adapter in BizTalk Explorer.
13. Bind the port to the orchestration.
14. Start an orchestration.
15. Run the Loan Assignment project.

By completing this procedure in this topic, you will re-create the Loan Application project provided in the SQL Adapter
sample. You can install the SQL Adapter sample on your computer as part of the updated SDK. After installing the updated
SDK, you must build and initialize the SQL Adapter sample to see the Loan Acceptance sample. For more information about
installing the SQL Adapter sample, see SQL Adapter (BizTalk Server Sample). Once installed, the Loan Assignment project is
located in the <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\SDK\Sample\Adapter\SQLAdapter\Loan Assignment
folder.

Note  Before completing this procedure, you must build and initialize the SQL Sample in the BizTalk Server SDK and
create the SQL_Adapter_SP project. For more information, see SQL Adapter (BizTalk Server Sample). For more
information about the SQL_Adapter_SP project, see
Using the SQL Adapter with a Stored Procedure in an Orchestration. The output of the orchestration in the
SQL_Adapter_SP project is the input for the orchestration created in this procedure.

To create an empty BizTalk project

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003, and then click Microsoft Visual Studio
.NET 2003.

2. On the File menu, point to New, and then click Project.
3. In the New Project dialog box, in the Project Types section, select BizTalk Projects, and then in the Templates section,

click Empty BizTalk Server Project.
4. In the Name box, type SQL_Adapter_Updategram, and then click OK.

The new SQL_Adapter_Updategram project appears.

To add a required schema to the project

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click SQL_Adapter_Updategram, point to Add, and then click Add Existing Item.
2. In the Add Existing Item - SQL_Adapter_Updategram dialog box, navigate to <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk

Server 2004\SDK\Samples\Adapters\SQLAdapter\Loan Assignment, select AgentResponse.xsd and then click Open.
3. In Solution Explorer, select AgentResponse.xsd.
4. In the Properties window, change the Type Name value to SQLService_1.
5. In Solution Explorer, double-click AgentResponse.xsd.
6. In the Properties window, change the Target Namespace value to http://Microsoft.Sample.SQLAdapter.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms966067(v=bts.10).aspx
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7. In Solution Explorer, right-click AgentResponse.xsd, and then click Open With.
8. In the Open With - AgentResponse.xsd dialog box, select XML Schema Editor.
9. On the AgentResponse.xsd tab, right-click, and then click View XML Source.

10. Change the instance of http://Microsoft.BTS2004.Sample.SQL_Adapter to http://Microsoft.Sample.SQLAdapter.
11. On the File menu, click Save AgentResponse.xsd.

To add metadata to the BizTalk project and create a SQL adapter port

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in Solution Explorer, right-click SQL_Adapter_Updategram, point to Add, and then click Add
Generated Items.

2. In the Add Generated Items - SQL_Adapter_Updategram dialog box, in the Template section, click Add Adapter, and
then click Open.

3. In the Add Adapter Wizard, on the Select Adapter page, select SQL from the list of registered adapters, and then click Next.

You can leave the other entries on the page blank or with their default values, unless you are connecting to a remote SQL
Server computer. If connecting to a remote SQL Server computer, type the name of the server in the SQL Server box, and
the name of the database in the Database box. Leave the Port box empty.

4. On the Database Information page, click Set.
5. In the DataLink Properties dialog box, on the Connection tab, do the following.

Use this To do this
Select or enter a server name Type localhost.
Enter information to log onto the server Select Use Windows NT Integrated security.
Select the database on the server Select BTS2004_SQL_Adapter_loans from the drop-down list.

6. Click OK.

This sets the connection string for the SQL adapter.

7. Click Next.
8. On the Schema Information page, do the following.

Use This To do this
Target namespace Type http://Microsoft.Sample.SQLAdapter.
Select the port type Select Send port.
Request root element name Type UpdateLoanRequest.
Response root element name Type UpdateLoanResponse.

Note  Write this information down. You will need it later. Take note that everything you type is case-sensitive,
for example, SQLAdapter is not the same as SQLadapter.

9. Click Next.
10. On the Statement Type Information page, select Updategram, and then click Next.
11. On the Statement Information page, do the following.

Use This To do this
Select the type of updategram Select Update.
Table name Select Loans.
Columns to Update Select all columns.

Note  You should select all the columns at this time. Later, you can edit the schema so you have the <before>
and <after> blocks you want.

Note  The Updategram will have problems if some of the columns have a NULL value (in the XML data, that
attribute/element will be omitted). It is best to design the table so that all columns have a default value.

12. Click Next.
13. On the final page of the wizard, click Finish.

The Add Adapter Wizard generated and added two files to your project, UpdateLoansService.xsd and BizTalkOrchestration.odx.
UpdateLoansService.xsd is the schema for the Updategram for the table (Loans). BizTalk Orchestration.odx is a blank orchestration
with preconfigured port type named UpdateLoansPortType, viewable in the Orchestration View tab in the Types section, in
the Port Types node. The orchestration also contains two multi-part message types, UpdateLoansRequest and



UpdateLoansResponse, also viewable on the Orchestration View tab in the Multi-part Message Types node. Currently, these
message types have red exclamation points in front of them indicating that they are not configured properly. Leave them
unconfigured for now. They will be configured later in the procedure.

Note  If you know that the stored procedure only returns one row (as in this example), adjust properties of elements
in the response schema from the default: "Max Occurs=unbounded ; Min Occurs=0"

Next, you need to add two additional SQL port types to this project using the same Add Adapter Wizard. These new port types use
stored procedures. Just as you changed the stored procedure before using the Add Adapter Wizard in "Using the SQL Adapter
with a Stored Procedure" topic, you also have to add , xmldata to these stored procedures before running the Add Adapter
Wizard again.

To modify the stored procedures

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Microsoft SQL Server, and then click Enterprise Manager.
2. In Enterprise Manager, in the left pane, expand Microsoft SQL Servers, expand SQL Server Group, expand (LOCAL)

Windows NT, expand Databases, expand BTS2004_SQL_Adapter_loans, and then click Stored Procedures.
3. In the right pane, double-click SP_monitor_for_Loan_to_Assign.
4. In the Stored Procedure Properties - SP_monitor_for_Loan_to_Assign dialog box, in the Text box, at the end of the if

clause, following and Loans.LoanID = @LoanID for xml data, type , xmldata.
5. At the end of the else clause, following select * from Customers,Loans where 1 = 0 for xml auto, type , xmldata.
6. Click Apply, and then click OK.
7. In the right pane, double-click SP_monitor_for_new_customers so that you can make the same modifications to this

stored procedure.
8. In the Stored Procedure Properties - SP_monitor_for_new_customers dialog box, in the Text box, at the end of the if

clause, following select * from Customers where CustomerID = @CustomerID for xml auto, type , xmldata.
9. At the end of the else clause, following select * from Customers where 1 = 0 for xml auto, type , xmldata.

10. Click Apply, and then click OK.

Now that the stored procedures have been modified, you can run the Add Adapter Wizard to create the additional port
types and message types.

To create a second SQL adapter port

1. To open the Add Adapter Wizard, in Solution Explorer, right-click SQL_Adapter_Updategram, point to Add, and then click
Add Generated Items.

2. In the Add Generated Items - SQL_Adapter_Updategram dialog box, in the Template section, click Add Adapter, and
then click Open.

3. On the Database Information page, click Set.
4. In the DataLink Properties dialog box, on the Connection tab, do the following.

Use this To do this
Select or enter a server name Type localhost.
Enter information to log onto the server Select Use Windows NT Integrated security.
Select the database on the server Select BTS2004_SQL_Adapter_loans from the drop-down list.

5. Click OK.

This sets the connection string for the SQL adapter.

6. Click Next.
7. On the Schema Information page, do the following.

Use This To do this
Target namespace Type http://Microsoft.Sample.SQLAdapter.
Select the port type Select Receive Port.
Document root element name Type LoanRoot.

8. Click Next.
9. On the Statement Type Information page, select Stored Procedure, and then click Next.



10. On the Statement Information page, select SP_monitor_for_Loan_to_Assign from the drop-down list.
11. Click Generate to generate the EXEC statement in the Generated Script box, and then click Next.

If you receive an error that the SQL statement is incorrect you did not modify the stored procedure correctly.

12. Click Finish to complete the wizard.

The Add Adapter Wizard generated and added two files to your project, SQLService.xsd and BizTalkOrchestration_1.odx.
SQLService.xsd is the schema for the SP_monitor_for_Loan_to_assign stored procedure. BizTalk Orchestration_1.odx is a
blank orchestration with preconfigured port type named SQLServiceExec, viewable in the Orchestration View tab, in the
Types section, in the Port Types node. The orchestration also contains a multi-part message type named
procedureRequest, also viewable on the Orchestration View tab in the Multi-part Message Types node.

To create the third SQL adapter port

1. To open the Add Adapter Wizard, in Solution Explorer, right-click SQL_Adapter_Updategram, point to Add, and then click
Add Generated Items.

2. In the Add Generated Items - SQL_Adapter_Updategram dialog box, in the Template section, click Add Adapter, and
then click Open.

3. On the Database Information page, click Set.
4. In the DataLink Properties dialog box, on the Connection tab, do the following.

Use this To do this
Select or enter a server name Type localhost.
Enter information to log onto the server Select Use Windows NT Integrated security.
Select the database on the server Select BTS2004_SQL_Adapter_loans from the drop-down list.

5. Click OK.

This sets the connection string for the SQL adapter.

6. Click Next.
7. On the Schema Information page, do the following.

Use This To do this
Target namespace Type http://Microsoft.Sample.SQLAdapter.
Select the port type Select Send port.
Request root element name Type SPROCRequest.
Response root element name Type SPROCResponse.

8. Click Next.
9. On the Statement Type Information page, select Stored Procedure, and then click Next.

10. On the Statement Information page, select SP_monitor_for_new_customers from the drop-down list.
11. Click Generate to generate the EXEC statement in the Generated Script box, and then click Next.

If you receive an error that the SQL statement is incorrect you did not modify the stored procedure correctly.

12. Click Finish to complete the wizard.

The Add Adapter Wizard generated and added two files to your project, SQLService_1.xsd and BizTalkOrchestration_2.odx.
SQLService_1.xsd is the schema for the SP_monitor_for_new_customer stored procedure. BizTalk Orchestration_2.odx is a
blank orchestration with preconfigured port type named SQLServiceExec, viewable in the Orchestration View tab in the
Types section, in the Port Types node. The orchestration also contains two multi-part message types, procedureResponse
and procedureRequest, also viewable on the Orchestration View tab in the Multi-part Message Types node.

Now that you are done using the Add Adapter Wizard, you need to remove the , xmldata that you added to the stored
procedures.

To revert the stored procedures

1. In Enterprise Manager, in the left pane, expand Microsoft SQL Servers, expand SQL Server Group, expand (LOCAL)
Windows NT, expand Databases, expand BTS2004_SQL_Adapter_loans, and then click Stored Procedures.

2. In the right pane, double-click SP_monitor_for_Loan_to_Assign.
3. In the Stored Procedure Properties - SP_monitor_for_Loan_to_Assign dialog box, in the Text box, at the end of the if

clause, in the and Loans.LoanID = @LoanID for xml auto, xmldata line, remove , xmldata.
4. At the end of the else clause, in the line select * from Customers,Loans where 1 = 0 for xml auto, xmldata remove ,



xmldata.
5. Click Apply, and then click OK.
6. In the right pane, double-click SP_monitor_for_new_customers so that you can make the same modifications to this

stored procedure.
7. In the Stored Procedure Properties - SP_monitor_for_new_customers dialog box, in the Text box, at the end of the if

clause, in the select * from Customers where CustomerID = @CustomerID for xml auto, xmldata line, delete ,
xmldata.

8. At the end of the else clause, in the select * from Customers where 1 = 0 for xml auto, xmldata line, delete , xmldata.
9. Click Apply, and then click OK.

10. On the File menu, click Exit to close Enterprise Manager.

Next, you will merge all three of the orchestrations into one orchestration. Each time you run the Add Adapter Wizard, it
creates a new BizTalk orchestration file. Because you have now run the wizard three times, you should have three
orchestration files: BizTalk Orchestration.xsd, BizTalk Orchestration_1.xsd, and BizTalk Orchestration_2.xsd.

To merge the orchestrations together

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in Solution Explorer, double-click Orchestration_1.odx.
2. On the Orchestration View tab, in the Types section, in the Port Types node, right-click SQLServiceExec and click Copy.
3. In Solution Explorer, double-click BizTalk Orchestration.odx.
4. On the Orchestration View tab, in the Types section, right-click the Port Types node, and then click Paste to add the port

type to the combined orchestration.
5. In the Properties window, in the Identifier value box, type SQLServiceExec1.
6. In Solution Explorer, double-click Orchestration_1.odx.
7. On the Orchestration View tab, in the Types section, in the Multi-part Message Types node, right-click

procedureRequest and click Copy.
8. In Solution Explorer, double-click BizTalk Orchestration.odx.
9. On the Orchestration View tab, in the Types section, right-click the Multi-part Message Types node, and then click

Paste to add the multi-part message type to the combined orchestration.
10. In the Properties window, in the Identifier value box, type procedureRequest1.
11. In Solution Explorer, right-click BizTalk Orchestration_1.odx, and then click Exclude From Project.

Note  If you make an error and need to copy and paste the port type or message type again, you can add the
orchestration file back to the project using the Add Existing Item option on the Project menu.

12. Repeat the copy and paste operations for the SQLServiceExec port type, procedureRequest and procedureResponse
message types in BizTalk Orchestration_2.odx file. The following table provides the new names for each item.
Item Previous name New name
Port Type SQLServiceExec SPROCServiceExec
Multi-part Message Type procedureRequest SPROCRequest
Multi-part Message Type procedureResponse SPROCResponse

13. In Solution Explorer, right-click BizTalk Orchestration_2.odx, and then click Exclude From Project.
14. In Solution Explorer, right-click SQLService_1.xsd, and then click Exclude From Project.

To update the port types and multi-part messages types

1. In Orchestration View, expand Port Types, expand SQLServiceExec1, expand procedure, and then expand Request.
2. In the Properties window, change the Message Type to SQL_Adapter_Updategram.procedureRequest1.
3. In Orchestration View, expand SPROCServiceExec, procedure, Request.
4. In the Properties window, change the Message Type value to SQL_Adapter_Updategram.SPROCRequest.
5. In Orchestration View, expand SPROCServiceExec, procedure, Response.
6. In the Properties window, change the Message Type value to SQL_Adapter_Updategram.SPROCResponse.
7. In Orchestraion View, expand Multi-Part Message Types, SPROCRequest, parameters.
8. In the Properties window, change the Type to SQL_Server_Updategram.AgentResponse.AgentRequest.
9. In Orchestraion View, expand Multi-Part Message Types, expand SPROCResponse, and then expand parameters.

10. In the Properties window, change the Type to SQL_Server_Updategram.AgentResponse.AgentResponse.
11. In Orchestraion View, expand Multi-Part Message Types, expand UpdateLoansRequest, and then expand parameters.



12. In the Properties window, change the Type to SQL_Server_Updategram.UpdateLoansService.MyRequestRoot.

If any of the Port Types or Multi-part Message Types still have a red exclamation point in front of them, refer to the BizTalk
Orchestration.odx file in the Loan Assignment project located at <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server
2004\SDK\Sample\Adapter\SQLAdapter\Loan Assignment for the correct properties and modify your orchestration
appropriately.

To modify the UpdateLoanService schema

1. In Solution Explorer, double-click UpdateLoanService.xsd.
2. Expand all of the nodes in the schema. Your schema should look like the one in the following figure:

3. From the before node, select all of the columns except the LoanID column, and delete them.
4. From the after node, select and delete the CustomerID and RequestAmt column.

Your schema should now look like the one in the following figure:

All columns are deleted from the before node except for the key column.

5. Select the sync node, and then in the Properties window, do the following.
Use this To do this
Max Occurs Change the value to 1.
Min Occurs Ensure that the value is 1.

6. Select the after node in the schema.
7. In the Properties window, do the following.

Use this To do this
Max Occurs Change the value to 1.
Min Occurs Change the value to 1.

8. Select the Loans node located under the after node in the schema.
9. In the Properties window, do the following.

Use this To do this
Max Occurs Change the value to 1.
Min Occurs Change the value to 1.



10. To make some of the fields distinguished, right-click the Schema node, point to Promote, and then click Show
Promotions.

11. In the Promote Properties dialog box, in the left pane, expand Schema, expand MyRequestRoot, expand sync, expand
after, and then expand Loans.

12. In the left pane, select AgentID, and then click Add.
13. Repeat step 12 for Interest, and Status, and then click OK.
14. On the File menu, click Save UpdateLoanService.xsd.

To create new messages

1. In Solution Explorer, double-click BizTalk Orchestration.odx.
2. On the Orchestration View tab, right-click Messages, and then click New Message.
3. In the Properties window, do the following.

Use this To do this
Identifier Type Assignable_loan_msg.
Message Typ
e

Expand the Multi-part Message Types node, and then select SQL_Adapter_Updategram.procedureReq
uest1.

4. On the Orchestration View tab, right-click Messages, and then click New Message.
5. In the Properties window, do the following.

Use this To do this
Identifier Type UpdategramInputMsg.
Message Typ
e

Expand the Multi-part Message Types node, and then select SQL_Adapter_Updategram.UpdateLoansR
equest.

6. On the Orchestration View tab, right-click Messages, and then click New Message.
7. In the Properties window, do the following.

Use this To do this
Identifier Type UpdategramResultMsg.
Message Typ
e

Expand the Multi-part Message Types node, and then select SQL_Adapter_Updategram.UpdateLoansR
esponse.

8. On the Orchestration View tab, right-click Messages, and then click New Message.
9. In the Properties window, do the following.

Use this To do this
Identifier Type AgentInterestSPROCInputMsg.
Message Typ
e

Expand the Multi-part Message Types node, and then select SQL_Adapter_Updategram. SPROCReques
t.

10. On the Orchestration View tab, right-click Messages, and then click New Message.
11. In the Properties window, do the following.

Use this To do this
Identifier Type AgentInterestSPROCResultMsg.
Message Typ
e

Expand the Multi-part Message Types node, and then select SQL_Adapter_Updategram.SPROCRespon
se.

To add shapes to the orchestration

1. In Solution Explorer, double-click BizTalk Orchestration.odx to open the orchestration in the Visual Studio .NET design
surface.

2. From the BizTalk Orchestrations Toolbox, drag a Port onto the right Port Surface on the design surface.
3. In the Port Configuration Wizard, on the Welcome page, click Next.
4. On the Port Properties page, in the Name box, type UpdateLoanAssignment_port, and then click Next.
5. On the Select a Port Type page, do the following.

Use this To do this
Select the port type to be used for this port Select Use an existing Port Type.
Available Port Types pane Select SQLAdapterUpdategram.UpdateLoansTypePort.

6. Click Next.
7. On the Port Binding page, do the following.

Use this To do this



Port direction of communication Select I'll be sending a request and receiving a response.
Port binding Select Specify later.

8. Click Next.

Note  You can only use Specify Later (Late Binding) on SQL adapter ports.

9. On the Completing the Port Wizard page, click Finish to complete and close the wizard.
10. Add additional shapes and ports to the orchestration by dragging the following shapes onto the orchestration design

surface, and then set the properties as specified in the following table.
Shape Location Property Settings
Receive Between the Begin (green circle) 

and the End (red octagon)
Name: Get_Assignable_loan

Message: Assignable_loan_msg

Activate: True

Construc
t Messag
e

Below the Get_assignable_loan s
hape

Name: Form_SPROC_Arguments

Messages Constructed: AgentIntrestSPROCInputMsg

Transfor
m

Inside the Form_SPROC_Argume
nts shape

Name: Transform_SPROC_Input

Map Name: Click the ellipsis (…) button.

In the Transform Configuration dialog box, in the left pane, select Source, an
d then in the right pane, select Assignable_loan_msg.parameters as the Vari
able Name.

In the Transform Configuration dialog box, in the left pane, select Destinatio
n, and then in the right pane, select AgentInterestSPROCInputMsg.paramet
ers as the Variable Name.

Clear the When I click OK, launch BizTalk Mapper box.

Click OK, and then return to the BizTalk Orchestration.odx tab.

Send Below the Form_SPROC_Argume
nts shape

Name: Call_SPROC

Message: AgentInterestSPROCInputMsg

Leave the Operation property blank. A red exclamation point appears on the s
hape in the orchestration indicating that this property must be set.

Receive Below the Call_SPROC shape Name: Get_SPROC_Result

Message: AgentInterestSPROCResultMsg

Again, leave the Operation property blank.

Construc
t Messag
e

Below the Save_Result shape Name: Form_Updategram

Message Constructed: UpdategramInputMsg

Transfor
m

Inside the Form_updategram sha
pe

Name: Transform_Updategram

Map Name: Click the ellipsis (…) button.

In the Transform Configuration dialog box, in the left pane, select Source, an
d then in the right pane, select Assignable_loan_msg.parameters as the Vari
able Name.

In the Transform Configuration dialog box, in the left pane, select Destinatio
n, and then in the right pane, select UpdategramInputMsg.parameters as th
e Variable Name.

Clear the When I click OK, launch BizTalk Mapper box.

Click OK, and then return to the BizTalk Orchestration.odx tab.



Message
Assignm
ent

Inside the Form_Updategram sh
ape, below the Transform_Updat
egram shape

Name: Set_Agent_and_Interest

Expression: Click the ellipsis (…) button.

In the BizTalk Expression Editor dialog box, type the following:

Click OK.

Send Below the Set_Agent_and_Interes
t shape

Name: Send_Updategram

Message: UpdategramInputMsg

Leave the Operation property blank.

Receive Below the Send_Updategram sha
pe

Name: Get_Updategram_Result

Message: UpdategramResultMsg

Leave the Operation property blank.

Send Below the Get_UpdateGram_Res
ult

Name: Save_Results_to_File

Message: UpdategramResultMsg

Leave the Operation property blank.

Port On the left Port Surface, next to t
he Get_Assignable_loan shape

Name: ReceiveAssignableLoan_port

Use an existing Port Type

Available Port Types: SQL_Adapter_Updategram.SQLServiceExec1

Port Direction of communication: I'll always be receiving messages on this port.

Port binding: Specify later.

Port On the right Port Surface, next to 
the Call_SPROC shape

Name: CallLoanAssignmentSPROC_port

Use an existing Port Type

Available Port Types: SQL_Adapter_Updategram.SPROCServiceExec

Port direction of communication: I'll be sending a request and receiving a respo
nse.

Port binding: Specify later.

Port On the left Port Surface, next to t
he Save_Results_to_File shape

Name: Save_LoanAssignment_Port

Create a new Port Type

Port Type name: PortType_SaveLoanAssignment

Communication Pattern: One-Way

Access Restrictions: Internal

Port direction of communication: I'll always be sending messages on this port.

Port binding: Specify later

11. On the right port surface, drag the UpdateLoanAssignment_port next to the SendUpdategram shape.
12. Connect the ports to the shapes as specified in the following table.

Port Name Connect To

UpdategramInputMsg.parameters.sync.after.Loans.AgentID
= AgentInterestSPROCResultMsg.parameters.row.AgentID;
UpdategramInputMsg.parameters.sync.after.Loans.Interes
t = AgentInterestSPROCResultMsg.parameters.row.Interes
tRate;
UpdategramInputMsg.parameters.sync.after.Loans.Status 
= "Assigned";



ReceiveAssignableLoan_Port Request Get_Assignable_loan
Call_LoanAssignmentSPROC_Port Request Call_SPROC
Call_LoanAssignmentSPROC_Port Response Get_SPROC_result
UpdateLoanAssignment_port Request Send_Updategram
UpdateLoanAssignment_port Response Get_Updategram
SaveLoanAssignment_port Request Save_Results_to_File

To add links to the maps

1. In Solution Explorer, double-click Transform_Updategram.btm.
2. On the Transform_Updategram.btm tab, connect the following source schema nodes to the destination schema nodes, by

dragging and dropping from the source schema node to the destination schema node.
Source Schema Node Destination Schema Node
LoanID LoanID (before)

and

LoanID (after)

AgentID AgentID
Interest Interest
Status Status

3. In Solution Explorer, double-click Transform_SPROC_Input.btm.
4. On the Transform_SPROC_Input.btm tab, connect the following source schema nodes to the destination schema nodes,

by dragging and dropping from the source schema node to the destination schema node.
Source Schema Node Destination Schema Node
State State
Rating Rating

To build the project

On the Build menu, click Build Solution.

If you receive error BEC2017, you did not change the Type Name of the AgentResponse.xsd file to SQLService_1. Change
the type name and rebuild.

To create a strong name key file

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Visual Studio .NET, point to Visual Studio .NET Tools, and then click Visual
Studio .NET Command Prompt.

2. At the command prompt, browse to the folder where your project resides, select Loan Assignment.dll, on the command
line, type sn -k SQL_Adapter_Updategram.snk, and then press ENTER.

You should receive a message at the command prompt stating that the key pair has been written to
SQL_Adapter_Updategram.snk.

3. Assign the strong name to the project. For instructions on assigning the strong name key, see Assigning a Strong Name.

To deploy the solution

1. In Solution Explorer, right click Solution 'SQL_Adapter_Updategram' (1 project), and click Properties.
2. In the SQL_Adapter_Updategram Property Page dialog box, click Configuration Manager.
3. In the right pane, in the Deploy column, select the checkbox to add this project to your solution, and then click Close.
4. Click OK.
5. On the Build menu, click Deploy Solution.

To create two SQL send ports using BizTalk Explorer

1. On the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.

You may have to right-click the root node and select Refresh to ensure that you are seeing the latest data.

2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand BizTalk Configuration Databases, <BizTalk Configuration Database>, right-click Send Ports,

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942342(v=bts.10).aspx


and then click Add Send Port.
3. In the Create New Send Port dialog box, select Static Solicit-Response Port, and then click OK.
4. On the Static Solicit-Response Send Port Properties - Configurations - Transport - Primary dialog box, do the

following.
Use this To do this
Name Type MyLoan_Assignment_SPROC_Port.
Transport Type Select SQL.
URI Click the ellipsis (...) to open the SQL Transport Properties dialog box.

5. In the SQL Transport Properties dialog box, do the following.
Use this To do this
Connection String Click the ellipsis (...) to open the Data Link Properties dialog box, and proceed to step 7.
Document Target Namespace Type http://Microsoft.Sample.SQLAdapter.
Response Root Element Name Type AgentResponse.

6. Click OK, and then proceed to step 9.
7. On the Connection tab, do the following.

Use this To do this
Select or enter a server name Type localhost.
Enter information to log onto the server Select Use Windows NT Integrated security.
Select the database on the server Select BTS2004_SQL_Adapter_loans from the drop-down list.

8. Click OK, and then go back to step 5.
9. On the Static Solicit-Response Send Port Properties - Configurations - Transport - Primary dialog box, in the left

pane, expand the Send folder, and then click General, as shown in the following figure.

10. On the Static Solicit-Response Send Port Properties - Configurations - Send - General dialog box, do the following.
Use this To do this
Send Pipeline Select Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.XMLTransmit.
Receive Pipeline Select Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.XMLReceive.

11. Click OK.
12. Repeat steps 1 through 11 to create another send port, except in step 4 name the send port

MyLoan_Assignment_Updategram_Port, and set the Response Root Element Name to UpdateLoanResponse.

To add a File send port

1. In BizTalk Explorer, expand BizTalk Configuration Databases, <BizTalk Configuration Database>, right-click Send Ports,
and then click Add Send Port.

2. In the Create New Send Port dialog box, select Static One-Way Port, and then click OK.
3. On the Static One-Way Properties - Configurations - Transport - Primary dialog box, do the following:

Use this To do this
Name Type MyLoan_Assignment_Result_Port.
Transport Type Select FILE.



URI Click the ellipsis (...) to open the FILE Transport Properties dialog box.
4. In the File Transport Properties dialog box, do the following:

Use this To do this
Destination
Folder

Type the directory location of the Result_folder, for example C:\Documents and Settings\<username>\My Doc
uments\Visual Studio Projects\SQL_Adapter_SP\Result_folder.

File name Type Assigned_Loan_%MessageID%.xml.
Copy mode Type Create New.

5. Click OK, and then proceed to step 9.
6. On the Connection tab, do the following:

Use this To do this
Select or enter a server name Type localhost.
Enter information to log onto the server Select Use Windows NT Integrated security.
Select the database on the server Select BTS2004_SQL_Adapter_loans from the drop-down list.

7. Click OK, and then go back to step 5.
8. On the Static Solicit-Response Send Port Properties - Configurations - Transport - Primary dialog box, in the left

pane, expand the Send folder, and then click General, as shown in the following figure.
9. On the Static Solicit-Response Send Port Properties - Configurations - Send - General dialog box, do the following:

Use this To do this
Send Pipeline Select Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.XMLTransmit.

10. Click OK.

To create a receive location using BizTalk Explorer

1. Right-click Receive Ports, and then click Add Receive Port.
2. In the Create New Receive Port dialog box, select One-Way Port, and then click OK.
3. On the One-Way Receive Port Properties - Configurations - General dialog box, in the Name box, type

MyLoan_Assignment_Receive_Port, accept the defaults, and then click OK.

The MyLoan_Assignment_Receive_Port receive port now appears in BizTalk Explorer.

4. Expand the new MyLoan_Assignment_Receive_Port node, right-click Receive Locations, and then click Add Receive
Location.

5. In the Receive Location Properties - Configurations - General dialog box, do the following:
Use this To do this
Name Type MyLoan_Assignment_SQLReceive.
Transport Type Select SQL.
URI Click the ellipsis (...) button and then proceed to step 7.
Receive Handler Select the host you bound to the orchestration, BizTalkServerApplication by default.
Receive Pipeline Select Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.XMLReceive.

6. Click OK and then continue to To bind the ports to the orchestration.
7. In the SQL Transport Properties dialog box, do the following:

Use this To do this
Poll While Data Found Ensure the value is False.
Polling Interval Ensure the value is 30.
Polling Unit of Measure Ensure the value is Seconds.
Connection String Click the ellipsis (...) button to open the Data Link Properties dialog box, and skip to step 9.
Document Root Element 
Name

Type LoanRoot.

Document Target Names
pace

Type http://Microsoft.Sample.SQLAdapter.

SQL Command Click the ellipsis (...) to open the Import information from a generated schema dialog box, 
and skip to step 11.

URI Change the value to SQL://localhost/BTS2004_SQL_Adapter_Loans/02.

Note  If necessary, you can edit the SQL Command field. You may charge arguments or add a WHERE clause,
but it is highly recommended to not modify the returned format of the command.



Note  Since this is the only place that BizTalk stores the SQL command (a SELECT or EXEC command), using a
stored procedure is preferable for complex SELECT operation. You can debug and test the stored procedure
through SQL Query Analyzer first without having to use BizTalk Server.

Note  The Polling Interval property controls the speed of the SQL command. This forces the maximum
document speed to 60 messages per minute. Consider this when designing the system.

Note  The Poll while Data Found property controls what happens the SQL command returns an empty table.
The default setting, False, does not issue messages for empty returns. This is the preferred mode to avoid
unnecessary messages.

8. Click OK, and then proceed to step 13.
9. In the Data Link Properties dialog box, on the Connection tab, do the following:

Use this To do this
Select or enter a server name Type localhost.
Enter information to log onto the server Select Use Windows NT Integrated security.
Select the database on the server Select BTS2004_SQL_Adapter_loans from the drop-down list.

10. Click OK, and then go back to step 7 to configure the Document Root Element Name.
11. On the Import information from a generated schema dialog box, do the following:

Use this To do this
Project Select SQL_Adapter_Updategram.
Schema Select SQL_Adapter_Updategram_New.SQLService,SQL_Adapter_Updategram_New, Version=1.0.0.0.

12. Click OK, and then go back to step 7 to configure the URI.

Note  If necessary, you can edit the SQL Command field. You may charge arguments or add a WHERE clause,
but it is highly recommended to not modify the returned format of the command.

Note  Since this is the only place that BizTalk stores the SQL command (a SELECT or EXEC command), using a
stored procedure is preferable for complex SELECT operation. You can debug and test the stored procedure
through SQL Query Analyzer first without having to use BizTalk Server.

Note  The Polling Interval property controls the speed of the SQL command. This forces the maximum
document speed to 60 messages per minute. Consider this when designing the system.

Note  The Poll while Data Found property controls what happens the SQL command returns an empty table.
The default setting, False, doesl not issue messages for empty returns. This is the preferred mode to avoid
unnecessary messages.

13. On the Receive Location Properties - Configurations - General dialog box, do the following:
Use this To do this
Receive
Handle
r

Select BizTalkServerApplication.

Receive
Pipelin
e

Select Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.XMLReceive (Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.XMLReceive, 
Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines, Version=3.0.1.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=31bf3856ad364e
35).

14. Click OK.

To bind the port to the orchestration

1. In BizTalk Explorer, expand Orchestrations, right-click SQL_Apapter_Updategram.BizTalk Orchestration_1, and then
click Bind.

2. In the Port Binding Properties - SQL_Adapter_Updategram.BizTalk_Orchestration - Configurations - Binding dialog
box, do the following:
Use this To do this
ReceiveAssignableLoan_port Select MyLoan_Assignment_Receive_Port.
CallLoanAssignmentSPROC_port Select MyLoan_Assignment_SPROC_Port.
UpdateLoanAssignment_port Select MyLoan_Assignment_Updategram_Port.
Save_LoanAssignment_port Select MyLoan_Assignment_Result_Port.

3. In the left pane, click Host.



 

4. In the Port Binding Properties - SQL_Adapter_Updategram.BizTalk_Orchestration_1 - Configurations - Host dialog
box, select the host for your orchestration, BizTalkServerApplication by default, and then click OK.

To start the orchestration

1. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Orchestrations node, and then right-click SQL_Adapter_Updategram.Orchestration_1,
and then click Start.

2. In the BizTalk Explorer - Express Start dialog box, accept the defaults, and then click OK.

When the orchestration starts, the orchestration icon in BizTalk Explorer appears in color.

To run the Loan Assignment project

If you tested the orchestration created in the Using the SQL Adapter with a Stored Procedure in an Orchestration procedure,
the Loan Assignment.BizTalk Orchestration.odx file picks up the output of the orchestration, which assigns the loan to an
agent. To verify that the orchestration assigned the loan to an agent, view the Loans table of the
BTS2004_SQL_Adapter_loans database.

See Also
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Using Multiple SQL Adapters in an Orchestration
The Add Adapter Wizard always generates a new blank orchestration in the BizTalk project. To use multiple SQL adapters in a
single orchestration you must combine the blank orchestrations.

For an example of multiple SQL adapters in a single orchestration, examine the orchestration in the Loan Assignment project,
located at <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\SDK\Samples\Adapters\SQLAdapter\Loan
Assignment\LoanAssignment.btproj, shown in the following figure.

The Loan Assignment Project is installed as part of the SQL adapter sample included in the updated SDK. For more information,
see SQL Adapter (BizTalk Server Sample).

This project uses a SQL adapter receive port to activate the orchestration. It then calls a stored procedure to get the AgentID and
interest rate. Finally, it uses that information to perform an updategram.

To combine orchestrations

1. Select one orchestration as the final orchestration (BizTalk Orchestration1.odx).
2. From another orchestration (BizTalkOrchestration2.odx), on the Orchestration View tab, expand Types, and expand Multi-

part Message Types as shown in the following figure.

3. Right-click a type, such as UpdateLoanResponse, and then click Copy.
4. Switch back to the target orchestration, right-click Multi-part Message Types, and then click Paste.
5. Note that the name will change upon pasting. Rename it to a similar name as the original, such as UpdateLoanResponse1.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms966067(v=bts.10).aspx


 

6. Repeat steps 3 through 5 for all the types you want.
7. Finally exclude the excess orchestration from the project, BizTalkOrchestration2.odx, by right-clicking the orchestration and

clicking Exclude.
8. In the Orchestration View tab, expand Types, and then expand Port Types.
9. Right-click a port type, and click Copy.

10. Switch back to the target orchestration, right-click Port Types, and then click Paste.
11. Repeat steps 7 through 9 for all the port types you want.
12. Finally exclude the excess orchestration from the project, BizTalkOrchestration2.odx, by right clicking the orchestration and

clicking Exclude.

See Also
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Using Multiple SQL Receive Adapter Ports
The URI for SQL adapter receive ports is normally of the form SQL:://host/database. However, if you create two receive ports on
the same database, the second receive port will issue an error that the URI is already in use.

The workaround is to edit the URI in the receive location to be of the form SQL:://host//database/ID, where ID is anything
added to the URI. The example the SQL Adapter Sample uses is SQL://localhost/BTS2004_SQL_Adapter_Loans/Report.

To access the URI property

1. In Visual Studio .NET, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand Receive Ports, expand Receive Locations, and then double-click the receive location.
3. In the Receive Location Properties - Configurations - General dialog box, click the ellipsis (…) button in the Address

(URI) value box.
4. In the SQL Transport Properties dialog box, append a unique identifier to the URI.

Note  You can only add to the URI; changing the host or database words will cause a broken connection to the SQL
Server computer.

See Also
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Disassembling Result Sets Using the SQL Adapter
The SQL adapter does not provide a native way in which to disassemble result sets. BizTalk Server 2004 provides a common way
to disassemble results sets for all transports. To do this, create a BizTalk project, use the SQL adapter to generate a schema, create
an envelope schema, and then deploy the project.

Note that this procedure relies on the sample Northwind database installed with SQL Server.

To create an empty BizTalk Project

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003, and then click Microsoft Visual Studio
.NET 2003.

2. On the File menu, point to New, and then click Project.
3. In the New Project dialog box, do the following.

Use this To do this
Project Types Click BizTalk Projects.
Templates Click Empty BizTalk Server Project.
Name Type DisassembleResults.

4. Click OK.

The new DisassembleResults project appears in Solutions Explorer.

To add metadata to the project

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in Solution Explorer, right-click DisassembleResults, point to Add, and then click Add Generated
Items.

2. In the Add Generated Items - DisassembleResults dialog box, in the Template window, click Add Adapter, and then
click Open.

3. In the Add Adapter Wizard, on the Select Adapter page, select SQL from the list of registered adapters, and click Next.

You can leave the other entries on the page blank or with their default values, unless you are connecting to a remote SQL
Server. If connecting to a remote SQL Server, type the name of the server in the SQL Server box, and the name of the
database in the Database box. Leave the Port box empty.

4. On the Database Information page, click Set.
5. In the DataLink Properties dialog box, on the Connection tab, do the following.

Use this To do this
Select or enter a server name Type localhost.
Enter information to log onto the server Select the type of authentication you want.
Select the database on the server Select Northwind.

6. Click OK.

This sets the connection string for the SQL adapter.

Note  This connection is stored only during this wizard. The actual connection will be formed later during the
port binding process.

7. Click Next.
8. On the Schema Information page, do the following.

Use This To do this
Target namespace Type http://SchemaTargetNamespace.
Select the port type Select Receive Port.
Document root element name Type RootToRemove.

Note  Write this information down. You will need it later. Take note that everything you type is case-sensitive,
for example, SQLAdapter is not the same as SQLadapter.

9. Click Next.
10. On the Statement Type Information page, select Select Statement, and then click Next.
11. On the Statement Information page, in the SQL Script box, type the following SQL statement:



12. Click Next.
13. Click Finish to complete the wizard.

To add a new schema to the project

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click the DisassembleResults project, point to Add, and then click Add New Item.
2. In the Add New Item - DisassembleResults dialog box, select Schema, in the Name box, type CategoriesEnvelope.xsd,

and then click Open.
3. In the Schema Tree, select the <Schema> node.
4. In the Properties window, do the following.

Use this To do this
Envelope Select Yes.
Target Namespace Type http://SchemaTargetNamespace.

5. Select the Root element.
6. In the Properties window, do the following.

Use this To do this
Node N
ame

Type CategoriesEnvelope, which is the same root element as the SQL generated schema.

Body X
Path

Click the ellipsis (…) button and then click OK. Set the Body XPath to /*[local-name()='CategoriesEnvelope' and n
amespace-uri()='http://SchemaTargetNamespace']

7. In the Schema Tree, right-click CategoriesEnvelope, point to Insert Schema Node, and then click Any Element.
8. In the Properties window, do the following.

Use this To do this
Namespace Type ##any.
Process Contents Select Lax from the drop-down list.

To modify the SQL adapter generated schema

1. In Solution Explorer, double-click SQLService.xsd.
2. Drag and drop, or cut and paste, all of the attributes in the Categories node into the RootToRemove node
3. Right-click the Categories node, and click Delete.
4. In the BizTalk Editor dialog box, click Yes to verify that you want to delete the selected node.
5. Right-click the RootToRemove node, and then click Rename.
6. Rename RootToRemove to Categories.

The schema now looks like the original schema, just the top level RootToRemove node is missing.

7. Set the Group Max Occurs property to 1.
8. Set the Group Min Occurs property to 1.

To create a strong key name for the project

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003, point to Visual Studio .NET Tools, and then
click Visual Studio .NET 2003 Command Prompt.

2. At the command prompt, browse to the DisassembleResults project directory, where you want to create the strong key
name.

3. At the command prompt, type sn -k DisassembleResults.snk, and then press ENTER.

The confirmation message "Key pair written to DisassembleResults.snk." appears at the command line.

4. Associate the new .snk file with the assembly. For information about how to assign the strong name to the assembly, see
Assigning a Strong Name.

To exclude the orchestration from the project

In Solution Explorer, right-click BizTalk Orchestration.odx, and then click Exclude from Project.

To build and deploy the solution

select * from Categories for xml auto, elements

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942342(v=bts.10).aspx


1. In Visual Studio .NET, on the Build menu, click Build Solution.
2. In the Clean Up Global Data Types dialog box, check CategoriesType and then click OK.
3. In Solution Explorer, right click Solution 'Disassemble Results' (1 project), and click Configuration Manager.
4. In the right pane, in the Deploy column, select the checkbox to add this project to your solution, and then click Close.
5. On the Build menu, click Deploy Solution.

To create a receive port and receive location

1. In Visual Studio .NET, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, right-click BizTalk Configuration Databases, and then click Refresh.
3. Right-click Receive Ports, and then click Add Receive Port.
4. In the Create New Receive Port dialog box, select One-Way Port, and then click OK.
5. On the One-Way Receive Port Properties - Configurations - General dialog box, in the Name box, type

DisassembleResultsReceivePort, accept the defaults, and then click OK.

The DisassembleResultsReceivePort receive port now appears in BizTalk Explorer.

6. In the new DisassembleResultsReceivePort node, right-click Receive Locations, and then click Add Receive Location.
7. In the Receive Location Properties - Configurations - General dialog box, do the following:

Use this To do this
Name Type

DisassembleResultsReceiveLocation.
Transport Type Select SQL.
URI Click the ellipsis (...) button and then proceed to step 6.

8. In the SQL Transport Properties dialog box, do the following:
Use this To do this
Polling Unit of Measure Select Hours from the Polling Unit of Measure drop-down menu.
Connection String Click the ellipsis (...) button to open the Data Link Properties dialog box.

9. In the Data Link Properties dialog box, on the Connection tab, do the following:
Use this To do this
Select or enter a server name Type localhost.
Enter information to log onto the server Select Use Windows NT Integrated security.
Select the database on the server Select Northwind from the drop-down list.

10. Click OK.
11. Back in the SQL Transport Properties dialog box, do the following:

Use this To do this
SQL Command Click the ellipsis (...) to open the Import information from a generated schema dialog box.

12. On the Import information from a generated schema dialog box, do the following:
Use this To do this
Project Select DisassembleResults.
Schema Select DisassembleResults.SQLService.

13. Click OK to close the Import information from a generated schema dialog box.
14. Back in the SQL Transport Properties dialog box, do the following:

Use this To do this
Document Root Element Name Type CategoriesEnvelope.
Document Target Namespace Ensure the value is set to http://SchemaTargetNamespace.

15. Click OK to close the SQL Transport Properties dialog box.
16. On the Receive Location Properties - Configurations - General dialog box, do the following:

Use this To do this
Receive Handler Select BizTalkServerApplication.
Receive Pipeline Select Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.XMLReceive.

17. Click OK.

To create a destination folder

Use Windows Explorer to create an empty folder that you will use as the destination location. For example, C:\Output.



To create a send port

1. In BizTalk Explorer, right-click Send Ports, and then click Add Send Port.
2. In the Create New Send Port dialog box, select Static One-Way Port, and then click OK.
3. On the Static One-Way Send Port Properties - Configurations - Transport - Primary dialog box, do the following.

Use this To do this
Name Type DisassembleResultsSendPort.
Transport Type Select File.
Address (URI) Click the ellipsis (...) to open the File Transport Properties dialog box.

4. In the File Transport Properties dialog box, do the following.
Use this To do this
Destination folder Enter the path to the destination folder, for example C:\Output.

5. Click OK.
6. In the Static One-Way Send Port Properties - Configurations - Transport - Primary dialog box, in the left pane, expand

the Send folder, and then click General.
7. On the Static Solicit-Response Send Port Properties - Configurations - Send - General dialog box, do the following.

Use this To do this
Send Pipeline Select Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.PassThruTransmit.

8. In the Static One-Way Send Port Properties - Configurations - Transport - Primary dialog box, in the left pane, expand
the Filters & Maps folder, and then click Filters.

9. In the right pane, do the following:
Use this To do this
Property Select BTS.ReceivePortName.
Operator Select ==.
Value Type DisassembleResultsReceivePort.

10. Click OK.

To start the send port

In BizTalk Explorer, right click DisassembleResultsSendPort, and then click Start.

To enable the receive location

In BizTalk Explorer, right click DisassembleResultsReceiveLocation, and then click Enable.

Shortly after enabling the receive location, messages will be received by the destination folder you specified.

The following code shows what the beginning of the document would have looked like without disassembly:

  <?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-16" ?> 
- <CategoriesEnvelope xmlns="http://SchemaTargetNamespace">
- <Categories>
  <CategoryID>1</CategoryID> 
  <CategoryName>Beverages</CategoryName> 
  <Description>Soft drinks, coffees, teas, beers, and ales</Description> 
  <Picture>dbobject/Categories[@CategoryID='1']/@Picture</Picture> 
  </Categories>
- <Categories>
  <CategoryID>2</CategoryID> 
  <CategoryName>Condiments</CategoryName> 
  <Description>Sweet and savory sauces, relishes, spreads, and seasonings</Description> 
  <Picture>dbobject/Categories[@CategoryID='2']/@Picture</Picture> 
  </Categories>
- <Categories>
  <CategoryID>3</CategoryID> 
  <CategoryName>Confections</CategoryName> 
  <Description>Desserts, candies, and sweet breads</Description> 
  <Picture>dbobject/Categories[@CategoryID='3']/@Picture</Picture> 
  </Categories>
- <Categories>
  <CategoryID>4</CategoryID> 
  <CategoryName>Dairy Products</CategoryName> 



 

The following is the same document after disassembly:
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  <Description>Cheeses</Description> 
  <Picture>dbobject/Categories[@CategoryID='4']/@Picture</Picture> 
  </Categories>

- </Categories xmlns="http://SchemaTargetNamespace">
  <CategoryID>8</CategoryID> 
  <CategoryName>Seafood</CategoryName> 
  <Description>Seaweed and fish</Description> 
  <Picture>dbobject/Categories[@CategoryID='8']/@Picture</Picture> 
  </Categories>
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Best Practices for Using the SQL Adapter
The following are best practices to follow when using the SQL adapter:

Have SQL do most of the work inside stored procedures:
Stored procedures are compiled and optimized compared to the interpreted updategrams. If there are multiple
operations to database tables, the stored procedure will do all the work inside of SQL rather than having BizTalk
form and manipulate multiple messages through updategrams.
The other side is that updategrams do not place any new code in the SQL Server computer. For an occasional
operation (like updating the Interest field for a Loan in this sample), the updategram is adequate.

Avoid competition in receive ports resubmitting the same data:
The SQL adapter receive port issues the same SQL operation (a SELECT or EXEC) at regular intervals. A good
practice is to have a state field in the table to prevent the SQL operation from reissuing the same information to
BizTalk if the orchestration is taking a long time. In this example, the Loans table has a Status column. When created,
the loan will have Status='new'. The stored procedure SP_monitor_for_loan_to_assign() will look only for Loans
with Status = 'new' and immediately update the row to Status='in-use' to prevent resubmitting the information. To
do this effectively, perform the state management of the row in a stored procedure as in this sample.

Balanced use of 'TOP 1' operations.
It is possible to have the returned documents return multiple rows or only one row, using SELECT TOP 1. Knowing
that the returned documents have one sub-element simplifies any mapping and message assignment shapes.
SQL adapter receive functions are limited to 60 messages per minute, unless the Poll While Data Found property
is set to True, in which case the adapter will continuously run the SQL operation until no data is returned. If you
need a higher throughput, you may need to return multiple rows at a time and use Loop constructs to manipulate
the data. Note that you should ensure that the returned datasets are relatively small.

Improving Performance
Follow this recommendation to improve performance:

If a large message, greater than 1 MB, is submitted from SQL to BizTalk Server, you should consider reducing the number
of rows that are returned from SQL to keep the message under 1 MB. Setting the continuous polling property to True so
that the adapter only submits the remaining rows in separate batches is also a recommended practice. The adapter submits
the batches until the SQL Server computer returns an empty result set, at which point the SQL adapter releases the thread
until the next polling interval.

Tips for working with currency
The following sections provide tips for working with currency.

Support for currency types

The following applies:

Stored procedures do not support Money and Smallmoney types.
Euro (€) currency and Czech currency symbols are not supported with updategrams.

Supporting the euro (€) when using the SQL adapter

Due to a limitation in SQLXML 3.0 SP2, the SQL adapter does not support some currency types when using updategrams.
Updategrams will work for most currency types, but some currency types, such as the euro, will not work.

The following sample shows how you might expect the SQL adapter to work with the euro.

Sample table

Example of an updategram to insert a row in the table

Create table TestTB(ItemID int, ItemPrice money)

<ns0:InRoot xmlns:ns0="http://Test ">



Note  In the sample, the updategram does not work because of the '€' symbol. However, it will work if the euro
symbol is replaced with a '$' symbol.

Workaround

The workaround is to use a stored procedure and pass money values as strings, as shown in the following steps:

1. Create a stored procedure to wrap the insert:

2. Document the sample to call the stored procedure in step 1:

Note  The workaround requires that the currency symbol is passed as a parameter in the stored procedure.

Mapping between SQL types and XML types

Follow these guidelines for mapping between SQL types and XML types:

The mapping between the SQL type money and the XML data types can have problems if the user uses the dollar or euro
symbols (for example, <RequestedAmount>€100.45</RequestedAmount>). BizTalk Server will have to handle the money
amount as a string. When passed into the SQL database, use 'CONVERT(money, @value)'. Note that SQL will lose monetary
symbols such as $ or €, if mixed money values are used. Consider adding a column to the tables denoting the type of
money tendered.
The SQL money type is converted to an XSD string type in BizTalk Server. When creating documents that have columns of
SQL type money, you must prepend the dollar sign ($).
In order to map one type of schema to another, an alternative practice is to use the BizTalk Mapper in the Orchestration.
Include both the input schema and SQL updategram schema in your BizTalk project along with a map to move from one
schema to the other.

Tips for using updategrams
The following sections provide tips for working with binary type data and bit types, and tips for adding <before> and <after>
blocks to updategrams.

Working with binary type data

If a table has binary type data, it has to have a primary key to generate schema for updategrams. If a table has no key, use a stored
procedure instead of an updategram.

Working with bit types

Updategrams with bit types will fail. To work around this, you can use SQLXML mapping schemas. The mapping schema is not the
same as the schema that the SQL adapter wizard generates, so you will need to create a mapping schema for each table that
contains bit types and include the schema-mapping attribute on the sync element of the updategram document instance. The
following is an example schema:

            <ns0:sync>
                        <ns0:before/>
                        <ns0:after>
                                    <ns0:TestTB ItemID="1001" ItemPrice="€7.40"/>
                        </ns0:after>
            </ns0:sync>
</ns0:InRoot>

             SAMPLE:
             Create proc InsertTestTB @pID int, @pPrice varchar(50), @pSymbol char(10)
             As insert into TestTable(ItemID, ItemPrice) values(@pID, @pSymbol + @pPrice)

             SAMPLE:
             <ns0:InRoot xmlns:ns0="http://Test ">
                           <ns0:InsertTestTB pID="1001" pPrice="7.40" pSymbol="€"/>
             </ns0:InRoot>

<xsd:schema xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
            xmlns:sql="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:mapping-schema">



The following is the associated document instance:

Adding <before> and <after> blocks to updategrams

The default updategram schema only allows one <before> and one <after> block (minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"), but multiple
pairs of <before> and <after> blocks are also legal for other updategrams.

For example, the following data instance is not legal for the updategram default schema, but it is a legal updategram:

For insert and delete, the default schema only allows one insert inside <before> or <after> blocks (minOccurs="1"
maxOccurs="1"), but multiples are allowed in updategrams.

For example, the following data instance is not legal for schema, but it is a legal updategram:

Tips for working with stored procedures
The following are tips for working with stored procedures:

Save Tran and RollBack tran in stored procedures will cause an error event from the SQL adapter, but the transaction
does roll back.
SQLXML will associate elements and attributes of the body with an arbitrary namespace. When decomposing the document,
it may be necessary to transform the namespace to something more desirable, such as the original root element.
For stored procedures, the generated root element name is the one specified in the root element edit text control in the Add
Adapter Wizard.

See Also

  <xsd:element name="Money" sql:relation="Money">
     <xsd:complexType>  
       <xsd:attribute name="bucks" type="xsd:string" sql:field="bucks" sql:datatype="decimal"
/> 
     </xsd:complexType>
  </xsd:element>
</xsd:schema>

<Root xmlns:ns0="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:xml-updategram" >
  <ns0:sync mapping-schema="myHandcraftedSchema.XSD">
    <ns0:after >
      <ns0:Money bucks="77812" />
    </ns0:after>
  </ns0:sync>
</Root>

<ns0:InRoot xmlns:ns0="http://test">
  <ns0:sync>
    <ns0:before>
      <ns0:TestTable001 ID="10" Name="John" Desc="xxxx" />
    </ns0:before>
    <ns0:after>
      <ns0:TestTable001 ID="10" Name="Tom" Desc="yyyyy" />
    </ns0:after>
  </ns0:sync>
</ns0:InRoot>

<ns0:InRoot xmlns:ns0="http://test">
  <ns0:sync>
      <ns0:after>
         <ns0:TestTable001 ID="100" Name="Geoge" Desc="hhhhh" />
   <ns0:TestTable001 ID="101" Name="Lisa" Desc="kkkkk" />
    </ns0:after>
  </ns0:sync>
</ns0:InRoot>



 

Using the SQL Adapter
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Creating and Deleting Receive Handlers
This section describes how to create and delete receive handlers in the Microsoft® BizTalk® Administration console. The
procedures provided in this section are generic to multiple native adapters. This section does not contain procedures specific to a
single adapter. For more information see, Creating a SQL Receive Handler By Using the BizTalk Server Administration Console,
Creating a SOAP Receive Handler By Using the BizTalk Server Administration Console, and
Creating an FTP Receive Handler Using WMI.

This section contains:

Creating a File, HTTP, or BizTalk Message Queuing Receive Handler
Deleting a File, HTTP, BizTalk Message Queuing, SOAP, or SQL Receive Handler
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Creating a File, HTTP, or BizTalk Message Queuing Receive
Handler
Before creating a new File or BizTalk Message Queuing receive handler, make sure you have created an in-process host instance
for the receive handler to run on. For more information, see Creating a New Host in the BizTalk Administration Console.

To configure a SOAP or SQL adapter, see Creating a SOAP Receive Handler By Using the BizTalk Server Administration Console or
Creating a SQL Receive Handler By Using the BizTalk Server Administration Console.

Note  You must be a member of the Single Sign-On Administrators group to create a receive handler.

To create a File, HTTP, or BizTalk Message Queuing receive handler

1. In the BizTalk Server Administration console, expand the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node, expand Adapters,
and then expand FILE, HTTP, or BizTalk Message Queuing.

2. Right-click Receive Handlers, point to New, and then click Receive Handler.
3. On the Welcome to the Receive Handler Wizard page, click Next.
4. On the Select Host page, in the Host Name list, select the host with which the receive handler will be associated, and then

click Next.
5. On the Finish page, click Finish.

See Also

Creating and Deleting Receive Handlers
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Deleting a File, HTTP, BizTalk Message Queuing, SOAP, or SQL
Receive Handler
Before you remove a File, HTTP, BizTalk Message Queuing, SOAP, or SQL receive handler, you must remove all receive locations
with which it is associated. For more information, see Deleting a Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer.

Note  You must be a member of the SSO Administration group to delete a receive handler.

To delete a File, HTTP, BizTalk Message Queuing, SOAP, or SQL receive handler

1. In the BizTalk Server Administration console, expand the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node, expand Adapters,
and then expand FILE, HTTP, BizTalk Message Queuing, SOAP, or SQL.

2. Right-click Receive Handlers.
3. In the results pane, right-click the receive handler you want to remove, and then click Delete.
4. In the confirmation dialog box, click Yes.

See Also

Creating and Deleting Receive Handlers
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Managing Receive Locations
A receive location combines an address at which inbound messages arrive and the messaging pipeline that processes the
message received at that address. Receive locations have some adapter-specific properties and some global properties. An
administrator uses the BizTalk Administration console to access the global properties. For more information about the adapter-
specific properties, see Connecting Applications Using Native Adapters.

This section contains:

About Receive Locations
Enabling Receive Locations in the BizTalk Administration Console
Disabling Receive Locations in the BizTalk Administration Console
Configuring Receive Location Properties in the BizTalk Administration Console
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About Receive Locations
Creating a receive location involves specifying an address at which inbound messages arrive and the messaging pipeline that
processes the message received at that address. Both solutions developers and administrators can create and enable receive
locations. The following list describes how solutions developers and administrators work with receive locations:

A solutions developer uses BizTalk® Explorer in Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET to create receive locations, bind receive
locations to orchestrations, and enable receive locations.
An administrator uses Microsoft Windows® Management Instrumentation (WMI) to create receive locations, bind receive
locations to an orchestration, enable receive locations, disable receive locations, and set properties for receive locations.
An administrator uses the BizTalk Administration console to enable receive locations, disable receive locations, and set
global properties for receive locations. Administrators cannot use the BizTalk Administration console to create receive
locations, delete receive locations, or bind receive locations.

The following steps describe the lifecycle of a receive location:

1. A solutions developer uses BizTalk Explorer in Visual Studio .NET, or an administrator uses WMI to create a receive location.
2. A solutions developer uses BizTalk Explorer in Visual Studio .NET, or an administrator uses WMI, or an administrator uses

the BizTalk Administration console to associate a receive location with a host.
3. A solutions developer uses BizTalk Explorer in Visual Studio .NET, or an administrator uses WMI to bind a receive location to

an orchestration.
4. A solutions developer uses BizTalk Explorer in Visual Studio .NET, or an administrator uses WMI, or an administrator uses

the BizTalk Administration console to enable a receive location.
5. The receive location receives messages.

Note  Changes to receive locations made in BizTalk Explorer in Visual Studio .NET, or with WMI affect how receive
locations appear in the BizTalk Administration console. For example, if a solutions developer uses BizTalk Explorer or
an administrator uses WMI to create a new receive location, that receive location appears in the BizTalk Administration
console. Likewise, if a solutions developer or an administrator deletes a receive location, the receive location
disappears from the BizTalk Administration console.

Important  Each receive location must have a unique name. Two receive locations cannot have the same name in the
same BizTalk Server 2004 deployment.

Important  It is recommended that you set strong access control lists (ACL) in the receive locations drop locations.
For example, you must set strong ACLs for the directory where the file receive location picks up messages, so that only
authorized users can drop messages in this location.

Receive location properties
Receive locations have global and adapter-specific properties:

Administrators use the BizTalk Administration console to set global properties for all of the receive locations associated with
a specific adapter.
Administrators use WMI to set global and adapter-specific receive location properties.
Solutions developers use BizTalk Explorer in Visual Studio .NET to set global and adapter-specific receive location properties.

For information about setting adapter-specific properties, see Connecting Applications Using Native Adapters.

Changes to receive location properties happen sequentially. For example, if users change the Start date property of a receive
location in the following order:

1. Solutions developers use BizTalk Explorer in Visual Studio .NET to set the start date to 08/02/2004.
2. An administrator uses the BizTalk Administration console to set the start date to 10/15/2004.
3. A different administrator uses WMI to set the start date to 06/20/2004.

The start date is set to 06/20/2004.

Additionally, an administrator uses the BizTalk Administration console to set global properties for all receive handlers for a
specific adapter. A solutions developer can use BizTalk Explorer to change property values for a specific receive location. If a
solutions developer modifies a property value for a specific receive location, the new property value overrides the global property
value for that receive location that the administrator set in the BizTalk Administration console.



 

You use the BizTalk Administration console to update the values of the following global properties:

Receive handler. The name of the host where the receive handler for this receive location runs. For information about
hosts, see Managing BizTalk Hosts and Host Instances. For information about receive handlers, see
Connecting Applications Using Native Adapters.
Enabled. You must enable a receive location before it can receive messages.
Disabled. Both users and BizTalk Server can disable receive locations. You disable a receive location if you want to prevent
the receive location from receiving messages or so that an administrator using WMI or a solutions developer using BizTalk
Explorer can delete it. If an error occurs while a receive location is listening for messages at a specified address, and BizTalk
uses all retry attempts, BizTalk disables the receive location.
Start date. You can specify the date on which the receive location starts processing messages. This is an optional property.
If you specify a start date, it must occur before the specified stop date. If you do not specify the start date, the receive
location is active as soon as you enable it. The start date format is m/d/yyyy.
Stop date. You can specify the date on which the receive location stops processing messages. This is an optional property.
If you specify a stop date, it must occur after the specified start date. If you do not specify a stop date, and the receive
location is active, the receive location remains active, unless a user or BizTalk Server disables it. The stop date format is
m/d/yyyy.
Enable operating window. You can specify that the receive location receives messages for a specified period during the
day.
Start time. If you enabled the Operating window, you can specify the time that the receive location starts receiving
messages. This is an optional property. If you specify a start time, it must occur before the stop time. The start time format is
hh:mm.

Note  The BizTalk Server databases store time data in Universal Standard Time (UTC). BizTalk Server APIs and
user interfaces such as the BizTalk Administration console use local time, except for the Health and Activity
Tracking (HAT) tool. HAT shows time data in UTC.

Stop time. If you enabled the Operating window, you can specify the time of day that the receive location stops receiving
messages. This is an optional property. If you specify a stop time, it must occur after the start time. The stop time format is
hh:mm:ss tt.

Note  If the start and stop dates are the same, but you specify a stop time that is earlier than the start time, the
receive location is active on the specified date between the start time and 11:59 P.M.

If you configure the start date, stop date, enable the Operating window, start time and stop time; the receive location
receives messages between the start time and the stop time every day between the start date and the stop date. The
following table shows examples of start date, stop date, start time, and stop time.

Start date Stop date Start time Stop time Receive location receives messages
1/1/2001 1/1/2001 09:00 A.M. 05:00 P.M. On 1/1/2001 from 9:00 A.M. until 5:00 P.M.
1/1/2001 1/1/2001 05:00 P.M. 09:00 A.M. On 1/1/2001 from 5:00 P.M. until 11:59 P.M.
1/1/2001 5/1/2001 05:00 P.M. 09:00 A.M. From 1/1/2001 at 5:00 P.M. until 5/1/01 at 9:00 A.M.
Not specified Not specified 09:00 A.M. 05:00 P.M. Everyday from 9:00 A.M. until 5:00 P.M.
Not specified Not specified 05:00 P.M. 09:00 A.M. Everyday from 5:00 P.M. until 11:59 A.M.

Note  Only enabled receive locations receive messages. The start date, stop date, start time, stop time properties
only affect enabled receive locations.

This section contains:

Required User Rights for Managing Receive Locations
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Required User Rights for Managing Receive Locations
Administrators who manage receive locations must have the required user rights. You must be a member of the BizTalk
Administrators Windows group to manage orchestrations.

Important  In addition to membership in the BizTalk Administrators Windows group, you must have sufficient
permissions to access the receive location URI property and the send port URI property for the relevant adapter. For
information about permissions required to access the receive location and sent port URI properties, see
Connecting Applications Using Native Adapters.

For information about adding users to the BizTalk Administrators group, see Managing the BizTalk Administrators Group.

See Also

Managing Receive Locations

Access Control and Data Security

Managing the BizTalk Administrators Group

Enabling Receive Locations in the BizTalk Administration Console

Disabling Receive Locations in the BizTalk Administration Console

Configuring Receive Location Properties in the BizTalk Administration Console
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Enabling Receive Locations in the BizTalk Administration
Console
Before you can enable a receive location, the following must occur:

1. A solutions developer uses BizTalk Explorer in Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET, or an administrator uses the Windows®
Management Instrumentation (WMI) to create a receive location.

2. A solutions developer uses BizTalk Explorer in Visual Studio .NET, or an administrator uses the Windows Management
Instrumentation (WMI), or an administrator uses the BizTalk Administration console to associate a receive location with a
host.

3. A solutions developer uses BizTalk Explorer in Visual Studio .NET, or an administrator uses the Windows Management
Instrumentation (WMI) to bind a receive location to an orchestration.

You use the BizTalk Administration console to enable receive locations. You must enable a receive location before it can receive
messages.

Note  The BizTalk Engine will pick up the changes to the state and configuration of the receive location after the cache
refresh interval.

To enable receive locations

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server
Administration.

2. In the BizTalk Administration console, expand the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node, and then click Receive
Locations.

3. On the results pane, right-click the receive location you want to enable, and then click Enable.

Note  You can only enable receive locations that are associated with a host.

See Also

Managing Receive Locations

About Receive Locations

Disabling Receive Locations in the BizTalk Administration Console

Configuring Receive Location Properties in the BizTalk Administration Console
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Disabling Receive Locations in the BizTalk Administration
Console
You use the BizTalk Administration console to disable receive locations. You disable an enabled receive location when you want
the receive location to stop receiving messages. You must disable a receive location before a solutions developer uses BizTalk
Explorer in Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET, or an administrator uses Microsoft Windows® Management Instrumentation (WMI)
to delete the receive location.

To disable receive locations

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server
Administration.

2. In the BizTalk Administration console, expand the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node, and then click Receive
Locations.

3. In the results pane, right-click the receive location you want to disable, and then click Disable.

See Also

Managing Receive Locations

About Receive Locations

Enabling Receive Locations in the BizTalk Administration Console

Configuring Receive Location Properties in the BizTalk Administration Console
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Configuring Receive Location Properties in the BizTalk
Administration Console
You use the BizTalk Administration console to configure the global properties of a receive location.

Note  The BizTalk Engine will pick up the changes to the state and configuration of the receive location after the cache
refresh interval.

To configure receive location properties

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server
Administration.

2. In the BizTalk Administration console, expand the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node, and then click Receive
Locations.

3. In the results pane, right-click the receive location, and then click Properties.
4. In the <receive location> Properties dialog box, on the Schedule tab, do the following:

Use this To do this
Start date Select this check box, and then from the drop-down list, select the start date from the calendar to set a 

start date for receiving. This field is optional.
Stop date Select this check box, and then from the drop-down list, select the stop date from the calendar. This fiel

d is optional.
Enable operating 
window

Select this check box if you want the receive function to receive messages for only a specified time duri
ng the day.

Start time Use the arrows to increase or decrease the time the receive location starts receiving messages.
Stop time Use the arrows to increase or decrease the time the receive location stops receiving messages.

5. Click OK.

See Also

Managing Receive Locations

About Receive Locations

Enabling Receive Locations in the BizTalk Administration Console

Disabling Receive Locations in the BizTalk Administration Console
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Managing Send Ports and Send Port Groups
A solutions developer uses BizTalk Explorer to create, configure, enlist, unenlist, start, and stop send ports and send port groups.
An administrator uses Microsoft® Windows® Management Instrumentation (WMI) to create, configure, enlist, unenlist, start, and
stop send ports and send port groups or the BizTalk Administration console to enlist, unenlist, start, and stop send ports and send
port groups.

For information about using BizTalk Explorer to manage send ports and send port groups, see
Managing Business Processes Using BizTalk Explorer in the Programming Guide in the SDK.

For information about using WMI to manage send ports and send port groups, see SendPort Class and
MSBTS_SendPortGroup (WMI). For an example of using WMI to manage send ports and send port groups, see the
Remove Send Port (BizTalk Server Sample) sample.

For information about troubleshooting send ports and send port groups, see Troubleshooting BizTalk Server Administration.

This section contains:

About Send Ports and Send Port Groups
Send Port and Send Port Group States
Enlisting a Send Port or Send Port Group
Unenlisting a Send Port or Send Port Group
Starting a Send Port or Send Port Group
Stopping a Send Port or Send Port Group
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About Send Ports and Send Port Groups
A send port is the location to which Microsoft® BizTalk® Server sends messages or from which BizTalk Server receives messages.
It also provides the technology that BizTalk Server uses to implement the communication action. The name of the port uniquely
identifies the location.

A send port group is a named collection of send ports that BizTalk Server can use to send the same message to multiple
destinations in one configuration.

A solutions developer must create send ports and send port groups and bind them to an orchestration in BizTalk Explorer before
you are able to enlist and start them in BizTalk Server Administration.

For information about using BizTalk Explorer, see Managing Business Processes Using BizTalk Explorer in the Programming
Guide.

A solutions developer must enlist dependent orchestrations, receive locations, and send ports before you can successfully start
the send port.

BizTalk Server can route messages from the send handler directly to a send port, or to a send port group. BizTalk Server sends
messages routed to a send port group to all of the send ports in that group.

Send ports that are members of a send port group process messages in two ways:

As a member of the send port group
As if BizTalk Server routed the messages to the send port directly

See Also

Managing Send Ports and Send Port Groups

Send Port and Send Port Group States

Enlisting a Send Port or Send Port Group

Unenlisting a Send Port or Send Port Group

Starting a Send Port or Send Port Group

Stopping a Send Port or Send Port Group
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Send Port and Send Port Group States
The BizTalk Administration console displays send ports and send port groups in one of the following states:

Bound. A solutions developer used BizTalk Explorer to bind the send port or send port group to an orchestration. Before
BizTalk Server routes messages to this send port or send port group, an administrator must use the BizTalk Administration
console to enlist and start the bound send port or send port group.
Started. The subscription for this send port or send port group exists and is active. When the send port or send port group
is in this state, Microsoft® BizTalk® Server delivers messages to the send port or send port group, and the send port or
send port group processes them. Before you can start a send port or send port group, an administrator must use the BizTalk
Administration console to enlist the bound send port or send port group.
Stopped. The send port or send port group is not currently running. If you started the send port or send port group and
then stopped it, processing continues in the work queue. BizTalk Server sends all new messages routed to a stopped send
port or send port group to the suspended queue of the host where the send handler is running.

For information about enlisting a send port or send port group, see Enlisting a Send Port or Send Port Group.

For information about starting a send port or send port group, see Starting a Send Port or Send Port Group.

The following table shows the actions available from each state, and the result of each.

 Bound Stopped Started
Enlist Stopped Not available Not available
Start Started Started Not available
Stop Not available Not available Stopped
Unenlist Not available Bound Bound

The combined state of a send port and the send port group it belongs to determines if the send port or the send port group
processes a message or not.

The following table describes the possible state combinations for send ports and send port groups.

Message sent State of Send Port Group State of Send Port Outcome
Directly to the send port Any state Started Message is processed
Directly to the send port Any state Stopped Message is suspended
To the send port by means of a send port group Started Started Message is processed
To the send port by means of a send port group Any state Stopped Message is suspended
To the send port by means of a send port group Stopped Any state Message is suspended

This section contains:

Required User Rights for Managing Send Ports and Send Port Groups
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Required User Rights for Managing Send Ports and Send Port
Groups
Administrators who manage send ports and send port groups must have the required user rights. You must be a member of the
BizTalk Administrators Windows group to manage orchestrations.

For information about adding users to the BizTalk Administrators group, see Managing the BizTalk Administrators Group.

See Also

Managing Send Ports and Send Port Groups

Access Control and Data Security

Managing the BizTalk Administrators Group

Managing the BizTalk Administrators Group
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Enlisting a Send Port or Send Port Group
After a solutions developer in BizTalk Explorer or an administrator in Microsoft® Windows® Management Instrumentation (WMI)
creates send ports and send port groups, you use BizTalk Server Administration to enlist and start them.

Enlisting a send port or send port group associates the send port or send port group with a BizTalk Host and creates the
subscriptions for the send port or send port group.

To enlist send ports or send port groups

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server
Administration.

2. In the BizTalk Administration console, expand the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node.
3. Click the Send Ports or Send Port Groups node.
4. In the results pane, right-click the send port or send port group and click Enlist.

See Also

Managing Send Ports and Send Port Groups

About Send Ports and Send Port Groups

Send Port and Send Port Group States

Unenlisting a Send Port or Send Port Group

Starting a Send Port or Send Port Group

Stopping a Send Port or Send Port Group
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Unenlisting a Send Port or Send Port Group
You use the BizTalk Administration console to unenlist a send port or send port group. Unenlisting a send port or send port group
eliminates all subscriptions associated with that send port or send port group. You can unenlist both started and stopped send
ports or send port groups.

For example, you unenlist a send port or send port group if something is wrong with the binding of the send port or send port
group, or if you plan to remove the send port or send port group from the BizTalk Server environment.

After you unenlist the send port or send port group, a solutions developer must use BizTalk Explorer to either permanently
remove or rebind the send port or send port group.

Note  You will not be able to unenlist the last enlisted send port within a send port group.

To unenlist send ports or send port groups

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server
Administration.

2. In the BizTalk Administration console, expand the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node.
3. Click the Send Ports or Send Port Groups node.
4. In the results pane, right-click the send port or send port group and click Un-enlist.

See Also

Managing Send Ports and Send Port Groups

About Send Ports and Send Port Groups

Send Port and Send Port Group States

Enlisting a Send Port or Send Port Group

Starting a Send Port or Send Port Group

Stopping a Send Port or Send Port Group
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Starting a Send Port or Send Port Group
You use the BizTalk Administration console to start a send port or send port group. You must start the send port or send port
group so that the ports can process messages.

BizTalk Server only starts enlisted send ports and send port groups. You can manually enlist a send port or send port group, or
you can start an unenlisted send port or send port group and BizTalk enlists the send port, or send port group before starting it.

At least one send port in a send port group must be in the stopped state before you can start the send port group.

To start a send port or send port group

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server
Administration.

2. In the BizTalk Administration console, expand the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node.
3. Click the Send Ports or Send Port Groups node.
4. In the results pane, right-click the send port or send port group and click Start processing.

See Also

Managing Send Ports and Send Port Groups

About Send Ports and Send Port Groups

Send Port and Send Port Group States

Enlisting a Send Port or Send Port Group

Unenlisting a Send Port or Send Port Group
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Stopping a Send Port or Send Port Group
You use the BizTalk Administration console to stop send ports and send port groups. You can only stop started send ports and
send port groups.

BizTalk Server suspends all activation messages it tries to send to a stopped send port or send port group.

To stop a send port or send port group

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server
Administration.

2. In the BizTalk Administration console, expand the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node.
3. Click the Send Ports or Send Port Groups node.
4. In the results pane, right-click the send port or send port group you want to stop, and then click Stop processing.

You stopped the send port or send port group. You must start the send port or send port group before it can process messages.
For information about starting a send port or send port group, see Starting a Send Port or Send Port Group.

See Also

Managing Send Ports and Send Port Groups
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Health and Activity Tracking
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) enables you to access data that can help you to solve problems
and get a better perspective on how your business is running.

The HAT tool exposes data in different tracking views for different users:

System administrators can track the health of the BizTalk implementation, determine bottlenecks, and monitor the BizTalk
environment. They can view the technical details of a particular orchestration, pipeline, or message instance, as well as see
the message flow of a particular message that enters the system.
Business users can view, monitor, and query the tracked data. In addition, users can create custom views and queries, and
save them for reuse in other locations. Business analysts and end users can track the state of their business processes by
viewing both live and archived data.

This section contains:

Health and Activity Tracking Features
Planning for Health and Activity Tracking
About Tracking Configuration
Investigating Orchestration, Pipeline, and Message Failures
Tracking Message and Service States
Viewing Message Flow
Debugging an Orchestration with HAT
Viewing Archived and Live Data Using HAT
Reporting View and Operations View in HAT
Using Health and Activity Tracking
Using the Operations Menu in HAT
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Health and Activity Tracking Features
To help you monitor, track, and debug your business processes, Microsoft® BizTalk® Server Health and Activity Tracking (HAT)
offers the following capabilities:

HAT displays the processing steps taken by messages. For more information about processing steps by messages, see
Viewing Message Flow.
HAT can retrieve messages by using either data or system information. For more information about retrieving messages,
see Finding Events and Messages by Message Property.
HAT enables real-time monitoring and tracking. For more information about archived and real-time data, see
Viewing Archived and Live Data Using HAT.
HAT can display both archived and real-time data. For more information about archived and real-time data, see
Viewing Archived and Live Data Using HAT.
HAT limits data access to those people with appropriate permissions. For more information about data access, see
Access Control and Data Security.
HAT enables you to modify which data you want to track without affecting the rest of the BizTalk environment—no
redeployment is necessary. For more information about modifying data, see About Tracking Configuration.
HAT enables you to do real-time debugging of your orchestrations. For more information real-time debugging, see
Working with the Orchestration Debugger View.

See Also

Health and Activity Tracking
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Planning for Health and Activity Tracking
You should decide during the planning stages which information you need to track, so that after you deploy the project you can
set the tracking options and limit the amount of tracked data to give you only the information you need.

It is recommended that you do not track all messages, because each time a message is touched, Microsoft® BizTalk® Server
Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) makes another copy. Narrow down the scope by tracking only a specific pipeline or port.

Following these recommendations will help to maximize the performance of your system and keep the databases uncluttered.

This section contains:

Security Considerations for HAT
Accessing Help in HAT
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Security Considerations for HAT
In BizTalk, you must be a BizTalk Server administrator to access data through the Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) views. There
is a security difference between the Reporting, Operations, and Configuration views because they access different databases.

When you use HAT, you can access the following databases:

Database HAT Task Role/Permissions
BizTalk Configuration Configuration menu BizTalk Administrator
BizTalk MessageBox Operations view BizTalk Administrator or read-write permissions
BizTalk Tracking (DTA) database Reporting view BizTalk Administrator or read-only permissions

For security reasons, HAT does not use browsers or URLs as in previous releases of BizTalk Server. This monitoring option is now
presented as a tool—the HAT tool—and is installed as part of the product when you install the administrative tools.

For backward compatibility, BizTalk Server still hosts Microsoft Internet Explorer. The Server hosts Internet Explorer inside a shell
for security reasons. When you install BizTalk, you set up a Web site portal for HAT to use exclusively for displaying ASP pages.

See Also

Health and Activity Tracking Security Recommendations

Planning for Health and Activity Tracking

Health and Activity Tracking
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Accessing Help in HAT
All Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) pages contain a Help icon. When you click this icon, BizTalk Help appears, displaying
information about the current HAT page.

When you access HAT from a computer within the intranet for your company that does not have BizTalk installed, clicking the
Help icon opens a new Microsoft® Internet Explorer browser window containing only the Operations Management Help. The
displayed Help page provides information about the current HAT page.

Note  When you access HAT remotely, you can only use the Operations Management section of Help. To view the complete set of
Help topics, you must access HAT from a computer that has BizTalk installed.

See Also

Planning for Health and Activity Tracking
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About Tracking Configuration
You can configure various tracking options during run time through the Configuration menu. Use the Configuration menu to
set tracking options on pipelines, orchestrations, policies, and message properties.

 Security  Users must have BizTalk Administrative privileges to configure tracking.

You can change the tracking options for an item at any time, without interrupting the business process.

When you turn on all tracking options, Microsoft® BizTalk® Server Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) tracks all the message
instances. Some messages constructed inside of orchestrations exist as internal only; that is, the BizTalk Server does not send
them to other pipeline components. In addition, these messages never persist in the MessageBox database. When these messages
appear in the Results view after a query, their size appears as <NULL>. You can track other properties of these messages.

Note  By default, the HAT tool times out if a query runs longer than 60 seconds. You can change the time-out value to
enable queries to run longer than 60 seconds. For more information, download Microsoft KnowledgeBase article
884979 from http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=52260.

This section contains:

About Message Tracking
About Event Tracking
About Tracking Options for Pipelines and Orchestrations
About Tracking Rules and Policies
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About Message Tracking
Health and Activity Tracking enables you to track messages. A message means the entire structure relating to a message instance:

The message body.
The message properties, including promoted properties, routing information, and partner data.
Metadata, such as the message instance identifier, the orchestration or pipeline logging the message, the point at which the
orchestration or pipeline logs the message, and other relevant tracking details.

In addition to tracking messages, Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) also tracks schema information, strong name, and all the
promoted properties for the generated message. You can view the outgoing message with these properties by using the Find
Message view.

This section contains:

Context Properties
Message Bodies
Message Properties
Sensitive Data
Record Size in Tracking Databases
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Context Properties
For a message in the MessageBox database to route to a business process, it must contain context properties such as message
type and origin. These properties become metadata. Subscription criteria is queried against this metadata.

You can use HAT to track these shortcut properties. You promote context properties by adding them to the message shortcut.

Note  HAT tracks these context properties globally—that is, HAT tracks all messages that contain a specified shortcut
property. This may significantly increase the size of the Tracking database.

To track context properties, you define a property schema for the namespace used in the context to store the properties. When
you deploy the property schema, it becomes available through the HAT Message Property Tracking view. From there, you can
select the context properties you want to track. HAT tracks them in the same way it tracks promoted message properties.

Note  Make sure you give different names to the properties in the schema. An error message appears if you create
duplicate names.

See Also

About Message Tracking
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Message Bodies
Tracking the message body provides a record of messages sent and received.

Important  You need to have message body tracking turned on in order to save messages after service instances
processing is complete.

Important  You need to have SQLSERVERAGENT running on all MessageBox databases. This makes message bodies
available to HAT and WMI, and enables you to perform cleanup in the MessageBox databases.

After you have set the tracking options, it can take a few minutes before the messages are available to view.

Use these messages to provide confirmation of receipt, to enable troubleshooting, and to allow data mining of historical
transactions. HAT tracks the message bodies as the input and output of ports, pipelines, and orchestrations. You can recover these
messages from HAT or through Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI). You can configure Message Body tracking
through HAT dynamically.

HAT does not track messages that do not successfully make it through one of the tracking points. In some cases—such as when a
message is suspended because it is invalid, or if no host is expecting the message—it may be placed in the Suspended queue
without being tracked. If you terminate this message there will be no record of it.

 Security  Message body tracking is not equivalent to legal tracking, and does not support nonrepudiation.

To minimize overhead, message bodies remain in the MessageBox database, and the system automatically purges the database
periodically. If you need to keep any of the data, you must archive it before the system purges it. For more information, see
Database Maintenance (BizTalk Server Samples Folder).

See Also

About Message Tracking
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Message Properties
Message property tracking enables you to locate a specific message from the thousands that you may have tracked, by providing
a record of promoted properties for each message in the Results list. You can then track a subset of the message itself, using one
of these properties.

For example, if you use the Schema Editor to promote the PO Number field from a Purchase Order schema into the message
shortcut, you can find the message instances that contain a particular value for that tracked field, such as PO Number = 16995.

Message property tracking creates much less overhead than message body tracking, because HAT only tracks the scheduled
fields. After you set the tracking options for the message property, it can take a few minutes before you can view the properties.

See Also

About Message Tracking
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Sensitive Data
You can secure the following data ensuring that it does not appear in HAT and therefore becomes unavailable for tracking.

Apply the isSensitive attribute to any sensitive properties in a property schema, so that it is no longer visible in the
Message Property tracking configuration selections.
All out-of-box transports contain passwords marked as sensitive, so the transports cannot be tracked.
In addition, these sensitive properties are no longer in the Management database, so if you are setting tracking options
directly in the database, they are unavailable for tracking.
If you track outbound on-the-wire message bodies, HAT removes all the transport properties from the shortcut of the
tracked message body. Therefore, in addition to removing outbound transport properties from the shortcut of the tracked
message body, HAT also removes properties from inbound transports.

 Security  A promoted property can contain sensitive data, and if HAT tracks the property, any user with
permissions to run HAT can view this data.

See Also

About Message Tracking
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Record Size in Tracking Databases
To help you plan your hardware requirements for BizTalk, the following table shows the expected record size for various event
records in the Tracking database.

Action Type Size Notes
Deploying a Service 1864 + Symbolic Informatio

n Size
Symbolic Information depends on the size of the orchestration. For example, an
orchestration that receives one message and sends one message out with 2 sh
apes in it takes approximately 4000 bytes.

Started and Success
fully Completed Ser
vice Instance

Normally 252 bytes.

Extreme cases, can reach 73
5 bytes.

 

Started and Failed/E
xception Met Servic
e Instance

Normally 252 bytes + error 
information.

Extreme cases can reach 73
5 bytes + error information.

Error information is the text data returned by a BizTalk or user component. Ran
ges from 100 bytes to 2 KB.

Start/End of a Shape
In an Orchestration

120 bytes each.  

Message In/Out Eve
nts

Minimum 162 bytes.

First time message is seen it
is 202 bytes + Message Pro
perty (if tracked)

Extreme cases can reach 29
30 bytes.

You can safely assume that the average is 182 bytes if there is no message pro
perty tracking.

Message Property Si
ze

40 to 288 bytes if property t
he DTA database recognizes
it.

Add up to 268 bytes for trac
king the property the first ti
me.

 

See Also

About Message Tracking
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About Event Tracking
Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) tracks data based on events (for example, when a service begins or ends, or when a message is
sent or received). Most HAT views return a list of the events that have occurred, enabling you to see everything that happened
based on the tracking filters you have set.

You can track the start and end of orchestrations and pipelines, the sending and receiving of messages, as well as the execution of
each shape in an orchestration.

The Tracking database contains a DTA_Services audit table. This table contains history of all deployed services—pipelines,
transports, and orchestrations. It does not keep track of undeployments.

Note  If you track an assembly that has multiple versions, the returned results will be from the most recently
deployed assembly.

You can track the contents of a message as well as the promoted properties of a message. HAT defines these actions as Message
Body tracking and Message Property tracking.

Note  While envelopes appear in HAT, you cannot track message properties from them.

Note  Tracking does not detect any tracking information embedded in a deployed assembly.

See Also

About Tracking Configuration
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About Tracking Options for Pipelines and Orchestrations
Pipelines and orchestrations use virtually the same tracking options. The tables below note the exceptions. You can track
promoted message properties from both pipelines and orchestrations.

The following table displays the information for all available pipelines or orchestrations that appears in the top of the Tracking
Configuration window.

Column Details
Assembly The assembly that contains the pipeline or orchestration items.
Service N
ame

The name of the orchestration or pipeline.

Category Whether the item is a send or receive pipeline.

Note  This column appears only for pipelines.

Public Ke
y Token

The token for the public key used to sign the assembly.

Descripti
on

A brief description of the orchestration/pipeline. This description comes from the generated assembly. To appear in th
is field, a description must appear as an assembly property in the BizTalk project.

As you click an orchestration or a pipeline to view or change the current tracking configuration, the current options appear in the
lower pane.

The following table explains the tracking options.

Tracking op
tion

Description

Start/end of
service

The most basic level of tracking. Tracks only that an instance starts or ends, and includes details about the instance 
such as the item name, assembly, and other metadata.

Note  If you do not want to track a service, select the option to disable all the tracking options for this in
stance.

Inbound/ou
tbound mes
sages

Tracks send and receive events about messages. This option requires a configured Start/end of service.

Note  You must select this option to have meaningful information in the Message Flow view.

Note  You must also select this option to track inbound or outbound message bodies.

Inbound Me
ssage Bodie
s

Tracks the actual message content as received by the pipeline, along with the shortcut, which holds metadata such 
as URLs and promoted properties.

If this is a receive pipeline, the message body is the raw message as submitted to the pipeline by the transport com
ponent. Depending on your application, the message might be encrypted, signed, or encoded.

If this is a send pipeline, it will be in the form in which it is stored in the MessageBox database.

Outbound 
Message Bo
dies

Tracks the actual message content as sent by the pipeline, along with the shortcut, which holds metadata such as U
RLs and promoted properties.

If this is a receive pipeline, the message body is the processed message to be submitted to the MessageBox databas
e, which may be XML depending on your application.

If this is a send pipeline, it is the processed message as delivered to the transport component.

Orchestrati
on Events

For each orchestration instance at all Start and End events of shapes, HAT tracks metadata information to the Track
ing database. This option contains the most detailed tracking information available and you can use it to see the exa
ct progress details of particular instances.

Note  This column appears only for orchestrations.

See Also

About Tracking Configuration
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About Tracking Rules and Policies
A policy is a set of rules, for which you can track various information. When you click Policies on the Configuration menu, a list
of the available policies appears. You can click a policy to see or change its current tracking configuration.

The following table explains the policy tracking options.

Tracking options Description
Available Policies Lists all the deployed policies in the SQL rule store.
Track Fact Activity Tracks the instance data on which the policy operates.
Track Condition Evaluations Tracks the true/false results of conditions in the selected policy.
Track Agenda Updates Tracks updates to the agenda. The agenda contains a list of actions that are "true" and need to fire.
Track Rule Firings Tracks the actions triggered as a result of a policy.

See Also

About Tracking Configuration
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Investigating Orchestration, Pipeline, and Message Failures
Use the Operations menu to investigate orchestration, pipeline, and message failures. You can access two views from the
Operations menu—Service Instances and Messages. These views provide access to the current real-time state of the system,
accessing data in the MessageBox database. You can view all service instances such as orchestrations, pipelines, and messaging,
along with their associated messages. Use these views to:

See currently running service instances such as orchestrations and messaging, and their associated messages.

Note  You can view completed service instances with the Reporting views

Look into the MessageBox database for a view of the current data and the real-time state of the system.
Perform the same tasks in these views as you do in the Reporting view.
Suspend, terminate, and resume service instances.

The two views also enable you to input identical query filtering information.

You can also control these service instances by suspending, resuming, or terminating them.

This section contains:

Tracking Services and Messages
Finding Events and Messages by Message Property
Viewing Tracked Information
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Tracking Services and Messages
You can track two types of information: services and messages.

Services track such items as:

The name of the host executing the pipeline or orchestration.
The service type—messaging or orchestration.
The service status—suspended, active, or terminated.

Messages track the data relating to a message instance:

The message bodies—which may contain multiple parts—if tracking is turned on, or if viewed in Operations
The message shortcut—promoted properties, routing information
Technical details—message instance identifier, URL, port, party used

These are simply two different ways of accessing the same data. You can look at all the services and drill down to see the
messages, or you can look at all the messages that the services are working on. For example, you can see all the messages that
came from or are going to a particular location.

This section contains:

Service Instances and Message Views in HAT
Query Builder View in HAT
Results List Views in HAT
Shortcut Menus in HAT
Orchestration Failures in HAT
Recovering Failures Using HAT
Types of Message Failures in HAT
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Service Instances and Message Views in HAT
Use the Service Instances view to see what state suspended orchestrations or pipelines are in. The Service Instances view shows
you metadata about the orchestration or pipeline.

Note  Suspend Service suspends orchestrations and pipelines even when the action is performed on a message
instance.

When you need to troubleshoot transport-level problems, use the Message view to see undelivered messages. The Message view
shows you metadata for each message as well as for the associated service instance.

When you see a suspended service or message in the event log, start your analysis with one of the Operations views. After you
locate the service, you can investigate it further by using the Service Details, Message Flow, or Orchestration Debugger
option on the shortcut menu.

In many cases, you cannot resume a suspended message—for example, if it is corrupt. However, you can choose to save a
message to disk before removing it from the Suspended queue.

If a message does get suspended, an error is sent to the transport component, which might trigger a fix. If this does not happen,
you can retrieve that message body, modify it, and resubmit it through another port.

Note  HAT might not track suspended messages.

Use the Resume option to resend a failed outbound message.

Depending on the cause of the suspension, you might be able to resume suspended services. For example, if an orchestration hits
a Suspend shape, or if a transport was unable to deliver a message, you can resume the instance by using the shortcut menu
Resume command.

If you cannot resume the services, and you finish investigating the cause, you can terminate the instance. This removes the service
from the message box. Terminating also removes any messages associated with this instance, if no other instance references
them.

Service instances and messages filter options
The Service Instances and Messages views both provide the same filtering capability. Selecting a filter or filters restricts the size of
the Results list. If the Results list is too large, the query will time out and no longer access the MessageBox database.

The following table describes the filters you can set.

Filter Description
Host Filters records for service instances that are enlisted in the selected Host or All.
Class Filters records for service instances that match the service class, which can be Orchestration or Messaging or

All.
Name Filters records for the specified service name or All.
Status Filters records where the service instance has a specified status of Suspended or Active or All.
Select Query Limi
t

Filters by a range of dates, to a specified number of matches.

See Also

Tracking Services and Messages
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Query Builder View in HAT
Use the Query Builder view from the Reporting menu to track both live and archived data, and to create queries against any of
the standard metadata associated with tracked events.

The SQL Views pane of this view contains a tree of the fields that you can use to build your query:

Service metrics: Fields associated with service instances.
Message metrics: Fields associated with messages.

You can expand this tree to view all of the fields.

Create your own query against the SQL Server and Analysis Server databases in the SQL Query pane. Use standard T-SQL syntax
combined with dragging the specific data items from the SQL Views pane. For example, you might type Select * from in the SQL
Query pane and then drag the ServiceMetrics folder from the SQL Views pane into the query in the right pane.

The more information you provide, the narrower the search becomes, and the faster it executes. For example, if you want to trace
a particular schedule that failed or was terminated, you will get faster and more specific results if you enter the timeframe and the
name of the assembly.

The query results appear in the Results list on the bottom of the same screen as the query. You can save any queries that you
create for later use.

Important   Use the ServiceInstance/InstanceID field when you intend to use a view where
ServiceInstance/InstanceID is required, for example, in the Orchestration Debugger and the Message Flow view. Be
sure to include it in your select statement.

For more information about the views and actions available from the Results list, see Results List Views in HAT.

See Also

Tracking Services and Messages
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Results List Views in HAT
All HAT tracking presents the results of your queries in a Results list that appears in a pane at the bottom of the current view. The
Results list is an Office Web Component PivotTable report and operates very much like a PivotTable report in Excel. You can
access a shortcut menu for each Results list. The menu shows all of the actions you can perform on the selected record within the
currently active views. If the record contains a Service Instance ID, then service-related actions appear. If there is a Message ID,
then Message-related actions appear. Some actions such as Resume, Terminate and Suspend are only available from the
Operations views.

You cannot directly access the Results list. This view is always invoked from the Message Metrics or Service Metrics views, the
Query Builder, or the Find Message view. The Results list appears at the bottom of the screen, below the view that originated the
query.

The following table shows a complete list of the items that appear on the Results list.

Service or Messa
ge Field

Description

Service/Name Name of the message or service instance.
Type Type of service (for example, messaging(reported as Pipeline), orchestration, transport adapter.
Instance/State Shows the current state of the instance.
Exit Code Error code (if any) reported by the service instance when it finished.
Error Info Detailed error information reported by the service instance that has finished.
Start Time Time the operation started.
End Time Time the operation ended.
Duration How long the operation took.
Host Name of the BizTalk Host running the service instance.
Assembly Name Name of the .net assembly that implements the service instance.
Assembly Version Version number of the related assembly.
Deployment Time Time that service instance assembly deployed into BizTalk.
Activity ID Identifies unique service instance activity (for example, messages sent/receive by the pipeline/orchestration ha

ve the same ID).
Instance ID GUID that identifies a run of a service instance.
Version GUID GUID that identifies a given version of a deployed service type. Different versions of the same service type will 

have same service GUID but different Version IDs.
Service GUID A service independent GUID that identifies a service (for example, orchestration).

Because you may not need all the information contained in this complete list, you can select only those columns you wish to view,
or you can replace columns that you removed. For more information, see Controlling the Size of the Results List.

Note  If you save a query, when you reuse it, the results show only the columns that you selected.

See Also

Shortcut Menus in HAT

Working with the Results Lists

Tracking Services and Messages
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Shortcut Menus in HAT
A shortcut menu appears when you right-click a service or message instance in a Results list in the HAT tool.

The shortcut menu accessed from service or message metrics Results list offers these action options:

Message Flow
Orchestration Debugger
Save All Tracked Messages
Sort Ascending
Sort Descending
Export to Excel
Field List
Copy

The following table shows the options available in the shortcut menu for All Messages when you right-click a Message instance
in the Results list.

Option Action
Service Details Opens the Service Details view, which shows the details of the selected service instance.
Message Flow Opens the Message Flow view for the selected service instance that enables you to trace messages from the poi

nt of arrival through messaging and orchestrations to their completion.
Orchestration D
ebugger

Opens the Orchestration Debugger for the selected orchestration instance, which enables you to follow the exec
ution of individual shapes within an orchestration.

Save All Tracked
Messages

Saves all the tracked message instances related to a specific service instance. You select the save location for the
se messages.

The following table shows the options available in the shortcut menu for the Operations views when you right-click a service
instance in the Results list.

Option Action
Service 
Details

Opens the Service Details view, which shows the details of the selected service instance.

Messag
e Detail
s

Opens the Message Details view, which shows the details of the selected message.

Suspen
d Servi
ce

Suspends any running orchestration. For each record selected, this option sends an asynchronous request to the BizTalk r
untime asking that the orchestration be suspended. After the request has completed, the orchestration moves to the Sus
pended state and you can view it using the Operations Views. This action is only available from the Operations views.

Resum
e Servic
e

Resume some suspended orchestrations or pipelines. For each record selected, this option sends an asynchronous reque
st to the BizTalk runtime asking that the item be resumed. After the request has completed, the orchestration moves to th
e active state. This action is only available from the Operations views.

Resum
e in De
bug Mo
de

Resumes a suspended orchestration instance in debug mode. This enables you to go into interactive mode, attach to the i
nstance, and debug it interactively.

This action is available from the Operations views and the Orchestration Debugger. It only applies to orchestrations.

Termin
ate Ser
vice

Terminates any running or suspended orchestration or pipeline instance. For each record selected, this option sends an a
synchronous request to the BizTalk runtime asking that the item be terminated. This action is only available from the Ope
rations views.

Note  You can see from the above two tables that you can access both Service Details and Message Details through the shortcut
menus that are available when you click Services Instances or Messages.

The following table shows the options in the shortcut menu for the Results list itself.

Option Action
Sort Ascending Sorts the Results list by the selected column in ascending order.
Sort Descending Sorts the Results list by the selected column in descending order.
Export to Excel Exports results to an Excel spreadsheet.*
Field List Opens the PivotTable Field List window and enables you to add and remove columns from the Results list.



 

Copy Copies the selected cell.

* If you want to print the resulting report, you must first export it to an Excel spreadsheet and then print it from there.

All the above options are interactive Office 2000 Web Components (OWC) functions.

When you sort the Results list by time, the instances sort up to milliseconds, even if no milliseconds appear on the list.

Important  The Query Builder and Message and Service Metrics views use the Universal Time Clock (UTC) format for
display and query, also known as Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). You must enter GMT times when querying the
Tracking database from these views. All other views use local time.

From the Results list, you can go to the Orchestration Debugger view or Message Flow view.

See Also

Working with the Results Lists

Tracking Services and Messages
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Orchestration Failures in HAT
Orchestrations vary in complexity; for example, an orchestration may call a .NET object or construct messages via transform and
assignment shape. As a result, it is impossible to list out every possible failure, due to the variety of its content as well as level of
customization. However, all failures encountered in orchestrations appear as exceptions.

If an orchestration does not include any CatchException shape for an exception, the exception causes the orchestration to be
Suspended, but not resumable. This means that HAT (or WMI script) cannot recover the instance. However, you can save all
messages associated with the Suspended (not Resumable) instance using HAT (or WMI script) for diagnostic and manual retry.

To diagnose the problem, use the Orchestration Debugger in HAT to see the last shape executed before the instance is suspended.
You can also view exception details using the Orchestration Debugger.

See Also

Debugging an Orchestration with HAT

Tracking Services and Messages
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Recovering Failures Using HAT
You can only use Health and Activity Tracking to recover transmission failures. When the adapter fails transmission, it first retries
the transmission according to retry count configured for the Send Location. When all retries fail, the message is suspended (it can
be resumed); and in the HAT query against Tracking database, the state of the Send Port instance of the message is shown as
"Terminated". This means that after fixing transmission failure, you can go to the Operations view in HAT and "Resume" the
message. The message re-processes, starting from outbound transformation, message assembly, and then transmission.

You cannot use HAT to recover all other failures, for example, a disassembler failure. However, you can use the Operations view in
HAT to find and save the message body to a file for further diagnostic or manual recovery. In the case of routing failure, a Routing
Failure Report automatically generates and shows in HAT as a message with "Suspended (not resumable)" as Service Status and
“Routing Failure Report” as Service Class.

See also

Debugging an Orchestration with HAT

Tracking Services and Messages
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Types of Message Failures in HAT
This topic lists different points where a message failure may occur. You cannot use HAT recover any of these failures.

Failures in the disassembly phase

Processing might also fail during the disassembly phase; that is, failure in one of the pipeline components. For example,
decryption failed due to absence of decryption cert on the processing server, or parsing failure due to problem either in the
schema or in the message.

Failures in routing

After a message disassembles successfully, the next potential failure point is routing; for example, users enable a corresponding
receive location of an orchestration and forget to enlist the orchestration. In this case, the message picked up from the receive
location fails routing and a Routing Failure report generates.

Failures during the transformation phase

Received Messages. When a message is received from Receive Location, the message might optionally be transformed to
a different format via an Inbound Map specified on Send Port; then the transformed message is disassembled (for exampled
decrypted and parsed) and published to the MessageBox for routing to an orchestration or a Send Port. In this case,
processing may fail during transformation phase due to incorrect Inbound Map, or problems in the schema or in the
message received.
Sent Messages. When a message is to be sent to a Send Location, an Outbound Map configured on Send Port might
optionally transform the message. Then the transformed message is assembled and handed to the adapter for final
transmission to the Send Location. In this case, processing may fail during transformation phase due to incorrect Outbound
Map or problem in schema or source message.

Failures in the message assembly phase

Processing can also fail during message assembly phase - in other words, failing in pipeline component. After a message
successfully assembles, the next potential failure point becomes transmission to Send Location; for example, the Send Location
(which belongs to the partner) might be down or not exist.

See Also

Tracking Services and Messages
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Finding Events and Messages by Message Property
Use the Find Message view from the Reporting menu to locate a specific message. The Find Message view lists both standard
document and property schemas. Select the message schema you want to investigate, and you can optionally filter to look for
messages based on routing properties, on the message properties, or both. You can also specify no filters, and track all messages
containing the properties in the selected schema. However, you should restrict the amount of data you retrieve if possible.

A Results list displays all the details and promoted properties for messages that match your query. For an explanation of the
fields, see Results List Views in HAT.

The Results list contains many columns; you can use the Field list to hide some of the columns. For more information, see
Controlling the Size of the Results List.

Complete the appropriate information in the Routing Properties Filter pane on the left, or the Message Properties Filter on the
right—or in both.

 Security  Note that a message might contain sensitive data. If the message is tracked, any user with permissions to
the Tracking database can view this data.

Default queries
HAT includes a list of default queries that you can use without having to build them yourself. You can view the list from the
Queries menu.

For more information about queries, see the SQL Books Online.

Routing properties filter
The routing properties filter enables you to query for messages based on how they are being routed through BizTalk. You can
search on the following parameters.

Parameter Action
Port Looks for messages processed by a specific port, whether they are being sent or received. The default value is all po

rts.
Party Looks for messages based on sending or receiving party. The default value is All parties. Use the Empty option to 

search for messages from unidentified parties.
From time/T
o time

Narrows your search by specifying a time range for tracking sent or received messages.

Message properties filter
The Message properties filter allows you to query for messages based promoted properties. You can specify up to five promoted
property conditions to filter the results. There is an implicit AND clause between multiple conditions, so the data returned
matches all the conditions. Promoted properties from the schema populate list fields. You must select a property, select an
operator, and then enter the value on which to search. When the operator appears as “IS NULL”, or “IS NOT NULL”, you cannot
write a value, and the text box is dimmed. To specify a bounding range, you can query the same property in multiple fields. For
example, you can perform the following query:

DISCOUNT < 100

DISCOUNT > 20

When you execute the query, a Results list displays at the bottom of the screen. This Results list contains the same views and
actions as those created from the Service and Message Metrics views. For more information about the views and actions
available, see Results List Views in HAT.

See Also

Shortcut Menus in HAT

Investigating Orchestration, Pipeline, and Message Failures
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Viewing Tracked Information
When you run a query, the tracked information appears in a Results list at the bottom of the Health and Activity Tracking (HAT)
window.

For more information about the views and actions available, see Results List Views in HAT.

Viewing message details
You have several options in HAT to view the message details:

If the message is still in the MessageBox, you can use the Messages view from the Operations menu.
You can right-click any message referenced by a service instance and select Message details.
If the message is already processed but it was tracked—because you had tracking turned on in HAT—you can save it to your
hard disk and examine it.
You can attach to the orchestration instance and use the Orchestration Debugger.

For information about how to do this, see Viewing Message Details in HAT.

Viewing service details
When a suspended service appears in the event log, you can track the service by using one of the Operations views. You can
investigate a service by using the Service Details, Message Flow, or Orchestration Debugger options from the Context
menu.

Viewing orchestration details
Use the Orchestration Debugger to view the path a message instance has taken through an orchestration. As you step through, a
rendered image of the orchestration shows the progress of the message, and allows you to place breakpoints in the orchestration
for debugging purposes.

Viewing suspended instances
You can access the service instances and referenced messages through the Operations views.

If a failure occurs in the pipeline, the instance is suspended and the message body is not tracked, because HAT tracks only
successfully sent and retrieved message. the message box stores messages associated with suspended pipelines. You can retrieve
the messages using the Operations views. To view suspended instances, select the Suspended filter for the instance.

See Also

Investigating Orchestration, Pipeline, and Message Failures
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Tracking Message and Service States
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) enables you to track incoming or outgoing messages and events
as they are processed. The ability to step through the cycle enables you to debug any problems, such as suspended or terminated
instances.

As the message is processed, the following actions take place:

In the receive location, the receive adapter—or transport component—receives the message from an external application
and submits it to BizTalk for processing.

Note  A message is received by the system in a variety of formats: XML, a flat file, or as an electronic data
interchange (EDI) between companies.

The receive pipeline decrypts, decodes, and disassembles the message.
The message engine sends the message and its shortcut properties—such as message type and origin—to the MessageBox
database.
When a matching subscription is filled, the message is processed according to a set of schemas and maps, and sometimes
business rules or policies that reside on the host server.
After it is processed, the resulting message is persisted (written) to the MessageBox database. The shortcut properties have
been modified to indicate where to send the message, for example, which send port to use.
The shortcut properties of the message are evaluated against the filter expressions defined for the send port, and the
MessageBox database delivers the message to the appropriate send port.
A subscription to a send pipeline and/or send port must be met for the message to be sent. The message is encrypted and
transmitted.

Each process in this cycle generates its own set of events.

As messages and services move through BizTalk Server, the instances of these messages and services are in one of several states.
This section discusses what those states are, and shows examples of states at different times in their lifecycle.

The following table shows the various possible states of an instance, with an explanation for each state.

State Explanation
In breakpoint An active service instance hits a breakpoint.
Ready to run A delivered activation message for a not started service instance.
Active Running service instance.
Dehydrated Instance state persists in the MessageBox database and no Windows® service is running that instance.
Completed with d
iscarded message
s

Completed service instance, but it contained some messages sent to this instance but never consumed by the i
nstance. Therefore, even though the instance finished, still unconsumed messages were routed to the instance.

Suspended (resu
mable)

Instance suspended, you can resume it.

Suspended (not r
esumable)

Instance suspended, but you cannot resume. You can save the Messages referenced by the instance, and then y
ou can terminate the instance.

Pending suspend
/

Pending terminat
e

A status, not an independent state. You can combine it with other states.

A control message sent to a service instance, but not picked up by an instance. Only one pending operation all
owed at a time. When an instance with a pending operation becomes dehydrated, you can terminate the instan
ce.

The following table shows the states before and after an operation.

Note  Starting and ending states show as bold in the left column and top row. The operation shows in the body of the
table.

Starting state New state after operation is applied
 In breakpoint Active Dehydrated Suspen

ded
Terminated Pending

terminat
e

Pendin
g suspe
nd



 

In breakpoint Attach from debugger Continue fr
om debug
ger

Stop Windows Servi
ce

  Terminat
e

Suspend

Ready to run    Suspend Terminate   
Active   Stop Windows Servi

ce
  Terminat

e
Suspend

Dehydrated   Stop Windows Servi
ce

Suspend Terminate   

Suspended (resu
mable)

Resume in breakpoint f
rom debugger

Resume   Terminate   

Suspended (not 
resumable)

    Terminate   

Completed with 
discarded messa
ges

    Terminate   

Pending suspen
d

Attach can be attempte
d but should eventuall
y fail

 Stop Windows Servi
ce

Request 
process
ed

Terminate will only work 
when instance is dehydra
ted

  

Pending termina
te

Attach can be attempte
d but should eventuall
y fail

 Stop Windows Servi
ce, instance dehydra
tes

 Request processed, or in
stance dehydrated

  

The following table shows the change of state when the system performs an operation on an instance.

Starting state Operation
 Terminate Suspen

d
Resu
me

Resume in break
point

Contin
ue

Attach

In breakpoint Terminated Suspen
ded

  Active In breakpoi
nt

Ready To run Terminated Suspen
ded

    

Active Terminated Suspen
ded

    

Dehydrated Terminated Suspen
ded

    

Suspended (resumable) Terminated  Active In breakpoint   
Suspended (not resumable) Terminated      
Completed with discarded 
messages

Terminated      

Pending suspend Terminated; will only work when instance i
s dehydrated

    Race condi
tion

Pending terminate Terminated; will only work, when instance i
s dehydrated

    Race condi
tion

Note  A race condition occurs when the system delivers multiple control messages to the instance, and the order the
instance processes them is not guaranteed.

See Also

Health and Activity Tracking
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Viewing Message Flow
A message flow is the set of contiguous processing steps taken by a message. You access the Health and Activity Tracking (HAT)
Message Flow view through the shortcut menu that appears when you right-click a service or message instance. You can switch
back and forth between the Message Flow view and the Orchestration Debugger.

The Message Flow view shows you details about a particular orchestration or pipeline instance after the orchestration or pipeline
has completed processing the message. You can see which messages the system sent and received, and technical details of each
message, such as the URL, port, and party used. The Message Flow view enables you to drill down into the orchestrations and/or
pipelines that sent and received the message to see what happened. You can trace the entire path of an activation message
through all of the pipelines and orchestrations and associated messages.

The top of the Message Flow window displays the Service Instance information, such as start and end time, error codes, and
version. The bottom of the window displays the Message Activity for the Service Instance, detailing which messages were received
or sent. You can view more details for each message instance by selecting the Expand or Collapse buttons. The message instances
show all the details by default.

Next to the In/Out column, target namespace and root element identify the schema. Then you can find the details about the
message. Underneath the schema information, appears a link with an item name, for example, EquityLoanReceivePipeline.
Clicking the link provides you with the information for that item, thus enabling you to follow the message through it.

To return to the service that you started with, click the corresponding source or destination item in the other item.

The following table shows the technical information displayed for each service.

Name Contents
Instance ID Unique identifier (GUID).
Host Name of the Host executing the orchestration or pipeline.
State Current state of the instance. Possible states are Running, Completed, Manually Suspended, Error, Terminated, In D

ebug Mode, and Breaking.
Start Time Time the orchestration/pipeline started.
End Time Time the orchestration/pipeline completed.
Duration How long, in milliseconds, the item took to run.
Exit Code Technical Exit code.
Error Info Text message about error.
Name Name of the orchestration or pipeline.
Type Type of the item—orchestration or pipeline.
Version ID Unique version of the item.
Deployment T
ime

When the orchestration/pipeline deployed.

Below the Item detail table shows the message activity for the service instances sent or received by the particular orchestration or
pipeline. Each row of the table represents one message and you can expand a message instance to show details about the
message, such as ID, size, and name of port.

The following table shows the information that displays for each message instance.

Name Contents
In/Out A Message Received or a Message Sent icon indicates the states of messages.
Message Ins
tance

Target namespace and top-level element; Unparsed Interchange if unknown.

Message St
atus

Possible statuses: OK, In Transmission, Transmission Failure, Transmission Failure (to be retried), and Transmission F
ailure (to be resubmitted in backup transport).

Timestamp Time this particular message was involved in the current action (send/receive).

After you expand the message instance, the following information displays.

Name Contents
Message Instan
ce ID

GUID of the message.

Size Size of the message. No value is displayed if the message has no size.
Parts Number of parts in the message not including shortcut.



 

Adapter Adapter used to transmit the message. Some possible adapters are File, HTTP, SOAP, BizTalk Message Queuing, 
and SOAP.

URL Source or destination URL.
Port Name of the port the message was sent or received.
Party Name Name of the party sending/receiving the message. This field displays only if the information is known.
Decryption Cert
ificate

Thumbprint of the certificate used for decrypting the message. This field only displays if a message includes a de
cryption certificate.

Signature Signature in the message. This field only displays if the message was signed.
Status Icon The current status of the message which can include Received, Sent, or in Work Queue).
Source/Target It
em URL

The item (Orchestration or Pipeline) identified as the source/destination for the message. When clicked, the syste
m redirects the user to a view for that item instance.

When you view an orchestration instance, you can switch to the Orchestration Debugger view by clicking Switch to
Orchestration Debugger.

See Also

Working with the Orchestration Debugger View
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Debugging an Orchestration with HAT
The Orchestration Debugger enables you to track the activity of a single orchestration instance on a shape-by-shape basis. It
displays a rendered view of the orchestration created in the Orchestration Designer.

You access the Orchestration Debugger through a shortcut menu by right-clicking any service or message instance associated
with an orchestration type. You can switch back and forth between the Orchestration Debugger and the Message Flow view.

The Orchestration Debugger provides the following functionality:

Displays a rendered view of the orchestration in which you can replay each processing step for that particular orchestration.
Enables you to set breakpoints before any orchestration shape and continue execution.
Enables you to look at specific variables and message data.
Automatically enables all of the tracking options for a particular orchestration instance when that instance opens in the
Orchestration Debugger, even if you have not selected them in the Configuration view.
It gives you the ability to continue, resume in debug, and terminate the particular orchestration instance.

Note  When you undeploy an assembly, the database maintains the tracking options and breakpoint
information for the undeployed assembly. If you subsequently deploy the same assembly, the options and
breakpoint information for that assembly are restored.

The two modes for using the Orchestration Debugger are:

Reporting Mode in Orchestration Debugger
Interactive Mode in Orchestration Debugger

The capabilities differ depending on the state of the service. You can perform interactive debugging by invoking any service
instance currently in the In Breakpoint state, from any view. However, if you use the Operations view, you can see the exact state
of the instance. For information about debugging an orchestration, see Working with the Message Flow View.

This section contains:

Orchestration Debugger User Interface
Considerations when Using Orchestration Debugger
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Orchestration Debugger User Interface
In interactive (debug) mode, the Orchestration Debugger view contains three areas: Service pane, Tracked Events pane, and the
Orchestration pane. In addition, in interactive mode, the Variable list and Variable properties display across the bottom of the
view.

Note  The Orchestration Debugger cannot display the true state of the service unless it appears in In Breakpoint mode
and you have attached it to the instance.

This section contains:

Service Pane in Orchestration Debugger
Tracked Events Pane in Orchestration Debugger
Orchestration Pane in Orchestration Debugger
Reporting Mode in Orchestration Debugger
Interactive Mode in Orchestration Debugger
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Service Pane in Orchestration Debugger
The top pane of the Orchestration Debugger window displays the following information.

Tag Detail
Name Indicates the current view (Orchestration Debugger), and allows you to navigate to the Message Flow view.
Instance De
tails

Displays the service name and the GUID that uniquely identifies the current orchestration instance.

Modes Debug mode (Replay/Live), Orchestration state (Started, Suspended, Completed, etc.), Attached (Yes or No), and Brea
kpoint mode (On Class or On Instance).

Service Opt
ions

Drop-down list of actions that you can perform based on the state of the debugger and the instance.

Below this information, the Orchestration Debugger has two panes—the Tracked Events pane on the left, and the Orchestration
pane on the right.

See Also

Orchestration Debugger User Interface

Debugging an Orchestration with HAT
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Tracked Events Pane in Orchestration Debugger
The Tracked Events pane lists the status of every action performed in the orchestration, such as whether it started or completed.
As you select each of the rows in this pane, the corresponding shape in the Orchestration pane appears highlighted in green when
the shape starts and blue when the shape finishes.

The Tracked Events pane shows the following columns.

Option Action
Action Status (left co
lumn)

Status of the particular action. An arrow indicates the action has started and a termination shape indicates it 
has completed.

Action Name Name of the action in the orchestration.
Action Type Type of shape that represents the action. An arrow indicates that the action has started and a termination sh

ape indicates it has completed.
Time Time the action was performed.
Date Date the action was performed.

See Also

Debugging an Orchestration with HAT

Orchestration Debugger User Interface
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Orchestration Pane in Orchestration Debugger
The Orchestration pane is the area where the orchestration instance renders with all of its shapes.

The following tables shows the Context menu actions for the Orchestration pane.

Option Action
Set Breakpoint on Clas
s

Right-click a shape for the Set Breakpoint on Class option. A red dot appears on the shape indicating the
breakpoint has been set.

Set Breakpoint on Inst
ance

Right-click a shape for the Set Breakpoint on Instance option. A red dot appears on the shape indicating
the breakpoint has been set.

Remove Breakpoint o
n Class

Right-click a shape for the Remove Breakpoint option. The red dot disappears from the shape indicating 
the breakpoint has been removed.

Remove Breakpoint o
n Instance

Right-click a shape for the Set Breakpoint on Instance option. The red dot disappears from the shape in
dicating the breakpoint has been removed.

Variable List and Variable Properties panes

These panes only appear for interactive debugging when attached to the Orchestration runtime using the Attach service option.
These panes appear at the bottom of the screen.

The Variable List displays the Name, Value, and Type of the variable. The Value indicates if the variable is Null or, if not, then what
kind of object it contains. Type is the Assembly.Namespace.Name of the object.

The Variable Properties pane displays properties for the variable that vary according to the type of object. For example, for ports
this includes Address, Name, Scope, Type, and Value. Messages show the shortcut; for each part in the message, there is Name,
Size, Properties, Type, and Value. Collections such as Context and Properties display in a pop-up. A partial display of the Value
appears as a ToolTip.

The user advances through the schedule from breakpoint to breakpoint and examines the state of these variables.

The following table shows the Context menu actions for the Variable List.

Option Action
Save Mes
sage

Right-click a Message that is non-null in the Variable List pane for the Save Message option. A message appears prom
pting you to select a directory to which to save it.

Service Options drop-down list

The Service Options drop-down list shows you the valid actions based on the state of the instance and the debugger. The
following table shows the available actions in the Service Options drop-down list.

Option Action
Continue Service Continues an orchestration instance that stopped at a breakpoint if you attached the service.
Resume in Debug mo
de

Resumes a suspended orchestration instance in debug mode. This enables you to go into interactive mode,
attach to the instance, and debug it interactively.

Available from the Operations views and the Orchestration Debugger. It only applies to orchestrations.

Terminate Service Terminates an orchestration instance.
Attach Attaches the service to the orchestration instance and retrieves the current state and variables
Remove all Breakpoin
ts on Class

Removes all the breakpoints in the orchestration class. Only available when not attached.

Remove all Breakpoin
ts

Removes all the breakpoints in the orchestration instance. Only available when attached.

Save All Messages Saves all the messages associated with the orchestration instance as long as you have selected to track all i
nbound/outbound messages.

Show Action in Break
point

Highlights the shape as yellow for the last action executed before breaking.



 

View Calling Orchestr
ation

Returns the view to the orchestration instance that made the call. That is, it takes you back to the parent or
chestration.

Only available on a called orchestration instance.

See Also

Working with Breakpoints

Reporting Mode in Orchestration Debugger

Debugging an Orchestration with HAT

Considerations when Using Orchestration Debugger

Orchestration Debugger User Interface
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Reporting Mode in Orchestration Debugger
Reporting mode uses tracked events to show what has happened. It uses data tracked using the Orchestration Events option
flag. This flag must be set prior to the execution of the orchestration instance. You set this flag in the Orchestrations option of the
Configuration menu.

The Orchestration Events option tracks the execution of each shape in the orchestration as it happens. In reporting mode, you
can replay the steps or set breakpoints on the class of orchestration so that you can then debug new instances using interactive
mode.

After you have executed the business process you are interested in, you can use one of the Reporting view queries for the
orchestration you wish to examine.

See Also

Interactive Mode in Orchestration Debugger

Debugging an Orchestration with HAT

Orchestration Debugger User Interface
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Interactive Mode in Orchestration Debugger
In interactive—debug—mode, the Orchestration Debugger view contains three areas: Service pane, Tracked Events pane, and the
Orchestration pane. In addition, in interactive mode, the Variable list and Variable properties display across the bottom of the
view.

Note  The Orchestration Debugger cannot display the true state of the service unless it appears in In Breakpoint mode
and you have attached it to the instance.

See Also

Reporting Mode in Orchestration Debugger

Debugging an Orchestration with HAT

Orchestration Debugger User Interface
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Considerations when Using Orchestration Debugger
Following are some things to consider when you work with the Orchestration Debugger.

Tracking atomic scopes

An orchestration can contain atomic scopes to include calls to the Rule Engine. When you attach to an instance in the
orchestration debugger, any atomic scopes in the orchestration instance will cause gaps to appear in the tracked events list. This
happens for two reasons:

Because events for the shapes inside atomic transactions do not get persisted until the scope commits
The debugger reloads events onto the end of the list, so any gaps remain unfilled during the live session.

You can eliminate the gaps if you refresh the view.

Note  You cannot set a breakpoint on shapes inside an atomic scope.

Tracking a modified orchestration

If you track an orchestration modified without changing the version number, you must restart all the host instances to which the
orchestration is enlisted. This insures that any shape change in the newly deployed version displays correctly, as you step through
the Orchestration Debugger.

Tracking simple types

The Orchestration Debugger only supports simple types. For example, if you track a multipart message that contains a .NET object
you can view the properties of all message parts, with the exception of the .NET object properties.

When an orchestration appears in the In Breakpoint state and the Orchestration Debugger starts, you can perform the following
actions:

Use the Attach service option.
Review the steps that have already completed.
View the state of variables and messages.
Set additional breakpoints.
Select the Continue Service option.
Repeat any steps as required.

See Also

Interactive Mode in Orchestration Debugger

Debugging an Orchestration with HAT
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Viewing Archived and Live Data Using HAT
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) enables you to access both archived and live data.

Archived data: Analyzing archived data enables you to examine trends both in your business and on your system, because
you can look as far back as necessary.
Live data: Analyzing live data enables you to monitor orchestrations and pipelines, so that you can identify and fix problems
in the development or staging environment. Monitoring live data also enables you to correct problems in your system, such
as why messages are being suspended.

You use the Preferences option on the Tools menu to select a live or archived data source. If you select archived data, you must
also select the appropriate SQL Servers and SQL databases that contain the archived data. For information about how to select
your data preference, see Tools Menu.

Archived data
A SQL database, an Analysis Server database, or both databases can store archived data. You can view the data in either or both of
these databases. The following table shows, depending on what you choose to do, the views available to you.

Database Data type Views
SQL flat Query Builder

Find Message

Analysis Server OLAP cubes Service Metrics

Message Metrics

Both  All of the above

The tracking options you select determine the availability of this data. if you want to use the service and message metrics, you can
select the Analysis Server database.

After you choose to view the archived data, you can then access the data in the OLAP cubes stored in the Analysis Server
database, the flattened data stored in a SQL Server database, or a combination of both.

Live data
Live data shows the currently active Tracking database and MessageBox database. The available views for live data are the same
as those for archived data, with the addition of the Configuration and Operations views.

See also

Health and Activity Tracking
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Reporting View and Operations View in HAT
The Reporting views give you access to the archived data, while the Operations views deal with live data.

Reporting uses historical data that you may have been tracking for a long time. Use Reporting to see trends such as how many
failures a month there are. You can troubleshoot by tracking the steps of a process or message. For example, if an order routed
incorrectly, you can follow the message through to see where the request came in, where it went, and why.

Operations views look into the MessageBox database to get a real-time view. In this live view, you can do all the tasks that you can
do in the reporting view, and in addition, you can debug, suspend, terminate, and resume services.

For information about suspending, terminating, and resuming services see Working with the Results Lists.

See Also

Viewing Archived and Live Data Using HAT
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Using Health and Activity Tracking
This section provides task-specific information about using the Microsoft® BizTalk® Server Health and Activity Tracking (HAT)
tool.

You must install several programs and components on your computer before you can use HAT. For information about these
requirements, see Prerequisites for Using HAT.

It is recommended that you gain an understanding of HAT features before working with the tool. For feature information, see
Health and Activity Tracking Features.

This section contains:

Prerequisites for Using HAT
Shortcut Keys for HAT
HAT Start Page
Working with the Orchestration Debugger View
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Prerequisites for Using HAT
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) installs with the BizTalk Administrative tools. However, before you
can run HAT, you need to install a number of programs and components on each computer that will run it.

Whether you are using HAT on a computer that has a complete or a custom installation of BizTalk Server, or a computer that is
accessing remote BizTalk databases, the following programs must be installed.

On servers hosting BizTalk Server

Microsoft Office 2000 Web Components (OWC), version 10.0.05722 or higher.

Note  BizTalk Server does not automatically install OWC.

SQL Server Agent must be installed and running on all computers that are hosting BizTalk MessageBox databases.

On SQL Servers and Analysis Servers

SQL Server Analysis Server. This component is included in the Microsoft® SQL Server™ 2000 Installation CD.
SQL Server Analysis Server SP2.
Microsoft Office 2000 Web Components (OWC), version 10.0.05722 or higher.

To use HAT, you must have permissions to access the SQL Server, Analysis Server and to the virtual directory.

When you run the BizTalk Configuration Wizard after installation, you must create an Analysis Server database.

About Office 2000 Web Components (OWC)
Sort Ascending, Sort Descending, Field List, and Copy are interactive Office 2000 Web Components (OWC) functions. You
must have Microsoft Office XP or higher installed to interactively use the OWC on the HAT views. Without Office XP or higher
installed, the OWC runs in "Viewer" mode which does not allow interactive use.

If you attempt to access HAT without OWC installed, you will receive the following message:

ActiveView.ColumnAxis is null or not active

When you access data from a domain other than the one from which the Web page originates, OWC displays a cross domain
warning message. To avoid this message in Internet Explorer when accessing a HAT view, you can add the HAT Web site to your
Trusted Sites.

Installing HAT on multiple computers
You can install the HAT client on a computer that is not running BizTalk Server. However, when you configure a client-only
installation, you are required to join a group. Make sure that you join the group on the BizTalk Server computer that contains the
databases with which you will work.

All the HAT functionality will be available on the client computer.

See Also

Using Health and Activity Tracking
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Shortcut Keys for HAT
The following table shows the shortcut keys available for HAT.

Press this To do this
SHIFT+F10 Access the HAT shortcut menu.
SHIFT+F10+A Save all tracked messages.
SHIFT+F10+B Set breakpoints.
SHIFT+F10+C Copy.
SHIFT+F10+D Start Orchestration Debugger.
SHIFT+F10+E Terminate service.
SHIFT+F10+F Access message flow.
SHIFT+F10+I Resume in debug mode.
SHIFT+F10+L Access Field list.
SHIFT+F10+N Sort in descending order.
SHIFT+F10+R Resume service.
SHIFT+F10+S Save message in Orchestration Debugger.
SHIFT+F10+T Sort in ascending order.
SHIFT+F10+U Suspend service.
SHIFT+F10+V Open view called orchestration.

For information about the Office Web Components keyboard shortcuts that you can use in the Results list, see "Keyboard
shortcuts in PivotTable lists" in Office Web Components Help.

For information about the orchestration keyboard shortcuts used in Orchestration Debugger, see
Orchestration Designer Shortcut Keys.

See Also

Using Health and Activity Tracking
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HAT Start Page
When you launch the HAT tool, the Start page opens. It contains the tracking menus and a summary of the options available to
you.

This section contains:

Using the File Menu in HAT
Using the Reporting Menu in HAT
Service Metrics and Message Metrics

To start the Hat tool

From the Start menu, point to Programs, point to BizTalk Server 2004, and then click Health and Activity Tracking.

The Start page appears.

The following table shows the menus that are available to you from the Start page.

Menu Sub menu options
File Open

Save Query As

Print

Refresh

Reporting Find Message

Query Builder

Service Metrics

Message Metrics

Operations Service Instances

Messages

Configuration Pipelines

Orchestrations

Policies

Message Properties

Queries All Services

Most Recent Service

Tools Preferences
Help Getting Started

Contents

Help
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Using the File Menu in HAT
The File menu offers the usual tasks to manage queries.

Use this To do this
Open Select an existing query and open it.
Save Query As Save the current query.
Refresh Refresh the screen to update information.
Navigate back Return to previous window.
Navigate forward Go to next window.
Exit Close the HAT tool.

To open an existing query

1. In the HAT Start page, on the File menu, click Open.

The default query directory opens.

2. Click the query you want, and then click Open.
3. A security warning displays the first time you open a query. Optionally check Don’t show this message again. Click Yes to

continue.

The query opens.

To save a query

1. In the HAT Start page, on the File menu, click Save Query As.
2. In the Save Query dialog type the path, or browse to the destination directory. Type a suitable name for the query.
3. Type an optional description, and then click OK.

Note  If you enter a description, the query description is displayed in the drop-down list when you view the Query
menu.

See Also

HAT Start Page
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Using the Reporting Menu in HAT
The Reporting menu enables you to track archived data, to build a query and to create a report. Use a query in one of the
Reporting views to examine an orchestration. Right-click the record in the Results view and select the Orchestration Debugger.
Use the debugger to step through the orchestration.

If you want to print the resulting report, you must first export it to an Excel spreadsheet and then print it from there. Export to
Excel is an option on the shortcut menus.

This section contains:

Using the Find Message View in HAT
Using the Query Builder View in HAT
Query Examples for HAT
Sample HAT Queries
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Using the Find Message View in HAT
When using the Find Message view to track messages, you can set as many or as few of the query filters as you need. You can use
routing properties filters and/or promoted property filters, or use neither.

Using the routing properties filter

You can specify a filter in any of the routing fields, or leave the default settings of All.

To find a message using the routing properties filter

1. In the Find Message view, click Schema.
2. In the Schema selection dialog box, select the schema that contains the message properties you want to search on, and

then click OK.

The schema is displayed in the field, and the Routing properties Filter pane becomes active.

3. In the Routing Properties Filter pane, click Port. In the Port Selection dialog box select the port you want to search for
sent or received messages. Click OK.

4. Click Party. In the Party Selection dialog box select Empty to find messages sent to or from non-identified parties, and
then click OK.

5. Click the arrow beside the From Time field, select the date from the calendar, and then type the start time for your search.

Note  When you select the time from the calendar, the date is displayed in the format mm/dd/yyyy. The time
should be typed in the locale format (hh:mm:ss AM/PM). The date and time is in the same format in the Results
list.

6. Click the arrow beside the To Time field, select the date from the calendar and then type the end time for your search.
7. Click Run Query.

The Results list displays.

You can now examine any of the instances displayed in the Results list.

Using the promoted properties filter

You can use the provided fields to enter up to five queries in the promoted message properties filter.

To find a message using the promoted properties filter

1. In the Find Message view, click Schema.
2. In the Schema selection dialog, select the schema that contains the message properties you want to track, and then click

OK.

The schema is displayed in the field, and the Message Properties Filter pane becomes active.

3. In the Message Properties pane, build your query.
Use this To do this
First Message Property drop-down list Select the property you want to search on.
First Operator drop-down list Select the operator you want to search on.
First Value field Enter the required value.

Note  When using the LIKE and NOT LIKE operators, you can enter values in the format of an SQL statement. For
example, % is used as a wildcard to replace one or multiple characters.

4. Optionally repeat these three steps in the second and subsequent rows for up to four additional search options.
5. Click Run Query.

The Results list displays.

6. You can now examine any of the instances displayed in the Results list.

To sort messages



 

1. Run a query.
2. In the Results list, right-click the title of the column you want to sort, and click Sort Ascending or Sort Descending.

Note  When you sort the Results list by time, the instances will be sorted up to milliseconds, even if milliseconds
are not displayed.

See Also

Using the Reporting Menu in HAT
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Using the Query Builder View in HAT
The Query Builder view is available for both live and archived data through the Reporting menu. When building a query you can
expand the nodes in the SQL Views pane to drag the appropriate properties to the SQL Query pane as you build the query.

When you complete the following steps to create a query, your query might look similar to this:

To create and execute a query

1. In the SQL Query area, type Select * from.
2. From the left pane, drag either ServiceMetrics or MessageMetrics to the SQL Query area.
3. To add more fields to your query:

a. Type where beside the query.
b. On the left pane expand the metric you are querying, and drag the field you want to query to the right pane.
c. Type an operand (predicate?) (<>=) .
d. Type a value.

4. Click Run Query to execute the query.

The Results list appears at the bottom of the Query Builder view.

5. You can now examine any of the instances displayed in the Results list.

To view detailed result information

Right-click a cell in the Results list and select Orchestration Debugger or Message Flow from the shortcut menu.

Note  For more information about how to create a query using SQL statements, search on "SQL statements" in
the SQL Server 2000 Help.

Important   In queries where you perform an action against an instance the [ServiceInstance/InstanceID] field is
required, and cannot be renamed or filtered out. Actions that require [ServiceInstance/InstanceID] are, Resume,
Resume in Debug Mode, Terminate, Go to Orchestration Debugger View, and Go to Message Flow View.

See Also

Using the Reporting Menu in HAT
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Query Examples for HAT
This section shows examples of the type of queries you can perform using the HAT Query Builder view. You can expand the nodes
in the SQL Views pane to drag properties to the SQL Query pane instead of typing them. In the following examples, you must type
the part of the query in bold.

To view all the information

1. In the SQL Query pane, type Select * from [dbo].[dtav_ServiceFacts]
2. To filter for time to reduce the number of events you see, type where [ServiceInstance/StartTime] > '10/11/2002 10:15'

To view completed orchestrations or pipelines

In the SQL Query pane, type Select * from [dbo].[dtav_ServiceFacts] where [ServiceInstance/State] = 'Completed'

To view running orchestrations or pipelines

In the SQL Query pane, type Select * from [dbo].[dtav_ServiceFacts] where [ServiceInstance/State] = 'Running’

To view suspended orchestrations or pipelines

In the SQL Query pane, type Select * from [dbo].[dtav_ServiceFacts] where [ServiceInstance/State] = ‘Suspended'

To view failed orchestrations or pipelines

In the SQL Query pane, type Select * from [dbo].[dtav_ServiceFacts] where [ServiceInstance/ExitCode] <> 0

See Also

Using the Reporting Menu in HAT
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Sample HAT Queries
You can access the following Health and Activity Tracking query samples in a drop-down list from the Queries menu. The table
below describes these queries.

Query name Description
Message count in 
past week

Shows number of messages sent and received in past week.

Message counts Shows of number of messages sent and received in the last 1, 2, 7 and 14 days in a table.
Messages received
in past day

Displays all inbound messages for the last 24 hours.

Messages referenc
ed by suspended s
ervices

Returns all messages that belong to suspended service instances.

Messages sent in p
ast day

Displays all outbound messages for the last 24 hours

Most recent 100 s
ervice instances

Displays instances sorted by service start time.

Most recent 100 s
ervices terminated
with errors

Displays instances sorted by service start time.

Recent service inst
ances

Displays the most recently received messages not sent by another service instance and returns all service inst
ances started after that time. For example, a message is submitted that starts 3 service instances. The query re
turns those 3 instances and no previously run instances.

Services running l
onger than 24 hou
rs

Lists services that have been running for over 24 hours.

Suspended orches
trations

Lists all orchestrations that are in Suspended state.

See Also

Using the Reporting Menu in HAT
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Service Metrics and Message Metrics
In order to view the Service Metrics and Message Metrics contained in the Analysis database, you must process the OLAP cubes
each time you want to use them. To do this you can either process them through the Analysis Manager, or create a DTS package
and schedule it to run regularly.

This section contains:

Processing OLAP Cubes
Working with the OLAP Cube Data
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Processing OLAP Cubes
You can use the Analysis Manager to process OLAP cubes.

To process OLAP cubes from the Analysis Manager

1. From Start, point to Programs, point to MS SQL Server, point to Analysis Services, and then click Analysis Manager.
2. Expand Analysis Servers, expand <servername>, and then expand BizTalkAnalysisdb.
3. Right-click Cubes and select Process All Cubes from the drop-down list.

OR

Double-click Cubes, right-click the individual cube you want to process, and then click Process.

4. A message reports the success or failure of the processing. Click Close.

To create a DTS package

1. On the Start menu, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft SQL Server, and then click Enterprise Manager.
2. On the console tree, double-click Microsoft SQL Server, double-click SQL Server Group, and then expand the SQL Server

you want to create a DTS package for.
3. Right-click Data Transformation Services, and then click New Package.

A dialog box opens, enabling you to select a Cube from the Tree view and specify the processing options.

4. Click OK.
5. Repeat step 3 and 4 for each cube.
6. After you have finished, save the package.

You can now create a DTS package periodically by using the Orchestration Package action.

See also

Service Metrics and Message Metrics
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Working with the OLAP Cube Data
When you create a Service or Message Metrics view for a cube, the PivotTable Field List window appears. You can add items from
this list to the view to aggregate your results according to that item.

The Service Metrics view provides information about the events, while the Message Metrics view offers the same information
about the messages. You follow the same steps for both views.

To view the Service Metrics or Message Metrics cube

From the Reporting menu, select ServiceMetrics or MessageMetrics. A PivotTable window appears.

To add fields to the Service Metrics or Message Metrics view

1. From the Reporting menu, select ServiceMetrics or MessageMetrics. A PivotTable field list appears.
2. Right-click any service and click Field List on the shortcut menu.
3. On the PivotTable field list, expand the metrics to find the field you want to add to the PivotTable report.
4. Click the field, and in the lower-right corner of the PivotTable field list, select from the drop-down list the area where you

want to add the field.

Click Add to.

- or -

Drag the item from the Field list onto the view in the appropriate area.

Note  If Add to is unavailable when you select Row Area, Column Area, Data Area or Filter Area, the field
you selected might not be available for use as a row, column, or filter field. Only the fields that are not listed
under Totals can be used as a row, column, data or filter fields.

Note  If Add to becomes unavailable when you select Detail Data, the detail data might not be available from
the source data.

To remove fields from the views

1. Click the Field label of the field that you want to remove from the Aggregation view (PivotTable list).
2. Drag the field outside the PivotTable list onto the cube, until the pointer changes to [Find out what is correct for pivot

table].

Note  When you remove a field from the Aggregation view, you are simply hiding it. The field is still available in the
PivotTable field list.

See also

Service Metrics and Message Metrics
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Using the Operations Menu in HAT
The Operations menu gives you access to the live data through the Service Instances view and the Messages view. When you
have run a query in either of these views you can access the Orchestration Debugger or the Message Flow view through the
Results list.

Because the two views enable you to input identical query filtering information, you follow the same steps outlined below for
both.

You can filter the instances of a service or a message that you view by specifying the host, service class, name, or status.
Additionally, you can specify a date range to limit the number of results.

You can use all or any of these filtering options. Enter more information to return a smaller Results list.

You can also terminate or suspend an instance.

This section contains:

Filtering Data in HAT
Using a Date Range to Filter HAT Data
Viewing Result Information in HAT
Terminating or Suspending an Instance in HAT
Viewing Message Details in HAT
Configuring Health and Activity Tracking
Running a Saved Query
Tools Menu
Working with the Orchestration Debugger View
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Filtering Data in HAT
To query Service Instances or Messages by filtering data

1. From the Operations menu, select Service Instances or Messages.

The selected Operations view opens.

2. In the Select Service Instance Filter pane, select the appropriate filter from the drop-down list to minimize the result set:
Use this filter To do this
Host Select All to see data collected for all hosts.

Select a particular host to see only data collected for that host.

Service Class Select All to see both messaging and orchestration data.

Select Messaging to see messaging data.

Select Orchestration to see orchestration data.

Name Select All to see data related to all services.

Select a specific service name to see data about that service.

Instance Status Select All to see data for all instances.

Select Active to see data for active instances.

Select Suspended to see data for suspended instances.

3. Click Run Query.

A Results list appears at the bottom of the window.

4. You can now examine any of the instances displayed in the Results list.

You can specify a date range to limit the number of results. You can do this in conjunction with, or instead of, filtering by data.

See Also

Using the Operations Menu in HAT
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Using a Date Range to Filter HAT Data
If you want to look at the service instances for specific dates, you can filter the data using a date range.

To view service instances using a date range

1. In the Select Query Limit pane, check the From check box, click the arrow in the From date field, and then select a starting
date.

2. In the time field, use the Up and Down arrows to set the required time.
3. Check the Until check box and set the ending date and time.
4. Click Run Query.

The Results list appears at the bottom of the window.

You can now examine any of the instances displayed in the Results list.

See Also

Using the Operations Menu in HAT
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Viewing Result Information in HAT
You can look at the details for the instances listed in a Results list.

To view detailed result information

Right-click a cell in the Results list and select Orchestration Debugger or Message Flow from the shortcut menu.

See Also

Using the Operations Menu in HAT
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Terminating or Suspending an Instance in HAT
You can terminate or suspend an instance using the Operations menu.

To terminate or suspend an instance

1. From the Operations menu, click Service Instances.
2. In the Operations:Service Instances view, click Run Query.
3. Select the relevant instance or instances of the orchestration, and right-click.
4. From the shortcut menu, select either Suspend Service or Terminate Service.

Also, you have to un-enlist the orchestration using the BizTalk Administration console.

See Also

Using the Operations Menu in HAT
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Viewing Message Details in HAT
You can view message details in several ways, depending where the message is, and if you tracked the message in HAT.

To view message details in the MessageBox

1. In the Operations menu, click Messages.
2. Locate the message whose details you want to view, and right-click the message.
3. From the shortcut menu, click Message details.

To view processed message details for tracked messages

You can save the message to your hard drive and examine it.

To view message details with the Orchestration Debugger

Attach to your orchestration instance.

Note  A limitation in .NET remoting occasionally results in the following error message: "The following error
occurred when attaching to the instance: Only one usage of each socket address (protocol/network
address/port) is normally permitted." If this error message appears, click OK to close the message window, close
the current debugger window, and then open a new debugger window for the instance.

To view suspended message details

1. In the Operations menu, click Services.
2. Review the filter, and then click Run query.
3. In the Results list, right-click a service instance and then select Service Details from the shortcut menu.
4. Right-click any message referenced by the service instance and select Message Details from the shortcut menu.

All the information about that message displays.

See Also

HAT Start Page
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Configuring Health and Activity Tracking
To configure Health and Activity Tracking (HAT), you use the Configuration menu. You can configure tracking for pipelines,
orchestrations, policies, and message properties.

This section contains:

Enabling Tracking in HAT
Configuring HAT to Track Pipelines
Configuring HAT to Track Orchestrations
Configuring HAT to Track Rules and Policies
Disabling HAT Tracking at Design Time
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Enabling Tracking in HAT
When you set a filter in an orchestration or pipeline, tracking turns on automatically. In order for HAT to track your processes, you
must have SQLSERVERAGENT running on the MessageBox database.

To enable tracking

1. In the Configuration menu, click Pipelines or Orchestrations.
2. Select a pipeline or orchestration.
3. In the bottom pane, set one or more of the tracking options, for example, Inbound message bodies.

The selection of a filter turns tracking on.

See Also

Configuring Health and Activity Tracking
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Configuring HAT to Track Pipelines
Using HAT, you can view and change the configuration information for an individual pipeline.

To configure tracking for a pipeline

1. Click Configuration on the HAT menu, and then click Pipelines.
2. Click the pipeline you want to configure.
3. Check the relevant tracking options that you want to implement, and then click Confirm Changes.

Note  You cannot select inbound or outbound message body tracking without first checking the
Inbound/outbound Messages option.

See Also

About Tracking Options for Pipelines and Orchestrations

Configuring Health and Activity Tracking
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Configuring HAT to Track Orchestrations
You can configure HAT to track orchestrations through the Configuration menu.

To configure tracking for an orchestration

1. Click Configuration on the HAT menu, and then click Orchestrations.
2. Click the orchestration you want to configure.
3. Check the relevant tracking options that you want to implement, and then click Confirm Changes.

Note  You cannot select inbound or outbound message body tracking without first checking the
Inbound/outbound Messages option.

See Also

Configuring Health and Activity Tracking
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Configuring HAT to Track Rules and Policies
You can use HAT to monitor the rule activities contained in a selected policy and track the overall progress of an orchestration
that uses the Business Rules Engine Framework.

To configure tracking and monitoring for policies

1. On the Configuration menu, click Policies.
2. Select the deployed policy version (Rule Set ID) on which you want to enable tracking.
3. Check the appropriate boxes from among Track Fact Activity, Track Rule Firing, Track Condition Evaluation, and

Track Agenda Update to specify the activities that you want to track.

For information about these options, see About Tracking Rules and Policies.

See Also

Configuring Health and Activity Tracking
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Disabling HAT Tracking at Design Time
Warning  Disabling tracking is not recommended in the production environment.

You should only disable tracking in the development environment. When you turn tracking back on, you must rebuild and
redeploy the project. For this reason, disabling tracking is discouraged in the production environment.

However, disabling tracking during the project design and development phase improves performance.

You disable tracking through the Configuration menu.

To disable tracking at design time

1. Click Configuration on the HAT menu, and then click either Pipelines or Orchestrations.
2. Uncheck the tracking options for the services or messages you no longer wish to track.

Note  Removing Tracking Information from a deployed assembly cannot be detected from Tracking Options view.

See Also

Configuring Health and Activity Tracking
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Running a Saved Query
The Queries menu lists all the queries you saved. Use this menu option to select a query from the list of saved queries.

Note  If you entered a description when you were saving the query, the query description appears in the drop-down
list and not the query name.

To run a saved query

1. In the Queries menu, click the query to run.

The query runs, and the Results list displays.

2. You can now examine any of the instances displayed in the Results list.

See Also

HAT Start Page
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Tools Menu
Use the Tools menu to select your data source. The default source is live data, retrieved from the MessageBox database. If you
choose to work with archived data, you must select the appropriate server/s and database/s with which to work.

To select live data

1. On the Tools menu, click Preferences.
2. Check the Live data button.
3. In the Search path for queries field, type a list of paths to stored queries, separated with a colon.
4. Click OK.

To select archived data

1. On the Tools menu, click Preferences.
2. Check the Archived data button.
3. In the fields, do the following.

Use this To do this
SQL Server field Type the name of the server that hosts the Tracking database.
SQL Database field Select the Tracking database from the drop-down list (BizTalkDTAdb).
Analysis Server field (optiona
l)

Type the name of the server that hosts the Analysis database.

Analysis Database If you have selected the Analysis server, select the appropriate database from the drop-down 
list.

4. In the Search path for queries field, type a list of paths to stored queries, separated with a colon.
5. Click OK.

See Also

HAT Start Page
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Working with the Orchestration Debugger View
You can access the Orchestration Debugger view by right-clicking a cell in a Results list and selecting Orchestration Debugger.

The Orchestration Debugger presents the technical processing activity of a single instance. The view displays a rendered image of
the orchestration.

From the Orchestration Debugger view, you can go to the Message Flow view.

This section contains:

Working with Breakpoints
Replaying Actions
Viewing Variables
Working with the Message Flow View
Working with the Results Lists
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Working with Breakpoints
You can set breakpoints by attaching to a suspended orchestration, or by setting a breakpoint on a class.

Note  When you undeploy an assembly, the database maintains the tracking options and breakpoint information for
that assembly. If you subsequently deploy the same assembly again, the options and breakpoint information for that
assembly are restored .

To attach to a suspended orchestration

1. In the Operations view, find an active instance.

- or -

Select an automatically suspended orchestration using a suspend shape, and then go to Step 3.

2. Refresh the view to check that the instance now appears in a Suspended state.
3. Click Resume in Debug.

The orchestration resumes in an In Breakpoint state. You can now debug interactively.

To set a breakpoint on class

1. In the Operations view, go into Reporting Mode.
2. In the Orchestration pane, select an Orchestration shape where you want to break.
3. Right-click the shape, and then click Set Breakpoint on Class.
4. Submit a message to activate the orchestration.

When the message reaches the breakpoint, the orchestration goes into In Breakpoint state.

Warning  Do not set a breakpoint on class on a production system. This causes all instances to stop at that class
breakpoint.

To switch to the Message Flow view

Right-click a cell in the Results list and select Message Flow from the shortcut menu.

To select a Service option

To the right of the top pane in Orchestration Debugger, there is a Service Options drop-down list. Select the option you
require, as described in the following table, and click OK.
Select this To do this
Suspend Service Suspend orchestration instances.
Resume Service Resume orchestration instances.
Resume in Debug Mode Resume orchestration instances in debug mode.
Terminate Service Terminate orchestration instances.
Save All Messages Save all message instances related to a specific orchestration instance.

Note  When the orchestration instance is in suspended mode, you must resume in debug mode and at least one
shape must be executed before the message bodies are available.

See Also

Working with the Orchestration Debugger View
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Replaying Actions
The Orchestration Debugger enables you to replay the actions of an orchestration step by step. When you open an orchestration,
the cursor is placed at the first action, for example, Initialization. Use the Up and Down arrows to step forward and backward
through the orchestration. Follow the progress as the rendered orchestration focus moves from shape to shape.

See Also

Working with the Orchestration Debugger View
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Viewing Variables
You can view variables in two modes:

When you are tracking archived data - offline
When you are doing interactive debugging on live data

This section contains:

Archived Data
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Archived Data
The statuses of some variables that you can see are :

Variables not yet in scope
Currently active
Values you can click for more details
Values that have passed out of scope; you can no longer access any details

See also

Viewing Variables
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Working with the Message Flow View
For an overview, see Message Flow View.

To switch to the Orchestration Debugger view

Right-click a cell in the Results list and select Orchestration Debugger from the shortcut menu.

See Also

Working with the Orchestration Debugger View
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Working with the Results Lists
When a query runs, a Results list generates, containing the search results, such as relevant messages, pipelines, and assemblies.

Note  If you hover the cursor over an instance of a message in the Results list, the ToolTip displays the contents of
that instance. This can help you locate the message you want.

The Results lists come in the form of a PivotTable field list. When you right-click an entry in the Results list, a shortcut menu
appears. This enables you to do the tasks below.

This section contains:

Resuming Suspended by Design Orchestrations
Terminating Suspended by Fault Orchestrations
Controlling the Size of the Results List

To access Message Flow or Orchestration Debugger

In a Results list, right-click the cell you want to the see the instance activity for, and then click Message Flow or
Orchestration Debugger from the shortcut menu.

To sort the Results list

Right-click any cell in the column you want to sort, and click Sort Ascending or Sort Descending.

Note  When you sort the Results list by time, the instances sort up to milliseconds, even if milliseconds do not display.

To suspend orchestration or pipeline instances

1. Run a query on Messages or Services.
2. On the Results list, select the active orchestration or pipeline you want to suspend.
3. Right-click the selected instance.
4. On the shortcut menu, click Suspend.

To suspend all instances

1. On the Service Options list, click Suspend All.
2. Click OK.

Note  You can only suspend all instances from a Results list generated from the Service or Message metrics views,
not from the Query Builder.

Note  To suspend more than one orchestration and/or pipeline instance but not all of them, you must suspend each
instance individually.

Note  This option is not available if you access archived data.
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Resuming Suspended by Design Orchestrations
If you have suspended an orchestration by design, you can resume the orchestration from the Results list shortcut menu.

To resume orchestration or pipeline instances

1. On the Results list, select the instance you want to resume.
2. Right-click the selected instance.
3. On the shortcut menu, click Resume.

To resume all instances

1. On the Service Options list, click Resume All.
2. Click OK.

Note  To resume more than one orchestration and/or pipeline instance but not all of them, you must resume each
instance individually.

Note  This option is not available if you are accessing archived data.

To resume orchestration or pipeline instances in debug mode

1. On the Results list, select the instance you want to resume.
2. Right-click the selected instance.
3. On the shortcut menu, click Resume in Debug Mode.

Note  To resume more than one orchestration and/or pipeline instance but not all of them, you must resume each
instance individually.

Note  This option is not available if you are accessing archived data.

See Also

Working with the Results Lists
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Terminating Suspended by Fault Orchestrations
You can terminate any suspended by fault orchestrations or pipelines from the Results list shortcut menu.

To terminate orchestration or pipeline instances

1. On the Results list, select the orchestration or pipeline instance you want to terminate.
2. Right-click the selected instance.
3. On the shortcut menu, click Terminate.

To terminate all instances

1. On the Service Options list, click Terminate All.
2. Click OK.

Note  To terminate more than one orchestration and/or pipeline instance, but not all of them, you must terminate
each instance individually.

Note  This option is not available if you are accessing archived data.

To save all message instances related to an orchestration or pipeline

1. On the Results list, right-click the appropriate orchestration or pipeline instance.
2. Select Save All Message Instances from the shortcut menu.

The Save As dialog box appears.

3. Browse to the folder and type a name for the file.
4. Click OK.

See Also

Working with the Results Lists
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Controlling the Size of the Results List
Results lists, or PivotTable field lists, contain many columns of information so that you need to scroll in order to view them. One
way you can reduce the size is to use the Field List to add or remove columns, displaying only the information that you need.

You can access the Field List by right-clicking any instance and selecting it from the shortcut menu.

The Field List shows all the fields available in the Service and Message Metrics views or Results list. The fields already displayed
in the Service and Message Metrics views or Results list are bolded, while the fields that can be added are in regular font.

You can add or remove information by dragging items from the Field list to the PivotTable field list or Results list.

Note  If you modify the column display, you can save the results as an Office query.

To add or remove columns in a results list

1. Right-click any cell in the Results list, and then click Field List from the shortcut menu.

The Field List report opens.

Note  Items that are already present in the Results list appear in bold on the Field List report.

2. Drag items between the Results list and Field List report.

Important  Field List is an interactive Office 2000 Web Components (OWC) function.

You can control the number of results that HAT returns by using the tracking filters that HAT provides when you are creating or
running a query.

See Also

Service Instances and Message Views in HAT

Working with the Results Lists
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Backing Up Your Databases
You must follow the procedures explained in this section to ensure your ability to restore a consistent BizTalk environment in the
event of data loss. Microsoft® BizTalk® Server performs distributed transactions across databases, so it is critical that you back
up and then restore all databases to the exact same state.

BizTalk Server requires a customized backup process that uses full database backups and transaction log backups in conjunction
with log marking and distributed transactions. For information about how this process works, see
Marking Transactions, Full Backups, and Log Backups.

Note  BizTalk Server does not write tracking data directly to the BizTalk Tracking database; rather it caches the data in
the MessageBox database and then moves it to the BizTalk Tracking database. In the event of a MessageBox data loss,
some tracking data may be lost.

Important  It is recommended that you practice restoring your databases at least once a month. Do not wait until
your hard disk crashes to see if you can restore your system and databases.

This section contains:

About Database Backup and Recovery
Planning Your Platform for Fault Tolerance
Creating Linked Servers
Scheduling Database Backups
Backing Up the SSO Credential Database
Backing Up Your BAS Site and Database
Backing Up BAM Analysis and Tracking Analysis Server Databases
Restoring a Consistent BizTalk Server Group
Restoring BizTalk Databases to Alternate Computers
Handling Data Loss After It Has Occurred
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About Database Backup and Recovery
You use the Backup BizTalk® Server job to back up all of your databases, except BAM Analysis and Tracking Analysis Server. To
back up BAM Analysis and Tracking Analysis Server, you use SQL Analysis Manager.

This section explains which databases you need to back up, and how Backup BizTalk Server works.

This section contains:

Databases You Must Back Up
Database Write Diagram
User Accounts for Database Backups
Marking Transactions, Full Backups, and Log Backups
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Databases You Must Back Up
You use the Backup BizTalk Server job to back up all of these databases, except BAM Analysis and Tracking Analysis Server. To
back up BAM Analysis and Tracking Analysis Server, you use SQL Analysis Manager.

For information about the Backup BizTalk Server job, see Scheduling Database Backups.

The following table lists the databases that you must back up on a regular basis.

Database Default dat
abase nam
e

Description

BAM Primary I
mport

BAMPrimar
yImport

This is the database where the Business Activity Monitoring tool collects the raw tracking data.

BAM Star Sch
ema

BAMStarSch
ema

This database contains the staging table, and the measure and dimension tables.

BAM Analysis BAMAnalysi
s

This database contains Business Activity Monitoring OLAP cubes for both online and offline analysis.

BAM Archive BAMArchive This database archives old Business Activity data. Create a BAM Archive database to minimize the acc
umulation of Business Activity data in the BAM Primary Import database.

HWS Adminis
tration

BizTalkHWS
Db

This database contains all administration information related to Human Workflow Services (HWS).

BizTalk Tracki
ng

BizTalkDTA
Db

This database stores business and health monitoring data tracked by the BizTalk Server tracking engi
ne.

BizTalk Config
uration

BizTalkMgm
tDb

This database is the central meta-information store for all BizTalk Servers.

BizTalk Messa
ge Box

BizTalkMsgB
oxDb

This database stores subscription predicates. It is a host platform, where the queues and state tables f
or each BizTalk Server host are kept. This database also stores the messages and message properties.

Rule Engine BizTalkRuleE
ngineDb

This database is a repository for:

Policies, which are sets of related rules.
Vocabularies, which are collections of user-friendly, domain-specific names for data references 
in rules.

Credential SSODB This Enterprise Single Sign-On credential database securely stores the configuration information for r
eceive locations.

Trading Partn
er Manageme
nt

TPM This database stores trading partner data for Business Activity Services (BAS).

Tracking Anal
ysis Server

BizTalkAnaly
sisdb

This database stores both business and health monitoring OLAP cubes.

BizTalk EDI BizTalkEDId
b

This database stores state for the electronic data interchange (EDI) feature.

You must also back up the following Windows SharePoint Services databases, which are used by Business Activity Services (BAS):

Windows SharePoint Services configuration database
Windows SharePoint Services content database

See Also

About Database Backup and Recovery
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Database Write Diagram
The run-time processes write to the following databases, and as a result, these databases are especially important in the event of a
disaster:

BizTalk Configuration
MessageBoxes
Tracking Analysis Server
Business Activity Monitoring (BAM)

The other databases are written to only by users or tools.

The following figure shows the processes and entities that write to the BizTalk databases.

See Also

About Database Backup and Recovery
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User Accounts for Database Backups
The user account that you use to back up your databases must have access to each of the databases you are backing up.

Microsoft® BizTalk® Server includes an SQL role named BTS_BACKUP_USERS so that the user account you use to back up your
databases does not require SQL System Administrators permission, except for the primary server driving the backup process.

When setting up the user account that you are going to use to back up your databases, note the following:

You must configure the SQL Agent Service to run under a domain account or a local account with a mapped user on each
SQL Server.
You must configure a SQL Server login account for this user, and assign this user to the BizTalk BTS_BACKUP_USERS SQL
role on each server.
You must assign this user to the SQL Server System Administrators role for the BizTalk Configuration database server.

See Also

About Database Backup and Recovery
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Marking Transactions, Full Backups, and Log Backups
Microsoft BizTalk Server enables you to run synchronized backups of all BizTalk databases. You synchronize your backups by
using full database backups and transaction log backups in conjunction with a mechanism known as "marking transactions."

For each BizTalk database, the Backup BizTalk Server job creates a marking log backup every time it runs, and periodically creates
a full backup.

Marking transactions

Marking transactions are transactions that place a mark into the transaction log of all databases participating in the transaction.
The marking transaction blocks new distributed transactions from starting, waits for currently running distributed transactions to
complete, and then executes to place the mark.

The mark represents a point that is transactionally consistent across all databases; you can use the mark with subsequent log
backups to restore your databases to that point.

Full backups

When you run the Backup BizTalk Job, it runs the first step, BackupFull, once every period, not every time the job runs. You need
to decide on the period: hourly (h/H), daily (d/D), weekly (w/W), monthly (m/M), or yearly (y/Y).

The first time Backup BizTalk runs during a new period, it performs a full backup. For example, if you schedule the job to run every
hour but configure the period to be daily, then Backup BizTalk performs a full backup the first time it runs, and then every day at
midnight.

Transaction log backups

The second step that the Backup BizTalk Job performs is MarkAndBackupLog. This step places a mark in all BizTalk databases and
performs a transaction log backup every time the job executes.

The mark is the string created by using <Log Mark Name>_<Timestamp>.bak, where the <Log Mark Name> is configured on the
command. This mark must be used when restoring the last log to each database.

For more information, see "Transaction Log Backups" and "Backup and Recovery of Related Databases" in SQL Server Books
Online.

See Also

About Database Backup and Recovery

Scheduling Database Backups
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Planning Your Platform for Fault Tolerance
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 is built on the Microsoft Windows® and Microsoft SQL Server™ platforms. The ability of
BizTalk Server to survive or recover from a disaster depends on the ability of the underlying platform to survive or recover.

For your Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) databases and your MessageBox database, it is recommended that you do the
following:

Set up fail-over clustering, which is available in SQL Server Enterprise Edition. Fail-over clustering enables SQL Server to
automatically switch the processing for an instance of SQL Server from a failed server to a working server.

The BAM Primary Import database collects event data. In the event of a disaster, data that was written to the BAM Primary
Import database since the last backup will be lost. Because there is no way to regenerate lost events, it is especially
important that you enable fail over clustering on your BAM Primary Import database.

Use SQL Server RAID (redundant array of independent disks), especially for the MessageBox database and the BAM Primary
Import database.

Use the following resources to design your Windows and SQL Server deployments for fault tolerance. Take time to learn about
hardware and server redundancy technologies, such as clustering and disk mirroring, to prevent service outages and data loss.

Chapter 15 - High Availability Options, SQL Server Resource Kit, available at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24431.

The Microsoft SQL Server Resource Kit covers a wide range of administrative and deployment planning areas. Chapter 15
covers planning for fault tolerance and recovery.

Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Deployment Kit, available at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24432.

The Microsoft Windows Server™ 2003 Deployment Kit provides guidelines and recommended processes for designing and
deploying Windows Server 2003 technologies.

Windows Server 2003 Deployment Kit: Planning Server Deployments, available at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24433.

This book provides information about planning server storage, and information about designing and deploying file servers,
print servers, and terminal servers in medium and large organizations.

You can also use the guidelines in this book to maximize the availability and scalability of your servers by planning for
remote server management, designing and deploying server clusters, and designing and deploying Network Load Balancing
clusters.

Backing up your platform

After you have configured your system, prepare full backups of your servers so you can quickly restore an identical server in the
event of data loss.

To back up your platform, perform the documented backup procedures for each of the following technologies:

Microsoft Windows® 2000 Server or Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Standard, Enterprise, or Datacenter Edition
Internet Information Services (IIS)
Microsoft SQL Server
Windows SharePoint™ Services, which is used by Business Activity Services (BAS)

Thoroughly test your backup and restore procedures, and put them in a safe, remote location.

See Also
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Creating Linked Servers
In a distributed BizTalk environment, where databases exist on multiple servers, you must configure linked servers from your
BizTalk Configuration database server to all of the remote servers.

You must configure the linked servers because the backup process for BizTalk Server uses four-part naming to execute stored
procedures on all databases in the Microsoft® BizTalk® Server environment.

On the BizTalk Configuration database server, you add the remote servers by using the Microsoft SQL Server™ Enterprise
Manager.

To create a linked server

1. In SQL Enterprise Manager, select the BizTalk server, open the Security folder, and then select the Linked Servers folder.
2. Double-click New Linked Server.

See Also
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Scheduling Database Backups
Use the Backup BizTalk® Server job to back up your databases. The Backup BizTalk Server job runs as scheduled by the SQL
Agent service.

Important  Backup BizTalk Server does not delete old backup files. You must manage those files to conserve disk
space by backing them up and deleting them after new full backups have been created.

Important  Do not store the backup files on the same storage system as the database, because in the event of a
failure, both the backups and the databases would be lost.

Scheduling backups for the BAM databases

If you are using Business Activity Monitoring (BAM), verify that neither the BAM cube process nor data maintenance Data
Transformation Services (DTS) packages are running when the backup package is scheduled to run.
To ensure consistent schema across all BAM databases, back up the BAM databases and DTS packages each time you deploy
or undeploy a BAM activity.
Back up the BAM Analysis database and Star Schema database each time you deploy or undeploy a BAM view.
Back up the BAM databases in the following order:

1. Back up the BAM Analysis database, and then the BAM Star Schema database.
2. Run Backup BizTalk Server to back up the BAM Primary Import database and your other BizTalk Server databases.
3. Run the BAM data maintenance DTS package for all activities.

Incorporate these steps into a DTS package, and schedule the package to run on a regular basis. To ensure data integrity,
make sure no other BAM cubing or data maintenance DTS packages run when this backup package is scheduled to run.

To ensure that you can recover a complete set of archived data should the BAM Archive database fail, back up the BAM
Archive database after you copy the partition into the BAM Archive, but before you delete the partition from the BAM
Primary Import database. To do this, modify the data maintenance DTS package for each activity to insert a step to back up
the BAM Archive database before the last step "End Archiving."

Scheduling times

Follow these guidelines for scheduling your database backups:

Ideally, it is recommended that you back up your databases every 15 minutes.
At a minimum, back up your databases at least once a day.
Schedule the Backup BizTalk Server job so that it does not overlap other SQL Agent jobs.

To determine how often you should perform full and log backups for your environment, you must analyze your storage
capabilities and the negative impact of losing in-flight transactions. Consider the following:

The more frequently you back up your database, the less data will be lost in the event of a failure.
Log backups are smaller than full backups but take more time to restore.

To schedule BizTalk database and log backups

1. On the computer that contains the BizTalk Configuration database, start SQL Enterprise Manager.
2. Expand the server, expand Management, expand SQL Server Agent, click Jobs, and then double-click Backup BizTalk

Server Job.
3. On the Steps tab, double-click BackupFull.
4. In the Command box, change the following default command.

When changing the command, note the following:

'd' = daily full backups. You can change this period to hourly (h/H), weekly (w/W), monthly (m/M), or yearly (y/Y). The
first time the job is run during a new period, a full backup is performed.

exec [dbo].[sp_BackupAllFull_Schedule] 'd' /* Frequency */, 'BTS' /* Name */, '<destinati
on path>' /* location of backup files */



 

'BTS' is the default for Name.
'<destination path>' for the destination path. You must change this to a valid destination. The destination path may
be local or a UNC path to another server.

5. Click OK.
6. On the Steps tab, double-click MarkAndBackupLog.
7. In the Command box, change the following default command:

When changing the command, note the following:

'BTS' is the default for Log Mark Name. Change as needed.

Log Mark Name is part of the naming convention for backup files:

'<destination path>' for the destination path. You must change this to a valid destination. The destination path may
be local or a UNC path to another server.

8. Click OK.
9. Click the Schedules tab. By default, the job is scheduled to run every 15 minutes.

10. To change the frequency, click Change, and then specify a new schedule.

For more information about scheduling SQL Agent jobs, see "Scheduling Jobs" at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25092.

See Also
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Backing Up the SSO Credential Database
Because the Single Sign-On (SSO) service and the associated Credential database may be used across different BizTalk® Server
groups, as well as with Microsoft® Host Integration Server, it is not included in the default list of databases to be marked and
backed up by the Backup BizTalk Server job. You may want to back it up separately.

If you do want the Backup BizTalk Server job to back up the Credential database, perform the following procedure to add the
database to the job.

Note  The master secret is the key used to encrypt all the information stored in the Credential database. If the master
secret server crashes and you lose the secret, you will not be able to retrieve the information stored in the Credential
database. Therefore, it is very important to back up the master secret as soon as you generate it. For backup
instructions, see Backing Up the Master Secret.

Note  The backup of the Credential database contains sensitive information, so you must store it securely in a
separate place from the backup of the master secret.

To add the Credential database to the Backup BizTalk Server job

1. Decide which BizTalk Server you want to be the master backup server for Single Sign-On.
2. Using SQL Enterprise Manager, in the BizTalk Configuration database, modify the adm_OtherBackupDatabases table to

include a row for the Credential database.
3. Supply the new server and database names in the corresponding columns.

Column Value
DefaultDatabaseName The default name of the Credential database: SSODB.
DatabaseName Type the name of your Credential database.
ServerName Type the name of the BizTalk Server.
BTSServerName Type the name of the master backup server for Single Sign-On.

The next time the Backup BizTalk Server job runs, it will back up the Credential database.

See Also
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Backing Up Your BAS Site and Database
The Business Activity Services (BAS) environment consists of the following:

A Web site hosted in Microsoft® Windows® SharePoint™ Services and InfoPath™ templates. Windows SharePoint Services
and InfoPath provide a common user interface for all of the services included in BAS.
A Trading Partner Management database. This database stores trading partner data for Business Activity Services (BAS). It is
not a run-time database.

Perform the following steps to back up your BAS site and database:

1. After you set up BAS, back up all the changes you made to the Web application configuration files and Windows SharePoint
Services site templates so these can be easily recovered later. You may have made modifications in other places, for
example, in client-side JavaScript files.

2. Use the Backup BizTalk® Server job to back up the Trading Partner Management database. For instructions, see
Scheduling Database Backups.

3. Follow the instructions in the "Backing up and Restoring Databases" section of the Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services
Administrator's Guide to back up the Windows SharePoint Services configuration and content databases.
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Backing Up BAM Analysis and Tracking Analysis Server
Databases
The BAM Analysis and Tracking Analysis Server databases store content in Analysis Server cubes. The Backup BizTalk® Server job
does not back up these databases. Instead, to backup these databases, you must use the SQL Analysis Manager.

After you back up these databases, you may want to purge the OLAP cubes.

When you purge the OLAP cubes, you must also perform the following steps:

1. Before you purge the OLAP cubes, in the BAM Star Schema database, truncate the fact table(s) for the cube you want to
purge. The table naming convention is "bam_<cube name>_Facts".

2. After you purge the OLAP cubes, you must fully process active, completed, and virtual cubes.

For instructions about backing up the analysis databases, see "Archiving an Analysis Services Database" in SQL Server Books
Online.
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Restoring a Consistent BizTalk Server Group
This section explains how to restore all of your databases to the same mark. You must do this to ensure a consistent transactional
state among the databases.

If you do not restore your databases to the same mark, your Microsoft® BizTalk® Server system will be in an inconsistent state
and may not work correctly.

Important  It is recommended that you practice restoring your databases at least once a month. Do not wait until
your hard disk crashes to see if you can restore your system and databases.

This section contains:

Restoring Your Databases
Restoring the Tracking Analysis Server Database
Restoring Your BAS Site and Database
Handling Incomplete Trace Instances
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Restoring Your Databases
You must restore all databases to the same mark to maintain a supported environment.

Following is an overview of the steps for restoring a database to the same computer. These steps apply to all databases except
BAM Analysis and Tracking Analysis Server. To restore BAM Analysis and Tracking Analysis Server, you use the SQL Analysis
Manager.

Note  If you restore the BAM Primary database from backup, then you should also restore the BAM Archive, BAM Star
Schema, and BAM Analysis databases by using a backup older than the BAM Primary backup.

To restore a database to the same computer

1. In SQL Enterprise Manager, using the NORECOVERY option, restore all databases using the most recent full database
backup set that contains at least one log backup set after it.

2. Using the NORECOVERY option, restore all log backups between the full backup set used in step 1 and the most recent log
backup. Do not restore the last (most recent) log backup yet. If only one log backup exists after the most recent full backup,
skip this step.

3. Using the RECOVERY and STOPATMARK options, restore all log backups from the most recent log backup set.
STOPATMARK must specify the BizTalk Server log mark contained in the log. This is part of the backup file name, and is
described under "Deriving mark names" below.

For example, assume the following backup sets exist: 1:00 (full & log), 1:15 (log), 1:30 (log), 1:45 (log), 2:00 (full & log), 2:15 (log),
and 2:30 (log). To restore your databases, you would do the following:

1. Restore all of the databases using the 2:00 full backup set, specifying NORECOVERY.
2. Restore the log backups from the 2:00 log backup set, specifying NORECOVERY.
3. Restore the log backups from the 2:15 log backup set, specifying RECOVERY and STOPATMARK.

Deriving mark names

You can derive mark names from the backup file names.

For example, if the file name is:
MyServer_ BizTalkMsgBoxDb _Log_LOGMARKNAME_2004_01_16_20_12_32_640.bak

then the string to use as the mark is:
LOGMARKNAME_2004_01_16_20_12_32_640

Example commands for restoring the MessageBox database

The following example shows the commands you would use to restore the BizTalk MessageBox database:

See Also
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Restoring the Tracking Analysis Server Database
The Tracking Analysis Server database is an optional database. It contains the OLAP cubes used by Health and Activity Tracking.
These are aggregations of data contained in the BizTalk Tracking database.

To restore the Tracking Analysis Server database, use Analysis Manager to process the MessageMetrics and ServiceMetrics cubes.

For instructions, see "Restoring an Analysis Services Database" in SQL Server Books Online.

Restoring to an alternate computer

To restore the Tracking Analysis Server database to an alternate computer, you must also update references to the database name
in the BizTalk Configuration database.

To update references to the Tracking Analysis Server database name

1. Using SQL Enterprise Manager, open the BizTalk Configuration database.
2. In the adm_Group table, modify the columns corresponding to the original database to reference the appropriate values for

the new database.

<DBType>DBServerName and <DBType>DBName indicate the location of the database, where <DBType> corresponds to
the type of the database: TrackingAnalysis.

See Also
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Handling Incomplete Trace Instances
In the BAM Primary Import database, BAM stores data for incomplete trace instances in a special "active instance" table.

If some instance records were started before the last backup of the BAM Primary Import database, but completed after the
backup, those records remain in an active instance table because, after the BAM Primary Import database is restored, the
completion records for the instance are now lost.

Those records in the active instance table do not prevent BAM from functioning correctly, but it is recommended that you mark
these records as "completed," and then move them out of the active instance table.

To generate a list of incomplete ActivityIDs for a given Activity, run the following query against the BAM Primary Import database:
Select ActivityID from bam_<ActivityName>_Active where IsComplete = 0

If data from external systems indicates that the activity instance is in fact completed, run the following query to manually
complete the instance:
exec bam_<ActivityName>_PrimaryImport @ActivityID=N'<ActivityID>', @IsStartNew=0, @IsComplete=1

You can use this same procedure to complete a continuation activity, only replace ActivityID with ContinuationID.

Note  If the main trace has any active continuation traces, it remains active until the continuation traces are
completed.

See Also
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Restoring BizTalk Databases to Alternate Computers
When restoring your databases after a disaster, you may need to recover your databases to computers that were not configured
in the original the BizTalk® group. In this case, to restore correct operation, you must update all systems referencing the BizTalk
group.

You also use the procedures described in this section when renaming or moving your databases.

This section contains:

Restoring the BizTalk Configuration Database
Restoring the BizTalk MessageBox Database
Restoring the Rule Engine Database
Restoring the BizTalk Tracking Database
Restoring the BAM Primary Import Database
Restoring the BAM Archive Databases
Restoring the BAM Star Schema Database
Restoring the BAM Analysis Server Database
Restoring the Trading Partner Management Database
Restoring Your BAS Site and Database
Restoring the HWS Administration Database
Restoring the SSO Credential Database
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Restoring the BizTalk Configuration Database
If you backed up your BizTalk Configuration database, in the event of a disaster, you can restore that backup to a different
computer, and assign the backup a new database name.

To restore the BizTalk Configuration database, perform the steps in Restoring Your Databases. In addition, on all computers where
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server is installed (either the runtime or other components) you must modify registry keys with the
appropriate values for the new databases.

To update registry keys with the new BizTalk Configuration database name

1. Modify the following registry keys with the appropriate values for the new BizTalk Configuration database:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\BizTalk Server\3.0\Administration\MgmtDbServer
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\BizTalk Server\3.0\Administration\BizTalkMsgBoxDb

2. If you have installed Human Workflow Services (HWS), modify the following registry keys with the appropriate values
(AdminDBServer, AdminDBName) for the new databases:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\BizTalk Server\3.0\Hws\WebService
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\BizTalk Server\3.0\Hws\WMI

3. In the HWS Administration database, modify the HWS_Core table to reference the new locations:

BizTalkServerLocation = BizTalk Configuration database server
BizTalkManagementDBName = BizTalk Configuration database name

See Also
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Restoring the BizTalk MessageBox Database
If you backed up your BizTalk MessageBox database, in the event of a disaster, you can restore that backup to a different
computer, and assign the backup a new database name.

To restore the BizTalk MessageBox database, perform the steps in Restoring Your Databases. In addition, you must update the
BizTalk Configuration database with the new BizTalk MessageBox database name.

To update references to the MessageBox database name

1. Using SQL Enterprise Manager, open the BizTalk Configuration database.
2. In the adm_MessageBox table, modify the rows corresponding to the original MessageBox to reference the appropriate

values for the new MessageBox database. DBServerName and DBName indicate the location of the database.
3. If you have moved the MessageBox database to the master MessageBox, you must update the

SubscriptionDBServerName and SubscriptionDBName fields in the adm_Group table.
4. In the TDDS_Sources table, modify the rows corresponding to the original MessageBox to reference the appropriate values

for the new MessageBox database. ConnectionString contains a connection string for the MessageBox database.

See Also
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Restoring the Rule Engine Database
If you backed up your Rule Engine database, in the event of a disaster, you can restore that backup to a different computer, and
assign the backup a new database name.

To restore the Rule Engine database, perform the steps in Restoring Your Databases. In addition, you must update the BizTalk
Configuration database with the new Rule Engine database name, and update the Rule Engine database subkeys in the registry.

To update references to the Rule Engine database name

1. Using SQL Enterprise Manager, open the BizTalk Configuration database.
2. In the adm_Group table, modify the columns corresponding to the original database to reference the appropriate values for

the new database.

<DBType>DBServerName and <DBType>DBName indicate the location of the database, where <DBType> corresponds to
the type of the database: RuleEngine.

3. Click Start, and then click Run. Enter regedit, and then click OK.
4. In the Registry Editor, move to the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\BusinessRules\3.0 key. Set the

DatabaseServer and DatabaseName subkeys to the appropriate values for the new Rule Engine database.

See Also
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Restoring the BizTalk Tracking Database
If you backed up your BizTalk Tracking database, in the event of a disaster, you can restore that backup to a different computer,
and assign the backup a new database name.

To restore the BizTalk Tracking database, perform the steps in Restoring Your Databases. In addition, you must perform the
following steps:

Update the BizTalk Configuration database to point to the new BizTalk Tracking database.
If you are using Human Workflow Services, update the HWS Administration database to point to the new Tracking database.
In the BizTalk Configuration database, update the BAM Event Bus service to point to the new Tracking database.
These steps are explained in detail below.

To update references to the BizTalk Tracking database name

1. Using SQL Enterprise Manager, open the BizTalk Configuration database.
2. In the adm_Group table, modify the columns corresponding to the original databases to reference the appropriate values

for the new databases.

<DBType>DBServerName and <DBType>DBName indicate the locations of the databases, where <DBType> corresponds
to the type of the database: Tracking.

3. If you are using Human Workflow Services, in the HWS Administration database, modify the HWS_Core table to reference
the new locations:

TrackingDatabaseMachineName = BizTalk Tracking database server
TrackingDatabaseName = BizTalk Tracking database name

4. In the BizTalk Configuration database, update the BAM Event Bus service to point to the new Tracking database:

Using SQL Enterprise Manager, open the BizTalk Configuration database.
In the TDDS_Destinations table, modify the ConnectionString column for the rows corresponding to the original
database to reference the appropriate values for the new Tracking database.

See Also
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Restoring the BAM Primary Import Database
If you backed up your BAM Primary Import database, in the event of a disaster, you can restore that backup to a different
computer, and assign the backup a new database name.

The BAM Event Bus service moves event data from the MessageBox database to the BAM Primary Import database. The BAM
Event Bus service includes fault tolerance logic that enables it to recover and restart from an unexpected failure scenario, without
losing any data. For more information about the BAM Event Bus service, see Managing the BAM Event Bus Service.

To restore the BAM Primary Import database, perform the steps in Restoring Your Databases. In addition, you must perform the
following steps:

Update the BizTalk Configuration database to point to the new BAM Primary Import database.
Update the SQL Connection 1 in all BAM DTS packages to refer to the new database name.
Update the web.config file with the new database name.
Update the BAM Event Bus service to point to the new database name.
Update the BAMConfiguration.xml file to point to the new database.
Update the BAM Primary Import connection string in all BAM Microsoft® Excel files with real-time aggregation pivot or
OLAP tables.
These steps are explained in detail below.

To update references to the BAM Primary Import database name and connection string

1. Stop any BAM cube update and data maintenance DTS packages, or prevent them from running until you have restored the
BAM Primary Import database.

2. Stop the BizTalk Application Service (which includes the BAM Event Bus service) so it does not try to import more data into
the database.

3. Restore the BAM Primary Import database, performing the steps in Restoring Your Databases.
4. In the BizTalk Configuration database, in the adm_Group table, modify the columns corresponding to the original databases

to reference the appropriate values for the new databases.

<DBType>DBServerName and <DBType>DBName indicate the locations of the databases

where <DBType> corresponds to the type of the database: Tracking, TrackingAnalysis, BAM, and RuleEngine respectively.

5. Update SQL Connection 1 in all BAM DTS packages.

For all packages prefixed with "BAM_DM_" or "BAM_AN_", do the following:

a. Using SQL Enterprise Manager, open the server hosting BAM.
b. Open the Data Transformation Services folder.
c. Open the Local Packages folder.
d. Double-click to open the DTS package.
e. Double-click Connection 1 to open the connection.
f. Select the new server and database names in the Server and Database drop-down lists, respectively.

For all packages prefixed with "BAM_AN_", do the following:

a. Double-click step 1 labeled "Incremental process completed instances cube" to open the step.
b. Change the following lines to match your new server and database:

piServerName = "<SERVER NAME>"

piDatabaseName = "<DATABASE NAME>"

c. Double-click the step labeled "Full process completed instances cube" to open the step.
d. Change the following lines to match your new server and database:

piServerName = "<SERVER NAME>"

piDatabaseName = "<DATABASE NAME>"

6. Update the following web.config file: C:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server
2004\Tracking\BamQueryWebSvc\Web.Config.



Replace the <SERVER NAME> string with the new server name and <DATABASE NAME> with the new database
name. The following key contains connection strings that must be updated:

<add key="BamConnectionString" value="Initial Catalog=<DATABASE NAME>;Data Source=<SERVER
NAME>;Integrated Security=SSPI;"/>

7. Update the BAM Event Bus service to point to the new BAM Primary Import database:

In the BizTalk Configuration database, in the TDDS_Destinations table, modify the ConnectionString column for the
rows corresponding to the original database to reference the appropriate values for the new database.

8. Modify the C:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\Tracking\BAMConfiguration.xml file to point to the new
database:

Replace the <SERVER NAME>string with the new server name and <DATABASE NAME> with the new database
name for each database that has changed. The following keys contain connection strings that you must update:

9. In the BAM Primary Import database, in the Bam_metadata_configuration table, update the BAMConfigurationXml column
with the contents of the newly modified BamConfiguration.xml file, as follows:

a. Using SQL Query Analyzer, select the BAM Primary Import Database.
b. Execute the following command, replacing the <BAMConfigurationXml> string with the contents of the

BAMConfiguration.xml file:

Update bam_Metadata_configuration set BamConfigurationXml = '<BAMConfigurationXml>'.

10. Update the connection string in all BAM Microsoft® Excel files with real-time aggregation pivot or OLAP tables.

For each file:

a. Open the Microsoft Excel file.
b. On the Tools menu, click Macro, and then click Visual Basic Editor.
c. When prompted for the password, type Microsoft.
d. Click VBAProject, and then click ConnectionInfoHiddenSheet.
e. Set the Visible property of ConnectionInfoHiddenSheet to xlSheetVisible.
f. On the File menu, click Close and Return to Microsoft Excel.
g. Return to the Workbook, and then click the ConnectionInfoHiddenSheet tab.
h. For the RTA connection string (rows with information in the RTAName column), the string has the following format:

Source_DSN="DRIVER=SQL Server;SERVER=<server name>; DATABASE=<database
name>;Trusted_Connection=Yes";

Replace the <server name> with the new primary import server name, and replace <database name> with the new
primary import database name. Click OK.

i. On the Tools menu, click Macro, and then click Visual Basic Editor.
j. When prompted for the password, type Microsoft.
k. Click VBAProject, and then click ConnectionInfoHiddenSheet.
l. Set the Visible property of ConnectionInfoHiddenSheet to xlSheetHidden.

m. On the File menu, click Close and Return to Microsoft Excel.
n. On the File menu, click Save.

11. Restart the BizTalk Application Service so it can import data into the new database.
12. Enable any BAM cube update and data maintenance DTS packages.
13. To handle any incomplete trace instances, see Handling Incomplete Trace Instances.

See Also
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Restoring the BAM Archive Databases
If you backed up your BAM Archive databases, in the event of a disaster, you can restore that backup and assign it a new database
name.

To restore the BAM Archive databases, perform the steps in Restoring Your Databases. In addition, you must perform the
following steps:

Update the BAMConfiguration.xml file to point to the new database.
Update the BAM Primary Import database with the new contents of the BAMConfiguration.xml file.
Update the connection string in all BAM Microsoft® Excel files with real-time aggregation pivot or OLAP tables.
Update the BAM DTS packages with the new server name and database name.
These steps are explained in detail below.

To update references to the BAM Archive database name

1. Stop any BAM cube update and data maintenance DTS packages, or prevent them from running until you have restored the
BAM Archive database.

2. Stop the BizTalk Application Service (which includes the BAM Event Bus service) so it does not try to import more data into
the database.

3. Modify the C:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\Tracking\BAMConfiguration.xml file to point to the new
databases.

Replace the <SERVER NAME>string with the new server name and <DATABASE NAME> with the new database
name for each database that has changed. The following keys contain connection strings that you must update:

4. In the BAM Primary Import database, in the Bam_metadata_configuration table, update the BAMConfigurationXml column
with the contents of the newly modified BamConfiguration.xml file, as follows:

a. Using SQL Query Analyzer, select the BAM Primary Import Database.
b. Execute the following command, replacing the <BAMConfigurationXml> string with the contents of the

BAMConfiguration.xml file:

Update bam_Metadata_configuration set BamConfigurationXml = ‘<BAMConfigurationXml>’.

5. Update the SQL Connection 2 to change the connection string in all BAM Microsoft® Excel files with real-time aggregation
pivot or OLAP tables.

For each file, perform the following steps:

a. Open the Microsoft Excel file.
b. On the Tools menu, click Macro, and then click Visual Basic Editor.
c. When prompted for the password, type Microsoft.
d. Click VBAProject, and then click ConnectionInfoHiddenSheet.
e. Set the Visible property of ConnectionInfoHiddenSheet to “xlSheetVisible”.
f. On the File menu, click Close and Return to Microsoft Excel.
g. Click the ConnectionInfoHiddenSheet worksheet
h. Find the column titled Connection String, and make changes to the data source and initial catalog settings on the

correct type of row. There are two types of rows, one for RTA and another for OLAP determined by the RTAExists
column. Modify the database references that have changed.

i. For the OLAP connection strings (the rows with no information in the RTAName column), the original string has the
following format: AOLEDB; Provider=MSOLAP.2; Data Source=<server name>;Initial Catalog=<database name>.

Replace the <server name> with the new analysis server name, and <database name> with the new analysis
database name.

<DeploymentUnit Name="ArchivingDatabase">
<Property Name="ServerName">"><SERVER NAME></Property>
<Property Name="DatabaseName">"><DATABASE NAME></Property>
<DeploymentUnit>



 

j. For the RTA connection string (rows with information in the RTAName column), the string has the following format:
Source_DSN="DRIVER=SQL Server;SERVER=<server name>; DATABASE=<database
name>;Trusted_Connection=Yes";

Replace the <server name> with the new primary import server name, and replace <database name> with the new
primary import database name. Click OK.

k. On the Tools menu, click Macro, and then click Visual Basic Editor.
l. When prompted for the password, type Microsoft.

m. Click VBAProject, and then click ConnectionInfoHiddenSheet.
n. Set the Visible property of ConnectionInfoHiddenSheet to “xlSheetHidden”
o. On the File menu, click Close and Return to Microsoft Excel.
p. On the File menu, click Save.

6. Update SQL Connection 2 in all BAM data maintenance packages (prefixed with "BAM_DM_") as follows:
a. Using SQL Enterprise Manager, open the server hosting BAM.
b. Open the Data Transformation Services folder.
c. Open the Local Packages folder.
d. Double-click to open the DTS package.
e. Double-click Connection 2 to open the connection.
f. Select the new server and database name in the drop-down box.

7. Restart the BizTalk Application Service.
8. Enable any BAM cube update and data maintenance DTS packages.
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Restoring the BAM Star Schema Database
If you backed up your BAM Star Schema database, in the event of a disaster, you can restore that backup to a different computer,
and assign the backup a new database name.

To restore the BAM Star Schema database, perform the steps in Restoring Your Databases. In addition, you must update the
BAMConfiguration.xml file to point to the new database, and then update the BAM Primary Import database with the new
contents of the BAMConfiguration.xml file. Finally, you must update the BAM DTS packages with the new server name and
database name.

To update references to the BAM Star Schema database name

1. Stop any BAM cube update and data maintenance DTS packages, or prevent them from running until you have restored the
BAM Star Schema database.

2. Stop the BizTalk Application Service (which includes the BAM Event Bus service) so it does not try to import more data into
the database.

3. Perform the following step to modify the C:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server
2004\Tracking\BAMConfiguration.xml file to point to the new database:

Replace the <SERVER NAME>string with the new server name and <DATABASE NAME> with the new database
name for each database that has changed. The following keys contain connection strings that you must update:

4. Update SQL Connection 2 to change the server and database name in all BAM analysis DTS packages, which are prefixed
with "BAM_AN_".

a. Using SQL Enterprise Manager, open the server hosting BAM.
b. Open the Data Transformation Services folder.
c. Open the Local Packages folder.
d. Open the DTS package, and then double-click Connection 2 to open the connection.
e. Select the new server and database name in the drop-down box.

5. Update the data source in the BAM Analysis database as follows:
a. Using Analysis Manager, open the server hosting the BAM Analysis database.
b. Open the Data Sources folder.
c. Right-click the data source for the cube, and then click Edit.
d. Type the new server name and database name for the BAM Star Schema database, and then click OK.

6. Perform the following steps to update the server and database name in all BAM analysis packages, which are prefixed with
"BAM_AN_".

a. Using SQL Enterprise Manager, open the server that is hosting BAM.
b. Open the Data Transformation Services folder.
c. Open the Local Packages folder.
d. Open the DTS package.
e. Double-click on step 1 labeled " Transform star schema for active instances" to open the step.
f. Change the following lines to match your new server and database:

7. Restart the BizTalk Application Service.
8. Enable any BAM cube update and data maintenance DTS packages.

See Also
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<DeploymentUnit Name="StarSchemaDatabase">
<Property Name="ServerName">"><SERVER NAME></Property>
<Property Name="DatabaseName">"><DATABASE NAME></Property>
<DeploymentUnit>

§   piServerName = "<SERVER NAME>" 
§   piDatabaseName = "<DATABASE NAME>"
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Restoring the BAM Analysis Server Database
If you backed up your BAM Analysis Server database, in the event of a disaster, you can restore that backup to a different
computer, and assign the backup a new database name.

To restore the BAM Analysis Server database, perform the steps in Restoring Your Databases. In addition, you must update the
BAMConfiguration.xml file to point to the new database, and then update the BAM Primary Import database with the new
contents of the BAMConfiguration.xml file. Finally, you must update the BAM DTS packages with the new server name and
database name.

To update references to the BAM Analysis Server database name

1. Stop any BAM cube update and data maintenance DTS packages, or prevent them from running until you have restored the
BAM Analysis Server database.

2. Stop the BizTalk Application Service (which includes the BAM Event Bus service) so it does not try to import more data into
the database.

3. Modify the C:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\Tracking\BAMConfiguration.xml file to point to the new
databases.

Replace the <SERVER NAME>string with the new server name and <DATABASE NAME> with the new database
name for each database that has changed. The following keys contain connection strings that you must update:

4. Update the server and database name in all BAM analysis DTS packages, which are prefixed with "BAM_AN_".
a. Using SQL Enterprise Manager, open the server hosting BAM.
b. Open the Data Transformation Services folder.
c. Open the Local Packages folder.
d. Open the DTS package, and then double-click step 1, labeled "Incremental process completed instances cube" to open

the step.
e. In step 1, change the following lines to match your new server and database:

olapServerName= "<SERVER NAME>"

olapDatabaseName = "<DATABASE NAME>"

f. Double-click the step labeled "Full process completed instances cube" to open the step.
g. Change the following lines to match your new server and database:

olapServerName = "< SERVER NAME >"

olapDatabaseName = "< DATABASE NAME >"

h. Double-click the step labeled "Full process virtual cube" to open the step.
i. Change the following lines to match your new server and database:

serverName = "<SERVER NAME>"

databaseName = "<DATABASE NAME>"

j. Double-click step 1 labeled "Read last processed time of completed cube" to open the step.
k. Change the following lines to match your new server and database:

l. Double click the step labeled "Full process active instances cube" to open the step.
m. Change the following lines to match your new server and database:

<DeploymentUnit Name=" AnalysisDatabase">
<Property Name="ServerName">"><SERVER NAME></Property>
<Property Name="DatabaseName">"><DATABASE NAME></Property>
<DeploymentUnit>

serverName = "<SERVER NAME>" 
databaseName = "<DATABASE NAME>"

serverName = "<SERVER NAME>" 



 

n. Click OK.
5. Update the connection string in all BAM Microsoft® Excel files with real-time aggregation pivot or OLAP tables.

For each file:

a. Open the Microsoft Excel file.
b. On the Tools menu, click Macro, and then click Visual Basic Editor.
c. When prompted for the password, type Microsoft.
d. Click VBAProject, and then click ConnectionInfoHiddenSheet.
e. Set the Visible property of ConnectionInfoHiddenSheet to xlSheetVisible.
f. On the File menu, click Close and Return to Microsoft Excel.
g. Return to the Workbook, and then click the ConnectionInfoHiddenSheet tab.
h. For the OLAP connection strings (the rows with no information in the RTAName column), the original string has the

following format: AOLEDB; Provider=MSOLAP.2; Data Source=<server name>;Initial Catalog=<database name>.

Replace the <server name> with the new analysis server name, and <database name> with the new analysis
database name.

i. On the Tools menu, click Macro, and then click Visual Basic Editor.
j. When prompted for the password, type Microsoft.
k. Click VBAProject, and then click ConnectionInfoHiddenSheet.
l. Set the Visible property of ConnectionInfoHiddenSheet to xlSheetHidden.

m. On the File menu, click Close and Return to Microsoft Excel.
n. On the File menu, click Save.

6. Restart the BizTalk Application Service.
7. Enable any BAM cube update and data maintenance DTS packages.

See Also
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Restoring the Trading Partner Management Database
If you backed up your Trading Partner Management (TPM) database, in the event of a disaster, you can restore that backup to a
different computer, and assign the backup a new database name.

To restore the TPM database, perform the steps in Restoring Your Databases. In addition, you must update several places that
refer to the TPM database name and the TPM connection string.

To update references to the TPM database name and connection string

1. In the restored TPM database, in the SourceDef table, update the value of the ConnStr column with the new connection
string:

2. On all servers where Business Activity Services (BAS) is installed, update the following registry key with the TPM connection
string in encrypted form:

3. Write down the users and permissions currently configured on the TpmDbConnStr key. You will need this information to
reset permissions after the key is modified.

4. To update this key, use the following command line:

aspnet_setreg.exe -k:"Software\Microsoft\BizTalk Server\3.0\TpmDbConnStr" -c:"Integrated Security=SSPI;Data
Source=<SERVER NAME>;Initial Catalog==<DATABASE NAME>;"

Aspnet_setreg.exe can be found in the root of the BizTalk Server install directory.

Straight quotes are used for this string. Copy it to your command line replacing the variable portions.

5. Reset the permission on the key using the settings you wrote down in step 3.
6. Update the following web.config files:

C:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\Business Activity Services\TPM\Management\Web.config
C:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\Business Activity Services\TPM\Publishing\Web.config

Replace the <SERVER NAME>string with the new server name and <DATABASE NAME> with the new database name. The
following keys contain connection strings that must be updated:

Note   "If a local group is used for the BAS role, then the destination machine should have the same local group and
TPM database. The user & role must be recreated to point to the new machine name and local group after it is
restored on the remote SQL server.

See Also
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Provider=SQLOLEDB;Integrated Security=SSPI;Persist Security Info=False;Data Source=<SERVE
R NAME>;Initial Catalog=<DATABASE  NAME>;network library=dbnetlib;

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\BizTalk Server\3.0\TpmDbConnStr

<add key="BdaoConnectionString" value="Provider=SQLOLEDB; Integrated Security=SSPI;databa
se=<DATABASE NAME>; Server=<SERVER NAME>; network library=dbnetlib;"/>

<add key="CsOleDbConnectionString" value="Provider=CSOLEDB; server=<SERVER NAME>; databas
e=<DATABASE NAME>; Integrated Security=SSPI;"/>

<add key="ProviderConnectionString" value="provider=commerce.dso.1; data source=mscop://i
nprocconnect/server=<SERVER NAME>:Database=<DATABASE NAME>:catalog=Profile Definitions:Tr
usted_Connection=True:"/>

<add key="TPMDBConnectionString" value="Server=<SERVER NAME>;Database=<DATABASE NAME>;Int
egrated Security=SSPI;"/>
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Restoring Your BAS Site and Database
If you backed up your BAS Windows SharePoint Services site and content database, in the event of a disaster, you can restore
those backups to another computer.

To restore your BAS site and database

1. Using the SQL Server 2000 backup and restore tools, restore the Windows SharePoint Services configuration and content
databases.

2. Unextend Windows SharePoint Services virtual server:
a. Click Start, point to Control Panel, point to Administrative Tools, and then click SharePoint Central

Administration.
b. In SharePoint Central Administration, select Configure Virtual Server Settings, click your Windows SharePoint

Services virtual server, click Remove Windows SharePoint Services from virtual server, and then select the
Remove and delete content databases option to unextend Windows SharePoint Services virtual server.

3. In SharePoint Central Administration, use the Set configuration database server link to connect to the restored
configuration database.

4. To finish restoring your BAS site and database, perform steps 5-7 in "Restoring from a Backup" of "Backing Up and
Restoring Databases by Using the SQL Server 2000 Tools" in the Administrator's Guide for Windows SharePoint Services.
You can download this guide from http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=26099.

5. Apply all of your own customizations, including the ones made to the Web.config files, the JavaScript file, and the Windows
SharePoint Services site templates.

Important  Windows SharePoint Services provides an option to back up and restore individual Web sites. You
can use this method to replace a BAS site that has been corrupted or that contains changes that need to be
rolled back. However, you can only restore your BAS Web site to the same location. Restoring it to a different
location may break SEED and other BAS functions.

Updating Windows SharePoint Services

You need to update Windows SharePoint Services in the following two scenarios:

When you update Windows SharePoint Services from Beta 2 Technical Refresh to RTM.
When you install service packs or hotfixes for Windows SharePoint Services.

In these scenarios, you must back up all modifications made to Web application configuration files and Windows SharePoint
Services site templates after BAS setup so these can be easily applied later. To do this, perform the following steps:

1. Follow the method above to back up your BAS SharePoint site in case you need to recover it later.
2. Follow all the steps included in the Windows SharePoint Services upgrade guide or the instructions accompanying a service

pack or hotfix.
3. Apply your own modifications that you saved before the update.

See Also
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Restoring the HWS Administration Database
If you backed up your HWS Administration database, in the event of a disaster, you can restore that backup to a different
computer, and assign the backup a new database name.

To restore the HWS Administration database, perform the steps in Restoring Your Databases. In addition, you must modify the
HWS_Core table to reference the new database name.

To restore the HWS Administration database

Using SQL Enterprise Manager, change the following settings in the HWS_Core table:
Column: ConstraintDatabase
Value: <DATABASE NAME>

See Also
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Restoring the SSO Credential Database
If you backed up your Single Sign-On (SSO) Credential database, in the event of a disaster, you can restore that backup to a
different computer, and assign the backup a new database name.

To restore the Credential database, perform the steps in Restoring Your Databases. In addition, you must notify the Single Sign-
On Service of the new database name.

Note  The master secret is the key used to encrypt all the information stored in the Credential database. If the master
secret server crashes and you lose the secret, you will not be able to retrieve the information stored in the Credential
database. Therefore, it is very important to back up the master secret as soon as you generate it. For instructions about
restoring the master secret, see Restoring the Master Secret.

To notify the Single Sign-On service of the new database name

On every server running the Single Sign-On service, you must run the following command from the command-line prompt:

See Also
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Handling Data Loss After It Has Occurred
After data has been lost, recovering it is often difficult or impossible. For these reasons, using a fault-tolerant system to prevent
data loss is extremely important. In any case, a disaster may occur and even the most fault-tolerant system has some chance of
failure. Having a plan in place for recovering from data loss in those circumstances is critical.

This section contains:

Managing Data Loss of In-Flight Orchestrations
Identifying Lost Health and Activity Tracking Data
Marking In-Flight Transactions as Complete in BAM

See Also
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Managing Data Loss of In-Flight Orchestrations
MessageBoxes contain the state of orchestrations that are currently in progress. When data is lost from the MessageBoxes, there
is no way to tell exactly what data has been lost. However, you can use some tools to gain clarity.

Your goal is to determine what messages have been sent and received, and what external systems have been touched after the
point of recovery. There is no deterministic mechanism for this. If your system maintains an external log of messages and events,
you might use that log. You may need to manually review the external systems to see what activities have occurred.

After you know what has happened, you can begin to correct the restored system, deciding which processes can continue, which
processes must be terminated and restarted (by resubmitting the lost activation messages), and which processes have completed
successfully and can be terminated. This process depends largely on the architecture of your system and must be considered as
part of your disaster recovery planning.

See Also
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Identifying Lost Health and Activity Tracking Data
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server provides two sets of tools that you can use to identify what Health and Activity Tracking data has
been lost in a disaster.

HAT operations tools

You can use the Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) operations tools to determine what services were active at the time the
MessageBox was recovered. For example, use Operation View to see what is in the MessageBox database that you backed up
before the disaster.

Because there is a gap between the time that the database was recovered and the time of the failure, the state of these and other
transactions that may have started is in doubt.

HAT reporting tools

HAT provides reporting tools for viewing system events. Use these tools to identify which service instances completed and started
after the point of recovery.

Look for which instances completed or started since the last time you backed up the database.
If data in the Tracking database indicates that the message started, but did not complete, and the message is not in the
database, then that message was sent after the last backup.

HAT can positively report on any service that completed, and it can indicate that a service started. However, you cannot rely on
HAT to reveal everything. Tracking data is first staged to the MessageBox and then moved to the Tracking database. The data that
was staged may have been lost to the backlog of the BAM Event Bus service.

While all databases need to be restored to the same mark for operational reasons, you can use a Tracking database (that was not
lost) in Archive mode to see what happened after the mark.

You can begin by comparing services that are in flight in the Operations views against their state in Reporting.

If Reporting shows a service instance as having completed, you can terminate that instance. Reporting may show instances that
started after the point of recovery. If so, you will need to compensate for any actions these instances took and then resubmit their
initial activation messages.

Reporting may also show that instances have progressed beyond the point at which the Operations view shows them. In this case,
use the Orchestration debugger in Reporting to see the last shapes that executed, and then use Message Flow to see what
message should have been sent or received. If they do not match the state in the Operations view, you will have to take corrective
action, either to terminate, compensate, and restart, or to resubmit any lost messages.

If the BizTalk Tracking database was lost, all discovery of what happened past the point of recovery will need to be done by using
the external systems reporting mechanisms.

See Also
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Marking In-Flight Transactions as Complete in BAM
Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) keeps data for incomplete trace instances in a special active instance table. If some instance
records were started before the last backup but completed after the backup, those records will remain in the active instance table
because the completion records for the instance will have been lost. Although this does not prevent the system from functioning,
it may be desirable to mark these records as completed so that they can be moved out of the active instance table. To accomplish
this, manual intervention is necessary.

A list of incomplete ActivityIDs for a given Activity can be determined by issuing the following query against the BAM Primary
Import database:
Select ActivityID from bam_<ActivityName> where IsComplete = 0

If data from external systems indicates that the activity instance is in fact completed, use the following query to manually
complete the instance:
exec bam_<ActivityName>_PrimaryImport @ActivityID=N'<ActivityID>', @IsStartNew=0, @IsComplete=1
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Managing Business Activity Services
Business Activity Services (BAS) provides information workers with a simplified way to interact with trading partners and business
processes. The BAS interface enables information workers to interact with business processes in a familiar Microsoft® Office
environment.

The BAS environment consists of a Web site hosted in Microsoft Windows® SharePoint® Services and InfoPath™ templates.
Windows SharePoint Services and InfoPath provide a common user interface for all of the services included in BAS.

BAS works with Microsoft Office to provide collaborative functionality to business users. BAS enables information workers to be
proactively involved with business processes by providing a shared workspace that correlates business events and information
and provides the tools for working with them.

Administering BAS includes:

Installing and configuring the Windows SharePoint Services collaboration site and Microsoft BizTalk® Server 2004
Associating a BizTalk host and a configuration database with BAS by creating a BizTalk registration
Running synchronization or repair tasks to synchronize data between the BAS database and the BizTalk Configuration or
Windows SharePoint Services content databases

Additionally, administrators can use the BizTalk SEED wizards to create installation packages to send to partners for deployment
into their BizTalk Server 2004 systems. For information about creating BizTalk SEED packages, see Deploying Partners with SEED.

This section contains the information an administrator needs to effectively manage BAS.

This section contains:

Business Activity Services Security Considerations
Business Activity Services Roles
BAS Rights and Access Control
Changing BAS Service Account Passwords
Defining Receive Locations
Registering a BizTalk Server with BAS
Viewing a BizTalk Server Summary
Modifying a BizTalk Server Registration on BAS
Unregistering a BizTalk Server from BAS
Synchronizing the BAS Windows SharePoint Site with the TPM Database
Repairing BAS Data in BizTalk Server 2004
Removing the Business Activity Services Site
Removing Permissions on Temporary ASP.NET Files on Uninstall
Enabling Trace in Business Activity Services
Improving Business Activity Services Performance
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Business Activity Services Security Considerations
Business Activity Services (BAS) is a layer on top of Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 that provides additional services and
exposes a limited set of management functions to business users. Business-sensitive data travels from the client computers used
by information workers to the BAS Web services server. BAS supports using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) to encrypt the data.

BAS uses roles to define the security infrastructure. All BAS users must be assigned to a BAS role. For information about the BAS
roles, see Business Activity Services Roles.

BAS provides the following three Web services that work with the BAS Microsoft Windows® SharePoint® Services site and the
Microsoft InfoPath™ templates:

TpPubWS. Business users, business managers, and business administrators use this Web service to create, edit, and delete
artifacts in the BAS Trading Partner Management (TPM) database.
TpMgmtWS. Business managers and business administrators use this Web service to create artifacts in the BizTalk
Configuration database and create, edit, and delete artifacts in the BAS TPM database.
StsWebService. Only internal BAS components, including the TpPubWS and TpMgmtWS Web services, can access this Web
service to update the BAS Windows SharePoint Services site.

For more information about BizTalk Server Web services, see Using Web Services in BizTalk Server.

Note  The TpMgmtWS Web service runs as a member of the BizTalk Administrators group. This enables the Web
service to perform management operations in BizTalk Server.

The following table describes the four groups BizTalk Server 2004 Setup creates in the BAS Windows SharePoint Services site.

Business Activity 
Services site grou
ps

Description

BizTalk BAS User Business users perform publishing operations that do not invoke BizTalk Server. They have the fewest privile
ges.

BizTalk BAS Manage
rs

Business managers perform management operations that make changes in BizTalk Server, such as deployin
g partners and activating agreements.

BizTalk BAS Admini
strators

Business administrators perform operations that could severely impact BizTalk Server, such as creating a Biz
Talk registration and synchronizing and repairing databases with the Trading Partner Management database

BAS Web Service Ac
counts

The BAS Web Services group is an internal group used by the BAS components. No interactive users should 
be added to this group.

BizTalk Server 2004 setup creates Windows NT group accounts and adds them as members to these Windows SharePoint
Services groups to provide end users access to the BAS Windows SharePoint Services site. For information about the Windows
NT group accounts BAS uses, see BAS Rights and Access Control.

BizTalk Server 2004 setup creates application accounts that have the correct permissions over the site. Setup removes the default
Windows SharePoint Services groups—Reader, Contributor, and Web Designer—for the BAS site. For information about the
Reader, Contributor, and Web Designer groups, see Windows SharePoint Services Administrator's Guide, located at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=26132.

For information about the BAS service roles, see Business Activity Services Roles.

Configuring BAS automatically adds the Windows NT group accounts BAS uses to the corresponding group on the Business
Activity Services SharePoint Services site. You add a user to a BAS Windows group, to grant the user access to the Business
Activity Services collaboration site with the related permissions of the corresponding BAS site group. You do not need to
manually add a particular user to a site group unless more site access rights are needed for that user.

Note  If the user accesses the BAS collaboration site using the same machine that BAS is installed on, the user must
log off and log back on before his or her permissions will take effect. When BizTalk Server configuration is complete,
all members of the three site groups must also log off and log back on before his or her permissions will take effect.

See Also
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Business Activity Services Roles
You map each local group or domain group that you create to a role in Business Activity Services (BAS). BAS has the following
four roles in addition to existing Microsoft® BizTalk® Server roles:

BizTalk BAS Users. Users in the business user group role can access the BAS site and have permission to use some aspects
of the trading partner publishing Web service. For example, these users can create partner profiles, but they cannot deploy
the profiles to a BizTalk Server computer.
BizTalk BAS Managers. Users in the business manager group role can access the BAS site and have permission to use
Trading Partner Management (TPM) tools. They can perform tasks in BAS that configure business processes in BizTalk
Server such as deploying partners or activating agreements.
BizTalk BAS Administrators. Users in the business administrator group role can access the BAS site and perform
administrative tasks on the site, such as registering BizTalk Server computers.

The Microsoft Windows SharePoint® Services administrator must be a member of the specified business administrator
group.

BizTalk BAS Web Services. The technical group role contains the different service accounts used to run BAS; it does not
contain individual user accounts. Service accounts have access to the TPM database and to the Business Activity Service
Windows SharePoint Services Web service.

If your technical group is a domain group, you must add two service accounts to the technical group: the BizTalk BAS Publishing
Web Service account and the BizTalk BAS Management Web Service account. Both accounts must have read/write access to the
TPM database. If your technical group is a local group, BizTalk adds the two service accounts to the group automatically during
configuration.

The trading partner publishing Web service runs under the BizTalk BAS Publishing Web Service account. You must add the BizTalk
BAS Management Web Service account to the BizTalk Administrators group.

Note  If you are using a local group for the BizTalk Administrators group, then the BizTalk BAS Management Web
Service account is added to that group automatically. However, if you are using a domain group for the BizTalk
Administrators group, you must manually add the BizTalk BAS Management Web Service account to the domain
group.
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BAS Rights and Access Control
There are two layers of security in Business Activity Services (BAS). The first layer is the site access control provided by the
Microsoft® Windows® SharePoint® Services roles. BAS uses Windows SharePoint Services to control access to the site for
browsing. You can also create custom roles for your organization to grant or deny users of other configurable sites the rights
provided by Windows SharePoint Services. Such rights include Lists, Web part pages, and sub-Web management. BAS creates
four Windows SharePoint Services roles during installation:

Business Users
Business Managers
Business Administrators
BAS Web Service Accounts

You can view the detailed permissions of these three roles on the group management page in Windows SharePoint Services. For
more information about Windows SharePoint Services roles and rights, see the Windows SharePoint Services Administrator's
Guide, located at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=26132.

 Security  For all high-security scenarios, the local administrators of the BAS computer should go through the same
security clearances as BizTalk administrators.

The second layer of security management relates to the business tasks access control performed by BAS components. These
business activity permissions are checked against the following user groups:

Windows SharePoint Ser
vices role

Windows NT® group me
mbership

Site rights and responsibilities

Business User BizTalk BAS Users Manage profiles: creating, classifying, and deleting

Manage documents: creating, sending, and browsing

Manage agreements: creating, editing, and browsing

Manage groups: creating and deleting

Site rights: Can view pages

List rights: Can add, edit, delete, and view items

Business Manager BizTalk BAS Managers Manage agreements: creating, editing, activating, and browsing

Manage profiles: creating, editing, classifying, deploying, un-deploying, an
d browsing

Manage groups: creating and deleting

Manage documents: creating, sending, and browsing

Site rights: Can view page

List rights: Can add, edit, delete, and view items

Business Administrator BizTalk BAS Administrators Installation and setup of:

Windows SharePoint Services
Business Activity Services

Site rights: Can view, add, and customize pages

List rights: Can add, edit, delete, and view items

Register and unregister BizTalk Servers

Synchronize the TPM database with Windows SharePoint Services

Repair discrepancies between the TPM database and the BizTalk Configur
ation database

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=26132


 

BAS Web Services BizTalk BAS Web Services 
Group

For non-interactive user accounts under which BAS Web services run.

The default name for the Windows account created for this group is BizTa
lk BAS Web Services Group.

You use membership in these user groups to manage access to the BAS site. You can customize the number of roles you create to
handle tasks and the individual tasks each role enables or restricts, to reflect your organizational needs.

Note  The privileges of the above three groups do not include any lists permissions. This prevents you from deleting
the default lists that are part of the site structure. The administrator of the BAS site should ensure that when they grant
users more right to the BAS site, those users do not have permissions to delete or rename the lists.

For more information about site groups and group management, see "Managing Users and Cross-Site Groups" and "Managing
Site Groups and Permissions" in the Security section of the Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services Administrator's Guide,
located at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=26169.
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Changing BAS Service Account Passwords
You may need to change the passwords for the Business Activity Services (BAS) service accounts. You can change the passwords
for the following service accounts in the configuration framework:

BAS Publishing Web service
BAS Management Web service
BAS Web Services application pool

Note  The ASPNET_SETREG.exe tool is located in the <installation drive>:\Program Files\BizTalk Server 2004
directory.

To update the password for the BAS Publishing Web service account

1. Update the password for the “BizTalk Sharepoint Messaging Adapter” Windows NT® service. Open the Services console.
Update the “Log On” property to set the new password.

2. Update the credentials for the Publishing Web service. The credentials are stored encrypted in the registry. Do the following:

Use aspnet_setreg.exe to update the Software\Microsoft\BizTalk Server\3.0\TPPubWS\identity key.
Set proper access control lists (ACLs) on the ASPNET_SETREG registry key under the identity key.
Grant read permissions to the service account running your TpmWSAppPool application pool.

3. Update the credentials for the StsWebReceive default.aspx page. The credentials are stored encrypted in the registry. Do the
following:

Use aspnet_setreg.exe to update the Software\Microsoft\BizTalk Server\3.0\STSWebReceive\identity key.
Set proper ACLs on the ASPNET_SETREG registry key under the identity key.
Grant read permissions to the service account running your TpmWSAppPool application pool.

To update the password for the BAS Management Web service account

Update the credentials for the Management Web service. The credentials are stored encrypted in the registry. Do the
following:

Use aspnet_setreg.exe to update the Software\Microsoft\BizTalk Server\3.0\TPMgmtWS\identity key.
Set proper ACLs on the ASPNET_SETREG registry key under the identity key.
Grant read permissions to the service account running your TpmWSAppPool application pool.

To update the password for the BAS Web Services application pool account (STSWebReceiveAppPool)

1. In IIS, expand Application Pools, right-click STSWebReceiveAppPool, and then select Properties.
2. In the STSWebReceiveAppPool Properties dialog box, on the Identity tab, select Configurable, and then do the

following:
Use this To do this
User name Type the user name for the account.
Password Type the password for the account.

3. . Click Apply, and then click OK.

To update the password for the BAS Web Services application pool account (TpmWebServiceAppPool)

1. In IIS, expand Application Pools, right-click TpmWebServiceAppPool, and then select Properties.
2. In the TpmWebServiceAppPool Properties dialog box, on the Identity tab, select Configurable, and then do the

following:
Use this To do this
User name Type the user name for the account.
Password Type the password for the account.

3. . Click Apply, and then click OK.

After you change the accounts for the STSWebReceiveAppPool and TpmWebServiceAppPool application pools, you must grant
the application pool user account the following permissions:



 

1. Read permissions to the following registry keys:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Biztalk Server\3.0\TPMgmtWS\identity\ASPNET_SETREG
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Biztalk Server\3.0\TPPubWS\identity\ASPNET_SETREG
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Biztalk Server\3.0\STSWebReceive\identity\ASPNET_SETREG

2. Read. list and execute permissions on the following directories relative to the install directory

Business Activity Services\KwSts\StsWebReceive
Business Activity Services\TPM\Management
Business Activity Services\TPM\Publishing

3. Full control to Temporary ASP.Net Files folder under .Net Framework.

Additionally, you must add the application pool user account to the following Windows groups:

IIS_WPG
STS_WPG
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Defining Receive Locations
By default, on a Windows® SharePoint® Services-extended virtual server, Windows SharePoint Services handles the entire URL
namespace.

To create a virtual directory for your own use, for example, you can create a virtual directory as a receive location for your BizTalk
schedule. To do this, you must exclude the URL for this virtual directory from Windows SharePoint Services managed paths. The
same is true to create a Web form or Web service application on a virtual server running Windows SharePoint Services.

For information about receive locations, see Managing Receive Locations.

For information about how to manage paths from the command line, see the "Managing Paths" section in Microsoft Windows
SharePoint Services Administrator's Guide, located at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=26169.

For information about creating Web applications on a virtual server running Windows SharePoint Services, see the Microsoft
SharePoint Products and Technologies 2003 Software Development Kit (SDK), located at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?
LinkId=26174.
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Registering a BizTalk Server with BAS
An administrator registers a Microsoft® BizTalk® Server in Business Activity Services (BAS) to associate the BizTalk host and
Configuration database with a BAS installation. You can only register one BizTalk Server in BAS. For failover support, you can
cluster your BizTalk host computers in a Network Load Balancing cluster and create the BizTalk registration in BAS by using the
virtual machine name for the cluster.

Note  On computers where an Internet Information Services (IIS) virtual server is configured with Secure Sockets
Layer (SSL), before you register the BizTalk Server on the BAS site, you must configure the virtual server to accept the
client certificate.

You register the BizTalk Server in the BAS Windows® SharePoint® Services site.

Important  You must be a member of BizTalk BAS Administrators group to register BizTalk Server with BAS.

To create a BizTalk Server registration

1. From the Start menu, point to All Programs, point to BizTalk Server 2004, and then click Business Activity Services
Site.

2. On the BAS Windows SharePoint Services site, on the left side of the page, in the Quick Launch section, click BizTalk
Server.

3. On the BizTalk Servers page, click Register BizTalk Server.
4. On the BizTalk Server Registration page, do the following:

Use this To do this
Registration Name Type the name of the BizTalk registration.
BizTalk Management Database 
Server Name

Type the name of the SQL Server that hosts the BizTalk Configuration database.

BizTalk Management Database Type the name of the BizTalk Configuration database that contains configuration inform
ation for the BizTalk host computer.

BizTalk Server Machine Type the name of the BizTalk host computer that is to be registered with BAS.

In the case of clustered BizTalk Server host computers, type the virtual machine name of
the cluster.

BAM Query Web Service URL Update the default value only if you changed the URL of this Web service during BizTalk
configuration.

5. Click Save and Close.
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Viewing a BizTalk Server Summary
You can view the details of a Microsoft® BizTalk® Server. The summary page lists information such as the name of the server
and the database on which the server is running.

To view a BizTalk Server

1. In Internet Explorer, in the Address box, type the URL of the Business Activity Services (BAS) site.
2. In the Quick Launch navigation pane, click BizTalkServers.
3. In the BizTalkServers window, in the drop-down list, click Summary View.
4. The Summary view shows all the partners deployed on the BizTalk Server and all the BizTalk registration properties.
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Modifying a BizTalk Server Registration on BAS
You can modify only the BAM Query Web Service URL field in a Microsoft® BizTalk® Server registration.

To modify a BizTalk Server registration

1. In Internet Explorer, in the Address box, type the URL of the Business Activity Services (BAS) site.
2. In the Quick Launch navigation pane, click BizTalkServers.
3. In the BizTalkServers window, in the drop-down list, click Edit Item.
4. In the BizTalkServers window, modify the BAM Query Web Service URL.
5. Click Save and Close.
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Unregistering a BizTalk Server from BAS
You can unregister a Microsoft® BizTalk® Server. By unregistering a server you delete it from the Business Activity Services (BAS)
site. You can unregister a BizTalk Server only if it has no deployed partners or active agreements and if the corresponding BizTalk
receive location is not bound to any orchestration.

To unregister a BizTalk Server

1. In Internet Explorer, in the Address box, type the URL of the BAS site.
2. In the Quick Launch navigation pane, click BizTalkServers.
3. In the BizTalkServers window, in the drop-down list, click Unregister BizTalkServer.
4. In the Microsoft Internet Explorer dialog box, click OK if you are sure you want to delete this item.
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Synchronizing the BAS Windows SharePoint Site with the TPM
Database
The Business Activity Services (BAS) Windows® SharePoint® site contains information replicated from the Trading Partner
Management (TPM) database. For example, trading partner names and status (deployed or undeployed) and agreement names
and status appear on the site.

The BAS Windows SharePoint site may become out of date—for example, if you update the TPM database when Internet
Information Services (IIS) is stopped. An example of out-of-date data is when you have created an agreement, the agreement is
active in the TPM database, you have activated it, and the site displays it as inactive.

You use the administration commands on the BAS Windows SharePoint site to synchronize the BAS Windows SharePoint
database with the TPM database. The synchronization process refreshes the site with the data from the TPM database.

It is recommended that you periodically synchronize the BAS site with the TPM database as part of your database maintenance
strategy. Additionally, you would synchronize the BAS site with the TPM database as the first step in troubleshooting any
unexpected behavior that occurs when BAS processes a request from a user on the site.

Note  Users will be unable to create or update BAS artifacts (such as partner profiles, agreements, or BizTalk
registration) on the site while the synchronization is in process.

The following table describes how the synchronization process affects items on the BAS Windows SharePoint Services site.

BAS site item Description
My profiles list Refreshes my profiles list items and adds any that are missing

Partner profiles list Refreshes partner profiles list items and adds any that are missing
Updates status
Refreshes inbox document library and re-creates it if necessary
Refreshes sent items document library and re-creates it if necessary

Partner groups list Refreshes partner groups list items and adds any that are missing
Updates agreement name
Updates description
Updates status

Agreements list Refreshes agreements list items and adds any that are missing
Updates description
Updates status

BizTalk Servers list Refreshes BizTalk Servers list items and adds any that are missing
Refreshes registration name and re-creates it if necessary
Refreshes outbox document library and re-creates it if necessary
Refreshes BizTalk Configuration database server name
Refreshes BizTalk Configuration database
Refreshes BizTalk Server computer name
Refreshes BAM Query Web service URL

Important  You must be a member of the BizTalk BAS Administrators group to perform the following procedure.

To synchronize the BAS site with the TPM database

1. Open the BAS site and navigate to the TPM Administration page.
2. Click Resync.

Note  To know when the process is complete, watch the Internet Explorer progress bar.

Important  Synchronizing the BAS site can be a time-intensive process. The connection time-out default value is
two minutes for the IIS Web server that runs the TPM Publishing and TPM Management Web services.



 

Operations such as repairing and synchronizing the databases may require additional time to complete. It is
recommended that you increase the connection time-out as needed. For information about increasing the time-
out value, see Troubleshooting Business Activity Services.

If an error occurs during the synchronization process, an error page appears on the site. Use the Event Viewer on the Windows
SharePoint Services server to check for any errors from KwTpm that occur during the synchronization process.
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Repairing BAS Data in BizTalk Server 2004
The BizTalk® Configuration database contains artifacts that result from user actions on the Business Activity Services (BAS) Web
site. For example, when you deploy a partner profile, BizTalk creates a corresponding party in the BizTalk Configuration database.
When you activate an agreement, BizTalk creates the corresponding send ports, enlists the send ports under parties, and enlists
the parties into roles in the BizTalk Configuration database.

Developers using BizTalk Explorer in Microsoft® Visual Studio® or administrators in the Administration console can modify BAS
artifact properties or states. This may cause business processes (orchestrations) configured through BAS to function incorrectly.

For example, a developer might change a send port address originally created by BAS agreement activation. As a result, the
orchestration routes messages to an invalid URL.

You repair Trading Partner Management (TPM) database BAS data in Microsoft BizTalk Server to ensure that it matches the data
in the TPM database. For information about the relationship between the TPM database and the BAS Windows® SharePoint®
Services site, see Synchronizing the BAS Windows SharePoint Site with the TPM Database.

Some BizTalk artifact properties are not stored in the TPM database. If a property is not stored in the TPM database, the
repair process will not restore it in the BizTalk Configuration database. The following properties (accessible from BizTalk
Explorer in Visual Studio .NET) are not repaired because they are not stored in the TPM database:

SendPort/Transport/Primary/Address/Proxy/ (everything in this properties group)
SendPort/Transport/Secondary/ (everything in this properties group)
SendPort/Filters & Maps/ (everything in this properties group)
SendPort/Send/Tracking Type
SendPort/Send/Priority

If you stop the Microsoft SQL Server™ service running on the computer on which the Windows SharePoint Services database or
TPM database is located, while the repair process is running, the repair will fail. You must first restart Internet Information
Services (IIS) and then restart SQL Server before repairing the database.

The following table describes how the repair process affects BizTalk artifacts in the BizTalk Configuration database.

BizTalk artifact Repair process action
STS outbox receive port Ensures that this port exists
STS outbox receive location Ensures that the properties are correct
Parties (deployed partners) Ensures that there is a corresponding party for each deployed partner, and that the party alias and 

send port values are correct
Send ports (for agreements) Ensures that ports created during agreement activation exist and their values are correct
Party role enlistments (for agr
eements)

Ensures that party role enlistments created during agreement activation exist and their operation 
mappings are correct

Important  You must be a member of the BizTalk BAS Administrators group to perform the following procedure.

To repair BAS artifacts in the BizTalk Configuration database

1. Open the BAS site and navigate to the TPM Administration page.
2. Click Repair.

Note  To know when the process is complete, watch the Internet Explorer progress bar.

Important  Repairing the BAS site can be a time-intensive process. The connection time-out default value is two
minutes for the IIS Web server that runs the TPM Publishing and TPM Management Web services. Operations
such as repairing and synchronizing the databases may require additional time to complete. It is recommended
that you increase the connection time-out as needed. For information about increasing the time-out value, see
Troubleshooting Business Activity Services.

If an error occurs, an error page appears. Check the Event Viewer on the Windows SharePoint Services server for any errors from
KwTpm that occur during the synchronization process.
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Removing the Business Activity Services Site
You may want to remove the Business Activity Services (BAS) site. For example, if you are uninstalling Microsoft® BizTalk®
Server 2004, you might also want to remove all related components.

If you configured BizTalk Server 2004 for BAS, and you uninstall BizTalk Server 2004 without removing the BAS site, you may
have problems performing partner-related operations. For information about this, see Troubleshooting Business Activity Services.

Important  If you configured BAS, do not remove the Windows® SharePoint® Services configuration database or
content database. Windows SharePoint Services requires these databases. Uninstalling BizTalk Server 2004 does not
remove these databases. See the "Administration" section in the Windows SharePoint Services Administrator's Guide,
located at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=26132 for more information about managing these two databases.

To remove the Business Activity Services site

1. Click Start, double-click Control Panel, double-click Administrative Tools, and double-click SharePoint Central
Administration. The SharePoint Services administration site opens.

2. On the Central Administration page, in the Virtual Server Configuration section, click Delete site collection.
3. On the Delete Site Collection page, enter the complete URL of the site you want to delete. For example, if you used the

default URL during the BizTalk Server configuration for BAS, you would type, http://<servername>/sites/BASSite, and
then click OK.

4. On the Delete Site Collection page, click Delete.
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Removing Permissions on Temporary ASP.NET Files on
Uninstall
While configuring Business Activity Services (BAS) the following folders are granted permissions to
\WINDOWS\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v1.1.4322\Temporary ASP.NET Files\. When you uninstall Microsoft® BizTalk® Server,
the uninstall process does not automatically remove these files. After you uninstall BizTalk Server and the BAS site, you must
manually remove the following permissions:

BizTalk BAS Web Services group
BizTalk BAS Management Web Service account
BizTalk BAS Publishing Web Service account
BizTalk Server BAS Application Pool account
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Enabling Trace in Business Activity Services
To assist you in troubleshooting issues in your Business Activity Services (BAS) deployment, you can enable trace in the BAS
components.

Note  Enabling trace impacts BAS performance and is not a recommended setting for normal use.

The following table describes the BAS components in which you can enable trace.

BAS component Description
TpPubWS The trading partner publishing Web service
TpMgmtWS The BAS trading partner management Web service
StsWebService The BAS Windows® SharePoint® Services Web service
StsHandlers The BAS Windows SharePoint Services Web application
StsWebParts The BAS Windows SharePoint Services custom Web parts
StsBizTalkAdapter The BAS BizTalk Messaging adapter
OfficeImporters The BAS messaging transformation component
StsWebServicePerf The BAS Biztalk Messaging adapter performance counters
StsAdapterEventHandler The BAS BizTalk Windows SharePoint Service event handler
StsWebReceive The BAS BizTalk message receiving Web application

Tracing output
Tracing output for all BAS components appears as follows:

The following table describes the elements of the tracing format.

Tracing element Description
<BizTalk2004> All trace statements from our components use "<BizTalk2004>" as the first item in the line.
[TAB] A tab character. All items are tab separated to make it easier to write a tool that automatically parses the lo

g files.
DATETIME The date and time that the log entry was written.
ThreadHashID Integer that represents the hash code of the thread ID.
ClassName The name of the class from which the trace statement was called.
MethodName The method name from which the trace statement was called.
LogType One of the following: Enter, Exit, Info, Warning, or Error. Note that these strings are not localized.
Enter Indicates that this is a log of a method entry point. A tab-separated list of parameters follows.
Exit Indicates that this is a log of the method exit. The return value (if any) follows.

Info - Indicates a general informational trace entry. An informational message follows.
Warning - Indicates a general warning trace entry. A warning message follows.
Error - Indicates an error trace entry. An error message follows.

ParametersOrMessag
e

Either a tab-separated list of parameters or a message depending on the log type as described above.

Use the following instruction to enable tracing for individual components.

Note  If you do not find any trace output in the listener targets after you add the listeners and change the switch
values, reset Internet Information Services (IIS) by typing IISRESET at a command prompt and pressing ENTER.

Enabling tracing for TpPubWS and TpMgmtWS
To enable tracing for the Publishing and Management Web services, use a text editor such as Notepad to edit the TpPubWS and
TpMgmtWS Web.config files.

By default, the Management Web service Web.config file is located at %PROGRAMFILES%\Microsoft BizTalk Server

<BizTalk2004>[TAB]DATETIME[TAB]TheadHashID[TAB]ClassName[TAB]MethodName[TAB]LogType[TAB]Param
etersOrMessage



2004\Business Activity Services\TPM\Management\Web.config.

By default, the Publishing Web service Web.config file is located at %PROGRAMFILES%\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\Business
Activity Services\TPM\Publishing\Web.config.

To enable tracing for the TpPubWS and TpMgmtWS Web.config files

1. Set the value for the Microsoft.BizTalk.KwTpm.TpmWebService switch to 1. The value is set to 0 (disabled), by default.
2. Add a file listener. The listener code is included in the Web.config files, but is commented out. To add a file listener, remove

the comment code around the trace element and update the file path with the path of the location where you want the trace
file to be written.

The following code shows the area of the Web.config files that you change:

Enabling tracing for StsWebService
To enable tracing for the StsWebService, use a text editor such as Notepad to edit the StsWebService Web.config file.

By default, the StsWebService Web.config file is located at %PROGRAMFILES%\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\Business Activity
Services\KWSTS\KWStsWebService\Web.config.

To enable tracing for the StsWebService

1. Change the value of the Microsoft.BizTalk.KwTpm.StsWebService switch to 1. The value is set to 0 (disabled), by default.
2. Add a file listener. Copy the listener code from the TpPubWS Web.config file, paste it into the STSWebService Web.config

file, and update the file path with the path of the location where you want the trace file to be written.

For example, in the <system.diagnostics> node of the file, add the following:

Enabling tracing for StsHandlers
To enable tracing for the StsHandlers, use a text editor such as Notepad to edit the StsHandlers Web.config file.

By default, the StsHandlers Web.config file is located at %PROGRAMFILES%\Common Files\Microsoft Shared\Web Server
Extensions\60\TEMPLATE\LAYOUTS\1033\BAS\Web.config.

To enable tracing for the StsHanlders

1. Change the value of the Microsoft.BizTalk.KwTpm.StsHandlers switch to 1. The value is set to 0 (disabled), by default.
2. copy the listener code from the TpPubWS web.config file, paste it into the StsHandlers web.config file, and update the file

path with the path of the location where you want the trace file to be written.

For example, in the <system.diagnostics> node of the file, add the following:

<system.diagnostics>
<!--
   <trace autoflush="true" indentsize="0">
      <listeners>
         <add name="TPMgmtWSTrace" type="System.Diagnostics.TextWriterTraceListener" initiali
zeData="c:\temp\TPMgmtWS_AuditLog.log" />
      </listeners>
   </trace>
-->
   <switches>
         <add name="Microsoft.BizTalk.KwTpm.TpmWebService" value="0"/>
   </switches>
</system.diagnostics>

<trace autoflush="true" indentsize="0">
          <listeners>
               <add name="StsWebServiceTrace" type="System.Diagnostics.TextWriterTraceLis
tener" initializeData="c:\temp\StsWebService_AuditLog.log" />
          </listeners>
     </trace>



Enabling tracing for StsWebParts
To enable tracing for the StsWebParts, use a text editor such as Notepad to edit the root Web.config file for the Web server that
Windows Sharepoint Service runs on—for example, c:\inetpub\wwwroot\web.Config on the default Web site.

To enable tracing for the StsWebParts

1. Change the value of the Microsoft.BizTalk.KwTpm.StsWebParts switch to 1. The value is set to 0 (disabled), by default.

The following code shows the area of the Web.config files that you change:

Note  Do not add the file listener to the root Web.config file. Performing tracing from multiple applications can
result in file access conflict.

2. Add EventLogListener System.Diagnostics.EventLogTraceListener to the Web.config file.

Use the following code to add EventLogListener System.Diagnostics.EventLogTraceListener to the Web.config file:

Alternatively, you can implement a custom listener by inheriting from the System.Diagnostics.TraceListener class. For
information, see the .NET Framework Class Library TraceListener Class located at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=26172.

Enabling tracing for OfficeImporters, StsBizTalkAdapter, and StsWebServicePerf
To enable tracing for OfficeImporters, StsBizTalkAdapter, and StsWebServicePerf, use a text editor such as Notepad to edit the
OfficeImporters, StsBizTalkAdapter, and StsWebServicePerf Web.config files.

By default, the Web.config file is located at %PROGRAMFILES%\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\Business Activity
Services\KWSTS\Shared\application.config.

To enable tracing for OfficeImporters, StsBizTalkAdapter, and StsWebServicePerf

1. Change the values of the Microsoft.BizTalk.KwTpm.OfficeImporters, Microsoft.BizTalk.KwTpm.StsBizTalkAdapter,
and Microsoft.BizTalk.KwTpm.tsWebServicePerf switches to 1. The values are set to 0 (disabled), by default.

The switch names have the same name as the respective assemblies.

2. Add a file listener. The listener code is included in the Web.config files, but is commented out. To add a file listener, remove
the comment code around the trace element and update the file path with the path of the location where you want the trace
file to be written.

Enabling tracing for StsAdapterEventHandler
To enable tracing for the StsAdapterEventHandler, use a text editor such as Notepad to edit the root Web.config file for the Web
server that Windows Sharepoint Service runs on—for example, c:\inetpub\wwwroot\web.Config on the default Web site.

<trace autoflush="true" indentsize="0">
          <listeners>
               <add name="StsHandlersTrace" type="System.Diagnostics.TextWriterTraceListe
ner" initializeData="c:\temp\StsHandlers_AuditLog.log" />
          </listeners>
     </trace>.

            <system.diagnostics>
                        <switches>
                                    <add name="Microsoft.BizTalk.KwTpm.StsWebParts" value
="1"/>
                        </switches>
            </system.diagnostics>

     <add name="EventLogTraceListener" type="System.Diagnostics.EventLogTraceListener,Sys
tem,Version=1.0.3300.0
, culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=b77a5c561934e089"
                 initializeData="MyApp"/>

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=26172


 

To enable tracing for for StsAdapterEventHandler

1. Add a switch named Microsoft.BizTalk.KwTpm.StsAdapterEventHandler (assembly name) to the root Web.config file
for the Web server that Windows SharePoint Services is running on. For example, it could be
c:\inetpub\wwwroot\web.config.

2. Add a file listener. Add EventLogListener System.Diagnostics.EventLogTraceListener to the Web.config file.

Use the following code to add EventLogListener System.Diagnostics.EventLogTraceListener to the Web.config file:

Alternatively, you can implement a custom listener by inheriting from the System.Diagnostics.TraceListener class. For
information, see the .NET Framework Class Library TraceListener Class located at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=26172.

Enabling tracing for StsWebReceive
To enable tracing for the StsWebReceive, use a text editor such as Notepad to edit the root Web.config file for the Web server that
Windows Sharepoint Service runs on—for example, c:\inetpub\wwwroot\web.Config on the default Web site.

To enable tracing for StsWebReceive

1. Change the value of the Microsoft.BizTalk.KwTpm.StsWebReceive switch to 1. The value is set to 0 (disabled), by default.
2. Add a file listener. The listener code is included in the Web.config file, but it is commented out. To add a file listener, remove

the comment code around the trace element and update the file path with the path of the location where you want the trace
file to be written. By default, the Web.config file is located at %PROGRAMFILES%\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\Business
Activity Services\KWSTS\Shared\application.config.

See Also

Managing Business Activity Services
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Improving Business Activity Services Performance
Performance counters allow you to monitor specific aspects of work performed on the site or system by service. Performance
counters can help you identify and troubleshoot server performance issues.

The following table lists the performance counters available in Business Activity Services (BAS).

Category Counter Description
BAS TPM W
eb Services

GetParameterVal
ue calls

The number of GetParameterValue calls.

 GetParameter call
s

The number of GetParameter calls.

BAS Inbox 
Document L
ibrary

Total Office Docu
ments Created

The total number of InfoPath™ documents created in partner document libraries, Inbox folder.

 Total Non-Office 
Documents Creat
ed

The total number of documents successfully saved as-is in the partner document library, Inbox fol
der, due to failure(s) to transform into InfoPath document(s).

 Total Fallbacks to 
Orphaned Messa
ges

The total number of messages that were redirected from partner document library, Inbox folder, to
Orphaned Messages document library due to an issue with the partner.

 Total Inbox Failur
es

The total number of messages, submitted by Microsoft® BizTalk® Server that failed to persist into
Windows® SharePoint® Services. These messages will be resubmitted by BizTalk Server until the
y are persisted successfully or until the number of retries is exceeded.

BAS Sent Ite
ms Docume
nt Library

Total Documents 
Moved

The total number of documents that have been successfully moved from the Outbox document lib
rary to the partner document library, Sent Items folder.

 Total Documents 
Moved with Rena
me

The total number of documents that have been successfully moved from the Outbox document lib
rary to the partner document library, Sent Items folder, after they have been renamed due to a na
me collision.

 Total Move Fallba
cks to Orphaned 
Messages

The total number of move operations that were redirected from the partner document library, Sen
t Items folder, to the Orphaned Messages document library due to an issue with the partner.

 Total Move Failur
es

The total number of messages, submitted by BizTalk Server that failed to be moved from the Outb
ox.

 Total Office Docu
ments Recreated

The total number of InfoPath documents re-created in partner document libraries, Sent Items fold
er.

 Total Non-Office 
Documents Recre
ated

The total number of documents successfully recreated as-is in the 'Sent Items' folder due to failure
(s) to transform them into InfoPath documents.

 Total Recreated F
allbacks to Orpha
ned Messages

The total number of messages that were redirected to the Orphaned Messages document library d
ue to an issue with the partner.

 Total Sent Items F
ailures

The total number of confirmation messages, submitted by BizTalk Server that failed to persist into 
Windows SharePoint Services. These messages will be resubmitted by BizTalk Server until they are
persisted successfully or until the number of retries is exceeded.

BAS Outbox
Document L
ibrary

Total Documents 
Sent

The total number of documents that have been successfully processed by the 'BizTalk SharePoint 
Messaging Adapter' service and asynchronously sent to BizTalk Server.

 Total Documents 
Not Sent

The total number of documents that 'BizTalk SharePoint Messaging Adapter' service has failed to 
process and send to BizTalk Server.

To access performance counters

1. On the Desktop, click Start, point to Programs, point to Administrative Tools, and then click Performance.
2. In the Performance dialog box, click Add.
3. In the Add Counters dialog box, from the Performance object drop-down list, select from the available BAS performance

counters, and then click Add.
4. In the Add Counters dialog box, do one of the following:



 

Use this To do this
All counters Select this option to select all counters from the provided list.
Select counters from list Select this option to select specific counters from the provided list.

5. After selecting the counters, click Add and then click Close.

The selected performance counters appear on the Performance screen.

See Also
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Managing Business Activity Monitoring
Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) empowers business users by providing real-time access to critical business performance
indicators. Business users can use this information to improve the speed and effectiveness of business operations. BAM collects
the business activity information in a real-time, transaction-consistent way regardless of the complexity of a heterogeneous
environment.

Important  Information about using the BAM Excel templates and Business Activity Services Microsoft® Windows®
SharePoint® Services collaboration site is included in a separate Help file for end users. You can access the help file
on the BizTalk Server 2004 CD at \Msi\Common Files\STSDIR\TEMPLATE\LAYOUTS\Msi\Common
Files\STSDIR\TEMPLATE\LAYOUTS\1033\BAS\Documentation\KW_User_Guide.chm. Additionally, end users can
access the Business Activity Services user's guide directly from the Help link on the Business Activity Services (BAS)
Windows SharePoint Services collaboration site.

For more information about BAM, see the topics listed in the following table.

Description Topic
Role of the business analyst Workflow for Using Business Activity Monitoring
BAM architecture and concepts Business Activity Monitoring (BAM)
Deploying the BAM Definition Workbook Deploying BAM Definitions
BAM Definition schema BAM Configuration Schema
How business users use the BAM Definition Workbook "Business Activity Monitoring" in the Information Workers Users Guide
BAM security Business Activity Monitoring Security Recommendations
Backing up and restoring BAM databases Backing Up BAM Analysis and Tracking Analysis Server Databases
BAM troubleshooting information Troubleshooting Business Activity Monitoring

This section contains:

Prerequisites for Using BAM Workbooks
Managing the BAM Dynamic Infrastructure
Deploying Tracking Profiles with the BizTalk Tracking Profiles Management Utility
Managing the BAM Event Bus Service
Changing BAM Runtime Settings
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Prerequisites for Using BAM Workbooks
Business analysts use the BAM Microsoft® Excel template to define the events and data to be tracked, along with the logical
groupings and aggregations of the tracked data views that users are able to access.

To provide the Excel template to many users, you can upload this spreadsheet to the Business Activity Services Microsoft
Windows® SharePoint® Services collaboration site, and set the appropriate permissions for user access. For more information
on using the Windows SharePoint Services collaboration site, see the "BAS Collaboration Site" topic in the Information Workers
User's Guide. To obtain the user guide, refer to the important note located in Managing Business Activity Monitoring.

Note  Business Activity Services must be configured during Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 installation. For more
information, see Configuring BizTalk Server.

BAM Excel Macro Requirements
You can run the BAM macros in the BAM Excel template on any computer, whether BizTalk Server 2004 is installed or not.
However, the computer must have the binaries listed in the following table installed for the Excel template macros to work.

DLL name Version
VBE6.dll 6.3.91.8
Excel.exe 10.0.4524.0
stdole2.tlb 3.50.5014.0
mso.dll 10.0.4219.0
fm20.dll 2.1.7017.1
scrrun.dll 5.6.0.6626
MSCOMCTL.OCX 6.1.95.45
msado15.dll 2.71.9030.0
msxml4.dll 4.0.9406.0 (SP1)

Note  The XML library (msxml4.dll) required for BAM is provided on the BizTalk Server 2004 installation CD. It is
located on the CD in the folder \Platform\MSXMLSP1\.

See Also
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Managing the BAM Dynamic Infrastructure
BizTalk® Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) features use dynamically generated SQL and Microsoft® Online Analytical Process
(OLAP) infrastructure. Administrators use the BAM Management Utility to deploy the BAM Definition Workbook or XML, which
the Business Analyst develops.

The BAM dynamic infrastructure consists of the BAM workbook views, BAM deployments, the BAM Data Transformation Services
(DTS) packages, and the BAM databases. For more information about the BAM dynamic infrastructure, see
About BAM Dynamic Infrastructure.

Microsoft BizTalk® Server creates the following BAM databases when you configure BizTalk Server 2004:

BAMPrimaryImport
BAMStarSchema (optional)
BAMAnalysis (optional)
BAMArchive

For information about the BAM databases, see BizTalk Server Database Creation and Configuration.

An administrator performs the following management tasks:

Deploys and undeploys BAM definitions and views.
Manages user access to BAM views.
Runs the BAM DTS packages.
Backs up the BAM databases.

This section contains:

Deploying BAM Definitions
Associating Users with BAM Views
Listing all Members with Access to a View
Listing Deployment Information
Defining BAM Aggregations
Archiving Primary Import Database Data
Scheduling the DTS Packages
Creating a Partitioned View in the Archiving Database
Undeploying BAM Definitions
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Deploying BAM Definitions
You use the deploy BAM Management Utility command to deploy the BAM infrastructure from the Excel workbook or the XML
exported from the workbook. When you perform a complete installation of BizTalk Server 2004, the Configuration Wizard
automatically configures the BAM Configuration XML.

Important  Microsoft Office Excel must be installed on the computer where you deploy the BAM definition. If
Microsoft Office Excel is not installed, the connection strings for the aggregations defined in the workbook will be
incorrect.

Important  After deploying a BAM definition from an Excel spreadsheet, occasionally an instance of Excel may be still
in memory, which can cause further deployments (using Excel spreadsheets) to fail. To resolve this issue, save and
close all Excel workbooks and stop all Excel processes in memory before you deploy the BAM definition. To stop all
Excel processes, press CTRL+ALT+DEL, and click Task Manager. On the Processes tab, right-click Excel.exe, and
select End Process.

Note  If multiple users are working with BAM Excel Wizards, it is recommended that they have the same version of
Microsoft Data Access Components (MDAC). Otherwise, compatibility issues may arise. Specifically, if you create a
template on a computer with a newer version of MDAC and then attempt to open it on a machine with an older
version of MDAC, a compiler error will occur.

Note  You can use only one data item (for example, City) per data dimension (for example, Location). You cannot use
City again in another data dimension like "Region."

 Security  It is recommended that you verify the security of BAM Excel workbooks (.xls) before you deploy them. You
use Excel on the administration computer to verify the security of BAM Excel workbooks. Before you deploy a
workbook, open it and ensure the macro security is set to high, and that there are no warnings.

Before you can deploy a BAM definition XML file, you must ensure that the locale used to create this file matches the locale of the
computer on which you are deploying it. For example, if you create the file on a computer running a Japanese version of
Microsoft Windows, the computer you deploy the file on must be set to the Japanese locale. If the file and the computer settings
do not match, you must switch the computer you use to run the BAM Management Utility to the correct locale and you must
reboot it before running the utility.

Note  The BAM definition XML file cannot contain text in multiple languages unless the languages all use the same
codepage or only two languages are included and one of them is English.

For information about changing locale settings on your computer, see the Help for your operating system.

For information about using the BAM Management Utility, see Using the Business Activity Monitoring Management Utility.

Note  In the following procedures, the angled brackets (<>) indicate a required parameter. The square brackets ([])
indicate that designating the BAM configuration file is optional. If you do not supply the BAM configuration file, the
command will use the file BamConfiguration.xml in the current folder by default.

To deploy the BAM infrastructure

1. From a command prompt, move to the directory <installation path>\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server
2004\Tracking\.

2. Type bm deploy <BAM definition file> [BAM configuration file].
3. Press ENTER.

See Also
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Associating Users with BAM Views
You associate users with BAM views to protect BAM Excel Spreadsheet views from unauthorized access. When users save BAM
views, the views reference a SQL connection string that is hidden within the workbook. The workbook is protected, but you must
ensure that the document is protected.

When you associate users with BAM views, you restrict access to the views to only the users or groups to whom you grant access.

You use the add BAM Management Utility command to add the specified account to the role associated with the specified view,
so that the user can access the BAM view. Add the account that the user uses to log on to the BizTalk Server 2004 computer (to
access the BAS site).

Note  The default Web site for Business Activity Services is accessed by using integrated authentication in IIS.
Therefore, the BAS site authenticates the user by the account with which the user logs on to the BizTalk Server 2004
computer. Although the user's logon account has permission to the BAS site (that is, it is part of the BAS users group),
to see the BAM view, the user must be added to the role associated with the view.

Important  If you are using Real Time Aggregations (RTAs), users added with BM add are not automatically granted
login rights to SQL Server. If you are using RTAs, consider establishing a Windows user group that contains all of the
users that need to see views of the RTAs. Grant that group explicit SQL Server login rights on the SQL Server hosting
the Primary Import Tables.

You use the remove BAM Management Utility command to remove the specified account from the role associated with the
specified view.

For information about listing BAM views, see Listing Deployment Information.

For information about using the BAM Management Utility, see Using the Business Activity Monitoring Management Utility.

Note  In the following procedure, the angled brackets (<>) indicate a required parameter. The square brackets ([])
indicate that designating the BAM configuration file is optional. If the BAM configuration file is not supplied, the file
BamConfiguration.xml in the current folder will be used by default.

To add an account to a role

1. From a command prompt, move to the directory <installation path>\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server
2004\Tracking\.

2. Type bm add <BAM View> <domain\account> [BAM configuration file].

Important  The domain and account names are case sensitive. You must type the domain and account using the
same capitalization as they use in Windows Management. You can view the names of Windows groups and user
accounts in Windows Computer Management. On the Start menu, right-click My Computer, and select
Manage. In Computer Management, expand System Tools, expand Local Users and Groups, and then click
Users to see the list of user accounts. Click Groups to see the list of group accounts.

3. Press ENTER.

To remove an account from a role

1. From a command prompt, move to the directory <installation path>\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server
2004\Tracking\.

2. Type bm remove <BAM View> <domain\account> [BAM configuration file].
3. Press ENTER.
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Listing all Members with Access to a View
You use the list BAM Management Utility command to list all members who have access to the specified view.

For information about listing BAM views, see Listing Deployment Information.

For information about using the BAM Management Utility, see Using the Business Activity Monitoring Management Utility.

Note  In the following procedure, the angled brackets (<>) indicate a required parameter. The square brackets ([])
indicate that designating the BAM configuration file is optional. If you do not provide the BAM configuration file, the
command will use the file BamConfiguration.xml in the current folder by default.

To list all members with access to a view

1. From a command prompt, move to the directory <installation path>\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server
2004\Tracking\.

2. Type bm list <BAM View> [BAM configuration file].
3. Press ENTER.
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Listing Deployment Information
You use the listchanges BAM Management Utility command to list information about a deployed BAM definition, including
successful deployments and undeployments, the name of the BAM definition file, the name of the BAM configuration file, the
names of all views associated with the definition file, and the names of all Widows group and user accounts that have permission
to the views associated with the BAM definition. The listchanges list shows deployments and undeployments with their associated
identification numbers.

For information about using the BAM Management Utility, see Using the Business Activity Monitoring Management Utility.

Note  In the following procedure, the square brackets ([]) indicate that designating the BAM configuration file is
optional. If you do not supply the BAM configuration file, the command will use the file BamConfiguration.xml in the
current folder by default.

To list all successful deployment and undeployments

1. From a command prompt, move to the directory <installation path>\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server
2004\Tracking\.

2. Type bm listchanges [BAM configuration file].
3. Press ENTER.
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Defining BAM Aggregations
BAM supports two types of data aggregation:

OLAP aggregations
Real-time aggregations (RTA)

BAM uses Microsoft Analysis Service to implement OLAP aggregation.

You must configure the triggers on the BAM Primary Import database that define RTA.

To define OLAP aggregations

1. In the BAM Excel workbook, create a view, add at least one dimension and one measure to the pivot table, clear the RTA
toolbar button, and then save the workbook.

For information about opening the BAM workbook, creating a view, and adding dimensions and measures, see
"Defining a Business Activity View" and "Defining Aggregations" in the Information Workers User Guide.

2. Deploy the workbook.

To deploy the workbook, follow the instructions in Deploying BAM Definitions.

3. A solutions developer uses the DirectEventStream class to import events into the primary import database.

For information about the DirectEventStream class, see DirectEventStream Class.

4. Run the update cube Data Transformation Services (DTS) package.

For information about running the update cube DTS package, see Scheduling the DTS Packages.

5. Open the most recent live data copy of the workbook to see the OLAP aggregations.

 Security  For security reasons, BAM does not delete existing live data copies of the workbook. Instead, BAM
increments the file name of the live data copy.

To define the RTA

1. In the BAM Excel workbook, create a view, add at least one dimension and one measure to the pivot table, select the RTA
toolbar button, and then save the workbook.

For information about opening the BAM workbook, creating a view, and adding dimensions and measures, see
"Defining a Business Activity View" and "Defining Aggregations" in the Information Workers User Guide.

2. Deploy the workbook.

To deploy the workbook, follow the instructions in Deploying BAM Definitions.

3. A solutions developer uses the DirectEventStream Class imports events into the primary import database.

For information about the DirectEventStream Class, see DirectEventStream Class.

4. Open the most recent live data copy of the workbook to see the RTAs.

 Security  For security reasons, BAM does not delete existing live data copies of the workbook. Instead, BAM
increments the file name of the live data copy.

See Also

Scheduling the DTS Packages

Deploying BAM Definitions

Updating OLAP and Real Time Aggregation Connection String Properties

Managing the BAM Dynamic Infrastructure

Troubleshooting Business Activity Monitoring
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Archiving Primary Import Database Data
An administrator can specify the time window for archiving activity instance data in the primary import database. You use the
OnlineWindowTimeUnit and OnlineWindowTimeLength properties in the BAM_Metadata_Activities table in the
BAMPrimaryImport database.

If business users have deployed multiple activities, you can specify a different time window for each activity. For information
about deploying activities, see "Defining a Business Activity" in Information Workers Users Guide.

The following table describes the values you can use for OnlineWindowTimeUnit and OnlineWindowTimeLength.

Property Value
OnlineWindowTimeUnit This property can be: month, day, hour, or minute. The default value of this property is month.
OnlineWindowTimeLength This property must be an integer. The default value of this property is 6.

BAM moves data out of the BAM primary import database by partition, when the partition is older than the online window
(current time - OnlineWindowTimeLength of OnlineWindowTimeUnit). For example, for OnlineWindowTimeLength = 5 and
OnlineWindowTimeUnit = day, partitions older than 5 days are removed.

BAM moves archived activity instance data into the BAM archiving database. You specify the BAM archiving database in the
BAMConfiguration.xml file. For information about the BAMConfiguration.xml file, see BAM Configuration Schema.

BAM will not archive activity instance data if you have not run the BAM data maintenance Data Transformation Services (DTS)
package, which processes the instance data into the activity cube.

For information about running the BAM data maintenance DTS package, see Scheduling the DTS Packages.

See Also

BAM DTS Packages

Defining the Time Window and Time Slice Properties

Managing the BAM Dynamic Infrastructure

Troubleshooting Business Activity Monitoring

Creating a Partitioned View in the Archiving Database
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Scheduling the DTS Packages
Users create BAM views based on data stored in an Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) cube. The Cube Update Data
Transformation Services (DTS) package refreshes the data in the cube so that OLAP views reflect the correct data.

You must run the BAM Cube Update DTS package at least once for the OLAP views to work. For ongoing maintenance, you should
schedule the package to run on a regular basis.

Important  If you restored the Star Schema or stopped the SQL Server before running the BAM cube update DTS
package, you must refresh the data sources in the Analysis Manager or restart OLAP service before you can run the
BAM cube update DTS package successfully.

Note  When you run the BAM data maintenance package (BAM_DM_<activity name>), the package creates a
maximum of 253 partitions (all partitions are recorded in bam_Metadata_Partitions table). A partitioned view can
reference up to 255 tables. All instances of a BAM view must reference active and completed instance tables in
addition to the 253 partitions. If the Primary Import database already contains 253 partitions, the BAM_DM_<activity
name> DTS package does not create additional partitions or produce an error. Instead, it archives partitions out of the
online window. For information about creating a partitioned view, see
Creating a Partitioned View in the Archiving Database.

Running the BAM Cube Update DTS task moves data from the Primary Import database to the Analysis database. It
also removes outdated data from the Analysis database. It is recommended that you schedule the BAM Cube Update
DTS task to run on a regular basis (frequency should be determined by the quantity of data that is filling the Primary
Import database over time). Running the BAM Cub Update DTS task ensures that data is moved to the OLAP cube on a
regular basis, and prevent performance issues related to an overly large BAM Primary Import database.

You can schedule a saved Data Transformation Services (DTS) package to execute at specific times, either once or at recurring
intervals. For example:

Daily at 12:00 midnight.
Weekly on Sunday at 6:00 A.M.
The first or last day of the month.

A scheduled DTS package is executed by SQL Server Agent as a job.

For more information about running DTS packages, see SQL Server Books Online.

To run the BAM cube update DTS package once

1. Open the Microsoft SQL Server Enterprise Manager.
2. Expand the Data Transformation Services node.
3. Right-click the BAM_AN_<ViewName> Package, and select Execute Package.

To run the Maintaining BAM data DTS package once

1. Open the Microsoft SQL Server Enterprise Manager.
2. Expand the Data Transformation Services node.
3. Right-click the BAM_DM_<activity name> Package, and select Execute Package.

To schedule the BAM DTS packages to run

1. From the Start menu, point to All Programs, point to SQL Server, and then click SQL Server Enterprise Manager.
2. In the SQL Server Enterprise Manager console tree, expand Data Transformation Services, and then click Local Package.
3. In the details pane, right-click either BAM_AN_<ViewName> Package or BAM_DM_<activity name> Package, and

then click Schedule Package.
4. In the Edit Recurring Job Schedule dialog box, complete the required information.

Note  The scheduled package will be executed by SQL Server Agent using the permissions specified during
server registration. If Windows Authentication was used, then SQL Server Agent will attempt to load the package
using its own security, which may not be sufficient to load the package. For more information see the "Handling
Package Security in DTS" topic in SQL Server Books Online.

For more information about creating BAM views, see "Creating a BAM View" in the Information Workers Users Guide.



 

For information about creating custom DTS tasks for BAM, see Using BAM with Custom Analysis Tasks.

See Also
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Creating a Partitioned View in the Archiving Database
When you run the BAM data maintenance package (BAM_DM_<activity name>) BAM copies each partition in the Primary Import
database to a separate table in the Archiving database. If you detach the archiving database and reattach it for Querying, it will be
very difficult to locate the data for your query.

You can create partitioned views in the Archiving database to facilitate locating the data. BAM supports up to 253 partitions. BAM
generates one BAM data maintenance DTS package for each activity, which copies the data to the Archiving database and then
drops it from the Primary Import database. If the Archiving Database crashes after the data is copied but before the next backup,
data is lost.

The solution is to have a single Archiving package, which will first copy the old data from all Activities, then back up the Archiving
database, and finally drop the partitions that were copied from the Primary Import database.

To create a partitioned view in archiving database

1. Open the SQL Query Analyzer, and connect to the BAM archiving database.
2. On the Tools menu, select Options.
3. In the Options dialog box, on the Results tab, do the following:

Use this To do this
Default results target From the drop-down list, select Results to Text.
Results output format From the drop-down list, select Tab Delimited.

4. In a blank query window, type the following SQL script. Replace <activity name> with your activity name, replace <view
type> with either Instances for instance view or Relationships for relationship view.

set nocount on

declare @activityName as nvarchar(128)
declare @viewType as nvarchar(50)
set @activityName = N'<activity name>'   -- Substitue your activity name here
set @viewType = N'<view type>'      -- Substitue view type here, either "Instances" or "R
elationships"

declare @tableName nvarchar(128)
declare @viewName nvarchar(128)
declare @isFirstTable bit
declare @scriptLine nvarchar(300)

set @viewName = N'bam_' + @activityName + '_' + @viewType + 'View'
select N'SELECT Name FROM sysobjects where name = N''' + @viewName + ''' and type = ''V''
' 
 + char(13) + char(10) + 'IF @@ROWCOUNT > 0 DROP VIEW ' + @viewName 
 + char(13) + char(10) + 'GO'

select 'CREATE VIEW ' +  @viewName + ' AS ' + char(13) + char(10)

declare instance_cursor cursor local for
select name from sysobjects 
where name like N'bam_' + @activityName + '_' + @viewType + '_%' and type = 'U'

SET @isFirstTable = 1
OPEN instance_cursor
FETCH NEXT FROM instance_cursor INTO @tableName

WHILE @@fetch_status = 0 
BEGIN

   if @isFirstTable = 1
   BEGIN
      SET @scriptLine = N'SELECT * FROM [' + @tableName + ']'



 

5. Run the query.

See Also

Scheduling the DTS Packages

BAM DTS Packages

Troubleshooting Business Activity Monitoring
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   END
   ELSE
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   SELECT @scriptLine
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set nocount off
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Undeploying BAM Definitions
You use the undeploy BAM Management Utility command to remove all views and underlying activity tables for a particular
BAM definition file. You select the BAM definition file or specify the listchange number for which you want to remove all views
and activity tables with its number.

Every deployment of the BAM definition file has a number in the database. To retrieve the number (called the listchange number),
you use the listchanges BAM Management Utility command. For information about using the listchanges command, see
Listing Deployment Information.

For information about using the BAM Management Utility, see Using the Business Activity Monitoring Management Utility.

Note  In the following procedure, {all\view} indicates that either view or all should be selected from the enumerated
list. The square brackets ([]) indicate that designating the BAM configuration file is optional. If the BAM configuration
file is not supplied, the file BamConfiguration.xml in the current folder will be used by default.

To undeploy using the BAM definition

1. From a command prompt, type bm undeploy {all\view} <BAM definition file> [BAM configuration file].
2. Press ENTER.

To undeploy using the listchange number

1. From a command prompt, type bm undeploy #{listchange number}[BAM configuration file].
2. Press ENTER.

See Also

Managing the BAM Dynamic Infrastructure

Using the Business Activity Monitoring Management Utility

Business Activity Monitoring Security Recommendations
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Business Activity Monitoring (BAM)
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Deploying Tracking Profiles with the BizTalk Tracking Profiles
Management Utility
A business manager asks a solutions developer to create a new tracking profile or modify an existing one to better manage and
monitor a specific business process for your organization.

The solutions developer uses the Tracking Profile Editor (TPE) to define the data that the business analyst requires.

After a solutions developer creates or modifies the tracking profile, an administrator uses the bttdeploy.exe command line utility
to deploy it so that the changes take affect and the data is collected. The solutions developer can deploy tracking profiles with the
TPE.

Important  You must deploy the assemblies associated with the tracking profile before you deploy the tracking
profile. For information about deploying assemblies, see Deploying Assemblies.

Important  You must have BizTalk® Administrator privileges to use this tool.

To deploy the tracking profile from the command-line utility

1. From a command prompt, move to the directory <installation path>\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server
2004\Tracking\.

2. Type bttdeploy.exe <profile name>.btt.
3. Press ENTER.

See Also
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Managing the BAM Event Bus Service
The BAM Event Bus Service, also known as the Tracking Data Decode Service (TDDS), processes tracking data (streams) stored in a
source database and persists that data in a query table format in the destination database.

The BAM Event Bus service moves event data from the MessageBox database to the BAM Primary Import database. This service
processes and persists both Business intelligence and BizTalk Health Monitoring data.

The BAM Event Bus service runs as a Microsoft® Windows NT® Service. You use the BAM Event Bus snap-in to monitor the
activities of the BAM Event Bus service.

You monitor the activities of a transactional application, such as Microsoft BizTalk® Server, by collecting event data during
execution, and then temporarily storing the data in the same database as the application state—for example, the MessageBox
database.

Note  Avoid creating more than one application instance that hosts tracking for different BizTalk Groups on the same
computer. If instances that track different BizTalk Groups exist on the same computer, you will not be able to
distinguish which events belong to which BizTalk Groups in the BizTalk Administration console or in the event log
because all BizTalk Groups are displayed with the same name.

The BAM Event Bus service reads the event data, decodes it, and then stores it in a Microsoft SQL Server™ database, where you
can easily query the data. You use the BAM Event Bus service to manage the event data, which provides the following advantages:

Event data always matches the state of the application, and it never exposes uncommitted progress.
Performance impact on the running application is minimal because the event data saves as few records in the same local
transaction as the application state change.
SQL Server storage for the application state is further optimized for execution performance. The event data is used to
generate the reports, so you do not need to generate the reports from SQL Server.
The work to store the event data in a form that you can query is not done in the application servers and databases. It is
offloaded to the machines that run the BAM Event Bus service and the Destination SQL Server database.
Event data is in a form you can query with low latency. The BAM Event Bus services coordinate their resources to achieve the
minimum possible latency. Latency of the event bus service is the time interval between the moment tracking data is
inserted into the MessageBox database and the moment the tracking data is inserted into the Primary Import Tables.

The BAM Event Bus server coordinates its resources by using a connection to a central database, which contains the configuration
information. Every minute, each active BAM Event Bus service sends a message to the central database, which contains the state of
the BAM Event Bus service at that point in time.

This message is referred to as a heartbeat message. Each BAM Event Bus service also checks for new work that needs to be done.
For example, the BAM Event Bus service checks for sessions that are not owned, such as a MessageBox database that has been
added.

The BAM Event Bus session is the movement of the event data from the source database, such as the MessageBox, to the
destination database that contains the event data in a format that you can query. The same BAM Event Bus service can process
one or more sessions.

The following figure shows a group of BAM Event Bus servers, which make up a BAM Event Bus server pool.

This section contains:

BAM Event Bus Service Server Failover
BAM Event Bus Service Stored Procedures
BAM Event Bus Service Activities Monitoring
Creating Instances of the BAM Event Bus Service
Viewing the Health of the BAM Event Bus Service
BAM Performance Counters
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BAM Event Bus Service Server Failover
The BAM Event Bus service includes fault tolerance logic that enables it to recover and restart from an unexpected failure scenario,
without losing any data.

If you enable the BAM Event Bus service on multiple computers, and the service fails, failover logic will detect that a BAM Event
Bus service has terminated, and the logic automatically starts a new instance of the BAM Event Bus service on another computer.

The following figure displays how the BAM Event Bus handles machine or network crashes by performing simple load balancing.
Two sources and one destination were configured before the BAM Event Bus service starts.

The BAM Event Bus service load balances by performing the following:

A: Server1 Processes the event data from 2 sources (sessions). Before an instance of BAM Event Bus service is created
on Server2, a BAM Event Bus orchestration instance is created on Server1. The server finds that there are no other servers
available, and therefore picks up both sessions for Src1 and Src2.
B: Server2 is brought online and joins the BAM Event Bus pool. After an instance of the BAM Event Bus service is
created on Server2, Server1 drops one BAM Event Bus service session and Server2 picks it up.
C: Server1 crashes. Server1 crashes after Server2 joins the BAM Event Bus pool.
D: Server2 processes the event data from 2 sources (sessions). Server2 picks up both sessions for Src1 and Src2.

See Also

Managing the BAM Event Bus Service

Business Activity Monitoring Security Recommendations

Troubleshooting Business Activity Monitoring

Business Activity Monitoring (BAM)
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BAM Event Bus Service Stored Procedures
You use the following stored procedures to manage the BAM Event Bus service:

To pause the BAM Event Bus service, execute the TDDS_BlockTDDS stored procedure within a transaction (without
committing the transaction) on the BAM database. To re-start the BAM Event Bus service, commit the TDDS_BlockTDDS
transaction.
To enable the BAM Event Bus service on multiple computers, identify which host(s) to use for tracking, then join those
computers to the tracking host.
You can use the TDDS_UpdateSettings stored procedure to setup session timeout and heartbeat interval. Only members of
the BTS_ADMIN_USERS have permission to execute this stored procedure.

The TDDS_UpdateSettings stored procedure has the following parameters:

@RefreshInterval int. Set to greater than 60 seconds.
@SqlCommandTimeout int. Set to less than RefreshInterval.
@SessionTimeout int. Set to greater than two times RefreshInterval.
@EventLoggingInterval nvarchar(16). Set to greater than 60 seconds
@RetryCount int. Set to greater than 60 seconds
@ThreadPerSession int. This parameter is obsolete.

To change TDDS thread numbers, stop Biztalk Hosts and execute the TDDS_ChangeTrackingPartitioning stored procedure
on the MessageBox database. Only dbo has permission to execute this stored procedure.

To run the TDDS_ChangeTrackingPartitioning stored procedure

1. Shut down the BizTalk server. If you are using more than one host on a server, shut down all hosts.
2. Open the SQL Query Analyzer.
3. Connect to the biztalkmsgbox database.
4. Execute TDDS_ChangeTrackingPartitioning [num_thread_number]
5. Restart the BizTalk server.

See Also

Managing the BAM Event Bus Service
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Troubleshooting Business Activity Monitoring

Business Activity Monitoring (BAM)
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BAM Event Bus Service Activities Monitoring
The BAM Event Bus service snap-in displays information sent from each active BAM Event Bus service. The BAM Event Bus service
snap-in displays data in two different ways:

BAM Event Bus service snap-in groups data displayed in the Sessions node by instances of the BAM Event Bus service.
BAM Event Bus service snap-in groups data displayed in the Servers node by individual machines (each of which is running
one or more instances of the BAM Event Bus service).

Sessions data
The BAM Event Bus service snap-in groups heartbeat information by session.

The BAM Event Bus service snap-in derives heartbeat information from the messages that every active BAM Event Bus service
sends from the source database to the destination database every minute. Heartbeat message contains the state of the BAM Event
Bus service at the time the BAM Event Bus service sent the message.

A session represents a source-destination pair. The BAM Event Bus service snap-in displays summary and detail information for
all sessions.

Sessions summary information

The following table describes the summarized session information the BAM Event Bus service snap-in displays.

Property Description
Source The location from which the event data records originated.
Server The server where the specific BAM Event Bus service instance is running.
Destination The location where the BAM Event Bus service saves the event data. The BAM Event Bus service saves the data

in a format you can query.

Note  You cannot point to different destination databases.

Last Process Time The time the BAM Event Bus service snap-in received a heartbeat from the session.
Throughput (recor
ds/second)

The average number of records processed each second by the selected session (over the last ten heartbeats).

Max Latency (seco
nds)

The longest amount of time one of the last ten records was inactive before the BAM Event Bus service process
ed it to the central store.

of Records Left The number of unprocessed records remaining in the source.

You use this indicator to help determine if your service is overloaded. If the number of records is increasing, 
more records are coming in than the service can process.

Sessions detail information

The following table describes the detailed session information the BAM Event Bus service snap-in displays.

Propert
y

Description

Server The location where the service currently processing records from the source runs
Destinati
on

The location where the BAM Event Bus service sends the records

Note  You cannot point to different destination databases.

Records 
Processe
d

The number of records processed.

Each record contains an event or a series of events that are persisted at the same time. For example, a record might con
tain the first three events of a purchase order that have different timestamps, but are persisted at the same time.

Process T
ime

The time that the service sent this heartbeat

Status A text message the database returns that provides the user with error information
Latency (
seconds)

The amount of time the record was inactive before the BAM Event Bus service processed it to the central store.



 

Records l
eft

The number of records waiting to be processed when the heartbeat occurs

You use this indicator to help determine the rate at which your system is processing the records. If the number of recor
ds is increasing, more records are coming in than the server can process.

Servers data
The BAM Event Bus service snap-in groups heartbeat information by individual BAM Event Bus service instances, each of which
runs one or more sessions.

Each server runs one or more instance of the BAM Event Bus service. Viewing the session heartbeat information for a selected
service instance helps you to link any problems with a session to a particular physical machine.

Servers summary and detail information

The following table describes the summarized and detailed server information the BAM Event Bus service snap-in displays.

Property Description
Server The location where the actual service that is processing records from the source runs
Last Process Time The time the BAM Event Bus service snap-in receives a heartbeat from a session
of Active Sessions The number of sessions that are currently active on this server
Throughput (records/second) The number of records being processed per second by all services on this server

See Also
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Creating Instances of the BAM Event Bus Service
BAM Event Bus Service runs inside a BizTalk Server application host. You can use the default host to host the BAM Event Bus
Service, or you can create a new host to host the BAM Event Bus Service. If a host hosts the BAM Event Bus Service, any new
instances you create for that host also hosts the service.

For information about the default host, see About Hosts.

For information about creating hosts, see Creating a New Host in the BizTalk Administration Console.

For information about creating host instances, see Adding Host Instances in the BizTalk Administration Console.

You add the BAM Event Bus Service Snap-in to the BizTalk Administration console so that you can use the BizTalk Administration
console to manage the BAM Event Bus Service.

For information about creating and configuring hosts and host instances, see Managing BizTalk Hosts and Host Instances.

To create the host that hosts the BAM Event Bus Service

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server
Administration.

2. In the Administration console, expand the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 node, right-click the Hosts node, select New,
and then click Host.

3. In the Create a New Host dialog box, in the Host Roles section, select the Host tracking checkbox.

A new child node appears under the Hosts node with the name of the new host.

To create a new host instance of the host

1. Right-click the new host, select New, and then click Instance.
2. Select a server where the host instance will run.

To add hosting tracking to the host

1. Right-click the host you want to re-configure, and select Properties.
2. In the Properties dialog box, select Host tracking.
3. Re-start all instances of that host.

To remove hosting tracking from the host

1. Right click on the host you want to re-configure and select “Properties”
2. Unselect/Select Host tracking”
3. Re-start instances of that host.

To add the BAM Event Bus Service Snap-in to the BizTalk Administration console

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and click BizTalk Server Administration.
2. In the BizTalk Server Administration console, from the File menu, select Add/Remove Snap-in.
3. In the Add/Remove Snap-in dialog box, click Add.
4. In the Add Standalone Snap-in dialog box, select BAM Event Bus Administration Snap-in, click Add, click Close, and

then click OK to close the Add/Remove Snap-in dialog box.

See Also
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Viewing the Health of the BAM Event Bus Service
You use the BAM Event Bus node in the BizTalk Server Administration console, the Application Event Log, and the BAM Event Bus
Service performance counters to evaluate the health of the BAM Event Bus Service.

BizTalk Server Administration console
You use the Sessions and Servers nodes in the BAM Event Bus node in the BizTalk Server Administration console to view the
status of the BAM Event Bus Service.

For information about the information displayed in the Sessions and Servers nodes, see
BAM Event Bus Service Activities Monitoring.

You must add the BAM Event Bus Service snap-in to the BizTalk Server Administration console before you can access it to view
the BAM Event Bus Service health. For information about adding the BAM Event Bus Service snap-in to the BizTalk Server
Administration console, see Creating Instances of the BAM Event Bus Service.

To view the health of the BAM Event Bus Service in the BizTalk Server Administration console

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server
Administration.

2. In the BizTalk Administration Console, expand the BAM Event Bus node.

The BAM Event Bus root node is expanded and the Sessions and Servers nodes are visible.

3. Click either the Sessions node or the Servers node to view the health of the BAM Event Bus Service.

Sessions node. This view presents the state of each Source-Destination pair. Click any of the sessions to display the
heartbeat entries for that session.
Servers node. This view presents the state of each instance of the BAM Event Bus Service and the sessions that they
host.

Errors that occur in the Sessions and Servers views appear as heartbeat error entries with descriptions in the Status column. Note
that the views only maintain the last 10 heartbeat entries.

For information about using the BAM Event Bus node in the BizTalk Server Administration console, see
Using the BAM Event Bus Service Snap-in.

Application Event Log
If an instance of the BAM Event Bus Service encounters an error, the BAM Event Bus Service writes a detailed error or warning
message to the application event log of the server on which the Service is running. The BAM Event Bus Service also reports these
errors and warnings to the BAM Event Bus node in the BizTalk Server Administration console.

BAM Performance Counters
You can look at the BAM Event Bus Service performance counters to view the health of a particular Event Bus Service, for example,
the Total Failed Events counter.

For information about BAM Event Bus Service performance counters, see BAM Performance Counters.
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BAM Performance Counters
Performance counters allow you to monitor specific aspects of work performed by the BAM Event Bus Service. Performance
counters can help you identify and troubleshoot server performance issues.

The following table lists the performance counters available in Business Activity Monitoring.

Counter Description
Events being processed The number of events the BAM Event Bus Service is currently processing
Batches being processed The number of batches the BAM Event Bus Service is currently processing
Events Committed The number of events the BAM Event Bus Service has committed to SQL Server in the last second.
Records Committed The number of records the BAM Event Bus Service has committed to SQL Server in the last second.
Batches Committed The number of batches the BAM Event Bus Service has committed to SQL Server in the last second.
Total Events The number of events the BAM Event Bus Service has processed since you started it.
Total Records Then number of records the BAM Event Bus Service has processed since you started it.
Total Batches Then number of batches the BAM Event Bus Service has processed since you started it.
Total Failed Batches Then number of batches the BAM Event Bus Service has failed to process since you started it.
Total Failed Events Then number of events the BAM Event Bus Service has failed to process since you started it.

The performance counters are located in the Performance Monitor (perfmon) under the BizTalk:TDDS performance object. The
instance name of the performance counters are a combination of the source server name and the name of the source database. If
two of the BAM Event Bus Services are running on the same computer against two different source databases, you will see two
instances of the BAM Event Bus Service counters.
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Changing BAM Runtime Settings
In general, you configure the BAM Runtime components when you install Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004. You may want to
change the BAM Runtime settings, for example to scale up your system or if you have password expiration policy.

This section contains:

BAM Configuration Schema
Managing the BAM Query Web Service
Updating OLAP and Real Time Aggregation Connection String Properties
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BAM Configuration Schema
The BAM configuration schema defines an XML document that contains information about your infrastructure that the BAM
Manager Utility uses for deployment. You can deploy your databases to multiple servers for scalability. To support this scalability,
ensure that the BAM configuration XML document contains the different server names and configuration settings for the
following databases:

BAMPrimaryImport
BAMStarSchema
BAMAnalysis
BAMArchive

This section contains

BAM DTS Packages
Defining the Time Window and Time Slice Properties
Modifying the BAM Configuration Schema
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BAM DTS Packages
An administrator can update parameters for the following BAM DTS packages:

The CubeUpdate Data Transformation Services (DTS) package is always located on the same server as the Star Schema
database.
The DataMaintenance DTS package is always located on the same server as the Primary Import database.

The DTS packages use the following parameters in the BAMConfiguration.xml file.

Parameter Description
ConnectionTi
meOut

The DTS connection time out value (in seconds) is an integer. If you omit the ConnectionTimeOut parameter, the co
nfiguration file uses 60 seconds, the default value.

Encryption By default, the DTS packages do not encrypt data while they transform the data (Encryption value is 0). Set Encrypti
on to 1 to encrypt the data during transformation.

OwnerPassw
ord

The password for the DTS package owner. DTS package owners can open and modify DTS packages. For informatio
n about DTS package owners, see SQL Server Books Online.

UserPasswor
d

The password for the DTS user. DTS package users can run DTS packages. For information about DTS package user
s, see SQL Server Books Online.

The DTS packages use the following naming conventions in the BAMConfiguration.xml file:

CubeUpdate DTS package

bam_AN_<CubeName>, where CubeName is the name of the cube. The BAM workbook generates the cube name from
the view name. If you modify the cube name in the BAM definition XML document, the new cube name is used in the DTS
package name.

DataMaintenance DTS package

bam_DM_<ActivityName>, where ActivityName is the name of the activity.

You run the CubeUpdate DTS package to aggregate the scheduled aggregation. In the next section, you can specify the time
window for real-time data aggregation.

See Also
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Defining the Time Window and Time Slice Properties
Administrators use the TimeWindow and the TimeSlice properties in the BAMConfiguration.xml file to define the life of the data in
the real-time aggregation tables in the BAM primary import database.

Note  To enact the changes they make in the BAM configuration file, administrators must undeploy the current BAM
configuration, and then deploy the updated BAMConfiguration.xml.

For information about undeploying a BAM definition, see Undeploying BAM Definitions. For information about deploying a BAM
definition, see Deploying BAM Definitions.

If you want to change the TimeWindow and TimeSlice values without undeploying the BAM infrastructure, you can modifying the
columns in the BAM_Metadata_Activities table in the BAM primary import database.

TimeSlice
You use the TimeSlice property to group completed BAM instance data. The TimeSlice property uses time that the data is written
to the BAM primary import database to group BAM instance data.

For example, instance A is completed and persisted in the BAM primary import database at 1/1/2000 1:02 a.m. Instance B is
completed and persisted in the BAM primary import database at 1/1/2000 1:04 a.m. If you set the value of the TimeSlice property
to five minutes, instance A and instance B are grouped together.

To change the TimeSlice value in the BAM Configuration file

Change the value in this line of the BAM Configuration file:

To change the TimeSlice value in the BAM_Metadata_Activities table

Modify the RTATimeSlice values, located in the bam_Metadata_Activities table in the BAMPrimaryImport database. If you
deploy multiple real-time aggregations (RTA) for one or more activities, you have the option to specify a different time
window for each RTA.

Note  The value of RTAWindow must be an integer and the time unit is always minutes.

TimeWindow
When you run the CubeUpdate DTS package, the package moves data from the BAM primary import database into the BAM
cubes. The package moves real-time aggregation data as grouped BAM data instances after all of the data in the group is older
than the age specified in the RTA window property.

To change the TimeWindow value in the BAM Configuration file

Change the value in this line of the BAM Configuration file:

To change the TimeWindow value in the BAM_Metadata_Activities table

Modify the RTAWindow values, located in the bam_Metadata_Activities table in the BAMPrimaryImport database. If you
deploy multiple real-time aggregations (RTA) for one or more activities, you have the option to specify a different time
window for each RTA.

Note  The value of RTAWindow must be an integer and the time unit is always minutes.

See Also

BAM Configuration Schema

Business Activity Monitoring Security Recommendations

Troubleshooting Business Activity Monitoring
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Modifying the BAM Configuration Schema
The Configuration Wizard creates this configuration file automatically. You must modify this file manually if you change your
server names or other configuration information after you complete the deployment.

Note  To enact the changes they make in the BAM configuration file, administrators must undeploy the current BAM
configuration, and then deploy the updated BAMConfiguration.xml.

For information about undeploying a BAM definition, see Undeploying BAM Definitions. For information about deploying a BAM
definition, see Deploying BAM Definitions.

The following is the schema used for the BAMConfiguration.xml file:

The following example is an XML file that conforms to the BAM configuration schema.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-16" ?>
<xs:schema xmlns="urn:schemas-microsoft.com:BAM" targetNamespace="urn:schemas-microsoft.com:B
AM" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
     <xs:element name="BAMConfiguration">
          <xs:complexType>
               <xs:sequence>
                    <xs:element name="DeploymentUnit" maxOccurs="unbounded" type="DeploymentU
nit" />
               </xs:sequence>
          </xs:complexType>
     </xs:element>
     <xs:complexType name="DeploymentUnit">
          <xs:sequence>
               <xs:element name="Property" maxOccurs="unbounded" type="Property" />
          </xs:sequence>
          <xs:attribute name="Name" type="xs:string" />
     </xs:complexType>
     <xs:complexType name="Property">
          <xs:simpleContent>
               <xs:extension base='xs:string'>
                    <xs:attribute name='Name' type='xs:NCName' />
               </xs:extension>
          </xs:simpleContent>
     </xs:complexType>
</xs:schema>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<BAM:BAMConfiguration xmlns:BAM='urn:schemas-microsoft.com:BAM' xmlns:xsi='http://www.w3.org/
2001/XMLSchema-instance'>
     <DeploymentUnit Name="PrimaryImportDatabase">
          <Property Name="ServerName">.</Property>
          <Property Name="DatabaseName">BAMPrimaryImport</Property>
          <Property Name="RTAWindow">60</Property>
          <Property Name="RTATimeSlice">5</Property>
     </DeploymentUnit>
     <DeploymentUnit Name="StarSchemaDatabase">
          <Property Name="ServerName">.</Property>
          <Property Name="DatabaseName">BAMStarSchema</Property>
     </DeploymentUnit>
     <DeploymentUnit Name="AnalysisDatabase">
          <Property Name="ServerName">localhost</Property>
          <Property Name="DatabaseName">BAMAnalysis</Property>
     </DeploymentUnit>
     <DeploymentUnit Name="ArchivingDatabase">
          <Property Name="ServerName">.</Property>
          <Property Name="DatabaseName">BAMArchiving</Property>
     </DeploymentUnit>
     <DeploymentUnit Name="CubeUpdateDTS">
          <Property Name="ConnectionTimeOut">15</Property>
          <Property Name="UseEncryption">1</Property>
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          <Property Name="OwnerPassword">myOwnerPassword</Property>
          <Property Name="UserPassword">myUserPassword</Property>
     </DeploymentUnit>
     <DeploymentUnit Name="DataMaintenanceDTS">
          <Property Name="ConnectionTimeOut">15</Property>
          <Property Name="UseEncryption">1</Property>
          <Property Name="OwnerPassword">myOwnerPassword</Property>
          <Property Name="UserPassword">myUserPassword</Property>     
     </DeploymentUnit>
</BAM:BAMConfiguration>
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Managing the BAM Query Web Service
You use the Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) Web service to query individual instance data stored in the BizTalk Tracking
database. Each BAM Query Web service corresponds to one SQL database, and the connection string to that database is saved in
the Web.config file during the Web service deployment.

Each time a user executes a query, the Web service performs the following actions:

1. Opens a new SqlConnection with the authentication credentials specified during installation.
2. Queries the SQL Server database.
3. Returns the resulting dataset.
4. Closes the connection.

Setting the BAM Query Web Service Password
When you install BizTalk Server 2004, you set the password for the BAM Query Web service.

To change the BAM Query Web service password use the aspnet_setreg.exe tool, located in the root BizTalk installation directory.

To change the BAM Query Web Service password

1. From the command prompt, type the following:

aspnet_setreg.exe -k:<SOFTWARE\Microsoft\BizTalk Server\3.0\BAMQueryWebSvc\identity> -
u:<yourdomainname\username> -p:<password>

2. Press ENTER.

Note  For more information about aspnet_setreg.exe, see Knowledge Base article 329290, "Use the ASP.NET
Utility to Encrypt Credentials and Session State Connection Strings" located at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=16728.
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Updating OLAP and Real Time Aggregation Connection String
Properties
For information about updating the OLAP and Real Time Aggregation connection strings, see the following topics that describe
restoring BAM databases to alternate computers:

Restoring the BAM Primary Import Database
Restoring the BAM Analysis Server Database
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Managing Human Workflow Services
You use Human Workflow Services (HWS) to manage workflows in Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004. HWS is part of a suite of
tools and features in BizTalk Server 2004 specifically designed for information workers. HWS enables information workers to
construct, modify, participate in, and track the progress of workflows from various HWS-enabled applications. It gives information
workers the ability not only to customize a workflow to their needs but also to capture their day-to-day activities as a workflow.
With HWS, information workers can:

Perform workflow activities either one by one as needed or together as part of a predefined model.
Monitor what workflow participants do as part of a day-to-day workflow.
Track the status of workflow activities with visibility into the state of the business process.

This section provides instructions on how to use the HWS Administration console to perform administrative tasks. For
information about using Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) to script administrative tasks, see
Human Workflow Services Classes.

This section contains:

Enabling an Action for Use in Human Workflow Services
Adding Trusted Users
Editing Human Workflow Services Properties
Starting and Stopping the Human Workflow Services Web Service
Changing the Web Service User Context and Password
Registering and Unregistering Actions
Adding, Editing, and Deleting Constraints
Installing, Editing, and Removing Fact Retrievers
Working with Activity Flows
Configuring Human Workflow Services
Optimizing Human Workflow Services
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Enabling an Action for Use in Human Workflow Services
Administering Human Workflow Services (HWS) involves working with the HWS Administration console to view, update, and
create trusted users, workflow properties, Web services, actions, constraints, fact retrievers, activity models, and workflows, as well
as managing the data associated with workflows.

You must enable actions for use in HWS. Enabling an action requires that you:

1. Register your action in the Action node of the HWS Administration console. For more information, see
Registering and Unregistering Actions.

This registers the action with the HWS Web service. After the action is registered with HWS, it is still unavailable to all actors
in the system.

2. Add a constraint that allows one or more actors to execute the action.

If your constraint needs to use information from a new fact store, you must add a new fact retriever in the Fact Retrievers
node. For more information, see Installing, Editing, and Removing Fact Retrievers.

Note  In a multicomputer deployment, you must deploy fact retrievers on each Web server, and in the global
assembly cache on each Web service and administration tools computer. You cannot deploy a fact retriever remotely.

Add a constraint to your registered action in the Constraints node. For more information, see
Adding, Editing, and Deleting Constraints.

A valid constraint must have at least one initiator and one target to fully enable an action for use within HWS.

See Also
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Adding Trusted Users
You use the Human Workflow Services (HWS) Administration console to specify the accounts that the HWS system trusts. These
trusted accounts can bypass the tracking authentication check in the Web service.

Microsoft® BizTalk® Server installs the user who installs HWS as a trusted user by default. All users with the authority to use the
HWS Administration console can add or remove users to or from the Trusted Users group.

Note the following information about trusted users:

Local users can be trusted users. However, only local users on the HWS administration computer are valid.
If local users of computers other than the HWS administration computer are trusted users, an error will occur when you use
the HWS Administration console or WMI to update the HWS core properties.
By default, the HWS WS user is added as a trusted user. If the HWS WS user is a local user, update of HWS core properties
via WMI/MMC may fail.
If your configuration contains multiple HWS administration computers, you can delete local users from the other
administration computers and add the necessary local users to the administration computer that is being worked on.

To add trusted users

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click HWS Server Administration.
2. In the Administration console, expand the Human Workflow Services (Local) node.
3. Right-click the Human Workflow Services (Local) node, and then click Properties.
4. In the Human Workflow Services (Local) Properties dialog box, click the Trusted Accounts tab, and then click Add.
5. In the Add Trusted Account dialog box, type the domain and user name information for the trusted user you want to add,

and then click OK.
6. Click OK to close the Human Workflow Services (Local) Properties dialog box.

You must restart all installed Web services before the trusted user change is processed.
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Editing Human Workflow Services Properties
You use the Human Workflow Services (HWS) Administration console to change the values of the HWS properties. The following
table describes the HWS properties.

HWS property Description
BizTalk Server database co
mputer

Use this property to identify the computer on which Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 is installed.

URL for activation Use this property to change the Hws_Activate messages receive location.
URL for task response and
interrupt

Use this property to change the Hws_Interrupt messages receive location.

HWS admin database serv
er

Use this property to view the identity of the computer on which the HWS administration database is i
nstalled. This property is read-only

HWS admin database nam
e

Use this property to view the identity of the HWS administration database. This property is read-only.

Use constraints as guidanc
e

Select this check box to bypass the Constraints system at run time. Use the Trusted Accounts tab to a
dd trusted HWS users.

For information about adding a trusted user, see Adding Trusted Users.

To edit Human Workflow Services properties

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click HWS Server Administration.
2. In the Administration console, click the Human Workflow Services (Local) node.
3. On the Action menu, click Properties.
4. In the Human Workflow Services (Local) Properties dialog box, update the values in the text boxes as necessary.
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Starting and Stopping the Human Workflow Services Web
Service
You may need to stop and restart the Human Workflow Services (HWS) Web service—for example, if you edited the HWS
properties and want to refresh the Web services that use them. To stop and start the HWS Web service, you must stop and start
the Internet Information Services (IIS) Web site.

Important  Stopping IIS stops everything running on that Web site—not just HWS.

It is strongly recommend that no other applications run on the same site as the HWS service.

You must be a local administrator to perform this procedure. BizTalk® Administrators cannot start or stop the Web service.

Note  When you restart the default Web site, the cache is not refreshed. Starting and stopping the Web site starts and
stops the entire IIS Web Site, and not just the HWS functionality.

To start the Web service

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click HWS Server Administration.
2. In the Administration console, expand the Human Workflow Services (Local) node.
3. Click the Web Services node.
4. In the details pane, click the Web service you want to start.
5. On the Action menu, click Start Web Service.

To stop the Web service

1. Click the Web Services node.
2. In the details pane, click the Web service you want to stop.
3. On the Action menu, click Stop Web Service.
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Changing the Web Service User Context and Password
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 installation sets the password and user context for the HWS Web service. To change the
password and user context for the Web service, follow the steps outlined in the Knowledge Base article "Use the ASP.NET Utility to
Encrypt Credentials and Session State Connection Strings," located at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=16728.

Note  The executable referenced in the article is located in the folder <Installation Path>\Program Files\Microsoft
BizTalk Server 2004\.

Note  The path to the credentials location in the registry can be found in the web.config file of the Web service under
the <identity> element.

Warning  If you use Registry Editor incorrectly, you may cause serious problems that may require you to reinstall
your operating system. Microsoft cannot guarantee that you can solve problems that result from using Registry Editor
incorrectly. Use Registry Editor at your own risk.

Important  After you change the HWS Web service user password you must restart Internet Information Services
(IIS).

To update the user context and password for IIS version 6.0 on Windows Server 2003

1. Update the identity for HwsAppPool:
a. Run the following from the product installation folder:

aspnet_setreg.exe -k:"SOFTWARE\Microsoft\BizTalk Server\3.0\Hws\WebService\Identity" -u:<user> -p:<password>

b. Press ENTER.
2. Give the user read permission for the registry key \HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\BizTalk

Server\3.0\Hws\WebService.
3. Give the user read permission for the registry key \HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\BizTalk

Server\3.0\Hws\WebService\Identity\ASPNET_SETREG.
4. Add the user to the IIS_WPG group.
5. Add the user to the STS_WPG group if the group is available.
6. Add the user to the HWS_WS_USER role of BizTalkHwsDb, BizTalkMgmtDb, and BizTalkDTADb.
7. Add the user to the BizTalk Isolated Host Users.
8. At the command prompt, type iisreset, and then press ENTER.

To update the user context and password for IIS version 5.0 on Windows 2000 Server

1. Update the identity for the HwsMessages COM+ application:

Run the following from the product installation folder:

aspnet_setreg.exe -k:"SOFTWARE\Microsoft\BizTalk Server\3.0\Hws\WebService\Identity" -u:<user> -p:<password>

2. Give the user read permission for the registry key \HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\BizTalk
Server\3.0\Hws\WebService.

3. Give the user read permission for the registry key \HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\BizTalk
Server\3.0\Hws\WebService\Identity\ASPNET_SETREG.

4. Add the user to the IIS_WPG group.
5. Add the user to teh HWS_WS_USER role of BizTalkHwsDb, BizTalkMgmtDb, and BizTalkDTADb.
6. Add the user to the BizTalk Isolated Host Users.
7. At the command prompt, type iisreset, and then press ENTER.
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Registering and Unregistering Actions
You must register actions for use in Human Workflow Services (HWS). You use the HWS Administration console to register an
action after a solutions developer creates, compiles, deploys, and enlists the action.

Important  A solutions developer must bind the ActionActivationPort logical port of HWS-enabled actions to
physical HTTP ports before you can successfully register valid actions in the HWS Administration console.

Unregistering an action removes from the system all constraints referencing that action.

Important  Unregistered actions cannot be activated through the Web service. Task responses for unregistered
actions are not allowed through the Web service. Tracking information for unregistered actions may not appear in the
tracking database.

To register an action in running state

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click HWS Server Administration.
2. In the Administration console, expand the Human Workflow Services (Local) node.
3. Click the actions node.
4. In the details pane, click the action to be registered.
5. On the Action menu, click Register Action: <action name>.

To unregister a registered action

1. Click the actions node.
2. In the details pane, click the action to be unregistered.
3. On the Action menu, click Unregister Action: <action name>.
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Adding, Editing, and Deleting Constraints
A constraint is a property that restricts the initiator of the root action and targets for any other action within the activity model.
You can use the Human Workflow Services (HWS) Administration console to add, edit, and delete constraints. For information
about constraints, see About Action Constraints.

A solutions developer uses the ActivityModel.AddRoleConstraint method to set the Initiator, Owner, and Observer roles. For
information about the ActivityModel.AddRoleConstraint method, see ActivityModel.AddRoleConstraint Method. For
information about sample code demonstrating the ActivityModel.AddRoleConstraint method, see
HWS (BizTalk Server Samples Folder).

You can add constraints for users in the following roles:

Initiator. An activity model initiator is a user who starts an action. Often a particular user or set of users is designated as the
initiator.
Owner. An activity model owner has permission to extend an activity flow by adding actions as needed to the activity
model. The owner can perform the steps in the activity model.
Observer. An activity model observer has permission to view an activity flow, but does not need to participate in the activity
flow.
Enacted on. An enacted-on user is a user on which a business action acts. For example, if a user does not complete an
action, the initiator or owner can use an escalate action to inform the manager that the user did not complete the action. In
this case, the user whose action resulted in the need to escalate is the enacted-on user. The manager of the enacted-on user
is the target of an escalate action.
Target. A target user is a user to which an owner or initiator assigns an action.

Note  To create a valid constraint, you must assign at least one initiator and one target to an action. Assigning an
enacted-on user is optional.

Note  You can add a constraint to an action for all activity models, or to an action in one activity model.

To add a constraint

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click HWS Server Administration.
2. In the Administration console, expand the Human Workflow Services (Local) node.
3. Click the Constraints node.
4. On the Action menu, click Add Constraint.
5. In the Constraint Properties area, select an action if you want to apply the constraint to the action for all activity models in

which it is included, and then do the following:
Use this To do this
Activity mo
del

Select an activity model from the drop-down list if you want to apply the constraint to an action in that specifi
c activity model only.

Negative C
onstraint

Select the check box to define a negative constraint.

Negative constraints prevent users who match the criteria of the constraint from performing the action.

Target grou
p name

Select the check box to create an alias for the set of target users to whom this constraint applies. Type the alias
name in the text box.

When executing the action, the initiating user can refer to the alias instead of specifying all users returned fro
m the constraint. This is useful when the initiating user targets many actors.

6. In the Constraint Clauses area, click Add.
7. In the Add Clause dialog box, do the following:

Use this To do this
Constraint 
Fact

Select from the drop-down list the fact store property to be evaluated.

Operator Select from the drop-down list the operation you want performed on the property value.
Values Type a new value or select an existing value on which to perform the operation.
Multiple Va
lues

Use this text box if multiple values are needed (for example, an OR statement). Type a value, click Add to Valu
e List, type the next value, and so on.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms945447(v=bts.10).aspx
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The values available in the Operator drop-down list are dependent on the data type of the property. The following table
describes the data types and their corresponding operators.

Data ty
pe

Description Permitted operation
s

String A property of data type string can contain a maximum of 256 Unicode characters.
Equals
Not Equal
Includes one of
Does not include
any of

User ID A property of data type User ID can contain a maximum of 256 Unicode characters.
Equals
Not Equal
Includes one of
Does not include
any of

Boolean A property of data type Boolean can contain the value true or false.
Equals
Not Equal

Integer A property of data type integer is a 32-bit integer.
Equals
Not Equal
Greater Than
Less Than
Includes one of
Does not include
any of

Real A property of data type real is a 32-bit floating-point number.
Equals
Not Equal
Greater Than
Less Than
Includes one of
Does not include
any of

Date A property of data type date contains a date. The user locale defines the date format.
Equals
Not Equal
Greater Than
Less Than
Includes one of
Does not include
any of

Time A property of data type time contains a time. The user locale defines the time format.
Equals
Not Equal
Greater Than
Less Than
Includes one of
Does not include
any of



 

Datetim
e

A property of data type datetime contains a combined date and time. The user locale deter
mines the datetime format. Equals

Not Equal
Greater Than
Less Than
Includes one of
Does not include
any of

8. Click OK to create the constraint.

To edit a constraint

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click HWS Server Administration.
2. In the Administration console, expand the Human Workflow Services (Local) node.
3. Click the Constraints node.
4. In the details pane, click the constraint you want to edit.
5. On the Action menu, click Properties.
6. In the <constraint name> Properties dialog box, update the fields as necessary.
7. Click OK to finish editing the constraint.

To delete a constraint

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click HWS Server Administration.
2. In the Administration console, expand the Human Workflow Services (Local) node.
3. Click the Constraints node.
4. In the details pane, click the constraint you want to delete.
5. On the Action menu, click Remove Constraint.
6. In the Constraint Removal Warning dialog box, click Yes.
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Installing, Editing, and Removing Fact Retrievers
You use the Human Workflow Services (HWS) Administration console to install fact retrievers. The fact retriever implements a
standard HWS interface to enable the Constraint service to retrieve facts from the fact store about users who initiate or are the
target of actions within an activity flow (actors).

 Security  Fact retriever connection strings are sent in clear text over the network. It can be a potential security risk if
you use SQL authentication, rather than Windows® authentication. If you do not use Windows authentication, a
solutions developer should add authentication.

For information about creating HWS fact retrievers, see About Fact Retrievers.

Note  The HWS fact retriever is different from the BizTalk Rule Engine fact retriever.

Note  In a multicomputer deployment, you must deploy fact retrievers on each Web server, and in the global
assembly cache on each Web service and administration tools computer. You cannot deploy a fact retriever remotely.

To install a fact retriever

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click HWS Server Administration.
2. In the Administration console, expand the Human Workflow Services (Local) node.
3. Click the Fact Retrievers node.
4. On the Action menu, click Add Fact Retriever.
5. In the Add Fact Retriever dialog box, fill in the information about the fact retriever assembly as follows:

Use this To do this
Assembly culture Enter the culture of the fact retriever assembly.
Assembly name Enter the name of the fact retriever assembly.
Assembly version Enter the version of the fact retriever assembly.
Assembly public key Enter the public key used for the fact retriever assembly.
Fact retriever Typename Enter the name of the class that implements the IFactRetriever Interface.
Adapter connection string Enter the full connection string required to access the fact store.

6. Click OK.

To edit a fact retriever

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click HWS Server Administration.
2. In the Administration console, expand the Human Workflow Services (Local) node.
3. Expand the Fact Retrievers node.
4. Click the <Fact Retriever name>.
5. On the Action menu, click Properties.
6. The <Fact Retriever Name> Properties dialog box appears.
7. You can edit the fact retriever display name, description, and connection string. All other properties are read-only
8. Click OK to finish editing.

To remove a fact retriever

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click HWS Server Administration.
2. In the Administration console, expand the Human Workflow Services (Local) node.
3. Expand the Fact Retrievers node.
4. Click the <Fact Retriever Name>.
5. On the Action menu, click Remove Fact Retriever : <Fact Retriever Name>.
6. Click Yes on the warning dialog to remove the fact retriever
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Working with Activity Flows
An activity flow contains the ordered sequence of tasks of a Human Workflow Services (HWS) workflow including actions, action
initiators, and action targets.

An administrator uses Windows® Management Instrumentation (WMI) or a solutions developer uses the ActivityFlow class to
create and modify activity flows. For information about using WMI to create and modify activity flows, see
Hws_ActivityFlow (WMI). For information about the ActivityFlow class, see ActivityFlow Class.

You use the Activity Flows node in the HWS Administration console to view a summary of all workflows that are running or that
have run in this HWS system. This node also enables you to delete or archive activity-specific workflow data.

Note  The activity flow in the HWS Administration console can be out of sync with BizTalk Server. If the HWS
Administration console is out of sync, you may not be able to delete an activity flow because the activity flow in the
console is active, while the activity instances it contains have been terminated.

To view inactive activity flows

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click HWS Server Administration.
2. In the HWS Administration console, expand the Human Workflow Services (Local) node.
3. Right-click the Activity Flows node and then click Properties.
4. In the Activity Flows Property dialog box, select the Inactive check box, and then click OK.

A list of inactive activity flows appears in the results pane.

To back up the activity flow tracking data

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click HWS Server Administration.
2. In the HWS Administration console, expand the Human Workflow Services (Local) node.
3. Click the Activity Flows node.
4. In the details pane, click the activity flow you want to back up.
5. On the Action menu, click Backup Activity Flow Data.
6. In the Save As dialog box, type the name of the new backup file.

To delete an activity flow

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click HWS Server Administration.
2. In the HWS Administration console, expand the Human Workflow Services (Local) node.
3. Click the Activity Flows node.
4. In the details pane, click the activity flow you want to delete.
5. On the Action menu, click Delete Activity Flow.

To delete a set of activity flows

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click HWS Server Administration.
2. In the Administration console, expand the Human Workflow Services (Local) node.
3. Click the Activity Flows node.
4. On the Action menu, click Batch Delete.
5. On the Batch Activity Flow Delete dialog box, do the following:

Note  You can select to delete activity flows by age or by activity. You cannot select to do both at the same time.

Use this To do this

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms966523(v=bts.10).aspx
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Time based In the left box, type the value of time as an integer (for example, 1). (For days, 0=Sunday.)

In the right box, from the drop-down list, select the unit of time (years, months, weeks, days).

Selecting the value and unit of time indicates that you want to delete all activity flows older than the time you in
dicated.

For example, selecting 1 week results in deleting all activity flows older than 1 week.

After you specify the value and unit of time, the number of activity flows that will be deleted appears above the 
Delete button.

Activity bas
ed

In the left box, type the value of time as an integer (for example, 1).

In the right box, from the drop-down list, select the unit of time (years, months, weeks, days).

Selecting the value and unit of time indicates that you want to delete all activity flows that have not run since th
e time you indicated.

For example, selecting 1 week results in deleting all activity flows that have not run in the previous seven days.

After you specify the value and unit of time, the number of activity flows that will be deleted appears above the 
Delete button.

6. Click Delete in the appropriate section, and then click Close.
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Configuring Human Workflow Services
In a distributed configuration of Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 where the BizTalk application host computer is different from
the host computer running the BizTalk Server receive handlers, you must perform the following additional configuration tasks
after completing the BizTalk Server 2004 installation and configuration steps:

For custom Web services installations, if there are any fact retrievers (in addition to the one built into HWS), you must
deploy fact retriever assemblies and store them in the global assembly cache on all servers that have Web services installed.
For the Human Workflow Services (HWS) Web server-only installation, deploy fact retrievers and store them in the global
assembly cache on each Web server.

Note  You must deploy fact retrievers on each Web server. You cannot deploy a fact retriever remotely.

Important  Internet Information Services (IIS) Common Files must be on the remote computers you use to
administer HWS. If IIS is not installed, you will not be able to perform remote administration.

For an Administrative Tools installation, deploy fact retrievers and store them in the global assembly cache for each
administrative server.

You must enable HWS to work with HTTPS.

To enable HWS to work with HTTPS

1. Update the URLs to use HTTPS in the HWS_Service table of the BizTalkHwsDb database.
2. Use the HWS Administration console or Windows® Management Instrumentation (WMI) to change the Activate/Interrupt

Port to use HTTPS.

For information about using WMI to administer HWS, see Human Workflow Services Classes.
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Optimizing Human Workflow Services
The system administrator can use a number of methods and tools to plan, analyze, and test the implementation of a workflow in
order to optimize its performance.

Performance counters allow you to monitor specific aspects of work performed on the site or system by service. Performance
counters can help you identify and troubleshoot server performance issues.

The following table lists the performance counters available in Human Workflow Services (HWS).

Counter Description
New Activity Flows Number of requests for creating new activity flows
New Action Added Number of requests for instantiating actions or activity blocks
Activity Flows Retrieved Number of requests for retrieving activity flow info
Action Instances Retrieved Number of requests for retrieving action info
Tasks Retrieved Number of requests for retrieving task info

To access performance counters

1. On the Desktop, click Start, point to Programs, point to Administrative Tools, and then click Performance.
2. In the Performance dialog box, click Add
3. In the Add Counters dialog box, from the Performance object drop-down list, select HWS Performance Counters, and

then click Add.
4. In the Add Counters dialog box, do one of the following:

Use this To do this
All counters Select this option to select all counters from the provided list.
Select counters from list Select this option to select specific counters from the provided list.

1. After selecting the counters, click Add and then click Close.

The selected performance counters appear on the Performance screen.

See Also

HWS Scenario: Health Risk Assessment

HWS Scenario: Proposal Review

HWS Components

Troubleshooting Human Workflow Services
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Glossary
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
.brl file

A business rules definition file.
.btm file

A BizTalk Server map file.
.btp file

A BizTalk Server pipeline file.
.btproj

A BizTalk project file.
.btt file

The file extension signifying tracking profiles.
.odx file

A BizTalk Server orchestration file.
.xsd file

A BizTalk Server schema file.
X.509 certificate

The standard certificate format used by Windows certificate-based processes. An X.509 certificate includes the public key and
information about the person or entity to whom the certificate is issued, information about the certificate, plus optional
information about the certification authority (CA) issuing the certificate.

A
action

One or more functions corresponding to the "THEN" part of a rule and used to specify what is to be done when a condition
evaluates to true. Also, an orchestration that implements the Human Workflow Services (HWS) protocol. An action is the
smallest unit within an HWS workflow.

Activate property
A property of the Receive shape, used to indicate that the orchestration is activated when a message is received. The Receive
shape can only be marked as activated if it is the first send or receive activated shape in an orchestration.

activation block
A grouping of steps or actions within an activity model.

activation receive
The condition of the Receive shape when the Activate property on this shape is set to True. Shorthand for the Activate property
on the Receive shape being set to True.

activity flow
Running instances of Human Workflow Services workflows that consist of a sequence of action instances, such as ad-hoc
actions or activity model instances. Actions and activity models can be sequenced in any order to create a single activity flow.

activity model
The predefined sequence of actions. These can be invoked in activation blocks.

activity model step
A synonym for an action from the viewpoint of an activity model. When an action is contained within an activity model, it is
referred to as an activity model step.

activity node
A node that contains the milestones and data items that represent the data of interest to the business analyst, which the analyst
creates using Microsoft Excel wizards.

actor
A person or process that either starts or participates in an activity. Actors can be either initiators or targets.

adapter
A COM or .NET-based component that helps exchange messages between applications (for example, a line-of-business system)
and BizTalk. The adapter consists of design-time components and run-time components for receive and send operations.

adapter framework
The specifications for building BizTalk adapters using open standards based on Web Services.

affiliate application
A logical entity in Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO), defined by the administrator, that represents a system or subsystem such as
a host, back-end system, or line-of-business application to which you are connecting using SSO. An affiliate application can
represent a non-Windows system such as a mainframe or UNIX computer. It can also represent an application such as SAP, or a
subdivision of the system, such as the "Benefits" or "Pay stub" sub-systems.

agenda
An ordered list of rule actions to be executed by the Rule Engine.



 

Aggregation view
A view in the Health and Activity Tracking tool that displays the near real-time business processes defined as well as the health
monitoring cubes that are shipped with BizTalk Server 2004.

agreement
The central item in relationship configuration is an agreement. Agreement is a powerful item that builds on lower level technical
items to fulfill the requirements of today's dynamic business needs. The agreements are based on underlying business process
and party management items.

agreement template
The BEU uses an agreement creation template when creating, reviewing or updating the agreements. The assumption is that the
developer or ISV would have already created business process patterns and the associated knowledge worker views and the
appropriate vocabulary elements.

alert notification
The means used to notify a user or a group of users about a specific predefined situation that could manifest.

alias
A different way to refer to a party. Every party is given a single default alias with a name of Organization, with a qualifier as
OrganizationName, and value of the name of the party. This alias is always treated as the default alias. Aliases are provided as
triads of name, qualifier, and value. No two parties in the same BizTalk Configuration database can have the same qualifier
value pair. The alias name is used merely for convenience.

All, FirstMatch
Two types of execution modes for pipeline stages. All indicates the linear execution of pipeline components in the stage.
FirstMatch indicates a probed execution in which the first component that recognizes the message format consumes the
message. In linear execution, all components in a stage are executed in order before the message is passed to the next stage.

ancestors
A node at the bottom and the top of a cycle in the tree.

ANSI X.12
A message format developed by the American National Standards Institute. X.12 is used primarily in the United States.

application
A running BizTalk Server business solution.

application adapter
An adapter created to work with a specific application, such as SQL.

archived data
Data that has been processed by BizTalk Server and stored in the appropriate database.

assembler
A pipeline component that combines individual documents into a batch. Assembler pipeline components provided in BizTalk
Server are Flat file assembler, BizTalk Framework Assembler, and XML Assembler pipeline components.

assembly
A dll file that contains a collection of resource information, such as orchestrations, pipelines, schemas, and maps, to be used in a
BizTalk Server solution.

Assembly Deployment Wizard
A wizard that guides you through the steps required to add, remove, import and export assemblies; import and export bindings;
and install or uninstall assemblies from the global assembly cache (GAC).

assembly version
An identifier for an assembly, made up of a combination of a major and a minor version.

atomic orchestration
A short-lived transaction that enforces the commit and rollback semantics of an ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation and
Durability) transaction similar to a COM+ application that uses the DTC service.

attribute
In XML, an XML construct used to associate additional information with XML elements.

Authentication Trusted
A means of marking each application indicating that the application can submit messages into the message box with a Party ID
(PID) that is different (that is, not aliased by) the Windows Security ID of the application instance service account.

B
Backward Chaining Inference Engine

A backward chaining inference engine is needed to support key customer scenarios, such as constraint engine, discount engine,
campaign planner, and so on.

backward chaining inferencing
Backward chaining is the process of trying to match the goal fact against the conclusion element of rules in the knowledge base
-- moving backwards from the goal through the rules.

BAM
See Business Activity Monitoring.



BAM Definition
An XML document that describes business activities and business views. .

BAM Event Bus
The BAM Event Bus moves the event data from the databases that store the Application state to the one or more Databases in
which the event data is stored in Query-able form.

BAM Event Bus MMC
The MMC snap-in for the BAM Event Bus.

BAM Framework
A set of managed APIs that support dynamically created infrastructure and event concentration.

BAM Manager
Managing the dynamic infrastructure. This is the name of the internal component.

BAS
See Business Activity Services.

base data item
UI element

binding
An established mapping between an orchestration adapter-agnostic endpoint (port or rolelink) and physical adapter-specific
endpoints (send/receive ports or party).

binding file
A file that contains a snapshot of the binding as seen at that instant. It does not contain details about the completeness of the
binding with respect to the orchestration.

BizTalk Administration console
A Microsoft Management Console (MMC) used to administer a BizTalk Server group.

BizTalk Administrators group
The group that administers BizTalk Server. Administrative tasks include accessing the Suspended queue, updating the
Configuration database, and so on.

BizTalk Application Users Group
The group of users who can access MessageBoxes for a particular BizTalk Group

BizTalk Deployment Wizard
A UI-based tool to deploy BizTalk Server assemblies to the Configuration database.

BizTalk Editor
A visual tool, hosted within Visual Studio .NET, for constructing BizTalk Server schemas that can define the structure of both
XML- and native-formatted instance messages.

BizTalk Explorer
A Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET tool window that displays the contents of a BizTalk Configuration database. It displays items
such as assemblies, ports, and parties in a hierarchical tree. You can use BizTalk Explorer to configure and manage BizTalk
projects, parties, and orchestrations.

BizTalk Explorer Object Model
The APIs used to create tools and scripts to automate the post-deployment tasks that you perform in BizTalk Explorer. You can
use the BizTalk Explorer Object Model for such post-deployment tasks as creating ports, binding orchestrations, managing party
properties, or any other task where you would use BizTalk Explorer. The BizTalk Explorer Object Model APIs are in the
Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM namespace.

BizTalk Framework
A platform-neutral e-commerce framework that is based on Extensible Markup Language (XML) schemas and industry
standards. The framework enables integration across industries and between business systems, regardless of platform,
operating system, or underlying technology.

BizTalk group
A group that contains MessageBoxes, hosts, receive locations, send ports, send port groups, orchestrations, servers, and
adapters.

BizTalk Mapper
A visual tool, hosted within Visual Studio .NET, for constructing BizTalk maps, which define data transformations.

BizTalk Message Queuing
The message queuing transport component in BizTalk Server. It is shipped as a core internal component of the BizTalk Server
product and is one of many adapter components in BizTalk Server.

BizTalk message queuing adapter
An adapter that enables exchange of messages between BizTalk Server and Microsoft Message Queue (MSMQ).

BizTalk message store
A Microsoft SQL Server table that holds all messages and their parts. Consuming orchestrations use the message references
contained in the store to dequeue a copy of the message and its properties from the message store.

BizTalk project
A type of project used to create applications that run on BizTalk Server.

BizTalk project file (.btproj)



A BizTalk project file. This file contains project specific settings for the BizTalk project.
BizTalk project system

A system used to create part or all of a BizTalk Server application or business solution. You use it to add, edit, or remove BizTalk
Server items (orchestrations, maps, schemas, and pipelines). It contains commands such as compile and deploy.

BizTalk Server Administration
A Microsoft Management Console (MMC) interface that is used to administer the BizTalk Server 2004 group of servers and their
properties, to monitor Receive functions, and to monitor work items in the Microsoft SQL Server queues that are used by the
server group.

BizTalk Server assembly
An assembly that contains items associated with an application, such as a schema, map, orchestration, or pipeline.

BizTalk Server Configuration Wizard
A wizard used after you have installed Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004. The Configuration Wizard guides you through the steps
required to configure the installed features, the necessary databases, and the accounts that are needed to use BizTalk Server.

BizTalk Server map
An Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT)-based transformation used to convert instance messages that
conform to one BizTalk Server schema into instance messages that conform to another BizTalk Server schema.

BizTalk Server map file (.btm)
The persisted form of a BizTalk map, created by BizTalk Mapper and compiled to generate run-time transformation directives
specified using Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT).

BizTalk Server message store
A Microsoft SQL Server table that holds all messages and their parts. Consuming orchestrations use their message references
to dequeue a copy of the message and its properties from the message store.

BizTalk Server Messaging Engine
A set of services required in a middleware product to facilitate solutions to customer scenarios. These runtime services are an
essential part of the BizTalk Server platform. Among these services are performant pipeline processing of messages. Pipeline
processing provides data format normalization and property extraction.

BizTalk Server pipeline file (.btp)
A file that describes the configuration of the pipeline and the components within it. This file type can be compiled as part of a
BizTalk project.

BizTalk Server schema
An XML Schema Definition language (XSD)-based description of the structure of one or more BizTalk Server instance messages.

BizTalk Server schema file (.xsd)
A file containing the persisted form of a BizTalk schema.

body part
See message body part.

Business Activity Monitoring (BAM)
A BizTalk Server feature that gives business users a real-time view of their heterogeneous business processes, enabling them to
make important business decisions.

Business Activity Services
A BizTalk Server feature that allows business users to configure and interact with business processes and trading partners

Business Activity view
A hierarchical set of views that show a business process or processes, used to define the way specific category of business users
want to see the Business Activity. There may be more than one way of interpreting the same Business Activity Data (BAM
Traces).

business analyst
A role requiring business management and economics analysis skills. The primary responsibility of the business analyst is to
consume business-level data and analyze it for business trends.

business end user
A knowledge worker who has responsibility for monitoring and troubleshooting a business process and/or exchange of
business messages. This person in not technical.

Business Process Configuration services
Tools that enable business users to configure and manage lower level orchestration items via business policies. In this approach
developers or ISVs define business processes in a manner so that they can be configured via business policies and parameters.

Business Process Workspace
An interface that enables business managers to track and manage all the business processes from STS.

Business Rule Composer tool
A graphical user interface tool used to compose policies.

Business Rule Engine
A run-time inference engine that evaluates rules against facts and initiates actions based on the results of that evaluation.

Business Rule Language
A rule markup language in XML format for declarative rule definitions.



 

C
calculated duration

A property that enables the use of a custom formula for calculated columns.
code list

A set of abbreviation/explanation pairs that are used as a design-time aid to providing sets of XML Schema Definition language
(XSD) enumeration values.

Colors tab
A UI element.

command line deployment tool
A tool used to add, remove, import and export assemblies, import and export bindings, and install or uninstall assemblies from
the global assembly cache (GAC).

communication pattern
A property that determines whether the communication on the port is one-way or two-way (request-response).

compensation
A group of actions designed to undo or mitigate the effect of a committed transaction.

Compensation tab
A design surface used for adding compensation to an orchestration.

compile
In the context of BizTalk Server, the process of converting the design-time representation of BizTalk Server items such as
schemas, maps, and orchestrations into their run-time equivalents, stored in .NET assemblies.

Composition
An activity flow created from multiple actions. Composition is core to the Human Workflow Services system.

Composition service
The component that handles the action activation, interrupt functionality, and the sending of task responses. The service
composes the action protocol messages and sends them to the HTTP listeners which then rout them into the BizTalk
MessageBox database for consumption.

condition
The "IF" part of a rule, used to specify what conditions should be evaluated, that is, represented using a single logical expression
that evaluates to true or false. A condition is extensible to support user-defined conditions.

Configuration Cache Refresh Interval
A UI element.

Configuration database
A Microsoft SQL Server database that stores the configuration information for resources in an organization. There is one
Configuration database per organization.

Configuration database server name
A UI element. The name of the server on which the Configuration database is housed.

Configuration Framework
A generic method for providing changes to configuration at setup. In conjunction with the Microsoft Windows Installer (MSI),
the Configuration Framework determines the state of your computer and the configuration tasks requiring action.

Connector
A communications service used to exchange documents with your trading partners or your internal systems.

connector point
An element in the Orchestration Designer that enables users to connect a Send/Receive shape with the operation of a port.

constraint
A property that restricts the initiator of the root action and targets for any other action within the activity model.

Constraint Service
A service responsible for answering HWS constraints-related querying by evaluating constraint clauses that are based on facts
provided by the fact store manager and the relevant fact retrievers.

content-based routing
The routing of a document based on the information extracted from the payload of the document. In BizTalk Server, content-
based routing is achieved by using document property promotion and filter expressions on send ports and orchestrations.

Continuation token
A piece of unique information that is about to be send out of App1.

correlation ID
A randomly generated ID that is associated with a message and passed along for the lifetime of a given message.

correlation set
An instance of a correlation type; that is, the listed properties for a message that are used to determine whether it belongs to a
given instance of an orchestration.

correlation type
A set of message properties that uniquely identify a business process and which are used to correlate messages with
orchestration instances.



 

Credential database
The database in which Enterprise Single Sign-On credentials are stored. Other databases store the URLs and send ports; only
one has the secret sub-service.

cube
A set of data that is organized and summarized into a multidimensional structure defined by a set of dimensions and measures.

culture
The language and localizable properties of text and data.

custom adapter
A custom piece of code that a developer writes and places before a receive pipeline or after a send pipeline to interface with
adapters and/or applications.

custom numbers
Numbers assigned by a counter that increases the value of each number by one.

cyclical reference
A pattern in an XML schema in which a descendant node is declared to be of the same complex type as one of its ancestor
nodes, thereby creating a schema that represents instance messages with potentially unlimited depth.

D
Data Description Language (DDL)

A language used to define data and their relationships to other data. It is used to create the data structure in a database. Major
database management systems (DBMSs) use a SQL data description language.

data dimension
A specific node created in the hierarchical view of the Tracking Profile Editor as an immediate child of the specific tracking
profile in order to describe a logical grouping or dimension of data. Each data dimension is uniquely named and is made up of
one or many data fields.

data item
A specific node created in the hierarchical view of the Tracking Profile Editor that is a direct child of Data Category. The data field
exists as a specific field from the business payload.

data mapping
The design-time process of defining a mapping between nodes in a source schema and nodes in a destination schema.

DDL
See Data Description Language.

DMZ
Demilitarized zone. See perimeter network.

default host
Administration objects that facilitate deployment and orchestration enlistment. These objects are identified in the BizTalk Server
Administration console with a checkmark symbol. During the orchestration enlistment process, the default host is automatically
used to host the orchestration, unless the user explicitly selects a different host.

default pipelines
The compiled and deployed BizTalk Server assemblies containing pipelines with preconfigured stages and pipeline components.

dehydrate
To save the state of a running orchestration to persistent storage and remove it from memory when the orchestration has been
idle for a certain length of time.

delimited flat file
A type of file format used to represent business documents in which the records and fields within the records are delimited by
specific characters or sequence of characters.

delimiter
One or more special characters that are used to separate peers in a delimited structure, at any level (fields, records, and so on).

demotion
The act of writing date/time data from a context property into the document payload.

Destination database
When installed with BizTalk 2004, the only destination that is supported, although multiple Destination Databases will be
supported by the BAM Event Bus Service infrastructure.

destination schema
The schema used in a BizTalk Server map that represents the structure of the output instance messages.

Development Tools Environment (DTE)
A set of interfaces that allow us to programmatically achieve several of the key tasks achievable from the IDE.

dimension hierarchy
A logical tree structure that organizes the members of a dimension such that each member has one parent member and zero or
more child members.

dimension level
An element that indicates that a set of data items are to be considered as levels of a dimension hierarchy. The DataPerspective



 

definition results in an OLAP Dimension Hierarchy.
disassembler pipeline component

A pipeline component that divides messages in a batch into individual documents. The disassembler pipeline components
provided in BizTalk Server are: Flat file disassembler, BizTalk Framework disassembler, and XML disassembler.

distinguished field
A .NET class member or XML Schema Definition language (XSD) schema field in a message that has been explicitly made
available to an orchestration for use in expressions, filter expressions, and so on.

distributed transaction coordinator (DTC)
A service, integrated with COM+, that makes distributed transactions work. DTC makes it possible to scale transactions from
one to many computers without the need for special code.

document
In EDI, a set of logically combined segments. Types of documents include: invoices, transportation orders, customs declarations,
and so on.

document type definition (DTD)
One of several ways in which the structure of an XML document can be described. BizTalk Server 2004 can open a schema
described using a DTD, but converts it to XSD in the process.

DTC
See distributed transaction coordinator.

DTD
See document type definition.

duration
An element that instructs the BAM Compiler to create additional column in the View that represents the duration between
checkpoints.

dynamic adapter
An adapter that has a custom user interface.

dynamic binding
A port binding that is applied to the port at run time, typically derived from a message property such as a reply-to address.

dynamic policy update
The run-time retrieval of policies using the Rule Engine Update service.

dynamic port
A send port that does not have a destination address and adapter type associated with it. A dynamic send port allows the
association of the destination address and adapter type with itself during runtime execution, thus providing flexibility in using
the same port for sending messages to different destinations using different adapter types.

E
EDI

See electronic data interchange.
EDIFACT

See Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce and Trade.
EDIFACT UNOA syntax

An EDIFACT syntax that allows the following characters only: uppercase letters, all digits, blank, exclamation mark (!), quotation
mark ("), percentage sign (%), ampersand (&), opening and closing parentheses ( "(" and ")"), asterisk (*), comma, dash (-),
decimal point (.), forward slash (/), semicolon (;), less-than sign (<), and greater-than sign (>).

The separators used are plus sign (+) for the element separator, colon (:) for the component separator, question mark (?) for the
release character, and single quotation mark (') for the segment terminator.

EDIFACT UNOB syntax
An EDIFACT syntax that allows the following characters only: lowercase and uppercase letters, all digits, blank, exclamation mark
(!), quotation mark ("), percentage sign (%), ampersand (&), single quotation mark ('), opening and closing parentheses ( "(" and
")"), asterisk (*), plus sign (+), comma, dash (-), decimal point (.), forward slash (/), colon (:), semicolon (;), less-than sign (<),
equal sign (=), greater-than sign (>), and question mark (?).

The separators used are FS (segment terminator), GS (element separator), and US (component separator).

EIF
See Engine Input File.

electronic data interchange (EDI)
The electronic exchange of structured and normalized documents between two computer applications, using a set of standards
to control the transfer of documents, such as purchase orders and invoices, between computers.

Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce and Trade (EDIFACT)
A worldwide electronic data interchange (EDI)

element



 

In EDI, the lowest level of information in a document. For example, invoice number. In XML, an XML construct used to organize
information in a hierarchical manner by nesting some elements within other elements to a potentially unlimited depth.

element groups
Groupings of sibling elements in an XML structure according to different constraints: ordered sequence (Sequence Group),
unordered sequence (All Group), and one-of-many (Choice Group).

encryption key
A string used to encrypt or decrypt credentials information.

endpoint
The logical representation of a location, typically expressed in URL form, providing a physical address for data received or sent.

Engine Input File (EIF)
A compiled version of a document schema. The EIF is used to expedite translations for distribution among other users in a
closed user group. The EIF is automatically compiled whenever an XML Schema Definition language (XSD) schema is generated
or edited, using BizTalk Server.

enlist/enlisted/unenlisted
The process of associating an orchestration with the physical environment in which it will run including, the adapters needed to
transport messages to and from the orchestration, the application process in which the orchestration is hosted, and creating the
MessageBox subscriptions indicated by the routing.

enterprise application integration
The process of bringing data or a function from an enterprise application together with that of another application.

Enterprise Single Sign-On system
A Credential database, a master secret server, and one or more Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) servers. These servers do the
mapping between the Windows and non-Windows credentials, look up the credentials in the Credential database, and are used
for administering the SSO system. The Credential database is also used as a configuration store to hold custom configuration
data for adapters.

envelope schema
A special type of schema that specifies the structure of an envelope, using several extra properties that are specific to envelopes
and which specify information such as identifying the envelope contents in an enveloped data stream.

envelope
A structured set of information that wraps and accompanies an instance message, often describing delivery and processing
information. Envelopes can be nested.

execution cycle
The assertion of facts, evaluation of conditions, and execution of actions within the Business Rule Engine.

Execution Mode
A pipeline stage property that determines the execution pattern of pipeline components in a stage. The Execution Mode can be
set to All or First Match. In All mode, all the components within the stage are carried out in the configured sequence. This mode
is used when several components are required to complete a certain logical task, and they must all be executed. If any
component encounters an error while processing a message that is going through this pipeline stage, a run-time error results.

express delivery
A type of message delivery that implies persistency (store in the SQL database), both for incoming messages and outgoing
messages.

Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT)
Evolved from the early Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) standard. XSL specifies a language definition for XML data
presentation and data transformations. Data presentation means displaying data in some format and/or medium, and concerns
style. Data transformation refers to parsing an input XML document into a tree of nodes, and then converting the source tree
into a result tree. Transformation concerns data exchange.

external message format
The format of the message before or after it is processed by BizTalk Server. Sometimes "wire" format is also used when
referring to external message format.

F
facets

An XML Schema Definition language (XSD) concept for restricting the possible values that an element or attribute can take,
providing validation parameters for instances of a schema. For example, a minimum and maximum length can be specified for
string data. Different types of facets apply to different types of data.

fact
User data to which rule conditions are applied. At design time a fact is a reference to that data.

fact base
A collection of facts against which rule conditions are evaluated.

fact retriever (HWS Web Service)
A component that implements an IFactRetriever interface so that it can retrieve user-specific fact information from a custom
store.



 

 

fact retriever (Rule Engine)
An optional, user-defined plug-in component that implements an IFactRetriever interface so that it can gather long-term facts
for use by business policies.

fact store
The database that stores information, including role and attributes, about actors. The fact store also provides hierarchy
navigation so that actions can determine the relative positions of actors within an organization.

fact store manager
The component that retrieves the fact information from the various FactRetriever objects.

file adapter
An adapter that can read messages from the file system and submit them to the server, as well as write messages from the
server to a file on the file system.

Filter Expression property
A property of a Receive shape that determines which messages can be received. The Receive shape must have the Activate
property set to True to have a filter expression.

Find Message view
A reporting view that enables users to find messages based on tracked message properties.

FTP adapter
An adapter that enables exchange of files between BizTalk Server and FTP servers.

function
An abstraction that is used to access class members in both the action and predicate definitions. A function is used in actions
and as a term in a predicate.

functoid
An executable module that performs a specific calculation or data manipulation, and that is used graphically when constructing
BizTalk Server maps to provide the basis for richer transformations than what is provided by XSLT on its own.

functoid toolbox
A dockable window in Visual Studio .NET that serves as the palette of functoids available for use during map construction.
Functoids are organized into different toolbox tabs based on their intended purpose.

G
GAC

See global assembly cache.
global assembly cache (GAC)

A container on a BizTalk server for a group that holds the same assemblies that are deployed to the configuration database for
that group.

group header
In EDI, the part of the message used to indicate the start of a functional group of documents.

group trailer
In EDI, the part of the message used to indicate the end of a functional group of documents.

GS segment
In EDI, the functional group header segment of a set of ANSI X.12 documents (transaction sets) of the same document type. This
required segment contains information about a group of transaction sets in the interchange, such as Application Sender Code,
Application Receive Code, Group Control Number, Version/Release/Industry ID, and so on.

H
handler

An instance of a BizTalk Sever Host on which an adapter is running.
hash

A fixed-size result that is obtained by applying a one-way mathematical function (sometimes called a hash algorithm) to an
arbitrary amount of data. If the input data changes, the hash changes. The hash can be used in many operations, including
authentication and digital signing. Also known as message digest.

HAT
See Health and Activity Tracking tool.

Health and Activity Tracking tool
A user interface that enables specified data to be tracked. This UI can be used to monitor the health of the BizTalk server farm
and to track and view specific events and messages.

health monitoring
The process of monitoring applications, components, and servers on which a BizTalk Server solution is implemented for the
purposes of preempting or fixing problems.

Health Monitoring cube
Online analytical processing (OLAP) that contain information about messages and services. Two cubes included with BizTalk
Server are: Message Facts and Service Facts.



 

hierarchical view
The left pane of the Tracking Profile Editor (TPE) and the area where the reporting namespaces and Business Activity views are
created. Its main purpose is to represent the tracking profile.

host
A logical container representing one or more BizTalk Server run-time instances. This is the process space within which
information about items resides (that is, all items such as orchestrations, schemas, receive locations, and adapters reside within
a host). The host also serves as a security domain within Windows - it represents a virtual process boundary within which host
instances run on one or more servers.

host instance
A Windows NT Service. A host instance is the physical representation of a host on a specific server.

host type
A property that determines whether the host is controlled within or outside of the BizTalk Server process. Host types are In-
process or Isolated.

HTTP adapter
An adapter that enables exchange of messages between BizTalk Server and any application using the HTTP or HTTPS protocol.

Human Workflow Services (HWS)
A set of workflow services consisting of actors that create or participate in an action, an activity flow, or an activity model that
performs some process for an actor.

Human Workflow Services (HWS) Administration
A set of activities including the installation, configuration, and deployment of HWS, actions, and activity models. It also includes
adding, removing and updating constraints, and stopping, deleting and archiving action instances or activity flows.

HWS
See Human Workflow Services.

HWS workflow
Any action, activity flow, or activity model that performs a process for an actor.

I
IDE

See Integrated Development Environment.
independent composition

The sequencing of two actions where the second action does not depend on a sync message from the first action before the
second action begins processing business logic; the second action can begin immediately.

inheriting
In the Trading Partner Management (TPM) Web service, the concept that a member profile will inherit all the preferences of its
parent group. In the case of a non-inheriting group, the member profile does not inherit any preferences from the parent group.
A non-inheriting group can be changed to an inheriting group, however an inheriting group cannot be changed to non-
inheriting group.

In Process
A host type that operates within the BizTalk Server process space. Any orchestration can be enlisted to an In-process host, and
any send handler can be hosted by it. In-process hosts can only host receive handlers for In-process hosts (File and MSMQT).

in-process receive adapter
An adapter that is hosted in the BizTalk Server processes. It is created, controlled, and destroyed by server processes.

instance activity
A series of contiguous processing steps through which one or more messages flow.

Instance Activity view
A view in the Health and Activity Tracking tool that displays a history of processing events for specific messages.

instance message
A discrete unit of run-time data flowing through BizTalk Server, usually representing a particular business document such as a
purchase order, and as differentiated from the BizTalk Server schema that defines its structure.

Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
A combined set of Microsoft Windows-based user interface (UI) tools for building, testing, and refining a platform and its
features.

interceptor
A mechanism to extract data from processing streams and persist the data to storage.

interchange
In EDI, a logical combination of documents. Interchanges are destined for a single recipient.

interchange header
In EDI, a part of an interchange, or group of logically associated documents, used to indicate the start of the interchange.

interchange trailer
In EDI, a part of an interchange, or group of logically associated documents, used to indicate the end of the interchange.

internal message format



 

 

 

The format of the message after or before it is processed by BizTalk Server. For example, BizTalk Server receives a message, at
the start of the receive pipeline, is the external format. After the message goes through the pipeline, it is the internal format.

Isolated
A host type that operates outside of the BizTalk Server installation. An Isolated host cannot have orchestrations enlisted to it,
host a send handler, use host tracking, or be used as the default host for the group. Only those receive handlers for Isolated
hosts (HTTP, SOAP) can be hosted by an Isolated host.

isolated receive adapter
The receive adapter that is hosted in a process other than a BizTalk Server process. This adapter is created and controlled by
external process and it registers with BizTalk server at run time to submit messages.

item
In Business Activity Services, an instance of business milestone or payload information.

K
Key Performance Indicator (KPI)

Customizable business metrics provided by Analysis Services. KPIs consist of relevant attributes and associated calculations that
generate industry-standard goals and benchmarks. A KPI collection includes a measure, a goal, display properties, and
variances. Companies use KPIs to track performance and improve decision-making abilities.

Knowledge Base
In Human Workflow Services, the database that contains information about actors. Indicating their roles and attributes. The
Knowledge Base also provides hierarchy navigation so that actions can determine the relative positions of actors within the
organization.

L
line-of-business application

An application that is vital to running enterprises, such as payroll, resource planning, supply chain management, and
accounting.

live data
Data that is currently being processed by BizTalk Server.

long-running transaction
A collection of actions treated as a unit, typically used to maintain an appropriate state in a robust and predictable fashion. The
transaction can take place over an indefinite period of time and contain several nested transactions.

looping record
A structure that can have more than one occurrence in an instance message.

M
Management pack

A set of rules, providers, groups, and other objects in Microsoft Operations Manager (MOM) that can be bundled and exported
for use on other MOM installations.

map
An XML file that defines the correspondence between the records and fields in one specification and the records and fields in
another specification. A map contains an Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) stylesheet that is used by BizTalk Server to
perform the transformation described in the map.

Mapper grid
The multi-layered middle area of the main BizTalk Mapper window, between the source and destination schemas, in which data
mapping is defined.

Mapper grid page
A single layer in the Mapper grid, used to organize related data mappings separate from other data mappings.

master secret
A key generated by the master secret server when an Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) Administrator requests it. This secret key
is stored in the registry as a Local Security Authority (LSA) secret on the master secret server. Only SSO Administrators can
access this secret key.

master secret server
In a distributed Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) environment, the one computer that holds the master secret key in the registry.
There can be many SSO servers (on different machines) accessing this single SSO database. Only one of these SSO servers is
designated to be the master secret server.

message
An electronic instance of data, as typically exchanged between two running business processes or applications.

message body part
The main part of a BizTalk Server message, which contains the actual payload, and in most cases an XML blob. All messages
must have at most one body part. Typically the data read from the stream corresponding to the BizTalk Server message body



 

part is used for promoting message context properties. Hence the routing, publication, or subscription that is based on
promoted properties is generally done based on the body part.

message context
A distinguished part of a message that includes information about the message apart from its contents, such as system and
transport properties.

message context properties
A set of properties associated with the message.

Message Details view
In the Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) tool, a detailed view of all known information for a given message in the Message Box.
This view is available through the shortcut menu in the PivotTable field list in one of two Operations views.

message digest
See hash.

Message Facts cube
An Online analytical processing (OLAP) cube that aggregates information about messages and services. Two cubes included out
of the box are: Message Facts and Service Facts.

message flow
A series of contiguous processing steps through which one or more messages flow.

Message Flow view
A view in the Health and Activity Tracking tool that displays a history of processing events for specific messages.

message header
In EDI, a part of the message used to indicate the start of a document, which is a bundle of logically combined segments
containing information about one transaction. In ANSI X.12, a message is equivalent to a transaction set.

Message Metrics view
The pivot table view into a message metrics online analytical processing (OLAP) cube. In BizTalk Server 2002, part of the
Aggregation view.

Message Parameters node
A UI element

message part
The structure for a message. A schema can contain multiple sub-schema.

message trailer
In EDI, a part of the message used to indicate the end of a document, which is a bundle of logically combined segments
containing information about one transaction. In ANSI X.12, a message is equivalent to a transaction set.

MessageBox binding
A binding that interacts with the MessageBox.

MessageBox database
A group of Microsoft SQL Server databases that contain subscription and tracking information for a MessageBox group.

MessageBox node
In the BizTalk Administration console, the node used to view a list of the currently running MessageBox databases.

Messages view
In the Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) tool, a live view of message instances used by services in a Message Box. The view is
available in the Operations menu.

metadata
Information, such as location, time, message size, and/or exception information.

milestone alias
A UI element.

mixed content
When the content of a particular XML element contains both subelements and data that is not within the subelements. An
example from HTML is: <P>Full moons <EM>always</EM> rise at sunset, more or less.</P>

MSMQT
See BizTalk Message Queuing.

multi-part message type
A definition of the structure of a message, including the data types of its elements. A multi-part message type can contain a
single part or many parts.

N
native

Any data format other than XML.
native adapter

The adapters supplied by BizTalk Server 2004, which includes Base EDI, BizTalk Message Queuing (MSMQT), File, FTP, HTTP,
SMTP, SOAP, and SQL adapters.

node



 

 

Each entry in a schema tree displayed within BizTalk Editor and BizTalk Mapper. Sometimes called a schema node, but not to be
confused with the Schema node, which is the outermost node in all BizTalk schemas.

NumRangePerspective
An element that causes the BAM Compiler to generate a range perspective.

O
online analytical processing (OLAP)

A technology that uses multidimensional structures to provide rapid access to data for analysis. The source data for OLAP is
commonly stored in data warehouses in a relational database.

OLAP
See online analytical processing.

operation
A request or request-response pairing on a port that is associated with either a send or receive action.

Operations/Message Details view
A detailed view of all known information for a given message in the message box.

Operations/Messages view
A live view of messages used by services in the MessageBox database; in BizTalk Server 2002, the WorkQ/SuspendedQ.

Operations/Service Instance Details view
A detailed view of all known information for a given service instance in the message box.

Operations/Service Instances view
A live view of services (active or suspended) in the MessageBox database; in BizTalk Server 2002, the WorkQ/SuspendedQ.

Operations views
In the Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) tool, views that enable the user to view but not track live data.

orchestration
An executable business process.

orchestration binding
An orchestration port that does not connect to a fixed endpoint, but instead connects to the MessageBox directly.

Orchestration Designer
A graphical user-interface tool used to design and implement business processes.

orchestration instance
A running instance of a specific executable business process.

P
parameter

Refers to the default parameters of a business process, parameters for a business process per partner, and parameters for a
business process per partner group.

partner
See trading partner.

Partner group
In Business Activity Services (BAS), a group of similar partners categorized for ease of management.

Partner Workspace
The workspace used by the business manager to track and manage different partner groups/partners and their related items.

party
All of the entities outside of BizTalk Server that interact with an orchestration. All of the partners your organization deals with
are considered parties, and your organization may have several has several thousands partners. BizTalk Explorer includes a user
interface that can be used to manage parties, but managing thousands of parties can be unmanageable in a user interface. In
this case. you can use the BizTalk Explorer object model to write scripts to add parties, remove parties, add a party and
automatically enlist to a role, or copy a party from a legacy system.

party enlistment
The mechanism that ties a party to a role. In BizTalk Explorer, you can enlist a party in a role, and that enables the orchestration
to interact with the party

pass-through
A configuration of BizTalk Server ports such that a receive port is directly connected to a send port by using only one filter
expression on a send port. The filter expression should take the form BTS.ReceivePortName == “Name or receive port”. In this
configuration, any message that is received by the receive port is directly routed to a send port. The meaning of pass-through
execution in BizTalk 2004 is different from the meaning of pass-through execution in BizTalk Server 2000 or 2002. In BizTalk
Server 2004, the pass-through execution message is still processed in pipelines and may be transformed in ports as well.

performance monitoring
The process of watching the message process/receive rate, number of running orchestrations, number of cache hits, memory
usage over time, and so on.

performance processing rules



 

Rules that govern process performance or capacity type counters.
perimeter network

A collection of devices and subnets placed between an intranet and the Internet to help protect the intranet from unauthorized
Internet users. Also known as DMZ, demilitarized zone, and screened subnet.

physical (early) binding
Information that is carried in the assembly and used by the deployment process to create send and receive ports.

pipeline
A software infrastructure that defines and links one or more processing stages, running them in prescribed order to complete a
specific task. Pipelines divide processing into stages, abstractions that describe a category of work. They also determine the
sequence in which each category of work is performed.

pipeline component
A COM or .NET-based component that can be placed into a pipeline to perform some processing action on the messages going
through that pipeline.

Pipeline Designer
A graphical user-interface tool used to create and configure pipelines in BizTalk Server.

policy
A versioned collection of business rules.

port connector line
A line showing the connection between a Send/Receive shape and an operation on a Port shape. Neither end-point of a port
connector line can remain unattached.

port type
A property that defines the set of message interaction patterns called operations that are permitted at that end point. An
operation can be one-way, in which case one message is sent or received, or it could be request-response in which case a
message is sent (or received) and a response is received (or sent).

positional flat file
A type of file format used to represent business documents in which the records and fields have a fixed length, eliminating the
need for delimiters.

private queue
A queue that is not published as an Active Directory object. BizTalk message queuing fully supports the sending and receiving of
messages into private queues.

Process surface
The middle area of the design surface in the Orchestration Designer. This area is used to design orchestrations.

profile
A Business Activity services concept; Business Activity Services provides a Web Service and Microsoft Office templates to
effectively manage partner (organization and user) profiles.

profile preference
Name value pairs for preferences for trading partner profiles.

profile template
Profile and Profile groups are accessed via Office templates. The navigation between profile groups and profiles will be
implemented via dynamic lists in STS. For securing the profile templates STS roles and security will be used.

progress dimension
A UI element; describes the progress of your business.

Project Designer
A visual representation of the services, ports, and bindings that make up a project. Users can edit the visual items in the Project
Designer by adding and removing services, and creating and removing bindings between compatible ports on the services in
the designer.

property promotion
The mechanism through which specific instance message content is elevated (copied) to the message context container for
easier access by a wide variety of BizTalk Server components.

provisioning component
A component that provides the capability to package all the required items into packages (SEED) and controls their
dissemination and installation in the BizTalk Server installations of partners. The service configures components in the Business
Activity Services platform such as STS, Trading Partner Management, Orchestration, and the rules engine. The provisioning
component also provides mechanisms for hubs to communicate with large number of small unautomated partners who cannot
remain connected 24 hours a day, seven days a week to Internet.

public queue
A queue that is published as an Active Directory object.

publishing
Storing a message instance in the MessageBox database so it can be matched to a subscription from a consuming application.

Q



 

Query Builder view
A view in the Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) tool that you use to create and run queries against the DTA database.

R
range dimension

A UI element.
RealTimeAggregation

An element that instructs the BAM Compiler to create a Real-Time Aggregation View.
Receipt Generator

Receipt Generator Component generates a fake receipt to remove the Message from the Retry Queue. This component is used
if a messaging port is configured to use Reliable Messaging.

receive handler
An instance of a BizTalk Server Host on which a receive adapter is running. A receive handler is a logical container for a Listener
component, an Endpoint Manager component, and a MessageAgent component.

receive handler host type
A property that restricts the host type that a particular receive handler can be hosted by.

receive location
The physical, design-time notion of a location (such as a URL) and an adapter type. A receive location in the Host node in the
BizTalk Server Administration console, defines the receive functionality.

receive pipeline
A pipeline that is executed on messages after they have been received by an adapter and before they are published into the
Message Box database.

receive port
A logical grouping of similar receive locations.

redeploy
Redeploying an assembly that already exists in the target environment by deleting the old bits and deploying the new ones.

Reference paths
Paths used to specify searching assemblies while resolving references to other assemblies.

rehydrate
To activate an idle orchestration in memory from persistent storage as a result of some event taking place, such as a message
being received.

Reporting Views
A hierarchical set of views that show a business process or processes.

repository
The storage container for the metadata used by Analysis Services. Metadata is stored in tables in a relational database and is
used to define the parameters and properties of Analysis server objects. XML tools use the repository in read-write mode, while
BizTalk Explorer accesses the data in read-only mode.

request-response adapter
A request-response receive adapter receives a request message from the client, submits it to the server, waits for a response,
and then sends the response back to the client.

resource
An optional payload that can be associated with an action. By default, Human Workflow Services track resources that flow
through an activity flow. It is important to note that Human Workflow Services does not manage the resource, it only tracks a
reference to the resource.

Results view
A view in the Health and Activity Tracking tool that displays the results of query.

Return shape
A shape used to terminate an orchestration at some point before the orchestration's true end. An example of this might be. If
(security check passed) continue, else Return.

role
A collection of port types that either uses a service or implements a service. The means by which parties interact with
orchestration(s). For example, an orchestration might use the role of a Shipper. The Shipper would have one or two parties
associated with it. When the orchestration decides which shipping company to use to ship an item, it compares the prices of the
parties in the Shipper role.

role link
The relationship between roles by defined by the message and port types used in the interactions in both directions.

role link type
A property that characterizes the relationship between two services or orchestrations by defining the part played by each of the
services in the relationship and specifying the port types provided by each role.

root node
A node within a BizTalk Server schema that represents the outermost XML element in the business document specified by the



 

schema.
rule

A pairing of conditions and actions.
rule set

A logical grouping of similar rules. This can be viewed as a grouping/partitioning mechanism of the rule engine.
Rules Engine Framework

The .NET component library, APIs, and services used by application developers to write rule-based applications.
Rules Engine Update service

A service that performs dynamic policy updates.
Rules store

A location for persisting policies. A SQL Server database is the default rule store.

S
Schedule parameters folder

A UI element.
schema

The structure for a message. A schema can contain multiple sub-schema.
Schema Editor Extension

The mechanism through which software modules extend the basic XML/XSD functionality supported by BizTalk Editor. Schema
Editor Extensions typically add supplemental properties to one or more nodes in BizTalk schemas to represent their particular
semantics.

screened subnet
See perimeter network.

SEED package
A feature of BizTalk Server used to help you rapidly start conducting business with your trading partners. The SEED package
contains items such as trading partner URLs and Profiles, orchestrations, templates, and specification and instance data.

segment
In EDI, a logical combination of elements. For example, name and address details are combined in one segment.

segment tag
In EDI, a unique identifier for a segment. Within EDIFACT, for example, segment tags are three-letter uppercase codes that prefix
the elements within a document. In ANSI X.12, the segment tags are two or three-letter uppercase codes. A segment tag is
similar to a record type identifier.

send handler
A BizTalk Server Host with which the send adapter is associated.

send pipeline
A pipeline that is executed on messages before they are sent out of the BizTalk server.

send port
The location to which messages are sent or from which messages are received, and the technology that is used to implement
the communication action. The location is uniquely identified by the name of the port.

send port group
Named collections of send ports that can be used to send the same message to multiple destinations in one configuration.

service
A program, routine, or process that performs a specific system function to support other programs at the operating systems
level, such as a Windows NT service. A service is a Windows NT service or a COM+ service that runs on a server. In the Health
and Activity Tracking (HAT) tool, a UI element.

Service Metrics View
A Pivot table view into service metrics OLAP cube. Formerly part of Aggregation view.

session
A logical connection created between two hosts to exchange data. Typically, sessions use sequencing and acknowledgments to
send data reliably.

shape
A graphical representation of an action or grouping of actions in an orchestration.

shape connector line
A line used to link shapes and determine their relative order in an orchestration.

Simple shape
A shape in an orchestration that cannot be collapsed and cannot contain other shapes.

Single Sign-On
See Enterprise Single Sign-On system.

Single Sign-On administration
The object model accessed by administrative command line utilities (such as ssomanage and ssoconfig), and by Windows
Management Instrumentation (WMI) and BizTalk Explorer for configuration store scenarios. This component communicates



with the credential database using the SSO Server.
Single Sign-On Administrators group

The Administrator who has the highest level of authority and typically sets up the encryption key.
Single Sign-On Affiliate Application Administrators group

Administrators who can create and manage affiliate applications, specify the Single Sign-On Application Administrators account
for each affiliate application, and perform all the administration tasks that the Single Sign-On Application Administrators and
Single Sign-On application users can do.

Single Sign-On Application Administrators group
Administrators who are assigned specifically to each affiliate application.

Single Sign-On client utilities
Available as part of the Administration feature, utilities for end-users to provide their credential mappings in the Credential
database. These are used by the SSO server to communicate with the Credential database.

Single Sign-On server
The server on which the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) service is installed.

Single Sign-On services
Services that enable single sign-on for adapters by accessing credentials in the SSO Credential database. These services are
used to manage and administer the Credential database. As a configuration store, these services are used to access
configuration data for adapters.

Smart Tag
A graphical warning that a shape is not fully configured, and which provides hints on how to proceed.

SMTP adapter
An adapter that implements the SMTP protocol (that is, sends e-mail messages) to interact with line-of-business applications.
This adapter includes only the send handler.

SOAP adapter
An adapter that implements the SOAP protocol to interact with line-of-business applications, publishes orchestrations as Web
services, and consumes external Web services.

solicit-response adapter
A receive adapter that queries the client for a message, submits it to the server, waits for response, and sends the response back
to the client. A solicit-response send adapter queries the destination for a message, waits for a response message, and then
submits the response message back to the server.

source schema
The schema used in a BizTalk Server map that represents the structure of the output instance messages

spoke
The trading partner to which an initiating company (the hub) makes its BizTalk Server 2004 configurations available. The
configurations are enclosed in a SEED package.

SQL adapter
An adapter that exchanges information between BizTalk Server and a SQL Server database.

SSO
See Enterprise Single Sign-On system.

stage
A portion of a pipeline dedicated to completing a certain category of work. The pipeline components within the stage complete
the actual tasks.

staging database
A database used by a tester to deploy the assembly with its bindings to the test or staging database.

static adapter
An adapter that uses the user interface provided by the adapter framework.

static port
A send port that has a destination address and adapter type associated with it. As opposed to a dynamic send port, a static send
port cannot change its configuration at run time and is always used to send messages to only one destination address.

strong name key file
A file that contains the identity for an assembly — its simple text name, version number, and culture information (if provided)
— plus a public key and a digital signature. It is generated from an assembly file using the corresponding private key. (The
assembly file contains the assembly manifest, which contains the names and hashes of all the files that make up the assembly.)

submit
Placing a message and associated properties in the appropriate tables in the MessageBox database and scanning the
Subscription directory for subscriptions whose predicates match the properties of the message.

subscribe
To sign up for a service.

subscription
A mechanism to route messages that match certain property comparison criteria into a Work queue.

Subscription database
The MessageBox database that contains all of the subscriptions for a MessageBox group.



 

Suspended queue
A queue that contains work items for which an error or failure was encountered during processing. A suspended queue stores
the messages until they can be corrected and reprocessed, or deleted.

T
target database/environment

Identified when deploying an assembly and its bindings into a target environment.
task

The human touch point within an action. Each action can have zero or more tasks that are each assigned to different targets.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between tasks and targets.

task response
The responses to the task from the targets. Each task can have zero or more responses.

Technical Details view
A view in the Health and Activity Tracking tool that displays the technical processing steps along a single thread of activity.

term
The atomic entity with a value that can be used in predicates and actions. Can be a class member (.NET class property, method,
or field, XML element, database element), rule variable or a constant.

time dimension
A UI element.

timer message
A timer message inserted in the message queue that triggers moving the stream back to the queue.

Toolbox
A dockable window containing a variety of elements that can be used in the orchestration design process.

TPE
See Tracking Profile Editor.

tracking
The ability to track interchanges and messages processed by BizTalk Server.

Tracking Analysis database
The name of the tracking analysis (OLAP) database for the associated MessageBox group.

Tracking database
A Microsoft SQL Server database that stores the tracking information for a MessageBox group. There is one Tracking database
per MessageBox group.

Tracking Options view
A view in the Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) tool that defines the tracking options.

tracking profile
A profile used to map a business activity to one or more orchestrations.

Tracking Profile Editor
A graphical user-interface tool used to define the interesting parts of their business process as well as interesting business
payload data.

tracking profile node
A UI element.

trading partner
An external or internal organization with which your organization exchanges electronic data. For example, a trading partner
could be a supplier, a customer, or an internal department.

Trading Partner Management database
The Business Activity Services (BAS) database that stores partner profiles, agreements, and other business process-related
information.

Trading Partner Management Web service
The Business Activity Services (BAS) Web service used to create, read, update and delete partners and agreements.]

transactional messaging
A stream of messages sent in order exactly once, achieved by synchronizing and coordinating multiple BizTalk message
queuing adapter instances in a group.

Transform shape
A shape in an orchestration that is used to move data from one message into another message, and have it transformed using
an XSLT map.

transformation
The process of converting an XML document that conforms to one schema into an XML document that conforms to another
schema, often changing the document structure in the process.

translation
The process of converting an XML document into native (non-XML) format, or vice versa.



 

 

 

 

U
unenlist

The act of eliminating all subscriptions and instances (running or suspended) for that service.
United Nations Trade Data Elements Dictionary (UNTDED)

In EDI, the dictionary of all elements used within the EDIFACT standard.
UNTDED

See United Nations Trade Data Elements Dictionary.
UNZ segment

In EDI, the Interchange Trailer segment of an EDIFACT document. It includes the elements Interchange Reference and Number of
Documents in the interchange. The segment is used to indicate the end of an interchange and to check the interchange
reference and number of documents in the interchange.

V
virtual nodes

In schema, nodes that do not correspond directly to an XML element or attribute in the instance messages defined by the
schema.

vocabulary
A collection of vocabulary elements used in rule composition.

vocabulary element
A human readable name for facts.

W
Web services

A unit of application logic providing data and services to other applications. Applications access XML Web services using
standard Web protocols and data formats such as HTTP, XML, and SOAP, independent of how each XML Web service is
implemented. XML Web services combine the best aspects of component-based development and the Web, and are a
cornerstone of the Microsoft .NET programming model.

Web Services Description Language (WSDL)
An XML format for describing network services as a set of endpoints operating on messages containing either message-
oriented or procedure-oriented information. The operations and messages are described abstractly, and then bound to a
concrete network protocol and message format to define an endpoint. Related concrete endpoints are combined into abstract
endpoints (services).

Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI)
A component of the Microsoft Windows operating system and the Microsoft implementation of Web-Based Enterprise
Management (WBEM), used to automate administrative tasks in an enterprise environment.

WMI
See Windows Management Instrumentation.

Work queue
A queue that contains messages to be processed by a BizTalk server.

Work Queue view
A view in the Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) tool that enables users with the appropriate privileges to view the Work queue
for messages.

WSDL
See Web Services Description Language.

X
XDR

See XML-Data Reduced.
XML-Data Reduced (XDR)

One of several ways in which the structure of an XML document can be described BizTalk Server 2004 can open a schema
described using XDR, but converts it to XML Schema definition language (XSD) in the process.

XML Schema definition language (XSD)
A schema language. An XML Schema defines the elements, attributes, and data types that conform to the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C) XML Schema Part 1: Structures Recommendation for the XML Schema Definition Language. The W3C XML
Schema Part 2: Datatypes Recommendation is the recommendation for defining data types used in XML schemas. The XML
Schema definition language enables you to define the structure and data types for XML messages.

XPath
A comprehensive language used for navigating through the hierarchy of an XML document. XPath expressions can contain XML
element and attribute information, select data that matches specific criteria, and perform comparisons on the data retrieved.



 

Also called a node path.
XSD

See XML Schema Definition language.
XSLT

See Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations.
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UI Help
This section contains the User Interface (UI) help displayed when you press the F1 key or the Help button in the Microsoft®
BizTalk® Server 2004 UI. You must have the Microsoft Visual Studio® .NET product documentation installed on the same
computer as BizTalk Server 2004 in order for BizTalk Server F1 help to work in Visual Studio .NET. If the Visual Studio .NET
documentation is not installed and you attempt to use F1 help for BizTalk Server, you will receive an error message stating that
help is not installed for Visual Studio .NET. To work around this issue, install the Visual Studio .NET product documentation.

To install the Visual Studio .NET product documentation

1. In the Control Panel, select Add or Remove Programs.
2. Select the appropriate Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003 program, and then click Change/Remove.
3. In the Visual Studio .NET Setup dialog box, click Product Documentation.
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Adapter UI Help
This section provides instructions for the Microsoft® BizTalk® Server Adapter user interface (UI). You access this information
using the F1 key or clicking Help in the UI. Use the native adapters to exchange messages between applications and BizTalk
Server. For more information about the native adapters, see Connecting Applications Using Native Adapters.
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File Transport Properties Dialog Box
Use the File Transport Properties dialog box to configure the receive location for the File adapter.

Use this To do this
Receive 
folder

Required. Specify the path to a folder on the file system or network share from where the file receive handler reads files
.

Type: String

Note  Do not set the Receive folder property to a folder that uses the NT Distributed File System with a sy
mbolic link. If you are using an NT Distributed File System, you can only use folders with straight network p
aths in File Adapter Receive Locations.

File mas
k

Required. Specify the mask for the files. This mask can contain the standard wildcard value "*."

Default value: *.xml

Type: String

Public a
ddress

Specify the public address of this location. This address is exposed to external partners.

If this property is not specified, then the runtime engine replaces it as:

file://<Receive folder>/<File mask>

The value for this property requires an adapter prefix.

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Retry co
unt

Specify the number of attempts to access the receive location on a network share if it is temporarily unavailable.

Default Value: 5

Type: Long

Minimum value: 0

Maximum value: MAX_LONG

Retry int
erval (m
in)

Specify the retry interval time (in minutes) between attempts to access the receive location on the network share if it is t
emporarily unavailable.

Default Value: 5 minutes

Type: Long

Minimum value: 0

Maximum value: MAX_LONG

Batch si
ze

Specify the maximum number of files that the receive handler can submit in one batch.

Default Value: 20

Type: Long

Minimum value: 1

Maximum value: MAX_LONG

See Also

Configuring a File Receive Location

Restrictions on the File Mask and File Name Properties
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File Transport Properties Dialog Box
Use the File Transport Properties dialog box to configure the File adapter.

Use this To do this
Destinati
on folder

Specify the path to the location on the file system or public share to write the output messages.

File nam
e

Specify the name of the file where the file send handler writes the message.

Copy mo
de

Define the copy mode to use when writing a message to a file. Valid values are:

Append. The file send handler opens a file if it exists and appends a message to the end of the file. If the file does not e
xist, the file send handler creates a new file.

Overwrite. The file send handler opens a file if it exists and overwrites its content. If the file does not exist, the file send
handler creates a new file.

Create new. If file does not exist, the file send handler creates a new file and writes to it. If the file already exists, the fil
e send handler reports an error and then follows common adapter retry logic for send ports. This is a default copy mo
de for the file send handler.

Allow ca
che on w
rite

Define whether to use file system caching when writing a message to a file.

Options:

False. Do not use the file system cache.

True. Use the file system cache.

Important  Leaving this property set to False can significantly decrease the performance of the adapter. It is recomme
nded that you change this value to True.

See Also

Configuring the File Adapter

Restrictions on the File Mask and File Name Properties

Restrictions on Using Macros in File Names
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HTTP Transport Properties Dialog Box
Use the HTTP Transport Properties dialog box to configure the receive location for the HTTP adapter.

Use this To do this
Virtual directory plus ISAPI e
xtension

Specify the name of the virtual directory where you post the messages received by the HTTP/HTT
PS receive location. The virtual directory includes the name of the receive location DLL and an opt
ional query string. Examples of virtual directory names are:

/<virtual directory>/BTSHTTPReceive.dll

/<virtual directory>/BTSHTTPReceive.dll?Purchase%20Order

This location must not contain more than one BTSHTTPReceive.dll ISAPI extension, including all s
ubfolders.

Type: String

Maximum length: 256

Public address Specify the fully qualified URI for this receive location. The value for this property is a combinatio
n of the server name and the virtual directory. This address is exposed to external partners.

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Return content type Specify the content type of HTTP response messages that the receive location sends back to client
s. This property is valid only for request-response receive locations.

Default value: text/xml

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Loopback Define that the request message received on this location is routed either to a send port or back t
o this receive location to be sent as a response. This property is valid only for request-response r
eceive locations.

Default value: False

Type: Boolean

Return correlation handle o
n success (This setting is for 
one-way port only)

Define that if successful, the receive location sends the correlation token of the submitted messag
e on the HTTP response to the client. This property is valid only for one-way receive locations.

Default value: True

Type: Boolean

Use Single Sign-On Indicate that Enterprise Single Sign-On is used.

Default value: False

Type: Boolean

See Also

Configuring an HTTP Receive Location

Configuring an HTTP Adapter
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HTTP Transport Properties, General Tab
In the HTTP Transport Properties dialog box, use the General tab to configure the send port for the HTTP adapter.

Use this To do this
Destination 
URL

Required. Specify the address to send HTTP requests. Include query strings appended to the base URL.

Type: String

Maximum length: 256

Request tim
eout (sec)

Specify the timeout in seconds for the HTTP/HTTPS transmission. If the response is not received within this time, th
e service logs the error and resubmits the message based on the retry infrastructure.

If set to zero (0), then the timeout is calculated based on the request message size. If the value is not provided, then 
the value for the handler is used.

Type: Long

Minimum value: 0

Maximum value: MAX_LONG

Maximum r
edirects

This property is not implemented by the HTTP send port.

Content typ
e

Specify the content type of the request messages.

If this value is not set, then the value for the handler is used.

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

See Also

Configuring an HTTP Send Port

Restrictions on the Destination URL Property
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HTTP Transport Properties, Proxy Tab
In the HTTP Transport Properties dialog box, use the Proxy (Handler override) tab to configure the send port for the HTTP
adapter.

Use this To do this
Use Handler's default proxy configuration Specify that the configuration for the send port uses the proxy handler.

This is the default setting.

Do not use proxy Specify whether the HTTP send handler uses the proxy server.

If selected, the HTTP send handler does not use the proxy server.

Use proxy Specify whether the HTTP send handler uses the proxy server.

If selected, the HTTP send handler uses the proxy server.

Server Specify the proxy server address for this send port.

This property only requires a value if Use proxy is selected.

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Port Specify the proxy server port for this send port.

This property only requires a value if Use proxy is selected.

Default Value: 80

Type: Long

Minimum value: 0

Maximum value: 65535

User name Specify the user name for authentication with the proxy server.

This property only requires a value if Use proxy is selected.

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Password Specify the user password for authentication with the proxy server.

This property only requires a value if Use proxy is selected.

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

See Also

Configuring an HTTP Send Port
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HTTP Transport Properties, Authentication Tab
In the HTTP Transport Properties dialog box, use the Authentication tab to configure the send port for the HTTP adapter.

Use this To do this
Authenticati
on Type

Specify the type of authentication to use with the destination server.

Options:

Anonymous
Basic
Digest
Kerberos

Default Value: Anonymous

Credentials Specify the type of credentials to use.

Only available if the Authentication Type is Basic or Digest.

Options:

Do Not Use Single Sign-On

User name

The user name to use for authentication with the destination server. If the Authentication Type property is
Anonymous or Kerberos, this option is disabled. This property requires a value if Basic or Digest is select
ed, and Enterprise Single Sign-On is not used.

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Password

The password to use for authentication with the destination server. If the Authentication Type property is 
Anonymous or Kerberos, this option is disabled. This property requires a value if Basic or Digest is select
ed, and Single Sign-On is not used.

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Use Single Sign-On

Specify whether to use Single Sign-On to retrieve client credentials for authentication with the destination s
erver.

Affiliate Application

Specifies the affiliate application to use for Single Sign-On.

Choose the applications that you want to include in Single Sign-On.

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

SSL client cer
tificate thum
bprint

Specify the thumbprint of the client certificate to use for establishing a Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) connection.

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 59

See Also

Configuring an HTTP Send Port
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<Host Name> Properties, Properties Tab (HTTP Adapter Send
Handler)
In the <Host Name> Properties dialog box, use the Properties tab to configure the send handler for the HTTP adapter.

Use this To do this
Request timeout (sec) Specify the timeout in seconds when waiting for a response from the server.

If set to zero (0), then the timeout is calculated based on the request message size.

If a value is not provided, then the value for the handler is used.

Default Value: 0

Type: Long

Minimum value: 0

Maximum value: MAX_LONG

Maximum redirects This property is not implemented by the HTTP send handler.
Content type Specify the content type of the request messages.

If a value is not provided, then the value for the handler is used.

Default value: text/xml

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

See Also

Configuring an HTTP Send Handler
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<Host Name> Properties, Proxy Tab
Use the Proxy tab to configure the send handler for the HTTP adapter.

Use this To do this
Use proxy Specify whether the HTTP send handler uses the proxy server.

Default value: False

Type: Boolean

Server Specify the proxy server address for this send port.

This property requires a value if Use proxy is True.

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Port Specify the proxy server port for this send port.

This property requires a value if Use proxy is True.

Default Value: 80

Type: Long

Minimum value: 0

Maximum value: 65535

User name Specify the user name to use for authentication with the proxy server.

This property requires a value if Use proxy is True.

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Password Specify the user password for authentication with the proxy server.

This property requires a value if Use proxy is True.

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

See Also

Configuring an HTTP Send Handler
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BizTalk Message Queuing Transport Properties Dialog Box
Use the BizTalk Message Queuing Transport Properties dialog box to configure the receive location for the Microsoft®
BizTalk® Message Queuing (MSMQT) adapter.

Use this To do this
Queue nam
e

Identify the name of the queue.

BizTalk Message Queuing queue names need to be less than 25 characters if you want to receive MQSeries messag
es.

Use all uppercase letters for the BizTalk Message Queuing queue names that receive MQSeries messages.

Requires M
SMQ Authe
ntication

Indicate whether Message Queuing (also known as MSMQ) authentication is required. If selected, the adapter rejects
all messages that do not use Message Queuing protocol-level authentication.

Non-Trans
actional Qu
eue

Indicate whether the queue is transactional. If selected, the queue only accepts non-transactional messages. Check t
his box to receive acknowledgement messages in this queue.

Queue nu
mber

Specify the address for the queue using the Message Queuing private format name.

When installed in Active Directory® mode, BizTalk Message Queuing can receive messages that were sent using the
PRIVATE=<BizTalk Message Queuing machine GUID>\<queue number> format name. The queue number must be 
greater than or equal to four. One through three is reserved for standard use.

See Also

Configuring a BizTalk Message Queuing Receive Location
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BizTalk Message Queuing Transport Properties Dialog Box
Use the BizTalk Message Queuing Transport Properties dialog box to configure the send port for the Microsoft® BizTalk®
Message Queuing (MSMQT) adapter.

Use this To do this
Destination 
Queue

Indicate the Message Queuing (also known as MSMQ) or BizTalk Message Queuing destination queue. The value c
an be a public address. An example of a valid value is DIRECT=TCP:172.12.22.11\Private$\<QueueName>.

Use MSMQ A
uthenticatio
n

Identify whether BizTalk Message Queuing uses protocol authentication every time it sends a message on this por
t.

See Also

Configuring the BizTalk Message Queuing Send Port
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<Host Name> Properties, Properties Tab (MSMQT Adapter)
Use the Properties tab to change the host associated with the Microsoft® BizTalk® Message Queuing (MSMQT) adapter.

Use this To do this
MSMQ Router name Specify the name of the Message Queuing (MSMQ) router.

See Also

Configuring the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter
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SMTP Transport Properties, General Tab
In the SMTP Transport Properties dialog box, use the General tab to configure the send port for the Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol (SMTP) adapter.

Use this To do this
To Required. Specify the e-mail address for where to send messages.

You can specify more than one address.

Maximum length: 256

CC Specify the e-mail address to send the carbon copy of the message(s).

You can specify more than one address.

Maximum length: 1024

Subject Specify the subject header for the message(s).

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Notification Specify the type of notification receipt. You can select one or both types of receipts. Notification receipt types are:

Read Receipt. Confirmation e-mail is sent when the message is read.
Delivery Receipt. Confirmation e-mail is sent when the message is delivered.

See Also

Configuring an SMTP Send Port

Restrictions on the SMTP To Property
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SMTP Transport Properties, Handler Override Tab
In the SMTP Transport Properties dialog box, use the Handler Override tab to configure the send port for the Simple Mail
Transfer Protocol (SMTP) adapter.

Use this To do this
SMTP server name Specify the name of the SMTP server to use when sending messages.

Maximum length: 256

From (e-mail address) Specify the e-mail address to place on the SMTP From header.

Maximum length: 256

Authentication type Specify the type of authentication to use with the SMTP server.

Options:

(Default)
No authentication
Basic authentication
Process account (NTLM)

User name Specify the user name to use for authentication with the SMTP server.

This property requires a value if Authentication type is Basic authentication.

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Password Specify the password to use for authentication with the SMTP server.

This property requires a value if Authentication type is Basic authentication.

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

See Also

Configuring an SMTP Send Port
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<Host Name> Properties, Properties Tab (SMTP Adapter)
Use the Properties tab to configure the send handler for the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) adapter.

Use this To do this
SMTP server name Specify the name of the SMTP server to use when sending messages.

This property requires a value.

Maximum length: 256

From (e-mail address) Required. Specify the e-mail address to place on the SMTP From header.

Maximum length: 256

Authentication type Specify the type of authentication to use with the SMTP server.

Options:

No authentication
Basic authentication
Process account (NTLM)

Default value: Process account (NTLM)

User name Specify the user name to use for authentication with the SMTP server.

This property requires a value if Authentication type is Basic authentication.

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Password Specify the password to use for authentication with the SMTP server.

This property requires a value if Authentication type is Basic authentication.

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

See Also

Configuring an SMTP Send Handler By Using BizTalk Explorer
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SOAP Transport Properties Dialog Box
Use the SOAP Transport Properties dialog box to configure the receive location for the SOAP adapter.

Use this To do this
Virtual directory plus W
eb Service .asmx file

Indicate the .asmx file created by the Microsoft® BizTalk® Web Services Publishing Wizard.

The format of this message shows a similar format as the following:

/PurchaseOrder/POOrchestration.asmx

where the full location of the .asmx file is http://localhost/PurchaseOrder/POOrchestration.asmx.

Public address Specify the fully qualified URI for this receive location. The value for this property is a combination of t
he server name and the virtual directory.

Use Single Sign-On Indicate that the SOAP adapter uses Enterprise Single Sign-On.

Note  The BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard allows you to use Microsoft® SharePoi
nt™ Portal Server Single Sign-On; this property only enables Enterprise Single Sign-On.

See Also

Configuring a SOAP Receive Location
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SOAP Transport Properties, General Tab
In the SOAP Transport Properties dialog box, use the General tab to configure the send port for the SOAP adapter.

Use this To do this
Web Service
URL

Specify the address of the Web service you want to call.

Authenticat
ion

Indicate the authentication method used by the Web service you are calling.

Options:

Anonymous
Basic
Digest
NTLM

Credentials Specify the type of credentials to use.

Only available if the Authentication type is Basic or Digest.

Options:

Do Not Use Single Sign-On

User name

The user name to use for authentication with the destination server. If the Authentication type property is 
Anonymous or Kerberos, this option is disabled. This property requires a value if Basic or Digest is selecte
d, and Enterprise Single Sign-On is not used.

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Password

The password to use for authentication with the destination server. If the Authentication type property is A
nonymous or Kerberos, this option is disabled. This property requires a value if Basic or Digest is selected, 
and Single Sign-On is not used.

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Use Single Sign-On

Specify whether to use Single Sign-On to retrieve client credentials for authentication with the destination ser
ver.

Affiliate Application

Specifies the affiliate application to use for Single Sign-On.For information about populating this list, see
Using Enterprise Single Sign-On.

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Client Certif
icate Thum
bprint

Specify the thumbprint of the client certificate to use for establishing a connection.

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 59

See Also

Configuring a SOAP Send Port
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SOAP Transport Properties, Proxy Tab
In the SOAP Transport Properties dialog box, use the Proxy tab to configure the send port for the SOAP adapter.

Use this To do this
Use Handler's defa
ult proxy configura
tion

Specify that the configuration for the send port uses the proxy handler.

This is the default setting.

Do not use proxy Indicate whether the SOAP send handler uses a proxy server.
Use proxy Indicate whether the SOAP send handler uses a proxy server.
Server Specifies the name of the proxy server.

This property only requires a value if Use proxy is selected.

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Port Specify the port the SOAP send handler uses.

This property only requires a value if Use proxy is selected.

Default Value: 80

Type: Long

Minimum value: 0

Maximum value: 65535

User name Specify the user name to use for authentication. If integrated authentication is used, the user name include
s the domain, domain\username. If Basic or Digest authentication is used, the user name does not includ
e domain\.

This property only requires a value if Use proxy is selected.

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Password Specify the password to use for authentication.

This property only requires a value if Use proxy is selected.

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

See Also

Configuring a SOAP Send Port
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<Host Name> Properties Dialog Box (SOAP Adapter)
Use the <Host Name> Properties dialog box to configure the receive handler for the SOAP adapter.

Use this To do this
Host name Select the host with which to associate the receive handler.

See Also

Configuring a SOAP Receive Handler
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<Host Name> Properties, General Tab (SOAP Adapter)
In the <Host Name> Properties dialog box, use the General tab to change the host associated with the SOAP adapter.

Use this To do this
Host name Select the host with which to associate the send handler.

See Also

Configuring the SOAP Adapter
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<Host Name> Properties, Proxy Tab
In the <Host Name> Properties dialog box, use the Proxy tab to configure the send handler for the SOAP adapter.

Use this To do this
Use proxy Indicate whether the SOAP send handler uses a proxy server.
Server Specify the name of the proxy server.

This property only requires a value if Use proxy is selected.

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Port Specify the port the SOAP send handler uses.

This property only requires a value if Use proxy is selected.

Default Value: 80

Type: Long

Minimum value: 0

Maximum value: 65535

User name Specify the user name to use for authentication.

This property only requires a value if Use proxy is selected.

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

Password Specify the password to use for authentication.

This property only requires a value if Use proxy is selected.

Type: String

Minimum length: 0

Maximum length: 256

See Also

Configuring a SOAP Send Handler
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<Host Name> Properties Dialog Box
Use the <Host Name> Properties dialog box to change the host associated with the adapter.

Use this To do this
Host name Select the host to associate with the adapter.

See Also

Configuring the SOAP Adapter
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<Host Name> Properties Dialog Box (EDI Adapter Receive
Handler)
Use the <Host Name> Properties dialog box to configure the receive handler for the Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) adapter.

Note  You can resize the description pane at the bottom of the dialog box by dragging the double-headed arrow that
appears on the top border of the pane.

In the <Host Name> Properties dialog box, on the Properties tab, specify the following options:

Use this To do this
Trace EDI Adap
ter

Required. Specify the level of information to be written to the event log.

Options:

Error
Info
Off
Verbose
Warning

Port Required. Specify the port for the EDI receive handler for internal use.
File mask Required. Specify the mask for the files. You can use the standard wildcard value "*."

Default value: *.edi

Type: String

Folder Required. Specify the directory location for the receipt of inbound EDI files.

You cannot use quotation marks (") when specifying the folder location; otherwise the EDI message may not be 
processed correctly.

Password Optional. Specify the password for the account. You use this when you want to access a network location.
User name Optional. Specify the user name for the account. You use this when you want to access a network location.
Minutes off Optional. Specify the number of minutes the file connector is inactive between communication sessions.

See Also
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<Host Name> Properties Dialog Box (EDI Adapter Send
Handler)
Use the <Host Name> Properties dialog box to configure the send handler for the Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) adapter.

Note  You can resize the description pane at the bottom of the dialog box by dragging the double-headed arrow that
appears on the top border of the pane.

In the <Host Name> Properties dialog box, on the Properties tab, specify the following options:

Use this To do this
Logical Address Required. Select the logical address to associate with the send handler.
Trace EDI Adapter Required. Specify the level of information to be written to the event log.

Options:

Error
Info
Off
Verbose
Warning

Port Required. Specify the port for the EDI send handler for internal use.

See Also

Configuring a Base EDI Send Handler Using the BizTalk Server EDI Administration Console
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EDI Transport Properties
Use the EDI Transport Properties dialog box to configure the Send Port properties for the EDI adapter.

Use this To do this
Logical Address Required. Specify the message recipient logical address.
Connector Required. Specify the transport connector.
File mask Required. Specify a filter that selectively includes or excludes certain values. The following can be used as wil

dcards:

*
/
?

Folder (full path or 
UNC)

Required. Specify the full path of the folder location from where the file connector will pick up files.

Password Optional. Specify the password of the shared directory or mapped drive specified in the Full Path.
User name Optional. Specify the username for the shared directory or mapped drive specified in the Full Path.
Error level Required. Specify the error level for this interchange.

Options:

Interchange
Document

Functional acknowl
edgements

Required. Specify the functional acknowledgement for this interchange.

Options:

Always
Never
Negative
When you select Negative, the functional acknowledgement will only be sent in the event of an error.

Component separat
or

Optional. Select the separator used for separating components of composite elements. The component separ
ator you use will vary depending on the document format.

Decimal notation Indicate the type of decimal notation to be used for this type of document.

Options:

Comma
Point
Implicit

Element separator Optional. Specify the separator used for separating singular elements. The element separator you use will va
ry depending on the document format.

Release character Optional. Specify the character used for releasing (escaping) special characters so you can send special chara
cters that are normally separators. The release character you use will vary depending on the document form
at.

Segment terminato
r

Optional. Specify the character used for terminating segments. The segment terminator you use will vary de
pending on the document format.

Wrap segments Indicate if very long segments should be wrapped.
Supported Docume
nt Types for EDIFAC
T

Required. Specify the EDIFACT document type that can be sent through this send port.

Supported Docume
nt Types for X-12

Required. Specify the X-12 document type that can be sent through this send port.

See Also
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EDI Transport Properties
Use the EDI Transport Properties dialog box to configure the receive location for the EDI adapter.

Use this To do this
Logical address Required. Specify the logical address of the message recipient.
Functional acknowledgements Required. Specify the functional acknowledgement for this interchange.

Options:

Always
Never
Negative
When you select Negative, the functional acknowledgement will only be sent in the ev
ent of an error.

Supported Document Types for ED
IFACT

Required. Specify the EDIFACT document type that can be sent through this receive location.

Supported Document Types for X-
12

Required. Specify the X-12 document type that can be sent through this receive location.

See Also

Configuring a Base EDI Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer
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URI Properties Dialog Box
Use the URI Properties dialog box to view the party information.

Use this To do this
Party name View the party name.
URI View the URI assigned to the party.

See Also

Configuring the Base EDI Adapter
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URI and Custom reference numbering Properties Dialog Box
Use the URI and Custom reference numbering Properties dialog box to view the party information and configure the custom
reference numbers.

In the URI and Custom reference numbering Properties dialog box, in the Select URI section, specify the following options.

Use this To do this
Party name View the party name.
URI View the URI assigned to the party.

In the URI and Custom reference numbering Properties dialog box, in the Select URI section, specify the following options.

Use this To do this
Type Select the level at which the custom number will be applied.

Options:

Interchange
Group
Document

From Format Select the document format to apply the custom reference number.
Document type Select the document type to apply the custom reference number.
Next value Specify the next value for the custom reference number.
Minimum value Specify the minimum value for the custom reference number.
Maximum value Specify the maximum value for the custom reference number.

See Also

Configuring the Base EDI Adapter
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SQL Transport Properties Dialog Box
Use the SQL Transport Properties dialog box to configure the receive location for the SQL adapter.

Note  You can resize the description pane at the bottom of the dialog box by dragging the double-headed arrow that
appears on the top border of the pane.

Use thi
s

To do this

Poll W
hile Da
ta Foun
d

Specify whether to submit additional batches until the stored procedure or query returns no results, or submit a single st
ored procedure or query result for each polling interval.

Important  Do not set this property to True if the SQL command is a select statement, or if the SQL comman
d is a stored procedure that always returns data. Doing so will cause a continuous loop in the runtime.

Default value: False

Polling
Interva
l

Specify the number of units between polling requests.

Default value: 30

Polling
Unit of 
Measur
e

Specify the unit of measure used between polling requests.

Default value: Seconds

Valid Values: Seconds, Minutes, Hours

Connec
tion Str
ing

Specify the connection string used to connect to an SQL database.

Docum
ent Ro
ot Ele
ment N
ame

Specify the root element name used in the XML document received from Microsoft® SQL Server™.

Note  If the document schema for this receive location has been deployed, this information can be imported 
from the schema. Use the Import information from a generated schema dialog box on the SQL Command pr
operty to import the information.

Docum
ent Tar
get Na
mespa
ce

Specify the target namespace used in the XML documents received from SQL Server.

Note  If the document schema for this receive location has been deployed, this information can be imported 
from the schema. Use the Import information from a generated schema dialog box on the SQL Command pr
operty to import the information.

SQL Co
mman
d

For example:

or

This information can be typed into the box directly, or if the document schema for this receive location has been deploye
d, this information can be imported from the schema. To import the schema, click the Ellipsis button to open the Import
information from a generated schema dialog box, select the name of the Project and Schema, and then click OK. The 
SQL Command along with the Document Target Namespace and Document Root Element Name will be filled in.

SELECT * FROM [New Order Table] FOR XML AUTO, ELEMENTS

EXEC sp_SelectNewOrders @pCustID = 'HANAR'



 

URI Identifies the receive location using the server and database name.

The URI should take the form SQL://<DBServerName>/<DBName>[/<string for identity purpose>]

where SQL:// is the prefix for invoking SQL adapter, DBServerName is the server name for the target database (use '.' f
or local), and DBName is the target database name, for example Northwind.

Any strings after the DBName are optional.

Example:

SQL://./Northwind

or

SQL://MySQLServer001/MyTestDatabase/DynamicTestPort

Default value: SQL://

See Also

Configuring a SQL Receive Location
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SQL Transport Properties Dialog Box
Use the SQL Transport Properties dialog box to configure the send port for the SQL adapter.

Note  You can resize the description pane at the bottom of the dialog box by dragging the double-headed arrow that
appears on the top border of the pane.

Use this To do this
Connection String Specify the connection string used to connect to an SQL database.
Document Target Na
mespace

Specify the target namespace used in the XML documents sent and received (in the case of Solicit-Respon
se Port) from Microsoft® SQL Server™.

Response Root Elem
ent Name

Specify the root element name used in the XML documents received from SQL Server. This property is no
t used in a one-way port and may be empty.

See Also

Configuring a SQL Send Port
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<Host Name> Properties, Properties Tab
In the <Host Name> Properties dialog box, use the Properties tab to configure the receive handler for the SQL adapter.

Note  You can resize the description pane at the bottom of the dialog box by dragging the double-headed arrow that
appears on the top border of the pane.

Use this To do this
Error threshold Specify the maximum number of continuous errors received before disabling the receive handler.

Default Value: 5

See Also

Configuring a SQL Receive Handler
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<Host Name> Properties, Properties Tab
In the <Host Name> Properties dialog box, use the Properties tab to configure the send handler for the SQL adapter. A send
handler specifies the instance of a Microsoft® BizTalk® Server Host on which a send adapter is running. These properties are
used by all dynamic SQL send ports.

Note  You can resize the description pane at the bottom of the dialog box by dragging the double-headed arrow that
appears on the top border of the pane.

Use this To do this
Connection String Optional. Specify the connection string used to connect to an SQL database.
Document Target Namesp
ace

Optional. Specify the target namespace used in the XML documents received from Microsoft® SQ
L Server™.

Response Root Element Na
me

Optional. Specify the root element name that is used in the XML documents received from SQL Ser
ver.

See Also

Configuring a SQL Send Handler
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FTP Transport Properties Dialog Box
Use the FTP Transport Properties dialog box to configure the receive location for the FTP adapter.

Note  You can resize the description pane at the bottom of the dialog box by dragging the double-headed arrow that
appears on the top border of the pane.

Use this To do this
Maximum File
s

Specify the maximum number of files per Microsoft® BizTalk® Server batch.

Zero (0) indicates no limit.

Default value: 0

Maximum Siz
e

Specify the maximum number of bytes per BizTalk Server batch.

Zero (0) indicates no limit.

Default value: 0

Address Specify the address of the firewall, either a DNS name or an IP address.
Mode Specify the mode in which the adapter connects to the FTP server.

Valid values: Passive and Active

Default value: Active

Password Specify the password for the firewall.
Port Specify the port for the firewall.

Valid values: 1 through 65535 inclusive

Default value: 21

Type Specify the type of firewall deployed.

Valid values: None, Socks 4, and Socks 5

Default value: None

User Specify the user name for the firewall.
Account Specify the account name for the FTP server.

This property is optional.

After GET Specify the FTP commands to run after the file GET. Separate commands with a semi-colon (;).
Before Get Specify the FTP commands to run before the file GET. Separate commands with a semi-colon (;).
Error Threshol
d

Specify the number of errors that BizTalk Server can encounter before the location is disabled.

Default value: 10

File Mask Specify the file mask filter to use when transmitting files.
Folder Specify the polling location on the FTP server.
Log Specify the location to save a copy of a log file. You use this file to diagnose error conditions when sending or rec

eiving files through FTP.
Max File Size Specify the maximum downloadable file size, in megabytes.

Zero (0) indicates no limit on the file size.

Default value: 100

Password Specify the user password to log on to the FTP server.
Port Specify the port address for this FTP server.

Default value: 21



 

Representatio
n

Select how FTP receives the data.

Valid values: binary or ASCII

Default value: binary

Server Specify the server name or IP address of the FTP server.
SSO Affiliate Specify the Single Sign-On affiliate application.
User Name Specify the user name to log on to the FTP server.
Interval Specify the interval number for polling this location. To continuously poll, set this value to zero (0).

Default value: 60

Unit Specify the type of units for the Interval property.

Valid values: Seconds, Minutes, Hours, and Days

Default value: Seconds

Temporary Fol
der

Specify the location for a temporary folder. You use this location to ensure recovery from a transfer failure.

See Also

Configuring an FTP Receive Location
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FTP Transport Properties Dialog Box
Use the FTP Transport Properties dialog box to configure the send port for the FTP adapter.

Note  You can resize the description pane at the bottom of the dialog box by dragging the double-headed arrow that
appears on the top border of the pane.

Use this To do this
Address Specify the address of the firewall, either a DNS name or an IP address.
Mode Select the mode in which the adapter connects to the FTP server.

Valid values: Passive and Active

Default value: Active

Password Specify the password for the firewall.
Port Specify the port for the firewall.

Valid values: 1 through 65535 inclusively

Default value: 21

Type Select the type of firewall deployed.

Valid values: Socks 4, Socks 5, None

Default value: None

User Specify the user name for the firewall.
Account Optional. Specify the account name for the FTP server.
After Put Specify the FTP commands to run after the file PUT. Separate commands with a semi-colon (;).
Allocate S
torage

Specify whether to allocate storage space for legacy host systems.

Valid values: No, and Yes

Default value: No

Before Put Specify the FTP commands to run before the file PUT, such as commands to change default values on the FTP server.
Separate commands with a semi-colon (;). No open command is required.

Folder Specify the location to move the files on the FTP server.
Log Specify the location to save a copy of a log file. Use this file to diagnose error conditions when sending or receiving fi

les through FTP.
Password Specify the user password to log on to the FTP server.
Port Specify the port address for this FTP server.

Default value: 21

Represent
ation

Select how FTP sends the data, either binary or ASCII.

Valid values: binary or ASCII

Default value: binary

Server Specify the server name or IP address of the FTP server.
SSO Affilia
te

Specify the Enterprise Single Sign-On affiliate application.

Target File
Name

Specify an alternative name for the file. Retaining the default name will guarantee unique message names for each m
essage sent.

Default value: %MessageID%.xml

User Nam
e

Specify the user name to log on to the FTP server.

Temporar
y Folder

Specify the location for a temporary folder on the FTP server. This is used to ensure recovery from a transfer failure.



 

See Also

Configuring an FTP Send Port
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<Host Name> Properties, Properties Tab
In the <Host Name> Properties dialog box, use the Properties tab to configure the receive handler for the FTP adapter.

Note  You can resize the description pane at the bottom of the dialog box by dragging the double-headed arrow that
appears on the top border of the pane.

Use this To do this
Maximum File
s

Specify the maximum number of files per Microsoft® BizTalk® Server batch.

Zero (0) indicates no limit.

Default value: 0

Maximum Siz
e

Specify the maximum number of bytes per BizTalk Server batch.

Zero (0) indicates no limit.

Default value: 0

Address Specify the address of the firewall, either DNS name or IP address.
Mode Specify the mode in which the adapter connects to the FTP server.

Valid values: Passive or Active

Default Value: Active

Password Specify the password for the firewall.
Port Specify the port for the firewall.

Valid values: 1 through 65535 inclusively

Default value: 21

Type Specify the type of firewall deployed.

Valid values: Socks 4, Socks 5, None

Default value: None

User Specify the user name for the firewall.
Account Specify the account name for the FTP server.
After GET Specify the FTP commands to run after the file GET. Separate commands with a semi-colon (;).
Before GET Specify the FTP commands to run before the file GET. Separate commands with a semi-colon (;).
Error Threshol
d

Specify the number of errors before the location is disabled.

Default value: 10

Log Specify the location to save a copy of the log file. Use this file to diagnose error conditions when sending or recei
ving files through FTP.

Max File Size Specify the maximum downloadable file size, in megabytes (MB).

Zero (0) indicates no limit.

Default Value: 100

Password Specify the user password to log on to the FTP server.
Representatio
n

Select how FTP receives the data.

Valid Values: binary or ASCII

Default Value: binary

User Name Specify the user name to log in to the FTP server.
Temporary Fol
der

Specify the location for a temporary folder. Use this folder to ensure recovery from a transfer failure.

See Also



 

Configuring an FTP Receive Handler
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<Host Name> Properties, Properties Tab
In the <Host Name> Properties dialog box, use the Properties tab to configure the send handler for the FTP adapter. A send
handler specifies the instance of a Microsoft® BizTalk® Server Host on which the FTP adapter is running.

Note  You can resize the description pane at the bottom of the dialog box by dragging the double-headed arrow that
appears on the top border of the pane.

Use this To do this
Maximum
Files

Specify the maximum number of files per Microsoft® BizTalk® Server batch.

Valid values: 1 through 200 inclusively

Default value: 50

Address Specify the address of the firewall, either a DNS name or an IP address.
Mode Specify the mode in which the adapter connects to the FTP server.

Valid values: Passive and Active

Default value: Active

Password Specify the password for the firewall.
Port Specify the port for the firewall.

Valid values: 1 through 65535 inclusively

Default values: 21

Type Specify the type of firewall deployed.

Valid values: Socks 4, Socks 5, None

Default value: None

User Specify the user name for the firewall.
Account Optional. Specify the account name for the FTP server.
After Put Specify the FTP command to run after the file PUT. Separate commands with a semi-colon (;).
Allocate S
torage

Specify the use for allocating storage space for some legacy host systems.

Valid values: Yes and No

Default value: No

Before Put Specify the FTP commands to run before the file PUT, such as commands to change default values on the FTP server.
Separate commands with a semi-colon (;). No open command is required.

Log Specify the location to save a copy of a log file. Use this file to diagnose error conditions when sending or receiving fi
les through FTP.

Password Specify the user password to log on to the FTP server.
Represent
ation

Select how FTP sends the data, either binary or ASCII.

Valid values: binary and ASCII

Default value: binary

Target File
Name

Specify the pattern for the target file name.

Default value: %MessageID%.xml

User Nam
e

Specify the user name to log on to the FTP server.

Temporar
y Folder

Specify the location for a temporary folder on the FTP server. Use this folder to ensure recovery from a transfer failur
e.

See Also

Configuring an FTP Send Handler
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Custom Adapter Receive Location
F1 Help is not available for this adapter.
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Custom Adapter Receive Handler
F1 Help is not available for this adapter.
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Custom Adapter Send Port
F1 Help is not available for this adapter.
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Custom Adapter Send Handler
F1 Help is not available for this adapter.
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Add Adapter Wizard Dialog Box
Use the Add Adapter Wizard to add adapter schemas to your Microsoft® BizTalk® Server project.

Use t
his

To do this

Adap
ter

Select the name of the adapter that contains the adapter schemas to add to the project.

SQL 
Serv
er

Type the BizTalk database name or select it from the drop-down list.

This property is optional. If left blank, you must configure it later in BizTalk Explorer.

Data
base

Select the Configuration database for the chosen server.

This property is optional. If left blank, you must configure it later in BizTalk Explorer.

Port Displays the list of adapter send ports and receive locations previously created and stored in the Configuration database fo
r the adapter selected. If selected, this port appears in the Connection String box on the next page in the wizard.

This property is optional. If left blank, you may later need to configure a send port or receive location in BizTalk Explorer.

See Also

Adding Adapter Metadata to a BizTalk Project
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Administration UI Help
This section provides instructions for the Administration Console user interface (UI). You access this information by pressing the
F1 key or clicking Help in the UI. Use the Administration Console to manage computers, networks, and other Microsoft®
BizTalk® Server 2004 components.

See Also

About BizTalk Server Administration

Administration Tools
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (Local) Node
Use the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (Local) node to see a visual representation of the BizTalk Server administration
components that a system administrator can manage. The left side of the administration console, the console tree, consists of
folders and subfolders that represent different objects, such as MessageBox databases, adapters and hosts. The right side of the
administration console, the results pane, contains information about the item that you have selected in the console tree.

Double-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (Local) node to expand and collapse it.

Right-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (Local) node to display the following options:

Refresh. Refreshes all the objects in the root node.
Properties. Displays the properties for the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (Local) node in the Properties window.

See Also

Connecting Applications Using Native Adapters

Managing MessageBox Databases

About BizTalk Server Administration

Administration Tools
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Microsoft BizTalk Server (Local) Properties Dialog Box
Use the Microsoft BizTalk Server (Local) Properties dialog box to view or modify BizTalk Group properties.

Use this To do this
Enterprise S
ingle Sign-
On Server

Type the name of the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) Server that this computer uses to access the configuration in
formation for the adapters. This is the name of the SSO Server used to connect to the Credential database.

Cache refre
sh (in secon
ds)

Type the time (in seconds) after which all items in the BizTalk Server administration cache, such as MessageBox data
bases, server properties, adapters, and connections to the Tracking database, are refreshed.

By default, all objects in the cache are refreshed every 60 seconds, except for the server database connections and s
erver properties.

Signing Cer
tificate

In the Thumbprint box, type the thumbprint of the private key certificate used to digitally sign outbound messages
from this group. The certificate thumbprint is a hexidecimal number with the format XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX X
XXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX, where X is a letter or a number (0 to 9 or A to F).

Comment Type any information that will help you remember the certificate you are using for this BizTalk group.

See Also

Managing the BizTalk Group

Using Enterprise Single Sign-On

Managing MessageBox Databases

Database Maintenance (BizTalk Server Sample)
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Microsoft BizTalk Server (Local) Properties Dialog Box,
Database Connections Tab
Use the Database Connections tab to view a summary of information for all BizTalk Server databases, including the database
name and the associated server running Microsoft SQL Server™.

See Also

Database Write Diagram

Scheduling Database Backups

Managing MessageBox Databases

Database Maintenance (BizTalk Server Sample)
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Microsoft BizTalk Server (Local) Properties Dialog Box, Large
Message Tab
Use the Large Message tab to configure large message properties for a BizTalk group.

Use thi
s

To do this

Thresh
old

Type the message size, in bytes, that BizTalk Server will use to determine whether the message will be fragmented. BizTal
k Server will fragment messages that are equal to or larger than the threshold size. The default is 102,400 bytes.

Fragm
ent siz
e

Type the size of the fragments, in bytes, into which BizTalk Server will divide a large message when its size equals or exce
eds the threshold size. The default is 102,400 bytes.

See Also

About the BizTalk Group

BizTalk Message Queuing Large Message Extension

Large Message to MSMQT (BizTalk Server Sample)
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MessageBoxes Node
Use the MessageBoxes node to view a list of the currently running MessageBox databases.

Double-click the MessageBoxes node to expand and collapse it.

Right-click the MessageBoxes node to display the following options:

New. Creates a new MessageBox database in the MessageBox container node.
Refresh. Refreshes all the items in MessageBox container node.

See Also

Database Write Diagram

Scheduling Database Backups

Managing MessageBox Databases

Restoring the BizTalk MessageBox Database

Database Maintenance (BizTalk Server Sample)
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MessageBoxes Node - Results Pane
Use the MessageBoxes node results pane to view a list of the MessageBox databases on your computer.

Right-click a specific MessageBox to display the following options:

Delete. Deletes the MessageBox database from the BizTalk group.
Refresh. Starts the MessageBox database. This option is available only if the MessageBox database is stopped.
Properties. Displays the properties for the selected MessageBox database.

See Also

Adding a New MessageBox Database

Database Write Diagram

Scheduling Database Backups

Managing MessageBox Databases

Restoring the BizTalk MessageBox Database

Database Maintenance (BizTalk Server Sample)
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<MessageBoxDb name> Properties Dialog Box, General Tab
Use the General tab to view or modify MessageBox properties.

Use this To do this
Disable new message pu
blication

Select this check box to specify that you do not want this MessageBox database to receive activation 
messages.

Master MessageBox Indicates whether the selected MessageBox database was the first MessageBox database created whe
n you ran the Configuration Wizard.

See Also

Adding a New MessageBox Database

Database Write Diagram

Scheduling Database Backups

Managing MessageBox Databases

Restoring the BizTalk MessageBox Database

Database Maintenance (BizTalk Server Sample)
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<MessageBoxDb name> Properties Dialog Box, Database
Connections Tab
Use the Database Connections tab to view database properties, including the database name and the associated server running
Microsoft® SQL Server™.

See Also

Adding a New MessageBox Database

Database Write Diagram

Scheduling Database Backups

Managing MessageBox Databases

Restoring the BizTalk MessageBox Database

Database Maintenance (BizTalk Server Sample)
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New MessageBox Dialog Box
Use the New Messagebox dialog box to create and configure a new MessageBox database.

Use this To do this
Database name Type the name of the MessageBox database.
SQL server Type the name of the SQL Server on which you want to create this database.
Disable new message public
ation

Select this check box to specify that you do not want this MessageBox database to receive activat
ion messages.

See Also

Adding a New MessageBox Database

Database Write Diagram

Scheduling Database Backups

Managing MessageBox Databases

Restoring the BizTalk MessageBox Database

Database Maintenance (BizTalk Server Sample)
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Hosts Node
Use the Hosts node to view a list of all the hosts currently configured and running.

Double-click the Hosts node to expand and collapse it.

Right-click the Hosts node to display the following options:

New. Creates a new Host in the Hosts container node.
Refresh. Refreshes all the items in Hosts container node.

See Also

About Hosts

Creating a New Host in the BizTalk Administration Console

Modifying Host Properties in the BizTalk Administration Console

Creating a BizTalk Server Hosting Environment
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Hosts - Results Pane
Use the Hosts results pane to view all the In-Process and Isolated hosts currently installed and configured.

Right-click a specific host to display one of the following options:

New. Creates a new host instance.
Refresh. Refreshes the information displayed in the results pane for the selected host.
Properties. Displays the properties for the selected host in the Properties window.

See Also

About Hosts

Creating a New Host in the BizTalk Administration Console

Modifying Host Properties in the BizTalk Administration Console

Creating a BizTalk Server Hosting Environment
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<Host Name> Node
Use the <Host Name> node to create logical containers for items such as adapters, receive locations, and orchestrations.

Double-click the <Host Name> node to expand and collapse it.

Right-click the <Host Name> node to display the following options:

New. Creates a new host.
Delete. Deletes the selected host.
Refresh. Refreshes all the items in the <Host Name> node.
Properties. Displays the properties for the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 host node in the Properties window.

See Also

About Hosts

Creating a New Host in the BizTalk Administration Console

Modifying Host Properties in the BizTalk Administration Console

Creating a BizTalk Server Hosting Environment
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<Host Name> - Results Pane
Use the <Host Name> results pane to view all the host instances currently installed and running.

Right-click a specific host to display one of the following options:

Start. Starts host instance processing.
Stop. Stops host instance processing.
Credentials. Display the credentials for the selected host instance.
Delete. Deletes the selected host instance.
Refresh. Refreshes the information displayed in the results pane for the selected host.
Properties. Displays the properties for the selected host in the Properties window

See Also

About Hosts

Creating a New Host in the BizTalk Administration Console

Modifying Host Properties in the BizTalk Administration Console

Creating a BizTalk Server Hosting Environment
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<Host Name> Properties Dialog Box, General Tab
Use the <Host Name> Properties dialog box to view or configure properties for a particular host and host instance associated
with the selected server.

Use the General tab to view or modify the properties of the selected host. You can modify which host is the default host for the
BizTalk group.

Use this To do this
Windows gr
oup

Type the local or domain group name for the host. When you create the first host instance for this host, you create 
SQL Server logins automatically on all SQL Servers where BizTalk databases are located with the correct database p
rivileges.

Note  It is recommended that you use different Windows groups for each host in a BizTalk group.

Host type In the Host Type drop-down list, select whether this host will run in the In-Process or Isolated mode.
Host tracki
ng

Select this check box if you want instances of this host to be included in the health monitoring and business data th
at BizTalk Server tracks.

Authenticat
ion trusted

Select this check box if the account under which the host runs should be trusted.

Default hos
t in the gro
up

Select this check box if this host is the default host.

See Also

About Hosts

Creating a New Host in the BizTalk Administration Console

Modifying Host Properties in the BizTalk Administration Console

Creating a BizTalk Server Hosting Environment
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<Host Name> Properties Dialog Box, Certificate Tab
Use the <Host Name> Properties dialog box to view or configure properties for a particular host and host instance associated
with the selected server.

Use the Certificate tab to view or modify certificate properties for a host. You can specify the certificate used by the host to
decrypt messages.

Use 
this

To do this

Thu
mbp
rint

Type the thumbprint of the private key certificate used to digitally sign outbound messages from this group. Certificate thu
mbprints are hexadecimal numbers and have the format XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX, where X
is a letter or a number (0 to 9 or A to F).

Com
men
t

Type any information that will help you remember the certificate you are using for this BizTalk group.

See Also

About Hosts

Creating a New Host in the BizTalk Administration Console

Modifying Host Properties in the BizTalk Administration Console

Creating a BizTalk Server Hosting Environment
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New Host Dialog Box
Use the New Host dialog box to create a new host.

Use this To do this
Host name Type the name of the new host.

Note  All service accounts for the host instances must be members of this group.

Windows g
roup

Type the name of the local or domain group for the host. When you create the first host instance for this host, you c
reate SQL Server logins automatically on all SQL Servers where BizTalk databases are located with the correct datab
ase privileges.

Note  It is recommended that you use different Windows groups for each host in a BizTalk group.

Host type In the Host Type drop-down list, select whether this host will run in the In-Process or Isolated mode.
Host tracki
ng

Select this check box if you want instances of this host to be included in the health monitoring and business data tha
t BizTalk Server tracks.

Authentica
tion trusted

Select this check box if the account under which the host runs should be trusted.

Default hos
t in the gro
up

Select this check box if this host is the default host.

See Also
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Creating a New Host in the BizTalk Administration Console

Modifying Host Properties in the BizTalk Administration Console
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Add Host Instances Dialog Box
Use the Add Host Instances dialog box to map an instance of a given host to Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004.

Use this To do this
Server Select this check box to choose the server from the available list of servers where the host instance will run. The Provi

de account information dialog box is displayed.
Set crede
ntials

Click to display the Provide account information dialog box. Type the login credentials and password for the servic
e account with permissions to access this server.

See Also

About Host Instances

Adding Host Instances in the BizTalk Administration Console
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Receive Locations Node
A receive location is the combination of a transport-specific address at which inbound messages arrive and the messaging
pipeline that processes the messages received at that specific address. A receive port may have one or more receive locations
associated with it.

Use the Receive Locations node to view a list of all available receive locations in the BizTalk Administration Console.

Right-click the Receive Locations node to display the following options:

Refresh. Refreshes all the items in the Receive Locations root node.

See Also

About Receive Locations

Configuring Receive Location Properties in the BizTalk Administration Console

Enabling Receive Locations in the BizTalk Administration Console

Adding a Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer
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Receive Locations - Results Pane
Use the Receive Locations results pane to view the properties for currently configured receive locations including receive
handler and status information.

Double-click a receive location to display the Receive Location Properties dialog box.

Right-click a specific receive location to display the following options:

Enable. Changes the Enabled property to True.
Disable. Changes the Status property to False.
Refresh. Refreshes the information displayed in the results pane for the selected receive location.
Properties. Displays the properties for the selected receive location in the Properties window.

See Also

About Receive Locations

Configuring Receive Location Properties in the BizTalk Administration Console

Enabling Receive Locations in the BizTalk Administration Console

Adding a Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer
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<Receive Location Name> Properties Dialog Box, General Tab
Use the General tab to associate the receive location with the receive handler of the selected host.

Use this To do this
Receive po
rt

View the receive port associated with the selected receive location.

Pipeline View the pipeline associated with the selected receive location.
Receive ha
ndler

Select this to choose the receive handler associated with the selected receive location from a drop-down list. The rec
eive handlers that are available vary by host type.

Disabled View the status of the selected receive location.

See Also

About Receive Locations

Configuring Receive Location Properties in the BizTalk Administration Console

Enabling Receive Locations in the BizTalk Administration Console

Adding a Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer
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<Receive Location Name> Properties Dialog Box, Schedule Tab
Use the Schedule tab to specify the service window during which the receive location will receive documents.

Use this To do this
Start date Select this check box to specify a date from the calendar to start receiving documents.
Stop date Select this check box to specify a date from the calendar date to stop receiving documents.
Enable operatin
g window

Select this check box to specify the working hours for the operating window from the drop-down list. You can 
set this value independently from the start or stop dates.

Start time Select a start time from the drop down list to specify the start time for the operating window.
Stop time Select a stop time from the drop down list to specify the stop time for the operating window.

See Also
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Send Ports Node
Use the Send Ports node to manage send ports associated with your installation of Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004.

Right-click the Send Ports node to display the following options:

Refresh. Refreshes all the items in the Send Ports root node.

See Also

About Send Ports and Send Port Groups

Enlisting a Send Port or Send Port Group

Unenlisting a Send Port or Send Port Group
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Send Ports Node - Results Pane
Use the Send Ports node to manage the send ports associated with your installation of Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004.

Use the Send Ports node results pane to display a list of the send ports currently configured.

Right-click a specific send port to display one of the following options:

Start. Changes the Status property to Started.
Stop. Changes the Status property to Stopped.
Enlist. Changes the Status property to Enlisted.
Un-enlist. Changes the Status property to Unenlisted.
Refresh. Refreshes the information displayed in the results pane for the selected send port.

See Also

About Send Ports and Send Port Groups

Enlisting a Send Port or Send Port Group

Unenlisting a Send Port or Send Port Group

Starting a Send Port or Send Port Group

Stopping a Send Port or Send Port Group

Managing Send Ports Using BizTalk Explorer
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Send Port Groups Node
A send port group is a named collection of send ports that you can use to send the same message to multiple destinations in a
single configuration. Use the Send Port Groups node to enlist, unenlist, start, and stop send port groups in the send port group
you have selected.

Note  Send ports and send port groups are created and configured in BizTalk Explorer.

Double-click the Send Port Groups node to expand and collapse it.

Right-click the Send Port Groups node to display the following options:

Refresh. Refreshes all the items in Send Port Groups root node.

See Also

Adding a Send Port Group Using BizTalk Explorer

About Send Ports and Send Port Groups

Enlisting a Send Port or Send Port Group

Unenlisting a Send Port or Send Port Group

Starting a Send Port or Send Port Group

Stopping a Send Port or Send Port Group
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Send Port Groups Node - Results Pane
Use the Send Port Groups node results pane to view a list of the send port groups currently configured.

Right-click a specific send port group to display the following options:

Start. Changes the Status property to Started.
Stop. Changes the Status property to Stopped.
Enlist. Changes the Status property to Enlisted.
Unenlist. Changes the Status property to Unenlisted.
Refresh. Refreshes the information displayed in the results pane for the selected send port group.
Properties. Displays the properties for the selected send port group in the Properties window.

See Also

Adding a Send Port Group Using BizTalk Explorer

About Send Ports and Send Port Groups

Enlisting a Send Port or Send Port Group

Unenlisting a Send Port or Send Port Group

Starting a Send Port or Send Port Group

Stopping a Send Port or Send Port Group
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Orchestrations Node
After the binding of orchestrations is complete, the orchestrations appear under the Orchestrations node in the BizTalk
Administration console. Use the Orchestrations node to view a list of all available orchestration objects.

Double-click the Orchestrations node to expand and collapse it.

Right-click the Orchestrations node to display the following options:

Refresh. Refreshes all the items in the Orchestrations root node.

See Also

Enlisting an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration Console
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Orchestrations Node - Results Pane
Use the Orchestrations node results pane to view a list of the orchestrations currently configured.

Right-click a specific orchestration to display the following options:

Start processing. Enables all receive locations associated with the selected orchestration and resumes suspended
messages. The subscription state changes from inactive to active. New activation messages will create active instances. By
restarting an orchestration, you can activate messages suspended when the orchestration was last stopped.
Stop processing. Disables all receive locations associated with the selected orchestration and suspends existing instances
of an orchestration. You can suspend all instances or just those still in process.
Un-enlist. Provides the ability to upgrade an orchestration when multiple instances of that orchestration are processing
documents, without terminating all instances.

When going from the Started to Bound state, you can:

Terminate all existing instances. The subscription state changes from inactive to disabled.
Terminate only specific instances. The activation subscription state changes from active to disabled.

You cannot, however, create any new service instances.

Enlist. Opens the Orchestration Enlistment Wizard to complete the binding process and reconfigure the receive locations or
applications associated with an orchestration. The initial configuration is performed as part of the binding process from
within the BizTalk Explorer.
Refresh. Refreshes the information displayed in the results pane for the selected orchestration.
Properties. Displays the properties for the selected orchestration in the Properties window.

See Also

Managing Orchestrations

Starting an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration Console

Enlisting an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration Console

Creating Orchestrations
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<Orchestration Name> Properties Dialog Box, General Tab
Use the General tab on the <Orchestration Name> Properties dialog box to view information about the orchestration you
have selected in the results pane.

Use this To do this
Assembly View the following information on this page:

Assembly Name
Version
Culture
Public Key Token

Instance Information View the number of active, dehydrated, and suspended instances of the selected orchestration
Refresh Select this to refresh the information for a particular orchestration instance.

See Also

Managing Orchestrations

Starting an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration Console

Enlisting an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration Console

Creating Orchestrations
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Orchestration Enlistment Wizard UI Help
This section provides instructions for using the Orchestration Enlistment Wizard user interface (UI). You use Orchestration
Enlistment Wizard to enlist the orchestration into a host.

See Also
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Orchestration Enlistment Wizard
Orchestration enlistment is the final step that enables a bound orchestration to process messages. Use the Orchestration
Enlistment Wizard to enlist the orchestration into a host.

See Also

Enlisting an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration Console
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Configure Receive Locations Page
When you start the Orchestration Enlistment Wizard, it first verifies that all the receive locations are fully configured. If one or
more receive locations have not been associated with a host (through a receive handler), the wizard shows a list of the receive
locations that you need to configure. You must configure all receive locations before you can continue.

Use the Configure Receive Locations page to select the receive location that you want to associate with the orchestration.

Use t
his

To do this

Nam
e

Select the check box to specify the name of the receive location associated with the selected orchestration

Rece
ive L
ocati
ons

Adapter: Displays the name of the adapter associated with the receive location.

Host: Displays the name of the host where the receive handler for the adapter is running. If you have configured at least on
e receive handler for the adapter, this item will include a drop-down list from which you can select a host. If no receive han
dlers are configured for the receive location type, this list will be blank, and you will have to exit the wizard, create a host, a
nd then run the wizard again,

Conf
igure

Click Configure to view or modify existing host and adapter configuration settings. The Select Application Hosting Receive
Location page is displayed.

See Also

About Receive Locations

Configuring Receive Location Properties in the BizTalk Administration Console

Connecting Applications Using Native Adapters

Enlisting an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration Console
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Select Application Hosting Receive Location Page
Use the Select application hosting receive location page to view or modify configuration information for the receive location
associated with the orchestration.

Use t
his

To do this

Ada
pter

Select this check box to choose the name of the adapter associated with the receive location from a drop-down list. The list 
of options is filtered depending on the type of adapter configured.

Host Select this check box to choose the name of the host where the receive handler for the adapter is running.

If you have configured at least one receive handler for the adapter, this item will include a drop-down list from which you c
an select a host.

If no receive handlers are configured for the receive location type, this list will be blank, and you will have to exit the wizard,
create a host, and then run the wizard again.

See Also

About Receive Locations

Configuring Receive Location Properties in the BizTalk Administration Console

Connecting Applications Using Native Adapters
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Select Host Page
Use the Select Host page to select the host that you want to associate with the adapter and receive location.

U
se
th
is

To do this

N
a
m
e

Select from the drop-down list to specify where the receive handler for the adapter is running. If you have configured at least o
ne receive handler for the adapter, this item will include a drop-down list from which you can select a host. If no receive handle
rs are configured for the receive location type, this list will be blank, and you will have to exit the wizard, create a host, and the
n run the wizard again.

Your choices when selecting the host are determined by the adapter type you have selected. For example, an HTTP adapter req
uires an Isolated host; a File adapter requires an In-Process host.

See Also
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Enlisting a Send Port or Send Port Group
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Completing the Orchestration Enlistment Wizard Page
At this point, the orchestration is enlisted, the appropriate subscriptions are created, and the orchestration is in the Stopped state.
To start processing incoming messages, you must explicitly start the orchestration after enlistment. For more information, see
Starting an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration Console.
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Servers Node
Use the Servers node to view a list of all available servers, including associated hosts.

Double-click the Servers node to expand and collapse it, and to display application host instances associated with the selected
server.

Right-click the Servers node to display the following options:

Refresh. Refreshes all the items in the Servers root node.

See Also

Using the BizTalk Administration Console
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<Server Name> Node
Use the <Server Name> node to view information about the selected server including associated host instances.

Right-click the <Server Name> node to display the following option:

Refresh. Refreshes all the items in the <Server Name> node.

See Also
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Server Node - Results Pane
Use the Server node results pane to view information about the selected server.

Double-click a specific host to display the properties of that host.

Right-click a specific host to display the following option:

Refresh. Refreshes the information displayed in the results pane for the selected host instance.

See Also

Using the BizTalk Administration Console
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<Host Instance on Server> - Results Pane
Use the <Host Instance on Server> node results pane to view information about host instances associated with the selected
server.

Double-click a specific host instance to display its properties.

Right-click a specific host instance to display the following options:

Start. Changes the Status property to Started.
Stop. Changes the Status property to Stopped.
Install. Opens the Provide account information dialog box. You must provide SQL Server account information to
authenticate yourself and configure another host instance.
Delete. Deletes the selected host instance.
Properties. Displays the properties for the selected host instance in the Properties dialog box, including the associated
host and status information.

See Also
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<Host Instance> Properties Dialog Box
Use the <Host Instance> Properties dialog box to view a summary for a particular host and host instance that is associated with
the selected server.

See Also
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<Host Instance> Properties Dialog Box, General Tab
Use the General tab on the <Host Instance> Properties dialog box to view or modify the properties of the host instance that
you selected in the results pane.

Use this To do this
Host View the host associated with the selected server.
Installation status View the configuration state of the associated host.
Server View the server associated with the selected host.
Logon View the current SQL account permissions for the selected host.
Change Modify the SQL account permissions for the selected host.
Disabled Select this check box to change the status of the selected host from enabled to disabled.

See Also

About Host Instances

Modifying the Properties of a Host Instance in the BizTalk Administration Console

Adding Host Instances in the BizTalk Administration Console

Starting a Host Instance in the BizTalk Administration Console

Stopping a Host Instance in the BizTalk Administration Console

Deleting a Host Instance in the BizTalk Administration Console
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Adapters Node
Use the Adapters node to view or modify the default configuration for adapter handlers as well as add, remove, and modify send
ports and receive locations for the those adapters.

Double-click the Adapters node to expand and collapse it. <Adapter Type> sub-nodes are displayed.

Right-click the Adapters node to display the following options:

New. Displays the Add Adapter dialog box.
Refresh. Refreshes all the items in the Adapters root node.

See Also
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<Receive Handlers Name> Folder
A receive handler is an instance of a BizTalk Server host on which a receive location is running. Receive handlers enable you to
configure global properties for all the receive locations of an application.

Double-click any of the < Adapter Type> nodes to display the Receive Handlers folder. This folder represents a location on the
file system or network share from which the receive handlers for the selected adapter will read files. Use the Receive Handler
folder in the BizTalk Server Administration console to set default receive handler values.

Right-click the Receive Handler folder for any of the pre-configured adapters to display the following options:

New. Configures a new receive handler for your adapter using the Receive Handler Wizard.
Refresh. Refreshes all the items in the Receive Handler folder.

See Also
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About Send Ports and Send Port Groups

Enlisting a Send Port or Send Port Group
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<Receive Handler Name> Folder - Results Pane
A receive handler is an instance of a BizTalk Server host on which a receive location is running. Receive handlers enable you to
configure global properties for all the receive locations of an application.

Use the <Receive Handler Name> results pane to view a list of the receive handlers currently configured for the selected
adapter type.

Right-click a specific receive handler to display the following options:

Delete. Deletes the selected receive handler.
Refresh. Refreshes all the items in the <Receive Handler Name> folder.
Properties. Displays the properties for the selected receive handler in the Properties dialog box.

See Also
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About Send Ports and Send Port Groups

Enlisting a Send Port or Send Port Group
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<Send Handlers Name> Folder
A send handler is the host instance on which the send adapter is running. Double-click any of the <Adapter Type> nodes to
display a Send Handler folder. This folder represents a location on file system or network share from which the send handler will
read files. Use the Send Handler folder in the BizTalk Server Administration console to set default send handler values.

Right-click the Send Handler folder for any of the pre-configured adapters to display the following options:

Refresh. Refreshes all the items in the Send Handler folder.

See Also
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<Send Handler Name> Folder - Results Pane
A send handler is the host instance on which the send adapter is running. Use the <Send Handler Name> results pane to view a
list of the send handlers currently configured for the selected adapter type.

Right-click a specific receive handler to display the following options:

Delete. Deletes the selected send handler.
Refresh. Refreshes all the items in the <Receive Handler Name> folder.
Properties. Displays the properties for the selected send handler in the Properties dialog box.

See Also

Creating and Deleting Receive Handlers
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Add Adapter Dialog Box
Use the Add Adapter dialog box to add new adapters in Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 Administration.

Use this To do this
Name Type the name of the new adapter.
Adapter li
st

Select the type of adapter from the list of available unused adapters.

Note  If you select MSMQT from the drop-down list, you will permanently add this adapter to the BizTalk 
Server installation.

Comment
s

Type a brief optional description.

See Also
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About Send Ports and Send Port Groups

Enlisting a Send Port or Send Port Group
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<Adapter Type> Nodes
Use the <Adapter Type> nodes to view or modify the default configuration for the pre-configured adapters supported by
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 as well as add, remove, and modify send ports and receive locations for those adapters

Double-click an <Adapter Type> node to expand and collapse it. Receive Handler and Send Handler folders for each of the
adapters supported in Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 appear.

Right-click any of the <Adapters Type> sub-nodes to display the following options:

Delete. Deletes the selected adapter.
Refresh. Refreshes all the items in the <Adapters Type> sub-node.

Use the <Adapters Type> sub-node results pane to view information about the adapter selected.

Double-click a specific adapter to display the properties of that adapter.

Right-click a specific adapter to display the following options:

Delete. Deletes the selected adapter.
Refresh. Refreshes the information displayed in the results pane for the selected host adapter.
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Receive Handler Wizard UI Help
This section provides instructions for the Receive Handler Wizard user interface (UI). You access this information by pressing the
F1 key or clicking Help in the UI. Use the Receive Handler Wizard to configure receive handler settings. Although you access this
information using the F1 or Help button from the UI, this information does not replace the general usage information in the
product documentation.
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Select Host Page
Use the Select Host page to select the host that you want to associate with the adapter and receive location.

Us
e t
his

To do this

Ho
st 
Na
me

Select from the drop-down list to specify where the receive handler for the adapter is running. If you have configured at least 
one receive handler for the adapter, this item will include a drop-down list from which you can select a host. If no receive han
dlers are configured for the receive location type, this list will be blank, and you must exit the wizard, create a host, and then r
un the wizard again.

Host selection choices are determined by the adapter type you have selected. For example, an HTTP adapter requires an Isolat
ed Host whereas a File adapter requires an In-Process host.

See Also
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<Adapter Type> Properties Page
Use the <Adapter Type> Property page to view or configure handler settings for the specific adapter type. The options available
for configuring vary according to the adapter type you have selected.
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Completing the Receive Handler Wizard
At this point, the receive handler is configured.
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<Host Name> Properties Dialog Box
Use the <Host Name> Properties dialog box to view a summary for a particular host associated with the selected adapter.
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<Host Name> Properties Dialog Box, General Tab
Use the General tab to view or modify the common properties of the selected receive handler.

Use this To do this
Name View the name of the selected receive handler.
Host Name View the host associated with the selected receive handler.
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<Host Name> Properties Dialog Box, Properties Tab
Use the Properties tab to view or modify the adapter-specific properties of the selected receive handler. The displayed properties
vary depending on the type of adapter you have configured.

To access more specific user interface (UI) usage information for the pre-configured adapters that BizTalk Server 2004 supports,
use the F1 or Help button from UI on the Properties dialog box of the particular adapter.
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<Host Name> Properties Dialog Box
Use the <Host Name> Properties dialog box to view a summary of information for a particular host associated with the adapter
you have configured.
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<Host Name> Properties Dialog Box, General Tab
Use the General tab to view the common properties of the selected send handler.

Use this To do this
Name Select this to view the name of the selected send handler.
Host Name Select this to view the host associated with the selected send handler.

See Also
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<Host Name> Properties Dialog Box, Properties Tab
Use the Properties tab to view or modify the adapter-specific properties of the selected send handler. Depending on the type of
adapter you have configured, an additional properties page may be displayed. To access more specific user interface (UI) usage
information for the pre-configured adapters that BizTalk Server 2004 supports, use the F1 or Help button from UI on the
Properties dialog box of the particular adapter.
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<Host Name> Properties Dialog Box, Proxy Tab
The Proxy tab is only available for HTTP or SOAP adapters. Use the Proxy tab to configure the send handler for the HTTP or
SOAP adapter. For more information, see the adapter user interface (UI) Help.
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Connecting Applications Using Native Adapters

Creating and Deleting Receive Handlers
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Assembly Deployment Wizard UI Help
This section provides instructions for the Assembly Deployment Wizard user interface (UI). You access this
information by pressing the F1 key or clicking Help in the UI. Use the Assembly Deployment Wizard to deploy assemblies and
import or export binding information.

For more information about the Deployment Wizard, see Deploying BizTalk Server Assemblies.
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Assembly Deployment Wizard, BizTalk Deployment Wizard
Pages
You can use the Microsoft® BizTalk® Server Assembly Deployment Wizard to deploy an assembly to a database, import and/or
export an assembly binding from a file, and remove an assembly from a database. The Assembly Deployment Wizard deploys a
single assembly at a time.

The following table describes what you can do using each page of the wizard.

Use this To do this
Welcome page Run or close the wizard.
Deployment Task page Select the deployment task to perform. The options are:

Deploy BizTalk assembly to database - Deploy assembly to the Configuration database with or w
ithout binding files. Optionally deploy to the global assembly cache (GAC) at the same time.

Import BizTalk assembly binding from file - Import binding information to the Configuration dat
abase from a file.

Export BizTalk assembly binding to file - Export a binding from the Configuration database to a f
ile.

Remove BizTalk assembly from database - Delete an assembly from the Configuration database 
and optionally remove it from the local GAC.

Configuration Database 
page

Select the SQL Server computer and the database to use.

Refresh the screen to see a current list of available servers.

Deploy BizTalk Assembly
page

Select the assembly to deploy.

Optionally install the assembly to the GAC.

Optionally select a binding file to deploy.

Deploying BizTalk Assem
bly page

See the progress of the deployment.

Import BizTalk Assembly 
Binding page

Select the binding file to import to the Configuration database.

Importing BizTalk Assem
bly Binding page

See the progress of the import.

Export BizTalk Assembly 
Binding page

Choose to export a bound item or all unbound items.

Select the BizTalk assembly associated with the binding file.

Select the binding file to which to export.

Exporting BizTalk Assem
bly Binding page

See the progress of the export.

Remove BizTalk Assembl
y page

Select the BizTalk assembly to remove from the Configuration database.

Optionally uninstall the assembly from the local GAC at the same time.

Removing BizTalk Assem
bly page

See the progress of the removal.

Ready page Review the instructions you have requested, before completing the task.

Optionally view information in the assembly log file.

Continue with the operation or cancel and close the wizard.

Completing the BizTalk D
eployment Wizard page

See a description of the action you just completed.

Click the link to view the assembly log file.

Close the wizard or run it again to complete another task.



 

See Also

Using the BizTalk Deployment Wizard
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Assembly Viewer UI Help
This section provides instructions for the BizTalk Assembly Viewer user interface (UI). You access this information by pressing the
F1 key or clicking Help in the UI. Use the BizTalk Assembly Viewer to view assemblies that you deployed on the local computer.

For more information about the BizTalk Assembly Viewer, see Viewing Assemblies with the BizTalk Assembly Viewer.
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BTSAssembly Viewer Windows Explorer Extension, BizTalk
Server Assemblies Screen
Use Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 BizTalk Server Assemblies screen to see what types of assemblies are deployed and
available to you.

You can:

View a list of all assemblies present on the local computer.
View the types, attributes and references for a BizTalk Server assembly.
View attributes of a BizTalk Server assembly, such as name, version, culture, codebase, and public key token.
View contents of a type in a BizTalk Server assembly.
Search for particular types across all BizTalk Server assemblies deployed on a given server.

See Also

Using the BizTalk Assembly Viewer
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Base EDI Adapter UI Help
This section provides instructions for the Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 Base EDI adapter user interface (UI). You access this
information by pressing the F1 key or clicking Help in the UI. Use the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI adapter to configure
the BizTalk Server Base EDI adapter parameters. For more information about the Base EDI Adapter, see Base EDI Adapter.
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI Adapter Node
Use the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI Adapter node to see a visual representation of the Base EDI adapter
administration components that a system administrator can manage. The left side of the administration console, the console tree,
shows the Parameters folder. The right side of the administration console, the results pane, contains information about the item
that you have selected in the console tree.

Double-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI Adapter node to expand and collapse it.

Right-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 Base EDI Adapter node to display the following options:

View. Displays options for viewing Base EDI adapter information.
Export List. Displays options for saving, exporting, and viewing Base EDI adapter information.

See Also

Base EDI Adapter
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Parameters Node
Use the Parameters node to view or modify the default parameter configuration for the Base EDI adapter.

Double-click the Parameters node to expand and collapse it.

Right-click the Parameters node to display the following options:

View. Displays options for viewing Base EDI adapter parameter information.
Export List. Displays options for saving, exporting, and viewing Base EDI adapter parameter information.

See Also

Base EDI Adapter
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<Server Name> Properties Dialog Box, Numbers Tab
Use the Receive section in the Numbers tab on the <Server Name> Properties dialog box to configure the number
parameters.

Use this To do this
Next interchange num
ber

Display the value of the next incoming interchange number. It is recommended that you do not change
this value.

Next group number Display the value of the next incoming group number. It is recommended that you do not change this v
alue.

Next document numbe
r

Display the value is the next incoming document number. It is recommended that you do not change t
his value.

Use the Send section in the Numbers tab on the <Server Name> Properties dialog box to configure the number parameters.

Use this To do this
Next interchange num
ber

Display the value of the next outgoing interchange number. It is recommended that you do not change
this value.

Next group number Display the value of the next outgoing group number. It is recommended that you do not change this v
alue.

Next document numbe
r

Display the value is the next outgoing document number. It is recommended that you do not change th
is value.

Use the Error section in the Numbers tab on the <Server Name> Properties dialog box to configure the number parameters.

Use this To do this
Next error number Display the value of the next error number. It is recommended that you do not change this value.

See Also

Base EDI Adapter
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<Server Name> Properties Dialog Box, Timeouts Tab
Use the Timeouts tab on the <Server Name> Properties dialog box to configure amount of time in which a specified action can
occur in the Base EDI adapter.

Use this To do this
Functional Acknowledgments Specify the number of minutes in which a functional acknowledgment can be received.

See Also

Base EDI Adapter
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<Server Name> Properties Dialog Box, Tuning Tab
Use the Tuning tab on the <Server Name> Properties dialog box to configure the memory used by the Base EDI adapter.

Use this To do this
Check send queue ev
ery

Specify the length of time in seconds that the Base EDI adapter will wait before checking the send queue 
for documents.

Maximum mapping e
rrors

Specify the maximum number of translation errors the Base EDI adapter can report for one interchange.

Cache partners Specify the number of partners you want to cache.
Cache custom numbe
ring records

Specify the number of custom numbers you want to cache.

Maximum translate t
hreads

Specify the maximum number of translate threads that the Base EDI adapter can use to translate docume
nts simultaneously.

Database pool size Specify the number of simultaneous connections that the server on which Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2
004 is running can use to connect to the EDI database.

See Also

Base EDI Adapter
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<Server Name> Properties Dialog Box, Trace Tab
Use the Trace tab on the <Server Name> Properties dialog box to configure the EDI trace file.

Use this To do this
Trace file Type the name of the trace file.
Maximum size Specify the maximum size of an individual trace file.
Number of trace files Specify the number of trace files to be created.
Trace kernel processes Select this to trace the functions of the Base EDI adapter.
Sub-process Trace Select trace options.

Options:

Translate
Memory
Database
Network
BizTalk connector
File connector

See Also

Base EDI Adapter
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<Server Name> Properties Dialog Box, Audit Trail Tab
Use the Audit Trail tab on the <Server Name> Properties dialog box to configure the archive parameters of the Base EDI
adapter.

Use this To do this
Automatic Select this option to automate the archive and delete function.
Start every Select the day(s) of the week on which the automatic archive and delete function should be started.
Start time Specify the time when the automatic archive and delete function should start.
Process up to Specify the number of days before the present date that the automatic archive and delete function should use t

o calculate the latest date to delete data.
Archive before 
delete

Select this option to specify that the interchanges should be archived before being deleted.

See Also

Base EDI Adapter
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<Server Name> Properties Dialog Box Client/Server Tab
Use the Client/Server tab on the <Server Name> Properties dialog box to configure the Base EDI adapter server parameters.

Use this To do this
Host name (/IP-numbe
r)

Type the name of the server or the Internet Protocol (IP) address on which the Base EDI adapter is runn
ing.

Port name(/number) Specify the port number of the EDI server.

See Also

Base EDI Adapter
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BizTalk Editor UI Help
This section provides instructions for BizTalk Editor user interface (UI). You access this information by pressing the F1 key or
clicking Help in the UI. Use the BizTalk Editor to develop the schemas that govern the structure of your business documents. For
more information about BizTalk Editor, see Creating Schemas Using BizTalk Editor.

See Also

Creating Schemas Using BizTalk Editor

Creating Maps Using BizTalk Mapper
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Body XPath Dialog Box
Use the Body XPath dialog box to provide the XPath to the body of the message associated with enveloped instance messages
governed by this schema. The specified XPath indicates the node that serves as the root of the contents (body) of the envelope.
Although this content is generally the instance message itself, it can also be a nested envelope.

The Body XPath property can only be set using this dialog box when the Envelope property of the Schema node is set to Yes,
indicating that this schema describes an envelope.

Use this To do this
Expandable sub
set of the sche
ma tree.

Expand as necessary to select the node that represents the root node of the document body. The displayed tree is
the subset of the schema tree that begins with the root Record node for which the Body XPath property is bein
g set, and includes all of its descendants.

Edit box Specify the XPath that will be set as the value of the Body XPath property if you click OK. You can specify this XP
ath by:

Selecting a node in the expandable subset of the schema tree (recommended).
Typing a custom XPath into the edit box (exercise caution when manually entering an XPath; their syntax m
akes them error-prone).

See Also

Envelope Schemas

Envelope (Node Property of All Schemas)
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Cleanup Global DataTypes Dialog Box
Use the Cleanup Global DataTypes dialog box to remove unused global data types from the XSD representation of the schema
as you save the schema in BizTalk Editor.

Use this To do this
Check boxes in the
Unused Data Typ
es list.

Remove or leave the corresponding unused global data type from the XSD representation of the schema.

In general, your schema files will be smaller if they do not maintain information about unused global data typ
es. However, if you intend to begin using a currently unused global data type again, you may want to leave th
at global data type in the schema.

See Also

Creating References to Another Node or Type
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CodeList Dialog Box
Use the CodeList dialog box to select which of the entries that match your choice of reference number should be added to your
schema as valid enumeration values for the data in the corresponding element or attribute in instance messages described by the
schema being edited.

Use this To do this
Value column Examine the possible enumeration values that correspond to the reference number set for the CodeList property

of the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node.

The values in this column correspond to the value column (column 2) in the corresponding table in the Microsof
t Access database specified in the CodeList Database of the Schema node.

Value column 
check boxes

Select the check boxes for what you consider valid data for the corresponding element or attribute in instance m
essages described by the schema being edited.

For each check box you select an enumeration element will be added to the XSD representation of the schema 
with its value attribute set to the value next to the check box.

Description co
lumn

Provides a description of each corresponding value selection, which is particularly useful when the value column 
entries are terse, unreadable codes.

The values in this column correspond to the Desc column (column 3) in the corresponding table in the Microsoft
Access database specified in the CodeList Database of the Schema node.

See Also

CodeList (Node Property of All Schemas)

CodeList Database (Node Property of All Schemas)
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Edit Instance XPath Dialog Box
Use the Edit Instance XPath dialog box to provide a custom XPath to a Record node or Field node promoted as a property field.

Note  The need to supply a custom XPath is rare and prone to error; use appropriate caution.

Use this To do this
Edit box Edit the existing XPath to supply a custom XPath.

See Also

Promoting Properties
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Generate Schemas Dialog Box
Use the Generate Schemas dialog box to generate an XSD-based BizTalk Server schema from one of the following input sources:

A valid XML-Data reduced (XDR) schema.
A valid Document Type Definition (DTD).
A well-formed XML instance message that the XSD schema will describe.

Use this To do this
Document ty
pe

Select the type of input file from which the schema will be generated. The drop-down list contains three entries, o
ne for each of the supported input sources.

Input file / Br
owse

Type, paste, or browse for the name of the input file that matches your selection for the type of the input file.

The schema generation modules for DTDs and well-formed XML are not loaded by default, as indicated by the string "(Not
loaded)" appended to the relevant drop-down list selections. You must run the scripts InstallDTD.vbs and/or InstallWFX.vbs to
load the DTD and well-formed XML schema generation modules, respectively. These scripts are in the following folder:

<Install Path>\SDK\Utilities\Schema Generator

See Also

Migrating XDR Schemas to XSD Schemas
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Imports Dialog Box
Use the Imports dialog box to add XSD import, include, or redefine directives to your schema, enabling it to use and redefine
schema definitions from another XSD schema.

Use this To do this
Import New Sch
ema as

Select the type of multi-schema XSD operation you want to perform: import, include, or redefine.

Add Open the BizTalk Type Picker dialog box so that you can select the schema to import, include, or redefine.
Remove a previously imported, included, or redefined schema.

This button is unavailable for any automatically imported schemas, such as XMLSchema from w3.org.

Edit (in place) the automatically generated namespace prefix associated with any schema that you have import
ed, included, or redefined.

You can also edit the prefix by double-clicking the prefix entry.

Prefix column Show the prefix associated with the corresponding namespace. For schemas that you import, include, or redefi
ne, you can edit this prefix as described for .

Namespace colu
mn

Show the namespace URI associated with the corresponding schema.

Location column Show the relative file location of the corresponding schema.
Import Type col
umn

Show the type of multi-schema XSD operation associated with the corresponding schema for schemas that yo
u import, include, or redefine.

See Also

Schemas That Use Other Schemas
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Notes Dialog Box
Use the Notes dialog box to edit any notes associated with the corresponding Record or Field node.

Use t
his

To do this

Edit b
ox

Provide any notes to be associated with the corresponding Record or Field node. Such notes have no impact on any trans
formations performed based on this schema.

See Also

Label (Functoid Property)

Label (Link Property)
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Options Dialog Box, BizTalk Editor Section
Use the BizTalk Editor section (folder) of the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET Options dialog box to configure whether optional
warning dialog boxes are displayed for their corresponding action, and to adjust the fonts and background colors used in the
schema tree view and the XSD view.

Use this To do this
Show Destroy Structu
re Warning

Specify whether to display a warning dialog box when a delete action in the schema will permanently de
stroy a node that has one or more child nodes.

Show Encode Warnin
g

Specify whether to display a warning dialog box when a newly entered node name includes characters t
hat must be encoded to be legitimate in an XSD file.

Show Invalid Insert Specify whether to display a warning dialog box when the insert operation you are attempting is not vali
d.

Schema Tree BackGro
und Color

Use the drop-down list to select a color to use as the background of the schema tree view.

Schema Tree Font Use the ellipsis (...) button to open the Font dialog box from which you can select the font to be used in t
he schema tree view.

XSD View BackGroun
d Color

Use the drop-down list to select a color to use as the background of the XSD view.

XSD View Font Use the ellipsis (...) button to open the Font dialog box from which you can select the font to be used in t
he XSD view.

Property help string Read more about the selected property without opening this dialog box.

See Also

Managing the XSD View
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Promote Properties Dialog Box
Use the Promote Properties dialog box to manage both types of property promotion: distinguished fields and property fields,
where each type of promoted property is managed using its own tab on the right side of the dialog box.

Use this To do this
Schema tree Find and select the relevant record or field that you want to promote by using either property 

promotion technique.
Distinguished Fields tab Manage the distinguished field property promotions for the schema being edited.
Property Fields tab Manage the property schemas and property field promotions for the schema being edited.
Add Add a record or field as a promoted property, by using either the distinguished field or proper

ty field technique, depending on which tab is displayed.
Remove Remove the selected property promotion of the type associated with the currently displayed t

ab; either a distinguished field promotion or a property field promotion.
Update Replace the XPath of the promoted property that is currently selected with the XPath of the no

de that is currently selected in the schema tree.
Clear All Remove all property promotions of the type associated with the currently displayed tab; either

all distinguished field promotions or all property field promotions.

This is the same as individually removing all property promotions of the relevant type.

Property column of the Distingui
shed Fields tab

Display a list of the properties that have been promoted as distinguished fields.

Node Path column of the Disting
uished Fields tab

Display the XPath within the schema to the corresponding promoted property.

When the Property Fields tab is displayed, open the BizTalk Type Picker dialog box so that 
you can select a property schema to be added to the Property Schemas List.
When the Property Fields tab is displayed, remove the property schema currently selected in
the Property Schemas List, if any.

Prefix column of Property Sche
mas List of the Property Fields ta
b

When the Property Fields tab is displayed, show the namespace prefix assigned to the corres
ponding property schema. Also, you can change the generated namespace prefix by editing it 
in place.

Namespace column of Property 
Schemas List of the Property Fie
lds tab

When the Property Fields tab is displayed, show the namespace URI of the corresponding pr
operty schema.

Location column of Property Sc
hemas List of the Property Field
s tab

When the Property Fields tab is displayed, show the relative file location of the correspondin
g property schema.

Property column of Property Fie
lds List of the Property Fields tab

When the Property Fields tab is displayed, provide a drop-down list from which you can sele
ct a field within one of the property schemas into which the record or field data will be promo
ted.

Node Path column of Property F
ields List of the Property Fields t
ab

When the Property Fields tab is displayed, show the XPath within the schema of the record o
r field to be promoted into the corresponding property schema field.

Use the ellipsis (...) button to the right of the cells in this column to open the Edit Instance XP
ath dialog box, in which you can change the record or field to be promoted by providing an al
ternative XPath.

See Also

Promoting Properties
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Schema Editor Extensions Dialog Box
Use the Schema Editor Extensions dialog box to select which extensions to associate with this schema. Typically, such
extensions provide additional properties for some of the node types in a schema tree that you use to store whatever additional
characteristics exist for that type of schema. These characteristics are persisted as annotations associated with the relevant node in
the schema.

Use this To do this
Check box associ
ated with each sc
hema extension

Configure whether the corresponding BizTalk Editor extension is associated with this schema.

When you enable an extension check box, the additional properties associated with the extension will become a
vailable in the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET Properties window. Further, depending on the particular extens
ion, a custom view of the schema may be available on a tab adjacent to the XSD tab.

See Also

Enabling EDI Schema Editor Extensions

Schema Editor Extensions (Node Property of All Schemas)

Flat File Schemas
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<Schema File> Property Page Dialog Box, General Tab
Use the General tab of the <Schema File> Property Page dialog box to select files and file formats related to validating and
generating instances, and to define the default property schema to be associated with a schema.

Use this To do this
Output Instan
ce Filename

Specify the output file to use when generating a sample instance message from this schema. Use the ellipsis (...) 
button to open a dialog box to browse for the file to use, or enter its path directly into the property text box.

Input Instance
Filename

Specify the input file to use when validating that an instance message conforms to this schema. Use the ellipsis (.
..) button to open a dialog box to browse for the file to use, or enter its path directly into the property text box.

Generate Insta
nce Output Ty
pe

Select either XML or Native (such as flat file) to specify a format for the output file when generating a sample inst
ance message from this schema.

Validate Insta
nce Input Typ
e

Select either XML or Native (such as flat file) to specify the format of an input file when validating that an instanc
e message conforms to this schema.

Default Prope
rty Schema N
ame

Specify a property schema to contain any properties promoted using the quick promotion feature. Use the ellipsi
s (...) button to open a dialog box to browse for the property schema file to use, or enter its path directly into the 
property text box.

Property help st
ring

Read more about the selected property without opening this dialog box.

See Also

Validating Schemas

Validating Instance Messages

Instance Message Generation and Validation

Promoting Properties
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BizTalk Explorer UI Help
This section provides instructions for Microsoft® BizTalk® Explorer user interface (UI). You access this information using the F1
key or clicking Help in the UI. Use the BizTalk Explorer to configure and manage BizTalk projects, parties, and orchestrations. For
more information about the BizTalk Explorer, see Managing Business Processes Using BizTalk Explorer.
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BizTalk Configuration Databases Node
Use the BizTalk Configuration Databases node to add, refresh, and display properties for the Configuration database. The
Configuration database is the central meta-information store for all computers running Microsoft® BizTalk® Server. You keep
static information, such as the BizTalk Server topology, items, and partner locations, in this database.

Double-click the BizTalk Configuration Databases node to expand and collapse it.

Right-click the BizTalk Configuration Databases node to display the following options:

Add Database. Displays the Connect to BizTalk Configuration Database dialog box.
Refresh. Refreshes all of the items in the BizTalk Configuration Databases node.
Properties. Displays the properties of the Configuration database in the Properties window.

See Also

Managing Configuration Databases Using BizTalk Explorer

Configuring a SOAP Send Port with a Remote Configuration Database

Configuring an HTTP Send Port With a Remote Configuration Database
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BizTalk Configuration Database
Use the BizTalk Configuration Database node to refresh, remove, and display properties of the Configuration database. A
Configuration database is the central meta-information store for all computers running Microsoft® BizTalk® Server. You keep
static information, such as the BizTalk Server topology, items, and partner locations, in this database.

Double-click the BizTalk Configuration Database node to expand and collapse it.

Right-click a database in the BizTalk Configuration database node to display the following options:

Refresh. Refreshes the items in the BizTalk Configuration Database node.
Remove. Removes the database from the list of Configuration databases.
Properties. Displays the properties of the Configuration database in the Properties window.

See Also

Managing Configuration Databases Using BizTalk Explorer

Configuring a SOAP Send Port with a Remote Configuration Database

Configuring an HTTP Send Port With a Remote Configuration Database
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Parties Node
Use the Parties node to add parties, and display properties for parties. A party represents a business partner or an internal
department with which orchestrations interact.

Double-click the Parties node to expand and collapse it.

Right-click the Parties node to display the following options:

Add Party. Displays the Party Properties - Configurations - Aliases dialog box.
Properties. Displays the properties of the parties in the Properties window.

See Also

About BizTalk Explorer Artifacts

Adding a Party Using BizTalk Explorer

Deleting a Party Using BizTalk Explorer
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Party
Use a party in the Parties node to edit, delete, and display party properties. A party represents a business partner or an internal
department with which orchestrations interact.

Double-click a party in the Parties node to display the Party Properties - Configurations - Aliases dialog box.

Right-click a party in the Parties node to display the following options:

Edit. Displays the Party Properties - Configurations - Aliases dialog box.
Delete. Deletes the party from the Parties node.
Properties. Displays the properties of the party in the Properties window.

See Also

Adding a Party Using BizTalk Explorer

Managing Party Send Ports Using BizTalk Explorer

Adding an Alias to a Party Using BizTalk Explorer

Managing Party Signature Certificates Using BizTalk Explorer

Deleting a Party Using BizTalk Explorer
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Send Port Groups Node
Use the Send Port Groups node to add send port groups and display their properties. A send port group is a named group of
send ports, created so that you can send messages in a single operation.

Double-click the Send Port Groups node to expand and collapse it.

Right-click the Send Port Group node to display the following options:

Add Send Port Groups. Displays the Send Port Group Properties - Configurations - Send Ports dialog box.
Properties. Displays the properties of the send port groups in the Properties window.

See Also

Adding a Send Port Group Using BizTalk Explorer

Adding and Deleting Send Ports from a Send Port Group Using BizTalk Explorer

Adding a Filter to a Send Port Group Using BizTalk Explorer

Enlisting and Starting a Send Port Group Using BizTalk Explorer

Stopping and Unenlisting a Send Port Group Using BizTalk Explorer

Deleting a Send Port Group Using BizTalk Explorer
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Send Port Group
Use a Send Port Group in the Send Port Groups node to edit a send port group, or change its status. A send port group is a
named group of send ports, created so that you can send messages in a single operation.

Double-click the Send Port Group node to display the Send Port Group Properties - Configurations - Send Ports dialog box.

Right-click a send port group in the Send Port Groups node to display the following options:

Edit. Displays the Send Port Group Properties - Configurations - Send Ports dialog box.
Enlist. Changes the Status property to Enlisted.
Unenlist. Changes the Status property to Unenlisted.
Start. Changes the Status property to Started.
Stop. Changes the Status property to Stopped.
Delete. Deletes the send port group.
Properties. Displays the properties of the send port group in the Properties window.

See Also

Adding a Static Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer

Adding a Dynamic Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer

Editing Send Port Properties Using BizTalk Explorer

Editing Send Port Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer

Managing Send Port Encryption Certificates Using BizTalk Explorer

Adding a Filter to a Send Port for Content-Based Routing Using BizTalk Explorer

Adding a Filter to a Send Port for Passthrough Using BizTalk Explorer

Adding Maps to Send Ports for Outbound Normalization Using BizTalk Explorer

Adding Maps to Send Ports for Inbound Normalization Using BizTalk Explorer

Enlisting and Starting a Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer

Stopping and Unenlisting a Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer

Deleting a Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer
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Assemblies Node
Use the Assemblies node to view assembly properties.

Double-click the Assemblies node to expand and collapse it.

Right-click the Assemblies node to display the following option:

Properties. Displays the properties of the assemblies in the Properties window.

See Also

Browsing Assemblies Using BizTalk Explorer

Undeploying an Assembly Using BizTalk Explorer
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Assembly
Use an assembly in the Assemblies node to undeploy an assembly or view its properties.

Right-click an assembly in the Assemblies node to display the following options:

Undeploy. Displays the Undeploy Assembly dialog box.
Properties. Displays the properties of the assembly in the Properties window.

See Also

Undeploying an Assembly Using BizTalk Explorer
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Orchestrations Node
Use the Orchestrations node to view orchestration properties.

Double-click the Orchestrations node to expand and collapse it.

Right-click the Orchestrations node to display the following option:

Properties. Displays the properties of the orchestrations in the Properties window.

See Also

Browsing Orchestrations Using BizTalk Explorer

Browsing Used Roles of an Orchestration Using BizTalk Explorer

Browsing Implemented Roles of an Orchestration Using BizTalk Explorer

Browsing Invoked Orchestrations Using BizTalk Explorer

Binding an Orchestration Using BizTalk Explorer

Enlisting and Starting an Orchestration Using BizTalk Explorer

Stopping and Unenlisting an Orchestration Using BizTalk Explorer
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Orchestration
Use an orchestration in the Orchestrations node to change the status of the orchestration or view the properties of the
orchestration.

Double-click an orchestration in the Orchestrations node to display the Port Binding Properties - <Orchestration name> -
Configurations - Binding dialog box.

Right-click an orchestration in the Orchestrations node to display the following options:

Bind. Displays the Port Binding Properties - <Orchestration name> - Configurations - Binding dialog box.
Enlist. Sets the Status property to Stopped.
Unenlist. Sets the Status property to Unenlisted.
Start. Sets the Status property to Started.
Stop. Sets the Status property to Stopped.
Properties. Displays the properties of the orchestration in the Properties window.

See Also

Browsing Invoked Orchestrations Using BizTalk Explorer

Binding an Orchestration Using BizTalk Explorer

Enlisting and Starting an Orchestration Using BizTalk Explorer

Stopping and Unenlisting an Orchestration Using BizTalk Explorer
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Roles Node
Use the Roles node to view role properties. A role represents a business role such as shipper or supplier, and consists of a set of
port types.

Double-click the Roles node to expand and collapse it.

Right-click the Roles node to display the following option:

Properties. Displays the properties of the roles in the Properties window.

See Also

Browsing Roles Using BizTalk Explorer

Enlisting Parties Using BizTalk Explorer

Unenlisting Parties Using BizTalk Explorer
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Role
Use a role in the Roles node to view role properties. A role represents a business role such as shipper or supplier, and consists of
a set of port types.

Double-click the Roles node to expand and collapse it.

Right-click a role in the Roles node to display the following options:

Enlist Party. Enlists the party in the role.
Properties. Displays the properties of the role in the Properties window.

See Also

Browsing Roles Using BizTalk Explorer

Enlisting Parties Using BizTalk Explorer

Unenlisting Parties Using BizTalk Explorer
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Used Roles Node
Use the Used Roles node to view the properties of the used role. The Used Roles node contains a collection of roles used by the
orchestration.

Double-click the Used Roles node to expand and collapse it.

Right-click the Used Roles node to display the following option:

Properties. Displays the properties of the used roles in the Properties window.

See Also

Browsing Orchestrations Using BizTalk Explorer

Browsing Used Roles of an Orchestration Using BizTalk Explorer

Browsing Implemented Roles of an Orchestration Using BizTalk Explorer
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Implemented Roles Node
Use the Implemented Roles node to view the properties for the implemented roles. The Implemented Roles node contains a
collection of roles implemented by this orchestration.

Double-click the Implemented Roles node to expand and collapse it.

Right-click the Implemented Roles node to display the following option:

Properties. Displays the properties of the implemented roles in the Properties window.

See Also

Browsing Implemented Roles of an Orchestration Using BizTalk Explorer
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Implemented Role
Use an implemented role in the Implemented Roles node to view the properties for the implemented role. Implemented roles
are roles used by an orchestration.

Right-click an implemented role in the Implemented Roles node to display the following option:

Properties. Displays the properties of the implemented role in the Properties window.

See Also

Browsing Implemented Roles of an Orchestration Using BizTalk Explorer
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Invoked Orchestrations Node
Use the Invoked Orchestrations node to view the properties for the invoked orchestrations. The Invoked Orchestration node
contains a collection of orchestrations invoked by the current orchestration.

Double-click the Invoked Orchestrations node to expand and collapse it.

Right-click the Invoked Orchestrations node to display the following option:

Properties. Displays the properties of the invoked orchestrations in the Properties window.

See Also

Browsing Invoked Orchestrations Using BizTalk Explorer
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Invoked Orchestration
Use an invoked orchestration in the Invoked Orchestrations node to view the properties for the invoked orchestration. An
invoked orchestration is an orchestration invoked by the current orchestration.

Right-click an invoked orchestration in the Invoked Orchestration node to display the following option:

Properties. Displays the properties of the invoked orchestration in the Properties window.

See Also

Browsing Invoked Orchestrations Using BizTalk Explorer
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Enlisted Parties Node
Use the Enlisted Parties node to view the properties for the enlisted parties.

Double-click the Enlisted Parties node to expand and collapse it.

Right-click the Enlisted Parties node to display the following option:

Properties. Displays the properties of the enlisted parties in the Properties window.

See Also

Enlisting Parties Using BizTalk Explorer

Unenlisting Parties Using BizTalk Explorer
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Enlisted Party
Use an enlisted party in the Enlisted Parties node to view the properties for the enlisted party. An enlisted party is a party
enlisted in the current role.

Right-click the Enlisted Parties node to display the following options:

Edit. Displays the Enlisting Party Properties - <Enlisted Party> - Configurations - Binding dialog box.
Delete. Removes the enlisted party from the current role.
Properties. Displays the properties of the enlisted parties in the Properties window.

See Also

Browsing Roles Using BizTalk Explorer

Enlisting Parties Using BizTalk Explorer

Unenlisting Parties Using BizTalk Explorer
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Send Ports Node
Use the Send Ports node to add a send port or display the properties for the send port. A send port is a port through which
services interact with external applications by sending data.

Double-click the Send Ports node to expand and collapse it.

Right-click the Send Ports node to display the following options:

Add Send Port. Displays the <Type of Port> Send Port Properties - Configurations - Transport - Primary dialog box.
Properties. Displays the properties of the send ports in the Properties window.

See Also
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Send Port
Use a Send Port in the Send Ports node to change the status of the send port, or view the properties for the Send Port. A send
port is a port through which services interact with external applications by sending data.

Double-click a send port to display the <Type of port> Send Port Properties - Configurations - Transport - Primary dialog
box.

Right-click a send port in the Send Ports node to display the following options:

Edit. Displays the <Type of port> Send Port Properties - Configurations - Transport - Primary dialog box.
Enlist. Changes the Status property to Enlisted.
Unenlist. Changes the Status property to Unenlisted.
Start. Changes the Status property to Started.
Stop. Changes the Status property to Stopped.
Delete. Removes the send port from the collection.
Properties. Displays the properties of the send port in the Properties window.

See Also

Adding a Static Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer

Adding a Dynamic Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer

Editing Send Port Properties Using BizTalk Explorer

Editing Send Port Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer

Managing Send Port Encryption Certificates Using BizTalk Explorer
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Receive Ports Node
Use the Receive Ports node to add a receive port or view the properties for the receive ports. A receive port is a port through
which services interact with the outside world by receiving data.

Double-click the Receive Ports node to expand and collapse it.

Right-click the Receive Ports node to display the following options:

Add Receive Port. Displays the Create New Receive Port dialog box.
Properties. Displays the properties of the receive ports in the Properties window.

See Also

Adding a Receive Port Using BizTalk Explorer
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Receive Port
Use a receive port in the Receive Ports node to edit, delete, or view the properties for a receive port. A receive port is a port
through which services interact with external partners by receiving data.

Double-click a receive port to display the <Type of port> - Port Properties - Configurations - General dialog box.

Right-click a receive port in the Receive Ports node to display the following options:

Edit. Displays the <Type of Port> Receive Port Properties - Configurations - General dialog box.
Delete. Removes the receive port from the collection.
Properties. Displays the properties of the receive port in the Properties window.

See Also

Adding a Receive Port Using BizTalk Explorer

Editing Receive Port Properties Using BizTalk Explorer

Adding Maps to Receive Ports for Inbound Normalization Using BizTalk Explorer

Adding Maps to Receive Ports for Outbound Normalization Using BizTalk Explorer
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Receive Locations Node
Use the Receive Locations node to add a receive location or view the properties for the receive locations. The Receive
Locations node contains a collection of receive locations, the physical, design-time notion of a location (such as a URL), and a
protocol type.

Double-click the Receive Locations node to expand and collapse it.

Right-click the Receive Locations node to display the following options:

Add Receive Location. Displays the <Type of Port> Receive Location Properties - Configurations - General dialog
box.
Properties. Displays the properties of the receive locations in the Properties window.

See Also

Adding a Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer

Editing Receive Location Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer

Enabling and Disabling a Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer

Specifying a Primary Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer
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Receive Location
Use a receive location in the Receive Locations node to edit, delete, or view receive locations and their properties. A receive
location is the physical, design-time notion of a location (such as a URL), and a protocol type.

Double-click a receive location to display the Receive Location Properties - Configurations - General dialog box.

Right-click a receive location in the Receive Locations node to display the following options:

Edit. Displays the <Type of Port> Receive Location Properties - Configurations - General dialog box.
Enable. Changes the Enabled property to True.
Disable. Changes the Status property to False.
Delete. Removes the receive location from the collection.
Properties. Displays the properties of the receive location in the Properties window.

See Also

Adding a Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer

Editing Receive Location Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer

Enabling and Disabling a Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer

Specifying a Primary Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer
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Send Port Group Properties - Configurations - Send Ports
Dialog Box
Use the Send Port Group Properties - Configurations - Send Ports dialog box to add a send port group to a Configuration
database.

Use this To do this
Name Type the name of the new send port group.
Send Port Select a send port to add to the new send port group.

Note  Only one-way static send ports will appear in the drop-down list.

See Also

Adding a Send Port Group Using BizTalk Explorer
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Filters Dialog Box
Use the Filters dialog box to create one or more filter expressions using any properties in the message context.

The expression pane on the right displays an empty grid in which you can add expressions. In each expression, you compare a
message property with a constant. You can change the order in which Microsoft® BizTalk® Server evaluates the expressions and
how it groups them into the final filter. To view the results of your work, click Show Filter Expression on the toolbar.

In the expression pane, click Click here to add a new row to add a property, operator, value, and group by value to your
expression.

Use the Expression editor to specify the following options.

U
s
e 
t
h
is

To do this

P
r
o
p
e
rt
y

Type or select a property reference. The list contains properties for the incoming message.

O
p
e
r
a
t
o
r

Type or select an operator for the expression.

Options:

== (equal to)
!= (not equal to)
< (less than)
<= (less than or equal to)
> (greater than)
>= (greater than or equal to)
Exists

V
al
u
e

Type the value to validate.

Note  You map decimal values entered in the Value column for an integer property to an integer when you create 
the subscription. The decimal value is truncated to map to the integer, for example, a value of 9.4 will be mapped to
9, a value of 9.5 or 9.9 will be mapped to 10.

Note  You must express time values entered in the Value column for a datetime property in .NET-supported time f
ormats. For more information about .NET-supported time formats, see "DateTimeFormatInfo Class" in .NET Fram
eworks Help.

Note  Filter expressions in send ports should not include double quotes around the value, in contrast to filters in or
chestrations, which require that the value is enclosed in double quotes. If configured for use in an orchestration filte
r, the example given above would be BTS.ReceivePortName == "recPort1".

G
r
o
u
p

Use this column to control predicate grouping. You always express filter expressions in Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF) so gro
uping can be determined automatically. AND means to group the predicate with the predicate following it, while OR means th
e predicate is separate from the predicate in the next row. Gray brackets to the left of the grid control appear when you group t
he predicates together. You cannot nest predicate groups. If you do not specify a value in this cell, the value of the cell defaults 
to AND.

After you create the expression, click OK.

See Also

Filter Expression Dialog Box
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Party Properties - Configurations - Send Ports Dialog Box
Use the Send Port Properties dialog box to configure a send port.

In the Party Properties - Configurations - Send Ports dialog box, select the send ports for the party, and then click OK.

See Also

Filter Expression Dialog Box
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Party Properties - Configurations - Aliases Dialog Box
Use the Party Properties - Configurations - Aliases dialog box, to manage party aliases.

Use th
is

To do this

Name Type or select the name from the drop-down list.
Qualif
ier

Type the qualifier that you want to use to distinguish between different aliases with the same value. The qualifier-value pa
ir is unique for the entire organization.

Value Type a value associated with the party that when combined with the qualifier is unique.

See Also

Adding an Alias to a Party Using BizTalk Explorer
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Enlisting Party Properties - <Enlisted Party> - Configurations -
Binding
Use the Enlisting Party Properties - <Enlisted Party> - Configurations - Binding dialog box to specify party send port to
bind to this operation.

Use this To do this
<OperationName> Select a party send port to bind to this operation.

See Also

Enlisting Parties Using BizTalk Explorer

Unenlisting Parties Using BizTalk Explorer
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Party Properties - Configurations - Certificate Dialog Box
Use the Party Properties - Configurations - Certificate dialog box to manage party signature certificates.

In the Party Properties - Configurations - Certificate dialog box, select a signature certificate from the drop-down list,
and then click OK.

The certificate is associated with the party. Microsoft® BizTalk® Server can now resolve the party based on the certificate.

See Also

Certificates that BizTalk Server 2004 Uses for Signing Messages

Managing Party Signature Certificates Using BizTalk Explorer
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Receive Location Properties - Configurations - General Dialog
Box
Use Receive Location Properties - Configurations - General dialog box to configure a receive location for the Configuration
database.

Use this To do this
Transport Typ
e

Select the transport type from the drop-down list. If you change the transport type, you must edit the Address (
URI).

Address (URI) Click the ellipsis (...) button to configure the adapter properties for the receive location.

Note  Receive location addresses should be unique.

Host Select the host for the receive handler from the drop-down list. This property is only available when you add the 
first receive location of a transport type to a receive port.

Receive Handl
er

Select the receive handler from the drop-down list.

Receive Pipeli
ne

Select the receive pipeline from the drop-down list.

Start Date Select the day to start receiving messages from the pull-down calendar and click the date. You can change the ye
ar by clicking the year field.

Stop Date Select the day to stop receiving messages from the pull-down calendar and click the date. You can change the ye
ar by clicking the year field.

Enable the Ser
vice Window

Enable the Service window. The Service window configures the receive location to receive only at specified times 
of the day. If disabled, this implies that the receive location receives messages around-the-clock.

Start Time Select the start time per day.

This property is enabled only if the Service window is enabled.

Time is in HH:MM:SS AM/PM format.

Default Value: 12:00:00 AM (local time)

Stop Time Select the stop time per day.

Enabled only if the Service window is enabled.

Time is in HH:MM:SS AM/PM format.

Default Value: 11:59:59 PM (local time)

See Also
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<Type of Port> Receive Port Properties - Configurations -
General Dialog Box
Use the <Type of Port> Receive Port Properties - Configurations - General dialog box to add and configure receive ports.

Use this To do this
Authenticati
on

Select Not Required from the drop-down list to disable authentication.

Select Required (Drop Messages) from the drop-down list to enable authentication and to drop unauthenticated
messages.

Select Required (Keep Messages) from the drop-down list to enable authentication and keep unauthenticated m
essages.

Tracking Typ
e

These properties all apply to the request-response receive ports. The first two properties apply to one-way receive
ports as well.

Select the Before Receive check box to enable message tracking before receiving a message.

Select the After Receive check box to enable message tracking after receiving a message.

Select the Before Send check box to enable message tracking before sending a message.

Select the After Send check box to enable message tracking after sending a message.

Send Pipelin
e

Select the send pipeline from the drop-down list.

This property only applies to request-response receive ports.

See Also
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<Type of Port> Send Port Properties - Configurations -
Transport - Primary Dialog Box
Use the <Type of Port> Send Port Properties - Configurations - Transport - Primary dialog box, to configure the primary
send port properties.

Use this To do this
Transport Type Select the transport type from the drop-down list. If you select a request-response port, only transports that sup

port request-response are available in the drop-down list.
Address (URI) Click the ellipsis (...) button to configure the adapter properties for the send port.
Retry Count Number of attempts the engine resends if transmission fails.

Default Value: 3

Allowed range: 0 to 1000 inclusive

Retry Interval Number of minutes the engine waits between retries.

Default Value = 5 Minutes

Allowed range: 0 to 525600 inclusive (max value is 365 days)

Ordered Delive
ry

This property is read-only, except for the BizTalk Message Queuing (MSMQT) adapter.

To guarantee ordered delivery of messages in BizTalk message queuing, select True from the drop-down list. Th
is property is False and read-only for all other transports.

Enable the Ser
vice Window

The Service window configures the send port to send only at specified times of the day. This flag indicates that t
he Service window is enabled. If disabled, the send port sends messages all the time.

Default Value: False

Start Time Indicates when the send port starts to send messages. Enabled only if the Service window is enabled, otherwise 
it is unavailable.

Time in HH:MM:SS AM/PM format.

Default Value: 12:00:00 AM (local time)

Stop Time Indicates when the send port stops sending messages. Enabled only if the Service window is enabled, otherwise 
it is unavailable.

Time is in HH:MM:SS AM/PM format.

Default Value: 11:59:59 PM (local time)

If needed, you can configure a secondary transport by selecting Secondary in the left pane and configuring the properties as
described for the primary transport.

See Also

Adding a Static Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer

Adding a Dynamic Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer

Editing Send Port Properties Using BizTalk Explorer

Editing Send Port Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer

Managing Send Port Encryption Certificates Using BizTalk Explorer

Adding a Filter to a Send Port for Content-Based Routing Using BizTalk Explorer

Adding a Filter to a Send Port for Passthrough Using BizTalk Explorer

Adding Maps to Send Ports for Outbound Normalization Using BizTalk Explorer

Adding Maps to Send Ports for Inbound Normalization Using BizTalk Explorer
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<Type of Port> Send Port Properties - Configurations -
Transport - Secondary Dialog Box
Use the <Type of Port> Send Port Properties - Configurations - Transport - Secondary dialog box to configure the
secondary send port properties.

Use this To do this
Transport Type Select the transport type from the drop-down list. If you select a request-response port, only transports that sup

port request-response are available in the drop-down list.
Address (URI) Click the ellipsis (...) button to configure the adapter properties for the send port.
Retry Count Number of attempts the engine resends if transmission fails.

Default Value: 3

Allowed range: 0 to 1000 inclusive

Retry Interval Number of minutes the engine waits between retries.

Default Value = 5 Minutes

Allowed range: 0 to 525600 inclusively (max value is 365 days)

Ordered Delive
ry

This property is read-only, except for the BizTalk Message Queuing (MSMQT) adapter.

To guarantee ordered delivery of messages in BizTalk message queuing, select True from the drop-down list. Th
is property is False and read-only for all other transports.

Enable the Ser
vice Window

The Service window configures the send port to send only at specified times of the day. This flag indicates wheth
er the Service window is enabled. If disabled, the send port sends messages all the time.

Default Value: False

Start Time Indicates when the send port starts to send messages. Enabled only if the Service window is enabled, otherwise 
unavailable.

Time in HH:MM:SS AM/PM format.

Default Value: 12:00:00 AM (local time)

Stop Time Indicates when the send port should stop sending messages. Enabled only if the Service window is enabled, oth
erwise unavailable.

Time is in HH:MM:SS AM/PM format.

Default Value: 11:59:59 PM (local time)

See Also

Adding a Static Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer

Adding a Dynamic Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer

Editing Send Port Properties Using BizTalk Explorer

Editing Send Port Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer

Managing Send Port Encryption Certificates Using BizTalk Explorer

Adding a Filter to a Send Port for Content-Based Routing Using BizTalk Explorer

Adding a Filter to a Send Port for Passthrough Using BizTalk Explorer

Adding Maps to Send Ports for Outbound Normalization Using BizTalk Explorer
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Inbound and Outbound Maps Dialog Box
Use Inbound and Outbound Maps dialog box to associate a map with a receive location or a send port.

Note  You can add more than one map to a receive port, although all the maps require a unique source schema.

In the right pane, click the first empty row under Map to apply to select a map from the drop-down list. Only the
deployed maps will appear in the drop-down list.

Note   Once you select a map, no maps that have the same source schema will be available for further selection.

The maps are added to the receive location or send port. The map takes effect almost immediately; caching may
slightly delay the application of the map.

See Also

About Maps

Adding Maps to Send Ports for Outbound Normalization Using BizTalk Explorer

Adding Maps to Send Ports for Inbound Normalization Using BizTalk Explorer
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Port Binding Properties - <Orchestration> - Configurations -
Binding Dialog Box
Use the Port Binding Properties - <Orchestration> - Configurations - Binding dialog box to bind an orchestration to a
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server port, such as a receive location or send port, on a per-message per-port level. For example, a one-
way inbound port matches a one-way receive port; a request-response inbound port matches a request-response receive port.

An orchestration is fully bound only when all its ports are bound. Optionally, you can specify a map to use for mapping the
message types on each port.

Use this To do this
Inbound Port
s

Select a receive port to bind to.

Outbound Po
rts

Select a send port or send port group to bind to. Select a send port of the same type, static or dynamic, as the orc
hestration port.

See Also

Enlisting Parties Using BizTalk Explorer
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Port Binding Properties - <Orchestration> - Configurations -
Host Dialog Box
Use the Port Binding Properties - <Orchestration> - Configurations - Host dialog box to bind an orchestration to a
Microsoft BizTalk Server host.

Use this To do this
Host Select the BizTalk host on which to enlist this orchestration

See Also

Binding an Orchestration Using BizTalk Explorer
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<Type of Properties> Send Port Properties - Configurations -
Send General Dialog Box
Use the <Type of Properties> Send Port Properties - Configurations - Send General dialog box to specify the following
options.

Use this To do this
Tracking Ty
pe

Select the Before Receive check box to enable message tracking before receiving a message. This check box is avai
lable only for request-response send ports.

Select the After Receive check box to enable message tracking after receiving a message. This check box is availabl
e only for request-response send ports.

Select the Before Send check box to enable message tracking before sending a message.

Select the After Send check box to enable message tracking after sending a message.

Certificate 
Name

Select the encryption certificate from the drop-down list.

Long Name Contains the long name for the certificate.

Default Value: Empty

Usage Type Specifies the type of certificate.

Default Value: Empty

Send Pipeli
ne

Select the send pipeline for the send port.

Default Value: Empty

Receive Pip
eline

Select the receive pipeline for the send port.

Default Value: Empty

See Also
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Connect to the Configuration Database Dialog Box
Use the Connect to BizTalk Configuration Database dialog box to specify the server name and database to connect to.

Caution  Do not click the DOWN ARROW in the Database drop-down box to select from the list of databases. Doing
so causes Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET to stop responding.

Use this To do this
SQL Server Specify the Microsoft® SQL Server™ that hosts the Configuration database.
Database Type the name of the Configuration database that you want.

The BizTalk Configuration Database node under BizTalk Configuration Databases with the name in the form of
<ServerName>.<DBName>.<UserName> appears in BizTalk Explorer.

Note  By default, the default Admin group filters the newly added database in BizTalk Explorer.

See Also

Managing Configuration Databases Using BizTalk Explorer
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Select Party Dialog Box
Use the Select Party dialog box to enlist a party under a role.

In the Select Party dialog box, select a party from the drop-down list, and then click OK.

See Also

Enlisting Parties Using BizTalk Explorer
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Undeploy Assembly Dialog Box
Use the Undeploy Assembly dialog box to remove an assembly that you do not want deployed. This action removes the selected
assembly from the Configuration database and the Global Assembly Cache (GAC).

Caution  If there is only one version of the assembly in the Configuration database, undeploying it will also remove
the assembly node from BizTalk Explorer.

Note  Before you undeploy an assembly, all the orchestrations of this assembly must be stopped and unenlisted. If
you enlist or start any of the orchestrations, undeploying the assembly will fail.

Note  An assembly can be undeployed only if the items in the assembly are not referenced by other items.

In the Undeploy Assembly dialog box, select the version of the assembly that you do not want deployed, and then click
OK.

The Configuration database and the GAC no longer contain the selected version of the assembly.

See Also

Removing Assemblies
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Create New Send Port Dialog Box
Use the Create New Send Port dialog box to select one of the following port types from the drop-down list:

Static One-Way Port. Creates a one one-way send port. A static port has a specified destination address and transport type
associated with itself.
Static Solicit-Response Port. Creates a static solicit-response, or two-way send port. A solicit-response port queries the
destination for a message, waits for a response message, and then submits the response message back to the server.
Dynamic One-Way Port. Creates a dynamic one-way send port. A dynamic port does not have a destination address and
transport type associated with itself. The destination address and transport type are associated with the port during runtime
execution.
Dynamic Solicit-Response Port. Creates a dynamic solicit-response port. A solicit-response port queries the destination
for a message, waits for a response message, and then submits the response message back to the server.

See Also
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Adding a Dynamic Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer
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Create New Receive Port Dialog Box
Use the Create New Receive Port dialog box to select one of the following port types from the drop-down list:.

One-Way Port. Creates a one-way receive port.
Request-Response Port. Creates a request-response, or two-way receive port.

See Also

Adding a Receive Port Using BizTalk Explorer
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BizTalk Mapper UI Help
This section provides instructions for the BizTalk Mapper user interface (UI). You access this information by pressing the F1 key or
clicking Help in the UI. Use BizTalk Mapper to define how to transform an instance message from one structure into a different
structure that is semantically equivalent.For more information about BizTalk Mapper, see Creating Maps Using BizTalk Mapper.

See Also
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Creating Schemas Using BizTalk Editor
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BizTalk Mapper Grid
Use the grid within BizTalk Mapper to define how records and fields in your source schema map to records and fields in your
destination schema.

If you drag a record or field in the source or destination schema directly to a record or field in the other schema, the link
connecting these fields will be routed through the BizTalk Mapper grid.

If a particular mapping requires the use of one or more functoids, first drag and drop the appropriate functoid(s) from the
appropriate functoid category tab in the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET toolbox to the BizTalk Mapper grid. Then create the links
between the functoid(s) and the appropriate records or fields in the source and destination schema by dragging the functoid,
record, or field to the functoid, record, or field with which you want it to be linked. Links can be created in either direction.

Use this To do this
Large white arrows that appear when you put the
cursor near an edge or corner of the grid.

Examples:

      

Scroll the grid in the direction of the arrow to show a portion of the grid that w
as not previously viewable.

Functoid category tabs in the Visual Studio .NET t
oolbox.

Expose sets of related functoids that you can drag to the grid.

Bring the first grid page to the top, so you can view it.
Bring the next grid page to the left of the currently visible grid page to the top, 
so you can view it.
Bring the next grid page to the right of the currently visible grid page to the to
p, so you can view it.
Bring the last grid page to the top, so you can view it.

Page <N> tab(s) Bring the corresponding grid page to the top, so you can view it.

Grid pages can be renamed; their default names are "Page 1", "Page 2", and so 
on.

Grid Preview command on the shortcut menu as
sociated with the grid area.

Open the Grid Preview dialog box so you can navigate more effectively when 
working with large grids (map grid pages).

This command is also available on the BizTalk menu.

Add Page command on the shortcut menu assoc
iated with the page tabs.

Add a new grid page. New grid pages have a default name of the form "Page N
", where "N" is a monotonically increasing number starting at "2."

This command is also available on the BizTalk menu.

Delete Page command on the shortcut menu as
sociated with the page tabs.

Delete the currently selected grid page. You will be prompted to confirm the de
letion of the page and any links and functoids it contains.

This command is also available on the BizTalk menu.

Rename Page command on the shortcut menu a
ssociated with the page tabs.

Rename the currently selected grid page.

This command is also available on the BizTalk menu.

Reorder Pages command on the shortcut menu 
associated with the page tabs.

Open the Reorder Pages dialog box within which the order of grid pages can 
be rearranged.

This command is also available on the BizTalk menu.

Note  This command is not available unless there is more than one
grid page.

See Also

The Map Grid and Its Pages
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Configure Functoid Inputs Dialog Box
Use the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box to manage the input parameters to the selected functoid. Input parameters from
records and fields in the source schema, and from other functoids are established by dragging between the relevant items to
create links that connect to the left side of the functoid. This dialog box enables you to add constant input parameters, change the
order of input parameters (however they were created), and delete incorrect input parameters.

Note  If an input parameter to a functoid is not valid, a default value is passed to the functoid in its place. For numeric
input parameters, the default value is zero (0). For all other input parameters, the default value is blank.

Use this To do this
Input param
eters

Examine the existing ordered set of input parameters. Select an input parameter in this list to perform actions such
as changing its position in the order or editing the constant value associated with the input parameter.
Open the Functoid Constant Value dialog box to edit the value associated with a constant input parameter.

When you initially add a constant input parameter, or double-click an existing constant input parameter, you can e
dit its value in place.

Insert a new constant input parameter at the end of the list of input parameters.

Immediately after you click this button, you can begin editing the constant value.

After inserting a new constant input parameter, you can use the up and down arrow buttons to move it to the prop
er location within the ordered list of input parameters.

Delete the selected input parameter from the ordered list of input parameters.
Exchange the selected input parameter with the input parameter immediately above it in the ordered list, changing
the order in which these parameters are passed to the corresponding functoid.
Exchange the selected input parameter with the input parameter immediately below it in the ordered list, changing
the order in which these parameters are passed to the corresponding functoid.

Parameter co
unt statement

Examine the parameter count requirements of the current functoid. This statement is located immediately below th
e Input parameters list.

Functoid desc
ription

Read about the purpose and use of the functoid without needing to look at the online Help.

See Also

Functoid Properties

Configuring Functoid Input Parameters
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Configure Functoid Script Dialog Box
Use the Configure Functoid Script dialog box to either identify or provide the code to be associated with the selected Scripting
functoid.

Use th
is

To do this

Script 
Type

Select this Scripting functoid as relying on an external assembly for its code, or select one of the available inline language
s in which to provide your code within this dialog box.

Important  When you switch from one inline language to another, any script you have written for the langua
ge you are switching from is not deleted. You must either delete that script manually, or ensure that your new 
language choice has a higher precedence than your old language choice using the
Script Type Precedence Dialog Box.

Script 
Asse
mbly

When Script Type has been set to External Assembly, select the assembly that contains the method to be used as the cod
e for this functoid.

Script 
Class

When Script Type has been set to External Assembly, select the class within the selected assembly that contains the meth
od to be used as the code for this functoid.

Script 
Meth
od

When Script Type has been set to External Assembly, select the method within the selected assembly and class to be use
d as the code for this functoid.

Inline 
Script 
Buffer

When Script Type has been set to one of the inline languages, provide the code in the selected language to be used as th
e code for this functoid.

When you select one of the inline languages, this edit box is populated with an empty function/method to get you started.

Clear Reset all dialog box controls related to external assemblies to their default values.

See Also

Script Type Precedence Dialog Box

Configuring the Scripting Functoid

Scripting Functoid
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Customize Toolbox Dialog Box, Functoids Tab
Use the Functoids tab on the Customize Toolbox dialog box to add new functoids to one or more of the functoid category tabs
in the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET toolbox, or to restore the original set of functoids.

Use this To do this
Browse Open the Browse for Functoid Assembly dialog box in which you can locate the assemb

ly that contains the custom functoid(s) to be added.

Note  The functoid category to which a custom functoid is added is determine
d within the functoid code itself.

Reset Restore the functoid category tabs to the following set of functoids:

Those included with Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004.
Those in assemblies in the folder:

<Install Dir>/Developer Tools/Mapper

You will be prompted before all custom Toolbox items are removed.

Name column and check boxes associ
ated with each functoid

Select which functoids to display in the functoid category tabs of the Toolbox. By default, a
ll functoids included with BizTalk Server are selected.

Directory column Examine the namespace of the base functoids, or the folder in which the assembly for a pa
rticular supplemental functoid is located.

See Also

Functoid Reference

Custom Functoid (BizTalk Server Sample)
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Grid Preview Dialog Box
Use the Grid Preview dialog box as an aid to navigating the displayed map grid page.

Use th
is

To do this

Drag this rectangle to a new location on the small-scale version of the displayed map grid page shown in this dialog box t
o make a portion of the displayed map grid page visible in the BizTalk Mapper grid.
Close the Grid Preview dialog box, returning to the indicated view of the current grid page.

See Also

Managing Grid Pages
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<Map File> Property Page Dialog Box, Test Map Tab
Use the Test Map tab on the <Map File> Property Page dialog box to select files and file formats related to testing maps.

Use this To do this
Validate Te
stMap Inpu
t

Configure whether the input instance message being used to test the current map will be validated as conforming t
o its source schema prior to performing the mapping.

Validate Te
stMap Outp
ut

Configure whether the output instance message that results from testing the current map will be validated as confo
rming to its destination schema after the mapping has been performed.

TestMap In
put Instanc
e

Name the input instance message used to test the map.

Either type the path and name of the input instance message or use the ellipsis (...) button in this property value fie
ld to open the Select Input File dialog box, from which you can browse to the file you want.

TestMap In
put

Specify whether BizTalk Mapper will automatically generate an input instance message for use in testing the map, o
r if using an existing instance message, as specified by TestMap Input Instance, the format of that message (XML 
versus Native).

TestMap O
utput

Specify the format (XML versus Native) of the output instance message generated when testing a map.

See Also

Validating Instance Data

Testing Maps

Validating Maps
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Options Dialog Box, BizTalk Mapper Section
Use the BizTalk Mapper section (folder) of the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET Options dialog box to configure the font and
colors associated with different types of objects in the BizTalk Mapper grid, including various types of links, selected objects, and
the grid itself.

Use this To do this
Selected 
Objects

Configure the color of the eight squares around a selected functoid and the color of selected links.

Partial Li
nks

Configure the color of partial links, which are links that exist for a field or record whose parent record is collapsed.

Fixed Lin
ks

Configure the color of fixed links, which are simple value-copy links in a map grid page.

Compiler
Links

Configure the color of compiler links, which are the compiler directive links. They are links that are automatically creat
ed when a link is set from a field in the source schema tree to a field in the destination schema tree.

Elastic Li
nks

Configure the color of elastic links, which are simple value-copy links that are dragged from the source schema tree to
the destination schema tree. Once the link is made, the color of the link changes to the defined color for fixed links.

Compiler
Warnings

Configure the color used in BizTalk Mapper views (the grid and/or schema tree views) to indicate the source of a partic
ular compiler warning or error.

When you double-click a warning or error in the Task window, BizTalk Mapper attempts to identify the offending link, 
functoid, or whatever, with a border in this color.

Grid Fore
ground

Configure the color of the dashed lines in map grid pages.

Grid Back
ground

Configure the color of the background in map grid pages.

Font Configure the font used in the views in the main editing window.

See Also

Customizing Colors and Font in BizTalk Mapper

Types of Links
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Script Type Precedence Dialog Box
Use the Script Type Precedence dialog box to configure the relative precedence of the various types of script that can be
associated with a Scripting functoid.

Use this To do this
Inline C# Configure whether inline C# code is relevant in the precedence order established in this dialog box.

Note  Because the majority of functoids are written in C#, inline C# must remain enabled as an inline scri
pt language. Therefore, even if you clear the Inline C# check box, it will automatically become enabled ag
ain when you dismiss this dialog box.

External As
sembly

Configure whether code in external assemblies is relevant in the precedence order established in this dialog box.

Inline Visu
al Basic .N
ET

Configure whether inline Microsoft® Visual Basic® .NET code is relevant in the precedence order established in this 
dialog box.

Inline JScri
pt .NET

Configure whether inline Microsoft® Visual JScript® .NET code is relevant in the precedence order established in thi
s dialog box.

Inline XSLT
Call Templ
ate

Configure whether inline XSLT Call Template code is relevant in the precedence order established in this dialog box.

Inline XSLT Configure whether inline XSLT code is relevant in the precedence order established in this dialog box.
Exchange the selected script type with the script type immediately above it in the ordered list, increasing the relative 
precedence of the selected script type.
Exchange the selected script type with the script type immediately below it in the ordered list, decreasing the relative
precedence of the selected script type.

See Also

Configure Functoid Script Dialog Box

Configuring the Scripting Functoid

Scripting Functoid
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Table Looping Configuration Dialog Box
Use the Table Looping Configuration dialog box to configure a table of data and data sources in the source schema from which
one or more Table Extractor functoids can be used to retrieve data at run-time and copy it to the output instance message as
identified by a record or field in the destination schema.

Use thi
s

To do this

Table ce
ll drop-
down lis
ts

For this cell, select one of the relevant input parameters to this Table Looping functoid as the data to be associated wit
h this cell.

The items in the drop-down list for each cell are the set of input parameters defined for this Table Looping functoid, no
t including the first two input parameters, which define the dimensions of this table. The input parameters can be consta
nt data, output from another functoid, or a location in an instance message defined by the source schema.

Important  Providing descriptive labels for the input links to this Table Looping functoid are particularly us
eful in this scenario because the drop-down lists will show these friendly names rather than the associated X
Path value.

Gated Configure whether the data in the first column is evaluated at run-time to determine whether or not processing of the e
ntire corresponding row will be skipped for the current iteration of the relevant record.

If the first cell is output from a Logical functoid, the row is evaluated if the value is True. If the first cell is a field, then th
e presence of data is treated as True and the row is evaluated. The absence of data is False and the row is skipped.

See Also

Table Looping Functoid

Table Extractor Functoid

Table Looping and Table Extractor Functoids

Table-Driven Looping Example
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BPEL Import Wizard UI Help
This section provides instructions for the BPEL (Business Process Execution Language) Import Wizard user interface (UI). You can
access this information by pressing the F1 key or clicking Help in the UI. Use the BPEL Import Wizard to import BPEL processes
into Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004.
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BPEL Import Wizard Pages
You can use the Microsoft® BizTalk® Server BPEL Import Wizard to import BPEL (Business Process Execution Language), WSDL
(Web Service Description Language), or XSD (XML Schema Definition Language) files into a BizTalk project.

The following table describes what you can do using each page of the wizard.

Use this To do this
Welcome page Run or close the wizard.
Select WSDL Files for Invoked WebServices page Select files that are referred to by using import and include statements.

Click Browse to select files from a location.

Click Remove to remove selected files from the import wizard.

Select BPEL, WSDL, and XSD Files page Select BPEL, WSDL, and XSD files.

Click Browse to select files from a location.

Click Remove to remove selected files from the import wizard.

Import in Progress page See the progress of the import.
Import completed page Close the wizard.

See Also

BizTalk Server Project Templates

BPEL Import (BizTalk Server Sample)

Importing BPEL4WS
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Business Rule Composer UI Help
This section provides instructions for the Business Rule Composer user interface (UI). You access this information by pressing
the F1 key or clicking Help in the UI. Use the Business Rule Composer to create and modify policies and vocabularies. For more
information about the Business Rule Composer, see Developing with Business Rules.
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Business Rule Composer
You can use the Business Rule Composer to create and edit policies (or rule sets), and vocabularies to express rules in natural
language.

Use this To do this
Policy Explore
r

Manage policies and rules in the rule store.

Facts Explorer Manage vocabularies and browse through fact data types (databases, XML schemas, and .NET classes).
Facts Explorer,
Vocabularies t
ab

Create, modify, delete, and publish vocabulary versions and definitions; drag published vocabulary definitions on
to the Conditions Editor or Actions Editor to define arguments and actions in a rule definition.

Facts Explorer,
XML Schemas 
tab

Browse through XSD schemas for the definitions of XML elements and attributes; drag items onto the Conditions
Editor or Actions Editor to define predicates, actions, and arguments.

Facts Explorer,
Databases tab

Browse through database servers for databases and table definitions; drag items onto the Conditions Editor or A
ctions Editor to define predicates, actions, and arguments.

Facts Explorer,
.NET Classes ta
b

Browse through .NET assemblies for public .NET class definitions; drag items onto the Conditions Editor or Actio
ns Editor to define predicates, actions, and arguments.

Properties win
dow

View and edit properties of a selected item in the Policy Explorer, Facts Explorer, Conditions Editor, or Actions Edi
tor.

Policy Instruct
ions page

View Quick Start Help for using the Rule Composer.

Rule Editor View and edit conditions in the Conditions Editor and actions in the Actions Editor for the selected rule.
Conditions Edi
tor

View and edit conditions for firing rules. Add built-in predicates using the shortcut menu, drag items from the Fa
cts Explorer to define arguments and predicates, or enter argument values inline by clicking an argument link.

Actions Editor View and edit actions to be executed upon corresponding rule firings. Add built-in actions using the shortcut me
nu, drag items from the Facts Explorer to define actions and arguments, or enter argument values inline by clicki
ng an argument link.

Vocabulary D
efinition Wiza
rd

Define a business term for use in a vocabulary.

Value Type pa
ge

Specify whether you want to use a constant value, a range of values, or a set of values.

Define a Const
ant Value page

Define a constant with a type and a value.

Define a Set o
f Values page

Define a set of values consisting of constants or other vocabulary definitions.

Define a Rang
e of Values pa
ge

Define a range of values with a type, a display format, and high and low range values.

.NET Class Def
inition page

Specify a definition for a .NET class or .NET class member.

XML Definitio
n page

Specify a definition for an XML document element or attribute.

Database Defi
nition page

Specify a definition for a database table or a database table column.

Specify the Di
splay Name pa
ge

Specify a format for displaying the vocabulary definition in rule conditions and actions.

Parameter Def
inition window

Specify a parameter value for use in the display name for a vocabulary definition.

Fact Creator lis
t view

Browse through assemblies to add a reference to a .NET-based fact creator that provides short-term facts for test
ing a policy.

Fact Retriever 
dialog box

Browse through assemblies to add a reference to a .NET-based fact retriever that provides long-term facts for po
licy execution.



 

Translator dial
og box

Browse through assemblies to add a reference to a .NET-based translator that translates a policy version into an 
executable representation for the rule set executor.

Output windo
w

View trace output from test execution of a selected policy version. Use the shortcut menu to save, clear, and imp
ort trace logs.

Test Policy win
dow

Select fact instances to use in testing a policy version.

See Also

Policy Explorer

Facts Explorer

Rule Editor

Using the Business Rule Composer
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Policy Explorer
Use the Policy Explorer to manage policies and rules in the rule store. You can create, modify, and delete policies and rules, and
you can test, publish, deploy, and undeploy policies.

Use the shortcut menu to access the following options.

Use this To do this
Add New Polic
y

Create a new policy (rule set).

Add New Versi
on

Create a new empty version of the selected policy. You can copy rules from other versions and paste them into 
the new version.

Copy (Policy Ve
rsion)

Copy the selected policy version to the clipboard.

Copy (Rule) Copy the selected rule into the clipboard.
Cut (Rule) Copy the selected rule into the clipboard and delete it.
Paste (Policy V
ersion)

Paste a policy version and its contents into a selected policy.

Paste (Rule) Paste a rule into the selected policy version.
Delete (Policy 
Version)

Delete the selected policy version.

Delete (Rule) Delete the selected rule.
Delete Delete the selected policy and all its versions.
Add New Rule Create a new rule in the selected policy version.
Save Save any changes made to the selected version and its rules.
Publish Publish the selected policy version. Note that you cannot directly modify a published version. You can copy and

paste it to a new version on the policy.
Reload Reload the selected policy version and its rules, with the option to discard any current changes made in that ver

sion and restore the contents from the rule store.
Deploy Deploy a published policy version. You must deploy a policy version in order to make it available to rule-based 

applications.
Undeploy Undeploy a policy version. Once a version is undeployed, it is no longer available to rule-based applications.
Test Policy Test the selected policy version prior to deployment.

See Also

Using the Business Rule Composer
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Facts Explorer, Vocabularies Tab
Use the Vocabularies tab in the Facts Explorer to manage vocabulary versions and definitions.

Use the shortcut menu to access the following options.

Use this To do this
Add New Vocab
ulary

Create a new vocabulary.

Add New Versio
n

Create a new empty version of the selected vocabulary. You can copy definitions from other versions and paste
them into the new version.

Paste Vocabular
y Version

Paste the contents of a previously copied vocabulary version as a new version in the selected vocabulary.

Delete Delete the selected vocabulary and all its versions.
Add New Defini
tion

Launch the Vocabulary Definition Wizard to create a new definition in the selected vocabulary version.

Save Save the changes made to the selected version and its definitions.
Publish Publish the selected vocabulary version. Note that you cannot directly modify a published version. You can cop

y and paste it to a new version of the vocabulary.
Reload Reload the selected vocabulary version and its definitions, with the option to discard any current changes mad

e in that version and restore the contents from the rule store.
Modify Launch the Vocabulary Definition Wizard to change the selected definition. Note that you cannot modify a defi

nition that is part of a published vocabulary version.
Go to source fac
t

For the selected definition, go to the corresponding source fact in a .NET assembly, XML schema, or database ta
ble.

See Also

Using the Business Rule Composer
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Facts Explorer, XML Schemas Tab
Browse through XSD schemas for the definitions of XML elements and attributes. You can drag items onto unpublished
vocabulary versions on the Vocabulary tab to create definitions, or you can drag items to the Conditions Editor or Actions Editor
to define predicates, actions, and arguments.

Use this To do this
Select Root Node Select a root node to load from an XML schema that contains multiple root notes.

See Also

Using the Business Rule Composer
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Facts Explorer, Databases Tab
Browse through database servers for databases and table definitions. You can drag items onto unpublished vocabulary versions
on the Vocabulary tab to create definitions, or you can drag items to the Conditions Editor or Actions Editor to define predicates,
actions, and arguments.

See Also

Using the Business Rule Composer
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Facts Explorer, .NET Classes Tab
Browse through .NET assemblies for public .NET class definitions. You can drag items onto unpublished vocabulary versions on
the Vocabulary tab to create definitions, or you can drag items to the Conditions Editor or Actions Editor to define predicates,
actions, and arguments.

Use this To do this
Browse... Load a .NET assembly from the Global Assembly Cache (GAC)
Remove Remove a .NET assembly

See Also

Using the Business Rule Composer
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Properties Window
Use the Properties window to view and edit properties of a selected item in the Policy Explorer, Facts Explorer, Conditions Editor,
or Actions Editor.

To view the arguments for a .NET class method in a vocabulary definition, select the definition, click the Arguments property, and
then click the ellipsis (…) button.

To select a fact retriever or a translator assembly for a policy version, select the version, click either the Fact Retriever property or
the Translator Assembly property in the Properties window, and then click the ellipsis (…) button.

See Also

Using the Business Rule Composer
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Policy Instructions Page
See the Policy Instructions page for Quick Start Help for using the Rule Composer.

See Also

Using the Business Rule Composer
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Rule Editor
Use the Rule Editor to view and edit conditions in the Conditions Editor and actions in the Actions Editor for the selected rule.

Use this To do this
Conditions Editor View and edit conditions for firing rules.
Actions Editor View and edit actions to be executed upon corresponding rule firings.

See Also

Using the Business Rule Composer
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Vocabulary Definition Wizard
Use the Vocabulary Definition Wizard to define vocabularies using XML schemas, .NET-based classes, database tables, and
constants.

Use this To do this
Constant Value, Range of Values, or Set of Valu
es

Create a definition using a constant value, a range of values, or a set of valu
es.

.NET Class or Class Member Create a definition based on a .NET class or class member.
XML Document Element or Attribute Create a definition based on an XML element or attribute.
Database Table or Column Create a definition based on a database table or column.

See Also

Creating Vocabulary Definitions

Modifying Vocabulary Definitions

Using the Business Rule Composer
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Constant Value, Range of Values, or Set of Values Page
Use the Constant Value, Range of Values, or Set of Values page to specify whether you want to use a single constant value, a
range of values, or a set of values.

Use this To do this
Definition Name Type a definition name that is unique within the vocabulary version.
Definition Description Type a description for the definition.
Constant Value Specify that the vocabulary definition applies to a single constant value.
Range of Values Specify that the vocabulary definition applies to a contiguous range of values.
Set of Values Specify that the vocabulary definition applies to a set of values.

See Also

Creating Vocabulary Definitions

Using the Business Rule Composer
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Define a Constant Value Page
Use the Define a Constant Value page to specify a name, type, and constant value for the definition.

Use this To do this
Definition type Select a .NET-based type for the definition from the drop-down list.
Display name Specify a name for the vocabulary definition for display in rule definitions.
Value Type a definition value that is valid for the selected .NET-based type.
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Define a Range of Values Page
Use the Define a Range of Values page to define a range of values with a type, a display format, and high and low range values.

Use this To do this
Definition type Select a .NET-based type for the definition from the drop-down list.
Range Low and Range High Click Edit to type the low and high values for the range.
Display format string Specify how to display the string, including positions for the range low and range high values.
Default Reset the display name to the default display string.
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Define a Set of Values Page
Use the Define a Set of Values page to define a set of values consisting of constants or other vocabulary definitions.

Use this To do this
Definition type Select a .NET-based type for the definition from the drop-down list.
Display name Specify a name for the vocabulary definition for display in rule definitions.
Use constant value Specify a constant value that you want to add to the set.
User definition from published vocabulary Select a published vocabulary definition with a compatible .NET type.
Add Add a constant value or published vocabulary definition to the set.
Values View the list of members in the set.
Remove Remove the selected value or definition from the set.
Up Move the selected value or definition up in the set order.
Down Move the selected value or definition down in the set order.
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.NET Class Definition Page
Use the .NET Class Definition page to specify a definition for a .NET class or .NET class member.

Use this To do this
Definition na
me

Type a definition name that is unique within the vocabulary version.

Definition des
cription

Type a description for the definition.

Instance ID Specify the instance identifier of the class or class member, so that you can distinguish it when comparing two o
r more facts of the same .NET class in a rule definition.

Display name Specify a name for the vocabulary definition for display in rule definitions.
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Database Definition Page
Use the Database Definition page to specify a definition for a database table or a database table column.

Use this To do this
Definitio
n name

Type a definition name that is unique within the vocabulary version.

Definitio
n descrip
tion

Type a description for the definition.

Instance 
ID

Specify the instance identifier of the database and column, so that you can distinguish two or more rows from the sam
e table and dataset in a rule definition.

Data typ
e

Select the .NET type for the definition from the drop-down list.

Display 
name

Specify a name for the vocabulary definition for display in rule definitions.

Perform 
"Set" Op
eration

Specify that the definition is used as an action to assign a value to the database table column.

Perform 
"Get" Op
eration

Specify that the definition is used as a function to retrieve a value from the database table column.

Dataset Type the fact type of the database table. The default is the database name. Use unique names for your datasets when d
efining rules that compare data from distinct tables with the same schema.

Binding 
type

Select the database binding type from the drop-down list. Use “Data connection” on a single table to optimize retrieval;
the engine will create a SQL query at runtime. Use “Data table/data row” if your binding applies to multiple queries; the
application must prepopulate the table or row before it executes the policy.
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XML Definition Page
Use the XML Definition page to specify a definition for an XML document element or attribute.

Use this To do this
Definition name Type a definition name that is unique within the vocabulary version.
Definition descri
ption

Type a description for the definition.

Document type Specify the fact type for the XML document. If your policy will be called by a BizTalk orchestration, use the BizT
alk message fully qualified type.

Instance ID Specify the instance identifier of the XML document, so that you can distinguish it when comparing two or mo
re facts based on the same XML element or attribute.

Display name Specify a name for the vocabulary definition for display in rule definitions.
Perform "Set" O
peration

Specify that the definition is used as an action to assign a value to the XML element or attribute.

Perform "Get" O
peration

Specify that the definition is used as a function to retrieve a value from the XML element or attribute.

Type Select the .NET type for the definition.
XPath Selector Type the XPath to the XML record, element, or attribute to be selected. By default this will be the record XPath 

obtained from the schema.
XPath Field Type the XPath to the XML element or attribute to be selected. By default this will be the relative path from the 

XPath Selector obtained from the schema
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Specify the Display Name Page
Use the Display Name page to specify a format for displaying the vocabulary definition in rule conditions and actions.

Use this To do this
Parameters Specify parameters to use, including name, type, value, and zero-based index.
Edit Add or edit the value of the selected parameter.
Display format 
string

Type the definition name for display in rule definitions. Use {n} to represent parameters, where n is the zero-bas
ed index of the parameter to display.

Default Click to reset the display name. The default display string is defined by the definition name plus parameter plac
eholders.
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Parameter Definition Window
Use the Parameter Definition window to specify a parameter value for use in a vocabulary definition display name.

Use this To do this
Use constant value Specify a value to use a constant as the default value for the parameter.
User definition from published voca
bulary

Select a published vocabulary definition of compatible type to use as the default value fo
r the parameter.
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Conditions Editor
Use the Conditions Editor (part of the Rule Editor) to view and edit conditions for firing rules. You can add built-in predicates
using the shortcut menu, drag items from the Facts Explorer to define arguments and predicates, and enter argument values
inline by clicking an argument link.

Use the shortcut menu to access the following options.

Use this To do this
Add logical AND Add an operator to combine two or more predicates to form a logical-AND expression.
Add logical OR Add an operator to combine two or more predicates to form a logical-OR expression.
Add logical NOT Add the operator NOT to negate a logical expression or predicate.
Predicates Add a predicate expression based one of the built-in predicates provided by the Rule Object Model, such as t

he Is Equal To operator.
Delete logical ope
rator

Delete the selected logical operator (AND, OR, or NOT).

Delete predicate Delete the selected predicate.
Move Up Move the predicate up one position or a level.
Move Down Move the predicate down one position or a level.
Go to vocabulary Locate the vocabulary definition in the Facts Explorer that corresponds to the selected predicate or argument

.
Go to source fact Locate the XML element, database column, or .NET method in the Facts Explorer that corresponds to the sele

cted predicate or argument.
Reset argument Delete the selected argument (and any nested arguments), and restore the initial definition.
Set to null Replace the selected argument with a null constant definition.
Set to empty strin
g

Replace the selected argument with an empty string value.
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Actions Editor
Use the Actions Editor (part of the Rule Editor) to view and edit actions to execute when a rule is fired. You can add built-in actions
using the shortcut menu, drag items from the Facts Explorer to define actions and arguments, and enter argument values inline
by clicking an argument link.

Use this To do this
Delete action Delete the selected action.
Go to vocabular
y

Locate the vocabulary definition in the Facts Explorer that corresponds to the selected action or argument.

Go to source fa
ct

Locate the XML element, database column, or .NET method in the Facts Explorer that corresponds to the selecte
d action or argument.

Move Up Move the action up one position or a level.
Move Down Move the action down one position or a level.
Reset argument Delete the selected argument (and any nested arguments), and restore the initial definition.
Set to null Replace the selected argument with a null constant definition.
Set to empty str
ing

Replace the selected argument with an empty string value.

Functions Add an argument based on one of the built-in functions provided by the Rule object model, such as the Add op
erator.
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Fact Creator List View
Use the Fact Creator List view to browse through assemblies to add a reference to a .NET-based fact creator that provides short-
term facts for testing a policy.

Use th
is

To do this

Add Browse through an assembly that implements a fact creator, and select the appropriate class in the assembly to add a ref
erence to the fact creator.

Remo
ve

Remove the reference to the selected fact creator.
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Fact Retriever Dialog Box
Use the Fact Retriever dialog box to browse through assemblies to add a reference to a .NET-based fact retriever that provides
long-term facts for policy execution.

Use thi
s

To do this

Browse Browse through assemblies that implement fact retrievers.
Assemb
ly

From the drop-down list, select the .NET assembly that contains the currently configured fact retriever, or select (None) 
to clear the configuration.

Class From the drop-down list, select a public .NET class that implements the IFactRetriever interface.
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Translator Dialog Box
Use the Translator dialog box to browse through assemblies to add a reference to a .NET-based translator that translates a policy
version into an executable representation for the rule set executor.

Use this To do this
Browse Browse through assemblies that implement rule set translators.
Assemb
ly

From the drop-down list, select the .NET assembly that contains the currently configured translator, or select (None) to 
clear the configuration.

Class From the drop-down list, select a public .NET class that implements the IRuleSetTranslator interface.
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Output Window
Use the Output window to view results of test execution for a selected policy version.

Use the shortcut menu to access the following options.

Use this To do this
Clear All Clear all text from the Output Window.
Copy Copy the selected text in the Output window to the clipboard.
Select All Select all the text contained in the Output window.
Save to File Save the text contained in the Output window to a specified file.
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Test Policy Window
Use the Test Policy window to select fact instances for testing a policy version.

Use this To do this
Add instance Add a reference to a fact instance for each fact type that is used by a rule in the policy version.
Remove inst
ance

Remove the reference to the selected fact instance.

Add Browse through an assembly that implements a fact creator, and select the appropriate class in the assembly to ad
d a reference to the fact creator.

Remove Remove the reference to the selected fact creator.
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Configuration Wizard UI Help
This section provides instructions for the Configuration Wizard user interface (UI). You access this information by pressing the F1
key or clicking Help in the UI. Use the Configuration Wizard to configure BizTalk Server 2004 features, databases, and accounts.
For more information about the Configuration Wizard, see Configuring BizTalk Server.
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Configuration Wizard, Start Page
Use the Configuration Wizard after you have installed Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004. The Configuration Wizard performs the
steps necessary to configure the installed features, the necessary databases, and the accounts that you need in order to use
BizTalk Server 2004.

Depending on the options that you selected during the BizTalk Server 2004 installation process, you use the Configuration Wizard
to:

Create BizTalk Server databases
Create the BizTalk Server group
Create a Host and two Host Instances
Create virtual directories in Microsoft® Internet Information Services (IIS)
Configure BizTalk Message Queuing
Configure the Microsoft® Windows® NT® Services
Verify user accounts
Create Microsoft Windows SharePoint® Services sites (on Windows Server™ 2003 only) for Business Activity Services (BAS)
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Configuration Wizard, Configuration Options Page
Depending on the options that you selected during the Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 installation process, the following
questions may appear on the Configuration options page.

Use this To do this
Do you want to cre
ate or join a BizTalk
Server group?

Select Create from the drop-down list to create the BizTalk Server group that you will use to administer all
the BizTalk databases.

Select Join to join a BizTalk group that already exists.

Will this Single Sig
n-On server (SSO) h
old the master secr
et key?

Select Yes from the drop-down list if this is the first SSO server you configure in your SSO system. This wil
l also create and configure the SSO Credential database. You must backup the secret on this secret server a
fter configuration is completed. You can backup the secret using the SSO command line utility, ssoconfig.e
xe located at \Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On\.

 Security  You should configure the master secret server as a stand-alone server. You must be 
an SSO administrator while performing this configuration task.

Select No from the drop-down list for subsequent SSO Servers in the SSO system. These servers are the p
rocessing servers and administration servers.

You can also select No if you need to re-use existing data, and configure a master secret server without re-
creating the SSO database. If you do this, you must restore the secret that you backed up on this secret ser
ver after configuration is completed. You can restore the secret using SSO command line utility, ssoconfig.
exe.

Do you want to cre
ate a BizTalk Host A
pplication?

Select Trusted from the drop-down list if you want to pass the credentials (SSID and/or Party ID) of the se
nder when submitting messages to the MessageBox database.

Caution  This is equivalent to creating a trust relationship between the servers.

Select UnTrusted if you want to pass the SSID of the host instance service account to the MessageBox dat
abase.

Do you want to cre
ate a BizTalk Isolate
d Host Application?

Select Trusted from the drop-down list if you want to enable the host to pass the credentials (SSID and/or 
Party ID) of the sender when submitting messages to the MessageBox database.

Caution  This is equivalent to creating a trust relationship between the servers.

Select UnTrusted if you want to pass the SSID of the host instance service account to the MessageBox dat
abase.

Do you want to cre
ate an Analysis data
base for tracking ag
gregations?

Select Yes from the drop-down list if you have Microsoft® SQL Server™ 2000 Analysis Services with Servi
ce Pack 3a installed, and you want to track and store health monitoring OLAP cubes.

You must select No if you do not have SQL Server 2000 Analysis Services with Service Pack 3a installed.

Do you want to use 
an Analysis Server f
or BAM aggregatio
ns?

Select Yes from the drop-down list if you have SQL Server 2000 Analysis Services with Service Pack 3a ins
talled, and you want to create an Analysis Services database that keeps the aggregated data for business ac
tivities.

Otherwise, select No.

Warning  You will not be able to configure Analysis Services after the initial configuration is co
mplete. It must be done when you create the BizTalk Server group.

Is a Rule Engine dat
abase already confi
gured for the BizTal
k Server group?

Select Yes from the drop-down list if a Rule Engine database already exists for this BizTalk Server group.

If the initial installation of BizTalk Server did not include the creation of a Rule Engine database, select No t
o create the database.
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Configuration Wizard, Windows Accounts Page
Use the Windows accounts page to review the accounts that you will use to perform tasks and operations in Microsoft®
BizTalk® Server. A description of the account appears when you select the account.

Use Edit to change account information for the account that you select.

You must edit all items marked with the Insufficient Configuration icon . Additional information about insufficient
configuration appears at the bottom of the page.

For specific information about Windows accounts used in configuration, see Configuring BizTalk Server.
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Configuration Wizard, Addresses Page
Use the Addresses page to review the addresses that you will create during configuration. A description appears when you select
the address.

Use Edit to change the address information for the item you select.

You must edit all items marked with the Insufficient Configuration icon . Additional information about insufficient
configuration appears at the bottom of the page.

For specific information about Addresses used in configuration, see Configuring BizTalk Server.
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Configuration Wizard, Configuration Property Values Page
Use the Configuration property values page to review the property values that you will create during configuration. A
description of each item appears when you select the name.

Use Edit to change the property value for the item you select.

You must edit all items marked with the Insufficient Configuration icon . Additional information about insufficient
configuration appears at the bottom of the page.

For specific information about these property values, see Configuring BizTalk Server.
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Configuration Wizard, Web Sites Page
Use the Web sites page to review the Web site locations that you will use for each BizTalk Server virtual directory that you create
during configuration. A description of the Web site appears when you select the Web site name.

Use Edit to change the settings for the Web site that you select.

You must edit all items marked with the Insufficient Configuration icon . Additional information about insufficient
configuration appears at the bottom of the page.
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Configuration Wizard, Database Configurations Page
Use the Database configurations page to review the database settings that you will use for each Microsoft® BizTalk® Server
database. A description of the database appears when you select the database.

Use Edit to change the connection settings for the database that you select.

You must edit all items marked with the Insufficient Configuration icon . Additional information about insufficient
configuration appears at the bottom of the page.

For specific information about database configuration, see Configuring BizTalk Server.

See Also

Using the Configuration Wizard
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Configuration Wizard, Windows Service Configurations Page
Use the Windows Service page to review the account information for each Microsoft® Windows® NT® service. A description of
the service appears when you select the service.

Use Edit to change the account information for the service that you select.

You must edit all items marked with the Insufficient Configuration icon . Additional information about insufficient
configuration appears at the bottom of the page.

For specific information about Windows NT Services used in the configuration, see Configuring BizTalk Server.

See Also

Using the Configuration Wizard
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Configuration Wizard, BizTalk Messaging Page
Use the default settings unless you are configuring BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter (MSMQT):

On a server that also has standard Windows Message Queuing (MSMQ) installed and enabled
To be integrated with Microsoft® Active Directory® directory service
To work under a Network Load Balancing (NLB) configuration

Use this To do this
IP Address (Recommended) Accepting the default setting binds BizTalk Message Queuing to all IP addresses on the server.

(Not recommended) Specify an IP address if you have a side-by-side installation with standard Message Queuing
or if BizTalk Message Queuing must work with a specific IP address for NLB. Choose a side-by-side installation o
nly after you examine all the other options - (for example, run MSMQ on a different computer or run MSMQ on a
virtual computer from the same computer).

Computer Na
me

Specify the name of the computer account used by MSMQT. All messages sent by MSMQT have the sender identi
ty set to the Global Universal Identification (GUID) of this computer. If messages are sent to MSMQT and use a dif
ferent computer name in the address (DIRECT=OS:<computer>\private$\queue), they are rejected. 
In most cases, it is acceptable to use the default value (local computer name). 
For side-by-side installations with standard Message Queuing, or if you choose Active Directory, you cannot use t
he local computer name. 
If you are setting up a BizTalk group, you must use the same name on all computers in the group. There are no re
strictions on the name as long as it is the same on all computers and you correctly set up the Domain Name Syst
em (DNS).

Register serve
r in DNS

Register the server in DNS in the current domain.

By default, this option is OFF. It is not recommended to turn this option on. Confer with your network administrat
or to determine decide the optimal method to add the computer name you previously entered to the DNS.

Integrate Mes
sage Queuing 
with Active Di
rectory

Select this check box to integrate/register the server in Active Directory in the current domain. By default, this opt
ion is OFF. This option requires that the server belong to a domain with an Active Directory controller.

 Security  If you want to set up BizTalk Message Queuing in Active Directory mode, you need to have
Create Child Object permissions. Typically, only domain administrators have these privileges.

If you select this option, you can edit the router name box. The default value is:

Router name: The name of the computer that has Message Queuing with routing installed.

Router is used in Active Directory configuration to send messages with PRIVATE= and PUBLIC= addresses.

You must manually activate MSMQT before first using it. For more information on manually activating MSMQT, see
About the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter.

See Also

Using the Configuration Wizard
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Configuration Wizard, SharePoint Services Site Configuration
Page
Use the SharePoint Services Site Configuration page to configure the Business Activity Services site on Microsoft®
Windows® SharePoint® Services.

Use This To do this
Title Type a title for the Business Activity Services Web site.
Description Type a description for the Business Activity Services Web site.
Site email Type an e-mail address you want to use for communications with the Business Activity Services Web site.

See Also

Using the Configuration Wizard
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Configuration Wizard, Summary Page
Use the Summary page to review the components that you will install. To make changes, click Back.

Use Save to generate and save an XML file that contains a snapshot of the configuration you specified. You can modify the XML
file and use it to replicate this configuration on other computers as part of a scripted installation.

See Also

Using the Configuration Wizard
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Configuration Wizard, Configuration Completed Page
Use the Configuration completed page to access the log file, and an overview of BizTalk Server 2004 before exiting the
Configuration Wizard.

Use this To do this
Logfile Access the log file. The log file can help you troubleshoot configuration problems.
Getting Started Access information that introduces BizTalk Server and explains what is new and how it works.
Finish Exit the Configuration Wizard.

See Also

Using the Configuration Wizard
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Health and Activity Tracking Tool UI Help
This section provides instructions for the Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) tool user interface (UI). You access this information by
pressing the F1 key or clicking Help in the UI. Use the HAT tool to monitor the health of your BizTalk Server data.

For more information about the HAT tool see Health and Activity Tracking.
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HAT Start Page
The Health and Activity Tracking Start page contains the menus that give you access to the tracking actions. The menu
selections specific to HAT are Reporting, Operations, Configuration, and Tools.

The following table summarizes the menu options and their purposes.

Use this To do this
File Open or save queries
Reporting Track archived data and build queries
Operations Track live data
Configuration Configure how you want to track pipelines, orchestrations, policies, or message properties
Queries List and run saved queries you created with Query Builder
Tools Select the live or archived data sources you want to track

See also

HAT Start Page
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Find Message View
You can track both live and archived messages using the Find Message view. Select the message schema you want to investigate,
and set as many or as few of the query filters as you need. You can optionally filter to locate messages based on routing
properties, on the message properties, or on both. If you do not use any filters, you can see all messages relating to the selected
schema.

A results list displays all the promoted properties for messages that match your query.

See also

Using the Find Message View in HAT
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Query Builder View
You can use the Query Builder view to track both live and archived data. You create queries against any of the standard metadata
associated with tracked events.

Use the SQL Query pane to create your own query against the Microsoft® SQL Server™ and Analysis Server databases. Use
standard SQL syntax combined with dragging and dropping the specific data items from the SQL views pane.

When building a query, you can expand the nodes in the SQL views pane to drag and drop the appropriate properties to the SQL
query pane as you build the query.

You can save any queries that you create for later use.

See also

Using the Query Builder View in HAT
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Service Metrics View
The Service Metrics view displays the business processes defined in health monitoring cubes that ship with Microsoft® BizTalk®
Server 2004.

You can track both live and archived data with this view. The Microsoft Office PivotTable® component displays an aggregated
view of the data in the Microsoft® SQL Server™ database and/or the Analysis Server database.

You can manipulate the Service Metrics view to access selected data stored in the SQL Server and/or Analysis Server databases,
and to navigate to other views for more details about specific data rows. The data stored in the Analysis Server database is in the
form of Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) cubes and you need to process these cubes each time you want to view them.

From this view you can access the following:

Results list
Orchestration Debugger view
Message Flow view

See also

Working with the OLAP Cube Data
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Message Metrics View
The Message Metrics view displays the real-time business processes defined in the health monitoring cubes that ship with
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004.

You can track both live and archived data with this view. Message metrics use the Microsoft® Office PivotTable® component to
display an aggregated view of the data in the Microsoft® SQL Server™ and/or Analysis Server databases.

You can manipulate the Message Metrics view to access selected data stored in the SQL Server and/or Analysis Server databases,
and to navigate to other views for more details about specific data rows. The data stored in the Ananlysis Server database is in the
form of Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) cubes and you need to process these cubes each time you want to view them.

From this view you can access the following:

Results list
Message Flow view

See also

Working with the OLAP Cube Data
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EDI Reports View
The EDI Reports view displays the properties for Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) documents and the processing information.
Using the EDI Reports view, you can view the EDI details for all documents in the BizTalk EDI Adapter database.

From this view you can access the following

General view
References view
Acknowledgements view
Details view

See also
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EDI Details View Dialog Box General Tab
In the EDI Details View dialog box, use the General tab to view the overview information about the selected Electronic Data
Interchange (EDI) document.

Use this To do this
Number Displays the number allocated by the EDI Adapter to the document.
Group Displays the group number allocated by the EDI Adapter to the document.
Interchange Displays the interchange number allocated by the EDI Adapter to the document.
Format Displays the format of the document. (Internal or External).
Type Displays the current type, version and release of the received document.
Direction Indicates whether the document was sent or received.
Status Displays the current status of the document, this can be one of the following:

In external format
In internal format
Plug-in is processing
Downloaded
(Down)load failed
Communicate failed
Translate failed
7Routed

Show EDI Message Click this to view EDI message contents in Microsoft Notepad.

See also
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EDI Details View Dialog Box References Tab
In the EDI Details View dialog box, use the Reference tab to view reference information about the selected Electronic Data
Interchange (EDI) document.

Use this To do this
Messag
eID

To view the EDI messageID generated by BizTalk Server.

Intercha
nge refe
rence

To view the interchange control reference in the EDI document. The UNB segment and the ISA segment provide the inte
rchange reference for Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce, and Trade (EDIFACT) and American N
ational Standards Institute (ANSI) X-12 documents respectively.

Group r
eferenc
e

To view the group reference number in the EDI document.

Docume
nt refer
ence

To view the document reference number. The UNH segment and the ST segment provide the document reference num
ber for EDIFACT and ANSI X-12 documents respectively.

Sender
URI

To view the senderURI, which identifies the sender of the document. The UNB segment and the ISA segment provide th
e senderURI for EDIFACT and ANSI X-12 documents respectively.

Recipie
ntURI

To view the recipientURI, which identifies the recipient of the document. The UNB segment and the ISA segment provid
e the recipient for EDIFACT and ANSI X-12 documents respectively.

Show E
DI Mess
age

Click this to view the EDI message contents in Microsoft Notepad.
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EDI Details View Dialog Box Acknowledgements Tab
In the EDI Details View dialog box, use the Acknowledgements tab to view acknowledgement information about the selected
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) document.

Use this To do this
Sent Indicates whether the EDI Adapter has acknowledged this document.
Interchange number To view the interchange number of the functional acknowledgment document.
Group number To view the group number of the functional acknowledgement document.
Document number To view the document number of the functional acknowledgment document.
Show EDI Message Click this to view the EDI message contents in Microsoft Notepad.
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EDI Details View Dialog Box Details Tab
In the EDI Details View dialog box, use the Details tab to view the Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) document details.

Use this To do this
External co
nnector

To view the external connector that received the EDI document.

Number of 
bytes

To view the document size in bytes (characters).

Test indicat
or

To view if the EDI message is a test message. The UNB segment and the ISA segment provide the test interchange i
ndicator for EDIFACT and ANSI X-12 documents respectively.

It is recommended not to use EDI test interchange documents in the production environment.

Entered on To view the date and time information when the EDI Adapter received the EDI document.
Translated 
on

To view the date and time information when the EDI Adapter processed the EDI document.

Left on To view the date and time information when the document left the EDI Adapter.
Show EDI M
essage

Click this to view the EDI message contents in Microsoft Notepad.
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Tracking Options Page
You can configure various tracking options during runtime using the Configuration menu. Use the Configuration menu to set
tracking options on pipelines, orchestrations, policies, and message properties. You can change the tracking options for an item at
any time, without interrupting the business process. You can configure the following items.

Tracking pipelines
Tracking orchestrations
Tracking policies
Tracking message properties

See also

About Tracking Options for Pipelines and Orchestrations
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Tracking Pipelines Page
Use the Pipelines option in the Configuration menu to set the options for tracking pipelines. The pane at the bottom of the
Pipelines configuration page gives you the following tracking options.

Use this To do this
Start/end of ser
vice

Tracks the start and end dates for instances. Details about the instance such as the item name, assembly, and o
ther metadata are included.

Inbound/outbo
und messages

Tracks send and receive events about messages. This option requires you to configure Start/end of service.

Inbound Messa
ge Bodies

Tracks the actual message content as received by the pipeline along with the context that holds metadata such 
as URLs, promoted properties, and so on.

If this is a receive pipeline, the message body part is the raw message that the transport component submits to
the pipeline. It may be encrypted, signed, or encoded, depending on your application.

If it is a send pipeline, the information is in the form in which it is stored in the MessageBox database.

Outbound Mess
age Bodies

Tracks the actual message content as sent by the pipeline, along with the context, which holds metadata such a
s URLs, promoted properties, etc.

If this is a receive pipeline, the message body part is the processed message to be submitted to the MessageBo
x database, which may be XML, depending on your application.

If it is a send pipeline, this is the processed message as it is delivered to the transport component.

See also

About Tracking Options for Pipelines and Orchestrations
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Configuration View: Orchestrations Page
You can set the following tracking options for orchestrations.

Option Action
Service Start and En
d events

Tracks the start and end of instances. Details about the instance such as the item name, assembly and othe
r metadata are included.

Message Send and R
eceive events

Tracks send and receive events about messages. This option requires you to configure Start/end of servi
ce.

Inbound Message B
odies

Tracks the actual message content as received by the pipeline, along with the context that holds metadata 
such as URLs, promoted properties etc.

If this is a receive pipeline, the message body part is the raw message as submitted to the pipeline by the t
ransport component. It may be encrypted, signed, or encoded depending on your application.

If it is a send pipeline, the information is in the form in which it is stored in the MessageBox database.

Outbound Message 
Bodies

Tracks the actual message content as sent by the pipeline, along with the context that holds metadata such
as URLs, promoted properties etc.

If this is a receive pipeline, the message body part is the processed message that BizTalk Server submits to
the MessageBox database. It may be XML depending on your application.

If it is a send pipeline, this is the processed message that BizTalk delivers to the transport component.

Orchestration event
s (required by Orche
stration Debugger)

For each orchestration instance, BizTalk Server tracks metadata information to the Tracking database for al
l Start and End events of each shape. This is the most detailed tracking option available. You use it to see p
rogress details for particular instances of an Orchestration using the Orchestration Debugger.

See also

About Tracking Options for Pipelines and Orchestrations
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Tracking Policies Page
A policy contains a set of rules. The Policies configuration view displays a list of the available policies. You can click a policy to see
or change, the current tracking configuration for that policy.

The configuration for rule tracking contains the following options.

Use this To do this
Track Fact Activity Track the instance data on which rules operate.
Track Condition Evaluations Track the true/false results of conditions in the selected policy.
Track Rule Firings Track the actions that are triggered as a result of a set of rules.
Track Agenda Update Track updates to the agenda. The agenda contains list of actions that will be run by BizTalk Server.

See Also

About Tracking Rules and Policies
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Tracking Message Properties Page
To save messages after service instances processing is complete, you must have message body tracking turned on. You must also
turn on SQL agent on the MessageBox database. It takes about one minute for tracked messages to move into a tracking spool.

When configuring the tracking options for message fields, Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) lists all schemas and displays
columns containing the following:

Schema name
Schema root name
Target namespace
Assembly name

The property schemas that are displayed are both global and local. To identify a global property schema, look in the Schema Root
Name column. Global schemas are identified as <Property Schema>, while local schemas contain a description such as process or
properties.

From the schema list, you click the specific schema you want to track. A list of the promoted properties for the selected schema
appears in the Property Name pane at the bottom of the screen. None of the properties is selected by default.

Use the check boxes to select the properties that you want to track. Click All to select the complete list of properties. The Always
Track All Properties check box is only available for local property schemas.

See also

About Tracking Options for Pipelines and Orchestrations
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Operations Views
The two operations views are Service Instances and Messages. You can input identical query filtering information into both views
and the Reporting view.

Use these views to:

See currently running service instances such as orchestrations and messaging, and their associated messages.

Note  You can view completed service instances with the Reporting views.

Look into the MessageBox database for a view of the current data and the real-time state of the system.
Perform the same tasks in these views as you do in the Reporting view.
Suspend, terminate, and resume service instances.

See also

Reporting View and Operations View in HAT
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Service Details View
This view enables you to view all the details of the selected service.

When a service has been suspended in the event log, you can track the service using one of the Operations views. You can
investigate a service using the Service Details, the Message Flow, or the Orchestration Debugger options from the Context
menu.

See also

Viewing Tracked Information
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Message Details View
This view enables you to view all the details of the selected message.

When a message has been suspended in the event log, you can track the message using one of the Operations views. You can
investigate a message using the Service Details, the Message Flow, or the Orchestration Debugger options from the Context
menu.

See also

Viewing Message Details in HAT
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Orchestration Debugger View
You access the Orchestration Debugger through the context menu by right-clicking a message instance in the Results list. The
Orchestration Debugger enables you to track the activity of a single orchestration instance on a shape-by-shape basis, stepping
through a rendered view of the orchestration.

You can use the Orchestration Debugger in two modes: Reporting mode and Interactive mode.

Reporting mode uses events from data tracked using the Orchestration Events option flag. To set this flag, go to Orchestrations
in the Configuration menu. This option tracks the execution of each shape in the orchestration as it occurs. In reporting mode, you
can replay the steps or set breakpoints on the class of orchestration so that you can then debug new instances using interactive
mode.

Interactive mode enables you to debug a currently running instance. To debug a process interactively, complete the following
steps:

1. In the Orchestration Designer open a completed orchestration instance.
2. Set a breakpoint in a class.
3. Submit a new message.

The service instance is now in the In Breakpoint state.

4. Attach the Orchestration Debugger to that instance.

You can switch to the Message Flow view by right-clicking any instance in the Results list and selecting the required view from the
context menu.

See also

Working with the Orchestration Debugger View
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Message Flow View
You use the Message Flow view to see all the details about a particular orchestration or pipeline instance once the orchestration
or pipeline has completed processing the message. You can see which messages were sent and received and the technical details
for each message, such as the URL, port, and party used. The Message Flow view enables you to drill down into the orchestrations
and/or pipelines that sent and received the message to see what happened.

The top of the Message Flow window displays the Service Instance information, such as start and end time, error codes, and
version. Below this, the message activity for the service instance displays the messages that were received or sent. You can click a
message instance to expand it and view the message details such as Instance ID, or the message size. The message instances
show all the details by default.

When you view an orchestration instance, you can switch to the Orchestration Debugger view by clicking Switch to
Orchestration Debugger.

See also

Working with the Message Flow View
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View Compensation Blocks
You can view compensation blocks in both the same orchestration and a called orchestration.

To view a Compensation block present in the same orchestration

Select the action event for that block. In Orchestration Debugger, the compensation block shape and the execution steps up
to that point show as highlighted.

To view a Compensation block present in a called orchestration:

1. After you compensate the called orchestration and it contains a compensation block, right-click the event for the CALL
shape (Calling the called orchestration).

2. Select the View Called Orchestration from the shortcut menu. Then you can see the events being executed for the
compensation block and as well as the shapes inside it.

See also

Tracked Events Pane in Orchestration Debugger
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Human Workflow Services Administration UI Help
This section provides instructions for the Human Workflow Services user interface (UI). You access this information by pressing
the F1 key or clicking Help in the UI. Use Human Workflow Services to construct workflows using pre-created workflow building
blocks and to track the progress of the workflow.

See Also

Managing Human Workflow Services

Human Workflow Services (HWS)
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Human Workflow Services Node
Use the Human Workflow Services node to view a list of all available objects in the Human Workflow Services (HWS)
Microsoft® Management Console (MMC).

Double-click the Human Workflow Services node to expand and collapse it.

Right-click the Human Workflow Services node to display the following options:

Connect to another computer. Enables you to connect to another HWS server that you want to administer.
Refresh. Refreshes all the items in the Human Workflow Services node and all its child nodes.
Properties. Displays the properties for the Human Workflow Services in the Properties window.

See Also

Managing Human Workflow Services

Human Workflow Services (HWS)
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Web Services Node
Use the Web Services node to view a list of all installed instances of the Human Workflow Services Web services accessing this
installation.

Right-click the Web Services node to display the following option:

Refresh. Refreshes all the result items in the Web Services node.

See Also

Configuring Human Workflow Services

Editing Human Workflow Services Properties
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Web Services Node - Results Pane
Use the Web Services node results pane to view a list of the Web services in the Human Workflow Services (HWS) server.

Right-click a specific Web service to display the following options:

Stop Web Service. Stops the Web Service where the HWS Web services are paused or running. This option is available
only if the Web service is running.
Start Web Service. Starts the Web Service where the HWS Web services are neither paused nor running. This option is
available only if the IIS service is not running.

See Also

Starting and Stopping the Human Workflow Services Web Service

Changing the Web Service User Context and Password
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Constraints Node
Use the Constraints node to create, edit, and remove constraints on actions registered with the Human Workflow Services (HWS)
server.

Right-click the Constraints node to display the following options:

Add Constraint. Creates a new constraint to explicitly define the set of users who can initiate an action or be the target of
an action.
Refresh. Refreshes all the result items in the Constraints node.

See Also

Adding, Editing, and Deleting Constraints

About Action Constraints
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Constraints Node - Results pane
Use the Constraints node results pane to view all the constraints defined in the Human Workflow Services (HWS) server.

Right-click a specific constraint to display the following options:

Remove Constraint. Removes the selected constraint from the HWS server.
Refresh. Refreshes the information displayed in the results pane.
Properties. Displays the properties for the selected constraint in the Properties window.

See Also

Adding, Editing, and Deleting Constraints

About Action Constraints
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Actions Node
Use the Actions node to view a list of the actions currently deployed on the Human Workflow Services (HWS) server.

Double-click the Actions node to expand and collapse it.

Right-click the Actions node to display the following option:

Refresh. Refreshes all the results items in the Actions node.

See Also

Enabling an Action for Use in Human Workflow Services

Registering and Unregistering Actions

About Actions
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<Action Name> Node
Use the <action name> node to view information about the <action name> Human Workflow Services (HWS) orchestration
deployed on the HWS server.

Right-click the <action name> node to display the following options:

Register Action: <action name>. Registers the selected action with the HWS system. This option is available if the action
is not registered in the HWS system.

Important  Only registered actions can be used in constructing activity models, activity flows, and constraints.

Unregister Action: <action name>. Unregisters the selected action from the HWS system. This option is available if you
have registered the action in the HWS system.

Note  Unregistering an action will remove all constraints referencing that action from the system

Properties. Displays the properties for the <action name> action.

See Also

Enabling an Action for Use in Human Workflow Services

Registering and Unregistering Actions

About Actions
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Fact Retrievers Node
Use the Fact Retrievers node to manage the fact stores associated with Human Workflow Services (HWS).

The results pane displays a list of the fact retrievers currently installed on the HWS server.

Double-click the Fact Retrievers node to expand and collapse it.

Right-click the Fact Retrievers node to display the following options:

Add Fact Retriever. Adds a new fact retriever to the HWS server.
Refresh. Refreshes all the result items in the Fact Retrievers node.

See Also

Installing, Editing, and Removing Fact Retrievers

About Fact Retrievers
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<Fact Retriever Name> Node
Use the <fact retriever name> node to view the <fact retriever name> object.

Double-click the <fact retriever name> node to expand and collapse it.

Right-click the <fact retriever name> node to display the following options:

Remove Fact Retriever. Removes the selected fact retriever from the Human Workflow Services (HWS) server.
Properties. Displays the properties for the <fact retriever name> fact retriever.

See Also

Installing, Editing, and Removing Fact Retrievers

About Fact Retrievers
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<Fact Retriever Name> Object Node
User the <fact retriever name> Object node to view all the constraint facts defined in the <fact retriever name> fact retriever
supported by the <fact retriever name> object.

Right-click the <fact retriever name> Object node to display the following option:

Refresh. Refreshes all the result items in the <fact retriever name> Object node.

See Also

Installing, Editing, and Removing Fact Retrievers

About Fact Retrievers
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<Fact Retriever Name> Object Node -Results Pane
Use the results pane of the<Fact Retriever Name> Object node to enumerate values for the <constraint fact name> constraint
facts for the selected fact retriever object.

Right-click the <constraint fact name> constraint fact to display the following option:

Enumerate values: <constraint fact name>. Displays all the possible values for the selected constraint fact. This option
appears only for constraint facts that are marked as enumerable in the fact retriever.

See Also

Installing, Editing, and Removing Fact Retrievers

About Fact Retrievers
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Activity Models Node
Use the Activity Models node to view all the activity models installed on the Human Workflow Services (HWS) server and
currently available. The results pane displays a list of the activity models available in the HWS server.

Click Refresh to refresh all of the results in the Activity Models node.

Double-click the Activity Models node to expand and collapse it.

See Also

Working with Activity Flows

About Activity Models
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<Activity Model Name> Node
Use the <activity model name> node to administer the activity models displayed in the results pane.

See Also

Working with Activity Flows

About Activity Models
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Activity Flows Node
Use the Activity Flows node to view all the recorded activity for the Human Workflow Services (HWS) server. You can use the
Activity Flows node to create a filter that limits the number of flows returned in the result pane.

You can choose to filter the flows by creation date or by the activity flow status (active/inactive).

Note  After you close the console and open it again, all filter settings are lost.

Right-click the Activity Flows node to display the following options:

Batch delete. Enables you to delete multiple flows at the same time, based on either the age of the workflow or a specific
inactivity period.
Properties. Enables you to set the filter mechanism for displaying a subset of activity flows based on status and creation
date.

See Also

Working with Activity Flows
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<Activity Flow Name> Node
Use the <activity flow name> node to manage a specific activity flow.

Right-click a specific <activity flow name> node to display the following options:

Delete Activity Flow. Deletes the specific activity flow from the Human Workflow Services (HWS) server.
Batch Delete. Enables you to delete multiple flows at the same time, based on either the age of the workflow or a specific
inactivity period.
Backup Activity Flow Data. Saves the tracking history for the specified activity flow to an XML file.
Properties. Displays the properties for the selected activity flow in the Properties window.

See Also

Working with Activity Flows
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Human Workflow Services Properties - Servers Tab
Use the Servers tab in the Human Workflow Services Properties window to configure your Human Workflow Services
environment and constraints.

Use this To do this
BizTalk Server database ma
chine

Type the name of the computer that contains the BizTalk Server configuration database that Hum
an Workflow Services uses.

URL for Activation Type the URL for the receive location for the Hws_Activate messages.
URL for Task Response and I
nterrupt

Type the URL for the receive location for the Hws_Interrupt messages.

Use constraints as guidance Select this check box to bypass the Constraints system at run time.
HWS admin database server View the name of the computer that contains the Human Workflow Services administration datab

ase.
HWS admin database name View the name of the Human Workflow Services administration database.

See Also

Starting and Stopping the Human Workflow Services Web Service

Changing the Web Service User Context and Password
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Human Workflow Services Properties - Trusted Accounts Tab
Use the Trusted Accounts tab in the Human Workflow Services Properties window to specify the accounts that the Human
Workflow Services (HWS) system trusts. These trusted accounts can bypass the tracking authentication check in the Web service.

For example, in a trusted subsystem, the trusted subsystem can activate new action or activity model, interrupt workflows,
respond to tasks, or retrieve tracking information on behalf of specific user. 

See Also

Adding Trusted Users

Changing the Web Service User Context and Password
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Add New Constraint Window
Use the Add New Constraint window to add a new constraint for an action.

Use this To do this
Action From the drop-down list, select the action for which the constraint will be allowed/disallowed.
Negative constraint (preve
nt action execution)

Prevent any users who match the criteria of the constraint clauses section from using the selected 
action.

Activity model Optionally, if you are adding constraints for actions in an activity model; from the drop-down list, 
select the activity model to which you want to apply the constraint.

Target group name Type a name for the set of target users that satisfy this constraint.
Initiator clauses - Add Add a new clause to determine the set of actors that are allowed to initiate the action.
Initiator clauses - Edit Edit the selected clause.
Initiator clauses - Remove Remove the selected clause.
Initiator clauses - Allow all Bypass the creation of a specific initiator clause. All actors will be able to initiate the action.
EnactedOn clauses - Add Create a new clause to determine the set of actors that can receive the action.
EnactedOn - Edit Edit the selected clause.
EnactedOn - Remove Remove the selected clause.
EnactedOn - Allow all Bypass the creation of a specific EnactedOn clause. All actors can receive this action.
Target clauses - Add Add a new clause to add the set of actors that the initiating actor can assign as targets of the actio

n.
Target clauses - Edit Edit the selected clause.
Target clauses - Remove Remove the selected clause.
Target clauses - Allow all Bypass the creation of a specific Target clause. The initiating actor can assign any actors as the tar

get of this action.

See Also

Adding, Editing, and Deleting Constraints

About Action Constraints
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Add Clause Dialog Box
Use the Add Clause dialog box to create or modify a clause for a given constraint.

Use this To do this
Constraint Fact From the drop-down list, select the fact store property that you want to evaluate.
Operator From the drop-down list, select the operation to perform on the property value.

Note  The values available in this drop-down list depend on the data type of the property.

Evaluate against spec
ific values

Evaluate the selected property against a specific value. Type the value in the Value(s) box.

Evaluate against an I
nitiator user property

Evaluate the selected property against a specific Initiator user property. If evaluating against an Initiato
r user property, the Value(s) box is not available.

Evaluate against an E
nactedOn user proper
ty

Evaluate the selected property against a specific EnactedOn user property. If evaluating against an Initi
ator user property or an EnactedOn user property, the Value(s) box is not available.

Multiple values Add additional values that you want to use to constrain. This option is available when operators and pro
perties that support multiple values are selected and when evaluating against a specific value or set of va
lues.

See Also

Adding, Editing, and Deleting Constraints

About Action Constraints
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Constraint Properties Window
Use the Constraint Properties window to view or edit the properties of an existing constraint for an action.

Use this To do this
Action From the drop-down list, select the action for which the constraint will be allowed/disallowed.
Negative constraint (preve
nt action execution)

Prevent (instead of enable) any users who match the criteria of the constraint clauses section from
using the select action.

Activity model Optionally, if you are adding constraints for actions in an activity model; from the drop-down list, 
select the activity model to which you want to apply the constraint.

Target group name Create a name for the set of target users that satisfy this constraint.
Initiator clauses - Add Add a new clause to determine the set of actors allowed to initiate the action.
Initiator clauses - Edit Edit the selected clause.
Initiator clauses - Remove Remove the selected clause.
Initiator clauses - Allow all Bypass the creation of a specific initiator clause. All actors will be able to initiate the action.
EnactedOn clauses - Add Create a new clause to determine the set of actors that can receive the action.
EnactedOn - Edit Edit the selected clause.
EnactedOn - Remove Remove the selected clause.
EnactedOn - Allow all Bypass the creation of a specific EnactedOn clause. All actors can receive this action.
Target clauses - Add Add a new clause to add the set of actors whom the initiating actor can assign as targets of the act

ion.
Target clauses - Edit Edit the selected clause.
Target clauses - Remove Remove the selected clause.
Target clauses - Allow all Bypass the creation of a specific Target clause. The initiating actor can assign any actors as the tar

get of this action.

See Also

Adding, Editing, and Deleting Constraints

About Action Constraints
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Add Fact Retriever Dialog Box
Use the Add Fact Retriever dialog box to create a new fact retriever on the Human Workflow Services (HWS) server.

Use this To do this
Name Type the name of the fact retriever assembly.
Version Type the version of the fact retriever assembly.
Public key Type the public key used for the fact retriever assembly.
Culture Type the culture that the fact retriever assembly supports.
Fact retriever type name Type the name of the class that implements the IFactRetriever interface.
Fact retriever connection string Type a connection string if one is required to access the fact store.

See Also

Installing, Editing, and Removing Fact Retrievers

About Fact Retrievers
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<Fact Retriever Name> Properties Window
Use the <fact retriever name> Properties window to view the properties of an existing fact retriever in the Human Workflow
Services (HWS) server.

Property Description
Display Name Name of the fact retriever.

Note  This property can be modified on custom-built fact retrievers.

Description Description of the fact retriever.

Note  This property can be modified on custom-built fact retrievers.

Connection string Connection string if one is required to access the fact store.

Note  This property can be modified on custom-built fact retrievers.

Name Name of the fact retriever assembly.
Version Version of the fact retriever assembly.
Public key Public key used for the fact retriever assembly.
Culture Culture that the fact retriever assembly supports.
Fact retriever type name Name of the class that implements the IFactRetriever Interface.

See Also

Installing, Editing, and Removing Fact Retrievers

About Fact Retrievers
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<Activity Flow Name> Properties Window
Use the <activity flow name> Properties window to view detailed properties about the activity flow.

Note  The activity flow properties cannot be modified.

Property Description
Initiator Displays the initiating user of the activity.
Creation Date/Time Displays the time and date when the activity was created.
Last Action Displays the last action performed in the activity flow.
Last Action Initiator Displays the user that initiated the last action performed in the activity flow.
Last Action Target(s) Displays the target users of the last action performed in the activity flow.
Last Action Date/Tim
e

Displays the time when the last action was performed.

Number of Ad Hoc A
ctions

Displays the number of actions performed in the activity flow that a user has activated and that are not p
art of the Activity Model.

See Also

Working with Activity Flows
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Activity Flows Properties Window
Use the Activity Flows Properties window to view or modify the criteria for the activity flows to display on the results pane.

Use this To do this
Created on or before Display activity flows created on or before the selected date.
Created on or after Display activity flows created on or after the selected date.
Active Display activity flows within the specified timeline that are active.
Inactive Display activity flows within the specified timeline that are inactive.

See Also

Working with Activity Flows
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Batch Activity Flow Delete Window
Use the Batch Activity Flow Delete window to remove more than one activity flow from the Human Workflow Services (HWS)
server.

Use this To do this
Time-Ba
sed

Delete a group of activity flows based on how old they are. In the first box, type the amount of time, and from the drop-
down list, select the period (for example, days or months).

Activity-
Based

Delete a group of activity flows based on how long they have been inactive. In the first box, type the amount of time, an
d from the drop-down list, select the period (for example, days or months).

Delete Delete the activity flows that match the selected criteria.

See Also

Working with Activity Flows
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Add Trusted Account Dialog Box
Use the Add Trusted Account dialog box to add a new Microsoft® Windows® user account to be trusted by the Human
Workflow Services (HWS) system, and to bypass the tracking authentication check in the Web service.

Use this To do this
Domain Type the domain name for the trusted Windows account.
Username Type the user name for the trusted Windows account.

See Also

Adding Trusted Users
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<Action Name> Properties Window
Use the <Action name> Properties window to view or modify the properties of a specific action.

Note  Some of the action properties cannot be modified.

Property Description
Name Name of the action.

Note  This property can be modified only on actions that are registered in the Human Workflow Serv
ices (HWS) system.

Description Description of the action.

Note  This property can be modified only on actions that are registered in the HWS system.

Host Applicati
on

Name of the Microsoft® BizTalk® Server Host where this action is running.

Status Current status of the action (Enlisted, Invalid, Registered, Unregistered, or Un-enlisted).

See Also

About Actions
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Select Computer Dialog Box
Use the Select Computer dialog box to connect and administer a different Human Workflow Services (HWS) server.

Use this To do this
Local computer (the computer this console is running on) Connect to the local computer.
Another computer Connect to a computer other than the local computer.

See Also
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Migration Wizard UI Help
This section provides instructions for the Migration Wizard user interface (UI). You access this information by pressing the F1 key
or clicking Help in the UI. Use the Migration Wizard to migrate items from previous versions of Microsoft® BizTalk® Server to
BizTalk Server 2004. For more information about the Migration Wizard, see About the Migration Wizard.
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Migration Wizard
You can use the Migration Wizard to migrate items from previous versions of Microsoft® BizTalk® Server to BizTalk Server 2004.
The wizard transfers all messaging items created in the BizTalk Server 2000 or BizTalk Server 2002 Messaging Manager to the
Configuration database (formerly Management database). Messaging items include document definitions, maps, receive
functions, ports, channels, and port groups. You can also maintain these items independently from a new BizTalk Server 2004
installation with supported interoperability between the two systems. The messages you want to migrate reside in a
Configuration database on your BizTalk Server 2000 or BizTalk Server 2002 computer.

Use this To do this
Manageme
nt Database
Page

Type the name of the server on which the Configuration database resides.

Note  When specifying the server name, use <ServerName> only. If you used the default BizTalk Serve
r 2000 or BizTalk Server 2002 database name, type InterchangeBTM as the database name.

Manageme
nt Database
Page

Type the name of the Configuration database that contains the messages.

Receive Fun
ctions Page

Select the receive functions that you want to migrate. Click the right arrow (>) to add them to the Receive Functio
ns to Migrate list. Click the left arrow (<) to remove them from the list.

Note  If you have a long list of receive locations, you can use the filter to search for a particular receive l
ocation. For example, typing R* as the filter and clicking Apply lists all the receive functions that begin 
with the letter R.

Port Groups 
Page

Select the port groups that you want to migrate. Click the right arrow (>) to add them to the Port Groups to Migr
ate list. Click the left arrow (<) to remove them from the list.

Note  If you have a long list of port groups, you can use the filter to search for a particular port group. F
or example, typing R* as the filter and clicking Apply lists all the port groups that begin with the letter 
R.

Ports Page Select the ports that you want to migrate. Click the right arrow (>) to add them to the Ports to Migrate list. Click t
he left arrow (<) to remove them from the list.

Note  If you have a long list of ports, you can use the filter to search for a particular port. For example, t
yping R* as the filter and clicking Apply lists all the port groups that begin with the letter R.

Summary P
age

Click Back to make changes to your migration.

Click Next to begin the migration.

Progress Pa
ge

Informs you of the progress of the migration. The migration could take several minutes.

Migration C
ompleted S
uccessfully 
Page

Informs you that the migration completed successfully. To close this wizard, click Finish.

The Migration Wizard creates a project within your solution that, by default, contains a References and an Artifact f
older. The Artifact folder contains all the messaging items that have been migrated. Each time the Migration Wizard
runs, it generates a separate project. To migrate additional messaging items, add another project and run the Migra
tion Wizard again.

Migration C
ompleted w
ith Errors Pa
ge

Informs you that the migration completed with error. For details, see the migration.log file located in the <Server>:
\temp\BizTalkMigration40 folder.

See Also

Using the Migration Wizard to Create a Message Migration Project
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Orchestration Designer UI Help
This section provides instructions for the Orchestration Designer user interface (UI). You access this information by pressing the
F1 key or clicking Help in the UI. Use the Orchestration Designer to design and implement business processes. For more
information about the Orchestration Designer, see Developing Orchestrations.
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Orchestration Designer
The Orchestration Designer enables you to design and implement executable business processes by applying graphical shapes to
represent various actions.

Use this To do this
Orchestrati
on Surface

Add shapes to represent the actions and communications of your orchestration.

Port Surfac
e

Add ports and role links to configure the connections between this orchestration and outside orchestrations or proc
esses.

Toolbox Select shapes to represent the functionality in your orchestration.
Orchestrati
on Tab

Add shapes to represent the actions of your orchestration.

Compensat
ion Tab

Add shapes to the compensation block for the orchestration.

Orchestrati
on View

Add, delete, and examine orchestration parameters, ports and port types, messages and multi-part message types, c
orrelation sets and correlation types, role links and role link types, scopes, and orchestration properties.

Properties 
Window

Set and examine properties of the various elements of your orchestration.

Output Wi
ndow

View the results of building your orchestration.

Task List View errors and warnings that result from building your orchestration, and click them to edit the affected shapes an
d properties.

See Also

Using Orchestration Designer
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Call Orchestration Shape
The Call Orchestration shape invokes another orchestration synchronously; that is, the enclosing orchestration waits for the
nested orchestration to finish before continuing.

Use this To do this
Called Orchestration p
roperty

Specify the name of the orchestration that the current orchestration will call.

Identifier property Specify a unique identifier for this shape.
Parameters property Specify parameters, such as messages, variables, port references, role links, or correlation sets, to be pas

sed to the called orchestration.
Report to Analyst prop
erty

Select True if you want to make this shape viewable in the Visual Business Analyst Tool.

See Also

Using the Call Orchestration Shape
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Catch Exception Block
The Catch Exception block represents an exception handler, and is attached to the end of a Scope shape. You can attach as
many Catch Exception blocks as you need. If an exception is thrown that matches the type specified, the exception handler will
be called. If some other exception is thrown, it will be handled by the default exception handler.

Use this To do this
Exception Object Nam
e property

Type a name for the exception.

Exception Object Type 
property

From the drop-down list, select an exception type consisting of either a fault message or an object deri
ved from the class System.Exception.

Report to Analyst prope
rty

Select True if you want to make this shape viewable in the Visual Business Analyst Tool.

See Also

Catch Exception Block
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Compensate Shape
If you are using nested transactions, you can add a Compensate shape in the compensation block or an exception block of a
transaction scope, so your orchestration can explicitly perform compensation on a nested transaction. You specify the transaction
to compensate, and any compensation code in the nested transaction will be run. If you want to compensate more than one
nested transaction, you add an additional Compensate shape for each transaction.

Use this To do this
Compensation property From the drop-down list, select a transaction on which compensation will be done.
Report to Analyst property Select True if you want to make this shape viewable in the Visual Business Analyst Tool.

See Also

Using the Compensate Shape
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Compensation Block
Add shapes to the compensation block to undo or reverse the effects of the transaction.

Use this To do this
Report to Analyst property Select True if you want to make this shape viewable in the Visual Business Analyst Tool.

See Also

Compensation
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Construct Message Shape
Use the Construct Message shape to construct a new instance of a multi-part message type. It must contain either a Message
Assignment shape or a Transform shape, and can contain any number of either, but no other shapes. You specify the message
variable that you want to construct, and make assignments to the message or its parts. All assignments to any given message
must take place within the same Construct Message shape. If you want to modify a property on a message that has already been
constructed—such as a message that has been received—you must construct a new message instance by assigning the first to the
second and then modifying the property on the new message instance; both the construction and modification occur within the
same Construct Message shape.

Use this To do this
Messages Constructed propert
y

From the drop-down list, select the names of any messages that will be constructed in this shap
e.

Report to Analyst property Select True if you want to make this shape viewable in the Visual Business Analyst Tool.

See Also

Using the Construct Message Shape
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Decide Shape
The Decide shape represents a decision based on if/else logic. The shape always has a branch for the "if" statement and a branch
for the "else" statement, you can add additional branches for "else if" statements as needed. You use the Expression editor to add
a rule to each branch except the "else" branch. If the rule evaluates to true, the branch will be taken. Below the rule or "else" clause,
a branch of a Decide shape can contain additional shapes, just like any other part of the orchestration.

Use this To do this
Rule Right-click the rule to add a Boolean expression to determine whether this rule branch should be taken in 

your business process.
Rule branch Drag shapes onto this branch to specify any actions to take if the rule in this branch is satisfied.
Else branch Drag shapes onto this branch to specify any actions to take if none of the rules in other branches are satis

fied.
Report to Analyst pro
perty

Select True if you want to make this shape viewable in the Visual Business Analyst Tool.

See Also

Using the Decide Shape
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Decision Branch
Use this To do this
Rule Right-click the rule to add a Boolean expression to determine whether this rule branch should be taken in your busine

ss process.
Rule branc
h

Drag shapes onto this branch to specify any actions to take if the rule in this branch is satisfied.

Else branc
h

Drag shapes onto this branch to specify any actions to take if none of the rules in other branches are satisfied.

See Also

Using the Decide Shape
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Delay Shape
The Delay shape enables you to control the timing of the progress of your orchestration. You can set a timeout on the Delay
shape so that your orchestration pauses before resuming execution. You specify the timeout by using System.DateTime, which
causes your orchestration to pause until the specified date or time is reached, or by using System.TimeSpan, which causes your
orchestration to pause for the specified length of time.

For more information about System.DateTime and System.TimeSpan, see "DateTime Structure" and "TimeSpan Structure" in
Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET Help.

Use this To do this
Delay prop
erty

Specify a time-out using System.DateTime or System.TimeSpan in order to create a corresponding delay in your 
orchestration. For example, if you specify System.DateTime.UtcNow.AddSeconds (60), your orchestration will be 
idle for sixty seconds before proceeding.

Report to 
Analyst pr
operty

Select True if you want to make this shape viewable in the Visual Business Analyst Tool.

See Also

Using the Delay Shape
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Start Orchestration Shape
You use the Start Orchestration shape to invoke another orchestration—that is, the flow of control in the invoking orchestration
proceeds beyond the invocation, without waiting for the invoked orchestration to finish its work.

Use this To do this
Called Orche
stration prop
erty

Specify the name of the orchestration that the current orchestration will start.

Parameters p
roperty

Specify parameters, such as messages, variables, port references, role links, or correlation sets, to be passed to the
called orchestration. All parameters are in parameters; you cannot pass out or reference parameters to a started o
rchestration.

Report to An
alyst property

Select True if you want to make this shape viewable in the Visual Business Analyst Tool.

See Also

Using the Start Orchestration Shape
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Listen Shape
You use the Listen shape to make your orchestration wait for any one of several possible events before proceeding. The first
branch for which a condition is met (a delay is reached or a message is received) is followed, and none of the other branches will
run. You can add as many branches as you want. The first shape within a Listen branch must be either a Delay shape or a
Receive shape. You can place any other shape below the initial Receive or Delay shape. You can use an activation receive in a
Listen shape, but if one branch contains an activation receive, then all branches must contain activation receives, and no time-out
can be used. The activation receive must be the first action in each branch.

Use this To do this
Report to Analyst property Select True if you want to make this shape viewable in the Visual Business Analyst Tool.

See Also

Using the Listen Shape
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Listen Branch
The first branch in a Listen shape for which a condition is met (a delay is reached or a message is received) will run, and none of
the other branches will run. The first shape within a Listen branch must be either a Delay shape or a Receive shape. You can
place any other shape below the initial Receive or Delay shape. You can use an activation receive in a Listen branch, but if one
branch contains an activation receive, then all branches must contain activation receives, and no time-out can be used. The
activation receive must be the first action in each branch.

Use this To do this
Activate pr
operty

If the branch contains a Receive shape, select True or False to specify whether it is an activation receive.

Branch Ty
pe propert
y

From the drop-down list, select either Receive or Delay to specify the type of the branch. Different properties will be
available to you depending on the branch type.

Delay prop
erty

Specify a time-out using System.DateTime or System.TimeSpan in order to create a corresponding delay in your 
orchestration. For example, if you specify System.DateTime.UtcNow.AddSeconds (60), your orchestration will be 
idle for sixty seconds before proceeding.

Filter Expr
ession pro
perty

Specify an expression to test properties on the incoming message to decide whether to process it.

Message p
roperty

If the branch contains a Receive shape, select the message to be received from the drop-down list.

Operation 
property

If the branch contains a Receive shape, select the operation represented by the receive from the drop-down list.

Report to 
Analyst pr
operty

Select True if you want to make this shape viewable in the Visual Business Analyst Tool.

See Also

Using the Listen Shape
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Message Assignment Shape
Use the Message Assignment shape to construct messages by assigning one message to another, assigning individual message
parts, or calling a .NET class to construct the message. The Message Assignment shape must be enclosed within a Construct
Message shape.

Use this To do this
Expression property Specify an expression to do the assignment.
Report to Analyst property Select True if you want to make this shape viewable in the Visual Business Analyst Tool.

See Also

Using the Message Assignment Shape
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Parallel Actions Shape
Use the Parallel Actions shape so that two or more different actions can take place concurrently but independently. All branches
come together at the end of the Parallel Actions shape, and processing does not continue until all have completed.

Use this To do this
Report to Analyst property Select True if you want to make this shape viewable in the Visual Business Analyst Tool.

See Also

Using the Parallel Actions Shape
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Parallel Branch
You can place any shape in a parallel branch. Each branch of a parallel runs concurrently but independently.

See Also

Using the Parallel Actions Shape
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Receive Shape
Use the Receive shape to receive a message from a port. You can use it to start an orchestration by setting the Activate property
to True, so that a message matching criteria specified in a filter expression will be received and the orchestration instance will
execute. You can apply a correlation set to ensure that you correctly receive messages that correspond to a given instance of your
orchestration.

Use this To do this
Activate property Specify whether this is an activation receive by selecting True or False. If True, the Receive shape must be th

e first action in the orchestration. If False, your orchestration must be called by another orchestration in order
to run.

Filter Expression 
property

Specify an expression to test properties on the incoming message to decide whether to process it.

Initializing Corre
lation Sets proper
ty

From the drop-down list, select the correlation sets which will be initialized by the values in the sent message.

Message property From the dropdown, select the message to be received.
Operation proper
ty

From the dropdown, select the operation in which to receive the message.

Report to Analys
t property

Select True if you want to make this shape viewable in the Visual Business Analyst Tool.

See Also

Using the Receive Shape
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Scope Shape
The Scope shape provides a contextual framework for its contents. The first block of a Scope shape is the context block, or body,
in which the basic actions of the scope take place; it is analogous to the try block in a try/catch statement. Following the body, the
Scope shape may also include one or more exception-handler blocks and a compensation block.

Use this To do this
Batch property From the drop-down list, select whether an atomic transaction scope can be batched with other atomic transactio

ns across multiple instances of the orchestration.
Compensatio
n property

From the drop-down list, select Default or Custom to specify what type of compensation to perform on the sco
pe.

Isolation Leve
l property

From the drop-down list, select the degree to which data is accessible among concurrent transactions:

Read Committed—Prevent the selected transaction from accessing data modifications in concurrent transa
ctions until they are committed. This option is the Microsoft SQL Server™ default setting.
Repeatable Read—Require read locks until the selected transaction is complete.
Serializable—Prevent concurrent transactions from making data modifications until the selected transactio
n is complete. This option is the most restrictive isolation level.

Report to Ana
lyst property

Select True if you want to make this shape viewable in the Visual Business Analyst Tool.

Retry property From the drop-down list, select True or False to specify whether to retry the transaction if it fails.
Synchronized 
property

From the drop-down list, select True or False to specify whether the scope is synchronized, which guarantees th
at shared data accessed within the scope will not be written to by a parallel action until the current scope has co
mpleted.

Timeout prope
rty

Enter an expression to specify the time in seconds until the transaction fails due to inactivity. If you do not want t
o use a timeout, set the value of this property to 0.

Transaction Id
entifier proper
ty

If this scope is transactional, specify an identifier for the transaction.

Transaction T
ype property

Specify whether this scope is an atomic transaction, a long-running transaction, or not a transaction. Different pr
operties are available to you depending on the type.

See Also

Using the Scope Shape
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Send Shape
Use the Send shape to send a given message to a specified port. If you expect to receive an indirect response (not using a
request-response port) to the message that you have sent, you will need to correlate the message with the currently running
instance of the orchestration, so that the respondent can get the response to the correct instance. You can apply a following
correlation set to the Send shape for a previously initialized correlation, or you can apply an initializing correlation set.

Use this To do this
Following Correlation Sets pro
perty

From the drop-down list, select already-initialized correlation sets.

Initializing Correlation Sets pr
operty

From the drop-down list, select the correlation sets which will be initialized by the values in the
sent message.

Message property Specify the message to be sent.
Operation property Specify the operation in which to send the message.
Report to Analyst property Select True if you want to make this shape viewable in the Visual Business Analyst Tool.

See Also

Using the Send Shape
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Role Link Shape
A Role Link shape contains placeholders for an implements role and a uses role. It can include one of either, or one of each.

You can add port types directly to a Role Link shape, using either existing roles or new roles, and existing or new port types.

Use this To do this
Identifier property Type a unique identifier for this role link.
Implements Role pro
perty

Click the ellipsis […] button and use the Role Link Wizard to specify the role that this orchestration will 
play in the role link.

Initiating Role propert
y

From the drop-down list, select the role that initiates this role link.

Ordered Delivery pro
perty

From the dropdown, select True or False to specify whether this role link should use ordered delivery.

Report to Analyst pro
perty

Select True if you want to make this shape viewable in the Visual Business Analyst Tool.

Role Link Type proper
ty

Specify a role link type with the Role Link Wizard.

Uses Role property Click the ellipsis […] button and use the Role Link Wizard to specify the role to which this orchestration 
will send messages.

See Also

Using the Role Link Shape
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Suspend Shape
You can use the Suspend shape to make an orchestration instance stop running until an administrator explicitly intervenes,
perhaps to reflect an error condition that requires attention beyond the scope of the orchestration. All of the state information for
the orchestration instance is saved, and will be reinstated when the administrator resumes the orchestration instance.

When an orchestration instance is suspended, an error is raised. You can specify a message string to accompany the error to help
the administrator diagnose the situation.

Use this To do this
Error Message property Specify an error message to use in diagnosing the situation.
Report to Analyst property Select True if you want to make this shape viewable in the Visual Business Analyst Tool.

See Also

Using the Suspend Shape
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Group Shape
You can use the Group shape to group actions in an intuitive and visually manageable way. You can collapse or expand a task to
show or hide the actions within it, which can be helpful when working with large, complicated orchestrations. It is not saved as
part of the underlying code—it is a graphical construct for your convenience.

Use this To do this
Report to Analyst property Select True if you want to make this shape viewable in the Visual Business Analyst Tool.

See Also

Using the Group Shape
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Terminate Shape
When an abnormal situation arises, you can use the Terminate shape to end all activities of a running orchestration instance.
When an orchestration instance is terminated, an error is raised.

Use this To do this
Error Message property Specify a message string to accompany the error to help an administrator diagnose the situation.
Report to Analyst property Select True if you want to make this shape viewable in the Visual Business Analyst Tool.

See Also

Using the Terminate Shape
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Throw Exception Shape
You can explicitly throw exceptions in an orchestration with the Throw Exception shape. The runtime engine searches for the
nearest exception handler that can handle the exception type. It first searches the current orchestration for an enclosing scope,
and then considers in order the associated exception handlers of the scope. If the engine does not find an appropriate handler, it
searches any orchestration that called the current orchestration for a scope that encloses the point of the call to the current
orchestration.

Use this To do this
Exception Object property Specify the type of the exception being thrown.
Report to Analyst property Select True if you want to make this shape viewable in the Visual Business Analyst Tool.

See Also

Using the Throw Exception Shape
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Transform Shape
You can use the Transform shape to move data from one message into another. You specify one or more input messages, one or
more output messages, and an XSLT map for the transform. The map assigns message parts from the input messages to message
parts in the output messages. You only use transforms in the construction of messages, so your Transform shape always appears
inside a Construct Message shape.

Note  Any source or destination messages in a Transform must be based on a schema.

Use this To do this
Input Messages property Specify which messages will be the source of the data.
Map Name property Specify the name of the XSLT map that will do the transformation.
Output Messages property Specify which messages will be the destination of the data.
Report to Analyst property Select True if you want to make this shape viewable in the Visual Business Analyst Tool.

See Also

Using the Transform Shape
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Expression Shape
You can use the Expression shape to enter any expression you choose in your orchestration. For example, you can make a .NET-
based call to run an external program, or manipulate the values of your orchestration variables. It is generally not good practice to
use it to perform high-level orchestration logic, which preferably would be visible in the orchestration drawing itself. Your
orchestration is easier to understand and maintain if your Expression shapes contain simple and modular expressions.

Use this To do this
Expression property Specify the expression you want to use.
Report to Analyst property Select True if you want to make this shape viewable in the Visual Business Analyst Tool.

See Also

Using the Expression Shape
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Loop Shape
You can use the Loop shape to repeat actions in a continuous loop, as long as some condition is met.

Use this To do this
Expression property Specify the condition that must be met in order for the actions in the loop to be executed.
Report to Analyst property Select True if you want to make this shape viewable in the Visual Business Analyst Tool.

See Also

Using the Loop Shape
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Call Rules Shape
You can use the Call Rules shape to specify a rule policy to be applied using selected orchestration variables as facts.

Use this To do this
Configure Polic
y property

Specify the policy to be executed by the rule engine. Click the ellipsis button to invoke the Policy Configuration 
Dialog Box. For more information, see Policy Configuration Dialog Box.

Report to Analy
st property

Select True if you want to make this shape viewable in the Visual Business Analyst Tool.

See Also

Using the Call Rules Shape
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Orchestration View Window
You can use the Orchestration View window to edit orchestration properties and to add, edit, or delete orchestration parameters,
ports, role links, messages, variables, and correlation sets.

You can use the Types pane of the Orchestration view window to add, delete, and edit port types, multi-part message types,
correlation types, and role link types for use in your orchestration.

See Also

Creating Orchestrations
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Expression Editor
You can use the Expression Editor to type in XLANG/s expressions to perform various functions including creation of messages,
invocation of .NET-based objects, and assignment of variables. Each expression must end in a semicolon.

See Also

Using BizTalk Expression Editor
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Transform Configuration Dialog Box
You use the Transform Configuration dialog box to configure the Transform shape. You assign a map to the Transform shape,
either by creating a new one or by selecting an existing one, and you define source and destination messages to use in the
transform.

Use this To do this
New Map Create a new map to do the transformation.
Existing Map Use an existing map to do the transformation.
Fully Qualified Map Name Type a name for a new map, or use the drop-down list to select an existing map.
Source From the grid, select a source message for the transform.
Destination From the grid, select a destination message for the transform.
When I click OK, launch the BizTalk Mapper Invoke the mapper to create or edit a map to use in the transform.

See Also

Transform Configuration Dialog Box
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Call Orchestration Configuration Dialog Box
The Call Orchestration Configuration dialog box enables you to select the orchestration you want to call or start and to specify
variables to be passed to it.

Use this To do this
Select the orchestration you wish to start d
rop-down list

Select an available orchestration to call or start.

Orchestration Parameters grid Select available variables of the correct type to pass as parameters to the called o
r started orchestration.

See Also

Call Orchestration Configuration Dialog Box
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Filter Expression Dialog Box
You can use the Filter Expression dialog box to specify filter expressions for Receive shapes. You use a filter expression to
express conditions under which a Receive shape receives messages.

Use this To do this
Property Select a property to be referenced on incoming messages.
Operator Select an operator to determine the nature of the comparison.
Value Specify a constant value to compare the property against.
Group By Control predicate grouping. AND means the predicate is grouped with the predicate that follows it, while OR mean

s the predicate is separated from the predicate the follows it.
Up and down 
buttons

Move a selected row up or down in the expression.

See Also

Filter Expression Dialog Box
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Select Artifact Type Dialog Box
The Select Artifact Type dialog box enables you to browse among various available items, depending on context. You can use it
to select available pipelines, maps, schemas, port types, multi-part message types, or .NET-based types to use in a multi-part
message type. You can expand references (assemblies) to get at their available types.

See Also

Select Artifact Type Dialog Box
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Port Configuration Wizard
The Port Configuration Wizard enables you to configure all of the details associated with a port, including port type, pattern of
communication, access restrictions, communication direction, and binding information.

Use this To do this
Communication p
attern

Select One-Way to specify that messages will always move in a single direction through this port, or select 
Request-Response if the port will be used for a request-response combination.

Access restrictions Select the scope within which this port is accessible.
Port direction of c
ommunication

From the drop-down list, specify that this port will send messages, receive them, or, in the case of a request-
response combination, first send and then receive, or first receive and then send.

Port binding: Spec
ify later

Defer configuration of this port; in this case, it will be configured at deployment time.

Port binding: Spec
ify now

Type a URI to which the port will be bound. From the Transport drop-down list, select a transport type. Fro
m the available pipeline drop-down list, select a pipeline for the port.

Port binding: Dire
ct

Use the radio buttons to specify that this port will communicate directly with another port, will be self-correl
ating, or will use filter expressions to subscribe to incoming messages.

See Also

Port Configuration Wizard
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Role Link Wizard
The Role Link Wizard enables you to configure the details associated with a role link, including the role link type and whether your
orchestration is a provider or a consumer.

See Also

Role Link Wizard
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Configure Correlation Properties Dialog Box
The Correlation Properties dialog box enables you to select available properties to add to or remove from your correlation set.
The values of these properties will be compared at run time to ensure that an incoming message should be associated with a
given running instance of the orchestration.

See Also

Correlation Properties Dialog Box
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Description Property
Click the ellipsis […] button to type a description for the function of the selected shape in your orchestration.
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Policy Configuration Dialog Box
Use the Policy Configuration dialog box to select a policy to be executed, and pass orchestration variables as parameters to it to
be used as facts by the rule engine.

See Also

Calling Business Rules in Orchestrations
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Pipeline Designer UI Help
This section provides instructions for the Pipeline Designer user interface (UI). You access this information by selecting a
component in the Pipeline Designer Toolbox and pressing the F1 key or clicking Help in the UI. Use the Pipeline Designer to
create new pipelines, view the pipeline templates included with Microsoft® BizTalk® Server, move pipeline components within a
pipeline, as well as configure pipelines, stages, and pipeline components. For more information about the Pipeline Designer, see
the Developing Pipelines.

See Also

Developing Pipelines
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Pipeline Design Surface
Use the Pipeline Design Surface to create new pipelines, view the pipeline templates included with Microsoft® BizTalk® Server,
move pipeline components within a pipeline, as well as configure pipelines, stages, and pipeline components.

On the Pipeline Design Surface, you can do the following:

Use this To do this
Toolbox Drag pipeline components from the Toolbox onto the design surface to use them in a pipeline.
Design Surface Drop components from the Toolbox onto the Drop Here box, or above or below a component in an existing 

stage.
Properties Windo
w

Modify properties of the pipeline components.

See Also

Using Pipeline Designer
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Customize Toolbox, BizTalk Pipeline Components Tab
Use the BizTalk Pipeline Components tab on the Customize Toolbox dialog box to add new pipeline components to the
Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET toolbox, or to restore the original set of pipeline components.

Use this To do this
Name Select the pipeline components to appear on the Toolbox.
Assembly/
Library

Select the assembly/library to appear on the Toolbox.

Path Displays the full path to the assembly/library.
Managed Specifies whether the assembly/library is managed code.
Browse Browse to locate a new pipeline component assembly to add.

Note  Any assembly you load must be on a local path, including any assembly that may be referenced.

Reset Restore the pipeline component category tabs to the set of pipeline components included with Microsoft BizTalk® S
erver 2004 (contained in the \Pipeline Components folder).

Note  Custom COM components are not removed from the pipeline component category tabs.

See Also

Using Pipeline Designer

Using the Toolbox
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BizTalk Framework Assembler Pipeline Component
Use the BizTalk Framework assembler pipeline component to serialize the BizTalk Framework envelope and contents onto the
message before transmission, resend in the event that a receipt does not arrive in the allotted time period, and receive and
process the receipts when they come to delete the message instance.

The BizTalk Framework assembler pipeline component is intended for use in the Assemble stage of the Send pipeline.

The properties for the BizTalk Framework assembler pipeline component can be set in the Properties window of Microsoft®
Visual Studio® .NET 2003. To display the Properties window, select the component, right-click and select Properties, or press F4.
The following table contains the configurable BizTalk Framework assembler pipeline component properties.

Use this To do this
Add proce
ssing instr
uctions tex
t

Allow the assembled XML documents to contain processing instructions as a value of this property. This also allows 
documents to contain instructions for applications.

Note  Processing instruction text should conform to the W3C XML processing instruction standards.

Default value: None

Add XML d
eclaration

Add an XML declaration to an outgoing message. When True, the following XML declaration is added to the outgoin
g message <?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF8'>. The encoding specified depends on the encoding used by the 
BizTalk Framework assembler, which honors the specific runtime properties carrying the encoding information.

Default value: True

Delivery re
ceipt addr
ess

Indicate the address to which the delivery receipt for the BizTalk Framework document should be sent.

Default value: None

Delivery re
ceipt addr
ess type

Indicate the type of address to which the delivery receipt for the BizTalk Framework document should be sent.

Default value: biz:

Note  The biz: prefix was used to signify organization identifiers for the source and destination endpoints in BizTalk 
2000 and 2002, and for interoperability with those systems, the prefix is provided as a default here. For example, typ
e = "biz:OrganizationName", (src|dest) = "Party1".

Delivery re
ceipt send 
by time

Indicate the time (in minutes) by which the delivery receipt for the BizTalk Framework document must be received.

Default value: 30

Destinatio
n address

Identify the destination address.

Default value: None

Destinatio
n address t
ype

Indicate the destination address type.

Default value: biz:

Note  The biz: prefix was used to signify organization identifiers for the source and destination endpoints in BizTalk 
2000 and 2002, and for interoperability with those systems, the prefix is provided as a default here. For example, typ
e = "biz:OrganizationName", (src|dest) = "Party1".

Document 
schemas

Indicate the namespace and type name of the schema or schemas to be applied to the document. For more informati
on, see Using the Schema Collection Property Editor.

Default value: (Collection) Empty collection

Document 
topic

Identify a URI reference that uniquely identifies the overall purpose of the BizTalk Framework document.

Default value: None

Envelope s
chemas

Indicate the namespace and typename of the schema or schemas that will be applied to the envelope. For more infor
mation, see Using the Schema Collection Property Editor.

Default value: (Collection), BTF2Schemas.btf2_envelope
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Generate d
elivery rec
eipt reque
st

Indicate whether the delivery receipt request for the BizTalk Framework document should be generated. This is used 
to enable reliable messaging for the BizTalk Framework.

Default value: False

Message ti
me to live 
(in minute
s)

Specify the amount of time (in minutes) that the message will be valid.

Default value: 30

Processing
instruction
s

Specify how XML processing instructions are handled in the XML instance document.

Append: The value of Add Processing Instructions Text should append to pre-existing processing instructions in t
he message.

Create New: The value of Add Processing Instructions Text entered in the field should overwrite or replace any p
re-existing processing instructions in the message.

If Create New is selected, then Add Processing Instructions Text must contain valid processing instructions.

Ignore: If processing instructions text exists in the message, it is removed.

Default Value: Append

Source ad
dress

Identify the source address.

Default value: None

Source ad
dress type

Indicate the source address type.

Default value: biz:

Note  The biz: prefix was used to signify organization identifiers for the source and destination endpoints in BizTalk 
2000 and 2002, and for interoperability with those systems, the prefix is provided as a default here. For example, typ
e = "biz:OrganizationName", (src|dest) = "Party1".

Target cha
rset

Identify the character set used for encoding of outgoing messages.

Default value: (None)

See Also
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Flat File Assembler Pipeline Component
Use the Flat file assembler pipeline component to serialize XML document into a flat file format and optionally add a header
and/or trailer to it

The Flat file assembler pipeline component is intended for use in the Assemble stage of the Send pipeline.

The properties of the Flat file assembler pipeline component can be set in the Properties window of Microsoft® Visual Studio®
.NET 2003. To display the Properties window, select the component, right-click and select Properties, or press F4. The following
table contains the configurable Flat file assembler pipeline component properties.

Use this To do this
Document s
chema

Select a flat file document schema to use for serializing the message from XML to the flat file format. If no schema i
s specified, runtime schema discovery will be used. 

Default value: (None)

Header sche
ma

Select a schema for the header part of the flat file message. If no schema is specified, but header information is avai
lable at runtime, the corresponding header will be used. 

Default value: (None)

Target chars
et

Identify the character set used for the encoding of outgoing messages.

Default value: (None)

Trailer sche
ma

Select a schema for the trailer part of a flat file message.

Default value: (None)

See Also

Using Pipeline Designer

Configuring the Flat File Assembler Pipeline Component

Character Encoding in the Flat File Assembler Pipeline Component

Property Demotion in Assembler Pipeline Components

Document Structure Enforcement in the Flat File Assembler Pipeline Component

Configuring the Flat File Disassembler Pipeline Component
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XML Assembler Pipeline Component
Use the XML assembler pipeline component to transfer properties from the message context back into envelopes and documents.

The XML assembler pipeline component is intended for use in the Assemble stage of the Send pipeline.

The properties of the XML assembler pipeline component can be set in the Properties window of Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET
2003. To display the Properties window, select the component, right-click and select Properties, or press F4. The following table
contains the configurable XML assembler pipeline component properties.

Use this To do this
Add processing i
nstructions

Specify how XML processing instructions are handled in the XML instance document.

Append: The value of Add Processing Instructions Text should append to the pre-existing processing instr
uctions in the message.

Create New: The value of Add Processing Instructions Text entered in the field should overwrite or replac
e any pre-existing processing instructions in the message.

If Create New is selected, then Add Processing Instructions Text must contain valid processing instructions
.

Ignore: If processing instructions text exists in the message, it is removed.

Default Value: Append

Add processing i
nstructions text

Specify what XML processing instructions to add to the beginning of the target XML document.

Note  Processing instruction text should conform to the W3C XML processing instruction standards.

Default Value: None

Add XML declar
ation

Add an XML declaration similar to the following to the outgoing document <?xml version='1.0' encoding='
UTF-8'>, when set to True. Encoding is determined by the target document encoding set at runtime.

Default Value: True

Document sche
mas

Indicate the namespace and typename of the schema or schemas to be applied to the document. For more inf
ormation, see Using the Schema Collection Property Editor.

Default value: Empty collection (Collection)

Envelope schem
as

Indicate the namespace and typename of the schema or schemas that will be applied to the envelope. For mor
e information, see Using the Schema Collection Property Editor.

Default value: Empty collection (Collection)

Target charset Identify the character set used for the encoding of outgoing messages.

Default value: (None)

See Also
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Configuring the XML Assembler Pipeline Component
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BizTalk Framework Disassembler Pipeline Component
Use the BizTalk Framework disassembler pipeline component to save the message context, and create a new message context
with the BizTalk Framework property that needs to be generated.

The BizTalk Framework disassembler pipeline component is intended for use in the Disassemble stage of a Receive pipeline.

The properties of the BizTalk Framework disassembler pipeline component can be set in the Properties window of Microsoft®
Visual Studio® .NET 2003. To display the Properties window, select the component, right-click and select Properties, or press F4.
The following table contains the configurable BizTalk Framework disassembler pipeline component properties.

Use this To do this
Allow unrecogniz
ed message

Indicate whether to allow messages that do not have a recognized schema to be passed through the disasse
mbler.

Default value: False

Document schema
s

Indicate the namespace and typename of the schema or schemas to be applied to the document. For more i
nformation, see Using the Schema Collection Property Editor.

Default value: Empty collection (Collection)

Envelope schemas Indicate the namespace and typename of the schema or schemas to be applied to the envelope. For more inf
ormation, see Using the Schema Collection Property Editor.

Default value: (Collection), BTF2Schemas.btf2_envelope

Validate documen
t structure

Perform a validation of the incoming message to the disassembler, including validating the envelope(s), whe
n set to True.

Default value: False

See Also

Using Pipeline Designer

Envelope Use in the XML Assembler and Disassembler Pipeline Components

BizTalk Framework Disassembler Pipeline Component

BizTalk Framework Schema and Properties

Configuring Pipeline Components
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Flat File Disassembler Pipeline Component
Use the Flat file disassembler pipeline component to parse raw data into one or more documents and optionally remove headers
and/or trailers.

The Flat file assembler pipeline component is intended for use in the Disassemble stage of a Receive pipeline.

The properties of the Flat file disassembler pipeline component can be set in the Properties window of Microsoft® Visual Studio®
.NET 2003. To display the Properties window, select the component, right-click and select Properties, or press F4. The following
table contains the configurable Flat file disassembler pipeline component properties.

Use this To do this
Docume
nt schem
a

Select a flat file document schema to use for parsing the message from flat file to XML format.

Default Value: (None)

Header s
chema

Select a schema for the header part of a flat file message.

Default Value: (None)

Preserve 
header

Set this property to True if you need to store the flat file message header on the message context. Preserving the head
er of the flat file message enables the header structure and content to flow along with the message through the BizTal
k Server and then use this when serializing the message back to a flat file format in the flat file assembler.

When the preserved header is being serialized by the flat file assembler, the header document design-time property c
an lack the name of the header schema because this information can be obtained dynamically at run time.

Default Value: False

Trailer sc
hema

Select a schema for the trailer part of the flat file message.

Default Value: (None)

Validate 
documen
t structur
e

Set this property to True if you need to validate all the parts of flat file message (header, body, and trailer) to make sur
e they conform to their schemas. This option reduces the performance of the flat file disassembler so it is set to false b
y default.

Default Value: False

See Also

Using Pipeline Designer

Configuring the Flat File Disassembler Pipeline Component

Flat File Disassembler Pipeline Component

Document Validation in the Flat File Disassembler Pipeline Component

Character Encoding in the Flat File Disassembler Pipeline Component
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Distinguished Fields in Disassembler Pipeline Components
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XML Disassembler Pipeline Component
Use the XML disassembler pipeline component to do the following:

Remove envelopes.
Disassemble the interchange.
Raise promoted content properties from the interchange and individual documents levels to the message context.

The XML disassembler pipeline component is intended for use in the Disassemble stage of a Receive pipeline.

The properties of the XML disassembler pipeline component can be set in the Properties window of Microsoft® Visual Studio®
.NET 2003. To display the Properties window, select the component, right-click and select Properties, or press F4. The following
table contains the configurable XML disassembler pipeline component properties.

Use this To do this
Allow unrecogniz
ed message

Indicate whether to allow messages that do not have a recognized message type to be passed through the d
isassembler.

Default Value: False

Document schema
s

Indicate the namespace and typename of the schema or schemas to be applied to the document. For more i
nformation, see Using the Schema Collection Property Editor.

Default value: Empty collection (Collection)

Envelope schemas Indicate the namespace and typename of the schema or schemas to be applied to the envelope. For more inf
ormation, see Using the Schema Collection Property Editor.

Default value: Empty collection (Collection)

Validate documen
t structure

Perform a validation of the incoming message against document and optionally envelope schemas, when se
t to True.

Default Value: False

See Also

Using Pipeline Designer

XML Disassembler Pipeline Component

Configuring the XML Disassembler Pipeline Component

XML Disassembler Pipeline Component

XML and Flat File Property Schema and Properties

XML Information Set Elements in the XML Disassembler Pipeline Component

Unrecognized Messages in the XML Disassembler Pipeline Component

Document Validation in the XML Disassembler Pipeline Component

Document Structure Enforcement in the XML Disassembler Pipeline Component

Character Encoding in Disassembler Pipeline Components
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MIME/SMIME Decoder Pipeline Component
Use the MIME/SMIME decoder pipeline component to provide MIME decoding functionality to messages.

The MIME/SMIME decoder pipeline component is intended for use in the Decode stage of a Receive pipeline.

The properties of the MIME/SMIME decoder pipeline component can be set in the Properties window of Microsoft® Visual
Studio® .NET 2003. To display the Properties window, select the component, right-click and select Properties, or press F4. The
following table contains the configurable MIME/SMIME decoder pipeline component properties.

Use thi
s

To do this

Allow 
non M
IME m
essage

Set this property to True if you expect that the Receive pipeline may get messages that are not MIME encoded. This optio
n is useful when the MIME/SMIME decoder component is used in a pipeline that receives messages in different forms, for
example MIME encoded or standard XML. By default this property is set to False, meaning that component will generate 
an error if it receives a non-MIME encoded message on input.

Default Value: False

Check 
revoca
tion lis
t

Set this property to True if you want to check the revocation list for the certificates that senders use for signing messages
that are being sent to BizTalk Server. Enabling this option decreases the performance of the component.

Default Value: True

See Also

Using Pipeline Designer

Configuring the MIME/SMIME Decoder Pipeline Component

MIME/SMIME Decoder Pipeline Component
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MIME/SMIME Encoder Pipeline Component
Use the MIME/SMIME encoder pipeline component to provide MIME encoding functionality to messages.

The MIME/SMIME encoder pipeline component is intended for use in the Encode stage of a Send pipeline.

The properties of the MIME/SMIME encoder pipeline component can be set in the Properties window of Microsoft® Visual
Studio® .NET 2003. To display the Properties window, select the component, right-click and select Properties, or press F4. The
following table contains the configurable MIME/SMIME encoder pipeline component properties.

Use this To do this
Add signing
certificatio
n to messag
e

Select whether to add the signing certificate to the signed message, if the Signature Type property is not NoSign, 
by setting the Add signing cert to the message property.

Default Value: True

Check Revo
cation list

Indicate whether to check the Certificate Revocation List while processing an SMIME message.

Default Value: True

Content tra
nsfer encod
ing

Indicate the encoding format.

Options: Base64, QuotedPrintable, SevenBit, EightBit, Binary, and UUEncode.

Default Value: Base64

Enable encr
yption

Set this property to True if you need to encrypt the outgoing message. If this option is enabled, then user can select
the encryption algorithm to use by setting the Encryption algorithm property. For message encryption, the MIME
/SMIME pipeline component uses the public key certificate that is associated with a send port in BizTalk Explorer.

Default Value: True

Encryption 
algorithm

Define the encryption algorithm.

This property can only be set if Enable Encryption is set to True.

Options: DES3, DES, RC2.

Default Value: DES3

Send body 
part as atta
chment

Set this property to True if you want to send the body party of BizTalk message as a MIME attachment.

Default Value: False

Signature t
ype

Select a signing format by setting this property, if you need to sign the outgoing message. This property has three v
alues:

NoSign. The message will not be signed.
ClearSign. The signature will be appended to the messages.
BlobSign. The signature will be appended to the message and the message will be encoded. For message sign
ing, the MIME/SMIME component uses the private key client certificate that is associated with the BizTalk Gro
up in the BizTalk Administration Console.

Default Value: NoSign

See Also

Using Pipeline Designer

Configuring the MIME/SMIME Encoder Pipeline Component

MIME/SMIME Encoder Pipeline Component
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Party Resolution Pipeline Component
Use the Party resolution pipeline component to map the sender certificate or the sender security ID (SID) to the corresponding
SourcePartyID.

The Party resolution pipeline component is intended for use in the ResolveParty stage of a Receive pipeline.

The properties of the Party resolution pipeline component can be set in the Properties window of Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET
2003. To display the Properties window, select the component, right-click and select Properties, or press F4. The following table
contains the configurable Party resolution pipeline component properties.

Use this To do this
Resolve 
party by 
certificat
e

Set this property to True if you want to enable party resolution based on the subject of the client's certificate of the par
ty from where the messages are received.

Default Value: True

Resolve 
party by 
SID

Set this property to True if you want to enable party resolution based on the security ID of the sender account.

If both properties are set to True, then the Resolve Party by Certificate property takes precedence over Resolve par
ty by SID property, meaning that if both the certificate and the SID are available, then certificate subject is used. If the 
party cannot be resolved using the certificate subject, the process falls back to the resolution based on the SID.

Default Value: True

See Also

Using Pipeline Designer

Configuring the Party Resolution Pipeline Component

Party Resolution Pipeline Component

BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter
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XML Validator Pipeline Component
Use the XML validator pipeline component to verify the message against the specified schema or schemas. If the message does
not conform to these schemas, the component raises an error and the message is placed in the suspended queue by the
messaging engine.

The XML validator pipeline component is intended for use in any stage (except disassemble or assemble) in a Send or Receive
pipeline.

The properties of the XML validator pipeline component can be set in the Properties window of Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET
2003. To display the Properties window, select the component, right-click and select Properties, or press F4. The following table
contains the configurable XML validator pipeline component properties.

Use thi
s

To do this

Docum
ent sch
emas

Indicate the namespace and typename of the schema or schemas to be applied to the document. For more information, s
ee Using the Schema Collection Property Editor. If no schemas are specified, the runtime schema discovery will use the 
message's target namespace and root element name information.

Default value: Empty collection (Collection)

See Also

Using Pipeline Designer

Configuring the XML Validator Pipeline Component

XML Validator Pipeline Component
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Project System UI Help
This section provides instructions for the Project System user interface (UI). You can access this information by pressing the F1
key or clicking Help in the UI. Use the Project System to add, edit, or remove BizTalk project items within Microsoft® Visual
Studio® .NET. For more information about the BizTalk Project System, see the
Using the BizTalk Project System Design Environment.
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Common Properties: References Path Dialog Box
Use the References Path node to list directories on which to search.

Use this To do this
Check Verify the directory path for your references.
Folder Create a new directory path.
Delete Deletes the directory path.
Down arrow Move the directory path one level down.
Up arrow Move the directory path one level up.

See Also

Common Properties: References Path
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Common Properties: General Dialog Box
Use the General dialog box to update your application and project information.

Use this To do this
Assembly Name Update the assembly name for the application.
Output Type Change the output type for the application using the drop-down list.
Default Namespace Change the default namespace for the application.
Project File View the name for the project file.
Project Folder View the folder name for the project.
Output File View the name of the output file.

See Also

Common Properties: General
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Common Properties: Assembly Dialog Box
Use the Assembly dialog box to provide assembly information.

Use this To do this
Assembly Culture Type the culture (language) that this assembly supports.
Assembly Version Type the version number using major.minor.build.revision format.
Assembly Company Type your company name.
Assembly Copyright Type your copyright information.
Assembly File Version Type the Win32 file version number.
Assembly Information Ve
rsion

Type version information. For example, the full product version number.

Assembly Product Type product information.
Assembly Trademark Type trademark information.
Assembly Configuration Type the configuration of the assembly. For example, development configuration or deployment con

figuration.
Assembly Default Alias Type the default alias to be used by assemblies that reference your BizTalk assembly.
Assembly Description Type a description for the assembly.
Assembly Title Type a title for the assembly.
Assembly Delay Sign Select False from the drop-down list if you want to use a delay signing.

Default value: False

Type: Boolean

Assembly Key File Type a location to a key file, or browse to a location. This can be a public key for delay signing.
Assembly Key Name Type the assembly key name that holds a key pair that that you pass as a parameter to the construct

or for the attribute.

See Also

Common Properties: Assembly
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Configuration Properties: Build Node
Use the Build node to provide build information for the project.

Use this To do this
BPEL Compliance Select True from the drop-down list to create Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) com

pliance output.

Default value: True

Type: Boolean

Warning Level Select the type of warning level to use for errors and warnings by using the drop-down list.

The options are:

4 (level 3 plus informational warnings)
3 (level 2 plus less-severe warnings)
2 (level 1 plus less-severe warnings)
1 (severe warnings only)
0 (no warnings)

Treat Warnings as Errors Select False from the drop-down list to treat warnings as errors during the build process.

Default value: False

Type: Boolean

Embed Tracking Information Select True from the drop-down list to embed tracking information.

Default value: True

Type: Boolean

Generate Debugging Inform
ation

Select True to generate debugging information.

Default value: True

Type: Boolean

Output Path Type a location for the output files, or browse to a location.

See Also

Configuration Properties: Build
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Configuration Properties: Deployment Node
Use the Deployment node to provide project deployment information.

Use this To do this
Server Select a server from the drop-down list to select a location to deploy your BizTalk solution.
Configuration Database Select a Configuration database for deployment of your project.
Redeploy Select True from the drop-down list to redeploy a configuration.

Default value: False

Type: Boolean

Install to Global Assembly Cach
e

Select True from the drop-down list to register the assembly in the global assembly cache (G
AC).

Default value: True

Type: Boolean

See Also

Configuration Properties: Deployment
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Rapid Partner Deployment Wizard UI Help
This section provides instructions for the Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 Rapid Partner Deployment (SEED) Wizard user
interface (UI). You access this information using the F1 key or clicking Help in the UI. Use the Rapid Partner Deployment (SEED)
Wizard to create a SEED package to send to your trading partner for faster enablement.

See Also

About SEED

Configuring the Spoke SEED Environment

Configuring the Hub SEED Environment

Creating a Partnership

SEED Package Security Considerations
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Welcome to the Hub Side SEED Wizard
The Hub Side SEED Wizard enables a hub to create a hub SEED package and make it available to trading partners, referred to as
spokes in the wizard.

After the spoke receives the hub SEED package, the spoke deploys it using the Spoke Side SEED Wizard, and then creates a spoke
SEED package for the hub.

Once the hub receives the spoke SEED package, the hub runs the Hub Side SEED Wizard again to deploy the spoke SEED package.

See Also

About SEED

Configuring the Spoke SEED Environment

Configuring the Hub SEED Environment

Creating a Partnership

SEED Package Security Considerations
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Hub Side SEED Package Tasks Page
Use the Hub Side SEED Package Tasks page to specify the tasks in the Hub Side SEED Wizard.

Use this To do this
Create a hub SEED package Create a new package to send to your trading partners.
Install a spoke SEED package Deploy a spoke response package sent to you by a trading partner.

See Also

About SEED

Configuring the Spoke SEED Environment

Configuring the Hub SEED Environment

Creating a Partnership

SEED Package Security Considerations
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Hub Side Orchestration Page
Use the Hub Side Orchestration page to specify the hub side orchestration and service link that you use to exchange messages
with the spoke. You need to specify this information when you create a new hub SEED package.

Both parameters are required.

Use this To do this
Orchest
ration

From the drop-down list, select the orchestration that you plan to use to exchange messages with the spoke.

Service 
Link

From the drop-down list, select the public role link the hub will use to communicate with the spoke. The role link defines
the roles that the hub and spoke play.

Important  You must use receive ports that have HTTP or SOAP receive locations as their primary receive lo
cation for all the ports defined in the implemented role of the selected role link.

See Also

About SEED

Configuring the Spoke SEED Environment

Configuring the Hub SEED Environment

Creating a Partnership

SEED Package Security Considerations
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Send and Receive Pipelines Page
Use the Send and Receive Pipelines page to specify the pipelines that both you and your trading partner(s) use to
communicate with each other. You need to specify this information when you create a new hub SEED package.

Use this To do this
Port type - 
Receive

Type the information for pipelines to use when receiving messages.

Note  This row contains the information for the pipeline used by the hub to receive messages from the 
spoke, and by the spoke to send messages to the hub.

Port type - 
Send

Type the information for the pipelines to use when sending messages.

Note  This row contains the information for the pipeline that the hub uses to send messages to the spo
ke, and that the spoke uses to receive messages from the hub.

Port Type N
ame

Display the name of the port type that the hub uses to receive/send messages.

Hub Pipelin
e

For send port types, from the drop-down list, select the pipeline that the hub uses to send messages to the partner(
s). For receive port types, the pipeline that is currently configured for the receive port is displayed and cannot be ch
anged.

Friendly Na
me

Type a name for the send/receive port. Your partner(s) sees this port name.

Spoke Pipel
ine Assembl
y

Browse to the assembly that contains the pipeline your partner(s) will use to send/receive messages from the hub. 
The selected assembly will be packaged as part of the hub SEED package.

Spoke Pipel
ine

From the drop-down list, select the name of the pipeline your partner(s) will use to send/receive messages from the
hub.

Note  The spoke pipeline for a static solicit-response port (SOAP) is automatically set to PassThruRece
ive.

See Also

About SEED

Configuring the Spoke SEED Environment

Configuring the Hub SEED Environment

Creating a Partnership

SEED Package Security Considerations
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Testing Page
Use the Testing page if you have configured a separate receive location or BizTalk/Business Activity Server (recommended) for
spokes to test if they can send messages to and receive messages from the hub.

This is an optional entry.

Use this To do this
Configure the test informati
on for the spokes

Provide the information for the server that the spoke(s) will use to test their configuration (option
al).

Port type - Receive Displays the information for the port used to receive test messages.
Port type - Send Displays the information for the port used to send test messages.
Port Type Name Displays the name of the port the hub uses to send/receive messages. These ports must be availa

ble in the hub orchestration that is part of the SEED package.
Test Address Type the address of the server that will receive the test message.
Test Message Browse to the sample message that the spoke will send.

See Also

SEED Testing

Understanding How SEED Tests

SEED Package Security Considerations
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Spoke Project and Orchestration Page
Use the Spoke Project and Orchestration page if you want to include the project and assembly containing an orchestration for
the spoke. The spoke uses this project and orchestration to communicate with the hub orchestration selected on the first page.

Note  The spoke orchestration may receive from the hub, send to the hub, or both.

Use this To do this
Add the spoke BizTalk project and orch
estration

Include an assembly containing an orchestration and a BizTalk project for the spoke t
o use (optional).

Spoke BizTalk project Browse to the BizTalk project file of the BizTalk project you want to send to the spoke
(optional).

Spoke Orchestration Browse to the assembly containing the orchestration you want to send to the spoke.

Note  You must select an assembly that contains the public orchestratio
n.

See Also

About SEED

Configuring the Spoke SEED Environment

Configuring the Hub SEED Environment

Creating a Partnership

SEED Package Security Considerations
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Add Another Orchestration Page
Use the Add another Orchestration page if the hub has another orchestration that the spoke must use. When you select this
option, you need to configure the orchestration, service links, receive and send pipelines, testing configuration, and spoke project
and orchestration for this additional hub side orchestration.

This is an optional entry.

See Also

About SEED

Configuring the Spoke SEED Environment

Configuring the Hub SEED Environment

Creating a Partnership

SEED Package Security Considerations
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Run the Custom SEED Extension Page
Use the Run custom SEED extension page if you want to send additional items to your partner(s) using a custom SEED
extension.

This is an optional entry.
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Configuration Page
Use the Configuration page to specify the configuration of both the hub and the spoke.

Use this To do this
The hub and spoke do not use Business Activity 
Services

Select this option if neither the hub nor the spoke use Business Activity Ser
vices (BAS).

Only the spoke uses Business Activity Services Select this option if only the spoke uses BAS.
The hub and spoke both use Business Activity Se
rvices

Select this option if both the hub and the spoke use BAS.
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Hub Business Activity Services TPM Web Service Address Page
Use the Hub Business Activity Services TPM Web Services Address page to provide information about the Business Activity
Services (BAS) site you use.

Use this To do this
Business Activity Services collaboration site ad
dress

Type the URL for the Business Activity Services (BAS) collaboration site.

Business Activity Services TPM Web Service ad
dress

Type the URL for the BAS TPM Web service site. For example, http://tpmco
mputer.
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Documents Page
Use the Documents page to select the documents that you want to add to the hub SEED package.

Note  This option is available if the spoke uses Business Activity Services (BAS).

Use this To do this
Document directori
es

From the drop-down list, select the directory that contains the documents you want to add to the hub SEED
package.

Available documen
ts

Browse through the documents in the directory and select a document(s) to add to the hub SEED package.

Add Add the selected document to the hub SEED package.
Remove Remove the selected document from the hub SEED package.
Remove All Remove all the documents currently added to the hub SEED package.
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Hub Profile Page
Use the Hub Profile page to provide the hub profile that you will send to the spoke(s). This page appears if the hub uses Business
Activity Services (BAS).

Note  This option is available if the spoke uses BAS.

Use this To do this
Hub profile From the drop-down list, select the hub profile to send to your partners.
Hub group agreeme
nt

From the drop-down list, select the group agreement the hub uses to do business transactions with the sp
oke(s).
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Hub Certificates Page
Use the Hub Certificates page to specify the certificates (if any) with which the messages must be signed/encrypted.

Use this To do this
Signature/enc
ryption certifi
cate

From the drop-down list, select the signing certificate the spokes must use to resolve the signature in messages 
sent to them from the hub, and to encrypt messages the spokes send to the hub (optional).

SSL client certi
ficate

From the drop-down list, select the SSL client certificate that Internet Information Services (IIS) uses to verify the 
user account. Use this option if the hub does party resolution based on the WindowsUser property in the HTTPS 
scenario (optional).
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Hub Information Page
Use the Hub Information page to provide the information about the hub that you will send to the spoke(s). This page appears if
neither the hub nor spoke uses Business Activity Services (BAS).

Use this To do this
Organization 
name

Type the organization name. This is the name used to identify the hub in the spoke system. This name must meet 
the party name criteria for BizTalk Explorer.

Alias Name Select the hub alias name from the drop-down list.
Alias Qualifie
r

Displays the qualifier for the hub alias name.

Alias Value Type the value of the hub alias.
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Hub Side SEED Summary Page
Use the Hub Side SEED Summary page to specify where you want to save the hub side SEED package, and to view a summary
of the contents of the package.

Use this To do this
SEED package pa
th

Type or browse to the location where you want to save the hub side SEED package.

Settings summar
y

View high-level information about the parameters used to create this package.

Summary details Open the summary in a separate window containing additional details about the parameters used to create th
is package.
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SEED Package Creation Page
Use the SEED Package Creation page to monitor the progress on the creation of the SEED package.

The Status section provides information about whether the package has been created.
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Completing the Hub Side SEED Package Wizard
You have successfully completed the creation of a hub side SEED package. You must now make this package available to your
spokes, which must run the Spoke Side SEED Wizard to deploy this package.
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Spoke Side SEED Installation Page
Use the Spoke Side SEED Installation page to specify the location of the spoke SEED package you want to deploy.

Use the Spoke SEED package path box to specify the location and name of the spoke SEED package you want to deploy in the
hub.
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Secure Sockets Layer Client Certificate Thumbprint Page
Use the Secure Sockets Layer Client Certificate Thumbprint page to specify whether the hub uses an SSL client certificate to
communicate with the spoke.

Use this To do this
Specify an SSL client certificate thu
mbprint

Specify whether you use an SSL client certificate thumbprint to communicate with the s
poke (optional).

SSL client certificate thumbprint Provide the SSL client certificate thumbprint.

Note  The thumbprint must be entered as a hexadecimal value.
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Welcome to the Spoke Side SEED Wizard Page
The Spoke Side SEED Wizard enables the spoke to deploy a hub SEED package, and to create a spoke SEED package to send to the
hub.
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Task Page
Use the Task page to specify what task you want to do in the Spoke Side SEED Wizard.

Use this To do this
Deploy the hu
b SEED packag
e

Deploy the SEED package that you received from a hub.

Create the spo
ke SEED packa
ge

Create a spoke SEED package to send to the hub.

Hub SEED pac
kage path

Browse to the location of the hub SEED package. This option appears when you have selected to deploy a hub SE
ED package.

Manifest file p
ath

Browse to the location of the manifest file created when the hub SEED package was deployed. This information i
s needed to create the spoke SEED package. This option appears when you have selected to create a spoke SEED 
package.
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Hub SEED Package Deployment Configuration Page
Use the Hub SEED Package Deployment Configuration page to specify where you want to save the files packed into the hub
SEED package.

Use this To do this
Spoke directory path Browse to the directory where you want to extract the files from the hub SEED package.
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Hub SEED Package Deployment Configuration Page
Use the Hub SEED Package Deployment Configuration page to specify whether you want to deploy the orchestration
provided by the hub in the hub SEED package, or to build and bind your own orchestration.

Use this To do this
I want to automatically deploy and bind the orchestrat
ion

Deploy the orchestration provided by the hub in the hub SEED pack
age.

I want to build and bind my own orchestration Use your own orchestration.
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Receive Address Page
Use the Receive Address page to specify the address for the receive location that you will use to receive messages from the hub.

Use this To do this
Friendly
name

Display the name given by the hub to identify the receive location for the spoke. This parameter cannot be modified.

Address Type the address for the receive location that you will use to receive messages from the hub. For example, type https://
mycompany/HTTPReceive/BTSHTTPReceive.dll.

Important  Do not add a query string to the end of the receive location address. The Spoke Side SEED Wiza
rd automatically generates a unique query string when it creates receive locations.
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Secure Sockets Layer Client Certificate Thumbprint Page
Use the Secure Sockets Layer Client Certificate Thumbprint page to specify whether the spoke will be using a Secure Sockets
Layer (SSL) client certificate.

Use this To do this
Specify an SSL client certificate thumbpr
int

Specify whether you will be using an SSL client certificate thumbprint (optional).

SSL client certificate thumbprint Type the SSL client certificate thumbprint you will use to authenticate yourself to th
e hub.

Note  The thumbprint must be entered as a hexadecimal value.
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Testing the SEED Package Page
Use the Testing the SEED Package page if the hub provided an address to test whether you can send and receive messages to
and from the hub.

Use this To do this
Details Open the Inbound Document Details page if a send port is selected, and the Outbound Document Details page if

a receive port is selected.
Configur
e

Configure the receive or send port (whichever is selected). After successful configuration, the status of the port change
s to Configured.

Test local Test the configuration of the spoke. After successful testing, the status of the port changes to Locally tested.
Test Rem
ote

Send a test message to the hub, and receive a test message from the hub. After successful testing, the status of the por
t changes to Tested remotely.

Time out Select the amount of time, in seconds, that the spoke will wait for a response from the hub before the test fails.
Interval Select the amount of time, in seconds, between attempts to communicate with the hub.
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SEED Deployment Page
The SEED Deployment page displays the progress of the deployment of the hub SEED package.

Any errors that occur during deployment appear in the Error section.
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Spoke Orchestrations Page
Use the Spoke Orchestrations page to specify which spoke orchestration corresponds to the specified hub orchestration.

Use this To do this
Hub Orchestrations List the orchestrations included in the hub SEED package.
Spoke Orchestrations Select the corresponding spoke orchestrations from the drop-down list.

See Also

About SEED

Configuring the Spoke SEED Environment

Configuring the Hub SEED Environment

Creating a Partnership

SEED Package Security Considerations
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Spoke Information Page
Use the Spoke Information page to provide the information about the spoke that you will send to the hub.

Use this To do this
Organization 
name

Type the organization name. This is the name used to identify the spoke in the hub system. This name must meet 
the party name criteria for BizTalk Explorer.

Alias Name Select from the drop-down list the name of the spoke alias.
Alias Qualifie
r

Display the qualifier for the spoke alias.

Alias Value Type the value of the spoke alias.

See Also

About SEED

Configuring the Spoke SEED Environment

Configuring the Hub SEED Environment

Creating a Partnership

SEED Package Security Considerations
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Spoke Profile Page
Use the Spoke Profile page to select the profile that the spoke uses.

See Also

About SEED

Configuring the Spoke SEED Environment

Configuring the Hub SEED Environment

Creating a Partnership

SEED Package Security Considerations
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Spoke Certificates Page
Use the Spoke Certificates page to select the certificates that the spoke will use for its communications with the hub.

Use this To do this
Signature/en
cryption certi
ficate

From the drop-down list, select the certificate that the hub will use for resolving the destination party for the mess
ages sent to them from you, and for you to encrypt the messages you send to the hub (optional).

SSL client cer
tificate

From the drop-down list, select the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) client certificate that Internet Information Services 
(IIS) uses to verify the user account. Use this option if the spoke does party resolution based on the WindowsUser 
property in the HTTPS scenario (optional).

See Also

About SEED

Configuring the Spoke SEED Environment

Configuring the Hub SEED Environment

Creating a Partnership

SEED Package Security Considerations
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Run a Custom SEED Extension Page
Use the Run a Custom SEED Extension page to send a SEED extension package to the hub.

This is an optional entry.

See Also

About SEED

Configuring the Spoke SEED Environment

Configuring the Hub SEED Environment

Creating a Partnership

SEED Package Security Considerations
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Spoke Side SEED Package Summary Page
Use the Spoke Side SEED Package Summary page to specify where to save the spoke side SEED package, and to view a
summary of the contents of the package.

Use this To do this
SEED package pa
th

Type or browse to the location where you want to save the spoke side SEED package.

Settings summar
y

View high-level information about the parameters used to create this package.

Summary details Open the summary in a separate window containing additional details about the parameters used to create th
is package.

See Also

About SEED

Configuring the Spoke SEED Environment

Configuring the Hub SEED Environment

Creating a Partnership

SEED Package Security Considerations
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Completing the Spoke SEED Package Wizard Page
You have successfully completed the creation of a spoke side SEED package. You must now make this package available to the
hub, which must run the Hub Side SEED Wizard to deploy the package.

See Also

About SEED

Configuring the Spoke SEED Environment

Configuring the Hub SEED Environment

Creating a Partnership

SEED Package Security Considerations
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Business Activity TPM Web Service Address Page
Use the Business Activity TPM Web Service Address page to provide the information about the Business Activity Services
(BAS) site you will use.

Use this To do this
Business Activity Services collaboratio
n site address

Type the URL for the BAS collaboration site.

Business Activity Services TPM Web Se
rvice address

Type the URL for the BAS Trading Partner Management (TPM) Web service site. For ex
ample, http://tpmcomputer.

See Also

About SEED

SEED and Business Activity Services

Configuring the Spoke SEED Environment

Configuring the Hub SEED Environment

Creating a Partnership

SEED Package Security Considerations
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Rule Engine Deployment Wizard UI Help
This section provides instructions for the Rule Engine Deployment Wizard user interface (UI). You access this information by
pressing the F1 key or clicking Help in the UI. Use the Rule Engine Deployment Wizard to import business rule policies from a
Business Rule Language (BRL) file and publish them to a SQL rule store, to export policies from a SQL rule store to a BRL file, to
deploy published policies, or to undeploy deployed policies. For more information about the Rule Engine Deployment Wizard, see
Importing and Exporting Policies and Vocabularies and Deploying and Undeploying Policies and Vocabularies.
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Rule Engine Deployment Wizard
You can use the Rule Engine Deployment Wizard to import business rule policies from a Business Rule Language (BRL) file and
publish them to a SQL rule store, to export policies from a SQL rule store to a BRL file, to deploy published policies, or to
undeploy deployed policies. You can use it in development, staging, and production environments.

Use this To do this
Deploy Policy page Deploy a published policy version in the SQL rule store. Click the Refresh button to reload all publi

shed policy versions.
Undeploy Policy page Undeploy a published policy version in the SQL rule store. Click the Refresh button to reload all pu

blished policy versions.
Import Rules Engine Policy 
File page

Browse or enter the path for the BRL file that you wish to import.

Ready This page summarizes information for a deployment action (import/export), such as SQL server, d
atabase, filename, and policy name.

Export Policy/Vocabulary p
age

Select whether you want to export a policy or vocabulary, select a policy version or vocabulary ver
sion to export from the drop-down list, and specify a definition file to export to.

Completing Rule Engine D
eployment Wizard Page

You check Run this wizard again checkbox and click Finish button to continue with other deploy
ment tasks, or click only the Finish button to complete the deployment process.

See Also

Deploying and Undeploying Policies and Vocabularies

Importing and Exporting Policies and Vocabularies
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Tracking Profile Editor UI Help
This section provides instructions for the Tracking Profile Editor user interface (UI). You access this information by pressing the F1
key or clicking Help in the UI. Use the Tracking Profile Editor to extract the data the business analyst requires and perform the
mapping between the specific business event data and the actual orchestration. For general usage information for the Tracking
Profile Editor, see Using the Tracking Profile Editor.
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Select Assembly Window
Use the Select Assembly window to select from the list of assemblies deployed in the Configuration database, the assembly that
contains the orchestration for which you want to create a tracking profile.

Use this To do this
Up and Down arrows Select the assembly that contains the orchestration for which you want to create a tracking profile.

See Also

Tracking Profile Editor
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Select Assembly Window
Use the Select Assembly window to select from the list of assemblies deployed in the Configuration database, the assembly that
contains the orchestration for which you want to create a tracking profile.

Use this To do this
Up and Down arrows Select the assembly that contains the orchestration for which you want to creat

e a tracking profile.
Retrieve the current Tracking settings for thi
s assembly

Import the tracking settings for the assembly into the tracking profile.

See Also

Tracking Profile Editor
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Set Management Database Window
Use the Set Management Database window to specify the Configuration database that contains the configuration information for
the tracking profile you want to create.

Use this To do this
SQL Server Type the name of the Microsoft® SQL Server™ computer where the Configuration database is located.
Database name Select the name of the Configuration database from the drop-down list.

See Also

Tracking Profile Editor
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Web Services UI Help
This section provides instructions for the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard user interface (UI). You can access this
information by pressing the F1 key or clicking Help in the UI. Use the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard to create and
modify BizTalk Web services. For more information about the publishing and consuming BizTalk Web services, see
Using Web Services in BizTalk Server.
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BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard
Use the Microsoft® BizTalk® Web Services Publishing Wizard to create and publish BizTalk orchestrations as Web services, and
to publish schemas as Web services. For general usage information for the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard, see
Using Web Services in BizTalk Server.

Create Web Services page
Use this page to select a method of creating your Web service.

Use this To do this
Publish BizTalk orchestrations
as web services

Publish a Web service based on selected orchestrations and Web ports in a BizTalk assembly.

Publish schemas as web servi
ces

Define Web methods and messages of a Web service using selected schemas from BizTalk asse
mblies as request and/or response message parts.

BizTalk Assembly page
Use this page to select a BizTalk assembly to publish a Web service from.

Use this To do this
BizTalk assembly file (*.dll) Select a BizTalk assembly.

Your assembly does not need to be deployed to publish a Web service.

If your assembly has dependencies, you must resolve any dependencies in your assembly before you can publish a Web service
from it. The assembly must be deployed and properly bound to be used at runtime.

Orchestrations and Ports page
You can select the orchestrations and ports in the assembly to expose in your published Web service. Only public ports are visible.

Select the orchestrations and ports that you want to export.

Web Service Properties page
Use this page to specify the properties for the Web service.

Use this To do this
Target namespace of web ser
vice

Select a target namespace of a Web service. The target namespace appears in the Web Service D
escription Language (WSDL) file. The System.Uri constructor is used to determine the validity.

Add additional SOAP header
s

Add schemas from BizTalk assemblies to use as request and response SOAP headers.

Support unknown SOAP hea
ders

Add support for unknown headers.

Add SharePoint Portal Server
2003 Single Sign-On support

Add support for Windows SharePoint Portal Services 2003 Single Sign-On support.

Web Service Project page
Use this page to customize your published Web service.

Use this To do this
Project name Enter a project name.
Project location Specify the pathname of the virtual directory where the Web service is published.

Warning  You must use ANSI characters.

Overwrite existing
project

Overwrite the existing project when you republish a Web service.

Browse button Search disk locations for a file location.
Allow anonymous 
access to web serv
ice

Sets the AuthAnonymous flag on the published virtual directory. This flag is useful in a development envir
onment.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms946925(v=bts.10).aspx


Create BizTalk Rec
eive locations

Generates a BindingInfo.xml binding file to create the receive locations that correspond to the published We
b service.

The BindingInfo.xml file can be imported by the development command line tool or wizard to create the nec
essary receive locations. You can find BindingInfo.xml in the temp folder of the published Web service's virtu
al directory.

Request SOAP Headers/Response SOAP Headers page
Use this page to add and remove schemas from BizTalk assemblies to use as request and response SOAP headers.

Use this To do this
Add button Add a schema by specifying the pathname to a BizTalk assembly that contains document schemas.
Remove button Remove a schema.

Note  Top-level elements of ComplexType elements are listed and can be used as SOAP headers.

Add Request SOAP Headers/Add Response SOAP Headers page

Use these pages to select one or more schema types from BizTalk assemblies to use as request and response SOAP headers.

Use this To do this
BizTalk assembly file (*.dll) Select a BizTalk assembly.
Browse button Search disk locations for a file location.

Web Service page
Use this page to describe the Web service that you are creating.

Right-click a node to view properties and menu options to add, rename, or delete a Web service or Web method.

Use this To do this
Add web service Add a Web service.
Rename web service description Rename a Web service. Type a new name for your Web service.
Add web method Add a one-way Web method.

Add a request-response Web method.

Select schema type Select a schema type in Request Message Type/Request Message Type page.
Rename web message part Rename the Web message part.

Request Message Type/Response Message Type page
Use these pages to select one or more schema types from BizTalk assemblies to use as request and response SOAP headers.

Use this To do this
BizTalk assembly file (*.dll) Select a BizTalk assembly.
Browse button Search disk locations for a file location.

Web Service Project Summary page
Use this page to review your settings. Click Back to make any changes to your published Web service. Click Create to create your
published Web service.

Completing the Web Services Publishing Wizard page
Use this page to determine if you have successful published your Web service.

Use this To do this
link to published Web service Go to your published Web service project.

See Also

Using the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard to Publish an Orchestration as a Web Service
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Using the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard to Publish Schemas as a Web Service

Considerations When Publishing Web Services

Unable to Overwrite Existing Web Service Project with BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard

Problems Using BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard within a Windows 2000 Server Terminal Server Session

BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard Menu is Missing

BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard Fails When Schema Contains maxOccurs > 1 and Default Value

Publishing Internal Port Types Not Supported

Mapping Errors Encountered When Using Windows SharePoint Services and BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard

Publishing Error on Windows Server 2003

Errors When Trying to Publish a Web Service

BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard Fails When Encountering an Undeployed Assembly
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SDK
The Software Development Kit (SDK) provides information intended for developers who are creating applications using any of the
Microsoft® Visual Studio®-based BizTalk Server tools, the public application programming interfaces (APIs), or the samples and
utilities provided in the BizTalk Server SDK. The following tips are provided to enhance your experience with the SDK
documentation.

Using Help in a Developer Environment
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 Help contains features that you can use to display the developer documentation in your
preferred language and to link between BizTalk Server 2004 Help and Visual Studio 2003 Help.

Using language filtering

The BizTalk Server 2004 .NET Class Reference and COM Object Reference provide signatures and code examples in multiple
programming languages. The following tags denote the language-specific information:

[C#]
[Visual Basic]
[C++]
[JScript]

You can customize your view of the content in the reference pages to display information only in your preferred programming
language. To select a custom language, use the Language Filter  button in the upper-left corner of the reference page. After it is
enabled, the language filtering is persisted until it is changed. When language filtering is enabled on a page, the name of the
language follows the title in the blue bar at the top of the page.

Viewing BizTalk Server Help in Visual Studio

You can view BizTalk Server 2004 Help in three ways:

In Microsoft Visual Studio® .NET 2003. Select Contents on the Help menu in Visual Studio .NET 2003.
In the Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003 Documentation. Select Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003 from the Programs
menu.
In the standalone Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 Help. Select BizTalk Server Documentation from the Programs,
Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 menu.

If you are developing in Visual Studio .NET, either of the first two methods are recommended. Using either of these methods
enables integration between BizTalk Server Help and Visual Studio .NET Help; this integration is extremely useful when navigating
class relationships across the documentation sets. If you view BizTalk Server Help outside of Visual Studio .NET, read the following
tip to properly render links to Visual Studio .NET.

Linking between BizTalk Server 2004 Help and Microsoft Visual Studio .NET Help

When a member is inherited from the .NET Framework Base Class Library, two links are provided, as shown in the following
example:

Finalize (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see .NET Framework Help available from Visu
al Studio .NET or go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

If you are viewing BizTalk Server Help in Visual Studio .NET or in the Visual Studio .NET Documentation, the link in the left column
goes to the exact member page. If you are viewing BizTalk Server 2004 Help outside of Visual Studio, use the link in the right
column to go to the System namespace page in MSDN Library. Note that the link will not go to the specific member page.

This section contains:

Programming Guide. Contains information on how to build applications using the Microsoft BizTalk Server developer tools.
Programmer's Reference. Contains reference information for managed and unmanaged public APIs, as well as property
reference information for maps, schemas, functoids, and the message context.
Samples. Provides instructions for using the samples provided in the BizTalk Server 2004 SDK. The samples are installed in
the SDK directory of the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 installation path.
Utilities Provides instructions for using the utilities provided in the BizTalk Server 2004 SDK. The utilities are installed in the
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SDK directory of the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 installation path.
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Programming Guide
The Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 Programming Guide contains introductory information about each of the BizTalk Server
developer tools and components, procedures for designing, configuring, and using each of the components, and troubleshooting
information to help you work through problems that you may encounter.

This section contains:

Using the BizTalk Project System Design Environment
Developing Orchestrations
Developing Pipelines
Developing with Business Rules
Using Web Services in BizTalk Server
Managing Business Processes Using BizTalk Explorer
Creating Schemas Using BizTalk Editor
Creating Maps Using BizTalk Mapper
9Developing Adapters Using the Adapter Framework
Developing Partner Profiles Using Business Activity Services
Programming Business Activity Monitoring
Programming with Human Workflow Services
Sending E-Mail Using BizTalk Server
International Considerations for Designing BizTalk Applications
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Using the BizTalk Project System Design Environment
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 includes the BizTalk project system design environment for designing, organizing, and building
the various elements of BizTalk applications.

The BizTalk project system is hosted in Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET 2003 and provides you with an integrated design
experience. It is one of several project systems available for Visual Studio .NET, and you can use many of the standard Visual
Studio .NET tools, editors, and other user interfaces. For example, you can use Solution Explorer to manage BizTalk projects within
a business solution, and the Properties window to view and edit properties for files, projects, and solutions.

The content in this section assumes that you are familiar with Visual Studio .NET 2003. If you are not familiar with Visual Studio
.NET 2003, review the Visual Studio .NET 2003 documentation. The content in this section focuses on the BizTalk project system.

This section contains:

About BizTalk Project System
Using the BizTalk Project System
Using Visual Studio .NET
Working with BizTalk Projects
Using BizTalk Type Browser
About BizTalk Namespace References Included in BizTalk Projects
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About BizTalk Project System
You use the BizTalk® project system to create part or all of a Microsoft® BizTalk® Server application or business solution. The
core element of any such solution is a BizTalk project—a collection of items, such as schemas, orchestrations, Web message types,
classes, pipelines, maps, and references that you can build and generate into an assembly before deploying it.

A relatively simple business solution might consist of a single BizTalk project generated into a single assembly. If your business
solution is more complex—for example, you have a solution that integrates many diverse systems and processes—a possible
BizTalk solution might have many assemblies generated from many BizTalk projects and deployed to several BizTalk Server
computers.

Important  You cannot use commas in assembly names.

When you create a BizTalk project, you generally include one or more of the file types in the following list. These file types play
specific roles in creating your solution, and the BizTalk project system provides you with a corresponding graphical design tool for
each of them.

Orchestrations. An orchestration represents the workflow of a business process. You use the Orchestration Designer for
designing orchestrations. For more information about Orchestration Designer, see Developing Orchestrations.
Schemas. A schema describes the structure of an XML document. Schemas exchange information among applications
within an organization or among trading partners. BizTalk Editor simplifies the process of defining schemas. For more
information about BizTalk Editor, see Creating Schemas Using BizTalk Editor.
Maps. A map transforms data from one format to another. BizTalk Mapper presents source schemas and destination
schemas side-by-side and enables you to define transformations between data elements of different messages. For more
information about BizTalk Mapper, see Creating Maps Using BizTalk Mapper.
Pipelines. A pipeline performs a variety of operations to prepare incoming or outgoing messages for further processing.
Pipeline Designer enables you to implement such operations as encryption and decryption, compression, reformatting, and
validation. For more information about Pipeline Designer, see Developing Pipelines.

You can also use BizTalk Type Browser to view the items and references in BizTalk projects. For more information about BizTalk
Type Browser, see Using BizTalk Type Browser.

BizTalk projects can coexist with other projects in Visual Studio .NET. As with all project systems in Visual Studio .NET, BizTalk
projects can include other files, such as ASP.NET pages, and can refer to other projects and assemblies that you have created. For
more information about the BizTalk project template, see BizTalk Server Project Templates. For more information about creating
BizTalk projects, see Creating BizTalk Projects.

Warning  You might be able to access BizTalk design tools from other project systems that you can use in Visual Studio .NET, but
their behavior is unpredictable. Use Orchestration Designer, Pipeline Designer, BizTalk Editor, and BizTalk Mapper only within the
context of a BizTalk project.

See Also

Developing Orchestrations

Creating Schemas Using BizTalk Editor

Creating Maps Using BizTalk Mapper

Developing Pipelines

Using the BizTalk Project System Design Environment
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Using the BizTalk Project System
You can use the BizTalk® project system to create, organize, and configure BizTalk solutions in the Microsoft® Visual Studio®
.NET 2003 environment. The topics and procedures in this section describe how to perform various tasks by using the BizTalk
project system.

The BizTalk project system uses many of the same project management principles and procedures that you use with other project
systems in Visual Studio .NET. This section details common procedures that you might use when creating an application that runs
on Microsoft BizTalk Server.

This section does not contain information or procedures that Visual Studio .NET provides. For more information on creating
applications in Visual Studio .NET, see "Designing Distributed Applications" in the Visual Studio .NET Combined Collection at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25488.

For more information about using the Visual Studio .NET environment, see "Managing Solutions, Projects, and Files" in the Visual
Studio .NET Combined Collection at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25486.

The following figure shows the BizTalk project system design environment with the New Project dialog box open.

To open BizTalk Editor

To open BizTalk Editor, you must first create a schema or open a previously created schema. For information about creating a
schema, see Creating Schemas for XML Messages and Adding Project Items.

1. In Solution Explorer, click a schema.
2. On the View menu, click Open.

—Or—

Right-click the schema, and then click Open.

—Or—

Double-click the schema.

The selected schema opens in BizTalk Editor.

Note  To create a schema, you must have a project open. For information about how to create a project, see
Creating BizTalk Projects. For information about adding items to a project, see Creating Schemas for XML Messages
and Adding Project Items.

To open BizTalk Mapper

To open BizTalk Mapper, you must first create a map or open a previously created map. For information about creating a map, see
Creating New Maps and Adding Project Items.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25488
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25486


 

1. In Solution Explorer, click a map.
2. On the View menu, click Open.

—Or—

Right-click the map, and then click Open.

—Or—

Double-click a map.

The selected map opens in BizTalk Mapper.

Note  To create a map, you must have a project open. For information about how to create a project, see
Creating BizTalk Projects. For information about adding items to a project, see Adding Project Items and
Creating New Maps.

To open Orchestration Designer

To open Orchestration Designer, you must first create an orchestration or open a previously created orchestration. For
information about how to create an orchestration, see Creating and Modifying Orchestrations.

1. In Solution Explorer, click an orchestration (.odx).
2. On the View menu, click Open.

—Or—

Right-click the orchestration, and then click Open.

—Or—

Double-click the orchestration.

Orchestration Designer opens.

Note  To create an orchestration, you must have a project open. For information about how to create a project, see
Creating BizTalk Projects. For information about adding items to a project, see Adding Project Items and
Creating and Modifying Orchestrations.

See Also

Using Orchestration Designer

Using Pipeline Designer

Using the Business Rule Composer

Using BizTalk Explorer

Using BizTalk Editor

Using BizTalk Mapper

Using the BizTalk Project System Design Environment
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Using Visual Studio .NET
Within the BizTalk® project system, you can use many of the tools available in Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET, as well as tools
designed specifically for creating applications that run on Microsoft BizTalk® Server 2004. This section describes some of the
common procedures that you can use to create an application that runs on BizTalk Server.

When you use the BizTalk project system, you use many of the same user interface (UI) components, such as the Solution Explorer
and the Properties window, to create your application. Additionally, there are components, such as BizTalk Type Browser and
BizTalk Editor that are available only after you install BizTalk Server 2004. While you can use these specific BizTalk UI components
with any project system, they specifically enable you to build applications that run on BizTalk Server.

This section describes the various user interface components that you might use when you work with the BizTalk project system.

While the BizTalk project system uses many of the same menus and menu commands as other Visual Studio project systems,
some commands are new, unavailable, expanded, or restricted when you use the BizTalk project system. This section describes the
various menus available in Visual Studio .NET and how they interact with the BizTalk project system.

Note  The following topics are focused on showing the menus and menu items that behave differently from Visual Studio .NET.

This section contains:

Using the File Menu
Using the View Menu
Using the Project Menu
Using the Build Menu
Using the Debug Menu
Using the BizTalk Menu
Using the Help Menu
Using Property Pages
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Using the File Menu
Most of the File menu commands work the same way for BizTalk projects as for other Visual Studio .NET projects. Certain
commands are unsupported or unavailable when working with the BizTalk projects. For example, the Print command is not
supported when you are working with pipelines.

See Also

BizTalk Server Project Templates

Using Visual Studio .NET
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Using the View Menu
The following table lists BizTalk project system windows, toolbars, and toolboxes available from the View menu.

Sub
men
u na
me

Submen
u name (
if applica
ble)

Description

BizT
alk E
xplo
rer

 BizTalk Explorer is an available window that provides a comprehensive view into the Configuration database. Yo
u can also configure ports in BizTalk Explorer. For more information about BizTalk Explorer, see
Using BizTalk Explorer .

Othe
r Wi
ndo
ws

BizTalk T
ype Brow
ser

BizTalk Type Browser is an available window that enables you to view all of the items in a BizTalk project. The ite
ms are organized in a hierarchical fashion, enabling you to view the relationships between the different items wit
hin the context of your business solution. For more information about the BizTalk Type Browser, see
Using BizTalk Type Browser.

Othe
r Wi
ndo
ws

Orchestr
ation Vie
w

Orchestration View is an available window that enables you to add, delete, and examine orchestration parameter
s, ports, and port types, messages and multipart message types, correlation sets and correlation types, role links 
and role link types, scopes, and orchestration properties.

Note  This window is only available from within an open orchestration.

Othe
r Wi
ndo
ws

Expressi
on Editor

Expression Editor is an available window that is a standard Visual Studio text editor with IntelliSense that enables
you to enter complex expressions.

Tool
box

BizTalk P
ipeline C
ompone
nts

This is a list of the pipeline components that you can drag onto the pipeline design surface. You can only add pip
eline components to your active pipeline that are available.

Tool
box

BizTalk O
rchestrat
ions

This is a list of the orchestration shapes that you can drag onto the orchestration design surface.

Tool
box

BizTalk 
Mapper

This is a list of the functoids that you can drag onto the map grid surface. The functoids are grouped by function.

Tool
bars

BizTalk E
ditor

A visual tool that simplifies the process of creating structured document schemas, specified in XML Schema defin
ition language (XSD), for both XML and non-XML formats.

Tool
bars

BizTalk 
Mapper

A graphical user-interface tool that simplifies the process of specifying an XML document transformation, based 
on two schemas created with BizTalk Editor, producing an Extensible Stylesheets Language Transformations (XSL
T) style sheet as compiled output.

See Also

BizTalk Type Browser Nodes

Using Visual Studio .NET
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Using the Project Menu
The following table lists some of the commands on the Project menu.

Submenu name Description
Add Reference Use this menu item to reference other projects, other .NET projects, or COM projects.
Add Web Reference Use this menu item to add Web references.
Add Generated Items Use this menu item to add a generated adapter or schema file.

For information about adding Web references for BizTalk Web services, see Adding Web References.

See Also

Using Visual Studio .NET
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Using the Build Menu
Deploy Solution on the Build menu deploys a BizTalk project. You should use this method of deployment only when you are
developing your application or if you have a simple scenario. This method of deployment does not keep track of versions, and you
can easily overwrite previous versions of an assembly. Reusing the same version is useful in a development or testing phase, but
not in the production environment. For information on deployment, see How Assembly Deployment Works.

To add your BizTalk artifacts to the Configuration database, run the Assembly Deployment Wizard. For more information about
the Assembly Deployment Wizard, see Using the BizTalk Deployment Wizard.

See Also

Using Visual Studio .NET
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Using the Debug Menu
BizTalk project system does not support the Debug menu commands. BizTalk Server 2004 does not implement Visual Studio
.NET debugging support. For information about alternatives for debugging in BizTalk Server 2004, see Debugging Orchestrations.

See Also

Orchestration Debugger View

Debugging Published Web Services

Using Visual Studio .NET
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Using the BizTalk Menu
When you work with a project, the BizTalk menu appears if you open BizTalk Editor, BizTalk Mapper, or Orchestration Designer.
For more information about the BizTalk menu associated with BizTalk Editor, see Using BizTalk Editor Commands.

Note  You might be able to access Orchestration Designer, BizTalk Editor, and BizTalk Mapper from other project
systems in Visual Studio .NET; however, the behavior of these BizTalk tools might be unpredictable. You should use
Orchestration Designer, BizTalk Editor, and BizTalk Mapper within the context of a BizTalk project.

See Also

Using Visual Studio .NET
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Using the Help Menu
The following table lists some of the commands on the Help menu as they pertain to BizTalk Server 2004 Help.

Menu comma
nd

Description

Dynamic Help This menu command opens the Dynamic Help tab that dynamically generates topics based on the task.
Contents This menu command opens the Contents tab and displays all the installed Help collections. You must have the 

Microsoft Visual Studio .NET product documentation and BizTalk Server product documentation installed to view
the contents.

About Micros
oft BizTalk Ser
ver

This menu command opens the About Microsoft BizTalk Server dialog box. This dialog box displays the BizTal
k Server 2004 product information.

Index The BizTalk Server 2004 Help documentation is not accessible through the index in this release.
Search There is no filter for the BizTalk Server 2004 Help documentation in this release, but if you select (no filter) in th

e Filtered by drop-down list, the BizTalk Server 2004 Help documentation is available to searches.

See Also

Using Visual Studio .NET
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Using Property Pages
You use the Property Pages to configure the assembly project properties and deployment properties for your BizTalk project.

To configure assembly project properties

1. Open the property pages for the project for which you want to configure assembly project properties.
2. In the <ProjectName> Property Pages dialog box, click the Common Properties node to display the common properties.
3. Select the Assembly node and update your assembly project properties.

Note  Use this procedure to specify the key file location for the assembly if you are using certificates with your
application that runs on BizTalk Server.

To configure deployment properties

1. Open the property pages for the project for which you want to configure deployment properties.
2. In the <ProjectName> Property Pages dialog box, click the Configuration Properties node to display the configuration

properties.
3. Select the Deployment node and update your deployment properties.

See Also

Configuring Project Property Pages

Using the View Menu

Deploying an Assembly Using Visual Studio .NET

Using Visual Studio .NET
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Working with BizTalk Projects
While many of the principles of creating an application with the BizTalk® project system are the same as those of creating
applications with other project systems available in Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET, there are a few differences, such as the types
of project build configurations. This section describes some of the tasks that you might perform when creating an application that
runs on Microsoft BizTalk® Server.

This section contains:

BizTalk Server Project Templates
Creating BizTalk Projects
Source Control and the BizTalk Project System
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BizTalk Server Project Templates
When you install BizTalk Server 2004, the installation process adds the BizTalk Projects folder to the New Project dialog box. The
BizTalk Projects folder contains templates for creating an empty BizTalk Server Project, a BizTalk Server Human Workflow Project,
a BizTalk Server Migration Project, and BizTalk Server BPEL Import Project.

The following table describes the BizTalk Project templates.

Use This To Do This
Empty BizTalk Server Pr
oject

To create a new empty BizTalk Server project.

BizTalk Server Migratio
n Project

To migrate BizTalk solutions to BizTalk Server 2004.

BizTalk Server Human 
Workflow Project

To create a new Human Workflow Services application.

BizTalk Server BPEL Im
port Project

To import Business Process Execution Language (BPEL), Web Services Description Language (WSDL), o
r XML Schema Definition Language (XSD) files into a BizTalk project.

See Also

Working with BizTalk Projects
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Creating BizTalk Projects
To create an application that runs on BizTalk Server, you start by adding one or more BizTalk projects to a solution. This section
describes some of the tasks that you might perform when you work with BizTalk projects.

For more information about creating solutions and projects, see "Introduction to Solutions, Projects, and Items" in the Visual
Studio .NET Combined Collection at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25492.

To create a BizTalk project

1. In Visual Studio .NET, on the File menu, point to New, and then click Project.
2. In the New Project dialog box, in the Project Types area, select BizTalk Projects.
3. In the Templates area, select one of the BizTalk Server Project templates.
4. Select Close Solution and click OK.

Note  Some of the user configurable properties in the New Projects dialog box appear only when you are working
with the BizTalk project system. For more information about the different BizTalk Server project templates and their
use, see BizTalk Server Project Templates.

To add a new BizTalk project to a solution

1. In Visual Studio .NET 2003, on the File menu, point to New, and then click New Project.
2. In the Project Types area, select BizTalk Projects, and in the Templates area, select one of the BizTalk Server Project

templates.
3. Select Add to Solution and click OK.

Note  The following menu commands are not supported on the Open submenu of the File menu: Project From
Web and File From Web. For more information, see Using the File Menu.

This section contains:

Adding Project Items
Configuring Project Property Pages
Configuration Properties
Solution Build Configurations
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Adding Project Items
In the context of the BizTalk project system, a project item is a configured item, such as a map or schema. A BizTalk application
might contain one or more orchestrations, schemas, maps, and pipelines.

Note  When you add an item to a project, do not use a period (.) in the name because a period is a separator for the .NET
namespace. If you use a period in the item name, the Type Name of the item will contain an underscore (_) instead of a period(.).

Note  When you add a schema, map, or pipeline to a folder, the Fully Qualified Name property is automatically generated and
includes the namespace and type.

Orchestrations
An orchestration is a representation of a business process expressed in the XLANG/s language. XLANG/s is an updated variant of
the XML-based language (XLANG) introduced in Microsoft BizTalk Server 2000. XLANG/s can be used to complement existing
procedural languages such as Microsoft® Visual C#® and Microsoft® Visual Basic® .NET.

You can use Orchestration Designer to create the orchestrations that you want to include in a BizTalk project. All orchestrations
that you create in Orchestration Designer have an .odx file extension. For more information about orchestrations and the
Orchestration Designer, see Using Orchestration Designer.

Schemas
A schema is the definition of the structure for a document or message. It contains property information as it pertains to the
records and fields within the structure. If appropriate, a schema can contain multiple subschemas.

You can use BizTalk Editor to import, edit, or create schemas. You can then use the schemas that you create to generate maps in
BizTalk Mapper. All schemas that you save by using BizTalk Editor have an .xsd file extension.

For more information about schemas and BizTalk Editor, see Creating Schemas Using BizTalk Editor.

Maps
A map is an XML file that defines the correspondence between the records and fields in one schema and the records and fields in
another schema. You create maps based on industry standards, non-industry standards (such as internal standards or legacy
issues), or existing files. You create maps when you want to transform data that you receive or send from one format to another.
You can use BizTalk Mapper to create maps that you include in a BizTalk project. All maps that you save in BizTalk Mapper have a
.btm file extension. For more information about BizTalk Mapper, see Creating Maps Using BizTalk Mapper.

Pipelines
You can use Pipeline Designer to create receive and send pipelines. A pipeline is a software infrastructure that defines and links
one or more stages for processing messages received or sent by BizTalk Server 2004. The pipelines implement the stages in a
specific order and include functions such as encoding or decoding, assembling or disassembling, and encrypting or decrypting.

The default pipeline references included in a BizTalk project can process only XML documents. If you want to process flat files, EDI
documents, or other file types, you must create new pipelines as appropriate. All pipelines created with Pipeline Designer have a
.btp extension. For more information about pipelines and Pipeline Designer, see Developing Pipelines.

Valid Files for BizTalk Projects
When you work with a BizTalk project, you can include many different files, such as HTML files, XML files, receive pipeline files,
and schema files. However, when you build a BizTalk project into an assembly, only the following file types are included in the
assembly: orchestrations, schemas, maps, and pipelines.

See Also

Working with BizTalk Projects
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Configuring Project Property Pages
Project properties configure global settings for projects that you create in Visual Studio .NET. BizTalk projects share many of the
project properties of other project systems. You configure these properties in the <Name of Project> Property Pages dialog
box. For BizTalk projects, there are two types of global properties: common and configuration.

The Common Properties folder contains the following categories of properties:

General. These properties define general information about the project such as the name of the file, the default namespace,
and the output type.
Assembly. These properties define information about the generated assembly such as the culture, version, and
configuration.
References Path. These properties specify the directories to search for the references associated with the BizTalk project.

This section contains:

Common Properties: General
Common Properties: Assembly
Common Properties: References Path
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Common Properties: General
In General properties, you configure the settings for the current project. This topic describes the properties that define the
settings.

Assembly Name
The Assembly Name property displays the name of the output file that contains the assembly metadata. If you change the value
of this property, you also change the Output Name property value.

If you change the property name, the new name must follow naming conventions for Microsoft® Windows® files and cannot
contain the following characters:

Dollar sign ($)
At sign (@)
Angle brackets (< >), brackets ([ ]), braces ({ }), and parentheses (( ))
Colon (:) and semicolon (;)
Equal sign (=)
Caret sign (^)
Pipe (vertical bar) (|)
Asterisk (*)
Exclamation point (!)
Forward slash (/) and backward slash (\)
Percent sign (%)
Question mark (?)
Comma (,)
Quotation mark (single or double) (' ")
Tab

Output Type
The Output Type property specifies the type of application to build. This is a read-only property.

Default Namespace
The Default Namespace property configures the default namespace for added items, such as artifacts, which are added by using
the Add New Item dialog box. You can change the name of the default namespace by changing the value of the property.

Project File
The Project File property displays the name of the project and contains build and configuration information about the project.
This is a read-only property.

Project Folder
The Project Folder property displays the directory of the project. For BizTalk projects, this is a read-only field.

Output File
The Output File property displays the name of the compiled output of the project. This is also known as the name of the
assembly, for example, <AssemblyName>.dll. This is a read-only property.

See Also

Configuring Project Property Pages
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Common Properties: Assembly
In Assembly properties you configure the settings for the assembly generated by the current project. All properties have
read/write access unless otherwise specified. Additionally, all assembly properties map to the fields in the AssemblyInfo.cs file in a
C# project. This topic describes the properties for the assembly settings.

For more information about assembly properties, see "Global Attributes" in the Visual Studio .NET Combined Collection at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25503.

Assembly Culture
Use the Assembly Culture property to configure the culture that the assembly supports. Culture information can include
language and calendar specifications.

Assembly Version
Use the Assembly Version property to specify the version of the assembly. In BizTalk projects, the assembly version is composed
of four parts and is in the following format: major.minor.build.revision.

Assembly Company
Use the Assembly Company property to specify the name of the company.

Assembly Copyright
Use the Assembly Copyright property to describe the copyright information for the assembly.

Assembly File Version
Use the Assembly File Version property to configure the Win32® file version number. The value in this field defaults to the
assembly version.

Assembly Informational Version
Use the Assembly Informational Version property to specify the version information that appears in the Assembly Properties
dialog box on the Summary tab. The runtime does not use this property. The value in this field defaults to the assembly version.

Assembly Product
Use the Assembly Product property to specify the product information for the assembly. The value in this field defaults to the
assembly version.

Assembly Trademark
Use the Assembly Trademark field to describe the trademark information for the assembly. The value in this field defaults to the
assembly version.

Assembly Configuration
Use the Assembly Configuration property to specify the custom configuration of the assembly. For example, you could describe
the assembly as "Retail," "Purchase Process," and so on. The runtime does not use data in this property.

Assembly Default Alias
Use the Assembly Default Alias property to configure the default alias. The assemblies use this default alias to reference the
project for which you are configuring the properties. This is a friendly name.

Assembly Description
Use the Assembly Description property to describe the nature and purpose of the assembly.

Assembly Title
Use the Assembly Title property to specify the title of the assembly. This is a friendly name that can include spaces.

Assembly Delay Sign

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25503


 

Use the Assembly Delay Sign property to configure whether delay signing is used. You use a Boolean value in this property.

Assembly Key File
Use the Assembly Key File property to specify the name of the file that contains the public key or the public and private key for
the assembly.

Assembly Key Name
Use the Assembly Key Name property to indicate the key container that stores the key pair used to create the strong name.

See Also

Configuring Project Property Pages
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Common Properties: References Path
In the References Path property you specify the directories to search for references associated with the project when the project
is loaded. This setting is specific to the selected project, computer, and user for which it is set.

For more information about reference paths, see "Reference Path, Common Properties, <Projectname> Property Pages Dialog
Box" in the Visual Studio .NET Combined Collection at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25504.

See Also

Configuring Project Property Pages
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Configuration Properties
In the Configuration Properties folder, you specify the target configurations for the project properties. The Configuration
Properties folder contains the following:

Build. Use these properties to define information such as the output path and warning levels for when you build the
project.
Deployment. Use these properties to configure information such as the server to which to deploy projects. For information
on how to deploy assemblies, see Deploying an Assembly using Visual Studio .NET.

This section contains:

Configuration Properties: Build
Configuration Properties: Deployment
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Configuration Properties: Build
In the Build properties, you configure the attributes for the project build output. This topic describes the properties that you set
on this project properties page. All properties described in this section have read/write access unless otherwise indicated.

BPEL Compliance
Use this property to configure whether to generate Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) compliance output.

Warning Level
Use this property to specify the warning level to use when you build the project. The default value is 4 (level 3 plus
informational warnings).

Treat Warnings As Errors
Use this property to specify whether to treat warnings as errors when you build the project. The default value is false.

Embed Tracking Information
Use this property to configure whether to embed tracking information in the assembly. The default value is true.

Generate Debugging Information
Use this property to configure whether to generate debug symbols. The default value is true.

Output Path
Use this property to configure the output files for the project configuration. The default value for this property is \
<ProjectFolder>\bin\<ProjectType> where the value of <ProjectType> is "Development" or "Deployment."

See Also

Configuration Properties
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Configuration Properties: Deployment
In the Deployment properties, you configure the attributes for the BizTalk project deployment. You must configure the Server,
Configuration Database, and Administration Group properties as a set for deployment to be successful. For example, servers
installed with BizTalk Server belong to an Administration group, and each Administration group uses a single Configuration
Database.

Server
This is the name of the server where the Configuration repository (also known as the Configuration database) is located. You
deploy the BizTalk project to this server if you configure the BizTalk project as "Deployment."

Configuration Database
You use this field to specify the name of the Configuration database for the deployed assembly. This applies if you have
configured the BizTalk project as a deployment project.

Administration Group
You use the Administration Group property to configure the name of the administration group for the deployed assembly. This
applies if you have configured the BizTalk project as a deployment project.

Redeploy
You use the Redeploy property to determine whether to delete the existing configuration and to re-create the configuration each
time you deploy the assembly. The default value is No.

Install to Global Assembly Cache
You use the Install to Global Assembly Cache property to indicate if Visual Studio .NET needs to install BizTalk assembly to the
global assembly cache (GAC).

See Also

Deploying an Assembly using Visual Studio .NET

Configuration Properties
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Solution Build Configurations
As with other projects that you build in Visual Studio .NET, you can use Configuration Manager to specify solution build
configurations. Solution build configurations enable you to determine which projects to include in different builds of a solution.
For BizTalk projects, you can use two default solution build configurations: development or deployment.

A development solution build configuration enables you to build a solution and to generate an assembly when you are finished.
When you create a BizTalk project, the default solution build configuration is development.

A deployment solution build configuration implements the same features and functionality as a development configuration, and it
also enables you to deploy the assembly after you build it.

To configure build properties in Configuration Manager

1. From the Build menu, select Configuration Manager.
2. In the Configuration Manager dialog box, select one of following to configure the build properties.

The following table describes the configuration settings.

Use this To do this
Deploy To change your deployment configuration.
Development To change your development configuration.

See Also

Deploying an Assembly using Visual Studio .NET

Creating BizTalk Projects
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Source Control and the BizTalk Project System
Source control is a mechanism in which a central piece of software stores and tracks file versions and controls who can access the
files. When you use source control, you can:

Limit the possibility of overwriting important files.
Apply version numbers to your files.
Archive older versions of a source-controlled file.
Keep track of who modified a file, when they modified it, and what they modified.

Visual Studio .NET enables you to integrate with any Microsoft Source Code Control Interface (MSSCCI)-compliant system. The
BizTalk project system supports all of the source control features that are available in Visual Studio .NET.

Note  For source control, you can use Microsoft® Visual SourceSafe®.

For more information about source control, see "Source Control Basics" in the Visual Studio .NET Combined Collection at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25506.

See Also

Working with BizTalk Projects
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Using BizTalk Type Browser
BizTalk® Type Browser is a tool available in Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET after you install Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004.
You can use BizTalk Type Browser to view all BizTalk-specific objects, such as orchestrations, schemas, maps, message types, port
types, and operations, in a BizTalk project. This tool is different from BizTalk Explorer and Solution Explorer. The BizTalk Type
Browser displays all items associated with the selected project in a meaningful hierarchy in the context of the business solution
that you are creating. For example, you can view all the schemas and maps that are included in or referenced by the selected
BizTalk project. You can view the relationship of all the objects.

The following types of objects can appear in BizTalk Type Browser, depending on what you included in your BizTalk project:

Schema
Map
Pipeline

These items only appear in BizTalk Type Browser if they are included in the selected BizTalk project. For example, if the BizTalk
project includes maps and schemas, but not pipelines, only maps and schemas appear in the browser.

If your BizTalk project includes references to other projects or assemblies, the items in the referenced BizTalk projects and
assemblies appear in BizTalk Type Browser. For example, if the current BizTalk project contains a reference to an assembly that
contains maps, schemas, and pipelines, all of these items will appear in BizTalk Type Browser.

You can use BizTalk Type Browser to view the logical hierarchy of all of the types in your BizTalk project, such as referenced
assemblies, schemas, maps, and pipelines.

Note  BizTalk Type Browser is available after you install BizTalk Server 2004.

To open BizTalk Type Browser

On the View menu, point to Other Windows, and then click BizTalk Type Browser.

—Or—

Press CTRL+SHIFT+J when you are in Visual Studio .NET

For information about how to create a project, see Creating BizTalk Projects. For information about adding items to a project, see
Adding Project Items.

Note  If you open BizTalk Type Browser and a BizTalk project is not open, or if there are no BizTalk projects in the
active solution, nothing appears in the browser window.

To view properties

1. In BizTalk Type Browser, select the node or item whose properties you want to view.
2. On the toolbar, click the Properties Window button.

—Or—

Press F4.

To change BizTalk projects

In BizTalk Type Browser, in the Browse list, select the project that you want to view.

This section contains:

BizTalk Type Browser Options
BizTalk Type Browser Nodes
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BizTalk Type Browser Options
BizTalk Type Browser includes two options that enable you to:

View the properties of an artifact. Click the artifact to view the properties for the selected artifact.
View a different BizTalk project. You view other projects in your solution or change the project that appears in BizTalk
Type Browser by selecting a different project from the Browse list in BizTalk Type Browser.

See Also

Using BizTalk Type Browser
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BizTalk Type Browser Nodes
A node in BizTalk Type Browser can be one of the following types:

Container
Reference
Type

An orchestration can only be viewed from assembly references.

This section contains:

Root and Container Nodes
Project/Assembly or Reference Nodes
Type Nodes
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Root and Container Nodes
Root and container nodes are the high-level nodes for organizing a project hierarchy. The root and container nodes can include
other containers, or they can hold items.

The following table describes the root and container nodes in BizTalk Type Browser.

Node Description Parent node
<Project n
ame>

This node displays the name of the cur
rent BizTalk project.

None. This is the top-level node.

References Container for referenced projects and 
assemblies.

Root node (<Project name>).

Schemas Container for all schemas. Parent project or assembly. This could be the current project (<Project name>
), or a referenced project or assembly.

Orchestrat
ions

Container for orchestrations. Parent project or assembly. This could be the current project (<Project name>
), or a referenced project or assembly.

Ports Container for ports. Parent project or assembly. This could be the current project (<Project name>
), or a referenced project or assembly.

Port Types Container for port types. Parent project or assembly. This could be the current project (<Project name>
), or a referenced project or assembly.

Roles Container for roles. Parent project or assembly. This could be the current project (<Project name>
), or a referenced project or assembly.

Role Links Container for role links. Parent project or assembly. This could be the current project (<Project name>
), or a referenced project or assembly.

Role Link T
ypes

Container for role link types. Parent project or assembly. This could be the current project (<Project name>
), or a referenced project or assembly.

Messages Container for messages. Parent project or assembly. This could be the current project (<Project name>
), or a referenced project or assembly.

Maps Container for maps. Parent project or assembly. This could be the current project (<Project name>
), or a referenced project or assembly.

Pipelines Container for pipelines. Parent project or assembly. This could be the current project (<Project name>
), or a referenced project or assembly.

See Also

BizTalk Type Browser Nodes
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Project/Assembly or Reference Nodes
BizTalk project/assembly or reference nodes contain items that are referenced in a project or references to message types.

The following table describes the project/assembly or reference nodes in BizTalk Type Browser.

Node Description Parent node
<Referenced project/assembly nam
e>

Contains items that are in a referenced project or assembly. The References container nod
e.

<Message type reference name> Contains a reference to a message type from within an operat
ion.

The Operations container nod
e.

See Also

Type Nodes

BizTalk Type Browser Nodes
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Type Nodes
Type nodes are definitions of items such as schemas, maps, role links, ports, and pipelines that are contained in your project or in
other referenced assemblies or projects.

The following table describes the type nodes in BizTalk Type Browser.

Node Description Parent node
<Schema name> The name of an XSD-based schema. The Schemas container.
<Map name> The name of an XSLT-based map. The Maps container.
<Role Link name> The name of a role link. The Project container.
<Port name> The name of a port. The Port container.
<Pipeline name> The name of a pipeline. The Pipelines container.

See Also

Root and Container Nodes

Adding Project Items

BizTalk Type Browser Nodes
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About BizTalk Namespace References Included in BizTalk
Projects
When you add a new BizTalk® project, the following namespaces are included by default:

Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines
Microsoft.BizTalk.GlobalPropertySchemas
System
System.Xml

You can also add new references and Web references to your project. For more information about adding references using the
Project menu, see Using the Project Menu. For information about adding Web references, see Adding Web References.

Caution  Do not remove the default references. If you remove the default references, you might encounter problems when
referencing BizTalk items in your project. You can restore default references in Solution Explorer.

Caution  If your BizTalk project references another assembly, and that assembly is updated, the updates or changes are not
automatically picked up in your BizTalk project. You should remove the outdated reference in Solution Explorer, and then add the
reference back (re-reference the assembly). Alternatively, you can close your solution and reopen it. In either case, the latest
updates to the referenced assembly are available to your project.

This section contains:

Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines Reference
Microsoft.BizTalk.GlobalPropertySchemas Reference
System Reference
System.Xml Reference
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Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines Reference
The Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines namespace contains the following pipelines:

XMLReceive
PassThruReceive
XMLTransmit
PassThruTransmit

A pipeline is a software component that defines and links one or more stages for processing messages received or sent by BizTalk
Server 2004. The stages include functions such as encoding or decoding, disassembling or assembling, and decrypting or
encrypting. These functions are implemented in a specific order. You can use Pipeline Designer to create receive and send
pipelines.

The default pipeline references included in a BizTalk project can process all types of documents using the PassThruReceive and
PassThruTransmit pipelines.

The following lists show the default components in the default pipelines. These lists also indicate the default order of the
components in each pipeline. You can add and delete components if necessary.

The default components in the default XMLReceive pipeline are:

Decrypter
Decoder
Disassembler
Validator
Party Resolution

The default components in the default XMLTransmit pipeline are:

Assembler
Encoder
Encrypter

See Also

Developing Pipelines

About BizTalk Namespace References Included in BizTalk Projects
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Microsoft.BizTalk.GlobalPropertySchemas Reference
The Microsoft.BizTalk.GlobalPropertySchemas namespace contains property schemas for the properties that various BizTalk
Server components use. This namespace contains system properties that the BizTalk engine uses, transport specific properties
that each transport uses for handling the configuration, and properties for configuring pipeline components.

The following table shows the global property schemas included in the Microsoft.BizTalk.GlobalPropertySchemas namespace.

Property sche
ma

Feature area and description

bts-btf2-proper
ties.xsd

Property schema.

btf2-endpoints-
header.xsd

btf2-envelope.x
sd

btf2-manifest-h
eader.xsd

btf2-process-h
eader.xsd

btf2-properties
-header.xsd

btf2-receipt-he
ader.xsd

btf2-services-h
eader.xsd

Schemas that define the BizTalk Framework constructs. These schemas are specific to BizTalk Framework Assemb
ler and Disassembler pipeline components.

bts-appstream-
properties.xsd

MSMQT-prope
rties.xsd

The BizTalk Message Queuing adapter uses these property schemas for internal purposes.

bts-system-pro
perties.xsd

This is a system property schema. The BizTalk engine uses most properties in this schema. You can use some pro
perties for message routing. For more information on the properties that you can use for message routing, see
Message Context Properties.

bts-endpoint-p
roperties.xsd

This is an internal property schema.

bts-mime-prop
erties.xsd

bts-xmlnorm-p
roperties.xsd

These are property schemas for pipeline components: MIME, XML, Flat File, and BizTalk Framework Assembler an
d Disassembler pipeline components.

bts-legacy-pro
perties.xsd

BizTalk uses this schema for upgrading BizTalk Server 2002 applications to BizTalk Server 2004 applications.

bts-messagetra
cking-propertie
s.xsd

The tracking engine uses this schema.



 

bts-soap-prope
rties.xsd

bts-file-propert
ies.xsd

bts-http-proper
ties.xsd

bts-smtp-prope
rties.xsd

bts-ftp-properti
es.xsd

These are transport-specific property schemas. Transports use these schemas to carry specific transport informat
ion and configurations. For more information on transports, see Connecting Applications Using Native Adapters.

XlangMozartPr
operties.xsd

The orchestration engine uses this schema.

See Also

About BizTalk Namespace References Included in BizTalk Projects
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System Reference
The System reference namespace contains fundamental classes and base classes that define commonly used value and reference
data types, events and event handlers, interfaces, attributes, and processing exceptions. This default reference is necessary for all
BizTalk projects to function properly. Do not delete the System reference.

For more information about the System reference, see "System Namespace" in the Visual Studio .NET Combined Collection at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25494.

See Also

About BizTalk Namespace References Included in BizTalk Projects
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System.Xml Reference
The System.Xml reference namespace provides standards-based support for processing XML documents. This default reference
is necessary for all BizTalk projects to function properly. It is highly recommended that you do not delete this default reference.

For more information about the System.Xml reference, see "System.Xml Namespace" in the Visual Studio .NET Combined
Collection at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25498.

See Also

About BizTalk Namespace References Included in BizTalk Projects
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Developing Orchestrations
Orchestrations represent the logic behind your business processes. They direct the flow and interpretation of information, and
specify actions that are to be taken.

BizTalk® Orchestration Designer is a tool for conveniently creating visual representations of your business processes that are
automatically reflected in underlying code and which you build into an executable module. It provides a wide variety of shapes
that correspond to different actions that you might want to perform.

This section provides conceptual information, reference information, and task-related information to help you to understand and
use BizTalk® Orchestration and BizTalk Orchestration Designer.

This section contains:

About Orchestration
Using Orchestration Designer
Creating Orchestrations
Building and Running Orchestrations
Working with the Orchestration Engine
Orchestration Developer Reference
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About Orchestration
Orchestration is a flexible, powerful tool for representing your executable business processes. You can design flow, interpret and
generate data, call custom code, and organize it all in an intuitive visual drawing.

Messages, the send and receive actions that operate on them, and the ports through which they are transported are all
fundamental elements of an orchestration. The message is the medium by which orchestrations communicate with the outside
world and by which e-business is conducted.

Receive and Send shapes encapsulate the functionality you need to receive messages in your orchestration and send messages
from it. You should become familiar with the various shapes that Orchestration Designer provides to represent the logical flow of
your orchestration.

You should understand advanced orchestration concepts such as Web services, correlation, and long-running transactions. You
might not need to use all of these facilities, but it is helpful to know what they can do for you.

Web services are programs with interfaces that adhere to the standards set forth in the Web Services Description Language
(WSDL). By defining message types, ports, port types, and operations in a standard way, disparate systems can communicate
effectively with each other.

Correlation is the mechanism by which messages are associated with particular running instances of an orchestration, so that
your business processes gets the appropriate information when many instances are running and many messages are being sent
back and forth.

Transactions enable you to maintain the state of an orchestration appropriately if any unexpected issues arise. Orchestration
Designer makes available various exception-handling facilities, which enable you to deal with errors in a controlled and
predictable manner.

This section contains:

Steps in Orchestration Development
Security Considerations for Developing Orchestrations
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Steps in Orchestration Development
To develop an orchestration, you typically perform the following basic actions:

Add shapes to represent your business processes.

Orchestration Designer provides you with a toolbox of shapes that can be used to represent different actions or other
abstractions. For more information, see Orchestration Shapes.

Define schemas to describe the format of your messages.

You can define schemas with BizTalk® Editor. For more information, see Creating Schemas for XML Messages.

Define ports through which messages are sent and received.

You can define ports to specify how and where messages are sent and received. For more information, see
Using Ports in Orchestrations.

Bind Send and Receive shapes to ports.

You can connect your Send and Receive shapes to ports and specify the port operations that they use. For more
information, see Using the Send Shape and Using the Receive Shape.

Assign or transform data between messages.

You can use the Construct Message shape to assign message values or do message transformations. For more
information, see Constructing Messages.

Identify any custom components that you might want to write to work within your orchestration.
Define and assign orchestration variables to manage data in your running orchestration.

You can use the Variables folder in the Orchestration View window to declare your orchestration variables, and BizTalk
Expression Editor to edit expressions that assign and use the variables in various shapes. For more information, see
Using Expressions and Variables.

Build your orchestration to test it for completeness.

You build your orchestration when you compile the project or solution that contains it. For more information, see
Building Orchestrations.

See Also

Building and Running Orchestrations

Deploying BizTalk Server Assemblies

Managing Orchestrations

Developing Orchestrations
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Security Considerations for Developing Orchestrations
When designing your orchestrations, you should consider potential security issues.

Avoid subscriptions based on content from untrusted messages

To ensure that a low-privilege message does not initiate an orchestration instance that could potentially create subscriptions
based on the message content or context, it is highly recommended that your orchestrations do not create their message
subscriptions based on the content or context of a message that is not trusted.

For information about security in BizTalk Server 2004, see BizTalk Server Security.

See Also

Creating Orchestrations

About Orchestration
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Using Orchestration Designer
This section describes the shapes, windows, dialog boxes, and other elements you use to create orchestrations with BizTalk®
Orchestration Designer.

The Orchestration Design Surface is a visual designer that you can use to create a BizTalk Orchestration, and is the central
component of Orchestration Designer. It is a canvas that you can drag shapes onto from the Toolbox, and then configure the
shapes. As a Visual Studio editor window, it occupies the main window area used by other Visual Studio editor windows.

The name of the orchestration is displayed on the top tab of the Orchestration Design Surface window and in the Visual Studio
window title bar.

The design surface itself is divided into three areas: the Process Area and two Port Surfaces. The central Process Area contains
shapes that describe the actual process flow of the orchestration. It is flanked on both sides by Port Surfaces, which contain only
Port and Role Link shapes that interact with the Send and Receive shapes in the Process Area.

Process Area

The Process Area is the main part of the Orchestration Design Surface of Orchestration Designer, and is always horizontally
centered in the Orchestration Design Surface.

On either side of the Process Area you see Port Surfaces. The Begin shape is placed at the top of the design surface and the
orchestration grows downward as you add shapes.

Port Surfaces

Two Port Surfaces are displayed in the Orchestration Design Surface, one on either side of the Process Area. Port Surfaces can
contain two kinds of shapes: Ports and Role Links. These shapes interact with the Send and Receive shapes in the Process Area.

It makes no difference which Port Surface you use for a shape; that is, the shape functions identically on either the right or the left
Port Surface. Having two Port Surfaces on which to place new ports lets you create orchestrations with fewer crisscrossing
connectors that therefore are easier to read.

Both Port Surfaces can be collapsed or expanded by double-clicking on them or by clicking on the double arrow icon.

Important  Many Orchestration Designer tasks require you to select various items such as schemas or orchestrations.
If these items are not in the current project, you must remember to add a reference in your project to the assembly
that contains the item that you want to select. To do this, right-click on the project and select Add Reference.

This section contains:

Orchestration Shapes
Select Artifact Type Dialog Box
BizTalk Orchestrations Tab, Toolbox
Call Orchestration Configuration Dialog Box
Start Orchestration Configuration Dialog Box
Correlation Properties Dialog Box
Transform Configuration Dialog Box
BizTalk Expression Editor
Filter Expression Dialog Box
Port Configuration Wizard
Role Link Wizard
Orchestration Designer Shortcut Keys

See Also

Developing Orchestrations
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Orchestration Shapes
Orchestration Designer is a visual tool for creating orchestrations. It provides several shapes that you can place on the design
surface as visual representations of underlying actions, and they can help you to efficiently design and implement an
orchestration.

Orchestration Designer gives you clues on how to proceed by the use of Smart Tags ( ) that appear on shapes that have not
been sufficiently configured. When you have provided all of the information that a shape needs to function properly, the icon
disappears.

The following table lists the available shapes, along with a brief description of the function of each shape.

Shape Sy
mb
ol

Purpose

Call Orches
tration

Enables your orchestration to call another orchestration synchronously. For more information, see
Using the Call Orchestration Shape.

Call Rules Enables you to configure a Business Rules policy to be executed in your orchestration. For more information se
e Using the Call Rules Shape.

Compensat
e

Enables you to call code to undo or compensate for operations already performed by the orchestration when a
n error occurs. For more information, see Using the Compensate Shape.

Construct 
Message

Enables you to construct a message. For more information, see Using the Construct Message Shape.

Decide Enables you to conditionally branch in your orchestration. For more information, see Using the Decide Shape.
Delay Enables you to build delays in your orchestration based on a time-out interval. For more information, see

Using the Delay Shape.
Expression Enables you to assign values to variables or make .NET calls. For more information, see

Using the Expression Shape.
Group Enables you to group operations into a single collapsible and expandable unit for visual convenience. For more

information, see Using the Group Shape.
Listen Enables your orchestration to conditionally branch depending on messages received or the expiration of a time

out period. For more information, see Using the Listen Shape.
Loop Enables your orchestration to loop until a condition is met. For more information, see Using the Loop Shape.
Message As
signment

Enables you to assign message values. For more information, see Using the Message Assignment Shape.

Parallel Act
ions

Enables your orchestration to perform two or more operations independently of each other. For more informat
ion, see Using the Parallel Actions Shape.

Port Defines where and how messages are transmitted. For more information, see Using Ports in Orchestrations.
Receive Enables you to receive a message in your orchestration. For more information, see Using the Receive Shape.
Role Link Enables you to create a collection of ports that communicate with the same logical partner, perhaps through dif

ferent transports or endpoints. For more information, see Using the Role Link Shape.
Scope Provides a framework for transactions and exception handling. For more information, see

Using the Scope Shape.
Send Enables you to send a message from your orchestration. For more information, see Using the Send Shape.
Start Orche
stration

Enables your orchestration to call another orchestration asynchronously. For more information, see
Using the Start Orchestration Shape.

Suspend Suspends the operation of your orchestration to enable intervention in the event of some error condition. For 
more information, see Using the Suspend Shape.

Terminate Enables you to immediately end the operation of your orchestration in the event of some error condition. For 
more information see Using the Terminate Shape.

Throw Exce
ption

Enables you to explicitly throw an exception in the event of an error. For more information, see
Using the Throw Exception Shape.

Transform Enables you to map the fields from existing messages into new messages. For more information, see
Using the Transform Shape.

See Also

Using Orchestration Designer
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Select Artifact Type Dialog Box
An item is used to configure elements of an orchestration in Orchestration Designer. Examples of items are schemas, maps,
pipelines, port types, and multi-part message types. When you develop an orchestration and its constituent parts such as port
shapes, transform shapes, and messages, you may need to refer to items that do not reside in the current orchestration, but are in
the current project or another project that has been compiled into a BizTalk Server assembly. You use the Select Artifact Type
dialog box to locate and then specify items when configuring an element within an orchestration.

The Select Artifact Type dialog box is available from many locations in Orchestration Designer. You can select <Select from
referenced assembly> in a drop-down list that displays configuration options; clicking this text opens the Select Artifact Type
dialog box.

Before you can select an item, you must first select the element you want to configure.

You can use the Select Artifact Type dialog box for the following specific purposes:

Action Purpose
Select a pipeline Select a pipeline for the pipeline property when configuring a port for direct (early) binding.
Select a map Select a map to use with a Transform shape.
Select a schema Select schemas in the project when creating multi-part message types.
Select a port type Refer to existing port types when creating a port.
Select a multi-part message type Refer to existing multipart types when creating messages.
Select a .NET type Refer to existing .NET types when creating variables or messages.

Reference pane

The reference pane of the Select Artifact Type dialog box displays references in the current project and in other available
assemblies. To select a reference in this pane, click it. To expand a container in this pane (such as the Assemblies container), click
the plus sign (+) beside it.

Item pane

The item pane of the Select Artifact Type dialog box displays the items contained in the reference currently selected in the
reference pane. The item pane has two columns, Item and Qualified Name, which display information about the items in the
current reference.

To use the Select Artifact Type dialog box

1. Expand the My References node in the left pane. The pane displays available projects and assemblies.
2. Expand the Assemblies node. One or more assemblies are listed, such as SYSTEM.DLL and

MICROSOFT.BIZTALK.PIPELINES.DLL.
3. Click an assembly. If the assembly contains items, they are displayed in the right pane. The qualified name of an item is

displayed in the right column of the right pane.

Note  If the current project contains items, you can click it to view its items and select one.

4. To select an item in the right pane, click it and then click OK to exit the Select Artifact Type dialog box. This assigns that
item as the type for the selected element. To close the Select Artifact Type dialog box without selecting and assigning an
item, click Cancel.

See Also

Using Orchestration Designer
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BizTalk Orchestrations Tab, Toolbox
The Visual Studio Toolbox contains tabs, which contain tools. The Toolbox always displays two tabs, the General tab and the
Clipboard Ring tab.

When you open a project that uses Orchestration Designer (a BizTalk Server orchestration), the Toolbox also displays the BizTalk
Orchestrations tab. The tools on this tab, called shapes, are visible and available for use when the BizTalk Orchestrations tab is
expanded.

To use an orchestration on the BizTalk Orchestrations tab, drag it onto the design surface of the active BizTalk orchestration. You
can drag Port shapes and Role Link shapes onto either the left Port Surface or the right Port Surface. Onto the central Process
Area you can drag all other shapes—shapes that describe the process flow of the orchestration.

For more information about using the Toolbox and Toolbox tabs, see "Managing Tabs and Items in the Toolbox" in the Visual
Studio .NET documentation.

See Also

Using Orchestration Designer
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Call Orchestration Configuration Dialog Box
You use the Call Orchestration Configuration dialog box to configure a Call Orchestration shape when you:

Specify an orchestration that you want the shape to call.
Specify arguments to pass to the orchestration (if it is a parameterized orchestration) that is called.

Orchestration Selection drop-down list box

Click the Down arrow in the drop-down list box to view available services and select one. This list contains all the services that can
be called from the current orchestration, including referenced assemblies.

Orchestration Parameters grid control

You specify the arguments to pass to a parameterized orchestration by using the Orchestration Parameters grid control. The
grid has four columns: Variables in Scope, Parameter Name, Parameter Type, and Parameter Direction. You can make changes
only in the first column; the other columns are read-only.

When you select a valid orchestration, its parameters populate the parameter name, type and direction columns of the grid
control. You then select the variables in each row to pass as arguments. You select these variables from a drop-down list present
in each cell in the Variables in Scope column. This list displays all the available variables of the type specified in the adjacent
Parameter Type cell. If only one object of that type is available, the Variables in Scope cell is automatically populated with that
object. You can also type in a Variables in Scope cell to select a variable that is available in the drop-down list.

Note  Because a Call Orchestration shape calls an orchestration, the "Orchestration Parameters" you select in this
dialog box actually refer to orchestration variables.

If an orchestration you are calling has no defined parameters, the grid control in this dialog box is unavailable.

To use the Call Orchestration Configuration dialog box

1. Using the Orchestration Selection drop-down list box, select an orchestration from the list.
2. Using the Orchestration Parameters grid control, specify arguments to pass to the orchestration—as specified in the

Orchestration Selection drop-down list box—that is called. You specify these arguments in the cells of the Variable
column, one variable per cell, by typing the name of a variable or clicking a variable from a drop-down list in a cell.

3. To configure the Call Orchestration shape according to the service and arguments that you specified in the dialog box,
click OK. To close the Call Orchestration Configuration dialog box without making any changes to the Call
Orchestration shape, click Cancel.

See Also

Using Orchestration Designer
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Start Orchestration Configuration Dialog Box
You use the Start Orchestration Configuration dialog box to configure a Start Orchestration shape when you:

Specify an orchestration that you want the shape to start.
Specify arguments to pass to the orchestration (if it is a parameterized orchestration) that is started.

Orchestration Selection drop-down list box

Click the Down arrow in the drop-down list box to view available orchestrations and select one. This list contains all the
orchestrations that can be started from the current orchestration, including referenced assemblies.

Orchestration Parameters grid control

You specify the arguments to pass to a parameterized orchestration by using the Orchestration Parameters grid control. The
grid has four columns: Variables in Scope, Parameter Name, Parameter Type, and Parameter Direction. You can make changes
only in the first column; the other columns are read-only.

When you select a valid orchestration, its parameters populate the parameter name, type, and direction columns of the grid
control. You then select the variables in each row to pass as arguments. You select these variables from a drop-down list present
in each cell in the Variables in Scope column. This list displays all the available variables of the type specified in the adjacent
Parameter Type cell. If only one object of that type is available, the Variables in Scope cell is automatically populated with that
object. You can also type in a Variables in Scope cell to select a variable that is available in the drop-down list.

Note  Because a Start Orchestration shape starts an orchestration, the "Orchestration Parameters" you select in this
dialog box actually refer to orchestration variables.

If an orchestration you are executing has no defined parameters, the grid control in this dialog box is unavailable.

To use the Start Orchestration Configuration dialog box

1. Using the Orchestration Selection drop-down list box, select an orchestration from the list.
2. Using the Orchestration Parameters grid control, specify arguments to pass to the orchestration—as specified in the

Orchestration Selection drop-down list box—that is started. You specify these arguments in the cells of the Variable
column, one variable per cell, by typing the name of a variable or clicking a variable from a drop-down list in a cell.

3. To configure the Start Orchestration shape according to the service and arguments that you specified in the dialog box,
click OK. To close the Start Orchestration Configuration dialog box without making any changes to the Start
Orchestration shape, click Cancel.

See Also
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Correlation Properties Dialog Box
You use the Correlation Properties dialog box to add or remove properties from a correlation type. The correlation type lists the
properties in a correlation set which are used by Send and Receive activities to make sure that incoming messages are properly
correlated with the right instances of an orchestration at run time.

There are two panes in the dialog box, each containing a list of properties. The left pane, "Available Properties", contains a tree
view of all of the properties that are defined in your project or referenced by it. The properties that appear by default are system
properties, defined by BizTalk Server, but you can also define your own properties in a property schema. For more information
about creating property schemas, see Property Schemas.

The right pane, "Properties to correlate on", contains a list of properties that you want to include in your correlation type.

To add a property to your correlation type, select it in the left pane and click the Add button.

The property appears in the right pane and disappears from the left pane.

To remove a property from your correlation type, select it in the right pane and click the Remove button.

The property reappears in the left pane and is removed from the right pane.

When you have added all of the properties you want, click OK.

The dialog disappears and your changes are saved to the correlation type.

If you access the Correlation Properties dialog box directly from a correlation set, a correlation type for the
correlation set is created if one does not already exist. Your changes will be saved to the new correlation type, and the
correlation set will be configured to use the new correlation type. If a correlation type already existed for the
correlation set and you make changes, the correlation type will be modified.

Note  Schema properties must be promoted before they can be used in a correlation type. For more information, see
Promoting Properties.

See Also
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Transform Configuration Dialog Box
You use the Transform Configuration dialog box to configure the Transform shape. Specifically, you use it to:

Assign the map to the Transform shape. You can create a new map or use an existing one.
Define source and destination messages to be used in the transform.

To open the Transform Configuration dialog box

Right-click a Transform shape (within a Construct Message shape) and click Configure Transform shape.

You enter data into the Transform Configuration dialog box using the following elements.

New/Existing Map File?

In this section, you can click either the New Map or the Existing Map option button to select a map to assign to the Transform
shape.

Use the Name field below the selected option button to specify a map. If you selected New Map, you can type a designation for
the map you want to assign. When you use the New Map option, you must specify the fully qualified name of the map in the text
box. The text box displays an example of such a name by default, because it is prepopulated with a unique identifier name based
on the project namespace and Transform shape name: <Project namespace>.<Transform shape name>_Map (for example,
MyProject.Transform3_Map).

If you selected Existing Map, click the Down arrow in the Name field to select which map file to use. This list box displays an
alphabetically sorted list of all the existing maps available in the project. In this list, if you click the text <Select from referenced
assembly>, the Select Artifact Type dialog box is displayed. For more information about the selections it makes available, see
Select Artifact Type Dialog Box.

Select Source and Destination Messages

Use this part of the Transform Configuration dialog box to configure the map you selected in the New/Existing Map File?
section. If you selected New Map in that section, you create that map by configuring it in this section.

If you selected Existing Map, you can use this section to do one of two things:

Select an existing map to reuse as-is in the current transform.
Select an existing map in order to change (reconfigure) it, and then use it in its new configuration in the current transform.

Specify source and destination messages by using the Source Messages and Destination Messages grid controls. You can use
these grid controls to change the map file in several ways. If you delete a message (a row in either grid control), add a message, or
select a message of a different type, you alter the structure of the map. When you alter the structure of a map, all other transforms
that use it must be changed to match the new structure of the map. Other changes, such as removing a message and inserting in
its place a message of the same type, do not alter the structure of the map.

The Source Messages and Destination Messages grid controls are identical in appearance and behavior. Each grid control has
two columns: Message and Type. You populate the grid controls by selecting messages in the Message column. (You add data
only into the Message column, because the Type column is read-only.) The cells in the Message column have drop-down lists
populated with message instances that are within scope for the current orchestration.

You can select a row in either grid control by clicking the right arrow (>) button at the left side of the grid control. After you have
selected a row, you can delete it by pressing the DELETE key. Deleting a row (a message) alters the structure of the map file that
contained it. You can modify only map files that are local to the project.

When I click OK, launch the BizTalk Mapper

Clicking When I click OK, launch the BizTalk Mapper opens BizTalk Mapper automatically when you click OK to close the
Transform Configuration dialog box and save your changes. You cannot save changes, however, if required information is
missing. In this case, finish filling out the fields in the dialog box and then click OK.

See Also
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BizTalk Expression Editor
BizTalk Expression Editor in Orchestration Designer is a standard Visual Studio text editor, which means it offers IntelliSense. You
use BizTalk Expression Editor to enter an expression in textual form.

Use the text box to enter a single expression in textual form. The expression can span multiple lines, but must end with single
semicolon.

Though you can use BizTalk Expression Editor to enter complex expressions easily and quickly, you cannot use it to enter an
arbitrary amount of code. The reason for this is to keep code for the business process separate from its implementation code.

For more information about using expressions in Orchestration Designer, see Expressions.

See Also
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Filter Expression Dialog Box
You use the Filter Expression dialog box to specify filter expressions for Receive shapes. You use filter expressions to express
conditions under which a Receive shape receives messages.

Filter Expression grid control

You build a filter expression by using this grid control to define the predicates that make up the expression. You can add, edit, and
delete predicates from the cells of the grid. This grid control has four columns: Property, Operator, Value, and Grouping.

Property. You can type a property reference, or select one from the cell's drop-down list. The list contains properties on the
incoming message.
Operator. You can type in this cell, or select an operator from the drop-down list. Possible selections are:
Operand Meaning
== Is equal to
!= Is not equal to
< Is less than
<= Is less than or equal to
> Is greater than
>= Is greater than or equal to
Exists Exists
Value. Cells in the Value column can hold any constant that you type in: a string-literal, an integer-literal, or null.
Grouping. Use this column to control predicate grouping. Filter expressions are always expressed in Disjunctive Normal
Form (DNF) so grouping can be determined automatically. AND means the predicate is to be grouped with the predicate
following it, while OR means the predicate is separate from the predicate in the next row. Gray brackets to the left of the
grid control appear when predicates are grouped together. Predicate groups cannot be nested. If you do not specify a value
in this cell, the value of the cell defaults to AND.

Hint label

This field provides user guidance. The label text changes depending on which column contains the active cell. The text displays the
column name followed by guidance text as follows:

Property. Please select a property on the incoming message from the list.
Operator. Select an operator to compare the Property with the Value.
Value. Select a message property from the list, or type in a literal value.
Grouping. Specify how this row is to be grouped with the next row. 'AND' will join the rows, and 'OR' will separate them.

Move Up button

Click this to move a selected row up. (First select a row by clicking the right arrow (>) button at the left side of the grid control.)

Move Down button

Click this to move a selected row down. (First select a row by clicking the right arrow (>) button at the left side of the grid
control.)

Subscription Expression field

This read-only text box shows the expression as you are building it.

See Also

Using Orchestration Designer
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Port Configuration Wizard
You use the Port Configuration Wizard to create and configure a port in Orchestration Designer. A port must have a port type
associated with it, and you use the wizard to select an existing port type or to create a new port type. For more information about
ports and port types, see Using Ports in Orchestrations.

Starting the wizard

Orchestration Designer starts the Port Configuration Wizard automatically when you select to create a new port in any of the
following ways:

Dragging a Port shape from the Toolbox onto a Port Surface on the design surface.
Double-clicking the Port shape in the Toolbox.
Selecting the New Configured Port command from the shortcut menu of the Ports folder in the Orchestration View
window.

Additionally, you can start the wizard explicitly by:

Right-clicking a port (on the design surface or in the Orchestration View window) and clicking Configure Port.
Running Smart Tag items whose associated actions cause a port to be created.
Selecting the New Configured Port Parameter command from the shortcut menu of the Orchestration Parameters folder
in the Orchestration View window.

Running the wizard

1. Open the Port Configuration Wizard.
2. Specify port information. To help you, the wizard displays several pages. After completing each page, move to the following

one by clicking Next, or move to the preceding one by clicking Back.

Port Properties. Type in a name for the port.
Select a Port Type. On this page, you first select whether you want a New Port Type or an Existing Port Type. If
you select Existing Port Type, you then use a tree control to choose which existing port type to assign.

If you select New Port Type, you then need to type the name of the port type in the Name text box, or accept the
suggested default name. You also select the port type's communication pattern (one-way or request-response) and
any access restrictions to impose on the new port type.

Port Binding. On this page you specify the direction of communication, also known as the polarity, and the binding
type of the port.

The polarity choice you make depends in part on the communication pattern of the port type that you selected on the
preceding page of the wizard, Select a Port Type. Your choices are summarized in the following table:

Port direction Communication pattern Direction of communication to choose on Port Binding page
Send One-way I will always be sending messages on this port.
Receive One-way I will always be receiving messages on this port.
Send-Receive Request-response I will be sending a request and receiving a response.
Receive-Send Request-response I will be receiving a request and sending a response.

You have a choice of four different binding types: Specify later, Specify now, Dynamic, and Direct. Each choice displays
a different set of configuration options, as summarized here:

Specify later. After selecting this option, you make no further configuration choices in the wizard because binding
information is not determined at design time. Typically it is added by an Administrator at deployment time.

Specify now. You can specify at design time a URI that defines the entity to which the port is to be bound. You also
need to select from a list of transport types that includes options such as BizTalk Message Queuing, FILE, and HTTP.
Finally, you select a receive pipeline and a send pipeline from a list of available pipelines. The list for each includes all
pipelines in the current project plus the option of selecting a pipeline from a referenced assembly, which displays the
Select Artifact Type dialog box.

Dynamic. This option has similar choices to Specify now, but it is available only for a send port. You can specify a



 

send pipeline to use. You can specify the port separately in an Expression shape so that it is assigned at run time,

Direct. For direct binding, you can either select a port to connect to, to do routing based on filter expressions on
incoming messages in the Message Box database, or to make it a self-correlating port. You can select a port from a
drop-down list box.

For more information, see Port Bindings.

3. Complete the wizard. The final page of the Port Configuration Wizard, entitled Completing the Port Wizard, displays the
choices you made on the preceding pages so that you can verify them before committing the changes. If the changes are
correct, click Finish. Otherwise, click Back to re-enter any information you want to change.

Then move through the wizard again and click Finish when the information displayed on the final page matches the
changes you want to make.

Note  If you are creating a new port and you click Cancel in the wizard at any time before finishing port
configuration, the port is not created. If you were using the wizard to modify an existing port, canceling the
wizard undoes any changes you have made. Otherwise, if you click Cancel in the wizard, the adapter is still
created, but its properties are not set. You can set port properties manually in the Properties window for the
port, or you can run the wizard again.

See Also

Using Ports in Orchestrations

Using Orchestration Designer
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Role Link Wizard
The Role Link Wizard enables you to create a new role link or modify an existing one. You can use it to set or view the name, type,
and access restriction of the role link, as well as the implements role and the uses role that compose the role link type. To
understand how role links work, see Using Role Links.

Role link name: The role link name is filled in for you and is either the current name of an existing role link that you are
configuring, or an automatically generated name if you are creating a new role link. In either case you can modify the name.

Role link type: You can select an existing role link type, or create a new one. Whether you are configuring a new or existing role
link type, you can specify how your orchestration participates in the service.

Role link usage: If you create a new role link type, both the implements and uses roles are automatically created for you, and
called "Provider" and "Consumer", respectively. You can select the role that reflects how your orchestration participates in the
service.

After you have completed the steps in the wizard, you can remove a role if you like—a role link type must contain one of either
role type or one of each role type. When you click OK, unconfigured roles are created corresponding to each name. You can also
select port types for the roles in the Types window.

Note  If you invoke the Port Configuration Wizard to create a port type for your role link type, and want to select a
previously defined port type, ensure that the access restrictions of the port type do not conflict with the access
restrictions of the role link type.

See Also

Using Role Links

Using Orchestration Designer
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Orchestration Designer Shortcut Keys
The Orchestration Designer design surface provides full accessibility using the keyboard. This accessibility begins when you open
the design surface, which you can do in Visual Studio by selecting menu options beginning with the New option on the File
menu.

Accessibility is also supported within the design surface, where, for example, you can select different shapes and parts of shapes
by pressing the Up and Down arrows. When a shape is selected on the design surface, it is highlighted on the design surface and
in the Orchestration View window (if applicable), while the Properties grid also displays information about the selected shape.

Orchestration Designer supports accessibility by providing a number of shortcut keys. Different shortcut keys are available
depending on what part of the design surface you are currently using.

You can also use many of the existing shortcuts available in Visual Studio, as for example when you are using Microsoft®
IntelliSense® in the BizTalk Expression Editor.

This section contains:

Shortcut Keys General to the Design Surface (both the Process Area and Port Surfaces)
Shortcut Keys Specific to the Process Area
Shortcut Keys Specific to the Port Surfaces
Shortcut Keys Specific to Port Connectors
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Shortcut Keys General to the Design Surface
The following table describes the keyboard navigation that is general to both the Process Area and Port Surfaces areas of the
design surface.

Key Effect
TAB Selection and focus moves to the shape with inactive selection in the next design surface area on the right (that is, the Pr

ocess Area or Port Surface).

Example: Selection and focus is currently on a port in the left Port Surface. When the TAB key is pressed, selection and fo
cus move to the shape that had inactive focus in the Process Area.

SHIFT + 
TAB

Same as TAB, but in the opposite direction.

PAGE D
OWN

Scrolls the page down so that later parts of the orchestration are shown. Selection and focus do not change.

PAGE U
P

Same as the PAGE DOWN key, but in the opposite direction. Selection and focus do not change.

SHIFT + 
PAGE D
OWN

Horizontally scrolls the entire design surface to the left by set increments. Selection and focus do not change.

SHIFT + 
PAGE U
P

Same as SHIFT + PAGE DOWN except that the design surface scrolls to the right. Selection and focus do not change.

ENTER Performs the default action for the selection, which usually means shifting focus to the Properties grid.
SPACE Selects the shape that currently has the focus. There is no effect if the focus is on a shape connector.
CTRL + 
SHIFT + 
F1

Toggles between expansion and collapse of the Smart Tag of a selected shape. UP and DOWN ARROW can then be used
to move through the items of a Smart Tag. When expanded, the Enter or Space keys execute the related action of a Smar
t Tag item (as well as collapsing the Smart Tag).

DELETE Deletes the current selection.

See Also

Orchestration Designer Shortcut Keys
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Shortcut Keys Specific to the Process Area
The following table describes the keyboard navigation available in the Process Area, the central area of the design surface used to
define the process flow of the orchestration.

Key Effect
DOWN
ARRO
W

Moves the selection to the next connecting line or shape below. If the shape is connected to several branches below (as in
the case of a Decide shape), the selection moves to the first shape in the leftmost branch.

If selection is on the End shape for the orchestration, pressing this key has no effect, because there are no more shapes b
elow it. If selection is on the Return shape within a branch of a complex shape, the next shape is the endpoint of the com
plex shape.

UP AR
ROW

Moves the selection to the next connecting line or shape above. If the shape is connected to several branches above, selec
tion moves to the last shape on the leftmost branch (even if the last shape of the branch is a Return shape).

Pressing this key has no effect when the Start shape is selected.

LEFT A
RROW

If the selection is on a Send or Receive shape and the shape is connected to a port:

If the shape has a port connector leading to a port in the Left Port Surface, focus and selection shift to the port conn
ector of the shape.
If the shape has a port connector leading to a port in the Right Port Surface, pressing this key has no effect.
If the shape has no port connector, navigation is the same as with any other shape.

For other shapes (or Send or Receive shapes not connected to a port):

If the selection is in a branch, and a branch exists with shapes on it to the left of the current branch, the selection mo
ves to the nearest shape on the branch to the left.
The key has no effect anywhere else in the orchestration.

RIGHT 
ARRO
W

Same as the LEFT ARROW key, but in the opposite direction.

HOME Selection changes to the connector that leads from the Start shape of the orchestration.
END Selection changes to the connector that leads into the End shape of the orchestration.
NUM L
OCK + 
-

Collapses the selected complex shape.

NUM L
OCK + 
+

Expands the selected complex shape.

NUM L
OCK + 
*

Expands the selected complex shape, plus any child complex shapes it may have.

See Also

Orchestration Designer Shortcut Keys
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Shortcut Keys Specific to the Port Surfaces
The following keys are active in the left and right Port Surfaces.

Key Effect
DOWN A
RROW

If a Role Link has the focus, focus shifts to the first port inside it. If there are no ports inside the Role Link, focus shifts to
the next port or Role Link below it.

If a port has the focus, focus shifts to the next port or operation below it.

If an operation has the focus, focus shifts to its first operation part. For the <New Operation> template, focus shifts to t
he next port.

If an operation part has the focus, focus shifts to the next operation part, operation, or port below it.

There is no effect if no more objects exist below the current one.

UP ARR
OW

Same as the DOWN key, but in the opposite direction.

There is no effect if no more objects exist above the current one.

RIGHT A
RROW

Left Port Surface:

If an operation part has the focus, focus goes to the first port connector leading out of it. If there are no connectio
ns on the current operation part, pressing this key has no effect.
If an operation has the focus, focus goes to the first port connector of the operation's first part that has a connecti
on. If there are no connections on the operation, pressing this key has no effect.
If a port connector gets the focus, whatever was selected in the Port Surface receives inactive selection.

Right Port Surface:

No effect.

LEFT AR
ROW

Same as the RIGHT ARROW key, except in the opposite directions (that is, no effect for the left Port Surface, and the foc
us can go onto a port connector for the right Port Surface).

HOME Focus and selection shifts to the first shape in the channel.
END Focus and selection shifts to the last shape in the channel.

See Also

Orchestration Designer Shortcut Keys
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Shortcut Keys Specific to Port Connectors
Key Effect
RIGHT ARR
OW

Port connectors leading to the Left Port Surface:

Focus and selection shift to the connecting Send or Receive shape. The port connector is deselected.

Port connectors leading to the Right Port Surface:

Focus and selection shift to the connecting operation part. In this case, whatever has selection in the Process Ar
ea now receives inactive selection.

LEFT ARRO
W

Same as the RIGHT ARROW key, except directions are reversed.

DOWN AR
ROW

Focus and selection shift to the port connector on the next operation part. If the last connector on the last port has fo
cus, pressing this key has no effect.

UP ARROW Same as the DOWN ARROW key, except in the opposite direction.

If the first connector has focus, pressing this key has no effect.

HOME Focus shifts to the shape connector leading out of the Start shape.
END Focus shifts to the shape connector leading into the End shape.
DELETE The port connector is deleted. This clears the Port Operation property on the Send or Receive shape. Focus shifts t

o the affected Send or Receive shape.

See Also

Orchestration Designer Shortcut Keys
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Creating Orchestrations
This section describes the various tasks that you need to perform as you create your orchestrations.

This section contains:

Creating and Modifying Orchestrations
Designing Orchestration Flow
Using Ports in Orchestrations
Using Role Links
Working with Messages in Orchestrations
Using Expressions and Variables
Using Transactions and Handling Exceptions
Using Business Rules in Orchestrations
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Creating and Modifying Orchestrations
After you have started a BizTalk project, you can create new orchestrations and add existing orchestrations to the project. See the
following procedures to create and save an orchestration, to add an existing orchestration to a project or remove one from it, to
change the name of an orchestration, and to set orchestration properties.

To create an orchestration

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click the project name, select Add, and then click Add New Item.
2. In the Add New Item dialog box, in the Categories pane, click BizTalk Project Items, and then in the Templates pane,

click BizTalk Orchestration.
3. In the Name box at the bottom of the dialog box, supply a name for the orchestration, and then click Open.

The new orchestration is created and displayed in Orchestration Designer, and a corresponding .odx file is created and
displayed in Solution Explorer.

To add an existing orchestration to a project

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click the project name, click Add, and then click Add Existing Item.
2. In the Add Existing Item dialog box, navigate to the directory containing the orchestration, select the orchestration, and

then click Open.

The orchestration is added to the project.

Note  When you add an existing file, the file is copied to your project. (The file is not simply added by reference.)
If you change the file in your project, the original file is left unchanged.

To change the name of an orchestration

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click the .odx file you want to change, and then click Rename.
2. Type the new file name you want, and then press ENTER.

Note  When you change the name of an .odx file, you might also want to change the name of the orchestration
type by clicking on the design surface to bring up the Properties window and changing the value of the
Typename property of the orchestration.

To save an orchestration

On the File menu, click Save <orchestration name>.

Note  Orchestration files are saved as UTF-8. Schemas, maps, and pipelines are saved as UTF-16.

To remove an orchestration from a project

In Solution Explorer, right-click the file you want to remove, and then click Exclude From Project.

Note  To remove the orchestration from a project and permanently delete the file, click Delete instead.

To include an excluded orchestration in a project

In Solution Explorer, click the Show All toolbar button, right-click on the .odx file you want, and select Include in Project.

To set orchestration properties

1. Open the orchestration by double-clicking on the .odx file in the project, or by selecting the tab containing the orchestration
in the Process Area.

2. In the Orchestration View window, select Orchestration Properties.

—Or—

Click the Process Area background of the Orchestration Design Surface.

3. In the Properties window, specify the following properties. Note that some properties appear only under certain
circumstances.

Note  The names of orchestrations, port types and multi-part message types must be unique within the scope of



 

a module.

Property Description
Batch Determines whether an orchestration that is an atomic transaction can be batched with other ins

tances.
Compensation Specifies what type of compensation to perform on the orchestration.
Isolation Level For transactional orchestrations, determines the degree to which data is accessible among concu

rrent transactions.
Module Exportable Determines whether or not the module can be exported to BPEL4WS.
Module XML Target Namespace The XML target namespace used when exporting types to BPEL4WS.
Namespace Determines the name of the containing module that includes the orchestration and the orchestra

tion types.
Orchestration Exportable Indicates whether this orchestration is intended to be exportable to BPEL4WS.
Orchestration XML Target Nam
espace

The XML target namespace used when exporting this orchestration to BPEL4WS.

Retry Specify whether to retry a transactional orchestration if it fails.
Timeout The time in seconds until a transactional orchestration fails due to inactivity.
Transaction Identifier Unique identifier for a transactional orchestration.
Transaction Type Determines whether the orchestration is an atomic transaction, a long-running transaction, or is 

not transacted.
Type Modifier Determines the scope of orchestration-level variables:

Private—Access to this orchestration is limited to the containing module.

Public—Access to this orchestration is not limited.

Internal—Access to this orchestration is limited to modules within the same project.

Typename Determines the name of this orchestration within the containing module.

This section contains:

Adding Parameters to Orchestrations
Adding Shapes to Orchestrations
Making Orchestrations Transactional
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Adding Parameters to Orchestrations
You can specify what parameters your orchestration should take in the Orchestration View window. An orchestration can take the
following items as parameters:

Messages
Variables (including objects)
Correlation sets
Role links
Ports

Parameters can be passed between orchestrations as in parameters or out parameters. In parameters can be passed by value or
by reference. Out parameters can only be passed by reference. Parameters can include variables, messages, correlation sets, role
links, and ports.

To set orchestration parameters

1. In the Orchestration View window, use the Orchestration Parameters folder to add variables, messages, and ports.
2. For each item added to the Orchestration Parameters folder, use the Properties window to specify the Direction

property:

In—A parameter passed in by value.
Ref—A parameter passed in by reference.
Out—A parameter passed out by reference.

To add a parameter to an orchestration

1. In the Orchestration View window, right-click the Orchestration Parameters folder and then click the kind of parameter
you want.

2. For configured ports and role links, use the wizard to configure the parameter.

—Or—

For other parameter types, use the properties page to configure the parameter.

Parameter types

Parameters can be passed by value, as reference parameters, and as out parameters. When a parameter is passed by value to an
orchestration, a copy of the data is made and used by the orchestration.

When you use a reference parameter, no copy is made. The memory location that contains the data is shared between the calling
program and the orchestration, and the contents of this memory location can be modified by the orchestration. Such a
modification means that the value of the parameter is changed not only in the orchestration, but also in the calling program.

An out parameter is similar to a reference parameter, but the orchestration cannot assume that it contains valid data when passed
in; rather, the calling program expects the orchestration to assign a value to this parameter.

Rules for orchestration parameters

You can pass only messages and variables (including objects) as out or reference parameters.
You cannot pass out or reference parameters to an orchestration in a Start Orchestration shape.
In parameters, including any role links and dynamic ports, must be definitely assigned before being passed to an
orchestration.
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Adding Shapes to Orchestrations
This section describes the procedures for adding and removing shapes in your orchestration. For more information about the
available shapes, see Orchestration Shapes.

To add a shape to an orchestration

In the Toolbox, on the BizTalk Orchestrations tab, drag the shape onto a connecting line on the Orchestration Design
Surface.

—Or—

Right-click the connecting line or the shape placeholder where you want to add the shape, point to Insert Shape, and then
click the shape name you want to add.

A Smart Tag appears on shapes that are not yet fully configured.

Note  Transform shapes and Message Assignment shapes can only exist within a Construct Message shape.
If you add one of these shapes to your orchestration outside of a Construct Message shape, it is placed
automatically inside a new Construct Message shape.

Note  Catch Exception and Compensation blocks can only exist following a Scope shape.

To remove a shape from an orchestration

Right-click the shape on the design surface, and then click Delete.

—Or—

Select the shape and press the DELETE key.

See Also

Creating Orchestrations
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Making Orchestrations Transactional
You can configure your orchestration as a transaction, in much the same way that you can configure a Scope shape as a
transaction. For more information, see Transactions.

This section contains:

Configuring Transactional Properties on an Orchestration
Adding Custom Compensation to an Orchestration
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Configuring Transactional Properties on an Orchestration
An orchestration can be treated as an atomic transaction, a long-running transaction, or neither.

To make your orchestration an atomic transaction

1. In the Orchestration View window, select Orchestration Properties.
2. In the Properties window, select Atomic in the drop-down for the Transaction Type property.

Batch, Compensation, Isolation Level, Retry, Timeout, and Transaction Identifier appear as properties in the
Properties window, just as they do for any scope. For more information on these properties, see Using the Scope Shape.

To make your orchestration a long-running transaction

1. In the Orchestration View window, select Orchestration Properties.
2. In the Properties window, select Long Running in the drop-down for the Transaction Type property.

Compensation, Timeout, and Transaction Identifier appear as properties in the Properties window. For more
information on these properties, just as they do for any scope. For more information on these properties, see
Using the Scope Shape

See Also

Making Orchestrations Transactional
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Adding Custom Compensation to an Orchestration
A transacted orchestration can have custom compensation code to reverse or undo the effects of the transaction. If the
orchestration has completed successfully and has been called by another orchestration, the calling orchestration can invoke its
compensation block using a Compensate shape.

To specify that an orchestration will use custom compensation

1. In the Orchestration View window, select Orchestration Properties.
2. In the Properties window, select Custom in the drop-down for the Compensation property.

The Compensation tab appears next to the Orchestration tab at the bottom of the Design Surface.

To design custom compensation for an orchestration

1. Click on the Compensation tab at the bottom of the Design Surface.

The Compensation Design Surface appears.

2. Add shapes to the Compensation Design Surface just as you would in the Orchestration Design Surface.

For more information, see Adding Shapes to Orchestrations.

See Also

Making Orchestrations Transactional
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Designing Orchestration Flow
This section discusses the various actions you can use to direct the flow of control in your orchestrations.

This section contains:

Sending and Receiving Messages in Orchestrations
Using Flow Control Shapes
Nesting Orchestrations
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Sending and Receiving Messages in Orchestrations
When sending or receiving messages, you need to know what types of messages you are working with, and how to ensure that
they get to the right place. For conceptual information on working with messages, see Working with Messages in Orchestrations.

This section contains:

Using the Send Shape
Using the Receive Shape
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Using the Send Shape
The Send shape ( ) sends a message to a port. You specify the message that you will send, and the port operation by which it
will be sent.

If you expect to receive an indirect response (not using a request-response port) to the message that you have sent, you need to
correlate the message with the currently running instance of the orchestration, so that the respondent can get the response to the
correct instance. You can apply a following correlation set to the Send shape for a previously initialized correlation, or you can
apply an initializing correlation set. For more information, see Correlating Messages with Orchestration Instances.

To configure a Send shape

1. Set a message and a port operation.
a. In the Orchestration View window, verify that your orchestration has both a message and a port operation defined for

the multi-part message type being sent.
b. In the Properties window, select the message to send from the Message property drop-down list.
c. In the Properties window, select the port operation that sends the message from the Port Operation drop-down list.

—Or—

Drag the send connector from the Send shape to the port socket that sends the message.

2. Specify correlation sets to restrict the messages the Send shape will send or to initialize the values in a correlation set.
a. For each correlation set you want to use, check a correlation set from the drop-down on the Following Correlation

Sets property.
b. For each correlation set that you want to initialize, check a correlation set from the drop-down on the Initializing

Correlation Sets property.

Delivery Notification

You can test to see whether you have successfully sent a message over a send port.

To do this, put your Send shape in a long-running or non-transactional scope, set the DeliveryNotification property to
Transmitted on your send port, and add a catch handler to your scope to handle a DeliveryFailureException.

The orchestration waits for acknowledgment at the end of the enclosing non-atomic scope, or the end of the orchestration, to
receive the acknowledgment.

Note  This applies only to one-way operations; failure in two-way (request-response) operations results in a
SoapException (negative acknowledgement) even without the port attribute being set.

Note  Delivery notification is not supported for direct binding.

Report to Analyst

Select True if you want to make this shape viewable in the Visual Business Analyst Tool.

See Also

Using the Receive Shape

Using Ports in Orchestrations
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Using the Receive Shape
The Receive shape ( ) receives a message from a port. You specify the type of message to be received, and the port over which
it is to be received. You can also specify a filter expression that tests properties on the message to decide whether to process an
incoming message.

A Receive shape can be used to start an orchestration. If you set the Activate property to True, the runtime engine will test an
incoming message to see whether it is of the right type and, if a filter has been applied, whether the filter expression is satisfied. If
the criteria for receipt of the message are met, the runtime engine creates and runs a new orchestration instance, and the Receive
shape receives the message.

Note  If the Activate property of a Receive shape is set to True, the Receive must be the first action in the
orchestration.

Note  If the Activate property is set to False on all Receive shapes, your orchestration must be called by another
orchestration in order to run.

Warning  If you put a Receive shape inside a scope with the Activate property set to True, and then add a .NET
Class variable to your orchestration without changing the variable's Use Default Constructor property to False, the
activate receive statement will be outside of the scope in the generated XLANG/S code, but the design surface will
continue to show it as being inside the scope.

If you expect to receive an indirect response (not on a request-response port) to a message that you have previously sent, you
need to correlate the message with the currently running instance of the orchestration, so that the respondent can get the
response to the correct instance. You can apply an initializing correlation set to the Receive shape if you plan to do subsequent
correlation on values in the incoming message, or a following correlation set for correlating using a previously initialized
correlation set. For more information, see Correlating Messages with Orchestration Instances.

To configure a Receive shape

1. Set a message and a port operation.
a. In the Orchestration View window, verify that your orchestration has both a message and a port operation defined for

the message type being received.

In the Properties window, select the message to receive from the Message property drop-down list.

b. In the Properties window, select the port operation to receive the message from the Port Operation drop-down list.

—Or—

Drag the receive connector from the Receive shape to the port socket that will receive the message.

2. Specify that the Receive shape will activate the orchestration.
3. In the Properties window, set the Activate property to True.

a. In the Properties window, click the Ellipsis (...) button for the Filter Expression property to create a filter to restrict the
messages that this Receive shape accepts.

—Or—

Right-click the Receive shape and then click Edit Filter Expression.

b. The Filter Expression dialog box appears. Use this dialog box to create one or more filter expressions. For more
information, see Filter Expression Dialog Box and Using Filters to Receive Messages.

Note  A message type must be defined and assigned to the Receive shape before you can apply a filter to
it.

4. Specify correlation sets to restrict the messages the Receive shape accepts.

For each correlation set you want to follow, check a correlation set from the drop-down on the Following
Correlation Sets property.
For each correlation set that you want to initialize, check a correlation set from the drop-down on the Initializing
Correlation Sets property.

See Also



 

Using Filters to Receive Messages

Using the Send Shape

Using Ports in Orchestrations

Using the Listen Shape
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Using Flow Control Shapes
Orchestration Designer provides a number of shapes that you can use to control the flow of your orchestration, either explicitly by
using the Parallel Actions shape or conditionally by using the Decision, Listen, or Loop shapes. It also provides the Group
shape to help organize your orchestration.

For more information, see Orchestration Shapes and Designing Orchestration Flow

This section contains:

Using the Decide Shape
Using the Parallel Actions Shape
Using the Listen Shape
Using the Loop Shape
Using the Delay Shape
Using the Suspend Shape
Using the Terminate Shape
Using the Group Shape
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Using the Decide Shape
The Decide shape ( ) is a convenience that Orchestration Designer provides for representing if/else logic. It always has at least
two branches: a branch for the if statement and a branch for the else statement. You can add additional branches for else if
statements as needed.

Each branch of a Decide shape, except the else branch, has a rule associated with it. You can use BizTalk Expression Editor to
create a Boolean expression in the rule that is evaluated for the execution of that branch. Because the else branch implies the
negation of the Boolean expression in the previous branch, it does not have an expression associated with it.

Below the rule or else clause, a branch of a Decide shape can contain additional shapes, just like any other part of the
orchestration.

To configure a Decide shape

1. If BizTalk Expression Editor is not visible, right-click the rule and click Edit Expression, or in the Properties window, click the
Ellipsis (...) button for the Expression property.

2. In BizTalk Expression Editor, create a Boolean expression for each branch except the Else branch. For more information, see
BizTalk Expression Editor.

To add a branch to a Decide shape

Right-click the Decide shape, and then click New Rule Branch.

—Or—

Drag a new shape between two existing branches.

Note  To remove a branch from a Decide shape, right-click the branch you want to remove, and then click Delete, or
select the rule branch and press the DELETE key.

See Also

Expressions

Using Flow Control Shapes
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Using the Parallel Actions Shape
The Parallel Actions shape ( ) provides a mechanism by which two or more different actions can take place concurrently but
independently. For example, if you are waiting to receive three messages and do not care in which order they arrive, you can place
a Receive shape in three different branches of a Parallel Actions shape, and whichever branch receives a message first can
operate on it without having to wait for the other branches to complete their actions. All branches come together at the end of the
Parallel Actions shape, and processing does not continue until all have completed.

Caution  If you place a Terminate shape inside a Parallel Actions shape, and the branch with the Terminate on it is
run, the instance completes immediately, regardless of whether other branches have finished running. Depending on
your design, results might be unpredictable in this case.

Synchronization of data access

It is possible that more than one branch of a Parallel Actions shape will attempt to access the same data. To avoid errors, place
any shapes that access the data inside synchronized scopes. You can specify that in the properties of a Scope shape that it is
synchronized or not synchronized. For more information, see Scopes.

To add a branch to a Parallel Actions shape

Right-click the Parallel Actions shape, and then click New Parallel Branch.

—Or—

Drag a new shape between two existing branches.

Note  To remove a branch from a Parallel Actions shape, right-click the branch you want to remove, and then click
Delete.

See Also

Using Flow Control Shapes
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Using the Listen Shape
Listen actions enable applications to wait for one of several messages on one or more ports, or to stop waiting after a specified
time-out interval, and branch based upon the results.

The Listen shape ( ) is used when an orchestration needs to wait for one of a number of events before proceeding. The first
shape within a Listen branch must be either a Delay shape or a Receive shape. The first branch for which a condition is met (a
delay is reached or a message is received) is followed. None of the other branches run.

You can add as many branches as you like. You can place any other shape below the initial Receive or Delay shape.

It is possible to use an activation receive in a Listen shape. If one branch of the Listen shape contains an activation receive, then
all branches must contain activation receives, and no timeout can be used. The activation receive must be the first action in each
branch.

To configure a Listen shape

You can use the Listen shape to branch orchestration flow based on the occurrence of one or more events. The first shape in each
branch must be either a Delay or a Receive shape. The first branch that meets its condition—the occurrence of a time-out for a
Delay shape or the receipt of a message for a Receive shape—will execute. You can add additional branches if needed.

1. Select a branch.
2. In the Properties window, specify the Branch Type property.

—Or—

Drag a Delay or Receive shape onto the branch.

To add a branch to a Listen shape

Right-click the Listen shape and then click New Listen Branch.

Note  To remove a branch from a Listen shape, right-click the branch you want to remove, and then click Delete.

See Also

Using the Receive Shape

Using the Delay Shape

Using Flow Control Shapes
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Using the Loop Shape
The Loop shape ( ) gives you a mechanism for repeating actions, including actions in other shapes, while some condition is met.
You can set the condition in the form of a Boolean expression by using BizTalk Expression Editor.

To configure a Loop shape

1. If BizTalk Expression Editor is not visible, right-click the Loop shape and click Edit Boolean Expression, or in the Properties
window, click the Ellipsis (...) button for the Expression property

2. In BizTalk Expression Editor, create a Boolean expression for the iteration condition. For more information, see
BizTalk Expression Editor.

See Also

Expressions

Using Flow Control Shapes
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Using the Delay Shape
The Delay shape ( ) enables you to control the timing of your orchestration. You can set a time-out on the Delay shape so that
your orchestration pauses before resuming execution.

There are two ways to specify the timeout for a Delay:

You can use System.DateTime, which causes your orchestration to pause until the specified date and time is reached.

System.DateTime.UtcNow.AddSeconds(60)

Note  Delays must be expressed in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) when using DateTime.

You can use System.TimeSpan, which causes your orchestration to pause for the specified length of time.

System.TimeSpan(0, 1, 0)

Note  If your Delay shape is inside a Listen shape, you do not need to add a semicolon at the end of the expression.

For more information on System.DateTime and System.TimeSpan, see "DateTime Structure" and "TimeSpan Structure" in the
Visual Studio® .NET Combined Collection.

To configure a Delay shape

1. If BizTalk Expression Editor is not visible, right-click the Delay shape and click Edit Delay, or in the Properties window, click
the Ellipsis (...) button for the Expression property

2. In BizTalk Expression Editor, create an expression that returns a System.DateTime object or a System.TimeSpan object.
For more information, see BizTalk Expression Editor.

See Also

Using the Listen Shape

Using Flow Control Shapes
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Using the Suspend Shape
You can use the Suspend shape ( ) to make an orchestration instance stop running until an administrator explicitly intervenes.
You typically do this to reflect an error condition that requires attention beyond the scope of the orchestration.

When an orchestration instance is suspended, an error is logged. You can specify a message string to accompany the error to help
the administrator diagnose the situation.

All of the state information for the orchestration instance is saved, and is reinstated if and when the administrator resumes the
orchestration instance.

Note  If a Suspend shape exists in an orchestration that has been called synchronously (as with the Call shape) by
another orchestration, the nested instance and all enclosing orchestration instances will be suspended.

Note  You cannot place a Suspend shape inside an atomic transaction.

To configure a Suspend shape

You can use the Error Message property to specify text that you want to be logged when a Suspend shape is encountered. This
text may be a literal string, or an expression that evaluates to a System.String.

Caution  If you enter a literal string, you must enclose it in quotation marks.

See Also

Using the Terminate Shape

Using Flow Control Shapes
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Using the Terminate Shape
When an abnormal situation arises, you can use the Terminate shape ( ) to immediately end all activities of a running
orchestration instance.

When an orchestration instance is terminated, an error is logged. You can specify a message string to accompany the error to
help the administrator diagnose the situation.

Caution  If you place a Terminate shape inside a Parallel Actions shape, and the branch with the Terminate on it is
run, the instance completes immediately, regardless of whether other branches have finished running. Depending on
your design, results might be unpredictable in this case.

Caution  If a Terminate shape is encountered in an orchestration that has been called synchronously (as with the as
with the Call shape) by another orchestration, the nested instance and all enclosing orchestration instances will be
terminated.

To configure a Terminate shape

You can use the Error Message property to specify text that you want to associate with the error that will be logged when a
Terminate shape is encountered. This text may be a literal string, or an expression that evaluates to a System.String.

Caution  If you enter a literal string, you must enclose it in quotation marks.

See Also

Using the Suspend Shape

Using Flow Control Shapes
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Using the Group Shape
The Group shape ( ) in Orchestration Designer enables you to group actions in an intuitive and visually manageable way. You
can collapse or expand a task to show or hide the actions within it, which can be helpful when working with large, complicated
orchestrations. It does not get saved as code—it is purely a graphical construct for your convenience.

Annotations and placeholders

You can use the Group shape as a placeholder for functionality yet to be added, or you can use it to make annotations about what
actions take place within it.

The name property on the Group shape can be up to 512 characters long. You can type annotations into the Name property and,
when the shape is collapsed, the entire name will be displayed. When the shape is expanded, the name is truncated.

See Also

Using Flow Control Shapes
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Nesting Orchestrations
You can use the Call Orchestration shape and the Start Orchestration shape to invoke one orchestration from another. You can
nest orchestrations to arbitrary depths as well: for example, a called orchestration can call a third orchestration, which can call a
fourth, and so on.

For more information, see Adding Parameters to Orchestrations and Designing Orchestration Flow.

This section contains:

Using the Call Orchestration Shape
Using the Start Orchestration Shape
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Using the Call Orchestration Shape
You can invoke another nested orchestration synchronously with the Call Orchestration shape: the enclosing orchestration waits
for the nested orchestration to finish before continuing.

You can specify parameters that will be passed to the nested orchestration. Parameters can be messages, variables, port
references, role links, or correlation sets. Passed-in port references, role links, and correlation sets all perform like self-addressed
envelopes: they supply the nested orchestration information it can use to send information back to the enclosing orchestration.

Caution  In this release, if you pass nonserializable objects such as XmlDocument or XmlNode as parameters to an
orchestration, it will fail.

To configure a Call Orchestration shape

1. Right-click the Call Orchestration shape, and then click Configure.
2. Use the Call Orchestration Configuration dialog box to configure the Call Orchestration shape. For more information,

see Call Orchestration Configuration Dialog Box.

Caution  BizTalk Server 2004 does not support recursive orchestrations. If Orchestration A calls or starts
Orchestration B, then Orchestration B cannot call or start Orchestration A directly, nor can it call or start any
orchestration that directly or indirectly calls Orchestration A.

See Also

Adding Parameters to Orchestrations

Using the Start Orchestration Shape

Nesting Orchestrations
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Using the Start Orchestration Shape
The Start Orchestration shape is similar to the Call Orchestration shape, but you invoke another orchestration asynchronously
with the Start Orchestration shape—that is, the flow of control in the invoking orchestration proceeds beyond the invocation,
without waiting for the invoked orchestration to finish its work.

You can specify parameters that will be passed to the called orchestration. Parameters can be messages, variables, port
references, role links, or correlation sets. Passed-in port references, role links, and correlation sets all perform like self-addressed
envelopes: they supply the invoked orchestration information it can use to send information back to the enclosing orchestration.
The Start Orchestration shape can only take in parameters; it cannot take out or reference parameters.

Caution  In this release, if you pass nonserializable objects such as XmlDocument or XmlNode as parameters to an
orchestration, it will fail.

The Start Orchestration shape is the only shape in which you can reverse the polarity on a port being passed as a parameter—
for example a uses port can be passed in to a started orchestration, but the started orchestration can be treated as an implements
port. Note that this can only be done with ports that use direct binding.

To configure a Start Orchestration shape

1. Right-click the Start Orchestration shape and then click Configure.
2. Use the Start Orchestration Configuration dialog box to configure the Start Orchestration shape. For more information,

see Start Orchestration Configuration Dialog Box.

Caution  BizTalk Server 2004 does not support recursive orchestrations. If Orchestration A calls or starts
Orchestration B, then Orchestration B cannot call or start Orchestration A directly, nor can it call or start any
orchestration that directly or indirectly calls Orchestration A.

See Also

Adding Parameters to Orchestrations

Using the Call Orchestration Shape

Nesting Orchestrations
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Using Ports in Orchestrations
Ports specify how your orchestration will send messages to and receive messages from other business processes. Each port has a
type, a direction, and a binding, which together determine the direction of communication, the pattern of communication, the
location to or from which the message is sent or received, and how the communication takes place.

Note  There is a distinction between a port and a port type. A port is an instance of a port type; several different ports
may have the same port type.

Depending on these factors, a port may have associated with it a URI (a physical location), a transport (either file, HTTP, or
BizTalk® Message Queuing), a send pipeline to prepare a message for sending (for example, by assembling, encrypting,
compressing, or performing some other action on it), and a receive pipeline to prepare a received message for processing (for
example, by disassembling, decrypting, or decompressing it).

You add ports to an orchestration in much the same way that you add controls to a Web Form or Windows Form. You can also
add ports by using the Orchestration View window.

To add a new port

Right-click a Port Surface or a Role Link, and then click New Port.

—Or—

In the Orchestration View window, right-click Ports and then click New Port.

A DesignTip appears on ports that are not yet fully configured.

Tip   You can also drag ports into a Role Link.

To add and configure a new port

1. From the BizTalk Orchestrations tab of the Toolbox, drag the Port shape onto a Port Surface or a Role Link.

—Or—

Right-click a Port Surface or a Role Link, and then click New Configured Port.

—Or—

In the Orchestration View window, right-click Ports and then click New Configured Port.

The Port Configuration Wizard appears.

2. Follow the steps in the wizard to configure the port. For more information, see Port Configuration Wizard.

To remove a port

Right-click the port to remove, and then click Delete.

Note  If you delete a port after it has been connected to a Send or Receive shape in an orchestration that has been
compiled, the port operations on the shape will not be deleted, and you will receive errors when you try to compile.
Connect the shape to another port and reconfigure the port operations

.

To configure a port by using the Port Configuration Wizard

1. Right-click the port to configure, and then click Configure Port.
2. Follow the steps in the Port Configuration Wizard to configure the port. For more information, see

Port Configuration Wizard.

To configure a port manually by using the Properties window

1. Select the port to configure.
2. In the Properties window, specify the following properties:

Property Description
Port Type Determines the communication pattern, operations, and multi-part message types associated with a port.



 

Communicati
on Direction

Determines whether this orchestration is the sender or the receiver for this communication.

Communicati
on Pattern

Determines if this port is used for request-response or one-way communication. (This property is determine
d by the Port Type property and is read-only.)

Binding Determines how a message gets to its destination:

Direct—Communication is with another orchestration.

Dynamic—Communication is with an endpoint that is determined at run time.

Specify later—Communication is with an endpoint that is determined by an administrator at configuration ti
me.

Specify now—Communication is with an endpoint that is known at design time.

Identifier The name used for this port in the orchestration.
Delivery Notifi
cation

For send ports, determines whether want to receive an acknowledgment when a message is sent successfull
y. For more information, see "Delivery Notification" under Using the Send Shape.

3. The remaining properties to specify are determined by the Binding property:

Direct binding—Used when communicating directly with another orchestration.
Property Description
Partner Orchestration Port Determines to which port the partner orchestrations will be directly bound.
Dynamic binding—Used when communicating with an endpoint that is determined at run time.
Property Description
Receive Pipeline Determines which pipeline to use for incoming messages.
Send Pipeline Determines which pipeline to use for outgoing messages.
Specify later—Used when communicating with an endpoint that is configured by an administrator.
Specify now—Used when communicating with an endpoint that is known at design time.
Property Description
Receive Pipeline Determines which pipeline to use for incoming messages.
Send Pipeline Determines which pipeline to use for outgoing messages.
Transport Determines which transport to use for sending messages.
URI Determines where to send messages.

To add a port operation

Right-click the port to which you want to add an operation, and then click New Operation.

To remove a port operation

Right-click the port operation to remove, and then click Delete.

This section contains:

Working with Port Types
Communication Pattern
Communication Direction
Port Bindings
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Working with Port Types
A port type consists of a communication pattern, a set of operations (requests or responses), and the message types that those
operations can work on. The pattern can be either one-way or request-response (two-way), and all operations defined on that
port type must use the same pattern. Note that port types are direction-agnostic: direction is specified on individual ports.

The scope of a port type is defined by the Type Modifier property. A port type can be public, private, or internal. If it is public, it is
visible to anyone interacting with the orchestration. If it is private, it is visible to other orchestrations within the same project and
namespace. If it is internal, the port type is visible only within the project. Since a port type definition includes message types, the
scope of the message type must encompass that of any port type that uses it.

Note  A port type can be applied to any number of ports. You can think of a port as an instance of a port type.

Note  A port type does not inherently have a communication direction; you set direction on individual ports.

To add a request-response port type

1. In the Orchestration View window, right-click Port Types and then click New Request-response Port Type.

The Port Types node expands, if collapsed, and a new request-response port type is added with one default operation.

2. Specify a name for the port type.
3. Define one or more port operations.

You can name your port operations, but when you are selecting them from another project, you will see them only as
"Request" and "Response." If you select a port operation from another project, verify that it has the correct message type.

To add a one-way port type

1. In the Orchestration View window, right-click Port Types and then click New One-way Port Type.

The Port Types node expands, if collapsed, and a new one-way port type is added with one default operation.

2. Specify a name for the port type.
3. Define one or more port operations.

To add a Web port type

Add a project reference to an assembly containing a proxy class for a Web service. For more information, see
Creating Web Ports.

To remove a port type

In the Orchestration View window, right-click the port type to delete, and then click Delete.

Note  If the port type is in use, deleting it will impact the configuration of any ports that are configured to use it.

Note  Items that appear as read-only are defined in another orchestration.

To set the type modifier for a port type

In the Properties window, set the following property:

Property Description
Type Modifier Determines the scope of the port type:

Private—Access to this port type is limited to the containing module.

Public—Access to this port type is not limited.

Internal—Access to this port type is limited to modules within the same project.

See Also

Communication Pattern

Port Configuration Wizard



 

Using Ports in Orchestrations
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Communication Pattern
Each port type has a communication pattern. The communication pattern determines whether one-way or two-way (request-
response) transmissions can take place on ports of the given type. For more information, see Port Configuration Wizard.

Note  Different ports of the same type will always have the same communication pattern, but not necessarily the
same communication direction.

See Also

Working with Port Types

Communication Direction

Using Ports in Orchestrations
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Communication Direction
Each port has its own communication direction. The communication direction is used in combination with the communication
pattern of the port's type to complete the definition of how a port can be used. The communication direction, or polarity,
determines in which direction messages will be transmitted over that port.

If the port's type has a one-way communication pattern, its communication direction can be either Send or Receive. If the port's
type has a two-way (request-response) communication pattern, its communication direction can be Send-Receive, in which a
request is sent and a response is received, or Receive-Send, in which a request is received and a response is sent.

See also

Communication Pattern

Port Configuration Wizard

Using Ports in Orchestrations
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Port Bindings
A port binding is the configuration information that determines where and how a message will be sent or received. Depending on
type, bindings might refer to physical locations, pipelines, or other orchestrations.

Binding at Deployment Time

You can bind your port to a receive location or to a send port. If you do not have all of the information you need to specify a
physical location, you can select the "Specify Later" port binding option in Orchestration Designer, and you only need to specify
the port type that describes the port. The information about the actual location will be specified separately after the application
has been deployed, either by an administrator in BizTalk Explorer or programmatically, perhaps using script.

Binding at Design Time

You can select the "Specify Now" port binding option in Orchestration Designer to specify at design time what pipeline you want
to use and the location you want to communicate with. This is useful if you know in advance the source or destination of
transmitted messages.

Direct Binding

Your orchestration can communicate directly with another orchestration by using direct binding. In this case, the message is
processed internally by the engine, and no external transport of the message takes place.

There are three flavors of direct binding. You can use direct binding to bind a send or receive action to one of the following:

A known port on a partner orchestration.
A port with routing information defined by a message subscription on incoming messages, based on a filter expression in a
Receive shape.

Caution  You must use a filter expression if you have an activate Receive shape receiving a message of type
XmlDocument on a direct-bound port with subscription-defined routing.

A self-correlating port, in which the orchestration engine will generate a correlation token on a message that is particular to
the orchestration instance, and you do not have to specify any correlation sets yourself.

Caution  Direct binding is not compliant with the standards of the Business Process Engineering Language for Web
Services (BPEL4WS). If you require BPEL4WS compliance, use another kind of binding.

Caution  When you use direct binding, you cannot exchange messages between one request-response port and two
one-way ports.

Dynamic Binding

If you will not know the location of a communication until run time, you can use dynamic binding for a send port. The location
might, for example, be determined from a property on an incoming message.

For information about how to dynamically assign values to ports, see Assigning to Dynamic Ports.

Web Ports

If your project contains a reference to a Web service, Orchestration Designer will detect it and will make available a corresponding
Web port type. You simply add a port to your orchestration and assign it an existing Web port type, and you will have a complete
Web port. For more information, see Creating Web Ports.

See Also

Working with Port Types

Communication Pattern

Communication Direction

Using Ports in Orchestrations

Port Configuration Wizard
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Using Role Links
You can group together a set of ports through which you will communicate with a business partner or other party—such as a
supplier, a shipper, or an internal cost center—that functions cooperatively with your orchestration to carry out a well-defined
interaction. If your role link represents a supplier, and you decide to change suppliers, an administrator can use BizTalk Explorer to
make the change, and your orchestration does not have to be redesigned, recompiled, and redeployed.

A role link is an abstraction for the interaction between your orchestration and the external party, and the roles that each side
plays. This abstraction of endpoints frees you to do such things as routing messages to different partners based on message
content, or the results of a database lookup in your orchestration.

Here are the basic tasks you will need to complete to use role links in your orchestration:

Create parties and ports and associate them with each other.

For information about how parties work, see Managing Business Processes Using BizTalk Explorer.

Add role links to your orchestration and add the ports to the role links.
Associate the ports with Send and Receive shapes.
When your role link is configured as a "using" or "consumer" role link, you will also need to set a destination ID.

A role link is an instance of a role link type, which consists of either one or two roles.

For more information, see Role Link Wizard, Using Ports in Orchestrations, and
Managing Business Processes Using BizTalk Explorer

Note  You can refer only once to any given port type within a single role link type.

Note  Since a role link type definition includes port types, the scope of the port type must encompass that of any role
link type that uses it.

Note  Configured ports placed inside of Role Links do not retain their associated binding information.

Roles

Roles are collections of port types, and each role either uses a service (as a consumer) or implements a service (as a provider). A
role link can include either a uses or implements role, or one of each.

A uses role consumes the services provided by an implements role. When you define a role link with one or both of these roles, it
is assumed that the complementary role is being fulfilled by the partner with whom you are linking. If a role uses a service, it
sends a message to a party that implements a service; conversely, if a role implements a service, it receives a message.

Role link properties

A role link has a SourceParty property, a DestinationParty property, and an initiating role.

An initiating role specifies on which role the first communication occurs, and which will therefore initiate the role link by setting
the value of the DestinationParty property.

If the initiating role is a consumer or uses role, you explicitly set the DestinationParty property (once and only once) in your
orchestration.

If the initiating role is an implements role, the DestinationParty property will be initialized automatically by the receive.

The SourceParty property is read-only, and will be supplied through a trusted pipeline component based on the NT identity of
the sender or a certificate associated with the message.

Initializing a consumer role link

To initialize a consumer or "uses" role link for a send action, you set the value of the DestinationParty, as in the following example,
where ConfirmOrder is a role link, and PartnerName and OrganizationName are parameters of a party:
ConfirmOrder(Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.DestinationParty) = new Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.Party(PartnerName,
OrganizationName);

This section contains:

Using the Role Link Shape
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Using the Role Link Shape
A Role Link shape contains placeholders for an implements role and a uses role. It can include one of either, or one of each.

You can add port types directly to a Role Link shape, using either existing roles or new roles, and existing or new port types.

To add a Role Link

Right-click a Port Surface and then click New Role Link.

—Or—

From the BizTalk Orchestrations tab of the Toolbox, drag the Role Link shape onto a Port Surface.

To remove a Role Link

Right-click the Role Link to remove, and then click Delete.

See Also

Using Role Links

Role Link Wizard
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Working with Messages in Orchestrations
A message is the basic unit of communication in an orchestration. It contains one or more parts along with context data that
describes properties of the message and its contents.

To add a message variable

1. In the Orchestration View window, right-click Messages and then click New Message.

The Messages folder expands, if collapsed, and a new message is added.

2. Name the message.
3. Specify the message type.

To remove a message variable

In the Orchestration View window, right-click the message variable you want to remove and then click Delete.

Note  To see how to pass a message in user code, see Using Expressions to Create Objects and Call Object Methods

This section contains:

Using Multi-part Message Types
Constructing Messages
Using Distinguished Fields and Message Properties
Using Filters to Receive Messages
Correlating Messages with Orchestration Instances
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Using Multi-part Message Types
Each message has a multi-part message type, a description of the message structure that consists of zero or more message parts.
The parts are defined by XML Schema Definition (XSD) language schemas or.NET classes. You can define your own multi-part
message types, or you can use existing .NET classes and schemas.

You can access or assign message parts directly within your orchestration, or you can use individual elements of message parts
that are exposed as distinguished fields or property fields. For more information, see
Using Distinguished Fields and Message Properties.

Note  A multi-part message type does not necessarily contain multiple parts.

Note  A message part can be defined by the .NET type XmlDocument, which can be used to contain an arbitrary XML
document, by any .NET type that is XML-serializable, or by any .NET type supporting custom serialization.

To add a multi-part message type

1. In the Orchestration View window, right-click Multi-part Message Types and then click New Multi-part Message Type.

The Multi-part Message Types folder expands, if collapsed, and a new multi-part message type is added with one default
message part.

2. Name the multi-part message type and the provided message part.

If your multi-part message type requires more than one message part, you can add additional parts by assigning a name to
the <New> message part.

3. Associate each message part with a type, such as a .NET class or schema.

To remove a multi-part message type

In the Orchestration View window, right-click the multi-part message type you want to remove and then click Delete.

Note  Removing a multi-part message type from your orchestration will also remove the type information from
messages that use it.

Note  Items that appear as read-only are defined in another orchestration.

To remove a part from a multi-part message type

In the Orchestration View window, right-click the part you want to remove and click Delete.

You cannot delete a message type's message part if the Message Body Part property is set to true. You must first set
the Message Body Part property to True for another of the message type's parts.

To set the type modifier for a multi-part message type

In the Properties window, set the following property:

Property Description
Type Modifier Determines the scope of the multi-part message type:

Private—Access to this multi-part message type is limited to the containing module.

Public—Access to this multi-part message type is not limited.

Internal—Access to this multi-part message type is limited to modules within the same project.

See Also

XSD Resources on the Web

Using Distinguished Fields and Message Properties

Working with Messages in Orchestrations
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Constructing Messages
You construct a message any time that you introduce a message into your orchestration, either by receiving it or by assigning
values to a message variable. Any message that you construct must have a message type, so that the runtime engine has a
complete description of the object that it is working with. The multi-part message type can be user-defined, it can be a .NET class,
or it can be a schema. You can construct messages in various ways: you can invoke a .NET class to create a message, assign one
message to another, or use a transform to map certain values within a message to values within another message. Messages are
also constructed by a receive action or when your orchestration accepts a message as a parameter.

Note  A multi-part message type does not necessarily contain multiple parts; it might contain just one.

Important  Messages are immutable in BizTalk; that is, once you have constructed it, you cannot modify the original.
If you need to make a change, you must construct a new copy of the message and assign values to it appropriately.

This section contains:

Constructing Messages in User Code
Object References in Message Assignments
Appending to Messages in User Code
Using the Construct Message Shape
Using the Message Assignment Shape
Using the Transform Shape
Assigning to Transforms Dynamically
Using XPaths in Message Assignment
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Constructing Messages in User Code
You can represent BizTalk messages at design time as either XSD schemas or .NET classes.

Messages represented as XSD schemas

A template XML instance of the XSD message type is defined at design time and then stored on disk. At run time, a .NET
component picks up the XML from disk and returns it as an XmlDocument. The orchestration code can assign this XmlDocument
result to the message instance declared in the orchestration.

The Message Assignment shape has a single line of code:

The Helper Component that creates the XmlDocument has a single static method:

Messages represented as .NET classes

This approach first involves creating a .NET class that defines your message type. A simple example of such a class is shown here.

MsgOut = CreateMsgHelper.Helper.GetXmlDocumentTemplate();

private static XmlDocument _template = null;
private static object _sync = new object();
private static String LOCATION = @"C:\MyTemplateLocation\MyMsgTemplate.xml";

public static XmlDocument GetXmlDocumentTemplate()
{
   XmlDocument doc = _template;
   if (doc == null)
   {
      // Load the doc template from disk.
      doc = new XmlDocument();
      XmlTextReader reader = new XmlTextReader(LOCATION);
      doc.Load(reader);

      // Synchronize assignment to _template.
      lock (_sync)
      {
         XmlDocument doc2 = _template;
         if (doc2 == null)
         {
            _template = doc;
         }
         else
         {
            // Another thread beat us to it.
            doc = doc2;
         }
      }
   }

   // Need to explicitly create a clone so that we are not
   // referencing the same object statically held by this class.
   doc = (XmlDocument) doc.CloneNode(true);
   return doc;
}

using System;
using Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes;

namespace NetClass
{
   [Serializable]
   public class MsgClass
   {



 

Once the message type is defined, it is very easy to write code in the orchestration that will create a new message of this type.
Within a Construct Message shape, you write simple expressions to create a new message of the MsgClass type shown above,
and then assign values to the fields which are attributed as Distinguished Fields (if you wish to override the default values). Note
that MyMsg is an orchestration message variable whose type is NetClass.MsgClass.

See Also

Constructing Messages
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      public MsgClass()
      {
         StrField = "OK";
         IntField = 1;
      }

      [DistinguishedFieldAttribute()]
      public String StrField;

      [DistinguishedFieldAttribute()]
      public int IntField;
   }
}

MyMsg = new NetClass.MsgClass();
MyMsg.StrField = "Changed Value";
MyMsg.IntField = 15;
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Object References in Message Assignments
When you first assign a .NET-based object to a message or message part, that message holds and maintains a reference to the
object.

For efficiency and scalability, the orchestration engine does not do a "deep copy" of the object: that is, it does not copy the entire
contents of the object to the message.

If you subsequently assign the object to another message or message part, any modifications to the original results in
modifications to the second message or message part. You should avoid this practice, because results are unpredictable.

If you need your second message to have a distinct copy of the object, you should assign the first message or message part to the
second message or message part.

Consider the following example:

Wrong way:

In this case, myMsg2.myInt has been overwritten, and now has the value 5.

Right way:

In this case, myMsg2.myInt still has the value 100, as expected.

See Also

Constructing Messages
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myMsg1 = myObj; // assign the first message
myMsg2 = myObj; // assign the second message (wrong!)
myMsg2.myInt = 100; // modify the second
myMsg1.myInt = 5;

myMsg1 = myObj; // assign the first message
myMsg2 = myMsg1; // assign the second message (right!)
myMsg2.myInt = 100; // modify the second
myMsg1.myInt = 5;
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Appending to Messages in User Code
Because of the way BizTalk Server handles messages, you cannot simply append a new node directly to an existing message.
Instead, you must clone the existing message, as follows:
Construct myModifiedMsg
{
myXMLDoc = myExistingMsg; // just holding a reference
.......// use CloneNode to make a fresh copy of myModifiedMsg
.......myXMLDoc = (XMLDocument) myXMLDoc.CloneNode;
.......myXMLDoc.append myNode; // here is the node we want to append
.......// update temp message
.......myModifiedMsg = myXMLDoc;
} }

Now you can use myModifiedMsg, which includes the new node. If for some reason you want to reuse myExistingMsg, you can
construct a new (empty) copy and assign myModifiedMsg to it.
Construct myExistingMsg
{
myExistingMsg = myModifiedMsg;
}

See Also

Constructing Messages in User Code

Constructing Messages
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Using the Construct Message Shape
The Construct Message shape ( ) is used to construct a new instance of a message type within your orchestration. It must
contain either a Message Assignment shape or a Transform shape, and can contain any number of either, but no other shapes.

You specify the message variable that you want to construct, and make assignments to the message or its parts. All assignments
to any given message must take place within the same Construct Message shape.

If you want to modify a property on a message that has already been constructed—such as a message that has been received—
you must construct a new message instance by assigning the first to the second and then modifying the property on the new
message instance; both the construction and modification occur within the same Construct Message shape.

To configure a Construct Message shape

1. In the Properties window, use the Messages Constructed property to specify which messages this shape will construct.
2. Add and configure one or more Transform or Message Assignment shapes inside the Construct Message shape.

See Also

Using the Message Assignment Shape

Using the Transform Shape

Constructing Messages
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Using the Message Assignment Shape
The Message Assignment shape ( ) enables you to construct messages by assigning one message to another, assigning
individual message parts, or calling a .NET class to construct the message.

Note  If you are constructing a new message or simply assigning a value to a message part or property, the Message
Assignment shape must be enclosed within a Construct Message shape.

To configure a Message Assignment shape

1. If BizTalk Expression Editor is not visible, right-click the Message Assignment shape and click Edit Expression or, in the
Properties window, click the Ellipsis (...) button for the Expression property.

2. In BizTalk Expression Editor, create an expression to assign values. For more information, see BizTalk Expression Editor.

Note  A Message Assignment shape can exist only within a Construct Message shape. If you drag a Message
Assignment anywhere else on the design surface, a new Construct Message shape will be created.

See Also

Using the Construct Message Shape

Using the Transform Shape

Expressions

Constructing Messages
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Using the Transform Shape
You can move data from one message into another message by using the Transform shape ( ). You specify one or more input
messages, one or more output messages, and an XSLT map for the transform. The map assigns message parts from the input
messages to message parts in the output messages. The number of input messages and the number of output messages do not
have to match.

Transforms are only used in the construction of messages, so your Transform shape always appears inside a Construct
Message shape. You can drop the Construct Message shape on the design surface and then drop the Transform shape inside it,
or you can simply drop the Transform shape on the design surface, and Orchestration Designer will create the enclosing
Construct Message shape for you.

Note  Any source or destination message in a Transform must be based on a schema.

To configure a Transform shape

1. In the Properties Window, click the Ellipsis (...) button for the Input Messages, Output Messages, or Map Name
property.

2. Use the Transform Configuration dialog box to configure the Transform shape. For more information, see
Transform Configuration Dialog Box.

Note  A Transform shape can exist only within a Construct Message shape. If you drag a Message Assignment
shape anywhere else on the design surface, a new Construct Message shape will be created.

See Also

Using the Construct Message Shape

Using the Message Assignment Shape

Assigning to Transforms Dynamically

About Maps

Constructing Messages
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Assigning to Transforms Dynamically
It is possible to dynamically assign different maps to your transform at run time. To do this, you can put a Message Assignment
shape in your orchestration, and use BizTalk Expression Editor to enter an expression that assigns the map you want.

The transform construct takes a fully-qualified map name or a System.Type variable. You can use either to select different maps at
run time.

Example

//begin BizTalk Expression Editor

See Also

Constructing Messages
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if (condition)
{
       MapType = Type.GetType("NameSpace1.Map1, AssemblyName1, Version=1.0.0.0,Culture=neutra
l, PublicKeyToken=111111111111");
}
else
{
       MapType = Type.GetType("NameSpace2.Map2, AssemblyName2, Version=1.0.0.0,Culture=neutra
l, PublicKeyToken=111111111111");
}
// use the map type in the transform
construct _responseMessage
{
       transform (responseMessage.x1, _responseMessage.x2) = MapType(requestMessage.s1, _requ
estMessage.s2);
}

// or you can use the fully-qualified map name in the transform
construct _responseMessage 
{
       transform (_responseMessage.x1, _responseMessage.x2) = NameSpace.MapName (requestMessa
ge.s1, _requestMessage.s2);
}
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Using XPaths in Message Assignment
You can use the xpath function to assign an XPath value to a message part, or to assign a value to an XPath that refers to a
message part. For more information on assigning to messages and message parts, see Constructing Messages.

Note  The use of the xpath function is not limited to message assignment. You can also use it in any expression, for
example:

Note  If you want to assign a value to a string, use the XPath string() function. For example:

Note  The engine is not schema-aware, so you can only read values from or write values to a node that exists in the
containing message (the complete path must exist), or the engine will raise an exception. This is true even if you
supply a default value.

Assigning to an XPath in a message part

Consider the following schema:

If ((System.Double) xpath(_RequestMessage.part, "number(//book[last()]/price)") == 75.00 && (
System.Boolean) xpath(msgBoolean, "string(//boolean)") == false)...

myString = xpath(msg, "string(/*/book[1]/title)");

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-16"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:b="http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/20
01/XMLSchema">
  <xs:element name="catalog">
    <xs:complexType>
      <xs:sequence>
        <xs:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded" name="book">
          <xs:complexType>
            <xs:sequence>
              <xs:element name="title" type="xs:string" />
              <xs:element name="author">
                <xs:complexType>
                  <xs:sequence>
                    <xs:element name="FirstName" type="xs:string" />
                    <xs:element name="LastName" type="xs:string" />
                  </xs:sequence>
                </xs:complexType>
              </xs:element>
              <xs:element name="price" type="xs:string" />
            </xs:sequence>
            <xs:attribute name="country" type="xs:string" />
          </xs:complexType>
        </xs:element>
      </xs:sequence>
    </xs:complexType>
  </xs:element>
</xs:schema>
You can use the XPath function as follows to set values on a document instance of that schema
type:
construct _ResponseMessage
{
_ResponseMessage.part = _RequestMessage.part;
xpath(_ResponseMessage.part, "/*/book[1]/@country") = "USA";
xpath(_ResponseMessage.part, "/*/book[1]/title") = "Legends";
xpath(_ResponseMessage.part, "/*/book[1]/author/FirstName") = "A";
xpath(_ResponseMessage.part, "/*/book[1]/author/LastName") = "B";
xpath(_ResponseMessage.part, "/*/book[1]/price") = 50;
}



Assigning to a message part from an XPath

Using XPath to assign from nodes and node sets

You can also use XPath to assign XML nodes and node sets to an XML element, a class, or a schema-based or class-based
message.

Suppose you have an XML-serializable class called Book, and consider the following examples:

Example One — select the fourth book element from the catalog, and assign it to an XML element variable:

Example Two — select the fourth book element from the catalog, and convert it using XML deserialization into a Book class
instance:

Example Three — select the fourth book element from the catalog, and convert it a message of type Book:

Example Four — select all book elements in the catalog, where MyMethod takes an XmlNodeSet as a parameter:

Example Five — add a book element to the "BookOfTheMonth" container:

Example Six — add all books that are priced at twenty or less to a set of recommended books:

Example Seven — call user code that returns an XML element:

Before applying examples five and seven:

construct objMessage
{
objMessage.BooleanPart = xpath("false()");
objMessage.IntPart = xpath("100");
objMessage.StringPart = xpath("'Hello'");
objMessage.StringPart2 = xpath("'World'");
}

[Serializable]
Class Book {...}

myXmlElement = xpath(myMsg, "/catalog/book[3]");

myBook = xpath(myMsg, "/catalog/book[3]");

myBookMsg = xpath(myMsg, "/catalog/book[3]");

MyMethod(xpath(myMsg, "/catalog/book"));

xpath(MyMsg2, "/RecommendedBooks/BookOfTheMonth") = myBook;

xpath(MyMsg2, "/RecommendedBooks/BestPriceBooks") = xpath(MyMsg, "/catalog/book[@price <= 20]
");

xpath(MyMsg2, "/RecommendedBooks/AdvertisedByPartner") = GetPartnerAdvertisedBook();

<RecommendedBooks>
       <BookOfTheMonth/>
       <BestPriceBooks/>
       <AdvertisedByPartner/>
</RecommendedBooks>



 

After applying examples five and seven:
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<RecommendedBooks>
       <BookOfTheMonth>
              <Book country="USA">
                     <title>McSharry</title>
                     <author>
                            <FirstName>Nancy</FirstName>
                            <LastName>Jensen</LastName>
                     </author>
              </Book>
       </BookOfTheMonth>
       <BestPriceBooks/>
       <AdvertisedByPartner>
              <Book country="USA">
                     <title>The Rooster</title>
                     <author>
                            <FirstName>Mindy</FirstName>
                            <LastName>Martin</LastName>
                     </author>
              </Book>
       </AdvertisedByPartner>
</RecommendedBooks>
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Using Distinguished Fields and Message Properties
Distinguished fields are message data of special interest that you use primarily to make decisions or to manipulate data in your
orchestration.

Message properties are either data—contents of the message itself—or "metadata"—context information about the message such
as time stamps or routing information. You can use system-defined message context properties or transport context properties,
or you can define your own properties by making reference to schema fields from within a property schema. Properties are used
in subscriptions and correlations.

You can designate a field in a schema as a distinguished field or property field by using the Promote Properties dialog box
from within the Editor. For more information, see Promoting Properties
You can designate a field in a .NET type as a distinguished field by decorating it with the DistinguishedField attribute, or as a
property by the Property attribute.

Using Distinguished Fields

Distinguished fields are referred to by the path to the field in the message, using periods to separate the message name, the
names of any records that enclose the field, and the name of the field itself:

MyMessage.MyRecord.MySubrecord.MyDistinguishedField

Using Message Properties

Once you have added a field to a property schema, its value can be accessed in the orchestration with code and in filter
expressions. For more information about property schemas, see Property Schemas.

Note  Message content or data properties are essentially shortcuts to the underlying data: if you modify the property,
the data will be modified, and vice versa.

Message properties are referred to by the name of the message followed by the namespace (the schema) and property name in
parentheses:

MyMessage(InvoicePropertySchema.InvoiceID)

Property Sets

You can also assign all of the context properties of one message (a property set) to the context properties of another message. To
assign a property set, you simply place an asterisk in parentheses after both message names, in the same way you would put a
property in parentheses:

MyMessage2(*) = MyMessage1(*);

After the property set has been assigned to MyMessage2 in the example, all of the properties in MyMessage2 contain the same
values as the properties in MyMessage1.

See Also

Promoting Properties

Using Filters to Receive Messages

Working with Messages in Orchestrations
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Using Filters to Receive Messages
A filter is an expression that you apply to an incoming message to determine whether the message meets your criteria (if any) for
being processed. If it does, the message is accepted by the receive action and the orchestration is activated. You apply a filter to a
receive action that activates an orchestration.

To create a filter expression, you compare a property of an incoming message on the left side of the expression with a constant on
the right side of the expression. You can also create compound expressions by applying the AND and OR operators to two or
more expressions. You can also leave blank the filter expression, in which case all messages will be accepted.

A filter expression might look like the following:

InvoiceSchema.Quantity >= 1000

In this example, an incoming message is presented to the orchestration. The orchestration has an activation Receive shape (the
Activation property is set to True so that receipt of a certain message will cause the orchestration to be run) with the preceding
filter expression applied to it. The incoming message is expected to have property called Quantity in the namespace
InvoiceSchema. The orchestration accepts only invoices for 1000 or more items, so the runtime engine checks the incoming
message before it runs.

The following table shows operators that you can use in filter expressions.

Operator Description Example
== equal to ReqMsg(Total) == 100
!= not equal to ReqMsg(Total) != 100
< less than ReqMsg(Total) < 100
> greater than ReqMsg(Total) > 100
<= less than or equal to ReqMsg(Total) <= 100
>= greater than or equal to ReqMsg(Total) >= 100
exists exists ReqMsg(Description) exists

Note  String values in filter expressions are enclosed in quotation marks, for example: ReqMsg(Description) =
"Purchase Order Status". You cannot use a character value in a filter expression.

Warning  If your activate receive is associated with a direct-bound port, and you subsequently send a message of the
same type with the same value for the property tested in your filter, you will create an infinite loop. The message will
go to the MessageBox, where it will be picked up again because it matches the filter criteria. To avoid this, you should
either filter on a different property, send a message of a different type, or be sure to change the value of the property
before sending out a message of the same type.

See Also

Using the Receive Shape

Correlating Messages with Orchestration Instances

Using Distinguished Fields and Message Properties

Filter Expression Dialog Box

Working with Messages in Orchestrations
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Correlating Messages with Orchestration Instances
Correlation is the process of matching an incoming message with the appropriate instance of an orchestration. You can create any
number of instances of a given orchestration, and while each of them will perform the same actions, they will do so on different
data.

If, for example, your orchestration is designed to issue a purchase order, receive an invoice, and send payment, you need to be
sure that the invoice message is received by the orchestration instance that the corresponding purchase order was sent from.
Imagine ordering a single item and getting back an invoice for 1000 items, or vice versa, and you will understand the importance
of correlation. Likewise, if two related messages are meant to be kept together and sent one after the other, you use correlation to
make sure that they are received in the same instance.

You must use correlation whenever your orchestration does not have an explicit way of associating a message with an instance,
such as an activate receive, a request-response, or a self-correlating port.

Correlation sets

You can achieve this sort of correlation of messages with orchestration instances by defining correlation sets. A correlation set is a
set of properties with specific values. This is different from a correlation type, which is simply a list of properties. If an incoming
message does not have all of these properties, with matching values for each, correlation will fail and the message will not be
received by the orchestration instance.

You initialize a correlation set in a receive action or a send action.

Properties and correlation types

Each correlation set is based on a correlation type, which is simply a list of properties. These properties might be data
properties, which are found in the message itself, or context properties, which describe details of the system or messages that are
unrelated to the data being conveyed in the message.

You can use a correlation type in more than one correlation set. If you need to correlate on different values for the properties in a
correlation type, you must create a new correlation set—each correlation set can be initialized only once.

You can promote properties in a property schema to declare that certain properties in a message are accessible to your
orchestration. For more information, see Promoting Properties.

Caution  Do not set the system-defined property BTS.CorrelationToken that is associated with each message. This is
used by the engine in correlating messages, and setting it could result in your orchestration losing messages.

Convoys

Convoys are groups of related messages that are intended by a partner business process to be handled in a specific order within
an orchestration. For example, an orchestration might need to receive five different messages before any processing can begin.
For more information, see Working with Convoy Scenarios.

Validating message correlation on Send actions

You can validate the properties of a message that you send from your orchestration to ensure that it reflects the properties in its
correlation set. By default, this validation is disabled. For information on how to enable it, see Runtime Validation.

Passing correlation sets as parameters to orchestrations

You can pass correlations as in parameters to other orchestrations.

This section contains:

Adding, Configuring, and Removing Correlation Types
Adding and Removing Correlation Sets
Configuring Correlation Sets
Working with Convoy Scenarios
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Adding, Configuring, and Removing Correlation Types
You can use the Orchestration View window to add correlation types to or remove them from your orchestration.

To add and configure a correlation type

In the Orchestration View window, right-click Correlation Types and then click New Correlation Type.

The Correlation Properties dialog box comes up. Add properties that you want to include in your correlation type. For
more information, see Correlation Properties Dialog Box.

To remove a correlation type

In the Orchestration View window, right-click the correlation type you want to remove and then click Delete.

See Also

Correlating Messages with Orchestration Instances
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Adding and Removing Correlation Sets
You can use the Orchestration View window to add correlation sets to or remove them from your orchestration. A correlation set
is an instance of a correlation type.

To add and configure a correlation set

In the Orchestration View window, right-click Correlation Sets and then click New Correlation Set.

The Correlation Properties dialog box appears. Add properties that you want to include in your correlation set. The
correlation set and a corresponding correlation type will be created. For more information, see
Correlation Properties Dialog Box.

To remove a correlation set

In the Orchestration View window, right-click the correlation set you want to remove and then click Delete.

See Also

Correlating Messages with Orchestration Instances
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Configuring Correlation Sets
To configure your correlation set, you can select an existing correlation type, create a new correlation type, or modify an existing
correlation type.

To assign a correlation type to a correlation set

Select an existing correlation type.

- Or -

Right-click the new correlation type and select Configure Correlation Properties.

- Or -

Click the Ellipsis (...) button on Correlation Properties in the Properties window.

The Correlation Properties dialog box comes up. Add properties that you want to include in your correlation set. For more
information, see Correlation Properties Dialog Box. If a correlation type was not already assigned to your correlation set, a
new correlation type will be created.

If a correlation type already exists for your correlation set, and you add or remove properties with the Correlation
Properties dialog box, the existing correlation type will be modified.

To associate send and receive activities with a correlation set

Expand the Correlation Set node.
Select a send or receive activity from the drop-down.

- Or -

Select the correlation set in either the Initializing Correlation Sets property or the Following Correlation Sets property
in the Properties window for each Send or Receive shape you want to associate with the correlation set. For more
information, see Using the Send Shape and Using the Receive Shape.

To disassociate send and receive activities from a correlation set

In the Orchestration View window, expand the correlation set node if necessary, right-click the activity you want to remove,
and then click Delete.

- Or -

Uncheck the correlation set in either the Initializing Correlation Sets property or the Following Correlation Sets
property in the Properties window for each Send or Receive shape you want to disassociate from the correlation set. For
more information, see Using the Send Shape and Using the Receive Shape.

See Also

Using the Receive Shape

Using Filters to Receive Messages

Correlating Messages with Orchestration Instances
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Working with Convoy Scenarios
When a group of correlated messages could potentially be received at the same time, a race condition could occur in which a
correlation set in a particular orchestration instance must be initialized by one of the messages before the other messages can be
correlated to that orchestration instance. To ensure that all of the correlated messages will be received by the same orchestration
instance, BizTalk detects the potential for such a race condition and treats these messages as a convoy.

There are two main types of convoys: concurrent correlated receives and sequential correlated receives.

A convoy set is a group of correlation sets that are used in a convoy.

Note the following general restrictions on convoys:

A convoy set can contain no more than three properties.
Concurrent and sequential convoys can coexist in an orchestration, but they cannot use any shared correlation sets.
Correlation sets passed into started orchestrations do not receive convoy processing in the started orchestration.
You cannot initialize two or more correlation sets with one receive to be used in separate convoys. For example, if receive r1
initializes correlation sets c1 and c2, receive r2 follows c1, and receive r3 follows c2, then the orchestration engine will not
treat these as convoys. It is a valid convoy scenario if both r2 and r3 follow both c1 and c2, both follow c1 only, or both
follow c2 only.

For more information about correlation, see Correlating Messages with Orchestration Instances

This section contains:

Concurrent Correlated Receives
Sequential Correlated Receives
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Concurrent Correlated Receives
Concurrent correlated receives are correlated receive statements in two or more branches of a Parallel Task shape.

If a correlation is initialized in more than one parallel task, each correlated receive must initialize exactly the same set of
correlations. The first such task that receives a correlated message will do the actual initialization, and validation will be done on
the others.

See Also

Sequential Correlated Receives

Working with Convoy Scenarios
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Sequential Correlated Receives
Sequential correlated receives are receives that are correlated to previous receives.

Convoy processing takes place for cases in which the correlation sets for a receive are initialized by another receive.

Note  Any correlation set that is being followed by a send statement (chronologically) prior to the particular receive
statement is not considered as a part of the convoy set.

For receives that require convoy processing, the following restrictions apply:

The correlation sets that constitute a sequential convoy set for a particular receive must be initialized by one preceding
receive.
The port for a receive that requires sequential convoy processing must be the same as the port for the receive initializing the
convoy set. Cross-port convoys are not supported.
Message types for a particular receive that require convoy processing must match the message type for the receive
initializing the convoy set, unless the receive statement is operating on an Ordered Delivery port.
All receives participating in a sequential convoy must follow all the correlation sets that are initialized (or followed) by the
initializing receive, unless operating on an ordered delivery port.
If a sequential convoy is initialized by an activate receive statement, then the activate receive cannot have a filter expression
unless operating on an Ordered Delivery port.
If a sequential convoy is initialized by an activate receive, the following receives cannot be inside a nested orchestration.
Otherwise the preceding rules apply for nested orchestrations.

See Also

Concurrent Correlated Receives

Working with Convoy Scenarios
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Using Expressions and Variables
Orchestration Designer provides facilities for managing data in your orchestration. You can define data types in the Orchestration
View window, create messages, variables, and parameters in the Orchestration View window, and use BizTalk Expression Editor to
add logic to manipulate and test values.

This section contains:

Expressions
Orchestration Variables
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Expressions
You can create expressions to make decisions, set delays, make .NET calls, and test while loop conditions. You can use operators to
build rich expressions. You can assign values to and from messages and their distinguished fields, assign values to dynamic ports,
call .NET classes, and pass messages as parameters to .NET calls.

To open BizTalk Expression Editor

1. Right-click an Expression shape, a Loop shape, a Message Assignment shape, a Delay shape, or a branch of a Decide
shape.

2. Click Edit Expression.

BizTalk Expression Editor appears.

To create or edit an expression

1. Type or edit the expression in the text field of BizTalk Expression Editor.
2. Click OK. This saves the expression and applies it to the selected shape.

This section contains:

Using Expressions to Refer to Message Components
Assigning to Dynamic Ports
Using Expressions to Create Objects and Call Object Methods
Using the Expression Shape
Using BizTalk Expression Editor
Shapes that Take Expressions
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Using Expressions to Refer to Message Components
You can use expressions to manipulate messages in various ways in your orchestration.

Referring to message fields

You can refer to a distinguished field in a message by appending the field name to the message name as follows:

MyMsg.Amount

In this example, MyMsg is the message, and Amount is a field that has been identified as a distinguished field for the message
type that MyMsg is based on.

Assigning to messages and message parts

You can assign a message directly to another message, or a message part to a message part:

MyMsg = IncomingMsg;

MyMsg.Invoice = IncomingMsg.Invoice;

In this example, Invoice is a message part based on a schema.

If you want to modify a property on a message that has already been constructed—such as a message that has been received—
you must construct a new message by assigning the first to the second in a Construct Message shape, and modify the property on
the new message within the same Construct Message shape.

Note  You cannot refer or assign to message fields, such as MyMsg.Invoice.MyField, unless they have been promoted;
you can only refer or assign to entire messages, message parts, promoted message properties, or distinguished fields.

Assigning to message properties

You can assign a value to a message property:

MyMessage(MySchemaNamespace.MyProperty) = True;

See Also

Expressions
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Assigning to Dynamic Ports
If a send port is marked as dynamic, you can assign to it the value of some variable of type string—perhaps a message property—
that contains the URI of the port you want to use. In this example, you would first assign the URI to the message property:

MyMessage.strPortToUse = "http://myPortLocation";

Then you would assign the value of the message field to the address of the dynamic port as follows:

MyDynamicPort(Microsoft.XLANGsBaseTypes.Address) = MyMessage.strPortToUse;

See Also

Expressions
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Using Expressions to Create Objects and Call Object Methods
You might need to use expressions to create objects or invoke methods.

Creating objects

To create a variable that has a type which is a .NET class, you construct an object in the Expression shape. The properties of your
.NET class variable include a constructor. If you use the default constructor, you simply declare the variable directly as you would
any other variable, like one of type bool or int.

If you use a constructor that takes parameters, you use the keyword new, followed by the object class and any parameters in
parentheses:

new MyClass(myParam1, myParam2)

Caution  The Use Default Constructor property might not be displayed for some objects that do, in fact, have
constructors. In this case, the default constructor will be used automatically, and an error will be raised if you attempt
to use a different constructor.

Invoking methods

To invoke a method on a .NET class object, you append a period and the name of the method to the object reference, followed by
any parameters in parentheses:

MyObject.MyMethod (param1)

Passing and using messages as parameters

To pass a message as a parameter to a method call on a .NET class, you first add a reference to Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll in
the project that defines the class, and then use the type XLANGMessage in the method signature.

Referencing the multi-part message type enables you to access the various parts of the message by using the type XLANGPart:

In the call itself, you simply supply the name of the message as you would any other parameter:

MyObject.MyMethod(myMessage)

You can also pass a message part as type XLANGPart.

See Also

Expressions
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Using the Expression Shape
The Expression shape enables you to enter any expression you choose in your orchestration. For example, you can make a .NET
call to run an external program, or simply manipulate the values of your orchestration variables.

While the Expression shape is quite flexible, it is not good practice to use it to perform high-level orchestration logic, which
preferably would be visible in the orchestration drawing itself. In general, it is easier to understand and maintain your
orchestrations if your Expression shapes contain simple and modular expressions.

To configure an Expression shape

1. If BizTalk Expression Editor is not visible, right-click the Expression shape and click Edit Expression or, in the Properties
window, click the Ellipsis (...) button for the Expression property.

2. In BizTalk Expression Editor, create an expression to assign values. For more information, see BizTalk Expression Editor.

See Also

Using BizTalk Expression Editor

Expressions
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Using BizTalk Expression Editor
BizTalk® Expression Editor enables you to create expressions to expand the capabilities of various Orchestration Designer shapes.
It enables you to assign values to messages or message parts in the Message Assignment shape, and to make .NET calls and
manipulate the values of variables in the Expression shape. You can also use it to construct complex Boolean expressions in the
Loop and Decide shapes, and to set a delay in the Delay shape.

IntelliSense

The IntelliSense feature will help guide you in creating expressions—for example, it can display a list of class members for you
when you type in a .NET class name followed by a period (.). For more information on Intellisense, and shortcut keys for using it,
see "Using IntelliSense" in the Visual Studio .NET Combined Collection.

See Also

BizTalk Expression Editor

Using the Expression Shape

Expressions
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Shapes that Take Expressions
Several shapes in Orchestration Designer, including Decide and Loop, use Boolean expressions to form rules that control
branching. Other shapes use expressions for other purposes. You can create or edit an expression for these shapes by using
BizTalk Expression Editor.

The following table summarizes the shapes that use expressions in Orchestration Designer and lists the data types that are valid
for those expressions.

Shape Description of expression use Valid expressio
n data types

Decide Decide shapes contain Rule shapes, which use Boolean expressions. Boolean
Receive Receive shapes that have the Activate property set to True use the Filter Expression property to filte

r incoming messages. The expression in this property must evaluate to a Boolean, whose value deter
mines whether or not to accept an incoming message.

The Filter Expression dialog box is used to create filter expressions.

Boolean

Loop A Loop shape requires a Rule shape, which in turn must contain a Boolean expression. Boolean
Rule Rule shapes (displayed on the Process Area as "branch" shapes) are simple shapes that contain Boole

an expressions and are used within other (complex) shapes to govern branching.
Boolean

Listen Each branch of a Listen shape contains, at a minimum, either a Receive shape, which uses a Boolean 
expression only for filter expressions (see the entry for Receive), or a Delay shape, which uses a Syst
em.DateTime object or System.TimeSpan object.

Boolean, System.
DateTime, System
.TimeSpan

Delay The expression used in a Delay shape must evaluate to a System.DateTime object, to express a dea
dline, or a System.TimeSpan object, to express duration.

System.DateTime,
System.TimeSpan

Messag
e Assig
nment

The expression in a Message Assignment shape assigns a value to a message. The value assigned ca
n be of any type, though typically a message is assigned.

Any

See Also

Expressions

Using the Decide Shape

Using the Receive Shape

Using the Loop Shape

Using the Listen Shape

Using the Delay Shape
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Orchestration Variables
The Orchestration View window enables you to manage an orchestration's properties (also known as Service properties),
parameters, ports, messages, and other variables. In addition to ports and messages, you can create integer variables, Boolean
variables, string variables, or variables of a .NET class.

You can also use the Orchestration View window to manage the variables that belong to your scopes.

Initializing variables

You can initialize the value of a variable by setting it in the Properties window. If the variable is an instance of a class, you can
specify a constructor. Note that if you do not specify a value or a constructor, your variables will be assigned default values, or will
be created with a default constructor, as soon as an instance of your orchestration is created.

The only circumstance in which you are required to explicitly initialize your variables is when your orchestration contains more
than one activate receive, as is possible in a Scope, Parallel Actions, or Listen shape. In this case, automatic initialization is
disabled, and you must use an Expression shape to initialize your variables. You must place an Expression shape after each
activation receive, and before any variable is accessed in the orchestration.

Caution  When adding an initial value to a variable of type string, you must enclose the initial value in quotation
marks in the Properties window. If you want the string to contain a quotation mark, use the backslash as an escape
character, and use consecutive backslashes when you want a literal backslash in your string.

To add a variable

1. In the Orchestration View window, right-click the Variables folder and then click New Variable.

The Variables folder expands, if collapsed, and a new variable is added.

2. Name the variable by typing a name in the Identifier property in the Properties window.
3. Associate the variable with a type, such as a .NET class.

Note  The Types drop-down list contains the following predefined variable types: boolean, byte, datetime,
decimal, double, int16, int32, int64, sbyte, single, string, timespan, uint16, uint32, and uint64. You can
also access .NET data types and classes by selecting <.NET Class...>, which brings up the Select Artifact Type
dialog box.

4. If you select a predefined variable type, you have the option of specifying an initial value for the variable. In the Properties
window, set the Initial Value property.

Otherwise, if the selected type is a .NET class, you have the option of using a default constructor. In the Properties window,
set the following property:

Property Description
Use Default C
onstructor

If a default constructor is available for a .NET class, this property determines whether the default constructo
r will be called when you use the variable for the first time:

True—The default constructor will be called. This is the default value when a default constructor is available
.

False—The default constructor will not be called; you must call a constructor in an expression or make an a
ssignment to the variable before you can use it in your orchestration.

Note  If the default constructor requires input parameters, you can set Use Default Constructor to False and
then call the constructor from an Assignment shape; for example, myVariable = myNamespace.myClass
(param1, param2).

To remove a variable

In the Orchestration View window, right-click the variable you want to remove and then click Delete.

This section contains:

Variable Scope in Orchestrations
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Variable Scope in Orchestrations
There are a few important points to understand about the visibility and state of variables and orchestration parameters in various
places within your orchestration, including exception handlers and compensation blocks.

Orchestration parameters are visible throughout the body of the orchestration as well as in its compensation block.
Scope-level variables are visible in the body of the scope as well as in all of its exception handlers and compensation block.
Inside exception handlers, the variables are considered uninitialized since it is indeterminate whether the exception that led
to a given handler took place before or after any initialization in the body. For this reason, if you declare a variable in a
scope and initialize it in the body, you cannot read from it in an exception handler, or you will get a compiler error. A
workaround for that exists in the case of longrunning transactions. The following example shows how the succeeded()
operator can be used to ensure proper runtime behavior:

Inside a compensation block, all variables assume the values they had when the body of the scope committed. Note that the
compensation block of a scope never runs immediately after its body completes; there is always intervening code. If any of
that intervening code updates some outer-scope variables, and then the compensation block runs, those updates will not be
seen inside the compensation block. Instead the variables will temporarily revert to the values they had at the time the
scope which owns that compensation had committed.
When a transaction is nested inside a loop, the transaction will be compensated as many times as the loop executes. Inside
the compensation block for each iteration, outer-scope variables assume the values they had at the time of the iteration of
the transaction committed.
Any updates made to outer-scope variables or orchestration parameters inside compensation blocks of inner scopes will
not be visible after the compensation block completes. In other words, the compensation block cannot be used to directly
modify the values of outer-scope variables.

See Also

Orchestration Variables
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Using Transactions and Handling Exceptions
When you design an orchestration, you should consider carefully where problems might occur and how best to deal with them.
Many orchestrations have several potential points of failure. Problems can arise for any number of other reasons; for example, a
server might go down or a message might be badly formatted.

It is especially important for a long-running or complex orchestration to keep track of its state and to report errors as they occur,
so that you can resolve problems accurately and with a minimum of effort. It is equally important for an orchestration to maintain
the integrity of a set of closely related actions, so that if part of a transaction takes place but another does not, the entire
transaction can be rolled back as though it never occurred.

BizTalk® Orchestration enables you to guarantee the atomicity of work, that is, the integrity of related actions, even when external
systems are participating in transactions. It gives you tools to handle errors, to maintain the state of an orchestration, and to fix
problems as they occur through transactions, compensation, and exception handling.

As a framework for transactions and exception handling, Orchestration Designer provides the Scope shape. A scope can have a
transaction type, a compensation, and any number of exception handlers.

The steps for setting up a transaction and exception handling are:

Create a scope.
Identify the kind of transaction you need.
Determine what will need to be compensated.
Identify potential errors.
Add appropriate exception handlers and compensation code.

This section contains:

Scopes
Transactions
Compensation
Exceptions
Transacted Orchestrations
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Scopes
A scope is a framework for grouping actions. It is primarily used for transactional execution and exception handling.

A scope contains one or more blocks. It has a body and can optionally have appended to it any number of exception-handling
blocks. It may have an optional compensation block as well, depending on the nature of the scope. Some scopes will be purely for
exception handling, and will not require compensation. Other scopes will be explicitly transactional, and will always have a default
compensation handler, along with an optional compensation handler that you create for it. A transactional scope will also have a
default exception handler and any number of additional exception handlers that you create for it.

Synchronized scopes

You can specify that scopes are synchronized or not synchronized. By synchronizing a scope, you ensure that any shared data that
is accessed within it will not be written to by one or more parallel actions in your orchestration, nor will it be written to while
another action is reading it.

Atomic transaction scopes are always synchronized.

All actions within a synchronized scope are considered synchronized, as are all actions in any of its exception handlers. Actions in
the compensation handler for a transactional scope are not synchronized.

Caution  Note that you can still run into a deadlock condition if you do not design your processes carefully.

Example: two branches of a parallel in orchestration A access the same message, one to send it and one to receive it,
so both must have a synchronized scope. A second orchestration receives the message and sends it back. It is possible
that the sending branch in orchestration A will receive its locks before the receiving branch, and you will end up with a
deadlock.

Nesting of scopes

You can nest Scope shapes inside other Scope shapes. The rules for nesting scopes are as follows:

Transactional and/or synchronized scopes cannot be nested inside synchronized scopes, including the exception handlers of
synchronized scopes.
Atomic transaction scopes cannot have any other transactional scopes nested inside them.
Transactional scopes cannot be nested inside nontransactional scopes or orchestrations.
You can nest scopes up to 44 levels deep.
Call Orchestration shapes can be included inside scopes, but the called orchestrations are treated the same as any other
nested transaction, and the same rules apply.
Start Orchestration shapes can be included inside scopes. Nesting limitations do not apply to started orchestrations.

Scope variables

You can declare variables such as messages and correlation sets at the scope level. You cannot use the same name for a scope
variable as for an orchestration variable, however; name hiding is not allowed.

This section contains:

Using the Scope Shape
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Using the Scope Shape
The Scope shape provides a contextual framework for its contents. The first block of a Scope shape is the context block, or body,
in which the basic actions of the scope take place; it is analogous to the try block in a try/catch statement. Following the body, the
Scope shape may also include one or more exception-handler blocks and a compensation block.

To configure a Scope shape as a transaction boundary

1. In the Properties window, set the Transaction Type property to Atomic or Long Running.

The orchestration must itself be a long-running transaction in order for you to set the Transaction Type to
Atomic or Long Running.

2. If the Transaction Type is set to Atomic, then in the Properties window, specify the following properties:
Prop
erty

Description

Batc
h

Boolean value that determines if this transaction can be batched with other transactions across multiple instances of t
he orchestration. The default value is True.

Isolat
ion L
evel

Determines the degree to which data is accessible among concurrent transactions:

Read Committed—To prevent the selected transaction from accessing data modifications in concurrent transact
ions until they are committed. This option is the Microsoft SQL Server default setting.
Repeatable Read—To require read locks until the selected transaction is complete.
Serializable—To prevent concurrent transactions from making data modifications until the selected transaction i
s complete. This option is the most restrictive isolation level.

Retry Boolean value that determines whether this transaction is retried when an error occurs. The default value is True.

Note  An atomic transaction will be retried if you throw Microsoft.XLANG.BaseTypes.RetryTransactionException, or if t
he orchestration engine is unable to store its state or commit the transaction.

Time
out

Determines the time in seconds until the transaction fails due to inactivity. If you do not want to use a timeout, set the 
value of this property to 0.

Note  This is a DTC timeout, and is not enforced by the orchestration engine. For atomic transactions only, the engine
will not interrupt the transaction. It proceeds normally until commitment, at which point it fails to commit only if parti
cipating in a DTC transaction through one of the objects inside it.

3. If the Transaction Type is set to Long Running, then in the Properties window, specify the following property:
Prop
erty

Description

Timeo
ut

Determines the time in seconds until the transaction times out and is considered a failed transaction. If you do not w
ant to use a timeout, set the value of this property to 0.

To configure a Scope shape to contain local variables

1. Double-click on the scope in the Orchestration View window.
2. Right-click the Variables folder under the scope and then click New Variable.
3. Proceed from step 2 in "To add a variable" in Orchestration Variables.

See Also

Using the Compensate Shape

Catch Exception Block

Using the Throw Exception Shape

Scopes
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Transactions
BizTalk orchestration provides a transactional programming model, including support for exception handling and recovery from
failed transactions. You can create atomic transactions that automatically roll back their actions if an error occurs, or long-running
transactions that can contain other transactions as well as custom exception handling.

This section contains:

Atomic Transactions
Long-Running Transactions
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Atomic Transactions
Atomic transactions guarantee that any partial updates are rolled back automatically in the event of a failure during the
transactional update, and that the effects of the transaction are erased (except for the effects of any .NET calls that are made in the
transaction). Atomic transactions in BizTalk orchestrations are similar to distributed transaction coordinator (DTC) transactions in
that they are generally short-lived and have the four "ACID" attributes (atomicity, consistency, isolation, and durability):

Atomicity. A transaction represents an atomic unit of work. Either all modifications within a transaction are performed, or
none of the modifications are performed.
Consistency. When committed, a transaction must preserve the integrity of the data within the system. If a transaction
performs a data modification on a database that was internally consistent before the transaction started, the database must
still be internally consistent when the transaction is committed. Ensuring this property is largely the responsibility of the
application developer.
Isolation. Modifications made by concurrent transactions must be isolated from the modifications made by other
concurrent transactions. Isolated transactions that run concurrently perform modifications that preserve internal database
consistency exactly as they would if the transactions were run serially.
Durability. After a transaction is committed, all modifications are permanently in place in the system by default. The
modifications persist even if a system failure occurs.

BizTalk Server ensures that state changes within an atomic transaction—such as modifications to variables, messages, and objects
—are visible outside the scope of the atomic transaction only upon commitment of the transaction. The intermediate state
changes are isolated from other parts of an orchestration.

If an atomic transaction contains a Receive shape, a Send shape, or a Start Orchestration shape, the corresponding
actions will not take place until the transaction has committed.

If you require full ACID properties on the data—for example, when the data must be isolated from other transactions—you must
use atomic transactions exclusively.

DTC transactions

While atomic transactions behave like DTC transactions, they are not explicitly DTC transactions by default. You can explicitly
make them DTC transactions, provided that any objects being used in the transaction are COM+ objects derived from
System.EnterpriseServices.ServicedComponents, and that isolation levels agree between transaction components.

Note  An atomic transaction cannot contain any other transactions within it, nor can it contain exception handlers.

Note  An atomic transaction cannot contain matching send and receive actions—that is, a request-response pair or a
send and receive that use the same correlation set.

Nonserializable objects

If you want to use a nonserializable object within an orchestration, you must use it only within an atomic transaction. Any use of
such an object outside of an atomic transaction risks data loss whenever the orchestration is persisted by the engine.

See Also

Long-Running Transactions
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Long-Running Transactions
Long-running transactions are important, commonly used constructs in BizTalk orchestrations. They provide you with facilities for
custom scope-based compensation, custom scope-based exception handling, and the ability to nest transactions, all of which give
you great flexibility in designing robust transaction architecture.

You use a long-running transaction when the transaction might need to run for an extended time and you do not need full ACID
properties (that is, you do not need to guarantee isolation of data from other transactions). A long-running transaction might
have long periods of inactivity, often due to waiting for external messages to arrive.

Long-running transactions possess consistency, and durability, but not atomicity and isolation. The data within a long-running
transaction is not locked; other processes or applications can modify it. The isolation property for state updates is not maintained
because holding locks for a long duration is impractical.

Commitment of a long-running transaction is different than commitment of an atomic transaction. There is no implicit
assumption of distributed coordination regarding the outcome (a long-running transaction exists only within a single
orchestration instance). Instead, a long-running transaction is considered committed when the last statement in it has completed.

A scope can define its own state by declaring variables, messages, and .NET components. A long-running transaction has access to
the state information of its own scope, any scope that encloses it, and any state information that is globally defined within the
orchestration. It does not have access to the state information of any scopes that do not enclose it.

Nesting

Long-running transactions can contain atomic transactions or other long-running transactions. They can be nested to arbitrary
depths. For example, your transaction might contain two other long-running transactions, each of which might contain atomic
transactions.

Nesting is particularly useful when one or more components of the overall transaction need to be atomic while the overall
transaction needs to be long-running. Consider the example of receiving and fulfilling a purchase order. The purchase order can
arrive at any time, and the various steps in fulfilling the order might take time to occur, but you still want to treat the entire
process as a transaction. The overall transaction in this case clearly needs to be long-running, but an individual step, such as
acknowledging a payment, might need to be atomic.

Note  You cannot nest a transactional scope within a scope or orchestration that is not transactional. An enclosing
scope or orchestration that is not transactional will not manage state, as it must to properly handle the state
management of any scopes within it.

Note  A synchronized transaction cannot include any other transactions or synchronized scopes.

Compensation

A long-running transaction can specify a compensation block that will be called to compensate for the transaction's activities,
after it commits. It might simply undo the transaction where feasible, or perform some other function, such as notification, that
helps mitigate the effects of the transaction in some way. If you do not add your own compensation code, the runtime engine will
by default call the compensation blocks of the inner transactions, both long-running and atomic, in reverse order, starting with
the last transaction committed and finishing with the first transaction committed.

Note  Compensation can only be done on a transaction that has committed successfully.

Fault tolerance

Transactions support fault tolerance for recovery from both internal faults (such as machine failures and software faults) and
external faults (such as cancel messages). Partial updates within long-running transactions are not rolled back automatically when
a transaction failure occurs, as they are in ACID transactions.

The exception code block for the long-running transaction is called when a fault occurs. The exception code block contains a set of
fault handlers that you write to deal with any of the faults that can arise during the execution of the transaction. You can rely on
the last known state of the messages, variables, and objects in handling the fault.

You will typically want your exception handler to evaluate the state of the orchestration at the time the exception occurs, take any
necessary action based on that state, and call the compensations of any nested transactions.

The execution of the long-running transaction is interrupted when a fault occurs. It cannot be resumed after a fault occurs.



 

See Also

Atomic Transactions

Using Transactions and Handling Exceptions
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Compensation
If an error occurs and you need to undo or reverse the effects of a successfully committed transaction, you can do so by adding
compensation code to your orchestration.

The compensation can be invoked after the transaction has completed its actions successfully. At that point, the state of the
orchestration is known, and state information is available to the code in the compensation, which means that you can write code
to act appropriately depending on the state of the orchestration when the transaction commits.

Compensations can also be provided on atomic transactions. These compensations can only be called after the atomic transaction
commits. You need to write code to undo or reverse the path of the normal execution in the compensation.

The compensation block is flexible; it can contain any other shape, including another transaction scope.

Note  You can do a compensation only once on a given scope.

Order of invocation

If you do not add your own compensation, the runtime engine performs a default compensation that invokes the compensations
of any nested transactions within the current transaction. It first invokes the compensation of the most recently completed
transaction, and works backward until all nested transactions have been compensated.

This holds true even when your compensation takes place inside a Loop shape: the compensations will be run in reverse order.
First, the compensation for the last iteration of the loop will be invoked, then the compensation for the previous iteration, and so
on.

Caution  Because data is persisted to physical memory for compensation to work, using compensations inside a loop
might affect performance, which might be an issue given a large number of iterations.

If the default ordering does not fit your requirements, you can write your own compensation handler to explicitly call the
compensation handlers of the nested scopes in the order you specify.

To add a Compensation Block

1. Right-click the Scope shape for the transaction to which you want to add a Compensation Block, and then click New
Compensation Block.

Note  To add a Compensation Block to a Scope shape, the Transaction Type property of the Scope shape
must be set to Atomic or Long Running.

A Compensation Block is added to the orchestration immediately following the associated Scope shape.

2. Inside the Compensation Block shape, add shapes to create the process for undoing a committed transaction.

This section contains:

Using the Compensate Shape
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Using the Compensate Shape
If you are using nested transactions in your orchestration, you can add a Compensate shape in the compensation block or an
exception block of a transaction scope. This enables your orchestration to explicitly perform compensation on a nested
transaction. You specify which transaction you would like to be compensated in the Compensate shape, and any compensation
code in the nested transaction will be run, provided the transaction committed successfully.

Note  The Compensation property refers to the unique identifier of the transaction scope; it does not refer to the
name of the scope.

If you want to compensate more than one nested transaction, you add an additional Compensate shape for each transaction.

No Compensate shape is necessary if there is no other compensation code in an outer transaction; the compensation code of
any nested transactions will be run automatically. The Compensate shape gives you control over the process by allowing you to
decide whether or not you want a nested transaction to be compensated.

To configure a Compensate shape

In the Properties window, select the compensation block to call from the Compensation drop-down list.

The drop-down list will display all of the transactions which can be compensated, which includes the current transaction and
any immediate child transactions of the current transaction. If you cannot see a transaction that you expect, it might be due
to the relationship of the transactions.

Note  You cannot compensate the current transaction from within the body of the transaction. You can
compensate it from the compensation block or an exception block of the transaction.

If you choose to compensate the current transaction, that means that the default handler will be invoked, and not an explicit
compensation block (if there is one). This is a mechanism for automatically compensating directly nested transactions that
have completed successfully.

See Also

Compensation
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Exceptions
Exceptions are raised when an error occurs in your orchestration. BizTalk provides various mechanisms for handling (and
throwing) exceptions.

For a list of potential exceptions, see Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace.

This section contains:

How Exceptions Are Handled
Causes of Exceptions
Catch Exception Block
Using the Throw Exception Shape
Fault Messages
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How Exceptions Are Handled
When an exception occurs within a scope, each logical thread of execution in the scope is stopped. The runtime engine tries to find
an exception handler for the appropriate exception.

If the exception handler is found that matches the specific type or one of its base types, control passes to that handler and its code
runs.

Note  The exception type must be derived from System.Exception.

Exception handlers are sequential; that is, they will be checked in order to see if they can handle a particular exception. To work
properly, exception handlers must be placed so that those handling more specific types come first, followed by those handling
more general types. This is so that you can ensure that an exception of a specific type is handled by the appropriate handler,
rather than one designed to handle a base type.

If the exception handler completes normally, control passes to the surrounding scope. If no exception has been thrown in the
surrounding scope, the orchestration continues to run. If the exception handler ends with a throw statement, the original
exception is thrown again for the surrounding scope to act upon, unless you specify a different exception that you want to be
thrown.

If no exception handler can be located, the default exception handler will run. The default exception handler for a scope will call
the compensations for any nested transactions, and then throw the exception again. If you write your own exception handler, you
can choose not to propagate the exception.

See Also

Exceptions
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Causes of Exceptions
Exceptions can be generated within an orchestration in the following ways:

By a Throw Exception shape, which throws an exception immediately and unconditionally. Control passes from the Throw
Exception shape directly to the appropriate exception handler.
By a time-out expiring in a long-running transaction. A predefined system exception
—Microsoft.XLANG.BaseTypes.TimeOutException—is thrown in this case.
By some other transaction failure. The runtime engine throws a system-defined message such as
Microsoft.XLANG.BaseTypes.PersistenceException for these failures.
By a user code exception. When calls to external user code are made within an orchestration, common language runtime
classes that are called can throw exceptions. If these exceptions are not handled in the user code, they eventually propagate
up into the scope in which the call to the user code is made.
By some other system exception (for example, a persistence failure, another .NET or system exception, or a data conversion
error).
By a sibling branch in a surrounding scope halting execution. Microsoft.XLANG.BaseTypes.ForcedTerminationException is
thrown to each branch in this case, and you might want to add an exception handler to each. Such an exception handler
cannot rethrow its exception, nor shoult it attempt to throw any other type of exception.
By receipt of an external message that indicates a fault.

See Also

Fault Messages

Exceptions
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Catch Exception Block
The Catch Exception block represents an exception handler. Catch Exception blocks are attached to the end of a Scope shape
in Orchestration Designer. You can attach as many Catch Exception blocks as you need.

You can set up exception handlers to handle different kinds of exceptions. On each exception handler, you specify an exception
type, which must be either a fault message or an object derived from the class System.Exception. If you do not specify an
exception type, the exception block will be treated as a general exception handler, and can catch exceptions that do not derive
from System.Exception.

If an exception is thrown that matches the specified type in an exception handler, that exception handler will be called. If some
other exception is thrown, it will be handled by the default exception handler.

To add a Catch Exception block

Note  To add a Catch Exception block to a Scope shape, the Transaction Type property of the Scope shape must
be set to None or Long Running.

1. Right-click the Scope shape to which you want to add a Catch Exception block, and then click New Exception Handler.

A Catch Exception block is added to the orchestration immediately following the associated Scope shape.

2. In the Properties window, specify the following properties:
Property Description
Exception Object Name Assigns a name to the exception object caught by the exception handler.
Exception Object Type Determines the object type (derived from System.Exception) that this exception handler will catch.

3. Inside the Catch Exception block, add shapes to create the process for handling the exception.

See Also

Exceptions
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Using the Throw Exception Shape
You can explicitly throw exceptions in an orchestration by using the Throw Exception shape. When the throw is performed, the
runtime engine will search for the nearest exception handler that can handle the type of exception being thrown.

First, the current orchestration is searched for an enclosing scope, and the associated exception handlers of the scope are
considered in order to locate the appropriate handler for the type of exception that has been thrown.

If no appropriate exception handler is found, the orchestration that called the current orchestration is searched for a scope that
encloses the point of the call to the current orchestration. This search continues until an exception handler is found that can
handle the current exception.

An exact match for the exception is an exception class that is of the same class as, or a base class of, the run-time type of the
exception being thrown.

After a matching exception handler is found, control is transferred to the first statement of the exception handler.

If the search for matching exception handlers fails, the orchestration halts. Transactions can help you minimize the impact of such
an occurrence.

To configure a Throw Exception shape

In the Properties window, select an available object type to throw from the Exception Object drop-down list.

Caution  Do not select GeneralException in the Throw Exception shape. This type should only be used for rethrowing
exceptions in a Catch Exception block.

See Also

Exceptions
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Fault Messages
Request-response ports can have fault messages associated with them, so that if something goes wrong after a request is sent,
the responding service can communicate the error to the requester, in lieu of the response.

Each operation of a request-response port can handle an arbitrary number of different faults. A fault message can have any
message type, but the message type must be unique for the operation, and it must not be the type used by the response in that
port operation.

Receiving fault messages

If your port operation sends a request, then receives a response, you can use it to receive one or more different fault message
types.

You can configure a Catch Exception block to handle an incoming fault message by selecting the appropriate fault from the
request-response port operation as its Exception Object Type.

Sending fault messages

If your port operation receives a response, then sends a request, you can use it to send one or more different fault message types.

If for example your orchestration encounters an error condition and throws an exception, you can send a fault message from
within the Catch Exception block that handles the exception. You construct a fault message of an appropriate type to convey the
situation to the participating service, and specify that fault message on a Send shape that will use the corresponding fault in the
port operation.

See Also

Exceptions
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Transacted Orchestrations
Orchestrations can be transactional, just like scopes. In fact, an orchestration can itself be considered a scope. In general, the same
rules apply for transacted orchestrations as for transacted scopes.

Note  One difference between orchestrations and other scopes is that orchestrations do not have exception handlers.

Orchestration compensation

If the Transaction Type property for your orchestration is set to long-running or atomic, you can also select a value for the
Compensation property, which can be Default or Custom.

If you select Custom for the compensation, a Compensation tab will appear alongside the Orchestration Design Surface. It will
look the same as the Orchestration Design Surface, and you can add shapes and ports to it in the same way.

Compensations only take place on orchestrations that are called by other orchestrations. You can compensate a specific
orchestration instance by using the Identifier property on the Call Orchestration shape.

Important  If a compensation exists on a top-level orchestration, it will be ignored by the runtime engine.

See Also

Making Orchestrations Transactional

Using Transactions and Handling Exceptions
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Using Business Rules in Orchestrations
You can create an instance of a Business Rules policy and execute it in your orchestration. To do this, you simply add a Call Rules
shape inside an atomic transaction scope, and configure a policy on it.

For more information on the Business Rules engine and how to work with it, see Developing with Business Rules. For more
information on orchestrations, see Creating Orchestrations.

This section contains:

Using the Call Rules Shape
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Using the Call Rules Shape
The Call Rules shape enables you to create and execute an instance of a Business Rules policy. To configure the policy, click on the
ellipsis button on the Configure Policy property in the Properties window.

See Also

Calling Business Rules in Orchestrations.
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Building and Running Orchestrations
After you have designed your orchestration, you can compile and run it to test it for completeness and correctness.

Once your orchestration has compiled without errors, you can deploy it in a test environment before making any necessary
modifications and eventually deploying it to run in a production environment.

This section contains:

Building Orchestrations
Running Orchestrations
Debugging Orchestrations
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Building Orchestrations
After you have completed an orchestration drawing, you build your BizTalk project into an assembly that encapsulates an
executable orchestration.

During the build process, BizTalk Orchestration Designer examines each shape to determine whether it is complete and correct,
and reports an error in the task list if it is not.

You have several options for building in Visual Studio:

You can build the entire solution in which your orchestration resides.
You can build a single project within the solution.
You can skip the orchestration when building the project or solution.

If you want to build other components, including other orchestrations, but do not want to build a particular orchestration, you can
indicate in the file properties for the orchestration's .odx file that you do not want to build it, and it will be skipped.

To build an orchestration

After creating your orchestration, you need to build the BizTalk project that contains it before you can test or use the
orchestration. You can build the entire solution, or a single project within the solution.

Caution  If you have an orchestration that was created with an earlier (or pre-release) version of Microsoft Visual
Studio, you need to recompile them within Visual Studio 2003 for them to work properly.

To build a solution

In Solution Explorer, right-click the solution and select Build Solution.

To build a project

Right-click a project and select Build.

To build a project or solution without compiling a particular orchestration

Click on the .odx file corresponding to the orchestration, and in the Properties window, click on the Build Action property
and select None.

This section contains:

Insufficient Configuration
Build Errors in the Task List
Importing BPEL4WS
Exporting BPEL4WS
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Insufficient Configuration
Orchestration Designer provides you with visual clues to alert you when parts of your orchestration are not sufficiently
configured, so that you will not spend unnecessary effort in compiling an incomplete orchestration. If you see an "Insufficient
configuration" Smart Tag ( ) on a shape, you must do some additional configuration, such as associating a multi-part message
type and a port operation with a Receive shape, for compilation to succeed. The Smart Tag will continue to appear until you have
first completed the configuration, and then compiled your project or solution.

Caution  While Orchestration Designer will provide insufficient configuration warnings where it can, there is no
guarantee that your orchestration will compile correctly in the absence of such warnings.

See Also

Building Orchestrations
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Build Errors in the Task List
When you build your project, or solution, the results will appear in the Output window, while individual errors and warnings will
appear in the task list.

Errors and warnings appear in the task list. You can double-click on the error, and the focus will be applied to the object that is not
correctly configured.

Note  Semicolons are no longer implicitly added to expressions when orchestrations are modified, as they were in the
Beta version of BizTalk Server 2004. Any orchestration that was built with the Beta version will initially build
successfully in BizTalk Server 2004. But if expressions in it were not terminated with semicolons, and you modify the
orchestration, the code will be regenerated without semicolons and will not build successfully. Simply add semicolons
at the end of the offending expressions.

Note  When you build, the compiler does not validate XPaths. Take care to use valid XPath syntax.

See Also

Building Orchestrations
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Importing BPEL4WS
You can import from existing BPEL4WS to create an orchestration.

Important  This release of BizTalk Server supports BPEL4WS 1.1. You cannot import or export BPEL4WS 1.0.

To import BPEL4WS into an orchestration

1. Create a new project.
2. From the BizTalk Project types, double-click BizTalk Server BPEL Import Project, or select BizTalk Server BPEL Import Project

and press OK.
3. In the wizard, select the BPEL, WSDL and XSD files that should be imported to form the new BizTalk project. Include all files

that are referenced via import and include statements.
4. Select WSDL files for invoked Web services.

You can now modify or deploy the new orchestration.

Import restrictions on BPEL4WS

When importing BPEL and WSDL, make sure that the Name property of the WSDL definition node and the BPEL process
node do not match.
Do not use XLANG/s reserved words in BPEL4WS that you import. For a complete list, see XLANG/s Reserved Words.
Only XSD predefined simple types are supported.
xsd:QName is not supported; it is imported as System.String. Use xsd:string instead.
Consider using canonical XPaths when importing BPEL4WS.

It is good practice to import only canonical XPaths in order to achieve optimal performance. The entire path from root to the
promoted node must be spelled out by using '/*[local-name()="someName" and namespace-uri()="someUri"]'.

If you import a non-canonical XPath, you can remove a promotion and repromote the same field in order to have the
Schema Editor create the correct canonical XPath.

Example: (targetNamespace = http://BizTalk_Server_Project3.Schema1)

XPath - /*[local-name()='Root' and namespace-uri()='http://BizTalk_Server_Project3.Schema1']/*[local-
name()='promotedField' and namespace-uri()='']

Canonical XPath Non-Canonical XPath
BizTalk Editor displays a special icon (

) to denote that the field has been promoted. Usage of ca
nonical XPath expressions to promote fields improves per
formance through more efficient traversal of the XML

BizTalk Editor does not display a special icon. Both the compiler a
nd the promotion dialog give warnings. There is a linear but nont
rivial effect on performance as the message size increases.

See Also

Exporting BPEL4WS

XLANG/s to BPEL4WS Type Conversions
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Exporting BPEL4WS
You can export an existing BizTalk orchestration to BPEL4WS.

Important  This release of BizTalk Server supports BPEL4WS 1.1. You cannot import or export BPEL4WS 1.0.

If you are exporting, BPEL4WS compliance for compilation requires that orchestrations contain only features that are common
between XLANG/s and BPEL4WS, or features that can be translated into BPEL4WS without affecting behavior.

Export restrictions on orchestrations for BPEL4WS compliance

You cannot use the Call Orchestration shape or the Start Orchestration shape.
You cannot use the Transform shape.
You cannot invoke methods on custom .NET components.
You cannot apply a timeout to a long-running transaction.
Your orchestration cannot take parameters.
Callable compensation handlers cannot have parameters.
Variable types must be supportable in XPATH.
You cannot use the Suspend shape.
Literal values must be one of the following types:

boolean, char, byte, sbyte, int32, uint32, int64, uint64, single, double, string

Arithmetic operators are allowed only on operands of following numeric types:

byte, sbyte, int32, uint32, int64, uint64, single, double

Relational operators can not be applied to type char.
You cannot make a reference to a servicelink property in an expression.
You cannot perform any actions between a Send shape and a Receive shape that use the same outbound request-response
port.
You cannot indirectly reference a web service, as through a reference to another project that contains a reference. You must
explicitly reference the web service in your project.
You cannot specify a constant DateTime or TimeSpan in a delay. Instead, use one of the conversion classes in the
System.Xml namespace:

For a constant DateTime: System.Xml.XmlConvert.ToDateTime, e.g System.Xml.XmlConvert.ToDateTime("2004-04-15")

For a constant TimeSpan: System.Xml.XmlConvert.ToTimeSpan, e.g System.Xml.XmlConvert.ToTimeSpan("2004-04-15")

Note  Character literals are exported as unsigned integers. For example, 'a' is exported as 97, 'b' is exported as 98, and
so forth.

Caution  Identifier names must conform to the W3C Extensible Markup Language (XML) 1.0 specification.

To export an orchestration to BPEL4WS

1. Add a new item of type BizTalk Orchestration to your project.
2. Click on the design surface to bring up the Orchestration Properties window.
3. Set Module Exportable to True.
4. Type in the namespace you want for Module XML Target Namespace.
5. Set Orchestration Exportable to True.
6. Type in the namespace you want for Orchestration XML Target Namespace.
7. In Solution Explorer, right-click on the .ODX file for your orchestration.
8. Select Export to BPEL.

Your orchestration will be exported to BPEL4WS. See the Output Window and Task List to confirm success or diagnose
problems. Once your export succeeds, a .WSDL file and a .BPEL file will be created in your project directory.

Note  If your orchestration contains an assignment to a role link (service link) or a literal assignment to a dynamic
port, BizTalk generates a dummy BPEL4WS endpoint reference and raises a warning.



 

See Also

Importing BPEL4WS

XLANG/s to BPEL4WS Type Conversions
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Running Orchestrations
Orchestration instances are designed to be triggered either by an explicit call from another orchestration—using a Call
Orchestration shape or Start Orchestration shape—or by receipt of an activation message. You should design your
orchestration accordingly, and either set the Activate property on a Receive shape to true, or make sure that a calling
orchestration exists and is configured properly to run the new orchestration.

Before any instances can run, you must use BizTalk Server Administration to direct the orchestration engine to begin processing
the orchestration. See Starting an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration Console. When an orchestration is invoked from
another orchestration, or a message is presented to the engine that matches the criteria in an activation receive, the engine
creates a new instance of the orchestration and runs that instance. It can run many different instances concurrently.

Calling and starting orchestrations

The Call Orchestration shape and Start Orchestration shape can be used to activate another orchestration. In both cases, the
caller can pass in parameters to exchange information with the other orchestration. For more information, see
Adding Parameters to Orchestrations.

Using activation receives

The Receive shape might also use a filter expression to require further criteria for activation. If the message is of the correct type
and some property or properties of the message meet all of the criteria in the filter expression, the Receive shape accepts the
message and the orchestration is activated. Such a Receive shape is referred to as an activation receive.

See Also

Using the Call Orchestration Shape

Using the Start Orchestration Shape

Using the Receive Shape

Building and Running Orchestrations
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Debugging Orchestrations
Your primary vehicle for debugging and monitoring orchestrations will be BizTalk Health and Activity Tracking (HAT), a powerful
tool that enables you to flexibly view and report on high-level progress or low-level details of your business process and the
components that implement it.

This section contains:

Tracking Orchestrations with HAT
Remote Debugging Configuration
Custom Debugging
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Tracking Orchestrations with HAT
Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) is a Web-based user interface that you can access over HTTP to see tracking data through
different views and queries, depending on your role. You can monitor the progress of your business process, you can examine
state as your business process runs, and you can create custom views to get just the information that is important to you. For
details on how to use HAT to debug your orchestration, see Orchestration Debugger User Interface.

You can use HAT to query a suspended instance, resume the instance in debug mode, and add appropriate breakpoints using the
Technical Details View. This will enable you to trace the activities and debug messages step by step.

You can set breakpoints to track the following events:

The start and finish of an orchestration
The start and finish of a shape
The sending or receipt of a message
Exceptions

At each breakpoint, you can examine information about local variables, messages and their properties, ports, and role links.

Note  Only orchestrations created with Orchestration Designer are supported by HAT.

See Also

Debugging Orchestrations

Building and Running Orchestrations.
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Remote Debugging Configuration
You can completely configure remote debugging between client and server. The client configuration is specified in
Microsoft.XLANGs.BizTalk.Client.dll.config. The server configuration is specified in BTSNTSvc.exe.config. The following is a listing
of the default configuration for each.

Client (Microsoft.XLANGs.BizTalk.Client.dll.config)

Server(BTSNTSvc.exe.config)

<configuration>
     <system.runtime.remoting>

 <channelSinkProviders>
       <clientProviders>
         <provider id="sspi" type="Microsoft.BizTalk.XLANGs.Client.SecurityClientChannelSinkP
rovider,Microsoft.XLANGs.BizTalk.Client" securityPackage="negotiate" authenticationLevel="pac
ketPrivacy"/>
       </clientProviders>
</channelSinkProviders>

<application>
<channels>
    <channel ref="tcp" port="0" name="">
       <clientProviders>
             <formatter ref="binary"/>
             <provider ref="sspi" />
        </clientProviders>
       <serverProviders>
             <formatter ref="binary" typeFilterLevel="Full"/>
       </serverProviders>
    </channel>
</channels>
</application>
  </system.runtime.remoting>
</configuration>

<configuration>
    <runtime>
        <assemblyBinding xmlns="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:asm.v1">
            <probing privatePath="BizTalk Assemblies;Developer Tools;Tracking" />
        </assemblyBinding>
    </runtime>
    
    <system.runtime.remoting>
        <channelSinkProviders>
            <serverProviders>
                <provider id="sspi" type="Microsoft.BizTalk.XLANGs.BTXEngine.SecurityServerCh
annelSinkProvider,Microsoft.XLANGs.BizTalk.Engine" securityPackage="negotiate" authentication
Level="packetPrivacy" />
            </serverProviders>
        </channelSinkProviders>
        <application>
            <channels>
                <channel ref="tcp" port="0" name="">
                   <serverProviders>
                       <provider ref="sspi" />
                        <formatter ref="binary" typeFilterLevel="Full"/>
                    </serverProviders>
                </channel>
            </channels>
        </application>
    </system.runtime.remoting>
</configuration>



 

Configurable Parameters

The default ensures maximum security configuration. However it is left to the user to change these defaults and these files are
ACL'ed since they are in the program files folder.

The element <provider/> is optional and if not provided will cause the channels not to be mutually authenticated using the
custom sinks. However this is a dangerous option to turn off as it will open up the channels. This can be done for better
performance and when security attacks are not a concern.

The channel element can have property rejectRemoteRequests = true which will enable only local calls and reject remote
requests.

The securityPackage attribute in the <serverProviders/> element can have any of the following values:

negotiate
ntlm
Kerberos

The authenticationLevel attribute in the <serverProviders/> element can have any of the following values:

packetPrivacy - the messages will be encrypted/decrypted
packetIntegrity - the messages will be signed/verified
call - the messages will be sent as is

The ref attribute in the <channel/> element can be changed to tcp or http. The port and name attribute in the <channel/> element
can be changed as well to explicit values.

For more information , see .NET Framework Developer's Guide (Channel and formatter configuration properties).

See Also
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Custom Debugging
If your orchestration is going to be exercised in a test environment or you are creating a prototype and wish to modify the values
of message fields and orchestration variables, you can write a simple custom debugger.

You can do this by creating a debugging DLL with a class that includes a method which takes as input a message with a format
defined in your orchestration and referenced in the debug DLL. For more information on passing a message as a parameter, see
Expressions.

This method can bring up a debug dialog that includes a combo box or other control to allow user modification of values, puts the
edited message back together, and passes it back out as the return value.

Set up a Boolean variable to indicate whether or not your orchestration is in debug mode, then wherever you have a point in your
orchestration at which you would like to be able to modify values, you can add a Decide shape with one live branch that runs
only when your debug mode variable is set to True, or when a particular condition arises that you want to examine. You call your
method from an Expression shape in the live branch of the Decide. When you no longer need to debug, you set your debug
mode variable to False, or remove the Decide shape(s) altogether and recompile.

See Also

Orchestration Debugger User Interface

Expressions
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Working with the Orchestration Engine
The orchestration engine creates instances of orchestrations, runs them, maintains their state, and performs various optimizations
to maximize scalability, throughput, and efficient resource utilization.

The orchestration engine also implements a reliable system shutdown and recovery model through strategic use of persistence,
dehydration and rehydration.

This section contains:

Scalability and Performance
Reliability
Runtime Validation
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Scalability and Performance
The orchestration engine has been designed with performance in mind: orchestration code is now compiled rather than
interpreted, context-switching is eliminated by flow management and load balancing, and the engine is fully integrated with .NET,
which enables you to take advantage of .NET and eliminate the overhead of COM interopability issues.

Orchestration is now more scaleable because you can run an orchestration on several servers, even dehydrating an orchestration
instance—saving its state and removing it from memory until it is needed—and rehydrating it on another server.

This section contains:

Persistence
Dehydration and Rehydration
Performance Counters
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Persistence
The orchestration engine saves to persistent storage the entire state of a running orchestration instance at various points, so that
the instance can later be completely restored in memory.

The state includes:

The internal state of the engine, including its current progress.
The state of any .NET components that maintain state information and are being used by the orchestration.
Message and variable values.

Persistence Points

The orchestration engine saves the state of a running orchestration instance at various points. If it needs to rehydrate the
orchestration instance, start up from a controlled shutdown, or recover from an unexpected shutdown, it will run the
orchestration instance from the last persistence point, as though nothing else had occurred. For example, if a message is received
but there is an unexpected shutdown before state can be saved, the engine will not record that it has received the message, and
will receive it again upon restarting. The engine will save the state in the following circumstances:

The end of a transactional scope is reached.

The engine saves state at the end of a transactional scope so that the point at which the orchestration should resume is
defined unambiguously, and so that compensation can be carried out correctly if necessary.

The orchestration will continue to run from the end of the scope if persistence was successful; otherwise, the appropriate
exception handler will be invoked.

If the scope is transactional and atomic, the engine will save state within that scope.

If the scope is transactional and long-running, the engine will generate a new transaction and persist the complete state of
the runtime.

A debugging breakpoint is reached.
A message is sent. The only exception to this is when a message is sent from within an atomic transaction scope.
The orchestration starts another orchestration asynchronously, as with the Start Orchestration shape.
The orchestration instance is suspended.
The system shuts down under controlled conditions. Note that this does not include abnormal termination; in that case,
when the engine next runs, it will resume the orchestration instance from the last persistence point that occurred before the
shutdown.
The engine determines that the instance should be dehydrated.
The orchestration instance is finished.

Serialization

All object instances that your orchestraion refers to directly or indirectly (as through other objects) must be serializable for your
orchestration state to be persisted. There are two exceptions:

You can have a nonserializable object declared inside an atomic transaction. You can do this because atomic scopes do not
contain persistence points.
System.Xml.XmlDocument is not a serializable class; it is handled as a special case and can be used anywhere.

Caution  In order for a .NET object to be persisted, it must be marked as serializable.

Warning  COM objects cannot be persisted using standard .NET serialization procedures. If you want to call a COM
object outside of an atomic transaction, you must wrap the COM object in a .NET object that is .NET serializable and
knows how to persist and restore the state of the COM object.

See Also

System Shutdown

Recovery
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Dehydration and Rehydration
When many long-running business processes are running at the same time, memory and performance are potential issues. The
engine addresses these issues by "dehydrating" and "rehydrating" orchestration instances.

Dehydration

The engine might determine that an orchestration instance has been idle for a relatively long period of time. It calculates
thresholds to determine how long it will wait for various actions to take place, and if those thresholds are exceeded, it will
dehydrate the instance. This can occur under the following circumstances:

When the orchestration is waiting to receive a message, and the wait is longer than a threshold determined by the engine.
When the orchestration is "listening" for a message, as it does when you use a Listen shape, and no branch is triggered
before a threshold determined by the engine. The only exception to this is when the Listen contains an activation receive.
When a delay in the orchestration is longer than a threshold determined by the engine.
Between retries of an atomic transaction.

The engine then dehydrates the instance by saving the state, and frees up the memory required by the instance. By dehydrating
dormant orchestration instances, the engine makes it possible for a large number of long-running business processes to run
concurrently on the same machine.

It is recommended that you store the value of Thread.CurrentThread.CurrentCulture during the dehydration and restore
process to preserve thread-specific data.

Rehydration

The engine can be triggered to rehydrate an orchestration instance by receipt of a message, or by the expiration of a timeout. It
will then load the saved orchestration instance into memory, restore its state, and run it from the point where it left off.

Rehydration on a different machine

An orchestration can be configured to run on more than one server. After an orchestration instance has been dehydrated, it can
be rehydrated on any of these servers. If one server goes down, the engine will continue to run the orchestration on a different
server, continuing from its previous state. The engine will also take advantage of this feature to do load balancing across servers.

See Also

Persistence
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Performance Counters
The orchestration engine maintains several performance counters that you can examine with Performance Monitor to see how
many orchestration instances and transactions are being processed by the engine over time.

To run Performance Monitor, go to the Start Menu, select Run, type in perfmon, and press Enter. Click the Add button, and
select XLANG/s Orchestrations from the Performance Object drop-down list.

The following performance counters are supported by the engine. All of them are of type long.

Counter Comments
% used physical 
memory

Percentage used of total physical memory on the machine.

Active applicatio
n domains

Number of loaded orchestration application domains in the process.

Average batch fa
ctor

Number of persistence points reached since the host instance started, divided by the number of underlying tra
nsactions.

Database transac
tions

Number of database transactions performed since the host instance started.

Database transac
tions/sec

Average number performed per second.

Dehydratable orc
hestrations

Number of orchestrations instances that can be dehydrated which are currently hosted by the host instance.

Dehydrating orch
estrations

Number of orchestrations that are in the process of dehydrating.

Dehydration cycl
e in progress

Indicates whether there is a dehydration cycle currently in progress.

Dehydration cycl
es

Number of dehydration cycles completed.

Dehydration thre
shold

Number in milliseconds that determines how aggressively orchestrations are being dehydrated. If the orchestra
tion engine predicts that an instance will be dehydratable for an amount of time longer than this threshold, it w
ill dehydrate the instance.

Idle orchestration
s

Number of idle orchestration instances currently hosted by the host instance. This refers to orchestrations that 
are not making progress but are not dehydratable, as when the orchestration is blocked waiting for a receive, li
sten, or delay in an atomic transaction.

Megabytes alloca
ted private mem
ory

Megabytes of allocated private memory for the host instance.

Megabytes alloca
ted virtual memo
ry

Megabytes reserved for virtual memory for the host instance.

MessageBox data
base connection f
ailures

Number of attempted database connections that failed since the host instance started.

Online MessageB
ox databases

Number of MessageBox databases currently available to the application.

Orchestrations c
ompleted

Number of orchestration instances completed since the host instance started.

Orchestrations c
ompleted/sec

Average number completed per second.

Orchestrations cr
eated

Number of orchestration instances created since the host instance started.

Orchestrations cr
eated/sec

Average number created per second.

Orchestrations d
ehydrated

Number of orchestration instances dehydrated since the host instance started.

Orchestrations d
ehydrated/sec

Average number dehydrated per second.



 

Orchestrations di
scarded

Number of orchestration instances discarded from memory since the host instance started. An orchestration ca
n be discarded if the engine fails to persist its state.

Orchestrations di
scarded/sec

Average number discarded per second.

Orchestrations re
hydrated

Number of orchestration instances rehydrated since the host instance started.

Orchestrations re
hydrated/sec

Average number rehydrated per second.

Orchestrations re
sident in memor
y

Number of orchestration instances currently hosted by the host instance.

Orchestrations sc
heduled for dehy
dration

Number of dehydratable orchestrations for which there is a dehydration request pending.

Orchestrations s
uspended

Number of orchestration instances suspended since the host instance started.

Orchestrations s
uspended/sec

Average number suspended per second.

Pending messag
es

Number of received messages for which receipt has not yet been acknowledged to the message box.

Pending work ite
ms

Number of code execution blocks that are scheduled for execution.

Persistence point
s

Number of times an orchestration instance has persisted its state to the database since the host instance starte
d.

Persistence point
s/sec

Average number of orchestration instances persisted per second.

Runnable orchest
rations

Number of orchestration instances ready to execute.

Running orchestr
ations

Number of orchestration instances currently executing.

Transactional sco
pes aborted

Number of long-running or atomic scopes that have been aborted since the host instance started.

Transactional sco
pes aborted/sec

Average number aborted per second.

Transactional sco
pes committed

Number of long-running or atomic scopes that have successfully completed since the host instance started.

Transactional sco
pes committed/s
ec

Average number committed per second.

Transactional sco
pes compensated

Number of long-running or atomic scopes that have successfully completed compensation scopes since the ap
pliation started.

Transactional sco
pes compensated
/sec

Average number compensated per second.

See Also
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Reliability
The orchestration engine maintains the state of orchestration instances, shuts down in a controlled manner, and recovers flexibly
to offer a very reliable model for business processes. For more information, see Persistence and
Working with the Orchestration Engine.

This section contains:

System Shutdown
Recovery
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System Shutdown
When the orchestration engine is asked to shut down, it saves control information as well as the current state of all running
orchestration instances, so that it can resume running them when it is started again.

The engine will continue to run the instance until it reaches the next persistence point, when it will save the orchestration state
and shut down the instance before shutting itself down.

See Also

Recovery

Persistence
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Recovery
The engine regularly saves to persistent storage the state information of an orchestration instance, and it also saves state in the
event of a system shutdown. When an orchestration instance fails abnormally for whatever reason, the instance can be recovered
from the last persisted state, and it can continue to run as if there were no interruption. This is true even if the original server that
the instance ran on goes out of service for some reason; the instance can simply resume running on a separate machine. Because
of this multi-server recovery model, you no longer need clustering.

See Also

System Shutdown

Persistence
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Runtime Validation
You can configure the orchestration engine to perform various runtime validations that can help you test your orchestration and
diagnose configuration or data errors that might arise.

You can set flags in BTSNTSvc.exe.config, a configuration file that you can create or edit in the same directory as BTSNTSvc.exe
(normally in the BizTalk deployment directory). These flags will direct the engine to validate assemblies, schemas, and
correlations.

If you want to disable a validation, remove the flag entirely from the configuration file.

When all validations are on, the engine will validate assemblies, schemas, and correlation.

For more information and examples of BTSNTSvc.exe.config, see Orchestration Engine Configuration.

Validate Assemblies

The orchestration engine will verify that any assemblies referenced by the orchestration are available. For the validation to
succeed, all referenced assemblies must be in the Global Assembly Cache (GAC) when the first instance of the orchestration is
activated. If the validation fails, an error will be logged to the application log and the orchestration will be suspended.

Validate Schemas

Any time an XSD part is assigned, the orchestration engine will validate the part's data against its schema. If the validation fails,
the error will be logged to the application log and an exception will be thrown.

Validate Correlation

The orchestration engine will confirm that the property values that are specified for correlation with a given instance of an
orchestration are reflected in any messages that are sent from that orchestration instance. If validateCorrelation is not set, the
engine will assume that the sent message contains the correct correlation values, and no check will be performed.

If any correlation validation fails, the engine will log an error to the application log and throw an exception of type
CorrelationValidationException.

By default, validateCorrelation is not set.

See Also

Debugging Orchestrations

Working with the Orchestration Engine
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Orchestration Developer Reference
This section documents common properties, exceptions, data types, and configuration settings that are available for you to use in
orchestrations.

Note  The XLANG/s language is proprietary and not fully documented. This section exposes certain parts of the
language that you might need to be aware of as you develop your orchestrations.

This section contains:

Orchestration Variable Types
Valid Characters in Orchestration Identifiers
Orchestration Operators
Filter Expression Operators
XLANG/s Reserved Words
XLANG/s to BPEL4WS Type Conversions
Orchestration Engine Configuration

See Also

Developing Orchestrations

Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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Orchestration Variable Types
You can declare variables of the following predefined types. You can also declare variables of any .NET-based types that are
referenced in your project.

boolean

byte

char

datetime

decimal

double

int16

int32

int64

long

sbyte

single

string

timespan

uint16

uint32

uint64

Warning  Avoid the use of xsd:long, int64 and uint64 if you expect your solution to be deployed on a computer
running Windows 2000.

Warning  BizTalk Server 2004 supports multivalued context properties for certain content-based routing scenarios,
but you cannot use such properties in orchestrations.

See Also

Orchestration Developer Reference
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Valid Characters in Orchestration Identifiers
Orchestration identifiers, such as item, variable and type names, have a few restrictions:

The first character of any identifier must be either a letter or the underscore character (_).
All subsequent characters must be letters, digits, connecting characters, combining characters, or formatting characters.
Most punctuation characters are not allowed in orchestration identifiers.

See Also
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Orchestration Operators
The following XLANG/s operators are available for use in orchestration expressions. They adhere closely to the functionality of the
corresponding operators in C#.

Operato
r

Description Example

checked() raise error on arithmetic overflow checked(x = y * 1000)
unchecke
d()

ignore arithmetic overflow unchecked(x = y * 1000)

new create an instance of a class myObject = new MyClass;
succeede
d()

test for successful completion of transactional scope or 
orchestration

succeeded(<transaction ID for child transaction of current sco
pe or service>)

+ unary plus +(int x)
- unary minus -(int x)
! logical negation !myBool
~ bitwise complement x = ~y
() cast (bool) myInt
* times Weight = MyMsg.numOrders * 20
/ divided by x / y
+ plus x + y
- minus x - y
<< shift left x << 2
>> shift right x >> 2
< less than If (MyMsg.numOrders < 10)...
> greater than If (MyMsg.numOrders > 10)...
<= less than or equal to If (MyMsg.numOrders <= 10)...
>= greater than or equal to If (MyMsg.numOrders >= 10)...
== equal to If (MyMsg.numOrders == 10)...
!= not equal to If (MyMsg.numOrders != 10)...
& and If (myByte & 255)...
^ exclusive or If (myByte ^ 1)...
| or If (myByte | 1)...
&& conditional and If (MyMsg.numOrders > 10) && (MyMsg.numOrders < 100)
|| conditional or If (MyMsg.numOrders < 10) || (MyMsg.numOrders > 100)

Note  The rules differ between general expressions and filter expressions that are used with the Receive shape.

See Also

Filter Expression Operators
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Filter Expression Operators
The following table shows operators that you can use in filter expressions.

Operator Description Example
== equal to ReqMsg(Total) == 100
!= not equal to ReqMsg(Total) != 100
< less than ReqMsg(Total) < 100
> greater than ReqMsg(Total) > 100
<= less than or equal to ReqMsg(Total) <= 100
>= greater than or equal to ReqMsg(Total) >= 100
exists exists ReqMsg(Description) exists

See Also
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XLANG/s Reserved Words
XLANG/s reserves various keywords, type names, and identifier names for its own usage.

Reserved keywords

activate atomic body
call catch checked
compensate compensation construct
correlation correlationtype delay
dynamic else exceptions
exec exists false
if implements in
initialize internal link
listen longrunning message
messagetype method module
new null oneway
out parallel port
porttype private public
receive ref request
requestresponse response scope
send service servicelink
servicelinktype source succeeded
suppressfailure suspend target
task terminate throw
timeout transaction transform
true unchecked until
uses using while
xpath   

Reserved types

SchemaBase

PropertyBase

For additional reserved types, see Orchestration Variable Types.

Reserved identifiers

All names beginning with __ (double under-score) are reserved in XLANG/s.

Note  XLANG/s identifiers may be no more than 511 characters long

Note  Lines of XLANG/s code may be no more than 2040 characters long.

See Also
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XLANG/s to BPEL4WS Type Conversions
The following tables detail the conversions between various XLANG/s constructs and BPEL4WS constructs.

Caution  XPath 1.1 does not support numbers in exponential or double formats. Literal values in these formats in
XLANG/s orchestrations are exported to BPEL4WS using the %f format, and a loss of precision might result.

Literals (if the literal is part of an expression)

XLANG/s BPEL4WS
String, character XPath string
Integer, real XPath number
Boolean "true", "false" XPath true(), false() functions

Literals (standalone assignment)

XLANG/s BPEL4WS
Literal constant XSD equivalent

Variables

XLANG/s BPEL4WS
Variable reference bpws:getContainerData(%varName%, part, %locationPath%)
Message reference (.NET type) bpws:getContainerData(%msgName%, part, %locationPath%)
Message-part reference bpws:getContainerData(%msgName%, %locationPath%)
Distinguished-field reference bpws:getContainerData(%msgName%, %partName%, %locationPath%)
Message data-property reference bpws:getContainerProperty(%msgName%, %propertyQName%)

Operators

XLANG/s BPEL4WS
Unary + Ignored
Unary - XPath unary -
Unary ! XPath not(…) function
Binary &&, || XPath 'and', 'or' operators
Binary ==, !=, <=, <, >=, > XPath '=', '! =', '<=', '<', '>=', '>' operators
Binary +, -, *, % with both integral operands XPath '+', '-', '*', 'mod' operators

XLANG/s constructs that are disallowed in BPEL4WS

Message context-property reference
Service-property reference
Port-property reference
Service link-property reference
Unary - with non-integral type
Unary ~
Cast operator
Binary / with integral operands
Binary +, -, *, %, / with non-integral operands
Binary <=, <, >=, > with non-string operands
Bitwise operators &, ^, |
Shift operators <<, >>
Checked expression
Intrinsic expression
Pre- and post- increment and decrement ++, --
Object invocation (with our without out and/or ref params)



 

'new' operator
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Orchestration Engine Configuration
The orchestration engine uses an XML file called BTSNTSvc.exe.config to determine certain behaviors.

A service reads this configuration information once, when it is started. Any changes to it will not be picked up unless the service is
stopped and restarted.

See the examples below for different nodes and potential values.

Example: all validations on

Example: assembly validation only

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<configuration>
       <configSections>
              <section 
                     name="xlangs"
                     type="Microsoft.XLANGs.BizTalk.CrossProcess.XmlSerializationConfiguratio
nSectionHandler, Microsoft.XLANGs.BizTalk.CrossProcess" />
       </configSections>
       <runtime>
              <assemblyBinding xmlns="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:asm.v1">
                     <probing privatePath="BizTalk Assemblies;Developer Tools;Tracking" />
              </assemblyBinding>
       </runtime>

       <xlangs>
              <Configuration>
                     <Debugging 
                            ValidateAssemblies="true"
                            ValidateSchemas="true"
                            ValidateCorrelations="true"
                            ExtendedLogging="true"
                     />
              </Configuration>
       </xlangs>
</configuration>

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<configuration>
       <configSections>
              <section 
                     name="xlangs"
                     type="Microsoft.XLANGs.BizTalk.CrossProcess.XmlSerializationConfiguratio
nSectionHandler, Microsoft.XLANGs.BizTalk.CrossProcess"
              />
       </configSections>
       <runtime>
              <assemblyBinding xmlns="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:asm.v1">
                     <probing privatePath="BizTalk Assemblies;Developer Tools;Tracking" />
              </assemblyBinding>
       </runtime>
    
       <xlangs>
              <Configuration>
                     <Debugging 
                            ValidateAssemblies="true"
                            ExtendedLogging="false"
                     />
              </Configuration>
       </xlangs>
</configuration>



Example: remote debugging enabled

Example: Dehydration

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<configuration>
       <runtime>
              <assemblyBinding xmlns="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:asm.v1">
                     <probing privatePath="BizTalk Assemblies;Developer Tools;Tracking" />
              </assemblyBinding>
       </runtime>

       <system.runtime.remoting>
              <customErrors mode="on"/>
              <channelSinkProviders>
                     <serverProviders>
                            <provider id="sspi"
                                    type="Microsoft.BizTalk.XLANGs.BTXEngine.SecurityServerCh
annelSinkProvider,Microsoft.XLANGs.BizTalk.Engine" securityPackage="negotiate" authentication
Level="packetPrivacy" />
                     </serverProviders>
              </channelSinkProviders>

              <application>
                     <channels>
                            <channel ref="tcp" port="0" name="">
                                   <serverProviders>
                                          <provider ref="sspi" />
                                          <formatter ref="binary" typeFilterLevel="Full"/>
                                   </serverProviders>
                            </channel>
                     </channels>
              </application>
       </system.runtime.remoting>
</configuration>

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<configuration>
       <configSections>
              <section name="xlangs" type="Microsoft.XLANGs.BizTalk.CrossProcess.XmlSerializa
tionConfigurationSectionHandler, Microsoft.XLANGs.BizTalk.CrossProcess" />
       </configSections>
       <runtime>
              <assemblyBinding xmlns="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:asm.v1">
                     <probing privatePath="BizTalk Assemblies;Developer Tools;Tracking" />
              </assemblyBinding>
       </runtime>
       <xlangs>
              <Configuration>
                     <!--
                     MaxThreshold: the maximal time, in seconds, that a dehydratable orchestr
ation is retained in memory before being dehydrated.
                     MinThreshold: the minimum time, in seconds, that a dehydratable orchestr
ation is retained in memory before it is considered for dehydration.
                     ConstantThreshold: the dynamic threshold usually fluctuates between the 
min and max values specifies. However, you can make the threshold a fixed value by setting th
is. A value of -1 tells the engine not to use a constant threshold.
                     -->
                     <Dehydration MaxThreshold="1800" MinThreshold="1" ConstantThreshold="-1"
>
                            <!-- 
                            Currently, virtual memory can become a bottleneck on 32-bit machi
nes due to unmanaged heap fragmentation, so you  should throttle by this resource as well. Yo
u should re-configure if /3GB is set.
                            Optimal and maximal usage are in MB.



Example: AppDomain configuration

Assemblies are assigned to named domains using assignment rules (see more below). If no rule is specified for some assembly,
the assembly will be assigned to an ad hoc domain. The number of such assigned assemblies per ad hoc domain is determined by
the value of AssembliesPerDomain.

                            -->
                            <VirtualMemoryThrottlingCriteria OptimalUsage="900"” MaximalUsage
="1300" IsActive="true" /> 
                           <!-- 
                            This is a useful criterion for throttling, but appropriate values
depend on whether the box is being shared among servers. If the machine has a lot of RAM and 
is not being shared with other functions, then these values can be significantly increased.
                            Optimal and maximal usage are in MB.
                            -->
                            <PrivateMemoryThrottlingCriteria OptimalUsage="50" MaximalUsage="
350" IsActive="true" /> 
                     </Dehydration>
              </Configuration>
       </xlangs>
</configuration>

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<configuration>
    <configSections>
        <section name="xlangs" type="Microsoft.XLANGs.BizTalk.CrossProcess.XmlSerializationCo
nfigurationSectionHandler, Microsoft.XLANGs.BizTalk.CrossProcess" />
    </configSections>
    <runtime>
        <assemblyBinding xmlns="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:asm.v1">
            <probing privatePath="BizTalk Assemblies;Developer Tools;Tracking" />
        </assemblyBinding>
    </runtime>
    <xlangs>
        <Configuration>
            <!-- 
                <!-- 
AppDomain configuration.
                Assemblies are assigned to named domains using assignment rules (see more bel
ow). If no rule is specified for some assembly, the assembly will be assigned to an ad hoc do
main. The number of such assigned assemblies per ad hoc domain is determined by the value of 
AssembliesPerDomain.
            -->--> 
            <AppDomains AssembliesPerDomain="10">
                <!-- 
                    <!-- 
In this section the user may specify defualt configuration for any app domain created that do
es not have a named configuration associated with it (see AppDomainSpecs below)
                    SecondsEmptyBeforeShutdown is the number of seconds that an app domain is
empty (that is, it does not contain any orchestrations) before being unloaded. Specify -1 to 
signal that an app domain should never unload, even when empty.
                    Similarly, SecondsIdleBeforeShutdown is the number of seconds that an app
domain is idle (that is, it contains only dehydratable orchestrations) before being unloaded.
Specify -1 to signal that an app domain should never unload when idle but not empty. When an 
idle but non-empty domain is shut down, all of the contained instances are dehydrated first.
                -->
                --> 
<DefaultSpec SecondsIdleBeforeShutdown="1200" SecondsEmptyBeforeShutdown="1800">
                    <!-- 
                        <!-- 
BaseSetup is a serialized System.AppDomainSetup object. This is passed as-is to
                        AppDomain.CreateAppDomain() and can be used to influence assembly sea
rch path etc.
                    -->
                    --> 
<BaseSetup>
                        <ApplicationBase>c:\myAppBase</ApplicationBase>_0</ApplicationBase> 



                        <ConfigurationFile>c:\myAppBase\myConfig.config</ConfigurationFile>_0
</ConfigurationFile> 
                    <DynamicBase>DynamicBase_0</DynamicBase> 
<DisallowPublisherPolicy>true</DisallowPublisherPolicy> 
<ApplicationName>ApplicationName_0</ApplicationName> 
<PrivateBinPath>PrivateBinPath_0</PrivateBinPath> 
<PrivateBinPathProbe>PrivateBinPathProbe_0</PrivateBinPathProbe> 
<ShadowCopyDirectories>ShadowCopyDirectories_0</ShadowCopyDirectories> 
<ShadowCopyFiles>ShadowCopyFiles_0</ShadowCopyFiles> 
<CachePath>CachePath_0</CachePath> 
<LicenseFile>LicenseFile_0</LicenseFile> 
<LoaderOptimization>NotSpecified</LoaderOptimization> 
</BaseSetup>
                </DefaultSpec>
                <!-- 
                    - <!-- 
In this section the user may specify named configurations for specific app domains, identifie
d by their "friendly name". The format of any app-domain spec is identical to that of the def
ault app-domain spec.
                -->--> 
                <AppDomainSpecs>
                    <AppDomainSpec Name="MyDomain1" SecondsIdleBeforeShutdown="-1" SecondsEmp
tyBeforeShutdown="12000">
                        <BaseSetup>
                            <PrivateBinPath>c:\PathForAppDomain1</PrivateBinPath>
                        <PrivateBinPath>PrivateBinPath_0</PrivateBinPath> 
<PrivateBinPathProbe>PrivateBinPathProbe_0</PrivateBinPathProbe> 
</BaseSetup>
                    </AppDomainSpec>
                    <AppDomainSpec Name="MyFrequentlyUnloadingDomainMyTrashyDomain" SecondsId
leBeforeShutdown="60" SecondsEmptyBeforeShutdown="60" /> 
                </AppDomainSpecs>
                <!-- 
                    <!-- 
The PatternAssignmentRules and ExactAssignmentRules control assignment of assemblies to app d
omains.
                    When a message arrives, the name of its corresponding orchestration's ass
embly is determined. Then, the assembly is assigned an app domain name. The rules guide this 
assignment. Exact rules are consulted first, in their order of definition, and then the patte
rn rules. The first match is used.
                    If no match is found, the assembly will be assigned to an ad-hoc domain. 
The configuration and number of assemblies per ad-hoc domain is controlled by the AssembliesP
erDomain attribute and the DefaultSpec section.
                -->
               --> 
- <ExactAssignmentRules>
                    <!-- 
                        <!-- 
An exact assembly rule specifies a strong assembly name and an app domain name. If the strong
assembly name equals the rule's assembly name, it is assigned to the corresponding app domain
.
                    -->--> 
                    <ExactAssignmentRule AssemblyName="BTSAssembly1, Version=1.0.0.0, Culture
=neutral, PublicKeyToken=9c7731c5584592ad"
                       AssemblyName_0" AppDomainName="MyDomain1" />AppDomainName_1" /> 
                    <ExactAssignmentRule AssemblyName="BTSAssembly2, Version=1.0.0.0, Culture
=neutral, PublicKeyToken=9c7731c5584592ad"AssemblyName_0" AppDomainName="AppDomainName_1" /> 
                        AppDomainName="MyFrequentlyUnloadingDomain " />
                <ExactAssignmentRule AssemblyName="AssemblyName_0" AppDomainName="AppDomainNa
me_1" /> 
</ExactAssignmentRules>
                <PatternAssignmentRules>
                    <!-- 
                        <!-- 
A pattern assignment rule specifies a regular expression and an app domain name. If the stron
g assembly name matches the expression, it is assigned to the corresponding app domain. This 
allows version independent assignment, assignment by public key token, or assignment by the c
ustom assembly key.
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                    -->--> 
                    <!--
                        assign all assemblies with name BTSAssembly3, regardless of version a
nd public key,
                        to the MyDomain1 app domain 
                    -->
                    <PatternAssignmentRule AssemblyNamePattern=" BTSAssembly3, Version=\d.\d.
\d.\d, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=.{16}"AssemblyNamePattern_0" AppDomainName="AppDomainN
ame_1" /> 
                        AppDomainName=" MyDomain1" />
                <PatternAssignmentRule AssemblyNamePattern="AssemblyNamePattern_0" AppDomainN
ame="AppDomainName_1" /> 
<PatternAssignmentRule AssemblyNamePattern="AssemblyNamePattern_0" AppDomainName="AppDomainNa
me_1" /> 
</PatternAssignmentRules>
            </AppDomains>
        </Configuration>
    </xlangs>
</configuration>

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Developing Pipelines
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server works mainly with the XML document format. For a message to take full advantage of BizTalk Server
processing, it must often be transformed from its native format into its XML representation. BizTalk Server pipelines perform this
transformation, as well as other data-specific actions (such as data encryption or decryption, property promotion, and so on) on
incoming and outgoing messages. This section provides conceptual and task-specific information about pipelines and Pipeline
Designer.

The purpose of a pipeline is to prepare a message for processing by the server after being received by an adapter or to prepare a
message for sending after being processed by the server.

Pipelines commonly perform:

Data normalization from various formats to XML.
Data transformation from XML to various formats.
Property promotion and demotion.
Document disassembly and assembly.
Document decoding and encoding.
Document decryption and encryption.
Document signing and digital signature verification.

The following figure shows the workflow involved in processing a message by using pipelines.

As shown in the figure, the message is passed from the adapter to the receive pipeline where it is transformed to XML. The
message can then be used by orchestrations, or passed to a send pipeline, and then to a send adapter.

This section contains:

About Pipelines, Stages, and Components
Using Pipeline Designer
Creating Pipelines with Pipeline Designer
Developing Pipeline Components
Configuring Pipeline Components
Deploying Pipelines
Securing Pipelines
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About Pipelines, Stages, and Components
A pipeline is a piece of software infrastructure that contains a set of .NET or COM components that process messages in a
predefined sequence. A pipeline divides processing into categories of work called stages, and determines the sequence in which
the stages are performed. Each stage defines logical work groups, determines which components can go in that stage, and
specifies how the pipeline components in the stage are run.

Within each stage, pipeline components perform specific tasks. For example, components within stages of a receive pipeline may
decode, disassemble, and then convert documents from other formats to XML. Send pipelines do essentially the opposite: convert
documents from XML to other formats, assemble, and encrypt, with each pipeline component performing a portion of the entire
process. Although a stage is a container of components, each stage is itself a component with metadata. Stages have no execution
code, as opposed to pipeline components, which do have execution code.

The following figure shows how the pipeline design surface illustrates pipelines. This pipeline has two stages, the Assemble stage
and the Encode stage. The XML Assembler pipeline component was added to the Assemble stage, but the Encode stage is still
empty, because it still shows Drop Here! to indicate that a pipeline component can be added to the stage.

Microsoft® BizTalk® Server contains a set of pipeline templates, pipeline components, and default pipelines. You can create and
configure pipelines by using the Pipeline Designer user interface; you implement pipelines by using the API in the
Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop namespace. You cannot modify the pipeline templates.

This section contains:

Types of Pipelines
Types of Pipeline Components
Pipeline Stages
Default Pipelines
Pipeline Templates
Pipeline Components
Schema Resolution in Pipeline Components
Envelope Use in the XML Assembler and Disassembler Pipeline Components
Property Demotion in Assembler Pipeline Components
Property Promotion in Disassembler Pipeline Components
Distinguished Fields in Disassembler Pipeline Components
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Types of Pipelines
When creating a new pipeline in a BizTalk project, you have two options, a receive pipeline and a send pipeline. This section
explains the differences between the pipeline types, and design considerations for each.

This section contains:

Receive Pipelines
Send Pipelines
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Receive Pipelines
The following figure shows the message processing workflow, highlighting the receive pipeline.

A receive pipeline operates on a message after it is received by the receive adapter. The receive pipeline takes the initial message,
performs some transformations, and disassembles the raw data into zero, one, or multiple messages. These individual messages
can then be processed by BizTalk Server.

Note  A receive pipeline can produce zero messages if a consuming component is added to the pipeline. In this case,
the pipeline component consumes the message and does not produce any output messages. If a consuming
component is placed after a disassembling component, pipeline execution stops after the first message is consumed
and no subsequent messages are retrieved from the disassembling component.

When creating a business process, you can create a new receive pipeline or you can use one of the two default receive pipelines
included in BizTalk Server—the pass-through receive pipeline or the XML receive pipeline. For more information about these
default pipelines, see Default Pipelines.

The receive pipeline consists of four stages: Decode, Disassemble, Validate, and ResolveParty. This topic contains design
considerations for populating these stages.

Note  In this release, changing the order or presence of these stages in a pipeline is not supported.

Decode stage

This stage is used for components that decode or decrypt the message.
The MIME/SMIME Decoder pipeline component or a custom decoding component should be placed in this stage if
the incoming messages need to be decoded from one format to another.

This stage takes one message and produces one message.
This stage can contain between zero and 255 components.
All components in this stage are run.

Disassemble stage

This stage is used for components that parse or disassemble the message.
The components within this stage probe the message to see if the format of the message is recognized. Based on the
recognition of the format, one of the components disassembles the message.
If this stage contains more than one component, only the first component that recognizes the message format is
run. If none of the components within the stage recognize the message format, the message processing fails.
This stage should include any custom components that implement special behavior to disassemble the message
contents.
This stage can contain between zero and 255 components. If there are no components in the stage, the message is
passed through.

Validate stage



 

This stage is used for components that validate the message format.
A pipeline component processes only messages that conform to the schemas specified in that component. If a
pipeline receives a message whose schema is not associated with any component in the pipeline, that message is
not processed. Depending on the adapter that submits the message, the message is either suspended or an error is
issued to the sender.
Components in this stage are used to validate the XML messages produced by the Disassemble stage. Components
in this stage specify schemas to perform the XML validation.

This stage can contain between zero and 255 components.
All components in this stage are run.

This stage may be run more than once. It runs once per message created by the Disassemble stage.

ResolveParty stage

This stage is a placeholder for the Party Resolution Pipeline Component.
This stage may be run more than once. It runs once per message created by the Disassemble stage.
This stage can contain between zero and 255 components.
All components in this stage are run.

See Also

Send Pipelines

About Pipelines, Stages, and Components

Types of Pipeline Components

Default Pipelines

Pipeline Templates

Pipeline Components

Types of Pipelines
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Send Pipelines
The following figure shows the message processing workflow, highlighting the send pipeline.

A send pipeline is responsible for processing documents before sending them to their final destinations. The send pipeline takes
one message and produces one message to send.

You can create a new send pipeline or you can use one of the two default send pipelines included in BizTalk Server—the pass-
through send pipeline and the XML send pipeline.

By default, the send pipeline consists of three empty stages: Pre-assemble, Assemble and Encode. This topic contains design
considerations for populating these stages.

Note  A send pipeline can produce zero messages when a consuming component is added to the pipeline.

Pre-assemble stage

This stage is a placeholder for custom components that should perform some action on the message before the message is
serialized.
This stage is run once per message.
This stage can contain between zero and 255 components.
All components in this stage are run.

Assemble stage

Components in this stage are responsible for assembling or serializing the message and converting it to or from XML.
This stage accepts zero components or one component.
All components in this stage are run.

Encode stage

This stage is used for components that encode or encrypt the message.
Place the MIME/SMIME Encoder component or a custom encoding component in this stage if message signing is
required.

This stage is run once per message.
This stage can contain between zero and 255 components.
All components in this stage are executed.

See Also

Receive Pipelines

About Pipelines, Stages, and Components

Types of Pipelines
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Types of Pipeline Components
Three types of pipeline components are included with BizTalk Server 2004: general, assembling, and disassembling. Any of these
three types can also implement probing functionality. This topic describes each type of component and the stages in which each
component is generally used.

General
General components take one message, process the message, and produce zero or one message.

The MIME/SMIME Decoder, MIME/SMIME Encoder, Party Resolution, and Validator components are the included general
components. You may need to create custom general components to compress the size of a message before sending, or to
consume a message while waiting for additional information to process it.

General components should be placed in the Decode, Encode, Pre-assemble, ResolveParty, or Validate stages.

For information about developing general pipeline components, see Developing a General Pipeline Component.

Assembling
Assembling components have numerous responsibilities to prepare the message to be sent. First, the component converts the
XML message to the appropriate XML or non-XML native format of the message, based on the type of assembler and properties
set in the schema. In addition, assembling components assemble and wrap the message in an envelope, or add a header or trailer
(or both) to the message. During assembly, some properties are moved from the message context to the body of the document or
to the envelope.

The BizTalk Framework Assembler, Flat File Assembler, and XML Assembler components are the default assembling components.

Assembling components should be placed in the Assemble stage of send pipelines.

For information about developing assembling pipeline components, see Developing an Assembling Pipeline Component.

Disassembling
Disassembling components complete many tasks to prepare the message to be split up into individual documents according to
envelope and document schemas for use within BizTalk Server. First, the disassembling component may convert non-XML
messages into their XML representation, which is required for processing by BizTalk Server. Next, the message is disassembled
into singular messages that can be sent to separate orchestrations. The message is disassembled by removing the envelope,
splitting the message up into individual documents according to envelope and message schemas, and then moving properties
from the envelope to the individual message contexts. Additionally, some properties may be promoted from the body of the
message to the header. The promoted properties are determined by the schema.

The disassembling component must also set the message type property, which is used for routing messages appropriately. The
message type property is the Namespace#RootElement of the message body. Other properties, such as the content type and
character set are set as part of the context property.

The BizTalk Framework Disassembler, Flat File Disassembler, and XML Disassembler components are the default disassembling
components included with BizTalk Server.

Disassembling components should be used in the Disassemble stage of receive pipelines.

For information about developing disassembling pipeline components, see Developing a Disassembling Pipeline Component.

Probing
A probing component checks the first portion of the message to see if it is in a format that the component understands. If the
format is known, the whole message is given to this component for processing.

For information about developing probing pipeline components, see Developing a Probing Pipeline Component.

See Also
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Pipeline Templates
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Pipeline Stages
This topic discusses the Execution Mode property and stage affinity.

Execution Mode property
During the execution of a pipeline, the pipeline stages can run only the first component that recognizes the message format, or all
components. The property that determines the execution pattern is Execution Mode. This property is read-only on the stages
included in the pipeline templates, but understanding how it works is an important concept.

When the Execution Mode property is set to All, all the components within the stage are run in the configured sequence. Use
this mode when several components must be run to complete a logical task. In this case, a run-time error results if any
component encounters an error while processing a message during this pipeline stage.

When a pipeline is used to receive messages in several formats, then you can set its Execution Mode property to FirstMatch. In
this mode, only the first component that recognizes the message is run. If no components in the stage recognize the message, a
run-time error results.

Note that each stage can have its own Execution Mode setting, so different stages within a pipeline can have different execution
modes.

Note  In this release of BizTalk Server 2004, all the stages in a send pipeline and all stages except Disassemble in a
receive pipeline have the value of the Execution Mode property set to All. The value of the Execution Mode
property in the Disassemble stage is set to FirstMatch. You cannot change the Execution Mode property of a stage.

To read pipeline stage properties

1. In Pipeline Designer, click a stage shape.
2. In the Properties window, in the General section, read the following properties:

Use this To do this
Name Indicates the name of the stage.
Execution Mode Indicates the execution pattern of the stage.

Valid values: All or FirstMatch

Minimum Number of Component
s

Indicates the minimum number of pipeline components that can be added to the stag
e.

Maximum Number of Component
s

Indicates the maximum number of pipeline components that can be added to the sta
ge.

StageID Indicates the unique identifier for the stage.

Stage affinity
Pipeline components have stage affinity, meaning that they are created for use within a particular stage or stages in a pipeline.

COM-based pipeline components express their stage affinity by registering themselves using the stage ID as the implementation
category, while .NET-based pipeline components specify their stage affinity by using the ComponentCategory class attribute.
Note that it is possible for a component to associate itself with more than one stage—components can have more than one
implementation category or ComponentCategory attribute.

The following table shows the available component categories and their associated stages.

Component category Stage where compo
nent can be placed

Description

CATID_Decoder {9d0e4103-4cce-4536-
83fa-4a5040674ad6}

Decode All decoding components should implement this category.

CATID_DisassemblingParser {9d0e410
5-4cce-4536-83fa-4a5040674ad6}

Disassemble All disassembling and parsing components should implement thi
s category.

CATID_Validate {9d0e410d-4cce-4536-
83fa-4a5040674ad6}

Validate Validation components should implement this category.

CATID_PartyResolver {9d0e410e-4cce-
4536-83fa-4a5040674ad6}

ResolveParty Stage used for Party Resolution component.

CATID_Encoder {9d0e4108-4cce-4536-
83fa-4a5040674ad6}

Encode All encoding components should implement this category.



 

CATID_AssemblingSerializer {9d0e410
7-4cce-4536-83fa-4a5040674ad6}

Serialize All serializing and assembling components should implement this
category.

CATID_Any {9d0e4101-4cce-4536-83fa
-4a5040674ad6}

Any of these stages If a pipeline component implements this category, it means that t
he component can be placed into any stage of a pipeline.
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Default Pipelines
When you create a new application, the default pipelines are created and deployed by default and appear in the
Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines assembly in the \References folder for every BizTalk project. The default pipelines cannot be
modified in Pipeline Designer. These pipelines can be selected when configuring a send port or receive location in BizTalk
Explorer. This topic describes the default pipelines and when to use them.

Note  The XML receive and XML send pipelines do not support XML documents larger than 4 gigabytes.

PassThruReceive pipeline
The pass-through receive pipeline has no components. It is used for simple pass-through scenarios when no message payload
processing is necessary. This pipeline is generally used when the source and the destination of the message are known, and the
message requires no validation, encoding, or disassembling. This pipeline is commonly used in conjunction with the pass-through
send pipeline.

Because it does not contain a disassembler, the pass-through receive pipeline cannot be used to route messages to
orchestrations.

Note  The pass-through receive pipeline does not support property promotion.

PassThruTransmit pipeline
The pass-through-send pipeline has no components. This pipeline is generally used when no document processing is necessary
before sending the message to a destination.

XMLReceive pipeline
The XML receive pipeline consists of the following stages:

Decode. Empty.
Disassemble. Contains the XML Disassembler component.
Validate. Empty.
ResolveParty. Runs the Party Resolution component, which resolves the certificate subject or the source security ID to the
party ID.

XMLTransmit pipeline
The XML send pipeline consists of the following stages:

Pre-assemble. Empty.
Assemble. Contains the XML Assembler component.
Encode. Empty.
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Pipeline Templates
In addition to the default pipelines, BizTalk Server 2004 includes two pipeline templates: a receive pipeline template and a send
pipeline template. From a BizTalk project in Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET, you can add a pipeline template to your project by
using the Add New Item command on the Project menu. Each template has an associated policy file, which determines the
pipeline's stages and indicates which pipeline components are allowed in the pipeline. While you cannot reorder the stages in a
policy file, you can use Pipeline Designer to reorder the components within a stage.

A policy file specifies:

The sequence of stages.
The number of components allowed per stage.
The execution mode of each stage.

The policy files for the pipeline templates are stored in <BizTalk Server installation directory>\Developer Tools\Pipeline Policy
Files. Do not modify the policy files. To make changes to a pipeline, open the pipeline template and use Pipeline Designer to
modify it. For more information about using Pipeline Designer, see Using Pipeline Designer.

The empty pipeline template files are stored in <BizTalk Server installation directory>\Developer Tools\BizTalkProjectItems, and
are named BTSReceivePipeline.btp and BTSTransmitPipeline.btp. The file name extension .btp indicates that the file is a BizTalk
Server pipeline and can be edited in Pipeline Designer.

See Also

Types of Pipelines

Types of Pipeline Components

Default Pipelines

Pipeline Components

About Pipelines, Stages, and Components
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Pipeline Components
The Visual Studio Toolbox is populated with several standard BizTalk Server components that you can use to create a pipeline.

This section contains:

BizTalk Framework Assembler Pipeline Component
BizTalk Framework Disassembler Pipeline Component
Flat File Assembler Pipeline Component
Flat File Disassembler Pipeline Component
XML Assembler Pipeline Component
XML Disassembler Pipeline Component
MIME/SMIME Decoder Pipeline Component
MIME/SMIME Encoder Pipeline Component
Party Resolution Pipeline Component
XML Validator Pipeline Component
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BizTalk Framework Assembler Pipeline Component
The BizTalk Framework is one approach for doing exactly-once guaranteed delivery using over-the-wire transport protocols such
as HTTP or SMTP. This framework has existed since 1998, and can be thought of as a precursor to pending standards initiatives
based on Web services, specifically WSReliable. Typically, the problem of guaranteed exactly-once delivery of data has been the
domain of technologies like Message Queuing (also known as MSMQ). However, such technologies usually require common
software at the two endpoints of a data flow, and also do nothing to address the use of open transport protocols based on public
networks, for example, data that flows across enterprise boundaries by using the Internet.

Not surprisingly, the BizTalk Framework implements some of the same mechanisms present in earlier attempts to solve this
problem of guaranteed exactly-once delivery of data. A good example of other solutions to the problem is electronic data
interchange (EDI), where ANSI X12 control numbers and standard 997 functional acknowledgment documents form the basis of
guaranteeing that data is received only one time, and that the sender is notified of any problems on the receiving end.

The BizTalk Framework assumes that, however disparate the systems trading data, they both understand the BizTalk Framework
protocol requirements of:

Using a predictable envelope format for wrapping transmissions.
Tagging every outbound transmission with a globally unique identifier.
Always returning to the sender an acknowledgment of receipt that includes the globally unique identifier, even for data
already received, acknowledged, and processed.
Some means by which the sender can repeat transmission until either a receipt arrives from the receiver, or some time
period passes beyond which the transmission is no longer valid.

The BizTalk Framework Assembler pipeline component is responsible for serializing the BizTalk Framework envelope and
contents onto the message before transmission and resending in the event that a receipt does not arrive in the allotted time
period. It is also responsible for receiving and processing the receipts and deleting the message instance. (A copy of the message
instance of the sent message is kept in the MessageBox database until BizTalk receives a confirmation receipt from the
destination. After the confirmation receipt is received, the message instance is deleted by the Messaging Engine.)

See Also

Configuring the BizTalk Framework Assembler Pipeline Component

Pipeline Components
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BizTalk Framework Disassembler Pipeline Component
The BizTalk Framework Disassembler pipeline component parses XML data and determines whether it contains a BizTalk
Framework-based messaging payload. The pipeline component saves the message context, and a new message context is created
with the BizTalk Framework property that needs to be generated. This property is used to route the message to the BizTalk
Framework inbound handler, so it can receive the message to process.

The BizTalk Framework Disassembler pipeline component generates an acknowledgment for the generated message if the sender
requested one using the deliverReceiptRequest header within the BizTalk Framework envelope. This is controlled by the generate
delivery receipt property in the BizTalk Framework Assembler pipeline component. For more information about the BizTalk
Framework, see BizTalk Framework Assembler Pipeline Component.

For information about configuring the BizTalk Framework Disassembler pipeline component and creating the orchestration, see
Configuring the BizTalk Framework Disassembler Pipeline Component.

Note that it is not recomended to use BizTalk Framework pipeline compoents with the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter because
the publication of new messages and the update to the BizTalk Framework database are not atomic, therefore under certain
conditions it is possible to lose messages when receiving BizTalk Framework messages over the BizTalk Message Queuing
Adapter.

See Also

Configuring the BizTalk Framework Disassembler Pipeline Component

Pipeline Components
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Flat File Assembler Pipeline Component
A Flat File Assembler combines individual documents into a batch and optionally adds a header or trailer (or both) to it. For more
information about flat files, see Flat File Messages with Delimited Records and Flat File Messages with Positional Records.

The Flat File Assembler pipeline component does not validate the incoming XML message. To ensure XML validation, include the
XML Validator component in the Pre-Assemble stage of the send pipeline.

The Flat File Assembler pipeline component only supports conversions supported by the Microsoft .NET Framework. Any
additional conversion can be done by writing to a custom text writer.

For information about configuring the Flat File Assembler pipeline component, see
Configuring the Flat File Assembler Pipeline Component.

Note  In BizTalk Server 2004, you cannot assemble messages into one interchange.

This section contains:

Character Encoding in the Flat File Assembler Pipeline Component
Document Structure Enforcement in the Flat File Assembler Pipeline Component
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Character Encoding in the Flat File Assembler Pipeline
Component
The Flat File Assembler can produce messages in user-specified character encoding. You can specify the character encoding at
several levels:

Schema. Set the codepage property in the flat file schema for the document.
Component. Set the Target Charset component property in Pipeline Designer.
Message. Set the XMLNorm.TargetCharset property on the message context.

The value of the property set on a message context always overrides the one set in Pipeline Designer. Also, the value set in
Pipeline Designer always overwrites the value set as a codepage property in a flat file document schema.

The Flat File Assembler uses the following algorithm to determine which encoding to use for an output message:

If the XMLNorm.TargetCharset context property is set, its value is used for encoding.
Otherwise, if the Target charset property in Pipeline Designer is specified, its value is used.
Otherwise, if the codepage property in the flat file schema is specified, its value is used.
Otherwise, if the XMLNorm.SourceCharset property is specified, its value is used.
Otherwise, "UTF-8" is used. Note that the Flat File Assembler pipeline component does not put byte order mark on outgoing
messages when UTF-8 encoding is used.

The Flat File Assembler saves encoding information on the body part of the BizTalk message object in the
IBaseMessagePart.Charset property.

See Also

Flat File Assembler Pipeline Component

Configuring the Flat File Assembler Pipeline Component

Pipelines\AssemblerDisassembler (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
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Document Structure Enforcement in the Flat File Assembler
Pipeline Component
If document or envelope schemas are explicitly referenced in the Flat File Assembler, the Flat File Assembler ensures that only
documents with the message type corresponding to referenced schemas are processed. All the other documents are not
processed even though a schema may be deployed for them.
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Flat File Disassembler Pipeline Component
The Flat File Disassembler component parses delimited and positional flat file format messages and converts them into an XML
representation. The Flat File Disassembler also removes the header and trailer structures from the flat file message, and breaks
the interchange within the message into individual documents. It also promotes properties from the documents and headers.

For more information about flat files, see Flat File Messages with Positional Records and
Flat File Messages with Delimited Records.

For information about configuring the Flat File Disassembler pipeline component, see
Configuring the Flat File Disassembler Pipeline Component.

This section contains the following topics:

Document Validation in the Flat File Disassembler Pipeline Component
Character Encoding in the Flat File Disassembler Pipeline Component
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Document Validation in the Flat File Disassembler Pipeline
Component
By default, the Flat File Disassembler component does not validate documents it processes. However, you can turn validation on
by setting the Validate document structure property on the component to True, or by setting the
FFDasm.ValidateDocumentStructure message context property to True. When document validation is set to run, the Flat File
Disassembler validates the document structure as well as the header and trailer structures to ensure that they conform to the
document, header, and trailer schemas.

The Flat File Disassembler can remove empty fields and records when suppress_empty_nodes="True" is specified by the
schemaInfo annotation in the flat file XSD schema. If you use the schemaInfo annotation in this way, the Flat File Disassembler
removes empty fields and records regardless of whether they are optional. This may cause validation errors if you use XML
validation (either by setting the Flat File Disassembler Validate document structure property to True or by using the XML
Validator pipeline component). If a validation error occurs, the message is suspended. For more information about the
suppress_empty_nodes property, see Additional Flat File Properties.

See Also

Flat File Disassembler Pipeline Component

Configuring the Flat File Disassembler Pipeline Component

Pipelines\AssemblerDisassembler (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
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Character Encoding in the Flat File Disassembler Pipeline
Component
The following algorithm is used by the Flat File Disassembler component to determine which encoding to use for processing an
incoming message:

1. If a byte order mark exists in the data, encoding information is determined from it. This encoding information is not
preserved by the disassembler (that is, it is not saved to the XMLNorm.SourceCharset property).

2. Otherwise, if the IBaseMessagePart.Charset property is set, the encoding specified there is used.
3. Otherwise, if the header or document schema contains codepage information, it is used.
4. Otherwise, UTF-8 encoding is used.

For the preceding cases 2, 3, and 4, the disassembler saves the encoding information on the message context in the
XMLNorm.SourceCharset property.

See Also

Flat File Disassembler Pipeline Component

Configuring the Flat File Disassembler Pipeline Component

Pipelines\AssemblerDisassembler (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
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XML Assembler Pipeline Component
The XML Assembler pipeline component combines XML serializing and assembling in one component. Its primary function is to
transfer properties from the message context back into envelopes and documents.

The following actions occur in the XML Assembler component after receiving a batch of messages to form an interchange:

1. The assembler creates the envelope by using the specified envelope specification.
2. The component puts the content properties on the message instances by using the predefined XPaths coded as annotations

in the XSD schemas associated with the message.
3. The component appends the message to the envelope.
4. The component puts the content properties on the envelope by using the predefined XPaths coded as annotations in the

XSD schemas associated with envelopes.

Note  The XML Assembler pipeline component does not populate missing attribute fields, but does populate empty
element fields when the fields are optional but do not have default or fixed values.

For information about configuring the XML Assembler pipeline component, see
Configuring the XML Assembler Pipeline Component.

This section contains the following topics:

Character Encoding in the XML Assembler Pipeline Component
Processing Instructions in the XML Assembler Pipeline Component
Unrecognized Messages in the XML Assembler Pipeline Component
XML Information Set Elements in the XML Assembler Pipeline Component
Document Structure Enforcement in the XML Assembler Pipeline Component
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Character Encoding in the XML Assembler Pipeline Component
The XML Assembler pipeline component can produce messages in user-specified character encoding in two ways, as shown in the
following table.

Encoding level Encoding method
Component Set the Target charset component property in Pipeline Designer.
Message Set the XMLNorm.TargetCharset property on the message context.

Note  A message context property always overrides any context property set in Pipeline Designer.

The XML Assembler uses the following algorithm to determine output message encoding:

1. If the XMLNorm.TargetCharset context property is set, its value is used.
2. Otherwise, if the Target charset property is specified in Pipeline Designer, its value is used.
3. Otherwise, if the XMLNorm.SourceCharset property is specified, its value is used.
4. If none of the preceding properties is set, UTF-8 encoding is used.

The XML Assembler saves the encoding information of a BizTalk message object in the IBaseMessagePart.Charset property. When
using Unicode or UTF-8 encoding, the XML Assembler always adds the byte order mark (BOM) to outgoing messages.

Note that when using the default XML send pipeline, which contains the XML Assembler component, the produced documents
may be encoded by using the same charset as when they were submitted into the server, or they may be encoded by using UTF-8
if documents were created within the server and XMLNorm.TargetCharset was not specified.

See Also

XML Assembler Pipeline Component

Configuring the XML Assembler Pipeline Component

Pipelines\AssemblerDisassembler (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
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Processing Instructions in the XML Assembler Pipeline
Component
Processing instructions provide information to the application that processes an XML document. Such information may include
instructions about how to process the document, how to display it, and so on.

Processing instructions are added to an XML document by the Add processing instructions property (or the equivalent
XMLNorm.ProcessingInstructionOption property on the message context). Processing instruction text is specified with the
Add processing instructions text property (or the equivalent XMLNorm.ProcessingInstruction property on the message
context).

The Add processing instructions property (or XMLNorm.ProcessingInstructionOption property) has three possible values,
which are described in the following table.

Value Valu
e

Description

Append 0 New processing instructions from the XML Assembler are appended to the processing instructions at the beginni
ng of the document.

Create ne
w

1 New processing instructions from the XML Assembler overwrite existing processing instructions at the beginning
of the document.

Ignore 2 Processing instructions at the beginning of the document are removed.

The pair of processing instructions (or message context properties) specified on a message context take precedence over the
property pair specified in Pipeline Designer. For example, if XMLNorm.ProcessingInstructionOption is specified as Create
new (1) and XMLNorm.ProcessingInstruction is not specified, an empty processing instruction will replace an existing
processing instruction.

As another example, if XMLNorm.ProcessingInstruction is specified but XMLNorm.ProcessingInstructionOption is not,
none of the properties from the message context are used. In this case, the processing instructions from Pipeline Designer are
used.

By default, Add processing instructions is set to Append, and Add processing instructions text is empty.

See Also

XML Assembler Pipeline Component

Configuring the XML Assembler Pipeline Component

Pipelines\AssemblerDisassembler (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
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Unrecognized Messages in the XML Assembler Pipeline
Component
The XML Assembler component treats a message as "unrecognized" if a message has:

No body part.
An empty body part.
No data in the body part.
No associated schema deployed.

Note  Non-XML messages are always treated as unrecognized.

The manner in which the XML Assembler handles an unrecognized message is controlled by the
XMLNorm.AllowUnrecognizedMessage message context property.

When XMLNorm.AllowUnrecognizedMessage is set to True, the XML Assembler handles XML documents as follows:

A message with no body part or with an empty body part or empty data in the body part passes unchanged through the
assembler.
A document that does not have a deployed schema associated with it passes unchanged through the assembler.
A document with an associated deployed schema is processed by the assembler (regardless of whether the schema is
explicitly referenced in a component property or found during the schema resolution process).

If XMLNorm.AllowUnrecognizedMessage is set to False, the XML Assembler handles XML documents as follows:

A message with no body part or with an empty body part or empty data in the body part is not processed. An error is
reported and the message is suspended.
A message that does not have a deployed schema associated with it is not processed. An error is reported and the message
is suspended.
A document with an associated deployed schema is processed by the assembler (regardless of whether the schema is
explicitly referenced in a component property or found during the schema resolution process).
By default, the XML Assembler component does not allow unrecognized messages (that is,
XMLNorm.AllowUnrecognizedMessages is considered False if it is not set on the message context).

See Also

XML Assembler Pipeline Component

Configuring the XML Assembler Pipeline Component
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XML Information Set Elements in the XML Assembler Pipeline
Component
The XML Assembler component handles XML information set elements as follows.

Eleme
nt

Description

comm
ent

Comments are preserved between opening and closing XML tags in the document.

CDAT
A

CDATA is preserved between opening and closing XML tags in the document. CDATA values are not used for property pro
motion or distinguished fields.

proces
sing in
structi
ons

Processing instructions located before the document XML tag are handled based on their value (for more information, see
Processing Instructions in the XML Assembler Pipeline Component). Processing instructions between document open and
close tags are preserved. Processing instructions after the closing XML tag are ignored, as are any instructions before, in, o
r after the envelope.

XML d
eclarat
ion

The XML declaration string, such as <?xml version='1.0'? encoding='UTF-8'>, may be preserved by the XML Assembler
pipeline component. This is controlled by the Add XML declaration property, or its equivalent on the message context, X
MLNorm.AddXMLDeclaration.

If this option is set to True then the XML declaration will be added to the document. If the XML declaration already existed,
it will be overwritten.

If this option is set to False, no XML declaration will be added and any existing XML declaration will be removed. The valu
e of this property in the message context takes precedence over the value specified in Pipeline Designer.

Default value: True (the XML declaration is always added)

See Also

XML Assembler Pipeline Component

Configuring the XML Assembler Pipeline Component

Pipelines\AssemblerDisassembler (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
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Document Structure Enforcement in the XML Assembler
Pipeline Component
If document or envelope schemas are explicitly referenced in the XML Assembler, the XML Assembler ensures that only
documents with the message type corresponding to referenced schemas are processed. All the other documents are not
processed even though a schema may be deployed for them.

See Also

XML Assembler Pipeline Component

Configuring the XML Assembler Pipeline Component

Pipelines\AssemblerDisassembler (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
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XML Disassembler Pipeline Component
The XML Disassembler pipeline component combines XML parsing and disassembling into one component. Its primary functions
are:

Removing envelopes.
Disassembling the interchange.
Promoting the content properties from interchange and individual document levels on to the message context.

The following actions occur in the XML Disassembler component after receiving an envelope:

1. The disassembler parses the envelope by using the envelope schemas statically associated with the component at design
time or dynamically by determining envelope schemas from the message type at run time. The schema is used to verify the
structure of the envelope during envelope parsing. If envelope structure is not defined, it is found recursively by using the
root node's namespace and base name to look up the schemas.

2. The disassembler component parses each document within the envelope. For each document, the BizTalk message object is
created with its own context where all the properties promoted from the envelope and from the document itself get copied.
The component pulls the content properties from the envelope and message instances by using the predefined XPaths
coded as annotations in the XSD schemas associated with the envelope and message. The envelope schemas as well as the
individual document schemas are associated with the disassembler component in Pipeline Designer.

The XML Disassembler only processes data in the body part of the message. Thus, only properties from body part can be
promoted. Datetime values from the fields associated with the promotable properties get converted to UTC when property
promotion occurs. Non-body parts are copied to the output message unchanged.

Note  The XML Disassembler pipeline component currently forces conversion of all datetime properties to UTC before
they reach the message store. BizTalk Server uses an SQL datetime type internally, which does not have information
about the time zone. If you generate a datetime property in an orchestration, and then try to use it for correlation with
subsequent messages, it may not work correctly, because the XML Disassembler pipeline component will convert it on
response into UTC, and Microsoft® SQL Server™ will have no way to identify the original and response time fields as
identical. Similarly, you may encounter discrepancies when viewing data in the Health and Activity Tracking (HAT)
tools.

For information about configuring the XML Disassembler pipeline component, see
Configuring the XML Disassembler Pipeline Component.

This section contains:

XML Information Set Elements in the XML Disassembler Pipeline Component
Unrecognized Messages in the XML Disassembler Pipeline Component
Document Validation in the XML Disassembler Pipeline Component
Document Structure Enforcement in the XML Disassembler Pipeline Component
Character Encoding in Disassembler Pipeline Components
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XML Information Set Elements in the XML Disassembler
Pipeline Component
The XML Disassembler handles XML information set elements as follows.

Element Description
comment Comments are preserved in the document; however, any comments in XML envelopes are not preserved.
CDATA CDATA is preserved in the document. CDATA elements appearing outside of a document (for example, in an envelop

e) are not preserved.
processing i
nstructions

The XML Disassembler preserves processing instructions appearing in or before an XML document. Processing instr
uctions appearing after an XML document or before or after an envelope are not preserved.

XML declara
tion

The XML declaration element of any incoming XML message is removed.

See Also

XML Disassembler Pipeline Component

Configuring the XML Disassembler Pipeline Component
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Unrecognized Messages in the XML Disassembler Pipeline
Component
The XML Disassembler component may handle a message as "unrecognized" in the following cases:

An XML message is received with no body, an empty body, or empty data in the body.
An XML message is received but no schema is deployed for it.

An unrecognized message is handled based on the Allow Unrecognized Messages property (or on the
XMLNorm.AllowUnrecognizedMessage property on the message context).

If Allow Unrecognized Messages is set to True, the following occurs:

A message with no body, an empty/null body, or with empty/null data in the body passes unchanged through the XML
Disassembler.
An XML document with no associated deployed schema passes unchanged through the XML Disassembler.
An XML document that has a deployed schema associated with it is processed by the XML Disassembler regardless of
whether the schema is explicitly referenced in a component property or found during the schema resolution process.

If Allow Unrecognized Messages is set to False, the following occurs:

A message with no body or an empty/null body or with empty/null data in the body is not passed through the XML
Disassembler.
An XML document that does not have a deployed schema associated with it is not passed through the disassembler. An
error is reported and the message is suspended, if possible.
An XML document that has a deployed schema associated with it is processed by the XML Disassembler regardless of
whether the schema is explicitly referenced in a component property or found during the schema resolution process.

By default, the XML Disassembler does not allow unrecognized messages.

Note  Non-XML messages are not processed by the XML Disassembler regardless of the Allow Unrecognized
Messages property setting.

See Also

XML Disassembler Pipeline Component

Configuring the XML Disassembler Pipeline Component
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Document Validation in the XML Disassembler Pipeline
Component
By default, the XML Disassembler does not validate XML documents against a schema. However, you can configure the XML
Disassembler to validate an XML document by setting the Validate Document Structure property.

Caution  If a field for promotion is declared with a simple data type but contains complex data, the property
promotion will cause unpredictable results. To avoid this scenario, configure the XML Disassembler to perform
document validation by setting the Validate Document Structure property to True.

See Also

XML Disassembler Pipeline Component

Configuring the XML Disassembler Pipeline Component
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Document Structure Enforcement in the XML Disassembler
Pipeline Component
If a document or envelope schema is explicitly referenced in the XML Disassembler, the XML Disassembler processes only those
documents with message types conforming to the schema. No other documents are processed, regardless of whether a deployed
schema is referenced for them.

The XML Disassembler enforces the specified order of envelope schemas; however, the order of document schemas is not
enforced.

See Also

XML Disassembler Pipeline Component
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Character Encoding in Disassembler Pipeline Components
The XML Disassembler uses the following algorithm to determine which encoding to use for processing incoming messages:

1. If a byte order mark exists in the data, encoding information is determined from it.
2. Otherwise, if the IBaseMessagePart.Charset property is set, the encoding specified there is used.
3. Otherwise if the XML declaration is present in the XML document, the encoding specified there is used, provided the XML

declaration is ANSI.
4. Otherwise, UTF-8 encoding is used.

For the preceding cases 2, 3, and 4, after the XML Disassembler determines the encoding, it saves it on the message context in
XMLNorm.SourceCharset property. Messages produced by the XML Disassembler pipeline component always use UTF-8
encoding. For case 1, encoding determined from the byte order mark is not preserved.

See Also

XML Disassembler Pipeline Component

Configuring the XML Disassembler Pipeline Component
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MIME/SMIME Decoder Pipeline Component
The MIME/SMIME Decoder component provides MIME decoding functionality for messages. This pipeline component can be
placed into the Decode stage of a receive pipeline, and it supports 7bit, 8bit, binary, quoted-printable, UUEncode, and base64
decoding. Localized data character set changes will not affect the decoding.

The MIME/SMIME Decoder component can decrypt and sign-validate an incoming message. Decryption certificates are used from
the personal certificate store of the current user under which the service is running. Sign-validation certificates are used from the
Address Book store of the local computer or from the message itself.

On successful decryption of a message, the MIME/SMIME Decoder pipeline component associates the thumbprint of the
decryption certificate used to decrypt the message as a predicate of the message. This means that any service (orchestration or
send port) that is subscribing to that message must be associated with a host that owns that key. Associations between hosts and
keys can be completed in the BizTalk Administration console as a property of the host. For more information about configuring
the host in the BizTalk Administration console, see Modifying Host Properties in the BizTalk Administration Console.

The MIME/SMIME Decoder pipeline component is the only out-of-the-box receive pipeline component that handles multi-part
messages, including multi-part MIME/SMIME messages. The pipeline component parses the message and creates an equivalent
multi-part BizTalk message. A multi-part BizTalk message has one unique part named the body part. All other pipeline
components, such as the XML Disassembler pipeline component, only process the body part of the BizTalk Message. Also the
MessageType corresponding to the BizTalk body part is used for routing the message to subscribers.

The following conditions are evaluated by the MIME/SMIME Decoder pipeline component to identify the BizTalk BodyPart
corresponding to a multi-part MIME message. The order of the condition evaluation is as follows:

1. The first MIME/SMIME part that has the Content-Description header set to "body" (case-insensitive).
2. The first MIME/SMIME part that has the Content-Type header set to "text/xml"(case-insensitive).
3. The first MIME/SMIME part that has the Content-Type header set to "text/" (case-insensitive).
4. The first MIME/SMIME part.

Note  The order of the parts in the output BizTalk message is same as the order of MIME/SMIME parts in the
MIME/SMIME message.

Note  If the multi-part BizTalk message is being subscribed or consumed by an orchestration, the number of parts in
the message has to match the number of parts in the message that activates the orchestration.

For information about configuring the MIME/SMIME Decoder pipeline component, see
Configuring the MIME/SMIME Decoder Pipeline Component. For more information about BizTalk Server support for decryption,
sign-validation, and usage of certificates, see Sending and Receiving Secure Messages.

See Also

Pipeline Components

MIME/SMIME Property Schema and Properties

MIME (BizTalk Server Sample)
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MIME/SMIME Encoder Pipeline Component
The MIME/SMIME Encoder component can be placed into the Encode stage of a send pipeline. It supports 7bit, 8bit, binary,
quoted-printable, base64, and UUencode encoding. Localized data character set changes do not affect the encoding.

This component can be used to either MIME encode, sign or encrypt an outgoing message with encryption and signing
certificates.

If there is an encoding component in the send pipeline that is configured to sign messages, and the BizTalk group that includes
the host running the pipeline is not configured with a signing certificate, the outgoing message will be suspended (with the
appropriate error) to the suspended queue of the host that is running the pipeline. If the signing certificate cannot be found in the
personal certificate store of the current user under which the service is running, the message will be suspended to the suspended
queue of the host that is running the pipeline.

If there is an encoding component in the outbound pipeline configured to encrypt outbound messages, and the certificate cannot
be found in the certificate store, the message will be suspended to the suspended queue of the host that is running the pipeline.

To perform response encryption on a request-response port that is receiving signed and encrypted messages, a custom pipeline
component must be added to the pipeline before the MIME/SMIME Encoder pipeline component. This custom pipeline
component must identify the thumbprint corresponding to the encryption certificate and set it to the BTS.EncryptionCert
property on the message context. For more information about message context properties, see
Modifying BizTalk Group Properties.

For information about configuring the MIME/SMIME Encoder pipeline component, see
Configuring the MIME/SMIME Encoder Pipeline Component. For more information about BizTalk Server support for encryption,
signing, and usage of certificates, see Sending and Receiving Secure Messages.

See Also

Sending E-Mail Using BizTalk Server

Pipeline Components

MIME/SMIME Property Schema and Properties

MIME (BizTalk Server Sample)
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Party Resolution Pipeline Component
The responsibility of the Party Resolution pipeline component is to map the sender certificate or the sender security identifier
(SID) to the corresponding configured BizTalk Server party.

When the Party Resolution component reads the incoming message, it takes two message context properties as input:
WindowsUser and SignatureCertificate. The WindowsUser property is populated by the adapter, or by a custom pipeline
component, with the user name of the sender when it can reliably derive the sender information. The SignatureCertificate is
populated by the adapter or the MIME/SMIME Decoder pipeline component with the thumbprint of the client authentication
certificate.

If the message is signed, the thumbprint of the certificate that was used to validate the signature on the inbound message is then
used to look in the Configuration Repository to determine which party it is associated with. If a party is found, the SourcePartyID
for that party is placed in the context of the message as the originator of the message.

To enable the Party Resolution pipeline component to validate a Windows user, you must add the WindowsUser alias to a party.
The Name, Qualifier, and Value of the alias should be of the form WindowsUser == <domain\user name>, where
WindowsUser is the Name, == is the Qualifier, and <domain\user name> is the Value. In a stand-alone scenario, the
WindowsUser value used to configure the party should match the value that is set by the receive adapter. For more information
about aliases, see Partner Management in BizTalk Explorer. For more information about adding an alias to a party, see
Adding an Alias to a Party Using BizTalk Explorer.

If the message arrives at the Party Resolution component with both of the properties stamped, the Party Resolution component
first tries to resolve the party by the certificate (assuming the Resolve Party By Certificate property is set to True). If the party is
resolved, the SourcePartyID for that party is placed in the context of the message as the OriginatorPID of the message if the host
process running the pipeline is marked as Authentication Trusted by the pipeline. If the party resolution cannot be completed
by using the certificate, the OriginatorPID value on the message is stamped with "s-1-5-7", which is the SID of an anonymous
user. For more information about the OriginatorPID property, see Securing Pipelines.

The following table shows how the Party Resolution pipeline component attempts to resolve the party.

By SID By certificate WindowsUser SignatureCertificate Result
True False Available Available or unavailable Party is resolved.
True False Unavailable Available or unavailable Party is not resolved and is stamped as anonymous.
False True Available or unavailable Available or unavailable Party is not resolved and is stamped as anonymous.
True True Available Available Party is resolved.
True True Unavailable Available or unavailable Party is not resolved and is stamped as anonymous.
False False Available or unavailable Available or unavailable Party is not resolved and is stamped as anonymous.

For information about configuring the Party Resolution pipeline component, see
Configuring the Party Resolution Pipeline Component.

See Also

Message Context Properties

Pipeline Components

Custom Party Resolution (BizTalk Server Sample)

Authentication of Messages Between Processes
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XML Validator Pipeline Component
The XML Validator pipeline component can be used in both send and receive pipelines in any stage except for Disassemble or
Assemble. The XML Validator component validates the message against the specified schema or schemas, and if the message
does not conform to these schemas, the component raises an error and Messaging Engine places the message in the suspended
queue.

For information about configuring the XML Validator pipeline component, see
Configuring the XML Validator Pipeline Component.

See Also

Pipeline Components
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Schema Resolution in Pipeline Components
Pipeline disassembler and assembler components use XSD schemas to process messages. The schemas contain information such
as the list of promoted properties, distinguished fields, annotations for flat file messages, and annotations for XML envelopes.

Standard disassembler and assembler components support retrieval of deployed schemas by using the schema type name and
message type. Some components retrieve by using both the schema type name and the message type, while others (for example,
the Flat File Disassembler) retrieve only by the schema type.

Pipeline components that receive XML messages determine the message type by examining the message root element and
namespace. For example, the message type for the following XML is "http://MyDocument.org#MyDocument".

If a schema does not have a namespace defined for it, the message type is "<rootNode>". For example, if the preceding example
XML had no namespace, the message type would be "MyDocument".

Standard pipeline components use the message type to retrieve the appropriate schema from the database. Default XML receive
and send pipelines always determine which schema to load by using the message type dynamically discovered at runtime from
the message XML content (unless the pipeline component is set to allow unrecognized messages). The XML Disassembler can
remove the message envelope by using this mechanism; however, the XML Assembler cannot create an envelope for an outgoing
message without knowing what envelope schema to use. To create an envelope in the XML Assembler or a header and trailer in
the Flat File Assembler, you must create a custom send pipeline and define the schemas in Pipeline Designer.

Schema resolution by message type may not work if several versions of the same schema are intentionally or accidentally
deployed in the database (for example, in a side-by-side deployment or if multiple scenarios do not have unique message types).
If schema resolution by message type fails, a "schema ambiguity" error is added to the event log. To ensure that schema
resolution by message type succeeds, do one of the following:

Define the schemas in the same BizTalk project as your custom pipeline.
Sign the assembly with the schemas with the same key as the assembly containing the pipelines.
Explicitly specify schemas in pipeline components (message type names should be unique across the Configuration
database).

Important  When schemas in the same assembly share a message type, you must not include the schemas in the
same pipeline component assembly due to the limitations of ambiguity resolution; instead, reference schemas that are
external to the pipeline component assembly. Ambiguity resolution does not work when schemas and pipeline
components are in the same assembly, even if schema type names are explicitly specified in pipeline components in
custom pipelines.

Note  Custom pipeline components that use IPipelineContext to obtain deployed schemas should obtain schemas
by schema type only if the schema type name is not specified for the component at run time, and obtain schemas by
message type only if the schema type information is not available when the component is run.

See Also

Pipeline Components
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Envelope Use in the XML Assembler and Disassembler Pipeline
Components
An XML message can include zero or more envelopes. The following example shows an envelope (in bold) wrapping an XML
document.

Envelopes serve two purposes:

They can include field values to use for property promotion and demotion.

The XML Disassembler component promotes properties, and the XML Assembler component demotes properties. Property
promotion and demotion can also occur in XML documents.

They can combine several XML documents into a single interchange.

Because a well-formed XML document can have only one root element, an envelope enables you to combine multiple XML
documents to share one root element.

You can enforce the canonical form by specifying the envelope order by using the Envelope Specification Names design-time
property in the XML Assembler, or with the XMLNORM.EnvelopeSpecNames message context property before the XML
Assembler is run. The XML Assembler produces an enveloped document in canonical form.

Nesting envelopes
You can nest envelopes to form complex document structures where several enveloped XML documents can be combined into a
larger interchange. The following example shows an interchange wrapped by two envelopes.

The preceding example illustrates a flexible form, which means that a document can be on the same hierarchy level as an
envelope. After disassembling the enveloped document, four separate documents are created (document1, document2, and so
on).

See Also

Pipeline Components
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<ns0:envelope xmlns:ns0="http://myEnvelopeNamespaceURI.org">
   <header>
      <firstName>John</firstName>
      <lastName>Scott</lastName>
   </header>
   <body>
      <ns1:document xmlns:ns1="http://myDocumentNamespaceURI.org">
         <message>Hello</message>
      </ns1:document>
   </body>
</ns0:envelope>

<envelope1>
   <document1/>
   <envelope2>
      <document2/>
      <document3/>
   </envelope2>
   <document4/>
</envelope1>
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Property Demotion in Assembler Pipeline Components
You can use property demotion to copy a property value from the message context into the message content or to its header or
trailer. You accomplish property demotion by using an XPath expression specified in the document or in the header and trailer
schema.

When writing datetime data from the context property into the resulting document, BizTalk Server assumes that all datetime data
is in UTC format.

The format used to write properties into the data is determined by the XSD data type as shown in the following table.

Data type Format
xs:datetime yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.fffffffZ
xs:date yyyy-MM-ddZ
xs:gDay ---ddZ
xs:gMonth --MM—Z
xs:gMonthDay --MM-ddZ
xs:gYear yyyyZ
xs:gYearMonth yyyy-MMZ
xs:time HH:mm:ss.fffffffZ

See Also

Flat File Assembler Pipeline Component

Configuring the Flat File Assembler Pipeline Component
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Property Promotion in Disassembler Pipeline Components
Property promotion is a process by which a property value is extracted from an XML document by using an XPath expression and
placed on the message context so that it can be used for message routing.

If a promoted property does not have a default or fixed value, the XML field for that property is missing, and the Validate
Document Structure property is False, the property is not promoted.

A custom pipeline component can promote multivalued (that is, arrayed) properties. Messages that contain multivalued
properties are only supported in content-based routing (CBR) scenarios; they cannot be routed to orchestrations or be used for
tracking purposes.

The XML Disassembler does not promote default or fixed values for an empty element if it has a closing tag. For example,
<field1> is not promoted in the following XML.

However, an empty element without a closing tag (as shown in the following example) is promoted.

When reading datetime data from a document and placing it into the context property, if the data is in UTC format, that format is
preserved. If the datetime data is in local+offset format, BizTalk Server converts the datetime format to the UTC format that
results from adding the offset to the local time. If the datetime format does not specify time zone or UTC format, the time is
assumed to be local and is converted to UTC based on the current time zone.

See Also

XML Disassembler Pipeline Component

Configuring the XML Disassembler Pipeline Component
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<document>
   <field1></field1>
</document>

<document>
   <field1/>
</document>
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Distinguished Fields in Disassembler Pipeline Components
Distinguished fields defined in a schema are written to the message context by the XML Disassembler, BizTalk Framework
Disassembler, or Flat File Disassembler pipeline components in the following format:

name used is the distinguished field in XPath

namespace URI is "http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003/btsDistinguishedFields"

The value of the property is the System.String value extracted from the XML document using specified XPath.

The following example schema has a distinguished field Price.

For the document instance

the XML Disassembler writes a distinguished field on a message context as follows:

Name of the property on the context: "/*[local-name()='PO' and namespace-uri()='http://SendHtmlMessage.PO']/*[local-
name()='Price' and namespace-uri()='']"

Namespace of the property: http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003/btsDistinguishedFields

Value of the property: 10

Note  If the size of any XML document element values exceeds 85 KB, a degradation in the performance of processing
those documents may occur.

See Also

Flat File Disassembler Pipeline Component

Configuring the Flat File Disassembler Pipeline Component
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-16" ?> 
<xs:schema xmlns="http://SendHtmlMessage.PO" xmlns:b="http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/20
03" targetNamespace="http://SendHtmlMessage.PO xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
   <xs:element name="PO">
      <xs:annotation>
         <xs:appinfo>
            <b:properties>
               <b:property distinguished="true" xpath="/*[local-name()='PO' and namespace-uri
()='http://SendHtmlMessage.PO']/*[local-
               name()='Price' and namespace-uri()='']" /> 
            </b:properties>
         </xs:appinfo>
      </xs:annotation>
      <xs:complexType>
         <xs:sequence>
            <xs:element name="Item" type="xs:string" /> 
            <xs:element name="Price" type="xs:string" /> 
         </xs:sequence>
      </xs:complexType>
   </xs:element>
</xs:schema>

<PO>
            <Item>Bolt</Item>
            <Price>10</Price>
<PO>
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Using Pipeline Designer
Pipeline Designer is a graphical editor, hosted in Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET, which enables you to create new pipelines;
view the pipeline templates included with Microsoft® BizTalk® Server; move pipeline components within a pipeline; and
configure pipelines, stages, and pipeline components.

Pipeline Designer uses three key tools of the Visual Studio shell as part of the design experience:

The Properties window, where most of the characteristics of pipeline objects are viewed and modified.
The Toolbox, which is used as a source for the design surface.
The design surface, where components from the Toolbox are dragged and dropped.

The following figure shows the Pipeline Designer environment.

Pipeline Designer is integrated with the BizTalk project template to enhance your development experience. After using the project
system to create a new BizTalk project, you can use the Add New Item command on the File menu to add a pipeline to your
solution. For more information about the BizTalk project template, see Using the BizTalk Project System.

Note  In previous versions of BizTalk Server, the concept of a pipeline was encapsulated in message channels and
ports, which defined a set order of specific components that were applied to a document. In this version, the pipeline is
flexible because you are free to reorder the components in each stage of the pipeline and can easily insert multiple
custom components throughout the pipeline.

The Pipeline Designer design surface enables you to draw a graphical representation of a pipeline. The design surface occupies
the main section of the Visual Studio .NET window and enables you to edit the pipelines belonging to a BizTalk project. You can
navigate between pipelines by clicking the tabs above the design surface.

Each pipeline is composed of stages, with each stage containing one or more components. If there are no components in a stage,
a watermark with text indicates that shapes can be inserted from the Toolbox. When the first shape is inserted into a stage, the
initial text disappears. The design surface shows the pipeline vertically, running from top (start) to bottom (end).

As with other common Microsoft® Windows® programs, you can perform several tasks, such as Open and Save from the File
menu.

See Also

Creating Pipelines with Pipeline Designer

Developing Pipelines
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Creating Pipelines with Pipeline Designer
This section describes how to:

Create, open, and save pipelines
Add components to a pipeline
Use the Schema Collection Property Editor
Use the Toolbox
Navigate with the keyboard
Work with read-only pipeline component properties.

For information about using Pipeline Designer, see Using Pipeline Designer.

This section contains:

Creating a New Pipeline
Opening a Pipeline
Adding a Component to a Pipeline
Setting Pipeline Component Properties
Using the Schema Collection Property Editor
Saving a Pipeline
Using the Toolbox
Navigating with the Keyboard
Read-Only Pipeline Component Properties
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Creating a New Pipeline
You can add a pipeline template to your project to create a new pipeline.

To create a new pipeline

1. In Solution Explorer, select the project in which you want to create the pipeline.
2. On the File menu, click Add New Item.
3. In the Add New Item dialog box, select a Receive Pipeline or Send Pipeline template by clicking it once.

Note  If you double-click the template, the pipeline will automatically be created with the default name that
appears in the Name field.

4. In the Name field, type a name for the pipeline.
5. Click Open.

The new pipeline appears in Solution Explorer. The design surface displays pipeline stages and a default set of components.

For information about adding pipeline components to the pipeline, see Adding a Component to a Pipeline.

See Also

Opening a Pipeline

Saving a Pipeline

Using the Toolbox

Navigating with the Keyboard
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Opening a Pipeline
Opening a pipeline file causes Pipeline Designer to appear with the defined pipeline and its stages in the design area. In addition,
the Pipeline Designer Toolbox and the Properties window will appear if they are not already open.

To open a pipeline

In Solution Explorer, double-click the pipeline you want to open.

—Or—

In Solution Explorer, select the pipeline, and then on the View menu, click Open.

See Also

Creating a New Pipeline

Saving a Pipeline

Using the Toolbox

Navigating with the Keyboard

Creating Pipelines with Pipeline Designer
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Adding a Component to a Pipeline
You add components to pipelines by dragging from the Toolbox to the design surface.

To add a component to a pipeline

In the Toolbox, drag the pipeline component onto a Drop Here! box on the design surface.

The following illustration shows how the pipeline design surface illustrates pipelines. This pipeline has two stages, the Assemble
stage and the Encode stage. The XML Assembler pipeline component was added to the Assemble stage, but the Encode stage is
still empty, because it still shows Drop Here! to indicate that a pipeline component can be added to the stage.

Note  A pipeline component can only be dropped at specific places on the design surface. The pipeline component
can only be dropped in a stage in which it has stage affinity. A circle with a line through it appears next to the pointer
where the pipeline component cannot be dropped. An arrow appears, and a portion of the design surface is
highlighted where a pipeline component can be placed.

See Also

Creating a New Pipeline

Opening a Pipeline

Using the Toolbox

Navigating with the Keyboard

Creating Pipelines with Pipeline Designer
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Setting Pipeline Component Properties
Each component has properties that should be configured prior to use.

To set pipeline component properties

In the Properties window, in the Pipeline Component Properties section, click the Value cell in the Property row, and
enter the new value. If the Value cell contains an arrow button, click the button for a list of choices. If the Value cell contains
an ellipsis (…) button, click the button to use the Schema Collection Property Editor to configure the property. For more
information, see Using the Schema Collection Property Editor.

See Also

Creating a New Pipeline

Opening a Pipeline

Using the Toolbox

Navigating with the Keyboard
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Using the Schema Collection Property Editor
You use the Schema Collection Property Editor to select schemas for your pipeline component.

To use the Schema Collection Property Editor

1. In the Schema Collection Property Editor, in the Available Schemas box, select the schemas that should be available for the
pipeline component. Use the CTRL key to select more than one schema.

2. Click Add.

The selected schemas now appear in the Added Schemas box.

3. Click OK.

See Also

Configuring Pipeline Components

Creating a New Pipeline

Opening a Pipeline

Using the Toolbox

Navigating with the Keyboard
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Saving a Pipeline
Saving a pipeline stores information about the pipeline configuration to a .btp file, which specifies:

The name of the pipeline.
The template and policy that it is based on (send or receive).
The sequence of components that are part of the pipeline, including the order and set of components used in each stage.
The configuration information for each of the pipeline components.

To save a pipeline

On the File menu, click Save.

—Or—

1. Display the pipeline on the design surface by clicking its tab near the top of the screen.
2. On the File menu, click Save As.
3. In the Save File As dialog box, in the File name field, type a name for the pipeline. A default name is supplied for you.
4. Click OK.

See Also

Creating a New Pipeline

Opening a Pipeline

Using the Toolbox

Navigating with the Keyboard

Creating Pipelines with Pipeline Designer
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Using the Toolbox
You create a pipeline by dragging components (shapes) from the Toolbox to the design surface. Pipeline Designer helps you
assemble valid pipelines by placing certain restrictions on the creation process. You can only select Toolbox components that
apply to the pipeline type you are creating. For example, a receive pipeline will show decoders, disassemblers, and validators as
valid Toolbox components, while encoders and assemblers will be disabled (dimmed).

In addition, stages can accept only valid components. For example, you cannot drag an encoder component to an Assemble stage.
When you drag a component near a valid drop location, an arrow appears, indicating the point where the component can be
inserted.

If you drag a valid component onto a stage that is collapsed, pause the mouse over the stage for a few seconds to expand it, and
then drop the component into the stage.

Start and End shapes
Start and End shapes appear as bullets on all pipelines. They are provided on the design surface for visual organization only.
There is only one of each, and they can neither be added nor deleted. The Start and End shapes do not appear in the Toolbox.

Adding and removing components from the Toolbox
Adding a custom component to the Toolbox in Pipeline Designer is similar to the standard Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET
procedure.

To add a pipeline component to the Toolbox

1. On the Tools menu, click Add/Remove Toolbox Items.

—Or—

Right-click the Toolbox and then click Add/Remove Items.

2. In the Customize Toolbox dialog box, click the BizTalk Pipeline Components tab.

A dialog box displays the compatible pipeline components. You can navigate through the categories by clicking the tabs at
the top of the dialog box.

3. Select the component you want to add to the Toolbox.
4. Click OK. The component will appear on the BizTalk Pipeline Components tab of the Toolbox.

To remove a pipeline component from the Toolbox

Open the Customize Toolbox dialog box (as in the preceding procedure) and clear the component to be removed.

A component remains registered even after it has been removed from the Toolbox.

See Also

Creating a New Pipeline

Opening a Pipeline

Navigating with the Keyboard

Creating Pipelines with Pipeline Designer
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Navigating with the Keyboard
You can navigate through the design surface by using your keyboard instead of your mouse. The following table shows the keys
that you can use.

Key Effect
DOWN AR
ROW

Moves the cursor to the next connecting line or shape below, including Start and End shapes.

UP ARRO
W

Moves the cursor to the previous connecting line or shape above, including Start and End shapes.

PAGE UP Changes the cursor focus to the previous starting shape of a stage. This has the effect of scrolling up the page so that 
the earlier parts of the pipeline are shown.

PAGE DOW
N

Changes the cursor focus to the next starting shape of a stage. This has the effect of scrolling down the page so that t
he next parts of the pipeline are shown.

HOME Changes focus to the Start shape of the pipeline.
END Changes focus to the End shape of the pipeline.

See Also
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Read-Only Pipeline Component Properties
The Properties window contains two sections for components: general properties and component properties. General properties
are common to all components, though their values change between components.

To read the general properties for a pipeline component

1. Drag the pipeline component into a stage of the pipeline, or select a component if it already exists in the pipeline.
2. In the Properties window, in the General section, do the following.

Use this To do this
Name Indicates the component name.
Assemb
ly

Indicates the assembly and associated .NET information for the component.

Descrip
tion

Indicates the friendly name of the pipeline component.

Manag
ed

Indicates whether the pipeline component is managed. Yes if the component is a .NET managed component; No if
the pipeline component is a COM component.

Path Indicates the fully qualified path to the .NET component.
Type Indicates the component type, the assembly, and the associated .NET information for the component.

See Also

Configuring Pipeline Components

Creating Pipelines with Pipeline Designer
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Developing Pipeline Components
This section describes how to develop a pipeline component. You can create three types of pipeline components: general,
assembling, and disassembling. Each of the three types can additionally implement probing functionality. Each type of pipeline
component has an associated interface that must be implemented for the component to be plugged into the BizTalk Messaging
Engine; the pipeline interfaces that distinguish the types of components are IComponent, IAssemblerComponent, and
IDisassemblerComponent. For probing components, you must implement the IProbeMessage interface.

Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 contains a sample pipeline component that you can reference when creating your own
component. The sample component demonstrates how to append data to the end of a message and add data at the beginning of
the message. For more information about the sample pipeline component, see CustomComponent (BizTalk Server Sample).

Caution  If you reference a custom pipeline component from a pipeline in Microsoft® Visual Studio®, a compile-time
error may occur. To correct the error, close Pipeline Designer and reopen it before compiling. Alternatively, you can
remove the component, and then add it.

This section contains:

Using Pipeline Interfaces
Developing a General Pipeline Component
Developing an Assembling Pipeline Component
Developing a Disassembling Pipeline Component
Developing a Probing Pipeline Component
Implementing a Seek Method in a Managed Streaming Pipeline Component
Using the Parsing and Serializing Engines
Reporting Errors from Pipeline Components
Deploying Pipeline Components
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Using Pipeline Interfaces
A pipeline component is a .NET or COM component that implements a set of predefined interfaces for interaction with the BizTalk
Messaging Engine. Depending on the functionality of the component, different interfaces must be implemented. This topic
discusses these interfaces and some of their methods.

IPipelineContext
All pipeline components can use IPipelineContext methods to access all document processing-specific interfaces. The
IPipelineContext interface provides the following functionalities:

Allows components to retrieve the ambient pipeline and stage settings.
Allows components to retrieve message and message factories. With these factories, components can create various objects
required for the execution of the component.
Allows components to retrieve the document specifications. A document specification is an XSD schema plus additional
annotations.

For more information about the IPipelineContext interface, see IPipelineContext Interface.

IBaseComponent
All pipeline components need to implement this interface to provide basic information about the component.

For more information about the IBaseComponent interface, see IBaseComponent Interface.

IComponent
All pipeline components except assemblers and disassemblers implement this interface to get messages from the BizTalk Server
engine for processing and to pass processed messages back to the engine.

Execute. Method called by the engine to pass the input message to the component and retrieve the processed message from the
component.

For more information about the IComponent interface, see IComponent Interface.

IPropertyBag, IPersistPropertyBag
Pipeline components need to implement IPersistPropertyBag to receive its configuration information. This interface and
IPropertyBag are the standard interfaces. For more information about these interfaces, refer to the Microsoft .NET Framework
Software Development Kit (SDK) documentation.

IDisassemblerComponent
A disassembling component is a pipeline component that receives one message on input and produces zero or more messages
on output. Disassembling components are used to split interchanges of messages into individual documents. A disassembler
component must implement the methods of the IDisassemblerComponent interface to get messages from BizTalk Server for
processing and to pass disassembled documents back to BizTalk Server.

Method Description
Disassemb
le

Performs the disassembling of the incoming document pInMsg.

GetNext Gets the next message from the message set that resulted from disassembler execution. Returns NULL if there are n
o more messages.

For more information about IDisassemblerComponent, see IDisassemblerComponent Interface.

IAssemblerComponent
An assembling component is a pipeline component that receives several messages on input and produces one message on
output. Assembling components are used to collect individual documents into the message interchange batch.

Note  In this release of BizTalk Server 2004, assembling functionality is not used, so BizTalk Server always passes one
document to the component input.

An assembler component implements the IAssemblerComponent methods that are called by the BizTalk Server engine at run



time.

Method Description
AddDocume
nt

Adds the document pInMsg to the list of messages that will be included in the interchange.

Assemble Builds the interchange from the messages that were added by the previous method. Returns a pointer to the asse
mbled message.

For more information about IAssemblerComponent, see IAssemblerComponent Interface.

IProbeMessage
Any pipeline component (general, assembling, or disassembling) can implement IProbeMessage if it requires message probing
functionality. A probing component is used in the pipeline stages that have FirstMatch execution mode. In such stages, BizTalk
Server gives the message to the component, and the Probe method examines the beginning of the message to determine if the
component recognizes the format of the message.

Method Description
Probe This method takes pInMsg message, and returns True if the format is recognized or False otherwise.

For more information about IProbeMessage, see IProbeMessage Interface.

INamedItem
This is a helper interface for accessing document schemas from managed and unmanaged code.

For more information about INamedItem, see INamedItem Interface.

INamedItemList
This is a helper interface for accessing document schemas from managed and unmanaged code.

For more information about INamedItemList, see INamedItemList Interface.

IDocumentSpec
Pipeline components can use methods of the IDocumentSpec interface to perform document-specific actions, such as moving
content properties to context and back, accessing document schemas, and so on.

Method Description
DocType Returns the type of the current document.
DocSpecName Returns the specification name of the current document.
GetSchemaCollection Returns the list of document schemas for the current document.
GetBodyPath Returns the XPath to the node in the document where the body part begins.
GetDistinguishedPropertyAnnotationEnumerat
or

Returns a dictionary enumerator of all distinguished field property annotatio
ns.

GetPropertyAnnotationEnumerator Returns an enumerator of all property annotations.

For more information about IDocumentSpec, see IDocumentSpec Interface.

IComponentUI
Pipeline components must implement this interface to be used within the Pipeline Designer environment.

Method Description
Icon Provides the icon that is associated with this component.
Validat
e

Pipeline Designer calls this method before pipeline compilation to verify that all the configuration properties are set corr
ectly.

The Icon property returns an IntPtr. The following C# example shows how to return an IntPtr.

C#

static   ResourceManager resManager = new ResourceManager("ResourceManager", Assembly.GetExec
utingAssembly());
...
[Browsable(false)]



 

For more information about IComponentUI, see IComponentUI Interface.

See Also

.NET Class Reference

Developing Pipeline Components

CustomComponent (BizTalk Server Sample)
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Developing a General Pipeline Component
A general pipeline component is a .NET or COM component that implements the following interfaces:

IBaseComponent Interface
IComponent Interface
IComponentUI Interface
IPersistPropertyBag. Refer to the .NET Framework SDK documentation for this interface.

A general pipeline component gets one message from the BizTalk Messaging Engine, processes it, and returns it to the BizTalk
Server engine. General components can also be implemented so that they do not return messages to the server. Such
components are called consuming components because the component receives messages but does not produce any result
messages.

See Also

Developing an Assembling Pipeline Component

Developing a Disassembling Pipeline Component

Developing a Probing Pipeline Component

Reporting Errors from Pipeline Components

Configuring Pipeline Components

Deploying Pipeline Components

CustomComponent (BizTalk Server Sample)
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Developing an Assembling Pipeline Component
An assembling pipeline component is a .NET or COM component that receives several messages on input and produces one
message on output. Assembling components are used to collect individual documents into the message interchange batch.

Note  In this release of BizTalk Server 2004, assembling functionality is not used, so BizTalk Server always passes one
document to the component input.

An assembling component must implement the following interfaces:

IBaseComponent
IAssemblerComponent
IComponentUI
IPersistPropertyBag. Refer to the .NET Framework SDK documentation for this interface.

See Also

Developing a General Pipeline Component
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Developing a Probing Pipeline Component

Reporting Errors from Pipeline Components

Configuring Pipeline Components
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Developing a Disassembling Pipeline Component
A disassembling pipeline component receives one message on input and produces zero or more messages on output.
Disassembling components are used to split interchanges of messages into individual documents. Disassembler components
must implement the following interfaces:

IBaseComponent
IDisassemblerComponent
IComponentUI
IPersistPropertyBag. Refer to the .NET Framework SDK documentation for this interface.

You can create your own disassembling component by extending the FFDasmComp or XMLDasmComp class.

This section contains:

Handling Encoding in a Disassembler Pipeline Component
Extending the Flat File Disassembler Pipeline Component
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Handling Encoding in a Disassembler Pipeline Component
Ensure that your custom disassembler component encodes outbound documents in one of the following formats:

UTF-8
UTF-16
UTF-32
UTF-16LE
UTF-16BE

The orchestration engine may not be able to process documents with other encoding formats.

UTF-32LE and UTF-32BE are not supported by the .NET Framework; to use these formats, you must create a custom encoding
implementation.

See Also

Developing a Disassembling Pipeline Component
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Extending the Flat File Disassembler Pipeline Component
The following sample illustrates how to create a custom disassembler to parse flat file documents that are UTF-7 encoded. To
process UTF-7 documents, the component inherits from the FFDasmComp class and then overrides its GetDataReader method.

Example

using System;
using System.Text;
using System.IO;
using Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop;
using Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop;
using Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine;
using Microsoft.BizTalk.Component;
using System.Runtime.InteropServices;

namespace Microsoft.BizTalk.Test
{
   /// <summary>
   /// Implements FF disassembler which always uses UTF-7 encoding.
   /// </summary>
   [ComponentCategory(CategoryTypes.CATID_PipelineComponent)]
   [ComponentCategory(CategoryTypes.CATID_DisassemblingParser)]
   [ComponentCategory(CategoryTypes.CATID_Streamer)]
   [Guid("A6E5F54F-7902-4e1a-84D8-5C7584F0ECF2")]
   public class Utf7FFDasm : 
      FFDasmComp,
      IBaseComponent
   {
      /// <summary>
      /// Initializes a Utf7FFAsmDasm instance.
      /// </summary>
      public Utf7FFDasm()
      {
      }

      /// <summary>
      /// Name property
      /// </summary>
      public new string Name 
      {
         get 
         {
            return "UTF-7 FlatFile Disassembler";
         }
      }
        
      /// <summary>
      /// Version property
      /// </summary>
      public new string Version 
      {
         get 
         {
            return "1.0";
         }
      }
        
      /// <summary>
      /// Description property
      /// </summary>
      public new string Description 
      {
         get 
         {
            return "UTF-7 FlatFile Disassembler";



Example

The following example illustrates how to create a custom disassembler for transactional processing of flat file interchanges. It
differs from the standard Flat File Disassembler in that it does not produce any disassembled documents until the entire input
interchange is completely processed. This component implementation inherits from the FFDasmComp class and overrides the
GetNext method. On the first call to the GetNext method, it processes all messages in the interchange, stores them in an
ArrayList, and returns the first message from the ArrayList. On subsequent calls, it returns the next message from the ArrayList.

         }
      }

      /// <summary>
      /// Gets a data reader instance
      /// </summary>
      /// <param name="dataStream">Data stream</param>
      /// <param name="dataEncoding">Data encoding</param>
      /// <param name="detectEncodingFromByteOrderMarks">Detect encoding from a byte order ma
rk</param>
      /// <returns>IDataReader instance</returns>
      protected override IDataReader GetDataReader(Stream dataStream, Encoding dataEncoding, 
bool detectEncodingFromByteOrderMarks)
      {
         // Delegate call to the base implementation passing fixed UTF-7 encoding
            return base.GetDataReader(dataStream, Encoding.UTF7, false);
      }
   }
}

using System;
using System.Collections;
using System.Runtime.InteropServices;
using Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop;
using Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop;
using Microsoft.BizTalk.Component;

namespace Microsoft.BizTalk.Component
{
   /// <summary>
   /// Summary description for Class1.
   /// </summary>
   [ComponentCategory(CategoryTypes.CATID_PipelineComponent)]
   [ComponentCategory(CategoryTypes.CATID_DisassemblingParser)]
   [Guid("EB4714A8-FD97-43de-84E2-E011648F349B")]
   public class TransactionalFFDasm : 
      FFDasmComp,
      IBaseComponent,
      IDisassemblerComponent
   {
      public TransactionalFFDasm()
      {
      }

      #region IBaseComponent Members

      public new string Description
      {
         get
         {
            return "Transactional Flat File Disassembler";
         }
      }

      public new string Name
      {
         get
         {



 

See Also
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            return "Transactional Flat File Disassembler";
         }
      }

      public new string Version
      {
         get
         {
            return "1.0";
         }
      }

      #endregion

      #region IDisassemblerComponent Members

      public new void Disassemble(IPipelineContext pContext, IBaseMessage pInMsg)
      {
         base.Disassemble(pContext, pInMsg);
      }

      public new IBaseMessage GetNext(IPipelineContext pContext)
      {
         // Check if don't need to stop collecting messages
         if (!stopCollectingMessages)
         {
            // Collect messages from the standard disassembler
            IBaseMessage outboundMessage = null;
            while ((outboundMessage = base.GetNext(pContext)) != null)
               outboundMessages.Add(outboundMessage);

            stopCollectingMessages = true;

            // Check if no messages were collected, just return nothing
            if (0 == outboundMessages.Count)
               return null;
         }

            // Check if all collected messages are returned
         if (currentMessage == outboundMessages.Count)
                return null;

         // Return the current collected message
         return (IBaseMessage) outboundMessages[currentMessage++];
      }

      #endregion

      private ArrayList outboundMessages = new ArrayList();
      private bool stopCollectingMessages = false;
      private int currentMessage = 0;
   }
}
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Developing a Probing Pipeline Component
Any pipeline component (general, assembling, or disassembling) can implement the IProbeMessage interface if it must support
message probing functionality. A probing component is used in the pipeline stages that have FirstMatch execution mode. In such
stages, the BizTalk Messaging Engine gives the beginning part of the message to the component to determine if the component
recognizes the format of the message. If the component recognizes the format, the entire message is given to the component for
processing.

The IProbeMessage interface exposes a single method, Probe, which enables the component to check the beginning part of the
message. The return value determines whether this component is run. The following steps outline how the BizTalk Messaging
Engine runs a stage that requires recognition:

1. If the stage does not contain any components, the stage is not run and the message is given to the subsequent stages for
processing.

2. Check if the component implements the IProbeMessage interface. If not, the Messaging Engine invokes the component.
The stage processing is done and the message is given to the next stage.

3. The Probe method is invoked. If the return value is True, the component is run. Then the stage processing is done and the
message is given to a next stage.

4. The Messaging Engine gets the next component in the stage. If there are no more components and none of the components
have been run, it generates an error that pipeline processing has failed. If there are no more components and at least one
component has been run, the processing is done.

If a stage does not require recognition (for example, the execution mode is All), the Messaging Engine invokes the component
without first querying for the IProbeMessage interface and calling the Probe method.

See Also
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Implementing a Seek Method in a Managed Streaming Pipeline
Component
The native IStream interface does not provide a method to check the current stream position, so the messaging engine uses the
following Seek method.

C#

This method does not move the stream pointer; instead it queries the current position. So if you implement a pipeline component
that works with a nonseekable stream, you can use the Stream.Seek method as in the following example.

Example

See Also

Developing Pipeline Components
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pStream->Seek(0, STREAM_SEEK_CUR, &pNewPosition);

override public long Seek(long offset, SeekOrigin origin)
{
   long pos = -1;

   switch(origin)
   {
      case SeekOrigin.Begin :
         pos = offset;
         break;
      case SeekOrigin.Current :
         pos = Position + offset;
         break;
      case SeekOrigin.End :
         break;
   }

   // We generally disallow seeking of the stream
   // However, in unmanaged code, many people use Seek(0,CURR) to retrieve    // the current 
position
   // Special case (that is, if Seek does not change position, do not 
   // throw an exception)
   if (pos==Position)
   {
      return pos;
   }
   else
   {
      throw new NotSupportedException("ForwardOnlyEventingReadStream does not support Seek()"
);
   }
}
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Using the Parsing and Serializing Engines
Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 includes a parsing and serializing engine to simplify the process of parsing and serializing flat file
documents.

The parsing engine is a schema-driven framework that can parse many different document formats into XML. In addition, the
engine has a well-defined extensibility model to make parsing custom formats even easier.

For complex parsing, disassemblers are used. In addition to converting the native format to XML, the disassembler can also
separate a single document into multiple documents.

The serializing engine is similar to the parsing engine, except that it works in the opposite direction. Where the parsing engine
converts native formats to XML, the serializing engine converts XML to native formats. And just as the parsing engine uses
disassemblers, the serializing engine uses assemblers.

This section discusses how to perform character encoding, parse and serialize based on XML Schema definition language (XSD)
schemas, and perform other common tasks using the parsing engine and serializing engine APIs.

This section contains:

Implementing Character Encoding in a Pipeline Component
Using Schemas
Using the Flat File Parsing Engine
Using the Flat File Serializing Engine
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Implementing Character Encoding in a Pipeline Component
To support custom character encoding, you must implement a custom encoding class by deriving from the Microsoft .NET
Framework Encoding class, then create a custom flat file pipeline component by inheriting from the standard Flat File
Disassembler or Flat File Assembler component. You can supply a new encoding instance to the parsing engine by overriding the
protected virtual method FFDasmComp.GetDataReader as shown in the following example.

Using predefined encoding classes
The following encoding types are predefined by the Microsoft .NET Framework and can be used to construct the parser:

ASCII
UTF7
UTF8
Unicode (UTF16)

Example

Using supported code pages
Use the following code to support Shift-JIS (codepage 932).

Example

Using a private encoding class
You can create your own encoding class that derives from the System.Text.Encoding abstract class and perform your own
encoding and decoding.

Example

Using a private DataReader class

/// <summary>
/// Gets a data reader instance
/// </summary>
/// <param name="dataStream">Data stream</param>
/// <param name="dataEncoding">Data encoding</param>
/// <param name="detectEncodingFromByteOrderMarks">Detect encoding from a byte order mark</pa
ram>
/// <returns>IDataReader instance</returns>
      protected override IDataReader GetDataReader(Stream dataStream, Encoding dataEncoding, 
bool detectEncodingFromByteOrderMarks)
      {
         // Delegate call to the base implementation passing fixed UTF-7 encoding
         return base.GetDataReader(dataStream, new CustomEncoding(), false);
      }

XmlReader xr = docspec.Parse(new DataReader(System.Text.Encoding.UTF8));

XmlReader xr = docspec.Parse(new DataReader(System.Text.Encoding.GetEncoding(932)));

class MyEncoding : System.Text.Encoding
{
   // overriding methods omitted
}

XmlReader xr = docspec.Parser(new DataReader(new MyEncoding()));



 

You can create your own DataReader class that implements the IDataReader interface and performs reading without creating any
encoding classes.

Example

See Also

Using the Parsing and Serializing Engines
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class MyDataReader : IDataReader
{
   // Implement data reader functions
   // ...
}

XmlReader xr = docspec.Parse(new MyDataReader());
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Using Schemas
This section contains code examples for common tasks associated with using schemas.

Using XSD schemas
The IDocumentSpec Interface interface represents a document shape defined by an XML Schema definition language (XSD)
schema; the shape is rooted by a top-level element of the XSD. After the schema is installed, it can be retrieved by calling the
IPipelineContext.GetDocumentSpecByType Method or IPipelineContext.GetDocumentSpecByName Method methods in the
IPipelineContext interface.

Example

Using XSD flat file schemas
Both the GetDocumentSpecByType and GetDocumentSpecByName methods return the IDocumentSpec interface. If the
schema is actually a flat file schema (one that has additional flat file-specific annotations), you can typecast the IDocumentSpec
into IFFDocumentSpec and initiate parsing and serializing sequences from there.

Example

See Also

Using the Parsing and Serializing Engines
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IDocumentSpec docspec = pipeineContext.GetDocumentSpecByType("myschema#foo");

IFFDocumentSpec docspec = (IFFDocumentSpec) pipeineContext.GetDocumentSpecByType("myschema#fo
o");
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Using the Flat File Parsing Engine
This section contains code examples for common tasks associated with the flat file parsing engine.

This section contains:

Invoking the Flat File Parsing Engine
Customizing Parsing Engine Errors
Wrapping the Parsing Engine
Parsing Modes
Parsing Escape Characters
Parsing Flat File Schemas with Positional Records
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Invoking the Flat File Parsing Engine
The flat file parsing engine can be invoked by calling the Parse method of the IFFDocumentSpec interface, which in turn is
typecast from the IDocumentSpec Interface retrieved from the PipelineContext. Because the XmlReader returned from the
Parse method allows clients to retrieve one node at a time, this is a good opportunity to customize the parser.

Example

See Also

Using the Flat File Parsing Engine
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XmlReader xr = docspec.Parse(new DataReader());
while (xr.Read())
{
   switch(xr.NodeType)
   {
      case XmlNodeType.Element :
         // Customize the element
         // …
         break;
      case XmlNodeType.Attribute :
         // Customize the attribute
         // …
         break;
      // Customize other types of nodes
      // …
   }
}
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Customizing Parsing Engine Errors
You can register your own error-handling callback with the parsing engine to handle errors.

Example

See Also

Using the Flat File Parsing Engine
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bool MyErrorHandler(ErrorContext ctx)
{
   // Handle the error
   return true;
   // true=continue parsing, false=stop
}

FFReader ffr = (FFReader)docspec.Parse(new DataReader());
ffr.OnErrorEvent += MyErrorHandler;
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Wrapping the Parsing Engine
You can create your own XmlReader that embeds the reader returned by the Parse method and provides customization.

Example

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

Microsoft.BizTalk.SerializingEngine Namespace

Using the Flat File Parsing Engine
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class MyXmlReader : XmlReader
{
   public MyXmlReader(XmlReader xr)
   {
      _xr = xr;
   }

   // Overrides XmlReader and provides customized functionality of _xr
   // ...
}
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Parsing Modes
The parsing mode is an attribute on the schemaInfo record, with two modes: speed and complexity.

Note   These properties are not available to edit within the BizTalk Schema Editor. You must edit the schema directly
using any text editor.

In speed mode, the parser tries to fit data as they appear in the stream. For example, given the following schema.

and input message.

with speed mode the following XML document is obtained.

With complexity mode, the same schema produces the following output.

In complexity mode, the flat file parsing engine uses both top-down and bottom-up parsing, and tries to fit data more accurately.
In speed mode, the parser tries to fit data as they appear in the stream.

If you have optional elements with required elements, for example.

For example, <b:schemaInfo count_positions_by_byte="false" standard="Flat File" root_referenc
e="document" parser_optimization="complexity" />.

<schema>
   Root ("," prefix)
      Field1   opt
      Field2   opt
      Field3   opt
      Field4   opt
      Record ("," infix)
            Field5
            Field6
</schema>

,1,2,3,4

<Root>
   <Field1>1</Field1>
   <Field2>2</Field2>
   <Field3>3</Field3>
   <Field4>4</Field4>
</Root>

<Root>
   <Field1>1</Field1>
   <Field2>2</Field2>
      <Record>
         <Field5>3</Field5>
         <Field6>4</Field6>
      </Record>
</Root>

<schema>
   Root
      Record1 (required)
      …
      Record2 (optional)
      …
      Record3 (required)
…



 

you must use complexity mode to correctly parse the data, because the parser represents the schema internally as.

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

Microsoft.BizTalk.SerializingEngine Namespace

Using the Flat File Parsing Engine
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<schema>
   Root
      Record1 (required)
      <sequence> (optional)
         Record2 (required)
         Record3 (required)
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Parsing Escape Characters
When the parser encounters an escape character that prefixes a regular character (that is, one that is not a delimiter or other
special character), the escape character is ignored. For example, given a string "abc\d" where "\" is the escape character, the
output is "abcd".

If the parser encounters a double escape character (for example, "abc\\d"), the output includes a single escape character ("abc\d").

If the parser encounters three escape characters (for example, abc\\\d), the output is "abc\d" because the first two escape
characters are parsed to "\" and the third escape character is ignored.

The parser treats misplaced delimiters as regular characters. For example, if "Record, Field1, Field,2" is received, the output XML is
<Field1> <Field,2>.

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

Microsoft.BizTalk.SerializingEngine Namespace

Using the Flat File Parsing Engine
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Parsing Flat File Schemas with Positional Records
When parsing a flat file schema with positional records of unequal size, you must include a tag within each schema record or the
trailer to indicate the size of each positional record. Otherwise, the parsing engine returns the longest record size.

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

Microsoft.BizTalk.SerializingEngine Namespace

Using the Flat File Parsing Engine
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Using the Flat File Serializing Engine
The flat file serializing engine is invoked by calling the Serialize method of the IFFDocumentSpec interface. By providing a
customized XmlReader as the argument to the method, you can control the final data that gets serialized.

Example

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

Microsoft.BizTalk.SerializingEngine Namespace

Using the Flat File Parsing Engine
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Stream stm = docspec.Serialize(new MyXmlReader(originalXmlReader));
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Reporting Errors from Pipeline Components
Pipeline components report errors in two ways:

For .NET-based components, by throwing an exception.
For COM-based components, by setting the ErrorInfo object and returning a failure HRESULT.

Reporting errors from .NET pipeline components
To report an error, a .NET-based pipeline component needs to throw an exception where it reports the error description. To report
the name of the component that throws an error, set the Source property of the Exception object.

The Messaging Engine uses the Message and Source properties of the Exception object to report an error. The following
message is written to the event log:

"There was a failure executing the [receive|send] pipeline: <pipeline name> Source: <Source> [Receive Location|Send Port:]
<location|port name> Reason: <Message>."

Reporting errors from COM pipeline components
To report an error, COM-based pipeline components perform the following actions:

1. The pipeline component sets the IErrorInfo object by calling the SetErrorInfo method.
2. The pipeline component returns a failed HRESULT to the Messaging Engine.

The Messaging Engine uses the GetSource and GetDescription properties of the IErrorInfo object to report an error. If the
source is not set, the name of the component is used. If the description is not set or the whole ErrorInfo object is not set, the
returned HRESULT is reported instead of the description. The following message is written to the event log:

"There was a failure executing the [receive|send] pipeline: <pipeline name> Source: <GetSource> [Receive Location|Send Port:]
<location|port name> Reason: <GetDescription or HRESULT>."

See Also

Developing Pipeline Components

Pipeline Component Exceptions
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Deploying Pipeline Components
All the .NET pipeline component assemblies (native and custom) must be located in the <installation directory>\Pipeline
Components folder to be executed by the server. If the pipeline with a custom component will be deployed across several servers,
the component's binaries must be present in the specified folder on every server.

Custom COM components in the pipeline will also appear in the Toolbox, provided they are registered on the computer as a COM
component. Custom .NET pipeline components must be placed into the <installation directory>\Pipeline Components folder.

After the binary files are in the correct location, you need to add the component to the Toolbox. For instructions on adding the
pipeline component to the Toolbox, see Using the Toolbox.

See Also

Developing Pipeline Components
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Configuring Pipeline Components
Pipeline components can expose their own custom properties at design time. Any public property defined in the component will
be rendered in Pipeline Designer providing that read and write accessors for that property are implemented. Pipeline Designer
will display the component properties in accordance with their declaration; for example, if the property is declared as read-only, it
will be displayed as such in Pipeline Designer.

Custom pipeline components must implement the IPersistPropertyBag interface to enable the creation of these custom
properties. Properties created with the IPersistPropertyBag interface can be set in the Properties window of Microsoft® Visual
Studio® .NET, just like all the properties of the native pipeline components. This section contains procedures for configuring each
of the included pipeline components.

The following code shows how to configure pipeline components.

[ComponentCategory(CategoryTypes.CATID_PipelineComponent)]
    [ComponentCategory(CategoryTypes.CATID_Any)]
    public class PipelineComponent : 
        IBaseComponent, 
        Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop.IComponent,
        Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop.IPersistPropertyBag,
        IComponentUI
   {
        private string prependData  = null;
 
       public string PrependData
           {
               get {   return prependData; }
               set {   prependData = value;}
           }
 
       /// <summary>
        /// IPersistPropertyBag.Load - Loads configuration property for component.
        /// </summary>
        /// <param name="pb">Configuration property bag.</param>
        /// <param name="errlog">Error status (not used in this code).</param>
        public void Load(Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop.IPropertyBag pb, Int32 errlog)
        {
            val = (string)ReadPropertyBag(pb, "PrependData");
            if (val != null) prependData = val;
        }
        
        /// <summary>
        /// IPersistPropertyBag.Save - Saves the current component configuration into the pro
perty bag.
        /// </summary>
        /// <param name="pb">Configuration property bag.</param>
        /// <param name="fClearDirty">Not used.</param>
        /// <param name="fSaveAllProperties">Not used.</param>
        public void Save(Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop.IPropertyBag pb, Boolean fClearD
irty, Boolean fSaveAllProperties)
        {
            val = (object)prependData;
            WritePropertyBag(pb, "PrependData", val);
        }
 
        /// <summary>
        /// Reads property value from property bag.
        /// </summary>
        /// <param name="pb">Property bag.</param>
        /// <param name="propName">Name of property.</param>
        /// <returns>Value of the property.</returns>
        private static object ReadPropertyBag(Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop.IPropertyBa
g pb, string propName)
        {
            object val = null;
            try



 

This section contains:

Configuring the BizTalk Framework Assembler Pipeline Component
Configuring the BizTalk Framework Disassembler Pipeline Component
BizTalk Framework Schema and Properties
Configuring the Flat File Assembler Pipeline Component
Configuring the Flat File Disassembler Pipeline Component
Configuring the MIME/SMIME Decoder Pipeline Component
Configuring the MIME/SMIME Encoder Pipeline Component
MIME/SMIME Property Schema and Properties
Configuring the Party Resolution Pipeline Component
Configuring the XML Assembler Pipeline Component
Configuring the XML Disassembler Pipeline Component
XML and Flat File Property Schema and Properties
Configuring the XML Validator Pipeline Component
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            {
                pb.Read(propName,out val,0);
            }
 
            catch(ArgumentException)
            {
                return val;
            }
            catch(Exception ex)
            {
                throw new ApplicationException( ex.Message);
            }
            return val;
        }
 
        /// <summary>
        /// Writes property values into a property bag.
        /// </summary>
        /// <param name="pb">Property bag.</param>
        /// <param name="propName">Name of property.</param>
        /// <param name="val">Value of property.</param>
        private static void WritePropertyBag(Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop.IPropertyBag
pb, string propName, object val)
        {
            try
            {
                pb.Write(propName, ref val);
            }
            catch(Exception ex)
            {
                throw new ApplicationException( ex.Message);
            }
        }
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Configuring the BizTalk Framework Assembler Pipeline
Component
The BizTalk Framework Assembler pipeline component must be configured before use.

To configure the properties for the BizTalk Framework Assembler pipeline component

1. Drag the BizTalk Framework Assembler pipeline component into the Assemble stage of the send pipeline.
2. In the Properties window, in the Pipeline Component Properties section, set the following property values.

Use this To do this
Add proce
ssing instr
uctions te
xt

Allows assembled XML documents to contain processing instructions as a value of this property. This also allow
s documents to contain instructions for applications.

Note  Processing instruction text should conform to the W3C XML processing instruction standards.

Default value: None

Add XML 
declaratio
n

Adds an XML declaration to an outgoing message. When true, the following XML declaration is added to the ou
tgoing message: <?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF8'>. The encoding specified depends on the encoding us
ed by the BizTalk Framework Assembler, which honors the specific run-time properties carrying the encoding i
nformation.

Default value: True

Delivery r
eceipt add
ress

Specifies the address to which the delivery receipt for the BizTalk Framework document should be sent.

Delivery r
eceipt add
ress type

Specifies the type of address to which the delivery receipt for the BizTalk Framework document should be sent.

Default value: biz:

Note  The biz: prefix was used to signify organization identifiers for the source and destination endpoints in Mi
crosoft® BizTalk® Server 2000 and BizTalk Server 2002, and for interoperability with those systems. The prefix
is provided as a default. For example, type = "biz:OrganizationName", (src|dest) = "Party1".

Delivery r
eceipt sen
d by time

Specifies the time (in minutes) by which the delivery receipt for the BizTalk Framework document must be recei
ved.

Default value: 30

Destinatio
n address

Specifies the destination address.

Default value: None

Destinatio
n address 
type

Specifies the destination address type.

Default value: biz:

Note  The biz: prefix was used to signify organization identifiers for the source and destination endpoints in Biz
Talk Server 2000 and BizTalk Server 2002, and for interoperability with those systems. The prefix is provided as
a default. For example, type = "biz:OrganizationName", (src|dest) = "Party1".

Document
schemas

Indicates the namespace and typename of the schema or schemas to be applied to the document. For more inf
ormation, see Using the Schema Collection Property Editor.

Note  You may receive a "Two or more of the selected schema share the same target namespace" error if you s
pecify two or more schemas for the Document schemas property.

Default value: Empty collection

Document
topic

Identifies a URI reference that uniquely identifies the overall purpose of the BizTalk Framework document.

Default value: None



 

Envelope 
schemas

Indicates the namespace and typename of the schema or schemas that will be applied to the envelope. For mor
e information, see Using the Schema Collection Property Editor.

Note  You may receive a "Two or more of the selected schema share the same target namespace" error if you s
pecify two or more schemas for the Envelope schemas property.

Default value: BTF2Schemas.btf2_envelope

Generate 
delivery r
equest rec
eipt

Indicates whether the delivery receipt request for the BizTalk Framework document should be generated. This is
used to enable reliable messaging for the BizTalk Framework.

Default value: True

Message t
ime to liv
e (in minu
tes)

Specifies the amount of time (in minutes) that the message is valid.

Default value: 30

Processin
g instructi
ons

Specifies how XML processing instructions are handled in the XML instance document.

Append: The value of Add processing instructions text should append to pre-existing processing instruction
s in the message.

Create New: The value of Add processing instructions text entered in the field should overwrite or replace a
ny pre-existing processing instructions in the message.

If Create New is selected, Add processing instructions text must contain valid processing instructions.

Ignore: If processing instructions text exists in the message, it is removed.

Default value: Append

Source ad
dress

Specifies the source address.

Default value: None

Source ad
dress type

Specifies the source address type.

Default value: biz:

Note  The biz: prefix was used to signify organization identifiers for the source and destination endpoints in Biz
Talk Server 2000 and BizTalk Server 2002, and for interoperability with those systems. The prefix is provided as
a default. For example, type = "biz:OrganizationName", (src|dest) = "Party1".

Target cha
rset

Specifies the target character set used for encoding of outgoing messages.

Default value: None

See Also

BizTalk Framework Assembler Pipeline Component

Configuring Pipeline Components

Pipelines\AssemblerDisassembler (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
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Configuring the BizTalk Framework Disassembler Pipeline
Component
The BizTalk Framework Disassembler pipeline component should be used in the Disassemble stage of a receive pipeline.

To configure the properties for the BizTalk Framework Disassembler pipeline component

1. Drag the BizTalk Framework Disassembler pipeline component into the Disassemble stage of a receive pipeline.
2. In the Properties window, in the Pipeline Component Properties section, do the following.

Use th
is

To do this

Allow 
unrec
ogniz
ed me
ssage

Indicates whether to allow messages that do not have a recognized schema to be passed through the disassembler.

Default value: False

Docu
ment 
sche
mas

Indicates the namespace and typename of the schema or schemas to be applied to the document. For more informa
tion, see Using the Schema Collection Property Editor.

Schemas specified in this property should have unique target namespaces. If any of the schemas have the same na
mespace, the validation of the document instances may not work as expected. If schemas must have the same name
space, you should either create a separate pipeline for each schema and specify one schema per BizTalk Framework 
Disassembler pipeline component or use one pipeline but do not specify any schemas as parameters for the BizTalk 
Framework Disassembler pipeline component.

Default value: Empty collection

Envel
ope sc
hema
s

Indicates the namespace and typename of the schema or schemas to be applied to the envelope. For more informati
on, see Using the Schema Collection Property Editor.

Schemas specified in this property should have unique target namespaces. If any of the schemas have the same na
mespace, the validation of the document instances may not work as expected. If schemas must have the same name
space, you should either create a separate pipeline for each schema and specify one schema per BizTalk Framework 
Disassembler pipeline component or use one pipeline but do not specify any schemas as parameters for the BizTalk 
Framework Disassembler pipeline component.

Default value: Empty collection

Valid
ate do
cume
nt str
uctur
e

When True, performs a validation of the incoming message to the disassembler, including the envelopes.

Note  When True, you may receive a "Two or more of the selected schema share the same target namespace" error
if you specify two or more schemas for the Document schemas or Envelope schemas properties.

Default value: False

See Also

BizTalk Framework Disassembler Pipeline Component

Configuring Pipeline Components

Pipelines\AssemblerDisassembler (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
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BizTalk Framework Schema and Properties
The http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003/btf2-properties namespace contains properties you can use to set
message and part context properties for the BizTalk Framework Disassembler pipeline component. The BizTalk Framework
Disassembler pipeline component uses these properties to generate the appropriate headers in the message that is created. The
following table describes the BizTalk Framework properties.

Name Typ
e

Description

IsReliable xs:b
ool
ean

Indicates whether the BizTalk Framework message should be resent until an acknowledgment is received
from a destination. This property is set internally by BizTalk Framework components and used by the eng
ine. Do not change the value in this property from your code.

PassAckThrough xs:b
ool
ean

Indicates whether an acknowledgement message should be passed through a BizTalk Framework Disse
mbler pipeline component instead of being consumed.

eps_to_address xs:st
ring

Specifies the destination address.

eps_to_address_t
ype

xs:st
ring

Specifies the destination address type.

eps_from_addres
s

xs:st
ring

Specifies the source address.

eps_from_addres
s_type

xs:st
ring

Specifies the source address type.

prop_identity xs:st
ring

A URI reference that uniquely identifies the BizTalk Framework document for purposes of logging, tracki
ng, error handling, or other document processing and correlation requirements.

prop_sentAt xs:st
ring

The send timestamp of the BizTalk Framework document.

prop_topic xs:st
ring

A URI reference that uniquely identifies the overall purpose of the BizTalk Framework document.

svc_deliveryRctR
qt_sendTo_addre
ss

xs:st
ring

Specifies the address to which the delivery receipt for the BizTalk Framework document should be sent.

svc_deliveryRctR
qt_sendTo_addre
ss_type

xs:st
ring

Specifies the type of address to which the delivery receipt for the BizTalk Framework document should b
e sent.

svc_deliveryRctR
qt_sendBy

xs:d
ateT
ime

Specifies the time (in minutes) by which the delivery receipt for the BizTalk Framework document must b
e received.

svc_commitment
RctRqt_sendTo_a
ddress

xs:st
ring

Specifies the address where the notification of the recipient's decision about processing of the sender's r
equest should be sent to.

svc_commitment
RctRqt_sendTo_a
ddress_type

xs:st
ring

Specifies the type of address where the notification of the recipient's decision about processing of the se
nder's request should be sent to.

svc_commitment
RctRqt_sendBy

xs:d
ateT
ime

Specifies the time (in minutes) by which the commitment receipt for the BizTalk Framework document m
ust be received by the sender.

prc_type xs:st
ring

Provides a URI reference that specifies the type of business process involved in the processing of BizTalk 
Framework messages.

prc_instance xs:st
ring

Provides URI reference that uniquely identifies a specific instance of the business process that the BizTalk
Framework document is associated with.

deliveryRct_recei
vedAt

xs:d
ateT
ime

Specifies the receiving timestamp for the document acknowledged by this receipt. The receiving timesta
mp may reflect either the time when the first copy was received or the time at which the copy being ackn
owledged was received.

deliveryRct_ident
ity

xs:st
ring

Specifies an identity of the BizTalk Framework document acknowledged by the delivery receipt.

commitmentRct_
identity

xs:st
ring

Specifies the identity of a BizTalk Framework document acknowledged by the commitment receipt.



 

commitmentRct_
decidedAt

xs:st
ring

Specifies the processing decision timestamp for the document acknowledged by this receipt.

commitmentRct_
decision

xs:st
ring

Specifies the actual decision, with possible values of positive or negative.

commitmentRct_
commitmentCod
e

xs:Q
Na
me

Specifies the qualified name (in XSD) that specifies a more specific status regarding the processing decisi
on.

See Also

Message Context Properties
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Configuring the Flat File Assembler Pipeline Component
The Flat File Assembler pipeline component is used to serialize an XML document into delimited or positional flat file format
before sending it out of the server.

To configure the properties for the Flat File Assembler pipeline component

1. Drag the Flat File Assembler pipeline component into the Assemble stage of the send pipeline.
2. In the Properties window, in the Pipeline Component Properties section, do the following.

Use thi
s

To do this

Docum
ent sch
ema

Select a flat file document schema to use for serializing the message from XML to the flat file format. If no schema 
is specified, run-time schema discovery is done. You can create the flat file document schema in BizTalk Editor.

Default value: None

Header 
schema

Select a schema for the header part of the flat file message. A header schema can also be specified in the message 
context property named HeaderSpecName under the xmlnorm namespace. In this case, it will override the heade
r schema specified in Pipeline Designer.

You can create the schema for the header part of the flat file message with BizTalk Editor.

Default value: None

Target 
charset

Specifies the target character set used for encoding of outgoing messages.

Default value: None

Trailer 
schema

Select a schema for the trailer part of the flat file message. You can create the schema for the trailer part of the flat 
file message in BizTalk Editor.

Default value: None

See Also

Flat File Assembler Pipeline Component

Configuring Pipeline Components
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Configuring the Flat File Disassembler Pipeline Component
The Flat File Disassembler pipeline component is used for disassembling documents in flat file format and converting them into
XML format.

To configure the properties for the Flat File Disassembler pipeline component

1. Drag the Flat File Disassembler pipeline component into the Disassemble stage of a receive pipeline.
2. In the Properties window, in the Pipeline Component Properties section, do the following.

Use this To do this
Docume
nt sche
ma

Select a flat file document schema to use for parsing the message from flat file to XML format. The flat file docum
ent schema for parsing can be created in BizTalk Editor.

Default value: None

Note  You must specify a schema for this property, or a compile-time error will occur.

Header s
chema

Select a schema for the header part of the flat file message. The schema for the header part of the flat file messag
e can be created in BizTalk Editor.

Default value: None

Preserve
header

Set this property to True if you need to store the flat file message header on the message context. Preserving the 
header of the flat file message enables the header structure and content to flow with the message through BizTal
k Server. The header can then be used when serializing the message back to flat file format in the Flat File Assem
bler pipeline component.

When the preserved header is being serialized by the Flat File Assembler, the header document design-time prop
erty can lack the name of the header schema, because this information can be obtained dynamically at run time. T
his is accomplished by using the message type of the preserved header.

Default value: False

Trailer s
chema

Select a schema for the trailer part of the flat file message. The schema for the trailer part of the flat file message 
can be created in BizTalk Editor.

Default value: None

Validate
docume
nt struct
ure

Set this property to True if you need to validate all the parts of the flat file message (header, body, and trailer) to 
make sure they conform to their schemas. This option reduces the performance of the Flat File Disassembler, so it
is set to False by default.

Default value: False

See Also

Flat File Disassembler Pipeline Component

Configuring Pipeline Components

XML and Flat File Property Schema and Properties
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Configuring the MIME/SMIME Decoder Pipeline Component
The MIME/SMIME Decoder pipeline component is used for decoding and decrypting MIME/SMIME encoded messages and for
verifying digital signatures of signed messages. This component is useful when secured document interchange is needed between
external partners and BizTalk Server. This component can also be used for receiving messages with attachments.

To configure the properties for the MIME/SMIME Decoder pipeline component

1. Drag the MIME/SMIME Decoder pipeline component into the Decode stage of a receive pipeline.
2. In the Properties window, in the Pipeline Component Properties section, do the following.

Use th
is

To do this

Allow 
Non 
MIME 
Messa
ge

Set this property to True if you expect that the receive pipeline may get messages that are not MIME encoded. This 
option is useful when the MIME/SMIME Decoder pipeline component is used in a pipeline that receives messages in
different forms, for example, MIME encoded or plain XML. By default, this property is set to False, meaning that the 
component generates an error if it receives a non-MIME encoded message on input.

Note  The MIME decoder scans the first 1024 bytes of the incoming message to search for the "MIME-V
ersion" header. If this header is not found, the message is treated as a non-MIME message.

Default value: False

Check 
Revoc
ation 
List

Set this property to True if you want to check the certificate revocation list for the certificates that senders use for si
gning messages that are being sent to BizTalk Server. Disabling this option increases the performance of the compo
nent.

The certificate revocation list associated with a certificate is downloaded from a remote Web site (for example, Veris
ign.com). If the BizTalk Server cannot connect to the remote Web site, the message fails in the pipeline.

Default value: True

See Also

MIME/SMIME Decoder Pipeline Component

Configuring Pipeline Components

MIME/SMIME Property Schema and Properties
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Configuring the MIME/SMIME Encoder Pipeline Component
Use the MIME/SMIME Encoder pipeline component to encode and encrypt outgoing messages and to sign outgoing messages.
This component is useful when you require secured document interchange between BizTalk Server and external partners. You can
also use this component to send BizTalk Server multi-part messages.

To configure the properties for the MIME/SMIME Encoder pipeline component

1. Drag the MIME/SMIME Encoder pipeline component into the Encode stage of a send pipeline.
2. In the Properties window, in the Pipeline Component Properties section, do the following.

Use this To do this
Add Signi
ng Cert T
o Messag
e

If the Signature Type property is not NoSign, you can select whether to add the signing certificate to the signe
d message by setting the Add Signing Cert to Message property.

Default value: True

Check rev
ocation li
st

Specifies whether to check the certificate revocation list while processing a SMIME message.

Default value: True

Content t
ransfer e
ncoding

Indicates the encoding format.

Options: Base64, QuotedPrintable, SevenBit, EightBit, Binary, and UUEncode.

Default value: Base64

Enable e
ncryption

Set to True if you want to encrypt the outgoing message. If this option is enabled, the user can select the encrypt
ion algorithm to use by setting the Encryption algorithm property. For message encryption, the MIME/SMIME 
Encoder pipeline component uses the public key certificate that is associated with a send port in BizTalk Explorer.

Default value: False

Encryptio
n algorit
hm

Define the encryption algorithm.

This property can only be set if Enable encryption is set to True.

Options: DES3, DES, RC2.

Default value: DES3

Send bod
y part as 
attachme
nt

Set to True if you want to send the body party of a BizTalk message as a MIME attachment.

Default value: False

Important  You should not set this property to True when sending messages between BizTalk Servers. Otherwi
se, the message decoding will require custom coding because the message is interpreted on the receive side as 
a two-part message.

Signature
Type

If you want to sign the outgoing message, select a signing format with this property. This property has three val
ues:

NoSign. The message will not be signed.
ClearSign. The signature will be appended to the message. ClearSign cannot be used if Enable Encrypti
on is set to True.
BlobSign. The signature will be appended to the message and the message will be encoded.

For message signing, the MIME/SMIME Encoder component uses the private key client certificate that is associat
ed with BizTalk Group in the BizTalk Administration console.

Default value: NoSign

To set the file name for MIME attachments, use the FileName property in the System namespace for the message part.

See Also

Sending E-Mail Using BizTalk Server



 

MIME/SMIME Encoder Pipeline Component
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MIME/SMIME Property Schema and Properties
The http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003/mime-properties namespace contains properties you can use to set
message and part context properties for the MIME/SMIME Encoder pipeline component. The MIME/SMIME Encoder uses these
properties to generate the appropriate MIME/SMIME headers in the message that is created. The following table describes the
MIME/SMIME properties.

Property Scope Type Description
FileName Per mess

age part
xs:str
ing

Sets the file name header of the MIME/SMIME part.

ContentID Per mess
age part

xs:str
ing

Sets the Content-ID header of the MIME/SMIME part.

ContentDescr
iption

Per mess
age part

xs:str
ing

Sets the Content-Description header of the MIME/SMIME part.

ContentTrans
ferEncoding

Per mess
age part

xs:str
ing

Sets the Content-Transfer-Encoding header of the generated MIME/SMIME part.

This value overrides the Content transfer encoding value configured in Pipeline Designer. For a 
multi-part message, you can use different encodings for different MIME/SMIME parts.

ContentLocat
ion

Per mess
age part

xs:str
ing

Sets the Content-Location header of the generated MIME/SMIME part.

IsMIMEEncod
ed

Per mess
age part

xs:bo
olea
n

Specifies whether the message has a MIME/SMIME payload. The MIME component writes to this v
alue, so you do not have to set it.

The MIME/SMIME Encoder also uses the following part properties from the System namespace.

Property Type Description
ContentType xs:string Corresponds to the Content-Type header of the generated MIME/SMIME part.
FileName xs:string Corresponds to the file name.

See Also

Configuring the MIME/SMIME Decoder Pipeline Component

Configuring the MIME/SMIME Encoder Pipeline Component

Configuring Pipeline Components

MIME (BizTalk Server Sample)
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Configuring the Party Resolution Pipeline Component
The Party Resolution pipeline component is used to map the user security ID and the certificate subject for the client to a BizTalk
Server party. The mapping is used to enforce authentication of the parties who send messages to BizTalk Server. For more
information about partner management see Partner Management in BizTalk Explorer.

Note  To enable the Party Resolution pipeline component to validate a Windows user, you must add the
WindowsUser alias to a party. For more information, see Party Resolution Pipeline Component.

To configure the properties for the Party Resolution pipeline component

1. Drag the Party Resolution pipeline component into the ResolveParty stage of a receive pipeline.
2. In the Properties window, in the Pipeline Component Properties section, do the following.

Use thi
s

To do this

Resolv
e Party
By Cer
tificat
e

Set to True if you want to enable party resolution based on the thumbprint of the signature certificate from the par
ty from where the messages are received.

Default value: True

Resolv
e Party
By SID

Set to True if you want to enable party resolution based on the security identifier (SID) of the sender account.

If both properties are set to True, the Resolve Party By Certificate property takes precedence over the Resolve P
arty By SID property, meaning that if both the certificate and the SID are available, the certificate subject is used. If 
the party cannot be resolved by using the certificate subject, the component does not fall back to the Resolve Part
y By SID property, and the default value (s-1-5-7) is stamped for BTS.SourcePartyID.

Default value: True

Note  If you use the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter and want to resolve the party based on user name, set
Resolve Party By Certificate to False and Resolve Party By SID to True.

See Also

Party Resolution Pipeline Component

Configuring Pipeline Components

Custom Party Resolution (BizTalk Server Sample)
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Configuring the XML Assembler Pipeline Component
The XML Assembler pipeline component is used to wrap the XML documents into the XML envelopes before sending a message
from BizTalk Server 2004.

To configure the properties for the XML Assembler pipeline component

1. Drag the XML Assembler pipeline component into the Assemble stage of a send pipeline.
2. In the Properties window, in the Pipeline Component Properties section, do the following.

Use this To do this
Add processing 
instructions tex
t

Specifies the XML processing instructions to add to the beginning of the target XML document.

Note  Processing instruction text should conform to the W3C XML processing instruction standards.

Default value: None

Add XML declar
ations

When True, adds an XML declaration similar to the following to the outgoing document: <?xml version=
'1.0' encoding='UTF-8'>. Encoding is determined by the target document encoding set at run time.

Default value: True

Document sche
mas

Indicates the namespace and typename of the schema or schemas to be applied to the document. For mo
re information, see Using the Schema Collection Property Editor.

Note  You may receive a "Two or more of the selected schema share the same target namespace" error if
you specify two or more schemas for the Document schemas property.

Default value: Empty collection

Envelope sche
mas

Indicates the namespace and typename of the schema or schemas that will be applied to the envelope. Fo
r more information, see Using the Schema Collection Property Editor.

Note  You may receive a "Two or more of the selected schema share the same target namespace" error if
you specify two or more schemas for the Envelope schemas property.

Default value: Empty collection

Add processing 
instructions

Append: Value of Add processing instructions text should append to pre-existing processing instructi
ons in the message.

Create New: Value of Add processing instructions text entered in the field should overwrite or replac
e any pre-existing processing instructions in the message.

If Create New is selected, the Add processing instructions text must contain valid processing instructi
ons.

Ignore: If processing instructions text exists in the message, it is removed.

Default value: Append

Target charset Specifies the character set used to encode outgoing messages.

Default value: None

See Also

XML Assembler Pipeline Component

Configuring Pipeline Components

XML and Flat File Property Schema and Properties
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Configuring the XML Disassembler Pipeline Component
The XML Disassembler pipeline component should be used in the Disassemble stage of a receive pipeline.

To configure the properties for the XML Disassembler pipeline component

1. Drag the XML Disassembler pipeline component into the Disassemble stage of a receive pipeline.
2. In the Properties window, in the Pipeline Component Properties section, do the following.

Use th
is

To do this

Allow 
unrec
ogniz
ed me
ssage

Indicates whether to allow messages that do not have a recognized message type to be passed through the disasse
mbler.

Default value: False

Docu
ment s
chema
s

Indicates the namespace and typename of the schema or schemas to be applied to the document. For more informa
tion, see Using the Schema Collection Property Editor.

Schemas specified in this property should have unique target namespaces. If any of the schemas have the same na
mespace, the validation of the document instances may not work as expected. If schemas must have the same name
space, you should either create a separate pipeline for each schema and specify one schema per XML Disassembler 
pipeline component or use one pipeline but do not specify any schemas as parameters for the XML Disassembler pi
peline component.

Default value: Empty collection

Envel
ope sc
hemas

Indicates the namespace and typename of the schema or schemas to be applied to the envelope. For more informat
ion, see Using the Schema Collection Property Editor.

Schemas specified in this property should have unique target namespaces. If any of the schemas have the same na
mespace, the validation of the document instances may not work as expected. If schemas must have the same name
space, you should either create a separate pipeline for each schema and specify one schema per XML Disassembler 
pipeline component or use one pipeline but do not specify any schemas as parameters for the XML Disassembler pi
peline component.

Default value: Empty collection

Valida
te doc
ument
struct
ure

When True, performs a validation of the incoming message against document and optionally envelope schemas.

If a promoted property does not have a default or fixed value and this property is set to False, the property is not pr
omoted.

Note  When True, you may receive a "Two or more of the selected schema share the same target namespace" error
if you specify two or more schemas for the Document schemas or Envelope schemas properties.

Default value: False

See Also

XML Disassembler Pipeline Component

XML and Flat File Property Schema and Properties
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XML and Flat File Property Schema and Properties
The http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003/xmlnorm-properties namespace contains properties you can use to
configure Flat File Assembler and Flat File Disassembler pipeline components. The properties are described in the following table.

Proper
ty

T
y
p
e

Description

FlatFil
eHead
erDoc
ument

xs
:st
ri
n
g

The header of an incoming flat file document can be stored with this property.

Allow
Unrec
ogniz
edMes
sage

xs
:B
o
ol
e
a
n

Specifies whether unrecognized messages should be processed by XML components.

Proces
singIn
structi
on

xs
:st
ri
n
g

Processing instruction text for outgoing documents.

Docu
mentS
pecNa
me

xs
:st
ri
n
g

The schema for XML components to use for parsing or serializing documents.

Schemas specified in this property should have unique target namespaces. If any of the schemas have the same names
pace, the validation of the document instances may not work as expected. If schemas must have the same namespace, 
you should either create a separate pipeline for each schema and specify one schema per XML Disassembler pipeline c
omponent or use one pipeline but do not specify any schemas as parameters for the XML Disassembler pipeline comp
onent.

Envel
opeSp
ecNa
me

xs
:st
ri
n
g

The envelope specification for XML components to use for parsing or serializing documents.

Schemas specified in this property should have unique target namespaces. If any of the schemas have the same names
pace, the validation of the document instances may not work as expected. If schemas must have the same namespace, 
you should either create a separate pipeline for each schema and specify one schema per each XML Disassembler pipel
ine component or use one pipeline but do not specify any schemas as parameters for the XML Disassembler pipeline c
omponent.

Target
Charse
t

xs
:st
ri
n
g

The character set for XML components to use for encoding output messages.

Sourc
eChars
et

xs
:st
ri
n
g

The character set used to encode a document before being processed by the XML Disassembler.

Proces
singIn
structi
onOpt
ion

xs
:i
nt

Specifies how processing instructions are added to outgoing documents. For more information about the ProcessingIn
structionOption, see Processing Instructions in the XML Assembler Pipeline Component.



 

AddX
MLDe
clarati
on

xs
:b
o
ol
e
a
n

Specifies whether an XML declaration should be added to an outgoing document.

Heade
rSpec
Name

xs
:st
ri
n
g

Specifies a flat file document header.

Trailer
SpecN
ame

xs
:st
ri
n
g

Specifies a flat file document trailer.

Promo
teProp
erties
Only

xs
:b
o
ol
e
a
n

When set to True, the XML Disassembler component does not remove a message envelope or disassemble it. Only pro
perty promotion is performed.

See Also

Configuring the Flat File Assembler Pipeline Component

Configuring the Flat File Disassembler Pipeline Component

Configuring the XML Assembler Pipeline Component

Configuring the XML Disassembler Pipeline Component
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Configuring the XML Validator Pipeline Component
The XML Validator pipeline component can be used in any stage (except Disassemble or Assemble) in a send or receive pipeline.

To configure the properties for the XML Validator pipeline component

1. Drag the XML Validator pipeline component into the Validate stage of a receive pipeline.
2. In the Properties window, in the Pipeline Component Properties section, set the following.

Use th
is

To do this

Docu
ment s
chema
s

Indicates the namespace and typename of the schema or schemas to be applied to the document. For more informa
tion, see Using the Schema Collection Property Editor. If no schemas are specified, the run-time schema discovery w
ill be done by using the message's target namespace and root element name information. 

Note  You may receive a "Two or more of the selected schema share the same target namespace" error if you speci
fy two or more schemas for the Document schemas property.

Default value: Empty collection

See Also

XML Validator Pipeline Component

Configuring Pipeline Components
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Deploying Pipelines
Pipelines are compiled and deployed as part of the solution build and deploy process. The compiler calls the Validate method on
each component, allowing the components to return compile errors on the configured information. After building, the pipeline is
deployed in the same assembly with the rest of the solution when the solution is deployed.

Per-instance pipeline configuration
Per-instance pipeline configuration is used to modify properties of pipeline components within a deployed pipeline at the send
port or receive location level. Per-instance pipeline configuration is useful when only a few pipeline component properties need to
be modified per instance. When the XML file describing the per-instance configuration of the pipeline components is read, it
overrides the properties set in the pipeline file.

Per-instance pipeline configuration is set by using the BizTalk® Explorer object model. The BizTalk Explorer object model provides
the ReceivePipelineData property on the IReceiveLocation and ISendPort interfaces for setting the configuration of receive
pipeline components. The BizTalk Explorer object model also provides the SendPipelineData method on the IReceivePort and
ISendPort interfaces for setting configuration of send pipeline components.

Per-instance pipeline configuration does not support the following:

Rearranging stages within the pipeline
Adding or removing stages
Rearranging components within stages
Adding or removing components

The only supported changes are in the configuration of pipeline components. Per-instance configuration of a pipeline component
overrides the common pipeline component configuration. If a parameter of a component is not specified in per-instance pipeline
configuration, the common configuration for that parameter (as configured in Pipeline Designer) is used.

The following is an example of per-instance configuration data.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-16"?>
<Root xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchem
a-instance">
    <Stages>
        <Stage CategoryId="9d0e4103-4cce-4536-83fa-4a5040674ad6">
            <Components>
                <Component Name=”Microsoft Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.MIME_SMIME_Decoder”>
                    <Properties>
                        <AllowNonMIMEMessage vt=”11”>true</AllowNonMIMEMessage>
                    </Properties>
                </Component>
            </Components>
        </Stage>
        <Stage CategoryId="9d0e4105-4cce-4536-83fa-4a5040674ad6">
            <Components>
                <Component Name=”Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.XmlDasmComp”>
                    <Properties>
                        <EnvelopeSpecNames vt=”8”>MySchemas.EnvelopeSpecNames</EnvelopeSpecNa
mes>
                        <AllowUnrecognizedMessage vt=”11”>false</AllowUnrecognizedMessage>
                    </Properties>
                </Component>
            </Components>
        </Stage>
        <Stage CategoryId="9d0e410d-4cce-4536-83fa-4a5040674ad6" ExecutionSequence="2">
            <Components>
                 <Component Name=”Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.XmlValidator” >
                    <Properties>
                        <DocumentSpecName vt=”8”>MySchemas.DocspecName</DocumentSpecName>
                    </Properties>
                </Component>
            </Components>
        </Stage>
    </Stages>



 

See Also

Developing Pipeline Components
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Securing Pipelines
Hosts can be marked in the administration console as Authentication Trusted. Denoting a host as Authentication Trusted means
that the Microsoft® BizTalk® Server will trust the security-related properties sent on the message context of a message from that
host. The security-related properties on the message context are the OriginatorPID, which corresponds to the message context
property BTS.SourcePartyID, and the OriginatorSID, which corresponds to the message context property BTS.WindowsUser. For
more information about the message context properties, see Message Context Properties.

A host that is marked as Authentication Trusted is allowed to indicate that the trusted host is adding a message to the queue
from someone other than itself as the sender of the message. In other words, hosts that are not marked as Authentication
Trusted are not allowed to add a message to the queue from a message sender other than themselves.

 Security  The MIME/SMIME Decoder pipeline component does not check the expiration date of decryption
certificates. However, it does check the expiration date of signing certificates.

For information about encoding and decoding messages sent over SMTP or HTTP, see MIME/SMIME Encoder Pipeline Component
and MIME/SMIME Decoder Pipeline Component.

For information about signature verification when dealing with third parties, see Party Resolution Pipeline Component and
Partner Management in BizTalk Explorer.

See Also

Developing Pipelines

Developing Pipeline Components
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Developing with Business Rules
Business rules (or business policies) define and control the structure, operation, and strategy of an organization. Business rules
may be formally defined in procedure manuals, contracts, or agreements, or may exist as knowledge or expertise embodied in
employees. Business rules are dynamic and subject to change over time, and can be found in all types of applications. Finance and
insurance, e-business, transportation, telecommunications, Web-based services, and personalization are just a few of the many
business domains that are governed by business rules. Each of these business domains shares the need to convey business
strategies, policies, and regulations to information technology (IT) personnel for inclusion into software applications.

Traditional procedural and object-oriented programming languages, such as C, C++, and Microsoft® Visual Basic®, are oriented
towards programmers. Even advanced object-oriented languages, such as Java and C#, are still primarily programmers'
languages. The traditional software development cycle of design, develop, compile, and test requires substantial time and
coordination, and does not enable nonprogrammers to participate in the maintenance of automated business policies. The
Business Rules Framework addresses this problem by providing a development environment that enables rapid application
creation without the lengthy cycle of traditional application programming. For example, business policies constructed by using
this framework can be updated without recompiling and redeploying the associated orchestrations.

The Business Rules Framework is tightly integrated with Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004, and developers can use the following
features to build and manage business rules:

A high-performance rule engine that implements an inference mechanism to evaluate the business rules.
A rich set of application programming interfaces (APIs) for developing rule-based applications.
A graphical user interface, the Business Rule Composer, which developers, business analysts, and administrators can use in
various ways to efficiently develop and apply rules and policies.
A seamless integration with BizTalk orchestrations, which enables you to invoke a business policy or a set of business rules
from a BizTalk orchestration.
The Rule Engine Deployment Wizard, which enables you to rapidly import or export business rules or the vocabularies used
by the rules, as well as to deploy or undeploy these rules.

The business rules (policy) you create by using the Business Rules Framework can be used in an orchestrated business process, as
shown in the following figure.

This section provides conceptual information about how you can leverage the Business Rules Framework and use the tools that
BizTalk Server 2004 provides to develop business rules.

This section contains:

About the Business Rules Framework
Using the Business Rule Composer
Creating Business Rules
Business Rules Framework Security
Programming with Business Rules Framework
Rule Engine Configuration and Tuning Parameters
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About the Business Rules Framework
The Business Rules Framework is a Microsoft® .NET-compliant class library. It provides an efficient inference engine that can link
highly readable, declarative, semantically rich rules to any business objects (.NET components), XML documents, or database
tables. Application developers can build business rules by constructing rules from small building blocks of business logic (small
rule sets) that operate on information (facts) contained in .NET objects, database tables, and XML documents. This design pattern
promotes code reuse, design simplicity, and modularity of business logic. In addition, the rule engine does not impose on the
architecture or design of business applications. In fact, you can add rule technology to a business application by directly invoking
the rule engine, or you can have external logic that invokes your business objects without modifying them. In short, the
technology enables developers to create and maintain applications with minimal effort.

In planning development of a rule-based application, you first need to determine how rules will fit into your business processes.
Your application will create an instance of a policy and supply it with data, or facts, on which to operate. The policy object
encapsulates the rule engine and provides a single point of entry through which to run it.

You also will need to plan for the development and testing of your rules design. You must consider how you are going to deploy
and update your policies. You will likely want to track the progress of your rule engine's execution and monitor its current state.

Account for the following steps as you plan your rules development:

1. Plan how to incorporate your rules into your application.
2. Identify the business logic that you want to represent with rules in your application. The term "business logic" can refer to

many things; an example of business logic is "Purchase orders for more than five hundred dollars must be approved by a
manager."

3. Identify data sources for your rule elements. You can optionally define and publish vocabularies (domain-specific
nomenclature that represents underlying bindings).

4. Define rules from vocabulary definitions or directly from data bindings, and from them compose a policy that represents
your business logic.

Note  Vocabularies must be published before they can be applied in rules.

5. Test and debug the policy with sample facts. You can either use the Test Policy functionality in the Business Rule Composer
or use Policy or PolicyTester classes to execute from an application, command-line program, or orchestration.

6. Publish the policy version to the rule store.
7. Deploy the policy version.
8. Instantiate and build the short-term fact list in the hosting application. Use the Call Rules shape in an orchestration to

execute your business policy or programmatically instantiate a policy version in your hosting application.
9. Monitor and track rule execution as needed.

Note  The default tracking interceptor works with orchestrations. If your hosting application is not an
orchestration, you must write your own tracking interceptor to do this.

This section contains:

Business Rules Concepts
Business Rules Framework Architecture
Facts
Rule Engine
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Business Rules Concepts
This section describes key concepts and terms used in the Business Rules Framework.

This section contains:

Rules
Policies
Vocabularies
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Rules
Business rules are declarative statements that govern the conduct of business processes. A rule consists of a condition and
actions. The condition is evaluated, and if it evaluates to true, the rule engine initiates one or more actions.

Rules in the Business Rules Framework are defined by using the following format:

IF condition THEN action

Consider the following example:

IF amount is less than or equal to available funds

THEN conduct transaction and print receipt

This rule determines whether a transaction will be conducted by applying business logic, in the form of a comparison of two
monetary values, to data or facts, in the form of a transaction amount and available funds.

You can use the Business Rule Composer to create, modify, version, and deploy business rules. Alternatively, you can perform the
preceding tasks programmatically.

Conditions

A condition is a true/false (Boolean) expression that consists of one or more predicates that are applied to facts.

In our example, the predicate less than or equal to is applied to the facts amount and available funds. This condition will always
evaluate to either true or false.

Predicates can be combined with the logical operators AND, OR, and NOT to form a logical expression that is potentially quite
large, but will always evaluate to either true or false.

Actions

Actions are the functional consequences of condition evaluation. If a rule condition is met, a corresponding action or actions are
initiated.

In our example, "conduct transaction" and "print receipt" are actions that are carried out when, and only when, the condition (in
this case, "IF amount is less than or equal to available funds") is true.

Actions are represented in the Business Rules Framework by invoking methods or setting properties on objects, or by performing
set operations on XML documents or database tables.

Facts

Facts are the data upon which rules operate. In our example, "amount" and "available funds" are facts. For more information, see
Facts.

See Also

Creating Policies and Rules
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Policies
A policy is a logical grouping of rules. You compose a version of a policy, save it, test it by applying it to facts, and, when you are
satisfied with the results, publish it and deploy it to a production environment.

Policy composition

You can compose policies in the Business Rule Composer by constructing rules from facts and definitions. A policy can contain an
arbitrarily large set of rules, but typically you compose a policy from rules that pertain to a specific business domain within the
context of the application that will be using the policy.

Policy testing

You can effectively perform a test run of your policy before it is published and deployed in a production environment. The
Business Rule Composer allows you to supply instances of facts to a policy, run the policy, and view its output. The output
includes fact activity, rule execution, condition evaluation, and updates to the agenda.

Policy versions

After you have defined all the rules in your policy, you can publish the policy version. In this way the policy is locked down, and its
behavior is well-defined.

A given policy version can be used under a given set of circumstances in your business environment, and replaced by another
version when those circumstances change. Also, both new and old versions can be used simultaneously by different applications.

Policy deployment

When your policy is ready to be run in a production environment, you can deploy it to make it available to a hosting application.

Dynamic policy updates

Dynamic policy updates allow you to modify policies independently of a running business process. You can create and deploy an
updated version of the policy, and the hosting application can incorporate the update in near real time. This update does not
require you to change any code, and thus you can avoid the overhead of redeveloping and redeploying the application.
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Vocabularies
The terms used to define rule conditions and actions are usually expressed by domain or industry-specific nomenclature. For
example, an e-mail user writes rules in terms of messages "received from" and messages "received after," while an insurance
business analyst writes rules in terms of "risk factors" and "coverage amount."

Underlying this domain-specific terminology are the technology artifacts (objects, database tables, and XML documents) that
implement rule conditions and rule actions. Vocabularies are designed to bridge the gap between business semantics and
implementation.

For example, a data binding for an approval status might point to a certain column in a certain row in a certain database,
represented as an SQL query. Instead of inserting this sort of complex representation in a rule, you might instead create a
vocabulary definition, associated with that data binding, with a friendly name of "Status." Subsequently you can include "Status" in
any number of rules, and the rule engine can retrieve the corresponding data from the table.

A vocabulary is a collection of definitions consisting of friendly names for the facts used in rule conditions and actions. Vocabulary
definitions make the rules easier to read, understand, and share by people in a particular business domain.

You can use the Business Rule Composer to define vocabularies that are then persisted into the shared rule store. Vocabularies
can also be consumed by tool developers responsible for integrating rule authoring into new or existing applications.

Before you can use a vocabulary, it must be stamped with a version and published in your rule store. This is to guarantee that the
definitions in the vocabulary will not change, to preserve referential integrity. This means that any policies that use that particular
version of the vocabulary will not fail unexpectedly due to changes in the underlying vocabulary.
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Business Rules Framework Architecture
The following figure shows the component architecture of the Business Rules Framework.

Some of the components of the framework are described in the following paragraphs.

Policy class

A Policy object is a single instance of a business policy, and provides the interface that is used by rule-based applications. It
provides an abstraction that frees the application developer from concern about the location of the rule store, extracting rule sets
from the rule store, instantiating instances of the underlying rule engine, and ensuring that long-term facts are asserted into the
engine. In many scenarios, a rule-based application uses concurrent instances of the Policy object. These concurrent instances
can represent the same policy, different versions of the same policy, or different versions of different policies.

RuleEngine class

The RuleEngine object serves as the execution engine for business policies. It uses four plug-in components (translator, inference
engine, and tracking interceptor) for implementation. A RuleEngine object takes a RuleSet object representing a business policy
as input and uses the analyzer, translator, inference engine, and tracking interceptor configured for the rule set to implement the
business policy defined by the rule set.

Fact retriever

A fact retriever is an optional, user-defined, plug-in component that is responsible for gathering long-term facts for use by
business policies. For more information, see Creating a Fact Retriever.

Before execution, a Policy object instance provides its RuleEngine instance to the fact retriever, giving it the opportunity to
update the set of Facts in the rule engine's working memory. For more information, see Short-Term Facts vs. Long-Term Facts.

Rule Engine Update service

The Rule Engine Update service provides dynamic business policy updates in a distributed environment. It is an autostart
Microsoft® Windows NT® service application that is responsible for subscribing to policy deployment and undeployment events
that occur when business policies are changed.

In a typical enterprise scenario, business policies are deployed after being updated, tested, and versioned. Deployment consists of
adding the updated policy to a secure, persistent rule store and optionally executing logic on the store to publish information
about the updated policy to all interested parties (note that information about the policy is published and not the policy itself).

The Rule Engine Update service, running on a server hosting rule-based applications, receives the policy update notification and



 

caches the information for subsequent use. The use of a pub/sub model for policy updates enables you to change business
policies in near real time without service downtime or interruption.

Policy/vocabulary authoring tools

The Business Rule Composer in Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 provides policy and vocabulary authoring capabilities to both
end users and developers.

Rule store

A rule store is a repository for business policies and vocabularies. The repository can be a simple file or a secure, scalable,
persistent, and reliable database such as Microsoft® SQL Server™. (SQL Server is used as the default rule store for the
framework).

Caching

The Business Rule Engine Framework provides a caching mechanism for RuleEngine instances. Each RuleEngine instance
contains an in-memory representation of a specific policy version.

The following steps describe the process when a new Policy instance is instantiated (either with a call on the API or execution of
the Call Rules shape):

1. The Policy object requests a RuleEngine instance from the rule engine cache.
2. If a RuleEngine instance for the policy version exists in the cache, the RuleEngine instance is returned to the Policy object.

If a RuleEngine instance is not available, the cache will create a new instance. When a RuleEngine instance is instantiated,
it will, in turn, create a new fact retriever instance if one is configured for the policy version.

When the Execute method is called on the Policy object, the following steps occur:

1. The Policy object calls the UpdateFacts method on the fact retriever instance if a fact retriever exists. The fact retriever's
implementation of the method may assert long term facts into the working memory of the RuleEngine.

2. The Policy object asserts the short term facts contained in the Array that was passed in the Execute call.
3. The Policy object calls Execute on the RuleEngine.
4. The RuleEngine completes execution and returns control to the Policy object.
5. The Policy object retracts the short term facts from the RuleEngine. The long term facts asserted by the fact retriever will

remain in the working memory of the rule engine.

After the Dispose method is called on the Policy object, the RuleEngine instance will be released back to the rule engine cache.

The rule engine cache will have multiple rule engine instances for a given policy version if the load requires it, and each rule
engine instance has its own fact retriever instance.
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Facts
Facts are information about the world. Facts can originate from many sources (event systems, objects in business applications,
database tables, and so on), and must be fed into the rule engine by using one of the following elements:

NET objects (methods, properties, and fields)
XML documents (elements, attributes, and document subsections)
Database rowsets (values from table column)

In the Business Rule Composer, you can use the Facts Explorer to browse and bring data into your rules from various sources.

This section contains:

.NET Object Facts
Typed Facts
Short-Term Facts vs. Long-Term Facts
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.NET Object Facts
In the Business Rule Composer, you can specify a .NET assembly as a data source. You can subsequently select a class or class
member from the assembly, and drag it onto a vocabulary definition or rule.

Asserted .NET object processing is the most straightforward of the processing types. The engine processes each object as a unique
instance. For more information about the Assert function, see Engine Control Functions.
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Typed Facts
Typed facts are classes that implement the ITypedFact interface: TypedXmlDocument, DataConnection, TypedDataTable,
and TypedDataRow.

TypedXmlDocument

The TypedXmlDocument class represents the XML document type in the Business Rules Framework. When you use a node of
an XML document as an argument in a rule, two XPath expressions are created: the Selector and Field bindings.

If the node has no child nodes, a Selector binding (also known as an XmlDocument binding) is created to the node's parent node
and a Field binding (also known as an XmlDocumentMember binding) is created to the node itself. This Field binding is relative to
the Selector binding. If the node has child nodes, a Selector binding is created to the node and no Field binding is created.

Suppose that you have the following schema.

If the Income node is selected, only a Selector binding is created, because the node has child nodes. The default XPath expression
in the XPath Selector property of the Property pane contains:

/*[local-name()='Root' and namespace-uri()='http://LoansProcessor.Case']/*[local-name()='Income' and namespace-uri()='']

However, if the Name node is selected, both a Selector binding and a Field binding are created. The binding information looks like.

Property Value
XPath Field *[local-name()='Name' and namespace-uri()='']
XPath Selector /*[local-name()='Root' and namespace-uri()='http://LoansProcessor.Case']

The default XPath expressions for the XML nodes can be changed before dragging the node into a rule argument, and the new
binding information is persisted with the policy. Note, however, that any edits that are made to the XPath expressions must be
reentered in the Business Rule Composer when the schema is reloaded.

When vocabulary definitions are created for XML nodes, the XPath expressions for the bindings are similarly defaulted based on
the rules described earlier, but are editable in the Vocabulary Definition Wizard. Changes to the expressions are persisted with the
vocabulary definition and are reflected in any rule arguments built from the definitions.

DataConnection

DataConnection is a .NET class provided in the RuleEngine library. It contains a .NET SqlConnection instance and a DataSet
name. The DataSet name enables you to create a unique identifier for the SqlConnection and is used in defining the resulting
type.

The DataConnection class provides a performance optimization to the rule engine. Rather than asserting into the engine very
large database tables (TypedDataTable class), which may contain many database rows (TypedDataRow class) that are not



 

relevant to the policy, you can assert a lightweight DataConnection. When the engine evaluates a policy, it dynamically builds a
SELECT query based on the rule predicates/actions and queries the DataConnection at execution. For example, suppose you
have the following rule:

IF NorthWind.Products.UnitPrice >= 0

THEN <do something>

The following SQL query is generated by from the rule:

Select * From [Product] Where [UnitPrice] >= 0

The results of the query are asserted back into the engine as data rows.

Note  The use of an OleDbConnection in a DataConnection is not currently supported.

When you select a database table/column to use in a rule condition or action, you can choose to bind to the object using either
DataConnection or TypedDataTable by selecting "Data connection" or "Database table/row" from the Database binding
type drop-down box in the Property Window for the Databases tab of Fact Explorer.

Note  DataConnection binding is used by default.

TypedDataTable

You can assert an ADO.NET DataTable object into the engine, but it will be treated as any other .NET object. In most cases you
will instead want to assert the rule engine class TypedDataTable.

TypedDataTable is a wrapper class that contains an ADO.NET DataTable. The constructor simply takes a DataTable. Any time a
table or table column is used as a rule argument, the expression is evaluated against the individual TypedDataRow wrappers,
and not against the TypedDataTable.

TypedDataRow

This is a typed fact wrapper for an ADO DataRow object. Dragging a table or column to a rule argument in the Business Rule
Composer results in rules built against the returned TypedDataRow wrappers.
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Short-Term Facts vs. Long-Term Facts
Facts can be used for different durations of time. A short-term fact is specific to a single execution cycle of the rule engine. A long-
term fact is loaded into memory for use over an arbitrary number of execution cycles. The only real distinction between the two is
in implementation.

If you use long-term facts, you must configure your policy to know where to find them, and implement a fact retriever object that
can fetch the facts from persistent storage and present them to the policy object. For more information, see
Creating a Fact Retriever.

There are three ways to supply fact instances to the rule engine:

The simplest way to submit fact instances to the rule engine is with short-term, application-specific facts that you pass in to
the policy object as an array of objects at the beginning of every execution cycle.

Note  If your data is volatile—it may change frequently between execution cycles—and must be reinstantiated
and asserted again, you will likely represent this data as short-term facts.

You can write a fact retriever—an object that implements standard methods and typically uses them to supply long-term
and slowly changing facts to the rule engine before the policy is executed. The engine caches these facts and uses them over
multiple execution cycles.
You can use your rule actions to assert additional facts into the engine during execution, provided that the rules involved
evaluate to true.
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Rule Engine
This topic describes several components, functionalities, and operations of the rule engine. The rule engine provides the execution
context for a rule set. The RuleEngine object uses the following plug-in components for implementation:

Ruleset executor (inference engine). Implements the algorithm responsible for rule condition evaluation and action
execution. The default ruleset executor is a discrimination network-based forward-chaining inference engine designed to
optimize in-memory operation.
Ruleset translator. Takes as input a RuleSet object and produces an executable representation of the ruleset. The default
in-memory translator creates a compiled discrimination network from the ruleset definition.
Ruleset tracking interceptor. Receives output from the ruleset executor (inference engine) and forwards it to ruleset
tracking and monitoring tools.

This section contains:

Condition Evaluation and Action Execution
Agenda and Priority
Engine Control Functions
Data Access in Business Rule Engine
Rule Action Side Effects
Support for Class Inheritance in Business Rule Engine
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Condition Evaluation and Action Execution
The Business Rules Framework provides a highly efficient inference engine capable of linking rules to .NET objects, XML
documents, or database tables.

The Business Rule Engine uses a three-stage algorithm for policy execution. The stages are as follows:

Match. In the match stage, facts are matched against the predicates that use the fact type (object references maintained in
the rule engine's working memory) using the predicates defined in the rule conditions. For the sake of efficiency, pattern
matching occurs over all the rules in the policy, and conditions that are shared across rules are matched only once. Partial
condition matches may be stored in working memory to expedite subsequent pattern-matching operations. The output of
the pattern-matching phase consists of updates to the rule engine agenda.
Conflict resolution. In the conflict resolution stage, the rules that are candidates for execution are examined to determine
the next set of rule actions to execute based on a predetermined resolution scheme. All candidate rules found during the
matching stage are added to the rule engine's agenda.

The default conflict resolution scheme is based on rule priorities within a policy. The priority is a configurable property of a
rule in the Business Rule Composer. The larger the number, the higher the priority; therefore if multiple rules are triggered,
the higher-priority actions are executed first.

Action. In the action stage, the actions in the resolved rule are executed. Note that rule actions can assert new facts into the
rule engine, which causes the cycle to continue. This is also known as forward chaining. It is important to note that the
algorithm never preempts the currently executing rule. All actions for the rule that is currently firing will be executed before
the match phase is repeated. However, other rules on the agenda will not be fired before the match phase begins again. The
match phase may cause those rules on the agenda to be removed from the agenda before they ever fire.

The following example shows the three-stage algorithm of match-conflict resolution-action.

Rule 1: Evaluate income

Declarative representation:

An applicant's credit rating should be obtained only if the applicant's income-to-loan ratio is less than 0.2.

IF—THEN representation using business objects:

IF Application.Income / Property.Price < 0.2

THEN Assert new CreditRating( Application)

Rule 2: Evaluate credit rating

Declarative representation:

An applicant should be approved only if the applicant's credit rating is more than 725.

IF—THEN Representation using business objects:

IF Application.SSN = CreditRating.SSN AND CreditRating.Value > 725

THEN SendApprovalLetter(Application)

The facts are summarized in the following table.

Fact Fields
Application - An XML document representing a home loan application Income = $65,000

SSN = XXX-XX-XXXX

Property - An XML document representing the property being purchased Price = $225,000

CreditRating - An XML document containing the loan applicant's credit rating Value = 0 - 800
SSN = XXX-XX-XXXX

Initially the rule engine working memory and agenda are empty. After the application adds the Application and Property facts, the
rule engine working memory and agenda are updated as follows.



 

Working memory Agenda
Application
Property

Rule 1

Rule 1 is added to the agenda because its condition (Application.Income / Property.Price < 0.2) evaluated to true during the
match phase. There is no CreditRating fact in working memory, so the condition for Rule 2 was not evaluated. Because the only
rule in the agenda is Rule 1, the rule is executed and then disappears from the agenda. The single action defined for Rule 1 results
in a new fact (CreditRating document for the applicant) being added to working memory. After the execution of Rule 1 completes,
control returns to the match phase. Because the only new object to match is the CreditRating fact, the results of the match phase
are as follows.

Working memory Agenda
Application
Property
CreditRating

Rule 2

At this point Rule 2 is executed, resulting in the invocation of a function that sends an approval letter to the applicant. After Rule 2
has completed, execution of the forward-chaining algorithm returns to the match phase. Because there are no longer new facts to
match and the agenda is empty, forward chaining terminates and policy execution is complete.
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Agenda and Priority
To understand how the rule engine evaluates rules and executes actions, you need to understand the concepts of agenda and
priority.

Agenda

The agenda is a schedule where the engine queues rules for execution. The agenda exists for an engine instance, and acts on a
single policy, not on a series of policies. When a fact is asserted into working memory and the conditions of a given rule are
satisfied, the rule is placed on the agenda and executed according to priority. A rule's actions are executed in order from top to
bottom, and then the actions of the next rule on the agenda are executed.

The actions belonging to a rule are treated as a block, so that all actions are executed before moving on to the next rule. All actions
in a rule block will execute regardless of other actions in the block. For more information about assertion, see
Engine Control Functions.

The following example demonstrates how the agenda works.

Rule1

IF

Fact1 == 1

THEN

Action1

Action2

Rule2

IF

Fact1 > 0

THEN

Action3

Action4

We assert the fact Fact1, which has a value of 1, into the engine. Because the conditions of both Rule 1 and Rule 2 are satisfied,
both rules are moved to the agenda for execution of their actions.

Working memory Agenda
Fact1 (value=1) Rule1

Action1
Action2

Rule2

Action3
Action4

Priority

Priority for execution is set on each individual rule, with a default priority of 0 for all rules. The priority can range on either side of
0, with larger numbers having higher priority. Actions are executed in order from highest priority to lowest priority.

The following example shows how priority affects the order of execution for the rules.

Rule1 (priority = 0)

IF

Fact1 == 1



 

THEN

Discount = 10%

Rule2 (priority = 10)

IF

Fact1 > 0

THEN

Discount = 15%

The conditions for both rules have been met, but Rule2 is executed first because it has higher priority. The final discount is 10%,
because it is the result of the action executed for Rule1, as shown in the following table.

Working memory Agenda
Fact1 (value=1) Rule2

Discount = 15%

Rule1

Discount = 10%
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Engine Control Functions
This section explains the behaviors associated with several engine control functions that allow an application or policy to control
the facts in the rule engine's working memory. The presence of facts in the working memory drives the conditions that are
evaluated and the actions that are executed.

This section examines the Assert, Retract, RetractByType, Reassert, and Update functions for different facts: .NET objects,
TypedXmlDocument, DataConnection, and TypedDataTable.

This section contains:

Assert
Retract
RetractByType
Reassert
Update
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Assert
Assertion is the process of adding object instances into the rule engine's working memory. The engine processes each instance
according to the conditions and actions that are written against the type of the instance, using the match-conflict resolution-action
phases.

The following paragraphs describe behaviors that result from using the Assert function for different fact types.

.NET objects

Each object is asserted into the working memory as a separate instance. This means that the instance is analyzed by each
predicate that references the object's type (for example, IF Object.Property = 1). It is also made available to rule actions that
reference the type, dependent on the results of the rule conditions.

Consider the following example.

Rule 1

IF A.Value = 1

THEN A.Status = "good"

Rule 2

IF B.Value = 1

THEN A.Status = "good"

In Rule 1, only those instances of A that have a Value of 1 will have their Status property updated. In Rule 2, however, if the
condition evaluates to true, all instances of A will have their status updated. In fact, if there are multiple instances of B, the A
instances will be updated each time the condition evaluates to true for a B instance.

To assert a .NET object from within a rule, you can add the built-in Assert function as a rule action. Note that the rule engine has a
CreateObject function, but it is not displayed as a separate function in the Business Rule Composer. Its invocation is built by
dragging the constructor method of the object you wish to create from the .NET Class view of the Facts Explorer to the action
pane. The Business Rule Composer will then translate the constructor method into a CreateObject call in the rule definition.

TypedXmlDocument

When a TypedXmlDocument is asserted, the Business Rule Engine creates child TypedXmlDocument instances based on the
selectors defined in the rule.

Selectors and fields are both XPath expressions. You can think of selectors as a way to isolate nodes of an XML document, and
fields as identifying specific items within the selector. All the fields inside one selector are grouped together as an object by the
engine. When you select a node under the XML Schemas tab in the Facts Explorer, the Business Rule Composer automatically fills
in the XPath Selector property for all nodes, and the XPath Field property for any node that does not contain child nodes.
Alternatively, you can enter your own XPath expressions for XPath Selector and XPath Field if necessary.

If the selector matches multiple portions of the XML document, there will be multiple objects of this type asserted into or retracted
from the rule engine working memory. Assume you have the following XML.

If you use the selector /root/order (or //order), two objects will be added to the working memory.

1)

<root>
   <order customer="Joe">
      <item name="router" quantity="10" cost="550" />
      <item name="switch" quantity="3" cost="300" />
   </order>
   <order customer="Jane">
      <item name="switch" quantity="1" cost="300" />
      <item name="cable" quantity="23" cost="9.99" />
   </order>
</root>



2)

Within each selector, the individual fields are referred to by XPaths.

If you use the selector /root/order/item (or (//order/item or //item), four objects, shown in bold text, will be added to the rule
engine working memory.

Each object has access to three fields—@name, @quantity, and @cost. Because the object is a reference into the original
document, you can refer to parent fields (for example, "../@customer").

You can use multiple selectors within the same document. This enables you to view different parts of the document (for example,
if one section is the order and another section contains the shipping address). However, keep in mind that the objects that are
created are defined by the XPath string that created them. Using a different XPath expression, even if it resolves to the same node,
will result in a unique TypedXmlDocument.

The rule engine supports basic .NET scalar types natively, as well as objects for reference types. XML documents are basically text,
but based on the type that was specified when the rule was built, the field value may be of any type. Also, because fields are XPath
expressions, they may return a nodeset, in which case the first item in the set is used as the value.

Behind the scenes, the rule engine can convert a text field value to any one of the supported types through the XmlConvert
function. You can specify this by setting the type in the Business Rule Composer. An exception is thrown if a conversion is not
possible. Types bool and double can be retrieved only as their respective type, strings, or objects.

TypedDataTable

When a TypedDataTable is asserted, all DataRows contained in the DataTable are automatically asserted into the engine as
TypedDataRows. Any time a table or table column is used as a rule argument, the expression is evaluated against the individual
TypedDataRows, and not against the TypedDataTable.

For example, suppose that you have the following rule built against a "Customers" table:

IF Northwind.Customers.CustomerID = 001

THEN Northwind.Customers.ContactTitle = "Purchasing Manager"

Note  To build a rule against a database table, you must use Data table / row as the database binding type.

Suppose that you assert the following DataTable with three DataRows into the engine (as a TypedDataTable).

CustomerID ContactTitle
001 Supply Clerk
002 Supply Clerk
003 Supply Clerk

   <order customer="Joe">
      <item name="router" quantity="10" cost="550" />
      <item name="switch" quantity="3" cost="300" />
   </order>

   <order customer="Jane">
      <item name="switch" quantity="1" cost="300" />
      <item name="cable" quantity="23" cost="9.99" />
   </order>

<root>
   <order customer="Joe">
      <item name="router" quantity="10" cost="550" />
      <item name="switch" quantity="3" cost="300" />
   </order>
   <order customer="Jane">
      <item name="switch" quantity="1" cost="300" />
      <item name="cable" quantity="23" cost="9.99" />
   </order>
</root>



 

The engine inserts three TypedDataRows: 001, 002, and 003.

Each TypedDataRow is evaluated independently against the rule. The first TypedDataRow meets the rule condition and the
second two fail. The results appear as follows.

CustomerID ContactTitle
001 Purchasing Manager
002 Supply Clerk
003 Supply Clerk

Note  TypedDataRows can also be directly asserted into the engine. These are processed in the same way as
described earlier.</NOTE

The DataSetName.DataTableName is considered to be a unique identifier. Therefore, if a second TypedDataTable is asserted
with the same DataSet name and DataTable name, it supersedes the first TypedDataTable. All TypedDataRows associated
with the first TypedDataTable are retracted, and the second TypedDataTable is asserted.

DataConnection

As with a TypedDataTable, dragging a table or column as a rule argument in the Business Rule Composer results in rules built
against the returned TypedDataRows as opposed to the DataConnection itself.

Suppose that the following rule is created and a DataConnection is asserted that contains a SqlConnection to
Northwind.Customers:

IF Northwind.Customers.CustomerID = 001

THEN Northwind.Customers.ContactTitle = "Purchasing Manager"

When the engine evaluates the rule used in the TypedDataTable section, it dynamically builds a query that looks like:

SELECT *

FROM Northwind.Customers

WHERE CustomerID = 1

Because only one row in the database meets this criterion, only one TypedDataRow is created and asserted into the engine for
further processing.

Summary

The following table summarizes the assert behavior for the various types, showing the number of resulting instances created in
the engine for each asserted entity, as well as the type that is applied to each of those instances to identify them.

Entity Number of instances asserted Instance type
.NET object 1 (the object itself) Fully Qualified .NET Class
TypedXmlDocume
nt

1-N TypedXmlDocument(s): Based on Selector bindings created and document c
ontent

DocumentType.Selector

TypedDataTable 1-N TypedDataRow(s):

One for each DataRow in the DataTable

DataSetName.DataTableNa
me

TypedDataRow 1 (the TypedDataRow asserted) DataSetName.DataTableNa
me

DataConnection 1-N (one for each TypedDataRow returned by querying the DataConnection) DataSetName.DataTableNa
me
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Retract
You can use the Retract function to remove objects from the rule engine's working memory. The following paragraphs describe
the behavior associated with retracting entities of different types from the rule engine's working memory.

.NET objects

A .NET object is retracted in a policy by using the Retract function. This function is available in the Business Rule Composer as a
Functions vocabulary item: drag the class (not the assembly or method) into the Retract parameter.

Note  If you drag a method into the Retract function, the engine attempts to retract the object returned by the
method.

Retracting a .NET object removes it from the rule engine's working memory and has the following impact:

Rules that use the object in a predicate have their actions removed from the agenda (if any exist on the agenda).
Actions on the agenda that use the objects are removed from the agenda.

Note  Other actions higher up on the agenda may have already executed before the Retract function was called.

The object is no longer evaluated by the engine.

TypedXmlDocument

You can either retract the original TypedXmlDocument that was asserted into the engine or retract one of the child
TypedXmlDocuments created from a node of the parent XmlDocument.

Using the following XML as an example, you can either retract the TypedXmlDocument associated with order or one or both of
the TypedXmlDocuments associated with orderline.

To retract the order object, you would drag the top node for the schema in the XML Schemas fact pane. This node ends in ".xsd"
and represents the document root node (not the document element node); it has a "/" selector that refers to the initial
TypedXmlDocument. When the parent TypedXmlDocument is retracted, all TypedXmlDocument instances associated with
the TypedXmlDocument (all TypedXmlDocuments created by calling the Assert function based on selectors used in the
policy) are removed from working memory.

To retract only an individual child TypedXmlDocument (that is an orderline), you can drag this node from the XML Schemas
pane into the Retract function. It is important to note that all TypedXmlDocuments are associated with the top-level
TypedXmlDocument that was originally asserted, and not with the TypedXmlDocument that appears above it in the XML tree
hierarchy. For example, product is a TypedXmlDocument below the orderline object; therefore, it would be associated with the
order TypedXmlDocument, and not with the orderline TypedXmlDocument. In most instances, this distinction is not
important. However, if you retract the order object, the orderline and product objects are also retracted. If you retract the orderline
object, only that object is retracted, and not the product object.

The engine only works with and tracks object instances (TypedXmlDocuments) that it created when the TypedXmlDocument
was initially asserted. If you create additional nodes—for example, sibling nodes to a node that was selected through a selector in
the policy—these nodes will not be evaluated in rules unless TypedXmlDocuments are created and asserted for them. Asserting
these new, lower-level TypedXmlDocuments will cause them to be evaluated in rules, but the top-level TypedXmlDocument
will not have knowledge of them. When the top-level TypedXmlDocument is retracted, the new, independently asserted
TypedXmlDocuments will not automatically be retracted. As a result, if new nodes are created, it is typically most
straightforward to retract and reassert the full XmlDocument.

The TypedXmlDocument class supports a number of useful methods that can be called within a custom .NET member as part of
an action. These include the ability to get the XmlNode associated with the TypedXmlDocument or the parent
TypedXmlDocument.

<order>
   <orderline customer="Joe" linenumber="001">
      <product name="router" quantity="10" cost="550" />
   </orderline>
   <orderline customer="Jane" linenumber="002">
      <product name="switch" quantity="1" cost="300" />
   </orderline>
</order>



 

TypedDataTable

You can retract either individual TypedDataRows or the entire TypedDataTable. If you retract a table, all the containing rows
are retracted from working memory.

To retract the entire TypedDataTable you need to use a helper function to access the Parent property on TypedDataRow, for
example:

Retract(MyHelper.GetTypedDataTable(TypedDataRow))

In the preceding action, you would drag the table into TypedDataRow. In GetTypedDataTable you would return the value of
TypedDataRow.Parent.

As with TypedXmlDocuments, if you assert additional, new TypedDataRows for the same DataTable after asserting the
TypedDataTable, they are treated as individual entities and retracting the TypedDataTable will not result in the retraction of
these extra TypedDataRows. Only the TypedDataRows contained in the TypedDataTable when it was asserted will be
retracted.

DataConnection

When a DataConnection is retracted, all TypedDataRows retrieved from the database through the query constructed by the
DataConnection are retracted from working memory. The DataConnection itself is also retracted, meaning that no more
TypedDataRows will be retrieved through the DataConnection (that is, through use of the DataConnection in other
predicates or actions).

When using a DataConnection, any retract operation on an individual TypedDataRow puts the engine into an inconsistent
state. Therefore, operations are not allowed on individual TypedDataRows associated with a DataConnection. If you drag the
table (using the DataConnection parameter) into the Retract function, you will be retracting the DataConnection.
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RetractByType
The RetractByType function retracts all instances of a certain type in the working memory, whereas the Retract function retracts
only specific items of a certain type. The following paragraphs describe how the RetractByType function works with entities of
different types.

.NET objects

All objects for a given class type are retracted from working memory. You simply drag the class from the .NET Classes fact pane
into the RetractByType function.

TypedXmlDocument

All instances are retracted. This means that all TypedXmlDocuments with the same DocumentType.Selector are retracted. You
should drag the appropriate node from the XML Schemas fact pane into the RetractByType function. Consistent with the Retract
function, if you perform a RetractByType on the document root node, not only will all TypedXmlDocuments asserted with that
DocumentType be retracted, but all child TypedXmlDocuments (XmlNodes in the tree hierarchy) associated with those parent
TypedXmlDocuments will also be retracted.

TypedDataTable and DataConnection

Retract and RetractByType are equivalent for both TypedDataTable and DataConnection. Because
DataSetName.DataTableName is a unique identifier for both types, there is only one instance in the engine at any point in
time. As with Retract, you drag the table into the RetractByType function.
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Reassert
To reassert means to call the Assert function on an object that is already in the engine's working memory. Reassert is equivalent
to issuing a retract command for the object, followed by an assert command.

.NET objects

The object is first retracted and any actions on the agenda for rules that use the object (in a predicate or action) are removed. The
object is then asserted back into working memory and evaluated as any object that is newly asserted. This means that any rules
that use the object in a predicate are re-evaluated and their actions are added to the agenda as appropriate. Any rules that
previously evaluated to true and only use the object in their actions will have their actions re-added to the agenda.

TypedXmlDocument

When a top level TypedXmlDocument (TXD) is reasserted, the child TXDs that were created when the top level TXD was initially
asserted will have different behaviors depending on the state of the child TXDs. In the case of a new child node or a child node
that is dirty, meaning at least one of its fields has been changed in the policy by using rule action, assert or reassert action will be
performed on the child node. Any existing child node that is not dirty remains in the working memory. The following example is a
simplified scenario that describes the behaviors of the child nodes when their parent node is reasserted.

Assume there are three TXDs currently in the working memory: P, C1, C2, and C3. P is the top level TXD, the parent node; each
child node contains a field x.

P

C1 (C1.x = 1)

C2 (C2.x = 1)

C3 (C3.x = 1)

Next, assume the following operations have been performed as a result of rule action:

The field (x) value for C2 is updated.
C3 is deleted by using user code.
An additional child node, D, is added to P by using user code.

Note  A node will not be marked dirty by the Business Rule Engine from operations, of which the engine is not aware. For
example, adding, deleting, or modifying a node programmatically in an external application.

The new representation of the objects in working memory is as follows.

P

C1 (C1.x = 1)

C2 (C2.x = 0)

D

Now, reassert P. The following points summarize the behaviors of the child nodes:

Node C2 is reasserted, because it has become dirty after its field being updated.
Node C3 is retracted from the working memory.
Node D is asserted into the working memory.

Node C1 remains unchanged in the working memory, because it was not updated before P was reasserted.

TypedDataTable



 

If Retract is issued on a TypedDataRow, that row is retracted and then asserted into working memory. If Retract is issued on
the TypedDataTable, all associated TypedDataRows are retracted and then asserted.

DataConnection

All TypedDataRows retrieved through the DataConnection are retracted. All predicates that use the DataConnection are then
re-evaluated, causing the DataConnection to be requeried to create the relevant TypedDataRows.
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Update
You can use the Update function to improve engine performance and prevent endless loop scenarios. In a typical scenario, an
object is updated by a rule and then needs to be reasserted into the engine to be re-evaluated, based on the new data and state.

Take the two rules that follow as an example. Suppose that objects ItemA and ItemB already exist in working memory. Rule 1
evaluates the Id property on ItemA, sets the Id property on ItemB, and then reasserts ItemB after the change. When ItemB is
reasserted, it is treated as a new object and the engine re-evaluates all rules that use object ItemB in the predicates or actions.
This ensures that Rule 2 is re-evaluated against the new value of ItemB.Id, as set in Rule 1. Rule 2 may have failed the first time it
was evaluated, but evaluates to true the second time it is evaluated.

Rule 1

IF ItemA.Id == 1

THEN ItemB.Id = 2

Assert(ItemB)

Rule 2

IF ItemB.Id == 2

THEN ItemB.Value = 100

This ability to reassert objects into working memory allows the user explicit control over the behavior in forward-chaining
scenarios. A side effect of the reassertion in this example, however, is that Rule 1 is also re-evaluated. Because ItemA.Id was not
changed, Rule 1 again evaluates to true and the Assert(ItemB) action fires again. As a result, the rule creates an endless loop
situation.

Warning  The default maximum loop count of re-evaluation of rules is 2^32. For certain rules, the policy execution
could last for a long time. You can reduce the count by adjusting the Maximum Execution Loop Depth property of
the policy version.

You need to be able to reassert objects without creating endless loops, and the Update function provides this capability. Like a
reassert, the Update function performs Retract and Assert of the associated object instances, which have been changed from
rule actions, but there are two key differences:

Actions on the agenda for rules where the instance type is only used in the actions (not the predicates) will remain on the
agenda.
Rules that only use the instance type in the actions will not be re-evaluated.

Therefore, rules that use the instance types in either the predicates only or both the predicates and actions will be re-evaluated
and their actions added to the agenda as appropriate.

Changing the preceding example to use the Update function ensures that only Rule 2 is re-evaluated. Because ItemB is only used
in the actions of Rule 1, Rule 1 is not reevaluated, eliminating the looping scenario.

Rule 1

IF ItemA.Id == 1

THEN ItemB.Id = 2

Update(ItemB)

Rule 2

IF ItemB.Id == 2

THEN ItemB.Value = 100

However, it is still possible to create looping scenarios. For example, consider the following rule.

Rule 1

IF ItemA.Id == 1

THEN ItemA.Value = 20

Update(ItemA)



 

Because ItemA is used in the predicate, it is re-evaluated when Update is called on ItemA. If the value of ItemA.Id is not
changed elsewhere, Rule 1 continues to evaluate to true, causing Update to once again be called on A. The rule designer must
ensure that looping scenarios such as this are not created.

The appropriate approach for this will differ based on the nature of the rules. The following is a simple mechanism to solve the
problem in the preceding example.

Rule 1

IF ItemA.Id == 1 and ItemA.Value != 20

THEN ItemA.Value = 20

Update(ItemA)

Adding the check on ItemA.Value prevents Rule 1 from evaluating to true again after the actions of Rule 1 are executed the first
time.

.NET objects

The .NET object is retracted and asserted with the behavior documented earlier. The Update function may be used in the Business
Rule Composer with a reference to the class, as with the Assert, Retract, or RetractByType functions.

TypedXmlDocument

All object instances that were created from the TypedXmlDocument and have been changed are retracted and asserted. Passing
a TypedXmlDocument to the Update function is performed in the same manner as with the other functions.

As with reassert, the update mechanism may be carried out on child nodes. Consider a simple example in which the Update
function is being performed on a node P, the parent of node C. If node C is dirty, which means that at least one of its fields has
been changed as a result of rule actions, node C will be updated in this case. If node C is not dirty, it remains unchanged.

TypedDataTable

If Update is called on a TypedDataTable, Update is called by the engine on all associated TypedDataRows. Update may also
be called on individual TypedDataRows.

DataConnection

Update of a DataConnection is not supported. Use Assert instead.
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Data Access in Business Rule Engine
The rule engine supports only .NET objects natively. To handle data from a database, you can use the ADO.NET objects directly,
but the engine provides some helper classes to simplify the use of database data from rules. The rule engine extends its support
by exposing three database-related types: TypedDataRow, TypedDataTable, and DataConnection. This section describes
these helper classes, gives recommendations about when to use each type, and discusses some performance implications when
using them.

The helper classes are as follows:

TypedDataRow. Constructed by using a reference to an ADO.NET DataRow instance. The TypedDataRow is an obvious
choice for rules that only deal with data from one or a small number of rows from a particular table.
TypedDataTable. Literally a collection of TypedDataRow objects. Each row in the database table will be wrapped as a
TypedDataRow and asserted into the working memory by the rule engine.

A TypedDataTable requires an in-memory ADO.NET DataTable, which can be a performance overhead if this particular
DataTable contains a very large number of rows. If a small number of rows in the database table are relevant and you can
determine these rows prior to calling the rules, use a DataTable, otherwise use TypedDataRow. The assumption is that a
high number of rows in the DataTable are relevant to the rules.

DataConnection. Represents a table in a database accessed through a database connection. The difference between
DataConnection and TypedDataTable is that in addition to the dataset name and table name, DataConnection requires
a usable database connection and optionally a database transaction context.

Some or all predicates used in rules with the DataConnection will become part of query constraints against the database
connection. Only rows that satisfy the query constraints will be retrieved from the database and used by the engine. This
mechanism provides better performance and consumes less memory than holding a very large DataTable in memory.

This section contains:

Considerations When Using DataConnection
Using DataConnection and TypedDataTable
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Considerations When Using DataConnection
Use primary keys

When there is a primary key, the equality of two rows is determined by whether the rows have the same primary key, rather than
by object comparison. If the rows are determined to be the same, only one copy is retained in memory, and the other is released.
This results in less memory consumption.

When a DataConnection is asserted into the rule engine for the first time, the engine always tries to locate its primary key
information from its schema. If a primary key exists, primary key information is then retrieved and used in all subsequent
evaluations.

Note  A primary key is mandatory if changes need to be made to the database.

Provide a running transaction to the DataConnection whenever possible

Without a transaction, each query and update on the DataConnection will initiate its own local transaction, and different queries
might return different results in different parts of rule evaluations. Users may experience inconsistent behavior if there are
changes in the underlying database table.

Although you can use a DataConnection without providing a transaction when the table does not change over time, it is
recommended that a transaction be used even when the DataConnection is only being used for read operations.

However, a transaction should always be used when updating data.

Number of queries may grow linearly

As queries against the DataConnection are parameterized by other joined objects, the number of queries executed against the
DataConnection corresponds directly to the number of joining objects reaching the DataConnection. Therefore, if the number
of joining objects reaching the DataConnection object grows linearly, the number of queries against the DataConnection will
grow linearly as well. Currently, there is no optimization in place to reduce the number of queries.

An example of this is the rule:

IF A.x == 7 AND DC.y == A.y

THEN ...

A represents an ObjectBinding, DC represents a DataConnection, and x and y represent attributes of A and DC.

For every instance of A that passes the test (x == 7), a query is generated by using the DataConnection. If there are many
matching instances, the same number of queries results.

Use OR conditions with caution

If the rule uses only conjunctive (AND) conditions, tests and queries will be executed as early as possible, so instances of objects
passing through will be reduced. As a result, the number of queries against the subsequent DataConnection will be reduced
proportionally. If disjunctive (OR) conditions and a DataConnection are used together in a rule, all condition evaluations will be
pushed to the final query. If more than one DataConnection is used in a rule, all queries except the last one will effectively
become a Select-ALL query statement.

In general, it is better to split any rule with an OR condition into two or more discrete rules, because the use of OR conditions will
decrease performance compared to the definition of more atomic rules. This is true whether DataConnections are used or not.

You may also consider using separate rules that consist only of conjunctive conditions instead of one rule with OR conditions.
With OR conditions, the number of queries grows at the speed of multiplication of instances of all joining objects. This is shown in
the following example.

IF (A.x == 7 OR A.x == 8) AND DC.y == A.y

THEN DC.z =10

In this example, A represents an ObjectBinding; DC represents a DataConnection, and x, y, and z represent attributes of A and
DC. If A has 100 instances, and x is 1 in the first object, 2 in the second object, through 100 in the 100th object, 100 queries have
to run against the DataConnection.



 

It is better to rewrite the preceding rule by splitting it in to two rules.

Rule 1

IF A.x == 7 AND DC.y==A.y

THEN DC.z =10

Rule 2

IF A.x == 8 AND DC.y==A.y

THEN DC.z =10

SQL does not support some predicates and functions

Some predicates and functions that the rule engine supports are not supported by SQL. If these unsupported predicates and
functions are used in the rule conditions, it cannot be incorporated into the query. The following terms cannot be optimized as an
SQL query:

Some of the engine built-in functions have no equivalent in an SQL query. These are Power, FindFirst, and FindAll. Using a
DataConnection column as one or more of their arguments cannot be optimized as part of a query; for example, Power( 2,
dc.Column1).
Built-in predicate Match that uses a DataConnection column as its regular expression argument (the first argument). For
example, Match("abc*", dc1.Column2) is valid, but Match(dc1.Column1, dc1.Column2) cannot be translated.
Using a user function that has a DataConnection column as one of its parameters. For example, c1.M(dc.Column1) cannot
be optimized because the user function cannot execute on the database server, but must be executed by the Business Rule
Engine.
User functions that represent set operations on the DataConnection; for example, dc.Column1(5).
Functions that use an ObjectReference to the DataConnection; for example, ObjecRef(dc).
If one or more of a function's arguments is untranslatable, the function call becomes untranslatable; for example,
Add(c1.M(dc.Column1), 5).
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Using DataConnection and TypedDataTable
In many scenarios, using DataConnection provides better performance and consumes less memory than using
TypedDataTable. However, TypedDataTable may be required in some cases because of certain restrictions on using
DataConnection. In some other cases, using TypedDataTable may yield better performance than using DataConnection. This
topic describes the criteria and factors that you should consider for choosing the right approach.

When to use TypedDataTable instead of DataConnection

The following shows when to use TypedDataTable instead of DataConnection:

Data changes need to be made but the table does not have a primary key. To make data changes by using
DataConnection, a primary key is required. Therefore, if there is no primary key, TypedDataTable is the only viable
approach.

Note  The rule engine only updates the values in memory for a TypedDataTable. It is up to the caller to make
those changes permanent.

Selectivity is high, which means that a large percentage of rows in the table will pass the tests specified as rule conditions. In
this case, DataConnection does not provide much benefit and it may perform worse than TypedDataTable.
Table is small, typically, a table that contains fewer than 500 rows. Note that this number could be larger or smaller
depending on the rule shape and the memory available to the rule engine.
Rule-chaining behavior is expected in a rule set. Calling the Update function on a DataConnection is not supported, but
you could invoke DataConnection.Update in a rule using a helper method. When rule chaining is required,
TypedDataTable is a better choice.
One or more columns in the table hold a very large amount of data that is not required by the rules. An example is an image
database, where the columns hold the image (large amount of data), name, date, and so on. If the image is not required, it
may be better to select only the columns needed by the rules. For example, issuing a query such as "SELECT Name, Date
from TABLE" can be more efficient than using DataConnection.
If many rules need or update the same database row, using a TypedDataTable, the row is shared between all rules, and if
the condition is the same (for example, Table.Column == 5), the condition evaluation can be optimized. With a
DataConnection, in general, a query is generated for each rule that uses the DataConnection. Although the rows are
reused (if the table has a primary key), multiple queries could be generated to get the same data each time.

When to use DataConnection instead of TypedDataTable

The following shows when to use DataConnection instead of TypedDataTable:

Table contains a large number of rows, but selectivity is low—only a small percentage of rows will satisfy the rule
conditions.
Only one database table is large; all other objects used in the rule have a small number of instances. In the worst case, the
number of queries executed against the database is equal to the product of all the other instances used in the rule.
Rules consist exclusively of conjunctive conditions and objects other than database table are used in these rules.
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Rule Action Side Effects
If the execution of an action affects the state of an object or a term used in conditions, that action is considered to have a side
effect on the object.

Assume we have the following rules.

Rule 1

IF OrderForm.ItemCount > 100

THEN OrderForm.Status = "important"

Rule 2

IF OrderList.IsFromMember = true

THEN OrderForm.UpdateStatus("important")

In this case, OrderForm.UpdateStatus is said to have a side effect on OrderForm.Status. This does not mean that
OrderForm.UpdateStatus has side effects; instead, OrderForm.Status will potentially be affected by one or more actions.

By default, the SideEffects property for .NET class members is true, which prevents the rule engine from caching the member
with side effects. In our example, the rule engine does not cache OrderForm.Status in the working memory; instead it gets the
most up-to-date value of OrderForm.Status every time Rule 1 is evaluated. If the SideEffects property is set to false, the rule
engine caches the value first time it evaluates OrderForm.Status, but for later evaluations (in forward-chaining scenarios), it uses
the cached value.

Currently the Business Rule Composer does not provide a way for users to modify SideEffects, however, you can only set the
SideEffects property programmatically through the Business Rules Framework. You set do this at binding, using
ClassMemberBinding class to specify object methods, properties, and fields used in rule conditions and actions.
ClassMemberBinding has a property, SideEffects, which contains a Boolean value indicating whether accessing the member
changes its value.
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Support for Class Inheritance in Business Rule Engine
One of the key features of Object Oriented Programming (OOP) languages is inheritance. Inheritance is the ability to use all of the
functionality of an existing class, and extend those capabilities without rewriting the original class.

The Business Rules Framework supports two types of class inheritance: implementation and interface. Implementation inheritance
refers to the ability to use a base class's properties and methods with no additional coding. Interface inheritance refers to the
ability to use just the names of the properties and methods, but the child class must provide the implementation.

The rules can be written in terms of a common base class, but the objects asserted into the engine can be from derived classes. In
the following example, RegularEmployee and ContractEmployee are derived classes of the base class Employee.

Assume you have the following rule.

Rule 1

At run time, if the user asserts two objects, one an instance of ContractEmployee and the other an instance of
RegularEmployee, both the object instances are evaluated against the rule described earlier.

The user can also assert derived class objects in actions by using an Assert. This causes the rules that contain the derived object
and its base type in their conditions to be re-evaluated, as shown in the following example.

Rule 2

All rules containing the Employee type or the ContractEmployee type in their conditions get re-evaluated after the assertion.
The type of inheritance in this example is implementation. Even though only the derived class is asserted, the base class also gets
asserted if rules are written using methods in the base instead of the derived class.
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class Employee
   {
      public string Status()
      { 
         // member definition
      }
      public string TimeInMonths()      
      { 
         // member definition
      }
   }

class ContractEmployee : Employee
{
   // class definition
}
class RegularEmployee : Employee
{
   // class definition
}

IF Employee.TimeInMonths < 12
THEN Employee.Status = "New"

IF Employee.Status == "Contract" 
THEN Employee.Bonus = false
Assert(new ContractEmployee())
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Using the Business Rule Composer
In Microsoft® BizTalk® Server, the Business Rule Composer is a graphic tool used for authoring, versioning, and deploying
policies and vocabularies. This section provides information about different windows of the Business Rule Composer.

The following figure shows the Business Rule Composer, and describes each window.

Warning   It is possible for multiple users of the Business Rule Composer to connect to the shared rule store at the
same time. However, the Business Rule Composer does not prevent users from overwriting each others' work.
Potentially, a user could see a policy or a vocabulary that is out of sync, because another user may have modified the
policy or vocabulary.

This section contains:

Policy Explorer
Facts Explorer
Rule Editor
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Policy Explorer
You can use the Policy Explorer to manage policies and rules in the rule store. You can create, modify, and delete policies and
rules, and you can test, publish, deploy, and undeploy policies.

The following table describes the commands within the Policy Explorer that can be used in the process of developing new policies
and rules.

Use this To do this
Add New Polic
y

Create a new policy (rule set).

Add New Versi
on

Create a new empty version of the selected policy. You can copy rules from other versions and paste them into 
the new version.

Copy (Policy Ve
rsion)

Copy the selected policy version to the Clipboard.

Copy (Rule) Copy the selected rule to the Clipboard.
Cut (Rule) Copy the selected rule to the Clipboard and delete it.
Paste (Policy V
ersion)

Paste a policy version and its contents into a selected policy.

Paste (Rule) Paste a rule into the selected policy version.
Delete (Policy 
Version)

Delete the selected policy version.

Delete (Rule) Delete the selected rule.
Delete Delete the selected policy and all its versions.
Add New Rule Create a new rule in the selected policy version.
Save Save any changes made to the selected version and its rules.
Publish Publish the selected policy version. Note that you cannot directly modify a published version. You can copy and

paste it to a new version on the policy.
Reload Reload the selected policy version and its rules, with the option to discard any current changes made in that ver

sion and restore the contents from the rule store.
Deploy Deploy a published policy version. You must deploy a policy version to make it available to rule-based applicati

ons.
Undeploy Undeploy a policy version. After a version is undeployed, it is no longer available to rule-based applications.
Test Policy Test the selected policy version before deployment.

Properties window

The following table describes the properties for a policy version.

Property Value
Name Name of the policy.

You can only change this value by changing the Name property of the policy (not policy versi
on).

Fact Retriever Information about the fact retriever for the policy version.
Maximum Execution Loop Dept
h

Maximum depth of the forward-chaining algorithm before an execution loop exception is thro
wn.

The default loop count is 65536.

Translation Duration Maximum amount of time to translate the rules before a translation time-out exception is thro
wn.

The default is 60000 milliseconds.

Translator Information about the translator used to translate the rules.
Current Version The version of policy currently selected in the Policy Explorer.
Version Description The description of the current version.

The following table describes the properties for a rule.



 

Propert
y

Value

Active Indicates whether the rule is enabled or disabled
Name Name of the rule.
Priority Priority of the rule within the policy. The higher the index, the higher the rule priority. Actions of a higher priority rule wil

l fire first.

The default is 0 and represents the middle priority.
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Facts Explorer
The Facts Explorer contains four tabs: Vocabularies, XML Schemas, Databases, and .NET Classes.

Vocabularies tab

Use the Vocabularies tab in the Facts Explorer to manage vocabulary versions and definitions.

Use the shortcut menu to access the following options.

Use this To do this
Add New Vocab
ulary

Create a new vocabulary.

Add New Versio
n

Create a new empty version of the selected vocabulary. You can copy definitions from other versions and paste
them into the new version.

Paste Vocabular
y Version

Paste the contents of a previously copied vocabulary version as a new version in the selected vocabulary.

Delete Delete the selected vocabulary and all its versions.
Add New Defini
tion

Launch the Vocabulary Definition Wizard to create a new definition in the selected vocabulary version.

Save Save the changes made to the selected version and its definitions.
Publish Publish the selected vocabulary version. Note that you cannot directly modify a published version. You can cop

y and paste it to a new version of the vocabulary.
Reload Reload the selected vocabulary version and its definitions, with the option to discard any current changes mad

e in that version and restore the contents from the rule store.
Modify Launch the Vocabulary Definition Wizard to change the selected definition. Note that you cannot modify a defi

nition that is part of a published vocabulary version.
Go to source fac
t

For the selected definition, go to the corresponding source fact in a .NET assembly, XML schema, or database ta
ble.

XML Schemas tab

Browse through XSD schemas for the definitions of XML elements and attributes. You can drag items onto unpublished
vocabulary versions on the Vocabulary tab to create definitions, or you can drag items to the Conditions Editor or Actions Editor
to define predicates, actions, and arguments.

Use this To do this
Select Root Node Select a root node to load from an XML schema that contains multiple root notes.

Databases tab

Browse through database servers for databases and table definitions. You can drag items onto unpublished vocabulary versions
on the Vocabulary tab to create definitions, or you can drag items to the Conditions Editor or Actions Editor to define predicates,
actions, and arguments.

.NET Classes tab

Browse through .NET assemblies for public .NET class definitions. You can drag items onto unpublished vocabulary versions on
the Vocabulary tab to create definitions, or you can drag items to the Conditions Editor or Actions Editor to define predicates,
actions, and arguments.

Use this To do this
Browse Load a .NET assembly from the global assembly cache
Remove Remove a .NET assembly
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Rule Editor
Use the Rule Editor to view and edit conditions in the Conditions Editor and actions in the Actions Editor for the selected rule.

Conditions Editor

Use the Conditions Editor (part of the Rule Editor) to view and edit conditions for firing rules. You can add built-in predicates by
using the shortcut menu, drag items from the Facts Explorer to define arguments and predicates, and enter argument values
inline by clicking an argument link.

Use the shortcut menu to access the following options.

Use this To do this
Add logical AND Add an operator to combine two or more predicates to form a logical AND expression.
Add logical OR Add an operator to combine two or more predicates to form a logical OR expression.
Add logical NOT Add the operator NOT to negate a logical expression or predicate.
Predicates Add a predicate expression based on one of the built-in predicates provided by the Rule object model, such a

s the Is Equal To operator.
Delete logical ope
rator

Delete the selected logical operator (AND, OR, or NOT).

Delete predicate Delete the selected predicate.
Move Up Move the predicate up one position or a level.
Move Down Move the predicate down one position or a level.
Go to vocabulary Locate the vocabulary definition in the Facts Explorer that corresponds to the selected predicate or argument

.
Go to source fact Locate the XML element, database column, or .NET method in the Facts Explorer that corresponds to the sele

cted predicate or argument.
Reset argument Delete the selected argument (and any nested arguments), and restore the initial definition.
Set to null Replace the selected argument with a null constant definition.
Set to empty strin
g

Replace the selected argument with an empty string value.

Actions Editor

Use the Actions Editor (part of the Rule Editor) to view and edit actions to execute when a rule is fired. You can add built-in actions
by using the shortcut menu, drag items from the Facts Explorer to define actions and arguments, and enter argument values
inline by clicking an argument link.

Use this To do this
Delete action Delete the selected action.
Go to vocabular
y

Locate the vocabulary definition in the Facts Explorer that corresponds to the selected action or argument.

Go to source fa
ct

Locate the XML element, database column, or .NET method in the Facts Explorer that corresponds to the selecte
d action or argument.

Move Up Move the action up one position or a level.
Move Down Move the action down one position or a level.
Reset argument Delete the selected argument (and any nested arguments), and restore the initial definition.
Set to null Replace the selected argument with a null constant definition.
Set to empty str
ing

Replace the selected argument with an empty string value.

Functions Add an argument based on one of the built-in functions provided by the Rule object model, such as the Add op
erator.

Output window

Use the Output window to view results of test execution for a selected policy version.

Use the shortcut menu to access the following options.

Use this To do this



 

Clear All Clear all text from the Output window.
Copy Copy the selected text in the Output window to the Clipboard.
Select All Select all the text contained in the Output window.
Save to File Save the text contained in the Output window to a specified file.
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Creating Business Rules
This section provides task-specific information about using the Microsoft® BizTalk® Server Business Rule Composer to create
business rules.

This section contains:

Starting the Business Rule Composer and Loading a Policy
Selecting Facts
Creating Policies and Rules
Modifying Rules
Maintaining Policy Versions
Configuring a Fact Retriever for a Policy
Developing Vocabularies
Implementing Negation as Failure
Handling Null and DBNull
Tracking and Monitoring Policies
Deploying and Undeploying Policies and Vocabularies
Calling Business Rules in Orchestrations
Importing and Exporting Policies and Vocabularies
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Starting the Business Rule Composer and Loading a Policy
This section describes how to start the Business Rule Composer and load a policy.

To start the Business Rule Composer

On the Start menu, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click Business Rule
Composer.

To load a policy

1. In the Business Rule Composer, on the Rule Store menu, click Load.
2. In the Rule Store dialog box, in the SQL Server drop-down list, select the SQL Server™ computer to which you want to

connect.
3. In the Database drop-down list, select the database that contains the rule store you want to open.

Note  The default database for the rule store installed by BizTalk Server 2004 is BizTalkRuleEngineDb.
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Selecting Facts
You can specify data source references that you can save in your rule store for subsequent use as facts in your rules and
vocabularies. You can specify XSD schemas and their XML document elements and attributes, .NET assemblies and their classes
and class members, or databases and their tables and table columns.

This section contains:

Using an XML Schema as a Data Source
Using a Database as a Data Source
Using a .NET Assembly as a Data Source
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Using an XML Schema as a Data Source
To specify an XML schema as a data source

1. In the Facts and Definitions window, click the XML Schemas tab.
2. Right-click the Schemas folder, and then click Browse.
3. In the Schema Files dialog box, select an XSD file, and then click Open.
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Using a Database as a Data Source
You can specify a database as a data source. You can subsequently select a table or table column from the database, and drag it
onto a vocabulary definition or rule to use as a fact.

Note  You can choose to bind to the database row/table using either DataConnection or TypedDataTable by
selecting "Data connection" or "Database table/row" from the Database binding type drop-down box in the
Property Window for the Databases tab of Fact Explorer. DataConnection binding is used by default.

To specify a SQL database as a data source

1. In the Facts and Definitions window, click the Databases tab.
2. Right-click the Servers node, and then click Browse.
3. In the drop-down list, select an available database server.
4. Select an authentication type. If you select SQL authentication, enter a logon name and password. When you have entered

your authentication information, click OK.

Note   SQL Server database views are not supported.
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Using a .NET Assembly as a Data Source
You can specify a .NET assembly as a data source. You can subsequently select a class or class member from the assembly, and
drag it onto a vocabulary definition or rule.

To specify a .NET assembly as a data source

1. In the Facts and Definitions window, click the .NET Classes tab.
2. Right-click the Modules node.
3. From the available assemblies, select a .NET assembly.

Note  The assemblies have to be in the global assembly cache (GAC)
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Creating Policies and Rules
You can create rules with conditions that are logical groupings of logical operators (AND, OR, and NOT) applied to predicates
(built-in or user-defined functions or operators) that take arguments (built-in or user-defined fact references). You can also right-
click on Conditions or logical operators and select a logical operator or built-in predicate from the context menu.

You can define actions (built-in or user-defined functions) to be executed if the rule condition evaluates to true.

Note  If you include more than one predicate in a rule, all predicates must appear as arguments to a logical operator. (The top
level can be a single .Net member, db column, or XML field/attribute that is of boolean type.)

This topic contains procedures for the following tasks:

To create a policy
To add a rule to a policy
To add a logical operator to a rule condition
To add a built-in predicate to a rule condition or logical operator
To add a built-in action to a rule
To add an argument to a condition or action

To create a policy

1. In the Policy Explorer pane, right-click Policies, and then click Add New Policy.

A new folder, Policy1, is created under Policies. By default, version 1 of a new policy is created for you.

2. Click Policy1.
3. In the Name property pane, type a name.

To add a rule to a policy version

In the Policy Explorer pane, expand [your policy], right-click Version 1.0 (not saved), and then select Add New Rule.

To add a logical operator to a rule condition

In the Rule Definition window, right-click Conditions, and then click one of Add Logical AND, Add Logical OR, or Add
Logical NOT.

To add a built-in predicate to a rule condition or logical operator

1. In the Facts and Definitions window, click the Vocabularies tab, and then click the Predicates folder.
2. Expand a published version of a predicate vocabulary, and click the predicate you want.
3. Drag the predicate onto the logical operator, or onto Conditions if your rule will contain only one predicate.

Note  You can also add a predicate directly from a data source, provided that the data element acts as a predicate
(evaluates to true or false).

To add a built-in action to a rule

1. In the Facts and Definitions window, click the Vocabularies tab, and then click the Functions folder.
2. Expand a published version of the function vocabulary, and click the function you want.
3. Drag the function onto Actions. You can also right-click on Actions, and select a built-in action from the context menu.

To add an argument to a condition or action

1. In the Facts and Definitions window, click the Vocabularies tab, and then click a vocabulary folder.
2. Expand a published version of the vocabulary, and click the term you want. The term must be of a type expected by the

predicate or function.
3. Drag the term onto a predicate argument in a condition or a function argument in an action.

Note  You can also add an argument directly from a data source or in the case of XML you can specify the field type in
the properties when selecting a field; this must of course be compatible with the data itself , provided that the data
element is of a type expected by the predicate or action. To add an argument directly from a data source, click the
appropriate tab in the Facts and Definitions window, navigate to the item you want, and drag it onto a predicate



 

argument or function argument.

Note  You can add a constant value to an argument directly by clicking the argument and entering the constant value
you want.
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Modifying Rules
The ability to change rules is an important part of the business rules paradigm. You can modify rules within a policy in two ways:
either by creating a new version of the policy, or by directly modifying an unpublished version of the policy.

You can modify rules individually, add new rules, or delete existing rules. You can delete predicates and logical operators from a
rule condition, delete actions, move actions up and down in the display, or move predicates and logical operators within a
condition. Keep in mind, however, the order in which the predicates and logical operators are displayed does not determine the
order of evaluation.

You can set a rule to be inactive, so that the rule is not executed when the policy is executed, or you can reactivate a rule that has
been deactivated.

You can set the priority on a rule so that its actions will be executed before or after the actions of any rule of different priority.

Caution  If you need to stop your SQL Server computer, be sure to save any unsaved vocabulary versions or vocabulary
definitions, and close the Business Rule Composer so that no changes are lost.

This topic contains procedures for the following tasks:

To change an argument in a condition or action
To move a predicate within a condition
To move a logical operator within a condition
To change the order of actions within a rule
To delete a predicate, logical operator, or action
To activate or deactivate a rule
To set a priority on a rule

To change an argument in a condition or action

1. In the Facts and Definitions window, click the appropriate tab, and navigate to the term you want to use as an argument. The
term must be of a type expected by the predicate or function.

2. Click the term and drag it onto a predicate argument in a condition or a function argument in an action.

To move a predicate within a condition

Click the predicate, and drag it to another logical operator.

To move a logical operator within a condition

Click the logical operator, and drag it onto another logical operator or onto Conditions.

To change the order of actions within a rule

Click the action and then click Move action up or Move action down.

Note  The actions of a rule will be executed in the order specified with the exception of engine control functions
which are executed after the other actions.

To delete a predicate, logical operator, or action

Click the predicate, logical operator, or action, and then click Delete.

To activate or deactivate a rule

Click the rule, and then in the Properties window, set Active to either True or False.

To set a priority on a rule

Click the rule, and then in the Properties window, set Priority to an integer value.

Note  Priorities are relative, and all of the actions of a rule of a given priority will be executed in order before
any of the actions of a rule with a lower value for priority. The priority value defaults to zero, but it can be
positive or negative.
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Maintaining Policy Versions
After you add rules to a version of your policy, you can save the version to the rule store for further development, or you can
publish it to create a well-defined, immutable set of rules that can be deployed for use in a rule-based application.

This topic contains procedures for the following tasks:

To create an empty new version of a policy
To save a policy version
To publish a policy version
To create an updated version of a policy
To update a policy to use an updated assembly

To create an empty new version of a policy

Right-click the policy folder, and then click Add New Version.

To save a policy version

Right-click the policy version, and then click Save.

To publish a policy version

Right-click the policy version, and then click Publish.

To create an updated version of a policy

1. Right-click an existing policy version, and then click Copy.
2. Right-click the policy folder, and then click Paste.

A new version is created, with the same elements as the copied version.

Note  If your policy uses a .NET assembly, and the assembly is updated, you should bind your policy to the
newer version of the assembly.

To update a policy to use an updated assembly

1. Click Start, point to Administrative Tools, point to .NET Framework Configuration, and then click Configured
Assemblies.

2. Go to properties for the target assembly and click the Binding Policy tab.
3. In the global assembly cache, change the version number to the newer version.

Note  All assemblies used by policies should be added to the global assembly cache.
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Configuring a Fact Retriever for a Policy
You can store facts that do not change frequently, and then before the first execution cycle of your host application, you can
retrieve these facts from storage, present them once to the rule engine for caching, and reuse them over multiple execution cycles.

There are two ways to associate a fact retriever with a policy. You can do this by using the Business Rule Composer or
programmatically by using the RuleSetExecutionConfiguration object.

Note  Only one fact retriever implementation can be associated with a policy version.

To associate a fact retriever with a policy in the Business Rule Composer

1. In the Policy Explorer window, click the policy version with which you want to associate the fact retriever.
2. In the Properties window, click the ellipsis button (…) in the FactRetriever property to browse in the global assembly

cache for a fact retriever object.

Important  The ellipsis button (…) does not appear until you click the FactRetriever row in the Property Window.

See Also

Creating a Fact Retriever
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Developing Vocabularies
Rule conditions and actions are based on sources that may have detailed, difficult-to-read binding information that tells the user
little or nothing about what they refer to. The Business Rules Framework enables you to create vocabularies to simplify the
development of rules by offering users intuitive, domain-specific terminology that users can associate with rule conditions and
actions.

You can identify data sources to use, create a new vocabulary, and add vocabulary definitions to it. You can save a version of your
vocabulary to the rule store, and when it is complete, you can publish it to provide users with a well-defined, immutable set of
terms that are bound to data references.

If you need to make changes to your vocabulary in the future, you can simply create a new version of the vocabulary that reflects
the changes.

Caution  When a new version of a vocabulary is created, the rules built from a previous version will still point to the
previous version.

To create a vocabulary

1. In the Facts and Definitions window, click the Vocabularies tab.
2. Right-click the Vocabularies folder, and then click Add New Vocabulary.

A new vocabulary folder appears under the Vocabularies folder

3. Click the new vocabulary folder, and then edit the name in the Properties window.

Note  You must save everything (all versions of the definitions) before you can rename a vocabulary or a policy.

This section contains:

Creating Vocabulary Definitions
Modifying Vocabulary Definitions
Maintaining Vocabulary Versions
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Creating Vocabulary Definitions
You can use the Vocabulary Definition Wizard to create vocabulary definitions. You can define a vocabulary definition as a
constant value, a range of values, a set of values, or elements of a .NET assembly, XML document, or database table. If you select a
public variable, there will be Get and Set options just like in Database and XML definition wizard.

Alternatively, you can create a new vocabulary definition by selecting a fact from one of the three tabs—for example, a database
column, an XML node, or a member of a .NET class—dragging the fact over to the Vocabularies tab, and dropping it to an
unpublished version of a vocabulary.

Note  You cannot add a vocabulary definition to a vocabulary version that has been published.

To define a vocabulary definition as a constant value

1. Right-click the vocabulary version, and then click Add New Definition.

Note  You can also drag and drop items from other tabs of Fact Explorer: XML Schemas, Databases and .NET
Classes

2. In the Vocabulary Definition Wizard, select Constant Value, Range of Values, or Set of Values, and then click Next.
3. Edit the definition name and definition description.

Note  The maximum length for a definition display name is 512 characters.

4. Select Constant Value, and then click Next.
5. Select a definition type from the drop-down list of available system types.
6. Edit the display name and value, and then click Finish.

To define a vocabulary definition as a range of values

1. Right-click the vocabulary version, and then click Add New Definition.
2. In the Vocabulary Definition Wizard, select Constant Value, Range of Values, or Set of Values, and then click Next.
3. Edit the definition name and definition description.
4. Select Range of Values, and then click Next.
5. Select a definition type from the drop-down list.
6. Click Range Low, and then click Edit to specify the values for the lower range. The parameter definition dialog will be

opened.
7. Select Use Constant Value and enter a constant value, or select Use Definition from a Published Vocabulary and

browse to a vocabulary definition, and then click OK.
8. Repeat steps 6 and 7 for Range High.

Note  The Range High value must exceed the Range Low value.

9. Type the display format string or click Default to revert to the default display format string, and then click Finish.

Note  Your format string should include parameter indexes in curly braces—for example, "{0}" and "{1}"—to
serve as placeholders for the high and low range parameters.



To define a vocabulary definition as a set of values

1. Right-click the vocabulary version, and then click Add New Definition.
2. In the Vocabulary Definition Wizard, select Constant Value, Range of Values, or Set of Values, and then click Next.
3. Edit the definition name and definition description.
4. Select Set of Values, and then click Next.
5. Enter the definition type and display name.
6. To add a member to the set, select Use Constant Value and enter a constant value, or select Use Definition from a

Published Vocabulary and browse to a vocabulary definition, and then click Add.
7. Repeat step 6, with any combination of constants or vocabulary definitions, for as many items as you want to include in

your set.
8. To move a member within the relative order of the set, select it and then click Up or Down.
9. To remove a member from the set, select it and then click Remove.

10. When you have completed your set, click Finish.



To define a vocabulary definition as a .NET class or class member

1. Right-click the vocabulary version, and then click Add New Definition.
2. In the Vocabulary Definition Wizard, select .NET Class or Class Member, and then click Next.
3. Edit the Definition Name and Description fields.
4. Click Browse.
5. In the .NET Assemblies dialog box, select an assembly, and then click OK.

Note  If you use a .NET assembly in vocabulary definitions, it must be installed in the global assembly cache.

6. Expand the assembly node.
7. Select a class, or expand a class and select a class member, and then click OK.
8. Click Next, and specify the display name.

For more information, see "To specify the display format of a vocabulary definition by using parameters" later in this topic.

9. Click Finish.



To define a vocabulary definition as an XML document element or attribute

1. Right-click the vocabulary version, and then click Add New Definition.
2. In the Vocabulary Definition Wizard, select XML Document Element or Attribute, and then click Next.
3. Type a definition name and a definition description.
4. Click Browse to locate a schema file and specify a document element or attribute.
5. From the drop-down list, select a type that is compatible with the type of the element or attribute in the schema.

Warning  If a valid cast cannot be done to or from the specified type to the type of the document element or
attribute, you will get an error at run time.

6. Select an operation type to indicate whether you plan to get the value of the element or attribute, or to set its value.
7. If you chose to set the value, click Next, and then specify the display format.
8. Click Finish.



Note   The existence of the defined element and the document type is never validated. If the asserted document does
not have the element, you will get a runtime error. If you assert a document with unknown document type, it will
simply be ignored.

To define a vocabulary definition as a database table or database table column

1. Right-click the vocabulary version and then click Add New Definition.
2. In the Vocabulary Definition Wizard, select Database Table or Database Table Column Definition, and then click Next.
3. Type a definition name and definition description.
4. Click Browse.
5. Select a SQL Server computer to connect with. If the SQL Server computer is not currently started, select the Start SQL

Server if it is stopped check box.
6. Select an authentication type. If you select SQL Server authentication, type your logon name and password, and then click

OK.
7. Select the table or table column that you want to bind to, and then click OK.
8. If you selected a table column, select whether you want to get its value or set its value. If you choose to get its value, type the

display name. If you choose to set its value, click Next to specify the display format.

For more information, see "To specify the display format of a vocabulary definition by using parameters" later in this topic.

9. If you selected a table, type a display name.
10. Click Finish.

Note  By default, DataConnection binding is used



To specify the display format of a vocabulary definition by using parameters

1. Select a parameter and then click Edit.
2. Select Use Constant Value and enter a constant value, or select Use Definition from a Published Vocabulary and

browse to a vocabulary definition, and then click OK.
3. Type the display format string or click Default to revert to the default display format string, and then click Finish.

Note  Your format string should include parameter indexes in curly braces—for example, "{0}" and "{1}"—to
serve as placeholders for the parameters.
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Modifying Vocabulary Definitions
You can modify a vocabulary definition in an unpublished version of a vocabulary by using the Vocabulary Definition Wizard to
change the display name or to change the binding associated with the display name.

Note  Not all elements can be modified.

This topic contains procedures for the following tasks:

To modify a vocabulary definition
To add a fact to a vocabulary or vocabulary definition

To modify a vocabulary definition

1. Right-click the vocabulary definition, and then click Modify.
2. Use the Vocabulary Definition Wizard as you would to create a new vocabulary definition.

To add a fact to a vocabulary or vocabulary definition

1. In the Facts and Definitions window, click the Vocabularies tab, and select the unpublished vocabulary version that you
want to update.

2. Click Databases, XML Schemas, or .NET Classes.
3. Navigate through the data source hierarchy to the fact you want.

Note  The fact can be a database table or database table column, an XML document element or attribute, or a
.NET class or class member.

4. Click the fact and hold down the mouse button.
5. Drag the fact over the Vocabularies tab.

The Vocabularies tab opens.

6. Drag the fact to the vocabulary version you want to modify.

See Also

Creating Vocabulary Definitions
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Maintaining Vocabulary Versions
When you have added vocabulary definitions to a version of your vocabulary, you can save the version to the rule store for
further development, or you can publish the version to create a well-defined, immutable set of data-bound terms that are
available to users to add to rules as they develop their policies. Note that fact that existing rules will still point to the old versions.

This topic contains procedures for the following tasks:

To save a vocabulary version
To publish a vocabulary version
To create an updated version of a vocabulary
To create an empty new version of a vocabulary

To save a vocabulary version

Right-click the version, and then click Save.

To publish a vocabulary version

Right-click the version, and then click Publish.

To create an updated version of a vocabulary

1. Right-click an existing version, and then click Copy.
2. Right-click the vocabulary folder, and then click Paste.

A new version is created, with the same elements as the copied version.

To create an empty new version of a vocabulary

Right-click the vocabulary folder, and then click Add New Version.

Note  You can only use vocabulary definitions from published vocabularies.
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Implementing Negation as Failure
This section describes how to implement the Negation as Failure idiom. In your business logic, you often need to identify the
actions to take when certain conditions do not hold. It is natural to write a rule like the following example:

If it is not raining, then walk to work.

Also, negation is often used to express an exception to a condition:

If a visitor buys a product on your Web site and the purchased product is not a coffee maker, then send a promotional
e-mail message about the coffee maker.

In the Business Rules Framework, it is relatively easy to support exceptions by using the classical negation operator NOT.
Describing the actions to take when certain conditions do not hold is somewhat more complicated, although it can also be
expressed by using rule priorities and the classical NOT operator.

Start by writing a single rule that expresses the condition that does not hold and the actions to take when the condition is not true.
Suppose that you have the following rules.

Rule 1—Priority 0

IF NOT (SendFormElectronically(Person))

THEN SendFormByMail(Person)

Rule 2—Priority 5

IF Person.HasFaxMachine

THEN SendFormElectronically(Person) = true

Rule 3—Priority 5

IF Person.HasEmailAccount

THEN SendFormElectronically(Person) = true

The first rule captures or expresses the idea without describing what it means to be able to send the form electronically. This is
important because it isolates this rule from the mechanisms used to determine if a form can be sent electronically, which may
change over time. After the first rule is in place you can add other, higher priority rules that describe the current meaning of
SendFormElectronically.

Note  Actions in rules with higher priorities are executed first.

Note that the rule engine has no way to reason about entities that are not in working memory. For example, there is no way to
express a statement like this: "If an instance of a particular fact is not in the knowledge base, then perform a certain action."
However, the Exists predicate can be used against XML documents to check the absence of document content. All facts referenced
in rule conditions and actions need to be asserted into working memory to instantiate the rule. Therefore, there is no way to
define and execute the following rules.

Rule 1—Priority 2:

IF ItemA.Id == ItemB.Id AND IsPresent(ItemD)

THEN ItemC.IsValid = true

ItemD.Action

Rule 2—Priority 1:

IF ItemA.Id == ItemB.Id AND ItemC.IsValid = False

THEN ItemC.Action
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Handling Null and DBNull
This topic describes the expected behaviors when dealing with null values associated with different types, and discusses options
for checking null or existence of a particular field or member.

XML

The following applies to XML:

An XML value will never be returned from a document as null. It is either an empty string or a "does not exist" error. When it
is an empty string, an error may occur for conversion of certain types, for example, fields specified as an integer type when
building rules.
The Business Rule Composer does not allow you to set a field to null or to set the type of a field to object.
Through the object model you can set the type to Object. In this case, the value returned is the type to which the XPath
evaluates— float, boolean, or string, depending on the XPath expression.

.NET classes

The following applies to .NET classes:

You are not allowed to compare to null if your return type is not an object type.
You can pass null as a parameter for parameters that are not value types, but you may get a runtime error, depending on
the implementation of the member.
You can set fields of types derived from Object to null.

Data connection

The following applies to a data connection:

You can compare any database table column type to null or set any column type to null, if the table allows nulls for the
column.
The Business Rule Composer automatically sets the member type in the binding to object, if you compare or set to null for
a value type; it changes back to the original type if you reset or replace the argument.
For a string type, it changes the type to object if you set it to null, but leaves it as a string if you compare against null.
You cannot compare or set to DBNull.Value from the Business Rule Composer, because it will not change the column type
to object.
The engine will convert a DBNull value to null for comparison and will convert null to a DBNull value for insertion into the
database.
Tests will ignore null values (this is the way SQL Server works). For example, if you have the rule "IF db.column > 5 THEN
….", only the rows that have a value in db.column are tested—rows with null are skipped.

TypedDataTable and TypedDataRow

The following applies to TypedDataTable and TypedDataRow:

The Business Rule Composer changes the field type to object in the same manner as with DataConnections.
Tests will fail for null values, unless you are comparing to null. For example, there will be an error in the rule "IF db.column >
5 THEN …", if any row asserted has a null value.

Note that because conditions are evaluated in parallel, tests like "IF db.column != NULL AND db.column > 5 THEN … " will
still fail, because both tests are potentially evaluated on every row.

Checking for null or existence
When writing business rules, it is natural to check for the existence of a field before comparing its value. However, if the field is
null or does not exist, comparing the value will cause an error. Assume you have the following rule:

IF Product/Quantity Exists AND Product/Quantity > 1

An error will be thrown in the rule if Product/Quantity does not exist. One of the ways to circumvent this problem is to pass a
parent node to a helper method that returns the element value if it exists or something else if it does not. See the following rules.



 

Rule 1

IF EXISTS(Product/Quantity) THEN ASSERT(CREATEOBJECT(typeof(Helper), Product/Quantity)

Rule 2

IF Helper.Value == X THEN...

Another possible solution is to create a rule like the following:

IF Product/Quantity Exist Then CheckQuantityAndDoSomething(Product/Quantity)

In the preceding example, the CheckQuantityAndDoSomething function will check the parameter value and execute if the
condition is met.

Note  Alternatively, you can modify the XPath Field property for the XML fact to catch any errors, but it is not the
recommended approach.
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Tracking and Monitoring Policies
This section describes how you can test policies and explains the tracking information.

This section contains:

Testing Policies
Policy Test Trace Output
Using Health and Activity Tracking to Monitor Rules
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Testing Policies
To test a policy, you need facts on which the rules can be executed. You can add facts by specifying values in XML documents or
database tables that you will point to in the policy tester, or you can use a fact creator to supply to the engine an array of .NET
objects as facts. For more information, see Creating a Fact Creator.

To test a policy in the Business Rule Composer

1. In the Policy Explorer window, click the policy version that you want to test.
2. Click the Test Policy button (green arrow) on the menu bar.

The top pane displays the fact types that the policy rules reference.

3. To add a fact instance, click an XML Document or Database Table fact type, and then click Add Instance.
4. If you want to remove a fact instance, click the corresponding fact type, and then click Remove Instance.
5. If you want to add a fact creator that you have written, click Add in the fact creator pane.
6. Click Test.

The policy test trace output appears in the test output window.

7. Right-click in the output window to save, clear, select, or copy the output text.
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Policy Test Trace Output
When you test your policy, the policy tester displays the output in the version information window. This section describes the
activities included within the trace.

Note  If a derived class is asserted but rules are written directly against members of the base class, an instance of the base class is
asserted and conditions are evaluated against that instance.

This section contains:

Policy Test Trace Output Information for Business Rules
Policy Test Trace Output Examples
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Policy Test Trace Output Information for Business Rules
This section provides information on the tracking information that is displayed when testing a policy in the Business Rule
Composer. Very similar information is seen when viewing tracking results for policy execution in the Health and Activity Tracking
tool.

There are four statement types that are displayed in the tracking output:

Fact Activity
Condition Evaluation
Agenda Update
Rule Fired

Each statement type is described below.

Fact activity

This statement indicates changes to the facts present in the working memory of the engine. The following is an example of a fact
activity entry:

FACT ACTIVITY 3/16/2004 9:50:28 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 9effe3f9-d3ad-4125-99fa-56bb379188f7

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Operation: Assert

Object Type: MyTest.test

Object Instance Identifier: 872

Rule Engine Instance Identifier

Unique identifier for the RuleEngine instance that provides the execution environment for the rule firing.

Ruleset Name

The name of the rule set (policy).

Operation

There are three types of operation that can occur in a fact activity:

Assert

The fact is being added to the working memory

Update

The fact is being updated by a rule and then needs to be reasserted into the engine to be re-evaluated, based on the new data and
state.

Retract

The fact is being removed from the working memory

Note  If a fact is asserted whose type does not match any of the types used in the policy, the Assert operation will
display "Assert - Fact Unrecognized"

Object Type

The type of fact for a particular activity:

DataConnection
TypedDataTable
TypedDataRow

When a TypedDataTable is asserted all of the contained rows are asserted as TypedDataRows. TypedDataRows associated



with a DataConnection are not asserted until a condition is evaluated and the resulting query is executed.

TypedXmlDocument

Assertions will be seen for both parent and child TypedXmlDocument instances.

Object Instance Identifier

Unique instance ID of the fact reference

Condition evaluation

This activity indicates the result of evaluating individual predicates. The following is an example of a condition evaluation entry:

CONDITION EVALUATION TEST (MATCH) 1/07/2004 5:33:13 PM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: f1dd3ff2-b4a8-4fe1-8d46-4d9b3e2502d3

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Test Expression:
TypedXmlDocument:Microsoft.Samples.BizTalk.LoansProcessor.Case:Root.EmploymentType/TimeInMonths >= 18

Left Operand Value: 31

Right Operand Value: 18

Test Result: True

The descriptions for some of the terms in the preceding example are as follows:

Test Expression. A simple (unary or binary) expression within a rule.
Left Operand Value. The value of the term on the left side of an expression.
Right Operand Value. The value of the term on the right side of an expression.
Test Result. The result of the evaluation, which is either True or False.

Agenda update

This activity indicates rules that are added to the rule engine agenda for subsequent execution. The following is an example of an
agenda update entry:

AGENDA UPDATE 1/07/2004 5:33:13 PM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: f1dd3ff2-b4a8-4fe1-8d46-4d9b3e2502d3

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Operation: Add

Rule Name: Employment Status Rule

Conflict Resolution Criteria: 0

The descriptions for some of the terms in the preceding example are as follows:

Operation. Rules can be added or removed from the agenda.
Rule Name. The name of the rule that is being added to the agenda.
Conflict Resolution Criteria. The priority of a rule, which determines the relative order in which actions are executed
(higher-priority actions are executed first)

Rule fired

This activity indicates the execution of a rule's actions. The following is an example of a rule fired entry:

RULE FIRED 1/07/2004 5:33:13 PM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: f1dd3ff2-b4a8-4fe1-8d46-4d9b3e2502d3



 

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Rule Name: Residency Status Rule

Conflict Resolution Criteria: 10
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Policy Test Trace Output Examples
This section contains examples of the policy test output for different types of facts.

.Net Class

Example rule "TestRule1" in policy "LoanProcessing":

IF test.get_ID > 0

THEN <do something>

Output:

RULE ENGINE TRACE for RULESET: LoanProcessing 3/16/2004 9:50:28 AM

FACT ACTIVITY 3/16/2004 9:50:28 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 9effe3f9-d3ad-4125-99fa-56bb379188f7

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Operation: Assert

Object Type: MyTest.test

Object Instance Identifier: 872

CONDITION EVALUATION TEST (MATCH) 3/16/2004 9:50:28 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 9effe3f9-d3ad-4125-99fa-56bb379188f7

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Test Expression: MyTest.test.get_ID > 0

Left Operand Value: 100

Right Operand Value: 0

Test Result: True

AGENDA UPDATE 3/16/2004 9:50:28 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 9effe3f9-d3ad-4125-99fa-56bb379188f7

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Operation: Add

Rule Name: TestRule1

Conflict Resolution Criteria: 0

RULE FIRED 3/16/2004 9:50:28 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 9effe3f9-d3ad-4125-99fa-56bb379188f7

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Rule Name: TestRule1

Conflict Resolution Criteria: 0

FACT ACTIVITY 3/16/2004 9:50:28 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 9effe3f9-d3ad-4125-99fa-56bb379188f7



Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Operation: Retract

Object Type: MyTest.test

Object Instance Identifier: 872

DataConnection/TypedDataRow

Example rule "TestRule1" in policy "LoanProcessing":

IF NorthWind.CustInfo.CreditCardBalance > 0

THEN <do something>

Output:

RULE ENGINE TRACE for RULESET: LoanProcessing 3/16/2004 8:30:16 AM

FACT ACTIVITY 3/16/2004 8:30:16 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 1aad35bb-0599-470b-b0fa-73b3fa1dfb83

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Operation: Assert

Object Type: DataConnection:Northwind:CustInfo

Object Instance Identifier: 874

CONDITION EVALUATION TEST (MATCH) 3/16/2004 8:30:16 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 1aad35bb-0599-470b-b0fa-73b3fa1dfb83

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Test Expression: select * from [CustInfo] where [CreditCardBalance] > 0

Left Operand Value:

Right Operand Value:

Test Result: True

FACT ACTIVITY 3/16/2004 8:30:16 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 1aad35bb-0599-470b-b0fa-73b3fa1dfb83

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Operation: Assert

Object Type: TypedDataRow:Northwind:CustInfo

Object Instance Identifier: 177556

AGENDA UPDATE 3/16/2004 8:30:16 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 1aad35bb-0599-470b-b0fa-73b3fa1dfb83

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Operation: Add

Rule Name: TestRule1

Conflict Resolution Criteria: 0



FACT ACTIVITY 3/16/2004 8:30:16 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 1aad35bb-0599-470b-b0fa-73b3fa1dfb83

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Operation: Assert

Object Type: TypedDataRow:Northwind:CustInfo

Object Instance Identifier: 177559

AGENDA UPDATE 3/16/2004 8:30:16 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 1aad35bb-0599-470b-b0fa-73b3fa1dfb83

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Operation: Add

Rule Name: TestRule1

Conflict Resolution Criteria: 0

FACT ACTIVITY 3/16/2004 8:30:16 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 1aad35bb-0599-470b-b0fa-73b3fa1dfb83

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Operation: Assert

Object Type: TypedDataRow:Northwind:CustInfo

Object Instance Identifier: 177558

AGENDA UPDATE 3/16/2004 8:30:16 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 1aad35bb-0599-470b-b0fa-73b3fa1dfb83

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Operation: Add

Rule Name: TestRule1

Conflict Resolution Criteria: 0

RULE FIRED 3/16/2004 8:30:16 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 1aad35bb-0599-470b-b0fa-73b3fa1dfb83

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Rule Name: TestRule1

Conflict Resolution Criteria: 0

RULE FIRED 3/16/2004 8:30:16 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 1aad35bb-0599-470b-b0fa-73b3fa1dfb83

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Rule Name: TestRule1

Conflict Resolution Criteria: 0

RULE FIRED 3/16/2004 8:30:16 AM



Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 1aad35bb-0599-470b-b0fa-73b3fa1dfb83

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Rule Name: TestRule1

Conflict Resolution Criteria: 0

FACT ACTIVITY 3/16/2004 8:30:16 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 1aad35bb-0599-470b-b0fa-73b3fa1dfb83

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Operation: Retract

Object Type: DataConnection:Northwind:CustInfo

Object Instance Identifier: 874

FACT ACTIVITY 3/16/2004 8:30:16 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 1aad35bb-0599-470b-b0fa-73b3fa1dfb83

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Operation: Retract

Object Type: TypedDataRow:Northwind:CustInfo

Object Instance Identifier: 177559

FACT ACTIVITY 3/16/2004 8:30:16 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 1aad35bb-0599-470b-b0fa-73b3fa1dfb83

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Operation: Retract

Object Type: TypedDataRow:Northwind:CustInfo

Object Instance Identifier: 177558

FACT ACTIVITY 3/16/2004 8:30:16 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 1aad35bb-0599-470b-b0fa-73b3fa1dfb83

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Operation: Retract

Object Type: TypedDataRow:Northwind:CustInfo

Object Instance Identifier: 177556

The example above indicates that three rows in the CustInfo table met the condition in the rule. This caused three unique
TypedDataRows to be asserted into the engine and an agenda update and rule firing to occur for each instance.

TypeDataTable/TypedDataRow

Example rule "TestRule1" in policy "LoanProcessing":

IF NorthWind.CustInfo.CreditCardBalance > 0

THEN <do something>

Output:

RULE ENGINE TRACE for RULESET: LoanProcessing 3/17/2004 11:27:35 AM



FACT ACTIVITY 3/17/2004 11:27:35 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 0f7bcdf3-8103-4990-a740-acaeee386439

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Operation: Assert

Object Type: TypedDataTable:Northwind:CustInfo

Object Instance Identifier: 377

FACT ACTIVITY 3/17/2004 11:27:35 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 0f7bcdf3-8103-4990-a740-acaeee386439

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Operation: Assert

Object Type: TypedDataRow:Northwind:CustInfo

Object Instance Identifier: 376

CONDITION EVALUATION TEST (MATCH) 3/17/2004 11:27:35 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 0f7bcdf3-8103-4990-a740-acaeee386439

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Test Expression: TypedDataRow:Northwind:CustInfo.CreditCardBalance > 0

Left Operand Value: 500

Right Operand Value: 0

Test Result: True

AGENDA UPDATE 3/17/2004 11:27:35 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 0f7bcdf3-8103-4990-a740-acaeee386439

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Operation: Add

Rule Name: TestRule1

Conflict Resolution Criteria: 0

FACT ACTIVITY 3/17/2004 11:27:35 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 0f7bcdf3-8103-4990-a740-acaeee386439

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Operation: Assert

Object Type: TypedDataRow:Northwind:CustInfo

Object Instance Identifier: 375

CONDITION EVALUATION TEST (MATCH) 3/17/2004 11:27:35 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 0f7bcdf3-8103-4990-a740-acaeee386439

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Test Expression: TypedDataRow:Northwind:CustInfo.CreditCardBalance > 0



Left Operand Value: 1000

Right Operand Value: 0

Test Result: True

AGENDA UPDATE 3/17/2004 11:27:35 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 0f7bcdf3-8103-4990-a740-acaeee386439

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Operation: Add

Rule Name: TestRule1

Conflict Resolution Criteria: 0

FACT ACTIVITY 3/17/2004 11:27:35 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 0f7bcdf3-8103-4990-a740-acaeee386439

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Operation: Assert

Object Type: TypedDataRow:Northwind:CustInfo

Object Instance Identifier: 374

CONDITION EVALUATION TEST (MATCH) 3/17/2004 11:27:35 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 0f7bcdf3-8103-4990-a740-acaeee386439

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Test Expression: TypedDataRow:Northwind:CustInfo.CreditCardBalance > 0

Left Operand Value: 35000

Right Operand Value: 0

Test Result: True

AGENDA UPDATE 3/17/2004 11:27:35 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 0f7bcdf3-8103-4990-a740-acaeee386439

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Operation: Add

Rule Name: TestRule1

Conflict Resolution Criteria: 0

RULE FIRED 3/17/2004 11:27:35 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 0f7bcdf3-8103-4990-a740-acaeee386439

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Rule Name: TestRule1

Conflict Resolution Criteria: 0

RULE FIRED 3/17/2004 11:27:35 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 0f7bcdf3-8103-4990-a740-acaeee386439



Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Rule Name: TestRule1

Conflict Resolution Criteria: 0

RULE FIRED 3/17/2004 11:27:35 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 0f7bcdf3-8103-4990-a740-acaeee386439

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Rule Name: TestRule1

Conflict Resolution Criteria: 0

FACT ACTIVITY 3/17/2004 11:27:35 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 0f7bcdf3-8103-4990-a740-acaeee386439

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Operation: Retract

Object Type: TypedDataTable:Northwind:CustInfo

Object Instance Identifier: 377

FACT ACTIVITY 3/17/2004 11:27:35 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 0f7bcdf3-8103-4990-a740-acaeee386439

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Operation: Retract

Object Type: TypedDataRow:Northwind:CustInfo

Object Instance Identifier: 375

FACT ACTIVITY 3/17/2004 11:27:35 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 0f7bcdf3-8103-4990-a740-acaeee386439

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Operation: Retract

Object Type: TypedDataRow:Northwind:CustInfo

Object Instance Identifier: 374

FACT ACTIVITY 3/17/2004 11:27:35 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 0f7bcdf3-8103-4990-a740-acaeee386439

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Operation: Retract

Object Type: TypedDataRow:Northwind:CustInfo

Object Instance Identifier: 376

The example above shows that the TypedDataTable contained three rows, and each was asserted as a TypedDataRow.
Each evaluated to True in the condition and caused the rule to be added to the agenda and fired.

TypedXmlDocument

Example rule "TestRule1" in policy "LoanProcessing":



IF Microsoft.Samples.BizTalk.LoansProcessor.Case:/Root/EmploymentType.TimeInMonths >= 4

THEN <do something>

Output:

RULE ENGINE TRACE for RULESET: LoanProcessing 3/17/2004 9:23:05 AM

FACT ACTIVITY 3/17/2004 9:23:05 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 51ffbea4-468f-4ce8-8ab7-977cadda2e2b

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Operation: Assert

Object Type: TypedXmlDocument:Microsoft.Samples.BizTalk.LoansProcessor.Case

Object Instance Identifier: 858

FACT ACTIVITY 3/17/2004 9:23:05 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 51ffbea4-468f-4ce8-8ab7-977cadda2e2b

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Operation: Assert

Object Type: TypedXmlDocument:Microsoft.Samples.BizTalk.LoansProcessor.Case:/Root/EmploymentType

Object Instance Identifier: 853

CONDITION EVALUATION TEST (MATCH) 3/17/2004 9:23:05 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 51ffbea4-468f-4ce8-8ab7-977cadda2e2b

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Test Expression:
TypedXmlDocument:Microsoft.Samples.BizTalk.LoansProcessor.Case:/Root/EmploymentType.TimeInMonths >= 4

Left Operand Value: 6

Right Operand Value: 4

Test Result: True

AGENDA UPDATE 3/17/2004 9:23:05 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 51ffbea4-468f-4ce8-8ab7-977cadda2e2b

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Operation: Add

Rule Name: TestRule1

Conflict Resolution Criteria: 0

RULE FIRED 3/17/2004 9:23:05 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 51ffbea4-468f-4ce8-8ab7-977cadda2e2b

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Rule Name: TestRule1

Conflict Resolution Criteria: 0

FACT ACTIVITY 3/17/2004 9:23:05 AM



Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 51ffbea4-468f-4ce8-8ab7-977cadda2e2b

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Operation: Retract

Object Type: TypedXmlDocument:Microsoft.Samples.BizTalk.LoansProcessor.Case

Object Instance Identifier: 858

FACT ACTIVITY 3/17/2004 9:23:05 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 51ffbea4-468f-4ce8-8ab7-977cadda2e2b

Ruleset Name: LoanProcessing

Operation: Retract

Object Type: TypedXmlDocument:Microsoft.Samples.BizTalk.LoansProcessor.Case:/Root/EmploymentType

Object Instance Identifier: 853

This example shows that a TypedXmlDocument was asserted into the engine with a document type of
"Microsoft.Samples.BizTalk.LoansProcessor.Case". Based on the XPath selector defined in the rule, the engine then created and
asserted a child TypedXmlDocument with type "Microsoft.Samples.BizTalk.LoansProcessor.Case:/Root/EmploymentType" based
on the document type and selector string.

This child TypedXmlDocument evaluated to True in the condition, causing an agenda update and rule firing. The parent and child
TypedXmlDocument's were then retracted.

Update Function

Example policy "Order"

"InventoryCheck" Rule

IF Inventory.AllocateInventory == True

THEN Order.inventoryAvailable == True

Update(Order)

"Ship" Rule

IF Order.inventoryAvailable == True

THEN Shipment.ShipOrder

Output:

RULE ENGINE TRACE for RULESET: Order 3/17/2004 10:31:17 AM

FACT ACTIVITY 3/17/2004 10:31:17 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 533f2fb6-a91f-49c1-8f36-e03a27ca9d72

Ruleset Name: Order

Operation: Assert

Object Type: TestClasses.Order

Object Instance Identifier: 448

CONDITION EVALUATION TEST (MATCH) 3/17/2004 10:31:17 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 533f2fb6-a91f-49c1-8f36-e03a27ca9d72

Ruleset Name: Order



Test Expression: TestClasses.Order.inventoryAvailable == True

Left Operand Value: null

Right Operand Value: True

Test Result: False

FACT ACTIVITY 3/17/2004 10:31:17 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 533f2fb6-a91f-49c1-8f36-e03a27ca9d72

Ruleset Name: Order

Operation: Assert

Object Type: TestClasses.Shipment

Object Instance Identifier: 447

FACT ACTIVITY 3/17/2004 10:31:17 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 533f2fb6-a91f-49c1-8f36-e03a27ca9d72

Ruleset Name: Order

Operation: Assert

Object Type: TestClasses.Inventory

Object Instance Identifier: 446

CONDITION EVALUATION TEST (MATCH) 3/17/2004 10:31:17 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 533f2fb6-a91f-49c1-8f36-e03a27ca9d72

Ruleset Name: Order

Test Expression: TestClasses.Inventory.AllocateInventory == True

Left Operand Value: True

Right Operand Value: True

Test Result: True

AGENDA UPDATE 3/17/2004 10:31:17 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 533f2fb6-a91f-49c1-8f36-e03a27ca9d72

Ruleset Name: Order

Operation: Add

Rule Name: InventoryCheck

Conflict Resolution Criteria: 0

RULE FIRED 3/17/2004 10:31:17 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 533f2fb6-a91f-49c1-8f36-e03a27ca9d72

Ruleset Name: Order

Rule Name: InventoryCheck

Conflict Resolution Criteria: 0

FACT ACTIVITY 3/17/2004 10:31:17 AM



Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 533f2fb6-a91f-49c1-8f36-e03a27ca9d72

Ruleset Name: Order

Operation: Update

Object Type: TestClasses.Order

Object Instance Identifier: 448

CONDITION EVALUATION TEST (MATCH) 3/17/2004 10:31:17 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 533f2fb6-a91f-49c1-8f36-e03a27ca9d72

Ruleset Name: Order

Test Expression: TestClasses.Order.inventoryAvailable == True

Left Operand Value: True

Right Operand Value: True

Test Result: True

AGENDA UPDATE 3/17/2004 10:31:17 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 533f2fb6-a91f-49c1-8f36-e03a27ca9d72

Ruleset Name: Order

Operation: Add

Rule Name: Ship

Conflict Resolution Criteria: 0

RULE FIRED 3/17/2004 10:31:17 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 533f2fb6-a91f-49c1-8f36-e03a27ca9d72

Ruleset Name: Order

Rule Name: Ship

Conflict Resolution Criteria: 0

FACT ACTIVITY 3/17/2004 10:31:17 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 533f2fb6-a91f-49c1-8f36-e03a27ca9d72

Ruleset Name: Order

Operation: Retract

Object Type: TestClasses.Order

Object Instance Identifier: 448

FACT ACTIVITY 3/17/2004 10:31:17 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 533f2fb6-a91f-49c1-8f36-e03a27ca9d72

Ruleset Name: Order

Operation: Retract

Object Type: TestClasses.Shipment

Object Instance Identifier: 447



 

FACT ACTIVITY 3/17/2004 10:31:17 AM

Rule Engine Instance Identifier: 533f2fb6-a91f-49c1-8f36-e03a27ca9d72

Ruleset Name: Order

Operation: Retract

Object Type: TestClasses.Inventory

Object Instance Identifier: 446

In this example, the condition associated with the Ship rule evaluates to False the first time it is checked. However, when the
InventoryCheck rule fires, the inventoryAvailable field on the Order is changed and an Update command is issued on the engine
for the Order object. This causes the Ship rule to be reevaluated. This time the condition evaluates to true and the Ship rule fires.

Note  If your rules are written incorrectly, forward chaining with the Update function may cause an infinite loop. If this
occurs, you will receive an error message when testing the policy in the Business Rule Composer with the text "The
rule engine detected an execution loop."
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Using Health and Activity Tracking to Monitor Rules
You can use Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) to monitor rule activities and track the overall
progress of an orchestration that uses the Business Rules Framework. The tracking information for rules that you see in HAT is the
same as the output of policy testing in the Business Rule Composer.

For more information about using Health and Activity Tracking, see Using Health and Activity Tracking.

To configure tracking and monitoring for policies

1. Click Start, point to Program Files, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click Health and Activity
Tracking.

2. On the welcome page, click Next.
3. On the menu bar, click Configuration, and then click Rules.
4. Select the deployed policy version (Rule Set ID) on which you want to enable tracking.
5. Select the appropriate check boxes from among Track Fact Activity, Track Rule Firing, Track Condition Evaluation, and

Track Agenda Update to specify the activities that you want to track.

Note  Data shown for Rules that did not fire when tracking of Rules that fired is disabled is incorrect.
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Deploying and Undeploying Policies and Vocabularies
You can use the Rule Engine Deployment Wizard to deploy or undeploy a policy.

In the Rule Engine Deployment Wizard, when you try to deploy, only published policy versions are shown in the drop-down list.
When you try to undeploy, only deployed policy versions are shown in the drop-down list. 

To deploy or undeploy a policy

1. Click Start, point to Program Files, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click Rule Engine Deployment
Wizard.

2. On the welcome page, click Next.
3. Select either Deploy Policy or Undeploy Policy, and then click Next.
4. From the drop-down lists, select an available SQL Server computer and database, and then click Next.

Note  You can only deploy to the rule store database that you are configured against. An attempt to deploy to a
different DB will give an error.

5. From the drop-down list, select a policy, and then click Next.

Note  When you try to deploy, only published policy versions are shown in the drop-down list. When you try to
undeploy, only deployed policy versions are shown in the drop-down list.

6. Review the server, database, and policy information, and then click Next.
7. Watch the progress of the deployment or undeployment. When it is finished, click Next.
8. Review the completion status of the deployment or undeployment, and then click Finish.

Note  You can also deploy or undeploy a policy version from within the Business Rule Composer by right-clicking the
policy version and then clicking Deploy or Undeploy.
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Calling Business Rules in Orchestrations
You can invoke a policy (or rule set) from an orchestration by using the Call Rules shape. The policy invokes the rule engine,
which operates on the rules in the policy.

In addition to using Call Rules, the rules engine can be programmatically called from expression code, for example, in an
Expression or Message Assignment shape. For information about programmatically executing policies, see Executing Policies.

This section describes configuration information and the procedures required to call and execute a business policy from a BizTalk
orchestration.

This section contains:

Configuration Information
Using the Call Rules Shape
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Configuration Information
To use the Call Rules shape, you must configure several areas. This topic describes the configuration issues you need to consider.

Transaction type

The parent scope where the Call Rules shape resides must be an Atomic transaction type.

Orchestration variables and fact types

In the orchestration or the scope where the Call Rules shape resides, you must have variables that match types used in the policy.
If you do not have the correct types of variables, you cannot supply the correct parameters to the policy. Suppose that you have a
Call Rules shape, CallMyRules, in MyScope scope, and you use CallMyRules to call MyPolicy. If a .NET class, MyClass, is used in
MyPolicy, you must create a variable of a MyAssembly.MyClass type in MyScope. Similarly, if MyPolicy has DataConnection
bindings, you must create a variable of a Microsoft.RuleEngine.DataConnection type in MyScope.

In addition to creating the variables in the scope that contains the Call Rules shape, you must also create instances for these
scope variables. You can do this by adding an Expression shape to your scope. Using the preceding example, you should
instantiate a MyAssembly.MyClass instance and a DataConnection instance. To instantiate the DataConnection instance, you do
the following:

Create a SqlConnection instance and assign it to MySqlCon.
Create a DataConnection instance and assign it to dataConnection (the scope variable of DataConnection type), as
shown in the following code fragment:

Warning  If you do not have variables matching the fact types, these types will not appear as parameters in the
Specify policy parameters list box in the CallRules policy configuration dialog box.

Message type and document type

You must ensure that the DocumentType property for XML nodes used in your business rule (that you implement in the
Business Rule Composer) is the same as the MessageType for those XML nodes defined in the orchestration—it must match the
MessageType of the message or message part that will be passed to the rule engine in the Call Rules shape.

For example, if you define a purchase order (PO) XML schema in a BizTalk project, the MessageType defined for this schema is
BTSProject.PO (if BTSProject is the namespace or the project name using the default namespace).

In the case of the PO\Amount element, before you drop it into a rule definition, you must change its DocumentType property
to BTSProject.PO in the properties window. You can access the properties window when any node in the schema is selected in
the XML Schemas tab in the Fact Explorer. This change is applied for all elements in the schema, but is not persisted with the
schema. It must be reset when the Business Rule Composer is launched or the schema is reloaded. This is required for vocabulary
definitions based either on XML schema or rules built directly from XML schema. If you do not do this, you can still execute the
policy, but the Call Rules shape will not work correctly, and message type will not appear in the Specify policy parameters list
box in the CallRules policy configuration dialog box.
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dataConnection = new Microsoft.RuleEngine.DataConnection("NameOfSqlDatabaseHere", "NameOf
YourTableHere", MySqlCon);
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Using the Call Rules Shape
In Orchestration Designer, you can use the Call Rules shape to call a business policy.

To call a policy by using the Call Rules shape

1. From the Toolbox, drag the Scope shape to the orchestration.
2. Click the shape you have just created to select it.
3. Change the Transaction Type property to Atomic.
4. From the Toolbox, drag the Call Rules shape and drop it in the Drop a shape from the toolbox here box in the shape

created in step 1.
5. Click the CallRules_1 shape to select it.
6. In the Name property, type the new name.

To configure the Call Rules shape

1. In Orchestration Designer, select the Call Rules shape you want to configure.
2. Double-click the shape to display the CallRules policy configuration dialog box.
3. In the Select the business policy you wish to call drop-down list, select the policy you need.

Note  Call Rules configuration will look at the latest saved version when determining the types used. At
runtime, the latest deployed version will be used.

4. In the Specify policy parameters list box, select a variable from the Parameter Name property.

Note  The Call Rules shape is essentially reconstructing the message, as if using a Construct shape, which in
turn may cause context properties of the message to be lost.
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Importing and Exporting Policies and Vocabularies
You can use the Rule Engine Deployment Wizard to import or export a policy or vocabulary.

Note  All vocabularies used by a policy or vocabulary must be imported first or you will get an error.

To import or export a policy or vocabulary

1. Click Start, point to Program Files, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click Rule Engine Deployment
Wizard.

2. On the welcome page, click Next.
3. Select either Export Policy or Vocabulary or Import and Publish Policy or Vocabulary, and then click Next.
4. From the drop-down lists, select an available SQL Server computer and database, and then click Next.
5. From the drop-down list, select a policy or vocabulary, type a file name or click Browse to specify a file to export to or

import from, and then click Next.
6. Review the server, database, and policy or vocabulary information, and then click Next.
7. Watch the progress of the import or export. When it is finished, click Next.
8. Review the completion status of the import or export, and then click Finish.
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Business Rules Framework Security
The Business Rule Engine operates in the security context of the hosting application. The identity of the rule engine instance
during execution is that of the thread context that invokes the Policy.Execute method.

Default security configuration

When you install Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004, two Microsoft® Windows® groups are created by default, one for
administrators and one for users: "BizTalk Server Administrators" and "BizTalk Application Users." These two Windows groups are
members of BTS_ADMIN_USERS and BTS_HOST_USERS SQL Roles which are members of RE_ADMIN_USERS and
RE_HOST_USERS SQL Roles respectively.

The default SQL roles are created whenever a rule store is created: BTS_ADMIN_USERS, BTS_HOST_USERS, RE_ADMIN_USERS
and RE_HOST_USERS.

Default Windows groups SQL roles
BizTalk Server Administrators RE_ADMIN_USERS
BizTalk Application Users RE_HOST_USERS

Only users in the RE_ADMIN_USERS role can execute the stored procedures that update the deployment and entity access
protection configuration tables. This means that the deployment, undeployment, and protection configuration are all done only by
rule engine administrators. Users in the RE_HOST_USERS role can execute the other stored procedures in the SQL rule store.

Regardless of the order of installation of the rule engine, the rule engine configuration process grants the Rule Engine Update
Service account membership to the RE_HOST_USERS SQL role, if it does not already have database access. However, if the rule
engine is installed after the initial BizTalk installation the BizTalk, host-specific users group is not added to the BTS_HOST_USERS
SQL role in the Rule Engine database because host creation has already been completed. You need to perform this step manually.

Artifact level security

In addition to the default security configuration, the Business Rule Engine can also provide security at the artifact—policy and
vocabulary level.

Each policy or vocabulary version has one or more authorization groups associated with it. An Authorization group is a named list
of Microsoft Windows users, SQL users, SQL roles, and Windows groups, with a particular access level on each type.

When a new policy or vocabulary is created in the rule store, only the user who created it and the rule engine administrator have
both read/execute and modify/delete access by default. The rule engine administrator can configure which users (processes
operate under user credentials) have the access level, or rights, to perform different operations—read/execute, modify/delete, full
permission, or no permission.

Artifact specific security is not enabled by default. Setting artifact level security is not currently available through the user
interface. However, it can be set programmatically with the Business Rule Engine administrator credential. The following code
fragment shows how to create a new authorization and associate the group to a rule set.

   RuleSet rs;
   string RSName;   

   // Create new user
   AuthorizationGroupEntry newuser = new AuthorizationGroupEntry(UserName, UID);
   AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection AGEC = new AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection();
   AGEC.Add(newuser);

   
   // Define new authorization group collection
   AuthorizationGroupCollection AGC = new AuthorizationGroupCollection();

   // Create new authorization group
   AuthorizationGroup AG = new AuthorizationGroup(GroupName, AccessPermit, AGEC);

   //add the authorization group to the authorization group collection
   AGC.Add(AG);
   
   //saving the authorization group collection to the rule store
   m_sqlRS.SaveAuthorizationGroups(AGC);



 

Note  The use of artifact level l security can diminish performance, because the policy will have to do a database lookup on each
execution to evaluate the application's access level before returning an instance of the rule engine.

This section contains:

Important Security Notes for the Business Rule Engine
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   rs = m_sqlRS.GetRuleSet(rsInfo[0]);               
   RSName = rs.Name;
   
   // Associate authorization group to the ruleset
   m_sqlRS.SetRuleSetAuthorizations(RSName, AGC);

   // Get ruleset by name from SQL rule store
   RuleSetInfoCollection rsInfo = m_sqlRS.GetRuleSets("myRuleSet", RuleStore.Filter.All);
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Important Security Notes for the Business Rule Engine
This topic summarizes known security issues in Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 and the steps you must take to mitigate the
security risks.

Malicious schema input causing Denial of Service attack

While asserting facts, each rule is verified against every object that matches the supported types within a policy. Suppose there is
a rule in a policy that uses one of the elements in a schema passed by using a selector. Now if the instance if this
element/attribute that matches the selector is repeated thousands of times, every such instance is asserted, causing performance
degradation and subsequent possible Denial of Service (DoS).

To mitigate this potential issue, you need to validate all ambiguous input that is passed while executing a policy.

RuleSet not validating objects before asserting the facts

Any schema instance passed as a fact to the RuleSet is not validated against the schema before asserting any rules using
selectors. You should validate all input that is passed while executing a policy.

Expected behaviors of the Business Rule Composer when RuleStore security is on

You can enable the role-based security feature for the rule store by calling the EnableAuthorization method of the RuleStore
class. When this security feature is enabled, the expected behaviors in the Business Rule Composer are as follows:

The object model filters out rule sets and vocabularies to which the user does not have read access. Therefore, they do not
appear in the Business Rule Composer.
If the user does not have write access to a policy or a vocabulary, any save attempt causes an exception to be thrown.

User types for rule store administrator

The rule store administrator has the privilege to define an authorization group for artifacts saved in the rule store. However, note
the following differences between two types of user to which the rule store administrator can belong:

When the rule store administrator is a Windows user, which means using Windows authentication to connect the rule store,
the rule store administrator can define an authorization group whose user is a Windows group or a Windows user.
When the rule store administrator is a SQL user, which means using SQL authentication to connect the rule store, the rule
store administrator cannot define an authorization group whose user is a Windows group, but can define an authorization
group whose user is a Windows user.

User cannot associate an authorization group with an artifact without sufficient rights

An artifact creator that is neither a SQL dbo user nor a member of RE_ADMIN_USERS, and does not have MODIFY_DELETE
permission to an artifact, cannot associate a new authorization group with the artifact. The following scenario is an example of this
behavior:

1. Rule set creator is not dbo, is not in the RE_ADMIN_USERS group, and does not have MODIFY_DELETE permission after the
rule set is created.

2. Creator creates a rule set.
3. Member of the RE_ADMIN_USERS group creates authorization AG1 with MODIFY_DELETE permission to User2.
4. Creator associates AG1 with the rule set.
5. Enable the rule store authorization.
6. Member of the RE_ADMIN_USERS group creates authorization AG2 with READ_EXECUTE permission to User2.
7. Creator associates AG2 with the rule set. Although the creator does not have sufficient right to do so, no error message

appears.
8. Attempt to read the rule set by User2 fails.
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Programming with Business Rules Framework
This section covers Microsoft® BizTalk® Server programming related tasks and examples of business rules.

This section contains:

Executing Policies
Creating a Fact Retriever
Creating a Fact Creator
Transaction Support for DataConnection
Iterating ArrayList in Business Rules
Editing XPath Selector to Process Multiple Records
Logging Tracking Information to File
Scripting Import/Export and Deployment of Business Policies
Using Update Command to Re-retrieve Values
Analyzing Multiple Objects of the Same Type in a Business Rule
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Executing Policies
You can execute your policies within the context of a business application such as a BizTalk orchestration. You simply create a new
instance of a policy, and then execute the policy on a set of facts.

The following sample code shows how to invoke the rule engine.
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xmlDocument = IncomingXMLMessage.XMLCase;
typedXmlDocument = new Microsoft.RuleEngine.TypedXmlDocument("Microsoft.Samples.BizTalk.Loans
Processor.Case",xmlDocument);
policy = new Microsoft.RuleEngine.Policy("LoanProcessing");
policy.Execute(typedXmlDocument);
OutgoingXMLMessage.XMLCase = xmlDocument;
policy.Dispose();
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Creating a Fact Retriever
A fact retriever is a component that is used to assert instances of long-term facts into a policy during its execution. You can
implement the IFactRetriever interface and configure a policy version to use this implementation at run time to bring in the
long-term fact instances. The policy version invokes the UpdateFacts method of the fact retriever implementation on every
execution cycle, if a fact retriever is configured for that particular version.

To specify a fact retriever for a policy

You could use the following code to configure the rule set to use a class named "Retriever" in the assembly named "MyAssembly"
as the fact retriever.

You can design the fact retriever with the required application-specific logic to connect to the required data sources, assert the
data as long-term facts into the engine, and specify the logic for refreshing or asserting new instances of the long-term facts into
the engine. Until updated, the values that are initially asserted into the engine and consequently cached will be used on
subsequent execution cycles. The fact retriever implementation returns an object that is analogous to a token and can be used
along with the factsHandleIn object to determine whether to update existing facts or assert new facts. When a policy version
calls its fact retriever for the first time, the factsHandleIn object is always null and then takes the value of the return object after
the fact retriever's execution.

Note that for the same rule engine instance, a long-term fact only needs to be asserted once. For example, when you use the Call
Rules shape in an orchestration, the policy instance is moved into an internal cache. At this time, all short-term facts are retracted
and long-term facts are kept. If the same policy is called again, either by the same orchestration instance or by a different
orchestration instance in the same host, this policy instance is fetched from the cache and reused. In some batch processing
scenarios, several policy instances of the same policy could be created. If a new policy instance is created, you must ensure that
the correct long-term facts are asserted.

Additionally, you would need to write custom code to implement the following strategies:

Know when to update the long-term facts
Keep track of which rule engine instance uses which long-term facts

The following sample code shows different fact retriever implementations, which are associated with MyPolicy to assert
MyTableInstance as a long-term fact, using different binding types.

DataTable binding

RuleEngineComponentConfiguration fr = new RuleEngineComponentConfiguration("MyAssembly", "Ret
riever");
RuleSet rs = new RuleSet("ruleset");
// associate the execution configuration with a ruleset
RuleSetExecutionConfiguration rsCfg = rs.ExecutionConfiguration;
rsCfg.FactRetriever = factRetriever;

using System;
using System.Xml;
using System.Collections;
using Microsoft.RuleEngine;
using System.IO;
using System.Data;
using System.Data.SqlClient;
namespace MyBizTalkApplication.FactRetriever
{
   public class myFactRetriever:IFactRetriever
   {
      public object UpdateFacts(RuleSetInfo rulesetInfo, Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngine engi
ne, object factsHandleIn)
      {
         object factsHandleOut;
         if (factsHandleIn == null) 
 
         {
            SqlDataAdapter dAdapt = new SqlDataAdapter();
            dAdapt.TableMappings.Add("Table", "CustInfo");
            SqlConnection conn = new SqlConnection("Initial Catalog=Northwind;Data Source=(lo



DataRow binding

The following sample code demonstrates how to assert .NET and XML facts in a fact retriever implementation.

cal);Integrated Security=SSPI;");
            conn.Open();
            SqlCommand myCommand = new SqlCommand("SELECT * FROM CustInfo", conn);
            myCommand.CommandType = CommandType.Text;
            dAdapt.SelectCommand = myCommand;
            DataSet ds = new DataSet("Northwind");
            dAdapt.Fill(ds);
            TypedDataTable tdt = new TypedDataTable(ds.Tables["CustInfo"]);
            engine.Assert(tdt);
            factsHandleOut = tdt;
         }
 
         else
            factsHandleOut = factsHandleIn;
         return factsHandleOut;
      }
   }
}

using System;
using System.Xml;
using System.Collections;
using Microsoft.RuleEngine;
using System.IO;
using System.Data;
using System.Data.SqlClient;
namespace MyBizTalkApplication.FactRetriever
{
   public class myFactRetriever:IFactRetriever
   {
            
      public object UpdateFacts(RuleSetInfo rulesetInfo, Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngine engi
ne, object factsHandleIn)
      {
         object factsHandleOut;
         if (factsHandleIn == null) 
 
         {
            SqlDataAdapter dAdapt = new SqlDataAdapter();
            dAdapt.TableMappings.Add("Table", "CustInfo");
            SqlConnection conn = new SqlConnection("Initial Catalog=Northwind;Data Source=(lo
cal);Integrated Security=SSPI;");
            conn.Open();
            SqlCommand myCommand = new SqlCommand("SELECT * FROM CustInfo", conn);
            myCommand.CommandType = CommandType.Text;
            dAdapt.SelectCommand = myCommand;
            DataSet ds = new DataSet("Northwind");
            dAdapt.Fill(ds);
            TypedDataTable tdt = new TypedDataTable(ds.Tables["CustInfo"]);
            
            // binding to the first row of CustInfo table
            TypedDataRow tdr = new TypedDataRow(ds.Tables["CustInfo"].Rows[0],tdt);
            engine.Assert(tdr);
            factsHandleOut = tdr;   
         }
         else
            factsHandleOut = factsHandleIn;
         return factsHandleOut;
      }
   } 
}



DataConnection Binding

using System;
using System.Xml;
using System.Collections;
using Microsoft.RuleEngine;
using System.IO;
using System.Data;
using System.Data.SqlClient;
namespace MyBizTalkApplication.FactRetriever
{
   public class myFactRetriever:IFactRetriever
   {
      public object UpdateFacts(RuleSetInfo rulesetInfo, Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngine engi
ne, object factsHandleIn)
      {
         object factsHandleOut;
         if (factsHandleIn == null) 
         {
            //create .NET object instances
            bookInstance = new Book();
            magazineInstance = new Magazine();            

            //create an instance of the XML object
            XmlDocument xd = new XmlDocument();

            //load the document
            xd.Load(@"..\myXMLInstance.xml");
            
            //create and instantiate an instance of TXD
            TypedXmlDocument doc = new TypedXmlDocument("mySchema",xd1);
            
            engine.Assert(bookInstance);
            engine.Assert(magazineInstance);
            engine.Assert(doc);
            factsHandleOut = doc;
         }
         else
            factsHandleOut = factsHandleIn;
         return factsHandleOut;
      }
   }
}

using System;
using System.Xml;
using System.Collections;
using Microsoft.RuleEngine;
using System.IO;
using System.Data;
using System.Data.SqlClient;
namespace MyBizTalkApplication.FactRetriever
{
   public class myFactRetriever:IFactRetriever
   {
      public object UpdateFacts(RuleSetInfo rulesetInfo, Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngine engi
ne, object factsHandleIn)
      {
         object factsHandleOut;

         { 
            string strCmd = "Initial Catalog=Northwind;Data Source=(local);Integrated Securit
y=SSPI;";
            SqlConnection conn = new SqlConnection(strCmd);
            DataConnection dc = new DataConnection("Northwind", "CustInfo", conn);
            



 

Note that DataConnections should always be reasserted, when provided from a fact retriever, as shown in the preceding code
sample. The engine instance uses the DataConnection to query the database based on the rule conditions, and any rows
returned by the query would be asserted into the engine's working memory as TypedDataRows. Reasserting the
DataConnection ensures that rows from a previous execution of the engine are cleared from memory.

In fact, there is little advantage to asserting a DataConnection through a fact retriever except that it provides a way to externalize
the data source.
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            engine.Assert(dc);
            factsHandleOut = dc;         
         }
         return factsHandleOut;
      }
   }
}
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Creating a Fact Creator
You can write a fact creator to create instances of your facts. Your fact creator must implement IFactCreator and its CreateFacts
method and GetFactTypes method. After you have created your fact creator dll, you can browse to it from within the policy
tester. The following is an example of a fact creator implementation.
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   public class MyFactCreator : IFactCreator
   {
      private object[] myFacts;
      public MyFactCreator()
      {
      }
      public object[] CreateFacts ( RuleSetInfo rulesetInfo )
      {
         myFacts = new object[1];
         myFacts.SetValue(new MySampleBusinessObject(),0);
         return myFacts;
      }
      public Type[] GetFactTypes (RuleSetInfo rulesetInfo)
      {
         return null;
      }
   }
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Transaction Support for DataConnection
If you update the database rows inside rule actions, this update in memory needs to be committed to the database table in a
transactional manner. To do this, you need to explicitly provide a transaction to the DataConnection object during initialization.
DataConnection has constructors that take a transaction as an additional parameter. The transaction is not automatically
committed with an Update method call, because users can decide to commit or roll back based on other considerations.

The following is an example of transaction implementation.
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SqlConnection connection = new SqlConnection("Initial Catalog=Northwind;Data Source=(local);I
ntegrated Security=SSPI;");
SqlTransaction transaction = connection.BeginTransaction();
DataConnection dc = new DataConnection(datasetName, tableName, connection, transaction);
engine.Assert(class1);
engine.Assert(dc);
dc.Update();
if ( class1.A == true)
{
   transaction.Commit();
}
else
{
   transaction.Rollback();
}
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Iterating ArrayList in Business Rules
This section provides an example of iterating through members of an ArrayList in business rules.

Assume you have an ArrayList with a collection of MyClass objects. Your business rules would look like the following.

Rule A

IF 1==1

THEN Assert (ArrayList.GetEnumerator)

An IEnumerator type is asserted into the working memory, because the rule condition (1==1) always evaluates to true.

Rule B

IF IEnumerator.MoveNext

THEN Assert (IEnumerator.get_Current)

Update (IEnumerator)

As the rule iterates through the ArrayList, each MyClass object in the collection is asserted into the working memory.

Rule C

IF MyClass.MyProperty==2

THEN <Do Something...>

This rule executes action(s) when the property value of the object is matched in the condition.
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Editing XPath Selector to Process Multiple Records
As explained in the Assert section of "Engine Control Functions," separate child TypedXmlDocuments are created when a
TypedXmlDocument is asserted into the engine. The engine determines which child TypedXmlDocuments to create based on the
XPath selectors defined in the rules. When you build rules in the Composer, the XPath Selector value defaults to the node above
the node selected in the XML Schemas tab in the Facts Explorer. The XPath Field value defaults to the selected node itself, relative
to its parent node.

In some situations you may want to customize the default XPath that the Composer creates when building rules. Assume the
following sample XML document.

Assume that you want to build a rule that calculates the Total value for each Orderline. Your rule would look like the following.

IF 1==1

THEN /Order/Orderline/Total = (/Order/Orderline/Hat/Cost + /Order/Orderline/Shirt/Cost)

The bold portion of the XPaths indicate the Selector portion and the remainder represents the Field XPath. These are the defaults
built by the Composer. Running this policy, however, would result in the creation of 6 objects—2 Orderline objects, 2 Hat objects,
and 2 Shirt objects. The Orderline totals would be calculated for each combination of Hat and Shirt objects and the totals would
always be set to the same value, which resulted from the last execution of the rule. The rule would fire 8 times. This is not what is
intended in this scenario.

One solution would be to edit the XPath values to be as follows.

IF 1==1

THEN /Order/Orderline/Total = (/Order/Orderline/Hat/Cost + /Order/Orderline/Shirt/Cost)

The Selector XPath values for all three fields have been set to the same /Order/Orderline value and the Field XPath values have
been edited accordingly. This is done by changing the Selector and Field XPath values in the Properties window when a node is
selected in the XML Schemas Fact tab. This should be done prior to dragging the field into a rule argument.

Executing the policy with this change would result in the Total value being correctly calculated for each Orderline based on the
Cost values of the Shirt and Hat nodes within that Orderline.
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<Order>
   <Orderline>
      <Hat style="Baseball">                      
         <Cost>10</Cost>
      </Hat>
      <Shirt color="Black">
         <Cost>20</Cost>
      </Shirt>
      <Total></Total>
   </Orderline>
   <Orderline>
      <Hat style="Bowler">                      
         <Cost>20</Cost>
      </Hat>
      <Shirt color="Red">
         <Cost>20</Cost>
      </Shirt>
      <Total></Total>
   </Orderline>
</Order>
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Logging Tracking Information to File
When the Business Rule Engine executes, it passes execution tracking information to an interceptor. The engine is configured to
use the BizTalk interceptor which writes to Health and Activity Tracking (HAT). If you are calling the engine outside of BizTalk
orchestration, you can pass the interceptor you want to use when you execute the policy. In addition to the BizTalk interceptor,
you can also use the DebugTrackingInterceptor to output the tracking information to file. The following code example
demonstrates how to use DebugTrackingInterceptor.
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DebugTrackingInterceptor tracker = new DebugTrackingInterceptor("TrackingOutput.txt");
policy.Execute(shortTermFacts,tracker);
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Scripting Import/Export and Deployment of Business Policies
This section describes how to programmatically import/export and deploy policies using RuleSetDeploymentDriver.

The following example shows how to export a policy to a file.

The following example shows how you can import and deploy a policy from a file.

Note  The code assumes no dependencies on vocabularies; if the policy uses vocabularies they must be imported first.

using System;
using Microsoft.RuleEngine;
using Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions;
namespace SimpleExport
{
   class ExportPolicy
   {
      [STAThread]
      static void Main(string[] args)
      {
         if (args.Length != 3)
            Console.WriteLine("Format: PolicyName MajorVersion MinorVersion");
         else
         {
            string policyName = args[0];
            int majorRev = Convert.ToInt16(args[1]);
            int minorRev = Convert.ToInt16(args[2]);
            RuleSetInfo rsi = new RuleSetInfo(policyName,majorRev,minorRev);
            Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions.RuleSetDeploymentDriver dd;
            dd = new Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions.RuleSetDeploymentDriver();
                        string fileName = (rsi.Name + "-" + rsi.MajorRevision + "." + rsi.Min
orRevision + ".xml");
            dd.ExportRuleSetToFileRuleStore(rsi,fileName);
         }
      }
   }
}

using System;
using Microsoft.RuleEngine;
using Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions;
namespace SimpleImport
{
   class ImportPolicy
   {
      [STAThread]
      static void Main(string[] args)
      {
         String filename = args[0];
         Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions.RuleSetDeploymentDriver dd;
         dd = new Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions.RuleSetDeploymentDriver();
         SqlRuleStore sqlRuleStore = (SqlRuleStore) dd.GetRuleStore();
         FileRuleStore fileRuleStore = new FileRuleStore(filename);
         RuleSetInfoCollection rsic = fileRuleStore.GetRuleSets(RuleStore.Filter.All);
         foreach (RuleSetInfo rsi in rsic)
         {
            RuleSet ruleSet = fileRuleStore.GetRuleSet(rsi);
            bool publishRuleSets = true;
            sqlRuleStore.Add(ruleSet,publishRuleSets);
            dd.Deploy(rsi);
         }
      }
   }
}  
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Using Update Command to Re-retrieve Values
The default value of SideEffects property is false for the members of typed facts (XML and database). For more information, see
Rule Action Side Effects. Therefore, you have to call Update on the object if its value needs to be used elsewhere.

Assume you have an XML node MyXmlNode, which contains MyXmlField. The following rule will fire for each instance of MyClass
that meets the condition.

IF MyClass.PropertyA== MyClass.PropertyB

THEN MyXmlField = MyXmlField + 1

Update (MyXmlNode)

Assume that multiple instances of MyClass are asserted into the engine and meet the conditional check. Because the value of
MyXmlField changes with each firing of the rule, the Update command should be used. This would cause the engine to re-retrieve
the value each time it is referenced, giving the result expected in this scenario.
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Analyzing Multiple Objects of the Same Type in a Business Rule
In many scenarios, you will write a business rule against a type and expect each instance of the type that is asserted into the
engine to be separately analyzed and acted upon by the rule. In some scenarios, however, you will want to analyze multiple
instances of a given type simultaneously in a rule.

Take for example a rule that uses instances of the FamilyMember class.

IF FamilyMember.Role == Father

AND FamilyMember.Role == Son

AND FamilyMember.Surname == FamilyMember.Surname

THEN FamilyMember.AddChild(FamilyMember)

The rule identifies a FamilyMember instance that is a Father and another instance that is a Son. If the instances are related by
surname, the Son instance is added to a collection of children on the Father instance. If each FamilyMember instance were
analyzed separately in the rule, the rule would never fire, because in this scenario, the FamilyMember only has one role—Father
or Son.

Therefore, you must indicate to the engine that multiple instances should be analyzed together in the rule, and you need a way to
differentiate the identity of each instance in the rule. The Instance ID property is used to provide this functionality. This field is
available in the Properties window when a fact is selected in Facts Explorer. You should change the value of the field prior to
dragging a fact or member into a rule.

Using the Instance ID property, the rule would be rebuilt. For those rule arguments that use the Son instance of
FamilyMember, the Instance ID field is changed from the default of 0 to 1. When the Instance ID is changed from 0 and the fact
or member is dragged into the rule editor, the value of Instance ID will show up in the rule after the class.

IF FamilyMember.Role == Father

AND FamilyMember(1).Role== Son

AND FamilyMember.Surname == FamilyMember(1).Surname

THEN FamilyMember.AddChild(FamilyMember(1))

Now, assume that a Father instance and a Son instance are asserted into the engine. The engine will evaluate the rule against the
various combinations of the instances. Assuming that the Father and Son instance have the same surname, the Son instance will
be added to the Father instance as intended.

Note  The Instance ID is only used within the context of a given rule evaluation. It is not affixed to an object instance
across the policy execution and is not related to the order in which objects are asserted. Each object instance will be
evaluated in all rule arguments for that type.
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Rule Engine Configuration and Tuning Parameters
The following table contains a list of registry keys that may be useful for configuration validation and troubleshooting. These
registry keys are stored under HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\BusinessRules\3.0.

With the exception of the first three keys listed, these keys are intended to allow products—and not users—to customize the rule
engine. All of them are created upon installation; however, no interface is provided to set any of these values.

The definitions for the table columns are as follows:

Name. Name of the registry key.
Use. A brief description about the location or use of the key.
Accessor. Name of function in configuration.cs used to retrieve the value.
Config default. Value returned if the key does not exist.
Install default. Value set by BizTalk Server when installing the rule engine.

Name Description Accessor Config default Install default
InstallPath Location of the schema file. Configuration.Sche

maLocation
(null) C:\Program Files\Microsoft Biz

Talk Server 2004\ (or whereve
r BizTalk Server is installed)

DatabaseSe
rver

Database server used. Configuration.Data
baseServer

(empty string) (local)

DatabaseN
ame

Name of database to be used. Configuration.Data
baseName

(empty string) BizTalkRuleEngineDb

PubSubAda
pterAssem
bly

Assembly name of pub/sub adapter. Configuration.PubS
ubAdapterDll

Microsoft.RuleEngine Microsoft.RuleEngine

Deploymen
tDriverAsse
mbly

Assembly name of deployment driver. Configuration.Depl
oymentDriverDll

Microsoft.RuleEngine Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineEx
tensions

Deploymen
tDriverClas
s

Class name of deployment driver. Configuration.Depl
oymentDriverClass

Microsoft.RuleEngine.Rul
eSetDeploymentDriver

Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineEx
tensions.RuleSetDeploymentD
river

TrackingInt
erceptorAss
embly

Assembly name of tracking interceptor
.

Configuration.Track
ingInterceptorDll

(empty string) Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineEx
tensions

TrackingInt
erceptorCla
ss

Class name of tracking interceptor. Configuration.Track
ingInterceptorClass

(empty string) Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineEx
tensions.RuleSetTrackingInterc
eptor

Translation
Timeout

Maximum time in milliseconds that ca
n be used to translate a ruleset.

Note: This can be overridden on a per
-ruleset basis by using the RuleSetCon
figuration).

Configuration.Trans
lationTimeout

60000 (1 minute) 60000

UpdateServ
iceName

Name of the Update service, used by .
NET remoting to locate the service.

Configuration.Rem
oteUpdateServiceN
ame

RemoteUpdateService RemoteUpdateService

UpdateServ
iceHost

Computer hosting the Update service, 
used by .NET remoting to locate the se
rvice.

Note: The service currently restricts in
coming messages to same machine on
ly.

Configuration.Rem
oteUpdateServiceM
achine

localhost localhost

UpdateServ
icePort

TCP port number used by the Update s
ervice, used by .NET remoting to locate
the service.

Configuration.Rem
oteUpdateServiceP
ort

3132 3132



 

CacheEntrie
s

Maximum number of rulesets cached 
by the Update service.

Configuration.Rem
oteUpdateCacheCo
unt

32 32

CacheTime
out

Time in seconds for entries to age out 
of the Update service cache.

Configuration.Rem
oteUpdateCacheTi
me

3600 (1 hour) 3600

PollingInter
val

Time in seconds for the Update service
to check SqlRuleStore for updates.

Configuration.Rem
oteUpdatePollingIn
terval

60 (1 minute) 60

UpdateServ
iceServerSi
nkAssembl
y

Assembly name of any security sink to
be added into server channel for com
munication with the Update service.

Note: If empty string, no security sink 
added.

Configuration.Upda
teServiceMessageS
erverSinkDll

Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEng
ineExtensions

Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineEx
tensions

UpdateServ
iceServerSi
nkClass

Class name of any security sink to be a
dded into server channel for communi
cation with the Update service.

Configuration.Upda
teServiceMessageS
erverSinkClass

Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEng
ineExtensions.SecuritySer
verChannelSinkProvider

Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineEx
tensions.SecurityServerChann
elSinkProvider

UpdateServ
iceClientSin
kAssembly

Assembly name of any security sink to
be added into client channel for comm
unication with the Update service.

Note: If empty string, no security sink 
added.

Configuration.Upda
teServiceMessageC
lientSinkDll

Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEng
ineExtensions

Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineEx
tensions

UpdateServ
iceClientSin
kClass

Class name of any security sink to be a
dded into client channel for communic
ation with the Update service.

Configuration.Upda
teServiceMessageC
lientSinkClass

Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEng
ineExtensions.SecurityClie
ntChannelSinkProvider

Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineEx
tensions.SecurityClientChanne
lSinkProvider

UpdateServ
iceSecurity
Package

Security package to be used by securit
y sinks for communication with the Up
date service.

Note: Possible values supported by R
uleEngineExtensions are NTLM, Kerber
os, or negotiate.

Configuration.Upda
teServiceMessageS
ecurityPackage

NTLM (not set)

UpdateServ
iceAuthenti
cationLevel

Authentication level to be used by sec
urity sinks for communication with the
Update service.

Note: Possible values supported by R
uleEngineExtensions are call, packetint
egrity, or packetprivacy.

Configuration.Upda
teServiceMessageA
uthenticationLevel

call (not set)

UpdateServ
iceImperso
nationLevel

Impersonation level to be used by sec
urity sinks for communication with the
Update service.

Note: Possible values supported by R
uleEngineExtensions are identify, impe
rsonate, or delegate.

Configuration.Upda
teServiceMessageI
mpersonationLevel

Impersonate (not set)
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Using Web Services in BizTalk Server
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 provides built-in support for Web services. BizTalk Server enables the reuse and aggregation of
all your existing Web services within your orchestrations. You can also publish (expose) your orchestrations as Web services to
separate the Web service logic from the business process logic.

BizTalk Server implements support for native adapters in Web services. Native adapter support provides scalability, fault
tolerance, and tracking capabilities for Web services without writing a single line of code. For information about the SOAP
adapter, see SOAP Adapter.

The Web services support in BizTalk Server falls into two categories: consuming or calling Web services and publishing or
creating Web services.

Before you consume or publish a Web service, you should have an understanding of XML Web services in ASP.NET. For
information about the basics of XML Web services, see the article "XML Web Services Basics" at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25489.

Consuming Web services

You can consume (call) Web services from within an orchestration. You can aggregate several Web services into single
orchestration to complete an entire business process.

Publishing Web services

You can publish Web services using the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard. Orchestrations and send adapters can use these
published Web services.

Using SOAP headers

BizTalk Server provides support for defined and unknown SOAP headers. BizTalk Server creates a context property for each
defined SOAP header in the Web service.

This section contains:

Consuming Web Services
Publishing Web Services
Using SOAP Headers
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Consuming Web Services
Consuming Web services enables you to add existing Web services to your business process. You can aggregate several Web
services into a single orchestration. For information about configuring a SOAP receive handler, see
Configuring a SOAP Receive Handler. For information about configuring a SOAP receive location, see
Configuring a SOAP Receive Location.

This section contains:

About Consuming Web Services
Adding Web References
Constructing Web Messages
Creating Web Ports
Considerations When Consuming Web Services
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About Consuming Web Services
You can consume (call) a Web service from your orchestration by using Web ports. To consume a Web service from an
orchestration, you create a Web port and construct Web messages.

You can use SOAP headers with the consumed Web service, change the URI of a consumed Web service, and dynamically set the
URI for a consumed Web service.

Important  An orchestration is required to consume a Web service. You cannot use the SOAP send port in scenarios
that only use messaging. SOAP send ports must be used with an orchestration.

See Also

SOAP Headers with Consumed Web Services

Consuming Web Services
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Adding Web References
Before you can add a Web port, you need to add a Web reference to your BizTalk project. A Web reference is a description of a
Web service that is available to your project. When you add a Web reference to your project, BizTalk creates an orchestration Web
port type, Web message types, Reference.map (map file), Reference.odx (orchestration file), <WebService>.disco (discovery file),
and <WebService>.wsdl (Web Service Description Language file) to your project. If your Web Service Description Language
(WSDL) file contains schema Web message types, BizTalk adds Reference.xsd to your project.

A Web reference includes:

A Universal Resource Locator (URL) for the Web service.
A WSDL file that offers information about the service such as available methods, ports, and message types.
A reference map (Reference.map).

When you add a Web reference, all the Web methods for that Web service must be compatible with BizTalk Server. You cannot
specify conditional attributes for specific Web methods in a Web service.

Important  Web method parameters of type array are not supported.

You add a Web reference to your project by using the Add Web Reference dialog box. For more information about adding Web
references, see Using the Project Menu.

If you are planning to export your orchestration using the Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) export process, you cannot
reference a Web reference from an existing BizTalk project. When you reference a Web reference from an existing BizTalk project,
the BPEL export process will auto-generate a second WSDL file and you will lose your binding information.

See Also

Creating Web Ports

Consuming Web Services

Troubleshooting Consumed Web Services
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Constructing Web Messages
You construct a Web message from a Web message type. When you add a Web reference, BizTalk automatically creates Web
message types, which BizTalk creates based on the Web methods from the added Web service. You add a Web message to your
orchestration, setting the message type to one of the Web message types. You create individual message parts based on primitive
.NET or schema types. You can construct a Web message that contains no message parts.

Web messages types
Web message types are identical to a normal message type, except you cannot modify, rename or delete them. To delete a Web
message type, you must remove the Web reference from your BizTalk project.

BizTalk creates one request and one response Web message type for each Web method in the added Web service. If the Web
method is a one-way operation, BizTalk only creates a request Web message type. A request Web message type contains one
message part for each input parameter of the Web method. A response Web message type contains one message part for the
return value and one message part for each output parameter of the Web method.

Depending on the Web method parameter (input or output), BizTalk creates a Web message type from a primitive .NET type or a
schema type. If the Web method parameter is a primitive .NET type, the message part uses a primitive .NET type. If the Web
method parameter is a schema type, BizTalk adds the schema type to the BizTalk project as a schema in Reference.xsd. The
schema is the basis for the message part. You can find Reference.xsd in the Web references folder.

Alternatively, you can create both primitive and schema .NET types by calling a .NET class. For more information on creating
message types by using a .NET class, see Constructing Messages in User Code.

Web messages
Web messages are the messages you use when you consume (call) a Web service. You add a Web message to an orchestration
the same way that you add a regular message, except that you set the message type to one of the Web message types that BizTalk
created when you added a Web reference.

Message parts
After you create the Web message, you construct the individual message parts. If your message part uses a primitive .NET type,
you use a Message Assignment shape. If your message part uses a schema type, you use a Transform shape.

This section contains:

Adding Web Messages
Determining a Web Message Part Type
Constructing a Web Message Part from a Primitive .NET Type
Constructing a Web Message Part from a Schema Type
Constructing a Web Message with No Message Parts
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Adding Web Messages
You create Web message variables in the Orchestration View window. You must set the message type for the Web message to a
Web message type.

To add a Web message

1. With an orchestration open, on the View menu, click Other Windows, and then click Orchestration View.
2. Right-click the Message node and then click New Message.
3. Message_x appears under the Message node.
4. In the Properties window, from the Message Type drop-down box, select a Web message type.
5. Scroll through the drop-down box to the Web message type you want to use, and then click the Web messsage type to

select it.

The following figure shows the Orchestration View window with Message_1 selected and the Properties window, selecting a
Web message type for Message_1.

See Also

Constructing Web Messages

Troubleshooting Consumed Web Services
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Determining a Web Message Part Type
You can determine if a Web message part type is a primitive .NET type or a schema type by using the Properties window for a
given Web message type.

To determine a Web message part type

1. With an orchestration open, on the View menu, click Other Windows, and then click Orchestration View.
2. Expand the Multi-part Message Types node, and then expand a Web message type.
3. Select a message part.

A Web message part signature that begins as <project default namespace>.<Web reference name>.Reference.<schema
root> is a schema type. The <schema root> part of the type is the root element of the Web reference schema that constructs the
Web message part. Otherwise, the message part signature is a primitive .NET type such as System.String or System.Int32.

The following figure shows a primitive .NET type for the Web message type.

See Also

Constructing Web Messages

Troubleshooting Consumed Web Services
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Constructing a Web Message Part from a Primitive .NET Type
You create a Web message part from a primitive .NET type by using a Message Assignment shape. Alternatively, you can create
a Web message part from a primitive .NET type by using a .NET helper class to set the parts. For more information on creating
message types by using a .NET class, see Constructing Messages in User Code.

To construct a Web message part from a primitive .NET type

1. With an orchestration open, open the Toolbox and click the BizTalk Orchestrations tab.
2. Drag a Construct Message shape to the orchestration.
3. Edit the Message Constructed property to include the message instance that you created for the Web message type.
4. Drag a Message Assignment shape onto the Construct Message shape.
5. Double-click the Message Assignment shape to open the BizTalk Expression Editor.
6. Set the parts of the Web message type to their required values in the BizTalk Expression Editor box.

For example, the following code sets the expression to a string:

See Also

Constructing Web Messages
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Constructing a Web Message Part from a Schema Type
You create a Web message part from a schema type by using a Transform shape. Alternatively, you can create a Web message
part from a schema type by using a .NET helper class to set the parts. For more information on creating message types by using a
.NET class, see Constructing Messages in User Code.

To construct a Web message part from a schema type

1. Add a new map. For information about creating maps, see Creating New Maps.
2. In BizTalk Mapper, click Open Destination Schema in the Destination Schema pane of the map and in the BizTalk Type

Picker dialog box, expand the Schemas node, select the schema for the added Web reference, and then click OK.

Note  The format of the Web reference schema is <project default namespace>.<Web reference name>.Reference.

3. In the Root Node for Target Schema dialog box, select a root node for the destination schema, and then click OK. For
more information about how to determine a root node for a Web message part type, see
Determining a Web Message Part Type.

4. Click Open Source Schema in the Source Schema pane of the map and in the BizTalk Type Picker dialog box, expand
the Schemas node, select the source schema to map data from, and then click OK.

5. Open an existing orchestration (or create a new orchestration), open the Toolbox, and click the BizTalk Orchestrations
tab.

6. Drag a Construct Message shape to the orchestration.
7. Edit the Message Constructed property to include the message instance that yo created for the Web message type.
8. Drag a Transform shape onto the Construct Message shape and double-click to open the Transform Configuration

dialog box.
9. Click the Existing Map button and selec the map that you created in step one in the Fully Qualified Map Name list box.

10. In the Transform pane, select Source. In the Source Transform pane, select a valid message instance from the list box.
11. In the Transform pane, select Destination. In the Destination Transform pane, select the Web message instance from the

list box, and then click OK.

For more information about using the Transform Configuration dialog box, see Transform Configuration Dialog Box.

You can also use this procedure to map the Web method response message instance to another Web message instance.

See Also

Constructing Web Messages
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Constructing a Web Message with No Message Parts
A Web message that does not have message parts is a method that does not have input parameters.

To construct a Web message that does not have message parts

1. With an orchestration open, open the Toolbox and click the BizTalk Orchestrations tab.
2. Add a Construct Message shape.
3. Select the message for the Construct Message shape.

Note  You are not required to have the Message Assignment shape inside the Construct Message shape.

See Also
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Creating Web Ports
Web ports are specially configured ports that you use to consume (call) Web services. A Web port can contain multiple operations
that represent a mix of one-way (request only) and two-way (request-response) Web methods. Each operation in a Web port
represents one method of a Web service.

You must add a Web reference before you can create a Web port.

Note  You cannot delete, cut, copy, paste, or modify the configuration for Web port types and Web message types.

This section contains:

Adding a Web Port
Changing the URI of a Consumed Web Service
Dynamically Setting the URI of a Consumed Web Service
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Adding a Web Port
You add a Web port on the port surface in Orchestration Designer. Unlike other configured ports, Web ports support a mixture of
request (one-way) and request/response (two-way) operations. Each operation in the Web port represents a Web method. If the
Web method contains input and output parameters, BizTalk creates a request/response operation. If the Web service contains
only an input parameter, BizTalk only creates a one-way operation.

To add a Web port

1. In Orchestration Designer, with an orchestration open, right-click the port surface, and then select New Configured Port.
2. In the Name text box, type a name for the port, and then click Next.
3. In the Select a Port Type page, select Use an existing Port Type.
4. In the Available Port Types box, expand the Web Port Types node and select the Web port type that corresponds to the

added Web service, and then click Next.

The following figure shows the Select a Port Type dialog box.

1. In the Port Binding page, in the Port binding drop down box, select Specify now. BizTalk automatically places the values
from the referenced Web service in the URI, transport, and receive and send pipelines. BizTalk uses these values to create
the send port when you deploy your BizTalk project.

Important  The default authentication method for the send port is anonymous access. If the Web service
requires a different authentication or encryption method, you must change the configuration to supply the
appropriate user credentials or Single Sockets Layer (SSL) to run Web services.

2. Click Next, and then Finish to complete the wizard.

See Also

Port Configuration Wizard

Creating Web Ports
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Changing the URI of a Consumed Web Service
After you deploy your orchestration, BizTalk Server configures a send port for each Web service that the orchestration references.
By default, BizTalk uses the URL of the Web service at run time for the same URL for the imported Web service. You can change
this URL using BizTalk Explorer.

Note  You must deploy your orchestration before you change the URI of a consumed Web service. For more
information on deploying your orchestration, see Deploying BizTalk Server Assemblies.

To change the URI of a consumed Web service

1. In Visual Studio .NET 2003, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Send Ports node.
3. Right-click the send port that BizTalk created when you deployed your orchestration, and then click Edit.

If you do not have physical ports, you can create send ports and receive locations by using BizTalk Explorer. For information,
see Adding a Static Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer and Adding a Receive Port Using BizTalk Explorer.

4. Select Address (URI) from the property grid and then click the ellipsis (…) button to open the SOAP Transport Properties
dialog box.

5. In the SOAP Transport Properties dialog box, in the Web Service URL box, type the full URL for the location of the Web
service, and then click OK.

You should ensure that a Web service exists for the URL that you specify. BizTalk Server does not validate the
URL location.

See Also

Managing Send Ports Using BizTalk Explorer

Editing Send Port Properties Using BizTalk Explorer

Using BizTalk Explorer

SOAP Headers with Consumed Web Services

Creating Web Ports
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Dynamically Setting the URI of a Consumed Web Service
When you create a Web port for a consumed Web service, you can select a dynamic port binding. When you select a dynamic port
binding, you must set the URI of the consumed Web service at run time. The selected URI must call a Web service that has the
same Web proxy as the Web service that you used to create the Web port type.

Dynamic port bindings for Web ports have different behavior than dynamic port binding for non-Web ports. When selecting
dynamic bindings for a non-Web port, you cannot use the SOAP adapter. A dynamic binding of a Web port only enables you to
dynamically change the URI of the Web service. You cannot dynamically change the transport type or the proxy of the Web
service.

When using dynamic Web ports to consume a Web service, the send port properties are set to the default values. Some of these
values are set internally and other values default to the values that are set in the SOAP Adapter Handler property pages. You
can overwrite these values when you use dynamic send ports.

To dynamically change the URI of a consumed Web service

1. Add a Web port as outlined in Adding a Web Port. However, instead of selecting the Specify now port binding, select
Dynamic port binding, as shown in the following figure.

2. In the orchestration that calls the consumed Web service, add an Expression shape at some point prior to the Send shape
that you have connected to the Web port.

3. In the Expression shape, add an expression similar to:

Note  You can retrieve the URI used in the BizTalk Expression Editor from various locations, including the incoming
message, a SQL database, or a line-of-business application.

To dynamically modify send port properties

1. In the Construct Message shape that you use to construct the Web message, add a Message Assignment shape if one is
not already present.

2. In the Message Assignment shape, add an expression similar to:

All of the properties for the SOAP send port use the SOAP namespace.

The following table contains a list of the SOAP send port properties that you can set when using dynamic Web ports.

Property Name Type Description

myWebPort(Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.Address) = "http://orders/myCompany.asmx";

myWebMessage(SOAP.UseSSO) = true;



AuthenticationSchem
e

String Authentication method to use for calling the Web service

Default value: Anonymous

Other allowed values: Basic, Digest, NTLM

Username String User name to specify for accessing the target Web service.

Default value: Blank

Password String User password to use for authentication with the server.

Default value: Blank

ClientCertificate String Thumbprint of client Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) certificate.

Default value: Blank

UseSSO Boolea
n

Indicates whether this Web port will use Single Sign-On (SSO).

Default value: False

AffiliateApplicationN
ame

String The name of the SSO application that this Web port will use to redeem the ticket for client creden
tials.

Default value: Blank

UseHandlerSetting Boolea
n

Indicates whether this Web port will use SOAP send handler HTTP proxy settings.

Note  If the UseProxy context property is set, then UseHandlerSetting context pro
perty is ignored.

Default value: False

UseProxy Boolea
n

Indicates whether this Web port will use a proxy server to access the target Web service.

Note  If the UseProxy context property is set, then UseHandlerSetting context pro
perty is ignored.

Default value: False

ProxyAddress String Address of the HTTP proxy to use for the Web service call.

Default value: Retrieved from SOAP send handler properties.

ProxyPort Intege
r

Port of the HTTP proxy to use for the Web service call.

Default value: Retrieved from SOAP send handler properties.

ProxyUsername String User name to use for the HTTP proxy.

Default value: Retrieved from SOAP send handler properties.

ProxyPassword String Password to use for the HTTP proxy.

Default value: Retrieved from SOAP send handler properties.

ClientConnectionTim
eout

Int32 Time-out value for HTTP client connection.

Default value: Same as default ASP.NET HTTP connection time-out.

Note  Except for the ClientConnectionTimeout setting, these values can only be dynamically set when using
Dynamic port bindings. They are read-only when using the Specify now port binding. You can set the
ClientConnectionTimeout setting with both Specify now and Dynamic port bindings.

See Also

SOAP Headers with Consumed Web Services

Creating Web Ports
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Considerations When Consuming Web Services
This section provides information that you should taken into consideration when consuming Web services.

Using two underscore characters in a parameter name

A a parameter name for a Web method cannot begin with "__" (two underscore characters). Names that begin with two
underscore characters may create Web message parts that are unsupported (unusable) by XLANG/s.

Using the any element and the anyAttribute attribute

You cannot use the any element or anyAttribute attribute in the schema for a Web method.

Using XLANG/s keywords

A Web service name or a Web method name cannot be a keyword in an XLANG/s. If you use an XLANG/s keyword in the Web
service name or Web method name, you will get a compiler error when you add the Web service. For a list of reserved words for
the XLANG/s language, see XLANG/s Reserved Words.

Required XLANG/s support for parameter types

You will get a compilation error if you use a non-XLANG/s supported Web method parameter type. For example, BizTalk does not
support a parameter that consists of a single dimensional array of schema types. In addition, BizTalk does not support any multi-
dimensional arrays. For a list of words that XLANG/s language reserves in BizTalk, see XLANG/s Reserved Words.

Avoiding compilation errors caused by adding Web references containing C# keywords or identifiers

When you use the Add Web Reference to add Web references to BizTalk projects, BizTalk converts the schema types that are
required to call each Web method to schemas. BizTalk adds these schemas to Reference.xsd. If your schemas contain element
names that are C# keywords or the element name is not valid as a C# identifier, you may get a run-time error:

The required part '%s' is missing.

To avoid run-time errors, ensure that the Web service you consume does not contain element names that are C# keywords or not
valid C# identifiers.

Multiple service/port type definitions are unsupported

BizTalk Server supports adding a Web service file with a single service and port type definition. If you add a WSDL file with
multiple service or port type definitions, you may get the following error.

"Could not generate BizTalk files. Object reference not set to an instance of an object"

Adding Web references and arrays

BizTalk Server does not support arrays. If you use an array, you may encounter an error.

"ArrayTypes are not supported. One of the '{0}' operation parameters/return type is an Array."

Web method parameters must be Xml Serializable

All parameters in a consumed Web service must be Xml Serializable. If you add a Web method that contains a parameter that is
not Xml Serializable, you may receive the following error message:

'System.Xml.Element' must be Xml Seralizeable to be a message part type.

Note  The data types, XmlDocument and DataSet, while not Xml Serializable, are supported.

See Also

Constructing Web Messages

Troubleshooting Consumed Web Services
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Publishing Web Services
Publishing Web services enables you to create a Web service that can submit messages to Microsoft® BizTalk® Server for use by
orchestrations and other send adapters. You create published Web services using the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard. For
information about configuring a SOAP send handler, see Configuring a SOAP Send Handler. For information about configuring a
SOAP send port, see Configuring a SOAP Send Port.

Important  Prior to running the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard, you must enable Web services. For more information
about enabling Web services for your system, see Enabling Web Services.

This section contains:

About Publishing Web Services
Planning for Publishing Web Services
Enabling Web Services
Publishing an Orchestration as a Web Service
Publishing Schemas as a Web Service
Considerations When Publishing Web Services
Debugging Published Web Services
Testing Published Web Services
Deploying Published Web Services on a Non-Visual Studio .NET Computer
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About Publishing Web Services
The BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard provides you with two methods to publish Web services: publishing an orchestration
as a Web service and publishing schemas as a Web service.

You must install and enable Microsoft® Internet Information Services (IIS) and ASP.NET before you can publish Microsoft
BizTalk® Server orchestrations and schemas as Web services. For information about installing IIS and ASP.NET, see Installing
Internet Information Services (IIS) in the BizTalk Server Installation Guide located at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=22120.

Prior to running the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard, you must enable Web services. For more information about
enabling Web services, see Enabling Web Services.

See Also

Publishing Web Services
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Planning for Publishing Web Services
You can access Web services from your orchestrations. You can also use the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard to publish
your Web service.

The following table lists some of the questions that you need to answer in planning for Web services.

Planning questi
on

Recommendation

Have you built yo
ur BizTalk project?

You must build BizTalk projects prior to running the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard.

Have you enabled 
your system to ru
n Web services?

You must enable your system before running the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard. For more informati
on about enabling your system for Web services, see Enabling Web Services.

Have you verified 
that your schema 
contains only vali
d XML characters 
and elements?

Web services do not support Chinese/Japanese/Korean (CJK) Unified Ideograph Extension A characters. There 
are also restrictions on certain XML Schema (XSD) elements. For more information about valid XML characters
and supported elements and considerations for elements, see Considerations When Publishing Web Services.

Do any of the mes
sage types in your
BizTalk project use
user-defined .NET 
classes?

You must install assemblies containing user-defined .NET classes that message types reference in the global a
ssembly cache (GAC). For more information about deploying and installing assemblies in the GAC, see
Developing and Deploying your Solution in the Target Environment.

Do your Web clien
ts use the supplie
d credentials for t
he WindowsUser
context property?

The credentials supplied by the Web clients consuming (calling) a published Web services use the WindowsU
ser context property. The Party Resolution uses this property. If you set up a Party using the WindowsUser co
ntext property and the Web client consumes (calls) the Web service with credentials that match the Party, BizT
alk identifies the message as coming from the corresponding predefined party. For more information about p
arty resolution with pipeline components, see Party Resolution Pipeline Component.

See Also

Publishing Web Services
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Enabling Web Services
To publish Web services, you must configure Internet Information Services (IIS), BizTalk Isolated Hosts, and Windows user and
group accounts. This section discusses how to enable Web services on Windows 2000 Server, Windows XP, and Windows Server
2003. For more information about enabling Web services, see the IIS documentation.

Internet Information Services 5.0, 5.1, and 6.0

You can publish Web services to Windows systems that have IIS 5.0, 5.1, or 6.0 installed. IIS 5.0 (for Windows 2000 Server) and IIS
5.1 (for Windows XP) use the ASP.NET worker process for processing Web service requests. For each server, all Web services run
within the ASP.NET worker process.

The ASP.NET worker process uses the local ASPNET account by default. IIS 6.0 (for Windows Server 2003) uses the IIS application
pools for processing Web service requests. IIS 6.0 supports multiple application pools. Each application pool process can run
under a different user context. The ASPNET user account only applies to Windows 2000 Server and Windows XP.

BizTalk Isolated Hosts

To enable Web services, you must create at least one Isolated Host in BizTalk Server. Isolated Hosts represent external processes,
such as ISAPI extensions and ASP.NET processes that BizTalk Server does not create or control. These types of external processes
must host certain adapters, such as HTTP/S and SOAP.

The Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 Configuration Wizard created the BizTalkServerIsolatedHost that BizTalk uses as the default
Isolated Host. The BizTalk Isolated Host Users group is the default Windows group. For more information about Hosts and Host
Instances, see Managing BizTalk Hosts and Host Instances.

Note  Only one adapter can run on a single Isolated Host. If you need to run the HTTP and SOAP adapters on the
same BizTalk Server, you must create an Isolated Host for each adapter.

Note  Only one application pool can host Web Services. If you need to run multiple IIS 6.0 application pools, you must
create an Isolated Host for each application pool.

Database access for single server installations

If BizTalk Server 2004 and the Configuration database reside on the same server, you should set the user context of the ASP.NET
worker process or the IIS Application Pool to the local ASPNET user account, a local, or domain user account that has minimal
privileges.

Database access for multiple server installations

If BizTalk Server 2004 and the Configuration database reside on different servers, you should change the user context of the
ASP.NET worker process or the IIS Application Pool to a domain user account. Using the ASPNET or another local user account on
different servers requires the servers synchronize the local accounts. Yu should not set up your system to maintain synchronized
local accounts since this is a manual process and is difficult to maintain.

When implementing a multi-server deployment, the same Isolated Host Windows groups must exist on any server that runs the
Isolated Host and the server containing BizTalk MessageBox database. You can achieve this by using domain groups. If you use
local group, you must use identical Windows group names that contain the same user accounts.

Minimizing account privileges and user rights

You use Isolated Hosts to give adapters that run in external processes access to the minimal amount of required resources to
interact with BizTalk Server. For a secure deployment, you should give the user context for the external processes minimal
privileges.

Security recommendations for BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard

The virtual directory created by the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard will inherit the access control lists (ACL) and
authentication requirements from the parent virtual directory or Web site. If the parent virtual directory or Web site allows
anonymous access, the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard will remove that capability when creating the virtual directory.

The following contains security notes and recommendations for Windows 2000 Server, Windows XP, and Windows Server 2003.

This section contains:
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Enabling Web Services for Windows 2000 Server and Windows
XP
In Windows 2000 Server and Windows XP, Web services run in the ASP.NET worker process (aspnet_wp.exe). This process runs
under the ASPNET user context by default. You can use this default account or you can change the process to run under the local
or domain user account. You must add the account to the Windows group that you have configured in the Isolated Host that
represents this adapter.

By default, the local ASPNET user account is included in the local users group. You should remove the ASPNET account from the
local users group. If you are using a different local or domain account, you should only add the user to the BizTalk Isolated Host
User group. Do not add the user to any other groups (local or domain).

You should create the user context that the ASP.NET worker process runs under with minimal privileges. For more information
about minimal settings required for this user, see the MSDN article "How To: Create a Custom Account to Run ASP.NET" at
http://go.microsoft.com/FWLink/?LinkID=16725.

Changing the user context of ASP.NET

To change the user context of ASP.NET, you must manually edit the machine.config file. By default, the machine.config file is
located at systemroot\Microsoft.NET\Framework\version number\CONFIG. By default, the processModel element has
username set to machine and password set to AutoGenerate. You can update the username and password attributes to
contain a new username and password. This access method requires saving the username and password as clear text in the
machine.config file. 

The following example shows the default settings for the machine.config file:

The following example shows a possible setting for the modified machine.config file:

For a more secure access method, you should use the ASP.NET Set Registry console application to encrypt and store these
credentials in the registry.

For more information about configuring the ASP.NET process model settings, see "<processModel> Element" in the .NET
Framework SDK documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25657.

For more information about running aspnet_wp.exe, see "ASP.NET Debugging: System Requirements" in the .NET Framework SDK
documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25658.

Note  When you change the user context of the ASP.NET user context, you must restart Internet Information Services
and restart the BizTalk Service.

Storing the ASP.NET worker process username and password in the registry

The username and password attributes are stored in clear text in the configuration file. Although Internet Information Services
(IIS) does not transmit configuration files in response to a user agent request, IIS can read configuration files in other ways. For
example, an authenticated user with proper credentials on the domain that contains the server is able to read the configuration
file. For increased security, the processModel element supports storage of encrypted username and password attributes in the
registry. The credentials must be in REG_BINARY format encrypted by the Windows 2000 Server and Windows XP Data Protection
API (DPAPI) encryption functions.

<processModel
…
   userName="machine"
   password="AutoGenerate"
…
/>

<processModel
…
   userName="MyName"
   password="My_Secure_Password"
…
/>

http://go.microsoft.com/FWLink/?LinkID=16725
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25657
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25658


 

For more information about storing a user name and password, see "<processModel> Element" in the .NET Framework SDK
documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25657.

To verify the BizTalk Isolated Host installation

1. In the BizTalk Administration Console, expand Hosts.
2. Verify that your computer has installed an isolated. The BizTalkServerIsolatedHost is the default isolated host name.

Note  You should not be concerned if the status of the host is unknown.

If an isolated host does not exist (not installed), you must install an isolated host.

To verify the BizTalk Isolated Host Windows group

In the BizTalk Administration Console, right-click the isolated host.

The Windows group appears in the list in the Windows group box.

To change the user context of ASP.NET to a different local or domain account

1. Open the machine.config file.
2. Modify the attributes of the processModel element to reflect a user name (domain accounts must include the domain

name and "\") and password.
3. Save and close the machine.config file.

See Also
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Enabling Web Services for Windows Server 2003
Internet Information Services (IIS) 6.0 in Windows Server 2003 allows multiple application pools to run simultaneously. Each
application pool can run under a different user context. For more information regarding IIS Manager in Windows Server 2003, see
the IIS documentation in the Windows Server 2003 documentation set.

The BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard automatically adds the application pool set for the parent Web site for the Web
services that you publish. The default setting is DefaultAppPool. By default, this application pool runs under the Network Service
security account. For a complete description of the Network Service security account and alternative accounts that you can use as
the identity for the application pool, see the IIS documentation.

You should create a new application pool to contain all your published Web services. Each time you create a Web service using
the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard, you must change the application pool to the previously added application pool.

To add a new application pool in IIS Manager

1. In IIS Manager, right-click Application Pool, click New, and then click Application Pool.
2. In the Add New Application Pool dialog box, in Application pool ID text box, type a name for your application pool ID.
3. In the Application pool settings group, select Use default settings for new application pool, and then click OK.

To change the new application pool to run under a new identity

1. In IIS Manager, right-click the application pool, and then click Properties.
2. Click the Identity tab.
3. In the Application pool identity group, select Configurable and in the User name text box, type a low-privilege local or

domain account.

Note  For a description of the available built-in accounts and requirements for local or domain accounts, see the
IIS documentation.

 Security  You should use a local or domain account with minimal privileges for this identity. The easiest way to
do this is to create a local account and verify that the only groups this account belongs to are the IIS_WPG and
BizTalk Isolated Host Users groups.

4. In the Password text box, type a password and click OK.
5. In the Confirm Password dialog box, reenter password and click OK.
6. Add the user to the BizTalk Isolated Host Users group.

To move a Web service to a new application pool

1. In IIS Manager, edit the properties for the virtual directory that the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard created.
2. Select the added application pool from the Application Pool drop-down list, and then click OK.

Note  You must restart Internet Information Services and BizTalk Server if you add a new application pool, change the
identity of an existing application pool, or move a Web service to a new application pool.

See Also
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Publishing an Orchestration as a Web Service
You use the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard to publish an orchestration as a Web service. The wizard creates a Web
service based on an orchestration in a BizTalk assembly. Using the wizard, you select orchestrations and receive ports to publish
Web services. You can define target namespaces, SOAP header requirements, and locations for the Web service project the wizard
generates.

Before you run the wizard, you must compile your BizTalk assemblies that contain the orchestrations and schemas that you intend
to publish as a Web service.

Prior to running the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard, you must enable Web services. For more information about
enabling Web services for your system, see Enabling Web Services.

You must install Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET 2003 and BizTalk Server 2004 before you can publish an
orchestration as a Web service.

This section contains:

Mapping Orchestrations to Web Services
Using the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard to Publish an Orchestration as a Web Service
Throwing SOAP Exceptions from Orchestrations Published as a Web Service
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Mapping Orchestrations to Web Services
An orchestration can have multiple receive ports. Using the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard, you select receive ports to
publish as Web services. For each receive port, the wizard creates one Web service (.asmx file). Operations become function calls.
Each operation in the receive port becomes a Web method. Request operations become input parameters. Response operations
become return types.

If the request and response operations are the same Web message type, the input parameter becomes a byref and the return
type is void. The operation message types define the Web method signatures. Each message type part is a parameter in the Web
method.

Note  ASP.NET Web clients may change the Web method signature by combining the in and out parameters of the same type.
For example, an ASP.NET Web client may change a BizTalk Web method from string myService(string part) to void
myService(ref string part).

Message type part names and target namespaces

Message type parts that have defined target namespaces include document schemas and user defined classes with
XmlRootAttribute specified. Message type parts without defined target namespaces include EDI schemas, user-defined classes
without XmlRootAttribute specified, and built-in types, such as System.String.

The following table shows the parameter used for a given target namespace.

If the message type part name has a Parameter Name Used
Defined target namespace Root element name
No defined target namespace Message type part name

Note  When a multipart message type is used for the response message, the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard
uses the first message part for the return value and the remaining message parts are used as out parameters.

Orchestrations with multiple operations

If your orchestration has multiple operations, you should design your orchestrations to have one receive port instead of several
receive ports. This design prevents the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard from creating multiple Web service (.asmx) files
and only works when all the operations have the same calling pattern—all one-way operations or all request-response
operations. A single receive port cannot contain both one-way and request/response operations.

Note  The BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard displays public receive ports. Public receive ports are port types
with a public type modifier. You can publish only public ports as a Web service. The default port type is internal.

Note  If your receive port is defined as one-way, the Web method response type is void and no information is
returned to the Web client. Exceptions thrown by the SOAP adapter or an orchestration are not returned to the Web
client.

Web services naming conventions for published orchestrations

The BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard generates Web service (.asmx) file names based on the orchestrations namespace,
followed by an underscore (_), followed by the type name, followed by an underscore (_), and followed by the name of the receive
port. An underscore (_) replaces any of the parts that contain periods. The name of the Web service always has the port name
appended.

The following table shows how the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard generates Web service names.

Orchestration(s) with Web port(s) Generated Web service name
One orchestration with one Web port orchestration1_port1.asmx
One orchestration with two Web ports orchestration1_port1.asmx and orchestration1_port2.asmx
Two orchestrations with one Web port each orchestration1_port1.asmx and orchestration2_port2.asmx

See Also
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Using the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard to Publish
an Orchestration as a Web Service
You use the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard to publish an orchestration as a Web service.

Note  You must build your BizTalk projects prior to running the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard.

To publish an orchestration as a Web service

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk 2004, and then click BizTalk Web Services Publishing
Wizard.

2. On the Welcome to the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard page, click Next.
3. On the Create Web Service page, select Publish BizTalk orchestrations as web services, and then click Next.
4. On the BizTalk Assembly page, in the BizTalk assembly file (*.dll) text box, type the name of the BizTalk assembly file or

click Browse to browse to the assembly containing the orchestration(s) to publish, and then click Next.

Note  If you have an orchestration open in Visual Studio .NET, the BizTalk assembly file populates with the
assembly containing the orchestration.

Note  Paths over 260 characters may get an error message that the path is too long.

5. On the Orchestrations and Ports page, expand the tree nodes for each assembly and orchestration by clicking the plus
sign. Select orchestrations and ports to publish by checking the corresponding tree node check boxes, and then click Next.

The following figure shows the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard Orchestrations and Ports page with the tree nodes for the
assembly expanded.

1. On the Web Service Properties page, in the Target namespace of the web service box, type a target namespace for the
Web service, select the appropriate boxes to specify how the wizard should handle SOAP headers and SharePoint Portal
Server 2003 Single Sign-On (SSO) support for the Web service, and then click Next.

Note  The selection any of the SOAP header options are applied globally to all Web services and Web methods
that are created when running this instance of the wizard.

Note  Selecting the Add SharePoint Portal Server 2003 Single Sign-On Support option, allows Windows
SharePoint Portal Server 2004 to pass its Single Sign-On (SSO) tickets to BizTalk Server inside a SOAP header.
For more information about support SSO support in Windows SharePoint Portal and BizTalk Enterprise SSO
support in BizTalk Server, see SOAP Adapter.

2. If you selected Add additional SOAP headers option, the Request SOAP Headers and Response SOAP Headers pages
appear. You can add and remove request and response SOAP headers using the Add and Remove buttons in the following
dialog boxes:

To add a SOAP header, click Add. In the BizTalk assembly file (*.dll) text box, type or browse for the assembly

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962026(v=bts.10).aspx


 

containing the SOAP header schema. The Available schema types list view displays each root element of the
schema. Select a root node to add as a request or response SOAP header. To select multiple items, hold the CTRL key
and click OK.
To remove a SOAP header from the list, select it from the list of added SOAP headers, and then click Remove.
Click Next on each SOAP Header page to continue the wizard.

Note  A target namespace and root element name define a SOAP header.

Note  If the same combination of target namespace/root element name is added as a request and response
SOAP header, it will not be treated as and in/out header. You must manually copy the incoming header to the
outgoing header inside of an orchestration.

Note  The same combination of target namespace/root element name can only be added once as a request
SOAP header and once as a response SOAP header.

3. On the Web Service Project page, in the Project name text box, type the name for the project. You can accept the default
location (http://localhost/<project_name>), type a location for the project in the Project location text box, or click Browse
and select a Web directory. Select any of the following options:

Overwrite existing project. This option is only available if the project location already exists. You will only be able to
publish to the same location if you select this option. Otherwise, you must enter a different project location.
Allow anonymous access to web service. This option adds anonymous access to the created virtual directory. By
default, the virtual directory inherits the access privileges from its parent virtual directory or the Web site (if it is a top-
level virtual directory).
Create BizTalk receive locations. This option automatically creates the SOAP adapter receive ports and locations
that correspond to each generated .asmx file. If a receive location already exists, it is not replaced. Receive locations for
the SOAP adapter are resolved using the format /<virtual directory name>/<orchestration
namespace_typename_portname>.asmx.

Note  The project location can exist on a different server. To publish a Web service to a different server,
type the project name as http://<servername>/<project_name>.

Note  The project location can exist on a non-default Web site. When publishing to a non-default Web site,
include the port number of the Web site in the URL. For example, http://localhost:8080/<project_name>.

Note  When using the wizard to create receive locations, the wizard creates the receive locations using the
default values. The default values for receive and send pipelines are the
Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.PassThruReceive and
Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.PassThruTransmit. If messages received through the published
Web service require any special pipeline processing (for example, validation, correlation, or
inbound/outbound maps) then you should set the send and receive pipelines to
Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.XMLReceive, Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.XMLSend, or
to a custom pipeline.

4. Click Next to review your settings for the ASP.NET Web service project.
5. Click Create to create the ASP.NET Web service.
6. Click Finish to complete the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard.

See Also
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Throwing SOAP Exceptions from Orchestrations Published as a
Web Service
You can return a SOAP exception from an orchestration that you have published as a Web service. You add a fault message to
your SOAP port and send the fault message instead of the response.

To throw a SOAP exception from an orchestration published as a Web service

1. Add a fault message to the SOAP port type. The message type for the fault message can be any XML Schema (XSD)
compliant schema or simple type.

Note  To return a string as a SoapException with error information, you can use the simple type string as the fault
message type.

2. In your orchestration, create the fault message.
3. Use the Send shape to link to the fault operation in the SOAP port that corresponds to the fault message. A SOAP exception

wraps the returned fault message.

If your orchestration does not return an error, use a different Send shape to send the standard SOAP response message using the
usual response operation.

See Also

Fault Messages

Publishing an Orchestration as a Web Service

Troubleshooting Published Web Services
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Publishing Schemas as a Web Service
You use the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard to create Web services that use existing schemas. You declare the Web
services, Web methods, and request and response schemas that you want to publish. Using the wizard, you define the target
namespace, SOAP header requirements, and the location of the generated Web service project.

Important  You must compile the BizTalk assemblies containing the schemas.

Important  Each Web method can have one request schema and one response schema.

Note  To publish schemas as a Web service, you must have Visual Studio .NET 2003 and BizTalk Server 2004 installed.

Important  Prior to running the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard, you must enable Web services. For more
information about enabling Web services, see Enabling Web Services.

This section contains:

Creating Web Services and Web Methods
Using the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard to Publish Schemas as a Web Service
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Creating Web Services and Web Methods
When you publish schemas as a Web service, you control the creation of Web services and Web methods in the BizTalk Web
Services Publishing Wizard. You can rename the Web service description, Web service and Web method inside the tree available
on the Web Services page. You can add and remove Web services and Web methods. The wizard uses the root element names of
the selected request schemas as the input parameter name. The Web method return value returns the response schema.

Note  ASP.NET Web clients may change the Web method signature by combining the in and out parameters of the
same type. For example, an ASP.NET Web client may change a BizTalk Web method from string myService(string
part) to void myService(ref string part).

Note  If your receive port is defined as one-way, the Web method response type is void and no information is
returned to the Web client. The SOAP adapter and orchestration do not return thrown exceptions to the Web client.

Web services naming conventions for published orchestrations

The BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard generates Web service (.asmx) file names based on the Web services description that
you define in the Web Service page. The following table shows the default values for the Web service file names.

Generated Web service File name
BizTalkWebService Visual Studio .NET Web Service project name
WebService1 Web service (.asmx) file name
WebMethod1 Web method name

The generated Web service does not reflect the names of the remaining nodes.

See Also
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Using the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard to Publish
Schemas as a Web Service
You use the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard to publish schemas as a Web service.

Important  You must build BizTalk projects prior to running the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard.

To publish schemas as a Web service

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk 2004, and then click BizTalk Web Services Publishing
Wizard.

2. On the Welcome page, click Next.
3. On the Create Web Service page, select Publish schemas as web services and then click Next.
4. On the Web Service page, define the Web service(s) to publish. You use the tree in the Web service description dialog

box to add, remove, rename, and edit the Web service description nodes. The Information dialog box provides information
about the selected node and displays any errors in the current node or any sub nodes:

The root node to the tree (Web service description) describes the Web service project name. The virtual directory
name uses the root node as the default name. You can modify the Web service description by selecting Rename web
service description.
To add a new Web service, right-click the Web service description node, and then click Add web service. This
creates a new Web service without any Web methods. To modify the name of the Web service, right-click the Web
service node, and select Rename web service, and then press Enter to accept the new name.
To add a new Web method, right-click the Web service node, point to Add Web Method, and then click One-way
(for a Request Web method) or Request-response (for a Request-Response Web method) from the shortcut menu.
To set the request and response schema types, right-click the Request or Response node, and then click Select
schema type. In the Request Message Type dialog box, type the name of the assembly containing the SOAP Header
schema in the BizTalk assembly file dialog box or click Browse to search for the assembly. The Available schema
types list view displays each root element of the schema. Select a root node to add as the request or response schema
type.
You can rename the Request and Response nodes without affecting the generated code. After defining your
schemas, you can rename the part elements, which modifies the Web method parameter name. You can see the
changes by viewing the generated Web service code.

Note  You cannot use spaces when renaming any of the Web service description nodes.

5. Click Next to continue the wizard.
6. On the Web Service Properties page, in the Target namespace of Web service dialog box, type a target namespace for

the Web service, and select the appropriate boxes to specify how the wizard should handle SOAP headers and Single Sign-
On support for the Web service, and then click Next.

Note  The selection any of the SOAP header options are applied globally to all Web services and Web methods
created when running this instance of the wizard.

Note  The Add Single Sign-On Support to all Web methods option enables Windows SharePoint Portal
Server 2004 to pass its Single Sign-On tickets to BizTalk Server 2004 inside a SOAP header. For more
information about Single Sign-On support in Windows SharePoint Portal Server and Single Sign-On Support
(Enterprise SSO) in BizTalk Server, see SOAP Adapter.

7. If you selected Add additional SOAP headers, the Request SOAP Headers and Response SOAP Headers pages appear.
You can add and remove request and response SOAP headers using the Add and Remove buttons in the following dialog
boxes:

To add a SOAP header, click Add. In the BizTalk assembly name (*.dll) text box, type the assembly name or browse
for the assembly containing the SOAP Header schema in the BizTalk assembly file text box. The Available schema
types list view displays each root element of the schema. Select a root node to add as a request or response SOAP
header. To select multiple items, hold the CTRL key and click OK.
To remove a SOAP header from the list, select it from the list of added SOAP headers, and then click Remove.
Click Next on each SOAP header page to continue the wizard.
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Note  The target namespace and root element name define the SOAP header.

Note  If the same combination of target namespace/root element name is added as a request and response
SOAP header, it will not be treated as and in/out header. You must manually copy the incoming header to the
outgoing header inside of an orchestration.

Note  The same combination of target namespace/root element name can only be added once as a request
SOAP header and once as a response SOAP header.

8. On the Web Service Project page, in the Project location text box, type the project location. You can accept the default
location (http://localhost/<project_name>), type a location for the project, or click Browse and select a Web directory.
Select any of the following options:

Overwrite existing project. This option is only available if the project location already exists. You will only be able to
publish to the same location if you select this option. Otherwise, you must enter a different project location.
Allow anonymous access to web service. This option adds anonymous access to the created virtual directory. By
default, the virtual directory inherits the access privileges from its parent virtual directory or the Web site (if it is a top-
level virtual directory).
Create BizTalk receive locations. This option automatically creates the Soap adapter receive ports and locations
that correspond to each generated .asmx file. If another receive location already exists, the receive location is not be
replaced. Receive locations for the SOAP adapter are resolved using the format "/<virtual directory
name>/<orchestration namespace_typename_portname>.asmx".

Note  The project location can exist on a different server. To publish a Web service to a different server,
type the project name as http://<servername>/<project_name>.

Note  The project location can exist on a non-default Web site. When publishing to a non-default Web site,
include the port number of the Web site in the URL: http://localhost:8080/<project_name>.

Note  When you use the wizard to create receive locations, the wizard creates the receive locations using
many default values. The default values for receive and send pipelines are
Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.PassThruReceive and
Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.PassThruTransmit. If messages received through the published
Web service require any special pipeline processing (for example, validation, correlation, or
inbound/outbound maps), then you should set the send and receive pipelines to
Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.XMLReceive, Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.XMLSend, or
to a custom pipeline.

9. Click Next to review your settings for the ASP.NET Web service project.
10. Click Create to create the ASP.NET Web service.
11. Click Finish to complete the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard.
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Considerations When Publishing Web Services
This section provides information that you should consider before you publish your Web services.

Publishing schemas and the include element

There are a few scenarios where schemas that contain the include element cannot be published as a Web service. An error will
occur when you complete the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard. These restrictions include the following:

Circular includes (the included schema has an include element to the including schema)
An unresolved schemaLocation attribute will cause an error

Publishing schemas and the redefine element

Published Web services do not support schemas that contain the redefine element.

Publishing envelope schemas

If you have an envelop schema that you are publishing as a Web service, you need to manually modify the generated Web
project.

To modify the generated Web project for envelope schemas

1. Open the Web project at the <myWebService>.asmx.cs file.
2. Edit the file and change bodyTypeAssemblyQualifiedName = <dll.name.version.> to bodyTypeAssemblyQualifiedName =

null.
3. Rebuild the Web project.

Note  You may need to reset Internet Information Services (IIS) if the previous .dll file is still in the ASPNET worker
process.

Web service and Web method attributes

The BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard does not allow you to customize the Web service or Web method attributes you use
in ASP.NET. Some attributes are automatically set based upon information that the wizard provides. The wizard does not use the
other attributes.

Modifying the existing attributes or adding new attributes to Web services that the BizTalk Web Sevices Publishing Wizard
generates may cause the Web service to function incorrectly.

For more information about Web services and Web method attributes, see the WebServiceAttribute and
WebMethodAttribute classes in the .NET Framework SDK documentation.

Web method required

A Web service must have at least one Web method. Without at least one Web method, port types will not have their operations
created. XLANG/s does not support port types that do not have operations.

DBCS character support

Web services do not support Chinese/Japanese/Korean (CJK) Unified Ideograph Extension A characters.

Republishing Web services using the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard

You can use the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard to republish a published Web service. On the Web Service Project
page, you can select the Overwrite Web Service option.

The wizard does not store previously used settings. If you make changes in the settings when you rerun the wizard, any Web
clients that consume (call) the published Web service may fail. You should update the Web references of any clients that consume
(call) a republished Web service.

See Also

Publishing Web Services
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Debugging Published Web Services
This section provides information about debugging your published Web services.

This section contains:

Enabling SOAP Message Tracing
Uncommenting BTSWebSvcWiz.exe.config
Using the ThrowDetailedError Switch
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Enabling SOAP Message Tracing
You can enable SOAP message tracing to help you debug the Web services publishing application. You set a breakpoint in a
published Web service to return detailed exceptions to the Web client.

After completing the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard, the published Web service project folder contains TraceExtension.cs
that implements a SOAP extension. The SOAP extension traces the request and response SOAP message by saving it to a file
during run time. By default, the file is not included in the Web service project. You must include and enable the SOAP extension.

To enable the SOAP extension

1. Open the published Web service project.
2. Select the project node in Solution Explorer.
3. In Solution Explorer, click Show All Files.
4. In the project node, select TraceExtension.cs.
5. Right-click the file node, and then click Include In Project on the shortcut menu.
6. Double-click the file node to open TraceExtension.cs.
7. Copy the SOAP extension configuration node from the comments, located at the top of the file:

8. In the project node, double-click the Web.config file.
9. Paste the SOAP extension configuration node under the <soapExtensionTypes> node in the Web.config file.

10. Rebuild the Web service project.
11. Reset Internet Information Services, by typing iisreset from a command prompt.
12. Run the Web service to log the SOAP message to a file.

To view the SOAP traced messages

In Windows Explorer, browse to the BizTalkWebServices folder in the ASPNET temporary folder
(%SystemDrive%\Documents and Settings\%COMPUTERNAME%\ASPNET\Local Settings\Temp\BizTalkWebServices).

Note  The exact location may vary (from %SystemDrive%\) depending on the temp path. For more information
about the TraceExtensionAttribute constructor in TraceExtension.cs, check the path and file name of the log
file.

- OR -

Use the Visual Studio .NET debugger to set a breakpoint inside of the trace extension. For more information about setting a
breakpoint in Visual Studio .NET, see "Using the BreakPoints Window" in the Visual Studio .NET Help Collection at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=26062.

See Also
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Uncommenting BTSWebSvcWiz.exe.config
You can enable tracing to debug your published Web services by uncommenting the <add> node in the
BTSWebSvcWiz.exe.config file. If the trace listener node is uncommented and the initializeData parameter is unchanged, BizTalk
Server writes the trace file output to the current directory. Alternatively, you can set the trace level of ApplicationTraceSwitch
and set the path name of the trace file.

The following is an example of an uncommented <add> node in BTSWebSvcWiz.exe.config file:

For information about TextWriterTraceListener, see "TextWriterTraceListener" in the Visual Studio .NET Help Collection at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=26061.

See Also
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<system.diagnostics>
  <switches>
    <!-- TraceLevel 0=Off, 1=Error, 2=Warning, 3=Info, 4=Verbose -->
    <add name="ApplicationTraceSwitch" value="3" />
  </switches>
  <trace autoflush="true" indentsize="4">
    <listeners>
      <add
        name="Text"
        type="System.Diagnostics.TextWriterTraceListener, System, Version=1.0.3300.0, Culture
=neutral, PublicKeyToken=b77a5c561934e089"
        initializeData="BTSWebSvcWiz.trace.log"
      />
    </listeners>
  </trace>
</system.diagnostics>
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Using the ThrowDetailedError Switch
If an error occurs, the Web client receives a generic SoapException.

To debug your published Web service, you can add a switch to the Web.config file to control the level of the exception details
returned from the published Web service.

The Web.config file contains an application setting switch, ThrowDetailedError. False is the default setting for
ThrowDetailedError. If you change the setting to True, the server proxy returns inner exception information to the Web client
enabling you to debug the published Web service.

The following XML code shows the ThrowDetailedError switch that appears in the Web.config file under the <appSettings>
node:

 Security  BizTalk Server does not return inner exception information to the Web client by default since it may contain
sensitive information, such as application call stacks. After debugging, you should set the ThrowDetailedError setting
to False.

See Also
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<appSettings>
  <add key="ThrowDetailedError" value="False" />
<appSettings/>
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Testing Published Web Services
As you develop your Web service, you may want to test it by republishing your Web service. Each time you republish your Web
service, you must reset Internet Information Services (IIS).

You can test your published Web service by creating a Web service client application or by using a browser such as Internet
Explorer.

This section contains:

Creating a .NET Application to Test a Published Web Service
Using Internet Explorer to Test a Published Web Service
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Creating a .NET Application to Test a Published Web Service
To test your published Web service, you can create an ASP.NET Web client application that consumes your published Web service.
The Visual Studio .NET Help Collection contains a valuable walkthrough for creating an ASP.NET Web client application. You can
use the walkthrough to test your published Web service.

The walkthrough creates an ASP.NET Web client application, adds a Web reference, and provides sample code to show you how
to access your published Web service. The walkthrough takes you through running the application in debug mode.

For information and procedures about creating an XML Web service client project, see "Walkthrough: Accessing an XML Web
Service Using Visual Basic or Visual C#" in the Visual Studio .NET Help Collection at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25564. You can replace the Web service used in this example, TempConvert1, with a
BizTalk published Web service.

See Also
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Using Internet Explorer to Test a Published Web Service
You can test your published Web service without writing a Web client application. You can use a Web browser, such as Internet
Explorer, to test your published Web service. Although you can access any published Web service using a Web browser, you can
only test Web services with Web methods that contain simple type parameters. To test your Web method in a Web browser, your
message parts for the request and response messages that are used in the receive port can only be a simple type, such as
System.String or System.Int32. If any message part uses a schema as a message type, you cannot test the Web method with a
browser.

If you want to test your published Web services using HTTP-GET or HTTP-POST, you must configure your BizTalk receive location
for the SOAP adapter and modify the Web.config file for your published Web service.

Modifying the Receive Locations
When the SOAP adapter configures receive locations, the SOAP adapter normally sets the URI of the receive location by giving the
virtual directory and the Web service .asmx file name:

This allows the SOAP adapter to receive Web service requests using the HTTP-SOAP protocol. To configure the receive location to
use the HTTP-GET or HTTP-POST protocol, you must append the method name to the URI:

The method name is the same as the port operation name in the orchestration.

Modifying the Web.config file
By default, the wizard configures the Web services to use the HTTP-SOAP protocol. HTTP-GET and HTTP-POST are explicitly
disabled. To test a Web service with a Web browser, you must enable HTTP-GET.

To modify the Web.config file for the published Web service

1. Open the Web.config file for the published Web service.

Note  You can find the Web.config file in the directory that you configured for the IIS virtual root that contains
the Web service.

2. Find the <protocols> section:

3. For testing HTTP-GET, HTTP-POST, or HTTP-POST from the local computer, remove the corresponding line from the
<protocols> section.

For more information about the configuration options, see "Configuration Options for XML Web Services Created Using ASP.NET"
in the .NET Framework SDK documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25765.

To access a Web service with Internet Explorer

In Internet Explorer, in the Address box, type the URL for the Web service using the format
http://servername/apppath/webservicename.asmx.
Parameter Value
servername The name of the server that you have deployed your XML Web service.
Apppath The name of your virtual directory and the Web application path.

/PurchaseOrder/POOrchestration.asmx

/PurchaseOrder/POOrchestration.asmx/Operation_1

<webServices>
   <protocols>
     <remove name="HttpPost" />
     <remove name="HttpGet" />
     <remove name="HttpPostLocalhost" />
   </protocols>
…
</webServices>

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25765


 

webservicename.asmx The name of the XML Web service .asmx file.

The description for the Web service shows you all the Web service methods that the particular Web service supports. The Web
service description page contains links for each available Web method and the service description of the Web service.

To test a Web service with Internet Explorer using HTTP-GET

1. After accessing the Web service description page, click one of the Web methods listed in the Web service description page.
2. Type the necessary parameters for the Web method, and then click Invoke.
3. The server returns an XML response in the browser. If the return data type for the Web service is a double-precision

floating-point number, the result might look like the following:

To test a Web service with Internet Explorer using HTTP-GET (alternate method)

1. In Internet Explorer, in the Address box, type the URL for the Web service using the format
http://servername/vdir/webservicename.asmx/Methodname?parameter=value.
Parameter Value
servernam
e

The name of the server that you have deployed your XML Web service.

Apppath The name of your virtual directory and the Web application path.
webservice
name.asm
x

The name of the XML Web service .asmx file.

Methodna
me

The name of a public method that the XML Web service exposes. If left blank, the description page for the XML 
Web service appears, listing each public method available in the .asmx file. (Optional)

parameter The appropriate parameter name and value for any parameters required by your method. If left blank, the desc
ription page for the XML Web service appears, listing each public method available in the .asmx file. (Optional)

Note  The XML Web service method name in this syntax is case sensitive, but the server, project, and XML Web
service names are not.

2. Press Enter. The Web browser displays an XML response from the server.

Note  You can also use HTTP-POST to call the Web service. For information and samples about calling XML Web
services from a Web browser, see "Accessing XML Web Services from a Browser" in the .NET Framework SDK
documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25569.

See Also
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<?xml version="1.0" ?>
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Deploying Published Web Services on a Non-Visual Studio .NET
Computer
To deploy your published Web service on a computer that does not have Visual Studio .NET 2003 installed, you need to create a
Web setup project, distribute the Web setup package (.msi file), install the package on the non-Visual Studio .NET 2003 computer,
and configure the installed Web service.

This section contains:

Creating a Web Setup for Your Published Web Service
Distributing the Web Setup Package
Installing the Web Setup Package
Configuring the Installed Web Service
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Creating a Web Setup for Your Published Web Service
You can create an installation package to facilitate setting up your Web service in a production environment. This produces an
.MSI file.

To create an installation package to produce an .MSI file

1. Open your published ASP.NET Web service project.
2. In Solution Explorer, right-click the solution node, and then click Add New Project.
3. In the Add New Project dialog box, in the Project Types area, select Setup and Deployment Projects and in the

Templates area, select Web Setup Project.
4. In the Name text box, type a name for the Web Setup Project. You can use the same name as the ASP.NET Web Service

project and add "_Setup" as a suffix and then click OK.
5. In Solution Explorer, right-click the new Web Setup Project node and point to View, and then click File System.
6. In the File System window, right-click the Web Application Folder node and point to Add, then click Project Output.
7. In the Add Project Output Group dialog box, select Primary Output and Content Files from the ASP.NET Web Service

project and then click OK.
8. In Solution Explorer, expand the Detected Dependencies node under the Web Setup project.
9. Select all dependencies except Microsoft.BizTalk.WebServices.ServerProxy.dll.

10. In the Properties window, set the Exclude property to True.
11. Build your Web Setup project.

For more information about creating Web setup projects, see "Creating or Adding a Web Setup Project" in the Visual Studio .NET
Help Collection at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25571.

See Also
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Distributing the Web Setup Package
After you create the installation package, you need to create a MSI file and a BindingInfo.xml file in your distribution folder to set
up the Web service.

To distribute the Web setup package

1. Create a distribution folder to contain your setup files.
2. Copy the .MSI file from the Web Setup project output folder to the distribution folder.
3. Copy the BindingInfo.xml file from the ASP.NET Web Service project folder to the distribution folder.

See Also
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Installing the Web Setup Package
Use the contents of the distribution folder to setup the Web service on a destination computer.

To install the Web setup package

1. Copy the distribution folder onto the destination computer. 

Important  The destination computer must have the BizTalk Server runtime installed and the necessary BizTalk
assemblies deployed and installed in the global assembly cache.

2. Run the .MSI file to install the Web service and follow the setup wizard prompts. 

Important  Remove the "_Setup" suffix when the wizard prompts you for the virtual directory. Removing the
suffix ensures that the receive location addresses match the Web service .asmx files.

3. Verify that the security settings for the virtual directory are correct for authorization.

See Also
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Configuring the Installed Web Service
After you install the Web service files, you must configure BizTalk Server to receive messages from the Web service.

To configure the Web service

1. At the command prompt, type BTSDeploy.exe Import Binding="BindingInfo.xml", and then press Enter.

The binding parameter is the path name to the binding information file.

Note  If you changed the installed virtual directory location, the addresses for the receive location must be
updated.

2. In BizTalk Explorer, bind the orchestration ports to the correct receive ports.
3. Start your orchestrations and enable receive locations. Administer as usual.

See Also
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Using SOAP Headers
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server provides support for defined and unknown SOAP headers. Defined SOAP headers are headers in the
Web Service Description Language (WSDL) that are explicity stated in the Web service. Unknown SOAP headers are headers that
in the WSDL that are not explicity stated in the Web service. For more information about using SOAP headers, see "Using SOAP
Headers" in the Microsoft .NET Framework documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25363.

BizTalk Server creates a context property for each defined SOAP header in the Web service.

Note  Consumed Web services support only defined SOAP headers. You cannot set unknown headers when
consuming Web services.

This section contains:

SOAP Headers with Consumed Web Services
SOAP Headers with Published Web Services
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SOAP Headers with Consumed Web Services
After you add Web services to your orchestration using the Add Web Reference dialog box, you can use the SOAP headers that
the Web Services Description Language (WSDL) defines in the Web service. 

Note  Consumed Web services do not support unknown SOAP headers.

The WSDL for the consumed Web service lists the defined SOAP headers in the binding element. The following example shows a
binding element in the WSDL file for the consumed Web service:

For more information about using SOAP headers, see "Using SOAP Headers" in .NET Framework documentation at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25363.

This section contains:

Consuming Web Services with SOAP Headers

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<definitions xmlns:http="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/http/" xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xm
lsoap.org/wsdl/soap/" xmlns:s="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:s0="http://SOAPHeaderW
S.ItemAvailability" xmlns:soapenc="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/" xmlns:tm="http:
//microsoft.com/wsdl/mime/textMatching/" xmlns:mime="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/mime/" t
argetNamespace="http://SOAPHeaderWS.ItemAvailability" xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/
">
       <types>
             <s:schema elementFormDefault="qualified" targetNamespace="http://SOAPHeaderWS.It
emAvailability">
                    …
                    <s:element name="OrigDest" type="s0:OrigDest"/>
                    <s:complexType name="OrigDest">
                           <s:sequence>
                                 <s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" name="Origination" ty
pe="s:string"/>
                                 <s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" name="Destination" ty
pe="s:string"/>
                           </s:sequence>
                    </s:complexType>
             </s:schema>
       </types>
       …
       <binding name="ItemAvailabilityServiceSoap" type="s0:ItemAvailabilityServiceSoap">
             <soap:binding transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http" style="document"/
>
             <operation name="ItemAvailability">
                    <soap:operation soapAction="http://SOAPHeaderWS.ItemAvailability/ItemAvai
lability" style="document"/>
                    <input>
                           <soap:body use="literal"/>
                           <soap:header message="s0:ItemAvailabilityOrigDest" part="OrigDest"
use="literal"/>
                    </input>
                    <output>
                           <soap:body use="literal"/>
                           <soap:header message="s0:ItemAvailabilityOrigDest" part="OrigDest"
use="literal"/>
                    </output>
             </operation>
       </binding>
       <service name="ItemAvailabilityService">
             <port name="ItemAvailabilityServiceSoap" binding="s0:ItemAvailabilityServiceSoap
">
                    <soap:address location="http://localhost/SOAPHeaderWS/ItemAvailability.as
mx"/>
             </port>
       </service>
</definitions>

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25363


 

Using SOAP Headers in Orchestrations
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Consuming Web Services with SOAP Headers
After you consume a Web service with defined SOAP headers, these headers become available to your orchestrations and
pipeline components as context properties. These context properties contain string representations of the SOAP headers. For each
defined SOAP header in the Web service, you can create a context property by using the name that corresponds to the root
element of the SOAP header. All defined SOAP header context properties are in the
http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003/SOAPHeader namespace.

The following example shows how to create a SOAP header context property OrigDest using the SOAP header example in
SOAP Headers with Consumed Web Services:

Response SOAP headers also contain string representations of the defined SOAP header. The values are similar to creating a
request SOAP header.

See Also
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-16"?>
<OrigDest xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLS
chema-instance" xmlns=" http://SOAPHeaderWS.ItemAvailability">
   <Origination xmlns="">Home</Origination>
      <Destination xmlns="">Work</Destination>
</OrigDest>
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Using SOAP Headers in Orchestrations
Orchestrations use property schemas to define SOAP header context properties. You use the BizTalk Editor to set SOAP header
context properties.

Defining SOAP header context properties with property schemas
You need a property schema to use defined SOAP header context properties in orchestrations. The property schema must have
the target namespace of http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003/SOAPHeader. Each root element name in the property
schema must match the root element name in the defined SOAP header. You can then set values for the context properties using
the namespace of the property schema and the property name.

Note  The namespace of the property schema is different from the namespace of the target schema
(http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003/SOAPHeader). Your namespace can be any string; however, it
usually defaults to the name of the project.

The following code shows assigning a SOAP header context property where the property schema namespace is SOAPHeader
with a property name of OrigDest:

For more information about property schemas and context properties, see Property Schemas.

Using BizTalk Editor to set SOAP header context properties
For orchestrations, the SOAP header context properties are set to strings that contain XML data. You set these strings using the
BizTalk Expression Editor in a Message Assignment or Expression shape.

The following example shows the string setting the context property:

Using BizTalk Editor to create an instance of a SOAP header root element
Setting the SOAP header to the correct string can be difficult. When adding a Web reference to a BizTalk project, all complex Web
message parts are added to Reference.xsd as root elements. Reference.xsd also contains root elements for each defined SOAP
header. To ensure that you set the SOAP header with the correct string, you should use BizTalk Editor to create an instance of the
SOAP header root element for Reference.xsd. You can use the generated instance data directly or the instance data to contain
your real data.

For more information about using the BizTalk Editor to generate instance data, see Generating Instance Messages.

Creating an XmlDocument to set context properties
You can set context properties by creating an XmlDocument and writing the string value of the XmlDocument to the context
property. You declare a variable of type XMLDocument and assign the XML data.

The following example shows setting a declaring a variable of type XMLDocument and assign the XML data:

The following example shows setting the context property:

For more information about using BizTalk Expression Editor, see BizTalk Expression Editor. For more information about calling
.NET classes, see Constructing Messages in User Code.

requestMessageInstance(SOAPHeader.OrigDest) = stringVar;

RequestMessageInstance(SOAPHeader.OrigDest) = "<?xml version=\"1.0\"?>
<OrigDest xmlns=\"http://SOAPHeaderSchemas.OrigDestSOAPHeader\">
<Origination>Home</Origination>
<Destination>Work</Destination>
</OrigDest>"

xmlDoc.LoadXml("<?xml version=\"1.0\"?><OrigDest xmlns=\"http://SOAPHeaderSchemas.OrigDestSOA
PHeader\"><Origination>Home</Origination><Destination>Work</Destination></OrigDest>");

RequestMessageInstance(SOAPHeader.OrigDest) = xmlDoc.OuterXml;



 

Creating SOAP headers for a SOAP request
When you create SOAP headers for the SOAP request, you must ensure that you have correctly created the SOAP headers. The
SOAP adapter does not verify the contents of the SOAP header context properties.

Note  If the SOAP header is incorrect, BizTalk cannot send the SOAP request to the Web service.

The SOAP response that BizTalk returns to the Web service may also contain SOAP headers. You can only access these SOAP
headers if they are defined SOAP headers.

Note  Consumed Web services support only defined SOAP headers.

For more information about defined SOAP headers, see Using SOAP Headers. The response SOAP headers are set to context
properties using the same syntax as the request SOAP headers.

The following code shows how to access the response SOAP headers:

The values contained in the context properties are strings containing XML data. You set these strings using BizTalk Expression
Editor in a Message Assignment or Expression shape. You load the string in an XmlDocument and use XPath queries to
access specific fields.

For more information about creating XML documents in BizTalk Expression Editor, see Orchestration Developer Reference.

See Also

Orchestration Developer Reference

SOAP Headers with Consumed Web Services

Troubleshooting SOAP Headers
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stringVar = ResponseMessageInstance(SOAPHeader.OrigDest);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms946372(v=bts.10).aspx
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Using SOAP Headers in Pipeline Components
To access the SOAP header context properties in pipeline components, you use a combination of the context property name and
target namespace as discussed in Using SOAP Headers in Orchestrations.

The following code example sets the request SOAP header in a send pipeline component for a property name OrigDest:

For more information about pipeline components, see Developing Pipeline Components.

Note  When you consume (call) Web services from an orchestration, the SOAP adapter only supports pass-through
style receive and send pipelines. You can use a custom pipeline, but it cannot contain components that modify the
body parts of the message. These components include the XML Assembler, XML Disassembler, and XML Validator
components.

See Also

Default Pipelines

SOAP Headers with Consumed Web Services

Troubleshooting SOAP Headers
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public IBaseMessage Execute(IPipelineContext pc, IBaseMessage inmsg)
{
   try
      {
       string stringVar = "<?xml version=\"1.0\"?>
          <OrigDest xmlns=\"http://SOAPHeaderSchemas.OrigDestSOAPHeader\">
             <Origination>Home</Origination>
             <Destination>Work</Destination>
          </OrigDest>";
inmsg.Context.Write("OrigDest","http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003/SOAPHeader", string
Var);
      }
   catch (Exception ex)
      {
   throw new Exception("Pipeline component exception - " + ex.Message);
      }
return inmsg;
}

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms946372(v=bts.10).aspx
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SOAP Headers with Published Web Services
You can add SOAP headers to your published Web services. In the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard on the Web Services
Properties page, you can check the Add SOAP headers box to add SOAP headers to your published Web services.

This section contains:

Publishing Web Services with SOAP Headers
Accessing SOAP Headers in Orchestrations
Accessing SOAP Headers in Pipeline Components

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Publishing Web Services with SOAP Headers
You add SOAP headers to your Web services when you run the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard. When you publish a Web
service that supports SOAP headers, the headers become available to orchestrations and pipeline components as context
properties that contain string representations of the SOAP headers. 

Defined SOAP headers
When you add a defined SOAP header using the wizard, the wizard creates a context property with a name that corresponds to
the root element of the SOAP header. All defined SOAP header context properties have the namespace
http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003/SOAPHeader. When the SOAP adapter converts the SOAP request to a BizTalk
message, it creates one SOAP header context property.

The following example shows a simple SOAP request:

For the simple SOAP request, the SOAP adapter created a BizTalk message with one SOAP header context property OrigDest and
the string.

The following example shows the string created by the SOAP adapter:

Unknown SOAP headers
If you choose to support unknown SOAP headers in the wizard, the wizard creates a context property with the name
UnknownHeaders and the namespace http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003/soap-properties. The
UnknownHeaders context property contains all of the received unknown SOAP headers.

For example, if you receive an unknown SOAP header with the root element name, CustomerGroup, the UnknownHeaders
context property contains the string: 

For more information about adding defined SOAP headers or supporting unknown SOAP headers, see
Publishing an Orchestration as a Web Service and Publishing Schemas as a Web Service.

See Also

SOAP Headers with Published Web Services

Troubleshooting SOAP Headers
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<soap:Envelope xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w
3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
       <soap:Header>
             <OrigDest xmlns="http://SOAPHeaderWS.ItemAvailability">
                    <Origination>Work</Origination>
                    <Destination>Home</Destination>
             </OrigDest>
       </soap:Header>
       <soap:Body>
             …
       </soap:Body>
</soap:Envelope>

"<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-16"?><OrigDest xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xmlns="http://SOAPHeaderSchemas.OrigD
estSOAPHeader"><Origination xmlns="">Home</Origination><Destination xmlns="">Work</Destinatio
n> </OrigDest>"

"<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-16"?><UnknownHeaders><CustomerGroup xmlns="http://SOAPHead
erWS/CustomerGroup"><Id xmlns="">My Customer</Id>
</CustomerGroup></UnknownHeaders>"

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms946372(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Accessing SOAP Headers in Orchestrations
You can access the SOAP header context properties in orchestrations for defined and unknown SOAP headers. For more
information about property schemas and context properties, see Property Schemas.

Defined SOAP header context properties
The defined SOAP header context properties in orchestrations require a property schema. The property schema must have the
target namespace http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003/SOAPHeader. Each root element name in the property
schema must match the root element name of the defined SOAP header. You can then access the values of the context properties
using the namespace of the property schema and the property name. The namespace of the property schema is different from the
target namespace listed above. Although the namespace of the property schema can be any string, it usually defaults to the name
of the project. 

The following example shows accessing the SOAP header context property for a property schema namespace, SOAPHeader, and
the property name OrigDest: 

Note  Defined SOAP headers are treated either as "in" or "out" headers. If the wizard defines the same SOAP header
for the request and response message, the wizard does not automatically return the incoming value in the response.
You must explicity copy the SOAP header context property of the request message to the SOAP header context
property of the response message.

Copying SOAP header context property of incoming message
You can copy the SOAP header context property of an incoming message to the same SOAP header context property of the
response message.

The following example shows copying the SOAP header context property:

When you create SOAP headers for the SOAP response, you ensure that you create your SOAP headers correctly. The SOAP
adapter does not verify the contents of the SOAP header context properties. If the values of the response SOAP headers are
incorrect, the SOAP adapter cannot send the response message to the consumer of your Web service.

Unknown SOAP header context property
The unknown SOAP header context property does not require a property schema. You can access this global context property
SOAP.UnknownHeaders.

The following example shows accessing the unknown SOAP header context property SOAP.UnknownHeaders:

The values contained in the context properties are strings containing XML data. The simplest way to access this data is to use the
BizTalk Expression Editor in a Message Assignment or Expression shape and load the string in an XmlDocument and use
XPATH queries to access specific fields. For more information creating XML documents in the BizTalk Expression Editor, see
Orchestration Developer Reference. 

Context properties are associated with a particular message. The Messaging Engine does not automatically map the values of
known SOAP headers from the request message to the response message. When creating the response message for a Web
service, you must specifically set the SOAP header values. The following command is the simplest method of setting a SOAP
header context property: 

You can also achieve this by creating an XmlDocument and writing the string value of the XmlDocument to the context

stringVar = requestMessageInstance(SOAPHeader.OrigDest);

ResponseMessageInstance(SOAPHeader.OrigDest) = RequestMessageInstance(SOAPHeader.OrigDest);

stringVar = RequestMessageInstance(SOAP.UnknownHeaders);

ResponseMessageInstance(SOAPHeader.OrigDest) = "<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-16"?><OrigD
est xmlns=\"http://SOAPHeaderSchemas.OrigDestSOAPHeader\"><Origination xmlns=\"\">Home</Origi
nation><Destination xmlns=\"\">Work</Destination> </OrigDest>"



 

property.

Note  If the SOAP.UnknownHeaders property is null, BizTalk automatically returns the unknown headers received in
the SOAP request to the SOAP response. If the SOAP.UnknownHeaders context property on the response message
is not null, then BizTalk returns that value to the SOAP response.

See Also

SOAP Headers with Published Web Services

Troubleshooting SOAP Headers
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Accessing SOAP Headers in Pipeline Components
You can access SOAP header context properties in pipeline components. You use a combination of the context property name and
the target namespace http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003/SOAPHeader.

The following code example gets the request SOAP header in a receive pipeline component for the property OrigDest:

For more information about pipeline components, see Developing Pipeline Components.

See Also

SOAP Headers with Published Web Services

Troubleshooting SOAP Headers
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public IBaseMessage Execute(IPipelineContext pc, IBaseMessage inmsg)
{
   try
   {
   string stringVar = inmsg.Context.Read("OrigDest",    "http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk
/2003/SOAPHeader").ToString();
   }
   catch (Exception ex)
   {
   throw new Exception("Pipeline component exception - " + ex.Message);
   }
return inmsg;
}

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms946372(v=bts.10).aspx
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Managing Business Processes Using BizTalk Explorer
BizTalk® Explorer is a Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET tool window that displays the contents of a BizTalk Configuration
database. It displays items such as assemblies, ports, and parties in a hierarchical tree. You can use BizTalk Explorer to configure
and manage BizTalk projects, parties, and orchestrations.

The primary tool for managing the artifacts in your Configuration database is BizTalk Explorer. BizTalk Explorer enables you to
explore and manage artifacts such as receive locations and send ports through a graphical interface in the Visual Studio .NET
development environment. This same functionality is also available within the BizTalk Explorer Object Model, which enables you
to generate and manage your artifacts programmatically using C#, Microsoft® Visual Basic® .NET, or scripts.

The benefit of using BizTalk Explorer is that it decouples the business logic involved in creating a solution from the
implementation details of the solution. A developer can create an orchestration without knowledge of the specific send ports or
receive locations; these can be configured later using BizTalk Explorer. This not only enables the reuse of orchestrations, it also
enables increased flexibility to make changes without having to change the actual applications.

BizTalk Explorer is a tool that enables you to view and manage the configuration details of your project. Included in these
management tasks are:

Viewing databases and assemblies
Deploying and undeploying business processes
Creating and editing ports, roles, and parties
Enlisting parties into roles

Note  BizTalk Explorer is only available if Microsoft® BizTalk Server is installed.

This section contains:

About BizTalk Explorer Artifacts
Planning for BizTalk Explorer
Using BizTalk Explorer
Determining the Right Tool For Your Task
Managing Configuration Databases Using BizTalk Explorer
Managing Assemblies Using BizTalk Explorer
Managing Send Ports Using BizTalk Explorer
Managing Send Port Groups Using BizTalk Explorer
Managing Receive Ports and Receive Locations Using BizTalk Explorer
Managing Orchestrations Using BizTalk Explorer
Managing Parties Using BizTalk Explorer
Enlisting a Party Using BizTalk Explorer
Refreshing BizTalk Explorer
Automating Business Process Management
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About BizTalk Explorer Artifacts
BizTalk® Explorer is a tool that enables you to view and manage the configuration details of your project. Included in these
management tasks are:

Viewing, managing, and configuring your Configuration database
Working with assemblies
Deploying and undeploying orchestrations
Creating and editing roles, parties, send port groups, send ports, receive ports, and receive locations

Each of the artifacts available within BizTalk Explorer are presented in a tree structure in the BizTalk Explorer window in
Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET.

Each of the items in the BizTalk Explorer tree is described in this section.

BizTalk Configuration databases
This is the root node in BizTalk Explorer. It acts as a container for the Configuration databases that you add to BizTalk Explorer. The
Configuration database contains all configuration information specific to a solution.

Assemblies
BizTalk Server 2004 projects are deployed as assemblies. This node contains the assemblies that have been deployed into the
parent Configuration database.

You can use BizTalk Explorer to undeploy a specific version of an assembly if it has changed. The assembly can then be
redeployed using the BizTalk Deployment Wizard. Other than this, you use BizTalk Explorer to work with the objects inside an
assembly rather than the assembly as a whole.

The assembly name is specified as a property of the project. For more information about deploying assemblies to the
Configuration database, see Deploying BizTalk Server Assemblies.

For more information about assemblies, see the .NET Framework Developer's Guide at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24808.

Orchestrations
This node contains the orchestrations and dependencies of the orchestrations that have been deployed into the parent
Configuration database.

An orchestration is a representation of a business process. When you create an orchestration, the orchestration provides abstract
send and receive ports, but no implementation details for those ports.

By using BizTalk Explorer, you can change the configuration of an orchestration as your requirements change. This is one of the
advantages of decoupling implementation details from abstract design-time concepts.

You can use BizTalk Explorer to perform the following actions on an orchestration:

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms961402(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24808


Bind
Enlist
Unenlist
Start
Stop

For more information about orchestration management, see Orchestration Management in BizTalk Explorer and
Managing Orchestrations Using BizTalk Explorer.

Roles
This node contains the roles that are deployed in the parent Configuration database and created in an orchestration. A role
represents the type of interaction that a party, or organizational unit, can have with one or many orchestrations. Roles provide
flexibility and ease of management as the number of parties increases.

For more information about managing roles, see Partner Management in BizTalk Explorer and
Enlisting a Party Using BizTalk Explorer.

Parties
This node contains the parties that are created in the parent Configuration database. A party represents an entity outside of
BizTalk Server that interacts with an orchestration. In BizTalk, each organization with which you exchange messages is represented
by a party. You can define how the party will interact by enlisting it in a role.

For more information about managing parties, see Partner Management in BizTalk Explorer and
Managing Parties Using BizTalk Explorer.

Send port groups
This node contains the send port groups in the parent Configuration database. A send port group is a named collection of send
ports that you can use to send the same message to multiple destinations. You can create a group through the Send Port Group
Properties dialog box by selecting send ports that exist in the database. Only one-way static send ports can be added to a send
port group.

For more information about managing send port groups, see Managing Send Port Groups Using BizTalk Explorer.

Send ports
This node contains the send ports in the parent Configuration database. There are two types of send ports:

Static send ports. You can create static send ports within Orchestration Designer or by using BizTalk Explorer. You specify
the adapter type, destination address (URI), and pipeline to use when you create a static send port.
Dynamic send ports. Dynamic send ports do not contain a fixed destination address, only a pipeline. The destination
address is determined at run time from a specified property in the message.

A BizTalk Explorer port is a BizTalk element that receives or sends messages. Binding a BizTalk Explorer port to an orchestration
links a physical address on a server to a pipeline and a port on the orchestration.

A send port can function as a one-way port or as a two-way port. A one-way send port sends messages. A solicit-response (two-
way) port can both receive and send messages. Not all adapters support two-way ports. For example, the File, MSMQT, and SMTP
adapters only support one-way ports, while HTTP and SOAP adapters support two-way ports.

A send port can either bind to the send port of an orchestration, contain filters and maps to enable pass-through and content
based routing scenarios, or both at the same time.

For more information about managing send ports, see Managing Send Ports Using BizTalk Explorer.

Receive ports
This node contains the receive ports in the parent Configuration database. A receive port can function as a one-way port or as a
two-way port. A one-way receive port only receives messages. A request-response (two-way) port can both receive and send
messages. A receive port is a logical grouping of receive locations. For example, you create multiple receive locations, and you
want the messages received at these locations to be processed by a specific orchestration. You would use BizTalk Explorer to
create a receive port and group these two receive locations under that port.

For more information about managing receive ports, see Managing Receive Ports and Receive Locations Using BizTalk Explorer.



 

Receive locations
Receive locations are displayed as child nodes of the receive port that contains them. A receive location connects a receive handler
that is configured for a specific address (URI) to a receive pipeline.

For more information about managing receive locations, see
Managing Receive Ports and Receive Locations Using BizTalk Explorer.

This section contains:

About Enlisting, Starting, Stopping, and Unenlisting BizTalk Server Artifacts
Partner Management in BizTalk Explorer
Content-Based Routing in BizTalk Explorer
Document Normalization in BizTalk Explorer
Orchestration Management in BizTalk Explorer
BizTalk Explorer Automation
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About Enlisting, Starting, Stopping, and Unenlisting BizTalk
Server Artifacts
BizTalk Server has many artifacts, such as send ports, send port groups, receive locations, parties, and orchestrations. Of the
artifacts, send ports, send port groups, and orchestrations have a state, which determines whether the artifact can process
messages. To change the state of the artifact, you must invoke an action on the artifact.

The following table lists all of the states and actions available for send ports, send port groups, and orchestrations.

States Actions
Bound Enlist
Started Start
Stopped Unenlist
Unbound (Orchestrations only) Stop
 Bind (Orchestrations only)

The following illustration shows how the states and the actions of the artifacts can be changed.

See Also

About BizTalk Explorer Artifacts
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Partner Management in BizTalk Explorer
Partner Management involves managing the following entities:

Parties
Roles and Party Enlistment
Service Link Type
Aliases

Parties
Parties are all the entities outside of BizTalk Server that interact with an orchestration. All of the partners that your organization
deals with are considered parties, and your organization may have several thousand partners. BizTalk Explorer has a user interface
that can be used to manage parties, but managing thousands of parties can be unreasonable in a user interface, in which case you
can use the BizTalk Explorer Object Model to write code to add parties, remove parties, add a party and automatically enlist to a
role, or copy a party from a legacy system.

Roles and party enlistment
After you add a party to BizTalk Server 2004, it is likely that you want to interact with that party using an orchestration. Parties
interact with orchestrations through roles. During development, you do not need to specify the actual party that the orchestration
may interact with; you can select the party later in BizTalk Explorer so that you can easily add and remove parties without
redeploying your solution.

An example of a role that an orchestration might use would be a shipper. The shipper would have one or two parties associated
with it. When the orchestration needs to decide which shipping company to use to ship an item, it can compare the prices of the
parties in the shipper role.

Party enlistment is the mechanism that ties a party to a role. In BizTalk Explorer, you can enlist a party in a role, and that will
enable the orchestration to interact with the party.

Service link type
A service link type characterizes the relationship between two services or orchestrations by defining the part played by each of the
services in the relationship and specifying the port types provided by each role.

Partner self-service

Large enterprises that have large numbers of partners and a complex business process may allow their partners to access, view,
and modify the configuration of their role. For example, suppliers should be able to connect to the Trading Partner Management
database of the enterprise and modify their own individual configuration (such as URLs and so on.)

Aliases
Aliases refer to the same party by different names. To explain with an analogy, a person named Joe can be known in many ways.
Here are a few possibilities:

His friends may know him by his friendly name, Joe.
His local video rental store may know him by his telephone number, 1-425-555-0123
His insurance company may know him by his address, 1234 Main Street.

All of the earlier examples are aliases for Joe.

Similarly, an organization or organizational unit may be known by its name, by a telephone number, by an e-mail alias, by a
signature certificate, or by a DUNS Number (used in some protocols), depending on who is referring to it and what protocol is
being used.

BizTalk Server 2004 provides the ability to store multiple aliases for a party. Every party is given a single default alias with a name
of Organization, with a qualifier as OrganizationName and value of the name of the party. This alias is always treated as the
default alias. Aliases are provided as triads of name, qualifier, and value. No two parties in the same BizTalk Configuration
database can have the same qualifier value pair. The alias name is used merely for convenience.

Three fields are needed in a BizTalk Server 2004 alias, as opposed to two to support certain BizTalk Server 2000 and BizTalk
Server 2002 EDI scenarios.



Default alias name qualifier pairs are provided for standard aliases.

The following list shows the supported alias name qualifier pairs. This list can also be extended.

Alias Name Alias Qualifier
D-U-N-S (Dun & Bradstreet) 1
Federal Maritime Commission 3
IATA (International Air Transport Association) 4
INSEE (Institut National de la Statistique et des Etudes Economiques) 5
UCC Communications ID (Uniform Code Council Communications) 8
D-U-N-S (Dun & Bradstreet) with 4-digit suffix 9
Department of Defense 10
Drug Enforcement Administration 11
Telephone Number 12
UCS Code 13
EAN (European Article Numbering Association) 14
D&B D-U-N-S Number plus 4-character suffix 16
American Bankers Association 17
AIAG (Automotive Industry Action Group) 18
Health Industry Number 20
Health Care Financing Administration Carrier ID 27
Health Care Financing Administration Fiscal Intermediary 28
Health Care Financing Administration Medicare Provider 29
ISO 6523: Organization Identification 30
DIN (Deutsches Institut fuer Normung) 31
U.S. Federal Employer Identification Number 32
BfA (Bundesversicherungsanstalt fuer Angestellte) 33
National Statistical Agency 34
GEIS (General Electric Information Services) 51
INS (IBM Network Services) 52
Bundesverband der Deutschen Baustoffhaendler 54
Bank Identifier Code 55
KTNet (Korea Trade Network Services) 57
UPU (Universal Postal Union) 58
ODETTE (Organization for Data Exchange through Tele-Transmission in Europe) 59
SCAC (Standard Carrier Alpha Code) 61
ECA (Electronic Commerce Australia) 63
TELEBOX 400 (Deutsche Telekom) 65
NHS (National Health Service) 80
Statens Teleforvaltning 82
Athens Chamber of Commerce 84
Swiss Chamber of Commerce 85
US Council for International Business 86
National Federation of Chambers of Commerce and Industry 87
Association of British Chambers of Commerce 89
SITA (Societe Internationale de Telecommunications) 90
Assigned by seller or seller's agent 91
Assigned by buyer or buyer's agent 92
National Retail Merchants Association NR
Mutually defined ZZZ

The example companies, organizations, products, domain names, e-mail addresses, logos, people, places, and events depicted
herein are fictitious. No association with any real company, organization, product, domain name, e-mail address, logo, person,
places, or events is intended or should be inferred.

Implementing partner management



 

The steps involved in partner management can be implemented in more than one way in BizTalk Server. The following table lists
the linear steps involved in partner management, indicates which of the tools can be used to complete the task, and provides links
to more information about completing the task with the chosen tool.

For more information about determining which tool to use to complete a task, see Determining the Right Tool For Your Task.

Task Orch
estrat
ion D
esign
er

BizTalk 
Admini
stration
Consol
e

BizT
alk 
Expl
orer

BizTalk Explorer Object Model WMI

Create an orc
hestration in t
he Orchestrati
on Designer

X None Non
e

None None

Create role lin
ks in the orch
estration in Or
chestration De
signer

X None Non
e

None None

Create a recei
ve port

None None X Example on ReceivePort Class MSBTS_ReceivePort Class

Create a recei
ve location

None None X Example on ReceiveLocation Class MSBTS_ReceiveLocation Class

Bind the orche
stration

None None X BindOrchestration Sample on
Orchestration Binding Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model

BtsOrchestration.Status Property

None

Create a party None None X CreateParty Sample on Partner Management
Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model from Managed Code

Party Class

None

Add an alias t
o the party

None None X CreateParty Sample on Partner Management
Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model from Managed Code

Party.AddNewAlias Method

None

Enlist the part
y into the role

None None X EnlistParty Sample on Partner Management
Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model from Managed Code

Role.AddNewEnlistedParty Method

None

See Also

Partner Management Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model

Managing Parties Using BizTalk Explorer

Enlisting a Party Using BizTalk Explorer
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Content-Based Routing in BizTalk Explorer
A typical BizTalk Server business process involves receiving, processing, and sending messages. At times, you may receive certain
types of messages, such as partner-to-partner correspondence, which do not require intensive processing in an orchestration, and
could benefit from a simpler and more efficient solution. Content-based routing is the solution to this scenario.

Content-based routing eliminates the need for message subscription for messages that are deterministically bound to specific
ports, and provides additional flexibility for users who want to route messages based on envelope properties or simply based on
receive port configuration properties.

Content-based routing provides backward compatibility with the PassThroughScenario that was supported and used extensively
in the previous BizTalk Server releases. For BizTalk Server 2004, the dynamic routing of content is implemented by creating filters
for specified properties on send ports and send port groups. Note that dynamic routing is based on properties of the document,
not necessarily the content of the document. Routing can be performed based on information contained in the envelope of the
document or even configuration information from the receive location.

One common scenario involving the need for content-based routing is when you have created a receive port that will only be
receiving certain types of documents that should be routed to a particular send port or send port group. In this case, you can
create a filter on the send port that checks the receive location specified in the envelope, and if it matches the filter expression, it is
routed to the send port without ever having to go through an orchestration.

When a filter is associated with a send port or send port group, all of the conditions in the filter expression must be met for the
message to be passed to the port. Each filter expression must contain at least one condition, and each condition is made up of a
property from the message context, an operator, such as == or !=, and a value.

It is important to note that filters set for content-based routing operate independently from filters used with orchestrations.
Orchestrations still receive messages that do not comply with the filters in the send ports to which they are bound.

If no filter is associated with a send port or a send port group, the port only receives messages from the bound orchestrations.

For more information about the message context properties that you can promote for content-based routing, see
Message Context Properties.

Implementing content-based routing
The steps involved in content-based routing can be implemented in more than one way in BizTalk Server. The following table lists
the linear steps involved in content-based routing, indicates which of the tools can be used to complete the task, and provides
links to more information about completing the task with the chosen tool.

For more information about determining which tool to use to complete a task, see Determining the Right Tool For Your Task.

Task BizTalk Admi
nistration Co
nsole

BizTal
k Expl
orer

BizTalk Explorer Object Model WMI

Create a send p
ort

None X Example code: SendPort Class MSBTS_SendPort Class

Add a filter to t
he send port

None X SendPort.Filter Property MSBTS_SendPort.Filter Property

Optionally, add 
a map to the se
nd port

None X SendPort.InboundTransforms Property

SendPort.OutboundTransforms Property

MSBTS_SendPort.InboundTransforms Property

MSBTS_SendPort.OutboundTransforms Property

See Also

Content-Based Routing Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model

Managing Business Processes Using BizTalk Explorer
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Document Normalization in BizTalk Explorer
In BizTalk Server 2002, you could associate an XSLT map with a channel in Messaging Manager. In BizTalk Server 2004, maps can
be associated with send ports and receive ports. In addition, maps can be executed within orchestrations.

Maps associated with one-way send ports are executed before the send pipeline is run. The output of the map is then passed to
the send pipeline.

Two-way send ports can have two maps—a map for the outgoing request message and a map for the incoming response
message.

Maps associated with one-way receive ports are run after the receive pipeline is run. The output of the map is then passed to the
BizTalk MessageBox database.

Two-way receive ports can have two maps—a map for the incoming request messages and a map for the outgoing response
messages.

See Also

Adding Maps to Receive Ports for Inbound Normalization Using BizTalk Explorer

Adding Maps to Send Ports for Outbound Normalization Using BizTalk Explorer

Managing Business Processes Using BizTalk Explorer
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Orchestration Management in BizTalk Explorer
Orchestrations are the entities used by BizTalk Server 2004 to bring business processes to life. These orchestrations may interact with thousands of
endpoints or ports, which can be a difficult task to manage. BizTalk Explorer allows you to manage these tasks using a tool in the Visual Studio .NET
development environment. Or, for automated management of your orchestrations, you can use the BizTalk Explorer Object Model to write scripts to bind
orchestrations to ports, enlist, unenlist, and start and stop orchestrations.

The following is a list of the different types of orchestration ports:

Receive ports. Receives messages into the orchestration.
Send ports. Sends messages from the orchestration to external locations.
Request-response receive ports. Receives messages into the orchestration and returns a response to the caller.
Solicit-response send ports. Sends messages and waits for a response.

Another way to classify orchestration ports is:

Direct orchestration ports. Specifies the location at design time.
Dynamic orchestration ports. Receives the location information at run time. Only send ports can be dynamic, because we cannot receive a receive
location address in a message (because we would not know where to receive it).
Web service ports. Some ports can bind to a Web service, while other ports are exposed as Web services.

Direct orchestration ports can be configured with the following binding types:

Specify Later. In Orchestration Designer, the user specifies that the pipeline and endpoint will be made available in BizTalk Explorer through the
process of Orchestration binding. These ports show up as candidates for binding during Orchestration binding in Explorer.
Specify Now. The user in Orchestration Designer specifies that the port will receive and send messages based on certain criteria specified in
Orchestration Designer. These ports also do not show up for binding in Explorer.

Orchestration States in BizTalk Explorer

Enlisted. Enlisting is the process of associating an orchestration with the physical environment in which it will run including the adapters needed to
transport messages to and from the orchestration, the application process in which the orchestration is hosted, and creating the MessageBox subscriptions
indicated by the routing. After the orchestration is enlisted, it can be started.

Started. The subscriptions have been activated.

Stopped. The subscriptions have been stopped.

Unenlisted. The orchestration has no subscriptions, send ports, or receive locations associated with it.

Orchestration Binding

The different kinds of Orchestration ports bind to the different kinds of BizTalk Explorer ports during Orchestration binding as per the following rules:

Orchestration receive ports can bind only to BizTalk Explorer receive ports (one-way or request response).
Orchestration send ports can bind to BizTalk Explorer send ports or BizTalk Explorer send port groups.
Orchestration two-way (receive or send) ports can bind only to two-way send ports. Similarly, one-way orchestration ports can only bind to one-way
BizTalk Explorer ports. This is to fulfill a run-time requirement, wherein the runtime looked at the BizTalk Explorer port to decide whether the
transport needs to behave as a two-way or a one-way transport. Therefore, a send port group can have only one-way send ports in it.
Orchestration receive ports that have no request-response operations can bind only to one-way BizTalk Explorer receive ports.
Orchestration receive ports that have one or more request-response operations will show only request-response receive ports to bind to in BizTalk
Explorer. For one-way operations on that orchestration port, the send pipeline is ignored.
Orchestration send ports that have no solicit-response operations can bind only to a one-way send port or send port group (which can contain only
one-way send ports). However, the receive pipeline configured for two-way operation on any of these BizTalk Explorer send ports is ignored in this
scenario.
Orchestration send ports that have one or more solicit-response operations will show only solicit-response send ports to bind in BizTalk Explorer.
Such ports cannot bind to a send port group.
Static orchestration send ports will display only static BizTalk Explorer send ports to bind to.
Dynamic orchestration send ports will display only dynamic BizTalk Explorer send ports to bind to.
Physically bound orchestration ports create BizTalk Explorer ports after being deployed. These ports can be used in BizTalk Explorer for all bindings
just as if they were created in BizTalk Explorer.

Implementing orchestration management
The steps involved in orchestration management can be implemented in more than one way in BizTalk Server. The following table lists the linear steps
involved in orchestration management, indicates which of the tools can be used to complete the task, and provides links to more information about
completing the task with the chosen tool.

For more information about determining which tool to use to complete a task, see Determining the Right Tool For Your Task.
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Orchestration Designer N
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None None
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n

Orchestration Designer N
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e
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e

None None

D
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BizTalk Deployment Wizard N
o
n
e

N
o
n
e

None MSBTS_DeploymentService.Deploy Method

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942461(v=bts.10).aspx
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None N
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e

X Example on SendPort Class MSBTS_SendPort Class
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None N
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X Example on ReceivePort Class MSBTS_ReceivePort Class
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*

None N
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e

X Example on ReceiveLocation Class MSBTS_ReceiveLocation Class
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X BindOrchestration Sample on
Orchestration Binding Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model

BtsOrchestration.Status Property

None

If 
st
o
p
p
e
d,
st
ar
t t
h
e 
h
o
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s
er
vi
c
e

None X N
o
n
e

None Example on
Enumerating and Starting All Host Instances Using WMI

MSBTS_Host.Start Method

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962468(v=bts.10).aspx


 

E
n
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e 
th
e 
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c
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e 
lo
c
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n

X X X ReceiveLocation.Enable Property MSBTS_ReceiveLocation.Enable Method

E
nl
is
t t
h
e 
o
rc
h
e
st
ra
ti
o
n

None X X EnlistOrchestration Sample on
Orchestration Binding Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model

BtsOrchestration.Status Property

MSBTS_Orchestration.Enlist Method

St
ar
t t
h
e 
o
rc
h
e
st
ra
ti
o
n

None X X StartOrchestration Sample on
Orchestration Binding Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model

BtsOrchestration.Status Property

MSBTS_Orchestration.Start Method

*These steps only need to occur if you selected the Specify Later option when creating ports in your orchestration. If you created a port using the Specify
Now option, you do not need to perform these operations as the port was already configured in the orchestration. For more information, see
Port Bindings.

See Also

Managing Orchestrations Using BizTalk Explorer

Orchestration Binding Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model
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BizTalk Explorer Automation
BizTalk Explorer automation is enabled by the BizTalk Explorer Object Model, a collection of classes and interfaces in the
Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM namespace. You can use the BizTalk Explorer Object Model to create tools and scripts to
automate the post-deployment tasks that you perform in BizTalk Explorer. You can use the BizTalk Explorer Object Model for such
post-deployment tasks as creating ports, binding orchestrations, managing party properties, or any other task where you would
use BizTalk Explorer. Automating these tasks can be particularly useful if you are working with a large number of receive
locations, send ports, parties, or orchestrations.

Many large and medium scale organizations have business policies that prohibit using development tools, such as Visual Studio
in deployment or production environments. Because BizTalk Explorer is a Microsoft Visual Studio .NET tool window, you must
have Visual Studio .NET installed to use it. The BizTalk Explorer Object Model can be used in any environment where Microsoft
BizTalk Server 2004 is installed, which means that you can use it when you cannot use BizTalk Explorer.

Samples containing the most common tasks for BizTalk Explorer are included in the documentation. For more information, see
Automating Business Process Management.

See Also
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Planning for BizTalk Explorer
You use the BizTalk® Explorer to configure and manage Microsoft® BizTalk Server artifacts such as orchestrations, send ports,
and receive locations.

The following table lists a question that you need to answer in planning for BizTalk Explorer artifacts.

Planning question Recommendation
Is BizTalk Explorer the correct to
ol to use to complete your task?

To determine whether the BizTalk Administration console, the BizTalk Explorer Object Model, or 
Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) may be better suited to you and your task.

See Also

Managing Business Processes Using BizTalk Explorer
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Using BizTalk Explorer
BizTalk® Explorer appears as a tab in Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET.

To open BizTalk Explorer

In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.

For more information about each of the artifacts represented in BizTalk Explorer, see About BizTalk Explorer Artifacts.

See Also
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Determining the Right Tool For Your Task
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server artifacts can be managed through a user interface or through script. If you prefer to use a user interface,
BizTalk Explorer or BizTalk Administration console are your options. These two tools share much of the same functionality but are
targeted at different users. BizTalk Explorer is only available through Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET 2003, which makes it convenient
for developers to configure and manage artifacts while working on a project. BizTalk Administration console is a Microsoft
Management Console (MMC) snap-in, so it is more convenient for IT Professionals and administrators who are already familiar with
MMC and do not have Visual Studio installed on their computer.

If you prefer to manage your BizTalk Server artifacts through code and scripts, you also have two options, the BizTalk Explorer Object
Model and Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI). The BizTalk Server Explorer Object Model is a set of classes and interfaces in
the Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM namespace. The Help refers to the WMI classes as the core server classes in BizTalk Server. Both
the BizTalk Server Explorer Object Model and the core server classes have API reference pages and samples provided in the
documentation and the BizTalk Server SDK.

The following tables list common artifact management tasks and indicate which of the tools can be used to complete the task, as well as
links to more information about completing the task with the chosen tool.

For similar tables that outline the tasks involved in managing parties, content-based routing, and managing orchestrations see the
following topics: Partner Management in BizTalk Explorer, Content-Based Routing in BizTalk Explorer, and
Orchestration Management in BizTalk Explorer.

Assembly tasks

Task BizTalk Administration C
onsole

BizTalk Expl
orer

BizTalk Explorer Object 
Model

WMI

Undeploying an ass
embly

None X None MSBTS_DeploymentService.Remove Method

Send port tasks

Task BizTal
k Admi
nistrati
on Con
sole

Biz
Tal
k E
xpl
ore
r

BizTalk Explorer Object Model WMI

Add a send po
rt

None X Example on SendPort Class MSBTS_SendPort Class

Start a send p
ort

X X Example on SendPort Class

SendPort.Status Property

MSBTS_SendPort.Start Method

Edit a send por
t properties

None X Example on SendPort Class MSBTS_SendPort Class

Manage send 
port encryptio
n certificates

None X Example on SendPort Class

SendPort.EncryptionCert Property

MSBTS_SendPort.EncryptionCert Property

Add a filter to 
a send port for
content-based 
routing

None X CBRSample on
Content-Based Routing Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model

Example on SendPort Class

SendPort.Filter Property

MSBTS_SendPort.Filter Property

Add a filter to 
a send port for
a messaging o
nly, or pass-th
rough scenari
o.

None X SendPort.Filter Property MSBTS_SendPort.Filter Property

Add a map to 
a two-way sen
d port for outb
ound normaliz
ation

None X CBRSample on
Content-Based Routing Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model

Example on SendPort Class

SendPort.OutboundTransforms Property

SendPort.OutboundTransforms Property

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms943907(v=bts.10).aspx


Add a map to 
a send port for
inbound norm
alization

None X SendPort.InboundTransforms Property SendPort.InboundTransforms Property

Enlist a send p
ort

X X Example on SendPort Class MSBTS_SendPort.Enlist Method

Stop a send po
rt

X X Example on SendPort Class MSBTS_SendPort.Stop Method

Unenlist a sen
d port

X X Example on SendPort Class MSBTS_SendPort.UnEnlist Method

Delete a send 
port

None X Example on SendPort Class MSBTS_SendPort Class

Send port group tasks

Task BizTalk
Admin
istratio
n Cons
ole

Biz
Tal
k E
xpl
ore
r

BizTalk Explorer Object Model WMI

Add a se
nd port 
group

None X Example on SendPortGroup Class

BtsCatalogExplorer.AddNewSendPortGroup Method

MSBTS_SendPortGroup Class

Add a se
nd port t
o a send 
port gro
up

None X Example on SendPortGroup Class

BtsCatalogExplorer.AddNewSendPort Method

MSBTS_SendPortGroup2SendPort.SendPortName Property

Delete a 
send por
t from a 
send por
t group

None X Example on SendPortGroup Class MSBTS_SendPortGroup2SendPort Class

Add a filt
er to a se
nd port 
group

None X SendPortgroup.Filter Property MSBTS_SendPortGroup.Filter Property

Enlist a s
end port 
group

X X SendPortGroup.Status Property MSBTS_SendPortGroup.Enlist

Start a s
end port 
group

X X Example on SendPortGroup Class

SendPortGroup.Status Property

MSBTS_SendPortGroup.Start Method

Stop a se
nd port 
group

X X Example on SendPortGroup Class

SendPortGroup.Status Property

MSBTS_SendPortGroup.Stop Method

Unenlist 
a send p
ort grou
p

X X SendPortGroup.Status Property MSBTS_SendPortGroup.UnEnlist Method

Delete a 
send por
t group

None X Example on SendPortGroup Class MSBTS_SendPortGroup Class

Receive port tasks

Task BizTalk Ad
ministrati
on Consol
e

BizTa
lk Ex
plore
r

BizTalk Explorer Object Model WMI

Add a receive port None X Example on ReceivePort Class MSBTS_ReceivePort Class
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Edit receive port pro
perties

None X Example on ReceivePort Class

ReceivePort Properties

MSBTS_ReceivePort Class

Add a map to a two-
way receive port for
inbound normalizati
on

None X ReceivePort.InboundTransforms Property MSBTS_ReceivePort.InboundTransforms Property

Add a map to a rece
ive port for outboun
d normalization

None X ReceivePort.OutboundTransforms Property MSBTS_ReceivePort.OutboundTransforms Property

Delete a receive por
t

None X Example on ReceivePort Class MSBTS_ReceivePort Class

Receive location tasks

Task BizTalk Administrat
ion Console

BizTalk Ex
plorer

BizTalk Explorer Object Model WMI

Add a receive locatio
n

None X Example on ReceiveLocation Class MSBTS_ReceiveLocation Class

Edit receive location 
properties

X X Example on ReceiveLocation Class

ReceiveLocation Properties

MSBTS_ReceiveLocation Class

Enable a receive loca
tion

X X Example on ReceiveLocation Class

ReceiveLocation.Enable Property

MSBTS_ReceiveLocation.Enable Method

Disable a receive loc
ation

X X ReceiveLocation.Enable Property MSBTS_ReceiveLocation.Disable Method

Specify a primary re
ceive location

None X Example on ReceiveLocation Class

ReceiveLocation.IsPrimary Property

MSBTS_ReceiveLocation.IsPrimary Property

Delete a receive loca
tion

None X Example on ReceiveLocation Class MSBTS_ReceiveLocation Class

Orchestration tasks
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X X EnumerateOrchestrationArtifacts Sample and EnumerateArtifactSample Sample on
Browsing BizTalk Server Assembly Artifacts Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model

MSBTS_Orchestration

Fi
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n

N
o
n
e

X EnumerateOrchestrationArtifacts Sample on
Browsing BizTalk Server Assembly Artifacts Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model

BtsOrchestration.UsedRoles Property

None

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms943596(v=bts.10).aspx
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X EnumerateOrchestrationArtifacts Sample on
Browsing BizTalk Server Assembly Artifacts Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model

BtsOrchestration.ImplementedRoles Property

None
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N
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e

X BindOrchestration Sample on
Orchestration Binding Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model

BtsOrchestration.Status Property

MSBTS_DeploymentService.Import Method
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X X EnlistOrchestration Sample on
Orchestration Binding Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model

BtsOrchestration.Status Property

MSBTS_Orchestration.Enlist Method

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms943877(v=bts.10).aspx
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X X StartOrchestration Sample on
Orchestration Binding Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model

BtsOrchestration.Status Property

MSBTS_Orchestration.Start Method

St
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X X StopOrchestration Sample on
Orchestration Binding Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model

BtsOrchestration.Status Property

MSBTS_Orchstration.Stop Method
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X X UnenlistOrchestration Sample on
Orchestration Binding Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model

BtsOrchestration.Status Property

MSBTS_Orchstration.Unenlist Method
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N
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e

N
o
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e

UnbindOrchestration Sample on
Orchestration Binding Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model

BtsOrchestration.Status Property

MSBTS_DeploymentService.Import Method

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms943882(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms943881(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms943875(v=bts.10).aspx


Vi
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d 
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o
n
s

N
o
n
e

X BtsOrchestration.InvokedOrchestrations Property None

Party tasks

Task BizTalk Administrati
on Console

BizTalk Ex
plorer

BizTalk Explorer Object Model W
MI

Add a party None X CreateParty Sample on Partner Management
Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model from Managed Code

Party Class

No
ne

Add a send port to a part
y

None X CreateParty Sample on Partner Management
Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model from Managed Code

Party.SendPorts Property

No
ne

Delete a send port from 
a party

None X BtsOrchestration.Status Property No
ne

Add an alias to a party None X CreateParty Sample on Partner Management
Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model from Managed Code

Party.AddNewAlias Method

No
ne

Select a signature certific
ate for a party

None X CreateParty Sample on Partner Management
Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model from Managed Code

Party.SignatureCert Property

No
ne

Delete a party None X DeleteParty Sample on Partner Management
Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model from Managed Code

Party Class

No
ne

Enlist a party None X EnlistParty Sample on Partner Management
Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model from Managed Code

Role.AddNewEnlistedParty Method

No
ne

Unenlist a party None X UnenlistParty Sample on Partner Management
Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model from Managed Code

Role.RemoveEnlistedParty Method

No
ne

Host tasks

Task BizTalk Administration 
Console

BizTalk Expl
orer

BizTalk Explorer Objec
t Model

WMI

Creating a new host X None None MSBTS_Host Class
Modifying host properties X None None MSBTS_Host Class
Delete a host X None None MSBTS_Host Class
Starting a host instance X None None MSBTS_HostInstance.Start Method

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms943852(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms943854(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms943859(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962468(v=bts.10).aspx


 

Stopping a host instance X None None MSBTS_HostInstance.Stop Method
Deleting a host instance X None None MSBTS_HostInstance Class
Modifying the properties of a ho
st instance

X None None MSBTS_HostInstance Class

MessageBox database tasks

Task BizTalk Administration 
Console

BizTalk Exp
lorer

BizTalk Explorer Objec
t Model

WMI

Adding a new MessageBox database X None None MSBTS_MsgBoxSetting Class
Configuring properties for a MessageBo
x database

X None None MSBTS_MsgBoxSetting Class

Deleting a MessageBox database from a
BizTalk group

X None None MSBTS_MsgBoxSetting Class

See Also

Automating Business Process Management

Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

Core Server Classes

Managing Business Processes Using BizTalk Explorer
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Managing Configuration Databases Using BizTalk Explorer
You must add a Configuration database to BizTalk® Explorer before you can use BizTalk Explorer to work with the projects
deployed in the Configuration database. The same Configuration database can be opened from multiple instances of BizTalk
Explorer running on the same or different computers. You can also remove a BizTalk Configuration database from BizTalk
Explorer.

To add a BizTalk Configuration database

1. In Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, right-click the BizTalk Configuration Databases node, and then click Add database.
3. In the Connect to BizTalk Configuration Database dialog box, do the following.

Caution  Do not click the Down arrow in the Database drop-down box to select from the list of databases.
Doing so may cause Visual Studio to stop responding.

Use this To do this
SQL Server Specify the SQL Server that hosts the Configuration database.
Database Type the name of the Configuration database that you want.

4. Click OK.

The BizTalk Configuration database node under BizTalk Configuration Databases with the name in the form of
<ServerName>.<DBName>.<UserName> appears in BizTalk Explorer.

Note  A newly added database in BizTalk Explorer defaults to being filtered by the default Admin group.

To remove a BizTalk Configuration database

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. Expand the BizTalk Configuration Databases node, right-click the database node that you want to remove, and then click

Remove.
3. In the BizTalk Server dialog box, click Yes.

The BizTalk Configuration database node under BizTalk Configuration Databases is removed.

Note  Removing a database does not affect the structure or content of the database, but simply removes it from
the BizTalk Explorer view.

See Also

About the BizTalk Group

Managing BizTalk Hosts and Host Instances

About BizTalk Explorer Artifacts

Managing Business Processes Using BizTalk Explorer
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Managing Assemblies Using BizTalk Explorer
You can use BizTalk® Explorer to manage which versions of an assembly are deployed to a Configuration database by deleting
assemblies that should no longer be deployed.

This section contains:

Browsing Assemblies Using BizTalk Explorer
Undeploying an Assembly Using BizTalk Explorer
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Browsing Assemblies Using BizTalk Explorer
Assemblies deployed to any BizTalk Configuration database can be viewed from within BizTalk Explorer.

To browse assemblies

1. In Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET, in a Microsoft® BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Assemblies collection.

From the Assemblies collection, you can undeploy the assembly and review its read-only properties. For information about
undeploying the assembly, see Undeploying an Assembly Using BizTalk Explorer.

To review the read-only properties for an assembly

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Assemblies collection, right-click the assembly, and then click Properties.

The read-only properties are displayed in the Properties window in Visual Studio .NET.

See Also

Managing Assemblies Using BizTalk Explorer
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Undeploying an Assembly Using BizTalk Explorer
Each Assembly node in BizTalk Explorer represents each version of the assembly in the Configuration database. You can use the
Undeploy command in BizTalk Explorer to remove an assembly that you do not want deployed. This action removes the selected
assembly from the Configuration database and the global assembly cache (GAC).

Note  Before you undeploy an assembly, all the orchestrations of this assembly must be stopped and unenlisted first.
Undeploying the assembly will fail if any of the orchestrations are either enlisted or started.

Note  An assembly can be undeployed only if the artifacts in the assembly are not referenced by other items.

Important  You cannot use BizTalk Explorer to undeploy an assembly that does not have a strong name.

To undeploy an assembly using BizTalk Explorer

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Assemblies collection, right-click the assembly that you do not want deployed, and then

click Undeploy.

The assembly is removed from the Configuration database and the GAC.

See Also

Deploying Assemblies

About BizTalk Explorer Artifacts

Managing Assemblies Using BizTalk Explorer
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Managing Send Ports Using BizTalk Explorer
You can use BizTalk® Explorer to do the following:

Add send ports.
Add one-way static send ports to send port groups.
Add static one-way or solicit-response send ports.
Add dynamic one-way or solicit-response send ports.
Associate encryption certificates with a send port.
Associate a filter with a send port to create a subscription that routes messages directly to the port without using an
orchestration.
Associate maps with send ports to transform messages without using an orchestration.

 Security  All the transport related configuration information provided for static send ports is stored in the
secure store instead of the Configuration database.

Note  After you initialize an adapter, the only privilege required to create a port using BizTalk Explorer is that
you are a member of the BizTalk Administrators group.

The following table lists all of the states and actions available for a send port.

States Actions
Bound Enlist
Started Start
Stopped Unenlist
Not applicable Stop

The following illustration shows how you can change the states of the send port by invoking actions.

This section contains:

Adding a Static Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer
Adding a Dynamic Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer
Editing Send Port Properties Using BizTalk Explorer
Editing Send Port Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer
Managing Send Port Encryption Certificates Using BizTalk Explorer
Adding a Filter to a Send Port for Content-Based Routing Using BizTalk Explorer
Adding a Filter to a Send Port for Passthrough Using BizTalk Explorer
Adding Maps to Send Ports for Outbound Normalization Using BizTalk Explorer
Adding Maps to Send Ports for Inbound Normalization Using BizTalk Explorer
Enlisting and Starting a Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer
Stopping and Unenlisting a Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer
Deleting a Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer
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Adding a Static Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer
You can use BizTalk Explorer to add both static and dynamic send ports to a Configuration database. When you add a send port,
you are required to select an installed adapter.

You can create static send ports within Orchestration Designer or by using BizTalk Explorer. You specify the adapter type,
destination address (URI), and pipeline to use when you create a static send port.

Dynamic send ports do not contain a fixed destination address, only a pipeline. The destination address is determined at run time
from a specified property in the message.

The following procedure explains how to add a static send port.

To add a static send port

1. In Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET, in a Microsoft® BizTalk® Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, right-click the Send Ports collection, and then click Add Send Port.
3. In the Create New Send Port dialog box, select one of the following port types from the drop-down list, and then click OK:

Static One-Way Port
Static Request-Response Port

4. In the Send Port Properties dialog box, in the Name box, type the name of the send port.
5. For static send ports, do the following.

In the Send Port Properties dialog box, expand the Transport node, and then select the Primary node.

In the right pane, do the following.

Use this To do this
Transport Ty
pe

Select the transport type from the drop-down list. If you select a solicit-response port, only adapters that sup
port solicit-response will be available in the drop-down list.

If you create a SOAP adapter, the only available pipeline is PassThruTransmit, to prevent you from modifyin
g the SOAP message.

Address (URI
)

Click the ellipsis (...) button to configure the Adapter properties for the send port. For information about co
nfiguring the Address property specific to the type of adapter you are creating, see one of the following link
s:

Configuring a Base EDI Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer
Configuring a BizTalk Message Queuing Send Port By Using BizTalk Explorer
Configuring a File Send Port By Using BizTalk Explorer
Configuring an FTP Send Port
Configuring an HTTP Send Port By Using BizTalk Explorer
Configuring an SMTP Send Port By Using BizTalk Explorer
Configuring a SOAP Send Port by Using BizTalk Explorer
Configuring a SQL Send Port

Retry Count Number of times the engine will try to resend if transmission fails.

Default Value: 3

Allowed range: 0 to 1000 inclusive

Retry Interva
l

Number of minutes the engine will wait between retries.

Default = 5 Minutes

Allowed range: 0 to 525600 inclusive (max value is 365 days)

Ordered Deli
very

This property is read-only, except for the MSMQT adapter.

To guarantee ordered delivery of messages in BizTalk Message Queuing, select True from the drop-down lis
t. This property is False and read-only for all other transports.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms944370(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms943287(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962002(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962143(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms943312(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962067(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962180(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms915997(v=bts.10).aspx


Enable the S
ervice Windo
w

The Service window configures the send port to send only at specified times of the day. If disabled, this impli
es that the send port sends messages all the time.

Default Value: False

Start Time Indicates when the send port should start to send messages. Enabled only if the Service window is enabled, 
otherwise dimmed.

Time in HH:MM AM/PM format.

Default Value: 12:00 AM (local time)

Stop Time Indicates when the send port should stop sending messages. Enabled only if the Service window is enabled, 
otherwise dimmed.

Time is in HH:MM AM/PM format.

Default Value: 11:59 PM (local time)

If needed, a secondary transport can be configured by selecting Secondary in the right pane and configuring the properties
as described for the primary transport.

6. In the Send Port Properties dialog box, in the left pane, select the Send node.
7. In the Send Port Properties dialog box, in the right pane, do the following.

Use this To do this
Tracking
Type

To enable message tracking before receiving a message, select the Before Receive check box. This check box is a
vailable for one-way and solicit-response send ports.

To enable message tracking after receiving a message, select the After Receive check box. This check box is avail
able for one-way and solicit-response send ports.

To enable message tracking before sending a message, select the Before Send check box. This check box is avail
able only for solicit-response send ports.

To enable message tracking after sending a message, select the After Send check box. This check box is available
only for solicit-response send ports.

Priority Contains the delivery priority of this port. 1 is the highest priority, 10 is the lowest priority.

For example, if messages 1, 2, and 3 are published, and 3 goes to the port A with a priority setting of 1, while 1 an
d 2 go to port B with a priority setting of 10, message 3 will be delivered before messages 1 and 2.

To avoid the prioritization of deliveries, set the Priority property to the same value on all ports.

Default value: 5

Certifica
te Name

Select the encryption certificate from the drop-down list, which lists all the public key certificates installed in the L
ocal Computer\Other People store.

Long Na
me

Contains the long name of the certificate picked for the Certificate name property. Updated automatically.

Default Value: Empty

Usage Contains the usage of the certificate picked for the Certificate name property. Updated automatically.

Default Value: Empty

Receive 
Pipeline

This property is only available when creating a solicit-response send port.

You can pick a receive pipeline to use this port as a two-way port. You use the selected pipeline to send a respons
e.

Note  The send side of the SOAP adapter only supports the PassThruReceive pipeline.

Default Value: Empty



 

Send Pip
eline

You can pick a send pipeline to process the messages that you send over this port.

Note  The send side of the SOAP adapter only supports the PassThruTransmit pipeline.

Default Value: Empty

8. To apply filters and mapping to the send port, see
Adding a Filter to a Send Port for Content-Based Routing Using BizTalk Explorer,
Adding a Filter to a Send Port for Passthrough Using BizTalk Explorer, or
Adding Maps to Send Ports for Outbound Normalization Using BizTalk Explorer.

9. Click Apply, and then click OK.

A send port is added to the Send Ports collection in the Configuration database. You can edit the send port or add it to a
send port group or party.

See Also

About BizTalk Explorer Artifacts

Managing Send Ports Using BizTalk Explorer

Editing Send Port Properties Using BizTalk Explorer

Adding a Filter to a Send Port for Content-Based Routing Using BizTalk Explorer

Adding a Filter to a Send Port for Passthrough Using BizTalk Explorer

Adding Maps to Send Ports for Outbound Normalization Using BizTalk Explorer

About BizTalk Explorer Artifacts

SendPort Class

MSBTS_SendPort Class
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Adding a Dynamic Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer
You can use BizTalk Explorer to add both static and dynamic send ports to a Configuration database.

You can create static send ports within Orchestration Designer or by using BizTalk Explorer. You specify the adapter type,
destination address (URI), and pipeline to use when you create a static send port.

Dynamic send ports do not contain a fixed destination address, only a pipeline. The destination address is determined at run time
from a specified property in the message.

This procedure explains how to add a dynamic send port.

To add a dynamic send port using BizTalk Explorer

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, right-click the Send Ports collection, and then click Add Send Port.
3. In the Create New Send Port dialog box, select one of the following port types from the drop-down list, and then click OK:

Dynamic One-Way Port
Dynamic Request-Response Port

Note  If you select a request-response port, you will be required to select both a send pipeline and a
receive pipeline.

4. In the Send Port Properties dialog box, in the Name box, type the name of the send port.
5. For dynamic send ports, do the following:

In the Send Port Properties dialog box, expand the Transport node, and then select the Primary node.
In the right pane, do the following.

Use this To do this
Tracking
Type

To enable message tracking before receiving a message, select the Before Receive check box. This check box is a
vailable only for request-response send ports.

To enable message tracking after receiving a message, select the After Receive check box. This check box is avail
able only for request-response send ports.

To enable message tracking before sending a message, select the Before Send check box.

To enable message tracking after sending a message, select the After Send check box.

Priority Contains the delivery priority of this port. 1 is the highest priority, 10 is the lowest priority.

For example, if messages 1, 2, and 3 are published, and 3 goes to the port A with a priority setting of 1, while 1 an
d 2 go to port B with a priority setting of 10, message 3 will be delivered before messages 1 and 2.

To avoid the prioritization of deliveries, set the Priority property to the same value on all ports.

Default value: 5

Certifica
te Name

Select the encryption certificate from the drop-down list, which lists all the public key certificates installed in the L
ocal Computer\Other People store.

Long Na
me

It is updated automatically with the long name of the certificate picked for the Certificate name property.

Default Value: Empty

Usage It is updated automatically with the usage of the certificate picked for the Certificate name property.

Default Value: Empty

Receive 
Pipeline

This property is only available when creating a request-response send port.

You can pick a receive pipeline to use this port as a two-way port. You use the selected pipeline to send a respons
e.

Default Value: Empty



 

Send Pip
eline

You can pick a send pipeline to process the messages that you send over this send port.

Default Value: Empty

6. To apply filters and mapping to the send port, see
Adding a Filter to a Send Port for Content-Based Routing Using BizTalk Explorer,
Adding a Filter to a Send Port for Passthrough Using BizTalk Explorer, or
Adding Maps to Send Ports for Outbound Normalization Using BizTalk Explorer.

7. Click Apply, and then click OK.

A send port is added to the Send Ports collection in the Configuration database. You can edit the send port or add it to a
send port group or party.

See Also

About BizTalk Explorer Artifacts

Managing Send Ports Using BizTalk Explorer

Editing Send Port Properties Using BizTalk Explorer

Adding a Filter to a Send Port for Content-Based Routing Using BizTalk Explorer

Adding a Filter to a Send Port for Passthrough Using BizTalk Explorer

Adding Maps to Send Ports for Outbound Normalization Using BizTalk Explorer

SendPort Class

MSBTS_SendPort Class
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Editing Send Port Properties Using BizTalk Explorer
You can use BizTalk Explorer to edit the properties of a send port; however, you cannot change the port type that you selected
when you originally added the send port. If you need a send port with a different port type, you must create a new send port.

To edit the properties of a send port

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Send Ports collection, right-click the send port that contains the properties you want to edit,

and then click Edit.
3. For static send ports, configure the adapter send port properties. For more information, see

Editing Send Port Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer.
4. In the Send Port Properties dialog box, expand the Send folder in the left pane, and in the General section, do the

following.
Use this To do this
Tracking Ty
pe

To enable message tracking before receiving a message, select the Before Receive check box. This check box i
s available only for request-response send ports.

To enable message tracking after receiving a message, select the After Receive check box. This check box is a
vailable only for request-response send ports.

To enable message tracking before sending a message, select the Before Send check box.

To enable message tracking after sending a message, select the After Send check box.

Certificate 
Name

Select the encryption certificate from the drop-down list.

Send Pipeli
ne

It is updated automatically with the long name of the certificate picked for the Certificate name property.

Default Value: Empty

Receive Pip
eline

It is updated automatically with the usage of the certificate picked for the Certificate name property.

Default Value: Empty

5. Click OK.

You can use the send port with the new properties.

See Also

Adding a Static Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer

Adding Maps to Send Ports for Outbound Normalization Using BizTalk Explorer
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Editing Send Port Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer
You can use BizTalk Explorer to edit the properties for an adapter send port. The adapter send port properties are only available
for static send ports.

To edit the properties for an adapter send port

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Send Ports collection, right-click the send port that contains the properties you want to edit,

and then click Edit.
3. In the Send Port Properties dialog box, expand the Transport node, and then select the Primary node.
4. In the Send Port Properties dialog box, in the right pane, do the following.

Use this To do this
Transport Typ
e

Select the transport type from the drop-down list. If you select a request-response port, only transports tha
t support receipt-response will be available in the drop-down list.

Address (URI) Click the ellipsis (...) button to configure the Adapter properties for the send port. For information about co
nfiguring the adapter-specific properties, see the following topics:

Configuring a Base EDI Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer
Configuring the BizTalk Message Queuing Send Port
Configuring a File Send Port
Configuring an FTP Send Port
Configuring an HTTP Send Port
Configuring an SMTP Send Port
Configuring a SOAP Send Port
Configuring a SQL Send Port

Retry Count Number of times the engine will try to resend if transmission fails.

Default Value: 3

Allowed range: 0 to 1000 inclusive

Retry Interval Number of minutes the engine will wait between retries.

Default = 5 Minutes

Allowed range: 0 to 525600 inclusive (max value is 365 days)

Ordered Deliv
ery

This property is read-only, except for the MSMQT adapter.

To guarantee ordered delivery of messages in BizTalk Message Queuing, select True from the drop-down li
st. This property is False and read-only for all other transports.

Enable Servic
e Window

The Service window configures the send port to send only at specified times of the day. If disabled, this imp
lies that the send port sends messages all the time.

Default Value: False

Start Time Indicates when the send port should start to send messages. Enabled only if the Service window is enabled,
otherwise dimmed.

Time in HH:MM AM/PM format.

Default Value: 12:00 AM (local time)

Stop Time Indicates when the send port should stop sending messages. Enabled only if the service window is enabled,
otherwise dimmed.

Time is in HH:MM AM/PM format.

Default Value: 11:59 PM (local time)

5. Click OK.

You can use the adapter send port with the new properties.
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To configure the rest of the send port, proceed to Editing Send Port Properties Using BizTalk Explorer.
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Managing Send Port Encryption Certificates Using BizTalk
Explorer
You can use BizTalk Explorer to associate a certificate in the Address Book (Local Machine\Other People) store on the local
machine with a send port.

To manage send port encryption certificates

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Send Ports collection, right-click the send port that contains the properties you want to edit,

then click Edit.
3. In the Send Port Properties dialog box, expand the Send folder in the left pane in the General section, click the drop-down

button in the value box for the Certificate Name property to view the certificates in the Local Machine\Other People store.
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About BizTalk Explorer Artifacts
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Adding a Filter to a Send Port for Content-Based Routing Using
BizTalk Explorer
You can use BizTalk Explorer to create one or more filter expressions using any properties in the message context. The combined
expressions filter messages to a send port or a send port group. A filter does not affect the messages that an orchestration sends
to the port; it creates an additional source for messages that does not use orchestrations and is particularly helpful in a messaging
only or pass-through scenario, when an orchestration is not necessary. In addition, you can define a filter expression that sets
conditions for the properties or message fields to determine the messages you want to receive.

For more information about the message context properties that you can promote, see Message Context Properties.

Note  BizTalk Explorer does not perform type validation on the filter expression. The engine throws an exception if it
encounters a type that is not valid when the send port starts.

To add a filter to a send port

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Send Ports collection, right-click the send port to which you want to add a filter, and then

click Edit.
3. In the Send Port Properties dialog box, expand the Filters & Mapping folder in the left pane, and then select the Filters

node.

The expression pane displays an empty grid where you can add expressions. In each expression, you compare a message
property with a constant. You can change the order in which BizTalk Server evaluates the expressions and how it groups
them into the final filter. To view the results of your work, click Show Filter Expression on the toolbar.

Note  When you create a subscription, BizTalk Server maps decimal values entered in the Value column for an
integer property to an integer. BizTalk Server rounds the decimal value to the nearest integer, for example, a
value of 9.4 is mapped to 9, a value of 9.5 or 9.9 is mapped to 10.

Note  Time values entered in the Value column for a datetime property must be expressed in .NET-supported
time formats. For more information about .NET-supported time formats, see "DateTimeFormatInfo Class" in .NET
Frameworks Help.

4. In the expression pane on the right, click Click here to add a new row to add a property, operator, value, and group by
value to your expression. For example, to subscribe to the messages from a receive port (recPort1), enter the following
expression.

Note  Filter expressions in send ports should not include double quotation marks around the value. This is
unlike filters in orchestrations, which require the value to have double quotation marks around it. If configured
for use in an orchestration filter, the example shown previously would be the following.

BTS.ReceivePortName == recPort1 



 

BTS.ReceivePortName == "recPort1"

For information about writing expressions and using the Expression Editor, see Filter Expression Dialog Box.

After the expression is created, click OK.

To edit a filter for a send port

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Send Ports collection, right-click the send port that contains the filter you want to edit, and

then click Edit.
3. In the Send Port Properties dialog box, expand the Filters & Mapping folder in the left pane, and then select the Filters

node.

The expression pane displays a list of the expressions that make up the filter associated with this send port or send port
group. You can add or delete expressions, change the order of expressions, or select an expression to edit. To view the
results of your changes, click Show Filter Expression on the toolbar.

4. In the expression pane on the right, edit the list of filter expressions to build the filter you want, and then click OK.

For information about writing expressions and combining them into a filter, see Filter Expression Dialog Box.
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Adding a Filter to a Send Port for Passthrough Using BizTalk
Explorer
You can use BizTalk Explorer to create one or more filter expressions using any properties in the message context. The combined
expressions filter messages to a send port or a send port group. A filter does not affect the messages that an orchestration sends
to the port; it creates an additional source for messages that does not use orchestrations. Also, you can define a filter expression
that sets conditions for the properties or message fields to determine the messages you want to receive.

Note  BizTalk Explorer does not perform type validation on the filter expression. The engine throws an exception if it
encounters a type that is not valid when the send port starts.

To add a filter to a send port

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Send Ports collection, right-click the send port to which you want to add a filter, and then

click Edit.
3. In the Send Port Properties dialog box, expand the Filters & Mapping folder in the left pane, and then select the Filters

node.

The expression pane displays an empty grid where you can add expressions. In each expression you compare a message
property with a constant. You can change the order in which BizTalk Server evaluates the expressions and how it groups
them into the final filter. To view the results of your work, click Show Filter Expression on the toolbar.

Note  Decimal values entered in the Value column for an integer property will be mapped to an integer when
the subscription is created. The decimal value is truncated to map to the integer, for example, a value of 9.4 will
be mapped to 9, a value of 9.5 or 9.9 will be mapped to 10.

Note  Time values entered in the Value column for a datetime property must be expressed in .NET-supported
time formats. For more information about .NET-supported time formats, see DateTimeFormatInfo Class in
.NET Frameworks Help.

4. In the expression pane on the right, edit the list of filter expressions to build the filter you want, and then click OK.

For instance, to subscribe to the messages from a receive port (recPort1) add the following.

BTS.ReceivePortName == recPort1

Note  Filter expressions in send ports should not include double quotation marks around the value. This is
unlike filters in orchestrations, which require the value to have double quotation marks around it. If configured
for use in an orchestration filter, the example given earlier would be the following.

BTS.ReceivePortName == "recPort1"

For information about writing expressions and using the Expression Editor, see Filter Expression Dialog Box.



 

To edit a filter for a send port

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Send Ports collection, right-click the send port that contains the filter you want to edit, and

then click Edit.
3. In the Send Port Properties dialog box, expand the Filters & Mapping folder in the left pane, and then select the Filters

node.

The expression pane displays a list of the expressions that make up the filter associated with this send port or send port
group. You can add or delete expressions, change the order of expressions, or select an expression to edit. To view the
results of your changes, click Show Filter Expression on the toolbar.

4. In the expression pane on the right, edit the list of filter expressions to build the filter you want, and then click OK.

For information about writing expressions and combining them into a filter, see Filter Expression Dialog Box.
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Adding Maps to Send Ports for Outbound Normalization Using
BizTalk Explorer
In BizTalk Server 2004 you can use a map to transform the schema of a message at the send port without processing the message
through an orchestration. You can use BizTalk Explorer to associate a map to a send port, and you can add one map for each
document schema that you want to use with the send port. You must deploy a map before you can add it to a send port. For more
information about using maps, see About Maps.

Note  You can add more than one map to a send port, although all the maps should have a unique source document.

To add a map to a send port

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Send Ports or Send Port Groups collection, right-click the send port to which you want to

add a map, and then click Edit.
3. In the Send Port Properties dialog box, expand the Filters & Mapping collection in the left pane, and then select the

Outbound Maps node.

Only maps deployed in assemblies are shown in the right pane.

4. In the right pane, click the first empty row under Map to select a map from the drop-down list, and then click OK.

Note  After you have selected a map, no maps that have the same source schema will be available for further
selection.

The map is added to the send port. The map takes effect almost immediately; caching may slightly delay the application of
the map.
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Adding Maps to Send Ports for Inbound Normalization Using
BizTalk Explorer
In BizTalk Server 2004, you can use a map to transform the schema of a message at the send port without processing the
message through an orchestration. You can use BizTalk Explorer to associate a map to a send port, and you can add one map for
each document schema that you want to use with the send port. You must deploy a map before you can add it to a send port. For
more information about using maps, see About Maps.

Note  You can add more than one map to a send port, although all the maps should have a unique source document.

To add a map to a send port

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Send Ports or Send Port Groups collection, right-click the send port to which you want to

add a map, and then click Edit.
3. In the Send Port Properties dialog box, expand the Filters & Mapping collection in the left pane, and then select the

Inbound Maps node.

Only maps deployed in assemblies are shown in the right pane.

4. In the right pane, click the first empty row under Map to select a map from the drop-down list, and then click OK.

Note  After you have selected a map, no maps that have the same source schema will be available for further
selection.

The map is added to the send port. The map takes effect almost immediately; caching may slightly delay the application of
the map.

See Also
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Enlisting and Starting a Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer
Send ports always have a state. The state of the send port determines whether messages are routed to the port and whether the
port processes messages. The state of the send port can be changed by actions made on the send port.

Send ports are always in one of three states: Bound, Started, or Stopped. The actions that you can invoke to change the states are:
Enlist, Start, Stop, and Unenlist.

When you create a send port, it is in the Bound state. To move the send port to the Started state, the send port must be started, or
enlisted and started. For more information about what functionality is available in each state, see
Managing Send Ports Using BizTalk Explorer.

Note  If the send port was just created and is in the Bound state, you do not need to enlist it before starting it, simply
follow the To start a send port procedure.

To enlist a send port

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Send Ports collection, right-click the send port to which you want to enlist, and then click

Enlist.

If the send port was in the Bound state, it is now in the Stopped state.

To start a send port

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Send Ports collection, right-click the send port to which you want to start, and then click

Start.

If the send port was in the Stopped or Bound state, it is now in the Started state.
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Stopping and Unenlisting a Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer
Send ports always have a state. The state of the send port determines whether messages are routed to the port and whether the
port processes messages. The state of the send port can be changed by actions made on the send port.

Send ports are always in one of three states: Bound, Started, or Stopped. The actions that can you can invoke to change the states
are: Enlist, Start, Stop, and Unenlist.

After a send port is in the Started state, it must be unenlisted to be in the Bound state, or the Stop action must be invoked to move
it to the Stopped state. For more information about what functionality is available in each state, see
Managing Send Ports Using BizTalk Explorer.

Note  A send port cannot have the stop action invoked on it, if it is the last running port in a send port group.

To stop a send port

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Send Ports collection, right-click the send port to which you want to stop, and then click

Stop. If the send port was in the Started state, it is now in the Stopped state.

Note  Stopping a Send port does not stop messages that are queued for retries; that is, stopping the port only
prevents new attempts to use the port from occurring.

To unenlist a send port

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Send Ports collection, right-click the send port to which you want to unenlist, and then click

Unenlist.

If the send port was in the Started or Stopped state, it is now in the Bound state.
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Deleting a Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer
You can use BizTalk Explorer to delete a static or dynamic send port providing the port meets the following criteria:

The send port is not bound to an orchestration.
The send port is not referenced in a party or in a send port group.
The send port is not in a Started or Enlisted state; it must be in the Bound state.

Attempting to delete a send port that does not meet the previous criteria causes an error.

To delete a send port

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Send Ports collection, right-click the port you want to delete, then click Delete.
3. In the BizTalk Explorer dialog box, click Yes to confirm the deletion.

The send port is deleted from the Configuration database.
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Managing Send Port Groups Using BizTalk Explorer
You can use BizTalk® Explorer to do the following:

Add send port groups.
Add send ports to send port groups.
Associate a filter with a send port group to create a subscription that routes messages directly to the port without using an
orchestration.

The following table lists all of the states and actions available for a send port group.

States Actions
Bound Enlist
Started Start
Stopped Unenlist
Not applicable Stop

The following illustration shows how the states and the actions of the send port group can be changed.

This section contains:

Adding a Send Port Group Using BizTalk Explorer
Adding and Deleting Send Ports from a Send Port Group Using BizTalk Explorer
Adding a Filter to a Send Port Group Using BizTalk Explorer
Enlisting and Starting a Send Port Group Using BizTalk Explorer
Stopping and Unenlisting a Send Port Group Using BizTalk Explorer
Deleting a Send Port Group Using BizTalk Explorer
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Adding a Send Port Group Using BizTalk Explorer
You can use BizTalk Explorer to add a send port group to a Configuration database.

Note  When creating a send port group, the BizTalk Explorer user interface operates differently than the
MSBTS_SendPortGroup class. In BizTalk Explorer, you cannot create a send port group that contains no send ports.
Using the MSBTS_SendPortGroup class, you must create an empty group first, and then use the
MSBTS_SendPortGroup2SendPort class to add send ports to the group.

To add a send port group to a Configuration database

1. In Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET, in a Microsoft® BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, right-click on the Send Port Groups collection, and then click Add Send Port Group.
3. In the Send Port Group Properties dialog box, in the Name box, type a name for the send port group.
4. In the Send Port Group Properties dialog box, in the right pane, select a send port from the drop-down list.

Note  Only one-way static send ports will appear in the drop-down list.

5. To add a filter to the send port group, see Adding a Filter to a Send Port Group Using BizTalk Explorer.

Click OK, and the send port group is added to the Configuration database.
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Adding and Deleting Send Ports from a Send Port Group Using
BizTalk Explorer
You can use BizTalk Explorer to add and delete a send port to a send port group. You can only add one-way static send ports to a
send port group. When you delete a send port from a send port group, you are not deleting the send port from the Configuration
database, you are removing the reference to, or dereferencing, the send port. For more information, see
Deleting a Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer.

To add a send port to a send port group

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Send Port Groups collection, right-click the send port group to which you want to add a

send port, and then click Edit.
3. In the Send Port Group Properties dialog box, select Send Ports in the left pane, click the first blank row in the grid on the

right, select a send port from the drop-down list, and then click OK.

Note  Only valid (one-way static) send ports appear in the list.

The send port is added to the send port group.

To delete a send port from a send port group

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Send Port Groups collection, right-click the send port group that contains the send port you

want to delete, and then click Edit.

Note  If the send port group is in the Started state, and if the send port that you delete is the last started port in
the group, the deletion fails. This is to prevent a started send port group from having no started send ports
associated with it.

Note  The send port group must contain at least one send port.

3. In the Send Port Group Properties dialog box, select Send Ports in the left pane, in the right pane, click the row selector
next to the send port you want to delete, and then click Delete.

The send port is deleted from the send port group. You can now add the send port to a different send port group, or delete
it from the Configuration database.
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Adding a Filter to a Send Port Group Using BizTalk Explorer
You can use BizTalk Explorer to create one or more filter expressions using any properties in the message context. The combined
expressions filter messages to a send port or a send port group. A filter does not affect the messages that an orchestration sends
to the send port group; it creates an additional source for messages that does not use orchestrations. Also, you can define a filter
expression that sets conditions for the properties or message fields to determine the messages you want to receive.

Note  BizTalk Explorer does not perform type validation on the filter expression. The engine throws an exception if it
encounters a type that is not valid when the send port starts.

To add a filter to a send port group

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Send Port Groups collection, right-click the send port group to which you want to add a

filter, and then click Edit.
3. In the Send Port Group Properties dialog box, select the Filters node in the left pane.

The expression pane displays an empty grid where you can add expressions. In each expression, you compare a message
property with a constant. You can change the order in which BizTalk Server evaluates the expressions and how it groups
them into the final filter. To view the results of your work, click Show Filter Expression on the toolbar.

Note  Decimal values entered in the Value column for an integer property will be mapped to an integer when
the subscription is created. The decimal value is truncated to map to the integer, for example, a value of 9.4 will
be mapped to 9, a value of 9.5 or 9.9 will be mapped to 10.

Note  Time values entered in the Value column for a datetime property must be expressed in .NET-supported
time formats. For more information about .NET-supported time formats, see "DateTimeFormatInfo Class" in .NET
Frameworks Help.

4. In the expression pane on the right, click Click here to add a new row to add a property, operator, value, and group by
value to your expression.

For instance, to subscribe to the messages from a receive port (recPort1), enter the following expression
BTS.ReceivePortName == recPort1.

For information about writing expressions and using the Expression Editor, see Filter Expression Dialog Box.

After the expression is created, click OK.

To edit a filter for a send port group

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Send Port Groups collection, right-click the send port group that contains the filter you want

to edit, and then click Edit.
3. In the Send Port Group Properties dialog box, select the Filters node in the left pane.

The expression pane displays a list of the expressions that make up the filter associated with this send port or send port
group. You can add or delete expressions, change the order of expressions, or select an expression to edit. To view the
results of your changes, click Show Filter Expression on the toolbar.

4. In the expression pane on the right, edit the list of filter expressions to build the filter you want, and then click OK.

For information about writing expressions and combining them into a filter, see Filter Expression Dialog Box.

See Also
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Enlisting and Starting a Send Port Group Using BizTalk
Explorer
Send port groups always have a state. The state of the send port group determines whether messages are routed to the send port
group, and whether the port processes messages. The state of the send port group can be changed by actions made on the send
port.

Send port groups are always in one of three states: Bound, Started, and Stopped. The actions that you can invoke to change the
states are: Enlist, Start, Stop, and Unenlist.

When send port groups are created, they are in the Bound state. To move the send port group to the Started state, the send port
group must be started, or enlisted and started. For more information about what functionality is available in each state and the
dependencies between send ports and send port groups, see Managing Send Ports Using BizTalk Explorer.

Note  If you have enlisted the send ports in the send port group, but not started them, you can enlist but not start the
send port group. You must enlist at least one send port in the send port group to enlist the send port group.

To enlist a send port group

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Send Port Groups collection, right-click the send port group to which you want to enlist, and

then click Enlist.

If the send port group was in the Bound state, it is now in the Stopped state.

To start a send port group

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Send Port Groups collection, right-click the send port group to which you want to start, and

then click Start.

If the send port group was in the Stopped or Bound state, it is now in the Started state.

See Also

About BizTalk Explorer Artifacts
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Stopping and Unenlisting a Send Port Group Using BizTalk
Explorer
Send port groups always have a state. The state of the send port group determines whether messages are routed to the send port
group and whether the port processes messages. The state of the send port group can be changed by actions made on the send
port.

Send port groups are always in one of three states: Bound, Started, and Stopped. The actions that you can invoke to change the
states are: Enlist, Start, Stop, and Unenlist.

After a send port is in the Started state, it must be unenlisted to be in the Bound state, or the stop action must be invoked to move
it to the Stopped state. For more information about what functionality is available in each state and the dependencies between
send ports and send port groups, see Managing Send Ports Using BizTalk Explorer.

To stop a send port group

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Send Port Groups collection, right-click the send port group to which you want to stop, and

then click Stop.

If the send port group was in the Started state, it is now in the Stopped state.

To unenlist a send port group

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Send Port Groups collection, right-click the send port group to which you want to unenlist,

and then click Unenlist.

If the send port group was in the Started or Stopped state, it is now in the Bound state.
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Deleting a Send Port Group Using BizTalk Explorer
You can use BizTalk Explorer to delete a send port group providing the port meets the following criteria:

The send port group is not bound to an orchestration.
The send port group is not in the Started or Enlisted states. It must be in the Bound state.

To delete a send port group

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Send Port Groups collection, right-click the send port group that you want to delete, and

then click Delete.
3. In the BizTalk Explorer dialog box, click Yes to confirm the deletion.

Note  Attempting to delete a send port group that does not meet the previous criteria causes an error.
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Deleting a Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer
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Managing Receive Ports and Receive Locations Using BizTalk
Explorer
You can use BizTalk® Explorer to create and configure receive ports and receive locations. Receive locations are always added to a
receive port, so you must create at least one receive port before you can add a receive location.

 Security  All the adapter related configuration information provided for receive locations is stored in the secure store
instead of the Configuration database.

Note  After an adapter is initialized, the only privilege required to create a port using BizTalk Explorer is that you are a
member of the BizTalk Administrators group.

This section contains:

Adding a Receive Port Using BizTalk Explorer
Editing Receive Port Properties Using BizTalk Explorer
Adding a Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer
Editing Receive Location Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer
Adding Maps to Receive Ports for Inbound Normalization Using BizTalk Explorer
Adding Maps to Receive Ports for Outbound Normalization Using BizTalk Explorer
Enabling and Disabling a Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer
Specifying a Primary Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer
Deleting a Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer
Deleting a Receive Port Using BizTalk Explorer
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Adding a Receive Port Using BizTalk Explorer
You can use BizTalk Explorer to add a receive port to a Configuration database. You must add send and receive ports that match
the ports on an orchestration before you can bind the orchestration.

To add a receive port

1. In Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, right-click the Receive Ports collection, and then click Add Receive Port.
3. In the Create New Receive Port dialog box, select One-Way Port or Request-Response Port, and then click OK.
4. In the Receive Port Properties dialog box, in the Name box, type a name for the receive port.
5. In the Receive Port Properties dialog box, in the right pane, do the following.

Use this To do this
Authentic
ation

To disable authentication, select Not Required from the drop-down list.

To enable authentication and to drop unauthenticated messages, select Required (Drop Messages) from the d
rop-down list.

To enable authentication and keep unauthenticated messages, select Required (Keep Messages) from the dro
p-down list.

Tracking 
Type

To enable message tracking before receiving a message, select the Before Receive check box. This option is ava
ilable for one-way and two-way (request-response) ports.

To enable message tracking after receiving a message, select the After Receive check box. This option is availab
le for one-way and two-way (request-response) ports.

To enable message tracking before sending a message, select the Before Send check box. This option is availabl
e only on two-way (request-response) ports.

To enable message tracking after sending a message, select the After Send check box. This option is available o
nly on two-way (request-response) ports.

Send Pip
eline

Select the send pipeline from the drop-down list.

This property only applies to request-response receive ports.

6. To apply filters and mapping to the send port, see
Adding Maps to Receive Ports for Inbound Normalization Using BizTalk Explorer.

You can now add receive locations to the receive port.

See Also
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Editing Receive Port Properties Using BizTalk Explorer
You can use BizTalk Explorer to edit the properties of a receive port.

Note  After a port is created, you cannot change its type (one-way or request-response). You must create a new port
with the type you want.

To edit receive port general properties

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Receive Ports collection, right-click the receive port you want to edit, and then click Edit.
3. In the Receive Port Properties dialog box, in the right pane, do the following.

Use this To do this
Authenticati
on

Select the type of party resolution, or authentication, for the receive port.

To disable authentication, select Not Required from the drop-down list.

To enable authentication and to drop unauthenticated messages, select Required (Drop Messages) from th
e drop-down list.

To enable authentication and keep unauthenticated messages, select Required (Keep Messages) from the 
drop-down list.

Tracking Typ
e

To enable message tracking before receiving a message, select the Before Receive check box.

To enable message tracking after receiving a message, select the After Receive check box.

To enable message tracking before sending a message, select the Before Send check box.

To enable message tracking after sending a message, select the After Send check box.

Send Pipelin
e

Select the send pipeline from the drop-down list.

This property only applies to request-response receive ports.

4. Click OK.
5. To apply filters and mapping to the send port, see

Adding Maps to Receive Ports for Inbound Normalization Using BizTalk Explorer.

You can now use the receive port with the new properties.

See Also
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Adding a Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer
You can use BizTalk Explorer to add a receive location. Receive locations are created under a receive port.

To add a receive location

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Receive Ports collection, expand the receive port to which you want to add a receive

location, right-click the Receive Locations collection, and then click Add Receive Location.
3. In the Receive Location Properties dialog box, in the Name box, type a name for the receive location.
4. In the Receive Location Properties dialog box, in the left pane, select the General node.
5. In the Receive Location Properties dialog box, in the right pane, do the following.

Use this To do this
Transport Typ
e

Select the transport type from the drop-down list. If you change the transport type, you must edit the Addr
ess (URI).

Address (URI) Click the ellipsis (...) button to configure the Adapter properties for the receive location. For more informati
on about configuring the adapter-specific receive location properties, see the following topics:

Configuring a Base EDI Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer
Configuring a BizTalk Message Queuing Receive Location
Configuring a File Receive Location
Configuring an FTP Receive Location
Configuring an HTTP Receive Location
Configuring a SOAP Receive Location
Configuring a SQL Receive Location

The URI should be valid for the type of adapter specified. For example, if you have a Transport Type of HTTP,
an Address (URI) of someone@example.com is not valid, and the property page will throw an error.

Note  Receive location addresses should be unique.

Receive Hand
ler

Select the receive handler from the drop-down list.

This is a required field.

Receive Pipel
ine

Select the receive pipeline from the drop-down list.

Start Date Day to start receiving messages.

Select the start date from the pull-down calendar and click on the date. You can change the year by clicking 
on the year field.

Stop Date Day to stop receiving messages.

Select the stop date from the pull-down calendar and click on the date. You can change the year by clicking 
on the year field.

Enable the Se
rvice Window

The Service window configures the receive location to receive only at specified times of the day. If disabled, 
this implies that the receive location receives messages round the clock.

Start Time Enabled only if you enabled the Service window. Otherwise dimmed.

Time is in HH:MM AM/PM format.

Default Value: 12:00 AM (local time)

Stop Time Enabled only if you enabled the Service window. Otherwise dimmed.

Time is in HH:MM AM/PM format.

Default Value: 11:59 PM (local time)

6. Click OK.

The receive location is created; you can now enable it.
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Editing Receive Location Adapter Properties Using BizTalk
Explorer
You can use BizTalk Explorer to edit receive location properties.

To edit receive location properties

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Receive Ports collection, expand the receive port and the Receive Locations collection,

right-click the receive location, and then click Edit.
3. In the Receive Location Properties dialog box, in the left pane, select the General node.
4. In the Receive Location Properties dialog box, in the Name box, type a name for the receive location.
5. In the Receive Location Properties dialog box, in the right pane, do the following.

Use this To do this
Transport Typ
e

Select the transport type from the drop-down list. If you change the transport type, you must edit the Addr
ess (URI).

Address (URI) Click the ellipsis (...) button to configure the Adapter properties for the receive location. For more informati
on about configuring the adapter-specific receive location properties, see the following topics:

Configuring a Base EDI Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer
Configuring a BizTalk Message Queuing Receive Location
Configuring a File Receive Location
Configuring an FTP Receive Location
Configuring an HTTP Receive Location
Configuring a SOAP Receive Location
Configuring a SQL Receive Location

Note  Receive location addresses should be unique.

Host Select the host for the receive handler from the drop-down list. This property is only available when you ad
d the first receive location of a transport type to a receive port.

Receive Handl
er

Select the receive handler from the drop-down list.

Receive Pipeli
ne

Select the receive pipeline from the drop-down list.

Start Date Day to start receiving messages.

Select the start date from the pull-down calendar and click on the date. You can change the year by clicking
on the year field.

Stop Date Day to stop receiving messages.

Select the stop date from the pull-down calendar and click on the date. You can change the year by clicking
on the year field.

Enable the Ser
vice Window

The Service window configures the receive location to receive only at specified times of the day. If disabled,
this implies that the receive location receives messages round the clock.

Start Time Enabled only if you enabled the Service window. Otherwise dimmed.

Time is in HH:MM AM/PM format.

Default Value: 12:00 AM (local time)

Stop Time Enabled only if you enabled the Service window. Otherwise dimmed.

Time is in HH:MM AM/PM format.

Default Value: 11:59 PM (local time)

6. Click OK.

Your edits take effect.
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Adding Maps to Receive Ports for Inbound Normalization
Using BizTalk Explorer
In BizTalk Server 2004, you can use a map to apply an XSL transform of the message at the receive port without processing the
message through an orchestration. You can use BizTalk Explorer to associate a map to a receive port, and you can add one map
for each document schema that you want to use with the receive port. You must deploy a map before you can add it to a receive
port. For more information about using maps, see About Maps.

Note  You can add more than one map to a receive port, although all the maps should have a unique source schema.

To add a map to a receive port

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Receive Ports collection, right-click the receive port to which you want to add a map, and

then click Edit.
3. In the Receive Port Properties dialog box, select Inbound Maps.
4. In the right pane, click the first empty row under Map to select a map from the drop-down list. Only the maps in deployed

BizTalk Server assemblies will appear in the drop-down list.

Note  After you have selected a map, no maps that have the same source schema will be available for further
selection.

5. Click OK.

The maps are added to the receive port. The map takes effect almost immediately; caching may slightly delay the application
of the map.

See Also
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Adding Maps to Receive Ports for Outbound Normalization
Using BizTalk Explorer
In BizTalk Server 2004, you can use a map to apply an XSL transform to the response message sent by the receive port without
processing the message through an orchestration. You can use BizTalk Explorer to associate a map to a request-response receive
port, and you can add one map for each document schema that you want to use with the receive port. You must deploy a map
before you can add it to a receive port. For more information about using maps, see About Maps.

Note  You can add more than one map to a receive port, although all the maps should have a unique source schema.

To add a map to a receive port

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Receive Ports collection, right-click the request-response receive port to which you want to

add a map, and then click Edit.
3. In the Receive Port Properties dialog box, select Outbound Maps.
4. In the right pane, click the first empty row under Map to select a map from the drop-down list. Only the maps in deployed

BizTalk Server assemblies will appear in the drop-down list.

Note  After you have selected a map, no maps that have the same source schema will be available for further
selection.

5. Click OK.

The maps are added to the receive port. The map takes effect almost immediately; caching may slightly delay the application
of the map.
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Enabling and Disabling a Receive Location Using BizTalk
Explorer
You can enable and disable a receive location in BizTalk Explorer.

When enabled, messages are received and processed by the receive location. If the receive location is disabled, any messages sent
to the receive location will not be processed by BizTalk Server.

To enable a receive location

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Receive Ports collection, expand the Receive Locations collection, right-click the receive

location to which you want to enable, and then click Enable.

The receive location is now enabled.

To disable a receive location

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Receive Ports collection, expand the Receive Locations collection, right-click the receive

location to which you want to disable, and then click Disable.

The receive location is disabled after the cache refresh interval passes. The default value for the cache refresh interval is 60
seconds. For more information about setting the Cache Refresh Interval property, see About the BizTalk Group.
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Specifying a Primary Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer
You can specify a primary receive location in BizTalk Explorer if you have more than one receive location for a receive port. A
primary receive location is the location used to represent a receive port when the port needs to be passed to some other entity.
For example, if a receive port needs to be passed to a partner to send me messages, I need to pass a single designated location
out of the list of receive locations. This is the receive location that is marked as primary out of the receive locations in a receive
port. Users can change the primary nature of a receive location by changing any non-primary receive location to become primary.
This automatically sets any other primary receive locations to nonprimary. The simple rule is that one and only one receive
location can be primary in a given receive port.

To specify a primary receive location

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Receive Ports collection, expand the Receive Locations collection, and select the receive

location you want to be the primary receive location.
3. In the Properties window, in the Value column for the Primary field, select True from the drop-down list.

The receive location is now the primary receive location. The receive location that used to be the primary receive location
now has a value of False for the Primary field.
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Deleting a Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer
You can use BizTalk Explorer to remove a receive location provided the receive port to which the receive location belongs to is not
bound to an orchestration.

Note  Attempting to remove a receive location that is bound to one or more orchestrations (through a receive port)
will result in an error.

Note  You cannot delete the last receive location in a receive port.

Important  You cannot delete a primary receive location.

To delete a receive location

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Receive Ports collection, expand the receive port and the Receive Locations collection,

right-click the receive location, and then click Delete.
3. In the BizTalk Explorer dialog box, click Yes to confirm the deletion.

See Also

Deleting a Receive Port Using BizTalk Explorer

About BizTalk Explorer Artifacts

Managing Receive Ports and Receive Locations Using BizTalk Explorer

ReceiveLocation Class

MSBTS_ReceiveLocation Class
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Deleting a Receive Port Using BizTalk Explorer
You can use BizTalk Explorer to delete a receive port from a Configuration database provided the port is not bound to an
orchestration.

To delete a receive port

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Receive Ports collection, right-click the port you want to delete, then click Delete.
3. In the BizTalk Explorer dialog box, click Yes to confirm the deletion.

See Also

Deleting a Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer

About BizTalk Explorer Artifacts

Managing Receive Ports and Receive Locations Using BizTalk Explorer

ReceivePort Class

MSBTS_ReceivePort Class
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Managing Orchestrations Using BizTalk Explorer
You can use BizTalk® Explorer to manage the port bindings and the state of an orchestration.

The following table lists all of the states and actions available for an orchestration.

States Actions
Enlisted Bind
Started Enlist
Stopped Start
Unenlisted Unenlist
Not applicable Stop

This section contains:

Browsing Orchestrations Using BizTalk Explorer
Browsing Used Roles of an Orchestration Using BizTalk Explorer
Browsing Implemented Roles of an Orchestration Using BizTalk Explorer
Browsing Invoked Orchestrations Using BizTalk Explorer
Binding an Orchestration Using BizTalk Explorer
Enlisting and Starting an Orchestration Using BizTalk Explorer
Stopping and Unenlisting an Orchestration Using BizTalk Explorer
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Browsing Orchestrations Using BizTalk Explorer
Orchestrations deployed to any BizTalk Configuration database can be viewed from within BizTalk Explorer.

To browse orchestrations

1. In Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET, in a Microsoft® BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Orchestrations collection.

From the Orchestrations collection, you can bind the orchestration and review its read-only properties.

If different versions of the same assembly are deployed three times, an associated orchestration will be displayed with
sequential numbering.

To review the read-only properties for an orchestration

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Orchestrations collection, right-click the orchestration, and then click Properties.

The read-only properties are displayed in the Properties window in Visual Studio .NET. The following table contains
descriptions for the properties.

Use this To do this
Name Contains the name of the node.
Assembly Name Contains the assembly name.
Status Specifies the status of the orchestration.

See Also

About BizTalk Explorer Artifacts

Managing Orchestrations Using BizTalk Explorer

Browsing BizTalk Server Assembly Artifacts Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model

Browsing BizTalk Server Assembly Artifacts Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model

MSBTS_Orchestration
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Browsing Used Roles of an Orchestration Using BizTalk
Explorer
All of the Used Roles of the orchestration can be viewed from within BizTalk Explorer.

To browse used roles of an orchestration

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Orchestrations collection, expand the orchestration, and then expand the Used Roles

collection.

From the Used Roles collection, you can review its read-only properties.

To review the read-only properties for used roles

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Orchestrations collection, expand the orchestration, expand the Used Roles collection,

right-click the role for which you want to view properties, and then click Properties.

The read-only properties are displayed in the Properties window in Visual Studio .NET. The following table contains
descriptions for the properties.

Use this To do this
Name Contains the name of the role node.
Service Link Type Contains the name of the service link type to which this role belongs.

See Also

About BizTalk Explorer Artifacts

Managing Orchestrations Using BizTalk Explorer

Browsing BizTalk Server Assembly Artifacts Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model

BtsOrchestration.UsedRoles Property
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Browsing Implemented Roles of an Orchestration Using BizTalk
Explorer
All of the implemented roles of an orchestration can be viewed from within BizTalk Explorer.

To browse implemented roles of an orchestration

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Orchestrations collection, expand the orchestration, and then expand the Implemented

Roles collection.

From the Implemented Roles collection, you can review its read-only properties.

To review the read-only properties for implemented roles

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Orchestrations collection, expand the orchestration, expand the Implemented Roles

collection, right-click the role for which you want to view properties, and then click Properties.

The read-only properties are displayed in the Properties window in Visual Studio .NET. The following table contains
descriptions for the properties.

Use this To do this
Name Contains the name of the role node.
Service Link Type Contains the name of the service link type to which this role belongs.

See Also

About BizTalk Explorer Artifacts

Managing Orchestrations Using BizTalk Explorer

Browsing BizTalk Server Assembly Artifacts Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model

BtsOrchestration.ImplementedRoles Property
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Browsing Invoked Orchestrations Using BizTalk Explorer
All the Called or Executed orchestrations of an orchestration can be viewed from within BizTalk Explorer.

To browse invoked orchestrations

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Orchestrations collection, expand the orchestration, and then expand the Invoked

Orchestrations collection.

From the Invoked Orchestrations collection, you can review its read-only properties.

To review the read-only properties for invoked orchestrations

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Orchestrations collection, expand the orchestration, expand the Invoked Orchestrations

collection, right-click the orchestration for which you want to view properties, and then click Properties.

The read-only properties are displayed in the Properties window in Visual Studio .NET. The following table contains
descriptions for the properties.

Use this To do this
Name Contains the name of the invoked orchestration node.
Assembly Contains the name of the assembly that contains this orchestration.
Status Specifies the status of the orchestration.

See Also

About BizTalk Explorer Artifacts

Managing Orchestrations Using BizTalk Explorer
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Binding an Orchestration Using BizTalk Explorer
You can use BizTalk Explorer to bind an orchestration to a BizTalk Server port, such as a receive port or send port, on a per-
message per-port level. For example, a one-way inbound port matches a one-way receive port; a request-response inbound port
matches a request-response receive port.

An orchestration is fully bound only when all its ports are bound.

To bind an orchestration

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Orchestrations collection, right-click the orchestration you want to bind, and then click

Bind.
3. If any of the orchestration ports can be bound, in the Port Binding Properties - <Orchestration> - Configuration -

Binding, in the right pane, select a send port or receive location for each orchestration port. If this dialog box does not
appear, the orchestration was bound to its ports in Orchestration Designer.

4. In the Port Binding Properties - <Orchestration> - Configuration - Host dialog box, in the right pane, select a host for
the orchestration.

The orchestration is bound; you can now enlist it. For instructions on enlisting an orchestration, see
Enlisting and Starting an Orchestration Using BizTalk Explorer.

See Also

Orchestration Management in BizTalk Explorer

Managing Orchestrations

Stopping and Unenlisting an Orchestration Using BizTalk Explorer

About BizTalk Explorer Artifacts

Managing Orchestrations Using BizTalk Explorer

Orchestration Binding Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model

BtsOrchestration.Status Property
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Enlisting and Starting an Orchestration Using BizTalk Explorer
After you bind an orchestration in BizTalk Explorer, you must enlist the orchestration in a host. You must specify the host to enlist
the orchestration.

Consider the following items when starting an orchestration:

An orchestration cannot be started unless all of the invoked orchestrations are started.
You can start the orchestration only if you enlisted or started the dependent send ports.
Starting an orchestration fails if any of the receive locations for the orchestration are not completely configured.
The receive locations can be disabled or enabled while the orchestration is running.
Enlistment does not work from a remote computer unless you have the assembly in the local GAC. After you have enlisted it
from the computer that has the assembly in its GAC, then you will be able to start or stop the orchestration from the remote
computer.

Note  You do not have to enlist an orchestration before starting it.

To enlist an orchestration

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Orchestrations collection, right-click the orchestration you want to enlist, and then click

Enlist.

To start an orchestration

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Orchestrations collection, right-click the orchestration you want to start, and then click

Start.
3. To select any other artifacts that you want to start at the same time, in the BizTalk Explorer - Express Start dialog box, do

the following.
Use This To do this
Receive Locations Start all dependant receive locations.
SendPorts Start all dependant send ports.
SendPortGroups Start all dependant send port groups.
BizTalk Host Start all dependant hosts.
Resume existing Orchestrati
on Instances

Resume any Orchestration instances of this type that were previously suspended (paused) all
owing them to complete processing.

4. Click OK.

The orchestration, any selected artifacts, and the subscriptions that are associated with the orchestration start.

See Also

Managing Orchestrations

Stopping and Unenlisting an Orchestration Using BizTalk Explorer

Enlisting and Starting a Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer

About BizTalk Explorer Artifacts

Managing Orchestrations Using BizTalk Explorer

Orchestration Binding Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model

BtsOrchestration.Status Property

MSBTS_Orchestration.Enlist

MSBTS_Orchestration.Start

Enlisting an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration Console

Starting an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration Console
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Stopping and Unenlisting an Orchestration Using BizTalk
Explorer
You can stop and unenlist an orchestration by using BizTalk Explorer. Stopping an orchestration deactivates the incoming
message subscription, immediately suspending all messages routed to the orchestration. Unenlisting an orchestration removes
the orchestration from the host.

Note  An orchestration cannot be stopped unless all the invoked orchestrations have been already stopped.

To stop an orchestration

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Orchestrations collection, right-click the orchestration you want to stop, and then click Stop.

The orchestration stops; you can now unenlist it.

To unenlist an orchestration

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Orchestrations collection, right-click the orchestration you want to unenlist, and then click

Unenlist.

The orchestration is unenlisted.

See Also

Managing Orchestrations

Enlisting and Starting an Orchestration Using BizTalk Explorer

About BizTalk Explorer Artifacts

Managing Orchestrations Using BizTalk Explorer

Orchestration Binding Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model

BtsOrchestration.Status Property

MSBTS_Orchstration.Stop

MSBTS_Orchstration.Unenlist

Stopping an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration Console

Unenlisting an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration Console
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Managing Parties Using BizTalk Explorer
You can use BizTalk® Explorer to manage parties and to enlist parties in roles. Roles are part of an orchestration, just like an
orchestration port. Parties are created and managed in Explorer, like receive locations and send ports. Enlisting a party under roles
is like binding the orchestration port to a receive location or send port.

This section contains:

Adding a Party Using BizTalk Explorer
Managing Party Send Ports Using BizTalk Explorer
Adding an Alias to a Party Using BizTalk Explorer
Managing Party Signature Certificates Using BizTalk Explorer
Deleting a Party Using BizTalk Explorer
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Adding a Party Using BizTalk Explorer
You can use BizTalk Explorer to add parties to a Configuration database.

To add a party

1. In Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET, in a Microsoft® BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, right-click on the Parties collection, and then click Add Party.
3. In the Party Properties dialog box, in the Name box, type a name for the party, and then click OK.

Note  Party names should not include the following characters: # ^.

The party is created; you can now edit the properties of the party and enlist it in a role.

See Also

Enlisting Parties Using BizTalk Explorer

Managing Party Send Ports Using BizTalk Explorer

Deleting a Party Using BizTalk Explorer

Unenlisting Parties Using BizTalk Explorer

Managing Parties Using BizTalk Explorer

Managing Send Ports Using BizTalk Explorer

About BizTalk Explorer Artifacts

Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model from Managed Code

Party Class
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Managing Party Send Ports Using BizTalk Explorer
You can use BizTalk Explorer to add send ports to a party, and delete send ports from a party.

Note  You cannot delete a party send port if it used in an enlisted party mapping.

To add a send port to a party

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Parties collection, right-click the party to which you want to add a send port, and then click

Edit.
3. In the Party Properties dialog box, in the Send Ports section, in the right pane, click the first blank row under Send Port.
4. Select a send port from the drop-down list, and click OK.

Note   This certificate list is populated from My Store or My Address Book, and only valid (static) send ports
appear in the list.

To delete a send port from a party

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Parties collection, right-click on the party from which you want to delete a send port, and

then click Edit.
3. In the Party Properties dialog box, in the left pane, select the Send Ports node.
4. In the Party Properties dialog box, in the right pane, click the row selector to select the port, and then click Delete on the

toolbar.

See Also

Adding a Party Using BizTalk Explorer

Deleting a Party Using BizTalk Explorer

Enlisting Parties Using BizTalk Explorer

Unenlisting Parties Using BizTalk Explorer

Managing Parties Using BizTalk Explorer

About BizTalk Explorer Artifacts

Managing Send Ports Using BizTalk Explorer

Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model from Managed Code

Party.SendPorts Property
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Adding an Alias to a Party Using BizTalk Explorer
You can use BizTalk Explorer to manage party aliases.

An alias is a unique identifier for a party, and is used by BizTalk Server to retrieve the party at run time. An alias is composed of
three elements:

Name. Used to describe the format of the alias. For example telephone, or Microsoft security identifier (SSID).
Qualifier. Used to create a unique key for the alias.
Value. Used to identify the parties to some external organization.

For more information about names, qualifiers, and values, see Partner Management in BizTalk Explorer.

The qualifier-value pair is unique across the organization.

To add an alias to a party

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Parties collection, right-click the party for which you want to create an alias, and then click

Edit.
3. In the Party Properties dialog box, in the Aliases section, do the following.

Use thi
s

To do this

Name Type or select the name from the drop-down list.
Qualifi
er

Select the qualifier to distinguish between different aliases with the same value. The qualifier-value pair is unique f
or the entire organization.

Value Type the name of the alias.
4. Click OK.

An alias is added to the party. BizTalk Server can now perform party resolution based on the alias.

You can use BizTalk Explorer to associate public key certificates with a party. BizTalk Server can then use the public key
certificate to verify digital signatures on inbound messages and to encrypt outbound messages to the party.

See Also

Managing Parties Using BizTalk Explorer

About BizTalk Explorer Artifacts

Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model from Managed Code

Party.AddNewAlias Method
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Managing Party Signature Certificates Using BizTalk Explorer
You can use BizTalk Explorer to manage party signature certificates.

To select a signature certificate for a party

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Parties collection, right-click on the party to which you want to add a signature certificate,

and then click Edit.
3. In the Party Properties dialog box, in the Certificate section, select a signature certificate from the drop-down list, and

then click OK.

The certificate is associated with the party. BizTalk Server can now resolve the party based on the certificate. For more
information about certificates, see Certificates that BizTalk Server 2004 Uses for Signing Messages.

See Also

About BizTalk Explorer Artifacts

Managing Parties Using BizTalk Explorer

Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model from Managed Code

Party.SignatureCert Property
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Deleting a Party Using BizTalk Explorer
You can use BizTalk Explorer to delete parties that are not enlisted under a role.

To delete a party

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Parties collection, right-click the party that you want to delete, and then click Delete.
3. In the BizTalk Explorer dialog box, click Yes to confirm the deletion.

The party is deleted from the Configuration database.

See Also

Adding a Party Using BizTalk Explorer

Managing Party Send Ports Using BizTalk Explorer

Enlisting Parties Using BizTalk Explorer

Unenlisting Parties Using BizTalk Explorer

Managing Parties Using BizTalk Explorer

Managing Send Ports Using BizTalk Explorer

About BizTalk Explorer Artifacts

Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model from Managed Code

Party Class
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Enlisting a Party Using BizTalk Explorer
Party enlistment is very similar to orchestration binding because both require that the orchestration role port types are bound to
party ports. Thus, all the rules used for orchestration binding relate to party enlistment. However, there are a few points specific to
party enlistment that differ from orchestration binding:

Party enlistment deals only with send ports, because the orchestration role receive ports would bind to locations that are
local to the administration group, and are not within the party.
Party enlistment allows for per-operation level mapping to party ports, as opposed to orchestration port binding where the
binding (or mapping) occurs at a port level. However, the rules for which types of party send ports show up apply in the
same sense as for orchestration binding as described in the following rules.
Send port groups cannot be used for party enlistment, because Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 does not support send
port groups belonging to a party.
Each operation for an orchestration role send port type is mapped to a party send port.
If the operation is one way, both one-way and solicit-response party send ports are shown for that operation (and the
receive pipeline in the solicit-response party send port that is picked is ignored).
If the operation is solicit-response, only solicit-response party send ports are shown for binding during party enlistment.

This section contains:

Browsing Roles Using BizTalk Explorer
Enlisting Parties Using BizTalk Explorer
Unenlisting Parties Using BizTalk Explorer
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Browsing Roles Using BizTalk Explorer
Roles used in all orchestrations deployed to any BizTalk Configuration database can be viewed from within BizTalk Explorer.

To browse roles

1. In Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Roles collection.

From the Roles collection, you can enlist the party and review its read-only properties.

To review the read-only properties for a role

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Roles collection, right-click the role, and then click Properties.

The read-only properties are displayed in the Properties window in Visual Studio .NET. The following table contains
descriptions for the properties.

Use this To do this
Name Contains the name of the role.
Assembly Name Contains full name of the assembly that contains the orchestration.
Role Link Type Contains the name of the link type to which the role belongs.

See Also

About BizTalk Explorer Artifacts

Enlisting a Party Using BizTalk Explorer
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Enlisting Parties Using BizTalk Explorer
You can use BizTalk Explorer to enlist a party under a role. The enlisted party appears as a node under the role.

To enlist a party

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Roles collection, right-click the role under which you want to enlist a party, and then click

Enlist Party.
3. In the Select Party dialog box, select a party from the drop-down list, and then click OK.
4. In the Enlisting Party Properties - <Party> - Configurations -Binding dialog box, in the right pane, click the down

arrow button to select a send port for each outbound role port, and then click OK.

See Also

Unenlisting Parties Using BizTalk Explorer

Managing Parties Using BizTalk Explorer

About BizTalk Explorer Artifacts

Enlisting a Party Using BizTalk Explorer

Role.AddNewEnlistedParty Method

DeleteParty (BizTalk Server Sample)

UnenlistParties (BizTalk Server Sample)
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Unenlisting Parties Using BizTalk Explorer
You can use BizTalk Explorer to unenlist a party from a role. Note, however, that this does not remove the party from the
Configuration database.

To remove a party enlistment

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in a BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Roles collection and the role, right-click the party for which you want to remove the

enlistment, and then click Remove.
3. In the BizTalk Server dialog box, click Yes.

The party is removed from under the role.

See Also

Managing Parties Using BizTalk Explorer

About BizTalk Explorer Artifacts

Enlisting a Party Using BizTalk Explorer

Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model from Managed Code

Role.RemoveEnlistedParty Method

DeleteParty (BizTalk Server Sample)

UnenlistParties (BizTalk Server Sample)
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Refreshing BizTalk Explorer
When changes are made to any of the artifacts in the Configuration database outside of the BizTalk® Explorer user interface (UI),
the UI must be refreshed for the changes to appear.

To refresh the Configuration database

1. In Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET, in a Microsoft® BizTalk Server project, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, right-click the Configuration database in which the changes were made, and then click Refresh.

The Configuration database artifacts are refreshed in BizTalk Explorer.

See Also

Managing Business Processes Using BizTalk Explorer
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Automating Business Process Management
This section describes using the BizTalk® Explorer Object Model from managed code. Developers can use the BizTalk Explorer
Object Model to build administrative tools and to dynamically configure BizTalk Explorer objects at run time.

This section contains:

Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model from Managed Code
Common Programmatic Tasks Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model
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Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model from Managed Code
The BizTalk Explorer Object Model is a managed object model that enables programmatic configuration of BizTalk artifacts in the
Trading Partner Management database. It enables all the forms of programmatic access that any .NET programming language can
provide. This includes programming from any other common language runtime (CLR)-compliant programming language (for
example, C#, Visual Basic® .NET, Managed C++, and so on).

The BizTalk Explorer tool available in Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET makes it easy to manage small numbers of ports,
orchestrations, parties, and so on. But when it comes time to add thousands of parties, or delete hundreds of ports, you need a
way to write code to perform these tasks for you. This is what the BizTalk Explorer Object Model provides.

All of the APIs in the BizTalk Explorer Object Model are in the Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM namespace, and can be referenced
by adding the Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.dll to your project. The samples in the
Common Programmatic Tasks Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model section provide four complete samples for the most
common tasks, and links to the samples that appear in the Explorer Object Model reference pages.

Note  BizTalk Explorer objects do not support multithreading.

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

Automating Business Process Management

Admin\ExplorerOM (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
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Common Programmatic Tasks Using the BizTalk Explorer
Object Model
You can use the following samples to perform common tasks using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model.

This section contains:

Browsing BizTalk Server Assembly Artifacts Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model
Orchestration Binding Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model
Partner Management Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model
Content-Based Routing Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model
Managing Artifacts Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model
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Browsing BizTalk Server Assembly Artifacts Using the BizTalk
Explorer Object Model
Use the following sample to browse assembly artifacts using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model.

The EnumerateOrchestrationArtifacts method enumerates all the orchestrations, and all of the ports, roles, port type
operations, used roles, and implemented roles within each orchestration.

The EnumerateArtifactSample method connects to the Configuration database, and enumerates all of the deployed assemblies,
configured hosts, parties, send port, and aliases.

using System;
using Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM;
public static void EnumerateOrchestrationArtifacts()
{
    // Connect to the local BizTalk Configuration database
    BtsCatalogExplorer catalog = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
    catalog.ConnectionString = "Server=.;Initial Catalog=BizTalkMgmtDb;Integrated Security=SS
PI;";

    // Enumerate all orchestrations and their ports/roles
    Console.WriteLine("ORCHESTRATIONS: ");
    foreach(BtsAssembly assembly in catalog.Assemblies)
    {
        foreach(BtsOrchestration orch in assembly.Orchestrations)
        {

            Console.WriteLine(" Name:{0}\r\n Host:{1}\r\n Status:{2}",
                orch.FullName, orch.Host.Name, orch.Status);

            // Enumerate ports and operations
            foreach(OrchestrationPort port in orch.Ports)
            {
                Console.WriteLine("\t{0} ({1})", 
                    port.Name, port.PortType.FullName);

                foreach(PortTypeOperation operation in port.PortType.Operations)
                {
                    Console.WriteLine("\t\t" + operation.Name);
                }
            }

            // Enumerate used roles
            foreach(Role role in orch.UsedRoles)
            {
                Console.WriteLine("\t{0} ({1})", 
                    role.Name, role.ServiceLinkType);

        foreach(EnlistedParty enlistedparty in role.EnlistedParties)
                {
                    Console.WriteLine("\t\t" + enlistedparty.Party.Name);
                }
            }

            // Enumerate implemented roles
            foreach(Role role in orch.ImplementedRoles)
            {
                Console.WriteLine("\t{0} ({1})", 
                    role.Name, role.ServiceLinkType);
            }
        }
    }
}



 

See Also

Managing Assemblies Using BizTalk Explorer

Common Programmatic Tasks Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model

Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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public static void EnumerateArtifactsSample()
{
    // Connect to the local BizTalk Configuration database
    BtsCatalogExplorer catalog = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
    catalog.ConnectionString = "Server=.;Initial Catalog=BizTalkMgmtDb;Integrated Security=SS
PI;";

    // Enumerate all deployed assemblies
    Console.WriteLine("ASSEMBLIES: ");
    foreach(BtsAssembly assembly in catalog.Assemblies)
    {
        Console.WriteLine(assembly.Name);
    }

    // Enumerate all configured hosts
    Console.WriteLine("HOSTS: ");
    foreach(Host host in catalog.Hosts)
    {
        Console.WriteLine("{0} ({1})", 
            host.Name, host.Type.ToString());
    }

    // Enumerate all parties and associated sendports/aliases
    Console.WriteLine("PARTIES: ");
    foreach(Party party in catalog.Parties)
    {
        Console.WriteLine(party.Name);

        // Enumerate all sendports
        foreach(SendPort sendport in party.SendPorts)
        {
            Console.WriteLine("\t" + sendport.Name);
        }

        // Enumerate all aliases
        foreach(PartyAlias alias in party.Aliases)
        {
            Console.WriteLine("\t{0}: {1} = {2}",
                alias.Name, alias.Qualifier, alias.Value);
        }
    }

    // Enumerate all the transforms
    Console.WriteLine("TRANSFORMS: ");
    foreach(Transform transform in catalog.Transforms)
    {
        Console.WriteLine("{0}:\r\n \t{1} ==> {2}",
            transform.FullName, transform.SourceSchema.FullName, transform.TargetSchema.FullN
ame);
    }
}
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Orchestration Binding Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model
The following C# code snippets illustrate the following concepts of using BizTalk Explorer Object Model:

How to create an instance of the root object of the BizTalk Explorer Object Model. In other words, how to instantiate
BtsCatalogExplorer.
How to bind orchestration ports to send ports, receive ports, and send port groups.
How to enlist an orchestration.
How to start an orchestration.
How to stop an orchestration.
How to unenlist an orchestration.
How to unbind orchestration ports.
How to commit a set of operations done on the BizTalk Explorer Object Model objects in a transactional manner (that is,
either all the changes will be committed or rolled back).

The BindOrchestration method shows how to bind an orchestration to a send port or send port group.

The EnlistOrchestration method shows how to create the root BtsCatalogExplorer object, set the Configuration database
connection string, set the orchestration status to enlisted, and commit the changes to the database.

using Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM;
public void BindOrchestration()
{
   // Create the root object and set the connection string
   BtsCatalogExplorer catalog = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
catalog.ConnectionString = string.Format("SERVER={0};DATABASE={1};Integrated Security=SSPI", 
SystemInformation.ComputerName, "BizTalkMgmtDB");

   try
   {
      BtsOrchestrationCollection orchestrations = catalog.Assemblies[0].Orchestrations;
      // Specify either a sendport or a sendportgroup for the orchestration outbound port
      orchestrations["BizTalkProject.Orchestration1"].Ports["OutboundPort_1"].SendPort = cata
log.SendPorts["SendPort_1"];
      orchestrations["BizTalkProject.Orchestration1"].Ports["OutboundPort_2"].SendPortGroup =
catalog.SendPortGroups["SendPortGroup_1"];
      // Specify a receiveport for orchestration inbound port
      orchestrations["BizTalkProject.Orchestration1"].Ports["InboundPort_1"].ReceivePort = ca
talog.ReceivePorts["ReceivePort_1"];

      // Commit the changes
      catalog.SaveChanges();
   }
   catch(Exception e)
   {
      catalog.DiscardChanges();
      throw e;
   }
}

public void EnlistOrchestration()
{
   // Create the root object and set the connection string
   BtsCatalogExplorer catalog = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
   catalog.ConnectionString = string.Format("SERVER={0};DATABASE={1};Integrated Security=SSPI
", SystemInformation.ComputerName, "BizTalkMgmtDB");

   try
   {
      BtsOrchestrationCollection orchestrations = catalog.Assemblies[0].Orchestrations;
      // Set the orchestration status to enlisted
      orchestrations["BizTalkProject.Orchestration1"].Status = OrchestrationStatus.Enlisted;



The StartOrchestration method shows how to create the root BtsCatalogExplorer object, create, set the Configuration database
connection string, set the orchestration status to Started, and commit the changes to the database.

The StopOrchestration method shows how to create the root BTSCatalogExplorer object, set the Configuration database
connection string, set the orchestration status to Enlisted, and commit the changes.

The UnenlistOrchestration method shows how to create the root BTSCatalogExplorer object, set the Configuration database
connection string, set the orchestration status to Unenlisted, and commit the changes.

      // Commit the changes
      catalog.SaveChanges();
   }
   catch(Exception e)
   {
      catalog.DiscardChanges();
      throw e;
   }
}

public void StartOrchestration()
{
   // Create the root object and set the connection string
   BtsCatalogExplorer catalog = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
   catalog.ConnectionString = string.Format("SERVER={0};DATABASE={1};Integrated Security=SSPI
", SystemInformation.ComputerName, "BizTalkMgmtDB");

   try
   {
      BtsOrchestrationCollection orchestrations = catalog.Assemblies[0].Orchestrations;
      // Set the orchestration status to started
      orchestrations["BizTalkProject.Orchestration1"].Status = OrchestrationStatus.Started;
      // Commit the changes
      catalog.SaveChanges();
   }
   catch(Exception e)
   {
      catalog.DiscardChanges();
      throw e;
   }
}

public void StopOrchestration()
{
   // Create the root object and set the connection string
   BtsCatalogExplorer catalog = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
   catalog.ConnectionString = string.Format("SERVER={0};DATABASE={1};Integrated Security=SSPI
", SystemInformation.ComputerName, "BizTalkMgmtDB");

   try
   {
      BtsOrchestrationCollection orchestrations = catalog.Assemblies[0].Orchestrations;
      // set the orchestration status to enlisted
      orchestrations["BizTalkProject.Orchestration1"].Status = OrchestrationStatus.Enlisted;
      // commit the changes
      catalog.SaveChanges();
   }
   catch(Exception e)
   {
      catalog.DiscardChanges();
      throw e;
   }
}



The UnbindOrchestration method shows how to create the root BTSCatalogExplorer object, set the Configuration database
connection string, reset the orchestration bindings, and commit the changes.

See Also

Orchestration Management in BizTalk Explorer

Managing Orchestrations Using BizTalk Explorer

Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

Common Programmatic Tasks Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model

public void UnenlistOrchestration()
{
   // Create the root object and set the connection string
   BtsCatalogExplorer catalog = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
   catalog.ConnectionString = string.Format("SERVER={0};DATABASE={1};Integrated Security=SSPI
", SystemInformation.ComputerName, "BizTalkMgmtDB");

   try
   {
      BtsOrchestrationCollection orchestrations = catalog.Assemblies[0].Orchestrations;
      // Set the orchestration status to Unenlisted
      orchestrations["BizTalkProject.Orchestration1"].Status = OrchestrationStatus.Unenlisted
;
      // Commit the changes
      catalog.SaveChanges();
   }
   catch(Exception e)
   {
      catalog.DiscardChanges();
      throw e;
   }
}

public void UnbindOrchestration()
{
   // Create the root object and set the connection string
   BtsCatalogExplorer catalog = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
   catalog.ConnectionString = string.Format("SERVER={0};DATABASE={1};Integrated Security=SSPI
", SystemInformation.ComputerName, "BizTalkMgmtDB");

   try
   {
      BtsOrchestrationCollection orchestrations = catalog.Assemblies[0].Orchestrations;
      
      // Reset the bindings
      orchestrations["BizTalkProject.Orchestration1"].Ports["OutboundPort_1"].SendPort = null
;
      orchestrations["BizTalkProject.Orchestration1"].Ports["OutboundPort_2"].SendPortGroup =
null;
      orchestrations["BizTalkProject.Orchestration1"].Ports["InboundPort_1"].ReceivePort = nu
ll;

      // Commit the changes
      catalog.SaveChanges();
   }
   catch(Exception e)
   {
      catalog.DiscardChanges();
      throw e;
   }
}
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Partner Management Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model
The following C# code snippets illustrate the following concepts of using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model:

How to create parties.
How to specify standard aliases and custom aliases for a party.
How to configure send ports for a party.
How to browse certificates.
How to specify a signature certificate for a party.
How to browse assemblies and roles.
How to enlist parties under a role.
How to map party ports to the role port types (operations).
How to unbind the party ports.
How to unenlist a party from a role.
How to delete the party.
How to commit a set of operations done on the object model objects in a transactional manner (that is, either all the
changes will be committed or rolled back).

The CreateParty method shows how to create the root BTSCatalogExplorer object, set the Configuration database connection
string, create a party, create an alias, create send ports, specify a signature certificate, and commit the changes.

using Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM;
public void CreateParty()
{
   // Create the root object and set the connection string
   BtsCatalogExplorer catalog = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
   catalog.ConnectionString = string.Format("SERVER={0};DATABASE={1};Integrated Security=SSPI
", SystemInformation.ComputerName, "BizTalkMgmtDB");

   try
   {
      // Create a party
      Party myParty = catalog.AddNewParty();
      myParty.Name = "FedEx";
      // create a standard alias
      PartyAlias standardAlias = myParty.AddNewAlias();
      standardAlias.Name = "D-U-N-S (Dun & Bradstreet)";
      standardAlias.Qualifier = "1";
      standardAlias.Value = "Value1";

      // Create a custom alias
      PartyAlias customAlias = myParty.AddNewAlias();
      customAlias.Name = "Telephone";
      customAlias.Qualifier = "100";
      customAlias.Value = "4257076302";

      // Add party send ports
      myParty.SendPorts.Add(catalog.SendPorts["NormalDelivery"]);
      myParty.SendPorts.Add(catalog.SendPorts["ExpressDelivery"]);

      // Specify a signature certificate, make sure the certificate is available
      // in the AddressBook store of the Local Machine
      foreach(CertificateInfo certificate in catalog.Certificates)
      {
         if(certificate.ShortName == "BR, Certisign Certificadora Digital Ltda., Certisign - 
Autoridade Certificadora - AC2")
         {
            myParty.SignatureCert = certificate;
            break;
         }
      }

      // Commit the changes



The EnlistParty method shows how to create the root BTSCatalogExplorer object, set the Configuration database connection
string, search for a role, enlist a party under the role, and commit the changes.

The Unenlist method shows how to create the root BTSCatalogExplorer object, set the Configuration database connection
string, search for a role, remove an enlisted party, and commit the changes.

      catalog.SaveChanges();
   }
   catch(Exception e)
   {
      catalog.DiscardChanges();
      throw e;
   }
}

public void EnlistParty()
{
   // Create the root object and set the connection string
   BtsCatalogExplorer catalog = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
   catalog.ConnectionString = string.Format("SERVER={0};DATABASE={1};Integrated Security=SSPI
", SystemInformation.ComputerName, "BizTalkMgmtDB");

   try
   {
      Party myParty = catalog.Parties["FedEx"];
      
      // Search for the shipper role
      Role svcRole = null;
      foreach(Role role in catalog.Assemblies[0].Roles)
      {
         if(role.Name == "ShipperRole")
         {
            svcRole = role;
            break;
         }
      }
      
      // Enlist the party under the shipper role
      EnlistedParty enlistedParty = svcRole.AddNewEnlistedParty(myParty);
      enlistedParty.Mappings[0].SendPort = myParty.SendPorts[0]; // NormalDelivery
      enlistedParty.Mappings[1].SendPort = myParty.SendPorts[1]; // ExpressDelivery

      // Commit the changes
      catalog.SaveChanges();
   }
   catch(Exception e)
   {
      catalog.DiscardChanges();
      throw e;
   }
}

public void UnenlistParty()
{
   // Create the root object and set the connection string
   BtsCatalogExplorer catalog = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
   catalog.ConnectionString = string.Format("SERVER={0};DATABASE={1};Integrated Security=SSPI
", SystemInformation.ComputerName, "BizTalkMgmtDB");

   try
   {
      // Search for the shipper role
      Role svcRole = null;
      foreach(Role role in catalog.Assemblies[0].Roles)



The DeleteParty method shows how to create the root BTSCatalogExplorer object, set the Configuration database connection
string, delete a party, and commit the changes.

See Also

Managing Parties Using BizTalk Explorer

Enlisting a Party Using BizTalk Explorer

Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

Common Programmatic Tasks Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model

DeleteParty (BizTalk Server Sample)

      {
         if(role.Name == "ShipperRole")
         {
            svcRole = role;
            break;
         }
      }
      
      // Remove the enlisted party
      foreach(EnlistedParty enlistedparty in svcRole.EnlistedParties)
      {
         if(enlistedparty.Party.Name == "FedEx")
         {
            svcRole.RemoveEnlistedParty(enlistedparty);
            break;
         }
      }

      // Commit the changes
      catalog.SaveChanges();
   }
   catch(Exception e)
   {
      catalog.DiscardChanges();
      throw e;
   }
}

public void DeleteParty()
{
   // Create the root object and set the connection string
   BtsCatalogExplorer catalog = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
   catalog.ConnectionString = string.Format("SERVER={0};DATABASE={1};Integrated Security=SSPI
", SystemInformation.ComputerName, "BizTalkMgmtDB");

   try
   {
      Party party = catalog.Parties["FedEx"];
      // Remove the party
      catalog.RemoveParty(party);
      
      // commit the changes
      catalog.SaveChanges();
   }
   catch(Exception e)
   {
      catalog.DiscardChanges();
      throw e;
   }
}



 

UnenlistParties (BizTalk Server Sample)
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Content-Based Routing Using the BizTalk Explorer Object
Model
Use the following sample to route messages based on their content using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model.

The following C# code snippets illustrate the following concepts of using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model:

How to use filters and maps on send ports.
Perform content based routing.
Perform document normalization.

For more information about the message context properties that you can promote for content-based routing, see
Message Context Properties.

Note  The following referenced schemas and maps are assumed to exist and be deployed.

The CBRSample method shows how to route messages to a US or Canadian (CAN) processing location depending on the
CountryCode code indicated in the received PO document.

  private void CBRSample()
        {
            // connect to the local BizTalk Configuration database
            BtsCatalogExplorer catalog = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
            catalog.ConnectionString = "Server=.;Initial Catalog=BizTalkMgmtDb;Integrated Sec
urity=SSPI;";

            try
            {
                //***************************************************
                // create Sendport for processing US orders          
                //***************************************************
                SendPort sendportUSOrders = catalog.AddNewSendPort(false, false);
                sendportUSOrders.Name = "sendportUSOrders";
                sendportUSOrders.PrimaryTransport.TransportType = catalog.ProtocolTypes[0];
                sendportUSOrders.PrimaryTransport.Address = "http://process_orders_US.asp";
                sendportUSOrders.SendPipeline = catalog.Pipelines["Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultP
ipelines:3.0.1.0:Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.XMLTransmit"];

                // specify filter for content-based routing of US orders
                sendportUSOrders.Filter = 
                    "<Filter><Group>" +
                    "<Statement Property='BTS.ReceivePortName' Operator='0' Value='ReceivePor
tPO'/>" +
                    "<Statement Property='CBRSample.CountryCode' Operator='0' Value='US'/>" +
                    "</Group></Filter>";

                // enumerate all transforms and add a transform map that can normalize docume
nts for US orders
                foreach(Transform transform in catalog.Transforms)
                {
                    if(transform.SourceSchema.FullName == "CBRSample.POSchema" &&
                       transform.TargetSchema.FullName == "CBRSample.POSchemaUS")
                    {
                        sendportUSOrders.OutboundTransforms.Add(catalog.Transforms);
                        break;
                    }
                }

                // enlist and start the send port
                sendportUSOrders.Status = PortStatus.Started;

                //***************************************************
                // create Sendport for processing CAN orders         
                //***************************************************
                SendPort sendportCANOrders = catalog.AddNewSendPort(false, false);



 

See Also

Content-Based Routing in BizTalk Explorer

ISendPort.Filter Property

Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

Common Programmatic Tasks Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model
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                sendportCANOrders.Name = "sendportCANOrders";
                sendportCANOrders.PrimaryTransport.TransportType = catalog.ProtocolTypes[0];
                sendportCANOrders.PrimaryTransport.Address = "http://process_orders_CAN.asp";
                sendportCANOrders.SendPipeline = catalog.Pipelines["Microsoft.BizTalk.Default
Pipelines:3.0.1.0:Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.XMLTransmit"];
               
                // specify filter for content-based routing of CAN orders
                sendportCANOrders.Filter = 
                    "<Filter><Group>" +
                    "<Statement Property='BTS.ReceivePortName' Operator='0' Value='ReceivePor
tPO'/>" +
                    "<Statement Property='CBRSample.CountryCode' Operator='0' Value='CAN'/>" 
+
                    "</Group></Filter>";

                // add a specific transform map to normalize documents for CAN orders
                Transform map = catalog.Transforms["CBRSample.POtoCANmap"];
                if(map != null)
                    sendportCANOrders.OutboundTransforms.Add(map);

                // enlist and start the send port
                sendportCANOrders.Status = PortStatus.Started;

                // persist changes to BizTalk Configuration database
                catalog.SaveChanges();
            }
            catch(Exception e)
            {
                catalog.DiscardChanges();
                throw e;
            }
        }
    }
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Managing Artifacts Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model
Samples to manage each of these artifacts can be found on the reference page for the artifact.

SendPort Class
SendPortGroup Class
ReceivePort Class
ReceiveLocation Class

See Also

Common Programmatic Tasks Using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model
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Creating Schemas Using BizTalk Editor
BizTalk® Editor is a tool that runs within the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET environment. You can use it to create, edit, and
manage schemas for use with your application. BizTalk Editor uses its own graphical system of hierarchical records and fields to
represent the structure of instance messages, and uses the XML Schema definition (XSD) language to store the schemas that it
defines. This is true regardless of the format in which instance messages are exchanged. For example, suppose that you exchange
flat files with a trading partner. As BizTalk Server processes those flat files, it converts them to and from an XML format that
conforms to an XSD schema that you defined in BizTalk Editor.

The schemas you create using BizTalk Editor can be used within an orchestrated business process, as shown in the following
figure.

Schemas are also used by assemblers and disassemblers for translating instance messages from one format to another, such as
between a flat file format and XML. Schemas also play an important role in instance message transformation, wherein the data in
an instance message is used to construct an instance message with a different structure. The new instance message might be
semantically equivalent, such as different representations of a purchase order, or it might be a different but related type of
instance message that requires some or all of the data from the original instance message in its content.

An important reason for translating all instance messages into an XML format that conforms to an XSD schema is to simplify the
process of transforming a message from one structure into another structure. Message structures are typically semantically
equivalent despite their syntactic differences. For example, you and your trading partner might structure your purchase orders
differently, but the basic information they contain is the same, allowing them to be transformed back and forth automatically. By
first converting all instance messages into an XML format governed by a corresponding XSD schema, the instance messages can
be translated back and forth between XML and non-XML formats, and transformed from one XML structure to another. For more
information about the distinction between instance message translation and instance message transformation, see
Transformation vs. Translation.

The companion tool to BizTalk Editor within the Microsoft Visual Studio .NET environment is BizTalk Mapper. After you use BizTalk
Editor to create the schemas that define the structure and format of a pair of related instance messages, you use BizTalk Mapper
to graphically define how to transform an instance message conforming to one schema (the source instance message and
schema) into an instance message conforming to another schema (the destination instance message and schema). The
specification of such transformations is implemented using Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) and persisted
as files called maps. For conceptual and procedural information about BizTalk Mapper, see Creating Maps Using BizTalk Mapper.
For reference information about BizTalk Mapper properties and functoids, see Map Property Reference and Functoid Reference,
respectively.

Using BizTalk Editor, you can open a blank schema that contains no structure, you can open an existing XSD schema, or you can
generate a schema from a non-XSD source. When you generate a schema from a non-XSD source, BizTalk Editor interprets the
structure of the source and produces a schema that is an XSD representation of it. You can edit any records and fields that appear
in the BizTalk Editor schema tree view, and then save the structure as a BizTalk schema.

This section contains:

Planning for Schema Creation
About Instance Messages
About Schemas
Using BizTalk Editor



 

Creating Schemas
Testing Schemas
Extending BizTalk Editor
Considerations When Creating Schemas
Known Issues with Schema Generation and Validation
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Planning for Schema Creation
You use schemas to validate instances of messages that are meant to conform to the schema, to define how instance messages in
different formats (XML and non-XML) can be translated back and forth, and to define how XML instance messages with one
structure can be transformed into XML instance messages with a different structure. For more information about the distinction
between instance message translation and instance message transformation, see Transformation vs. Translation.

The following table lists some of the questions that you need to answer in planning for schema creation in BizTalk® Editor.

Planning questi
on

Recommendation

What schemas d
o I need to create
?

Make a list of the business documents that you will be processing using Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004. Suc
h a list might include, for example, a purchase order, an invoice, a shipping confirmation, and so on. The list mi
ght also include more than one of each business document, such as when the structure of a purchase order yo
u receive from one trading partner is different than the structure of a purchase order you receive from another 
trading partner.

Are the documen
ts I send and rece
ive already repre
sented as XML?

Add information to your list of documents regarding the format of each business document you send and recei
ve, be it XML or some other format such as a delimited or positional flat file format.

What starting poi
nts are available f
or the creation of
the schemas on 
my list?

Although sometimes necessary, creating schemas is more difficult than generating them from one of the supp
orted sources. If your schema is already represented in XML Schema definition (XSD) language, no generation i
s necessary and you can simply open it in BizTalk Editor.

If you have a well-formed XML instance message, a Document Type Definition (DTD) representation of your sc
hema, or an XML-Data reduced (XDR) representation of your schema, you can automatically generate your sch
ema. You may need to refine the generated schema using BizTalk Editor, but you will have saved yourself some
work. For step-by-step instructions, see the procedure "To generate a schema from a non-XSD source" in
Creating Schemas for XML Messages.

If none of these starting points are available to you for one or more of the business documents on your list, yo
u will need to create a new schema using BizTalk Editor and define its structure.

See Also

Creating Schemas for XML Messages

Creating Schemas Using BizTalk Editor
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About Instance Messages
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 sends and receives instance messages, each of which typically represents one or more business
documents such as a purchase order. An instance message is an instance of a message structure defined by one or more
schemas. A schema, or a set of schemas being used together, defines what constitutes a valid instance message. For example, a
purchase order might be defined to have several records within it, such as a ShipTo record, a BillTo record, an Items record, and so
on. Each of these records can be defined to contain their own subrecords and fields. The corresponding schema defines the
potential contents of these records and fields and the corresponding instance messages contain actual purchase orders that
contain purchase order data structured according to the schema.

BizTalk Server can send and receive instance messages in an extensible variety of formats although one format, XML, has special
significance as the format into which all message formats are translated for internal processing. A particular XML document uses
a well-defined set of starting and ending tags, arranged hierarchically, to organize the data within the message and determine
where one data item ends and another begins. One or more corresponding XML schemas define which tags are allowed within
other tags, in what order, thereby governing the structure of conforming messages.

Another broad category of formats, known as flat file formats, are commonly used by legacy systems. These formats use some
combination of delimiters (such as tabs) and fixed length fields to determine where one data item ends and another begins.

This section provides a high-level overview of the structure of these two types of messages that are commonly handled by BizTalk
Server.

This section contains:

Structure of an XML Message
Structure of a Flat File Message
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Structure of an XML Message
In the context of Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, an XML instance message is a valid hierarchy of XML tags that together constitute
zero or more XML envelopes and one or more XML documents. For example, the following XML instance message consists of a
single XML envelope (in regular font) that contains a single XML document (shown in bold type).

XML envelopes and the XML documents that they contain can be combined into valid XML instance messages in several different
ways. The remainder of this section describes these different combinations.

This section contains:

XML Message Envelopes
Nested XML Message Envelopes
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<ns0:envelope xmlns:ns0="http://myEnvelopeNamespaceURI.org">
    <header>
        <firstName>John</firstName>
        <lastName>Scott</lastName>
    </header>
    <body>
        <ns1:document xmlns:ns1="http://myDocumentNamespaceURI.org">
            <message>Hello</message>
        </ns1:document>
    </body>
</ns0:envelope>
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XML Message Envelopes
XML envelopes serve two purposes within XML instance messages sent and received by Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004:

XML envelopes can contain data that supplements the data within the XML documents. This data can be promoted into the
message context by the XML disassembler to provide easier access from a variety of BizTalk Server components. For
outbound XML instance messages, the XML assembler can demote values from the message context into an envelope for
inclusion in the instance message transmission.
XML envelopes can be used to combine multiple XML documents into a single, valid XML instance message. Without an
envelope to wrap multiple documents within a single root tag, an XML instance message containing multiple documents
would not qualify as well-formed XML.

A typical XML envelope (shown in bold type) contains both data and a tag used to delimit the one or more XML documents
(shown in regular font) that it contains.

Less common, but still valid, an XML envelope (shown in bold type) need not contain any data or a tag for delimiting the XML
documents (shown in regular type) that it contains.

In such cases, the XML envelope consists of nothing other than the starting and ending envelope tags.

See Also

Nested XML Message Envelopes

Structure of an XML Message

Creating Schemas for Envelopes
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<envelope fieldAttrib1="..." fieldAttrib2="..." ...>
    <fieldElem1>...</fieldElem1>
    <fieldElem2>...</fieldElem2>
    ...
    <body>
        <document1>
            ...
        </document1>
        <document2>
            ...
        </document2>
        ...
    </body>
    ...
</envelope>

<envelope>
    <document1>
        ...
    </document1>
    <document2>
        ...
    </document2>
    ...
</envelope>
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Nested XML Message Envelopes
XML envelopes can be nested to create complex document structures. Nested XML envelopes can occur in two forms, known as
flexible and canonical. The following example shows the flexible form of enveloped documents, in which documents and
envelopes (shown in bold type) can appear at the same level within an enclosing envelope.

The following example shows a similar instance message that conforms to the canonical form of enveloped documents, in which
all documents appear at the same level within the innermost envelope.

Given an instance message in either of the forms described, the XML disassembler will produce document1, document2,
document3, and document4. The message context of each of these documents includes the properties promoted from the
corresponding document as well as the properties promoted within each of the enclosing envelopes. The following table shows
the promoted properties that will be include in the message context of each unwrapped documents for both the flexible and
canonical examples, given the property promotions specified in the first column for the various envelopes and documents.

Specified property pro
motions

Resulting message context properties for flex
ible example

Resulting message context properties for cano
nical example

envelope1: p1

envelope2: p3

document1: p2

document2: p4 and p5

document3: no promotio
ns

document4: no promotio
ns

document1: p1, p2

document2: p1, p3, p4, p5

document3: p1, p3

document4: p1

document1: p1, p2, p3

document2: p1, p3, p4, p5

document3: p1, p3

document4: p1, p3

See Also

XML Message Envelopes

Structure of an XML Message

Creating Schemas for Envelopes
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<envelope1>
    <document1/>
    <envelope2>
        <document2/>
        <document3/>
    </envelope2>
    <document4/>
</envelope1>

<envelope1>
    <envelope2>
        <document1/>
        <document2/>
        <document3/>
        <document4/>
    </envelope2>
</envelope1>
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Structure of a Flat File Message
In the context of Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, a flat file instance message is a text file that can contain three logical parts: a
header, a body, and a trailer, in that order. Both the header and the trailer are optional. The following example shows a flat file
instance message that consists of all three parts, with the body shown in bold type.

For the flat file disassembler to correctly distinguish the header, the body, and the trailer of a flat file instance message, you must
create and configure a separate schema for each of them.

Within a particular part of a flat file instance message, different items of data are grouped into records, which themselves can
contain subrecords and ultimately the individual items of data, known as fields. These records and fields are distinguished from
each other using one of two different basic methodologies. The first methodology, known as positional, defines each item of data
to be of a pre-established length, with pad characters being used to bring a shorter item of data up to its expected length. The
second methodology, known as delimited, uses one or more special characters to separate items of data from each other. This
methodology avoids the need for otherwise superfluous pad characters, but introduces some special considerations when the
data itself contains the character or sequence of characters being used as a delimiter.

The remainder of this section provides a high-level overview of how BizTalk Server handles headers, bodies, and trailers in flat file
instance messages, and specifically, how it decides whether the optional parts are present, and how it separates the parts of
inbound flat file instance messages and combines the parts of outbound flat file instance messages. This section also provides
additional information about the differences between flat file instance messages that employ positional records and fields and flat
file instance messages that employ delimited records and fields.

This section contains:

Flat File Message Headers
Flat File Message Bodies
Flat File Message Trailers
Flat File Messages with Positional Records
Flat File Messages with Delimited Records
Migrating Flat File Records
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Flat File Message Headers
The parsing of the optional flat file instance message header by the flat file disassembler is controlled by the flat file schema that
you have configured in the Header schema design-time property of the flat file disassembler or the
XMLNORM.HeaderSpecName message context property. If you have not specified a schema using one of these two methods,
the flat file disassembler assumes that the flat file instance message does not contain a header.

For outbound flat file instance messages, you can configure the flat file assembler to produce a header by specifying the
appropriate schema in its Header Specification Name design-time property or the XMLNORM.HeaderSpecName message
context property. For more information about setting message context properties, see Message Context Properties.

Data found in inbound flat file instance message headers can be preserved and utilized in two different ways. First, flat file
instance message headers can be saved in their entirety within the message context of the body for later restoration as the header
of a corresponding outbound flat file instance message. You can use the Preserve header property of the receive pipeline to
specify that the header should be preserved. And if a header is specified in the flat file assembler, the preserved header will be
used on the outbound message.

Second, individual items of data from a flat file instance message header can be copied to the message context associated with
the flat file message body by specifying property promotion for one or more of the fields in the corresponding schema. For more
information about promoting properties, see Promoting Properties.

See Also

Flat File Message Bodies

Flat File Message Trailers

Structure of a Flat File Message

Creating Schemas for Flat File Messages
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Flat File Message Bodies
A flat file instance message body, which is required, is what the flat file disassembler processes into one or more XML instance
messages. To know what data to expect in an inbound flat file instance message body, you must configure the flat file
disassembler with the flat file schema that corresponds to the body. You can specify the schema by using the Document schema
design-time property of the flat file disassembler or the XMLNORM.DocumentSpecName message context property. Because
flat file instance messages must have a body part, you must configure the appropriate schema using one of these two methods.

For outbound flat file instance messages, the flat file assembler can dynamically determine the appropriate flat file schema for the
body of the instance message. The flat file assembler determines the appropriate schema from the message type, which is a
combination of the target namespace and the name of the root element, both of which must be present in the XML version of the
outbound message. Alternatively, you can explicitly configure the flat file schema to be used by configuring the Document
schema design-time property of the flat file assembler or the XMLNORM.DocumentSpecName message context property.

Data found in inbound flat file instance message bodies can be copied to the corresponding message context by specifying
property promotion in the flat file schema being used by the flat file disassembler to process the inbound instance message.
Likewise, data in the message context can be copied back into outbound flat file instance messages by specifying property
demotion in the flat file schema being used by the flat file assembler to process the outbound message.

See Also

Flat File Message Headers

Flat File Message Trailers

Structure of a Flat File Message

Creating Schemas for Flat File Messages
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Flat File Message Trailers
As with flat file instance message headers, the parsing of the optional flat file instance message trailer by the flat file disassembler
is controlled by the flat file schema that you have configured in the Trailer schema design-time property of the flat file
disassembler or the XMLNORM.TrailerSpecName message context property. If you have not specified a schema using one of
these two methods, the flat file disassembler will assume that the flat file instance message does not contain a trailer.

Unlike with flat file instance message headers, flat file instance message trailers can neither be saved and restored as a single unit,
nor can they use property promotion to copy individual items of data to the message context associated with the flat file instance
message body. However, a trailer can be added to an outbound flat file instance message by specifying the appropriate schema in
the Trailer schema design-time property of the flat file assembler or the XMLNORM.TrailerSpecName message context
property. The data that constitutes the variable portion of the trailer can be specified using property demotion from the message
context of the flat file instance message body, or by specifying default or fixed values in the corresponding schema.

See Also

Flat File Message Headers

Flat File Message Bodies

Structure of a Flat File Message

Creating Schemas for Flat File Messages
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Flat File Messages with Positional Records
Positional records within a flat file instance message contain individual fields (items of data) that are each of a predefined length.
The fields are parsed according to these lengths. For example, consider the following positional record from a flat file instance
message, which contains a ship to address (the first line shows the number of characters reserved for each field).

A reasonable definition for this record in a flat file schema can be described as follows:

A positional record named shipTo that contains the following fields:
An attribute named country that is left-aligned, 10 characters in length, with a zero character offset.
An element named name that is left-aligned, 20 characters in length, with a zero character offset.
An element named street that is left-aligned, 20 characters in length, with a zero character offset.
An element named city that is left-aligned, 15 characters in length, with a zero character offset.
An element named state that is left-aligned, 2 characters in length, with a zero character offset.
An element named zip that is left-aligned, 5 characters in length, with a one character offset.

Given these record and field definitions, the flat file disassembler will produce the following XML equivalent of this record.

There are a number of considerations related to positional records that will affect how the record is parsed when received and
constructed when sent, including:

The character used to fill the unused portion of each field, known as the pad character. For more information, see
Field Padding.
An optional tag within the record, used to distinguish the record from other similar records. Tags usually occur at the
beginning of the record but allowable anywhere within it. For more information, see Tag Handling in Positional Records.
Positional records can be defined to have a tag or not have a tag, but once defined, the tag must be present or not, based on
the definition.
How data is justified within a fixed length field, relative to the accompanying pad characters. For more information, see
Field Justification.
Positional records nested within other positional or delimited records. For more information, see Nested Positional Records.
Positional records with field lengths specified as a specific number of bytes rather than a specific number of characters. For
more information, see Position Counting in Bytes.

To help you better understand how to work with positional flat files, see the samples in the FlatFileReceive and FlatFileSend
folders located at \Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\SDK\Samples\Pipelines\AssemblerDisassembler\.

Note  If your flat file contains both delimited and positional records, you must set the Structure property of the root
node to Delimited and the Structure property of subordinate record nodes to either Delimited or Positional as
appropriate.

Note  Fields in positional records have a limit of 50000000 characters.

See Also

Structure of a Flat File Message

Creating Schemas for Flat File Messages

123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345
US        Alice Smith         123 Maple Street    Mill Valley    CA 90952

<shipTo country=US">
    <name>Alice Smith</name>
    <street>123 Maple Street</street>
    <city>Mill Valley</city>
    <state>CA</state>
    <zip>90952</zip>
</shipTo>
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Flat File Messages with Delimited Records
Delimited records within a flat file instance message contain nested records and/or individual fields (items of data) that are
separated by a predefined character or set of characters. The fields are parsed according to these separating delimiters. For
example, consider the following delimited records from a flat file instance message, which contain two line items from a
hypothetical purchase order:

A reasonable definition for this record in a flat file schema can be described as follows:

A delimited record named items with child delimiter (,), child order prefix, and the tag ITEMS (shown in bold type).
A delimited, repeating record named item with child delimiter |, child order infix, and the tag ITEM (shown in bold
type).

An attribute named "partNum".

An element named "productName".

An element named "quantity".

An element named "USPrice".

An element named "powerSource".

An optional element named "shipDate".

Given these record and field definitions, the flat file disassembler produces the following XML equivalent of these records.

There are a number of considerations related to delimited records that will affect how the record is parsed when received and
constructed when sent, including:

The character or characters used to override the interpretation of delimiters so that they are treated as part of the data. For
more information, see Ways to Interpret Special Characters as Part of a Field Value.
An optional tag at the beginning of the record, used to distinguish the record from other similar records. For more
information, see Tag Handling in Delimited Records.
How data is justified within fields with minimum lengths, relative to the accompanying pad characters. For more
information, see Field Padding, Field Justification, and Minimum Field Lengths Within Delimited Records.
Positional records nested within other delimited records. For more information, see
Nested Positional and Delimited Records.
How data is justified within a fixed length field, relative to its accompanying pad characters. For more information, see
Field Justification.
Considerations concerning the positioning of delimiters relate to the data that they delimit. For more information, see
Child Order Considerations.

ITEMS,ITEM872-AA|Lawnmower|1|148.95|Electric-120vac,ITEM926-AA|Baby Monitor|1|39.98|Electric-
4AA|2004-01-21

<items>
    <item partNum="872-AA">
        <productName>Lawnmower</productName>
        <quantity>1</quantity>
        <USPrice>148.95</USPrice>
        <powerSource>Electric-120vac</powerSource>
    </item>
    <item partNum="926-AA">
        <productName>Baby Monitor</productName>
        <quantity>1</quantity>
        <USPrice>39.98</USPrice>
        <powerSource>Electric-4AA</powerSource>
        <shipDate>2004-01-21</shipDate>
    </item>
</items>



 

Preservation and suppression of delimiters when flat file messages are received and sent. For more information, see
Delimiter Preservation and Suppression.

To help you better understand how to work with delimited flat files, see the samples in the FlatFileReceive and FlatFileSend
folders located at \Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\SDK\Samples\Pipelines\AssemblerDisassembler\.

Note  If your flat file contains both delimited and positional records, you must set the Structure property of the root
node to Delimited and the Structure property of subordinate record nodes to either Delimited or Positional as
appropriate.

Note  Delimited fields in flat files have a limit of 50000000 characters.

See Also

Structure of a Flat File Message

Creating Schemas for Flat File Messages

Migrating Flat File Records
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Migrating Flat File Records
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2000 and Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2002 support only single character delimiters in flat file
records during parsing and serializing. This restriction is offset by greater flexibility in handling delimiters. BizTalk Server 2000
and BizTalk Server 2002 also support setting different delimiters on records, fields, and subfields. In contrast, Microsoft®
BizTalk® Server 2004 supports multi-character delimiters, although it supports only one type of delimiter—child delimiter. The
improvements in delimiter handling may affect how BizTalk 2000 and BizTalk 2002 flat file records are handled in BizTalk 2004.

Three schema annotations control delimiter handling in BizTalk 2000 and BizTalk 2002, two for parsing (skip_CR, skip_LF), and
one for serializing (append_newline). BizTalk 2004 interprets these annotations as follows when migrating records:

If the skip_CR annotation has a value of true and the current delimiter is not carriage return (0x0D), BizTalk 2004 adds a
carriage return to the current delimiter. For example, if the current delimiter were the pipe symbol (0x7C), the resulting
delimiter is a pipe symbol followed by a carriage return (0x7C 0x0D). If the current delimiter is carriage return, it remains as
a single carriage return regardless of the value of skip_CR.
If the skip_LF annotation has a value of true, BizTalk 2004 adds a linefeed character (0x0A) to the current delimiter. Notice
that in the preceding case where the current delimiter is the pipe symbol (0x7C), a three character delimiter results (0x7C
0x0D 0x0A) if both skip_CR and skip_LF are true.
BizTalk 2004 ignores the setting of the append_newline annotation.

While these interpretations of the annotations ensure the majority of cases migrate without difficulty, there are some cases where
migration fails. For example, if skip_CR and skip_LF are both true and the current delimiter is the pipe symbol (0x7C),
BizTalk 2000 and BizTalk 2002 accept all of the following as valid delimiters within a single set of records: 0x7C 0x0D 0x0A, 0x7C
0x0D, 0x7C 0x0A, and 0x7C. Records using such sets of delimiters cannot be migrated and require custom parser code in
BizTalk 2004.

Although BizTalk 2004 has only one type of delimiter, it interprets the old annotations so that records migrate easily. If a
BizTalk 2000 or BizTalk 2002 schema has values for def_record_delim¸ def_field_delim, def_subfield_delim, and these are
referenced in delimiter_type as inherit_record, and so on, BizTalk 2004 retrieves the corresponding value and stores it locally.

In addition, BizTalk 2004 adds fields for tagged positional records without children.

See Also

Troubleshooting Schemas

Known Issues with Schema Generation and Validation
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About Schemas
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 uses the XML Schema definition (XSD) language to define the structure of all messages that it
processes, and refers to these definitions of message structure as schemas. With few exceptions, structured messages are the core
of any application. These structured messages can take any form, large or small, and target a wide array of back-end systems and
data stores. Systems that create and consume the structured messages frequently use different formats. Two of the most
common formats for structured messages are XML and flat files.

BizTalk Editor is designed to simplify the process of defining a message schema and validating whether a particular message
conforms to that schema. In the process of defining schemas and validating messages, you will likely perform some of the
following tasks:

Create schemas for structured XML messages.
Create schemas for flat file messages.
Generate schemas from well-formed XML instance data.
Validate message conformance to a specific schema.
Perform design-time validation of schemas.

This section contains:

Different Types of BizTalk Schemas
Role of XSD
XSD Resources on the Web
BizTalk Representation of Schemas
Schemas That Use Other Schemas
Type Reuse and Derivations
Schema Migration from Previous Versions of BizTalk Server
Ways to Use Message Content to Control Message Processing
Schema Validation
Instance Message Generation and Validation
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Different Types of BizTalk Schemas
BizTalk Server 2004 supports the following four types of schemas:

XML schema. An XML schema defines the structure of a class of XML instance messages. Because this type of schema uses
XML Schema definition (XSD) language to define the structure of an XML instance message, and this is the intended
purpose of XSD, such schemas use XSD in a straightforward way.
Flat file schema. A flat file schema defines the structure of a class of instance messages that use a flat file format, either
delimited or positional or some combination thereof. Because the native semantic capabilities of XSD do not accommodate
all of the requirements for defining the structure of flat file instance messages—such as the various types of delimiters that
might be used for different records and fields within the flat file—BizTalk Server uses the annotation capabilities of XSD to
store this extra information within an XSD schema. BizTalk Server defines a rich set of specific annotation tags that can be
used to store all of the required additional information.
Envelope schema. An envelope schema is a special type of XML schema. Envelope schemas are used to define the
structure of XML envelopes, which are used to wrap one or more XML business documents into a single XML instance
message. When you define an XML schema to be an envelope schema, a couple of additional property settings are required,
depending on such factors as whether there are more than one root record defined in the envelope schema.
Property schema. A property schema is used with one of the two mechanisms that exist within BizTalk Server for what is
known as property promotion. Property promotion is the process of copying specific values from deep within an instance
message to the message context. From the message context, these values are more easily accessed by various BizTalk
Server components. These components use the values to perform actions such as message routing. Promoted property
values can also be copied in the other direction, from the more easily accessible message context back into the depths of the
instance message, just before the instance message is sent to its destination. A property schema is a simple version of a
BizTalk schema that plays a role in the process of copying promoted properties back and forth between the instance
message and the message context.

The remainder of section provides additional information about these four types of schemas in BizTalk Server.

This section contains:

XML Schemas
Flat File Schemas
Envelope Schemas
Property Schemas
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XML Schemas
An XML schema describes a business document that is represented in XML. Because Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 uses XML as
its canonical representation for business documents, inbound and outbound documents do not require any translation. XML
schemas can be created in BizTalk Editor using only the basic set of properties that are available within all schemas, and do not
require any schema editor extensions to be enabled.

There are several ways in which you can create XML schemas in BizTalk Server 2004. These include:

Creating a new schema. This method of schema creation involves adding a new schema to a BizTalk project by using the
Add New Item command from the File menu, and then building up the structure of the schema by adding various nodes
in the schema tree view.
Creating a new schema, in conjunction with other schemas. For complex schemas in the real world, you are more
likely to build the schemas for your messages by using types provided in other existing schemas. By using the XML Schema
definition (XSD) language concepts of importing, including, and redefining schemas, you can take advantage of types
already defined in other schemas. For more information about using multiple schemas together, see
Schemas That Use Other Schemas.
Generating a schema from an instance message. You can generate an XML schema that corresponds to a particular
instance message as long as that instance message consists of well-formed XML. Use the Add Generated Items - <BizTalk
Project Name> dialog box, accessed by clicking Add Generated Items on the Project menu, to perform this type of
schema generation operation.

Note  This type of generation operation can only be used to generate XML schemas, not property schemas or
flat file schemas.

Migrating a schema from an older schema specification language to XSD. You can generate an XML schema for
BizTalk Server 2004 from a schema that was developed by using a previous version of BizTalk Server, which stored schemas
in XML-Data Reduced (XDR) format. For more information about how to migrate older XDR schemas to the XSD format
used by BizTalk Server 2004, see Schema Migration from Previous Versions of BizTalk Server.

You can also generate an XML schema based on XSD from a document schema expressed by using the Document Type
Definition (DTD) syntax.

Use the Add Generated Items - <BizTalk Project Name> dialog box, accessed by clicking Add Generated Items on the
Project menu, to perform this type of schema generation operation.

Note  These types of generation operations can only be used to generate XML schemas, not property schemas
or flat file schemas.

Whichever schema creation technique you use, you will continue by modifying the schema so that it provides a sufficiently
complete description of its corresponding instance messages. To get started on these tasks, see
Managing the Nodes Within a Schema, Setting Node Properties, and Working with Existing Nodes.

See Also

Different Types of BizTalk Schemas
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Flat File Schemas
Flat file schemas serve two purposes. They define all of the same record and field characteristics (including structure) as XML
schemas, and they provide a mechanism for defining all of the flat file characteristics that are required to translate a flat file
instance message into an equivalent XML instance message (or vice versa). The former purpose is most useful when using the flat
file schema within BizTalk Mapper to define a transformation of conforming flat file instance messages into a different,
destination structure. The destination structure, defined by the destination schema in BizTalk Mapper, may or may not be
governed by a flat file message schema (it could be an XML schema).

The latter purpose, that of translating between the flat file format of the document and its equivalent XML format, uses an
extensive set of information that is added to the XML Schema definition (XSD) language schema using its annotation syntax. This
information is superfluous from an XSD perspective, in terms of its usefulness in validating an XML instance message against the
schema that governs its structure. Nevertheless, the XSD annotation syntax provides a convenient mechanism for storing flat file
structure information within the XSD schema within a variety of different scopes, ranging from schema-wide information stored
as annotations within the schema element, to information that is specific to a particular record or field, stored as annotations
within the corresponding element or attribute element.

Another characteristic of flat file schemas that make them different than their XML counterparts is the fact that instance messages
cannot be matched to their governing schemas based on their content. Instead, a static set of schemas must be specified for use
by the flat file disassembler at runtime.

To see the additional node properties associated with the characteristics of flat files, you need to specify the Flat File Extension
by using the Schema Editor Extensions property of the Schema node. They do not appear by default.

For detailed information about the node properties that are specific to flat file schemas, see
Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas.

See Also

Different Types of BizTalk Schemas
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Envelope Schemas
You can create an envelope schema in all of the same ways that you can create an XML schema for a business document. You can
create a schema from a well-formed XML envelope instance message, or from Document Type Definition (DTD) or XML-Data
reduced (XDR) representations of the envelope schema. Or, you can create a new schema, either in conjunction with other
schemas or not. Because envelope schemas are generally much smaller and less complicated than most business document
schemas, creating new envelope schemas is usually a viable alternative.

To define a schema as an envelope schema, you need to set the Envelope property of the Schema node to the value Yes.

When you set Envelope property to Yes, it means that the actual message content of the XML instance message (called the body
of the message) is present somewhere inside the root Record node of this schema, as specified by the Body XPath property of
that node. Therefore, you must also set additional properties based on a variety of conditions:

If an envelope schema has a single root, you must set the Body XPath property for that root.
If an envelope schema has multiple roots and the Root Reference property is not set, you must set the Body XPath
property for all roots.
If an envelope schema has multiple roots and the Root Reference property is set, you must set the Body XPath property
of the corresponding root Record node. You can optionally set the Body XPath property for the remaining roots.
Regardless of whether an envelope schema has a single root or multiple roots, setting the Root Reference property is not
required.

See Also

Different Types of BizTalk Schemas
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Property Schemas
In Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, promoted properties enable various BizTalk Server components to access key items of data,
known in this context as distinguished fields and property fields that arrive within an instance message without needing to know
how to look for them within the message itself. For different types of messages, you can determine which items of data require
promotion to a more visible level. Depending on how you choose to promote such fields, you may need to create and define an
associated property schema.

Distinguished fields are accessible only within orchestrations and do not require the creation of a corresponding property
schema. If you only need to access promoted message data from within an orchestration, you can promote the data as one or
more distinguished fields.

Property fields are accessible from within various BizTalk Server components, including pipelines and orchestrations. Property
fields can also be used for message routing. If you need to access promoted message data from contexts other than within
orchestrations, you must create one or more property schemas to describe the data you are promoting.

A property schema is a special schema that you associate with a message schema. It is used for promoting specific values from
within an instance message into the message context. Property promotion provides a centralized mechanism for pulling key
pieces of information that you define from within an instance message and making it more easily accessible to BizTalk Server
components that are handling the message as it passes through BizTalk Server.

You can automatically create a default property schema by using the quick promotion feature of BizTalk Server. This is the easiest
way to create the property schema required for property field promotion. For more information about how to perform quick
promotions, see Copying Data to the Message Context as Property Fields.

You can also create new property schemas, using the Add New Item command from the File menu when a BizTalk project is
open.

There are two types of property promotion: distinguished fields and property fields. The latter type uses property schemas. In
BizTalk Editor, you manage both of these types of property promotion by using the Promote Properties dialog box, which you
access by using the Promote Properties property of the Schema node.

Note  There are some restrictions on values that you can promote. For more information, see the table in
Promoting Properties.

Note  Distinguished fields do not appear in filter expressions. Only property fields appear in filter expressions.

Property schemas are simple when compared to message schemas. In the schema tree, you are only allowed to insert Field
Element nodes as immediate child nodes of the Schema node, creating a structure that is two levels deep. For the most part, you
set the properties of the Field Element nodes as you would for Field Element nodes appearing in a message schema. You are
limited to using only XSD simple types.

Important  You should not rename any schema that is being used by another schema. This includes property
schemas for which promotions have already been established. If you do so, the schema that is being used will not be
able to find the other schema because the name it contains will no longer be accurate.

The Property Schema Base property is unique to Field Element nodes as they appear in property schemas. This property is
blank by default, but can be set to either MessageDataPropertyBase or MessageContextPropertyBase, resulting in a
propSchFieldBase attribute being added to the fieldInfo annotation element with one or the other of these values.

When the propSchFieldBase attribute is set to MessageDataPropertyBase, it means that the value of the promoted property
corresponds to data in the message, such as the value of some field. When the propSchFieldBase attribute is set to
MessageContextPropertyBase, it means that the value of the promoted property may be from somewhere else, such as an
envelope, or that it may be set by a pipeline component.

Field Element nodes in property schemas also have a property called Sensitive Information, which when set to Yes, will keep the
corresponding value from being visible from within BizTalk Explorer and Health and Activity Tracking (HAT), thereby preserving
its sensitive nature.

The following XML Schema definition (XSD) language representation of a property schema contains an annotation associated
with the schema element that identifies this schema as a property schema (schema_type="property"). It also contains three Field
Element nodes below the Schema node. The first Field Element node, named PromProp1, does not have a value defined for its
Property Schema Base property, but the latter two Field Element nodes have that property set to MessageDataPropertyBase
and MessageContextPropertyBase, respectively.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-16" ?> 
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Different Types of BizTalk Schemas
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<xs:schema xmlns="http://BizTalk_Server_Project1.PropertySchema1"
           xmlns:b="http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003"
           targetNamespace="http://BizTalk_Server_Project1.PropertySchema1"
           xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
    <xs:annotation>
       <xs:appinfo>
            <b:schemaInfo schema_type="property"
                    xmlns:b="http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003" />
        </xs:appinfo>
    </xs:annotation>
    <xs:element name="PromProp1" type="xs:string">
        <xs:annotation>
            <xs:appinfo>
                <b:fieldInfo propertyGuid="ee4f95bd-cf15-4f71-a359-3f2199bd7da0" />
            </xs:appinfo>
        </xs:annotation>
    </xs:element>
    <xs:element name="PromProp2" type="xs:string">
        <xs:annotation>
            <xs:appinfo>
                <b:fieldInfo propertyGuid="49f53143-4110-4662-a1ff-bd6b7564cf96"
                    propSchFieldBase="MessageDataPropertyBase" />
            </xs:appinfo>
        </xs:annotation>
    </xs:element>
    <xs:element name="PromProp3" type="xs:string">
        <xs:annotation>
            <xs:appinfo>
                <b:fieldInfo propertyGuid="1045b072-dd7d-4bde-b5bc-b4f9fcea4fb4"
                    propSchFieldBase="MessageContextPropertyBase" />
            </xs:appinfo>
        </xs:annotation>
    </xs:element>
</xs:schema>
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Role of XSD
The XML Schema definition (XSD) language provides the underlying syntax of the message schemas defined within BizTalk.
Although the tree views in BizTalk Editor and BizTalk Mapper use a BizTalk-specific graphical hierarchy of record and field nodes
(among other types of nodes), each with its own set of properties, such hierarchies are constructed and persisted as XSD. BizTalk
Editor provides a read-only XSD view in which you can see the XSD that is constructed as various nodes are added to or removed
from the graphic representation of the schema in the tree view, and as the values of the properties associated with those nodes
are changed. Although it is usually not necessary to understand the details of XSD to successfully construct simple schemas with
BizTalk Editor, if you study the XSD changes as you make changes to the schema hierarchy in the tree view, you will learn to use
XSD.

The schema annotation feature within XSD, with the extensive set of annotations defined by BizTalk Server, effectively allows XSD
to be extended to support the necessary semantics for representing non-XML messages such as flat files.

See Also

XSD Resources on the Web

About Schemas
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XSD Resources on the Web
Providing details of the XML Schema definition (XSD) language, or even adequately summarizing XSD, is beyond the scope of this
document. For more detailed information, go directly to the XSD specifications and primer maintained on the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C) website. Specifically, the following tutorials are recommended, the first as a quick way to learn the basics, and
the latter two as the definitive sources of information about XSD. For tutorials on XSD, see the following W3C pages:

XML Schema Part 0: Primer    (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/LinkId=16787)
XML Schema Part 1: Structures    (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/LinkId=16788)
XML Schema Part 2: Datatypes    (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=16789)

It is recommended that you have a solid understanding of XSD before using BizTalk Editor to construct complex schemas.
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Role of XSD

About Schemas
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BizTalk Representation of Schemas
Although BizTalk schemas are ultimately represented and persisted in the XML Schema definition (XSD) language, they are
represented as a graphical hierarchy of nodes when working in BizTalk Editor. The top of the hierarchy is always the <Schema>
node, and the remaining types of nodes are used to build the schema so that it represents a particular message that is exchanged
by using BizTalk.

BizTalk Editor provides a way to construct XSD schemas without needing to learn all of the intricacies of XSD syntax. When using
the Insert Schema Node command on the BizTalk menu or the shortcut menu, the following choices for nodes to be inserted
are available on the cascading menu.

Insert Sc
hema No
de menu
choice

Description

Child Re
cord

Inserts a Record node at the end of the sequence within the selected node. For more information about Record nodes,
see Record Nodes.

Child Fie
ld Attrib
ute

Inserts a Field Attribute node at the end of the selected Record or Attribute Group node. For more information abo
ut Field Attribute nodes, see Field Attribute Nodes.

Child Fie
ld Eleme
nt

Inserts a Field Element node within the selected node. For more information about Field Element nodes, see
Field Element Nodes.

Sibling R
ecord

Inserts a Record node at the end of the sequence containing the selected node. For more information about Record n
odes, see Record Nodes.

Sibling F
ield Attri
bute

Inserts a Field Attribute node at the end of the Record or Attribute Group node containing the selected node. For m
ore information about Field Attribute nodes, see Field Attribute Nodes.

Sibling F
ield Ele
ment

Inserts a Field Element node at the end of the sequence containing the selected node. For more information about Fi
eld Element nodes, see Field Element Nodes.

Sequenc
e Group

Inserts a Sequence Group node (<Sequence> in the tree view) at the end of the sequence within the selected node. F
or more information about Sequence Group nodes, see Sequence Group Nodes.

Choice G
roup

Inserts a Choice Group node (<Choice> in the tree view) at the end of the sequence within the selected node. For mor
e information about Choice Group nodes, see Choice Group Nodes.

All Grou
p

Inserts an All Group node (<All> in the tree view) as the only non-attribute child node of a Record node, replacing th
e default use of a sequence element within the Record node with the use of an all element. Before you can insert an 
All Group node, you must change the Content Type property of the containing Record node to ComplexContent. F
or more information about All Group nodes, see All Group Nodes.

Attribute
Group

Inserts an Attribute Group node (<AttrGroup:attrGroupN> in the tree view, where N is a monotonically increasing nu
meral) at the end of the selected Record or Attribute Group node. For more information about Attribute Group nod
es, see Attribute Group Nodes.

Any Ele
ment

Inserts an Any Element node (<Any> in the tree view) at the end of the sequence within the selected Record, Seque
nce Group, Choice Group, or All Group node. For more information about Any Element nodes, see
Any Element Nodes.

Any Attri
bute

Inserts an Any Attribute node (<AnyAttribute> in the tree view) at the end of the sequence within the selected Recor
d or Attribute Group node. For more information about Any Attribute nodes, see Any Attribute Nodes.

In many cases, adding a single node in BizTalk Editor results in the addition of multiple nested elements within the corresponding
XSD representation of the schema. Because these nested elements can have complex syntax, using BizTalk Editor to graphically
arrange nodes is a much less error-prone approach to constructing XSD schemas than hand-editing the XSD. Another factor to
consider is that always using BizTalk Editor to construct XSD schemas results in a more controlled subset of XSD being used in the
schema descriptions.

Overall, BizTalk Editor combines a simplified approach to constructing XSD schemas using the generic concepts of Records and
Fields with a more explicit control of particular XSD constructs, such as sequence, choice, any, and anyattribute elements.

Each type of node has a unique set of properties that can be configured in the Visual Studio Properties window. In general, these
properties correspond to attributes on the XSD elements in the corresponding XSD representation of the schema. For more
information about node properties, see Node Properties and Schema Property Reference.



 

This section describes the types of nodes used within BizTalk Editor, briefly discusses their properties, and provides links to
reference information about their properties.

This section contains:

Nodes That Correspond Directly to Message Instance Data and Structure
Nodes That Control Instance Message Structure and Variations
Nodes That Simplify Schema Creation
Nodes That Provide Wildcard Capabilities
Node Properties
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Nodes That Correspond Directly to Message Instance Data and
Structure
Some of the node types that you use to create schemas in BizTalk Editor correspond directly to elements and attributes in XML
representation of instance messages governed by the schema (for other instance message formats, such as flat file formats, this
correspondence only exists after translation from the other format and before translation to the other format). These node types
are Record nodes (including root Record nodes), Field Element nodes, and Field Attribute nodes.

The values you give to the Node Name property of Record and Field Element nodes specify the name of the corresponding
element in XML instance messages governed by the schema. Likewise, the values you give to the Node Name property of Field
Attribute nodes specify the name of the corresponding attribute in XML instance messages governed by the schema.

The remainder of this section provides more information about this class of nodes, with root Record nodes receiving separate
treatment due to their special role in schemas.

This section contains:

Root Nodes
Record Nodes
Field Element Nodes
Field Attribute Nodes
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Root Nodes
In BizTalk Editor, child nodes of the Schema node are known as Root nodes. Root nodes are a special type of Record node, and
have a few more properties than regular Record nodes. The Root node represents the type of document described by the
schema, and can be renamed as appropriate. For example, you can rename the Root node so that it describes the type of message
that the schema represents, such as purchaseOrder, orderAcknowledgment, or shipNotice.

Note  For more information about using appropriate characters for node names, see the World Wide Web
Consortium website (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=16790) and search on "Suggestions for XML Names"
and "Common Syntactic Constructs."

When you create a new XML schema in BizTalk Editor, the Schema node and one Root node are created automatically. You can
create additional Root nodes as children of the Schema node; this enables you to create a library of schemas within a single XML
Schema definition (XSD) language representation. For example, you can create a library of schemas to describe the various
schemas of messages related to sending purchase orders, naming the various root nodes purchaseOrder, orderAcknowledgment,
and shipNotice.

XSD representation

The following example shows, in bold type, the lines in the XSD representation of the schema that correspond to the Root node in
the tree view of the schema.

Root nodes in BizTalk Editor represent the main element in a corresponding XML instance of the message in question. For
example, if the Root node of a particular schema is renamed to purchaseOrder, the corresponding XSD representation has the
following high-level structure.

A corresponding XML instance message must have the following basic structure.

Note  Root nodes may not have Field attributes. Field attributes attached to the Root node are not saved with the
schema.

See Also

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-16" ?>
<xs:schema xmlns="http://BizTalk_Server_Project1.Schema2"
    xmlns:b="http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003"
    targetNamespace="http://BizTalk_Server_Project1.Schema2"
    xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
    <xs:element name="Root">
        <xs:complexType /> 
    </xs:element>
</xs:schema>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-16" ?>
<xs:schema xmlns="http://BizTalk_Server_Project1.Schema2"
    xmlns:b="http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003"
    targetNamespace="http://BizTalk_Server_Project1.Schema2"
    xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
    <xs:element name="purchaseOrder">
        <xs:complexType> 
            ...
        </xs:complexType> 
    </xs:element>
</xs:schema>

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<purchaseOrder ...>
    ...
</purchaseOrder>

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=16790
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Record Nodes
In BizTalk Editor, you use a Record node to represent a collection of information, the individual items of which can be:

Simple types of information, such as strings and numbers, represented as child field nodes. These child field nodes can be
either Field Element nodes or Field Attribute nodes. For additional information about these two types of field nodes, see
Field Element Nodes and Field Attribute Nodes.
Complex types of information, represented as child Record nodes or as a group node (Sequence Group node, Choice
Group node, or All Group node).
Any unexamined type of information, represented as child Any Element or Any Attribute nodes.
Groups of attributes represented by an Attribute Group node.

When you insert a new child node into a Record node, the child node is always inserted at the end of the current child nodes.
Within the XML Schema definition (XSD) language representation, new elements are added to the end of their corresponding
areas, meaning that nonattribute elements are added to the end of the elements within the sequence, choice, all, or group
element, and attribute elements are added to the end of any other attribute elements, all of which occur after the sequence,
choice, all, or group element.

Note  For more information about using appropriate characters for node names, see the World Wide Web
Consortium website (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=16790) and search on "Suggestions for XML Names"
and "Common Syntactic Constructs."

XSD representation

When first inserted, the XSD representation of a new Record node consists of only three lines, as shown in the following example.

When any child node other than one of the three attribute nodes (Field Attribute, Attribute Group, and Any Attribute) is
added to a Record node, by default it is placed within a sequence element within the complexType element. The sequence
element is added when the first nonattribute child node is added, and removed if all the nonattribute child nodes are deleted. All
three types of attribute nodes are added within the complexType element, but outside and after any sequence element.

The sequence element within which nonattribute child nodes are added can also be a choice or all element if you change the
Group Order Type property of the corresponding node in the schema tree to Choice or All, respectively.

In the following example, the Record node has been renamed shipTo. The locations within the Record node where attribute and
nonattribute nodes are added are shown in italic.

                            Non-attribute child nodes of the record go here.

                            New non-attribute child nodes always added to the end.

                            Attribute child nodes of the record go here.

                            New attribute child nodes are always added to the end.

See Also

    <xs:element name="Record">
        <xs:complexType />
    </xs:element>

    <xs:element name="shipTo">
        <xs:complexType>
            <xs:sequence>

            </xs:sequence>

        </xs:complexType>
    </xs:element>

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=16790
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Field Element Nodes
In BizTalk Editor, you use Field Element nodes to describe items of information that are simple in nature, such as strings and
numbers. Further, they are used when the information in question appears as the content of an XML element in an actual instance
of a message, as opposed to appearing as the value of an attribute associated with an XML element. For additional information
about information that is stored as attribute values, see Field Attribute Nodes.

Note  In BizTalk Editor, both the element and attribute elements can be represented by a Field node, although they
have different icons associated with them in the schema tree view, a different XML representation in the XSD window,
and different properties in the Visual Studio Properties window.

For any given item of information in an XML message, where item of information means a single discrete simple type, such as a
string or number, there is always a question regarding whether that information should be represented as the attribute of an
element, or as a subelement of that element. As a general rule, representing an item of information as an attribute tends to be
more appropriate when the possible values are discrete, few in number, and tend to modify the semantics of the element itself.
Representing an item of information as a subelement tends to be more appropriate when the possible values can repeat a
variable number of times, are likely to have more widely ranging values, might be long, as in long strings, and are one of several
sibling values where their order is relevant. If you are just creating a schema for an existing type of XML document, your choice of
using a Field Element node or a Field Attribute node for a particular item of information has already been made for you, and
you must use the node that matches the XML.

Note  For more information about using appropriate characters for node names, see the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C) website (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=16790) and search on "Suggestions for XML
Names" and "Common Syntactic Constructs."

XSD representation

When a Field Element node is inserted into a Record node, it is inserted at the end of any other child nodes within the
sequence element in the Record node. The following example shows a new Field Element node, in bold, inserted at the end of
the sequence element in a Record node (with nodes named to clarify their identity).

See Also
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    <xs:element name="ContainingRecord">
        <xs:complexType>
            <xs:sequence>
                <xs:element name="ExistingFieldElement" type="xs:string" />
                <xs:element name="EmptyNestedRecord">
                    <xs:complexType />
                </xs:element>
                <xs:element name="NewFieldElement" type="xs:string" />
            </xs:sequence>
            <xs:attribute name="ExistingFieldAttribute" type="xs:string" />
        </xs:complexType>
    </xs:element>

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=16790
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Field Attribute Nodes
In BizTalk Editor, you use Field Attribute nodes to describe items of information that are simple in nature, such as strings and
numbers. Further, they are used when the information in question appears as the value of an attribute in an actual instance of a
message, as opposed to appearing as the content of an XML element. For additional information about information that is stored
as element content, see Field Element Nodes.

Although the most straightforward use of Field Attribute nodes is as child nodes of Record nodes, they can also be used as child
nodes of Attribute Group nodes. In the latter case, the Field Attribute nodes that are children of an Attribute Group node are
available as attributes of any Record node that includes that Attribute Group node. For more information about Attribute
Group nodes, see Attribute Group Nodes.

Note  In BizTalk Editor, both the element and attribute elements can be represented by a Field node, though they
have different icons associated with them in the schema tree view, a different XML representation in the XSD window,
and different properties in the Visual Studio Properties window.

For any given item of information in an XML message, where item of information means a single discrete simple type, such as a
string or number, there is always a question regarding whether that information should be represented as the attribute of an
element, or as a subelement of that element. As a general rule, representing an item of information as an attribute tends to be
more appropriate when the possible values are discrete, few in number, and tend to modify the semantics of the element itself.
Representing an item of information as a subelement tends to be more appropriate when the possible values can repeat a
variable number of times, are likely to have more widely ranging values, might be long, as in long strings, and are one of several
sibling values where their order is relevant. If you are creating a schema for an existing type of XML document, your choice of
using a Field Element node or a Field Attribute node for a particular item of information has already been made for you, and
you must use the node that matches the XML.

Note  For more information about using appropriate characters for node names, see the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C) website (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=16790) and search on "Suggestions for XML
Names" and "Common Syntactic Constructs."

Note  Root nodes may not have Field attributes. Field attributes attached to the Root node are not saved with the
schema.

XSD representation

When a Field Attribute node is inserted into a Record node, it is inserted at the end of any other child nodes in the Record
node. This includes being inserted after the sequence, choice, or all element containing any nonattribute nodes, and after any
attribute nodes that were previously inserted. The following example shows a new Field Attribute node, in bold, inserted at the
end of a Record node (with nodes named to clarify their identity).

See Also
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    <xs:element name="ContainingRecord">
        <xs:complexType>
            <xs:sequence>
                <xs:element name="FieldElement" type="xs:string" />
                <xs:element name="EmptyNestedRecord">
                    <xs:complexType />
                </xs:element>
            </xs:sequence>
            <xs:attribute name="ExistingFieldAttribute" type="xs:string" />
            <xs:attribute name="NewFieldAttribute" type="xs:string" />
        </xs:complexType>
    </xs:element>
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Nodes That Control Instance Message Structure and Variations
Some of the node types that you use to create schemas in BizTalk Editor control the structure of, and variations within, instance
messages. You use Sequence Group nodes to specify that a sequence of elements must occur in a specific order in the
corresponding location in an instance message. You use Choice Group nodes to specify that one element from a collection of
elements can occur in the corresponding location in an instance message. You use All Group nodes to specify that all of the
specified elements can occur in any order, but only once, at the corresponding location in an instance message. <Equivalent>
nodes and their child nodes are displayed in the schema tree to indicate locations in instance messages where derivation-based
polymorphism is in effect, allowing one of many related complex data types to occur in the corresponding location in an instance
message.

The remainder of this section provides additional information about this class of nodes.

This section contains:

Sequence Group Nodes
Choice Group Nodes
All Group Nodes
<Equivalent> Nodes and Their Child Nodes
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Sequence Group Nodes
In BizTalk Editor, you can insert a Sequence Group node to contain other nodes that must appear in an instance message in the
same order in which they appear within the Sequence Group node. The contained nodes must be nodes that correspond to XML
elements, but cannot be nodes that correspond to XML attributes.

Note  In BizTalk Editor, the Sequence Group node is represented by default with the string <Sequence> in the
schema tree view. If you set a reference to a Sequence Group node, such as x, it is represented as <Group:x> in the
schema tree view.

You may want to add a Sequence Group to declare a global element group.

You may need to create a schema for XML as follows.

Because GroupItem1 and GroupItem2 exist in both cases, you may declare a global sequence group that is a child of both
Record1 and Record2. For step-by-step instructions about how to declare a global sequence group, see
Creating References to Another Node or Type.

A user can change the hidden group to be a Choice Group node or an All Group node (so it is not necessarily a Sequence
Group node) by changing the Group Order Type property.

XSD representation

When a Sequence Group node is inserted into a Record node, it is inserted at the end of any other child nodes within the
sequence, choice, or all element in the Record node. The following example shows a new Sequence Group node, in bold type,
inserted at the end of the sequence element in a Record node (with nodes named to clarify their identity).

See Also
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<Root>
    <Record1>
        <GroupItem1/>
        <GroupItem2/>
        <NotAGroupItem>
    </Record1>
    <Record2>
        <GroupItem1/>
        <GroupItem2/>
    </Record2>
</Root>

    <xs:element name="ContainingRecord">
        <xs:complexType>
            <xs:sequence>
                <xs:element name="ExistingFieldElement" type="xs:string" />
                <xs:sequence />
            </xs:sequence>
        </xs:complexType>
    </xs:element>

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Choice Group Nodes
In BizTalk Editor, you can insert a Choice Group node to contain other nodes (or entire subtrees of nodes), only one of which can
appear in an instance message. A given instance message, if valid, will have only one of the choices present. The contained nodes
must be nodes that correspond to XML elements, but cannot be nodes that correspond to XML attributes.

Note  In BizTalk Editor, the Choice Group node is represented with the string <Choice> in the schema tree view. If
you set a reference to a Choice Group node, such as x, it is represented as <Group:x> in the schema tree view.

XSD representation

When a Choice Group node is inserted into a Record node, it is inserted at the end of any other child nodes within the
sequence, choice, or all element in the Record node. The following example shows, in bold type, how a new Choice Group
node is represented in the XML Schema definition (XSD) language as a choice element inserted at the end of the sequence
element in a Record node (with nodes named to clarify their identity).

By default, the choice element is given a minOccurs attribute value of zero (0), indicating that none of the choices need occur.
You can change this value in the Visual Studio Properties window when the Choice Group node is selected in the schema tree
view.

The following example shows the same choice element with the XSD element elements corresponding to two subordinate
Record nodes.

In this example, two sibling Record nodes are used to describe the fact that an instance message will either have a record with
United States address information in it, or a record with worldwide address information in it. Further, the minOccurs and
maxOccurs properties of the Choice Group node have both been set to one (1) in the Visual Studio Properties window, resulting
in the minOccurs and maxOccurs attributes of the choice element being set to one (1) in the XSD representation.

    <xs:element name="ContainingRecord">
        <xs:complexType>
            <xs:sequence>
                <xs:element name="ExistingFieldElement" type="xs:string" />
                <xs:choice minOccurs="0" />
            </xs:sequence>
        </xs:complexType>
    </xs:element>

    <xs:element name="ContainingRecord">
        <xs:complexType>
            <xs:sequence>
                <xs:element name="ExistingFieldElement" type="xs:string" />
                <xs:choice minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1">
                    <xs:element name="usAddress">
                        <xs:complexType>
                            <xs:sequence>
                                ...
                            </xs:sequence>
                        </xs:complexType>
                    </xs:element>
                    <xs:element name="foreignAddress">
                        <xs:complexType>
                            <xs:sequence>
                                ...
                            </xs:sequence>
                        </xs:complexType>
                    </xs:element>
                </xs:choice>
            </xs:sequence>
        </xs:complexType>
    </xs:element>



 

See Also
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All Group Nodes
In BizTalk Editor, you can insert an All Group node to contain other nodes that will appear zero or one time, in any order. In XML
Schema definition (XSD) language, the All group has more usage limitations than Sequence and Choice groups, which
translates to few situations within BizTalk Editor where you will be able to create an All Group node.

To use an All Group node in BizTalk Editor, you need to follow some extra steps: The easiest way to create an All Group node is
to change the value of the Group Order Type property of the parent Record node to All. This ensures that all of the subordinate
nodes of the Record node are contained within the All Group node.

Another way to use an All Group node in BizTalk Editor begins with inserting a new Record node. After inserting the new Record
node, change its Content Type property to ComplexContent. Then you can insert an All Group node as a child of the Record
node. This is required because the All Group can only be inserted when inheritance is involved. By specifying that the containing
Record node contains complex content, its data type becomes based on the data type xs:anyType, derived by extension.

Note  In BizTalk Editor, the All Group node is represented with the string <All> in the schema tree view. If you set a
reference to an All Group node, such as to x, it is represented as <Group:x> in the schema tree view.

XSD representation

An All Group node can be inserted into a Record node, but only if it is the only non-attribute child node of that Record node. The
following example shows, in steps, how a new All Group node is represented in the XML Schema definition (XSD) language as an
all element as the steps in BizTalk Editor are performed (with nodes named to clarify their identity).

After adding a new record as shown in the preceding XSD fragment, its Content Type property is changed to ComplexContent,
resulting in the following XSD modifications.

Now the All Group node can be inserted as a child of the new record, as shown in the following XSD fragment.

Finally, you can insert appropriate nodes as children of the new All Group node. The following example shows a Record node
and a Field Element node inserted as child nodes of the new All Group node.

    <xs:element name="NewRecord">
        <xs:complexType /> 
    </xs:element>

    <xs:element name="NewRecord">
        <xs:complexType>
            <xs:complexContent mixed="false">
                <xs:extension base="xs:anyType" /> 
            </xs:complexContent>
        </xs:complexType>
    </xs:element>

    <xs:element name="NewRecord">
        <xs:complexType>
            <xs:complexContent mixed="false">
                <xs:extension base="xs:anyType">
                    <xs:all /> 
                </xs:extension>
            </xs:complexContent>
        </xs:complexType>
    </xs:element>

    <xs:element name="NewRecord">
        <xs:complexType>
            <xs:complexContent mixed="false">
                <xs:extension base="xs:anyType">
                    <xs:all>
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                        <xs:element name="RecordChildOfAllGroup">
                            <xs:complexType />
                        </xs:element>
                        <xs:element name="FieldElementChildOfAllGroup" type="xs:string" />
                    </xs:all>
                </xs:extension>
            </xs:complexContent>
        </xs:complexType>
    </xs:element>
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<Equivalent> Nodes and Their Child Nodes
The <Equivalent> node and its children are used in the schema tree to display occurrences of complex data type polymorphism.
When you derive one complex data type from another complex data type, polymorphism within XSD allows either of these data
types to occur in instance messages in locations for which the base complex data type has been specified. During schema
validation, the fact that one of multiple possible complex data types is allowed at a particular location is represented implicitly by
the base complex data type name associated with the base attribute of the extension or restriction elements of the derived
complex data types. To make this polymorphism more obvious in the schema tree, the <Equivalent> node and its child nodes
are displayed explicitly.

The <Equivalent> node is displayed as a child node of occurrences of the base complex data type, indicating that there are
multiple complex data types that could occur at that position in an instance message. The child nodes of the <Equivalent> node
are displayed as the value of the name attribute of the corresponding complexType element in the XSD representation of the
polymorphism, displayed within angle brackets (<name>).

The <Equivalent> node and its children each have only two properties associated with them, as follows:

<Equivalent> node: Node Name and Base Type
Child nodes: Node Name and Derivation Type

XSD representation

There is no direct XSD representation of the <Equivalent> node and its children. This node is used within the schema tree to
make complex data type polymorphism more visible and obvious.

See Also
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Nodes That Simplify Schema Creation
The nodes that simplify schema creation is a miscellaneous category for two node types that defy categorization into the other
categories, and which simplify the creation of schema. The first such node, the Schema node, corresponds to the schema
element in XML Schema definition (XSD) language, which is the element that serves as the outermost element in all XSD schemas.

The other simplification node plays a more significant role in this regard. The Attribute Group node corresponds directly to the
attributeGroup element in XSD, and provides a mechanism for defining a group of related attributes, which always occur
together, in a single location and then using that group definition in multiple locations throughout the schema. The remainder of
this section provides additional information about these nodes.

This section contains:

Schema Node
Attribute Group Nodes
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Schema Node
In BizTalk Editor, the top of the schema hierarchy is always the Schema node, which cannot be renamed. The Schema node
corresponds to the schema element in the XML Schema definition (XSD) language representation of the schema.

Note  In BizTalk Editor, the Schema node is represented with the string <Schema> in the schema tree view.

In general, the properties of the Schema node correspond to the attributes of the schema element in the XSD representation of
the schema. For general information about node properties, see Node Properties. For reference information about the properties
of the Schema node, see Schema Node Properties.

When you create a new XML schema in BizTalk Editor, the Schema node and one Root node are created automatically.

XSD representation

The following example shows, in bold type, the lines in the XSD representation of the schema that correspond to the <Schema>
node in the tree view of the schema.
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-16" ?>
<xs:schema xmlns="http://BizTalk_Server_Project1.Schema2"
    xmlns:b="http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003"
    targetNamespace="http://BizTalk_Server_Project1.Schema2"
    xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
    <xs:element name="Root">
        <xs:complexType /> 
    </xs:element>
</xs:schema>
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Attribute Group Nodes
In BizTalk Editor, you can add an Attribute Group node to a Record node or to another Attribute Group node to contain a
group of attributes that you expect to use in more than one Record node. Adding an Attribute Group node to another Attribute
Group node achieves attribute group nesting. This allows you to define a group of attributes in one place that can be used in
multiple Record or Attribute Group nodes. Subsequent modifications to the attribute group will propagate to all of the nodes
with which that attribute group is associated. This is true regardless of the node context in which the modifications are made.

Note  In BizTalk Editor, the AttributeGroup node is represented by default with the string
<AttribGroup:attribGroupN> in the schema tree view, where N is a monotonically increasing numeral. You can
change the attribGroupN portion of its name by typing a new unique name in its Group Reference property.

When initially creating an Attribute Group node, you simply insert it into one of the Record or Attribute Group nodes in which
it will be used, and optionally change its name in its Group Reference property. There are two ways to use the same attribute
group in another Record or Attribute Group node:

You can copy the existing Attribute Group node and then paste it into that other Record node.
You can insert a new Attribute Group node into that other Record node, and then set the Group Reference property of
the new Attribute Group node to reference an existing Attribute Group node.

Thereafter, you can modify the Attribute Group node—for example, by adding or deleting a Field Attribute node—in the
context of any Record or Attribute Group node into which you pasted it. That change will propagate to all other Record or
Attribute Group nodes with which the attribute group is associated.

It would be pointless to add an Attribute Group node without adding at least one relevant node to it, where relevant nodes
include Field Attribute nodes, Any Attribute nodes, and (nested) Attribute Group nodes. In fact, an attribute group that
contains only a single attribute is somewhat ill-conceived, unless you are making a point of planning for the addition of more
attributes in the future.

Attribute Group nodes can be nested, allowing more possibilities in how groups of attributes can be constructed and combined.
Attribute Group nodes can also contain the Any Attribute node, allowing an attribute group to contain wildcard character
capabilities with respect to the attribute instances it can accommodate.

XSD representation

When an Attribute Group node is first added to a Record node or to another Attribute Group node, two distinct areas of the
corresponding XML Schema definition (XSD) language representation of the schema are affected. In the following example, a new
Attribute Group node, in bold, has been added to an existing Record node that already contains an existing Field Element
node.

Note how the attributeGroup element within the XSD representation of the Record node references a global attributeGroup
element that is added as a child of the schema element. This global definition of the attribute group within the XSD
representation of the schema allows the attribute group to be referenced in multiple locations throughout the schema.

Note  Default attribute group names that are supplied automatically have the form attrGroupN, where N is a
monotonically increasing numeral. You can rename an attribute group by providing a new, unique name in its Group
Reference property. An attribute group cannot be renamed in place within the schema tree.

See Also

        ...
        <xs:element name="ExistingRecord">
            <xs:complexType>
                <xs:sequence>
                    <xs:element name="ExistingFieldElement" type="xs:string" />
                </xs:sequence>
                <xs:attributeGroup ref="attrGroup0" />
            </xs:complexType>
        </xs:element>
        ...
    <xs:attributeGroup name="attrGroup0" />
</xs:schema>
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Nodes That Provide Wildcard Capabilities
BizTalk Editor provides a direct mapping to the XSD concepts that provide wildcard character capabilities for elements and
attributes. The Any Element node maps directly to the XML Schema definition (XSD) language any element and the Any
Attribute node maps directly to the XSD anyAttribute element. The remainder of this section provides additional information
about these nodes.

This section contains:

Any Element Nodes
Any Attribute Nodes
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Any Element Nodes
In BizTalk Editor, you can use an Any Element node to indicate a location within an instance message where unknown elements
may appear. This accommodates situations in which you know that some element might appear at a particular location within an
instance message, but you do not know the name of the element, or how complicated it might be. If you place an Any Element
node at the appropriate location within the schema, BizTalk can process such unknown portions of a message. The only
requirement is that the corresponding XML is well-formed.

Note  In BizTalk Editor, the Any Element node is represented with the string <Any> in the schema tree view.

Note  You can control the degree to which the unknown portion of the message is validated as well-formed XML by
using the Process Contents property. In many cases you may need to set the Process Contents property to Skip for
the contents of an instance message at the location of the Any Element node to be processed. Retaining the default
value of Strict for the Process Contents property will prevent instance message validation from passing.

XSD representation

When an Any Element node is added to a Record node, or to another node to which it can be added such as a Sequence
Group, Choice Group, or All Group node, a single XML tag is added to the corresponding XML Schema definition (XSD)
language representation of the schema. In the following example, a new Any Element node, whose XSD representation is shown
in bold type, has been added to an existing Record node that already contains a Field Element node.

Assuming that the Process Contents property of the Any Element node is set to Skip, within an instance message governed by
this schema fragment, an ExistingRecord element is expected to contain an ExistingFieldElement element containing string
data, followed by any single element of arbitrary complexity.

See Also

BizTalk Representation of Schemas

Node Properties

Any Element Nodes

Setting Node Properties

Any Attribute Nodes
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    <xs:element name="ExistingRecord">
        <xs:complexType>
            <xs:sequence>
                <xs:element name="ExistingFieldElement" type="xs:string" />
                <xs:any />
            </xs:sequence>
        </xs:complexType>
    </xs:element>
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Any Attribute Nodes
In BizTalk Editor, you can use an Any Attribute node to indicate a (known) element within an instance message for which zero or
more unknown attributes may appear. This accommodates situations in which you know that a particular element will be present
at a particular location within an instance message, but you are not sure exactly what attributes that element might include. If you
place an Any Attribute node within the Record node associated with the relevant element, BizTalk can process that element, with
the only requirement being that any associated attributes are syntactically correct (attributeName="attributeValue").

Note  In BizTalk Editor, the Any Attribute node is represented with the string <AnyAttribute> in the schema tree
view.

Note  You can control the degree to which the unknown portion of the message is validated as well-formed XML by
using the Process Contents property. In many cases you may need to set the Process Contents property to Skip for
the contents of an instance message at the location of the Any Attribute node to be processed. Retaining the default
value of Strict for the Process Contents property will prevent instance message validation from passing.

XSD representation

When an Any Attribute node is added to a Record node or to an Attribute Group node, a single XML tag is added to the
corresponding XML Schema definition (XSD) language representation of the schema. In the following example, a new Any
Attribute node, whose XSD representation is shown in bold, has been added to an existing Record node that already contains a
Field Element node.

In the preceding example, the XSD representation of the new Any Attribute node adds an anyAttribute element to the end of
the containing (Record node) element element, outside the sequence element and within the complexType element. This is
where all attribute elements, other than those with an Attribute Group node, are added to their containing element elements.

Now, and assuming that the Process Contents property of the Any Attribute node is set to Skip, within an instance message
governed by this schema fragment, an ExistingRecord element is expected, and it can contain any attributes so long as they are
well-formed with respect to XML syntax. (To conform to the XSD fragment in this example, it must also contain the
ExistingFieldElement element as well.)

See Also

BizTalk Representation of Schemas

Node Properties

Setting Node Properties

Any Element Nodes
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    <xs:element name="ExistingRecord">
        <xs:complexType>
            <xs:sequence>
                <xs:element name="ExistingFieldElement" type="xs:string" />
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        </xs:complexType>
    </xs:element>
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Node Properties
In BizTalk Editor, you examine and set node properties in the Visual Studio Properties window. As you select different types of
nodes in the schema tree view, different sets of properties are displayed in the Properties window. As is standard in Visual Studio
.NET, these properties can be displayed either in categories or alphabetically with no indication of their categories. Use the
standard buttons near the top of the Properties window to toggle this setting.

Node properties, especially when set to values other than their defaults, are generally represented in the XML Schema definition
(XSD) language as attributes and attribute values associated with the corresponding element. For example, when properties are
set for the Min Occurs and Max Occurs properties, which are available for several different node types, the values that are set
are used as the values of the minOccurs and maxOccurs attributes, respectively, associated with the element that represents the
node for which the Min Occurs and Max Occurs properties are being set.

The BizTalk Server 2004 Programmer's Reference, in this documentation set, contains a reference section for the properties of the
various node types, organized by category and alphabetically. The following topics summarize the properties associated with each
node type:

Schema Node Properties
Record Node Properties
Field Element Node Properties
Field Attribute Node Properties
Sequence Group Node Properties
Choice Group Node Properties
All Group Node Properties
Attribute Group Node Properties
Any Element Node Properties
Any Attribute Node Properties
Equivalent Node Properties
Equivalent Child Node Properties

The topic Node Properties — Alphabetical Listings contains all of the individual reference topics for each node property, some of
which apply to various types of nodes. The individual reference topics are categorized according to whether they are basic
properties that apply to all types of schemas, or a specialized properties that are associated with a schema editor extension, such
as the flat file extension. Within these categories, they are listed alphabetically.

BizTalk Editor uses the Visual Studio .NET Properties window to enable you to examine and set the properties of the nodes in the
schema tree. This section describes some characteristics of working with properties in the Properties window, including special
considerations for the Node Name property, an explanation of the interdependencies between properties, and information about
the maximum lengths allowed for certain properties or types of properties.

The remainder of this section provides additional information about particular, special node properties and other information that
applies generally to node properties.

This section contains:

Node Name Property
Property Interdependencies
Additional Flat File Properties
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Node Name Property
As you use BizTalk Editor to insert nodes into the schema tree, some nodes are meant to be renamed and others are not.
Essentially, you can and should rename Record nodes, Field Element nodes, and Field Attribute nodes. The names that you
give to these nodes will become the names of the XML elements and attributes in the message that the schema defines.

In the schema tree, the nodes that you cannot rename are shown in the form of XML tags; that is, with the less than (<) and
greater than (>) signs. For example, the Schema node, Choice Group nodes, Any Element nodes, and Any Attribute nodes are
represented in the schema tree with the names <Schema>, <Choice>, <Any>, and <AnyAttribute>, respectively. The Node
Name property for such nodes is read-only.

Within a given Record node, you cannot have two Field Attribute nodes with the same name. However, you can have more than
one Field Element node or Record node with the same name as child nodes of the same Record node, as long as they all have
the same data type (as specified by their Data Type property for Field Element nodes or their Data Structure Type for Record
nodes).

When you give names to Record nodes, Field Element nodes, and Field Attribute nodes, use names that are descriptive of the
role of that element or attribute within the message being defined by the schema. For example, FirstName is probably a good
choice for the name of a Field Element node that will be used to store the first name of someone in an address structure. In an
XML instance message where the first name James occurs, the corresponding element would look like the following.

When you are renaming Record nodes, Field Element nodes, and Field Attribute nodes, you should be aware that not all
characters are allowed in node names. For information about these disallowed characters, see
Which Node Name Characters Get Encoded. Although BizTalk Editor allows you to use disallowed characters by encoding them, it
is often simpler to avoid such characters altogether. For information about how disallowed characters are encoded, see
How Node Name Characters Get Encoded.

In addition to the characters that are disallowed in node names, unless they are encoded in the XSD representation of the schema,
you should not used C# reserved words as the names of any root nodes in the schema tree (unless you provide a valid
RootNode TypeName property value) or as schema file names.

This section contains:

Which Node Name Characters Get Encoded
How Node Name Characters Get Encoded
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Which Node Name Characters Get Encoded
XML places some restrictions on the characters that can be used in XML names, such as element names, including some special
restrictions on the first character of an XML name. The conceptual goals in determining which characters to allow and which
characters to exclude from legal XML names are:

Wherever applicable, be inclusive rather than exclusive, so that new writing systems can be accommodated as they are
encoded in Unicode.
Exclude characters that may be or are used as delimiters, so that XML names can more easily appear in a non-XML,
delimited context.

The following table shows which characters can be used in an XML name, either in any position within the name, or in any
position other than the first. Some allowable characters are excluded from being the first character in the name. Literal characters
are quoted, and ranges are shown within square brackets.

Position in na
me

Allowed characters

Any position ["A"-"Z"], ["a"-"z"], "_", [0x00C0-0x02FF], [0x0370-0x037D], [0x037F-0x1FFF], [0x200C-0x200D], [0x2070-0x218F
], [0x2C00-0x2FEF], [0x3001-0xD7FF], [0xF900-0xEFFF]

Any position ex
cept first

"-", ".", ["0"-"9"], 0x00B7, [0x0300-0x036F], [0x203F-0x2040]

Best practice in English for an element or attribute name (a node name in the schema tree view) can be summarized as:

Use alphanumeric characters, except do not begin a name with a numeral.
Use the underscore (_),hyphen (-), period (.), and middle dot (·).
Do not use white space.
Use meaningful words or combinations of words in natural languages.

Note  For more information about using appropriate characters for node names, see the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C) website (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=16790) and search on "Suggestions for XML
Names" and "Common Syntactic Constructs".

See Also

Node Name Property

How Node Name Characters Get Encoded
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How Node Name Characters Get Encoded
If you use a character that is not allowed in a node name, BizTalk Editor prompts you, asking if you want to proceed with the
disallowed character or characters encoded (OK or Cancel). If you proceed, each disallowed character is encoded as follows:

Disallowed characters are encoded as "_xDDDD_" where "DDDD" is the 4-digit hexadecimal Unicode representation of the
character. For example, the space character (0x0020) is encoded as "_x0020_".
If two or more adjacent disallowed characters are encoded, only a single underscore character is used between them. For
example, three spaces are encoded as "_x0020_x0020_x0020_" rather than "_x0020__x0020__x0020_".

Note  You can disable prompting for node name encoding by setting the Show Encode Warning Dialog property
to False in the BizTalk Editor folder of the Options dialog box, available on the Tools menu, or by selecting the Do
not show this dialog in the future check box in the node name encoding dialog box. For more information about
the options in this dialog box, see Managing the Schema Tree View.

The schema tree view in BizTalk Editor displays node names by using the characters you type. BizTalk Mapper also displays the
characters you have typed rather than the encoded version. In the XSD view of BizTalk Editor, and in the XSD file itself, the
encoded node name is used. For example, if you name a node Purchase Order, it will be displayed as Purchase Order in the
schema trees in both BizTalk Editor and BizTalk Mapper. In the XSD view of BizTalk Editor, the corresponding element node, when
first inserted, will be as follows.

See Also

Node Name Property

Which Node Name Characters Get Encoded
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Property Interdependencies
As you use BizTalk Editor, and specifically the Visual Studio .NET Properties window, to change the values of properties, you will
notice that there are extensive interdependencies between properties. Sometimes a particular setting for one property will cause
other properties to be automatically cleared, become enabled or disabled, or even appear or disappear entirely from the
Properties window. These interdependencies are too numerous to cover. However, the following list provides some common
examples to give you an idea of how they work:

When setting the properties of a Field Element node or Field Attribute node for which a data type is being derived from a
simple type by using the restriction mechanism, an entire new category of properties becomes available: Restriction.
Further, the properties in this new category are enabled or disabled based on whether the base data type is of a string type
or a numeric type. For more information about this form of simple type derivation, see
Simple Type Derivation Using the Restriction Mechanism.
When setting the properties of a Field Element node or Field Attribute node for which a data type is being derived from a
simple type by using either the list or union mechanism, the Base Data Type property is changed to either the Item Type
property or the Member Types property, respectively. In the latter case, the corresponding drop-down list is modified to
include check boxes, allowing multiple types to be selected. For more information about these forms of simple type
derivation, see Simple Type Derivation Using the List Mechanism and Simple Type Derivation Using the Union Mechanism.
To expose the properties associated with flat file schemas, you must set the Schema Editor Extensions property of the
Schema node to include the Flat File Extension. The custom properties associated with other editor extensions, such as
the EDI extension, are exposed in the same way: by choosing the corresponding extension using the Schema Editor
Extensions property.

This list includes examples that are meant to illustrate the types of property interdependencies that you will see when working
within the Properties window, but it is not meant to be an exhaustive list of such interdependencies.

See Also

Node Properties

Node Properties — Alphabetical Listings

Node Properties of All Schemas
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Additional Flat File Properties
The following table lists additional flat file node properties that do not appear in the Schema Editor. Using these properties
requires hand editing the schema file in a text editor.

Property Values Defa
ult V
alue

Description

suppress_
empty_no
des

true or false false Indicates whether or not to remove empty XML nodes after the parser generates XML i
nstance data.

generate_
empty_no
des

true or false true Generate empty nodes for records that exist in the XML instance data.

parser_op
timization

speed or complexity spee
d

Optimizing for speed decreases the parsing time but at the cost of dealing with some a
mbiguities in data. Optimizing for complexity handles a wider range of ambiguities but 
at the cost of processing speed.

lookahea
d_depth

Any positive integer; zer
o (0) indicates infinite lo
okahead.

3 How far to look ahead for matching data.

allow_ear
ly_termin
ation

true or false false Indicates whether positional records can terminate early (true) or must contain data for
all record fields (false).

All of these properties are attributes of the /annotation/appinfo/schemaInfo element.

When parser_optimization is set to complexity, you may have validation failures against a schema when there are many
optional nodes in the same group or record. You may need to set lookahead_depth to zero (0) to avoid validation errors.

See Also

Node Properties

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas
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Schemas That Use Other Schemas
When your schemas become large and complex, or when the schemas that represent your different types of instance messages
have some portions in common, it can be useful to combine smaller schemas into the schemas that ultimately define the structure
of the instance messages you plan to exchange with trading partners. For example, you might have multiple message types that
require a shipping address to be expressed within them. You can define the structure of a shipping address in a single schema,
and then use that schema within other schemas that define, for example, Order, Invoice, and Shipping Notice message schemas.

XML Schema definition (XSD) language provides three related mechanisms for using multiple schemas together that BizTalk
Editor supports. The following table summarizes the characteristics of these mechanisms, as defined by XSD.

Multischema 
mechanism

Usage scenario

Import Accesses and uses types defined in the imported schema.
Must use types in the imported schema as is, or derive new types from them; no type modification allowe
d.
Provides a mechanism for using types defined in other namespaces. Indeed, an imported schema must ha
ve a target namespace that is different from the importing schema.
Uses the import element and its namespace and schemaLocation attributes to reference the other sche
ma.

Include Accesses and uses types defined in the included schema.
Must use types in the included schema as is, or derive new types from them; no type modification allowed.
The included schema must be in the same target namespace as the including schema, or the target names
pace of the included schema must be empty.
Uses the include element and its schemaLocation attribute to reference the other schema.

Redefine Accesses and uses types defined in the redefined schema.
Can use types in the redefined schema as is, derive new types from them, or specify modifications to them
.
The redefined schema must be in the same target namespace as the redefining schema, or the target nam
espace of the redefined schema must be empty.
Uses the redefine element and its schemaLocation attribute to reference the other schema. Any type red
efinitions are specified with the redefine element.

Note  Using the redefine mechanism is an advanced XSD concept and should only be used aft
er you have sufficient understanding of how and when it should be used.

Note  For complete information about the differences and similarities between the import, include, and redefine
mechanisms, see the references listed in XSD Resources on the Web.

To use a type defined in one schema (Schema1) within another schema (Schema2), you must provide a reference to Schema1
within Schema2. To do so, use the Imports property of the Schema node in Schema2. When you click the ellipsis (...) button in
the Imports property field, the Imports dialog box opens. In the Import New Schema as drop-down list, select XSD Import,
XSD Include, or XSD Redefine. Then click Add to open the BizTalk Type Picker dialog box and browse within your BizTalk
project to select Schema1.

For detailed instructions about these steps, see Creating Schemas That Use Other Schemas.

When you use the Imports dialog box to import, include, or redefine another schema, one or more of the XSD elements import,
include, and redefine is added to the XSD representation of your schema, including the appropriate attributes and attribute
values. Further, in the case of the import element, a prefix declaration for the namespace of the other schema is added to the
schema element.

All global types (such as ComplexTypes, SimpleTypes, element groups, attribute groups) in an imported/included/redefined
schema are automatically available for use within the schema in which the former schema is imported, included, or redefined. For
example, global ComplexTypes defined in an imported/included/redefined schema are added to the drop-down list of the
Data Structure Type property for all of the Record nodes in the importing, including, or redefining schema.

See Also
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Type Reuse and Derivations
Within XML Schema definition (XSD) language, complex global types provide a mechanism for defining a structured data type
that can be reused, and potentially redefined, at various locations within your schema. Perhaps the most classic example is an
address structure that includes a name, street, city, state, and so on. Further, the name itself might be a structure that includes first,
middle, and last name strings. If this complex structure is defined globally, you can use it in multiple locations within your schema,
such as for both a shipping address and a billing address.

XSD also provides mechanisms for deriving one type from another. This includes both simple content types and complex content
types. For example, a new type can be derived from a simple string type (such as, xs:string) such that the new type allows only a
few particular strings as legal values. This type of derivation is known within XSD as derivation by restriction because the values
allowed by the derived type are more restrictive than the values allowed by the base type.

An example of a derivation involving a complex type can be seen in the address type previously suggested. Suppose that the
address type is designed to accommodate the addresses within a particular country/region, where the country/region itself is
assumed in the address. To extend such an address type to handle international addresses, you can derive a new type from the
original address type and then include additional information in the derived type, such as the country/region. This type of
derivation is known within XSD as derivation by extension because the derived type has extended the base type.

This section describes type reuse and the ways in which you can use derivation to redefine types as they are reused.

This section contains:

Complex Global Type Definition and Naming
Ways to Use Complex Global Types
Simple Type Derivation
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Complex Global Type Definition and Naming
Within BizTalk Editor, you begin to define a complex global type by defining the first occurrence of the complex type in one of the
locations where the global type will be used, after it has been converted to a global type. Continuing with the address example,
you might define the complex address type in the course of defining a shipping address within the schema.

After the complex type is defined, you can convert it to a global complex type by giving it a type name. You do this by selecting
the node that corresponds to the complex type, which will generally be a Record node, and then typing a new type name into the
Data Structure Type property of that node. Although no visible changes occur in the schema tree when you give this property a
name (such as, GlobalAddrType, as in the following example), if you examine what happens within the underlying XSD
representation of the schema, you would see the following (abbreviated) change.

Before, with the address structure first defined within the context of the ShippingAddress element, the following occurred.

              address structure initially defined here.

After the ShippingAddress node has been given a unique name in its Data Structure Type property, causing it to become
available as a complex global type and subject to reuse in multiple places within the schema, the following occurs.

    address structure now defined globally here...

See Also

Type Reuse and Derivations

Creating References to Another Node or Type
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<xs:schema>
  <xs:element name="Root">
    <xs:complexType>
      <xs:sequence>
        <xs:element name="ShippingAddress">

        </xs:element>
      </xs:sequence>
    </xs:complexType>
  </xs:element>
</xs:schema>

<xs:schema>
  <xs:element name="Root">
    <xs:complexType>
      <xs:sequence>
        <xs:element name="ShippingAddress" type="GlobalAddrType" />
      </xs:sequence>
    </xs:complexType>
  </xs:element>
  <xs:complexType name="GlobalAddrType">

  </xs:complexType>
</xs:schema>
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Ways to Use Complex Global Types
After you have converted a complex type to a global complex type, it becomes available for reuse in other locations within your
schema. For more information about defining a complex type and then converting it to a global complex type, see
Complex Global Type Definition and Naming.

First, you insert a new Record node. Then you select the inserted node and set one of the following two node properties in the
Properties window, each for a different effect:

Data Structure Type property. If you want to use the complex global type without modifying it in any way, set this
property to the type name you gave to the complex global type, which is available as a choice in the drop-down list. In the
schema tree, the chosen global node structure will be graphically duplicated in the new location, and any subsequent
changes to the node structure in any of its locations in the schema tree are automatically made to all locations that use that
complex global type.
Base Data Type property. If you want to use a variation on the complex global type, either extending it or restricting it in
some way, set this property to the type name you gave to the complex global type, which is available as a choice in the
drop-down list. When you set this property, the Derived By node property changes to Extension (and the Content Type
property changes to ComplexContent), indicating that extending the complex global type is the default derivation type.
You can change it to Restriction if your modifications are of that nature. Changes to the base complex global type from
which you are deriving are automatically reflected in the derived type, but changes in the derived type are never reflected in
the base type.

Note  Setting either one of these properties automatically causes the other one to have any existing setting removed.
Further, you will notice other automatic interactions between the related properties, such as setting the Derived By
property to (Default) removes any existing setting from the Base Data Type property.

Note  You can create a test schema and use different values for these properties, observing the changes in the XSD
view.

This section describes using complex global types, both as is, and by extending and restricting them, as controlled by the settings
of the properties described in this topic.

This section contains:

Complex Global Type Re-use
Complex Global Type Derivation
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Complex Global Type Re-use
To use a complex global type as is, in another location in the schema tree, begin by inserting a new Record node at the desired
location. Then set its Data Structure Type property to the name of a complex global type.

In the following example, BillingAddress is the name of the newly inserted Record node, and GlobalAddrType is the name of
the complex global type that it adopts. In the schema tree view, a duplicate node structure would be displayed below the node
named BillingAddress, identical to the adjacent node structure under the node named ShippingAddress.

Before, with a newly inserted node named BillingAddress.

       Address structure defined globally here...

After using the complex base type GlobalAddrType, as is.

        Address structure defined globally here...

See Also

Ways to Use Complex Global Types
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<xs:schema>
    <xs:element name="Root">
        <xs:complexType>
            <xs:sequence>
                <xs:element name="ShippingAddress" type="GlobalAddrType" />
                <xs:element name="BillingAddress">
                    <xs:sequence />
                </xs:element>
            </xs:sequence>
        </xs:complexType>
    </xs:element>
    <xs:complexType name="GlobalAddrType">

    </xs:complexType>
</xs:schema>

<xs:schema>
    <xs:element name="Root">
        <xs:complexType>
            <xs:sequence>
                <xs:element name="ShippingAddress" type="GlobalAddrType" />
                <xs:element name="BillingAddress" type="GlobalAddrType" />
            </xs:sequence>
        </xs:complexType>
    </xs:element>
    <xs:complexType name="GlobalAddrType">

    </xs:complexType>
</xs:schema>
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Complex Global Type Derivation
There are two types of inheritance in XSD: extension and restriction. BizTalk Editor provides access to this XSD functionality by
using the following two Record node properties:

Base Data Type. This property provides the list of all global complex types and simple types available for use as a base data
type. The complex global types can be in the same schema or in any imported schema.
Derived By. This property is used to choose between deriving by extension or by restriction. This property is automatically
set to Extension when you set the Base Data Type property to any type in the list. If you set this property to (Default),
any type in the Base Data Type property is removed, disabling inheritance for the node.

Note  The Content Type property is also set automatically to ComplexContent when derivation by extension or
restriction is being used.

This section explains complex type derivation by using the extension and restriction mechanisms in greater detail.

This section contains:

Complex Type Derivation Using the Extension Mechanism
Complex Type Derivation Using the Restriction Mechanism
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Complex Type Derivation Using the Extension Mechanism
A complex type derived by extension is a functional superset of its base data type. As the name implies, its base data type is the
basis for the type being defined, where the differences from the base type are additive. This topic provides an example in which
the two elements ShippingAddress and BillingAddress are based on the complex global type GlobalAddrType.
ShippingAddress is simply defined to be of type GlobalAddrType, whereas BillingAddress is defined to extend the type
GlobalAddrType. At the end of the example, an additional element is added to BillingAddress, named Department, with a type
of string and a default value of Accounts Payable.

For comprehensive information about deriving new complex types by using the extension mechanism, refer to the W3C website.
For various links to this and other websites, see XSD Resources on the Web.

To derive from a complex global type by extension, in another location in the schema tree, begin by inserting a new Record node
at the desired location. Then set its Base Data Type property to the name of a complex global type.

In the following example, BillingAddress is the name of the newly inserted Record node, and GlobalAddrType is the name of
the complex global type from which it derives, and intends to extend. In the schema tree view, after Base Data Type has been set
to GlobalAddrType, a duplicate node structure would be displayed below the node named BillingAddress, identical to the
adjacent node structure under the node named ShippingAddress. The difference between them is that the BillingAddress node
structure will be extensible beyond the base data type GlobalAddrType, and the ShippingAddress structure will remain
identical to the base data type GlobalAddrType.

Before, with a newly inserted node named BillingAddress.

        Address structure defined globally here...

After deriving from the complex base type GlobalAddrType, by extension.

<xs:schema>
    <xs:element name="Root">
        <xs:complexType>
            <xs:sequence>
                <xs:element name="ShippingAddress" type="GlobalAddrType" />
                <xs:element name="BillingAddress">
                    <xs:sequence />
                </xs:element>
            </xs:sequence>
        </xs:complexType>
    </xs:element>
    <xs:complexType name="GlobalAddrType">

    </xs:complexType>
</xs:schema>

<xs:schema>
    <xs:element name="Root">
        <xs:complexType>
            <xs:sequence>
                <xs:element name="ShippingAddress" type="GlobalAddrType" />
                <xs:element name="BillingAddress">
                    <xs:complexType>
                        <xs:complexContent mixed="false">
                            <xs:extension base="GlobalAddrType" />
                        </xs:complexContent>
                    </xs:complexType>
                </xs:element>
            </xs:sequence>
        </xs:complexType>
    </xs:element>



 

        Address structure defined globally here...

You specify extensions to the base data type by inserting nodes into the BillingAddress node in the schema tree. The following
XSD fragment shows how the empty extension element is expanded when a Sequence Group node is inserted as a new child of
the BillingAddress node and then a Field Element node, named PaymentType, is inserted as a child node of the Sequence
Group node.

See Also

Complex Global Type Derivation
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    <xs:complexType name="GlobalAddrType">

    </xs:complexType>
</xs:schema>

    <xs:extension base="GlobalAddrType">
        <xs:sequence>
            <xs:element default="Accounts Payable"
                name="Department" type="xs:string" />
        </xs:sequence>
    </xs:extension>
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Complex Type Derivation Using the Restriction Mechanism
Derivation by restriction is similar to derivation by extension, in terms of BizTalk Editor functionality. A complex type derived by
restriction is similar to its base data type, except that its declarations are more limited than the corresponding declarations in the
base data type. In fact, the values represented by the new type are a subset of the values represented by the base data type (as is
the case with restriction of simple types). An application prepared for the values of the base data type ought to be able to
successfully process any of the values of the restricted type.

For comprehensive information about deriving new complex types by using the restriction mechanism, refer to the W3C website.
For various links to this and other websites, see XSD Resources on the Web.

To derive from a complex global type by restriction, in another location in the schema tree, begin by inserting a new Record node
at the desired location. Then set its Base Data Type property to the name of a complex global type. Finally, change the setting of
the Derived By property from its default value of Extension (at least when a base data type is set) to Restriction.

In the following example, BillingAddress is the name of the newly inserted Record node, and GlobalAddrType is the name of
the complex global type from which it derives, and intends to restrict. In the schema tree view, a duplicate node structure would
be displayed below the node named BillingAddress, identical to the adjacent node structure under the node named
ShippingAddress. The difference between them is that the BillingAddress node structure will be subject to possible restrictions
to the base data type GlobalAddrType, and the ShippingAddress structure will remain identical to the base data type
GlobalAddrType.

Because you have chosen to restrict the base data type, you are not allowed to insert any new nodes, but you can change the
properties of the existing nodes to further restrict their possible values or behavior.

Before, with the Derived By property still set to Extension.

        Address structure defined globally here...

After switching the Derived By property from Extension to Restriction.

<xs:schema>
    <xs:element name="Root">
        <xs:complexType>
            <xs:sequence>
                <xs:element name="ShippingAddress" type="GlobalAddrType" />
                <xs:element name="BillingAddress">
                    <xs:complexType>
                        <xs:complexContent mixed="false">
                            <xs:extension base="GlobalAddrType" />
                        </xs:complexContent>
                    </xs:complexType>
                </xs:element>
            </xs:sequence>
        </xs:complexType>
    </xs:element>
    <xs:complexType name="GlobalAddrType">

    </xs:complexType>
</xs:schema>

<xs:schema>
    <xs:element name="Root">
        <xs:complexType>
            <xs:sequence>
                <xs:element name="ShippingAddress" type="GlobalAddrType" />
                <xs:element name="BillingAddress">
                    <xs:complexType>
                        <xs:complexContent mixed="false">
                            <xs:restriction base="GlobalAddrType">



 

               Duplicate of address structure now appears

               here, ready to be restricted with additional

               attributes, set using the properties of the

               relevant nodes in the schema tree.

              Address structure defined globally here...

See Also

Complex Global Type Derivation
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                            </xs:restriction>
                        </xs:complexContent>
                    </xs:complexType>
                </xs:element>
            </xs:sequence>
        </xs:complexType>
    </xs:element>
    <xs:complexType name="GlobalAddrType">

    </xs:complexType>
</xs:schema>
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Simple Type Derivation
XML Schema definition (XSD) language provides several mechanisms for defining variations of simple types, based on derivations
of existing simple types, as follows:

Restriction. Simple type derivation by using the restriction mechanism involves the introduction of restrictions to the
possible values for that type. Examples are minimum and/or maximum values for numeric types, or a minimum and
maximum length for string types.
List. Simple type derivation by using the list mechanism allows a single attribute or element value in an instance message to
be defined as consisting of a list of space-separated values of a particular type.
Union. Simple type derivation by using the union mechanism allows a single attribute or element value in an instance
message to be defined as a single value of one of several specified types.

This section describes these simple type derivations in more detail, including how to define these derivations by setting the
appropriate node properties in the Properties window, as well as how the corresponding XSD is constructed.

This section contains:

Simple Type Derivation Using the Restriction Mechanism
Simple Type Derivation Using the List Mechanism
Simple Type Derivation Using the Union Mechanism
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Simple Type Derivation Using the Restriction Mechanism
When you derive a new simple type from an existing simple type by using the restriction mechanism, you are typically restricting
the values allowed in an instance message for that attribute or element value to a subset of those values allowed by the base
simple type. For example, you can restrict a string type to be one of several enumerated strings.

For comprehensive information about deriving new simple types by using the restriction mechanism, refer to the W3C website.
For various links to this and other websites, see XSD Resources on the Web.

To derive a simple type by using restriction, select the relevant Field Element node or Field Attribute node in the schema tree
and then, in the Properties window, select a simple type from the drop-down list for the Base Data Type property. As soon as
you have selected a value for this property, the Derived By property automatically changes from its default value to Restriction,
which serves as the default value for type derivation. Also, a whole new category of properties, called Restriction, becomes
available in the Properties window.

Depending on the base data type you select, different properties are available to be set in this new category. For example, if the
base data type is numeric, the properties MaxFacet Type (when MaxFacet Value is set), MaxFacet Value, MinFacet Type
(when MinFacet Value is set), and MinFacet Value are available for defining an inclusive or exclusive range of allowed values. If
the base data type is a string type, the Length, Maximum Length, and Minimum Length properties are available for
constraining the length of the string.

For more information about the various restriction properties of field nodes, see Field Element Node Properties.

When you first change a Field Element node or Field Attribute node from having a data type to having a base data type
(thereby starting the process of simple type derivation), leave the Derived By property set to Restriction, and provide an
enumeration-based restriction to the allowed string values, you can observe the following changes in the corresponding fragment
in the XSD view:

Before, with a newly inserted Field Element node named WestCoastStates.

After setting the Base Data Type property to "xs:string", and leaving the derivation default of Restriction for the Derived
By property.

After setting the Enumeration property in the Restriction category to the names of the three states on the west coast of the
continental United States.

    <xs:element name="ContainingRecord">
        <xs:complexType>
            <xs:sequence>
                <xs:element name="WestCoastStates" type="xs:string" />
            </xs:sequence>
        </xs:complexType>
    </xs:element>

    <xs:element name="ContainingRecord">
        <xs:complexType>
            <xs:sequence>
                <xs:element name="WestCoastStates" >
                    <xs:simpleType>
                        <xs:restriction base="xs:string" />
                    </xs:simpleType>
                </xs:element>
            </xs:sequence>
        </xs:complexType>
    </xs:element>

    <xs:element name="ContainingRecord">
        <xs:complexType>
            <xs:sequence>
                <xs:element name="WestCoastStates">



 

See Also

Simple Type Derivation
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                    <xs:simpleType>
                        <xs:restriction base="xs:string" />
                            <xs:enumeration value="Washington" />
                            <xs:enumeration value="Oregon" />
                            <xs:enumeration value="California" />
                        </xs:restriction>
                    </xs:simpleType>
                </xs:element>
            </xs:sequence>
        </xs:complexType>
    </xs:element>
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Simple Type Derivation Using the List Mechanism
When you derive a new simple type from an existing simple type by using the list mechanism, you are specifying that the value
for this attribute or element can be a space-separated list of values of the specified type. For example, you can specify that an
attribute or element value is a space-separated list of integers.

For comprehensive information about deriving new simple types by using the list mechanism, refer to the W3C website. For
various links to this and other websites, see XSD Resources on the Web.

To derive a simple type as a list of that type, select the relevant Field Element node or Field Attribute node in the schema tree
and then, in the Properties window, select a simple type from the drop-down list for the Base Data Type property. As soon as
you select a value for this property, the Derived By property automatically changes from its default value to Restriction, which
serves as the default value for type derivation. You must change the Derived By property from Restriction to List, which causes
the Base Data Type property to be renamed as the Item Type property (incidentally, the renamed property moves to a different
position in the property list due to the alphabetical sorting of the properties).

Note  You can use the restriction and list mechanisms together, creating a named simple type derivation by using the
restriction mechanism, and then using that as the item type in another simple type derivation by using the list
mechanism. This can result, for example, in a value that is constrained to be a list of space-separated strings belonging
to a particular enumerated set of strings.

Caution  Using the list mechanism for simple type derivation can be complicated when the item type you choose is
one that itself allows spaces, such as strings. This is because the list mechanism uses spaces to separate values of the
allowed type in the list.

When you first change a Field Element node or Field Attribute node from having a data type to having a base data type
(thereby starting the process of simple type derivation), and then set the Derived By property to List, you can observe the
following change in the corresponding fragment in the XSD view:

Before, with a newly inserted Field Element node named ZipCodeList.

After setting the Base Data Type property to xs:integer, and setting the Derived By property to List (after which the Base
Data Type property is renamed to be the Item Type property).

Note  In a real-life schema, it would be better to first define and name a simple type derivation of integer that restricts
the integer to five digits, and then to derive the ZipCodeList element from that type, effectively limiting the list to
integers having five digits.

See Also

    <xs:element name="ContainingRecord">
        <xs:complexType>
            <xs:sequence>
                <xs:element name="ZipCodeList" type="xs:string" />
            </xs:sequence>
        </xs:complexType>
    </xs:element>

    <xs:element name="ContainingRecord">
        <xs:complexType>
            <xs:sequence>
                <xs:element name="ZipCodeList">
                    <xs:simpleType>
                        <xs:list itemType="xs:integer" />
                    </xs:simpleType>
                </xs:element>
            </xs:sequence>
        </xs:complexType>
    </xs:element>



 

Simple Type Derivation
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Simple Type Derivation Using the Union Mechanism
When you derive a new simple type from an existing simple type by using the union mechanism, you are specifying that the value
for this attribute or element can be of more than one type, according to a list of types that you specify. For example, you can
specify that an attribute or element value is either a date, a time, or a date/time value.

For comprehensive information about deriving new simple types by using the union mechanism, refer to the W3C website. For
various links to this and other websites, see XSD Resources on the Web.

To derive a simple type as a union of several possible types, select the relevant Field Element node or Field Attribute node in
the schema tree and then, in the Properties window, select a simple type from the drop-down list for the Base Data Type
property. As soon as you have selected a value for this property, the Derived By property automatically changes from its default
value to Restriction, which serves as the default value for type derivation. You must change the Derived By property from
Restriction to Union, which causes the Base Data Type property to be renamed as the Member Types property (incidentally,
the renamed property moves to a different position in the property list due to the alphabetical sorting of the properties).

Finally, you can use the check boxes in the Member Types drop-down checklist to select additional types to allow for
corresponding values in instance messages.

When you first change a Field Element node or Field Attribute node from having a data type to having a base data type
(thereby starting the process of simple type derivation), and then set the Derived By property to Union, you can observe the
following change in the corresponding fragment in the XSD view.

Before, with a newly inserted Field Element node named DatesAndOrTimes.

After setting the Base Data Type property to xs:date, and setting the Derived By property to Union (after which the Base
Data Type property is renamed to be the Member Types property), and then also selecting xs:datetime and xs:time as
additional allowed types in the Member Types drop-down checklist.

See Also

Simple Type Derivation
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    <xs:element name="ContainingRecord">
        <xs:complexType>
            <xs:sequence>
                <xs:element name="DatesAndOrTimes" type="xs:string" />
            </xs:sequence>
        </xs:complexType>
    </xs:element>

    <xs:element name="ContainingRecord">
        <xs:complexType>
            <xs:sequence>
                <xs:element name="DatesAndOrTimes">
                    <xs:simpleType>
                        <xs:union memberTypes="xs:date xs:dateTime xs:time" />
                    </xs:simpleType>
                </xs:element>
            </xs:sequence>
        </xs:complexType>
    </xs:element>
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Schema Migration from Previous Versions of BizTalk Server
This version of BizTalk Server uses XML Schema definition (XSD) language to represent message schemas, while previous
versions used the XML-Data Reduced (XDR) syntax to represent message schemas. If you are migrating from a previous version
of BizTalk Server, you must convert your schemas to use XSD rather than XDR.

You need to perform the following tasks to convert a BizTalk schema from XDR syntax to XSD syntax:

Change the extension of the schema file from.xdr to.xsd.
Add the renamed schema to the appropriate BizTalk project.
Convert the renamed schema from XDR to XSD by opening the schema in BizTalk Editor.
Make the conversion permanent by saving the schema.

For detailed information about how to perform these steps, see Migrating XDR Schemas to XSD Schemas.

See Also

About Schemas

Migrating XDR Schemas to XSD Schemas

Migrating Flat File Records
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Ways to Use Message Content to Control Message Processing
There are two types of property promotion: Distinguished Fields and Property Fields, the latter of which uses property
schemas. In BizTalk Editor, you manage both of these types of property promotion by using the Promote Properties dialog box,
which is accessible by using the Promote Properties property of the Schema node.

Note  There are some restrictions on values that you can promote. For more information, see the table in
Promoting Properties.

You must decide which type of property promotion to use based on the details of your scenario. Consider the following
distinctions between Distinguished Field property promotion and Property Field property promotion:

Distinguished Fields cannot participate in message routing and therefore they do not appear in the filter expressions. They
are only available within the context of an orchestration but they have less overhead when sending and receiving messages.
Distinguished Fields do not have any size limitations. Property Fields are limited to 255 characters.
Distinguished Fields do not require any separate artifacts to be created whereas Property Fields require the creation and
maintenance of a property schema.

Drawing upon these considerations, you should promote nodes as Property Fields only when you intend to use the promoted
properties for message routing or tracking purposes. Otherwise, if you are only going to access the promoted properties from
within your orchestrations, you should take advantage of the fact that Distinguished Fields are much cheaper, lightweight, and
easy-to-use that Property Fields.

Properties promoted by using the Distinguished Field mechanism are only accessible from within orchestrations and cannot be
accessed from pipelines, ports, and so on. On the other hand, properties promoted by using the Property Fields and property
schema mechanism are accessible from all of these components. Another important difference is that property field values are
limited to 255 characters and distinguished field values have no such limit.

This section provides information about these two types of property promotion, including how information about how to
establish such promoted properties for a message schema by using BizTalk Editor.

This section contains:

Instance Message Processing Using Distinguished Fields
Instance Message Processing Using Property Promotion
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Instance Message Processing Using Distinguished Fields
Promoting properties by using the Distinguished Field mechanism does not require the creation of a property schema. As with
all property promotion, you use the Promote Properties dialog box, which is accessible by using the Promote Properties
property of the Schema node in message schemas, or by using the Promote | Show Promotions command on the BizTalk or
shortcut menus.

In the Promote Properties dialog box, ensure the Distinguished Fields tab is selected in the right side of the dialog box. Then
you expand the nodes in the schema tree on the left side of the dialog box to find and select the Field Element node or Field
Attribute node that you want to promote as a distinguished field, and then click Add. For step-by-step instructions about
promoting properties to Distinguished Fields using the Promote Properties dialog, see
Copying Data to the Message Context as Distinguished Fields.

Note  You can also promote a Record node to a Field Element node in the property schema, but only if the Content
Type property of the Record node is set to SimpleContent.

To remove a node from the set of properties being promoted as distinguished fields, select the promoted property on the
Distinguished Fields tab, and click Remove.

When you promote properties by using the distinguished field mechanism, an XML Schema definition (XSD) language fragment is
added within the annotation subelement of the root element. In the following example, the fragment shows two properties
promoted by using the distinguished field mechanism.

See Also

Ways to Use Message Content to Control Message Processing

Copying Data to the Message Context as Distinguished Fields
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    <b:properties>
        <b:property distinguished="true"
            xpath="/*[local-name()='Record' and namespace-uri()='http://BizTalk_Server_Projec
t1.Schema11']/*[local-name()='test']/*[local-name()='Field1']" />
        <b:property distinguished="true"
            xpath="/*[local-name()='Record' and namespace-uri()='http://BizTalk_Server_Projec
t1.Schema11']/*[local-name()='test']/*[local-name()='Field5' and position()='1']" />
    </b:properties>
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Instance Message Processing Using Property Promotion
Promoting properties by using the Property Field method requires the creation of a property schema. For more information
about creating a property schema, see Creating Property Schemas. As with all property promotion, you use the Promote
Properties dialog box, which is accessible by using the Promote Properties property of the Schema node in message schemas.

In the Promote Properties dialog box, make sure the Property Fields tab is selected in the right side of the dialog box. Next,
ensure the appropriate property schema is included in the Property Schemas List at the top of the Property Fields tab. If
necessary, use the folder button to select the appropriate property schema by using the BizTalk Type Picker dialog box. Next,
expand the nodes in the schema tree on the left side of the dialog box to find and select the Field Element node or Field
Attribute node that you want to promote as a property field, and then click Add. Finally, use the drop-down list in the Property
column of the Property-Fields dictionary table to select a Field Element node in a property schema with which to associate the
promoted property. For step-by-step instructions about promoting properties to Property Fields using the Promote Properties
dialog, see Copying Data to the Message Context as Property Fields.

Note  You can also promote a Record node to a Field Element node in the property schema, but only if the Content
Type property of the Record node is set to SimpleContent.

Note  The same property can be promoted multiple times within a schema as long as all of these promotions are
performed under different root nodes. This is because the message is validated against a single root node and only
properties promoted under that root node are evaluated at runtime.

To remove a Field Element node or Field Attribute node from the set of properties being promoted as property fields, select
the promoted property in the Property-Fields dictionary table on the Property Fields tab, and click Remove.

The Node Path column in the Property-Fields dictionary table shows the XPath to the schema node corresponding to the
promoted property. You can edit this value directly by using the Edit Instance XPath dialog box. You can open this dialog box by
clicking the ellipsis (...) button that appears at the right end of the corresponding cell when you select that cell. Care must be taken
when editing XPath values directly because XPaths that cannot be resolved by BizTalk Editor will prevent proper validation
operations.

BizTalk Editor also provides a streamlined command for promoting properties using the Property Field mechanism. This
command is called Quick Promotion, and it is available using the Promote | Quick Promotion command on the BizTalk and
shortcut menus. This command will promote the selected Field node (or Record node) to a Property Field that automatically
created in the property schema specified by the Default Property Schema Name property in the Property Pages dialog box
for the containing schema. For step-by-step instructions about promoting properties to Property Fields using the Quick
Promotion command, see Copying Data to the Message Context as Property Fields.

When you promote a property by using the property field mechanism, two XML Schema definition (XSD) language fragments are
added to the XSD representation of the message schema. The first XSD fragment is an annotation fragment associated with the
schema element that identifies the corresponding property schema, as in the following example.

The second XSD fragment is an annotation fragment associated with the Root element (regardless of whether it has been
renamed) that identifies the Field Element node or Field Attribute node values that have been promoted by using the property
field mechanism, as in the following example.

    <xs:annotation>
        <xs:appinfo>
            <b:imports>
                <b:namespace prefix="ns0"
                    uri="http://BizTalk_Server_Project1.PropertySchema1"
                    location=".\propertyschema1.xsd" />
            </b:imports>
        </xs:appinfo>
    </xs:annotation>

    <xs:annotation>
        <xs:appinfo>
            <b:properties>
                <b:property name="ns0:PromProp1"
                    xpath="/*[local-name()='Root' and namespace-uri()='http://BizTalk_Server_
Project1.Schema2']/*[local-name()='MyRec1']/@*[local-name()='Field_x0020_1']" />
                <b:property name="ns0:PromProp2"
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Schema Validation
After you have finished creating a schema, or at different times during its creation, you can validate it to determine whether it
contains any internal inconsistencies, or has other issues that might prevent it from being used effectively for process instance
messages.

To validate a schema, use the Validate Schema command on the shortcut menu associated with the schema in Solution Explorer.
The results of the validation are reported in the Visual Studio .NET Output window.

For detailed step-by-step instructions regarding how to validate a schema, see Validating Schemas.

See Also
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Instance Message Generation and Validation
After you have validated a schema, you can use it to generate a sample instance message. The sample instance message that is
generated contains the element and attribute structure specified by the schema, and generate fake data where required.

Note  The data-generation mechanism used when generating instance messages is not sufficiently sophisticated to
generate data according to values specified for several properties. For example, if the schema contains any values for
the Pattern property, which is available in the Restrictions category for Field Element nodes and Field Attribute
nodes when their Derived By property is set to Restriction, the generated instance message cannot be used as is, as
input to the Validate Instance operation.

To generate a sample instance message from a schema, use the Generate Instance command on the shortcut menu associated
with the schema in Solution Explorer. The results of the instance message generation operation are reported in the Visual Studio
.NET Output window.

Note  The Generate Instance operation includes the Validate Schema operation. If validation fails, no sample
instance message will be generated.

For detailed step-by-step instructions regarding how to generate an instance message from a schema, including how to configure
an output file to contain the generated instance message, see Generating Instance Messages.

Note  If you do not specify a value for the Root Reference property of the Schema node, BizTalk Editor generates an
instance message for the first root node in the schema. If you specify a value for the Root Reference property, BizTalk
Editor generates an instance message for the specified root.

If you have validated your schema, you can use BizTalk Editor to determine whether an instance message conforms to that
schema.

To validate an instance message against a schema, use the Validate Instance command on the shortcut menu associated with
the schema in Solution Explorer. The results of the validation are reported in the Visual Studio .NET Output window.

Note  There are cases in which a generated instance message will not pass validation against the same schema from
which it was generated. For example, if you attempt to validate an instance message that was generated by using the
Generate Instance command in BizTalk Editor, and the relevant schema includes any Field Element nodes or Field
Attribute nodes that have their Derived By property set to Restriction and which use the Pattern property to
specify a pattern to which the corresponding data must conform, the validation will fail. This is because the data-
generation mechanism used when generating instance messages is not sufficiently sophisticated to generate data
according to values specified for the Pattern property. Other cases also exist.

For detailed step-by-step instructions regarding how to validate an instance message, including how to specify the instance
message to be validated, see Validating Schemas.

See Also
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Using BizTalk Editor
BizTalk® Editor resides within the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET shell. Some of the functionality within BizTalk Editor relies
upon existing user interface elements within the Visual Studio .NET shell. For example, you use the File, Edit, and View menus
just as you would for other development within Visual Studio .NET. Information about this common functionality is available from
the Help menu.

BizTalk Editor becomes active when you add a new schema to a BizTalk project, when you open an existing schema (an .xsd file)
within a BizTalk project, or when you reactivate a schema by clicking its tab in the main Visual Studio .NET editing window.

Note  BizTalk Editor saves schema files using utf-16 character encoding.

The following figure shows the various views within the Microsoft Visual Studio .NET shell that are part of BizTalk Editor.

BizTalk Editor consists of the following views within the Microsoft Visual Studio .NET shell and their associated dialog boxes:

Tabs for choosing item and corresponding tool. You choose which tool is active within Visual Studio .NET by selecting a
file of the type that corresponds to the tool you want to use. For example, select a tab that is displaying schema (a file with
an .xsd extension) to activate BizTalk Editor. When you first open an item, such as a schema, the corresponding tab and tool
are activated.
Schema Tree. This view is on the left side of the main Visual Studio .NET editing window. You actively construct your
schema in this view by building up the tree structure that describes the structure of the message that the schema defines.
For more information about how BizTalk schemas are represented in the schema tree view, see
BizTalk Representation of Schemas.
XSD View. This view is on the right side of the main Visual Studio .NET editing window. It shows the XML Schema definition
(XSD) language structure that represents the schema you are constructing in the schema tree view. This view is read-only
and is provided to help you become accustomed to the XSD syntax of the schema you are creating. If you prefer, you can
adjust the view splitter so that the XSD view only barely visible.
Solution Explorer. This view is on the right side of the Visual Studio .NET shell. It shows the BizTalk project and the various
items it contains. Use Solution Explorer to add new and existing schemas to the project, and to open schemas that are
already part of the project. For example, to create a new schema, right-click the BizTalk project in the Solution Explorer
window, click Add, click Add New Item, and then use the Add New Item dialog box to name and create a new schema.
Visual Studio .NET Properties window. You use this view to examine and set most of the schema and node properties.
When you select a node in the schema tree view, or select a schema in the Solution Explorer window, the corresponding
properties of that node or schema are displayed in the Properties window using the standard Visual Studio paradigms. For
example, the properties are grouped into categories, and can be displayed according to these categories or alphabetically.
For detailed information about the different sets of properties that are available when different types of nodes, or the
schema, are selected, see Schema Property Reference.



 

Visual Studio .NET Task List and Output windows. You use these views to examine the resulting of validating your
schemas, generating instance messages from your schemas, and validating instance messages against your schemas in
much the same way that these views are used when compiling source code and building other types of projects.

In addition to these views, you can interact with several dialog boxes. You usually open these dialog boxes when you are editing a
complex property such as a collection.

This section provides information about the views, commands, and shortcut keys available in BizTalk Editor.

This section contains:

Managing the Schema Tree View
Managing the XSD View
Managing the Properties Window
Managing Other Visual Studio .NET Windows
Using BizTalk Editor Commands
Using BizTalk Editor Shortcut Keys
Working with Large Schemas
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Managing the Schema Tree View
Management tasks with respect to the schema tree view can be divided into four categories: changing its size, changing its
background color and font, changing its use of warning dialogs, and expanding and collapsing its tree structure. This topic
provides step-by-step instructions for these various tasks.

To make the schema tree view taller or shorter

1. Move the mouse pointer to the bottom edge of the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET main editing window, which displays
the schema tree view side-by-side with the XSD view, until the cursor changes to the standard window vertical resizing icon.

2. Click and hold the left mouse button and drag the window edge either up or down.

You have vertically resized the schema tree view by vertically resizing the entire main editing window.

To make the schema tree view wider or more narrow

1. Move the mouse pointer to the pane divider in the Visual Studio .NET main editing window, which divides the schema tree
view from the XSD view, until the cursor changes to the standard window horizontal resizing icon.

2. Click and hold the left mouse button and drag the pane edge either left (narrower) or right (wider).

You have horizontally resized the schema tree view by changing the amount of the main editing window dedicated to the
schema tree view, relative to the XSD view.

You can also make the schema tree view wider or narrower by horizontally resizing the entire main editing window.

To change the background color and/or font used by the schema tree view

1. In Visual Studio .NET, on the Tools menu, click Options.
2. In the Options dialog box, click the BizTalk Editor folder, and if necessary, expand the Schema Display category by clicking

the plus (+) icon.
3. Change the background color and/or font by using the drop-down color picker and/or Font dialog box associated with the

Schema Tree Background Color and Schema Tree Font properties, respectively.

Access the Font dialog box by using the ellipsis (…) button located at the right end of the Schema Tree Font property
value box.

To change the warning dialogs used when working in the schema tree view

1. In Visual Studio .NET, on the Tools menu, click Options.
2. In the Options dialog box, click the BizTalk Editor folder, and if necessary, expand the Editing Options section by clicking

the plus (+) icon.
3. Set any of the following properties to True or False by using the drop-down list accessed at the right edge of the respective

property value box.
Property Description
Show Destroy Struc
ture Warning Dialo
g

When set to True, displays a warning dialog box before the schema structure is destroyed, and allow
s you to cancel the destructive operation.

Show Encode Warni
ng Dialog

When set to True, displays a dialog box when the node name you have typed will not be valid in XML
unless encoded, allowing you to cancel the naming operation, or proceed with encoding the name.

Show Invalid Insert 
Dialog

When set to True, displays a warning dialog box for certain node insertion errors, and offers options 
about how to proceed. The possible node insertion errors include:

You have created duplicate Field Attribute nodes with the same name and the same parent n
ode.
You have created duplicate Record nodes with the same name and the same parent node, but 
with different underlying types.

Note  The value True is the default value for all three warning dialog box options.

To completely expand all or part of the schema tree

1. Select the node under which you want to completely expand the schema tree.



 

The selected node must be a node with a plus (+) or minus (-) icon next to it.

2. On the BizTalk menu, or on the shortcut menu for that node, click Expand Schema Node.

All nodes below the selected node are completely expanded.

If the schema tree below the selected node is already completely expanded, the Expand Schema Node menu item will be
dimmed.

To completely collapse all or part of the schema tree

1. Select the node under which you want to completely collapse the schema tree.

The selected node must be a node with a plus (+) or minus (-) icon next to it.

2. On the BizTalk menu, or on the shortcut menu for that node, click Collapse Schema Node.

All nodes below the selected node are completely collapsed.

Note  If the schema tree below the selected node is already collapsed, the Collapse Schema Node menu item
will be dimmed.

Note  This operation will not remember the individual expand and collapse settings of the nodes below the
selected node. In other words, when you re-expand the collapsed node, previous individual settings are lost and
you must expand the schema tree below that point node-by-node, or expand it entirely.

To expand a node of the schema tree

Click the plus (+) icon next to the node you want to expand.

The chosen node is expanded. Whether or not its descendent nodes are expanded or collapsed depends on how the
chosen node was collapsed and their previous expand and collapse settings.

To collapse a node of the schema tree

Click the minus (-) icon next to the node you want to collapse.

The chosen node is collapsed.

Note  This operation will remember the individual expand and collapse settings of the nodes below the chosen node.
In other words, when you re-expand the collapsed node by using the plus (+) icon, the previous individual settings are
not lost and the schema tree below that point returns to its previous expand/collapse state.

See Also
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Managing the XSD View
Management tasks with respect to the XSD view can be divided into three categories: changing its size, changing its background
color and font, and changing its refresh characteristics.

The latter category, concerning refresh characteristics, is most useful when working with large schemas, for which using
automatic refresh might cause undesirable delays. In such cases, you can disable automatic (continuous) refresh, and instead
refresh the XSD view manually as needed.

This topic provides step-by-step instructions for these tasks.

To make the XSD view taller or shorter

1. Move the mouse pointer to the bottom edge of the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET main editing window, which displays
the XSD view side-by-side with the schema tree view, until the cursor changes to the standard window vertical resizing icon.

2. Click and hold the left mouse button and drag the window edge either up or down.

You have vertically resized the XSD view by vertically resizing the entire main editing window.

To make the XSD view wider or more narrow

1. Move the mouse pointer to the pane divider in the Visual Studio .NET main editing window, which divides the XSD view
from the schema tree view, until the cursor changes to the standard window horizontal resizing icon.

2. Click and hold the left mouse button and drag the pane edge either left (wider) or right (narrower).

You have horizontally resized the XSD view by changing the amount of the main editing window dedicated to the XSD view,
relative to the schema tree view.

You can also make the XSD view wider or narrower by horizontally resizing the entire main editing window.

To change the background color and/or font used by the XSD view

1. In Visual Studio .NET, on the Tools menu, click Options.
2. In the Options dialog box, click the BizTalk Editor folder, and if necessary, expand the Schema Display category by clicking

the plus (+) icon.
3. Change the background color and/or font by using the drop-down color picker and/or Font dialog box associated with the

XSD View Background Color and XSD View Font properties, respectively.

Access the Font dialog box by using the ellipsis (…) button located at the right end of the XSD View Font property value
box.

To turn automatic refresh of the XSD view on and off

In BizTalk Editor, below the XSD tab, click Turn off auto refresh or Turn on auto refresh.

When auto-refresh is off, the XSD view is blank.

Important  By default, auto-refresh is on. As your schemas become bigger and bigger, it becomes increasingly
important for you to turn off the automatic refresh feature and refresh your schema manually as needed.

To manually refresh the XSD view

On the BizTalk menu, click Refresh XSD.

The XSD view updates to reflect any changes you have made to the schema tree.

Note  You can also manually refresh the XSD view by clicking Refresh XSD on the shortcut menu associated
with every node in the schema tree, or by clicking the Refresh link below the XSD tab in the XSD view.

See Also
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Managing the Properties Window
BizTalk Editor uses the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET Properties window to display the values of the properties associated with
nodes in the schema tree view, and provides an interface for changing those values. This topic provides step-by-step instructions
for managing certain characteristics of the Properties window.

To turn property descriptions on and off

In the Properties window, right-click any property name, and then click Descriptions.

Note  Use this procedure to toggle the display of properties on and off.

To arrange properties alphabetically within their categories

Click the Categorized toolbar button above the list of properties in the Properties window.

To arrange properties alphabetically without regard to their categories

Click the Alphabetic toolbar button above the list of properties in the Properties window.

See Also
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Managing Other Visual Studio .NET Windows
Certain operations in BizTalk Editor use other Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET windows, namely the Output window and the Task
List window. These windows are used to display output from operations such as generating sample instance messages and
validating schemas and instances. This topic provides step-by-step instructions about managing these windows.

To open the Output window

In Visual Studio .NET, on the View menu, point to Other Windows, and then click Output.

Note  If you want to view the file corresponding to a line in the Output window, double-click that line.

To open the Task List window

In Visual Studio .NET, on the View menu, point to Other Windows, and then click Task List.

Note  If you want to view the node in a BizTalk schema that corresponds to a task line in the Task List window,
double-click that task line.

By default, the Output window and the Task List window share the same section of the Visual Studio .NET shell. If both windows
are open at the same time, they are displayed with named tabs that allow you to switch back and forth between them.

See Also
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Using BizTalk Editor Commands
When BizTalk Editor becomes active, it adds a menu called BizTalk to the Visual Studio .NET shell. This menu provides access to
the BizTalk Editor commands and their functionality. When BizTalk Editor is active, the BizTalk menu provides the commands that
are specific to editing BizTalk schemas.

In addition and where applicable, BizTalk Editor uses existing Visual Studio .NET menu items for commands that have obvious
parallels to standard application functionality. For example, when BizTalk Editor is active, the Save command on the File menu
saves changes to the schema that is currently being edited.

The following table describes the commands within BizTalk Editor that can be used in the process of developing schemas.

Command

(Menu Locations)

Description

Open Schema

(File | Open | File...)

Opens a BizTalk schema for editing in BizTalk Editor.

Also available on the shortcut menu in Solution Explorer when a schema is selected, and by double-clicking a
schema in Solution Explorer.

Close Schema

(File | Close)

Closes BizTalk Editor for the current schema, prompting to save any unsaved changes.

Also available by using the standard Close button in the upper-right corner of the main editing window in Vi
sual Studio .NET.

New Schema

(File | Add New Ite
m... | Schema)

(Project | Add New I
tem... | Schema)

Creates a new BizTalk schema for editing and opens BizTalk Editor.

Also available on the shortcut menu for the BizTalk project in Solution Explorer (Add | Add New Item).

Save Schema

(File | Save schema.
xsd)

(File | Save schema.
xsd As...)

(File | Save All)

Saves the BizTalk schema currently being edited under its own name, under a new name, or as part of saving
all unsaved changes, respectively.

Cut, Copy, Paste 
Node

(Edit | Cut, Edit | Co
py, Edit | Paste)

Allows Schema nodes to be moved and duplicated within the schema tree view.

When applicable, these commands are also available on the shortcut menu for the selected node, and by usin
g the standard cut, copy, and paste shortcut keys: CTRL+X, CTRL+C, and CTRL+V.

Delete Node

(Edit | Delete)

(BizTalk | Delete)

Deletes the currently selected node in the schema tree view, with confirmation prompting.

When applicable, this command is also available on the shortcut menu for the selected node.

Find Node

(Edit | Find and Rep
lace | Find)

Provides search functionality for node names in the schema tree view, which can be useful with large schema
s.

Properties

(View | Properties 
Window)

(BizTalk | Properties
)

Provides access to the properties of schema tree view nodes, and to higher-level objects like the schemas the
mselves.

Also available on the shortcut menu for the selected node.



Insert Schema No
des

(BizTalk | Insert Sch
ema Node | *)

Provides a way to insert a variety of different types of nodes into the schema tree view. For more information
about the types of nodes that can be added, see BizTalk Representation of Schemas.

When applicable, these commands are also available on the shortcut menu for the selected node.

Promote

(BizTalk | Promote | 
*)

Provides different ways to promote properties.

Also available on the shortcut menu for the selected node.

Expand Schema 
Node

(BizTalk | Expand Sc
hema Node)

Completely expands the currently selected (and at least partially collapsed) node in the schema tree view.

When applicable, this command is also available on the shortcut menu for the selected node.

Collapse Schema 
Node

(BizTalk | Collapse S
chema Node)

Collapses the currently selected (and at least partially expanded) node in the schema tree view.

When applicable, this command is also available on the shortcut menu for the selected node.

Refresh XSD

(BizTalk | Refresh X
SD)

Refreshes the XSD view, which may be set to not refresh automatically by selecting the Turn Off Auto Refre
sh check box below the XSD view.

This command is also available on the shortcut menu for the selected node, and by clicking Refresh below th
e XSD view.

Rename

(BizTalk | Rename)

Allows Record, Field Attribute, and Field Element nodes to be renamed, in place, within the schema tree vi
ew.

This command is equivalent to changing the Node Name property of the selected node.

When applicable, this command is also available on the shortcut menu for the selected node.

BizTalk Editor Opt
ions

(Tools | Options | Bi
zTalk Editor)

Allows configuration of confirmation dialogs (on or off), as well as font and background color adjustment.

The following table describes additional schema commands that are available on the shortcut menu for the selected schema in
Solution Explorer.

Schem
a com
mand

Description

Open Opens the selected schema in BizTalk Editor.
Open 
With

Allows the selected schema to be opened in a variety of XSD editors, including BizTalk Editor.

Validat
e Sche
ma

Validates the selected schema.

Validat
e Insta
nce

Validates the instance specified by the Input Instance Filename property in the Property Pages dialog box against the
selected schema. The Property Pages dialog box can be opened by clicking Properties at the bottom of the shortcut me
nu being described here.

Genera
te Inst
ance

Generates an instance of the selected schema using the file name specified by the Output Instance Filename property i
n the Property Pages dialog box against the selected schema.

If no name is specified for the generated output instance, a default file name will be used. The default file name is the sch
ema file name prepended to the string "_output.xml" in the folder _SchemaData in a temp folder in your Documents and 
Settings folder.

Exclud
e From
Project

Removes the currently selected schema from the current BizTalk project.

Use the Add Existing Item command to re-add a schema that was previously excluded from the current BizTalk project.



 

Cut, Co
py, Pas
te

Use these commands to perform the standard Visual Studio .NET behavior of cutting, copying, and pasting entire schema
s within a BizTalk project.

Delete Permanently deletes the currently selected schema, with a confirmation prompting.
Renam
e

Allows the currently selected schema to be renamed, in place.

Proper
ties

Opens the Property Pages dialog box for the currently selected schema, in which some of the properties of the schema 
can be examined and set.

Note  Other properties of the schema are examined and set in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window whe
n the schema is selected. Properties that are set in the Property Pages dialog box are those properties for w
hich different values may make sense for the same schema when it is used in more than one BizTalk project.

For more information about setting schema properties and the properties of schemas, see
Setting Schema File and Schema Item Properties and Schema File Properties, respectively.
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Using BizTalk Editor Shortcut Keys
As in any standard Microsoft Windows® application, you can use shortcut keys in BizTalk Editor to access commands that are
otherwise available by using menus. The following table describes the available shortcut keys.

Note  Comma-separated key combinations denote a sequence that must be typed. For example, CTRL+I, CTRL+R
means that you must first type CTRL+I and then you must type CTRL+R. A key combination such as ALT+Z, I, F means
that you must first type ALT+Z, but then can type I and F without holding down the ALT key.

Shortcut 
keys

Action

ALT+Z Opens the BizTalk menu.
CTRL+I, C
TRL+R

— or —

ALT+Z, I, 
R

BizTalk - Insert Schema Node - Child Record

Adds a Record node at the end of the child nodes of the currently selected node.

CTRL+I, C
TRL+F

— or —

ALT+Z, I, 
F

BizTalk - Insert Schema Node - Child Field Attribute

Adds a Field Attribute node at the end of the child nodes of the currently selected node.

CTRL+I, C
TRL+E

— or —

ALT+Z, I, 
E

BizTalk - Insert Schema Node - Child Field Element

Adds a Field Element node at the end of the child nodes of the currently selected node.

CTRL+I, C
TRL+S

— or —

ALT+Z, I, 
S

BizTalk - Insert Schema Node - Sibling Record

Adds a Record node at the end of the child nodes of the parent of the currently selected node.

CTRL+I, C
TRL+I

— or —

ALT+Z, I, I

BizTalk - Insert Schema Node - Sibling Field Attribute

Adds a Field Attribute node at the end of the child nodes of the parent of the currently selected node.

CTRL+I, C
TRL+L

— or —

ALT+Z, I, 
L

BizTalk - Insert Schema Node - Sibling Field Element

Adds a Field Element node at the end of the child nodes of the parent of the currently selected node.

CTRL+I, C
TRL+G

— or —

ALT+Z, I, 
G

BizTalk - Insert Schema Node - Sequence Group

Adds a Sequence Group node at the end of the child nodes of the currently selected node.



CTRL+I, C
TRL+H

— or —

ALT+Z, I, 
H

BizTalk - Insert Schema Node - Choice Group

Adds a Choice Group node at the end of the child nodes of the currently selected node.

CTRL+I, C
TRL+A

— or —

ALT+Z, I, 
A

BizTalk - Insert Schema Node - All Group

Adds an All Group node at the end of the child nodes of the currently selected node.

CTRL+I, C
TRL+T

— or —

ALT+Z, I, 
T

BizTalk - Insert Schema Node - Attribute Group

Adds an Attribute Group node at the end of the child nodes of the currently selected node.

CTRL+I, C
TRL+N

— or —

ALT+Z, I, 
N

BizTalk - Insert Schema Node - Any Element

Adds an Any Element node at the end of the child nodes of the currently selected node.

CTRL+I, C
TRL+B

— or —

ALT+Z, I, 
B

BizTalk - Insert Schema Node - Any Attribute

Adds an Any Attribute node at the end of the child nodes of the currently selected node.

ALT+Z, M,
Q

BizTalk - Promote - Quick Promotion

Promotes the selected node using the property schema specified by the Default Property Schema Name property i
n the Property Pages dialog box for the schema in the current BizTalk project.

ALT+Z, M,
P

BizTalk - Promote - Show Promotions

Opens the Promote Properties dialog box from which you can examine and change property promotions.

Delete

— or —

ALT+Z, D

BizTalk - Delete

Deletes the currently selected node, with a confirmation dialog box.

ALT+Z, E BizTalk - Expand Schema Node

Expands the currently selected node in the schema tree.

ALT+Z, C BizTalk - Collapse Schema Node

Collapses the currently selected node in the schema tree.

CTRL+Z, 
CTRL+R

— or —

ALT+Z, R

BizTalk - Refresh XSD

Refreshes the XSD tab in BizTalk Editor.



 

F4

— or —

ALT+Z, P

BizTalk - Properties

Shows the properties of the currently selected node in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window.

F2

— or —

ALT+Z, N

BizTalk - Rename

Renames the currently selected node.

See Also
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Working with Large Schemas
When your schemas become very large, you may find that refreshing the XSD view is increasingly slow and that the response of
other aspects of the user interface can be impacted as well. The solution to this issue is to turn off the auto-refresh feature and
instead use the manual Refresh link in the XSD view to periodically refresh the XSD view. For step-by-step instructions about how
turn the auto-refresh feature on an off, see the procedure "To turn automatic refresh of the XSD view on and off" in
Managing the XSD View.

Performance may also be slow in large schemas with multiple roots attached to the schema node. Setting the Root Reference
property may increase performance in the user interface. Setting Root Reference improves performance because the compiler
creates C# classes for all root schemas. A single root means the creation of fewer classes.

Validate Instance may appear slow in the user interface because a validation is always done on the schema before validating the
instance. Schema validation occurs only in the user interface. Setting the Root Reference property also improves user interface
performance in this case.

See Also
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Creating Schemas
You can use BizTalk® Editor to create two types of schemas: message schemas and property schemas.

Note  There are several types of message schemas, including XML message schemas, flat file message schemas, and
envelope schemas.

Message schemas define the structure and constrain the content of messages that you expect to send to, and receive from, your
trading partners or applications. Message schemas are the most common types of schemas that you will use with Microsoft®
BizTalk® Server 2004. BizTalk Server 2004 can create XML message schemas for both business documents and the envelopes
used to contain them, and through the use of the Flat File Extension to BizTalk Editor, it can create flat file message schemas,
including schemas for headers, bodies and trailers.

Property schemas are a special type of schema. Property schemas provide a validation template for field and/or record data that
is promoted from within an instance message into what is known as the message context. The purpose of property schemas is to
provide a formal, strongly typed definition of the data to be promoted at run time.

Property promotion provides a centralized mechanism for pulling key pieces of information, defined by you, from within an
instance message and making it more easily accessible to BizTalk Server components that are handling the message as it passes
through BizTalk Server. One common use of promoted properties is in matching a message instance to a subscription, allowing
the message to be properly routed for processing.

This section describes the ways in which you can create different types of schemas within BizTalk Server, and presents related
subjects that pertain to multiple types of schemas.

This section contains:

Managing Schemas Within Projects
Managing the Nodes Within a Schema
Promoting Properties
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Managing Schemas Within Projects
This section provides step-by-step instructions for working with entire schemas; for example, the steps involved in creating a
schema, using multiple schemas together, and saving schemas. For information about working with nodes within a schema, see
Managing the Nodes Within a Schema.

This section contains:

Creating Schemas for XML Messages
Creating Schemas for Flat File Messages
Creating Schemas for Envelopes
Creating Property Schemas
Adding Existing Schemas
Saving, Renaming, and Closing Schemas
Including and Excluding Schemas
Deleting Schemas
Setting Schema File and Schema Item Properties
Migrating XDR Schemas to XSD Schemas
Creating Schemas That Use Other Schemas
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Creating Schemas for XML Messages
There are several methods for creating BizTalk message schemas. This topic provides step-by-step instructions for some of those
methods.

To create a new schema

1. In Solution Explorer, select the BizTalk project to which you want to add a schema.
2. On the Project menu, click Add New Item.
3. In the Add New Item - <BizTalk ProjectName> dialog box, in the Templates section, click Schema.
4. In the Add New Item - <BizTalk ProjectName> dialog box, in the Name box, type a name for the schema, and then click

Open.
5. If necessary, press F4 to open the Visual Studio .NET Properties window.
6. In the schema tree view, select the Schema node, and then in the Properties window, select the Target Namespace

property and type a name for the target namespace. It is important that you set this property in this initial phase of schema
creation; avoid using the default Target Namespace property value.

Note  Certain name choices for project member files, such as schema files, can cause compilation errors later on
due to conflicts with C# reserved words and.NET Framework type and namespace names (such as System).
Examples for schemas include schema.xsd, XmlContent, and RootNodes. This is because the Type Name
property defaults to the base (non-extension) portion of the Filename property. You can work around this type
of compilation error by explicitly changing the value of the Type Name property to something that does not
conflict.

Note  You may need to add, delete, and modify the records and fields in your schema along with their
associated properties. To learn more about this, see Managing the Nodes Within a Schema.

To generate a schema from a non-XSD source

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click a BizTalk project, point to Add, and then click Add Generated Items.
2. In the Add Generated Items - <BizTalk ProjectName> dialog box, in the Templates section, click Generate Schemas,

and then click Open.
3. In the Generate Schemas dialog box, in the Document type drop-down list, select XDR Schema, DTD Schema, or Well-

Formed XML.

If you see either DTD (Not Loaded) or Well-Formed XML (Not Loaded) in the drop-down list, select the appropriate
document type anyway, and you will be guided through the process of installing the missing DLL. Then repeat these steps.

4. In the Generate Schemas dialog box, click Browse, locate the file you want to import, and then click OK. The file you locate
must match the document type you selected in the previous step.

A new schema is generated from the specified file, using the same name as that file with the .xsd extension, and opened in
BizTalk Editor.

See Also
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Creating Schemas for Flat File Messages
After creating an XML message schema as described in Creating Schemas for XML Messages, use the Schema Editor Extensions
property of the Schema node to enable the flat file extension. Enabling the flat file extension adds a considerable number of
properties to many of the node types within a schema. These properties are generally used to control how a flat file business
document is translated to and from its equivalent XML business document, and their values are stored as XML Schema definition
language (XSD ) annotations within the schema file. Using these properties properly takes some practice and a thorough
understanding of which aspects of the flat file format they each govern. For conceptual and reference information about the flat
file properties, see Considerations When Creating Flat File Message Schemas and
Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas, respectively.

See Also

Managing Schemas Within Projects
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Creating Schemas for Envelopes
After creating an XML message schema as described in Creating Schemas for XML Messages, set the Envelope property of the
Schema node to Yes. Depending on certain characteristics of your envelope schema, such as whether there are multiple root
nodes, you will need to set several other envelope-specific properties. For more information, see Envelope Schemas.

See Also
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Creating Property Schemas
If you choose to promote fields as property fields, you will need to define a property schema first. This property schema specifies
an unstructured collection of fields into which you can promote fields from within an instance message defined by a schema
associated with your property schema.

Important  Do not copy and edit an existing property schema to create a new schema. The property schema contains
schema-specific internal data.

Note  You do not need to create a property schema to promote distinguished fields.

To create a property schema

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click a BizTalk project, point to Add, and then click Add New Item.
2. In the Add New Item dialog box, in the Templates section, click Property Schema.
3. Select the text in the Name box, type a name for the schema, and then click Open.

The new property schema opens, and it already contains a Field Element node named Property1.

4. In the schema tree, right-click that Field Element node, click Rename, type a descriptive name for the first property in the
schema, and then press ENTER.

5. Set the Data Type and other relevant properties, as appropriate, for the Field Element node in the Properties window.
6. If you want to insert Field Element nodes for additional properties, right-click the <Schema> node, click Insert Schema

Node, and then click Child Field Element, and then repeat steps 4 and 5. Repeat as necessary to create the required set of
Field Element nodes into which you intend to promote values from instance messages.

See Also
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Adding Existing Schemas
Sometimes you will want to add an existing schema to an existing BizTalk project. This topic describes the required steps.

To add an existing schema

1. In Solution Explorer, select the BizTalk project to which you want to add an existing schema.
2. On the Project menu, click Add Existing Item.
3. In the Add Existing Item - <BizTalk ProjectName> dialog box, browse to the location of the schema, select the schema,

and then click Open.

The existing schema is added to the BizTalk project but is not automatically opened in BizTalk Editor.

See Also
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Saving, Renaming, and Closing Schemas
In BizTalk Server 2004, schemas are XML Schema definition (XSD) language files and reside on the file system with .xsd
extensions. When you use BizTalk Editor to develop schemas, you will routinely need to save and close schema files, and
occasionally you may need to rename them. This topic describes the steps required to perform these basic operations.

To save a schema

1. If necessary, activate BizTalk Editor for the schema to be saved by clicking the appropriate tab at the top of the main editing
window in Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET.

2. On the File menu, click Save <Name of Schema>.

If the schema had unsaved changes, its name as displayed on the tab at the top of the main editing window will no longer
end with an asterisk (*), which is used to indicate unsaved changes.

Note  You can save the schema under a new name by clicking Save <Name of Schema> As on the File menu.

Note  You can save the schema as part of saving all changed items in the project by clicking Save All on the File
menu.

To rename a schema

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click the schema that you want to rename, and then click Rename.
2. In the editing box that appears in the location of the schema in Solution Explorer, type the new name for the schema, or alter

its existing name, and then press ENTER.

Note  You may also want to change the Type Name of the schema when you rename. You change the Type Name
by selecting the schema in the solution explorer and entering the new name in the Type Name in the Properties
window.

Important  You should not rename any schema that is being used by another schema. This includes schemas that
have been included, imported, or redefined by other schemas, as well as property schemas for which promotions have
already been established. If you do so, the schema that is being used will not be able to find the renamed schema
because the name it contains will no longer be accurate.

Note  Certain name choices for project member files, such as schema files, can cause compilation errors later on due
to conflicts with C# reserved words and.NET Framework type and namespace names (such as "System"). Examples for
schemas include schema.xsd, XmlContent, and RootNodes. This is because the Type Name property defaults to the
base (non-extension) portion of the Filename property. You can work around this type of compilation error by
explicitly changing the value of the Type Name property to something that does not conflict.

To close a schema

1. If necessary, activate BizTalk Editor for the schema to be closed by clicking the appropriate tab at the top of the main editing
window in Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET .

2. On the File menu, click Close.

BizTalk Editor closes for the schema that has been closed.

See Also
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Including and Excluding Schemas
A schema file can exist in a BizTalk project folder and not be included in that project. Such a schema is said to be excluded from
the project. Excluded schemas are not compiled when you build the BizTalk project. This topic describes the steps required to
include an excluded schema in a BizTalk project, and to exclude a schema from a BizTalk project.

To include a schema in a BizTalk project

1. In Solution Explorer, open the BizTalk project that contains the schema to be included in its project folder.
2. If all files are not already showing, on the Project menu, click Show All Files.
3. In Solution Explorer, right-click the excluded schema that you want to include, and then click Include In Project.

The icon for the previously excluded schema in Solution Explorer changes from an empty outline to the normal schema
icon.

4. Optionally, on the Project menu, click Show All Files to hide all files in the project folder that are not included in the
project.

To exclude a schema from a BizTalk project

In Solution Explorer, right-click the schema that you want to exclude, and then click Exclude From Project.

The schema is now excluded from the BizTalk project.

Note  When you exclude a schema from a project, the schema is not removed from the file system. However, the
schema is not included when you build the project. You can choose whether or not to display excluded files in the
project folder by toggling the Show All Files tool at the top of the Solution Explorer window.

Note  If you want to delete the schema from the file system as well as removing the schema file from the project, you
need to delete the schema. For more information about deleting schemas, see Deleting Schemas.

See Also
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Deleting Schemas
Sometimes you might want to not only exclude a schema from its BizTalk project, but also completely remove the schema from
your hard disk. This is known as deleting, as opposed to excluding, a schema. This topic describes the steps required to delete a
schema.

To delete a schema

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click the schema that you want to delete, and then click Delete.
2. In the confirmation dialog box, click OK.

Note  Deleted schemas are permanently removed from the file system, so proceed cautiously and back up your files
regularly.

See Also
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Setting Schema File and Schema Item Properties
Schema properties are examined and set in two different ways. Some properties are set in a Property Pages dialog box, while
others are set in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window. The former set of properties is used for schema generation, schema
validation, and the Quick Promotion feature.

The latter set of properties is those which schemas share with other types of BizTalk items, such as maps and orchestrations.

This topic describes the steps required to examine and/or set properties in both ways.

To set schema file properties in the Property Pages dialog box

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click the schema for which you want to examine and/or set the relevant properties, and then click
Properties.

2. In the <Schema File Name> Property Pages dialog box, on the General tab, examine and/or set the properties of interest.
For information about the properties available in the Property Pages dialog box for a BizTalk schema, see
Schema File Properties.

3. When you have finished examining and/or setting schema file properties, click OK or Cancel as appropriate.

To set schema item properties in the Properties window

1. In Solution Explorer, select the schema for which you want to examine and/or set the relevant properties.
2. If necessary, press F4 to open the Visual Studio .NET Properties window.
3. In the Properties window, examine and/or set the properties of interest. For information about the properties available in

the Properties window for a BizTalk schema, see Schema File Properties.

Any new property values you set are effective immediately without any requirement to approve or cancel the changes you
have made.

See Also
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Migrating XDR Schemas to XSD Schemas
If you are migrating schemas from a previous version of BizTalk Server, you will need to convert your XML-Data Reduced (XDR)
schemas into XML Schema definition (XSD) language schemas. This topic describes the necessary steps.

Note  In previous versions of BizTalk, field elements in schemas could not repeat. In BizTalk 2004, field elements may
repeat. This may produce differences in output generated by your maps.

To generate an XSD schema from an XDR schema

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click the relevant BizTalk project, point to Add, and then click Add Generated Items.
2. In the Add Generated Item - <BizTalk ProjectName> dialog box, in the Templates section, click Generate Schemas,

and then click Open.
3. In the Generate Schemas dialog box, in the Document type list, select XDR Schema.
4. In the Generate Schemas dialog box, click Browse, locate the XDR schema file you want to migrate, and then click OK.

A new schema is generated from the specified XDR schema file, using the same name as that file with the .xsd extension,
and then opened in BizTalk Editor.

Note  Avoid using C# reserved words and .NET Framework type and namespace names (such as System) as schema
root node names or as file names.

See Also

Managing Schemas Within Projects

Migrating Flat File Records

Troubleshooting Schemas
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Creating Schemas That Use Other Schemas
XML Schema definition (XSD) language provides three different but related mechanisms for using one schema within another
schema. These mechanisms are importing a schema, including a schema, and redefining a schema. For a brief summary of these
mechanisms and how they differ, see Schemas That Use Other Schemas. For detailed information, see XSD Resources on the Web
for links to the XSD primer and specifications.

This topic describes the steps required to import, include, and redefine other schemas within the schema you are developing.

To import, include, or redefine one schema within another schema

1. In BizTalk Editor, open the schema to which you want to import, include, or redefine another schema. You can open a
schema by double-clicking it in Solution Explorer.

2. Select the Schema node at the top of the schema tree view.
3. If necessary, press F4 to open the Visual Studio .NET Properties window.
4. In the Properties window, in the Advanced category, in the value portion of the Imports property, click the ellipsis (...)

button.
5. In the Imports dialog box, in the Import New Schema as list, select XSD Import, XSD Include, or XSD Redefine, as

appropriate, and then click Add.
6. In the BizTalk Type Picker dialog box, expand the Schema node in the project tree, select the schema that you want to

import, include, or redefine, and then click OK.
7. In the Imports dialog box, click OK.

The appropriate XSD directives to implement the import, include, or redefine operation are added to the schema element in
the XSD view, including a new import, include, or redefine element, as appropriate.

Important  Make sure you understand the different purposes of these three mechanisms, such as how they differ
with respect to namespace requirements. You can always delete a previously imported, included, or redefined schema
and then use one of the other two mechanisms, but depending on how extensively you have referenced that schema,
you may need to rework your schema accordingly.

Important  The XSD mechanism for importing, including, and redefining one schema within another schema works
by reference to the imported, included, or redefined schema. This means that if you make a change to the imported,
included, or redefined schema, that change will be reflected in the schema containing the import, include, or redefine
reference.

See Also
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Creating References to Another Node or Type
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Managing the Nodes Within a Schema
After you have a schema open for editing within BizTalk Editor, you will perform tasks like adding new nodes to the schema tree,
setting properties on those nodes, examining and changing the properties of existing nodes, and so on. This section provides
step-by-step instructions for performing a variety of such tasks.

This section contains:

Inserting Nodes into a Schema
Creating References to Another Node or Type
Working with Existing Nodes
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Inserting Nodes into a Schema
One of the main types of tasks you will perform in the course of developing a schema is inserting nodes of various types into the
schema tree at different locations and depths, thereby creating the structure that will represent the corresponding instance
messages. This section describes several ways to insert a node.

This section contains:

Inserting a Record, Field Element, or Field Attribute Node
Creating a New Occurrence of an Existing Record, Field Element, or Field Attribute Node
Inserting a Sequence Group, Choice Group, or All Group Node
Inserting an Any Element or Any Attribute Node
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Inserting a Record, Field Element, or Field Attribute Node
Record nodes (including the Root node), Field Attribute nodes, and Field Element nodes are unique in that they can be
renamed so that their names represent the names of the actual, custom-named elements in a corresponding instance message.
For example, if you name a Record node FullName, at the corresponding location in an instance message an XML element named
FullName is expected. If that Record node named FullName has a child Field Attribute node named RequireFullMiddleName
(with its Min Occurs and Max Occurs properties set to 1), the FullName element in a corresponding instance message will need
to have an attribute named RequireFullMiddleName associated with it.

All Record nodes, when initially inserted, are represented in the XSD as with a complexType element, but not with a subsequent
sequence, choice, or all element. For this reason, the Group Order Type, Group Max Occurs, and Group Min Occurs
properties of the Record node are not available for modification.

As soon as you add a child Record or Field Element node to the Record node, a sequence element is added to the XSD
representation within the complexType element to contain this first child node, and the Group Order Type property of the
Record node shows a value of Sequence. In most circumstances, you can change the Group Order Type property from
Sequence to Choice, and in more limited circumstances, from Sequence to All, thereby changing the element pair that contains
the corresponding child nodes to either complexType/choice or complexType/all, respectively.

Field Attribute nodes cannot have the same node names while in the same scope.

Record and Field Element nodes can have the same node names while in the same scope only if the following conditions are
met:

They have the same data type.
They are not within an All Group node.

To insert a new child Record node, Field Element node, or Field Attribute node within the Schema node or an existing
Record node

1. Select the Schema node or an existing Record node.
2. On the BizTalk menu, point to Insert Schema Node, and then click Child Record, Child Field Element, or Child Field

Attribute, as appropriate.

A child node of the chosen type is added after either the last node in the schema tree (when inserting within the Schema
node) or after the last existing child node of the selected Record node (when inserting within an existing Record node).

3. Type a name for the newly inserted Record, Field Element, or Field Attribute node, and then press ENTER.

To insert a sibling Record node, Field Attribute node, or Field Element node within an existing Record node

1. Select any child node of the Record node into which you want to insert the sibling Record, Field Attribute, or Field
Element node.

2. On the BizTalk menu, point to Insert Schema Node, and then click Sibling Record, Sibling Field Attribute, or Sibling
Field Element, as appropriate.

A sibling node of the chosen type is inserted at the end of the siblings of the selected node.

3. Type a name for the newly inserted Record, Field Attribute, or Field Element node, and then press ENTER.

See Also

Inserting Nodes into a Schema
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Creating a New Occurrence of an Existing Record, Field
Element, or Field Attribute Node
You can create new instances of an existing Record, Field Element, or Field Attribute node such that subsequent modifications
to any instance are reflected in all instances.

To create a new instance of an existing Record, Field Element, or Field Attribute node

1. Select the original Record, Field Element, or Field Attribute node, make sure its Base Data Type property is set correctly,
and then in its Data Structure Type (Record nodes) or its Data Type (Field Element and Field Attribute nodes)
property, type a custom data type name.

2. Insert the new Record, Field Element, or Field Attribute node and set one of the following properties to the custom data
type name you typed in step 1.

Data Structure Type (Record nodes)
Data Type (Field Element and Field Attribute nodes)

Note  If a new Record or Field Element node is a sibling of the original node, and you give the new node the
same name as the original node, you will see a message box asking about duplicate nodes in the same scope
with the same name. Clicking Yes performs the same action as choosing the custom data type name in step 2.

You have created a new instance of the existing Record, Field Element, or Field Attribute node.

Note  Some properties of Record, Field Element, or Field Attribute node instances remain identical (a change to
one instance is a change to all instances), and other properties can be set independently for each instance.

See Also

Inserting Nodes into a Schema
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Inserting a Sequence Group, Choice Group, or All Group Node
BizTalk Editor supports three types of group nodes for elements: Sequence Group, Choice Group, and All Group. These
different types of group nodes establish different constraints on the child nodes of the group in corresponding instance
messages. For information about the constraints of these different types of groups, you should refer directly to information about
the XML Schema definition (XSD) language on the Web. For links to this information, see XSD Resources on the Web.

BizTalk Editor also supports a group node for attributes, the Attribute Group node. This type of node allows a set of attributes to
be defined once, and then be associated with more than one Record node within the schema.

When you build structure into your schema, Record nodes are assumed to contain ordered sequences of child nodes by default,
and are represented by using sequence elements in the XSD representation of the schema. You can change the type of a group
node by changing its Order Type property.

To insert a Sequence Group node or a Choice Group node

1. In the schema tree view, select the Record node in which you want to insert the Sequence Group node or the Choice
Group node.

2. On the BizTalk menu, point to Insert Schema Node, and then click Sequence Group or Choice Group, as appropriate.

To insert an All Group node

1. In the schema tree view, select the new Record node in which you want to insert the All Group node.
2. On the BizTalk menu, point to Insert Schema Node, and then click All Group.

The All Group choice is only available on the BizTalk (or shortcut) menu when the relevant parent Record node meets the
constraints that XSD imposes on the use of the all element.

The All Group choice requires that the Record node have a base data type. A quick way to give the node a data type is to
set its Content Type to Complex.

To insert an Attribute Group node

1. In the schema tree view, select the Record node in which you want to insert the Attribute Group node.
2. On the BizTalk menu, point to Insert Schema Node, and then click Attribute Group.

If you want to change the name of the newly inserted Attribute Group node, type the new name in its Group Reference
property.

See Also

Inserting Nodes into a Schema
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Inserting an Any Element or Any Attribute Node
BizTalk Editor supports two types of any nodes: Any Element and Any Attribute. These nodes allow you to create locations
within your schema that correspond to locations within the corresponding instance messages where you do not know what
elements or attributes will appear. For detailed information about how these nodes are interpreted when processing instance
messages, refer directly to information about the XML Schema definition (XSD) language on the Web. For links to this
information, see XSD Resources on the Web.

To insert an Any Element node or an Any Attribute node

1. In the schema tree view, select the Record node into which you want to insert the Any Element node or the Any Attribute
node.

2. On the BizTalk menu, point to Insert Schema Node, and then click Any Element or Any Attribute, as appropriate.

Important  In this release of BizTalk Editor, setting the Process Contents property to Lax for Any Element or Any
Attribute nodes does not work correctly. To pass validation on Any Element or Any Attribute nodes, set the
property to Skip.

Important  To create a map that contains Any Element or Any Attribute nodes, you must use either the Mass Copy
functoid or the Scripting functoid (with Inline XSLT or Inline XSLT Call Template) to perform the mapping for such
nodes, or simply not map those nodes.

See Also

Inserting Nodes into a Schema
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Creating References to Another Node or Type
You can use global nodes to create reusable data types—fragments of structure—that you can use throughout the schema
wherever that structure is appropriate. You can only use nodes that are direct children of the Schema node to create global types.

You can also create cyclical references using the data types of nodes that are not direct descendants of the Schema node. This is
useful for representing recursive structures in schemas.

This topic provides step-by-step instructions for various types of global nodes and how to refer to them to use them.

Creating Global Declarations
You can create global types using records, fields or attributes. Global types created from records may only be used in records,
types created from fields only in fields, attribute types only in attributes. The following procedures describe how to define and use
global declarations.

To create a global declaration from a node

1. Select the Record , Field Attribute, or Field Element node whose type you want to make globally available.
2. In the Properties window, type a name in the Data Structure Type list that will be used as the global name for the

complex type, and then press ENTER.

To create a globally defined Sequence Group node, Choice Group node, or All Group node

1. Select the Record node into which you want to insert the globally defined group node.
2. On the BizTalk menu, point to Insert Schema Node, and then click Sequence Group, Choice Group, or All Group, as

appropriate.
3. Create a structure in the newly inserted group. For example, insert Record or Field Element nodes to express the structure

of the data within the group node.

Note  Sequence Group, Choice Group, and All Group nodes can only contain nodes that correspond to XML
elements and therefore cannot contain Field Attribute nodes.

4. Select the group node inserted in step 2.
5. In the Properties window, click Group Reference, type a name into the value field, and then press ENTER.

By providing a name in the Group Reference property, you have globally defined group node, after which you can
associate other group nodes with this globally defined type (structure).

To create a globally defined Attribute Group node

1. Select the Record node into which you want to insert the globally defined Attribute Group node.
2. On the BizTalk menu, point to Insert Schema Node, and then click Attribute Group.

This adds an Attribute Group node to the end of the child nodes in the selected Record node.

3. Add the appropriate Field Attribute or Attribute Group nodes to your Attribute Group.
4. Optionally, if you want to rename the Attribute Group node, select the Attribute Group node and change its Group

Reference property to a new name of your choosing.

Attribute groups are always global and referenced from their point of use.

To use a type or group that has been globally defined

1. Select the node for which you want to use a globally defined type.
2. In the Properties window, select the globally defined type from the drop-down list for the Data Structure Type property

(Record nodes), Data Type property (Field Element and Field Attribute nodes), or Group Reference property (Sequence
Group, Choice Group, All Group, and Attribute Group nodes).

Note  Subsequent changes to the globally defined type or group can be made in any of the schema locations in
which it appears. These changes will be applied in all such locations as you make them in the single, arbitrary
location.

To delete a global declaration



 

After you have created a global declaration, you cannot delete it in a single step. However, you can delete it by using the Cleanup
Global DataTypes dialog box when the schema is saved, using the following steps:

1. Delete all of the nodes where this global type or group is used, or specify a different type or group to be used in all of those
nodes, or some combination thereof. For step-by-step instructions for deleting a node, see Deleting Nodes.

2. Upon saving your specification, the Cleanup Global DataTypes dialog box appears. Select the global declaration you want
to completely delete from your specification, and then click OK.

Note  The Cleanup Global DataTypes dialog box appears every time you save a schema with unused data types. If
this dialog box does not appear, either all data types are used somewhere in the schema or the schema has not been
modified since it was opened (in the latter case, it might still contain unused data types that were previously retained.

Creating Cyclical References to Another Node
You can create cyclical references to a node to represent recursive schema elements. You do this by creating a node whose type is
defined by an enclosing record. For example, consider an instance message that is wrapped in an arbitrary number of envelopes
having the same structure. Using cyclical references, you can create a schema that defines such instance messages.

To create a cyclical reference

1. Select a Record node for which you want to create a recursive reference. This is the node representing the top of the
recursive structure.

2. In the Properties window, verify that the Data Structure Type has a value.

Verifying that the Record node has a named type associated with it is necessary because recursive structures are defined
when a type contains itself. Types can only contain themselves through nested use of named global types.

3. Select a child Record node or insert a child Record node.
4. For the child Record node, in the Properties window, in the Data Structure Type list, select the data structure identified in

step 2.

A recursive structure is created and the node displays a curved green arrow.

Important  The Min Occurs property for the repeating node must be set to zero (0). Setting it to one (1) causes an
infinite loop.

Important  If you import a schema that contains a recursive element, BizTalk Editor does not automatically check to
ensure that the recursive element is valid.

See Also

Managing the Nodes Within a Schema
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Working with Existing Nodes
After nodes have been placed into the schema tree, you will probably find it necessary to move nodes to different locations,
rename them, and so on. This section provides step-by-step instructions for the most common such tasks.

This section contains:

Working with Multiple Nodes Simultaneously
Moving and Copying Nodes
Renaming Nodes
Deleting Nodes
Setting Node Properties
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Working with Multiple Nodes Simultaneously
Some operations can be performed on multiple nodes simultaneously, but the relevant nodes must all be selected. This topic
provides instructions about how to work with multiple nodes simultaneously.

To select multiple nodes that are not adjacent

1. Select the first node in the set of nonadjacent nodes to be selected at the same time.
2. Press and hold CTRL and then select the remaining nodes in the set of nonadjacent nodes to be selected at the same time.

The nonadjacent nodes are all selected at the same time.

To select a range of adjacent nodes

1. Select the node at one extreme of the set of adjacent nodes to be selected at the same time.
2. Press and hold SHIFT and then select the node at the other extreme of the set of nodes to be selected at the same time.

The range of adjacent nodes defined by the nodes selected in steps 1 and 2 are all selected at the same time.

To modify property values of simultaneously selected nodes

1. Select multiple nodes, as described in the procedure "To select multiple nodes that are not adjacent". earlier in this
document.

2. Modify the relevant property values in the Properties window.

Note  Only properties common to all selected nodes can be changed simultaneously.

See Also
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Moving and Copying Nodes
You will probably encounter situations where you want to move an existing node to a different location in the schema tree. You
might also be able to save time by making a copy of an existing node and then pasting it into a different location in the schema
tree. This topic provides step-by-step instructions for performing these tasks.

Note  BizTalk Editor supports copying and pasting nodes only within schemas, not between schemas.

To move a node within a schema

1. If necessary, expand the schema tree to show both the node you are moving and the location to which you want to move it.
For more information about expanding and collapsing the schema tree view, see Managing the Schema Tree View.

2. Click and hold the node that you want to move and drag it to another location in the tree.

Note  When you begin to drag the node up and down the schema tree, the mouse pointer changes to an Up, Down, or
child arrow. This arrow indicates where the node will be placed when you release the mouse button, either before the
node, after the node, or as a child of the node.

To copy a node within a schema

1. Right-click the node that you want to copy, and then click Copy.
2. Right-click the Record node or group node into which you want to insert the copied node, and then click Paste.

The copy of the copied node is placed at the end of the child nodes of the Record node or group node you selected in step
2.

Note  You may only use cut/copy/paste functionality within a single schema. In other words, you cannot copy nodes
from one schema into another schema.

See Also

Working with Existing Nodes
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Renaming Nodes
There will probably be times when you want to rename existing nodes. This topic describes two variations on this task.

To rename a single node

1. Select the Record node, Field Element node, or Field Attribute node that you want to rename.
2. On the BizTalk menu, click Rename.
3. Type a new name for the node, and then press ENTER.

Note  You can also rename a node by changing the value of its Node Name property.

To rename multiple nodes to have the same name

1. Select the first node in the set of nodes to be given the same name.
2. Press and hold CTRL, and then select the remaining nodes to be given the same name.
3. In the Properties window, change the value of the Node Name property, and finish by pressing ENTER.

All selected nodes are updated in the schema tree view with the new name.

See Also

Working with Existing Nodes
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Deleting Nodes
There will be times when you want to delete a node in the schema tree. This topic provides step-by-step instructions for this task.

To delete a node

1. Right-click the node that you want to delete, and then click Delete.
2. Click Yes in the confirmation dialog box.

Caution  When you delete a Record node, all of its child nodes are also deleted.

Caution  If you delete a node that has a reference to it elsewhere in the schema tree, the referencing node will also be
deleted.

Note  If a node is dimmed, it is read-only and you cannot delete it.

See Also

Working with Existing Nodes
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Setting Node Properties
After inserting a node into a BizTalk schema, you will often need to change the properties of that node from their default values.
Each type of node has a distinct set of properties, and within one of those sets, the settings of one property can affect the
availability of other properties. For example, before setting the Default Wrap Character property of the Schema node, you must
set the Default Wrap Character Type property to either Character or Hexadecimal, thereby establishing the format in which you
intend to represent the former property. Further, neither of these properties is available, nor is the entire Parse property category
to which they belong, unless Flat File Extension is enabled by using the Schema Editor Extensions property.

Node properties are extensive and can be complex, as is the XML Schema definition (XSD) language that they support. This topic
only briefly describes the general steps involved in examining and setting node properties. For detailed information about these
properties, including, for example, information about their default and allowed values, see Schema Property Reference. For even
more detailed information about the XSD concepts and elements that underlie most of these node properties, refer directly to
information about XSD on the Web. For links to this information, see XSD Resources on the Web.

To examine a node property value

1. In BizTalk Editor, open the schema that contains the property you want to examine, and then select the node that contains
that property.

2. If necessary, press F4 to open the Visual Studio .NET Properties window.
3. If necessary, scroll the Properties window to find the property of interest, and note its value.

You can use buttons at the top of the Properties window to change the way that the properties are sorted, either
alphabetically within their categories, or alphabetically without regard for (or display of) their categories.

To set a node property value

1. In BizTalk Editor, open the schema that contains the property you want to set, and then select the node that contains that
property.

2. If necessary, press F4 to open the Visual Studio .NET Properties window.
3. If necessary, scroll the Properties window to find the property of interest.

You can use buttons at the top of the Properties window to change the way that the properties are sorted, either
alphabetically within their categories, or alphabetically without regard for (or display of) their categories.

4. Set the value of the property in the value field, which is to the right of the property name. Depending on the type of the
property, you might type a value or choose a value from the drop-down list that is displayed when the value field is
selected. Some properties allow either operation. Some properties display an ellipsis (...) button that when clicked opens a
dialog box in which more complicated values, such as collections, can be set.

5. If you have typed a new value for the property, finish by pressing ENTER.

To clear a node property value

1. Select the node that contains the property of interest.
2. In the Properties window, double-click the property value that you want to clear, right-click the property value, and then

click Delete.

To restore a node property to its default value

1. Select the node that contains the property of interest.
2. In the Properties window, right-click the property name that you want to reset to its default value, and then click Reset.

See Also

Working with Existing Nodes
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Promoting Properties
Promotion of properties involves either promoting Field Element or Field Attribute nodes in a schema to be Distinguished
Fields or Property Fields. You can also promote Record nodes as Property Fields if they have simple content (Content Type
property of the Record node set to SimpleContent).

Note  Record nodes can never be promoted as Distinguished Fields.

To promote a Record (with simple content), Field Element, or Field Attribute node as a Property Field, you may first define a
special type of schema called a property schema. Property schemas define an unstructured set of Field Element nodes into
which you promote Record (with simple content), Field Element, or Field Attribute nodes. For step-by-step instructions for
creating a property schema, see Creating Property Schemas.

Note  Do not promote fields belonging to the same root node to the same property. Such promotions produce
compilation or deployment errors.

Alternatively, you can use the Quick Promotion feature, which will automatically create and update a single property schema
whenever you promote a new Field Element, Field Attribute, or Record (with simple content) node.

Note  The Quick Promotion feature modifies the property schema by inserting a new property with the name of the
promoted node.

Important  Do not move or rename a field in the schema once you have promoted it. When you move or rename a
schema field, BizTalk Editor does not update the XPath defining the location of the promoted field.

XSD and CLR Data Types
In some places, such as in property promotion, XSD data types are promoted to Common Language Runtime (CLR) data types.
The following table shows the XSD data types that can be promoted and the corresponding CLR data types.

XSD Data Type CLR Data Type
anyURI String
Boolean Boolean
byte sbyte
date DateTime
dateTime DateTime
decimal Decimal
double Double
ENTITY String
float Single
gDay DateTime
gMonth DateTime
gMonthDay DateTime
gYear DateTime
gYearMonth DateTime
ID String
IDREF String
int Int32
integer Decimal
language String
Name String
NCName String
negativeInteger Decimal
NMTOKEN String
nonNegativeInteger Decimal
nonPositiveInteger Decimal
normalizedString String
NOTATION String
positiveInteger Decimal



 

QName String
short Int16
string String
time DateTime
token String
unsignedByte Byte
unsignedInt UInt32
unsignedShort UInt16

This section provides step-by-step instructions for promoting nodes as either Distinguished Fields or as Property Fields.

This section contains:

Opening the Promote Properties Dialog Box
Copying Data to the Message Context as Distinguished Fields
Copying Data to the Message Context as Property Fields
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Opening the Promote Properties Dialog Box
Property promotion is managed in the Promote Properties dialog box. This topic provides step-by-step instructions for opening
this dialog box to manage your promoted properties.

Note  When you use the Quick Promotion feature of BizTalk Editor, you add a new Property Field promotion
without needing to open the Promote Properties dialog box, although the promotion will be visible in that dialog
box the next time it is opened.

There are two ways to open the Promote Properties dialog box.

To open the Promote Properties dialog box from the Schema node

1. In the schema tree, select the <Schema> node.
2. In the Properties window, click the ellipsis (...) button in the value field of the Promote Properties property.

The Promote Properties dialog box opens.

To open the Promote Properties dialog box from any node

1. In the schema tree, select any node.
2. Right-click the selected node, click Promote, and then click Show Promotions

The Promote Properties dialog box opens.

See Also

Promoting Properties

Creating Property Schemas

Ways to Use Message Content to Control Message Processing
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Copying Data to the Message Context as Distinguished Fields
This topic provides step-by-step instructions for promoting a property as a Distinguished Field.

You might choose Distinguished Field promotion over Property Field promotion for the following reasons:

Property Field values are limited to 255 characters in length.
Property Field values are stored in a database, and therefore have more overhead than Distinguished Fields.
Distinguished Fields do not require any additional storage; they are essentially an alias for an XPath, thereby allowing
orchestrations to more easily access the relevant values directly from the message.

To promote a property as a Distinguished Field

1. In BizTalk Editor, open the schema for which you want to promote one or more properties, and then select the (first) Field
Element, Field Attribute, or Record node that you want to promote as a Distinguished Field.

Note  Record nodes can never be promoted as Distinguished Fields, regardless of the type of content they
contain.

2. Right-click the selected node, click Promote, and then click Show Promotions.

The Promote Properties dialog box opens with the selected node showing as selected in the schema tree on the left side of
the dialog box.

3. In the Promote Properties dialog box, select the Distinguished Fields tab.
4. With the node to be promoted still selected in the schema tree on the left side of the Promote Properties dialog box, click

Add.

If allowed, the selected node is added to the list on the Distinguished Fields tab. If not allowed, a message box provides an
explanation.

5. You can select additional nodes for promotion in the schema tree on the left side of the dialog box, clicking Add after each
selection.

6. When complete, click OK.

The nodes that you selected to promote are now Distinguished Fields.

See Also

Promoting Properties

Creating Property Schemas

Ways to Use Message Content to Control Message Processing
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Copying Data to the Message Context as Property Fields
You can promote a property as a Property Field in much the same way as promoting a property as a Distinguished Field, and
you can also use the Quick Promotion feature to streamline the process.

You might choose Property Field promotion over Distinguished Field promotion for the following reasons:

The values you want to promote are shorter than the 255 character limitation that applies to Property Fields.
You need the values that you promote to be accessible outside of orchestrations, such as within pipelines or ports.

This topic provides step-by-step instructions for promoting a property as a Property Field in both of these ways.

To promote a property as a Property Field using the Promote Properties dialog box

1. If necessary, create an appropriate property schema into which you will promote a property. For step-by-step instructions
for creating property schemas, see Creating Property Schemas.

Note  This step might not be necessary if you have already created a property schema and inserted the
appropriate Field Element nodes as child nodes of the Schema node.

2. In BizTalk Editor, open the schema for which you want to promote one or more properties, and then select the (first) Field
Element, Field Attribute, or Record node that you want to promote as a Property Field.

Note  You can only promote Record nodes if they are configured to contain only simple content by having its
Content Type property set to SimpleContent.

3. Right-click the selected node, click Promote, and then click Show Promotions.

The Promote Properties dialog box opens with the selected node showing as selected in the schema tree on the left side of
the dialog box.

4. In the Promote Properties dialog box, select the Property Fields tab.
5. Confirm that the property schema into which you want to promote a property is present in the Property Schemas List in

the Property Fields tab. If it is present, skip to step 8.
6. In the Property Schemas List section, click the Folder icon. The BizTalk Type Picker dialog box appears.
7. In the BizTalk Type Picker dialog box, navigate to the appropriate property schema (that you may have created in step 1),

select that schema, and then click OK.

Note  Optionally, you can change the namespace prefix associated with the property schema by changing the
string in the appropriate Prefix column field.

8. With the node to be promoted still selected in the schema tree on the left side of the Promote Properties dialog box, click
Add.

If allowed, the selected node is added to the end of the Property-Fields dictionary list on the Property Fields tab. If not
allowed, a message box provides an explanation. If not allowed, the Add button is not enabled.

9. Double-click Property column cell for the row you just added to the Property-Fields dictionary list, and then in the drop-
down list, select the Property Schema and corresponding Field Element node into which you want to promote the
selected node. Drop-down list values have the form X:Y, where X is the namespace prefix of a property schema in the
Property Schemas List, and Y is the node name of a Field Element node in that property schema.

The default value in the drop-down list is the first property schema (Field Element) node that has not yet been promoted,
sorted alphabetically across all relevant property schemas. This will rarely be the property schema node into which you
intend to promote a given schema node.

10. You can select additional nodes for promotion in the schema tree on the left side of the dialog box, clicking Add and then
performing step 9 after each selection.

11. When complete, click OK.

The nodes that you selected to promote are now Property Fields and are associated with a particular Field Element node
in a property schema.

To promote a property as a Property Field using the Quick Promotion command



 

1. In BizTalk Editor, open the schema for which you want to promote one or more properties, and then select the (first) Field
Element, Field Attribute, or Record node that you want to promote as a Property Field.

Note  You can only promote Record nodes if they are configured to contain only simple content by having its
Content Type property set to SimpleContent.

2. Right-click the selected node, click Promote, and then click Quick Promotion.

If the default property schema, as defined by the Default Property Schema Name property on the Property Pages for
the relevant schema, does not exist, you must click OK in the confirmation dialog to create the default property schema and
configure it with an appropriate Field Element node to accommodate your property promotion.

Note  You can view and manage properties promoted using the Quick Promotions feature by opening the Promote
Properties dialog box and then clicking the Property Fields tab. For step-by-step instructions for opening the
Promote Properties dialog box, see Opening the Promote Properties Dialog Box.

See Also

Promoting Properties

Creating Property Schemas

Ways to Use Message Content to Control Message Processing
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Testing Schemas
After you have created your schema, you may want to validate that it describes the XML structure you intend it to describe. You
can perform the following three operations on your schema to validate it:

Instance generation. This operation generates an instance message from a schema, creating test data to accompany the
XML elements and attributes specified by the schema.
Schema validation. This operation validates the internal consistency of a schema, assuring that it conforms to the XML
Schema definition (XSD) language schema standard.
Instance validation. This operation validates a given instance message against a schema.

All three of these operations are useful for testing your schemas before putting them into use in a production environment.

This section describes these operations in greater detail.

This section contains:

Validating Schemas
Validating Instance Messages
Generating Instance Messages
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Validating Schemas
After you have constructed a schema, you can check your work by validating the schema itself in isolation.

This topic provides step-by-step instructions for this validation task.

To validate a schema in isolation

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click the schema that you want to validate, and then click Validate Schema.
2. In the Output window, view the results. Success and error messages are displayed in this window.

Note  If the Output window did not open and display information about whether the schema validation succeeded or
failed, you can open it manually. For more information about managing this window, see
Managing Other Visual Studio .NET Windows.

See Also

Testing Schemas

Schema Validation

Instance Message Generation and Validation
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Validating Instance Messages
After you have constructed a schema, you can check your work by validating a pre-existing instance message that you know is a
good representation of such instance messages against the schema.

This topic provides step-by-step instructions for this validation task.

To validate an instance message against a schema

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click the schema, and then click Properties.

The <Schema file name.xsd> Property Pages dialog box opens.

2. If necessary, in the <Schema file name.xsd> Property Pages dialog box, expand the General section of the General tab
by clicking its plus (+) icon.

3. In the Input Instance Filename property value field, either type the name of a file or use the ellipsis (...) button at the right
end of the value field to browse for a file that contains the instance message to be validated against the schema, and then
click OK.

4. In Solution Explorer, right-click the schema name, and then click Validate Instance.
5. In the Output window, view the results. Success and error messages are displayed in this window.

Note  There are some cases instance messages generated from a particular schema may not pass validation with that
same schema. For more information about such cases, see Known Issues with Schema Generation and Validation.
Generally, you will want to edit a generated instance message and change the data it contains so that it more
realistically represents your scenario. Then use this modified instance message to validate your schema.

See Also

Testing Schemas

Schema Validation

Instance Message Generation and Validation
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Generating Instance Messages
After you have constructed a schema, one way to check your work is to generate a sample instance message from the schema. In
many ways, looking at an instance message is much more straightforward than looking at either the schema tree or the XML
Schema definition (XSD) language representation of the schema. This is because the schema needs to describe all of the possible
variations of the corresponding instance messages, and a specific instance message just needs to convey some data by using the
format specified by the schema. The generated instance message is a sample and may not show all of the structures defined by
the corresponding schema.

To explicitly specify a file to contain the generated instance message

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click the schema for which you want to generate an instance message, and then click Properties.

The <Schema file name.xsd> Property Pages dialog box opens.

2. If necessary, in the <Schema file name.xsd> Property Pages dialog box, expand the General section of the General tab
by clicking its plus (+) icon.

3. In the Output Instance Filename property value field, either type the name of a file or use the ellipsis (...) button at the
right end of the value field to browse for a file into which generated instance messages will be placed, and then click OK.

To specify the type of the generated instance message

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click the schema for which you want to generate an instance message, and then click Properties.

The <Schema file name.xsd> Property Pages dialog box opens.

2. If necessary, in the <Schema file name.xsd> Property Pages dialog box, expand the General section of the General tab
by clicking its plus (+) icon.

3. In the Create Output Instance Type property value field, use the drop-down list to select either XML or Native as the type
of the instance message to be generated.

XML is the default value.

To generate a sample instance message for a schema

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click the schema for which you want to generate an instance message, and then click Generate
Instance.

2. In the Output window, view the results. Success and error messages are displayed in this window.

Note  If the Output window and/or the Task List window did not open and display information about whether the
instance generation succeeded or failed, you can open them manually. For more information about managing these
windows, see Managing Other Visual Studio .NET Windows.

Note  If you do not specify a value for the Root Reference property, BizTalk Editor generates a sample instance
message for the first root node in the schema. If you specify a value for the Root Reference property, BizTalk Editor
generates a sample instance message for that root.

Note  There are some cases instance messages generated from a particular schema may not pass validation with that
same schema. For more information about such cases, see Known Issues with Schema Generation and Validation.
Generally, you want to edit a generated instance message and change the data it contains so that it more realistically
represents your scenario. Then use this modified instance message to validate your schema.

See Also

Testing Schemas

Schema Validation

Instance Message Generation and Validation
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Extending BizTalk Editor
BizTalk® Editor is designed to allow extensions that support alternative instance message formats. In fact, the XML format is the
only format that is built into BizTalk Editor. Even support for flat file formats, which is included in Microsoft® BizTalk®
Server 2004, is implemented as a BizTalk Editor extension, thereby serving as a good example of the type of functionality that can
be added by such extensions.

In general, BizTalk Editor extensions persist their custom data as XML Schema definition (XSD) language annotations associated
with the XSD elements that correspond to the nodes in the schema tree. Again, the extensive set of annotations added by the Flat
File Extension to BizTalk Editor serves as a good example of the way in which BizTalk Editor extensions can persist their custom
data in the schema.

BizTalk Editor extensions are .NET assemblies that extend the functionality of BizTalk Editor. To be identified as an extension, an
assembly must have one class that implements the IExtension interface, and must be located under the Developer Tools\Schema
Editor Extensions folder in the product installation directory.

The developer of an extension must have its assembly reference the Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll, which
contains the definition of all the interfaces needed for exposing extended functionality to BizTalk Editor. Those interfaces are
defined under the Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility namespace.

The IExtension interface is the entry point for the extension, from which BizTalk Editor accesses the extended functionality, such
as property managers, custom views, schema validation, native instance generation, and native instance validation.

A given schema can have multiple extensions associated with it, but only one can be set as the standard at a given time; this is set
in the Standard property of the Schema node. The extension currently set as the standard is the one used for native instance
generation and validation, and for schema validation.

Extensions can be associated with a given schema by editing the Schema Editor Extensions property of the Schema node. The
information about the extensions associated with a schema is stored in the schema itself, within the annotation element of the
schema element, as illustrated in the following XSD fragment.

After instantiating the extension object, the framework invokes the Initialize method of the IExtension interface, passing an
ITree object so that the extension can access information about the schema tree. For example, the extension could traverse all
child nodes by accessing the ITree.RootNode property.

This section describes the ways in which a BizTalk Editor extension can integrate into the BizTalk Editor environment and hook
itself into existing BizTalk Editor commands.

This section contains:

Property Managers
Custom Views
Schema Validation

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-16" ?> 
<xs:schema xmlns="http://BizTalk_Server_Project1.Schema11"
        xmlns:b="http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003"
        targetNamespace="http://BizTalk_Server_Project1.Schema11"
        xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
    <xs:annotation>
        <xs:appinfo>
            <schemaEditorExtension:schemaInfo namespaceAlias="b"
                extensionClass="Microsoft.BizTalk.FlatFileExtension.FlatFileExtension"
                standardName="Flat File"
                xmlns:schemaEditorExtension="http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003/Schema
EditorExtensions" />
            <b:schemaInfo schema_type="document" root_reference="Root"
                is_receipt="no" schema_name="abc"
                standard="Flat File"
                count_positions_by_byte="false" /> 
        </xs:appinfo>
    </xs:annotation>
    <xs:element name="Root">
        ...



 

Instance Validation
Instance Generation
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Property Managers
Property Managers allow an extension to add custom properties (generally as XSD annotations) to elements and attributes in the
XSD representation of the schema, as well as extending the Properties window to include the custom properties associated with
the extension.

A Property Manager is an object that implements the IPropertyManager interface, a reference to which is obtained by calling
IExtension.GetPropertyManager, and passing an ITreeNode object as the input parameter. Typically the extension provides
one IPropertyManager object for each ITreeNode object. The Property Manager is responsible for the collection of custom
properties for that ITreeNode object.

A custom property is represented by a System.ComponentModel.PropertyDescriptor object, which can be obtained from the
collection returned by the IPropertyManager.GetProperties method.

Using PropertyDescriptor objects to represent the custom properties associated with the extension facilitates integration with
the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET Properties window. When PropertyDescriptor objects are used, it is easy for BizTalk Editor
to integrate the custom properties of the extension into the set of standard node properties already being integrated into the
Properties window. Custom property information such as the display name, the display value, the type of property control, the
property description, and the property category is obtained from the PropertyDescriptor object.

Custom properties are stored in the XSD representation of the schema as attributes of an element within the annotation element
within the element corresponding to the relevant node in the schema tree. Each custom property of a schema tree node can be an
attribute of a common element, or alternatively, each can have its own associated element.

See Also

Extending BizTalk Editor

IPropertyManager Interface

ITreeNode Interface
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Custom Views
A custom view is typically a read-only window control object (derived from System.Windows.Forms.Control), and is provided
by an extension to represent the schema in a display format customized for the type of file or files supported by the BizTalk Editor
extension. An extension can implement multiple custom views, though it need not have any custom view.

A custom view is displayed as an additional view in the same BizTalk Editor pane as the XSD view, accessible by using tabs at the
bottom of the views. For example, the Flat File Extension adds a new view with a tab labeled Flat File.

See Also

Extending BizTalk Editor
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Schema Validation
If a BizTalk Editor extension provides an ISchemaValidator object, the framework will invoke
ISchemaValidator.ValidateSchema when the user invokes the Validate Schema command, or during compilation when the
user builds the BizTalk project containing the schema. The extension usually validates the custom properties, and can return error
messages as an array of IValidationInfo objects. The error messages are displayed in the Visual Studio .NET Task List window,
along with errors returned from BizTalk Editor compiler.

See Also

Extending BizTalk Editor

ISchemaValidator Interface

IValidationInfo Interface
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Instance Validation
BizTalk Editor invokes the IInstanceValidator.ValidateInstance method of an extension when the following conditions are met:

The extension is set as standard by using the Standard property of the Schema node.
On the Property Pages dialog box associated with the schema, the Create Instance Output Type property is set to
Native.
On the Property Pages dialog box associated with the schema, the Input Instance Filename property is set to the name
of a file containing the instance message to be validated.

The file specified in the Input Instance Filename property is passed as a parameter to the
IInstanceValidator.ValidateInstance method.

If errors occur, error messages are returned as an array of IValidationInfo objects, and are displayed in the Visual Studio .NET
Task List window.

Note  If the schema contains pattern statements, and the file passed to the ValidateInstance method was generated
by using the corresponding Generate Instance command, the instance message may not pass validation.

See Also

Extending BizTalk Editor

IInstanceValidator Interface

IValidationInfo Interface
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Instance Generation
BizTalk Editor invokes the IInstanceGenerator.GenerateInstance method of an extension when the following conditions are
met:

The extension is set as standard by using the Standard property of the Schema node.
On the Property Pages dialog box associated with the schema, the Create Instance Output Type property is set to
Native.
On the Property Pages dialog box associated with the schema, the Output Instance Filename property is set to the name
of a file containing the instance message to be validated.

Note  If the Output Instance Filename property is not set, a default file name in a temporary folder is used for the
generated instance message, and a link to it is provided in the Output window.

Before the IInstanceValidator.ValidateInstance method is called, BizTalk Editor generates a sample XML instance message, and
then passes it and the file specified in the Output Instance Filename property, or a default file name, to that method.

If errors occur, error messages are returned as an array of IValidationInfo objects, and are displayed in the Visual Studio .NET
Task List window.

See Also

Extending BizTalk Editor

IInstanceValidator Interface

IValidationInfo Interface
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Considerations When Creating Schemas
This section provides information about a variety of considerations related to schema creation. Some of these considerations
apply to all types of schemas, and are addressed first. Other considerations are specific to flat file message schemas and envelope
schemas. These latter considerations are organized into their own subsections.

For information about properly formed names for XML elements and attributes, see Node Name Property.

This section contains:

Namespace Management
Code List Management
Considerations When Creating Flat File Message Schemas
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Namespace Management
BizTalk® Editor provides support for namespaces. An XML namespace is a collection of names that can be used as element or
attribute names in an XML message. The namespace qualifies element and attribute names to avoid conflicts between the same
element and attribute names that might be defined elsewhere within the same schema.

Namespaces are identified by a Universal Resource Identifier (URI), either as a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) or a Uniform
Resource Name (URN). They are also given a typically short prefix alias that is prepended with a separating colon (:) from the
element or attribute name itself. For example, it is common to see the following namespace declaration within the schema
element in the XSD representation of the schema.

The prefix is xs, which you see throughout the XSD representation, qualifying such elements as the element element (xs:element)
and the attribute element (xs:attribute).

When you first create a new schema, regardless of whether it is a message schema or a property schema, it is important to set the
Target Namespace property of the Schema node properly. You need to establish the target namespace before the schema is
used by another schema with the import/include/redefine mechanisms, and before any property promotions are defined.

The following two namespaces are automatically added as namespace declarations to the schema element in the XML Schema
definition (XSD) language representation of the schema:

xmlns:b="http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003"
xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

In the course of using other schemas within the schema you are creating, other namespaces will be declared. You can examine
these namespaces, as well as the automatically included namespaces, in the Imports dialog box that you can access by using the
Imports property of the Schema node. For more information about using other data types declared in other schemas within the
schema you are creating, see Schemas That Use Other Schemas and Creating Schemas That Use Other Schemas.

Namespaces associated with property schemas can be examined in the Promote Properties dialog box.

See Also

Considerations When Creating Schemas
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Code List Management
You use XSD to specify a specific set of values that are valid for an element or attribute. This functionality is available using the
enumeration element. When you derive a data type for a Field Element or Field Attribute node by restriction, one of the
properties that becomes available to you in the Restriction category is the Enumeration property. Using this property, you can
open the Enumeration Editor dialog box in which you can enter the values that should be considered valid for the
corresponding element or attribute in instance messages.

Microsoft BizTalk Server provides an alternative, richer way to manage enumerations in your schemas, known as code lists. Code
lists use a Microsoft Access database to store the choices for your various enumerations, which allows you to manage them in a
more centralized way. Further, if the enumeration values you need to use consist of non-intuitive numeric codes, which would
need to be entered in that form using the Enumeration property, the tables you create in an Access database to use with the
code list functionality include textual descriptions of these numeric values. The textual descriptions are used in the CodeList
dialog box rather than their more obscure numeric equivalents.

You must perform several different steps to use the code list feature, including:

You must create an Access database with an appropriately named table, with the expected columns, and populate it with
values.

The name of the table is a combination of the Standard and Standard Version properties of the Schema node,
separated by an underscore (_) character. For example, if you have set the Standard property of the Schema node
to XML and the Standard Version property to MyVersion1, the Access database specified by the CodeList
Database property must have a table named XML_MyVersion1.
This table must have three columns, typically named Code, Value, and Desc. The first column identifies rows that are
related to one another, where each such row provides one of the enumeration choices that may potentially be
allowed for the data that corresponds to the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node. All rows with the
same value in the first column form a group. These values are typically integers, but can be any string that does not
contain spaces.

The second and third columns of each row in the table must be configured to contain the corresponding value and
textual representation of each possible enumeration value, respectively.

For example, the following representation of an Access database table for use with the Code List feature contains
two sets of three related enumeration values. The specific values in the first column are arbitrary and are used to
associate related rows.

Code Value Desc
1 13 Red
1 16 Green
1 19 Blue
2 1 Small
2 2 Medium
2 3 Large

You must properly configure three properties of the Schema node:
The CodeList Database property must be set to the name of the Access database you have created.
The Standard and Standard Version properties must be set such that when they are combined with a separating
underscore (_) character, they form the name of the appropriate table within the specified Access database.

To actually make use of the values in the Access database for a particular selected Field Element or Field Attribute node,
you must configure two of its properties:

You must set its Derived By property to Restriction. The other property you need to configure, CodeList, will not
be enabled until you perform this step.
You must type a value into the CodeList property that corresponds to the value in the first column (the Code
column) of one or more rows in the specified Access database. This action identifies the set of enumeration values
that you intend to have correspond to the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node.

Then you must click the ellipsis (...) button located to the right of the CodeList property value field to open the
CodeList dialog box. Using the check boxes in this dialog box, select the values that you want to allow as legal
values for the instance message data that corresponds to the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node. You
are allowed to select only a subset of the available values. For example, using the preceding table example, if you
type the value 1 into the CodeList property, the CodeList dialog box will contain the choices Red, Green, and Blue. If



 

you select the check boxes for Red and Green, and do not select the check box for Blue, only the former colors will
appear in the XSD as valid values for the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node.

Note  The CodeList and CodeList Database properties are used at design time only and are persisted in the XSD as
corresponding settings for the Enumeration property. At run time, all values are verified against the Enumeration
property only.

Caution  For a given Field Element or Field Attribute node, do not use both the Enumeration property and the
CodeList property. Using the latter property can result in values entered using the former property to be overwritten.

See Also

Considerations When Creating Schemas
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Considerations When Creating Flat File Message Schemas
There are a number of considerations when working with flat file message schemas. This includes considerations that apply to all
flat file schemas, as well as considerations that apply specifically to positional records, delimited records, positional fields, or
delimited fields. There are also considerations about how to interpret otherwise special characters as regular data. This section
provides information about these considerations.

This section contains:

Code Page Specification for Flat File Schemas
Case Handling in Flat File Schemas
Restricted Character Ranges
Nested Positional and Delimited Records
Positional Record Considerations
Delimited Record Considerations
Field Considerations
Ways to Interpret Special Characters as Part of a Field Value
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Code Page Specification for Flat File Schemas
The value in the Code Page property is used to create an encoding object that is used during the disassembly and assembly of flat
file documents. This encoding object allows the flat file parser to convert the native encoding of an inbound flat file document into
the normalized UTF-8 encoding that is used internally by Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004. The encoding object also allows the flat
file serializer to convert the internal UTF-8 encoding back into the native encoding of the flat file document.

The setting of the Code Page property plays an important, but not exclusive, role in determining the character encoding scheme
used by your flat file business documents. You must consider how inbound flat file messages are interpreted by the flat file
disassembler as well as how the flat file assembler will encode characters as outbound messages are translated into flat file
format.

There are multiple factors that play a role in determining how character encoding for a given instance message is handled, as
follows:

When disassembling a flat file instance message, the following algorithm is used to determine and preserve encoding
information:

1. If the Charset in the Message body part is set, its value is used.
2. Otherwise, if the envelope (or document) schema specifies a code page using the Code Page property, its value is

used.
3. Otherwise, if a byte order mark is present, its value is used.
4. Otherwise, assume UTF-8.

When assembling a flat file instance message, the following algorithm is used to determine the character set to use for
decoding:
If the XMLNorm.TargetCharset message context property is set, its value is used.
Otherwise, if the TargetCharset assembler (design-time) property is set, its value is used.
Otherwise, if the envelope (or document) schema specifies a code page using the Code Page property, its value is used.

1. Otherwise, if the SourceCharset message context property is set, its value is used.
2. Otherwise, use UTF-8.

See Also

Considerations When Creating Flat File Message Schemas

Code Page (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
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Case Handling in Flat File Schemas
You can use the Case property to perform case conversion of flat file data when being translated from its equivalent XML format.
When the flat file assembler translates an XML message into its equivalent flat file format, and the Case property is set to either
Uppercase or Lowercase, all data governed by the corresponding schema will be converted to uppercase or lowercase,
respectively, during the translation.

When the Case property is set to (Default), no case conversion is performed.

See Also

Considerations When Creating Flat File Message Schemas

Case (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
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Restricted Character Ranges
When creating a schema for flat file messages, you can direct BizTalk Server 2004 to block a particular character or a range of
characters from being included in any outgoing message. To do this, in BizTalk Editor, open a schema that is to be used as a
destination schema. Select the Schema node and the use the Restricted Characters property to open the Restricted Characters
dialog box. Enter the character range(s) that you want to prevent being included in any message sent by BizTalk Server, and then
click OK. Whenever BizTalk Server attempts to process a character specified in the Restricted Characters dialog box of a
destination schema, processing stops and an error message is generated.

Note  In BizTalk Server, character range restriction is a function of the Flat File Extension, and as such, does not apply
to XML messages. Extensions that might be offered in the future for different types of messages might differ in how
they implement character range restriction for their supported message formats.

See Also

Considerations When Creating Flat File Message Schemas

Restricted Characters (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
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Nested Positional and Delimited Records
In the flat file formats supported by Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, some combinations of positional and delimited records are
allowed and others are disallowed. The following combinations are allowed:

Flat files in which delimiters are used to determine the boundaries between all records and their subordinate records from
each other, and in which (possibly different) delimiters are used to separate the fields within those records.
Flat files in which the boundaries between all records, their subordinate records, and their fields are determined based on
their position within the file according to predefined record and field lengths.
Flat files in which delimiters are used to determine the boundaries between at least the outermost set of records in the file,
and in which a mix of delimited and positional subordinate records are used. Boundaries between the fields within a
delimited or positional subordinate record are determined using either delimiters or fixed field lengths, respectively. The
subordinate records of a positional (subordinate) record must also be positional; in other words, once a portion of the file
switches from delimited to positional records, that entire subordinate portion of the file must be positional.

Due to the parsing ambiguities that would result, positional records, wherever they occur, are prohibited from containing
delimited subordinate records.

See Also

Considerations When Creating Flat File Message Schemas
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Positional Record Considerations
There are a number of considerations that you should keep in mind when working with positional Record nodes within your
schemas. This includes the considerations about tag handling, positional record nesting, how positions are counted, and how field
positions are calculated. This section provides information about these considerations.

This section contains:

Tag Handling in Positional Records
Nested Positional Records
Position Counting in Bytes
Field Position Calculation
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Tag Handling in Positional Records
Positional records can include a well-known sequence of characters, known as a tag, which can be used to disambiguate one type
of record from another. This allows the flat file disassembler to properly identify the appropriate Record node in the schema that
contains the information required to correctly parse the flat file record.

You can use the Tag Identifier and Tag Offset properties together to specify the tag and its position within a positional record.
Note that this allows the tag to occur anywhere within the positional record and that depending on your settings for the
Positional Length and Positional Offset properties of the various fields within the record, the tag can be interpreted as part of data
associated with one or more of these fields.

The Positional Offset property also allows you to treat the tag separately from the data in the record. For example, if the tag
occurs at the beginning of the record and is four characters in length, you could set the value of the Positional Offset property of
the first field in the record to four, thereby effectively skipping over the positional record tag when the value of the first field is
translated in the equivalent XML format of the record.

See Also

Positional Record Considerations

Tag Identifier (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)

Tag Offset (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)

Positional Length (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)

Positional Offset (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)

Troubleshooting Schemas
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Nested Positional Records
Nested positional records are allowed if the Max Occurs property of child records is set to a positive integer. Field autocalculation
should be able to handle the new depth. However, there is a modification to the way this behaves. Specifically, because of the
possibility for null delimiters, autocalculation of field positions will function only if one of the following conditions is met:

The selected node has a parent that is infix delimited.
The selected node has a specified starting position.

Note that there is a distinction between nested positional records and positional records whose parent is a delimited container
where the delimiter is null. For structures to be truly nested positionally, there must not be any ambiguity in determining their
length. For example, a delimited loop node can contain a repeating positional record that occurs 0 to N times. However, for that
loop node itself to be positional, and possibly also contain fields as peers to the repeating positional record, the occurrence of the
repeating positional record must be deterministic (a positive integer).

See Also

Positional Record Considerations
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Position Counting in Bytes
You can use the Count Positions In Bytes property of the Schema node to specify how the values that you provide for the
Positional Length and Positional Offset properties of the various fields within positional records as well as the values you provide
for the Tag Offset property of the positional records themselves will be interpreted. By default, these values are interpreted as a
number of characters, but when the Count Positions In Bytes property is set to True, these values are interpreted as a number
of bytes.

Setting the Count Positions In Bytes property to True might be necessary when dealing with multibyte character set (MBCS or
DBCS) data, or when your flat file messages originate in SAP, mainframes, or other systems that may count positions in bytes.

Counting field lengths in bytes can be complicated when the number of bytes used to encode characters is variable, and can result
in some issues with respect to determining field boundaries. When the flat file disassembler parses a flat file in such situations, it
attempts to make appropriate parsing decisions based on its knowledge of the character encoding in use.

An example of this type of parsing decision concerns lead bytes in MBCS character encodings. Lead bytes are well-known byte
values that are used to begin multibyte character encodings, and which should never occur on their own. When specifying the
length of the fields using bytes rather than character, situations may arise in which the last byte in a field is found to be a lead
byte, which cannot constitute an entire character on its own. In such cases, the flat file disassembler will treat the character
occurring just prior to the lead byte as the last character in the previous field, and begin parsing the next field starting with the
lead byte.

See Also

Positional Record Considerations

Count Positions In Bytes (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)

Positional Length (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)

Positional Offset (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)

Tag Offset (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
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Field Position Calculation
When you use the Positional Length and Positional Offset properties of the Field Element and Field Attribute nodes in your
schema to define the layout of the positional records in your flat file message, the Start Position and Length columns of the Flat
File tab in BizTalk Editor show the calculated starting positions and lengths, respectively, of the relevant fields and records.

Note  The Flat File tab appear as an alternate tabbed view with the XSD view in BizTalk Editor when you have
configured the flat file extension using the Schema Editor Extensions property of the Schema node.

In general, the starting position of a particular field N is the starting position of the previous field, plus the length of the previous
field, plus the (positional) offset you have specified for field N.

All field position calculation in Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 is performed automatically, on-the-fly, without any need to execute
a command (as was required in previous versions of BizTalk Server).

See Also

Positional Record Considerations

Positional Length (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)

Positional Offset (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
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Delimited Record Considerations
There are a number of considerations that you should keep in mind when working with delimited Record nodes within your
schemas. This includes the considerations about the order of subordinate nodes relative to their delimiters, cases in which you can
choose to omit delimiters when assembling the flat file representation of a message, and restrictions regarding the intermixing of
delimited and positional records. This section provides information about these considerations.

This section contains:

Tag Handling in Delimited Records
Child Order Considerations
Delimiter Preservation and Suppression
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Tag Handling in Delimited Records
Delimited records can include a well-known sequence of characters, known as a tag, which can be used to disambiguate one type
of record from another. This will allow the flat file disassembler to properly identify the appropriate Record node in the schema
that contains the information required to correctly parse the flat file record.

You can use the Tag Identifier property to specify the tag within a delimited record. Unlike tags in positional records, tags in
delimited records must occur at the beginning of the delimited record and are automatically never included in the data when the
record is translated to its equivalent XML format.

See Also

Delimited Record Considerations

Tag Identifier (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
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Child Order Considerations
There are two scenarios related to delimited flat files for which special considerations apply when setting the Child Order
property. The first such scenario concerns situations in which the flat file document has a header, a body, and optionally, a trailer.
In these scenarios, you must observe the following requirements:

You must set the Child Order property of the (delimited) root record of the header to Postfix.
If a trailer is present, you must set the Child Order property of the (delimited) root record of the body to Postfix.
If a trailer is not present, you may set the Child Order property of the (delimited) root record of the body to Prefix, InFix,
or Postfix.
If a trailer is present, you may set the Child Order property of the (delimited) root record of that trailer to Prefix, InFix, or
Postfix.
You may set the Child Order property of delimited subordinate records of the header, body, and trailer to Prefix, InFix, or
Postfix.

The second scenario related to delimited flat files and the Child Order property is that this property must be set according to
what the runtime components expect for the nodes. The correct setting for the Child Order property may not be apparent for
root and group nodes, as illustrated in the following scenarios:

Root node. Consider a typical flat file whose structure consists of records followed by a CR/LF combination. The delimiter
separates records in the file, and the sequence is typically record, delimiter, record, delimiter, and so on. In this situation, the
delimiter always follows the data, which corresponds to a Child Order property setting of Postfix.
Group nodes. The group nodes shown in the BizTalk Server and XSD representation of the schema are not explicitly
present in the flat file representation of the instance message. Consider a purchase order (PO) that contains a collection of
records for each line item, and those records repeat numerous times to represent multiple line items in a single PO. The
schema for such a message would likely include a node named LineItems to serve as the (sometimes conceptual) container
for the repeating set: in the flat file representation of the instance message, the LineItems container is conceptual in nature,
represented by the appropriate sequence of data and delimiters; in the XML representation of the instance message, the
LineItems container is explicitly present in the form of a LineItems element in XML.

Consider a message containing a root node and only one group node. It is easy to see where the last delimiter in the input stream
would belong to the root node. Therefore, the data/delimiter sequence in the conceptual loop would merely be one or more line
item records. Only in the case where there are more than one line item records would there be a delimiter to separate them. In
that case, the number of delimiters is one less than the sets of things being delimited, and the delimiters are located between the
delimited items in a structure known as Infix.

See Also

Delimited Record Considerations

Child Order (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
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Delimiter Preservation and Suppression
There are two properties that apply to delimited records, Preserve Delimiter For Empty Data and Suppress Trailing Delimiters, that
you can use to control how the flat file assembler handles delimiters associated with nonexistent data and trailing delimiters.
When you set the Preserve Delimiter For Empty Data property to Yes (which is the default setting), delimiters are included in
the translated flat file message for:

Fields without data.
Immediately subordinate records without data that do not have a tag associated with them.

When you set the Preserve Delimiter For Empty Data property to No, delimiters are not included in the translated flat file for
records and fields without data. Further, regardless of the setting of the Preserve Delimiter For Empty Data property, delimiters
will not be included in the translated flat file message for immediately subordinate records without data for which a tag is defined.

When you set the Suppress Trailing Delimiters property to No (which is the default setting), one or more trailing delimiters
may be included in the translated flat file message. When you set the Suppress Trailing Delimiters property to Yes, trailing
delimiters are not included in the translated flat file message.

There are some special cases where the behaviors caused by the settings of the Preserve Delimiter For Empty Data and
Suppress Trailing Delimiters properties can conflict. In such cases, the behaviors associated with the latter property, Suppress
Trailing Delimiters, will take precedence. Further, there are some special cases where you will be warned about potential
conflicts between the settings you have chosen for these two properties.

For example, consider a Record node defined with the following property values:

Node Name is MyRec
Tag Identifier is Rec
Child Delimiter is ,
Child Order is Infix

And defined to contain five Field Element nodes with the following names (they could also be Field Attribute nodes or
subordinate Record nodes):

FieldElem1
FieldElem2
FieldElem3
FieldElem4
FieldElem5

Next, assume that the following mainly empty XML fragment, representing this Record node, is passed to the flat file assembler.

The following table shows the output produced, and the associated additional property setting requirements for the relevant
schema nodes, based on different settings for the Preserve Delimiter For Empty Data (PDFED) and Suppress Trailing
Delimiters (STD) properties.

PDFED setting STD setting Output Additional node requirements
Yes No Rec,,,Val,, None.
No Yes Rec,Val All Field Element nodes must be configured as optional.
Yes Yes Rec,,,Val Nodes named FieldElem4 and FieldElem5 must be configured as optional.
No No Rec,Val,, All Field Element nodes must be configured as optional.

When these property settings specify that delimiters should either not be preserved or should be suppressed, a message warning
that it might not be possible to parse the serialized flat file data using the same schema will be issued in the following two cases:

    <MyRec>
        <FieldElem1 />
        <FieldElem2 />
        <FieldElem3>Val</FieldElem3>
        <FieldElem4 />
        <FieldElem5 />
    </MyRec>



 

When the Record node for which the Preserve Delimiter For Empty Data property is set to No and/or the Suppress
Trailing Delimiters property is set to Yes, respectively, contains subordinate Field Element nodes, Field Attribute nodes,
or Record nodes for which no tag is specified.
When the subordinate Field Element nodes, Field Attribute nodes, and Record nodes for which no tag is specified are
not configured to be optional (by setting the Min Occurs property set to zero) in the schema. When the Suppress Trailing
Delimiters property is set to Yes, only the last such subordinate nodes need to be configured as optional. When the
Preserve Delimiter For Empty Data property is set to No, all trailing subordinate nodes need to be configured as
optional.

Note  Delimiters are never preserved when the XML element associated with a (presumably optional) Record, Field
Element, or Field Attribute node are entirely missing from the XML representation of the business document. In
other words, when the data and its surrounding XML tags are both missing, the corresponding delimiter is never
included in the flat file representation of the business document.

See Also

Delimited Record Considerations

Preserve Delimiter For Empty Data (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)

Suppress Trailing Delimiters (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
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Field Considerations
There are a number of considerations that you should keep in mind when working with Field Element and Field Attribute
nodes within your schemas. This includes the basic distinctions regarding when to use each of these nodes types, as well as more
specific considerations related to the specification of field lengths, field justification, and field padding. This section provides
information about these considerations.

This section contains:

Field Element Nodes vs. Field Attribute Nodes
Custom Date/Time Formats
Field Padding
Field Justification
Specification of Field Positions within Positional Records
Minimum Field Lengths Within Delimited Records
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Field Element Nodes vs. Field Attribute Nodes
Flat file schemas are used by the flat file disassembler to control how inbound flat file instance messages are translated into their
equivalent XML form, and are used by the flat file assembler to control how outbound XML messages are translated into their
equivalent flat file instance messages. When constructing such schemas, you use either a Field Element node or a Field
Attribute node in particular positions within the schema to control whether a particular field in the flat file instance message
corresponds to an XML element or to an XML attribute in the equivalent XML form of the message.

For example, the left-aligned, asterisk-padded field value "red*****" in a flat file instance message can be translated into its
equivalent XML representation in two different ways depending upon whether that field in the schema is a Field Element node
or a Field Attribute node. When that field is represented in the schema by a Field Element node with its Node Name property
set to "color", and the containing Record node has its Node Name property set to "shirt", the XML equivalent of the flat file field
is (shown in bold type).

When that same flat file field is represented in the schema by a Field Attribute node with its Node Name property set to color,
and the containing Record node has its Node Name property set to shirt, the XML equivalent of the flat file field is (shown in
bold type):

Note  Flat file schemas have a further restriction that within a given Record node, subordinate Field Attribute nodes
must come before subordinate Record nodes or Field Element nodes.

See Also

Field Considerations
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Custom Date/Time Formats
Due to their legacy origins, the flat file formats for which you create flat file schemas are bound to use date and time formats that
do not conform to ISO 8601 formats. Therefore, when you are creating a flat file schema and you set the Data Type property of a
Field Element or Field Attribute node to one of the XML Schema definition (XSD) language primitive data types, xs:dateTime,
xs:time, or xs:date, you can use the Custom Date/Time Format property to specify an alternative format for date or time values.

Note  Storage in the message box truncates time values in xs:dateTime and xs:time elements below the millisecond
level. A similar loss of precision may occur when converting to .NET date/time data types.

When the flat file disassembler translates such a field to its equivalent XML format, the value of the Custom Date/Time Format
property will be used to allow the flat file date/time format to be converted to its ISO 8601 compliant equivalent. Likewise, when
the flat file assembler translates an ISO 8601 compliant date/time value to its flat file equivalent, the format string specified in the
Custom Date/Time Format property will be used construct the appropriate date/time format expected in the flat file.

Note  By default, values that correspond to XSD date and time data types, of which there are several, must conform to
ISO 8601 formats. In brief, dates are expressed as YYYY-MM-DD and hours are expressed as hh:mm:ss using 24-
hour notation. When they occur together, date and time values are separated by the "T" character:
YYYY:MM:DDThh:mm:ss.

You can configure the Custom Date/Time Format property with almost any time and date format, except for Julian dates. The
drop-down list provides various choices, but you can also type a different format of your choosing. The date and time formats use
the Common Language Runtime (CLR) DateTime facilities. The exception is that a single character d, m, or M is automatically
prepended with a percent sign (%) to yield the corresponding single element of the DateTime value. The allowable separators for
custom date/time formats are dash (-), slash (/), and period (.). For more information about DateTime formats, search on
"DateTimeFormatInfo" in the Visual Studio document collection.

See Also

Field Considerations

Data Type (Node Property of All Schemas)

Custom Date/Time Format (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
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Field Padding
Pad characters are used in fields within both delimited and positional records when the data contained within the field smaller
than the number of characters or bytes reserved for the field. These characters occupy the portion of the field not required by the
data, if any. Pad characters are specified on a field-by-field basis using the Pad Character and Pad Character Type properties of the
corresponding Field Element and Field Attribute nodes. If no pad character is specified for a particular field, the default pad
character, space (" "), is used for that field.

For inbound instance messages, regardless of whether a particular record is positional or delimited, the flat file disassembler
discards leading or trailing instances for the specified or default pad character for a particular field as the instance message is
translated into its equivalent XML form. Whether it is leading or trailing instances of the relevant pad character that are discarded
depends on whether the Justification property of corresponding Field Element and Field Attribute node is set to Right or Left,
respectively.

For outbound instance messages, the flat file assembler will insert the appropriate number of the specified or default pad
character into fields so that the length of the field is correct. The pad characters will be inserted before or after the data characters
based on whether the Justification property of the corresponding Field Element and Field Attribute node is set to Right or
Left, respectively.

When the field to be padded in an outbound instance message is contained within a positional record, the Positional Offset and
Positional Length properties of the corresponding Field Element or Field Attribute node, combined with the number of data
characters that the field must contain, determine whether any pad characters are required, and if so, how many. When the field to
be padded in an outbound instance message is contained within a delimited record, pad characters are only inserted when the
value of the Minimum Length with Pad Character property of the corresponding Field Element or Field Attribute node exceeds
the number of data characters.

See Also

Field Considerations

Field Justification

Specification of Field Positions within Positional Records

Pad Character (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)

Pad Character Type (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)

Justification (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)

Positional Offset (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)

Positional Length (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)

Minimum Length with Pad Character (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
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Field Justification
Field justification concerns whether the data characters in a field occur before (left-aligned) or after (right-aligned) any
accompanying pad characters.

Sometimes the data characters contained within a field do not require all of the space dedicated to that field. This is true most
frequently in positional records, where the number of bytes or characters dedicated to a field is fixed, as determined by the
Positional Length and Positional Offset properties. It is common in such scenarios that the item of data is smaller than the field
length, with the unused portion of the field being filled with pad characters.

Such padding can also occur in delimited records when the value of the Minimum Length with Pad Character property exceeds
the space required to store the relevant item of data.

In both such cases, the value of the Justification property (Left or Right) of the relevant Field Element or Field Attribute node
determines whether the pad characters will follow the data characters (left-aligned) or whether the pad characters will precede
the data characters (right-aligned).

When the flat file disassembler is converting a flat file instance message into an equivalent XML instance message, the
Justification property is used when parsing the corresponding field. When the flat file assembler is converting an XML instance
message into an equivalent flat file instance message, the Justification property is used to determine when the pad characters
associated with a particular field, if any, should be added to the data stream: either before or after the corresponding data
characters.

See Also

Field Considerations

Justification (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)

Positional Offset (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)

Positional Length (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
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Specification of Field Positions within Positional Records
To define a positional record, you must provide information about the positions and lengths of the fields within that record. If the
record contains subrecords, the positions and lengths of the fields in the subrecord are rolled up to contribute to the information
about the containing record.

The sum of the values you specify for the Positional Offset and Positional Length properties for a particular Field Element or
Field Attribute node determines the number of characters dedicated to the corresponding field. The series of these sums across
all of the fields in the record and any of its subrecords determine the boundaries of the fields in the records.

Note  When the Count Positions In Bytes property of the Schema node is set to Yes, the Positional Length and
Position Offset properties specify bytes rather than characters.

Positional Offset property

When the flat file disassembler is converting a flat file instance message into an equivalent XML instance message, the value you
specify for the Positional Offset property defines a number of characters (or bytes) that are ignored and skipped over at that
position in the instance message. In other words, any information occurring at that starting position and length (the latter as
specified by the Positional Offset property) in the flat file instance message will not be copied into the XML version of the
message.

When the flat file assembler is converting an XML instance message into an equivalent flat file instance message, the value you
specify for the Positional Offset property defines a number of characters (or bytes) that are filled with space characters at that
starting position within the flat file instance message being created. The space character is always used to fill offset positions; the
character used is not configurable.

The Positional Offset property provides flexibility for interpreting the contents of positional records. Essentially, this property
allows you to ignore any fixed length data that precedes the field for which it is set to a nonzero value. That fixed length data
might be one or more entire fields of data or some type of constant data, such as a tag associated with the field, that does not
need to be included in the XML equivalent of the flat file instance message. For more information, see the example that follows.

Positional Length property

When the flat file disassembler is converting a flat file instance message into an equivalent XML instance message, the value you
specify for the Positional Length property defines the number of characters (or bytes) that are associated with the field at that
position in the instance message. The information occurring at that starting position and length in the flat file instance message
constitutes the data in the field, subject to the additional information provided by the associated Justification and Pad Character
properties. For more conceptual information about justification and field padding, see Field Justification and Field Padding.

When the flat file assembler is converting an XML instance message into an equivalent flat file instance message, the value you
specify for the Positional Length property defines a number of characters (or bytes) available for writing the data associated
with that field. If there are fewer data characters than the specified length of the field, the relevant pad character is used to fill up
the difference. If there are more data characters than the specified length of the field, the beginning or end of the data is truncated
based on the setting of the Justification property and not included in the flat file instance message being constructed.

Note  The trailing portion of left-aligned data is truncated and discarded. The leading portion of right-aligned data is
truncated and discarded.

Example

Consider the following field definitions for a record.

Field node name Offset Length Pad Character Justification
Field1 0 6 Default (space) Left
Field2 0 4 * Right
Field3 2 6 * Left
Field4 4 6 Default (space) Right

And the following stream of characters is encountered at the starting point of a record with these field definitions (the first line is
for counting character positions).

123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890
abc   **12345678**skip  here



 

When these field definitions are applied to this sample record data, the flat file disassembler produces the following XML
equivalent (with the data shown in bold type).

The following observations are relevant to how this data is parsed:

The characters associated with Field1 (length 6 with no offset) are "abc ", but the spaces are not included in the XML
because the space character is the (default) pad character for Field1 and Field1 is defined as left-aligned.
The characters associated with Field2 (length 4 with no offset) are "**12", but the asterisks are not included in the XML
because the asterisk character is the pad character defined for Field2 and Field2 is defined as right-aligned.
The characters associated with Field3 (length 6 plus an offset of 2) are "345678**", but the 3 and 4 are not included in the
XML because of the offset. The asterisks are also not included in the XML because the asterisk character is the pad character
defined for Field2 and Field2 is defined as left-aligned.
The characters associated with Field4 (length 6 plus an offset of 4) are "skip here", but the character sequence "skip" is not
included in the XML because of the offset. The two space characters are also not included in the XML because the space
character is the (default) pad character for Field4 and Field4 is defined as right-aligned.

If the XML produced by the flat file disassembler in this example is passed to the flat file assembler using the same field
definitions, the same flat file data is produced, with two exceptions: the discarded offset sequences 34 and skip are filled with
space characters (indicated with the ^ character in the line following the data).

See Also

Field Considerations

Count Positions In Bytes (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)

Field Justification

Field Padding

Justification (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)

Pad Character (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)

Positional Offset (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)

Positional Length (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
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    <Field1>abc</Field1>
    <Field2>12</Field2>
....<Field3>5678</Field3>
    <Field4>here</Field4>

123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890
abc   **12  5678**      here
          ^^      ^^^^
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Minimum Field Lengths Within Delimited Records
By definition, the fields in positional records are all defined to have specific exact lengths. Fields in delimited records can also be
defined to have a minimum length. This characteristic is defined by the Minimum Length with Pad Character property of Field
Element and Field Attribute nodes.

When you provide a nonzero value for the Minimum Length with Pad Character property, the flat file assembler will
determine whether the number of data characters associated with the field is smaller than the setting of the Minimum Length
with Pad Character property, the relevant pad character will be used to make up the difference.

The pad characters will be added before or after the data characters based on the setting of the Justification property for the field.
When the Justification property is set to Left, any pad characters required to meet the minimum length will be added after the
data characters. When the Justification property is set to Right, any pad characters required to meet the minimum length will be
added before the data characters.

When you provide a nonzero value for the Minimum Length with Pad Character property, the flat file disassembler will
examine the beginning or end (based on the setting of the Justification property) of the field value for the presence of the
relevant pad character, and if present, the pad characters will be discarded and not appear in the equivalent XML message being
constructed.

See Also

Field Considerations

Justification (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)

Minimum Length with Pad Character
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Ways to Interpret Special Characters as Part of a Field Value
Fields in both positional and delimited records can contain special characters of different types, such as pad, wrap, and escape
characters. Delimited records can also contain one or more different delimiter characters that are used to separate the fields
within a record and one record from another record. Sometimes these special characters are part of the data itself, and are not
meant to be interpreted as special in those cases.

The flat file schemas used by Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 support two different techniques for flagging occurrences of
otherwise special characters as simply part of the data contained by a field. These two techniques employ escape characters and
wrap characters, respectively.

This section contains:

Escape Characters
Wrap Characters
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Escape Characters
An escape character is a single character that suppresses any special meaning of the character that follows it. For example, if you
define a flat file record as having the following characteristics:

Name = Record1
Delimited
Child delimiter = comma character (,)
Child order = prefix
Escape character = backslash character (\)
Tag = RECORD1
Two fields named Field1 and Field2

Then the following flat file data applies for the record.

The data will be disassembled into the following fragment of XML.

Note that the escape character sequence \, indicated on the line following the flat file record, has been converted to a single
comma character without the escape character in the data for Field1 in the equivalent XML record. Furthermore, that comma
character was not interpreted as a field delimiter like the other two commas are.

When the flat file assembler performs the reverse operation, converting the XML version of the record to its equivalent flat file
record, the escape character will be inserted before the comma in the middle of Field1, thereby indicating that it should be
interpreted as data rather than as a field delimiter.

When creating a flat file schema using BizTalk Editor, you can define a default escape character for the entire schema using the
Default Escape Character and Default Escape Character Type properties of the Schema node. Then, you can configure each
individual record in the schema to either use this default escape character or a custom, record-specific escape character using the
Escape Character and Escape Character Type properties of the Record node.

See Also

Ways to Interpret Special Characters as Part of a Field Value

Default Escape Character (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)

Default Escape Character Type (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)

Escape Character (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)

Escape Character Type (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
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RECORD1,testfield1\,testfield1,testfield2
                  ^^

    <Record1>
        <Field1>testfield1,testfield1</Field1>
        <Field2>testfield2</Field2>
    </Record1>
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Wrap Characters
A wrap character is a single character that is used to wrap the data characters in a field for the purpose of suppressing any special
meaning that any of those data characters would otherwise have. For example, if you define a flat file record as having the
following characteristics:

Name = Record1
Delimited
Child delimiter = comma character (,)
Child order = infix
Escape character = backslash character (\)
Tag = RECORD1
Three fields named Field1, Field2, and Field3, each defined to use the number sign character (#) as their wrap character.

Then the following flat file data applies for the record.

The data will be disassembled into the following fragment of XML.

Note that the wrap characters (#) surrounding the bolded data characters field1, field2, and field3 have been removed.

When the flat file assembler performs the reverse operation, converting the XML version of the record to its equivalent flat file
record, the wrap characters will be inserted before and after the data characters of each of the fields, yielding the original
sequence of flat file characters.

The defined escape character can be used in conjunction with the defined wrap character. For example, suppose the value of
Field1 is changed as follows (shown in bold type).

When this XML fragment is assembled, using the record and field definitions provided, the following sequence of flat file
characters is produced (the escaped number sign character sequence is shown in bold type).

When creating a flat file schema using BizTalk Editor, you can define a default wrap character for the entire schema using the
Default Wrap Character and Default Wrap Character Type properties of the Schema node. Then, you can configure each
individual field in the schema to either use this default wrap character or a custom, field-specific wrap character using the
Wrap Character and Wrap Character Type properties of the Field Element or Field Attribute nodes.

See Also

Ways to Interpret Special Characters as Part of a Field Value

Default Wrap Character (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)

RECORD1#field1#,#field2#,#field3#

    <Record1>
        <Field1>field1</Field1>
        <Field2>field2</Field2>
        <Field3>field3</Field3>
    </Record1>

    <Record1>
        <Field1>fie#ld1</Field1>
        <Field2>field2</Field2>
        <Field3>field3</Field3>
    </Record1>

RECORD1#fie\#ld1#,#field2#,#field3#



 

Default Wrap Character Type (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)

Wrap Character (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)

Wrap Character Type (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
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Known Issues with Schema Generation and Validation
This topic provides information about known issues with schema generation and validation.

An instance message generated for a positional record with tags could be incorrect

For positional records, the tag can be within a field or can span between fields. In either case, the instance generated will not be
valid and will cause a failure in the Parsing Engine during the parsing stage.

If the tag is not part of any children (child records or child fields), this problem will not occur.

To work around this issue, include the actual value of the tag as the default in the schema. In the flat file extension of the BizTalk
Editor, you can set the Fixed Value or Default Value property of the appropriate positional field with the value of the tag.

An instance message generated for a field with some restrictions may not pass validation

When you generate an instance message from a schema that contains one or more Field Element and Field Attribute nodes
that have data types that have been derived using the restriction mechanism, such as when the Pattern property is used, the
sample data generated for such fields may not conform to the requirements of the restriction, thereby preventing successful
validation of that instance message using the same schema from which it was generated.

An instance message generated for a schema that contains an infinite loop may not be valid.

Your schema can contain an infinite loop when it contains a circular reference to a node with a Min Occurs property value greater
than or equal to one, essentially preventing a termination condition. Instance message generation will artificially terminate so that
the generation operation can complete, but the produced instance message will thereby not conform to the schema from which it
was generated. Such schemas are usually suspect.

See Also

Troubleshooting Schemas
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Creating Maps Using BizTalk Mapper
BizTalk® Mapper is a tool that runs within the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET environment. You use Mapper to create and edit
maps to translate or to transform messages. Maps are used in orchestrations, as the following figure suggests, and may also be
used in send port message processing.

Maps enable you to translate and to transform messages. Translation is the process of converting a message from one format to
another format, such as converting a flat file into an XML file. Transformation is the process of taking information from one
message and inserting it in another message. For example, you might take shipping and billing addresses from a purchase order
and insert them in an invoice document.

BizTalk Mapper uses its own graphical system of icons and links to represent the translation and transformation of input instance
messages to output instance messages. Mapper uses the same graphical representation of schemas as BizTalk Editor. BizTalk
Mapper stores its maps as Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) stylesheets.

For information about creating schemas, see Creating Schemas Using BizTalk Editor. For information about using maps within
orchestrations, see Developing Orchestrations. For instructions about using maps in send port processing, see
Managing Business Processes Using BizTalk Explorer

Note  The performance of a map depends on the complexity of the map (the number and type of functoids and
schema size), the size of the input message, and your hardware.

This section contains:

Planning for Map Creation
About Maps
Using BizTalk Mapper
Creating Maps
Compiling and Testing Maps
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Planning for Map Creation
You use maps to convert input messages conforming to one schema into output messages conforming to a different schema.
These conversions may be simple or quite complex, involving calculations and consolidation of information.

The following table lists some of the questions that you need to answer in planning for map creation in BizTalk® Mapper.

Planni
ng que
stion

Recommendation

What m
aps do I
need to
create?

Make a list of the business documents that you will process with Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004. Such a list might incl
ude, for example, a purchase order, an invoice, a shipping confirmation, and so on. The list might also include more than 
one of each such business document, such as when the structure of a purchase order you receive from one trading partn
er is different than the structure of a purchase order you receive from another trading partner.

Go through the list and decide which of the documents need to be in a different format, or which documents are best ha
ndled by conversion to a common format.

Where 
do I nee
d maps
?

You can use maps in send ports as well as in orchestrations representing business processes. Consider where you want o
r need to convert documents.

Do I ha
ve old 
maps t
o conve
rt?

Many maps from previous versions of BizTalk should migrate without modification. Allocate enough time to test the mig
rated maps.

Maps containing Scripting functoids or custom functoids may require additional work. For more information, see
Migrating Functoids.

See Also

About Maps

Migrating Functoids
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About Maps
Using BizTalk® Mapper, you define the relationship between an input and an output schema using links and functoids. A link
defines a direct data copy of a record or field. Links may directly connect to items in the other schema, or they may form
connections to functoids. Functoids perform more complex data manipulations. Examples include:

Adding the value of two fields in the source schema and copying the result to the destination schema.
Converting a character to its ASCII format.
Returning the average of a field in a repeating record and copying the result to a field in the destination schema.

BizTalk® Mapper stores maps in a file with a .btm extension. The file saves design information about the map—the locations of
icons representing functoids, the links between schema items and functoids, and other information about the map. When you
build or compile the map, BizTalk Mapper converts the information about the map into the corresponding XSLT stylesheet.

The maps that you create can transform or translate data, and they can be specific to a single trading partner or be used with
many trading partners. The topics in this section provide an introduction to the concepts involved in mapping schemas.

This section contains:

Overview of Maps
Links in Maps
Functoids in Maps
Map Compilation and Testing
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Overview of Maps
Maps consist of several underlying components and depend on schemas you have already created. These schemas in turn rely on
XML Schema definition (XSD) language. This section provides an overview of these and other critical topics, such as migrating
maps from previous versions of Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004.

This section contains:

Map Components
Transformation vs. Translation
Source and Destination Schemas
Types of Mapping Operations
Specific vs. Generic Maps
Valid BizTalk Mapper XSLT Encoding Types
Order of Records and Fields
XSD Element Groups
Map Migration from Previous Versions of BizTalk Server
The Map Grid and Its Pages
Custom XSLT
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Map Components
Files with a .btm extension store most of the components of a map. Items stored in the file include:

References to source and destination schemas
Persisted links, including the link properties
Persisted functoids with their properties such as input parameters
Other miscellaneous properties such as those associated with the grid and the map itself.

Although BizTalk Mapper compiles the map in the .btm file into an Extensible Stylesheet Transformations (XSLT) file, the XSLT is
not part of the file. BizTalk Mapper produces the XSLT for the map only when you compile the project or when you validate the
map. BizTalk Mapper packages the XSLT as part of the project assembly.

See Also

Links in Maps

Functoids in Maps

Validating Maps
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Transformation vs. Translation
Mapping data relies on two basic operations: data transformation and data translation.

Data transformation is the process of creating a correspondence between records and fields of a source schema to (often
different) records and fields in a destination schema. An example of data transformation is to map shipping and billing address
information from a purchase order to an invoice. This is the most basic type of mapping. Data transformation can also apply to
operations such as:

Averaging data from a looping record and sending the output to a single field in the destination schema.
Converting character data to its ASCII format.
Adding or subtracting data from one or more records and putting the result in a single field in the destination schema.

Data translation is the process of changing the format of an instance message. Data translation is very helpful in solving
enterprise application integration problems by translating a given type of message into alternative formats required by existing
systems.

See Also

Types of Mapping Operations
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Source and Destination Schemas
Each BizTalk map uses two schemas: a source schema and a destination schema. A source schema defines the structure of the
instance messages from which you are taking data. The destination schema defines the structure of the instance messages the
map produces. For example, if you want to map the shipping and billing information from a purchase order to an invoice, you
need a schema to define purchase orders for the source schema and a schema defining invoices for the destination schema.

Schemas used in BizTalk maps must meet the following conditions:

The source and destination schemas need to be a part of your current BizTalk project, or you must include a reference to the
schemas in the assembly so that the schemas can be accessed during run time.
The schemas used in BizTalk Mapper must be based on the XML Schema definition (XSD) language. BizTalk Editor provides
an easy way to create such schemas. For more conceptual, procedural, and reference information about creating schemas
with BizTalk Editor, see Creating Schemas Using BizTalk Editor and Creating Schemas.

In BizTalk Editor, you can create schemas with multiple root nodes. However, if you use a schema with multiple root nodes in a
BizTalk map, you must choose which root node (and corresponding substructure) to use in the map. Schemas have a Root
Reference property identifying which root is primary. If a schema has multiple roots and the Root Reference property is set
when the schema is first opened as the source or destination schema, BizTalk Mapper uses the specified root. If a schema has
multiple roots and the Root Reference property is not set, BizTalk Mapper prompts you to choose a root.

If you change the Root Reference property of a schema already used in a map, BizTalk Mapper does not notice the change and
continues to use the originally specified root.

It is not good practice to have different roots set as the value of the Root Reference property in the schema and to have the map
use the root. If you want to build different maps using different roots of the same schema, it is best not to set the Root Reference
property. That way, whenever the schema is used for a new map, you will need to explicitly choose the root.

Editing a schema after including it in a map may result in the loss of links within the map.

See Also

Creating New Maps

Creating Schemas Using BizTalk Editor

Creating Schemas
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Types of Mapping Operations
BizTalk Mapper provides solutions for a variety of mapping scenarios ranging from simple parent-child tree-type operations to
detailed, complex operations involving looping records and hierarchies. The complexity of a mapping scenario largely depends on
your preferences and business needs—XML Schema definition (XSD) language gives you considerable flexibility in defining
structured formats. Almost all mapping scenarios fall into one of two categories: basic mapping and complex mapping.

Basic Mapping
Basic mapping is the most common type of mapping you can create. In a basic map, input and output items have a one to one
relationship. An input item maps to one and only one output item. Although many types of transformations and translations are
possible with basic mapping, such as using multiple functoids and cascading functoids to manipulate the value being copied, the
underlying scenario remains relatively simple. Basic mapping operations also include mapping fields from two different parent
records (occurring only once) to fields under a single parent record in the destination schema.

Complex Mapping
Complex mapping involves records or fields that occur multiple times for a single instance of the Record or Field Element node
in the schema tree. Such nodes have their Max Occurs property set to a value greater than one (1), indicating there may be more
than one corresponding element in an instance message. When a BizTalk map uses this type of variable count mapping (also
known as looping), the Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) style sheet compiler must be able to determine the proper loop path
over which to iterate to produce the required output.

In general, you can link a field in a looping record in the source schema to a field in a looping record in the destination schema.
The number of corresponding elements in an input instance message drives the number of elements created in the output
instance message. For example, consider the following XSD fragments from hypothetical source and destination schemas.

Source schema fragment

Destination schema fragment

In these fragments:

SrcLoopingRecord, a Record node in input instance messages, can occur from 1 to 5 times. It also contains child Field
Element nodes Field1 (a string) and Field2 (an integer) that occur once for each instance of their parent.
DstLoopingRecord, a Record node in output instance messages, can occur 0 or more times, unbounded. It also contains
child Field Element nodes FieldA (a string) and FieldB (an integer) that occur once for each instance of their parent.

Assuming that Field1 is mapped to FieldA and Field2 is mapped to FieldB, and that the following fragment from an input instance
message has processed those mappings, the following fragment from an output instance message would be produced.

  <xs:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="5"
              name="SrcLoopingRecord">
    <xs:complexType>
      <xs:sequence>
        <xs:element name="Field1" type="xs:string" /> 
        <xs:element name="Field2" type="xs:integer" /> 
      </xs:sequence>
    </xs:complexType>
  </xs:element>

  <xs:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"
              name="DstLoopingRecord">
    <xs:complexType>
      <xs:sequence>
        <xs:element name="FieldA" type="xs:string" /> 
        <xs:element name="FieldB" type="xs:integer" /> 
        </xs:sequence>
      </xs:complexType>
    </xs:element>



 

Input instance message fragment

Output instance message fragment

The number of occurrences of the SrcLoopingRecord element in the input instance message (3) drives the number of
occurrences of the DstLoopingRecord element in the output instance message.

A type of mapping not supported by BizTalk Mapper is having multiple loop paths. This type of mapping involves fields from two
or more looping records in the source schema being mapped to fields within a single looping record in the destination schema.
This presents a problem—there is no effective way to determine the number of elements to produce in the output instance
message. Multiple loop paths result in a map compilation warning indicating that the destination node has multiple source loop
paths. However, this is only a warning, and the number of iterations in the first source loop path are used to determine the
number of elements produced in the output instance message. You can take explicit control of looping behavior by using the
Looping functoid.

Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 introduces a new kind of looping called table-driven looping. Table-driven looping is useful
when your output instance message needs to be based on data from the input instance message combined with one or more
constants, links from the source schema, or functoids. In such cases, the output instance message can have multiple records based
on data from a single record in the input instance message that is combined with different constants, or based on data coming
from multiple records in the input instance message. For more information about table-driven looping using the Table Looping
and Table Extractor functoids, see Table Looping and Table Extractor Functoids.

See Also

Creating Maps
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    <SrcLoopingRecord>
        <Field1>A string</Field1>
        <Field2>10</Field2>
    </SrcLoopingRecord>
    <SrcLoopingRecord>
        <Field1>Another string</Field1>
        <Field2>11</Field2>
    </SrcLoopingRecord>
    <SrcLoopingRecord>
        <Field1>A ball of string</Field1>
        <Field2>12</Field2>
    </SrcLoopingRecord>

    <DstLoopingRecord>
        <FieldA>A string</FieldA>
        <FieldB>10</FieldB>
    </DstLoopingRecord>
    <DstLoopingRecord>
      <FieldA>Another string</FieldA>
      <FieldB>11</FieldB>
    </DstLoopingRecord>
    <DstLoopingRecord>
        <FieldA>A ball of string</FieldA>
        <FieldB>12</FieldB>
    </DstLoopingRecord>
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Specific vs. Generic Maps
When you create a map that transforms or translates data, there are two approaches that you can take: specific or generic. You
use a specific map to meet the needs of a particular trading partner. Use a specific map when you have very specific business
needs or business agreements with your trading partner. The advantage of a specific map is that it is customized to meet the
needs of the business functions you have with specific trading partners. The map itself is easier to maintain because you need
only define the map to consider the requirements for one trading partner. The disadvantage of a specific map is that it usually
cannot be used with more than one trading partner. Thus, if you have multiple trading partners, you will need more maps. If you
multiply the number of trading partners by the number of different message types exchanged with those trading partners, you
will need to allocate enough time and resources to manage all of the associated maps.

Generic maps, on the other hand, are designed to be used with multiple trading partners. Therefore, instead of developing and
maintaining multiple schemas for a particular business document, you create one schema for each type of business document,
and then use them with all of your trading partners. While using one map with multiple trading partners saves time and
resources, these maps are not customized and may not be meet the needs of all cases.

The maps that you create will likely be a mix of specific and generic maps depending on the nature of your business.

See Also

Creating Maps
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Valid BizTalk Mapper XSLT Encoding Types
BizTalk Mapper supports different types of XSLT encoding. You use the XSLT Encoding grid property to set the XSLT encoding
type that you prefer. The following list shows the encoding formats that are available in the drop-down list associated with the
XSLT Encoding grid property:

None
UTF-8
Arabic (1256)
Baltic (1257)
Central-European (1250)
Chinese (GB18030)
Cyrillic (1251)
Greek (1253)
Hebrew (1255)
Japanese-Shift-JIS (932)
Korean (949)
Little-Endian-UTF16 (1200)
Simplified-Chinese-GBK (936)
Thai (874)
Traditional-Chinese-Big5 (950)
Turkish (1254)
Vietnamese (1258)
Western-European (1252)

If you do not find the encoding you want to use in this list, you can enter a different encoding value. Make sure the value you
provide is valid because BizTalk Mapper does not test the value you enter.

For more information about grid properties, see Grid Properties.

Note  The Code Page property of the Schema node defines the encoding format for the schemas that you use in
maps. To configure the Code Page property, open the schema in BizTalk Editor and specify the value of the Code
Page property.

See Also

Grid Properties

Code Page Specification for Flat File Schemas

Schema Node Properties
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Order of Records and Fields
Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT), as used by BizTalk Mapper, does not guarantee the output order of
output elements and attributes. This is because BizTalk Mapper generates XSLT by examining the destination schema structure,
and then propagating back through the grid pages to extract values from the source schema structure. For example, if you want to
create an output file that has the BillTo Address record listed before the ShipTo Address record, you must ensure that the BillTo
Address precedes the ShipTo Address record in the destination schema.

Important  The order in which elements and attributes appear in an output instance message is dependent on the
order of the records and fields of the corresponding destination schema.

See Also

Moving and Copying Nodes
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XSD Element Groups
The use of certain structures in a schema may create variations in the Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) that
BizTalk Mapper generates. One case is including a schema in your map that defines sequence, choice, or all element groups. For
example, if you use a schema that includes a Choice Group node, it is possible for you to create a map that requires two or more
of the children of the Choice Group node to appear in an output instance message. In this case, BizTalk Mapper displays a
warning when you compile the map. The warning tells you that only one of the required fields you have mapped may be
populated in the same iteration of the parent loop at run time. BizTalk Mapper will not give you an error that your mapping logic
is incorrect.

Another situation in which you might generate variations in the XSLT is when the following conditions are met:

Record A has a child Field Element B.
Record A and child Field Element B occur once.
Record A is part of a Choice Group that repeats.

In this situation, BizTalk Mapper generates XSLT that contains iteration logic to handle the possibility of the many variations of the
source records.

Note  You must be explicit with respect to mappings involving groups. For example, if a destination schema contains
a Choice Group node with child nodes A and B, it is not valid to have A and B simultaneously on the same iteration of
their parent group. BizTalk Mapper does not prevent you from creating mappings that are not valid. Therefore, you
must use logical functoids to set up mappings whereby A and B can never occur at the same time.

See Also

Loop Paths
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Map Migration from Previous Versions of BizTalk Server
You can open maps created in previous versions of BizTalk Server in the version of BizTalk Mapper included in Microsoft BizTalk
Server 2004. Before opening such a map, you must change its file extension to .btm and add it to a BizTalk project.

Because of the differences between Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 and previous versions of BizTalk Server, you must take the
following manual steps:

Maps created in previous versions of BizTalk Server did not have a paged grid—all links and functoids are placed in a single
grid page. If you want to organize these links and functoids onto different grid pages, you will need to create the grid pages
and move the links and functoids manually. For more information about creating grid pages, and moving functoids and
links from one grid page to another, see Working with Grid Pages.
Source and destination schemas were embedded in the maps themselves in previous versions of BizTalk maps. Now, the
schemas are separate files referenced by the maps. When you open a map created in a previous version of BizTalk Server,
BizTalk Mapper extracts the source and destination schemas from the map and processes these schemas with an XDR-to-
XSD transformation. This creates separate schema files in the file system. You must add the schema files manually to your
BizTalk project. The schemas can be added to the same BizTalk project as the map, or they can be added to a different
BizTalk project. After the files are added to the appropriate BizTalk project, the source and destination schemas in the
migrated map are replaced with references and the map source is updated to represent the new structure.
For more information about adding schemas to a BizTalk project, see Adding Existing Schemas.

Note  The extracted source and destination schemas are given names of the form: "<map_file_name>_src.xsd"
and "<map_file_name>_trg.xsd", respectively.

Note  Map properties managed by BizTalk Mapper, such as copyright information and tool and product information,
are converted as part of the migration.

Note  If the map you are migrating includes functoids, the functoids are migrated when you migrate the map.
However, there are extra steps that you need to take if a map includes Scripting or custom functoids. For more
information about these steps, see Migrating Functoids.

BizTalk Server 2004 does not support the migration of maps containing custom Extensible Stylesheet Language
Transformations (XSLT) code. For more information about the custom XSLT features of BizTalk Server 2004, see
Custom XSLT.

See Also

Migrating Functoids

Compiling and Testing Maps
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The Map Grid and Its Pages
The links that connect nodes in the source and destination schemas, representing the data transformations that will be performed
at run time, are displayed graphically in the Grid view. In previous versions of BizTalk Mapper, this view was called the mapping
grid, and all links and functoids appeared on that single, two-dimensional surface. In Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004, the Grid
view consists of multiple pages, called grid pages, or sometimes layers. Multiple pages enable you to organize your links so that
any one page does not become too cluttered and confusing.

New maps begin with a single grid page, but you can easily add new grid pages as necessary to keep your map organized and
easy to maintain. You can name grid pages to describe their purpose. You can reorder them so that related grid pages are near
each other in the tab order. And, most importantly, you can move links and functoids from one grid page to another grid page,
enabling you to reorganize your map over time as new requirements emerge.

For step-by-step information about working with grid pages, see Working with Grid Pages.

See Also

Working with Grid Pages

Selecting Multiple Links

Migrating Functoids
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Custom XSLT
If you are familiar with Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) code, you can use it to customize, extend, or
replace BizTalk maps. The simplest way to use XSLT is with the Scripting functoid. The Scripting functoid accepts scripts in many
.NET languages, including XSLT. For more information about using XSLT with the Scripting functoid, see
Scripting Using Inline XSLT and XSLT Call Templates.

If you have XSLT code you have been using to convert one instance message into another, you can use that code directly in place
of a BizTalk map. For information about replacing BizTalk maps with your XSLT code, see Mapping without Maps.

See Also

About Maps

Scripting Using Inline XSLT and XSLT Call Templates

Mapping without Maps

Custom XSLT Path (Grid Property)

Custom Extension XML (Grid Property)
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Links in Maps
Links specify the basic function of copying data from an element or attribute in an input instance message to an element or
attribute in an output instance. You create links between records and fields in the source and destination schemas at design time.
This drives the creation, at run time, of an output instance message conforming to the destination schema from an input instance
message conforming to the source schema.

BizTalk® Mapper supports one-to-one links and one-to-many links. For example, a link can connect a single record or field from
the source schema to a single record or field in the destination schema. A link can also connect a single record or field from the
source schema to multiple records or fields in the destination schema.

Links can also connect multiple records or fields from the source schema to a functoid, which then connects to a single record or
field in the destination schema. In general, direct links from multiple source records or fields to a single destination record or field
are not valid and produce a warning. One exception to this is the Looping functoid. For more information about the Looping
functoid, see Looping Functoid.

The topics in this section describe concepts related to creating and working with links in BizTalk Mapper.

This section contains:

Types of Links
Link Creation
Link Configuration
Record-to-Record Linking
Links To and From the Any Element and anyAttribute Nodes
Compiler Directives and Links
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Types of Links
The following list summarizes the various types of links available in BizTalk Mapper:

Elastic links. The term elastic applies to a link as it is being created, before both ends of the link are connected. For
example, if you are dragging a link from a field in the source schema, but you have not yet connected it to its corresponding
field in the destination schema, the link is elastic. As you complete the connection, the elastic becomes a fixed link.
Fixed Links. The term fixed applies to a link that you have explicitly constructed to represent the movement of a value from
a source instance message to a destination instance message, or at least a part of that movement. Fixed links that directly
connect a Record or Field node in the source schema to a Record or Field node in the destination schema represent a
straight copying of data at run time. Fixed links connecting to a functoid at one end or the other represent part of the
movement of data from an input instance message to an output instance message at run time. Several of these together,
completing the link between the source and destination schemas, represent the entire movement of an item of data.
Partial links. The term partial applies to links for which you cannot currently see the exact Record or Field node to which
they are connected in the source or destination schemas. This occurs when the Record or Field node to which they are
attached is not shown because one of its ancestor nodes is collapsed in the tree representation of the schema.
Compiler links. The term compiler applies to links that BizTalk Mapper creates automatically when you build a BizTalk
project. For example, if you configure table-driven looping, the compiler links show the relationship and the links between
the records and fields in the source schema and the records and fields in the destination schema. This type of link can be
generated automatically by compiler directives, or it can be user-directed.

BizTalk Mapper, by default, displays these various types of links using different colored lines to help you distinguish the detail of
your maps. You can change the colors used for these different kinds of links with the Options command on the Tools menu. For
more information about how changing the colors used to render different categories of links, see
Customizing Colors and Font in BizTalk Mapper.

See Also

Using Links to Specify Record and Field Mappings
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Link Creation
BizTalk Mapper helps you automate some elements of link creation. Simple link creation is similar to simple data types. There are
more sophisticated forms of link creation that are more like structure assignment in a programming language. An example is a
single link creation that specifies how multiple items of data are to be moved from input instance messages to corresponding
output instance messages.

You create links using the following methods:

Simple link creation. In simple link creation, you produce a link by dragging. Dragging a field in the source schema to a
field in the destination schema causes the creation of an element or attribute in an output instance message and inserts the
value of the element or attribute in the message. Such links can be made directly between Record and Field nodes in the
source and destination schema, or they can include one or more functoids in a link path between Record and Field nodes
in the source and destination schemas.
Structure links. In creating structure links, you produce multiple simple links at the same time between Record and Field
nodes in the source and destination schemas that have the same relative structure. To use structure linking, the structure of
the relevant parts of the two schemas must be the same. For more information about configuring structure links, see
Linking Records Automatically.
Name-matching links. When you use this method, you create multiple simple links at the same time between Record and
Field nodes in the source and destination schemas based on the names of the Records and Field nodes. To use name-
matching linking, the structure of the source and destination schemas must be very similar, but not exactly the same. For
more information about configuring name-matching links, see Linking Records Automatically.

See Also

Creating Links

Editing Link Properties
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Link Configuration
Links have properties that are displayed in the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET Properties window when a link is selected in the
displayed grid page. For reference information about the properties associated with links, see Link Properties.

The following properties configure links in a map:

Source Links. You use the Source Links property to configure the nature of the data from an input instance message that
will be used to construct the output instance message. The default, and most common choice, is to use the element or
attribute value from the input instance message. Other choices are possible, including the use of the name of the element or
attribute from the input instance message. For more information about this property and its available choices, see
Link Properties.
Target Links. You use the Target Links property to configure how BizTalk Mapper will match node-hierarchy levels. By
default, source schema hierarchies are flattened as the output instance message is created. You can also choose to have
hierarchies preserved, matching links from either the top down or from the bottom up. For more information about this
property and its available choices, see Link Properties.
Label. You use the Label property to create a more readable name for the link than the XPath value that is used by default.
Configuring this property is especially helpful when the link is used as an input for table-driven looping. For more
information about this property and its available choices, and about table-driven looping, see Link Properties and
Table Looping and Table Extractor Functoids, respectively.

See Also

Link Properties

Editing Link Properties
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Record-to-Record Linking
In Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004, you can use BizTalk Mapper to create multiple links between similar portions of the source
and destination schemas at the same time. In previous versions of BizTalk Server, you had to create such links individually, one at
a time. There are two distinct types of record-to-record linking, each appropriate to different scenarios based on the degree of
similarity of the structures of the source and destination schema records being linked, as follows:

Structure linking. Use structure linking when the structure of the records being linked in your source and destination
schemas are the same or very similar.
Name-matching linking. Use name-matching linking when the structure of the records being linked in your source and
destination schemas are still similar, and with matching record and field names, but with more structural exceptions than
are workable with structure linking.

Note  Record-to-record linking applies to value-copy linking only, as configured using the Source Links
property.

Record-to-Record Linking: Structure Links
Use structure linking when the structure of the records that you want to link in your source and destination schemas is the same
or almost exactly the same.

If the structure of your schemas is exactly the same, you need only add one link at the root node of each schema.

If the structure of particular records in your schemas is exactly the same, you need only add one link between those records in
each schema.

To create a structure link between portions of your source and destination schemas that has matching structures, including the
entire schemas where applicable, press and hold the SHIFT key while linking the relevant nodes. After you link the nodes, links are
automatically created for all of the subordinate records and fields in the source and destination schemas.

For information about how to configure record-to-record linking as using either structure linking or name-matching linking, see
Linking Records Automatically.

Note  Structure links are the default type of record-to-record linking.

Record-to-Record Linking: Name-Matching Links
Use name-matching links when the structure of the records that you want to link in your source and destination schemas is very
similar, but not exactly the same. For example, the source or destination schema might have more subordinate records or fields
within the nodes to be linked than in the other schema.

To create a name-matching link between portions of your source and destination schemas that have nearly matching structures,
including the entire schemas where applicable, press and hold the SHIFT key while linking the relevant nodes. After you link the
nodes, links are automatically created for all of the subordinate records and fields in the source and destination schemas that are
named the same and have the same substructure.

For information about how to configure record-to-record linking as using either structure linking or name-matching linking, see
Linking Records Automatically.

See Also

Linking Records Automatically

Link Properties

Editing Link Properties
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Links To and From the Any Element and anyAttribute Nodes
You must use the Mass Copy functoid to map elements containing any or anyAttribute nodes. BizTalk mapper does not support
direct linking between any or anyAttribute nodes. The any and anyAttribute nodes, in combination with the Mass Copy
functoid, are most commonly used to map sections of HTML documents.

See Also

Mass Copy Functoid

Setting the Source Links Compiler Value
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Compiler Directives and Links
You can configure the following two compiler directives on a link-by-link basis:

What data from the input instance message is retrieved and copied as the relevant element or attribute value in the output
instance message.

Note  Data here includes the option to copy the name of the element or attribute itself, rather than any value
associated with the element or attribute. Element and attribute names are not normally thought of as part of the
data carried in an XML instance message.

How node-matching is performed between the source and destination schemas.

This section provides a detailed explanation of these options available for these directives.

This section contains:

Data Transformation Configuration
Node-Hierarchy Level Matching
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Data Transformation Configuration
When mapping from an element, a typical Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) looks as follows.

If the element BCT01 contains mixed content, the use of text() makes it possible to access the first text only up to the point of the
first subelement, if any. If text() were not used in this XSLT statement, the result would be that all text content, plus any text
content of subelements, would be mapped as one string of text. Configuring the Source Links property for a link allows you to
control the source of the data that is copied into the structure defined by they destination schema.

When you select a link in the displayed grid page, one of the properties displayed in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window is
the Source Links property. You can choose between the following possible values for each link in your map:

Copy Text Value. Use this value, which is the default, to copy the value of the element or attribute in the input instance
message. For example, if the relevant element is BoldExample, as follows:

The value copied into the relevant element or attribute in the output instance message is "This is a ". For mixed content
elements like this, this result may not be what is desired. But because mixed content elements are relatively rare, the Copy
Text Value setting for the Source Links property is probably appropriate in most cases.

Copy Name. Use this value to copy the name of the node in the input instance message. For the example in the Copy Text
Value description, the result is "BoldExample", which is the actual name of the element.
Copy Text and Subcontent Value. Use this value to concatenate the values of the node and all values of its child nodes in
the input instance message. For the example in the Copy Text Value description, the result is "This is a Bold Text example.",
which might very well be the appropriate result for elements defined to contain mixed content.

See Also

Mass Copy Functoid

Setting the Source Links Compiler Value

Node-Hierarchy Level Matching
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Node-Hierarchy Level Matching
BizTalk Mapper enables you to configure a link property to control how the compiler matches node hierarchies between the
source and destination schemas. When you create a link from a field in the source schema to a field in the destination schema,
BizTalk Mapper automatically adds compiler links. These compiler links depend on the matching you select.

When you select a link in the displayed grid page, one of the properties displayed in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window is
the Target Links property. You can choose among the following possible values for each link in your map:

Flatten Links. Use this value to flatten all source hierarchies to the parent record in the destination schema node.
Match Links Top-Down. Use this value to match node levels from the top of the schemas to the bottom of the schemas.
Match Links Bottom-Up. Use this value to match node levels from the bottom of the schemas to the top of the schemas.

Flatten Links
In this mode, all the source hierarchies are flattened to the parent record of the destination node. In the first case, the source
schema is more complex than the destination schema. In the second case, the destination schema is more complex.

Match Links Top-Down
This mode matches level to level from the top down. In the first case, the source schema is more complex than the destination
schema. In the second case, the destination schema is more complex.

Match Links Bottom-Up
This mode matches level to level from the bottom up. In the first case, the source schema is more complex than the destination
schema. In the second case, the destination schema is more complex.



 

How BizTalk Mapper Processes Link Types
Because you can set the Target Links property to different values for different links, BizTalk Mapper needs a way to resolve the
different settings when they may conflict.

For example, if you use a flatten compiler directive, a top-down compiler directive, and a bottom-up compiler directive for links
from Field nodes to Field nodes in the destination schema, and these nodes share the same parent Record node, BizTalk Mapper
ignores the conflicting top-down and bottom-up compiler directives and treats all the links as if they were set to the flatten
compiler directive.

The following table shows how BizTalk Mapper treats links to Field nodes in the same Record node in the destination schema,
based on the settings for the Target Links property for the links within the same Record node.

Flatten Top-down Bottom-up Result
0 or more 1 or more 1 or more BizTalk Mapper treats all the links as if they were set to the flatten compiler directive.
1 or more 1 or more 0 BizTalk Mapper treats all the links as if they were set to the top-down compiler directive.
1 or more 0 1 or more BizTalk Mapper treats all the links as if they were set to the bottom-up compiler directive.

The top-down and bottom-up compiler directives take precedence over the flatten compiler directive, but cancel each other out
when both are present.

See Also

Mass Copy Functoid

Setting the Source Links Compiler Value

Map Compilation
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Functoids in Maps
BizTalk® Mapper supports complex structural transformations from records and fields in the source schema to records and fields
in the destination schema. Functoids perform calculations by using predefined formulas and specific values, called arguments.
These calculations are executed based on the designated order of the records and fields.

By selecting a functoid from the Toolbox, dragging it to the grid page, and linking it to nodes in the source schema and
destination schema, data can be added together, date or time information can be modified, data can be concatenated, or other
operations can be performed. For example, the Addition functoid adds values and the Record Count functoid returns the total
count of a looping record in an instance message. Categories of functoids that you can find in the Toolbox include: Advanced,
Conversion, Cumulative, Database, Date and Time, Logical, Mathematical, Scientific, and String.

Note  All functoids are inline C# except for the Database functoids.

Note  Destination schema nodes accept only one input from a functoid with the exception of the Looping functoid.

The topics in this section describe how to migrate functoids from previous versions of BizTalk Server, what functoids are, what
they do, and how to use them.

This section contains:

Functoid Categories
Functoid Input Parameters
Basic Functoids
Advanced Functoids
Cascading Functoids
Functoid Properties
Migrating Functoids
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Functoid Categories
BizTalk functoids are divided into categories according to their intended use. For example, database functoids are designed for
extracting data from a database at run time, mathematical functoids are used to perform mathematical operations, and so on. In
BizTalk Mapper, functoids appear by category in the Visual Studio .NET Toolbox. The following table shows the functoid
categories, briefly describes the category, and shows the list of functoids in each category, including links to their corresponding
reference pages.

Functoid category

Category description

Functoids in category

Advanced (Advanced Functoids Reference)

Primarily used with looping records. Also use
d for running arbitrary script or compiled cod
e.

Index, Iteration, Looping, Mass Copy, Record Count, Scripting, Table Extractor,
Table Looping, Value Mapping, Value Mapping (Flattening)

Conversion
(Conversion Functoids Reference)

Used to convert to and from ASCII, and betw
een numeric bases.

ASCII to Character, Character to ASCII, Hexadecimal, Octal

Cumulative
(Cumulative Functoids Reference)

Used to perform mathematical operations in 
looping records, such as averages and concat
enation.

Cumulative Average, Cumulative Concatenate, Cumulative Maximum,
Cumulative Minimum, Cumulative Sum

Database (Database Functoids Reference)

Used to extract data from a database and use
it in destination instance messages.

Database Lookup, Error Return, Format Message, Get Application ID,
Get Application Value, Get Common ID, Get Common Value, Set Common ID,
Value Extractor

Date and Time
(Date and Time Functoids Reference)

Used to retrieve the current date and time, an
d to calculate delta times.

Add Days, Date, Date and Time, Time

Logical (Logical Functoids Reference)

Used to perform a variety of logical operatio
ns, such as greater than and logical existence.

Equal, Greater Than, Greater Than or Equal To, Less Than, Less Than or Equal To,
Logical AND, Logical Date, Logical Existence, Logical Numeric, Logical OR,
Logical String, Not Equal

Mathematical
(Mathematical Functoids Reference)

Used to perform a variety of mathematical o
perations, such as addition and multiplication
.

Absolute Value, Addition, Division, Integer, Maximum Value, Minimum Value,
Modulo, Multiplication, Round, Square Root, Subtraction

Scientific (Scientific Functoids Reference)

Used to perform a variety of scientific operati
ons, such as logarithms and trigonometry.

10^n, Arc Tangent, Base-Specified Logarithm, Common Logarithm, Cosine,
Natural Exponential Function, Natural Logarithm, Sine, Tangent, X^Y

String (String Functoids Reference)

Used to perform a variety of string functions, 
such as trimming and concatenation.

Lowercase, Size, String Concatenate, String Extract, String Find, String Left,
String Left Trim, String Right, String Right Trim, Uppercase

Note  The purpose of a functoid is usually obvious from its name.

Note  All functoids included with Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 are inline C#, except for the Database functoids.



 

See Also

Basic Functoids

Advanced Functoids
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Functoid Input Parameters
A critical aspect of using functoids in your maps is properly configuring the input parameters to the functoid. While the order of
input parameters is not critical for all functoids (such as the Addition functoid, which displays the same associate properties that
one expects from addition), many functoids must have their input parameters specified in the correct order.

There are two ways that input parameters to a functoid can be created:

By creating links into the left side of a functoid in the displayed grid page. The order in which you create the links is the
order in which the associated input parameters are passed to the functoid.
By opening the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box and adding new input parameters. This dialog box is also important
because it allows you to reorder the input parameters to a functoid so that they are in the correct order. For example, if you
create links to the functoid in the incorrect order, you can go to this dialog box and make the necessary corrections. For
step-by-step instructions on configuring the input parameters for a functoid, see Configuring Functoid Input Parameters.

You must use the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box to create input parameters that are constants.

When you provide a label for a link or functoid using the Label property in the Properties window when the link or functoid is
selected, that label will be shown in the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box rather than the corresponding XPath of a schema
node, or the name of a functoid being used as an input parameter. With labels, it will be much easier to tell which parameter is
which, and to get them into the correct order.

For definitive information about the correct order of functoid input parameters, see the individual functoid topics in the
Functoid Reference.

See Also

Configuring Functoid Input Parameters

Configuring the Scripting Functoid

Configuring the Table Looping and Table Extractor Functoids
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Basic Functoids
Any functoid not in the Advanced category is considered a basic functoid. Basic functoids are generally easy to use, having few
and, often, straightforward input parameters to be configured. This section provides conceptual information about the basic
functoids, organized by category.

For step-by-step instructions about how to add a basic functoid to a BizTalk map, see Adding Basic Functoids to a Map.

For reference information about all functoids, including basic functoids, see Functoid Reference.

This section contains

Conversion Functoids
Cumulative Functoids
Database Functoids
Date and Time Functoids
Logical Functoids
Mathematical Functoids
Scientific Functoids
String Functoids
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Conversion Functoids
Conversion functoids are used to convert between numbers and their ASCII equivalents, and to convert base 10 numbers to their
base 8 and base 16 equivalents.

All of the conversion functoids take a single input parameter.

Note  Due to changes in the underlying type system, the Conversion functoids in this version of BizTalk Mapper
produce slightly different results than those produced in previous versions. For example, in previous versions of
BizTalk Mapper an input value of -20 to the Hexadecimal functoid resulted in an output of 0xFFEC. In this version, the
same input value of -20 will result in an output of 0xFFFFFFEC.

The Conversion functoids are: ASCII to Character, Character to ASCII, Hexadecimal, and Octal.

See Also

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map

Conversion Functoids Reference
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Cumulative Functoids
Cumulative functoids reduce a series of values to a single value such as a sum, a concatenated string, or an average.

All Cumulative functoids accept two input parameters:

1. The value to accumulate. This value is numeric for all Cumulative functoids except the Cumulative Concatenate functoid
which expects a string value. The value is a link, often from a Field Attribute, Field Element, or Record node (with its
Mixed property set to True).

Note  If none of the ancestor Record nodes in the schema tree are looping, using a Cumulative functoid is
unnecessary.

2. The scope within which the value is accumulated. This argument is optional. The argument indicates how closely related the
specified values must be to be accumulated.

The following table shows the values for the scoping parameter and its effect:

Scoping Parame
ter Value

Effect

0 (zero) Accumulate the value over the entire instance message. The default.
1 (one) Accumulate the value of element or attribute values with the same parent element.
2 Accumulate the value of element or attribute values with the same grandparent element.
3 or greater Accumulate the value of element or attribute values of progressively wider scope following the preceding patt

ern (great-grandparent, great-great-grandparent, etc.).

Note  All of the Cumulative functoids provide backward compatibility with Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2000 and
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2002 , which required only one input parameter; they default to a scoping parameter of
zero (0), meaning a scope of the entire instance message.

An example of using a Cumulative functoid might be summing costs across a purchase order. The following code is an example
of a purchase order.

The Max Occurs property for the Item record would, of course, be unbounded. This indicates that the item record loops, and
BizTalk Mapper compiles this record as a loop.

The following figure shows a map using a Multiplication functoid and a Cumulative Sum functoid to aggregate item records
from an incoming purchase order and output the results in the POTotal field:

<ns0:PurchaseOrder xmlns:ns0="http://CumulativeFunctoid.PurchaseOrder">
    <From>Kevin F. Browne</From>
    <To>Northwind Traders</To>
    <LineItems>
        <Item>
            <Product>Laptop Computer</Product>
            <Description>Thin profile laptop</Description>
            <Price>1999.95</Price>
            <Quantity>1</Quantity>
        </Item>
        <Item>
            <Product>Monitor Swipes</Product>
            <Description>Disposable monitor swipes</Description>
            <Price>3.95</Price>
            <Quantity>10</Quantity>
        </Item>
    </LineItems>
</ns0:PurchaseOrder>



 

The map produces the following output with the preceding data and with the default scoping parameter value, 0 (zero):

In this example, all the Item records under the LineItems record participate in the accumulation—the default for the scoping
parameter indicates accumulating the values across the entire message. The Price and Quantity fields are sent to a
Multiplication functoid. The output of the Multiplication functoid becomes the input to the Cumulative Sum functoid. The
output of the Cumulative Sum functoid is the accumulated value as the Item records are traversed in the input purchase order.

Note  The cumulative aggregation of input takes place over the parent record from which the input link originates.
Even when the Cumulative functoid gets its input from another functoid, the cumulative aggregation takes place over
the parent record of the input links to the functoid that serves as input to the Cumulative functoid.

Changing the scoping parameter to 1 (one) and modifying the output schema slightly, yields output like the following:

Setting the scoping parameter to 1 (one) indicates accumulating values for elements or attributes with the same parent. Here the
Price and Quantity fields have Item as a parent so that the functoid sums values for each individual Item.

If the scoping parameter is 2, the functoid accumulates values for elements or attributes with the same grandparent. The
grandparent of the Price and Quantity fields is the LineItems record. Because there is only one LineItems record in the instance
message, the result is the same as using the default value:

Note  Cumulative functoids (except for the Cumulative String functoid) ignore non-numeric input. For example, an
input value of "three" is ignored.

The Cumulative Average, Cumulative Minimum, and Cumulative Maximum functoids behave similarly to the Cumulative
Sum functoid. The Cumulative String concatenates strings rather than aggregating numeric values.

Note  All of the Cumulative functoids provide backward compatibility with Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2000 and
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2002, which required only one input parameter.

The Cumulative functoids are: Cumulative Average, Cumulative Concatenate, Cumulative Maximum, Cumulative Minimum, and
Cumulative Sum.

See Also

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map

Cumulative Functoids Reference
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<ns0:SummedPO xmlns:ns0="http://CumulativeFunctoid.SummedPO">
    <From>Kevin F. Browne</From>
    <To>Northwind Traders</To>
    <POTotal>2039.45</POTotal>
</ns0:SummedPO>

<ns0:SummedPO xmlns:ns0="http://CumulativeFunctoid.SummedPO">
    <From>Kevin F. Browne</From>
    <To>Northwind Traders</To>
    <ItemTotal>1999.95</ItemTotal>
    <ItemTotal>39.5</ItemTotal>
</ns0:SummedPO>

<ns0:SummedPO xmlns:ns0="http://CumulativeFunctoid.SummedPO">
    <From>Kevin F. Browne</From>
    <To>Northwind Traders</To>
    <POTotal>2039.45</POTotal>
</ns0:SummedPO>
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Database Functoids
Database functoids extract data from a database for use in an output instance message. The following is a list of the Database
functoids and how you can use them:

Database Lookup. Use the Database Lookup functoid to extract information from a database and store it as a Microsoft®
ActiveX® Data Objects (ADO) recordset. This functoid requires four input parameters in the following order:

A lookup value
A database connection string
A table name
A column name for the lookup value.

Error Return. Use the Error Return functoid to capture error information, such as database connection failures, that occur
during run time. This functoid requires one input parameter: a link from the Database Lookup functoid.
Format Message. Returns a formatted and localized string using argument substitution and, potentially, ID and value
cross-referencing.
Get Application ID. Retrieves an identifier for an application object.
Get Application Value. Retrieves an application value.
Get Common ID. Retrieves an identifier for a common object.
Get Common Value. Retrieves a common value.
Set Common ID. Sets and returns an identifier for a common object.
Value Extractor. Use the Value Extractor functoid to extract data from the specified column in a recordset returned by the
Database Lookup functoid. This functoid requires two input parameters: a link to the Database Lookup functoid and a
column name.

Six of the Database functoids—Get Application ID, Get Application Value, Get Common ID, Get Common Value, Set
Common ID, and Format Message—are CrossReferencing functoids. These functoids translate IDs and values from an input
message into the IDs and values needed in the output message. For more information, see Database Functoids Reference.

The following example uses some of the Database functoids. Consider a large retail manufacturer with stores spread over a large
geographical area. To keep track of the stores, headquarters assigns each store a unique code called a StoreID. Additionally,
headquarters associates the following information with each StoreID:

StoreName
StroreAddress
City
PostalCode
StorePhoneNumber
StoreManager

This information is stored in a database and is distributed to trading partners on a regular basis. For the manufacturer, all
purchasing is done by headquarters, not the stores. When headquarters sends a purchase order to the trading partners, it is
common for multiple stores to receive merchandise ordered through the single purchase order. Instead of sending name and
address information for each store that is to receive merchandise, headquarters simply sends the StoreID. To insert the name and
address information into the advanced ship notice, the trading partner uses the Database functoids to automatically insert this
information into the output instance message. The following figure shows how a trading partner can implement the replacement
of the StoreID in a map.

In the figure, the source schema represents an incoming purchase order; the destination schema represents an advanced ship
notice. The Database Lookup functoid finds the appropriate record from the appropriate database table. The Value Extractor
functoids extract the appropriate column from the lookup record. The Error Return functoid outputs a string containing error
information if there are errors (such as connection failures) at run time.



 

In the previous example, the first input parameter is taken from the StoreID field of the incoming purchase order, and the
remaining three input parameters are constants configured in the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box for the Database
Lookup functoid. It is possible to create links from the source schema to supply values for all four input parameters.

Note  You cannot use some Microsoft® SQL Server™ data types, such as text, ntext, and image, as lookup values
for the Database Lookup functoid. The functoid requires data types that can be represented as a text string.

Note  If there is more than one record matching the input parameters of the Database Lookup functoid, the Value
Extractor functoid extracts data only from the first record.

Note  Use NT authentication in connection strings to protect passwords with encryption.

See Also

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map

Database Functoids Reference
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Date and Time Functoids
Date and Time functoids can be divided into two categories. The first category contains a single functoid, Add Days, which is
used to add a specified number of days to a specified date and time value. This can be useful when a field in the output instance
message is supposed to include a date and time estimate in the future. For example, the Add Days functoid can be used to
generate an estimated shipping date based a fixed delta from the date that an order was received.

The second category includes all of the remaining functoids in the Date and Time category. They are used to provide a
timestamp at run time so that the date and time at which message transformation is being performed can be included in the
output instance message.

The Date and Time functoids are: Add Days, Date, Date and Time, and Time.

See Also

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map

Date and Time Functoids Reference
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Logical Functoids
Logical functoids are used to perform the following types of operations:

Perform specific logical tests at run time. The Logical OR and the Logical AND functoids can be used to determine
whether a record is created in a destination instance message, such as the following:

If ShipTo OR OrderedBy are present, create BillTo address record.

You can also use these functoids in conjunction with the Looping functoid to configure how many times a record loops.

Control whether a specific record is created in a destination instance message at run time. Functoids such as Logical
Numeric, Less Than, and Greater Than can be used to control whether a record is created.

If the result of one of these logical functoids is True, the corresponding record in the destination instance message is
generated. If the result is False, the corresponding record in the destination instance message is not generated.

The output of a Logical functoid can also be accepted as input to other functoids in a map. If both a Logical functoid and a
looping functoid are linked together, and then linked to a record in the destination schema, the looping functoid is used only
when the Logical functoid output is True.

You can also use Logical functoids with the Value Mapping or Value Mapping (Flattening) functoids to control whether a
record in the destination instance message is created.

Important  If you link two records or fields in the source schema to two different Logical functoids, and then link
each of the Logical functoids to the same record in the destination schema, only the first Logical functoid is used in
the generated Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT). The second link, from the second Logical
functoid, is ignored.

Note  Logical functoids are case-sensitive when comparing two strings. For example, "Abc" and "abc" are not equal.
The exception to this rule is when Logical functoids compare strings that represent the Boolean values True and
False. For example, "True" and "true" are equal.

The Logical functoids are: Equal, Greater Than, Greater Than or Equal To, Less Than, Less Than or Equal To, Logical AND,
Logical Date, Logical Existence, Logical Numeric, Logical OR, Logical String, and Not Equal.

See Also

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map

Logical Functoids Reference
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Mathematical Functoids
Mathematical functoids are used to perform a variety of basic mathematical operations.

The number of input parameters to the Mathematical functoids varies from functoid to functoid, and where reasonable, these
functoids accept large numbers of inputs. For example, the Division functoid requires exactly two input parameters (the dividend
and the divisor), while the Addition functoid accepts between 2 and 100 input parameters, resulting in their sum.

Important  Because Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 uses the underlying functionality of the .NET Framework, the
results produced by some of the Mathematical functoids may vary from the equivalent functoids in previous
versions of BizTalk Server. Test your maps thoroughly to be sure you are getting the results you expect.

The Mathematical functoids are: Absolute Value, Addition, Division, Integer, Maximum Value, Minimum Value, Modulo,
Multiplication, Round, Square Root, and Subtraction.

See Also

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map

Mathematical Functoids Reference
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Scientific Functoids
Scientific functoids are used to perform a variety of standard trigonometric, logarithmic, and exponential calculations.

With the exception of the Base-Specified Logarithm and X^Y functoids, which each take two input parameters, the Scientific
functoids all take a single parameter.

The four trigonometric Scientific functoids (Arc Tangent, Cosine, Sine, and Tangent) all use radians rather than degrees as the
units for their relevant input or output parameters. A radian is a unit of measure of angles, such that there are 2&pi; radians in a
circle. It follows that:

2&pi; radians equals 360 degrees
1 radian = 180/&pi; degrees
1 degree = &pi;/180 radians

If your input or output instance messages use degrees as their unit of measure for angles, you will need to use a Mathematical
functoid in conjunction with a trigonometric Scientific functoid to achieve the correct result.

The Scientific functoids are: 10^n, Arc Tangent, Base-Specified Logarithm, Common Logarithm, Cosine,
Natural Exponential Function, Natural Logarithm, Sine, Tangent, and X^Y.

See Also

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map

Scientific Functoids Reference
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String Functoids
String functoids are used to manipulate strings in standard ways such as conversions to all uppercase or all lowercase, string
concatenation, determination of string length, white space trimming, and so on.

Two String functoids refer to the numeric position of a character in a string: String Extract and String Find. These functoids
begin counting character positions at 1, not 0.

The two string trimming functoids, String Left Trim and String Right Trim, remove all white space characters (spaces, tabs, and
so on) from the specified string.

The String functoids are: Lowercase, Size, String Concatenate, String Extract, String Find, String Left, String Left Trim, String Right,
String Right Trim, and Uppercase.

See Also

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map

String Functoids Reference
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Advanced Functoids
Advanced functoids fall into four groups, according to their use:

Managing looping records. The Index, Iteration, Looping, Record Count, Table Extractor, and Table Looping
functoids are used in various combinations when the input instance message contains sections with an unpredictable
number of repeating elements, as represented by looping records in the source schema.
Conditional mapping. The Value Mapping and Value Mapping (Flattening) functoids are used to provide conditional
mapping from an input instance message to an output instance message. When their first input parameter is true, the
second input parameter is put into the specified element or attribute in the output instance message; otherwise, that
element or attribute is not created in the output instance message.
Arbitrary scripting. The Scripting functoid is used to run arbitrary script or compiled code when an input instance
message is being mapped to an output instance message. Such script or compiled code can be created so that it accepts
input parameters from the source instance message, from configured constant values, from the output of another functoid,
or some combination thereof.
Simple mapping. The Mass Copy functoid can be used to copy an entire element, including its subelements to an
arbitrary depth, from an input instance message to an output instance message.

This section provides detailed descriptions and examples of how the Advanced functoids can be used in BizTalk maps.

The Advanced functoids are: Index Functoid, Iteration Functoid, Looping Functoid, Mass Copy Functoid, Record Count Functoid,
Scripting Functoid, Table Looping and Table Extractor Functoids, Value Mapping Functoid, and
Value Mapping (Flattening) Functoid.

This section contains:

Index Functoid
Iteration Functoid
Looping Functoid
Mass Copy Functoid
Record Count Functoid
Table Looping and Table Extractor Functoids
Value Mapping Functoid
Value Mapping (Flattening) Functoid
Scripting Functoid
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Index Functoid
The Index functoid enables you to select information from a specific record in a series of records. Each Index functoid collects
information from a single field.

Certain records typically occur many times in an input file. For example, in a weather report, the DailySummary element might
occur many times. The DailySummary element might include attributes for the temperature, the barometric pressure, and the
wind speed. The following code is an example of a weather report.

In the underlying schema, the Max Occurs property for the DailySummary record would be set to unbounded to indicate a
recurring or looping record. BizTalk Mapper compiles this record as a loop.

Suppose you want to collect weather information for the first two DailySummary records of the weather report. In BizTalk
Mapper, each attribute from the DailySummary record of the incoming source schema can be connected to an Index functoid.
In turn, each Index functoid can specify the DailySummary record from which to draw the information: the first or second. The
Index functoids can then be connected to the appropriate fields of the destination schema.

The following figure shows Index functoids used in this way.

To get the daily summary information for the first day, the upper set of three Index functoids have their index values set to 1. To
get the daily summary information for the second day, the lower set of three Index functoids have their index values set to 2.

Index functoids use the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box to set their input parameters. The first input parameter identifies
a field within a looping record in the source schema. The second and succeeding input parameters specify the particular record.
You can specify multiple index values to select a record within nested repeating structures. The index value for the innermost
structure is the second parameter. The index value for the next outermost structure would be the third parameter, and so on. For
example, suppose that the preceding DailySummary records were inside WeeklyData records. To retrieve the Pressure from
the first DailySummary in the second WeeklyData, the second parameter would be 1 and the third parameter would be 2.

Notice that this example assumes the Pressure field does not repeat. If the field did repeat, the indices would be off—the count
would begin with the Pressure field, rather than the Daily Summary.

Note  Although an index sequence input parameter is typically a constant, it is possible to use a link from a node in
the source schema. If this link comes from a looping record that is not a parent of the first input parameter, the index
sequence input value comes from the first instance of the node in the input instance message.

Note  The value of the index sequence input is always in relation to the current context in the source document.

Important  An Index functoid must have as many index values as there are parent nodes from the field level to the
first level below the root node. For example, in the multiple weather report instance message, two index values are
required. In the single weather report instance message, only one index value is required. Failure to set the required
number of index values of an Index functoid creates output based on the first node in the source instance message
that matches the first input parameter of the Index functoid.

See Also

Adding Index Functoids to a Map

Advanced Functoids

Iteration Functoid

<ns0:WeatherReport xmlns:ns0="http://IndexFunctoid.WeatherReport">
    <DailySummary Pressure="80" Windspeed="10" Temperature="20" />
    <DailySummary Pressure="78" Windspeed="20" Temperature="23" />
    <DailySummary Pressure="77" Windspeed="16" Temperature="24" />
</ns0:WeatherReport>



 

Record Count Functoid
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Iteration Functoid
The Iteration functoid outputs the index of the current record in a looping structure, beginning at 1 for the first record, 2 for the
second record, and so on.

The following figure shows an Iteration functoid combined with a Greater Than or Equal To functoid, a Less Than or Equal To
functoid, and an And functoid to create the equivalent of a For loop.

Assume that the Greater Than or Equal To functoid tests for values greater than or equal to 2, and the Less Than or Equal To
functoid tests for values less than or equal to 4. In that case, the And functoid will return true only for records 2, 3, and 4. Thus,
the output instance will contain records two, three, and four of the input instance message.

See Also

Adding Iteration Functoids to a Map

Advanced Functoids

Index Functoid

Looping Functoid

Record Count Functoid
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Looping Functoid
The Looping functoid combines multiple records or fields in the source schema into a single record in the destination schema.

The following figure shows a Looping functoid used in a map to combine addresses collected from two different surveys into a
single master address list.

The FoodSurvey and FlowerSurvey looping records of the source schema are mapped to the looping Address record of the
destination schema. If an input instance message has three FoodSurvey records and two FlowerSurvey records, the Looping
functoid combines these to create five Address records in the output instance message.

The following code is a sample input instance message.

This input instance message produces the following output instance message when processed by the map in the preceding figure.

Relationships among nodes affect the behavior of the Looping functoid. For example, linking both a child node and its parent in
the source schema to the Looping functoid prevents the destination node from being created.

Important  Connecting a functoid to child fields of source nodes of the Looping functoid may produce unexpected
results if the source nodes are not siblings.

The Looping functoid is a powerful construct that you can use to create conditional loops and to map schemas to catalogs. There
are also some effects of overlapping Looping functoid paths you need to take into account.

This section contains:

Conditional Looping

<ns0:Surveys xmlns:ns0="http://LoopingFunctoid.Surveys">
    <FoodSurvey Name="Karin Zimprich" Address="345 N 63rd St" City="Boston" State="MA" Postal
Code="07485" />
    <FoodSurvey Name="Wendy Wheeler" Address="7890 Broadway" City="Columbus" State="OH" Posta
lCode="46290" />
    <FoodSurvey Name="Florian Voss" Address="1234 Main St" City="Denver" State="CO" PostalCod
e="97402" />
    <FlowerSurvey Name="Kelly Focht" Address="456 1st Ave" City="Miami" State="FL" PostalCode
="81406" />
    <FlowerSurvey Name="Jim Kim" Address="567 2nd Ave" City="Seattle" State="WA" PostalCode="
98103" />
</ns0:Surveys>

<ns0:MasterAddresses xmlns:ns0="http://LoopingFunctoid.MasterAddresses">
    <Address Name="Karin Zimprich" Street="345 N 63rd St" City="Boston" State="MA" PostalCode
="07458"/>
    <Address Name="Wendy Wheeler" Street="7890 Broadway" City="Columbus" State="OH" PostalCod
e="46290"/>
    <Address Name="Florian Voss" Street="1234 Main St" City="Denver" State="CO" PostalCode="9
7402"/>
    <Address Name="Kelly Focht" Street="456 1st Ave" City="Miami" State="FL" PostalCode="8140
6"/>
    <Address Name="Jim Kim" Street="567 2nd Ave" City="Seattle" State="WA" PostalCode="98103"
/>
</ns0:MasterAddresses>



 

Flat Schema to Catalog
Loop Paths
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Conditional Looping
You can add conditions to a Looping functoid by linking the output of a Looping functoid and a Logical functoid to the same
destination record. The destination records are created only when the logical condition is met.

In the preceding figure, the first Equal functoid compares the Name field under FoodSurvey to "Wendy Wheeler". The second
Equal functoid compares the Name field under FlowerSurvey to "Kelly Focht". Thus, the map creates the destination Address
records only for the two names. Using the sample data from the Looping functoid example, the output instance message would
appear as follows.

See Also

Adding Looping Functoids to a Map

Advanced Functoids

Index Functoid

Iteration Functoid

Looping Functoid

Record Count Functoid
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<ns0:MasterAddresses xmlns:ns0="http://ConditionalLoop.MasterAddresses">
    <Address Name="Wendy Wheeler" Street="7890 Broadway" City="Columbus" State="OH" PostalCod
e="46290">
    <Address Name="Kelly Focht" Street="456 1st Ave" City="Miami" State="FL" PostalCode="8140
6">
</ns0:MasterAddresses>
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Flat Schema to Catalog
You can use the Looping functoid to convert a flat schema to an hierarchical schema by mapping a single record to multiple
records. This is a common operation in converting flat schemas to Microsoft Commerce Server catalogs.

The following code shows a portion of a catalog listing product variants with each variant as its own record.

Expanding this portion of the catalog would convert some or all of the ProductVariant attributes into records.

The following figure shows a map that performs this conversion.

For this type of map to work correctly, you must do the following:

For each link connecting to the Name field in the destination schema, set the source-schema link properties to copy the
name. For more information, see Link Configuration and Link Properties
For each link connecting to the Value field in the destination schema, set the source-schema link properties to copy the
value (the default).
For the link connecting the Looping functoid to the record named Feature in the destination schema, set the destination-
schema link properties to match links top-down.

For the inverse of this mapping, converting a catalog schema to a flat schema, see Value Mapping (Flattening) Functoid.

See Also

Adding Looping Functoids to a Map

Looping Functoid

Value Mapping (Flattening) Functoid
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<ns0:Root xmlns:ns0="http://ValueMappingFlattening.FlatCatalog">
    <ProductVariant ListPrice="99.99" ID="45-01" Material="Leather" Color="Black" />
    <ProductVariant ListPrice="69.99" ID="45-02" Material="Vinyl" Color="Brown" />
</ns0:Root>

<ns0:Root xmlns:ns0="http://ValueMappingFlattening.Catalog">
    <ProductVariant ListPrice="99.99" ID="45-01">
        <Feature Name="Material" Value="Leather"/>
        <Feature Name="Color" Value="Black"/>
    </ProductVariant>
    <ProductVariant ListPrice="69.99" ID="45-02">
        <Feature Name="Material" Value="Vinyl"/>
        <Feature Name="Color" Value="Brown"/>
    </ProductVariant>
</ns0:Root>
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Loop Paths
An element in a schema is looping if its Max Occurs property is greater than 1. A loop path occurs when you draw a link between
a looping element in the source schema and a looping element in the destination schema.

BizTalk mapper automatically handles the looping records when you create a loop path.

You can configure a loop path in a map by linking a field in a looping record in the source schema to a field that is in a looping
record in the destination schema.

A multiple loop path occurs in a map when you link fields contained by two or more looping records to fields contained in a
single looping record. Multiple loop paths may not produce the results you expect. When it encounters multiple loop paths during
compilation, the mapper produces a warning and selects the first loop path by default.

See Also

Adding Looping Functoids to a Map

Looping Functoid
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Mass Copy Functoid
The Mass Copy functoid enables your maps to use schemas that include any and anyAttribute elements. These elements are, in
essence, wildcards provided in the XML Schema definition language to match unknown structures or attributes.

In addition to handling data with unknown structure, the Mass Copy functoid enables you to simplify schema development: only
the portions of a schema that will be processed need to be specified in detail.

The Mass Copy functoid copies the element in the input instance message corresponding to the source schema node connected
to the Mass Copy functoid. The functoid also copies any and all of its substructure, and re-creates it in the output instance
message at the linked node in the destination schema. Thus, you can also use the Mass Copy functoid to copy any source and
destination records having identical substructures.

Note  The Mass Copy functoid only lets you connect nodes that have fixed names. If either node connected by the
functoid has an undetermined name (like an ANY node), the functoid cannot generate the correct XSLT to do the copy.

The following figure shows the Mass Copy functoid used in a map.

Consider the following input instance message.

If the preceding map were used to process this message, the output instance message would be identical to the input instance
message.

See Also

Adding Mass Copy Functoids to a Map

Advanced Functoids

Basic Functoids

Links To and From the Any Element and anyAttribute Nodes
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<ns0:Root xmlns:ns0="http://MassCopy.ComplexDocument">
    <PurchaseOrder>
        <From>Kevin F. Browne</From>
        <To>Northwind Traders</To>
        <LineItems>
            <Item>
                <Product>Laptop Computer</Product>
                <Description>Thin profile laptop</Description>
                <Price>1999.95</Price>
                <Quantity>1</Quantity>
            </Item>
        </LineItems>
    </PurchaseOrder>
</ns0:Root>
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Record Count Functoid
The Record Count functoid counts records in the input instance message.

The Record Count functoid has one input and one output. The input is a link from a looping record in the source schema. The
output of the Record Count functoid is the count of the looping record in an actual input instance message.

Looping records correspond to elements that repeat an unpredictable number of times in an input instance message. For
example, in a purchase order, the Item element might occur many times. And, the Item element might include products,
descriptions, prices, and quantities. The following code is a simplified example of such a purchase order.

The Max Occurs property for the Item record is set as unbounded. This indicates that the Item record loops, and BizTalk Mapper
compiles this record as a loop.

Suppose you want to find the total number of Item elements in the purchase order input instance message and place the result in
a field in the output instance message.

The following figure shows a Record Count functoid that counts the number of items in an incoming purchase order and puts
that value in the ItemCount field in the SummedPO output instance message.

Notice that the Max Occurs property for the Item record would be unbounded. This indicates that the Item record loops, and
BizTalk Mapper compiles this record as a loop.

For the preceding sample purchase order instance message, which contained two Item elements, the value of the ItemCount
field will be set to 2.

Note  You can also use the Record Count functoid to count repeating field elements. It is not restricted to records.

See Also

Adding Record Count Functoids to a Map

<ns0:PurchaseOrder xmlns:ns0="http://RecordFunctoid.PurchaseOrder">
    <From>Kevin F. Browne</From>
    <To>Northwind Traders</To>
    <LineItems>
        <Item>
            <Product>Laptop Computer</Product>
            <Description>Thin profile laptop</Description>
            <Price>1999.95</Price>
            <Quantity>1</Quantity>
        </Item>
        <Item>
            <Product>Monitor Swipes</Product>
            <Description>Disposable monitor swipes</Description>
            <Price>3.95</Price>
            <Quantity>10</Quantity>
        </Item>
    </LineItems>
</ns0:PurchaseOrder>

<ns0:SummedPO xmlns:ns0="http://RecordCountFunctoid.SummedPO">
    <From>Kevin F. Browne</From>
    <To>Northwind Traders</To>
    <POTotal>2039.45</POTotal>
    <ItemCount>2</ItemCount>
</ns0:SummedPO>



 

Advanced Functoids

Index Functoid

Iteration Functoid

Looping Functoid
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Table Looping and Table Extractor Functoids
In a map, you commonly have one structure in the output instance message for each structure in the input instance message.
However, there are cases when you need an input instance structure to produce multiple output instance structures. Table-driven
looping enables you to create maps generating such multiple structures.

Table-driven looping uses the Table Looping functoid and the Table Extractor functoid. The Table Looping functoid has an
internal table you configure. For each input record or field, the Table Looping functoid outputs the rows of the table, one at a
time. For example, if there are ten records in the input instance message and two rows in the internal table of the Table Looping,
the functoid outputs a total of twenty rows, two for each of the ten records. The Table Extractor functoid extracts the desired
item from a row and passes it on to the output instance message.

For reference information about these functoids, see the Table Looping Functoid and Table Extractor Functoid reference pages.

This section contains:

Table Looping Functoid
Table Extractor Functoid
Table-Driven Looping Configuration
Table-Driven Looping Example
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Table Looping Functoid
The Table Looping functoid enables you to create a table of output values to use in creating the output instance message. The
data in the table can consist of links and constants. The first input parameter to the Table Looping functoid configures the scope,
or how many times the records will loop. The second input parameter for the Table Looping functoid determines how many
columns are in the table, and the remaining inputs define possible cell values for the table, in no particular order. For more
information about working with these properties, see Table-Driven Looping Configuration and Table-Driven Looping Example.

Note  The maximum number of columns you can configure in the Table Looping Grid dialog box is 228.

Note  The Table Looping functoid repeats with the looping record it is connected to. Within each iteration, it loops
once per row in the table looping grid, producing multiple output loops.

See Also

Table Extractor Functoid

Adding Table Looping and Table Extractor Functoids to a Map

Advanced Functoids

Index Functoid

Iteration Functoid

Looping Functoid

Record Count Functoid
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Table Extractor Functoid
The Table Extractor functoid determines which data to extract from each row of the looping grid as the Table Looping functoid
presents the rows. You need one Table Extractor functoid for each output field. For example, suppose your input instance
message had an address in a single format, but your output instance message needed the address in two formats with each
format tagged. Then you would need a Table Extractor functoid for the tag and for each element of the address. For more
information about configuring the Table Extractor functoid, see Table-Driven Looping Configuration and
Table-Driven Looping Example.

See Also

Table Looping Functoid

Adding Table Looping and Table Extractor Functoids to a Map

Advanced Functoids

Index Functoid

Iteration Functoid

Looping Functoid

Record Count Functoid
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Table-Driven Looping Configuration
Follow these steps to configure table-driven looping in your map:

Add a Table Looping functoid to the map. You need only one Table Looping functoid per table-driven looping
instance. For example, if you are using table-driven looping to derive BillTo and ShipTo information, you need only one
Table Looping functoid in your map. However, if you are using table-driven looping to derive BillTo and ShipTo
information and StoreName and StoreAddress information, you might need two Table Looping functoids in your map.
Add one more Table Extractor functoid to the displayed grid page. Add as many Table Extractor functoids as you
need for each Table Looping functoid. The number of Table Extractor functoids depends on the number of fields in the
destination schema. For example, if you only have an AddressCode in your source schema and CompanyName, Address,
City, State, PostalCode, and AttentionName in your destination schema, you need to add six Table Extractor functoids to
the displayed grid page.
Configure the Table Looping functoid with the appropriate inputs. First, link the Table Looping functoid to the input
instance record or element. Also link it to the structure in the output instance message. Next, configure the inputs by using
the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box. For more information about how to configure this property, see
Editing Functoid Properties and Input Parameters . The list of inputs you enter must be comprehensive and complete
because this is the data that you will use to configure the Table Looping Grid property. The inputs must be defined as
follows:

First input. The first input parameter is the link to the input instance message record or field. The Table Looping
functoid loops once for each instance of the record or field.

Note  This is a required input.

Second input. The second input parameter defines the number of columns in the looping grid. The grid may
contain up to 228 columns.

Note  This is a required input.

Remaining inputs. The remaining inputs for the Table Looping functoid consist of a list of all of the possible
values that may appear in the Table Looping Grid.

Note  Labeling links is very helpful. Without labels, links appear in the Table Looping Grid as fully
specified paths.

For step-by-step instructions about how to configure inputs for the Table Looping functoid, see
Adding Table Looping and Table Extractor Functoids to a Map, and in particular, steps 3 through 8.

Configure the Table Looping Grid property of the Table Looping functoid. Use the Table Looping Grid property to
open the Configure Table Looping dialog box in which you configure the cells in the looping grid.

For step-by-step instructions about how to configure the looping grid, see
Adding Table Looping and Table Extractor Functoids to a Map, and in particular, steps 9 and 10.

Configure the Table Extractor functoids. Use the Input Parameters property to configure the Table Extractor functoid
inputs as follows:

First input. The first input parameter to a Table Extractor functoid is the Table Looping functoid.
Second input. The second input parameter specifies the column in the row from which to extract data.

For step-by-step instructions about how to configure the Table Extractor functoids associated with a Table Looping
functoid, see Adding Table Looping and Table Extractor Functoids to a Map, and in particular, steps 11 through 16.

See Also

Table Looping Functoid

Table Extractor Functoid

Table-Driven Looping Example

Adding Table Looping and Table Extractor Functoids to a Map

Advanced Functoids
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Table-Driven Looping Example
This section briefly describes a map using the Table Looping and Table Extractor functoids. For detailed information about
selecting, placing, linking, and configuring the functoids, see Adding Table Looping and Table Extractor Functoids to a Map

Suppose you have a list of addresses that you need to use in a document requiring separate ship-to and bill-to addresses. The
addresses might appear like the following code.

One form the output could take would be the following code, duplicating the addresses but marking them with attributes.

The following figure shows a map using the Table Looping functoid and Table Extractor functoids to generate the
desired output instance message.

<ns0:Root xmlns:ns0="http://TableLoopingSample.Addresses">
    <Address>
        <Name>Kelly Focht</Name>
        <Street>456 1st Ave</Street>
        <City>Miami</City>
        <State>FL</State>
        <PostalCode>81406</PostalCode>
    </Address>
    <Address>
        <Name>Wendy Wheeler</Name>
        <Street>7890 Broadway</Street>
        <City>Columbus</City>
        <State>OH</State>
        <PostalCode>46290</PostalCode>
    </Address>
</ns0:Root>

<ns0:Root xmlns:ns0="http://TableLoopingSample.POAddresses">
    <Address Type="ShipTo">
        <Name>Kelly Focht</Name>
        <Street>456 1st Ave</Street>
        <City>Miami</City>
        <State>FL</State>
        <PostalCode>81406</PostalCode>
    </Address>
    <Address Type="BillTo">
        <Name>Kelly Focht</Name>
        <Street>456 1st Ave</Street>
        <City>Miami</City><State>FL</State>
        <PostalCode>81406</PostalCode>
    </Address>
    <Address Type="ShipTo">
        <Name>Wendy Wheeler</Name>
        <Street>7890 Broadway</Street>
        <City>Columbus</City>
        <State>OH</State>
        <PostalCode>46290</PostalCode>
    </Address>
    <Address Type="BillTo">
        <Name>Wendy Wheeler</Name>
        <Street>7890 Broadway</Street>
        <City>Columbus</City>
        <State>OH</State>
        <PostalCode>46290</PostalCode>
    </Address>
</ns0:Root>



Notice that the Table Looping functoid links to the record-level element in both the input and output schemas. The link ensures
the creation of the enclosing structure and, thus, the creation of the elements within the record. Also notice that there is one Table
Extractor functoid for each field in the output schema.

The link to the record in the input schema is the first parameter in the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box, as the following
figure shows.

The second parameter, an integer constant of 6, is the number of columns in the grid table of the functoid: one column each for
the address type, name, street, city, state, and postal code. Following the second parameter is a list of all of the values that may
appear in the grid table. These include string constants for the address type ("ShipTo", "BillTo"), as well as links to the fields of the
address. Notice that the links to the address fields have names. Naming the links in the map simplifies constructing the table.
Otherwise, full paths appear in the Table Looping Configuration dialog box.

After you have configured the Table Looping functoid, you can construct the table using the Table Looping Configuration
dialog box. The dialog appears when you click on the ellipsis (…) button associated with the Table Looping Grid property in the
Properties window.

The following figure shows the Table Looping Configuration dialog box for the Table Looping functoid.



 

Notice that there are six columns as specified in the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog: one column for each field in the output
schema. The dropdown shows the possible values for a field, also as specified by the third and following parameters in the
Configure Functoid Inputs dialog. The table has two rows, one for each type of record in the output schema. Because there are
two rows, this map produces two records for every input record. If there were four rows, there would be four output records for
each input record.

As the Table Looping functoid takes each record, it fills in the table with the values from the record, and then sends one row at a
time to the Table Extractor functoids. The Table Extractor functoids each extract one value from the table row and pass it on to
the linked field in the output instance message.

See Also

Table Looping Functoid

Table Extractor Functoid

Table-Driven Looping Configuration

Adding Table Looping and Table Extractor Functoids to a Map

Advanced Functoids

Index Functoid

Iteration Functoid

Looping Functoid

Record Count Functoid
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Value Mapping Functoid
The Value Mapping functoid returns the value of its second parameter if its first parameter is true. A common use of the
functoid is to change the attributes of a field into the attributes of a record.

The following figure shows a map with the Value Mapping functoid used in this way.

The following code shows an input instance message in which pairs of names and values are assigned to Name and Value
attributes.

The preceding map can convert this message into one in which the values are assigned to attributes with the corresponding
names in separate records.

The Equal functoids test the values of the Name attribute. The first Equal functoid tests for the value of Name being
"WindSpeed." When the Name is "WindSpeed," the first Equal functoid returns True. This, in turn, allows the Value Mapping
functoid to set the value of the WindSpeed attribute in the output instance message.

See Also

Value Mapping (Flattening) Functoid

Adding Value Mapping Functoids to a Map

Advanced Functoids
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<ns0:Root xmlns:ns0="http://ValueMapping.WeatherIn">
    <Record>
        <Field Name="WindSpeed" Value="5"/> 
        <Field Name="Temperature" Value="20" />
    </Record>
    <Record>
        <Field Name="WindSpeed" Value="15" />
        <Field Name="Temperature" Value="18" />
    </Record>
</ns0:Root>

<ns0:Root xmlns:ns0="http://ValueMapping.WeatherOut">
    <Record WindSpeed="5"/>
    <Record Temperature="20"/>
    <Record WindSpeed="15"/>
    <Record Temperature="18"/>
</ns0:Root>
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Value Mapping (Flattening) Functoid
The Value Mapping (Flattening) functoid enables you to flatten a portion of an input instance message by converting multiple
records into a single record. This is a common operation in converting Microsoft Commerce Server catalogs.

The following code shows a portion of a catalog listing product variants with each feature of the variant in a separate record.

Flattening this portion of the catalog would convert the Feature records into attributes of the ProductVariant record.

The following figure shows a map that performs this conversion.

The Value Mapping (Flattening) functoid returns the value of its second parameter if its first parameter is true. In this map, the
first Equal functoid tests to see if the Name attribute is equal to "Material". If the attribute is equal to "Material", the Equal
functoid returns True. In turn, this causes the Value Mapping (Flattening) functoid to assign the value of the Value attribute to
the field in the output message.

See Also

Value Mapping (Flattening) Functoid

Adding Value Mapping (Flattening) Functoids to a Map

Flat Schema to Catalog

Advanced Functoids
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<ns0:Root xmlns:ns0="http://ValueMappingFlat.ProductsIn">
    <ProductVariant ListPrice="99.99" ID="45-01">
        <Feature Name="Material" Value="Leather" />
        <Feature Name="Color" Value="Black" />
    </ProductVariant>
    <ProductVariant ListPrice="69.99" ID="45-02">
        <Feature Name="Material" Value="Vinyl" />
        <Feature Name="Color" Value="Brown" />
    </ProductVariant>
</nso0:Root>

<ns0:Root xmlns:ns0="http://ValueMappingFlat.ProductsOut">
    <ProductVariant ListPrice="99.99" ID="45-01" Material="Leather" Color="Black" />
    <ProductVariant ListPrice="69.99" ID="45-02" Material="Vinyl" Color="Brown" />
</ns0:Root>
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Scripting Functoid
The Scripting functoid enables you to use custom script or code at run time to perform functions otherwise not available. For
example, you can call a .NET assembly at run time by using the Scripting functoid and writing your own custom functions.

The Scripting functoid in Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 extends the number of supported languages from previous versions
of BizTalk. Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 supports the following languages for the Scripting functoid:

C# .NET
JScript .NET
Visual Basic .NET
Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT)
XSLT Call Templates

Important  Any code written in an external assembly for use in a scripting functoid needs to be thread safe. This
is required because multiple instances of a map can use these .NET instances at run time under stress conditions.

Another significant difference between the current Scripting functoid and earlier versions is that the script need no longer be
created and stored in the functoid itself. Instead, you can create the script in a separate .NET assembly and reference the assembly
through the Script property. Having the script in a separate assembly enables you to use the same script in more than one map.
Additionally, you may be able to purchase Scripting functoid assemblies from third-party vendors.

You can use Scripting functoids created in previous versions of BizTalk Mapper with the current version of BizTalk Mapper.
However, you must migrate the functoids first. For more information about how to migrate Scripting functoids, see
Migrating Functoids.

When you add a Scripting functoid to a map, you need to configure the script the functoid uses. If you select a Scripting
functoid, the Script property is enabled in the Properties window. If you click the ellipsis (...) button for this property, the
Configure Functoid Script dialog box opens.

The following table shows the fields of this dialog box.

Configure Functoid Scr
ipt dialog box field

Description

Script Type Use this field to select the type of script you want to use in this Scripting functoid.

Values:

External Assembly. Use this value if you want to associate this Scripting functoid with an asse
mbly in the global assembly cache (GAC).
Inline C#. Use this value if you want to associate this Scripting functoid with C# code in the Inli
ne Script Buffer property.
Inline JScript .NET. Use this value if you want to associate this Scripting functoid with JScript .
NET script in the Inline Script Buffer property.
Inline Visual Basic .NET. Use this value if you want to associate this Scripting functoid with Vis
ual Basic .NET code in the Inline Script Buffer property.
Inline XSLT. Use this value if you want to associate this Scripting functoid with XSLT in the Inlin
e Script Buffer property.
Inline XSLT Call Template. Use this value if you want to associate this Scripting functoid with X
SLT call templates in the Inline Script Buffer property.

Script Assembly Select the assembly to associate with this Scripting functoid. Only assemblies referenced in the Project
window appear in this list. Note also that you must register assemblies in the GAC.

This field is only available when Script Type is set to External Assembly.

Script Class Select the class within the chosen assembly that you want this Scripting functoid to use.

This field is only available when Script Type is set to External Assembly.



 

Script Method Select the method within the chosen class that you want this Scripting functoid to use.

Note  Make sure the number of input parameters expected by the method matches the nu
mber of input parameters specified in the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box.

Inline Script Buffer Write or copy the inline script to be used into this text box. Valid languages and scripts include: C#, JScri
pt .NET, Visual Basic .NET, XSLT, and XSLT call templates.

This field is only available when Script Type is set to one of the Inline settings.

The following figure shows the dialog box with Inline C# selected and code entered in the buffer.

The following figure shows how the Scripting functoid appears in a map using the C# .Net script to reformat a telephone
number.

This section contains:

Scripting Using External Assemblies
Scripting Using Inline C#, JScript .NET, and Visual Basic .NET
Scripting Using Inline XSLT and XSLT Call Templates
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Scripting Using External Assemblies
Scripting with external assemblies is the preferred way to use scripting in Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004. External assemblies
provide the several advantages:

Easy code sharing
Simpler maintenance
Easier debugging

Re-using the script only requires setting the Script property of the Scripting functoid. Because the script is stored outside of the
map, you can modify the script without changing the map. And you can use the full panoply of Visual Studio debugging tools to
ensure your script runs correctly.

For a sample function housed in an external assembly, see XML Tools (BizTalk Server Samples Folder).

Notice in the sample that functions used in the Scripting functoid may not be static (shared).

See Also

Scripting Functoid

Scripting Using Inline C#, JScript .NET, and Visual Basic .NET

Scripting Using Inline XSLT and XSLT Call Templates

Adding Scripting Functoids to a Map

Configuring the Scripting Functoid
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Scripting Using Inline C#, JScript .NET, and Visual Basic .NET
Inline scripts are convenient for custom code that you are unlikely to use elsewhere in your application.

BizTalk saves inline scripts in the Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) stylesheet defining the map. Because of
this, inline scripts may use the same namespaces as any other XSLT stylesheet script. The following table shows the available
namespaces.

Namespace Description
System The System class.
System.Collection The collection classes.
System.Text The text classes.
System.Text.RegularExpressions The regular expression classes.
System.Xml The core XML classes.
System.Xml.Xsl The XSLT classes.
System.Xml.Xpath The XPath classes.
Microsoft.VisualBasic The Visual Basic script classes.

For more information about namespaces and data types, search on "XSLT Stylesheet Scripting using <msxsl:script>" and on
"System.Xml.Xsl.XslTransform" in the .NET Framework collection.

In addition to being convenient for one-time scripts, inline scripts are also useful for declaring global variables for use among a
number of scripts. For example, in a C# inline script, you could place the following line of code outside of any class.

This creates an ArrayList, statusList, available to all inline scripts in the map.

For a sample inline script, see XML Tools (BizTalk Server Samples Folder).

See Also

Scripting Functoid

Scripting Using External Assemblies

Scripting Using Inline XSLT and XSLT Call Templates

Adding Scripting Functoids to a Map

Configuring the Scripting Functoid
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ArrayList statusList = new ArrayList();
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Scripting Using Inline XSLT and XSLT Call Templates
You can directly write Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) stylesheets for use in the Scripting functoid. This
enables you to perform transformations, that links and built-in functoids may not be able to represent. There are two kinds of
XSLT scripts: inline XSLT and XSLT call templates. When you select either in the Script type dropdown in the Configure
Functoid Script dialog box, sample code appears that you may use.

Inline XSLT scripts and inline XSLT call templates may call functions in external assemblies. Making such calls requires setting the
Custom Extension XML property of the grid. For more information, see Custom Extension XML (Grid Property).

Inline XSLT
An inline XSLT script may only produce output. The Scripting functoid may not have any input links. The functoid must also
directly link to a record or field in the destination schema.

In addition, the script is responsible for creating the target node and any structures underneath it.

The following input instance message contains two elements representing contact information.

The following inline XSLT script, entered in the script buffer, converts the Contact and ContactType fields to attributes.

The script produces the following output, assuming an appropriate output schema, when run against the preceding input instance
message.

Notice that the absence of links to the Scripting functoid does not prevent the XSLT script from getting data from the input
instance message. The script specifies paths to the input instance values.

For another example of an inline XSLT script, see XML Tools (BizTalk Server Samples Folder).

Inline XSLT Call Templates
Like an inline XSLT script, an inline XSLT call template must connect directly to a destination node. However, an inline XSLT call
template may use links from the source schema and from other functoids.

The call template is responsible for creating the destination node and any of its substructures.

A sample XSLT call template that concatenates two elements appears in the Input Script Buffer when you select Inline XSLT
Call Template in the Script type dropdown.

For another example of an inline XSLT call template, see XML Tools (BizTalk Server Samples Folder).

<ns0:SourceInstance xmlns:ns0="http://SourceInstanceNamespace">
    <Address>
        <Contact>Karin Zimprich</Contact>
        <ContactType>Referral</ContactType>
    </Address>
</ns0:SourceInstance>

<ContactInfo xmlns:p="http://SourceInstanceNamespace">
     <xsl:variable name="var:var1" select="/p:SourceInstance/Address/ContactType" />
     <xsl:attribute name="ContactType">
          <xsl:value-of select="$var:var1" />
     </xsl:attribute>
     <xsl:variable name="var:var2" select="/p:SourceInstance/Address/Contact" />
     <xsl:attribute name="Contact">
          <xsl:value-of select="$var:var2" />
     </xsl:attribute>
</ContactInfo>

<ns0:OutInstance xmlns:ns0="http://More_XSLT.Out">
    <ContactInfo ContactType="Referral" Contact="Karin Zimprich" xmlns:p="http://SourceInstan
ceNamespace">
    </ContactInfo>
</ns0:OutInstance>



 

See Also

Scripting Functoid

Scripting Using External Assemblies

Scripting Using Inline C#, JScript .NET, and Visual Basic .NET

Adding Scripting Functoids to a Map

Configuring the Scripting Functoid
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Cascading Functoids
Functoids are said to be cascaded when one functoid is linked to another functoid before it is linked to a record or field in the
destination schema. For example, you can create cascading functoids in which two concatenated strings produce a third string fed
into a field in the destination schema.

When you cascade functoids, you can create multiple, consecutive transformations in the grid page. While there is no limit to the
number of functoids that you can cascade in a page, use cascading wisely. Complex cascading can increase the time to transform
an input instance message into an output instance message, significantly reducing run time performance.

See Also

Functoids in Maps

Using Functoids to Create More Complex Mappings
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Functoid Properties
Functoids have properties that are available for examination and modification in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window.
Several functoid properties are only available for particular functoids and are disabled for other functoids. One functoid property,
Input Parameters, is especially important to almost all functoids, and will probably be the most frequently used. For more
information about the Input Parameters property, see Functoid Input Parameters.

All functoid properties are categorized as General properties. For a complete listing of functoid properties, see
Functoid Properties.

See Also

Functoids in Maps

Using Functoids to Create More Complex Mappings
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Migrating Functoids
When you migrate a map from previous versions of BizTalk Server to BizTalk Server 2004, any functoids included in the map are
also migrated. If the functoids you migrate do not include Scripting functoids, no additional migration tasks are required.
However if your map includes Scripting functoids or custom functoids, you may have additional steps to perform.

In previous versions of BizTalk Server, all custom script included with a Scripting functoid was written inline. That is, when you
created the functoid, all the script the functoid called during run time was stored with the functoid. If you wanted to use the same
script with a different functoid, you either copied and pasted it from one Scripting functoid to another, or you rewrote the script
from scratch.

BizTalk Server 2004 copies existing inline scripts with the functoids when you migrate a map. However, not all of the scripts may
function correctly. BizTalk Server 2004 uses Visual Basic .NET and JScript .NET rather than the VBScript and JScript used in
previous versions. The .NET versions of the languages include some changes in syntax.

Note  Be sure to test your Scripting functoids after migration.

You will need to rewrite custom functoids. BizTalk Server 2004 expects custom functoids to use the .NET framework. It cannot use
the older, COM-based custom functoids. Custom functoids can be rewritten to use the .NET framework. For sample code of a
custom functoid, see Custom Functoid (BizTalk Server Sample).

An alternative is to wrap the functionality of the custom functoid in an external assembly and call this assembly through a
Scripting functoid. The following section describes this process.

To migrate your custom functoids

1. Re-create the functionality of the functoid in a .NET language, such as Microsoft® Visual Basic® .NET, JScript® .NET, or
Microsoft® Visual C#® .NET.

2. Create an assembly to contain the new functionality.
3. Register the assembly in the global assembly cache (GAC).

Note  To register assemblies in the global assembly cache, they must be strong named and signed. For more
information about registering assemblies, see "Global Assembly Cache" in the Visual Studio .NET Combined
Collection.

4. Create a reference between the map that contains the Scripting functoid and the assembly that contains the rewritten
functionality.

5. Configure the Script property for the Scripting functoid. This property determines what script the Scripting functoid calls
during run time. You must match the value of this property to the language into which you converted your custom script.
For more information about how to configure the Script property, see Editing Functoid Properties and Input Parameters and
Scripting Functoid.

6. Build the BizTalk project that contains the map with the Scripting functoid.
7. Validate and test the map.

See Also

Map Migration from Previous Versions of BizTalk Server

Editing Functoid Properties and Input Parameters

Scripting Functoid
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Map Compilation and Testing
BizTalk® Mapper enables you to validate the map to uncover error and warning conditions. You can also test the map against
input instance data.

Settings of map and schema properties have a large effect on validation and testing. Topics in this section cover these properties
where appropriate.

This section contains:

Map Compilation
Map Testing
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Map Compilation
When you validate maps, the BizTalk Mapper compiler component generates an Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations
(XSLT) style sheet. This creates a compiled map that transforms an instance message defined by the source schema to an instance
message defined by the destination schema. Compiling a map enforces the structural rules and transformations specified in the
grid pages.

Transformations, such as links, are processed in the same order that records and fields appear in the destination schema. For
example, when BizTalk Mapper reaches a destination Record or Field node with a link, BizTalk Mapper compiles the properties of
the link. The action might be a simple copy value from a record or field in the source schema, or the action might involve multiple
calculations using functoids and multiple records and fields.

BizTalk Mapper generates warnings in the Output window and Task List window when the compiler encounters a situation that
might yield incorrect output. For example, if a functoid requires one input parameter and has no input parameters, BizTalk
Mapper generates a warning in the Output window. In general, you should not use a map in a production environment if it is
generating warnings.

A link to the generated XSLT style sheet also appears in the Output window when the map compiles correctly.

BizTalk Server uses the compiled map to perform the translation of an input instance message to an output instance message.

See Also

Map Testing

Data Transformation Configuration

Node-Hierarchy Level Matching
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Map Testing
After your map has compiled without warnings, it is time to test it. This section describes various aspects of testing maps.

This section contains:

Map File Properties
Validating Instance Data
Empty Node Values in Source Instance Messages
Optional Nodes
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Map File Properties
The map Property Pages, available by right-clicking on the map in the Solution Explorer, control many important behaviors
during testing:

The validation of input and output instances against source and destination schemas
The choice of whether to create an input instance or use an existing one
The format of input and output test instances

For information about the map properties, see Map Property Reference.

See Also

Map Testing
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Validating Instance Data
During the process of testing a map, you may want to validate instance data against the source and destination schemas to verify
that the instance data adheres to the schema structure. To validate an instance message against the source or destination schema,
use the Validate Instance command available in BizTalk Editor.

Important  If you use custom data or constants in your output, you must verify that the data types of your source test
data and target constant values are valid. When you validate a map, BizTalk Mapper does not check whether or not the
instance data violates any data types defined by the schemas. This is done when you test the map or validate the
instance data with BizTalk Editor.

For more information about how to generate and validate instance data by using BizTalk Editor, see
Instance Message Generation and Validation and Instance Validation. The Value property of the node of a schema also affects
how BizTalk generates instance data. For more information see Schema Node Properties.

See Also

Instance Message Generation and Validation

Validating Schemas

Map Property Reference

Map Testing
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Empty Node Values in Source Instance Messages
There may be times when you do not want content in all of the schema nodes when you test a map.

To create empty node values

1. Generate instance data using BizTalk Editor. For more information about generating instance data, see
Generating Instance Messages.

2. Open the input instance message in a text editor, delete the data from elements and attributes that you want to be empty,
and then save the modified instance file.

3. Configure BizTalk Mapper to use the file you just modified when the schema is validated and tested. You set the file in the
Property Pages dialog box for the schema. For more information about properties you can set in the Property Pages
dialog box, see Map File Properties.

See Also

Generating Instance Messages

Schema Property Reference
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Optional Nodes
Using optional nodes will produce a warning when you test your map. There are two conditions in which a source node may be
considered optional:

The actual record or field is optional.
The source record or field is required, but a parent, grandparent, and farther up the hierarchy is optional.

You may have situations when you have records and fields in a source schema that are optional, but the destination schema
requires the corresponding records or fields.

In both of the possible conditions, testing your map produces a warning in the Output window. In addition, the output data will
not include the target node.

See Also

Map Testing
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Using BizTalk Mapper
BizTalk® Mapper resides in the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET shell. Some of the functionality in BizTalk Mapper relies on the
user interface elements of the Visual Studio .NET shell. For example, you use the File, Edit, and View menus just as you would for
other development in Visual Studio .NET. Information about this common functionality is available from the Help menu.

BizTalk Mapper becomes active when you add a new map to a BizTalk project, when you open an existing map (a .btm file), or
when you reactivate a map by clicking its tab in the main Visual Studio .NET editing window.

Note  BizTalk Mapper saves map files using utf-16 character encoding.

The following figure shows the views BizTalk® Mapper uses within Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET.

The views have the following functions:

Source schema tree view. This view shares the main Visual Studio .NET editing window with the destination Schema Tree
view and the Grid view, and is located to their left.

As its name suggests, this view displays the schema that describes the instance messages that are the source of the
mapping defined by the map. The links that define the mapping lead from the source Schema Tree view to the Grid view,
and, ultimately, to the destination Schema Tree view.

Other than serving as the source of links, and a minor exception related to the testing of maps, this view is read-only.

For more information about how BizTalk schemas are represented in a Schema tree view, see
BizTalk Representation of Schemas.

Destination schema tree view. This view shares the main Visual Studio .NET editing window with the source Schema Tree
view and the Grid view, and is located to their right.

As its name suggests, this view displays the schema that describes the instance messages that are the destination of the
mapping defined by the map. The links that define the mapping lead into the destination Schema Tree view from the Grid
view, and ultimately from the source schema tree view.

Other than serving as the destination of links and a minor exception related to the testing of maps, this view is read-only.

For more information about how BizTalk schemas are represented in a Schema Tree view, see
BizTalk Representation of Schemas.

Grid view. This view shares the main Visual Studio .NET editing window with the source Schema Tree view and the
destination schema tree view, and is located between them, with the source Schema Tree view to the left and the destination
Schema Tree view to the right.



 

As its name suggests, this view plays a critical role in the definition of maps, containing the links and functoids that control
how data in a source instance message is transformed into an instance message that conforms to the destination schema.

The Grid view can have multiple layers, called grid pages, allowing you to organize complex maps into logical subdivisions
of mappings. Grid pages generally use more space than can be displayed at one time, and there are several effective ways to
scroll within a grid page.

You actively work in this view to construct your map.

Visual Studio .NET Toolbox window. You use this view to display the functoids available for use in BizTalk maps, and as
the source of the drag-and-drop operations to place functoids in a grid page.

The functoids shown in the Toolbox are organized according to their categories. For more information about the available
functoids, see Functoids in Maps and Functoid Reference.

Visual Studio .NET Properties window. You use this view, and its associated dialog boxes, to examine and set the
properties of the links and functoids that you create to define your map.

When you select a link or functoid in a grid page in the Grid view, select a schema node in the source or destination schema
tree views, or select a map in the Solution Explorer window, the corresponding properties of that link, functoid, schema
node, or map appear in the Properties window using the standard Visual Studio conventions. For example, the properties
are grouped into categories, and can be displayed according to these categories or alphabetically.

For detailed information about the different sets of properties that are available for links, functoids, schema nodes, or the
map itself, see Map Property Reference and Schema Property Reference.

Visual Studio .NET Task List and Output windows. You use these views to examine the results of validating, compiling,
and testing your BizTalk maps in much the same way that these views are used when compiling source code and building
other types of projects.

In addition to these views, you can interact with several dialog boxes. You usually open these dialog boxes when you are editing a
complex property such as the input parameters to a functoid.

You often use the Solution Explorer window in conjunction with BizTalk Mapper. For example, to create a new map, right-click the
BizTalk project in the Solution Explorer window, click Add, click Add New Item, and then use the Add New Item dialog box to
name and create a new map.

This section contains:

Using BizTalk Mapper Commands
Using BizTalk Mapper Shortcut Keys
Working with Grid Pages
Changing Views Sizes
Customizing Colors and Font in BizTalk Mapper
Expanding and Collapsing the Schema Trees
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Using BizTalk Mapper Commands
When BizTalk® Mapper becomes active, it adds a menu called BizTalk to the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET shell. This menu
provides access to the BizTalk Mapper commands and their functionality. When BizTalk Mapper is active, the BizTalk menu
provides the commands that are specific to editing BizTalk maps.

Where applicable, BizTalk Mapper uses existing Visual Studio .NET menu items for commands that have obvious parallels to
standard application functionality. For example, when BizTalk Mapper is active, the Save command on the File menu saves
changes to the map that is currently being edited.

The following table describes the commands within BizTalk Mapper that can be used in the process of developing maps.

Command

(menu locations, if any)

Description

Open Map

(File | Open | File...)

Opens a BizTalk map for editing in BizTalk Mapper.

Also available on the shortcut menu in Solution Explorer when a map is selected, and by double-clicki
ng a map in Solution Explorer.

Close Map

(File | Close)

Closes BizTalk Mapper for the current map, prompting to save any unsaved changes.

Also available by using the standard Close ([X]) button in the upper-right corner of the main editing 
window in Visual Studio .NET.

New Map

(File | Add New Item... | Ma
p)

(Project | Add New Item... | 
Map)

Creates a new BizTalk map for editing and opens BizTalk Mapper.

Select the map template in the Add New Item dialog box.

Also available on the shortcut menu for the BizTalk project in Solution Explorer (Add | Add New Item).

Open Source Schema

(in source Schema Tree vie
w of new map only)

Allows selection of the source schema in new maps using the BizTalk Type Picker dialog box.

Open Destination Schem
a

(in destination Schema Tre
e view of new map only)

Allows selection of the destination schema in new maps using the BizTalk Type Picker dialog box.

Save Map

(File | Save map.btm)

(File | Save map.btm As...)

(File | Save All)

Saves the BizTalk map currently being edited under its own name, under a new name, or as part of sa
ving all unsaved changes, respectively.

Create Link

(drag-and-drop only)

Creates a link between schema nodes in the source and destination schema tree views or between fu
nctoids in a grid page.

You can create a link by:

Dragging a schema node to another schema node in the other schema tree or to a functoid.
Dragging a functoid to a schema node or to another functoid.

You can create links by dragging in either direction; in other words, you can start at the source (left e
nd) or the destination (right end) of the link.

Add Functoid

(drag-and-drop only)

Adds a functoid to the displayed grid page.

You can add a functoid to a grid page by dragging the functoid from the tab in the Visual Studio .NET
Toolbox that corresponds to the category of the functoid.



Delete Link and Delete F
unctoid

(Edit | Delete)

(BizTalk | Delete)

Deletes the currently selected links or functoids in the displayed grid page, with confirmation prompt
ing.

When applicable, this command is also available on the shortcut menu for the selected links or funct
oids.

Find Schema Node

(Edit | Find and Replace | Fi
nd)

Provides search functionality for node names in the Schema Tree views, which can be useful with lar
ge schemas.

Properties

(View | Properties Window)

(BizTalk | Properties)

Provides access to the properties of links, functoids, source and destination Schema Tree view nodes, 
and to higher-level objects like the maps themselves.

Also available on the shortcut menu for the selected link or functoid, but not for nodes in the schema 
trees. Pressing F4 also displays the Properties window.

Add Grid Page

(BizTalk | Add Page)

Adds a new grid page, also known as a layer, to the Grid view.

Also available on the shortcut menu for the grid page tabs.

Delete Grid Page

(BizTalk | Delete Page)

Deletes the displayed grid page, also known as a layer, with confirmation prompting.

Also available on the shortcut menu for the grid page tabs.

Reorder Grid Pages

(BizTalk | Reorder Pages)

Allows reordering of the grid pages, also known as layers, using the Reorder Pages dialog box.

Also available on the shortcut menu for the grid page tabs.

Rename Grid Page

(BizTalk | Rename Page)

Allows renaming of the displayed grid page, also known as a layer.

Also available on the shortcut menu for the grid page tabs.

Expand Tree Node

(BizTalk | Expand Tree Node
)

Completely expands the currently selected (and at least partially collapsed) Schema, Group, or Reco
rd node in the source or destination Schema Tree view.

When applicable, this command is also available on the shortcut menu for the selected node.

Collapse Tree Node

(BizTalk | Collapse Tree No
de)

Collapses the currently selected (and at least partially expanded) Schema, Group, or Record node in
the source or destination Schema Tree view.

When applicable, this command is also available on the shortcut menu for the selected node.

Grid Preview

(BizTalk | Grid Preview)

Allows rapid and accurate scrolling within the displayed grid page using the Grid Preview dialog bo
x.

This command is also available on the shortcut menu for grid pages.

Replace Schema

(BizTalk | Replace Schema)

Allows replacement of the source or destination schema using the BizTalk Type Picker dialog box.

Also available on the shortcut menu for the source and destination Schema Tree views.

BizTalk Mapper Options

(Tools | Options | BizTalk M
apper)

Allows configuration of various colors in the Grid view, including selection, link, grid, and background
. The font used in the schema node display can also be changed using this command.

The following table describes additional map commands that are available on the shortcut menu for the selected map in Solution
Explorer.

Schema comma
nd

Description

Open Opens the selected map in BizTalk Mapper.

Double-clicking a map also opens it in BizTalk Mapper.

Open With Allows the selected map to be opened in a variety of XML editors, including BizTalk Mapper.
Test Map Tests the selected map.
Validate Map Validates the map.



 

Exclude From Pr
oject

Removes the currently selected map from the current BizTalk project.

Use the Add Existing Item command to re-add a map that was previously excluded from the current BizTalk 
project.

Cut, Copy, Paste Use these commands to perform the standard Visual Studio .NET behavior of cutting, copying, and pasting enti
re maps within a BizTalk project.

Delete Permanently deletes the currently selected map, with a confirmation prompting.
Rename Allows the currently selected map to be renamed, in place.
Properties Opens the Property Pages dialog box for the currently selected map, in which some of the properties of the m

ap can be examined and set.

Note  Other properties of the map are examined and set in the Visual Studio .NET Properties wind
ow when the map is selected.

See Also

Using BizTalk Mapper Shortcut Keys
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Using BizTalk Mapper Shortcut Keys
As in any standard Microsoft® Windows® application, you can use shortcut keys in BizTalk Mapper to access commands
otherwise available by using menus. The following table describes the available shortcut keys.

Note  Comma-separated key combinations denote a sequence that must be typed. For example, "CTRL+I, CTRL+R"
means that you must first type CTRL+I and then you must type CTRL+R. A key combination such as "ALT+B, I, F"
means that you must first type ALT+B, but then can type "I" and "F" without holding down the ALT key.

Shortcut keys Action
ALT+Z Opens the BizTalk menu.
DELETE

— or —

ALT+Z, D

BizTalk - Delete

Deletes the currently selected links and functoids in the displayed grid page, with confirmation prompting.

CTRL+M, CTRL
+A

— or —

ALT+Z, A

BizTalk - Add Page

Adds a new grid page.

CTRL+M, CTRL
+D

— or —

ALT+Z, D

BizTalk - Delete Page

Deletes the displayed grid page, including any links and functoids on it, with confirmation prompting.

CTRL+M, CTRL
+R

— or —

ALT+Z, R

BizTalk - Reorder Pages

Opens the Reorder Pages dialog box, so that you can change the order of the grid pages.

F2

— or —

ALT+Z, N

BizTalk - Rename Page

Allows you to rename the displayed grid page, by typing a new name into the corresponding tab.

CTRL+M, CTRL
+E

— or —

Right Arrow

— or —

ALT+Z, E

BizTalk - Expand Tree Node

Expands the currently selected node in the source or destination schema tree.

CTRL+M, CTRL
+C

— or —

Left Arrow

— or —

ALT+Z, C

BizTalk - Collapse Tree Node

Collapses the currently selected node in the source or destination schema tree.



 

CTRL+M, CTRL
+G

— or —

ALT+Z, G

BizTalk - Grid Preview

Opens the Grid Preview dialog box, so that you can quickly scroll within the displayed grid page.

F4

— or —

ALT+Z, R

BizTalk - Properties

Shows the properties of the currently selected grid item (link, functoid, and so on) in the Visual Studio .NET Prop
erties window.

CTRL+M, CTRL
+S

— or —

ALT+Z, S

BizTalk - Replace Schema

Allows replacement of the source or destination schema using the BizTalk Type Picker dialog box.

See Also

Using BizTalk Mapper Commands
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Working with Grid Pages
Creating maps for many business documents can involve numerous links and functoids, often enough to make the grid complex
and difficult to understand. The solution to this potential complexity is the introduction of pages to the grid. You can isolate
different aspects of your mapping into different pages, and then view and work with those pages separately.

Pages are represented as tabs in the grid. You can add new pages, rename pages, delete pages, move between and within them,
and so on. This section provides step-by-step instructions for these various page operations.

Important  Links and functoids connected to each other must all be in the same grid page. You can move links and
functoids between grid pages. All connected functoids and links must be selected, or you will not be able to move
them to another page.

Note  Grid properties apply to the entire grid and not to an individual page. Setting a Grid property establishes the
value for all of the pages and not merely the page displayed.

This section contains:

Managing Grid Pages
Moving Between and Within Grid Pages
Moving Functoids and Links Between Grid Pages
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Managing Grid Pages
If your map is complex enough to warrant multiple grid pages, you need to be able to add new grid pages, and potentially
rename, reorder, and delete them. This topic provides step-by-step instructions for these operations.

Note  These instructions require that BizTalk Mapper is active. You can activate BizTalk Mapper by opening a BizTalk
map, or by clicking the tab corresponding to a BizTalk map in the main editing window of Visual Studio .NET.

To add a grid page

On the BizTalk menu, click Add Page.

Note  You can also right-click on an existing grid page name and click Add Page from the shortcut menu.

Note  The maximum number of grid pages is 20.

To rename a grid page

1. On the BizTalk menu, click Rename Page.

The existing name zone page name becomes selected, ready to be replaced.

Note  You can also right-click on an existing grid page name and click Rename Page from the shortcut menu,
or double-click on an existing grid page name.

2. Type a new name, and then press ENTER.

Note  The autocomplete feature will automatically display a list of existing matching entries as you type.

To reorder grid pages

1. On the BizTalk menu, click Reorder Pages.

The Reorder Pages dialog box opens.

Note  You can also right-click on an existing grid page name and click Reorder Pages from the shortcut menu.

2. In the Reorder Pages dialog box, select the grid page you want to move, then click the Up arrow or Down arrow to change
the relative position of the grid page.

3. Repeat step 2 for other grid pages, as appropriate, and then click OK.

To delete a grid page

1. Select the grid page you want to delete, and then on the BizTalk menu, click Delete Page.

Note  You can also right-click on an existing grid page name and click Delete Page from the shortcut menu.

2. In the confirmation dialog box, click Yes.

Note  Deleting a grid page deletes all of the links and functoids on it.

Note  You can delete all but one of the grid pages.

See Also

Moving Between and Within Grid Pages

Moving Functoids and Links Between Grid Pages
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Moving Between and Within Grid Pages
If your map is complex enough to warrant multiple grid pages, you will need to be able to move between grid pages. Regardless
of whether you are using multiple grid pages, it is very likely that your map will be complex enough that not all links and
functoids are visible within a single grid page at the same time. This means that you need to be able to scroll within a grid page.
The Grid Preview dialog box provides an alternative way to quickly scroll within a grid page. This topic provides step-by-step
instructions for these operations.

Note  These instructions all require that BizTalk Mapper is active. You can activate BizTalk Mapper by opening a
BizTalk map, or by clicking the tab corresponding to a BizTalk map in the main editing window of Visual Studio .NET.

To move between grid pages

1. Use the Move to Left End, Move Left, Move Right, and Move to Right End arrows at the bottom of the grid to display
the tab that shows the name of the grid page to which you want to move.

2. Click the tab that shows the name of the grid page to which you want to move.

To scroll within a grid page

1. Move the cursor near an edge or corner of the grid page in which you want to scroll, in the direction that you want to scroll.

The cursor changes to a large arrow.

2. Click and hold the left mouse button to scroll in the direction that the arrow points.

Note  You can also scroll by clicking in the grid page background and then using the arrow keys to scroll in all
four directions.

To scroll within a grid page by using the grid preview

1. On the BizTalk menu, click Grid Preview.

Note  You can also right-click in the grid page background and click Grid Preview from the shortcut menu.

2. In the Grid Preview dialog box, drag the green locator square to a new location.

As you move the green locator square, the displayed grid page scrolls accordingly.

Note  The grid preview is useful for navigating large grid pages with many functoids and links spread over a
large area.

See Also

Managing Grid Pages

Moving Functoids and Links Between Grid Pages
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Moving Functoids and Links Between Grid Pages
There may be times while developing large maps when you want to move a set of related functoids and links to a different grid
page. This topic provides step-by-step instructions for these operations.

Note  These instructions all require that BizTalk Mapper is active. You can activate BizTalk Mapper by opening a
BizTalk map, or by clicking the tab corresponding to a BizTalk map in the main editing window of Visual Studio .NET.

1. Use the Move to Left End, Move Left, Move Right, and Move to Right End arrows at the bottom of the grid to display
the tab that shows the name of the grid page from which you want to move one or more functoids and their links.

2. Select the grid page from which you want to move one or more functoids and their links by clicking its name.
3. Use the Move to Left End, Move Left, Move Right, and Move to Right End arrows at the bottom of the grid to display

the tab that shows the name of the grid page to which you want to move one or more functoids and their links.
4. In the displayed grid page, select the functoid you want to move, and also select all links that connect to it and any other

functoids to which it is connected.

Note  To do a multiple selection of links and functoids, hold down the SHIFT or CTRL key while clicking the
relevant links and functoids. Or, do a region selection by moving the cursor to a point next to one of the object
and dragging the cursor while holding the mouse key down.

Note  Connected functoids and the links that connect them must all be moved together. If they are not all
selected, you cannot complete the move.

5. Drag the selected functoids and any connecting links to the tab showing the name of the grid page where you want to move
it (them) and hold the cursor over that tab until that grid page appears.

Note  If a circle with a slash through it appears in the tab of the grid page to which you want to move the
functoids and any connecting links, the move operation is prohibited, probably because not all of the connected
functoids and their links are properly selected.

6. Drag the functoids and any connecting links to the location on the grid where you want to place it (them).

Note  To select one or more connected functoids and their connecting links so that you can move them from one grid
page to another, all of the connecting links must be visible. To make the links visible, expand the source and
destination schema nodes to which those links ultimately connect.

See Also

Managing Grid Pages

Moving Between and Within Grid Pages
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Changing Views Sizes
In the process of developing BizTalk maps, you may find that you want to change the sizes of the source or destination schema
tree views, or the size of the Grid view. This topic provides step-by-step instructions for these various tasks.

To make the schema tree views or the Grid view taller or shorter

1. Move the mouse pointer to the bottom edge of the Visual Studio .NET main editing window, which displays the schema tree
views on either side of the Grid view, until the cursor changes to the standard window vertical resizing icon.

2. Click and hold the left mouse button and drag the window edge either up or down.

You have vertically resized the schema tree views and the Grid view by vertically resizing the entire main editing window.

To make the Schema Tree views or the Grid view wider or more narrow

1. Move the mouse pointer to one of the two pane dividers in the Visual Studio .NET main editing window, which divides the
schema tree views from the Grid view between them, until the cursor changes to the standard window horizontal resizing
icon.

2. Click and hold the left mouse button and drag the pane edge either left (narrower) or right (wider).

You have horizontally resized one of the schema tree views and the Grid view by changing the amount of the main editing
window dedicated to each of these views.

You can also make the schema tree views and the Grid view wider or narrower by horizontally resizing the entire main
editing window.

Note  Double-click a pane divider to restore it the surrounding views to their default sizes.

See Also

Using BizTalk Mapper Commands

Using BizTalk Mapper Shortcut Keys
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Customizing Colors and Font in BizTalk Mapper
You can change the colors associated with various types of links and the color of selected objects in the Grid view. You can also
change the font used to display the schema tree nodes. This topic provides step-by-step instructions for making such changes.

To change the colors and font used in BizTalk Mapper

1. In Visual Studio .NET, on the Tools menu, click Options.
2. In the Options dialog box, click the BizTalk Mapper folder, and, if necessary, expand the Color or Font sections by clicking

their plus (+) icons.
3. Change the colors for the various types of links, compiler warnings, grid foreground, and grid background by using the

drop-down color picker associated with each color property.

The following color choices are available:

Selected Objects. Controls the color of the eight squares around a selected functoid and the color of selected links.
Partial Links. Controls the color of partial links, which are links that exist for a field or record whose parent record is
collapsed.
Fixed Links. Controls the color of fixed links, which are simple value-copy links in a grid page.
Compiler Links. Controls the color of compiler links, which are the compiler directive links. They are links that are
automatically created when a link is set from a field in the source schema tree to a field in the destination schema tree.
Elastic Links. Controls the color of elastic links, which are simple value-copy links that are dragged from the source
schema tree to the destination schema tree. After the link is made, the color of the link changes to the color for fixed
links.
Compiler Warnings. Controls the color of compiler warnings.
Grid Foreground. Controls the color of the dashed lines in grid pages.
Grid Background. Controls the color of the background in grid pages.

4. Change the font used in the views in the main editing window by using the Font dialog box associated with the property in
the Font section.

Access the Font dialog box by using the ellipsis (…) button located at the right end of the Schema Tree Font property
value box.

See Also

Using BizTalk Mapper
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Expanding and Collapsing the Schema Trees
When developing BizTalk maps, you are likely to need to expand and collapse the source and destination schema trees to expose
or to hide the various schema nodes. This topic provides step-by-step instructions for expanding and collapsing the schema tree.

To completely expand all or part of a schema tree

1. Select the node under which you want to completely expand the schema tree.

The selected node must be a node with a plus (+) or minus (-) icon next to it.

2. On the BizTalk menu, or on the shortcut menu for that node, click Expand Schema Node.

All nodes below the selected node are completely expanded.

If the schema tree below the selected node is already completely expanded, the Expand Schema Node menu item is
dimmed.

To completely collapse all or part of a schema tree

1. Select the node under which you want to completely collapse the schema tree.

The selected node must be a node with a plus (+) or minus (-) icon next to it.

2. On the BizTalk menu, or on the shortcut menu for that node, click Collapse Schema Node.

All nodes below the selected node are completely collapsed.

If the schema tree below the selected node is already collapsed, the Collapse Schema Node menu item is dimmed.

This operation will not remember the individual expand and collapse settings of the nodes below the selected node. When you re-
expand the collapsed node, previous settings are lost, and you must expand the schema tree below that point node-by-node, or
expand it entirely.

To expand a node of a schema tree

Click the plus (+) icon next to the node you want to expand.

The selected node is expanded. Whether or not its descendent nodes are expanded or collapsed depends on how the
selected node was collapsed and their previous expand and collapse settings.

To collapse a node of a schema tree

Click the minus (-) icon next to the node you want to collapse.

The selected node is collapsed.

This operation will remember the individual expand and collapse settings of the nodes below the selected node. When you re-
expand the collapsed node by using the plus (+) icon, the previous individual settings are not lost, and the schema tree below that
point returns to its previous state.

See Also

Using BizTalk Mapper
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Creating Maps
The primary user interface for BizTalk® Mapper is displayed on a tab within the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET editing window.
This display is divided into three panes. The left pane displays the source schema as a tree on the left side. The right pane displays
the destination schema as a tree. The middle pane displays the grid as multiple pages. To indicate how you want to map data from
the source schema to the destination schema, you draw lines between the records and fields you want to map. These lines are
called "links", and they are the most basic way to specify the mapping of data. For more information about linking records and
fields, see Links in Maps.

If you want to implement more advanced mapping methods, you can use functoids, tools available in BizTalk Mapper tabs within
the Visual Studio .NET Toolbox. Functoids enable you to create more complex maps. Examples of more complex map elements
include:

Adding the values in two fields in a source schema and putting the result in a field in the destination schema.
Calculating the average value of a field in a looping record and putting the result in a field in the destination schema.
Writing a custom script to manipulate instance data as appropriate for your business needs.

For more information about functoids, see Functoids in Maps.

BizTalk Mapper can support many different mapping scenarios from simple parent-child relationships to detailed, complex
looping of records and hierarchies. All data processed by Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 at run time must be in XML. All non-
XML data must be translated to an equivalent XML format before mapping. Similarly, when the mapping process is complete,
BizTalk Server 2004 uses the output of a mapping operation to create a file format that is recognized by the trading partner or
application to which the data is sent.

BizTalk Mapper includes a compiler. This tool-level component generates the Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations
(XSLT) needed to transform or translate input instance messages to output instance messages.

This section provides task-specific information about using BizTalk Mapper to create the mapping between two schemas. It
assumes that you already have BizTalk Mapper open, and have chosen your source and destination schemas.

This section contains:

Managing Maps Within Projects
Using Links to Specify Record and Field Mappings
Using Functoids to Create More Complex Mappings
Mapping without Maps
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Managing Maps Within Projects
This section provides step-by-step instructions for working with entire maps—for example, the steps involved in creating a map,
specifying the schemas in the map, and saving maps. For information about building the mapping structure using links and
functoids, see Using Functoids to Create More Complex Mappings.

This section contains:

Creating New Maps
Adding Existing Maps
Opening, Saving, Closing, and Renaming Maps
Replacing Schemas
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Creating New Maps
To build a new BizTalk map, there are three high-level steps to perform:

1. Create the new map within a BizTalk project.
2. Associate source and destination schemas with the map.
3. Build the set of links and, perhaps, intermediate functoids specifying how the source schema maps to the destination

schema.

In the current context, the first two of these three steps is considered "creating" the map. The third step is considered "building"
the map. For step-by-step instructions on many of the tasks related to the process of building the map, see
Using Functoids to Create More Complex Mappings.

To create a new map within a BizTalk project

1. Right-click a BizTalk project in Solution Explorer, click Add, and then click Add New Item.
2. In the Add New Item dialog box, in the Templates area, click Map.
3. Select the text in the Name box, type a name for the map, and then click Open.

BizTalk Mapper opens in the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET editing window, showing three distinct panes, side-by-side.
From left to right, these panes show the source schema, the grid (which may have multiple pages), and the destination
schema.

Important  You cannot use the following names for maps: "XmlContent", "SourceSchemas", "TargetSchemas",
or "XsltArgumentListContent". These names cannot be used because compilation into a .NET assembly produces
naming restrictions as the result of generated C# code.

4. In BizTalk Mapper, in the left pane, click Open Source Schema.
5. In the BizTalk Type Picker dialog box, expand the Schema node in the tree, if necessary, select the appropriate source

schema, and then click OK.

If only a single root exists in the source schema, or a root node has been established for the schema using the Root
Reference property of the Schema node, the source schema opens in the left pane, and you can proceed to step 7.

6. If the source schema has multiple root nodes, and no root node has been established for the source schema using the
Schema node's Root Reference property, in the Root Node for Source Schema dialog box, select the appropriate root
node, and click OK.

Important  If you choose a root node for a schema in BizTalk Mapper and then later change the Root
Reference property in the schema, the next time you open the schema in BizTalk Mapper, the root node will not
update to the new root reference configured in BizTalk Editor.

7. In BizTalk Mapper, in the right pane, click Open Destination Schema.
8. In the BizTalk Type Picker dialog box, expand the Schema node in the tree, if necessary, select the appropriate destination

schema, and then click OK.

If only a single root exists in the destination schema, or a root node has been established for the destination schema using
the Root Reference property of the Schema node, the destination schema opens in the right pane, and you will not need
to perform step 9.

9. If the destination schema has multiple root nodes, and no root node has been established for the destination schema using
the Root Reference property of the Schema node, in the Root Node for Target Schema dialog box, select the
appropriate root node, and click OK.

The destination schema opens in the right pane.

See Also

Managing Maps Within Projects
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Adding Existing Maps
There may be times when you want to add an existing map to a BizTalk project. Before doing so, you must ensure that the source
and destination schemas of the map are included in the BizTalk project to which you are adding the map; or, referenced by the
corresponding .NET assembly.

To add an existing map to a BizTalk project

1. Right-click a BizTalk project in Solution Explorer, point to Add, and then click Add Existing Item.
2. In the Add Existing Item dialog box, browse to the folder containing the map to be added, select it, and then click Open.

The map opens in BizTalk Mapper. The newly added map also appears as a child of the current BizTalk project in Solution
Explorer.

Note  If you browsed to a folder other than the BizTalk project folder, a copy of the map you added was created
in the project folder, and it was this copy of the map that was added to the project. Subsequent changes to the
map are made to this copy, not to the original map in the other folder.

Important  BizTalk maps can only be opened by BizTalk Mapper, which is hosted within the Microsoft® Visual
Studio® .NET shell. If you double-click a map in Windows Explorer, a new instance of Visual Studio .NET will be
opened, and then the map will be opened by BizTalk Mapper.

See Also

Managing Maps Within Projects
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Opening, Saving, Closing, and Renaming Maps
In Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004, maps exist as files in the file system with .btm extensions. Nevertheless, it is much more
common to work with maps as items in a BizTalk project, from which you perform operations such as opening, saving, and
closing maps.

To open a map

1. In Solution Explorer, select the map you want to open.
2. On the View menu, click Open.

The map opens in BizTalk Mapper.

Note  You can also right-click the map in Solution Explorer, and then click Open, or simply double-click the map
in Solution Explorer.

To save a map

1. In Solution Explorer, select the map you want to save.
2. On the File menu, click Save <Name of Map>.

To save a map to a new location

1. In Solution Explorer, select the map you want to save to a new location.
2. On the File menu, click Save <Name of Map> As.
3. In the Save File As dialog box, browse to the folder location where you want to save the map.
4. In the File name box, type a name for the file, and then click Save.

Important  Do not use the following names for maps: "XmlContent", "SourceSchemas", "TargetSchemas", or
"XsltArgumentListContent"; doing so will cause compilation problems in the generated C# code in the
corresponding .NET assembly.

To rename a map

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click the map that you want to rename, and then click Rename.
2. In the editing box that appears in the location of the map in Solution Explorer, type the new name for the map, or alter its

existing name, and then press ENTER.

Note  You may also want to change the Type Name of the map when you rename it. You change the Type Name by
selecting the map in the solution explorer and entering the new name in the Type Name in the Properties window.

To close a map

1. In Solution Explorer, select the map you want to close.
2. On the File menu, click Close.

Note  You can also click the close icon ([x]) in the upper-right corner of the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET
editing window.

See Also

Managing Maps Within Projects
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Replacing Schemas
There may be times when you want to replace either the source or destination schema in an existing map, such as when you
receive an updated schema from a trading partner.

Note  BizTalk Mapper attempts to maintain all existing links between the retained schema and the replaced schema;
when this is not possible, a warning message will appear to advise you of the situation.

To replace a source or destination schema

1. Right-click in either the source or destination schema tree view, and then click Replace Schema.
2. In the BizTalk Type Picker dialog box, expand the Schema node in the tree, if necessary, select the appropriate schema,

and then click OK.

If only a single root exists in the replacement schema, or a root node has been established for the replacement schema
using the Root Reference property of the Schema node, the replacement schema opens in the relevant pane, and you will
not need to perform step 3.

3. If multiple root nodes exist in the destination schema, and no root node has been established for the destination schema
using the Root Reference property of the Schema node, in the Root Node for <Source/Target> Schema dialog box,
select the appropriate root node, and then click OK.

The replacement schema opens in the relevant pane.

See Also

Managing Maps Within Projects
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Using Links to Specify Record and Field Mappings
In BizTalk® Mapper, a link is the way you associate a data item in the source schema with a data item in the destination schema.
Typically, in a completed map there are many links between the source schema and the destination schema. All together the links
specify how the data in the source instance messages will be transformed into a semantically equivalent, but syntactically distinct,
destination instance messages.

This section provides task-specific information about creating new links, working with existing links, creating links automatically,
and other linking operations.

This section contains:

Creating Links
Editing Link Properties
Linking Records Automatically
Managing Existing Links
Selecting Multiple Links
Configuring Node Hierarchy Matching
Setting the Source Links Compiler Value
Showing and Hiding Compiler Links
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Creating Links
Creating a link from a Record or Field node in a source schema to a Record or Field node in a destination schema is the most
basic activity in creating maps. This topic provides step-by-step instructions for several variations of this activity, including
creating links to and from functoids. For additional information about working with functoids, see
Using Functoids to Create More Complex Mappings.

The instructions in this topic assume you already have a BizTalk map open, and that you have chosen source and destination
schemas for the map. For more information about opening maps and choosing schemas for the map,
Managing Maps Within Projects.

To create links between Field and Record nodes

In BizTalk Mapper, drag a Field or Record node from the source schema tree to a Field or Record node in the destination
schema tree.

- Or -

In BizTalk Mapper, drag a Field or Record node from the destination schema tree to a Field or Record node in the source
schema tree.

There are several things to consider when creating links:

The data type of a Field or Record node in the source schema tree should match the data type of a Field or Record node to
which it is linked in the destination schema tree.
If a Field or Record node in the source schema is optional, and a particular source instance message does not contain the
corresponding element or attribute, BizTalk Mapper will not create a corresponding element or attribute in the destination
instance message, even if the Field or Record nodes have a direct link between them in the map.
You cannot link to a Field or Record node in the destination schema that has a constant value associated with it. On the
other hand, you can link to a required Field or Record node in the destination schema that has a default value associated
with it. Note, however, that when you test the map, the default value will be used.
You cannot create a link to or from the Any Element, Any Attribute, Sequence Group, or Choice Group nodes. For more
information about these types of nodes, see Any Element Nodes, Sequence Group Nodes, and Choice Group Nodes,
respectively.
You may need to expand the schema trees to view the fields that you want to map. For more information, see
Expanding and Collapsing the Schema Trees.

To create links between Record or Field nodes and functoids

In BizTalk Mapper, drag a Record or Field node from the source or destination schema to a functoid in a grid page.

- Or -

Drag the functoid from a grid page to a Record or Field node in the source or destination schema.

When you create a link between a Record or Field node in the source schema and a functoid, you are creating an input to
that functoid. When you create a link between a Record or Field node in the destination schema and a functoid, you are
creating an output from that functoid.

Important  You cannot link between a functoid and an Any Element node or an Any Attribute node.

Note  You must first add a functoid to a grid page before you can add a link between a Record or Field node
and that functoid. For more information about adding functoids to a grid page, see
Adding Basic Functoids to a Map and Adding Advanced Functoids to a Map.

Note  You cannot link to a Field node in the destination schema that has a constant value associated with it. On
the other hand, you can link to a required Field node in the destination schema that has a default value
associated with it. Note, however, that when you test the map, the default value will be used.

To create links between functoids

In BizTalk Mapper, drag one functoid to another functoid in a grid page.

Note  Links are processed left-to-right in a grid page. You cannot make a link from one functoid to another



 

functoid directly above or below it. Links between functoids are interpreted such that a link signifies output from
the functoid to the left and input to the functoid to the right.

See Also

Using Links to Specify Record and Field Mappings
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Editing Link Properties
Links have several properties that appear in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window and that you can set: Label, Source Links,
and Target Links. Setting the Label property provides a short description of the link and is especially helpful in table-driven
looping. The Source Links property determines whether the link represents the text value of an element or the name of the
element. The Target Links property enables you to control the order in which links are processed in the map.

For information about the Label property, see Managing Existing Links. For information about setting and using the Source
Links and Target Links properties, see Configuring Node Hierarchy Matching and Setting the Source Links Compiler Value.

See Also

Using Links to Specify Record and Field Mappings
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Linking Records Automatically
There are two ways to create record-to-record links automatically:

By node name. Using this technique, BizTalk Mapper attempts to match the Record and Field nodes within the Record
nodes being linked according to the names of the corresponding nodes, regardless of their structure, within the Record
nodes being linked.
By structure. Using this technique, BizTalk Mapper attempts to match the Record and Field nodes within the Record
nodes being linked according to the structures of those Record nodes, regardless of names of the corresponding nodes
within those structures.

This topic provides step-by-step instructions for switching between these two techniques.

To choose the type of automatic record-to-record linking done by BizTalk Mapper and generate links

1. With the relevant map open in BizTalk Mapper, click in the Grid view to display the grid properties in the Visual Studio .NET
Properties window.

2. Set the Autolink By property in the General category to either Node Name or Structure using the drop-down list.

Note  Linking by structure is the default.

3. Hold down the SHIFT key and draw a link from a source schema element to a destination schema element.

BizTalk Mapper creates links between elements under the newly elements according to the Autolink By property.

See Also

Using Links to Specify Record and Field Mappings
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Managing Existing Links
Sometimes you may need to change the source or destination of a link, name or rename a link, or delete a link. This topic provides
step-by-step instructions for performing these types of link operations.

To change the source or destination of a link

1. In BizTalk Mapper, in a grid page, click a link to select it.

The endpoints of a selected link in the grid page are highlighted with small blue boxes.

2. Drag either endpoint of the link to the new schema node or functoid to which you want it to connect it.

As you drag an endpoint, the cursor becomes a crosshair. If you point to a schema node or functoid (or other object) which
cannot accept the link, the cursor becomes a circle with a line through it.

Important  If you have two or more input links connected to a functoid and you redirect one or more of those
input links to other nodes in the source schema or to other functoids, the order of the input parameters to the
original functoid may not be preserved. Use the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box to review the resulting
order of the input parameters and to reorder them if necessary. For more information about reordering the
input parameters of a functoid, see Editing Functoid Properties and Input Parameters.

To name or rename a link

1. In BizTalk Mapper, in a grid page, click a link to select it.

The endpoints of a selected link in the grid page are highlighted with small blue boxes.

2. In the Visual Studio .NET Properties window, provide a (new) name for the link using the Label property.

To delete a link

1. In BizTalk Mapper, in a grid page, click a link to select it.

The endpoints of a selected link in the grid page are highlighted with small blue boxes.

2. On the View menu, click Delete.

You can also press the DELETE key or right-click the link and click Delete on the shortcut menu.

3. In the confirmation dialog box, click Yes.

See Also
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Selecting Multiple Links
In some circumstances, you may want to perform operations on more than one link at a time. In such cases, you can select all of
the links of interest and then perform the operation. This is useful, for example, when you want to move a set of functoids and
their connecting links from one grid page to another.

To select multiple links

1. In BizTalk Mapper, in a grid page, click the first link to select it.

The endpoints of the first selected link in the grid page are highlighted with small blue boxes.

2. In BizTalk Mapper, in the same grid page, hold down the CTRL or the SHIFT key, and then click another link to select it as
well.

The endpoints of this selected link in the grid page are also highlighted with small blue boxes.

3. Repeat step 2 as required to select all of the links of interest.

Note  Multiple selection in a grid page works for functoids and links simultaneously. To move a set of functoids
and their connecting links from one grid page to another, they must all be selected.

See Also
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Configuring Node Hierarchy Matching
When you create a link in a map, BizTalk automatically creates compiler links to implement the link you've drawn. The Target
Links property of a link controls how BizTalk draws the compiler links. For more information about the Target Links property,
see Node-Hierarchy Level Matching.

To set the Target Links link property

1. In BizTalk Mapper, in a grid page, click a link to select it.

The endpoints of a selected link in the grid page are highlighted with small blue boxes.

2. In the Visual Studio .NET Properties window, set the Target Links property to one of the following choices:

Flatten Links. The hierarchy in the source record node is flattened to the linked-to record node in the destination
schema.
Match Links Top Down. Node matching is performed level-to-level from the top down.
Match Links Bottom Up. Node matching is performed level-to-level from the bottom up.

See Also

Node-Hierarchy Level Matching
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Setting the Source Links Compiler Value
You can use the Source Links property of a link to specify how a value is retrieved from the source node and applied to the
destination node. This topic explains the available choices and how to choose among them.

To set the Source Links link property

1. In BizTalk Mapper, in a grid page, click a link to select it.

The endpoints of a selected link in the grid page are highlighted with small blue boxes.

2. In the Visual Studio .NET Properties window, set the Source Links property to one of the following choices:

Copy Name. The name of the node in the source schema is used as the value of the linked node in the destination
schema.
Copy Text Value. The value corresponding to the node in the source schema (element data or an attribute value) is
used as the value of the linked node in the destination schema. This choice is the default. For example,
<Node>Hello<Name>Chris</Name>Cannon</Node> would result in "Hello".
Copy Text and Subcontent Value. The value corresponding to the record node, and the value of all its child nodes,
and their child nodes, in the source schema (element data and attribute values) are combined as the value of the
linked node in the destination schema. For example, <Node>Hello<Name>Chris</Name>Cannon</Node> would result in
"Hello Chris Cannon".

See Also
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Showing and Hiding Compiler Links
When you compile a map, BizTalk Mapper creates additional links, known as compiler links to account for all linking needed in the
map. Some of these links are only implied by the links you created. When you compile, or test, a map, the final line in the Visual
Studio .NET Output window allows you to show or hide these additional compiler links in the main window. By default, the
compiler links appear as red dashed lines.

To show or hide compiler links

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click the map whose complier links you want to view, and then click Test Map.
2. In the Visual Studio .NET Tasks List window, scroll to the end and double-click the line that says Double-click here to

show/Hide compiler links.

To change the display state of compiler links from shown to hidden, or from hidden to shown, just double-click that line
again.

To test a map, you must configure the properties for the input and output instances. For more information about how to
configure these properties, see Configuring Map Validation and Test Parameters.

See Also
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Using Functoids to Create More Complex Mappings
Functoids play a crucial role in many mapping scenarios. Without functoids, you can copy element and attribute data, but you
cannot, to any significant extent, manipulate the values themselves. Using functoids, almost any transformation is possible. For
example, with a functoid you can take two values from entirely different locations, add them together, and place the sum in the
destination schema.

Functoids appear in the Visual Studio .NET Toolbox, one toolbox tab per category, when you are editing a BizTalk map. After you
open the Toolbox and choose a category of functoids by clicking on the corresponding tab, you drag the functoid onto a grid
page. Then you create input and output links between the functoid and either schema nodes or another functoid. Input links
correspond to input parameters and lead to a functoid from the left; an output link corresponds to the output parameter and
leaves a functoid to the right.

Like other map elements, functoids have properties. One of the most important properties of a functoid is its set of input
parameters. For more information, see Adding Basic Functoids to a Map.

This section provides step-by-step instructions for working with functoids within BizTalk maps. For reference information about
functoids, organized by category, see Functoid Reference.

This section contains:

Opening the Functoid Toolbox
Adding Basic Functoids to a Map
Adding Advanced Functoids to a Map
Editing Functoid Properties and Input Parameters
Selecting Multiple Functoids
Replacing Functoids
Deleting Functoids
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Opening the Functoid Toolbox
After you create a map and select the source and destination schemas, you can place functoids on the grid. The functoids appear
in the Visual Studio .NET Toolbox, one toolbox tab per functoid category.

To open the functoid toolbox

In Visual Studio .NET, with a BizTalk map open and active in the Editor window, on the View menu, click Toolbox.

Note  You can also use Ctrl+Alt+X or the Toolbox tool on the Standard toolbar to show the functoid toolbox.

Important  If the functoid tabs are not visible in the Toolbox, ensure that you have BizTalk Mapper open by having selected
a BizTalk map for editing in the main editing window.

See Also

Using Functoids to Create More Complex Mappings
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Adding Basic Functoids to a Map
Many functoids are very simple to use. These are referred to here as basic functoids to distinguish them from the functoids in the
Advanced category. Basic functoids comprise the remaining categories of functoids such as Conversion, Cumulative, Database,
Date and Time, Logical, Mathematical, Scientific, and String.

Basic functoids, in general, have simple types, such as numbers and strings, as their input and output links.

Using a basic functoid involves adding it to a grid page, creating input links to the functoid, coming from the left, and creating
output link from the functoid, leaving to the right. This topic provides step-by-step instructions for these operations.

To add a basic functoid to a map

1. With the Visual Studio .NET Toolbox active, click the appropriate tab to select the category of the functoid you want to use.

The list of available functoids in the chosen category appears.

2. Drag the functoid you want to use from the Toolbox to the appropriate location on a grid page.

Note  The functoid will be placed on the displayed grid page. If you want to put the functoid onto a different
grid page, you need to display that other grid page first.

Note  If you are constructing a map using more than one functoid together, you need to consider their relative
left to right placement. Functoids are executed from left to right. The output of a functoid can only be input to
another functoid that is farther to the right.

To create input links to a basic functoid

1. Drag a record or field node from the source schema to the basic functoid in the displayed grid page.

- Or -

In the displayed grid page, drag another functoid, which is located farther to the left, to the basic functoid to which you want
to create an input link.

- Or -

Drag the basic functoid in the displayed grid page to a record or field node in the source schema.

- Or -

In the displayed grid page, drag the basic functoid to which you want to create an input link to another functoid that is
located farther to the left.

Note  While dragging, the moving endpoint of the link, as opposed to the anchored endpoint of the link,
changes to a crosshair icon to allow more accurate targeting of the second endpoint. If you hover the moving
endpoint of the link over an object that is not an appropriate second endpoint for the link, such as might occur
when there is a data type mismatch, the crosshair icon changes to an icon showing a circle with a diagonal slash
through it.

2. Repeat step 1 as necessary to establish the complete set of input links (though perhaps not the entire set of input
parameters) to the basic functoid.

Note  There are a few functoids that do not require any input links. For example, the Date, Time, and Date and
Time functoids in the Date and Time functoid category provide the current date, time, or date and time,
respectively, at which an instance message is being processed. Thus, they do not require any input parameters
from the source schema.

Note  The order of input parameters to many functoids is significant, as indicated in the corresponding functoid
reference topic (see Functoid Reference), The order in which you create links sets the order of input parameters
to the functoid. For more information about functoid properties and specifying the order of functoid input
parameters, see Editing Functoid Properties and Input Parameters.

Note  Ensure the functoids or source schema node you want to link are visible in the displayed grid page or
source schema window before you begin linking.



 

To create the output link from a basic functoid

Drag a record or field node from the destination schema to the basic functoid in the displayed grid page.

- Or -

In the displayed grid page, drag another functoid, which is located farther to the right, to the basic functoid to which you
want to create the output link.

- Or -

Drag the basic functoid in the displayed grid page to a record or field node in the destination schema.

- Or -

In the displayed grid page, drag the basic functoid to which you want to create the output link to another functoid that is
located farther to the right.

Note  Ensure the functoids and source schema node that you want to link are already visible in the displayed
grid page and source schema window, respectively, before you begin the linking operation.

Note  Functoid linking always attempts to disallow inappropriate linking, such as links where source and target
data types do not match.

Note  While dragging, the moving end point of the link, as opposed to the anchored endpoint of the link,
changes to a crosshair icon to allow more accurate targeting of the second endpoint. If you hover the moving
endpoint of the link over an object that is not an appropriate second endpoint for the link, such as might occur
when there is a data type mismatch, the crosshair icon changes to an icon showing a circle with a diagonal slash
through it.

See also

Conversion Functoids Reference

Cumulative Functoids Reference

Database Functoids Reference

Date and Time Functoids Reference

Logical Functoids Reference

Mathematical Functoids Reference

Scientific Functoids Reference

String Functoids Reference.
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Adding Advanced Functoids to a Map
Functoids in the Advanced category are more complex to understand and use than the functoids in the other categories, together
classified as basic functoids. You use advanced functoids when you need more complex maps. These maps might need to count
records, loop through records with a variable number of subrecords, or run an arbitrarily complex script.

This section provides step-by-step instructions for adding functoids in the Advanced category to your maps, including correctly
setting their input and output parameters.

This section contains:

Adding Index Functoids to a Map
Adding Iteration Functoids to a Map
Adding Looping Functoids to a Map
Adding Mass Copy Functoids to a Map
Adding Record Count Functoids to a Map
Adding Scripting Functoids to a Map
Adding Table Looping and Table Extractor Functoids to a Map
Adding Value Mapping Functoids to a Map
Adding Value Mapping (Flattening) Functoids to a Map
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Adding Index Functoids to a Map
The Index functoid enables you to select information from a specific record in a series of looping records. Each Index functoid
selects information from a single field.

For conceptual information about the Index functoid, see Index Functoid.

To add the Index functoid to a map and configure it

1. With the Visual Studio .NET Toolbox active, click the Advanced Functoids tab to select that category of functoids.

The list of advanced functoids in the chosen category appears.

2. Drag the Index functoid  from the Toolbox to the appropriate location on a grid page.

Note  The functoid will be placed on the displayed grid page. If you want to put the functoid onto a different
grid page, you need to display the other grid page first.

Note  If you are constructing a map using more than one functoid together, you need to consider their relative
left-to-right placement. Functoids are executed from left to right. The output of a functoid can only be input to
another functoid that is farther to the right.

3. To establish the field input parameter for the Index functoid, create an input link by dragging a field within a looping record
from the source schema to the Index functoid, or dragging the Index functoid to a field within the looping record in the
source schema.

4. To establish at least one index input parameter for the Index functoid, perform the following steps:
a. With the Index functoid selected, click the ellipsis (...) button associated with the Input Parameters property in the

Properties window.

The Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box appears.

b. In the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box, click the Insert New Parameter button  above the Input
parameters list box.

c. In the edit box that appears within the Input parameters list box, type the index input parameter as a numeric value.
Repeat as necessary if additional index values are required, and then click OK.

5. To use the output parameter from the Index functoid, create an output link by dragging the Index functoid to a field in the
destination schema, or by dragging a field in the destination schema to the Index functoid.

Note  As with other functoids, the output of the Index functoid can be used as input to another functoid.

See Also

Adding Advanced Functoids to a Map
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Adding Iteration Functoids to a Map
The Iteration functoid outputs the index of the current record in a looping structure, beginning at 1 for the first record, 2 for the
second record, and so on.

For conceptual information about the Iteration functoid, see Iteration Functoid.

To add the Index functoid to a map and configure it

1. With the Visual Studio .NET Toolbox active, click the Advanced Functoids tab to select that category of functoids.

The list of advanced functoids in the chosen category appears.

2. Drag the Index functoid  from the Toolbox to the appropriate location on a grid page.

Note  The functoid will be placed on the displayed grid page. If you want to put the functoid onto a different
grid page, you need to display that other grid page first.

Note  If you are constructing a map using more than one functoid together, you need to consider their relative
left to right placement. Functoids are executed from left to right. The output of a functoid can only be input to
another functoid that is farther to the right.

3. To establish the looping record input parameter for the Iteration functoid, create an input link by dragging a looping record
from the source schema to the Iteration functoid, or by dragging the Iteration functoid to a looping record in the source
schema.

4. To use the output parameter from the Iteration functoid, create an output link by dragging the Iteration functoid to a field
in the destination schema, or by dragging a field in the destination schema to the Iteration functoid.

Note  The data type of the relevant field in the destination schema must be numeric or convertible to numeric
so that it matches the output data type of the Iteration functoid.

See Also

Adding Advanced Functoids to a Map
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Adding Looping Functoids to a Map
The Looping functoid combines multiple records or fields in the source schema into a single record in the destination schema.

For conceptual information about the Looping functoid, see Looping Functoid.

Under certain conditions, some functoids might not behave as expected when they are used in a map with a Looping functoid. If
such a functoid meets the following conditions, it does not produce the expected results:

The functoid has more than one input link.
Two or more of the functoid input links are linked to child fields of the input records to the Looping functoid, where the
child fields are not siblings.
The functoid has an output link that is linked to a child field of the output record of the Looping functoid.

To add the Looping functoid to a map and configure it

1. With the Visual Studio .NET Toolbox active, click the Advanced Functoids tab to select that category of functoids.

The list of advanced functoids in the chosen category appears.

2. Drag the Looping functoid  from the Toolbox to the appropriate location on a grid page.

Note  The functoid will be placed on the displayed grid page. If you want to put the functoid onto a different
grid page, you need to display that other grid page first.

Note  If you are constructing a map using more than one functoid together, you need to consider their relative
left to right placement. Functoids are executed from left to right. The output of a functoid can only be input to
another functoid that is farther to the right.

3. To establish the input parameters for the Looping functoid, create an input link by dragging a record or field from the
source schema to the Looping functoid, or dragging the Looping functoid to a record or field in the source schema. Repeat
as required to include all of the relevant input records or fields to the Looping functoid.

4. To use the output parameter from the Looping functoid, create an output link by dragging the Looping functoid to a
record or field in the destination schema, or by dragging a record or field in the destination schema to the Looping
functoid.

Note  Unlike many other functoids, the output of the Looping functoid can only be linked to an element of the
destination schema.

See Also

Adding Advanced Functoids to a Map
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Adding Mass Copy Functoids to a Map
The Mass Copy functoid enables your maps to use schemas that include any and anyAttribute elements. These elements are, in
essence, wildcards provided in the XML Schema definition language to match unknown structures or sets of attributes.

Note  The Mass Copy functoid only lets you connect nodes that have fixed names. If either node connected by the
functoid has an undetermined name (like an ANY node), the functoid cannot generate the correct XSLT to do the copy.

For conceptual information about the Mass Copy functoid, see Mass Copy Functoid.

To add the Mass Copy functoid to a map and configure it

1. With the Visual Studio .NET Toolbox active, click the Advanced Functoids tab to select that category of functoids.

The list of advanced functoids in the chosen category appears.

2. Drag the Mass Copy functoid  from the Toolbox to the appropriate location on a grid page.

Note  The functoid will be placed on the displayed grid page. If you want to put the functoid onto a different
grid page, you need to display that other grid page first.

Note  If you are constructing a map using more than one functoid together, you need to consider their relative
left to right placement. Functoids are executed from left to right. The output of a functoid can only be input to
another functoid that is farther to the right.

3. To establish the input parameter for the Mass Copy functoid, create an input link by dragging a record from the source
schema to the Mass Copy functoid, or dragging the Mass Copy functoid to a record in the source schema.

4. To use the output parameter from the Mass Copy functoid, create an output link by dragging the Mass Copy functoid to a
record in the destination schema, or by dragging a record in the destination schema to the Mass Copy functoid.

Note  Unlike other functoids, you cannot use the output of the Mass Copy functoid as input to another functoid.

See Also

Adding Advanced Functoids to a Map
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Adding Record Count Functoids to a Map
The Record Count functoid enables you to generate a count of the number of times a record occurs in an instance message.

For conceptual information about the Record Count functoid, see Record Count Functoid.

To add the Record Count functoid to a map and configure it

1. With the Visual Studio .NET Toolbox active, click the Advanced Functoids tab to select that category of functoids.

The list of advanced functoids in the chosen category appears.

2. Drag the Record Count functoid  from the Toolbox to the appropriate location on a grid page.

Note  The functoid will be placed on the displayed grid page. If you want to put the functoid onto a different
grid page, you need to display the other grid page first.

Note  If you are constructing a map using more than one functoid together, you need to consider their relative
left to right placement. Functoids are executed from left to right. The output of a functoid can only be input to
another functoid that is farther to the right.

3. To establish the input parameter for the Record Count functoid, create an input link by dragging a looping record from the
source schema to the Record Count functoid, or dragging the Record Count functoid to a looping record in the source
schema.

4. To use the output parameter from the Record Count functoid, create an output link by dragging the Record Count
functoid to a field in the destination schema, or by dragging a field in the destination schema to the Record Count functoid.

Note  As with other functoids, the output of the Record Count functoid can be used as input to another
functoid.

See Also

Adding Advanced Functoids to a Map
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Adding Scripting Functoids to a Map
The Scripting functoid enables you to use custom script or code at run time to perform functions otherwise not available. For
example, you can call a COM object at run time by using the Scripting functoid and writing your own custom script.

For conceptual information about the Scripting functoid, see Scripting Functoid.

To add the Scripting functoid to a map and configure it

1. With the Visual Studio .NET Toolbox active, click the Advanced Functoids tab to select that category of functoids.

The list of advanced functoids in the chosen category appears.

2. Drag the Scripting functoid  from the Toolbox to the appropriate location on a grid page.

Note  The functoid will be placed on the displayed grid page. If you want to put the functoid onto a different
grid page, you need to display that other grid page first.

Note  If you are constructing a map using more than one functoid together, you need to consider their relative
left-to-right placement. Functoids are executed from left to right. The output of a functoid can only be input to
another functoid that is farther to the right.

3. Select the Scripting functoid that you just added to the displayed grid page.
4. In the Visual Studio .NET Properties window, click the ellipsis (...) button associated with the Script property.

The Configure Functoid Script dialog box appears.

5. In the Configure Functoid Script dialog box, in the Script Type drop-down list, select the type of your script.

Note  Depending on your selection of script type, different subsets of the remaining dialog box fields will be
enabled and disabled.

6. If you selected External Assembly as the script type, use the Script Assembly, Script Class, and Script Method drop-
down lists, in that order, to select the assembly, class, and method, respectively, to associate with this Scripting functoid.

Note  After you have selected an assembly, the Script Class drop-down list will be populated with the classes in
that assembly. Likewise, after you have selected a class, the Script Method drop-down list will be populated
with the methods in that class.

Note  The Inline Script Buffer text box is disabled when you select External Assembly as the script type.

If you selected something other than External Assembly as the script type (one of the inline choices), use the Inline Script
Buffer text box to enter your script in the language you selected.

Note  The inline language choices for the Scripting functoid include C# .NET, JScript.NET, Visual Basic .NET,
XSLT, and XSLT Call Template.

Note  You can create your custom script directly in the Inline Script Buffer text box, or you can create your
script elsewhere, and paste it into the Inline Script Buffer text box.

Note  The Script Assembly, Script Class, and Script Method drop-down lists are disabled when you select
one of the inline choices (something other than External Assembly) as the script type.

Important  If you create a script containing multiple functions, the first function will be treated as the main or
primary function; other functions are only called if they are called in the execution of the primary function.

Click OK.

7. If your script or the associated method in an external assembly requires input parameters, create the appropriate number
and type of input links as you would for a basic functoid.

8. In most circumstances, your Scripting functoid will produce an output value used to populate a field in the destination
schema, or as input to another functoid, in much the same way that basic functoids do.

See Also
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Adding Table Looping and Table Extractor Functoids to a Map
The Table Looping and Table Extractor functoids are used together. The Table Looping functoid has an internal table you
configure. For each input record or field, the Table Looping functoid outputs the rows of the table, one at a time. The Table
Extractor functoid extracts the desired item from a row and passes it on to the output instance message.

For conceptual information about the Table Looping and Table Extractor functoids, see
Table Looping and Table Extractor Functoids.

To add the Table Looping and Table Extractor functoids to a map and configure it

1. With the Visual Studio .NET Toolbox active, click the Advanced Functoids tab to select that category of functoids.

The list of advanced functoids in the chosen category appears.

2. Drag the Table Looping functoid  from the Toolbox to the appropriate location on a grid page.

Note  The functoid will be placed on the displayed grid page. If you want to put the functoid onto a different
grid page, you need to display that other grid page first.

Note  Because the output of the Table Looping functoid serves as input to one or more associated Table
Extractor functoids, make sure you leave room to the right of the Table Looping functoid for the Table
Extractor functoids.

3. Drag a record or field from the source schema to the newly added Table Looping functoid. As the first input parameter to
the Table Looping functoid, the number of occurrences of this record or field in an instance message will control the
number of times this functoid produces output. For example, if a looping record is dragged to the functoid, and an instance
message that has 10 occurrences of this record is processed, and the table grid has been configured with one row of
sources of column data, the Table Looping functoid will iterate 10 times, producing 10 output rows for extraction by a
Table Extractor functoid, and allowing 10 destination records to be easily constructed.

Note  If you configure multiple rows in the table grid, each such row will be output for each iteration of the
Table Looping functoid. So, the number of occurrences of an input record times the number of rows
configured in the table grid yields the number of output table rows available for data extraction.

4. Drag a record or field from the destination schema to the Table Looping functoid. This link ensures the creation of the
node in the destination schema.

5. Select the newly added Table Looping functoid, and in the Properties window, click the ellipsis (...) button associated with
its Input Parameters property.

The Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box appears.

6. In the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box, click the Insert New Parameter button  to create the second input
parameter and type a number that represents the number of columns that will be available in the table you are creating for
this Table Looping functoid.

Note  The maximum number of columns in the table is 228.

7. In the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box, continue clicking the Insert New Parameter button  and entering any
constant values that appears in your configured table grid. The order in which you create these constants is not important in
this dialog box as long as the first and second parameter values, the number of rows and columns, respectively, retain their
positions at the beginning of the input parameter list. When complete, click OK.

The Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box closes.

8. Drag zero or more record or field nodes from the source schema to the Table Looping functoid that you recently added.
Each of these record and field nodes is added to the end of the input parameter list, and therefore will be available when the
table grid is configured in a latter step. Like the table data constants added earlier (not the row and column count constants),
the order in which these record and field nodes are added is not ultimately relevant.

9. Because labeled links are displayed in the Configure Functoid Inputs and Table Looping Configuration dialog boxes
using their label rather than their XPath, it is extremely helpful to provide such labels for any links that connect as input to
the Table Looping functoid, such as those created in step 7. (Labeling the scoping link created in step 3 is not especially
important.) To label a link, follow these steps:



 

Select a link in the displayed grid page.
In the Visual Studio .NET Properties window, provide a descriptive name for the Label property. For example, you
might give a name like "link2ndAuthro" to a link coming from a field called "Second Author".

10. Select the newly added Table Looping functoid, and in the Properties window, click the ellipsis (...) button associated with
the Table Looping Grid property associated with that functoid.

The Table Looping Configuration dialog box appears.

11. In the Table Looping Configuration dialog box, use the drop-down lists associated with each table cell to configure at
least one, and possibly multiple, rows in the grid. The choices available in the drop-down lists are the constants and links
that you have configured in steps 6-8 as input parameters 3 and up to the Table Looping functoid. (Input parameters 1
and 2 do not appear in these drop-down lists.) When complete, click OK.

The Table Looping Configuration dialog box closes.

Note  Each row constitutes one iteration of the output structure, in combination with the number of occurrences
of the record or field specified as the first input parameter of the Table Looping functoid. For more
information, see step 3.

Note  You must select a value for each column you intend to access using a Table Extractor functoid. If a
column is not used by a Table Extractor functoid, you should consider removing, rather than maintaining, that
column.

Note  The order of filling out the table grid is not important.

12. Drag as many Table Extractor functoids  from the Toolbox to the displayed grid page as needed.

Note  Because the input of these Table Extractor functoids comes from the Table Looping functoid added in
a previous step, make sure that you place the Table Extractor functoids to the right of the Table Looping
functoid in the displayed grid page.

13. To create the first input parameter for one of the Table Extractor functoids added in step 9, drag it to the relevant Table
Looping functoid to its left.

14. To create the second input parameter for the same Table Extractor functoid, select the functoid, and in the Properties
window, click the ellipsis (...) button associated with its Input parameters property.

The Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box appears.

15. In the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box, click the Insert New Parameter button  to create the second input
parameter and type the number of the column in the table grid of the corresponding Table Looping functoid from which
you want to extract data. Click OK.

The Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box closes.

Note  Column numbers start at 1.

16. To use the output of the Table Extractor functoid, drag the Table Extractor functoid to a record or field node in the
destination schema, or drag a record or field node in the destination schema to the Table Extractor functoid. The element
or attribute value in a destination instance message corresponding to this record or field node in the destination schema
will be populated with the value from (in the case of constants), or the value indicated by (in the case of links), the specified
cell in the table grid.

17. Repeat steps 12, 13, 14, and 15 for each of the Table Extractor functoids added in step 11.
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Adding Value Mapping Functoids to a Map
The Value Mapping functoid returns the value of its second parameter if its first parameter is true. A common use of the
functoid is to change the attributes of a field into the attributes of a record.

For conceptual information about the Value Mapping functoid, see Value Mapping Functoid.

To add the Value Mapping functoid to a map and configure it

1. With the Visual Studio .NET Toolbox active, click the Advanced Functoids tab to select that category of functoids.

The list of advanced functoids in the chosen category appears.

2. Drag the Value Mapping functoid  from the Toolbox to the appropriate location on a grid page.

Note  The functoid will be placed on the displayed grid page. If you want to put the functoid onto a different
grid page, you need to display that other grid page first.

Note  If you are constructing a map using more than one functoid together, you need to consider their relative
left to right placement. Functoids are executed from left to right. The output of a functoid can only be input to
another functoid that is farther to the right.

3. To establish the first input parameter for the Value Mapping functoid, create an input link by dragging the Value
Mapping functoid to a record or field node in the source schema, or to another functoid to its left, that has a Boolean data
type and that will produce an input value of "true" or "false".

Note  You can also drag in the opposite direction, dragging the source of the Boolean value to the Value
Mapping functoid.

4. To establish the second input parameter for the Value Mapping functoid, create an input link by dragging the Value
Mapping functoid to a record or field node in the source schema, or by dragging a record or field node in the source
schema to the Value Mapping functoid.

Note  The second input parameter to the Value Mapping functoid can also be from the output of another
functoid to its left. Create the links that represent such sources of input by dragging one of the relevant
functoids to the other relevant functoid.

5. To use the output parameter from the Value Mapping functoid, create an output link by dragging the Value Mapping
functoid to a record or field in the destination schema, or by dragging a record field in the destination schema to the Value
Mapping functoid.

Note  As with other functoids, the output of the Value Mapping functoid can serve as input to another
functoid.
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Adding Value Mapping (Flattening) Functoids to a Map
The Value Mapping (Flattening) functoid enables you to flatten a portion of an input instance message by converting multiple
records into a single record. This is a common operation in converting Microsoft Commerce Server catalogs.

For conceptual information about the Value Mapping (Flattening) functoid, see Value Mapping (Flattening) Functoid.

To add the Value Mapping (Flattening) functoid to a map and configure it

1. With the Visual Studio .NET Toolbox active, click the Advanced Functoids tab to select that category of functoids.

The list of advanced functoids in the chosen category appears.

2. Drag the Value Mapping (Flattening) functoid  from the Toolbox to the appropriate location on a grid page.

Note  The functoid will be placed on the displayed grid page. If you want to put the functoid onto a different
grid page, you need to display that other grid page first.

Note  If you are constructing a map using more than one functoid together, you need to consider their relative
left to right placement. Functoids are executed from left to right. The output of a functoid can only be input to
another functoid that is farther to the right.

3. To establish the first input parameter for the Value Mapping (Flattening) functoid, create an input link by dragging the
Value Mapping (Flattening) functoid to a record or field node in the source schema, or to another functoid to its left, that
has a Boolean data type and that will produce an input value of "true" or "false".

Note  You can also drag in the opposite direction, dragging the source of the Boolean value to the Value
Mapping (Flattening) functoid.

4. To establish the second input parameter for the Value Mapping (Flattening) functoid, create an input link by dragging the
Value Mapping (Flattening) functoid to a record or field node in the source schema, or by dragging a record or field node
in the source schema to the Value Mapping (Flattening) functoid, or insert a constant.

Note  The second input parameter to the Value Mapping (Flattening) functoid can also be from the output of
another functoid to its left. Create the links the represent such sources of input by dragging one of the relevant
functoids to the other relevant functoid.

5. To use the output parameter from the Value Mapping (Flattening) functoid, create an output link by dragging the Value
Mapping (Flattening) functoid to a record or field in the destination schema, or by dragging a record field in the
destination schema to the Value Mapping (Flattening) functoid.

Note  As with other functoids, the output of the Value Mapping (Flattening) functoid can be used as input to
another functoid.
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Editing Functoid Properties and Input Parameters
Functoid properties can be categorized as follows:

Label and Input parameters. These two properties are read/write and are available for all functoids. The Label property
provides a mechanism for providing a descriptive name for a particular instance of a functoid, which may help in
maintaining maps. The Input parameters property provides access to the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box, which
plays a central role in functoid configuration.
Script and Table Looping Grid. These two properties provide access to dialog boxes that are only applicable to the
Scripting and Table Looping functoids, respectively. These dialog boxes are the Configure Functoid Script dialog box
and the Table Looping Configuration dialog box.
Name, Help, Maximum Input Parameters, and Minimum Input Parameters. These four are informational and always
read-only.

For conceptual information about these functoid properties, see Functoid Properties.

This section provides step-by-step instructions for working with, and specifically modifying, the properties of functoids, including
general instructions for configuring input parameters for functoids, configuring script for the Scripting functoid, and configuring
the table grid for the Table Looping functoid.

This section includes:

Labeling a Functoid
Configuring Functoid Input Parameters
Configuring the Scripting Functoid
Configuring the Table Looping and Table Extractor Functoids
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Labeling a Functoid
You can use the Label property to provide a name for a particular instance of a functoid. This can be helpful during the long-term
maintenance of a BizTalk map by documenting the purpose of the functoid.

To label a functoid

1. Select the functoid you want to label in the displayed grid page.
2. In the Visual Studio .NET Properties window, provide a new or replacement name for the selected functoid in the Label

property.
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Configuring Functoid Input Parameters
Properly configuring the input parameters to the functoids in your map is one of the most important, and potentially error-prone,
aspects of using functoids. There are two main ways in which functoid input parameters are configured, as follows:

By dragging schema nodes and functoids to each other to create the visible input links that connect to the left side of a
functoid. There is a one-to-one correspondence between input links created in this fashion and an input parameter to the
relevant functoid.
By directly editing the list of input parameters using the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box. This dialog box is accessed
through the Input parameters property of the relevant functoid, available in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window
when the functoid is selected in the displayed grid page.

Although the dragging method of establishing functoid input parameters provides a convenient way to specify input parameters
that involve XPath specifications into the source schema, the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box is the definitive mechanism
for viewing all of the input parameters to a functoid, for creating and modifying any constant parameters, and for re-arranging
the order of the input parameters when necessary.

Many functoids require particular parameters in a particular order, and most functoids have limits on the number of parameters
they accept. Information about how many parameters a particular functoid expects can be found in several places, as follows:

A summary is provided the Input parameters list and the Functoid Description in the Configure Functoid Inputs
dialog box.
The Maximum Input Parameters and the Minimum Input Parameters properties of the functoid, available in the Visual
Studio .NET Properties window when the relevant functoid is selected in the displayed grid page, provide a numeric
indication of the number of input parameters expected by that functoid.
The most complete description of each functoid, in page reference format, appears in the Functoid Reference, provided in
this documentation.

This topic provides step-by-step instructions for configuring the input parameters for a functoid using both of these methods.

To create schema node and functoid input parameters by dragging

The generic step-by-step instructions for creating schema node and functoid input parameters by dragging is provided in the
procedure called "To create input links to a basic functoid" in Adding Basic Functoids to a Map.

To delete an input parameter by deleting the input link

1. In the relevant grid page, select the input link corresponding to the input parameter to be deleted by clicking anywhere
along the link.

2. On the Edit menu, click Delete.

Note  You can also press the DELETE key, or right-click on the link in the relevant grid page and choose Delete
from the shortcut menu.

3. Click Yes in the confirmation dialog box.

To open the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box

1. In the relevant grid page, click on the relevant functoid to select it.
2. In the Visual Studio .NET Properties window, click the ellipsis (...) button associated with the Input parameters property.

The Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box opens.

Note  If necessary, open the Visual Studio .NET Properties window using one of the standard methods, including
clicking Properties Window on the View menu or pressing F4.

To insert constant input parameters

In the Configure Inputs dialog box, click the Insert New Parameter button , type the value for the new parameter in the
edit box within the Input parameters list, and then press ENTER.

Note  If the Insert New Parameter button is not enabled, the functoid does not accept or require input
parameters, or may already have the maximum number of allowed inputs.



 

Important  Double quotation marks are not supported within a constant value for an input parameter.

To edit existing constant input parameters

1. In the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box, in the Input parameters list, click the existing constant input parameter that
you want to edit.

The existing constant input parameter is selected.

2. Click the Edit Selected Parameter button .

The Functoid Constant Value dialog box opens, displaying the current value of the constant input parameter.

Note  If the button is not enabled, confirm that you have not inadvertently selected an input parameter
corresponding in an input link. Such input parameters must be modified by changing the corresponding input
link by dragging its other end point to a new source schema node or functoid located to the left.

3. In the Functoid Constant Value dialog box, in the edit box, make the appropriate changes to the constant value, and then
click OK.

The Functoid Constant Value dialog box closes, and the new value is now displayed in the relevant location in the
Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box.

To delete existing input parameters within the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box

1. In the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box, in the Input parameters list, click the existing input parameter that you
want to delete.

The existing input parameter is selected.

Note  You can delete any input parameter using this technique, even those that correspond to an input link.

2. Click the Delete Selected Parameter button .

The selected existing input parameter is deleted from the Input parameters list, and an adjacent input parameter is
selected (normally the following input parameter, unless the last input parameter in the list is deleted).

Note  The Delete Selected Parameter button is not enabled when there are no input parameters in the Input
parameters list.

Note  If you delete the wrong parameter, click on the Cancel dialog button and re-open the dialog box.

To change the order of existing input parameters

1. In the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box, in the Input parameters list, click the existing input parameter that you
want to move to a different position in the ordered list of input parameters.

The existing input parameter is selected.

Note  You can move any input parameter to a new position in the Input parameters list using this technique,
even those that correspond to an input link.

2. Click the Move Up Selected Parameter button  to move the parameter up in the Input parameters list. Repeat as
necessary until the selected input parameter is in the proper position in the Input parameters list.

- Or -

Click the Move Down Selected Parameter button  to move the parameter down in the Input parameters list. Repeat
as necessary until the selected input parameter is in the proper position in the Input parameters list.
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Configuring the Scripting Functoid
Step-by-step instructions for configuring the Script property of a Scripting functoid are provided as steps 3 through 6 of
Adding Scripting Functoids to a Map. Steps 7 and 8 are also relevant with respect to configuring the input parameters, if any, and
the output parameter of a Scripting functoid.
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Configuring the Table Looping and Table Extractor Functoids
Step-by-step instructions for configuring the Table Looping Grid property of a Table Looping functoid are provided as steps 9
and 10 of Adding Table Looping and Table Extractor Functoids to a Map. Steps 3 through 8 are also relevant with respect to
configuring the table grid because they must be performed first to populate the drop-down lists available in each cell of the table
grid.
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Selecting Multiple Functoids
When dealing with large maps, you may want to perform operations on multiple functoids at the same time. In such cases, you
can select all of the functoids of interest and then perform the operation. This is useful, for example, when you want to move a set
of connected functoids, and their connecting links, from one grid page to another.

To select multiple functoids at the same time

1. In BizTalk Mapper, in a grid page, click the first functoid to select it.

The first selected functoid in the grid page is highlighted with eight small blue boxes around it.

2. In BizTalk Mapper, in the same grid page, hold down the CTRL or the SHIFT key, and then click another functoid to select it
as well.

This selected functoid in the grid page is also highlighted with eight small blue boxes around it.

3. Repeat step 2 as required to select all of the functoids of interest.

Note  Multiple selection in a grid page work for functoids and links simultaneously, which is required when
moving a set of connected functoids and their connecting links from one grid page to another.
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Replacing Functoids
On rare occasions, you may want to replace an existing functoid with another functoid. This will be rare because different
functoids typically take distinct sets of input parameters. Therefore, replacing a functoid will often not require less effort than
deleting the existing functoid and adding the new functoid.

To replace an existing functoid with a different functoid

1. Display the grid page that contains the functoid you want to replace. For more information about working with grid pages,
including switching between grid pages, see Working with Grid Pages.

2. With the Visual Studio .NET Toolbox active, click the appropriate tab to select the category of the replacement functoid.

The list of available functoids in the chosen category appears.

Note  You can perform step 2 before step 1 only if you disable the Auto Hide feature, available on the
Window menu, to keep the Toolbox window open as you perform step 1.

3. Drag the replacement functoid from the Toolbox and place it on an existing functoid in the relevant grid page.

Note  The input parameters, including input links, of the replaced functoid and the output parameter of the
replaced functoid are retained for the replacement functoid. Unless the two functoids have compatible input
parameter lists and a compatible output parameter type, you will need to re-configure the input and output
parameters.

Note  You can only replace a functoid by dragging a new functoid from the Toolbox. You cannot replace a
functoid with one that already exists in the displayed grid page.
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Deleting Functoids
When developing maps, you will sometimes need to delete an existing functoid. Deleting a functoid also deletes the associated
input and output links, as well as any additional input parameters, script specification, and table grid configuration.

To delete an existing functoid

1. Display the grid page that contains the functoid you want to delete. For more information about working with grid pages,
including switching between grid pages, see Working with Grid Pages.

2. Select the functoid you want to delete by clicking on it.
3. On the Edit menu, click Delete.

Note  You can also press the DELETE key, or right-click on the functoid in the relevant grid page and click
Delete from the shortcut menu.

4. Click Yes in the confirmation dialog box.
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Mapping without Maps
If you have XSLT code you have been using to convert instance messages, you can use that code directly instead of creating a
map.

Using your XSLT code involves creating an empty map and setting its Custom XSLT Path grid property. If your XSLT code uses
external .NET assemblies, you will also need to create a custom extension XML file. For information about the structure of a
custom extension XML file, see Custom Extension XML (Grid Property).

To use custom XSLT code in place of a map

1. Create an empty BizTalk map in your project and set the source and destination schemas.

For information about creating the map and setting the schemas, see Creating Maps.

2. In the Grid view, click on the mapper grid.

The Properties window shows the Grid properties.

3. In the Properties window, select Custom XSLT Path and click on the ellipsis (…) button.

The Select Custom XSLT File dialog box opens.

4. Navigate to the file and click the Open button.

The dialog box closes and the Custom XSLT Path property is set.

See Also
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Compiling and Testing Maps
After you have developed your map, the next step is to validate and test it. This section provides step-by-step instructions for
validating and testing maps.

This section contains:

Resolving Warnings and Errors
Adding Constant Values
Configuring Map Validation and Test Parameters
Validating Maps
Testing Maps
Multi-Part Mappings and Orchestration Designer
Specifying XSLT Output Settings
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Resolving Warnings and Errors
When you compile a map, you may find that warnings and errors result from the compilation process.

To resolve warnings and errors found when building a map

1. For link and functoid errors, in the Task List window, double-click any description.

The link or functoid associated with the error is highlighted. Resolve the issue.

2. Review the Description area in the Task List window to determine additional errors.
3. Click the Output window tab to view additional warning and error message information.
4. After you have resolved all issues, right-click the map file name in Solution Explorer, and then click Test Map.

Note  If a warning appears, the problem might exist over several grid pages. For example, if you have grid page
1 with a record (named Item) in the source schema tree linked to a record (named Number) in the destination
schema tree, and on grid page 2 you have a record (named Product) in the source schema tree linked to the
same Number record in the destination schema tree, a warning message will be generated stating that you
have multiple inputs to the same record. However if you view grid page 1, you will see only one input into the
Number record.
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Adding Constant Values
When testing maps, you will sometimes want to set constant values for use during the test.

To set constant values for nodes in the source or destination schema trees

1. Select a record or field in the source or destination schema trees.
2. In the Properties window, in the General category, use the Value property to enter a value for the selected record or field.

Note  You can only associate a value with a record with its Content property set to Text Only or Mixed.
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Configuring Map Validation and Test Parameters
Before validating and testing a map, you need to set the map validation and test parameters in the Property Pages dialog box for
the map.

To configure the map validation and test parameters

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click the map whose property pages you want to configure, and then click Properties.
2. In the <Map Name> Property Pages dialog box, do the following.

Use this To do this
Validate TestMap In
put

Configure whether you want to have the instance message validated against the source schema befo
re you test the map.

Validate TestMap O
utput

Configure whether you want to have the instance message validated against the destination schema 
after you test the map.

TestMap Input Insta
nce

Configure the location of the instance message data to use when you test the map.

If you configure this property, you must also configure the TestMap Input property.

TestMap Input Configure the input instance data format.
TestMap Output Configure the output data type to use when you test the map.

3. In the <Map Name> Property Pages dialog box, click OK.

Important  If you want to test your map, you must configure the map Property Pages first.
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Validating Maps
After you have developed your map, one of the next steps is to validate it. This topic provides step-by-step instructions for
validating maps.

To validate a BizTalk map

1. In Solution Explorer, open the map that you want to validate.
2. In Solution Explorer, right-click the map, and then click Validate Map.
3. In the Output window, verify the results.

Important  If you use custom data or constants in your output, you must verify that the data types of your source test
data and target constant values are valid. When you validate a map, BizTalk® Mapper does not check if the instance
data violates any data types defined in the schemas. This is done when you test the map or validate the instance data
with BizTalk Editor.
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Testing Maps
After you have developed your map, one of the next steps is to test it. This topic provides step-by-step instructions for testing
maps.

To test a BizTalk map

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click the map you want to test, and then click Test Map.
2. Verify the results in the Output window.

Important  It is recommended that you configure the input and output instance properties on the map Property
Pages before you test a map.

See Also

Configuring Map Validation and Test Parameters

Validating Maps
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Multi-Part Mappings and Orchestration Designer
If you have multiple maps that are used together, you will need to combine them in an orchestration to test them together. The
Test Map command works on only one map at a time.

For more information about designing and using orchestrations, see Creating Orchestrations and Developing Orchestrations.

See Also

Compiling and Testing Maps

Creating Orchestrations

Developing Orchestrations
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Specifying XSLT Output Settings
You can specify whether an XML declaration is output or not. An XML declaration would appear (if you selected No) similar to the
following.

Encoding provides the run-time engine with the information it needs to determine which character set to use when creating the
output result of a map.

To include or exclude an XML declaration

1. In the Grid view, click on the mapper grid.

The Properties window shows the Grid properties.

2. In the drop-down list for the Omit XML Declaration property, select Yes to omit an XML declaration, or select No not to
omit an XML declaration.

To set encoding for output instance data

1. In the Grid view, click on the mapper grid.

The Properties window shows the Grid properties.

2. In the drop-down list for the Encoding property, select the character set you want used for the output instance data.

See Also

Compiling and Testing Maps

Using BizTalk Mapper

Valid BizTalk Mapper XSLT Encoding Types
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Developing Adapters Using the Adapter Framework
When Microsoft® BizTalk® Server connects to external systems to send and receive messages, BizTalk adapters are the first and
last BizTalk components that touch a message within the BizTalk system. Out of the box, BizTalk Server includes eight adapters for
connecting to certain transport protocols and locations. The Help refers to these adapters as native adapters. The eight native
adapters support sending and receiving messages from a File location; a BizTalk Message Queuing, EDI, FTP, HTTP, SMTP, or
SOAP protocol; or an SQL call. Additional adapters will be available from Microsoft and members of the Adapter Registration
program as well. However, you may want to connect to some internal systems, for which no existing adapter is available. In this
case, you can use the Adapter Framework to create a custom adapter for your unique solution. The Adapter Framework is a set of
extensible APIs that enable you to leverage relevant shared services of BizTalk Server when building adapters or connectors to
integrate applications and platforms. The FTP, SQL, and Base EDI adapters included in the box are built on the Adapter Framework,
allowing you to see the possibilities and robustness of the platform. For information about using the native adapters, see
Connecting Applications Using Native Adapters.

If you use the Adapter Framework to create your custom adapter, your adapter will share the standardized configuration,
management, and setup pattern used by the native adapters. In the past, each custom adapter had unique applications for
configuration, management, and setup—three new applications to learn with each adapter. With the standardization to the
Adapter Framework, you only need to use two applications to manage your adapter: BizTalk Server Administration Console and
BizTalk Explorer. Therefore, instead of three applications to learn per adapter, you now have only two applications to deal with, no
matter how many custom adapters you create.

The following figure shows how an adapter and the Adapter Framework work together to connect your application to BizTalk
Server.

BizTalk adapters use the BizTalk Server Administration Console for adapter management, BizTalk Explorer for adapter
configuration, and the Adapter Framework for design-time APIs.

The following figure shows where adapters fit into the message processing that occurs in BizTalk server.

This diagram illustrates the following actions:

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms943584(v=bts.10).aspx


 

Data is received from the wire through a receive location that is listening for messages of a certain protocol at a specified
address. The receive location is associated with an adapter and a receive pipeline. You can configure both the adapter and
the pipeline components to perform certain logic on messages of a predetermined protocol.
After the message is received by the receive location, the message is sent to the adapter, which creates a new BizTalk
message, attaches the data stream to the message (typically in the body part of the message), adds any metadata pertaining
to the endpoint over which the data was received, and then submits that message into the Messaging Engine.
The Messaging Engine then sends the message to the receive pipeline where the data is transformed into XML, the message
sender is authenticated, the message is decrypted, and the XML is validated.
Next, the Messaging Engine publishes the message to the MessageBox. The MessageBox is a Microsoft SQL Server™ table
containing messages to be processed. Both orchestrations and send ports can subscribe to the MessageBox.
The Messaging Engine sends the message to either the orchestration or the send port if the message context properties
match the specifications set in the filter on the subscriber (the orchestration or the send port).
If the send port is the subscriber, the message goes through a symmetrical process on its way out of the BizTalk system—it
is passed through the Messaging Engine, send pipeline, and then to a send adapter before being transmitted over the wire
by a send port.

Native adapters or custom adapters built on using the Adapter Framework can use the message processing described earlier. To
aid in the rapid development of custom adapters, the BizTalk Server SDK contains a Sample File Adapter that you can use as a
template for creating other custom adapters. This section provides instructions for customizing the SDK Sample File Adapter, as
well as discussions of the different types of custom adapters you may want to create, tips on modifying performance variables,
runtime object interaction diagrams, and fundamentals about the tools provided by the Adapter Framework.

This section contains:

Planning for Custom Adapters
About Adapter Variables
About Adapter Design-Time Development
About Adapter Run Time Development
Using the Adapter Framework Tools
Modifying the Design-Time Configuration of the Sample File Adapter
Adjusting Adapter Performance
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Planning for Custom Adapters
The following table lists some of the questions that you need to answer in planning for custom adapters.

Planning question Recommendation
Why create a custom adapte
r?

To communicate with an external system, a system that may be proprietary, or a system unsu
pported by existing adapters.
To perform custom logic on incoming or outgoing messages. Custom logic can be implement
ed in the orchestration as well as in the adapter.
To communicate with an external system with a nonstandard communication pattern.

Do I need any additional soft
ware or tools to create an ad
apter?

No. All you need is Microsoft® Visual Studio® 2003, and a Microsoft BizTalk® Server 2004 installat
ion with the Development and Runtime Components. Be sure to install the SDK, which contains a sa
mple file adapter that you can use as a template to create a custom adapter.

What decisions should I mak
e before I start coding my cu
stom adapter?

Read about each of the adapter types and variations to determine which are appropriate for your sit
uation. For more information about the different types of adapters, see About Adapter Variables.

Are there any adapter sampl
es that I can study before cre
ating my own adapter.

Review the code samples in the Adapters folder of the BizTalk Server SDK. For more information, se
e Adapters (BizTalk Server Samples Folder).

See Also

Developing Adapters Using the Adapter Framework

About Adapter Variables
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About Adapter Variables
You can create custom adapters when none of the native adapters or third-party adapters meets your needs. Decisions about
custom logic that the adapter needs to implement and about transport- or application-specific configuration properties that it
needs to support are specific to your solution. However, there are also a number of variables that any custom adapter needs to
handle. The following table lists these common variables. For each line item, you must decide which one of the options you want
to include in your custom adapter.

For each of the options, your adapter must implement specific interfaces. Following the table is a list of all of the possible variable
options with links to more information about writing adapter code to support the design decisions you have made.

Adapter varia
ble

Description

Communicatio
n direction

Receive. A receive adapter listens to a protocol-specific address for an incoming message. When a message is re
ceived, the receive adapter hands off the message to the Messaging Engine, which passes the message through a 
receive pipeline, and then persists it in the MessageBox database.

Send (transmit). A send adapter gets a message from a send pipeline and sends it to the send port.

Adapter hostin
g

Regular (in-process). A regular adapter is created and hosted within the BizTalk service process, Btsntsvc.exe.

This means that BizTalk creates and manages the lifetime of the adapter, initializes it with the Transport Proxy, ser
vices the adapter requests, and terminates the adapter upon service shutdown.

In regular adapters, BizTalk also delivers any configuration to the adapter at run time, including handler, send port
, and receive location configuration. In addition, aspects of configuration such as service windows are handled by t
he Messaging Engine so that the adapter does not need to ensure that a receive location or send port is outside of
a service window.

Note that all send adapters are regular adapters.

Isolated (out-of-process). The adapter is created in an isolated host that is not part of the BizTalk runtime. An exa
mple of an isolated adapter is the HTTP receive adapter.

There are scenarios when hosting receive adapters in the BizTalk process is not possible. For example, the Internet
Information Services (IIS) process model is such that IIS manages the lifetime of ASP.NET applications and ISAPI e
xtensions. When it is not possible for BizTalk to manage the lifetime of the adapter, the adapter is referred to as an
isolated adapter.

Because isolated adapters cannot be created, it is the responsibility of the adapter to create its own Transport Prox
y and register itself with the Transport Proxy.

Note that the BizTalk Server architecture eliminates any unnecessary interprocess communication. Because the is
olated adapter and the BizTalk stack are in the same process, there is no interprocess communication when the ad
apter is calling the Messaging Engine. The only interprocess communication is between the messaging engine an
d the database, which is unavoidable.

COM+ applications cannot host send adapters written in non-managed code.

Message excha
nge pattern

One-way. The message is either incoming or outgoing.

Request-Response (two-way). Request-response adapters are always receive adapters. A request-response recei
ve adapter receives a request message from the client, submits it to the server, waits for a response, and then sen
ds the response back to the client.

Solicit-Response (two-way). Solicit-response adapters are always send adapters. A solicit-response send adapter
sends a request message to the destination, waits for a response message, and then submits the response messa
ge back to the server.

Send port bind
ing

Dynamic Send Ports and Receive Locations. The URI variable for the send port or receive location is dynamic 
and is determined at run time.

Static Send Ports and Receive Locations. The URI variable for the send port or receive location is static.



Synchronous s
end versus asy
nchronous sen
d adapters

Synchronous adapter. The Messaging Engine blocks the transport proxy thread until it has processed the batch 
for the previous messages. The transport proxy takes care of the message removal after the message is transmitte
d, retried, suspended, or the move to the next operation is complete. Both receive adapters and send adapters can 
be synchronous.

Asynchronous adapter. The send or receive adapter can send messages without knowledge of whether the prev
ious batch was processed successfully by the Messaging Engine. Unlike the synchronous adapter, the adapter mu
st implement all delete and retry logic itself; the transport proxy does not handle the logic.

Adapters that send asynchronous messages will allow better BizTalk performance than those that send synchrono
us messages. This is because threads spend a large amount of time waiting for inbound or outbound operations t
o complete. Because the Messaging Engine is highly bound to the CPU, blocking the Messaging Engine thread de
grades the performance of the adapters. 

The use of asynchronous transmissions is strongly encouraged and improves performance.
Asynchronous 
receive adapte
rs

All receive adapters are asynchronous.

Transactional s
upport

Transactional adapter. Supports transactional send and receive of messages. On the send side, only asynchrono
us batched send adapters support transactions.

Nontransactional adapter. An adapter that does not receive or send a message within the scope of a transactio
n. Many adapters are nontransactional because they are sending to or from a system, such as the Windows file sy
stem that does not support transactions.

Batch supporte
d send adapter
s versus batch 
unsupported s
end adapters

Batch supported adapter. The send adapter can process messages in batches of operations.

All adapters can collect all of the messages available for submission, and then submit them to the MessageBox da
tabase all at once, thus reducing the number of necessary database updates. In some cases, this means that the le
ngth of the batch is one. Similarly, send adapters collect all of the messages that are available for sending, extract 
them, and then send them to their destination all at once.

In general, Microsoft® BizTalk® Server treats a batch as a unit of work for database updates. Within the same bat
ch, adapters can submit one-way, request-response, or solicit-response messages; suspend messages; delete mes
sages; request that a message be retried for transmission; or request that a message be moved to the backup tran
sport. Wherever possible, you should use batched transmissions.

Both send and receive adapters can be batched, but only batched asynchronous send adapters support transactio
ns.

Batch unsupported adapter. Each message requires independent calls to the server.

Batch supporte
d receive adap
ters

All receive adapters support batching.

Dynamic versu
s static design 
time

Dynamic Adapter Design Time. To enable an application adapter, such as SQL or SAP, to retrieve schemas by u
sing the Add Adapter Wizard, the schema may need to change dynamically based on the destination subsystem. F
or dynamic adapters to work with the Add Adapter Wizard, you must develop a custom user interface that returns
the service descriptions through a set of Web Services Description Language (WSDL) files. For more information, 
see Developing a Dynamic Design-Time Configuration for a Custom Adapter.

Static Adapter Design Time. The schema does not change with the back-end subsystem or send port. For infor
mation about modifying the sample file adapter, see
Developing a Static Design-Time Configuration for a Custom Adapter.

Transport ada
pters versus a
pplication ada
pters

Transport adapters. Transport adapters support a specific protocol. Of the eight native adapters, six are transpor
t adapters: BizTalk Message Queuing, File, FTP, HTTP, SMTP, and SOAP.

Application adapters. Application adapters use data schemas to send data into the specified application. Of the 
eight native adapters, two are application adapters: Base EDI and SQL.

For information about which interfaces to implement in your custom adapter code, use the link in the following table for the type
of adapter you plan to create. In some cases, you will have to combine the interfaces listed to meet one requirement with the
interfaces listed on a separate page to meet another requirement.

Variable For more information



 

Send adapters Send Adapter Initialization
Synchronous Synchronous Send Adapter Creation
Asynchronous Asynchronous Send Adapter Creation
Synchronous batch supported Synchronous Batch-Supported Send Adapter Creation
Asynchronous batch supported Asynchronous Batch-Supported Send Adapter Creation
Transactional asynchronous batch supported Transactional Asynchronous Batch-Supported Send Adapter Creation
Solicit-response Solicit-Response Send Adapter Creation
Receive adapters Receive Adapter Initialization
Regular Regular Receive Adapter Creation
Isolated Isolated Receive Adapter Creation
Batch supported Batch-Supported Receive Adapter Creation
Transactional batch supported Transactional Batch-Supported Receive Adapter Creation
Synchronous request-response Synchronous Request-Response Receive Adapter Creation

See Also

About Adapter Variables

Developing Adapters Using the Adapter Framework

Connecting Applications Using Native Adapters

Adapters (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
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About Adapter Design-Time Development
Adapter design-time development involves the following:

Creating XSD configuration schemas for send handlers, receive handlers, send ports, and receive location.
Modifying the Add Adapter Wizard to display the correct schemas for your adapter.
Creating a registration file for the new adapter.
Modifying the AdapterManagement project to get the correct resources for your adapter based on selections made in the
Add Adapter Wizard.

This section contains:

Custom Adapter Configuration
Advanced Configuration Components for Adapters
Using Enterprise Single Sign-On in Custom Adapters
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Custom Adapter Configuration
Four XSD files included in the SDK File Adapter sample primarily handle adapter configuration: ReceiveHandler.xsd,
ReceiveLocation.xsd, TransmitLocation.xsd, and TransmitHandler.xsd.

This section discusses each of these files and describes how you can modify them.

This section contains:

Adapter Configuration Validation
Adapter Registration
Adapter Framework Configuration Schema Extensions
Supported Adapter XSD Element Types
Adapter XSD Element-Attribute Constructs
Adapter XSD Data Type-Facet Constructs
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Adapter Configuration Validation
While adding the receive location and send port, you will be asked to configure your custom properties in the <Adapter Name>
Transport Properties dialog box. The XSD schema files in the AdapterHarness project define these properties.

Validation of the configuration schema occurs in three parts:

1. When displaying a saved configuration, the framework validates the saved XML document against the schema before
loading the document into the property page. The framework assumes that a document that is not valid indicates a change
in the configuration schema definition. Only valid documents get loaded into the property page.

2. When saving a configuration and when the adapter implements the IAdapterConfigValidation interface, the framework
passes to the adapter the XML document constructed from serializing the property page data. The adapter then processes
the document. Any errors should produce exceptions that are caught by the framework and displayed to the user. Any
missing or generated values should be generated during validation. Using the <browsable show="false"> decoration
suppresses showing an entry in the property grid, even though the value appears in the XML instance.

3. When saving a configuration before placing the value into the database, the framework again validates the XML document
against the schema. This ensures that only valid data is persisted.

See Also

Custom Adapter Configuration
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Adapter Registration
If you are developing a custom adapter, you can register it with BizTalk Server by modifying and running one of the registry files
included with the Sample File Adapter in the Software Development Kit (SDK), or you can use the Adapter Registration Wizard to
create a registry file from scratch.

After you create these registry entries, you can add the adapter in the BizTalk Administration console or programmatically by
using BizTalk Windows® Management Instrumentation (WMI) methods. This topic discusses each of the registry entries and then
shows you where and how to modify the existing registry files for your custom adapter.

For instructions on using the Adapter Registration Wizard, see Adapter Registration Wizard. For instructions on modifying the
sample registry files included in the SDK, see Modifying the Adapter Registration File.

Registry keys
You need to create the following registry entries to deploy an adapter:

Registry key location

The location to write to in the registry.

Type name

Adapter type name identifies the type of adapter in the BizTalk Server computer.

This is a required key for any adapter.

Constraints

Adapter constraints define the capabilities of the adapter's functionality.

This is a required key for every adapter. Depending on the type of adapter you are creating, you may want to modify the bitmask
value of the constraints.

The value that describes the capabilities of the adapter can be a combination of values shown in the following table.

Valu
e

Hex val
ue

Flag Description

1 0x0001 eProtocolSupportsReceive Adapter supports receive operations.
2 0x0002 eProtocolSupportsTransmit Adapter supports send operations.
4 0x0004 eProtocolRequireSingleInstancePerServe

r
Adapter requires a single instance per server.

8 0x0008 eProtocolReceiveIsCreatable Receive handler of adapter is hosted in-process.
16 0x0010 eProtocolIsApplicationProtocol Adapter is application protocol.
32 0x0020 eProtocolDeleteProtected Adapter is delete protected.
64 0x0040 eProtocolStaticHandlers Adapter supports static handlers.
128 0x0080 eProtocolSupportsRequestResponse Adapter supports request-response operations.
256 0x0100 eProtocolSupportsSolicitResponse Adapter supports solicit-response operations.
512 0x0200 eProtocolSupportsSOAP Adapter supports the SOAP protocol.
1024 0x0400 eOutboundProtocolRequiresContextIniti

alization
Adapter uses Adapter Framework user interface for send handler config
uration.

2048 0x0800 eInboundProtocolRequiresContextInitiali
zation

Adapter uses Adapter Framework user interface for receive handler conf
iguration

[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\CLSID\{%uuid of custom transport%}\BizTalk]
@="BizTalk"

"TransportType"="MyTransportAdapter"

"Constraints"=dword:00003C0b



4096 0x1000 eReceiveLocationRequiresContextInitiali
zation

Adapter uses Adapter Framework user interface for receive location conf
iguration.

8192 0x2000 eTransmitLocationRequiresContextInitial
ization

Adapter uses Adapter Framework user interface for send port configurat
ion.

1638
4

0x4000 eSupportsOrderedDelivery Adapter supports ordered delivery.

3276
8

0x8000 eInitTransmitterOnServiceStart Send adapter starts when the service starts instead of when it sends the 
first message.

The constraint of the sample static file adapter is 3C0b, which is equivalent to 15371. This means the adapter has the following
capabilities: eProtocolSupportsReceive (1), eProtocolSupportsTransmit (2), eProtocolReceiveIsCreatable (8),
eOutboundProtocolRequiresContextInitialization (1024), eInboundProtocolRequiresContextInitialization (2048),
eReceiveLocationRequiresContextInitialization (4096), and eTransmitLocationRequiresContextInitialization (8192).

Namespace

Each adapter must define its properties namespace. BizTalk Server stores adapter-specific properties on the message context
under this namespace. This is a required property for all adapters.

Aliases

Each adapter may have a set of prefixes that uniquely identify the adapter type within BizTalk Server. The adapter needs to specify
the list of its prefixes at registration time. Prefixes must be unique within BizTalk Server.

Property pages for receive handlers, send handlers, receive locations and send ports

The adapter must have configuration property pages to configure its receive locations and send ports. Each adapter registers its
property pages by specifying their respective class IDs.

If the adapter uses the Adapter Framework's user interface for property page generation, it must specify the following values for
the registry keys:

Note that if one of the endpoints is not required (the adapter is send or receive only), the unused registry keys can be deleted
from the registry.

Runtime components registration

The adapter registers its runtime components by specifying their class IDs (for COM and .NET), type names, and assembly paths
(for .NET) for receive and transmit runtime components.

Note  All the OutboundEngineCLSID and the InboundEngineCLSID keys must be unique. For a single row in a
database, the OutboundEngineCLSID and the InboundEngineCLSID may be the same.

"PropertyNameSpace"="namespace"

"AliasesXML"="<AdapterAliasList><AdapterAlias>foo://</AdapterAlias></AdapterAliasList>"

"InboundProtocol_PageProv"="{%CLSID for inbound protocol prop page%}"
"OutboundProtocol_PageProv"="{%CLSID for outbound protocol prop page%}"
"ReceiveLocation_PageProv"="{%CLSID for receive location prop page%}"
"TransmitLocation_PageProv"="{%CLSID for transmit location prop page%}"

"InboundProtocol_PageProv"="{2DE93EE6-CB01-4007-93E9-C3D71689A281}"
"OutboundProtocol_PageProv"="{2DE93EE6-CB01-4007-93E9-C3D71689A283}"
"ReceiveLocation_PageProv"="{2DE93EE6-CB01-4007-93E9-C3D71689A280}"
"TransmitLocation_PageProv"="{2DE93EE6-CB01-4007-93E9-C3D71689A282}"

"OutboundEngineCLSID"="{%CLSID of outbound transport%}"
"InboundEngineCLSID"="{%CLSID of inbound transport%}"
"InboundTypeName"="BizTalk.Samples.Adapters.MyReceiver"
"OutboundTypeName"="BizTalk.Samples.Adapters.MyTransmitter"
"InboundAssemblyPath"="C:\Program Files\MyTransport.dll"
"OutboundAssemblyPath"="C:\Program Files\MyTransport.dll"



 

Registration of adapter properties for SSO configuration store

The adapter needs to register its properties with the BizTalk Server Credential database to be able to store and retrieve the
properties at design time and run time.

These values contain the definitions (schema) for the allowed properties of the corresponding entities related to the adapter,
which can be stored in the Configuration store. These definitions are kept as an XML string being deserialized by the property bag,
with property types, but without values. A nonempty value of the property element means that the property is masked. (Masked
means that it is write-only, and is not returned by the Secure Store API when called in administrative mode; the Secure Store API
returns VT_NULL for such properties.)

Example

The HTTP adapter registers its properties for the HTTP send port by defining the SendLocationPropertiesXML registry key with
the following value:

Registration of the component as a transport provider

See Also

Custom Adapter Configuration
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ReceiveHandlerPropertiesXML
ReceiveLocationPropertiesXML
SendHandlerPropertiesXML
SendLocationPropertiesXML

<CustomProps><Username vt="8"/><Password vt="8">Encrypted</Password><Certificate vt="8"/><Req
uestTimeout vt="3"/><MaxRedirects vt="3"/><ContentType vt="8"/><UseProxy vt="11"/><ProxyName 
vt="8"/><ProxyPort vt="3"/><ProxyUsername vt="8"/><ProxyPassword vt="8">Encrypted</ProxyPassw
ord><UseHandlerSetting vt="11"/><AuthenticationScheme vt="8"/><UseSSO vt="11"/><AffiliateAppl
icationName vt="8"/></CustomProps>

[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\CLSID\{%uuid of custom transport%}\Implemented Categories]
[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\CLSID\{%uuid of custom transport%}\Implemented Categories\{7F46FC3E-3C2C-4
05B-A47F-8D17942BA8F9}]
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Adapter Framework Configuration Schema Extensions
The BizTalk Adapter Framework supports the dynamic generation of user interfaces based on an XSD definition. The adapter
supplies the required XSD and the BizTalk Adapter Framework creates a property page that allows the user to enter values.

To create custom user interfaces, the BizTalk Adapter Framework provides several extensions. To use these extensions, you must
import the Adapter Framework schema (BizTalkAdapterFramework.xsd). By importing the schema, you can access and use the
decorations and specialized types in the adapter configuration schema.

Use the decoration tags and built-in types discussed in this topic to customize the property grid for an adapter.

This section contains:

Enabling Adapter Framework Configuration Extensions
Adapter Framework Configuration Schema Decoration Tags
Built-In Types for Adapter Framework Configuration Schemas
Examples of Custom Configuration Schemas for Adapters
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Enabling Adapter Framework Configuration Extensions
The BizTalk Adapter Framework provides several extensions to improve the user experience. To use these extensions, import the
framework's schema. Importing the schema enables you to access decorations and specialized types and to use them in the
adapter's configuration schema. (For more information, see "Import of BizTalk Adapter Framework extensions schema XSD" later
in this document.) The following code shows how to import the schema.

Import of BizTalk Adapter Framework extensions schema XSD

By importing the Adapter Framework extensions schema XSD, you can use decorations such as <baf:FileName> as an element's
type, which shows the file name pop-up when editing the element.

Additional decorations control the display of the property in the interface. The <baf:description>, for example, adds help text to
the element. The <baf:description> decoration displays the text at the bottom of the property page. The <baf:browsable> hides an
element from the interface. The following code shows how you can use these elements within a configuration schema.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?><xs:schema   targetNamespace="http://tempuri.org/XMLSc
hema.xsd" 
         elementFormDefault="qualified" xmlns="http://tempuri.org/XMLSchema.xsd" 
         xmlns:baf="BiztalkAdapterFramework.xsd" 
         xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
         xmlns:msdata="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:xml-msdata">
   <xs:import namespace="BiztalkAdapterFramework.xsd" />
. . .
</xs:schema>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?><xs:schema   targetNamespace="http://tempuri.org/XMLSc
hema.xsd" 
         elementFormDefault="qualified" xmlns="http://tempuri.org/XMLSchema.xsd" 
         xmlns:baf="BiztalkAdapterFramework.xsd" 
         xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
         xmlns:msdata="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:xml-msdata">
   <xs:import namespace="BiztalkAdapterFramework.xsd" />
   <xs:element name="Send">
      <xs:complexType>
         <xs:sequence>
            <xs:element name="directory" type="xs:string" />
               <xs:annotation>
                  <xs:appinfo>
                     <baf:designer>
                        <baf:description>Enter the directory that will receive sent files..
                        </baf:description>
                     </baf:designer>
                  </xs:appinfo>
               </xs:annotation>
            </xs:element>
            <xs:element name="fileName" type="baf:FileName" />
            <xs:element name="sendBatchSize" type="xs:int" />
            <xs:element name="fileCopyMode" type="CopyMode" />
            <xs:element name="uri" type="xs:string" >
               <xs:annotation>
                  <xs:appinfo>
                     <baf:designer>
                        <baf:browsable show="false" />
                     </baf:designer>
                  </xs:appinfo>
               </xs:annotation>
            </xs:element>
         </xs:sequence>
      </xs:complexType>
   </xs:element>
   <xs:simpleType name="CopyMode">
      <xs:restriction base="xs:string">
         <xs:enumeration value="Append">
            <xs:annotation>
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               <xs:documentation>= 0</xs:documentation>
            </xs:annotation>
         <xs:enumeration value="Create">
            <xs:annotation>
               <xs:documentation>= 1</xs:documentation>
            </xs:annotation>
         <xs:enumeration value="CreateNew">
            <xs:annotation>
               <xs:documentation>= 2</xs:documentation>
            </xs:annotation>
         </xs:enumeration>
      </xs:restriction>
   </xs:simpleType>
</xs:schema>
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Adapter Framework Configuration Schema Decoration Tags
You can use the tags described in this topic within the configuration schema files to display and organize data on the adapter
property pages.

The following figure shows how the FTP receive location property page implements some of these tags.

<designer>

The BizTalk Adapter Framework decorations appear between a <baf:designer> tag and </baf:designer> end tag. The
<baf:designer> tag helps distinguish between BizTalk Adapter Framework <appinfo> and other adapter-supplied <appinfo>
information.

<category>

The <category> decoration contains the string used to separate entries in the property grid into groups. The decoration displays
all entries with the same category string as subordinate entries of the category.

You can localize <category> entries.

<description>

The <description> decoration contains the string used to provide descriptive text for entries at the bottom of the property grid.

You can localize <description> entries.

<displayname>

The <displayname> decoration contains the string used for displaying the name of an entry. This enables you to use spaces,
phrases, and so on when they would not be allowed for an <element> or <attribute> name.

You can localize <displayname> entries.

<readonly>

The <readonly fixed=""> decoration controls whether a field may be edited. A "fixed" attribute value of true (the default) makes a
field read-only.

When implementing an external editor, implement an external TypeConverter and override the



 

GetStandardValuesExclusive(ITypeDescriptorContext) method instead. Returning true makes a field read-only but
preserves access to the custom editor.

<browsable>

The <browsable show=""> decoration controls whether a field appears in the property grid. A "show" attribute value of True (the
default) makes a field appear in the grid.

<converter>

The <converter assembly=""> decoration specifies the desired TypeConverter class name for the <element> or <attribute>.
The optional "assembly" attribute value specifies the path to the assembly containing the desired TypeConverter. With no
"assembly" value specified, the class name must include the global assembly cache's assembly name, key, culture, and version
values.

<editor>

The <editor assembly=""> decoration specifies the desired UITypeEditor class name for the <element> or <attribute>. The
optional "assembly" attribute value specifies the path to the assembly containing the desired UITypeEditor. With no "assembly"
value specified, the class name must include the global assembly cache's assembly name, key, culture, and version values.

Null values for optional enumerations

When using an optional enumeration, one of the values should be <none> to denote a null value. This is not a built-in tag, but
may be achieved by providing an enumeration value that is treated as none if the enumeration is derived from xsd:string. This is
not possible for enumerations derived from xsd:int, because the integer must hold a value.
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Built-In Types for Adapter Framework Configuration Schemas
The BizTalk Adapter Framework also supplies some built-in simple types. These types, based on the string type, include a
specialized TypeConverter, UITypeEditor, or both.

baf:FileList

Setting an <element> or <attribute> type to "baf:FileList" places an ellipsis (…) button.

Clicking this button displays an OpenFile common control to select a file from the file system.

baf:Password

Setting an <element> or <attribute> type to "baf:Password" displays a pop-up dialog box ellipsis (…) button.

Clicking this button displays a Password dialog box to specify a password.

By default, baf:Password allows 22 characters. Example 3 in Examples of Custom Configuration Schemas for Adapters shows how
to limit this type to 8 characters.

baf:SSOList

Setting an <element> or <attribute> type to "baf:SSOList" displays a combo box of application names for use for Single Sign-On
authentication. The list contains the entry "(none)" for an empty list of application names.

See Also
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Examples of Custom Configuration Schemas for Adapters
The first example shows a complete custom XSD schema file representing an adapter property page using the baf:designer and
baf:description extensions.

Example 1

The second example also uses the baf:designer and baf:description extensions to show how to create a custom property value
window for the BatchSize property that will only accept values between 1 and 99, inclusive.

Example 2

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<xs:schema   targetNamespace="http://tempuri.org/XMLSchema.xsd" 
         elementFormDefault="qualified" xmlns="http://tempuri.org/XMLSchema.xsd" 
         xmlns:baf="BiztalkAdapterFramework.xsd" 
         xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
         xmlns:msdata="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:xml-msdata">
   <xs:import namespace="BiztalkAdapterFramework.xsd" />
   <xs:element name="Send">
      <xs:complexType>
         <xs:sequence>
            <xs:element name="directory" type="xs:string" />
               <xs:annotation>
                  <xs:appinfo>
                     <baf:designer>
                        <baf:description>Enter the directory that will receive sent files..
                        </baf:description>
                     </baf:designer>
                  </xs:appinfo>
               </xs:annotation>
            </xs:element>
            <xs:element name="fileName" type="baf:FileList" />
            <xs:element name="sendBatchSize" type="xs:int" />
            <xs:element name="fileCopyMode" type="CopyMode" />
            <xs:element name="uri" type="xs:string" >
               <xs:annotation>
                  <xs:appinfo>
                     <baf:designer>
                        <baf:browsable show="false" />
                     </baf:designer>
                  </xs:appinfo>
               </xs:annotation>
            </xs:element>
         </xs:sequence>
      </xs:complexType>
   </xs:element>
   <xs:simpleType name="CopyMode">
      <xs:restriction base="xs:string">
         <xs:enumeration value="Append">
            <xs:annotation>
               <xs:documentation>= 0</xs:documentation>
            </xs:annotation>
         <xs:enumeration value="Create">
            <xs:annotation>
               <xs:documentation>= 1</xs:documentation>
            </xs:annotation>
         <xs:enumeration value="CreateNew">
            <xs:annotation>
               <xs:documentation>= 2</xs:documentation>
            </xs:annotation>
         </xs:enumeration>
      </xs:restriction>
   </xs:simpleType>
</xs:schema>



The third example shows how to limit the baf:Password to 8 characters. By default, it allows 22 characters.

Example 3

The fourth sample shows how to implement pattern-matching constraints on property values, because XSD patterns are not
supported.

Fields such as ClientIdentifier are always a 3 character numeric string. A property value of 10 is not valid, whereas 010 is valid.
The following configuration schema fragment defines a ClientIdentifier property. The ClientIdentifierConverter class, implemented
in your adapter assembly, implements pattern matching. In this case, the custom type converter restricts values to a string of
exactly three digits (000 to 999). In the configuration schema, make sure the baf:converter node has the assembly and type full
name set correctly. If the user attempts to enter a value that is not valid, an exception message pops up when a validation error
occurs in the property page.

Example 4

You can use the following code in the adapter property page configuration schemas.

   <xs:element name="BatchSize">
          <xs:simpleType>
            <xs:annotation>
              <xs:appinfo>
                <baf:designer>
                  <baf:displayname>Batch Size</baf:displayname>
                  <baf:description>Enter the batch size (1-99)</baf:description>
                </baf:designer>
              </xs:appinfo>
            </xs:annotation>
            <xs:restriction base="xs:int">
              <xs:minInclusive value="1" />
              <xs:maxInclusive value="99" />
            </xs:restriction>
          </xs:simpleType>
        </xs:element>

<xs:element name="AdapterPassword">
          <xs:simpleType>
            <xs:annotation>
              <xs:appinfo>
                <baf:designer>
                  <baf:displayname>Adapter Password</baf:displayname>
                  <baf:description>Enter the password (up to 8 characters)</baf:description>
                  <baf:editor assembly="%BTSROOT%\\Developer Tools\\Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter
.Framework.dll">Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework.ComponentModel.PasswordUITypeEditor</baf:
editor>
                  <baf:converter assembly="%BTSROOT%\\Developer Tools\\Microsoft.BizTalk.Adap
ter.Framework.dll">Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework.ComponentModel.PasswordTypeConverter</
baf:converter>
                </baf:designer>
              </xs:appinfo>
            </xs:annotation>
            <xs:restriction base="xs:string">
              <xs:maxLength value="8" />
            </xs:restriction>
          </xs:simpleType>
        </xs:element>

        <xs:element name="ClientIdentifier" type="xs:string">
          <xs:annotation>
            <xs:appinfo>
              <baf:designer>
                <baf:displayname>Adapter Client</baf:displayname>
                <baf:description>Enter the Adapter Client (3 digit string)</baf:description>
                <baf:converter assembly="%BTSROOT%\\Developer Tools\\Microsoft.BizTalk.TestAd
apter.dll">Microsoft.BizTalk.TestAdapter.ClientIdentifierConverter</baf:converter>
              </baf:designer>



 

You can place the following code in your adapter assembly.
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            </xs:appinfo>
          </xs:annotation>
        </xs:element>

using System;
using System.ComponentModel;
using System.Globalization;
using System.Text.RegularExpressions;
 
namespace Microsoft.BizTalk.TestAdapter
{
       /// <summary>
       /// Summary description for ClientIdentifierConverter.
       /// </summary>
       public class ClientIdentifierConverter : System.ComponentModel.StringConverter 
       {
              private void Validate(string value)
              {
                     Regex regex = new Regex(@"^\d{3}$"); // ^=begin, \d=digit, {3}=exactly 3
occurrences, $=end
                     Match match = regex.Match((string)value);
                     if (!match.Success)
                     {
                           throw new ApplicationException("Value does not match pattern \"" +
regex.ToString() + "\".");
                     }
              }
 
              public override object ConvertFrom(ITypeDescriptorContext context, CultureInfo 
culture, object value)
              {
                     if (value is string)
                     {
                           this.Validate((string)value);
                     }
                     return base.ConvertFrom(context, culture, value);
              }
 
              public override object ConvertTo(ITypeDescriptorContext context, CultureInfo cu
lture, object value, Type destinationType)
              {
                     if (typeof(string) == destinationType && value is string)
                     {
                           this.Validate((string)value);
                     }
                     return base.ConvertTo(context, culture, value, destinationType);
              }
       }
}
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Supported Adapter XSD Element Types
The following table lists the elements supported by the Adapter Framework. When defining a new element in your configuration
schema, use any of the following types to replace string in the following example:

Type XML type UI behavior Other specifics
string None Edit box accepting type only. Attribute to constrain max/min
normali
zedStri
ng

None Edit box accepting type only. Attribute to constrain max/min

integer None Edit box accepting type only. Attribute to constrain max/min
positive
Integer

None Edit box accepting type only. Attribute to constrain max/min

negativ
eIntege
r

None Edit box accepting type only. Attribute to constrain max/min

nonNe
gativeI
nteger

None Edit box accepting type only. Attribute to constrain max/min

nonPos
itiveInt
eger

None Edit box accepting type only. Attribute to constrain max/min

int None Edit box accepting type only. Attribute to constrain max/min
unsign
edInt

None Edit box accepting type only. Attribute to constrain max/min

long None Edit box accepting type only and a decimal. Attribute to constrain max/min
unsign
edLong

None Edit box accepting type only and a decimal. Attribute to constraint max/min

short None Edit box accepting type only. Attribute to constrain max/min
unsign
edShor
t

None Edit box accepting type only. Attribute to constrain max/min

decimal None Edit box accepting type only. Attribute to constrain max/min
float None Edit box accepting type only. Attribute to constrain max/min
double None Edit box accepting type only. Attribute to constrain max/min
boolea
n

None Drop-down list populated with Boolean values. None

time None Edit box accepting type only. None
dateTi
me

None Edit box accepting type only. An ellipsis appears
at the end of the field area. Click the ellipsis and 
the calendar appears.

None

date None Edit box accepting type only. An ellipsis appears
at the end of the field area. Click the ellipsis and 
the calendar appears.

None

gMont
h

None Edit box accepting type only. This value is a string and thus may not perform as expected. 
Consider using xsd:int types with restrictions to hold the mo
nth value instead.

gYear None Edit box accepting type only. This value is a string and thus may not perform as expected. 
Consider using xsd:int types with restrictions to hold the yea
r value instead.

gYearM
onth

None Edit box accepting type only. This value is a string and thus may not perform as expected. 
Consider using xsd:int types with restrictions to hold the yea
r and month value instead.

<xs:element name="uri" type="xs:string">



 

gDay None Edit box accepting type only. This value is a string and thus may not perform as expected. 
Consider using xsd:int types with restrictions to hold the day
value instead.

gMont
hDay

None Edit box accepting type only. This value is a string and thus may not perform as expected. 
Consider using xsd:int types with restrictions to hold the mo
nth and day value instead.

Name None Edit box accepting type only. None
NCNa
me

None Edit box accepting type only. None

anyURI None Edit box accepting type only. None
Sequen
ce

"Sequence"
Schema Ele
ment

None None

Groups None A "+" or "-" sign that expands or collapses all fie
lds within the group.

No edit functionality on the right side of the pro
perty page.

None

File Na
me

FileName An ellipsis appears at the end of the field area. C
lick the ellipsis and the Windows FileOpen dial
og box appears.

None

SSO Ap
p ID

SSOAppID Drop-down list populated with the SSO Applicat
ion list

None

Passwo
rd

Password Edit box with "*" appearing instead of clear text. None
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Adapter XSD Element-Attribute Constructs
The following table lists XSD element-attribute constructs supported by the Adapter Framework. The vertical axis contains the
supported element types, and the horizontal axis contains the valid attribute types for each element.

Note  Elements and attributes must have unique names. Duplicate names result in a compilation error.

Note  The fixed attribute with Enumeration facet is not supported.

Note  The configuration XSD should have an element called uri of type xsd:string.
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Adapter XSD Data Type-Facet Constructs
The following table lists XSD data type-facet constructs supported by the Adapter Framework. The vertical axis contains the
supported data types, and the horizontal axis contains the valid facets for each data type.

Note  Data types that do not have common language runtime analogs will not be validated during property type
validation.

Note  The fixed attribute with Enumeration facet is not supported.
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Advanced Configuration Components for Adapters
The BizTalk Adapter Framework has support for a custom drop-down editor, a custom modal dialog editor, and a custom type
converter. These custom design components are especially useful when taking user name and password information as input.

You can invoke a custom editor or type converter for a specific data field (element or attribute) in the configuration schema. As
described in the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET Help, the editor must be derived from System.Drawing.Design.UITypeEditor
and the type converter from System.ComponentModel.TypeConverter.

An editor minimally overrides the GetEditStyle method to specify the kind of editor (Modal dialog, DropDown control, or None
of the above) and the EditValue method to change the value with the editor.

A type converter typically overrides the ConvertFrom, CanConvertFrom, ConvertTo, CanConvertTo, GetStandardValues,
GetStandardValuesSupported, and GetStandardValuesExclusive methods of the .NET Framework Class Library.

This section contains:

Custom Adapter Configuration Designer
Custom Drop-Down Editor for Adapter Configuration
Custom Modal Dialog Editor for Adapter Configuration
Custom Type Converter for Adapter Configuration
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Custom Adapter Configuration Designer
You will need to build the custom designers into a class library. You may incorporate them into the DLL for the adapter or build a
separate DLL. After you build a designer assembly, you must reference it through decorations, just like a description or a category.
The reference includes a specification of the assembly and a fully qualified class name to use.

These decorations support two ways of referencing the specific custom designer: as a global assembly in the global assembly
cache or as an external assembly located on the disk.

Note  There are two possible design-time assembly paths: You can specify the absolute path to the type editors and
converters used in the configuration XSD in the XSD itself (relative path is not supported), or you can store the type
editors and converters in the global assembly cache and not need an absolute path.

Global assembly cache designer use
The global assembly cache stores assemblies by assembly name, public key, version, and culture. Because of this, it is
recommended that you:

1. Generate a public key file and add this file to the AssemblyInfo.cs file.
2. Specify a specific version in the AssemblyInfo.cs file.

You can either drag the assembly into the global assembly cache or use GACUTIL to add it to the global assembly cache.

To use this designer, specify the fully qualified class name, a comma, and the global assembly cache assembly entry (assembly
name, version, culture, and public key token) as the value of the decoration. Use <editor> decorations for UITypeEditor
implementations and <converter> decorations for TypeConverter implementations.

The following code shows how to initialize the custom designers in an XSD file.

External assembly installation and use
For external assemblies, the decoration contains an optional attribute assembly that specifies the full path and name of the
assembly containing the desired designer.

The following code shows how to initialize the custom designers contained in external assemblies.

See Also
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   <xs:element name="Global" type="xs:string">
      <xs:annotation>
         <xs:appinfo>
            <baf:designer>
               <baf:category>GAC Designer Component</baf:category>
               <baf:editor>AdapterManagement.ComponentModel. PasswordUITypeEditor, AdapterMan
agement, Version=1.0.1.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=f0db50abb0615c18</baf:editor>
            </baf:designer>
         </xs:appinfo>
      </xs:annotation>
   </xs:element>
         </xs:sequence>

   <xs:element name="External" type="xs:string">
      <xs:annotation>
         <xs:appinfo>
            <baf:designer>
               <baf:category>External Designer Component</baf:category>
               <baf:converter assembly="C:\source\private\Adapter\Framework\Designer\bin\Debu
g\Designer.External.dll">Designer.External.DesignerTypeConverter</baf:converter>
            </baf:designer>
         </xs:appinfo>
      </xs:annotation>
   </xs:element>
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Custom Drop-Down Editor for Adapter Configuration
The code for the custom editor shows an editor derived from the System.Drawing.Design.UITypeEditor class that displays a
drop-down text box for entering a password. The GetEditStyle override returns UIEditorEditStyle.DropDown to indicate a
drop-down subcontrol. The service methods DropDownControl and CloseDropDown manage the control created with
CreatePassword.

The following code is the class definition for the custom drop-down editor.

/*************************************************************************
 * Copyright (c) 1999-2004 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.   *
 *                                                                       *
 * THIS CODE AND INFORMATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY *
 * KIND, WHETHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE  *
 * IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND/OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR *
 * PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK OF USE OR RESULTS IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE *
 * OF THIS CODE AND INFORMATION REMAINS WITH THE USER.                   *
 *************************************************************************/

using System;
using System.ComponentModel;
using System.Drawing.Design;
using System.Windows.Forms;
using System.Windows.Forms.Design;
using System.Security;
using System.Security.Permissions;
using Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework;
using Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework.Forms;

namespace AdapterManagement.ComponentModel {
   /// <summary>
   /// PasswordUITypeEditor implements a user interface for acquiring passwords
   /// within a visual designer.
   /// </summary>
   public class PasswordUITypeEditor : UITypeEditor {
      public const char PasswordChar = '\u25cf';
      private IWindowsFormsEditorService _service = null;
      private TextBox _password = null;

      [SecurityPermissionAttribute(SecurityAction.LinkDemand)]
      public override UITypeEditorEditStyle GetEditStyle(ITypeDescriptorContext context) {
         if (null != context && null != context.Instance) {
            return UITypeEditorEditStyle.DropDown;
         }
         return base.GetEditStyle(context);
      }

      [SecurityPermissionAttribute(SecurityAction.LinkDemand)]
      public override object EditValue(ITypeDescriptorContext context, 
                               IServiceProvider provider,
                               object value) {
         if (null != context && null != context.Instance && null != provider) {
            this._service = (IWindowsFormsEditorService) provider.GetService 
                        (typeof(IWindowsFormsEditorService));
            if (null != this._service) {
               this._password = CreatePassword();
               this._service.DropDownControl(this._password);
               value = this._password.Text;
            }
         }
         return value;
      }

      private TextBox CreatePassword () {
         TextBox password = new TextBox();
         password.PasswordChar = PasswordUITypeEditor.PasswordChar;
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         password.Leave += new EventHandler(password_Leave);
      }

      private void password_Leave(object sender, EventArgs e) {
         if (null != this._service) {
            this._service.CloseDropDown();
         }
      }
   } // PasswordUITypeEditor
} // Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework.ComponentModel
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Custom Modal Dialog Editor for Adapter Configuration
The code for the custom editor shows an editor derived from the System.Drawing.Design.UITypeEditor class that displays a
modal pop-up dialog box for entering a password. The GetEditStyle method override returns UIEditorEditStyle.Modal to
indicate a modal form subcontrol. The service method ShowDialog manages the control created with CreatePassword.
ShowDialog returns a DialogResult that is handled in the usual way (for example, a switch statement) with the
DialogResult.OK case changing value only.

The following code is the class definition for the custom modal editor.

/*************************************************************************
 * Copyright (c) 1999-2004 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.   *
 *                                                                       *
 * THIS CODE AND INFORMATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY *
 * KIND, WHETHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE  *
 * IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND/OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR *
 * PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK OF USE OR RESULTS IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE *
 * OF THIS CODE AND INFORMATION REMAINS WITH THE USER.                   *
 *************************************************************************/

using System;
using System.ComponentModel;
using System.Drawing.Design;
using System.Windows.Forms;
using System.Windows.Forms.Design;
using System.Security;
using System.Security.Permissions;
using Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework;
using Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework.Forms;

namespace AdapterManagement.ComponentModel {
   /// <summary>
   /// PasswordUITypeEditor implements a user interface for acquiring passwords
   /// within a visual designer.
   /// </summary>
   public class PasswordUITypeEditor : UITypeEditor {
      public const char PasswordChar = '\u25cf';
      private IWindowsFormsEditorService _service = null;
      private PasswordForm _password = null;

      [SecurityPermissionAttribute(SecurityAction.LinkDemand)]
      public override UITypeEditorEditStyle GetEditStyle(ITypeDescriptorContext context) {
         if (null != context && null != context.Instance) {
            return UITypeEditorEditStyle.Modal;
         }
         return base.GetEditStyle(context);
      }

      [SecurityPermissionAttribute(SecurityAction.LinkDemand)]
      public override object EditValue(ITypeDescriptorContext context, 
                               IServiceProvider provider,
                               object value) {
         if (null != context && null != context.Instance && null != provider) {
            this._service = (IWindowsFormsEditorService) provider.GetService 
                        (typeof(IWindowsFormsEditorService));
            if (null != this._service) {
               if (null == this._password) {
                  this._password = CreatePassword();
               }
               switch (this._service.ShowDialog(this._password)) {
               case DialogResult.OK:
                  value = this._form.Password;
                  break;
               case DialogResult.Cancel:
                  break;
               }



The following code is the class definition for the custom dialog box.

            }
         }
         return value;
      }

      private PasswordForm CreatePassword () {
         return new PasswordForm(PasswordUITypeEditor.PasswordChar);
      }
   } // PasswordUITypeEditor
} // Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework.ComponentModel

/*************************************************************************
 * Copyright (c) 1999-2004 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.   *
 *                                                                       *
 * THIS CODE AND INFORMATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY *
 * KIND, WHETHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE  *
 * IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND/OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR *
 * PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK OF USE OR RESULTS IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE *
 * OF THIS CODE AND INFORMATION REMAINS WITH THE USER.                   *
 *************************************************************************/

using System;
using System.Windows.Forms;
using Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework;
using Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework.ComponentModel;

namespace Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework.Forms {
   /// <summary>
   /// PasswordUITypeEditor implements a user interface for acquiring passwords within a visu
al designer.
   /// </summary>
   internal class PasswordForm : System.Windows.Forms.Form {
      #region Fields
      private System.Windows.Forms.Button _cancelBtn;
      private System.Windows.Forms.Label _passwordLbl;
      private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox _passwordTxt;
      private System.Windows.Forms.Label _confirmLbl;
      private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox _confirmTxt;
      private System.Windows.Forms.Button _okBtn;
      private System.Windows.Forms.GroupBox _separator;

      /// <summary>
      /// Required designer variable.
      /// </summary>
      private System.ComponentModel.Container components = null;
      #endregion

      #region Properties
      protected char PasswordChar {
         get { return this._PasswordChar; }
         set {
            this._PasswordChar = value;
            if (null != this._passwordTxt) {
               this._passwordTxt.PasswordChar = value;
            }
            if (null != this._confirmTxt) {
               this._confirmTxt.PasswordChar  = value;
            }
         }
      }
      private char _PasswordChar;

      public string Password {
         // TODO: Hold in secrets



         get { return this._Password; }
      }
      private string _Password;
      #endregion

      public PasswordForm() 
         : this(PasswordUITypeEditor.PasswordChar) {
         // Null
      }

      public PasswordForm(char passwordchar) {
         //
         // Required for Windows Form Designer support
         //
         InitializeComponent();

         //
         // Initialize properties
         //
         this.PasswordChar = passwordchar;

         //
         // Finish initialization
         //
         Empty();
      }

      /// <summary>
      /// Clean up any resources being used.
      /// </summary>
      protected override void Dispose( bool disposing ) {
         if( disposing ) {
            if(components != null) {
               components.Dispose();
            }
         }
         base.Dispose( disposing );
      }

      #region Windows Form Designer generated code
      /// <summary>
      /// Required method for Designer support - do not modify
      /// the contents of this method with the code editor.
      /// </summary>
      private void InitializeComponent() {
         this._passwordLbl = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
         this._confirmLbl = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
         this._cancelBtn = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
         this._okBtn = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
         this._passwordTxt = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
         this._confirmTxt = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
         this._separator = new System.Windows.Forms.GroupBox();
         this.SuspendLayout();
         // 
         // _passwordLbl
         // 
         this._passwordLbl.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif",
          9.75F, System.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((Syste
m.Byte)(0)));
         this._passwordLbl.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(16, 18);
         this._passwordLbl.Name = "_passwordLbl";
         this._passwordLbl.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(128, 16);
         this._passwordLbl.TabIndex = 4;
         this._passwordLbl.Text = FrameworkResource.PasswordLabel;
         // 
         // _confirmLbl
         // 
         this._confirmLbl.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 9.75F, Syste



m.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((System.Byte)(0)));
         this._confirmLbl.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(16, 50);
         this._confirmLbl.Name = "_confirmLbl";
         this._confirmLbl.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(128, 16);
         this._confirmLbl.TabIndex = 5;
         this._confirmLbl.Text = FrameworkResource.ConfirmLabel;
         // 
         // _cancelBtn
         // 
         this._cancelBtn.Anchor = ((System.Windows.Forms.AnchorStyles.Bottom | System.Windows
.Forms.AnchorStyles.Left) 
            | System.Windows.Forms.AnchorStyles.Right);
         this._cancelBtn.DialogResult = System.Windows.Forms.DialogResult.Cancel;
         this._cancelBtn.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(277, 98);
         this._cancelBtn.Name = "_cancelBtn";
         this._cancelBtn.TabIndex = 3;
         this._cancelBtn.Text = FrameworkResource.CancelButton;
         // 
         // _okBtn
         // 
         this._okBtn.Anchor = ((System.Windows.Forms.AnchorStyles.Bottom | System.Windows.For
ms.AnchorStyles.Left) 
            | System.Windows.Forms.AnchorStyles.Right);
         this._okBtn.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(192, 98);
         this._okBtn.Name = "_okBtn";
         this._okBtn.TabIndex = 2;
         this._okBtn.Text = FrameworkResource.OKButton;
         this._okBtn.Click += new System.EventHandler(this._okBtn_Click);
         // 
         // _passwordTxt
         // 
         this._passwordTxt.Anchor = (System.Windows.Forms.AnchorStyles.Top | System.Windows.F
orms.AnchorStyles.Right);
         this._passwordTxt.BorderStyle = System.Windows.Forms.BorderStyle.FixedSingle;
         this._passwordTxt.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 9.75F, Syst
em.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((System.Byte)(0)));
         this._passwordTxt.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(152, 16);
         this._passwordTxt.MaxLength = 24;
         this._passwordTxt.Name = "_passwordTxt";
         this._passwordTxt.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(200, 22);
         this._passwordTxt.TabIndex = 0;
         this._passwordTxt.Text = FrameworkResource.PasswordLabel;
         // 
         // _confirmTxt
         // 
         this._confirmTxt.Anchor = (System.Windows.Forms.AnchorStyles.Top | System.Windows.Fo
rms.AnchorStyles.Right);
         this._confirmTxt.BorderStyle = System.Windows.Forms.BorderStyle.FixedSingle;
         this._confirmTxt.Font = new System.Drawing.Font("Microsoft Sans Serif", 9.75F, Syste
m.Drawing.FontStyle.Regular, System.Drawing.GraphicsUnit.Point, ((System.Byte)(0)));
         this._confirmTxt.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(152, 48);
         this._confirmTxt.Name = "_confirmTxt";
         this._confirmTxt.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(200, 22);
         this._confirmTxt.TabIndex = 1;
         this._confirmTxt.Text = FrameworkResource.ConfirmLabel;
         // 
         // _separator
         // 
         this._separator.Anchor = ((System.Windows.Forms.AnchorStyles.Bottom | System.Windows
.Forms.AnchorStyles.Left) 
            | System.Windows.Forms.AnchorStyles.Right);
         this._separator.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(8, 80);
         this._separator.Name = "_separator";
         this._separator.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(352, 8);
         this._separator.TabIndex = 6;
         this._separator.TabStop = false;
         // 
         // PasswordForm
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         // 
         this.AutoScaleBaseSize = new System.Drawing.Size(5, 13);
         this.ClientSize = new System.Drawing.Size(368, 136);
         this.Controls.AddRange(new System.Windows.Forms.Control[] {
                                                        this._passwordLbl,
                                                        this._passwordTxt,
                                                        this._confirmLbl,
                                                        this._confirmTxt,
                                                        this._separator,
                                                        this._okBtn,
                                                        this._cancelBtn});
         this.FormBorderStyle = System.Windows.Forms.FormBorderStyle.FixedDialog;
         this.MaximizeBox = false;
         this.MinimizeBox = false;
         this.Name = "PasswordForm";
         this.ShowInTaskbar = false;
         this.Text = FrameworkResource.PasswordForm;
         this.ResumeLayout(false);

      }
      #endregion

      private void Empty() {
         this._passwordTxt.Text = String.Empty;
         this._confirmTxt.Text  = String.Empty;
         this._Password       = String.Empty;
      }

      #region Events and Handlers
      private void _okBtn_Click(object sender, System.EventArgs e) {
         if (this._passwordTxt.Text.Equals(this._confirmTxt.Text)) {
            this._Password = this._passwordTxt.Text;
            this.DialogResult = System.Windows.Forms.DialogResult.OK;
            Close();
         }
         else {
            MessageBox.Show(this,
               FrameworkResource.UnmatchedError,
               FrameworkResource.UnmatchedTitle,
               System.Windows.Forms.MessageBoxButtons.OK,
               System.Windows.Forms.MessageBoxIcon.Exclamation);
            Empty();
         }
      }
      #endregion
   } // PasswordForm
} // Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework.Forms
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Custom Type Converter for Adapter Configuration
Like the custom editor, the custom type converter overrides the System.ComponentModel.TypeConverter class of one of its
children. Here, the converter adds formatting to the value to be persisted but does not appear on the property page. The
ConvertFrom method adds square brackets around the string value and the ConvertTo method removes them.

The following code is the class definition for the custom type converter.
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using System;
using System.ComponentModel;

namespace AdapterManagement.ComponentModel {

   public class DesignerTypeConverter : StringConverter {
   
      public override bool CanConvertTo(ITypeDescriptorContext context, Type destinationType)
{
         return (typeof(String) == destinationType) || base.CanConvertTo (context, destinatio
nType);
      }
   
      public override object ConvertTo(ITypeDescriptorContext context, System.Globalization.C
ultureInfo culture, object value, Type destinationType) {
         if (typeof(String) == destinationType && value is String) {
            return ((String)value).TrimStart('[').TrimEnd(']');
         }
         return base.ConvertTo (context, culture, value, destinationType);
      }
   
      public override bool CanConvertFrom(ITypeDescriptorContext context, Type sourceType) {
         return (typeof(String) == sourceType) || base.CanConvertFrom (context, sourceType);
      }
   
      public override object ConvertFrom(ITypeDescriptorContext context, System.Globalization
.CultureInfo culture, object value) {
         if (value is String) {
            return "["+(String)value+"]";
         }
         return base.ConvertFrom (context, culture, value);
      }
   }
}
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Using Enterprise Single Sign-On in Custom Adapters
Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) enables users to sign on only once when interoperating with heterogeneous systems. This
feature of Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 enables BizTalk adapters to provide the appropriate user ID and credentials to back-
end systems based on the user's Microsoft Windows® 2000 credentials.

After Windows authenticates the user, the user does not need to provide additional credentials to connect to the back-end system.

Authentication in SSO relies primarily on Windows authentication and the Windows groups created in the Active Directory®
directory service. All operations completed by a user or administrator with SSO require that the user or administrator be
authenticated first with Windows authentication.
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About Adapter Run Time Development
This section contains information about the object interactions that take place during the adapter run time, as well as information
about what interfaces are required to support specific adapter variables.

Note  The adapter receives a message stream from the Messaging Engine that always contains a byte order mark at
the beginning. It is up to the adapter to use it or remove it.

This section contains:

Receive Adapter Creation
Send Adapter Creation
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Receive Adapter Creation
This section describes the object interactions that occur within receive adapters. You can use this information to guide custom
adapter development when creating receive adapters, or to learn about how the native adapters work.

This section contains:

Receive Adapter Initialization
Regular Receive Adapter Creation
Isolated Receive Adapter Creation
Batch-Supported Receive Adapter Creation
Transactional Batch-Supported Receive Adapter Creation
Synchronous Request-Response Receive Adapter Creation
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Receive Adapter Initialization
All receive adapters that have one or more associated receive locations are created at service startup. All receive adapters are
asynchronous and support batching. They can be regular (in-process) or isolated (non-creatable). For additional information
about receive adapter variables, see About Adapter Variables.
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Regular Receive Adapter Creation
The transport proxy creates and configures in-process adapters. To enable configuration and binding to the transport proxy,
adapters must implement the following configuration interfaces:

IBTTransport
IBTTransportControl
IBTTransportConfig
IBaseComponent
IPersistPropertyBag

The Messaging Engine creates an instance of an adapter, initializes it, and sets the configuration of receive locations. The
Messaging Engine passes a property bag to an adapter on the AddReceiveEndpoint method call. The property bag contains the
configuration for the receive location and receive handler. The configuration is stored in the database in the form of an XML-
styled property bag. The Messaging Engine reads the XML and rehydrates a property bag from the XML. After at least one
endpoint (receive location) is added, the adapter can start submitting messages.

Note  Adapters should not block the Messaging Engine calls such as IBTTransportControl.Initialize,
IPersistPropertyBag.Load, and IBTTransportConfig.AddReceiveEndpoint. Performing excessive processing in these
calls will have an impact on service startup time.

The following illustration shows the object interactions involved in creating a regular receive adapter.
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Isolated Receive Adapter Creation
Isolated receive adapters are the components that are hosted in a process space other than the BizTalk Server process.

To interact with the Messaging Engine, isolated receive adapters must register themselves on startup so that the engine can
configure and control them. To do this, they must create the transport proxy, query the interface for IBTTransportProxy, and
then call IBTTransportProxy.RegisterIsolatedReceiver to register with the Messaging Engine.

Isolated adapters must implement the following interfaces:

IBTTransport
IBTTransportConfig
IBaseComponent
IPersistPropertyBag

Isolated adapters create and register with the transport proxy by using the RegisterIsolatedReceiver method of the
IBTTransportProxy interface. The call to this method happens before the adapter needs to submit its first message to the server.
A call to this method is synchronous and all the subsequent registration actions on the adapter happen during this method's
execution. On this message call, the adapter passes the receive location address on which the message was received.

Registering the adapter requires that the adapter passes a configured and enabled receive location and that the host process for
the adapter is with the process credentials for that isolated host. The account under which the process is executing must be a
member of the BizTalk Isolated Host Users group. In addition, the adapter will be queried to ensure that it has the correct class ID
and is running on the computer that was configured for that host instance.

After the adapter has successfully registered with the transport proxy, the Messaging Engine passes the configuration information
for the adapter and for the other receive locations of the adapter back to the adapter by calling the Load method of the
IPersistPropertyBag interface and the AddReceiveEndpoint method of the IBTTransportConfig interface respectively.

When an isolated receive adapter ends the processing of messages and is going to be terminated, it must call the
TerminateIsolatedReceiver method of the IBTTransportProxy interface.

The following illustration shows the object interactions involved in creating an isolated receive adapter.

Note  It is recommended that the adapter keeps a count of the work in-flight. The adapter should block the
Terminate method until the in-flight count has reached zero. On the receive side, this work includes any outstanding
requests that have not been published to BizTalk. Note that response messages are typically not delivered to a receive
adapter after Terminate is called. In general, after the adapter calls the Terminate method, the Messaging Engine
does not accept requests to publish new messages, with the exception of response messages for solicit-response
pairs.

Note  One process may host several instances of isolated adapters, while only one process may host one adapter.

See Also

About Adapter Variables
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Batch-Supported Receive Adapter Creation
A receive adapter always submits messages in a batch. A batch is a unit of database operations that you can use for actions other
than submission. For example, a receive adapter can submit one set of messages, suspend a different set of messages, and delete
another set of messages in the same batch. Grouping these separate operations in the same batch optimizes performance by
minimizing the number of database round trips required and is strongly encouraged.

Regular (in-process) and isolated receive adapters need to implement the following interfaces to submit batches of messages into
the server:

IBTTransport
IBTTransportControl (in-process adapters only)
IBTTransportConfig
IBaseComponent
IPersistPropertyBag
IBTBatchCallBack

The following steps describe the sequence of actions that a receive adapter performs to submit messages into the server.

1. A receive adapter obtains the batch from the transport proxy by calling the GetBatch method of the IBTTransportProxy
interface.

2. An adapter adds the messages into the batch by calling the SubmitMessage method of the IBTTransportBatch interface.
3. When a batch is collected, the adapter calls the Done method of the IBTTransportBatch interface, which submits the batch

to the transport proxy.
4. After the batch has been processed, the transport proxy invokes the adapter's callback method, the BatchComplete

method of the IBTBatchCallback interface. An array of BTBatchOperationStatus objects passes the status of the
submission to the adapter. Each object corresponds to an operation type. Each object contains the overall status of the
operation as well as the status for each message for which the operation was performed. The following sequence describes
the actions the adapter needs to perform to analyze the status of batch processing.

a. Check the overall batch status passed as a parameter to the BatchComplete method. If it succeeded, you may want to
check the status.

If the overall batch status succeeded, it means that all the messages that were given to the transport proxy were
persisted to disk. However, it does not mean that the pipeline successfully processed all the messages. It is possible
that messages that failed in the pipeline were suspended. For these messages that fail in the pipeline, the overall batch
status returned is successful because the data was written to disk.

b. Check the status for each operation type. If the status is S_OK, do not check the status any further. The status of the
submit operation type is set to S_OK if the submission succeeded, BTS_S_EPM_MESSAGE_SUSPENDED if some
messages were suspended, S_EPM_SECURITY_CHECK_FAILED if some messages failed authentication in an
authentication-required receive port, or E_FAIL or any HRESULT that is less than zero if the message submission
failed.

c. Check the status of individual messages for the operation type. For the submit operation type, the status of each
message is set to S_OK if the submission succeeded, BTS_S_EPM_MESSAGE_SUSPENDED if the message was
suspended, S_EPM_SECURITY_CHECK_FAILED if the message failed authentication in an authentication-required
receive port, E_BTS_NO_SUBSCRIPTION if there were no subscribers for the published message, or E_FAIL or any
HRESULT that is less than zero if submission failed.

d. Depending on your adapter, you may want to suspend messages that return E_FAIL or any failing HRESULT.
5. The BatchComplete method needs to return either S_OK or E_FAIL to indicate the result of execution. If the

BatchComplete method returns E_FAIL or any negative HRESULT, the transport proxy logs an error.

The following illustration shows the object interactions involved in creating a batch-supported receive adapter.



 

Note that this process is very similar to the workflow of an asynchronous batch-supported send adapter. The process differences
can be seen when the following lists of methods are compared:

The receive adapter calls the following methods:

SubmitMessage
SubmitRequestMessage
MoveToSuspendQ
CancelResponseMessage

The asynchronous send adapter calls the following methods:

SubmitResponseMessage
Resubmit
DeleteMessage
MoveToNextTransport
MoveToSuspendQ
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Transactional Batch-Supported Receive Adapter Creation
A receive adapter creates and controls transactions when the transactional submission of messages is required.

An adapter passes a pointer to a Distributed Transaction Coordinator (DTC) transaction on the Done method of the
IBTTransportBatch interface to ensure that all batch operations are performed in a transactional manner. When the batch
submission completes, the adapter callback method commits or rolls back the transaction depending on the status returned from
the transport proxy. After that, the adapter reports the result of the transaction (commit or rollback) back to the transport proxy by
using the IBTDTCCommitConfirm interface.

The following illustration shows the object interactions involved in creating a transactional batch-supported receive adapter.
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Synchronous Request-Response Receive Adapter Creation
In-process and isolated receive adapters need to implement the following interfaces to work in request-response mode:

IBTTransport
IBTTransportControl (regular adapters only)
IBTTransportConfig
IBaseComponent
IPersistPropertyBag
IBTBatchCallBack
IBTTransmitter

Receive adapters that support request-response protocols (for example, the HTTP receive adapter) perform the following actions
when submitting request messages.

1. Receive adapter obtains the batch from the transport proxy by calling the GetBatch method of the IBTTransportProxy
interface.

2. Adapter adds the messages into the batch by calling the SubmitRequestMessage method of the IBTTransportBatch
interface.

3. When the batch is collected, the adapter calls the Done method of the IBTTransportBatch interface, which submits the
batch to the transport proxy.

4. After the batch has been processed, the transport proxy invokes the adapter callback method, the BatchComplete method
of the IBTBatchCallBack interface. The status of the submission is passed to the adapter as an array of HRESULTS
corresponding to each message in the batch. If the batch fails, either in the pipeline or in the orchestration, the SOAP fault
message is returned to the adapter as a response.

5. When a response message is ready, the transport proxy passes it to the adapter by calling the adapter's TransmitMessage
method from the IBTTransmitter interface.

6. The adapter sends a response message and deletes the original message from the MessageBox database.

The following illustration shows the object interactions involved in creating a synchronous request-response receive
adapter.

See Also
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Send Adapter Creation
This section describes the object interactions that occur within send adapters. You can use this information to guide custom
adapter development when creating send adapters, or to learn about how the native adapters work.

This section contains:

Send Adapter Initialization
Synchronous Send Adapter Creation
Asynchronous Send Adapter Creation
Synchronous Batch-Supported Send Adapter Creation
Asynchronous Batch-Supported Send Adapter Creation
Transactional Asynchronous Batch-Supported Send Adapter Creation
Solicit-Response Send Adapter Creation
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Send Adapter Initialization
By default, send adapters are not created until the first message is delivered to them, known as lazy creation. After they are
created, they are cached and live until the service is stopped.

The InitTransmitterOnServiceStart member of the Capabilities enumeration may direct the Messaging Engine to create the
send adapter on service startup, rather than using the default lazy creation. However, the default lazy creation approach helps to
conserve system resources.

To enable configuration and binding to the transport proxy, adapters must implement the following configuration interfaces:

IBTTransport
IBaseComponent
IBTTransportControl
IPersistPropertyBag

The following steps describe the sequence of events involved in initializing a send adapter.

1. When the Messaging Engine initializes a send adapter, it first performs a QI for IPersistPropertyBag, which is an optional
interface.

2. If the adapter implements the interface, the handler configuration is passed to the adapter in the Load method call.
3. Next, the Messaging Engine performs a QI for IBTTransportControl, which is a mandatory interface.
4. The engine then calls Initialize, passing in the transport proxy for the adapter.
5. The Messaging Engine then performs a QI for IBTTransmitter.

If the Messaging Engine discovers this interface, the adapter is treated as a batch-unaware transmitter.

If the Messaging Engine does not discover this interface, the Messaging Engine performs a QI for IBTBatchTransmitter,
discovery of which indicates that the adapter is a batch-aware transmitter.

If the Messaging Engine discovers neither of these interfaces, an error condition results, causing the initialization to fail. The
initialization fails if any mandatory interfaces are not discovered.

The adapter can send messages as soon as it is initialized and configured.

The following figure shows the object interactions involved in initializing a send adapter.

Note  Adapters should not block the Messaging Engine in calls such as IBTTransportControl.Initialize and
IPersistPropertyBag.Load. Performing excessive processing in these calls will have an impact on service startup
time.

See Also

About Adapter Variables

Send Adapter Creation

Synchronous Send Adapter Creation

Asynchronous Send Adapter Creation

Synchronous Batch-Supported Send Adapter Creation

Asynchronous Batch-Supported Send Adapter Creation
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Solicit-Response Send Adapter Creation
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Synchronous Send Adapter Creation
An adapter sends messages synchronously when it blocks the Messaging Engine thread while performing a send operation. To be
able to send messages synchronously, an adapter needs to implement the following interfaces:

IBTTransport
IBaseComponent
IBTTransportControl
IPersistPropertyBag
IBTTransmitter

In a synchronous send, the adapter sends the message while blocking TransmitMessage, and after successful transmission
returns True for bDeleteMessage.

The following illustration shows the object interactions involved in creating a synchronous send adapter.

See Also

About Adapter Variables

Send Adapter Creation

Send Adapter Initialization

Asynchronous Send Adapter Creation

Synchronous Batch-Supported Send Adapter Creation

Asynchronous Batch-Supported Send Adapter Creation
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Solicit-Response Send Adapter Creation
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Asynchronous Send Adapter Creation
Adapters sending messages one at a time may send messages either synchronously or asynchronously.

An adapter sends messages asynchronously when it does not block the transport proxy but rather uses a separate thread while
performing send operations. To be able to send messages asynchronously, an adapter needs to implement the following
interfaces:

IBTTransport
IBaseComponent
IBTTransportControl
IPersistPropertyBag
IBTTransmitter

The following steps describe the sequence of actions that the send adapter performs to transmit messages out of the server.

1. The transport proxy passes a message to a send adapter by calling the TransmitMessage method of the IBTTransmitter
interface.

2. The adapter returns immediately from TransmitMessage after storing the message to be sent to some internal queue, and
returns False for bDeleteMessage.

3. The adapter sends the message using its own thread pool.
4. After the send operation completes, the adapter deletes the original message from the MessageBox by using the

IBTTransportBatch interface for the transport proxy.

The following illustration shows the object interactions involved in creating an asynchronous send adapter.

Note  It is recommended that the adapter keeps a count of the work in-flight. The adapter should block the
Terminate method until the in-flight count has reached zero. For send adapters, messages that are in-flight should be
handled appropriately. This means that any message that was successfully delivered should be deleted from the
ApplicationQ to prevent messages from being sent twice. In general, after Terminate is called, the messaging engine
does not accept requests to publish new messages, with the exception of response messages for solicit-response
pairs.
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Send Adapter Creation

Send Adapter Initialization
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Synchronous Batch-Supported Send Adapter Creation
Batch-aware adapters may send messages synchronously or asynchronously, and may perform transacted sends.

To send batches of messages, a send adapter must implement the following interfaces:

IBTTransport
IBaseComponent
IBTTransportControl
IPersistPropertyBag
IBTBatchTransmitter
IBTTransmitterBatch

For the synchronous batch send, the Messaging Engine gets a batch from the adapter and adds messages to be transmitted to
that batch. The Messaging Engine sends the messages only when it calls the Done method on the batch. The adapter returns True
for bDeleteMessage for each message that it intends to transmit synchronously. The adapter should save message data, as
opposed to a message pointer, in TransmitMessage calls. This is because the pointer is no longer valid after True is returned,
and should not be used or cached for later use.

The following illustration shows the object interactions involved in creating a synchronous batch-supported send adapter.
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Asynchronous Batch-Supported Send Adapter Creation
Batch-aware adapters may send messages synchronously or asynchronously, and may perform transacted sends.

To send batches of messages, a send adapter must implement the following interfaces:

IBTTransport
IBaseComponent
IBTTransportControl
IPersistPropertyBag
IBTBatchTransmitter
IBTTransmitterBatch

For the asynchronous batch send, the Messaging Engine gets a batch from the adapter and adds messages to be transmitted to
that batch. The messages are only sent when the Messaging Engine calls the Done method on the batch. The adapter returns
False for bDeleteMessage for each message that it intends to transmit asynchronously. The adapter then gets a batch from the
adapter proxy and deletes those messages that it successfully transmitted.

The following illustration shows the object interactions involved in creating an asynchronous batch-supported send adapter.
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Transactional Asynchronous Batch-Supported Send Adapter
Creation
A send adapter creates and controls transactions when transactional transmission of messages is required.

To support transactional send, an adapter needs to implement the following interfaces:

IBTTransport
IBaseComponent
IBTTransportControl
IPersistPropertyBag
IBTBatchTransmitter
IBTTransmitterBatch
IBTBatchCallBack

An adapter returns a pointer to a DTC transaction on the call to the BeginBatch method of the IBTTransmitterBatch interface.
The Messaging Engine performs all the message processing on the transport transaction context. When the adapter finishes the
send operation and commits or rolls back a transaction, it needs to notify the Messaging Engine of the result of the transaction by
using the DTCCommitConfirm method of the IBTDTCCommitConfirm interface.

The following figure shows the interaction between the transport proxy and the send adapter when performing a transactional
send operation.
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Solicit-Response Send Adapter Creation
Send adapters use the same batch mechanism as receive adapters to submit response messages back into the server.

Send adapters need to implement the following interfaces to work in solicit-response mode:

IBTTransport
IBaseComponent
IBTTransportControl
IPersistPropertyBag
IBTTransmitter (or IBTTransmitterBatch and IBTBatchTransmitter if send batching is required)
IBTBatchCallBack

The steps involved in the object interaction are as follows.

1. When a send adapter gets a response from the destination server, it obtains a batch from the transport proxy.
2. The adapter adds a response message to the batch by calling IBTTransportProxy::SubmitResponseMessage.
3. The adapter submits the batch by calling IBTTransportProxy::Done.
4. The transport proxy calls the adapter's callback method IBTBatchCallBack::BatchComplete notifying it of the result of

submission operation.

The following illustration shows the object interactions involved in creating a solicit-response send adapter.
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Using the Adapter Framework Tools
The Adapter Framework uses the following tools and views to manage and develop custom adapters:

BizTalk Administration Management Console. This is an independent application, available from the Start menu, used
to install new adapters and to manage their receive and send handlers.

BizTalk Explorer. This tool is available in Microsoft® Visual Studio® 2003. It is available from the View menu, and
appears near the toolbox on the left side of the screen. Use it to configure all of the send ports and receive locations
associated with an adapter.

Add Adapter Wizard. This wizard is available from within a BizTalk project in Microsoft Visual Studio 2003. It is available
by right-clicking the project name in the Solution Explorer window in Microsoft Visual Studio .NET, and then clicking Add
Generated Items. The Add Adapter Wizard is available for developers that want to communicate with application adapters
like SQL or SAP. Use this wizard to pull schemas corresponding to these application adapters into the system.



 

Adapter property pages. These are available through the BizTalk Administration console or BizTalk Explorer. Use these
pages to configure receive handlers, receive locations, send handlers, and send ports for your adapter.

This section provides tips and shortcuts for using these tools. For instructions on configuring a native adapter, see
Connecting Applications Using Native Adapters.

This section contains:

Adapter Property Page Shortcut Keys
Working Within Adapter Property Pages
Adding Adapter Metadata to a BizTalk Project
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Adapter Property Page Shortcut Keys
As in any standard Microsoft® Windows® application, you can use shortcut keys in the adapter property pages to access
commands that are otherwise available by using menus. The following table describes the available shortcut keys.

Note  You must type comma-separated key combinations. For example, "CTRL+I, CTRL+R" means that you must first
type CTRL+I, and then you must type CTRL+R. A key combination such as "ALT+Z, I, F" means that you must first type
ALT+Z, but then can type "I" and "F" without holding down the ALT key.

Shortc
ut key

Action

TAB Navigate onto the property grid, and through the dialog box buttons.
-or-
After you are in the property grid, and after using the arrow buttons to navigate to the appropriate property value, use th
e TAB key to edit the property value. If the property value has an ellipsis (…) button or a drop-down menu, use F4 instead.

Arrow 
keys

Navigate through the property fields in the property grid.

Fn, N
-or-
SHIFT 
+ F10, 
N

Nullify an optional string value from the property name field.

F4 Edit a property value that has an ellipsis (…) button or drop-down box; all others use the TAB key.
ENTER Save the changes to the property value that you edited.
ESC Close pop-up menus.

See Also

Using the Adapter Framework Tools
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Working Within Adapter Property Pages
Adapter property pages are named <Adapter name> Transport Properties, and are accessed through BizTalk Explorer or the
BizTalk Administration console to set properties for the native or custom adapter.

This topic provides instructions for using property page features common to all adapters.

To set the value of an optional string property to null

In the property grid, right-click the property name field (not the property value field), and then click Nullify <property
name>.

To change the size of the description pane on an adapter property page

The size of the description pane does not change based on the size of the description; therefore long descriptions may
appear truncated. To view the entire description, resize the description pane by moving the double-headed arrow that
appears on the top border of the pane.

See Also

Using the Adapter Framework Tools
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Adding Adapter Metadata to a BizTalk Project
The Add Adapter Wizard enables you to add adapter metadata, such as schemas, message types, and port types needed to
communicate with an adapter from an orchestration, to a BizTalk project. Use the Add Adapter Wizard with application adapters,
such as SQL and SAP, to pull schemas corresponding to these application adapters into the system.

The following procedure walks you through the generic steps in the adapter. For specific instructions on using the wizard with the
SQL adapter, see Adding SQL Adapter Schemas to a BizTalk Project.

To add adapter metadata to a BizTalk project

1. In your Visual Studio .NET BizTalk project, in Solution Explorer, right-click your project, click Add, and then click Add
Generated Items.

2. In the Add Generated Items - <Project name> dialog box, in the Templates section, select Add Adapter, and then click
Open.

3. In the Add Adapter Wizard, on the Select Adapter page, do the following.
Use this To do this
Adapter lis
t box

Select the registered adapter to add to the project.

SQL Server Enter the BizTalk Database Server name.
Database Displays the list of Configuration databases for the chosen server.
Port Optional. Displays the list of ports created and stored in the Configuration database. Only ports configured to w

ork with the selected adapter are shown.

Click Next.

Note  Attempting to add generated schemas that contain characters that the System.XML.XMLConvert class
does not support results in a compilation error.

4. If you are using a static adapter, on the Select Services to Import page, select a set of available services from the tree view,
and then click Finish.

-Or-

If you are using a dynamic adapter, follow the steps in the custom user interface to complete the wizard.

After you complete the wizard, Visual Studio lists the .odx and .xsd files in Solution Explorer.

See Also

Using the Adapter Framework Tools
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Modifying the Design-Time Configuration of the Sample File
Adapter
The Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 Software Development Kit (SDK) includes a sample file adapter that you can use as a
template on which to can create and customize your own adapter solutions. This section explains how to modify the sample file
adapter provided in the SDK to create your own custom adapter.

This section provides two sets of instructions. The first set walks you through the changes you will have to make to create a
custom static design-time adapter. A custom static design-time adapter uses a fixed set of interfaces to gather data. The next set of
instructions walks you through the changes you will have to make to create a custom dynamic design-time adapter. A dynamic
design-time adapter uses a dynamic or variable set of schemas to retrieve data. Dynamic adapters are commonly application
specific, and are designed to gather SAP or SQL schemas dynamically based on the subsystem.

A prerequisite to creating a custom adapter by using the steps in this section is to install, build, and run the sample file adapter
provided in the SDK. For instructions on installing, building, and running the sample file adapter, see
File Adapter (BizTalk Server Sample).

This section contains:

Developing a Static Design-Time Configuration for a Custom Adapter
Developing a Dynamic Design-Time Configuration for a Custom Adapter
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Developing a Static Design-Time Configuration for a Custom
Adapter
This section explains how to modify the sample adapter to create a static design-time configuration for your custom adapter. This
procedure only calls out the places in the sample file adapter where modifications need to occur; the changes you decide to make
will be based on the needs of the applications with which the adapter communicates and the logic that the adapter needs to
implement. Links to sections of BizTalk Server Help that describe these steps in more detail or provide additional background are
provided when available.

Overview of the development process

1. Install, build, and run the sample file adapter.

For information about installing and building the sample file adapter, see File Adapter (BizTalk Server Sample).

2. Create a list of adapter requirements.

To determine what kind of adapter you want to develop, review the list of adapter variables in About Adapter Variables.

3. Create a list of adapter configuration requirements.

Determine the configuration parameters that will need to be set. Determine if the parameters are global (for all receive
locations and send ports) or port specific.

4. Modify the registry keys of the adapter.

For more information about this step, see Modifying the Adapter Registration File.

5. Modify the adapter property pages to account for any new configuration parameters.

To modify the handler configuration files, see Modifying the Adapter Handler Configuration Schemas. To modify the receive
location or send port configuration files, see Modifying the Adapter Send Port and Receive Location Configuration Schemas.

6. Test the changes made to the adapter property pages.

For more information about this step, see Testing the Adapter Configuration XSD Files.

7. Modify the tree view of the schema categories in the Add Adapter Wizard.

For more information about this step, see Modifying the Schema Categories in the Add Adapter Wizard.

8. Modify the sample code to return schemas as Web Services Description Language (WSDL) files.

For more information about this step, see Modifying the GetServiceDescription Method.

9. Modify the existing WSDL files or create new WSDL files.

For more information about this step, see Modifying the WSDL Files.

10. Modify the sample code to return any additional XSD files needed by the adapter that are not included in the WSDL.

For more information about this step, see Modifying the GetSchema Method.

11. Rebuild and test the Add Adapter Wizard.

For more information about this step, see Rebuilding and Testing the Adapter Management Project.

This section contains:

Modifying the Adapter Registration File
Modifying the Adapter Handler Configuration Schemas
Modifying the Adapter Send Port and Receive Location Configuration Schemas
Testing the Adapter Configuration XSD Files
Modifying the Schema Categories in the Add Adapter Wizard
Modifying the GetServiceDescription Method
Modifying the WSDL Files
Modifying the GetSchema Method



 

Rebuilding and Testing the Adapter Management Project
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Modifying the Adapter Registration File
The StaticAdapterManagement.reg and DynamicAdapterManagement.reg files register either the static or dynamic sample file
adapter with the global assembly cache. You can modify each of these files to register your custom adapter.

If your custom adapter is similar to the sample adapter, you may want to modify the existing registry files. Otherwise, you can
create a new registry file by using the Adapter Registration Wizard. The Adapter Registration Wizard gives you all the same
options as creating a registry file from scratch; it just reduces the likelihood of errors in the file. For more information about the
Adapter Registration Wizard, see Adapter Registration Wizard.

If you decide to modify the existing registry files instead of using the Adapter Registration Wizard, open and modify the following
properties in the StaticAdapterManagement.reg or DynamicAdapterManagement.reg file located at <drive>:\Program
Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\SDK\Samples\Adapters\File Adapter:

Constraints
InboundTypeName
InboundAssemblyPath
OutboundTypeName
OutboundAssemblyPath
AdapterMgmtTypeName
AdapterMgmtAssemblyPath
PropertyNameSpace

The following code is from the StaticAdapterManagement.reg file. Each of the properties that you need to modify is in bold. For
more information about each of these properties, see Adapter Registration.

After making the changes to the registry file, save the file and run it.

Windows Registry Editor Version 5.00

[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\CLSID\{62018D08-281A-415b-A6D3-6172E3762867}]
@="Static DotNetFile Adapter"
"AppID"="{12A6EBAA-CF68-4B58-B36E-A5A19B22C04E}"

[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\CLSID\{62018D08-281A-415b-A6D3-6172E3762867}\BizTalk]
@="BizTalk"
"TransportType"="Static DotNetFile"
"Constraints"=dword:00003C0b

"InboundProtocol_PageProv"="{2DE93EE6-CB01-4007-93E9-C3D71689A281}"
"OutboundProtocol_PageProv"="{2DE93EE6-CB01-4007-93E9-C3D71689A283}"
"ReceiveLocation_PageProv"="{2DE93EE6-CB01-4007-93E9-C3D71689A280}"
"TransmitLocation_PageProv"="{2DE93EE6-CB01-4007-93E9-C3D71689A282}"

"InboundEngineCLSID"="{3D4B599E-2202-4bbb-9FC6-7ACA3906E5DE}"
"InboundTypeName"="Microsoft.BizTalk.SDKSamples.Adapters.DotNetFileReceiver"
"InboundAssemblyPath"="C:\\Program Files\\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\\SDK\\Samples\\Adapte
rs\\File Adapter\\Runtime\\bin\\Debug\\Microsoft.BizTalk.SDKSamples.Adapters.DotNetFile.Runti
me.dll"
"OutboundEngineCLSID"="{024DB758-AAF9-415e-A121-4AC245DD49EC}"
"OutboundTypeName"="Microsoft.BizTalk.SDKSamples.Adapters.DotNetFileTransmitter"
"OutboundAssemblyPath"="C:\\Program Files\\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\\SDK\\Samples\\Adapt
ers\\File Adapter\\Runtime\\bin\\Debug\\Microsoft.BizTalk.SDKSamples.Adapters.DotNetFile.Runt
ime.dll"

"AdapterMgmtTypeName"="Microsoft.BizTalk.SDKSamples.Adapters.Designtime.StaticAdapterManageme
nt"
"AdapterMgmtAssemblyPath"="C:\\Program Files\\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\\SDK\\Samples\\Ad
apters\\File Adapter\\Design Time\\Adapter Management\\bin\\Debug\\Microsoft.BizTalk.SDKSampl
es.Adapters.DotNetFile.Designtime.dll"

"PropertyNameSpace"="http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003/SDK_Samples/Messaging/Transpor
ts/dotnetfile-properties"
"AliasesXML"="<AdapterAliasList><AdapterAlias>DotNetFILE://</AdapterAlias></AdapterAliasList>



 

Continue to Modifying the Adapter Handler Configuration Schemas.
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Modifying the Adapter Handler Configuration Schemas
The sample file adapter included in the SDK has a set of XSD files used to configure the receive location, send port, receive
handler, and send handler of the adapter. Modify these XSD files so that your custom adapter receives the configuration
properties it requires.

Using your adapter requirements, create a list of configuration properties required for each of the endpoints. If all of your
configuration properties are global, you may only need to modify the send and receive handler configuration. If the adapter
properties need to be set for each port, you have to modify the receive location and send handler configuration files as well.

The files included with the sample file adapter that you need to modify are the TransmitHandler.xsd and ReceiveHandler.xsd
schema files, which configure the send handler and receive handler respectively. These files are located in the <drive>:\Program
Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\SDK\Samples\Adapters\File Adapter\Design Time\Adapter Management directory. These XSD
files control the property pages used to configure the send and receive handlers in the BizTalk Administration console.

The Adapter Framework provides schema extensions and advanced configuration options to support common adapter
configuration requirements, and provides extensions that are not in the schema included with the sample file adapter. For more
information about the Adapter Framework schema extensions, see Adapter Framework Configuration Schema Extensions. For
more information about advanced configuration options such as custom drop-down editors and custom type converters, see
Advanced Configuration Components for Adapters.

The code that follows is from the TransmitHandler.xsd file, and produces the following property page.

Note the use of the <baf:designer>, <baf:displayname>, and <baf:description> tags. These are custom decorations provided by
the Adapter Framework to make the generation of these property pages faster. For a list of all of the decorations available for use
within the Adapter Framework, see Adapter Framework Configuration Schema Decoration Tags.

Also, note that the schema has only one element and does not contain a URI element. Because of this, you cannot use this schema
to configure a send port or receive location through BizTalk Explorer, where setting the URI of the send port or receive location is
required.

 Security  Do not store sensitive customer data in the default adapter schema. For security reasons, only configure
user name and password information after you deploy an adapter. This ensures that the information gets stored in the
Credential database. For more information about the Credential database, see Using Enterprise Single Sign-On.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-16"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:baf="BiztalkAdapterFramework.xsd" 
xmlns:b="http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003" 
xmlns="http://tempuri.org/XMLSchema1.xsd" 
elementFormDefault="qualified" targetNamespace="http://tempuri.org/XMLSchema1.xsd" 
id="TransmitHandler" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
  <xs:element name="Config">

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942599(v=bts.10).aspx
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    <xs:complexType>
      <xs:sequence>
        <xs:element default="50" name="sendBatchSize" type="xs:int" >
      <xs:annotation>
         <xs:appinfo>
            <baf:designer>
               <baf:displayname _locID="sendBatchSizeName">Batch Size</baf:displayname>
               <baf:description _locID="sendBatchSizeDesc">Enter the 
maximum number of files to be transmitted per batch</baf:description>
            </baf:designer>
         </xs:appinfo>
      </xs:annotation>
   </xs:element>

        <xs:element default="4096" name="bufferSize" type="xs:int" >
      <xs:annotation>
         <xs:appinfo>
            <baf:designer>
               <baf:displayname _locID="bufferSizeName">Write Buffer Size</baf:displayname>
               <baf:description _locID="bufferSizeDesc">Enter the size of 
the buffer used to write the file</baf:description>
            </baf:designer>
         </xs:appinfo>
      </xs:annotation>
   </xs:element>

        <xs:element default="1" name="threadsPerCPU" type="xs:int" >
      <xs:annotation>
         <xs:appinfo>
            <baf:designer>
               <baf:displayname _locID="threadsPerCPUName">Threads Per CPU</baf:displayname>
               <baf:description _locID="threadsPerCPUDesc">Enter the 
number of threads per CPU to execute in the thread pool</baf:description>
            </baf:designer>
         </xs:appinfo>
      </xs:annotation>
   </xs:element>

      </xs:sequence>
    </xs:complexType>
  </xs:element>
</xs:schema>

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Modifying the Adapter Send Port and Receive Location
Configuration Schemas
If you need to set port-specific properties for your adapter, you need to modify the receive location and send port configuration
schemas. The TransmitLocation.xsd and ReceiveLocation.xsd schema files, which configure the send port and receive location
respectively, are located in the <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\SDK\Samples\Adapters\File
Adapter\Design Time\Adapter Management directory. These XSD files control the property pages used to configure the receive
location and send port in BizTalk Explorer.

The Adapter Framework provides schema extensions and advanced configuration options to support common adapter
configuration requirements. For more information about the Adapter Framework schema extensions, see
Adapter Framework Configuration Schema Extensions. For more information about advanced configuration options such as
custom drop-down editors and custom type converters, see Advanced Configuration Components for Adapters.

The code that follows is from the TransmitLocation.xsd file, and produces the following property page.

Note that the send port configuration contains the <baf:designer>, <baf:displayname>, and <baf:description> tags, just like the
send handler, but it also uses the <baf:category> tag. The category tag enables you to group properties together. If you have
more than one category, the category is expandable and collapsible, and appears in gray as a header above the properties in that
category. For more information, see Adapter Framework Configuration Schema Extensions.

This schema also contains a URI field, which is populated on the page that appears after entering all of the field information on
the send port property page during the validation processing by the adapter.

 Security  Do not store sensitive customer data in the default adapter schema. For security reasons, only configure
user name and password information after you deploy an adapter. This ensures that the information gets stored in the
Credential database. For more information about the Credential database, see Using Enterprise Single Sign-On.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-16"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:baf="BiztalkAdapterFramework.xsd" xmlns:b="http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizT
alk/2003" xmlns="http://tempuri.org/XMLSchema1.xsd" elementFormDefault="qualified" targetName
space="http://tempuri.org/XMLSchema1.xsd" id="TransmitLocation" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2
001/XMLSchema">
  <xs:element name="Config">
    <xs:complexType>
      <xs:sequence>
        <xs:element name="directory" type="xs:string">
      <xs:annotation>
         <xs:appinfo>
            <baf:designer xmlns:baf="BiztalkAdapterFramework.xsd">
               <baf:displayname _locID="sendDirectoryName">Directory</baf:displayname>
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               <baf:description _locID="sendDirectoryDesc">Directory to write the file to</ba
f:description>
                         <baf:category _locID="transmitLocationCategory">Transmit Location</b
af:category>
                    </baf:designer>
         </xs:appinfo>
      </xs:annotation>
        </xs:element>

        <xs:element default="%MessageID%.xml" name="fileName" type="xs:string">
          <xs:annotation>
            <xs:appinfo>
              <baf:designer xmlns:baf="BiztalkAdapterFramework.xsd">
                <baf:displayname _locID="fileNameName">File Name</baf:displayname>
      <baf:description _locID="fileNameDesc">The name of the file that will be written</baf:d
escription>
                <baf:category _locID="transmitLocationCategory">Transmit Location</baf:catego
ry>
              </baf:designer>
            </xs:appinfo>
          </xs:annotation>
        </xs:element>

        <xs:element default="2" name="fileCopyMode" type="CopyMode">
          <xs:annotation>
            <xs:appinfo>
              <baf:designer xmlns:baf="BiztalkAdapterFramework.xsd">
                <baf:displayname _locID="fileCopyModeName">File Mode</baf:displayname>
                <baf:category _locID="transmitLocationCategory">Transmit Location</baf:catego
ry>
              </baf:designer>
            </xs:appinfo>
          </xs:annotation>
        </xs:element>

        <xs:element name="uri" type="xs:string">
          <xs:annotation>
            <xs:appinfo>
              <baf:designer xmlns:baf="BiztalkAdapterFramework.xsd">
                <baf:browsable show="false" />
              </baf:designer>
            </xs:appinfo>
          </xs:annotation>
        </xs:element>

   <!-- An example of how an SSO affiliate application would be configured for this endpoint:
-->
   <!--
   <xs:element name="ssoAffiliateApplication" type="baf:SSOList">
      <xs:annotation>
         <xs:appinfo>
            <baf:designer>
               <baf:displayname _locID="ssoAffiliateApplicationName">SSO Affiliate</baf:displ
ayname>
               <baf:description _locID="ssoAffiliateApplicationDesc">The Single Sign On (SSO)
Affiliate Application</baf:description>
               <baf:category _locID="ftpCategory">FTP</baf:category>
            </baf:designer>
         </xs:appinfo>
      </xs:annotation>
   </xs:element>
   -->

      </xs:sequence>
    </xs:complexType>
  </xs:element>

  <xs:simpleType name="CopyMode">



 

After modifying and saving the configuration schemas, rebuild the AdapterManagement project.

Continue to the next topic, Testing the Adapter Configuration XSD Files.
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    <xs:restriction base="xs:int">
      <xs:enumeration value="0">
        <xs:annotation>
          <xs:appinfo>
            <baf:designer xmlns:baf="BiztalkAdapterFramework.xsd">
              <baf:displayname _locID="appendName">Append</baf:displayname>
            </baf:designer>
          </xs:appinfo>
        </xs:annotation>
      </xs:enumeration>
      <xs:enumeration value="1">
        <xs:annotation>
          <xs:appinfo>
            <baf:designer xmlns:baf="BiztalkAdapterFramework.xsd">
              <baf:displayname _locID="createName">Create</baf:displayname>
            </baf:designer>
          </xs:appinfo>
        </xs:annotation>
      </xs:enumeration>
      <xs:enumeration value="2">
        <xs:annotation>
          <xs:appinfo>
            <baf:designer xmlns:baf="BiztalkAdapterFramework.xsd">
              <baf:displayname _locID="createNewName">CreateNew</baf:displayname>
            </baf:designer>
          </xs:appinfo>
        </xs:annotation>
      </xs:enumeration>
    </xs:restriction>
  </xs:simpleType>
</xs:schema>

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Testing the Adapter Configuration XSD Files
To test the changes made to the configuration schemas, open each of the property pages generated by the XSD file to ensure that
it asks for and accepts the correct data.

To test the TransmitLocation.xsd file

1. In Visual Studio .NET, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, right-click the Send Ports node, and then click Add Send Port.
3. In the Create New Send Port dialog box, select one of the following port types from the drop-down list, and then click OK:

Static One-Way Port
Static Request-Response Port

4. In the Send Port Properties dialog box, in the Name box, type the name of the send port.
5. In the Send Port Properties dialog box, expand the Transport node, and then select the Primary node.
6. In the right pane, in the Transport Type value box, select Static.
7. In the Address (URI) value box, click the ellipsis (...) button.

The displayed screen should contain the fields you specified in the TransmitLocation.xsd file.

To test the ReceiveLocation.xsd file

1. If no receive ports are created, follow the instructions for Adding a Receive Port Using BizTalk Explorer, and then return to
this procedure.

2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Receive Ports collection, expand the newly created receive port or the receive port to which
you want to add a receive location, right-click the Receive Locations collection, and then click Add Receive Location.

3. In the Receive Location Properties dialog box, in the Name box, type a name for the receive location.
4. In the Receive Location Properties dialog box, in the left pane, select the General node.
5. In the Receive Location Properties dialog box, in the right pane, in the Transport Type value box, select Static.
6. In the Receive Location Properties dialog box, in the right pane, in the Address (URI) value box, click the ellipsis (...)

button.

The displayed screen should contain the fields you specified in the ReceiveLocation.xsd file.

To test the ReceiveHandler.xsd file

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Administration.
2. Double-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server (local) node, double-click Adapters, double-click Static, and then click

Receive Handlers.
3. In the results pane, right-click the receive handler, and then click Properties.

The displayed screen should contain the fields you specified in the ReceiveLocation.xsd file.

To test the ReceiveHandler.xsd file

1. In the BizTalk Server Administration console, double-click Static, and then click Send Handlers.
2. In the results pane, right-click the send handler, and then click Properties.

The displayed screen should contain the fields you specified in the TransmitLocation.xsd file.

If you are creating a static design-time adapter, continue to Modifying the Schema Categories in the Add Adapter Wizard.

If you are creating a dynamic design-time adapter, continue to Modifying the DisplayUI Method.

See Also
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Modifying the Schema Categories in the Add Adapter Wizard
An adapter may use any one of thousands of schemas to transform data before passing it to BizTalk Server. When adding
metadata to a BizTalk project, you must use the Add Adapter Wizard to select a schema from a list of all the schemas with which
the adapter interacts.

In the sample file adapter, the CategorySchema.xml file populates a tree view organization of schemas. You should create the tree
so that it organizes the schemas in a manner that is intuitive to your solution. The existing categories in CategorySchema.xml are
just an example of what you can do in your own tree. The categories do not have any particular relevance to the data that is
passed by the sample adapter. The organization of the schemas is particularly important with application-specific adapters, where
thousands of different schemas may be available. For transport-specific adapters, this tree view organization is unnecessary.

The CategorySchema.xml file is located in the <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\SDK\Samples\Adapters\File
Adapter\Design Time\Adapter Management folder.

The following figure shows the Select Services to Import page in the Add Adapter Wizard.

The following code shows the CategorySchema.xml file:

  <?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-16" ?> 
- <xs:schema xmlns:baf="BiztalkAdapterFramework.xsd" xmlns:b="http://schemas.microsoft.com/Bi
zTalk/2003" xmlns="http://tempuri.org/XMLSchema1.xsd" elementFormDefault="qualified" targetNa
mespace="http://tempuri.org/XMLSchema1.xsd" id="ReceiveLocation" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/
2001/XMLSchema">
- <xs:element name="Config">
- <xs:complexType>
- <xs:sequence>
- <xs:element name="directory" type="xs:string">
- <xs:annotation>
- <xs:appinfo>
- <baf:designer xmlns:baf="BiztalkAdapterFramework.xsd">
  <baf:displayname _locID="directoryName">Directory</baf:displayname> 
  <baf:description _locID="directoryDesc">Enter directory to pick up files from</baf:descript
ion> 
  <baf:category _locID="endpointCategory">Endpoint Configuration</baf:category> 
  </baf:designer>
  </xs:appinfo>
  </xs:annotation>
  </xs:element>
- <xs:element default="*.xml" name="fileMask" type="xs:string">
- <xs:annotation>
- <xs:appinfo>
- <baf:designer xmlns:baf="BiztalkAdapterFramework.xsd">
  <baf:displayname _locID="fileMaskName">File Mask</baf:displayname> 
  <baf:description _locID="fileMaskDesc">Enter the file mask, e.g. *.xml</baf:description> 
  <baf:category _locID="endpointCategory">Endpoint Configuration</baf:category> 
  </baf:designer>
  </xs:appinfo>



  </xs:annotation>
  </xs:element>
- <xs:element default="5" name="pollingInterval" type="xs:int">
- <xs:annotation>
- <xs:appinfo>
- <baf:designer xmlns:baf="BiztalkAdapterFramework.xsd">
  <baf:displayname _locID="pollingIntervalName">Polling Interval</baf:displayname> 
  <baf:description _locID="pollingIntervalDesc">Enter the polling interval</baf:description> 
  <baf:category _locID="endpointCategory">Endpoint Configuration</baf:category> 
  </baf:designer>
  </xs:appinfo>
  </xs:annotation>
  </xs:element>
- <xs:element name="uri" type="xs:string">
- <xs:annotation>
- <xs:appinfo>
- <baf:designer xmlns:baf="BiztalkAdapterFramework.xsd">
  <baf:browsable show="false" /> 
  </baf:designer>
  </xs:appinfo>
  </xs:annotation>
  </xs:element>
- <xs:element name="maximumBatchSize" type="xs:int">
- <xs:annotation>
- <xs:appinfo>
- <baf:designer>
  <baf:displayname _locID="maximumBatchSizeName">Bytes Per Batch</baf:displayname> 
  <baf:description _locID="maximumBatchSizeDesc">Enter the maximum number of bytes to be subm
itted in a single BizTalk batch</baf:description> 
  <baf:category _locID="batchCategory">Batch Tuning Parameters</baf:category> 
  </baf:designer>
  </xs:appinfo>
  </xs:annotation>
  </xs:element>
- <xs:element default="20" name="maximumNumberOfFiles" type="xs:int">
- <xs:annotation>
- <xs:appinfo>
- <baf:designer>
  <baf:displayname _locID="maximumNumberOfFilesName">Number Of Files In Batch</baf:displaynam
e> 
  <baf:description _locID="maximumNumberOfFilesDesc">Enter the maximum number of files to be 
submitted in a single BizTalk batch</baf:description> 
  <baf:category _locID="batchCategory">Batch Tuning Parameters</baf:category> 
  </baf:designer>
  </xs:appinfo>
  </xs:annotation>
  </xs:element>
- <xs:element default="10" name="errorThreshold" type="xs:int">
- <xs:annotation>
- <xs:appinfo>
- <baf:designer>
  <baf:displayname _locID="errorThresholdName">Error Threshold</baf:displayname> 
  <baf:description _locID="errorThresholdDesc">The count of errors before the location is dis
abled</baf:description> 
  <baf:category _locID="tuningCategory">Tuning Parameters</baf:category> 
  </baf:designer>
  </xs:appinfo>
  </xs:annotation>
  </xs:element>
- <xs:element default=".Error" name="renameFileOnFailure" type="xs:string">
- <xs:annotation>
- <xs:appinfo>
- <baf:designer>
  <baf:displayname _locID="renameFileOnFailureName">Rename File On Failure</baf:displayname> 
  <baf:description _locID="renameFileOnFailureDesc">The file extension to rename the file to 
if we fail to submit or suspend the file into BizTalk</baf:description> 
  <baf:category _locID="tuningCategory">Tuning Parameters</baf:category> 
  </baf:designer>



  </xs:appinfo>
  </xs:annotation>
  </xs:element>
- <xs:element default=".BTS-WIP" name="workInProgress" type="xs:string">
- <xs:annotation>
- <xs:appinfo>
- <baf:designer>
  <baf:displayname _locID="workInProgressName">Work In Progress</baf:displayname> 
  <baf:description _locID="workInProgressDesc">If specified, the file will be renamed while i
t is being processed</baf:description> 
  <baf:category _locID="tuningCategory">Tuning Parameters</baf:category> 
  </baf:designer>
  </xs:appinfo>
  </xs:annotation>
  </xs:element>
- <xs:element name="maxFileSize" type="xs:int">
- <xs:annotation>
- <xs:appinfo>
- <baf:designer>
  <baf:displayname _locID="maxFileSizeName">Maximum File Size</baf:displayname> 
  <baf:description _locID="maxFileSizeDesc">The Maximum Size of a File that will be downloade
d (size in MB)</baf:description> 
  <baf:category _locID="batchCategory">Batch Tuning Parameters</baf:category> 
  </baf:designer>
  </xs:appinfo>
  </xs:annotation>
  </xs:element>
- <xs:element default="Seconds" name="pollingUnitOfMeasure">
- <xs:annotation>
- <xs:appinfo>
- <baf:designer>
  <baf:displayname _locID="pollingUnitOfMeasureName">Unit</baf:displayname> 
  <baf:description _locID="pollingUnitOfMeasureDesc">The unit of time measure that the pollin
g interval represents</baf:description> 
  <baf:category _locID="endpointCategory">Endpoint Configuration</baf:category> 
  </baf:designer>
  </xs:appinfo>
  </xs:annotation>
- <xs:simpleType>
- <xs:restriction base="xs:string">
- <xs:enumeration value="Seconds">
- <xs:annotation>
- <xs:appinfo>
- <baf:designer>
  <baf:displayname _locID="secondsEnumName">Seconds</baf:displayname> 
  <baf:description _locID="secondsEnumDesc">Seconds</baf:description> 
  </baf:designer>
  </xs:appinfo>
  </xs:annotation>
  </xs:enumeration>
- <xs:enumeration value="Minutes">
- <xs:annotation>
- <xs:appinfo>
- <baf:designer>
  <baf:displayname _locID="minutesEnumName">Minutes</baf:displayname> 
  <baf:description _locID="minutesEnumDesc">Minutes</baf:description> 
  </baf:designer>
  </xs:appinfo>
  </xs:annotation>
  </xs:enumeration>
- <xs:enumeration value="Hours">
- <xs:annotation>
- <xs:appinfo>
- <baf:designer>
  <baf:displayname _locID="hoursEnumName">Hours</baf:displayname> 
  <baf:description _locID="hoursEnumDesc">Hours</baf:description> 
  </baf:designer>
  </xs:appinfo>



 

After modifying your CategorySchema.xml file, rebuild the AdapterManagement project, and then run the Add Adapter Wizard to
ensure that the tree represented in CategorySchema.xml is appearing correctly.

For information about running the Add Adapter Wizard, see Adding Adapter Metadata to a BizTalk Project.

Continue to Modifying the GetServiceDescription Method.
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  </xs:annotation>
  </xs:enumeration>
- <xs:enumeration value="Days">
- <xs:annotation>
- <xs:appinfo>
- <baf:designer>
  <baf:displayname _locID="daysEnumName">Days</baf:displayname> 
  <baf:description _locID="daysEnumDesc">Days</baf:description> 
  </baf:designer>
  </xs:appinfo>
  </xs:annotation>
  </xs:enumeration>
  </xs:restriction>
  </xs:simpleType>
  </xs:element>
  </xs:sequence>
  </xs:complexType>
  </xs:element>
  </xs:schema>
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Modifying the GetServiceDescription Method
The GetServiceDescription method of the StaticAdapterManagement class in the AdapterManagement.cs file returns
schemas represented as Web Services Description Language (WSDL) files. The schemas that are represented in the WSDL file are
added to your BizTalk project after you complete the Add Adapter Wizard.

The GetServiceDescription method should return the WSDL file that corresponds to the category that you selected in the tree in
the Add Adapter Wizard. Again, this refers to the tree populated by the CategorySchema.xml file that you modified in
Modifying the Schema Categories in the Add Adapter Wizard.

In the existing File Adapter sample code, Service1.wsdl is hard-coded. If you have more than one schema type available for
selection in the tree, you will need more than one WSDL file. If you have many possible schema and WSDL choices, you may want
to add a database lookup to return the correct WSDL file.

Note  Be sure to modify the GetServiceDescription method of the StaticAdapterManagement class, and not of
the DynamicAdapterManagement class, which appears in the file first.

The following code is from the GetServiceDescription method of the AdapterManagement.cs file.

Continue to Modifying the WSDL Files.
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/// <summary>   
        /// Get the WSDL file name for the selected WSDL
        /// </summary>
        /// <param name="wsdls">place holder</param>
        /// <returns>An empty string[]</returns>
        public string[] GetServiceDescription(string[] wsdls) 
      {
            string[] result = new string[1];
            result[0] = GetResource("AdapterManagement.service1.wsdl");
            return result;
        }

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Modifying the WSDL Files
1. In the sample file adapter, the Service1.wsdl file contains the XSD files that BizTalk adds to the project. You may choose to

modify the Service1.wsdl file or create your own WSDL file that contains the XSDs to add to your BizTalk project.
2. The following code is from the Service1.wsdl file.

Continue to Modifying the GetSchema Method.
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<definitions xmlns:http="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/http/" xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xm
lsoap.org/wsdl/soap/" xmlns:s="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:s0="http://tempuri.org
/" xmlns:soapenc="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/" xmlns:tm="http://microsoft.com/w
sdl/mime/textMatching/" xmlns:mime="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/mime/" targetNamespace="h
ttp://tempuri.org/" xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/">
  <types>
    <s:schema elementFormDefault="qualified" targetNamespace="http://tempuri.org/">
      <s:element name="GetTaxID">
        <s:complexType />
      </s:element>
      <s:element name="GetTaxIDResponse">
        <s:complexType>
          <s:sequence>
            <s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" name="GetTaxIDResult" type="s:string" />
          </s:sequence>
        </s:complexType>
      </s:element>
      <s:element name="GetPayStub">
        <s:complexType />
      </s:element>
      <s:element name="GetPayStubResponse">
        <s:complexType>
          <s:sequence>
            <s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" name="GetPayStubResult" type="s:string" />
          </s:sequence>
        </s:complexType>
      </s:element>
      <s:element name="GetTaxInfo">
        <s:complexType />
      </s:element>
…
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Modifying the GetSchema Method
Modify the code in the GetSchema method of AdapterManagement.cs to return any external XSD files that are not included with
the WSDL files.

You can embed small schemas in the WSDL for convenience. Or you can import large schemas using the WSDL for
manageability.

The following code is from the GetSchema method of the AdapterManagement.cs file.

Continue to Rebuilding and Testing the Adapter Management Project.

See Also

Developing a Static Design-Time Configuration for a Custom Adapter
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/// <summary>
        /// Acquire externally referenced xsd's
        /// </summary>
        /// <param name="xsdLocation">Location of schema</param>
        /// <param name="xsdNamespace">Namespace</param>
        /// <param name="XSDFileName">Schmea file name (return)</param>
        /// <returns>Outcome of acquisition</returns>
        public Result GetSchema(string xsdLocation,
                                string xsdNamespace,
                        out string xsdSchema) 
      {
            xsdSchema = null;
            return Result.Continue;
        }
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Rebuilding and Testing the Adapter Management Project
To test all of the changes made to the AdapterManagement project, rebuild the project, then go through the Add Adapter Wizard,
and ensure that all of the internal XSD and external XSD files are added to the AdapterManagement project.

For instructions on using the Add Adapter Wizard, see Adding Adapter Metadata to a BizTalk Project.

Optionally, you may want to remove the unused dynamic adapter code from the AdapterManagement.cs file if you created a
static adapter, or remove the static adapter code if you created a dynamic adapter.

See Also
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Developing a Dynamic Design-Time Configuration for a
Custom Adapter
This section explains how to modify the sample adapter to create a dynamic design-time configuration for your custom adapter.
This procedure only calls out the places in the sample file adapter where modifications need to occur; you will need to define your
own requirements and determine what modifications you need to make. Links to sections of Microsoft® BizTalk® Server Help
that describe these steps in more detail or provide additional background are provided when available.

Overview of the custom adapter development process

1. Install, build, and run the sample file adapter.

For information about installing and building the sample file adapter, see File Adapter (BizTalk Server Sample).

2. Create a list of adapter requirements.

Review the list of adapter variables in About Adapter Variables to determine what kind of adapter you want to develop.

3. Create a list of adapter configuration requirements.

Determine the configuration parameters that will need to be set. Determine if the parameters are global (for all receive
locations and send ports) or port specific.

4. Run the dynamic adapter registry file.

For more information about this step, see Registering the Dynamic Sample Adapter.

5. Install the dynamic adapter.

For more information about this step, see Installing the Dynamic Sample Adapter.

6. Modify the registry keys of the adapter.

For more information about this step, see Modifying the Adapter Registration File.

7. Modify the adapter property pages to account for any new configuration parameters.

To modify the handler configuration files, see Modifying the Adapter Handler Configuration Schemas. To modify the receive
location or send port configuration files, see Modifying the Adapter Send Port and Receive Location Configuration Schemas.

8. Test the changes made to the adapter property pages.

For more information about this step, see Testing the Adapter Configuration XSD Files.

9. Create a custom user interface (UI) for the Add Adapter Wizard to select the schema to add to the project.

For more information about this step, see Modifying the DisplayUI Method.

10. Modify sample code to return schemas as WSDL files.

For more information about this step, see Modifying the GetServiceDescription Method.

11. Modify the existing WSDL file or create new WSDL files.

For more information about this step, see Modifying the WSDL Files.

12. Modify the sample code to return any additional XSD files needed by the adapter that are not included in the WSDL.

For more information about this step, see Modifying the GetSchema Method.

13. Rebuild and test the Add Adapter Wizard.

For more information about this step, see Rebuilding and Testing the Adapter Management Project.

This section contains:

Registering the Dynamic Sample Adapter
Installing the Dynamic Sample Adapter
Modifying the DisplayUI Method
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Registering the Dynamic Sample Adapter
Before modifying the dynamic sample adapter, register it with BizTalk Server.

To register the dynamic sample adapter

1. Complete the procedure to run the File Adapter sample in the SDK. For more information, see
File Adapter (BizTalk Server Sample).

2. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Accessories, and then click Windows Explorer.
3. Navigate to the installation drive for BizTalk Server 2004, and then navigate to <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft

BizTalk Server 2004\SDK\Samples\Adapters\File Adapter.
4. To add the sample adapter to the registry, double-click DynamicAdapterManagement.reg.

Note   If BizTalk Server is not installed on drive C of your computer, you must modify the
DynamicAdapterManagement.reg file with the appropriate installation path. Search the file for C: and replace it
with the correct installation drive.

5. In the Registry Editor dialog box, click Yes to add the sample adapter to the registry, and then click OK to close the dialog
box, verifying that the information was added to the registry.

6. To close Windows Explorer, on the File menu, click Close.

The sample dynamic adapter is now registered with BizTalk Server.

Continue to Installing the Dynamic Sample Adapter.

See Also

Developing a Dynamic Design-Time Configuration for a Custom Adapter
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Installing the Dynamic Sample Adapter
After the sample dynamic adapter is registered with BizTalk Server, it needs to be added to the Configuration database by using
the BizTalk Administration console. After installing the adapter, restart the host instance.

To install the dynamic sample adapter

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server Administration.
2. In the BizTalk Administration console, double-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (Local) node.
3. Right-click Adapters, click New, and then click Adapter.
4. In the Add Adapter dialog box, do the following.

Use this To do this
Name Type Dynamic.
Adapter Select Dynamic DotNetFile from the drop-down list.
Comment Type Sample Dynamic Adapter.

5. Click OK.

The dynamic adapter now appears in the list of adapters in the right window of the BizTalk Administration console.

To stop and restart the host instance

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server Administration.
2. In the BizTalk Administration console, double-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node, expand Hosts, and

then select BizTalkServerApplication in the left pane.
3. In the results pane, right-click the host instance (typically, the computer name), and then click Stop.

The status of the host instance changes to Stopped.

4. In the results pane, right-click the host instance, and then click Start.

The status of the host instance changes to Start pending. You must click Refresh, or right-click the host instance and then
click Refresh, to change the status to Running.

Continue to Modifying the Adapter Registration File.

See Also
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Modifying the DisplayUI Method
Modify the code within the displayUI method of the AdapterManagement.cs file to create a custom UI for selecting the type of
schema to accept, and choose the appropriate WSDL file.

The following code is from the displayUI method of the AdapterManagement.cs file.

Continue to Modifying the GetServiceDescription Method.

See Also
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/// <summary>
        /// Acquire wsdl(s) from which to build the user interface
        /// </summary>
        /// <param name="endPointConfiguration"></param>
        /// <param name="owner"></param>
        /// <param name="WSDLList">Array of custom UI's WSDL (returned)</param>
        /// <returns></returns>
        public Result DisplayUI(IPropertyBag endPointConfiguration, 
            IWin32Window owner,
            out string [] WSDLList) 
      {
            WSDLList = new string[1];
            WSDLList[0] = GetResource("AdapterManagement.service1.wsdl");
            return Result.Continue;
        }
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Adjusting Adapter Performance
This topic provides suggestions on improving adapter performance by throttling the number of messages handled by the
adapter.

Outbound adapter throttling

You can handle throttling the number of messages sent from a custom send adapter in numerous ways depending on whether
you control the source code for the adapter.

If you control the source code for the adapter, you can determine from heuristics the maximum number of messages that you
want to have in the queue to send at any time. When the Messaging Engine calls the TransmitMessage method and passes the
send adapter a new message, you can choose either to block the thread or check to see if the number of messages in the queue is
larger than the maximum value you determined previously. If the maximum number of messages has been exceeded, you can use
the Resubmit method to resubmit the message back to the Messaging Engine. Note that if the adapter is synchronous, the
message would already be blocked.

If you do not control the source code for the adapter, you can change the number of queued messages by changing the
Highwatermark value in the Adm_serviceclass table in the Configuration database. The maximum value for the Highwatermark
property is 200. You can also change the value for the Lowwatermark to a smaller value.

Remember that the value of the Highwatermark property for asynchronous adapters accounts for the number of messages that
the Messaging Engine has given to the adapter through the TransmitMessage method, for which the adapter has not made a
corresponding call to the DeleteMessage, Resubmit, MoveToNextTransport, or MoveToSuspendQ methods. For synchronous
adapters, the Highwatermark property only accounts for the number of messages the Messaging Engine has passed to the
adapter by using the TransmitMessage method.

Receive Adapter Throttling

On the receive side, an adapter can submit as many batches as required to the transport proxy. When the system is heavily
stressed, a call to the Done method of the IBTTransportBatch interface will block the message until the required resources are
released to the system.

See Also

Developing Adapters Using the Adapter Framework
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Developing Partner Profiles Using Business Activity Services
Business Activity Services (BAS) provides a single point from which you can easily manage all trading partners and run their
associated business processes. Before you read this section, you should be familiar with the following information:

Business Activity Services
Managing Business Activity Services

This section contains:

About Trading Partner Management Roles
About Profiles
About Profile Templates
About Partner Schemas
Extending Partner Schemas
About Agreements
Business Document Schemas and Templates Creation
Creating BAS-Enabled Orchestrations
Business Activity Services Solutions Packaging and Deployment
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About Trading Partner Management Roles
The process of developing and using BAS trading partner management solutions may involve several people within your
organization. This section contains a summary of the tasks each role completes for Business Activity Services.

Developer role

A Developer performs the following tasks.

Task Description
Creates XML schemas Uses the BizTalk Editor to create XML schemas for any document that you must exchange with a trading pa

rtner, such as a purchase order or an invoice.
Creates BAS-enabled 
orchestrations

Uses the Orchestration Designer to create orchestrations that implement the business processes within a b
usiness relationship.

Creates user forms Uses Microsoft® Office InfoPath™ to create form templates used by the business user. These templates are
based on the XML schema files (.xsd) created by the BizTalk Editor.

Configures the tracki
ng information

Uses the Tracking Profile Editor to map the BAM views in the BAS-enabled orchestrations. This is an option
al step.

Administrator role

An Administrator performs the following tasks.

Note  An Administrator can also do everything a Business Manager or Business User can do.

Task Description
Install and configure Install and configure the Microsoft Windows® SharePoint™ Services collaboration site and Microsoft BizT

alk® Server 2004.
Deploy partner packa
ges

Use the BizTalk SEED wizard to create installation packages that you can send to partners for deployment i
nto their BizTalk Server 2004 systems.

Create partner profile
s

Use Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services to create partner profiles with advanced properties.

Register a BizTalk serv
er

Use Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services to register a BizTalk server with TPM.

Synchronize the TPM 
database

Use Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services to synchronize it with the TPM database.

Repair BizTalk artifact
s

Use the information stored in the TPM database to ensure that the TPM and BizTalk settings match.

Business user role

A Business User performs the following tasks.

Task Description
Manage profiles and doc
uments

Use Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services to create partner profiles and documents.

Communicate with part
ners

Use Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services to execute the business processes created by the developer
through the Inbox and Outbox.

Business manager role

A Business Manager performs the following tasks.

Task Description
Manage Agreemen
ts

Use Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services to create, edit, activate/deactivate, and browse agreements.

Manage Profiles Use Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services to create, edit, classify, deploy, un-deploy, and browse partner p
rofiles.

Manage Groups Use Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services to create and delete groups.
Create Partners Use Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services to create partner profiles with advanced properties.



 

Business analyst role

A Business Analyst performs the following task.

Task Description
Configure Business Activity Monitorin
g (BAM) views

Use the BAM configuration wizard to define the data you want to track and display in near 
real-time. This is an optional step.

See Also
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About Profiles
Profiles contain information about a business. There are two types of profiles, a self profile and a partner profile. You can create
these profiles manually using the Microsoft® Office InfoPath™ provided templates, or you can receive them from a partner
electronically by using BizTalk SEED.

Self profiles
Self profiles contain information about your own business. A self profile acts as a business card for your organization, which can
be sent to partners to start business interactions. Partner profiles represent the business cards of partners.

Partner profiles
A partner profile represents a trading partner and contains information about them. Partner profiles contain both business data
and technical data:

Business data - includes business information such as contact names and addresses.
Technical data - the basic information needed to start conducting e-business with the partner, such as a URL at which the
partner receives electronic messages.

BAS uses this information to create the required ports and configurations to interact with partners electronically. In addition to
partner profiles, Business Activity Services allows creation of profiles to represent internal entities. This is especially useful when
different internal departments interact with different partners.

Though the schema is identical for self and partner profiles, there are separate self and partner profile InfoPath templates. This is
because a self profile can be packaged and sent to a partner by using BizTalk SEED, where it acts as the partner profile. While they
both use the same schema, they expose different parts of the schema through the InfoPath user interface.

The business data part of Profile Schema is extensible, having both required and optional fields. You can remove all of the
optional fields and you can add any number of additional fields as needed.

 Security  BizTalk Server does not encrypt profile properties. If you extend the profile schema, do not store any
sensitive data in the profile such as credit card numbers.

See Also
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About Profile Templates
Profile templates provide an easy way to create and update profiles. Business Activity Services provides three different templates
for self and partner profiles:

Self profile template
Partner Profile template (for business users)
Partner profile template (for administrators)

When navigating the Microsoft® Windows® SharePoint™ Services site, users will only see the templates that are applicable to
their role. For example, a user in the business manager or business administrator role sees an advanced view of the templates
that allows modifications to the global ports, but a business user does not see the advanced view.

You access partners and partner groups using the Microsoft Office InfoPath™ templates provided with Business Activity Services.
InfoPath provides the default templates. To secure the partner templates, you use Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services roles
and security features.

See Also

Developing Partner Profiles Using Business Activity Services
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About Partner Schemas
Partner schemas define partner profiles and provide an easy way to customize profiles to meet the individual needs of any
organization. Customizing a partner profile involves making changes to the partner schema file (partner.xsd) associated with
that profile. You can modify the following elements of the partner schema file:

PartnerObject
Address
Contacts

Although you can modify these elements, you should not change the element fields listed in the following table.

Parent element Field name
PartnerObject PartnerId

Description (Optional)
LastModified
ActiveStatus
PartnerIdCrossReference
Properties
TechnicalInfo

Address AddressId

Contacts ContactId

You can use the Profiling System available in Microsoft Commerce Server 2002 to modify these schemas. For more information
about the Commerce Server 2002 Profiling System, go to the MSDN Web site(Commerce Server 2002 Profiling System). The
Profiling System Microsoft Management Console (MMC) allows an administrator to modify the PartnerObject, Address, or
Contact schema elements. You can remove any non-required fields, and you can add additional fields as needed.

After you modify the Profiling System schema for a profile, you also make corresponding updates to the partner .xsd file. You
must deploy the updated partner schema file in the Trading Partner Management (TPM) Web service folder.

After you update both the Profiling System and partner .xsd files, you must update the Microsoft InfoPath template for your
partner to reflect these changes. You must deploy the new InfoPath template in the templates folder under the Business Activity
Services Windows SharePoint Services Web site.

See Also
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Extending Partner Schemas
You can extend the BAS Partner schema. This process involves modifying:

SQL tables
User Profile Management (UPM) profile schema files
Partner template files on Partner, and the Address and Contact objects.

To extend the partner schema template

1. First, extend the Partner, AddressObject and ContactObject tables in the TPM database to include new properties. For more
information about changing SQL database tables, go to the Microsoft TechNet Web site (SQL Server 2000 Books Online).

2. In the Commerce Server 2002 Profiling System Microsoft Management Console (MMC), add new data members in Data
Objects (Partner, AddressObject and ContactObject). For more information about adding new data members, go to the
MSDN Web site (Running the Profiles Resource).

3. In the Commerce Server 2002 Profiling System Microsoft Management Console (MMC), add new properties in Profile
Definitions (PartnerObject, AddressObject and ContactObject) to map new data members.

4. Add the new properties to the Partner.xsd and PartnerNoWsdl.xsd files in the <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk
Server 2004\Business Activity Services\TPM\Schemas folder.

5. In Microsoft InfoPath window, click File, and click Open and navigate to and double click <drive>:\Program Files\Common
Files\Microsoft Shared\Web Server Extensions\60\TEMPLATE\LAYOUTS\InfoPath\PartnerProfileAdmin.xsn to open the
partner template.

6. In the Microsoft InfoPath window, click File and click Extract Form Files while in design mode. This extracts all of the form
files from the form template file and saves them to a specified folder on your hard disk.

7. Add new properties into schema.xsd file (extracted from the .xsn file). For more information about how to add new
properties to a schema, go to the MSDN Web site (A Quick Guide to XML Schema).

8. Add new properties into sampledata.xml and template.xml (extracted from the .xsn file).
9. In the Microsoft InfoPath window, click File, and click Open. Navigate to and double click the manifest.xsf file (extracted

from the .xsn file) to open it in design mode and add new properties.
10. In the Microsoft InfoPath window, click File and click Publish to publish the updated manifest.xsf file and use it overwrite

the PartnerProfileAdmin.xsn file, as an .xsn file.
11. Upload PartnerProfileAdmin.xsn from BAS site.
12. Add new properties into <drive>:\Program Files\Common Files\Microsoft Shared\Web Server

Extensions\60\template\layouts\1033\BAS\Xml\PartnerObject.xml.

Important  You may need to repeat steps 4-9 for PartnerProfileStandard.xsn and PartnerProfileSelf.xsn.
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About Agreements
You use agreements to configure business relationships. An agreement is defined between your self profile and your partner’s
profile, and it consists of one or more addendums. Addendums define the business process used, the role of your organization,
your partner’s role, and the parameters used in the relationship.

Note  You define legal terms and business documentation in separate section named "Business Terms" outside the addendum
section.

Agreements can also refer to partner group profiles instead of individual partner profiles. This facilitates management of partners
that have identical trading relationships with your organization. When you create an agreement for a group, all of its members
automatically inherit that agreement.

Note  Only partners inherit agreements. Additionally, agreement inheritance only goes down one level. For example, if you make
an agreement with a parent group that contains a sub group, children of the sub group do not inherit the agreement.

Each addendum defines the configuration of a business process. You implement the business processes as orchestrations with
specific public service link types and roles used to associate the appropriate profiles. You can also write them to provide the
appropriate mechanisms to accept parameters and enforce business parameters.

Creating agreements involves configuring business processes by associating roles with the appropriate profiles and setting up the
appropriate business parameters. This enables business users to participate in business processes, because business rule changes
no longer require modifications to the lower-level business process code, which generally requires a developer. This lets business
users change the business parameters without needing to recompile the orchestrations and involve developers or consultants in
the process.

Agreement Schemas
Business Activity Services provides an agreement schema that allows business users and managers to define partner
relationships. You can create the partner agreement from scratch using the provided schemas or receive them from partners
electronically by using BizTalk SEED.

Every agreement specifies the two profiles used in the business relationship. One is the self profile and the other is the partner or
partner group profile. If you specify a partner group, BizTalk creates an agreement for each partner within that group. An
agreement consists of one or more addendums. Each addendum is based on a particular business process, and specifies what
roles will be played by their organization (self), and the partner's role. It also contains information about the parameters used in
this particular relationship.

See Also
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Business Document Schemas and Templates Creation
You import the XML schemas used in the orchestrations into the Microsoft® Office InfoPath™ designer to create a solution
template for business users. These schemas define the documents exchanged between partners in a business transaction, such as
a purchase order or an invoice.

Partner profiles and agreements used by Business Activity Services list as documents within the Microsoft Windows®
SharePoint™ Services site. When the user needs to edit these documents, they open them in InfoPath as a solution template.

BAS provides a feature to map Inbox XML documents with a deployed InfoPath solution template. By doing this, business users
see InfoPath forms instead of raw XML when they open the documents located in the Inbox.

To develop InfoPath solution templates for your business documents, import the XML schemas used in the orchestrations. These
schemas define the documents to exchange between partners in a business transaction, such as a purchase order or an invoice.

After you develop an InfoPath solution for a specific business document schema, you upload the template to the partner’s
document library. If you want your solution templates to be global for all partners, upload the template to your BAS Windows
SharePoint Services site’s Templates document library.

When you upload the documents to your partner’s document library or the global Templates document library, you need to
specify Namespace for business document schema, which is target namespace of the XSD.

Note  If you deploy your solution to partners using the SEED Wizards, you do not have any partner document library because
BAS does not create the partner profile document library until you install the Spoke SEED package. You should upload your
InfoPath solution template to the global Templates document library if you want Inbox messages from your partner to map
automatically with a corresponding InfoPath solution template.

When the orchestration saves a message to the Inbox, BAS looks up the partner’s document library and the global Templates
document library to find a matching InfoPath solution template and inserts an InfoPath specific processing instruction to the
Inbox messages if it finds one.

See Also

Creating Schemas Using BizTalk Editor

About Trading Partner Management Roles

Developing Partner Profiles Using Business Activity Services
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Creating BAS-Enabled Orchestrations
You implement automated business processes through BizTalk Server 2004 orchestrations. Developers must create Business
Activity Services-enabled orchestrations that provide business users with the basic underlying structures for creating electronic
business agreements. The Microsoft® Windows® SharePoint™ Services user interface exposes these basic structures as part of
creating an agreement.

In Business Activity Services, you exchange documents between partners using a model similar to an e-mail server, but built on a
Windows SharePoint Services server. Incoming documents are delivered to an Inbox, users save outgoing documents in an
Outbox for sending, and a copy of the sent document is automatically placed in the Sent Items folder if it is successfully
processed. By creating an orchestration that adheres to the Business Activity Services requirements, you are enabling your
business processes to run within the Business Activity Services environment and exchange messages using the Inboxes and
Outboxes on your Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services collaboration site.

On a Windows SharePoint Services extended virtual server, by default, Windows SharePoint Services handles the entire URL
namespace. To create a virtual directory for your own use, for example, you can create a virtual directory as a receive location for
your Microsoft BizTalk® Server schedule. To do this, you must exclude the URL for this virtual directory from Microsoft Windows
SharePoint Services managed paths. The same is true to create a Web form or Web service application on the Microsoft Windows
SharePoint Services extended virtual server.

See the "Managing Paths" section in Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services Administrator's Guide for details on how to manage
paths from the command line.

Refer to the Microsoft SharePoint Products and Technologies v.2.0 Software Development Kit for more information on creating
web applications on a Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services extended virtual server.

This section contains:

Defining Business Relationships
Business Activity Services Messaging Infrastructure
Parameterized Orchestrations
Preventing Duplicate Inbox Messages
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Defining Business Relationships
You define business relationships in the Orchestration Designer using role links that contain two roles. Each of these roles
represents a partner in the business relationship the orchestration is implementing. For example, you might implement an
automated purchasing relationship in a purchasing role link that contains both a buyer and a seller role. You use the role link to
implement two different orchestrations for both sides of the transaction. For example, the orchestration representing the buyer
process implements the buyer role and uses the seller role. Conversely, the orchestration representing the seller process
orchestration implements the seller role and uses the buyer role. After you create these roles, an administrator can easily package
the partner orchestration and associated information with the BizTalk SEED wizard for quick deployment on a partner running
BizTalk Server 2004.

To start building Business Activity Service-enabled orchestrations, you must first decide which business relationship and the
associated roles that you want to model. For example, to build business processes for an order management relationship that
consists of two roles, including a buyer and a seller. Ensure that you implement each side of the relationship in a separate
orchestration using a different BizTalk Server Project. In the order management relationship, separate projects are required for the
seller and the buyer. For the purposes of this example, you use SellerProcess and BuyerProcess. Typically, you only need to
implement one side of the relationship, either SellerProcess or BuyerProcess, based upon the role that you play in the
relationship. However, for BizTalk SEED scenarios both implementations are required, as you need to provide implementation for
your partners as well as yourself.

Note  The current release supports role links containing only one role, but you lose the Party Resolution functionality.

Implementing the Order Management business processes

The following steps show how you implement the order management business processes:

Seller

1. Create a new BizTalk Server 2004 project named SellerProcess.
2. Add XML schemas to the project for the business messages that will be interchanged. For example, a purchase order,

confirmation, invoice, etc. For more information, see Creating Schemas for XML Messages.
3. Add a new orchestration file (.odx) to the project, and name it Definitions. This file will contain all the common

orchestration types, which will be used by both the SellerProcess and BuyerProcess implementations.
4. In the Definitions orchestration:

Add port types for SellerPort and BuyerPort, using the orchestration type window. Under SellerPort, specify
operations for messages that the seller will be receiving. For example, an operation named PO that uses the PO XML
schema. Under the BuyerPort, specify operations for messages that the buyer will be receiving, for example
confirmation and invoice messages.
Add a public role link type called OrderManagement. Add two roles called Buyer and Seller under this role link type.
Add BuyerPort under the Buyer role and SellerPort under the Seller role.

5. Add a new orchestration file (.odx) to the project named SellerSvc. This orchestration implements the seller side of the
OrderManagement process.

6. In the SellerSvc orchestration create a new role link called ordermanagement of the existing type created in step 4, called
SellerSvc.OrderManagement. Specify that you will be implementing the Seller role and using the Buyer role.

7. Create the custom implementation of the business process as needed.
8. To use the Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services Inbox and Outbox, follow the requirements outlined in

Business Activity Services Messaging Infrastructure.
9. If parameters are required, parameterize your orchestration as described in Parameterized Orchestrations.

10. Build the orchestration project in Microsoft Visual Studio®.

Buyer

1. Create a new BizTalk Server 2004 project named BuyerProcess.
2. Add the XML schemas to the project that you created in the seller process. It is important that schema namespaces of the

common XML messages are identical in both projects. Use the Add Existing Item option on the Visual Studio Project menu
for this purpose.

3. Add the Definitions orchestration file created in the seller process to this project.
4. Add a new orchestration (.odx) file to the project called BuyerSvc. This orchestration will implement the buyer side of the



 

order management process.
5. In the BuyerSvc orchestration, create a new role link called ordermanagement of existing type created in the

Definitions.odx file, called SellerSvc.OrderManagement. Specify that you will be using the Seller role and implementing
the Buyer role.

6. Create the custom implementation of the business process as needed.
7. To use the Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services Inbox and Outbox, follow the requirements outlined in

Business Activity Services Messaging Infrastructure.
8. If parameters are required, parameterize your orchestration as described in Parameterized Orchestrations.
9. Build the orchestration project in Microsoft Visual Studio.

See Also

Deploying Partners with SEED

Creating BAS-Enabled Orchestrations
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Business Activity Services Messaging Infrastructure
When creating a Business Activity Services-enabled orchestration to define a process, you must use role links to identify the
relationships of the organizations using this process. You use role links in BizTalk Server 2004 Orchestration Designer to
represent the relationship and roles of organizations within a specific business transaction, such as a supplier, customer, or
shipper. This mechanism provides a layer of abstraction in the implementation that allows configuration modifications without
needing to recompile and redeploy your orchestration source files.

Business Activity Services Orchestration Requirements

Business Activity Services-enabled orchestrations must use predefined names for the role link types, roles, and port types that
interact with the Windows SharePoint Services collaboration site and the trading partner publishing Web service (TPPubWS). This
section identifies these requirements.

The orchestration must contain two role links for communicating with Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services using these
predefined role link types:

receiveBusinessDocumentsLT
sendBusinessDocumentsLT

Note  You define role link types as ProjectName.RoleLinkType. Therefore, in a project named MyProject, the receive role link
type would be defined as MyProject.receiveBusinessDocumentsLT.

Within the sendBusinessDocumentsLT role link, you must define:
A role named sender.
Two send port types named sendToInboxPT and sendToSentItemsPT within the sender role.

Within the receiveBusinessDocumentsLT role link, you must define:
A role named receiver.
One receive port type named receiveFromOutboxPT within the receiver role.

For each logical port, you must add one port operation per message type. For example, if the orchestration sends a purchase
order and a payment to your partner, the sendToInboxPT port would contain two send operations. You define one send
operation for the purchase order document and one for the payment.
Implicitly, a Business Activity Services orchestration must have at least one role that you use, not just implemented by your
organization, which indicates you are communicating with a partner.

Depending on the orchestration you develop, you may have the received document as the first operation, rather than the sent
document. If this is the case, you must set the receive shape’s Activate property to True.

See Also

Creating BAS-Enabled Orchestrations
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Parameterized Orchestrations
When creating Business Activity Services-enabled orchestrations, you may need to design these in a flexible way that allows for
variances between different partners that use the roles you defined. For example, suppose you have created a role link
representing a shipper in your orchestration. You may need to pass specific information to the shipper in your orchestration
instance, such as an account number or a discount code. You accomplish this by creating parameterized schedules that you can
reuse for the same role.

You must know these points of variance between orchestration instances when you create the orchestration. This allows you to
expose the parameter to the business user who sets the value in the Microsoft Office InfoPath template. At run-time, the
parameter value should be unique to the context of the partner associated with that orchestration instance. Using the previous
example, the account number used with one shipper should be unique when compared with the account number of another
shipper. This also implies that every instance of the orchestration associated with a specific partner will have the same parameter
value.

Note  Every addendum page of an agreement displays all parameters defined in the orchestration. The parameter
values are specific to the role link selected in the addendum.

Parameterized orchestration requirements

You can write Business Activity Services-enabled orchestrations to accept parameters. This section identifies these requirements.

The orchestration must contain a role link with a type ending with the string “PolicyType”. The unqualified name of this
type, excluding the “PolicyType” string, is exposed as the parameter name in the agreement. For example, a role link type
you define as MyRole.AccountNumberPolicyType would expose a parameter named AccountNumber on the agreement.
The role link must contain a single role called PolicyConsumer, which is a role being used, not implemented. In addition,
this role should be initiated by sending data, not receiving data.
The PolicyConsumer role must contain a single port with an unqualified port type value of TPPubWS. This port should
contain two operations, one for sending the request and one for receiving the parameter value.

Before you can assign this port type, you must add a Web reference to the trading partner publishing Web service
(tppubws.wsdl) to the orchestration. You do not need to create the "TpPubWs" port. You create this port and add it to the list
of port types automatically simply by adding the Web Reference.

Note  The tppubws.wsdl file is available in the folder <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server
2004\Business Activity Services\TPM\.

See Also

Creating BAS-Enabled Orchestrations
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Preventing Duplicate Inbox Messages
To guarantee that a particular message appears in the Inbox only once, set the filename property for the message before you send
it to the Inbox. If the BizTalk host happens to send this message more than once to the Inbox, in an error condition in which the
host retries the send for example, then the new message replaces the existing message with the same filename in the Inbox. If you
do not create this filename and instead rely on a unique message ID that BizTalk creates, then the same message could appear
more than once in the Inbox (but with different filenames).

To set the filename property for messages sent to the Inbox, set the Microsoft.BizTalk.KwTpm.StsDefaultPipelines.OutboxFileName
context property to a unique filename, for example a filename derived from a unique ID contained in the message.

To access the Microsoft.BizTalk.KwTpm.StsDefaultPipelines.OutboxFileName property, add a reference to the
Microsoft.BizTalk.KwTpm.StsDefaultPipelines.dll assembly. You can find the assembly in the SEED folder of the BizTalk Server
installation directory.

See Also

Creating BAS-Enabled Orchestrations
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Business Activity Services Solutions Packaging and Deployment
After creating and testing your Business Activity Services-enabled orchestrations, you must provide your business partners with a
mechanism for deploying these solutions on their systems. You can deploy the Business Activity Services orchestration by using
the Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 deployment tools. You need to bound, enlist, and start the orchestration using the BizTalk
Server tools. For more information about binding, enlisting, and starting your orchestrations, see
Managing Orchestrations Using BizTalk Explorer. Once you deploy, bind, enlist, and start the orchestration, it is available for
agreements activation and for interaction with partners.

BizTalk SEED Deployment and Extensibility

BizTalk SEED provides administrators with an automated partner enablement and provisioning mechanism. Once you create your
orchestrations, partners, and agreements, you can run the SEED wizard to create a package that contains all of the configuration
information a partner would need to start doing business with your organization electronically. For the SEED wizard, it is required
that only orchestration for each side of the relationship is deployed and started, so that the other orchestration can be packaged
and activated automatically on the other partner’s system.

You can package additional information into SeedManifest file and additional content to a SEED package. To achieve this, you can
write custom SEED extensions implementing the Extensibility Interface (ISeedExtension.dll) used by the SEED wizard.

Important  To use this extensibility, the SEED extension DLLs must be present in the SEED directory under the BizTalk
installation directory.

You use the objects in the Microsoft.BizTalk.Seed Namespace to write SEED extensions. A SEED extension must implement:

ISeedHubExtension to provide extensibility for adding content to a hub SEED package.
ISeedSpokeExtension for adding content to a spoke SEED package.

These interfaces contain methods to add hub or spoke content to the package and deploy this additional content on other side.

See Also

Deploying Partners with SEED

Creating BAS-Enabled Orchestrations

Developing Partner Profiles Using Business Activity Services
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Programming Business Activity Monitoring
Before you begin, you should be familiar with the information in the Business Activity Monitoring section.

Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) provides visibility into business processes independent of your IT implementation and BAM
provides visibility across a heterogeneous IT implementation. This distinguishes BAM from operational monitoring such as Health
and Activity Tracking (HAT). A key aspect of BAM is being able to view business data in as close to real time as possible, referred
to as zero latency.

This section contains:

About BAM Activities
Considerations for BAM Applications
Using the BAM Interceptor
About BAM Dynamic Infrastructure
Using BAM with Custom Analysis Tasks
Modifying the BAM Archiving Package
Using Lookups to Enrich BAM Data
Tracking Profile Editor
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About BAM Activities
The BAM Activity represents a unit of work in the business, such as Purchase Order or Loan Application. The intention of the
Activity is to show the history (milestones) and data about this unit of work to the end business users (Information Workers).
Thus, the BAM Activity is high-level abstraction that is independent of the actual implementation of your IT infrastructure. For a
conceptual overview of BAM, see Business Activity Monitoring.

Your job as a developer is to maintain this abstraction by exposing only the relevant milestones and data from the
implementation in the context of a specific activity. For a code sample that demonstrates the use of an activity, see
BAM API (BizTalk Server Sample).

This section contains:

Using an Activity
Activity Relationships
Activity Continuation
Looping Activities
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Using an Activity
The simplest way to use BAM is to send explicit milestones or data, using the BAM API. You can think of the BAM Activity as a
record in a SQL table that you are keeping in synchronization with the actual unit of work:

Call BeginActivity for each new unit of work.
Call UpdateActivity in critical places of the implementation, to send data and milestones that will be useful to the
Information Worker.
Call EndActivity when the work is complete and you expect no more events in the context of this unit of work.

The following code shows how to do use BeginActivity, UpdateActivity, and EndActivity when the unit of work is a Purchase Order.
In the example, we assume that the string variable poid identifies the current Purchase Order in process:

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

About BAM Activities

Activity Continuation

About BAM Dynamic Infrastructure

BAM API (BizTalk Server Sample)
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using Microsoft.BizTalk.BAM.EventObservation;
... 
EventStream es=new DirectEventStream(connectionString,1);
...
// At the beginning of the processing of a new work:
//    Here poid is a string variable that has the current 
//    Purchase Order identifier (e.g. PO number)
es.BeginActivity("PurchaseOrder",poid);
es.UpdateActivity("PurchaseOrder",poid,
    "POReceived",DateTime.UtcNow,
    "POAmount",100,
    "CustomerName",""Joe",
    "CustomerCity","Seattle");
...
// few days later
es.UpdateActivity("PurchaseOrder",poid,
    "POApproved",DateTime.UtcNow,
    "ProductName","Widget");
...
// and another few days later
es. UpdateActivity("PurchaseOrder",poid,
    "POShipped",DateTime.UtcNow);
...
// and finally
es. UpdateActivity("PurchaseOrder",poid,
    "Delivered",DateTime.UtcNow);
es.EndActivity("PurchaseOrder",poid);
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Activity Relationships
An activity relationship exists when an activity relates to one or more other activities. An example of this is having multiple
"Shipment" activities related to a single "Purchase Order" activity, or one "Shipment" containing items from two "Purchase
Orders".

To indicate that two activities are related, you need to know both names and have the corresponding ActivityIDs in-memory in
order to call AddRelatedActivity. This API creates the link between the corresponding activity records.

In the following diagram, the highlighted lines of code shows how you make a relationship between purchase order activity
instance #123, and shipment #1549, 1550, and 1551.

The business user looks at one Web page that shows the history of a purchase order. It may indicate that at 10 A.M. it arrives, two
days later it receives approval, and the page provides a link to the actual documents. Because of the code above, the page will also
provide hyperlinks that take the business user to the corresponding shipment Web pages.

Note  All calls to UpdateActivity and AddRelatedActivity should happen between BeginActivity and EndActivity just like the
UpdateActivity calls.

See Also

AddRelatedActivity

Activity Continuation

About BAM Dynamic Infrastructure

BAM API (BizTalk Server Sample)

BAM API from an Orchestration Expression (BizTalk Server Sample)
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Activity Continuation
The Business Activity can span across multiple heterogeneous applications (for example, a pipeline, two orchestrations, a line-of-
business application, and then another pipeline). The BAM infrastructure can correlate the events from multiple applications, with
a little help from the developer - a concept called "Continuation":

The first part of the activity happens in the “Sales” application, the second part of the activity happens in the “Packaging &
Assembly” application, and finally, the delivery progress is available in the “Shipping” application. Each application uses different
IDs for the current work unit: purchase order number (PO), sales order number (SO), and shipping order number (UPS). To
correlate the events between two different applications, you must:

Identify the “Continuation Token” - a unique piece of data that is available to both applications (e.g. part of the message
being exchanged).
Call EnableContinuation in the first application and pass the Continuation Token along with the current ActivityID.
Do not call BeginActivity in the second application.
Fire all subsequent events in the second application by using the Continuation Token instead of ActivityID.

The following code example illustrates the use of Activity Continuation among three applications:

Purchase Order Application

string oID="PO#123";
string soID="SO#265";
es.BeginActivity("PurchaseOrder",poID);
es.UpdateActivity("PurchaseOrder",poID,
    "POReceived",DateTime.UtcNow,
    "POAmount",100,
"CustomerCity","Seattle");
es.EnableContinuation(
   "PurchaseOrder",poId,soID);
es.EndActivity("PurchaseOrder",poID);



 

Fulfillment Application

Shipping Application

Use the following guidelines regarding activity continuation in your code:

Only use continuation when the end user must treat the work of different applications as part of the same activity. Use
separate activities for each application and create an activity relationship if the end user views the work in each applications
as meaningful activities.
If the work units in the applications do not have a one-to-one relationship, you can use activity relationships but not
continuation, for example when multiple shipments exist for a sales order.
If you send data to BAM synchronously (using DirectEventStream) and the ActivityID is propagated to all involved
components, then you do not need to use continuation.
If you send data to BAM asynchronously (using BufferedEventStream or from orchestrations), then you must use
continuation even if the ActivityID is propagated to all components. In this case, you need to use a different ActivityID in
each application by prefixing it with unique string (e.g. Application Name). This is necessary because the data from different
applications may arrive to BAM in random order and BAM has to hide the out-of-order events to ensure correct query and
aggregation results.
Continuation does not require rewriting your applications to exchange more data.

See Also

EnableContinuation

About BAM Dynamic Infrastructure

BAM API (BizTalk Server Sample)

BAM End-to-End (BizTalk Server Sample)
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string soID="SO#265";
string upsID="UPS#97892";
es.UpdateActivity("PurchaseOrder",soID,
    "POApproved",DateTime.UtcNow,
    "ProductName","Coca-Cola");
es.EnableContinuation(
   "PurchaseOrder",soID,upsID);
es.EndActivity("PurchaseOrder",soID);

string upsID="UPS#97892"
es.UpdateActivity("PurchaseOrder", upsID,
"POShipped",DateTime.UtcNow);
es.EndActivity("PurchaseOrder",upsID);
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Looping Activities
Looping activities refers to actions that loop within an orchestration. It is possible to capture the events from actions that loop
within an orchestration. To do this, you create another activity and map all of the new activity milestones and data inside the loop.
This is necessary because the data processing in the loop will occur more than once per schedule execution. The following
diagram shows an example of this situation.

As shown in the diagram, if you have a Purchase Order with multiple Line Items that process in a loop, questions like “Which
purchase orders have item prices of $100?” are ambiguous. The correct questions are:

Which purchase orders have line items with a price of $100?
Which purchase orders have Total/Min/Max item prices of $100?

This requires thinking of the Line Items as something separate from the purchase order. In the Tracking Profile Editor, the root
activity (purchase order for example) maps to all actions outside the loop. The child Activity (line item for example) maps to the
actions inside the loop.

You need to use a payload item as ActivityID for the root activity. Have this payload item available in some of the messages inside
the loop. Map the activity to the Relationship Node that displays under the Child Activity and name it as the root activity.

See Also

Tracking Profile Editor

About BAM Activities
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Considerations for BAM Applications
This section describes various performance and code maintenance considerations for developing applications that use BAM.

This section contains:

Performance Considerations for BAM Event Publishing
Code Maintenance Considerations
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Performance Considerations for BAM Event Publishing
BAM supports two forms of business event publishing:

Synchronous
Asynchronous

The following diagram illustrates the two models.

The synchronous approach is much simpler for management and using from code, while the asynchronous approach allows for
better performance.

This section contains:

Synchronous Business Event Tracking
Asynchronous Business Event Tracking
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Synchronous Business Event Tracking
The simplest way to send event data to BAM is to use an instance of the class DirectEventStream. This class saves the event data
directly into the BAM Primary Import Database in the context of the current transaction of the application (if present).

If any error happens during this operation, the method call will throw an exception back in the calling application. This will happen
for example if the name of an item passed in UpdateActivity mismatches the BAM Activity Definition, or you did not deploy the
BAM Definition yet. This allows the calling application to catch and recover from any errors when saving the BAM data, which
results in much easier management later.

Saving the data synchronously might have a performance impact, because the calling application has to wait until BAM executes
all stored procedures and triggers.

See Also

DirectEventStream

Asynchronous Business Event Tracking
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Asynchronous Business Event Tracking
Asynchronous (using BufferedEventStream) - This model offers significant performance improvements. This uses a similar API to
the synchronous model, using only a different constructor. Instead of pushing the data into the primary import database,
BufferedEventStream accumulates the event data in memory in binary form, and then inserts it as a single table record into an
interim database (MessageBox). The Event Bus service reads the data queued in the MessageBox database by BizTalk and imports
it into the primary import database.

To configure BAM for asynchronous operation, the Event Bus Service and the calling application (e.g. Orchestration Host) should
run on different computers. This allows the calling application to “get rid of the event data” immediately to be processed using the
CPU on a different computer.

This BAM topology is also transaction-consistent. You will never get BAM data for transactions that rolled back in the calling
application, because the Event Bus Service only reads the committed data from the MessageBox database. The BAM data for the
transactions that were committed will show up for query and aggregation with small latency.

If errors occur, the Event Bus Service will retry a few times, use timeouts, crash recovery logic, and so on. If however the data is in
an invalid format, it ends up in special tables. An event occurs in the event log to indicate this condition. This additional failure
point increases the difficulty of managing the system.

Using the asynchronous approach from code is usually as simple as replacing the DirectEventStream with BufferedEventStream,
and passing the connection string to the Message Box in the constructor, instead of the one for BAM Primary Import.

Use the following guidelines regarding asynchronous business event tracking in your code:

Always use continuation when the Activity spans multiple applications and you send the data asynchronously to BAM, even
if you propagate the ActivityID to all components. In this case, use a different ActivityID in each application by prefixing it
with a unique string (e.g. Application Name). This is necessary because the data from different applications might arrive to
BAM in random order, and BAM has to manage the out-of-order events to ensure correct Query and Aggregation results.
The usual methods of event monitoring (e.g. COM+ Loosely Coupled Events or WMI Events) are not applicable for BAM
because the event data is independent of the transaction. For example, it may look like you received 10 purchase orders for
a total of $10,000 while there was only one incoming purchase order for $1000, but the attempt to save it to the database
failed 10 times.

See Also

BufferedEventStream

Synchronous Business Event Tracking
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Code Maintenance Considerations
An important consideration to bear in mind is the likelihood of changing requirements about what data is sent to BAM. If the
requirements change, and you instrument your application with hard-coded calls to the EventStream classes, you will need to take
it offline, change the code, recompile, and put back in production.

An alternative approach is to use the BAMInterceptor class, which allows one-time instrumentation of the code, and then change
the format of the events through metadata.

This section contains:

Hard Code BAM Event Format
One-Time Instrumentation
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Hard Code BAM Event Format
This approach is simpler and generally applicable when you are building dedicated applications with specific well-known BAM
requirements.

Before deciding to use this approach, you need to have answers to the following questions:

Where are the BAM Milestones in the code?
What is the data of interest, and when and where it is available?

If anything is likely to change (such as more Milestones or different data of interest), then you should also consider one-time
instrumentation with the BAMInterceptor.

The hard-coded approach means that you simply call the DirectEventStream or BufferedEventStream, depending on your
performance requirements.

See Also

Using an Activity

One-Time Instrumentation

Using the BAM Interceptor

BAM API (BizTalk Server Sample)
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One-Time Instrumentation
This approach is better when

you have to deal with tradeoff between Visibility and Performance, and you want to be able to have control at runtime.
the application deals with big XML messages, in which any data may become important for monitoring at some point.
it is unacceptable to stop the business and change the code to extract different data for BAM

In this approach, you instrument the application in a generic way using the BAMInterceptor. By passing different configurations to
the Interceptor, you can change what data you actually send to BAM.

The BizTalk Orchestration Engine accommodates interception, which allows changing the BAM-collected data at runtime using the
Tracking Profile Editor.

See Also

Tracking Profile Editor

Using the BAM Interceptor

BAMInterceptor

Hard Code BAM Event Format
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Using the BAM Interceptor
The BAM Interceptor is an object that lets you instrument your application to capture data of interest. The following diagram
shows the role of the BAM interceptor and its interaction with the other BAM components:

In each step of your application where you could have data of interest, you call Interceptor OnStep, provide an identifier for the
step, and provide some data or arbitrary object that you are using in your application.

You must implement a callback function so when the callback occurs, your callback procedure gets the current step ID and your
data object. Essentially, the BAM interceptor is simply propagating the data object to the callback. The actual logic of extracting
data resides in your application. For example, if your data takes the form of XML messages, then the callback will use XPaths. For
more information about XPaths, see Using XPaths in Message Assignment.

The BAM interceptor decides which data to request at each step, based on the configuration that you can create programmatically.
The BAM Interceptor then uses the obtained data to call either DirectEventStream or BufferedEventStream that you need to keep
around and pass each time as an argument to OnStep.

Calling the interceptor for each step is not a resource-intensive operation. If you call and you register nothing for this step, the
interceptor returns immediately. This means that there are no disk operations, no transactions, not even memory allocations, and
thus almost no performance impact. At the same time, you have the opportunity to extract any data for BAM if necessary. The
performance impact on the steps involving data extraction and the availability of the data will depend on your implementation of
IBAMDataExtractor Interface.

The following code examples demonstrate the use of the interceptor during configuration and run time.

Configuration time
The following code shows how you configure the Interceptor to stop at step “recvPO” of the application, and ask for Customer
Name and Customer SSN:

After you create an interceptor instance, you can store it for later use at runtime.

You may keep different pre-created interceptors representing different preferences for the data and milestones for BAM. For best
performance, serialize the Interceptor instances using the BinaryFormatter class.

ActivityInterceptorConfiguration cfg= new ActivityInterceptorConfiguration ("PurchaseOrder");
...
cfg.RegisterDataExtraction("CustomerName",”recvPO”,XpathName);
cfg.RegisterDataExtraction("CustomerSSN",”recvPO”,XpathSSN);
...
BAMInterceptor interceptor=new BAMInterceptor();
cfg.UpdateInterceptor(interceptor);
...
// The interceptor instance is ready.



 

Run time
Use this code to use the interceptor at runtime in a production environment:

Where:

recvPO and approvePO are arbitrary objects you use to identify the steps in your application.
data1 and data2 are arbitrary objects that you have at that point and may contain interesting data - for example the XML
document of the purchase order.
es is either DirectEventStream or BufferedEvent stream depending on your performance requirements.
callback is your implementation of the IBAMDataExtractor Interface.

The SDK sample, BAM API (BizTalk Server Sample), demonstrates using the Interceptor, which contains both a configuration tool
and example runtime application.

The BizTalk Orchestration Engine accommodates interception, which allows changing what data is collected for BAM at runtime
using the tracking Profile Editor.

See Also

Tracking Profile Editor

BAMInterceptor

IBAMDataExtractor Interface

ActivityInterceptorConfiguration

BAM API (BizTalk Server Sample)
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About BAM Dynamic Infrastructure
Once you extract the data of interest from your applications, you should store it so that it is available for queries. Additionally, you
may need to maintain certain pre-created aggregations of the data for faster aggregated queries.

Typically, you achieve such functionality by a heavy development effort to implement a data warehouse. BAM in Microsoft®
BizTalk® Server 2004 greatly simplifies this process by automatically generating the SQL and OLAP infrastructure based on your
activity and view definitions.

This section contains:

Activity Data Storage
Aggregations
Querying BAM Data
BAM Definition Schema
BAM Infrastructure Limitations
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Activity Data Storage
The basic idea of activity data storage is to have a separate table for each activity type, in which each record represents a different
activity instance (in progress or completed for example). For example, if the activity were “Purchase Order”, the table would look
like the following:

PO# RecvTime City Quantity ShipTime DeliveryTime
123 8:00am Seattle 150 8:24am 12:45pm
124 8:30am Seattle 234 8:45am 1:20pm
125 8:35am Redmond 87 9:05am 2:30pm
126 8:45am Seattle 450 9:20am 3:10pm
127 8:55am Redmond 200 9:30am <NULL>
128 8:57am Seattle 340 9:20am 3:05pm
129 9:12am Seattle 120 9:45am <NULL>
130 9:30am Redmond 25 10:15am <NULL>
131 9:45 Seattle 250 10:35am <NULL>
132 10:00am Redmond 100 <NULL> <NULL>
133 10:15am Seattle 230 <NULL> <NULL>
134 10:25am Redmond 45 <NULL> <NULL>
… … … … … …

In this table, when BAM receives a new purchase order, it inserts a new row and some sets some of the columns to non-null
values (RecvTime, City, Quantity, and so on). Later, when you approve and ship this purchase order, BAM sets ShipTime to a non-
null value. Finally, when you receive and confirm the shipment, BAM sets DeliveryTime to a non-null value.

Unfortunately, the performance of this simplistic implementation quickly degrades over time. In the beginning, the performance is
limited by the number of the transactions the SQL server can perform (essentially CPU bound), but after some time, it drops
drastically. At the same time, the average queue length for disk IO increases beyond the acceptable limits:

The reason for this is that the size of the table grows as more instances of the business process complete. For example, the first
time, the UPDATE statement of the stored procedure causes a search on the clustered index for purchase order number and reads
some pages in memory. Since the instances of the purchase order process are independent (some take a long time, but some are
short), the next call to the stored procedure may be for some other purchase order instance and therefore will require reading of
different data pages in memory. As long as the total number of purchase order records is small, Microsoft SQL Server™ will cache
all data pages in memory. When the number of the records grows large enough, the cache-hit ratio decreases and each operation
requires a physical disk read. Apparently, in this situation no query activity against the table is possible.

To avoid this problem BAM uses two separate tables - one for the Activities still in progress, and another for the completed ones
in the following diagram:



In this diagram, the idea is to keep a relatively small table that updates occur in and another that grows large, but is incrementally
accessed (INSERTs only). In the example, only the orders being processed at the moment will be in the active table, while all
orders that were already delivered will go to the completed table.

Because of the trigger, this structure of tables is slower than an INSERT/UPDATE of a single table at the beginning, but maintains
stable write performance over time.

Online Window for Activity Data
The Activity Storage primarily handles queries for current or recently completed activities. BAM archives, then purges very old,
completed activities from the Primary Import Database. Thus the activity data “flows through” BAM and is available for queries
during a configurable “Online Window.”

To allow for higher performance and avoid downtime, the Activity Storage uses partitioning based on the timestamp when the
activity was completed. BAM achieves this by regular swapping of the completed table with another empty table of exactly the
same format. Once BAM does this, the further completed activities go into the new table, while BAM keeps the old one only for
queries, as in the following diagram:

Once a partition is completely outside the online window, BAM archives and then drops it. To hide this complexity from the user,
BAM also maintains a partitioned view of the form:

BAM automatically recreates this view each time it creates or drops a partition.

Note the following about BAM partitioning:

SELECT * FROM Active 
UNION ALL 
SELECT * FROM Completed 
UNION ALL
…



 

The name of the partitioned view is bam_<ActivityName>_AllInstances. This view is not meant for direct queries, but
may be useful when troubleshooting the BAM instrumentation. You should query the data from the specific views for each
category of business users that you create on top of this view (see Querying Instance Data).
You set the online window by modifying the values for OnlineWindowTimeUnit and OnlineWindowLength in the
record for the current activity in the table bam_Metadata_Activities in the Primary Import database.
The DTS package, BAM_DM_<ActivityName>, performs the partitioning and archiving/purging. Each time this package
runs, it truncates another partition and archives/drops all partitions that are outside the online window.

Note  <TECHREVIEW>Bug 90882 </TECHREVIEW>Running the BAM Cube Update DTS task moves data from
the Primary Import database to the Analysis database. It also removes outdated data from the Analysis database.
It is recommended that you schedule the BAM Cube Update DTS task to run on a regular basis (frequency
should be determined by the quantity of data that is filling the Primary Import database over time). Running the
BAM Cub Update DTS task ensures that data is moved to the OLAP cube on a regular basis, and prevent
performance issues related to an overly large BAM Primary Import database.

If you do not have Archiving Database configured, then BAM drops the aged activity data without archiving.

See Also

About BAM Dynamic Infrastructure
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Aggregations
Excel defines aggregations as pre-calculated summaries of data that improve query response time by having the answers ready
before the questions are asked. For example, when a data warehouse fact table contains hundreds of thousands of rows, a query
requesting the shipping schedules for two particular products can take a long time to answer if the fact table has to be scanned to
compute the answer. However, the response can be almost immediate if the summarization data to answer this query has been
pre-calculated.

The following figure displays an example of pre-calculated aggregation data.

The above figure summarizes the numbers of each product, shipped to specific locations over a two-month time period. Excel
typically defines this data as measure. The data used for filtering and categorization, Excel defines as dimension.

For the user experience of browsing multidimensional data, see the Pivot table topic in Excel Help.

You can create multi-dimensional activity aggregations based on the data available in a specific view. Those aggregations contain
measures (data to aggregate, such as dollar amount) and dimensions (used for filtering or grouping, such as State and City).

You can create the aggregations in the form of OLAP cubes, which represent a snapshot of the business at a specific time, or as
real-time aggregations, which the business scenario determines and you see them via the multi-dimensional structure in real
time.

This section contains:

Scheduled Aggregations
Real-Time Aggregations
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Scheduled Aggregations
BAM bases scheduled aggregations on dynamically generated OLAP cubes and DTS packages. The data in scheduled
aggregations represents a snapshot of your business activities when you start your DTS package. To achieve this, the first step of
the DTS package for analysis is a call to the stored procedure bam_Metadata_BeginAnalysis that will retrieve a “snapshot”
consisting of:

A snapshot copy of all activity instances in progress
A view that represents an incremental window on the completed activity instances from the moment that you ran the DTS
Package for the last time to the moment of the snapshot

BAM achieves this by taking an exclusive lock on the Activity Storage for a very short time, thus preventing any data writing at the
same time. Once BAM takes the snapshot, the DTS package might take a long time to run, but BAM will ignore any new data that
arrives during the processing. The following diagram illustrates this activity:

In the diagram, BAM moves data about the completed activity instances to the Completed Instances OLAP cube. BAM
incrementally processes this cube.

At the same time, BAM moves the data about the activities still in progress to the Active Instances cube, which the DTS package
fully processes. This is acceptable, because BAM assumes that only a relatively small number of activities are in progress at any
given moment.

Data for the scheduled aggregations is available from a virtual cube that hides the difference between the completed and current
activities. For more information, see Querying Scheduled Aggregated Data.

Running the BAM Cube Update DTS task moves data from the Primary Import database to the Analysis database. It also removes
outdated data from the Analysis database. It is recommended that you schedule the BAM Cube Update DTS task to run on a
regular basis (frequency should be determined by the quantity of data that is filling the Primary Import database over time).
Running the BAM Cub Update DTS task ensures that data is moved to the OLAP cube on a regular basis, and prevent performance
issues related to an overly large BAM Primary Import database.

See Also

Aggregations
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Real-Time Aggregations
In some cases, specific slices of the multi-dimensional aggregations are so time- sensitive that you want them to be available in
real time. For example, your business is selling perishable products and you want the aggregation of product quantity in different
stages of delivery to be available in real time. At the same time, you want other aggregations such as the age of your typical
customers, but only at the end of the month for business intelligence analysis.

BAM implements Real Time Aggregation (RTA) as a table maintained by triggers from the Activity Storage tables. In the case
when your business deals with purchase orders,(PO) the RTA view may look like the example in the following diagram.

In this diagram, if a new PO of $100 from Redmond is received, BAM adds a “contribution” to the cells in the corresponding row
for {“Redmond”, “In Progress”} by performing an operation like Count=Count+1 and Amount=Amount+$100.

Later, if the same order ships, then BAM removes this contribution from the row {“Redmond”, “In Progress”} and adds it to the
row, {“Redmond”, “Shipped”}.

BAM maintains the data inside RTA for a given “online window”, and then deletes it. You can configure the online window by
changing the corresponding row of the table bam_Metadata_RealTimeAggregations.

The following statements also apply to real time aggregations:

·Real time aggregations significantly affect the speed by which BAM can write data. Thus, you should only define the most
important slices of the aggregation structure as RTA.

·The limitation of the dimension levels for real time aggregations is 14. If for example you create a Data Dimension “Location” for
State and City, this counts as two levels (State and City.). For Progress Dimensions the number of levels is depth of the tree, and
for Time Dimensions it is the count of all sub-units. For example, a Time Dimension for Year, Month, Day, Hour will count as 4
levels.

·BAM does not support aggregations of type Min and Max. The aggregations that BAM supports are Count, Sum and Average.

·You must always create a time dimension for RTA and always use it in all data slices, because the data in RTA is aging based on
the server timestamp, and not on any specific business milestone.

See Also

Aggregations
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Querying BAM Data
This section describes the way you query BAM data, including instance and aggregated data.

This section contains:

Querying Instance Data
Querying Real-Time Aggregated Data
Querying Scheduled Aggregated Data
Querying Activity Relationships
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Querying Instance Data
The data about individual activity instances is available for queries in a dynamically created SQL View in the BAM Primary Import
Database.

The name of this view is

bam_<ViewName>_<ActivityName>_View

Where

<ViewName> is the “Name” Attribute of the View element in the BAM Definition XML, which is the same as the View Name
entered in the related Microsoft Excel Wizards.

<ActivityName> is the “Name” Attribute of the Activity element in the BAM Definition XML, which is the same as the Activity
Name entered in the Excel Wizards.

It is important to note the following conditions when querying instance data:

If you send activity data to BAM via the DirectEventStream, the instance data has no latency, meaning that it appears
instantaneously when the transaction in the calling application commits.
If the activity data is send to BAM via the BufferedEventStream, the instance data will show up for queries a few seconds
later, depending on the load of the BAM Event Bus Service and the SQL Server that hosts the BAM Primary Import Database.
The actual structure of tables behind this view is more complex to ensure that the data for the current or recent activities is
available for queries, while the data for the activities that are completed and aged out is archived or purged without taking
the system offline. For more information, see Activity Data Storage.
Out-of-the-box Web Experience for Queries for this data is available if you install Business Activity Services.

See Also

Activity Data Storage

Querying BAM Data
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Querying Real-Time Aggregated Data
The real-time aggregation data is available for queries in a dynamically created SQL View in the BAM Primary Import Database.

The name of this view is

bam_<ViewName>_<RTAName>_RTAView

Where

<ViewName> is the Name attribute of the View element in the BAM Definition XML, which is the same as the View Name entered
in the related Microsoft Excel Wizards.

<RTAName> is the Name attribute of the RealTimeAggregation element in the BAM Definition XML, which BAM generates to be
unique based on the view name

It is important to note the following conditions when querying real-time aggregated data:

The real-time aggregations must be configured to keep the aggregations for given amount of time (default 1 day) and never
grow very big. The older aggregations should be available in the OLAP cubes instead.
Any query against RTA must include filtering on a time dimension that will be inside the online window for the RTA data.
This is necessary because BAM bases the data maintenance for RTA on the server time the data gets into BAM and is
optimized to drop the data in chunks. Thus if you simply send the Transact-SQL command "select *", the results will
fluctuate in unpredictable way.
If the activity data is end to BAM via the DirectEventStream, the real-time aggregated data has no latency - it appears
instantaneously when the transaction in the calling Application commits.
If the activity data is sent to BAM via the BufferedEventStream, the RTA data will show up for queries a few seconds later,
depending on the load of the BAM Event Bus Service(s) and the SQL Server that hosts the BAM Primary Import Database.
BAM bases the real-time aggregation on a table that it maintains in synchronization with the changes or insertions in the
Activity Data Storage records via triggers. Thus, the real-time aggregation can have a significant performance impact. For
more information, see Real-Time Aggregations
Out-of-the-box Web Experience of Querying the RTA is available if you deploy BAM Definition Workbook instead of XML
(see BAM Roles)

See Also

Querying Scheduled Aggregated Data

Querying BAM Data
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Querying Scheduled Aggregated Data
The scheduled aggregation data is available for queries in a dynamically created OLAP Cube BAM analysis database.

The name of this cube is the same as the Name attribute of the View element in the BAM Definition XML, which is the same as the
view name entered in the Excel wizards. BAM refreshes this cube when you run the DTS Package BAM_AN_<ViewName> where
the <ViewName> is the name of the view described previously.

It is important to note the following conditions when querying scheduled aggregated data:

This is a virtual cube containing a snapshot of the business at the exact moment that the DTS Package execution started. It
contains aggregations both for the completed activities and for the ones still in progress. You can use the progress
dimension to filter or group the aggregations accordingly.
If you are never interested in the current activities (e.g. if they complete very fast) you can query the corresponding real
cube <ViewName>#Completed.
If you also have real-time aggregations, schedule the DTS Package for refreshing the cube more frequently than the online
window you set for the real-time aggregations. Otherwise, there will be a window of time for which you do not have
aggregations.
Out-of-the-box Web Experience of Querying the RTA is available if you deploy BAM Definition Workbook instead of XML
(see BAM Roles)

See Also

Querying BAM Data
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Querying Activity Relationships
The activity relationship information is available in a dynamically created SQL view for each activity. The name of this view is

bam_<Activity>_AllRelationships

Where <Activity> is the Name attribute of the Activity element in the BAM Definition XML, which is the same as the Activity name
entered in the Excel Workbook.

The relationship events occur in the context of a specific activity. If for example the relationship between Purchase Order and
Shipment occurs in the context of the Purchase Order activity (see Activity Relationships) the Relationship record will show up in
bam_PurchaseOrder_AllRelationships but not in bam_Shipment_AllRelationships.

To find all the related activities to a purchase order you need to query both the view bam_PurchaseOrder_AllRelationships as
well as all views bam_<OtherActivity>_AllRelationships where <OtherActivity> is the activity in the same BAM view.

The relationship records are part of the activity instance and they are maintained in synchronization with the instance data as
described in Activity Data Storage.

See Also

Querying BAM Data

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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BAM Definition Schema
The BAM definition schema defines the structure of the observation model created by the business analyst.

1. The schema defines the structure of the BAM definition XML document including the document's elements and sub
elements. For example, the root element is the BAM definition, and inside the BAM definition there are the following
elements:

Activities
Views
Cubes

Note  If the BAM definition XML contains two views and the user only has permission for one of the views, on making
a call to GetViewDefinition, the user gets back the definition of both views.

2. The schema defines the document constraints. The constraints dictate that some elements can only reference certain other
elements for example.

You can create the BAM definitions (instances of this schema) with any text editor or by using the BAM.xls template spreadsheet
available in the <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\Tracking folder. This spreadsheet contains macros that
enable you to define BAM activities and views, then the spreadsheet will generate the BAM definition XML for you automatically.
Once you define the BAM activities and views, you do not have to manually export the XML file, since BAM Manager can read this
spreadsheet and get the XML from it to deploy your infrastructure automatically. The result is another copy of the spreadsheet
named BAM_Livedata.xls. You can use this new spreadsheet to connect to your live data source and view the aggregations in
PivotTable® reports.

Note   If you manually export your XML file through the BAM menu item at the top of the spreadsheet and uses
bm.exe to deploy the exported XML file not the Microsoft Excel file, then you cannot view your live data using the
Office tools.

Note  If you change the activities or views, you need to un-deploy and then redeploy the workbook.

The following file is the BAM definition schema itself:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-16" ?>
<xs:schema xmlns="urn:schemas-microsoft.com:BAM" targetNamespace="urn:schemas-microsoft.com:B
AM" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
   <xs:element name="BAMDefinition" type="BAMDefinition">
      <xs:key name="ActivityName_Key">
         <xs:selector xpath="Activity" />
         <xs:field xpath="@Name" />
      </xs:key>
      <xs:key name="ViewName_Key">
         <xs:selector xpath="View" />
         <xs:field xpath="@Name" />
      </xs:key>
      <xs:unique name="ViewDisplayName_Unique">
         <xs:selector xpath="View" />
         <xs:field xpath="@DisplayName" />
      </xs:unique>
      <xs:key name="CubeName_Key">
         <xs:selector xpath="Cube" />
         <xs:field xpath="@Name" />
      </xs:key>
      <xs:key name="ActivityID_Key">
         <xs:selector xpath="Activity" />
         <xs:field xpath="@ID" />
      </xs:key>
      <xs:keyref name="ActivityView_ref_ActivityID" refer="ActivityID_Key">
         <xs:selector xpath="View/ActivityView" />
         <xs:field xpath="@ActivityRef" />
      </xs:keyref>
      <xs:key name="ActivityViewID_Key">
         <xs:selector xpath="View/ActivityView" />
         <xs:field xpath="@ID" />



      </xs:key>
      <xs:keyref name="Cube_ref_ActivityViewID" refer="ActivityViewID_Key">
         <xs:selector xpath="Cube" />
         <xs:field xpath="@ActivityViewRef" />
      </xs:keyref>
      <xs:key name="CheckpointID_Key">
         <xs:selector xpath="Activity/Checkpoint" />
         <xs:field xpath="@ID" />
      </xs:key>
      <xs:keyref name="CheckpointRef_ref_CheckpointID" refer="CheckpointID_Key">
         <xs:selector xpath="View/ActivityView/Alias/CheckpointRef" />
         <xs:field xpath="." />
      </xs:keyref>
      <xs:key name="AliasID_Key">
         <xs:selector xpath="View/ActivityView/Alias" />
         <xs:field xpath="@ID" />
      </xs:key>
      <xs:keyref name="FromAliasRef_ref_AliasID" refer="AliasID_Key">
         <xs:selector xpath="View/ActivityView/Duration/FromAliasRef" />
         <xs:field xpath="." />
      </xs:keyref>
      <xs:keyref name="ToAliasRef_ref_AliasID" refer="AliasID_Key">
         <xs:selector xpath="View/ActivityView/Duration/ToAliasRef" />
         <xs:field xpath="." />
      </xs:keyref>
      <xs:key name="AliasOrDurationID_Key">
         <xs:selector xpath="View/ActivityView/Alias | View/ActivityView/Duration" />
         <xs:field xpath="@ID" />
      </xs:key>
      <xs:keyref name="Measure_ref_AliasOrDurationID" refer="AliasOrDurationID_Key">
         <xs:selector xpath="Cube/Measure" />
         <xs:field xpath="@AliasRef" />
      </xs:keyref>
      <xs:keyref name="DataDimension_ref_AliasOrDurationID" refer="AliasOrDurationID_Key">
         <xs:selector xpath="Cube/DataDimension/LevelAliasRef" />
         <xs:field xpath="." />
      </xs:keyref>
      <xs:keyref name="TimeDimension_ref_AliasOrDurationID" refer="AliasOrDurationID_Key">
         <xs:selector xpath="Cube/TimeDimension" />
         <xs:field xpath="@TimeStampAliasRef" />
      </xs:keyref>
      <xs:keyref name="NumericRangeDimension_ref_AliasOrDurationID" refer="AliasOrDurationID_
Key">
         <xs:selector xpath="Cube/NumericRangeDimension" />
         <xs:field xpath="@NumericAliasRef" />
      </xs:keyref>
      <xs:keyref name="ProgressStage_ref_AliasOrDurationID" refer="AliasOrDurationID_Key">
         <xs:selector xpath=".//ProgressStage" />
         <xs:field xpath="@TimeStampAliasRef" />
      </xs:keyref>
   </xs:element>
   <xs:complexType name="BAMDefinition">
      <xs:sequence>
         <xs:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded" name="Activity" type="Activity">
            <xs:key name="CheckpointName_Key">
               <xs:selector xpath="Checkpoint" />
               <xs:field xpath="@Name" />
            </xs:key>
            <xs:key name="IndexName_Key">
               <xs:selector xpath="Index" />
               <xs:field xpath="@Name" />
            </xs:key>
            <xs:key name="LocalCheckpointID_Key">
               <xs:selector xpath="Checkpoint" />
               <xs:field xpath="@ID" />
            </xs:key>
            <xs:keyref name="IndexCheckpointRef_ref_localCheckpointID" refer="LocalCheckpoint
ID_Key">



               <xs:selector xpath="Index/CheckpointRef" />
               <xs:field xpath="." />
            </xs:keyref>
            <xs:key name="IndexCheckpointRef_Key">
               <xs:selector xpath="Index/CheckpointRef" />
               <xs:field xpath="." />
            </xs:key>
         </xs:element>
         <xs:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" name="View" type="View">
            <xs:key name="ActivityViewName_Key">
               <xs:selector xpath="ActivityView" />
               <xs:field xpath="@Name" />
            </xs:key>
         </xs:element>
         <xs:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" name="Cube" type="Cube">
            <xs:key name="MeasureName_Key">
               <xs:selector xpath="Measure" />
               <xs:field xpath="@Name" />
            </xs:key>
            <xs:key name="DimensionNames_Key">
               <xs:selector xpath="DataDimension | TimeDimension | NumericRangeDimension | Pr
ogressDimension" />
               <xs:field xpath="@Name" />
            </xs:key>
            <xs:key name="RangeDimensionName_Key">
               <xs:selector xpath="Cube/NumericRangeDimension/Range" />
               <xs:field xpath="@Name" />
            </xs:key>
            <xs:key name="MeasureID_Key">
               <xs:selector xpath="Measure" />
               <xs:field xpath="@ID" />
            </xs:key>
            <xs:keyref name="RTAMeasure_ref_MeasureID" refer="MeasureID_Key">
               <xs:selector xpath="RealTimeAggregation/MeasureRef" />
               <xs:field xpath="." />
            </xs:keyref>
            <xs:key name="DimensionID_Key">
               <xs:selector xpath="DataDimension | TimeDimension | NumericRangeDimension | Pr
ogressDimension" />
               <xs:field xpath="@ID" />
            </xs:key>
            <xs:keyref name="RTADimension_Ref_DimensionID" refer="DimensionID_Key">
               <xs:selector xpath="RealTimeAggregation/DimensionRef" />
               <xs:field xpath="." />
            </xs:keyref>
            <xs:key name="DataDimensionLevel_Key">
               <xs:selector xpath="Cube/DataDimension/LevelAliasRef" />
               <xs:field xpath="." />
            </xs:key>
            <xs:key name="TimeDimensionLevel_Key">
               <xs:selector xpath="Cube/TimeDimension/TimeLevel" />
               <xs:field xpath="." />
            </xs:key>
         </xs:element>
      </xs:sequence>
   </xs:complexType>
   <xs:complexType name="Activity">
      <xs:sequence>
         <xs:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1000" name="Checkpoint" type="Checkpoint" />
         <xs:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="248" name="Index" type="Index" />
      </xs:sequence>
      <xs:attribute name="DisplayName" type="BAMToken" use="optional" />
      <xs:attribute name="Name" type="BAMActivityViewAndRtaName" use="required" />
      <xs:attribute name="ID" type="xs:ID" use="required" />
   </xs:complexType>
   <xs:complexType name="Checkpoint">
      <xs:attribute name="DisplayName" type="BAMToken" use="optional" />
      <xs:attribute name="Name" type="BAMSqlObjectName" use="required" />



      <xs:attribute name="ID" type="xs:ID" use="required" />
      <xs:attribute name="DataType" type="CheckpointDataType" use="required" />
      <xs:attribute name="DataLength" type="xs:positiveInteger" use="optional" />
   </xs:complexType>
   <xs:complexType name="Index">
      <xs:sequence>
         <xs:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="16" name="CheckpointRef" type="xs:NCName" />
      </xs:sequence>
      <xs:attribute name="DisplayName" type="BAMToken" use="optional" />
      <xs:attribute name="Name" type="BAMSqlObjectName" use="required" />
      <xs:attribute name="ID" type="xs:ID" use="required" />
   </xs:complexType>
   <xs:complexType name="View">
      <xs:sequence>
         <xs:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded" name="ActivityView" type="ActivityVi
ew">
            <xs:key name="AliasAndDurationName_Key">
               <xs:selector xpath="Alias | Duration" />
               <xs:field xpath="@Name" />
            </xs:key>
            <xs:unique name="AliasAndDurationDisplayName_Unique">
               <xs:selector xpath="Alias | Duration" />
               <xs:field xpath="@DisplayName" />
            </xs:unique>
         </xs:element>
      </xs:sequence>
      <xs:attribute name="DisplayName" type="BAMToken" use="optional" />
      <xs:attribute name="Name" type="BAMActivityViewAndRtaName" use="required" />
      <xs:attribute name="ID" type="xs:ID" use="required" />
   </xs:complexType>
   <xs:complexType name="ActivityView">
      <xs:choice minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1000">
         <xs:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded" name="Alias" type="Alias" />
         <xs:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" name="Duration" type="Duration" />
      </xs:choice>
      <xs:attribute name="Name" type="BAMActivityViewAndRtaName" use="required" />
      <xs:attribute name="DisplayName" type="BAMToken" use="optional" />
      <xs:attribute name="ID" type="xs:ID" use="required" />
      <xs:attribute name="ActivityRef" type="xs:NCName" use="required" />
   </xs:complexType>
   <xs:complexType name="Alias">
      <xs:sequence>
         <xs:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded" name="CheckpointRef" type="xs:NCName
" />
      </xs:sequence>
      <xs:attribute name="DisplayName" type="BAMToken" use="optional" />
      <xs:attribute name="Name" type="BAMAliasName" use="required" />
      <xs:attribute name="ID" type="xs:ID" use="required" />
   </xs:complexType>
   <xs:complexType name="Duration">
      <xs:sequence>
         <xs:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" name="FromAliasRef" type="xs:NCName" />
         <xs:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" name="ToAliasRef" type="xs:NCName" />
      </xs:sequence>
      <xs:attribute name="DisplayName" type="BAMToken" use="optional" />
      <xs:attribute name="Name" type="BAMSqlObjectName" use="required" />
      <xs:attribute name="ID" type="xs:ID" use="required" />
      <xs:attribute name="TimeResolution" type="TimePart" use="optional" />
   </xs:complexType>
   <xs:complexType name="Cube">
      <xs:sequence>
         <xs:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" name="Measure" type="Measure" />
         <xs:choice minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded">
            <xs:element name="DataDimension" type="DataDimension">
               <xs:key name="DataDimLevelKey">
                  <xs:selector xpath="LevelAliasRef" />
                  <xs:field xpath="." />
               </xs:key>



            </xs:element>
            <xs:element name="TimeDimension" type="TimeDimension" />
            <xs:element name="NumericRangeDimension" type="NumericRangeDimension" />
            <xs:element name="ProgressDimension" type="ProgressDimension">
               <xs:key name="ProgressStageName_Key">
                  <xs:selector xpath=".//ProgressStage" />
                  <xs:field xpath="@Name" />
               </xs:key>
            </xs:element>
         </xs:choice>
         <xs:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" name="RealTimeAggregation" type="Rea
lTimeAggregation" />
      </xs:sequence>
      <xs:attribute name="Name" type="BAMAnalysisObjectName" use="required" />
      <xs:attribute name="DisplayName" type="BAMToken" use="optional" />
      <xs:attribute name="ID" type="xs:ID" use="required" />
      <xs:attribute name="ActivityViewRef" type="xs:NCName" use="required" />
      <xs:attribute default="true" name="CreateOlapCube" type="xs:boolean" use="optional" />
   </xs:complexType>
   <xs:complexType name="Measure">
      <xs:attribute name="DisplayName" type="BAMToken" use="optional" />
      <xs:attribute name="Name" type="BAMAnalysisObjectName" use="required" />
      <xs:attribute name="ID" type="xs:ID" use="required" />
      <xs:attribute name="AliasRef" type="xs:NCName" use="required" />
      <xs:attribute name="AggregationFunction" type="AggregationFunctionType" use="required" 
/>
   </xs:complexType>
   <xs:complexType name="DataDimension">
      <xs:sequence>
         <xs:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded" name="LevelAliasRef" type="xs:NCName
" />
      </xs:sequence>
      <xs:attribute name="DisplayName" type="BAMToken" use="optional" />
      <xs:attribute name="Name" type="BAMAnalysisObjectName" use="required" />
      <xs:attribute name="ID" type="xs:ID" use="required" />
   </xs:complexType>
   <xs:complexType name="TimeDimension">
      <xs:sequence>
         <xs:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded" name="TimeLevel" type="TimeLevel" />
      </xs:sequence>
      <xs:attribute name="DisplayName" type="BAMToken" use="optional" />
      <xs:attribute name="Name" type="BAMAnalysisObjectName" use="required" />
      <xs:attribute name="ID" type="xs:ID" use="required" />
      <xs:attribute name="TimeStampAliasRef" type="xs:NCName" use="required" />
   </xs:complexType>
   <xs:complexType name="TimeLevel">
      <xs:simpleContent>
         <xs:extension base="TimePart">
            <xs:attribute name="DisplayName" type="BAMToken" use="optional" />
         </xs:extension>
      </xs:simpleContent>
   </xs:complexType>
   <xs:complexType name="NumericRangeDimension">
      <xs:sequence>
         <xs:element minOccurs="2" maxOccurs="unbounded" name="Range" type="RangeType" />
      </xs:sequence>
      <xs:attribute name="DisplayName" type="BAMToken" use="optional" />
      <xs:attribute name="Name" type="BAMAnalysisObjectName" use="required" />
      <xs:attribute name="ID" type="xs:ID" use="required" />
      <xs:attribute name="NumericAliasRef" type="xs:NCName" use="required" />
   </xs:complexType>
   <xs:complexType name="RangeType">
      <xs:attribute name="DisplayName" type="BAMToken" use="optional" />
      <xs:attribute name="Name" type="BAMAnalysisObjectName" use="required" />
      <xs:attribute name="ID" type="xs:ID" use="required" />
      <xs:attribute name="From" type="xs:double" />
      <xs:attribute name="To" type="xs:double" />
   </xs:complexType>



   <xs:complexType name="ProgressDimension">
      <xs:sequence>
         <xs:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" name="ProgressStage" type="ProgressStage" />
      </xs:sequence>
      <xs:attribute name="DisplayName" type="BAMToken" use="optional" />
      <xs:attribute name="Name" type="BAMAnalysisObjectName" use="required" />
      <xs:attribute name="ID" type="xs:ID" use="required" />
   </xs:complexType>
   <xs:complexType name="ProgressStage">
      <xs:sequence>
         <xs:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" name="ProgressStage" type="ProgressS
tage" />
      </xs:sequence>
      <xs:attribute name="DisplayName" type="BAMToken" use="optional" />
      <xs:attribute name="Name" type="BAMAnalysisObjectName" use="required" />
      <xs:attribute name="ID" type="xs:ID" use="required" />
      <xs:attribute name="TimeStampAliasRef" type="xs:NCName" use="required" />
   </xs:complexType>
   <xs:complexType name="RealTimeAggregation">
      <xs:sequence>
         <xs:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded" name="MeasureRef" type="xs:NCName" /
>
         <xs:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded" name="DimensionRef" type="xs:NCName"
/>
      </xs:sequence>
      <xs:attribute name="DisplayName" type="BAMToken" use="optional" />
      <xs:attribute name="Name" type="BAMActivityViewAndRtaName" use="required" />
      <xs:attribute name="ID" type="xs:ID" use="required" />
   </xs:complexType>
   <xs:simpleType name="CheckpointDataType">
      <xs:restriction base="BAMName">
         <xs:enumeration value="NVARCHAR" />
         <xs:enumeration value="DATETIME" />
         <xs:enumeration value="INT" />
         <xs:enumeration value="FLOAT" />
      </xs:restriction>
   </xs:simpleType>
   <xs:simpleType name="AggregationFunctionType">
      <xs:restriction base="BAMName">
         <xs:enumeration value="Sum" />
         <xs:enumeration value="Count" />
         <xs:enumeration value="Avg" />
         <xs:enumeration value="Min" />
         <xs:enumeration value="Max" />
      </xs:restriction>
   </xs:simpleType>
   <xs:simpleType name="TimePart">
      <xs:restriction base="BAMName">
         <xs:enumeration value="Year" />
         <xs:enumeration value="Quarter" />
         <xs:enumeration value="Month" />
         <xs:enumeration value="Week" />
         <xs:enumeration value="Day" />
         <xs:enumeration value="Hour" />
         <xs:enumeration value="Minute" />
      </xs:restriction>
   </xs:simpleType>
   <xs:simpleType name="BAMSqlObjectName">
      <xs:restriction base="BAMName">
         <xs:minLength value="1" />
         <xs:maxLength value="100" />
      </xs:restriction>
   </xs:simpleType>
   <xs:simpleType name="BAMAliasName">
      <xs:restriction base="BAMName">
         <xs:minLength value="1" />
         <xs:maxLength value="50" />
      </xs:restriction>



Example XML
The following example is an XML file that conforms to the BAM definition schema.

Note   Activity names as shown in the following example are restricted in length to 20 characters.

   </xs:simpleType>
   <xs:simpleType name="BAMAnalysisObjectName">
      <xs:restriction base="BAMName">
         <xs:minLength value="1" />
         <xs:maxLength value="20" />
      </xs:restriction>
   </xs:simpleType>
   <xs:simpleType name="BAMActivityViewAndRtaName">
      <xs:restriction base="BAMName">
         <xs:minLength value="1" />
         <xs:maxLength value="48" />
      </xs:restriction>
   </xs:simpleType>
   <xs:simpleType name="BAMName">
      <xs:restriction base="xs:Name">
         <xs:pattern value="[^`~!@#$%^&amp;*()+=\[\]{}\|;'&quot;&gt;&lt;,\?\\]+" />
      </xs:restriction>
   </xs:simpleType>
   <xs:simpleType name="BAMToken">
      <xs:restriction base="xs:token">
         <xs:pattern value="[^`~!@#$%^&amp;*()+=\[\]{}\|;'&quot;&gt;&lt;,\?\\]+" />
         <xs:whiteSpace value="collapse" />
      </xs:restriction>
   </xs:simpleType>
</xs:schema>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<BAM:BAMDefinition xmlns:BAM='urn:schemas-microsoft.com:BAM' xmlns:xsi='http://www.w3.org/200
1/XMLSchema-instance'>
   <Activity Name="PurchaseOrder" ID="PurchaseOrder">
      <Checkpoint Name="POReceived" ID="POReceived" DataType="DATETIME" />
      <Checkpoint Name="POApproved" ID="POApproved" DataType="DATETIME" />
      <Checkpoint Name="PODenied" ID="PODenied" DataType="DATETIME" />
      <Checkpoint Name="POShipped" ID="POShipped" DataType="DATETIME" />
      <Checkpoint Name="POAmount" ID="POAmount" DataType="FLOAT" />
      <Checkpoint Name="OrderChannel" ID="OrderChannel" DataType="NVARCHAR" DataLength="30" /
>
      <Checkpoint Name="CustomerName" ID="CustomerName" DataType="NVARCHAR" DataLength="50" /
>
      <Checkpoint Name="CustomerState" ID="CustomerState" DataType="NVARCHAR" DataLength="20"
/>
      <Checkpoint Name="CustomerCity" ID="CustomerCity" DataType="NVARCHAR" DataLength="30" /
>
      <Checkpoint Name="ProductName" ID="ProductName" DataType="NVARCHAR" DataLength="50" />
      <Checkpoint Name="ProductCategory" ID="ProductCategory" DataType="NVARCHAR" DataLength=
"20" />
      <Index Name="LocationIndex" ID="LocationIndex">
         <CheckpointRef>CustomerState</CheckpointRef>
         <CheckpointRef>CustomerCity</CheckpointRef>
      </Index>
      <Index Name="CategoryIndex" ID="CategoryIndex">
         <CheckpointRef>ProductCategory</CheckpointRef>
      </Index>
   </Activity>
   <View Name="SalesManagerView" ID="SalesManagerView">
      <ActivityView Name="PurchaseOrderView" ID="PurchaseOrderView" ActivityRef="PurchaseOrde
r">
         <Alias Name="POReceivedTime" ID="POReceivedTime">
            <CheckpointRef>POReceived</CheckpointRef>
         </Alias>
         <Alias Name="PODecisionTime" ID="PODecisionTime">



            <CheckpointRef>POApproved</CheckpointRef>
            <CheckpointRef>PODenied</CheckpointRef>
         </Alias>
         <Alias Name="PODeniedTime" ID="PODeniedTime">
            <CheckpointRef>PODenied</CheckpointRef>
         </Alias>
         <Alias Name="POApprovedTime" ID="POApprovedTime">
            <CheckpointRef>POApproved</CheckpointRef>
         </Alias>
         <Alias Name="POShippedTime" ID="POShippedTime">
            <CheckpointRef>POShipped</CheckpointRef>
         </Alias>
         <Alias Name="POEndedTime" ID="POEndedTime">
            <CheckpointRef>PODenied</CheckpointRef>
            <CheckpointRef>POShipped</CheckpointRef>
         </Alias>
         <Alias Name="Amount" ID="Amount">
            <CheckpointRef>POAmount</CheckpointRef>
         </Alias>
         <Alias Name="CustomerName" ID="CustomerNameAlias">
            <CheckpointRef>CustomerName</CheckpointRef>
         </Alias>
         <Alias Name="State" ID="State">
            <CheckpointRef>CustomerState</CheckpointRef>
         </Alias>
         <Alias Name="City" ID="City">
            <CheckpointRef>CustomerCity</CheckpointRef>
         </Alias>
         <Alias Name="ProductCategory" ID="Category">
            <CheckpointRef>ProductCategory</CheckpointRef>
         </Alias>
         <Alias Name="ProductName" ID="ProductNameAlias">
            <CheckpointRef>ProductName</CheckpointRef>
         </Alias>
         <Duration Name="POProgressDuration" ID="PODuration" TimeResolution="Hour">
            <FromAliasRef>POReceivedTime</FromAliasRef>
            <ToAliasRef>POEndedTime</ToAliasRef>
         </Duration>
         <Duration Name="POEvaluationDuration" ID="EvalDuration" TimeResolution="Hour">
            <FromAliasRef>POReceivedTime</FromAliasRef>
            <ToAliasRef>PODecisionTime</ToAliasRef>
         </Duration>
         <Duration Name="POFulfillmentDuration" ID="FulfillDuration" TimeResolution="Hour">
            <FromAliasRef>POApprovedTime</FromAliasRef>
            <ToAliasRef>POShippedTime</ToAliasRef>
         </Duration>
      </ActivityView>
   </View>
   <Cube Name="POCube" DisplayName="PO Cube" ID="POCube" ActivityViewRef="PurchaseOrderView">
      <Measure Name="POCount" ID="POCount" AliasRef="Category" AggregationFunction="Count" />
      <Measure Name="PurchaseAmountTotal" ID="SumPurchaseAmount" AliasRef="Amount" Aggregatio
nFunction="Sum" />
      <Measure Name="PurchaseAmountMax" ID="MaxPurchaseAmount" AliasRef="Amount" AggregationF
unction="Max" />
      <Measure Name="PurchaseAmountMin" ID="MinPurchaseAmount" AliasRef="Amount" AggregationF
unction="Min" />
      <Measure Name="AvgPurchaseAmount" ID="AvgPurchaseAmount" AliasRef="Amount" AggregationF
unction="Avg" />
      <Measure Name="EvalDurationTotal" ID="SumEvalDuration" AliasRef="EvalDuration" Aggregat
ionFunction="Sum" />
      <Measure Name="EvalDurationMin" ID="MinEvalDuration" AliasRef="EvalDuration" Aggregatio
nFunction="Min" />
      <Measure Name="FulfillDurationTotal" ID="SumFulfillDuration" AliasRef="FulfillDuration"
AggregationFunction="Sum" />
      <DataDimension Name="Location" ID="Location">
         <LevelAliasRef>State</LevelAliasRef>
         <LevelAliasRef>City</LevelAliasRef>
      </DataDimension>
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      <DataDimension Name="Product" ID="Product">
         <LevelAliasRef>Category</LevelAliasRef>
         <LevelAliasRef>ProductNameAlias</LevelAliasRef>
      </DataDimension>
      <TimeDimension Name="POReceivedTime" ID="POStartTimeDim" TimeStampAliasRef="POReceivedT
ime">
         <TimeLevel>Year</TimeLevel>
         <TimeLevel>Month</TimeLevel>
         <TimeLevel>Day</TimeLevel>
      </TimeDimension>
      <NumericRangeDimension Name="POAmountRange" ID="POAmountRange" NumericAliasRef="Amount"
>
         <Range Name="SmallPO" ID="range1" To="1000"/>
         <Range Name="MediumPO" ID="range2" From="1000" To="100000"/>
         <Range Name="LargePO" ID="range3" From="100000"/>
      </NumericRangeDimension>
      <ProgressDimension Name="POState" ID="POState">
         <ProgressStage Name="POReceived" ID="POReceivedState" TimeStampAliasRef="POReceivedT
ime">
            <ProgressStage Name="Evaluating" ID="Evaluating" TimeStampAliasRef="POReceivedTim
e"/>
            <ProgressStage Name="Approved" ID="ApprovedState" TimeStampAliasRef="POApprovedTi
me">
               <ProgressStage Name="Fulfilllment" ID="FulfillmentState" TimeStampAliasRef="PO
ApprovedTime"/>
               <ProgressStage Name="Shipped" ID="ShippedState" TimeStampAliasRef="POShippedTi
me"/>
            </ProgressStage>
            <ProgressStage Name="Denied" ID="Denied" TimeStampAliasRef="PODeniedTime"/>
         </ProgressStage>
      </ProgressDimension>
      <RealTimeAggregation Name="POByLocation" ID="POAmountByLocation">
         <MeasureRef>SumPurchaseAmount</MeasureRef>
         <MeasureRef>SumEvalDuration</MeasureRef>
         <MeasureRef>AvgPurchaseAmount</MeasureRef>
         <MeasureRef>POCount</MeasureRef>
         <DimensionRef>Location</DimensionRef>
         <DimensionRef>Product</DimensionRef>
         <DimensionRef>POStartTimeDim</DimensionRef>
         <DimensionRef>POAmountRange</DimensionRef>
         <DimensionRef>POState</DimensionRef>
      </RealTimeAggregation>
   </Cube>
</BAM:BAMDefinition>

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms916022(v=bts.10).aspx
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BAM Infrastructure Limitations
The BAM infrastructure has the following design limitations for this release of BizTalk Server 2004:

1. Real time aggregations (RTA) do not support the MIN or MAX function.
2. You cannot reference a one-level alias by more than one data dimension in one RTA view.
3. Neither regular cube nor RTA supports distinct count measures. BAM Manager creates a default count measure for both

regular cube and RTA. The default count is the total count of facts (also known as "activity instances"), not distinct count.
4. BizTalk limitation - checkpoints of DateTime type are always identified as business milestones. When BizTalk Server collects

business milestones, BizTalk places the timestamp on the message at the tracking point. For data items such as "date of
birth", it cannot collect it as a business milestone and hence it is not queryable.

Note  There is not such limitation if you use a direct event stream.

BAM Maximum Number of Objects
The following table lists the maximum number of objects in the BAM infrastructure.

Object Implemen
tation Lim
it

Reason

Checkpoints in Activity 1000 SQL supports 1024 SP arguments and we have 3 system ones. Pl
ace reserved for extensibility

Indexes in Activity 248 SQL supports 249 non-clustered indexes per table. We always cr
eate an index on ActivityID

DataLength 4000 Unico
de characte
rs

SQL variables of type NVARCHAR are used

ActivityRef 128 You can obtain the view by joining the PI and Relationship tables 
(two per Activity). SQL supports 256 tables in SELECT statement

Columns in View

(Aliases, durations, plus dimension levels)

1000 SQL Limit of 1024 columns on the Staging Table, and there are t
wo system columns

Dimensions in OLAP cube 128 OLAP limitation - 128 dimensions per Cube
Measures in OLAP 1024 OLAP limitation - 1024 measures per Cube. And the Count meas

ure is created always
Dimension Levels in OLAP 64 OLAP limitation with an additional limit of 256 levels per cube
Dimensions levels in RTA view 14 dimensi

on levels
BAM creates an index on all dimension levels, a SQL index can be
created on up to 16 columns, and BAM reserves two for system c
olumns

Measures, hidden measures (default count, hidden 
SUM measures for AVG) and dimension levels in R
TA view

1024 Maximum 1024 columns in SQL table/view

BAM Object Names
The following table lists the limitations of object names in the BAM Definition schema and Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.

Object Names XSD Limitation Excel Limitation
Checkpoint name 100 characters 100 characters
Index name 100 characters 100 characters
Duration name 100 characters 100 characters
Alias name 50 characters 50 characters
Activity Name 20 characters 20 characters
ViewName 48 characters 18 characters
ActivityView name 48 characters N/A (derived from Activity name)
Cube Name 20 characters N/A (derived from View name)
RealTimeAggregation name 48 characters N/A (derived from Cube name)
Dimension Name 20 characters 20 characters



 

Level Name 20 characters 20 characters
Measure Name 20 characters 20 characters

See Also
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Using BAM with Custom Analysis Tasks
The easiest way to create a custom DTS task for processing BAM data is to start from the package that is auto-generated by BAM
and replace all the actual data processing.

To create a custom DTS task

1. Create a BAM Definition that requires an OLAP cube. For example use the Excel wizards, and leave one PivotTable® report
as non-RTA view.

2. Open the DTS package for cube processing that BAM creates. BAM creates one such package for each view, known as
BAM_AN_<View Name>.

3. Open the Package in the DTS Designer and remove all steps except the first two steps and the last step. You may also want
to keep the connection to the Primary Import database.

4. Edit the properties of the first ActiveX® task. The script begins with:

Remove all lines that contain DTSGlobalVariables.Parent.Steps, because they refer to the deleted steps.

Note  The task "Begin Data Analysis" (the second task in the package) is very important because it gives your package:

A moving window for incremental processing of the completed Activities (the dynamic SQL view named
bam_(BamView)_View(Activity)_CompletedInstancesWindow
A Snapshot of the Activities that are in progress - a table named bam_(BamView)_View(Activity)_ActiveInstancesSnapshot.

1. Obtain the view and table in a short transaction, during which you insert no data, so that the data represents a real
instantaneous snapshot of the Primary Import database. Implement one or more steps to do the actual data transformations
based on the view and table as input data. If the purpose of your analysis task is something other than filling an OLAP cube,
remember to keep a timestamp of when your job committed for the last time and replace the first ActiveX task with code
that assigns this timestamp to the global variable "CompletedCubeLastProcessTime". The second task uses this variable to
make sure that there is no missed data and that no data processes twice in case of a crash and restart of the DTS package.

2. Finally, you must call the last task, which is "end data analysis". This task releases the completed activities that were
processed, so that they can be archived and removed from the primary import once they are outside of the online window.

See Also

Programming Business Activity Monitoring
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Modifying the BAM Archiving Package
Introductory information here…

To modify the BAM Archiving Package

1. Call the stored procedure bam_Metadata_SpawnPartition <ActivityName>. This will check the online window that you
set up in bam_Metadata_Activites and spawn a new partition.

2. Call the Stored procedure bam_Metadata_BeginArchiving <ActivityName>. This stored procedure will mark which
records have been archived already. This window will be exposed as two Views that are recreated when you call this stored
procedure:

bam_<Activity>_InstancesForArchive
This View contains the instance records that should go to the Archiving.

bam_<Activty>_RelationshipsForArchive
This is the corresponding Relationship records.

3. Copy the Instance data into Archiving Partition
4. Copy the relationship into the Archiving Paritition
5. Recreate new empty Archiving Tables
6. Call the stored procedure bam_Metadata_EndArchiving. This procedure recreates the Views so that they become empty

again.

See Also
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Using Lookups to Enrich BAM Data
There are cases in which the data that is available at operation time does not contain everything you need for reporting purposes.
For example, you may have a ProductID but not a ProductName at runtime. Since the BAM Activity represents an abstraction
independent of how the data is actually collected, it should contain an item named as the final data that you want to see in the
report "ProductName". Just like any other item, you can use this in interpretive constructs such as milestone groups, durations,
dimensions, and measures. Since the ProductName is not available at runtime, you must get some additional data that is
sufficient for performing a lookup, such as the ProductID.

You should collect the data in the same column, instead of the data that you need for reports. For example, you should collect the
ProductID instead of ProductName at runtime. If more columns are required, you may create more items in the activity but not
use them in any View.

To enrich BAM data via lookups

1. Deploy your BAM definition.
2. In SQL Enterprise Manager, add your server that contains the data of interest as "Remote Server" under "Security".
3. Locate the data analysis package named BAM_AN_<View Name>. For example if the view is SalesMgr, this will be

BAM_AN_SalesMgr.
4. Set the zoom to magnify the view of the package (e.g. 100%)
5. Add a SQL connection that you will be using in the lookups.
6. Locate the transform data task after the step "Cleanup Staging". This is where you move the data from the PrimaryImport to

the StarSchema database. There are two instances of this task—one for the completed activities, and another for the one
that is in progress. Apply all the rest of the steps to both tasks.

7. Click the transformation.
8. Select Lookups; add your lookup "LookupProductByID" using the lookup connection (see SQL books online for lookups). If

for example the lookup is a simple table "LookupProduct", the with columns ProductID and ProductName, the text of the
lookup will be:

9. Click the Transformations tab. Delete the default data transformation "Transform", and create ActiveX transformation
instead. Click on Source Columns and add all columns. Click on Destination Columns and add all columns.

10. Click on the General tab, and then Properties. This results in automatic generation of a script that performs the trivial copy
transformation as shown:

11. Change the value by using the lookup as shown:

12. Save and then run the package.
13. Ensure that the correct data ends up in the OLAP cube. You should save the package as VBScript or a structured storage file,

SELECT ProductName
FROM   LookupProduct
WHERE ProductID=?

   Function Main()
      ...
      DTSDestination("ProductName") = DTSSource("ProductName")
      ...
      Main = DTSTransformStat_OK
   End Function

   Function Main()
      ...
      DTSDestination("Product")= _
                     DTSLookups( "LookupProductByID" ).Execute(  _                       
DTSSource("Product"))
      ...
      Main = DTSTransformStat_OK
   End Function



 

because it contains your custom code, not just the auto-generated steps from BAM.

Note  The lookup works only for the scheduled reports that you perform with DTS and OLAP. If you need different
data than what is collected in the real-time aggregation, then you must retrieve the data before calling the BAM API.

This section contains:

Displaying Localized BAM Search Results
Deploying Localized BAM XML Files
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Displaying Localized BAM Search Results
In certain localized languages such as Chinese, you must add the appropriate language support to Windows so that Internet
Explorer can display the BAM search results correctly. The instructions provided here are for adding Chinese language support.

GB18030 is a Chinese National Standard for encoding characters. Windows 2000, Windows XP, and Windows Server 2003
support GB18030. For the BAM search pages to display GB18030 characters in Internet Explorer, you need to add GB18030
support for these two fonts: Tahoma and Arial.

To enable G18030 support

1. Install the language support for Simplified Chinese on any non-Simplified Chinese version of Windows. On a computer with
Windows XP or Windows Server 2003 installed:

Click Start, click Control Panel, and then select Regional and Language Options.
On the Languages tab, check the Install files for East Asian languages check box.

2. Install the GB18030 support package as a download from http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=26235.

This support package the font necessary to display GB18030 characters (SimSunGB18030.ttc) as well as a Unicode-to-
GB18030 conversion tool (gbunicnv.exe), and a file necessary to support the 4-byte character set (ms4bsp.dll). The
conversion tool is found in C:\Program Files\GB18030Tools folder.

Font linking provides the ability to render non-Latin characters when the font set by the application does not support those
particular characters. It is suitable when an application cannot use a single font face to render all the characters required.

To enable GB18030 font linking on your system

Warning  If you use Registry Editor incorrectly, you may cause serious problems that may require you to reinstall
your operating system. Use Registry Editor at your own risk.

1. Click Start and then click Run.
2. In the "Run" text box, type regedt32 to open the registry. (You can also use "regedit.exe" on Windows XP or later.)
3. Navigate to [HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows NT\CurrentVersion\FontLink\SystemLink]
4. Double-click on the "Tahoma" key, in the right panel.
5. Add "SimSun18030.ttc,SimSun-18030", in a new line, in the edit box.
6. Double-click on the "Arial" key, in the right panel.
7. Add "SimSun18030.ttc,SimSun-18030", in a new line, in the edit box.
8. Click OK to restart the computer.
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Deploying Localized BAM XML Files
Fix for bug 25290

Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Analysis Services supports Unicode mapping. However, there are known character corruption issues
with SQL Server Analysis Services and Visual Basic Unicode mapping. Specifically, if the regional settings are not set to the correct
localized language when the conversion from ANSI to Unicode occurs, the conversion is performed using the wrong locale
information and character corruption occurs.

To deploy the BAM definition XML file successfully, you must switch your system locale to the correct locale before you can
actually deploy a BAM definition XML file that contains localized characters.
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Tracking Profile Editor
This section describes the Tracking Profile Editor (TPE), which is a graphical user interface to help developers create new tracking
profiles, or modify existing tracking profiles, that map a specific view of internal business processes, as well as associated data, to
an orchestration.

This section contains:

About the Tracking Profile Editor
Using the Tracking Profile Editor
Deploying and Undeploying Tracking Profiles
Security Considerations for Tracking Profile Editor
Best Practices for Tracking Profile Editor
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About the Tracking Profile Editor
A profile is a set of characteristics that define a business-related process. A tracking profile is a file with a .btt extension. It contains
the mapping between a specific orchestration and activity definition.

Tracking Profile Editor (TPE) is a graphical user interface to help developers create new tracking profiles or modify existing
tracking profiles that map a specific view of internal business processes, as well as associated data, to an orchestration.

When you create a tracking profile using the TPE, you access the following files:

A deployed assembly stored in the BizTalk Configuration database that contains one or more orchestrations.
An XML-based activity definition file generated by the business analyst using the BAM Activity Wizard within the BAM
Excel workbook template. It defines what activity and event data you need to collect independently from any orchestration.

You cannot use the Tracking Profile Editor to view the schema associated with a shape that has a message of type
System.XML.XMLDocument, since there is no schema available for this type at design time.

You define the data extraction from an orchestration by dropping items from the message schemas and orchestration shapes into
business milestone (event) and data item folders. Although each pane or view and each folder in the TPE has a unique function, all
the views and folders have similar navigational features to help you find and manipulate information. This topic describes the
layout of the TPE and the purpose of various views and folders.

Note  TPE only supports messages that have schemas. If you have a message of type String (not a schema-based message), then
you cannot track it from the TPE.

This section contains:

TPE Views
TPE Folders
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TPE Views
This topic describes the four types of views available to developers using Tracking Profile Editor: Assembly View, Orchestration
View, Message Schema View, and Message Parts List View.

Assembly View
Orchestration View
Message Schema View
Message Parts List View
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Assembly View
The Assembly View is on the left pane of Tracking Profile Editor (TPE) user interface. It displays the overall structure of the tracking
profile in tree view including the following information:

Specific orchestration or orchestrations contained in the assembly that you have selected
Specific information pertaining to the orchestration you selected to extract and represent as activity folders, event
milestones, and data items

The menu of available actions in this view dynamically changes depending on the node selected in the Orchestration View. For
example, if you select an activity folder node, the shortcut menu will contain the shortcut menu items for that activity folder.

See Also
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Orchestration View
The Orchestration View is on the right pane of the Tracking Profile Editor (TPE) user interface. It displays the steps by which BAM
transacts the business process contained within the selected orchestration. This view typically contains low-level technical details,
such as invocations of custom code and exception recovery logic.

You can drag orchestration shapes that represent orchestration constructs or actions, from the orchestration into the business
folders in the Assembly view to do the following:

Create a mapping between the low-level implementation of the business process and the Business Activity Monitoring
(BAM) activity.
Indicate the timestamp to track when the associated underlying construct or action has completed.

The menu of available actions in this view dynamically changes depending on the shape selected. Similarly, if you select the Local
Call shape, the shortcut menu contains the shortcut menu items for the Local Call shape. By default, TPE uses the name of the
shape for the event, but you can rename it as appropriate. This folder has a unique icon.

For an explanation of the Orchestration shapes displayed in the Orchestration View, see Orchestration Shapes.

See Also
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Message Schema View
The Message Schema view in Tracking Profile Editor (TPE) is available from the shortcut menu for some of the shapes in the
Orchestration View. It displays the schema of the XML message associated with the selected action (for example, Message Sent or
Received).

You can drag elements from this schema to the data item folders of the activity, thus indicating you want to extract that data from
specific XPath expression inside the message at this action. For more information about XPath expressions, see
Using XPaths in Message Assignment.

See Also
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Message Parts List View
The Message Parts List View in Tracking Profile Editor (TPE) is available for those orchestration shapes that are associated with
more than one message or with multi-part message(s). It shows the list of all message parts available at this point and whether
they are input or output of the current action.

Double-click on a part of a message to display the Message Schema View.

See Also
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TPE Folders
This topic describes the six types of folders used by Tracking Profile Editor to map a specific view of internal business processes,
as well as associated data, to an orchestration.

This section contains:

Orchestration Folder
Activity and ActivityID Folders
Continuation and ContinuationID Folders
Relationship Folders
Business Event Folders
Data Item Folders
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Orchestration Folder
Orchestrations folders represent the orchestrations defined in the assembly referenced in the BizTalk Server Management
Database and you cannot delete them. For example, in the sample scenario, the assembly is EquityLoan Services, and it contains
the following orchestrations each in their own folder:

CreditHistory
LoanAppraisal
EquityLoan
LoanCustomer

See Also
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Activity and ActivityID Folders
Pre-defined activity folders exist in the activity definition file that the developer imports from the knowledge worker. However,
developers can delete these as required. You may import one or more activity folders under an orchestration folder. All data item
and business event folders are subordinate to and contained within the associated activity folder.

For example, in our sample scenario, the EquityLoan orchestration contains the activity folder LoanProcess. It references
business events including the following:

LoanApplicationReceived
CHRequest
CHResponse
AppraisalRequest
AppraisalResponse
Approved
Denied

For more information about the sample scenario, see Sample Tracking Profile.

The ActivityID folder enables the solution developer to extract data that uniquely identifies the activity, such as a purchase order
number, or, in the case of the sample scenario, the SSN field of the message. If you do not drag any data to the ActivityID folder,
an automatically generated GUID identifies the business activities.

To define the relationship between business events or milestones in different orchestrations, the target orchestration must
reference the ActivityID. For more information about how to implement the concept of relationship using TPE, see
Relationship Folders.

See Also
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Continuation and ContinuationID Folders
In some cases, the actual implementation of a business activity may involve two or more related orchestrations. With correlated
orchestrations, some of the events or data items for each business activity will happen in one orchestration, and some in another.

The Continuation Folder contains data items that indicate a unique instance ID, also called a continuation token. By using the
continuation token, developers can link to other activities using the ContinuationID folder. You must name the two folders the
same. That is the key to associating the two orchestrations together. The Continuation Folder can contain multiple data items.

See Also
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Relationship Folders
TPE creates relationship folders automatically whenever an activity definition file contains more than one activity. The names of
the folders match the name of the associated activity. You form the link by matching the name of the relationship folder to the
activity ID of the related activity and by matching the values for the data items. You define each relationship using a separate
folder.

To indicate the unique instance identifier that links the data item between activities

1. Map a data item to the ActivityId folder of the main orchestration.
2. Drag and drop a data item with the same name as above to the relationship folder in the related activity. The relationship

folder has the same name as the Activity folder of the main activity.

For example, in the sample scenario, there could be a related but separate business process represented in an orchestration called
RefinanceOrchestration. That orchestration could contain a LoanRefinance activity folder, a Refinance ActivityID, and orchestration
shapes such as Receive Appraisal Request. The relationship folder and relationship ID, however, could be LoanID, indicating the
link to the original LoanProcess activity.

See Also

TPE Folders

Tracking Profile Editor
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Business Event Folders
Business event or milestone folders define events that are date or time specific. Pre-defined business event and milestone folders
exist in the activity definition you import from the knowledge worker, and you cannot delete them without re-importing the
activity definition file.

You can drag shapes from the orchestration into the business events folder to track those events as execution of the shapes is
completed. It is important to note that you can only map from the orchestration under which the parent activity resides. For
example, if you have two orchestrations A and B, and you import the definition for B, then when you map events, you can only
map from Orchestration B to the business event folder.

TPE uses the name of the shape for the name of the event folder, and this folder will have a unique icon. For example, in the
sample loan-process scenario, TPE names them according to the event, such as Approved or Denied. You should only track
business events once per business process when that business process spans multiple tracking profiles. If you have a conditional
path in your orchestration, you can select the business event from both paths, as only one will ever execute. You should not select
a shape inside a loop.

Note  While you cannot delete folders without re-importing the activity definition, you can delete shapes (events).

See Also

TPE Folders
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Data Item Folders
Pre-defined data item folders exist in the activity definition file that the developer imports from the knowledge worker and you
cannot delete them. TPE names them for the data items they are tracking, such as Customer Name. You then drop one or more
data items from the Message Schema View into the folder that corresponds to Customer Name.

Only track data items once per business process when that business process spans multiple tracking profiles. If you have a
conditional path in your orchestration, you can select the data item from both paths because only one will run. However, you
should not choose a shape inside a loop unless the values will be different for the data item with each iteration.

See Also
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Using the Tracking Profile Editor
Business processes such as ordering, invoicing, and inventory tracking are the fundamental actions of e-commerce. Microsoft®
BizTalk® Server 2004 enables knowledge workers to gather specific or aggregated real-time information about the state of a
business process. For example, they can find out why a specific customer order was processed but not shipped, or how many
units of a product were sold and shipped in the previous 48-hour period.

Tracking Profile Editor (TPE) is a key component in the end-to-end business activity monitoring solution that Microsoft BizTalk
Server 2004 offers. The Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) Framework provides an easy, real-time, transaction-consistent way to
monitor heterogeneous business applications, and present the data for SQL queries and aggregated reports by using online
analytical processing (OLAP) technology. Knowledge workers can use this information to assess the current state of their business
so that they can quickly respond to changes.

For example, to troubleshoot a specific customer order or analyze trends of specific business events and milestones in the
shipping process, a business analyst can specify the view of the data he wants to see. To extract the data the business analyst
requires, the developer uses TPE to perform the mapping between the specific business event data and the actual orchestration.
After you create, save, test, and deploy the tracking profile, the business analyst can retrieve the data collected to analyze a specific
aspect of a business process.

Before you start working with the Tracking Profile Editor (TPE), we recommend that you understand BizTalk Server and how it
works to facilitate communications across different platforms and applications. For information about the range of technologies
and features that Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 offers, see BizTalk Server 2004 Conceptual Overview.

As a solution developer, you also need to have specialized knowledge about how the business processes of your organization are
implemented using Microsoft BizTalk Server orchestration. You must understand how to use the Orchestration Designer to
produce orchestrations. For more information about Microsoft BizTalk 2004 orchestration, see About Orchestration. For more
information about valid and invalid orchestration shapes using the TPE, see Best Practices for Tracking Profile Editor.

Important  In order to use TPE, you must use a full or custom BizTalk Server product installation and ensure that your
choice includes the "Development Tools Install" option. For more information, see Installing BizTalk Server.

Note  TPE does not track .NET message parts. You cannot view the message schema for these types of messages.

This section contains:

Creating New Tracking Profiles
Sample Tracking Profile
Accessibility for Tracking Profile Editor
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Creating New Tracking Profiles
Your business manager may ask you to create a new tracking profile or modify an existing one to better manage and monitor a
specific business process for your organization. You use Tracking Profile Editor to define the data to collect to meet the business
analyst's requirement. The profile you create or modify can be as simple or as complex as you like depending on the nature of
your business requirements. This topic describes how to create a tracking profile that spans multiple orchestrations.

As a developer, you create a new profile based on an assembly that you deploy in the BizTalk Configuration database. A deployed
assembly may already have a profile defined for it. If not, you create a tracking profile by performing four tasks:

Selecting a deployment server and database
Selecting a deployed assembly from the BizTalk Server Configuration database
Defining the data extraction from the orchestration
Connecting activities if the actual implementation of your business process spans more than one orchestration

Note  The examples in this procedure refer to a specific sample scenario, the business requirements and workflow
involved in a typical loan process. For a description of this sample scenario, see Sample Tracking Profile.

To select the deployment database and server

1. Click Start, point to Programs and Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click Tracking Profile Editor.
2. On the File menu, click Set Management Database. The Select Management Database dialog box appears.

From the Select Database dialog box, do the following to point to the appropriate deployment server and database, and
then click OK.

Use this To do this
SQL Server Choose your deployment server from the list of Microsoft SQL Server™ databases displayed.
Database Name Choose the BizTalk Configuration database from the available databases.

When you have completed this procedure, select an assembly from the BizTalk Server Configuration database.

To select an assembly from the BizTalk Server Configuration database

1. Click Start, point to Programs and Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click Tracking Profile Editor.
2. On the File menu, click New. The Select Assembly dialog box appears. The Select Assembly dialog box displays the

assemblies containing orchestrations that you deploy to the management database.
3. Select an assembly from those contained in the specified database, ensure that the Retrieve the current Tracking

settings for this Assembly check box are unchecked, and click OK.

After you select a specific assembly, the TPE opens. The services of this assembly appear in the Assembly View of the TPE
with each orchestration displayed as a folder.

When you have completed this procedure, define the data extraction from an orchestration.

To define the data extraction from an orchestration

1. From the left-hand pane of the New Tracking Profile window, right-click on the orchestration for which you want to
examine business event data, and then click Import Activity Definition.

2. From the Open dialog box, select the XML-based activity definition to be imported. Click Open. Activity, relationship, and
business event folders pre-defined in the activity definition file you just imported are now displayed hierarchically within the
associated orchestration folder. All data item and business event folders are contained within the associated activity folder.

In the sample loan process scenario, an activity definition called LoanProcessBamDef is imported. It contains the
LoanProcess activity folder, with a customer's SSN as an ActivityID. For more information, see Activity and ActivityID
Folders .

3. Ensure that every activity has an ActivityID or a ContinuationID data item, such as customer SSN, to track.
4. Map orchestration actions to the appropriate business events folder to indicate the event to track. For example, in the

sample scenario, the following items, among others, would be dragged under the LoanProcess activity folder:

LoanApplicationReceived
CreditHistoryRequest



 

CreditHistoryResponse.

For information about the sample scenario, see Sample Tracking Profile.

Once you have finished this procedure, the next step is to indicate which business events in one or more orchestrations to
correlate by constructing connected activities.

To construct connected activities

1. From the left-hand pane of the New Tracking Profile window, right-click on the orchestration for which you want to
examine business event data, and then click Import Activity Definition. Import the same activity definition into both of the
orchestrations to correlate.

2. Identify a "continuation token"—a piece of unique information that is available to both orchestrations. For example if the
CreditHistory orchestration were activated by a message sent from the LoanProcess activity within the EquityLoan
orchestration, the SSN field of the message can be used as a continuation token because it is common to both
orchestrations.

3. Right-click the first orchestration and select New Continuation to create a continuation folder in the first orchestration
(LoanProcess). Name it.

4. From the Orchestration View, select the continuation token you chose in step 2, such as SSN (in this case from the Send
action) and drop it into the continuation folder you created in step 3.

5. Right-click the second orchestration and select New ContinuationID to create a Continuation ID folder in the second
orchestration. Name it using exactly the same name you chose in step 3, and drop in that folder that contains the same data
item (in this case, SSN from the Receive action).

6. On the File menu, click Save As to save the tracking profile as a .btt file to the management database and to avoid
overwriting any existing .btt file.

When you have completed this procedure and are satisfied with your new profile, see
Deploying and Undeploying Tracking Profiles

See Also

TPE Folders

Sample Tracking Profile

Best Practices for Tracking Profile Editor

Tracking Profile Editor
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Sample Tracking Profile
This topic describes a sample tracking profile for a loan process. In the example, the assembly, EquityLoan Services contains
four orchestrations:

LoanAppraisal
CreditHistory
EquityLoan
LoanCustomer (not shown)

The EquityLoan orchestration contains the Loan Process activity folder. That activity folder contains a unique identifier or
ActivityID of customer SSN. The LoanProcess activity folder references loan process business events including:

LoanApplicationReceived
CHRequest
CHResponse
AppraisalRequest
AppraisalResponse
Approved

The following figure illustrates this business process in the Assembly view of Tracking Profile Editor (TPE). The data items map to
the appropriate business event folders.

The following figure illustrates the same business process in the Orchestration view of the TPE.



 

See Also

TPE Views

TPE Folders

Best Practices for Tracking Profile Editor

Creating New Tracking Profiles

Developing Orchestrations

Using Flow Control Shapes
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Accessibility for Tracking Profile Editor
In Tracking Profile Editor (TPE), you can use keyboard shortcuts to perform the same navigation and edit functions that you do by
using a mouse. You can use these shortcuts to perform all the functions used in TPE. This section describes the keyboard shortcuts
and provides some tips about using your keyboard to navigate in TPE.

TPE Tabs

When you first decide to create a new profile or open an existing one from within the TPE, the tab focus is on the left-hand pane in
the Assembly View. The selected assembly highlights.

When you tab out of the Assembly View, the tab focus goes to the assembly path and then to the right-hand pane on the
Orchestration View. When you are in the Orchestration View, you must use the up and down arrow keys to navigate the
orchestration and highlight a specific orchestration shape or business event.

TPE Keyboard Shortcuts

The TPE provides keyboard shortcuts for navigating without a mouse. The following table lists the keyboard shortcuts that TPE
supports.

Action Shortcut
Create a new profile ALT+F + N
Open an existing tracking profile ALT+F + O
Save tracking profile ALT+ F+ S
Save As ALT+ F + A
Delete Delete
Associate with action or data Shift + F10 + A
Open Help F1
Deploy tracking profile ALT+ F + D
Import activity definition Shift + F10 + I
View Message Schema Shift + F10 + M
Exit, close TPE ALT+F + X

See Also
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Deploying and Undeploying Tracking Profiles
Once you have created or modified the tracking profile, the next step is to deploy it to a test database and verify the result
through integration testing. You can deploy the tracking profile from within Tracking Profile Editor (TPE) itself or by using the
command line utility.

To deploy the tracking profile from within the TPE

1. Click Start, point to Programs and Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click Tracking Profile Editor.
2. On the File menu, click Open. Navigate to the correct .btt file on your hard drive. Click Open to load it.
3. On the File menu, click Deploy to deploy the .btt file to a testing database. Verify the result through integration testing.
4. On the File menu, click Save to store the final .btt file to a storage database such as SourceDepot or Microsoft Visual

SourceSafe®.
5. Notify the person in your organization responsible for deployment that the tracking profile tests correctly and is ready for

deployment.

To deploy the tracking profile from the command-line utility

1. From the command prompt, run the bttdeploy.exe tool located in the \Tracking folder as follows:

Important  You must have BizTalk Administrator privileges to use this tool.

The Tracking Profile detects the exact Assembly Version, and bttdeploy.exe will fail if the Assembly fails to deploy.

Important  When deploying from the command line, BAM always deploys the profile to the management database that
you indicate when running the configuration wizard. It does not matter even if you point to a different database from the
Tracking Profile Editor option, "Set Management Database".

2. The TPE displays a dialog that allows you to choose an existing assembly to which you deploy the Tracking Profile. This is
useful when you have a new version of the Assembly, for example.

3. TPE then verifies that the tracking profile still matches your orchestrations. For example, if a shape is missing that maps to a
TPE milestone, then it will display a popup and error icon for the mapping in the left pane.

To undeploy a tracking profile

1. Deploy an empty profile for your assembly.
2. Restart the "BizTalkNT" service.

See Also
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Looping Activities
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Security Considerations for Tracking Profile Editor
Solution developers, system administrators, or IT/Operations personnel must have administrative rights to retrieve or deploy the
tracking profile into a database associated with an assembly. .

Important  You cannot define user roles or grant or deny user permissions using Tracking Profile Editor (TPE). You
can only define these user roles and associated permissions on Microsoft SQL Server.

With Tracking Profile Editor (TPE), administrators can:

Retrieve the active tracking profile associated with an assembly from the BizTalk Server management database
Deploy the new or modified tracking profile into the BizTalk Server management database
Modify the tracking profile which is directly associated with a specific version of an assembly
Modify saved tracking profile files (.btt)

 Security  In the TPE workflow, assuming the development and deployment tasks are separated as is typically the
case, the person responsible for deployment should have read-only access to the .btt file and the associated assembly
file.

See Also
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Best Practices for Tracking Profile Editor
This topic lists best practices guidelines and important notes for using Tracking Profile Editor.

Naming folders in Tracking Profile Editor

Note the following naming requirements when naming folders in Tracking Profile Editor:

The length of the combination of folder name and data item instance values must not exceed 128 characters.
For Continuation and ContinuationID folders, the naming of the folder is the key to correlating two orchestrations. For
example, if Orchestration A is the parent of Orchestration B, Orchestration A contains a continuation folder whose name
maps directly to the ContinuationID folder in Orchestration B.

Developing orchestrations for Tracking Profile Editor

'You cannot map an orchestration to a business activity if it starts or ends with an invalid shape. The Orchestration engine does
not allow tracking for some shapes. They are:

Message Assignment
Transform
Group (Task)
Suspend
Loop (While)

Use the following guidelines when mapping to business activities so that the Tracking Profile Editor and other Business Activity
Monitoring (BAM) tools can use them:

For the Group shape, use a non-transactional Scope shape.
For the While shape, wrap it in a non-transactional Scope shape.
For the Terminate shapes, there is no workaround, because the end event of this shape never occurs in a normal scenario.

Do not start or end schedules with any of the shapes for which drag-and-drop operations are not permitted.

See Also
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Programming with Human Workflow Services
Before you begin, you should be familiar with the concepts in Human Workflow Services (HWS). For Human Workflow Services
code samples, see HWS (BizTalk Server Samples Folder).

Human Workflow Services (HWS) addresses the requirements for supporting a human-oriented automated workflow. HWS not
only enables you to adapt a workflow to the needs of workers in an organization, but it also enables you to capture business
activities as a workflow. You can use HWS to create actions in Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 Orchestration Designer, and then
those actions serve as the building blocks for you to compose rich workflows that model your business processes.

Using HWS involves the following major steps:

Creating an action using the HWS Action template
Configuring the action
Configuring constraints
Creating the workflow model
Driving the action using the HWS Web service

HWS provides a development framework for creating client applications that support human-oriented workflows. When
implemented in a client application, HWS enables information workers to create processes easily where none previously existed.
In addition, you can use HWS to:

Create and participate in workflows by using client applications that expose HWS workflow constructs through the HWS
Web services.
Author workflows by composing workflow building blocks on a case-by-case basis or by using modeled workflows.
Customize workflows to suit departmental policies by leveraging the workflow constraints system.
View the status of ongoing workflows in real time, and easily identify process bottlenecks.

Client applications leverage HWS to enable information workers to create and participate in workflows.

This section contains:

Creating an HWS Project
About Actions
Creating Actions
About Action Templates
About Action Constraints
About Activity Models
About Fact Retrievers
About Action Template Schemas
Creating Action Template Schemas
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Creating an HWS Project
This section discusses how to create a Human Workflow Services (HWS) project in Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET and discusses
the files created as a result.

To create an HWS project

1. Open Visual Studio .NET.
2. In the Visual Studio .NET window, on the File menu, click New, and then click Project.
3. In the New Project window, from the Project Types list click BizTalk Projects, and then from the Templates list, click

BizTalk Server Human Workflow Project.
4. In the BizTalk Server Human Workflow Project dialog, in the Name box, type the name of your project, and then click

OK.

HWS creates the following files by default when you create a new HWS project:

Action.odx: This is the starter orchestration file used to build HWS actions.
Hws_Activate.xsd: This is the XML schema for the activation message of the action. You can extend the ActionSection of
this schema to hold action specific parameters and values. An action can have only one activation message schema
associated with it.
Hws_Synchronize.xsd: This is the XML schema for a synchronize message that an action may send or receive to or from
another action during execution. You can extend the ActionSection of this schema to hold action or message specific
parameters and values. An action can send or receive multiple synchronize messages of the same type or different types.
The Target Namespace of the schema defines a message type. If an action needs to send, receive, or synchronize messages
of multiple types, then you should use multiple copies of Hws_Synchronize.xsd to define them. If multiple actions share the
same set of synchronize message types by way of sending or receiving them, then consider building these into a common
assembly that the action projects can reference.
Hws_Task.xsd: Actions use this XML message schema to assign tasks to a user and receive corresponding responses. You
can extend the ActionSection of this schema to hold action or message specific parameters and values. An action can send
or receive multiple task messages of the same type or different types. If multiple DLLs must share the same schema with the
same namespace, you should define them in a separate DLL or defined them in one DLL that all other DLLs reference. If this
is not done, and the schema is defined in multiple deployed assemblies, then messages of that schema type will fail since
the pipeline will be unable to find the correct schema

Important  HWS message schema definition files cannot contain imported or included schema files.

The action template references a number of external references and the following are of particular interest:

Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.HwsPromotedProperties. This assembly contains the promoted property schema definition for
properties promoted out of HWS schemas.
Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.HwsSchemas. This assembly contains schema definitions for Hws_ActivateResponse,
Hws_Interrupt, and Hws_Finish messages. Actions send or receive these messages.
Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.HwsExceptions. This assembly contains definitions for AbortException and RollbackException
classes used by the action. It also contains a definition of the TemplateExceptionResourceManager class, which you use
to retrieve language-specific messages for exceptions.

Note that adding a new item to the project does not enable you to add a new Synchronize or Task message schema. You must
make copies from an existing file and include them into the project. It is important to change the target namespace in the new
copies of the schemas.

To change the target namespace

1. Open the schema in BizTalk Schema Editor.
2. In the BizTalk Schema Editor dialog, right-click the <Schema> node in the tree view and click Properties. The Properties

dialog appears.
3. In the Properties dialog, the Target Namespace displays under the General category for the <Schema> node.
4. In the Target Namespace field, type the name of your new target namespace and click OK.

See Also
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About Actions
Actions are individual Microsoft® BizTalk® Server orchestrations that represent the smallest unit of work that you can perform.
You can chain several actions together to form a dynamic activity flow. For action code samples, see
Actions (BizTalk Server Sample).
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Creating Actions
This section provides all the details for creating actions. Creating actions is summarized as follows:

1. Create a new Microsoft® BizTalk® Server HWS project in Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET for the action.
2. Modify the activation message.
3. Modify the task message.
4. Add business logic to your action.
5. Create and bind the action's ports.
6. Deploy and register your action.

To create an action, you must first create a new HWS project in Microsoft Visual Studio .NET (see Creating an HWS Project. In your
new project, you will see an action template, which is an orchestration that implements your action logic, and three schema files.
The action template is not as complex as it appears, since you only change part of the orchestration. The rest of the orchestration
exists only to support other parts of HWS functionality. For a detailed explanation of the action template, see
About Action Templates.

Note  You cannot publish actions as a Web service. If you try to publish actions as a Web service you will receive errors indicating
that the receive port types are not public. Instead, we recommend that all your activations go through the Web service.

This section contains:

Modifying the Activation Message
Modifying the Task Message
Adding Action Logic and Tasks
Creating and Binding HWS Ports
Deploying and Registering Actions
Creating Dependent Actions
Correlating Actions with Tasks
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Modifying the Activation Message
When you create an action, you must first modify the activation message to supply your action with data it needs to operate. The
Hws_Activate.xsd file contains the schema for the activation message. This schema defines the message sent from the user
through the AddActionToActivityFlow or AddActivationBlockToActivityFlow methods on the Human Workflow Services
(HWS) Web service; this message causes the action to begin processing. When you open the Hws_Activate.xsd file and fully
expand the activation message schema, you will see that the activation message contains the following three major sections:

HwsSection. This section provides a location for data on which the HWS engine operates. You should not modify this
section of the activation message. Any modifications you make to this section may introduce errors into the system when
you run your action. For more information about the various elements in this section of the activation schema, see
About Action Template Schemas.
ActionSection. This section is initially empty in any new HWS Action project. This section the "user defined" section of the
activation message. You add any elements to send data into your action that you want in the ActionSection. You can add any
data type and as many schema elements as you want inside the ActionSection tags.
Payloads. This section is largely irrelevant at design time. You use this section at run time to attach auxiliary resource
information to the action, which is any information that is pertinent to the process but that the action does not consume.

Note  Ensure that data sent in the payload section of your action's activate message is replicated in all outgoing
Task and Synchronize messages.

After you modify the activation message to suit your action, change the target namespace.

To change the target namespace

1. In the BizTalk Schema Editor dialog, right-click the <Schema> node in the tree view and click Properties. The Properties
dialog appears.

2. In the Properties dialog, the Target Namespace displays under the General category for the <Schema> node.
3. In the Target Namespace field, type the name of your new target namespace and click OK.

With each new HWS action project, the Target Namespace value always defaults to http://tempuri.org/Hws_Activate_Sample. You
must change the namespace to something unique for your action, for example: http://tempuri.org/MyAction_Activate.

Note  If you deploy two action projects to your server and both of them define a schema with the same namespace,
the action will fail to work at runtime. This situation would occur if you created two action project and did not modify
the namespace of the activation message as suggested.

See Also

Creating Actions
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Modifying the Task Message
A task message is a message sent through a BizTalk port that conforms to the Hws_Task schema template. Most actions will
communicate in some way with the users of the system and a task message is the recommended way of doing this.

Note  Do not share the same task message type across multiple actions.

Since it is common for an action to send at least one task, any new HWS action project is created with an Hws_Task.xsd file in it,
which is the schema for that task. If you open the Hws_Task.xsd file in Visual Studio .NET and expand all the nodes in the schema,
you will see that the Hws_Task schema looks very similar to the Hws_Activate schema. The schema has three major sections,
which are the same as the activate message:

HwsSection. Just like the activate schema, the HwsSection contains various elements that carry information required by
HWS in order for the message to work properly. You should not modify the elements in this section when creating a new
action.
ActionSection. You add any action-specific elements in this section. Data placed in this section of a task message is data for
the user that receives the task, such as a string field that explains what the users needs to do. As in the activate message, you
can add as many elements of any type inside the ActionSection tags.
Payloads. This section is largely irrelevant at design time. You use this section at run time to attach auxiliary resource
information to the action, which is any information that is pertinent to the process but that the action does not consume.

After you modify the task message to suit your action, you must change the target namespace.

To change the target namespace

1. In the BizTalk Schema Editor dialog, right-click the <Schema> node in the tree view and click Properties. The Properties
dialog appears.

2. In the Properties dialog, the Target Namespace displays under the General category for the <Schema> node.
3. In the Target Namespace field, type the name of your new target namespace and click OK.

With each new HWS action project, this value always defaults to http://tempuri.org/Hws_Task_Sample. You must change the
namespace to something unique for your action, for example: http://tempuri.org/MyAction_Task.

NOTE>If you deploy two action projects to your server and both of them define a schema with the same namespace,
the action will fail to work at run time. This situation would occur if you created two action projects and did not modify
the namespace of the activation message as suggested.

You may want your action to send multiple task types, and when developing an activity model, multiple task types can help add
definition to an activity flow since it is easier to understand that the tasks are different.

To add more task schema types to an action

1. Copy of the Hws_Task.xsd file and provide an alternate name for the copy.
2. In Visual Studio.NET, add the Hws_Task.xsd file to your HWS Action project using the Visual Studio Add Existing Item

command.
3. This procedure will save you the trouble of replicating all the required HwsSection elements if you had instead just created a

new schema. Ensure that you alter the Target Namespace property of the new schema since you cannot use the same Target
Namespace, even within a single action project.

See Also
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Adding Action Logic and Tasks
After you modify your message schemas, you need to make your action do something. At this point, manipulating the way the
action performs is the same as designing any other orchestration in BizTalk Orchestration Designer. You should follow a few
important design guidelines when creating actions:

Placing action logic. Place all action logic inside the DoAllActionSpecificLogicHere group. All other sections of the HWS
action template support the run time features of the HWS system, and modifying any other sections may lead to errors
when you run the action.

Note   The HWS Web service API uses complex types for ease of client application development. If you only plan
to invoke the HWS Web service from inside an action, then you should use your own .NET object, which will
avoid errors when accessing the Web service.

Constructing and sending tasks. First, create a message that contains a message type of one of the task schemas you
want. Then, populate all required fields of the HwsSection of the task message. Most of these fields can be populated by
creating a map between the activate message and the task message, and copying the data from the activate message.
Additionally, the following fields do not appear in the activation message; however, you must set them to a value before the
orchestration sends them out:

ActorElementXPath
TargetActor
TaskStatus
PercentageComplete
NumberofResponses
TaskDescription
TaskID

Note  The action manager uses the annotation in the activation message to determine the number of in-sync
and out-sync messages. If the annotation is empty, the action manager will not be able to determine if the action
template uses any sync messages. You must annotate the activation message to match the implementation of
the action.

For more information about each of these elements, see About Action Template Schemas.

Receiving responses to tasks. If your action needs to wait for one or more responses from the users that receive tasks, the
action adds receive shapes that use the same schema as the user tasks. Task messages and task response messages must
share the same schema.

See Also
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Creating and Binding HWS Ports
You must bind the logical ports of HWS-enabled actions to physical HTTP ports that you create using BizTalk Explorer in Microsoft
Visual Studio .NET.

A typical HWS action has two logical receive ports that you need to bind:

ActionActivationPort
ActionInterruptPort

Use the following procedure to bind the ports.

To create a receive port for ActionActivationPort binding

1. In BizTalk Explorer, create a new one way receive port do the following:
Use this To do this
Name field Type HwsActivatePort
Authentication Click Not Required
Tracking Type Click <None>
Inbound Maps Click No maps

2. Add a new receive location for HwsActivatePort and do the following:
Use this To do this
Name field Type HwsHttpActivateReceiveLocation
Transport Type Click HTTP

3. In the Address (URI) field, click the ellipsis button and in the HTTP Transport Properties dialog box, do the following:
Use this To do this
Virtual directory 
plus ISAPI extensi
on

Type /HwsMessages/BtsHttpReceive.dll?Activate

Public address This is optional and you may leave this blank. Optionally, you may type this value: http://<computer na
me>/HwsMessages/BtsHttpReceive.dll?Activate, where <computer name> is the computer that run
s HWS.

Return content ty
pe

Click text/XML

Return correlatio
n handle on succ
ess

Click True

4. Click OK.
5. In the Receive Handler field, click BizTalkServerIsolatedHost and click OK.
6. In BizTalk Explorer, bind the ActionActivationPort of the HWS action to HwsActivatePort.

For more information about configuring HTTP receive locations, see Configuring an HTTP Receive Location.

To create a physical receive port for ActionInterruptPort binding

1. In BizTalk Explorer, create a new one way receive port do the following:
Use this To do this
Name field Type HwsActivatePort
Authentication Click Not Required
Tracking Type Click <None>
Inbound Maps Click No maps

2. Add a new receive location for HwsInterruptPort and do the following:
Use this To do this
Name field Type HwsHttpInterruptReceiveLocation
Transport Type Click HTTP

3. In the Address (URI) field, click the ellipsis button and in the HTTP Transport Properties dialog box, do the following:
Use this To do this

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962104(v=bts.10).aspx


 

Virtual directory
plus ISAPI exten
sion

Type /HwsMessages/BtsHttpReceive.dll?InterruptAndResponse

Public address This is optional and you may leave this blank. Optionally, you may type this value: http://<computer na
me>/HwsMessages/BtsHttpReceive.dll?InterruptAndResponse, where <computer name> is the com
puter that runs HWS.

Return content t
ype

Click text/XML

Return correlati
on handle on su
ccess

Click True

4. Click OK.
5. In the Receive Handler field, click BizTalkServerIsolatedHost and click OK.
6. In BizTalk Explorer, bind the ActionInterruptPort of the HWS action to HwsInterruptPort.

If the action receives Hws_Task response messages, then bind the logical ports in the action to ActionInterruptPort configured
previously. You do this because HWS uses the same receive location for interrupt and task response messages. For more
information about binding ports, see Port Bindings.

Binding the Action
Bind the receive port that will receive your task responses to the Interrupt and task response receive location of the HWS system.
In order to maintain a secure system, all task responses must submit via the SendTaskResponse method of the HWS Web service,
then the Web service delivers the message to the appropriate orchestration via the interrupt receive location.

Note  If an orchestration sends a task message file and expects a response file at the same location, the orchestration
will intercept the task message before an actor can. This problem also occurs if the orchestration sends the message
through an HTTP port and is listening through the same receive location. To avoid this issue, you must configure the
send port and receive location to be separate.

Binding File
You can reuse physical receive port definitions across multiple HWS actions. By saving the physical port definitions in a binding
file and reusing it, you can automate the creation and binding of these ports during deployment of the HWS actions. For more
information about creating a binding file, see Exporting Assembly Bindings Using the BizTalk Deployment Wizard.
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Deploying and Registering Actions
After you add logic to your action, you deploy the action in the same way as any orchestration. For more information about
deploying orchestrations, see Deploying Assemblies.

 Security  When you deploy an action, resources such as documents (or document references) that pass through the
HWS activity flows must have the appropriate access permissions set for actors to be able to read and write to them.

After you deploy an HWS action and bind all its logical ports, then use the BizTalk Management console to enlist and start the
action in your BizTalk host application. For more information about enlisting and starting orchestrations, see
Enlisting an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration Console and
Starting an Orchestration with the BizTalk Administration Console.

Finally, use the HWS Administration console to register these actions with the HWS system for constraint creation. For more
information about constraints, see About Action Constraints.

Note  If you un-deploy an action without un-registering from the HWS Administration console will result in runtime errors when
someone tries to instantiate them.

For more information about registering and Unregistering an action, see Registering and Unregistering Actions.

If you un-register an action:

You would not be able to active this action through the Web service.
The Web service would not respond to tasks.
Tracking information for that action may not appear in the tracking database.

 Security  When you deploy an action, resources such as documents (or document references) that pass through the
HWS activity flows must have the appropriate access permissions set for actors to be able to read and write to them.
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Creating Dependent Actions
You can create actions that have dependencies on other actions (known as dependent composition), either in an unplanned
fashion or by creating a dependent transition in an activity model. In this section, the "child" action is the action with a
dependency on another action that is the "parent" action. When you dependently compose actions, the child action runs
automatically when the parent action sends a special type of message, without requiring manual user intervention. This is a useful
feature when a user wants to link several actions that they did not activate individually.

Design the Synchronize Schema

In order to support dependent composition, an action must both send and receive a synchronization message. A synchronization
message is a message that contains a schema that conforms to the Hws_Synchronize schema. This schema is much simpler than
the HWS_Task and HWS_Activate schemas, although it does have a similar structure with an HwsSection block, ActionSection
block, and Payloads block. You should not modify the HwsSection and you should place any new elements you require in the
ActionSection block. The Payloads block should carry auxiliary data that can be unrelated to the action, but should be carried
through and attached to all outgoing messages (if the action receives the synchronization message).

By default, when you create a new HWS action project, the action has an HWS_Synchronize.xsd file. This is the default
synchronization message for the action and, by default, the action template is designed to receive a synchronization message of
that schema. The most important thing to understand about synchronization messages is that in order for two actions to be
dependably compose-able, the parent must send and the child must receive the same schema, with the same namespace.

This presents a problem if you deploy multiple schemas to BizTalk Server that use the same namespace because you will create
errors at run time. There are two solutions: either create a separate project for the synchronize message schema and create
actions that reference the schema, or create the schema in one action and have the other action reference the assembly for that
action.

Send and/or receive the synchronize message

After you design your synchronize message schema, you must send and/or receive a message of that schema type. If you only
want your action to be able to be composed as a child of a dependent link, then you only have to support the receipt of this
message. If your action is to be able to be composed as the parent of a dependent link, your action must send out the
synchronization message.

Since actions send synchronization messages between each other not externally to a user, they are always bound to direct bound
ports. In fact, if you examine the HWS template action, at the top left in the ports user interface space, you will see that the action
template already has direct bound In and Out ports identified as SendOrReceiveSyncMessage already set up. All that is required is
that you send a message that fits your synchronize schema through the Out port, and receive that message type through the "In"
port.

Annotate your action

In order for HWS to recognize which synchronization messages your action sends and receives, you must annotate the schema of
your actions activate message.

To annotate the schema

1. In Visual Studio.NET, open the activate schema and edit the properties of the <schema> node.
2. You will see in the HWS properties an "Incoming Sync messages" property and an "Outgoing Sync messages" property. Edit

these properties by clicking on the text field of the property and then clicking the ellipses button that appears to the right.
3. In the list box that appears, list the namespace of each synchronization message your action can receive in the Incoming

property and the namespace of each synchronization message your action can send in the Outgoing property.
4. After you complete the steps in this section, your action will be able to be dependably composed with other actions that

share its synchronization message.
5. An important final step is to register your action using the HWS Administration console. For more information about

registering actions, see Registering and Unregistering Actions. The registration process updates the HWS system about the
synchronization message characteristics of an action. If you do not run the registration process after deploying your action
after having made the synchronization message changes, HWS will not detect that your message supports dependent
composition with other messages.

See Also
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Correlating Actions with Tasks
When you add an action to an activity flow, such as creating an action instance by calling AddActionToActivityFlow for example,
HWS generates a new task and gives it a unique TaskID GUID. You can get the TaskID by querying the HWS tracking information
by calling GetActivityFlowInfo.

HWS uses an HWS_Task message schema to represent an outbound task message and the inbound response message. The HWS
tracking system determines whether the message is a task or a response depending on the direction in which it is going.

When an orchestration sends a task message and when the response message returns to the orchestration from recipient of the
task, HWS records the messages in HWS tracking tables. Each task message and the corresponding response correlate to the
TaskID.

You can sequentially serialize sending and receiving task messages and responses. Your orchestration sends a task message and
blocks until it receives a response, once unblocked it would send another task message and block for the response, and so on.
Alternatively, your orchestration could send out multiple task messages first and the wait for the responses to return all at once. If
you need to receive more than one response but you do not care about the order in which they return, you can do this with a
‘listen’ shape that you place in a loop.

Note  You cannot dynamically add branches to a ‘listen’ shape.

To configure the ‘listen’ shape, you need to know at design time how many response messages the orchestration will receive.

See Also
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About Action Templates
You create actions using an action template. This section describes action templates in detail. After you create a new HWS project
in Microsoft Visual Studio® .NET (see Creating an HWS Project), you will see an action template, which is an orchestration that
implements your action logic.

Note  Action templates and actions developed using the template generate several level four compilation warning
messages in Microsoft® Visual Studio .NET. You can disregard these warnings encountered during compilation.

This section contains:

Action Template Layout
Action Template Correlation Types
Action Template Ports
Action Template Exception Handling
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Action Template Layout
An action template outlines the structure to which the orchestration must conform. You use the action template to insert your
custom business logic into the DoAllActionSpecificLogicHere group shape of the orchestration. The following figure shows the
layout of an action template. The send or receive connectors for messages sent or received by the template are omitted for clarity.

The following explains items 1 to 7 from the figure above:

1. The action receives an Hws_Activate message over a one-way port that is bound to the HTTP transport. It then creates an
instance of the Hws_ActivateResponse message. You use this message to initialize correlation sets used later in the
orchestration. To do this the orchestration sends the message to itself over a direct bound port. It uses the
SendOrReceiveActivateResponse operation of the ActionDirectBoundOutPort port to send the message and receives it back
using ActionDirectBoundInPort port. This section of the template also checks to see if the value for ParentActionInstanceID
and ActivityModelInstanceID are empty globally unique identifiers (GUID). If so, it generates new GUID values for these
properties. These values will be empty GUIDs if the action being instantiated does not have a parent action or if the action is
not being instantiated as part of an activity model. If there were many such action instances, an equal number of non-
unique subscriptions for Hws_Finish and Hws_Interrupt message types would be created. This can affect the overall
performance of the system if the numbers grow large. Generating new GUID values prevents creation of non-unique
subscriptions and is safe because you do not expect fulfillment of these subscriptions, anyway. Subscription uniqueness
guarantees that the routing performance of these messages for valid subscribers does not degrade.

2. The parallel statement has two branches. The left branch allows for dependent composition of the action to another (tag 3)
and provides the site for custom development within the template (tag 4). The right branch allows the action to listen for
Hws_Interrupt and Hws_Finish messages (tag 5).

3. The decision shape checks to see if action activation occurred with the intention of composing it as dependent on another
action. It checks for the IsDependentOnParent promoted property in the activation message. If so, the action waits for
receipt of an Hws_Synchronize message or Hws_Finish message from the parent action. The Receive shapes for the
Hws_Synchronize message and the Hws_Finish message use correlation sets based on the instance ID of the parent action.
Upon receipt of the Hws_Synchronize message, the execution proceeds to ScopeAllActionSpecificLogic. A receipt of the
Hws_Finish message instead of an Hws_Synchronize message from the parent action causes this action to terminate. In this
case, before terminating the action sends out an Hws_Finish message to the MessageBox over a direct bound port to
indicate its completion.

You can extend the correlation set used on the Hws_Synchronize message to include additional properties promoted out of
the Hws_Activate message. Additional correlation sets can be used as well on the receive shape for the Hws_Synchronize
message.

Note   You can only use the AND operator with values in a correlation set. Using OR with values is not
supported.

The Decision shape (tag 3) collapsed in the previous figure expands to the following:



Note  Listening for the Hws_Finish message, in parallel with the Hws_Synchronize message, allows dependent
actions to clean up if the parent action ends without sending a Hws_Synchronize message.

4. This is the site for custom development within the action template. There is a transactional scope and a compensation block
defined around the site. This allows you to build custom compensation logic if the action or an Hws_Interrupt message s
sent, or if an unknown exception occurs in the action.

5. This section of the action listens for an instance of the Hws_Interrupt message based on multiple subscriptions. It also listens
for an Hws_Finish message from itself.

The action subscribes for the Hws_Interrupt message at three levels of granularity—action instance level, activity flow level,
and activity model level. An interrupt message may request an Abort or a Rollback of the action's operations. Receipt of the
interrupt message causes an exception of Abort or Rollback to occur within the action. These exceptions are caught within
the template (tag 6), and the exception handler calls compensate for the ScopeAllActionSpecificLogic scope (tag 4).

The other message in the listen block is the Hws_Finish message from itself. The action generates this message and HWS
sends it to the MessageBox through a direct-bound port in the left branch of the parallel statement that we describe in
section 2. This occurs after the ScopeAllActionSpecificLogic scope (tag 4) completes. A receipt of this message in the
right side branch causes the listen shape ListenForAbortOrFinish to complete and the branch to end.

6. This section of the action contains exception handlers for the Abort, Rollback, and Unknown exceptions.

The action generates the Abort and Rollback exceptions upon receipt of the Hws_Interrupt message. The exception handler
for Abort exception builds and sends out the Hws_Finish message indicating that the action is completing and then enters
the terminate state. The exception handler for a Rollback exception calls the compensation block
CompensateForAllActionSpecificLogic before building and sending an Hws_Finish message. It then enters the terminate
state.

The exception handler for Unknown exceptions also calls the compensation block
CompensateForAllActionSpecificLogic before building and sending an Hws_Finish message and terminating.

Each exception handler sends out an Hws_Finish message to the MessageBox over a direct bound port. This message
instructs other dependently composed child actions that have not received an Hws_Synchronize message to terminate. Tag
3 is where dependently composed child actions receive the Hws_Finish message.

7. This section of the action listens for an Hws_Finish message from a parent action. If the action does not receive a message
after five seconds, then a timeout occurs and the action completes. This happens so that the action consumes an Hws_Finish
message from a parent action. This condition arises if the parent action sends an Hws_Synchronize message and sends an
Hws_Finish message in quick succession. the dependent child action in the listen shape (tag 3) only consumes the
Hws_Synchronize message. The child action receives, but does not consume the Hws_Finish message because the listen
shape accepts only the first of the two messages. If the child action completes without consuming this message and this
pattern continues for other instances as well, a number of orphaned message entries would build up in the MessageBox
database. This can adversely affect the overall performance of the system. Having a listen shape avoids the action
completing without consuming the Hws_Finish message.
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Action Template Correlation Types
The action template has the following six correlation types defined and used within the orchestration:

ActionInstanceInterruptCorrelation

The ScheduleInstanceID promoted property in the Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.HwsPromotedProperties.dll assembly defines this
correlation type. The action orchestration defines a correlation variable of this type called
corActionInstanceInterruptCorrelation. This correlation initializes upon receipt of the Activation message with the
ActionInstanceID property defined in the HwsSection of the message. You use this variable to correlate the receipt of
ActivateResponse and Interrupt messages within the action orchestration.

ActivityFlowInterruptCorrelation

The ActivityFlowID promoted property in the Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.HwsPromotedProperties.dll assembly defines this
correlation type. The action orchestration defines a correlation variable of this type called corActivityFlowInterruptCorrelation.
This correlation initializes when sending the ActivateResponse message with the ActivityFlowID property defined in the
HwsSection of the message. You use this variable to correlate the receipt of an Interrupt message within the action orchestration.

ActivityModelInstanceInterruptCorrelation

The ActivityModelInstanceID promoted property in the Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.HwsPromotedProperties.dll assembly defines
this correlation type. The action orchestration defines a correlation variable of this type called
corActivityModelInstanceInterruptCorrelation. This correlation initializes when sending the ActivateResponse message with
the ActivityModelInstanceID property defined in the HwsSection of the message. You use this variable to correlate the receipt
of an Interrupt message within the action orchestration.

ParentFinishCorrelation

The ParentInstanceID promoted property in the Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.HwsPromotedProperties.dll assembly defines this
correlation type. The action orchestration defines a correlation variable of this type called corParentFinishCorrelation. This
correlation initializes when sending the ActivateResponse message with the ParentActionInstanceID property defined in the
HwsSection of the message. You use this variable to correlate the receipt of Finish message from a parent action.

SelfFinishCorrelation

The ScheduleInstanceID promoted property in the Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.HwsPromotedProperties.dll assembly defines this
correlation type. The action orchestration defines a correlation variable of this type called corSelfFinishCorrelation. This
correlation initializes when sending the ActivateResponse message with the ActionInstanceID property defined in the
HwsSection of the message. You use this variable to correlate the receipt of Finish message from itself.

SyncCorrelation

The ParentInstanceID promoted property in the Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.HwsPromotedProperties.dll assembly defines this
correlation type. The action orchestration defines a correlation variable of this type called corSyncCorrelation. This correlation
initializes when sending the ActivateResponse message with the ParentActionInstanceID property defined in the HwsSection of
the message. Use this variable to correlate the receipt of Synchronize message from a parent action.

Custom Correlation Types

You can define other correlation types based on promoted properties within the messages sent or received by the action. You can
extend the SyncCorrelation type to include additional properties that you add and promote out of the Synchronize message
during action development.

Note   You can define a correlation type on one or more promoted properties. The created subscription filter is limited
to using the AND operator for the values defined in the correlation set. Using the OR operator on values is not
supported.
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Action Template Ports
The default action template has the following four orchestration ports defined:

ActionActivationPort

This is a one-way port for receiving the activation message. This port defines an operation called ActivationOperation, which
subscribes to the HWS activate message. The port is internal and is late bound. At deployment, this port should be bound to HTTP
transport having /HwsMessages/BtsHttpReceive.dll?Activate as the primary receive location.

ActionInterruptPort

A one-way port exists to receive an interrupt message that causes an abort or rollback to happen in the action. This port has an
operation called InterruptOperation defined on it that subscribes to the HWS interrupt message. The port is private and is late
bound. At deployment, this port should be bound to HTTP transport having /HwsMessages/BtsHttpReceive.dll?
InterruptAndResponse as its primary receive location.

ActionDirectBoundInPort

This is a one-way direct bound port for receiving Finish, Synchronize and ActivateResponse messages. The port defines
SendOrReceiveFinishMessage, SendOrReceiveSyncMessage, and SendOrReceiveActivateResponse operations for
sending these messages. The port is private and is marked for ordered receipt of messages. This port is bound to the MessageBox
database for receiving subscribed messages.

ActionDirectBoundOutPort

This is a one-way direct bound port for publishing Finish, Synchronize and ActivateResponse messages to the MessageBox
database. The port defines SendOrReceiveFinishMessage, SendOrReceiveSyncMessage, and
SendOrReceiveActivateResponse operations for receiving these messages. The port is private and is marked for ordered
delivery of messages. This port is bound to the MessageBox database for publishing messages to it directly.

Custom Ports

You can define other ports as necessary to send task messages and receive responses or other application specific messages. Bind
the defined ports for receiving response messages to the HTTP transport that has /HwsMessages/BtsHttpReceive.dll?
InterruptAndResponse as the primary receive location.
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Action Template Exception Handling
In BizTalk Server, if the MessageBox database receives a message from an orchestration and there are no subscribers for that
message, then the orchestration receives a persistence exception of type Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PersistenceException
that wraps another exception of type Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PublishMessageException within it.

A persistence exception may occur for a variety of reasons, but in scenarios where the orchestration would like to ignore this
exception if there were no subscribers for the message it sent then it should inspect the inner exception to be of type
PublishMessageException.

Implement the following sample code inside the exception catch block for type PersistenceException as shown:

The HWS action template uses this logic for an HWS_Finish message Send in the CatchAbortExceptionBlock.

The Send shape in this case is inside a scope called ScopeForSendingFinishMessage and has an exception handler block
associated with it called CatchPersistenceException. Inside this exception handler block, a check for the inner exception occurs
and if the type turns out to be PublishMessageException, the exception is ignored; otherwise, it is re-thrown.

Ignoring the PersistenceException if the inner exception is PublishMessageException may be necessary in scenarios where
an HWS action sends out an Hws_Sychronize message type that does not have any subscribers. In such scenarios, the sending
orchestration may want to ignore the PersistenceException if the inner exception is PublishMessageException.

This, however, does not mean that you should ignore PeristenceExceptions due to missing subscribers for an application-
specific message. It shows how to inspect the exception and take appropriate action as necessary.
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About Action Constraints
You use constraints to secure and guide workflow actions in Human Workflow Services (HWS). Using constraints, an HWS
administrator can set policies on who can perform actions, as well as who can be targets of these actions. Constraints define the
security policy for an action in an HWS deployment.

Note  Constraints are linked to orchestration IDs; therefore, when you increment action versions, your orchestration
ID changes which means you must recreate your constraints.

There are two types of constraints, role constraints and target constraints.

Role constraints relate to constraints on Activity Models. For more information about role constraints, see Role Constraints.
Target constraints are a set of clauses, which define who can be a target of an action. For more information about target
constraints, see Step.AddTargetConstraint Method.

You represent constraints in the following form:

Source Clauses

Source clauses are composed of a set of zero or more clauses that define the set of source actors. Source actors are those actors
that can initiate the action.

Action

Action is the identifier for the action to which this constraint applies.

Enacted Clauses

Enacted clauses are composed of a set of 0 or more clauses that define the set of Enacted actors. The enacted users are those on
which a transitive business action acts. Examples of this concept are the delegate or escalate action in workflow. When someone
does not complete their task, you would escalate the task to their manager. You would do this by initiating the escalate action on
the person and target their manager. In this example, the person is the enacted on user while their manager is the target. Using
the Enacted clauses, an administrator could set a constraint that would define that when you escalate someone's task, it must go
to their manager. This policy enforces the targeting of the appropriate person to rectify the situation and acts as guidance to those
using the system.

Target Clauses

Target clauses are composed of a set of zero or more clauses that define the set of target actors. Target actors are receive tasks.

Clause Format

Each clause in a constraint is in the form of:

Fact Retriever properties are data from Fact Retrievers. For more information, see About Fact Retrievers.

The following is an example of a clause:

Number Source Action Enacted On Target
1 User.Group = "Finance" Approve  User.Role = "Manager"

And

User.Level > 5

2 <Allow All> Escalate <Allow All> User.DirectReports contains EnactedOn.UserName

1. This constraint defines a policy that states that users in the "Finance" group can initiate an approval action and that the
target must be someone in the "Manager" role with a level greater than five.

2. This constraint defines a policy that states that everyone can initiate an escalation on everyone else, and the escalation
action's target must go to the target's manager.

<Source Clauses> <Action> <Enacted Clauses> <Target Clauses>

<FactRetriever Property> ? <Operator> ? <value(s)>



 

Note   These constraints assume that there is a Fact Retriever installed that exposes at least the following properties:
Group, Role, DirectReports, and UserName.

The three supported roles are the Initiator (who can create an instance of the activity model), the Observer (who can have visibility
into existing activity model instances), and the Owner (who has an elevated level of authority into existing runtime activity model
instances.

Since the Approval action is not a transitive action, there is no need to define any clauses for the EnactedOn user.

When constraints are added/modified/removed, once the OK button is pressed, the WMI components will alert the HWS Web
Service of the change and it will update itself with the new constraint information. This allows the constraint evaluation against
the most up to date information in the Administration database, thereby allowing real time policy enforcement. In fact, every time
the fact retrievers have a constraint to evaluate, they retrieve user data to ensure that they evaluate constraints against the most
up to date information.

This section contains:

Multiple Constraints
Positive and Negative Constraints
Activity Model Constraints
Constraints Interaction with Fact Retrievers
Constraints Data Types
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Multiple Constraints
You can define more than one constraint for a given action. When there is more than one constraint for a given action, both
constraints are enforced like in the following two example constraints:

And

The first constraint means that if an actor is in the "Finance" group, they can initiate an approval action to someone in the
"Manager" role. The second constraint means that if an actor is in the "Marketing" group, they can initiate an approval action to
someone in the "Group Manager" role. However, if an actor is in the "Finance" and "Marketing" groups, they can initiate an
approval action to someone in the "Manager" or the "Group Manager" role. Essentially, each constraint is evaluated and for each
successful evaluation, the target sets are combined (OR operation) together.
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Positive and Negative Constraints
Constraints can be positive or negative and they both have the same form. When constraints are evaluated, negative constraints
have precedence over positive constraints. If there is a constraint preventing an actor from performing a specific action or
targeting a specific actor, and there is a constraint allowing this same action, then the negative constraint will prevail and the actor
cannot perform the specified action. For example:

Positive Constraint

Negative Constraint

And

In this example, even if Bob was in the Finance group, a constraint states that he cannot initiate the approval action targeting
anyone. Therefore, even though he satisfies the positive constraint, he cannot initiate the approval action. Additionally, another
negative constraint states that Jim cannot be the target of the approval action. Therefore, even if Jim is in the "Manager" role, he
cannot be the target of the approval action.

And

You can specify this set of users as the "Approving Managers" group. This group has no meaning outside of the HWS system. The
user system in the deployment only has the notion of roles and levels, but nothing to correlate them. The target group allows the
system to define a group to define Managers with a level of greater than five known as "Approving Managers". You can use this
target group to initiate an action through the HWS Web service. The HWS Web service returns these groups when it receives a
query for a set of targets, and when the constraint for the target group is set to true.

The constraints explained so far are base system constraints and are applied for every action performed in the HWS environment.
Activity model related constraints are explained below.
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Activity Model Constraints
Constraints can also be set specifically to individual activity models. There are three forms of activity model related constraints:

Step constraints
Activity model specific system constraints
Activity model role constraints

Step constraints define who can be the targets of each step in the activity model. Step constraints only have a step ID and a set of
target clauses. This defines the set of users who are valid targets for the respective step.

Activity model specific system constraints are the same as system constraints but they only apply for the specific activity model.
For a specific action, if there is an activity model specific system constraint, it will be used instead of any base system constraints
when the action is performed within the context of that activity model. An example of this is:

Activity Model role constraints define:

Initiator Constraints - set of actors that can initiate the respective Activity Model.
Owner Constraints- the set of actors which have Owner rights to the Activity Model (see Activity Model documentation)
Observer Constraints - set of actors which have Observer rights to the Activity Model (see AM documentation)

Role constraints consists of a single set of clauses which when evaluated define the resulting set of actors. The following is an
example role constraint for the Budget Approval Activity Model:

For the constraints above, if the escalate action is initiated in the context of the specified activity model, the target must be
someone in the "Director" role. If the escalate action is performed outside the context of this activity model, the target must be
someone in the "Manager" role.

For step execution in Activity Models, both the step constraints and the System constraints for the action for which the step
contains are evaluated. If there are Activity Model specific system constraints for that action, it will be used instead of the base
system constraints. Otherwise, the base system constraints will be used. For initiation of actions within an activity model, activity
model specific system constraints will be used if they exist, otherwise, the base system constraints will be used.
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Constraints Interaction with Fact Retrievers
Constraints use facts from the fact retrievers. Fact retrievers let the HWS constraints service to use any user data in the
organization to create constraints. Whether user data exists in Microsoft stores (SQL, AD, Passport..), third party stores (Lotus
Notes, Oracle…) or proprietary stores (XML file, custom DB implementation…), a Fact Retriever can be implemented to retrieve
this data and allow the Constraint Service to use it to evaluate constraints. You can enable multiple fact retrievers within an HWS
deployment and you can create constraints that reference facts from different fact retrievers. For example:

If the Role fact was retrieved from Fact Retriever1 and Level was retrieved from Fact Retriever2, then resulting set would be the
intersection of the users obtained from each Fact Retriever. If in User Store1 which is queried by Fact Retriever1, Bob, Jim, and
Sandy are in the manager role, and in User Store2 which is queried by Fact Retriever2, Tom, Jim, Sandy, and Bill have a level
grater than 5, then resulting set from this constraint would be Jim and Sandy because they are the only ones which satisfy both
clauses.

If the HWS deployment has no Fact Retrievers enabled, then constraints can still be created using facts from the Intrinsic Fact
Retriever. It exposes the following properties:

User Name
Day of week (note that 0 is Sunday)
Time of day
Current Time
Current Date
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Constraints Data Types
The following data types are used for constraints in HWS. Use this information when converting constraint data types to other
formats such as SQL and Win32 data types.

Int - 32 bit integer
Real - 32 bit floating point number
DateTime - determined by the user's locale settings, for example in yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss
Date - determined by the user's locale settings, for example in yyyy/mm/dd format
Time - in hh:mm:ss format
UserID - 256 unicode characters
String - 256 unicode characters
Boolean - True/False
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About Activity Models
Activity models are the HWS construct for a predefined workflow. Use activity models to guide or enforce a particular order to a
series of actions in a business process. While some processes are very difficult to pre-define, many others do follow a general
structure. HWS supports this structure that provides:

Metadata to better inform the end user on possible next steps
Fine-grained control of the process flow and its participants
The ability to combine multiple actions that normally run individually in a dynamic workflow, into a single block of
execution that maintains the order

Create and manipulate activity models using the activity model designer API, which you can find in the
Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign.dll in the Developer Tools directory of your installation.

For activity model code samples, see Activity Model Designer API and Client Component (BizTalk Server Sample).

There are four major classes in the object model exposed by this API, the DesignManager class, the ActivityModel class, the
Step class, and the Transition class.

DesignManager class. The DesignManager Class provides the environment in which you create activity models. It must be
connected to a specific HWS installation to be useful, and once connected, provides information from the HWS system
about available actions, activity models, fact retrievers, etc. Use this class to construct the other classes in the object model.
ActivityModel class. The ActivityModel Class represents a single activity model. It provides all the activity model wide
properties, and serves as a factory/container for the Step and Transition classes that form an activity model.
Step class. The Step Class represents the occurrence of an action within an activity model. Each instance of the class is
associated with an action type, and it also carries secondary data about the step in the activity model, such as any default
parameters and constraints.
Transition class. The Transition Class creates the ordering between steps in an activity model, and represents a flow of
control from one step to another in an activity model.

This section contains:

Developing Activity Models
Dependent and Independent Transitions
Metadata
Saving and Retrieving Activity Models
Step Constraints
Role Constraints
Loops
Default Parameters
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Developing Activity Models
The following outlines the development process of an activity model:

Create an instance of the DesignManager class. In order to create a simple activity model, the first thing you must do is
create an instance of the DesignManager class. As mentioned previously, this class gathers information about the
environment in which you are creating your activity model. Once you create the class, you call the Connect method in order
to attach the design manager to your specific HWS installation. None of the other class methods will succeed if the
DesignManager is not connected.
Create the activity model class. The next step is to create the activity model class. The DesignManager class serves as a
factory for the ActivityModel class, and the only way to obtain a reference to an ActivityModel class instance is by calling
one of the Load methods of the DesignManager class (to load a pre-existing activity model), or by calling the
CreateActivityModel method to create a new, blank activity model.
Add and connect steps to the ActivityModel instance. Once you have a reference to an activity model, the creation of
an activity model involves adding steps to the ActivityModel instance (via the AddStep method) and connecting the created
steps in a sequence by adding transitions between the steps (via the AddTransition method). To add a step to an activity
model, you must know the Id of the action type you want to associate with that step. The easiest way to obtain a list of
actions and their corresponding Ids is to call the GetActionCatalog method on the DesignManager class. The out parameter
is an array of all action type registered with the connected HWS system.

Each new step added to the activity model gets an ID. That ID is unique within the activity model, but not unique among all activity
models. The id property is read-only, and you use it to refer to that step in various places through the activity model designer API.
The two most prominent places are in the Transition class, and the StepDictionary class. The StepDictionary class is a type specific
dictionary class that contains all steps present in the activity model (you can retrieve it by a call to GetSteps). HWS indexes the
dictionary by step id, so whenever you have a step Id, and you want the entire Step class for that Id, you simply access the
StepDictionary for the activity model at that particular index.

When you add a step to an activity model, it has no initial connection to any Transition objects. You refer to any step that is not
the child of any transition objects in the activity model as a root step (it is the root of a tree of one or more actions). The method
GetRootActions on the ActivityModel class will return an array step Ids that list all steps not currently the child of any transitions
in the activity model.
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Dependent and Independent Transitions
There are two different types of transitions in the HWS activity model system, independent and dependent. Independent
transitions are transitions that must by explicitly followed by a user calling the HWS Web service
AddActivationBlockToActivityFlow method, passing the appropriate parent information and the Id of the step which is the child of
the independent transition.

Dependent transitions are transitions that the HWS system automatically follows when the parent action has reached a certain
point and signaled this by sending a sync message (See the Creating Dependent Actions topic for more information on sync
messages). In order for this to succeed in HWS, you must activate both the parent and child actions of a dependent transition at
the same time. Depending on your particular process, you may need on or the other, or both types of transitions throughout your
activity model.

By linking two actions with a dependent transition, you create an "activation block". Actually, every step you create in an activity
model is an activation block; however, by linking two steps via a dependent transition, you create a non-trivial activation block.
HWS defines an activation block as an action that is either a root step, or the child of an independent transition, and all steps
linked by a chain of one or more dependent transitions to that first step. In simple terms, an activation block is a collection of
actions that must activate at the same time since the parent and child of a dependent transition activate at the same time. It is
important to realize, then, that the user who activates that first step in an activation block will have to supply the parameters for
the activation message for all steps contained within that activation block.

One restriction present in the HWS activity model is that a step may be the child of at most one non-looping transitions (Looping
transitions are discussed below). This means that while a single step can branch out to multiple "branches" of the activity model
"tree", it will not be possible to bring those branches back together with transitions to a single step. It is certainly possible to
simulate such behavior through some logic inside the action, just not explicitly through designing an activity model.
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Metadata
Both the ActivityModel class and the Step class have fields on them to store some basic metadata about the specific occurrence of
that class in the activity model. Both classes support a Name and Description field that returns from some of the HWS Web
service calls to help give the user context surrounding the information retrieved from the Web service.

Along with Name and Description, the ActivityModel class also contains an Annotation field, which is a string property that may
have any data placed in it that you may choose. The data of the Annotation field will be stored along with the activity model, but
does not affect how the activity model performs. This field carries such things as layout information for a visual designer
application built around the activity model designer API, or perhaps propriety meta-data.
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Saving and Retrieving Activity Models
Once you have completed the creation of your activity model, now you save the activity model to your HWS system in order for
your users to be able to initiate the activity model. You achieve this is achieved the SaveActivityModelToSystem method on the
DesignManager class, which will store the activity model passed into the method in the connected HWS System.

If you wish to retrieve an activity model that resides on the system, you can use the LoadActivityModelFromSystem method to
generate an instance of the ActivityModel class with all the data for the specified activity model.

It is possible to stop development on an activity model before the activity model is complete and store the activity model in a
temporary file so that work can be continued on the activity model at a later date by using the SaveActivityModelToFile method of
the DesignManager class. To resume work on the activity model, simply load the model back from file using the
LoadActivityModelFromFile method.
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Step Constraints
Step constraints are an extension of the HWS constraint system (See the Setting Up Action Constraints topic) that allows an even
finer grained level of control when working within an activity model. HWS system level constraints allow you to restrict or guide
the set of users that can initiate or be a target of a certain type of action. Step level constraints enable you to restrict of guide the
set of users that you can choose as targets for each step. For example, in an expense report process, you could restrict the initial
expense approval step's targets to be a user with a manager level in the org chart. Constraints only affect the steps to which you
apply them, even if there are other steps in the activity model that reference the same action type.

Unlike system level constraints, however, it is not possible to grant more authority with step constraints than a user already has.
Step constraints evaluate along with system constraints, and only users who satisfy both types of constraints for a given step can
be targets.
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Role Constraints
Role constraints are a little different from the other types of constraints you have seen to this point. Role constraints do not relate
to specific action types or steps, they apply to an entire activity model. In HWS, users fit three special roles.

The roles for an ActivityModel are:

Initiator: A user who can start the ActivityModel.

Owner: A user who is the owner for an ActivityModel. Owner can extend an activity flow by adding an action from a step in an
activity model. Owner can also execute a step in an activity model.

Observer: A user who can view the activity flow. An observer of an activity model need not be a participant in the activity flow to
view it.

Roles contain users who may be involved in an activity model without necessarily being a participant in the activity model. For a
detailed description of activity model roles, see AddRoleConstraint.

Add role constraints to an instance of the ActivityModel class to specify the parameters a user must meet to operate under that
role's authority.
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Loops
Loops may occur in pre-defined workflows. Activity models support the construction of loop transitions, unlike workflows
dynamically created at runtime when loops are not possible. Loop transitions indicate that the workflow can return to a previously
visited step in the process, just like normal transitions.

There are a few important things to note about looping transitions:

When a step runs again because of a looping transition, a new instance of that step activates. The loop does not return the
workflow to the previously instantiated action, as most likely that action has long since completed.
A looping transition must be independent. It is not possible to create a dependent looping transition in HWS.
You must independently activate the child step of a looping transition. This is different from #2 in that #2 specifies the
transition that forms the loop must be independent. This rule specifies that the child step of a looping transition must
activate independently by all transitions that have the step as a child. This includes the loop transition, and the original
transition involving the step in the activity model.

Special Case Involving Loops
The following describes a loop situation you may encounter when you add steps to an activity model.

In this situation, assume that you add a step zero and step one to your activity model. Then you add a transition between step
zero and step one and a transition between step one and step zero.

At this point, you have an activity model, which is one big loop. Step zero remains the only root step, since step zero was a root
step prior to adding the second transition.

The problem is that you may want step one to be the root. You cannot simply change the root to step one. In order to resolve this
situation, you must first delete the transition from step zero to step one, since the activity model is now linear and the only step
that is not a child of any transitions is step one. Step one becomes the new root step. Additionally, you must re-add the transition
from step zero to step one. Step one remains the root step.
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Default Parameters
Default parameters are possibly the most important advanced feature of activity models. They allow the designer of the activity
model to specify default values for the activation message of a step, and those default value will be communicated to the user at
runtime when the users asks the HWS Web service for the parameters of the step. Users can change those default values if they
choose, however if they do nothing, the default values will be returned to the system as specified by the activity model designer.

The benefit of default parameters is the ability of the designer to develop a customized activity model from a catalog of generic
actions. The goal of long-term action development in HWS is to accumulate a catalog of generic, re-useable actions. The usual
side effect of reusability, however, is that an action may require a large number of configuration parameters to be set. In most
cases, the parameters do not relate to the business process and would confuse the end user. Using default parameters, the activity
model designer can supply default values for those configuration parameters, and then design a UI that simply does not show the
parameters to the user, alleviating the problem.

To retrieve or set the default parameters on a step, you use the GetParameters and SetParameters methods respectively.
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About Fact Retrievers
Fact Retrievers are .NET assemblies that implement the IFactRetriever interface. You use fact retrievers to allow the HWS system
to leverage user information in the organization. For example, in an organization with an existing infrastructure where user
information is kept in some third party or proprietary user store, it would be ideal if the HWS system could leverage this rich
information to set up constraints. By implementing the IFactRetriever interface to retrieve this rich user data, it will allow HWS to
use the existing infrastructure and easily integrate with it. You can easily implement a Fact Retriever for your custom user store,
whatever form it exists.

For a fact retriever code sample, see Active Directory Fact Retriever.

Use constraints to filter, provide guidance, or enforce restrictions on users, or actors, within an activity flow. The fact store
retriever provides the mechanism to retrieve, but not modify, facts about the actors from existing data sources. In turn, HWS
provides these facts to the constraint service to enforce the constraints.

When you create a fact retriever, the only requirement is that it must implement the IFactRetriever Interface. This provides the
Human Workflow Services (HWS) Web services a common interface for executing queries against any data source, such as
Microsoft® Active Directory® directory service, Exchange store, Microsoft SQL Server™, flat-file, etc. It is possible to have many
fact retrievers that use the same data source. For example, a SQL Server store may have several fact retrievers bound to it, with
each fact retriever exposing a different set of properties, or facts. For sample code that demonstrates interacting with a fact
retriever programmatically, see Activity Model Designer API and Client Component (BizTalk Server Sample).

 Security  HWS sends fact retriever connection strings in clear text over the network. It can be a potential security risk
if you use SQL Authentication, rather than Windows® authentication. If you do not use Widows authentication, you
should perform some type of authentication in your code.
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About Action Template Schemas
The action project template creates several schemas. This section explains the schemas and their elements.

This section contains:

Hws_Activate Schema
Hws_ActivateResponse Schema
Hws_Synchronize Schema
Hws_Task Schema
Hws_Finish Schema
Hws_Interrupt Schema
Tasks for Defining and Updating Schemas
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Hws_Activate Schema
You use the Hws_Activate message to supply parameters to an action during its activation. An action can have at most one
activation message schema associated with it. The Hws_Activate message has three child elements under the HwsMessage node.
These are HwsSection, ActionSection and Payloads.

HwsSection

The HwsSection holds definitions of XML elements and attributes that HWS reserves for its own use. Do not modify elements or
attributes defined under this section. The following list explains the elements/attributes defined under the HwsSection node.

Node Name No
de 
Ty
pe

Da
ta 
Ty
pe

Mix/M
ax Occ
urrenc
e

Description

ActionInstance
Description

Ele
me
nt

Stri
ng

1/1 The value for this element should carry a description for the action instance to activate.

ActionInstance
ID †

Ele
me
nt

Stri
ng

1/1 The value for this element is a GUID string that uniquely identifies an instance of the action to acti
vate.

ActionProperti
es

Rec
ord

 1/1 This node groups properties that correspond to an action instance to track.

ActionProperti
es\Property

Rec
ord

Stri
ng

0\unbo
unded

This property is optional. Nodes of this type carry values for properties to track at the action-insta
nce level.

ActionProperti
es\Property\D
escription

Attr
ibu
te

Stri
ng

1/1 Description of the property being tracked at action-instance level

ActionProperti
es\Property\N
ame

Attr
ibu
te

Stri
ng

1/1 Name of the property being tracked at action-instance level

ActionProperti
es\Property\T
ype

Attr
ibu
te

Stri
ng

1/1 Data type of the property being tracked at action-instance level

ActionTypeID Ele
me
nt

Stri
ng

1/1 The value for this element is a GUID string that identifies the action being instantiated.

ActivityFlowD
escription

Ele
me
nt

Stri
ng

1/1 The value for this element should carry a description of the activity flow of which the action being 
instantiated is going to be a part.

ActivityFlowID
†

Ele
me
nt

Stri
ng

1/1 The value for this element is a GUID string. It identifies the activity flow to which the action being i
nstantiated belongs.

ActivityFlowPr
operties

Rec
ord

 1/1 This node groups properties that correspond to a activity flow to track, so that they HWS can use t
hem in other activity flow actions.

ActivityFlowPr
operties\Prop
erty

Rec
ord

Stri
ng

0/unbo
unded

This property is optional. Nodes of this type carry values for properties to track at the activity flow 
level.

ActivityFlowPr
operties\Prop
erty\Descripti
on

Attr
ibu
te

Stri
ng

1/1 Description of the property to track at the activity-flow level

ActivityFlowPr
operties\Prop
erty\Name

Attr
ibu
te

Stri
ng

1/1 Name of the property to track at the activity-flow level

ActivityFlowPr
operties\Prop
erty\Type

Attr
ibu
te

Stri
ng

1/1 Data type of the property to track at activity-flow level.



ActivityModelI
nstanceID †

Ele
me
nt

Stri
ng

1/1 The value for this element is a GUID string that identifies the activity model instance to which the i
nitiated action belongs.

ActivityModel
StepID

Ele
me
nt

Int 1/1 The value for this element is an integer that identifies an activity model step associated with this a
ction. Each step within an activity model is associated with one action.

ActivityModel
TypeID

Ele
me
nt

Stri
ng

1/1 The value for this element is a GUID string that identifies the activity model of which the action bei
ng instantiated is a part.

HwsMessageT
ype

Attr
ibu
te

Stri
ng

1/1 This attribute identifies the message schema to be of type Hws_Activate. The default value for the 
attribute is Hws_Activate.

HwsWebServi
ceUrl

Ele
me
nt

Stri
ng

1/1 URL of the Human Workflow Services Web service

InitiatingActor Ele
me
nt

Stri
ng

1/1 The value for this element is the domain\username of the actor initiating the action.

IsDependentO
nParent †

Ele
me
nt

Bo
ole
an

1/1 This flag determines if the action being instantiated should wait for a synchronize message from a
parent action instance. If true, the current action waits for a synchronize message from the parent 
action before it proceeds. If false, the current action does not wait for the synchronize message.

ParentActionI
nstanceID †

Ele
me
nt

Stri
ng

1/1 The value for this element is a GUID string that identifies the action instance preceding this action i
n the activity flow.

ParentTaskID Ele
me
nt

Stri
ng

1/1 The value for this element is a GUID string that identifies a task from a preceding action in the acti
vity flow. This is the task message ID that led or required the initiating actor to activate the current 
action.

† These properties promote by default to refer to and use in the action template.

ActionSection

The ActionSection is customizable by action developers and can contain any action specific parameters and values to deliver to
the action during instantiation. This section may contain elements that correspond to human targets for the action. The HWS
interceptor does not track the values of elements/attributes in the ActionSection. If you have properties to track, specify them in
the instance document under the pre-defined HwsSection\ActionProperties collection.

Payloads

The payloads node in the schema is a placeholder for applications to specify additional information that they may need to include
in the other messages sent out by the action.

Annotations

The activation message schema carries annotations used by the HWS system. These annotations are defined using HWS
extensions to the Schema Editor and appear as properties in the HWS category of the properties for the schema. HWS defines
some properties at the schema root-node level and some at the element-node level. For more information, see
Supplemental Node Properties for HWS Schemas.

Schema node properties

To view these properties, open the activation message schema in BizTalk Schema Editor. Select the <Schema> node, right-click
and select Properties. In the Properties window, select the Categorized view. The following properties appear under the HWS
grouping:

Description: The value in this property is used to describe the action the activation message is associated with.
Incoming Sync messages: This property specifies the target namespace of the synchronize messages that are received by
the orchestration associated with the activation message. Select the ellipsis (…) button; it brings up a dialog box where you
can specify the target namespace of synchronize messages received.
Outgoing Sync messages: This property specifies the target namespace of the synchronize messages that are sent by the
orchestration associated with the activation message. Select the ellipsis (…) button; it brings up a dialog box where you can



 

specify the target namespace of synchronize messages sent.

Element node properties

For element nodes defined under the ActionSection element of the schema document HWS defines the following property:

Target: This is a Boolean property. The value true indicates that the element node is a human target that is a recipient of one
or more task messages sent by the action associated with the activation message. A false value or if a value is not specified,
indicates that the node is not a human target.

Remarks

Each activation message schema should have a Target Namespace that uniquely identifies it within the set of deployed actions
and schemas. You should modify the default value: http://tempuri.org/Hws_Activate_Sample.

An action should not have more than one activation messages associated with it.

An instance of the activate message is received over the ActionActivationPort in the template bound to a one-way port with HTTP
receive location /HwsMessages/BtsHttpReceive.dll?Activate.

An activation message schema should not refer to other schemas by means of an include or import statement. HWS message
schemas do not support this.
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Hws_ActivateResponse Schema
The action template uses the Hws_ActivateResponse message internally to initialize a set of correlation variables for receiving
other messages in the template. The Hws_ActivateResponse message has only one child element under the HwsMessage node.
This is the HwsSection.

HwsSection

The HwsSection holds definitions of XML elements and attributes that are reserved for use by the HWS system. Elements or
attributes defined under this section should not be modified. Following is the list of elements/attributes defined under the
HwsSection node.

Node Name Node 
Type

Data 
Type

Min/Max Oc
currence

Description

ActionInstance
ID †

Eleme
nt

String 1/1 The value for this element is a GUID string that uniquely identifies an instance of the a
ction activated.

ActivityFlowID 
†

Eleme
nt

String 1/1 The value for this element is a GUID string, and it identifies the activity flow of which t
he action is a part.

ActivityModelI
nstanceID †

Eleme
nt

String 1/1 The value for this element is a GUID string that identifies the activity model instance t
hat the activated action is part of.

HwsMessageT
ype

Attribu
te

String 1/1 This attribute identifies the message schema to be of type Hws_ActivateResponse. Th
e default value for the attribute is Hws_ActivateResponse.

ParentActionIn
stanceID †

Eleme
nt

String 1/1 The value for this element is a GUID string that identifies the action instance precedin
g this action in the activity flow.

† These properties promote by default for initializing the correlation sets that the Action template uses.

Annotations

The activate response message schema has annotation for Description of the message. The value for this annotation is not
available for editing. For more information, see Supplemental Node Properties for HWS Schemas.

Remarks

The TargetNamespace of this schema is http://schemas.microsoft.com/Hws/2003/Hws_ActivateResponse

This schema exists in the Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.HwsSchemas.dll assembly and the action template references it.

The message exists in the action and HWS sends/receives it over a direct-bound port.
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Hws_Synchronize Schema
HWS sends the Hws_Synchronize message from one action to another to unblock the execution of the receiving action. If an
action is dependent on its parent, it will start executing but will wait before running any user logic until the parent sends a
synchronization message. The receiving action instance is activated with the IsDependentOnParent property in its activation
message set to true to be able to wait for the synchronize message. The Hws_Synchronize message has three child elements
under the HwsMessage node. These are HwsSection, ActionSection and Payloads.

HwsSection

The HwsSection holds definitions of XML elements and attributes that the HWS system reserves. Do not modify elements or
attributes defined under this section. Following is the list of elements/attributes defined under the HwsSection node.

Node Name Node 
Type

Data 
Type

Min/Max O
ccurrence

Description

ActionInstanc
eID †

Eleme
nt

String 1/1 The value for this element is a GUID string that uniquely identifies the action instance t
hat sends the synchronize message.

ActivityFlowI
D

Eleme
nt

String 1/1 The value for this element is a GUID string. It identifies the activity flow of which the ac
tion sending the synchronize message is a part.

ActivityModel
InstanceID

Eleme
nt

String 1/1 The value for this element is a GUID string that identifies the activity model instance of 
which the action sending the synchronize message is a part.

HwsMessage
Type

Attrib
ute

String 1/1 This attribute identifies the message schema to be of type Hws_Synchronize. The defau
lt value for the attribute is Hws_Synchronize.

HwsWebServi
ceUrl

Eleme
nt

String 1/1 URL of the Human Workflow Services Web service

† These properties promote by default for reference and use in the action template.

ActionSection

You can customize the ActionSection, and it can contain any scenario specific parameters and values that you want to deliver to
the receiving action.

Payloads

The payloads node in the schema is a placeholder for applications to specify additional information that they may need to include
in the other messages sent out by the action.

Annotations

The synchronize message schema has an annotation for Description of the message. This annotation is defined using HWS
extensions to the Schema Editor and appears as a property in the HWS category of the properties for the schema. This property is
defined at the schema root node level. For more information, see Supplemental Node Properties for HWS Schemas.

Schema node properties

To view these properties, open the synchronize message schema in BizTalk Schema Editor. Select the <Schema> node, right-click
and select Properties. In the Properties window, select the Categorized view. The following properties appear under the HWS
grouping:

Description: The value in this property is used to describe the synchronize message.

Remarks

Each synchronize message schema should have a Target Namespace that uniquely identifies it within the set of deployed
schemas. You should modify the default value: http://tempuri.org/Hws_Synchronize_Sample.

If the TargetNamespace of the synchronize message is changed or if a new synchronize message schema is added to an action,
then the Incoming Sync Messages and Outgoing Sync Messages properties on the activation message (of the action that either
sends this synchronize message or receives it) must be updated as well.

Synchronize messages are sent and received over direct-bound ports.



 

A synchronize message schema should not refer to other schemas by means of an include or import statement. HWS message
schemas do not support this.
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Hws_Task Schema
Use the Hws_Task message schema for messages that you want to send to the participating targets of an action. An action can
send task messages of one or more types. It can also send one or more instances of a given task message type. Use the Hws_Task
message for submitting responses back to the action also. The Hws_Task message has three child elements under the
HwsMessage node. These are HwsSection, ActionSection and Payloads.

HwsSection

The HwsSection holds definitions of XML elements and attributes that HWS reserves for its own use. Do not modify elements or
attributes defined under this section. Following is the list of elements/attributes defined under the HwsSection node.

Node Na
me

No
de 
Ty
pe

Da
ta 
Ty
pe

Min/
Max 
Occur
rence

Description

ActionInsta
nceID †

Ele
me
nt

Str
ing

1/1 The value for this element is a GUID string that uniquely identifies an instance of the action sending or 
receiving the task message. You should copy this node from an activation message.

ActionType
ID

Ele
me
nt

Str
ing

1/1 The value for this element is a GUID string that identifies the action type sending or receiving the task 
message. You should copy this node from an activation message.

ActivityFlo
wID

Ele
me
nt

Str
ing

1/1 The value for this element is a GUID string. It identifies the activity flow of the action sending or receivi
ng the task message. You should copy this node from an activation message.

ActivityMo
delInstance
ID

Ele
me
nt

Str
ing

1/1 The value for this element is a GUID string that identifies the activity model instance of which the actio
n sending or receiving the task message is a part. You should copy this node from an activation messa
ge.

ActivityMo
delStepID

Ele
me
nt

Int 1/1 The value for this element is an integer that identifies an activity model step associated with this action
. Each step within an activity model is unique and is associated with one action. You should copy this n
ode from an activation message.

ActivityMo
delTypeID

Ele
me
nt

Str
ing

1/1 The value for this element is a GUID string that identifies the activity model type to which the action be
ing instantiated belongs. You should copy this node from an activation message.

ActorElem
entXPath

Ele
me
nt

Str
ing

1/1 This is the XPath of the target actor to which you send the task message. The XPath is the value of the I
nstance XPath property for the target node that corresponds to the target actor from the activation m
essage of the action. For more information about XPaths, see Using XPaths in Message Assignment. Yo
u create this node.

HwsMessa
geType

Att
rib
ute

Str
ing

1/1 This attribute identifies the message schema to be of type Hws_Task. The default value for the attribute
is Hws_Task.

HwsWebS
erviceUrl

Ele
me
nt

Str
ing

1/1 URL of the Human Workflow Services Web service. You should copy this node from an activation mes
sage.

InitiatingAc
tor

Ele
me
nt

Str
ing

1/1 The value for this element is the domain\username of the actor who initiated the action that is sending
or receiving the task message. You should copy this node from an activation message.

TargetActo
r

Ele
me
nt

Str
ing

1/1 The value of this element is the ID of the actor who is receiving the task message or is sending the resp
onse for it. You create this node.

TaskDescri
ption

Ele
me
nt

Str
ing

1/1 The value for this element should carry a description of the task assigned to an actor or that of the res
ponse from the actor. You create this node.

TaskID† Ele
me
nt

Str
ing

1/1 The value for this element is a GUID string that uniquely identifies each task that the action assigns to 
an actor. The same TaskID value should used in the task message that the actor sends back to the actio
n in response. You create this node.

TaskProper
ties

Re
cor
d

 1/1 This node groups properties that correspond to a task to track. You create this optional node.



TaskProper
ties \Prope
rty

Re
cor
d

Str
ing

0/unb
ounde
d

This property is optional. Nodes of this type carry values for properties to track at the task-message le
vel.

TaskProper
ties \Prope
rty\Descrip
tion

Att
rib
ute

Str
ing

1/1 Description of the property to track at the task-message level

TaskProper
ties \Prope
rty\Name

Att
rib
ute

Str
ing

1/1 Name of the property to track at the task-message level

TaskProper
ties \Prope
rty\Type

Att
rib
ute

Str
ing

1/1 Data type of the property to track at the task-message level.

For more information about additional nodes, such as TaskStatus, PercentageComplete, and NumberofResponses, see
Adding Action Logic and Tasks.

ActionSection

The ActionSection is customizable by action developers and can contain any scenario specific parameters and values to deliver to
the participating targets. You can also use it to define any parameters that the targets can supply in their responses.

Payloads

The payloads node in the schema is a placeholder for applications to specify additional information that they may need to include
in the other messages sent out by the action.

Annotations

The task message schema carries annotations used by the HWS system. These annotations are defined using HWS extensions to
the Schema Editor and appear as properties in the HWS category of the properties for the schema. These properties are defined at
the schema root node level. For more information, see Supplemental Node Properties for HWS Schemas.

Schema node properties

To view these properties open the activation message schema in BizTalk Schema Editor. Select the <Schema> node, right-click
and select Properties. In the Properties window, select the Categorized view. The following properties appear under the HWS
grouping:

Description: Use the value in this property to describe the task message schema.
Target XPath: This property specifies the XPaths of the target nodes in the activation message to whom this task message
goes. Select the ellipsis (…) button; it brings up a dialog box where you can specify the Instance XPath values of the target
nodes from the activation message. The Instance XPath property of a target node can be retrieved by opening the activate
message schema and navigating to the node of interest. The Instance XPath property appears in the Properties window for
that node.

Note  When editing the Target XPath using the HWS Schema Editor extension, you can traverse to the next line by
pressing Ctrl-Enter.

Remarks

Each task message schema should have a Target Namespace that uniquely identifies it within the set of deployed schemas. You
should modify the default value: http://tempuri.org/Hws_Task_Sample.

An activation message schema should not refer to other schemas by using an include or import statement. HWS message
schemas do not support this.

See Also

HWS Architecture

HWS Components

About Action Template Schemas
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Hws_Finish Schema
Actions use the Hws_Finish message internally and send it when the action completes. The Hws_Finish message has only one
child element under the HwsMessage node. This is the HwsSection.

HwsSection

The HwsSection holds definitions of XML elements and attributes that are reserved for use by the HWS system. Elements or
attributes defined under this section should not be modified. Following is the list of elements/attributes defined under the
HwsSection node.

Node Na
me

Node 
Type

Data 
Type

Min/Max Oc
currence

Description

ActionInst
anceID †

Eleme
nt

String 1/1 The value for this element is a GUID string that uniquely identifies an instance of the actio
n that was activated and is now sending the finish message.

HwsMessa
geType

Attribu
te

String 1/1 This attribute identifies the message schema to be of type Hws_Finish. The default value f
or the attribute is Hws_Finish.

Annotations

The activate response message schema has annotation for Description of the message. The value for this annotation is not
available for editing. For more information, see Supplemental Node Properties for HWS Schemas.

Remarks

The TargetNamespace of this schema is http://schemas.microsoft.com/Hws/2003/Hws_Finish

This schema exists in the Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.HwsSchemas.dll assembly and the action template references it.

The message constructs in the action and sends/receives over a direct-bound port.

See Also

HWS Architecture

HWS Components

About Action Template Schemas
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Hws_Interrupt Schema
The Hws_Interrupt message interrupts a running instance of an action. You can send an interrupt message to an individual action
instance, to an entire activity flow or to an entire activity model instance. There are two kinds of interrupts - Abort and Rollback.
The Hws_Interrupt message has only one child element under the HwsMessage node. This is the HwsSection.

HwsSection

The HwsSection holds definitions of XML elements and attributes that HWS reserves. Do not modify elements or attributes under
this section. Following is the list of elements/attributes defined under the HwsSection node.

Node Name Node Ty
pe

Data 
Type

Min/Max O
ccurrence

Description

HwsMessageType Attribute String 1/1 This attribute identifies the message schema to be of type Hws_Interru
pt. The default value for the attribute is Hws_Interrupt.

HwsWebServiceUrl Element String 1/1 URL of the Human Workflow Services Web service
InterruptLevel Record N/A 1/1 Holds one of the three interrupt-level elements defined in the Choice g

roup
InterruptLevel/<Choice> Choice Gr

oup
N/A 1/1 Choice group that holds values for one of ActionInstanceID, ActivityFlo

wID or ActivityModelInstanceID
InterruptLevel/Choice/Acti
onInstanceID †

Element String 1/1 The value for this element is a GUID string that uniquely identifies an i
nstance of the interrupted action.

InterruptLevel/Choice/Acti
vityFlowID †

Element String 1/1 The value for this element is a GUID string and it identifies the interrup
ted activity flow.

InterruptLevel/Choice/Acti
vityModelInstanceID †

Element String 1/1 The value for this element is a GUID string that identifies the interrupte
d activity model instance.

InterruptType Element, R
estricted

String 1/1 The value for this element is restricted to either Abort or Rollback.

RequestingActor Element String 1/1 The value for this element is the ID of the actor requesting the interrup
t.

Annotations

The interrupt message schema has annotation for Description of the message. The value for this annotation is not available for
editing. For more information, see Supplemental Node Properties for HWS Schemas.

Remarks

The TargetNamespace of this schema is http://schemas.microsoft.com/Hws/2003/Hws_Interrupt

This schema exists in the Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.HwsSchemas.dll assembly and the action template references it.

An instance of the interrupt message is received over the ActionInterruptPort in the template bound to a one-way port with HTTP
receive location /HwsMessages/BtsHttpReceive.dll?InterruptAndResponse.

An interrupt message at activity-flow level or activity-model instance level submits to each action currently active in the activity
flow or the activity model instance.

An interrupt type Abort causes the interrupted action to terminate without compensating for the work done by the action. A
Rollback interrupt type causes the action to compensate for the work already completed by the action.

See Also

HWS Architecture

HWS Components

About Action Template Schemas
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Tasks for Defining and Updating Schemas
This section describes the tasks you do to define and update schemas.

This section contains:

Defining/Changing the Schema Target Namespace
Updating the Action Name
Updating the Action Assembly Name
Defining a Human Target for an Action
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Defining/Changing the Schema Target Namespace
Use this procedure to set the Target Namespace property.

To change the target namespace

1. Open the schema in BizTalk Schema Editor.
2. In the BizTalk Schema Editor dialog, right-click the <Schema> node in the tree view and click Properties. The Properties

dialog appears.
3. In the Properties dialog, the Target Namespace displays under the General category for the <Schema> node.
4. In the Target Namespace field, type the name of your new target namespace and click OK.

If you are updating the target namespace of an activation message and you have target actors in it to which task messages go,
then update the "Target XPaths" property on the each of those task message schemas because a change in the activation
message's Targetnamespace alters the XPath to nodes marked as targets. See "Annotation" section in Hws_Task schema
documentation for information on how to do this.

If you are updating the target namespace of synchronize message, then the Incoming Sync Messages and Outgoing Sync
Messages properties on the activation message of the action that either sends this synchronize message or receives it needs
to be updated as well.
If you are updating the target namespace of the Hws_Activate message that has element nodes in the ActionSection marked
as Target = true, steps documented in the Notes for "Defining a human target for an action" must be adhered to.
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Updating the Action Name
Use this procedure to update the action name.

To update the action name

1. In Visual Studio.NET, open the action .odx file in the Orchestration Designer.
2. Right-click on the design surface where there is no shape underneath and click the Properties window.
3. In the Properties pane, click TypeName under the BizTalk category.
4. In the Action Name field, type the new action name and click OK.
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Updating the Action Assembly Name
Use this procedure to update the action assembly name.

To update the action assembly name

1. In Visual Studio.NET, in the Solution Explorer window, right-click on your project node and click Properties.
2. In the <Project-name> Properties page dialog box, click General properties under Common Properties.
3. In the Action Assembly Name field, type the new assembly name and click OK.
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Defining a Human Target for an Action
You can mark an element node under the ActionSection in the activation message as a human target.

To mark an element node as a human target

1. In Visual Studio.NET, open the activation message schema of the action with the BizTalk Schema Editor.
2. Navigate to the node in the ActionSection you want to identify as the human target.
3. Right-click the node and click Properties.
4. In the Properties pane, click the Categorized view and scroll down to the HWS grouping.
5. Under the property named Target, click True, and click OK.

If an element node in the schema is marked as Target = true and it is moved around (by dragging or cut and paste) in the
document, then the Target property is reset to false for that node. You must set the value to true again.
If the target namespace of the activate message is changed, you will receive the following error when you compile the
schema, "Error BEC2004: <Schema> - Target user parameter node corresponding to xpath [<xpath-value>] not found in the
document." If you encounter this error, use the following steps to correct the problem:

1. Reverse the schema targetnamespace to its original value.
2. Mark the target elements as false (this should remove the corresponding XPath annotation). The schema should

compile correctly.
3. Change the targetnamespace to its new value.
4. Mark all the target elements as true (this will cause the XPath annotations to have the new targetnamespace in it).
5. For example, if you have an element XYZ under <Schema>\HwsMessage\ActionSection marked as target and the

targetnamepace of the schema is http://tempuri.org/Hws_Activate_Sample, then the following annotation will appear
in the schema document:

6. Notice that the XPATH value contains schema's targetnamespace http://tempuri.org/Hws_Activate_Sample in it.

See Also

HWS Architecture

HWS Components

About Action Template Schemas
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 <hws:actionTargets>
     <hws:targetUser name="XYZ" 
  xpath="/*[local-name()='HwsMessage' and namespace-uri() ='http://tempuri.org/Hws_A
ctivate_Sample']/*[local-name() ='ActionSection' and namespace-uri()='']/*[local-nam
e()='XYZ' and namespace-uri()='']" min="1" max="1" xmlns:hws="http://schemas.microso
ft.com/Hws/2003" /> 
  </hws:actionTargets>
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Creating Action Template Schemas
The Human Workflow Services (HWS) schemas represent the protocol message schemas that you must implement to make use
of HWS. These schemas consist of two parts, an HWS-specific part and an action-specific part.

The HWS Web service requires the HWS-specific part of the schemas to guarantee a level of service to the client applications. Do
not modify this part of the schema. This part of the schema also contains promoted properties that HWS uses to correlate
received messages and actions.

However, you should modify the ActionSection element to add any parameters that the action may receive as input from an actor.
HWS provides sample action schemas and you must modify these for any actions you develop.

The following table lists the schemas you must customize for each action you create.

Schema n
ame

Description

Hws_Activ
ate.xsd

Corresponds to the activation message that initiates an action and sets up the composition type for the action. The co
mposition type is either independent or dependent. This schema provides parameters for the action to be executed.

If multiple actions share the same receive port for an activation message, then the target namespace or schema for th
at activation message must be unique.

Hws_Task.
xsd

Corresponds to the task that HWS assigns to an actor from the action. This schema exposes all task properties to the a
ctor.

Hws_Sync
hronize.xs
d

Corresponds to the synchronize message that notifies an action that has dependent composition. This schema must ex
pose all task properties that an action passes to another dependent action.

HWS does not support modification of the following schemas:

Schema n
ame

Description

Hws_Interr
upt.xsd

Corresponds to the interrupt message that an action may receive from the administrator or action owner.

Hws_Finish
.xsd

Corresponds to the message that an action generates immediately prior to completion.

Hws_Activa
teResponse
.xsd

Corresponds to the task response that the actor generates in response to a task request. This schema exposes all task
-specific properties that the actor needs to communicate to the process. For example, a task may allow a user to acce
pt, reject, or annotate that task.

Specifying action parameters
If you need to specify additional action parameters within the action orchestration, in addition to adding any sections in the
ActionSection section of the schema, you must add those parameters as either:

Promoted fields. Use these if you use the field to link correlated items or leverage by other actions.
Distinguished fields. Use these if you use the field only inside the current action you develop.

The target namespace of the schema should also be modified to reflect the organization that will distribute the action. For more
information, see Promoting Properties.

After you modify the HWS schemas, you can do one of the following:

Create a separate assembly for the schemas and add a reference to this schema assembly in the action project.
Copy these schemas to the action project and add a reference to the .xsd files into the project.

The Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET project includes the necessary schema files and .dll references. You can copy those into a
separate DLL if you wish.

See Also

Programming with Human Workflow Services
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Sending E-Mail Using BizTalk Server
This section describes four different ways to send e-mail from Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004, and provides sample code to
illustrate the techniques.

A BizTalk message can be made of multiple message parts. Each BizTalk message part has a corresponding data stream
associated with it. Each part in the message also has meta data, or properties, associated with it that is called the part context. The
BizTalk message itself has metadata (a list of properties) associated with it called the message context.

E-mail messages always contain message text, generally in a text or html format, and may contain one or more attachments as
well. Each part of the e-mail message corresponds to a BizTalk message part. So the text or html in the message is one BizTalk
message part and each attachment is an additional BizTalk message part.

The topics in this section illustrate how to create a multi-part message in an orchestration so that it can be encoded by the
MIME/SMIME Encoder pipeline component, how to use the Expression Editor in an orchestration to set message context
properties and message part context properties. For more information about the MIME/SMIME Encoder pipeline component, see
MIME/SMIME Encoder Pipeline Component. For more information about message context properties, see
MIME/SMIME Property Schema and Properties or Message Context Properties.

This section contains:

Sending an Infopath Form as an E-Mail Attachment from an Orchestration
Sending a Text E-Mail Message from an Orchestration
Sending an HTML-Formatted E-Mail Message from an Orchestration
Sending an E-Mail Message with Both Body Text and an Attached InfoPath Form
Source Code for the SMTP Utilities
Source Code for Custom Formatting of E-Mail Messages
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Sending an Infopath Form as an E-Mail Attachment from an
Orchestration
You can send a Microsoft® InfoPath™ form as an e-mail attachment from an orchestration by setting message and part context
properties in the orchestration, configuring the SMTP adapter appropriately, and creating a pipeline with the XML Assembler and
MIME/SMIME Encoder pipeline components.

Using the Expression Editor in Orchestration Designer, you can send an e-mail message to a dynamic port with an address of
mailto: followed by the e-mail address. The following code illustrates this:

In the sample code, SP_Mail is the send port and msgApprovalRequest is the message.

Next, you must set the global properties for the SMTP adapter, such as the SMTP server, the From address. For more information,
see Configuring an SMTP Adapter.

And finally, you also need to create a pipeline containing the XML Assembler component and the MIME/SMIME Encoder pipeline
component, setting the Send Body as Attachment property to True.

An e-mail message with the chosen subject line will be sent and the message will be an attachment. You can set the file name of
the attachment by using the SMTPUtils.Part.SetFilename method. For the SetFilename method source code, see
Source Code for the SMTP Utilities.

If the message you send is an InfoPath form and you want to control the processing instruction that is used to indicate the
InfoPath solution, you can specify this in the XML Assembler pipeline component in the custom pipeline as follows:

On the pipeline component, set the Add Processing Instructions property to Create New, and then copy and paste processing
instructions from an InfoPath form using the desired solution, for example:

See Also

Sending E-Mail Using BizTalk Server

SMTP Adapter Property Schema and Properties

Configuring the MIME/SMIME Encoder Pipeline Component
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SP_Mail(Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.Address) = "mailto:myManager@myCompany.com";
msgApprovalRequest(SMTP.Subject) = "Please review this Expense Report";

<?mso-infoPathSolution solutionVersion="1.0.0.38" productVersion="11.0.5329" PIVersion="1.0.0
.0" href="http://yourserver/InfopathDemo/ExpenseReport.xsn" ?><?mso-application progid="InfoP
ath.Document"?>
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Sending a Text E-Mail Message from an Orchestration
Sending a text e-mail message from an orchestration requires more work than simply attaching an InfoPath form. Sending a
message of type System.String will not work, because the string gets formatted as an XML document in the message, which is
not your desired solution.

To send text in an e-mail message, you must use a special type of string, a RawString, in combination with a pipeline containing
the MIME/SMIME Encoder pipeline component. The code to implement the RawString type is custom code that must be built,
placed in the global assembly cache, and referenced from your assembly. For the RawString code, see
Source Code for Custom Formatting of E-Mail Messages.

Using the RawString code, you can construct a message using the following code in the Expression Editor of Orchestration
Designer:

Where RawOutMsg is declared as a message of type Microsoft.XLANGs.CustomFormattersSDK.RawString.

See Also

Sending E-Mail Using BizTalk Server
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RawOutMsg  = new Microsoft.XLANGs.CustomFormattersSDK.RawString( “e-mail body goes here” );
SP_Acknowledgement(Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.Address) = "mailto:MyManager@MyCompany.com";
msgAcknowledgement(SMTP.Subject) = "Expense report submission confirmation";
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Sending an HTML-Formatted E-Mail Message from an
Orchestration
After successfully sending a text e-mail message from an orchestration, you can further customize your solution to send an HTML
message from your orchestration. You need to tell the MIME/SMIME pipeline component that it is dealing with a body with
content type of text/html.

For the component that sets the contenttype property, see Source Code for the SMTP Utilities.

Using the Expression Editor in Orchestration Designer, add an expression similar to the following:

Make sure that you use a custom pipeline component and a MIME/SMIME pipeline component. You can accept all of the default
MIME/SMIME pipeline component properties.

See Also

Sending E-Mail Using BizTalk Server

SMTP Adapter Property Schema and Properties

Configuring the MIME/SMIME Encoder Pipeline Component

Configuring an SMTP Adapter
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msgAcknowledgement.partAcknowledgementString = new Microsoft.XLANGs.CustomFormattersSDK.RawSt
ring("<HTML><BODY>Your expensereport with reference <B>" + msgApprovalRequest(ExpenseReports.
Reference) + "</B> has been sent for approval to <A HREF='mailto:" + msgExpenseReportIn(Expen
seReports.EmailManager) + "'>" + msgExpenseReportIn(ExpenseReports.EmailManager) + "</A></BOD
Y></HTML>");
SMTPUtils.Part.SetContentType(msgAcknowledgement.partAcknowledgementString,"text/html");

SP_Acknowledgement(Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.Address) = "mailto:" + msgExpenseReportIn(Expen
seReports.EmailEmployee);
msgAcknowledgement(SMTP.Subject) = "Expense report submission confirmation";

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms961978(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms961980(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Sending an E-Mail Message with Both Body Text and an
Attached InfoPath Form
To send an e-mail message with body text and an attached Microsoft® InfoPath™ form, you first need to declare your outgoing
message as a multipart message, where the first part is the body (declared as
Microsoft.XLANGs.CustomFormattersSDK.RawString), and the second part is of type message. You cannot use the XML
Assembler pipeline component to set the outgoing processing instruction for the form, because XML Assembler deals only with
the body part. You will get an error if you try to do this.

To make this possible, use the SetInfopathForm method on a class that allows you to add a reference to the desired Infopath
solution. For the SetInfopathForm method source code, see Source Code for the SMTP Utilities. You must also set the
contenttype property of the second body part to text/xml; otherwise, the MIME/SMIME pipeline component will send it out as
text.

Using the Expression Editor in Orchestration Designer, add an expression similar to the following:

This creates an e-mail message and an XML attached form that opens in InfoPath, similar to the following:

Your expense report with reference 5c8c10b5-d7a7-4a89-9f90-ac2b49c84aa4 has been sent for approval to
someone@example.com.

Note that the bold code is the code that was added to this example and was not in the previous topic,
Sending an HTML-Formatted E-Mail Message from an Orchestration.

See Also

Sending E-Mail Using BizTalk Server

SMTP Adapter Property Schema and Properties

Configuring the MIME/SMIME Encoder Pipeline Component

Configuring an SMTP Adapter
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msgAcknowledgement.partAcknowledgementString = new Microsoft.XLANGs.CustomFormattersSDK.RawSt
ring("<HTML><BODY>Your expensereport with reference <B>" + msgApprovalRequest(ExpenseReports.
Reference) + "</B> has been sent for approval to <A HREF='mailto:" + msgExpenseReportIn(Expen
seReports.EmailManager) + "'>" + msgExpenseReportIn(ExpenseReports.EmailManager) + "</A></BOD
Y></HTML>");
SMTPUtils.Part.SetContentType(msgAcknowledgement.partAcknowledgementString,"text/html");
msgAcknowledgement.partExpenseReport = SMTPUtils.Part.SetInfopathForm(msgExpenseReportIn, @"h
ttp://myserver/BiztalkSamples/ExpenseReports/ExpenseReport.xsn");
SMTPUtils.Part.SetContentType(msgAcknowledgement.partExpenseReport,"text/xml");
SMTPUtils.Part.SetFileName(msgAcknowledgement.partExpenseReport,”Expense Report Confirmation.
xml”);
SP_Acknowledgement(Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.Address) = "mailto:" + msgExpenseReportIn(Expen
seReports.EmailEmployee);
msgAcknowledgement(SMTP.Subject) = "Expense report submission confirmation";

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms961978(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms961980(v=bts.10).aspx
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Source Code for the SMTP Utilities
The following code is used to send a Microsoft® InfoPath™ form as an e-mail attachment from an orchestration. See
Sending an Infopath Form as an E-Mail Attachment from an Orchestration for more information.

This code should be built, included in the global assembly cache, and referenced from the orchestration.

See Also

Sending E-Mail Using BizTalk Server
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using System;
using Microsoft.XLANGs; //comes from Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll
using MIME; //comes from Microsoft.Biztalk.GlobalPropertySchemas.dll

namespace SMTPUtils
{
  public class Part
  {
    public Part()
    {
    }
    public static void SetContentType(Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGPart part, string conte
ntTypeValue)
    {
      part.SetPartProperty( typeof(Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.ContentType),  contentTypeValue
);
    }
    public static void SetFileName(Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGPart part, string fileName
)
    {
      part.SetPartProperty( typeof(MIME.FileName),  fileName);
    }
    public static System.Xml.XmlDocument SetInfopathForm(System.Xml.XmlDocument part, string 
InfopathFormUrl)
    {
      // Delete existing processing instructions.
      foreach (System.Xml.XmlNode pi in part.SelectNodes("processing-instruction()"))
      {
        pi.ParentNode.RemoveChild(pi);
      }
      // Add an xml declaration
      System.Xml.XmlDeclaration decl =       part.CreateXmlDeclaration("1.0",null,null);
      part.InsertBefore(decl,part.DocumentElement);
      // Create the mso-application procesing instruction.
      System.Xml.XmlProcessingInstruction progid = part.CreateProcessingInstruction("mso-appl
ication", "progid='InfoPath.Document'");
      part.InsertBefore(progid, part.DocumentElement);
      // Create the mso-infoPathSolution processing instruction
      System.Xml.XmlProcessingInstruction form = part.CreateProcessingInstruction("mso-infoPa
thSolution","PIVersion='1.0.0.0' href='" + InfopathFormUrl + "'"); 
      part.InsertBefore(form,part.DocumentElement);

      return part;
    }
  }
}

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Source Code for Custom Formatting of E-Mail Messages
The following code is provided to work with Sending a Text E-Mail Message from an Orchestration:

<snippet id="7e635492-9adb-4569-8a27-093d23b3b51c" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
using System;
using System.IO;
using System.Text;
using System.Xml.Serialization;
using System.Runtime.Serialization;

using Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes;

namespace Microsoft.Samples.BizTalk.XlangCustomFormatters
{
   public abstract class BaseFormatter : IFormatter
   {
      public virtual SerializationBinder Binder
      {
         get { throw new NotSupportedException(); }
         set { throw new NotSupportedException(); }
      }

      public virtual StreamingContext Context
      {
         get { throw new NotSupportedException(); }
         set { throw new NotSupportedException(); }
      }

      public virtual ISurrogateSelector SurrogateSelector
      {
         get { throw new NotSupportedException(); }
         set { throw new NotSupportedException(); }
      }

      public abstract void Serialize( Stream stm, object obj );
      public abstract object Deserialize( Stream stm );
   }

   public class RawStringFormatter : BaseFormatter
   {
      public override void Serialize(Stream s, object o)
      {
         RawString rs = (RawString)o;
         byte[] ba = rs.ToByteArray();
         s.Write( ba, 0, ba.Length );
      }

      public override object Deserialize(Stream stm)
      {
         StreamReader sr = new StreamReader( stm, true );
         string s = sr.ReadToEnd();
         return new RawString( s );
      }
   }

   [CustomFormatter(typeof(RawStringFormatter))]
   [Serializable]
   public class RawString
   {
      [XmlIgnore]
      string _val;

      public RawString(string s )
      {
         if (null==s) 



 

See Also

Sending E-Mail Using BizTalk Server
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            throw new ArgumentNullException();
         _val = s;
      }

      public RawString()
      {
      }

      public byte[] ToByteArray()
      {
         return Encoding.UTF8.GetBytes( _val );
      }

      public override string ToString()
      {
         return _val;
      }
   }
}
<snippet id="7e635492-9adb-4569-8a27-093d23b3b51c" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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International Considerations for Designing BizTalk
Applications
It is strongly recommended that you review the following known issues when you develop your international BizTalk Server
applications.

Character Restrictions for Machine Names

Installing BizTalk Server 2004 on machines with names that contain letters outside of the following set is not supported: letters
(A-Z, a-z), digits (0-9), hyphens (-), and underscores ( _ ). Only machine names that contain the letters in this set are supported.

Characters do not appear correctly or do not appear at all due to incorrect font and font fallback settings

You may experience issues displaying characters (such as Czech characters) in the BizTalk Server tools hosted in Microsoft®
Visual Studio® .NET. To address these issues, you may need to modify the font settings available in the Visual Studio Options tab
and select another font that you know supports the characters. You can select Tahoma or Microsoft Sans Serif as the default font
for which font fallback capabilities are provided.

Surrogate pair characters displayed as squares in BizTalk Server Administration Console and other BizTalk Server tools

You may not be able to display surrogate pair characters in BizTalk Administration Console and other BizTalk Server tools.
Surrogate pairs are a coded character representation for a single abstract character that consists of a sequence of two code units.
Make sure you have the appropriate font installed on your system (it is included in the Chinese versions of Office XP and 2003). It
may also be necessary to change the font options in the tools that have such capability (Such as Visual Studio .NET).

In other tools without a font setting option, surrogate pair characters will be displayed as squares, such as the Administration
Console. If you see squares, the characters are not corrupted; they just can not be displayed properly because of a lack of font
support.

Non-ASCII characters and TargetNamespace schema property

The TargetNamespace property of a schema in a BizTalk project defaults to "http://<Project name>.<Schema name>." However,
it will be set to http://tempURI.org if non-ASCII characters are used and the length of the namespace is longer than 15 characters.

This is a restriction from the uniform resource identifier (URI) class in the .NET Framework. The URI validation fails if any string
has invalid domain name characters and is longer than 15 characters before the first slash, which is the limit for universal naming
convention (UNC) names.

When only ASCII characters are used, the host is checked as an Internet host name. The character limit for Internet host names is
fewer than 63 characters before the dot. No restriction is imposed on the Internet hostname length when only ASCII characters
are used.

Web Services character limitations

If you plan on publishing an orchestration as a Web Service, you may encounter issues with characters used in the orchestration
names and port names as those names are used in the Web Services file names (.asmx files) and the virtual directory in the Web
Services Publishing Wizard. Only Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) 6.0 (included in Microsoft Windows Server™ 2003)
fully supports Unicode characters. Therefore, if you use an earlier version of IIS or Windows, the names of the orchestrations,
ports, Web services and virtual directories names must include only ANSI characters supported by the language version of
Windows (for example, Japanese characters are not allowed on an English version of Windows).

Note also that project names for Web Services in Visual Studio .NET are restricted to ASCII characters.

Working with different document encodings

BizTalk Server 2004 supports many different encodings for XML and flat file documents, for example UTF-16, UTF-8, Simplified
Chinese GBK, Simplified Chinese GB18030, and so on.

Note  For more information about setting up BizTalk Server 2004 Service Pack 1 to use GB18030 characters,
download Microsoft KnowledgeBase article 890602 from http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=52262.

For inbound documents, BizTalk Server can recognize the encoding declaration in XML documents, such as "<?xml version="1.0"
encoding="GB2312" ?>". The flat file schema has a Code Page property to indicate the encoding of the inbound flat file
documents.

For outbound documents, XML and flat file assemblers use the Target charset property. If this property is specified, BizTalk
Server converts the outbound documents to the specified character set regardless of the original one. If no Target charset

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=52262


property is set, XML uses the UTF-8 protocol and flat files use the code page specified in the flat file schema.

Code Conversion from an unsupported code page to a Windows code page

To implement code conversions from unsupported code pages into a Windows code page, you must create a custom pipeline
component.

See Also

Implementing Character Encoding in a Pipeline Component

Handling Encoding in a Disassembler Pipeline Component

Byte-order mark impact on document encoding

BizTalk Server determines character encoding and produces documents with a particular character encoding differently for flat file
and XML messages.

See Also

Character Encoding in the Flat File Disassembler Pipeline Component

Character Encoding in the Flat File Assembler Pipeline Component

Character Encoding in the XML Assembler Pipeline Component

Character Encoding in Disassembler Pipeline Components

Schema Editor may contain properties in more than one language

XML Schema Definition language (XSD) property names shown in the Schema Editor Properties window and in the XML source
code are not localized, and appear in English in all localized versions. Other properties are shown in the local language. For
example, in the simplified Chinese version of BizTalk Server 2004, the schema properties are in English, but additional properties
are displayed in Chinese.

Locale-dependent data in flat files

Many locales represent data such as date, time, number, and currency using different formats than those formats defined in the
XML standard. For instance, several locales use a decimal separator other than a period (.), so the number five and three quarters
may be represented as 5,75.

In BizTalk Server 2004, all fields from flat files except date and time are treated as strings, so that parsing can succeed. However,
when using XML validation, the resulting XML message fails during validation against the schema.

For date and time fields, the parser attempts to parse the field value to the DateTime instance using a custom date or time format
if it is defined, and writes it in XML format, or uses the original value as a string if date or time format is not defined. Again, if XML
validation is used, the resulting date or time may fail validation if a custom date or time format is not used, and the field value
used in flat file message was not in the correct XML date or time format.

Note that you can also create custom pipeline components or maps to update field values to produce valid XML.

Using the Find Message View in HAT using a non-English locale

If you run a query in the Find Message View of HAT, and you query on non-English characters, you may get incorrect results if you
use the EQUAL operator. Use the LIKE operator instead.

BAM definition language support

Before you can deploy a BAM definition XML file, you must ensure that the language used to create this file matches the locale
settings of the computer on which it is being deployed. If the file and the computer settings don’t match, you must first reboot the
computer used to run the BM.exe.

Note  The BAM definition XML file cannot contain text in multiple languages unless the languages all use the same
codepage or only two languages are included and one of them is English.

To change the locale settings on your computer, update the following settings based on your operating system:

Operating System Control Panel Setting



 

Windows 2000 Regional Options Set the Default button (General tab).

Select the value in the drop-down list.

Windows XP Regional and Language Options Language for non-Unicode programs (Advanced tab)
Windows Server 2003 Regional and Language Options Language for non-Unicode programs (Advanced tab)
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Programmer's Reference
This section describes the application programming interfaces (APIs) and the configurable mapper, functoid, schema, and
message context properties provided in Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004.

This section contains:

.NET Class Reference
COM Object Reference
WMI Class Reference
Schema Property Reference
Map Property Reference
Functoid Reference
Message Context Properties
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.NET Class Reference
The .NET class reference provides reference material for classes, interfaces, and value types that are included in Microsoft®
BizTalk® Server 2004 .dll files. You can use all classes, interfaces, and value types documented in the class reference in your code.
The .NET Class Reference provides descriptions for all members, and code examples have been published as available.

This section contains:

Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework Namespace
Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace
Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids
Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace
Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace
Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace
Microsoft.BizTalk.CrossReferencing
Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace
Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace
Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace
Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace
Microsoft.BizTalk.KwTpm Namespace
Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace
Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace
Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace
Microsoft.BizTalk.Seed Namespace
Microsoft.BizTalk.SerializingEngine Namespace
Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace
Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace
Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes
Unsupported BizTalk Classes
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Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework Namespace
The interfaces described in the Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework namespace enable adapters to provide:

Configuration property pages.
Means to import services and schemas into the BizTalk project.

Classes

Classes Description
PropertyBag Provides an object with a property bag in which the object can persistently save its properties.

Interfaces

Interface Description
IAdapterConfig Queries for the configuration specifications described in an XML Schema Definition Language schema.
IAdapterConfigValidation Validates adapter configuration information.
IAdapterInfo Gets help information for the adapter.
IDynamicAdapterConfig Displays a custom user interface for user interactions, and returns an array of Web Service Language D

escriptions (WSDL) that are imported by BizTalk Explorer into the BizTalk project.
IStaticAdapterConfig Queries the adapter for a service organization and individual service descriptions

Enumerations

Enumerati
on

Description

ConfigType Describes the target usage of the configuration specification.
Result Indicates the status code to describe the results of the GetSchema method of IAdapterConfig and the DisplayUI met

hod of IDynamicAdapterConfig.

See Also

.NET Framework Class Library
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ConfigType Enumeration
Describes the target usage of the configuration specification.

VB

Members

Member name Valu
e

Description

ReceiveHandler 2 Associated with the receive handler in the BizTalk Administration Console.
ReceiveLocation 0 Associated with the receive location in BizTalk Explorer or the Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM namespace

.
TransmitHandler 3 Associated with the send handler in the BizTalk Administration Console.
TransmitLocatio
n

1 Associated with the send port in BizTalk Explorer or the Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM namespace.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Adapter.Framework (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Adapter.Framework.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Enum ConfigType
[C#]
[Serializable]
public enum ConfigType
[C++]
[Serializable]
__value public enum ConfigType
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
enum ConfigType
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IAdapterConfig Interface
Queries for the configuration specifications described in an XSD.

For a list of all members of this type, see IAdapterConfig Members.

VB

Remarks

Every adapter must implement this interface, it is used by BizTalk Explorer and BizTalk Server Administration.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Adapter Framework (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Adapter.Framework.dll)

See Also

IAdapterConfig Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework Namespace
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<CLSCompliant(False)>
Public Interface IAdapterConfig
[C#]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public interface IAdapterConfig
[C++]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public __gc __interface IAdapterConfig
[JScript]
public
   CLSCompliant(false)
interface IAdapterConfig
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IAdapterConfig Members
IAdapterConfig overview

Public Methods

GetConfigSchema Gets a schema representing the configuration properties of the adapter.
GetSchema Gets the location of schema files that need to be imported into the BizTalk project.

See Also

IAdapterConfig Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework Namespace
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IAdapterConfig Methods
The methods of the IAdapterConfig interface are listed here. For a complete list of IAdapterConfig interface members, see the
IAdapterConfig Members topic.

Public Methods

GetConfigSchema Gets a schema representing the configuration properties of the adapter.
GetSchema Gets the location of schema files that need to be imported into the BizTalk project

See Also

IAdapterConfig Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework Namespace
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IAdapterConfig.GetConfigSchema Method
Gets a schema representing the configuration properties of the adapter.

VB

Parameters

cfgType
One of the ConfigType values.

Return Value

A String containing the XML Schema Definition (XSD) Language schema that represents the configuration properties.

Remarks

This method is called by the BizTalk Adapter Framework. An adapter must implement this method and return a schema describing
its configuration properties for each of the configuration types the adapter supports as described in the adapter's capabilities. The
adapter should return null if it does not support the specified configuration type. Only ReceiveLocation and TransmitLocation
schemas must contain an element named uri.

Example

The following example was taken from the
SDK\Samples\Adapters\SubmitDirect\TransportProxyUtilsUI\TransportProxyUtilsMgmt.cs file.

C#

Function GetConfigSchema( _
   ByVal cfgType As ConfigType _
) As String
[C#]
string GetConfigSchema(
   ConfigType cfgType
);
[C++]
String* GetConfigSchema(
   ConfigType cfgType
);
[JScript]
function GetConfigSchema(
   cfgType : ConfigType
) : String;

<snippet id="d6c9bc21-9145-476d-8477-a3ba4153796a" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
   public class TPUtilsManagement:   IAdapterConfig, 
                           IStaticAdapterConfig
   {
      public string GetConfigSchema(ConfigType type) 
      {
         string result   =    // ReceiveLocation ============================================
====================== 0 =
                           // and
                           // ReceiveHandler ================================================
=================== 2 =
                           "<?xml version=\"1.0\" encoding=\"utf-8\" ?>"
                           + "<xs:schema targetNamespace=\"http://tempuri.org/XMLSchema.xsd\"
"
                           + "           elementFormDefault=\"qualified\""
                           + "           xmlns=\"http://tempuri.org/XMLSchema.xsd\""
                           + "           xmlns:mstns=\"http://tempuri.org/XMLSchema.xsd\""
                           + "           xmlns:xs=\"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema\">"
                           + "    <xs:element name=\"CustomProps\">"
                           + "        <xs:complexType>"



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or Jscript.

Remarks

The returned configuration XSD cannot have more than one element or attribute at the global level.

For information about the constructs that apply to the schema returned by this method, see
Adapter XSD Element-Attribute Constructs.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IAdapterConfig Interface | IAdapterConfig Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework Namespace
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                           + "            <xs:sequence>"
                           + "                <xs:element name=\"uri\" type=\"xs:string\" />"
                           + "            </xs:sequence>"
                           + "        </xs:complexType>"
                           + "    </xs:element>"
                           + "</xs:schema>";

         if (type == 0) return result;

         return null;
      }
<snippet id="d6c9bc21-9145-476d-8477-a3ba4153796a" type="end"/> 
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IAdapterConfig.GetSchema Method
Gets the location of schema files that need to be imported into the BizTalk project.

VB

Parameters

uri
A String containing the URI uniquely identifying the schema.

namespaceName
A String containing the namespace of the schema.

fileLocation
A String containing the XSD schema content.

Return Value

One of the Result values.

Example

The following example was taken from the
SDK\Samples\Adapters\SubmitDirect\TransportProxyUtilsUI\TransportProxyUtilsMgmt.cs file.

C#

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or Jscript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Function GetSchema( _
   ByVal uri As String, _
   ByVal namespaceName As String, _
   <Out()> ByRef fileLocation As String _
) As Result
[C#]
Result GetSchema(
   string uri,
   string namespaceName,
   out string fileLocation
);
[C++]
Result GetSchema(
   String* uri,
   String* namespaceName,
   [Out] String** fileLocation
);
[JScript]
function GetSchema(
   uri : String,
   namespaceName : String,
   fileLocation : String
) : Result;

<snippet id="9a430977-9322-4ecf-a3f0-732d9b0d45af" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
      public Result GetSchema( string xsdLocation, string xsdNamespace, out string XSDFileNam
e) 
      {
         XSDFileName = null;
         return Result.Continue;
      }
<snippet id="9a430977-9322-4ecf-a3f0-732d9b0d45af" type="end"/> 



 

See Also

IAdapterConfig Interface | IAdapterConfig Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework Namespace
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IAdapterConfigValidation Interface
Validates adapter configuration information.

For a list of all members of this type, see IAdapterConfigValidation Members.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Adapter Framework (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Adapter.Framework.dll)

See Also

IAdapterConfigValidation Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework Namespace
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Public Interface IAdapterConfigValidation
[C#]
public interface IAdapterConfigValidation
[C++]
public __gc __interface IAdapterConfigValidation
[JScript]
public interface IAdapterConfigValidation
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IAdapterConfigValidation Members
IAdapterConfigValidation overview

Public Methods

ValidateConfiguration Validates the adapter configuration information.

See Also

IAdapterConfigValidation Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework Namespace
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IAdapterConfigValidation Methods
The methods of the IAdapterConfigValidation interface are listed here. For a complete list of IAdapterConfigValidation
interface members, see the IAdapterConfigValidation Members topic.

Public Methods

ValidateConfiguration Validates the adapter configuration information.

See Also

IAdapterConfigValidation Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework Namespace
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IAdapterConfigValidation.ValidateConfiguration Method
Validates the adapter configuration information.

VB

Parameters

configType
One of the ConfigType values.

configuration
A String containing the xml instance that the adapter can load into an XmlDocument instance.

Return Value

A String containing the xml instance configuration information, corrected if neccessary.

Remarks

This method is called by the adapter framework before changes to an adapter's configuration information are applied. It provides
the adapter a final opportunity to validate the configuration and make changes if needed before the configuration information is
saved.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IAdapterConfigValidation Interface | IAdapterConfigValidation Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework Namespace
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Function ValidateConfiguration( _
   ByVal configType As ConfigType, _
   ByVal configuration As String _
) As String
[C#]
string ValidateConfiguration(
   ConfigType configType,
   string configuration
);
[C++]
String* ValidateConfiguration(
   ConfigType configType,
   String* configuration
);
[JScript]
function ValidateConfiguration(
   configType : ConfigType,
   configuration : String
) : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IAdapterInfo Interface
Gets help information for the adapter.

For a list of all members of this type, see IAdapterInfo Members.

VB

Remarks

This is an optional interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Adapter Framework (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Adapter.Framework.dll)

See Also

IAdapterInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Interface IAdapterInfo
[C#]
public interface IAdapterInfo
[C++]
public __gc __interface IAdapterInfo
[JScript]
public interface IAdapterInfo
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IAdapterInfo Members
IAdapterInfo overview

Public Methods

GetHelpString Gets the Help string for the adapter.

See Also

IAdapterInfo Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework Namespace
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IAdapterInfo Methods
The methods of the IAdapterInfo interface are listed here. For a complete list of IAdapterInfo interface members, see the
IAdapterInfo Members topic.

Public Methods

GetHelpString Gets the Help string for the adapter.

See Also

IAdapterInfo Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework Namespace
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IAdapterInfo.GetHelpString Method
Gets the Help string for the adapter.

VB

Parameters

configType
One of the ConfigType values.

Return Value

A String containing the help string.

Example

This example shows how to use the GetHelpString method to return the location of the Help information to the adapter.

C#

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or Jscript.

Requirements

Function GetHelpString( _
   ByVal configType As ConfigType, _
) As String
[C#]
string GetHelpString(
   ConfigType configType,
);
[C++]
String* GetHelpString (
   ConfigType configType,
);
[JScript]
function GetHelpString (
   pageType : ConfigType,
) : String;

<snippet id="919f3024-dd49-4f38-9771-ea02c26072f7" name="" devlang="csharp" type="start"/> 
string IAdapterInfo.GetHelpString(ConfigType configType)
   {
      string helpString = null;
      switch (configType)
      {
         case ConfigType.ReceiveHandler: // Admin console
         helpString = "ms-help://BTS_2004/Programming/htm/ebiz_prog_adapt_kyoq.htm";
         break;
         case ConfigType.ReceiveLocation: // ExplorerOM
         helpString = "ms-help://BTS_2004/Programming/htm/ebiz_prog_adapt_kyoq.htm";
break;
         case ConfigType.TransmitHandler: // Admin console
         helpString = "ms-help://BTS_2004/Programming/htm/ebiz_prog_adapt_kyoq.htm";
break;
         case ConfigType.TransmitLocation: // ExplorerOM
         helpString = "ms-help://BTS_2004/Programming/htm/ebiz_prog_adapt_kyoq.htm";
         break;
         default:
         throw new ArgumentException();
      }
   return helpString;
} 
<snippet id="919f3024-dd49-4f38-9771-ea02c26072f7" type="end"/> 



 

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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IDynamicAdapterConfig Interface
Displays a custom user interface for user interactions, and returns an array of service descriptions (WSDL) that are imported by
BizTalk Explorer into the BizTalk project.

For a list of all members of this type, see IDynamicAdapterConfig Members.

Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework.IAdapterConfig
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework.IDynamicAdapterConfig

VB

Remarks

All dynamic adapters must implement this interface. A dynamic adapter is an adapter with a custom user interface.

This interface is implemented by the adapter and used by the BizTalk Explorer and BizTalk Server Administration.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Adapter Framework (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Adapter.Framework.dll)

See Also

IDynamicAdapterConfig Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework Namespace
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<CLSCompliant(False)>
Public Interface IDynamicAdapterConfig
   Inherits IAdapterConfig
[C#]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public interface IDynamicAdapterConfig : IAdapterConfig
[C++]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public __gc __interface IDynamicAdapterConfig : public
   IAdapterConfig
[JScript]
public
   CLSCompliant(false)
interface IDynamicAdapterConfig implements IAdapterConfig

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IDynamicAdapterConfig Members
IDynamicAdapterConfig overview

Public Methods

DisplayUI Displays the user interface for the custom adapter, enabling the user to import the services descri
ptions that are returned to BizTalk and then added to the BizTalk project.

GetConfigSchema (Inherited
from IAdapterConfig)

Gets a schema representing the configuration properties of the adapter.

GetSchema (Inherited from I
AdapterConfig)

Gets the location of schema files that need to be imported into the BizTalk project.

See Also

IDynamicAdapterConfig Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework Namespace
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IDynamicAdapterConfig Methods
The methods of the IDynamicAdapterConfig interface are listed here. For a complete list of IDynamicAdapterConfig interface
members, see the IDynamicAdapterConfig Members topic.

Public Methods

DisplayUI Displays the user interface for the custom adapter, enabling the user to import the services descri
ptions that are returned to BizTalk and then added to the BizTalk project.

GetConfigSchema (Inherited
from IAdapterConfig)

Gets a schema representing the configuration properties of the adapter.

GetSchema (Inherited from I
AdapterConfig)

Gets the location of schema files that need to be imported into the BizTalk project.

See Also

IDynamicAdapterConfig Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IDynamicAdapterConfig.DisplayUI Method
Displays the user interface for the custom adapter, enabling the user to import the services descriptions that are returned to
BizTalk and then added to the BizTalk project.

VB

Parameters

endPointConfiguration
The IPropertyBag that contains the configuration for the adapter. This parameter may be null if an endpoint is not specified in
the Add Adapter Wizard. If an endpoint was specified, the property bag will have root element CustomProps and a property
named AdapterConfig that holds an xml instance of the endpoint configuration for the adapter. The adapter can access the
endpoint configuration as follows:

owner
An IWin32Window containing the handle to the parent window.

serviceDescriptionFiles
An array of Strings with the Web Service Description Languages (WSDL) references (as obtained from the Service Organization
XML). Each string should be a valid WSDL file (with root element <definitions>). The Adapter Framework reads the strings into
instances of the System.Web.Services.Description.ServiceDescription class.

Return Value

An array of Strings of WSDLs.

Remarks

Example endpoint configuration from the sample adapter:

Function DisplayUI( _
   ByVal endPointConfiguration As IPropertyBag, _
   ByVal owner As IWin32Window, _
   <Out()> ByRef serviceDescriptionFiles() As String _
) As Result
[C#]
Result DisplayUI(
   IPropertyBag endPointConfiguration,
   IWin32Window owner,
   out string[] serviceDescriptionFiles
);
[C++]
Result DisplayUI(
   IPropertyBag* endPointConfiguration,
   IWin32Window* owner,
   [Out] String* serviceDescriptionFiles __gc[]
);
[JScript]
function DisplayUI(
   endPointConfiguration : IPropertyBag,
   owner : IWin32Window,
   serviceDescriptionFiles : String[]
) : Result;

if (endPointConfiguration != null)
{
   object config = null;
   endPointConfiguration.Read("AdapterConfig", config, 0)
   string config = config as string;
}

<Config xmlns:xsd=\"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema\" xmlns:xsi=\"http://www.w3.org/2001/XML
Schema-instance\"><directory>c:\\temp</directory><fileName>%MessageID%.xml</fileName><fileCop



 

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IDynamicAdapterConfig Interface | IDynamicAdapterConfig Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework Namespace
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yMode>2</fileCopyMode><uri>c:\\temp\\%MessageID%.xml</uri></Config>
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IStaticAdapterConfig Interface
Queries the adapter for a service organization and individual service descriptions.

For a list of all members of this type, see IStaticAdapterConfig Members.

Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework.IAdapterConfig
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework.IStaticAdapterConfig

VB

Remarks

All static adapters must implement this interface. A static adapter is an adapter that uses the user interface provided by the BizTalk
Server Adapter Framework.

This interface is implemented by the adapter and used by the BizTalk Explorer and BizTalk Server Administration.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Adapter Framework (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Adapter.Framework.dll)

See Also

IStaticAdapterConfig Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<CLSCompliant(False)>
Public Interface IStaticAdapterConfig
   Inherits IAdapterConfig
[C#]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public interface IStaticAdapterConfig : IAdapterConfig
[C++]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public __gc __interface IStaticAdapterConfig : public
   IAdapterConfig
[JScript]
public
   CLSCompliant(false)
interface IStaticAdapterConfig implements IAdapterConfig
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IStaticAdapterConfig Members
IStaticAdapterConfig overview

Public Methods

GetConfigSchema (Inherite
d from IAdapterConfig)

Gets a schema representing the configuration properties of the adapter.

GetSchema (Inherited fro
m IAdapterConfig)

Gets the location of schema files that need to be imported into the BizTalk project.

GetServiceDescription Gets an array of Web Service Description Languages (WSDL), based on the unique WSDL reference
s specified in the returned XML of the GetServiceOrganization method.

GetServiceOrganization Gets an XML document or XML instance representing the way the adapter organizes its services. Th
is tree is used to generate the service organization tree that is displayed to the user.

See Also

IStaticAdapterConfig Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework Namespace
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IStaticAdapterConfig Methods
The methods of the IStaticAdapterConfig interface are listed here. For a complete list of IStaticAdapterConfig interface
members, see the IStaticAdapterConfig Members topic.

Public Methods

GetConfigSchema (Inherited
from IAdapterConfig)

Gets a schema representing the configuration properties of the adapter.

GetSchema (Inherited from I
AdapterConfig)

Gets the location of schema files that need to be imported into the BizTalk project.

GetServiceDescription Gets an array of Web Service Description Languages (WSDL), based on the unique WSDL referen
ces specified in the returned XML of the GetServiceOrganization method.

GetServiceOrganization Gets an XML representing the way the adapter organizes its services. This tree is used to generate
the service organization tree that is displayed to the user.

See Also

IStaticAdapterConfig Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework Namespace
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IStaticAdapterConfig.GetServiceDescription Method
Gets an array of Web Service Description Languages (WSDL), based on the unique WSDL references specified in the returned
XML of the GetServiceOrganization method.

VB

Parameters

wsdlReferences
An array of Strings with the WSDL references (as obtained from the Service Organization XML). Each input string is derived
from the XML provided from the GetServiceOrganization call.

Return Value

An array of strings of WSDLs. Each output string should contain the WSDL content corresponding to the WSDL reference in the
input parameter.

Remarks

The adapter must return the content for each WSDLReference. For example, if the adapter framework passes in {
"SAPService.wsdl", "Simple.wsdl" }, the adapter should return the WSDLs corresponding to "SAPService.wsdl" and
"Simple.wsdl" or a null value if a WSDLReference is not available.

The adapter framework attempts to load each WSDL content item in the return value into a
System.Web.Services.Description.ServiceDescription instance.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IStaticAdapterConfig Interface | IStaticAdapterConfig Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework Namespace
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Function GetServiceDescription( _
   ByVal wsdlReferences() As String _
) As String()
[C#]
string[] GetServiceDescription(
   string[] wsdlReferences
);
[C++]
String* GetServiceDescription(
   String* wsdlReferences __gc[]
)  __gc[];
[JScript]
function GetServiceDescription(
   wsdlReferences : String[]
) : String[];
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IStaticAdapterConfig.GetServiceOrganization Method
Gets an XML representing the way the adapter organizes its services. This tree is used to generate the service organization tree
that is displayed to the user in the Add Adapter Wizard.

VB

Parameters

endPointConfiguration
The IPropertyBag that contains the configuration for the adapter. This parameter may be Null if an endpoint is not specified in
the Add Adapter Wizard. If an endpoint was specified, the property bag will have root element CustomProps and a property
named AdapterConfig that holds an XML instance of the endpoint configuration for the adapter.

nodeIdentifier
The name of the node. The Adapter Framework passes Null to request the root of the service organization hierarchy and the
name of a node to request the hierarchy under an expandable tree node.

Return Value

A string containing XML that represents the way the adapter organizes its services, for example:

Function GetServiceOrganization( _
   ByVal endPointConfiguration As IPropertyBag, _
   ByVal nodeIdentifier As String _
) As String
[C#]
string GetServiceOrganization(
   IPropertyBag endPointConfiguration,
   string nodeIdentifier
);
[C++]
String* GetServiceOrganization(
   IPropertyBag* endPointConfiguration,
   String* nodeIdentifier
);
[JScript]
function GetServiceOrganization(
   endPointConfiguration : IPropertyBag,
   nodeIdentifier : String
) : String;

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
   <CategoryTree>
      <DisplayName>Services Organization</DisplayName>
      <DisplayDescription>An organization of application services</DisplayDescription>
         <CategoryTreeNode>
            <DisplayName>Health Care</DisplayName> 
            <Description>Services under Health Care</Description>
            <CategoryTreeNode>
               <DisplayName>Administrative</DisplayName> 
               <Description>Administrative Health Care Services</Description>
               <ServiceTreeNode>
                  <DisplayName>Eligibility</DisplayName>
                  <Description>Eligibility Verification Transactions</Description>
                  <WSDLReference>SAPService.wsdl</WSDLReference>
               </ServiceTreeNode>
            </CategoryTreeNode>
         </CategoryTreeNode>
         <CategoryTreeNode>
            <DisplayName>Manufacturing</DisplayName> 
            <Description>Manufacturing Services</Description>
         <CategoryTreeNode>
            <DisplayName>Inventory</DisplayName> 
            <Description>Inventory Services</Description>



 

Remarks

The adapter can access the endpoint configuration as follows:

Example endpoint configuration from the sample adapter:

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also
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            <ServiceTreeNode>
               <DisplayName>Requisition</DisplayName>
               <Description>Requisition</Description>
               <WSDLReference>Simple.wsdl</WSDLReference>
            </ServiceTreeNode>
         </CategoryTreeNode>
      </CategoryTreeNode>
   </CategoryTree> 

if (endPointConfiguration != null)
{
   object config = null;
   endPointConfiguration.Read("AdapterConfig", config, 0)
   string config = config as string;
}

<Config xmlns:xsd=\"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema\" xmlns:xsi=\"http://www.w3.org/2001/XML
Schema-instance\"><directory>c:\\temp</directory><fileName>%MessageID%.xml</fileName><fileCop
yMode>2</fileCopyMode><uri>c:\\temp\\%MessageID%.xml</uri></Config>
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PropertyBag Class
Provides an object with a property bag in which the object can persistently save its properties.

For a list of all members of this type, see PropertyBag Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework.PropertyBag

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Adapter.Framework (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Adapter.Framework.dll)

See Also

PropertyBag Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework Namespace
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<CLSCompliant(False)>
Public Class PropertyBag
   Implements IPropertyBag
[C#]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public class PropertyBag : IPropertyBag
[C++]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public __gc class PropertyBag : public IPropertyBag
[JScript]
public
   CLSCompliant(false)
class PropertyBag implements IPropertyBag
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PropertyBag Members
PropertyBag overview

Public Constructors

PropertyBag Constructor Initializes a new instance of the PropertyBag class.

Public Properties

Xml Gets the XML representation of the adapter configuration.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Read Reads the properties from the object into a client supported property bag.
ToString (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Write Saves the named property into a VARIANT.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PropertyBag Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework Namespace
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PropertyBag Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the PropertyBag class.

VB

Parameters

xmlString
The XML string that contains the configuration of the adapter.

rootElement
The name of the root element.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PropertyBag Class | PropertyBag Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal xmlString As String, _
   ByVal rootElement As String _
)
[C#]
public PropertyBag(
   string xmlString,
   string rootElement
);
[C++]
public: PropertyBag(
   String* xmlString,
   String* rootElement
);
[JScript]
public function PropertyBag(
   xmlString : String,
   rootElement : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PropertyBag Properties
The properties of the PropertyBag class are listed here. For a complete list of PropertyBag class members, see the
PropertyBag Members topic.

Public Properties

Xml Gets the XML representation of the adapter configuration.

See Also

PropertyBag Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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PropertyBag.Xml Property
Gets the XML representation of the adapter configuration.

VB

Remarks

See PropertyBag Constructor for the XML representation of the configuration information.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PropertyBag Class | PropertyBag Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property Xml As String
[C#]
public string Xml {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Xml();
[JScript]
public function get Xml() : String;
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PropertyBag Methods
The methods of the PropertyBag class are listed here. For a complete list of PropertyBag class members, see the
PropertyBag Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Read Reads the properties from the object into a client supported property bag.
ToString (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Write Saves the named property into a VARIANT.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PropertyBag Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework Namespace
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PropertyBag.Read Method
Reads the properties from the object into a client supported property bag.

VB

Parameters

propName
The name of the property to read.

ptrVar
The address of the caller-initialized VARIANT.

log
The address of the error log in which the property bag stores any errors that occur during reading.

Implements

IPropertyBag.Read

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PropertyBag Class | PropertyBag Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Sub Read( _
   ByVal propName As String, _
   <Out()> ByRef ptrVar As Object, _
   ByVal log As Integer _
) Implements IPropertyBag.Read
[C#]
public virtual void Read(
   string propName,
   out object ptrVar,
   int log
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Read(
   String* propName,
   [Out] Object** ptrVar,
   int log
);
[JScript]
public function Read(
   propName : String,
   ptrVar : Object,
   log : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PropertyBag.Write Method
Saves the named property into a VARIANT.

VB

Parameters

propName
The name of the property to save.

ptrVar
The address of the caller-initialized VARIANT.

Implements

IPropertyBag.Write

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PropertyBag Class | PropertyBag Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework Namespace
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Public Overridable Sub Write( _
   ByVal propName As String, _
   ByRef ptrVar As Object _
) Implements IPropertyBag.Write
[C#]
public virtual void Write(
   string propName,
   ref object ptrVar
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Write(
   String* propName,
   Object** ptrVar
);
[JScript]
public function Write(
   propName : String,
   ptrVar : Object
);
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Result Enumeration
Indicates the status code to describe the results of the GetSchema method of IAdapterConfig and the DisplayUI method of
IDynamicAdapterConfig.

VB

Members

Member name Value Description
Back 2 Stop processing and do not include the files into the project.
Cancel 1 Stop processing and do not include the files into the project.
Continue 0 Finish the Add Adapter Wizard and include files into the project.
Exit 4 Stop processing and do not include the files into the project.
Fail 3 Stop processing and do not include the files into the project.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Adapter.Framework (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Adapter.Framework.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.Framework Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Enum Result
[C#]
[Serializable]
public enum Result
[C++]
[Serializable]
__value public enum Result
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
enum Result
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Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace
The Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation namespace contains information on the classes, interfaces, and enumerations
available for accessing Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) services.

Namespace hierarchy

Classes

Class Description
ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Helps construct the interceptor configuration that represents the events relating to a single Busi

ness Activity Monitoring (BAM) activity.
BAMEventsRecord Represents a standard record from a SQL database.
BAMException The base exception class for BAM.
BAMInterceptor Supports the creation of BAM events based on metadata.
BAMRuntimeException The exception class that TDDS generates during run time.
BAMTraceException Throws exceptions when errors occur within the classes of the BAM EventObservation namespac

e.
BufferedEventStream Enables BAM event data to be buffered in memory before writing to the Primary Import databas

e.
DelayedSpCall Represents the intention to call a stored procedure in the tracking database.
DirectEventStream Enables BAM event data to be sent directly to the Primary Import database using a SqlConnectio

n object.
EventContextItem Base class for data items that can not be obtained at runtime, but are known to the Tracking Stre

am Decoder.
EventStream Represents a stream of data and events that are persisted in a form that can be queried. This abs

tract class is inherited by DirectEventStream and BufferedEventStream.
EventStream Base class for all EventStream implementations.
StoredProcedureCache Helper class to retrieve a SqlConnection object.
TrackPoint Internal, do not use in your code.
Utility Internal, do not use in your code.

Interfaces

Interface Description
IBAMDataExtractor Callback interface that provides data to the BAMInterceptor.Any Application that is instrumented with c

alls to the BAMInterceptor should expose this interface.
IBatch The Event Bus Service uses batching mechanism to improve performance.
IPersistQueryable Interface that all event classes must implement to use the Tracking Framework for concentration of the

event data in queryable form.
IRawStreamInterceptor Implemented for backward compatibility, do not use from your code.
ITDDSCustomDeserializer This is the interface to Deserialize Record Stream.

See Also

.NET Framework Class Library

Enumerations

Enumeration Description
TrackPoint.TrackPointType  

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Class
Helps construct the interceptor configuration that represents the events of interest to a BAM activity.

For a list of all members of this type, see ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation.ActivityInterceptorConfiguration

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

Use this class to build and prepare BAMInterceptor instances for runtime usage. It is up to the application developer to decide
what types are used, to identify steps in the code (location) or how the data should be extracted (extraction info). Those objects
must meet two requirements:

1. Both the location and the extraction-info objects must be serializable.
2. Since the BAMInterceptor compares the location objects, they must implement GetHashcode() and IsEqual() efficiently.

In the simplest case, the location can be a string and extraction info can be another string that contains an XPath.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.EventObservation (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.EventObservation.dll)

See Also

ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Class ActivityInterceptorConfiguration
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class ActivityInterceptorConfiguration
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class ActivityInterceptorConfiguration
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class ActivityInterceptorConfiguration
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ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Members
ActivityInterceptorConfiguration overview

Public Constructors

ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Constructor Initializes a new instance of the ActivityInterceptorConfiguration class.

Public Properties

TrackPoints Gets an array of all track points, which are the locations where the BAMInterceptor stops to extract data from the a
pplication.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Syst
em.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

RegisterContinue Registers step in the application where the activity continues, using a continuation token. All furthe
r data will be collected using this token.

RegisterDataExtraction Registers extraction of a Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) activity item, such as a milestone or d
ata.

RegisterEnableContinuation Registers the extraction of the continuation token. This enables more events to be collected in the c
ontext of the current activity.

RegisterEnd Registers the track point in the application where the activity events cease.
RegisterRelationship Registers extraction of activity relationship. This method causes the interceptor to stop and extract 

the identifiers of another activity.
RegisterStartNew Registers point in the application where the activity begins.
ToString (inherited from Sy

stem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

UpdateInterceptor Prepares the interceptor to extract all items registered in the current object.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace
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ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the ActivityInterceptorConfiguration class.

Overload List

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public ActivityInterceptorConfiguration();

[C++] public: ActivityInterceptorConfiguration();

[JScript] public function ActivityInterceptorConfiguration();

Initializes a new instance of the ActivityInterceptorConfiguration class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public ActivityInterceptorConfiguration(System.String);

[C++] public: ActivityInterceptorConfiguration(System.String);

[JScript] public function ActivityInterceptorConfiguration(System.String);

See Also

ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Class | ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Members |
Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace
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ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the ActivityInterceptorConfiguration class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values. This constructor is intended only for serialization and must not
be called from your code.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Class | ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Members |
Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace | ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public ActivityInterceptorConfiguration();
[C++]
public: ActivityInterceptorConfiguration();
[JScript]
public function ActivityInterceptorConfiguration();
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ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Constructor (System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the ActivityInterceptorConfiguration class.

VB

Parameters

activityName
The name of the activity (such as Purchase Order).

Remarks

This is the only constructor that you call from your code.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Class | ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Members |
Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace | ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal activityName As String _
)
[C#]
public ActivityInterceptorConfiguration(
   string activityName
);
[C++]
public: ActivityInterceptorConfiguration(
   String* activityName
);
[JScript]
public function ActivityInterceptorConfiguration(
   activityName : String
);
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ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Properties
The properties of the ActivityInterceptorConfiguration class are listed here. For a complete list of
ActivityInterceptorConfiguration class members, see the ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Members topic.

Public Properties

TrackPoints Gets an array of all track points, which are the locations where the BAMInterceptor stops to extract data from the a
pplication.

See Also

ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace
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ActivityInterceptorConfiguration.TrackPoints Property
Gets an array of all track points, which are the locations where the BAMInterceptor stops to extract data from the application.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Class | ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Members |
Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property TrackPoints As ArrayList
[C#]
public ArrayList TrackPoints {get;}
[C++]
public: __property ArrayList* get_TrackPoints();
[JScript]
public function get TrackPoints() : ArrayList;
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ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Methods
The methods of the ActivityInterceptorConfiguration class are listed here. For a complete list of
ActivityInterceptorConfiguration class members, see the ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Syst
em.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

RegisterContinue Registers step in the application where the activity continues, using a continuation token. All furthe
r data will be collected using this token.

RegisterDataExtraction Registers extraction of a Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) activity item, such as a milestone or d
ata.

RegisterEnableContinuation Registers the extraction of the continuation token; this enables more events to be collected in the c
ontext of the current activity.

RegisterEnd Registers the track point in the application where the activity events cease.
RegisterRelationship Registers extraction of activity relationship. This method causes the interceptor to stop and extract 

the identifiers of another activity.
RegisterStartNew Registers point in the application where the activity begins.
ToString (inherited from Sy

stem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

UpdateInterceptor Prepares the interceptor to extract all items registered in the current object.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace
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ActivityInterceptorConfiguration.RegisterContinue Method
Registers step in the application where the activity continues, using a continuation token. All further data is collected using this
token.

Overload List

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub RegisterContinue(Object, Object)

[C#] public void RegisterContinue(Object, Object);

[C++] public: void RegisterContinue(Object, Object);

[JScript] public function RegisterContinue(Object, Object);

Registers step in the application where the activity continues, using a continuation token. All further data is collected using this
token.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub RegisterContinue(Object, Object, System.String)

[C#] public void RegisterContinue(Object, Object, System.String);

[C++] public: void RegisterContinue(Object, Object, System.String);

[JScript] public function RegisterContinue(Object, Object, System.String);

See Also

ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Class | ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Members |
Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace
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ActivityInterceptorConfiguration.RegisterContinue Method
(Object, Object)
Registers step in the application where the activity continues, using a continuation token. All further data is collected using this
token.

VB

Parameters

location
The identifier of a location (step) in the application code.

correlationTokenExtractionInfo
The callback argument to extract the Correlation token.

Remarks

If your application contains one component only, or you are using the DirectEventStream object, then do not use this method. If
your application is a multi-component application with different IDs in different components, then you must use the
RegisterContinue(Object, Object) method. If your application is a multi-component application that tracks data
asynchronously and uses the same ID in all components, you must use the RegisterContinue(Object, Object, System.String)
method with a different prefix for each component.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Class | ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Members |
Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub RegisterContinue( _
   ByVal location As Object, _
   ByVal correlationTokenExtractionInfo As Object _
)
[C#]
public void RegisterContinue(
   object location,
   object correlationTokenExtractionInfo
);
[C++]
public: void RegisterContinue(
   Object* location,
   Object* correlationTokenExtractionInfo
);
[JScript]
public function RegisterContinue(
   location : Object,
   correlationTokenExtractionInfo : Object
);
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ActivityInterceptorConfiguration.RegisterContinue Method
(Object, Object, System.String)
Registers step in the application where the activity continues, using a continuation token. All further data is collected using this
token.

VB

Parameters

location
The identifier of a location (step) in the application code.

correlationTokenExtractionInfo
The callback argument to extract the Correlation token.

prefix
The prefix that makes the ID used as the activity ID and continuation ID unique among components of the application that
process the same activity instances.

Remarks

If your application contains one component only, or you are using the DirectEventStream object, then do not use this method. If
your application is a multi-component application with different IDs in different components, then you must use the
RegisterContinue(Object, Object) method. If your application is a multi-component application that tracks data asynchronously
and uses the same ID in all components, you must use the RegisterContinue(Object, Object, System.String) method with a
different prefix for each component.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Class | ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Members |
Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace
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Public Sub RegisterContinue( _
   ByVal location As Object, _
   ByVal correlationTokenExtractionInfo As Object _
   ByVal prefix As String _
)
[C#]
public void RegisterContinue(
   object location,
   object correlationTokenExtractionInfo
   string prefix
);
[C++]
public: void RegisterContinue(
   Object* location,
   Object* correlationTokenExtractionInfo
   String* prefix
);
[JScript]
public function RegisterContinue(
   location : Object,
   correlationTokenExtractionInfo : Object
   prefix : String
);
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ActivityInterceptorConfiguration.RegisterDataExtraction
Method
Registers extraction of a Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) activity item, such as a milestone or data.

VB

Parameters

itemName
The BAM activity item name. This is the database column name.

location
Identifier of a location (step) in the application code.

extractionInfo
Callback argument indicating how to extract the data item.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Class | ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Members |
Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub RegisterDataExtraction( _
   ByVal itemName As String, _
   ByVal location As Object, _
   ByVal extractionInfo As Object _
)
[C#]
public void RegisterDataExtraction(
   string itemName,
   object location,
   object extractionInfo
);
[C++]
public: void RegisterDataExtraction(
   String* itemName,
   Object* location,
   Object* extractionInfo
);
[JScript]
public function RegisterDataExtraction(
   itemName : String,
   location : Object,
   extractionInfo : Object
);
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ActivityInterceptorConfiguration.RegisterEnableContinuation
Method
Registers the extraction of the continuation token; this enables more events to be collected in the context of the current activity.

Overload List

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub RegisterEnableContinuation(Object, Object)

[C#] public void RegisterEnableContinuation(Object, Object);

[C++] public: void RegisterEnableContinuation(Object, Object);

[JScript] public function RegisterEnableContinuation(Object, Object);

Registers the extraction of the continuation token; this enables more events to be collected in the context of the current activity.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub RegisterEnableContinuation(Object, Object, System.String)

[C#] public void RegisterEnableContinuation(Object, Object, System.String);

[C++] public: void RegisterEnableContinuation(Object, Object, System.String);

[JScript] public function RegisterEnableContinuation(Object, Object, System.String);

See Also

ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Class | ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Members |
Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

prefix="| " postfix="&nbsp;" indexMoniker="!DefaultAssociativeIndex"/
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ActivityInterceptorConfiguration.RegisterEnableContinuation
Method (Object, Object)
Registers the extraction of the continuation token; this enables more events to be collected in the context of the current activity.

VB

Parameters

location
The identifier of a location (step) in the application code.

correlationTokenExtractionInfo
The callback argument to extract the continuation token.

Remarks

If your application contains one component only, or you are using the DirectEventStream object, then do not use this method. If
your application is a multi-component application with different IDs in different components, then you must use
RegisterEnableContinuation(Object, Object) method. If your application is a multi-component application that tracks data
asynchronously and uses the same ID in all components, you must use the
RegisterEnableContinuation(Object, Object, System.String) method with a different prefix for each component.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Class | ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Members |
Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub RegisterEnableContinuation( _
   ByVal location As Object, _
   ByVal correlationTokenExtractionInfo As Object _
)
[C#]
public void RegisterEnableContinuation(
   object location,
   object correlationTokenExtractionInfo
);
[C++]
public: void RegisterEnableContinuation(
   Object* location,
   Object* correlationTokenExtractionInfo
);
[JScript]
public function RegisterEnableContinuation(
   location : Object,
   correlationTokenExtractionInfo : Object
);
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ActivityInterceptorConfiguration.RegisterEnableContinuation
Method (Object, Object, System.String)
Registers the extraction of the continuation token; this enables more events to be collected in the context of the current activity.

VB

Parameters

location
The identifier of a location (step) in the application code.

correlationTokenExtractionInfo
The callback argument to extract the Correlation token.

prefix
The prefix that makes the ID used as the activity ID and continuation ID unique among components of the application that
process the same activity instances.

Remarks

If your application contains one component only, or you are using the DirectEventStream object, then do not use this method. If
your application is a multi-component application with different IDs in different components, then you must use
RegisterEnableContinuation(Object, Object) method. If your application is a multi-component application that tracks data
asynchronously and uses the same ID in all components, you must use the RegisterEnableContinuation(Object, Object,
System.String) method with a different prefix for each component.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Class | ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Members |
Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub RegisterEnableContinuation( _
   ByVal location As Object, _
   ByVal correlationTokenExtractionInfo As Object _
   ByVal prefix As String _
)
[C#]
public void RegisterEnableContinuation(
   object location,
   object correlationTokenExtractionInfo
   string prefix
);
[C++]
public: void RegisterEnableContinuation(
   Object* location,
   Object* correlationTokenExtractionInfo
   String* prefix
);
[JScript]
public function RegisterEnableContinuation(
   location : Object,
   correlationTokenExtractionInfo : Object
   prefix : String
);
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ActivityInterceptorConfiguration.RegisterEnd Method
Registers the track point in the application where the activity events cease.

VB

Parameters

location
The identifier of a location (step) in the application code.

Remarks

All track points that are registered must occur before this track point. It is important that you register this track point, so that a
marker is set for the final event. Optimization of data processing depends on the existence of this track point.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Class | ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Members |
Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub RegisterEnd( _
   ByVal location As Object _
)
[C#]
public void RegisterEnd(
   object location
);
[C++]
public: void RegisterEnd(
   Object* location
);
[JScript]
public function RegisterEnd(
   location : Object
);
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ActivityInterceptorConfiguration.RegisterRelationship Method
Registers extraction of activity relationship. This method causes the interceptor to stop and extract the identifiers of another
activity.

VB

Parameters

otherActivityName
The name of the other activity item.

location
The identifier of a location (step) in the application code.

otherIDExtractionInfo
The callback argument to extract the instance ID for the other activity item.

Remarks

An example usage of this is in processing of a purchase order: the interceptor stops in the middle of the purchase order process
and extracts the invoice number. So the purchase order activity instance is related to the invoice activity instance.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Class | ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Members |
Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace
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Public Sub RegisterRelationship( _
   ByVal otherActivityName As String, _
   ByVal location As Object, _
   ByVal otherIDExtractionInfo As Object _
)
[C#]
public void RegisterRelationship(
   string otherActivityName,
   object location,
   object otherIDExtractionInfo
);
[C++]
public: void RegisterRelationship(
   String* otherActivityName,
   Object* location,
   Object* otherIDExtractionInfo
);
[JScript]
public function RegisterRelationship(
   otherActivityName : String,
   location : Object,
   otherIDExtractionInfo : Object
);
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ActivityInterceptorConfiguration.RegisterStartNew Method
Registers point in the application where the activity begins.

VB

Parameters

location
The identifier of a location (step) in the application code.

activityIDExtractionInfo
The callback argument used to extract the activity identifier.

Remarks

This begin marker must be registered at an application step that precedes all other application extractions.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Class | ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Members |
Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub RegisterStartNew( _
   ByVal location As Object, _
   ByVal activityIDExtractionInfo As Object _
)
[C#]
public void RegisterStartNew(
   object location,
   object activityIDExtractionInfo
);
[C++]
public: void RegisterStartNew(
   Object* location,
   Object* activityIDExtractionInfo
);
[JScript]
public function RegisterStartNew(
   location : Object,
   activityIDExtractionInfo : Object
);
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ActivityInterceptorConfiguration.UpdateInterceptor Method
Prepares the interceptor to extract all items registered in the current object.

VB

Parameters

interceptor
The interceptor to configure.

Remarks

More than one ActivityInterceptorConfiguration instance can be merged into any given BAMInterceptor.

A simple usage of the ActivityInterceptorConfiguration class includes instantiation of the class, the registration of several
markers and track points, and the call to the UpdateInterceptor method, which packages the method data as the interceptor
configuration.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Class | ActivityInterceptorConfiguration Members |
Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace
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Public Sub UpdateInterceptor( _
   ByVal interceptor As IInterceptorConfiguration IInterceptorConfiguration _
)
[C#]
public void UpdateInterceptor(
   IInterceptorConfiguration interceptor
);
[C++]
public: void UpdateInterceptor(
   IInterceptorConfiguration * interceptor
);
[JScript]
public function UpdateInterceptor(
   interceptor : IInterceptorConfiguration
);
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BAMEventsRecord Class
Represents a standard record from a SQL database.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation.BAMEventsRecord

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

Each record must have a sequence number, stream Id, format Id, and an image binary large object (blob) that can be de-serialized.
When you use EventWriter to insert an object, you must instantiate this class and serialize it, then TDDS will deserialize image
blob and get this record back.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.Eventobservation (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.Eventobservation.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Class BAMEventsRecord
[C#]
public class BAMEventsRecord
[C++]
public __gc class BAMEventsRecord
[JScript]
public class BAMEventsRecord
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BAMException Class
The base exception class for BAM.

For a list of all members of this type, see BAMException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation.BAMException
            Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation.BAMRuntimeException
            Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation.BAMTraceException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.Eventobservation (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.Eventobservation.dll)

See Also

BAMException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class BAMException
   Inherits ApplicationException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class BAMException : ApplicationException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class BAMException : public ApplicationException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class BAMException extends ApplicationException
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BAMException Members
BAMException overview

Public Constructors

BAMException Constructor Initializes a new instance of the BAMException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

BAMException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the BAMException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BAMException Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace
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BAMException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the BAMException class.

Overload List

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public BAMException();

[C++] public: BAMException();

[JScript] public function BAMException();

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public BAMException(System.String);

[C++] public: BAMException(System.String);

[JScript] public function BAMException(System.String);

[Visual Basic]
Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected BAMException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: BAMException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function BAMException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public BAMException(System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: BAMException(System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function BAMException(System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

BAMException Class | BAMException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace
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BAMException Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the BAMException class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BAMException Class | BAMException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace |
BAMException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public BAMException();
[C++]
public: BAMException();
[JScript]
public function BAMException();
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BAMException Constructor (System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the BAMException class.

VB

Parameters

errorMessage
The message that describes the error. .

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BAMException Class | BAMException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace |
BAMException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal errorMessage As String _
)
[C#]
public BAMException(
   string errorMessage
);
[C++]
public: BAMException(
   String* errorMessage
);
[JScript]
public function BAMException(
   errorMessage : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BAMException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the BAMException class.

VB

Parameters

serialInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

streamContext
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BAMException Class | BAMException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace |
BAMException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serialInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal streamContext As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected BAMException(
   SerializationInfo serialInfo,
   StreamingContext streamContext
);
[C++]
protected: BAMException(
   SerializationInfo* serialInfo,
   StreamingContext streamContext
);
[JScript]
protected function BAMException(
   serialInfo : SerializationInfo,
   streamContext : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BAMException Constructor (System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the BAMException class.

VB

Parameters

errorMessage
The error message that explains the reason for the exception.

innerException
The exception that is the cause of the current exception. If the innerException parameter is not a null reference (Nothing in
Visual Basic), the current exception is raised in a catch block that handles the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BAMException Class | BAMException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace |
BAMException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal errorMessage As String, _
   ByVal innerException As Exception _
)
[C#]
public BAMException(
   string errorMessage,
   Exception innerException
);
[C++]
public: BAMException(
   String* errorMessage,
   Exception* innerException
);
[JScript]
public function BAMException(
   errorMessage : String,
   innerException : Exception
);
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BAMRuntimeException Class
The exception class that TDDS generates during run time.

For a list of all members of this type, see BAMRuntimeException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation.BAMException
            Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation.BAMRuntimeException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.Eventobservation (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.Eventobservation.dll)

See Also

BAMRuntimeException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class BAMRuntimeException
   Inherits BAMException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class BAMRuntimeException : BAMException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class BAMRuntimeException : public BAMException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class BAMRuntimeException extends BAMException
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BAMRuntimeException Members
BAMRuntimeException overview

Public Constructors

BAMRuntimeException Constructor Initializes a new instance of the BAMRuntimeException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message The exception message.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

AddException Adds exceptions to the exception list.
Equals (inherited from Sys

tem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

BAMRuntimeException Constructor Initializes a new instance of the BAMRuntimeException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BAMRuntimeException Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace
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BAMRuntimeException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the BAMRuntimeException class.

Overload List

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public BAMRuntimeException();

[C++] public: BAMRuntimeException();

[JScript] public function BAMRuntimeException();

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public BAMRuntimeException(System.String);

[C++] public: BAMRuntimeException(System.String);

[JScript] public function BAMRuntimeException(System.String);

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected BAMRuntimeException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: BAMRuntimeException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function BAMRuntimeException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public BAMRuntimeException(System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: BAMRuntimeException(System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function BAMRuntimeException(System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

BAMRuntimeException Class | BAMRuntimeException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace
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BAMRuntimeException Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the BAMRuntimeException class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BAMRuntimeException Class | BAMRuntimeException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace |
BAMRuntimeException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public BAMRuntimeException();
[C++]
public: BAMRuntimeException();
[JScript]
public function BAMRuntimeException();
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BAMRuntimeException Constructor (System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the BAMRuntimeException class.

VB

Parameters

errorMessage
The message that describes the error. .

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BAMRuntimeException Class | BAMRuntimeException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace |
BAMRuntimeException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal errorMessage As String _
)
[C#]
public BAMRuntimeException(
   string errorMessage
);
[C++]
public: BAMRuntimeException(
   String* errorMessage
);
[JScript]
public function BAMRuntimeException(
   errorMessage : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BAMRuntimeException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the BAMRuntimeException class.

VB

Parameters

serialInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

streamContext
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BAMRuntimeException Class | BAMRuntimeException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace |
BAMRuntimeException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serialInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal streamContext As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected BAMRuntimeException(
   SerializationInfo serialInfo,
   StreamingContext streamContext
);
[C++]
protected: BAMRuntimeException(
   SerializationInfo* serialInfo,
   StreamingContext streamContext
);
[JScript]
protected function BAMRuntimeException(
   serialInfo : SerializationInfo,
   streamContext : StreamingContext
);
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BAMRuntimeException Constructor (System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the BAMRuntimeException class.

VB

Parameters

errorMessage
The error message that explains the reason for the exception.

innerException
The exception that is the cause of the current exception. If the innerException parameter is not a null reference (Nothing in
Visual Basic), the current exception is raised in a catch block that handles the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BAMRuntimeException Class | BAMRuntimeException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace |
BAMRuntimeException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal errorMessage As String, _
   ByVal innerException As Exception _
)
[C#]
public BAMRuntimeException(
   string errorMessage,
   Exception innerException
);
[C++]
public: BAMRuntimeException(
   String* errorMessage,
   Exception* innerException
);
[JScript]
public function BAMRuntimeException(
   errorMessage : String,
   innerException : Exception
);
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BAMRuntimeException Properties
The properties of the BAMRuntimeException class are listed here. For a complete list of BAMRuntimeException class
members, see the BAMRuntimeException Members topic.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message The exception message.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BAMRuntimeException Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace
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BAMRuntimeException.Message Property
VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BAMRuntimeException Class | BAMRuntimeException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property Message As String
[C#]
public override string Message {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Message();
[JScript]
public override function get Message() : String;
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BAMRuntimeException Methods
The methods of the BAMRuntimeException class are listed here. For a complete list of BAMRuntimeException class
members, see the BAMRuntimeException Members topic.

Public Methods

AddException Adds exceptions to the exception list.
Equals (inherited from Sys

tem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BAMRuntimeException Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace
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BAMRuntimeException.AddException Method
Adds exceptions to the exception list.

VB

Parameters

e
The exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BAMRuntimeException Class | BAMRuntimeException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace
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Public Sub AddException( _
   ByVal e As Exception _
)
[C#]
public void AddException(
   Exception e
);
[C++]
public: void AddException(
   Exception* e
);
[JScript]
public function AddException(
   e : Exception
);
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EventContextItem Class
Base class for data items that can not be obtained at runtime, but are known to the Tracking Stream Decoder.

For a list of all members of this type, see EventContextItem Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation.EventContextItem

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.Eventobservation (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.Eventobservation.dll)

See Also

EventContextItem Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
<ComVisible(False)>
Public Class EventContextItem
[C#]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(false)]
public class EventContextItem
[C++]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(false)]
public __gc class EventContextItem
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
   ComVisible(false)
class EventContextItem

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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EventContextItem Members
EventContextItem overview

Public Constructors

EventContextItem Constructor Initializes a new instance of the EventContextItem class.

Public Properties

Key The key of the item to retrieve.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

EventContextItem Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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EventContextItem Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the EventContextItem class.

VB

Parameters

k
The key of the item.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

EventContextItem Class | EventContextItem Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal k As Object _
)
[C#]
public EventContextItem(
   object k
);
[C++]
public: EventContextItem(
   Object* k
);
[JScript]
public function EventContextItem(
   k : Object
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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EventContextItem Properties
The properties of the EventContextItem class are listed here. For a complete list of EventContextItem class members, see the
EventContextItem Members topic.

Public Properties

Key The key of the item to retrieve.

See Also

EventContextItem Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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EventContextItem.Key Property
The key of the item to retrieve.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

EventContextItem Class | EventContextItem Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Key As Object
[C#]
public object Key {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Object* get_Key();
[JScript]
public function get Key() : Object;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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StoredProcedureCache Class
Internal, do not use in your code.

For a list of all members of this type, see StoredProcedureCache Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation.StoredProcedureCache

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.Eventobservation (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.Eventobservation.dll)

See Also

StoredProcedureCache Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<ComVisible(False)>
NotInheritable Public Class StoredProcedureCache
[C#]
[ComVisible(false)]
public sealed class StoredProcedureCache
[C++]
[ComVisible(false)]
public __gc __sealed class StoredProcedureCache
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(false)
class StoredProcedureCache

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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StoredProcedureCache Members
StoredProcedureCache overview

Public Methods

LoadCache Internal, do not use in your code.
ReloadCache Internal, do not use in your code.

See Also

StoredProcedureCache Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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StoredProcedureCache Methods
The methods of the StoredProcedureCache class are listed here. For a complete list of StoredProcedureCache class members,
see the StoredProcedureCache Members topic.

Public Methods

LoadCache Internal, do not use in your code.
ReloadCache Internal, do not use in your code.

See Also

StoredProcedureCache Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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StoredProcedureCache.LoadCache Method
Internal, do not use in your code.

VB

Parameters

connection
Internal, do not use in your code.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

StoredProcedureCache Class | StoredProcedureCache Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Shared Sub LoadCache( _
   ByVal connection As SqlConnection _
)
[C#]
public static void LoadCache(
   SqlConnection connection
);
[C++]
public: static void LoadCache(
   SqlConnection* connection
);
[JScript]
public static function LoadCache(
   connection : SqlConnection
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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StoredProcedureCache.ReloadCache Method
Internal, do not use in your code.

VB

Parameters

connection
Internal, do not use in your code.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

StoredProcedureCache Class | StoredProcedureCache Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Shared Sub ReloadCache( _
   ByVal connection As SqlConnection _
)
[C#]
public static void ReloadCache(
   SqlConnection connection
);
[C++]
public: static void ReloadCache(
   SqlConnection* connection
);
[JScript]
public static function ReloadCache(
   connection : SqlConnection
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TrackPoint Class
Internal, do not use in your code.

For a list of all members of this type, see TrackPoint Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation.TrackPoint

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.Eventobservation (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.Eventobservation.dll)

See Also

TrackPoint Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Class TrackPoint
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class TrackPoint
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class TrackPoint
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class TrackPoint

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TrackPoint Members
TrackPoint overview

Public Constructors

TrackPoint Constructor Initializes a new instance of the TrackPoint class.

Public Properties

ExtractionInfo Internal, do not use in your code.
ItemName Internal, do not use in your code.
Location Internal, do not use in your code.
Type Internal, do not use in your code.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

TrackPoint Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TrackPoint Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the TrackPoint class.

Overload List

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public TrackPoint();

[C++] public: TrackPoint();

[JScript] public function TrackPoint();

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(TrackPoint.TrackPointType, System.String, System.Object, System.Object)

[C#] public TrackPoint(TrackPoint.TrackPointType, System.String, System.Object, System.Object);

[C++] public: TrackPoint(TrackPoint.TrackPointType, System.String, System.Object, System.Object);

[JScript] public function TrackPoint(TrackPoint.TrackPointType, System.String, System.Object, System.Object);

See Also

TrackPoint Class | TrackPoint Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TrackPoint Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the TrackPoint class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TrackPoint Class | TrackPoint Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace |
TrackPoint Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public TrackPoint();
[C++]
public: TrackPoint();
[JScript]
public function TrackPoint();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TrackPoint Constructor (TrackPoint.TrackPointType,
System.String, System.Object, System.Object)
Initializes a new instance of the TrackPoint class.

VB

Parameters

type
Internal, do not use in your code.

itemName
Internal, do not use in your code.

location
Internal, do not use in your code.

extractionInfo
Internal, do not use in your code.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TrackPoint Class | TrackPoint Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace |
TrackPoint Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal type As TrackPoint.TrackPointType, _
   ByVal itemName As String, _
   ByVal location As Object, _
   ByVal extractionInfo As Object _
)
[C#]
public TrackPoint(
   TrackPoint.TrackPointType type,
   string itemName,
   object location,
   object extractionInfo
);
[C++]
public: TrackPoint(
   TrackPoint.TrackPointType type,
   String* itemName,
   Object* location,
   Object* extractionInfo
);
[JScript]
public function TrackPoint(
   type : TrackPoint.TrackPointType,
   itemName : String,
   location : Object,
   extractionInfo : Object
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TrackPoint Properties
The properties of the TrackPoint class are listed here. For a complete list of TrackPoint class members, see the
TrackPoint Members topic.

Public Properties

ExtractionInfo Internal, do not use in your code.
ItemName Internal, do not use in your code.
Location Internal, do not use in your code.
Type Internal, do not use in your code.

See Also

TrackPoint Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TrackPoint.ExtractionInfo Property
VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TrackPoint Class | TrackPoint Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property ExtractionInfo As Object
[C#]
public object ExtractionInfo {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Object* get_ExtractionInfo();
public: __property void set_ExtractionInfo(Object*);
[JScript]
public function get ExtractionInfo() : Object;
public function set ExtractionInfo(Object);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TrackPoint.ItemName Property
Internal, do not use in your code.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TrackPoint Class | TrackPoint Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property ItemName As String
[C#]
public string ItemName {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ItemName();
public: __property void set_ItemName(String*);
[JScript]
public function get ItemName() : String;
public function set ItemName(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TrackPoint.Location Property
Internal, do not use in your code.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TrackPoint Class | TrackPoint Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Location As Object
[C#]
public object Location {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Object* get_Location();
public: __property void set_Location(Object*);
[JScript]
public function get Location() : Object;
public function set Location(Object);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TrackPoint.Type Property
Internal, do not use in your code.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TrackPoint Class | TrackPoint Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Type As TrackPoint.TrackPointType
[C#]
public TrackPoint.TrackPointType Type {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property TrackPoint.TrackPointType get_Type();
public: __property void set_Type(TrackPoint.TrackPointType);
[JScript]
public function get Type() : TrackPoint.TrackPointType;
public function set Type(TrackPoint.TrackPointType);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Utility Class
Internal, do not use in your code.

For a list of all members of this type, see Utility Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation.Utility

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.Eventobservation (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.Eventobservation.dll)

See Also

Utility Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

NotInheritable Public Class Utility
[C#]
public sealed class Utility
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class Utility
[JScript]
public class Utility

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Utility Members
Utility overview

Public Methods

ConvertObjectToString Internal, do not use in your code.

See Also

Utility Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Utility Methods
The methods of the Utility class are listed here. For a complete list of Utility class members, see the Utility Members topic.

Public Methods

ConvertObjectToString Internal, do not use in your code.

See Also

Utility Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Utility.ConvertObjectToString Method
Internal, do not use in your code.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Utility Class | Utility Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Shared Function ConvertObjectToString( _
   ByVal o As Object _
) As String
[C#]
public static string ConvertObjectToString(
   object o
);
[C++]
public: static String* ConvertObjectToString(
   Object* o
);
[JScript]
public static function ConvertObjectToString(
   o : Object
) : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BAMInterceptor Class
Enables flexible instrumentation of applications for collecting BAM data.

For a list of all members of this type, see BAMInterceptor Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation.BAMInterceptor

VB

Remarks

Typically when instrumenting an application for monitoring, the developer is faced with the choice of how much event data to fire.
This is further complicated when the application deals with large operational data (such as XML documents) that may be of
interest.

The BAMInterceptor class allows the application to be instrumented in a generic way, so that the verbosity and the content of
the event data can be controlled via configuration.

Instrumenting the application with the BAMInterceptor has negligible performance impact when there are no events of interest,
and any operational data can be included in the events if needed simply by changing the configuration.

In general, the BAMInterceptor class can be thought of as an in-place event filter that can be used with any of the EventStream
classes.

Thread Safety

All members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.EventObservation (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.EventObservation.dll)

See Also

BAMInterceptor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Class BAMInterceptor
   Implements IInterceptorConfiguration, IRawStreamInterceptor
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class BAMInterceptor : IInterceptorConfiguration,
   IRawStreamInterceptor
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class BAMInterceptor : public
   IInterceptorConfiguration, IRawStreamInterceptor
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class BAMInterceptor implements IInterceptorConfiguration,
   IRawStreamInterceptor

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BAMInterceptor Members
BAMInterceptor overview

Public Constructors

BAMInterceptor Constructor Initializes a new instance of the BAMInterceptor class.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnStep Retrieves data for a particular step. Call this method on every step in which some data may be needed 
for BAM.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BAMInterceptor Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace
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BAMInterceptor Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the BAMInterceptor class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values. The BAMInterceptor object must be configured using the
ActivityInterceptorConfiguration helper class before use. Once the BAMInterceptor is configured, it may be serialized and
retrieved for later use in a specific instance of the activity. After the OnStep method is called, the BAMInterceptor can store a
state (such as ActivityID) and as a result, it must be persisted along with this activity instance data.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BAMInterceptor Class | BAMInterceptor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public BAMInterceptor();
[C++]
public: BAMInterceptor();
[JScript]
public function BAMInterceptor();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BAMInterceptor Methods
The methods of the BAMInterceptor class are listed here. For a complete list of BAMInterceptor class members, see the
BAMInterceptor Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnStep Retrieves data for a particular step. Call this method on every step in which some data may be needed 
for Business Activity Monitoring.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BAMInterceptor Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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BAMInterceptor.OnStep Method
Retrieves data for a particular step. Call this method on every step in which some data may be needed for BAM.

VB

Parameters

extractor
The callback interface that is exposed by the application that is being instrumented.

location
The identifier of current step in the implemented application.

data
The data that is available at the step specified by the location parameter.

eventStream
A reference an EventStream object used to write events to the BAM database.

Remarks

This method must be called at every step of the application. If nothing is configured to be extracted from this step, this method
returns immediately. If some data is configured to be extracted from this step, this method performs the necessary calls to the
callback interface (IBAMDataExtractor) exposed by the application.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BAMInterceptor Class | BAMInterceptor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub OnStep( _
   ByVal extractor As IBAMDataExtractor, _
   ByVal location As Object, _
   ByVal data As Object, _
   ByVal eventStream As EventStream _
)
[C#]
public virtual void OnStep(
   IBAMDataExtractor extractor,
   object location,
   object data,
   EventStream eventStream
);
[C++]
public: virtual void OnStep(
   IBAMDataExtractor* extractor,
   Object* location,
   Object* data,
   EventStream* eventStream
);
[JScript]
public function OnStep(
   extractor : IBAMDataExtractor,
   location : Object,
   data : Object,
   eventStream : EventStream
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BAMTraceException Class
Throws exceptions when errors occur within the classes of the BAM EventObservation namespace.

For a list of all members of this type, see BAMTraceException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
            Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation.BAMTraceException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.EventObservation (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.EventObservation.dll)

See Also

BAMTraceException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Class BAMTraceException
   Inherits BAMException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class BAMTraceException : BAMException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class BAMTraceException : public BAMException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class BAMTraceException extends BAMException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
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BAMTraceException Members
BAMTraceException overview

Public Constructors

BAMTraceException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the BAMTraceException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

BAMTraceException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the BAMTraceException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BAMTraceException Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace
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BAMTraceException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the BAMTraceException class.

Overload List

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public BAMTraceException();

[C++] public: BAMTraceException();

[JScript] public function BAMTraceException();

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public BAMTraceException(System.String);

[C++] public: BAMTraceException(System.String);

[JScript] public function BAMTraceException(System.String);

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public BAMTraceException(System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: BAMTraceException(System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function BAMTraceException(System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

BAMTraceException Class | BAMTraceException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace
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BAMTraceException Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the BAMTraceException class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BAMTraceException Class | BAMTraceException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace |
BAMTraceException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public BAMTraceException();
[C++]
public: BAMTraceException();
[JScript]
public function BAMTraceException();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BAMTraceException Constructor (System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the BAMTraceException class.

VB

Parameters

errorMessage
The error message that is shown to the user.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BAMTraceException Class | BAMTraceException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace |
BAMTraceException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal errorMessage As String _
)
[C#]
public BAMTraceException(
   string errorMessage
);
[C++]
public: BAMTraceException(
   String* errorMessage
);
[JScript]
public function BAMTraceException(
   errorMessage : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BAMTraceException Constructor (System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the BAMTraceException class.

VB

Parameters

errorMessage
The error message that is shown to the user.

innerException
The exception that caused the BAMTraceException, for instance, a SQLException.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BAMTraceException Class | BAMTraceException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace |
BAMTraceException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal errorMessage As String, _
   ByVal innerException As Exception _
)
[C#]
public BAMTraceException(
   string errorMessage,
   Exception innerException
);
[C++]
public: BAMTraceException(
   String* errorMessage,
   Exception* innerException
);
[JScript]
public function BAMTraceException(
   errorMessage : String,
   innerException : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BufferedEventStream Class
Enables the Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) event data to be buffered in memory before writing out to the Primary Import
database.

For a list of all members of this type, see BufferedEventStream Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation.EventStream
      Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation.BufferedEventStream

VB

Remarks

Use this interface to maximize the performance of an application sending tracking data to BAM.

If you use the DirectEventStream class, the application must wait until the data is placed in the tables, it must additionally wait as
triggers for real-time aggregation fire, and it must accept and process errors in the data writing process. These delays cause
performance degradation. A way to avoid this degradation is to use the BufferedEventStream class.

The BufferedEventStream class enables events to be written quickly in binary form to the Store-and-Forward database, in order
that they can be processed by the Event Bus Service later and use the CPU time of the different computers that comprise the Event
Bus Cluster.

Even though using the BufferedEventStream class involves asynchronous processing, it is transaction-consistent; this means
that application data and Event Bus data are stored in the same transaction. The result of this is that application state that is
update in a .NET automatic transaction and events data are never mismatched. If the automatic .NET Transaction in the application
succeeds, the event data collected during the transaction is available to BAM with a small latency.

Important  Instances of the BufferedEventStream class must have access to the TDDS_InsertTrackingData stored procedure
to function correctly.

Thread Safety

All members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.EventObservation (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.EventObservation.dll)

See Also

BufferedEventStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Class BufferedEventStream
   Inherits EventStream
[C#]
public class BufferedEventStream : EventStream
[C++]
public __gc class BufferedEventStream : public EventStream
[JScript]
public class BufferedEventStream extends EventStream

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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BufferedEventStream Members
BufferedEventStream overview

Public Constructors

BufferedEventStream Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the BufferedEventStream class.

Public Properties

ConnectionString Gets or sets connection string to the database that contains the temporary event data table 
(MessageBox).

FlushThreshold Gets or sets a value that determines under what conditions the buffered data will be sent to 
the tracking database.

FormatID This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be use
d directly from your code.

StreamID Gets or sets the event stream instance identifier.
TimeoutValue (inherited from Eve

ntStream)
Gets or sets the timeout value used when submitting events.

Public Methods

BeginActivity (inherited fr
om EventStream)

Creates a new activity record if data is tracked using the UpdateActivity method.

Clear Clears the buffered data.
EnableContinuation (inhe

rited from EventStream)
Enables data tracked in a different context to contribute to a given activity record.

 EndActivity (inherited fro
m EventStream)

Indicates that there are no more events expected for the given Activity instance or Continuation toke
n.

Equals (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Flush Forces the writing of events accumulated in memory to the Store-and-Forward database, so that the
y can be processed by the Event Bus Service.

GetHashCode (inherited f
rom System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StoreCustomEvent Buffers event class instance (such as DelayedSpCall) for processing. The events will appear in the Pri
mary Import database after they are processed by the Event Bus Service.

ToString (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

UpdateActivity(inherited f
rom EventStream)

Updates the activity record.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BufferedEventStream Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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BufferedEventStream Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the BufferedEventStream class.

Overload List

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public BufferedEventStream();

[C++] public: BufferedEventStream();

[JScript] public function BufferedEventStream();

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Int32)

[C#] public BufferedEventStream(System.String, System.Int32);

[C++] public: BufferedEventStream(System.String, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function BufferedEventStream(System.String, System.Int32);

See Also

BufferedEventStream Class | BufferedEventStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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BufferedEventStream Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the BufferedEventStream class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values. If you use this constructor, you must set the connection string
before writing any events.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BufferedEventStream Class | BufferedEventStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace |
BufferedEventStream Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public BufferedEventStream();
[C++]
public: BufferedEventStream();
[JScript]
public function BufferedEventStream();
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BufferedEventStream Constructor (System.String,
System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the BufferedEventStream class.

VB

Parameters

connectionString
The connection string to the Store-and-Forward database.

flushThreshold
The value that determines under what conditions the buffered data will be sent to the tracking database. This can be one of the
following values:
Value Description
Greater than one Flush each time this number of events occurs.
1 Flush immediately for every event.
Less than or equal to zero Never flush automatically. You need to call the Flush method explicitly to flush the events.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BufferedEventStream Class | BufferedEventStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace |
BufferedEventStream Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal connectionString As String, _
   ByVal flushThreshold As Integer _
)
[C#]
public BufferedEventStream(
   string connectionString,
   int flushThreshold
);
[C++]
public: BufferedEventStream(
   String* connectionString,
   int flushThreshold
);
[JScript]
public function BufferedEventStream(
   connectionString : String,
   flushThreshold : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BufferedEventStream Properties
The properties of the BufferedEventStream class are listed here. For a complete list of BufferedEventStream class members,
see the BufferedEventStream Members topic.

Public Properties

ConnectionString Gets or sets connection string to the database that contains the temporary event data table 
(MessageBox).

FlushThreshold Gets or sets a value that determines under what conditions the buffered data will be sent to 
the tracking database.

FormatID This property supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be use
d directly from your code.

StreamID Gets or sets the event stream instance identifier.
TimeoutValue (inherited from Eve

ntStream)
Timeout value used when submitting events.

See Also

BufferedEventStream Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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BufferedEventStream.ConnectionString Property
Gets or sets connection string to the database that contains the temporary event data table (MessageBox).

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BufferedEventStream Class | BufferedEventStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property ConnectionString As String
[C#]
public string ConnectionString {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ConnectionString();
public: __property void set_ConnectionString(String*);
[JScript]
public function get ConnectionString() : String;
public function set ConnectionString(String);
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BufferedEventStream.FlushThreshold Property
Gets or sets a value that determines under what conditions the buffered data will be sent to the tracking database.

VB

Remarks

This property can contain the following values:

Val
ue

Description

<= 
0

The BufferedEventStream will never flush automatically. The application must explicitly call the Flush method.

1 Each event will be immediately persisted in the BAM database.
> 1 The BufferedEventStream will accumulate the events in memory until the event count equals or exceeds this threshold; at thi

s point, the Flush method will be called internally.

The events that are flushed to the Store-and-Forward database will appear in the Primary Import database only after they are
processed by the Event Bus Service.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BufferedEventStream Class | BufferedEventStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property FlushThreshold As Integer
[C#]
public int FlushThreshold {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_FlushThreshold();
public: __property void set_FlushThreshold(int);
[JScript]
public function get FlushThreshold() : int;
public function set FlushThreshold(int);
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BufferedEventStream.FormatID Property
This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BufferedEventStream Class | BufferedEventStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property FormatID As Guid
[C#]
public Guid FormatID {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Guid get_FormatID();
public: __property void set_FormatID(Guid);
[JScript]
public function get FormatID() : Guid;
public function set FormatID(Guid);
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BufferedEventStream.StreamID Property
Gets or sets the event stream instance identifier. The Event Bus Service guarantees ordered delivery of the events in the same
stream instance. The order of events belonging to different streams is not guaranteed.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BufferedEventStream Class | BufferedEventStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property StreamID As Guid
[C#]
public Guid StreamID {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Guid get_StreamID();
public: __property void set_StreamID(Guid);
[JScript]
public function get StreamID() : Guid;
public function set StreamID(Guid);
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BufferedEventStream Methods
The methods of the BufferedEventStream class are listed here. For a complete list of BufferedEventStream class members, see
the BufferedEventStream Members topic.

Public Methods

BeginActivity (inherited fr
om EventStream)

Creates a new activity record if data is tracked using the UpdateActivity method.

Clear Clears the buffered data.
EnableContinuation (inhe

rited from EventStream)
Enables data tracked in a different context to contribute to a given activity record.

 EndActivity (inherited fro
m EventStream)

Indicates that there are no more events expected for the given Activity instance or Continuation toke
n.

Equals (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Flush Forces the writing of events accumulated in memory to the Store-and-Forward database, in order th
at they can be processed by the Event Bus Service.

GetHashCode (inherited f
rom System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StoreCustomEvent Buffers event class instance (such as DelayedSpCall) for processing. The events will appear in the Pri
mary Import database after they are processed by the Event Bus Service.

ToString (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

UpdateActivity(inherited f
rom EventStream)

Updates the activity record.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BufferedEventStream Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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BufferedEventStream.Clear Method
Discards all events accumulated in the memory that is defined by the FlushThreshold property.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BufferedEventStream Class | BufferedEventStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Sub Clear()
[C#]
public override void Clear();
[C++]
public: void Clear();
[JScript]
public override function Clear();
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BufferedEventStream.Flush Method
Forces the writing of events accumulated in memory to the Store-and-Forward database, in order that they can be processed by
the Event Bus Service.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BufferedEventStream Class | BufferedEventStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Sub Flush()
[C#]
public override void Flush();
[C++]
public: void Flush();
[JScript]
public override function Flush();
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BufferedEventStream.StoreCustomEvent Method
Buffers event class instance (such as DelayedSpCall) for processing. The events will appear in the Primary Import database after
they are processed by the Event Bus Service.

VB

Parameters

singleEvent
The Event class instance.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BufferedEventStream Class | BufferedEventStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Sub StoreCustomEvent( _
   ByVal singleEvent As IPersistQueryable _
)
[C#]
public override void StoreCustomEvent(
   IPersistQueryable singleEvent
);
[C++]
public: void StoreCustomEvent(
   IPersistQueryable* singleEvent
);
[JScript]
public override function StoreCustomEvent(
   singleEvent : IPersistQueryable
);
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DelayedSpCall Class
Represents the intention to call a stored procedure in the tracking database.

For a list of all members of this type, see DelayedSpCall Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation.DelayedSpCall

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

Each instance of DelayedSpCall represents a serialized image of a call to a stored procedure. The DelayedSpCall objects are
constructed in the application that has the arguments to call the stored procedure. The DelayedSpCall objects are executed later
by the Event Bus Service as if the DirectEventStream object had been used by the application.

The process sequence begins when an application server requires that a stored procedure be called at a later time. Instead of
waiting for the stored procedure to be called, the application instantiates the DelayedSpCall object, adds the required arguments
and includes the stored procedure name. This object is then forwarded to an instance of the BufferedEventStream class along
with many other DelayedSpCall objects. The BufferedEventStream object creates a compact binary object from several of these
DelayedSpCall objects for consumption by the Event Bus Service. Later, the Event Bus Service reconstructs the objects, then uses
the IPersistQueryable interface to enable these objects to execute their corresponding stored procedures.

In BizTalk, Human Workflow Services (HWS), HAT, and the Rules Engine use the DelayedSpCall object.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.EventObservation (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.EventObservation.dll)

See Also

DelayedSpCall Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Class DelayedSpCall
   Implements IPersistQueryable
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class DelayedSpCall : IPersistQueryable
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class DelayedSpCall : public IPersistQueryable
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class DelayedSpCall implements IPersistQueryable

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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DelayedSpCall Members
DelayedSpCall overview

Public Constructors

DelayedSpCall Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the DelayedSpCall class.

Public Properties

BatchType Internal, do not use in your code.
ParentRecord Internal, do not use in your code.
SPIndex Internal, do not use in your code.
SPName Gets or sets a value that specifies the name of the stored procedure to be called.

Public Methods

AddArgument Adds an argument to the list of arguments passed to the stored procedure call.
AddToBatch Adds the stored procedure call to the IBatch object in order to optimize performance.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetArguments Returns the list of stored procedure arguments.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

PersistQueryable Performs the actual call to the stored procedure.
ToString Overridden. Used for diagnostics and debugging.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

DelayedSpCall Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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DelayedSpCall Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the DelayedSpCall class.

Overload List

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public DelayedSpCall();

[C++] public: DelayedSpCall();

[JScript] public function DelayedSpCall();

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, ParamArray System.Object())

[C#] public DelayedSpCall(System.String, params System.Object[]);

[C++] public: DelayedSpCall(System.String, System.Object[]);

[JScript] public function DelayedSpCall(System.String, System.Object[]);

See Also

DelayedSpCall Class | DelayedSpCall Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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DelayedSpCall Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the DelayedSpCall class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values. This constructor is required for serialization. Do not use it from
within your code.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DelayedSpCall Class | DelayedSpCall Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace |
DelayedSpCall Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public DelayedSpCall();
[C++]
public: DelayedSpCall();
[JScript]
public function DelayedSpCall();
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DelayedSpCall Constructor (System.String, System.Object[])
Initializes a new instance of the DelayedSpCall class.

VB

Parameters

spName
The value that specifies the name of the stored procedure to be called.

parameterList
The array of strings that specifies the arguments to be passed to the stored procedure.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DelayedSpCall Class | DelayedSpCall Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace |
DelayedSpCall Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal spName As String, _
   ByVal ParamArray parameterList() As Object _
)
[C#]
public DelayedSpCall(
   string spName,
   params object[] parameterList
);
[C++]
public: DelayedSpCall(
   String* spName,
   Object* parameterList __gc[]
);
[JScript]
public function DelayedSpCall(
   spName : String,
   parameterList : Object[]
);
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DelayedSpCall Properties
The properties of the DelayedSpCall class are listed here. For a complete list of DelayedSpCall class members, see the
DelayedSpCall Members topic.

Public Properties

BatchType Internal, do not use in your code.
ParentRecord Internal, do not use in your code.
SPIndex Internal, do not use in your code.
SPName Gets or sets a value that specifies the name of the stored procedure to be called.

See Also

DelayedSpCall Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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DelayedSpCall.BatchType Property
This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Implements

IPersistQueryable.BatchType

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DelayedSpCall Class | DelayedSpCall Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property BatchType As Type  Implements _
   _
   IPersistQueryable.BatchType
[C#]
public virtual Type BatchType {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual Type* get_BatchType();
[JScript]
public function get BatchType() : Type;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DelayedSpCall.ParentRecord Property
This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DelayedSpCall Class | DelayedSpCall Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DelayedSpCall.SPIndex Property
This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DelayedSpCall Class | DelayedSpCall Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property SPIndex As String
[C#]
public string SPIndex {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_SPIndex();
public: __property void set_SPIndex(String*);
[JScript]
public function get SPIndex() : String;
public function set SPIndex(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DelayedSpCall.SPName Property
Gets or sets a value that specifies the name of the stored procedure to be called.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DelayedSpCall Class | DelayedSpCall Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property SPName As String
[C#]
public string SPName {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_SPName();
public: __property void set_SPName(String*);
[JScript]
public function get SPName() : String;
public function set SPName(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DelayedSpCall Methods
The methods of the DelayedSpCall class are listed here. For a complete list of DelayedSpCall class members, see the
DelayedSpCall Members topic.

Public Methods

AddArgument Adds an argument to the list of arguments passed to the stored procedure call.
AddToBatch Adds the stored procedure call to the IBatch object in order to optimize performance.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetArguments Returns the list of stored procedure arguments.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

PersistQueryable Performs the actual call to the stored procedure.
ToString Overridden. Method used for diagnostics and debugging.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

DelayedSpCall Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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DelayedSpCall.AddArgument Method
Adds an argument to the list of arguments passed to the stored procedure call.

VB

Parameters

argument
The object that specifies the argument to be added to argument list passed to the stored procedure.

Remarks

The arguments must be added in the order defined in the CREATE PROCEDURE statement.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DelayedSpCall Class | DelayedSpCall Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub AddArgument( _
   ByVal argument As Object _
)
[C#]
public void AddArgument(
   object argument
);
[C++]
public: void AddArgument(
   Object* argument
);
[JScript]
public function AddArgument(
   argument : Object
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DelayedSpCall.AddToBatch Method
Adds the stored procedure call to the IBatch object in order to optimize performance.

VB

Parameters

connection
The connection to the destination database.

b
The IBatch instance.

Implements

IPersistQueryable.AddToBatch

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DelayedSpCall Class | DelayedSpCall Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub AddToBatch( _
   ByVal connection As SqlConnection, _
   ByVal b As IBatch _
) Implements IPersistQueryable.AddToBatch
[C#]
public virtual void AddToBatch(
   SqlConnection connection,
   IBatch b
);
[C++]
public: virtual void AddToBatch(
   SqlConnection* connection,
   IBatch* b
);
[JScript]
public function AddToBatch(
   connection : SqlConnection,
   b : IBatch
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DelayedSpCall.GetArguments Method
Returns the list of stored procedure arguments.

VB

Return Value

Returns the list of stored procedure arguments.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DelayedSpCall Class | DelayedSpCall Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Function GetArguments() As Object()
[C#]
public object[] GetArguments();
[C++]
public: Object* GetArguments()  __gc[];
[JScript]
public function GetArguments() : Object[];

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DelayedSpCall.PersistQueryable Method
Performs the actual call to the stored procedure.

VB

Parameters

connection
The connection to the database.

transaction
The current transaction.

timeoutValue
The SQL command timeout value.

Implements

IPersistQueryable.PersistQueryable

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DelayedSpCall Class | DelayedSpCall Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub PersistQueryable( _
   ByVal connection As SqlConnection, _
   ByVal transaction As SqlTransaction, _
   ByVal timeoutValue As Integer _
) Implements IPersistQueryable.PersistQueryable
[C#]
public virtual void PersistQueryable(
   SqlConnection connection,
   SqlTransaction transaction,
   int timeoutValue
);
[C++]
public: virtual void PersistQueryable(
   SqlConnection* connection,
   SqlTransaction* transaction,
   int timeoutValue
);
[JScript]
public function PersistQueryable(
   connection : SqlConnection,
   transaction : SqlTransaction,
   timeoutValue : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DelayedSpCall.ToString Method
Performs string conversion; used for diagnostics and debugging.

VB

Return Value

Returns the converted string.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DelayedSpCall Class | DelayedSpCall Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function ToString() As String
[C#]
public override string ToString();
[C++]
public: String* ToString();
[JScript]
public override function ToString() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DirectEventStream Class
Enables the Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) event data to be sent directly to the Primary Import database using a
SqlConnection object.

For a list of all members of this type, see DirectEventStream Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation.EventStream
      Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation.DirectEventStream

VB

Thread Safety

All methods can be called by any thread.

Remarks

Using the DirectEventStream object is the simplest way to use BAM. This object sends the event data synchronously into BAM
and if any error occurs, the data is thrown back to the calling application. If the application is processing a .NET automatic
transaction, the BAM data becomes visible only after a successful commit operation.

A disadvantage of using the DirectEventStream class is that the application must wait until the data is placed in the appropriate
tables, triggers for real-time aggregation fire, and so on.

To avoid this performance degradation, use the BufferedEventStream class; this class avoids use of the event data by storing it in
binary form in the Store and Forward (MessageBox) database; this data is later processed by the Event Bus Service.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.EventObservation (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.EventObservation.dll)

See Also

DirectEventStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Class DirectEventStream
   Inherits EventStream
[C#]
public class DirectEventStream : EventStream
[C++]
public __gc class DirectEventStream : public EventStream
[JScript]
public class DirectEventStream extends EventStream

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DirectEventStream Members
DirectEventStream overview

Public Constructors

DirectEventStream Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the DirectEventStream class.

Public Properties

ConnectionString Gets or sets the connection string to the BAM database.
FlushThreshold Gets or sets a value that determines under what conditions the buffered data will be sent t

o the tracking database.
TimeoutValue (inherited from Eve

ntStream)
Gets or sets the timeout value used when submitting events.

Public Methods

AddRelatedActivity (inher
ited from EventStream)

Declares another BAM activity instance as related to the current instance.

BeginActivity (inherited fr
om EventStream)

Creates a new activity record if data is tracked using the UpdateActivity method.

Clear Discards information that is in memory without flushing contents to the database.
EnableContinuation (inhe

rited from EventStream)
Enables data tracked in a different context to contribute to a given activity record.

EndActivity (inherited fro
m EventStream)

Indicates that there are no more events expected for the given activity instance or continuation token
.

Equals (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Flush Forces the events buffered in memory to be written to the Primary Import database.
GetHashCode (inherited f

rom System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StoreCustomEvent Stores the event class instance in the Primary Import database.
ToString (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

UpdateActivity (inherited 
from EventStream)

Updates the activity record.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

DirectEventStream Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
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DirectEventStream Constructor
Overload List

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public DirectEventStream();

[C++] public: DirectEventStream();

[JScript] public function DirectEventStream();

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Int32)

[C#] public DirectEventStream(System.String, System.Int32);

[C++] public: DirectEventStream(System.String, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function DirectEventStream(System.String, System.Int32);

See Also

DirectEventStream Class | DirectEventStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DirectEventStream Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the DirectEventStream class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values. If you use this constructor, you must set the connection string
before writing any events.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DirectEventStream Class | DirectEventStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace |
DirectEventStream Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public DirectEventStream();
[C++]
public: DirectEventStream();
[JScript]
public function DirectEventStream();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DirectEventStream Constructor (System.String, System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the DirectEventStream class.

VB

Parameters

connectionString
The direct connection to the Primary Import database.

flushThreshold
The threshold number of events after which a commit to the database occurs. If this is set to 0 (zero), the events will accumulate
in memory and an explicit call to the Flush method is required in order to commit the data.

Remarks

If the flushThreshold parameter is set to, for instance, 10, after the 10th event a connection is opened to the database (using the
connection string specified by the connectionString parameter). The connection is opened each time the commit occurs; this
allows you to use automatic .NET transactions.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DirectEventStream Class | DirectEventStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace |
DirectEventStream Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal connectionString As String, _
   ByVal flushThreshold As Integer _
)
[C#]
public DirectEventStream(
   string connectionString,
   int flushThreshold
);
[C++]
public: DirectEventStream(
   String* connectionString,
   int flushThreshold
);
[JScript]
public function DirectEventStream(
   connectionString : String,
   flushThreshold : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DirectEventStream Properties
The properties of the DirectEventStream class are listed here. For a complete list of DirectEventStream class members, see the
DirectEventStream Members topic.

Public Properties

ConnectionString Gets or sets the connection string to the BAM database.
FlushThreshold Gets or sets a value that determines under what conditions the buffered data will be sent t

o the tracking database.
TimeoutValue (inherited from Eve

ntStream)
Gets or sets the timeout value used when submitting events.

See Also

DirectEventStream Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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DirectEventStream.ConnectionString Property
Gets or sets the connection string to the Primary Import database.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DirectEventStream Class | DirectEventStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property ConnectionString As String
[C#]
public string ConnectionString {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ConnectionString();
public: __property void set_ConnectionString(String*);
[JScript]
public function get ConnectionString() : String;
public function set ConnectionString(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DirectEventStream.FlushThreshold Property
Determines under what conditions the buffered data will be sent to the tracking database.

VB

Remarks

This property can contain the following values:

Val
ue

Description

<= 
0

The DirectEventStream object will never flush automatically. The application must explicitly call the flush method.

1 Each event will be immediately persisted in the BAM database.
> 1 The DirectEventStream object will accumulate the events in memory until the event count equals or exceeds this threshold; a

fter this, the Flush method will be called internally.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DirectEventStream Class | DirectEventStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property FlushThreshold As Integer
[C#]
public int FlushThreshold {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_FlushThreshold();
public: __property void set_FlushThreshold(int);
[JScript]
public function get FlushThreshold() : int;
public function set FlushThreshold(int);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DirectEventStream Methods
The methods of the DirectEventStream class are listed here. For a complete list of DirectEventStream class members, see the
DirectEventStream Members topic.

Public Methods

AddRelatedActivity (inher
ited from EventStream)

Declares another Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) activity instance as related to the current instan
ce.

BeginActivity (inherited fr
om EventStream)

Creates a new activity record if data is tracked using the UpdateActivity method.

Clear Discards information that is in memory without flushing contents to the database.
EnableContinuation (inhe

rited from EventStream)
Enables data tracked in a different context to contribute to a given activity record.

EndActivity (inherited fro
m EventStream)

Indicates that there are no more events expected for the given activity instance or continuation token
.

Equals (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Flush Forces the events buffered in memory to be written to the Primary Import database.
GetHashCode (inherited f

rom System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StoreCustomEvent Stores the event class instance in the Primary Import database.
ToString (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

UpdateActivity (inherited 
from EventStream)

Updates the activity record.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

DirectEventStream Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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DirectEventStream.Clear Method
Discards information that is in memory without flushing contents to the database.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DirectEventStream Class | DirectEventStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Sub Clear()
[C#]
public override void Clear();
[C++]
public: void Clear();
[JScript]
public override function Clear();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DirectEventStream.Flush Method
Forces the events buffered in memory to be written to the Primary Import database.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DirectEventStream Class | DirectEventStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Sub Flush()
[C#]
public override void Flush();
[C++]
public: void Flush();
[JScript]
public override function Flush();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DirectEventStream.StoreCustomEvent Method
Stores the event class instance in the Primary Import database.

VB

Parameters

singleEvent
The Event class instance.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DirectEventStream Class | DirectEventStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Sub StoreCustomEvent( _
   ByVal singleEvent As IPersistQueryable _
)
[C#]
public override void StoreCustomEvent(
   IPersistQueryable singleEvent
);
[C++]
public: void StoreCustomEvent(
   IPersistQueryable* singleEvent
);
[JScript]
public override function StoreCustomEvent(
   singleEvent : IPersistQueryable
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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EventStream Class
Represents a stream of data and events that are persisted in a form that can be queried; this abstract class is inherited by
DirectEventStream and BufferedEventStream.

For a list of all members of this type, see EventStream Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation.EventStream
      Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation.BufferedEventStream
      Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation.DirectEventStream

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

The EventStream class is abstract; it can never be instantiated directly and has no constructor.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.EventObservation (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.EventObservation.dll)

See Also

EventStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Class EventStream
[C#]
public class EventStream
[C++]
public __gc class EventStream
[JScript]
public class EventStream

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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EventStream Members
EventStream overview

Public Properties

TimeoutValue Gets or sets the timeout value used when submitting events.

Public Methods

AddRelatedActivity Declares another activity instance as related to the current instance.
BeginActivity Creates a new activity record if data is tracked using the UpdateActivity method.
Clear Clears the buffered data.
EnableContinuation Enables data tracked in a different context to contribute to a given activity record.
EndActivity Indicates that there are no more events expected for the given activity instance or continuation token.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Flush Flushes the buffered event data.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StoreCustomEvent Stores custom events such as DelayedSpCall objects.
ToString (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

UpdateActivity Updates the activity record.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

EventStream Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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EventStream Properties
The properties of the EventStream class are listed here. For a complete list of EventStream class members, see the
EventStream Members topic.

Public Properties

TimeoutValue Gets or sets the timeout value used when submitting events.

See Also

EventStream Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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EventStream.TimeoutValue Property
Gets or sets the timeout value used when submitting events.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

EventStream Class | EventStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property TimeoutValue As Integer
[C#]
public int TimeoutValue {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_TimeoutValue();
public: __property void set_TimeoutValue(int);
[JScript]
public function get TimeoutValue() : int;
public function set TimeoutValue(int);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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EventStream Methods
The methods of the EventStream class are listed here. For a complete list of EventStream class members, see the
EventStream Members topic.

Public Methods

AddRelatedActivity Declares another activity instance as related to the current instance.
BeginActivity Creates a new activity record if data is tracked using the UpdateActivity method.
Clear Clears the buffered data.
EnableContinuation Enables data tracked in a different context to contribute to a given activity record.
EndActivity Indicates that there are no more events expected for the given activity instance or continuation token.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Flush Flushes the buffered event data.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StoreCustomEvent Stores custom events such as DelayedSpCall objects.
ToString (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

UpdateActivity Updates the activity record.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

EventStream Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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EventStream.AddRelatedActivity Method
Declares another activity instance as related to the current instance.

VB

Parameters

activityName
The current activity name.

activityInstance
The current activity instance.

relatedActivityName
The related activity name.

relatedActivityID
The related activity instance ID.

Remarks

The result of calling this method is that a reference to the related activity instance is stored along with this activity data. For
example, a reference to the corresponding Shipment Batch may be stored in a Purchase Order activity.

Use AddRelatedActivity when the set of additional data you want to correlate with represents another activity exposed through
BAM.

If you only want to correlate with additional activity data that that exists in a different part of your Application that does not have
the original ActivityID, you should use EnableContinuation instead. In this case the data will be stored in the same activity record,
thus hiding the implementation componentization from the user.

Note that the parameter, otherActivityID, must be the actual root ID of the other Activity, not just a continuation token of the other
Activity that is known to the current Activity.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Public Overridable Sub AddRelatedActivity( _
   ByVal activityName As String, _
   ByVal activityInstance As String, _
   ByVal relatedActivityName As String, _
   ByVal relatedActivityID As String _
)
[C#]
public virtual void AddRelatedActivity(
   string activityName,
   string activityInstance,
   string relatedActivityName,
   string relatedActivityID
);
[C++]
public: virtual void AddRelatedActivity(
   String* activityName,
   String* activityInstance,
   String* relatedActivityName,
   String* relatedActivityID
);
[JScript]
public function AddRelatedActivity(
   activityName : String,
   activityInstance: String,
   relatedActivityName : String,
   relatedActivityID : String
);



 

See Also

EventStream Class | EventStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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EventStream.BeginActivity Method
Creates a new activity record if data is tracked using the UpdateActivity method.

VB

Parameters

activityName
The name of the activity.

activityInstance
The activity instance ID.

Remarks

Before the BeginActivity location, the new activity record will remain hidden until the BeginActivity step is processed. Do not
call this method when the data is tracked in the context of activity continuation.

Out of order event data is hidden in this way to prevent data aggregation and analysis problems. A visible record is not created
until the BeginActivity track point is reached.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

EventStream Class | EventStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub BeginActivity( _
   ByVal activityName As String, _
   ByVal activityInstance As String _
)
[C#]
public virtual void BeginActivity(
   string activityName,
   string activityInstance
);
[C++]
public: virtual void BeginActivity(
   String* activityName,
   String* activityInstance
);
[JScript]
public function BeginActivity(
   activityName : String,
   activityInstance : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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EventStream.Clear Method
Clears the buffered data.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

EventStream Class | EventStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Sub Clear()
[C#]
public virtual void Clear();
[C++]
public: virtual void Clear();
[JScript]
public function Clear();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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EventStream.EnableContinuation Method
Enables data tracked in a different context to contribute to a given activity record.

VB

Parameters

activityName
The activity name.

activityInstance
The activity instance ID or continuation token.

continuationToken
The continuation token used to send additional data to the activity record.

Remarks

EnableContinuation must be used when the application consists of multiple components and one of the following is true:

The original ActivityID is not propagated to some components.
When the components of the application are sending events to BAM asynchronously (e.g. using different instances of
BufferedEventStream).

An example of the first case is when a “PurchaseOrder” activity “PO#123” fires EnableContinuation to “UPS#5749”. The effect of
this is that all calls to UpdateActivity(“PurchaseOrder”, “UPS#5749”, …) will add data to the original activity record
(“PurchseOrder”,“PO#123”) instead of creating a new one. This allows a different component of the application to use a different
ID instead of propagating the original ActivityID in all components in order to correlate the events.

The problem with components sending events to BAM asynchronously is that the asynchronous event data may be processed
out-of-order, thus resulting in conclusions like “150% of the Purchase Orders are Delivered” - just because the “Delivered” data
happens to be processed 1 second before the “Received”.

The BAM infrastructure prevents this by temporarily hiding the asynchronous event data from continuations if it is received out of
order.

Note that if the second condition is true, the EnableContinuation must be used, even if all components have the ActivityID. In
this case the continuation token must be made distinct from the ActivityID (such as by adding a unique prefix). After some
component of the application call EnabledContinuation, other components may raise more events using UpdateActivity with
the continuation token instead of the ActivityID. After this each of the components must call EndActivity with the continuation
token to inform the BAM infrastructure that no more events are expected.

Public Overridable Sub EnableContinuation( _
   ByVal activityName As String, _
   ByVal activityInstance As String, _
   ByVal continuationToken As String _
)
[C#]
public virtual void EnableContinuation(
   string activityName,
   string activityInstance,
   string continuationToken
);
[C++]
public: virtual void EnableContinuation(
   String* activityName,
   String* activityInstance,
   String* continuationToken
);
[JScript]
public function EnableContinuation(
   activityName : String,
   activityInstance : String,
   continuationToken : String
);



 

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

EventStream Class | EventStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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EventStream.EndActivity Method
Indicates that there are no more events expected for the given activity instance or continuation token.

VB

Parameters

activityName
The activity name.

activityInstance
The activity instance ID or continuation token.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

EventStream Class | EventStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Public Overridable Sub EndActivity( _
   ByVal activityName As String, _
   ByVal activityInstance As String _
)
[C#]
public virtual void EndActivity(
   string activityName,
   string activityInstance
);
[C++]
public: virtual void EndActivity(
   String* activityName,
   String* activityInstance
);
[JScript]
public function EndActivity(
   activityName : String,
   activityInstance : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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EventStream.Flush Method
Flushes the buffered event data.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

EventStream Class | EventStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Sub Flush()
[C#]
public virtual void Flush();
[C++]
public: virtual void Flush();
[JScript]
public function Flush();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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EventStream.StoreCustomEvent Method
Stores custom events such as DelayedSpCall objects.

VB

Parameters

singleEvent
The Event class instance.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

EventStream Class | EventStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Sub StoreCustomEvent( _
   ByVal singleEvent As IPersistQueryable _
)
[C#]
public virtual void StoreCustomEvent(
   IPersistQueryable singleEvent
);
[C++]
public: virtual void StoreCustomEvent(
   IPersistQueryable* singleEvent
);
[JScript]
public function StoreCustomEvent(
   singleEvent : IPersistQueryable
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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EventStream.UpdateActivity Method
Updates the activity record.

VB

Parameters

activityName
The activity name.

activityInstance
The activity instance ID or continuation token.

data
All data items that must be updated as name-value pairs.

Remarks

All updates to the given activity instance must occur befor the EndActivity track point.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

EventStream Class | EventStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Sub Activity( _
   ByVal activityName As String, _
   ByVal activityInstance As String, _
   ByVal ParamArray data() As Object _
)
[C#]
public virtual void Activity(
   string activityName,
   string activityInstance,
   params object[] data
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Activity(
   String* activityName,
   String* activityInstance,
   Object* data __gc[]
);
[JScript]
public function Activity(
   activityName : String,
   activityInstance : String,
   data : Object[]
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IBAMDataExtractor Interface
Callback interface that provides data to the BAM interceptor.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBAMDataExtractor Members.

VB

Remarks

Any application that you instrument with calls to the BAMInterceptor should expose this interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.Eventobservation (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.Eventobservation.dll)

See Also

IBAMDataExtractor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Interface IBAMDataExtractor
[C#]
public interface IBAMDataExtractor
[C++]
public __gc __interface IBAMDataExtractor
[JScript]
public interface IBAMDataExtractor

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IBAMDataExtractor Members
IBAMDataExtractor overview

Public Methods

GetValue Callback interface called by the interceptor when data is required.

See Also

IBAMDataExtractor Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IBAMDataExtractor Methods
The methods of the IBAMDataExtractor interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBAMDataExtractor interface members,
see the IBAMDataExtractor Members topic.

Public Methods

GetValue IBAMDataExtractor is the callback interface called by the interceptor when data is required; the actual callback mecha
nism is triggered when the GetValue method is called. This method is called whenever the BAMInterceptor decides t
o fire an event in the current step of execution.

See Also

IBAMDataExtractor Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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IBAMDataExtractor.GetValue Method
Callback interface called by the interceptor when data is required.

VB

Parameters

extractionInfo
How to extract the data. This was preserved as opaque object in the Interceptor Configuration

location
The current step identifier with which you call the OnStep method.

data
The data available in the current step that you pass to the OnStep method.

Return Value

Returns the object that is identified by the extractionInfo parameter.

Remarks

IBAMDataExtractor is the callback interface called by the interceptor when data is required. The actual callback mechanism is
triggered when the GetValue method is called. This method is called whenever the BAMInterceptor decides to fire an event in
the current step of execution.

The extractionInfo and location parameters can be processed by the application and its corresponding tools (such as the tracking
profile editor), but are opaque to the interceptor. You must implement this callback interface in your applications that you have
instrumented with the BAMInterceptor.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

IBAMDataExtractor Interface | IBAMDataExtractor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

Function GetValue( _
   ByVal extractionInfo As Object, _
   ByVal location As Object, _
   ByVal data As Object _
) As Object
[C#]
object GetValue(
   object extractionInfo,
   object location,
   object data
);
[C++]
Object* GetValue(
   Object* extractionInfo,
   Object* location,
   Object* data
);
[JScript]
function GetValue(
   extractionInfo : Object,
   location : Object,
   data : Object
) : Object;
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IBatch Interface
This is the interface to the Event Bus Service batching mechanism.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBatch Members.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.Eventobservation (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.Eventobservation.dll)

See Also

IBatch Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace
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Public Interface IBatch
[C#]
public interface IBatch
[C++]
public __gc __interface IBatch
[JScript]
public interface IBatch
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IBatch Members
IBatch overview

Public Methods

Cleanup Cleanup the IBatch content.
Execute Execute writes IBatch content to the SQL database.

See Also

IBatch Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IBatch Methods
The methods of the IBatch interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBatch interface members, see the IBatch Members
topic.

Public Methods

Cleanup Cleanup the IBatch content.
Execute Execute writes IBatch content to the SQL database.

See Also

IBatch Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IBatch.Cleanup Method
Cleanup the IBatch content.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

IBatch Interface | IBatch Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Sub Cleanup()
[C#]
void Cleanup();
[C++]
void Cleanup();
[JScript]
function Cleanup();
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IBatch.Execute Method
Execute writes IBatch content to the SQL database.

VB

Parameters

connection
The SqlConnection to the SQL database

transaction
The SqlTransaction from connection. This can be null.

timeoutValue
SqlCommand timeout value

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

IBatch Interface | IBatch Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Sub Execute( _
   ByVal connection As SqlConnection, _
   ByVal transaction As SqlTransaction, _
   ByVal timeoutValue As Integer _
)
[C#]
void Execute(
   SqlConnection connection,
   SqlTransaction transaction,
   int timeoutValue
);
[C++]
void Execute(
   SqlConnection* connection,
   SqlTransaction* transaction,
   int timeoutValue
);
[JScript]
function Execute(
   connection : SqlConnection,
   transaction : SqlTransaction,
   timeoutValue : int
);
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IPersistQueryable Interface
Classes must implement this interface to use the Tracking Framework for concentration of event data in a queryable form.

For a list of all members of this type, see IPersistQueryable Members.

VB

Classes that Implement IPersistQueryable

Class Description
DelayedSpCall Each instance of DelayedSpCall represents a serialized image of stored procedure calls. The DelayedSpCall objects 

are constructed in the Application that has the arguments to call the Stored Procedure, but may be executed lated i
nside the Event Bus Service if DirectEventStream is used

Remarks

For ease of troubleshooting, derived classes should also implement the ToString method to return useful information such as
Store Procedure names and parameters.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.Eventobservation (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.Eventobservation.dll)

See Also

IPersistQueryable Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

Public Interface IPersistQueryable
[C#]
public interface IPersistQueryable
[C++]
public __gc __interface IPersistQueryable
[JScript]
public interface IPersistQueryable
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IPersistQueryable Members
IPersistQueryable overview

Public Properties

BatchType Gets the type of the batching object for events.
ParentRecord Internal, do not use from code.

Public Methods

AddToBatch Adds an object to a batch.
PersistQueryable Lets the event object persist its data in queryable form.

See Also

IPersistQueryable Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IPersistQueryable Properties
The properties of the IPersistQueryable interface are listed here. For a complete list of IPersistQueryable interface members,
see the IPersistQueryable Members topic.

Public Properties

BatchType Gets the type of the batching object for events.
ParentRecord Internal, do not use from your code.

See Also

IPersistQueryable Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IPersistQueryable.BatchType Property
Gets the type of the batching object for events.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

IPersistQueryable Interface | IPersistQueryable Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property BatchType As Type
[C#]
Type BatchType {get;}
[C++]
__property Type* get_BatchType();
[JScript]
function get BatchType() : Type;
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IPersistQueryable.ParentRecord Property
Internal, don't use from code

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

IPersistQueryable Interface | IPersistQueryable Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Property ParentRecord As BAMEventsRecord
[C#]
BAMEventsRecord ParentRecord {get; set;}
[C++]
__property BAMEventsRecord* get_ParentRecord();
__property void set_ParentRecord(BAMEventsRecord*);
[JScript]
function get ParentRecord() : BAMEventsRecord;function set ParentRecord(BAMEventsRecord);
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IPersistQueryable Methods
The methods of the IPersistQueryable interface are listed here. For a complete list of IPersistQueryable interface members, see
the IPersistQueryable Members topic.

Public Methods

AddToBatch Adds an object to a batch.
PersistQueryable Called to let the event object persist its data in queryable form.

See Also

IPersistQueryable Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IPersistQueryable.AddToBatch Method
Adds an object to a batch.

VB

Parameters

connection
The SqlConnection.

b
The batching object.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

IPersistQueryable Interface | IPersistQueryable Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

Sub AddToBatch( _
   ByVal connection As SqlConnection, _
   ByVal b As IBatch _
)
[C#]
void AddToBatch(
   SqlConnection connection,
   IBatch b
);
[C++]
void AddToBatch(
   SqlConnection* connection,
   IBatch* b
);
[JScript]
function AddToBatch(
   connection : SqlConnection,
   b : IBatch
);
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IPersistQueryable.PersistQueryable Method
Lets the event object persist its data in queryable form.

VB

Parameters

connection
The SqlConnection

transaction
The SqlTransaction

timeoutValue
The SqlCommand Timeout value.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

IPersistQueryable Interface | IPersistQueryable Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Sub PersistQueryable( _
   ByVal connection As SqlConnection, _
   ByVal transaction As SqlTransaction, _
   ByVal timeoutValue As Integer _
)
[C#]
void PersistQueryable(
   SqlConnection connection,
   SqlTransaction transaction,
   int timeoutValue
);
[C++]
void PersistQueryable(
   SqlConnection* connection,
   SqlTransaction* transaction,
   int timeoutValue
);
[JScript]
function PersistQueryable(
   connection : SqlConnection,
   transaction : SqlTransaction,
   timeoutValue : int
);
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IRawStreamInterceptor Interface
This interface is implemented for backward compatibility. Do not use from your code.

For a list of all members of this type, see IRawStreamInterceptor Members.

VB

Classes that Implement IRawStreamInterceptor

Class Description
BAMInterceptor Supports the creation of BAM events based on metadata.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.Eventobservation (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.Eventobservation.dll)

See Also

IRawStreamInterceptor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Interface IRawStreamInterceptor
[C#]
public interface IRawStreamInterceptor
[C++]
public __gc __interface IRawStreamInterceptor
[JScript]
public interface IRawStreamInterceptor
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IRawStreamInterceptor Members
IRawStreamInterceptor overview

Public Methods

OnStep Implemented only for backward compatibility. Do not use from your code.

See Also

IRawStreamInterceptor Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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IRawStreamInterceptor Methods
The methods of the IRawStreamInterceptor interface are listed here. For a complete list of IRawStreamInterceptor interface
members, see the IRawStreamInterceptor Members topic.

Public Methods

OnStep Implemented only for backward compatibility. Do not use from your code.

See Also

IRawStreamInterceptor Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IRawStreamInterceptor.OnStep Method
Implemented only for backward compatibility. Do not use from your code.

VB

Parameters

extractor
Implemented only for backward compatibility. Do not use from your code.

location
Implemented only for backward compatibility. Do not use from your code.

data
Implemented only for backward compatibility. Do not use from your code.

eventStream
Implemented only for backward compatibility. Do not use from your code.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

IRawStreamInterceptor Interface | IRawStreamInterceptor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub OnStep( _
   ByVal extractor As IBAMDataExtractor, _
   ByVal location As Object, _
   ByVal data As Object, _
   ByVal eventStream As Stream _
)
[C#]
void OnStep(
   IBAMDataExtractor extractor,
   object location,
   object data,
   Stream eventStream
);
[C++]
void OnStep(
   IBAMDataExtractor* extractor,
   Object* location,
   Object* data,
   Stream* eventStream
);
[JScript]
function OnStep(
   extractor : IBAMDataExtractor,
   location : Object,
   data : Object,
   eventStream : Stream
);
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ITDDSCustomDeserializer Interface
This is the interface to deserialize a record stream. BAM provides the default, which is the .NET deserializer.

Important  BAM does not support custom deserializers in this release.

For a list of all members of this type, see ITDDSCustomDeserializer Members.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.Eventobservation (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.Eventobservation.dll)

See Also

ITDDSCustomDeserializer Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Interface ITDDSCustomDeserializer
[C#]
public interface ITDDSCustomDeserializer
[C++]
public __gc __interface ITDDSCustomDeserializer
[JScript]
public interface ITDDSCustomDeserializer
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ITDDSCustomDeserializer Members
ITDDSCustomDeserializer overview

Public Methods

Deserialize Decodes the stream into IPersistQueryable objects.

See Also

ITDDSCustomDeserializer Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ITDDSCustomDeserializer Methods
The methods of the ITDDSCustomDeserializer interface are listed here. For a complete list of ITDDSCustomDeserializer
interface members, see the ITDDSCustomDeserializer Members topic.

Public Methods

Deserialize Decodes the stream into IPersistQueryable objects.

See Also

ITDDSCustomDeserializer Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ITDDSCustomDeserializer.Deserialize Method
Decodes the stream into IPersistQueryable objects.

VB

Parameters

record
The event record

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ITDDSCustomDeserializer Interface | ITDDSCustomDeserializer Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub Deserialize( _
   ByVal record As BAMEventsRecord _
)
[C#]
void Deserialize(
   BAMEventsRecord record
);
[C++]
void Deserialize(
   BAMEventsRecord* record
);
[JScript]
function Deserialize(
   record : BAMEventsRecord
);
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TrackPoint.TrackPointType Enumeration
.

VB

Members

Member name Description
Continue  
Data  
EnableContinuation  
End  
Relationship  
Start  

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.Eventobservation (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Bam.Eventobservation.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Enum TrackPoint.TrackPointType
[C#]
[Serializable]
public enum TrackPoint.TrackPointType
[C++]
[Serializable]
__value public enum TrackPoint.TrackPointType
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
enum TrackPoint.TrackPointType
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Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace
The Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids namespace contains classes and enumerations to enable the creation of custom
functoids.

Namespace hierarchy

Classes

Class Description
BaseFunctoid Defines a custom functoid that will show up in the Visual Studio Toolbox when using BizTalk Mapper.

Enumeration

Enumeration Description
ConnectionType Specifies the types of connections that can be used as inputs or outputs for a functoid.
FunctoidCategory Indicates the functoid category in which the functoid belongs
InlineGlobalHelperFunction Contains commonly used functions in functoids.
ScriptType Specifies the language of the inline script.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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BaseFunctoid Class
Defines a custom functoid that will show up in the Visual Studio Toolbox when using BizTalk Mapper.

For a list of all members of this type, see BaseFunctoid Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids.BaseFunctoid

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

MustInherit Public Class BaseFunctoid
[C#]
public abstract class BaseFunctoid
[C++]
public __gc __abstract class BaseFunctoid
[JScript]
public abstract class BaseFunctoid

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid Members
BaseFunctoid overview

Public Properties

Category Gets or sets the functoid category in which this functoid belongs.
Description Gets or sets the description of the functoid.
ExternalAssembly This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used di

rectly from your code.
ExternalAssemblyPath This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used di

rectly from your code.
ExternalClassName This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used di

rectly from your code.
HasVariableInputs Gets or sets the Boolean flag indicating whether the functoid can accept a variable number of 

inputs.
ID Gets or sets the ID of the functoid.
Image Gets the icon for the functoid.
Image16 Gets the icon for the functoid.
Name Gets or sets the name of the functoid.
OutputConnectionType Gets or sets the output connection type of this functoid.
RequiredGlobalHelperFunctions Gets or sets the list of all predefined global functions that are used by the inline script of the fu

nctoid.
Tooltip Gets or sets the tooltip for the functoid.

Public Methods

AddScriptTypeSupport Adds scripting support for the specified script type.
CreateScripterClone This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be

used directly from your code.
Equals (inherited from System.Object) For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc

umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBestSupportedScriptType This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be
used directly from your code.

GetFunctionName Overloaded. This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not in
tended to be used directly from your code.

GetHashCode (inherited from System.
Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetInlineGlobalHelperScriptBuffer This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be
used directly from your code.

GetInputConnectionType Gets the input connection type for the functoid.
GetMaxParams Gets the maximum number of parameters for the functoid.
GetMinParams Gets the maximum number of parameters for the functoid.
GetScriptBuffer Overloaded. Gets the script buffers in case of a cumulative functoid which needs three 

functions.
GetScriptGlobalBuffer Gets the global script buffer that will be used by this functoid.
GetType (inherited from System.Objec

t)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

IsDate Determines whether the value is a date.
IsNumeric Determines whether the value is numeric.

IsSupportedScriptType Determines whether the script type is a supported script type.
IsValidScriptType Determines whether the script type is a valid script type.

RemoveScriptTypeSupport Removes script type support for the specified script type.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

SetExternalFunctionName Specifies the external function that needs to be called when this functoid is invoked.
SetExternalFunctionName2 Sets the external function names in case of cumulative functoids.
SetExternalFunctionName3 Sets the external function names in case of cumulative functoids.
SetExternalFunctionNameWithAsmPath Sets the name of the external function name using the assembly path.
SetMaxParams Specifies the maximum number of input parameters this functoid can accept.
SetMinParams Specifies the minimum number of input parameters this functoid can accept.
SetScriptBuffer Overloaded. Specifies the actual inline script that is offered by this functoid.
SetScriptGlobalBuffer Specifies any global script buffer that will be used by this functoid.
ToString (inherited from System.Obje

ct)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

BaseFunctoid Constructor Initializes a new instance of the BaseFunctoid class.

Protected Methods

AddInputConnectionType Specifies the type of nodes that can be connected as inputs to a functoid.
BuildDynamicScriptHeader This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directl

y from your code.
Finalize (inherited from Sy

stem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetExternalFunctionName Gets the name of the external function.
GetInlineScriptBuffer Override this function if the functoid can accept a variable number of inputs.
GetResourceManager Gets the resource manager for the functoid.
LoadBitmap Loads the bitmap of the icon.
LoadString Loads a string.
MemberwiseClone (inherit

ed from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetBitmap Specifies the resource ID that will be used to set the bitmap of the functoid.
SetDescription Specifies the resource ID that is used to set the description of the functoid.
SetName Specifies the resource ID that will be used to set the name of the functoid.
SetTooltip Specifies the resource ID that will be used to set the tool tip for the functoid.
SetupResourceAssembly Sets the base name of the resources, and the resource assembly that contains these functoid resour

ces.

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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BaseFunctoid Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the BaseFunctoid class.

VB

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New()
[C#]
protected BaseFunctoid();
[C++]
protected: BaseFunctoid();
[JScript]
protected function BaseFunctoid();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid Properties
The properties of the BaseFunctoid class are listed here. For a complete list of BaseFunctoid class members, see the
BaseFunctoid Members topic.

Public Properties

Public Properties

Category Gets or sets the functoid category in which this functoid belongs.
Description Gets or sets the description of the functoid.
ExternalAssembly This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used di

rectly from your code.
ExternalAssemblyPath This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used di

rectly from your code.
ExternalClassName This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used di

rectly from your code.
HasVariableInputs Gets or sets the Boolean flag indicating whether the functoid can accept a variable number of 

inputs.
ID Gets or sets the ID of the functoid.
Image Gets the icon for the functoid.
Image16 Gets the icon for the functoid.
Name Gets or sets the name of the functoid.
OutputConnectionType Gets or sets the output connection type of this functoid.
RequiredGlobalHelperFunctions Gets or sets the list of all predefined global functions that are used by the inline script of the fu

nctoid.
Tooltip Gets or sets the tooltip for the functoid.

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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BaseFunctoid.Category Property
Gets or sets the functoid category in which this functoid belongs.

VB

Property Value

One of the FunctoidCategory values.

Remarks

This determines the Tab on which this functoid will be shown in the Visual Studio .NET Functoid toolbox.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Category As FunctoidCategory
[C#]
public FunctoidCategory Category {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property FunctoidCategory get_Category();
public: __property void set_Category(FunctoidCategory);
[JScript]
public function get Category() : FunctoidCategory;
public function set Category(FunctoidCategory);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid.Description Property
Gets or sets the description of the functoid.

VB

Property Value

The description of the functoid.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Description As String
[C#]
public string Description {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Description();
public: __property void set_Description(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Description() : String;
public function set Description(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BaseFunctoid.ExternalAssembly Property
This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Property Value

The name of the external assembly.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property ExternalAssembly As String
[C#]
public string ExternalAssembly {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ExternalAssembly();
public: __property void set_ExternalAssembly(String*);
[JScript]
public function get ExternalAssembly() : String;
public function set ExternalAssembly(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BaseFunctoid.ExternalAssemblyPath Property
This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Property Value

The path for the external assembly.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property ExternalAssemblyPath As String
[C#]
public string ExternalAssemblyPath {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ExternalAssemblyPath();
public: __property void set_ExternalAssemblyPath(String*);
[JScript]
public function get ExternalAssemblyPath() : String;
public function set ExternalAssemblyPath(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BaseFunctoid.ExternalClassName Property
This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Property Value

The name of the external class.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property ExternalClassName As String
[C#]
public string ExternalClassName {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ExternalClassName();
public: __property void set_ExternalClassName(String*);
[JScript]
public function get ExternalClassName() : String;
public function set ExternalClassName(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid.HasVariableInputs Property
Gets or sets the boolean flag indicating whether the functoid can accept a variable number of inputs.

VB

Property Value

true if the functoid can accept a variable number of inputs; otherwise, false.

Remarks

If this property is set to true, the functoid has no real limit to the number of inputs it can accept. This property should not be used
along with methods SetMinParams and SetMaxParams. When this attribute is set to true, the functoid has to provide functions
that can accept variable number of inputs.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property HasVariableInputs As Boolean
[C#]
public bool HasVariableInputs {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_HasVariableInputs();
public: __property void set_HasVariableInputs(bool);
[JScript]
public function get HasVariableInputs() : Boolean;
public function set HasVariableInputs(Boolean);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BaseFunctoid.ID Property
Gets or sets the ID of the functoid.

VB

Property Value

The ID of the functoid.

Remarks

IDs from 100 through 4000 are reserved by Microsoft for base functoids that ship with the product. Choose IDs that are out of
this range for all your custom functoids. It is good to start with numbers greater than 6000 for all the IDs that will be part of your
custom functoids.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property ID As Integer
[C#]
public int ID {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_ID();
public: __property void set_ID(int);
[JScript]
public function get ID() : int;
public function set ID(int);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid.Image Property
Gets the icon for the functoid.

VB

Property Value

A Bitmap containing the icon for the functoid.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Image As Bitmap
[C#]
public Bitmap Image {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Bitmap* get_Image();
[JScript]
public function get Image() : Bitmap;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BaseFunctoid.Image16 Property
Gets the icon for the functoid.

VB

Property Value

A Bitmap containing the icon for the functoid.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Image16 As Bitmap
[C#]
public Bitmap Image16 {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Bitmap* get_Image16();
[JScript]
public function get Image16() : Bitmap;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid.Name Property
Gets or sets the name of the functoid.

VB

Property Value

The name of the functoid.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Name As String
[C#]
public string Name {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Name();
public: __property void set_Name(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;
public function set Name(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BaseFunctoid.OutputConnectionType Property
Gets or sets the type of nodes that the output of this functoid can be connected to.

VB

Property Value

One of the ConnectionType values.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property OutputConnectionType As ConnectionType
[C#]
public ConnectionType OutputConnectionType {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property ConnectionType get_OutputConnectionType();
public: __property void set_OutputConnectionType(ConnectionType);
[JScript]
public function get OutputConnectionType() : ConnectionType;
public function set OutputConnectionType(ConnectionType);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BaseFunctoid.RequiredGlobalHelperFunctions Property
Gets or sets the list of all predefined global functions that are used by the inline script of the functoid.

VB

Property Value

One of the InlineGlobalHelperFunction values.

Remarks

Setting the RequiredGlobalHelperFunctions property with the list of required global functions will ensure that global functions
will be automatically included in the compiled XSLT that is generated by the BizTalk Mapper compiler.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property RequiredGlobalHelperFunctions As _
   InlineGlobalHelperFunction
[C#]
public InlineGlobalHelperFunction RequiredGlobalHelperFunctions
   {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property InlineGlobalHelperFunction get_RequiredGlobalHelperFunctions();
public: __property void set_RequiredGlobalHelperFunctions(InlineGlobalHelperFunction);
[JScript]
public function get RequiredGlobalHelperFunctions() : InlineGlobalHelperFunction;
public function set RequiredGlobalHelperFunctions(InlineGlobalHelperFunction);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid.Tooltip Property
Gets or sets the tooltip for the functoid.

VB

Property Value

The tool tip for the functoid.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Tooltip As String
[C#]
public string Tooltip {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Tooltip();
public: __property void set_Tooltip(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Tooltip() : String;
public function set Tooltip(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BaseFunctoid Methods
The methods of the BaseFunctoid class are listed here. For a complete list of BaseFunctoid class members, see the
BaseFunctoid Members topic.

Public Methods

AddScriptTypeSupport Adds scripting support for the specified script type.
CreateScripterClone This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be

used directly from your code.
Equals (inherited from System.Object) For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc

umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBestSupportedScriptType This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be
used directly from your code.

GetFunctionName Overloaded. This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not in
tended to be used directly from your code.

GetHashCode (inherited from System.
Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetInlineGlobalHelperScriptBuffer This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be
used directly from your code.

GetInputConnectionType Gets the input connection type for the functoid.
GetMaxParams Gets the maximum number of parameters for the functoid.
GetMinParams Gets the maximum number of parameters for the functoid.
GetScriptBuffer Overloaded. Gets the script buffers in case of a cumulative functoid which needs three 

functions.
GetScriptGlobalBuffer Gets the global script buffer that will be used by this functoid.
GetType (inherited from System.Objec

t)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

IsDate Determines whether the value is a date.
IsNumeric Determines whether the value is numeric.

IsSupportedScriptType Determines whether the script type is a supported script type.
IsValidScriptType Determines whether the script type is a valid script type.

RemoveScriptTypeSupport Removes script type support for the specified script type.
SetExternalFunctionName Specifies the external function that needs to be called when this functoid is invoked.
SetExternalFunctionName2 Sets the external function names in case of cumulative functoids.
SetExternalFunctionName3 Sets the external function names in case of cumulative functoids.
SetExternalFunctionNameWithAsmPath Sets the name of the external function name using the assembly path.
SetMaxParams Specifies the maximum number of input parameters this functoid can accept.
SetMinParams Specifies the minimum number of input parameters this functoid can accept.
SetScriptBuffer Overloaded. Specifies the actual inline script that is offered by this functoid.
SetScriptGlobalBuffer Specifies any global script buffer that will be used by this functoid.
ToString (inherited from System.Obje

ct)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

AddInputConnectionType Specifies the type of nodes that can be connected as inputs to a functoid.
BuildDynamicScriptHeader This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directl

y from your code.
Finalize (inherited from Sy

stem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetExternalFunctionName Gets the name of the external function.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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GetInlineScriptBuffer Override this function if the functoid can accept a variable number of inputs.
GetResourceManager Gets the resource manager for the functoid.
LoadBitmap Loads the bitmap of the icon.
LoadString Loads a string.
MemberwiseClone (inherit

ed from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetBitmap Specifies the resource ID that will be used to set the bitmap of the functoid.
SetDescription Specifies the resource ID that is used to set the description of the functoid.
SetName Specifies the resource ID that will be used to set the name of the functoid.
SetTooltip Specifies the resource ID that will be used to set the tool tip for the functoid.
SetupResourceAssembly Sets the base name of the resources, and the resource assembly that contains these functoid resour

ces.

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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BaseFunctoid.AddInputConnectionType Method
Specifies the type of nodes that can be connected as inputs to a functoid.

VB

Parameters

connType
The ConnectionType enumeration is defined in the BaseFunctoids dll. This enumeration has a FlagsAttribute attribute that
allows a bitwise combination of its member values.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub AddInputConnectionType( _
   ByVal connType As ConnectionType _
)
[C#]
protected void AddInputConnectionType(
   ConnectionType connType
);
[C++]
protected: void AddInputConnectionType(
   ConnectionType connType
);
[JScript]
protected function AddInputConnectionType(
   connType : ConnectionType
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BaseFunctoid.AddScriptTypeSupport Method
Adds scripting support for the specified script type.

VB

Parameters

scriptType
One of the ScriptType values that specifies the language of the inline script.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub AddScriptTypeSupport( _
   ByVal scriptType As ScriptType _
)
[C#]
public void AddScriptTypeSupport(
   ScriptType scriptType
);
[C++]
public: void AddScriptTypeSupport(
   ScriptType scriptType
);
[JScript]
public function AddScriptTypeSupport(
   scriptType : ScriptType
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BaseFunctoid.BuildDynamicScriptHeader Method
This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Parameters

functionName
The name of the function.

returnType
The return type.

paramType
The parameter type.

numParams
The number of parameters to accomodate in the script header.

Return Value

The dynamic header.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Function BuildDynamicScriptHeader( _
   ByVal functionName As String, _
   ByVal returnType As String, _
   ByVal paramType As String, _
   ByVal numParams As Integer _
) As String
[C#]
protected string BuildDynamicScriptHeader(
   string functionName,
   string returnType,
   string paramType,
   int numParams
);
[C++]
protected: String* BuildDynamicScriptHeader(
   String* functionName,
   String* returnType,
   String* paramType,
   int numParams
);
[JScript]
protected function BuildDynamicScriptHeader(
   functionName : String,
   returnType : String,
   paramType : String,
   numParams : int
) : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid.CreateScripterClone Method
This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Parameters

functoidOrig
A BaseFunctoid containing the functoid to clone.

Return Value

The clones BaseFunctoid.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Shared Function CreateScripterClone( _
   ByVal functoidOrig As BaseFunctoid _
) As BaseFunctoid
[C#]
public static BaseFunctoid CreateScripterClone(
   BaseFunctoid functoidOrig
);
[C++]
public: static BaseFunctoid* CreateScripterClone(
   BaseFunctoid* functoidOrig
);
[JScript]
public static function CreateScripterClone(
   functoidOrig : BaseFunctoid
) : BaseFunctoid;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid.GetBestSupportedScriptType Method
This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Parameters

listScriptTypePrecedence
An ArrayList containing the precedence of the script types.

Return Value

One of the ScriptType values.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Function GetBestSupportedScriptType( _
   ByVal listScriptTypePrecedence As ArrayList _
) As ScriptType
[C#]
public ScriptType GetBestSupportedScriptType(
   ArrayList listScriptTypePrecedence
);
[C++]
public: ScriptType GetBestSupportedScriptType(
   ArrayList* listScriptTypePrecedence
);
[JScript]
public function GetBestSupportedScriptType(
   listScriptTypePrecedence : ArrayList
) : ScriptType;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid.GetExternalFunctionName Method
Gets the name of the external function.

VB

Parameters

functionNumber
The function number in the case of a cumulative functoid. Valid values for are 0, 1 and 2.

Return Value

The function name.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Function GetExternalFunctionName( _
   ByVal functionNumber As Integer _
) As String
[C#]
protected string GetExternalFunctionName(
   int functionNumber
);
[C++]
protected: String* GetExternalFunctionName(
   int functionNumber
);
[JScript]
protected function GetExternalFunctionName(
   functionNumber : int
) : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid.GetFunctionName Method
This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

Overload List

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Function GetFunctionName(ScriptType) As String

[C#] public string GetFunctionName(ScriptType);

[C++] public: String* GetFunctionName(ScriptType);

[JScript] public function GetFunctionName(ScriptType) : String;

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Function GetFunctionName(ScriptType, System.Int32) As String

[C#] public string GetFunctionName(ScriptType, System.Int32);

[C++] public: String* GetFunctionName(ScriptType, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function GetFunctionName(ScriptType, System.Int32) : String;

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BaseFunctoid.GetFunctionName Method (ScriptType)
This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Parameters

scriptType
One of the ScriptType values that specifies the language of the inline script.

Return Value

The name of the function.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace |
BaseFunctoid.GetFunctionName Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overloads Public Function GetFunctionName( _
   ByVal scriptType As ScriptType _
) As String
[C#]
public string GetFunctionName(
   ScriptType scriptType
);
[C++]
public: String* GetFunctionName(
   ScriptType scriptType
);
[JScript]
public function GetFunctionName(
   scriptType : ScriptType
) : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid.GetFunctionName Method (ScriptType,
System.Int32)
This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Parameters

scriptType
One of the ScriptType values that specifies the language of the inline script.

functionNumber
The function number in the case of a cumulative functoid. Valid values for are 0, 1 and 2.

Return Value

The name of the function.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace |
BaseFunctoid.GetFunctionName Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overloads Public Function GetFunctionName( _
   ByVal scriptType As ScriptType, _
   ByVal functionNumber As Integer _
) As String
[C#]
public string GetFunctionName(
   ScriptType scriptType,
   int functionNumber
);
[C++]
public: String* GetFunctionName(
   ScriptType scriptType,
   int functionNumber
);
[JScript]
public function GetFunctionName(
   scriptType : ScriptType,
   functionNumber : int
) : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid.GetInlineGlobalHelperScriptBuffer Method
This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Parameters

scriptType
One of the ScriptType values that specifies the language of the inline script.

functions
One of the InlineGlobalHelperFunction values.

Return Value

The inline script buffer.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Shared Function GetInlineGlobalHelperScriptBuffer( _
   ByVal scriptType As ScriptType, _
   ByVal functions As InlineGlobalHelperFunction _
) As String
[C#]
public static string GetInlineGlobalHelperScriptBuffer(
   ScriptType scriptType,
   InlineGlobalHelperFunction functions
);
[C++]
public: static String* GetInlineGlobalHelperScriptBuffer(
   ScriptType scriptType,
   InlineGlobalHelperFunction functions
);
[JScript]
public static function GetInlineGlobalHelperScriptBuffer(
   scriptType : ScriptType,
   functions : InlineGlobalHelperFunction
) : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid.GetInlineScriptBuffer Method
Override this function if the functoid can accept a variable number of inputs.

VB

Parameters

scriptType
One of the ScriptType values that specifies the language of the inline script.

numParams
The number of parameters to accomodate in the script buffer.

functionNumber
The function number in the case of a cumulative functoid. Valid values for are 0, 1 and 2.

Return Value

The inline script buffer.

Remarks

This function will be used whenever the HasVariableInputs property is set to true. During the map compile time, the mapper
compiler will call this function with the appropriate number of parameters. This function should then return the correct script
buffer accommodating as many input parameters as specified in the parameter numParams.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.

Protected Overridable Function GetInlineScriptBuffer( _
   ByVal scriptType As ScriptType, _
   ByVal numParams As Integer, _
   ByVal functionNumber As Integer _
) As String
[C#]
protected virtual string GetInlineScriptBuffer(
   ScriptType scriptType,
   int numParams,
   int functionNumber
);
[C++]
protected: virtual String* GetInlineScriptBuffer(
   ScriptType scriptType,
   int numParams,
   int functionNumber
);
[JScript]
protected function GetInlineScriptBuffer(
   scriptType : ScriptType,
   numParams : int,
   functionNumber : int
) : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid.GetInputConnectionType Method
Gets the input connection type for the functoid.

VB

Parameters

param
The number of parameters.

Return Value

One of the ConnectionType values.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Function GetInputConnectionType( _
   ByVal param As Integer _
) As ConnectionType
[C#]
public ConnectionType GetInputConnectionType(
   int param
);
[C++]
public: ConnectionType GetInputConnectionType(
   int param
);
[JScript]
public function GetInputConnectionType(
   param : int
) : ConnectionType;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid.GetMaxParams Method
Gets the maximum number of parameters for the functoid.

VB

Parameters

scriptType
One of the ScriptType values that specifies the language of the inline script.

Return Value

An Integer containing the maximum number of parameters the functoid will accept.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Function GetMaxParams( _
   ByVal scriptType As ScriptType _
) As Integer
[C#]
public int GetMaxParams(
   ScriptType scriptType
);
[C++]
public: int GetMaxParams(
   ScriptType scriptType
);
[JScript]
public function GetMaxParams(
   scriptType : ScriptType
) : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid.GetMinParams Method
Gets the maximum number of parameters for the functoid.

VB

Parameters

scriptType
One of the ScriptType values that specifies the language of the inline script.

Return Value

An Integer containing the maximum number of parameters the functoid will accept.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Function GetMinParams( _
   ByVal scriptType As ScriptType _
) As Integer
[C#]
public int GetMinParams(
   ScriptType scriptType
);
[C++]
public: int GetMinParams(
   ScriptType scriptType
);
[JScript]
public function GetMinParams(
   scriptType : ScriptType
) : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid.GetResourceManager Method
Gets the resource manager for the functoid.

VB

Parameters

resourceAssemblyName
The name of the resource assembly.

Return Value

The ResourceManager for the functoid.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Function GetResourceManager( _
   ByVal resourceAssemblyName As String _
) As ResourceManager
[C#]
protected ResourceManager GetResourceManager(
   string resourceAssemblyName
);
[C++]
protected: ResourceManager* GetResourceManager(
   String* resourceAssemblyName
);
[JScript]
protected function GetResourceManager(
   resourceAssemblyName : String
) : ResourceManager;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid.GetScriptBuffer Method
Gets the script buffers in case of a cumulative functoid which needs three functions.

Overload List

Gets the script buffers in case of a cumulative functoid which needs three functions.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Function GetScriptBuffer(ScriptType) As String

[C#] public string GetScriptBuffer(ScriptType);

[C++] public: String* GetScriptBuffer(ScriptType);

[JScript] public function GetScriptBuffer(ScriptType) : String;

Gets the script buffers in case of a cumulative functoid which needs three functions using the script type and the number of
parameters.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Function GetScriptBuffer(ScriptType, System.Int32) As String

[C#] public string GetScriptBuffer(ScriptType, System.Int32);

[C++] public: String* GetScriptBuffer(ScriptType, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function GetScriptBuffer(ScriptType, System.Int32) : String;

Gets the script buffers in case of a cumulative functoid which needs three functions using the script type, the number of
parameters, and the function number.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Function GetScriptBuffer(ScriptType, System.Int32, System.Int32) As String

[C#] public string GetScriptBuffer(ScriptType, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++] public: String* GetScriptBuffer(ScriptType, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function GetScriptBuffer(ScriptType, System.Int32, System.Int32) : String;

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BaseFunctoid.GetScriptBuffer Method (ScriptType)
Gets the script buffers in case of a cumulative functoid which needs three functions.

VB

Parameters

scriptType
One of the ScriptType values that specifies the language of the inline script.

Return Value

The script buffer.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace |
BaseFunctoid.GetScriptBuffer Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overloads Public Function GetScriptBuffer( _
   ByVal scriptType As ScriptType _
) As String
[C#]
public string GetScriptBuffer(
   ScriptType scriptType
);
[C++]
public: String* GetScriptBuffer(
   ScriptType scriptType
);
[JScript]
public function GetScriptBuffer(
   scriptType : ScriptType
) : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid.GetScriptBuffer Method (ScriptType,
System.Int32)
Gets the script buffers in case of a cumulative functoid which needs three functions using the script type and the number of
parameters.

VB

Parameters

scriptType
One of the ScriptType values that specifies the language of the inline script.

numParams
The number of parameters to accomodate in the script buffer.

Return Value

The script buffer.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace |
BaseFunctoid.GetScriptBuffer Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overloads Public Function GetScriptBuffer( _
   ByVal scriptType As ScriptType, _
   ByVal numParams As Integer _
) As String
[C#]
public string GetScriptBuffer(
   ScriptType scriptType,
   int numParams
);
[C++]
public: String* GetScriptBuffer(
   ScriptType scriptType,
   int numParams
);
[JScript]
public function GetScriptBuffer(
   scriptType : ScriptType,
   numParams : int
) : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid.GetScriptBuffer Method (ScriptType,
System.Int32, System.Int32)
Gets the script buffers in case of a cumulative functoid which needs three functions using the script type, the number of
parameters, and the function number.

VB

Parameters

scriptType
One of the ScriptType values that specifies the language of the inline script.

numParams
The number of parameters to accomodate in the script buffer.

functionNumber
The function number in the case of a cumulative functoid. Valid values for are 0, 1 and 2.

Return Value

The script buffer.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace |
BaseFunctoid.GetScriptBuffer Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overloads Public Function GetScriptBuffer( _
   ByVal scriptType As ScriptType, _
   ByVal numParams As Integer, _
   ByVal functionNumber As Integer _
) As String
[C#]
public string GetScriptBuffer(
   ScriptType scriptType,
   int numParams,
   int functionNumber
);
[C++]
public: String* GetScriptBuffer(
   ScriptType scriptType,
   int numParams,
   int functionNumber
);
[JScript]
public function GetScriptBuffer(
   scriptType : ScriptType,
   numParams : int,
   functionNumber : int
) : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid.GetScriptGlobalBuffer Method
Gets the global script buffer that will be used by this functoid.

VB

Parameters

scriptType
One of the ScriptType values that specifies the language of the inline script.

Return Value

The global script buffer that will be used by this functoid.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Function GetScriptGlobalBuffer( _
   ByVal scriptType As ScriptType _
) As String
[C#]
public string GetScriptGlobalBuffer(
   ScriptType scriptType
);
[C++]
public: String* GetScriptGlobalBuffer(
   ScriptType scriptType
);
[JScript]
public function GetScriptGlobalBuffer(
   scriptType : ScriptType
) : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid.IsDate Method
Determines whether the value is a date.

VB

Parameters

val
The value to evaluate.

Return Value

true if the value is a date; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Shared Function IsDate( _
   ByVal val As String _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public static bool IsDate(
   string val
);
[C++]
public: static bool IsDate(
   String* val
);
[JScript]
public static function IsDate(
   val : String
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid.IsNumeric Method
Determines whether the value is numeric.

VB

Parameters

val
The value to evaluate.

Return Value

true if the value is numeric; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Shared Function IsNumeric( _
   ByVal val As String _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public static bool IsNumeric(
   string val
);
[C++]
public: static bool IsNumeric(
   String* val
);
[JScript]
public static function IsNumeric(
   val : String
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid.IsSupportedScriptType Method
Determines whether the script type is a supported script type.

VB

Parameters

scriptType
One of the ScriptType values that specifies the language of the inline script.

Return Value

true if the value is a supported script type; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

Public Function IsSupportedScriptType( _
   ByVal scriptType As ScriptType _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public bool IsSupportedScriptType(
   ScriptType scriptType
);
[C++]
public: bool IsSupportedScriptType(
   ScriptType scriptType
);
[JScript]
public function IsSupportedScriptType(
   scriptType : ScriptType
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid.IsValidScriptType Method
Determines whether the script type is a valid script type.

VB

Parameters

scriptType
One of the ScriptType values that specifies the language of the inline script.

Return Value

true if the value is a valid script type; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Shared Function IsValidScriptType( _
   ByVal scriptType As ScriptType _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public static bool IsValidScriptType(
   ScriptType scriptType
);
[C++]
public: static bool IsValidScriptType(
   ScriptType scriptType
);
[JScript]
public static function IsValidScriptType(
   scriptType : ScriptType
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid.LoadBitmap Method
Loads the bitmap of the icon.

VB

Parameters

resourceAssemblyName
The name of the resource assembly for the bitmap.

resourceID
The resource ID for the bitmap.

Return Value

The Bitmap of the icon.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Function LoadBitmap( _
   ByVal resourceAssemblyName As String, _
   ByVal resourceID As String _
) As Bitmap
[C#]
protected Bitmap LoadBitmap(
   string resourceAssemblyName,
   string resourceID
);
[C++]
protected: Bitmap* LoadBitmap(
   String* resourceAssemblyName,
   String* resourceID
);
[JScript]
protected function LoadBitmap(
   resourceAssemblyName : String,
   resourceID : String
) : Bitmap;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid.LoadString Method
Loads a string.

VB

Parameters

resourceAssemblyName
The name of the resource assembly.

resourceID
The resource ID.

Return Value

The String that was retrieved.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Function LoadString( _
   ByVal resourceAssemblyName As String, _
   ByVal resourceID As String _
) As String
[C#]
protected string LoadString(
   string resourceAssemblyName,
   string resourceID
);
[C++]
protected: String* LoadString(
   String* resourceAssemblyName,
   String* resourceID
);
[JScript]
protected function LoadString(
   resourceAssemblyName : String,
   resourceID : String
) : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid.RemoveScriptTypeSupport Method
Removes script type support for the specified script type.

VB

Parameters

scriptType
One of the ScriptType values that specifies the language of the inline script.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub RemoveScriptTypeSupport( _
   ByVal scriptType As ScriptType _
)
[C#]
public void RemoveScriptTypeSupport(
   ScriptType scriptType
);
[C++]
public: void RemoveScriptTypeSupport(
   ScriptType scriptType
);
[JScript]
public function RemoveScriptTypeSupport(
   scriptType : ScriptType
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid.SetBitmap Method
Specifies the resource ID that will be used to set the bitmap of the functoid.

VB

Parameters

resourceID
A bitmap resource with the corresponding resourceID should be present in the Resource Assembly that is set in the
SetupResourceAssembly method.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub SetBitmap( _
   ByVal resourceID As String _
)
[C#]
protected void SetBitmap(
   string resourceID
);
[C++]
protected: void SetBitmap(
   String* resourceID
);
[JScript]
protected function SetBitmap(
   resourceID : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BaseFunctoid.SetDescription Method
Specifies the resource ID that is used to set the description of the functoid.

VB

Parameters

resourceID
The resource ID present in the resource assembly that is set in the SetupResourceAssembly method.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub SetDescription( _
   ByVal resourceID As String _
)
[C#]
protected void SetDescription(
   string resourceID
);
[C++]
protected: void SetDescription(
   String* resourceID
);
[JScript]
protected function SetDescription(
   resourceID : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid.SetExternalFunctionName Method
Specifies the external function that needs to be called when this functoid is invoked.

VB

Parameters

assemblyName
The fully qualified name of the assembly in which this external function resides.

className
The name of the class in which this function is declared.

functionName
Represents the actual name of the external function.

Remarks

When the mapper compiler generates the XSLT for the map, all the calls to the functoid will be replaced with calls made to the
external function residing in the external assembly. Thus, this functoid does not need to have any inline script that gets included
with the XSLT that is generated by the mapper compiler. For example, the following code sets up the external function for a string
concatenation functoid. This function is defined in the same custom functoid assembly, and in a class called
FunctoidSample.CustomStringConcatFunctoid and has a name ConCatStrings.

C#

The external assembly that is specified in this function should be present in the global assembly cache (GAC) so that the map can
be executed correctly while doing testing and mapping in the Visual Studio .NET environment, or during BizTalk runtime.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

Public Sub SetExternalFunctionName( _
   ByVal assemblyName As String, _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal functionName As String _
)
[C#]
public void SetExternalFunctionName(
   string assemblyName,
   string className,
   string functionName
);
[C++]
public: void SetExternalFunctionName(
   String* assemblyName,
   String* className,
   String* functionName
);
[JScript]
public function SetExternalFunctionName(
   assemblyName : String,
   className : String,
   functionName : String
);

SetExternalFunctionName(GetType().Assembly.FullName,
   "FunctoidSample.CustomStringConcatFunctoid", "ConCatStrings");



 

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace
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BaseFunctoid.SetExternalFunctionName2 Method
Sets the external function names in case of cumulative functoids.

VB

Parameters

functionName2
The name of the second external function.

Remarks

This method is used in conjunction with SetExternalFunctionName in case of cumulative functoids. In case of cumulative
functoids, the mapper compiler needs three functions for each functoid. The first function is used for doing any initialization. The
second function is used for performing the actual operation in a loop. The third function is used to get the final result of
accumulation. For example, if the custom functoid represents a cumulative add functoid that accumulates values over a loop, then
the following code correctly sets up the required external functions for this functoid.

C#

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub SetExternalFunctionName2( _
   ByVal functionName2 As String _
)
[C#]
public void SetExternalFunctionName2(
   string functionName2
);
[C++]
public: void SetExternalFunctionName2(
   String* functionName2
);
[JScript]
public function SetExternalFunctionName2(
   functionName2 : String
);

SetExternalFunctionName(GetType().Assembly.FullName,
  "FunctoidSample.CumulativeMultiplyFunctoid","InitCumulativeMultiply");
   SetExternalFunctionName2("AddToCumulativeMultiply");
   SetExternalFunctionName3("GetCumulativeMultiply");

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid.SetExternalFunctionName3 Method
Sets the external function names in case of cumulative functoids.

VB

Parameters

functionName3
The name of the third external function.

Remarks

This method is used in conjunction with SetExternalFunctionName in case of cumulative functoids. In case of cumulative
functoids, the mapper compiler needs three functions for each functoid. The first function is used for doing any initialization. The
second function is used for performing the actual operation in a loop. The third function is used to get the final result of
accumulation. For example, if the custom functoid represents a cumulative add functoid that accumulates values over a loop, then
the following code correctly sets up the required external functions for this functoid.

C#

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Public Sub SetExternalFunctionName3( _
   ByVal functionName3 As String _
)
[C#]
public void SetExternalFunctionName3(
   string functionName3
);
[C++]
public: void SetExternalFunctionName3(
   String* functionName3
);
[JScript]
public function SetExternalFunctionName3(
   functionName3 : String
);

SetExternalFunctionName(GetType().Assembly.FullName,
  "FunctoidSample.CumulativeMultiplyFunctoid","InitCumulativeMultiply");
   SetExternalFunctionName2("AddToCumulativeMultiply");
   SetExternalFunctionName3("GetCumulativeMultiply");

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BaseFunctoid.SetExternalFunctionNameWithAsmPath Method
Sets the name of the external function name using the assembly path.

VB

Parameters

assemblyName
The fully qualified name of the assembly in which this external function resides.

assemblyPath
The assembly path.

className
The name of the class in which this function is declared.

functionName
The name of the function.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub SetExternalFunctionNameWithAsmPath( _
   ByVal assemblyName As String, _
   ByVal assemblyPath As String, _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal functionName As String _
)
[C#]
public void SetExternalFunctionNameWithAsmPath(
   string assemblyName,
   string assemblyPath,
   string className,
   string functionName
);
[C++]
public: void SetExternalFunctionNameWithAsmPath(
   String* assemblyName,
   String* assemblyPath,
   String* className,
   String* functionName
);
[JScript]
public function SetExternalFunctionNameWithAsmPath(
   assemblyName : String,
   assemblyPath : String,
   className : String,
   functionName : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BaseFunctoid.SetMaxParams Method
Specifies the maximum number of input parameters this functoid can accept.

VB

Parameters

maxParams
The maximum number of parameters to accept. Should be a positive integer greater than or equal to zero.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub SetMaxParams( _
   ByVal maxParams As Integer _
)
[C#]
public void SetMaxParams(
   int maxParams
);
[C++]
public: void SetMaxParams(
   int maxParams
);
[JScript]
public function SetMaxParams(
   maxParams : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BaseFunctoid.SetMinParams Method
Specifies the minimum number of input parameters this functoid can accept.

VB

Parameters

minParams
The minimum number of parameters to accept. A positive integer greater than or equal to zero.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub SetMinParams( _
   ByVal minParams As Integer _
)
[C#]
public void SetMinParams(
   int minParams
);
[C++]
public: void SetMinParams(
   int minParams
);
[JScript]
public function SetMinParams(
   minParams : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BaseFunctoid.SetName Method
Specifies the resource ID that will be used to set the name of the functoid.

VB

Parameters

resourceID
The resourceID present in the resource assembly that is set in the SetupResourceAssembly method.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub SetName( _
   ByVal resourceID As String _
)
[C#]
protected void SetName(
   string resourceID
);
[C++]
protected: void SetName(
   String* resourceID
);
[JScript]
protected function SetName(
   resourceID : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BaseFunctoid.SetScriptBuffer Method
Specifies the actual inline script that is offered by this functoid.

Overload List

Specifies the actual inline script that is offered by this functoid.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub SetScriptBuffer(ScriptType, System.String)

[C#] public void SetScriptBuffer(ScriptType, System.String);

[C++] public: void SetScriptBuffer(ScriptType, System.String);

[JScript] public function SetScriptBuffer(ScriptType, System.String);

Specify the script buffers in case of a cumulative functoid that needs three functions.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub SetScriptBuffer(ScriptType, System.String, System.Int32)

[C#] public void SetScriptBuffer(ScriptType, System.String, System.Int32);

[C++] public: void SetScriptBuffer(ScriptType, System.String, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function SetScriptBuffer(ScriptType, System.String, System.Int32);

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace
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BaseFunctoid.SetScriptBuffer Method (ScriptType,
System.String)
Specifies the actual inline script that is offered by this functoid.

VB

Parameters

scriptType
One of the ScriptType values that specifies the language of the inline script.

scriptBuffer
Setting this parameter will make the functoid standalone because the necessary script buffer is extracted and included in the
final XSLT that is produced by the mapper compiler. Setting an external function name by using the functions such as
SetExternalFunctionName, SetExternalFunctionName2, SetExternalFunctionName3 is not necessary when directly setting the
script.

Remarks

The mapper compiler will extract the inline script buffer that is set in this functoid and include it in the final XSLT that is produced
during the map compilation process.

Most functoids that ship with BizTalk Server setup their inline script buffer using this function, so that the compiled XSLT can be
standalone without any runtime dependency on the custom functoid assembly. For example, the following code sets up the inline
C# script for a simple concatenation functoid.

C#

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

Overloads Public Sub SetScriptBuffer( _
   ByVal scriptType As ScriptType, _
   ByVal scriptBuffer As String _
)
[C#]
public void SetScriptBuffer(
   ScriptType scriptType,
   string scriptBuffer
);
[C++]
public: void SetScriptBuffer(
   ScriptType scriptType,
   String* scriptBuffer
);
[JScript]
public function SetScriptBuffer(
   scriptType : ScriptType,
   scriptBuffer : String
);

String scriptBuffer = @”public string ConCatStrings(string val1, 
string val2)
               {
                  return val2+val1;
               }”;
   SetScriptBuffer(ScriptType.CSharp, scriptBuffer);



 

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace |
BaseFunctoid.SetScriptBuffer Overload List
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BaseFunctoid.SetScriptBuffer Method (ScriptType,
System.String, System.Int32)
Specify the script buffers in case of a cumulative functoid that needs three functions.

VB

Parameters

scriptType
One of the ScriptType values that specifies the language of the inline script.

scriptBuffer
The scriptBuffer with functionNumber of 0 is used for doing any initialization. The scriptBuffer with functionNumber of 1 is used
for performing the actual operation in a loop. The scriptBuffer with functionNumber of 2 is used to get the final result of the
accumulation.

functionNumber
The function number in the case of a cumulative functoid. Valid values for are 0, 1 and 2.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace |
BaseFunctoid.SetScriptBuffer Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub SetScriptBuffer( _
   ByVal scriptType As ScriptType, _
   ByVal scriptBuffer As String, _
   ByVal functionNumber As Integer _
)
[C#]
public void SetScriptBuffer(
   ScriptType scriptType,
   string scriptBuffer,
   int functionNumber
);
[C++]
public: void SetScriptBuffer(
   ScriptType scriptType,
   String* scriptBuffer,
   int functionNumber
);
[JScript]
public function SetScriptBuffer(
   scriptType : ScriptType,
   scriptBuffer : String,
   functionNumber : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BaseFunctoid.SetScriptGlobalBuffer Method
Specifies any global script buffer that will be used by this functoid.

VB

Parameters

scriptType
One of the ScriptType values that specifies the language of the inline script.

scriptGlobalsBuffer
The global buffer.

Remarks

Use this method to declare and maintain any global variables that will be used across all the functoids during the map execution.
For example, in case of a cumulative functoid, you may want to maintain a global variable that keeps track of the accumulation
results. Since this variable will be global in scope, it is accessible in all the individual functoid scripts. The following code declares a
global arrayList variable for keeping track of accumulation results of a cumulative functoid.

C#

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace
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Public Sub SetScriptGlobalBuffer( _
   ByVal scriptType As ScriptType, _
   ByVal scriptGlobalsBuffer As String _
)
[C#]
public void SetScriptGlobalBuffer(
   ScriptType scriptType,
   string scriptGlobalsBuffer
);
[C++]
public: void SetScriptGlobalBuffer(
   ScriptType scriptType,
   String* scriptGlobalsBuffer
);
[JScript]
public function SetScriptGlobalBuffer(
   scriptType : ScriptType,
   scriptGlobalsBuffer : String
);

String scriptGlobalBuffer = ”public System.Collections.ArrayList myCumulativeArray = new Syst
em.Collections.ArrayList();\n”;
   SetScriptGlobalBuffer(ScriptType.CSharp, scriptGlobalBuffer);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid.SetTooltip Method
Specifies the resource ID that will be used to set the tool tip for the functoid.

VB

Parameters

resourceID
The resourceID should be present in the resource assembly that is set in the SetupResourceAssembly method.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub SetTooltip( _
   ByVal resourceID As String _
)
[C#]
protected void SetTooltip(
   string resourceID
);
[C++]
protected: void SetTooltip(
   String* resourceID
);
[JScript]
protected function SetTooltip(
   resourceID : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseFunctoid.SetupResourceAssembly Method
Sets the base name of the resources, and the resource assembly that contains these functoid resources.

VB

Parameters

resAsmName
The name of the assembly.

resAssembly
An Assembly containing the resource assembly that contains the functoid resources.

Remarks

The BizTalk Mapper uses these parameters to instantiate the System.Resources.ResourceManager to load the appropriate
resources for the functoids, such as the functoid name, tool tip, bitmap, etc. For example, if all the custom functoid resources are
embedded in the same custom functoid assembly with the base name as
MyCustomFunctoids.MyCustomFunctoidsResources, the following function call will correctly setup the resource assembly:

C#

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class | BaseFunctoid Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub SetupResourceAssembly( _
   ByVal resAsmName As String, _
   ByVal resAssembly As Assembly _
)
[C#]
protected void SetupResourceAssembly(
   string resAsmName,
   Assembly resAssembly
);
[C++]
protected: void SetupResourceAssembly(
   String* resAsmName,
   Assembly* resAssembly
);
[JScript]
protected function SetupResourceAssembly(
   resAsmName : String,
   resAssembly : Assembly
);

SetupResourceAssembly("MyCustomFunctoids.MyCustomFunctoidsResources", Assembly.GetExecutingAs
sembly());

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ConnectionType Enumeration
Specifies the types of connections that can be used as inputs or outputs for a functoid.

This enumeration has a FlagsAttribute attribute that allows a bitwise combination of its member values.

VB

Members

Member name Value
All 268435455
AllExceptRecord 268435453
Element 268435456
Field 1
FunctoidCount 1024
FunctoidCumulative 4096
FunctoidDatabaseExtract 131072
FunctoidDatabaseLookup 65536
FunctoidDataConversion 32
FunctoidDateTime 64
FunctoidIndex 2048
FunctoidIteration 32768
FunctoidKeyMatch 2097152
FunctoidLogical 256
FunctoidLooping 16384
FunctoidMath 16
FunctoidScientific 128
FunctoidScripter 512
FunctoidString 8
FunctoidTableExtractor 1048576
FunctoidTableLooping 524288
FunctoidValueMapping 8192
FunctoidXPath 262144
None 0
Record 2
RecordContent 4

<Flags>
<Serializable>
<ComVisible(True)>
Public Enum ConnectionType
[C#]
[Flags]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
public enum ConnectionType
[C++]
[Flags]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
__value public enum ConnectionType
[JScript]
public
   Flags
   Serializable
   ComVisible(true)
enum ConnectionType

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dk06fkbc(v=bts.10).aspx


 

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms:  Windows 2000

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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FunctoidCategory Enumeration
Indicates the functoid category in which the functoid belongs.

VB

Members

Member na
me

Val
ue

Description

Conversion 5 Converts characters to and from their numeric representation, and to convert numbers from one base to anoth
er.

Cumulative 12 Performs various kinds of accumulation of the value of a field that occurs multiple times in a source document 
and outputs a single output.

For example a cumulative-sum functoid gives the accumulated summation of all occurrences of a particular fie
ld in the source document.

DateTime 6 Adds date, time, date and time, or add days to a specified date, in output data.
Logical 8 Controls conditional behavior of other functoids to determine whether particular output data is created.
Math 4 Performs specific numeric calculations such as addition, multiplication, and division.
Scientific 7 Performs specific scientific calculations such as logarithmic, exponential, and trigonometric functions.
String 3 Manipulates data strings by using well-known string functions such as concatenation, length, find, and trim.

Remarks

The FunctoidCategory indicates the tab of the toolbox on which the functoid will appear. For example, if the FunctoidCategory
for a custom functoid is set Scientific, it is displayed on the Scientific Functoids tab of the toolbox.

Additional enumeration values are provided, but they support the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and are not intended to be
used directly from your code.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.

<Serializable>
<ComVisible(True)>
Public Enum FunctoidCategory
[C#]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
public enum FunctoidCategory
[C++]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
__value public enum FunctoidCategory
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
   ComVisible(true)
enum FunctoidCategory

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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InlineGlobalHelperFunction Enumeration
Contains commonly used functions in functoids.

This enumeration has a FlagsAttribute attribute that allows a bitwise combination of its member values.

VB

Members

Mem
ber n
ame

V
al
u
e

Description

All 7 Indicates that all the global functions will be availabe in the XSLT that is generated by the mapper compiler.
IsDat
e

2 Indicates that IsDate function should be automatically emitted by the mapper compiler in the XSLT that is generated.

Set this flag if you are using the IsDate function in the scripts of your custom functoid. The IsDate function returns tru
e if the input to this function is a valid System.DateTime string.

IsNu
meric

1 Indicates that IsNumeric function should be automatically emitted by the mapper compiler in the XSLT that is generated
.

Set this flag if you are using the IsNumeric function in the scripts of your custom functoid. The IsNumeric function ret
urns true if the input to this function is a valid number (double datatype).

None 0 Indicates that none of global functions should be automatically emitted by the mapper compiler in the XSLT that is gene
rated.

Set this flag if you are not using any of the global functions provided by the mapper compiler (like IsDate, IsNumeric, 
etc.).

ValTo
Bool

4 Indicates that ValToBool function should be automatically emitted by the mapper compiler in the XSLT that is generate
d.

Set this flag if you are using the ValToBool function in the scripts of your custom functoid.

The ValToBool function returns the boolean equivalent of the string input passed to this function. For example if you p
ass the literal string true, this function will return a boolean true value datatype. If you pass the literal string false, this f
unction will return a boolean false value datatype.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

<Flags>
<Serializable>
Public Enum InlineGlobalHelperFunction
[C#]
[Flags]
[Serializable]
public enum InlineGlobalHelperFunction
[C++]
[Flags]
[Serializable]
__value public enum InlineGlobalHelperFunction
[JScript]
public
   Flags
   Serializable
enum InlineGlobalHelperFunction

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dk06fkbc(v=bts.10).aspx


 

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ScriptType Enumeration
Specifies the language of the inline script.

VB

Members

Member name Value
CSharp 5
ExternalAssembly 1
JScript 6
JSharp 7
None 0
VbNet 4
Xslt 2
XsltCallTemplate 3

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids (in Microsoft.Biztalk.BaseFunctoids.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
<ComVisible(True)>
Public Enum ScriptType
[C#]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
public enum ScriptType
[C++]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
__value public enum ScriptType
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
   ComVisible(true)
enum ScriptType

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace
The Microsoft.BizTalk.Component namespace contains classes that implement pipeline components that are shipped with
BizTalk Server 2004. Out of those components the XML and Flat File Assembler and Disassembler components can be extended
by inheriting from their classes and adding custom functionality.

Namespace hierarchy

Classes

Class Description
BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Implements the ICustomTypeDescriptor interface and is used in BizTalk pipeline components to pr

ovide user friendly names and descriptions of pipeline component properties in Pipeline Designer.
FFAsmComp Implements the Flat File Assembler pipeline component.
FFAsmException Exception thrown by Flat File pipeline components.
FFDasmComp Implements Flat File Disassembler pipeline component.
FFDasmException Exception thrown by Flat File Disassembler pipeline component.
XmlAsmComp Implements XML Assembler pipeline component.
XmlAsmException Exception thrown by XML Assembler pipeline component.
XmlDasmComp Implements the XML Disassembler pipeline component.
XmlDasmException Exception thrown by XML Disassembler pipeline component.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Class
Implements the ICustomTypeDescriptor interface and is used in BizTalk pipeline components to provide user friendly names
and descriptions of pipeline component properties in Pipeline Designer.

For a list of all members of this type, see BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.BaseCustomTypeDescriptor
      Derived classes

VB

Remarks

For example of usage ICustomTypeDescription interface and BaseCustomTypeDescriptor class with pipeline components
please refer to the FixMsg custom pipeline component in the SDK. For more information, see
CustomComponent (BizTalk Server Sample).

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Component

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.Components (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.Components.dll)

See Also

BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Class BaseCustomTypeDescriptor
   Implements ICustomTypeDescriptor
[C#]
public class BaseCustomTypeDescriptor : ICustomTypeDescriptor
[C++]
public __gc class BaseCustomTypeDescriptor : public
   ICustomTypeDescriptor
[JScript]
public class BaseCustomTypeDescriptor implements
   ICustomTypeDescriptor

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Hierarchy
System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.BaseCustomTypeDescriptor
      Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.BTFAsmComp
      Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.BtfDasmComp
      Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.FFAsmComp
      Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.FFDasmComp
      Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.MIME_SMIME_Decoder
      Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.MIME_SMIME_Encoder
      Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.PartyRes
      Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.XmlAsmComp
      Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.XmlDasmComp
      Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.XmlValidator

See Also

BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Class | BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Members
BaseCustomTypeDescriptor overview

Public Constructors

BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Constructor Initializes a new instance of the BaseCustomTypeDescriptor class.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetAttributes Returns a collection of type Attribute for this object.
GetClassName Returns the class name of this object.
GetComponentName Returns the name of this object.
GetConverter Returns a type converter for this object.
GetDefaultEvent Returns the default event for this object.
GetDefaultProperty Returns the default property for this object.
GetEditor Returns an editor of the specified type for this object.
GetEvents Overloaded. Returns the events for this instance of a component.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetProperties Overloaded. Returns the properties for this instance of a component.
GetPropertyOwner Returns the object that this value is a member of.
GetType (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace | CustomComponent (BizTalk Server Sample)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the BaseCustomTypeDescriptor class.

VB

Parameters

resourceManager
The ResourceManager containing culture specific resources.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Class | BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal resourceManager As ResourceManager _
)
[C#]
public BaseCustomTypeDescriptor(
   ResourceManager resourceManager
);
[C++]
public: BaseCustomTypeDescriptor(
   ResourceManager* resourceManager
);
[JScript]
public function BaseCustomTypeDescriptor(
   resourceManager : ResourceManager
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Methods
The methods of the BaseCustomTypeDescriptor class are listed here. For a complete list of BaseCustomTypeDescriptor class
members, see the BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetAttributes Returns a collection of type Attribute for this object.
GetClassName Returns the class name of this object.
GetComponentName Returns the name of this object
GetConverter Returns a type converter for this object
GetDefaultEvent Returns the default event for this object.
GetDefaultProperty Returns the default property for this object
GetEditor Returns an editor of the specified type for this object
GetEvents Overloaded. Returns the events for this instance of a component.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetProperties Overloaded. Returns the properties for this instance of a component.
GetPropertyOwner Returns the object that this value is a member of.
GetType (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace | CustomComponent (BizTalk Server Sample)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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BaseCustomTypeDescriptor.GetAttributes Method
Returns a collection of type Attribute for this object.

VB

Implements

ICustomTypeDescriptor.GetAttributes

Return Value

An AttributeCollection with the attributes for this object.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Class | BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function GetAttributes() As AttributeCollection _
   _
   Implements ICustomTypeDescriptor.GetAttributes
[C#]
public virtual AttributeCollection GetAttributes();
[C++]
public: virtual AttributeCollection* GetAttributes();
[JScript]
public function GetAttributes() : AttributeCollection;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hxf1dbck(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseCustomTypeDescriptor.GetClassName Method
Returns the class name of this object.

VB

Return Value

The class name of the object, or a null reference (Nothing in Visual Basic) if the class does not have a name.

Implements

ICustomTypeDescriptor.GetClassName

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Class | BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Function GetClassName() As String Implements _
   ICustomTypeDescriptor.GetClassName
[C#]
public virtual string GetClassName();
[C++]
public: virtual String* GetClassName();
[JScript]
public function GetClassName() : String;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ffdx1ezt(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseCustomTypeDescriptor.GetComponentName Method
Returns the name of this object.

VB

Return Value

The name of the object, or a null reference (Nothing in Visual Basic) if object does not have a name.

Implements

ICustomTypeDescriptor.GetComponentName

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Class | BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Function GetComponentName() As String Implements _
   _
   ICustomTypeDescriptor.GetComponentName
[C#]
public virtual string GetComponentName();
[C++]
public: virtual String* GetComponentName();
[JScript]
public function GetComponentName() : String;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4kak873b(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseCustomTypeDescriptor.GetConverter Method
Returns a type converter for this object.

VB

Return Value

A TypeConverter that is the converter for this object, or a null reference (Nothing in Visual Basic) if there is no TypeConverter
for this object.

Implements

ICustomTypeDescriptor.GetConverter

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Class | BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Function GetConverter() As TypeConverter _
   Implements ICustomTypeDescriptor.GetConverter
[C#]
public virtual TypeConverter GetConverter();
[C++]
public: virtual TypeConverter* GetConverter();
[JScript]
public function GetConverter() : TypeConverter;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/6kd59ydw(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseCustomTypeDescriptor.GetDefaultEvent Method
Returns the default event for this object.

VB

Return Value

An EventDescriptor that represents the default event for this object, or a null reference (Nothing in Visual Basic) if this object
does not have events.

Implements

ICustomTypeDescriptor.GetDefaultEvent

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Class | BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function GetDefaultEvent() As EventDescriptor _
   Implements ICustomTypeDescriptor.GetDefaultEvent
[C#]
public virtual EventDescriptor GetDefaultEvent();
[C++]
public: virtual EventDescriptor* GetDefaultEvent();
[JScript]
public function GetDefaultEvent() : EventDescriptor;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/sz8zhktz(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseCustomTypeDescriptor.GetDefaultProperty Method
Returns the default property for this object.

VB

Return Value

A PropertyDescriptor that represents the default property for this object, or a null reference (Nothing in Visual Basic) if this
object does not have properties.

Implements

ICustomTypeDescriptor.GetDefaultProperty

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Class | BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function GetDefaultProperty() As _
   PropertyDescriptor Implements _
   ICustomTypeDescriptor.GetDefaultProperty
[C#]
public virtual PropertyDescriptor GetDefaultProperty();
[C++]
public: virtual PropertyDescriptor* GetDefaultProperty();
[JScript]
public function GetDefaultProperty() : PropertyDescriptor;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/5hfh3kew(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseCustomTypeDescriptor.GetEditor Method
Returns an editor of the specified type for this object.

VB

Parameters

editorBaseType
A Type that represents the editor for this object

Return Value

An Object of the specified type that is the editor for this object, or a null reference (Nothing in Visual Basic) if the editor cannot
be found.

Implements

ICustomTypeDescriptor.GetEditor

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Class | BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function GetEditor( _
   ByVal editorBaseType As Type _
) As Object Implements ICustomTypeDescriptor.GetEditor
[C#]
public virtual object GetEditor(
   Type editorBaseType
);
[C++]
public: virtual Object* GetEditor(
   Type* editorBaseType
);
[JScript]
public function GetEditor(
   editorBaseType : Type
) : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/96019wfb(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseCustomTypeDescriptor.GetEvents Method
Returns the events for this instance of a component.

Overload List

Returns the events for this instance of a component.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Public Overridable Function GetEvents() As EventDescriptorCollection Implements ICustomTypeDescriptor.GetEvents

[C#] public virtual EventDescriptorCollection GetEvents();

[C++] public: virtual EventDescriptorCollection* GetEvents();

[JScript] public function GetEvents() : EventDescriptorCollection;

Returns the events for this instance of a component using the attribute array as a filter.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Public Overridable Function GetEvents(System.Attribute()) As EventDescriptorCollection Implements ICustomTypeDescriptor.GetEvents

[C#] public virtual EventDescriptorCollection GetEvents(System.Attribute[]);

[C++] public: virtual EventDescriptorCollection* GetEvents(System.Attribute[]);

[JScript] public function GetEvents(System.Attribute[]) : EventDescriptorCollection;

See Also

BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Class | BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseCustomTypeDescriptor.GetEvents Method ()
Returns the events for this instance of a component.

VB

Return Value

An EventDescriptorCollection that represents the events for this component instance.

Implements

ICustomTypeDescriptor.GetEvents

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Class | BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace |
BaseCustomTypeDescriptor.GetEvents Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overloads Public Overridable Function GetEvents() As _
   EventDescriptorCollection _
   Implements ICustomTypeDescriptor.GetEvents
[C#]
public virtual EventDescriptorCollection GetEvents();
[C++]
public: virtual EventDescriptorCollection* GetEvents();
[JScript]
public function GetEvents() : EventDescriptorCollection;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d24cfzax(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseCustomTypeDescriptor.GetEvents Method
(System.Attribute[])
Returns the events for this instance of a component using the attribute array as a filter.

VB

Parameters

filter
An array of type Attribute that is used as a filter.

Return Value

An EventDescriptorCollection that represents the events for this component instance that match the given set of attributes.

Implements

ICustomTypeDescriptor.GetEvents

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Class | BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace |
BaseCustomTypeDescriptor.GetEvents Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overloads Public Overridable Function GetEvents( _
   ByVal filter() As Attribute _
) As EventDescriptorCollection Implements _
   ICustomTypeDescriptor.GetEvents
[C#]
public virtual EventDescriptorCollection GetEvents(
   Attribute[] filter
);
[C++]
public: virtual EventDescriptorCollection* GetEvents(
   Attribute* filter[]
);
[JScript]
public function GetEvents(
   filter : Attribute[]
) : EventDescriptorCollection;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d24cfzax(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseCustomTypeDescriptor.GetProperties Method
Returns the properties for this instance of a component.

Overload List

Returns the properties for this instance of a component.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Public Overridable Function GetProperties() As PropertyDescriptorCollection Implements ICustomTypeDescriptor.GetProperties

[C#] public virtual PropertyDescriptorCollection GetProperties();

[C++] public: virtual PropertyDescriptorCollection* GetProperties();

[JScript] public function GetProperties() : PropertyDescriptorCollection;

Returns the properties for this instance of a component using the attribute array as a filter.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Public Overridable Function GetProperties(System.Attribute()) As PropertyDescriptorCollection Implements ICustomTypeDescriptor.GetProperties

[C#] public virtual PropertyDescriptorCollection GetProperties(System.Attribute[]);

[C++] public: virtual PropertyDescriptorCollection* GetProperties(System.Attribute[]);

[JScript] public function GetProperties(System.Attribute[]) : PropertyDescriptorCollection;

See Also

BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Class | BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseCustomTypeDescriptor.GetProperties Method ()
Returns the properties for this instance of a component.

VB

Return Value

A PropertyDescriptorCollection that represents the properties for this component instance.

Implements

ICustomTypeDescriptor.GetProperties

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Class | BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace |
BaseCustomTypeDescriptor.GetProperties Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overloads Public Overridable Function GetProperties() As _
   PropertyDescriptorCollection Implements _
   ICustomTypeDescriptor.GetProperties
[C#]
public virtual PropertyDescriptorCollection GetProperties();
[C++]
public: virtual PropertyDescriptorCollection* GetProperties();
[JScript]
public function GetProperties() : PropertyDescriptorCollection;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/2fach7k3(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseCustomTypeDescriptor.GetProperties Method
(System.Attribute[])
Returns the properties for this instance of a component using the attribute array as a filter.

VB

Parameters

filter
An array of type Attribute that is used as a filter.

Return Value

An array of type Attribute that represents the properties for this component instance that match the given set of attributes.

Implements

ICustomTypeDescriptor.GetProperties

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Class | BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace |
BaseCustomTypeDescriptor.GetProperties Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overloads Public Overridable Function GetProperties( _
   ByVal filter() As Attribute _
) As PropertyDescriptorCollection Implements _
   ICustomTypeDescriptor.GetProperties
[C#]
public virtual PropertyDescriptorCollection GetProperties(
   Attribute[] filter
);
[C++]
public: virtual PropertyDescriptorCollection* GetProperties(
   Attribute* filter[]
);
[JScript]
public function GetProperties(
   filter : Attribute[]
) : PropertyDescriptorCollection;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/2fach7k3(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BaseCustomTypeDescriptor.GetPropertyOwner Method
Returns the object that this value is a member of.

VB

Parameters

pd
A PropertyDescriptor that represents the property whose owner is to be found.

Return Value

An Object that represents the owner of the specified property.

Implements

ICustomTypeDescriptor.GetPropertyOwner

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Class | BaseCustomTypeDescriptor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function GetPropertyOwner( _
   ByVal pd As PropertyDescriptor _
) As Object Implements ICustomTypeDescriptor.GetPropertyOwner
[C#]
public virtual object GetPropertyOwner(
   PropertyDescriptor pd
);
[C++]
public: virtual Object* GetPropertyOwner(
   PropertyDescriptor* pd
);
[JScript]
public function GetPropertyOwner(
   pd : PropertyDescriptor
) : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/w906dtz8(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmComp Class
Implements the Flat File Assembler pipeline component.

For a list of all members of this type, see FFAsmComp Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.BaseCustomTypeDescriptor
      Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.FFAsmComp

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Component

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.Components (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.Components.dll)

See Also

FFAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("6469e38f-712d-4086-9795-78103ab670f4")>
Public Class FFAsmComp
   Inherits BaseCustomTypeDescriptor
   Implements IBaseComponent, IAssemblerComponent, _
   IPersistPropertyBag, IComponentUI
[C#]
[Guid("6469e38f-712d-4086-9795-78103ab670f4")]
public class FFAsmComp : BaseCustomTypeDescriptor, IBaseComponent,
   IAssemblerComponent, IPersistPropertyBag, IComponentUI
[C++]
[Guid("6469e38f-712d-4086-9795-78103ab670f4")]
public __gc class FFAsmComp : public BaseCustomTypeDescriptor,
   IBaseComponent, IAssemblerComponent, IPersistPropertyBag,
   IComponentUI
[JScript]
public
   Guid("6469e38f-712d-4086-9795-78103ab670f4")
class FFAsmComp extends BaseCustomTypeDescriptor implements
   IBaseComponent, IAssemblerComponent, IPersistPropertyBag,
   IComponentUI

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmComp Members
FFAsmComp overview

Public Constructors

FFAsmComp Constructor Initializes a new instance of the FFAsmComp class.

Public Properties

Description Gets the description of the component.
DocumentSpecName Gets or sets the document schema name that the Flat File Assembler uses for parsing documents.
HeaderSpecName Gets or sets the header schema name that the Flat File Assembler uses for parsing document headers.
Icon Gets the icon associated with Flat File Assembler component.
Name Gets the name of the component.
TargetCharset Gets or set the configuration of Flat File Assembler component to encode output message using the speci

fied charset.
TrailerSpecName Gets or sets the trailer schema name that the Flat File Assembler uses for parsing document trailers.
Version Gets the version of the component.

Public Methods

AddDocument Adds document to the list of documents that will be assembled by Flat File Assembler pipeline
component.

Assemble Assembles the documents that were added using AddDocument method.
Equals (inherited from System.

Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetAttributes (inherited from Ba
seCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns a collection of type Attribute for this object.

GetClassID Returns the class identifier (CLSID) of this object.
GetClassName (inherited from B

aseCustomTypeDescriptor)
Returns the class name of this object.

GetComponentName (inherited 
from BaseCustomTypeDescripto
r)

Returns the name of this object.

GetConverter (inherited from Ba
seCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns a type converter for this object.

GetDefaultEvent (inherited from 
BaseCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the default event for this object.

GetDefaultProperty (inherited fr
om BaseCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the default property for this object.

GetEditor (inherited from BaseC
ustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns an editor of the specified type for this object.

GetEvents (inherited from Base
CustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the events for this instance of a component.

GetHashCode (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetProperties (inherited from B
aseCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the properties for this instance of a component.

GetPropertyOwner (inherited fr
om BaseCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the object that this value is a member of.

GetType (inherited from System
.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

InitNew This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used d
irectly from your code.

Load Loads the configuration of the pipeline component.
Save Saves the configuration of the component.
ToString (inherited from Syste

m.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Validate Verifies that all the configuration properties for the pipeline component are correctly set in pi
peline designer.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

FFAsmComp Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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FFAsmComp Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the FFAsmComp class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFAsmComp Class | FFAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public FFAsmComp();
[C++]
public: FFAsmComp();
[JScript]
public function FFAsmComp();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmComp Properties
The properties of the FFAsmComp class are listed here. For a complete list of FFAsmComp class members, see the
FFAsmComp Members topic.

Public Properties

Description Gets the description of the component.
DocumentSpecName Gets or sets the document schema name that the flat file assembler uses for parsing documents.
HeaderSpecName Gets or sets the header schema name that the flat file assembler uses for parsing document headers.
Icon Gets the icon associated with Flat File Assembler component.
Name Gets the name of the component.
TargetCharset Gets or set the configuration of Flat File Assembler component to encode output message using the speci

fied charset.
TrailerSpecName Gets or sets the trailer schema name that the Flat File Assembler uses for parsing document trailers.
Version Gets the version of the component.

See Also

FFAsmComp Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmComp.Description Property
Gets the description of the component.

VB

Implements

IBaseComponent.Description

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFAsmComp Class | FFAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Description As String  _
   Implements IBaseComponent.Description
[C#]
public virtual string Description {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Description();
[JScript]
public function get Description() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmComp.DocumentSpecName Property
Gets or sets the document schema name that the flat file assembler uses for parsing documents.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFAsmComp Class | FFAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property DocumentSpecName As SchemaWithNone
[C#]
public SchemaWithNone DocumentSpecName {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property SchemaWithNone* get_DocumentSpecName();
public: __property void set_DocumentSpecName(SchemaWithNone*);
[JScript]
public function get DocumentSpecName() : SchemaWithNone;
public function set DocumentSpecName(SchemaWithNone);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmComp.HeaderSpecName Property
Gets or sets the header schema name that the flat file assembler uses for parsing document headers.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFAsmComp Class | FFAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property HeaderSpecName As SchemaWithNone
[C#]
public SchemaWithNone HeaderSpecName {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property SchemaWithNone* get_HeaderSpecName();
public: __property void set_HeaderSpecName(SchemaWithNone*);
[JScript]
public function get HeaderSpecName() : SchemaWithNone;
public function set HeaderSpecName(SchemaWithNone);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmComp.Icon Property
Gets the icon associated with Flat File Assembler component.

VB

Implements

IComponentUI.Icon

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFAsmComp Class | FFAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Icon As IntPtr  Implements _
   IComponentUI.Icon
[C#]
public virtual IntPtr Icon {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual IntPtr get_Icon();
[JScript]
public function get Icon() : IntPtr;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmComp.Name Property
Gets the name of the component.

VB

Implements

IBaseComponent.Name

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFAsmComp Class | FFAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Name As String  Implements _
   IBaseComponent.Name
[C#]
public virtual string Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Name();
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmComp.TargetCharset Property
Gets or set the configuration of Flat File Assembler component to encode output message using the specified charset.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFAsmComp Class | FFAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property TargetCharset As CharsetList
[C#]
public CharsetList TargetCharset {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property CharsetList* get_TargetCharset();
public: __property void set_TargetCharset(CharsetList*);
[JScript]
public function get TargetCharset() : CharsetList;
public function set TargetCharset(CharsetList);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmComp.TrailerSpecName Property
Gets or sets the trailer schema name that the Flat File Assembler uses for parsing document trailers.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFAsmComp Class | FFAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property TrailerSpecName As SchemaWithNone
[C#]
public SchemaWithNone TrailerSpecName {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property SchemaWithNone* get_TrailerSpecName();
public: __property void set_TrailerSpecName(SchemaWithNone*);
[JScript]
public function get TrailerSpecName() : SchemaWithNone;
public function set TrailerSpecName(SchemaWithNone);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmComp.Version Property
Gets the version of the component.

VB

Implements

IBaseComponent.Version

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFAsmComp Class | FFAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Version As String  Implements _
   _
   IBaseComponent.Version
[C#]
public virtual string Version {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Version();
[JScript]
public function get Version() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmComp Methods
The methods of the FFAsmComp class are listed here. For a complete list of FFAsmComp class members, see the
FFAsmComp Members topic.

Public Methods

AddDocument Adds document to the list of documents that will be assembled by Flat File Assembler pipeline
component.

Assemble Assembles the documents that were added using AddDocument method.
Equals (inherited from System.

Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetAttributes (inherited from Ba
seCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns a collection of type Attribute for this object.

GetClassID Returns the class identifier (CLSID) of this object.
GetClassName (inherited from B

aseCustomTypeDescriptor)
Returns the class name of this object.

GetComponentName (inherited 
from BaseCustomTypeDescripto
r)

Returns the name of this object.

GetConverter (inherited from Ba
seCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns a type converter for this object.

GetDefaultEvent (inherited from 
BaseCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the default event for this object.

GetDefaultProperty (inherited fr
om BaseCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the default property for this object.

GetEditor (inherited from BaseC
ustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns an editor of the specified type for this object.

GetEvents (inherited from Base
CustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the events for this instance of a component.

GetHashCode (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetProperties (inherited from B
aseCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the properties for this instance of a component.

GetPropertyOwner (inherited fr
om BaseCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the object that this value is a member of.

GetType (inherited from System
.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InitNew This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used d
irectly from your code.

Load Loads the configuration of the pipeline component.
Save Saves the configuration of the component.
ToString (inherited from Syste

m.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Validate Verifies that all the configuration properties for the pipeline component are correctly set in pi
peline designer.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

See Also

FFAsmComp Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmComp.AddDocument Method
Adds document to the list of documents that will be assembled by Flat File Assembler pipeline component.

VB

Parameters

pc
The IPipelineContext for the current pipeline.

inMsg
The BizTalk Message to add the document to.

Implements

IAssemblerComponent.AddDocument

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFAsmComp Class | FFAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub AddDocument( _
   ByVal pc As IPipelineContext, _
   ByVal inMsg As IBaseMessage _
) Implements IAssemblerComponent.AddDocument
[C#]
public virtual void AddDocument(
   IPipelineContext pc,
   IBaseMessage inMsg
);
[C++]
public: virtual void AddDocument(
   IPipelineContext* pc,
   IBaseMessage* inMsg
);
[JScript]
public function AddDocument(
   pc : IPipelineContext,
   inMsg : IBaseMessage
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmComp.Assemble Method
Assembles the documents that were added using AddDocument method.

VB

Parameters

pc
The IPipelineContext for the current pipeline.

Implements

IAssemblerComponent.Assemble

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFAsmComp Class | FFAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function Assemble( _
   ByVal pc As IPipelineContext _
) As IBaseMessage Implements IAssemblerComponent.Assemble
[C#]
public virtual IBaseMessage Assemble(
   IPipelineContext pc
);
[C++]
public: virtual IBaseMessage* Assemble(
   IPipelineContext* pc
);
[JScript]
public function Assemble(
   pc : IPipelineContext
) : IBaseMessage;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmComp.GetClassID Method
Returns the class identifier (CLSID) of this object.

VB

Parameters

classId
The CLSID of the object.

Implements

IPersistPropertyBag.GetClassID

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFAsmComp Class | FFAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub GetClassID( _
   <Out()> ByRef classId As Guid _
) Implements IPersistPropertyBag.GetClassID
[C#]
public virtual void GetClassID(
   out Guid classId
);
[C++]
public: virtual void GetClassID(
   [Out] Guid* classId
);
[JScript]
public function GetClassID(
   classId : Guid
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmComp.InitNew Method
This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Implements

IPersistPropertyBag.InitNew

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFAsmComp Class | FFAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub InitNew() Implements _
   IPersistPropertyBag.InitNew
[C#]
public virtual void InitNew();
[C++]
public: virtual void InitNew();
[JScript]
public function InitNew();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmComp.Load Method
Loads the configuration of the component.

VB

Parameters

propertyBag
Address of the caller's property bag, through which the object can write properties. This cannot be NULL.

errorLog
The error log in which the object stores any errors that occur during initialization.

Implements

IPersistPropertyBag.Load

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFAsmComp Class | FFAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub Load( _
   ByVal propertyBag As IPropertyBag, _
   ByVal errorLog As Integer _
) Implements IPersistPropertyBag.Load
[C#]
public virtual void Load(
   IPropertyBag propertyBag,
   int errorLog
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Load(
   IPropertyBag* propertyBag,
   int errorLog
);
[JScript]
public function Load(
   propertyBag : IPropertyBag,
   errorLog : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmComp.Save Method
Saves the configuration of the component.

VB

Parameters

propertyBag
Address of the caller's property bag, through which the object can write properties. This cannot be NULL.

isClearDirty
Flag indicating whether the object should clear its dirty flag when saving is complete. true means clear the flag, and false
means leave the flag unaffected. false is used when the caller wants to do a "Save Copy As" operation.

isSaveAllProperties
true to save all its properties, false to save only those that have changed from the default value.

Implements

IPersistPropertyBag.Save

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFAsmComp Class | FFAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub Save( _
   ByVal propertyBag As IPropertyBag, _
   ByVal isClearDirty As Boolean, _
   ByVal isSaveAllProperties As Boolean _
) Implements IPersistPropertyBag.Save
[C#]
public virtual void Save(
   IPropertyBag propertyBag,
   bool isClearDirty,
   bool isSaveAllProperties
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Save(
   IPropertyBag* propertyBag,
   bool isClearDirty,
   bool isSaveAllProperties
);
[JScript]
public function Save(
   propertyBag : IPropertyBag,
   isClearDirty : Boolean,
   isSaveAllProperties : Boolean
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmComp.Validate Method
Verifies that all the configuration properties for the pipeline component are correctly set in pipeline designer.

VB

Parameters

projectSystem
The Object that provides access to the artifacts of the current BizTalk project. From the projectsystem object, the pipeline
component retrieves the schemas that belong to or are referenced in the current project. The pipeline component uses the
schema information to validate the correctness of its configuration during the compilation of the pipeline.

Implements

IComponentUI.Validate

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFAsmComp Class | FFAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function Validate( _
   ByVal projectSystem As Object _
) As IEnumerator Implements IComponentUI.Validate
[C#]
public virtual IEnumerator Validate(
   object projectSystem
);
[C++]
public: virtual IEnumerator* Validate(
   Object* projectSystem
);
[JScript]
public function Validate(
   projectSystem : Object
) : IEnumerator;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmException Class
Exception thrown by Flat File Assembler pipeline component.

For a list of all members of this type, see FFAsmException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSException
            Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.ComponentException
               Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.FFAsmException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Component

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.Components (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.Components.dll)

See Also

FFAsmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Class FFAsmException
   Inherits ComponentException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class FFAsmException : ComponentException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class FFAsmException : public ComponentException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class FFAsmException extends ComponentException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ww58ded5(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmException Members
FFAsmException overview

Public Constructors

FFAsmException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the FFAsmException class.

Public Fields

btsErrorAssemblerCannotFindMatchingDocspec Error code that indicates that assembler component cannot find a docume
nt specification that matches the input document.

btsErrorAssemblerCannotGetDocspecByName Error code that indicates that Assembler component cannot retrieve docu
ment specification by using provided document specification name.

btsErrorAssemblerCannotGetDocspecByType Error code that indicates that Assembler component cannot retrieve docu
ment specification by using provided document specification type:

btsErrorAssemblerHeaderSpecNameNotSpecified Error code that indicates that the header specification name has not been s
pecified when generating a header without using the preserve header func
tionality.

btsErrorAssemblerNoData Error code that indicates that there is no data in the message to process.
btsErrorAssemblerNullBodyEncountered Error code that indicates that assembler component encountered no data i

n the body part of the message
btsErrorAssemblerUnableToLoadDocspec Error code that indicates that assembler component failed to load the doc

ument specification.

Public Properties

ArgumentCount (inherited from Micr
osoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExc
eption)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

ExceptionName (inherited from Micr
osoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExc
eption)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

HelpLink (inherited from System.Exce
ption)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

HResult (inherited from icrosoft.BizTa
lk.Message.Interop.BTSException)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

InnerException (inherited from System
.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from System.Exce
ption)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SoapFault (inherited from Microsoft.
BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExceptio
n)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

Source (inherited from System.Except
ion)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited from Microsoft
.BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExceptio
n)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

TargetSite (inherited from System.Exc
eption)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/71tawy4s(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/902sca80(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9btwf6wk(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/85weac5w(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/2wchw354(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

AddArgument (inherited from Micro
soft.BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExce
ption)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

Equals (inherited from System.Object
)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetArgument (inherited from Micros
oft.BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExce
ption)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

GetBaseException (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from System.
Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited from System
.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.Obje
ct)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetDescription (inherited from Micro
soft.BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExce
ption)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

SetGUID (inherited from Microsoft.Bi
zTalk.Message.Interop.BTSException)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

SetHelpContext (inherited from Micr
osoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExc
eption)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

SetHelpFile (inherited from Microsof
t.BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExcepti
on)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

SetSource (inherited from Microsoft.
BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExceptio
n)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

StoreException (inherited from Comp
onentException)

Overloaded. This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not int
ended to be used directly from your code.

ToString (inherited from System.Exce
ption)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

FFAsmException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the FFAsmException class.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

FFAsmException Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/49kcee3b(v=bts.10).aspx
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http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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FFAsmException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the FFAsmException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the FFAsmException class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Int32, System.String)

[C#] public FFAsmException(System.Int32, System.String);

[C++] public: FFAsmException(System.Int32, System.String);

[JScript] public function FFAsmException(System.Int32, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the FFAsmException class.

[Visual Basic]
Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected FFAsmException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: FFAsmException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function FFAsmException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the FFAsmException class. This constructor is not CLS-compliant.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.UInt32, System.String)

[C#] public FFAsmException(System.UInt32, System.String);

[C++] public: FFAsmException(System.UInt32, System.String);

[JScript] public function FFAsmException(System.UInt32, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the FFAsmException class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Int32, System.String, ParamArray System.String())

[C#] public FFAsmException(System.Int32, System.String, params System.String[]);

[C++] public: FFAsmException(System.Int32, System.String, System.String[]);

[JScript] public function FFAsmException(System.Int32, System.String, System.String[]);

Initializes a new instance of the FFAsmException class.This constructor is not CLS-compliant.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.UInt32, System.String, ParamArray System.String())

[C#] public FFAsmException(System.UInt32, System.String, params System.String[]);

[C++] public: FFAsmException(System.UInt32, System.String, System.String[]);

[JScript] public function FFAsmException(System.UInt32, System.String, System.String[]);

See Also

FFAsmException Class | FFAsmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmException Constructor (System.Int32, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the FFAsmException class.

VB

Parameters

err
The component error code. The possible component error codes are the public static fields of the FFAsmException class.

description
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFAsmException Class | FFAsmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace |
FFAsmException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal err As Integer, _
   ByVal description As String _
)
[C#]
public FFAsmException(
   int err,
   string description
);
[C++]
public: FFAsmException(
   int err,
   String* description
);
[JScript]
public function FFAsmException(
   err : int,
   description : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the FFAsmException class.

VB

Parameters

serializationInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object

streamingContext
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFAsmException Class | FFAsmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace |
FFAsmException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializationInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal streamingContext As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected FFAsmException(
   SerializationInfo serializationInfo,
   StreamingContext streamingContext
);
[C++]
protected: FFAsmException(
   SerializationInfo* serializationInfo,
   StreamingContext streamingContext
);
[JScript]
protected function FFAsmException(
   serializationInfo : SerializationInfo,
   streamingContext : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmException Constructor (System.UInt32, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the FFAsmException class.

This constructor is not CLS-compliant. For more information about CLS compliance, see
What is the Common Language Specification.

VB

Parameters

err
The component error code. The possible component error codes are the public static fields of the FFAsmException class.

description
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFAsmException Class | FFAsmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace |
FFAsmException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal err As UInt32, _
   ByVal description As String _
)
[C#]
public FFAsmException(
   uint err,
   string description
);
[C++]
public: FFAsmException(
   unsigned int err,
   String* description
);
[JScript]
public function FFAsmException(
   err : UInt32,
   description : String
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa735713(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmException Constructor (System.Int32, System.String,
System.String[])
Initializes a new instance of the FFAsmException class.

VB

Parameters

err
The component error code. The possible component error codes are the public static fields of the FFAsmException class.

description
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

args
Arguments used to build an error description string for reporting a pipeline error in the event log.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFAsmException Class | FFAsmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace |
FFAsmException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal err As Integer, _
   ByVal description As String, _
   ByVal ParamArray args() As String _
)
[C#]
public FFAsmException(
   int err,
   string description,
   params string[] args
);
[C++]
public: FFAsmException(
   int err,
   String* description,
   String* args __gc[]
);
[JScript]
public function FFAsmException(
   err : int,
   description : String,
   args : String[]
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmException Constructor (System.UInt32, System.String,
System.String[])
Initializes a new instance of the FFAsmException class.

This constructor is not CLS-compliant. For more information about CLS compliance, see
What is the Common Language Specification.

VB

Parameters

err
The component error code. The possible component error codes are the public static fields of the FFAsmException class.

description
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

args
Arguments used to build an error description string for reporting a pipeline error in the event log.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFAsmException Class | FFAsmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace |
FFAsmException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal err As UInt32, _
   ByVal description As String, _
   ByVal ParamArray args() As String _
)
[C#]
public FFAsmException(
   uint err,
   string description,
   params string[] args
);
[C++]
public: FFAsmException(
   unsigned int err,
   String* description,
   String* args __gc[]
);
[JScript]
public function FFAsmException(
   err : UInt32,
   description : String,
   args : String[]
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa735713(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmException Fields
The fields of the FFAsmException class are listed here. For a complete list of FFAsmException class members, see the
FFAsmException Members topic.

Public Fields

btsErrorAssemblerCannotFindMatchingDocspec Error code that indicates that assembler component cannot find a docume
nt specification that matches the input document.

btsErrorAssemblerCannotGetDocspecByName Error code that indicates that Assembler component cannot retrieve docu
ment specification by using provided document specification name.

btsErrorAssemblerCannotGetDocspecByType Error code that indicates that Assembler component cannot retrieve docu
ment specification by using provided document specification type:

btsErrorAssemblerHeaderSpecNameNotSpecified Error code that indicates that the header specification name has not been s
pecified when generating a header without using the preserve header func
tionality.http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

btsErrorAssemblerNoData Error code that indicates that there is no data in the message to
processhttp://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

btsErrorAssemblerNullBodyEncountered Error code that indicates that assembler component encountered no data i
n the body part of the message

btsErrorAssemblerUnableToLoadDocspec Error code that indicates that assembler component failed to load the doc
ument specification.

See Also

FFAsmException Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmException.btsErrorAssemblerCannotFindMatchingDocspec
Field
Error code that indicates that assembler component cannot find a document specification that matches the input document.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

FFAsmException Class | FFAsmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

public const uint btsErrorAssemblerCannotFindMatchingDocspec;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int
   btsErrorAssemblerCannotFindMatchingDocspec;
[JScript]
public var btsErrorAssemblerCannotFindMatchingDocspec : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmException.btsErrorAssemblerCannotGetDocspecByName
Field
Error code that indicates that Assembler component cannot retrieve document specification by using provided document
specification name.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

FFAsmException Class | FFAsmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

public const uint btsErrorAssemblerCannotGetDocspecByName;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int btsErrorAssemblerCannotGetDocspecByName;
[JScript]
public var btsErrorAssemblerCannotGetDocspecByName : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmException.btsErrorAssemblerCannotGetDocspecByType
Field
Error code that indicates that Assembler component cannot retrieve document specification by using provided document
specification type.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

FFAsmException Class | FFAsmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

public const uint btsErrorAssemblerCannotGetDocspecByType;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int btsErrorAssemblerCannotGetDocspecByType;
[JScript]
public var btsErrorAssemblerCannotGetDocspecByType : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmException.btsErrorAssemblerHeaderSpecNameNotSpecified
Field
Error code that indicates that the header specification name has not been specified when generating a header without using the
preserve header functionality.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

FFAsmException Class | FFAsmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

public const uint btsErrorAssemblerHeaderSpecNameNotSpecified;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int
   btsErrorAssemblerHeaderSpecNameNotSpecified;
[JScript]
public var btsErrorAssemblerHeaderSpecNameNotSpecified : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmException.btsErrorAssemblerNoData Field
Error code that indicates that there is no data in the message to process.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

FFAsmException Class | FFAsmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

public const uint btsErrorAssemblerNoData;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int btsErrorAssemblerNoData;
[JScript]
public var btsErrorAssemblerNoData : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmException.btsErrorAssemblerNullBodyEncountered Field
Error code that indicates that assembler component encountered no data in the body part of the message.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

FFAsmException Class | FFAsmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

public const uint btsErrorAssemblerNullBodyEncountered;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int btsErrorAssemblerNullBodyEncountered;
[JScript]
public var btsErrorAssemblerNullBodyEncountered : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFAsmException.btsErrorAssemblerUnableToLoadDocspec
Field
Error code that indicates that assembler component failed to load the document specification.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

FFAsmException Class | FFAsmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

public const uint btsErrorAssemblerUnableToLoadDocspec;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int btsErrorAssemblerUnableToLoadDocspec;
[JScript]
public var btsErrorAssemblerUnableToLoadDocspec : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFDasmComp Class
Implements the Flat File Disassembler pipeline component.

For a list of all members of this type, see FFDasmComp Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.BaseCustomTypeDescriptor
      Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.FFDasmComp

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Component

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.Components (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.Components.dll)

See Also

FFDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("28675df2-548e-47b7-9d22-9591e1a91bca")>
Public Class FFDasmComp
   Inherits BaseCustomTypeDescriptor
   Implements IBaseComponent, IDisassemblerComponent, _
   IPersistPropertyBag, IProbeMessage, IComponentUI
[C#]
[Guid("28675df2-548e-47b7-9d22-9591e1a91bca")]
public class FFDasmComp : BaseCustomTypeDescriptor,
   IBaseComponent, IDisassemblerComponent, IPersistPropertyBag,
   IProbeMessage, IComponentUI
[C++]
[Guid("28675df2-548e-47b7-9d22-9591e1a91bca")]
public __gc class FFDasmComp : public BaseCustomTypeDescriptor,
   IBaseComponent, IDisassemblerComponent, IPersistPropertyBag,
   IProbeMessage, IComponentUI
[JScript]
public
   Guid("28675df2-548e-47b7-9d22-9591e1a91bca")
class FFDasmComp extends BaseCustomTypeDescriptor implements
   IBaseComponent, IDisassemblerComponent, IPersistPropertyBag,
   IProbeMessage, IComponentUI

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFDasmComp Members
FFDasmComp overview

Public Constructors

FFDasmComp Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the FFDasmComp class.

Public Properties

Description Gets the description of the component.
DocumentSpecName Gets or sets the document schema name that the Flat File Disassembler pipeline component uses f

or parsing documents.
HeaderSpecName Gets or sets the header schema name that the flat file disassembler uses for parsing document hea

ders.
Icon Gets the icon associated with Flat File Disassembler pipeline component.
Name Gets the name of the component.
PreserveHeader Gets or sets the configuration of Flat File Disassembler pipeline component to preserve the header

s of the documents on the message context.
TrailerSpecName Gets or sets the trailer schema name that the flat file disassembler uses for parsing document trail

ers.
ValidateDocumentStructure Gets or sets the configuration of Flat File Disassembler pipeline component to validate the structur

e of the parsed document.
Version Gets the version of the component.

Public Methods

Disassemble Disassembles the flat file message.
Equals (inherited from System.

Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetAttributes (inherited from Ba
seCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns a collection of type Attribute for this object.

GetClassID Returns the class ID of the component.
GetClassName (inherited from B

aseCustomTypeDescriptor)
Returns the class name of this object.

GetComponentName (inherited 
from BaseCustomTypeDescripto
r)

Returns the name of this object.

GetConverter (inherited from Ba
seCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns a type converter for this object.

GetDefaultEvent (inherited from 
BaseCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the default event for this object.

GetDefaultProperty (inherited fr
om BaseCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the default property for this object.

GetEditor (inherited from BaseC
ustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns an editor of the specified type for this object.

GetEvents (inherited from Base
CustomTypeDescriptor)

Overloaded. Returns the events for this instance of a component.

GetHashCode (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetNext Gets the next message from the message set resulting from the disassembler execution.
GetProperties (inherited from B

aseCustomTypeDescriptor)
Overloaded. Returns the properties for this instance of a component.

GetPropertyOwner (inherited fr
om BaseCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the object that this value is a member of.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

GetType (inherited from System
.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InitNew This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used d
irectly from your code.

Load Loads the configuration of the component.
Probe Probes the flat file message to determine if the structure of the document conforms to the do

cument schema.
Save Saves the configuration of the component.
ToString (inherited from Syste

m.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Validate Verifies that all the component’s configuration properties are correctly set in pipeline designe
r.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetDataReader Gets a data reader instance.
MemberwiseClone (inheri

ted from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

FFDasmComp Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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FFDasmComp Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the FFDasmComp class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the FFDasmComp class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public FFDasmComp();

[C++] public: FFDasmComp();

[JScript] public function FFDasmComp();

Initializes a new instance of the FFDasmComp class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(FFDasmComp.DataReaderFunction)

[C#] public FFDasmComp(FFDasmComp.DataReaderFunction);

[C++] public: FFDasmComp(FFDasmComp.DataReaderFunction*);

[JScript] public function FFDasmComp(FFDasmComp.DataReaderFunction);

See Also

FFDasmComp Class | FFDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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FFDasmComp Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the FFDasmComp class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFDasmComp Class | FFDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace |
FFDasmComp Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public FFDasmComp();
[C++]
public: FFDasmComp();
[JScript]
public function FFDasmComp();
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FFDasmComp Constructor (FFDasmComp.DataReaderFunction)
Initializes a new instance of the FFDasmComp class.

VB

Parameters

dataReaderFunction
The data reader function.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFDasmComp Class | FFDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace |
FFDasmComp Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal dataReaderFunction As FFDasmComp.DataReaderFunction_
)
[C#]
public FFDasmComp(
   FFDasmComp.DataReaderFunction dataReaderFunction
);
[C++]
public: FFDasmComp(
   FFDasmComp.DataReaderFunction* dataReaderFunction
);
[JScript]
public function FFDasmComp(
   dataReaderFunction : FFDasmComp.DataReaderFunction
);
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FFDasmComp Properties
The properties of the FFDasmComp class are listed here. For a complete list of FFDasmComp class members, see the
FFDasmComp Members topic.

Public Properties

Description Gets the description of the component.
DocumentSpecName Gets or sets the document schema name that the Flat File Disassembler pipeline component uses f

or parsing documents.
HeaderSpecName Gets or sets the header schema name that the flat file disassembler uses for parsing document hea

ders.
Icon Gets the icon associated with Flat File Disassembler pipeline component.
Name Gets the name of the component.
PreserveHeader Gets or sets the configuration of Flat File Disassembler pipeline component to preserve the header

s of the documents on the message context.
TrailerSpecName Gets or sets the trailer schema name that the flat file disassembler uses for parsing document trail

ers.
ValidateDocumentStructure Gets or sets the configuration of Flat File Disassembler pipeline component to validate the structur

e of the parsed document.
Version Gets the version of the component.

See Also

FFDasmComp Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace
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FFDasmComp.Description Property
Gets the description of the component.

VB

Implements

IBaseComponent.Description

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFDasmComp Class | FFDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Description As String  _
   Implements IBaseComponent.Description
[C#]
public virtual string Description {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Description();
[JScript]
public function get Description() : String;
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FFDasmComp.DocumentSpecName Property
Gets or sets the document schema name that the Flat File Disassembler pipeline component uses for parsing documents.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFDasmComp Class | FFDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace
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Public Property DocumentSpecName As SchemaWithNone
[C#]
public SchemaWithNone DocumentSpecName {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property SchemaWithNone* get_DocumentSpecName();
public: __property void set_DocumentSpecName(SchemaWithNone*);
[JScript]
public function get DocumentSpecName() : SchemaWithNone;
public function set DocumentSpecName(SchemaWithNone);
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FFDasmComp.HeaderSpecName Property
Gets or sets the header schema name that the flat file disassembler uses for parsing document headers.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFDasmComp Class | FFDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace
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Public Property HeaderSpecName As SchemaWithNone
[C#]
public SchemaWithNone HeaderSpecName {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property SchemaWithNone* get_HeaderSpecName();
public: __property void set_HeaderSpecName(SchemaWithNone*);
[JScript]
public function get HeaderSpecName() : SchemaWithNone;
public function set HeaderSpecName(SchemaWithNone);
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FFDasmComp.Icon Property
Gets the icon associated with Flat File Disassembler pipeline component.

VB

Implements

IComponentUI.Icon

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFDasmComp Class | FFDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Icon As IntPtr  Implements _
   IComponentUI.Icon
[C#]
public virtual IntPtr Icon {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual IntPtr get_Icon();
[JScript]
public function get Icon() : IntPtr;
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FFDasmComp.Name Property
Gets the name of the component.

VB

Implements

IBaseComponent.Name

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFDasmComp Class | FFDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Name As String  Implements _
   IBaseComponent.Name
[C#]
public virtual string Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Name();
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;
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FFDasmComp.PreserveHeader Property
Gets or sets the configuration of Flat File Disassembler pipeline component to preserve the headers of the documents on the
message context.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFDasmComp Class | FFDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace
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Public Property PreserveHeader As Boolean
[C#]
public bool PreserveHeader {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_PreserveHeader();
public: __property void set_PreserveHeader(bool);
[JScript]
public function get PreserveHeader() : Boolean;
public function set PreserveHeader(Boolean);
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FFDasmComp.TrailerSpecName Property
Gets or sets the trailer schema name that the flat file disassembler uses for parsing document trailers.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFDasmComp Class | FFDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace
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Public Property TrailerSpecName As SchemaWithNone
[C#]
public SchemaWithNone TrailerSpecName {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property SchemaWithNone* get_TrailerSpecName();
public: __property void set_TrailerSpecName(SchemaWithNone*);
[JScript]
public function get TrailerSpecName() : SchemaWithNone;
public function set TrailerSpecName(SchemaWithNone);
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FFDasmComp.ValidateDocumentStructure Property
Gets or sets the configuration of Flat File Disassembler pipeline component to validate the structure of the parsed document.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFDasmComp Class | FFDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace
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Public Property ValidateDocumentStructure As Boolean
[C#]
public bool ValidateDocumentStructure {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_ValidateDocumentStructure();
public: __property void set_ValidateDocumentStructure(bool);
[JScript]
public function get ValidateDocumentStructure() : Boolean;
public function set ValidateDocumentStructure(Boolean);
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FFDasmComp.Version Property
Gets the version of the component.

VB

Implements

IBaseComponent.Version

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFDasmComp Class | FFDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Version As String  Implements _
   _
   IBaseComponent.Version
[C#]
public virtual string Version {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Version();
[JScript]
public function get Version() : String;
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FFDasmComp Methods
The methods of the FFDasmComp class are listed here. For a complete list of FFDasmComp class members, see the
FFDasmComp Members topic.

Public Methods

Disassemble Disassembles the flat file message.
Equals (inherited from System.

Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetAttributes (inherited from Ba
seCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns a collection of type Attribute for this object.

GetClassID Returns the class ID of the component.
GetClassName (inherited from B

aseCustomTypeDescriptor)
Returns the class name of this object.

GetComponentName (inherited 
from BaseCustomTypeDescripto
r)

Returns the name of this object.

GetConverter (inherited from Ba
seCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns a type converter for this object.

GetDefaultEvent (inherited from 
BaseCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the default event for this object.

GetDefaultProperty (inherited fr
om BaseCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the default property for this object.

GetEditor (inherited from BaseC
ustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns an editor of the specified type for this object.

GetEvents (inherited from Base
CustomTypeDescriptor)

Overloaded. Returns the events for this instance of a component.

GetHashCode (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetNext Gets the next message from the message set resulting from the disassembler execution.
GetProperties (inherited from B

aseCustomTypeDescriptor)
Overloaded. Returns the properties for this instance of a component.

GetPropertyOwner (inherited fr
om BaseCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the object that this value is a member of.

GetType (inherited from System
.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InitNew This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used d
irectly from your code.

Load Loads the configuration of the component.
Probe Probes the flat file message to determine if the structure of the document conforms to the do

cument schema.
Save Saves the configuration of the component.
ToString (inherited from Syste

m.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Validate Verifies that all the component’s configuration properties are correctly set in pipeline designe
r.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetDataReader Gets a data reader instance.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

FFDasmComp Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace
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FFDasmComp.Disassemble Method
Disassembles the flat file message.

VB

Parameters

pc
The IPipelineContext for the current pipeline.

inMsg
The BizTalk message.

Implements

IDisassemblerComponent.Disassemble

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFDasmComp Class | FFDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace
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Public Overridable Sub Disassemble( _
   ByVal pc As IPipelineContext, _
   ByVal inMsg As IBaseMessage _
) Implements IDisassemblerComponent.Disassemble
[C#]
public virtual void Disassemble(
   IPipelineContext pc,
   IBaseMessage inMsg
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Disassemble(
   IPipelineContext* pc,
   IBaseMessage* inMsg
);
[JScript]
public function Disassemble(
   pc : IPipelineContext,
   inMsg : IBaseMessage
);
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FFDasmComp.GetClassID Method
Returns the class ID of the component.

VB

Parameters

classId
The class identifier (CLSID) of the object.

Implements

IPersistPropertyBag.GetClassID

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFDasmComp Class | FFDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Sub GetClassID( _
   <Out()> ByRef classId As Guid _
) Implements IPersistPropertyBag.GetClassID
[C#]
public virtual void GetClassID(
   out Guid classId
);
[C++]
public: virtual void GetClassID(
   [
   Out
] Guid* classId
);
[JScript]
public function GetClassID(
   classId : Guid
);
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FFDasmComp.GetDataReader Method
Gets a data reader instance.

VB

Parameters

dataStream
The data stream.

dataEncoding
The data encoding.

detectEncodingFromByteOrderMarks
true to detect encoding from a byte order mark; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFDasmComp Class | FFDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Overridable Function GetDataReader( _
   ByVal dataStream As Stream, _
   ByVal dataEncoding As Encoding, _
   ByVal detectEncodingFromByteOrderMarks As Boolean _
) As IDataReader
[C#]
protected virtual IDataReader GetDataReader(
   Stream dataStream,
   Encoding dataEncoding,
   bool detectEncodingFromByteOrderMarks
);
[C++]
protected: virtual IDataReader* GetDataReader(
   Stream* dataStream,
   Encoding* dataEncoding,
   bool detectEncodingFromByteOrderMarks
);
[JScript]
protected function GetDataReader(
   dataStream : Stream,
   dataEncoding : Encoding,
   detectEncodingFromByteOrderMarks : Boolean
) : IDataReader;
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FFDasmComp.GetNext Method
Gets the next message from the message set resulting from the disassembler execution.

VB

Parameters

pc
The IPipelineContext for the current pipeline.

Implements

IDisassemblerComponent.GetNext

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFDasmComp Class | FFDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Function GetNext( _
   ByVal pc As IPipelineContext _
) As IBaseMessage Implements IDisassemblerComponent.GetNext
[C#]
public virtual IBaseMessage GetNext(
   IPipelineContext pc
);
[C++]
public: virtual IBaseMessage* GetNext(
   IPipelineContext* pc
);
[JScript]
public function GetNext(
   pc : IPipelineContext
) : IBaseMessage;
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FFDasmComp.InitNew Method
This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Implements

IPersistPropertyBag.InitNew

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFDasmComp Class | FFDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Sub InitNew() Implements _
   IPersistPropertyBag.InitNew
[C#]
public virtual void InitNew();
[C++]
public: virtual void InitNew();
[JScript]
public function InitNew();
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FFDasmComp.Load Method
Loads the configuration of the component.

VB

Parameters

propertyBag
The property bag of the component.

errorlog
The error log in which the object stores any errors that occur during initialization.

Implements

IPersistPropertyBag.Load

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFDasmComp Class | FFDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Sub Load( _
   ByVal propertyBag As IPropertyBag, _
   ByVal errorlog As Integer _
) Implements IPersistPropertyBag.Load
[C#]
public virtual void Load(
   IPropertyBag propertyBag,
   int errorlog
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Load(
   IPropertyBag* propertyBag,
   int errorlog
);
[JScript]
public function Load(
   propertyBag : IPropertyBag,
   errorlog : int
);
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FFDasmComp.Probe Method
Probes the flat file message to determine if the structure of the document conforms to the document schema.

VB

Parameters

pc
The IPipelineContext for the current pipeline.

inMsg
The BizTalk message.

Implements

IProbeMessage.Probe

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFDasmComp Class | FFDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Function Probe( _
   ByVal pc As IPipelineContext, _
   ByVal inMsg As IBaseMessage _
) As Boolean Implements IProbeMessage.Probe
[C#]
public virtual bool Probe(
   IPipelineContext pc,
   IBaseMessage inMsg
);
[C++]
public: virtual bool Probe(
   IPipelineContext* pc,
   IBaseMessage* inMsg
);
[JScript]
public function Probe(
   pc : IPipelineContext,
   inMsg : IBaseMessage
) : Boolean;
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FFDasmComp.Save Method
Saves the configuration of the component.

VB

Parameters

propertyBag
Address of the caller's property bag, through which the object can write properties. This cannot be NULL.

isClearDirty
Flag indicating whether the object should clear its dirty flag when saving is complete. true means clear the flag, and false
means leave the flag unaffected. false is used when the caller wants to do a "Save Copy As" operation.

isSaveAllProperties
true to save all its properties, false to save only those that have changed from the default value.

Implements

IPersistPropertyBag.Save

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFDasmComp Class | FFDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace
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Public Overridable Sub Save( _
   ByVal propertyBag As IPropertyBag, _
   ByVal isClearDirty As Boolean, _
   ByVal isSaveAllProperties As Boolean _
) Implements IPersistPropertyBag.Save
[C#]
public virtual void Save(
   IPropertyBag propertyBag,
   bool isClearDirty,
   bool isSaveAllProperties
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Save(
   IPropertyBag* propertyBag,
   bool isClearDirty,
   bool isSaveAllProperties
);
[JScript]
public function Save(
   propertyBag : IPropertyBag,
   isClearDirty : Boolean,
   isSaveAllProperties : Boolean
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFDasmComp.Validate Method
Verifies that all the component’s configuration properties are correctly set in pipeline designer.

VB

Parameters

projectSystem
The Object that provides access to the artifacts of the current BizTalk project. From the projectsystem object, the pipeline
component retrieves the schemas that belong to or are referenced in the current project. The pipeline component uses the
schema information to validate the correctness of its configuration during the compilation of the pipeline.

Implements

IComponentUI.Validate

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFDasmComp Class | FFDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function Validate( _
   ByVal projectSystem As Object _
) As IEnumerator Implements IComponentUI.Validate
[C#]
public virtual IEnumerator Validate(
   object projectSystem
);
[C++]
public: virtual IEnumerator* Validate(
   Object* projectSystem
);
[JScript]
public function Validate(
   projectSystem : Object
) : IEnumerator;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFDasmException Class
Exception thrown by Flat File Disassembler pipeline component.

For a list of all members of this type, see FFDasmException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSException
            Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.ComponentException
               Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.FFDasmException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Component

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.Components (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.Components.dll)

See Also

FFDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Class FFDasmException
   Inherits ComponentException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class FFDasmException : ComponentException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class FFDasmException : public ComponentException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class FFDasmException extends ComponentException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ww58ded5(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFDasmException Members
FFDasmException overview

Public Constructors

FFDasmException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the FFDasmException class.

Public Fields

btsErrorDisassemblerCannotLoadDocspecByName Error code that indicates that the disassembler component cannot retriev
e document specification by using provided specification name.

btsErrorDisassemblerCannotLoadDocspecByType Error code that indicates that the disassembler component cannot retriev
e document specification by using provided message type.

btsErrorDisassemblerMissingDocspecName Error code that indicates that disassembler component does not have the
document specification name defined.

btsErrorDisassemblerNoDataFound Error code that indicates that there is no data that can be parsed on the m
essage.

btsErrorDisassemblerNullBodyEncountered Error code that indicates that disassembler component encountered no d
ata in the body part of the message.

btsErrorDisassemblerUnrecognizedDataInStream Error code that indicates that data in the remaining stream does cannot b
e parsed.

Public Properties

ArgumentCount (inherited from icro
soft.BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExc
eption)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

ExceptionName (inherited from icro
soft.BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExc
eption)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

HelpLink (inherited from System.Exc
eption)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

HResult (inherited from icrosoft.BizT
alk.Message.Interop.BTSException)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

InnerException (inherited from Syste
m.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from System.Exc
eption)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SoapFault (inherited from icrosoft.Bi
zTalk.Message.Interop.BTSException
)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

Source (inherited from System.Excep
tion)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited from icrosoft.
BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExcepti
on)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

TargetSite (inherited from System.Ex
ception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/71tawy4s(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/902sca80(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9btwf6wk(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/85weac5w(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/2wchw354(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

AddArgument (inherited from icros
oft.BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExce
ption)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

Equals (inherited from System.Objec
t)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetArgument (inherited from icroso
ft.BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExcep
tion)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

GetBaseException (inherited from Sys
tem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from System
.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited from Syste
m.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.Obje
ct)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetDescription (inherited from icros
oft.BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExce
ption)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

SetGUID (inherited from icrosoft.Biz
Talk.Message.Interop.BTSException)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

SetHelpContext (inherited from icro
soft.BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExc
eption)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

SetHelpFile (inherited from icrosoft.
BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExcepti
on)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

SetSource (inherited from icrosoft.B
izTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExceptio
n)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

StoreException (inherited from Com
ponentException)

Overloaded. This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not int
ended to be used directly from your code.

ToString (inherited from System.Exc
eption)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

FFDasmException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the FFDasmException class.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

FFDasmException Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/49kcee3b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/fwb1489e(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/es4y6f7e(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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FFDasmException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the FFDasmException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the FFDasmException class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Int32, System.String)

[C#] public FFDasmException(System.Int32, System.String);

[C++] public: FFDasmException(System.Int32, System.String);

[JScript] public function FFDasmException(System.Int32, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the FFDasmException class.

[Visual Basic]
Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected FFDasmException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: FFDasmException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function FFDasmException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the FFDasmException class.. This constructor is not CLS-compliant.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.UInt32, System.String)

[C#] public FFDasmException(System.UInt32, System.String);

[C++] public: FFDasmException(System.UInt32, System.String);

[JScript] public function FFDasmException(System.UInt32, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the FFDasmException class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Int32, System.String, ParamArray System.String())

[C#] public FFDasmException(System.Int32, System.String, params System.String[]);

[C++] public: FFDasmException(System.Int32, System.String, System.String[]);

[JScript] public function FFDasmException(System.Int32, System.String, System.String[]);

Initializes a new instance of the FFDasmException class. This constructor is not CLS-compliant.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.UInt32, System.String, ParamArray System.String())

[C#] public FFDasmException(System.UInt32, System.String, params System.String[]);

[C++] public: FFDasmException(System.UInt32, System.String, System.String[]);

[JScript] public function FFDasmException(System.UInt32, System.String, System.String[]);

See Also

FFDasmException Class | FFDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFDasmException Constructor (System.Int32, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the FFDasmException class.

VB

Parameters

err
The component error code. The possible component error codes are the public static fields of the FFDasmException class.

description
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFDasmException Class | FFDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace |
FFDasmException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal err As Integer, _
   ByVal description As String _
)
[C#]
public FFDasmException(
   int err,
   string description
);
[C++]
public: FFDasmException(
   int err,
   String* description
);
[JScript]
public function FFDasmException(
   err : int,
   description : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFDasmException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the FFDasmException class.

VB

Parameters

serializationInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object

streamingContext
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFDasmException Class | FFDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace |
FFDasmException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializationInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal streamingContext As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected FFDasmException(
   SerializationInfo serializationInfo,
   StreamingContext streamingContext
);
[C++]
protected: FFDasmException(
   SerializationInfo* serializationInfo,
   StreamingContext streamingContext
);
[JScript]
protected function FFDasmException(
   serializationInfo : SerializationInfo,
   streamingContext : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFDasmException Constructor (System.UInt32, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the FFDasmException class.

This constructor is not CLS-compliant. For more information about CLS compliance, see
What is the Common Language Specification.

VB

Parameters

err
The component error code. The possible component error codes are the public static fields of the FFDasmException class.

description
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFDasmException Class | FFDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace |
FFDasmException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal err As UInt32, _
   ByVal description As String _
)
[C#]
public FFDasmException(
   uint err,
   string description
);
[C++]
public: FFDasmException(
   unsigned int err,
   String* description
);
[JScript]
public function FFDasmException(
   err : UInt32,
   description : String
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa735713(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFDasmException Constructor (System.Int32, System.String,
System.String[])
Initializes a new instance of the FFDasmException class.

VB

Parameters

err
The component error code. The possible component error codes are the public static fields of the FFDasmException class.

description
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

args
Arguments used to build an error description string for reporting a pipeline error in the event log.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFDasmException Class | FFDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace |
FFDasmException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal err As Integer, _
   ByVal description As String, _
   ByVal ParamArray args() As String _
)
[C#]
public FFDasmException(
   int err,
   string description,
   params string[] args
);
[C++]
public: FFDasmException(
   int err,
   String* description,
   String* args __gc[]
);
[JScript]
public function FFDasmException(
   err : int,
   description : String,
   args : String[]
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFDasmException Constructor (System.UInt32, System.String,
System.String[])
Initializes a new instance of the FFDasmException class.

This constructor is not CLS-compliant. For more information about CLS compliance, see
What is the Common Language Specification.

VB

Parameters

err
The component error code. The possible component error codes are the public static fields of the FFDasmException class.

description
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

args
Arguments used to build an error description string for reporting a pipeline error in the event log.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFDasmException Class | FFDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace |
FFDasmException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal err As UInt32, _
   ByVal description As String, _
   ByVal ParamArray args() As String _
)
[C#]
public FFDasmException(
   uint err,
   string description,
   params string[] args
);
[C++]
public: FFDasmException(
   unsigned int err,
   String* description,
   String* args __gc[]
);
[JScript]
public function FFDasmException(
   err : UInt32,
   description : String,
   args : String[]
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa735713(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFDasmException Fields
The fields of the FFDasmException class are listed here. For a complete list of FFDasmException class members, see the
FFDasmException Members topic.

Public Fields

btsErrorDisassemblerCannotLoadDocspecByName Error code that indicates that the disassembler component cannot retriev
e document specification by using provided specification name.

btsErrorDisassemblerCannotLoadDocspecByType Error code that indicates that the disassembler component cannot retriev
e document specification by using provided message type.

btsErrorDisassemblerMissingDocspecName Error code that indicates that disassembler component does not have the
document specification name defined.

btsErrorDisassemblerNoDataFound Error code that indicates that there is no data that can be parsed on the m
essage.

btsErrorDisassemblerNullBodyEncountered Error code that indicates that disassembler component encountered no d
ata in the body part of the message.

btsErrorDisassemblerUnrecognizedDataInStream Error code that indicates that data in the remaining stream does cannot b
e parsed.

See Also

FFDasmException Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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FFDasmException.btsErrorDisassemblerCannotLoadDocspecByName
Field
Error code that indicates that the disassembler component cannot retrieve document specification by using provided specification name.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

FFDasmException Class | FFDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

public const uint btsErrorDisassemblerCannotLoadDocspecByName;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int
   btsErrorDisassemblerCannotLoadDocspecByName;
[JScript]
public var btsErrorDisassemblerCannotLoadDocspecByName : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFDasmException.btsErrorDisassemblerCannotLoadDocspecByType
Field
Error code that indicates that the disassembler component cannot retrieve document specification by using provided message type.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

FFDasmException Class | FFDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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public const uint btsErrorDisassemblerCannotLoadDocspecByType;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int
   btsErrorDisassemblerCannotLoadDocspecByType;
[JScript]
public var btsErrorDisassemblerCannotLoadDocspecByType : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFDasmException.btsErrorDisassemblerMissingDocspecName
Field
Error code that indicates that disassembler component does not have the document specification name defined.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

FFDasmException Class | FFDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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public const uint btsErrorDisassemblerMissingDocspecName;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int btsErrorDisassemblerMissingDocspecName;
[JScript]
public var btsErrorDisassemblerMissingDocspecName : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFDasmException.btsErrorDisassemblerNoDataFound Field
Error code that indicates that there is no data that can be parsed on the message.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

FFDasmException Class | FFDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

public const uint btsErrorDisassemblerNoDataFound;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int btsErrorDisassemblerNoDataFound;
[JScript]
public var btsErrorDisassemblerNoDataFound : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFDasmException.btsErrorDisassemblerNullBodyEncountered
Field
Error code that indicates that disassembler component encountered no data in the body part of the message.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

FFDasmException Class | FFDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

public const uint btsErrorDisassemblerNullBodyEncountered;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int btsErrorDisassemblerNullBodyEncountered;
[JScript]
public var btsErrorDisassemblerNullBodyEncountered : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFDasmException.btsErrorDisassemblerUnrecognizedDataInStream
Field
Error code that indicates that data in the remaining stream does cannot be parsed.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

FFDasmException Class | FFDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

public const uint btsErrorDisassemblerUnrecognizedDataInStream;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int
   btsErrorDisassemblerUnrecognizedDataInStream;
[JScript]
public var btsErrorDisassemblerUnrecognizedDataInStream : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmComp Class
Implements the XML Assembler pipeline component.

For a list of all members of this type, see XmlAsmComp Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.BaseCustomTypeDescriptor
      Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.XmlAsmComp
         Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.FFAsmXMLAsmWrapper

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Component

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.Components (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.Components.dll)

See Also

XmlAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("a2620cb6-4f3e-4263-9a7a-ef385d4a1637")>
Public Class XmlAsmComp
   Inherits BaseCustomTypeDescriptor
   Implements IBaseComponent, IAssemblerComponent, _
   IPersistPropertyBag, IComponentUI
[C#]
[Guid("a2620cb6-4f3e-4263-9a7a-ef385d4a1637")]
public class XmlAsmComp : BaseCustomTypeDescriptor,
   IBaseComponent, IAssemblerComponent, IPersistPropertyBag,
   IComponentUI
[C++]
[Guid("a2620cb6-4f3e-4263-9a7a-ef385d4a1637")]
public __gc class XmlAsmComp : public BaseCustomTypeDescriptor,
   IBaseComponent, IAssemblerComponent, IPersistPropertyBag,
   IComponentUI
[JScript]
public
   Guid("a2620cb6-4f3e-4263-9a7a-ef385d4a1637")
class XmlAsmComp extends BaseCustomTypeDescriptor implements
   IBaseComponent, IAssemblerComponent, IPersistPropertyBag,
   IComponentUI

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmComp Members
XmlAsmComp overview

Public Constructors

XmlAsmComp Constructor Initializes a new instance of the XmlAsmComp class.

Public Properties

AddXMLDeclaration Gets or sets the property that controls whether to add XML declaration string at the beginning of th
e XML document.

Description Gets the description of the component.
DocumentSpecNames Gets or sets the list of document specifications that will be used when processing XML messages.
EnvelopeDocSpecNames Gets or sets the list of envelope specifications that will be used to wrap the XML documents into env

elopes.
Icon Gets the icon for the component.
Name Gets the name of the component.
PIOptions Gets or sets the property that describes how processing instructions are added to the outgoing doc

uments.
ProcessingInstructionsText Gets or sets the text for the processing instruction that will be added to the outgoing document.
TargetCharset Gets or sets the property that defines the charset used for encoding of outgoing messages.
Version Gets the version of the component.

Public Methods

AddDocument Adds document to the list of documents that will be assembled by XML Assembler pipeline co
mponent.

Assemble Assembles the documents that were added using AddDocument method.
Equals (inherited from System.

Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetAttributes (inherited from Ba
seCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns a collection of type Attribute for this object.

GetClassID Returns the GUID for this object.
GetClassName (inherited from B

aseCustomTypeDescriptor)
Returns the class name of this object.

GetComponentName (inherited 
from BaseCustomTypeDescripto
r)

Returns the name of this object.

GetConverter (inherited from Ba
seCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns a type converter for this object.

GetDefaultEvent (inherited from 
BaseCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the default event for this object.

GetDefaultProperty (inherited fr
om BaseCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the default property for this object.

GetEditor (inherited from BaseC
ustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns an editor of the specified type for this object.

GetEvents (inherited from Base
CustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the events for this instance of a component.

GetHashCode (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetProperties (inherited from B
aseCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the properties for this instance of a component.

GetPropertyOwner (inherited fr
om BaseCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the object that this value is a member of.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

GetType (inherited from System
.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InitNew This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used d
irectly from your code.

Load Loads the configuration of the pipeline component.
Save Saves the configuration of the component.
ToString (inherited from Syste

m.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Validate Verifies that all the configuration properties for the pipeline component are correctly set in pi
peline designer.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetTranslatorStream Returns the translator stream that performs assembling and serializing of the input data.
MemberwiseClone (inheri

ted from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

XmlAsmComp Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmComp Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the XmlAsmComp class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlAsmComp Class | XmlAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public XmlAsmComp();
[C++]
public: XmlAsmComp();
[JScript]
public function XmlAsmComp();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmComp Properties
The properties of the XmlAsmComp class are listed here. For a complete list of XmlAsmComp class members, see the
XmlAsmComp Members topic.

Public Properties

AddXMLDeclaration Gets or sets the property that controls whether to add XML declaration string at the beginning of th
e XML document.

Description Gets the description of the component.
DocumentSpecNames Gets or sets the list of document specifications that will be used when processing XML messages.
EnvelopeDocSpecNames Gets or sets the list of envelope specifications that will be used to wrap the XML documents into env

elopes.
Icon Gets the con for the component.
Name Gets the name of the component.
PIOptions Gets or sets the property that describes how processing instructions are added to the outgoing doc

uments.
ProcessingInstructionsText Gets or sets the text for the processing instruction that will be added to the outgoing document.
TargetCharset Gets or sets the property that defines the charset used for encoding of outgoing messages.
Version Gets the version of the component.

See Also

XmlAsmComp Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmComp.AddXMLDeclaration Property
Gets or sets the property that controls whether to add XML declaration string at the beginning of the XML document.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlAsmComp Class | XmlAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property AddXMLDeclaration As Boolean
[C#]
public bool AddXMLDeclaration {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_AddXMLDeclaration();
public: __property void set_AddXMLDeclaration(bool);
[JScript]
public function get AddXMLDeclaration() : Boolean;
public function set AddXMLDeclaration(Boolean);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmComp.Description Property
Gets the description of the component.

VB

Implements

IBaseComponent.Description

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlAsmComp Class | XmlAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Description As String  _
   Implements IBaseComponent.Description
[C#]
public virtual string Description {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Description();
[JScript]
public function get Description() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmComp.DocumentSpecNames Property
Gets or sets the list of document specifications that will be used when processing XML messages.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlAsmComp Class | XmlAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property DocumentSpecNames As SchemaList
[C#]
public SchemaList DocumentSpecNames {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property SchemaList* get_DocumentSpecNames();
public: __property void set_DocumentSpecNames(SchemaList*);
[JScript]
public function get DocumentSpecNames() : SchemaList;
public function set DocumentSpecNames(SchemaList);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmComp.EnvelopeDocSpecNames Property
Gets or sets the list of envelope specifications that will be used to wrap the XML documents into envelopes.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlAsmComp Class | XmlAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property EnvelopeDocSpecNames As SchemaList
[C#]
public SchemaList EnvelopeDocSpecNames {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property SchemaList* get_EnvelopeDocSpecNames();
public: __property void set_EnvelopeDocSpecNames(SchemaList*);
[JScript]
public function get EnvelopeDocSpecNames() : SchemaList;
public function set EnvelopeDocSpecNames(SchemaList);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmComp.Icon Property
Gets the icon for the component.

VB

Implements

IComponentUI.Icon

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlAsmComp Class | XmlAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Icon As IntPtr  Implements _
   IComponentUI.Icon
[C#]
public virtual IntPtr Icon {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual IntPtr get_Icon();
[JScript]
public function get Icon() : IntPtr;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmComp.Name Property
Gets the name of the component.

VB

Implements

IBaseComponent.Name

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlAsmComp Class | XmlAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Name As String  Implements _
   IBaseComponent.Name
[C#]
public virtual string Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Name();
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmComp.PIOptions Property
Gets or sets the property that describes how processing instructions are added to the outgoing documents.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlAsmComp Class | XmlAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property PIOptions As PIOptionList
[C#]
public PIOptionList PIOptions {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property PIOptionList* get_PIOptions();
public: __property void set_PIOptions(PIOptionList*);
[JScript]
public function get PIOptions() : PIOptionList;
public function set PIOptions(PIOptionList);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmComp.ProcessingInstructionsText Property
Gets or sets the text for the processing instruction that will be added to the outgoing document.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlAsmComp Class | XmlAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property ProcessingInstructionsText As String
[C#]
public string ProcessingInstructionsText {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ProcessingInstructionsText();
public: __property void set_ProcessingInstructionsText(String*);
[JScript]
public function get ProcessingInstructionsText() : String;
public function set ProcessingInstructionsText(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmComp.TargetCharset Property
Gets or sets the property that defines the charset used for encoding of outgoing messages.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlAsmComp Class | XmlAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property TargetCharset As CharsetList
[C#]
public CharsetList TargetCharset {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property CharsetList* get_TargetCharset();
public: __property void set_TargetCharset(CharsetList*);
[JScript]
public function get TargetCharset() : CharsetList;
public function set TargetCharset(CharsetList);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmComp.Version Property
Gets the version of the component.

VB

Implements

IBaseComponent.Version

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlAsmComp Class | XmlAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Version As String  Implements _
   _
   IBaseComponent.Version
[C#]
public virtual string Version {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Version();
[JScript]
public function get Version() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmComp Methods
The methods of the XmlAsmComp class are listed here. For a complete list of XmlAsmComp class members, see the
XmlAsmComp Members topic.

Public Methods

AddDocument Adds document to the list of documents that will be assembled by XML Assembler pipeline co
mponent.

Assemble Assembles the documents that were added using AddDocument method.
Equals (inherited from System.

Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetAttributes (inherited from Ba
seCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns a collection of type Attribute for this object.

GetClassID Returns the GUID for this object.
GetClassName (inherited from B

aseCustomTypeDescriptor)
Returns the class name of this object.

GetComponentName (inherited 
from BaseCustomTypeDescripto
r)

Returns the name of this object.

GetConverter (inherited from Ba
seCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns a type converter for this object.

GetDefaultEvent (inherited from 
BaseCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the default event for this object.

GetDefaultProperty (inherited fr
om BaseCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the default property for this object.

GetEditor (inherited from BaseC
ustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns an editor of the specified type for this object.

GetEvents (inherited from Base
CustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the events for this instance of a component.

GetHashCode (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetProperties (inherited from B
aseCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the properties for this instance of a component.

GetPropertyOwner (inherited fr
om BaseCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the object that this value is a member of.

GetType (inherited from System
.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InitNew This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used d
irectly from your code.

Load Loads the configuration of the pipeline component.
Save Saves the configuration of the component.
ToString (inherited from Syste

m.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Validate Verifies that all the configuration properties for the pipeline component are correctly set in pi
peline designer.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetTranslatorStream Returns the translator stream that performs assembling and serializing of the input data.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

XmlAsmComp Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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XmlAsmComp.AddDocument Method
Adds document to the list of documents that will be assembled by XML Assembler pipeline component.

VB

Parameters

pc
The IPipelineContext for the current pipeline.

inMsg
The BizTalk message.

Implements

IAssemblerComponent.AddDocument

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlAsmComp Class | XmlAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub AddDocument( _
   ByVal pc As IPipelineContext, _
   ByVal inMsg As IBaseMessage _
) Implements IAssemblerComponent.AddDocument
[C#]
public virtual void AddDocument(
   IPipelineContext pc,
   IBaseMessage inMsg
);
[C++]
public: virtual void AddDocument(
   IPipelineContext* pc,
   IBaseMessage* inMsg
);
[JScript]
public function AddDocument(
   pc : IPipelineContext,
   inMsg : IBaseMessage
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmComp.Assemble Method
Assembles the documents that were added using AddDocument method.

VB

Parameters

pc
The IPipelineContext for the current pipeline.

Implements

IAssemblerComponent.Assemble

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlAsmComp Class | XmlAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function Assemble( _
   ByVal pc As IPipelineContext _
) As IBaseMessage Implements IAssemblerComponent.Assemble
[C#]
public virtual IBaseMessage Assemble(
   IPipelineContext pc
);
[C++]
public: virtual IBaseMessage* Assemble(
   IPipelineContext* pc
);
[JScript]
public function Assemble(
   pc : IPipelineContext
) : IBaseMessage;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmComp.GetClassID Method
Returns the GUID for this object.

VB

Parameters

classId
The class identifier (CLSID) of the object.

Implements

IPersistPropertyBag.GetClassID

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlAsmComp Class | XmlAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub GetClassID( _
   <Out()> ByRef classId As Guid _
) Implements IPersistPropertyBag.GetClassID
[C#]
public virtual void GetClassID(
   out Guid classId
);
[C++]
public: virtual void GetClassID(
   [
   Out
] Guid* classId
);
[JScript]
public function GetClassID(
   classId : Guid
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmComp.GetTranslatorStream Method
Returns the translator stream that performs assembling and serializing of the input data.

VB

Parameters

pipelineContext
The IPipelineContext for the current pipeline.

envelopeDocSpecNames
The list of envelope specifications used to wrap the XML documents into envelopes.

msgs
Array of messages to be assembled.

writeStartDocument
Indicates whether XML declaration is added to the beginning of the assembled message.

strProcessingInstruction
The text for the processing instructions that will be added to the assembled message.

PIOption
Describes how processing instructions are added to the assembled message.

documentSpecNames

Protected Overridable Function GetTranslatorStream( _
   ByVal pipelineContext As IPipelineContext, _
   ByVal envelopeDocSpecNames As SchemaList, _
   ByVal msgs() As IBaseMessage, _
   ByVal writeStartDocument As Boolean, _
   ByVal strProcessingInstruction As String, _
   ByVal PIOption As XmlAsmComp.ProcessingInstructionsOptions, _
   ByVal documentSpecNames As SchemaList, _
   ByVal targetCharset As String _
) As XmlTranslatorStream
[C#]
protected virtual XmlTranslatorStream GetTranslatorStream(
   IPipelineContext pipelineContext,
   SchemaList envelopeDocSpecNames,
   IBaseMessage[] msgs,
   bool writeStartDocument,
   string strProcessingInstruction,
   XmlAsmComp.ProcessingInstructionsOptions PIOption,
   SchemaList documentSpecNames,
   string targetCharset
);
[C++]
protected: virtual XmlTranslatorStream* GetTranslatorStream(
   IPipelineContext* pipelineContext,
   SchemaList* envelopeDocSpecNames,
   IBaseMessage* msgs[],
   bool writeStartDocument,
   String* strProcessingInstruction,
   XmlAsmComp.ProcessingInstructionsOptions PIOption,
   SchemaList* documentSpecNames,
   String* targetCharset
);
[JScript]
protected function GetTranslatorStream(
   pipelineContext : IPipelineContext,
   envelopeDocSpecNames : SchemaList,
   msgs : IBaseMessage[],
   writeStartDocument : Boolean,
   strProcessingInstruction : String,
   PIOption : XmlAsmComp.ProcessingInstructionsOptions,
   documentSpecNames : SchemaList,
   targetCharset : String
) : XmlTranslatorStream;



 

The list of document specifications that will be used when processing XML messages.
targetCharset

Defines the charset used for encoding of outgoing messages.

Remarks

Components that inherit from the XMLAsmComp class can override this method to perform additional manipulations with the
data serialized by XML assembler. Alternatively, components can provide their own implementation of the translator stream that
performs custom assembling and serialization of documents.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlAsmComp Class | XmlAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmComp.InitNew Method
This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Implements

IPersistPropertyBag.InitNew

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlAsmComp Class | XmlAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub InitNew() Implements _
   IPersistPropertyBag.InitNew
[C#]
public virtual void InitNew();
[C++]
public: virtual void InitNew();
[JScript]
public function InitNew();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmComp.Load Method
Loads the configuration of the pipeline component.

VB

Parameters

propertyBag
Address of the caller's property bag, through which the object can write properties. This cannot be NULL.

errorlog
The error log in which the object stores any errors that occur during initialization.

Implements

IPersistPropertyBag.Load

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlAsmComp Class | XmlAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub Load( _
   ByVal propertyBag As IPropertyBag, _
   ByVal errorlog As Integer _
) Implements IPersistPropertyBag.Load
[C#]
public virtual void Load(
   IPropertyBag propertyBag,
   int errorlog
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Load(
   IPropertyBag* propertyBag,
   int errorlog
);
[JScript]
public function Load(
   propertyBag : IPropertyBag,
   errorlog : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmComp.Save Method
Saves the configuration of the component.

VB

Parameters

propertyBag
Address of the caller's property bag, through which the object can write properties. This cannot be NULL.

isClearDirty
Flag indicating whether the object should clear its dirty flag when saving is complete. true means clear the flag, and false
means leave the flag unaffected. false is used when the caller wants to do a "Save Copy As" operation.

isSaveAllProperties
true to save all its properties, false to save only those that have changed from the default value.

Implements

IPersistPropertyBag.Save

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlAsmComp Class | XmlAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub Save( _
   ByVal propertyBag As IPropertyBag, _
   ByVal isClearDirty As Boolean, _
   ByVal isSaveAllProperties As Boolean _
) Implements IPersistPropertyBag.Save
[C#]
public virtual void Save(
   IPropertyBag propertyBag,
   bool isClearDirty,
   bool isSaveAllProperties
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Save(
   IPropertyBag* propertyBag,
   bool isClearDirty,
   bool isSaveAllProperties
);
[JScript]
public function Save(
   propertyBag : IPropertyBag,
   isClearDirty : Boolean,
   isSaveAllProperties : Boolean
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmComp.Validate Method
Verifies that all the configuration properties for the pipeline component are correctly set in pipeline designer.

VB

Parameters

projectSystem
The Object that provides access to the artifacts of the current BizTalk project. From the projectsystem object, the pipeline
component retrieves the schemas that belong to or are referenced in the current project. The pipeline component uses the
schema information to validate the correctness of its configuration during the compilation of the pipeline.

Implements

IComponentUI.Validate

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlAsmComp Class | XmlAsmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function Validate( _
   ByVal projectSystem As Object _
) As IEnumerator Implements IComponentUI.Validate
[C#]
public virtual IEnumerator Validate(
   object projectSystem
);
[C++]
public: virtual IEnumerator* Validate(
   Object* projectSystem
);
[JScript]
public function Validate(
   projectSystem : Object
) : IEnumerator;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmException Class
Exception thrown by XML Assembler pipeline component class

For a list of all members of this type, see XmlAsmException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSException
            Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.ComponentException
               Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.XmlAsmException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Component

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.Components (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.Components.dll)

See Also

XmlAsmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Class XmlAsmException
   Inherits ComponentException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class XmlAsmException : ComponentException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class XmlAsmException : public ComponentException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class XmlAsmException extends ComponentException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ww58ded5(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmException Members
XmlAsmException overview

Public Constructors

XmlAsmException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the XmlAsmException class.

Public Fields

BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_CANNOT_FIND_MATCHING_DOCSPEC Error code that indicates that assembler component can not fin
d document specification that matches the message type.

BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_CANNOT_GET_DOCSPEC_BY_NAME Error code that indicates that assembler component cannot get
the document specification by using provided specification na
me.

BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_CANNOT_GET_DOCSPEC_BY_TYPE Error code that indication that assembler cannot get the docum
ent specification by using provided message type.

BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_DOCTYPE_DOESNT_MATCH_SCHEMAS Error code that indicates that message type does not match an
y of the provided schemas.

BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_ERROR_INVALIDCAST_DATETIME Error code that indicates that context property of DateTime typ
e cannot be demoted into the message content. All properties 
of DateTime type must be converted into their string represent
ation before demotion.

BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_FAILED_TO_VALIDATE Error code that indicates that no schema was found to enforce 
validation of the document structure.

BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_FAILED_TO_VALIDATE_NOSCHEMA Error code that indicates that no schema was found to enforce 
validation of the document structure.

BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_MULTIPLE_PARTS_ON_MULTIPLE_MSGS Error code that indicates that the XML Assembler cannot assem
ble multiple messages that contain multiple message parts.

BTS_E_DUPLICATE_NAMESPACE Two or more of the selected schemas share the same target na
mespace. Document instances corresponding to those schema
s may not be processed correctly.

Public Properties

ArgumentCount (inherited from icro
soft.BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExc
eption)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

ExceptionName (inherited from icro
soft.BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExc
eption)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

HelpLink (inherited from System.Exc
eption)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

HResult (inherited from icrosoft.BizT
alk.Message.Interop.BTSException)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

InnerException (inherited from Syste
m.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from System.Exc
eption)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SoapFault (inherited from icrosoft.Bi
zTalk.Message.Interop.BTSException
)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

Source (inherited from System.Excep
tion)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/71tawy4s(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/902sca80(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9btwf6wk(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/85weac5w(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


StackTrace (inherited from icrosoft.
BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExcepti
on)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

TargetSite (inherited from System.Ex
ception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

AddArgument (inherited from icros
oft.BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExce
ption)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

Equals (inherited from System.Objec
t)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetArgument (inherited from icroso
ft.BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExcep
tion)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

GetBaseException (inherited from Sys
tem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from System
.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited from Syste
m.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.Obje
ct)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetDescription (inherited from icros
oft.BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExce
ption)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

SetGUID (inherited from icrosoft.Biz
Talk.Message.Interop.BTSException)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

SetHelpContext (inherited from icro
soft.BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExc
eption)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

SetHelpFile (inherited from icrosoft.
BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExcepti
on)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

SetSource (inherited from icrosoft.B
izTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExceptio
n)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

StoreException (inherited from Com
ponentException)

Overloaded. This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not int
ended to be used directly from your code.

ToString (inherited from System.Exc
eption)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

XmlAsmException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the XmlAsmException class.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/2wchw354(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/49kcee3b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/fwb1489e(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/es4y6f7e(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

XmlAsmException Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the XmlAsmException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the XmlAsmException class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Int32, System.String)

[C#] public XmlAsmException(System.Int32, System.String);

[C++] public: XmlAsmException(System.Int32, System.String);

[JScript] public function XmlAsmException(System.Int32, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the XmlAsmException class.

[Visual Basic]
Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected XmlAsmException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: XmlAsmException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function XmlAsmException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the XmlAsmException class. This constructor is not CLS-compliant.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.UInt32, System.String)

[C#] public XmlAsmException(System.UInt32, System.String);

[C++] public: XmlAsmException(System.UInt32, System.String);

[JScript] public function XmlAsmException(System.UInt32, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the XmlAsmException class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Int32, System.String, ParamArray System.String())

[C#] public XmlAsmException(System.Int32, System.String, params System.String[]);

[C++] public: XmlAsmException(System.Int32, System.String, System.String[]);

[JScript] public function XmlAsmException(System.Int32, System.String, System.String[]);

Initializes a new instance of the XmlAsmException class. This constructor is not CLS-compliant.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.UInt32, System.String, ParamArray System.String())

[C#] public XmlAsmException(System.UInt32, System.String, params System.String[]);

[C++] public: XmlAsmException(System.UInt32, System.String, System.String[]);

[JScript] public function XmlAsmException(System.UInt32, System.String, System.String[]);

See Also

XmlAsmException Class | XmlAsmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmException Constructor (System.Int32, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the XmlAsmException class.

VB

Parameters

err
The component error code. The possible component error codes are the public static fields of the XmlAsmException class.

description
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlAsmException Class | XmlAsmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace |
XmlAsmException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal err As Integer, _
   ByVal description As String _
)
[C#]
public XmlAsmException(
   int err,
   string description
);
[C++]
public: XmlAsmException(
   int err,
   String* description
);
[JScript]
public function XmlAsmException(
   err : int,
   description : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the XmlAsmException class.

VB

Parameters

serializationInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object

streamingContext
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlAsmException Class | XmlAsmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace |
XmlAsmException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializationInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal streamingContext As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected XmlAsmException(
   SerializationInfo serializationInfo,
   StreamingContext streamingContext
);
[C++]
protected: XmlAsmException(
   SerializationInfo* serializationInfo,
   StreamingContext streamingContext
);
[JScript]
protected function XmlAsmException(
   serializationInfo : SerializationInfo,
   streamingContext : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmException Constructor (System.UInt32, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the XmlAsmException class.

This constructor is not CLS-compliant. For more information about CLS compliance, see
What is the Common Language Specification.

VB

Parameters

err
The component error code. The possible component error codes are the public static fields of the XmlAsmException class.

description
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlAsmException Class | XmlAsmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace |
XmlAsmException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal err As UInt32, _
   ByVal description As String _
)
[C#]
public XmlAsmException(
   uint err,
   string description
);
[C++]
public: XmlAsmException(
   unsigned int err,
   String* description
);
[JScript]
public function XmlAsmException(
   err : UInt32,
   description : String
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa735713(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmException Constructor (System.Int32, System.String,
System.String[])
Initializes a new instance of the XmlAsmException class.

VB

Parameters

err
The component error code. The possible component error codes are the public static fields of the XmlAsmException class.

description
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

args
Arguments used to build an error description string for reporting a pipeline error in the event log.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlAsmException Class | XmlAsmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace |
XmlAsmException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal err As Integer, _
   ByVal description As String, _
   ByVal ParamArray args() As String _
)
[C#]
public XmlAsmException(
   int err,
   string description,
   params string[] args
);
[C++]
public: XmlAsmException(
   int err,
   String* description,
   String* args __gc[]
);
[JScript]
public function XmlAsmException(
   err : int,
   description : String,
   args : String[]
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmException Constructor (System.UInt32, System.String,
System.String[])
Initializes a new instance of the XmlAsmException class.

This constructor is not CLS-compliant. For more information about CLS compliance, see
What is the Common Language Specification.

VB

Parameters

err
The component error code. The possible component error codes are the public static fields of the XmlAsmException class.

description
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

args
Arguments used to build an error description string for reporting a pipeline error in the event log.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlAsmException Class | XmlAsmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace |
XmlAsmException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal err As UInt32, _
   ByVal description As String, _
   ByVal ParamArray args() As String _
)
[C#]
public XmlAsmException(
   uint err,
   string description,
   params string[] args
);
[C++]
public: XmlAsmException(
   unsigned int err,
   String* description,
   String* args __gc[]
);
[JScript]
public function XmlAsmException(
   err : UInt32,
   description : String,
   args : String[]
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa735713(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmException Fields
The fields of the XmlAsmException class are listed here. For a complete list of XmlAsmException class members, see the
XmlAsmException Members topic.

Public Fields

BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_CANNOT_FIND_MATCHING_DOCSPEC Error code that indicates that assembler component can not fin
d document specification that matches the message type.

BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_CANNOT_GET_DOCSPEC_BY_NAME Error code that indicates that assembler component cannot get
the document specification by using provided specification na
me.

BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_CANNOT_GET_DOCSPEC_BY_TYPE Error code that indication that assembler cannot get the docum
ent specification by using provided message type.

BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_DOCTYPE_DOESNT_MATCH_SCHEMAS Error code that indicates that message type does not match an
y of the provided schemas.

BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_ERROR_INVALIDCAST_DATETIME Error code that indicates that context property of DateTime typ
e cannot be demoted into the message content. All properties 
of DateTime type must be converted into their string represent
ation before demotion.

BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_FAILED_TO_VALIDATE Error code that indicates that no schema was found to enforce 
validation of the document structure.

BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_FAILED_TO_VALIDATE_NOSCHEMA Error code that indicates that no schema was found to enforce 
validation of the document structure.

BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_MULTIPLE_PARTS_ON_MULTIPLE_MSGS Error code that indicates that the XML Assembler cannot assem
ble multiple messages that contain multiple message parts.

BTS_E_DUPLICATE_NAMESPACE Two or more of the selected schemas share the same target na
mespace. Document instances corresponding to those schema
s may not be processed correctly.

See Also

XmlAsmException Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmException.BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_CANNOT_FIND_MATCHING_DOCSPEC
Field
Error code that indicates that assembler component can not find document specification that matches the message type.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

XmlAsmException Class | XmlAsmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

public const uint BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_CANNOT_FIND_MATCHING_DOCSPEC;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int
   BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_CANNOT_FIND_MATCHING_DOCSPEC;
[JScript]
public var BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_CANNOT_FIND_MATCHING_DOCSPEC : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmException.BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_CANNOT_GET_DOCSPEC_BY_NAME
Field
Error code that indicates that assembler component cannot get the document specification by using provided specification name.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

XmlAsmException Class | XmlAsmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

public const uint BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_CANNOT_GET_DOCSPEC_BY_NAME;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int
   BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_CANNOT_GET_DOCSPEC_BY_NAME;
[JScript]
public var BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_CANNOT_GET_DOCSPEC_BY_NAME : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmException.BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_CANNOT_GET_DOCSPEC_BY_TYPE
Field
Error code that indication that assembler cannot get the document specification by using provided message type.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

XmlAsmException Class | XmlAsmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

public const uint BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_CANNOT_GET_DOCSPEC_BY_TYPE;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int
   BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_CANNOT_GET_DOCSPEC_BY_TYPE;
[JScript]
public var BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_CANNOT_GET_DOCSPEC_BY_TYPE : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmException.BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_DOCTYPE_DOESNT_MATCH_SCHEMAS
Field
Error code that indicates that message type does not match any of the provided schemas.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

XmlAsmException Class | XmlAsmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

public const uint BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_DOCTYPE_DOESNT_MATCH_SCHEMAS;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int
   BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_DOCTYPE_DOESNT_MATCH_SCHEMAS;
[JScript]
public var BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_DOCTYPE_DOESNT_MATCH_SCHEMAS : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmException.BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_ERROR_INVALIDCAST_DATETIME
Field
Error code that indicates that context property of DateTime type cannot be demoted into the message content. All properties of DateTime type
must be converted into their string representation before demotion.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

XmlAsmException Class | XmlAsmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

public const uint BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_ERROR_INVALIDCAST_DATETIME;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int
   BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_ERROR_INVALIDCAST_DATETIME;
[JScript]
public var BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_ERROR_INVALIDCAST_DATETIME : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmException.BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_FAILED_TO_VALIDATE
Field
Error code that indicates that no schema was found to enforce validation of the document structure.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

XmlAsmException Class | XmlAsmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

public const uint BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_FAILED_TO_VALIDATE;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_FAILED_TO_VALIDATE;
[JScript]
public var BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_FAILED_TO_VALIDATE : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmException.BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_FAILED_TO_VALIDATE_NOSCHEMA
Field
Error code that indicates that no schema was found to enforce validation of the document structure.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

XmlAsmException Class | XmlAsmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

public const uint BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_FAILED_TO_VALIDATE_NOSCHEMA;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int
   BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_FAILED_TO_VALIDATE_NOSCHEMA;
[JScript]
public var BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_FAILED_TO_VALIDATE_NOSCHEMA : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmException.BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_MULTIPLE_PARTS_ON_MULTIPLE_MSGS
Field
Error code that indicates that the XML Assembler cannot assemble multiple messages that contain multiple message parts.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

XmlAsmException Class | XmlAsmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

public const uint BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_MULTIPLE_PARTS_ON_MULTIPLE_MSGS;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int
   BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_MULTIPLE_PARTS_ON_MULTIPLE_MSGS;
[JScript]
public var BTS_E_ASSEMBLER_MULTIPLE_PARTS_ON_MULTIPLE_MSGS :
   UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlAsmException.BTS_E_DUPLICATE_NAMESPACE Field
Two or more of the selected schemas share the same target namespace. Document instances corresponding to those schemas
may not be processed correctly.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

XmlAsmException Class | XmlAsmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

public const uint BTS_E_DUPLICATE_NAMESPACE;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int BTS_E_DUPLICATE_NAMESPACE;
[JScript]
public var BTS_E_DUPLICATE_NAMESPACE : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmComp Class
Implements the XML Disassembler pipeline component

For a list of all members of this type, see XmlDasmComp Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.BaseCustomTypeDescriptor
      Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.XmlDasmComp

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Component

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.Components (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.Components.dll)

See Also

XmlDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("a2620cb5-4f3e-4263-9a7a-ef385d4a1637")>
Public Class XmlDasmComp
   Inherits BaseCustomTypeDescriptor
   Implements IBaseComponent, IDisassemblerComponent, _
   IPersistPropertyBag, IProbeMessage, IComponentUI
[C#]
[Guid("a2620cb5-4f3e-4263-9a7a-ef385d4a1637")]
public class XmlDasmComp : BaseCustomTypeDescriptor,
   IBaseComponent, IDisassemblerComponent, IPersistPropertyBag,
   IProbeMessage, IComponentUI
[C++]
[Guid("a2620cb5-4f3e-4263-9a7a-ef385d4a1637")]
public __gc class XmlDasmComp : public BaseCustomTypeDescriptor,
   IBaseComponent, IDisassemblerComponent, IPersistPropertyBag,
   IProbeMessage, IComponentUI
[JScript]
public
   Guid("a2620cb5-4f3e-4263-9a7a-ef385d4a1637")
class XmlDasmComp extends BaseCustomTypeDescriptor
   implements IBaseComponent, IDisassemblerComponent,
   IPersistPropertyBag, IProbeMessage, IComponentUI

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmComp Members
XmlDasmComp overview

Public Constructors

XmlDasmComp Constructor Initializes a new instance of the XmlDasmComp class.

Public Properties

AllowUnrecognizedMessage Gets or sets the property that specifies whether the unrecognized XML messages will be processe
d by disassembler.

Description Gets the description of the component.
DocumentSpecNames Gets or sets the list of document specifications that will be used for processing XML documents.
EnvelopeSpecNames Gets or sets the list of envelope specifications that will be used for processing of XML documents 

wrapped in envelopes.
Icon Gets the icon for the component.
Name Gets the name of the component.
ValidateDocument Gets or sets the property that specifies if the validation of XML documents will be performed.
Version Gets the version of the component.

Public Methods

Disassemble Disassembles the XML document.
Equals (inherited from System.

Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetAttributes (inherited from Ba
seCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns a collection of type Attribute for this object.

GetClassID Gets class ID of the component.
GetClassName (inherited from B

aseCustomTypeDescriptor)
Returns the class name of this object.

GetComponentName (inherited 
from BaseCustomTypeDescripto
r)

Returns the name of this object.

GetConverter (inherited from Ba
seCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns a type converter for this object.

GetDefaultEvent (inherited from 
BaseCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the default event for this object.

GetDefaultProperty (inherited fr
om BaseCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the default property for this object.

GetEditor (inherited from BaseC
ustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns an editor of the specified type for this object.

GetEvents (inherited from Base
CustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the events for this instance of a component.

GetHashCode (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetNext Gets next document from the list of disassembled documents.
GetProperties (inherited from B

aseCustomTypeDescriptor)
Returns the properties for this instance of a component.

GetPropertyOwner (inherited fr
om BaseCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the object that this value is a member of.

GetType (inherited from System
.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

InitNew This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used d
irectly from your code.

Load Loads the configuration of the component.
Probe Probes the message to determine if it is in XML format.
Save Saves the configuration of the component.
ToString (inherited from Syste

m.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Validate Verifies that all the component’s configuration properties are correctly set in pipeline designe
r.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

XmlDasmComp Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmComp Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the XmlDasmComp class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlDasmComp Class | XmlDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public XmlDasmComp();
[C++]
public: XmlDasmComp();
[JScript]
public function XmlDasmComp();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmComp Properties
The properties of the XmlDasmComp class are listed here. For a complete list of XmlDasmComp class members, see the
XmlDasmComp Members topic.

Public Properties

AllowUnrecognizedMessage Gets or sets the property that specifies whether the unrecognized XML messages will be processe
d by disassembler.

Description Gets the description of the component.
DocumentSpecNames Gets or sets the list of document specifications that will be used for processing XML documents.
EnvelopeSpecNames Gets or sets the list of envelope specifications that will be used for processing of XML documents 

wrapped in envelopes.
Icon Gets the icon for the component.
Name Gets the name of the component.
ValidateDocument Gets or sets the property that specifies if the validation of XML documents will be performed.
Version Gets the version of the component.

See Also

XmlDasmComp Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmComp.AllowUnrecognizedMessage Property
Gets or sets the property that specifies whether the unrecognized XML messages will be processed by disassembler.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlDasmComp Class | XmlDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property AllowUnrecognizedMessage As Boolean
[C#]
public bool AllowUnrecognizedMessage {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_AllowUnrecognizedMessage();
public: __property void set_AllowUnrecognizedMessage(bool);
[JScript]
public function get AllowUnrecognizedMessage() : Boolean;
public function set AllowUnrecognizedMessage(Boolean);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmComp.Description Property
Gets the description of the component.

VB

Implements

IBaseComponent.Description

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlDasmComp Class | XmlDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Description As String  _
   Implements IBaseComponent.Description
[C#]
public virtual string Description {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Description();
[JScript]
public function get Description() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmComp.DocumentSpecNames Property
Gets or sets the list of document specifications that will be used for processing XML documents.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlDasmComp Class | XmlDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property DocumentSpecNames As SchemaList
[C#]
public SchemaList DocumentSpecNames {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property SchemaList* get_DocumentSpecNames();
public: __property void set_DocumentSpecNames(SchemaList*);
[JScript]
public function get DocumentSpecNames() : SchemaList;
public function set DocumentSpecNames(SchemaList);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmComp.EnvelopeSpecNames Property
Gets or sets the list of envelope specifications that will be used for processing of XML documents wrapped in envelopes.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlDasmComp Class | XmlDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property EnvelopeSpecNames As SchemaList
[C#]
public SchemaList EnvelopeSpecNames {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property SchemaList* get_EnvelopeSpecNames();
public: __property void set_EnvelopeSpecNames(SchemaList*);
[JScript]
public function get EnvelopeSpecNames() : SchemaList;
public function set EnvelopeSpecNames(SchemaList);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmComp.Icon Property
Gets the icon for the component.

VB

Implements

IComponentUI.Icon

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlDasmComp Class | XmlDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Icon As IntPtr  Implements _
   IComponentUI.Icon
[C#]
public virtual IntPtr Icon {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual IntPtr get_Icon();
[JScript]
public function get Icon() : IntPtr;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmComp.Name Property
Gets the name of the component.

VB

Implements

IBaseComponent.Name

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlDasmComp Class | XmlDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Name As String  Implements _
   IBaseComponent.Name
[C#]
public virtual string Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Name();
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmComp.ValidateDocument Property
Gets or sets the property that specifies if the validation of XML documents will be performed.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlDasmComp Class | XmlDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property ValidateDocument As Boolean
[C#]
public bool ValidateDocument {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_ValidateDocument();
public: __property void set_ValidateDocument(bool);
[JScript]
public function get ValidateDocument() : Boolean;
public function set ValidateDocument(Boolean);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmComp.Version Property
Gets the version of the component.

VB

Implements

IBaseComponent.Version

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlDasmComp Class | XmlDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Version As String  Implements _
   _
   IBaseComponent.Version
[C#]
public virtual string Version {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Version();
[JScript]
public function get Version() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmComp Methods
The methods of the XmlDasmComp class are listed here. For a complete list of XmlDasmComp class members, see the
XmlDasmComp Members topic.

Public Methods

Disassemble Disassembles the XML document.
Equals (inherited from System.

Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetAttributes (inherited from Ba
seCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns a collection of type Attribute for this object.

GetClassID Gets class ID of the component.
GetClassName (inherited from B

aseCustomTypeDescriptor)
Returns the class name of this object.

GetComponentName (inherited 
from BaseCustomTypeDescripto
r)

Returns the name of this object.

GetConverter (inherited from Ba
seCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns a type converter for this object.

GetDefaultEvent (inherited from 
BaseCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the default event for this object.

GetDefaultProperty (inherited fr
om BaseCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the default property for this object.

GetEditor (inherited from BaseC
ustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns an editor of the specified type for this object.

GetEvents (inherited from Base
CustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the events for this instance of a component.

GetHashCode (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetNext Gets next document from the list of disassembled documents.
GetProperties (inherited from B

aseCustomTypeDescriptor)
Returns the properties for this instance of a component.

GetPropertyOwner (inherited fr
om BaseCustomTypeDescriptor)

Returns the object that this value is a member of.

GetType (inherited from System
.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InitNew This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used d
irectly from your code.

Load Loads the configuration of the component.
Probe Probes the message to determine if it is in XML format.
Save Saves the configuration of the component.
ToString (inherited from Syste

m.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Validate Verifies that all the component’s configuration properties are correctly set in pipeline designe
r.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

See Also

XmlDasmComp Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmComp.Disassemble Method
Disassembles the XML document.

VB

Parameters

pc
The IPipelineContext for the current pipeline.

inMsg
The BizTalk message.

Implements

IDisassemblerComponent.Disassemble

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlDasmComp Class | XmlDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub Disassemble( _
   ByVal pc As IPipelineContext, _
   ByVal inMsg As IBaseMessage _
) Implements IDisassemblerComponent.Disassemble
[C#]
public virtual void Disassemble(
   IPipelineContext pc,
   IBaseMessage inMsg
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Disassemble(
   IPipelineContext* pc,
   IBaseMessage* inMsg
);
[JScript]
public function Disassemble(
   pc : IPipelineContext,
   inMsg : IBaseMessage
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmComp.GetClassID Method
Gets class ID of the component.

VB

Parameters

classId
The class identifier (CLSID) of the object.

Implements

IPersistPropertyBag.GetClassID

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlDasmComp Class | XmlDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub GetClassID( _
   <Out()> ByRef classId As Guid _
) Implements IPersistPropertyBag.GetClassID
[C#]
public virtual void GetClassID(
   out Guid classId
);
[C++]
public: virtual void GetClassID(
   [
   Out
] Guid* classId
);
[JScript]
public function GetClassID(
   classId : Guid
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmComp.GetNext Method
Gets next document from the list of disassembled documents.

VB

Parameters

pc
The IPipelineContext for the current pipeline.

Implements

IDisassemblerComponent.GetNext

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlDasmComp Class | XmlDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function GetNext( _
   ByVal pc As IPipelineContext _
) As IBaseMessage Implements IDisassemblerComponent.GetNext
[C#]
public virtual IBaseMessage GetNext(
   IPipelineContext pc
);
[C++]
public: virtual IBaseMessage* GetNext(
   IPipelineContext* pc
);
[JScript]
public function GetNext(
   pc : IPipelineContext
) : IBaseMessage;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmComp.InitNew Method
This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Implements

IPersistPropertyBag.InitNew

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlDasmComp Class | XmlDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub InitNew() Implements _
   IPersistPropertyBag.InitNew
[C#]
public virtual void InitNew();
[C++]
public: virtual void InitNew();
[JScript]
public function InitNew();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmComp.Load Method
Loads the configuration of the component.

VB

Parameters

propertyBag
Address of the caller's property bag, through which the object can write properties. This cannot be NULL.

errorlog
The error log in which the object stores any errors that occur during initialization.

Implements

IPersistPropertyBag.Load

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlDasmComp Class | XmlDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub Load( _
   ByVal propertyBag As IPropertyBag, _
   ByVal errorlog As Integer _
) Implements IPersistPropertyBag.Load
[C#]
public virtual void Load(
   IPropertyBag propertyBag,
   int errorlog
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Load(
   IPropertyBag* propertyBag,
   int errorlog
);
[JScript]
public function Load(
   propertyBag : IPropertyBag,
   errorlog : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmComp.Probe Method
Probes the message to determine if it is in XML format.

VB

Parameters

pc
The IPipelineContext for the current pipeline.

inMsg
The BizTalk message.

Implements

IProbeMessage.Probe

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlDasmComp Class | XmlDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function Probe( _
   ByVal pc As IPipelineContext, _
   ByVal inMsg As IBaseMessage _
) As Boolean Implements IProbeMessage.Probe
[C#]
public virtual bool Probe(
   IPipelineContext pc,
   IBaseMessage inMsg
);
[C++]
public: virtual bool Probe(
   IPipelineContext* pc,
   IBaseMessage* inMsg
);
[JScript]
public function Probe(
   pc : IPipelineContext,
   inMsg : IBaseMessage
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmComp.Save Method
Saves the configuration of the component.

VB

Parameters

propertyBag
Address of the caller's property bag, through which the object can write properties. This cannot be NULL.

isClearDirty
Flag indicating whether the object should clear its dirty flag when saving is complete. true means clear the flag, and false
means leave the flag unaffected. false is used when the caller wants to do a "Save Copy As" operation.

isSaveAllProperties
true to save all its properties, false to save only those that have changed from the default value.

Implements

IPersistPropertyBag.Save

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlDasmComp Class | XmlDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub Save( _
   ByVal propertyBag As IPropertyBag, _
   ByVal isClearDirty As Boolean, _
   ByVal isSaveAllProperties As Boolean _
) Implements IPersistPropertyBag.Save
[C#]
public virtual void Save(
   IPropertyBag propertyBag,
   bool isClearDirty,
   bool isSaveAllProperties
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Save(
   IPropertyBag* propertyBag,
   bool isClearDirty,
   bool isSaveAllProperties
);
[JScript]
public function Save(
   propertyBag : IPropertyBag,
   isClearDirty : Boolean,
   isSaveAllProperties : Boolean
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmComp.Validate Method
Verifies that all the component’s configuration properties are correctly set in pipeline designer.

VB

Parameters

projectSystem
The Object that provides access to the artifacts of the current BizTalk project. From the projectsystem object, the pipeline
component retrieves the schemas that belong to or are referenced in the current project. The pipeline component uses the
schema information to validate the correctness of its configuration during the compilation of the pipeline.

Implements

IComponentUI.Validate

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlDasmComp Class | XmlDasmComp Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function Validate( _
   ByVal projectSystem As Object _
) As IEnumerator Implements IComponentUI.Validate
[C#]
public virtual IEnumerator Validate(
   object projectSystem
);
[C++]
public: virtual IEnumerator* Validate(
   Object* projectSystem
);
[JScript]
public function Validate(
   projectSystem : Object
) : IEnumerator;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmException Class
Exception thrown by XML Disassembler pipeline component class

For a list of all members of this type, see XmlDasmException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSException
            Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.ComponentException
               Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.XmlDasmException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Component

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.Components (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.Components.dll)

See Also

XmlDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Class XmlDasmException
   Inherits ComponentException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class XmlDasmException : ComponentException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class XmlDasmException : public ComponentException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class XmlDasmException extends ComponentException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ww58ded5(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmException Members
XmlDasmException overview

Public Constructors

XmlDasmException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the XmlDasmException class.

Public Fields

BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_CANNOT_CREATE_PROCESSOR Error code that indicates that disassembler component cannot c
reate node processor or envelope processor.

BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_CANNOT_GET_DOCSPEC_BY_NAME Error code that indicates that disassembler component cannot r
etrieve document specification by using provide specification n
ame.

BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_CANNOT_GET_DOCSPEC_BY_TYPE Error code that indicates that disassembler component cannot r
etrieve document specification by using provided message type

BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_FAILED_TO_VALIDATE Error code that indicates that disassembler component failed to
validate the document.

BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_FAILED_TO_VALIDATE_NOSCHEMA Error code that indicates that disassembler failed to validate the
document because corresponding schema was not found.

BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_INVALID_ENVELOPE_STRUCTURE Error code that indicates that disassembler encountered the env
elope with invalid structure.

BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_MISSING_DOCSPEC_NAME Error code that indicates that disassembler component cannot f
ind document specification.

BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_NO_BODY Error code that indicates that disassembler component cannot r
etrieve the body nodes by using provided XPath.

BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_NO_DATA Error code that indicates that there is no data that can be parse
d by XML disassembler.

BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_NULL_BODY Error code that indicates that the body part of the message is e
mpty.

BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_UNEXPECTED_BEHAVIOR Error code that indicates that disassembler encountered unexpe
cted end of the document. Disassembly is incomplete.

BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_UNEXPECTED_EVENT Error code that indicates that disassembler encountered unexpe
cted event.

BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_UNRECOGNIZED_DATA_IN_STREAM Error code that indicates that there is unrecognized data in rem
aining stream.

BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_XML_NON_WELLFORM Error code that indicates that XML document provided to disass
embler component is not well formed.

BTS_E_DISSEMBLER_DOCTYPE_DOESNT_MATCH_SCHEMAS Error code that indicates that the message type of the incoming
document does not match any of the provided schemas.

BTS_E_DUPLICATE_NAMESPACE Error code that indicates that two or more of the provided sche
mas share the same target namespace. Document instances cor
responding to those schemas may not be processed correctly.

Public Properties

ArgumentCount (inherited from Micr
osoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExc
eption)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

ExceptionName (inherited from Micr
osoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExc
eption)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

HelpLink (inherited from System.Exce
ption)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

HResult (inherited from Microsoft.Bi
zTalk.Message.Interop.BTSException)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/71tawy4s(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


InnerException (inherited from System
.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from System.Exce
ption)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SoapFault (inherited from Microsoft.
BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExceptio
n)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

Source (inherited from System.Except
ion)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited from Microsoft
.BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExceptio
n)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

TargetSite (inherited from System.Exc
eption)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

AddArgument (inherited from Micro
soft.BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExce
ption)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

Equals (inherited from System.Object
)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetArgument (inherited from Micros
oft.BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExce
ption)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

GetBaseException (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from System.
Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited from System
.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.Obje
ct)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetDescription (inherited from Micro
soft.BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExce
ption)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

SetGUID (inherited from Microsoft.Bi
zTalk.Message.Interop.BTSException)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

SetHelpContext (inherited from Micr
osoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExc
eption)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

SetHelpFile (inherited from Microsof
t.BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExcepti
on)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

SetSource (inherited from Microsoft.
BizTalk.Message.Interop.BTSExceptio
n)

This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be 
used directly from your code.

StoreException (inherited from Com
ponentException)

Overloaded. This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not int
ended to be used directly from your code.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/902sca80(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9btwf6wk(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/85weac5w(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/2wchw354(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/49kcee3b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/fwb1489e(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

ToString (inherited from System.Exce
ption)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

XmlDasmException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the XmlDasmException class.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

XmlDasmException Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/es4y6f7e(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the XmlDasmException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the XmlDasmException class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Int32, System.String)

[C#] public XmlDasmException(System.Int32, System.String);

[C++] public: XmlDasmException(System.Int32, System.String);

[JScript] public function XmlDasmException(System.Int32, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the XmlDasmException class.

[Visual Basic]
Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected XmlDasmException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: XmlDasmException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function XmlDasmException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the XmlDasmException class. This constructor is not CLS-compliant.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.UInt32, System.String)

[C#] public XmlDasmException(System.UInt32, System.String);

[C++] public: XmlDasmException(System.UInt32, System.String);

[JScript] public function XmlDasmException(System.UInt32, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the XmlDasmException class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Int32, System.String, ParamArray System.String())

[C#] public XmlDasmException(System.Int32, System.String, params System.String[]);

[C++] public: XmlDasmException(System.Int32, System.String, System.String[]);

[JScript] public function XmlDasmException(System.Int32, System.String, System.String[]);

Initializes a new instance of the XmlDasmException class. This constructor is not CLS-compliant.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.UInt32, System.String, ParamArray System.String())

[C#] public XmlDasmException(System.UInt32, System.String, params System.String[]);

[C++] public: XmlDasmException(System.UInt32, System.String, System.String[]);

[JScript] public function XmlDasmException(System.UInt32, System.String, System.String[]);

See Also

XmlDasmException Class | XmlDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmException Constructor (System.Int32, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the XmlDasmException class.

VB

Parameters

err
The component error code. The possible component error codes are the public static fields of the XmlDasmException class.

description
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlDasmException Class | XmlDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace |
XmlDasmException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal err As Integer, _
   ByVal description As String _
)
[C#]
public XmlDasmException(
   int err,
   string description
);
[C++]
public: XmlDasmException(
   int err,
   String* description
);
[JScript]
public function XmlDasmException(
   err : int,
   description : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the XmlDasmException class.

VB

Parameters

serializationInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object

streamingContext
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlDasmException Class | XmlDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace |
XmlDasmException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializationInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal streamingContext As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected XmlDasmException(
   SerializationInfo serializationInfo,
   StreamingContext streamingContext
);
[C++]
protected: XmlDasmException(
   SerializationInfo* serializationInfo,
   StreamingContext streamingContext
);
[JScript]
protected function XmlDasmException(
   serializationInfo : SerializationInfo,
   streamingContext : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmException Constructor (System.UInt32, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the XmlDasmException class.

This constructor is not CLS-compliant. For more information about CLS compliance, see
What is the Common Language Specification.

VB

Parameters

err
The component error code. The possible component error codes are the public static fields of the XmlDasmException class.

description
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlDasmException Class | XmlDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace |
XmlDasmException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal err As UInt32, _
   ByVal description As String _
)
[C#]
public XmlDasmException(
   uint err,
   string description
);
[C++]
public: XmlDasmException(
   unsigned int err,
   String* description
);
[JScript]
public function XmlDasmException(
   err : UInt32,
   description : String
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa735713(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmException Constructor (System.Int32, System.String,
System.String[])
Initializes a new instance of the XmlDasmException class.

VB

Parameters

err
The component error code. The possible component error codes are the public static fields of the XmlDasmException class.

description
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

args
Arguments used to build an error description string for reporting a pipeline error in the event log.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlDasmException Class | XmlDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace |
XmlDasmException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal err As Integer, _
   ByVal description As String, _
   ByVal ParamArray args() As String _
)
[C#]
public XmlDasmException(
   int err,
   string description,
   params string[] args
);
[C++]
public: XmlDasmException(
   int err,
   String* description,
   String* args __gc[]
);
[JScript]
public function XmlDasmException(
   err : int,
   description : String,
   args : String[]
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmException Constructor (System.UInt32, System.String,
System.String[])
Initializes a new instance of the XmlDasmException class.

This constructor is not CLS-compliant. For more information about CLS compliance, see
What is the Common Language Specification.

VB

Parameters

err
The component error code. The possible component error codes are the public static fields of the XmlDasmException class.

description
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

args
Arguments used to build an error description string for reporting a pipeline error in the event log.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlDasmException Class | XmlDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace |
XmlDasmException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal err As UInt32, _
   ByVal description As String, _
   ByVal ParamArray args() As String _
)
[C#]
public XmlDasmException(
   uint err,
   string description,
   params string[] args
);
[C++]
public: XmlDasmException(
   unsigned int err,
   String* description,
   String* args __gc[]
);
[JScript]
public function XmlDasmException(
   err : UInt32,
   description : String,
   args : String[]
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa735713(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmException Fields
The fields of the XmlDasmException class are listed here. For a complete list of XmlDasmException class members, see the
XmlDasmException Members topic.

Public Fields

BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_CANNOT_CREATE_PROCESSOR Error code that indicates that disassembler component cannot c
reate node processor or envelope processor.

BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_CANNOT_GET_DOCSPEC_BY_NAME Error code that indicates that disassembler component cannot r
etrieve document specification by using provide specification n
ame.

BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_CANNOT_GET_DOCSPEC_BY_TYPE Error code that indicates that disassembler component cannot r
etrieve document specification by using provided message type

BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_FAILED_TO_VALIDATE Error code that indicates that disassembler component failed to
validate the document.

BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_FAILED_TO_VALIDATE_NOSCHEMA Error code that indicates that disassembler failed to validate the
document because corresponding schema was not found.

BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_INVALID_ENVELOPE_STRUCTURE Error code that indicates that disassembler encountered the env
elope with invalid structure.

BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_MISSING_DOCSPEC_NAME Error code that indicates that disassembler component cannot f
ind document specification.

BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_NO_BODY Error code that indicates that disassembler component cannot r
etrieve the body nodes by using provided XPath.

BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_NO_DATA Error code that indicates that there is no data that can be parse
d by XML disassembler.

BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_NULL_BODY Error code that indicates that the body part of the message is e
mpty.

BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_UNEXPECTED_BEHAVIOR Error code that indicates that disassembler encountered unexpe
cted end of the document. Disassembly is incomplete.

BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_UNEXPECTED_EVENT Error code that indicates that disassembler encountered unexpe
cted event.

BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_UNRECOGNIZED_DATA_IN_STREAM Error code that indicates that there is unrecognized data in rem
aining stream.

BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_XML_NON_WELLFORM Error code that indicates that XML document provided to disass
embler component is not well formed.

BTS_E_DISSEMBLER_DOCTYPE_DOESNT_MATCH_SCHEMAS Error code that indicates that the message type of the incoming
document does not match any of the provided schemas.

BTS_E_DUPLICATE_NAMESPACE Error code that indicates that two or more of the provided sche
mas share the same target namespace. Document instances cor
responding to those schemas may not be processed correctly.

See Also

XmlDasmException Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmException.BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_CANNOT_CREATE_PROCESSOR
Field
Error code that indicates that disassembler component cannot create node processor or envelope processor.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

XmlDasmException Class | XmlDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

public const uint BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_CANNOT_CREATE_PROCESSOR;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int
   BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_CANNOT_CREATE_PROCESSOR;
[JScript]
public var BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_CANNOT_CREATE_PROCESSOR : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmException.BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_CANNOT_GET_DOCSPEC_BY_NAME
Field
Error code that indicates that disassembler component cannot retrieve document specification by using provide specification name.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

XmlDasmException Class | XmlDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

public const uint BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_CANNOT_GET_DOCSPEC_BY_NAME;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int
   BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_CANNOT_GET_DOCSPEC_BY_NAME;
[JScript]
public var BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_CANNOT_GET_DOCSPEC_BY_NAME : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmException.BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_CANNOT_GET_DOCSPEC_BY_TYPE
Field
Error code that indicates that disassembler component cannot retrieve document specification by using provided message type.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

XmlDasmException Class | XmlDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

public const uint BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_CANNOT_GET_DOCSPEC_BY_TYPE;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int
   BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_CANNOT_GET_DOCSPEC_BY_TYPE;
[JScript]
public var BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_CANNOT_GET_DOCSPEC_BY_TYPE : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmException.BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_FAILED_TO_VALIDATE
Field
Error code that indicates that disassembler component failed to validate the document.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

XmlDasmException Class | XmlDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

public const uint BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_FAILED_TO_VALIDATE;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_FAILED_TO_VALIDATE;
[JScript]
public var BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_FAILED_TO_VALIDATE : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmException.BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_FAILED_TO_VALIDATE_NOSCHEMA
Field
Error code that indicates that disassembler failed to validate the document because corresponding schema was not found.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

XmlDasmException Class | XmlDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

public const uint BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_FAILED_TO_VALIDATE_NOSCHEMA;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int
   BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_FAILED_TO_VALIDATE_NOSCHEMA;
[JScript]
public var BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_FAILED_TO_VALIDATE_NOSCHEMA : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmException.BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_INVALID_ENVELOPE_STRUCTURE
Field
Error code that indicates that disassembler encountered the envelope with invalid structure.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

XmlDasmException Class | XmlDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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public const uint BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_INVALID_ENVELOPE_STRUCTURE;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int
   BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_INVALID_ENVELOPE_STRUCTURE;
[JScript]
public var BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_INVALID_ENVELOPE_STRUCTURE : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmException.BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_MISSING_DOCSPEC_NAME
Field
Error code that indicates that disassembler component cannot find document specification.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

XmlDasmException Class | XmlDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

public const uint BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_MISSING_DOCSPEC_NAME;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_MISSING_DOCSPEC_NAME;
[JScript]
public var BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_MISSING_DOCSPEC_NAME : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmException.BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_NO_BODY Field
Error code that indicates that disassembler component cannot retrieve the body nodes by using provided XPath.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

XmlDasmException Class | XmlDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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public const uint BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_NO_BODY;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_NO_BODY;
[JScript]
public var BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_NO_BODY : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmException.BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_NO_DATA Field
Error code that indicates that there is no data that can be parsed by XML disassembler.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

XmlDasmException Class | XmlDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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public const uint BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_NO_DATA;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_NO_DATA;
[JScript]
public var BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_NO_DATA : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XmlDasmException.BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_NULL_BODY Field
Error code that indicates that the body part of the message is empty.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

XmlDasmException Class | XmlDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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public const uint BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_NULL_BODY;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_NULL_BODY;
[JScript]
public var BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_NULL_BODY : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmException.BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_UNEXPECTED_BEHAVIOR
Field
Error code that indicates that disassembler encountered unexpected end of the document. Disassembly is incomplete.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

XmlDasmException Class | XmlDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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public const uint BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_UNEXPECTED_BEHAVIOR;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_UNEXPECTED_BEHAVIOR;
[JScript]
public var BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_UNEXPECTED_BEHAVIOR : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XmlDasmException.BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_UNEXPECTED_EVENT
Field
Error code that indicates that disassembler encountered unexpected event.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

XmlDasmException Class | XmlDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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public const uint BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_UNEXPECTED_EVENT;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_UNEXPECTED_EVENT;
[JScript]
public var BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_UNEXPECTED_EVENT : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmException.BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_UNRECOGNIZED_DATA_IN_STREAM
Field
Error code that indicates that there is unrecognized data in remaining stream.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

XmlDasmException Class | XmlDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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public const uint BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_UNRECOGNIZED_DATA_IN_STREAM;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int
   BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_UNRECOGNIZED_DATA_IN_STREAM;
[JScript]
public var BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_UNRECOGNIZED_DATA_IN_STREAM : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XmlDasmException.BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_XML_NON_WELLFORM
Field
Error code that indicates that XML document provided to disassembler component is not well formed.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

XmlDasmException Class | XmlDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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public const uint BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_XML_NON_WELLFORM;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_XML_NON_WELLFORM;
[JScript]
public var BTS_E_DISASSEMBLER_XML_NON_WELLFORM : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDasmException.BTS_E_DISSEMBLER_DOCTYPE_DOESNT_MATCH_SCHEMAS
Field
Error code that indicates that the message type of the incoming document does not match any of the provided schemas.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

XmlDasmException Class | XmlDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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public const uint BTS_E_DISSEMBLER_DOCTYPE_DOESNT_MATCH_SCHEMAS;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int
   BTS_E_DISSEMBLER_DOCTYPE_DOESNT_MATCH_SCHEMAS;
[JScript]
public var BTS_E_DISSEMBLER_DOCTYPE_DOESNT_MATCH_SCHEMAS : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XmlDasmException.BTS_E_DUPLICATE_NAMESPACE Field
Error code that indicates that two or more of the provided schemas share the same target namespace. Document instances
corresponding to those schemas may not be processed correctly.

C#

[Visual Basic] Visual Basic does not support constant fields of type UInt32.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

XmlDasmException Class | XmlDasmException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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public const uint BTS_E_DUPLICATE_NAMESPACE;
[C++]
public: const unsigned int BTS_E_DUPLICATE_NAMESPACE;
[JScript]
public var BTS_E_DUPLICATE_NAMESPACE : UInt32;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ctys3981(v=bts.10).aspx
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Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace
The Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop namespace contains classes and interfaces used by pipelines to process messages.

Namespace hierarchy

Interfaces

Interface Description
IAssemblerComponent Defines the methods that assembler pipeline components need to implement in order to be executed b

y the Messaging Engine.
IBaseComponent Defines properties that provide basic information about the component.
IComponent Defines the methods used by all pipeline components except assemblers and disassemblers.
IComponentUI Defines methods that enable pipeline components to be used within the Pipeline Designer environmen

t.
IDisassemblerComponent Defines the methods that disassembling pipeline components need to implement in order to be execut

ed by the Messaging Engine.
IDocumentSpec Encapsulates a top-level element in an XSD schema. Also defines a set of associated actions.
IFFDocumentSpec Encapsulates a flat files schema.
INamedItem Defines properties used for accessing document schemas from managed and unmanaged code.
INamedItemList Defines methods and properties used in accessing document schemas from managed and unmanaged

code.
IPipelineContext Defines methods used to access all document processing-specific interfaces.
IProbeMessage Defines methods and properties for components that need probing functionality.
IPropertyBag Provides an object with a property bag in which the object can persistently save its properties.
IResourceTracker Enables adapters and pipeline components to report the non-Common Language Runtime (CLR) objec

ts they are creating and using during execution, so they can be disposed by engine after component fin
ished its work.

See Also

.NET Framework Class Library

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IAssemblerComponent Interface
Defines the methods that assembler pipeline components need to implement in order to be executed by the Messaging Engine.

For a list of all members of this type, see IAssemblerComponent Members.

VB

Note  For information on using this interface within COM-based code, see IAssemblerComponent Interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Pipeline Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

IAssemblerComponent Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Guid("05ac2004-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)>
Public Interface IAssemblerComponent
[C#]
[Guid("05ac2004-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public interface IAssemblerComponent
[C++]
[Guid("05ac2004-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public __gc __interface IAssemblerComponent
[JScript]
public
   Guid("05ac2004-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)
interface IAssemblerComponent

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IAssemblerComponent Members
IAssemblerComponent overview

Public Methods

AddDocument Adds the document to the list of messages that are included in an interchange.
Assemble Builds an output interchange from the message that was added by the AddDocument method.

See Also

IAssemblerComponent Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IAssemblerComponent Methods
The methods of the IAssemblerComponent interface are listed here. For a complete list of IAssemblerComponent interface
members, see the IAssemblerComponent Members topic.

Public Methods

AddDocument Adds the document to the list of messages that are included in an interchange.
Assemble Builds an output interchange from the message that was added by the AddDocument method.

See Also

IAssemblerComponent Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IAssemblerComponent.AddDocument Method
Adds the document to the list of messages that are included in an interchange.

VB

Parameters

pContext
The IPipelineContext that contains the current pipeline context.

pInMsg
The IBaseMessage that contains the document to be added to the message set.

Remarks

The Pipeline Manager calls AddDocument once per incoming message and after all messages have been added, calls Assemble
to produce the output message. 

Because assembling functionality is not available in this version of BizTalk Server, the Assembler component will be executed as a
general component, one message in, one message out.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IAssemblerComponent Interface | IAssemblerComponent Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Sub AddDocument( _
   ByVal pContext As IPipelineContext, _
   ByVal pInMsg As IBaseMessage _
)
[C#]
void AddDocument(
   IPipelineContext pContext,
   IBaseMessage pInMsg
);
[C++]
void AddDocument(
   IPipelineContext* pContext,
   IBaseMessage* pInMsg
);
[JScript]
function AddDocument(
   pContext : IPipelineContext,
   pInMsg : IBaseMessage
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IAssemblerComponent.Assemble Method
Builds an output interchange from the message that was added by the AddDocument method.

VB

Parameters

pContext
The IPipelineContext that contains the current pipeline context.

Return Value

The IBaseMessage that contains the assembled document.

Remarks

The Pipeline Manager calls AddDocument once per incoming message and after all messages have been added, calls Assemble
to produce the output message. 

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IAssemblerComponent Interface | IAssemblerComponent Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Function Assemble( _
   ByVal pContext As IPipelineContext _
) As IBaseMessage
[C#]
IBaseMessage Assemble(
   IPipelineContext pContext
);
[C++]
IBaseMessage* Assemble(
   IPipelineContext* pContext
);
[JScript]
function Assemble(
   pContext : IPipelineContext
) : IBaseMessage;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IBaseComponent Interface
Defines properties that provide basic information about the component.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBaseComponent Members.

VB

Note  For information on using this interface within COM-based code, see IBaseComponent Interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Pipeline Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

IBaseComponent Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Guid("05ac2000-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)>
Public Interface IBaseComponent
[C#]
[Guid("05ac2000-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public interface IBaseComponent
[C++]
[Guid("05ac2000-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public __gc __interface IBaseComponent
[JScript]
public
   Guid("05ac2000-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)
interface IBaseComponent

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IBaseComponent Members
IBaseComponent overview

Public Properties

Description Gets the component description.
Name Gets the component name.
Version Gets the component version.

See Also

IBaseComponent Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IBaseComponent Properties
The properties of the IBaseComponent interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBaseComponent interface members, see
the IBaseComponent Members topic.

Public Properties

Description Gets the component description.
Name Gets the component name.
Version Gets the component version.

See Also

IBaseComponent Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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IBaseComponent.Description Property
Gets the component description.

VB

Property Value

The description that appears in the pipeline designer properties window when the pipeline component is selected. 

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseComponent Interface | IBaseComponent Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property Description As String
[C#]
string Description {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Description();
[JScript]
function get Description() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IBaseComponent.Name Property
Gets the component name.

VB

Property Value

The name that appears in the pipeline designer properties window when the pipeline component is selected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseComponent Interface | IBaseComponent Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReadOnly Property Name As String
[C#]
string Name {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Name();
[JScript]
function get Name() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IBaseComponent.Version Property
Gets the component version.

VB

Property Value

The version information that appears in the pipeline designer properties window when the pipeline component is selected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseComponent Interface | IBaseComponent Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReadOnly Property Version As String
[C#]
string Version {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Version();
[JScript]
function get Version() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IComponent Interface
Defines the methods used by all pipeline components except assemblers and disassemblers.

For a list of all members of this type, see IComponent Members.

VB

Note  For information on using this interface within COM-based code, see IComponent Interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Pipeline Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

IComponent Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Guid("05ac2001-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)>
Public Interface IComponent
[C#]
[Guid("05ac2001-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public interface IComponent
[C++]
[Guid("05ac2001-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public __gc __interface IComponent
[JScript]
public
   Guid("05ac2001-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)
interface IComponent

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IComponent Members
IComponent overview

Public Methods

Execute Executes a pipeline component to process the input message and get the resulting message.

See Also

IComponent Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IComponent Methods
The methods of the IComponent interface are listed here. For a complete list of IComponent interface members, see the
IComponent Members topic.

Public Methods

Execute Executes a pipeline component to process the input message and get the resulting message.

See Also

IComponent Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IComponent.Execute Method
Executes a pipeline component to process the input message and get the resulting message.

VB

Parameters

pContext
The IPipelineContext that contains the current pipeline context.

pInMsg
The IBaseMessage that contains the message to process.

Return Value

The IBaseMessage that contains the resulting message.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IComponent Interface | IComponent Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function Execute( _
   ByVal pContext As IPipelineContext, _
   ByVal pInMsg As IBaseMessage _
) As IBaseMessage
[C#]
IBaseMessage Execute(
   IPipelineContext pContext,
   IBaseMessage pInMsg
);
[C++]
IBaseMessage* Execute(
   IPipelineContext* pContext,
   IBaseMessage* pInMsg
);
[JScript]
function Execute(
   pContext : IPipelineContext,
   pInMsg : IBaseMessage
) : IBaseMessage;
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IComponentUI Interface
Defines methods that enable pipeline components to be used within the Pipeline Designer environment.

For a list of all members of this type, see IComponentUI Members.

VB

Note  For information on using this interface within COM-based code, see IComponentUI Interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Pipeline Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

IComponentUI Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("05ac2106-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)>
Public Interface IComponentUI
[C#]
[Guid("05ac2106-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public interface IComponentUI
[C++]
[Guid("05ac2106-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public __gc __interface IComponentUI
[JScript]
public
   Guid("05ac2106-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)
interface IComponentUI
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IComponentUI Members
IComponentUI overview

Public Properties

Icon Gets the icon that is associated with this component.

Public Methods

Validate Verifies that all of the configuration properties are set correctly.

See Also

IComponentUI Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IComponentUI Properties
The properties of the IComponentUI interface are listed here. For a complete list of IComponentUI interface members, see the
IComponentUI Members topic.

Public Properties

Icon Gets the icon that is associated with this component.

See Also

IComponentUI Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IComponentUI.Icon Property
Gets the icon that is associated with this component.

VB

Property Value

The icon associated with this component.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IComponentUI Interface | IComponentUI Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property Icon As IntPtr
[C#]
IntPtr Icon {get;}
[C++]
__property IntPtr* get_Icon();
[JScript]
function get Icon() : IntPtr;
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IComponentUI Methods
The methods of the IComponentUI interface are listed here. For a complete list of IComponentUI interface members, see the
IComponentUI Members topic.

Public Methods

Validate Verifies that all of the configuration properties are set correctly.

See Also

IComponentUI Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IComponentUI.Validate Method
Verifies that all of the configuration properties are set correctly.

VB

Parameters

projectSystem
An Object containing the configuration properties.

Return Value

The IEnumerator enables the caller to enumerate through a collection of strings containing error messages. These error
messages appear as compiler error messages. To report successful property validation, the method should return an empty
enumerator. 

Remarks

This method is called by the Pipeline Designer prior to pipeline compilation.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IComponentUI Interface | IComponentUI Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function Validate(
   ByVal projectSystem As Object _
) As IEnumerator
[C#]
IEnumerator Validate(
   object projectSystem
);
[C++]
IEnumerator* Validate(
   Object* projectSystem
);
[JScript]
function Validate(
   projectSystem : Object
) : IEnumerator;
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IDisassemblerComponent Interface
Defines the methods that disassembling pipeline components need to implement in order to be executed by the Messaging
Engine.

For a list of all members of this type, see IDisassemblerComponent Members.

VB

Note  For information on using this interface within COM-based code, see IDisassemblerComponent Interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Pipeline Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

IDisassemblerComponent Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Guid("05ac2003-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)>
Public Interface IDisassemblerComponent
[C#]
[Guid("05ac2003-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public interface IDisassemblerComponent
[C++]
[Guid("05ac2003-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public __gc __interface IDisassemblerComponent
[JScript]
public
   Guid("05ac2003-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)
interface IDisassemblerComponent
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IDisassemblerComponent Members
IDisassemblerComponent overview

Public Methods

Disassemble Performs the disassembling of incoming document.
GetNext Gets the next message from the message set resulting from the disassembler execution.

See Also

IDisassemblerComponent Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IDisassemblerComponent Methods
The methods of the IDisassemblerComponent interface are listed here. For a complete list of IDisassemblerComponent
interface members, see the IDisassemblerComponent Members topic.

Public Methods

Disassemble Performs the disassembling of an incoming document.
GetNext Gets the next message from the message set resulting from the disassembler execution.

See Also

IDisassemblerComponent Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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IDisassemblerComponent.Disassemble Method
Performs the disassembling of an incoming document.

VB

Parameters

pContext
The IPipelineContext containing the current pipeline context.

pInMsg
The IBaseMessage containing the message to be disassembled.

Remarks

The Messaging Engine calls the Disassemble method once per incoming message and then subsequently calls the GetNext
method for each disassembled message until a null value is returned. 

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IDisassemblerComponent Interface | IDisassemblerComponent Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub Disassemble( _
   ByVal pContext As IPipelineContext, _
   ByVal pInMsg As IBaseMessage _
)
[C#]
void Disassemble(
   IPipelineContext pContext,
   IBaseMessage pInMsg
);
[C++]
void Disassemble(
   IPipelineContext* pContext,
   IBaseMessage* pInMsg
);
[JScript]
function Disassemble(
   pContext : IPipelineContext,
   pInMsg : IBaseMessage
);
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IDisassemblerComponent.GetNext Method
Gets the next message from the message set resulting from the disassembler execution.

VB

Parameters

pContext
The IPipelineContext for the current pipeline.

Return Value

A pointer to the IBaseMessage containing the next message from the disassembled document. Returns NULL if there are no
more messages left.

Remarks

The Messaging Engine calls the Disassemble method once per incoming message and then subsequently calls the GetNext
method until a null value is returned. 

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IDisassemblerComponent Interface | IDisassemblerComponent Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function GetNext( _
   ByVal pContext As IPipelineContext _
) As IBaseMessage
[C#]
IBaseMessage GetNext(
   IPipelineContext pContext
);
[C++]
IBaseMessage* GetNext(
   IPipelineContext* pContext
);
[JScript]
function GetNext(
   pContext : IPipelineContext
) : IBaseMessage;
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IDocumentSpec Interface
Encapsulates a top-level element in an XML Schema definition language (XSD) schema. Also defines a set of associated actions.

For a list of all members of this type, see IDocumentSpec Members.

VB

Note  For information on using this interface within COM-based code, see IDocumentSpec Interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Pipeline Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

Using the Flat File Parsing Engine | Using the Flat File Serializing Engine | IDocumentSpec Members |
Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<ComVisible(False)>
Public Interface IDocumentSpec
[C#]
[ComVisible(false)]
public interface IDocumentSpec
[C++]
[ComVisible(false)]
public __gc __interface IDocumentSpec
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(false)
interface IDocumentSpec
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IDocumentSpec Members
IDocumentSpec overview

Public Properties

DocSpecName Gets the name of the schema that describes the format of the BizTalk message.
DocSpecStrongName Gets the strong name of the schema that describes the format of BizTalk message.
DocType Gets the BizTalk message type of the document.

Public Methods

GetBodyPath Returns the XML Path Language (XPath) to the node in the document where t
he body part begins.

GetDistinguishedPropertyAnnotationEnumerator Gets the distinguished property annotation collection enumerator.
GetPropertyAnnotationEnumerator Gets the property annotation collection enumerator.
GetSchemaCollection Gets the schema collection.

See Also

Using the Flat File Parsing Engine | Using the Flat File Serializing Engine | IDocumentSpec Interface |
Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IDocumentSpec Properties
The properties of the IDocumentSpec interface are listed here. For a complete list of IDocumentSpec interface members, see
the IDocumentSpec Members topic.

Public Properties

DocSpecName Gets the name of the schema that describes the format of the BizTalk message.
DocSpecStrongName Gets the strong name of the schema that describes the format of BizTalk message.
DocType Gets the BizTalk message type of the document.

See Also

Using the Flat File Parsing Engine | Using the Flat File Serializing Engine | IDocumentSpec Interface |
Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IDocumentSpec.DocSpecName Property
Gets the name of the schema that describes the format of the BizTalk message.

VB

Property Value

The name of the schema that describes the format of the BizTalk message.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Using the Flat File Parsing Engine | Using the Flat File Serializing Engine | IDocumentSpec Interface | IDocumentSpec Members |
Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property DocSpecName As String
[C#]
string DocSpecName {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_DocSpecName();
[JScript]
function get DocSpecName() : String;
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IDocumentSpec.DocSpecStrongName Property
Gets the strong name of the schema that describes the format of BizTalk message.

VB

Property Value

The strong name of the schema that describes the format of BizTalk message.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

Using the Flat File Parsing Engine | Using the Flat File Serializing Engine | IDocumentSpec Interface | IDocumentSpec Members |
Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReadOnly Property DocSpecStrongName As String
[C#]
string DocSpecStrongName {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_DocSpecStrongName();
[JScript]
function get DocSpecStrongName() : String;
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IDocumentSpec.DocType Property
Gets the BizTalk message type of the document.

VB

Property Value

The BizTalk message type, which is the identifier of the document format and is specified as <namespace>#<rootnode> if
namespace is not empty, or <rootnode> if namespace is empty, where <rootnode> is the root node of the XML document and
<namespace> is the namespace of the XML document.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Using the Flat File Parsing Engine | Using the Flat File Serializing Engine | IDocumentSpec Interface | IDocumentSpec Members |
Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReadOnly Property DocType As String
[C#]
string DocType {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_DocType();
[JScript]
function get DocType() : String;
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IDocumentSpec Methods
The methods of the IDocumentSpec interface are listed here. For a complete list of IDocumentSpec interface members, see the
IDocumentSpec Members topic.

Public Methods

GetBodyPath Returns the XML Path Language (XPath) to the node in the document where t
he body part begins.

GetDistinguishedPropertyAnnotationEnumerator Gets the distinguished property annotation collection enumerator.
GetPropertyAnnotationEnumerator Gets the property annotation collection enumerator.
GetSchemaCollection Gets the schema collection.

See Also

Using the Flat File Parsing Engine | Using the Flat File Serializing Engine | IDocumentSpec Interface |
Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IDocumentSpec.GetBodyPath Method
Returns the XML Path Language (XPath) to the node in the document where the body part begins.

VB

Return Value

For an envelope schema, this method returns the XPath to the node in the document where the body part begins. For a document
schema, this method returns null.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Using the Flat File Parsing Engine | Using the Flat File Serializing Engine | IDocumentSpec Interface | IDocumentSpec Members |
Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function GetBodyPath() As String
[C#]
string GetBodyPath();
[C++]
String* GetBodyPath();
[JScript]
function GetBodyPath() : String;
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IDocumentSpec.GetDistinguishedPropertyAnnotationEnumerator
Method
Gets the distinguished property annotation collection enumerator.

VB

Return Value

An IDictionaryEnumerator that contains the distinguished fields annotations.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Using the Flat File Parsing Engine | Using the Flat File Serializing Engine | IDocumentSpec Interface | IDocumentSpec Members |
Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function GetDistinguishedPropertyAnnotationEnumerator() As IDictionaryEnumerator
[C#]
IDictionaryEnumerator GetDistinguishedPropertyAnnotationEnumerator();
[C++]
IDictionaryEnumerator* GetDistinguishedPropertyAnnotationEnumerator();
[JScript]
function GetDistinguishedPropertyAnnotationEnumerator() : IDictionaryEnumerator;
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IDocumentSpec.GetPropertyAnnotationEnumerator Method
Gets the property annotation collection enumerator.

VB

Return Value

An IEnumerator that contains the property annotations.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Using the Flat File Parsing Engine | Using the Flat File Serializing Engine | IDocumentSpec Interface | IDocumentSpec Members |
Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function GetPropertyAnnotationEnumerator() As IEnumerator
[C#]
IEnumerator GetPropertyAnnotationEnumerator();
[C++]
IEnumerator* GetPropertyAnnotationEnumerator();
[JScript]
function GetPropertyAnnotationEnumerator() : IEnumerator;
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IDocumentSpec.GetSchemaCollection Method
Gets the schema collection.

VB

Return Value

An XmlSchemaCollection that contains the schema collection.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Using the Flat File Parsing Engine | Using the Flat File Serializing Engine | IDocumentSpec Interface | IDocumentSpec Members |
Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function GetSchemaCollection() As XmlSchemaCollection
[C#]
XmlSchemaCollection GetSchemaCollection();
[C++]
XmlSchemaCollection* GetSchemaCollection();
[JScript]
function GetSchemaCollection() : XmlSchemaCollection;
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IFFDocumentSpec Interface
Encapsulates a flat file schema.

For a list of all members of this type, see IFFDocumentSpec Members.

Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop.IDocumentSpec
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop.IFFDocumentSpec

VB

Remarks

If an IDocumentSpec is a flat file, then cast the IDocumentSpec to IFFDocumentSpec to use this implementation.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Pipeline Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

Using Schemas | Using the Flat File Parsing Engine | Using the Flat File Serializing Engine | IFFDocumentSpec Members |
Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

<ComVisible(False)>
Public Interface IFFDocumentSpec
   Inherits IDocumentSpec
[C#]
[ComVisible(false)]
public interface IFFDocumentSpec : IDocumentSpec
[C++]
[ComVisible(false)]
public __gc __interface IFFDocumentSpec : public IDocumentSpec
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(false)
interface IFFDocumentSpec implements IDocumentSpec
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IFFDocumentSpec Members
IFFDocumentSpec overview

Public Methods

CreateXmlInstance Creates an XML document instance from the document schema.
GetDocSchema Gets the document schema.
Parse Parses the document to convert the native document format to XML.
Probe Determines whether the input data can be parsed by checking the initial characters based on the schema.
Serialize Serializes XML data to its native format.

See Also

Using Schemas | Using the Flat File Parsing Engine | Using the Flat File Serializing Engine | IFFDocumentSpec Interface |
Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IFFDocumentSpec Methods
The methods of the IFFDocumentSpec interface are listed here. For a complete list of IFFDocumentSpec interface members,
see the IFFDocumentSpec Members topic.

Public Methods

CreateXmlInstance Creates an XML document instance from the document schema.
GetDocSchema Gets the document schema.
Parse Parses the document to convert the native document format to XML.
Probe Determines whether the input data can be parsed by checking the initial characters based on the schema.
Serialize Serializes XML data to its native format.

See Also

Using Schemas | Using the Flat File Parsing Engine | Using the Flat File Serializing Engine | IFFDocumentSpec Interface |
Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IFFDocumentSpec.CreateXmlInstance Method
Creates an XML document instance from the document schema.

VB

Return Value

A Stream that represents the serialized XML instance.

Remarks

This method is most commonly used to create an envelope to contain multiple documents in the assemblers.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Using Schemas | Using the Flat File Parsing Engine | Using the Flat File Serializing Engine | IFFDocumentSpec Interface |
IFFDocumentSpec Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function CreateXmlInstance( _
) As Stream
[C#]
Stream CreateXmlInstance(
);
[C++]
Stream* CreateXmlInstance(
);
[JScript]
function CreateXmlInstance(
) : Stream;
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IFFDocumentSpec.GetDocSchema Method
Gets the document schema.

VB

Return Value

The requested DocumentSchema.

Remarks

Gets the document schema. Provides in-memory representation of the document schema. Can be overridden to handle a non-
XSD schema.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Using Schemas | Using the Flat File Parsing Engine | Using the Flat File Serializing Engine | IFFDocumentSpec Interface |
IFFDocumentSpec Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function GetDocSchema() As DocumentSchema
[C#]
DocumentSchema GetDocSchema();
[C++]
DocumentSchema* GetDocSchema();
[JScript]
function GetDocSchema() : DocumentSchema;
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IFFDocumentSpec.Parse Method
Parses the document to convert the native document format to XML.

VB

Parameters

dr
The IDataReader that encapsulates the input data.

Return Value

The XMLReader representation of the input data.

Remarks

This method converts all native format data to UTF-8 format.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Using Schemas | Using the Flat File Parsing Engine | Using the Flat File Serializing Engine | IFFDocumentSpec Interface |
IFFDocumentSpec Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function Parse( _
   ByVal dr As IDataReader _
) As XmlReader
[C#]
XmlReader Parse(
   IDataReader dr
);
[C++]
XmlReader* Parse(
   IDataReader* dr
);
[JScript]
function Parse(
   dr : IDataReader
) : XmlReader;
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IFFDocumentSpec.Probe Method
Determines whether the input data can be parsed by checking the initial characters based on the schema.

VB

Parameters

dr
The IDataReader that encapsulates the input data.

Return Value

true if the input data is parse able; otherwise, false.

Remarks

In some cases, when there is no tag to validate, it assumes that the document can be parsed successfully.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Using Schemas | Using the Flat File Parsing Engine | Using the Flat File Serializing Engine | IFFDocumentSpec Interface |
IFFDocumentSpec Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function Probe( _
   ByVal dr As IDataReader _
) As Boolean
[C#]
bool Probe(
   IDataReader dr
);
[C++]
bool Probe(
   IDataReader* dr
);
[JScript]
function Probe(
   dr : IDataReader
) : Boolean;
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IFFDocumentSpec.Serialize Method
Serializes XML data to its native format.

VB

Parameters

inputReader
The XmlReader representing the input XML data.

encoding
The Encoding indicating the character encoding of the serialized output.

Return Value

A Stream containing the serialized output.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Using Schemas | Using the Flat File Parsing Engine | Using the Flat File Serializing Engine | IFFDocumentSpec Interface |
IFFDocumentSpec Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function Serialize( _
   ByVal inputReader As XmlReader, _
   ByVal encoding As Encoding _
) As Stream
[C#]
Stream Serialize(
   XmlReader inputReader,
   Encoding encoding
);
[C++]
Stream* Serialize(
   XmlReader* inputReader,
   Encoding* encoding
);
[JScript]
function Serialize(
   inputReader : XmlReader,
   encoding : Encoding
) : Stream;
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INamedItem Interface
Defines properties used for accessing document schemas from managed and unmanaged code.

For a list of all members of this type, see INamedItem Members.

VB

Note  For information on using this interface within COM-based code, see INamedItem Interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Pipeline Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

INamedItem Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("05ac2010-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)>
Public Interface INamedItem
[C#]
[Guid("05ac2010-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public interface INamedItem
[C++]
[Guid("05ac2010-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public __gc __interface INamedItem
[JScript]
public
   Guid("05ac2010-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)
interface INamedItem
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INamedItem Members
INamedItem overview

Public Properties

Name Gets the name of the item.
Value Gets the value of the item.

See Also

INamedItem Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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INamedItem Properties
The properties of the INamedItem interface are listed here. For a complete list of INamedItem interface members, see the
INamedItem Members topic.

Public Properties

Name Gets the name of the item.
Value Gets the value of the item.

See Also

INamedItem Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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INamedItem.Name Property
Gets the name of the item.

VB

Property Value

The name of the item.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

INamedItem Interface | INamedItem Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReadOnly Property Name As String
[C#]
string Name {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Name();
[JScript]
function get Name() : String;
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INamedItem.Value Property
Gets the value of the item.

VB

Property Value

The value of the item.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

INamedItem Interface | INamedItem Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReadOnly Property Value As Object
[C#]
object Value {get;}
[C++]
__property Object* get_Value();
[JScript]
function get Value() : Object;
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INamedItemList Interface
Defines methods and properties used in accessing document schemas from managed and unmanaged code.

For a list of all members of this type, see INamedItemList Members.

VB

Note  For information on using this interface within COM-based code, see INamedItemList Interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Pipeline Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

INamedItemList Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

<Guid("05ac2011-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)>
Public Interface INamedItemList
[C#]
[Guid("05ac2011-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public interface INamedItemList
[C++]
[Guid("05ac2011-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public __gc __interface INamedItemList
[JScript]
public
   Guid("05ac2011-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)
interface INamedItemList
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INamedItemList Members
INamedItemList overview

Public Properties

Count Gets the number of items in the list.

Public Methods

GetItem Accesses the items in the list.

See Also

INamedItemList Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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INamedItemList Properties
The properties of the INamedItemList interface are listed here. For a complete list of INamedItemList interface members, see
the INamedItemList Members topic.

Public Properties

Count Gets the number of items in the list.

See Also

INamedItemList Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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INamedItemList.Count Property
Gets the number of items in the list.

VB

Property Value

The number of items in the list.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

INamedItemList Interface | INamedItemList Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReadOnly Property Count As Integer
[C#]
int Count {get;}
[C++]
__property int get_Count();
[JScript]
function get Count() : int;
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INamedItemList Methods
The methods of the INamedItemList interface are listed here. For a complete list of INamedItemList interface members, see the
INamedItemList Members topic.

Public Methods

GetItem Accesses the items in the list.

See Also

INamedItemList Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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INamedItemList.GetItem Method
Accesses the items in the list.

VB

Parameters

index
Index number of the item in the list.

Return Value

The INamedItem containing the item located at the index value.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

INamedItemList Interface | INamedItemList Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function GetItem( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As INamedItem
[C#]
INamedItem GetItem(
   int index
);
[C++]
INamedItem* GetItem(
   int index
);
[JScript]
function GetItem(
   index : int
) : INamedItem;
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IPipelineContext Interface
Defines the methods used to access all document processing-specific interfaces.

For a list of all members of this type, see IPipelineContext Members.

VB

Note  For information on using this interface within COM-based code, see IPipelineContext Interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Pipeline Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

IPipelineContext Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Guid("05ac200f-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)>
Public Interface IPipelineContext
[C#]
[Guid("05ac200f-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public interface IPipelineContext
[C++]
[Guid("05ac200f-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public __gc __interface IPipelineContext
[JScript]
public
   Guid("05ac200f-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)
interface IPipelineContext
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IPipelineContext Members
IPipelineContext overview

Public Properties

ComponentIndex Gets the index of the current component in the stage.
PipelineID Gets the ID of the pipeline with which this pipeline context associates.
PipelineName Gets the name of the pipeline.
ResourceTracker Gets the IResourceTracker object associated with the Pipeline context. This object can be used to track and dis

pose non-CLR resources.
StageID Gets the ID of the current stage in the pipeline.
StageIndex Gets the index of the pipeline stage where the current component is located.

Public Methods

GetDocumentSpecByName Gets an IDocumentSpec object for the specified document name.
GetDocumentSpecByType Gets an IDocumentSpec object for the specified document type.
GetGroupSigningCertificate Gets the signing certificate for the group.
GetMessageFactory Get access to the helper interface to work with BizTalk Server message objects.

See Also

IPipelineContext Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IPipelineContext Properties
The properties of the IPipelineContext interface are listed here. For a complete list of IPipelineContext interface members, see
the IPipelineContext Members topic.

Public Properties

ComponentIndex Gets the index of the current component in the stage.
PipelineID Gets the ID of the pipeline with which this pipeline context associates.
PipelineName Gets the name of the pipeline.
ResourceTracker Gets the IResourceTracker object associated with the Pipeline context. This object can be used to track and dis

pose non-CLR resources.
StageID Gets the ID of the current stage in the pipeline.
StageIndex Gets the index of the pipeline stage where the current component is located.

See Also

IPipelineContext Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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IPipelineContext.ComponentIndex Property
Gets the index of the current component in the stage.

VB

Property Value

The index of the current component.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPipelineContext Interface | IPipelineContext Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReadOnly Property ComponentIndex As Integer
[C#]
int ComponentIndex {get;}
[C++]
__property int get_ComponentIndex();
[JScript]
function get ComponentIndex() : int;
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IPipelineContext.PipelineID Property
Gets the ID of the pipeline with which this pipeline context associates.

VB

Property Value

The ID of the pipeline to which the component belongs.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPipelineContext Interface | IPipelineContext Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReadOnly Property PipelineID As Guid
[C#]
Guid PipelineID {get;}
[C++]
__property Guid get_PipelineID();
[JScript]
function get PipelineID() : Guid;
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IPipelineContext.PipelineName Property
Gets the name of the pipeline.

VB

Property Value

The name of the pipeline.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPipelineContext Interface | IPipelineContext Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReadOnly Property PipelineName As String
[C#]
string PipelineName {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_PipelineName();
[JScript]
function get PipelineName() : String;
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IPipelineContext.ResourceTracker Property
Gets the IResourceTracker object associated with the Pipeline context. This object can be used to track and dispose non-CLR
resources.

VB

Property Value

The object that is used to store the information about non-CLR resources and objects created by the component during pipeline
execution.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPipelineContext Interface | IPipelineContext Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReadOnly Property ResourceTracker As IResourceTracker
[C#]
IResourceTracker ResourceTracker {get;}
[C++]
__property IResourceTracker* get_ResourceTracker();
[JScript]
function get ResourceTracker() : IResourceTracker;
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IPipelineContext.StageID Property
Gets the ID of the current stage in the pipeline.

VB

Property Value

The ID of the stage in the pipeline.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPipelineContext Interface | IPipelineContext Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace
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ReadOnly Property StageID As Guid
[C#]
Guid StageID {get;}
[C++]
__property Guid get_StageID();
[JScript]
function get StageID() : Guid;
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IPipelineContext.StageIndex Property
Gets the index of the pipeline stage where the current component is located.

VB

Property Value

Index of the pipeline stage where the current component is located.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPipelineContext Interface | IPipelineContext Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReadOnly Property StageIndex As Integer
[C#]
int StageIndex {get;}
[C++]
__property int get_StageIndex();
[JScript]
function get StageIndex() : int;
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IPipelineContext Methods
The methods of the IPipelineContext interface are listed here. For a complete list of IPipelineContext interface members, see
the IPipelineContext Members topic.

Public Methods

GetDocumentSpecByName Gets the IDocumentSpec object for specified document name.
GetDocumentSpecByType Gets the IDocumentSpec object for specified document type.
GetGroupSigningCertificate Gets the signing certificate for the group.
GetMessageFactory Get access to the helper interface to work with BizTalk Server message objects.

See Also

IPipelineContext Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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IPipelineContext.GetDocumentSpecByName Method
Gets the IDocumentSpec object for the specified document name.

VB

Parameters

DocSpecName
The name of the schema. The schema must be specified using the strong name.

Return Value

The IDocumentSpec containing the document with the specified name.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPipelineContext Interface | IPipelineContext Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function GetDocumentSpecByName( _
   ByVal DocSpecName As String _
) As IDocumentSpec
[C#]
IDocumentSpec GetDocumentSpecByName(
   string DocSpecName
);
[C++]
IDocumentSpec* GetDocumentSpecByName(
   String* DocSpecName
);
[JScript]
function GetDocumentSpecByName(
   DocSpecName : String
) : IDocumentSpec;
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IPipelineContext.GetDocumentSpecByType Method
Gets the IDocumentSpec object for specified document type.

VB

Parameters

DocType
The type of schema. The schema type is specified as <rootnode>#<namespace>.

Return Value

The IDocumentSpec containing the document with the specified type.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPipelineContext Interface | IPipelineContext Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace
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Function GetDocumentSpecByType( _
   ByVal DocType As String _
) As IDocumentSpec
[C#]
IDocumentSpec GetDocumentSpecByType(
   string DocType
);
[C++]
IDocumentSpec* GetDocumentSpecByType(
   String* DocType
);
[JScript]
function GetDocumentSpecByType(
   DocType : String
) : IDocumentSpec;
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IPipelineContext.GetGroupSigningCertificate Method
Gets the signing certificate for the group.

VB

Return Value

The signing certificate for the group.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IPipelineContext Interface | IPipelineContext Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function GetGroupSigningCertificate() As String
[C#]
string GetGroupSigningCertificate();
[C++]
String* GetGroupSigningCertificate();
[JScript]
function GetGroupSigningCertificate() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IPipelineContext.GetMessageFactory Method
Get access to the helper interface to work with BizTalk Server message objects.

VB

Return Value

The IBaseMessageFactory associated with the pipeline context.

Remarks

Pipeline components can create new BizTalk Server messages by using the IBaseMessageFactory interface returned by this
method.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPipelineContext Interface | IPipelineContext Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function GetMessageFactory() As IBaseMessageFactory
[C#]
IBaseMessageFactory GetMessageFactory();
[C++]
IBaseMessageFactory* GetMessageFactory();
[JScript]
function GetMessageFactory() : IBaseMessageFactory;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IProbeMessage Interface
Defines the methods and properties for components that need probing functionality.

For a list of all members of this type, see IProbeMessage Members.

VB

Note  For information on using this interface within COM-based code, see IProbeMessage Interface.

Remarks

Components may implement this interface when they need to have probing functionality, when they need to be able to check the
beginning part of data to determine if the format of message is known to the component. Probing functionality is utilized only in
stages with FirstMatch execution mode. This behavior is used when several parser components are placed in one pipeline. The
first parser that can recognize the message format is executed.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Pipeline Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

IProbeMessage Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("05ac2005-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)>
Public Interface IProbeMessage
[C#]
[Guid("05ac2005-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public interface IProbeMessage
[C++]
[Guid("05ac2005-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public __gc __interface IProbeMessage
[JScript]
public
   Guid("05ac2005-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)
interface IProbeMessage

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IProbeMessage Members
IProbeMessage overview

Public Methods

Probe Checks if the incoming message is in a recognizable format.

See Also

IProbeMessage Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IProbeMessage Methods
The methods of the IProbeMessage interface are listed here. For a complete list of IProbeMessage interface members, see the
IProbeMessage Members topic.

Public Methods

Probe Checks if the incoming message is in a recognizable format.

See Also

IProbeMessage Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IProbeMessage.Probe Method
Checks if the incoming message is in a recognizable format.

VB

Parameters

pContext
The current pipeline context.

pInMsg
The incoming message.

Return Value

true if the format was recognized; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IProbeMessage Interface | IProbeMessage Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function Probe( _
   ByVal pContext As IPipelineContext, _
   ByVal pInMsg As IBaseMessage _
) As Boolean
[C#]
bool Probe(
   IPipelineContext pContext,
   IBaseMessage pInMsg
);
[C++]
bool Probe(
   IPipelineContext* pContext,
   IBaseMessage* pInMsg
);
[JScript]
function Probe(
   pContext : IPipelineContext,
   pInMsg : IBaseMessage
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IPropertyBag Interface
Provides an object with a property bag in which the object can persistently save its properties.

For a list of all members of this type, see IPropertyBag Members.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Pipeline Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

IPropertyBag Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("55272A00-42CB-11CE-8135-00AA004BB851")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)>
Public Interface IPropertyBag
[C#]
[Guid("55272A00-42CB-11CE-8135-00AA004BB851")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public interface IPropertyBag
[C++]
[Guid("55272A00-42CB-11CE-8135-00AA004BB851")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public __gc __interface IPropertyBag
[JScript]
public
   Guid("55272A00-42CB-11CE-8135-00AA004BB851")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)
interface IPropertyBag

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IPropertyBag Members
IPropertyBag overview

Public Methods

Read Reads the named property into the object.
Write Saves the named property into the object.

See Also

IPropertyBag Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IPropertyBag Methods
The methods of the IPropertyBag interface are listed here. For a complete list of IPropertyBag interface members, see the
IPropertyBag Members topic.

Public Methods

Read Reads the named property into the object.
Write Saves the named property into the object.

See Also

IPropertyBag Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IPropertyBag.Read Method
Reads the named property into the object.

VB

Parameters

propName
The name of the property to read. This cannot be NULL.

ptrVar
The address of the caller-initialized object that receives the property value on output.

errorLog
The address of the caller's error log in which the property bag stores any errors that occur during reads. This can be NULL; in
that case, the caller does not receive errors.

Remarks

Note, a call to Read returns a null value when the property is not in the property bag.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IPropertyBag Interface | IPropertyBag Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub Read( _
   <InteropServices.In()> ByVal propName As String, _
   <Out()> ByRef ptrVar As Object, _
   ByVal errorLog As Integer _
)
[C#]
void Read(
   [In] string propName,
   out object ptrVar,
   int errorLog
);
[C++]
void Read(
   [In] String* propName,
   [Out] Object** ptrVar,
   int errorLog
);
[JScript]
function Read(
   propName : String,
   ptrVar : Object,
   errorLog : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IPropertyBag.Write Method
Saves the named property into the object.

VB

Parameters

propName
The address of the name of the property to write. This cannot be NULL.

ptrVar
The address of the caller-initialized object that receives the property value on output.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IPropertyBag Interface | IPropertyBag Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub Write( _
   <InteropServices.In()> ByVal propName As String, _
   <InteropServices.In()> ByRef ptrVar As Object _
)
[C#]
void Write(
   [In] string propName,
   [In] ref object ptrVar
);
[C++]
void Write(
   [In] String* propName,
   [In] Object** ptrVar
);
[JScript]
function Write(
   propName : String,
   ptrVar : Object
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IResourceTracker Interface
Enables pipeline components to report the non-Common Language Runtime (CLR) objects they are creating and using during
execution, so they can be disposed by engine after component finished its work.

For a list of all members of this type, see IResourceTracker Members.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Pipeline Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

IResourceTracker Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("05ac2108-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)>
Public Interface IResourceTracker
[C#]
[Guid("05ac2108-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public interface IResourceTracker
[C++]
[Guid("05ac2108-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public __gc __interface IResourceTracker
[JScript]
public
   Guid("05ac2108-2ed5-41f0-a961-2838a1836a22")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)
interface IResourceTracker

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IResourceTracker Members
IResourceTracker overview

Public Methods

AddResource Adds a resource by passing a reference/pointer to the COM object.
DisposeAll Releases all the non-Common Language Runtime (CLR) objects that were created and reported by components d

uring execution.

See Also

IResourceTracker Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IResourceTracker Methods
The methods of the IResourceTracker interface are listed here. For a complete list of IResourceTracker interface members, see
the IResourceTracker Members topic.

Public Methods

AddResource Adds a resource by passing a reference/pointer to the COM object.
DisposeAll Releases all the non-Common Language Runtime (CLR) objects that were created and reported by components d

uring execution.

See Also

IResourceTracker Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IResourceTracker.AddResource Method
Adds a resource by passing a reference/pointer to the COM object.

VB

Parameters

obj
The object to add.

Remarks

Pipeline components can call this method to add non CLR resources that need to be tracked and disposed explicitly by the
Messaging Engine.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IResourceTracker Interface | IResourceTracker Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub AddResource( _
   ByVal obj As Object _
)
[C#]
void AddResource(
   object obj
);
[C++]
void AddResource(
   Object* obj
);
[JScript]
function AddResource(
   obj : Object
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IResourceTracker.DisposeAll Method
Releases all the non-Common Language Runtime (CLR) objects that were created and reported by components during execution.

VB

Remarks

This method is called internally by the Messaging Engine after the pipeline execution is completed, to explicitly dispose all the
resource that were added by a call to the AddResource method.

It is not recommended for most custom pipeline components to call this method explicitly from within a pipeline.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IResourceTracker Interface | IResourceTracker Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub DisposeAll()
[C#]
void DisposeAll();
[C++]
void DisposeAll();
[JScript]
function DisposeAll();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace
The Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities namespace contains utility classes that are used to enhance user interface of
pipeline components when they are hosted in pipeline designer environment.

Namespace hierarchy

Classes

Class Description
CharsetList Defines pipeline component properties that enable users to specify the charset information in pipeline designe

r.
PIOptionList Defines pipeline component properties that enable users to specify how the processing instructions are treate

d in an XML document.
Schema Provides access to the properties of the schemas contained in the SchemaList.
SchemaList Define pipeline component properties that enable users to build a list of schemas that will be used by compon

ent when processing XML documents.
SchemaWithNone Defines pipeline component properties that enable users to select one or zero schemas from a dropdown list o

f deployed schemas in pipeline designer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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CharsetList Class
Defines pipeline component properties that enable users to specify the charset information in pipeline designer.

For a list of all members of this type, see CharsetList Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities.CharsetList

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

The Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities assembly is only installed in the GAC. This means that you cannot add a reference to
this assembly as normal. To add a reference to this assembly you must edit the project file (.csproj, .btproj, .etc) in a test editor. The
following code snippet shows the code that must be added to the reference element of the project file to reference the assembly:

Note that the <SystemRoot> token should be replaced with your systems Windows installation folder, for example C:\Windows.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Component.Utilities (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Component.Utilities.dll)

See Also

CharsetList Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Class CharsetList
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class CharsetList
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class CharsetList
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class CharsetList

<Reference
   Name = "Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities"
            AssemblyName = "Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities"
            HintPath = "<SystemRoot>\assembly\GAC\Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities\3.0.1
.0__31bf3856ad364e35\Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities.dll"
/>

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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CharsetList Members
CharsetList overview

Public Constructors

CharsetList Constructor Initializes a new instance of the CharsetList class.

Public Properties

Codepage Gets the codepage for selected charset.
Name Gets the name of the selected charset.

Public Methods

Equals Overridden. Determines whether the specified Object is equal to the current Object.
GetHashCode Overridden. Returns the hash code for this instance.
GetType (inherited fr

om System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availab
le from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString Overridden. Converts the value of this instance to its equivalent string representation using the specified 
format.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

CharsetList Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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CharsetList Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the CharsetList class.

VB

Parameters

Name
The name of the new CharsetList.

Codepage
The code page.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

CharsetList Class | CharsetList Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal Name As String, _
   ByVal Codepage As Integer _
)
[C#]
public CharsetList(
   string Name,
   int Codepage
);
[C++]
public: CharsetList(
   String* Name,
   int Codepage
);
[JScript]
public function CharsetList(
   Name : String,
   Codepage : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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CharsetList Properties
The properties of the CharsetList class are listed here. For a complete list of CharsetList class members, see the
CharsetList Members topic.

Public Properties

Codepage Gets the codepage for selected charset.
Name Gets the name of the selected charset.

See Also

CharsetList Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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CharsetList.Codepage Property
Gets the codepage for selected charset.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

CharsetList Class | CharsetList Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Codepage As Integer
[C#]
public int Codepage {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_Codepage();
[JScript]
public function get Codepage() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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CharsetList.Name Property
Gets the name of the selected charset.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

CharsetList Class | CharsetList Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Name As String
[C#]
public string Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Name();
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;
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CharsetList Methods
The methods of the CharsetList class are listed here. For a complete list of CharsetList class members, see the
CharsetList Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals Overridden. Determines whether the specified Object is equal to the current Object.
GetHashCode Overridden. Returns the hash code for this instance.
GetType (inherited fr

om System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availab
le from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString Overridden. Converts the value of this instance to its equivalent string representation using the specified 
format.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

CharsetList Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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CharsetList.Equals Method
Determines whether the specified Object is equal to the current Object.

VB

Parameters

obj
The Object to compare with the current Object.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

CharsetList Class | CharsetList Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function Equals( _
   ByVal obj As Object _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool Equals(
   object obj
);
[C++]
public: bool Equals(
   Object* obj
);
[JScript]
public override function Equals(
   obj : Object
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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CharsetList.GetHashCode Method
Returns the hash code for this instance.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

CharsetList Class | CharsetList Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function GetHashCode() As Integer
[C#]
public override int GetHashCode();
[C++]
public: int GetHashCode();
[JScript]
public override function GetHashCode() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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CharsetList.ToString Method
Converts the value of this instance to its equivalent string representation using the specified format.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

CharsetList Class | CharsetList Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function ToString() As String
[C#]
public override string ToString();
[C++]
public: String* ToString();
[JScript]
public override function ToString() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PIOptionList Class
Defines pipeline component properties that enable users to specify how the processing instructions are treated in an XML
document.

For a list of all members of this type, see PIOptionList Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities.PIOptionList

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

The Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities assembly is only installed in the GAC. This means that you cannot add a reference to
this assembly as normal. To add a reference to this assembly you must edit the project file (.csproj, .btproj, .etc) in a test editor. The
following code snippet shows the code that must be added to the reference element of the project file to reference the assembly:

Note that the <SystemRoot> token should be replaced with your systems Windows installation folder, for example C:\Windows.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Component.Utilities (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Component.Utilities.dll)

See Also

PIOptionList Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Class PIOptionList
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class PIOptionList
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class PIOptionList
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class PIOptionList

<Reference
   Name = "Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities"
            AssemblyName = "Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities"
            HintPath = "<SystemRoot>\assembly\GAC\Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities\3.0.1
.0__31bf3856ad364e35\Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities.dll"
/>

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PIOptionList Members
PIOptionList overview

Public Constructors

PIOptionList Constructor Initializes a new instance of the PIOptionList class.

Public Properties

Name Gets the name of the selected option.
Value Gets the value of the selected option.

Public Methods

Equals Overridden. Determines whether the specified Object is equal to the current Object.
GetHashCode Overridden. Returns the hash code for this instance.
GetType (inherited fr

om System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availab
le from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString Overridden. Converts the value of this instance to its equivalent string representation using the specified 
format.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PIOptionList Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PIOptionList Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the PIOptionList class.

VB

Parameters

Name
The name of the processing instructions list.

Value
The value of the new processing instructions option.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PIOptionList Class | PIOptionList Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal Name As String, _
   ByVal Value As Integer _
)
[C#]
public PIOptionList(
   string Name,
   int Value
);
[C++]
public: PIOptionList(
   String* Name,
   int Value
);
[JScript]
public function PIOptionList(
   Name : String,
   Value : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PIOptionList Properties
The properties of the PIOptionList class are listed here. For a complete list of PIOptionList class members, see the
PIOptionList Members topic.

Public Properties

Name Gets the name of the selected option.
Value Gets the value of the selected option.

See Also

PIOptionList Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PIOptionList.Name Property
Gets the name of the selected option.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PIOptionList Class | PIOptionList Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Name As String
[C#]
public string Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Name();
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PIOptionList.Value Property
Gets the value of the selected option.

VB

Property Value

Valid values are append (0), create new (1), and ignore (2).

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PIOptionList Class | PIOptionList Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Value As Integer
[C#]
public int Value {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_Value();
[JScript]
public function get Value() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PIOptionList Methods
The methods of the PIOptionList class are listed here. For a complete list of PIOptionList class members, see the
PIOptionList Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals Overridden. Determines whether the specified Object is equal to the current Object.
GetHashCode Overridden. Returns the hash code for this instance.
GetType (inherited fr

om System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availab
le from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString Overridden. Converts the value of this instance to its equivalent string representation using the specified 
format.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PIOptionList Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PIOptionList.Equals Method
Determines whether the specified Object is equal to the current Object.

VB

Parameters

obj
The Object to compare with the current Object.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PIOptionList Class | PIOptionList Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function Equals( _
   ByVal obj As Object _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool Equals(
   object obj
);
[C++]
public: bool Equals(
   Object* obj
);
[JScript]
public override function Equals(
   obj : Object
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PIOptionList.GetHashCode Method
Returns the hash code for this instance.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PIOptionList Class | PIOptionList Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function GetHashCode() As Integer
[C#]
public override int GetHashCode();
[C++]
public: int GetHashCode();
[JScript]
public override function GetHashCode() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PIOptionList.ToString Method
Converts the value of this instance to its equivalent string representation using the specified format.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PIOptionList Class | PIOptionList Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function ToString() As String
[C#]
public override string ToString();
[C++]
public: String* ToString();
[JScript]
public override function ToString() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Schema Class
Provides access to the properties of the schemas contained in the SchemaList.

For a list of all members of this type, see Schema Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities.Schema
      Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities.SchemaWithNone

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Component.Utilities (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Component.Utilities.dll)

See Also

Schema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Class Schema
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class Schema
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class Schema
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class Schema

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Schema Members
Schema overview

Public Constructors

Schema Constructor Initializes a new instance of the Schema class.

Public Properties

AssemblyName Gets or sets the schema assembly name.
DocSpecName Gets or sets the document spec name for the selected schema.
RootName Gets or sets the root node of the selected schema.
SchemaName Gets or sets the selected schema name.
TargetNamespace Gets or sets the target namespace of the selected schema.

Public Methods

Equals Overridden. Determines whether the specified Object is equal to the current Object.
GetHashCode Overridden. Returns the hash code for this instance.
GetType (inherited fr

om System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availab
le from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString Overridden. Converts the value of this instance to its equivalent string representation using the specified 
format.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Schema Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Schema Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Schema class.

VB

Parameters

value
The content of the schema.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Schema Class | Schema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal value As String _
)
[C#]
public Schema(
   string value
);
[C++]
public: Schema(
   String* value
);
[JScript]
public function Schema(
   value : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Schema Properties
The properties of the Schema class are listed here. For a complete list of Schema class members, see the Schema Members topic.

Public Properties

AssemblyName Gets or sets the schema assembly name.
DocSpecName Gets or sets the document spec name for the selected schema.
RootName Gets or sets the root node of the selected schema.
SchemaName Gets or sets the selected schema name.
TargetNamespace Gets or sets the target namespace of the selected schema.

See Also

Schema Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Schema.AssemblyName Property
Gets or sets the schema assembly name.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Schema Class | Schema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property AssemblyName As String
[C#]
public string AssemblyName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_AssemblyName();
[JScript]
public function get AssemblyName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Schema.DocSpecName Property
Gets or sets the document spec name for the selected schema.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Schema Class | Schema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property DocSpecName As String
[C#]
public string DocSpecName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_DocSpecName();
[JScript]
public function get DocSpecName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Schema.RootName Property
Gets or sets the root node of the selected schema.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Schema Class | Schema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property RootName As String
[C#]
public string RootName {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_RootName();
public: __property void set_RootName(String*);
[JScript]
public function get RootName() : String;
public function set RootName(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Schema.SchemaName Property
Gets or sets the selected schema name.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Schema Class | Schema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property SchemaName As String
[C#]
public string SchemaName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_SchemaName();
[JScript]
public function get SchemaName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Schema.TargetNamespace Property
Gets or sets the target namespace of the selected schema.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Schema Class | Schema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property TargetNamespace As String
[C#]
public string TargetNamespace {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_TargetNamespace();
public: __property void set_TargetNamespace(String*);
[JScript]
public function get TargetNamespace() : String;
public function set TargetNamespace(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Schema Methods
The methods of the Schema class are listed here. For a complete list of Schema class members, see the Schema Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals Overridden. Determines whether the specified Object is equal to the current Object.
GetHashCode Overridden. Returns the hash code for this instance.
GetType (inherited fr

om System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availab
le from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString Overridden. Converts the value of this instance to its equivalent string representation using the specified 
format.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Schema Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Schema.Equals Method
Determines whether the specified Object is equal to the current Object.

VB

Parameters

obj
The Object to compare with the current Object.

Return Value

true if the specified Object is equal to the current Object; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Schema Class | Schema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function Equals( _
   ByVal obj As Object _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool Equals(
   object obj
);
[C++]
public: bool Equals(
   Object* obj
);
[JScript]
public override function Equals(
   obj : Object
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Schema.GetHashCode Method
Returns the hash code for this instance.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Schema Class | Schema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function GetHashCode() As Integer
[C#]
public override int GetHashCode();
[C++]
public: int GetHashCode();
[JScript]
public override function GetHashCode() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Schema.ToString Method
Converts the value of this instance to its equivalent string representation using the specified format.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Schema Class | Schema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function ToString() As String
[C#]
public override string ToString();
[C++]
public: String* ToString();
[JScript]
public override function ToString() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SchemaList Class
Define pipeline component properties that enable users to build a list of schemas that will be used by component when
processing XML documents.

For a list of all members of this type, see SchemaList Members.

System.Object
   System.Collections.CollectionBase
      Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities.SchemaList

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

When component’s property is of type SchemaList, the pipeline designer allows user to launch a schema picker dialog for that
property. The dialog box contains the list of all deployed schemas.

The Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities assembly is only installed in the GAC. This means that you cannot add a reference to
this assembly as normal. To add a reference to this assembly you must edit the project file (.csproj, .btproj, .etc) in a test editor. The
following code snippet shows the code that must be added to the reference element of the project file to reference the assembly:

Note that the <SystemRoot> token should be replaced with your systems Windows installation folder, for example C:\Windows.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Component.Utilities (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Component.Utilities.dll)

See Also

SchemaList Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Class SchemaList
   Inherits CollectionBase
[C#]
public class SchemaList : CollectionBase
[C++]
public __gc class SchemaList : public CollectionBase
[JScript]
public class SchemaList extends CollectionBase

<Reference
   Name = "Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities"
            AssemblyName = "Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities"
            HintPath = "<SystemRoot>\assembly\GAC\Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities\3.0.1
.0__31bf3856ad364e35\Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities.dll"
/>

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7a03ybbb(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SchemaList Members
SchemaList overview

Public Constructors

SchemaList Constructor Initializes a new instance of the SchemaList class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from Syste
m.Collections.CollectionBase
)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Gets a specific member of the SchemaList by position.

Public Methods

Add Adds a schema to the end of the CollectionBase.
Clear (inherited from System.

Collections.CollectionBase)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Contains Determines whether the CollectionBase contains a specific element.
CopyTo Copies the entire CollectionBase to a compatible one-dimensional Array, starting at the speci

fied index of the target array.
Equals (inherited from System

.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator Returns an enumerator that can iterate through the CollectionBase instance.
GetHashCode (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

IndexOf Searches for the specified Schema and returns the zero-based index of the first occurrence wit
hin the entire CollectionBase.

Insert Inserts an element into the CollectionBase at the specified index.
Remove Removes the first occurrence of a specific object from the CollectionBase.
RemoveAt (inherited from Syst

em.Collections.CollectionBase
)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from System.O
bject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inherited from
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnClear (inherited from System.C
ollections.CollectionBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnClearComplete (inherited from 
System.Collections.CollectionBas
e)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnInsert (inherited from System.C
ollections.CollectionBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/8beysaaa(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/725y1eeh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bs2atkcw(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/69te8b1k(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/2twk8t0t(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/h9d6483z(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

OnInsertComplete (inherited from 
System.Collections.CollectionBas
e)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnRemove (inherited from Syste
m.Collections.CollectionBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnRemoveComplete (inherited fro
m System.Collections.CollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnSet (inherited from System.Col
lections.CollectionBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnSetComplete (inherited from Sy
stem.Collections.CollectionBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnValidate (inherited from Syste
m.Collections.CollectionBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

SchemaList Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/k0xahy38(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9k4z3bkz(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/w34922x1(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/kxazbfw9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/z2x8khsk(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/z7c3t367(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SchemaList Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the SchemaList class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

SchemaList Class | SchemaList Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public SchemaList();
[C++]
public: SchemaList();
[JScript]
public function SchemaList();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SchemaList Properties
The properties of the SchemaList class are listed here. For a complete list of SchemaList class members, see the
SchemaList Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from Syste
m.Collections.CollectionBase
)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Gets a specific member of the SchemaList by position.

Public Methods

Add Adds an object to the end of the CollectionBase.
Clear (inherited from System.

Collections.CollectionBase)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Contains Determines whether the CollectionBase contains a specific element.
CopyTo Copies the entire CollectionBase to a compatible one-dimensional Array, starting at the speci

fied index of the target array.
Equals (inherited from System

.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator Returns an enumerator that can iterate through the CollectionBase instance.
GetHashCode (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

IndexOf Searches for the specified Object and returns the zero-based index of the first occurrence withi
n the entire CollectionBase.

Insert Inserts an element into the CollectionBase at the specified index.
Remove Removes the first occurrence of a specific object from the CollectionBase.
RemoveAt (inherited from Syst

em.Collections.CollectionBase
)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from Syst
em.Collections.CollectionBas
e)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

List (inherited from System.C
ollections.CollectionBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from System.O
bject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inherited from
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnClear (inherited from System.C
ollections.CollectionBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/8beysaaa(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/725y1eeh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bs2atkcw(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/29541t7e(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/88sbw225(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/69te8b1k(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

OnClearComplete (inherited from 
System.Collections.CollectionBas
e)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnInsert (inherited from System.C
ollections.CollectionBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnInsertComplete (inherited from 
System.Collections.CollectionBas
e)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnRemove (inherited from Syste
m.Collections.CollectionBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnRemoveComplete (inherited fro
m System.Collections.CollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnSet (inherited from System.Col
lections.CollectionBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnSetComplete (inherited from Sy
stem.Collections.CollectionBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnValidate (inherited from Syste
m.Collections.CollectionBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

SchemaList Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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SchemaList.Item Property
Gets a specific member of the SchemaList by position.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the SchemaList class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments

[JScript]

index
An ordinal index value that specifies which Schema to return.

Parameters

[Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
An ordinal index value that specifies which Schema to return.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

SchemaList Class | SchemaList Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Default Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As Schema
[C#]
public virtual Schema this[
   int index
] {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual Schema* get_Item(
   int index
);
public: __property virtual void set_Item(
   int index,
   Schema*
);
[JScript]
returnValue = SchemaListObject.Item(index);
SchemaListObject.Item(index) = returnValue;
-or-
returnValue = SchemaListObject(index);
SchemaListObject(index) = returnValue;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SchemaList Methods
The methods of the SchemaList class are listed here. For a complete list of SchemaList class members, see the
SchemaList Members topic.

Public Methods

Add Adds a schema to the end of the CollectionBase.
Clear (inherited from System.

Collections.CollectionBase)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Contains Determines whether the CollectionBase contains a specific element.
CopyTo Copies the entire CollectionBase to a compatible one-dimensional Array, starting at the speci

fied index of the target array.
Equals (inherited from System

.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator Returns an enumerator that can iterate through the CollectionBase instance.
GetHashCode (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

IndexOf Searches for the specified Schema and returns the zero-based index of the first occurrence wit
hin the entire CollectionBase.

Insert Inserts an element into the CollectionBase at the specified index.
Remove Removes the first occurrence of a specific object from the CollectionBase.
RemoveAt (inherited from Syst

em.Collections.CollectionBase
)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from System.O
bject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inherited from
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnClear (inherited from System.C
ollections.CollectionBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnClearComplete (inherited from 
System.Collections.CollectionBas
e)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnInsert (inherited from System.C
ollections.CollectionBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnInsertComplete (inherited from 
System.Collections.CollectionBas
e)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnRemove (inherited from Syste
m.Collections.CollectionBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnRemoveComplete (inherited fro
m System.Collections.CollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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OnSet (inherited from System.Col
lections.CollectionBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnSetComplete (inherited from Sy
stem.Collections.CollectionBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnValidate (inherited from Syste
m.Collections.CollectionBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

SchemaList Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace
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SchemaList.Add Method
Adds a schema to the end of the CollectionBase.

VB

Parameters

item
The Schema to be added to the end of the CollectionBase.

Return Value

The CollectionBase index at which the item has been added

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

SchemaList Class | SchemaList Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Function Add( _
   ByVal item As Schema _
) As Integer
[C#]
public int Add(
   Schema item
);
[C++]
public: int Add(
   Schema* item
);
[JScript]
public function Add(
   item : Schema
) : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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SchemaList.Contains Method
Determines whether the CollectionBase contains a specific element.

VB

Parameters

item
The Schema to locate in the CollectionBase.

Return Value

true if the CollectionBase contains the specified item; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

SchemaList Class | SchemaList Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Function Contains( _
   ByVal item As Schema _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public bool Contains(
   Schema item
);
[C++]
public: bool Contains(
   Schema* item
);
[JScript]
public function Contains(
   item : Schema
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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SchemaList.CopyTo Method
Copies the entire CollectionBase to a compatible one-dimensional Array, starting at the specified index of the target array.

VB

Parameters

array
The one-dimensional Array that is the destination of the elements copied from CollectionBase. The Array must have zero-
based indexing.

index
The zero-based index in array at which copying begins.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

SchemaList Class | SchemaList Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub CopyTo( _
   ByVal array() As Schema, _
   ByVal index As Integer _
)
[C#]
public void CopyTo(
   Schema[] array,
   int index
);
[C++]
public: void CopyTo(
   Schema* array[],
   int index
);
[JScript]
public function CopyTo(
   array : Schema[],
   index : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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SchemaList.GetEnumerator Method
Returns an enumerator that can iterate through the CollectionBase instance.

VB

Return Value

A SchemaComponentEnumerator for the CollectionBase instance.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

SchemaList Class | SchemaList Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Shadows Function GetEnumerator() As SchemaComponentEnumerator
[C#]
public new SchemaComponentEnumerator GetEnumerator();
[C++]
public: SchemaComponentEnumerator* GetEnumerator();
[JScript]
public hide function GetEnumerator() : SchemaComponentEnumerator;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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SchemaList.IndexOf Method
Searches for the specified Schema and returns the zero-based index of the first occurrence within the entire CollectionBase.

VB

Parameters

item
The Schema to locate in the CollectionBase.

Return Value

The zero-based index of the first occurrence of value within the entire CollectionBase, if found; otherwise, -1.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

SchemaList Class | SchemaList Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Function IndexOf( _
   ByVal item As Schema _
) As Integer
[C#]
public int IndexOf(
   Schema item
);
[C++]
public: int IndexOf(
   Schema* item
);
[JScript]
public function IndexOf(
   item : Schema
) : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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SchemaList.Insert Method
Inserts an element into the CollectionBase at the specified index.

VB

Parameters

index
The zero-based index at which value should be inserted.

item
The Schema to insert.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

SchemaList Class | SchemaList Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub Insert( _
   ByVal index As Integer, _
   ByVal item As Schema _
)
[C#]
public void Insert(
   int index,
   Schema item
);
[C++]
public: void Insert(
   int index,
   Schema* item
);
[JScript]
public function Insert(
   index : int,
   item : Schema
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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SchemaList.Remove Method
Removes the first occurrence of a specific object from the CollectionBase.

VB

Parameters

item
The Schema to remove from the CollectionBase.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

SchemaList Class | SchemaList Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub Remove( _
   ByVal item As Schema _
)
[C#]
public void Remove(
   Schema item
);
[C++]
public: void Remove(
   Schema* item
);
[JScript]
public function Remove(
   item : Schema
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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SchemaWithNone Class
Defines pipeline component properties that enable users to select one or zero schemas from a dropdown list of deployed
schemas in pipeline designer.

For a list of all members of this type, see SchemaWithNone Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities.Schema
      Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities.SchemaWithNone

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

The Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities assembly is only installed in the GAC. This means that you cannot add a reference to
this assembly as normal. To add a reference to this assembly you must edit the project file (.csproj, .btproj, .etc) in a test editor. The
following code snippet shows the code that must be added to the reference element of the project file to reference the assembly:

Note that the <SystemRoot> token should be replaced with your systems Windows installation folder, for example C:\Windows.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Component.Utilities (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Component.Utilities.dll)

See Also

SchemaWithNone Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Class SchemaWithNone
   Inherits Schema
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class SchemaWithNone : Schema
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class SchemaWithNone : public Schema
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class SchemaWithNone extends Schema

<Reference
   Name = "Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities"
            AssemblyName = "Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities"
            HintPath = "<SystemRoot>\assembly\GAC\Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities\3.0.1
.0__31bf3856ad364e35\Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities.dll"
/>

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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SchemaWithNone Members
SchemaWithNone overview

Public Constructors

SchemaWithNone Constructor Initializes a new instance of the SchemaWithNone class.

Public Properties

AssemblyName (inherited from Schema) Gets or sets the schema assembly name.
DocSpecName (inherited from Schema) Gets or sets the document spec name for the selected schema.
RootName (inherited from Schema) Gets or sets the root node of the selected schema.
SchemaName (inherited from Schema) Gets or sets the selected schema name.
TargetNamespace (inherited from Schema) Gets or sets the target namespace of the selected schema.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited fro
m Schema)

Overridden. Determines whether the specified Object is equal to the current Object.

GetHashCode (inheri
ted from Schema)

Overridden. Returns the hash code for this instance.

GetType (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availab
le from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fr
om Schema)

Overridden. Converts the value of this instance to its equivalent string representation using the specified 
format.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

SchemaWithNone Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace
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SchemaWithNone Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the SchemaWithNone class.

VB

Parameters

name

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

SchemaWithNone Class | SchemaWithNone Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities Namespace
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal name As String _
)
[C#]
public SchemaWithNone(
   string name
);
[C++]
public: SchemaWithNone(
   String* name
);
[JScript]
public function SchemaWithNone(
   name : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Microsoft.BizTalk.CrossReferencing Namespace
The Microsoft.BizTalk.CrossReferencing namespace provides the CrossReferencing class, which provides utility methods for
getting and setting ID and value mappings that can be used to translate the ID and value fields during message instance
transformation. For more information about the functionality provided by the CrossReferencing class, see
CrossReferencing Class.

Namespace hierarchy

Classes

Class Description
CrossReferencing Provides utility methods for getting and setting ID and value mappings that can be used to translate the ID and 

value fields found in a source message instance into the appropriate ID and value fields required in the corresp
onding destination message instance.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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CrossReferencing Class
Provides utility methods for getting and setting ID and value mappings that can be used to translate the ID and value fields found
in a source message instance into the appropriate ID and value fields required in the corresponding destination message instance.

For example, the ID associated with a particular purchase order may be different in two software systems that must act upon that
purchase order. The cross reference ID methods can be used to establish and lookup the relationship between the IDs used by the
two systems. Similarly, the two systems may have different values used to express the status of the purchase order; the cross
reference value methods can be used to translate the value used by one system to the value used by the other system.

Additionally, the CrossReferencing class also includes several generic utility methods related to error handling.

For a list of all members of this type, see CrossReferencing Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.CrossReferencing.CrossReferencing

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.CrossReferencing

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Cross-referencing (in Microsoft.Biztalk.CrossRreferencing.dll)

See Also

CrossReferencing Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.CrossReferencing Namespace
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NotInheritable Public Class CrossReferencing
[C#]
public sealed class CrossReferencing
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class CrossReferencing
[JScript]
public class CrossReferencing
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CrossReferencing Members
CrossReferencing overview

Public Constructors

CrossReferencing Constructor Initializes a new instance of the CrossReferencing class.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

FormatMessage Returns a formatted and localized string.
GetAppID Retrieves an identifier for an application object.
GetAppValue Retrieves an application value.
GetCommonID Retrieves an identifier for a common object.
GetCommonValue Retrieves a common value.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

LogMessage Overloaded. Writes a warning message to the Windows event log.
RaiseFault Throws a new System.Exception, constructed using the provided message.
SetCommonID Sets and returns an identifier for a common object.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

CrossReferencing Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.CrossReferencing Namespace
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CrossReferencing Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the CrossReferencing class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

CrossReferencing Class | CrossReferencing Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.CrossReferencing Namespace
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public CrossReferencing();
[C++]
public: CrossReferencing();
[JScript]
public function CrossReferencing();
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CrossReferencing Methods
The methods of the CrossReferencing class are listed here. For a complete list of CrossReferencing class members, see the
CrossReferencing Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

FormatMessage Returns a formatted and localized string.
GetAppID Retrieves an identifier for an application object.
GetAppValue Retrieves an application value.
GetCommonID Retrieves an identifier for a common object.
GetCommonValue Retrieves a common value.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

LogMessage Overloaded.

Writes a warning message to the Windows event log.

RaiseFault Throws a new System.Exception, constructed using the provided message.
SetCommonID Sets and returns an identifier for a common object.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

CrossReferencing Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.CrossReferencing Namespace
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CrossReferencing.FormatMessage Method
Returns a formatted and localized string.

VB

Parameters

code
String that contains an identifier used to look up the message string. See remarks for additional information about the format
of message strings, including replaceable arguments.

lang
String that contains an identifier for the language of the message string. For example, "en-us" for US English.

appInstance
Optional string of up to 50 characters that identifies an application instance, and which is used with ID cross referencing for
message string arguments. A null value can be used to indicate that no application instance is being supplied.

appType
Optional string of up to 50 characters that identifies an application type, and which is used with value cross referencing for
message string arguments. A null value can be used to indicate that no application type is being supplied.

args
String array containing up to nine strings to be substituted for the corresponding replaceable argument in the message string
identified by the code parameter.

Return Value

String formatted in the requested language that has had all of its replaceable arguments replaced with the provided substitution
strings, including ID and value cross referencing where applicable.

Remarks

Only the first two parameters are required. If either of the first two parameters is not valid, an exception is generated.

Public Shared Function FormatMessage( _
   ByVal code As String, _
   ByVal lang As String, _
   ByVal appInstance As String, _
   ByVal appType As String, _
   ByVal ParamArray args() As String _
) As String
[C#]
public static string FormatMessage(
   string code,
   string lang,
   string appInstance,
   string appType,
   params string[] args
);
[C++]
public: static String* FormatMessage(
   String* code,
   String* lang,
   String* appInstance,
   String* appType,
   String* args __gc[]
);
[JScript]
public static function FormatMessage(
   code : String,
   lang : String,
   appInstance : String,
   appType : String,
   args : String[]
) : String;



 

Message strings, as identified by the code parameter, are strings with replaceable arguments. The replaceable arguments within
the string have the format "%n", where "n" is a monotonically increasing integer starting with one (1). For example, the following
string has two replaceable arguments: "Operation %1 failed with code %2".

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

CrossReferencing Class | CrossReferencing Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.CrossReferencing Namespace
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CrossReferencing.GetAppID Method
Retrieves an identifier for an application object.

VB

Parameters

idXRef
String of up to 50 characters that identifies the type of the object being referenced.

appInstance
String of up to 50 characters that identifies the application instance.

commonID
String of up to 50 characters that identifies the common object.

Return Value

String of up to 50 characters that identifies the corresponding application object. If no such object is found, an empty string is
returned.

Remarks

If the idXRef parameter or the appInstance parameter is not valid, an exception is generated.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

CrossReferencing Class | CrossReferencing Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.CrossReferencing Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Shared Function GetAppID( _
   ByVal idXRef As String, _
   ByVal appInstance As String, _
   ByVal commonID As String _
) As String
[C#]
public static string GetAppID(
   string idXRef,
   string appInstance,
   string commonID
);
[C++]
public: static String* GetAppID(
   String* idXRef,
   String* appInstance,
   String* commonID
);
[JScript]
public static function GetAppID(
   idXRef : String,
   appInstance : String,
   commonID : String
) : String;
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CrossReferencing.GetAppValue Method
Retrieves an application value.

VB

Parameters

valXRef
String of up to 50 characters that identifies the type of the object being referenced.

appType
String of up to 50 characters that identifies the type of the application.

commonValue
String of up to 50 characters that contains the common value.

Return Value

String of up to 50 characters that contains the corresponding application value. If no such value is found, an empty string is
returned.

Remarks

If the valXRef parameter or the appType parameter is not valid, an exception is generated.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

CrossReferencing Class | CrossReferencing Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.CrossReferencing Namespace
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Public Shared Function GetAppValue( _
   ByVal valXRef As String, _
   ByVal appType As String, _
   ByVal commonValue As String _
) As String
[C#]
public static string GetAppValue(
   string valXRef,
   string appType,
   string commonValue
);
[C++]
public: static String* GetAppValue(
   String* valXRef,
   String* appType,
   String* commonValue
);
[JScript]
public static function GetAppValue(
   valXRef : String,
   appType : String,
   commonValue : String
) : String;
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CrossReferencing.GetCommonID Method
Retrieves an identifier for a common object.

VB

Parameters

idXRef
String of up to 50 characters that identifies the type of the object being referenced.

appInstance
String of up to 50 characters that identifies the application instance.

appID
String of up to 50 characters that identifies the application object.

Return Value

String of up to 50 characters that identifies the corresponding common object. If no such object is found, an empty string is
returned.

Remarks

If the idXRef parameter or the appInstance parameter is not valid, an exception is generated.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

CrossReferencing Class | CrossReferencing Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.CrossReferencing Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Shared Function GetCommonID( _
   ByVal idXRef As String, _
   ByVal appInstance As String, _
   ByVal appID As String _
) As String
[C#]
public static string GetCommonID(
   string idXRef,
   string appInstance,
   string appID
);
[C++]
public: static String* GetCommonID(
   String* idXRef,
   String* appInstance,
   String* appID
);
[JScript]
public static function GetCommonID(
   idXRef : String,
   appInstance : String,
   appID : String
) : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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CrossReferencing.GetCommonValue Method
Retrieves a common value.

VB

Parameters

valXRef
String of up to 50 characters that identifies the type of the object being referenced.

appType
String of up to 50 characters that identifies the type of the application.

appValue
String of up to 50 characters that contains the application value.

Return Value

String of up to 50 characters that contains the corresponding common value. If no such value is found, an empty string is
returned.

Remarks

If the valXRef parameter or the appType parameter is not valid, an exception is generated.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

CrossReferencing Class | CrossReferencing Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.CrossReferencing Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Shared Function GetCommonValue( _
   ByVal valXRef As String, _
   ByVal appType As String, _
   ByVal appValue As String _
) As String
[C#]
public static string GetCommonValue(
   string valXRef,
   string appType,
   string appValue
);
[C++]
public: static String* GetCommonValue(
   String* valXRef,
   String* appType,
   String* appValue
);
[JScript]
public static function GetCommonValue(
   valXRef : String,
   appType : String,
   appValue : String
) : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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CrossReferencing.LogMessage Method
Writes a warning message to the Windows event log.

Overload List

Writes a warning message to the Windows event log using the provided string.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Shared Sub LogMessage(System.String)

[C#] public static void LogMessage(System.String);

[C++] public: static void LogMessage(System.String);

[JScript] public static function LogMessage(System.String);

Writes a warning message to the Windows event log using the provided string and EventLogEntryType.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Shared Sub LogMessage(System.String, System.Diagnostics.EventLogEntryType)

[C#] public static void LogMessage(System.String, System.Diagnostics.EventLogEntryType);

[C++] public: static void LogMessage(System.String, System.Diagnostics.EventLogEntryType);

[JScript] public static function LogMessage(System.String, System.Diagnostics.EventLogEntryType);

See Also

CrossReferencing Class | CrossReferencing Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.CrossReferencing Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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CrossReferencing.LogMessage Method (System.String)
Writes a warning message to the Windows event log using the provided string.

VB

Parameters

message
String containing the message to be written to the Windows event log.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

CrossReferencing Class | CrossReferencing Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.CrossReferencing Namespace |
CrossReferencing.LogMessage Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Shared Sub LogMessage( _
   ByVal message As String _
)
[C#]
public static void LogMessage(
   string message
);
[C++]
public: static void LogMessage(
   String* message
);
[JScript]
public static function LogMessage(
   message : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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CrossReferencing.LogMessage Method (System.String,
System.Diagnostics.EventLogEntryType)
Writes a warning message to the Windows event log using the provided string and entry type.

VB

Parameters

message
String containing the message to be written to the Windows event log.

type
EventLogEntryType that indicates whether the event log entry to be written is an error or a warning.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

CrossReferencing Class | CrossReferencing Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.CrossReferencing Namespace |
CrossReferencing.LogMessage Overload List
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Overloads Public Shared Sub LogMessage( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal type As EventLogEntryType _
)
[C#]
public static void LogMessage(
   string message,
   EventLogEntryType type
);
[C++]
public: static void LogMessage(
   String* message,
   EventLogEntryType type
);
[JScript]
public static function LogMessage(
   message : String,
   type : EventLogEntryType
);
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CrossReferencing.RaiseFault Method
Throws a new System.Exception, constructed using the provided message.

VB

Parameters

message
String that contains the message to be used in the construction of the System.Exception thrown by this method.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

CrossReferencing Class | CrossReferencing Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.CrossReferencing Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Shared Sub RaiseFault( _
   ByVal message As String _
)
[C#]
public static void RaiseFault(
   string message
);
[C++]
public: static void RaiseFault(
   String* message
);
[JScript]
public static function RaiseFault(
   message : String
);
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CrossReferencing.SetCommonID Method
Sets and returns an identifier for a common object.

VB

Parameters

idXRef
String of up to 50 characters that identifies the type of the object being referenced.

appInstance
String of up to 50 characters that identifies the application instance.

appID
String of up to 50 characters that identifies the application object.

commonID
String of up to 50 characters that identifies the common object. Pass an empty string or null to indicate that you want to get an
automatically generated common ID. Automatically generated common IDs will be based on Globally Unique Identifiers (GUIDs)
which are base64-encoded to compress their length.

Return Value

String of up to 50 characters that identifies the common object, and that is either the same identifier as the fourth parameter or,
when the optional fourth parameter is not specified, an automatically generated string that identifies the common object.

Remarks

If the commonID parameter, identifying a common object, is an empty string or null, then a unique common identifier will be
generated and associated with the application identifier.

Only the idXRef, appInstance, and appID parameters are required to be non-empty and non-null. If either of the first two
parameters is not valid, an exception is generated.

An exception will also be generated if either of the following conditions is encountered:

The indicated application object already has a common object associated with it.
The common object, as indicated by using the optional fourth parameter, is not found.

Public Shared Sub SetCommonID( _
   ByVal idXRef As String, _
   ByVal appInstance As String, _
   ByVal appID As String, _
   ByRef commonID As String _
)
[C#]
public static void SetCommonID(
   string idXRef,
   string appInstance,
   string appID,
   ref string commonID
);
[C++]
public: static void SetCommonID(
   String* idXRef,
   String* appInstance,
   String* appID,
   String** commonID
);
[JScript]
public static function SetCommonID(
   idXRef : String,
   appInstance : String,
   appID : String,
   commonID : String
);



 

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

CrossReferencing Class | CrossReferencing Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.CrossReferencing Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
The Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM namespace contains classes and interfaces used by BizTalk Explorer to configure
applications.

Namespace hierarchy

Classes

Class Description
BaseObject This class supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly 

from your code.
BtsAssembly Provides the implementation for the IBtsAssembly interface.
BtsAssemblyCollection Contains an ordered set of BtsAssembly objects that can be referred to as a unit.
BtsCatalogExplorer Provides the implementation for the IBtsCatalogExplorer interface.
BtsException Represents an error that occurred when the application was running.
BtsOrchestration Provides the implementation for the IBtsOrchestration interface.
BtsOrchestrationCollection Contains an ordered set of BtsOrchestration objects that can be referred to as a unit.
BtsReadOnlyCollection This class supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly 

from your code.
BtsTransactionManager This class supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly 

from your code.
CertificateInfo Provides the implementation for the ICertificateInfo interface.
CertificateInfoCollection Contains an ordered set of CertificateInfo objects that can be referred to as a unit.
ConcurrencyException Represents the exception that is thrown when multiple users attempt to modify data at the same 

time.
ConstraintException Represents the exception that is thrown when attempting an action that violates a constraint.
EnlistedParty Provides the implementation for the IEnlistedParty interface.
EnlistedPartyCollection Contains an ordered set of EnlistedParty objects that can be referred to as a unit.
EnlistedPartyMapping Provides the implementation for the IEnlistedPartyMapping interface.
EnlistedPartyMappingCollection Contains an ordered set of EnlistedPartyMapping objects that can be referred to as a unit.
Host Provides the implementation for the IHost interface.
HostCollection Contains an ordered set of Host objects that can be referred to as a unit.
OrchestrationPort Provides the implementation for the IOrchestrationPort interface.
OrchestrationPortCollection Contains an ordered set of OrchestrationPort objects that can be referred to as a unit.
Party Provides the implementation for the IParty interface.
PartyAlias Provides the implementation for the IPartyAlias interface.
PartyAliasCollection Contains ordered set of PartyAlias objects that can be referred to as a unit.
PartyCollection Contains an ordered set of Party objects that can be referred to as a unit.
Pipeline Provides the implementation for the IPipeline interface.
PipelineCollection Contains an ordered set of Pipeline objects that can be referred to as a unit.
PortType Provides the implementation for the IPortType interface.
PortTypeCollection Contains an ordered set of PortType objects that can be referred to as a unit.
PortTypeOperation Provides the implementation for the IPortTypeOperation interface.
PortTypeOperationCollection Contains an ordered set of PortTypeOperation objects that can be referred to as a unit.
ProtocolType Provides the implementation for the IProtocolType interface.
ProtocolTypeCollection Contains an ordered set of ProtocolType objects that can be referred to as a unit.
ReceiveHandler Provides the implementation for the IReceiveHandler interface.
ReceiveHandlerCollection Contains an ordered set of ReceiveHandler objects that can be referred to as a unit.
ReceiveLocation Provides the implemenatation for the IReceiveLocation interface.
ReceiveLocationCollection Contains an ordered set of ReceiveLocation objects that can be referred to as a unit.
ReceivePort Provides the implementation for the IReceivePort interface.
ReceivePortCollection Contains an ordered set of ReceivePort objects that can be referred to as a unit.
Role Provides the implementation for the IRole interface.
RoleCollection Contains an ordered set of Role objects that can be referred to as a unit.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee277697(v=bts.10).aspx


Schema Represents a BizTalk Server schema.
SchemaCollection Contains an ordered set of Schema objects that can be referred to as a unit.
SendPort Provides the implementation for the ISendPort interface.
SendPortCollection Contains an ordered set of SendPort objects that can be referred to as a unit.
SendPortGroup Provides the implementation for the ISendPortGroup interface.
SendPortGroupCollection Contains an ordered set of SendPortGroup objects that can be referred to as a unit.
Transform Provides the implementation for the ITransform interface.
TransformCollection Contains an ordered set of Transform objects that can be referred to as a unit.
TransportInfo Provides the implementation for the ITransportInfo interface.
TransportInfoCollection Contains an ordered set of TransportInfo objects that can be referred to as a unit.

Interfaces

Interface Description
IBtsAssembly Represents all versions of an assembly that are deployed in the current database of a given assembly.
IBtsCatalogExplorer Represents the root interface of the hierarchical BizTalk Explorer object model.
IBtsExtendedError Represents an error that occurred when the application was running.
IBtsOrchestration Represents a BizTalk Server Web service.
IBtsSchema Represents a BizTalk Server schema.
ICertificateInfo Represents a set of data that identifies an entity.
IEnlistedParty Represents a provider or consumer of a service. A party enlisted under a role is an enlisted party.
IEnlistedPartyMapping Represents the mapping between the party port and role port type operation.
IHost Represents a logical set of zero or more runtime processes in which services, pipelines, and other items ar

e deployed.
IOrchestrationPort Represents the endpoint of an orchestration.
IParty Represents a business partner or an internal department that the orchestrations interacts with.
IPartyAlias Represents a party alias. An alias is a combination of name, qualifier, and value.
IPersistPropertyBag Persists data from an object.
IPipeline Represents a BizTalk pipeline.
IPortType Represents the abstract set of operations supported by one or more end points or port types.
IPortTypeOperation Represents the abstract operation of a port type.
IPropertyBag Persists data from an object.
IProtocolType Represents an adapter protocol.
IReceiveHandler Represents a receive handler, which acts as a container for the handlers of the adapter.
IReceiveLocation Represents a combination of a specific address where the inbound message arrives and the pipeline proce

sses the message.
IReceivePort Represents the logical port through which partners interact with the business process for sending messag

es.
IRole Represents a business role such as shipper or supplier, and consists of a set of port types.
ISendPort Represents the logical port through which services interact with the outside world by sending messages.
ISendPortGroup Represents a send port group, which is a group of send ports, used for orchestration binding.
ITransform Represents a BizTalk map, or transform, which is an item that represents the mapping between the source 

schema and destination schema.
ITransportInfo Represents the adapter related information for an endpoint.

Enumerations

Enumeration Description
AuthenticationType Denotes the type of authentication.
BindingType Defines the type of binding for the orchestration port.
Capabilities Denotes the adapter features.
CertUsageType Denotes the intended usage of this certificate.
CollectionType Defines the various items that the user can manage using the BizTalk Explorer object model
ErrorType Denotes the kind of exception thrown by the object model.
Fragmentation Indicates whether to perform fragmentation of large messages before submitting them into MessageBox.
HostType Denotes the host type, based on the physical configuration and type of the adapter that can be hosted.



 

NotificationTypes Denotes the delivery notification type.
OperationType Specifies the type of transmission the endpoint of an orchestration can support.
OrchestrationStatus Denotes the status of an orchestration.
PipelineType Denotes the type of pipeline.
PortModifier Denotes the type modifier of the orchestration port.
PortStatus Denotes the status of a send port or a send port group.
SchemaType Denotes the BizTalk schema type.
TrackingTypes Defines the tracking types set for a logical endpoint.

See Also

.NET Framework Class Library
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AuthenticationType Enumeration
Denotes the type of authentication.

VB

Members

Member name Value Description
NotRequired 0 Authentication is not required for messages received at this receive location.
RequiredDropMessage 1 Authentication is required, and if it fails, the message is dropped.
RequiredKeepMessage 2 Authentication is required, but even if it fails, the message is not dropped.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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<Serializable>
<ComVisible(True)>
Public Enum AuthenticationType
[C#]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
public enum AuthenticationType
[C++]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
__value public enum AuthenticationType
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
   ComVisible(true)
enum AuthenticationType

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BaseObject Class
This class supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BaseObject

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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<ComVisible(False)>
Public Class BaseObject
[C#]
[ComVisible(false)]
public class BaseObject
[C++]
[ComVisible(false)]
public __gc class BaseObject
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(false)
class BaseObject
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BindingType Enumeration
Defines the type of binding for the orchestration port.

VB

Members

Member 
name

Val
ue

Description

Direct 3 Orchestration binding implies that the port does not connect to a fixed endpoint, but instead connects to the Mes
sageBox database directly.

Dynamic 4 Dynamic binding implies that the endpoint will be made available at runtime.
Logical 1 Logical (declarative) binding implies that the port will be bound later in BizTalk Explorer.
Physical 2 Physical (declarative with shortcut) binding means that the endpoint (in BizTalk Explorer) port is created in the or

chestration and bound to this orchestration port.
Role 5 Role binding implies that the port gets bound to a party indirectly by virtue of that party being enlisted under a r

ole.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
<ComVisible(True)>
Public Enum BindingType
[C#]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
public enum BindingType
[C++]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
__value public enum BindingType
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
   ComVisible(true)
enum BindingType

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BtsAssembly Class
Provides the implementation for the IBtsAssembly interface.

For a list of all members of this type, see BtsAssembly Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BaseObject
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsAssembly

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

BtsAssembly Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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NotInheritable Public Class BtsAssembly
   Inherits BaseObject
   Implements IBtsAssembly
[C#]
public sealed class BtsAssembly : BaseObject, IBtsAssembly
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class BtsAssembly : public BaseObject,
   IBtsAssembly
[JScript]
public class BtsAssembly extends BaseObject implements IBtsAssembly

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BtsAssembly Members
BtsAssembly overview

Public Properties

BtsCatalogExplorer Gets the IBtsCatalogExplorer interface, which represents the database, that contains this assembly.
Culture Gets the culture of the assembly.
DisplayName Gets the display name of the assembly.
IsSystem Gets a value that indicates whether the assembly is installed during setup.
Name Gets the name of the assembly.
Orchestrations Gets the collection of the orchestrations in the assembly.
Pipelines Gets the pipelines in the assembly.
PortTypes Gets the collection of port types in the assembly.
PublicKeyToken Gets the public key token of the assembly.
Roles Gets the collection of roles in the assembly.
Schemas Gets the schemas in the assembly.
Transforms Gets the transforms in the assembly.
Version Gets the major, minor, revision, and build number of the assembly.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BtsAssembly Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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BtsAssembly Properties
The properties of the BtsAssembly class are listed here. For a complete list of BtsAssembly class members, see the
BtsAssembly Members topic.

Public Properties

BtsCatalogExplorer Gets the IBtsCatalogExplorer interface, which represents the database, that contains this assembly.
Culture Gets the culture of the assembly.
DisplayName Gets the display name of the assembly.
IsSystem Gets a value that indicates whether the assembly is installed during setup.
Name Gets the name of the assembly.
Orchestrations Gets the collection of the orchestrations in the assembly.
Pipelines Gets the pipelines in the assembly.
PortTypes Gets the collection of port types in the assembly.
PublicKeyToken Gets the public key token of the assembly.
Roles Gets the collection of roles in the assembly.
Schemas Gets the schemas in the assembly.
Transforms Gets the transforms in the assembly.
Version Gets the major, minor, revision, and build number of the assembly.

See Also

BtsAssembly Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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BtsAssembly.BtsCatalogExplorer Property
Gets the IBtsCatalogExplorer interface, which represents the database, that contains this assembly.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

BtsAssembly Class | BtsAssembly Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property BtsCatalogExplorer As BtsCatalogExplorer
[C#]
public BtsCatalogExplorer BtsCatalogExplorer {get;}
[C++]
public: __property BtsCatalogExplorer* get_BtsCatalogExplorer();
[JScript]
public function get BtsCatalogExplorer() : BtsCatalogExplorer;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BtsAssembly.Culture Property
Gets the culture of the assembly.

VB

Implements

IBtsAssembly.Culture

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

BtsAssembly Class | BtsAssembly Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Culture As String  Implements _
   _
   IBtsAssembly.Culture
[C#]
public virtual string Culture {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Culture();
[JScript]
public function get Culture() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsAssembly.DisplayName Property
Gets the display name of the assembly.

VB

Implements

IBtsAssembly.DisplayName

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BtsAssembly Class | BtsAssembly Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property DisplayName As String  _
   Implements IBtsAssembly.DisplayName
[C#]
public virtual string DisplayName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_DisplayName();
[JScript]
public function get DisplayName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsAssembly.IsSystem Property
Gets a value that indicates whether the assembly is installed during setup.

VB

Implements

IBtsAssembly.IsSystem

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property IsSystem As Boolean  _
   Implements IBtsAssembly.IsSystem
[C#]
public virtual bool IsSystem {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_IsSystem();
[JScript]
public function get IsSystem() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsAssembly.Name Property
Gets the name of the assembly.

VB

Implements

IBtsAssembly.Name

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Name As String  Implements _
   IBtsAssembly.Name
[C#]
public virtual string Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Name();
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsAssembly.Orchestrations Property
Gets the collection of the orchestrations in the assembly.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public ReadOnly Property Orchestrations As _
   BtsOrchestrationCollection
[C#]
public BtsOrchestrationCollection Orchestrations {get;}
[C++]
public: __property BtsOrchestrationCollection* get_Orchestrations();
[JScript]
public function get Orchestrations() : BtsOrchestrationCollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsAssembly.Pipelines Property
Gets the pipelines in the assembly.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also
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Public ReadOnly Property Pipelines As PipelineCollection
[C#]
public PipelineCollection Pipelines {get;}
[C++]
public: __property PipelineCollection* get_Pipelines();
[JScript]
public function get Pipelines() : PipelineCollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsAssembly.PortTypes Property
Gets the collection of port types in the assembly.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public ReadOnly Property PortTypes As PortTypeCollection
[C#]
public PortTypeCollection PortTypes {get;}
[C++]
public: __property PortTypeCollection* get_PortTypes();
[JScript]
public function get PortTypes() : PortTypeCollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsAssembly.PublicKeyToken Property
Gets the public key token of the assembly.

VB

Implements

IBtsAssembly.PublicKeyToken

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property PublicKeyToken As String  _
   Implements IBtsAssembly.PublicKeyToken
[C#]
public virtual string PublicKeyToken {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_PublicKeyToken();
[JScript]
public function get PublicKeyToken() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsAssembly.Roles Property
Gets the collection of roles in the assembly.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public ReadOnly Property Roles As RoleCollection
[C#]
public RoleCollection Roles {get;}
[C++]
public: __property RoleCollection* get_Roles();
[JScript]
public function get Roles() : RoleCollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsAssembly.Schemas Property
Gets the schemas in the assembly.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also
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Public ReadOnly Property Schemas As SchemaCollection
[C#]
public SchemaCollection Schemas {get;}
[C++]
public: __property SchemaCollection* get_Schemas();
[JScript]
public function get Schemas() : SchemaCollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsAssembly.Transforms Property
Gets the transforms in the assembly.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BtsAssembly Class | BtsAssembly Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property Transforms As TransformCollection
[C#]
public TransformCollection Transforms {get;}
[C++]
public: __property TransformCollection* get_Transforms();
[JScript]
public function get Transforms() : TransformCollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsAssembly.Version Property
Gets the major, minor, revision, and build number of the assembly.

VB

Implements

IBtsAssembly.Version

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Version As String  Implements _
   _
   IBtsAssembly.Version
[C#]
public virtual string Version {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Version();
[JScript]
public function get Version() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsAssemblyCollection Class
Contains an ordered set of BtsAssembly objects that can be referred to as a unit.

For a list of all members of this type, see BtsAssemblyCollection Members.

System.Object
   System.Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionBase
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsReadOnlyCollection
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsAssemblyCollection

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

BtsAssemblyCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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NotInheritable Public Class BtsAssemblyCollection
   Inherits BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C#]
public sealed class BtsAssemblyCollection : BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class BtsAssemblyCollection : public
   BtsReadOnlyCollection
[JScript]
public class BtsAssemblyCollection extends BtsReadOnlyCollection

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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BtsAssemblyCollection Members
BtsAssemblyCollection overview

Public Constructors

BtsAssemblyCollection Constructor Initializes a new instance of the BtsAssemblyCollection class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets a BtsAssembly from the collection.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the BtsAssemblyCollection class.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from System.Obje
ct)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited from Syst
em.Collections.ReadOnlyCollection
Base)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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BtsAssemblyCollection Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the BtsAssemblyCollection class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public BtsAssemblyCollection();
[C++]
public: BtsAssemblyCollection();
[JScript]
public function BtsAssemblyCollection();
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BtsAssemblyCollection Properties
The properties of the BtsAssemblyCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of BtsAssemblyCollection class
members, see the BtsAssemblyCollection Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets a BtsAssembly from the collection.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the BtsAssemblyCollection class.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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BtsAssemblyCollection.Item Property
Gets a BtsAssembly from the collection.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the BtsAssemblyCollection class.

Overload List

Gets the BtsAssembly at the specified index.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.Int32) As BtsAssembly

[C#] public BtsAssembly this[System.Int32] {get;}

[C++] public: __property BtsAssembly* get_Item(System.Int32);

[JScript] BtsAssemblyCollection.Item (System.Int32)

Gets a BtsAssembly specified by its Name property.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.String) As BtsAssembly

[C#] public BtsAssembly this[System.String] {get;}

[C++] public: __property BtsAssembly* get_Item(System.String);

[JScript] BtsAssemblyCollection.Item (System.String)

See Also

BtsAssemblyCollection Class | BtsAssemblyCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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BtsAssemblyCollection.Item Property (System.Int32)
Gets the BtsAssembly at the specified index.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the BtsAssemblyCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

index
An ordinal index value that specifies which BtsAssembly to return.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
An ordinal index value that specifies which BtsAssembly to return.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

BtsAssemblyCollection Class | BtsAssemblyCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
BtsAssemblyCollection.Item Overload List
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Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As BtsAssembly
[C#]
public BtsAssembly this[
   int index
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property BtsAssembly* get_Item(
   int index
);
[JScript]
returnValue = BtsAssemblyCollectionObject.Item(index);
-or-
returnValue = BtsAssemblyCollectionObject(index);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsAssemblyCollection.Item Property (System.String)
Gets a BtsAssembly specified by its Name property.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the BtsAssemblyCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

name
The name of the BtsAssembly returned.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

name
The name of the BtsAssembly returned.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

BtsAssemblyCollection Class | BtsAssemblyCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
BtsAssemblyCollection.Item Overload List
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Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal name As String _
) As BtsAssembly
[C#]
public BtsAssembly this[
   string name
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property BtsAssembly* get_Item(
   String* name
);
[JScript]
returnValue = BtsAssemblyCollectionObject.Item(name);
-or-
returnValue = BtsAssemblyCollectionObject(name);
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BtsCatalogExplorer Class
Provides the implementation for the IBtsCatalogExplorer interface.

For a list of all members of this type, see BtsCatalogExplorer Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsCatalogExplorer

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

Each top level item exposed through the BtsCatalogExplorer class has a RootXXData object representing the DataTable,
DataRelation, SelectSchema and DataColumn initializations. The SelectSchemas of all the DataTables involved are validated when
the connection is established to the partner management database. Each RootXXData command builder uses the select schema to
build the Update, Insert and Delete SQL statements to validate its schema and also the schema of its child DataTables, this is
recursive.

For example, a party validates its schema and the schemas of the party alias and party send ports. Since the schema is validated
during connection stage, any discrepancy in the database tables or relations is identified at an early stage.

All the changes are done in memory and are commited to the database when SaveChanges method is called. This method is
transactional in the sense that the entire changes are rolled back if any failure occurs during this execution of this method. Call
DiscardChanges to reject the in memory changes during failure case. 

equirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

BtsCatalogExplorer Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

<ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)>
<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("51C20CE5-372E-444c-A6EF-99DB60341E4E")>
NotInheritable Public Class BtsCatalogExplorer
   Implements IBtsCatalogExplorer
[C#]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("51C20CE5-372E-444c-A6EF-99DB60341E4E")]
public sealed class BtsCatalogExplorer : IBtsCatalogExplorer
[C++]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType::None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("51C20CE5-372E-444c-A6EF-99DB60341E4E")]
public __gc __sealed class BtsCatalogExplorer : public
   IBtsCatalogExplorer
[JScript]
public
   ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("51C20CE5-372E-444c-A6EF-99DB60341E4E")
class BtsCatalogExplorer implements IBtsCatalogExplorer

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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BtsCatalogExplorer Members
BtsCatalogExplorer overview

Public Constructors

BtsCatalogExplorer Constructor Initializes a new instance of the BtsCatalogExplorer class.

Public Properties

Assemblies Gets the BizTalk assemblies deployed in the Partner Management database.
Certificates Gets the certificates installed in the AddressBook store of the local computer.
ConnectionString Gets or sets the string used to open the Partner Management database.
GroupName Gets the Admin Group name.
Hosts Gets the collection of hosts contained in the database.
Parties Gets the collection of parties contained in the database.
Pipelines Gets the collection of pipelines contained in the database.
ProtocolTypes Gets the collection of adapter types contained in the database.
ReceiveHandlers Gets the collection of receive handlers contained in the database.
ReceivePorts Gets the collection of receive ports contained in the database.
Schemas Gets the collection of schemas contained in the database.
SendPortGroups Gets the collection of send port groups contained in the database.
SendPorts Gets the collection of send ports contained in the database.
StandardAliases Gets the collection of standard aliases that can be used for a party.
Transforms Gets the collection of transforms contained in the database.

Public Methods

AddNewParty Creates and adds a party object to the party collection.
AddNewReceivePort Creates and adds a receive port to the receive port collection.
AddNewSendPort Creates and adds a new send port to the send port collection.
AddNewSendPortGroup Creates and adds a new send port group to the send port group collection.
DiscardChanges Rejects all BtsCatalogExplorer object changes to the database since the last time SaveChanges 

method or SaveChangesWithTransaction was called.
Equals (inherited from Syste

m.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetCollection Gets a collection of a particular type.
GetHashCode (inherited from

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Syst
em.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Refresh Removes all the content from the BtsCatalogExplorer object.
RemoveParty Removes a party from the party collection.
RemoveReceivePort Removes the specified receive port from the receive port collection.
RemoveSendPort Removes the specified send port from the send port collection.
RemoveSendPortGroup Removes the specified send port group from the send port group collection.
SaveChanges Commits all BtsCatalogExplorer object changes to the database since the last time the

SaveChanges method or SaveChangesWithTransaction method was called.
SaveChangesWithTransaction Commits all BtsCatalogExplorer object changes to the database since the last time the

SaveChanges method or SaveChangesWithTransaction method was called.
ToString (inherited from Syst

em.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BtsCatalogExplorer Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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BtsCatalogExplorer Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the BtsCatalogExplorer class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

BtsCatalogExplorer Class | BtsCatalogExplorer Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public BtsCatalogExplorer();
[C++]
public: BtsCatalogExplorer();
[JScript]
public function BtsCatalogExplorer();
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BtsCatalogExplorer Properties
The properties of the BtsCatalogExplorer class are listed here. For a complete list of BtsCatalogExplorer class members, see
the BtsCatalogExplorer Members topic.

Public Properties

Assemblies Gets the BizTalk assemblies deployed in the Partner Management database.
Certificates Gets the certificates installed in the AddressBook store of the local computer.
ConnectionString Gets or sets the string used to open the Partner Management database.
GroupName Gets the Admin Group name.
Hosts Gets the collection of hosts contained in the database.
Parties Gets the collection of parties contained in the database.
Pipelines Gets the collection of pipelines contained in the database.
ProtocolTypes Gets the collection of adapter types contained in the database.
ReceiveHandlers Gets the collection of receive handlers contained in the database.
ReceivePorts Gets the collection of receive ports contained in the database.
Schemas Gets the collection of schemas contained in the database.
SendPortGroups Gets the collection of send port groups contained in the database.
SendPorts Gets the collection of send ports contained in the database.
StandardAliases Gets the collection of standard aliases that can be used for a party.
Transforms Gets the collection of transforms contained in the database.

See Also

BtsCatalogExplorer Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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BtsCatalogExplorer.Assemblies Property
Gets the BizTalk assemblies deployed in the Partner Management database.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public ReadOnly Property Assemblies As BtsAssemblyCollection
[C#]
public BtsAssemblyCollection Assemblies {get;}
[C++]
public: __property BtsAssemblyCollection* get_Assemblies();
[JScript]
public function get Assemblies() : BtsAssemblyCollection;
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BtsCatalogExplorer.Certificates Property
Gets the certificates installed in the AddressBook store of the local computer.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public ReadOnly Property Certificates As CertificateInfoCollection
[C#]
public CertificateInfoCollection Certificates {get;}
[C++]
public: __property CertificateInfoCollection* get_Certificates();
[JScript]
public function get Certificates() : CertificateInfoCollection;
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BtsCatalogExplorer.ConnectionString Property
Gets or sets the string used to open the Partner Management database.

VB

Implements

IBtsCatalogExplorer.ConnectionString

Remarks

The connection string is of the form "Server=svrname;Database=BizTalkMgmtDb;Integrated Security=SSPI".

Changing the connection string changes the object to point to the database represented by the new connection string.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Overridable Property ConnectionString As String  Implements _
   _
   IBtsCatalogExplorer.ConnectionString
[C#]
public virtual string ConnectionString {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_ConnectionString();
public: __property virtual void set_ConnectionString(String*);
[JScript]
public function get ConnectionString() : String;
public function set ConnectionString(String);
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BtsCatalogExplorer.GroupName Property
Gets the Admin Group name.

VB

Implements

IBtsCatalogExplorer.GroupName

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property GroupName As String  _
   Implements IBtsCatalogExplorer.GroupName
[C#]
public virtual string GroupName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_GroupName();
[JScript]
public function get GroupName() : String;
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BtsCatalogExplorer.Hosts Property
Gets the collection of hosts contained in the database.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public ReadOnly Property Hosts As HostCollection
[C#]
public HostCollection Hosts {get;}
[C++]
public: __property HostCollection* get_Hosts();
[JScript]
public function get Hosts() : HostCollection;
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BtsCatalogExplorer.Parties Property
Gets the collection of parties contained in the database.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public ReadOnly Property Parties As PartyCollection
[C#]
public PartyCollection Parties {get;}
[C++]
public: __property PartyCollection* get_Parties();
[JScript]
public function get Parties() : PartyCollection;
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BtsCatalogExplorer.Pipelines Property
Gets the collection of pipelines contained in the database.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public ReadOnly Property Pipelines As PipelineCollection
[C#]
public PipelineCollection Pipelines {get;}
[C++]
public: __property PipelineCollection* get_Pipelines();
[JScript]
public function get Pipelines() : PipelineCollection;
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BtsCatalogExplorer.ProtocolTypes Property
Gets the collection of adapter types contained in the database.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public ReadOnly Property ProtocolTypes As ProtocolTypeCollection
[C#]
public ProtocolTypeCollection ProtocolTypes {get;}
[C++]
public: __property ProtocolTypeCollection* get_ProtocolTypes();
[JScript]
public function get ProtocolTypes() : ProtocolTypeCollection;
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BtsCatalogExplorer.ReceiveHandlers Property
Gets the collection of receive handlers contained in the database.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public ReadOnly Property ReceiveHandlers As _
   ReceiveHandlerCollection
[C#]
public ReceiveHandlerCollection ReceiveHandlers {get;}
[C++]
public: __property ReceiveHandlerCollection* get_ReceiveHandlers();
[JScript]
public function get ReceiveHandlers() : ReceiveHandlerCollection;
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BtsCatalogExplorer.ReceivePorts Property
Gets the collection of receive ports contained in the database.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public ReadOnly Property ReceivePorts As ReceivePortCollection
[C#]
public ReceivePortCollection ReceivePorts {get;}
[C++]
public: __property ReceivePortCollection* get_ReceivePorts();
[JScript]
public function get ReceivePorts() : ReceivePortCollection;
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BtsCatalogExplorer.Schemas Property
Gets the collection of schemas contained in the database.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public ReadOnly Property Schemas As SchemaCollection
[C#]
public SchemaCollection Schemas {get;}
[C++]
public: __property SchemaCollection* get_Schemas();
[JScript]
public function get Schemas() : SchemaCollection;
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BtsCatalogExplorer.SendPortGroups Property
Gets the collection of send port groups contained in the database.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public ReadOnly Property SendPortGroups As SendPortGroupCollection
[C#]
public SendPortGroupCollection SendPortGroups {get;}
[C++]
public: __property SendPortGroupCollection* get_SendPortGroups();
[JScript]
public function get SendPortGroups() : SendPortGroupCollection;
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BtsCatalogExplorer.SendPorts Property
Gets the collection of send ports contained in the database.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public ReadOnly Property SendPorts As SendPortCollection
[C#]
public SendPortCollection SendPorts {get;}
[C++]
public: __property SendPortCollection* get_SendPorts();
[JScript]
public function get SendPorts() : SendPortCollection;
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BtsCatalogExplorer.StandardAliases Property
Gets the collection of standard aliases that can be used for a party.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public ReadOnly Property StandardAliases As ICollection
[C#]
public ICollection StandardAliases {get;}
[C++]
public: __property ICollection* get_StandardAliases();
[JScript]
public function get StandardAliases() : ICollection;
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BtsCatalogExplorer.Transforms Property
Gets the collection of transforms contained in the database.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public ReadOnly Property Transforms As TransformCollection
[C#]
public TransformCollection Transforms {get;}
[C++]
public: __property TransformCollection* get_Transforms();
[JScript]
public function get Transforms() : TransformCollection;
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BtsCatalogExplorer Methods
The methods of the BtsCatalogExplorer class are listed here. For a complete list of BtsCatalogExplorer class members, see the
BtsCatalogExplorer Members topic.

Public Methods

AddNewParty Creates and adds a party object to the party collection.
AddNewReceivePort Creates and adds a receive port to the receive port collection.
AddNewSendPort Creates and adds a new send port to the send port collection.
AddNewSendPortGroup Creates and adds a new send port group to the send port group collection.
DiscardChanges Rejects all BtsCatalogExplorer object changes to the database since the last time SaveChanges 

method or SaveChangesWithTransaction was called.
Equals (inherited from Syste

m.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetCollection Gets a collection of a particular type.
GetHashCode (inherited from

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Syst
em.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Refresh Removes all the content from the BtsCatalogExplorer object.
RemoveParty Removes a party from the party collection.
RemoveReceivePort Removes the specified receive port from the receive port collection.
RemoveSendPort Removes the specified send port from the send port collection.
RemoveSendPortGroup Removes the specified send port group from the send port group collection.
SaveChanges Commits all BtsCatalogExplorer object changes to the database since the last time the

SaveChanges method or SaveChangesWithTransaction method was called.
SaveChangesWithTransaction Commits all BtsCatalogExplorer object changes to the database since the last time the

SaveChanges method or SaveChangesWithTransaction method was called.
ToString (inherited from Syst

em.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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BtsCatalogExplorer.AddNewParty Method
Creates and adds a party object to the party collection.

VB

Return Value

A Party that contains the newly created party.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

BtsCatalogExplorer Class | BtsCatalogExplorer Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Function AddNewParty() As Party
[C#]
public Party AddNewParty();
[C++]
public: Party* AddNewParty();
[JScript]
public function AddNewParty() : Party;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsCatalogExplorer.AddNewReceivePort Method
Creates and adds a receive port to the receive port collection.

VB

Parameters

twoWay
true to create a two-way receive port; false to create a one-way receive port.

Return Value

A ReceivePort containing the newly created receive port.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

BtsCatalogExplorer Class | BtsCatalogExplorer Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Function AddNewReceivePort( _
   ByVal twoWay As Boolean _
) As ReceivePort
[C#]
public ReceivePort AddNewReceivePort(
   bool twoWay
);
[C++]
public: ReceivePort* AddNewReceivePort(
   bool twoWay
);
[JScript]
public function AddNewReceivePort(
   twoWay : Boolean
) : ReceivePort;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsCatalogExplorer.AddNewSendPort Method
Creates and adds a send port to the send port collection.

VB

Parameters

dynamicPort
true if the send port is dynamic; false to create a static send port.

twoWay
true if the send port is two-way; false to create a one-way send port.

Return Value

A SendPort containing the newly created send port.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

BtsCatalogExplorer Class | BtsCatalogExplorer Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Function AddNewSendPort( _
   ByVal dynamicPort As Boolean, _
   ByVal twoWay As Boolean _
) As SendPort
[C#]
public SendPort AddNewSendPort(
   bool dynamicPort,
   bool twoWay
);
[C++]
public: SendPort* AddNewSendPort(
   bool dynamicPort,
   bool twoWay
);
[JScript]
public function AddNewSendPort(
   dynamicPort : Boolean,
   twoWay : Boolean
) : SendPort;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsCatalogExplorer.AddNewSendPortGroup Method
Creates and adds a send port group to the send port group collection.

VB

Return Value

A SendPortGroup containing the newly created send port group.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Function AddNewSendPortGroup() As SendPortGroup
[C#]
public SendPortGroup AddNewSendPortGroup();
[C++]
public: SendPortGroup* AddNewSendPortGroup();
[JScript]
public function AddNewSendPortGroup() : SendPortGroup;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsCatalogExplorer.DiscardChanges Method
Rejects all BtsCatalogExplorer changes to the database since the last time the SaveChanges method or the
SaveChangesWithTransaction method was called.

VB

Implements

IBtsCatalogExplorer.DiscardChanges

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Overridable Sub DiscardChanges() Implements _
   IBtsCatalogExplorer.DiscardChanges
[C#]
public virtual void DiscardChanges();
[C++]
public: virtual void DiscardChanges();
[JScript]
public function DiscardChanges();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsCatalogExplorer.GetCollection Method
Gets the collection of a particular type.

VB

Parameters

enumCollectionType
A CollectionType indicating which type of collection to retrieve

Return Value

A Collection of type enumCollectionType.

Implements

IBtsCatalogExplorer.GetCollection

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Overridable Function GetCollection( _
   ByVal enumCollectionType As CollectionType _
) As ICollection Implements IBtsCatalogExplorer.GetCollection
[C#]
public virtual ICollection GetCollection(
   CollectionType enumCollectionType
);
[C++]
public: virtual ICollection* GetCollection(
   CollectionType enumCollectionType
);
[JScript]
public function GetCollection(
   enumCollectionType : CollectionType
) : ICollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsCatalogExplorer.Refresh Method
Removes all the content from the BtsCatalogExplorer object.

VB

Implements

IBtsCatalogExplorer.Refresh

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also
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Public Overridable Sub Refresh() Implements _
   IBtsCatalogExplorer.Refresh
[C#]
public virtual void Refresh();
[C++]
public: virtual void Refresh();
[JScript]
public function Refresh();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsCatalogExplorer.RemoveParty Method
Removes a party from the party collection.

VB

Parameters

party
The party to remove.

Remarks

If the party is enlisted under a role, the method throws an exception.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Sub RemoveParty( _
   ByVal party As Party _
)
[C#]
public void RemoveParty(
   Party party
);
[C++]
public: void RemoveParty(
   Party* party
);
[JScript]
public function RemoveParty(
   party : Party
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsCatalogExplorer.RemoveReceivePort Method
Removes the specified receive port from the receive port collection.

VB

Parameters

rxPort
The receive port to remove.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

BtsCatalogExplorer Class | BtsCatalogExplorer Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Sub RemoveReceivePort( _
   ByVal rxPort As ReceivePort _
)
[C#]
public void RemoveReceivePort(
   ReceivePort rxPort
);
[C++]
public: void RemoveReceivePort(
   ReceivePort* rxPort
);
[JScript]
public function RemoveReceivePort(
   rxPort : ReceivePort
);
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BtsCatalogExplorer.RemoveSendPort Method
Removes the specified send port from the send port collection.

VB

Parameters

sendPort
The send port to remove.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

BtsCatalogExplorer Class | BtsCatalogExplorer Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Sub RemoveSendPort( _
   ByVal sendPort As SendPort _
)
[C#]
public void RemoveSendPort(
   SendPort sendPort
);
[C++]
public: void RemoveSendPort(
   SendPort* sendPort
);
[JScript]
public function RemoveSendPort(
   sendPort : SendPort
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsCatalogExplorer.RemoveSendPortGroup Method
Removes the specified send port group from the send port group collection.

VB

Parameters

dl
The send port group to remove.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Sub RemoveSendPortGroup( _
   ByVal dl As SendPortGroup _
)
[C#]
public void RemoveSendPortGroup(
   SendPortGroup dl
);
[C++]
public: void RemoveSendPortGroup(
   SendPortGroup* dl
);
[JScript]
public function RemoveSendPortGroup(
   dl : SendPortGroup
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsCatalogExplorer.SaveChanges Method
Commits all BtsCatalogExplorer object changes to the database since the last time the SaveChanges method or
SaveChangesWithTransaction method was called.

VB

Implements

IBtsCatalogExplorer.SaveChanges

Remarks

All constraints are validated at this point. If any constraints fail, an exception is raised. Also, at this time, subscriptions are created
for all the send ports and send port groups as required.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ConstraintException | ConcurrencyException | BtsCatalogExplorer Class | BtsCatalogExplorer Members |
Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable Sub SaveChanges() Implements _
   IBtsCatalogExplorer.SaveChanges
[C#]
public virtual void SaveChanges();
[C++]
public: virtual void SaveChanges();
[JScript]
public function SaveChanges();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsCatalogExplorer.SaveChangesWithTransaction Method
Commits all BtsCatalogExplorer object changes to the database since the last time the SaveChanges method or
SaveChangesWithTransaction method was called.

VB

Parameters

transactionObj
A reference to an existing transaction in which to enlist.

Implements

IBtsCatalogExplorer.SaveChangesWithTransaction

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BtsCatalogExplorer Class | BtsCatalogExplorer Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable Sub SaveChangesWithTransaction( _
   ByVal transactionObj As Object _
) Implements IBtsCatalogExplorer.SaveChangesWithTransaction
[C#]
public virtual void SaveChangesWithTransaction(
   object transactionObj
);
[C++]
public: virtual void SaveChangesWithTransaction(
   Object* transactionObj
);
[JScript]
public function SaveChangesWithTransaction(
   transactionObj : Object
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsException Class
Represents an error that occurred when the application was running.

For a list of all members of this type, see BtsException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsException
            Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.ConcurrencyException
            Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.ConstraintException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

BtsException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Class BtsException
   Inherits ApplicationException
   Implements IBtsExtendedError
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class BtsException : ApplicationException,
   IBtsExtendedError
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class BtsException : public ApplicationException,
   IBtsExtendedError
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class BtsException extends ApplicationException implements
   IBtsExtendedError

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
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BtsException Members
BtsException overview

Public Constructors

BtsException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the BtsException class.

Public Properties

Details (inherited from IB
tsExtendedError)

Gets the details of the current exception.

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from I
BtsExtendedError)

Gets the message that describes the current exception.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Type Gets the type of error.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object with information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

BtsException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the BtsException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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BtsException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the BtsException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the BtsException class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public BtsException();

[C++] public: BtsException();

[JScript] public function BtsException();

Initializes a new instance of the BtsException class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public BtsException(System.String);

[C++] public: BtsException(System.String);

[JScript] public function BtsException(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the BtsException class.

[Visual Basic]
Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected BtsException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: BtsException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function BtsException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the BtsException class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public BtsException(System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: BtsException(System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function BtsException(System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

BtsException Class | BtsException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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BtsException Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the BtsException class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

BtsException Class | BtsException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace | BtsException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public BtsException();
[C++]
public: BtsException();
[JScript]
public function BtsException();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsException Constructor (System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the BtsException class.

VB

Parameters

messageOnly
The error message that explains the reason for the exception.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

BtsException Class | BtsException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace | BtsException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal messageOnly As String _
)
[C#]
public BtsException(
   string messageOnly
);
[C++]
public: BtsException(
   String* messageOnly
);
[JScript]
public function BtsException(
   messageOnly : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the BtsException class.

VB

Parameters

info
A SerializationInfo object that holds all the data needed to serialize or deserialize this instance.

context
A StreamingContext that contains the location where serialized data will be stored and retrieved.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

BtsException Class | BtsException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace | BtsException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal info As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected BtsException(
   SerializationInfo info,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: BtsException(
   SerializationInfo* info,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function BtsException(
   info : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsException Constructor (System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the BtsException class.

VB

Parameters

msg
The error message that explains the reason for the exception.

innerException
The Exception instance that caused the current exception.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

BtsException Class | BtsException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace | BtsException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal msg As String, _
   ByVal innerException As Exception _
)
[C#]
public BtsException(
   string msg,
   Exception innerException
);
[C++]
public: BtsException(
   String* msg,
   Exception* innerException
);
[JScript]
public function BtsException(
   msg : String,
   innerException : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsException Properties
The properties of the BtsException class are listed here. For a complete list of BtsException class members, see the
BtsException Members topic.

Public Properties

Details (inherited f
rom IBtsExtendedE
rror)

Gets the details of the current exception.

HelpLink (inherite
d from System.Exce
ption)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation available 
from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (in
herited from System
.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation available 
from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherite
d from IBtsExtende
dError)

Gets the message that describes the current exception.

Source (inherited f
rom System.Except
ion)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation available 
from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherit
ed from System.Exc
eption)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation available 
from Visual Studio .NET or online at <a href = "http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677" target="_bla
nk">http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677</a>.

TargetSite (inherit
ed from System.Exc
eption)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation available 
from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Type Gets the type of error.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BtsException Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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BtsException.Type Property
Gets the type of error.

VB

Implements

IBtsExtendedError.Type

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

BtsException Class | BtsException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Type As ErrorType  Implements _
   IBtsExtendedError.Type
[C#]
public virtual ErrorType Type {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual ErrorType get_Type();
[JScript]
public function get Type() : ErrorType;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsException Methods
The methods of the BtsException class are listed here. For a complete list of BtsException class members, see the
BtsException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object with information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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BtsException.GetObjectData Method
Sets the SerializationInfo object with information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo object that holds all the data needed to serialize or deserialize this instance.

context
A StreamingContext that contains the location where serialized data will be stored and retrieved.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

BtsException Class | BtsException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
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BtsOrchestration Class
Provides the implementation for the IBtsOrchestration interface.

For a list of all members of this type, see BtsOrchestration Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BaseObject
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsOrchestration

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

BtsOrchestration Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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NotInheritable Public Class BtsOrchestration
   Inherits BaseObject
   Implements IBtsOrchestration
[C#]
public sealed class BtsOrchestration : BaseObject,
   IBtsOrchestration
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class BtsOrchestration : public BaseObject,
   IBtsOrchestration
[JScript]
public class BtsOrchestration extends BaseObject implements
   IBtsOrchestration

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsOrchestration Members
BtsOrchestration overview

Public Properties

AssemblyQualifiedName Gets the assembly qualified name of the orchestration.
AutoResumeSuspendedInstances Gets or sets the flag to specify whether to resume all suspended instances automatically whe

n the user changes the status of the orchestration from enlisted to started.
AutoSuspendRunningInstances Gets or sets the flag to specify whether to suspend all running instances automatically when t

he user changes the status of the orchestration from started to enlisted.
AutoTerminateInstances Gets or sets the field to autoterminate instances while unenlisting an orchestration.
BtsAssembly Gets the BtsAssembly to which this orchestration belongs.
FullName Gets the full name of the orchestration.
Host Gets or sets the host associated with the orchestration.
ImplementedRoles Gets the collection of roles implemented by this orchestration.
InvokedOrchestrations Gets the collection of orchestrations that are invoked from the current orchestration (either b

y CALL or EXEC).
Ports Gets the collection of ports.
Status Get or sets the orchestration status associated with the orchestration.
UsedRoles Gets the collection of roles used in this orchestration.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BtsOrchestration Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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BtsOrchestration Properties
The properties of the BtsOrchestration class are listed here. For a complete list of BtsOrchestration class members, see the
BtsOrchestration Members topic.

Public Properties

AssemblyQualifiedName Gets the assembly qualified name of the orchestration.
AutoResumeSuspendedInstances Gets or sets the flag to specify whether to resume all suspended instances automatically whe

n the user changes the status of the orchestration from enlisted to started.
AutoSuspendRunningInstances Gets or sets the flag to specify whether to suspend all running instances automatically when t

he user changes the status of the orchestration from started to enlisted.
AutoTerminateInstances Gets or sets the field to autoterminate instances while unenlisting an orchestration.
BtsAssembly Gets the BtsAssembly to which this orchestration belongs.
FullName Gets the full name of the orchestration.
Host Gets or sets the host associated with the orchestration.
ImplementedRoles Gets the collection of roles implemented by this orchestration.
InvokedOrchestrations Gets the collection of orchestrations that are invoked from the current orchestration (either b

y CALL or EXEC).
Ports Gets the collection of ports.
Status Get or sets the orchestration status associated with the orchestration.
UsedRoles Gets the collection of roles used in this orchestration.

See Also

BtsOrchestration Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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BtsOrchestration.AssemblyQualifiedName Property
Gets the assembly qualified name of the orchestration.

VB

Implements

IBtsOrchestration.AssemblyQualifiedName

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property AssemblyQualifiedName As _
   String  Implements IBtsOrchestration.AssemblyQualifiedName
[C#]
public virtual string AssemblyQualifiedName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_AssemblyQualifiedName();
[JScript]
public function get AssemblyQualifiedName() : String;
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BtsOrchestration.AutoResumeSuspendedInstances Property
Gets or sets the flag to specify whether to resume all suspended instances automatically when the user changes the status of the
orchestration from enlisted to started.

VB

Implements

IBtsOrchestration.AutoResumeSuspendedInstances

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Overridable Property AutoResumeSuspendedInstances As Boolean _
   _
    Implements IBtsOrchestration.AutoResumeSuspendedInstances
[C#]
public virtual bool AutoResumeSuspendedInstances {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_AutoResumeSuspendedInstances();
public: __property virtual void
   set_AutoResumeSuspendedInstances(bool);
[JScript]
public function get AutoResumeSuspendedInstances() : Boolean;
public function set AutoResumeSuspendedInstances(Boolean);
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BtsOrchestration.AutoSuspendRunningInstances Property
Gets or sets the flag to specify whether to suspend all running instances automatically when the user changes the status of the
orchestration from started to enlisted.

VB

Implements

IBtsOrchestration.AutoSuspendRunningInstances

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Overridable Property AutoSuspendRunningInstances As Boolean  _
   _
   Implements IBtsOrchestration.AutoSuspendRunningInstances
[C#]
public virtual bool AutoSuspendRunningInstances {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_AutoSuspendRunningInstances();
public: __property virtual void
   set_AutoSuspendRunningInstances(bool);
[JScript]
public function get AutoSuspendRunningInstances() : Boolean;
public function set AutoSuspendRunningInstances(Boolean);
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BtsOrchestration.AutoTerminateInstances Property
Gets or sets the field to autoterminate instances while unenlisting an orchestration.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Overridable Property AutoTerminateInstances As Boolean  _
   _
   Implements IBtsOrchestration.AutoTerminateInstances
[C#]
public virtual bool AutoTerminateInstances {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_AutoTerminateInstances();
public: __property virtual void
   set_AutoTerminateInstances(bool);
[JScript]
public function get AutoTerminateInstances() : Boolean;
public function set AutoTerminateInstances(Boolean);
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BtsOrchestration.BtsAssembly Property
Gets the BtsAssembly to which this orchestration belongs.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public ReadOnly Property BtsAssembly As BtsAssembly
[C#]
public BtsAssembly BtsAssembly {get;}
[C++]
public: __property BtsAssembly* get_BtsAssembly();
[JScript]
public function get BtsAssembly() : BtsAssembly;
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BtsOrchestration.FullName Property
Gets the full name of the orchestration.

VB

Implements

IBtsOrchestration.FullName

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property FullName As String  Implements _
   _
   IBtsOrchestration.FullName
[C#]
public virtual string FullName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_FullName();
[JScript]
public function get FullName() : String;
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BtsOrchestration.Host Property
Gets or sets the host associated with the orchestration.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Property Host As Host
[C#]
public Host Host {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Host* get_Host();
public: __property void set_Host(Host*);
[JScript]
public function get Host() : Host;
public function set Host(Host);
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BtsOrchestration.ImplementedRoles Property
Gets the collection of roles implemented by this orchestration.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public ReadOnly Property ImplementedRoles As RoleCollection
[C#]
public RoleCollection ImplementedRoles {get;}
[C++]
public: __property RoleCollection* get_ImplementedRoles();
[JScript]
public function get ImplementedRoles() : RoleCollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BtsOrchestration.InvokedOrchestrations Property
Get the collection of orchestrations that are invoked from the current orchestration (either by CALL or EXEC).

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

BtsOrchestration Class | BtsOrchestration Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property InvokedOrchestrations As _
   BtsOrchestrationCollection
[C#]
public BtsOrchestrationCollection InvokedOrchestrations {get;}
[C++]
public: __property BtsOrchestrationCollection*
   get_InvokedOrchestrations();
[JScript]
public function get InvokedOrchestrations() :
   BtsOrchestrationCollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BtsOrchestration.Ports Property
Gets the collection of ports.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

BtsOrchestration Class | BtsOrchestration Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property Ports As OrchestrationPortCollection
[C#]
public OrchestrationPortCollection Ports {get;}
[C++]
public: __property OrchestrationPortCollection* get_Ports();
[JScript]
public function get Ports() : OrchestrationPortCollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BtsOrchestration.Status Property
Get or sets the orchestration status associated with the orchestration.

VB

Implements

IBtsOrchestration.Status

Property Value

An OrchestrationStatus indicating the status of the orchestration.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

BtsOrchestration Class | BtsOrchestration Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable Property Status As OrchestrationStatus  _
   Implements IBtsOrchestration.Status
[C#]
public virtual OrchestrationStatus Status {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual OrchestrationStatus get_Status();
public: __property virtual void set_Status(OrchestrationStatus);
[JScript]
public function get Status() : OrchestrationStatus;
public function set Status(OrchestrationStatus);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BtsOrchestration.UsedRoles Property
Gets the collection of roles used in this orchestration.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

BtsOrchestration Class | BtsOrchestration Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property UsedRoles As RoleCollection
[C#]
public RoleCollection UsedRoles {get;}
[C++]
public: __property RoleCollection* get_UsedRoles();
[JScript]
public function get UsedRoles() : RoleCollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BtsOrchestration Methods
The methods of the BtsOrchestration class are listed here. For a complete list of BtsOrchestration class members, see the
BtsOrchestration Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from System.Object) Refer to the .NET Framework SDK documentation for the System.Object class.
GetHashCode (inherited from System.Object) Refer to the .NET Framework SDK documentation for the System.Object class.
GetType (inherited from System.Object) Refer to the .NET Framework SDK documentation for the System.Object class.
ToString (inherited from System.Object) Refer to the .NET Framework SDK documentation for the System.Object class.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from System.Object) Refer to the .NET Framework SDK documentation for the System.Object cla
ss.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inherited from System.Obje
ct)

Refer to the .NET Framework SDK documentation for the System.Object cla
ss.

See Also

BtsOrchestration Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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BtsOrchestrationCollection Class
Contains an ordered set of BtsOrchestration objects that can be referred to as a unit.

For a list of all members of this type, see BtsOrchestrationCollection Members.

System.Object
   System.Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionBase
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsReadOnlyCollection
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsOrchestrationCollection

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

BtsOrchestrationCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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NotInheritable Public Class BtsOrchestrationCollection
   Inherits BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C#]
public sealed class BtsOrchestrationCollection :
   BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class BtsOrchestrationCollection : public
   BtsReadOnlyCollection
[JScript]
public class BtsOrchestrationCollection extends
   BtsReadOnlyCollection

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ax6khctw(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BtsOrchestrationCollection Members
BtsOrchestrationCollection overview

Public Constructors

BtsOrchestrationCollection Constructor Initializes a new instance of the BtsOrchestrationCollection class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets a BtsOrchestration from the collection.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the BtsOrchestrationCollection class.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from System.Obje
ct)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited from Syst
em.Collections.ReadOnlyCollection
Base)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BtsOrchestrationCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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BtsOrchestrationCollection Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the BtsOrchestrationCollection class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

BtsOrchestrationCollection Class | BtsOrchestrationCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public BtsOrchestrationCollection();
[C++]
public: BtsOrchestrationCollection();
[JScript]
public function BtsOrchestrationCollection();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BtsOrchestrationCollection Properties
The properties of the BtsOrchestrationCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of BtsOrchestrationCollection class
members, see the BtsOrchestrationCollection Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets a BtsOrchestration from the collection.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the BtsOrchestrationCollection class.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BtsOrchestrationCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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BtsOrchestrationCollection.Item Property
Gets a BtsOrchestration from the collection.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the BtsOrchestrationCollection class.

Overload List

Gets the BtsOrchestration at the specified index.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.Int32) As BtsOrchestration

[C#] public BtsOrchestration this[System.Int32] {get;}

[C++] public: __property BtsOrchestration* get_Item(System.Int32);

[JScript] BtsOrchestrationCollection.Item (System.Int32)

Gets a BtsOrchestration specified by its Name property.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.String) As BtsOrchestration

[C#] public BtsOrchestration this[System.String] {get;}

[C++] public: __property BtsOrchestration* get_Item(System.String);

[JScript] BtsOrchestrationCollection.Item (System.String)

See Also

BtsOrchestrationCollection Class | BtsOrchestrationCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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BtsOrchestrationCollection.Item Property (System.Int32)
Gets the BtsOrchestration at the specified index.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the BtsOrchestrationCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

index
An ordinal index value that specifies which BtsOrchestration to return.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
An ordinal index value that specifies which BtsOrchestration to return.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

BtsOrchestrationCollection Class | BtsOrchestrationCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
BtsOrchestrationCollection.Item Overload List
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Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As BtsOrchestration
[C#]
public BtsOrchestration this[
   int index
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property BtsOrchestration* get_Item(
   int index
);
[JScript]
returnValue = BtsOrchestrationCollectionObject.Item(index);
-or-
returnValue = BtsOrchestrationCollectionObject(index);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BtsOrchestrationCollection.Item Property (System.String)
Gets a BtsOrchestration specified by its Name property.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the BtsOrchestrationCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

name
The name of the BtsOrchestration returned.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

name
The name of the BtsOrchestration returned.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

BtsOrchestrationCollection Class | BtsOrchestrationCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
BtsOrchestrationCollection.Item Overload List
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Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal name As String _
) As BtsOrchestration
[C#]
public BtsOrchestration this[
   string name
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property BtsOrchestration* get_Item(
   String* name
);
[JScript]
returnValue = BtsOrchestrationCollectionObject.Item(name);
-or-
returnValue = BtsOrchestrationCollectionObject(name);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsReadOnlyCollection Class
This class supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

For a list of all members of this type, see BtsReadOnlyCollection Members.

System.Object
   System.Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionBase
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsReadOnlyCollection

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

BtsReadOnlyCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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<ComVisible(False)>
MustInherit Public Class BtsReadOnlyCollection
   Inherits ReadOnlyCollectionBase
[C#]
[ComVisible(false)]
public abstract class BtsReadOnlyCollection :
   ReadOnlyCollectionBase
[C++]
[ComVisible(false)]
public __gc __abstract class BtsReadOnlyCollection : public
   ReadOnlyCollectionBase
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(false)
abstract class BtsReadOnlyCollection extends
   ReadOnlyCollectionBase

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ax6khctw(v=bts.10).aspx
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BtsReadOnlyCollection Members
BtsReadOnlyCollection overview

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from System.Obje
ct)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited from Syst
em.Collections.ReadOnlyCollection
Base)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

BtsReadOnlyCollection Constructor Initializes a new instance of the BtsReadOnlyCollection class.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BtsReadOnlyCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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BtsReadOnlyCollection Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the BtsReadOnlyCollection class.

VB

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

BtsReadOnlyCollection Class | BtsReadOnlyCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Protected Sub New()
[C#]
protected BtsReadOnlyCollection();
[C++]
protected: BtsReadOnlyCollection();
[JScript]
protected function BtsReadOnlyCollection();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BtsTransactionManager Class
This class supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

For a list of all members of this type, see BtsTransactionManager Members.

System.Object
   System.MarshalByRefObject
      System.ContextBoundObject
         System.EnterpriseServices.ServicedComponent
            Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsTransactionManager

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

BtsTransactionManager Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("8DC64AF4-06DD-4afc-8339-BC064363B1BA")>
<Transaction(TransactionOption.Required)>
NotInheritable Public Class BtsTransactionManager
   Inherits ServicedComponent
[C#]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("8DC64AF4-06DD-4afc-8339-BC064363B1BA")]
[Transaction(TransactionOption.Required)]
public sealed class BtsTransactionManager : ServicedComponent
[C++]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("8DC64AF4-06DD-4afc-8339-BC064363B1BA")]
[Transaction(TransactionOption::Required)]
public __gc __sealed class BtsTransactionManager : public
   ServicedComponent
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("8DC64AF4-06DD-4afc-8339-BC064363B1BA")
   Transaction(TransactionOption.Required)
class BtsTransactionManager extends ServicedComponent

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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BtsTransactionManager Members
BtsTransactionManager overview

Public Constructors

BtsTransactionManager Constructor Initializes a new instance of the BtsTransactionManager class.

Public Methods

CreateObjRef (inherited from Syst
em.MarshalByRefObject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Dispose (inherited from System.E
nterpriseServices.ServicedCompo
nent)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Equals (inherited from System.Obj
ect)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from Syst
em.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetLifetimeService (inherited from 
System.MarshalByRefObject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.O
bject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InitializeLifetimeService (inherited f
rom System.MarshalByRefObject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from System.O
bject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Activate (inherited from System.Ent
erpriseServices.ServicedComponent
)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

CanBePooled (inherited from Syste
m.EnterpriseServices.ServicedComp
onent)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Construct (inherited from System.E
nterpriseServices.ServicedCompone
nt)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Deactivate (inherited from System.E
nterpriseServices.ServicedCompone
nt)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Dispose (inherited from System.Ent
erpriseServices.ServicedComponent
)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Finalize (inherited from System.Obj
ect)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.
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MemberwiseClone (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BtsTransactionManager Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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BtsTransactionManager Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the BtsTransactionManager class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

BtsTransactionManager Class | BtsTransactionManager Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public BtsTransactionManager();
[C++]
public: BtsTransactionManager();
[JScript]
public function BtsTransactionManager();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Capabilities Enumeration
Denotes the adapter features.

This enumeration has a FlagsAttribute attribute that allows a bitwise combination of its member values.

VB

Members

Member name Va
lue

Description

ApplicationProt
ocol

16 Indicates an application adapter (currently not used).

DeleteProtected 32 Indicates that the adapter is delete protected.
InitInboundProt
ocolContext

20
48

Indicates that the adapter uses adapter framework user interface for receive handler configuration.

InitOutboundPr
otocolContext

10
24

Indicates that the adapter uses the adapter framework user interface for send handler configuration.

InitReceiveLocat
ionContext

40
96

Indicates that the adapter uses adapter framework user interface for receive location configuration.

InitTransmitLoca
tionContext

81
92

Indicates that the adapter uses adapter framework user interface for send port configuration.

InitTransmitterO
nServiceStart

32
76
8

Indicates that the send adapter should be created upon service startup as opposed to the default lazy creat
ion whereby the adapter is created just before the first message is delivered to it.

ReceiveIsCreata
ble

8 Indicates whether BizTalk service is responsible for creating the receive adapter.

RequireSingleIns
tance

4 Requires a single instance per server.

StaticHandlers 64 Indicates that one receive and send handler are mapped to the same application; handlers cannot be reass
igned to different hosts.

SupportsOrdere
dDelivery

16
38
4

Indicates that the adapter supports ordered delivery of messages.

SupportsReceive 1 Indicates a receive adapter.
SupportsRequest
Response

12
8

Indicates whether the receive adapter supports request-response message exchanges.

SupportsSend 2 Indicates a send adapter.

<Flags>
<Serializable>
<ComVisible(True)>
Public Enum Capabilities
[C#]
[Flags]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
public enum Capabilities
[C++]
[Flags]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
__value public enum Capabilities
[JScript]
public
   Flags
   Serializable
   ComVisible(true)
enum Capabilities

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dk06fkbc(v=bts.10).aspx


 

SupportsSoap 51
2

Indicates a SOAP adapter.

SupportsSolicitR
esponse

25
6

Indicates whether the send adapter supports solicit-response message exchanges.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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CertificateInfo Class
Provides the implementation for the ICertificateInfo interface.

For a list of all members of this type, see CertificateInfo Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.CertificateInfo

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

CertificateInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

NotInheritable Public Class CertificateInfo
   Implements ICertificateInfo
[C#]
public sealed class CertificateInfo : ICertificateInfo
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class CertificateInfo : public
   ICertificateInfo
[JScript]
public class CertificateInfo implements ICertificateInfo

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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CertificateInfo Members
CertificateInfo overview

Public Properties

LongName Gets the long name of the certificate.
ShortName Gets the short name of the certificate.
ThumbPrint Gets the thumbprint, or unique ID, of the certificate.
UsageType Gets the certificate usage type.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

CertificateInfo Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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CertificateInfo Properties
The properties of the CertificateInfo class are listed here. For a complete list of CertificateInfo class members, see the
CertificateInfo Members topic.

Public Properties

LongName Gets the long name of the certificate.
ShortName Gets the short name of the certificate.
ThumbPrint Gets the thumbprint, or unique ID, of the certificate.
UsageType Gets the certificate usage type.

See Also

CertificateInfo Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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CertificateInfo.LongName Property
Gets the long name of the certificate.

VB

Implements

ICertificateInfo.LongName

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

CertificateInfo Class | CertificateInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property LongName As String  Implements _
   _
   ICertificateInfo.LongName
[C#]
public virtual string LongName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_LongName();
[JScript]
public function get LongName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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CertificateInfo.ShortName Property
Gets the short name of the certificate.

VB

Implements

ICertificateInfo.ShortName

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

CertificateInfo Class | CertificateInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property ShortName As String  _
   Implements ICertificateInfo.ShortName
[C#]
public virtual string ShortName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_ShortName();
[JScript]
public function get ShortName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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CertificateInfo.ThumbPrint Property
Gets the thumbprint, or unique ID, of the certificate.

VB

Implements

ICertificateInfo.ThumbPrint

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

CertificateInfo Class | CertificateInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property ThumbPrint As String  _
   Implements ICertificateInfo.ThumbPrint
[C#]
public virtual string ThumbPrint {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_ThumbPrint();
[JScript]
public function get ThumbPrint() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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CertificateInfo.UsageType Property
Gets the certificate usage type.

VB

Implements

ICertificateInfo.UsageType

Remarks

For more information about the CertUsageType values, see CertUsageType.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

CertificateInfo Class | CertificateInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property UsageType As CertUsageType  _
   Implements ICertificateInfo.UsageType
[C#]
public virtual CertUsageType UsageType {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual CertUsageType get_UsageType();
[JScript]
public function get UsageType() : CertUsageType;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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CertificateInfoCollection Class
Contains an ordered set of CertificateInfo objects that can be referred to as a unit.

For a list of all members of this type, see CertificateInfoCollection Members.

System.Object
   System.Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionBase
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsReadOnlyCollection
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.CertificateInfoCollection

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

CertificateInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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NotInheritable Public Class CertificateInfoCollection
   Inherits BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C#]
public sealed class CertificateInfoCollection :
   BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class CertificateInfoCollection : public
   BtsReadOnlyCollection
[JScript]
public class CertificateInfoCollection extends
   BtsReadOnlyCollection

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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CertificateInfoCollection Members
CertificateInfoCollection overview

Public Constructors

CertificateInfoCollection Constructor Initializes a new instance of the CertificateInfoCollection class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Gets a CertificateInfo at the specified index.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the CertificateInfoCollection class.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from System.Obje
ct)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited from Syst
em.Collections.ReadOnlyCollection
Base)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

CertificateInfoCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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CertificateInfoCollection Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the CertificateInfoCollection class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

CertificateInfoCollection Class | CertificateInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public CertificateInfoCollection();
[C++]
public: CertificateInfoCollection();
[JScript]
public function CertificateInfoCollection();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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CertificateInfoCollection Properties
The properties of the CertificateInfoCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of CertificateInfoCollection class
members, see the CertificateInfoCollection Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Gets a CertificateInfo at the specified index.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the CertificateInfoCollection class.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

CertificateInfoCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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CertificateInfoCollection.Item Property
Gets a CertificateInfo at the specified index.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the CertificateInfoCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

index
An ordinal index value that specifies which CertificateInfo to return.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
An ordinal index value that specifies which CertificateInfo to return.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

CertificateInfoCollection Class | CertificateInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As CertificateInfo
[C#]
public CertificateInfo this[
   int index
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property CertificateInfo* get_Item(
   int index
);
[JScript]
returnValue = CertificateInfoCollectionObject.Item(index);
-or-
returnValue = CertificateInfoCollectionObject(index);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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CertUsageType Enumeration
Denotes the intended usage of this certificate.

VB

Members

Member name Value Description
Both 3 Intended for Encryption and Signature.
Encryption 1 Intended for Encryption only.
None 0 Not intended for Encryption or Signature.
Signature 2 Intended for Signature only.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
<ComVisible(True)>
Public Enum CertUsageType
[C#]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
public enum CertUsageType
[C++]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
__value public enum CertUsageType
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
   ComVisible(true)
enum CertUsageType

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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CollectionType Enumeration
Defines the various items that the user can manage using the BizTalk Explorer Object Model.

VB

Members

Member name Value Notes
Assembly 1 This is a read-only item.
Certificate 2 Available in the AddressBook or other people store of the local machine.
Pipeline 3 This is a read-only item.
ReceivePort 4 This is read-write item.
SendPort 5 This is read-write item.
Party 6 This is read-write item.
SendPortGroup 7 This is read-write item.
ProtocolType 8 This is a read-only item.
ReceiveHandler 9 This is a read-only item.
StandardAlias 10 This is a read-write item.
Schema 11 This is a read-only item.
Transform 12 This is a read-only item.
Host 13 This is a read-only item.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Biztalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
<ComVisible(True)>
Public Enum CollectionType
[C#]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
public enum CollectionType
[C++]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
__value public enum CollectionType
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
   ComVisible(true)
enum CollectionType

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ConcurrencyException Class
Represents the exception that is thrown when multiple users attempt to modify data at the same time.

For a list of all members of this type, see ConcurrencyException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsException
            Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.ConcurrencyException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

ConcurrencyException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class ConcurrencyException
   Inherits BtsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class ConcurrencyException : BtsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class ConcurrencyException : public
   BtsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class ConcurrencyException extends BtsException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ww58ded5(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ConcurrencyException Members
ConcurrencyException overview

Public Constructors

ConcurrencyException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the ConcurrencyException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Type Overridden. Gets the type of error.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object with information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ConcurrencyException Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/71tawy4s(v=bts.10).aspx
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ConcurrencyException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the ConcurrencyException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the ConcurrencyException class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public ConcurrencyException();

[C++] public: ConcurrencyException();

[JScript] public function ConcurrencyException();

Initializes a new instance of the ConcurrencyException class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public ConcurrencyException(System.String);

[C++] public: ConcurrencyException(System.String);

[JScript] public function ConcurrencyException(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the ConcurrencyException class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public ConcurrencyException(System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: ConcurrencyException(System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function ConcurrencyException(System.String, System.Exception);

Initializes a new instance of the ConcurrencyException class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public ConcurrencyException(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: ConcurrencyException(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function ConcurrencyException(System.String, System.String);

See Also

ConcurrencyException Class | ConcurrencyException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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ConcurrencyException Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the ConcurrencyException class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ConcurrencyException Class | ConcurrencyException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
ConcurrencyException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public ConcurrencyException();
[C++]
public: ConcurrencyException();
[JScript]
public function ConcurrencyException();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ConcurrencyException Constructor (System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the ConcurrencyException class.

VB

Parameters

messageOnly
The error message that explains the reason for the exception.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ConcurrencyException Class | ConcurrencyException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
ConcurrencyException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal messageOnly As String _
)
[C#]
public ConcurrencyException(
   string messageOnly
);
[C++]
public: ConcurrencyException(
   String* messageOnly
);
[JScript]
public function ConcurrencyException(
   messageOnly : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ConcurrencyException Constructor (System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the ConcurrencyException class.

VB

Parameters

msg
The error message that explains the reason for the exception.

innerException
The Exception instance that caused the current exception.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ConcurrencyException Class | ConcurrencyException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
ConcurrencyException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal msg As String, _
   ByVal innerException As Exception _
)
[C#]
public ConcurrencyException(
   string msg,
   Exception innerException
);
[C++]
public: ConcurrencyException(
   String* msg,
   Exception* innerException
);
[JScript]
public function ConcurrencyException(
   msg : String,
   innerException : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ConcurrencyException Constructor (System.String,
System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the ConcurrencyException class.

VB

Parameters

messageOnly
The error message that explains the reason for the exception.

errorDetails
The instructions for the user when an exception is encountered, usually “Refresh and try again."

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ConcurrencyException Class | ConcurrencyException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
ConcurrencyException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal messageOnly As String, _
   ByVal errorDetails As String _
)
[C#]
public ConcurrencyException(
   string messageOnly,
   string errorDetails
);
[C++]
public: ConcurrencyException(
   String* messageOnly,
   String* errorDetails
);
[JScript]
public function ConcurrencyException(
   messageOnly : String,
   errorDetails : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ConcurrencyException Properties
The properties of the ConcurrencyException class are listed here. For a complete list of ConcurrencyException class
members, see the ConcurrencyException Members topic.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Type Overridden. Gets the type of error.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ConcurrencyException Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ConcurrencyException.Type Property
Gets the type of error.

VB

Property Value

One of the ErrorType values.

Implements

IBtsExtendedError.Type

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ConcurrencyException Class | ConcurrencyException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property Type As ErrorType  Implements _
   IBtsExtendedError.Type
[C#]
public override ErrorType Type {get;}
[C++]
public: __property ErrorType get_Type();
[JScript]
public override function get Type() : ErrorType;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ConcurrencyException Methods
The methods of the ConcurrencyException class are listed here. For a complete list of ConcurrencyException class members,
see the ConcurrencyException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object with information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ConcurrencyException Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ConcurrencyException.GetObjectData Method
Sets the SerializationInfo object with information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo object that holds all the data needed to serialize or deserialize this instance.

context
A StreamingContext that contains the location where serialized data will be stored and retrieved.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ConcurrencyException Class | ConcurrencyException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ConstraintException Class
Represents the exception that is thrown when attempting an action that violates a constraint.

For a list of all members of this type, see ConstraintException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsException
            Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.ConstraintException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

ConstraintException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class ConstraintException
   Inherits BtsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class ConstraintException : BtsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class ConstraintException : public
   BtsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class ConstraintException extends BtsException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ww58ded5(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ConstraintException Members
ConstraintException overview

Public Constructors

ConstraintException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the ConstraintException class.

Public Properties

ConstraintNumber Gets the constraint number describing the constraint that is violated.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Type Overridden. Gets the type of error.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object with information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ConstraintException Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/71tawy4s(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/902sca80(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9btwf6wk(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/85weac5w(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dxzhy005(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/2wchw354(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/49kcee3b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/es4y6f7e(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/sh5cw61c(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ConstraintException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the ConstraintException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the ConstraintException class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public ConstraintException();

[C++] public: ConstraintException();

[JScript] public function ConstraintException();

Initializes a new instance of the ConstraintException class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public ConstraintException(System.String);

[C++] public: ConstraintException(System.String);

[JScript] public function ConstraintException(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the ConstraintException class with the exception instance that caused the current exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public ConstraintException(System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: ConstraintException(System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function ConstraintException(System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

ConstraintException Class | ConstraintException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ConstraintException Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the ConstraintException class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ConstraintException Class | ConstraintException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
ConstraintException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public ConstraintException();
[C++]
public: ConstraintException();
[JScript]
public function ConstraintException();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ConstraintException Constructor (System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the ConstraintException class.

VB

Parameters

msg
The error message that explains the reason for the exception.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ConstraintException Class | ConstraintException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
ConstraintException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal msg As String _
)
[C#]
public ConstraintException(
   string msg
);
[C++]
public: ConstraintException(
   String* msg
);
[JScript]
public function ConstraintException(
   msg : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ConstraintException Constructor (System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the ConstraintException class with the exception instance that caused the current exception.

VB

Parameters

msg
The error message that explains the reason for the exception.

innerException
The Exception instance that caused the current exception.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ConstraintException Class | ConstraintException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
ConstraintException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal msg As String, _
   ByVal innerException As Exception _
)
[C#]
public ConstraintException(
   string msg,
   Exception innerException
);
[C++]
public: ConstraintException(
   String* msg,
   Exception* innerException
);
[JScript]
public function ConstraintException(
   msg : String,
   innerException : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ConstraintException Properties
The properties of the ConstraintException class are listed here. For a complete list of ConstraintException class members, see
the ConstraintException Members topic.

Public Properties

ConstraintNumber Gets the constraint number describing the constraint that is violated.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Type Overridden. Gets the type of error.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ConstraintException Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/71tawy4s(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/902sca80(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9btwf6wk(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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ConstraintException.ConstraintNumber Property
Gets the constraint number describing the constraint that is violated.

VB

Property Value

The following is a list of the error codes handled by the BizTalk Explorer Object Model.

Description Value
CONSTRAINT_ORCHESTRATION_SENDPORTGROUP 1
CONSTRAINT_ORCHESTRATION_RECEIVEPORT 2
CONSTRAINT_ORCHESTRATION_SENDPORT 3
CONSTRAINT_ENLISTEDPARTY_SENDPORT 4
CONSTRAINT_ENLISTEDPARTY_PARTY 5
CONSTRAINT_SENDPORTGROUP_SENDPORT 6
CONSTRAINT_PARTY_SENDPORT 7
CONSTRAINT_RECEIVEPORT_SENDPIPELINE 10
CONSTRAINT_SENDPORT_SENDPIPELINE 11
CONSTRAINT_RECEIVELOCATION_RXHANDLER 12
CONSTRAINT_SENDPORT_RECEIVEPIPELINE 13
CONSTRAINT_SENDPORT_PROTOCOL 14
CONSTRAINT_RECEIVELOCATION_PIPELINE 15
CONSTRAINT_ORCHESTRATIONPORT_MAPPING 16
CONSTRAINT_ENLISTEDPARTY_ROLE 17
CONSTRAINT_ENLISTEDPARTY_ROLE_PORT 18
CONSTRAINT_ENLISTEDPARTY_ROLE_OPERATION 19
CONSTRAINT_RECEIVELOCATION_PROTOCOL 20
CONSTRAINT_SENDPORT_TRANSFORM 21
CONSTRAINT_RECEIVEPORT_TRANSFORM 22
CONSTRAINT_SENDPORT_UNIQUE 101
CONSTRAINT_PARTY_UNIQUE 102
CONSTRAINT_RECEIVEPORT_UNIQUE 103
CONSTRAINT_RECEIVELOCATION_UNIQUE 104
CONSTRAINT_ENLISTEDPARTY_ROLE_UNIQUE 105
CONSTRAINT_SENDPORTGROUP_SENDPORT_UNIQUE 106
CONSTRAINT_PARTY_SENDPORT_UNIQUE 107
CONSTRAINT_QUALIFIER_VALUE_UNIQUE 108
CONSTRAINT_SENDPORTGROUP_UNIQUE 109
CONSTRAINT_RECEIVELOCATION_URI_UNIQUE 110
CONSTRAINT_SENDPORT_TRANSFORM_UNIQUE 111
CONSTRAINT_RECEIVEPORT_TRANSFORM_UNIQUE 112

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

Public ReadOnly Property ConstraintNumber As Integer
[C#]
public int ConstraintNumber {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_ConstraintNumber();
[JScript]
public function get ConstraintNumber() : int;



 

See Also

ConstraintException Class | ConstraintException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ConstraintException.Type Property
Gets the type of error.

VB

Property Value

One of the ErrorType values.

Implements

IBtsExtendedError.Type

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ConstraintException Class | ConstraintException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property Type As ErrorType  Implements _
   IBtsExtendedError.Type
[C#]
public override ErrorType Type {get;}
[C++]
public: __property ErrorType get_Type();
[JScript]
public override function get Type() : ErrorType;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ConstraintException Methods
The methods of the ConstraintException class are listed here. For a complete list of ConstraintException class members, see
the ConstraintException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object with information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ConstraintException Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ConstraintException.GetObjectData Method
Set the SerializationInfo object with information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo object that holds all the data needed to serialize or deserialize this instance.

context
A StreamingContext that contains the location where serialized data will be stored and retrieved.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ConstraintException Class | ConstraintException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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EnlistedParty Class
Provides the implementation for the IEnlistedParty interface.

For a list of all members of this type, see EnlistedParty Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BaseObject
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.EnlistedParty

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

EnlistedParty Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

NotInheritable Public Class EnlistedParty
   Inherits BaseObject
   Implements IEnlistedParty
[C#]
public sealed class EnlistedParty : BaseObject, IEnlistedParty
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class EnlistedParty : public BaseObject,
   IEnlistedParty
[JScript]
public class EnlistedParty extends BaseObject implements
   IEnlistedParty

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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EnlistedParty Members
EnlistedParty overview

Public Properties

Mappings Gets the collection of mappings (IEnlistedPartyMapping) that represent the mapping between the operation and t
he send port belonging to the party.

Party Gets the party being enlisted.
Role Gets the reference to the role under which the party is enlisted.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

EnlistedParty Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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EnlistedParty Properties
The properties of the EnlistedParty class are listed here. For a complete list of EnlistedParty class members, see the
EnlistedParty Members topic.

Public Properties

Mappings Gets the collection of mappings (IEnlistedPartyMapping) that represent the mapping between the operation and t
he send port belonging to the party.

Party Gets the party being enlisted.
Role Gets the reference to the role under which the party is enlisted.

See Also

EnlistedParty Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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EnlistedParty.Mappings Property
Gets the collection of mappings (IEnlistedPartyMapping) that represent the mapping between the operation and the send port
belonging to the party.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

EnlistedParty Class | EnlistedParty Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property Mappings As EnlistedPartyMappingCollection
[C#]
public EnlistedPartyMappingCollection Mappings {get;}
[C++]
public: __property EnlistedPartyMappingCollection* get_Mappings();
[JScript]
public function get Mappings() : EnlistedPartyMappingCollection;
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EnlistedParty.Party Property
Gets the party being enlisted.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

EnlistedParty Class | EnlistedParty Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property Party As Party
[C#]
public Party Party {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Party* get_Party();
[JScript]
public function get Party() : Party;
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EnlistedParty.Role Property
Gets the reference to the role under which the party is enlisted.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

EnlistedParty Class | EnlistedParty Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property Role As Role
[C#]
public Role Role {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Role* get_Role();
[JScript]
public function get Role() : Role;
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EnlistedPartyCollection Class
Contains an ordered set of EnlistedParty objects that can be referred to as a unit.

For a list of all members of this type, see EnlistedPartyCollection Members.

System.Object
   System.Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionBase
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsReadOnlyCollection
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.EnlistedPartyCollection

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

EnlistedPartyCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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NotInheritable Public Class EnlistedPartyCollection
   Inherits BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C#]
public sealed class EnlistedPartyCollection : BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class EnlistedPartyCollection : public
   BtsReadOnlyCollection
[JScript]
public class EnlistedPartyCollection extends BtsReadOnlyCollection
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EnlistedPartyCollection Members
EnlistedPartyCollection overview

Public Constructors

EnlistedPartyCollection Constructor Initializes a new instance of the EnlistedPartyCollection class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Gets an EnlistedParty at the specified index.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the EnlistedPartyCollection class.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from System.Obje
ct)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited from Syst
em.Collections.ReadOnlyCollection
Base)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

EnlistedPartyCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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EnlistedPartyCollection Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the EnlistedPartyCollection class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

EnlistedPartyCollection Class | EnlistedPartyCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public EnlistedPartyCollection();
[C++]
public: EnlistedPartyCollection();
[JScript]
public function EnlistedPartyCollection();
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EnlistedPartyCollection Properties
The properties of the EnlistedPartyCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of EnlistedPartyCollection class
members, see the EnlistedPartyCollection Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Gets an EnlistedParty at the specified index.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the EnlistedPartyCollection class.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

EnlistedPartyCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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EnlistedPartyCollection.Item Property
Gets an EnlistedParty at the specified index.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the EnlistedPartyCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

index
An ordinal index value that specifies which EnlistedParty to return.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
An ordinal index value that specifies which EnlistedParty to return.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

EnlistedPartyCollection Class | EnlistedPartyCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As EnlistedParty
[C#]
public EnlistedParty this[
   int index
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property EnlistedParty* get_Item(
   int index
);
[JScript]
returnValue = EnlistedPartyCollectionObject.Item(index);
-or-
returnValue = EnlistedPartyCollectionObject(index);
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EnlistedPartyMapping Class
Provides the implementation for the IEnlistedPartyMapping interface.

For a list of all members of this type, see EnlistedPartyMapping Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BaseObject
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.EnlistedPartyMapping

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

EnlistedPartyMapping Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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NotInheritable Public Class EnlistedPartyMapping
   Inherits BaseObject
   Implements IEnlistedPartyMapping
[C#]
public sealed class EnlistedPartyMapping : BaseObject,
   IEnlistedPartyMapping
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class EnlistedPartyMapping : public
   BaseObject, IEnlistedPartyMapping
[JScript]
public class EnlistedPartyMapping extends BaseObject implements
   IEnlistedPartyMapping
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EnlistedPartyMapping Members
EnlistedPartyMapping overview

Public Properties

EnlistedParty Gets the enlisted party that owns this mapping.
Operation Gets the operation of the role under which the party is enlisted.
SendPort Gets the send port that is mapped to the operation.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

EnlistedPartyMapping Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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EnlistedPartyMapping Properties
The properties of the EnlistedPartyMapping class are listed here. For a complete list of EnlistedPartyMapping class members,
see the EnlistedPartyMapping Members topic.

Public Properties

EnlistedParty Gets the enlisted party that owns this mapping.
Operation Gets the operation of the role under which the party is enlisted.
SendPort Gets the send port that is mapped to the operation.

See Also

EnlistedPartyMapping Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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EnlistedPartyMapping.EnlistedParty Property
Gets the enlisted party that owns this mapping.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

EnlistedPartyMapping Class | EnlistedPartyMapping Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property EnlistedParty As EnlistedParty
[C#]
public EnlistedParty EnlistedParty {get;}
[C++]
public: __property EnlistedParty* get_EnlistedParty();
[JScript]
public function get EnlistedParty() : EnlistedParty;
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EnlistedPartyMapping.Operation Property
Gets the operation of the role under which the party is enlisted.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

EnlistedPartyMapping Class | EnlistedPartyMapping Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property Operation As PortTypeOperation
[C#]
public PortTypeOperation Operation {get;}
[C++]
public: __property PortTypeOperation* get_Operation();
[JScript]
public function get Operation() : PortTypeOperation;
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EnlistedPartyMapping.SendPort Property
Gets the send port that is mapped to the operation.

VB

Remarks

The following mapping rules apply:

One-way operation is bound to a one-way party send port.
Two-way operation is bound to a two-way party send port.

An exception with the message “Only Two-Way Operation can be bound to Two-Way Send Port.” or “Only One-Way Operation
can be bound to One-Way Send Port.” is generated when the mapping rules are violated.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Property SendPort As SendPort
[C#]
public SendPort SendPort {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property SendPort* get_SendPort();
public: __property void set_SendPort(SendPort*);
[JScript]
public function get SendPort() : SendPort;
public function set SendPort(SendPort);
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EnlistedPartyMappingCollection Class
Contains an ordered set of EnlistedPartyMapping objects that can be referred to as a unit.

For a list of all members of this type, see EnlistedPartyMappingCollection Members.

System.Object
   System.Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionBase
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsReadOnlyCollection
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.EnlistedPartyMappingCollection

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

EnlistedPartyMappingCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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NotInheritable Public Class EnlistedPartyMappingCollection
   Inherits BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C#]
public sealed class EnlistedPartyMappingCollection :
   BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class EnlistedPartyMappingCollection : public
   BtsReadOnlyCollection
[JScript]
public class EnlistedPartyMappingCollection extends
   BtsReadOnlyCollection
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EnlistedPartyMappingCollection Members
EnlistedPartyMappingCollection overview

Public Constructors

EnlistedPartyMappingCollection Constructor Initializes a new instance of the EnlistedPartyMappingCollection class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Gets the EnlistedPartyMapping at the specified index.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the EnlistedPartyMappingCollection class.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from System.Obje
ct)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited from Syst
em.Collections.ReadOnlyCollection
Base)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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EnlistedPartyMappingCollection Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the EnlistedPartyMappingCollection class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

EnlistedPartyMappingCollection Class | EnlistedPartyMappingCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public EnlistedPartyMappingCollection();
[C++]
public: EnlistedPartyMappingCollection();
[JScript]
public function EnlistedPartyMappingCollection();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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EnlistedPartyMappingCollection Properties
The properties of the EnlistedPartyMappingCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of
EnlistedPartyMappingCollection class members, see the EnlistedPartyMappingCollection Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Gets the EnlistedPartyMapping at the specified index.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the EnlistedPartyMappingCollection class.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

EnlistedPartyMappingCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/acw0sw34(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/sdz0b4ay(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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EnlistedPartyMappingCollection.Item Property
Gets the EnlistedPartyMapping at the specified index.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the EnlistedPartyMappingCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

index
An ordinal index value that specifies the EnlistedPartyMapping to return.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
An ordinal index value that specifies the EnlistedPartyMapping to return.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

EnlistedPartyMappingCollection Class | EnlistedPartyMappingCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As EnlistedPartyMapping
[C#]
public EnlistedPartyMapping this[
   int index
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property EnlistedPartyMapping* get_Item(
   int index
);
[JScript]
returnValue = EnlistedPartyMappingCollectionObject.Item(index);
-or-
returnValue = EnlistedPartyMappingCollectionObject(index);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ErrorType Enumeration
Denotes the kind of exception thrown by the BizTalk Explorer Object Model.

VB

Members

Member name Value Description
ConcurrencyViolation 1 Concurrency violation occurs when the multiple users attempt to modify data at the same time.
ConstraintViolation 2 Constraint violation occurs when attempting an action that violates a constraint.
Default 0 Default BizTalk Explorer Object Model exception.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
<ComVisible(True)>
Public Enum ErrorType
[C#]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
public enum ErrorType
[C++]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
__value public enum ErrorType
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
   ComVisible(true)
enum ErrorType

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Fragmentation Enumeration
Indicates whether to perform fragmentation of large messages before submitting them into MessageBox.

VB

Members

Member name Value Description
No 1 Submit all messages received on this location without fragmentation.
Runtime 2 Use large message processing heuristics to determine whether to do fragmentation or not.
Yes 0 Submit all messages received on this location using fragmentation.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
<ComVisible(True)>
Public Enum Fragmentation
[C#]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
public enum Fragmentation
[C++]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
__value public enum Fragmentation
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
   ComVisible(true)
enum Fragmentation

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Host Class
Provides the implementation for the IHost interface.

For a list of all members of this type, see Host Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BaseObject
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.Host

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

Host Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

NotInheritable Public Class Host
   Inherits BaseObject
   Implements IHost
[C#]
public sealed class Host : BaseObject, IHost
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class Host : public BaseObject, IHost
[JScript]
public class Host extends BaseObject implements IHost

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Host Members
Host overview

Public Properties

BtsCatalogExplorer Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer Object Model.
IsDefault Denotes a default host.
Name Gets the name of the host
NTGroupName Gets the Windows NT group name of the host.
Type Gets the host type.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Host Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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Host Properties
The properties of the Host class are listed here. For a complete list of Host class members, see the Host Members topic.

Public Properties

BtsCatalogExplorer Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer Object Model.
IsDefault Denotes a default host.
Name Gets the name of the host
NTGroupName Gets the Windows NT group name of the host.
Type Gets the host type.

See Also

Host Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Host.BtsCatalogExplorer Property
Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer Object Model.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Host Class | Host Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property BtsCatalogExplorer As BtsCatalogExplorer
[C#]
public BtsCatalogExplorer BtsCatalogExplorer {get;}
[C++]
public: __property BtsCatalogExplorer* get_BtsCatalogExplorer();
[JScript]
public function get BtsCatalogExplorer() : BtsCatalogExplorer;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Host.IsDefault Property
Denotes a default host.

VB

Implements

IHost.IsDefault

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

Host Class | Host Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property IsDefault As Boolean  _
   Implements IHost.IsDefault
[C#]
public virtual bool IsDefault {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_IsDefault();
[JScript]
public function get IsDefault() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Host.Name Property
Gets the name of the host.

VB

Implements

IHost.Name

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Host Class | Host Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Name As String  Implements _
   IHost.Name
[C#]
public virtual string Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Name();
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Host.NTGroupName Property
Gets the Windows NT group name of the host.

VB

Implements

IHost.NTGroupName

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Host Class | Host Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property NTGroupName As String  _
   Implements IHost.NTGroupName
[C#]
public virtual string NTGroupName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_NTGroupName();
[JScript]
public function get NTGroupName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Host.Type Property
Gets the host type.

VB

Implements

IHost.Type

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Host Class | Host Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Type As HostType  Implements _
   IHost.Type
[C#]
public virtual HostType Type {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual HostType get_Type();
[JScript]
public function get Type() : HostType;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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HostCollection Class
Contains an ordered set of Host objects that can be referred to as a unit.

For a list of all members of this type, see HostCollection Members.

System.Object
   System.Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionBase
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsReadOnlyCollection
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.HostCollection

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

HostCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

NotInheritable Public Class HostCollection
   Inherits BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C#]
public sealed class HostCollection : BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class HostCollection : public
   BtsReadOnlyCollection
[JScript]
public class HostCollection extends BtsReadOnlyCollection

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ax6khctw(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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HostCollection Members
HostCollection overview

Public Constructors

HostCollection Constructor Initializes a new instance of the HostCollection class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets a Host from the collection.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the HostCollection class.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from System.Obje
ct)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited from Syst
em.Collections.ReadOnlyCollection
Base)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

HostCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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HostCollection Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the HostCollection class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

HostCollection Class | HostCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public HostCollection();
[C++]
public: HostCollection();
[JScript]
public function HostCollection();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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HostCollection Properties
The properties of the HostCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of HostCollection class members, see the
HostCollection Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets a Host from the collection.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the HostCollection class.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

HostCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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HostCollection.Item Property
Gets a Host from the collection.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the HostCollection class.

Overload List

Gets the Host at the specified index.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.Int32) As Host

[C#] public Host this[System.Int32] {get;}

[C++] public: __property Host* get_Item(System.Int32);

[JScript] HostCollection.Item (System.Int32)

Gets a Host specified by its Name property.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.String) As Host

[C#] public Host this[System.String] {get;}

[C++] public: __property Host* get_Item(System.String);

[JScript] HostCollection.Item (System.String)

See Also

HostCollection Class | HostCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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HostCollection.Item Property (System.Int32)
Gets the Host at the specified index.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the HostCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

index
An ordinal index value that specifies which Host to return.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
An ordinal index value that specifies which Host to return.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

HostCollection Class | HostCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace | HostCollection.Item Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As Host
[C#]
public Host this[
   int index
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Host* get_Item(
   int index
);
[JScript]
returnValue = HostCollectionObject.Item(index);
-or-
returnValue = HostCollectionObject(index);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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HostCollection.Item Property (System.String)
Gets a Host specified by its Name property.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the HostCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

name
The name of the Host returned.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

name
The name of the Host returned.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

HostCollection Class | HostCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace | HostCollection.Item Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal name As String _
) As Host
[C#]
public Host this[
   string name
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Host* get_Item(
   String* name
);
[JScript]
returnValue = HostCollectionObject.Item(name);
-or-
returnValue = HostCollectionObject(name);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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HostType Enumeration
Based on the physical configuration and type of adapter that can be hosted, the host is either InProcess or Isolated.

VB

Members

Me
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Description

InP
roc
ess

1 This type of host represents service instances that are created, deleted, and fully controlled by administration.

Any orchestration can be enlisted into In-Process hosts.

Any send handler can be hosted by an In-Process host.

Only those receive handlers for In-Process-type adapters can be hosted by In-Process hosts; these adapters are: File and Biz
Talk Message Queuing adapters.

Inv
ali
d

0 A host that is not valid.

Iso
lat
ed

2 This type of host represents service instances that are created, deleted, and controlled outside of administration tools, but s
till need the benefit of some of the host configuration performed by the tools (such as service account and authentication tr
ust).  Isolated hosts are primarily intended to host those adapters that need to run outside of the normal BizTalk runtime pr
ocess.  They are not intended as a way to host orchestrations outside the normal (In-Process) runtime.

No orchestrations can be enlisted into Isolated Hosts. 

No send handler can be configured to be hosted in an Isolated host.

Only those receive handlers for Isolated-type adapters can be hosted by Isolated hosts; these adapters are: HTTP/S and SO
AP.

Isolated hosts cannot host tracking.

Isolated hosts cannot act as the default (since they cannot host orchestrations).

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Explorerom (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Explorerom.dll)

<Serializable>
<ComVisible(True)>
Public Enum HostType
[C#]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
public enum HostType
[C++]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
__value public enum HostType
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
   ComVisible(true)
enum HostType



 

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IBtsAssembly Interface
Represents all versions of an assembly that are deployed in the current database of a given assembly.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBtsAssembly Members.

VB

Classes that Implement IBtsAssembly

Class Description
BtsAssembly Provides the implementation for the IBtsAssembly interface.

Remarks

Using the BizTalk Server project system, assemblies are generated and deployed to the partner management database. The
assemblies contain orchestrations, pipelines, role link types, port types, schemas, adapters and message types. Different versions
of the same assembly can be deployed in the database. Version information of the assemblies deployed can be retrieved using
the Versions property of the assembly. PortTypes, Orchestrations, and Roles are shared between multiple versions of the same
assembly.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Explorerom (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Explorerom.dll)

See Also

IBtsAssembly Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("5493DEEC-F469-49c6-BAA1-0DC9EC70CB79")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)>
Public Interface IBtsAssembly
[C#]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("5493DEEC-F469-49c6-BAA1-0DC9EC70CB79")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)]
public interface IBtsAssembly
[C++]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("5493DEEC-F469-49c6-BAA1-0DC9EC70CB79")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsDual)]
public __gc __interface IBtsAssembly
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("5493DEEC-F469-49c6-BAA1-0DC9EC70CB79")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)
interface IBtsAssembly
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IBtsAssembly Members
IBtsAssembly overview

Public Properties

BtsCatalogExplorer Gets the root object of the BizTalk Explorer Object Model.
Culture Gets the culture supported by the assembly.
DisplayName Gets the display name of the assembly.
IsSystem Indicates whether the assembly is installed during setup.
Name Gets the assembly name.
Orchestrations Gets the orchestrations in the assembly.
Pipelines Gets the pipelines in the assembly.
PortTypes Gets the port types in the assembly.
PublicKeyToken Gets the assembly public key.
Roles Gets the role link type roles in the assembly.
Schemas Gets the schemas in the assembly.
Transforms Gets the transforms in the assembly.
Version Gets the major, minor, revision, and build number of the assembly.

See Also

IBtsAssembly Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IBtsAssembly Properties
The properties of the IBtsAssembly interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBtsAssembly interface members, see the
IBtsAssembly Members topic.

Public Properties

BtsCatalogExplorer Gets the root object of the BizTalk Explorer Object Model.
Culture Gets the culture supported by the assembly.
DisplayName Gets the display name of the assembly.
IsSystem Indicates whether the assembly is installed during setup.
Name Gets the assembly name.
Orchestrations Gets the orchestrations in the assembly.
Pipelines Gets the pipelines in the assembly.
PortTypes Gets the port types in the assembly.
PublicKeyToken Gets the assembly public key.
Roles Gets the role link type roles in the assembly.
Schemas Gets the schemas in the assembly.
Transforms Gets the transforms in the assembly.
Version Gets the major, minor, revision, and build number of the assembly.

See Also

IBtsAssembly Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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IBtsAssembly.BtsCatalogExplorer Property
Gets the root object of the BizTalk Explorer Object Model.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBtsAssembly Interface | IBtsAssembly Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property BtsCatalogExplorer As IBtsCatalogExplorer
[C#]
IBtsCatalogExplorer BtsCatalogExplorer {get;}
[C++]
__property IBtsCatalogExplorer* get_BtsCatalogExplorer();
[JScript]
function get BtsCatalogExplorer() : IBtsCatalogExplorer;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IBtsAssembly.Culture Property
Gets the culture supported by the assembly.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBtsAssembly Interface | IBtsAssembly Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property Culture As String
[C#]
string Culture {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Culture();
[JScript]
function get Culture() : String;
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IBtsAssembly.DisplayName Property
Gets the display name of the assembly.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBtsAssembly Interface | IBtsAssembly Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property DisplayName As String
[C#]
string DisplayName {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_DisplayName();
[JScript]
function get DisplayName() : String;
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IBtsAssembly.IsSystem Property
Indicates whether the assembly is installed during setup.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBtsAssembly Interface | IBtsAssembly Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property IsSystem As Boolean
[C#]
bool IsSystem {get;}
[C++]
__property bool get_IsSystem();
[JScript]
function get IsSystem() : Boolean;
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IBtsAssembly.Name Property
Gets the assembly name.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBtsAssembly Interface | IBtsAssembly Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property Name As String
[C#]
string Name {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Name();
[JScript]
function get Name() : String;
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IBtsAssembly.Orchestrations Property
Gets the orchestrations in the assembly.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBtsAssembly Interface | IBtsAssembly Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property Orchestrations As ICollection
[C#]
ICollection Orchestrations {get;}
[C++]
__property ICollection* get_Orchestrations();
[JScript]
function get Orchestrations() : ICollection;
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IBtsAssembly.Pipelines Property
Gets the pipelines in the assembly.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBtsAssembly Interface | IBtsAssembly Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property Pipelines As ICollection
[C#]
ICollection Pipelines {get;}
[C++]
__property ICollection* get_Pipelines();
[JScript]
function get Pipelines() : ICollection;
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IBtsAssembly.PortTypes Property
Gets the port types in the assembly.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBtsAssembly Interface | IBtsAssembly Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property PortTypes As ICollection
[C#]
ICollection PortTypes {get;}
[C++]
__property ICollection* get_PortTypes();
[JScript]
function get PortTypes() : ICollection;
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IBtsAssembly.PublicKeyToken Property
Gets the assembly public key.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBtsAssembly Interface | IBtsAssembly Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property PublicKeyToken As String
[C#]
string PublicKeyToken {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_PublicKeyToken();
[JScript]
function get PublicKeyToken() : String;
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IBtsAssembly.Roles Property
Gets the role link type roles in the assembly.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBtsAssembly Interface | IBtsAssembly Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property Roles As ICollection
[C#]
ICollection Roles {get;}
[C++]
__property ICollection* get_Roles();
[JScript]
function get Roles() : ICollection;
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IBtsAssembly.Schemas Property
Gets the schemas in the assembly.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBtsAssembly Interface | IBtsAssembly Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property Schemas As ICollection
[C#]
ICollection Schemas {get;}
[C++]
__property ICollection* get_Schemas();
[JScript]
function get Schemas() : ICollection;
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IBtsAssembly.Transforms Property
Gets the transforms in the assembly.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBtsAssembly Interface | IBtsAssembly Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property Transforms As ICollection
[C#]
ICollection Transforms {get;}
[C++]
__property ICollection* get_Transforms();
[JScript]
function get Transforms() : ICollection;
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IBtsAssembly.Version Property
Gets the major, minor, revision, and build number of the assembly.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBtsAssembly Interface | IBtsAssembly Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property Versions As ICollection
[C#]
ICollection Versions {get;}
[C++]
__property ICollection* get_Versions();
[JScript]
function get Versions() : ICollection;
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IBtsCatalogExplorer Interface
Represents the root object of the hierarchical BizTalk Explorer Object Model.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBtsCatalogExplorer Members.

VB

Classes that Implement IBtsCatalogExplorer

Class Description
BtsCatalogExplorer Represents the root of the BizTalk Explorer Object Model.

Remarks

As part of the IBtsCatalogExplorer initialization, a connection is established with the partner management database. A DataSet
is created which represents the database in memory. The partner management schema (including the DataRelations) are
validated and all the required DataTables are created in memory. An exception is thrown if there is any discrepancy reported in
the partner management schema. At this point, only the DataTables are created and no rows are retrieved from the database.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

IBtsCatalogExplorer Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("FDD50405-566B-4c65-BE80-7D9981DE1E32")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)>
Public Interface IBtsCatalogExplorer
[C#]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("FDD50405-566B-4c65-BE80-7D9981DE1E32")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)]
public interface IBtsCatalogExplorer
[C++]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("FDD50405-566B-4c65-BE80-7D9981DE1E32")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsDual)]
public __gc __interface IBtsCatalogExplorer
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("FDD50405-566B-4c65-BE80-7D9981DE1E32")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)
interface IBtsCatalogExplorer
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IBtsCatalogExplorer Members
IBtsCatalogExplorer overview

Public Properties

ConnectionString Gets or sets the string used to open the Partner Management database.
GroupName Gets the admin group name.

Public Methods

AddNewParty Creates and adds a new party to the party collection.
AddNewReceivePort Creates and adds a new receive port to the receive port collection.
AddNewSendPort Creates and adds a new send port to the send port collection.
AddNewSendPortGroup Creates and adds a new send port group to the send port group collection.
DiscardChanges Rejects all BtsCatalogExplorer object changes to the database since the last time SaveChanges 

or SaveChangesWithTransaction was called.
GetCollection Gets a collection of a given type.
Refresh Removes all the content from the BtsCatalogExplorer object.
RemoveParty Removes a party from the party collection.
RemoveReceivePort Removes an existing receive port from the receive port collection.
RemoveSendPort Removes an existing send port from the send port collection.
RemoveSendPortGroup Removes an existing send port group from the send port group collection.
SaveChanges Commits all BtsCatalogExplorer object changes to the database since the last time

SaveChanges or SaveChangesWithTransaction was called.
SaveChangesWithTransaction Commits all BtsCatalogExplorer object changes to the database since the last time

SaveChanges or SaveChangesWithTransaction was called.

See Also

IBtsCatalogExplorer Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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IBtsCatalogExplorer Properties
The properties of the IBtsCatalogExplorer interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBtsCatalogExplorer interface
members, see the IBtsCatalogExplorer Members topic.

Public Properties

ConnectionString Gets or sets the string used to open the Partner Management database.
GroupName Gets the admin group name.
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IBtsCatalogExplorer.ConnectionString Property
Gets or sets the string used to open the Partner Management database.

VB

Remarks

The connection string is of the form "Server=svrname;Database=BizTalkMgmtDb;Integrated Security=SSPI".

Changing the connection string changes the object to point to the database represented by the new connection string.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Property ConnectionString As String
[C#]
string ConnectionString {get; set;}
[C++]
__property String* get_ConnectionString();
__property void set_ConnectionString(String*);
[JScript]
function get ConnectionString() : String;function set
   ConnectionString(String);
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IBtsCatalogExplorer.GroupName Property
Gets the admin group name.

VB

Remarks

BizTalk Server 2004 supports only one administration group.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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ReadOnly Property GroupName As String
[C#]
string GroupName {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_GroupName();
[JScript]
function get GroupName() : String;
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IBtsCatalogExplorer Methods
The methods of the IBtsCatalogExplorer interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBtsCatalogExplorer interface
members, see the IBtsCatalogExplorer Members topic.

Public Methods

AddNewParty Creates and adds a new party to the party collection.
AddNewReceivePort Creates and adds a new receive port to the receive port collection.
AddNewSendPort Creates and adds a new send port to the send port collection.
AddNewSendPortGroup Creates and adds a new send port group to the send port group collection.
DiscardChanges Rejects all BtsCatalogExplorer object changes to the database since the last time SaveChanges 

or SaveChangesWithTransaction was called.
GetCollection Gets a collection of a given type.
Refresh Removes all the content from the BtsCatalogExplorer object.
RemoveParty Removes a party from the party collection.
RemoveReceivePort Removes an existing receive port from the receive port collection.
RemoveSendPort Removes an existing send port from the send port collection.
RemoveSendPortGroup Removes an existing send port group from the send port group collection.
SaveChanges Commits all BtsCatalogExplorer object changes to the database since the last time

SaveChanges or SaveChangesWithTransaction was called.
SaveChangesWithTransaction Commits all BtsCatalogExplorer object changes to the database since the last time

SaveChanges or SaveChangesWithTransaction was called.

See Also
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IBtsCatalogExplorer.AddNewParty Method
Creates and adds a new party to the party collection.

VB

Return Value

The newly created party.

Remarks

A uniquely generated name is assigned to the party.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Function AddNewParty() As IParty
[C#]
IParty AddNewParty();
[C++]
IParty* AddNewParty();
[JScript]
function AddNewParty() : IParty;
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IBtsCatalogExplorer.AddNewReceivePort Method
Creates and adds a new receive port to the receive port collection.

VB

Parameters

twoWay
If true, then the receive port is two-way; otherwise, it is one-way.

Return Value

The newly created receive port.

Remarks

Receive port names are unique.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Function AddNewReceivePort( _
   ByVal twoWay As Boolean _
) As IReceivePort
[C#]
IReceivePort AddNewReceivePort(
   bool twoWay
);
[C++]
IReceivePort* AddNewReceivePort(
   bool twoWay
);
[JScript]
function AddNewReceivePort(
   twoWay : Boolean
) : IReceivePort;
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IBtsCatalogExplorer.AddNewSendPort Method
Creates and adds a new send port to the send port collection.

VB

Parameters

dynamicPort
true if the send port is dynamic; false if the send port is static.

twoWay
true if the send port is two-way; false if the send port is one-way.

Return Value

The newly created send port.

Remarks

A uniquely generated name is assigned to the send port.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBtsCatalogExplorer Interface | IBtsCatalogExplorer Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Function AddNewSendPort( _
   ByVal dynamicPort As Boolean, _
   ByVal twoWay As Boolean _
) As ISendPort
[C#]
ISendPort AddNewSendPort(
   bool dynamicPort,
   bool twoWay
);
[C++]
ISendPort* AddNewSendPort(
   bool dynamicPort,
   bool twoWay
);
[JScript]
function AddNewSendPort(
   dynamicPort : Boolean,
   twoWay : Boolean
) : ISendPort;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IBtsCatalogExplorer.AddNewSendPortGroup Method
Creates and adds a new send port group to the send port group collection.

VB

Return Value

The newly created send port group.

Remarks

A uniquely generated name is assigned to the Send Port Group.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Function AddNewSendPortGroup() As ISendPortGroup
[C#]
ISendPortGroup AddNewSendPortGroup();
[C++]
ISendPortGroup* AddNewSendPortGroup();
[JScript]
function AddNewSendPortGroup() : ISendPortGroup;
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IBtsCatalogExplorer.DiscardChanges Method
Rejects all BtsCatalogExplorer object changes to the database since the last time SaveChanges or SaveChangesWithTransaction
was called.

VB

Remarks

The RejectChanges method of the DataSet object is called, which rejects the dataset changes. New rows are removed. Modified
and deleted rows return back to the original state. The changes are discarded without committing to the database. There is no
database interaction during this stage.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Sub DiscardChanges()
[C#]
void DiscardChanges();
[C++]
void DiscardChanges();
[JScript]
function DiscardChanges();
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IBtsCatalogExplorer.GetCollection Method
Gets a collection of a given type.

VB

Parameters

enumCollectionType
A CollectionType enumeration indicating which type of collection to retrieve.

Return Value

Items in the CollectionType enumeration.

Remarks

There is only one collection of each type associated with a given BTSCatalogExplorer object.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Function GetCollection( _
   ByVal enumCollectionType As CollectionType _
) As ICollection
[C#]
ICollection GetCollection(
   CollectionType enumCollectionType
);
[C++]
ICollection* GetCollection(
   CollectionType enumCollectionType
);
[JScript]
function GetCollection(
   enumCollectionType : CollectionType
) : ICollection;
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IBtsCatalogExplorer.Refresh Method
Removes all the content from the BtsCatalogExplorer object.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Remarks

The Refresh method clears the memory cache and does not load any BizTalk Explorer artifacts unless they are explicitly loaded.

See Also
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Sub Refresh()
[C#]
void Refresh();
[C++]
void Refresh();
[JScript]
function Refresh();
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IBtsCatalogExplorer.RemoveParty Method
Removes a party from the party collection.

VB

Parameters

removedParty
The party to remove.

Remarks

If the party is enlisted under a role, the method throws an exception.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Sub RemoveParty( _
   ByVal removedParty As IParty _
)
[C#]
void RemoveParty(
   IParty removedParty
);
[C++]
void RemoveParty(
   IParty* removedParty
);
[JScript]
function RemoveParty(
   removedParty : IParty
);
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IBtsCatalogExplorer.RemoveReceivePort Method
Removes an existing receive port from the receive port collection.

VB

Parameters

rxPort
The receive port to remove.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Sub RemoveReceivePort( _
   ByVal rxPort As IReceivePort _
)
[C#]
void RemoveReceivePort(
   IReceivePort rxPort
);
[C++]
void RemoveReceivePort(
   IReceivePort* rxPort
);
[JScript]
function RemoveReceivePort(
   rxPort : IReceivePort
);
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IBtsCatalogExplorer.RemoveSendPort Method
Removes an existing send port from the send port collection.

VB

Parameters

sendPort
The send port to remove.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Sub RemoveSendPort( _
   ByVal sendPort As ISendPort _
)
[C#]
void RemoveSendPort(
   ISendPort sendPort
);
[C++]
void RemoveSendPort(
   ISendPort* sendPort
);
[JScript]
function RemoveSendPort(
   sendPort : ISendPort
);
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IBtsCatalogExplorer.RemoveSendPortGroup Method
Removes an existing send port group from the send port group collection.

VB

Parameters

sendPortGroup
The send port group to remove.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Sub RemoveSendPortGroup( _
   ByVal sendPortGroup As ISendPortGroup _
)
[C#]
void RemoveSendPortGroup(
   ISendPortGroup sendPortGroup
);
[C++]
void RemoveSendPortGroup(
   ISendPortGroup* sendPortGroup
);
[JScript]
function RemoveSendPortGroup(
   sendPortGroup : ISendPortGroup
);
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IBtsCatalogExplorer.SaveChanges Method
Commits all BtsCatalogExplorer object changes to the database since the last time SaveChanges or
SaveChangesWithTransaction was called and keeps the information in memory.

VB

Remarks

Updates the partner management database with the changes that are currently stored in the object model dataset since it was
loaded or the last call to the SaveChanges method was made.

When the SaveChanges method is called, the transaction is committed to the database. The AcceptChanges method of the
DataSet object is called, which updates the database with the dataset changes. All updates are part of the transaction.

All the constraints are validated in this method. If even a single constraint is violated, then the SaveChanges method fails, the
transaction is rolled back, and an exception is raised. Upon execution of the SaveChanges method, the rowState property of the
DataRow will be set to Unchanged indicating the syncronization between the dataset and the database. If the SaveChanges
method succeeds, NewRows will be created, DeletedRows will be deleted and Modified rows will be updated to the database.

Also, during the SaveChanges method execution, subscriptions are created for all the send ports and send port groups required.
Based on the state the user has set on these items the appropriate functions are called in the Messaging Engine. For example, a
send port has three states:

Un-enlisted
Enlisted
Started

Based on these three state transitions we call Enlist, Start, Stop and UnEnlist methods on the Messaging Engine, which in turn
takes care of reflecting the subscription state in the MessageBox database.

The following is the MessageBox Behavior for each state:

Un-enlisted. When a send port is in the un-enlisted state, these is no subscription created for send port. If any message
comes which are meant for the send port then it will be discarded
Enlisted. When a send port is in enlisted state, the message which satisfies the sendport subscriptions, will be moved to
suspended queue.
Started. Messages will be processed.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also
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Sub SaveChanges()
[C#]
void SaveChanges();
[C++]
void SaveChanges();
[JScript]
function SaveChanges();
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IBtsCatalogExplorer.SaveChangesWithTransaction Method
Commits all BtsCatalogExplorer object changes to the database since the last time SaveChanges or
SaveChangesWithTransaction was called.

VB

Parameters

transactionObj
A reference to an existing transaction in which to enlist.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also
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Sub SaveChangesWithTransaction( _
   ByVal transactionObj As Object _
)
[C#]
void SaveChangesWithTransaction(
   object transactionObj
);
[C++]
void SaveChangesWithTransaction(
   Object* transactionObj
);
[JScript]
function SaveChangesWithTransaction(
   transactionObj : Object
);
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IBtsExtendedError Interface
Represents an error that occurred when the application was running.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBtsExtendedError Members.

VB

Classes that Implement IBtsExtendedError

Class Description
BtsException Exception class for BizTalk Explorer failures.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)
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<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("F548C507-90B2-4d74-B936-ABB0163E885A")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)>
Public Interface IBtsExtendedError
[C#]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("F548C507-90B2-4d74-B936-ABB0163E885A")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)]
public interface IBtsExtendedError
[C++]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("F548C507-90B2-4d74-B936-ABB0163E885A")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsDual)]
public __gc __interface IBtsExtendedError
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("F548C507-90B2-4d74-B936-ABB0163E885A")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)
interface IBtsExtendedError
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IBtsExtendedError Members
IBtsExtendedError overview

Public Properties

Details Gets the details of the current exception.
Message Gets the message that describes the current exception.
Type Gets the type of error.

See Also
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IBtsExtendedError Properties
The properties of the IBtsExtendedError interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBtsExtendedError interface members,
see the IBtsExtendedError Members topic.

Public Properties

Details Gets the details of the current exception.
Message Gets the message that describes the current exception.
Type Gets the type of error.

See Also

IBtsExtendedError Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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IBtsExtendedError.Details Property
Gets the details of the current exception.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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ReadOnly Property Details As String
[C#]
string Details {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Details();
[JScript]
function get Details() : String;
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IBtsExtendedError.Message Property
Gets the message that describes the current exception.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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ReadOnly Property Message As String
[C#]
string Message {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Message();
[JScript]
function get Message() : String;
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IBtsExtendedError.Type Property
Gets the type of error.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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ReadOnly Property Type As ErrorType
[C#]
ErrorType Type {get;}
[C++]
__property ErrorType get_Type();
[JScript]
function get Type() : ErrorType;
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IBtsOrchestration Interface
Represents a BizTalk Server Web service.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBtsOrchestration Members.

VB

Classes that Implement IBtsOrchestration

Class Description
BtsOrchestration Represents a BizTalk Web service.

Remarks

A WSDL document defines orchestrations as collections of network endpoints, or ports. This allows the reuse of abstract
definitions: messages, which are abstract descriptions of the data being exchanged, and port types, which are abstract collections
of operations. A port is defined by associating an address with a reusable binding, and a collection of ports define a orchestration.
Hence, a WSDL document uses the following elements in the definition of network services:

Message. An abstract, typed definition of the data being communicated.
Operation. An abstract description of an action supported by the service.
Port Type. An abstract set of operations supported by one or more endpoints.
Binding. A concrete protocol and data format specification for a particular port type.
Port. A single endpoint defined as a combination of a binding and a network address.
Orchestration. A collection of related endpoints.

An orchestration invokes other orchestrations for its activity using CALL or EXEC. The list of invoked orchestrations can be
obtained from the InvokedOrchestrations property. A orchestration can go live if and only if all the invoked orchestrations have
gone live.

In a business process, a orchestration interacts with partners characterized by serviceLinkTypes. The role of the business process
itself in the interaction is the implemented role and the role of the partner is the used role. An orchestration can implement
and/or use any number of roles for its business process to be complete. Users can browse the Implemented Roles and Used Roles
of a orchestration using the properties UsedRoles and ImplementedRoles provided by the IBtsOrchestration interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("5BE075FE-D881-4184-838F-72043678F046")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)>
Public Interface IBtsOrchestration
[C#]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("5BE075FE-D881-4184-838F-72043678F046")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)]
public interface IBtsOrchestration
[C++]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("5BE075FE-D881-4184-838F-72043678F046")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsDual)]
public __gc __interface IBtsOrchestration
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("5BE075FE-D881-4184-838F-72043678F046")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)
interface IBtsOrchestration



 

Assembly: Biztalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also
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IBtsOrchestration Members
IBtsOrchestration overview

Public Properties

AssemblyQualifiedName Gets the assembly qualified name of the orchestration.
AutoResumeSuspendedInstances Gets or sets the flag to specify whether to resume all suspended instances automatically whe

n the user changes the status of the orchestration from Enlisted to Started.
AutoSuspendRunningInstances Gets or sets the flag to specify whether to suspend all running instances automatically when t

he user changes the status of the orchestration from Started to Enlisted.
AutoTerminateInstances Gets or sets the flag to specify whether to auto terminate instances when the user unenlists a

n orchestration.
BtsAssembly Gets the reference to the containing assembly.
FullName Gets the full name of the orchestration.
Host Gets the host associated with the orchestration.
ImplementedRoles Gets the collection of roles implemented by this orchestration.
InvokedOrchestrations Gets the collection of orchestrations that are invoked from the current orchestration (either b

y CALL or EXEC).
Ports Gets the collection of ports.
Status Gets or sets the status of the orchestration.
UsedRoles Gets the collection of roles used in this orchestration.

See Also
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IBtsOrchestration Properties
The properties of the IBtsOrchestration interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBtsOrchestration interface members,
see the IBtsOrchestration Members topic.

Public Properties

AssemblyQualifiedName Gets the assembly qualified name of the orchestration.
AutoResumeSuspendedInstances Gets or sets the flag to specify whether to resume all suspended instances automatically whe

n the user changes the status of the orchestration from Enlisted to Started.
AutoSuspendRunningInstances Gets or sets the flag to specify whether to suspend all running instances automatically when t

he user changes the status of the orchestration from Started to Enlisted.
AutoTerminateInstances Gets or sets the flag to specify whether to auto terminate instances when the user unenlists a

n orchestration.
BtsAssembly Gets the reference to the containing assembly.
FullName Gets the full name of the orchestration.
Host Gets the host associated with the orchestration.
ImplementedRoles Gets the collection of roles implemented by this orchestration.
InvokedOrchestrations Gets the collection of orchestrations that are invoked from the current orchestration (either b

y CALL or EXEC).
Ports Gets the collection of ports.
Status Gets or sets the status of the orchestration.
UsedRoles Gets the collection of roles used in this orchestration.

See Also
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IBtsOrchestration.AssemblyQualifiedName Property
Gets the assembly qualified name of the orchestration.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also
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ReadOnly Property AssemblyQualifiedName As String
[C#]
string AssemblyQualifiedName {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_AssemblyQualifiedName();
[JScript]
function get AssemblyQualifiedName() : String;
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IBtsOrchestration.AutoResumeSuspendedInstances Property
Gets or sets the flag to specify whether to resume all suspended instances automatically when the user changes the status of the
orchestration from Enlisted to Started.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003
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Property AutoResumeSuspendedInstances As Boolean
[C#]
bool AutoResumeSuspendedInstances {get; set;}
[C++]
__property bool get_AutoResumeSuspendedInstances();
__property void set_AutoResumeSuspendedInstances(bool);
[JScript]
function get AutoResumeSuspendedInstances() : Boolean;function set
   AutoResumeSuspendedInstances(Boolean);
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IBtsOrchestration.AutoSuspendRunningInstances Property
Gets or sets the flag to specify whether to suspend all running instances automatically when the user changes the status of the
orchestration from Started to Enlisted.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Property AutoSuspendRunningInstances As Boolean
[C#]
bool AutoSuspendRunningInstances {get; set;}
[C++]
__property bool get_AutoSuspendRunningInstances();
__property void set_AutoSuspendRunningInstances(bool);
[JScript]
function get AutoSuspendRunningInstances() : Boolean;function set
   AutoSuspendRunningInstances(Boolean);
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IBtsOrchestration.AutoTerminateInstances Property
Gets or sets the flag to specify whether to auto terminate instances when the user unenlists an orchestration.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBtsOrchestration Interface | IBtsOrchestration Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Property AutoTerminateInstances As Boolean
[C#]
bool AutoTerminateInstances {get; set;}
[C++]
__property bool get_ AutoTerminateInstances();
__property void set_ AutoTerminateInstances(bool);
[JScript]
function get AutoTerminateInstances() : Boolean;function set
   AutoTerminateInstances(Boolean);
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IBtsOrchestration.BtsAssembly Property
Gets the reference to the containing assembly.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBtsOrchestration Interface | IBtsOrchestration Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property BtsAssembly As IBtsAssembly
[C#]
IBtsAssembly BtsAssembly {get;}
[C++]
__property IBtsAssembly* get_BtsAssembly();
[JScript]
function get BtsAssembly() : IBtsAssembly;
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IBtsOrchestration.FullName Property
Gets the full name of the orchestration.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBtsOrchestration Interface | IBtsOrchestration Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property FullName As String
[C#]
string FullName {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_FullName();
[JScript]
function get FullName() : String;
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IBtsOrchestration.Host Property
Gets the host associated with the orchestration.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBtsOrchestration Interface | IBtsOrchestration Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Property Host As IHost
[C#]
IHost Host {get; set;}
[C++]
__property IHost* get_Host();
__property void set_Host(IHost*);
[JScript]
function get Host() : IHost;function set Host(IHost);
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IBtsOrchestration.ImplementedRoles Property
Gets the collection of roles implemented by this orchestration.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBtsOrchestration Interface | IBtsOrchestration Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property ImplementedRoles As ICollection
[C#]
ICollection ImplementedRoles {get;}
[C++]
__property ICollection* get_ImplementedRoles();
[JScript]
function get ImplementedRoles() : ICollection;
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IBtsOrchestration.InvokedOrchestrations Property
Get the collection of orchestrations that are invoked from the current orchestration (either by CALL or EXEC).
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBtsOrchestration Interface | IBtsOrchestration Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property InvokedOrchestrations As ICollection
[C#]
ICollection InvokedOrchestrations {get;}
[C++]
__property ICollection* get_InvokedOrchestrations();
[JScript]
function get InvokedOrchestrations() : ICollection;
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IBtsOrchestration.Ports Property
Gets the collection of ports.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBtsOrchestration Interface | IBtsOrchestration Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property Ports As ICollection
[C#]
ICollection Ports {get;}
[C++]
__property ICollection* get_Ports();
[JScript]
function get Ports() : ICollection;
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IBtsOrchestration.Status Property
Gets or sets the status of the orchestration.
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Remarks

See OrchestrationStatus for a list of possible values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBtsOrchestration Interface | IBtsOrchestration Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Property Status As OrchestrationStatus
[C#]
OrchestrationStatus Status {get; set;}
[C++]
__property OrchestrationStatus get_Status();
__property void set_Status(OrchestrationStatus);
[JScript]
function get Status() : OrchestrationStatus;function set Status(OrchestrationStatus);
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IBtsOrchestration.UsedRoles Property
Gets the collection of roles used in this orchestration.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBtsOrchestration Interface | IBtsOrchestration Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property UsedRoles As ICollection
[C#]
ICollection UsedRoles {get;}
[C++]
__property ICollection* get_UsedRoles();
[JScript]
function get UsedRoles() : ICollection;
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IBtsSchema Interface
Represents a BizTalk Server schema.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBtsSchema Members.

VB

Classes that Implement IBtsSchema

Class Description
Schema Represents a BizTalk Server schema.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Biztalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

IBtsSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("A93EB22E-8773-44fb-B967-4AFE88BB76AC")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)>
Public Interface IBtsSchema
[C#]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("A93EB22E-8773-44fb-B967-4AFE88BB76AC")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)]
public interface IBtsSchema
[C++]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("A93EB22E-8773-44fb-B967-4AFE88BB76AC")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsDual)]
public __gc __interface IBtsSchema
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("A93EB22E-8773-44fb-B967-4AFE88BB76AC")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)
interface IBtsSchema

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IBtsSchema Members
IBtsSchema overview

Public Properties

AssemblyQualifiedName Gets the fully qualified name of the schema.
BtsAssembly Gets the reference to the containing assembly.
FullName Gets the full name of the orchestration port.
Properties Gets the collection of properties of the property schema.
Type Gets the schema type.
XmlContent Gets the XML content of the schema.

See Also

IBtsSchema Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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IBtsSchema Properties
The properties of the IBtsSchema interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBtsSchema interface members, see the
IBtsSchema Members topic.

Public Properties

AssemblyQualifiedName Gets the fully qualified name of the schema.
BtsAssembly Gets the reference to the containing assembly.
FullName Gets the full name of the orchestration port.
Properties Gets the collection of properties of the property schema.
Type Gets the schema type.
XmlContent Gets the XML content of the schema.

See Also

IBtsSchema Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IBtsSchema.AssemblyQualifiedName Property
Gets the fully qualified name of the schema.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBtsSchema Interface | IBtsSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property AssemblyQualifiedName As String
[C#]
string AssemblyQualifiedName {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_AssemblyQualifiedName();
[JScript]
function get AssemblyQualifiedName() : String;
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IBtsSchema.BtsAssembly Property
Gets the reference to the containing assembly.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBtsSchema Interface | IBtsSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property BtsAssembly As IBtsAssembly
[C#]
IBtsAssembly BtsAssembly {get;}
[C++]
__property IBtsAssembly* get_BtsAssembly();
[JScript]
function get BtsAssembly() : IBtsAssembly;
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IBtsSchema.FullName Property
Gets the full name of the orchestration port.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBtsSchema Interface | IBtsSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property FullName As String
[C#]
string FullName {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_FullName();
[JScript]
function get FullName() : String;
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IBtsSchema.Properties Property
Gets the collection of properties of the property schema.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBtsSchema Interface | IBtsSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property Properties As IDictionary
[C#]
IDictionary Properties {get;}
[C++]
__property IDictionary* get_Properties();
[JScript]
function get Properties() : IDictionary;
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IBtsSchema.Type Property
Gets the schema type.

VB

Remarks

A schema can be either a property schema or document schema.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBtsSchema Interface | IBtsSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property Type As SchemaType
[C#]
SchemaType Type {get;}
[C++]
__property SchemaType get_Type();
[JScript]
function get Type() : SchemaType;
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IBtsSchema.XmlContent Property
Gets the XML content of the schema.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBtsSchema Interface | IBtsSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property XmlContent As String
[C#]
string XmlContent {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_XmlContent();
[JScript]
function get XmlContent() : String;
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ICertificateInfo Interface
Represents a set of data that identifies an entity.

For a list of all members of this type, see ICertificateInfo Members.

VB

Classes that Implement ICertificateInfo

Class Description
CertificateInfo Represents a set of data that identifies an entity.

Remarks

Certificates are used for specifying security such as encryption, specified for send ports, and signature verification for trading
partners. The certificates are available in the BizTalk Store of the local computer.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Biztalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

ICertificateInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("0E5648B3-ED26-43dc-8C58-CE68A0C337A3")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)>
Public Interface ICertificateInfo
[C#]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("0E5648B3-ED26-43dc-8C58-CE68A0C337A3")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)]
public interface ICertificateInfo
[C++]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("0E5648B3-ED26-43dc-8C58-CE68A0C337A3")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsDual)]
public __gc __interface ICertificateInfo
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("0E5648B3-ED26-43dc-8C58-CE68A0C337A3")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)
interface ICertificateInfo
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ICertificateInfo Members
ICertificateInfo overview

Public Properties

LongName Gets the long name of the certificate.
ShortName Gets the short name of the certificate.
ThumbPrint Gets the thumbprint, or unique ID, of the certificate
UsageType Gets the usage type of the certificate.

See Also

ICertificateInfo Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ICertificateInfo Properties
The properties of the ICertificateInfo interface are listed here. For a complete list of ICertificateInfo interface members, see the
ICertificateInfo Members topic.

Public Properties

LongName Gets the long name of the certificate.
ShortName Gets the short name of the certificate.
ThumbPrint Gets the thumbprint, or unique ID, of the certificate.
UsageType Gets the usage type of the certificate.

See Also

ICertificateInfo Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ICertificateInfo.LongName Property
Gets the long name of the certificate.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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ReadOnly Property LongName As String
[C#]
string LongName {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_LongName();
[JScript]
function get LongName() : String;
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ICertificateInfo.ShortName Property
Gets the short name of the certificate.

VB

Remarks

The certificate usage type is one of the following:

None. When the certificate is not available on the machine.
Encryption. Used for encryption
Signature. Used for signature.
Both. Used for both encryption and signature.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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ReadOnly Property ShortName As String
[C#]
string ShortName {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_ShortName();
[JScript]
function get ShortName() : String;
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ICertificateInfo.ThumbPrint Property
Gets the thumbprint, or unique ID, of the certificate.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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ReadOnly Property ThumbPrint As String
[C#]
string ThumbPrint {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_ThumbPrint();
[JScript]
function get ThumbPrint() : String;
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ICertificateInfo.UsageType Property
Gets the usage type of the certificate.

VB

Remarks

See CertUsageType for a list of possible values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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ReadOnly Property UsageType As CertUsageType
[C#]
CertUsageType UsageType {get;}
[C++]
__property CertUsageType get_UsageType();
[JScript]
function get UsageType() : CertUsageType;
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IEnlistedParty Interface
Represents a provider or consumer of a service. A party enlisted under a role is an enlisted party.

For a list of all members of this type, see IEnlistedParty Members.
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Classes that Implement IEnlistedParty

Class Description
EnlistedParty Represents a provider or consumer of a service. A party enlisted under a role is an enlisted party.

Remarks

An example of enlisted parties are Fedex, UPS and DHL. If they are used as shippers to ship goods in a business process, then
Fedex, UPS and DHL are parties enlisted under the Shipper role.

When an orchestration is deployed and executed, all the partners for whom the partner role is present must be resolved to actual
orchestrations before operations on the partner’s service can be invoked. During execution, the enlisted party under the role can
be the actual orchestration.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Biztalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Explorerom.dll)

See Also

IEnlistedParty Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("43CA41A2-0281-480d-A754-29B0F7D4099A")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)>
Public Interface IEnlistedParty
[C#]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("43CA41A2-0281-480d-A754-29B0F7D4099A")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)]
public interface IEnlistedParty
[C++]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("43CA41A2-0281-480d-A754-29B0F7D4099A")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsDual)]
public __gc __interface IEnlistedParty
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("43CA41A2-0281-480d-A754-29B0F7D4099A")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)
interface IEnlistedParty
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IEnlistedParty Members
IEnlistedParty overview

Public Properties

Mappings Gets the collection of mappings (IEnlistedPartyMapping) that represent the mapping between the party ports and 
role port type operations.

Party Gets the party being enlisted.
Role Gets the IRole to which this enlisted party object belongs.

See Also

IEnlistedParty Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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IEnlistedParty Properties
The properties of the IEnlistedParty interface are listed here. For a complete list of IEnlistedParty interface members, see the
IEnlistedParty Members topic.

Public Properties

Mappings Gets the collection of mappings (IEnlistedPartyMapping) that represent the mapping between the party ports and 
role port type operations.

Party Gets the party being enlisted.
Role Gets the IRole to which this enlisted party object belongs.

See Also
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IEnlistedParty.Mappings Property
Gets the collection of mappings (IEnlistedPartyMapping) that represent the mapping between the party ports and role port
type operations.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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ReadOnly Property Mappings As ICollection
[C#]
ICollection Mappings {get;}
[C++]
__property ICollection* get_Mappings();
[JScript]
function get Mappings() : ICollection;
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IEnlistedParty.Party Property
Gets the party being enlisted.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IEnlistedParty Interface | IEnlistedParty Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property Party As IParty
[C#]
IParty Party {get;}
[C++]
__property IParty* get_Party();
[JScript]
function get Party() : IParty;
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IEnlistedParty.Role Property
Gets the IRole to which this enlisted party object belongs.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IEnlistedParty Interface | IEnlistedParty Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property Role As IRole
[C#]
IRole Role {get;}
[C++]
__property IRole* get_Role();
[JScript]
function get Role() : IRole;
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IEnlistedPartyMapping Interface
Represents the mapping between the party port and role port type operation.

For a list of all members of this type, see IEnlistedPartyMapping Members.

VB

Classes that Implement IEnlistedPartyMapping

Class Description
EnlistedPartyMapping Represents the mapping between the party port and role port type operation.

Remarks

During enlistment, the port type operations of the role are mapped to the party send ports. Two-way operations are mapped to
two-way party send ports.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Biztalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

IEnlistedPartyMapping Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("88BF7DD5-F0E2-4697-8E28-F77546BAC214")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)>
Public Interface IEnlistedPartyMapping
[C#]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("88BF7DD5-F0E2-4697-8E28-F77546BAC214")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)]
public interface IEnlistedPartyMapping
[C++]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("88BF7DD5-F0E2-4697-8E28-F77546BAC214")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsDual)]
public __gc __interface IEnlistedPartyMapping
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("88BF7DD5-F0E2-4697-8E28-F77546BAC214")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)
interface IEnlistedPartyMapping
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IEnlistedPartyMapping Members
IEnlistedPartyMapping overview

Public Properties

EnlistedParty Gets the reference to the enlisted party.
Operation Gets the role port type operation.
SendPort Gets or sets the party send port.

See Also

IEnlistedPartyMapping Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IEnlistedPartyMapping Properties
The properties of the IEnlistedPartyMapping interface are listed here. For a complete list of IEnlistedPartyMapping interface
members, see the IEnlistedPartyMapping Members topic.

Public Properties

EnlistedParty Gets the reference to the enlisted party.
Operation Gets the role port type operation.
SendPort Gets or sets the party send port.

See Also

IEnlistedPartyMapping Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IEnlistedPartyMapping.EnlistedParty Property
Gets the reference to the enlisted party.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IEnlistedPartyMapping Interface | IEnlistedPartyMapping Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property EnlistedParty As IEnlistedParty
[C#]
IEnlistedParty EnlistedParty {get;}
[C++]
__property IEnlistedParty* get_EnlistedParty();
[JScript]
function get EnlistedParty() : IEnlistedParty;
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IEnlistedPartyMapping.Operation Property
Gets the role port type operation.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IEnlistedPartyMapping Interface | IEnlistedPartyMapping Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property Operation As IPortTypeOperation
[C#]
IPortTypeOperation Operation {get;}
[C++]
__property IPortTypeOperation* get_Operation();
[JScript]
function get Operation() : IPortTypeOperation;
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IEnlistedPartyMapping.SendPort Property
Gets or sets the party send port.
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Remarks

The following mapping rules apply:

One-way operation is bound to a one-way party send port
Two-way operation is bound to a two-way party send port.

An exception with the message "Only Two-Way Operation can be bound to Two-Way Send Port." or "Only One-Way Operation
can be bound to One-Way Send Port." is generated when the mapping rules are violated.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IEnlistedPartyMapping Interface | IEnlistedPartyMapping Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Property SendPort As ISendPort
[C#]
ISendPort SendPort {get; set;}
[C++]
__property ISendPort* get_SendPort();
__property void set_SendPort(ISendPort*);
[JScript]
function get SendPort() : ISendPort;function set SendPort(ISendPort);
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IHost Interface
Represents a logical set of zero or more runtime processes in which services, pipelines, and other items are deployed.

For a list of all members of this type, see IHost Members.
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Classes that Implement IHost

Class Description
Host Represents a logical set of zero or more runtime processes in which services, pipelines, and other items are deployed.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Biztalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

IHost Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("DC7E2B95-E501-4e46-93FB-DB1C0FB565AA")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)>
Public Interface IHost
[C#]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("DC7E2B95-E501-4e46-93FB-DB1C0FB565AA")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)]
public interface IHost
[C++]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("DC7E2B95-E501-4e46-93FB-DB1C0FB565AA")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsDual)]
public __gc __interface IHost
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("DC7E2B95-E501-4e46-93FB-DB1C0FB565AA")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)
interface IHost
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IHost Members
IHost overview

Public Properties

BtsCatalogExplorer Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer object model.
IsDefault Denotes a default host.
Name Gets the name of the host.
NTGroupName Gets the Windows NT group name of the host.
Type Gets the host type.

See Also

IHost Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IHost Properties
The properties of the IHost interface are listed here. For a complete list of IHost interface members, see the IHost Members topic.

Public Properties

BtsCatalogExplorer Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer object model.
IsDefault Denotes a default host.
Name Gets the name of the host
NTGroupName Gets the Windows NT group name of the host.
Type Gets the host type.

See Also

IHost Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IHost.BtsCatalogExplorer Property
Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer object model.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IHost Interface | IHost Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property BtsCatalogExplorer As IBtsCatalogExplorer
[C#]
IBtsCatalogExplorer BtsCatalogExplorer {get;}
[C++]
__property IBtsCatalogExplorer* get_BtsCatalogExplorer();
[JScript]
function get BtsCatalogExplorer() : IBtsCatalogExplorer;
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IHost.IsDefault Property
Denotes a default host.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IHost Interface | IHost Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property IsDefault As Boolean
[C#]
bool IsDefault {get;}
[C++]
__property bool get_IsDefault();
[JScript]
function get IsDefault() : Boolean;
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IHost.Name Property
Gets the name of the host.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IHost Interface | IHost Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property Name As String
[C#]
string Name {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Name();
[JScript]
function get Name() : String;
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IHost.NTGroupName Property
Gets the Windows NT group name of the host.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IHost Interface | IHost Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property NTGroupName As String
[C#]
string NTGroupName {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_NTGroupName();
[JScript]
function get NTGroupName() : String;
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IHost.Type Property
Gets the host type.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IHost Interface | IHost Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property Type As HostType
[C#]
HostType Type {get;}
[C++]
__property HostType get_Type();
[JScript]
function get Type() : HostType;
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IOrchestrationPort Interface
Represents the endpoint of an orchestration.

For a list of all members of this type, see IOrchestrationPort Members.

VB

Classes that Implement IOrchestrationPort

Class Description
OrchestrationPort Represents the endpoint of an orchestration.

Remarks

Orchestration ports provide actual access information including communication endpoints and other related information. An
orchestration imports or exports a particular port type that results in outbound or inbound port of the orchestration.
Orchestration ports are bound to logical end points during orchestration binding.

Binding cannot be changed once the orchestration has gone live. An exception "Orchestration '{0}' is gone live, you
cannot change its binding." is generated when attempting to change the binding.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Biztalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

IOrchestrationPort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("35468EF9-FA12-475c-85FC-70D8DE5DF09D")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)>
Public Interface IOrchestrationPort
[C#]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("35468EF9-FA12-475c-85FC-70D8DE5DF09D")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)]
public interface IOrchestrationPort
[C++]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("35468EF9-FA12-475c-85FC-70D8DE5DF09D")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsDual)]
public __gc __interface IOrchestrationPort
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("35468EF9-FA12-475c-85FC-70D8DE5DF09D")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)
interface IOrchestrationPort
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IOrchestrationPort Members
IOrchestrationPort overview

Public Properties

Binding Gets the type of binding for the orchestration port.
Modifier Gets the modifier of the orchestration port.
Name Gets the name of the orchestration port.
Orchestration Gets the reference to the containing orchestration.
PortType Gets the reference to the port type from which this orchestration port is generated.
ReceivePort Gets or sets the receive port bound to the orchestration port.
SendPort Gets or sets the send port bound to the orchestration port.
SendPortGroup Gets or sets the send port group bound to the orchestration port.

See Also

IOrchestrationPort Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IOrchestrationPort Properties
The properties of the IOrchestrationPort interface are listed here. For a complete list of IOrchestrationPort interface members,
see the IOrchestrationPort Members topic.

Public Properties

Binding Gets the type of binding for the orchestration port.
Modifier Gets the modifier of the orchestration port.
Name Gets the name of the orchestration port.
Orchestration Gets the reference to the containing orchestration.
PortType Gets the reference to the port type from which this orchestration port is generated.
ReceivePort Gets or sets the receive port bound to the orchestration port.
SendPort Gets or sets the send port bound to the orchestration port.
SendPortGroup Gets or sets the send port group bound to the orchestration port.

See Also

IOrchestrationPort Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IOrchestrationPort.Binding Property
Gets the type of binding for the orchestration port.

VB

Remarks

The binding can be logical, physical, direct, dynamic or role.

Logical ("Specify later") binding implies that the port will be bound later in BizTalk Explorer.

Physical ("Specify now") binding means that the endpoint port is created in the orchestration and bound to this orchestration port.

Orchestration binding, or MessageBox binding, implies that the port does not connect to a fixed endpoint, but instead connects to
the MessageBox directly.

Dynamic binding implies that the endpoint will be made available at runtime.

Role binding implies that the port gets bound to a party indirectly by virtue of that party being enlisted under a role.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IOrchestrationPort Interface | IOrchestrationPort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property Binding As BindingType
[C#]
BindingType Binding {get;}
[C++]
__property BindingType get_Binding();
[JScript]
function get Binding() : BindingType;
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IOrchestrationPort.Modifier Property
Gets the modifier of the orchestration port.
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Remarks

This value can be import, which means the port is outbound, or export which means the port is inbound.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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ReadOnly Property Modifier As PortModifier
[C#]
PortModifier Modifier {get;}
[C++]
__property PortModifier get_Modifier();
[JScript]
function get Modifier() : PortModifier;
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IOrchestrationPort.Name Property
Gets the name of the orchestration port.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IOrchestrationPort Interface | IOrchestrationPort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property Name As String
[C#]
string Name {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Name();
[JScript]
function get Name() : String;
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IOrchestrationPort.Orchestration Property
Gets the reference to the containing orchestration.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IOrchestrationPort Interface | IOrchestrationPort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property Orchestration As IBtsOrchestration
[C#]
IBtsOrchestration Orchestration {get;}
[C++]
__property IBtsOrchestration* get_Orchestration();
[JScript]
function get Orchestration() : IBtsOrchestration;
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IOrchestrationPort.PortType Property
Gets the reference to the port type from which this orchestration port is generated.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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ReadOnly Property PortType As IPortType
[C#]
IPortType PortType {get;}
[C++]
__property IPortType* get_PortType();
[JScript]
function get PortType() : IPortType;
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IOrchestrationPort.ReceivePort Property
Gets or sets the receive port bound to the orchestration port.
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Remarks

Only inbound ports can be bound to a receive port. While binding the inbound orchestration port to a receive port, the following
binding rules apply:

A receive port should have at least one receive location. An exception with the message "Receive Port should contain at least
one Receive Location." is generated when there are no receive locations.
One-way orchestration port can be bound to a one-way receive port.
Two-way orchestration port can be bound to a two-way receive port.

Appropriate exceptions are generated when the binding rules are violated:

Only a one-way inbound port can be bound to a one-way receive port.
Only a two-way inbound port can be bound to a two-way receive port.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Property ReceivePort As IReceivePort
[C#]
IReceivePort ReceivePort {get; set;}
[C++]
__property IReceivePort* get_ReceivePort();
__property void set_ReceivePort(IReceivePort*);
[JScript]
function get ReceivePort() : IReceivePort;function set ReceivePort(IReceivePort);
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IOrchestrationPort.SendPort Property
Gets or sets the send port bound to the orchestration port.
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Remarks

Only outbound ports can be bound to a send port. While binding the outbound orchestration port to a send port, the following
binding rules apply:

A one-way static orchestration port can be bound to a one-way static send port.
A one-way dynamic orchestration port can be bound to a one-way dynamic send port.
A two-way static orchestration port can be bound to a two-way static send port.
A two-way dynamic orchestration port can be bound to a two-way dynamic send port.

Appropriate exceptions are generated when the binding rules are violated.

Only a one-way outbound port can be bound to a one-way send port.
Only a two-way outbound port can be bound to a two-way send port.
Only a static outbound port can be bound to a static send port.
Only a dynamic outbound port can be bound to a dynamic send port.
Only an inbound port can be bound to a receive port.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Property SendPort As ISendPort
[C#]
ISendPort SendPort {get; set;}
[C++]
__property ISendPort* get_SendPort();
__property void set_SendPort(ISendPort*);
[JScript]
function get SendPort() : ISendPort;function set SendPort(ISendPort);
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IOrchestrationPort.SendPortGroup Property
Gets or sets the send port group bound to the orchestration port.

VB

Remarks

Only one-way static outbound ports can be bound to send port groups. An exception with the message "Only One-Way Static
Outbound Port can be bound to a SendPort Group" is generated if the outbound port is not a one-way static port.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IOrchestrationPort Interface | IOrchestrationPort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Property SendPortGroup As ISendPortGroup
[C#]
ISendPortGroup SendPortGroup {get; set;}
[C++]
__property ISendPortGroup* get_SendPortGroup();
__property void set_SendPortGroup(ISendPortGroup*);
[JScript]
function get SendPortGroup() : ISendPortGroup;function set SendPortGroup(ISendPortGroup);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IParty Interface
Represents a business partner or an internal department that the orchestrations interacts with.

For a list of all members of this type, see IParty Members.

VB

Classes that Implement IParty

Class Description
Party Provides the implementation for the IParty interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Biztalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Explorerom.dll)

See Also

IParty Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("887F191F-5E2F-4a8f-9EF5-81E75440D766")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)>
Public Interface IParty
[C#]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("887F191F-5E2F-4a8f-9EF5-81E75440D766")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)]
public interface IParty
[C++]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("887F191F-5E2F-4a8f-9EF5-81E75440D766")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsDual)]
public __gc __interface IParty
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("887F191F-5E2F-4a8f-9EF5-81E75440D766")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)
interface IParty

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IParty Members
IParty overview

Public Properties

Aliases Gets the collection of aliases for the party.
BtsCatalogExplorer Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer Object Model.
CustomData Gets or sets a string containing custom data associated with the party.
Name Gets or sets the name of the party
SendPorts Gets the list of send ports that the party references.
SignatureCert Gets or sets the signature certificate used to verify the signature of the documents from this party.

Public Methods

AddNewAlias Creates and adds a new alias to the party.
RemoveAlias Removes the specified alias from the party alias collection.

See Also

IParty Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IParty Properties
The properties of the IParty interface are listed here. For a complete list of IParty interface members, see the IParty Members
topic.

Public Properties

Aliases Gets the collection of aliases for the party.
BtsCatalogExplorer Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer Object Model.
CustomData Gets or sets a string containing custom data associated with the party.
Name Gets or sets the name of the party
SendPorts Gets the list of send ports that the party references.
SignatureCert Gets or sets the signature certificate used to verify the signature of the documents from this party.

See Also

IParty Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IParty.Aliases Property
Gets the collection of aliases for the party.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IParty Interface | IParty Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property Aliases As ICollection
[C#]
ICollection Aliases {get;}
[C++]
__property ICollection* get_Aliases();
[JScript]
function get Aliases() : ICollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IParty.BtsCatalogExplorer Property
Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer Object Model.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IParty Interface | IParty Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property BtsCatalogExplorer As IBtsCatalogExplorer
[C#]
IBtsCatalogExplorer BtsCatalogExplorer {get;}
[C++]
__property IBtsCatalogExplorer* get_BtsCatalogExplorer();
[JScript]
function get BtsCatalogExplorer() : IBtsCatalogExplorer;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IParty.CustomData Property
Gets or sets a string containing custom data associated with the party.

VB

Remarks

This property is useful to store business information that can be used to choose a party for given business criteria. The format is
entirely user defined.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IParty Interface | IParty Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Property CustomData As String
[C#]
string CustomData {get; set;}
[C++]
__property String* get_CustomData();
__property void set_CustomData(String*);
[JScript]
function get CustomData() : String;function set CustomData(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IParty.Name Property
Gets or sets the name of the party.

VB

Remarks

Party names should not include the following characters: # ^.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IParty Interface | IParty Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Property Name As String
[C#]
string Name {get; set;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Name();
__property void set_Name(String*);
[JScript]
function get Name() : String;function set Name(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IParty.SendPorts Property
Gets the list of send ports that the party references.

VB

Remarks

The referenced send ports should be static. An exception with the message "Only static Send Ports can be added." is generated if
you add a dynamic send port to the party.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IParty Interface | IParty Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property SendPorts As IList
[C#]
IList SendPorts {get;}
[C++]
__property IList* get_SendPorts();
[JScript]
function get SendPorts() : IList;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IParty.SignatureCert Property
Gets or sets the signature certificate used to verify the signature of the documents from this party.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IParty Interface | IParty Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Property SignatureCert As ICertificateInfo
[C#]
ICertificateInfo SignatureCert {get; set;}
[C++]
__property ICertificateInfo* get_SignatureCert();
__property void set_SignatureCert(ICertificateInfo*);
[JScript]
function get SignatureCert() : ICertificateInfo;function set SignatureCert(ICertificateInfo);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IParty Methods
The methods of the IParty interface are listed here. For a complete list of IParty interface members, see the IParty Members topic.

Public Methods

AddNewAlias Creates and adds a new alias to the party.
RemoveAlias Removes the specified alias from the party alias collection.

See Also

IParty Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IParty.AddNewAlias Method
Creates and adds a new alias to the party.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IParty Interface | IParty Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function AddNewAlias() As IPartyAlias
[C#]
IPartyAlias AddNewAlias();
[C++]
IPartyAlias* AddNewAlias();
[JScript]
function AddNewAlias() : IPartyAlias;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IParty.RemoveAlias Method
Removes the specified alias from the party alias collection.

VB

Parameters

alias
The alias of the party to remove.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IParty Interface | IParty Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub RemoveAlias( _
   ByVal alias As IPartyAlias _
)
[C#]
void RemoveAlias(
   IPartyAlias alias
);
[C++]
void RemoveAlias(
   IPartyAlias* alias
);
[JScript]
function RemoveAlias(
   alias : IPartyAlias
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IPartyAlias Interface
Represents a party alias. An alias is a combination of name, qualifier, and value.

For a list of all members of this type, see IPartyAlias Members.

VB

Classes that Implement IPartyAlias

Class Description
PartyAlias Represents a party alias. An alias is a combination of name, qualifier, and value.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Biztalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Explorerom.dll)

See Also

IPartyAlias Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("08288E4D-4AA1-4799-BB45-CE9610C0C060")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)>
Public Interface IPartyAlias
[C#]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("08288E4D-4AA1-4799-BB45-CE9610C0C060")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)]
public interface IPartyAlias
[C++]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("08288E4D-4AA1-4799-BB45-CE9610C0C060")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsDual)]
public __gc __interface IPartyAlias
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("08288E4D-4AA1-4799-BB45-CE9610C0C060")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)
interface IPartyAlias

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IPartyAlias Members
IPartyAlias overview

Public Properties

IsAutoCreated Gets a Boolean value that specifies whether the alias was automatically generated.
Name Gets or sets the name of the alias.
Party Gets the reference to the party.
Qualifier Gets or sets the qualifier for the alias.
Value Gets or sets the value of the party alias.

See Also

IPartyAlias Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IPartyAlias Properties
The properties of the IPartyAlias interface are listed here. For a complete list of IPartyAlias interface members, see the
IPartyAlias Members topic.

Public Properties

IsAutoCreated Gets a Boolean value that specifies whether the alias was automatically generated.
Name Gets or sets the name of the alias.
Party Gets the reference to the party.
Qualifier Gets or sets the qualifier for the alias.
Value Gets or sets the value of the party alias.

See Also

IPartyAlias Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IPartyAlias.IsAutoCreated Property
Gets a Boolean value that specifies whether the alias was automatically generated.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPartyAlias Interface | IPartyAlias Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property IsAutoCreated As Boolean
[C#]
bool IsAutoCreated {get;}
[C++]
__property bool get_IsAutoCreated();
[JScript]
function get IsAutoCreated() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IPartyAlias.Name Property
Gets or sets the name of the alias.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPartyAlias Interface | IPartyAlias Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Property Name As String
[C#]
string Name {get; set;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Name();
__property void set_Name(String*);
[JScript]
function get Name() : String;function set Name(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IPartyAlias.Party Property
Gets the reference to the party.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPartyAlias Interface | IPartyAlias Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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ReadOnly Property Party As IParty
[C#]
IParty Party {get;}
[C++]
__property IParty* get_Party();
[JScript]
function get Party() : IParty;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IPartyAlias.Qualifier Property
Gets or sets the qualifier for the alias.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPartyAlias Interface | IPartyAlias Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Property Qualifier As String
[C#]
string Qualifier {get; set;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Qualifier();
__property void set_Qualifier(String*);
[JScript]
function get Qualifier() : String;function set Qualifier(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IPartyAlias.Value Property
Gets or sets the value of the party alias.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPartyAlias Interface | IPartyAlias Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Property Value As String
[C#]
string Value {get; set;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Value();
__property void set_Value(String*);
[JScript]
function get Value() : String;function set Value(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IPersistPropertyBag Interface
Persists data from an object.

For a list of all members of this type, see IPersistPropertyBag Members.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

IPersistPropertyBag Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

<Guid("37D84F60-42CB-11CE-8135-00AA004BB851")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)>
Public Interface IPersistPropertyBag
[C#]
[Guid("37D84F60-42CB-11CE-8135-00AA004BB851")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public interface IPersistPropertyBag
[C++]
[Guid("37D84F60-42CB-11CE-8135-00AA004BB851")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public __gc __interface IPersistPropertyBag
[JScript]
public
   Guid("37D84F60-42CB-11CE-8135-00AA004BB851")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)
interface IPersistPropertyBag

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IPersistPropertyBag Members
IPersistPropertyBag overview

Public Methods

GetClassID Gets the class ID of the object to persist.
InitNew Initializes a new class.
Load Loads data from the persisted object into the new object.
Save Saves the new object.

See Also

IPersistPropertyBag Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IPersistPropertyBag Methods
The methods of the IPersistPropertyBag interface are listed here. For a complete list of IPersistPropertyBag interface
members, see the IPersistPropertyBag Members topic.

Public Methods

GetClassID Gets the class ID of the object to persist.
InitNew Initializes a new class.
Load Loads data from the persisted object into the new object.
Save Saves the new object.

See Also

IPersistPropertyBag Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IPersistPropertyBag.GetClassID Method
Gets the class ID of the object to persist.

VB

Parameters

classID
A GUID, representing the class ID of the object to persist.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPersistPropertyBag Interface | IPersistPropertyBag Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Sub GetClassID( _
   <Out()> ByRef classID As Guid _
)
[C#]
void GetClassID(
   out Guid classID
);
[C++]
void GetClassID(
   [Out] Guid* classID
);
[JScript]
function GetClassID(
   classID : Guid
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IPersistPropertyBag.InitNew Method
Initializes a new class.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPersistPropertyBag Interface | IPersistPropertyBag Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Sub InitNew()
[C#]
void InitNew();
[C++]
void InitNew();
[JScript]
function InitNew();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IPersistPropertyBag.Load Method
Loads data from the persisted object into the new object.

VB

Parameters

propertyBag
The property bag of the object to persist.

errorLog
The address of the error log.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPersistPropertyBag Interface | IPersistPropertyBag Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Sub Load( _
   ByVal propertyBag As IPropertyBag, _
   ByVal errorLog As Integer _
)
[C#]
void Load(
   IPropertyBag propertyBag,
   int errorLog
);
[C++]
void Load(
   IPropertyBag* propertyBag,
   int errorLog
);
[JScript]
function Load(
   propertyBag : IPropertyBag,
   errorLog : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IPersistPropertyBag.Save Method
Saves the new object.

VB

Parameters

propertyBag
The property bag of the object to persist.

clearDirty
Flag indicating whether the object should clear its dirty flag when saving is complete. true means clear the flag, and false
means leave the flag unaffected. false is used when the caller wants to do a "Save Copy As" operation.

saveAllProperties
true to save all properties; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPersistPropertyBag Interface | IPersistPropertyBag Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Sub Save( _
   ByVal propertyBag As IPropertyBag, _
   <InteropServices.In()> ByVal clearDirty As Boolean, _
   <InteropServices.In()> ByVal saveAllProperties As Boolean _
)
[C#]
void Save(
   IPropertyBag propertyBag,
   [In] bool clearDirty,
   [In] bool saveAllProperties
);
[C++]
void Save(
   IPropertyBag* propertyBag,
   [In] bool clearDirty,
   [In] bool saveAllProperties
);
[JScript]
function Save(
   propertyBag : IPropertyBag,
   clearDirty : Boolean,
   saveAllProperties : Boolean
);
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IPipeline Interface
Represents a BizTalk Server pipeline.

For a list of all members of this type, see IPipeline Members.

VB

Classes that Implement IPipeline

Class Description
Pipeline Provides the implementation for the IPipeline interface.

Remarks

Pipelines represent a series of stages through which the document has to pass before reaching the orchestration or after leaving
the schedule. Examples of stages are encoding, decoding, decrypting, encrypting, serializing, parsing, etc. Receive Pipelines are
specified for one-way receive ports and two-way send ports. Send pipelines are specified for one-way send ports and two-way
receive ports.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Biztalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

IPipeline Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("AE89A63F-6017-48ed-BD4F-AFD485D7021E")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)>
Public Interface IPipeline
[C#]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("AE89A63F-6017-48ed-BD4F-AFD485D7021E")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)]
public interface IPipeline
[C++]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("AE89A63F-6017-48ed-BD4F-AFD485D7021E")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsDual)]
public __gc __interface IPipeline
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("AE89A63F-6017-48ed-BD4F-AFD485D7021E")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)
interface IPipeline

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IPipeline Members
IPipeline overview

Public Properties

AssemblyQualifiedName Gets the fully qualified name of the pipeline, which includes the name of the assembly that the pipelin
e was deployed as a part of.

BtsAssembly Gets the reference to the containing assembly.
FullName Gets the full name of the pipeline.
Type Gets the type of the pipeline.

See Also

IPipeline Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IPipeline Properties
The properties of the IPipeline interface are listed here. For a complete list of IPipeline interface members, see the
IPipeline Members topic.

Public Properties

AssemblyQualifiedName Gets the fully qualified name of the pipeline, which includes the name of the assembly that the pipelin
e was deployed as a part of.

BtsAssembly Gets the reference to the containing assembly.
FullName Gets the full name of the pipeline.
Type Gets the type of the pipeline.

See Also

IPipeline Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IPipeline.AssemblyQualifiedName Property
Gets the fully qualified name of the pipeline, which includes the name of the assembly that the pipeline was deployed as a part of.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPipeline Interface | IPipeline Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property AssemblyQualifiedName As String
[C#]
string AssemblyQualifiedName {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_AssemblyQualifiedName();
[JScript]
function get AssemblyQualifiedName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IPipeline.BtsAssembly Property
Gets the reference to the containing assembly.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IPipeline Interface | IPipeline Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property BtsAssembly As IBtsAssembly
[C#]
IBtsAssembly BtsAssembly {get;}
[C++]
__property IBtsAssembly* get_BtsAssembly();
[JScript]
function get BtsAssembly() : IBtsAssembly;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IPipeline.FullName Property
Gets the full name of the pipeline.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPipeline Interface | IPipeline Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property FullName As String
[C#]
string FullName {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_FullName();
[JScript]
function get FullName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IPipeline.Type Property
Gets the type of the pipeline.

VB

Remarks

See PipelineType for a list of possible values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPipeline Interface | IPipeline Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property Type As PipelineType
[C#]
PipelineType Type {get;}
[C++]
__property PipelineType get_Type();
[JScript]
function get Type() : PipelineType;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IPortType Interface
Represents the abstract set of operations supported by one or more end points or port types.

For a list of all members of this type, see IPortType Members.

VB

Classes that Implement IPortType

Class Description
PortType Provides the implementation for the IPortType interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Biztalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

IPortType Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("A8460389-DD1C-4d48-9D4E-51CA574F83EC")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)>
Public Interface IPortType
[C#]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("A8460389-DD1C-4d48-9D4E-51CA574F83EC")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)]
public interface IPortType
[C++]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("A8460389-DD1C-4d48-9D4E-51CA574F83EC")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsDual)]
public __gc __interface IPortType
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("A8460389-DD1C-4d48-9D4E-51CA574F83EC")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)
interface IPortType

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IPortType Members
IPortType overview

Public Properties

AssemblyQualifiedName Gets the assembly qualified name of the port type.
BtsAssembly Gets the reference to the containing assembly.
FullName Gets the full name of the port type.
Operations Gets the collection of operations belonging to this port type (each of type IPortTypeOperation).

See Also

IPortType Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IPortType Properties
The properties of the IPortType interface are listed here. For a complete list of IPortType interface members, see the
IPortType Members topic.

Public Properties

AssemblyQualifiedName Gets the assembly qualified name of the port type.
BtsAssembly Gets the reference to the containing assembly.
FullName Gets the full name of the port type.
Operations Gets the collection of operations belonging to this port type (each of type IPortTypeOperation).

See Also

IPortType Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IPortType.AssemblyQualifiedName Property
Gets the assembly qualified name of the port type.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IPortType Interface | IPortType Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property AssemblyQualifiedName As String
[C#]
string AssemblyQualifiedName {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_AssemblyQualifiedName();
[JScript]
function get AssemblyQualifiedName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IPortType.BtsAssembly Property
Gets the reference to the containing assembly.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPortType Interface | IPortType Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property BtsAssembly As IBtsAssembly
[C#]
IBtsAssembly BtsAssembly {get;}
[C++]
__property IBtsAssembly* get_BtsAssembly();
[JScript]
function get BtsAssembly() : IBtsAssembly;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IPortType.FullName Property
Gets the full name of the port type.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPortType Interface | IPortType Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property FullName As String
[C#]
string FullName {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_FullName();
[JScript]
function get FullName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IPortType.Operations Property
Get the collection of operations belonging to this port type (each of type IPortTypeOperation).

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPortType Interface | IPortType Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property Operations As ICollection
[C#]
ICollection Operations {get;}
[C++]
__property ICollection* get_Operations();
[JScript]
function get Operations() : ICollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IPortTypeOperation Interface
Represents the abstract operation of a port type.

For a list of all members of this type, see IPortTypeOperation Members.

VB

Classes that Implement IPortTypeOperation

Class Description
PortTypeOperation Provides the implementation for the IPortTypeOperation interface.

Remarks

An operation can be either One-Way or Request-Response.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Biztalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Explorerom.dll)

See Also

IPortTypeOperation Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("D8FC0F83-27D1-40ef-BC41-C3A98400BA75")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)>
Public Interface IPortTypeOperation
[C#]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("D8FC0F83-27D1-40ef-BC41-C3A98400BA75")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)]
public interface IPortTypeOperation
[C++]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("D8FC0F83-27D1-40ef-BC41-C3A98400BA75")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsDual)]
public __gc __interface IPortTypeOperation
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("D8FC0F83-27D1-40ef-BC41-C3A98400BA75")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)
interface IPortTypeOperation

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IPortTypeOperation Members
IPortTypeOperation overview

Public Properties

Name Gets the name of the port type operation.
PortType Gets the reference to the containing port type.
Type Gets the type of transmission an endpoint of the orchestration can support.

See Also

IPortTypeOperation Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IPortTypeOperation Properties
The properties of the IPortTypeOperation interface are listed here. For a complete list of IPortTypeOperation interface
members, see the IPortTypeOperation Members topic.

Public Properties

Name Gets the name of the port type operation.
PortType Gets the reference to the containing port type.
Type Gets the type of transmission an endpoint of the orchestration can support.

See Also

IPortTypeOperation Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IPortTypeOperation.Name Property
Gets the name of the port type operation.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPortTypeOperation Interface | IPortTypeOperation Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property Name As String
[C#]
string Name {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Name();
[JScript]
function get Name() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IPortTypeOperation.PortType Property
Gets the reference to the containing port type.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPortTypeOperation Interface | IPortTypeOperation Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property PortType As IPortType
[C#]
IPortType PortType {get;}
[C++]
__property IPortType* get_PortType();
[JScript]
function get PortType() : IPortType;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IPortTypeOperation.Type Property
Gets the type of transmission an endpoint of the orchestration can support.

VB

Remarks

If the operation type is one-way, the end point can send or receive messages.

If the operation type is request-response, this indicates that the end point can either send and receive or receive and send
messages.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPortTypeOperation Interface | IPortTypeOperation Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property Type As OperationType
[C#]
OperationType Type {get;}
[C++]
__property OperationType get_Type();
[JScript]
function get Type() : OperationType;
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IPropertyBag Interface
Persists data from an object.

For a list of all members of this type, see IPropertyBag Members.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

IPropertyBag Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("55272A00-42CB-11CE-8135-00AA004BB851")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)>
Public Interface IPropertyBag
[C#]
[Guid("55272A00-42CB-11CE-8135-00AA004BB851")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public interface IPropertyBag
[C++]
[Guid("55272A00-42CB-11CE-8135-00AA004BB851")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public __gc __interface IPropertyBag
[JScript]
public
   Guid("55272A00-42CB-11CE-8135-00AA004BB851")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)
interface IPropertyBag

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IPropertyBag Members
IPropertyBag overview

Public Methods

Read Reads data from an object.
Write Writes data to the new object.

See Also

IPropertyBag Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IPropertyBag Methods
The methods of the IPropertyBag interface are listed here. For a complete list of IPropertyBag interface members, see the
IPropertyBag Members topic.

Public Methods

Read Reads data from an object.
Write Writes data to the new object.

See Also

IPropertyBag Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IPropertyBag.Read Method
Reads data from an object.

VB

Parameters

propName
The name of the property to read.

ptrVar
The address of the caller-initialized VARIANT.

errorLog
The address of the error log in which the property bag stores any errors that occur during reading.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPropertyBag Interface | IPropertyBag Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub Read( _
   <InteropServices.In()> ByVal propName As String, _
   <Out()> ByRef ptrVar As Object, _
   ByVal errorLog As Integer _
)
[C#]
void Read(
   [In] string propName,
   out object ptrVar,
   int errorLog
);
[C++]
void Read(
   [In] String* propName,
   [Out] Object** ptrVar,
   int errorLog
);
[JScript]
function Read(
   propName : String,
   ptrVar : Object,
   errorLog : int
);
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IPropertyBag.Write Method
Writes data to the new object.

VB

Parameters

propName
The name of the property to save.

ptrVar
The address of the caller-initialized VARIANT.

sRequirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPropertyBag Interface | IPropertyBag Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub Write( _
   <InteropServices.In()> ByVal propName As String, _
   <InteropServices.In()> ByRef ptrVar As Object _
)
[C#]
void Write(
   [In] string propName,
   [In] ref object ptrVar
);
[C++]
void Write(
   [In] String* propName,
   [In] Object** ptrVar
);
[JScript]
function Write(
   propName : String,
   ptrVar : Object
);
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IProtocolType Interface
Represents an adapter protocol.

For a list of all members of this type, see IProtocolType Members.

VB

Classes that Implement IProtocolType

Class Description
ProtocolType Provides the implementation for the IProtocolType interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Biztalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Explorerom.dll)

See Also

IProtocolType Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("F2A00DFB-9C22-4056-9F35-AFFBD237BB4B")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)>
Public Interface IProtocolType
[C#]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("F2A00DFB-9C22-4056-9F35-AFFBD237BB4B")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)]
public interface IProtocolType
[C++]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("F2A00DFB-9C22-4056-9F35-AFFBD237BB4B")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsDual)]
public __gc __interface IProtocolType
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("F2A00DFB-9C22-4056-9F35-AFFBD237BB4B")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)
interface IProtocolType
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IProtocolType Members
IProtocolType overview

Public Properties

BtsCatalogExplorer Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer object model.
Capabilities Gets the capabilities of the adapter.
ConfigurationGuid Gets the configuration GUID of the adapter.
Name Gets the name of the adapter.

See Also

IProtocolType Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IProtocolType Properties
The properties of the IProtocolType interface are listed here. For a complete list of IProtocolType interface members, see the
IProtocolType Members topic.

Public Properties

BtsCatalogExplorer Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer object model.
Capabilities Gets the capabilities of the adapter.
ConfigurationGuid Gets the configuration GUID of the adapter.
Name Gets the name of the adapter.

See Also

IProtocolType Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IProtocolType.BtsCatalogExplorer Property
Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer Object Model.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IProtocolType Interface | IProtocolType Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property BtsCatalogExplorer As IBtsCatalogExplorer
[C#]
IBtsCatalogExplorer BtsCatalogExplorer {get;}
[C++]
__property IBtsCatalogExplorer* get_BtsCatalogExplorer();
[JScript]
function get BtsCatalogExplorer() : IBtsCatalogExplorer;
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IProtocolType.Capabilities Property
Gets the capabilities of the adapter.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IProtocolType Interface | IProtocolType Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property Capabilities As Capabilities
[C#]
Capabilities Capabilities {get;}
[C++]
__property Capabilities get_Capabilities();
[JScript]
function get Capabilities() : Capabilities;
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IProtocolType.ConfigurationGuid Property
Gets the configuration GUID of the adapter.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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ReadOnly Property ConfigurationGuid As Guid
[C#]
Guid ConfigurationGuid {get;}
[C++]
__property Guid get_ConfigurationGuid();
[JScript]
function get ConfigurationGuid() : Guid;
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IProtocolType.Name Property
Gets the name of the adapter.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IProtocolType Interface | IProtocolType Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property Name As String
[C#]
string Name {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Name();
[JScript]
function get Name() : String;
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IReceiveHandler Interface
Represents a receive handler, which acts as a container for the handlers of the adapter.

For a list of all members of this type, see IReceiveHandler Members.

VB

Classes that Implement IReceiveHandler

Class Description
ReceiveHandler Provides the implementation of the IReceiveHandler interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Biztalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also
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<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("9333986D-16D9-4e13-9D4E-A5B6E4286E77")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)>
Public Interface IReceiveHandler
[C#]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("9333986D-16D9-4e13-9D4E-A5B6E4286E77")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)]
public interface IReceiveHandler
[C++]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("9333986D-16D9-4e13-9D4E-A5B6E4286E77")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsDual)]
public __gc __interface IReceiveHandler
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("9333986D-16D9-4e13-9D4E-A5B6E4286E77")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)
interface IReceiveHandler
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IReceiveHandler Members
IReceiveHandler overview

Public Properties

BtsCatalogExplorer Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer Object Model.
Host Gets the host to which the receive handler is associated.
Name Gets the name of the receive handler.
TransportType Gets the transport type for the receive handler.

See Also

IReceiveHandler Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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IReceiveHandler Properties
The properties of the IReceiveHandler interface are listed here. For a complete list of IReceiveHandler interface members, see
the IReceiveHandler Members topic.

Public Properties

BtsCatalogExplorer Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer Object Model.
Host Gets the host to which the receive handler is associated.
Name Gets the name of the receive handler.
TransportType Gets the transport type for the receive handler.

See Also
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IReceiveHandler.BtsCatalogExplorer Property
Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer Object Model.

C#

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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IBtsCatalogExplorer BtsCatalogExplorer {get;}
[C++]
__property IBtsCatalogExplorer* get_BtsCatalogExplorer();
[JScript]
function get BtsCatalogExplorer() : IBtsCatalogExplorer;
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IReceiveHandler.Host Property
Gets the host to which the receive handler is associated.

VB

Remarks

Only one receive handler of a given adapter type can be associated with a host.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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ReadOnly Property Host As IHost
[C#]
IHost Host {get;}
[C++]
__property IHost* get_Host();
[JScript]
function get Host() : IHost;
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IReceiveHandler.Name Property
Gets the name of the receive handler.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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ReadOnly Property Name As String
[C#]
string Name {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Name();
[JScript]
function get Name() : String;
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IReceiveHandler.TransportType Property
Gets the transport type for the receive handler.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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ReadOnly Property TransportType As IProtocolType
[C#]
IProtocolType TransportType {get;}
[C++]
__property IProtocolType* get_TransportType();
[JScript]
function get TransportType() : IProtocolType;
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IReceiveLocation Interface
Represents a combination of a specific address where the inbound message arrives and the pipeline processes the message.

For a list of all members of this type, see IReceiveLocation Members.

VB

Classes that Implement IReceiveLocation

Class Description
ReceiveLocation Provides the implementation for the IReceiveLocation interface.

Remarks

A receive port contains a list of receive locations quite similar to the TransportInfo class for a send port.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Biztalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

IReceiveLocation Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("9645C7C9-0D9B-4fca-AD8E-B25F0CD394E9")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)>
Public Interface IReceiveLocation
[C#]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("9645C7C9-0D9B-4fca-AD8E-B25F0CD394E9")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)]
public interface IReceiveLocation
[C++]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("9645C7C9-0D9B-4fca-AD8E-B25F0CD394E9")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsDual)]
public __gc __interface IReceiveLocation
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("9645C7C9-0D9B-4fca-AD8E-B25F0CD394E9")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)
interface IReceiveLocation
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IReceiveLocation Members
IReceiveLocation overview

Public Properties

Address Gets or sets the address of the receive location.
CustomData Gets or sets the custom data with the receive location.
Enable Gets and sets the field to enable the receive location. An enabled receive location cannot be deleted.
EndDate Gets or sets the end date of the service window.
EndDateEnabled Gets or sets the field to enable the end date of the service window.
FragmentMessages Gets or sets the field to fragment messages.
FromTime Gets or sets the start time of the service window.
IsPrimary Determines whether the receive location is primary.
Name Gets or sets the name of the receive location.
PublicAddress Gets or sets the public address of the receive location.
ReceiveHandler Gets or sets the receive handler to use for this receive location.
ReceivePipeline Gets or sets the receive pipeline to use to receive messages at this receive location.
ReceivePipelineData Gets the custom configuration specific to the receive pipeline used for this receive location.
ReceivePort Gets the receive port that this receive location belongs to.
ServiceWindowEnabled Gets or sets the field to enable the service window.
StartDate Gets or sets the start date of the service window.
StartDateEnabled Gets or sets the field to enable the start date of the service window.
ToTime Gets or sets the end time of the service window.
TransportType Gets or sets the transport type for the receive location.
TransportTypeData Gets or sets the transport type properties of the receive location.

See Also

IReceiveLocation Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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IReceiveLocation Properties
The properties of the IReceiveLocation interface are listed here. For a complete list of IReceiveLocation interface members, see
the IReceiveLocation Members topic.

Public Properties

Address Gets or sets the address of the receive location.
CustomData Gets or sets the custom data with the receive location.
Enable Gets and sets the field to enable the receive location. An enabled receive location cannot be deleted.
EndDate Gets or sets the end date of the service window.
EndDateEnabled Gets or sets the field to enable the end date of the service window.
FragmentMessages Gets or sets the field to fragment messages.
FromTime Gets or sets the start time of the service window.
IsPrimary Determines whether the receive location is primary.
Name Gets or sets the name of the receive location.
PublicAddress Gets or sets the public address of the receive location.
ReceiveHandler Gets or sets the receive handler to use for this receive location.
ReceivePipeline Gets or sets the receive pipeline to use to receive messages at this receive location.
ReceivePipelineData Gets the custom configuration specific to the receive pipeline used for this receive location.
ReceivePort Gets the receive port that this receive location belongs to.
ServiceWindowEnabled Gets or sets the field to enable the service window.
StartDate Gets or sets the start date of the service window.
StartDateEnabled Gets or sets the field to enable the start date of the service window.
ToTime Gets or sets the end time of the service window.
TransportType Gets or sets the transport type for the receive location.
TransportTypeData Gets or sets the transport type properties of the receive location.

See Also

IReceiveLocation Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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IReceiveLocation.Address Property
Gets or sets the address of the receive location.

VB

Remarks

This property is unique within the organization.

Note  If a send port or receive location is updated using the BizTalk Explorer object model or a WMI script, the Receive
Port Properties and Send Port Properties property pages in BizTalk Explorer will display an incorrect Address (URI).
The Address (URI) used internally is the Address (URI) set by the script, so the script works as expected. To update the
property pages to display the correct Address (URI), update the Address (URI) field in BizTalk Explorer with the new
value. For more information see Editing Send Port Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer or
Editing Receive Location Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003
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Property Address As String
[C#]
string Address {get; set;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Address();
__property void set_Address(String*);
[JScript]
function get Address() : String;function set Address(String);
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IReceiveLocation.CustomData Property
Gets or sets the custom data with the receive location.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003
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Property CustomData As String
[C#]
string CustomData {get; set;}
[C++]
__property String* get_CustomData();
__property void set_CustomData(String*);
[JScript]
function get CustomData() : String;function set CustomData(String);
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IReceiveLocation.Enable Property
Gets and sets the field to enable the receive location. An enabled receive location cannot be deleted.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Property Enable As Boolean
[C#]
bool Enable {get; set;}
[C++]
__property bool get_Enable();
__property void set_Enable(bool);
[JScript]
function get Enable() : Boolean;function set Enable(Boolean);
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IReceiveLocation.EndDate Property
Gets or sets the end date of the service window.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Property EndDate As DateTime
[C#]
DateTime EndDate {get; set;}
[C++]
__property DateTime get_EndDate();
__property void set_EndDate(DateTime);
[JScript]
function get EndDate() : DateTime;function set EndDate(DateTime);
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IReceiveLocation.EndDateEnabled Property
Gets or sets the field to enable the end date of the service window.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003
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Property EndDateEnabled As Boolean
[C#]
bool EndDateEnabled {get; set;}
[C++]
__property bool get_EndDateEnabled();
__property void set_EndDateEnabled(bool);
[JScript]
function get EndDateEnabled() : Boolean;function set
   EndDateEnabled(Boolean);
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IReceiveLocation.FragmentMessages Property
Gets or sets the field to fragment messages.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003
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Property FragmentMessages As Fragmentation
[C#]
Fragmentation FragmentMessages {get; set;}
[C++]
__property Fragmentation get_FragmentMessages();
__property void set_FragmentMessages(Fragmentation);
[JScript]
function get FragmentMessages() : Fragmentation;function set FragmentMessages(Fragmentation);
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IReceiveLocation.FromTime Property
Gets or sets the start time of the service window.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003
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Property FromTime As DateTime
[C#]
DateTime FromTime {get; set;}
[C++]
__property DateTime get_FromTime();
__property void set_FromTime(DateTime);
[JScript]
function get FromTime() : DateTime;function set FromTime(DateTime);
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IReceiveLocation.IsPrimary Property
Determines whether the receive location is primary.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003
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ReadOnly Property IsPrimary As Boolean
[C#]
bool IsPrimary {get;}
[C++]
__property bool get_IsPrimary();
[JScript]
function get IsPrimary() : Boolean;
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IReceiveLocation.Name Property
Gets or sets the name of the receive location.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003
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Property Name As String
[C#]
string Name {get; set;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Name();
__property void set_Name(String*);
[JScript]
function get Name() : String;function set Name(String);
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IReceiveLocation.PublicAddress Property
Gets or sets the public address of the receive location.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Property PublicAddress As String
[C#]
string PublicAddress {get; set;}
[C++]
__property String* get_PublicAddress();
__property void set_PublicAddress(String*);
[JScript]
function get PublicAddress() : String;function set
   PublicAddress(String);
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IReceiveLocation.ReceiveHandler Property
Gets and sets the receive handler to use for this receive location.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003
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Property ReceiveHandler As IReceiveHandler
[C#]
IReceiveHandler ReceiveHandler {get; set;}
[C++]
__property IReceiveHandler* get_ReceiveHandler();
__property void set_ReceiveHandler(IReceiveHandler*);
[JScript]
function get ReceiveHandler() : IReceiveHandler;function set ReceiveHandler(IReceiveHandler);
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IReceiveLocation.ReceivePipeline Property
Gets or sets the receive pipeline to use to receive messages at this receive location.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003
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Property ReceivePipeline As IPipeline
[C#]
IPipeline ReceivePipeline {get; set;}
[C++]
__property IPipeline* get_ReceivePipeline();
__property void set_ReceivePipeline(IPipeline*);
[JScript]
function get ReceivePipeline() : IPipeline;function set ReceivePipeline(IPipeline);
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IReceiveLocation.ReceivePipelineData Property
Gets the custom configuration specific to the receive pipeline used for this receive location.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003
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Property ReceivePipelineData As String
[C#]
string ReceivePipelineData {get; set;}
[C++]
__property String* get_ReceivePipelineData();
__property void set_ReceivePipelineData(String*);
[JScript]
function get ReceivePipelineData() : String;function set
   ReceivePipelineData(String);
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IReceiveLocation.ReceivePort Property
Gets the receive port that this receive location belongs to.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003
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ReadOnly Property ReceivePort As IReceivePort
[C#]
IReceivePort ReceivePort {get;}
[C++]
__property IReceivePort* get_ReceivePort();
[JScript]
function get ReceivePort() : IReceivePort;
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IReceiveLocation.ServiceWindowEnabled Property
Gets or sets the field to enable the service window.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IReceiveLocation Interface | IReceiveLocation Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Property ServiceWindowEnabled As Boolean
[C#]
bool ServiceWindowEnabled {get; set;}
[C++]
__property bool get_ServiceWindowEnabled();
__property void set_ServiceWindowEnabled(bool);
[JScript]
function get ServiceWindowEnabled() : Boolean;function set
   ServiceWindowEnabled(Boolean);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IReceiveLocation.StartDate Property
Gets or sets the start date of the service window.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IReceiveLocation Interface | IReceiveLocation Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Property StartDate As DateTime
[C#]
DateTime StartDate {get; set;}
[C++]
__property DateTime get_StartDate();
__property void set_StartDate(DateTime);
[JScript]
function get StartDate() : DateTime;function set
   StartDate(DateTime);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IReceiveLocation.StartDateEnabled Property
Gets or sets the field to enable the start date of the service window.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IReceiveLocation Interface | IReceiveLocation Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Property StartDateEnabled As Boolean
[C#]
bool StartDateEnabled {get; set;}
[C++]
__property bool get_StartDateEnabled();
__property void set_StartDateEnabled(bool);
[JScript]
function get StartDateEnabled() : Boolean;function set
   StartDateEnabled(Boolean);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IReceiveLocation.ToTime Property
Gets or sets the end time of the service window.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IReceiveLocation Interface | IReceiveLocation Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Property ToTime As DateTime
[C#]
DateTime ToTime {get; set;}
[C++]
__property DateTime get_ToTime();
__property void set_ToTime(DateTime);
[JScript]
function get ToTime() : DateTime;function set ToTime(DateTime);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IReceiveLocation.TransportType Property
Gets or sets the transport type for this receive location.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IReceiveLocation Interface | IReceiveLocation Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Property TransportType As IProtocolType
[C#]
IProtocolType TransportType {get; set;}
[C++]
__property IProtocolType* get_TransportType();
__property void set_TransportType(IProtocolType*);
[JScript]
function get TransportType() : IProtocolType;function set TransportType(IProtocolType);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IReceiveLocation.TransportTypeData Property
Gets or sets the transport type properties of the receive location.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IReceiveLocation Interface | IReceiveLocation Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Property TransportTypeData As String
[C#]
string TransportTypeData {get; set;}
[C++]
__property String* get_TransportTypeData();
__property void set_TransportTypeData(String*);
[JScript]
function get TransportTypeData() : String;function set
   TransportTypeData(String);
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IReceivePort Interface
Represents the logical port through which partners interact with the business process for sending messages.

For a list of all members of this type, see IReceivePort Members.

VB

Classes that Implement IReceivePort

Class Description
ReceivePort Provides the implementation for the IReceivePort interface.

Remarks

A Receive Port can be either one-way without the send pipeline or two-way with a send pipeline. Per instance pipeline properties
can be configured for the send pipeline. Receive ports are available for service binding.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Biztalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Explorerom.dll)

See Also

IReceivePort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("822D6405-715E-4605-8594-0304FB17D7AA")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)>
Public Interface IReceivePort
[C#]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("822D6405-715E-4605-8594-0304FB17D7AA")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)]
public interface IReceivePort
[C++]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("822D6405-715E-4605-8594-0304FB17D7AA")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsDual)]
public __gc __interface IReceivePort
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("822D6405-715E-4605-8594-0304FB17D7AA")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)
interface IReceivePort

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IReceivePort Members
IReceivePort overview

Public Properties

Authentication Gets or sets an enumeration value to specify whether authentication is needed at this receive port.
BtsCatalogExplorer Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer object model.
CustomData Gets or sets the custom data with the receive port.
InboundTransforms Gets the collection of inbound transforms for the receive port.
IsTwoWay Determines whether the receive port is a two-way port.
Name Gets or sets the name of the receive port.
OutboundTransforms Gets the collection of outbound transforms for the two-way receive port.
PrimaryReceiveLocation Gets or sets the primary receive location for this receive port.
ReceiveLocations Gets the collection of receive locations that make up this receive port.
SendPipeline Gets or sets the send pipeline used to send a response if this is a two-way receive port.
SendPipelineData Gets or sets the send pipeline data for a two-way receive port.
Tracking Gets or sets the tracking needed for this port.

Public Methods

AddNewReceiveLocation Adds a new receive location to this receive port.
RemoveReceiveLocation Removes the specified receive location from this receive port.

See Also

IReceivePort Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IReceivePort Properties
The properties of the IReceivePort interface are listed here. For a complete list of IReceivePort interface members, see the
IReceivePort Members topic.

Public Properties

Authentication Gets or sets an enumeration value to specify whether authentication is needed at this receive port.
BtsCatalogExplorer Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer object model.
CustomData Gets or sets the custom data with the receive port.
InboundTransforms Gets the collection of inbound transforms for the receive port.
IsTwoWay Determines whether the receive port is a two-way port.
Name Gets or sets the name of the receive port.
OutboundTransforms Gets the collection of outbound transforms for the two-way receive port.
PrimaryReceiveLocation Gets or sets the primary receive location for this receive port.
ReceiveLocations Gets the collection of receive locations that make up this receive port.
SendPipeline Gets or sets the send pipeline used to send a response if this is a two-way receive port.
SendPipelineData Gets or sets the send pipeline data for a two-way receive port.
Tracking Gets or sets the tracking needed for this port.

See Also

IReceivePort Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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IReceivePort.Authentication Property
Gets or sets an enumeration value to specify whether authentication is needed at this receive port.

VB

Remarks

See AuthenticationType for a list of possible values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IReceivePort Interface | IReceivePort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Property Authentication As AuthenticationType
[C#]
AuthenticationType Authentication {get; set;}
[C++]
__property AuthenticationType get_Authentication();
__property void set_Authentication(AuthenticationType);
[JScript]
function get Authentication() : AuthenticationType;function set Authentication(Authentication
Type);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IReceivePort.BtsCatalogExplorer Property
Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer Object Model.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IReceivePort Interface | IReceivePort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReadOnly Property BtsCatalogExplorer As IBtsCatalogExplorer
[C#]
IBtsCatalogExplorer BtsCatalogExplorer {get;}
[C++]
__property IBtsCatalogExplorer* get_BtsCatalogExplorer();
[JScript]
function get BtsCatalogExplorer() : IBtsCatalogExplorer;
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IReceivePort.CustomData Property
Gets or sets the custom data with the receive port.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IReceivePort Interface | IReceivePort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Property CustomData As String
[C#]
string CustomData {get; set;}
[C++]
__property String* get_CustomData();
__property void set_CustomData(String*);
[JScript]
function get CustomData() : String;function set CustomData(String);
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IReceivePort.InboundTransforms Property
Gets the collection of inbound transforms for the receive port.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IReceivePort Interface | IReceivePort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReadOnly Property InboundTransforms As IList
[C#]
IList InboundTransforms {get;}
[C++]
__property IList* get_InboundTransforms();
[JScript]
function get InboundTransforms() : IList;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IReceivePort.IsTwoWay Property
Determines whether the receive port is a two-way port.

VB

Remarks

true if the receive port is two-way; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IReceivePort Interface | IReceivePort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReadOnly Property IsTwoWay As Boolean
[C#]
bool IsTwoWay {get;}
[C++]
__property bool get_IsTwoWay();
[JScript]
function get IsTwoWay() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IReceivePort.Name Property
Gets or sets the name of the receive port.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IReceivePort Interface | IReceivePort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Property Name As String
[C#]
string Name {get; set;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Name();
__property void set_Name(String*);
[JScript]
function get Name() : String;function set Name(String);
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IReceivePort.OutboundTransforms Property
Gets the collection of outbound transforms for the two-way receive port.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IReceivePort Interface | IReceivePort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReadOnly Property OutboundTransforms As IList
[C#]
IList OutboundTransforms {get;}
[C++]
__property IList* get_OutboundTransforms();
[JScript]
function get OutboundTransforms() : IList;
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IReceivePort.PrimaryReceiveLocation Property
Gets or sets the primary receive location for this receive port.
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Remarks

Every receive port should have one primary receive location.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IReceivePort Interface | IReceivePort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Property PrimaryReceiveLocation As IReceiveLocation
[C#]
IReceiveLocation PrimaryReceiveLocation {get; set;}
[C++]
__property IReceiveLocation* get_PrimaryReceiveLocation();
__property void set_PrimaryReceiveLocation(IReceiveLocation*);
[JScript]
function get PrimaryReceiveLocation() : IReceiveLocation;function set PrimaryReceiveLocation(
IReceiveLocation);
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IReceivePort.ReceiveLocations Property
Gets the collection of receive locations that make up this receive port.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IReceivePort Interface | IReceivePort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property ReceiveLocations As ICollection
[C#]
ICollection ReceiveLocations {get;}
[C++]
__property ICollection* get_ReceiveLocations();
[JScript]
function get ReceiveLocations() : ICollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IReceivePort.SendPipeline Property
Gets or sets the send pipeline used to send a response if this is a two-way receive port.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IReceivePort Interface | IReceivePort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Property SendPipeline As IPipeline
[C#]
IPipeline SendPipeline {get; set;}
[C++]
__property IPipeline* get_SendPipeline();
__property void set_SendPipeline(IPipeline*);
[JScript]
function get SendPipeline() : IPipeline;function set SendPipeline(IPipeline);
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IReceivePort.SendPipelineData Property
Gets or sets the send pipeline data for a two-way receive port.

VB

Remarks

An exception with the message "Do not specify a Send Pipeline/Data for One Way Receive Port." is generated when attempting to
specify a send pipeline or send pipeline data for one-way receive port.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IReceivePort Interface | IReceivePort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Property SendPipelineData As String
[C#]
string SendPipelineData {get; set;}
[C++]
__property String* get_SendPipelineData();
__property void set_SendPipelineData(String*);
[JScript]
function get SendPipelineData() : String;function set
   SendPipelineData(String);
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IReceivePort.Tracking Property
Gets or sets the tracking needed for this port.
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Remarks

See TrackingTypes for a list of possible values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IReceivePort Interface | IReceivePort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Property Tracking As TrackingTypes
[C#]
TrackingTypes Tracking {get; set;}
[C++]
__property TrackingTypes get_Tracking();
__property void set_Tracking(TrackingTypes);
[JScript]
function get Tracking() : TrackingTypes;function set Tracking(TrackingTypes);
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IReceivePort Methods
The methods of the IReceivePort interface are listed here. For a complete list of IReceivePort interface members, see the
IReceivePort Members topic.

Public Methods

AddNewReceiveLocation Adds a new receive location to this receive port.
RemoveReceiveLocation Removes the specified receive location from this receive port.

See Also

IReceivePort Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IReceivePort.AddNewReceiveLocation Method
Adds a new receive location to this receive port.

VB

Remarks

The first receive location added is designated as the primary receive location.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IReceivePort Interface | IReceivePort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Function AddNewReceiveLocation() As IReceiveLocation
[C#]
IReceiveLocation AddNewReceiveLocation();
[C++]
IReceiveLocation* AddNewReceiveLocation();
[JScript]
function AddNewReceiveLocation() : IReceiveLocation;
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IReceivePort.RemoveReceiveLocation Method
Removes the specified receive location from this receive port.

VB

Parameters

receiveLocation
The receive location to remove.

Remarks

An exception with the message "Primary Receive Location cannot be deleted." is generated when attempting to delete a primary
receive location.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IReceivePort Interface | IReceivePort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Sub RemoveReceiveLocation( _
   ByVal receiveLocation As IReceiveLocation _
)
[C#]
void RemoveReceiveLocation(
   IReceiveLocation receiveLocation
);
[C++]
void RemoveReceiveLocation(
   IReceiveLocation* receiveLocation
);
[JScript]
function RemoveReceiveLocation(
   receiveLocation : IReceiveLocation
);
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IRole Interface
Represents a business role such as shipper or supplier, and consists of a set of port types.

For a list of all members of this type, see IRole Members.

VB

Classes that Implement IRole

Class Description
Role Provides the implementation for the IRole interface.

Remarks

The role link type characterizes the relationship between two orchestrations by defining the roles played by each orchestration in
the relationship and specifying the port types provided by each role. Each role can include any number of port types. Parties are
enlisted under each role.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Biztalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Explorerom.dll)

See Also

IRole Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("F36031DF-2CC7-4d93-8001-3F0EAF9E5A7A")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)>
Public Interface IRole
[C#]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("F36031DF-2CC7-4d93-8001-3F0EAF9E5A7A")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)]
public interface IRole
[C++]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("F36031DF-2CC7-4d93-8001-3F0EAF9E5A7A")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsDual)]
public __gc __interface IRole
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("F36031DF-2CC7-4d93-8001-3F0EAF9E5A7A")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)
interface IRole
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IRole Members
IRole overview

Public Properties

BtsAssembly Gets the reference to the containing assembly.
EnlistedParties Gets the collection of enlisted parties (IEnlistedParty) for the role.
Name Gets the full name of the role.
PortTypes Gets the collection of port types belonging to this role.
ServiceLinkType Gets the name of the role link type that to which this role belongs.

Public Methods

AddNewEnlistedParty Creates and adds a new enlisted party to the role.
RemoveEnlistedParty Removes an enlisted party from the list of parties enlisted under this role.

See Also

IRole Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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IRole Properties
The properties of the IRole interface are listed here. For a complete list of IRole interface members, see the IRole Members topic.

Public Properties

BtsAssembly Gets the reference to the containing assembly.
EnlistedParties Gets the collection of enlisted parties (IEnlistedParty) for the role.
Name Gets the full name of the role.
PortTypes Gets the collection of port types belonging to this role.
ServiceLinkType Gets the name of the role link type that to which this role belongs.

See Also

IRole Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IRole.BtsAssembly Property
Gets the reference to the containing assembly.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRole Interface | IRole Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property BtsAssembly As IBtsAssembly
[C#]
IBtsAssembly BtsAssembly {get;}
[C++]
__property IBtsAssembly* get_BtsAssembly();
[JScript]
function get BtsAssembly() : IBtsAssembly;
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IRole.EnlistedParties Property
Gets the collection of enlisted parties (IEnlistedParty) for the role.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRole Interface | IRole Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property EnlistedParties As ICollection
[C#]
ICollection EnlistedParties {get;}
[C++]
__property ICollection* get_EnlistedParties();
[JScript]
function get EnlistedParties() : ICollection;
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IRole.Name Property
Gets the full name of the role.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRole Interface | IRole Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property Name As String
[C#]
string Name {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Name();
[JScript]
function get Name() : String;
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IRole.PortTypes Property
Gets the collection of port types belonging to this role.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRole Interface | IRole Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property PortTypes As ICollection
[C#]
ICollection PortTypes {get;}
[C++]
__property ICollection* get_PortTypes();
[JScript]
function get PortTypes() : ICollection;
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IRole.ServiceLinkType Property
Gets the name of the role link type to which this role belongs.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRole Interface | IRole Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property ServiceLinkType As String
[C#]
string ServiceLinkType {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_ServiceLinkType();
[JScript]
function get ServiceLinkType() : String;
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IRole Methods
The methods of the IRole interface are listed here. For a complete list of IRole interface members, see the IRole Members topic.

Public Methods

AddNewEnlistedParty Creates and adds a new enlisted party to the role.
RemoveEnlistedParty Removes an enlisted party from the list of parties enlisted under this role.

See Also

IRole Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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IRole.AddNewEnlistedParty Method
Adds a party as an enlisted party to the role.

VB

Parameters

party
The party to enlist.

Remarks

Once a party is added, the returned IEnlistedParty interface is used to map the party ports to the role ports.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRole Interface | IRole Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Function AddNewEnlistedParty( _
   ByVal party As IParty _
) As IEnlistedParty
[C#]
IEnlistedParty AddNewEnlistedParty(
   IParty party
);
[C++]
IEnlistedParty* AddNewEnlistedParty(
   IParty* party
);
[JScript]
function AddNewEnlistedParty(
   party : IParty
) : IEnlistedParty;
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IRole.RemoveEnlistedParty Method
Removes an enlisted party from the list of parties enlisted under this role.

VB

Parameters

enlistedParty
The enlisted party to remove.

Remarks

Note that the party that is removed is not deleted.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Sub RemoveEnlistedParty( _
   ByVal enlistedParty As IEnlistedParty _
)
[C#]
void RemoveEnlistedParty(
   IEnlistedParty enlistedParty
);
[C++]
void RemoveEnlistedParty(
   IEnlistedParty* enlistedParty
);
[JScript]
function RemoveEnlistedParty(
   enlistedParty : IEnlistedParty
);
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ISendPort Interface
Represents the logical port through which services interact with the outside world by sending messages.

For a list of all members of this type, see ISendPort Members.

VB

Classes that Implement ISendPort

Class Description
SendPort Provides the implementation for the ISendPort interface.

Remarks

A send port can be either one-way without the receive pipeline or two-way with a receive pipeline.

Per instance pipeline properties can be configured for the send and receive pipeline of the send port. Primary and secondary
transports are available only for static send ports. Send ports are available for the following artifacts.

Orchestration Binding
Send Port Groups
Parties

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Biztalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Explorerom.dll)
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<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("58FC6224-A1AA-4c74-8BB9-417078DCE2F6")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)>
Public Interface ISendPort
[C#]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("58FC6224-A1AA-4c74-8BB9-417078DCE2F6")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)]
public interface ISendPort
[C++]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("58FC6224-A1AA-4c74-8BB9-417078DCE2F6")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsDual)]
public __gc __interface ISendPort
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("58FC6224-A1AA-4c74-8BB9-417078DCE2F6")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)
interface ISendPort
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ISendPort Members
ISendPort overview

Public Properties

BtsCatalogExplorer Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer object model.
CustomData Gets or sets the custom data for a send port.
EncryptionCert Gets or sets the encryption certificate that is used to encrypt data sent through this port.
Filter Gets the name of the optional filter expression used on this send port.
InboundTransforms Gets the collection of inbound transforms of a two-way send port.
IsDynamic Gets a value indicating whether the send port is dynamic or static.
IsTwoWay Gets a value indicating whether the port is two-way.
Name Gets or sets the name of the send port.
OutboundTransforms Gets the collection of outbound transforms of a send port.
PrimaryTransport Gets the primary transport of the static send port.
Priority Gets or sets the priority of the send port.
ReceivePipeline Gets or sets the receive pipeline used to receive a response when a message is sent out through this port

.
ReceivePipelineData Gets the custom configuration information specific to the current instance of the receive pipeline.
SecondaryTransport Gets the secondary transport of the static send port.
SendPipeline Gets or sets the send pipeline used to send data sent through this port.
SendPipelineData Gets or sets the custom configuration specific to this instance of the usage of the pipeline.
Status Gets or sets the status of the send port.
Tracking Gets or sets the field to track documents for the send port.

See Also

ISendPort Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ISendPort Properties
The properties of the ISendPort interface are listed here. For a complete list of ISendPort interface members, see the
ISendPort Members topic.

Public Properties

BtsCatalogExplorer Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer object model.
CustomData Gets or sets the custom data for a send port.
EncryptionCert Gets or sets the encryption certificate that is used to encrypt data sent through this port.
Filter Gets the name of the optional filter expression used on this send port.
InboundTransforms Gets the collection of inbound transforms of a two-way send port.
IsDynamic Gets a value indicating whether the send port is dynamic or static.
IsTwoWay Gets a value indicating whether the port is two-way.
Name Gets or sets the name of the send port.
OutboundTransforms Gets the collection of outbound transforms of a send port.
PrimaryTransport Gets the primary transport of the static send port.
Priority Gets or sets the priority of the send port.
ReceivePipeline Gets or sets the receive pipeline used to receive a response when a message is sent out through this port

.
ReceivePipelineData Gets the custom configuration information specific to the current instance of the receive pipeline.
SecondaryTransport Gets the secondary transport of the static send port.
SendPipeline Gets or sets the send pipeline used to send data sent through this port.
SendPipelineData Gets or sets the custom configuration specific to this instance of the usage of the pipeline.
Status Gets or sets the status of the send port.
Tracking Gets or sets the field to track documents for the send port.

See Also

ISendPort Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ISendPort.BtsCatalogExplorer Property
Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer Object Model.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003
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ReadOnly Property BtsCatalogExplorer As IBtsCatalogExplorer
[C#]
IBtsCatalogExplorer BtsCatalogExplorer {get;}
[C++]
__property IBtsCatalogExplorer* get_BtsCatalogExplorer();
[JScript]
function get BtsCatalogExplorer() : IBtsCatalogExplorer;
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ISendPort.CustomData Property
Gets or sets the custom data for a send port.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also
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Property CustomData As String
[C#]
string CustomData {get; set;}
[C++]
__property String* get_CustomData();
__property void set_CustomData(String*);
[JScript]
function get CustomData() : String;function set CustomData(String);
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ISendPort.EncryptionCert Property
Gets or sets the encryption certificate that is used to encrypt data sent through this port.

VB

Remarks

This property is used by the Encoding pipeline component of the send pipeline associated with the send port. For more
information about the Encoding component, see MIME/SMIME Encoder Pipeline Component.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Property EncryptionCert As ICertificateInfo
[C#]
ICertificateInfo EncryptionCert {get; set;}
[C++]
__property ICertificateInfo* get_EncryptionCert();
__property void set_EncryptionCert(ICertificateInfo*);
[JScript]
function get EncryptionCert() : ICertificateInfo;function set EncryptionCert(ICertificateInfo
);
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ISendPort.Filter Property
Gets the name of the optional filter expression used on this send port.

VB

Remarks

A filtering expression has a set of conditions. When these conditions are evaluated, they will determine whether a message is
delivered to the associated send port. A Filtering expression must have one or more conditions.

The format of the filter is as follows:

 
The Operator can have any value defined for comparison tag enumeration below.
 

Requirements

Property Filter As String
[C#]
string Filter {get; set;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Filter();
__property void set_Filter(String*);
[JScript]
function get Filter() : String;function set Filter(String);

<Filter>
   <Group>
      <Statement Property="BTS.ReceivePortName" Operator="0" Value="ReceivePortA"/>
      <Statement Property="BTS.ReceivePortName" Operator="0" Value="ReceivePortA"/>
      .
      .
      .
</Group>
<Group>
<Statement Property="BTS.ReceivePortName" Operator="0" Value="ReceivePortA"/>
<Statement Property="BTS.ReceivePortName" Operator="0" Value="ReceivePortA"/>
.
.
.
</Group>
.
.
.
</Filter>

typedef [public] enum 
Comparison_tag
{
      [helpstring("Equals")] Equals = 0,
      [helpstring("Less Than")] LessThan = 1,
      [helpstring("Less Than or Equals")] LessThanOrEquals = 2,
      [helpstring("Greater Than")] GreaterThan = 3,
      [helpstring("Greater Than or Equals")] GreaterThanOrEquals = 4,
      [helpstring("Not Equal")] NotEqual = 5,
      [helpstring("Exists")] Exists = 6,
      [helpstring("BitwiseAnd")] BitwiseAnd = 7,
      [helpstring("IsLike")] IsLike = 8
} ComparisonType;



 

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003
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ISendPort.InboundTransforms Property
Gets the collection of inbound transforms of a two-way send port.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also
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ReadOnly Property InboundTransforms As IList
[C#]
IList InboundTransforms {get;}
[C++]
__property IList* get_InboundTransforms();
[JScript]
function get InboundTransforms() : IList;
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ISendPort.IsDynamic Property
Gets a value indicating whether the send port is dynamic or static.

VB

Remarks

true, if the send port is dynamic; otherwise, false.

Dynamic send ports do not have primary and secondary transports.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003
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ReadOnly Property IsDynamic As Boolean
[C#]
bool IsDynamic {get;}
[C++]
__property bool get_IsDynamic();
[JScript]
function get IsDynamic() : Boolean;
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ISendPort.IsTwoWay Property
Gets a value indicating whether the port is two-way.

VB

Property Value

true, if the send port is two-way; otherwise, false.

Remarks

A two-way send port contains a receive pipeline.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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ReadOnly Property IsTwoWay As Boolean
[C#]
bool IsTwoWay {get;}
[C++]
__property bool get_IsTwoWay();
[JScript]
function get IsTwoWay() : Boolean;
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ISendPort.Name Property
Gets or sets the name of the send port.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Property Name As String
[C#]
string Name {get; set;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Name();
__property void set_Name(String*);
[JScript]
function get Name() : String;function set Name(String);
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ISendPort.OutboundTransforms Property
Gets the collection of outbound transforms of a send port.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also
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ReadOnly Property OutboundTransforms As IList
[C#]
IList OutboundTransforms {get;}
[C++]
__property IList* get_OutboundTransforms();
[JScript]
function get OutboundTransforms() : IList;
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ISendPort.PrimaryTransport Property
Gets the primary transport information.

VB

Remarks

This property is only available for static send ports.

Once you get this primary transport, you can configure its properties.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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ReadOnly Property PrimaryTransport As ITransportInfo
[C#]
ITransportInfo PrimaryTransport {get;}
[C++]
__property ITransportInfo* get_PrimaryTransport();
[JScript]
function get PrimaryTransport() : ITransportInfo;
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ISendPort.Priority Property
Gets or sets the priority of the send port.

VB

Remarks

The Priority property determines the order in which messages are delivered. 1 is the highest priority, 10 is the lowest priority.

For example, if messages 1, 2, and 3 are published, and 3 goes to the port A with a priority setting of 1, while 1 and 2 go to port B
with a priority setting of 10, then message 3 will be delivered before messages 1 and 2.

To avoid the prioritization of deliveries, set the Priority property to the same value on all ports.

Default value: 5

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Property Priority As Integer
[C#]
public int Priority {get; set;}
[C++]
__property int get_Priority();
__property void set_Priority(int);
[JScript]
function get Priority() : int;function set Priority(int);
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ISendPort.ReceivePipeline Property
Gets or sets the receive pipeline used to receive a response when a message is sent out through this port.

[Visual Basic]

C#

Remarks

This property is only available for two-way ports.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003
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IPipeline ReceivePipeline {get; set;}
[C++]
__property IPipeline* get_ReceivePipeline();
__property void set_ReceivePipeline(IPipeline*);
[JScript]
function get ReceivePipeline() : IPipeline;function set ReceivePipeline(IPipeline);
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ISendPort.ReceivePipelineData Property
Gets the custom configuration information specific to the current instance of the receive pipeline.
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Remarks

An exception with the message “Do not specify a Receive Pipeline/Data for_One Way Send Port.” is generated when you specify
the receive pipeline information for a one-way send port.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003
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Property ReceivePipelineData As String
[C#]
string ReceivePipelineData {get; set;}
[C++]
__property String* get_ReceivePipelineData();
__property void set_ReceivePipelineData(String*);
[JScript]
function get ReceivePipelineData() : String;function set
   ReceivePipelineData(String);
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ISendPort.SecondaryTransport Property
Gets the secondary transport information.

VB

Remarks

This property is only available for dynamic send ports.

Once you get the secondary transport, you can configure its properties.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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ReadOnly Property SecondaryTransport As ITransportInfo
[C#]
ITransportInfo SecondaryTransport {get;}
[C++]
__property ITransportInfo* get_SecondaryTransport();
[JScript]
function get SecondaryTransport() : ITransportInfo;
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ISendPort.SendPipeline Property
Gets or sets the send pipeline used to send data sent through this port.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003
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Property SendPipeline As IPipeline
[C#]
IPipeline SendPipeline {get; set;}
[C++]
__property IPipeline* get_SendPipeline();
__property void set_SendPipeline(IPipeline*);
[JScript]
function get SendPipeline() : IPipeline;function set SendPipeline(IPipeline);
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ISendPort.SendPipelineData Property
Gets or sets the custom configuration specific to this instance of the usage of the pipeline.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ISendPort Interface | ISendPort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Property SendPipelineData As String
[C#]
string SendPipelineData {get; set;}
[C++]
__property String* get_SendPipelineData();
__property void set_SendPipelineData(String*);
[JScript]
function get SendPipelineData() : String;function set
   SendPipelineData(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ISendPort.Status Property
Gets or sets the status of the send port.

VB

Remarks

See PortStatus for a list of possible values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ISendPort Interface | ISendPort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Property Status As PortStatus
[C#]
PortStatus Status {get; set;}
[C++]
__property PortStatus get_Status();
__property void set_Status(PortStatus);
[JScript]
function get Status() : PortStatus;function set Status(PortStatus);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ISendPort.Tracking Property
Gets or sets the field to track documents for the send port.

VB

Remarks

The tracking level can be one or more of the following flags:

ePortTrackBeforeReceivePipeline and ePortTrackAfterReceivePipeline are available only for two-way send ports.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ISendPort Interface | ISendPort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Property Tracking As TrackingTypes
[C#]
TrackingTypes Tracking {get; set;}
[C++]
__property TrackingTypes get_Tracking();
__property void set_Tracking(TrackingTypes);
[JScript]
function get Tracking() : TrackingTypes;function set Tracking(TrackingTypes);

enum ePortTrackingConfig
{
 ePortTrackBeforeReceivePipeline  = 1,
 ePortTrackAfterReceivePipeline   = 2,
 ePortTrackBeforeSendPipeline = 4,
 ePortTrackAfterSendPipeline  = 8,
};

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ISendPortGroup Interface
Represents a send port group, which is a group of send ports, used for orchestration binding.

For a list of all members of this type, see ISendPortGroup Members.

VB

Classes that Implement ISendPortGroup

Class Description
SendPortGroup Provides the implementation for the ISendPortGroup interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Biztalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Explorerom.dll)

See Also

ISendPortGroup Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("A84816DC-1D39-4e5e-A9BF-19ADBDB2EC8F")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)>
Public Interface ISendPortGroup
[C#]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("A84816DC-1D39-4e5e-A9BF-19ADBDB2EC8F")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)]
public interface ISendPortGroup
[C++]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("A84816DC-1D39-4e5e-A9BF-19ADBDB2EC8F")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsDual)]
public __gc __interface ISendPortGroup
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("A84816DC-1D39-4e5e-A9BF-19ADBDB2EC8F")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)
interface ISendPortGroup

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ISendPortGroup Members
ISendPortGroup overview

Public Properties

BtsCatalogExplorer Gets the root object of the BizTalk Explorer object model.
CustomData Gets or sets the custom data with the send port group.
Filter Gets or sets the filter expression on the send port group.
Name Gets or sets the name of the send port group.
SendPorts Gets the collection of static send ports in the send port group.
Status Gets or sets the status of the send port group.

See Also

ISendPortGroup Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ISendPortGroup Properties
The properties of the ISendPortGroup interface are listed here. For a complete list of ISendPortGroup interface members, see
the ISendPortGroup Members topic.

Public Properties

BtsCatalogExplorer Gets the root object of the BizTalk Explorer object model.
CustomData Gets or sets the custom data with the send port group.
Filter Gets or sets the filter expression on the send port group.
Name Gets or sets the name of the send port group.
SendPorts Gets the collection of static send ports in the send port group.
Status Gets or sets the status of the send port group.

See Also

ISendPortGroup Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ISendPortGroup.BtsCatalogExplorer Property
Gets the root object of the BizTalk Explorer Object Model.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ISendPortGroup Interface | ISendPortGroup Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property BtsCatalogExplorer As IBtsCatalogExplorer
[C#]
IBtsCatalogExplorer BtsCatalogExplorer {get;}
[C++]
__property IBtsCatalogExplorer* get_BtsCatalogExplorer();
[JScript]
function get BtsCatalogExplorer() : IBtsCatalogExplorer;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ISendPortGroup.CustomData Property
Gets or sets the custom data with the send port group.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISendPortGroup Interface | ISendPortGroup Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Property CustomData As String
[C#]
string CustomData {get; set;}
[C++]
__property String* get_CustomData();
__property void set_CustomData(String*);
[JScript]
function get CustomData() : String;function set CustomData(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ISendPortGroup.Filter Property
Gets or sets the filter on the send port group.

VB

Remarks

A filtering expression may be associated with a send port group. A filtering expression has a set of conditions, when these
conditions are evaluated, they will determine whether a message is delivered to the associated send port. A filtering expression
must have one or more conditions.

The format of the filter is as follows:

 
The Operator can have any value defined for comparison tag enumeration below.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Property Filter As String
[C#]
string Filter {get; set;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Filter();
__property void set_Filter(String*);
[JScript]
function get Filter() : String;function set Filter(String);

<Filter>
   <Group>
      <Statement Property="BTS.ReceivePortName" Operator="0" Value="ReceivePortA"/>
      <Statement Property="BTS.ReceivePortName" Operator="0" Value="ReceivePortA"/>
      .
      .
      .
   </Group>
   <Group>
      <Statement Property="BTS.ReceivePortName" Operator="0" Value="ReceivePortA"/>
      <Statement Property="BTS.ReceivePortName" Operator="0" Value="ReceivePortA"/>
      .
      .
      .
   </Group>
   .
   .
   .
</Filter>

typedef [public] enum 
Comparison_tag
{
      [helpstring("Equals")] Equals = 0,
      [helpstring("Less Than")] LessThan = 1,
      [helpstring("Less Than or Equals")] LessThanOrEquals = 2,
      [helpstring("Greater Than")] GreaterThan = 3,
      [helpstring("Greater Than or Equals")] GreaterThanOrEquals = 4,
      [helpstring("Not Equal")] NotEqual = 5,
      [helpstring("Exists")] Exists = 6,
      [helpstring("BitwiseAnd")] BitwiseAnd = 7,
      [helpstring("IsLike")] IsLike = 8
} ComparisonType;



 

 

See Also

ISendPortGroup Interface | ISendPortGroup Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ISendPortGroup.Name Property
Gets or sets the name of the send port group.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ISendPortGroup Interface | ISendPortGroup Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Property Name As String
[C#]
string Name {get; set;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Name();
__property void set_Name(String*);
[JScript]
function get Name() : String;function set Name(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ISendPortGroup.SendPorts Property
Gets the collection of static send ports in the send port group.

VB

Remarks

An exception with the message “Only static Send Ports can be added.” is generated when a dynamic send port is added to this
collection.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ISendPortGroup Interface | ISendPortGroup Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property SendPorts As IList
[C#]
IList SendPorts {get;}
[C++]
__property IList* get_SendPorts();
[JScript]
function get SendPorts() : IList;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ISendPortGroup.Status Property
Gets or sets the status of the send port group.

VB

Property Value

A PortStatus that indicates the status of the send port group.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ISendPortGroup Interface | ISendPortGroup Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Property Status As PortStatus
[C#]
PortStatus Status {get; set;}
[C++]
__property PortStatus get_Status();
__property void set_Status(PortStatus);
[JScript]
function get Status() : PortStatus;function set Status(PortStatus);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ITransform Interface
Represents a BizTalk Server map, or transform, which is an item that represents the mapping between the source schema and
destination schema.

For a list of all members of this type, see ITransform Members.

VB

Classes that Implement ITransform

Class Description
Transform Provides the implementation for the ITransform interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Biztalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

ITransform Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("3EF3008F-7505-457e-87F2-BD5C79678BD2")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)>
Public Interface ITransform
[C#]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("3EF3008F-7505-457e-87F2-BD5C79678BD2")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)]
public interface ITransform
[C++]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("3EF3008F-7505-457e-87F2-BD5C79678BD2")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsDual)]
public __gc __interface ITransform
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("3EF3008F-7505-457e-87F2-BD5C79678BD2")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)
interface ITransform

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ITransform Members
ITransform overview

Public Properties

AssemblyQualifiedName Gets the assembly qualified name of the transform.
BtsAssembly Gets the reference to the containing assembly.
FullName Gets the full name of the map.
SourceSchema Gets the source schema of the map.
TargetSchema Gets the target schema of the map.
XmlContent Gets the XML content of the map.

See Also

ITransform Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ITransform Properties
The properties of the ITransform interface are listed here. For a complete list of ITransform interface members, see the
ITransform Members topic.

Public Properties

AssemblyQualifiedName Gets the assembly qualified name of the transform.
BtsAssembly Gets the reference to the containing assembly.
FullName Gets the full name of the map.
SourceSchema Gets the source schema of the map.
TargetSchema Gets the target schema of the map.
XmlContent Gets the XML content of the map.

See Also

ITransform Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ITransform.AssemblyQualifiedName Property
Gets the assembly qualified name of the transform.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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ReadOnly Property AssemblyQualifiedName As String
[C#]
string AssemblyQualifiedName {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_AssemblyQualifiedName();
[JScript]
function get AssemblyQualifiedName() : String;
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ITransform.BtsAssembly Property
Gets the reference to the containing assembly.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ITransform Interface | ITransform Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property BtsAssembly As IBtsAssembly
[C#]
IBtsAssembly BtsAssembly {get;}
[C++]
__property IBtsAssembly* get_BtsAssembly();
[JScript]
function get BtsAssembly() : IBtsAssembly;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ITransform.FullName Property
Gets the full name of the map.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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ReadOnly Property FullName As String
[C#]
string FullName {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_FullName();
[JScript]
function get FullName() : String;
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ITransform.SourceSchema Property
Gets the source schema of the map.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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ReadOnly Property SourceSchema As IBtsSchema
[C#]
IBtsSchema SourceSchema {get;}
[C++]
__property IBtsSchema* get_SourceSchema();
[JScript]
function get SourceSchema() : IBtsSchema;
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ITransform.TargetSchema Property
Gets the target schema of the map.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITransform Interface | ITransform Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property TargetSchema As IBtsSchema
[C#]
IBtsSchema TargetSchema {get;}
[C++]
__property IBtsSchema* get_TargetSchema();
[JScript]
function get TargetSchema() : IBtsSchema;
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ITransform.XmlContent Property
Gets the XML content of the map.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also
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ReadOnly Property XmlContent As String
[C#]
string XmlContent {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_XmlContent();
[JScript]
function get XmlContent() : String;
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ITransportInfo Interface
Represents the adapter related information for an endpoint.

For a list of all members of this type, see ITransportInfo Members.

VB

Classes that Implement ITransportInfo

Class Description
TransportInfo Provides the implementation for the ITransportInfo interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Biztalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

ITransportInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("6F4FCD48-AA70-4d77-80C8-FEC89AC8624D")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)>
Public Interface ITransportInfo
[C#]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("6F4FCD48-AA70-4d77-80C8-FEC89AC8624D")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)]
public interface ITransportInfo
[C++]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("6F4FCD48-AA70-4d77-80C8-FEC89AC8624D")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsDual)]
public __gc __interface ITransportInfo
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("6F4FCD48-AA70-4d77-80C8-FEC89AC8624D")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)
interface ITransportInfo
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ITransportInfo Members
ITransportInfo overview

Public Properties

Address Gets or sets the address property for the adapter.
DeliveryNotification Gets or sets the field to request that the adapter will send delivery notification back, whether transmissi

on is successful.
FromTime Gets or sets the start time for the service window.
OrderedDelivery Gets the flag that specifies whether the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter supports ordered delivery.
Primary Gets the flag that specifies whether this transport is primary or secondary.
RetryCount Gets or sets the retry count for the adapter.
RetryInterval Gets or sets the retry interval for the adapter.
SendPort Gets the send port that this adapter is associated with.
ServiceWindowEnabled Get or sets a flag that specifies whether the service window is enabled.
ToTime Gets the end time for the service window.
TransportType Gets or sets the transport type.
TransportTypeData Gets or sets the configuration specific to the adapter.

See Also

ITransportInfo Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ITransportInfo Properties
The properties of the ITransportInfo interface are listed here. For a complete list of ITransportInfo interface members, see the
ITransportInfo Members topic.

Public Properties

Address Gets or sets the address property for the adapter.
DeliveryNotification Gets or sets the field to request that the adapter will send delivery notification back, whether transmissi

on is successful.
FromTime Gets or sets the start time for the service window.
OrderedDelivery Gets the flag that specifies whether the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter supports ordered delivery.
Primary Gets the flag that specifies whether this transport is primary or secondary.
RetryCount Gets or sets the retry count for the adapter.
RetryInterval Gets or sets the retry interval for the adapter.
SendPort Gets the send port that this adapter is associated with.
ServiceWindowEnabled Get or sets a flag that specifies whether the service window is enabled.
ToTime Gets the end time for the service window.
TransportType Gets or sets the transport type.
TransportTypeData Gets or sets the configuration specific to the adapter.

See Also
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ITransportInfo.Address Property
Gets or sets the address property for the adapter.

VB

Remarks

Note  If a send port or receive location is updated using the BizTalk Explorer object model or a WMI script, the Receive
Port Properties and Send Port Properties property pages in BizTalk Explorer will display an incorrect Address (URI).
The Address (URI) used internally is the Address (URI) set by the script, so the script works as expected. To update the
property pages to display the correct Address (URI), update the Address (URI) field in BizTalk Explorer with the new
value. For more information see Editing Send Port Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer or
Editing Receive Location Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003
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Property Address As String
[C#]
string Address {get; set;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Address();
__property void set_Address(String*);
[JScript]
function get Address() : String;function set Address(String);
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ITransportInfo.DeliveryNotification Property
Gets or sets the field to request that the adapter will send delivery notification back, whether transmission is successful.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Property DeliveryNotification As NotificationTypes
[C#]
NotificationTypes DeliveryNotification {get; set;}
[C++]
__property NotificationTypes get_DeliveryNotification();
__property void set_DeliveryNotification(NotificationTypes);
[JScript]
function get DeliveryNotification() : NotificationTypes;function set DeliveryNotification(Not
ificationTypes);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ITransportInfo.FromTime Property
Gets or sets the start time for the service window.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITransportInfo Interface | ITransportInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Property FromTime As DateTime
[C#]
DateTime FromTime {get; set;}
[C++]
__property DateTime get_FromTime();
__property void set_FromTime(DateTime);
[JScript]
function get FromTime() : DateTime;function set FromTime(DateTime);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ITransportInfo.OrderedDelivery Property
Gets the flag that specifies whether the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter supports ordered delivery.

VB

Property Value

true if ordered delivery is enabled; otherwise, false.

Remarks

If this property is set, then the messaging engine will guarantee that the messages will be delivered in the same order. This is
available only for transports supporting ordered delivery.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITransportInfo Interface | ITransportInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Property OrderedDelivery As Boolean
[C#]
bool OrderedDelivery {get; set;}
[C++]
__property bool get_OrderedDelivery();
__property void set_OrderedDelivery(bool);
[JScript]
function get OrderedDelivery() : Boolean;function set
   OrderedDelivery(Boolean);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ITransportInfo.Primary Property
Gets the flag that specifies whether this adapter is primary or secondary.

VB

Property Value

true if the transport is the primary transport; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITransportInfo Interface | ITransportInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReadOnly Property Primary As Boolean
[C#]
bool Primary {get;}
[C++]
__property bool get_Primary();
[JScript]
function get Primary() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ITransportInfo.RetryCount Property
Gets or sets the retry count for the adapter.

VB

Remarks

The valid range for this property is 0 to 1000. An exception with the message “X is not a valid value for Retry Count. Specify a
value in the range 0 to 1000.” is generated when the retry count is out of range.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITransportInfo Interface | ITransportInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Property RetryCount As Integer
[C#]
int RetryCount {get; set;}
[C++]
__property int get_RetryCount();
__property void set_RetryCount(int);
[JScript]
function get RetryCount() : int;function set RetryCount(int);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ITransportInfo.RetryInterval Property
Gets or sets the retry interval for the adapter.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITransportInfo Interface | ITransportInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Property RetryInterval As Integer
[C#]
int RetryInterval {get; set;}
[C++]
__property int get_RetryInterval();
__property void set_RetryInterval(int);
[JScript]
function get RetryInterval() : int;function set RetryInterval(int);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ITransportInfo.SendPort Property
Gets the send port that this adapter is associated with.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITransportInfo Interface | ITransportInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReadOnly Property SendPort As ISendPort
[C#]
ISendPort SendPort {get;}
[C++]
__property ISendPort* get_SendPort();
[JScript]
function get SendPort() : ISendPort;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ITransportInfo.ServiceWindowEnabled Property
Get or set a flag that specifies whether the service window is enabled.

VB

Remarks

true, if the Service Window is enabled; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITransportInfo Interface | ITransportInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Property ServiceWindowEnabled As Boolean
[C#]
bool ServiceWindowEnabled {get; set;}
[C++]
__property bool get_ServiceWindowEnabled();
__property void set_ServiceWindowEnabled(bool);
[JScript]
function get ServiceWindowEnabled() : Boolean;function set
   ServiceWindowEnabled(Boolean);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ITransportInfo.ToTime Property
Gets the end time for the service window.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITransportInfo Interface | ITransportInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Property ToTime As DateTime
[C#]
DateTime ToTime {get; set;}
[C++]
__property DateTime get_ToTime();
__property void set_ToTime(DateTime);
[JScript]
function get ToTime() : DateTime;function set ToTime(DateTime);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ITransportInfo.TransportType Property
Gets or sets the transport type.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITransportInfo Interface | ITransportInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Property TransportType As IProtocolType
[C#]
IProtocolType TransportType {get; set;}
[C++]
__property IProtocolType* get_TransportType();
__property void set_TransportType(IProtocolType*);
[JScript]
function get TransportType() : IProtocolType;function set TransportType(IProtocolType);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ITransportInfo.TransportTypeData Property
Gets or sets the configuration specific to the adapter.
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Remarks

To protect any sensitive information, this data is persisted in a secret store using the single sign-on interfaces. For more
information about the single sign-on interfaces, see Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITransportInfo Interface | ITransportInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Property TransportTypeData As String
[C#]
string TransportTypeData {get; set;}
[C++]
__property String* get_TransportTypeData();
__property void set_TransportTypeData(String*);
[JScript]
function get TransportTypeData() : String;function set
   TransportTypeData(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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NotificationTypes Enumeration
Denotes the delivery notification type.

This enumeration has a FlagsAttribute attribute that allows a bitwise combination of its member values.

VB

Members

Member name Value Description
None 1 No notification.
Transmitted 2 Notifies when the transmission is successful.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Flags>
<Serializable>
<ComVisible(True)>
Public Enum NotificationTypes
[C#]
[Flags]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
public enum NotificationTypes
[C++]
[Flags]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
__value public enum NotificationTypes
[JScript]
public
   Flags
   Serializable
   ComVisible(true)
enum NotificationTypes

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dk06fkbc(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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OperationType Enumeration
Specifies the type of transmission the endpoint of an orchestration can support.
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Members

Member name Value Description
None 0 Indicates that the endpoint receives no transmissions.
Notification 2 Indicates that the endpoint sends a message.
OneWay 1 Indicates that the endpoint receives a message.
RequestResponse 3 Indicates that the endpoint receives a message, and then sends a correlated message.
SolicitResponse 4 Indicates that the endpoint sends a message, and then receives a correlated message.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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<Serializable>
<ComVisible(True)>
Public Enum OperationType
[C#]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
public enum OperationType
[C++]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
__value public enum OperationType
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
   ComVisible(true)
enum OperationType

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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OrchestrationPort Class
Provides the implementation for the IOrchestrationPort interface.

For a list of all members of this type, see OrchestrationPort Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BaseObject
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.OrchestrationPort

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

OrchestrationPort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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NotInheritable Public Class OrchestrationPort
   Inherits BaseObject
   Implements IOrchestrationPort
[C#]
public sealed class OrchestrationPort : BaseObject,
   IOrchestrationPort
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class OrchestrationPort : public BaseObject,
   IOrchestrationPort
[JScript]
public class OrchestrationPort extends BaseObject implements
   IOrchestrationPort

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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OrchestrationPort Members
OrchestrationPort overview

Public Properties

Binding Gets the type of binding for the orchestration port.
Modifier Gets the modifier of the orchestration port.
Name Gets the name of the orchestration port.
Orchestration Gets the reference to the containing orchestration.
PortType Gets the reference to the port type from which this orchestration port is generated.
ReceivePort Gets or sets the receive port bound to the orchestration port.
SendPort Gets or sets the send port bound to the orchestration port.
SendPortGroup Gets or sets the send port group bound to the orchestration port.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

OrchestrationPort Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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OrchestrationPort Properties
The properties of the OrchestrationPort class are listed here. For a complete list of OrchestrationPort class members, see the
OrchestrationPort Members topic.

Public Properties

Binding Gets the type of binding for the orchestration port.
Modifier Gets the modifier of the orchestration port.
Name Gets the name of the orchestration port.
Orchestration Gets the reference to the containing orchestration.
PortType Gets the reference to the port type from which this orchestration port is generated.
ReceivePort Gets or sets the receive port bound to the orchestration port.
SendPort Gets or sets the send port bound to the orchestration port.
SendPortGroup Gets or sets the send port group bound to the orchestration port.

See Also

OrchestrationPort Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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OrchestrationPort.Binding Property
Gets the type of binding for the orchestration port.

VB

Implements

IOrchestrationPort.Binding

Remarks

The binding can be logical, physical, direct, dynamic or role.

Logical ("Specify later") binding implies that the port will be bound later in BizTalk Explorer.

Physical ("Specify now") binding means that the port is created in the orchestration and bound to this orchestration port.

Orchestration binding, or MessageBox binding, implies that the port does not connect to a fixed endpoint, but instead connects to
the MessageBox directly.

Dynamic binding implies that the endpoint will be made available at runtime.

Role binding implies that the port gets bound to a party indirectly by virtue of that party being enlisted under a role.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

OrchestrationPort Class | OrchestrationPort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Binding As BindingType  _
   Implements IOrchestrationPort.Binding
[C#]
public virtual BindingType Binding {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual BindingType get_Binding();
[JScript]
public function get Binding() : BindingType;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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OrchestrationPort.Modifier Property
Gets the modifier of the orchestration port.

VB

Implements

IOrchestrationPort.Modifier

Remarks

This value can be import (which means the port is outbound) or export(which means the port is inbound).

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Modifier As PortModifier  _
   Implements IOrchestrationPort.Modifier
[C#]
public virtual PortModifier Modifier {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual PortModifier get_Modifier();
[JScript]
public function get Modifier() : PortModifier;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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OrchestrationPort.Name Property
Gets the name of the orchestration port.

VB

Implements

IOrchestrationPort.Name

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Name As String  Implements _
   IOrchestrationPort.Name
[C#]
public virtual string Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Name();
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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OrchestrationPort.Orchestration Property
Gets the name of the orchestration port.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public ReadOnly Property Orchestration As BtsOrchestration
[C#]
public BtsOrchestration Orchestration {get;}
[C++]
public: __property BtsOrchestration* get_Orchestration();
[JScript]
public function get Orchestration() : BtsOrchestration;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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OrchestrationPort.PortType Property
Gets the reference to the port type from which this orchestration port is generated.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public ReadOnly Property PortType As PortType
[C#]
public PortType PortType {get;}
[C++]
public: __property PortType* get_PortType();
[JScript]
public function get PortType() : PortType;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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OrchestrationPort.ReceivePort Property
Gets or sets the receive port bound to the orchestration port.

VB

Remarks

Only inbound ports can be bound to a receive port. While binding the inbound orchestration port to a receive port, the following
binding rules apply:

A receive port should have at least one receive location. An exception with the message "Receive Port should contain at least
one Receive Location." is generated when there are no receive locations.
One-way orchestration port can be bound to a one-way receive port.
Two-way orchestration port can be bound to a two-way receive port.

Appropriate exceptions are generated when the binding rules are violated:

Only a one-way inbound port can be bound to a one-way receive port.
Only a two-way inbound port can be bound to a two-way receive port.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Property ReceivePort As ReceivePort
[C#]
public ReceivePort ReceivePort {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property ReceivePort* get_ReceivePort();
public: __property void set_ReceivePort(ReceivePort*);
[JScript]
public function get ReceivePort() : ReceivePort;
public function set ReceivePort(ReceivePort);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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OrchestrationPort.SendPort Property
Gets or sets the send port bound to the orchestration port.

VB

Remarks

Only outbound ports can be bound to a send port. While binding the outbound orchestration port to a send port, the following
binding rules apply:

A one-way static orchestration port can be bound to a one-way static send port.
A one-way dynamic orchestration port can be bound to a one-way dynamic send port.
A two-way static orchestration port can be bound to a two-way static send port.
A two-way dynamic orchestration port can be bound to a two-way dynamic send port.

Appropriate exceptions are generated when the binding rules are violated.

Only a one-way outbound port can be bound to a one-way send port.
Only a two-way outbound port can be bound to a two-way send port.
Only a static outbound port can be bound to a static send port.
Only a dynamic outbound port can be bound to a dynamic send port.
Only an inbound port can be bound to a receive port.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Property SendPort As SendPort
[C#]
public SendPort SendPort {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property SendPort* get_SendPort();
public: __property void set_SendPort(SendPort*);
[JScript]
public function get SendPort() : SendPort;
public function set SendPort(SendPort);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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OrchestrationPort.SendPortGroup Property
Gets or sets the send port group bound to the orchestration port.

VB

Remarks

Only one-way static outbound ports can be bound to send port groups. An exception with the message "Only One-Way Static
Outbound Port can be bound to a SendPort Group" is generated if the outbound port is not a one-way static port.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Property SendPortGroup As SendPortGroup
[C#]
public SendPortGroup SendPortGroup {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property SendPortGroup* get_SendPortGroup();
public: __property void set_SendPortGroup(SendPortGroup*);
[JScript]
public function get SendPortGroup() : SendPortGroup;
public function set SendPortGroup(SendPortGroup);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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OrchestrationPortCollection Class
Contains an ordered set of OrchestrationPort objects that can be referred to as a unit.

For a list of all members of this type, see OrchestrationPortCollection Members.

System.Object
   System.Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionBase
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsReadOnlyCollection
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.OrchestrationPortCollection

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

OrchestrationPortCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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NotInheritable Public Class OrchestrationPortCollection
   Inherits BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C#]
public sealed class OrchestrationPortCollection :
   BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class OrchestrationPortCollection : public
   BtsReadOnlyCollection
[JScript]
public class OrchestrationPortCollection extends
   BtsReadOnlyCollection

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ax6khctw(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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OrchestrationPortCollection Members
OrchestrationPortCollection overview

Public Constructors

OrchestrationPortCollection Constructor Initializes a new instance of the OrchestrationPortCollection class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets an OrchestrationPort from the collection.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the OrchestrationPortCollection class.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from System.Obje
ct)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited from Syst
em.Collections.ReadOnlyCollection
Base)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

OrchestrationPortCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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OrchestrationPortCollection Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the OrchestrationPortCollection class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

OrchestrationPortCollection Class | OrchestrationPortCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public OrchestrationPortCollection();
[C++]
public: OrchestrationPortCollection();
[JScript]
public function OrchestrationPortCollection();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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OrchestrationPortCollection Properties
The properties of the OrchestrationPortCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of OrchestrationPortCollection
class members, see the OrchestrationPortCollection Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets an OrchestrationPort from the collection.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the OrchestrationPortCollection class.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

OrchestrationPortCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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OrchestrationPortCollection.Item Property
Gets a OrchestrationPort from the collection.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the OrchestrationPortCollection class.

Overload List

Gets the OrchestrationPort at the specified index.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.Int32) As OrchestrationPort

[C#] public OrchestrationPort this[System.Int32] {get;}

[C++] public: __property OrchestrationPort* get_Item(System.Int32);

[JScript] OrchestrationPortCollection.Item (System.Int32)

Gets an OrchestrationPort specified by its Name property.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.String) As OrchestrationPort

[C#] public OrchestrationPort this[System.String] {get;}

[C++] public: __property OrchestrationPort* get_Item(System.String);

[JScript] OrchestrationPortCollection.Item (System.String)

See Also

OrchestrationPortCollection Class | OrchestrationPortCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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OrchestrationPortCollection.Item Property (System.Int32)
Gets the OrchestrationPort at the specified index.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the OrchestrationPortCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

index
An ordinal index value that specifies which OrchestrationPort to return.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
An ordinal index value that specifies which OrchestrationPort to return.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

OrchestrationPortCollection Class | OrchestrationPortCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
OrchestrationPortCollection.Item Overload List
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Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As OrchestrationPort
[C#]
public OrchestrationPort this[
   int index
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property OrchestrationPort* get_Item(
   int index
);
[JScript]
returnValue = OrchestrationPortCollectionObject.Item(index);
-or-
returnValue = OrchestrationPortCollectionObject(index);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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OrchestrationPortCollection.Item Property (System.String)
Gets an OrchestrationPort specified by its Name property.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the OrchestrationPortCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

name
The name of the OrchestrationPort returned.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

name
The name of the OrchestrationPort returned.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

OrchestrationPortCollection Class | OrchestrationPortCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
OrchestrationPortCollection.Item Overload List
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Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal name As String _
) As OrchestrationPort
[C#]
public OrchestrationPort this[
   string name
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property OrchestrationPort* get_Item(
   String* name
);
[JScript]
returnValue = OrchestrationPortCollectionObject.Item(name);
-or-
returnValue = OrchestrationPortCollectionObject(name);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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OrchestrationStatus Enumeration
Denotes the status of an orchestration.

VB

Members

Member name Value Description
Enlisted 2 The orchestration is enlisted, and subscriptions are created but they are deactivated.
Started 3 The orchestration is started, and subscriptions are activated.
Stopping 4 The orchestration is stopping.
Unenlisted 1 The orchestration is unenlisted, and no subscriptions are created.

Remarks

The following diagram shows how the status of an orchestration can change.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
<ComVisible(True)>
Public Enum OrchestrationStatus
[C#]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
public enum OrchestrationStatus
[C++]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
__value public enum OrchestrationStatus
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
   ComVisible(true)
enum OrchestrationStatus

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Party Class
Provides the implementation for the IParty interface.

For a list of all members of this type, see Party Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BaseObject
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.Party

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

Party Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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NotInheritable Public Class Party
   Inherits BaseObject
   Implements IParty
[C#]
public sealed class Party : BaseObject, IParty
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class Party : public BaseObject, IParty
[JScript]
public class Party extends BaseObject implements IParty

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Party Members
Party overview

Public Properties

Aliases Gets the collection of aliases for the party.
BtsCatalogExplorer Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer Object Model.
CustomData Gets or sets a string containing custom data associated with the party.
Name Gets or sets the name of the party
SendPorts Gets the list of send ports that the party references.
SignatureCert Gets or sets the signature certificate used to verify the signature of the documents from this party.

Public Methods

AddNewAlias Creates and adds a new alias to the party.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

RemoveAlias Removes the specified alias from the party alias collection.
ToString (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Party Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Party Properties
The properties of the Party class are listed here. For a complete list of Party class members, see the Party Members topic.

Public Properties

Aliases Gets the collection of aliases for the party.
BtsCatalogExplorer Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer Object Model.
CustomData Gets or sets a string containing custom data associated with the party.
Name Gets or sets the name of the party
SendPorts Gets the list of send ports that the party references.
SignatureCert Gets or sets the signature certificate used to verify the signature of the documents from this party.

See Also

Party Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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Party.Aliases Property
Gets the collection of aliases of the party.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Party Class | Party Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property Aliases As PartyAliasCollection
[C#]
public PartyAliasCollection Aliases {get;}
[C++]
public: __property PartyAliasCollection* get_Aliases();
[JScript]
public function get Aliases() : PartyAliasCollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Party.BtsCatalogExplorer Property
Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer Object Model.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Party Class | Party Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property BtsCatalogExplorer As BtsCatalogExplorer
[C#]
public BtsCatalogExplorer BtsCatalogExplorer {get;}
[C++]
public: __property BtsCatalogExplorer* get_BtsCatalogExplorer();
[JScript]
public function get BtsCatalogExplorer() : BtsCatalogExplorer;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Party.CustomData Property
Gets or sets a string containing custom data associated with the party.

VB

Implements

IParty.CustomData

Remarks

This property is useful to store business information that can be used to choose a party for given business criteria. The format is
entirely user defined.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Overridable Property CustomData As String  Implements _
   IParty.CustomData
[C#]
public virtual string CustomData {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_CustomData();
public: __property virtual void set_CustomData(String*);
[JScript]
public function get CustomData() : String;
public function set CustomData(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Party.Name Property
Gets or sets the name of the party.

VB

Implements

IParty.Name

Remarks

Party names should not include the following characters: # ^.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Overridable Property Name As String  Implements IParty.Name
[C#]
public virtual string Name {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Name();
public: __property virtual void set_Name(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;
public function set Name(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Party.SendPorts Property
Gets the list of send ports that the party references.

VB

Implements

IParty.SendPorts

Remarks

The referenced send ports should be static. An exception with the message “Only static Send Ports can be added.” is generated if
you add a dynamic send port to the party.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Party Class | Party Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property SendPorts As IList  Implements _
   _
   IParty.SendPorts
[C#]
public virtual IList SendPorts {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual IList* get_SendPorts();
[JScript]
public function get SendPorts() : IList;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Party.SignatureCert Property
Gets or sets the signature certificate used to verify the signature of the documents from this party.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Party Class | Party Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Property SignatureCert As CertificateInfo
[C#]
public CertificateInfo SignatureCert {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property CertificateInfo* get_SignatureCert();
public: __property void set_SignatureCert(CertificateInfo*);
[JScript]
public function get SignatureCert() : CertificateInfo;
public function set SignatureCert(CertificateInfo);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Party Methods
The methods of the Party class are listed here. For a complete list of Party class members, see the Party Members topic.

Public Methods

AddNewAlias Creates and adds a new alias to the party.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

RemoveAlias Removes the specified alias from the party alias collection.
ToString (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Party Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Party.AddNewAlias Method
Creates and adds a new alias to the party.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Party Class | Party Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Function AddNewAlias() As PartyAlias
[C#]
public PartyAlias AddNewAlias();
[C++]
public: PartyAlias* AddNewAlias();
[JScript]
public function AddNewAlias() : PartyAlias;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Party.RemoveAlias Method
Removes the specified alias from the party alias collection.

VB

Parameters

alias
The party to remove from the alias.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Party Class | Party Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub RemoveAlias( _
   ByVal alias As PartyAlias _
)
[C#]
public void RemoveAlias(
   PartyAlias alias
);
[C++]
public: void RemoveAlias(
   PartyAlias* alias
);
[JScript]
public function RemoveAlias(
   alias : PartyAlias
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PartyAlias Class
Provides the implementation for the IPartyAlias interface.

For a list of all members of this type, see PartyAlias Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BaseObject
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.PartyAlias

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

PartyAlias Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

NotInheritable Public Class PartyAlias
   Inherits BaseObject
   Implements IPartyAlias
[C#]
public sealed class PartyAlias : BaseObject, IPartyAlias
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class PartyAlias : public BaseObject,
   IPartyAlias
[JScript]
public class PartyAlias extends BaseObject implements IPartyAlias

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PartyAlias Members
PartyAlias overview

Public Properties

IsAutoCreated Gets a boolean value that specifies whether the alias was automatically generated.
Name Gets or sets the name of the alias.
Party Gets the reference to the party.
Qualifier Gets or sets the qualifier for the alias.
Value Gets or sets the value of the party alias.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PartyAlias Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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PartyAlias Properties
The properties of the PartyAlias class are listed here. For a complete list of PartyAlias class members, see the
PartyAlias Members topic.

Public Properties

IsAutoCreated Gets a boolean value that specifies whether the alias was automatically generated.
Name Gets or sets the name of the alias.
Party Gets the reference to the party.
Qualifier Gets or sets the qualifier for the alias.
Value Gets or sets the value of the party alias.

See Also

PartyAlias Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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PartyAlias.IsAutoCreated Property
Gets a Boolean value that specifies whether the alias was automatically generated.

VB

Implements

IPartyAlias.IsAutoCreated

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PartyAlias Class | PartyAlias Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property IsAutoCreated As Boolean  _
   Implements IPartyAlias.IsAutoCreated
[C#]
public virtual bool IsAutoCreated {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_IsAutoCreated();
[JScript]
public function get IsAutoCreated() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PartyAlias.Name Property
Gets the name of the alias.

VB

Implements

IPartyAlias.Name

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PartyAlias Class | PartyAlias Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property Name As String  Implements _
   IPartyAlias.Name
[C#]
public virtual string Name {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Name();
public: __property virtual void set_Name(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;
public function set Name(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PartyAlias.Party Property
Gets the reference to the party.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PartyAlias Class | PartyAlias Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Party As Party
[C#]
public Party Party {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Party* get_Party();
[JScript]
public function get Party() : Party;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PartyAlias.Qualifier Property
Gets or sets the qualifier for the alias.

VB

Implements

IPartyAlias.Qualifier

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PartyAlias Class | PartyAlias Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property Qualifier As String  Implements _
   IPartyAlias.Qualifier
[C#]
public virtual string Qualifier {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Qualifier();
public: __property virtual void set_Qualifier(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Qualifier() : String;
public function set Qualifier(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PartyAlias.Value Property
Gets the value of the party alias.

VB

Implements

IPartyAlias.Value

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PartyAlias Class | PartyAlias Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property Value As String  Implements _
   IPartyAlias.Value
[C#]
public virtual string Value {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Value();
public: __property virtual void set_Value(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Value() : String;
public function set Value(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PartyAliasCollection Class
Contains ordered set of PartyAlias objects that can be referred to as a unit.

For a list of all members of this type, see PartyAliasCollection Members.

System.Object
   System.Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionBase
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsReadOnlyCollection
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.PartyAliasCollection

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

PartyAliasCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

NotInheritable Public Class PartyAliasCollection
   Inherits BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C#]
public sealed class PartyAliasCollection : BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class PartyAliasCollection : public
   BtsReadOnlyCollection
[JScript]
public class PartyAliasCollection extends BtsReadOnlyCollection

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ax6khctw(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PartyAliasCollection Members
PartyAliasCollection overview

Public Constructors

PartyAliasCollection Constructor Initializes a new instance of the PartyAliasCollection class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets a specific member of a PartyAliasCollection either by position or by nam
e.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the PartyAliasCollection class.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from System.Obje
ct)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited from Syst
em.Collections.ReadOnlyCollection
Base)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PartyAliasCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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PartyAliasCollection Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the PartyAliasCollection class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PartyAliasCollection Class | PartyAliasCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public PartyAliasCollection();
[C++]
public: PartyAliasCollection();
[JScript]
public function PartyAliasCollection();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PartyAliasCollection Properties
The properties of the PartyAliasCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of PartyAliasCollection class members, see
the PartyAliasCollection Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets a specific member of a PartyAliasCollection object either by position or b
y name.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the PartyAliasCollection class.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PartyAliasCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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PartyAliasCollection.Item Property
Returns a specific member of a PartyAliasCollection object either by position or by name.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the PartyAliasCollection class.

Overload List

Returns a specific member of the PartyAliasCollection by position.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.Int32) As PartyAlias

[C#] public PartyAlias this[System.Int32] {get;}

[C++] public: __property PartyAlias* get_Item(System.Int32);

[JScript] PartyAliasCollection.Item (System.Int32)

Returns a specific member of the PartyAliasCollection by name.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.String) As PartyAlias

[C#] public PartyAlias this[System.String] {get;}

[C++] public: __property PartyAlias* get_Item(System.String);

[JScript] PartyAliasCollection.Item (System.String)

Returns a specific member of the PartyAliasCollection by position or name.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.String, System.String) As PartyAlias

[C#] public PartyAlias this[System.String, System.String] {get;}

[C++] public: __property PartyAlias* get_Item(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] PartyAliasCollection.Item (System.String, System.String)

See Also

PartyAliasCollection Class | PartyAliasCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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PartyAliasCollection.Item Property (System.Int32)
Gets a specific member of the PartyAliasCollection by position.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the PartyAliasCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If a numeric expression, Index must be a number from 1
to the value of the collection's Count property.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If a numeric expression, Index must be a number from 1
to the value of the collection's Count property.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PartyAliasCollection Class | PartyAliasCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
PartyAliasCollection.Item Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As PartyAlias
[C#]
public PartyAlias this[
   int index
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property PartyAlias* get_Item(
   int index
);
[JScript]
returnValue = PartyAliasCollectionObject.Item(index);
-or-
returnValue = PartyAliasCollectionObject(index);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PartyAliasCollection.Item Property (System.String)
Gets a specific member of the PartyAliasCollection by name.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the PartyAliasCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

name
The name of the PartyAlias returned.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

name
The name of the PartyAlias returned.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PartyAliasCollection Class | PartyAliasCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
PartyAliasCollection.Item Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal name As String _
) As PartyAlias
[C#]
public PartyAlias this[
   string name
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property PartyAlias* get_Item(
   String* name
);
[JScript]
returnValue = PartyAliasCollectionObject.Item(name);
-or-
returnValue = PartyAliasCollectionObject(name);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PartyAliasCollection.Item Property (System.String,
System.String)
Gets a specific member of the PartyAliasCollection by position or name.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the PartyAliasCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

qualifier
The party alias qualifier.

value
The party alias value.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

qualifier
The party alias qualifier.

value
The party alias value.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

PartyAliasCollection Class | PartyAliasCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
PartyAliasCollection.Item Overload List
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Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal qualifier As String, _
   ByVal value As String _
) As PartyAlias
[C#]
public PartyAlias this[
   string qualifier,
   string value
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property PartyAlias* get_Item(
   String* qualifier,
   String* value
);
[JScript]
returnValue = PartyAliasCollectionObject.Item(qualifier, value);
-or-
returnValue = PartyAliasCollectionObject(qualifier, value);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PartyCollection Class
Contains an ordered set of Party objects that can be referred to as a unit.

For a list of all members of this type, see PartyCollection Members.

System.Object
   System.Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionBase
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsReadOnlyCollection
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.PartyCollection

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

PartyCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

NotInheritable Public Class PartyCollection
   Inherits BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C#]
public sealed class PartyCollection : BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class PartyCollection : public
   BtsReadOnlyCollection
[JScript]
public class PartyCollection extends BtsReadOnlyCollection

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ax6khctw(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PartyCollection Members
PartyCollection overview

Public Constructors

PartyCollection Constructor Initializes a new instance of the PartyCollection class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets a Party from the collection.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the PartyCollection class.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from System.Obje
ct)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited from Syst
em.Collections.ReadOnlyCollection
Base)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PartyCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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PartyCollection Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the PartyCollection class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PartyCollection Class | PartyCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public PartyCollection();
[C++]
public: PartyCollection();
[JScript]
public function PartyCollection();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PartyCollection Properties
The properties of the PartyCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of PartyCollection class members, see the
PartyCollection Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets a Party from the collection.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the PartyCollection class.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PartyCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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PartyCollection.Item Property
Gets a Party from the collection.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the PartyCollection class.

Overload List

Gets the Party at the specified index.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.Int32) As Party

[C#] public Party this[System.Int32] {get;}

[C++] public: __property Party* get_Item(System.Int32);

[JScript] PartyCollection.Item (System.Int32)

Gets a Party specified by its Name property.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.String) As Party

[C#] public Party this[System.String] {get;}

[C++] public: __property Party* get_Item(System.String);

[JScript] PartyCollection.Item (System.String)

See Also

PartyCollection Class | PartyCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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PartyCollection.Item Property (System.Int32)
Gets the Party at the specified index.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the PartyCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

index
An ordinal index value that specifies which Party to return.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
An ordinal index value that specifies which Party to return.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PartyCollection Class | PartyCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace | PartyCollection.Item Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As Party
[C#]
public Party this[
   int index
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Party* get_Item(
   int index
);
[JScript]
returnValue = PartyCollectionObject.Item(index);
-or-
returnValue = PartyCollectionObject(index);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PartyCollection.Item Property (System.String)
Gets a Party specified by its Name property.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the PartyCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

name
The name of the Party returned.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

name
The name of the Party returned.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PartyCollection Class | PartyCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace | PartyCollection.Item Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal name As String _
) As Party
[C#]
public Party this[
   string name
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Party* get_Item(
   String* name
);
[JScript]
returnValue = PartyCollectionObject.Item(name);
-or-
returnValue = PartyCollectionObject(name);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Pipeline Class
Provides the implementation for the IPipeline interface.

For a list of all members of this type, see Pipeline Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BaseObject
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.Pipeline

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Example

[JScript]

The following JScript code illustrates how to unbind a pipeline from send ports, receive ports, and receive locations.

NotInheritable Public Class Pipeline
   Inherits BaseObject
   Implements IPipeline
[C#]
public sealed class Pipeline : BaseObject, IPipeline
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class Pipeline : public BaseObject, IPipeline
[JScript]
public class Pipeline extends BaseObject implements IPipeline

<snippet id="e18ecdd7-426a-4288-80ac-79c979de5f16" name="" devlang="JScript" type="start"/> 
import System;
import Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM;

function UnbindPipeline(server,pipelineName)
{
   var explorer, defaultSendPipelineName, defaultReceivePipelineName;

   defaultSendPipelineName = "Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.XMLTransmit";
   defaultReceivePipelineName = "Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.XMLReceive";

   explorer = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
   explorer.ConnectionString = "Application Name=BizTalk Server Deployment;Server=" + server 
+ ";Database=BizTalkMgmtDb;Integrated Security=true;Connect Timeout=30";

   print("Start unbinding");

   print("Unbinding pipeline from send ports");
   var sendPort;
   for(sendPort in explorer.SendPorts)
   {
      print("Send port: " + sendPort.Name);
      if( sendPort.SendPipeline.FullName.IndexOf(pipelineName) >= 0 )
      {
         var pipe;
         sendPort.SendPipeline = explorer.Pipelines[defaultSendPipelineName];
         print("Pipeline " + pipelineName +  " unbound from SendPort: " + sendPort.Name);
      }
      // Handle bidirectional ports
      if( sendPort.ReceivePipeline !=  null && sendPort.ReceivePipeline.FullName.IndexOf(pipe
lineName) >= 0 )
      {

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx


[C++, C#, Visual Basic] No sample for C++, C#, or Visual Basic is provided at this time.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

Pipeline Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

         var pipe;
         sendPort.ReceivePipeline = explorer.Pipelines[defaultReceivePipelineName];
         print("Pipeline " + pipelineName +  " unbound from SendPort: " + sendPort.Name);
      }
   }

   print("Unbinding pipeline from receive ports");
   var receivePort;
   for(receivePort in explorer.ReceivePorts)
   {
      print("Receive port: " + receivePort.Name);
      var receiveLocation;
      for( receiveLocation in receivePort.ReceiveLocations )
      {
         if( receiveLocation.ReceivePipeline.FullName.IndexOf(pipelineName) >= 0 )
         {
            var pipe;
            receiveLocation.ReceivePipeline = explorer.Pipelines[defaultReceivePipelineName];
            print("Pipeline " + pipelineName +  " unbound from Receive location: " + receiveL
ocation.Name);
         }
      }
      // Handle bidirectional ports
      if( receivePort.SendPipeline !=  null && receivePort.SendPipeline.FullName.IndexOf(pipe
lineName) >= 0 )
      {
         var pipe;
         receivePort.SendPipeline = explorer.Pipelines[defaultSendPipelineName];
         print("Pipeline " + pipelineName +  " unbound from ReceivePort: " + receivePort.Name
);
      }
   }

   explorer.SaveChanges();
}

var server, pipelineName;

var arguments = Environment.GetCommandLineArgs();

if( arguments.Length < 3 )
{
   print("Usage: UnbindPipeline <Configuration DB server name> <Pipeline name>");
   print("   Sample: UnbindPipeline localhost ReceivePipelineToBeUnbound");

} else 
{
   server = arguments[1];
   pipelineName = arguments[2];
   UnbindPipeline(server,pipelineName);
}
<snippet id="e18ecdd7-426a-4288-80ac-79c979de5f16" type="end"/> 
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Pipeline Members
Pipeline overview

Public Properties

AssemblyQualifiedName Gets the fully qualified name of the pipeline, which includes the name of the assembly that the pipelin
e was deployed as a part of.

BtsAssembly Gets the reference to the containing assembly.
FullName Gets the full name of the pipeline.
Type Gets the type of the pipeline.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Pipeline Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Pipeline Properties
The properties of the Pipeline class are listed here. For a complete list of Pipeline class members, see the Pipeline Members
topic.

Public Properties

AssemblyQualifiedName Gets the fully qualified name of the pipeline, which includes the name of the assembly that the pipelin
e was deployed as a part of.

BtsAssembly Gets the reference to the containing assembly.
FullName Gets the full name of the pipeline.
Type Gets the type of the pipeline.

See Also

Pipeline Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Pipeline.AssemblyQualifiedName Property
Gets the fully qualified name of the pipeline, which includes the name of the assembly that the pipeline was deployed as a part of.

VB

Implements

IPipeline.AssemblyQualifiedName

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Pipeline Class | Pipeline Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property AssemblyQualifiedName As _
   String  Implements IPipeline.AssemblyQualifiedName
[C#]
public virtual string AssemblyQualifiedName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_AssemblyQualifiedName();
[JScript]
public function get AssemblyQualifiedName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Pipeline.BtsAssembly Property
Gets the reference to the containing assembly.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

Pipeline Class | Pipeline Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property BtsAssembly As BtsAssembly
[C#]
public BtsAssembly BtsAssembly {get;}
[C++]
public: __property BtsAssembly* get_BtsAssembly();
[JScript]
public function get BtsAssembly() : BtsAssembly;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Pipeline.FullName Property
Gets the full name of the pipeline.

VB

Implements

IPipeline.FullName

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Pipeline Class | Pipeline Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property FullName As String  Implements _
   _
   IPipeline.FullName
[C#]
public virtual string FullName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_FullName();
[JScript]
public function get FullName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Pipeline.Type Property
Gets the type of the pipeline.

VB

Implements

IPipeline.Type

Property Value

A PipelineType indicating the type of pipeline.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Pipeline Class | Pipeline Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Type As PipelineType  _
   Implements IPipeline.Type
[C#]
public virtual PipelineType Type {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual PipelineType get_Type();
[JScript]
public function get Type() : PipelineType;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PipelineCollection Class
Contains an ordered set of Pipeline objects that can be referred to as a unit.

For a list of all members of this type, see PipelineCollection Members.

System.Object
   System.Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionBase
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsReadOnlyCollection
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.PipelineCollection

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

PipelineCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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NotInheritable Public Class PipelineCollection
   Inherits BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C#]
public sealed class PipelineCollection : BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class PipelineCollection : public
   BtsReadOnlyCollection
[JScript]
public class PipelineCollection extends BtsReadOnlyCollection

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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PipelineCollection Members
PipelineCollection overview

Public Constructors

PipelineCollection Constructor Initializes a new instance of the PipelineCollection class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets a specific member of a Collection object either by position or by name.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the PipelineCollection class.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from System.Obje
ct)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited from Syst
em.Collections.ReadOnlyCollection
Base)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PipelineCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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PipelineCollection Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the PipelineCollection class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PipelineCollection Class | PipelineCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public PipelineCollection();
[C++]
public: PipelineCollection();
[JScript]
public function PipelineCollection();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PipelineCollection Properties
The properties of the PipelineCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of PipelineCollection class members, see the
PipelineCollection Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets a specific member of a PipelineCollection object either by position or by 
name.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the PipelineCollection class.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PipelineCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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PipelineCollection.Item Property
Gets a specific member of a Collection object either by position or by name.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the PipelineCollection class.

Overload List

Gets a specific member of the PipelineCollection by position.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.Int32) As Pipeline

[C#] public Pipeline this[System.Int32] {get;}

[C++] public: __property Pipeline* get_Item(System.Int32);

[JScript] PipelineCollection.Item (System.Int32)

Gets a specific member of the PipelineCollection by name.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.String) As Pipeline

[C#] public Pipeline this[System.String] {get;}

[C++] public: __property Pipeline* get_Item(System.String);

[JScript] PipelineCollection.Item (System.String)

Gets a specific member of the PipelineCollection by name.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.String, System.String) As Pipeline

[C#] public Pipeline this[System.String, System.String] {get;}

[C++] public: __property Pipeline* get_Item(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] PipelineCollection.Item (System.String, System.String)

See Also

PipelineCollection Class | PipelineCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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PipelineCollection.Item Property (System.Int32)
Gets a specific member of the PipelineCollection by position.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the PipelineCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If a numeric expression, Index must be a number from 1
to the value of the collection's Count property.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If a numeric expression, Index must be a number from 1
to the value of the collection's Count property.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PipelineCollection Class | PipelineCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
PipelineCollection.Item Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As Pipeline
[C#]
public Pipeline this[
   int index
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Pipeline* get_Item(
   int index
);
[JScript]
returnValue = PipelineCollectionObject.Item(index);
-or-
returnValue = PipelineCollectionObject(index);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PipelineCollection.Item Property (System.String)
Gets a specific member of the PipelineCollection by name.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the PipelineCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

name
The name of the Pipeline returned.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

name
The name of the Pipeline returned.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PipelineCollection Class | PipelineCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
PipelineCollection.Item Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal name As String _
) As Pipeline
[C#]
public Pipeline this[
   string name
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Pipeline* get_Item(
   String* name
);
[JScript]
returnValue = PipelineCollectionObject.Item(name);
-or-
returnValue = PipelineCollectionObject(name);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PipelineCollection.Item Property (System.String,
System.String)
Gets a specific member of the PipelineCollection by name.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the PipelineCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

name
The name of the Pipeline returned.

assemblyFullname
The name of the assembly in which the pipeline resides.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

name
The name of the Pipeline returned.

assemblyFullname
The name of the assembly in which the pipeline resides.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

PipelineCollection Class | PipelineCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
PipelineCollection.Item Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal assemblyFullname As String _
) As Pipeline
[C#]
public Pipeline this[
   string name,
   string assemblyFullname
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Pipeline* get_Item(
   String* name,
   String* assemblyFullname
);
[JScript]
returnValue = PipelineCollectionObject.Item(name, assemblyFullname);
-or-
returnValue = PipelineCollectionObject(name, assemblyFullname);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PipelineType Enumeration
Denotes the type of pipeline.

VB

Members

Member name Value Description
Receive 1 Denotes a receive pipeline.
Send 2 Denotes a send pipeline.
Transform 3 Not used.
Unknown 0 Denotes an unknown type of pipeline

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
<ComVisible(True)>
Public Enum PipelineType
[C#]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
public enum PipelineType
[C++]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
__value public enum PipelineType
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
   ComVisible(true)
enum PipelineType

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PortModifier Enumeration
Denotes the type modifier of the orchestration port.

VB

Members

Member name Value Description
Export 2 Inbound port of the orchestration.
Import 1 Outbound port of the orchestration.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
<ComVisible(True)>
Public Enum PortModifier
[C#]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
public enum PortModifier
[C++]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
__value public enum PortModifier
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
   ComVisible(true)
enum PortModifier

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PortStatus Enumeration
Denotes the status of a send port or a send port group.

VB

Members

Member nam
e

Valu
e

Description

Bound 1 Default state
Started 3 Indicates the send port or send port group is started, and subscriptions are activated.
Stopped 2 Indicates the send port or send port group is enlisted, and subscriptions are created but they are deactivat

ed.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
<ComVisible(True)>
Public Enum PortStatus
[C#]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
public enum PortStatus
[C++]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
__value public enum PortStatus
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
   ComVisible(true)
enum PortStatus

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PortType Class
Provides the implementation for the IPortType interface.

For a list of all members of this type, see PortType Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BaseObject
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.PortType

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

PortType Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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NotInheritable Public Class PortType
   Inherits BaseObject
   Implements IPortType
[C#]
public sealed class PortType : BaseObject, IPortType
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class PortType : public BaseObject, IPortType
[JScript]
public class PortType extends BaseObject implements IPortType

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PortType Members
PortType overview

Public Properties

AssemblyQualifiedName Gets the assembly qualified name of the port type.
BtsAssembly Gets the reference to the containing assembly.
FullName Gets the full name of the port type.
Operations Gets the collection of operations belonging to this port type (each of type IPortTypeOperation).

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PortType Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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PortType Properties
The properties of the PortType class are listed here. For a complete list of PortType class members, see the PortType Members
topic.

Public Properties

AssemblyQualifiedName Gets the assembly qualified name of the port type.
BtsAssembly Gets the reference to the containing assembly.
FullName Gets the full name of the port type.
Operations Gets the collection of operations belonging to this port type (each of type IPortTypeOperation).

See Also

PortType Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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PortType.AssemblyQualifiedName Property
Gets the assembly qualified name of the port type.

VB

Implements

IPortType.AssemblyQualifiedName

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

PortType Class | PortType Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property AssemblyQualifiedName As _
   String  Implements IPortType.AssemblyQualifiedName
[C#]
public virtual string AssemblyQualifiedName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_AssemblyQualifiedName();
[JScript]
public function get AssemblyQualifiedName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PortType.BtsAssembly Property
Gets the reference to the containing assembly.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PortType Class | PortType Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property BtsAssembly As BtsAssembly
[C#]
public BtsAssembly BtsAssembly {get;}
[C++]
public: __property BtsAssembly* get_BtsAssembly();
[JScript]
public function get BtsAssembly() : BtsAssembly;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PortType.FullName Property
Gets the full name of the port type.

VB

Implements

IPortType.FullName

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PortType Class | PortType Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property FullName As String  Implements _
   _
   IPortType.FullName
[C#]
public virtual string FullName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_FullName();
[JScript]
public function get FullName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PortType.Operations Property
Get the collection of operations belonging to this port type (each of type IPortTypeOperation).

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PortType Class | PortType Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property Operations As PortTypeOperationCollection
[C#]
public PortTypeOperationCollection Operations {get;}
[C++]
public: __property PortTypeOperationCollection* get_Operations();
[JScript]
public function get Operations() : PortTypeOperationCollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PortTypeCollection Class
Contains an ordered set of PortType objects that can be referred to as a unit.

For a list of all members of this type, see PortTypeCollection Members.

System.Object
   System.Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionBase
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsReadOnlyCollection
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.PortTypeCollection

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

PortTypeCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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NotInheritable Public Class PortTypeCollection
   Inherits BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C#]
public sealed class PortTypeCollection : BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class PortTypeCollection : public
   BtsReadOnlyCollection
[JScript]
public class PortTypeCollection extends BtsReadOnlyCollection

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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PortTypeCollection Members
PortTypeCollection overview

Public Constructors

PortTypeCollection Constructor Initializes a new instance of the PortTypeCollection class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets a specific member of the PortTypeCollection either by position or by na
me.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the PortTypeCollection class.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from System.Obje
ct)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited from Syst
em.Collections.ReadOnlyCollection
Base)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PortTypeCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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PortTypeCollection Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the PortTypeCollection class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PortTypeCollection Class | PortTypeCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public PortTypeCollection();
[C++]
public: PortTypeCollection();
[JScript]
public function PortTypeCollection();
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PortTypeCollection Properties
The properties of the PortTypeCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of PortTypeCollection class members, see
the PortTypeCollection Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets a specific member of the PortTypeCollection either by position or by na
me.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the PortTypeCollection class.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PortTypeCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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PortTypeCollection.Item Property
Gets a specific member of the PortTypeCollection either by position or by name.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the PortTypeCollection class.

Overload List

Gets a specific member of the PortTypeCollection by position.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.Int32) As PortType

[C#] public PortType this[System.Int32] {get;}

[C++] public: __property PortType* get_Item(System.Int32);

[JScript] PortTypeCollection.Item (System.Int32)

Gets a specific member of the PortTypeCollection by name.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.String) As PortType

[C#] public PortType this[System.String] {get;}

[C++] public: __property PortType* get_Item(System.String);

[JScript] PortTypeCollection.Item (System.String)

See Also

PortTypeCollection Class | PortTypeCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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PortTypeCollection.Item Property (System.Int32)
Gets a specific member of the PortTypeCollection by position.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the PortTypeCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If a numeric expression, Index must be a number from 1
to the value of the collection's Count property.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If a numeric expression, Index must be a number from 1
to the value of the collection's Count property.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PortTypeCollection Class | PortTypeCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
PortTypeCollection.Item Overload List
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Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As PortType
[C#]
public PortType this[
   int index
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property PortType* get_Item(
   int index
);
[JScript]
returnValue = PortTypeCollectionObject.Item(index);
-or-
returnValue = PortTypeCollectionObject(index);
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PortTypeCollection.Item Property (System.String)
Gets a specific member of the PortTypeCollection by name.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the PortTypeCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

name
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If Index is a String expression, it must correspond to the
key value specified when the member referred to was added to the collection.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

name
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If Index is a String expression, it must correspond to the
key value specified when the member referred to was added to the collection.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PortTypeCollection Class | PortTypeCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
PortTypeCollection.Item Overload List
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Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal name As String _
) As PortType
[C#]
public PortType this[
   string name
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property PortType* get_Item(
   String* name
);
[JScript]
returnValue = PortTypeCollectionObject.Item(name);
-or-
returnValue = PortTypeCollectionObject(name);
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PortTypeOperation Class
Provides the implementation for the IPortTypeOperation interface.

For a list of all members of this type, see PortTypeOperation Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BaseObject
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.PortTypeOperation

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

PortTypeOperation Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

NotInheritable Public Class PortTypeOperation
   Inherits BaseObject
   Implements IPortTypeOperation
[C#]
public sealed class PortTypeOperation : BaseObject,
   IPortTypeOperation
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class PortTypeOperation : public BaseObject,
   IPortTypeOperation
[JScript]
public class PortTypeOperation extends BaseObject implements
   IPortTypeOperation

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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PortTypeOperation Members
PortTypeOperation overview

Public Properties

Name Gets the name of the port type operation.
PortType Gets the reference to the containing port type.
Type Gets the type of transmission an endpoint of the orchestration can support.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PortTypeOperation Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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PortTypeOperation Properties
The properties of the PortTypeOperation class are listed here. For a complete list of PortTypeOperation class members, see
the PortTypeOperation Members topic.

Public Properties

Name Gets the name of the port type operation.
PortType Gets the reference to the containing port type.
Type Gets the type of transmission an endpoint of the orchestration can support.

See Also

PortTypeOperation Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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PortTypeOperation.Name Property
Gets the name of the port type operation.

VB

Implements

IPortTypeOperation.Name

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PortTypeOperation Class | PortTypeOperation Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Name As String  Implements _
   IPortTypeOperation.Name
[C#]
public virtual string Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Name();
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;
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PortTypeOperation.PortType Property
Gets the reference to the containing port type.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PortTypeOperation Class | PortTypeOperation Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property PortType As PortType
[C#]
public PortType PortType {get;}
[C++]
public: __property PortType* get_PortType();
[JScript]
public function get PortType() : PortType;
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PortTypeOperation.Type Property
Gets the type of transmission an endpoint of the orchestration can support.

VB

Implements

IPortTypeOperation.Type

Remarks

If the operation type is one-way, the end point can send or receive messages.

If the operation type is request-response, this indicates that the end point can either send and receive or receive and send
messages.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PortTypeOperation Class | PortTypeOperation Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Type As OperationType  _
   Implements IPortTypeOperation.Type
[C#]
public virtual OperationType Type {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual OperationType get_Type();
[JScript]
public function get Type() : OperationType;
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PortTypeOperationCollection Class
Contains an ordered set of PortTypeOperation objects that can be referred to as a unit.

For a list of all members of this type, see PortTypeOperationCollection Members.

System.Object
   System.Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionBase
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsReadOnlyCollection
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.PortTypeOperationCollection

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

PortTypeOperationCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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NotInheritable Public Class PortTypeOperationCollection
   Inherits BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C#]
public sealed class PortTypeOperationCollection :
   BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class PortTypeOperationCollection : public
   BtsReadOnlyCollection
[JScript]
public class PortTypeOperationCollection extends
   BtsReadOnlyCollection

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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PortTypeOperationCollection Members
PortTypeOperationCollection overview

Public Constructors

PortTypeOperationCollection Constructor Initializes a new instance of the PortTypeOperationCollection class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets a specific member of the PortTypeOperationCollection either by positio
n or by name.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the PortTypeOperationCollection class.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from System.Obje
ct)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited from Syst
em.Collections.ReadOnlyCollection
Base)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PortTypeOperationCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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PortTypeOperationCollection Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the PortTypeOperationCollection class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PortTypeOperationCollection Class | PortTypeOperationCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public PortTypeOperationCollection();
[C++]
public: PortTypeOperationCollection();
[JScript]
public function PortTypeOperationCollection();
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PortTypeOperationCollection Properties
The properties of the PortTypeOperationCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of PortTypeOperationCollection
class members, see the PortTypeOperationCollection Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets a specific member of the PortTypeOperationCollection either by positio
n or by name.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the PortTypeOperationCollection class.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PortTypeOperationCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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PortTypeOperationCollection.Item Property
Gets a specific member of the PortTypeOperationCollection either by position or by name.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the PortTypeOperationCollection class.

Overload List

Gets a specific member of the PortTypeOperationCollection by position.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.Int32) As PortTypeOperation

[C#] public PortTypeOperation this[System.Int32] {get;}

[C++] public: __property PortTypeOperation* get_Item(System.Int32);

[JScript] PortTypeOperationCollection.Item (System.Int32)

Gets a specific member of the PortTypeOperationCollection by name.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.String) As PortTypeOperation

[C#] public PortTypeOperation this[System.String] {get;}

[C++] public: __property PortTypeOperation* get_Item(System.String);

[JScript] PortTypeOperationCollection.Item (System.String)

See Also

PortTypeOperationCollection Class | PortTypeOperationCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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PortTypeOperationCollection.Item Property (System.Int32)
Gets a specific member of the PortTypeOperationCollection by position.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the PortTypeOperationCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If a numeric expression, Index must be a number from 1
to the value of the collection's Count property.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If a numeric expression, Index must be a number from 1
to the value of the collection's Count property.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PortTypeOperationCollection Class | PortTypeOperationCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
PortTypeOperationCollection.Item Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As PortTypeOperation
[C#]
public PortTypeOperation this[
   int index
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property PortTypeOperation* get_Item(
   int index
);
[JScript]
returnValue = PortTypeOperationCollectionObject.Item(index);
-or-
returnValue = PortTypeOperationCollectionObject(index);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PortTypeOperationCollection.Item Property (System.String)
Gets a specific member of the PortTypeOperationCollection by name.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the PortTypeOperationCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

name
The name of the PortType returned.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

name
The name of the PortType returned.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PortTypeOperationCollection Class | PortTypeOperationCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
PortTypeOperationCollection.Item Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal name As String _
) As PortTypeOperation
[C#]
public PortTypeOperation this[
   string name
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property PortTypeOperation* get_Item(
   String* name
);
[JScript]
returnValue = PortTypeOperationCollectionObject.Item(name);
-or-
returnValue = PortTypeOperationCollectionObject(name);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ProtocolType Class
Provides the implementation for the IProtocolType interface.

For a list of all members of this type, see ProtocolType Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BaseObject
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.ProtocolType

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

ProtocolType Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

NotInheritable Public Class ProtocolType
   Inherits BaseObject
   Implements IProtocolType
[C#]
public sealed class ProtocolType : BaseObject, IProtocolType
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class ProtocolType : public BaseObject,
   IProtocolType
[JScript]
public class ProtocolType extends BaseObject implements
   IProtocolType

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ProtocolType Members
ProtocolType overview

Public Properties

BtsCatalogExplorer Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer object model.
Capabilities Gets the capabilities of the adapter.
ConfigurationGuid Gets the configuration GUID of the adapter.
Name Gets the name of the adapter.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ProtocolType Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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ProtocolType Properties
The properties of the ProtocolType class are listed here. For a complete list of ProtocolType class members, see the
ProtocolType Members topic.

Public Properties

BtsCatalogExplorer Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer object model.
Capabilities Gets the capabilities of the adapter.
ConfigurationGuid Gets the configuration GUID of the adapter.
Name Gets the name of the adapter.

See Also

ProtocolType Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ProtocolType.BtsCatalogExplorer Property
Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer object model.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ProtocolType Class | ProtocolType Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property BtsCatalogExplorer As BtsCatalogExplorer
[C#]
public BtsCatalogExplorer BtsCatalogExplorer {get;}
[C++]
public: __property BtsCatalogExplorer* get_BtsCatalogExplorer();
[JScript]
public function get BtsCatalogExplorer() : BtsCatalogExplorer;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ProtocolType.Capabilities Property
Gets the capabilities of the adapter.

VB

Implements

IProtocolType.Capabilities

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ProtocolType Class | ProtocolType Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Capabilities As Capabilities  _
   Implements IProtocolType.Capabilities
[C#]
public virtual Capabilities Capabilities {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual Capabilities get_Capabilities();
[JScript]
public function get Capabilities() : Capabilities;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ProtocolType.ConfigurationGuid Property
Gets the configuration GUID of the adapter.

VB

Implements

IProtocolType.ConfigurationGuid

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ProtocolType Class | ProtocolType Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property ConfigurationGuid As Guid  _
   Implements IProtocolType.ConfigurationGuid
[C#]
public virtual Guid ConfigurationGuid {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual Guid get_ConfigurationGuid();
[JScript]
public function get ConfigurationGuid() : Guid;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ProtocolType.Name Property
Gets the name of the adapter.

VB

Implements

IProtocolType.Name

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ProtocolType Class | ProtocolType Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Name As String  Implements _
   IProtocolType.Name
[C#]
public virtual string Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Name();
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ProtocolTypeCollection Class
Contains an ordered set of ProtocolType objects that can be referred to as a unit.

For a list of all members of this type, see ProtocolTypeCollection Members.

System.Object
   System.Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionBase
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsReadOnlyCollection
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.ProtocolTypeCollection

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

ProtocolTypeCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

NotInheritable Public Class ProtocolTypeCollection
   Inherits BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C#]
public sealed class ProtocolTypeCollection : BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class ProtocolTypeCollection : public
   BtsReadOnlyCollection
[JScript]
public class ProtocolTypeCollection extends BtsReadOnlyCollection

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ax6khctw(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ProtocolTypeCollection Members
ProtocolTypeCollection overview

Public Constructors

ProtocolTypeCollection Constructor Initializes a new instance of the ProtocolTypeCollection class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets a specific member of the ProtocolTypeCollection by position or name.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the ProtocolTypeCollection class.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from System.Obje
ct)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited from Syst
em.Collections.ReadOnlyCollection
Base)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ProtocolTypeCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ProtocolTypeCollection Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the ProtocolTypeCollection class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ProtocolTypeCollection Class | ProtocolTypeCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public ProtocolTypeCollection();
[C++]
public: ProtocolTypeCollection();
[JScript]
public function ProtocolTypeCollection();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ProtocolTypeCollection Properties
The properties of the ProtocolTypeCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of ProtocolTypeCollection class
members, see the ProtocolTypeCollection Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets a specific member of the ProtocolTypeCollection by position or name.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the ProtocolTypeCollection class.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ProtocolTypeCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ProtocolTypeCollection.Item Property
Gets a specific member of the ProtocolTypeCollection by position or name.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the ProtocolTypeCollection class.

Overload List

Gets a specific member of the ProtocolTypeCollection by position.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.Int32) As ProtocolType

[C#] public ProtocolType this[System.Int32] {get;}

[C++] public: __property ProtocolType* get_Item(System.Int32);

[JScript] ProtocolTypeCollection.Item (System.Int32)

Gets a specific member of the ProtocolTypeCollection by name.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.String) As ProtocolType

[C#] public ProtocolType this[System.String] {get;}

[C++] public: __property ProtocolType* get_Item(System.String);

[JScript] ProtocolTypeCollection.Item (System.String)

See Also

ProtocolTypeCollection Class | ProtocolTypeCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ProtocolTypeCollection.Item Property (System.Int32)
Gets a specific member of the ProtocolTypeCollection by name.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the ProtocolTypeCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If a numeric expression, Index must be a number from 1
to the value of the collection's Count property.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If a numeric expression, Index must be a number from 1
to the value of the collection's Count property.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ProtocolTypeCollection Class | ProtocolTypeCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
ProtocolTypeCollection.Item Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As ProtocolType
[C#]
public ProtocolType this[
   int index
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property ProtocolType* get_Item(
   int index
);
[JScript]
returnValue = ProtocolTypeCollectionObject.Item(index);
-or-
returnValue = ProtocolTypeCollectionObject(index);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ProtocolTypeCollection.Item Property (System.String)
Gets a specific member of the ProtocolTypeCollection by name.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the ProtocolTypeCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

name
The name of the ProtocolType returned.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

name
The name of the ProtocolType returned.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ProtocolTypeCollection Class | ProtocolTypeCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
ProtocolTypeCollection.Item Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal name As String _
) As ProtocolType
[C#]
public ProtocolType this[
   string name
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property ProtocolType* get_Item(
   String* name
);
[JScript]
returnValue = ProtocolTypeCollectionObject.Item(name);
-or-
returnValue = ProtocolTypeCollectionObject(name);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ReceiveHandler Class
Provides the implementation for the IReceiveHandler interface.

For a list of all members of this type, see ReceiveHandler Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BaseObject
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.ReceiveHandler

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance
members are not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

ReceiveHandler Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

NotInheritable Public Class ReceiveHandler
   Inherits BaseObject
   Implements IReceiveHandler
[C#]
public sealed class ReceiveHandler : BaseObject, IReceiveHandler
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class ReceiveHandler : public BaseObject,
   IReceiveHandler
[JScript]
public class ReceiveHandler extends BaseObject implements
   IReceiveHandler

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ReceiveHandler Members
ReceiveHandler overview

Public Properties

BtsCatalogExplorer Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer object model.
Host Gets the host to which the receive handler is associated.
Name Gets the name of the receive handler.
TransportType Gets the transport type for the receive handler.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentat
ion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inher
ited from System.Objec
t)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentat
ion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited f
rom System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentat
ion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited f
rom System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentat
ion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (in
herited from System.Obj
ect)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ReceiveHandler Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReceiveHandler Properties
The properties of the ReceiveHandler class are listed here. For a complete list of ReceiveHandler class members, see the
ReceiveHandler Members topic.

Public Properties

BtsCatalogExplorer Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer object model.
Host Gets the host to which the receive handler is associated.
Name Gets the name of the receive handler.
TransportType Gets the transport type for the receive handler.

See Also

ReceiveHandler Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReceiveHandler.BtsCatalogExplorer Property
Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer object model.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ReceiveHandler Class | ReceiveHandler Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property BtsCatalogExplorer As BtsCatalogExplorer
[C#]
public BtsCatalogExplorer BtsCatalogExplorer {get;}
[C++]
public: __property BtsCatalogExplorer* get_BtsCatalogExplorer();
[JScript]
public function get BtsCatalogExplorer() : BtsCatalogExplorer;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ReceiveHandler.Host Property
Gets the host to which the receive handler is associated.

VB

Remarks

Only one receive handler of a given adapter type can be associated with a host.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ReceiveHandler Class | ReceiveHandler Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property Host As Host
[C#]
public Host Host {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Host* get_Host();
[JScript]
public function get Host() : Host;
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ReceiveHandler.Name Property
Gets the name of the receive handler.

VB

Implements

IReceiveHandler.Name

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ReceiveHandler Class | ReceiveHandler Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Name As String  Implements _
   IReceiveHandler.Name
[C#]
public virtual string Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Name();
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;
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ReceiveHandler.TransportType Property
Gets the transport type for the receive handler.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ReceiveHandler Class | ReceiveHandler Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property TransportType As ProtocolType
[C#]
public ProtocolType TransportType {get;}
[C++]
public: __property ProtocolType* get_TransportType();
[JScript]
public function get TransportType() : ProtocolType;
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ReceiveHandlerCollection Class
Contains an ordered set of ReceiveHandler objects that can be referred to as a unit.

For a list of all members of this type, see ReceiveHandlerCollection Members.

System.Object
   System.Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionBase
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsReadOnlyCollection
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.ReceiveHandlerCollection

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

ReceiveHandlerCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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NotInheritable Public Class ReceiveHandlerCollection
   Inherits BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C#]
public sealed class ReceiveHandlerCollection :
   BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class ReceiveHandlerCollection : public
   BtsReadOnlyCollection
[JScript]
public class ReceiveHandlerCollection extends BtsReadOnlyCollection
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ReceiveHandlerCollection Members
ReceiveHandlerCollection overview

Public Constructors

ReceiveHandlerCollection Constructor Initializes a new instance of the ReceiveHandlerCollection class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Gets a specific member of the ReceiveHandlerCollection by position.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the ReceiveHandlerCollection class.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from System.Obje
ct)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited from Syst
em.Collections.ReadOnlyCollection
Base)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ReceiveHandlerCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReceiveHandlerCollection Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the ReceiveHandlerCollection class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ReceiveHandlerCollection Class | ReceiveHandlerCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public ReceiveHandlerCollection();
[C++]
public: ReceiveHandlerCollection();
[JScript]
public function ReceiveHandlerCollection();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ReceiveHandlerCollection Properties
The properties of the ReceiveHandlerCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of ReceiveHandlerCollection class
members, see the ReceiveHandlerCollection Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Gets a specific member of the ReceiveHandlerCollection by position.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the ReceiveHandlerCollection class.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ReceiveHandlerCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReceiveHandlerCollection.Item Property
Gets a specific member of the ReceiveHandlerCollection by position.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the ReceiveHandlerCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If a numeric expression, Index must be a number from 1
to the value of the collection's Count property.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If a numeric expression, Index must be a number from 1
to the value of the collection's Count property.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ReceiveHandlerCollection Class | ReceiveHandlerCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As ReceiveHandler
[C#]
public ReceiveHandler this[
   int index
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property ReceiveHandler* get_Item(
   int index
);
[JScript]
returnValue = ReceiveHandlerCollectionObject.Item(index);
-or-
returnValue = ReceiveHandlerCollectionObject(index);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ReceiveLocation Class
Provides the implemenatation for the IReceiveLocation interface.

For a list of all members of this type, see ReceiveLocation Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BaseObject
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.ReceiveLocation

VB

Remarks

Note  If a send port or receive location is updated using the BizTalk Explorer object model or a WMI script, the Receive
Port Properties and Send Port Properties property pages in BizTalk Explorer will display an incorrect Address (URI).
The Address (URI) used internally is the Address (URI) set by the script, so the script works as expected. To update the
property pages to display the correct Address (URI), update the Address (URI) field in BizTalk Explorer with the new
value. For more information see Editing Send Port Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer or
Editing Receive Location Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer.

This class is wrapped by the MSBTS_ReceiveLocation WMI class. For more information about the WMI classes, see
Core Server Classes.

Example

The following C# code snippets illustrate the concepts of using BizTalk Explorer object model related to the Receive Port and
Receive Location. Specifically, it shows:

How to create an instance of the root object of the BizTalk Explorer object model. In other words, how to instantiate
BtsCatalogExplorer.
How to create a Receive Port.
How to add a Receive Location.
How to enumerate Receive Ports.
How to enumerate Receive Locations.
How to delete a specific Receive Port.
How to delete a specific Receive Location.
How to commit a set of operations done on the object model objects in a transactional manner (i.e. either all the changes
will be committed or rolled back).

C#

NotInheritable Public Class ReceiveLocation
   Inherits BaseObject
   Implements IReceiveLocation
[C#]
public sealed class ReceiveLocation : BaseObject, IReceiveLocation
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class ReceiveLocation : public BaseObject,
   IReceiveLocation
[JScript]
public class ReceiveLocation extends BaseObject implements
   IReceiveLocation

<snippet id="02400a8a-5ce3-48bb-8e20-4ee31dc11a3a" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
using Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM;
<snippet id="02400a8a-5ce3-48bb-8e20-4ee31dc11a3a" type="end"/>
<snippet id="90e47dae-42af-4e35-b9d9-bf539307cad3" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
      private void CreateReceivePort()
      {
         BtsCatalogExplorer root = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
         try
         {

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx


            root.ConnectionString = "Integrated Security=SSPI;database=BizTalkMgmtDb;server=Y
OURSERVER";

            //Create a new one way receive port.
            ReceivePort myreceivePort = root.AddNewReceivePort(false);

            //Note that if you do not set the name property of the ReceivePort, 
            //it will use the default name generated.
            myreceivePort.Name = "My Receive Port";
            myreceivePort.Tracking = TrackingTypes.AfterReceivePipeline;
            
            //Try to commit the changes made so far. If it fails, roll-back 
            //all the changes.
            root.SaveChanges();
         }
         catch(Exception e)
         {
            root.DiscardChanges();
            throw e;
         }
      }

      private void EnumerateReceivePorts()
      {
         BtsCatalogExplorer root = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
         try
         {
            root.ConnectionString = "Integrated Security=SSPI;database=BizTalkMgmtDb;server=Y
OURSERVER";
            //Enumerate the receive ports.
            foreach(ReceivePort receivePort in root.ReceivePorts)
               Console.WriteLine(receivePort.Name);
         }
         catch(Exception e)
         {
            throw e;
         }
      }
      private void DeleteReceivePort()
      {
         BtsCatalogExplorer root = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
   
         try
         {
            root.ConnectionString = "Integrated Security=SSPI;database=BizTalkMgmtDb;server= 
YOURSERVER";

            //Remove a receive port.
            foreach(ReceivePort receivePort in root.ReceivePorts)
            {
               if(receivePort.Name == "My Receive Port")
               {
                  root.RemoveReceivePort(receivePort);
                  break;
               }
            }
      
            //Try to commit the changes made so far. 
            root.SaveChanges();
         }
         catch(Exception e)//If it fails, roll-back everything we have done so far
         {
            root.DiscardChanges();
            throw e;
         }
      }

      private void ConfigureReceivePort()



      {
         BtsCatalogExplorer root = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
         try
         {
            root.ConnectionString = "Integrated Security=SSPI;database=BizTalkMgmtDb;server= 
YOURSERVER";

            //Create a new two-way receive port.
            //Passing the false value creates a one-way receive port.
            ReceivePort myreceivePort = root.AddNewReceivePort(true); 
            myreceivePort.Name = "My Receive Port";//optional property
            myreceivePort.Tracking = TrackingTypes.AfterReceivePipeline;//optional 
   
            //Set the primary receive location.
            foreach(ReceiveLocation location in myreceivePort.ReceiveLocations)
            {
               if(location.Address == "http://abc.com")
               {
                  myreceivePort.PrimaryReceiveLocation = location;//optional               br
eak;
               }
            }

            //Assign the first send pipeline found to process the response message.
            foreach(Pipeline pipeline in root.Pipelines)
            {
               if(pipeline.Type == PipelineType.Send)
               {
                  myreceivePort.SendPipeline = pipeline;//optional property
                  break;
               }
            }
            myreceivePort.Authentication = 
               AuthenticationType.RequiredDropMessage;//optional
                        
            //Try to commit the changes made so far. 
            //If the commit fails, roll-back all changes.
            root.SaveChanges();
         }
         catch(Exception e)
         {
            root.DiscardChanges();
            throw e;
         }
      }
   
      private void EnumerateReceiveLocations()
      {
         BtsCatalogExplorer root = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
         try
         {
            root.ConnectionString = "Integrated Security=SSPI;database=BizTalkMgmtDb;server= 
YOURSERVER";

            //Enumerate the receive locations in each of the receive ports.
            foreach(ReceivePort receivePort in root.ReceivePorts)
            {
               Console.WriteLine(receivePort.Name);
               //Enumerate the receive locations.
               foreach(ReceiveLocation location in 
                  receivePort.ReceiveLocations)
                  Console.WriteLine(location.Name);
            }
         }
         catch(Exception e)//If it fails, roll-back all changes.
         {
            throw e;
         }



      }
      private void DeleteReceiveLocation()
      {
         BtsCatalogExplorer root = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
         try
         {
            root.ConnectionString = "Integrated Security=SSPI;database=BizTalkMgmtDb;server= 
YOURSERVER";
            //Remove receive location with the name "My Receive Location" from 
            //the receive port.
      
            //Enumerate the receive locations in the recieve port.
            foreach(ReceivePort receivePort in root.ReceivePorts)
            {
               //Enumerate the receive locations.
               foreach(ReceiveLocation location in receivePort.ReceiveLocations)
               {
                  if(location.Name == "My Receive Location")
                  {
                     receivePort.RemoveReceiveLocation(location);
                     break;
                  }
               }
            }
      
            //Try to commit the changes made so far. 
            root.SaveChanges();
         }
         catch(Exception e)//If it fails, roll-back all changes.
         {
            root.DiscardChanges();
            throw e;
         }
      }

      
      private void CreateAndConfigureReceiveLocation()
      {
         BtsCatalogExplorer root = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
         try
         {
            root.ConnectionString = "Integrated Security=SSPI;database=BizTalkMgmtDb;server= 
YOURSERVER";

            //First, create a new one way receive port.
            ReceivePort myreceivePort = root.AddNewReceivePort(false);

            //Note that if you dont set the name property for the receieve port, 
            //it will create a new receive location and add it to the receive       //port.
            myreceivePort.Name = "My Receive Port";

            //Create a new receive location and add it to the receive port
            ReceiveLocation myreceiveLocation = myreceivePort.AddNewReceiveLocation();

            foreach(ReceiveHandler handler in root.ReceiveHandlers)
            {
               if(handler.TransportType.Name == "HTTP")
               {
                  myreceiveLocation.ReceiveHandler = handler;
                  break;
               }
            }

            //Associate a transport protocol and URI with the receive location.
            foreach (ProtocolType protocol in root.ProtocolTypes)
            {
               if(protocol.Name == "HTTP")
               {



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

ReceiveLocation Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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                  myreceiveLocation.TransportType =  protocol;
                  break;
               }
            }

            myreceiveLocation.Address = "http://www.microsoft.com";
            //Assign the first receive pipeline found to process the message.
            foreach(Pipeline pipeline in root.Pipelines)
            {
               if(pipeline.Type == PipelineType.Receive)
               {
                  myreceiveLocation.ReceivePipeline = pipeline;
                  break;
               }
            }

            //Enable the receive location.
            myreceiveLocation.Enable = true;
            myreceiveLocation.FragmentMessages = Fragmentation.Yes;//optional property
            myreceiveLocation.ServiceWindowEnabled = false; //optional property
                                 
            //Try to commit the changes made so far. If the commit fails, 
            //roll-back all changes.
            root.SaveChanges();
         }
         catch(Exception e)
         {
            root.DiscardChanges();
            throw e;
         }
      }
<snippet id="90e47dae-42af-4e35-b9d9-bf539307cad3" type="end"/> 
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ReceiveLocation Members
ReceiveLocation overview

Public Properties

Address Gets or sets the address of the receive location.
CustomData Gets or sets the custom data with the receive location.
Enable Gets and sets the field to enable the receive location. An enabled receive location cannot be deleted.
EndDate Gets or sets the end date of the service window.
EndDateEnabled Gets or sets the field to enable the end date of the service window.
FragmentMessages Gets or sets the field to fragment messages.
FromTime Gets or sets the start time of the service window.
IsPrimary Determines whether the receive location is primary.
Name Gets or sets the name of the receive location.
PublicAddress Gets or sets the public address of the receive location.
ReceiveHandler Gets or sets the receive handler to use for this receive location.
ReceivePipeline Gets or sets the receive pipeline to use to receive messages at this receive location.
ReceivePipelineData Gets the custom configuration specific to the receive pipeline used for this receive location.
ReceivePort Gets the receive port that this receive location belongs to.
ServiceWindowEnabled Gets or sets the field to enable the service window.
StartDate Gets or sets the start date of the service window.
StartDateEnabled Gets or sets the field to enable the start date of the service window.
ToTime Gets or sets the end time of the service window.
TransportType Gets or sets the transport type for the receive location.
TransportTypeData Gets or sets the transport type properties of the receive location.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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ReceiveLocation Properties
The properties of the ReceiveLocation class are listed here. For a complete list of ReceiveLocation class members, see the
ReceiveLocation Members topic.

Public Properties

Address Gets or sets the address of the receive location.
CustomData Gets or sets the custom data with the receive location.
Enable Gets and sets the field to enable the receive location. An enabled receive location cannot be deleted.
EndDate Gets or sets the end date of the service window.
EndDateEnabled Gets or sets the field to enable the end date of the service window.
FragmentMessages Gets or sets the field to fragment messages.
FromTime Gets or sets the start time of the service window.
IsPrimary Determines whether the receive location is primary.
Name Gets or sets the name of the receive location.
PublicAddress Gets or sets the public address of the receive location.
ReceiveHandler Gets or sets the receive handler to use for this receive location.
ReceivePipeline Gets or sets the receive pipeline to use to receive messages at this receive location.
ReceivePipelineData Gets the custom configuration specific to the receive pipeline used for this receive location.
ReceivePort Gets the receive port that this receive location belongs to.
ServiceWindowEnabled Gets or sets the field to enable the service window.
StartDate Gets or sets the start date of the service window.
StartDateEnabled Gets or sets the field to enable the start date of the service window.
ToTime Gets or sets the end time of the service window.
TransportType Gets or sets the transport type for the receive location.
TransportTypeData Gets or sets the transport type properties of the receive location.

See Also

ReceiveLocation Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReceiveLocation.Address Property
Gets or sets the address of the receive location.

VB

Implements

IReceiveLocation.Address

Remarks

This property is unique within the organization.

Note  If a send port or receive location is updated using the BizTalk Explorer object model or a WMI script, the Receive
Port Properties and Send Port Properties property pages in BizTalk Explorer will display an incorrect Address (URI).
The Address (URI) used internally is the Address (URI) set by the script, so the script works as expected. To update the
property pages to display the correct Address (URI), update the Address (URI) field in BizTalk Explorer with the new
value. For more information see Editing Send Port Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer or
Editing Receive Location Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ReceiveLocation Class | ReceiveLocation Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable Property Address As String  Implements _
   IReceiveLocation.Address
[C#]
public virtual string Address {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Address();
public: __property virtual void set_Address(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Address() : String;
public function set Address(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ReceiveLocation.CustomData Property
Gets or sets the custom data with the receive location.

VB

Implements

IReceiveLocation.CustomData

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also
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Public Overridable Property CustomData As String  Implements _
   IReceiveLocation.CustomData
[C#]
public virtual string CustomData {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_CustomData();
public: __property virtual void set_CustomData(String*);
[JScript]
public function get CustomData() : String;
public function set CustomData(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ReceiveLocation.Enable Property
Gets and sets the field to enable the receive location. An enabled receive location cannot be deleted.

VB

Implements

IReceiveLocation.Enable

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ReceiveLocation Class | ReceiveLocation Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable Property Enable As Boolean  Implements _
   IReceiveLocation.Enable
[C#]
public virtual bool Enable {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_Enable();
public: __property virtual void set_Enable(bool);
[JScript]
public function get Enable() : Boolean;
public function set Enable(Boolean);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ReceiveLocation.EndDate Property
Gets or sets the end date of the service window.

VB

Implements

IReceiveLocation.EndDate

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Overridable Property EndDate As DateTime  Implements _
   IReceiveLocation.EndDate
[C#]
public virtual DateTime EndDate {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual DateTime get_EndDate();
public: __property virtual void set_EndDate(DateTime);
[JScript]
public function get EndDate() : DateTime;
public function set EndDate(DateTime);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ReceiveLocation.EndDateEnabled Property
Gets or sets the field to enable the end date of the service window.

VB

Implements

IReceiveLocation.EndDateEnabled

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also
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Public Overridable Property EndDateEnabled As Boolean  Implements _
   IReceiveLocation.EndDateEnabled
[C#]
public virtual bool EndDateEnabled {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_EndDateEnabled();
public: __property virtual void set_EndDateEnabled(bool);
[JScript]
public function get EndDateEnabled() : Boolean;
public function set EndDateEnabled(Boolean);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ReceiveLocation.FragmentMessages Property
Gets or sets the field to fragment messages.

VB

Implements

IReceiveLocation.FragmentMessages

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Overridable Property FragmentMessages As Fragmentation  _
   Implements IReceiveLocation.FragmentMessages
[C#]
public virtual Fragmentation FragmentMessages {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual Fragmentation get_FragmentMessages();
public: __property virtual void set_FragmentMessages(Fragmentation);
[JScript]
public function get FragmentMessages() : Fragmentation;
public function set FragmentMessages(Fragmentation);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ReceiveLocation.FromTime Property
Gets or sets the start time of the service window.

VB

Implements

IReceiveLocation.FromTime

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Overridable Property FromTime As DateTime  Implements _
   IReceiveLocation.FromTime
[C#]
public virtual DateTime FromTime {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual DateTime get_FromTime();
public: __property virtual void set_FromTime(DateTime);
[JScript]
public function get FromTime() : DateTime;
public function set FromTime(DateTime);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ReceiveLocation.IsPrimary Property
Determines whether the receive location is primary.

VB

Implements

IReceiveLocation.IsPrimary

Remarks

This property is wrapped by the MSBTS_ReceiveLocation.IsPrimary property. For more information about this property, see
IsPrimary.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property IsPrimary As Boolean  _
   Implements IReceiveLocation.IsPrimary
[C#]
public virtual bool IsPrimary {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_IsPrimary();
[JScript]
public function get IsPrimary() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ReceiveLocation.Name Property
Gets and sets the name of the receive location.

VB

Implements

IReceiveLocation.Name

Remarks

This property is wrapped by the MSBTS_ReceiveLocation.Name property. For more information about this property, see Name.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Overridable Property Name As String  Implements _
   IReceiveLocation.Name
[C#]
public virtual string Name {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Name();
public: __property virtual void set_Name(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;
public function set Name(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ReceiveLocation.PublicAddress Property
Gets or sets the public address of the receive location.

VB

Implements

IReceiveLocation.PublicAddress

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Overridable Property PublicAddress As String  Implements _
   IReceiveLocation.PublicAddress
[C#]
public virtual string PublicAddress {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_PublicAddress();
public: __property virtual void set_PublicAddress(String*);
[JScript]
public function get PublicAddress() : String;
public function set PublicAddress(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ReceiveLocation.ReceiveHandler Property
Gets and sets the receive handler to use for this receive location.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Property ReceiveHandler As ReceiveHandler
[C#]
public ReceiveHandler ReceiveHandler {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property ReceiveHandler* get_ReceiveHandler();
public: __property void set_ReceiveHandler(ReceiveHandler*);
[JScript]
public function get ReceiveHandler() : ReceiveHandler;
public function set ReceiveHandler(ReceiveHandler);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ReceiveLocation.ReceivePipeline Property
Gets and sets the receive pipeline to use to receive messages at this receive location.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Property ReceivePipeline As Pipeline
[C#]
public Pipeline ReceivePipeline {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Pipeline* get_ReceivePipeline();
public: __property void set_ReceivePipeline(Pipeline*);
[JScript]
public function get ReceivePipeline() : Pipeline;
public function set ReceivePipeline(Pipeline);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ReceiveLocation.ReceivePipelineData Property
Gets the custom configuration specific to the receive pipeline used for this receive location.

VB

Implements

IReceiveLocation.ReceivePipelineData

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Overridable Property ReceivePipelineData As String  _
   Implements IReceiveLocation.ReceivePipelineData
[C#]
public virtual string ReceivePipelineData {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_ReceivePipelineData();
public: __property virtual void set_ReceivePipelineData(String*);
[JScript]
public function get ReceivePipelineData() : String;
public function set ReceivePipelineData(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ReceiveLocation.ReceivePort Property
Gets the receive port that this receive location belongs to.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public ReadOnly Property ReceivePort As ReceivePort
[C#]
public ReceivePort ReceivePort {get;}
[C++]
public: __property ReceivePort* get_ReceivePort();
[JScript]
public function get ReceivePort() : ReceivePort;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ReceiveLocation.ServiceWindowEnabled Property
Gets or sets the field to enable the service window.

VB

Implements

IReceiveLocation.ServiceWindowEnabled

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Overridable Property ServiceWindowEnabled As Boolean  _
   Implements IReceiveLocation.ServiceWindowEnabled
[C#]
public virtual bool ServiceWindowEnabled {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_ServiceWindowEnabled();
public: __property virtual void set_ServiceWindowEnabled(bool);
[JScript]
public function get ServiceWindowEnabled() : Boolean;
public function set ServiceWindowEnabled(Boolean);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ReceiveLocation.StartDate Property
Gets or sets the start date of the service window.

VB

Implements

IReceiveLocation.StartDate

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Overridable Property StartDate As DateTime  Implements _
   IReceiveLocation.StartDate
[C#]
public virtual DateTime StartDate {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual DateTime get_StartDate();
public: __property virtual void set_StartDate(DateTime);
[JScript]
public function get StartDate() : DateTime;
public function set StartDate(DateTime);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ReceiveLocation.StartDateEnabled Property
Gets or sets the field to enable the start date of the service window.

VB

Implements

IReceiveLocation.StartDateEnabled

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also
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Public Overridable Property StartDateEnabled As Boolean  Implements _
   _
   IReceiveLocation.StartDateEnabled
[C#]
public virtual bool StartDateEnabled {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_StartDateEnabled();
public: __property virtual void set_StartDateEnabled(bool);
[JScript]
public function get StartDateEnabled() : Boolean;
public function set StartDateEnabled(Boolean);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ReceiveLocation.ToTime Property
Gets or sets the end time of the service window.

VB

Implements

IReceiveLocation.ToTime

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Overridable Property ToTime As DateTime  Implements _
   IReceiveLocation.ToTime
[C#]
public virtual DateTime ToTime {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual DateTime get_ToTime();
public: __property virtual void set_ToTime(DateTime);
[JScript]
public function get ToTime() : DateTime;
public function set ToTime(DateTime);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ReceiveLocation.TransportType Property
Gets and sets the transport type for this receive location.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Property TransportType As ProtocolType
[C#]
public ProtocolType TransportType {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property ProtocolType* get_TransportType();
public: __property void set_TransportType(ProtocolType*);
[JScript]
public function get TransportType() : ProtocolType;
public function set TransportType(ProtocolType);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ReceiveLocation.TransportTypeData Property
Gets or sets the transport type for the receive location.

VB

Implements

IReceiveLocation.TransportTypeData

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Overridable Property TransportTypeData As String  Implements _
   _
   IReceiveLocation.TransportTypeData
[C#]
public virtual string TransportTypeData {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_TransportTypeData();
public: __property virtual void set_TransportTypeData(String*);
[JScript]
public function get TransportTypeData() : String;
public function set TransportTypeData(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ReceiveLocationCollection Class
Contains an ordered set of ReceiveLocation objects that can be referred to as a unit.

For a list of all members of this type, see ReceiveLocationCollection Members.

System.Object
   System.Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionBase
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsReadOnlyCollection
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.ReceiveLocationCollection

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

ReceiveLocationCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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NotInheritable Public Class ReceiveLocationCollection
   Inherits BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C#]
public sealed class ReceiveLocationCollection :
   BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class ReceiveLocationCollection : public
   BtsReadOnlyCollection
[JScript]
public class ReceiveLocationCollection extends
   BtsReadOnlyCollection

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ax6khctw(v=bts.10).aspx
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ReceiveLocationCollection Members
ReceiveLocationCollection overview

Public Constructors

ReceiveLocationCollection Constructor Initializes a new instance of the ReceiveLocationCollection class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets a specific member of the ReceiveLocationCollection either by position o
r by name.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the ReceiveLocationCollection class.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from System.Obje
ct)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited from Syst
em.Collections.ReadOnlyCollection
Base)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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ReceiveLocationCollection Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the ReceiveLocationCollection class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ReceiveLocationCollection Class | ReceiveLocationCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public ReceiveLocationCollection();
[C++]
public: ReceiveLocationCollection();
[JScript]
public function ReceiveLocationCollection();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ReceiveLocationCollection Properties
The properties of the ReceiveLocationCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of ReceiveLocationCollection class
members, see the ReceiveLocationCollection Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets a specific member of the ReceiveLocationCollection either by position o
r by name.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the ReceiveLocationCollection class.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ReceiveLocationCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReceiveLocationCollection.Item Property
Gets a specific member of the ReceiveLocationCollection either by position or by name.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the ReceiveLocationCollection class.

Overload List

Gets a specific member of the ReceiveLocationCollection by position.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.Int32) As ReceiveLocation

[C#] public ReceiveLocation this[System.Int32] {get;}

[C++] public: __property ReceiveLocation* get_Item(System.Int32);

[JScript] ReceiveLocationCollection.Item (System.Int32)

Gets a specific member of the ReceiveLocationCollection by name.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.String) As ReceiveLocation

[C#] public ReceiveLocation this[System.String] {get;}

[C++] public: __property ReceiveLocation* get_Item(System.String);

[JScript] ReceiveLocationCollection.Item (System.String)

See Also

ReceiveLocationCollection Class | ReceiveLocationCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReceiveLocationCollection.Item Property (System.Int32)
Gets a specific member of the ReceiveLocationCollection by position.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the ReceiveLocationCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If a numeric expression, Index must be a number from 1
to the value of the collection's Count property.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If a numeric expression, Index must be a number from 1
to the value of the collection's Count property.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ReceiveLocationCollection Class | ReceiveLocationCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
ReceiveLocationCollection.Item Overload List
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Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As ReceiveLocation
[C#]
public ReceiveLocation this[
   int index
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property ReceiveLocation* get_Item(
   int index
);
[JScript]
returnValue = ReceiveLocationCollectionObject.Item(index);
-or-
returnValue = ReceiveLocationCollectionObject(index);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ReceiveLocationCollection.Item Property (System.String)
Gets a specific member of the ReceiveLocationCollection by name.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the ReceiveLocationCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

name
The name of the ReceiveLocation returned.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

name
The name of the ReceiveLocation returned.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ReceiveLocationCollection Class | ReceiveLocationCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
ReceiveLocationCollection.Item Overload List
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Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal name As String _
) As ReceiveLocation
[C#]
public ReceiveLocation this[
   string name
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property ReceiveLocation* get_Item(
   String* name
);
[JScript]
returnValue = ReceiveLocationCollectionObject.Item(name);
-or-
returnValue = ReceiveLocationCollectionObject(name);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ReceivePort Class
Provides the implementation for the IReceivePort interface.

For a list of all members of this type, see ReceivePort Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BaseObject
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.ReceivePort

VB

Remarks

This class is wrapped by the MSBTS_ReceivePort WMI class. For more information about the WMI classes, see
Core Server Classes.

Example

The following C# code snippets illustrate the concepts of using BizTalk Explorer object model related to the Receive Port and
Receive Location. Specifically, it shows:

How to create an instance of the root object of the BizTalk Explorer object model. In other words, how to instantiate
BtsCatalogExplorer.
How to create a Receive Port.
How to add a Receive Location.
How to enumerate Receive Ports.
How to enumerate Receive Locations.
How to delete a specific Receive Port.
How to delete a specific Receive Location.
How to commit a set of operations done on the object model objects in a transactional manner (i.e. either all the changes
will be committed or rolled back).

C#

NotInheritable Public Class ReceivePort
   Inherits BaseObject
   Implements IReceivePort
[C#]
public sealed class ReceivePort : BaseObject, IReceivePort
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class ReceivePort : public BaseObject,
   IReceivePort
[JScript]
public class ReceivePort extends BaseObject implements IReceivePort

<snippet id="02400a8a-5ce3-48bb-8e20-4ee31dc11a3a" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
using Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM;
<snippet id="02400a8a-5ce3-48bb-8e20-4ee31dc11a3a" type="end"/> 
<snippet id="90e47dae-42af-4e35-b9d9-bf539307cad3" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
      private void CreateReceivePort()
      {
         BtsCatalogExplorer root = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
         try
         {
            root.ConnectionString = "Integrated Security=SSPI;database=BizTalkMgmtDb;server=Y
OURSERVER";

            //Create a new one way receive port.
            ReceivePort myreceivePort = root.AddNewReceivePort(false);

            //Note that if you do not set the name property of the ReceivePort, 
            //it will use the default name generated.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx


            myreceivePort.Name = "My Receive Port";
            myreceivePort.Tracking = TrackingTypes.AfterReceivePipeline;
            
            //Try to commit the changes made so far. If it fails, roll-back 
            //all the changes.
            root.SaveChanges();
         }
         catch(Exception e)
         {
            root.DiscardChanges();
            throw e;
         }
      }

      private void EnumerateReceivePorts()
      {
         BtsCatalogExplorer root = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
         try
         {
            root.ConnectionString = "Integrated Security=SSPI;database=BizTalkMgmtDb;server=Y
OURSERVER";
            //Enumerate the receive ports.
            foreach(ReceivePort receivePort in root.ReceivePorts)
               Console.WriteLine(receivePort.Name);
         }
         catch(Exception e)
         {
            throw e;
         }
      }
      private void DeleteReceivePort()
      {
         BtsCatalogExplorer root = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
   
         try
         {
            root.ConnectionString = "Integrated Security=SSPI;database=BizTalkMgmtDb;server= 
YOURSERVER";

            //Remove a receive port.
            foreach(ReceivePort receivePort in root.ReceivePorts)
            {
               if(receivePort.Name == "My Receive Port")
               {
                  root.RemoveReceivePort(receivePort);
                  break;
               }
            }
      
            //Try to commit the changes made so far. 
            root.SaveChanges();
         }
         catch(Exception e)//If it fails, roll-back everything we have done so far
         {
            root.DiscardChanges();
            throw e;
         }
      }

      private void ConfigureReceivePort()
      {
         BtsCatalogExplorer root = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
         try
         {
            root.ConnectionString = "Integrated Security=SSPI;database=BizTalkMgmtDb;server= 
YOURSERVER";

            //Create a new two-way receive port.



            //Passing the false value creates a one-way receive port.
            ReceivePort myreceivePort = root.AddNewReceivePort(true); 
            myreceivePort.Name = "My Receive Port";//optional property
            myreceivePort.Tracking = TrackingTypes.AfterReceivePipeline;//optional 
   
            //Set the primary receive location.
            foreach(ReceiveLocation location in myreceivePort.ReceiveLocations)
            {
               if(location.Address == "http://abc.com")
               {
                  myreceivePort.PrimaryReceiveLocation = location;//optional               br
eak;
               }
            }

            //Assign the first send pipeline found to process the response message.
            foreach(Pipeline pipeline in root.Pipelines)
            {
               if(pipeline.Type == PipelineType.Send)
               {
                  myreceivePort.SendPipeline = pipeline;//optional property
                  break;
               }
            }
            myreceivePort.Authentication = 
               AuthenticationType.RequiredDropMessage;//optional
                        
            //Try to commit the changes made so far. 
            //If the commit fails, roll-back all changes.
            root.SaveChanges();
         }
         catch(Exception e)
         {
            root.DiscardChanges();
            throw e;
         }
      }
   
      private void EnumerateReceiveLocations()
      {
         BtsCatalogExplorer root = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
         try
         {
            root.ConnectionString = "Integrated Security=SSPI;database=BizTalkMgmtDb;server= 
YOURSERVER";

            //Enumerate the receive locations in each of the receive ports.
            foreach(ReceivePort receivePort in root.ReceivePorts)
            {
               Console.WriteLine(receivePort.Name);
               //Enumerate the receive locations.
               foreach(ReceiveLocation location in 
                  receivePort.ReceiveLocations)
                  Console.WriteLine(location.Name);
            }
         }
         catch(Exception e)//If it fails, roll-back all changes.
         {
            throw e;
         }
      }
      private void DeleteReceiveLocation()
      {
         BtsCatalogExplorer root = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
         try
         {
            root.ConnectionString = "Integrated Security=SSPI;database=BizTalkMgmtDb;server= 
YOURSERVER";



            //Remove receive location with the name "My Receive Location" from 
            //the receive port.
      
            //Enumerate the receive locations in the recieve port.
            foreach(ReceivePort receivePort in root.ReceivePorts)
            {
               //Enumerate the receive locations.
               foreach(ReceiveLocation location in receivePort.ReceiveLocations)
               {
                  if(location.Name == "My Receive Location")
                  {
                     receivePort.RemoveReceiveLocation(location);
                     break;
                  }
               }
            }
      
            //Try to commit the changes made so far. 
            root.SaveChanges();
         }
         catch(Exception e)//If it fails, roll-back all changes.
         {
            root.DiscardChanges();
            throw e;
         }
      }

      
      private void CreateAndConfigureReceiveLocation()
      {
         BtsCatalogExplorer root = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
         try
         {
            root.ConnectionString = "Integrated Security=SSPI;database=BizTalkMgmtDb;server= 
YOURSERVER";

            //First, create a new one way receive port.
            ReceivePort myreceivePort = root.AddNewReceivePort(false);

            //Note that if you dont set the name property for the receieve port, 
            //it will create a new receive location and add it to the receive       //port.
            myreceivePort.Name = "My Receive Port";

            //Create a new receive location and add it to the receive port
            ReceiveLocation myreceiveLocation = myreceivePort.AddNewReceiveLocation();

            foreach(ReceiveHandler handler in root.ReceiveHandlers)
            {
               if(handler.TransportType.Name == "HTTP")
               {
                  myreceiveLocation.ReceiveHandler = handler;
                  break;
               }
            }

            //Associate a transport protocol and URI with the receive location.
            foreach (ProtocolType protocol in root.ProtocolTypes)
            {
               if(protocol.Name == "HTTP")
               {
                  myreceiveLocation.TransportType =  protocol;
                  break;
               }
            }

            myreceiveLocation.Address = "http://www.microsoft.com";
            //Assign the first receive pipeline found to process the message.
            foreach(Pipeline pipeline in root.Pipelines)



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

ReceivePort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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            {
               if(pipeline.Type == PipelineType.Receive)
               {
                  myreceiveLocation.ReceivePipeline = pipeline;
                  break;
               }
            }

            //Enable the receive location.
            myreceiveLocation.Enable = true;
            myreceiveLocation.FragmentMessages = Fragmentation.Yes;//optional property
            myreceiveLocation.ServiceWindowEnabled = false; //optional property
                                 
            //Try to commit the changes made so far. If the commit fails, 
            //roll-back all changes.
            root.SaveChanges();
         }
         catch(Exception e)
         {
            root.DiscardChanges();
            throw e;
         }
      }
<snippet id="90e47dae-42af-4e35-b9d9-bf539307cad3" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ReceivePort Members
ReceivePort overview

Public Properties

Authentication Gets or sets an enumeration value to specify whether authentication is needed at this receive port.
BtsCatalogExplorer Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer object model.
CustomData Gets or sets the custom data with the receive port.
InboundTransforms Gets the collection of maps to apply to inbound documents.
IsTwoWay Determines whether the receive port is a two-way port.
Name Gets or sets the name of the receive port.
OutboundTransforms Gets the collection of maps to apply to outbound documents on the two-way receive port.
PrimaryReceiveLocation Gets or sets the primary receive location for this receive port.
ReceiveLocations Gets the collection of receive locations that make up this receive port.
SendPipeline Gets or sets the send pipeline used to send a response if this is a two way receive port.
SendPipelineData Gets or sets the send pipeline data for a two-way receive port.
Tracking Gets or sets the tracking needed for this port.

Public Methods

AddNewReceiveLocation Adds a new receive location to this receive port.
Equals (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation ava
ilable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited 
from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation ava
ilable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation ava
ilable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

RemoveReceiveLocation Removes the specified receive location from this receive port.
ToString (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation ava
ilable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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ReceivePort Properties
The properties of the ReceivePort class are listed here. For a complete list of ReceivePort class members, see the
ReceivePort Members topic.

Public Properties

Authentication Gets or sets an enumeration value to specify whether authentication is needed at this receive port.
BtsCatalogExplorer Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer object model.
CustomData Gets or sets the custom data with the receive port.
InboundTransforms Gets the collection of maps to apply to inbound documents.
IsTwoWay Determines whether the receive port is a two-way port.
Name Gets or sets the name of the receive port.
OutboundTransforms Gets the collection of maps to apply to outbound documents on the two-way receive port.
PrimaryReceiveLocation Gets or sets the primary receive location for this receive port.
ReceiveLocations Gets the collection of receive locations that make up this receive port.
SendPipeline Gets or sets the send pipeline used to send a response if this is a two way receive port.
SendPipelineData Gets or sets the send pipeline data for a two-way receive port.
Tracking Gets or sets the tracking needed for this port.

See Also

ReceivePort Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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ReceivePort.Authentication Property
Gets or sets an enumeration value to specify whether authentication is needed at this receive port.

VB

Implements

IReceivePort.Authentication

Property Value

An AuthenticationType indicating the type of authentication required for the receive port.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Overridable Property Authentication As AuthenticationType  _
   Implements IReceivePort.Authentication
[C#]
public virtual AuthenticationType Authentication {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual AuthenticationType get_Authentication();
public: __property virtual void set_Authentication(AuthenticationType);
[JScript]
public function get Authentication() : AuthenticationType;
public function set Authentication(AuthenticationType);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ReceivePort.BtsCatalogExplorer Property
Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer object model.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public ReadOnly Property BtsCatalogExplorer As BtsCatalogExplorer
[C#]
public BtsCatalogExplorer BtsCatalogExplorer {get;}
[C++]
public: __property BtsCatalogExplorer* get_BtsCatalogExplorer();
[JScript]
public function get BtsCatalogExplorer() : BtsCatalogExplorer;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ReceivePort.CustomData Property
Gets or sets the custom data with the receive port.

VB

Implements

IReceivePort.CustomData

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ReceivePort Class | ReceivePort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable Property CustomData As String  Implements _
   IReceivePort.CustomData
[C#]
public virtual string CustomData {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_CustomData();
public: __property virtual void set_CustomData(String*);
[JScript]
public function get CustomData() : String;
public function set CustomData(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ReceivePort.InboundTransforms Property
Gets the collection of maps to apply to inbound documents.

VB

Implements

IReceivePort.InboundTransforms

Remarks

This property is wrapped by the MSBTS_ReceivePort.InboundTransforms property. For more information about this property,
see InboundTransforms.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property InboundTransforms As IList  _
   Implements IReceivePort.InboundTransforms
[C#]
public virtual IList InboundTransforms {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual IList* get_InboundTransforms();
[JScript]
public function get InboundTransforms() : IList;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ReceivePort.IsTwoWay Property
Determines whether the receive port is a two-way port.

VB

Implements

IReceivePort.IsTwoWay

Property Value

true if the receive port is two-way; otherwise, false.

Remarks

This property is wrapped by the MSBTS_ReceivePort.IsTwoWay property. For more information about this property, see
IsTwoWay.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ReceivePort Class | ReceivePort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property IsTwoWay As Boolean  _
   Implements IReceivePort.IsTwoWay
[C#]
public virtual bool IsTwoWay {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_IsTwoWay();
[JScript]
public function get IsTwoWay() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ReceivePort.Name Property
Gets or sets the name of the receive port.

VB

Implements

IReceivePort.Name

Remarks

This property is wrapped by the MSBTS_ReceivePort.Name property. For more information about this property, see Name.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ReceivePort Class | ReceivePort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property Name As String  Implements _
   IReceivePort.Name
[C#]
public virtual string Name {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Name();
public: __property virtual void set_Name(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;
public function set Name(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ReceivePort.OutboundTransforms Property
Gets the collection of maps to apply to outbound documents on the two-way receive port.

VB

Implements

IReceivePort.OutboundTransforms

Remarks

This property is wrapped by the MSBTS_ReceivePort.OutboundTransforms property. For more information about this
property, see OutboundTransforms.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ReceivePort Class | ReceivePort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property OutboundTransforms As IList  _
   Implements IReceivePort.OutboundTransforms
[C#]
public virtual IList OutboundTransforms {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual IList* get_OutboundTransforms();
[JScript]
public function get OutboundTransforms() : IList;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ReceivePort.PrimaryReceiveLocation Property
Gets or sets the primary receive location for this receive port.

VB

Remarks

Every receive port should have one primary receive location.

This property is wrapped by the MSBTS_ReceivePort.PrimaryReceiveLocation property. For more information about this
property, see PrimaryReceiveLocation.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ReceivePort Class | ReceivePort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property PrimaryReceiveLocation As ReceiveLocation
[C#]
public ReceiveLocation PrimaryReceiveLocation {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property ReceiveLocation* get_PrimaryReceiveLocation();
public: __property void set_PrimaryReceiveLocation(ReceiveLocation*);
[JScript]
public function get PrimaryReceiveLocation() : ReceiveLocation;
public function set PrimaryReceiveLocation(ReceiveLocation);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ReceivePort.ReceiveLocations Property
Gets the collection of receive locations that make up this receive port.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ReceivePort Class | ReceivePort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property ReceiveLocations As _
   ReceiveLocationCollection
[C#]
public ReceiveLocationCollection ReceiveLocations {get;}
[C++]
public: __property ReceiveLocationCollection*
   get_ReceiveLocations();
[JScript]
public function get ReceiveLocations() : ReceiveLocationCollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ReceivePort.SendPipeline Property
Gets or sets the send pipeline used to send a response if this is a two way receive port.

VB

Remarks

This property is wrapped by the MSBTS_ReceivePort.SendPipeline property. For more information about this property, see
SendPipeline.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ReceivePort Class | ReceivePort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property SendPipeline As Pipeline
[C#]
public Pipeline SendPipeline {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Pipeline* get_SendPipeline();
public: __property void set_SendPipeline(Pipeline*);
[JScript]
public function get SendPipeline() : Pipeline;
public function set SendPipeline(Pipeline);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ReceivePort.SendPipelineData Property
Gets or sets the send pipeline data for a two-way receive port.

VB

Implements

IReceivePort.SendPipelineData

Remarks

An exception with the message “Do not specify a Send Pipeline/Data for One Way Receive Port.” is generated when attempting to
specify a send pipeline or send pipeline data for one-way receive port.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ReceivePort Class | ReceivePort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property SendPipelineData As String  Implements _
   _
   IReceivePort.SendPipelineData
[C#]
public virtual string SendPipelineData {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_SendPipelineData();
public: __property virtual void set_SendPipelineData(String*);
[JScript]
public function get SendPipelineData() : String;
public function set SendPipelineData(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ReceivePort.Tracking Property
Gets or sets the tracking needed for this port.

VB

Implements

IReceivePort.Tracking

Property Value

A TrackingTypes value indicating which type of tracking is needed.

This property is wrapped by the MSBTS_ReceivePort.Tracking property. For more information about this property, see
Tracking.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ReceivePort Class | ReceivePort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property Tracking As TrackingTypes  Implements _
   IReceivePort.Tracking
[C#]
public virtual TrackingTypes Tracking {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual TrackingTypes get_Tracking();
public: __property virtual void set_Tracking(TrackingTypes);
[JScript]
public function get Tracking() : TrackingTypes;
public function set Tracking(TrackingTypes);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ReceivePort Methods
The methods of the ReceivePort class are listed here. For a complete list of ReceivePort class members, see the
ReceivePort Members topic.

Public Methods

AddNewReceiveLocation Adds a new receive location to this receive port.
Equals (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation ava
ilable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited 
from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation ava
ilable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation ava
ilable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

RemoveReceiveLocation Removes the specified receive location from this receive port.
ToString (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation ava
ilable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ReceivePort Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ReceivePort.AddNewReceiveLocation Method
Adds a new receive location to this receive port.

VB

Remarks

The first receive location added is designated as the primary receive location.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ReceivePort Class | ReceivePort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Function AddNewReceiveLocation() As ReceiveLocation
[C#]
public ReceiveLocation AddNewReceiveLocation();
[C++]
public: ReceiveLocation* AddNewReceiveLocation();
[JScript]
public function AddNewReceiveLocation() : ReceiveLocation;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ReceivePort.IReceivePort.AddNewReceiveLocation Method
This member supports the .NET Framework infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

See Also

ReceivePort Class | ReceivePort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Private Function AddNewReceiveLocation() As IReceiveLocation _
   Implements IReceivePort.AddNewReceiveLocation
[C#]
IReceiveLocation IReceivePort.AddNewReceiveLocation();
[C++]
private: IReceiveLocation* IReceivePort::AddNewReceiveLocation();
[JScript]
private function IReceivePort.AddNewReceiveLocation() :
   IReceiveLocation;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ReceivePort.IReceivePort.RemoveReceiveLocation Method
This member supports the .NET Framework infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

See Also

ReceivePort Class | ReceivePort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Private Sub RemoveReceiveLocation( _
   ByVal receiveLocation As IReceiveLocation _
) Implements IReceivePort.RemoveReceiveLocation
[C#]
void IReceivePort.RemoveReceiveLocation(
   IReceiveLocation receiveLocation
);
[C++]
private: void IReceivePort::RemoveReceiveLocation(
   IReceiveLocation* receiveLocation
);
[JScript]
private function IReceivePort.RemoveReceiveLocation(
   receiveLocation : IReceiveLocation
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ReceivePort.RemoveReceiveLocation Method
Removes the specified receive location from this receive port.

VB

Parameters

receiveLocation
The receive location to remove.

Remarks

An exception with the message “Primary Receive Location cannot be deleted.” is generated when attempting to delete a primary
receive location.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ReceivePort Class | ReceivePort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub RemoveReceiveLocation( _
   ByVal receiveLocation As ReceiveLocation _
)
[C#]
public void RemoveReceiveLocation(
   ReceiveLocation receiveLocation
);
[C++]
public: void RemoveReceiveLocation(
   ReceiveLocation* receiveLocation
);
[JScript]
public function RemoveReceiveLocation(
   receiveLocation : ReceiveLocation
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ReceivePortCollection Class
Contains an ordered set of ReceivePort objects that can be referred to as a unit.

For a list of all members of this type, see ReceivePortCollection Members.

System.Object
   System.Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionBase
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsReadOnlyCollection
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.ReceivePortCollection

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

ReceivePortCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

NotInheritable Public Class ReceivePortCollection
   Inherits BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C#]
public sealed class ReceivePortCollection : BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class ReceivePortCollection : public
   BtsReadOnlyCollection
[JScript]
public class ReceivePortCollection extends BtsReadOnlyCollection

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ax6khctw(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ReceivePortCollection Members
ReceivePortCollection overview

Public Constructors

ReceivePortCollection Constructor Initializes a new instance of the ReceivePortCollection class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets a specific member of the ReceivePortCollection either by position or by 
name.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the ReceivePortCollection class.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from System.Obje
ct)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited from Syst
em.Collections.ReadOnlyCollection
Base)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ReceivePortCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ReceivePortCollection Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the ReceivePortCollection class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ReceivePortCollection Class | ReceivePortCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public ReceivePortCollection();
[C++]
public: ReceivePortCollection();
[JScript]
public function ReceivePortCollection();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ReceivePortCollection Properties
The properties of the ReceivePortCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of ReceivePortCollection class members,
see the ReceivePortCollection Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets a specific member of the ReceivePortCollection either by position or by 
name.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the ReceivePortCollection class.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ReceivePortCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ReceivePortCollection.Item Property
Gets a specific member of the ReceivePortCollection either by position or by name.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the ReceivePortCollection class.

Overload List

Gets a specific member of the ReceivePortCollection by position.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.Int32) As ReceivePort

[C#] public ReceivePort this[System.Int32] {get;}

[C++] public: __property ReceivePort* get_Item(System.Int32);

[JScript] ReceivePortCollection.Item (System.Int32)

Gets a specific member of the ReceivePortCollection by name.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.String) As ReceivePort

[C#] public ReceivePort this[System.String] {get;}

[C++] public: __property ReceivePort* get_Item(System.String);

[JScript] ReceivePortCollection.Item (System.String)

See Also

ReceivePortCollection Class | ReceivePortCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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ReceivePortCollection.Item Property (System.Int32)
Gets a specific member of the ReceivePortCollection by position.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the ReceivePortCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If a numeric expression, Index must be a number from 1
to the value of the collection's Count property.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If a numeric expression, Index must be a number from 1
to the value of the collection's Count property.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ReceivePortCollection Class | ReceivePortCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
ReceivePortCollection.Item Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As ReceivePort
[C#]
public ReceivePort this[
   int index
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property ReceivePort* get_Item(
   int index
);
[JScript]
returnValue = ReceivePortCollectionObject.Item(index);
-or-
returnValue = ReceivePortCollectionObject(index);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ReceivePortCollection.Item Property (System.String)
Gets a specific member of the ReceivePortCollection by name.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the ReceivePortCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

name
The name of the ReceivePort returned.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

name
The name of the ReceivePort returned.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ReceivePortCollection Class | ReceivePortCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
ReceivePortCollection.Item Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal name As String _
) As ReceivePort
[C#]
public ReceivePort this[
   string name
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property ReceivePort* get_Item(
   String* name
);
[JScript]
returnValue = ReceivePortCollectionObject.Item(name);
-or-
returnValue = ReceivePortCollectionObject(name);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Role Class
Provides the implementation for the IRole interface.

For a list of all members of this type, see Role Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BaseObject
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.Role

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

Role Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

NotInheritable Public Class Role
   Inherits BaseObject
   Implements IRole
[C#]
public sealed class Role : BaseObject, IRole
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class Role : public BaseObject, IRole
[JScript]
public class Role extends BaseObject implements IRole

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Role Members
Role overview

Public Properties

BtsAssembly Gets the reference to the containing assembly.
EnlistedParties Returns the collection of enlisted parties (IEnlistedParty) for the role.
Name Gets the full name of the role.
PortTypes Gets the collection of port types belonging to this role.
ServiceLinkType Gets the name of the role link type that to which this role belongs.

Public Methods

AddNewEnlistedParty Adds a party as an enlisted party to the role.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

RemoveEnlistedParty Removes an enlisted party from the list of parties enlisted under this role. Note that the party does not
get deleted.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Role Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Role Properties
The properties of the Role class are listed here. For a complete list of Role class members, see the Role Members topic.

Public Properties

BtsAssembly Gets the reference to the containing assembly.
EnlistedParties Returns the collection of enlisted parties (IEnlistedParty) for the role.
Name Gets the full name of the role.
PortTypes Gets the collection of port types belonging to this role.
ServiceLinkType Gets the name of the role link type that to which this role belongs.

See Also

Role Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Role.BtsAssembly Property
Gets the reference to the containing assembly.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Role Class | Role Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property BtsAssembly As BtsAssembly
[C#]
public BtsAssembly BtsAssembly {get;}
[C++]
public: __property BtsAssembly* get_BtsAssembly();
[JScript]
public function get BtsAssembly() : BtsAssembly;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Role.EnlistedParties Property
Returns the collection of enlisted parties (IEnlistedParty) for the role.

VB

Implements

IRole.EnlistedParties

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Role Class | Role Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property EnlistedParties As ICollection _
   _
    Implements IRole.EnlistedParties
[C#]
public virtual ICollection EnlistedParties {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual ICollection* get_EnlistedParties();
[JScript]
public function get EnlistedParties() : ICollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Role.Name Property
Gets the full name of the role.

VB

Implements

IRole.Name

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Role Class | Role Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Name As String  Implements _
   IRole.Name
[C#]
public virtual string Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Name();
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Role.PortTypes Property
Gets the collection of port types belonging to this role.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Role Class | Role Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property PortTypes As PortTypeCollection
[C#]
public PortTypeCollection PortTypes {get;}
[C++]
public: __property PortTypeCollection* get_PortTypes();
[JScript]
public function get PortTypes() : PortTypeCollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Role.ServiceLinkType Property
Gets the name of the role link type that this role belongs to.

VB

Implements

IRole.ServiceLinkType

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Role Class | Role Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property ServiceLinkType As String  _
   Implements IRole.ServiceLinkType
[C#]
public virtual string ServiceLinkType {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_ServiceLinkType();
[JScript]
public function get ServiceLinkType() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Role Methods
The methods of the Role class are listed here. For a complete list of Role class members, see the Role Members topic.

Public Methods

AddNewEnlistedParty Adds a party as an enlisted party to the role.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

RemoveEnlistedParty Removes an enlisted party from the list of parties enlisted under this role. Note that the party does not
get deleted.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Role Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Role.AddNewEnlistedParty Method
Adds a party as an enlisted party to the role.

VB

Parameters

party
The party to enlist.

Remarks

Once a party is added, the returned IEnlistedParty interface is used to map the party ports to the role ports.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Role Class | Role Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Function AddNewEnlistedParty( _
   ByVal party As Party _
) As EnlistedParty
[C#]
public EnlistedParty AddNewEnlistedParty(
   Party party
);
[C++]
public: EnlistedParty* AddNewEnlistedParty(
   Party* party
);
[JScript]
public function AddNewEnlistedParty(
   party : Party
) : EnlistedParty;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Role.RemoveEnlistedParty Method
Removes an enlisted party from the list of parties enlisted under this role. Note that the party does not get deleted.

VB

Parameters

enlistedParty
The party to remove.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Role Class | Role Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub RemoveEnlistedParty( _
   ByVal enlistedParty As EnlistedParty _
)
[C#]
public void RemoveEnlistedParty(
   EnlistedParty enlistedParty
);
[C++]
public: void RemoveEnlistedParty(
   EnlistedParty* enlistedParty
);
[JScript]
public function RemoveEnlistedParty(
   enlistedParty : EnlistedParty
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RoleCollection Class
Contains an ordered set of Role objects that can be referred to as a unit.

For a list of all members of this type, see RoleCollection Members.

System.Object
   System.Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionBase
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsReadOnlyCollection
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.RoleCollection

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

RoleCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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NotInheritable Public Class RoleCollection
   Inherits BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C#]
public sealed class RoleCollection : BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class RoleCollection : public
   BtsReadOnlyCollection
[JScript]
public class RoleCollection extends BtsReadOnlyCollection

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ax6khctw(v=bts.10).aspx
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RoleCollection Members
RoleCollection overview

Public Constructors

RoleCollection Constructor Initializes a new instance of the RoleCollection class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets a specific member of the RoleCollection either by position or by name.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the RoleCollection class.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from System.Obje
ct)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited from Syst
em.Collections.ReadOnlyCollection
Base)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RoleCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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RoleCollection Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RoleCollection class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RoleCollection Class | RoleCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public RoleCollection();
[C++]
public: RoleCollection();
[JScript]
public function RoleCollection();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RoleCollection Properties
The properties of the RoleCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of RoleCollection class members, see the
RoleCollection Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets a specific member of the RoleCollection either by position or by name.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the RoleCollection class.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RoleCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RoleCollection.Item Property
Gets a specific member of the RoleCollection either by position or by name.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the RoleCollection class.

Overload List

Gets a specific member of the RoleCollection by position.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.Int32) As Role

[C#] public Role this[System.Int32] {get;}

[C++] public: __property Role* get_Item(System.Int32);

[JScript] RoleCollection.Item (System.Int32)

Gets a specific member of the RoleCollection by name.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.String) As Role

[C#] public Role this[System.String] {get;}

[C++] public: __property Role* get_Item(System.String);

[JScript] RoleCollection.Item (System.String)

See Also

RoleCollection Class | RoleCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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RoleCollection.Item Property (System.Int32)
Gets a specific member of the RoleCollection by position.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the RoleCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If a numeric expression, Index must be a number from 1
to the value of the collection's Count property

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If a numeric expression, Index must be a number from 1
to the value of the collection's Count property

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RoleCollection Class | RoleCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace | RoleCollection.Item Overload List
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Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As Role
[C#]
public Role this[
   int index
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Role* get_Item(
   int index
);
[JScript]
returnValue = RoleCollectionObject.Item(index);
-or-
returnValue = RoleCollectionObject(index);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RoleCollection.Item Property (System.String)
Gets a specific member of the RoleCollection by name.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the RoleCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

name
The name of the Role returned.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

name
The name of the Role returned.

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RoleCollection Class | RoleCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace | RoleCollection.Item Overload List
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Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal name As String _
) As Role
[C#]
public Role this[
   string name
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Role* get_Item(
   String* name
);
[JScript]
returnValue = RoleCollectionObject.Item(name);
-or-
returnValue = RoleCollectionObject(name);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Schema Class
Represents a BizTalk Server schema.

For a list of all members of this type, see Schema Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BaseObject
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.Schema

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

Schema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

NotInheritable Public Class Schema
   Inherits BaseObject
   Implements IBtsSchema
[C#]
public sealed class Schema : BaseObject, IBtsSchema
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class Schema : public BaseObject, IBtsSchema
[JScript]
public class Schema extends BaseObject implements IBtsSchema

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Schema Members
Schema overview

Public Properties

AssemblyQualifiedName Gets the assembly qualified name of the schema.
BtsAssembly Gets the reference to the containing assembly.
FullName Gets the full name of the schema.
Properties Gets the collection of properties of the property schema.
Type Gets the schema type.
XmlContent Gets the XML content of the schema.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Schema Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Schema Properties
The properties of the Schema class are listed here. For a complete list of Schema class members, see the Schema Members topic.

Public Properties

AssemblyQualifiedName Gets the assembly qualified name of the schema.
BtsAssembly Gets the reference to the containing assembly.
FullName Gets the full name of the schema.
Properties Gets the collection of properties of the property schema.
Type Gets the schema type.
XmlContent Gets the XML content of the schema.

See Also

Schema Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Schema.AssemblyQualifiedName Property
Gets the assembly qualified name of the schema.

VB

Implements

IBtsSchema.AssemblyQualifiedName

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Schema Class | Schema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property AssemblyQualifiedName As _
   String  Implements IBtsSchema.AssemblyQualifiedName
[C#]
public virtual string AssemblyQualifiedName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_AssemblyQualifiedName();
[JScript]
public function get AssemblyQualifiedName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Schema.BtsAssembly Property
Gets the reference to the containing assembly.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

Schema Class | Schema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property BtsAssembly As BtsAssembly
[C#]
public BtsAssembly BtsAssembly {get;}
[C++]
public: __property BtsAssembly* get_BtsAssembly();
[JScript]
public function get BtsAssembly() : BtsAssembly;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Schema.FullName Property
Gets the full name of the schema.

VB

Implements

IBtsSchema.FullName

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Schema Class | Schema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property FullName As String  Implements _
   _
   IBtsSchema.FullName
[C#]
public virtual string FullName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_FullName();
[JScript]
public function get FullName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Schema.Properties Property
Gets the collection of properties of the property schema.

VB

Implements

IBtsSchema.Properties

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Schema Class | Schema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Properties As IDictionary  _
   Implements IBtsSchema.Properties
[C#]
public virtual IDictionary Properties {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual IDictionary* get_Properties();
[JScript]
public function get Properties() : IDictionary;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Schema.Type Property
Gets the schema type.

VB

Implements

IBtsSchema.Type

Remarks

A schema can be either a property schema or document schema.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Schema Class | Schema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Type As SchemaType  Implements _
   IBtsSchema.Type
[C#]
public virtual SchemaType Type {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual SchemaType get_Type();
[JScript]
public function get Type() : SchemaType;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Schema.XmlContent Property
Gets the XML content of the schema.

VB

Implements

IBtsSchema.XmlContent

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Schema Class | Schema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property XmlContnet As String  Implements _
   _
   IBtsSchema.XmlContent
[C#]
public virtual string XmlContent {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_XmlContent();
[JScript]
public function get XmlContent() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SchemaCollection Class
Contains an ordered set of Schema objects that can be referred to as a unit.

For a list of all members of this type, see SchemaCollection Members.

System.Object
   System.Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionBase
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsReadOnlyCollection
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.SchemaCollection

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

SchemaCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

NotInheritable Public Class SchemaCollection
   Inherits BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C#]
public sealed class SchemaCollection : BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class SchemaCollection : public
   BtsReadOnlyCollection
[JScript]
public class SchemaCollection extends BtsReadOnlyCollection

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ax6khctw(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SchemaCollection Members
SchemaCollection overview

Public Constructors

SchemaCollection Constructor Initializes a new instance of the SchemaCollection class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets a specific member of the SchemaCollection either by position or by nam
e.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the SchemaCollection class.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from System.Obje
ct)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited from Syst
em.Collections.ReadOnlyCollection
Base)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

SchemaCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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SchemaCollection Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the SchemaCollection class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SchemaCollection Class | SchemaCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public SchemaCollection();
[C++]
public: SchemaCollection();
[JScript]
public function SchemaCollection();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SchemaCollection Properties
The properties of the SchemaCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of SchemaCollection class members, see the
SchemaCollection Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets a specific member of the SchemaCollection either by position or by nam
e.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the SchemaCollection class.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

SchemaCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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SchemaCollection.Item Property
Gets a specific member of the SchemaCollection either by position or by name.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the SchemaCollection class.

Overload List

Gets a specific member of the SchemaCollection by position.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.Int32) As Schema

[C#] public Schema this[System.Int32] {get;}

[C++] public: __property Schema* get_Item(System.Int32);

[JScript] SchemaCollection.Item (System.Int32)

Gets a specific member of the SchemaCollection by name.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.String) As Schema

[C#] public Schema this[System.String] {get;}

[C++] public: __property Schema* get_Item(System.String);

[JScript] SchemaCollection.Item (System.String)

Gets a specific member of the SchemaCollection by name.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.String, System.String) As Schema

[C#] public Schema this[System.String, System.String] {get;}

[C++] public: __property Schema* get_Item(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] SchemaCollection.Item (System.String, System.String)

See Also

SchemaCollection Class | SchemaCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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SchemaCollection.Item Property (System.Int32)
Gets a specific member of the SchemaCollection by position.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the SchemaCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If a numeric expression, Index must be a number from 1
to the value of the collection's Count property.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If a numeric expression, Index must be a number from 1
to the value of the collection's Count property.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SchemaCollection Class | SchemaCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
SchemaCollection.Item Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As Schema
[C#]
public Schema this[
   int index
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Schema* get_Item(
   int index
);
[JScript]
returnValue = SchemaCollectionObject.Item(index);
-or-
returnValue = SchemaCollectionObject(index);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SchemaCollection.Item Property (System.String)
Gets a specific member of the SchemaCollection by name.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the SchemaCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

name
The name of the Schema returned.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

name
The name of the Schema returned.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SchemaCollection Class | SchemaCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
SchemaCollection.Item Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal name As String _
) As Schema
[C#]
public Schema this[
   string name
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Schema* get_Item(
   String* name
);
[JScript]
returnValue = SchemaCollectionObject.Item(name);
-or-
returnValue = SchemaCollectionObject(name);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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SchemaCollection.Item Property (System.String, System.String)
Gets a specific member of the SchemaCollection by name.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the SchemaCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

name
The name of the Schema returned.

assemblyFullname
The name of the assembly the schema resides in.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

name
The name of the Schema returned.

assemblyFullname
The name of the assembly the schema resides in.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

SchemaCollection Class | SchemaCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
SchemaCollection.Item Overload List
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Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal assemblyFullname As String _
) As Schema
[C#]
public Schema this[
   string name,
   string assemblyFullname
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Schema* get_Item(
   String* name,
   String* assemblyFullname
);
[JScript]
returnValue = SchemaCollectionObject.Item(name, assemblyFullname);
-or-
returnValue = SchemaCollectionObject(name, assemblyFullname);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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SchemaType Enumeration
Specifies the BizTalk schema type.

VB

Members

Member name Value Description
Document 0 Document schema.
Property 1 Property schema.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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<Serializable>
<ComVisible(True)>
Public Enum SchemaType
[C#]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
public enum SchemaType
[C++]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
__value public enum SchemaType
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
   ComVisible(true)
enum SchemaType

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SendPort Class
Provides the implementation for the ISendPort interface.

For a list of all members of this type, see SendPort Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BaseObject
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.SendPort

VB

Remarks

Note  If a send port or receive location is updated using the BizTalk Explorer object model or a WMI script, the Receive Port
Properties and Send Port Properties property pages in BizTalk Explorer will display an incorrect Address (URI). The Address (URI)
used internally is the Address (URI) set by the script, so the script works as expected. To update the property pages to display the
correct Address (URI), update the Address (URI) field in BizTalk Explorer with the new value. For more information see
Editing Send Port Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer or Editing Receive Location Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer.

This class is wrapped by the MSBTS_SendPort WMI class. For more information about the WMI classes, see Core Server Classes.

Example

The following C# code snippets illustrate the concepts of using BizTalk Explorer object model related to the Send Ports.
Specifically, it shows:

How to create an instance of the root object of the BizTalk Explorer object model. In other words, how to instantiate
BtsCatalogExplorer.
How to create static, dynamic, one-way and two-way Send Ports.
How to delete a specific Send Port.
How to enumerate Send Ports.
How to retrieve the status of a Send Port.
How to update the status of a Send Port (Enlist/Unenlist, Start/Stop).
How to specify tracking settings for health and activity tracking.
How to specify an encryption certificate for outgoing messages.
How to specify filters for content-based routing.
How to specify transform maps for document normalization.
How to commit a set of operations done on the object model objects in a transactional manner (i.e. either all the changes
will be committed or rolled back).

C#

NotInheritable Public Class SendPort
   Inherits BaseObject
   Implements ISendPort
[C#]
public sealed class SendPort : BaseObject, ISendPort
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class SendPort : public BaseObject, ISendPort
[JScript]
public class SendPort extends BaseObject implements ISendPort

<snippet id="2492327f-08b1-4b33-873d-320da4a764cb" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
using Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM;
<snippet id="2492327f-08b1-4b33-873d-320da4a764cb" type="end"/> 
<snippet id="764c7e15-57f1-447c-bb42-61d99aa91531" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
      private void CreateSendPort()

      {
         // connect to the local BizTalk configuration database

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx


         BtsCatalogExplorer catalog = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
         catalog.ConnectionString = "Server=.;Initial Catalog=BizTalkMgmtDb;Integrated Securi
ty=SSPI;";

         try
         {
            // create a new static one-way SendPort
            SendPort myStaticOnewaySendPort = catalog.AddNewSendPort(false, false);
            myStaticOnewaySendPort.Name = "myStaticOnewaySendPort1";
            myStaticOnewaySendPort.PrimaryTransport.TransportType = catalog.ProtocolTypes[0];
            myStaticOnewaySendPort.PrimaryTransport.Address = "http://sample1";
            myStaticOnewaySendPort.SendPipeline = catalog.Pipelines["Microsoft.BizTalk.Defaul
tPipelines.XMLTransmit"];

            // create a new dynamic two-way sendPort
            SendPort myDynamicTwowaySendPort = catalog.AddNewSendPort(true, true);
            myDynamicTwowaySendPort.Name = "myDynamicTwowaySendPort1";
            myDynamicTwowaySendPort.SendPipeline = catalog.Pipelines["Microsoft.BizTalk.Defau
ltPipelines.XMLTransmit"];
            myDynamicTwowaySendPort.ReceivePipeline = catalog.Pipelines["Microsoft.BizTalk.De
faultPipelines.XMLReceive"];

            // persist changes to BizTalk configuration database
            catalog.SaveChanges();
         }
         catch(Exception e)
         {
            catalog.DiscardChanges();
            throw e;
         }
      }

      private void DeleteSendPorts()
      {
         // connect to the local BizTalk configuration database
         BtsCatalogExplorer catalog = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
         catalog.ConnectionString = "Server=.;Initial Catalog=BizTalkMgmtDb;Integrated Securi
ty=SSPI;";

         try
         {
            // delete specific sendports by name
            catalog.RemoveSendPort(catalog.SendPorts["myStaticOnewaySendPort1"]);
            catalog.RemoveSendPort(catalog.SendPorts["myDynamicTwowaySendPort1"]);

            // persist changes to BizTalk configuration database
            catalog.SaveChanges();
         }
         catch(Exception e)
         {
            catalog.DiscardChanges();
            throw e;
         }
      }

      private void EnumerateSendPorts()
      {
         // connect to the local BizTalk configuration database
         BtsCatalogExplorer catalog = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
         catalog.ConnectionString = "Server=.;Initial Catalog=BizTalkMgmtDb;Integrated Securi
ty=SSPI;";

         try
         {
            // display all sendports and status
            foreach(SendPort sendport in catalog.SendPorts)
            {
               Console.WriteLine(sendport.Name + ": " + sendport.Status.ToString());



            }
         }
         catch(Exception e)
         {
            catalog.DiscardChanges();
            throw e;
         }
      }

      private void ChangeSendPortStatus()
      {
         // connect to the local BizTalk configuration database
         BtsCatalogExplorer catalog = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
         catalog.ConnectionString = "Server=.;Initial Catalog=BizTalkMgmtDb;Integrated Securi
ty=SSPI;";

         try
         {
            SendPort sendport = catalog.SendPorts["myStaticOnewaySendPort1"];

            // start the sendport to begin processing messages
            sendport.Status = PortStatus.Started;
            Console.WriteLine(sendport.Name + ": " + sendport.Status.ToString());
            catalog.SaveChanges();

            // stop the sendport to stop processing and suspend messages
            sendport.Status = PortStatus.Stopped;
            Console.WriteLine(sendport.Name + ": " + sendport.Status.ToString());
            catalog.SaveChanges();

            // unenlist the sendport to  stop processing and discard messages
            sendport.Status = PortStatus.Bound;
            Console.WriteLine(sendport.Name + ": " + sendport.Status.ToString());
            catalog.SaveChanges();
         }
         catch(Exception e)
         {
            catalog.DiscardChanges();
            throw e;
         }
      }

      private void ConfigureSendPort()
      {
         // connect to the local BizTalk configuration database
         BtsCatalogExplorer catalog = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
         catalog.ConnectionString = "Server=.;Initial Catalog=BizTalkMgmtDb;Integrated Securi
ty=SSPI;";

         try
         {
            SendPort sendport = catalog.SendPorts["myStaticOnewaySendPort1"];

            // specify tracking settings for health and activity tracking
            sendport.Tracking = TrackingTypes.BeforeSendPipeline | TrackingTypes.AfterSendPip
eline;

            // specify an encryption certificate for outgoing messages
            foreach(CertificateInfo certificate in catalog.Certificates)
            {
               if(certificate.UsageType == CertUsageType.Encryption)
               {
                  sendport.EncryptionCert = certificate;
               }
            }

            // NOTE: do we need to doc the filter format
            // specify filters for content-based routing



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

SendPort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

            sendport.Filter = "<Filter><Group>" +
               "<Statement Property='SMTP.Subject' Operator='0' Value='Purchase Order'/>" +
               "<Statement Property='SMTP.From' Operator='0' Value='Customer'/>" +
               "</Group></Filter>";

            // specify transform maps for document normalization
            foreach(Transform transform in catalog.Transforms)
            {
               if(transform.SourceSchema.FullName == "myPO" &&
                  transform.TargetSchema.FullName == "partnerPO")
               {
                  sendport.Transforms.Add(transform);
               }
            }

            // persist changes to BizTalk configuration database
            catalog.SaveChanges();
         }
         catch(Exception e)
         {
            catalog.DiscardChanges();
            throw e;
         }
      }
<snippet id="764c7e15-57f1-447c-bb42-61d99aa91531" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SendPort Members
SendPort overview

Public Properties

BtsCatalogExplorer Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer object model.
CustomData Gets or sets the custom data for a send port.
EncryptionCert Gets or sets the encryption certificate that is used to encrypt data sent through this port.
Filter Gets the name of the optional filter expression used on this send port.
InboundTransforms Gets the collection of inbound transforms of a two-way send port.
IsDynamic Determines whether the send port is dynamic or static.
IsTwoWay Determines whether the port is two-way.
Name Gets or sets the name of the send port.
OutboundTransforms Gets the collection of outbound transforms of a send port.
PrimaryTransport Gets the primary transport of the static send port.
Priority Gets or sets the priority of the send port.
ReceivePipeline Gets or sets the receive pipeline used to receive a response when a message is sent out through this port

.
ReceivePipelineData Gets the custom configuration information specific to the current instance of the receive pipeline.
SecondaryTransport Gets the secondary transport of the static send port.
SendPipeline Gets or sets the send pipeline used to send data sent through this port.
SendPipelineData Gets or sets the custom configuration specific to this instance of the usage of the pipeline.
Status Gets or sets the status of the send port.
Tracking Gets or sets the field to track documents for the send port.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

SendPort Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SendPort Properties
The properties of the SendPort class are listed here. For a complete list of SendPort class members, see the SendPort Members
topic.

Public Properties

BtsCatalogExplorer Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer object model.
CustomData Gets or sets the custom data for a send port.
EncryptionCert Gets or sets the encryption certificate that is used to encrypt data sent through this port.
Filter Gets the name of the optional filter expression used on this send port.
InboundTransforms Gets the collection of inbound transforms of a two-way send port.
IsDynamic Determines whether the send port is dynamic or static.
IsTwoWay Determines whether the port is two-way.
Name Gets or sets the name of the send port.
OutboundTransforms Gets the collection of outbound transforms of a send port.
PrimaryTransport Gets the primary transport of the static send port.
Priority Gets or sets the priority of the send port.
ReceivePipeline Gets or sets the receive pipeline used to receive a response when a message is sent out through this port

.
ReceivePipelineData Gets the custom configuration information specific to the current instance of the receive pipeline.
SecondaryTransport Gets the secondary transport of the static send port.
SendPipeline Gets or sets the send pipeline used to send data sent through this port.
SendPipelineData Gets or sets the custom configuration specific to this instance of the usage of the pipeline.
Status Gets or sets the status of the send port.
Tracking Gets or sets the field to track documents for the send port.

See Also

SendPort Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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SendPort.BtsCatalogExplorer Property
Gets the reference to the root object of the BizTalk Explorer object model.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SendPort Class | SendPort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property BtsCatalogExplorer As BtsCatalogExplorer
[C#]
public BtsCatalogExplorer BtsCatalogExplorer {get;}
[C++]
public: __property BtsCatalogExplorer* get_BtsCatalogExplorer();
[JScript]
public function get BtsCatalogExplorer() : BtsCatalogExplorer;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SendPort.CustomData Property
Gets or sets the custom data for a send port.

VB

Implements

ISendPort.CustomData

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

SendPort Class | SendPort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property CustomData As String  Implements _
   ISendPort.CustomData
[C#]
public virtual string CustomData {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_CustomData();
public: __property virtual void set_CustomData(String*);
[JScript]
public function get CustomData() : String;
public function set CustomData(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SendPort.EncryptionCert Property
Gets or sets the encryption certificate that is used to encrypt data sent through this port.

VB

Remarks

This property is used by the Encoding pipeline component of the send pipeline associated with the send port. For more
information about the Encoding component, see MIME/SMIME Encoder Pipeline Component.

This property is wrapped by the MSBTS_SendPort.EncryptionCert property. For more information about this property, see
EncryptionCert.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SendPort Class | SendPort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

Public Property EncryptionCert As CertificateInfo
[C#]
public CertificateInfo EncryptionCert {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property CertificateInfo* get_EncryptionCert();
public: __property void set_EncryptionCert(CertificateInfo*);
[JScript]
public function get EncryptionCert() : CertificateInfo;
public function set EncryptionCert(CertificateInfo);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SendPort.Filter Property
Gets the name of the optional filter expression used for this send port.

VB

Implements

ISendPort.Filter

Remarks

This property is wrapped by the MSBTS_SendPort.Filter property. For more information about this property, see Filter.

A filtering expression has a set of conditions. When these conditions are evaluated, they will determine whether a message is
delivered to the associated send port. A filtering expression must have one or more conditions.

The format of the filter is as follows:

 
The Operator can have any value defined for comparison tag enumeration below.
 

Public Overridable Property Filter As String  Implements _
   ISendPort.Filter
[C#]
public virtual string Filter {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Filter();
public: __property virtual void set_Filter(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Filter() : String;
public function set Filter(String);

<Filter>
   <Group>
      <Statement Property="BTS.ReceivePortName" Operator="0" Value="ReceivePortA"/>
      <Statement Property="BTS.ReceivePortName" Operator="0" Value="ReceivePortA"/>
      .
      .
      .
</Group>
<Group>
<Statement Property="BTS.ReceivePortName" Operator="0" Value="ReceivePortA"/>
<Statement Property="BTS.ReceivePortName" Operator="0" Value="ReceivePortA"/>
.
.
.
</Group>
.
.
.
</Filter>

typedef [public] enum 
Comparison_tag
{
      [helpstring("Equals")] Equals = 0,
      [helpstring("Less Than")] LessThan = 1,
      [helpstring("Less Than or Equals")] LessThanOrEquals = 2,
      [helpstring("Greater Than")] GreaterThan = 3,
      [helpstring("Greater Than or Equals")] GreaterThanOrEquals = 4,
      [helpstring("Not Equal")] NotEqual = 5,
      [helpstring("Exists")] Exists = 6,



 

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SendPort Class | SendPort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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      [helpstring("BitwiseAnd")] BitwiseAnd = 7,
      [helpstring("IsLike")] IsLike = 8
} ComparisonType;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SendPort.InboundTransforms Property
Gets the collection of inbound transforms of a two-way send port.

VB

Implements

ISendPort.InboundTransforms

Remarks

This property is wrapped by the MSBTS_SendPort.InboundTransforms property. For more information about this property, see
InboundTransforms.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

SendPort Class | SendPort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property InboundTransforms As IList  _
   Implements ISendPort.InboundTransforms
[C#]
public virtual IList InboundTransforms {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual IList* get_InboundTransforms();
[JScript]
public function get InboundTransforms() : IList;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SendPort.IsDynamic Property
Determines whether the send port is dynamic or static.

VB

Implements

ISendPort.IsDynamic

Remarks

true, if the send port is dynamic; otherwise, false.

Dynamic send ports do not have primary and secondary transports.

This property is wrapped by the MSBTS_SendPort.IsDynamic property. For more information about this property, see
IsDynamic.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SendPort Class | SendPort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property IsDynamic As Boolean  _
   Implements ISendPort.IsDynamic
[C#]
public virtual bool IsDynamic {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_IsDynamic();
[JScript]
public function get IsDynamic() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SendPort.IsTwoWay Property
Determines whether the port is two-way.

VB

Implements

ISendPort.IsTwoWay

Property Value

true, if the send port is two-way; otherwise, false.

Remarks

A two-way send port contains a receive pipeline.

This property is wrapped by the MSBTS_SendPort.IsTwoWay property. For more information about this property, see
IsTwoWay.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property IsTwoWay As Boolean  _
   Implements ISendPort.IsTwoWay
[C#]
public virtual bool IsTwoWay {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_IsTwoWay();
[JScript]
public function get IsTwoWay() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SendPort.Name Property
Gets or sets the name of the send port.

VB

Implements

ISendPort.Name

Remarks

This property is wrapped by the MSBTS_SendPort.Name property. For more information about this property, see Name.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SendPort Class | SendPort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable Property Name As String  Implements _
   ISendPort.Name
[C#]
public virtual string Name {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Name();
public: __property virtual void set_Name(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;
public function set Name(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SendPort.OutboundTransforms Property
Gets the collection of outbound transforms of a send port.

VB

Implements

ISendPort.OutboundTransforms

Remarks

This property is wrapped by the MSBTS_SendPort.OutboundTransforms property. For more information about this property,
see OutboundTransforms.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

SendPort Class | SendPort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property OutboundTransforms As IList  _
   Implements ISendPort.OutboundTransforms
[C#]
public virtual IList OutboundTransforms {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual IList* get_OutboundTransforms();
[JScript]
public function get OutboundTransforms() : IList;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SendPort.PrimaryTransport Property
Gets the primary transport information.

VB

Remarks

This property is only available for static send ports.

Once you get this object, you can configure its properties.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public ReadOnly Property PrimaryTransport As TransportInfo
[C#]
public TransportInfo PrimaryTransport {get;}
[C++]
public: __property TransportInfo* get_PrimaryTransport();
[JScript]
public function get PrimaryTransport() : TransportInfo;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SendPort.Priority Property
Gets or sets the priority of the send port.

VB

Property Value

An Integer containing the priority of the send port. The default value is 5.

Remarks

The Priority property determines the order in which messages are delivered. 1 is the highest priority, 10 is the lowest priority.

For example, if messages 1, 2, and 3 are published, and 3 goes to the port A with a priority setting of 1, while 1 and 2 go to port B
with a priority setting of 10, then message 3 will be delivered before messages 1 and 2.

To avoid the prioritization of deliveries, set the Priority property to the same value on all ports.

This property is wrapped by the MSBTS_SendPort.Priority property. For more information about this property, see Priority.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Property Priority As Integer
[C#]
public int Priority {get; set;}
[C++]
__property int get_Priority();
__property void set_Priority(int);
[JScript]
function get Priority() : int;function set Priority(int);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SendPort.ReceivePipeline Property
Gets or sets the receive pipeline used to receive a response when a message is sent out through this port.

VB

Remarks

This property is only available for two-way ports.

This property is wrapped by the MSBTS_SendPort.ReceivePipeline property. For more information about this property, see
ReceivePipeline.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Property ReceivePipeline As Pipeline
[C#]
public Pipeline ReceivePipeline {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Pipeline* get_ReceivePipeline();
public: __property void set_ReceivePipeline(Pipeline*);
[JScript]
public function get ReceivePipeline() : Pipeline;
public function set ReceivePipeline(Pipeline);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SendPort.ReceivePipelineData Property
Gets the custom configuration information specific to the current instance of the receive pipeline.

VB

Implements

ISendPort.ReceivePipelineData

Remarks

An exception with the message “Do not specify a Receive Pipeline/Data for_One Way Send Port.” is generated when you specify
the receive pipeline information for a one-way send port.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SendPort Class | SendPort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property ReceivePipelineData As String  _
   Implements ISendPort.ReceivePipelineData
[C#]
public virtual string ReceivePipelineData {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_ReceivePipelineData();
public: __property virtual void set_ReceivePipelineData(String*);
[JScript]
public function get ReceivePipelineData() : String;
public function set ReceivePipelineData(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SendPort.SecondaryTransport Property
Gets the secondary transport information.

VB

Remarks

This property is only available for dynamic send ports.

Once you get this object, you can configure its properties.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SendPort Class | SendPort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property SecondaryTransport As TransportInfo
[C#]
public TransportInfo SecondaryTransport {get;}
[C++]
public: __property TransportInfo* get_SecondaryTransport();
[JScript]
public function get SecondaryTransport() : TransportInfo;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SendPort.SendPipeline Property
Gets or sets the send pipeline used to send data sent through this port.

VB

Return Value

This property is wrapped by the MSBTS_SendPort.SendPipeline property. For more information about this property, see
SendPipeline.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SendPort Class | SendPort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property SendPipeline As Pipeline
[C#]
public Pipeline SendPipeline {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Pipeline* get_SendPipeline();
public: __property void set_SendPipeline(Pipeline*);
[JScript]
public function get SendPipeline() : Pipeline;
public function set SendPipeline(Pipeline);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SendPort.SendPipelineData Property
Gets or sets the custom configuration specific to this instance of the usage of the pipeline.

VB

Implements

ISendPort.SendPipelineData

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SendPort Class | SendPort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property SendPipelineData As String  Implements _
   _
   ISendPort.SendPipelineData
[C#]
public virtual string SendPipelineData {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_SendPipelineData();
public: __property virtual void set_SendPipelineData(String*);
[JScript]
public function get SendPipelineData() : String;
public function set SendPipelineData(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SendPort.Status Property
Gets or sets the status of the send port.

VB

Implements

ISendPort.Status

Property Value

A PortStatus containing the status of the port.

Remarks

This property is wrapped by the MSBTS_SendPort.Status property. For more information about this property, see Status.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SendPort Class | SendPort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property Status As PortStatus  Implements _
   ISendPort.Status
[C#]
public virtual PortStatus Status {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual PortStatus get_Status();
public: __property virtual void set_Status(PortStatus);
[JScript]
public function get Status() : PortStatus;
public function set Status(PortStatus);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SendPort.Tracking Property
Gets or sets the desired level of document tracking for the send port.

VB

Implements

ISendPort.Tracking

Property Value

A TrackingTypes that contains the tracking type set for the endpoint.

Remarks

This property is wrapped by the MSBTS_SendPort.Tracking property. For more information about this property, see Tracking.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SendPort Class | SendPort Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property Tracking As TrackingTypes  Implements _
   ISendPort.Tracking
[C#]
public virtual TrackingTypes Tracking {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual TrackingTypes get_Tracking();
public: __property virtual void set_Tracking(TrackingTypes);
[JScript]
public function get Tracking() : TrackingTypes;
public function set Tracking(TrackingTypes);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SendPortCollection Class
Contains an ordered set of SendPort objects that can be referred to as a unit.

For a list of all members of this type, see SendPortCollection Members.

System.Object
   System.Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionBase
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsReadOnlyCollection
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.SendPortCollection

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance
members are not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

SendPortCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

NotInheritable Public Class SendPortCollection
   Inherits BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C#]
public sealed class SendPortCollection : BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class SendPortCollection : public
   BtsReadOnlyCollection
[JScript]
public class SendPortCollection extends BtsReadOnlyCollection

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ax6khctw(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SendPortCollection Members
SendPortCollection overview

Public Constructors

SendPortCollection Constructor Initializes a new instance of the SendPortCollection class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from Syste
m.Collections.ReadOnlyCollectio
nBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets a specific member of the SendPortCollection either by position or by na
me.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the SendPortCollection class.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from System.
Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework d
ocumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited fro
m System.Collections.ReadOnlyColl
ectionBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework d
ocumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework d
ocumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework d
ocumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework d
ocumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from Sys
tem.Collections.ReadOnlyCollecti
onBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (in
herited from System.Obj
ect)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

SendPortCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/acw0sw34(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hx6b8t7h(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/sdz0b4ay(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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All rights reserved.
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SendPortCollection Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the SendPortCollection class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SendPortCollection Class | SendPortCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public SendPortCollection();
[C++]
public: SendPortCollection();
[JScript]
public function SendPortCollection();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SendPortCollection Properties
The properties of the SendPortCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of SendPortCollection class members,
see the SendPortCollection Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from Syste
m.Collections.ReadOnlyCollectio
nBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets a specific member of the SendPortCollection either by position or by na
me.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the SendPortCollection class.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from Sys
tem.Collections.ReadOnlyCollecti
onBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

SendPortCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/acw0sw34(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/sdz0b4ay(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SendPortCollection.Item Property
Gets a specific member of the SendPortCollection either by position or by name.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the SendPortCollection class.

Overload List

Gets a specific member of the SendPortCollection by position.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.Int32) As SendPort

[C#] public SendPort this[System.Int32] {get;}

[C++] public: __property SendPort* get_Item(System.Int32);

[JScript] SendPortCollection.Item (System.Int32)

Gets a specific member of the SendPortCollection by name.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.String) As SendPort

[C#] public SendPort this[System.String] {get;}

[C++] public: __property SendPort* get_Item(System.String);

[JScript] SendPortCollection.Item (System.String)

See Also

SendPortCollection Class | SendPortCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SendPortCollection.Item Property (System.Int32)
Gets a specific member of the SendPortCollection by position.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the SendPortCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define
your own. However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property
whose type is Object and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If a numeric expression, Index must be a
number from 1 to the value of the collection's Count property.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If a numeric expression, Index must be a
number from 1 to the value of the collection's Count property.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SendPortCollection Class | SendPortCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
SendPortCollection.Item Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As SendPort
[C#]
public SendPort this[
   int index
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property SendPort* get_Item(
   int index
);
[JScript]
returnValue = SendPortCollectionObject.Item(index);
-or-
returnValue = SendPortCollectionObject(index);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SendPortCollection.Item Property (System.String)
Gets a specific member of the SendPortCollection by name.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the SendPortCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define
your own. However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property
whose type is Object and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

name
The name of the SendPort returned.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

name
The name of the SendPort returned.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SendPortCollection Class | SendPortCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
SendPortCollection.Item Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal name As String _
) As SendPort
[C#]
public SendPort this[
   string name
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property SendPort* get_Item(
   String* name
);
[JScript]
returnValue = SendPortCollectionObject.Item(name);
-or-
returnValue = SendPortCollectionObject(name);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SendPortGroup Class
Provides the implementation for the ISendPortGroup interface.

For a list of all members of this type, see SendPortGroup Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BaseObject
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.SendPortGroup

VB

Example

The following C# code snippets illustrate the concepts of using BizTalk Explorer object model related to the Send Port Group.
Specifically, it shows:

How to create an instance of the root object of the BizTalk Explorer object model. In other words, how to instantiate
BtsCatalogExplorer.
How to create a Send Port Group.
How to enumerate Send Port Groups.
How to delete a Send Port Group.
How to add a Send Port to Send Port Group.
How to remove a Send Port from Send Port Group.
How to start a Send Port Group.
How to stop a Send Port Group.
How to un-enlist a Send Port Group.

C#

NotInheritable Public Class SendPortGroup
   Inherits BaseObject
   Implements ISendPortGroup
[C#]
public sealed class SendPortGroup : BaseObject, ISendPortGroup
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class SendPortGroup : public BaseObject,
   ISendPortGroup
[JScript]
public class SendPortGroup extends BaseObject implements
   ISendPortGroup

<snippet id="3656c65a-ac11-448d-8bdb-12ea968351b8" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
using Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM;
<snippet id="3656c65a-ac11-448d-8bdb-12ea968351b8" type="end"/>
<snippet id="a280f4d4-f216-4a10-9f28-ce6662752cdb" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
      private void CreateSendPortGroup()
      {
         BtsCatalogExplorer root = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
         try
         {
            root.ConnectionString = "Integrated Security=SSPI;database=BizTalkMgmtDb;server=Y
OURSERVER";

            //create a new send port group
            SendPortGroup mySendPortGroup = root.AddNewSendPortGroup();
            mySendPortGroup.Name = "My Send Port Group";
            
            //try to commit the changes we made so far. If it fails, roll-back //everything w
e have done so far
            root.SaveChanges();
         }
         catch(Exception e)
         {

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx


            root.DiscardChanges();
            throw e;
         }
      }

      private void EnumerateSendPortGroups()
      {
         BtsCatalogExplorer root = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
         try
         {
            root.ConnectionString = "Integrated Security=SSPI;database=BizTalkMgmtDb;server=Y
OURSERVER";
      
            //enumerate Send Port Groups
            foreach(SendPortGroup sendPortGroup in root.SendPortGroups)
               Console.WriteLine(sendPortGroup.Name);
         }
         catch(Exception e)
         {
            throw e;
         }
      }

      private void DeleteSendPortGroup()
      {
         BtsCatalogExplorer root = new BtsCatalogExplorer();

         try
         {
            root.ConnectionString = "Integrated Security=SSPI;database=BizTalkMgmtDb;server= 
YOURSERVER";

            // remove a send port group
            foreach(SendPortGroup sendPortGroup in root.SendPortGroups)
            {
               if(sendPortGroup.Name == "My Send Port Group")
               {
                  root.RemoveSendPortGroup(sendPortGroup);
                  break;
               }
            }
      
            //try to commit the changes we made so far. 
            root.SaveChanges();
         }
         catch(Exception e)//If it fails, roll-back everything we have done so far
         {
            root.DiscardChanges();
            throw e;
         }
      }

      private void AddSendPortToSendPortGroup(SendPort sendPort)
      {
         BtsCatalogExplorer root = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
         try
         {
            root.ConnectionString = "Integrated Security=SSPI;database=BizTalkMgmtDb;server= 
YOURSERVER";

            //remove a receive port 
            foreach(SendPortGroup sendPortGroup in root.SendPortGroups)
            {
               if(sendPortGroup.Name == "My Send Port Group")
               {
                  sendPortGroup.SendPorts.Add(sendPort);
                  break;
               }



            }

            //try to commit the changes we made so far. 
            //If it fails, roll-back everything we have done so far
            root.SaveChanges();
         }
         catch(Exception e)
         {
            root.DiscardChanges();
            throw e;
         }
      }

      private void DeleteSendPortFromSendPortGroup(SendPort sendPort)
      {
         BtsCatalogExplorer root = new BtsCatalogExplorer();
         try
         {
            root.ConnectionString = "Integrated Security=SSPI;database=BizTalkMgmtDb;server= 
YOURSERVER";

            //remove a receive port 
            foreach(SendPortGroup sendPortGroup in root.SendPortGroups)
            {
               if(sendPortGroup.Name == "My Send Port Group")
               {
                  sendPortGroup.SendPorts.Remove(sendPort);
                  break;
               }
            }

            //try to commit the changes we made so far. 
            //If it fails, roll-back everything we have done so far
            root.SaveChanges();
         }
         catch(Exception e)
         {
            root.DiscardChanges();
            throw e;
         }
      }

      private void StartSendPortGroup(SendPortGroup sendPortGroup)
      {
         try
         {
            sendPortGroup.Status = PortStatus.Stopped.Started;

            // Also to start all the send ports under the send port group
            foreach(SendPort sendPort in sendPortGroup.SendPorts)
               sendPort.Status = PortStatus.Started;

            sendPortGroup.BtsCatalogExplorer.SaveChanges();
         }
         catch(Exception e)
         {
            sendPortGroup.BtsCatalogExplorer.DiscardChanges();
            throw e;
         }
      }

      private void StopSendPortGroup(SendPortGroup sendPortGroup)
      {
         try
         {
            sendPortGroup.Status = PortStatus.Stopped;

            // Also to stop all the send ports under the send port group



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Remarks

This class is wrapped by the MSBTS_SendPortGroup WMI class. For more information about the WMI classes, see
Core Server Classes.

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

SendPortGroup Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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            foreach(SendPort sendPort in sendPortGroup.SendPorts)
               sendPort.Status = PortStatus.Stopped;

            sendPortGroup.BtsCatalogExplorer.SaveChanges();
         }
         catch(Exception e)
         {
            sendPortGroup.BtsCatalogExplorer.DiscardChanges();
            throw e;
         }
      }

      private void UnenlistSendPortGroup(SendPortGroup sendPortGroup)
      {
         try
         {
            sendPortGroup.Status = PortStatus.Bound;

            // Also to un-enlist all the send ports under the send port group
            foreach(SendPort sendPort in sendPortGroup.SendPorts)
               sendPort.Status = PortStatus.Bound;

            sendPortGroup.BtsCatalogExplorer.SaveChanges();
         }
         catch(Exception e)
         {
            sendPortGroup.BtsCatalogExplorer.DiscardChanges();
            throw e;
         }
      }
<snippet id="a280f4d4-f216-4a10-9f28-ce6662752cdb" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SendPortGroup Members
SendPortGroup overview

Public Properties

BtsCatalogExplorer Gets the root object of the BizTalk Explorer object model.
CustomData Gets or sets the custom data with the send port group.
Filter Gets or sets the filter expression on the send port group.
Name Gets or sets the name of the send port group.
SendPorts Gets the collection of static send ports in the send port group.
Status Gets or sets the status of the send port group.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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SendPortGroup Properties
The properties of the SendPortGroup class are listed here. For a complete list of SendPortGroup class members, see the
SendPortGroup Members topic.

Public Properties

BtsCatalogExplorer Gets the root object of the BizTalk Explorer object model.
CustomData Gets or sets the custom data with the send port group.
Filter Gets or sets the filter expression on the send port group.
Name Gets or sets the name of the send port group.
SendPorts Gets the collection of static send ports in the send port group.
Status Gets or sets the status of the send port group.

See Also

SendPortGroup Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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SendPortGroup.BtsCatalogExplorer Property
Gets the root object of the BizTalk Explorer object model.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public ReadOnly Property BtsCatalogExplorer As BtsCatalogExplorer
[C#]
public BtsCatalogExplorer BtsCatalogExplorer {get;}
[C++]
public: __property BtsCatalogExplorer* get_BtsCatalogExplorer();
[JScript]
public function get BtsCatalogExplorer() : BtsCatalogExplorer;
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SendPortGroup.CustomData Property
Gets or sets the custom data with the send port group.

VB

Implements

ISendPortGroup.CustomData

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also
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Public Overridable Property CustomData As String  Implements _
   ISendPortGroup.CustomData
[C#]
public virtual string CustomData {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_CustomData();
public: __property virtual void set_CustomData(String*);
[JScript]
public function get CustomData() : String;
public function set CustomData(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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SendPortGroup.Filter Property
Gets or sets the filter expression on the send port group.

VB

Implements

ISendPortGroup.Filter

Remarks

This property is wrapped by the MSBTS_SendPortGroup.Filter property. For more information about this property, see Filter.

A filtering expression may be associated with a send port group. A filtering expression has a set of conditions, when these
conditions are evaluated, they will determine whether a message is delivered to the associated send port. A filtering expression
must have one or more conditions.

The format of the filter is as follows:

 
The Operator can have any value defined for comparison tag enumeration below.

Public Overridable Property Filter As String  Implements _
   ISendPortGroup.Filter
[C#]
public virtual string Filter {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Filter();
public: __property virtual void set_Filter(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Filter() : String;
public function set Filter(String);

<Filter>
   <Group>
      <Statement Property="BTS.ReceivePortName" Operator="0" Value="ReceivePortA"/>
      <Statement Property="BTS.ReceivePortName" Operator="0" Value="ReceivePortA"/>
      .
      .
      .
   </Group>
   <Group>
      <Statement Property="BTS.ReceivePortName" Operator="0" Value="ReceivePortA"/>
      <Statement Property="BTS.ReceivePortName" Operator="0" Value="ReceivePortA"/>
      .
      .
      .
   </Group>
   .
   .
   .
</Filter>

typedef [public] enum 
Comparison_tag
{
      [helpstring("Equals")] Equals = 0,
      [helpstring("Less Than")] LessThan = 1,
      [helpstring("Less Than or Equals")] LessThanOrEquals = 2,
      [helpstring("Greater Than")] GreaterThan = 3,
      [helpstring("Greater Than or Equals")] GreaterThanOrEquals = 4,
      [helpstring("Not Equal")] NotEqual = 5,
      [helpstring("Exists")] Exists = 6,



 

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SendPortGroup Class | SendPortGroup Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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      [helpstring("BitwiseAnd")] BitwiseAnd = 7,
      [helpstring("IsLike")] IsLike = 8
} ComparisonType;
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SendPortGroup.Name Property
Gets or sets the name of the send port group.

VB

Implements

ISendPortGroup.Name

Remarks

This property is wrapped by the MSBTS_SendPortGroup.Name property. For more information about this property, see Name.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Overridable Property Name As String  Implements _
   ISendPortGroup.Name
[C#]
public virtual string Name {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Name();
public: __property virtual void set_Name(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;
public function set Name(String);
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SendPortGroup.SendPorts Property
Gets the collection of static send ports in the send port group.

VB

Implements

ISendPortGroup.SendPorts

Remarks

An exception with the message “Only static Send Ports can be added.” is generated when a dynamic send port is added to this
collection.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property SendPorts As IList  Implements _
   _
   ISendPortGroup.SendPorts
[C#]
public virtual IList SendPorts {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual IList* get_SendPorts();
[JScript]
public function get SendPorts() : IList;
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SendPortGroup.Status Property
Gets or sets the status of the send port group.

VB

Implements

ISendPortGroup.Status

Property Value

A PortStatus containing the status of the send port group.

Remarks

This property is wrapped by the MSBTS_SendPortGroup.Status property. For more information about this property, see Status.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SendPortGroup Class | SendPortGroup Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable Property Status As PortStatus  Implements _
   ISendPortGroup.Status
[C#]
public virtual PortStatus Status {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual PortStatus get_Status();
public: __property virtual void set_Status(PortStatus);
[JScript]
public function get Status() : PortStatus;
public function set Status(PortStatus);
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SendPortGroupCollection Class
Contains an ordered set of SendPortGroup objects that can be referred to as a unit.

For a list of all members of this type, see SendPortGroupCollection Members.

System.Object
   System.Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionBase
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsReadOnlyCollection
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.SendPortGroupCollection

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

SendPortGroupCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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NotInheritable Public Class SendPortGroupCollection
   Inherits BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C#]
public sealed class SendPortGroupCollection : BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class SendPortGroupCollection : public
   BtsReadOnlyCollection
[JScript]
public class SendPortGroupCollection extends BtsReadOnlyCollection
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SendPortGroupCollection Members
SendPortGroupCollection overview

Public Constructors

SendPortGroupCollection Constructor Initializes a new instance of the SendPortGroupCollection class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets a specific member of the SendPortGroupCollection either by position or 
by name.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the SendPortGroupCollection class.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from System.Obje
ct)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited from Syst
em.Collections.ReadOnlyCollection
Base)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

SendPortGroupCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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SendPortGroupCollection Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the SendPortGroupCollection class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public SendPortGroupCollection();
[C++]
public: SendPortGroupCollection();
[JScript]
public function SendPortGroupCollection();
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SendPortGroupCollection Properties
The properties of the SendPortGroupCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of SendPortGroupCollection class
members, see the SendPortGroupCollection Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets a specific member of the SendPortGroupCollection either by position or 
by name.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the SendPortGroupCollection class.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

SendPortGroupCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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SendPortGroupCollection.Item Property
Gets a specific member of the SendPortGroupCollection either by position or by name.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the SendPortGroupCollection class.

Overload List

Gets a specific member of the SendPortGroupCollection by position.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.Int32) As SendPortGroup

[C#] public SendPortGroup this[System.Int32] {get;}

[C++] public: __property SendPortGroup* get_Item(System.Int32);

[JScript] SendPortGroupCollection.Item (System.Int32)

Gets a specific member of the SendPortGroupCollection by name.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.String) As SendPortGroup

[C#] public SendPortGroup this[System.String] {get;}

[C++] public: __property SendPortGroup* get_Item(System.String);

[JScript] SendPortGroupCollection.Item (System.String)

See Also
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SendPortGroupCollection.Item Property (System.Int32)
Gets a specific member of the SendPortGroupCollection by position.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the SendPortGroupCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If a numeric expression, Index must be a number from 1
to the value of the collection's Count property.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If a numeric expression, Index must be a number from 1
to the value of the collection's Count property.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SendPortGroupCollection Class | SendPortGroupCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
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Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As SendPortGroup
[C#]
public SendPortGroup this[
   int index
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property SendPortGroup* get_Item(
   int index
);
[JScript]
returnValue = SendPortGroupCollectionObject.Item(index);
-or-
returnValue = SendPortGroupCollectionObject(index);
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SendPortGroupCollection.Item Property (System.String)
Gets a specific member of the SendPortGroupCollection by name.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the SendPortGroupCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

name
The name of the SendPortGroup returned.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

name
The name of the SendPortGroup returned.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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SendPortGroupCollection.Item Overload List
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Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal name As String _
) As SendPortGroup
[C#]
public SendPortGroup this[
   string name
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property SendPortGroup* get_Item(
   String* name
);
[JScript]
returnValue = SendPortGroupCollectionObject.Item(name);
-or-
returnValue = SendPortGroupCollectionObject(name);
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TrackingTypes Enumeration
Defines the tracking types set for a logical endpoint.

This enumeration has a FlagsAttribute attribute that allows a bitwise combination of its member values.

VB

Members

Member name Valu
e

Description

AfterReceivePipelin
e

2 Tracks the entire message immediately after it is processed by the receive pipeline associated with t
his port.

AfterSendPipeline 8 Tracks the entire message immediately after it is processed by the send pipeline associated with this
port.

This value is only allowed on two-way send ports.

BeforeReceivePipeli
ne

1 Tracks the entire message immediately before it is processed by the receive pipeline associated with
this port.

BeforeSendPipeline 4 Tracks the entire message immediately before it is processed by the send pipeline associated with t
his port.

This value is only allowed on two-way send ports.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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<Flags>
<Serializable>
<ComVisible(True)>
Public Enum TrackingTypes
[C#]
[Flags]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
public enum TrackingTypes
[C++]
[Flags]
[Serializable]
[ComVisible(true)]
__value public enum TrackingTypes
[JScript]
public
   Flags
   Serializable
   ComVisible(true)
enum TrackingTypes
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Transform Class
Provides the implementation for the ITransform interface.

For a list of all members of this type, see Transform Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BaseObject
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.Transform

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

Transform Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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NotInheritable Public Class Transform
   Inherits BaseObject
   Implements ITransform
[C#]
public sealed class Transform : BaseObject, ITransform
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class Transform : public BaseObject,
   ITransform
[JScript]
public class Transform extends BaseObject implements ITransform

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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Transform Members
Transform overview

Public Properties

AssemblyQualifiedName Gets the assembly qualified name of the transform.
BtsAssembly Gets the reference to the containing assembly.
FullName Gets the full name of the map.
SourceSchema Gets the source schema of the map.
TargetSchema Gets the target schema of the map.
XmlContent Gets the XML content of the map.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Transform Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Transform Properties
The properties of the Transform class are listed here. For a complete list of Transform class members, see the
Transform Members topic.

Public Properties

AssemblyQualifiedName Gets the assembly qualified name of the transform.
BtsAssembly Gets the reference to the containing assembly.
FullName Gets the full name of the map.
SourceSchema Gets the source schema of the map.
TargetSchema Gets the target schema of the map.
XmlContent Gets the XML content of the map.

See Also

Transform Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Transform.AssemblyQualifiedName Property
Gets the assembly qualified name of the transform.

VB

Implements

ITransform.AssemblyQualifiedName

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Transform Class | Transform Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property AssemblyQualifiedName As _
   String  Implements ITransform.AssemblyQualifiedName
[C#]
public virtual string AssemblyQualifiedName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_AssemblyQualifiedName();
[JScript]
public function get AssemblyQualifiedName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Transform.BtsAssembly Property
Gets the reference to the containing assembly.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

Transform Class | Transform Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property BtsAssembly As BtsAssembly
[C#]
public BtsAssembly BtsAssembly {get;}
[C++]
public: __property BtsAssembly* get_BtsAssembly();
[JScript]
public function get BtsAssembly() : BtsAssembly;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Transform.FullName Property
Gets the full name of the map.

VB

Implements

ITransform.FullName

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Transform Class | Transform Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property FullName As String  Implements _
   _
   ITransform.FullName
[C#]
public virtual string FullName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_FullName();
[JScript]
public function get FullName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Transform.SourceSchema Property
Gets the source schema of the map.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Transform Class | Transform Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property SourceSchema As Schema
[C#]
public Schema SourceSchema {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Schema* get_SourceSchema();
[JScript]
public function get SourceSchema() : Schema;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Transform.TargetSchema Property
Gets the target schema of the map.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Transform Class | Transform Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property TargetSchema As Schema
[C#]
public Schema TargetSchema {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Schema* get_TargetSchema();
[JScript]
public function get TargetSchema() : Schema;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Transform.XmlContent Property
Gets the XML content of the map.

VB

Implements

ITransform.XmlContent

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

Transform Class | Transform Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property XmlContent As String  _
   Implements ITransform.XmlContent
[C#]
public virtual string XmlContent {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_XmlContent();
[JScript]
public function get XmlContent() : String;
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TransformCollection Class
Contains an ordered set of Transform objects that can be referred to as a unit.

For a list of all members of this type, see TransformCollection Members.

System.Object
   System.Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionBase
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsReadOnlyCollection
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.TransformCollection

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance
members are not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

TransformCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

NotInheritable Public Class TransformCollection
   Inherits BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C#]
public sealed class TransformCollection : BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class TransformCollection : public
   BtsReadOnlyCollection
[JScript]
public class TransformCollection extends BtsReadOnlyCollection

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ax6khctw(v=bts.10).aspx
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TransformCollection Members
TransformCollection overview

Public Constructors

TransformCollection Constructor Initializes a new instance of the TransformCollection class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from Syste
m.Collections.ReadOnlyCollectio
nBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets a specific member of the TransformCollection either by position or by n
ame.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the TransformCollection class.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from System.
Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework d
ocumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited fro
m System.Collections.ReadOnlyColl
ectionBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework d
ocumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework d
ocumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework d
ocumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework d
ocumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from Sys
tem.Collections.ReadOnlyCollecti
onBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (in
herited from System.Obj
ect)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

TransformCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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TransformCollection Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the TransformCollection class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

TransformCollection Class | TransformCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public TransformCollection();
[C++]
public: TransformCollection();
[JScript]
public function TransformCollection();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TransformCollection Properties
The properties of the TransformCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of TransformCollection class members,
see the TransformCollection Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from Syste
m.Collections.ReadOnlyCollectio
nBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Overloaded. Gets a specific member of the TransformCollection either by position or by n
ame.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the TransformCollection class.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from Sys
tem.Collections.ReadOnlyCollecti
onBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

TransformCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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TransformCollection.Item Property
Gets a specific member of the TransformCollection either by position or by name.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the TransformCollection class.

Overload List

Gets a specific member of the TransformCollection by position.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.Int32) As Transform

[C#] public Transform this[System.Int32] {get;}

[C++] public: __property Transform* get_Item(System.Int32);

[JScript] TransformCollection.Item (System.Int32)

Gets a specific member of the TransformCollection by name.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.String) As Transform

[C#] public Transform this[System.String] {get;}

[C++] public: __property Transform* get_Item(System.String);

[JScript] TransformCollection.Item (System.String)

Gets a specific member of the TransformCollection by name.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.String, System.String) As Transform

[C#] public Transform this[System.String, System.String] {get;}

[C++] public: __property Transform* get_Item(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] TransformCollection.Item (System.String, System.String)

See Also

TransformCollection Class | TransformCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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TransformCollection.Item Property (System.Int32)
Gets a specific member of the TransformCollection by position.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the TransformCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define
your own. However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property
whose type is Object and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If a numeric expression, Index must be a
number from 1 to the value of the collection's Count property.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If a numeric expression, Index must be a
number from 1 to the value of the collection's Count property.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

TransformCollection Class | TransformCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
TransformCollection.Item Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As Transform
[C#]
public Transform this[
   int index
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Transform* get_Item(
   int index
);
[JScript]
returnValue = TransformCollectionObject.Item(index);
-or-
returnValue = TransformCollectionObject(index);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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TransformCollection.Item Property (System.String)
Gets a specific member of the TransformCollection by name.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the TransformCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define
your own. However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property
whose type is Object and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

name
The name of the Transform returned.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

name
The name of the Transform returned.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

TransformCollection Class | TransformCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
TransformCollection.Item Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal name As String _
) As Transform
[C#]
public Transform this[
   string name
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Transform* get_Item(
   String* name
);
[JScript]
returnValue = TransformCollectionObject.Item(name);
-or-
returnValue = TransformCollectionObject(name);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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TransformCollection.Item Property (System.String,
System.String)
Gets a specific member of the TransformCollection by name.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the TransformCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define
your own. However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property
whose type is Object and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

name
The name of the Transform returned.

assemblyFullname
The name of the assembly in which the Transform resides.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

name
The name of the Transform returned.

assemblyFullname
The name of the assembly in which the Transform resides.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

TransformCollection Class | TransformCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace |
TransformCollection.Item Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal assemblyFullname As String _
) As Transform
[C#]
public Transform this[
   string name,
   string assemblyFullname
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Transform* get_Item(
   String* name,
   String* assemblyFullname
);
[JScript]
returnValue = TransformCollectionObject.Item(name, assemblyFullname);
-or-
returnValue = TransformCollectionObject(name, assemblyFullname);
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TransportInfo Class
Provides the implementation for the ITransportInfo interface.

For a list of all members of this type, see TransportInfo Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BaseObject
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.TransportInfo

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

TransportInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

NotInheritable Public Class TransportInfo
   Inherits BaseObject
   Implements ITransportInfo
[C#]
public sealed class TransportInfo : BaseObject, ITransportInfo
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class TransportInfo : public BaseObject,
   ITransportInfo
[JScript]
public class TransportInfo extends BaseObject implements
   ITransportInfo

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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TransportInfo Members
TransportInfo overview

Public Properties

Address Gets or sets the address property for the adapter.
DeliveryNotification Gets or sets the field to request that the adapter will send delivery notification back, whether transmissi

on is successful.
FromTime Gets or sets the start time for the service window.
OrderedDelivery Gets the flag that specifies whether the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter supports ordered delivery.
Primary Gets the flag that specifies whether this transport is primary or secondary.
RetryCount Gets or sets the retry count for the adapter.
RetryInterval Gets or sets the retry interval for the adapter.
SendPort Gets the send port that this adapter is associated with.
ServiceWindowEnabled Get or sets a flag that specifies whether the service window is enabled.
ToTime Gets the end time for the service window.
TransportType Gets or sets the transport type.
TransportTypeData Gets or sets the configuration specific to the adapter.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

TransportInfo Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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TransportInfo Properties
The properties of the TransportInfo class are listed here. For a complete list of TransportInfo class members, see the
TransportInfo Members topic.

Public Properties

Address Gets or sets the address property for the adapter.
DeliveryNotification Gets or sets the field to request that the adapter will send delivery notification back, whether transmissi

on is successful.
FromTime Gets or sets the start time for the service window.
OrderedDelivery Gets the flag that specifies whether the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter supports ordered delivery.
Primary Gets the flag that specifies whether this transport is primary or secondary.
RetryCount Gets or sets the retry count for the adapter.
RetryInterval Gets or sets the retry interval for the adapter.
SendPort Gets the send port that this adapter is associated with.
ServiceWindowEnabled Get or sets a flag that specifies whether the service window is enabled.
ToTime Gets the end time for the service window.
TransportType Gets or sets the transport type.
TransportTypeData Gets or sets the configuration specific to the adapter.

See Also

TransportInfo Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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TransportInfo.Address Property
Gets or sets the address property for the adapter.

VB

Implements

ITransportInfo.Address

Remarks

Note  If a send port or receive location is updated using the BizTalk Explorer object model or a WMI script, the Receive
Port Properties and Send Port Properties property pages in BizTalk Explorer will display an incorrect Address (URI).
The Address (URI) used internally is the Address (URI) set by the script, so the script works as expected. To update the
property pages to display the correct Address (URI), update the Address (URI) field in BizTalk Explorer with the new
value. For more information see Editing Send Port Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer or
Editing Receive Location Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

TransportInfo Class | TransportInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable Property Address As String  Implements _
   ITransportInfo.Address
[C#]
public virtual string Address {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Address();
public: __property virtual void set_Address(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Address() : String;
public function set Address(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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TransportInfo.DeliveryNotification Property
Gets or sets the field to request that the adapter will send delivery notification back, whether transmission is successful.

VB

Implements

ITransportInfo.DeliveryNotification

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

TransportInfo Class | TransportInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable Property DeliveryNotification As _
   NotificationTypes  Implements _
   ITransportInfo.DeliveryNotification
[C#]
public virtual NotificationTypes DeliveryNotification {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual NotificationTypes get_DeliveryNotification();
public: __property virtual void set_DeliveryNotification(NotificationTypes);
[JScript]
public function get DeliveryNotification() : NotificationTypes;
public function set DeliveryNotification(NotificationTypes);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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TransportInfo.FromTime Property
Gets or sets the start time for the service window.

VB

Implements

ITransportInfo.FromTime

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

TransportInfo Class | TransportInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable Property FromTime As DateTime  Implements _
   ITransportInfo.FromTime
[C#]
public virtual DateTime FromTime {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual DateTime get_FromTime();
public: __property virtual void set_FromTime(DateTime);
[JScript]
public function get FromTime() : DateTime;
public function set FromTime(DateTime);
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TransportInfo.OrderedDelivery Property
Gets the flag that specifies whether the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter supports ordered delivery.

VB

Implements

ITransportInfo.OrderedDelivery

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

TransportInfo Class | TransportInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable Property OrderedDelivery As Boolean  Implements _
   _
   ITransportInfo.OrderedDelivery
[C#]
public virtual bool OrderedDelivery {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_OrderedDelivery();
public: __property virtual void set_OrderedDelivery(bool);
[JScript]
public function get OrderedDelivery() : Boolean;
public function set OrderedDelivery(Boolean);
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TransportInfo.Primary Property
Gets the flag that specifies whether this adapter is primary or secondary.

VB

Implements

ITransportInfo.Primary

Remarks

true if the transport is the primary transport; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

TransportInfo Class | TransportInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Primary As Boolean  Implements _
   _
   ITransportInfo.Primary
[C#]
public virtual bool Primary {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_Primary();
[JScript]
public function get Primary() : Boolean;
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TransportInfo.RetryCount Property
Gets or sets the retry count for the adapter.

VB

Implements

ITransportInfo.RetryCount

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

TransportInfo Class | TransportInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable Property RetryCount As Integer  Implements _
   ITransportInfo.RetryCount
[C#]
public virtual int RetryCount {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual int get_RetryCount();
public: __property virtual void set_RetryCount(int);
[JScript]
public function get RetryCount() : int;
public function set RetryCount(int);
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TransportInfo.RetryInterval Property
Gets or sets the retry interval for the adapter.

VB

Implements

ITransportInfo.RetryInterval

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

TransportInfo Class | TransportInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable Property RetryInterval As Integer  Implements _
   ITransportInfo.RetryInterval
[C#]
public virtual int RetryInterval {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual int get_RetryInterval();
public: __property virtual void set_RetryInterval(int);
[JScript]
public function get RetryInterval() : int;
public function set RetryInterval(int);
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TransportInfo.SendPort Property
Gets the send port that this adapter is associated with.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

TransportInfo Class | TransportInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property SendPort As SendPort
[C#]
public SendPort SendPort {get;}
[C++]
public: __property SendPort* get_SendPort();
[JScript]
public function get SendPort() : SendPort;
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TransportInfo.ServiceWindowEnabled Property
Get or set a flag that specifies whether the service window is enabled.

VB

Implements

ITransportInfo.ServiceWindowEnabled

Remarks

true, if the Service Window is enabled; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

TransportInfo Class | TransportInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable Property ServiceWindowEnabled As Boolean  _
   Implements ITransportInfo.ServiceWindowEnabled
[C#]
public virtual bool ServiceWindowEnabled {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_ServiceWindowEnabled();
public: __property virtual void set_ServiceWindowEnabled(bool);
[JScript]
public function get ServiceWindowEnabled() : Boolean;
public function set ServiceWindowEnabled(Boolean);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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TransportInfo.ToTime Property
Gets the end time for the service window.

VB

Implements

ITransportInfo.ToTime

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

TransportInfo Class | TransportInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable Property ToTime As DateTime  Implements _
   ITransportInfo.ToTime
[C#]
public virtual DateTime ToTime {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual DateTime get_ToTime();
public: __property virtual void set_ToTime(DateTime);
[JScript]
public function get ToTime() : DateTime;
public function set ToTime(DateTime);
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TransportInfo.TransportType Property
Gets or sets the transport type.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

TransportInfo Class | TransportInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Property TransportType As ProtocolType
[C#]
public ProtocolType TransportType {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property ProtocolType* get_TransportType();
public: __property void set_TransportType(ProtocolType*);
[JScript]
public function get TransportType() : ProtocolType;
public function set TransportType(ProtocolType);
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TransportInfo.TransportTypeData Property
Gets or sets the configuration specific to the adapter.

VB

Implements

ITransportInfo.TransportTypeData

Remarks

To protect any sensitive information, this data is persisted in a secret store using the single sign-on interfaces. For more
information about the single sign-on interfaces, see Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

TransportInfo Class | TransportInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Overridable Property TransportTypeData As String  Implements _
   _
   ITransportInfo.TransportTypeData
[C#]
public virtual string TransportTypeData {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_TransportTypeData();
public: __property virtual void set_TransportTypeData(String*);
[JScript]
public function get TransportTypeData() : String;
public function set TransportTypeData(String);
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TransportInfoCollection Class
Contains an ordered set of TransportInfo objects that can be referred to as a unit.

For a list of all members of this type, see TransportInfoCollection Members.

System.Object
   System.Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionBase
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.BtsReadOnlyCollection
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.TransportInfoCollection

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Explorer Object Model (in Microsoft.Biztalk.ExplorerOM.dll)

See Also

TransportInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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NotInheritable Public Class TransportInfoCollection
   Inherits BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C#]
public sealed class TransportInfoCollection : BtsReadOnlyCollection
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class TransportInfoCollection : public
   BtsReadOnlyCollection
[JScript]
public class TransportInfoCollection extends BtsReadOnlyCollection
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TransportInfoCollection Members
TransportInfoCollection overview

Public Constructors

TransportInfoCollection Constructor Initializes a new instance of the TransportInfoCollection class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Gets a specific member of the TransportInfoCollection by position.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the TransportInfoCollection class.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from System.Obje
ct)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited from Syst
em.Collections.ReadOnlyCollection
Base)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docum
entation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

TransportInfoCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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TransportInfoCollection Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the TransportInfoCollection class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

TransportInfoCollection Class | TransportInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public TransportInfoCollection();
[C++]
public: TransportInfoCollection();
[JScript]
public function TransportInfoCollection();
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TransportInfoCollection Properties
The properties of the TransportInfoCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of TransportInfoCollection class
members, see the TransportInfoCollection Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from System.C
ollections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item Gets a specific member of the TransportInfoCollection by position.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the TransportInfoCollection class.

Protected Properties

InnerList (inherited from System.
Collections.ReadOnlyCollectionB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

TransportInfoCollection Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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TransportInfoCollection.Item Property
Gets a specific member of the TransportInfoCollection by position.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the TransportInfoCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If a numeric expression, Index must be a number from 1
to the value of the collection's Count property.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If a numeric expression, Index must be a number from 1
to the value of the collection's Count property.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

TransportInfoCollection Class | TransportInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM Namespace
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Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As TransportInfo
[C#]
public TransportInfo this[
   int index
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property TransportInfo* get_Item(
   int index
);
[JScript]
returnValue = TransportInfoCollectionObject.Item(index);
-or-
returnValue = TransportInfoCollectionObject(index);
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Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace
The Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core namespace contains classes that primarily store data used by classes in the Hws.Runtime
namespace.

Namespace hierarchy

Classes

Class Description
ActionInstance Stores information about an action instance, a runtime instance object of a particular action type.
ActionParameters Stores the parameters needed to activate an action.
Activity Describes properties of an activity. An activity can be either an action or an activity model.
ActivityFlow Stores information about an activity flow.
ActivityFlowFilter Limits which activity flows are returned on activity flow retrieval.
ActivityFlowStat Tracks the activity flow status.
Actor Represents an actor in the Human Workflow Services (HWS) system.
Actors Represents a collection of Windows users in groups of actors associated with an action.
FactStoreGroup Stores information about an actor group.
ParameterActorGrouping Represents a user defined actor group.
Target Represents a target within the HWS system. For internal use only.
Targets Represents a collection of Target class instances. For internal use only.
Task Contains information about each task message in the tracking database.
TaskFilter Limits which activity flows are returned on activity flow retrieval.
TaskResponse Stores information about a response sent to a task.
UserAndGroupTargets Used by Human Workflow Services (HWS) to manage the target of an action.

Structures

Structure Description
Reassignment Contains task reassignment relationships. The Reassignment structures allows navigation up and down a task r

eassignment chain.
ResourceProperty Stores custom properties for actions and tasks.

Enumerations

Enumeration Description
ActionStatus Enumerates the values for the current status of the action instance.
ActivityFlowAllIgnoring Indicates whether all users are ignoring the activity flow, as users are allowed to mark their view of an act

ivity flow as Finished or Ignore.
ActivityFlowDetailLevel Indicates level of granularity based on the activity flow, action, and task entities.
ActivityFlowStatus Enumerates the values for the current status of the activity flow instance.
ActivityType Indicates type of activity.
HwsMessage_Type Designated HWS message types.
InterruptType Defines the type of interrupt that should be generated.
InterruptLevel Defines the granularity at which an interrupt should be generated.
TaskStatus Specifies valid values for the status of the task.
UpdateCacheLevel Specifies which cache object(s) held in memory by the Web service process need to be updated. You can 

update the constraint cache, the action cache and the activity model cache separately or you can update t
hem simultaneously.
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ActionInstance Class
Stores information about an action instance.

For a list of all members of this type, see ActionInstance Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.ActionInstance

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

An action instance is a runtime instance object of a particular action type. Multiple action instances of the same action type can
exist in a single activity flow.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Core (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.dll)

See Also

ActionInstance Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace
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<ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)>
<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("302D63AB-DBC7-33C4-AEB2-DB4A3F7D7019")>
Public Class ActionInstance
   Implements IActionInstance
[C#]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("302D63AB-DBC7-33C4-AEB2-DB4A3F7D7019")]
public class ActionInstance : IActionInstance
[C++]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType::None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("302D63AB-DBC7-33C4-AEB2-DB4A3F7D7019")]
public __gc class ActionInstance : public IActionInstance
[JScript]
public
   ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("302D63AB-DBC7-33C4-AEB2-DB4A3F7D7019")
class ActionInstance implements IActionInstance

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInstance Members
ActionInstance overview

Public Constructors

ActionInstance Constructor Initializes a new instance of the ActionInstance class.

Public Properties

ActionInstanceID Gets or sets the Guid that identifies the action instance.
ActionInstanceTitle Gets or sets the title of the action instance.
ActionProperties Gets or sets the array of custom resource properties.
ActionTypeID Gets or sets the ID of the action type. Each registered action type is uniquely identified by its ID.
ActivityFlowID Gets or sets the ID of the activity flow with which the action is associated.
ActivityModelIndex The step identifier of the action within an activity model. This value is ignored if the action does not

belong to any activity model.
ActivityModelInstanceID Gets or sets the ID of the activity model instance if the action is part of an activity model.
ActivityModelName Gets or sets the name of the activity model type that the action type belongs to; each activity model

type has an associated name.
ActivityModelTypeID Gets or sets the ID of the activity model type if the action is part of an activity model. This value is G

uid.Empty if the action is added to the activity flow by ad-hoc composition.
ChildActionInstances Gets or sets the array of child action instances.
ChildActionInstancesHelper This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directl

y from your code.
EndTime Gets or sets the time stamp indicating the last time that an Human Workflow Services (HWS) mess

age was processed for the action instance.
Initiator Initiator of the action instance.
IsDependent true to indicate that the current action instance has been added to the activity flow as a dependent 

activation of its parent action instance; otherwise, false.
Name Gets or sets the name of the action type.
PreviousActionInstanceID Gets or sets the ID of the parent action instance.
PreviousTaskID Gets or sets the ID of the parent task sent by the parent action instance.
StartTime Gets or sets the time stamp indicating when the action is activated.
Status Gets or sets the the current status of the action instance.
Tasks Gets or sets the array of tasks sent by the action.
TasksHelper This property is unsupported. Use the Tasks property to access Task instances.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetActionProperties Returns an array of custom resource properties.
GetChildActionInstances Returns an array of child action instances.
GetHashCode (inherited

from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetTasks Returns an array of tasks sent by this action.
GetType (inherited from

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

MemberwiseClone (inher
ited from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ActionInstance Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ActionInstance Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the ActionInstance class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionInstance Class | ActionInstance Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public ActionInstance();
[C++]
public: ActionInstance();
[JScript]
public function ActionInstance();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInstance Properties
The properties of the ActionInstance class are listed here. For a complete list of ActionInstance class members, see the
ActionInstance Members topic.

Public Properties

ActionInstanceID Gets or sets the Guid that identifies the action instance.
ActionInstanceTitle Gets or sets the title of the action instance.
ActionProperties Gets or sets the array of custom resource properties.
ActionTypeID Gets or sets the ID of the action type. Each registered action type is uniquely identified by its ID.
ActivityFlowID Gets or sets the ID of the activity flow with which the action is associated.
ActivityModelIndex The step identifier of the action within an activity model. This value is ignored if the action does not

belong to any activity model.
ActivityModelInstanceID Gets or sets the ID of the activity model instance if the action is part of an activity model.
ActivityModelName Gets or sets the name of the activity model type that the action type belongs to; each activity model

type has an associated name.
ActivityModelTypeID Gets or sets the ID of the activity model type if the action is part of an activity model. This value is G

uid.Empty if the action is added to the activity flow by ad-hoc composition.
ChildActionInstances Gets or sets the array of child action instances.
ChildActionInstancesHelper This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directl

y from your code.
EndTime Gets or sets the time stamp indicating the last time that an Human Workflow Services (HWS) mess

age was processed for the action instance.
Initiator Initiator of the action instance.
IsDependent true to indicate that the current action instance has been added to the activity flow as a dependent 

activation of its parent action instance; otherwise, false.
Name Gets or sets the name of the action type.
PreviousActionInstanceID Gets or sets the ID of the parent action instance.
PreviousTaskID Gets or sets the ID of the parent task sent by the parent action instance.
StartTime Gets or sets the time stamp indicating when the action is activated.
Status Gets or sets the the current status of the action instance.
Tasks Gets or sets the array of tasks sent by the action.
TasksHelper This property is unsupported.

See Also

ActionInstance Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ActionInstance.ActionInstanceID Property
Gets or sets the Guid that identifies the action instance.

VB

Remarks

ActionInstanceID is a Guid generated by the Hws Web service when an action is activated. You can activate multiple instances of
the same action type; the ActionInstanceID property uniquely identifies each instance within the entire Human Workflow
Services (HWS) system.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionInstance Class | ActionInstance Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property ActionInstanceID As Guid  Implements _
   IActionInstance.ActionInstanceID
[C#]
public virtual Guid ActionInstanceID {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual Guid get_ActionInstanceID();
public: __property virtual void set_ActionInstanceID(Guid);
[JScript]
public function get ActionInstanceID() : Guid;
public function set ActionInstanceID(Guid);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInstance.ActionInstanceTitle Property
Gets or sets title of the action instance. This can be set by the user in order to give each action instance a human-readable title.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionInstance Class | ActionInstance Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property ActionInstanceTitle As String  _
   Implements IActionInstance.ActionInstanceTitle
[C#]
public virtual string ActionInstanceTitle {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_ActionInstanceTitle();
public: __property virtual void set_ActionInstanceTitle(String*);
[JScript]
public function get ActionInstanceTitle() : String;
public function set ActionInstanceTitle(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInstance.ActionProperties Property
Gets or sets an array of custom resource properties.

VB

Remarks

Action properties are custom properties that you use to store or gather any information you need to implement the action logic.
Each property has a name, type, description and value. It directly corresponds to one of the ActionProperties/Property nodes in
the activation message.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionInstance Class | ActionInstance Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property ActionProperties As ResourceProperty ()
[C#]
public ResourceProperty[] ActionProperties {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property ResourceProperty get_ActionProperties();
public: __property void set_ActionProperties(ResourceProperty[]);
[JScript]
public function get ActionProperties() : ResourceProperty[];
public function set ActionProperties(ResourceProperty[]);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInstance.ActionTypeID Property
Gets or sets the ID of the action type. Each registered action type is uniquely identified by its ID.

VB

Remarks

The ActionTypeID property marks the action type of the current action instance. Each action type is a BizTalk orchestration that is
deployed and then registered with HWS.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionInstance Class | ActionInstance Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property ActionTypeID As Guid  Implements _
   IActionInstance.ActionTypeID
[C#]
public virtual Guid ActionTypeID {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual Guid get_ActionTypeID();
public: __property virtual void set_ActionTypeID(Guid);
[JScript]
public function get ActionTypeID() : Guid;
public function set ActionTypeID(Guid);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInstance.ActivityFlowID Property
Gets or sets the ID of the activity flow with which the action is associated.

VB

Remarks

Each ActivityFlow ID is generated by the Human Workflow Services (HWS) Web service when GetNewActivityFlowID is called. All
action instances are part of the activity flow identified by the ActivityFlow.ActivityFlowID.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionInstance Class | ActionInstance Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property ActivityFlowID As Guid  Implements _
   IActionInstance.ActivityFlowID
[C#]
public virtual Guid ActivityFlowID {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual Guid get_ActivityFlowID();
public: __property virtual void set_ActivityFlowID(Guid);
[JScript]
public function get ActivityFlowID() : Guid;
public function set ActivityFlowID(Guid);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInstance.ActivityModelIndex Property
Gets or sets the step identifier of the action within an activity model. This value is ignored if the action does not belong to any
activity model.

VB

Remarks

In an activity model, each action is assigned a step identifier which the Human Workflow Services (HWS) system uses to track the
relationships between all the actions within that activity model. This property retrieves the step identifier of the action type that
the current instance is associated with.

This value is 0 (zero) if the action is added to the activity flow by ad-hoc composition.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionInstance Class | ActionInstance Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property ActivityModelIndex As Integer  _
   Implements IActionInstance.ActivityModelIndex
[C#]
public virtual int ActivityModelIndex {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual int get_ActivityModelIndex();
public: __property virtual void set_ActivityModelIndex(int);
[JScript]
public function get ActivityModelIndex() : int;
public function set ActivityModelIndex(int);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInstance.ActivityModelInstanceID Property
Gets or sets the ID of the activity model instance if the action is part of an activity model. This value is Guid.Empty if the action is
added to the activity flow by ad-hoc composition.

VB

Remarks

A Guid generated by the Human Workflow Services (HWS) Web service when a new activity model is added to an activity flow.
Multiple instances of the same activity model type can be instantiated with the same activity flow; each has its own unique ID.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionInstance Class | ActionInstance Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property ActivityModelInstanceID As Guid  _
   Implements IActionInstance.ActivityModelInstanceID
[C#]
public virtual Guid ActivityModelInstanceID {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual Guid get_ActivityModelInstanceID();
public: __property virtual void set_ActivityModelInstanceID(Guid);
[JScript]
public function get ActivityModelInstanceID() : Guid;
public function set ActivityModelInstanceID(Guid);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInstance.ActivityModelName Property
Gets or sets the name of the activity model type that the action type belongs to; each activity model type has an associated name.
This property must have a value of null if the action instance is added to the activity flow by ad-hoc composition.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionInstance Class | ActionInstance Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property ActivityModelName As String  Implements _
   _
   IActionInstance.ActivityModelName
[C#]
public virtual string ActivityModelName {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_ActivityModelName();
public: __property virtual void set_ActivityModelName(String*);
[JScript]
public function get ActivityModelName() : String;
public function set ActivityModelName(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInstance.ActivityModelTypeID Property
Gets or sets the ID of the activity model type if the action is part of an activity model. This value is Guid.Empty if the action is
added to the activity flow by ad-hoc composition.

VB

Remarks

The ActivityModelTypeID property retrieves the Guid that uniquely identifies an activity model type registered with HWS. An
activity model developer designs and deploys an activity model using the HWS ActivityModelDesigner API.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionInstance Class | ActionInstance Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property ActivityModelTypeID As Guid  Implements _
   _
   IActionInstance.ActivityModelTypeID
[C#]
public virtual Guid ActivityModelTypeID {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual Guid get_ActivityModelTypeID();
public: __property virtual void set_ActivityModelTypeID(Guid);
[JScript]
public function get ActivityModelTypeID() : Guid;
public function set ActivityModelTypeID(Guid);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInstance.ChildActionInstances Property
Gets or sets the array of child action instances.

VB

Remarks

This property retrieves an array of ActionInstance objects which are added to the activity flow as the child of the current action
instance. An action instance activated upon a received task will be a child of the action instance that sends out the task. An action
instance can have multiple child instances.

This property will be populated only if the client has called HwsService.GetActivityFlowInfo with a ActivityFlowDetailLevel setting
of ActionInstance.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionInstance Class | ActionInstance Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property ChildActionInstances As ActionInstance ()
[C#]
public ActionInstance[] ChildActionInstances {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property ActionInstance* get_ChildActionInstances();
public: __property void
   set_ChildActionInstances(ActionInstance*[]);
[JScript]
public function get ChildActionInstances() : ActionInstance[];
public function set ChildActionInstances(ActionInstance[]);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInstance.EndTime Property
Gets or sets the time stamp indicating the last time that a Human Workflow Services (HWS) message was processed for the action
instance.

VB

Remarks

An action instance can last for seconds, hours, or days, depending on the nature of the action implementation. When an action
completes, the completion time is stored in the tracking database. Users can then use this time as a filter criteria when retrieving
information from the tracking database.

This value is set as the last time an HWS message was processed for the action instance. So when the record is first created,
EndTime has the same value as StartTime. If a task message is sent from the action instance, the EndTime is updated to the time
that message was sent. When the Finish message is received, the system updates EndTime with the time the Finish message was
sent. At that point EndTime contains the time the action completed.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionInstance Class | ActionInstance Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property EndTime As DateTime  Implements _
   IActionInstance.EndTime
[C#]
public virtual DateTime EndTime {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual DateTime get_EndTime();
public: __property virtual void set_EndTime(DateTime);
[JScript]
public function get EndTime() : DateTime;
public function set EndTime(DateTime);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInstance.ChildActionInstancesHelper Property
This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionInstance Class | ActionInstance Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property ChildActionInstancesHelper As Arraylist 
 [C#]
public virtual ArrayList ChildActionInstancesHelper {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual ArrayList get_ChildActionInstancesHelper ();
public: __property virtual void set_ChildActionInstancesHelper (Arraylist);
[JScript]
public function get ChildActionInstancesHelper () : Arraylist;
public function set ChildActionInstancesHelper (Arraylist);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInstance.Initiator Property
Gets or sets the initiator of the action instance.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionInstance Class | ActionInstance Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property Initiator As String  Implements _
   IActionInstance.Initiator
[C#]
public virtual string Initiator {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Initiator();
public: __property virtual void set_Initiator(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Initiator() : String;
public function set Initiator(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInstance.IsDependent Property
true to indicate that the current action instance has been added to the activity flow as a dependent activation of its parent action
instance; otherwise, false.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionInstance Class | ActionInstance Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property IsDependent As Boolean  Implements _
   IActionInstance.IsDependent
[C#]
public virtual bool IsDependent {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_IsDependent();
public: __property virtual void set_IsDependent(bool);
[JScript]
public function get IsDependent() : Boolean;
public function set IsDependent(Boolean);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInstance.Name Property
Gets or sets the name of the action type. This value is the same for all action instances of the same type.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionInstance Class | ActionInstance Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property Name As String  Implements _
   IActionInstance.Name
[C#]
public virtual string Name {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Name();
public: __property virtual void set_Name(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;
public function set Name(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ActionInstance.PreviousActionInstanceID Property
Gets or sets the ID of the parent action instance.

VB

Remarks

If this ID is an empty Guid, then this action instance is the root action instance of the flow and has no parent.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionInstance Class | ActionInstance Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property PreviousActionInstanceID As Guid
[C#]
public Guid PreviousActionInstanceID {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Guid get_PreviousActionInstanceID();
public: __property void set_PreviousActionInstanceID(Guid);
[JScript]
public function get PreviousActionInstanceID() : Guid;
public function set PreviousActionInstanceID(Guid);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInstance.PreviousTaskID Property
Gets or sets the ID of the parent task sent by the parent action instance.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionInstance Class | ActionInstance Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property PreviousTaskID As Guid  Implements _
   IActionInstance.PreviousTaskID
[C#]
public virtual Guid PreviousTaskID {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual Guid get_PreviousTaskID();
public: __property virtual void set_PreviousTaskID(Guid);
[JScript]
public function get PreviousTaskID() : Guid;
public function set PreviousTaskID(Guid);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInstance.StartTime Property
Gets or sets the time stamp indicating when the action was activated.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionInstance Class | ActionInstance Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property StartTime As DateTime  Implements _
   IActionInstance.StartTime
[C#]
public virtual DateTime StartTime {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual DateTime get_StartTime();
public: __property virtual void set_StartTime(DateTime);
[JScript]
public function get StartTime() : DateTime;
public function set StartTime(DateTime);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInstance.Status Property
Gets or sets the current status of the action instance.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionInstance Class | ActionInstance Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property Status As ActionStatus  Implements _
   IActionInstance.Status
[C#]
public virtual ActionStatus Status {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual ActionStatus get_Status();
public: __property virtual void set_Status(ActionStatus);
[JScript]
public function get Status() : ActionStatus;
public function set Status(ActionStatus);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInstance.Tasks Property
Gets or sets the array of tasks sent by the action.

VB

Remarks

When the action instance tracking data is accessed using the HwsService.GetActivityFlowInfo method, this property is populated
only if ActivityFlowDetailLevel.TaskLevel is specified in the GetActivityFlowInfo call.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionInstance Class | ActionInstance Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Tasks As Task ()
[C#]
public Task[] Tasks {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Task* get_Tasks();
public: __property void set_Tasks(Task*[]);
[JScript]
public function get Tasks() : Task[];
public function set Tasks(Task[]);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInstance Methods
The methods of the ActionInstance class are listed here. For a complete list of ActionInstance class members, see the
ActionInstance Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetActionProperties Returns an array of custom resource properties.
GetChildActionInstances Returns an array of child action instances.
GetHashCode (inherited

from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetTasks Returns an array of tasks sent by this action.
GetType (inherited from

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inher
ited from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ActionInstance Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInstance.GetActionProperties Method
Returns an array of custom resource properties.

VB

Parameters

count
Integer specifying the number of ResourceProperty class instances in the outActionProperties parameter.

outActionProperties
Array of ResourceProperty class instances.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionInstance Class | ActionInstance Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub GetActionProperties( _
   <Out()> ByRef count As Integer, _
   <Out()> ByRef outActionProperties() As ResourceProperty _
) Implements IActionInstance.GetActionProperties
[C#]
public virtual void GetActionProperties(
   out int count,
   out ResourceProperty[] outActionProperties
);
[C++]
public: virtual void GetActionProperties(
   [
   Out
] int* count,
   [
   Out
] ResourceProperty** outActionProperties[]
);
[JScript]
public function GetActionProperties(
   count : int,
   outActionProperties : ResourceProperty[]
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInstance.GetChildActionInstances Method
Returns an array of child action instances.

VB

Parameters

count
Integer specifying number of child action instances in the outChildActionInstances parameter.

outChildActionInstances
Array of child action instances.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionInstance Class | ActionInstance Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub GetChildActionInstances( _
   <Out()> ByRef count As Integer, _
   <Out()> ByRef outChildActionInstances() As ActionInstance _
) Implements IActionInstance.GetChildActionInstances
[C#]
public virtual void GetChildActionInstances(
   out int count,
   out ActionInstance[] outChildActionInstances
);
[C++]
public: virtual void GetChildActionInstances(
   [
   Out
] int* count,
   [
   Out
] ActionInstance** outChildActionInstances[]
);
[JScript]
public function GetChildActionInstances(
   count : int,
   outChildActionInstances : ActionInstance[]
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInstance.GetTasks Method
Returns an array of tasks sent by this action.

VB

Parameters

count
Integer specifying the number of tasks in the outTasks parameter.

outTasks
Array of tasks sent by this action.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionInstance Class | ActionInstance Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub GetTasks( _
   <Out()> ByRef count As Integer, _
   <Out()> ByRef outTasks() As Task _
) Implements IActionInstance.GetTasks
[C#]
public virtual void GetTasks(
   out int count,
   out Task[] outTasks
);
[C++]
public: virtual void GetTasks(
   [
   Out
] int* count,
   [
   Out
] Task** outTasks[]
);
[JScript]
public function GetTasks(
   count : int,
   outTasks : Task[]
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionParameters Class
Stores the parameters needed to activate an action.

For a list of all members of this type, see ActionParameters Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.ActionParameters

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

A client application retrieves the action parameters from the Human Workflow Services (HWS) Web service by calling the
HwsService.GetActionParameters method for a single action or HwsService.GetActivityModelParameters for an activity model
block. The client application also constructs an activation message based on the schema stored in the ActionParameters class
instance and sends it to the Web service in order to activate an action.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Core (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.dll)

See Also

ActionParameters Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Class ActionParameters
[C#]
public class ActionParameters
[C++]
public __gc class ActionParameters
[JScript]
public class ActionParameters

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionParameters Members
ActionParameters overview

Public Constructors

ActionParameters Constructor Initializes a new instance of the ActionParameters class.

Public Properties

Action Gets or sets the Activity class instances for which the parameters will apply.
ActionInstanceTitle Gets or sets the title of the instance; this is used to easily differentiate various instances of the same action.
IsOverridable This property is reserved for future use.
ParametersDoc Gets or sets the XML instance document which can be used as a template for an activation message.
Targets Gets or sets the list of XPaths which the client can use to identify the target element in the activation messa

ge. The target element is promoted with the BizTalk Schema Editor extension.
TaskSchemas Array of XML documents; each describes the schema of one task that the action defines.
XsdDoc Gets or sets the XML document that describes the schema of the activation message.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ActionParameters Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionParameters Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the ActionParameters class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionParameters Class | ActionParameters Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public ActionParameters();
[C++]
public: ActionParameters();
[JScript]
public function ActionParameters();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionParameters Properties
The properties of the ActionParameters class are listed here. For a complete list of ActionParameters class members, see the
ActionParameters Members topic.

Public Properties

Action Gets or sets the Activity class instances for which the parameters will apply.
ActionInstanceTitle Gets or sets the title of the instance; this is used to easily differentiate various instances of the same action.
IsOverridable This property is reserved for future use.
ParametersDoc Gets or sets the XML instance document which can be used as a template for an activation message.
Targets Gets or sets the list of XPaths which the client can use to identify the target element in the activation messa

ge. The target element is promoted with the BizTalk Schema Editor extension.
TaskSchemas Array of XML documents; each describes the schema of one task that the action defines.
XsdDoc Gets or sets the XML document that describes the schema of the activation message.

See Also

ActionParameters Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionParameters.Action Property
Gets or sets the Activity objects for which the parameters will apply.

VB

Remarks

The client application obtains the Activity class instance by calling HwsService.GetActivityList.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionParameters Class | ActionParameters Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Action As Activity
[C#]
public Activity Action {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Activity* get_Action();
public: __property void set_Action(Activity*);
[JScript]
public function get Action() : Activity;
public function set Action(Activity);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionParameters.ActionInstanceTitle Property
Gets or sets the title of the instance; this is used to easily differentiate various instances of the same action.

VB

Remarks

The client application sets this property for each action instance as a descriptive string containing the action instance purpose and
description.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionParameters Class | ActionParameters Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property ActionInstanceTitle As String
[C#]
public string ActionInstanceTitle {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ActionInstanceTitle();
public: __property void set_ActionInstanceTitle(String*);
[JScript]
public function get ActionInstanceTitle() : String;
public function set ActionInstanceTitle(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionParameters.IsOverridable Property
This property is reserved for future use.

VB

Property Value

This property is always set to true.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionParameters Class | ActionParameters Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property IsOverridable As Boolean
[C#]
public bool IsOverridable {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_IsOverridable();
public: __property void set_IsOverridable(bool);
[JScript]
public function get IsOverridable() : Boolean;
public function set IsOverridable(Boolean);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionParameters.ParametersDoc Property
Gets or sets the XML instance document which can be used as a template for an activation message.

VB

Remarks

When a client submits an activation message, the client need not modify the <HwsSection> section of the message. The web
service applies the correct value for each node under the <HwsSection>. The client application must supply the correct parameter
values for any data that is action-specific; this data usually resides in the <ActionSection> node in the activation message.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionParameters Class | ActionParameters Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property ParametersDoc As String
[C#]
public string ParametersDoc {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ParametersDoc();
public: __property void set_ParametersDoc(String*);
[JScript]
public function get ParametersDoc() : String;
public function set ParametersDoc(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionParameters.Targets Property
Gets or sets the list of XPaths that the client can use to identify the target element in the activation message. The target element is
promoted with the BizTalk Schema Editor extension.

VB

Remarks

An element can be promoted as the Target property of the action using the HWS Schema Editor Extension. For more information,
see Supplemental Node Properties for HWS Schemas.

An element in the ActionSection section of the activation message schema can be identified as a target by selecting the Target
property in the HWS category from the element properties.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionParameters Class | ActionParameters Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Targets As Target()
[C#]
public Target[] Targets {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Target* get_Targets();
public: __property void set_Targets(Target*[]);
[JScript]
public function get Targets() : Target[];
public function set Targets(Target[]);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionParameters.TaskSchemas Property
Gets or sets an array of XML documents; each describes the schema of one task that the action defines.

VB

Remarks

An action can send zero or more tasks; each task has a custom task message schema. Use this property to retrieve the list of task
schemas for the tasks that the action defines.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionParameters Class | ActionParameters Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property TaskSchemas As String ()
[C#]
public string[] TaskSchemas {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_TaskSchemas();
public: __property void set_TaskSchemas(String* __gc[]);
[JScript]
public function get TaskSchemas() : String[];
public function set TaskSchemas(String[]);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionParameters.XsdDoc Property
Gets or sets the XML document that describes the schema of the activation message.

VB

Remarks

An activation message XML document must comply with this schema in order to successfully activate an action instance.
Activation message schemas may differ for each action. The namespace for the root node must be unique across all
orchestrations deployed.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionParameters Class | ActionParameters Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property XsdDoc As String
[C#]
public string XsdDoc {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_XsdDoc();
public: __property void set_XsdDoc(String*);
[JScript]
public function get XsdDoc() : String;
public function set XsdDoc(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionStatus Enumeration
Enumerates the values for the current status of the action instance. It is used by the ActionInstance.Status property.

VB

Members

Member name Description
Abort Action instance has aborted.
Finish Action instance has finished operation.
PendingSynchronize Action instance is pending a synchronize operation.
Start Action instance has started.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Core (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Enum ActionStatus
[C#]
[Serializable]
public enum ActionStatus
[C++]
[Serializable]
__value public enum ActionStatus
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
enum ActionStatus

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Activity Class
Describes properties of an activity; an activity can be either an action or an activity model.

For a list of all members of this type, see Activity Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.Activity

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Core (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.dll)

See Also

Activity Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("ED696A4B-290E-373B-A8B1-C957AEE7051B")>
Public Class Activity
[C#]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("ED696A4B-290E-373B-A8B1-C957AEE7051B")]
public class Activity
[C++]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("ED696A4B-290E-373B-A8B1-C957AEE7051B")]
public __gc class Activity
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("ED696A4B-290E-373B-A8B1-C957AEE7051B")
class Activity

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Activity Members
Activity overview

Public Constructors

Activity Constructor Initializes a new instance of the Activity class.

Public Properties

ActionIndex Identifies the step in an activity model. Ignored if ActivityType is Action.
ActionTypeID Gets or sets an action type identifier if the returned ActivityType of the activity is Action.
ActivationBlockID Identifies the activation block inside an activity model. Ignored if ActivityType property is Action.
ActivityModelTypeID Gets or sets the activity model type. Ignored if ActivityType property is Action.
ActivityType Gets or sets the type of this activity. This setting is either Action or ActivityModel Class
Description Gets or sets the description of the Activity.
IsDependentComposible Indicates whether this activity can be used in a dependent composition.
Name Gets or sets the name of the Activity.
PreviousActionTypeID Gets or sets the action type ID of the parent action instance.
StepDescription Gets or sets the description of the step if this action is part of an ActivityModel Class.
StepName Gets or sets the name of the step if this action is part of an ActivityModel Class.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Activity Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Activity Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Activity class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Activity Class | Activity Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public Activity();
[C++]
public: Activity();
[JScript]
public function Activity();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Activity Properties
The properties of the Activity class are listed here. For a complete list of Activity class members, see the Activity Members topic.

Public Properties

ActionIndex Identifies the step in an activity model. Ignored if ActivityType is Action.
ActionTypeID Gets or sets an action type identifier if the returned ActivityType of the activity is Action.
ActivationBlockID Identifies the activation block inside an activity model. Ignored if ActivityType property is Action.
ActivityModelTypeID Gets or sets the activity model type. Ignored if ActivityType property is Action.
ActivityType Gets or sets the type of this activity. This setting is either Action or ActivityModel Class
Description Gets or sets the description of the Activity.
IsDependentComposible Indicates whether this activity can be used in a dependent composition.
Name Gets or sets the name of the activity.
PreviousActionTypeID Gets or sets the action type ID of the parent action instance.
StepDescription Gets or sets the description of the step if this action is part of an ActivityModel Class.
StepName Gets or sets the name of the step if this action is part of an ActivityModel Class.

See Also

Activity Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Activity.ActionIndex Property
Identifies the step in an activity model. Ignored if ActivityType is Action.

VB

Remarks

This is the step ID of the first action in an activation block. If the ActivityType property is equal to ActivityType.Action, then the
value for this property will be 0, and should be ignored.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Activity Class | Activity Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property ActionIndex As Integer
[C#]
public int ActionIndex {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_ActionIndex();
public: __property void set_ActionIndex(int);
[JScript]
public function get ActionIndex() : int;
public function set ActionIndex(int);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Activity.ActionTypeID Property
Gets or sets an action type identifier if the returned ActivityType of the activity is Action.

VB

Remarks

When the type is ActivityModel, the returned activity represents an activation block within an activity model, and this property is
ignored.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Activity Class | Activity Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property ActionTypeID As Guid
[C#]
public Guid ActionTypeID {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Guid get_ActionTypeID();
public: __property void set_ActionTypeID(Guid);
[JScript]
public function get ActionTypeID() : Guid;
public function set ActionTypeID(Guid);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Activity.ActivationBlockID Property
Identifies the activation block inside an activity model. Ignored if the ActivityType property is Action.

VB

Remarks

A value of 0 for this property indicates the first activation block within the activity model.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Activity Class | Activity Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property ActivationBlockID As Guid
[C#]
public Guid ActivationBlockID {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Guid get_ActivationBlockID();
public: __property void set_ActivationBlockID(Guid);
[JScript]
public function get ActivationBlockID() : Guid;
public function set ActivationBlockID(Guid);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Activity.ActivityModelTypeID Property
Gets or sets the activity model type. Ignored if ActivityType property is Action.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Activity Class | Activity Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property ActivityModelTypeID As Guid
[C#]
public Guid ActivityModelTypeID {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Guid get_ActivityModelTypeID();
public: __property void set_ActivityModelTypeID(Guid);
[JScript]
public function get ActivityModelTypeID() : Guid;
public function set ActivityModelTypeID(Guid);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Activity.ActivityType Property
Gets or sets the type of this activity; possible values are Action and ActivityModel Class.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Activity Class | Activity Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property ActivityType As ActivityType
[C#]
public ActivityType ActivityType {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property ActivityType get_ActivityType();
public: __property void set_ActivityType(ActivityType);
[JScript]
public function get ActivityType() : ActivityType;
public function set ActivityType(ActivityType);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Activity.Description Property
Gets or sets the purpose and description of the activity.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Activity Class | Activity Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Description As String
[C#]
public string Description {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Description();
public: __property void set_Description(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Description() : String;
public function set Description(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Activity.IsDependentComposible Property
Indicates whether this activity can be used in a dependent composition.

VB

Remarks

A value of true indicates that this activity can be used in a dependent composition; false otherwise.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Activity Class | Activity Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property IsDependentComposible As Boolean
[C#]
public bool IsDependentComposible {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_IsDependentComposible();
public: __property void set_IsDependentComposible(bool);
[JScript]
public function get IsDependentComposible() : Boolean;
public function set IsDependentComposible(Boolean);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Activity.Name Property
Gets or sets the name of the activity.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Activity Class | Activity Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Name As String
[C#]
public string Name {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Name();
public: __property void set_Name(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;
public function set Name(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Activity.PreviousActionTypeID Property
Gets or sets the action type ID of the parent action instance.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Activity Class | Activity Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property PreviousActionTypeID As Guid
[C#]
public Guid PreviousActionTypeID {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Guid get_PreviousActionTypeID();
public: __property void set_PreviousActionTypeID(Guid);
[JScript]
public function get PreviousActionTypeID() : Guid;
public function set PreviousActionTypeID(Guid);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Activity.StepDescription Property
Gets or sets the description of the step if this action is part of an ActivityModel Class.

VB

Remarks

This property specifies a description of the step identified by ActionIndex; it is applied only to activities of the type ActivityModel.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Activity Class | Activity Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property StepDescription As String
[C#]
public string StepDescription {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_StepDescription();
public: __property void set_StepDescription(String*);
[JScript]
public function get StepDescription() : String;
public function set StepDescription(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Activity.StepName Property
Gets or sets the name of the step if this action is part of an ActivityModel Class.

VB

Remarks

This property specifies a name of the step identified by ActionIndex; it is applied only to activities of the type ActivityModel.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Activity Class | Activity Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property StepName As String
[C#]
public string StepName {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_StepName();
public: __property void set_StepName(String*);
[JScript]
public function get StepName() : String;
public function set StepName(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlow Class
Stores information about an activity flow.

For a list of all members of this type, see ActivityFlow Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.ActivityFlow

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

The shape of an activity flow can be viewed as a tree of action instances starting with one root action instance at the top node. A
client application can traverse down the child instance array of the current action instance.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Core (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.dll)

See Also

ActivityFlow Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)>
<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("ADC9010A-69C3-3D6E-A4FF-DBF99681EF2C")>
Public Class ActivityFlow
   Implements IActivityFlow
[C#]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("ADC9010A-69C3-3D6E-A4FF-DBF99681EF2C")]
public class ActivityFlow : IActivityFlow
[C++]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType::None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("ADC9010A-69C3-3D6E-A4FF-DBF99681EF2C")]
public __gc class ActivityFlow : public IActivityFlow
[JScript]
public
   ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("ADC9010A-69C3-3D6E-A4FF-DBF99681EF2C")
class ActivityFlow implements IActivityFlow

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlow Members
ActivityFlow overview

Public Constructors

ActivityFlow Constructor Initializes a new instance of the ActivityFlow class.

Public Properties

ActivityFlowDescription Gets or sets the string describing the nature or the purpose of this activity flow.
ActivityFlowID Gets or sets the ID of the activity flow.
ActivityFlowProperties Gets or sets the array of all custom properties defined for this activity flow.
AllIgnoring true to indicates that all users involved in the activity flow have chosen to ignore it; otherwise, false.
DetailLevel Gets or sets the level of detail stored in this object instance.
Initiator Gets or sets the initiator of the root action instance.
LastModifiedTimeStamp Gets or sets the time stamp of the last update to the flow.
Owners This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly fr

om your code.
RootActionInstances Gets or sets the root action instance of the flow. Only a single root action instance is supported per act

ivity flow.
StartTimeStamp Gets or sets the time stamp indicating when the root action instance was instantiated.
StatInfo Gets or sets the status information about this flow.
Status Gets or sets the current status of the flow.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetActivityFlowProperties Returns an array of custom resource properties.
GetHashCode (inherited f

rom System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetRootActionInstances Returns an array of root action instances. Currently, only one root instance is supported per activity f
low.

GetStatInfo Retrieves the activity flow statistics. The ActivityFlowStat structure is conditionally populated depend
ing on the DetailLevel. At the ActivityFlowLevel it is not populated, at the ActionInstanceLevel it is par
tially populated, and at the TaskLevel it is fully populated.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ActivityFlow Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlow Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the ActivityFlow class.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityFlow Class | ActivityFlow Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public ActivityFlow();
[C++]
public: ActivityFlow();
[JScript]
public function ActivityFlow();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlow Properties
The properties of the ActivityFlow class are listed here. For a complete list of ActivityFlow class members, see the
ActivityFlow Members topic.

Public Properties

ActivityFlowDescription Gets or sets the string describing the nature or the purpose of this activity flow.
ActivityFlowID Gets or sets the ID of the activity flow.
ActivityFlowProperties Gets or sets the array of all custom properties defined for this activity flow.
AllIgnoring true to indicates that all users involved in the activity flow have chosen to ignore it; otherwise, false.
DetailLevel Gets or sets the level of detail stored in this object instance.
Initiator Gets or sets the initiator of the root action instance.
LastModifiedTimeStamp Gets or sets the time stamp of the last update to the flow.
Owners This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly fr

om your code.
RootActionInstances Gets or sets the root action instance of the flow. Only a single root action instance is supported per act

ivity flow.
StartTimeStamp Gets or sets the time stamp indicating when the root action instance was instantiated.
StatInfo Gets or sets the status information about this flow.
Status Gets or sets the current status of the flow.

See Also

ActivityFlow Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlow.ActivityFlowDescription Property
Gets or sets the string describing the nature or the purpose of this activity flow.

VB

Remarks

This property can be set when the first action in the specified activity flow is being activated. If the client tries to modify that
property later, the value will not be saved.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityFlow Class | ActivityFlow Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property ActivityFlowDescription As String  _
   Implements IActivityFlow.ActivityFlowDescription
[C#]
public virtual string ActivityFlowDescription {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_ActivityFlowDescription();
public: __property virtual void
   set_ActivityFlowDescription(String*);
[JScript]
public function get ActivityFlowDescription() : String;
public function set ActivityFlowDescription(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlow.ActivityFlowID Property
Gets or sets the Guid specifying the unique identifier of the activity flow.

VB

Remarks

Each activity flow created by the system is assigned a unique activity flow ID. When starting a new activity flow, a client
application calls HwsService.GetNewActivityFlowID to obtain a Guid to use as the identifier of this new flow.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityFlow Class | ActivityFlow Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property ActivityFlowID As Guid  Implements _
   IActivityFlow.ActivityFlowID
[C#]
public virtual Guid ActivityFlowID {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual Guid get_ActivityFlowID();
public: __property virtual void set_ActivityFlowID(Guid);
[JScript]
public function get ActivityFlowID() : Guid;
public function set ActivityFlowID(Guid);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlow.ActivityFlowProperties Property
Gets or sets the array of all custom properties defined for this activity flow.

VB

Remarks

For performance reasons, this property is not populated for calls to HwsService.GetAllActivityFlowsForUser.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityFlow Class | ActivityFlow Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property ActivityFlowProperties As ResourceProperty ()
[C#]
public ResourceProperty[] ActivityFlowProperties {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property ResourceProperty get_ActivityFlowProperties();
public: __property void
   set_ActivityFlowProperties(ResourceProperty[]);
[JScript]
public function get ActivityFlowProperties() : ResourceProperty[];
public function set ActivityFlowProperties(ResourceProperty[]);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlow.AllIgnoring Property
true to indicates that all users involved in the activity flow have chosen to ignore it; otherwise, false. This property is public for
usage by the MMC.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityFlow Class | ActivityFlow Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property AllIgnoring As Boolean  Implements _
   IActivityFlow.AllIgnoring
[C#]
public virtual bool AllIgnoring {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_AllIgnoring();
public: __property virtual void set_AllIgnoring(bool);
[JScript]
public function get AllIgnoring() : Boolean;
public function set AllIgnoring(Boolean);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlow.DetailLevel Property
Gets or sets the level of detail stored in this object instance.

VB

Remarks

A client application can refine the level of detail to retrieve for each activity flow. The detail level affects the amount of data
returned by the web service, which in turn affects the performance of both the Web service and the client application.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityFlow Class | ActivityFlow Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property DetailLevel As ActivityFlowDetailLevel
[C#]
public ActivityFlowDetailLevel DetailLevel {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property ActivityFlowDetailLevel get_DetailLevel();
public: __property void set_DetailLevel(ActivityFlowDetailLevel);
[JScript]
public function get DetailLevel() : ActivityFlowDetailLevel;
public function set DetailLevel(ActivityFlowDetailLevel);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlow.Initiator Property
Gets or sets the initiator of the root action instance.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityFlow Class | ActivityFlow Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property Initiator As String  Implements _
   IActivityFlow.Initiator
[C#]
public virtual string Initiator {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Initiator();
public: __property virtual void set_Initiator(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Initiator() : String;
public function set Initiator(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlow.LastModifiedTimeStamp Property
Gets or sets the time stamp of the last update to the flow. Examples of updates are a new action instance added, or a task
response received.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityFlow Class | ActivityFlow Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property LastModifiedTimeStamp As DateTime  _
   Implements IActivityFlow.LastModifiedTimeStamp
[C#]
public virtual DateTime LastModifiedTimeStamp {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual DateTime get_LastModifiedTimeStamp();
public: __property virtual void
   set_LastModifiedTimeStamp(DateTime);
[JScript]
public function get LastModifiedTimeStamp() : DateTime;
public function set LastModifiedTimeStamp(DateTime);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlow.Owners Property
This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityFlow Class | ActivityFlow Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Owners As String ()
[C#]
public string[] Owners {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Owners();
public: __property void set_Owners(String* __gc[]);
[JScript]
public function get Owners() : String[];
public function set Owners(String[]);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlow.RootActionInstances Property
Gets or sets the root action instance of the flow. Only a single root action instance is supported per activity flow.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityFlow Class | ActivityFlow Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property RootActionInstances As ActionInstance ()
[C#]
public ActionInstance[] RootActionInstances {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property ActionInstance* get_RootActionInstances();
public: __property void set_RootActionInstances(ActionInstance*[]);
[JScript]
public function get RootActionInstances() : ActionInstance[];
public function set RootActionInstances(ActionInstance[]);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlow.StartTimeStamp Property
Gets or sets the time stamp indicating when the root action instance was instantiated.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityFlow Class | ActivityFlow Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property StartTimeStamp As DateTime  Implements _
   _
   IActivityFlow.StartTimeStamp
[C#]
public virtual DateTime StartTimeStamp {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual DateTime get_StartTimeStamp();
public: __property virtual void set_StartTimeStamp(DateTime);
[JScript]
public function get StartTimeStamp() : DateTime;
public function set StartTimeStamp(DateTime);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlow.StatInfo Property
Gets or sets the status information about this flow.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityFlow Class | ActivityFlow Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property StatInfo As ActivityFlowStat
[C#]
public ActivityFlowStat StatInfo {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property ActivityFlowStat* get_StatInfo();
public: __property void set_StatInfo(ActivityFlowStat*);
[JScript]
public function get StatInfo() : ActivityFlowStat;
public function set StatInfo(ActivityFlowStat);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlow.Status Property
Gets or sets the current status of the flow.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityFlow Class | ActivityFlow Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property Status As ActivityFlowStatus  _
   Implements IActivityFlow.Status
[C#]
public virtual ActivityFlowStatus Status {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual ActivityFlowStatus get_Status();
public: __property virtual void set_Status(ActivityFlowStatus);
[JScript]
public function get Status() : ActivityFlowStatus;
public function set Status(ActivityFlowStatus);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlow Methods
The methods of the ActivityFlow class are listed here. For a complete list of ActivityFlow class members, see the
ActivityFlow Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetActivityFlowProperties Returns an array of custom resource properties.
GetHashCode (inherited f

rom System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetRootActionInstances Returns an array of root action instances. Currently, only one root instance is supported per activity f
low.

GetStatInfo Retrieves the activity flow statistics. The ActivityFlowStat structure is conditionally populated depend
ing on the DetailLevel. At the ActivityFlowLevel it is not populated, at the ActionInstanceLevel it is par
tially populated, and at the TaskLevel it is fully populated.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ActivityFlow Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlow.GetActivityFlowProperties Method
Returns an array of custom resource properties.

VB

Parameters

count
The number of custom resource properties in the outActivityFlowProperties parameter.

outActivityFlowProperties
The array of custom resource properties.

Remarks

This property is not populated for calls to HwsService.GetAllActivityFlowsForUser.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityFlow Class | ActivityFlow Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub GetActivityFlowProperties( _
   <Out()> ByRef count As Integer, _
   <Out()> ByRef outActivityFlowProperties() As ResourceProperty _
) Implements IActivityFlow.GetActivityFlowProperties
[C#]
public virtual void GetActivityFlowProperties(
   out int count,
   out ResourceProperty[] outActivityFlowProperties
);
[C++]
public: virtual void GetActivityFlowProperties(
   [
   Out
] int* count,
   [
   Out
] ResourceProperty** outActivityFlowProperties[]
);
[JScript]
public function GetActivityFlowProperties(
   count : int,
   outActivityFlowProperties : ResourceProperty[]
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlow.GetRootActionInstances Method
Returns an array of root action instances. Currently, only one root instance is supported per activity flow.

VB

Parameters

count
The number of items in the outRootActionInstances parameter array.

outRootActionInstances
The array containing a set of ActionInstance class instances.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityFlow Class | ActivityFlow Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub GetRootActionInstances( _
   <Out()> ByRef count As Integer, _
   <Out()> ByRef outRootActionInstances() As ActionInstance _
) Implements IActivityFlow.GetRootActionInstances
[C#]
public virtual void GetRootActionInstances(
   out int count,
   out ActionInstance[] outRootActionInstances
);
[C++]
public: virtual void GetRootActionInstances(
   [
   Out
] int* count,
   [
   Out
] ActionInstance** outRootActionInstances[]
);
[JScript]
public function GetRootActionInstances(
   count : int,
   outRootActionInstances : ActionInstance[]
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlow.GetStatInfo Method
Retrieves the activity flow statistics. The ActivityFlowStat structure is conditionally populated depending on the DetailLevel. At the
ActivityFlowLevel it is not populated, at the ActionInstanceLevel it is partially populated, and at the TaskLevel it is fully populated.

VB

Parameters

outStatInfo
ActivityFlowStat class instance containing the activity flow status information.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityFlow Class | ActivityFlow Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub GetStatInfo( _
   <Out()> ByRef outStatInfo As ActivityFlowStat _
) Implements IActivityFlow.GetStatInfo
[C#]
public virtual void GetStatInfo(
   out ActivityFlowStat outStatInfo
);
[C++]
public: virtual void GetStatInfo(
   [
   Out
] ActivityFlowStat** outStatInfo
);
[JScript]
public function GetStatInfo(
   outStatInfo : ActivityFlowStat
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlowAllIgnoring Enumeration
Indicates whether all users are ignoring the activity flow, as users are allowed to mark their view of an activity flow as Finished or
Ignore.

VB

Member name Description
False One or more users are not ignoring the activity flow.
True All users are ignoring the activity flow.

Remarks

This enumeration is only set for the WMI MMC layer. It indicates to Administrators that all users are ignoring the given activity
flow and it could be deleted. It is used by the method that the WMI calls to retrieve the list of activity flows that it displays.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Core (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Enum ActivityFlowAllIgnoring
[C#]
[Serializable]
public enum ActivityFlowAllIgnoring
[C++]
[Serializable]
__value public enum ActivityFlowAllIgnoring
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
enum ActivityFlowAllIgnoring

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlowDetailLevel Enumeration
Indicates level of granularity based on the activity flow, action, and task entities. Determines what properties are available on the
ActivityFlow and contained ActionInstance.

VB

Members

ActivityFlowDetailLevel Description
ActivityFlowDetailLevel.ActivityFl
owLevel

Retrieves basic information about activity flow, such as start time, initiator of the first action in 
the activity flow, and so on.

ActivityFlowDetailLevel.ActionInst
anceLevel

Retrieves all action instances contained in the activity flow.

ActivityFlowDetailLevel.TaskLevel Retrieves all tasks contained within all action instances within the activity flow. This may constit
ute a large of data.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Core (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Enum ActivityFlowDetailLevel
[C#]
[Serializable]
public enum ActivityFlowDetailLevel
[C++]
[Serializable]
__value public enum ActivityFlowDetailLevel
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
enum ActivityFlowDetailLevel

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlowFilter Class
Reduces the activity flows returned by GetAllActivityFlowsForUser through a set of criteria that activity flows must meet in order
to be returned by the call.

For a list of all members of this type, see ActivityFlowFilter Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.ActivityFlowFilter

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

If you use an ActivityFlowFilter, you must set the StartTimeStart and StartTimeEnd members to values within the
SqlDateTime range (SqlDateTime.MinValue and SqlDateTime.MaxValue).

Additionally, if you do not need a filter but the method requires a filter as a parameter, pass Null.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Core (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.dll)

See Also

ActivityFlowFilter Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.

<Serializable>
<ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)>
<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("67A3D508-D85A-41E9-B5CC-D6A5C3CAAFBC")>
Public Class ActivityFlowFilter
   Implements IActivityFlowFilter
[C#]
[Serializable]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("67A3D508-D85A-41E9-B5CC-D6A5C3CAAFBC")]
public class ActivityFlowFilter : IActivityFlowFilter
[C++]
[Serializable]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType::None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("67A3D508-D85A-41E9-B5CC-D6A5C3CAAFBC")]
public __gc class ActivityFlowFilter : public
   IActivityFlowFilter
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
   ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("67A3D508-D85A-41E9-B5CC-D6A5C3CAAFBC")
class ActivityFlowFilter implements IActivityFlowFilter

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlowFilter Members
ActivityFlowFilter overview

Public Constructors

ActivityFlowFilter Constructor Initializes a new instance of the ActivityFlowFilter class.

Public Properties

ActivityFlowStatus Gets or sets the status of the activity flow.
StartTimeEnd Flows can be classified and filtered by start time; this value indicates the end of a time range of start times.
StartTimeStart Flows can be classified and filtered by start time; this value indicates the beginning of a time range of start ti

mes.
UseStatusFilter Gets or sets the UseStatusFilter property.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inher
ited from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ActivityFlowFilter Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ActivityFlowFilter Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the ActivityFlowFilter class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityFlowFilter Class | ActivityFlowFilter Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public ActivityFlowFilter();
[C++]
public: ActivityFlowFilter();
[JScript]
public function ActivityFlowFilter();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlowFilter Properties
The properties of the ActivityFlowFilter class are listed here. For a complete list of ActivityFlowFilter class members, see the
ActivityFlowFilter Members topic.

Public Properties

ActivityFlowStatus Gets or sets the status of the activity flow.
StartTimeEnd Flows can be classified and filtered by start time; this value indicates the end of a time range of start times.
StartTimeStart Flows can be classified and filtered by start time; this value indicates the beginning of a time range of start ti

mes.
UseStatusFilter Gets or sets the UseStatusFilter property.

See Also

ActivityFlowFilter Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ActivityFlowFilter.ActivityFlowStatus Property
Gets or sets the status of the activity flow.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityFlowFilter Class | ActivityFlowFilter Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property ActivityFlowStatus As _
ActivityFlowStatus  Implements _
   IActivityFlowFilter.ActivityFlowStatus
[C#]
public virtual ActivityFlowStatus ActivityFlowStatus {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual ActivityFlowStatus get_ActivityFlowStatus();
public: __property virtual void set_ActivityFlowStatus(ActivityFlowStatus);
[JScript]
public function get ActivityFlowStatus() : ActivityFlowStatus;
public function set ActivityFlowStatus(ActivityFlowStatus);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlowFilter.StartTimeEnd Property
Flows can be classified and filtered by start time; this value indicates the end of a time range of start times.

VB

Remarks

If you use an ActivityFlowFilter, you must set the StartTimeStart and StartTimeEnd members to values within the
SqlDateTime range (SqlDateTime.MinValue and SqlDateTime.MaxValue).

Additionally, if you do not need a filter but the method requires a filter as a parameter, pass Null.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityFlowFilter Class | ActivityFlowFilter Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property StartTimeEnd As DateTime  Implements _
   IActivityFlowFilter.StartTimeEnd
[C#]
public virtual DateTime StartTimeEnd {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual DateTime get_StartTimeEnd();
public: __property virtual void set_StartTimeEnd(DateTime);
[JScript]
public function get StartTimeEnd() : DateTime;
public function set StartTimeEnd(DateTime);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlowFilter.StartTimeStart Property
Flows can be classified and filtered by start time; this value indicates the beginning of a time range of start times.

VB

Remarks

If you use an ActivityFlowFilter, you must set the StartTimeStart and StartTimeEnd members to values within the
SqlDateTime range (SqlDateTime.MinValue and SqlDateTime.MaxValue).

Additionally, if you do not need a filter but the method requires a filter as a parameter, pass Null.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityFlowFilter Class | ActivityFlowFilter Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property StartTimeStart As DateTime  Implements _
   _
   IActivityFlowFilter.StartTimeStart
[C#]
public virtual DateTime StartTimeStart {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual DateTime get_StartTimeStart();
public: __property virtual void set_StartTimeStart(DateTime);
[JScript]
public function get StartTimeStart() : DateTime;
public function set StartTimeStart(DateTime);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlowFilter.UseStatusFilter Property
Gets or sets the UseStatusFilter property.

VB

Remarks

true to indicate to filter by the value of the activity flow status, as there is no "All" option in the status enumerators. false to
indicate that no status is added to the filter when the query is run.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityFlowFilter Class | ActivityFlowFilter Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property UseStatusFilter As Boolean  Implements _
   _
   IActivityFlowFilter.UseStatusFilter
[C#]
public virtual bool UseStatusFilter {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_UseStatusFilter();
public: __property virtual void set_UseStatusFilter(bool);
[JScript]
public function get UseStatusFilter() : Boolean;
public function set UseStatusFilter(Boolean);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlowStat Class
Tracks the activity flow status.

For a list of all members of this type, see ActivityFlowStat Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.ActivityFlowStat

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

This class tracks the current statistics of the activity flow. Populated by the GetActivityFlow method when the client passes an
activity flow level of action or task instance.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Core (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.dll)

See Also

ActivityFlowStat Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)>
<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("39A49E73-4DDE-4679-AE96-AA641E85C89F")>
Public Class ActivityFlowStat
   Implements IActivityFlowStat
[C#]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("39A49E73-4DDE-4679-AE96-AA641E85C89F")]
public class ActivityFlowStat : IActivityFlowStat
[C++]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType::None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("39A49E73-4DDE-4679-AE96-AA641E85C89F")]
public __gc class ActivityFlowStat : public IActivityFlowStat
[JScript]
public
   ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("39A49E73-4DDE-4679-AE96-AA641E85C89F")
class ActivityFlowStat implements IActivityFlowStat

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlowStat Members
ActivityFlowStat overview

Public Constructors

ActivityFlowStat Constructor Initializes a new instance of the ActivityFlowStat class.

Public Properties

ActionInstanceCount Gets or sets the total number action instances in the activity flow.
ActivityModelCount Gets or sets the number of activity model instances in the activity flow.
AdHocActionInstanceCount Gets or sets the number of ad-hoc action instances in the activity flow.
DetailLevel Determines how much information to return to the client in a retrieval function call.
LastActionInitiator Gets or sets the initiator of the last action that as added to the flow.
LastActionName Gets or sets the name of the action that was last added to the flow.
LastActionTargets Gets or sets the list of targets for the last action.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetLastActionTargets Retrieves the list of targets of the last action added to the activity flow.
GetType (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ActivityFlowStat Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the ActivityFlowStat class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityFlowStat Class | ActivityFlowStat Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public ActivityFlowStat();
[C++]
public: ActivityFlowStat();
[JScript]
public function ActivityFlowStat();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlowStat Properties
The properties of the ActivityFlowStat class are listed here. For a complete list of ActivityFlowStat class members, see the
ActivityFlowStat Members topic.

Public Properties

ActionInstanceCount Gets or sets the total number action instances in the activity flow.
ActivityModelCount Gets or sets the number of activity model instances in the activity flow.
AdHocActionInstanceCount Gets or sets the number of ad-hoc action instances in the activity flow.
DetailLevel Determines how much information to return to the client in a retrieval function call.
LastActionInitiator Gets or sets the initiator of the last action that as added to the flow.
LastActionName Gets or sets the name of the action that was last added to the flow.
LastActionTargets Gets or sets the list of targets for the last action.

See Also

ActivityFlowStat Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ActivityFlowStat.ActionInstanceCount Property
Gets or sets the total number of action instances in the activity flow.

VB

Remarks

An activity flow can contain both ad-hoc action instances and activity model instances; both types are used to determine the
ActionInstanceCount value.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityFlowStat Class | ActivityFlowStat Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property ActionInstanceCount As Integer  _
   Implements IActivityFlowStat.ActionInstanceCount
[C#]
public virtual int ActionInstanceCount {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual int get_ActionInstanceCount();
public: __property virtual void set_ActionInstanceCount(int);
[JScript]
public function get ActionInstanceCount() : int;
public function set ActionInstanceCount(int);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlowStat.ActivityModelCount Property
Gets or sets the number of activity model instances in the activity flow.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityFlowStat Class | ActivityFlowStat Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property ActivityModelCount As Integer  _
   Implements IActivityFlowStat.ActivityModelCount
[C#]
public virtual int ActivityModelCount {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual int get_ActivityModelCount();
public: __property virtual void set_ActivityModelCount(int);
[JScript]
public function get ActivityModelCount() : int;
public function set ActivityModelCount(int);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlowStat.AdHocActionInstanceCount Property
Gets or sets the number of ad-hoc action instances in the activity flow.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityFlowStat Class | ActivityFlowStat Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property AdHocActionInstanceCount As Integer  _
   Implements IActivityFlowStat.AdHocActionInstanceCount
[C#]
public virtual int AdHocActionInstanceCount {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual int get_AdHocActionInstanceCount();
public: __property virtual void set_AdHocActionInstanceCount(int);
[JScript]
public function get AdHocActionInstanceCount() : int;
public function set AdHocActionInstanceCount(int);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlowStat.DetailLevel Property
Determines how much information to return to the client in a retrieval function call.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityFlowStat Class | ActivityFlowStat Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property DetailLevel As ActivityFlowDetailLevel
[C#]
public ActivityFlowDetailLevel DetailLevel {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property ActivityFlowDetailLevel get_DetailLevel();
public: __property void set_DetailLevel(ActivityFlowDetailLevel);
[JScript]
public function get DetailLevel() : ActivityFlowDetailLevel;
public function set DetailLevel(ActivityFlowDetailLevel);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlowStat.LastActionInitiator Property
Gets or sets the initiator of the last action added to the flow.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityFlowStat Class | ActivityFlowStat Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property LastActionInitiator As String  _
   Implements IActivityFlowStat.LastActionInitiator
[C#]
public virtual string LastActionInitiator {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_LastActionInitiator();
public: __property virtual void set_LastActionInitiator(String*);
[JScript]
public function get LastActionInitiator() : String;
public function set LastActionInitiator(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlowStat.LastActionName Property
Gets or sets the name of the action that was last added to the flow.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityFlowStat Class | ActivityFlowStat Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property LastActionName As String  Implements _
   IActivityFlowStat.LastActionName
[C#]
public virtual string LastActionName {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_LastActionName();
public: __property virtual void set_LastActionName(String*);
[JScript]
public function get LastActionName() : String;
public function set LastActionName(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ActivityFlowStat.LastActionTargets Property
Gets or sets the list of targets for the last action.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityFlowStat Class | ActivityFlowStat Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property LastActionTargets As String ()
[C#]
public string[] LastActionTargets {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_LastActionTargets();
public: __property void set_LastActionTargets(String* __gc[]);
[JScript]
public function get LastActionTargets() : String[];
public function set LastActionTargets(String[]);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ActivityFlowStat Methods
The methods of the ActivityFlowStat class are listed here. For a complete list of ActivityFlowStat class members, see the
ActivityFlowStat Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetLastActionTargets Retrieves the list of targets of the last action added to the activity flow.
GetType (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ActivityFlowStat Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ActivityFlowStat.GetLastActionTargets Method
Retrieves the list of targets of the last action added to the activity flow.

VB

Parameters

count
The integer that contains the number of targets included in the outLastActionTargets parameter array.

outLastActionTargets
The array of strings representing all the targets of the last action added to the activity flow.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityFlowStat Class | ActivityFlowStat Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub GetLastActionTargets( _
   <Out()> ByRef count As Integer, _
   <Out()> ByRef outLastActionTargets() As String _
) Implements IActivityFlowStat.GetLastActionTargets
[C#]
public virtual void GetLastActionTargets(
   out int count,
   out string[] outLastActionTargets
);
[C++]
public: virtual void GetLastActionTargets(
   [
   Out
] int* count,
   [
   Out
] String* outLastActionTargets __gc[]
);
[JScript]
public function GetLastActionTargets(
   count : int,
   outLastActionTargets : String[]
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityFlowStatus Enumeration
Enumerates the values for the current status of the activity flow instance. This enumeration is used by the Status property.

VB

Members

Member nam
e

Description

Active Activity flow active.
Complete This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your c

ode.
InActive Activity flow inactive.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Core (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Enum ActivityFlowStatus
[C#]
[Serializable]
public enum ActivityFlowStatus
[C++]
[Serializable]
__value public enum ActivityFlowStatus
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
enum ActivityFlowStatus

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityType Enumeration
Indicates type of activity, such as action or activity model.

VB

Members

Member name Description
Action Action activity type.
ActivityModel Activity model activity type.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Core (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Enum ActivityType
[C#]
[Serializable]
public enum ActivityType
[C++]
[Serializable]
__value public enum ActivityType
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
enum ActivityType

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Actor Class
Represents an actor in the Human Workflow Services (HWS) system.

For a list of all members of this type, see Actor Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.Actor

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Core (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.dll)

See Also

Actor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Class Actor
[C#]
public class Actor
[C++]
public __gc class Actor
[JScript]
public class Actor

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Actor Members
Actor overview

Public Properties

FriendlyName Gets or sets the display name of the actor. This value can be the same as the Name property if this property is n
ot set by the fact store.

Name Gets or sets the login name of the actor.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Actor Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Actor Constructor
Actor class constructor.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the Actor class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public Actor();

[C++] public: Actor();

[JScript] public function Actor();

Initializes a new instance of the Actor class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public Actor(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: Actor(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function Actor(System.String, System.String);

See Also

Actor Class | Actor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Actor Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the Actor class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Actor Class | Actor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace | Actor Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public Actor();
[C++]
public: Actor();
[JScript]
public function Actor();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Actor Constructor (System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the Actor class.

VB

Parameters

name
The domain name of the user.

friendlyName
The display name of the user.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Actor Class | Actor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace | Actor Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal friendlyName As String _
)
[C#]
public Actor(
   string name,
   string friendlyName
);
[C++]
public: Actor(
   String* name,
   String* friendlyName
);
[JScript]
public function Actor(
   name : String,
   friendlyName : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Actor Properties
The properties of the Actor class are listed here. For a complete list of Actor class members, see the Actor Members topic.

Public Properties

FriendlyName Gets or sets the display name of the actor. This value can be the same as the Name property if this property is n
ot set by the fact store.

Name Gets or sets the login name of the actor.

See Also

Actor Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Actor.FriendlyName Property
Gets or sets the display name of the actor. This value can be the same as the Name property if this property is not set by the fact
store.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Actor Class | Actor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property FriendlyName As String
[C#]
public string FriendlyName {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_FriendlyName();
public: __property void set_FriendlyName(String*);
[JScript]
public function get FriendlyName() : String;
public function set FriendlyName(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Actor.Name Property
Gets or sets the login name of the actor.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Actor Class | Actor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Name As String
[C#]
public string Name {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Name();
public: __property void set_Name(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;
public function set Name(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Actors Class
Represents a collection of Windows users in groups of actors associated with an action.

For a list of all members of this type, see Actors Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.Actors

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core

Platforms:  Windows 2000

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Core (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.dll)

See Also

Actors Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Class Actors
[C#]
public class Actors
[C++]
public __gc class Actors
[JScript]
public class Actors

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Actors Members
Actors overview

Public Constructors

Actors Constructor Initializes a new instance of the Actors class.

Public Properties

ActorList Gets or sets the array of actors.
GlobalActorGroup Gets or sets a constraint group, such as several users that satisfy one criteria.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inher
ited from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Actors Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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Actors Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Actors class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Actors Class | Actors Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public Actors();
[C++]
public: Actors();
[JScript]
public function Actors();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Actors Properties
The properties of the Actors class are listed here. For a complete list of Actors class members, see the Actors Members topic.

Public Properties

ActorList Gets or sets the array of actors.
GlobalActorGroup Gets or sets a constraint group, such as several users that satisfy one criterion.

See Also

Actors Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Actors.ActorList Property
Gets or sets the array of actors.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Actors Class | Actors Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property ActorList As Actor ()
[C#]
public Actor[] ActorList {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Actor* get_ActorList();
public: __property void set_ActorList(Actor*[]);
[JScript]
public function get ActorList() : Actor[];
public function set ActorList(Actor[]);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Actors.GlobalActorGroup Property
Gets or sets a constraint group, such as several users that satisfy one criterion.

VB

Remarks

When the Actors group is passed to the Web service, it will be resolved as a set of individual actors.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Actors Class | Actors Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property GlobalActorGroup As ParameterActorGrouping
[C#]
public ParameterActorGrouping GlobalActorGroup {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property ParameterActorGrouping* get_GlobalActorGroup();
public: __property void set_GlobalActorGroup(ParameterActorGrouping*);
[JScript]
public function get GlobalActorGroup() : ParameterActorGrouping;
public function set GlobalActorGroup(ParameterActorGrouping);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactStoreGroup Class
Stores information about an actor group.

For a list of all members of this type, see FactStoreGroup Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.FactStoreGroup

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Core (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.dll)

See Also

FactStoreGroup Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Class FactStoreGroup
[C#]
public class FactStoreGroup
[C++]
public __gc class FactStoreGroup
[JScript]
public class FactStoreGroup

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactStoreGroup Members
FactStoreGroup overview

Public Constructors

FactStoreGroup Constructor Initializes a new instance of the FactStoreGroup class.

Public Properties

ActorIndices Gets or sets the array of integers used to look up the actors that are part of this group.
Description Gets or sets the description of the group.
ID Gets or sets the string used to identify the group.
Name Gets or sets the display name of the group.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

FactStoreGroup Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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FactStoreGroup Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the FactStoreGroup class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactStoreGroup Class | FactStoreGroup Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public FactStoreGroup();
[C++]
public: FactStoreGroup();
[JScript]
public function FactStoreGroup();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactStoreGroup Properties
The properties of the FactStoreGroup class are listed here. For a complete list of FactStoreGroup class members, see the
FactStoreGroup Members topic.

Public Properties

ActorIndices Gets or sets the array of integers used to look up the actors that are part of this group.
Description Gets or sets the description of the group.
ID Gets or sets the string used to identify the group.
Name Gets or sets the display name of the group.

See Also

FactStoreGroup Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FactStoreGroup.ActorIndices Property
Gets or sets the array of integers used to look up the actors that are part of this group.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactStoreGroup Class | FactStoreGroup Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property ActorIndices As Integer ()
[C#]
public int[] ActorIndices {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_ActorIndices();
public: __property void set_ActorIndices(int __gc[]);
[JScript]
public function get ActorIndices() : int[];
public function set ActorIndices(int[]);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactStoreGroup.Description Property
Gets or sets the description of the group.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactStoreGroup Class | FactStoreGroup Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Description As String
[C#]
public string Description {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Description();
public: __property void set_Description(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Description() : String;
public function set Description(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactStoreGroup.ID Property
Gets or sets the string used to identify the group.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactStoreGroup Class | FactStoreGroup Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property ID As String
[C#]
public string ID {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ID();
public: __property void set_ID(String*);
[JScript]
public function get ID() : String;
public function set ID(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactStoreGroup.Name Property
Gets or sets the display name of the group.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security:

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactStoreGroup Class | FactStoreGroup Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Name As String
[C#]
public string Name {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Name();
public: __property void set_Name(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;
public function set Name(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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HwsMessage_Type Enumeration
Enumerates the designated Human Workflow Services (HWS) message types.

VB

Members

The following table shows the members of this enumeration.

Member
Hws_Activate
Hws_ActivateResponse
Hws_Finish
Hws_Interrupt
Hws_Response
Hws_Synchronize
Hws_Task

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Core (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Enum HwsMessage_Type
[C#]
[Serializable]
public enum HwsMessage_Type
[C++]
[Serializable]
__value public enum HwsMessage_Type
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
enum HwsMessage_Type

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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InterruptLevel Enumeration
This enumeration is used by the InterruptAction method of the HWS Web service. It defines the granularity at which an interrupt
should be generated.

VB

Members

Member name Description
ActionInstance A single action instance will be affected by the interrupt.
ActivityModelInstance All active actions in the activity model instance will be affected by the interrupt.
ActivityFlow All active actions in the activity flow will be affected by the interrupt.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Core (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Enum InterruptLevel
[C#]
[Serializable]
public enum InterruptLevel
[C++]
[Serializable]
__value public enum InterruptLevel
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
enum InterruptLevel

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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InterruptType Enumeration
This enumeration is used by the InterruptAction method of the HWS Web service. It defines the interrupt type to be Abort or
Rollback.

VB

Members

Member name Description
Abort Current active actions in the activity flow or activity model will end immediately.
Rollback Current active actions in the activity flow or activity model will execute compensation block and end.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Core (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Enum InterruptType
[C#]
[Serializable]
public enum InterruptType
[C++]
[Serializable]
__value public enum InterruptType
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
enum InterruptType

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ParameterActorGrouping Class
Represents a user-defined actor group.

For a list of all members of this type, see ParameterActorGrouping Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.ParameterActorGrouping

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Core (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.dll)

See Also

ParameterActorGrouping Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Class ParameterActorGrouping
[C#]
public class ParameterActorGrouping
[C++]
public __gc class ParameterActorGrouping
[JScript]
public class ParameterActorGrouping

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ParameterActorGrouping Members
ParameterActorGrouping overview

Public Constructors

ParameterActorGrouping Constructor Initializes a new instance of the ParameterActorGrouping class.

Public Properties

ActorIndices Gets or sets the array of integers used to look up the actors that are part of this group.
Groups Gets or sets the list of group targets.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ParameterActorGrouping Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ParameterActorGrouping Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the ParameterActorGrouping class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ParameterActorGrouping Class | ParameterActorGrouping Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public ParameterActorGrouping();
[C++]
public: ParameterActorGrouping();
[JScript]
public function ParameterActorGrouping();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ParameterActorGrouping Properties
The properties of the ParameterActorGrouping class are listed here. For a complete list of ParameterActorGrouping class
members, see the ParameterActorGrouping Members topic.

Public Properties

ActorIndices Gets or sets the array of integers used to look up the actors that are part of this group.
Groups Gets or sets the list of group targets.

See Also

ParameterActorGrouping Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ParameterActorGrouping.ActorIndices Property
Gets or sets the array of integers used to look up the actors that are part of this group.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ParameterActorGrouping Class | ParameterActorGrouping Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property ActorIndices As Integer ()
[C#]
public int[] ActorIndices {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_ActorIndices();
public: __property void set_ActorIndices(int __gc[]);
[JScript]
public function get ActorIndices() : int[];
public function set ActorIndices(int[]);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ParameterActorGrouping.Groups Property
Gets or sets the list of group targets.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ParameterActorGrouping Class | ParameterActorGrouping Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Groups As FactStoreGroup ()
[C#]
public FactStoreGroup[] Groups {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property FactStoreGroup* get_Groups();
public: __property void set_Groups(FactStoreGroup*[]);
[JScript]
public function get Groups() : FactStoreGroup[];
public function set Groups(FactStoreGroup[]);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Reassignment Structure
Contains task reassignment relationships. The Reassignment structure allows for navigation up and down a task reassignment
chain.

For a list of all members of this type, see Reassignment Members.

System.Object
   System.ValueType
      Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.Reassignment

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the structures in the .NET Framework, but you cannot define your own.

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

As an example, assume that Task1 is reassigned to Task2 and that Task2 is reassigned to Task3. The Reassignment structure for
Task1 will show the TaskID of Task1 for FirstTaskID, the TaskID of Task3 for LastTaskID, the TaskID of Task2 for NextTaskID, and an
empty Guid for PreviousTaskID.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Core (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.dll)

See Also

Reassignment Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Structure Reassignment
[C#]
public struct Reassignment
[C++]
public __value struct Reassignment

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aey3s293(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Reassignment Members
Reassignment overview

Public Fields

FirstTaskID Guid identifier of the first task.
LastTaskID Guid identifier of the last task.
NextTaskID Guid identifier of the next task.
PreviousTaskID Guid identifier of the previous task.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sy
stem.ValueType)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited f
rom System.ValueType)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from 
System.ValueType)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Reassignment Structure | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms224652(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/y3509fc2(v=bts.10).aspx
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Reassignment Fields
The fields of the Reassignment structure are listed here. For a complete list of Reassignment structure members, see the
Reassignment Members topic.

Public Fields

FirstTaskID Guid identifier of the first task.
LastTaskID Guid identifier of the last task.
NextTaskID Guid identifier of the next task.
PreviousTaskID Guid identifier of the parent task.

See Also

Reassignment Structure | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Reassignment.FirstTaskID Field
Guid identifier of the first task.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

Reassignment Structure | Reassignment Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public FirstTaskID As Guid
[C#]
public Guid FirstTaskID;
[C++]
public: Guid FirstTaskID;
[JScript]
public var FirstTaskID : Guid;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Reassignment.LastTaskID Field
Guid identifier of the last task.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

Reassignment Structure | Reassignment Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public LastTaskID As Guid
[C#]
public Guid LastTaskID;
[C++]
public: Guid LastTaskID;
[JScript]
public var LastTaskID : Guid;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Reassignment.NextTaskID Field
Guid identifier of the next task.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

Reassignment Structure | Reassignment Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public NextTaskID As Guid
[C#]
public Guid NextTaskID;
[C++]
public: Guid NextTaskID;
[JScript]
public var NextTaskID : Guid;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Reassignment.PreviousTaskID Field
Guid identifier of the previous task.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

Reassignment Structure | Reassignment Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public PreviousTaskID As Guid
[C#]
public Guid PreviousTaskID;
[C++]
public: Guid PreviousTaskID;
[JScript]
public var PreviousTaskID : Guid;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ResourceProperty Structure
Stores custom properties for actions and tasks.

For a list of all members of this type, see ResourceProperty Members.

System.Object
   System.ValueType
      Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.ResourceProperty

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the structures in the .NET Framework, but you cannot define your own.

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Core (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.dll)

See Also

ResourceProperty Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Structure ResourceProperty
[C#]
[Serializable]
public struct ResourceProperty
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __value struct ResourceProperty

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aey3s293(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ResourceProperty Members
ResourceProperty overview

Public Fields

propertyDescription String containing the description of the property.
propertyName String containing the name of the property.
propertyType String containing the property type.
propertyValue String containing the property value.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sy
stem.ValueType)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited f
rom System.ValueType)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from 
System.ValueType)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ResourceProperty Structure | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ResourceProperty Fields
The fields of the ResourceProperty structure are listed here. For a complete list of ResourceProperty structure members, see
the ResourceProperty Members topic.

Public Fields

propertyDescription String containing the description of the property.
propertyName String containing the name of the property.
propertyType String containing the property type.
propertyValue String containing the property value.

See Also

ResourceProperty Structure | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ResourceProperty.propertyDescription Field
Description of the property.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ResourceProperty Structure | ResourceProperty Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public propertyDescription As String
[C#]
public string propertyDescription;
[C++]
public: String* propertyDescription;
[JScript]
public var propertyDescription : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ResourceProperty.propertyName Field
Name of the property.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ResourceProperty Structure | ResourceProperty Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public propertyName As String
[C#]
public string propertyName;
[C++]
public: String* propertyName;
[JScript]
public var propertyName : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ResourceProperty.propertyType Field
String containing the property type.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ResourceProperty Structure | ResourceProperty Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public propertyType As String
[C#]
public string propertyType;
[C++]
public: String* propertyType;
[JScript]
public var propertyType : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ResourceProperty.propertyValue Field
String containing the property value.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ResourceProperty Structure | ResourceProperty Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public propertyValue As String
[C#]
public string propertyValue;
[C++]
public: String* propertyValue;
[JScript]
public var propertyValue : String;
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Target Class
Represents a target within the Human Workflow Services (HWS) system. For internal use only.

For a list of all members of this type, see Target Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.Target

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

The Targets property is exposed through the ActionParameters class.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Core (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.dll)

See Also

Target Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Class Target
   Implements ICloneable
[C#]
public class Target : ICloneable
[C++]
public __gc class Target : public ICloneable
[JScript]
public class Target implements ICloneable

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Target Members
Target overview

Public Constructors

Target Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the Target class.

Public Properties

InstanceXPath Within an activation message, certain nodes can be marked as target nodes; this property gets the XPath to th
at node.

Max Within an activation message, certain nodes can be marked as target nodes; this property gets the maximum 
number of occurrences of that node.

Min Within an activation message, certain nodes can be marked as target nodes; this property gets the minimum n
umber of occurrences of that node.

ParameterName Within an activation message, certain nodes can be marked as target nodes; this property gets the name of th
at node.

Public Methods

Clone (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inher
ited from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Target Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Target Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Target class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the Target class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public Target();

[C++] public: Target();

[JScript] public function Target();

Initializes a new instance of the Target class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Target)

[C#] public Target(Target);

[C++] public: Target(Target*);

[JScript] public function Target(Target);

Initializes a new instance of the Target class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Xml.XmlNode)

[C#] public Target(System.Xml.XmlNode);

[C++] public: Target(System.Xml.XmlNode);

[JScript] public function Target(System.Xml.XmlNode);

See Also

Target Class | Target Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Target Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the Target class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Target Class | Target Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace | Target Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public Target();
[C++]
public: Target();
[JScript]
public function Target();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Target Constructor (Target)
Initializes a new instance of the Target class.

VB

Parameters

objTarget
Target to be copied.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security:

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Target Class | Target Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace | Target Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal objTarget As Target _
)
[C#]
public Target(
   Target objTarget
);
[C++]
public: Target(
   Target* objTarget
);
[JScript]
public function Target(
   objTarget : Target
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Target Constructor (System.Xml.XmlNode)
Initializes a new instance of the Target class.

VB

Parameters

nodeUserGroup
The node containing the Target.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Target Class | Target Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace | Target Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal nodeUserGroup As XmlNode _
)
[C#]
public Target(
   XmlNode nodeUserGroup
);
[C++]
public: Target(
   XmlNode* nodeUserGroup
);
[JScript]
public function Target(
   nodeUserGroup : XmlNode
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Target Properties
The properties of the Target class are listed here. For a complete list of Target class members, see the Target Members topic.

Public Properties

InstanceXPath Within an activation message, certain nodes can be marked as target nodes; this property gets the XPath to th
at node.

Max Within an activation message, certain nodes can be marked as target nodes; this property gets the maximum 
number of occurrences of that node.

Min Within an activation message, certain nodes can be marked as target nodes; this property gets the minimum n
umber of occurrences of that node.

ParameterName Within an activation message, certain nodes can be marked as target nodes; this property gets the name of th
at node.

See Also

Target Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Target.InstanceXPath Property
Within an activation message, certain nodes can be marked as target nodes; this property gets the XPath to that node.

VB

Remarks

The InstanceXPath property contains the XPath to the node in the activation message that this particular target is drawn from.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Target Class | Target Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property InstanceXPath As String
[C#]
public string InstanceXPath {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_InstanceXPath();
[JScript]
public function get InstanceXPath() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Target.Max Property
Within an activation message, certain nodes can be marked as target nodes; this property gets the maximum number of
occurrences of that node.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Target Class | Target Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Max As Integer
[C#]
public int Max {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_Max();
[JScript]
public function get Max() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Target.Min Property
Within an activation message, certain nodes can be marked as target nodes; this property gets the minimum number of
occurrences of that node.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Target Class | Target Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Min As Integer
[C#]
public int Min {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_Min();
[JScript]
public function get Min() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Target.ParameterName Property
Within an activation message, certain nodes can be marked as target nodes; this property gets the name of that node.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Target Class | Target Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property ParameterName As String
[C#]
public string ParameterName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ParameterName();
[JScript]
public function get ParameterName() : String;
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Target Methods
The methods of the Target class are listed here. For a complete list of Target class members, see the Target Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inher
ited from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Target Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Targets Class
Represents a collection of Target class instances. For internal use only.

For a list of all members of this type, see Targets Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.Targets

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Core (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.dll)

See Also

Targets Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Class Targets
   Implements IEnumerable, ICloneable
[C#]
public class Targets : IEnumerable, ICloneable
[C++]
public __gc class Targets : public IEnumerable, ICloneable
[JScript]
public class Targets implements IEnumerable, ICloneable
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Targets Members
Targets overview

Public Constructors

Targets Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the Targets class.

Public Properties

Count The count of Target objects that the collection holds.
this A zero-based indexer into the collection.

Public Methods

Clone For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Targets Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Targets Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Targets class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the Targets class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public Targets();

[C++] public: Targets();

[JScript] public function Targets();

Initializes a new instance of the Targets class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Targets)

[C#] public Targets(Targets);

[C++] public: Targets(Targets*);

[JScript] public function Targets(Targets);

Initializes a new instance of the Targets class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Xml.XmlNode)

[C#] public Targets(System.Xml.XmlNode);

[C++] public: Targets(System.Xml.XmlNode);

[JScript] public function Targets(System.Xml.XmlNode);

See Also

Targets Class | Targets Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Targets Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the Targets class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Targets Class | Targets Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace | Targets Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public Targets();
[C++]
public: Targets();
[JScript]
public function Targets();
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Targets Constructor (Targets)
Initializes a new instance of the Targets class.

VB

Parameters

objTargets
Target objects to be copied.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Targets Class | Targets Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace | Targets Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal objTargets As Targets _
)
[C#]
public Targets(
   Targets objTargets
);
[C++]
public: Targets(
   Targets* objTargets
);
[JScript]
public function Targets(
   objTargets : Targets
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Targets Constructor (System.Xml.XmlNode)
Initializes a new instance of the Targets class.

VB

Parameters

bizActionTargetsNode
Node containing Target objects to be copied.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Targets Class | Targets Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace | Targets Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal bizActionTargetsNode As XmlNode _
)
[C#]
public Targets(
   XmlNode bizActionTargetsNode
);
[C++]
public: Targets(
   XmlNode* bizActionTargetsNode
);
[JScript]
public function Targets(
   bizActionTargetsNode : XmlNode
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Targets Properties
The properties of the Targets class are listed here. For a complete list of Targets class members, see the Targets Members topic.

Public Properties

Count The count of Target objects that the collection holds.
this A zero-based indexer into the collection.

See Also

Targets Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Targets.this Property
A zero-based indexer into the collection.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the Targets class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

index
The value of the index.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
The value of the index.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Targets Class | Targets Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As Target  
[C#]
public Target this[
   int index
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Target* get_Item(
   int index
);
[JScript]
returnValue = TargetsObject.Item(index);
-or-
returnValue = TargetsObject(index); 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Targets.Count Property
The count of Target objects that the collection holds.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the Targets class.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Targets Class | Targets Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Count As Integer
[C#]
public int Count {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_Count();
[JScript]
public function get Count() : int; 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Targets Methods
The methods of the Targets class are listed here. For a complete list of Targets class members, see the Targets Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Targets Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Task Class
Contains information about each task message in the tracking database.

For a list of all members of this type, see Task Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.Task

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Core (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.dll)

See Also

Task Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)>
<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("B3271064-FFEB-3508-A105-6B58461F4E2B")>
Public Class Task
   Implements ITask
[C#]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("B3271064-FFEB-3508-A105-6B58461F4E2B")]
public class Task : ITask
[C++]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType::None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("B3271064-FFEB-3508-A105-6B58461F4E2B")]
public __gc class Task : public ITask
[JScript]
public
   ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("B3271064-FFEB-3508-A105-6B58461F4E2B")
class Task implements ITask

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Task Members
Task overview

Public Constructors

Task Constructor Initializes a new instance of the Task class.

Public Properties

ActionInstanceID Gets or sets the Guid that identifies the action instance that sent the task.
ActivityFlowID Gets or sets the Guid that identifies the activity flow associated with the action instance for the tas

k.
CurrentPercentageComplete Gets or sets the last value from the last response message. Updated for each response message fo

r the task that is received.
CurrentStatus Gets or sets the last value from the last response message. Updated for each response message fo

r the task that is received.
Initiator Gets or sets the user that sent the task.
Reassignment If the task has been reassigned, delegated, or escalated to another user, a new task message is cre

ated to reassign, delegate, or escalate. This Reassignment structure links the current task to the ne
wly reassigned task.

Responses Gets or sets the collection of TaskResponse class instances where each object relates to a respons
e message for the given task.

ResponsesHelper This property is unsupported. Use the Responses propertyto access Task instances.
Target Gets or sets the user to whom the task is sent.
TargetNamespaceUri Gets or sets the namespace URI of the task message.
TargetXPath Gets or sets the XPath of the user to which the task message is sent.
TaskDescription Gets or sets the value of the TaskDescription node in the Hws_Task schema.
TaskID Gets or sets the Guid that uniquely identifies the task message.
TaskProperties Gets or sets the collection of properties that the user provides when constructing the task messag

e.
TaskTimeStamp Gets or sets the timestamp indicating when the system received the task; this timestamp specifies 

the time just prior to being recorded in tracking.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetResponses Retrieves the value of the Responses property.
GetTaskProperties Retrieves the value of the TaskProperties property.
GetType (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Task Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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Task Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Task class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Task Class | Task Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public Task();
[C++]
public: Task();
[JScript]
public function Task();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Task Properties
The properties of the Task class are listed here. For a complete list of Task class members, see the Task Members topic.

Public Properties

ActionInstanceID Gets or sets the Guid that identifies the action instance that sent the task.
ActivityFlowID Gets or sets the Guid that identifies the activity flow associated with the action instance for the tas

k.
CurrentPercentageComplete Gets or sets the last value from the last response message. Updated for each response message fo

r the task that is received.
CurrentStatus Gets or sets the last value from the last response message. Updated for each response message fo

r the task that is received.
Initiator Gets or sets the user that sent the task.
Reassignment If the task has been reassigned, delegated, or escalated to another user, a new task message is cre

ated to reassign, delegate, or escalate. This Reassignment structure links the current task to the ne
wly reassigned task.

Responses Gets or sets the collection of TaskResponse class instances where each object relates to a Respons
e message for the given task.

ResponsesHelper This property is unsupported. Use the Responses propertyto access Task instances.
Target Gets or sets the user to whom the task is sent.
TargetNamespaceUri Gets or sets the namespace URI of the task message.
TargetXPath Gets or sets the XPath of the user to which the task message is sent.
TaskDescription Gets or sets the value of the TaskDescription node in the Hws_Task schema.
TaskID Gets or sets the Guid that uniquely identifies the task message.
TaskProperties Gets or sets the collection of properties that the user provides when constructing the task messag

e.
TaskTimeStamp Gets or sets the timestamp indicating when the system received the task; this timestamp specifies 

the time just prior to being recorded in tracking.

See Also

Task Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Task.ActionInstanceID Property
Gets or sets the ID of the action instance that has sent out this task.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Task Class | Task Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Property ActionInstanceID As Guid  Implements _
   ITask.ActionInstanceID
[C#]
public virtual Guid ActionInstanceID {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual Guid get_ActionInstanceID();
public: __property virtual void set_ActionInstanceID(Guid);
[JScript]
public function get ActionInstanceID() : Guid;
public function set ActionInstanceID(Guid);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Task.ActivityFlowID Property
Gets or sets the ID of the activity flow that the task belongs to.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Task Class | Task Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Property ActivityFlowID As Guid  Implements _
   ITask.ActivityFlowID
[C#]
public virtual Guid ActivityFlowID {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual Guid get_ActivityFlowID();
public: __property virtual void set_ActivityFlowID(Guid);
[JScript]
public function get ActivityFlowID() : Guid;
public function set ActivityFlowID(Guid);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Task.CurrentPercentageComplete Property
Gets or sets the last value from the last response message. Updated for each response message for the task that is received.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Task Class | Task Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Property CurrentPercentageComplete As Integer  _
   Implements ITask.CurrentPercentageComplete
[C#]
public virtual int CurrentPercentageComplete {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual int get_CurrentPercentageComplete();
public: __property virtual void set_CurrentPercentageComplete(int);
[JScript]
public function get CurrentPercentageComplete() : int;
public function set CurrentPercentageComplete(int);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Task.CurrentStatus Property
Gets or sets the last value from the last response message. Updated for each response message for the task that is received.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Task Class | Task Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property CurrentStatus As TaskStatus  Implements _
   ITask.CurrentStatus
[C#]
public virtual TaskStatus CurrentStatus {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual TaskStatus get_CurrentStatus();
public: __property virtual void set_CurrentStatus(TaskStatus);
[JScript]
public function get CurrentStatus() : TaskStatus;
public function set CurrentStatus(TaskStatus);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Task.Initiator Property
Gets or sets the name of the actor who sends out the task message.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Task Class | Task Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Property Initiator As String  Implements _
   ITask.Initiator
[C#]
public virtual string Initiator {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Initiator();
public: __property virtual void set_Initiator(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Initiator() : String;
public function set Initiator(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Task.Reassignment Property
If the task has been reassigned, delegated, or escalated to another user, a new task message is created to reassign, delegate, or
escalate. This Reassignment structure links the previous task to the newly reassigned task.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Task Class | Task Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Property Reassignment As Reassignment  _
   Implements ITask.Reassignment
[C#]
public virtual Reassignment Reassignment {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual Reassignment get_Reassignment();
public: __property virtual void set_Reassignment(Reassignment);
[JScript]
public function get Reassignment() : Reassignment;
public function set Reassignment(Reassignment);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Task.Responses Property
Gets or sets the collection of TaskResponse class instances where each object relates to a response message for the given task.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Task Class | Task Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Responses As TaskResponse ()
[C#]
public TaskResponse[] Responses {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property TaskResponse* get_Responses();
public: __property void set_Responses(TaskResponse*[]);
[JScript]
public function get Responses() : TaskResponse[];
public function set Responses(TaskResponse[]);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Task.Target Property
Gets or sets the name of the actor who receives the task message.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Task Class | Task Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Property Target As String  Implements _
   ITask.Target
[C#]
public virtual string Target {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Target();
public: __property virtual void set_Target(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Target() : String;
public function set Target(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Task.TargetNamespaceUri Property
Gets or sets the namespace URI of the task message.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Task Class | Task Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Property TargetNamespaceUri As String  _
   Implements ITask.TargetNamespaceUri
[C#]
public virtual string TargetNamespaceUri {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_TargetNamespaceUri();
public: __property virtual void set_TargetNamespaceUri(String*);
[JScript]
public function get TargetNamespaceUri() : String;
public function set TargetNamespaceUri(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Task.TargetXPath Property
An XPath expression to locate the XML element that contains the target of the task. The element is promoted using the BizTalk
Schemas Editor extension.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Task Class | Task Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Property TargetXPath As String
[C#]
public string TargetXPath {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_TargetXPath();
public: __property void set_TargetXPath(String*);
[JScript]
public function get TargetXPath() : String;
public function set TargetXPath(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Task.TaskDescription Property
Gets or sets the value of the TaskDescription node in the Hws_Task schema.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Task Class | Task Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property TaskDescription As String
[C#]
public string TaskDescription {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_TaskDescription();
public: __property void set_TaskDescription(String*);
[JScript]
public function get TaskDescription() : String;
public function set TaskDescription(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Task.TaskID Property
Gets or sets the Guid that uniquely identifies the task message.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Task Class | Task Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property TaskID As Guid  Implements ITask.TaskID
[C#]
public virtual Guid TaskID {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual Guid get_TaskID();
public: __property virtual void set_TaskID(Guid);
[JScript]
public function get TaskID() : Guid;
public function set TaskID(Guid);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Task.TaskProperties Property
Gets or sets the array of all the custom properties defined for this task. Collection of properties that the user provides when
constructing the task message.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Task Class | Task Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property TaskProperties As ResourceProperty ()
[C#]
public ResourceProperty[] TaskProperties {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property ResourceProperty get_TaskProperties();
public: __property void set_TaskProperties(ResourceProperty[]);
[JScript]
public function get TaskProperties() : ResourceProperty[];
public function set TaskProperties(ResourceProperty[]);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Task.TaskTimeStamp Property
Indicates when the system received the task; this timestamp specifies the time just prior to being recorded in tracking.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Task Class | Task Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property TaskTimeStamp As DateTime  Implements _
   ITask.TaskTimeStamp
[C#]
public virtual DateTime TaskTimeStamp {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual DateTime get_TaskTimeStamp();
public: __property virtual void set_TaskTimeStamp(DateTime);
[JScript]
public function get TaskTimeStamp() : DateTime;
public function set TaskTimeStamp(DateTime);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Task Methods
The methods of the Task class are listed here. For a complete list of Task class members, see the Task Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetResponses Retrieves the value of the Responses property.
GetTaskProperties Retrieves the value of the TaskProperties property.
GetType (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Task Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Task.GetResponses Method
Retrieves the value of the Responses property.

VB

Parameters

count
The number of items in the outResponses parameter.

outResponses
The value of the outResponses field.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Task Class | Task Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub GetResponses( _
   <Out()> ByRef count As Integer, _
   <Out()> ByRef outResponses() As TaskResponse _
) Implements ITask.GetResponses
[C#]
public virtual void GetResponses(
   out int count,
   out TaskResponse[] outResponses
);
[C++]
public: virtual void GetResponses(
   [
   Out
] int* count,
   [
   Out
] TaskResponse** outResponses[]
);
[JScript]
public function GetResponses(
   count : int,
   outResponses : TaskResponse[]
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Task.GetTaskProperties Method
Retrieves the value of the TaskProperties property.

VB

Parameters

count
The number of items in the outTaskProperties parameter.

outTaskProperties
The value of the TaskProperties field.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Task Class | Task Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub GetTaskProperties( _
   <Out()> ByRef count As Integer, _
   <Out()> ByRef outTaskProperties() As ResourceProperty _
) Implements ITask.GetTaskProperties
[C#]
public virtual void GetTaskProperties(
   out int count,
   out ResourceProperty[] outTaskProperties
);
[C++]
public: virtual void GetTaskProperties(
   [
   Out
] int* count,
   [
   Out
] ResourceProperty** outTaskProperties[]
);
[JScript]
public function GetTaskProperties(
   count : int,
   outTaskProperties : ResourceProperty[]
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TaskFilter Class
Reduces the tasks returned by GetAllTasksForUser through a set of criteria that tasks must meet in order to be returned by the
call.

For a list of all members of this type, see TaskFilter Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.TaskFilter

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Core (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.dll)

See Also

TaskFilter Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
<ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)>
<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("C61F9AFC-41C7-4D0E-A90D-7705106BE66A")>
Public Class TaskFilter
   Implements ITaskFilter
[C#]
[Serializable]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("C61F9AFC-41C7-4D0E-A90D-7705106BE66A")]
public class TaskFilter : ITaskFilter
[C++]
[Serializable]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType::None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("C61F9AFC-41C7-4D0E-A90D-7705106BE66A")]
public __gc class TaskFilter : public ITaskFilter
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
   ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("C61F9AFC-41C7-4D0E-A90D-7705106BE66A")
class TaskFilter implements ITaskFilter

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TaskFilter Members
TaskFilter overview

Public Constructors

TaskFilter Constructor Initializes a new instance of the TaskFilter class.

Public Properties

StartTimeEnd Tasks can be classified and filtered by start time; this property gets or sets the end of a time range of start times
.

StartTimeStart Tasks can be classified and filtered by start time; this property gets or sets the beginning of a time range of start
times.

TaskStatus Gets or sets the status of the task, indicated by a value of the TaskStatus enumeration.
UseStatusFilter Indicates whether tasks should be filtered by the value of the task status.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

TaskFilter Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TaskFilter Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the TaskFilter class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TaskFilter Class | TaskFilter Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public TaskFilter();
[C++]
public: TaskFilter();
[JScript]
public function TaskFilter();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TaskFilter Properties
The properties of the TaskFilter class are listed here. For a complete list of TaskFilter class members, see the TaskFilter Members
topic.

Public Properties

StartTimeEnd Tasks can be classified and filtered by start time; this property gets or sets the end of a time range of start times
.

StartTimeStart Tasks can be classified and filtered by start time; this property gets or sets the beginning of a time range of start
times.

TaskStatus Gets or sets the status of the task, indicated by a value of the TaskStatus enumeration.
UseStatusFilter Indicates whether tasks should be filtered by the value of the task status.

See Also

TaskFilter Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TaskFilter.StartTimeEnd Property
Tasks can be classified and filtered by start time; this property gets or sets the end of a time range of start times.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TaskFilter Class | TaskFilter Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property StartTimeEnd As DateTime  Implements _
   ITaskFilter.StartTimeEnd
[C#]
public virtual DateTime StartTimeEnd {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual DateTime get_StartTimeEnd();
public: __property virtual void set_StartTimeEnd(DateTime);
[JScript]
public function get StartTimeEnd() : DateTime;
public function set StartTimeEnd(DateTime);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TaskFilter.StartTimeStart Property
Tasks can be classified and filtered by start time; this property gets or sets the beginning of a time range of start
times.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TaskFilter Class | TaskFilter Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property StartTimeStart As DateTime  Implements _
   _
   ITaskFilter.StartTimeStart
[C#]
public virtual DateTime StartTimeStart {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual DateTime get_StartTimeStart();
public: __property virtual void set_StartTimeStart(DateTime);
[JScript]
public function get StartTimeStart() : DateTime;
public function set StartTimeStart(DateTime);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TaskFilter.TaskStatus Property
Gets or sets the status of the task, indicated by a value of the TaskStatus enumeration.

VB

Remarks

The following table indicates the possible values of the TaskStatus enumeration.

Member name Description
Accepted Task accepted.
Completed Task is completed.
Declined Task is declined.
Deferred Task is deferred.
InProgress Task is in progress.
NotStarted Task has not yet started.
Tentative Task has been tentatively accepted.
Waiting Task is waiting (such as for a user to send the task data) before resuming.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TaskFilter Class | TaskFilter Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property TaskStatus As TaskStatus  Implements _
   ITaskFilter.TaskStatus
[C#]
public virtual TaskStatus TaskStatus {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual TaskStatus get_TaskStatus();
public: __property virtual void set_TaskStatus(TaskStatus);
[JScript]
public function get TaskStatus() : TaskStatus;
public function set TaskStatus(TaskStatus);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TaskFilter.UseStatusFilter Property
Indicates whether tasks should be filtered by the value of the task status.

VB

Remarks

A value of true indicates to filter by the value of the task status, as there is no "All" option in the status enumerators. A value of
false indicates that no status is added to the filter when the query is run.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TaskFilter Class | TaskFilter Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property UseStatusFilter As Boolean  Implements _
   _
   ITaskFilter.UseStatusFilter
[C#]
public virtual bool UseStatusFilter {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_UseStatusFilter();
public: __property virtual void set_UseStatusFilter(bool);
[JScript]
public function get UseStatusFilter() : Boolean;
public function set UseStatusFilter(Boolean);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TaskResponse Class
Stores information about a response sent to a task.

For a list of all members of this type, see TaskResponse Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.TaskResponse

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Core (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.dll)

See Also

TaskResponse Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)>
<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("5F4B8DEC-AC29-33FC-A55E-56A1F1DAFC7F")>
Public Class TaskResponse
   Implements ITaskResponse
[C#]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("5F4B8DEC-AC29-33FC-A55E-56A1F1DAFC7F")]
public class TaskResponse : ITaskResponse
[C++]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType::None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("5F4B8DEC-AC29-33FC-A55E-56A1F1DAFC7F")]
public __gc class TaskResponse : public ITaskResponse
[JScript]
public
   ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("5F4B8DEC-AC29-33FC-A55E-56A1F1DAFC7F")
class TaskResponse implements ITaskResponse

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TaskResponse Members
TaskResponse overview

Public Constructors

TaskResponse Constructor Initializes a new instance of the TaskResponse class.

Public Properties

PercentageComplete Gets or sets the value that indicates the progress towards the task completion.
Responder Gets or sets the value that identifies the sender of the response.
ResponseProperties Gets or sets other custom resource properties.
ResponseTimeStamp Gets or sets the time stamp that indicates when the response is received by the Human Workflow Service

s (HWS) system.
Status Gets or sets the current status of the task.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetResponseProperties Gets the value of the ResponseProperties property.
GetType (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

TaskResponse Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TaskResponse Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the TaskResponse class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TaskResponse Class | TaskResponse Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public TaskResponse();
[C++]
public: TaskResponse();
[JScript]
public function TaskResponse();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TaskResponse Properties
The properties of the TaskResponse class are listed here. For a complete list of TaskResponse class members, see the
TaskResponse Members topic.

Public Properties

PercentageComplete Gets or sets the value that indicates the progress towards the task completion.
Responder Gets or sets the value that identifies the sender of the response.
ResponseProperties Gets or sets other custom resource properties.
ResponseTimeStamp Gets or sets the time stamp that indicates when the response is received by the Human Workflow Service

s (HWS) system.
Status Gets or sets the current status of the task.

See Also

TaskResponse Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TaskResponse.PercentageComplete Property
Gets or sets the value that indicates the progress towards the task completion.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TaskResponse Class | TaskResponse Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property PercentageComplete As Integer  _
   Implements ITaskResponse.PercentageComplete
[C#]
public virtual int PercentageComplete {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual int get_PercentageComplete();
public: __property virtual void set_PercentageComplete(int);
[JScript]
public function get PercentageComplete() : int;
public function set PercentageComplete(int);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TaskResponse.Responder Property
Gets or sets the identifier of the sender of the response.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TaskResponse Class | TaskResponse Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property Responder As String  Implements _
   ITaskResponse.Responder
[C#]
public virtual string Responder {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Responder();
public: __property virtual void set_Responder(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Responder() : String;
public function set Responder(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TaskResponse.ResponseProperties Property
Gets or sets other custom resource properties.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TaskResponse Class | TaskResponse Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property ResponseProperties As ResourceProperty ()
[C#]
public ResourceProperty[] ResponseProperties {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property ResourceProperty get_ResponseProperties();
public: __property void set_ResponseProperties(ResourceProperty[]);
[JScript]
public function get ResponseProperties() : ResourceProperty[];
public function set ResponseProperties(ResourceProperty[]);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TaskResponse.ResponseTimeStamp Property
Gets or sets the time stamp that indicates when the response is received by the Human Workflow Services (HWS) system.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TaskResponse Class | TaskResponse Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property ResponseTimeStamp As DateTime  _
   Implements ITaskResponse.ResponseTimeStamp
[C#]
public virtual DateTime ResponseTimeStamp {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual DateTime get_ResponseTimeStamp();
public: __property virtual void set_ResponseTimeStamp(DateTime);
[JScript]
public function get ResponseTimeStamp() : DateTime;
public function set ResponseTimeStamp(DateTime);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TaskResponse.Status Property
Gets or sets the current status of the task.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TaskResponse Class | TaskResponse Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Property Status As TaskStatus  Implements _
   ITaskResponse.Status
[C#]
public virtual TaskStatus Status {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual TaskStatus get_Status();
public: __property virtual void set_Status(TaskStatus);
[JScript]
public function get Status() : TaskStatus;
public function set Status(TaskStatus);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TaskResponse Methods
The methods of the TaskResponse class are listed here. For a complete list of TaskResponse class members, see the
TaskResponse Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetResponseProperties Gets the value of the ResponseProperties property.
GetType (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

TaskResponse Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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TaskResponse.GetResponseProperties Method
Gets the value of the ResponseProperties property.

VB

Parameters

count
The number of items in the outResponseProperties parameter.

outResponseProperties
The value of the ResponseProperties property.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TaskResponse Class | TaskResponse Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub GetResponseProperties( _
   <Out()> ByRef count As Integer, _
   <Out()> ByRef outResponseProperties() As ResourceProperty _
) Implements ITaskResponse.GetResponseProperties
[C#]
public virtual void GetResponseProperties(
   out int count,
   out ResourceProperty[] outResponseProperties
);
[C++]
public: virtual void GetResponseProperties(
   [
   Out
] int* count,
   [
   Out
] ResourceProperty** outResponseProperties[]
);
[JScript]
public function GetResponseProperties(
   count : int,
   outResponseProperties : ResourceProperty[]
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TaskStatus Enumeration
Specifies valid values for the status of the task.

VB

Members

Member name Description
Accepted Task accepted.
Completed Task is completed.
Declined Task is declined.
Deferred Task is deferred.
InProgress Task is in progress.
NotStarted Task has not yet started.
Tentative Task has been tentatively accepted.
Waiting Task is waiting (such as for a user to send the task data) before resuming.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Core (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Enum TaskStatus
[C#]
[Serializable]
public enum TaskStatus
[C++]
[Serializable]
__value public enum TaskStatus
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
enum TaskStatus

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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UpdateCacheLevel Enumeration
Specifies which cache object(s) held in memory by the Web service process need to be updated. You can update the constraint
cache, the action cache and the activity model cache separately or update them all at once.

VB

Members

Member name Description
UpdateCacheL
evel_Actions

Updates only the actions cache. The actions cache must be updated whenever a new action is deployed in BizTal
k or when it is registered with Human Workflow Services (HWS).

UpdateCacheL
evel_ActivityM
odels

Updates the activity model cache. The activity model cache must be updated when a new activity model is deplo
yed into the HWS system. If new actions are added in order to create the activity model, the actions cache will al
so need to be updated.

UpdateCacheL
evel_All

Updates all three Web service caches: the constraint cache, the actions cache and the activity model caches.

UpdateCacheL
evel_Constraint
s

Update only the constraints cache. The constraints cache must be updated when a new constraint is added.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Core (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.dll)

See Also

HwsService.UpdateCache | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Enum UpdateCacheLevel
[C#]
[Serializable]
public enum UpdateCacheLevel
[C++]
[Serializable]
__value public enum UpdateCacheLevel
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
enum UpdateCacheLevel

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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UserAndGroupTargets Class
Used by Human Workflow Services (HWS) to manage the target of an action.

For a list of all members of this type, see UserAndGroupTargets Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.UserAndGroupTargets

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

To activate an action, the constraint check must be passed; when you call the constraint manager to perform the constraint check,
actors for the action are grouped; this group is passed to the constraint manager.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Core (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core.dll)

See Also

UserAndGroupTargets Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Class UserAndGroupTargets
[C#]
public class UserAndGroupTargets
[C++]
public __gc class UserAndGroupTargets
[JScript]
public class UserAndGroupTargets

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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UserAndGroupTargets Members
UserAndGroupTargets overview

Public Constructors

UserAndGroupTargets Constructor Initializes a new instance of the UserAndGroupTargets class.

Public Properties

XPath Gets or sets the XPath that defines which element in the XML message that is the target.

Public Methods

AddGroupID Adds the constraint group to the UserAndGroupTargets structure.
AddUserID Adds a user to the UserAndGroupTargets structure.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetGroupIDs Retrieves a constraint group from the UserAndGroupTargets structure.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetUserIDs Retrieves a user from the UserAndGroupTargets structure.
ToString (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

UserAndGroupTargets Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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UserAndGroupTargets Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the UserAndGroupTargets class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

UserAndGroupTargets Class | UserAndGroupTargets Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public UserAndGroupTargets();
[C++]
public: UserAndGroupTargets();
[JScript]
public function UserAndGroupTargets();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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UserAndGroupTargets Properties
The properties of the UserAndGroupTargets class are listed here. For a complete list of UserAndGroupTargets class members,
see the UserAndGroupTargets Members topic.

Public Properties

XPath Gets or sets the XPath that defines which element in the XML message that is the target.

See Also

UserAndGroupTargets Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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UserAndGroupTargets.XPath Property
Gets or sets the XPath that defines which element in the XML message that is the target.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

UserAndGroupTargets Class | UserAndGroupTargets Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property XPath As String
[C#]
public string XPath {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_XPath();
public: __property void set_XPath(String*);
[JScript]
public function get XPath() : String;
public function set XPath(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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UserAndGroupTargets Methods
The methods of the UserAndGroupTargets class are listed here. For a complete list of UserAndGroupTargets class members,
see the UserAndGroupTargets Members topic.

Public Methods

AddGroupID Adds the constraint group to the UserAndGroupTargets structure.
AddUserID Adds a user to the UserAndGroupTargets structure.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetGroupIDs Retrieves a constraint group from the UserAndGroupTargets structure.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetUserIDs Retrieves a user from the UserAndGroupTargets structure.
ToString (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

UserAndGroupTargets Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
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UserAndGroupTargets.AddGroupID Method
Adds the constraint group to the UserAndGroupTargets structure.

VB

Parameters

groupID
The group ID.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

UserAndGroupTargets Class | UserAndGroupTargets Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub AddGroupID( _
   ByVal groupID As Guid _
)
[C#]
public void AddGroupID(
   Guid groupID
);
[C++]
public: void AddGroupID(
   Guid groupID
);
[JScript]
public function AddGroupID(
   groupID : Guid
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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UserAndGroupTargets.AddUserID Method
Adds a user to the UserAndGroupTargets structure.

VB

Parameters

userID
The user ID.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

UserAndGroupTargets Class | UserAndGroupTargets Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub AddUserID( _
   ByVal userID As String _
)
[C#]
public void AddUserID(
   string userID
);
[C++]
public: void AddUserID(
   String* userID
);
[JScript]
public function AddUserID(
   userID : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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UserAndGroupTargets.GetGroupIDs Method
Retrieves a constraint group from the UserAndGroupTargets structure.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

UserAndGroupTargets Class | UserAndGroupTargets Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Function GetGroupIDs() As ArrayList
[C#]
public ArrayList GetGroupIDs();
[C++]
public: ArrayList* GetGroupIDs();
[JScript]
public function GetGroupIDs() : ArrayList;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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UserAndGroupTargets.GetUserIDs Method
Retrieves a user from the UserAndGroupTargets structure.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

UserAndGroupTargets Class | UserAndGroupTargets Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Function GetUserIDs() As ArrayList
[C#]
public ArrayList GetUserIDs();
[C++]
public: ArrayList* GetUserIDs();
[JScript]
public function GetUserIDs() : ArrayList;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace
The Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime namespace contains classes, interfaces, structures, and enumerations used for Human
Workflow Services (HWS).

Namespace hierarchy

Classes

Class Description
FactInfo Returns the key value and display name for a single fact from the underlying fact data store.
FactObject Represents a single instance of a collection of data from the underlying data store.
FactObjectSchema Fact retrievers expose a schema containing the list of FactObjectSchema objects.
FactProperty Represents a piece of data about an object.
FactPropertySchema Represents a schema definition of the property exposed in the FactProperty object.

Interfaces

Interface Description
IFactRetriever Provides access to the underlying user data stores.

Structures

Structure Description
PropVal Represents a clause used by both fact retrievers as well as the constraint service.

Enumerations

Enumeration Description
FactOperator The values in this enumeration are used to perform comparison operations.
FactPropertyType The values in this enumeration are used to define property types.

See Also

.NET Framework Class Library

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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FactInfo Class
Returns the key value and display name for a single fact from the underlying fact data store.

For a list of all members of this type, see FactInfo Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime.FactInfo

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services FactStore Manager (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.FactStoreManager.dll)

See Also

FactInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Class FactInfo
[C#]
public class FactInfo
[C++]
public __gc class FactInfo
[JScript]
public class FactInfo

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FactInfo Members
FactInfo overview

Public Constructors

FactInfo Constructor Initializes a new instance of the FactInfo class.

Public Properties

FriendlyValue Retrieves the friendly display value for this instance.
KeyValue Retrieves the key for this object instance.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

FactInfo Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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FactInfo Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the FactInfo class.

VB

Parameters

key
The key for this object instance.

display
The friendly display value for this instance.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactInfo Class | FactInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal key As Object, _
   ByVal display As Object _
)
[C#]
public FactInfo(
   object key,
   object display
);
[C++]
public: FactInfo(
   Object* key,
   Object* display
);
[JScript]
public function FactInfo(
   key : Object,
   display : Object
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactInfo Properties
The properties of the FactInfo class are listed here. For a complete list of FactInfo class members, see the FactInfo Members
topic.

Public Properties

FriendlyValue Gets the friendly display value for this instance.
KeyValue Gets the key for this object instance.

See Also

FactInfo Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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FactInfo.FriendlyValue Property
Gets the friendly display value for this instance.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactInfo Class | FactInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property FriendlyValue As Object
[C#]
public object FriendlyValue {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Object* get_FriendlyValue();
[JScript]
public function get FriendlyValue() : Object;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FactInfo.KeyValue Property
Gets the key for this object instance.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactInfo Class | FactInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property KeyValue As Object
[C#]
public object KeyValue {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Object* get_KeyValue();
[JScript]
public function get KeyValue() : Object;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactInfo Methods
The methods of the FactInfo class are listed here. For a complete list of FactInfo class members, see the FactInfo Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

FactInfo Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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FactObject Class
The FactObject class is an abstraction that represents a single instance of a collection of data from the underlying data store. An
example of this is a UserObject, which contains information about a user. This class is used in conjunction with the FactProperty
class to provide all fact retrievers with a uniform way for handling data. This allows all clients, including the Constraint Manager,
to easily manipulate and consume data from any fact retriever.

This class is implemented by Human Workflow Services (HWS), and can be instantiated within the fact retriever to create object
instances to be returned to the client.

For a list of all members of this type, see FactObject Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime.FactObject

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services FactStore Manager (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.FactStoreManager.dll)

See Also

FactObject Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Class FactObject
[C#]
public class FactObject
[C++]
public __gc class FactObject
[JScript]
public class FactObject

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactObject Members
FactObject overview

Public Constructors

FactObject Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the FactObject class.

Public Properties

FriendlyProperty Retrieves the FactProperty that represents a possible friendly display value for this instance.
Item The indexer used to retrieve FactProperty instances.
KeyProperty Retrieves the key FactProperty for this object instance.

Public Methods

Equals Overridden. Determines whether the KeyProperty of the specified object is equal to the KeyProperty of t
he current object.

GetEnumerator Retrieves the enumerator for all FactProperty values in the current object.
GetHashCode Overridden. Generates a hash code for the KeyProperty object.
GetType (inherited fr

om System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

FactObject Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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FactObject Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the FactObject Class class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the FactObject Class class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Collections.Specialized.HybridDictionary, System.String)

[C#] public FactObject(System.Collections.Specialized.HybridDictionary, System.String);

[C++] public: FactObject(System.Collections.Specialized.HybridDictionary, System.String);

[JScript] public function FactObject(System.Collections.Specialized.HybridDictionary, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the FactObject Class class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Collections.Specialized.HybridDictionary, System.String, System.String)

[C#] public FactObject(System.Collections.Specialized.HybridDictionary, System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: FactObject(System.Collections.Specialized.HybridDictionary, System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function FactObject(System.Collections.Specialized.HybridDictionary, System.String, System.String);

See Also

FactObject Class | FactObject Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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FactObject Constructor
(System.Collections.Specialized.HybridDictionary,
System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the FactObject class. For this constructor, the FriendlyName property will use the same value as the
KeyProperyName

VB

Parameters

properties
The HybridDictionary object that contains the FactProperty objects for this instance with the PropertyID used as the key.

keyPropertyName
The value that specifies the property ID that refers to the FactProperty that is the KeyProperty Property for this object instance.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactObject Class | FactObject Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace | FactObject Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal properties As HybridDictionary, _
   ByVal keyPropertyName As String _
)
[C#]
public FactObject(
   HybridDictionary properties,
   string keyPropertyName
);
[C++]
public: FactObject(
   HybridDictionary* properties,
   String* keyPropertyName
);
[JScript]
public function FactObject(
   properties : HybridDictionary,
   keyPropertyName : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FactObject Constructor
(System.Collections.Specialized.HybridDictionary,
System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the FactObject class.

VB

Parameters

properties
The HybridDictionary object that contains the FactProperty objects for this instance with the property ID used as the key.

keyPropertyName

the value that specifies the property ID that refers to the FactProperty that is the KeyProperty Property for this object instance.

friendlyPropertyName
The value that specifies the PropertyID for this object instance.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactObject Class | FactObject Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace | FactObject Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal properties As HybridDictionary, _
   ByVal keyPropertyName As String, _
   ByVal friendlyPropertyName As String _
)
[C#]
public FactObject(
   HybridDictionary properties,
   string keyPropertyName,
   string friendlyPropertyName
);
[C++]
public: FactObject(
   HybridDictionary* properties,
   String* keyPropertyName,
   String* friendlyPropertyName
);
[JScript]
public function FactObject(
   properties : HybridDictionary,
   keyPropertyName : String,
   friendlyPropertyName : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FactObject Properties
The properties of the FactObject class are listed here. For a complete list of FactObject class members, see the
FactObject Members topic.

Public Properties

FriendlyProperty Retrieves the FactProperty that represents a possible friendly display value for this instance.
Item The indexer used to retrieve FactProperty instances.
KeyProperty Retrieves the key FactProperty for this object instance.

See Also

FactObject Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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FactObject.FriendlyProperty Property
Retrieves the FactProperty that represents a possible friendly display value for this instance.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactObject Class | FactObject Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property FriendlyProperty As FactProperty
[C#]
public FactProperty FriendlyProperty {get;}
[C++]
public: __property FactProperty* get_FriendlyProperty();
[JScript]
public function get FriendlyProperty() : FactProperty;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FactObject.Item Property
Retrieves the FactProperty from the FactObject indexed on the FactProperty name.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the FactObject class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

propertyName
Property name of the FactObject.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

propertyName
Property name of the FactObject.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactObject Class | FactObject Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal propertyName As String _
) As FactProperty
[C#]
public FactProperty this[
   string propertyName
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property FactProperty* get_Item(
   String* propertyName
);
[JScript]
returnValue = FactObjectObject.Item(propertyName);
-or-
returnValue = FactObjectObject(propertyName);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FactObject.KeyProperty Property
Retrieves the key FactProperty for this object instance.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactObject Class | FactObject Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property KeyProperty As FactProperty
[C#]
public FactProperty KeyProperty {get;}
[C++]
public: __property FactProperty* get_KeyProperty();
[JScript]
public function get KeyProperty() : FactProperty;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FactObject Methods
The methods of the FactObject class are listed here. For a complete list of FactObject class members, see the
FactObject Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals Overridden. Determines whether the KeyProperty of the specified object is equal to the KeyProperty of t
he current object.

GetEnumerator Retrieves the enumerator for all FactProperty values in the current object.
GetHashCode Overridden. Generates a hash code for the KeyProperty object.
GetType (inherited fr

om System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

FactObject Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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FactObject.Equals Method
Overridden. Determines whether the specified object’s KeyProperty is equal to the current object’s KeyProperty.

VB

Parameters

obj
Object with which the current object is compared with to determine whether their KeyProperty values are equal.

Return Value

Boolean that returns true if the objects are equal, false otherwise.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactObject Class | FactObject Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function Equals( _
   ByVal obj As Object _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool Equals(
   object obj
);
[C++]
public: bool Equals(
   Object* obj
);
[JScript]
public override function Equals(
   obj : Object
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactObject.GetEnumerator Method
Retrieves the enumerator for all FactProperty values in the current object.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Return Value

Object containing the FactObject enumeration values.

See Also

FactObject Class | FactObject Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Function GetEnumerator() As IDictionaryEnumerator
[C#]
public IDictionaryEnumerator GetEnumerator();
[C++]
public: IDictionaryEnumerator* GetEnumerator();
[JScript]
public function GetEnumerator() : IDictionaryEnumerator;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactObject.GetHashCode Method
Overridden. Generates a hash code for the KeyProperty object.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

Return Value

Integer containing the hash code value.

See Also

FactObject Class | FactObject Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function GetHashCode() As Integer
[C#]
public override int GetHashCode();
[C++]
public: int GetHashCode();
[JScript]
public override function GetHashCode() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactObjectSchema Class
Fact retrievers expose a schema containing the list of FactObjectSchema objects.

For a list of all members of this type, see FactObjectSchema Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime.FactObjectSchema

VB

Remarks

Each object in the schema must contain a property that will act as the key property for that object. This KeyProperty is the primary
key for the respective object. Each property must contain a name unique within the object in which it resides, define what
property type it is, whether it is multi-valued, and whether it is enumerable. These schemas are defined within the fact retriever
and are specific to the underlying data. Fact retriever schemas are immutable, since each adapter is bound to its specific
underlying data store, and can only expose a specific set of data.

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services FactStore Manager (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.FactStoreManager.dll)

See Also

FactObjectSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Class FactObjectSchema
[C#]
public class FactObjectSchema
[C++]
public __gc class FactObjectSchema
[JScript]
public class FactObjectSchema

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactObjectSchema Members
FactObjectSchema overview

Public Constructors

FactObjectSchema Constructor Initializes a new instance of the FactObjectSchema class.

Public Properties

Count Gets the number of FactPropertySchema items in the object.
Description Gets a description of the FactObjectSchema.
DisplayName Gets the display name used for the FactObjectSchema.
ID Gets the unique identifier for the FactObjectSchema.
Item The indexer for the FactObjectSchema class.
KeyProperty Gets the property in the FactObjectSchema object that acts as the key.
Name Gets the name of the FactObjectSchema object.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator Gets the enumerator for all FactPropertySchema values in the current object.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

FactObjectSchema Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactObjectSchema Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the FactObjectSchema class.

VB

Parameters

properties
The value that specifies a HybridDictionary containing the list of FactPropertySchema objects defined for this object schema.
The FactPropertySchema instances are keyed on the propertyID.

kbObjectName
The value that specifies the ObjectID (GUID).

keyPropertyName
The value that specifies the propertyID (GUID) that represents the KeyProperty for this object definition.

displayName
The value that specifies the DisplayName for this object definition.

description
The value that specifies the Description for this object definition.

id
The value that specifies the unique identifier of the FactObjectSchema.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal properties As HybridDictionary, _
   ByVal kbObjectName As String, _
   ByVal keyPropertyName As String, _
   ByVal displayName As String, _
   ByVal description As String, _
   ByVal id As Guid _
)
[C#]
public FactObjectSchema(
   HybridDictionary properties,
   string kbObjectName,
   string keyPropertyName,
   string displayName,
   string description,
   Guid id
);
[C++]
public: FactObjectSchema(
   HybridDictionary* properties,
   String* kbObjectName,
   String* keyPropertyName,
   String* displayName,
   String* description,
   Guid id
);
[JScript]
public function FactObjectSchema(
   properties : HybridDictionary,
   kbObjectName : String,
   keyPropertyName : String,
   displayName : String,
   description : String,
   id : Guid
);



 

See Also

FactObjectSchema Class | FactObjectSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactObjectSchema Properties
The properties of the FactObjectSchema class are listed here. For a complete list of FactObjectSchema class members, see the
FactObjectSchema Members topic.

Public Properties

Count Gets the number of FactPropertySchema items in the object.
Description Gets a description of the FactObjectSchema.
DisplayName Gets the display name used for the FactObjectSchema.
ID Gets the unique identifier for the FactObjectSchema.
Item The indexer for the FactObjectSchema class.
KeyProperty Gets the property in the FactObjectSchema object that acts as the key.
Name Gets the name of the FactObjectSchema object.

See Also

FactObjectSchema Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactObjectSchema.Count Property
Gets the number of FactPropertySchema items in the object.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactObjectSchema Class | FactObjectSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Count As Integer
[C#]
public int Count {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_Count();
[JScript]
public function get Count() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactObjectSchema.Description Property
Gets a description of the FactObjectSchema.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactObjectSchema Class | FactObjectSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Description As String
[C#]
public string Description {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Description();
[JScript]
public function get Description() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactObjectSchema.DisplayName Property
Gets the display name used for the FactObjectSchema.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactObjectSchema Class | FactObjectSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property DisplayName As String
[C#]
public string DisplayName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_DisplayName();
[JScript]
public function get DisplayName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactObjectSchema.ID Property
Gets the unique identifier for the FactObjectSchema.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactObjectSchema Class | FactObjectSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property ID As Guid
[C#]
public Guid ID {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Guid get_ID();
[JScript]
public function get ID() : Guid;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactObjectSchema.Item Property
Gets the class members for the given class instance.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the FactObjectSchema class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

key
The unique identifier for the class instance.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

key
The unique identifier for the class instance.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactObjectSchema Class | FactObjectSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal key As String _
) As FactPropertySchema
[C#]
public FactPropertySchema this[
   string key
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property FactPropertySchema* get_Item(
   String* key
);
[JScript]
returnValue = FactObjectSchemaObject.Item(key);
-or-
returnValue = FactObjectSchemaObject(key);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactObjectSchema.KeyProperty Property
Gets the property in the FactObjectSchema object that acts as the key.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactObjectSchema Class | FactObjectSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property KeyProperty As FactPropertySchema
[C#]
public FactPropertySchema KeyProperty {get;}
[C++]
public: __property FactPropertySchema* get_KeyProperty();
[JScript]
public function get KeyProperty() : FactPropertySchema;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactObjectSchema.Name Property
Gets the name of the FactObjectSchema object.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactObjectSchema Class | FactObjectSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Name As String
[C#]
public string Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Name();
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactObjectSchema Methods
The methods of the FactObjectSchema class are listed here. For a complete list of FactObjectSchema class members, see the
FactObjectSchema Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator Retrieves the enumerator for all FactPropertySchema values in the current object.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

FactObjectSchema Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactObjectSchema.GetEnumerator Method
Retrieves the enumerator for all FactPropertySchema values in the current object.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

Return Value

Object containing the FactObjectSchema enumeration values.

See Also

FactObjectSchema Class | FactObjectSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Function GetEnumerator() As IDictionaryEnumerator
[C#]
public IDictionaryEnumerator GetEnumerator();
[C++]
public: IDictionaryEnumerator* GetEnumerator();
[JScript]
public function GetEnumerator() : IDictionaryEnumerator;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactOperator Enumeration
The values in this enumeration are used to perform comparison operations.

VB

Members

Member name Value Description
Equal 0 Compares whether one value is equal to another value.
Exclusion 5 Compares whether one set of values does not intersect with a second set of values.
GreaterThan 2 Compares whether one value is greater than another value.
Intersection 4 Compares whether one set of values intersects with a second set of values.
LessThan 3 Compares whether one value is less than another value.
NotEqual 1 Compares whether one value is not equal to another value.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services FactStore Manager (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.FactStoreManager.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Enum FactOperator
[C#]
[Serializable]
public enum FactOperator
[C++]
[Serializable]
__value public enum FactOperator
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
enum FactOperator

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactProperty Class
The FactProperty is an abstraction that represents a piece of data about an object. An example of this on the UserObject is user’s
first name. The FactProperty is used in conjunction with the FactObject to create an abstraction of the data that provides a
uniform way for handling data. This allows all clients, including the Constraint Manager, to easily manipulate and consume data
from any fact retriever.

For a list of all members of this type, see FactProperty Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime.FactProperty

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services FactStore Manager (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.FactStoreManager.dll)

See Also

FactProperty Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Class FactProperty
[C#]
public class FactProperty
[C++]
public __gc class FactProperty
[JScript]
public class FactProperty

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactProperty Members
FactProperty overview

Public Constructors

FactProperty Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the FactProperty class.

Public Properties

IsMultiValued Gets the value that indicates whether the property is multi-valued.
Value Gets the value of the property if it is single-valued, otherwise returns a null.
Values Gets an array of values if the property is multi-valued, otherwise, returns null.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

FactProperty Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactProperty Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the FactProperty class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the FactProperty class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Collections.ArrayList)

[C#] public FactProperty(System.Collections.ArrayList);

[C++] public: FactProperty(System.Collections.ArrayList);

[JScript] public function FactProperty(System.Collections.ArrayList);

Initializes a new instance of the FactProperty class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Object)

[C#] public FactProperty(System.Object);

[C++] public: FactProperty(System.Object);

[JScript] public function FactProperty(System.Object);

See Also

FactProperty Class | FactProperty Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactProperty Constructor (System.Collections.ArrayList)
Initializes a new instance of the FactProperty class. This constructor is used if the FactProperty contains multivalues.

VB

Parameters

values
Array containing the list of values to be added to the FactProperty object upon initialization.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactProperty Class | FactProperty Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace | FactProperty Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal values As ArrayList _
)
[C#]
public FactProperty(
   ArrayList values
);
[C++]
public: FactProperty(
   ArrayList* values
);
[JScript]
public function FactProperty(
   values : ArrayList
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactProperty Constructor (System.Object)
Initializes a new instance of the FactProperty class. This constructor is used if the FactProperty contains only a single value.

VB

Parameters

value
Object containing the value to be assigned to the FactProperty object upon initialization.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactProperty Class | FactProperty Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace | FactProperty Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal value As Object _
)
[C#]
public FactProperty(
   object value
);
[C++]
public: FactProperty(
   Object* value
);
[JScript]
public function FactProperty(
   value : Object
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactProperty Properties
The properties of the FactProperty class are listed here. For a complete list of FactProperty class members, see the
FactProperty Members topic.

Public Properties

IsMultiValued Gets the value that indicates whether the property is multi-valued.
Value Gets the value of the property if it is single-valued, otherwise returns a null.
Values Gets an array of values if the property is multi-valued, otherwise, returns null.

See Also

FactProperty Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactProperty.IsMultiValued Property
Gets the value that indicates whether the property is multi-valued.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactProperty Class | FactProperty Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property IsMultiValued As Boolean
[C#]
public bool IsMultiValued {get;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_IsMultiValued();
[JScript]
public function get IsMultiValued() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactProperty.Value Property
Gets the value of the property if it is single-valued, otherwise returns a null.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactProperty Class | FactProperty Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Value As Object
[C#]
public object Value {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Object* get_Value();
[JScript]
public function get Value() : Object;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactProperty.Values Property
Gets an array of values if the property is multi-valued, otherwise, returns null.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactProperty Class | FactProperty Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Values As ArrayList
[C#]
public ArrayList Values {get;}
[C++]
public: __property ArrayList* get_Values();
[JScript]
public function get Values() : ArrayList;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactPropertySchema Class
The FactPropertySchema class represents a schema definition of the property exposed in the FactProperty object.

For a list of all members of this type, see FactPropertySchema Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime.FactPropertySchema

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services FactStore Manager (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.FactStoreManager.dll)

See Also

FactPropertySchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Class FactPropertySchema
[C#]
public class FactPropertySchema
[C++]
public __gc class FactPropertySchema
[JScript]
public class FactPropertySchema

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactPropertySchema Members
FactPropertySchema overview

Public Constructors

FactPropertySchema Constructor Initializes a new instance of the FactPropertySchema class.

Public Properties

Description Gets the description of the property.
DisplayName Gets the display name of the property.
ID Gets the unique identifier of the property.
IsEnumerable Gets the value that determines whether the property is enumerable.
IsMultiValued Gets the value that determines whether the property is multi-valued.
Name Gets the name of the property.
Type Gets the type of the property.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

FactPropertySchema Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
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http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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FactPropertySchema Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the FactPropertySchema class.

VB

Parameters

type
FactPropertyType that specifies the type of this property.

propertyName
The value that specifies the name of the property.

propertyDisplayName
The value that specifies the display name of the property.

description
The value that specifies the description of the property.

multiValued
The value that specifies whether the property is multi-valued.

enumerable
The value that specifies whether the property is enumerable.

id
The value that specifies the unique identifier for this object.

Requirements

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal type As FactPropertyType, _
   ByVal propertyName As String, _
   ByVal propertyDisplayName As String, _
   ByVal description As String, _
   ByVal multiValued As Boolean, _
   ByVal enumerable As Boolean, _
   ByVal id As Guid _
)
[C#]
public FactPropertySchema(
   FactPropertyType type,
   string propertyName,
   string propertyDisplayName,
   string description,
   bool multiValued,
   bool enumerable,
   Guid id
);
[C++]
public: FactPropertySchema(
   FactPropertyType type,
   String* propertyName,
   String* propertyDisplayName,
   String* description,
   bool multiValued,
   bool enumerable,
   Guid id
);
[JScript]
public function FactPropertySchema(
   type : FactPropertyType,
   propertyName : String,
   propertyDisplayName : String,
   description : String,
   multiValued : Boolean,
   enumerable : Boolean,
   id : Guid
);



 

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactPropertySchema Class | FactPropertySchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactPropertySchema Properties
The properties of the FactPropertySchema class are listed here. For a complete list of FactPropertySchema class members, see
the FactPropertySchema Members topic.

Public Properties

Description Gets the description of the property.
DisplayName Gets the display name of the property.
ID Gets the unique identifier of the property.
IsEnumerable Gets the value that determines whether the property is enumerable.
IsMultiValued Gets the value that determines whether the property is multi-valued.
Name Gets the name of the property.
Type Gets the type of the property.

See Also

FactPropertySchema Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactPropertySchema.Description Property
Gets the description of the property.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactPropertySchema Class | FactPropertySchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Description As String
[C#]
public string Description {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Description();
[JScript]
public function get Description() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactPropertySchema.DisplayName Property
Gets the display name of the property.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactPropertySchema Class | FactPropertySchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property DisplayName As String
[C#]
public string DisplayName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_DisplayName();
[JScript]
public function get DisplayName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactPropertySchema.ID Property
Gets the unique identifier of the property.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactPropertySchema Class | FactPropertySchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property ID As Guid
[C#]
public Guid ID {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Guid get_ID();
[JScript]
public function get ID() : Guid;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactPropertySchema.IsEnumerable Property
Gets the value that determines whether the property is enumerable.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactPropertySchema Class | FactPropertySchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property IsEnumerable As Boolean
[C#]
public bool IsEnumerable {get;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_IsEnumerable();
[JScript]
public function get IsEnumerable() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactPropertySchema.IsMultiValued Property
Gets the value that determines whether the property is multi-valued.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactPropertySchema Class | FactPropertySchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property IsMultiValued As Boolean
[C#]
public bool IsMultiValued {get;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_IsMultiValued();
[JScript]
public function get IsMultiValued() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactPropertySchema.Name Property
Gets the name of the property.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactPropertySchema Class | FactPropertySchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Name As String
[C#]
public string Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Name();
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactPropertySchema.Type Property
Gets the data type of the property.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactPropertySchema Class | FactPropertySchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Type As FactPropertyType
[C#]
public FactPropertyType Type {get;}
[C++]
public: __property FactPropertyType get_Type();
[JScript]
public function get Type() : FactPropertyType;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactPropertyType Enumeration
The values in this enumeration are used to define property types.

VB

Members

Member name Value Description
Boolean 2 Must be a true or false value.
Date 5 Date that uses the format yyyy-mm-dd.
DateTime 7 Date and time that uses the format yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss and a 24-hour clock.
Integer 3 Integral value represented as a 32-bit signed number.
Real 4 Non-integral value represented as a 32-bit signed number.
String 1 Unicode string that may be multi-valued.
Time 6 Time that uses the format hh:mm:ss and a 24-hour clock.
UserID 0 Unicode string representing a Windows UserID. The UserID may be multi-valued.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services FactStore Manager (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.FactStoreManager.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Enum FactPropertyType
[C#]
[Serializable]
public enum FactPropertyType
[C++]
[Serializable]
__value public enum FactPropertyType
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
enum FactPropertyType

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IFactRetriever Interface
Interface implemented by fact retrievers that provides access to the underlying user data stores.

Caution  BizTalk Server 2004 contains two interfaces with the name IFactRetreiver. This page contains information about the
IFactRetreiver interface in the Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime namespace. For information about the IFactRetreiver class in
the Microsoft.RuleEngine namespace, see IFactRetriever.

For a list of all members of this type, see IFactRetriever Members.

System.IDisposable
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime.IFactRetriever

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services FactStore Manager (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.FactStoreManager.dll)

See Also

IFactRetriever Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Interface IFactRetriever
   Inherits IDisposable
[C#]
public interface IFactRetriever : IDisposable
[C++]
public __gc __interface IFactRetriever : public IDisposable
[JScript]
public interface IFactRetriever implements IDisposable

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aax125c9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IFactRetriever Members
IFactRetriever overview

Public Methods

EnumProperty Retrieves all possible values for the specified object and property pair.
GetObject Retrieves a single instance of the specified object type that maps to the provided instance identifier.
GetObjectInfo Retrieves only the FactInfo information for the facts in the underlying data store based on a set of constraints.
GetObjects Retrieves all instances of the specified object type that meet the specified constraints.
GetProperty Retrieves the property value for the specified object that maps to the specified instance identifier.
Initialize Initializes the FactRetriever object with any connection information to allow it to connect to the underlying da

ta store.
RetrieveSchema Retrieves the schema for all the objects and their respective properties that are supported by this fact retriever

.

See Also

IFactRetriever Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IFactRetriever Methods
The methods of the IFactRetriever interface are listed here. For a complete list of IFactRetriever interface members, see the
IFactRetriever Members topic.

Public Methods

EnumProperty Retrieves all possible values for the specified object and property pair.
GetObject Retrieves a single instance of the specified object type that maps to the provided instance identifier.
GetObjectInfo Retrieves only the FactInfo

information for the facts in the underlying data store based on a set of constraints.

GetObjects Retrieves all instances of the specified object type that meet the specified constraints.
GetProperty Retrieves the property value for the specified object that maps to the specified instance identifier.
Initialize Initializes the FactRetriever object with any connection information to allow it to connect to the underlying dat

a store.
RetrieveSchema Retrieves the schema for all the objects and their respective properties that are supported by this fact retriever

.

See Also

IFactRetriever Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IFactRetriever.EnumProperty Method
Retrieves all possible values for the specified object and property pair.

VB

Parameters

kbObjectID
The string representation of the object.

kbPropertyID
The string representation of the property.

Return Value

FactProperty object containing the enumerated values for the property. If the property is not enumerable, then this method
returns a null value.

Remarks

The property has to be marked as enumerable by the fact retriever developer for this method to return a non-null value.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

IFactRetriever Interface | IFactRetriever Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function EnumProperty( _
   ByVal kbObjectID As String, _
   ByVal kbPropertyID As String _
) As FactProperty
[C#]
FactProperty EnumProperty(
   string kbObjectID,
   string kbPropertyID
);
[C++]
FactProperty* EnumProperty(
   String* kbObjectID,
   String* kbPropertyID
);
[JScript]
function EnumProperty(
   kbObjectID : String,
   kbPropertyID : String
) : FactProperty;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IFactRetriever.GetObject Method
Retrieves a single instance of the specified object type that maps to the provided instance identifier.

VB

Parameters

kbObjectID
The string representation of the object.

instanceID
The string representation of the property.

Return Value

FactObject instance which is identified by the InstanceID parameter.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

IFactRetriever Interface | IFactRetriever Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function GetObject( _
   ByVal kbObjectID As String, _
   ByVal instanceID As Object _
) As FactObject
[C#]
FactObject GetObject(
   string kbObjectID,
   object instanceID
);
[C++]
FactObject* GetObject(
   String* kbObjectID,
   Object* instanceID
);
[JScript]
function GetObject(
   kbObjectID : String,
   instanceID : Object
) : FactObject;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IFactRetriever.GetObjectInfo Method
Retrieves only the FactInfo information for the facts in the underlying data store based on a set of constraints.

VB

Parameters

kbObjectID
The object type.

constraints
The PropVal array that contains the constraints in the format: property/operator/value.

Return Value

FactInfo that contains the object type and constraints for a single fact from the underlying data store.

Remarks

The difference between this method and GetObjects is that GetObjectInfo returns only the key value and display value for the
fact instance, whereas GetObjects returns all the properties for each fact.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

IFactRetriever Interface | IFactRetriever Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function GetObjectInfo( _
   ByVal kbObjectID As String, _
   ByVal constraints() As PropVal _
) As FactInfo()
[C#]
FactInfo[] GetObjectInfo(
   string kbObjectID,
   PropVal[] constraints
);
[C++]
FactInfo* GetObjectInfo(
   String* kbObjectID,
   PropVal constraints[]
) [];
[JScript]
function GetObjectInfo(
   kbObjectID : String,
   constraints : PropVal[]
) : FactInfo[];

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IFactRetriever.GetObjects Method
Retrieves all instances of the specified object type that meet the specified constraints.

VB

Parameters

kbObjectID
The string representation of the object.

constraints
The ArrayList of PropVal Structure objects that specify the constraints in the property/operator/value form.

Return Value

Returns an ArrayList containing FactObjects that satisfy the property relationships defined in the supplied PropVal structure.

Remarks

All clauses contained in the PropVal structure are logically ANDed together.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IFactRetriever Interface | IFactRetriever Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function GetObjects( _
   ByVal kbObjectID As String, _
   ByVal constraints() As PropVal _
) As FactObject()
[C#]
FactObject[] GetObjects(
   string kbObjectID,
   PropVal[] constraints
);
[C++]
FactObject* GetObjects(
   String* kbObjectID,
   PropVal constraints[]
) [];
[JScript]
function GetObjects(
   kbObjectID : String,
   constraints : PropVal[]
) : FactObject[];

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IFactRetriever.GetProperty Method
Retrieves the property value for the specified object that maps to the specified instance identifier.

VB

Parameters

kbObjectID
The string representation of the object.

kbPropertyID
The string representation of the property.

instanceID
The key value for the object to be retrieved.

Return Value

FactProperty that contains the value for the property in the object instance specified in the instanceID parameter.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IFactRetriever Interface | IFactRetriever Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function GetProperty( _
   ByVal kbObjectID As String, _
   ByVal kbPropertyID As String, _
   ByVal instanceID As Object _
) As FactProperty
[C#]
FactProperty GetProperty(
   string kbObjectID,
   string kbPropertyID,
   object instanceID
);
[C++]
FactProperty* GetProperty(
   String* kbObjectID,
   String* kbPropertyID,
   Object* instanceID
);
[JScript]
function GetProperty(
   kbObjectID : String,
   kbPropertyID : String,
   instanceID : Object
) : FactProperty;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IFactRetriever.Initialize Method
Initializes the FactRetriever object with any connection information to allow it to connect to the underlying data store.

VB

Parameters

connectionInfo
The value that specifies the connection information to connect to the underlying data store.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IFactRetriever Interface | IFactRetriever Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub Initialize( _
   ByVal connectionInfo As String _
)
[C#]
void Initialize(
   string connectionInfo
);
[C++]
void Initialize(
   String* connectionInfo
);
[JScript]
function Initialize(
   connectionInfo : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IFactRetriever.RetrieveSchema Method
Retrieves the schema for all the objects and their respective properties that are supported by this fact retriever.

VB

Return Value

The array of FactObjectSchema objects for all the objects that the fact retriever exposes.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IFactRetriever Interface | IFactRetriever Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function RetrieveSchema() As FactObjectSchema()
[C#]
FactObjectSchema[] RetrieveSchema();
[C++]
FactObjectSchema* RetrieveSchema() [];
[JScript]
function RetrieveSchema() : FactObjectSchema[];

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PropVal Structure
The PropVal structure represents a clause used by both fact retrievers as well as the constraint service. Fact retrievers use this
structure to define a property, operator, value relationship to constrain searches for object instances. The constraint service uses
this structure to define a property, operator, value relationship to represent a constraint clause. For example, a relationship could
be expressed as User.Title equals Manager.

For a list of all members of this type, see PropVal Members.

System.Object
   System.ValueType
      Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime.PropVal

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the structures in the .NET Framework, but you cannot define your own.

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services FactStore Manager (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.FactStoreManager.dll)

See Also

PropVal Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Structure PropVal
[C#]
public struct PropVal
[C++]
public __value struct PropVal

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aey3s293(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PropVal Members
PropVal overview

Public Properties

Operator FactOperator value that indicates the comparison operation to be performed.
PropertyID String containing the property ID for the property.
PropertyValue Array of values to be used in a comparison.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sy
stem.ValueType)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited f
rom System.ValueType)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from 
System.ValueType)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PropVal Structure | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms224652(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/y3509fc2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/wb77sz3h(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PropVal Properties
The properties of the PropVal structure are listed here. For a complete list of PropVal structure members, see the
PropVal Members topic.

Public Properties

Operator FactOperator value that indicates the comparison operation to be performed.
PropertyID String containing the property ID for the property.
PropertyValue Array of values to be used in a comparison.

See Also

PropVal Structure | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PropVal.Operator Property
FactOperator value that indicates the comparison operation to be performed.

VB

Property Value

A FactOperator enum.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PropVal Structure | PropVal Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Operator As FactOperator
[C#]
public FactOperator Operator {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property FactOperator get_Operator();
public: __property void set_Operator(FactOperator);
[JScript]
public function get Operator() : FactOperator;
public function set Operator(FactOperator);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PropVal.PropertyID Property
The value containing the property ID for the property.

VB

Property Value

ID for the property.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PropVal Structure | PropVal Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property PropertyID As String
[C#]
public string PropertyID {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_PropertyID();
public: __property void set_PropertyID(String*);
[JScript]
public function get PropertyID() : String;
public function set PropertyID(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PropVal.PropertyValue Property
The array of values to be used in a comparison.

VB

Property Value

Array of values for comparison.

Remarks

This array should only contain more than one value if the Operator value is either Intersection or Exclusion.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003,

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PropVal Structure | PropVal Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property PropertyValue As Object ()
[C#]
public object[] PropertyValue {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Object* get_PropertyValue();
public: __property void set_PropertyValue(Object* __gc[]);
[JScript]
public function get PropertyValue() : Object[];
public function set PropertyValue(Object[]);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace
The Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService exposes Human Workflow Services (HWS) through a Web service.

Namespace hierarchy

Classes

Class Description
Global Used when the Web service is initialized at application startup.
HwsService Enables HWS client applications to start new workflows, discover the authorized actions, discover the li

st of authorized targets, participate in existing workflows, and retrieve information about the current st
ate of a workflow.

HwsServiceSoapException All HwsService class members throw exceptions of this class when errors occur.

See Also

.NET Framework Class Library

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee255125(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Global Class
Used when the Web service is initialized at application startup.

For a list of all members of this type, see Global Members.

System.Object
   System.Web.HttpApplication
      Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService.Global

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow web service (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.HwsService.dll)

See Also

Global Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Class Global
   Inherits HttpApplication
[C#]
public class Global : HttpApplication
[C++]
public __gc class Global : public HttpApplication
[JScript]
public class Global extends HttpApplication

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4wt3wttw(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Global Members
Global overview

Public Constructors

Global Constructor Initializes a new instance of the Global class.

Public Properties

Application (inherited from S
ystem.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Context (inherited from Syst
em.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Modules (inherited from Syst
em.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Request (inherited from Syst
em.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Response (inherited from Sy
stem.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Server (inherited from Syste
m.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Session (inherited from Syst
em.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Site (inherited from System.
Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

User (inherited from System.
Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

AddOnAcquireRequestStateAsync (inheri
ted from System.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

AddOnAuthenticateRequestAsync (inheri
ted from System.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

AddOnAuthorizeRequestAsync (inherite
d from System.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

AddOnBeginRequestAsync (inherited fro
m System.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

AddOnEndRequestAsync (inherited from
System.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

AddOnPostRequestHandlerExecuteAsync
(inherited from System.Web.HttpApplica
tion)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

AddOnPreRequestHandlerExecuteAsync 
(inherited from System.Web.HttpApplica
tion)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

AddOnReleaseRequestStateAsync (inheri
ted from System.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

AddOnResolveRequestCacheAsync (inhe
rited from System.Web.HttpApplication
)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/42k64d1f(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/1cwkw1ff(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/kw8fzxy6(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/sx0sthyf(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/2h934769(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/tz0czzcx(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/db4kkyb1(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/61yw5wty(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/h4aebfxt(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/x8a021s2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/fbb985wy(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/fbykf00b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ye25zyhy(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cw17c8ed(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c46y67sy(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c43wza0h(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/k1f7b1ce(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9sz6k3zb(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


AddOnUpdateRequestCacheAsync (inher
ited from System.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

CompleteRequest (inherited from Syste
m.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Dispose (inherited from System.Web.H
ttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Equals (inherited from System.Object) For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from System.O
bject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.Object
)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetVaryByCustomString (inherited from 
System.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Init (inherited from System.Web.HttpA
pplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from System.Object
)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Events

AcquireRequestState (inherited fro
m System.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

AuthenticateRequest (inherited fro
m System.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

AuthorizeRequest (inherited from S
ystem.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

BeginRequest (inherited from Syste
m.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Disposed (inherited from System.
Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

EndRequest (inherited from Syste
m.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Error (inherited from System.Web.
HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

PostRequestHandlerExecute (inherit
ed from System.Web.HttpApplicati
on)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

PreRequestHandlerExecute (inherite
d from System.Web.HttpApplicati
on)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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PreSendRequestContent (inherited 
from System.Web.HttpApplication
)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

PreSendRequestHeaders (inherited 
from System.Web.HttpApplication
)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ReleaseRequestState (inherited fro
m System.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ResolveRequestCache (inherited fro
m System.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

UpdateRequestCache (inherited fro
m System.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

Events (inherited from Syst
em.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Application_AuthenticateRequest Authenticates the application request.
Application_BeginRequest Begins the application request.
Application_End Ends the application.
Application_EndRequest Ends the application request.
Application_Error Indicates that the application encountered an error.
Application_Start Starts the application.
Finalize (inherited from System.

Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Session_End Ends the session.
Session_Start Starts the session.

See Also

Global Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Global Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Global class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Global Class | Global Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public Global();
[C++]
public: Global();
[JScript]
public function Global();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Global Methods
The methods of the Global class are listed here. For a complete list of Global class members, see the Global Members topic.

Public Methods

AddOnAcquireRequestStateAsync (inheri
ted from System.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

AddOnAuthenticateRequestAsync (inheri
ted from System.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

AddOnAuthorizeRequestAsync (inherite
d from System.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

AddOnBeginRequestAsync (inherited fro
m System.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

AddOnEndRequestAsync (inherited from
System.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

AddOnPostRequestHandlerExecuteAsync
(inherited from System.Web.HttpApplica
tion)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

AddOnPreRequestHandlerExecuteAsync 
(inherited from System.Web.HttpApplica
tion)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

AddOnReleaseRequestStateAsync (inheri
ted from System.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

AddOnResolveRequestCacheAsync (inhe
rited from System.Web.HttpApplication
)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

AddOnUpdateRequestCacheAsync (inher
ited from System.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

CompleteRequest (inherited from Syste
m.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Dispose (inherited from System.Web.H
ttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Equals (inherited from System.Object) For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from System.O
bject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.Object
)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetVaryByCustomString (inherited from 
System.Web.HttpApplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Init (inherited from System.Web.HttpA
pplication)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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ToString (inherited from System.Object
)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework do
cumentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Application_AuthenticateRequest Authenticates the application request.
Application_BeginRequest Begins the application request.
Application_End Ends the application.
Application_EndRequest Ends the application request.
Application_Error Indicates that the application encountered an error.
Application_Start Starts the application.
Finalize (inherited from System.

Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documenta
tion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Session_End Ends the session.
Session_Start Starts the session.

See Also

Global Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Global.Application_AuthenticateRequest Method
Authenticates the application request.

VB

Parameters

sender
The source of the event.

e
A System.EventArgs that contains the event data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Global Class | Global Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub Application_AuthenticateRequest( _
   ByVal sender As Object, _
   ByVal e As EventArgs _
)
[C#]
protected void Application_AuthenticateRequest(
   object sender,
   EventArgs e
);
[C++]
protected: void Application_AuthenticateRequest(
   Object* sender,
   EventArgs* e
);
[JScript]
protected function Application_AuthenticateRequest(
   sender : Object,
   e : EventArgs
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Global.Application_BeginRequest Method
Begins the application request.

VB

Parameters

sender
The source of the event.

e
A System.EventArgs that contains the event data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Global Class | Global Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub Application_BeginRequest( _
   ByVal sender As Object, _
   ByVal e As EventArgs _
)
[C#]
protected void Application_BeginRequest(
   object sender,
   EventArgs e
);
[C++]
protected: void Application_BeginRequest(
   Object* sender,
   EventArgs* e
);
[JScript]
protected function Application_BeginRequest(
   sender : Object,
   e : EventArgs
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Global.Application_End Method
Ends the application.

VB

Parameters

sender
The source of the event.

e
A System.EventArgs that contains the event data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Global Class | Global Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub Application_End( _
   ByVal sender As Object, _
   ByVal e As EventArgs _
)
[C#]
protected void Application_End(
   object sender,
   EventArgs e
);
[C++]
protected: void Application_End(
   Object* sender,
   EventArgs* e
);
[JScript]
protected function Application_End(
   sender : Object,
   e : EventArgs
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Global.Application_EndRequest Method
Ends the application request.

VB

Parameters

sender
The source of the event.

e
A System.EventArgs that contains the event data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Global Class | Global Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Protected Sub Application_EndRequest( _
   ByVal sender As Object, _
   ByVal e As EventArgs _
)
[C#]
protected void Application_EndRequest(
   object sender,
   EventArgs e
);
[C++]
protected: void Application_EndRequest(
   Object* sender,
   EventArgs* e
);
[JScript]
protected function Application_EndRequest(
   sender : Object,
   e : EventArgs
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Global.Application_Error Method
Indicates that the application encountered an error.

VB

Parameters

sender
The source of the event.

e
A System.EventArgs that contains the event data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Global Class | Global Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub Application_Error( _
   ByVal sender As Object, _
   ByVal e As EventArgs _
)
[C#]
protected void Application_Error(
   object sender,
   EventArgs e
);
[C++]
protected: void Application_Error(
   Object* sender,
   EventArgs* e
);
[JScript]
protected function Application_Error(
   sender : Object,
   e : EventArgs
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Global.Application_Start Method
Starts the application.

VB

Parameters

sender
The source of the event.

e
A System.EventArgs that contains the event data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Global Class | Global Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub Application_Start( _
   ByVal sender As Object, _
   ByVal e As EventArgs _
)
[C#]
protected void Application_Start(
   object sender,
   EventArgs e
);
[C++]
protected: void Application_Start(
   Object* sender,
   EventArgs* e
);
[JScript]
protected function Application_Start(
   sender : Object,
   e : EventArgs
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Global.Session_End Method
Ends the session.

VB

Parameters

sender
The source of the event.

e
A System.EventArgs that contains the event data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Global Class | Global Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub Session_End( _
   ByVal sender As Object, _
   ByVal e As EventArgs _
)
[C#]
protected void Session_End(
   object sender,
   EventArgs e
);
[C++]
protected: void Session_End(
   Object* sender,
   EventArgs* e
);
[JScript]
protected function Session_End(
   sender : Object,
   e : EventArgs
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Global.Session_Start Method
Starts the session.

VB

Parameters

sender
The source of the event.

e
A System.EventArgs that contains the event data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Global Class | Global Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub Session_Start( _
   ByVal sender As Object, _
   ByVal e As EventArgs _
)
[C#]
protected void Session_Start(
   object sender,
   EventArgs e
);
[C++]
protected: void Session_Start(
   Object* sender,
   EventArgs* e
);
[JScript]
protected function Session_Start(
   sender : Object,
   e : EventArgs
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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HwsService Class
Enables Human Workflow Services (HWS) client applications to start new workflows, discover the authorized actions, discover the
list of authorized targets, participate in existing workflows, and retrieve information about the current state of a workflow (such as
the status of the workflow, the action instances instantiated within the context of the workflow as well as all the tasks sent by
these actions instances).

For a list of all members of this type, see HwsService Members.

System.Object
   System.ComponentModel.MarshalByValueComponent
      System.Web.Services.WebService
         Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService.HwsService

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

Upon the successful return of the workflow manipulation function calls, HWS ensures that the activation message/s or the
response message are deposited into the BizTalk MessageBox. These messages are then picked up for processing, and the latency
is based on the stress level of the system. If the host process is not running, the messages are processed once it is up running
again.

The HWS Web service uses the SOAP exception code Server.Hws.Retrieve to indicate the condition that the Web service is
unable to retrieve certain information from the tracking database. This is mostly usually caused by the latency issue described in
the above paragraph, assuming that the client application is programmed correctly to use valid input parameters. In this case, a
client application can insert retry logic based on this error code. For an example of how this is implemented, see the
AddActionToActivityFlow method.

HWS interacts with client applications through the HWS Web service using standard SOAP messaging. The methods exposed by
the HWS Web service are the only means through which a client leverages the HWS functionality at runtime once the client
application is developed and deployed.

A client program can communicate with the HWS Web service through any SOAP enabled technologies. The simplest way to do
this is to use a Microsoft .NET Web service proxy class inherited from
System.Web.Services.Protocols.SoapHttpClientProtocol. The source file for the proxy class can be created in the Visual
Studio Integrated Development Environment (IDE) by adding a Web reference to the URL that points to the Web service.
Alternatively, it can be created using the WSDL command line tool.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow web service (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.HwsService.dll)

See Also

HwsService Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace | HWS (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

Public Class HwsService
   Inherits WebService
[C#]
public class HwsService : WebService
[C++]
public __gc class HwsService : public WebService
[JScript]
public class HwsService extends WebService

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/53c82zyd(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9c2192dd(v=bts.10).aspx
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HwsService Members
HwsService overview

Public Constructors

HwsService Constructor Initializes a new instance of the HwsService class.

Public Properties

Application (inherited from System.W
eb.Services.WebService)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Container (inherited from System.Co
mponentModel.MarshalByValueCom
ponent)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Context (inherited from System.Web.S
ervices.WebService)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

DesignMode (inherited from System.C
omponentModel.MarshalByValueCo
mponent)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Server (inherited from System.Web.Se
rvices.WebService)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Session (inherited from System.Web.S
ervices.WebService)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Site (inherited from System.Compone
ntModel.MarshalByValueComponent)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

User (inherited from System.Web.Ser
vices.WebService)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

AddActionToActivityFlow Adds an action to start a new activity flow or to extend an existing activity flow.
AddActivationBlockToActivityFlow Adds an activation block to start a new activity flow or to extend an existing activity flo

w.
CheckConstraint Pre-validates activation parameters using the constraint system.
Dispose (inherited from System.Com

ponentModel.MarshalByValueComp
onent)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Equals (inherited from System.Object
)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetActionInstance Overloaded. Retrieves the tracking information for an action instance where the user is 
a participant.

GetActionTargetList Retrieves the actors that can be a target of an action or an activity model step by the cu
rrent user.

GetActionParameters Retrieves the parameters required to activate an action instance.
GetActivityFlowInfo Retrieves the tracking information for an activity flow instance from the tracking databa

se.
GetActivityList Returns the list of actions, activity models or activation blocks that the caller can activat

e.
GetActivityModelParameters Retrieves the action parameter information for all the actions inside an activation block.
GetActivityModelTargetLists Retrieves the actors that can be a target of the specified actions in the activation block.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/a9a78ahz(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ebx0az10(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/t84cw6zd(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/kyabxy2z(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/8takb34a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/szk893hf(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/3btxye0d(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/h92cs590(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

GetAllActivityFlowsForUser Retrieves the tracking information for all activity flows instance where the user is a part
icipant.

GetAllTasksForUser Retrieves the tracking information for all tasks where the user is involved.
GetHashCode (inherited from System.

Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetNewActivityFlowID Retrieves a context for identifying the activity flow within which actions and activity mo
dels can be composed.

GetService (inherited from System.Co
mponentModel.MarshalByValueCom
ponent)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetTaskInfo Retrieves the tracking information for a task where the user is involved.
GetTaskMessage Retrieves the task message for the task identified by the task ID.
GetType (inherited from System.Obje

ct)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InterruptAction Performs an interrupt action on a running action instance.
SendTaskResponse Sends a task response through the Web service.
SetIgnoreActivityFlow Toggles the ignore flag for a particular user on an activity flow.
ToString (inherited from System.Com

ponentModel.MarshalByValueComp
onent)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

UpdateCache Updates the Web service cache to reflect the most recent changes made to the action a
nd constraints store.

Public Events

Disposed (inherited from System.Co
mponentModel.MarshalByValueCo
mponent)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

Events (inherited from System.Com
ponentModel.MarshalByValueCom
ponent)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from System.Com
ponentModel.MarshalByValueComp
onent)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

HwsService Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace
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HwsService Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the HwsService class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

HwsService Class | HwsService Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public HwsService();
[C++]
public: HwsService();
[JScript]
public function HwsService();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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HwsService Methods
The methods of the HwsService class are listed here. For a complete list of HwsService class members, see the
HwsService Members topic.

Public Methods

AddActionToActivityFlow Adds an action to start a new activity flow or to extend an existing activity flow.
AddActivationBlockToActivityFlow Adds an activation block to start a new activity flow or to extend an existing activity flo

w.
CheckConstraint Pre-validates activation parameters using the constraint system.
Dispose (inherited from System.Com

ponentModel.MarshalByValueComp
onent)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Equals (inherited from System.Object
)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetActionInstance Overloaded. Retrieves the tracking information for an action instance where the user is 
a participant.

GetActionParameters Retrieves the parameters required to activate an action instance.
GetActionTargetList Retrieves the actors that can be a target of an action or an activity model step by the cu

rrent user.
GetActivityFlowInfo Retrieves the tracking information for an activity flow instance from the tracking databa

se.
GetActivityList Returns the list of actions, activity models or activation blocks the caller can activate.
GetActivityModelParameters Retrieves the action parameter information for all the actions inside an activation block.
GetActivityModelTargetLists Retrieves the actors that can be a target of the specified actions in the activation block.
GetAllActivityFlowsForUser Retrieves the tracking information for all activity flows instance where the user is a part

icipant.
GetAllTasksForUser Retrieves the tracking information for all tasks where the user is involved.
GetHashCode (inherited from System.

Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetNewActivityFlowID Retrieves a context for identifying the activity flow within which actions and activity mo
dels can be composed.

GetService (inherited from System.Co
mponentModel.MarshalByValueCom
ponent)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetTaskInfo Retrieves the tracking information for a task where the user is involved.
GetTaskMessage Retrieves the task message for the task identified by the task ID.
GetType (inherited from System.Obje

ct)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InterruptAction Performs an interrupt action on a running action instance.
SendTaskResponse Sends a task response through the Web service.
SetIgnoreActivityFlow Toggles the ignore flag for a particular user on an activity flow.
ToString (inherited from System.Com

ponentModel.MarshalByValueComp
onent)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

UpdateCache Updates the Web service cache to reflect the most recent changes made to the action a
nd constraints store.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from System.Com
ponentModel.MarshalByValueComp
onent)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/h92cs590(v=bts.10).aspx
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MemberwiseClone (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

HwsService Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace
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HwsService.AddActionToActivityFlow Method
Adds an action to start a new activity flow or to extend an existing activity flow.

VB

Parameters

activityFlowID
The identifier of the activity flow to which this action is to be added.

parentActionInstanceID
The value that identifies the predecessor action that the current action should be associated with as a child.

parentTaskID
The identifier for the task that can be used to extend the workflow of a particular task or reassign the workflow either by
delegation or escalation

isDependentComposition
The value that specifies whether this is a dependent composition.

actionParameters
The ActionParameters data structure. It includes all activation parameters filled by the client including the activation message.

actingUser
The value that contains the name of the current user in a trusted subsystem. The default is empty (null).

Return Value

Returns a GUID that identifies the new action instance that was started.

Exceptions

Public Function AddActionToActivityFlow( _
   ByVal activityFlowID As Guid, _
   ByVal parentActionInstanceID As Guid, _
   ByVal parentTaskID As Guid, _
   ByVal isDependentComposition As Boolean, _
   ByVal actionParameters As ActionParameters, _
   ByVal actingUser As String _
) As Guid
[C#]
public Guid AddActionToActivityFlow(
   Guid activityFlowID,
   Guid parentActionInstanceID,
   Guid parentTaskID,
   bool isDependentComposition,
   ActionParameters actionParameters,
   String actingUser
);
[C++]
public: String* AddActionToActivityFlow(
   Guid* activityFlowID,
   Guid* parentActionInstanceID,
   Guid* parentTaskID,
   bool isDependentComposition,
   ActionParameters* actionParameters,
   String* actingUser
);
[JScript]
public function AddActionToActivityFlow(
   activityFlowID : Guid,
   parentActionInstanceID : Guid,
   parentTaskID : Guid,
   isDependentComposition : Boolean,
   actionParameters : ActionParameters,
   actingUser : String
) : Guid;



Exception Type Condition
Client.Hws.Authentication Server failed to authenticate the client.
Client.Hws.InvalidParameter Parameters passed in are not valid.
Client.Hws.Constraints Client failed to pass constraint check.
Server.Hws.Initialize Web service failed to initialize correctly.
Server.Hws.Activate Server failed to activate the action instance.

Remarks

A Human Workflow Services (HWS) activity flow consists of one or more action instances that are linked together by parent-child
relationships within the same context. A new activity flow is created when first action instance is instantiated. This is achieved by
calling AddActionToActivityFlow with a parentInstanceID parameter set to Guid.Empty. The instantiated action instance becomes
the root of the new activity flow. An activity flow can have only one root action instance. All subsequent action activations within
the same activity flow will create action instances that are descendents of the root instance.

The initiator of an action instance can extend the workflow by calling AddActionToActivityFlow, passing the current action
instance ID as the parent of the new action instance. If the current action instance sends out a task to a target actor, the target
actor can also extend the activity flow in a similar fashion.

The AddActionToActivityFlow method only adds one single action instance to the flow at a time. This is called ad-hoc
composition. This enables actions to be composed within an activity flow in an ad-hoc manner governed by the constraints setup
within the system.

An independent ad-hoc composition adds a new action instance regardless the state of other action instances in the flow. An
action can be composed either independent or dependent manner by specifiying the isDependentComposition parameter. In the
case of independent composition the action must be composed as either the root action or in relation to another task from a prior
action. In the case of dependent composition, the action is composed to a parent action. The parent action will synchronize with
the child action at runtime, moving the workflow forward. The parent action and the child action need to define compatible
synchronization messages in order for dependent composition to work.

The AddActionToActivityFlow method starts or extends an activity flow by activating an instance of a registered HWS action.
Clients call this function to activate a single HWS action instance. If simultaneous activation of multiple action instances is
required, consider using an activity model. For more information, see ActivityModel.

Action activation may fail for one or more of the following reasons:

The HWS message receive function is not running correctly. Check the virtual root configuration for the HwsMessages
ASP.NET application to ensure that it is set up correctly.
The BizTalk server is not responding in time. Using the BizTalk Server Administration Console, check that the server is
started and running.
The action is not started. Using the BizTalk Server Administration Console, check that the action is started and waiting for
messages.
The activation message does not match the activation schema of the action.

The <HwsSection> section only serves as a template for the activation message. The fields in the <HwsSection> section of the
activation message are modified by the Web service to fill in the correct value for each node before the message is sent to the
orchestration engine. Any user input values related to these fields must be supplied to the Web service as explicit parameters
through the use of the actionParameters parameter, and other parameters such as the activityFlowID, parentActionInstanceID,
and so on. Values for these fields in the activation message are ignored during processing.

When a client application invokes this method without specifying a value for the parentActionInstanceID parameter, the client
application must first retrieve a new ActionInstance.ActivityFlowID, then pass that value as the activityFlowID parameter to this
method. This sequence of operations will result in the creation of a new activity flow which has the root activation block of the
activity model as the first steps of that activity flow. Also note that if the action activation is authorized by an independent
transition in an activity model, and the transition has restrictions on either the task schema or TargetXPath, the initiator of the
parent action will not be able to execute the child action (unless the initiator is also the appropriate target of a task from the action
and the parent TaskID paramter is not empty).

If the parentTaskID paramter is the empty guid, then in order for the user calling the method to pass the Human Workflow
Services (HWS) security check, the user must be the initiator of the action instance specified in the parentActionInstanceID
parameter.

Important  This operation is asynchronous; this means that there is a latency that occurs before the tracking data
reflects that this action has been added to the activity flow.



If the actingUser is not null, the client is assumed to be running under a trusted subsystem. In a trusted subsystem, the user that is
making the Web service call authenticates with the Web service and then acts on behalf of the acting user. All constraint checking
is done in the context of the acting user.

Example

The following example illustrates the AddActionToActivityFlow method call.

C#

<snippet id="c55b9dfa-474d-47c1-9f4f-c8cf319bfb15" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
// Activate an action instance and add it to a new activity flow.  
// Then chain a second action instance as the child of the first instance.

Guid actionInstanceID = Guid.Empty;
XmlDocument inDoc = null;
XmlNode targetNode = null;
ActionParameters parameter = null;

// Create a new soap proxy instance
HwsService hwss = new HwsService();
hwss.Url = "http://localhost/hwsservice/hwsservice.asmx";

// Impersonate User1
hwss.Credentials = new System.Net.NetworkCredential("user1", "passworD2", System.Environment.
MachineName);

// Obtain a new activity flow ID
Guid activityFlowID = hwss.GetNewActivityFlowID();

//Get all actions User1 can do 
string target = System.Environment.MachineName + "\\user2";
Activity[] actions = hwss.GetActivityList(activityFlowID, Guid.Empty, Guid.Empty, target, nul
l);

// Retrieve the action parameters for activity "Assign"
foreach(Activity action in actions)           
{
   if(action.ActivityType == ActivityType.Action && action.Name == "Microsoft.Samples.BizTalk
.Actions.Assign")
   {
      // Retrieve the action parameters
      parameter = hwss.GetActionParameters(action.ActionTypeID, null);
      
      // Retrieve the list of potential targets for this action
      Actors actors = hwss.GetActionTargetList(activityFlowID, action.ActionTypeID, Guid.Empt
y, Guid.Empty, Guid.Empty, null);

      if (actors.ActorList.Length > 0)
      {
         // Prepare for the activation message
         inDoc = new XmlDocument();
         inDoc.Load(@"C:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\SDK\Samples\Hws\Actions\
Assign\Assign_Task_Activation_Message.xml");
         XmlNode root = inDoc.DocumentElement;
         targetNode = root.SelectSingleNode(@"ActionSection//Task//Target");
         target = actors.ActorList[0].Name;
         targetNode.InnerText = target;

         // Populate the ActionParameters instance with correct values
         parameter.ActionInstanceTitle = "My First Assign Action";
         parameter.ParametersDoc = inDoc.OuterXml;

         // Call the web service to activation the action and print out 
            // the instance ID after successful activation
         actionInstanceID = hwss.AddActionToActivityFlow(activityFlowID, Guid.Empty, Guid.Emp
ty, false, parameter, null); 
         Console.WriteLine("Successfully activated action " + actionInstanceID.ToString());



      }
      break;
   }
}

// Now, try to add another "Assign" action as the child of the first action

// First, try to retrieve the action instance from the tracking to 
// make sure that the instance has been saved in the tracking database

// Change user context to use the credentials of the target of the first action
string[] creds = target.Split(new char[]{'\\'}, 2);
         hwss.Credentials = new System.Net.NetworkCredential(creds[1], "passworD2", creds[0])
; ActionInstance actionInstance = null;
// Retrieve action instance data from tracking
while (true)
{
   try
   {
      actionInstance = hwss.GetActionInstance(actionInstanceID, null);
      break;
   }
   catch (SoapException e)
   {
      if (e.Code != new XmlQualifiedName("Server.Hws.Retrieve"))
         if (actionInstance != null && actionInstance.Tasks != null)
            break;
         else
         //retry every 2 seconds.
         System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(2000);
      else
         //retry every 2 seconds.
         System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(2000);
   }
}

if (actionInstance != null)
{
   // Get a new list of available activities given the instance ID and the task ID of the pre
vious action
   actions = hwss.GetActivityList(activityFlowID, actionInstance.ActionInstanceID, actionInst
ance.Tasks[0].TaskID, null, null);
   foreach(Activity action in actions)           
   {
      if(action.ActivityType == ActivityType.Action && action.Name == "Microsoft.Samples.BizT
alk.Actions.Assign")
      {
         // Retrieve the list of potential targets for this action given parent action instan
ce ID and task ID
         Actors actors = hwss.GetActionTargetList(activityFlowID, action.ActionTypeID, Guid.E
mpty, actionInstance.ActionInstanceID, 
            actionInstance.Tasks[0].TaskID, null);

         if (actors.ActorList.Length > 0)
         {
            // Prepare for the activation message
            targetNode.InnerText = actors.ActorList[0].Name;
            // Populate the ActionParameters instance with correct values
            parameter.ActionInstanceTitle = "My Second Assign Action";
            parameter.ParametersDoc = inDoc.OuterXml;

            // Call the web service to activation the action and print out the 
                // instance ID after successful activation
            actionInstanceID = hwss.AddActionToActivityFlow(activityFlowID, actionInstance.Ac
tionInstanceID, actionInstance.Tasks[0].TaskID, false, parameter, null); 
            Console.WriteLine("Successfully activated action " + actionInstanceID.ToString())
;
         }



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

HwsService Class | HwsService Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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         break;
      }
   }
}

<snippet id="c55b9dfa-474d-47c1-9f4f-c8cf319bfb15" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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HwsService.AddActivationBlockToActivityFlow Method
Adds an activation block to start a new activity flow or to extend an existing activity flow.

VB

Parameters

activityFlowID
The value that identifies the activity flow to which this activation block belongs.

activityModelInstanceID
The value that identifies the activity model instance to which this activation block belongs. This parameter must be set by the
caller to Guid.Empty if the user is starting a new activity flow.

parentActionInstanceID
The value that identifies the instance of the action that is a parent of the current action.

parentTaskID
The identifier for the task that can be used to extend the workflow of a particular task or reassign the workflow either by
delegation or escalation

isDependentComposition
The value that indicates whether this is a dependent composition. All activation blocks are considered independent
compositions.

activationBlockParameters
Array of ActionParameters data structures for all the actions inside the activation block.

actingUser

Public Function AddActivationBlockToActivityFlow( _
   ByVal activityFlowID As Guid, _
   ByVal activityModelInstanceID As Guid, _
   ByVal parentActionInstanceID As Guid, _
   ByVal parentTaskID As Guid, _
   ByVal isDependentComposition As Boolean, _
   ByVal activationBlockParameters() As ActionParameters, _
   ByVal actingUser As String _
) As Guid
[C#]
public Guid AddActivationBlockToActivityFlow(
   Guid activityFlowID,
   Guid activityModelInstanceID,
   Guid parentActionInstanceID,
   Guid parentTaskID,
   bool isDependentComposition,
   ActionParameters[] activationBlockParameters,
   String actingUser
);
[C++]
public: Guid* AddActivationBlockToActivityFlow(
   Guid* activityFlowID,
   Guid* activityModelInstanceID,
   Guid* parentActionInstanceID,
   Guid* parentTaskID,
   bool isDependentComposition,
   ActionParameters* activationBlockParameters[],
   String* actingUser
);
[JScript]
public function AddActivationBlockToActivityFlow(
   activityFlowID : Guid,
   activityModelInstanceID : Guid,
   parentActionInstanceID : Guid,
   parentTaskID : Guid,
   isDependentComposition : Boolean,
   activationBlockParameters : ActionParameters[],
   actingUser : String
) : Guid;



The value that contains the name of the current user in a trusted subsystem. The default is empty (null).

Return Value

Guid identifying the activity model instance.

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
Client.Hws.Authentication Server failed to authenticate the client.
Client.Hws.InvalidParameter Parameters passed in are not valid.
Client.Hws.Constraints Client failed to pass constraint check.
Server.Hws.Initialize Web service failed to initialize correctly.
Server.Hws.Activate Server failed to activate the action.

Remarks

The AddActivationBlockToActivityFlow method starts or extends an activity flow by activating all actions with an activity block
simultaneously. This function should be used only when you are dealing with an ActivityModel. One activation block contains one
or more steps; each requires a separate activation message. All the steps in the block are always activated together.

Action activation may fail for one or more of the following reasons:

The Human Workflow Services (HWS) message receive function is not running correctly. Check the virtual root
configuration for the HwsMessages ASP.NET application to ensure that it is set up correctly.
The BizTalk server is not responding in time. Using the BizTalk Server Administration Console, check that the server is
started and running.
The action is not started. Using the BizTalk Server Administration Console, check that the action is started and waiting for
messages.
The activation message does not match the activation schema of the action; in this case, messages cannot be delivered.
The order of the activation parameters is different from the order of the activity model steps in the activation block. You
must not change the order of the activation parameters in the parameters array returned by the Web service.

The <HwsSection> section only serves as a template for the activation message. The fields in the <HwsSection> section of the
activation message are modified by the Web service to fill in the correct value for each node before the message is sent to the
orchestration engine. Any user input values related to these fields must be supplied to the Web service as explicit parameters
through the use of the ActionParameters object, and other parameters such as the activity flow id, parent instance id, and so on.
Values for these fields in the activation message are ignored during processing.

When a client application invokes this method without specifying a value for the parentActionInstanceID parameter, the client
application must first retrieve a new ActionInstance.ActivityFlowID, then pass that value as the activityFlowID parmeter to this
method.

Important  This operation is asynchronous; this means that there is a latency that occurs before the tracking data
reflects that this action has been added to the activity flow.

If the actingUser is not null, the client is assumed to be running under a trusted subsystem. In a trusted subsystem, the user that is
making the Web service call authenticates with the Web service and then acts on behalf of the acting user. All constraint checking
is done in the context of the acting user.

The activationBlockParameters parameter must not have the order of the parameters changed in this array after you have
retrieved it using the GetActivityModelParameters method. To determine which activation parameters you must supply for each
element in the activationBlockParameters array, you must reference the ActionParameters.Action.ActionIndex values.

Example

The following example illustrates the AddActivationBlockToActivityFlow method call.

C#

<snippet id="7a38eaac-b820-4fec-bf61-8dcfe68d7849" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
// Activate the first activation block of an activity model and add it to a new activity flow
.



[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

 
// Create a new soap proxy instance
HwsService hwss = new HwsService();
hwss.Url = "http://localhost/hwsservice/hwsservice.asmx";

// Impersonate User1
hwss.Credentials = new System.Net.NetworkCredential("user1", "passworD2", System.Environment.
MachineName);

// Obtain a new activity flow ID
Guid activityFlowID = hwss.GetNewActivityFlowID();

// Get all actions User1 can do
Activity[] actions = hwss.GetActivityList(activityFlowID, Guid.Empty, Guid.Empty, null, null)
;

// Retrieve the list of potential targets for each step in the activity model activation bloc
k
ActionParameters[] paramters = null;
foreach(Activity action in actions)           
{
   if(action.ActivityType == ActivityType.ActivityModel)
   {
      // Retrieve the action parameters for each step in the activation block
      // in order to build an integer array of action indexes (step ids in the context of act
ivity model)
      paramters = hwss.GetActivityModelParameters(action.ActivityModelTypeID, Guid.Empty, nul
l);
      int[] actionIndexes = new int[paramters.Length];
      for ( int i = 0; i < paramters.Length; i++ )
         actionIndexes[i] = paramters[i].Action.ActionIndex;

      // Call the web service to the target list for each step
      Actors[] actorsList = hwss.GetActivityModelTargetLists(activityFlowID, action.ActivityM
odelTypeID, 
         actionIndexes, Guid.Empty, Guid.Empty, null);

      // Prepare the activation messages.  Here we use the Assign action for every step in th
e activity model
      XmlDocument inDoc = new XmlDocument();
      inDoc.Load(@"C:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\SDK\Samples\Hws\Actions\Ass
ign\Assign_Task_Activation_Message.xml");
      XmlNode root = inDoc.DocumentElement;
      XmlNode targetNode = root.SelectSingleNode(@"ActionSection//Task//Target");
      for ( int i = 0; i < paramters.Length; i++ )
      {
         targetNode.InnerText = actorsList[i].ActorList[0].Name;

         // Populate the ActionParameters instance with correct values
         paramters[i].ActionInstanceTitle = paramters[i].Action.Name + " at step " + paramter
s[i].Action.ActionIndex.ToString();
         paramters[i].ParametersDoc = inDoc.OuterXml;
      }

      Guid activitModelInstanceID = hwss.AddActivationBlockToActivityFlow(activityFlowID, Gui
d.Empty, Guid.Empty,
         Guid.Empty, false, paramters, null);
      Console.WriteLine("Successfully activated activity model " + activitModelInstanceID.ToS
tring());
      break;
   }
}
 
<snippet id="7a38eaac-b820-4fec-bf61-8dcfe68d7849" type="end"/> 



 

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

HwsService Class | HwsService Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HwsService.CheckConstraint Method
Pre-validates activation parameters using the constraint system.

VB

Parameters

activityFlowID
The ID of the activity flow this action belongs to.

parentActionInstanceID
The instance ID of the predecessor Action of which the current Action should be a child.

parentTaskID
The identifier for the task that can be used to extend the workflow of a particular task or reassign the workflow either by
delegation or escalation

isDependentComposition
The value that indicates whether this is a dependent composition.

actionParameters
The complete activation parameters filled by the client including the activation message.

actingUser
The value that contains the name of the current user in a trusted subsystem. The default is empty (null).

Return Value

true if constraint checking has passed; otherwise, false.

Remarks

Public Function CheckConstraint( _
   ByVal activityFlowID As Guid, _
   ByVal parentActionInstanceID As Guid, _
   ByVal parentTaskID As Guid, _
   ByVal isDependentComposition As Boolean, _
   ByVal actionParameters As ActionParameters, _
   ByVal actingUser As String _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public bool CheckConstraint(
   Guid activityFlowID,
   Guid parentActionInstanceID,
   Guid parentTaskID,
   bool isDependentComposition,
   ActionParameters actionParameters,
   String actingUser
);
[C++]
public: bool CheckConstraint(
   Guid* ActivityFlowID,
   Guid* parentActionInstanceID,
   Guid* parentTaskID,
   bool isDependentComposition,
   ActionParameters* actionParameters,
   String* actingUser
);
[JScript]
public function CheckConstraint(
   activityFlowID : Guid,
   parentActionInstanceID : Guid,
   parentTaskID : Guid,
   isDependentComposition : Boolean,
   actionParameters: ActionParameters,
   actingUser : String
) : Boolean;



 

The constraint checking performed by this method is also be performed by AddActionToActivityFlow automatically to prevent any
constraint breaching.

If the actingUser is not null, the client is assumed to be running under a trusted subsystem. In a trusted subsystem, the user that is
making the Web service call authenticates with the Web service and then acts on behalf of the acting user. All constraint checking
is done in the context of the acting user.

The CheckConstraint method can be used prior to calling AddActionToActivityFlow to verify that the user satisfies all the
constraints. The same check will be performed by the Web service again when AddActionToActivityFlow is called.

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
Client.Hws.Authentica
tion

Server failed to authenticate the client.

Server.Hws.Constraint
s

Client failed to pass constraint check.

Server.Hws.Initialize Web service failed to initialize correctly.
Server.Hws.Retrieve Web service failed to retrieve data from tracking. This may be caused by the latency between action activat

ion and tracking.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

HwsService Class | HwsService Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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HwsService.GetActionInstance Method
Retrieves the tracking information for an ActionInstance where the user is a participant.

VB

Parameters

actionInstanceID
The value that identifies the instance ID of the action for which the tracking information is needed.

actingUser
The value that contains the name of the current user in a trusted subsystem. The default is empty (null).

Return Value

An ActionInstance data structure returned for the action instance that the user is requesting. Returns null if the current user is
neither the initiator nor the target of the action instance.

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
Client.Hws.Authenticati
on

Server failed to authenticate the client.

Client.Hws.InvalidPara
meter

Parameters passed in are not valid.

Server.Hws.Retrieve Web service failed to retrieve data from tracking. This may be caused by the latency between action activ
ation and tracking.

Server.Hws.Initialize Web service failed to initialize correctly.
Client.Hws.AccessDenie
d

User does not have access to the instance data.

Remarks

The GetActionInstance method retrieves all tracking data specific to one particular action instance, including action type, action
name, action instance title, action instance status, tasks sent out by the action instance and so on.

This function provides a fast and direct way to access instance data for a specific action instance. The same data can also be
retrieved by calling GetActivityFlowInfo if the instance ID is not available.

If you call this method, the ActionInstance.ChildActionInstances property is not populated. If you need to retrieve the
ActionInstance.ChildActionInstances property, use the GetActivtiyFlowInfo method, specifying a detailLevel parameter
value of ActionInstances.

Overloads Public Function GetActionInstance( _
   ByVal actionInstanceID As Guid, _
   ByVal actingUser As String _
) As ActionInstance
[C#]
public ActionInstance GetActionInstance(
   Guid actionInstanceID,
   String actingUser
);
[C++]
public: ActionInstance* GetActionInstance(
   Guid* actionInstanceID,
   String* actingUser
);
[JScript]
public function GetActionInstance(
   actionInstanceID : Guid,
   actingUser : String
) : ActionInstance;



 

If the actingUser is not null, the client is assumed to be running under a trusted subsystem. In a trusted subsystem, the user that is
making the Web service call authenticates with the Web service and then acts on behalf of the acting user. All constraint checking
is done in the context of the acting user.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

HwsService Class | HwsService Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace |
HwsService.GetActionInstance Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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HwsService.GetActionTargetList Method
Retrieves the actors that can be a target of an action or an activity model step by the current user.

VB

Parameters

activityFlowID
The value that identifies the activity flow to which this action belongs.

actionTypeID
The value that identifies the type of the action that the current actor wants to execute.

activityModelTypeID
The value that identifies the type of the activity model that contains the action if this is executed inside the context of an activity
model.

parentActionInstanceID
The value that identifies the parent action instance. If null, an empty activity flow is assumed.

parentTaskID
The value that identifies the task within the action parentActionInstanceID.

actingUser
The value that contains the name of the current user in a trusted subsystem. The default is empty (null).

Return Value

This method returns an Actors data structure which encapsulates the list of users and groups.

Exceptions

Public Function GetActionTargetList( _
   ByVal activityFlowID As Guid, _
   ByVal actionTypeID As Guid, _
   ByVal activityModelTypeID As Guid, _
   ByVal parentActionInstanceID As Guid, _
   ByVal parentTaskID As Guid, _
   ByVal actingUser As String _
) As Actors
[C#]
public Actors GetActionTargetList(
   Guid activityFlowID,
   Guid actionTypeID,
   Guid activityModelTypeID,
   Guid parentActionInstanceID,
   Guid parentTaskID,
   String actingUser
);
[C++]
public: Actors* GetActionTargetList(
   Guid* activityFlowID,
   Guid* actionTypeID,
   Guid* activityModelTypeID,
   Guid* parentActionInstanceID,
   Guid* parentTaskID,
   String* actingUser
);
[JScript]
public function GetActionTargetList(
   activityFlowID : Guid,
   actionTypeID : Guid,
   activityModelTypeID : Guid,
   parentActionInstanceID : Guid,
   parentTaskID : Guid,
   actingUser : String
) : Actors;



Exception Type Condition
Client.Hws.Authentication Server failed to authenticate the client.
Client.Hws.InvalidParameter Parameters passed in are not valid.
Server.Hws.Targets Server failed to retrieve the target list for this action.
Server.Hws.Initialize Web service failed to initialize correctly.
Client.Hws.AccessDenied User does not have permission to perform this operation.

Remarks

Use GetActionTargetList to query for target lists of ad-hoc actions. To query for target lists of activity model steps, you should
use the GetActivityModelTargetLists method instead of GetActionTargetList.

GetActionTargetList returns a list of potential target actors for the action type identified by the actionTypeID parameter. This list
is governed by the constraint manager based on the constraints set for the action type.

If the action needs to send out a task to a certain actor, it must define a target node in the activation message for client
applications to specify possible target actors. This target node can be defined using the Human Workflow Services (HWS) Schema
Editor Extension. For more information, see Supplemental Node Properties for HWS Schemas. The XPath to the target node within
the activation message is passed back to the client application via the ActionParameter.Target property. Once the client
application has gathered input from the user who is the intended target, it can locate the target node in the activation message by
using the ActionParameter.Target.XPath property, replacing the value with the selected target actor name.

The returned list of Actor data structures contains actors of two types:

Individual Windows users
Groups of Windows users defined by the constraints

Use this function when retrieving the targets for a single action instance to the flow. For information on retrieving targets for
multiple action instances within an activity flow, see GetActivityModelTargetLists.

The parentActionInstanceID identifies the parent action instance. If the activity flow is not empty when the null is being passed,
then the return list is empty. This is to prevent multiple root actions from being created.

If the actingUser is not null, the client is assumed to be running under a trusted subsystem. In a trusted subsystem, the user that is
making the Web service call authenticates with the Web service and then acts on behalf of the acting user. All constraint checking
is done in the context of the acting user.

Example

C#

The following example illustrates the GetActionTargetList method call.<snippet id="086286e8-7
bc7-46d5-b0d5-0e62be0023cf" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
// Given an action type ID, retrieves the list of available targets 
// that the action initiator can act on.

// Create a new soap proxy instance
HwsService hwss = new HwsService();
hwss.Url = "http://localhost/hwsservice/hwsservice.asmx";

// Impersonate User1
hwss.Credentials = new System.Net.NetworkCredential("user1", "passworD2", System.Environment.
MachineName);

// Obtain a new activity flow ID
Guid activityFlowID = hwss.GetNewActivityFlowID();
         
// Get all actions User1 can do 
Activity[] actions = hwss.GetActivityList(activityFlowID, Guid.Empty, Guid.Empty, null, null)
;

// Retrieve the action parameters for activity "Assign"
foreach(Activity action in actions)           
{
   if(action.ActivityType == ActivityType.Action && action.Name == "Microsoft.Samples.BizTalk
.Actions.Assign")



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also
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   {
      // Retrieve the action parameters and print out the activation message schema
      Actors actors = hwss.GetActionTargetList(activityFlowID, action.ActionTypeID, Guid.Empt
y, Guid.Empty, Guid.Empty, null);

      // Print the possible targets for this action
      foreach (Actor actor in actors.ActorList)
         Console.WriteLine(actor.Name);
      break;
   }
}
<snippet id="086286e8-7bc7-46d5-b0d5-0e62be0023cf" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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HwsService.GetActionParameters Method
Retrieves the parameters required to activate an action instance.

VB

Parameters

actionTypeID
The value that identifies the action type for the schema to be retrieved.

actingUser
The value that contains the name of the current user in a trusted subsystem. The default is empty (null).

Return Value

ActionParameters data structure for the action. The ActionParameters data structure encapsulates the following items:

A description of the action
XSD document that describes the activation parameters
An array of XML documents that contain the task schemas
An optional XML document that specifies the default activation parameters
An optional list of target objects (the Target XPath collection) that describe how to find the target elements within the
activation message
A flag that indicates whether the default parameter values for an activity model step can be overridden.

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
Client.Hws.Authentication Server failed to authenticate the client.
Client.Hws.InvalidParameter Parameters passed in are not valid.
Server.Hws.Parameters Server failed to retrieve the parameters for this action.
Server.Hws.Initialize Web service failed to initialize correctly.

Remarks

If the actingUser is not null, the client is assumed to be running under a trusted subsystem. In a trusted subsystem, the user that is
making the Web service call authenticates with the Web service and then acts on behalf of the acting user. All constraint checking
is done in the context of the acting user.

Example

Public Function GetActionParameters( _
   ByVal actionTypeID As Guid, _
   ByVal actingUser As String _
) As ActionParameters
[C#]
public ActionParameters GetActionParameters(
   Guid actionTypeID,
   string actingUser
);
[C++]
public: ActionParameters* GetActionParameters(
   Guid* actionTypeID,
   String* actingUser
);
[JScript]
public function GetActionParameters(
   actionTypeID : Guid,
   actingUser : String
) : ActionParameters;



 

The following example illustrates the GetActionParameters method call.

C#

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003
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<snippet id="c09fa1ba-b756-4b05-9e47-29192eafd021" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
// Given an action type ID, this sample retrieves the parameters object required for activate
the action.

// Create a new soap proxy instance
HwsService hwss = new HwsService();
hwss.Url = "http://localhost/hwsservice/hwsservice.asmx";

// Impersonate User1
hwss.Credentials = new System.Net.NetworkCredential("user1", "passworD2", System.Environment.
MachineName);

// Obtain a new activity flow ID
Guid activityFlowID = hwss.GetNewActivityFlowID();
         
// Get all actions User1 can do 
Activity[] actions = hwss.GetActivityList(activityFlowID, Guid.Empty, Guid.Empty, null, null)
;

// Retrieve the action parameters for activity "Assign"
foreach(Activity action in actions)           
{
   if(action.ActivityType == ActivityType.Action && action.Name == "Microsoft.Samples.BizTalk
.Actions.Assign")
   {
      // Retrieve the action parameters and print out the activation message schema
      ActionParameters parameter= hwss.GetActionParameters(action.ActionTypeID, null);
      Console.WriteLine(parameter.XsdDoc);
      break;
   }
}
<snippet id="c09fa1ba-b756-4b05-9e47-29192eafd021" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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HwsService.GetActivityFlowInfo Method
Retrieves the tracking information for an ActivityFlow instance from the tracking database.

VB

Parameters

activityFlowID
The value that identifies the activity flow.

detailLevel
ActivityFlowDetailLevel that contains the detail level of the activity flow instance retrieved. Possible values include:
ActivityFlowDetailLevel Description
ActivityFlowDetailLevel.ActivityFl
owLevel

Retrieves basic information about activity flow, such as start time, initiator of the first action i
n the activity flow, and so on.

ActivityFlowDetailLevel.ActionIns
tanceLevel

Retrieves all action instances contained in the activity flow.

ActivityFlowDetailLevel.TaskLevel Retrieves all tasks contained within all action instances within the activity flow. This may cons
titute a large volume of data.

actingUser
The value that contains the name of the current user in a trusted subsystem. The default is empty (null).

Return Value

ActivityFlow structure that contains the detail information of an activity flow.

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
Client.Hws.Authentication Server failed to authenticate the client.
Client.Hws.InvalidParameter Parameters passed in are not valid.
Server.Hws.Retrieve Web service failed to retrieve requested information from the tracking database.
Server.Hws.Initialize Web service failed to initialize correctly.
Client.Hws.AccessDenied User does not have permission to perform this operation.

Remarks

Public Function GetActivityFlowInfo( _
   ByVal activityFlowID As Guid, _
   ByVal detailLevel As ActivityFlowDetailLevel, _
   ByVal actingUser As String _
) As ActivityFlow
[C#]
public ActivityFlow GetActivityFlowInfo(
   Guid activityFlowID,
   ActivityFlowDetailLevel detailLevel,
   String actingUser
);
[C++]
public: ActivityFlow* GetActivityFlowInfo(
   Guid* activityFlowID,
   ActivityFlowDetailLevel detailLevel,
   String* actingUser
);
[JScript]
public function GetActivityFlowInfo(
   activityFlowID : Guid,
   detailLevel : ActivityFlowDetailLevel,
   actingUser : String
) : ActivityFlow;



You can call this method to discover the shape of an activity flow. When you call this method with
ActivityFlowDetailLevel.ActionInstanceLevel or ActivityFlowDetailLevel.TaskLevel, the returned ActivityFlow object maintains a tree
with one root action instance at the top and all the immediate children as an array of ActionInstance classes represented by the
ChildActionInstances property.

Task information is not available to a user that is not the initiator or the target of the task.

The ActivityFlow instance returned is filtered based on the user role in the system. For action instances added to the flow by ad-
hoc composition, all users participating in the activity flow have access to the instance data. For action instances that are part of an
activity model instance, only the initiator and the targets of the action instance along with the activity model owner and observers
have access to the instance data. The shape of the activity flow is preserved, but the content of each instance is blocked by the
Web service.

Important  Tracking information may be out of date, since recently performed operations may not yet be in the
tracking database.

If the actingUser is not null, the client is assumed to be running under a trusted subsystem. In a trusted subsystem, the user that is
making the Web service call authenticates with the Web service and then acts on behalf of the acting user. All constraint checking
is done in the context of the acting user.

Example

The following example illustrates the GetActivityFlowInfo method call.

C#

<snippet id="3749070e-4670-4da1-8a0b-8c137554d75e" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
// Retrieve information for activity flows from tracking data store.

// Create a new soap proxy instance
HwsService hwss = new HwsService();
hwss.Url = "http://localhost/hwsservice/hwsservice.asmx";

// Impersonate User1
hwss.Credentials = new System.Net.NetworkCredential("user1", "passworD2", System.Environment.
MachineName);

// Retrieve a list of active activity flows that the users is participating in
ActivityFlowFilter filter = new ActivityFlowFilter();
filter.StartTimeStart = new DateTime(2000, 1, 1);
filter.StartTimeEnd = new DateTime(2005, 1, 1);
filter.ActivityFlowStatus = ActivityFlowStatus.Active;
filter.UseStatusFilter = true;
ActivityFlow[] flows = hwss.GetAllActivityFlowsForUser(filter, null);

// Retrieve the detail for each activity flow
foreach (ActivityFlow flow in flows)
{
   // Using TaskLevel to retrieve all relavant information on this flow
   ActivityFlow flowDetail = hwss.GetActivityFlowInfo(flow.ActivityFlowID, ActivityFlowDetail
Level.TaskLevel, null);
   ActionInstance rootInstance = flowDetail.RootActionInstances[0];

   Console.WriteLine("Root action instance: " + rootInstance.ActionInstanceTitle + " of actio
n type " + rootInstance.Name);
   Console.WriteLine("First task sent: " + rootInstance.Tasks[0].TaskID.ToString());

   // From the ChildActionInstances collection, you can navigate through all instances in thi
s flow.
   if (rootInstance.ChildActionInstances != null && rootInstance.ChildActionInstances.Length 
> 0)
   {
      Console.WriteLine("First child action instance: " + rootInstance.ChildActionInstances[0
].ActionInstanceTitle 
         + " of action type " + rootInstance.ChildActionInstances[0].Name);
   }
}
 



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also
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<snippet id="3749070e-4670-4da1-8a0b-8c137554d75e" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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HwsService.GetActivityList Method
Returns the list of actions, activity models or activation blocks the caller can activate.

VB

Parameters

activityFlowID
The value that identifies the activity flow to which this action belongs. If null, the Web service returns all registered activities in
the system so that application developers can view all available activities existing in the system when building solutions.

parentActionInstanceID
The value that identifies the parent action instance. If empty, then an empty activity flow is assumed.

parentTaskID
The value that identifies the task within the action parentActionInstanceID parameter.

target
The value that specifies the target user. If null, the system returns all Activities that the current user (the acting user if one is
specified, otherwise the invoker of the Web service method) is entitled to activate without regard to the identity of the target
user. If not null, the system returns only the Activities the currently user is entitled to activate with reference to the specified
target user.

actingUser
The value that contains the name of the current user in a trusted subsystem. The default is empty (null).

Return Value

Array of activity data structures which encapsulates the list of executable actions, activity models, and activation blocks available
for activation, including their types, and the properties they expose.

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition

Public Function GetActivityList( _
   ByVal activityFlowID As Guid, _
   ByVal parentActionInstanceID As Guid, _
   ByVal parentTaskID As Guid, _
   ByVal target As String, _
   ByVal actingUser As String _
) As Activity()
[C#]
public Activity[] GetActivityList(
   Guid activityFlowID,
   Guid parentActionInstanceID,
   Guid parentTaskID,
   string target,
   string actingUser
);
[C++]
public: Activity* GetActivityList(
   Guid* activityFlowID,
   Guid* parentActionInstanceID,
   Guid* parentTaskID,
   String* target,
   String* actingUser
) [];
[JScript]
public function GetActivityList(
   activityFlowID : Guid,
   parentActionInstanceID : Guid,
   parentTaskID : Guid,
   target : String,
   actingUser : String
) : Activity[];



Client.Hws.Authentication Server failed to authenticate the client.
Client.Hws.InvalidParameter Parameters passed in are not valid.
Server.Hws.Actions Server failed to get the list of available activities.
Server.Hws.Initialize Web service failed to initialize correctly.
Client.Hws.AccessDenied User does not have permission to perform this operation.

Remarks

A client application should follow the following sequence when calling the Web service to activate an action or an activity model
block.

1. Call GetActivityList to get a list of activities available for activation for the current user.
2. Call GetActionParameters or GetActivityModelParameters to retrieve the parameters required by the given activity.
3. Call GetActionTargetList or GetActivityModelTargetLists to retrieve a list of actors the user can act upon, and incorporate the

values into the activation messages.
4. Call AddActionToActivityFlow or AddActivationBlockToActivityFlow to activate the activity.

The GetActivityList method returns null if any of the following applies:

Constraint checking disallows the current user from activating any activities.
Activity model manager does not find the next activation block requested by the current user.

The Web service caches must be refreshed after any changes are made to the Human Workflow Services (HWS) runtime data
stores. Changes may include deploying new actions, adding activity models, adding or deleting fact data, or adding, deleting, or
updating constraints.

Based on the set of data structures returned, the HWS client is able to extend the activity flow in three possible ways:

By adding another Action.
By adding the root activation block of an activity model.
By adding a subsequent activation block of a running activity model.

The parentActionInstanceID parameter identifies the parent action instance. If the activity flow is not empty when a null value is
being passed, then the return list is empty. This is to prevent multiple root actions from being created.

The target parameter for GetActivityList only applies to an action or to the root step of the activation block. Therefore, when you
call GetActivityList while supplying a target, you are essentially querying: “What are all the actions and all the activation blocks
that contains the first step which I am able to do to a specific target?”

If the actingUser is not null, the client is assumed to be running under a trusted subsystem. In a trusted subsystem, the user that is
making the Web service call authenticates with the Web service and then acts on behalf of the acting user. All constraint checking
is done in the context of the acting user.

Example

The following example illustrates the GetActivityList method call.

C#

<snippet id="f01f550d-39ee-4de0-9114-b084b4b1a84c" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
method GetActivityList

         // Retrieves a list of available activities that the user can activate.  
         // This assumes the user is starting a new workflow.

// Create a new soap proxy instance
HwsService hwss = new HwsService();
hwss.Url = "http://localhost/hwsservice/hwsservice.asmx";

// Impersonate User1
hwss.Credentials = new System.Net.NetworkCredential("user1", "passworD2", System.Environment.
MachineName);

// Obtain a new activity flow ID
Guid activityFlowID = hwss.GetNewActivityFlowID();



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

HwsService Class | HwsService Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace
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// Get all actions User1 can do 
Activity[] actions = hwss.GetActivityList(activityFlowID, Guid.Empty, Guid.Empty, null, null)
;

// Print out the name of each activity in the list
foreach (Activity activity in actions)
Console.WriteLine(activity.Name);
<snippet id="f01f550d-39ee-4de0-9114-b084b4b1a84c" type="end"/>

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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HwsService.GetActivityModelParameters Method
Retrieves the action parameter information for all the actions inside an activation block.

VB

Parameters

activityModelTypeID
The value that identifies the activity model type for the schemas to be retrieved.

activationBlockID
The value that identifies the Activation Block inside the activity model. If Guid.Empty is passed, the function returns the first
activation block in the activity model.

actingUser
The value that contains the name of the current user in a trusted subsystem. The default is empty (null).

Return Value

Array of ActionParameters data structures for all the actions inside the activation block.

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
Client.Hws.Authentication Server failed to authenticate the client.
Client.Hws.InvalidParameter Parameters passed in are not valid.
Server.Hws.Parameters Server failed to retrieve the parameters for this action.
Server.Hws.Initialize Web service failed to initialize correctly.

Remarks

You must not change the order of the parameters in this array after you have retrieved it using this method, otherwise the
activation block will fail.

The ActionParameters class is an object representation of the <HwsSection> part of the activation message. Before a client
application can request to activate an action, it needs to fill in the ActionParameters class instance with the correct values for
each property. The Web service will then, upon receiving the modified ActionParameters class instance (when
AddActiviationBlockToActivityModel is called), replace the corresponding values in the activation message before submitting
it to the orchestration engine for processing. A client application need not modify anything within the <HwsSection> inside an

Public Function GetActivityModelParameters( _
   ByVal activityModelTypeID As Guid, _
   ByVal activationBlockID As Guid, _
   ByVal actingUser As String _
) As ActionParameters()
[C#]
public ActionParameters[] GetActivityModelParameters(
   Guid activityModelTypeID,
   Guid activationBlockID,
   String actingUser
);
[C++]
public: ActionParameters* GetActivityModelParameters(
   Guid* activityModelTypeID,
   Guid* activationBlockID,
   Guid* actingUser
) [];
[JScript]
public function GetActivityModelParameters(
   activityModelTypeID : Guid,
   activationBlockID : Guid,
   actingUser : String
) : ActionParameters[];



 

activation message.

This method must be called prior to calling AddActiviationBlockToActivityModel. The return value is an array of
ActionParameters objects, each corresponds to one action inside an activation block.

If the actingUser is not null, the client is assumed to be running under a trusted subsystem. In a trusted subsystem, the user that is
making the Web service call authenticates with the Web service and then acts on behalf of the acting user. All constraint checking
is done in the context of the acting user.

Example

The following example illustrates the GetActivityModelParameters method call.

C#

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also
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<snippet id="c4525050-167c-4310-87bd-e80fd5d86744" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
// Given an activity model type ID, retrieves the parameters object 
// required for activate the first activation block of that activity model.

// Create a new soap proxy instance
HwsService hwss = new HwsService();
hwss.Url = "http://localhost/hwsservice/hwsservice.asmx";

// Impersonate User1
hwss.Credentials = new System.Net.NetworkCredential("user1", "passworD2", System.Environment.
MachineName);

// Obtain a new activity flow ID
Guid activityFlowID = hwss.GetNewActivityFlowID();
         
// Get all actions User1 can do 
Activity[] actions = hwss.GetActivityList(activityFlowID, Guid.Empty, Guid.Empty, null, null)
;

// Retrieve the action parameters for activity "Assign"
foreach(Activity action in actions)           
{
   if(action.ActivityType == ActivityType.ActivityModel)
   {
      // Retrieve the activity model parameters and print out the name of the action 
      // for each step in the activitvation block
      ActionParameters[] paramters = hwss.GetActivityModelParameters(action.ActivityModelType
ID, Guid.Empty, null);
      foreach (ActionParameters ap in paramters)
         Console.WriteLine(ap.Action.Name);
   }
}
<snippet id="c4525050-167c-4310-87bd-e80fd5d86744" type="end"/>

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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HwsService.GetActivityModelTargetLists Method
Retrieves the actors that can be a target of the specified actions in the activation block.

VB

Parameters

activityFlowID
The value that identifies the activity flow to which this action belongs.

activityModelTypeID
The value that identifies the type of the activity model that contains the action if this is executed inside the context of an activity
model.

activityModelStepIDs
The list of activity model steps corresponding to the returned target Actors structure.

parentActionInstanceID
The instance ID for the predecessor action instance. If this value is null, an empty activity flow is assumed; if, however, the
activity flow is not empty when null is passed, then the return list will be empty.

parentTaskID
The value that identifies the task within the parent action instance.

actingUser
The value that contains the name of the current user in a trusted subsystem. The default is empty (null).

Return Value

Returns an array of Actors data structures which encapsulates the list of users and groups. Each Actors object in the array
corresponds to one step in the activity model.

Public GetActivityModelTargetLists( _
   ByVal activityFlowID As Guid, _
   ByVal activityModelTypeID As Guid, _
   ByVal activityModelStepIDs As int[], _
   ByVal parentActionInstanceID As Guid, _
   ByVal parentTaskID As Guid, _
   ByVal actingUser As String _
) As Actors[]
[C#]
public Actors[] GetActivityModelTargetLists(
   Guid activityFlowID,
   Guid activityModelTypeID,
   Int[] activityModelStepIDs,
   Guid parentActionInstanceID,
   Guid parentTaskID,
   String actingUser
);
[C++]
public: Actors* GetActivityModelTargetLists(
   Guid* activityFlowID,
   Guid* activityModelTypeID,
   int** activityModelStepIDs ,
   Guid* parentActionInstanceID,
   Guid* parentTaskID,
   String* actingUser
) [];
[JScript]
public function GetActivityModelTargetLists(
   activityFlowID : Guid,
   activityModelTypeID: Guid,
   activityModelStepIDs : int[],
   parentActionInstanceID : Guid,
   parentTaskID: Guid,
   actingUser : String
) : Actors[];



Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
Client.Hws.Authentication Server failed to authenticate the client.
Client.Hws.InvalidParameter Parameters passed in are not valid.
Server.Hws.Targets Server failed to retrieve the target lists.
Server.Hws.Initialize Web service failed to initialize correctly.
Client.Hws.AccessDenied User does not have permissions to perform this operation.

Remarks

The returned Actors data structure contains an actor of one of two types:

Individual Windows users.
Constraint groups of Windows users and the groupings that are defined by constraints which could be across one or more
Fact Retrievers. All users are also Windows users.

This method achieves similar results as the GetActionTargetList method. (For more information about retrieving target actors, see
the GetActionTargetList method). This method is different from GetActionTargetList in that it returns multiple Actors lists for all
actions in an activation block in one round trip to the Web service.

Each Actors object in the returned array corresponds to each step identified by the step id passed in through the
activityModelStepIDs integer array, in the same order that they are passed in.

If the actingUser is not null, the client is assumed to be running under a trusted subsystem. In a trusted subsystem, the user that is
making the Web service call authenticates with the Web service and then acts on behalf of the acting user. All constraint checking
is done in the context of the acting user.

Example

The following example illustrates the GetAllActivityModelTargetLists method call.

C#

<snippet id="bac1a267-0627-4389-9359-f73ad4766fe3" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
// Given an activity model type ID, retrieves the list of 
// available targets that the action initiator can act on for each step 
// in the first activation block of the activity model.

// Create a new soap proxy instance
HwsService hwss = new HwsService();
hwss.Url = "http://localhost/hwsservice/hwsservice.asmx";

// Impersonate User1
hwss.Credentials = new System.Net.NetworkCredential("user1", "passworD2", System.Environment.
MachineName);

// Obtain a new activity flow ID
Guid activityFlowID = hwss.GetNewActivityFlowID();
         
// Get all actions User1 can do 
Activity[] actions = hwss.GetActivityList(activityFlowID, Guid.Empty, Guid.Empty, null, null)
;

// Retrieve the list of potential targets for each step in the activity model activation bloc
k
foreach(Activity action in actions)           
{
   if(action.ActivityType == ActivityType.ActivityModel)
   {
      // Retrieve the action parameters for each step in the activation block
      // in order to build an integer array of action indexes (step ids in the context of act
ivity model)
      ActionParameters[] paramters = hwss.GetActivityModelParameters(action.ActivityModelType
ID, Guid.Empty, null);
      int[] actionIndexes = new int[paramters.Length];



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements
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      for ( int i = 0; i < paramters.Length; i++ )
         actionIndexes[i] = paramters[i].Action.ActionIndex;

      // Call the web service to the target list for each step
      Actors[] actorsList = hwss.GetActivityModelTargetLists(activityFlowID, action.ActivityM
odelTypeID, 
      actionIndexes, Guid.Empty, Guid.Empty, null);

      // Print the possible targets for each step
      for ( int i = 0; i < paramters.Length; i++ )
      {
         Console.Write(paramters[i].Action.Name + " action potential targets:");
         foreach (Actor actor in actorsList[i].ActorList)
            Console.WriteLine(actor.Name);
      }
   }
}
<snippet id="bac1a267-0627-4389-9359-f73ad4766fe3" type="end"/>

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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HwsService.GetAllActivityFlowsForUser Method
Retrieves the tracking information for all activity flows instance where the user is a participant.

VB

Parameters

activityFlowFilter
The filter criteria for retrieving data. This allows the client to filter on the time and status of the activity flow.

actingUser
The value that contains the name of the current user in a trusted subsystem. The default is empty (null).

Return Value

Array of ActivityFlow data structure items that contain all activity flows in which the user is participating. The ActivityFlow data
structure contains information about the activity flow in which the user is participating, such as the activity flow id, start time, flow
status, and so on. Note that the activity flows that the user has invoked SetIgnoreActivityFlow to ignore will not be returned in this
method.

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
Client.Hws.Authentication Server failed to authenticate the client.
Client.Hws.Retrieve Web service failed to retrieve requested information from the tracking databases.
Server.Hws.Initialize Web service failed to initialize correctly.

Remarks

This method only returns the top level activity flow information. For details on the instances and tasks within the flow, call
GetActivityFlowInfo.

The client application can use the activityFlowFilter parameter to specify a custom filter that limits the resulting data in a specified
range. Using the ActivityFlowFilter, you can filter on the start time, the end time and the status of the flow. The start time is the
when the first action instance in the flow is activated and the end time is when the last update is made to the flow. If you want to
use the status filter, you must set the ActivityFlowFilter.UseStatusFilter property to true, otherwise, the value in the
ActivityFlowStatus is ignored.

If an activity flow is ignored by a user, when the user calls GetAllActivityFlowsForUser, the Web service will not return this
activity flow as part of the result.

If the actingUser is not null, the client is assumed to be running under a trusted subsystem. In a trusted subsystem, the user that is
making the Web service call authenticates with the Web service and then acts on behalf of the acting user. All constraint checking

Public Function GetAllActivityFlowsForUser( _
   ByVal activityFlowFilter As ActivityFlowFilter _
   ByVal actingUser As String _
) As ActivityFlow()
[C#]
public ActivityFlow[] GetAllActivityFlowsForUser(
   ActivityFlowFilter activityFlowFilter
   String actingUser
);
[C++]
public: ActivityFlow* GetAllActivityFlowsForUser(
   ActivityFlowFilter * activityFlowFilter
   String* actingUser
) [];
[JScript]
public function GetAllActivityFlowsForUser(
   activityFlowFilter : ActivityFlowFilter 
   actingUser : String
) : ActivityFlow[];



 

is done in the context of the acting user.

Example

The following example illustrates the GetAllActivityFlowsForUser method call.

C#

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003
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<snippet id="3749070e-4670-4da1-8a0b-8c137554d75e" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
// Retrieve information for activity flows from tracking data store.

// Create a new soap proxy instance
HwsService hwss = new HwsService();
hwss.Url = "http://localhost/hwsservice/hwsservice.asmx";

// Impersonate User1
hwss.Credentials = new System.Net.NetworkCredential("user1", "passworD2", System.Environment.
MachineName);

// Retrieve a list of active activity flows that the users is participating in
ActivityFlowFilter filter = new ActivityFlowFilter();
filter.StartTimeStart = new DateTime(2000, 1, 1);
filter.StartTimeEnd = new DateTime(2005, 1, 1);
filter.ActivityFlowStatus = ActivityFlowStatus.Active;
filter.UseStatusFilter = true;
ActivityFlow[] flows = hwss.GetAllActivityFlowsForUser(filter, null);

// Retrieve the detail for each activity flow
foreach (ActivityFlow flow in flows)
{
   // Using TaskLevel to retrieve all relavant information on this flow
   ActivityFlow flowDetail = hwss.GetActivityFlowInfo(flow.ActivityFlowID, ActivityFlowDetail
Level.TaskLevel, null);
   ActionInstance rootInstance = flowDetail.RootActionInstances[0];

   Console.WriteLine("Root action instance: " + rootInstance.ActionInstanceTitle + " of actio
n type " + rootInstance.Name);
   Console.WriteLine("First task sent: " + rootInstance.Tasks[0].TaskID.ToString());

   // From the ChildActionInstances collection, you can navigate through all instances in thi
s flow.
   if (rootInstance.ChildActionInstances != null && rootInstance.ChildActionInstances.Length 
> 0)
   {
      Console.WriteLine("First child action instance: " + rootInstance.ChildActionInstances[0
].ActionInstanceTitle 
         + " of action type " + rootInstance.ChildActionInstances[0].Name);
   }
}
 
<snippet id="3749070e-4670-4da1-8a0b-8c137554d75e" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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HwsService.GetAllTasksForUser Method
Retrieves the tracking information for all tasks where the user is involved.

VB

Parameters

taskFilter
The filter criteria for retrieving task information. Clients can filter on time and status of tasks.

actingUser
The value that contains the name of the current user in a trusted subsystem. The default is empty (null).

Return Value

Array of Task data structure items that contain all tasks in which the user is participating. Note that the tasks that the user has
invoked SetIgnoreActivityFlow to ignore will not be returned in this method.

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
Client.Hws.Authentication Server failed to authenticate the client.
Client.Hws.Retrieve Web service failed to retrieve requested information from the tracking databases.
Server.Hws.Initialize Web service failed to initialize correctly.

Remarks

The start time is the when the task is created by an action instance and the end time is when the last update is made to the task. If
you want to use the status filter, you must set the TaskFilter.UseStatusFilter property to true, otherwise, the value in TaskStatus is
ignored.

If the actingUser is not null, the client is assumed to be running under a trusted subsystem. In a trusted subsystem, the user that is
making the Web service call authenticates with the Web service and then acts on behalf of the acting user. All constraint checking
is done in the context of the acting user.

Example

The following example illustrates the GetAllTasksForUser method call.

C#

Public Function GetAllTasksForUser( _
   ByVal taskFilter As TaskFilter _
   ByVal actingUser As String _
) As Task()
[C#]
public Task[] GetAllTasksForUser(
   TaskFilter taskFilter
   String actingUser
);
[C++]
public: Task* GetAllTasksForUser(
   TaskFilter* taskFilter
   String* actingUser
) [];
[JScript]
public function GetAllTasksForUser(
   taskFilter : TaskFilter
   actingUser : String
) : Task[];

<snippet id="78d76af3-969a-47ff-a7b9-aea2c7a7091e" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
// Retrieve information for tasks from tracking data store.



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.
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// Create a new soap proxy instance
HwsService hwss = new HwsService();
hwss.Url = "http://localhost/hwsservice/hwsservice.asmx";

// Impersonate User1
hwss.Credentials = new System.Net.NetworkCredential("user1", "passworD2", System.Environment.
MachineName);

// Retrieve a list of active activity flows that the users is participating in
TaskFilter filter = new TaskFilter();
filter.StartTimeStart = new System.DateTime(2003, 1, 1);
filter.StartTimeEnd = new System.DateTime(2005, 1, 1);
Task[] tasks = hwss.GetAllTasksForUser(filter, null);

// Retrieve the detail for each activity flow
foreach (Task task in tasks)
{
   // Using TaskLevel to retrieve all relavant information on this flow
   Task taskDetail = hwss.GetTaskInfo(task.TaskID, null);
   Console.WriteLine("Task info: " + taskDetail.TaskID);
   if (taskDetail.Responses != null && taskDetail.Responses.Length > 0)
      // From the ChildActionInstances collection, you can navigate through all instances in 
this flow.
      Console.WriteLine("Task response info: " + taskDetail.Responses[0].Responder);

   // Retrieve the task message associated with this task
   string taskMessage = hwss.GetTaskMessage(task.TaskID, null);
   Console.WriteLine("Task Message:");
   Console.WriteLine(taskMessage);
}
<snippet id="78d76af3-969a-47ff-a7b9-aea2c7a7091e" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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HwsService.GetNewActivityFlowID Method
Retrieves a context for identifying the activity flow within which actions and activity models can be composed.

VB

Return Value

The value that identifies the generated empty activity flow.

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
Client.Hws.Internal Internal server failure.
Client.Hws.Authentication Server failed to authenticate the client.
Server.Hws.Initialize Web service failed to initialize correctly.

Remarks

No activity flow is created when this method is called. An activity flow is created when the first action instance is activated and
stored in the tracking database.

The Client.Hws.Authentication Exception may be thrown if anonymous access is enabled on the virtual root.

Web service initialization can fail for various reasons. The most common reasons involve Action deployment and database
corruption that causes Actions, Constraints or trusted user information to fail to load correctly. This function may fail because of
such a Web service initialization failure.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

HwsService Class | HwsService Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Function GetNewActivityFlowID() As Guid
[C#]
public Guid GetNewActivityFlowID();
[C++]
public: Guid* GetNewActivityFlowID();
[JScript]
public function GetNewActivityFlowID() : Guid;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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HwsService.GetTaskInfo Method
Retrieves the tracking information for a task where the user is involved.

VB

Parameters

taskID
The value that identifies the instance of the action for which the tracking information is required.

actingUser
The value that contains the name of the current user in a trusted subsystem. The default is empty (null).

Return Value

A Task data structure that contains the tracking information of the requested task.

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
Client.Hws.Authentication Server failed to authenticate the client.
Client.Hws.Retrieve Web service failed to retrieve requested information from the tracking databases.
Client.Hws.InvalidParameter Parameters passed in are not valid.
Server.Hws.Initialize Web service failed to initialize correctly.
Client.Hws.AccessDenied User does not have permission to perform this operation.

Remarks

You call this method to retrieve task information stored in the tracking database. What do you use this information for depends
on your client application. You can display information to the user, you can examine a task status, you can find out who the
initiator or target is, and you can determine which action instance has sent out this task.

For tasks that belong to an action instance added to the flow by ad-hoc composition, all users participating in the activity flow
have access to the tasks data. For tasks that belong to action instances that are part of an activity model instance, only the initiator
of the action, the target of the task, and the activity model owner and observers have access to the task data.

This method does not return the task messages XML document. To get the task messages, call GetTaskMessage.

If the actingUser is not null, the client is assumed to be running under a trusted subsystem. In a trusted subsystem, the user that is
making the Web service call authenticates with the Web service and then acts on behalf of the acting user. All constraint checking
is done in the context of the acting user.

Example

Public Function GetTaskInfo( _
   ByVal taskID As Guid, _
   ByVal actingUser As String _
) As Task
[C#]
public Task GetTaskInfo(
   Guid taskID,
   String actingUser
);
[C++]
public: Task* GetTaskInfo(
   Guid* taskID,
   String* actingUser
);
[JScript]
public function GetTaskInfo(
   taskID : Guid,
   actingUser : String
) : Task;



 

The following example illustrates the GetTaskInfo method call.

C#

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

HwsService Class | HwsService Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<snippet id="78d76af3-969a-47ff-a7b9-aea2c7a7091e" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
// Retrieve information for tasks from tracking data store.

// Create a new soap proxy instance
HwsService hwss = new HwsService();
hwss.Url = "http://localhost/hwsservice/hwsservice.asmx";

// Impersonate User1
hwss.Credentials = new System.Net.NetworkCredential("user1", "passworD2", System.Environment.
MachineName);

// Retrieve a list of active activity flows that the users is participating in
TaskFilter filter = new TaskFilter();
filter.StartTimeStart = new System.DateTime(2003, 1, 1);
filter.StartTimeEnd = new System.DateTime(2005, 1, 1);
Task[] tasks = hwss.GetAllTasksForUser(filter, null);

// Retrieve the detail for each activity flow
foreach (Task task in tasks)
{
   // Using TaskLevel to retrieve all relavant information on this flow
   Task taskDetail = hwss.GetTaskInfo(task.TaskID, null);
   Console.WriteLine("Task info: " + taskDetail.TaskID);
   if (taskDetail.Responses != null && taskDetail.Responses.Length > 0)
      // From the ChildActionInstances collection, you can navigate through all instances in 
this flow.
      Console.WriteLine("Task response info: " + taskDetail.Responses[0].Responder);

   // Retrieve the task message associated with this task
   string taskMessage = hwss.GetTaskMessage(task.TaskID, null);
   Console.WriteLine("Task Message:");
   Console.WriteLine(taskMessage);
}
<snippet id="78d76af3-969a-47ff-a7b9-aea2c7a7091e" type="end"/>

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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HwsService.GetTaskMessage Method
Retrieves the task message for the task identified by the task ID.

VB

Parameters

taskID
The value that identifies the instance of the task being requested.

actingUser
The value that contains the name of the current user in a trusted subsystem. The default is empty (null).

Return Value

String representing the XML instance of the task message.

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
Client.Hws.Authentication Server failed to authenticate the client.
Client.Hws.Retrieve Web service failed to retrieve requested information from the tracking databases.
Server.Hws.Initialize Web service failed to initialize correctly.

Remarks

In the Human Workflow Services (HWS) system, the response message must share the same schema as the corresponding task
message. GetTaskMessage provides an easy way for applications to retrieve the entire task message (including all action-specific
parameters) and to construct the response message.

Use of this method also provides a simple means for task-forwarding actions (such as Delegate and Escalate) to retrieve the
entire original task and to send it to the new target.

If the actingUser is not null, the client is assumed to be running under a trusted subsystem. In a trusted subsystem, the user that is
making the Web service call authenticates with the Web service and then acts on behalf of the acting user. All constraint checking
is done in the context of the acting user.

Example

The following example illustrates the GetTaskMessage method call.

C#

Public Function GetTaskMessage( _
   ByVal taskID As Guid, _
   ByVal actingUser As String _
) As String
[C#]
public string GetTaskMessage(
   Guid taskID,
   String actingUser
);
[C++]
public: String* GetTaskMessage(
   Guid* taskID,
   String* actingUser
);
[JScript]
public function GetTaskMessage(
   taskID : Guid,
   actingUser : String
) : String;



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

HwsService Class | HwsService Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<snippet id="78d76af3-969a-47ff-a7b9-aea2c7a7091e" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
// Retrieve information for tasks from tracking data store.

// Create a new soap proxy instance
HwsService hwss = new HwsService();
hwss.Url = "http://localhost/hwsservice/hwsservice.asmx";

// Impersonate User1
hwss.Credentials = new System.Net.NetworkCredential("user1", "passworD2", System.Environment.
MachineName);

// Retrieve a list of active activity flows that the users is participating in
TaskFilter filter = new TaskFilter();
filter.StartTimeStart = new System.DateTime(2003, 1, 1);
filter.StartTimeEnd = new System.DateTime(2005, 1, 1);
Task[] tasks = hwss.GetAllTasksForUser(filter, null);

// Retrieve the detail for each activity flow
foreach (Task task in tasks)
{
   // Using TaskLevel to retrieve all relavant information on this flow
   Task taskDetail = hwss.GetTaskInfo(task.TaskID, null);
   Console.WriteLine("Task info: " + taskDetail.TaskID);
   if (taskDetail.Responses != null && taskDetail.Responses.Length > 0)
      // From the ChildActionInstances collection, you can navigate through all instances in 
this flow.
      Console.WriteLine("Task response info: " + taskDetail.Responses[0].Responder);

   // Retrieve the task message associated with this task
   string taskMessage = hwss.GetTaskMessage(task.TaskID, null);
   Console.WriteLine("Task Message:");
   Console.WriteLine(taskMessage);
}
<snippet id="78d76af3-969a-47ff-a7b9-aea2c7a7091e" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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HwsService.InterruptAction Method
Performs an interrupt action on a running action instance. Only the owner of the activity flow or the trusted user is permitted to
perform this interrupt action on the specified ActionInstance.

VB

Parameters

actionInstanceID
The value that identifies the instance of the action to be interrupted.

interruptLevel
Indicates the granularity at which the user requires an interrupt. The parameter value supplied must be one of the values of the
InterruptLevel enumeration.

interruptType
Indicates the type of interrupt. The parameter value supplied must be one of the values of the InterruptType enumeration.

actingUser
The value that contains the name of the current user in a trusted subsystem. The default is empty (null).

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
Client.Hws.Authentication Server failed to authenticate the client.
Client.Hws.Interrupt Web service failed to submit the interrupt message.
Server.Hws.Initialize Web service failed to initialize correctly.
Client.Hws.AccessDenied User does not have permission to perform this operation.

Remarks

The permission for executing interrupt operations at the different level are specified as below:

Action Instance

Trusted user
Activity model owner if the action instance belongs to an activity model

Public Sub InterruptAction( _
   ByVal actionInstanceID As Guid, _
   ByVal interruptLevel As InterruptLevel, _
   ByVal interruptType As InterruptType, _
   ByVal actingUser As String _
)
[C#]
public void InterruptAction(
   Guid actionInstanceID,
   InterruptLevel interruptLevel,
   InterruptType interruptType,
   String actingUser
);
[C++]
public: void InterruptAction(
   Guid* actionInstanceID,
   InterruptLevel interruptLevel,
   InterruptType interruptType,
   String* actingUser
);
[JScript]
public function InterruptAction(
   actionInstanceID : Guid,
   interruptLevel : InterruptLevel,
   interruptType : InterruptType,
   actingUser : String
);



 

Action Instance initiator

Activity Model Instance

Trusted user
Activity model owner
Activity Flow
Trusted user

Interrupting an action will cause an Abort or a Rollback exception to be thrown in the action depending on which InterruptType
is chosen. An Abort exception causes the orchestration instance to terminate; a Rollback exception causes the action to
compensate for the logic that it is executing. Interrupting an activity flow interrupts the currently active actions within the flow.

Only the running actions that are actively processing or actions waiting for messages are interrupted. Actions that have
completed are not affected.

If you interrupt an action that has sent a task, it is up to the action to send a message to the task recipients that it has been
canceled.

The interrupt action operation is asynchronous; this means that there is a latency that occurs before the tracking data reflects that
this action has been performed.

If the actingUser is not null, the client is assumed to be running under a trusted subsystem. In a trusted subsystem, the user that is
making the Web service call authenticates with the Web service and then acts on behalf of the acting user. All constraint checking
is done in the context of the acting user.

The possible values for interruptLevel enumeration are: InterruptLevel.ActionInstance (a single action instance will be affected
by the interrupt), InterruptLevel.ActivityModelInstance (all active actions in the activity model instance will be affected by the
interrupt) and InterruptLevel.ActivityFlow (all active actions in the activity flow will be affected by the interrupt.

The possible values for interruptType enumeration are: InterruptType.Abort (the currently active actions in the activity flow or
activity model will end immediately) and InterruptType.Rollback (the currently active actions in the activity flow or activity
model will execute compensation blocks and end). The rollback behavior needs to be implemented by the specific actions within
the orchestrations. The default behavior of the HWS action template is only terminating the action instance upon receiving the
interrupt message, this method only ensures the submission of the interrupt message.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

HwsService Class | HwsService Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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HwsService.SendTaskResponse Method
Sends a task response through the Web service.

VB

Parameters

taskResponse
The value that contains the response XML to be sent to the specified task. The schema of the response is specific to each task.
The XML instance must contain all the necessary information to identify the target task.

actingUser
The value that contains the name of the current user in a trusted subsystem. The default is empty (null).

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
Client.Hws.Authentication Server failed to authenticate the client.
Client.Hws.InvalidParameter Parameters passed in are not valid.
Server.Hws.Respond Web service failed to submit the response message.
Server.Hws.Initialize Web service failed to initialize correctly.
Client.Hws.AccessDenied User does not have permission to perform this operation.

Remarks

The task response message must contain only valid information about the task for successful response message submission.
Most common failures are caused by incompatible schema, mismatched instance IDs, and so on. If an error occurs, check the
following elements in the XML document to ensure that they have the correct values:

ActivityFlowID
TaskID
ActionInstanceID
InitiatingActor
TargetActor
TaskStatus

Only the target user who receives the task can respond to a task.

The send task response operation is asynchronous; this means that there is a latency that occurs before the tracking data reflects
that this response has been processed.

If the actingUser is not null, the client is assumed to be running under a trusted subsystem. In a trusted subsystem, the user that is

Public Sub SendTaskResponse( _
   ByVal taskResponse As String, _
   ByVal actingUser As String _
)
[C#]
public void SendTaskResponse(
   string taskResponse,
   String actingUser
);
[C++]
public: void SendTaskResponse(
   String* taskResponse,
   String* actingUser
);
[JScript]
public function SendTaskResponse(
   taskResponse : String,
   actingUser : String
);



 

making the Web service call authenticates with the Web service and then acts on behalf of the acting user. All constraint checking
is done in the context of the acting user.

Example

The following example illustrates the SendTaskResponse method call.

C#

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

HwsService Class | HwsService Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<snippet id="1fdcd0fc-c81c-4c68-a236-40c9e762ea25" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
// Send a response to a task.

// Create a new soap proxy instance
HwsService hwss = new HwsService();
hwss.Url = "http://localhost/hwsservice/hwsservice.asmx";

// Impersonate User1
hwss.Credentials = new System.Net.NetworkCredential("user1", "passworD2", System.Environment.
MachineName);

// Retrieve a list of active activity flows that the users is participating in
Task[] tasks = hwss.GetAllTasksForUser(null, null);

// Retrieve the detail for each activity flow
foreach (Task task in tasks)
{
   // Retrieve the task message associated with this task
   string taskMessage = hwss.GetTaskMessage(task.TaskID, null);

   // Prepare the response message
   XmlDocument doc = new XmlDocument();
   doc.LoadXml(taskMessage);
   XmlNode root = doc.DocumentElement;
   XmlNode targetNode = root.SelectSingleNode("HwsSection//TaskStatus");
   targetNode.InnerText = TaskStatus.Completed.ToString();

   // Only the target of the task can respond
   string[] creds = task.Target.Split(new char[]{'\\'}, 2);
   hwss.Credentials = new System.Net.NetworkCredential(creds[1], "passworD2", creds[0]);

   hwss.SendTaskResponse(doc.InnerXml, null);
}
<snippet id="1fdcd0fc-c81c-4c68-a236-40c9e762ea25" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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HwsService.SetIgnoreActivityFlow Method
Toggles the ignore flag for a particular user on an activity flow.

VB

Parameters

activityFlowID
The value that identifies the activity flow to which this action belongs.

isIgnore
The value to set for the Ignore flag. If set to true, the specified activity flow is not returned by the Web service when
GetAllActivityFlowsForUser or GetAllTasksForUser is called.

actingUser
The value that contains the name of the current user in a trusted subsystem. The default is empty (null).

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
Client.Hws.Authentication Server failed to authenticate the client.
Client.Hws.AccessDenied User does not have permission to perform this operation.
Client.Hws.SetIgnore Web service failed to set the ignore flag.
Server.Hws.Initialize Web service failed to initialize correctly.

Remarks

SetIgnoreActivityFlow allows a user to explicitly specify that he or she no is longer concerned about a particular activity flow.
This is used as a filter flag so that when the user performs GetAllActivityFlowsForUser or GetAllTasksForUser operations, that
particular flow or those tasks within the flow will not be returned. Note that the filter flag is reset if some participant in the activity
flow activates an action that sends a task to the user. It is also reset if this user somehow extends the activity flows based on one
of his or her existing tasks. This can be done as long as the user has access to the task ID and the user is a target of that task.

This is valuable information for an administrator when determining whether that administrator could perform deletions of
obsolete flows.

If the actingUser is not null, the client is assumed to be running under a trusted subsystem. In a trusted subsystem, the user that is
making the Web service call authenticates with the Web service and then acts on behalf of the acting user. All constraint checking
is done in the context of the acting user.

Public Sub SetIgnoreActivityFlow( _
   ByVal activityFlowID As Guid, _
   ByVal isIgnore As Boolean, _
   ByVal actingUser As String _
)
[C#]
public void SetIgnoreActivityFlow(
   Guid activityFlowID,
   bool isIgnore,
   String actingUser
);
[C++]
public:void SetIgnoreActivityFlow(
   Guid* activityFlowID,
   bool* isIgnore,
   String* actingUser
);
[JScript]
public function SetIgnoreActivityFlow
   activityFlowID : Guid,
   isIgnore: Boolean,
   actingUser : String
);



 

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

HwsService Class | HwsService Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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HwsService.UpdateCache Method
Updates the Web service cache to reflect the most recent changes made to the action and constraints store.

Note  This method is reserved for internal usage only and not recommended to be invoked by HWS Web Service Application
directly. This method has no effect on the inherent latency introduced by the asynchronous APIs of the Web service.

VB

Parameters

level
UpdateCacheLevel containing one of the enumerated values.

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
Client.Hws.Authentication Server failed to authenticate the client.
Client.Hws.InvalidParameter Parameters passed in are not valid.
Server.Hws.Cache Web service failed to update the caches.
Server.Hws.Initialize Web service failed to initialize correctly.

Remarks

In order to maximize Web service performance, each Web service process keeps a private copy in memory caches of all the
registered actions, activity models and constraints. These caches are populated at application start time. When a new action is
deployed and registered with Human Workflow Services (HWS), or when a new activity model is created or a constraint is added,
the corresponding cache needs to be update for every Web service process.

When a HWS administrator adds a new component or make changes to existing components through the HWS administration
MMC snap-in, the HWS MMC snap-in will call UpdateCache on every registered Web service to refresh the caches so all Web
services remain in sync with information stored in the database.

The enumerations for UpdateCacheLevel are:

UpdateCacheLevel Description
UpdateCacheLevel.UpdateCacheLevel_
All

Both the Actions and Constraints cache are updated. As well, the activity model cache and
trusted user cache are updated.

UpdateCacheLevel.UpdateCacheLevel_
Actions

All installed Actions are updated.

UpdateCacheLevel.UpdateCacheLevel_
Constraints

Refreshes only constraints from the system.

UpdateCacheLevel.UpdateCacheLevel_
ActivityModels

Refreshes the Actions and the ActivityModel caches.

Requirements

Public Sub UpdateCache( _
   ByVal level As UpdateCacheLevel _
)
[C#]
public void UpdateCache(
   UpdateCacheLevel level
);
[C++]
public: void UpdateCache(
   UpdateCacheLevel level
);
[JScript]
public function UpdateCache(
   level : UpdateCacheLevel
);



 

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

HwsService Class | HwsService Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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HwsServiceSoapException Class
All HwsService class members throw exceptions of this class when errors occur.

For a list of all members of this type, see HwsServiceSoapException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.SystemException
         System.Web.Services.Protocols.SoapException
            Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService.HwsServiceSoapException

VB

Remarks

The HWS Web service supports a set of basic fault codes.  The fault code is the only information the client should rely on when
programming against the Web service. The following table lists the set of error codes that the Web service will throw when errors
occur.

Fault Code Description
Client.Hws.
Authenticat
ion

The user cannot be authenticated.

Client.Hws.I
nvalidPara
meter

The incoming request contains invalid information. The invalid information may be an invalid ID, invalid parameters
, or an invalid message format in the activation message.

Client.Hws.
Constraints

The user who originates the request, the acting user in the case of a trusted sub-system, failed to pass the constrain
t check.

Client.Hws.
AccessDeni
ed

The user does not have permission to view the tracking information

Server.Hws.
Initialize

Some components were not initialized correctly at the Web service startup time. The possible causes of this error ar
e:

The HWS registry keys are not set correctly.
The database schema does not match the code expectation.
The Web service account does not have adequate permissions to perform operations such as reading a regist
ry key or writing to a local file.

Server.Hws.
Internal

An unexpected event happened while processing the user requests.

Server.Hws.
Actions

HWS encountered a problem with the list of executable activities is

Server.Hws.
Targets

HWS encountered a problem with the list of possible targets for the selected activity.

Server.Hws.
Parameters

HWS encountered a problem with the retrieve action parameters from either the ActionManager of the Activity
ModelManager.

Server.Hws.
Activate

HWS failed to activate an action or failed to activate an activation block in an activity model.

Server.Hws.
Interrupt

HWS failed to interrupt an action instance. This exception is also thrown when the action instance it tries to interrup
t has already completed.

Public Class HwsServiceSoapException
   Inherits SoapException
[C#]
public class HwsServiceSoapException : SoapException
[C++]
public __gc class HwsServiceSoapException : public SoapException
[JScript]
public class HwsServiceSoapException extends SoapException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/z3h75xk6(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/s096k7sy(v=bts.10).aspx


 

Server.Hws.
SetIgnore

HWS failed to set an ignore bit for an ActivityFlow. This error may be caused by failures to read or write to the dat
abase.

Server.Hws.
Retrieve

HWS cannot retrieve ActivityFlow information from the tracking database. Possible causes of this error are:

The message interceptor is not register correctly.
The message interceptor failed to write to the tracking database.
The tracking database is corrupted.
The tracking database has a different schema than the schema expected by the retriever code.

Server.Hws.
Cache

HWS failed to refresh the Web service caches. The possible causes of this error are similar to the reasons for the Se
rver.Hws.Initialize error.

Server.Hws.
Engine

HWS encountered a problem in the BizTalk engine and the exact problem cannot be identified. This is a generic erro
r code for engine related problems.

Server.Hws.
Respond

HWS failed to send the response message. This error can indicate a problem with the response message itself, for e
xample if the schema did not match, or it could indicate other engine problems that are causing the composition m
anager to fail to submit the message.

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow web service (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.HwsService.dll)

See Also

HwsServiceSoapException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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HwsServiceSoapException Members
HwsServiceSoapException overview

Public Constructors

HwsServiceSoapException Constructor Initializes a new instance of the HwsServiceSoapException class.

Public Properties

Actor (inherited from System.We
b.Services.Protocols.SoapExcepti
on)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Code (inherited from System.We
b.Services.Protocols.SoapExcepti
on)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Detail (inherited from System.We
b.Services.Protocols.SoapExcepti
on)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

HelpLink (inherited from System.
Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from System.
Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from System.Ex
ception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited from Syste
m.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from System
.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/5ky8eh9f(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/fhd3ee69(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/tss53a48(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/71tawy4s(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/902sca80(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9btwf6wk(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/85weac5w(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dxzhy005(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/2wchw354(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/49kcee3b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/fwb1489e(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/es4y6f7e(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/sh5cw61c(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

HwsServiceSoapException Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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HwsServiceSoapException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the HwsServiceSoapException class.

VB

Parameters

code
The SOAP fault code that occurred.

error
The error message.

e
The inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

HwsServiceSoapException Class | HwsServiceSoapException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal code As String, _
   ByVal error As String, _
   ByVal e As Exception _
)
[C#]
public HwsServiceSoapException(
   string code,
   string error,
   Exception e
);
[C++]
public: HwsServiceSoapException(
   String* code,
   String* error,
   Exception* e
);
[JScript]
public function HwsServiceSoapException(
   code : String,
   error : String,
   e : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace
The Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign namespace contains classes and structures that enable the programmatic
creation of activity models in the Human Workflow Services (HWS) system and the adding of those same workflows into HWS
deployments.

Namespace hierarchy

Classes

Class Description
ActionInfo Describes an action, and includes collections describing the sync messages sent and received by the action, the 

task messages outputted by the action, and the locations in the activation message from which it pulls its target
s.

ActionSyncMsg Identifies a single sync message, and appears in the send and receive sync message collections of the
ActionInfo object.

ActionTask Describes individual tasks that can be sent out by an action.
ActivityModel Represents a single activity model that is being designed, and contains the steps, transitions, and constraints th

at you add in the process of designing the activity model. One instance of this class is created for each activity 
model that you are working on.

ActivityModelInfo Describes a single ActivityModel that exists in the database to which the DesignManager is connected. This clas
s is returned from the DesignManager.

Clause Represents an individual clause in a constraint; a constraint consists of zero or more clauses.
ClauseValue Contains the value of the clause; it can be a static value or a relational value.
Constraint Represents a single constraint in the system.
ConstraintFact Represents constraint facts that are used in clauses in order to compare values. This class is retrieved from the 

DesignManager by calling DesignManager.GetConstraintFacts.
DesignManager Manages activity models in the BizTalk Server environment and communicates with the Human Workflow Serv

ices (HWS) to discover, deploy and retrieve information about activity models.
Role Represents a role in the activity model system, and contains information about the role, such as the role ID, a d

escription, and the role name. This class is returned by the DesignManager.GetRoles method.
Step Represents a single step within an activity model.
StepDictionary Represents a type-specific dictionary used to index a collection of Step classes based on their Id property. Inher

its from the .NET Dictionary base object.
Transition Represents the transition between two steps: a parent step and a child step. This class is created by the

ActivityModel.AddTransition method.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee254877(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInfo Class
Describes an action, and includes collections describing the sync messages sent and received by the action, the task messages
outputted by the action, and the locations in the activation message from which it pulls its targets.

For a list of all members of this type, see ActionInfo Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign.ActionInfo

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

Each instance of the ActionInfo class provides all necessary information about a single registered action in the connected Human
Workflow Services (HWS) system. The class contains all attributes of the action required for other ActivityModelDesignerApi calls,
such as the Id property (used in the DesignManager.AddStep method), and the task information (which can be used in the
AddTransition method), along with action metadata such as the action name and description, which can be provided to the
designer to assist them in selecting the desired action.

The ActionInfo class is designed to expose the details of all registered actions in the connected Human Workflow Services (HWS)
system to a designer, in order to supply the designer with enough information to select actions for the activity models that they
will create. An array of ActionInfo classes representing all registered actions can be retrieved through the
DesignManager.GetActionCatalogmethod.

The information contained in the ActionInfo class is cached by the DesignManager class whenever the DesignManager.Connect
or DesignManager.RefreshCatalog methods are called, so it is important to understand that any changes to the HWS system after
those methods are called will not be reflected by the classes returned from DesignManager.GetActionCatalog, unless Connect or
RefreshCatalog is called after the changes are made to the HWS system.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

<Serializable>
<ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)>
<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("3287C70D-00AE-40ab-93A5-BB98EC1A6144")>
Public Class ActionInfo
[C#]
[Serializable]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("3287C70D-00AE-40ab-93A5-BB98EC1A6144")]
public class ActionInfo
[C++]
[Serializable]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType::None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("3287C70D-00AE-40ab-93A5-BB98EC1A6144")]
public __gc class ActionInfo
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
   ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("3287C70D-00AE-40ab-93A5-BB98EC1A6144")
class ActionInfo

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx


 

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Activity Model Designer API (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.ActivityModelDesignerAPI.dll)

See Also

ActionInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInfo Members
ActionInfo overview

Public Constructors

ActionInfo Constructor Initializes a new instance of the ActionInfo class.

Public Properties

Description Gets the value that provides the description of the action.
Id Gets the Guid which uniquely identifies the action.
Name Gets the value that indicates the friendly name for the action.
ReceiveSyncMessages Gets the collection of ActionSyncMsg objects that identify the sync messages that the action receives.
SendSyncMessages Gets the collection of ActionSyncMsg objects that identify the sync messages that the action sends.
TargetGroupXPaths Gets the string collection of XPaths that identifies parts of the activation message that contain targets.
Tasks A collection of ActionTask objects, each of which identifies a task message that the action outputs.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ActionInfo Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInfo Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the ActionInfo class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionInfo Class | ActionInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public ActionInfo();
[C++]
public: ActionInfo();
[JScript]
public function ActionInfo();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInfo Properties
The properties of the ActionInfo class are listed here. For a complete list of ActionInfo class members, see the
ActionInfo Members topic.

Public Properties

Description Gets the value that provides the description of the action.
Id Gets the value which uniquely identifies the action.
Name Gets the value that indicates the friendly name for the action.
ReceiveSyncMessages Gets the collection of ActionSyncMsg objects that identify the sync messages that the action receives.
SendSyncMessages Gets the collection of ActionSyncMsg objects that identify the sync messages that the action sends.
TargetGroupXPaths Gets the string collection of XPaths that identifies parts of the activation message that contain targets.
Tasks A collection of ActionTask objects, each of which identifies a task message that the action outputs.

See Also

ActionInfo Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInfo.Description Property
Gets the value that provides the description of the action.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionInfo Class | ActionInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Description As String
[C#]
public string Description {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Description();
[JScript]
public function get Description() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInfo.Id Property
Gets the Guid which uniquely identifies the action.

VB

Remarks

This property uniquely identifies an action in the Human Workflow Services (HWS) system.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionInfo Class | ActionInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Id As Guid
[C#]
public Guid Id {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Guid get_Id();
[JScript]
public function get Id() : Guid;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInfo.Name Property
Gets the value that indicates the friendly name for the action.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionInfo Class | ActionInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Name As String
[C#]
public string Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Name();
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInfo.ReceiveSyncMessages Property
Gets the collection of ActionSyncMsg objects that identify the sync messages that the action receives.

VB

Remarks

A sync message is a message used at runtime by actions to communicate with one another without human interaction. While
designing activity flows, you may choose to dependently link two actions if you want the child action to automatically start once
the parent action reaches a certain point. The parent action notifies a waiting action that it has reached a certain point by sending
out a sync message. Two actions can be dependently linked if and only if the parent action sends a sync message that the child
action receives.

The ReceiveSyncMessages collection provides a list of all sync message that an action can receive, with each ActionSyncMsg
object in the collection providing details about each individual sync message.

While it is possible to enumerate the list of sync messages sent by one action and compare those to the list of sync messages sent
by another action to determine if the two actions can be dependently composed, it is simpler to call the
DesignManager.AreDependentlyComposible method to determine this.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionInfo Class | ActionInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property ReceiveSyncMessages As ActionSyncMsg ()
[C#]
public ActionSyncMsg[] ReceiveSyncMessages {get;}
[C++]
public: __property ActionSyncMsg* get_ReceiveSyncMessages();
[JScript]
public function get ReceiveSyncMessages() : ActionSyncMsg[];

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInfo.SendSyncMessages Property
Gets the collection of ActionSyncMsg objects that the action sends.

VB

Remarks

A sync message is a message used at runtime by actions to communicate with one another without human interaction. While
designing activity flows, you may choose to dependently link two actions if you want the child action to automatically start once
the parent action reaches a certain point. The parent action notifies a waiting action that it has reached a certain point by sending
out a sync message. Two actions can be dependently linked if and only if the parent action sends a sync message that the child
action receives.

The SendSyncMessages collection provides a list of all sync message that an action can send, with each ActionSyncMsg object in
the collection providing details about each individual sync message. There is no guarantee that an action will emit every sync
message in this collection every time it runs; this collection is simply the list of all possible sync message that could be emitted by
the action.

While it is possible to enumerate the list of sync messages sent by one action and compare those to the list of sync messages sent
by another action to determine if the two actions can be dependently composed, it is simpler to call the
DesignManager.AreDependentlyComposible method to determine this.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionInfo Class | ActionInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property SendSyncMessages As ActionSyncMsg ()
[C#]
public ActionSyncMsg[] SendSyncMessages {get;}
[C++]
public: __property ActionSyncMsg* get_SendSyncMessages();
[JScript]
public function get SendSyncMessages() : ActionSyncMsg[];

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInfo.TargetGroupXPaths Property
Gets the string collection of XPaths that identifies parts of the activation message that contain targets.

VB

Remarks

An action is activated when the action receives an activation XML message in BizTalk Server. Certain elements in the activation
message are marked as identifying data that contains a target of the action. The TargetGroupXPaths string collection identifies
the specific elements of the XML message that contain those targets.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionInfo Class | ActionInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property TargetGroupXPaths As String ()
[C#]
public string[] TargetGroupXPaths {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_TargetGroupXPaths();
[JScript]
public function get TargetGroupXPaths() : String[];

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionInfo.Tasks Property
Gets a collection of ActionTask objects. Each ActionTask object identifies a task sent out from the action.

VB

Remarks

The task information for an action is useful for two reasons. First, it is important to understand whether an action sends out tasks
or not. If a task is not sent out and there is an independent transition from a step associated with this action type, the only user
who will be able to execute the transition will be the initiator of the parent step.

Second, the task information is useful for locking down an independent transition which has a parent step associated with the
action type that contains the task. The task information (schema namespace and target XPath) can be supplied as the
parentBizTaskSchema and parentTargetXPath parameters of the AddTransition method, respectively.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionInfo Class | ActionInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Tasks As ActionTask ()
[C#]
public ActionTask[] Tasks {get;}
[C++]
public: __property ActionTask* get_Tasks();
[JScript]
public function get Tasks() : ActionTask[];

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionSyncMsg Class
Identifies a single sync message, and appears in the send and receive sync message collections of the ActionInfo object.

For a list of all members of this type, see ActionSyncMsg Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign.ActionSyncMsg

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

Human Workflow Services (HWS) actions send two types of messages: sync messages and task messages. The ActionSyncMsg
class contains the information about a single sync message sent or received from a registered action that is useful when
developing an activity model. A sync message is a message that communicates between two dependently linked actions. When an
action is dependently linked to a parent action, at runtime, the child action will be activated and then immediately wait for the
expected sync message type to be sent from the parent. Once the parent sends this sync message, the child action will continue to
process.

Note  In the case of ad-hoc flow, a parent action may send out the sync message before a child action instance is created and can
process that sync message. This can be overcome by adding a delay before sending a sync message in the parent action logic.
Also, in the case of activity models, although the child actions are activated first before the parent actions in an activity block, it is
possible that the parent sends out the sync message before the child can process it. You can solve this problem by adding some
delay in the listen for sync message branch of the child action to mitigate the potential race condition.

The class contains two properties, Description and Schema . The Description value is provided by the developer who created the
action; it describes why and when this specific sync message is sent from the action, or in the case of a received sync message, it
describes the message it waits on. The Schema property is the schema of the message being sent or received. Both parent and
child actions must emit and receive the same sync message schema in order to be dependently composed, and it is the schema
property which is compared to determine this fact.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign

<Serializable>
<ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)>
<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("1A2F2CA7-625C-4de4-9021-541861CBFBC4")>
Public Class ActionSyncMsg
[C#]
[Serializable]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("1A2F2CA7-625C-4de4-9021-541861CBFBC4")]
public class ActionSyncMsg
[C++]
[Serializable]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType::None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("1A2F2CA7-625C-4de4-9021-541861CBFBC4")]
public __gc class ActionSyncMsg
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
   ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("1A2F2CA7-625C-4de4-9021-541861CBFBC4")
class ActionSyncMsg

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx


 

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Activity Model Designer API (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.ActivityModelDesignerAPI.dll)

See Also

ActionSyncMsg Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionSyncMsg Members
ActionSyncMsg overview

Public Constructors

ActionSyncMsg Constructor Initializes a new instance of the ActionSyncMsg class.

Public Properties

Description Gets the description of the sync message.
Schema Gets the namespace of the schema being used by the sync message.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ActionSyncMsg Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionSyncMsg Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the ActionSyncMsg class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionSyncMsg Class | ActionSyncMsg Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public ActionSyncMsg();
[C++]
public: ActionSyncMsg();
[JScript]
public function ActionSyncMsg();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionSyncMsg Properties
The properties of the ActionSyncMsg class are listed here. For a complete list of ActionSyncMsg class members, see the
ActionSyncMsg Members topic.

Public Properties

Description Gets the description of the sync message.
Schema Gets the namespace of the schema being used by the sync message.

See Also

ActionSyncMsg Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionSyncMsg.Description Property
Gets the description of the sync message.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionSyncMsg Class | ActionSyncMsg Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Description As String
[C#]
public string Description {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Description();
[JScript]
public function get Description() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionSyncMsg.Schema Property
Gets the string that contains the namespace of the schema used by the sync message.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionSyncMsg Class | ActionSyncMsg Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Schema As String
[C#]
public string Schema {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Schema();
[JScript]
public function get Schema() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionTask Class
Describes individual tasks that can be sent out by an action.

For a list of all members of this type, see ActionTask Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign.ActionTask

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Activity Model Designer API (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.ActivityModelDesignerAPI.dll)

See Also

ActionTask Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
<ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)>
<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("F6E4B480-2F41-4758-8D23-C7E0BFCEAE92")>
Public Class ActionTask
[C#]
[Serializable]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("F6E4B480-2F41-4758-8D23-C7E0BFCEAE92")]
public class ActionTask
[C++]
[Serializable]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType::None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("F6E4B480-2F41-4758-8D23-C7E0BFCEAE92")]
public __gc class ActionTask
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
   ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("F6E4B480-2F41-4758-8D23-C7E0BFCEAE92")
class ActionTask

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionTask Members
ActionTask overview

Public Constructors

ActionTask Constructor Initializes a new instance of the ActionTask class.

Public Properties

Description Gets the user readable description of the behavior of the task.
Schema Gets the namespace of the schema used by this task.
TargetXPathCollection Gets the collection of XPath strings; each string identifies a location in the activation message from whic

h one or more targets for this task can be drawn.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ActionTask Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionTask Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the ActionTask class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionTask Class | ActionTask Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public ActionTask();
[C++]
public: ActionTask();
[JScript]
public function ActionTask();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionTask Properties
The properties of the ActionTask class are listed here. For a complete list of ActionTask class members, see the
ActionTask Members topic.

Public Properties

Description Gets the user readable description of the behavior of the task.
Schema Gets the namespace of the schema used by this task.
TargetXPathCollection Gets the collection of XPath strings; each string identifies a location in the activation message from whic

h one or more targets for this task can be drawn.

See Also

ActionTask Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionTask.Description Property
Gets the user readable description of the behavior of the task.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionTask Class | ActionTask Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Description As String
[C#]
public string Description {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Description();
[JScript]
public function get Description() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionTask.Schema Property
Gets the namespace of the schema used by this task.

VB

Remarks

This string is the namespace of the schema which the task message conforms to. This value can be used as the
parentBizTaskSchema parameter when calling the AddTransition method.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionTask Class | ActionTask Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Schema As String
[C#]
public string Schema {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Schema();
[JScript]
public function get Schema() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionTask.TargetXPathCollection Property
Gets the collection of XPath strings; each string identifies a location in the activation message from which one or more targets for
this task can be drawn.

VB

Remarks

This collection contains a list of XPaths which identify the locations in the activation message sent to the action which sends this
task where the task will pull its target actor names from.

These values are the only values which may be supplied as the parentTargetXPath parameter to the AddTransition

method.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionTask Class | ActionTask Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property TargetXPathCollection As StringCollection
[C#]
public StringCollection TargetXPathCollection {get;}
[C++]
public: __property StringCollection* get_TargetXPathCollection();
[JScript]
public function get TargetXPathCollection() : StringCollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityModel Class
Represents a single activity model that is being designed, and contains the steps, transitions, and constraints that you add in the
process of designing the activity model. One instance of this class is created for each activity model that is being worked on.

For a list of all members of this type, see ActivityModel Members.

System.Object
      Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign.ActivityModel

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

An activity model is a collection of steps, with an ordering of those steps provided by the transitions between steps. A step
represents a single action within a business process, and is associated with a registered Human Workflow Services (HWS) action,
which is activated when the step is activated.

Activity models are different from ad hoc composition in three major ways:

1. A controlled series of action execution: With ad hoc composition, the user activating the first action might expect the action
target to activate a specific next action. However the target is not forced to do so, and may choose the wrong action. An
activity model can help or force the user to select a specific next action.

2. Activation blocks: Ad hoc composition allows an actor to activate only one action at a time. There are times, however, when
it makes sense for a process to have two or more actions run automatically one after another. This can be done by
dependently linking steps in an activity model, creating an activation block containing more than one step. Once the first
step of the activation block is activated by an actor, all other steps in the activation block will be automatically queued by the
HWS system, and will not require any other human interaction.

3. More finely-grained control: In some HWS deployments, in order to enable multiple business processes, the constraints of
the system will be set openly, allowing many users to activate most actions with a wide range of targets. With activity

<Serializable>
<ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)>
<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("79B71E3F-0F4C-4db9-A706-F94E168C6084")>
Public Class ActivityModel
   Inherits ErrorHandling
   Implements IActivityModel
[C#]
[Serializable]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("79B71E3F-0F4C-4db9-A706-F94E168C6084")]
public class ActivityModel : ErrorHandling, IActivityModel
[C++]
[Serializable]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType::None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("79B71E3F-0F4C-4db9-A706-F94E168C6084")]
public __gc class ActivityModel : public ErrorHandling,
   IActivityModel
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
   ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("79B71E3F-0F4C-4db9-A706-F94E168C6084")
class ActivityModel extends ErrorHandling implements
   IActivityModel

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx


 

models, constraints may be refined on a step by step basis. If the designer sets a target constraint on the step, the possible
targets for that step will be restricted, without impairing the ability of the actors to target the larger set of users in other
processes or in an ad hoc activation.

At runtime, an activity model works in a different way than an ad hoc activation. Instead of activating a single action type, an actor
activates an activity model activation block. The AddActivationBlockToActivityFlow method within the HWS web service must be
used to activate an activity block. An activation block is a collection of 1 or more actions that will be activated by a single call to
AddActivationBlockToActivityFlow. An activation block is a collection of one or more actions that are dependently linked and
will be activated by a single call to AddActivationBlockToActivityFlow. Activation blocks always start with an action that is
either:

A root action of an activity model.
An action that is the child of an independent transition.

An activation block includes:

1. The initial step mentioned above.
2. All steps which are linked by a chain of 1 or more dependent transitions to the initial step.

See the Transition class for more details on dependent and independent transitions.

Activity models also have three roles defined for them, which allows the designer to give special permissions to a constrained set
of users. For more information, see AddRoleConstraint.

The constructor of the ActivityModel class is not publicly visible, so the only way to create the ActivityModel class is to create a
new one by calling DesignManager.CreateActivityModel, or by loading an existing one from file or from the databases by
DesignManager.LoadActivityModelFromFile calling or LoadActivityModelFromSystem.

An activity model is implicitly linked to the DesignManager class which created or loaded that instance. This means that any
changes made to the activity model must be valid within the context of that design manager, otherwise several exceptions will be
thrown. Those exceptions are described in the documentation of the methods which throw them.

Example

The following example illustrates code using the ActivityModel class.

C#

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Activity Model Designer API (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.ActivityModelDesignerAPI.dll)

See Also

ActivityModel Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<snippet id="0f3ce9f4-b9f2-4e15-9942-d7bd1c69b72c" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
DesignManager designManager = new DesignManager();
designManager.Connect(Environment.MachineName, @"BizTalkHwsDb");

ActivityModel activityModel;
designManager.CreateActivityModel(out activityModel);
<snippet id="0f3ce9f4-b9f2-4e15-9942-d7bd1c69b72c" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityModel Members
ActivityModel overview

Public Fields

InvalidStepId Static constant that is used to represent a step ID that is not valid.

Public Properties

AllowAdhocComposition true if participants in an activity model can compose ad hoc actions onto that activity model; otherwis
e, false.

Annotation Gets or sets the string that is saved along with the activity model.
Description Gets or sets the string that describes the activity model.
Id Gets or sets the Guid that identifies this activity model.
Name Gets or sets the string that contains the display name for the activity model.
StrictVisibility true if visibility is strict; this indicates that a user can view the steps of the activity model that have ru

n which do not target the user or were not activated by the user; otherwise, false.

Public Methods

AddRoleConstraint Adds a role constraint to the activity model.
AddStep Adds a new step into the activity model.
AddTransition Adds a new transition between two steps of the activity model.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetRoleConstraints Retrieves an array of constraint class instances for a specific role id.
GetRootStepIds Gets a list of the root step ids of the activity model.
GetSteps Returns a StepDictionary class that contains all of the steps in the activity model; it can be indexed by t

he step id.
GetTransitions Gets the transitions that have the specified step as their parent. It can also retrieve all transitions in the 

activity model.
GetType (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ActivityModel Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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ActivityModel Fields
The fields of the ActivityModel class are listed here. For a complete list of ActivityModel class members, see the
ActivityModel Members topic.

Public Fields

InvalidStepId Static constant that is used to represent a step id that is not valid.

See Also

ActivityModel Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityModel.InvalidStepId Field
Static constant that is used to represent a step ID that is not valid.

VB

Remarks

This constant value can be used as the parentStepId parameter of the GetTransitions method to obtain an array of all transitions
present in the activity model, regardless of their parent step.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ActivityModel Class | ActivityModel Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Const InvalidStepId As Integer
[C#]
public const int InvalidStepId;
[C++]
public: const int InvalidStepId;
[JScript]
public var InvalidStepId : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityModel Properties
The properties of the ActivityModel class are listed here. For a complete list of ActivityModel class members, see the
ActivityModel Members topic.

Public Properties

AllowAdhocComposition Gets or sets a Boolean value that controls whether participants in an activity model can compose ad h
oc actions.

Annotation Gets or sets the string that is saved along with the activity model.
Description Gets or sets the string that describes the activity model.
Id Gets or sets the Guid that identifies this activity model.
Name Gets or sets the string that contains the display name for the activity model.
StrictVisibility Gets or sets a Boolean value that controls whether a user can see all of the steps in the activity model 

(false), or only those steps that are related to the user (true).

See Also

ActivityModel Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityModel.AllowAdhocComposition Property
Gets or sets a Boolean value that controls whether participants in an activity model can compose ad hoc actions.

VB

Property Value

true if participants in an activity model can compose ad hoc actions onto that activity model; otherwise, false.

Remarks

The AllowAdhocComposition property can be used to restrict actors from adding additional steps into a business process in an
ad hoc manner. If the process is well-defined or rigid, you set this flag to false, restricting a participating actor from activating an
action other than those available from a step in the activity model that targeted the actor.

For instance, if step1 is independently linked to step2, and this flag is false, the user of step1 can only run step2. If this flag is set
to true, the user can compose any action that they are allowed to compose, including step2. This flag determines whether you
allow users to extend outside the activity model.

An activity flow can include multiple activity models. If an activity model has AllowAdhocComposition set to false, then neither
activity models nor actions can be added as children. These restrictions apply to the ad hoc addition of activity models off a step
of the activity model as well.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityModel Class | ActivityModel Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property AllowAdhocComposition As Boolean
[C#]
public bool AllowAdhocComposition {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_AllowAdhocComposition();
public: __property void set_AllowAdhocComposition(bool);
[JScript]
public function get AllowAdhocComposition() : Boolean;
public function set AllowAdhocComposition(Boolean);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityModel.Annotation Property
Gets or sets the string that is saved along with the activity model.

VB

Property Value

A string that contains an annotation for the activity model.

Remarks

This string is a data member for client applications to store any required activity model specific data.

When you develop client applications, you may want to store proprietary information about the activity model, such as user
interface (UI) layout. You use this property to store this kind of information; the information is saved into the database or into the
file format.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityModel Class | ActivityModel Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Annotation As String
[C#]
public string Annotation {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Annotation();
public: __property void set_Annotation(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Annotation() : String;
public function set Annotation(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityModel.Description Property
Gets or sets the string that describes the activity model.

VB

Property Value

A string that contains a description of the activity model.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityModel Class | ActivityModel Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Description As String
[C#]
public string Description {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Description();
public: __property void set_Description(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Description() : String;
public function set Description(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityModel.Id Property
Gets or sets the Guid that identifies this activity model.

VB

Property Value

A Guid that contains the identifier for the activity model.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityModel Class | ActivityModel Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Id As Guid
[C#]
public Guid Id {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Guid get_Id();
public: __property void set_Id(Guid);
[JScript]
public function get Id() : Guid;
public function set Id(Guid);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityModel.Name Property
Gets or sets the string that contains the display name for the activity model.

VB

Property Value

A string that contains the display name of the activity model.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityModel Class | ActivityModel Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Name As String
[C#]
public string Name {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Name();
public: __property void set_Name(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;
public function set Name(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityModel.StrictVisibility Property
Gets or sets a Boolean value that controls whether a user can see all of the steps in the activity model (false), or only those steps
that are related to the user (true).

VB

Property Value

A Boolean value that controls whether a user can see all of the steps in the activity model (false), or only those steps that are
related to the user (true).

Remarks

If this Boolean is set to false, then if a user is a participant in an activity model, and requests information about the activity flow
that the user is currently in, then that user can view all of the steps of the activity model that have run.

If this Boolean is set to true, then the user will only see the actions that this user has activated, or actions that have sent this user a
task.

Use of this flag allows the designer to limit visibility of the process only to those users that are involved in that process.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityModel Class | ActivityModel Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property StrictVisibility As Boolean
[C#]
public bool StrictVisibility {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_StrictVisibility();
public: __property void set_StrictVisibility(bool);
[JScript]
public function get StrictVisibility() : Boolean;
public function set StrictVisibility(Boolean);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityModel Methods
The methods of the ActivityModel class are listed here. For a complete list of ActivityModel class members, see the
ActivityModel Members topic.

Public Methods

AddRoleConstraint Adds a role constraint to the activity model.
AddStep Adds a new step into the activity model.
AddTransition Adds a new transition between two steps of the activity model.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetRoleConstraints Retrieves an array of constraint class instances for a specific role id.
GetRootStepIds Gets a list of the root step ids of the activity model..
GetSteps Returns a StepDictionary class that contains all of the steps in the activity model; it can be indexed by t

he step id.
GetTransitions Gets the transitions that have the specified step as their parent. It can also retrieve all transitions in the 

activity model.
GetType (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ActivityModel Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ActivityModel.AddRoleConstraint Method
Adds a role constraint to the activity model.

VB

Parameters

roleId
The Guid that identifies the role being constrained. You can get a list of the roles by calling the DesignManager.GetRoles
method.

newRoleConstraint
The constraint object that specifies the new constraint functionality.

Exceptions

Exception 
Type

Condition

ActivityMod
elDesignerE
xception

One of the properties of the Constraint class or one of the Constraint class contained Clause or ClauseValue classes
contains an incorrect value. The Inner exception stack of this exception contains one or more detailed messages (of t
ype ArgumentException) identifying the incorrect property.

ArgumentEx
ception

A constraint with the same Id Guid already exists in the initiator role constraints of the activity model.

Remarks

There are two different types of constraints specific to activity models: role constraints and step constraints. Role constraints allow
certain users to be recognized as part of a role, which authorizes those users to perform a certain set of actions.

There are three different roles recognized in Human Workflow Services (HWS):

Initiator

Users that have this role are authorized to initiate the activity model. This is the finest level of authority available; it authorizes a
user to initiate an activity model, as alternatively a user is authorized to initiate any activity model for which they have the
authority from system level constraints to activate all the actions in the root activation block.

For example, there could exist 2 different activity models, AM1 and AM2, both of which have a root step which is associated with
the Assign action. If you create a system level constraint which authorizes user1 to activate the Assign action, user1 can then
activate any of the two activity models. If however, you add a role constraint authorizing user1 under the initiator role of AM2,
and a role constraint restricting user1 from the initiator role of AM1, then user1 will be able to initiate AM2, but not AM1, thereby
allowing more precise security.

Observer

Public Overridable Sub AddRoleConstraint( _
   ByVal roleId As Guid, _
   ByVal newRoleConstraint As Constraint _
) Implements IActivityModel.AddRoleConstraint
[C#]
public virtual void AddRoleConstraint(
   Guid roleId,
   Constraint newRoleConstraint
);
[C++]
public: virtual void AddRoleConstraint(
   Guid roleId,
   Constraint* newRoleConstraint
);
[JScript]
public function AddRoleConstraint(
   roleId : Guid,
   newRoleConstraint : Constraint
);



 

Users that have this role are authorized to view the state of any instance of this activity model in runtime, regardless of whether
they are a participant in the activity model. This is a useful role when a higher level manager may want to be able to check on the
status of various processes, but would normally not have visibility since that manager is not directly involved in the processes.

Owner

This is the most powerful role available in an activity model. Users that have this role have the ability to impersonate any user
participating in the activity model. Normally, when a client activates an action in an activity flow after receiving a task in that flow,
the Web service performs an internal check to make sure the client claiming to have received the task is in fact the client who the
task was sent to. Owners bypass this security check.

The most common use case for such authority is in resolving a deadlock in a process. For example, if a critical process is waiting
for a response from user1, but user1 is on vacation, the Web service check would normally not allow anyone to respond for
user1, and the process would remain deadlock until his return. A user operating under the Owner role, however, can use the
tracking information available and send a response to the task sent to user1, thereby allowing the process to continue.

Obviously, if an owner can interfere with a task sent to another user, this role is a very powerful, and designers should ensure that
the owner role permissions are delegated sparingly, if at all.

Example

The following example illustrates the AddRoleConstraint method call.

C#

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityModel Class | ActivityModel Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

// Add a constraint which allows all HWS actor to observe an activity model
DesignManager designManager = new DesignManager();
designManager.Connect(Environment.MachineName, @"BizTalkHwsDb");

// Create an activity model
ActivityModel activityModel = null;
designManager.CreateActivityModel(out activityModel);

// The following role Id can be retrieved from the GetRoles method of the DesignManager class
.
static Guid observerRoleId = new Guid("CD5D008B-B8EC-4FFF-B511-61C7E98D3EC3");
static Guid ownerRoleId = new Guid("AB26F848-6012-488C-B4C6-4BE6D7A311F1");
static Guid initiatorRoleId = new Guid("118fe088-55b4-4654-997d-417047e9cb20");

// And a constraint the allows all users to observe the activity model
Constraint constraint = new Constraint();
Clause clause = new Clause();
clause.AllowAll = true;
constraint.AddClause(clause);
activityModel.AddRoleConstraint(observerRoleId, constraint);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityModel.AddStep Method
Adds a new step into the activity model.

VB

Parameters

actionId
The Guid that identifies the type of action that will be executed in this step. This is the ID field of the ActionInfo class.

newStep
The new instance of the Step class that was created; this instance is populated with identifiers and other Step properties.

Return Value

None.

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
ActivityModelDesigne
rException

The action type specified in the actionId parameter is not valid. Ensure that action type is registered on the 
system to which the DesignManager is connected.

ArgumentNullExcepti
on

The activity model class is not in a valid state. A probable cause is that it does not have a valid DesignMan
ager associated with it.

Remarks

A step represents a point in a business process that is associated with the action that will fulfill the process at that point. The
actionId parameter identifies the registered Human Workflow Services (HWS) actions which are activated when the step is
executed at runtime. When a step is first created, there are no transitions with the new step as a child, therefore the new step is
initially a root step, and the step ID of that new step will exist in the array returned from GetRootStepIds. Using this method is the
only way that you can add a step into the activity model; specifically, you cannot create an instance of the Step class and then add
that instance to the activity model.

The Step class returned in the newStep out parameter is a reference to the Step class maintained in the ActivityModel if the
method succeeds. You can use this class to view the properties of the step, or to add constraints, and those changes will be
reflected in the ActivityModel.

Example

C#

Public Overridable Sub AddStep( _
   ByVal actionId As Guid, _
   <Out()> ByRef newStep As Step _
) Implements IActivityModel.AddStep
[C#]
public virtual void AddStep(
   Guid actionId,
   out Step newStep
);
[C++]
public: virtual void AddStep(
   Guid actionId,
   [
   Out
] Step** newStep
);
[JScript]
public function AddStep(
   actionId : Guid,
   newStep : Step
);



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityModel Class | ActivityModel Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<snippet id="8484f332-7282-4d64-a03a-7bc2f7acbafe" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
ActivityModel activityModel;

// The method used to add steps to an activty model 
//(ActivityModel.AddSteps()),
// requires an action guid.  The guid is the type id of 
// the action which will be executed during that step, and it must be    
// registered in the HWS installation the design manager of the activity model 
// is connected to.  

// To find a list of such actions, query the design manager

ActionInfo[] availableActions;
designManager.GetActionCatalog(out availableActions);

// Now add one of the availiable actions as a step in our activity 
// model.  Specifically, add the action named "Assign"

ActionInfo desiredAction = null;
foreach( ActionInfo actionInfo in availableActions )
{
if( actionInfo.Name == @"Assign" )
{
desiredAction = actionInfo;
}
}

Step newStep;
activityModel.AddStep(desiredAction.Id, out newStep);
<snippet id="8484f332-7282-4d64-a03a-7bc2f7acbafe" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityModel.AddTransition Method
Adds a new transition between two steps of the activity model.

VB

Parameters

parentStepId
The identifier of the step that is the parent of the transition being created.

childStepId
The identifier of the step that is the child of the transition being created.

dependentTransition
true if the transition will be dependent; false if the transition will be independent.

parentBizTaskSchema
The string that restricts users that can continue on through this transition to the next step. For more information, see the
detailed explanation and example near the end of the Remarks section below.

parentTargetXPath
The string that restricts users that can continue on through this transition to the next step. For more information, see the
detailed explanation and example near the end of the Remarks section below.

transition
Transition object instance that is a reference to the newly created transition.

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
ActivityModelDesigner
Exception

The transition is dependent, but the parent and child steps are not dependently composible.

Public Overridable Sub AddTransition( _
   ByVal parentStepId As Integer, _
   ByVal childStepId As Integer, _
   ByVal dependentTransition As Boolean, _
   ByVal parentBizTaskSchema As String, _
   ByVal parentTargetXPath As String, _
   <Out()> ByRef transition As Transition _
) Implements IActivityModel.AddTransition
[C#]
public virtual void AddTransition(
   int parentStepId,
   int childStepId,
   bool dependentTransition,
   string parentBizTaskSchema,
   string parentTargetXPath,
   out Transition transition
);
[C++]
public: virtual void AddTransition(
   int parentStepId,
   int childStepId,
   bool dependentTransition,
   String* parentBizTaskSchema,
   String* parentTargetXPath,
   [Out] Transition** transition
);
[JScript]
public function AddTransition(
   parentStepId : int,
   childStepId : int,
   dependentTransition : Boolean,
   parentBizTaskSchema : String,
   parentTargetXPath : String,
   transition : Transition
);



ActivityModelDesigner
Exception

The transition is independent and an incorrect value for parentBizTaskSchema or parentTargetXpath para
meter is specified.

ActivityModelDesigner
Exception

The transition creates a loop in the activity model, but the transition is dependent.

ActivityModelDesigner
Exception

The child step of the transition is already the child step of another non-loop transition.

ActivityModelDesigner
Exception

The transition is a loop transition, and the child of the transition is the child of a dependent transition.

ArgumentNullExceptio
n

The activity model class is not in a valid state. A probable cause is that the activity model does not have a 
valid DesignManager associated with it.

Remarks

This method creates a transition between two steps in an activity model. This creates an ordering of those steps within the activity
model, with the parent step starting before the child step.

There are two types of transitions, independent and dependent.

Independent transitions are used to enforce a requirement that the next step in an activity model is explicitly initiated by a user.
The user activating the child step of the transition must (at a minimum) have received a task message from the parent step of the
transition.

To refine the set of users that may execute the child step of the transition, designers can use the parentBizTaskSchema and
parentTargetXPath parameters.

Dependent transitions are used to model relationships where the child step is automatically started once it receives a specific sync
message from the parent. No user interaction is required for the child action to begin, and the activation parameters for the child
action must be supplied when the activation parameters are supplied for the parent step of the transition.

Since dependent transitions depend on the fact that the parent and child actions are sending and receiving the same sync
message, that requirement is checked when a transition is created. To retrieve the set of sync messages sent by an action, you
retrieve the ActionInfo class for that action using the DesignManager.GetActionCatalog method, then check the
ActionInfo.SendSyncMessages member. For the set of sync messages received by an action, check the ReceiveSyncMessages
member of the ActionInfo class. To determine whether two action can be dependently linked by a transition, use the
AreDependentlyComposible method.

A transition is considered to be a loop transition if the child of the transition is an ancestor of the parent. A step is considered an
ancestor of another step if there exists a set of transitions that ultimately connect the two steps.

Certain activity model configurations are not supported in this release, and an attempt to create any of these configurations will
result in an ActivityModelDesignerException being thrown; these configurations are listed in the following table.

Unsupported Activity 
Model Configuration

Description

Dependent Loop It is not possible to create a loop transition which is dependent.
Multiple Parents A step can be the child of at most one non-loop transition. This product release does not support the m

erging of messages from multiple branches of an activity model into a common branch.
Looping to a Dependent 
Child

If a transition is a looping transition, the child of that transition cannot be the child of any dependent tra
nsitions.

The parentBizTaskSchema parameter restricts users that can continue on through this transition to the next step. For example, if
you have an action that sends out two tasks, one with schema A and one with schema B, and you need to ensure that only the
user that received the task with schema A could execute the next step through the transition, then you specify the namespace of
Schema A in the parentBiztask parameter. The schema information can be retrieved from the ActionTask structure. If the value is
an empty string, this parameter is ignored. This parameter is ignored for dependent transitions.

The possible values for the parentBizTaskSchema parameter can be enumerated by a two-step process of retrieving the
ActionInfo class for the action type of the parent Step, then retrieving the Schema value of each ActionTask class in the Tasks
collection of that ActionInfo instance.

The parentTargetXPath parameter restricts users that can continue on through this transition to the next step. For example, if you
have two tasks, one which pulls targets from XPath A and one that pulls targets from XPath B, and you want to ensure that only
users in XPath A can continue on through this transition, then you specify XPath A in this parameter. This parameter is optional; if
the value is not valid or is an empty string, this parameter is ignored. This parameter is ignored for dependent transitions.

The possible values for the parentTargetXPath parameter can be enumerated by a two-step process of retrieving the ActionInfo



 

class for the action type of the parent Step, then retrieving the string values contained in the TargetXPathCollection collection
of each ActionTask class in the Tasks collection of that ActionInfo instance.

The ParentBizTaskSchema and ParentTargeXPath parameters can be used individually (that is, one or the other can be used),
together (both defined), or neither (both set to null) depending on the level of restriction required.

When used together, it creates an effect 'AND' clause. That is both must be met to pass the restriction. 

Example

The following example illustrates the AddTransition method call.

C#

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityModel Class | ActivityModel Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<snippet id="2aa96842-60fa-45c1-9a9c-941ac9c04fa9" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
ActivityModel activityModel;

Step stepOne = null;
Step stepTwo = null;
activityModel.AddStep(<AssignActionGuid>, out stepOne);
activityModel.AddStep(<AssignActionGuid>, out stepTwo);

Transition newTransition = null;
activityModel.AddTransition(stepOne.Id, stepTwo.Id, false, “”, “”, out newTransition);
<snippet id="2aa96842-60fa-45c1-9a9c-941ac9c04fa9" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityModel.GetRoleConstraints Method
Retrieves an array of constraint class instances for a specific role id.

VB

Parameters

roleId
The Guid that identifies a role within the activity model system. Currently, Initiator, Observer, and Owner roles are supported.
This value can be retrieved from the Role.Id property.

constraints
The array of constraint class instances for the specific role ID.

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
ActivityModelDesignerException The roleID parameter does not match the ID of any role in the system.
ArgumentException The roleID parameter is the empty Guid.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityModel Class | ActivityModel Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub GetRoleConstraints( _
   ByVal roleId As Guid, _
   <Out()> ByRef constraints() As Constraint _
) Implements IActivityModel.GetRoleConstraints
[C#]
public virtual void GetRoleConstraints(
   Guid roleId,
   out Constraint[] constraints
);
[C++]
public: virtual void GetRoleConstraints(
   Guid roleId,
   [
   Out
] Constraint** constraints[]
);
[JScript]
public function GetRoleConstraints(
   roleId : Guid,
   constraints : Constraint[]
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityModel.GetRootStepIds Method
Gets a list of the root step IDs of the activity model.

VB

Parameters

rootStepIds
The array of integers that are step IDs of root steps.

Remarks

Although an activity model can have only one root step IDs in order to be uploaded to the database, during activity model
creation you may have created multiple root steps because steps have not yet been connected with transitions.

You can navigate through all of the steps by getting the root step IDs , then following the transitions from each of those root
steps.

Example

The following example illustrates the GetRootStepIds method call.

C#

Public Overridable Sub GetRootStepIds( _
   <Out()> ByRef rootStepIds() As Integer _
) Implements IActivityModel.GetRootStepIds
[C#]
public virtual void GetRootStepIds(
   out int[] rootStepIds
);
[C++]
public: virtual void GetRootStepIds(
   [Out] int* rootStepIds __gc[]
);
[JScript]
public function GetRootStepIds(
   rootStepIds : int[]
);

<snippet id="1b3ce1d4-c1cc-402f-98cb-4417cbaba8a9" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
// Traverse the all trees in the activity model
ActivityModel activityModel;

int[] rootStepIds;
activityModel.GetRootStepIds(out rootStepIds);
activityModel.GetSteps(out steps);

foreach( int rootStep in rootStepIds )
{
   RecursiveTraversal(rootStep, steps, activityModel);
}

void RecursiveTraversal(int stepId, StepDictionary steps, ActivityModel activityModel)
{
   Step currentStep = steps[stepId];

   // ...
   // Perform operations on the current step
   // ...

   // Retrieve all the transition with the current step as the parent
   Transition[] transitions;
   activityModel.GetTransitions(stepId, out transitions);



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityModel Class | ActivityModel Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

   // Recursively process each transition
   foreach( Transition transition in transitions )
   {
      int childStepId;
      transition.GetChildStep(out childStepId);
      
      RecursiveTraversal(childStepId, steps, activityModel);
   }
}
<snippet id="1b3ce1d4-c1cc-402f-98cb-4417cbaba8a9" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityModel.GetSteps Method
Returns a StepDictionary that contains all of the steps in the activity model; it can be indexed by using the step IDs.

VB

Parameters

steps
A StepDictionary in which all of the steps in the activity model will be returned; it can be indexed by using the step IDs.

Return Value

This method returns a StepDictionary containing all of the steps in the activity model; it can be indexed by using the step IDs.

Remarks

If you call GetRootStepIds, and use one of the IDs returned as the index into the returned StepDictionary, you get the step class
corresponding to the step ID. This is how you can access the steps in the activity model once they have been added.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityModel Class | ActivityModel Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub GetSteps( _
   <Out()> ByRef steps As StepDictionary _
) Implements IActivityModel.GetSteps
[C#]
public virtual void GetSteps(
   out StepDictionary steps
);
[C++]
public: virtual void GetSteps(
   [
   Out
] StepDictionary** steps
);
[JScript]
public function GetSteps(
   steps : StepDictionary
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityModel.GetTransitions Method
Gets the transitions that have the specified step as their parent. It can also retrieve all transitions in the activity model.

VB

Parameters

parentStepId
The ID of the step that is the parent of all the transitions that you require. Passing the InvalidStepId constant returns all
transitions in the activity model.

transitions
Returns an array of all of the transition objects that have this step as a parent.

Return Value

This method returns an array of all of the transition objects that have this step as a parent.

Remarks

This method retrieves all transitions in the activity model which have the value of the parentStepId parameter as their parent step.
Information for each transition is contained in the Transition object, and the out transitions parameter contains an array of
transitions which meet the criteria of having the value of the parentStepId parameter as their parent step.

If you want to retrieve all the transitions for a particular activity model, the InvalidStepId constant must be passed for the
parentStepId parameter.

Example

The following example illustrates the GetTransitions method call.

C#

Public Overridable Sub GetTransitions( _
   ByVal parentStepId As Integer, _
   <Out()> ByRef transitions() As Transition _
) Implements IActivityModel.GetTransitions
[C#]
public virtual void GetTransitions(
   int parentStepId,
   out Transition[] transitions
);
[C++]
public: virtual void GetTransitions(
   int parentStepId,
   [Out] Transition** transitions[]
);
[JScript]
public function GetTransitions(
   parentStepId : int,
   transitions : Transition[]
);

<snippet id="dad2672e-9027-48e7-aea6-27f5563908bc" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
ActivityModel activityModel;

// Traverse the all trees in the activity model
int[] rootStepIds;
activityModel.GetRootStepIds(out rootStepIds);
activityModel.GetSteps(out steps);

foreach( int rootStep in rootStepIds )
{
   RecursiveTraversal(rootStep, steps, activityModel);
}



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityModel Class | ActivityModel Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

void RecursiveTraversal(int stepId, StepDictionary steps, ActivityModel activityModel)
{
   Step currentStep = steps[stepId];

   // ...
   // Perform operations on the current step
   // ...

   // Retrieve all the transition with the current step as the parent
   Transition[] transitions;
   activityModel.GetTransitions(stepId, out transitions);

   // Recursively process each transition
   foreach( Transition transition in transitions )
   {
      int childStepId;
      transition.GetChildStep(out childStepId);
      
      RecursiveTraversal(childStepId, steps, activityModel);
   }
}
<snippet id="dad2672e-9027-48e7-aea6-27f5563908bc" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityModelInfo Class
Describes a single ActivityModel that exists in the database to which the DesignManager is connected. This class is returned
from the DesignManager.

For a list of all members of this type, see ActivityModelInfo Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign.ActivityModelInfo

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Activity Model Designer API (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.ActivityModelDesignerAPI.dll)

See Also

ActivityModelInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
<ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)>
<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("9B40F99B-8123-479d-9900-D094DF36AC87")>
Public Class ActivityModelInfo
[C#]
[Serializable]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("9B40F99B-8123-479d-9900-D094DF36AC87")]
public class ActivityModelInfo
[C++]
[Serializable]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType::None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("9B40F99B-8123-479d-9900-D094DF36AC87")]
public __gc class ActivityModelInfo
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
   ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("9B40F99B-8123-479d-9900-D094DF36AC87")
class ActivityModelInfo

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityModelInfo Members
ActivityModelInfo overview

Public Constructors

ActivityModelInfo Constructor Initializes a new instance of the ActivityModelInfo class.

Public Properties

Description Description of the activity model.
Designer Contains the user ID of the user that saved this activity model to the system.
Disabled Boolean that indicates whether the ActivityModel instance has been disabled in the database.
Id Guid that uniquely identifies the ActivityModel in the system.
Name Friendly name of the activity model.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ActivityModelInfo Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityModelInfo Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the ActivityModelInfo class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityModelInfo Class | ActivityModelInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public ActivityModelInfo();
[C++]
public: ActivityModelInfo();
[JScript]
public function ActivityModelInfo();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityModelInfo Properties
The properties of the ActivityModelInfo class are listed here. For a complete list of ActivityModelInfo class members, see the
ActivityModelInfo Members topic.

Public Properties

Description Description of the activity model.
Designer Contains the user ID of the user that saved this activity model to the system.
Disabled Boolean that indicates whether the ActivityModel instance has been disabled in the database.
Id Guid that uniquely identifies the ActivityModel in the system.
Name Friendly name of the activity model.

See Also

ActivityModelInfo Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityModelInfo.Description Property
Gets the description of the activity model.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityModelInfo Class | ActivityModelInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Description As String
[C#]
public string Description {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Description();
[JScript]
public function get Description() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityModelInfo.Designer Property
Gets the user ID of the user that saved this activity model to the system.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityModelInfo Class | ActivityModelInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Designer As String
[C#]
public string Designer {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Designer();
[JScript]
public function get Designer() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityModelInfo.Disabled Property
true if the ActivityModel instance has been disabled in the database, otherwise false.

VB

Remarks

The ActivityModel instance is never actually removed from the database, so when this property is set to true, it indicates that the
instance is not visible to the users of the system.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityModelInfo Class | ActivityModelInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Disabled As Boolean
[C#]
public bool Disabled {get;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_Disabled();
[JScript]
public function get Disabled() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityModelInfo.Id Property
Gets the Guid that uniquely identifies the activity model in the system.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityModelInfo Class | ActivityModelInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Id As Guid
[C#]
public Guid Id {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Guid get_Id();
[JScript]
public function get Id() : Guid;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActivityModelInfo.Name Property
Display name of the activity model.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActivityModelInfo Class | ActivityModelInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Name As String
[C#]
public string Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Name();
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Clause Class
Represents an individual clause in a constraint; a constraint consists of zero or more clauses.

For a list of all members of this type, see Clause Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign.Clause

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

A constraint consists of zero or more clauses, and the Clause class represents a single clause within a constraint. When a
constraint is evaluated, all clauses in the constraint must evaluate to true in order for that constraint check to pass.

A clause consists of three parts:

1. A constraint fact (identified by the FactRetrieverId and Id properties together) which identifies the constraint fact that will be
evaluated.

2. An operator which determines the operator used to evaluate the constraint fact.
3. One or more values, which are compared against the constraint fact values using the operator.

For certain operators, only one value is allowed (equal, not equal, greater than, less than), and the value of the constraint fact is
compared against that value. For the other operators, it is possible to specify multiple values in the clause. For these operators,
(intersection and exclusion) the clause will evaluate to true if at least one of the constraint fact value(s) are in the list of values (for
inclusion) or if none of the constraint fact value(s) are found in the list of values(for exclusion).

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Activity Model Designer API (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.ActivityModelDesignerAPI.dll)

<Serializable>
<ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)>
<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("894D19A1-1DB4-4e07-A81D-7356E3D1700A")>
Public Class Clause
[C#]
[Serializable]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("894D19A1-1DB4-4e07-A81D-7356E3D1700A")]
public class Clause
[C++]
[Serializable]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType::None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("894D19A1-1DB4-4e07-A81D-7356E3D1700A")]
public __gc class Clause
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
   ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("894D19A1-1DB4-4e07-A81D-7356E3D1700A")
class Clause

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx


 

See Also

Clause Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Clause Members
Clause overview

Public Constructors

Clause Constructor Initializes a new instance of the Clause class.

Public Properties

AllowAll Boolean that indicates that this clause is open, and that any test against this class will pass.
FactRetrieverId Guid that identifies the fact retriever in which the property that you are comparing to is contained.
Id Guid that uniquely identifies this clause.
Operator Integer that contains one of the enumerated values for the clause operators.
PropertyId Guid that identifies the property in the fact retriever that is identified by the FactRetrieverId that you are compa

ring against.
Values Array of ClauseValue class instances. Each ClauseValue instance represents a specific value that will be compa

red against using the operator specified by Operator.
XPath This value is reserved for future use and must be null.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Clause Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Clause Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Clause class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Clause Class | Clause Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public Clause();
[C++]
public: Clause();
[JScript]
public function Clause();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Clause Properties
The properties of the Clause class are listed here. For a complete list of Clause class members, see the Clause Members topic.

Public Properties

AllowAll Boolean that indicates that this clause is open, and that any test against this class will pass.
FactRetrieverId Guid that identifies the fact retriever in which the property that you are comparing to is contained.
Id Guid that uniquely identifies this clause.
Operator Integer that contains one of the enumerated values for the clause operators.
PropertyId Guid that identifies the property in the fact retriever that is identified by the FactRetrieverId that you are compa

ring against.
Values Array of ClauseValue class instances. Each ClauseValue instance represents a specific value that will be compa

red against using the operator specified by Operator.
XPath This value is reserved for future use and must be null. 

See Also

Clause Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Clause.AllowAll Property
true to indicate that that this clause is open, and that all tests against this class will pass; otherwise false.

VB

Remarks

If a clause has this property set to true, then all other parameters except the Id parameter are ignored. If the AllowAll
property is set to false, then this clause must compare a constraint fact to a value.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Clause Class | Clause Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property AllowAll As Boolean
[C#]
public bool AllowAll {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_AllowAll();
public: __property void set_AllowAll(bool);
[JScript]
public function get AllowAll() : Boolean;
public function set AllowAll(Boolean);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Clause.FactRetrieverId Property
Gets or sets the Guid that identifies the fact retriever in which the property that you are comparing to is contained.

VB

Remarks

Any constraint fact in the system is uniquely identified by the FactRetrieverId and the PropertyId combined. The
combination of these two provides a unique key to a constraint fact in the system.

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Clause Class | Clause Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property FactRetrieverId As Guid
[C#]
public Guid FactRetrieverId {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Guid get_FactRetrieverId();
public: __property void set_FactRetrieverId(Guid);
[JScript]
public function get FactRetrieverId() : Guid;
public function set FactRetrieverId(Guid);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Clause.Id Property
Gets the Guid that uniquely identifies this clause.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Clause Class | Clause Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Id As Guid
[C#]
public Guid Id {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Guid get_Id();
[JScript]
public function get Id() : Guid;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Clause.Operator Property
Gets or sets the integer that contains one of the enumerated values for the clause operators.

VB

Remarks

One of the following operator values must be placed in the Operator property.

Operator Integer Value
Equal to 0
Not Equal to 1
Greater than 2
Less than 3
Intersection 4
Exclusion 5

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Clause Class | Clause Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Operator As Integer
[C#]
public int Operator {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_Operator();
public: __property void set_Operator(int);
[JScript]
public function get Operator() : int;
public function set Operator(int);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Clause.PropertyId Property
Gets or sets the Guid that identifies the property in the fact retriever that is identified by the FactRetrieverId being
compared against.

VB

Remarks

Any constraint fact in the system is uniquely identified by the FactRetrieverId and the PropertyId combined. The
combination of these two provides a unique key to a constraint fact in the system.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Clause Class | Clause Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property PropertyId As Guid
[C#]
public Guid PropertyId {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Guid get_PropertyId();
public: __property void set_PropertyId(Guid);
[JScript]
public function get PropertyId() : Guid;
public function set PropertyId(Guid);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Clause.Values Property
Gets or sets the array of ClauseValue class instances. Each ClauseValue instance represents a specific value that will be
compared against using the operator specified by Operator.

VB

Remarks

Each Value object in the ArrayList must be of the same type as the property identified by the FactRetrieverId and
PropertyId combination specified in the clause.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Clause Class | Clause Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Values As ArrayList
[C#]
public ArrayList Values {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property ArrayList* get_Values();
public: __property void set_Values(ArrayList*);
[JScript]
public function get Values() : ArrayList;
public function set Values(ArrayList);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Clause.XPath Property
This value is reserved for future use and must be null.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Clause Class | Clause Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property XPath As String
[C#]
public string XPath {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_XPath();
public: __property void set_XPath(String*);
[JScript]
public function get XPath() : String;
public function set XPath(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ClauseValue Class
Contains the value of the clause; it can be a static value or a relational value.

For a list of all members of this type, see ClauseValue Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign.ClauseValue

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

A constraint clause is made up of three parts: the property which is compared against, the operator used in the comparison, and
the value(s) that are compared against. The ClauseValue class represents the third part, that is, one of the value(s) that is
compared against.

When comparing a constraint fact against an operator to a value, the value is either static (such as a specific string, float, image,
and so on) or a relational value (from a source user or enacted user property). An example of a static value is in a clause that
specifies that the target user level must equal 61; an example of a relational value is in a clause that specifies that the target user
level must be greater than the enacted user level. Related values are identified by the contents of the FactRetrieverId and
PropertyId properties.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Activity Model Designer API (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.ActivityModelDesignerAPI.dll)

See Also

ClauseValue Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

<Serializable>
<ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)>
<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("64B862C3-5254-455c-A220-55A270EF2192")>
Public Class ClauseValue
[C#]
[Serializable]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("64B862C3-5254-455c-A220-55A270EF2192")]
public class ClauseValue
[C++]
[Serializable]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType::None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("64B862C3-5254-455c-A220-55A270EF2192")]
public __gc class ClauseValue
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
   ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("64B862C3-5254-455c-A220-55A270EF2192")
class ClauseValue

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx


 

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ClauseValue Members
ClauseValue overview

Public Constructors

ClauseValue Constructor Initializes a new instance of the ClauseValue class.

Public Properties

RelatedFactRetrieverId Gets or sets the identifier of the fact retriever or the property that will be compared for a relational claus
e.

RelatedPropertyId Gets or sets the Guid that identifies the related property.
RelatedToEnacted Gets or sets a value indicating whether the value is a property of the enacted user.
RelatedToSource Gets or sets a value indicating whether the value is a property of the source user.
Value Gets or sets the contents of the value to be compared if the clause is static.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ClauseValue Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ClauseValue Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the ClauseValue class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ClauseValue Class | ClauseValue Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public ClauseValue();
[C++]
public: ClauseValue();
[JScript]
public function ClauseValue();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ClauseValue Properties
The properties of the ClauseValue class are listed here. For a complete list of ClauseValue class members, see the
ClauseValue Members topic.

Public Properties

RelatedFactRetrieverId Gets or sets the identifier of the fact retriever or the property that will be compared for a relational claus
e.

RelatedPropertyId Gets or sets the Guid that identifies the related property.
RelatedToEnacted Gets or sets a value indicating whether the value is a property of the enacted user.
RelatedToSource Gets or sets a value indicating whether the value is a property of the source user.
Value Gets or sets the contents of the value to be compared if the clause is static.

See Also

ClauseValue Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ClauseValue.RelatedFactRetrieverId Property
Gets or sets the identifier of the fact retriever or the property that will be compared for a relational clause.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ClauseValue Class | ClauseValue Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property RelatedFactRetrieverId As Guid
[C#]
public Guid RelatedFactRetrieverId {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Guid get_RelatedFactRetrieverId();
public: __property void set_RelatedFactRetrieverId(Guid);
[JScript]
public function get RelatedFactRetrieverId() : Guid;
public function set RelatedFactRetrieverId(Guid);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ClauseValue.RelatedPropertyId Property
Gets or sets the Guid that identifies the related property.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ClauseValue Class | ClauseValue Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property RelatedPropertyId As Guid
[C#]
public Guid RelatedPropertyId {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Guid get_RelatedPropertyId();
public: __property void set_RelatedPropertyId(Guid);
[JScript]
public function get RelatedPropertyId() : Guid;
public function set RelatedPropertyId(Guid);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ClauseValue.RelatedToEnacted Property
Gets or sets a value indicating whether the value is a property of the enacted user.

VB

Property Value

true to indicate that the value is a property of the enacted user; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ClauseValue Class | ClauseValue Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property RelatedToEnacted As Boolean
[C#]
public bool RelatedToEnacted {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_RelatedToEnacted();
public: __property void set_RelatedToEnacted(bool);
[JScript]
public function get RelatedToEnacted() : Boolean;
public function set RelatedToEnacted(Boolean);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ClauseValue.RelatedToSource Property
Gets or sets a value indicating whether the value is a property of the source user.

VB

Property Value

true to indicate that value is a property of the source user; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ClauseValue Class | ClauseValue Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property RelatedToSource As Boolean
[C#]
public bool RelatedToSource {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_RelatedToSource();
public: __property void set_RelatedToSource(bool);
[JScript]
public function get RelatedToSource() : Boolean;
public function set RelatedToSource(Boolean);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ClauseValue.Value Property
Gets or sets the contents of the value to be compared if the clause is static.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ClauseValue Class | ClauseValue Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Value As Object
[C#]
public object Value {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Object* get_Value();
public: __property void set_Value(Object*);
[JScript]
public function get Value() : Object;
public function set Value(Object);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Constraint Class
Represents a single constraint in the system.

For a list of all members of this type, see Constraint Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign.Constraint

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

The constraint class represents a single constraint in the activity model, and can be used as either a role constraint or a step
constraint. Constraints are the security feature of activity models used to restrict or allow the set of users allowed to perform or
be part of a certain action.

The Constraint class primarily serves as a collection of Clause classes, each of which describing a specific condition a user must
meet in order to pass a check against the constraint.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Activity Model Designer API (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.ActivityModelDesignerAPI.dll)

See Also

Constraint Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.

<Serializable>
<ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)>
<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("B221982D-E898-4f9b-A197-EE356B64BE27")>
Public Class Constraint
   Implements IConstraint
[C#]
[Serializable]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("B221982D-E898-4f9b-A197-EE356B64BE27")]
public class Constraint : IConstraint
[C++]
[Serializable]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType::None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("B221982D-E898-4f9b-A197-EE356B64BE27")]
public __gc class Constraint : public IConstraint
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
   ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("B221982D-E898-4f9b-A197-EE356B64BE27")
class Constraint implements IConstraint

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Constraint Members
Constraint overview

Public Constructors

Constraint Constructor Initializes a new instance of the Constraint class.

Public Properties

Id Gets or sets the Guid that is a unique identifier of a constraint in the system.
IsPositive true to indicate that the constraint is positive; otherwise false.

Public Methods

AddClause Adds a clause to the current constraint.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetClauses Gets an array of Clause objects currently in this constraint.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Constraint Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Constraint Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Constraint class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Constraint Class | Constraint Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public Constraint();
[C++]
public: Constraint();
[JScript]
public function Constraint();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Constraint Properties
The properties of the Constraint class are listed here. For a complete list of Constraint class members, see the
Constraint Members topic.

Public Properties

Id Gets or sets the Guid that is a unique identifier of a constraint in the system.
IsPositive true to indicate that the constraint is positive; otherwise false.

See Also

Constraint Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Constraint.Id Property
Gets or sets the Guid that is a unique identifier of a constraint in the system.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Constraint Class | Constraint Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Id As Guid
[C#]
public Guid Id {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Guid get_Id();
public: __property void set_Id(Guid);
[JScript]
public function get Id() : Guid;
public function set Id(Guid);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Constraint.IsPositive Property
true to indicate that the constraint is positive; otherwise false.

VB

Remarks

If true, the constraint is positive; this allows all users that satisfy the clauses of this constraint to perform the action that is being
constrained. If false, the constraint is negative; this restricts all users that satisfy the clauses of this constraint from performing the
action that it is constraining.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Constraint Class | Constraint Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property IsPositive As Boolean
[C#]
public bool IsPositive {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_IsPositive();
public: __property void set_IsPositive(bool);
[JScript]
public function get IsPositive() : Boolean;
public function set IsPositive(Boolean);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Constraint Methods
The methods of the Constraint class are listed here. For a complete list of Constraint class members, see the
Constraint Members topic.

Public Methods

AddClause Adds a clause to the constraint.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetClauses Gets an array of Clause objects currently in this constraint.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Constraint Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Constraint.AddClause Method
Adds a clause to the constraint.

VB

Parameters

clause

The previously constructed Clause object that you want to add to the constraint.

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
ArgumentException A clause with the same ID already exists in the Constraint.

Remarks

This method is used to add a new Clause to the collection of clauses that make up this constraint. No validation is done on the
clause during the add process; instead, the entire constraint (including all clauses) is validated when it is added to the
ActivityModel or Step class.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Constraint Class | Constraint Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub AddClause( _
   ByVal clause As Clause _
) Implements IConstraint.AddClause
[C#]
public virtual void AddClause(
   Clause clause
);
[C++]
public: virtual void AddClause(
   Clause* clause
);
[JScript]
public function AddClause(
   clause : Clause
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Constraint.GetClauses Method
Gets an array of Clause objects currently in this constraint.

VB

Return Value

clauses
The array of Clause objects currently in the constraint.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Constraint Class | Constraint Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub GetClauses( _
   <Out()> ByRef clauses() As Clause _
) Implements IConstraint.GetClauses
[C#]
public virtual void GetClauses(
   out Clause[] clauses
);
[C++]
public: virtual void GetClauses(
   [
   Out
] Clause** clauses[]
);
[JScript]
public function GetClauses(
   clauses : Clause[]
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ConstraintFact Class
Represents constraint facts that are used in clauses in order to compare values. This class is retrieved from the DesignManager by
calling DesignManager.GetConstraintFacts.

For a list of all members of this type, see ConstraintFact Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign.ConstraintFact

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

The ConstraintFact class represents a single constraint fact exposed by an installed fact retriever in the connected HWS system.
The properties of the constraint are exposed by the ConstraintFact class properties, and include enough information for a user to
distinguish a desired property. ConstraintFacts are used in constraints when creating clauses for a constraint (For more
information, see the Clause class and the Constraint.AddClause method). A clause consists of a constraint fact, an operator, and a
value.

The most important properties are the Id and FactRetrieverId properties. Together, these properties uniquely identify a specific
constraint fact. The FactRetrieverId alone is not unique, as a fact retriever may expose multiple properties, and they will all share
the same FactRetrieverId. The Id property alone is also not unique, as different fact retriever may have used the same Id to
identify a property.

The Type property is useful in determining what type of data this constraint fact exposes. It is important because if the constraint
fact is used in a clause, the values supplied to that clause must be of the same type. See the Type property for the details on the
different types.

The remainder of the properties serve to provide more information about the constraint fact, but are not used as data in other
activity model designer API methods.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign

<Serializable>
<ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)>
<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("4D311F63-BAE8-47f3-8F95-EA164C8C1196")>
Public Class ConstraintFact
[C#]
[Serializable]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("4D311F63-BAE8-47f3-8F95-EA164C8C1196")]
public class ConstraintFact
[C++]
[Serializable]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType::None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("4D311F63-BAE8-47f3-8F95-EA164C8C1196")]
public __gc class ConstraintFact
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
   ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("4D311F63-BAE8-47f3-8F95-EA164C8C1196")
class ConstraintFact

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx


 

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Activity Model Designer API (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.ActivityModelDesignerAPI.dll)

See Also

ConstraintFact Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ConstraintFact Members
ConstraintFact overview

Public Constructors

ConstraintFact Constructor Initializes a new instance of the ConstraintFact class.

Public Properties

Description Gets or sets the description of the constraint fact.
FactRetrieverDescription Gets or sets the description of the fact retriever that supplies this constraint fact.
FactRetrieverId Gets or sets the identifier for the fact retriever that supplies this constraint fact.
FactRetrieverName Gets or sets the display name for the fact retriever that supplies this constraint fact.
FactRetrieverVersion Gets or sets the version of the assembly that provides the fact retriever.
Id Gets or sets the Guid that identifies this constraint fact; it is used as the property id for a clause.
IsEnumerable Gets or sets a value indicating whether the fact retriever enumerates the possible values for this const

raint.
Name Gets or sets the display name for the constraint fact.
Type Gets or sets the integer that indicates the data type of the constraint fact.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ConstraintFact Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ConstraintFact Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the ConstraintFact class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ConstraintFact Class | ConstraintFact Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public ConstraintFact();
[C++]
public: ConstraintFact();
[JScript]
public function ConstraintFact();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ConstraintFact Properties
The properties of the ConstraintFact class are listed here. For a complete list of ConstraintFact class members, see the
ConstraintFact Members topic.

Public Properties

Description Gets or sets the description of the constraint fact.
FactRetrieverDescription Gets or sets the description of the fact retriever that supplies this constraint fact.
FactRetrieverId Gets or sets the identifier for the fact retriever that supplies this constraint fact.
FactRetrieverName Gets or sets the display name for the fact retriever that supplies this constraint fact.
FactRetrieverVersion Gets or sets the version of the assembly that provides the fact retriever.
Id Gets or sets the Guid that identifies this constraint fact; it is used as the property id for a clause.
IsEnumerable Gets or sets a value indicating whether the fact retriever enumerates the possible values for this const

raint.
Name Gets or sets the display name for the constraint fact.
Type Gets or sets the integer that indicates the data type of the constraint fact.

See Also

ConstraintFact Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ConstraintFact.Description Property
Gets or sets the description of the constraint fact.

VB

Remarks

This property contains the user-readable description of this constraint fact, which is set by the fact retriever that exposes this
constraint fact.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ConstraintFact Class | ConstraintFact Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Description As String
[C#]
public string Description {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Description();
public: __property void set_Description(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Description() : String;
public function set Description(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ConstraintFact.FactRetrieverDescription Property
Gets or sets the description of the fact retriever that supplies this constraint fact.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ConstraintFact Class | ConstraintFact Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property FactRetrieverDescription As String
[C#]
public string FactRetrieverDescription {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_FactRetrieverDescription();
public: __property void set_FactRetrieverDescription(String*);
[JScript]
public function get FactRetrieverDescription() : String;
public function set FactRetrieverDescription(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ConstraintFact.FactRetrieverId Property
Gets or sets the identifier for the fact retriever that supplies this constraint fact.

VB

Remarks

This property (in conjunction with the Id property) is used to uniquely identify a constraint fact in the Human Workflow Services
(HWS) system. Both values are required, as different fact retrievers may expose constraint facts which share the same Id property,
and so that property alone is not enough to identify a constraint fact.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ConstraintFact Class | ConstraintFact Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property FactRetrieverId As Guid
[C#]
public Guid FactRetrieverId {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Guid get_FactRetrieverId();
public: __property void set_FactRetrieverId(Guid);
[JScript]
public function get FactRetrieverId() : Guid;
public function set FactRetrieverId(Guid);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ConstraintFact.FactRetrieverName Property
Gets or sets the display name for the fact retriever that supplies this constraint fact.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ConstraintFact Class | ConstraintFact Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property FactRetrieverName As String
[C#]
public string FactRetrieverName {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_FactRetrieverName();
public: __property void set_FactRetrieverName(String*);
[JScript]
public function get FactRetrieverName() : String;
public function set FactRetrieverName(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ConstraintFact.FactRetrieverVersion Property
Gets or sets the version of the assembly that provides the fact retriever.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ConstraintFact Class | ConstraintFact Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property FactRetrieverVersion As String
[C#]
public string FactRetrieverVersion {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_FactRetrieverVersion();
public: __property void set_FactRetrieverVersion(String*);
[JScript]
public function get FactRetrieverVersion() : String;
public function set FactRetrieverVersion(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ConstraintFact.Id Property
Gets or sets the Guid that identifies this constraint fact; it is used as the property ID for a clause.

VB

Remarks

This property (along with the FactRetrieverId property) is used to uniquely identify a constraint fact in the Human Workflow
Services (HWS) system. Both values are required, as different fact retrievers may expose constraint facts which share the same Id
property, and so that property alone is not enough to identify a constraint fact.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ConstraintFact Class | ConstraintFact Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Id As Guid
[C#]
public Guid Id {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Guid get_Id();
public: __property void set_Id(Guid);
[JScript]
public function get Id() : Guid;
public function set Id(Guid);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ConstraintFact.IsEnumerable Property
Gets or sets a value indicating whether the fact retriever enumerates the possible values for this constraint.

VB

Property Value

true to indicate that the fact retriever enumerates the possible values for this constraint; otherwise, false.

Remarks

If true, then a call to EnumerateConstraintFactValues returns all the possible value for this constraint.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ConstraintFact Class | ConstraintFact Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property IsEnumerable As Boolean
[C#]
public bool IsEnumerable {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_IsEnumerable();
public: __property void set_IsEnumerable(bool);
[JScript]
public function get IsEnumerable() : Boolean;
public function set IsEnumerable(Boolean);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ConstraintFact.Name Property
Gets or sets the display name for the constraint fact.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ConstraintFact Class | ConstraintFact Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Name As String
[C#]
public string Name {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Name();
public: __property void set_Name(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;
public function set Name(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ConstraintFact.Type Property
Gets or sets the integer that indicates the data type of the constraint fact.

VB

Remarks

There are 8 types that can be enumerated by the this property. Their values are found in the following table.

Hws constraint fact type Integer value .Net type
UserId 0 System.String
String 1 System.String
Boolean 2 System.Boolean
Integer 3 System.Int32
Real 4 System.Int32 or System.Double
Date 5 System.DateTime
Time 6 System.DateTime
DateTime 7 System.DateTime

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ConstraintFact Class | ConstraintFact Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Type As Integer
[C#]
public int Type {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_Type();
public: __property void set_Type(int);
[JScript]
public function get Type() : int;
public function set Type(int);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DesignManager Class
Manages activity models in the BizTalk Server environment and communicates with the Human Workflow Services (HWS) to
discover, deploy and retrieve information about activity models.

For a list of all members of this type, see DesignManager Members.

System.Object
      Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign.DesignManager

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

The DesignManager class represents a single installation of HWS that the activity models are being developed against. The class
does not have anything specifically to do with any particular activity model, but instead serves as the environment in which
activity models are developed.

The DesignManager exposes all the information about the HWS installation that a designer needs to construct an activity model,
including details about the properties of each registered action in the system, the available constraint facts in the system, and the
existing activity models in the system. The design manager also provides the activity model invariant methods that interact with
the HWS system, such as enumerating constraint fact values, and loading and saving activity models.

In order to enforce the model that requires that activity models are designed in the environment of a design manager, the
DesignManager serves as a factory object for activity models, and is in fact the only way to create an instance of the
ActivityModel class, either through a load method or by calling the CreateActivityModel method.

It is important to note that the DesignManager object improves performance by caching most information from the HWS
system it is connected to, including all constraint facts, action, and activity model information. If changes are made to the HWS
system after the Connect method is called, they will not be represented by the DesignManager object until either the
RefreshCatalog or Connect methods are called. Note that stale cache information could allow a designer to construct an activity

<Serializable>
<ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)>
<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("07F58BDB-1285-48e1-A871-515F5C135CEE")>
Public Class DesignManager
   Inherits ErrorHandling
   Implements IDesignManager
[C#]
[Serializable]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("07F58BDB-1285-48e1-A871-515F5C135CEE")]
public class DesignManager : ErrorHandling, IDesignManager
[C++]
[Serializable]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType::None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("07F58BDB-1285-48e1-A871-515F5C135CEE")]
public __gc class DesignManager : public ErrorHandling,
   IDesignManager
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
   ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("07F58BDB-1285-48e1-A871-515F5C135CEE")
class DesignManager extends ErrorHandling implements
   IDesignManager

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx


 

model that appears valid to the DesignManager, but causes an exception when saved to the system because it does not conform
with changes made to the HWS system after Connect is called.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Activity Model Designer API (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.ActivityModelDesignerAPI.dll)

See Also

DesignManager Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DesignManager Members
DesignManager overview

Public Constructors

DesignManager Constructor Initializes a new instance of the DesignManager class.

Public Methods

AreDependentlyComposible Determines whether specified actions can be composed as a dependent parent/child pair.
Connect Connects to the specified system database.
CreateActivityModel Creates a new empty activity model.
Disconnect Disconnects from the Human Workflow Services (HWS) system that you connected to using

the Connect method.
EnumerateConstraintFactValues Retrieves possible values for a constraint.
Equals (inherited from System.Ob

ject)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetActionCatalog Gets a list of all ActionInfo classes that can be used to construct steps.
GetActivityModelCatalog Gets a list of all ActivityModelInfo classes that exist in the database.
GetConstraintFacts Gets a list of constraint facts that you can use to construct Clause objects.
GetHashCode (inherited from Syst

em.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetRoles Gets an array of Role structures. This is used to enumerate a list of available roles in the syst
em that can be constrained in an activity model.

GetType (inherited from System.
Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

LoadActivityModelFromFile Retrieves an activity model that is stored in the specified file.
LoadActivityModelFromSystem In conjunction with GetActivityModelCatalog, retrieves the specified activity model from the

database.
RefreshCatalog Refreshes the DesignManager in-memory cache.
RemoveActivityModelFromSystem Disables the specified activity model in the database.
SaveActivityModelToFile Saves the specified ActivityModel object to the specified file.
SaveActivityModelToSystem Saves the specified ActivityModell object to the HWS database.
ToString (inherited from System.

Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

DesignManager Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DesignManager Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the DesignManager class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DesignManager Class | DesignManager Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public DesignManager();
[C++]
public: DesignManager();
[JScript]
public function DesignManager();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DesignManager Methods
The methods of the DesignManager class are listed here. For a complete list of DesignManager class members, see the
DesignManager Members topic.

Public Methods

AreDependentlyComposible Determines whether specified actions can be composed as a dependent parent/child pair.
Connect Connects to the specified system database.
CreateActivityModel Creates a new empty activity model.
Disconnect Disconnects from the Human Workflow Services (HWS) system that you connected to using

the Connect method.
EnumerateConstraintFactValues Retrieves possible values for a constraint.
Equals (inherited from System.Ob

ject)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetActionCatalog Gets a list of all ActionInfo classes that can be used to construct steps.
GetActivityModelCatalog Gets a list of all ActivityModelInfo classes that exist in the database.
GetConstraintFacts Gets a list of constraint facts that you can use to construct Clause objects.
GetHashCode (inherited from Syst

em.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetRoles Gets an array of Role structures. This is used to enumerate a list of available roles in the syst
em that can be constrained in an activity model.

GetType (inherited from System.
Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

LoadActivityModelFromFile Retrieves an activity model that is stored in the specified file.
LoadActivityModelFromSystem In conjunction with GetActivityModelCatalog, retrieves the specified activity model from the

database.
RefreshCatalog Refreshes the DesignManager in-memory cache.
RemoveActivityModelFromSystem Disables the specified activity model in the database.
SaveActivityModelToFile Saves the specified ActivityModel object to the specified file.
SaveActivityModelToSystem Saves the specified ActivityModell object to the HWS database.
ToString (inherited from System.

Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

DesignManager Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DesignManager.AreDependentlyComposible Method
Determines whether specified actions can be composed as a dependent parent/child pair.

VB

Parameters

parentActionId
The action ID for the proposed parent action. This value can be retrieved from the ActionInfo.Id property or by calling the
Step.GetAction method.

childActionId
The action ID for the proposed child action. This value can be retrieved from the ActionInfo.Id property class, or by calling the
Step.GetAction method.

areComposible
true to indicate that the given actions can be composed as a parent/child pair; otherwise, false.

Return Value

This method returns a Boolean that indicates whether the given actions can be composed as a parent/child pair.

Exceptions

Exception Ty
pe

Condition

ArgumentExce
ption

Either the parentActionId or childActionId values do not identify a registered action in the connected Human 
Workflow Services (HWS) system.

Remarks

Steps in an activity model can be dependently linked; this causes the child step to automatically start once the parent emits a
specific sync message. Steps can only be dependently linked, however, if the parent step emits a sync message that the child step
also receives. If a call is made to create a new dependent transition with steps that do not have a common sync message, an
exception occurs.

The AreDependentlyComposible method can be used to determine whether actions can be dependently composed prior to the
call to ActivityModel.AddTransition.

Example

Public Overridable Sub AreDependentlyComposible( _
   ByVal parentActionId As Guid, _
   ByVal childActionId As Guid, _
   <Out()> ByRef areComposible As Boolean _
) Implements IDesignManager.AreDependentlyComposible
[C#]
public virtual void AreDependentlyComposible(
   Guid parentActionId,
   Guid childActionId,
   out bool areComposible
);
[C++]
public: virtual void AreDependentlyComposible(
   Guid parentActionId,
   Guid childActionId,
   [Out] bool* areComposible
);
[JScript]
public function AreDependentlyComposible(
   parentActionId : Guid,
   childActionId : Guid,
   areComposible : Boolean
);



 

The following example illustrates the AreDependentlyComposible method call.

C#

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DesignManager Class | DesignManager Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<snippet id="ed5fd542-7322-4cd3-a29f-3c250252ab20" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
DesignManager designManager;
ActivityModel activityModel;
ActionInfo action1, action2, action3;
// Add 3 steps to the activity model.  Action 3 receives the same sync message that
// action 1 sends, but action 2 does not
Step temporaryStep = null;
Step stepOne = null;
activityModel.AddStep(action1.Id, out stepOne);
activityModel.AddStep(action2.Id, out temporaryStep);
activityModel.AddStep(action3.Id, out temporaryStep);

   Step[] dependableSteps = DetermineDependableSteps(stepOne , activityModel, designManager);
   Debug.Assert(dependableSteps.Count == 1);

   Step[] DetermineDependableSteps(Step step, ActivityModel activityModel, DesignManager desi
gnManager)
   {
      ArrayList dependableSteps = new ArrayList();
      StepDictionary steps;
      activityModel.GetSteps(out steps);
      Guid actionId = Guid.Empty;
      Guid currentActionId = Guid.Empty;
      step.GetAction(out actionId);
      foreach( Step step in steps.Values )
      {
         step.GetAction(out currentActionId);
         bool bDependable = false;
         designManager.AreDependentlyComposible(actionId, currentActionId, out bDependable);
         if( bDependeble )
            dependableSteps.Add(step);
      }
      Return dependableSteps.ToArray();
      }
<snippet id="ed5fd542-7322-4cd3-a29f-3c250252ab20" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DesignManager.Connect Method
Connects to the specified Human Workflow Services (HWS) system database.

VB

Parameters

adminMachineName
The computer name of the HWS Admin database to which the connection is to be established.

adminDatabaseName
The database name of the HWS Admin database to which the connection is to be established.

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
HwsConstraintAdminException An error has occurred retrieving information from the HWS constraint system.
ActionManagerException An error has occurred retrieving information from the Human Workflow Services (HWS) action

system.
BizPracticeCatalogManagerExcept
ion

An error has occurred retrieving information from the HWS activity model system.

Remarks

The DesignManager object represents a single install of the HWS system against which activity models are developed. The
Connect method is used to identify the HWS system which will provide the information for the DesignManager.

When the Connect method is called, the DesignManager queries the HWS system for various pieces of information to populate
internal data. This operation may take a few seconds, depending on the information in the system.

In order to improve performance, the DesignManager object maintains an in-memory cache of the data queried from the HWS
system. As a result, if any data change in the HWS installation, the changes will not automatically be reflected in the
DesignManager. To cause the DesignManager to refresh this cache, call the RefreshCatalog method.

Important  If you call the Connect method, you must call the DesignManager.Disconnect method before allowing
DesignManager garbage collection; otherwise, a resource leak will occur.

Example

The following example illustrates the Connect method call.

C#

Public Overridable Sub Connect( _
   ByVal adminMachineName As String, _
   ByVal adminDatabaseName As String _
) Implements IDesignManager.Connect
[C#]
public virtual void Connect(
   string adminMachineName,
   string adminDatabaseName
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Connect(
   String* adminMachineName,
   String* adminDatabaseName
);
[JScript]
public function Connect(
   adminMachineName : String,
   adminDatabaseName : String
);

<snippet id="191c4599-c4ff-482e-a80a-07c28c7f408d" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DesignManager Class | DesignManager Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

// Create a design manager
DesignManager designManager = new DesignManager();

// Query for the list of registered actions
ActionInfo[] actions;
designManager.GetActionCatalog(out actions);

// Make sure there are no available actions (there should not be, 
// since we are not connected
      Debug.Assert(actions == null );

// Connect to the local HWS sytem (assume it has at least 1 action registered)
designManager.Connect(System.Environment.MachineName, @"BizTalkHwsDb");
designManager.GetActionCatalog(out actions);

Debug.Assert(action.Count > 0);
<snippet id="191c4599-c4ff-482e-a80a-07c28c7f408d" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DesignManager.CreateActivityModel Method
Creates a new activity model.

VB

Parameters

newActivityModel
The newly created ActivityModel object.

Return Value

This method returns a newly created ActivityModel object.

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
ActivityModelDesignerExceptio
n

The DesignManager object is not connected to an Human Workflow Services (HWS) installatio
n.

Remarks

Calling this method creates a blank activity model.

This method, the LoadActivityModelFromFile, and the LoadActivityModelFromSystem methods are the only ways to obtain a
reference to the ActivityModel class. This restriction allows the API to tie an ActivityModel class to the DesignManager class,
and therefore the design environment, which it originated from, for validation purposes.

Example

The following example illustrates the CreateActivityModel method call.

C#

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Public Overridable Sub CreateActivityModel( _
   <Out()> ByRef newActivityModel As ActivityModel _
) Implements IDesignManager.CreateActivityModel
[C#]
public virtual void CreateActivityModel(
   out ActivityModel newActivityModel
);
[C++]
public: virtual void CreateActivityModel(
   [Out] ActivityModel** newActivityModel
);
[JScript]
public function CreateActivityModel(
   newActivityModel : ActivityModel
);

<snippet id="1f3c5f97-df46-4668-943d-ab57e3981cfe" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
DesignManager designManager = new DeisgnManager();
designManager.Connect(System.Environment.MachineName, @"BizTalkHwsDb");

ActivtyModel activityModel;
designManager.CreateActivityModel(out activityModel);
<snippet id="1f3c5f97-df46-4668-943d-ab57e3981cfe" type="end"/> 



 

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DesignManager Class | DesignManager Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DesignManager.Disconnect Method
Disconnects from the database that you connected to using the Connect method.

VB

Remarks

The Disconnect method disconnects the DesignManager from the Human Workflow Services (HWS) system it was connected to,
releasing all references, including SQL connections to the HWS system.

The cache of HWS system information is maintained in the DesignManager even after Disconnect is called, so it is still possible
to design an activity model at that point.

If the Connect method has been called, this method must be called before the DesignManager is left for garbage collection,
otherwise a resource leak will occur.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DesignManager Class | DesignManager Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub Disconnect() Implements _
   IDesignManager.Disconnect
[C#]
public virtual void Disconnect();
[C++]
public: virtual void Disconnect();
[JScript]
public function Disconnect();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DesignManager.EnumerateConstraintFactValues Method
Retrieves enumerated values for a constraint.

VB

Parameters

factRetrieverId
The Guid identifier used in conjunction with propertyId to specify a constraint fact.

propertyId
The Guid identifier used in conjunction with factRetrieverId to specify a constraint fact.

propertyValues
The array of objects that contain the enumerated values of the constraint fact specified by the combination of factRetrieverId
and propertyId.

Exceptions

Exception T
ype

Condition

ActivityMode
lDesignerExc
eption

The DesignManager object is not connect to an Human Workflow Services (HWS) installation.

HwsConstrai
ntAdminExce
ption

The combination of the factRetrieverId and propertyId does not identify a valid property.

HwsConstrai
ntAdminExce
ption

The property is not enumerable.

FileNotFoun
dException

The Global Assembly Cache of the local computer (the computer that has loaded the Microsoft.Biztalk.Hws.Activity
ModelDesignerApi assembly) does not contain all of the assemblies (including their dependencies) of all the fact ret
rievers registered in the connected HWS system.

Remarks

If a fact identified by the ConstraintFact structure has a value of true for the ConstraintFact.IsEnumerable field, then the fact
retriever which exposes that fact has the ability to return all the possible values for that fact.

Public Overridable Sub EnumerateConstraintFactValues( _
   ByVal factRetrieverId As Guid, _
   ByVal propertyId As Guid, _
   <Out()> ByRef propertyValues() As Object _
) Implements IDesignManager.EnumerateConstraintFactValues
[C#]
public virtual void EnumerateConstraintFactValues(
   Guid factRetrieverId,
   Guid propertyId,
   out object[] propertyValues
);
[C++]
public: virtual void EnumerateConstraintFactValues(
   Guid factRetrieverId,
   Guid propertyId,
   [Out] Object* propertyValues __gc[]
);
[JScript]
public function EnumerateConstraintFactValues(
   factRetrieverId : Guid,
   propertyId : Guid,
   propertyValues : Object[]
);



 

This method will connect to the connected HWS installation to determine the installed fact retrievers, and attempt to load the
corresponding assemblies locally. This means that if this method is to succeed, all fact retrievers installed in the connected HWS
system must be in the Global Assembly Cache of the local computer.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DesignManager Class | DesignManager Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DesignManager.GetActionCatalog Method
Gets a list of available actions that can be used to construct steps.

VB

Parameters

activities
The array of ActionInfo objects.

Remarks

Once the DesignManager is connected to an Human Workflow Services (HWS) system, it retrieves the details for each registered
action in that system. These details are exposed to the client using the ActionInfo object, and the GetActionCatalog method
retrieves an array of all ActionInfo objects maintained in the DesignManager memory cache.

Each ActionInfo object represents a single registered action in the HWS system, and provides details about the action and each
message the action can send. The messages are grouped into three different categories for navigation. Sync messages sent by the
action are found in the ActionInfo.SendSyncMessages array, sync messages received by the action are found in the
ActionInfo.ReceiveSyncMessages array, and task message are found in the ActionInfo.Tasks array.

Example

The following example illustrates the GetActionCatalog method call.

C#

Public Overridable Sub GetActionCatalog( _
   <Out()> ByRef activities() As ActionInfo _
) Implements IDesignManager.GetActionCatalog
[C#]
public virtual void GetActionCatalog(
   out ActionInfo[] activities
);
[C++]
public: virtual void GetActionCatalog(
   [Out] ActionInfo** activities[]
);
[JScript]
public function GetActionCatalog(
   activities : ActionInfo[]
);

<snippet id="23a3b100-0858-46f9-a34a-5768541fdf54" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
DesignManager designManager = new DesignManager();
designManager.Connect(Environment.MachineName, @"BizTalkHwsDb");

ActionInfo[] availableActions;
designManager.GetActionCatalog(out availableActions);

   // Iterate through all the tasks sent by the Assign action
   ActionInfo desiredAction = null;
   foreach( ActionInfo actionInfo in availableActions )
   {
      if( actionInfo.Name == @"Assign" )
   {
      desiredAction = actionInfo;
   }
}

foreach( TaskMessage task in desiredAction.Tasks )
{
   // do something...
}



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DesignManager Class | DesignManager Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<snippet id="23a3b100-0858-46f9-a34a-5768541fdf54" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DesignManager.GetActivityModelCatalog Method
Gets a list of all activity models (enabled and disabled) in the connected Human Workflow Services (HWS) system.

VB

Parameters

activityModels
The array of ActivityModel objects.

Remarks

This method retrieves an ActivityModelInfo class for each activity model that exists in the connected HWS system. The
ActivityModelInfo class contains the basic properties of an activity model, which are enough for a client to distinguish the
required activity model.

Note that since the ActivityModelInfo class contains a property to identify whether an activity model is enabled, an instance of
the class is returned for each activity model in the Human Workflow Services (HWS) system, enabled or not. Disabled models are
useful because a client may want to investigate how a process was modeled in the past, either as an example of how to model a
similar process or to see how the process has changed.

The most common usage for the ActivityModelInfo class from this method is to provide the Id for an activity model to be
passed to the LoadActivityModelFromSystem method.

Example

The following example illustrates the GetActivityModelCatalog method call.

C#

Public Overridable Sub GetActivityModelCatalog( _
   <Out()> ByRef activityModels() As ActivityModelInfo _
) Implements IDesignManager.GetActivityModelCatalog
[C#]
public virtual void GetActivityModelCatalog(
   out ActivityModelInfo[] activityModels
);
[C++]
public: virtual void GetActivityModelCatalog(
   [Out] ActivityModelInfo** activityModels[]
);
[JScript]
public function GetActivityModelCatalog(
   activityModels : ActivityModelInfo[]
);

<snippet id="d79cf448-f06f-456d-8b7e-d7ea7504c24c" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
DesignManager designManager = new DesignManager();
designManager.Connect(Environment.MachineName, @"BizTalkHwsDb");

ActivityModelInfo[] availableActivityModels;
designManager.GetActivityModelCatalog(out availableActivityModels);

// Find and load the activity model named "MyActivityModel"
ActivityModelInfo desiredActivityModel = null;
foreach( ActivityModelInfo activityModelInfo in availableActivityModels )
{
if( activityModelInfo.Name == @"MyActivityModel" )
{
desiredActivityModel = activityModelInfo;
}
}

ActivityModel myActivityModel = null;



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DesignManager Class | DesignManager Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

if( null != desiredActivityModel )
{
designManager.LoadActivtyModelFromSystem(desiredActivityModel.Id);
}
<snippet id="d79cf448-f06f-456d-8b7e-d7ea7504c24c" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DesignManager.GetConstraintFacts Method
Gets a list of constraint facts that are available to Clause classes.

VB

Parameters

facts
The array of ConstraintFact objects.

Remarks

GetConstraintFacts retrieves the details of all constraints facts exposed by all installed fact retrievers in the connected Human
Workflow Services (HWS) system. The information for each constraint fact is contained in a separate instance of the
ConstraintFact class, returned from the method.

The ConstraintFact class is useful when composing constraint clauses, as it contains the necessary information to fill out the
Clause class.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DesignManager Class | DesignManager Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub GetConstraintFacts( _
   <Out()> ByRef facts() As ConstraintFact _
) Implements IDesignManager.GetConstraintFacts
[C#]
public virtual void GetConstraintFacts(
   out ConstraintFact[] facts
);
[C++]
public: virtual void GetConstraintFacts(
   [Out] ConstraintFact** facts[]
);
[JScript]
public function GetConstraintFacts(
   facts : ConstraintFact[]
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DesignManager.GetRoles Method
Gets an array of Role structures. This is used to enumerate a list of available roles in the system that can be constrained in an
activity model.

VB

Parameters

roles
The array of available Role structures in the system.

Remarks

There are three different roles available to constrain in Human Workflow Services (HWS): initiator, observer, and owner. Each of
these roles can provide a set of users with certain abilities they might not acquire through the normal running of an activity
model.

The Role objects returned by the GetRoles method provide the client with the user readable information about a role (the role
name and description), and matches that information to the unique identifier of a role, which is required to add a constraint to
that role using ActivityModel.GetRoleConstraints.

Initiator Role

Users that are authorized to act in this role are authorized to initiate the activity model. This role allows the designer to have more
detailed control over which users can activate this specific activity model type. If the Initiator role is not constrained (that is, no
constraints are added to this role), any user who is authorized by the system level constraints to activate all the action types in the
root activation block of the activity model will be able to activate the activity model. By setting constraints on the initiator role,
those users must also satisfy all the activity model Initiator role constraints in order to be allowed to activate the activity model.

For example, there could exist two different activity models, AM1 and AM2, both of which have a root step which is associated
with the Assign action. If you create a system level constraint which authorizes user1 to activate the Assign action, user1 can then
activate any of the two activity models. If, however, you add a role constraint authorizing user1 under the initiator role of AM2,
and a role constraint restricting user1 from the initiator role of AM1, then user1 will be able to initiate AM2, but not AM1, thereby
allowing more precise security.

Observer Role

Users that have this role are authorized to view the state of any instance of this activity model in runtime, regardless of whether
they are a participant in the activity model. This is a useful role when a higher level manager may want to be able to check on the
status of various processes, but would normally not have visibility since that manager is not directly involved in the processes.

Owner Role

This is the most powerful role available in an activity model. Users that have this role have the ability to impersonate any user
participating in the activity model. Normally, when a client activates an action in an activity flow after receiving a task in that flow,
the Web service performs an internal check to make sure the client claiming to have received the task is in fact the client who the
task was sent to. Owners bypass this security check.

The most common use case for such authority is in resolving a deadlock in a process. For example, if a critical process is waiting

Public Overridable Sub GetRoles( _
   <Out()> ByRef roles() As Role _
) Implements IDesignManager.GetRoles
[C#]
public virtual void GetRoles(
   out Role[] roles
);
[C++]
public: virtual void GetRoles(
   [Out] Role** roles[]
);
[JScript]
public function GetRoles(
   roles : Role[]
);



for a response from user1, but user1 is on vacation, the Web service check would normally not allow anyone to respond for
user1, and the process would remain deadlock until his return. A user operating under the Owner role, however, can use the
tracking information available and send a response to the task sent to user1, thereby allowing the process to continue.

Obviously, if an owner can interfere with a task sent to another user, this role is a very powerful, and designers should ensure that
the owner role permissions are delegated sparingly, if at all.

The following example illustrates the GetRoles method call.

Example

The following example illustrates the GetRoles method call.

C#

<snippet id="ccbd3cc2-30f6-435f-97aa-450e22db0cac" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
// activityModel and designManager are already initialized and connected
ActivityModel activityModel;
DesignManager designManager;

// Create a role constraint which allows users to initiate the activity model if the current 
// day is Monday, Wednesday, or Friday

// Find the "Day Of Week" constraint fact
ConstraintFact[] facts;
designManager.GetConstraintFacts(out facts);

ConstraintFact dayOfWeekFact = null;
foreach( ConstraintFact fact in facts )
{
if( fact.Name == @"DayOfWeek" )
{
dayOfWeekFact = fact;
break;
}
}

// Create a new constraint
Constraint newRoleConstraint = new Constraint();
newRoleConstraint.IsPositive = true;

// Create a clause that allows users to pass this constraint only on 
// Monday, Wednesday, or Friday

Clause newClause = new Clause();
newClause.AllowAll = false;
newClause.FactRetrieverId = dayOfWeekFact.FactRetrieverId;
newClause.PropertyId = dayOfWeekFact.Id;
newClause.Operator = 5; // "Includes one of" operator

ClauseValue newValue = new ClauseValue();
newValue.Value = 1; //Monday
newClause.Values.Add(newValue);

newValue = new ClauseValue();
newValue.Value = 3; //Wednesday
newClause.Values.Add(newValue);

newValue = new ClauseValue();
newValue.Value = 5; //Friday
newClause.Values.Add(newValue);

newRoleConstraint.AddClause(newClause);

Role[] roles;
designManager.GetRoles(out roles);
Role initiatorRole = null;

foreach( Role role in roles )



 

Note  You should localize the "Day of Week" string if you want to use this sample on a non-English version of BizTalk Server.

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DesignManager Class | DesignManager Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

{
if( role.Name == @"Initiator" )
{
initiatorRole = role;
break;
}
}

activityModel.AddRoleConstraint(initiatorRole.Id, newRoleConstraint);
<snippet id="ccbd3cc2-30f6-435f-97aa-450e22db0cac" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DesignManager.LoadActivityModelFromFile Method
Retrieves an activity model that is stored in the specified file.

VB

Parameters

filename
The filename of the file that contains the activity model to be loaded.

activityModel
The ActivityModel instance that is retrieved.

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
ActivityModelDesignerExce
ption

The activity model contained in the file does not conform to the connected Human Workflow Service
s (HWS) system.

FileNotFoundException The specified file could no be found.
SerializationException The contents of the file could not be interpreted as an activity model.

Remarks

The LoadActivityModelFromFile method attempts to read the contents of the filename file and populate a new ActivityModel
class from those contents. All steps, transitions, constraints and properties are recreated in the new ActivityModel class.

An activity model file must be loaded by a design manager which is connected to a system that can support the activity model
contained in that file. If the activity model has a step which references an action that is not registered in the system that the design
manager is connected to, the LoadActivityModelFromFile method will fail and throw an exception.

Example

The following example illustrates the LoadActivityModelFromFile method call.

C#

Public Overridable Sub LoadActivityModelFromFile( _
   ByVal filename As String, _
   <Out()> ByRef activityModel As ActivityModel _
) Implements IDesignManager.LoadActivityModelFromFile
[C#]
public virtual void LoadActivityModelFromFile(
   string filename,
   out ActivityModel activityModel
);
[C++]
public: virtual void LoadActivityModelFromFile(
   String* filename,
   [Out] ActivityModel** activityModel
);
[JScript]
public function LoadActivityModelFromFile(
   filename : String,
   activityModel : ActivityModel
);

<snippet id="51d6b064-740d-4e9a-9f94-25dc25e2f9ca" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
DesignManager designManager = new DesignManager();
designManager.Connect(Environment.MachineName, @"BizTalkHwsDb");

// Create an activity model
ActivityModel activityModel = null;
designManager.CreateActivityModel(out activityModel);



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DesignManager Class | DesignManager Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

// Add a single step to the activity model
ActionInfo[] actions;
designManager.GetActionCatalog(out actions);

Step rootStep = null;
activityModel.AddStep(actions[0].Id, out rootStep);

// Save the activityModel to file
designManager.SaveActivityModelToFile(activityModel, @"activitymodel.am");

// Load a copy of the activity model from the newly created file
ActivityModel loadedActivityModel = null;
designManager.LoadActivityModelFromFile(@"activitymodel.am", out loadedActivityModel);
<snippet id="51d6b064-740d-4e9a-9f94-25dc25e2f9ca" type="end"/>

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DesignManager.LoadActivityModelFromSystem Method
Retrieves the specified activity model from the Human Workflow Services (HWS) system.

VB

Parameters

activityModelId
The Guid that identifies the activity model to be loaded.

activityModel
The loaded ActivityModel.

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
ActivityModelDesignerExcepti
on

The activityModelId passed in does not exist in the connected Human Workflow Services (HWS) sy
stem.

ActivityModelDesignerExcepti
on

The DesignManager is not connected to an HWS system.

Remarks

This method calls out to the connected HWS system and retrieves the details of the specified activity model from that system, and
loads those details into the activityModel parameter. Both enabled and disabled activity models can be loaded from an HWS
system; this allows clients to investigate current and older instances of activity models.

Example

The following example illustrates the LoadActivityModelFromSystem method call.

C#

Public Overridable Sub LoadActivityModelFromSystem( _
   ByVal activityModelId As Guid, _
   <Out()> ByRef activityModel As ActivityModel _
) Implements IDesignManager.LoadActivityModelFromSystem
[C#]
public virtual void LoadActivityModelFromSystem(
   Guid activityModelId,
   out ActivityModel activityModel
);
[C++]
public: virtual void LoadActivityModelFromSystem(
   Guid activityModelId,
   [Out] ActivityModel** activityModel
);
[JScript]
public function LoadActivityModelFromSystem(
   activityModelId : Guid,
   activityModel : ActivityModel
);

<snippet id="2141c29c-165f-4b9c-b152-7a8d7d7cca15" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
DesignManager designManager = new DesignManager();
designManager.Connect(Environment.MachineName, @"BizTalkHwsDb");

// Find the "MyActivityModel" activity model
ActivityModelInfo[] activityModels;
designManager.GetActivityModelCatalog(out activityModels);

ActivityModelInfo desiredActivityModel = null;
foreach( ActivityModelInfo activityModel in activityModels )
{



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DesignManager Class | DesignManager Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

if( activityModel.Name == @"MyActivityModel" )
{
desiredActivityModel = activityModel;
}
}

if( null == desiredActivityModel )
throw new Exception(@"Can't find the desired activity Model");

ActivityModel loadedActivityModel = null;
designManager.LoadActivityModelFromSystem(desiredActivityModel.Id, out loadedActivityModel);
<snippet id="2141c29c-165f-4b9c-b152-7a8d7d7cca15" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DesignManager.RefreshCatalog Method
Refreshes the DesignManager in-memory cache.

VB

Remarks

The DesignManager keeps most details about the Human Workflow Services (HWS) system it is connected to in an in-memory
cache in order to improve performance. The RefreshCatalog method causes the DesignManager to contact the connected
Human Workflow Services (HWS) system and refresh the information maintained in that cache.

Because this method refreshes the entire cache, it is as expensive a call as Connect, and can take a substantial amount of time to
complete. The more complex the connected HWS system (the more registered actions it has, the more activity models, and so on)
the longer the call will take to complete.

Example

The following example illustrates the RefreshCatalog method call.

C#

Public Overridable Sub RefreshCatalog() Implements _
   IDesignManager.RefreshCatalog
[C#]
public virtual void RefreshCatalog();
[C++]
public: virtual void RefreshCatalog();
[JScript]
public function RefreshCatalog();

<snippet id="4cddb0db-d278-4053-a69d-74c4a03e55ff" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
DesignManager designManager = new DesignManager();
designManager.Connect(Environment.MachineName, @"BizTalkHwsDb");

ActionInfo[] actions;
designManager.GetActionCatalog(out actions);

// Find the assign action
ActionInfo assignAction = null;
foreach( ActionInfo action in actions )
{
if( action.Name == @"Assign" )
{
assignAction = action;
}
}

if( null == assignAction )
throw new Exception(@"Assign action isn't present");

// Now remove the assign action from the HWS system
string path = "\\\\" + System.Environment.MachineName + "\\root\\MicrosoftBizTalkServer:Hws_A
ction.ID=\"" + assignAction.Id.ToString(@"B") + "\"";
ManagementObject wmiAction = new ManagementObject(path, new ObjectGetOptions());
wmiAction.Get();
object result = wmiAction.InvokeMethod(@"Unregister", null);

// Verify that the action is still in the DesignManager's cache
designManager.GetActionCatalog(out actions);
assignAction = null;
foreach( ActionInfo action in actions )
{
if( action.Name == @"Assign" )
{
assignAction = action;



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DesignManager Class | DesignManager Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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}
}
if( null == assignAction )
throw new Exception(@"Assign action isn't present");

// Now refresh the DesignManager's cache and verify the action is no longer there
designManager.RefreshCatalog();
designManager.GetActionCatalog(out actions);
assignAction = null;
foreach( ActionInfo action in actions )
{
if( action.Name == @"Assign" )
{
assignAction = action;
}
}
if( null != assignAction )
throw new Exception(@"Assign action is present");
<snippet id="4cddb0db-d278-4053-a69d-74c4a03e55ff" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DesignManager.RemoveActivityModelFromSystem Method
Marks the specified activity model as disabled in the Human Workflow Services (HWS) system.

VB

Parameters

activityModelId
The Guid that identifies the activity model to remove.

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
BizPracticeNotFoundException The activityModelId parameter does not identify an activity model installed in the connected H

WS system.
ActivityModelDesignerException The DesignManager is not currently connected to an HWS system.
BizPracticeCatalogManagerExcep
tion

An error occurred trying to disabled the activity model.

Remarks

This method is used to disable the activity model in the connected Human Workflow Services (HWS) system. Disabled activity
models are never displayed by or returned from the HWS web service, but still exist in the HWS databases, and can still be loaded
by the DesignManager class.An activity model is not completely removed from the HWS system because there may be instances
of the activity model in an activity flow. Since it is not possible for the system to determine whether or not an activity model
reference by an existing activity flow will ever be referenced by an actor working in that activity flow, the system cannot risk
completely removing the information for that activity model from the HWS system. If the activity model information was
removed, even if all the steps of the activity model had finished, a user with a task from one of those steps might call into the Web
service and make an ad-hoc composition of an action using that task. Since that behaviour is can be restricted by the design of the
activity model, the HWS system would then need to retrieve the information for that activity model in order to make sure the user
was authorized to perform that action.

Note that calling RemoveActivityModelFromSystem changes the state of the HWS system, however those changes will not be
reflected in the in-memory cache of the design manager unless RefreshCatalog or Connect is called after the change is made.

Important  When Activity Model is being deleted via WMI or ActivityModelDesigner API and there are running instances of that
Activity Model, those instances won't be able to continue (an exception is generated).

Example

The following example illustrates the RemoveActivityModelFromSystem method call.

C#

Public Overridable Sub RemoveActivityModelFromSystem( _
   ByVal activityModelId As Guid _
) Implements IDesignManager.RemoveActivityModelFromSystem
[C#]
public virtual void RemoveActivityModelFromSystem(
   Guid activityModelId
);
[C++]
public: virtual void RemoveActivityModelFromSystem(
   Guid activityModelId
);
[JScript]
public function RemoveActivityModelFromSystem(
   activityModelId : Guid
);

<snippet id="76a58db2-dd98-4265-b7d7-dd0f41da97bf" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
DesignManager designManager = new DesignManager();



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DesignManager Class | DesignManager Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace
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designManager.Connect(Environment.MachineName, @"BizTalkHwsDb");

ActivityModelInfo[] availableActivityModels;
designManager.GetActivityModelCatalog(out availableActivityModels);

// Find the activity model named "MyActivityModel"
ActivityModelInfo desiredActivityModel = null;
foreach( ActivityModelInfo activityModelInfo in availableActivityModels )
{
if( activityModelInfo.Name == @"MyActivityModel" )
{
desiredActivityModel = activityModelInfo;
}
}

// Disable that activityModel in the HWS system
designManager.RemoveActivityModelFromSystem(desiredActivityModel.Id);
<snippet id="76a58db2-dd98-4265-b7d7-dd0f41da97bf" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DesignManager.SaveActivityModelToFile Method
Saves the specified ActivityModel object to the specified file.

VB

Parameters

activityModel
The Guid that identifies the ActivityModel class that will be saved to file.

filename
The file path to the file where the ActivityModel is to be saved.

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
DirectoryNotFoundException The specified file location does not exist.
SerializationException An error occurred saving the activity model to file.

Remarks

This method saves the activity model passed in to the file specified by the filename parameter.

Unlike saving an activity model to the Human Workflow Services (HWS) system, the rules for saving an activity model to a file are
less strict. It is possible to save an incomplete activity model to a file without having the method throw an exception. For example,
an activity model with no steps, or an activity with multiple root steps can be saved to and loaded from file.

Example

The following example illustrates the SaveActivityModelToFile method call.

C#

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Public Overridable Sub SaveActivityModelToFile( _
   ByVal activityModel As ActivityModel, _
   ByVal filename As String _
) Implements IDesignManager.SaveActivityModelToFile
[C#]
public virtual void SaveActivityModelToFile(
   ActivityModel activityModel,
   string filename
);
[C++]
public: virtual void SaveActivityModelToFile(
   ActivityModel* activityModel,
   String* filename
);
[JScript]
public function SaveActivityModelToFile(
   activityModel : ActivityModel,
   filename : String
);

<snippet id="ba222e55-4a76-4670-b19b-b4b6a27fd58e" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
DesignManager designManager = new DesignManager();
designManager.Connect(Environment.MachineName, @"BizTalkHwsDb");

ActivityModel activityModel;
designManager.CreateActivityModel(out activityModel);

designManager.SaveActivityModelToFile(activityModel, "ActivityModel.am");
<snippet id="ba222e55-4a76-4670-b19b-b4b6a27fd58e" type="end"/> 



 

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DesignManager Class | DesignManager Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DesignManager.SaveActivityModelToSystem Method
Saves the specified ActivityModel to the Human Workflow Services (HWS) database.

VB

Parameters

activityModel
The activity model to be saved to the connected HWS system.

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
ActivityModelDesignerExc
eption

An error has occurred while attempting to save the activity model to the system, check the InnerExce
ption for more details.

ActivityModelDesignerExc
eption

The activity model is not in a valid state to be saved to an HWS system.

ActivityModelDesignerExc
eption

The design manager could not establish a connection to the HWS system.

Remarks

This method saves the specified activity model into the HWS system.

In order for an activity model to be stored in the HWS system, it must be able to be executed at runtime. This means that the
activity model must have one and only one root step, and all actions and constraint facts referenced by the activity model are
present (and registered, in the case of actions) in the HWS system.

As soon as an activity model is uploaded to the system, clients of the HWS Web service for that system may be able to execute the
activity model. It is important to realize that if an activity model has no constraints specified for the initiator role, then if an actor
has the authority under the existing system constraints to activate all the action types present in the activity model root activation
block, the actor will be able to activate an instance of the activity model. This is because the authority to activate an activity model
is given to the intersection of actors who have the authority under the system constraints to activate all actions in an activity
model root activation block, and actors who pass the constraints for the initiator role of the activity model. If there are no
constraints for the initiator role, all actors will pass the second check.

Once an activity model has been uploaded to the system, there is no way to alter the design or constraints for that activity model.
HWS does not support the versioning of activity models. The expected pattern for designers to follow is to design a new activity
model with the changes they would like to make, disable the old activity model, use the old activity model name for the new
activity model, and save the new activity model to the system.

Important  When creating steps in an activity model during design time, always specify default XML parameters. During design
time, if you do not specify default parameters, then the system will generate an XML document containing empty nodes, which is
not valid for all XML data types such as numeric and Boolean types.

Example

Public Overridable Sub SaveActivityModelToSystem( _
   ByVal activityModel As ActivityModel _
) Implements IDesignManager.SaveActivityModelToSystem
[C#]
public virtual void SaveActivityModelToSystem(
   ActivityModel activityModel
);
[C++]
public: virtual void SaveActivityModelToSystem(
   ActivityModel* activityModel
);
[JScript]
public function SaveActivityModelToSystem(
   activityModel : ActivityModel
);



 

The following example illustrates the SaveActivityModelToSystem method call

C#

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted
code.

See Also

DesignManager Class | DesignManager Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<snippet id="b6188ba1-c826-4ca3-9c8e-3c149c959ca6" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
DesignManager designManager = new DesignManager();
designManager.Connect(Environment.MachineName, @"BizTalkHwsDb");

ActivityModel activityModel;
designManager.CreateActivityModel(out activityModel);

ActionInfo[] availableActions;
designManager.GetActionCatalog(out availableActions);

ActionInfo desiredAction = null;
foreach( ActionInfo actionInfo in availableActions )
{
if( actionInfo.Name == @"Assign" )
{
desiredAction = actionInfo;
}
}

Step newStep;
activityModel.AddStep(desiredAction.Id, out newStep);

designManager.SaveActivityModelToSystem(activityModel);
<snippet id="b6188ba1-c826-4ca3-9c8e-3c149c959ca6" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Role Class
Represents a role in the activity model system, and contains information about the role, such as the role ID, a description, and the
role name. This class is returned by the GetRoles method.

For a list of all members of this type, see Role Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign.Role

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

In Human Workflow Services (HWS), activity models have a concept of roles, which are constrained groups of actors which have
the ability to performed a set of specific abilities on every running instance of an activity model. This means that if an actor is
allowed to be part of the Observer role, that actor will have all the powers of the Observer role for every instance of that particular
activity model type that is activated.

There are three different roles recognized in HWS: the Initiator, the Observer, and the Owner roles.

Initiator

Users that are authorized to act in this role are authorized to initiate the activity model. This role allows the designer to have more
detailed control over which users can activate this specific activity model type. If the Initiator role is not constrained (that is, no
constraints are added to this role), any user who is authorized by the system level constraints to activate all the action types in the
root activation block of the activity model will be able to activate the activity model. By setting constraints on the initiator role,
those users must also satisfy all the activity model Initiator role constraints in order to be allowed to activate the activity model.

For example, you could have two different activity models, AM1 and AM2, both of which contain a root step which is associated
with the Assign action. If you create a system level constraint which authorizes user1 to activate the Assign action, user1 can then
activate any of the two activity models. If, however, you add a role constraint authorizing user1 under the initiator role of AM2,
and a role constraint restricting user1 from the initiator role of AM1, then user1 will be able to initiate AM2, but not AM1, thereby
allowing more precise security.

Observer

<Serializable>
<ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)>
<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("F8FEF214-81D4-49b1-8B86-8018F535EBBF")>
Public Class Role
[C#]
[Serializable]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("F8FEF214-81D4-49b1-8B86-8018F535EBBF")]
public class Role
[C++]
[Serializable]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType::None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("F8FEF214-81D4-49b1-8B86-8018F535EBBF")]
public __gc class Role
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
   ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("F8FEF214-81D4-49b1-8B86-8018F535EBBF")
class Role

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx


 

Users that have this role are authorized to view the state of any instance of this activity model in runtime, regardless of whether
they are a participant in the activity model. This is a useful role when a higher level manager may want to be able to check on the
status of various processes, but would normally not have visibility since that manager is not directly involved in the processes.

Owner

This is the most powerful role available in an activity model. Users that have this role have the ability to impersonate any user
participating in the activity model. Normally, when a client activates an action in an activity flow after receiving a task in that flow,
the Web service performs an internal check to make sure the client claiming to have received the task is in fact the client who the
task was sent to. Owners bypass this security check.

The most common use case for such authority is in resolving a deadlock in a process. For example, if a critical process is waiting
for a response from user1, but user1 is on vacation, the Web service check would normally not allow anyone to respond for
user1, and the process would remain deadlocked until his return. A user operating under the Owner role, however, can use the
tracking information available and send a response to the task sent to user1, thereby allowing the process to continue.

Obviously, if an owner can interfere with a task sent to another user, this role is a very powerful one, and designers should ensure
that the owner role permissions are delegated sparingly, if at all.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Activity Model Designer API (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.ActivityModelDesignerAPI.dll)

See Also

Role Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Role Members
Role overview

Public Constructors

Role Constructor Initializes a new instance of the Role class.

Public Properties

Description Gets or sets the description of the role.
Id Gets or sets the Guid that specifies a unique role identifier.
Name Gets or sets the user-readable name of the role.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Role Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Role Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Role class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Role Class | Role Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public Role();
[C++]
public: Role();
[JScript]
public function Role();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Role Properties
The properties of the Role class are listed here. For a complete list of Role class members, see the Role Members topic.

Public Properties

Description Gets or sets the description of the role.
Id Gets or sets the Guid that specifies a unique role identifier.
Name Gets or sets the user-readable name of the role.

See Also

Role Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Role.Description Property
Gets or sets the description of the role.

VB

Remarks

This property will contain a user readable description of the role.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Role Class | Role Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Description As String
[C#]
public string Description {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Description();
public: __property void set_Description(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Description() : String;
public function set Description(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Role.Id Property
Gets or sets the Guid that specifies a unique role identifier.

VB

Remarks

This is the value that must be passed into the ActivityModel.GetRoleConstraints and ActivityModel.AddRoleConstraint methods.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Role Class | Role Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Id As Guid
[C#]
public Guid Id {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Guid get_Id();
public: __property void set_Id(Guid);
[JScript]
public function get Id() : Guid;
public function set Id(Guid);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Role.Name Property
Gets or sets the user-readable name of the role.

VB

Remarks

The three supported roles are the Initiator (who can create an instance of the activity model), the Observer (who can have visibility
into existing activity model instances), and the Owner (who has an elevated level of authority into existing runtime activity model
instances.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Role Class | Role Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Name As String
[C#]
public string Name {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Name();
public: __property void set_Name(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;
public function set Name(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Step Class
Represents a single step within an activity model.

For a list of all members of this type, see Step Members.

System.Object
      Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign.Step

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

An activity model step represents a single action within a business process, and is modeled by the Step object.

A Step object maintains a one to one relationship with a registered HWS action, which is the business action to be executed when
the step is reached in an activity model. A step also maintains an optional set of default parameters which will be provided to a
client when an actor requests the parameters for an activity model activation block which contains the step. A Step object also
maintains a set of constraints which restrict the set of users which may be selected as targets for the action executed when the
step is reached.

A Step object cannot be created independently, but instead must be generated through a call to the ActivityModel object. Use the
ActivityModel.AddStep method to create a new step in the activity model.

Step objects are uniquely identified within an activity model by their Step.Id field, which is a positive integer; this integer is
guaranteed to be unique within the activity model, but not unique across all activity models. There is no guarantee that
consecutively created steps will have consecutive ID values.

Example

The following example illustrates code using the Step class.

C#

<Serializable>
<ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)>
<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("B22CC818-E5C0-451d-B600-66045F9569D3")>
Public Class Step
   Inherits ErrorHandling
   Implements IStep
[C#]
[Serializable]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("B22CC818-E5C0-451d-B600-66045F9569D3")]
public class Step : ErrorHandling, IStep
[C++]
[Serializable]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType::None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("B22CC818-E5C0-451d-B600-66045F9569D3")]
public __gc class Step : public ErrorHandling, IStep
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
   ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("B22CC818-E5C0-451d-B600-66045F9569D3")
class Step extends ErrorHandling implements IStep

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx


<snippet id="ed1b5ec1-a404-4407-a22a-a02bcd1d2a49" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
// Construct and connect the design manager
DesignManager designManager = new DesignManager();
designManager.Connect(Environment.MachineName, @"BizTalkHwsDb");

// Create a new activity model
ActivityModel activityModel;
designManager.CreateActivityModel(out activityModel);

// Find the details of the assign action
ActionInfo[] availableActions;
designManager.GetActionCatalog(out availableActions);

// Add a new step to the activity model, and associate that step with the assign action
ActionInfo desiredAction = null;
foreach( ActionInfo actionInfo in availableActions )
{
if( actionInfo.Name == @"Assign" )
{
desiredAction = actionInfo;
}
}

Step newStep;
activityModel.AddStep(desiredAction.Id, out newStep);

// Now that you have a reference to the step, you can enforce that
// only Bob can be chosen as the target of the action

ConstraintFact[] facts;
designManager.GetConstraintFacts(out facts);

// Find the details for the username fact
ConstraintFact usernameFact = null;
foreach( ConstraintFact fact in facts )
{
if( fact.Name == @"User Name" )
{
usernameFact = fact;
}
}

// Create a constraint that requires the username to equal "Bob"
Constraint constraint = new Constraint();
Clause clause = new Clause();
clause.FactRetrieverId = usernameFact.FactRetrieverId;
clause.PropertyId = usernameFact.Id;
clause.Operator = 0; // equals
ClauseValue clauseValue = new ClauseValue();
clauseValue.Value = @"Bob";
clause.Values.Add(clauseValue);
constraint.AddClause(clause);

newStep.AddTargetConstraint(constraint);

//AddTargetConstraint Example

// Construct an activity model with a single step, 
// and make sure that the step can only have targets availiable
// to it on Mondays, Wednesdays, or Fridays

DesignManager designManager = new DesignManager();
designManager.Connect(Environment.MachineName, @"BizTalkHwsDb");

ActivityModel activityModel;
designManager.CreateActivityModel(out activityModel);

ActionInfo[] availableActions;



[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

designManager.GetActionCatalog(out availableActions);

// Find the details for the "Assign" action
ActionInfo desiredAction = null;
foreach( ActionInfo actionInfo in availableActions )
{
if( actionInfo.Name == @"Assign" )
{
desiredAction = actionInfo;
}
}

// Add a new step which is associated with the "Assign" action
Step newStep;
activityModel.AddStep(desiredAction.Id, out newStep);

// Find the details for the "Day of Week" constraint fact
ConstraintFact[] facts;
designManager.GetConstraintFacts(out facts);

ConstraintFact dayOfWeekFact = null;
foreach( ConstraintFact fact in facts )
{
if( fact.Name == @"Day Of Week" )
{
dayOfWeekFact = fact;
break;
}
}

// Create a new constraint
Constraint newConstraint = new Constraint();
newRoleConstraint.IsPositive = true;

// Create a clause that allows users to pass this constraint only on Monday, 
// Wednesday, or Friday

Clause newClause = new Clause();
newClause.AllowAll = false;
newClause.FactRetrieverId = dayOfWeekFact.FactRetrieverId;
newClause.PropertyId = dayOfWeekFact.Id;
newClause.Operator = 5; // "Includes one of" operator

ClauseValue newValue = new ClauseValue();
newValue.Value = 1; //Monday
newClause.Values.Add(newValue);

newValue = new ClauseValue();
newValue.Value = 3; //Wednesday
newClause.Values.Add(newValue);

newValue = new ClauseValue();
newValue.Value = 5; //Friday
newClause.Values.Add(newValue);

newConstraint.AddClause(newClause);

// Add the new constraint to the step
newStep.AddTargetConstraint(newConstraint);
<snippet id="ed1b5ec1-a404-4407-a22a-a02bcd1d2a49" type="end"/> 



 

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Activity Model Designer API (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.ActivityModelDesignerAPI.dll)

See Also

Step Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Step Members
Step overview

Public Properties

Description Gets or sets a string that describes the functionality and purpose of the step.
Id Gets the integer identifier of the step within the activity model.
Name Gets or sets the friendly name for the step.

Public Methods

AddTargetConstraint Adds a constraint to the step which will restrict the set of actors that can be specified as targets of this 
step.

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetAction Returns the action id of the action associated with the step.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetParameters Returns an XML document that specifies the default parameters of the step.
GetTargetConstraints Returns an array of constraint classes; this represents all of the constraints that have been added as tar

get constraints for this step.
GetType (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetParameters Sets the default parameters for the action.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Step Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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Step Properties
The properties of the Step class are listed here. For a complete list of Step class members, see the Step Members topic.

Public Properties

Description Gets or sets a string that describes the functionality and purpose of the step.
Id Gets the integer identifier of the step within the activity model.
Name Gets or sets the friendly name for the step.

See Also

Step Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Step.Description Property
Gets or sets a string that describes the functionality and purpose of the step.

VB

Remarks

The Description property should provide a user-readable description of the step. This property conveys to an actor participating
in the activity model at runtime what this step in the business process is for and what operations will occur.

The value of the Description property is returned by the HWS Web service to client applications as the Activity.StepDescription
property. HwsService.GetActivityList returns an array of Activity objects.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Step Class | Step Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

Public Property Description As String
[C#]
public string Description {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Description();
public: __property void set_Description(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Description() : String;
public function set Description(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Step.Id Property
Gets the integer identifier of the step within the activity model.

VB

Remarks

Step objects are uniquely identified within an activity model by their Id field, which will be a positive integer, and is guaranteed to
be unique within the activity model, but not unique across all activity models. There is no guarantee that consecutively created
steps will have consecutive Id values.

The Step.Id property is persisted across all save and load operations, either to file or to the HWS system.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Step Class | Step Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property Id As Integer
[C#]
public int Id {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_Id();
[JScript]
public function get Id() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Step.Name Property
Gets or sets the friendly name for the step.

VB

Remarks

The Name property provides a user-readable name for the step. It conveys to an actor participating in the activity model at
runtime a short text identifier of the step.

The value of the Name property is returned by the HWS Web service to client applications as the Activity.StepName property. The
HwsService.GetActivityList returns an array of Activity objects.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Step Class | Step Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Name As String
[C#]
public string Name {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Name();
public: __property void set_Name(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;
public function set Name(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Step Methods
The methods of the Step class are listed here. For a complete list of Step class members, see the Step Members topic.

Public Methods

AddTargetConstraint Adds a constraint to the step which will restrict the set of actors that can be specified as targets of this 
step.

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetAction Returns the action id of the action associated with the step.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetParameters Returns an XML document that specifies the default parameters of the step.
GetTargetConstraints Returns an array of constraint classes; this represents all of the constraints that have been added as tar

get constraints for this step.
GetType (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetParameters Sets the default parameters for the action.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Step Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Step.AddTargetConstraint Method
Adds a constraint to the step which will restrict users that can be specified as targets of this step.

VB

Parameters

newConstraint
The Constraint class instance to be added as a target constraint.

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
ArgumentException The constraint passed in is not valid.
ArgumentException A constraint with the same Id already exists in this step.
ActivityModelDesignerExcep
tion

The constraint object being passed is already in use by another step (not necessarily in the same acti
vity model).

Remarks

Target constraints restrict the set of actors which can be selected as targets of the step the constraint is added to. This allows an
activity model designer to add a finer level of security and guidance to a specific activity model.

For instance, if an HWS system has an assign action, and the system level constraints on that action are open, that allows all users
to be selected as targets of the action. As an example, a designer modeling a software product life cycle may have a step for
assigning the testing of a specific component to a tester, the designer could add a target constraint on that step which would
enforce that only a tester could be selected as a target for the step. This allows for more finely-grained control in a specific activity
model without locking down the entire system.

Activity models are still constrained by the system level constraints. The set of actors that can be selected as the target of a given
step is the intersection of the set of actors that can be selected as the target of the action associated with the given step as
determined by the system constraints, and the set of actors that can be selected as targets of the given step as determined by the
step target constraints. Unlike the case with system level constraints, if there are no target constraints on a step, all users can be
selected as targets of the step.

Constraint IDs must be unique, not only within a single activity model, but within all activity models installed on a system.
Constraints must not be re-used between steps, each step must have a unique constraint created for it.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

Public Overridable Sub AddTargetConstraint( _
   ByVal newConstraint As Constraint _
) Implements IStep.AddTargetConstraint
[C#]
public virtual void AddTargetConstraint(
   Constraint newConstraint
);
[C++]
public: virtual void AddTargetConstraint(
   Constraint* newConstraint
);
[JScript]
public function AddTargetConstraint(
   newConstraint : Constraint
);



 

See Also

Step Class | Step Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Step.GetAction Method
Returns the action ID of the action associated with the step.

VB

Parameters

actionId
The action ID of the action associated with the step.

Remarks

This method is used to determine which type of action the step is associated with. The actionId parameter will match the Id
property of one of the ActionInfo.Id structures returned by the DesignManager.GetActionCatalog method, assuming that there
have been no changes on the connected HWS system since the DesignManager was last refreshed.

Example

The following example illustrates the GetAction method call.

C#

Public Overridable Sub GetAction( _
   <Out()> ByRef actionId As Guid _
) Implements IStep.GetAction
[C#]
public virtual void GetAction(
   out Guid actionId
);
[C++]
public: virtual void GetAction(
   [Out] Guid* actionId
);
[JScript]
public function GetAction(
   actionId : Guid
);

<snippet id="539134d1-47cd-488e-a75c-5a303f9022c5" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
DesignManager designManager = new DesignManager();
designManager.Connect(Environment.MachineName, @"BizTalkHwsDb");

ActivityModel activityModel;
designManager.CreateActivityModel(out activityModel);

ActionInfo[] availableActions;
designManager.GetActionCatalog(out availableActions);

// Find the details for the "Assign" action
ActionInfo desiredAction = null;
foreach( ActionInfo actionInfo in availableActions )
{
if( actionInfo.Name == @"Assign" )
{
desiredAction = actionInfo;
}
}

// Add a new step which is associated with the "Assign" action
Step newStep;
activityModel.AddStep(desiredAction.Id, out newStep);

// Get the action Id for the step and make sure it's the right one
Guid actionId = Guid.Empty;



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Step Class | Step Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

newStep.GetAction(out actionId);

if( actionId != desiredAction.Id )
throw new Exception(@"Action id's did not match");
<snippet id="539134d1-47cd-488e-a75c-5a303f9022c5" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Step.GetParameters Method
Returns an XML document that specifies the default parameters set for this step.

VB

Parameters

parameterXml
The string that contains an XML document that specifies the default parameters set for this step.

Remarks

This method will retrieve the default parameter XML document set for this particular step. If no default parameter document has
been set for this step, then a sample default parameter document is returned. The sample document will conform to the schema
of the action, but will have no default values specified.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Step Class | Step Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub GetParameters( _
   <Out()> ByRef parameterXml As String _
) Implements IStep.GetParameters
[C#]
public virtual void GetParameters(
   out string parameterXml
);
[C++]
public: virtual void GetParameters(
   [Out] String** parameterXml
);
[JScript]
public function GetParameters(
   parameterXml : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Step.GetTargetConstraints Method
Returns an array of Constraint classes that have been set on this step to constraint the set of possible target actors.

VB

Parameters

targetConstraints
The array of target constraints returned.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Step Class | Step Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub GetTargetConstraints( _
   <Out()> ByRef targetConstraints() As Constraint _
) Implements IStep.GetTargetConstraints
[C#]
public virtual void GetTargetConstraints(
   out Constraint[] targetConstraints
);
[C++]
public: virtual void GetTargetConstraints(
   [Out] Constraint** targetConstraints[]
);
[JScript]
public function GetTargetConstraints(
   targetConstraints : Constraint[]
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Step.SetParameters Method
Sets the default parameters which will be supplied to the initiating actor at runtime.

VB

Parameters

parameterXml
The XML string that conforms to the activation schema of the action associated with this step.

Exceptions

Exception Typ
e

Condition

ArgumentExcept
ion

The parameterXml string is not a valid XML string or it does not conform to the activation message schema of t
he associated action.

Remarks

This method allows the designer to specify one of more default values for the activation message which will be sent to the action
associated with this step at runtime. Using this method, the designer can guide the actor choices of parameter values.

The parameterXML parameter must be an XML string that conforms to the schema of the activation message of the associated
action. To obtain an XML document which conforms to this schema, call the GetParameters method prior to any call to
SetParameters.

When an actor calls the GetActionParameters method at runtime, the document supplied as the parameterXml parameter is
returned in the ActionParameters.ParametersDoc property of the ActionParameters structure returned.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Step Class | Step Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Sub SetParameters( _
   ByVal parameterXml As String _
) Implements IStep.SetParameters
[C#]
public virtual void SetParameters(
   string parameterXml
);
[C++]
public: virtual void SetParameters(
   String* parameterXml
);
[JScript]
public function SetParameters(
   parameterXml : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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StepDictionary Class
This class inherits from the .NET Dictionary base object. It represents a type-specific dictionary used to index a collection of Step
classes based on their Id property.

For a list of all members of this type, see StepDictionary Members.

System.Object
   System.Collections.DictionaryBase
      Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign.StepDictionary

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

This collection is derived from the DictionaryBase class, and provides a simple way to access the Step class for a step based on
that step Id. The Key values of the dictionary are restricted to integer values, and the Value values are restricted to instances of
the Step class.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Activity Model Designer API (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.ActivityModelDesignerAPI.dll)

See Also

StepDictionary Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
<ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)>
<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("352A17EE-0714-44d8-82BD-DE8164128851")>
Public Class StepDictionary
   Inherits DictionaryBase
[C#]
[Serializable]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("352A17EE-0714-44d8-82BD-DE8164128851")]
public class StepDictionary : DictionaryBase
[C++]
[Serializable]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType::None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("352A17EE-0714-44d8-82BD-DE8164128851")]
public __gc class StepDictionary : public DictionaryBase
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
   ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("352A17EE-0714-44d8-82BD-DE8164128851")
class StepDictionary extends DictionaryBase

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/sa198xea(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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StepDictionary Members
StepDictionary overview

Public Constructors

StepDictionary Constructor Initializes a new instance of the StepDictionary class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from Syste
m.Collections.DictionaryBase
)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item (inherited from System.
Collections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Keys (inherited from System.
Collections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Values (inherited from Syste
m.Collections.DictionaryBase
)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Add (inherited from System.Col
lections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Clear (inherited from System.Co
llections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Contains (inherited from System
.Collections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

CopyTo (inherited from System.
Collections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Equals (inherited from System.C
ollections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited from S
ystem.Collections.DictionaryBas
e)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from Sy
stem.Collections.DictionaryBase
)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.
Collections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Remove (inherited from System.
Collections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from System
.Collections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/39f5b2ax(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb354806(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb348530(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb300109(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb340847(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/f2ttzb57(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dh85fw0f(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/steak66f(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb353249(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

Dictionary (inherited from Syste
m.Collections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerHashtable (inherited from S
ystem.Collections.DictionaryBas
e)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from System.O
bject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnClear (inherited from System.C
ollections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnClearComplete (inherited from 
System.Collections.DictionaryBas
e)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnGet (inherited from System.Col
lections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnInsert (inherited from System.C
ollections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnInsertComplete (inherited from 
System.Collections.DictionaryBas
e)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnRemove (inherited from Syste
m.Collections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnRemoveComplete (inherited fro
m System.Collections.DictionaryB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnSet (inherited from System.Col
lections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnSetComplete (inherited from Sy
stem.Collections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnValidate (inherited from Syste
m.Collections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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StepDictionary Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the StepDictionary class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

StepDictionary Class | StepDictionary Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public StepDictionary();
[C++]
public: StepDictionary();
[JScript]
public function StepDictionary();
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StepDictionary Properties
The properties of the StepDictionary class are listed here. For a complete list of StepDictionary class members, see the
StepDictionary Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from Syste
m.Collections.DictionaryBase
)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Item (inherited from System.
Collections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Keys (inherited from System.
Collections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Values (inherited from Syste
m.Collections.DictionaryBase
)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

Dictionary (inherited from Syste
m.Collections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerHashtable (inherited from S
ystem.Collections.DictionaryBas
e)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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StepDictionary Methods
The methods of the StepDictionary class are listed here. For a complete list of StepDictionary class members, see the
StepDictionary Members topic.

Public Methods

Add (inherited from System.Col
lections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Clear (inherited from System.Co
llections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Contains (inherited from System
.Collections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

CopyTo (inherited from System.
Collections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Equals (inherited from System.C
ollections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited from S
ystem.Collections.DictionaryBas
e)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from Sy
stem.Collections.DictionaryBase
)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.
Collections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Remove (inherited from System.
Collections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from System
.Collections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from System.O
bject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnClear (inherited from System.C
ollections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnClearComplete (inherited from 
System.Collections.DictionaryBas
e)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnGet (inherited from System.Col
lections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnInsert (inherited from System.C
ollections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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OnInsertComplete (inherited from 
System.Collections.DictionaryBas
e)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnRemove (inherited from Syste
m.Collections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnRemoveComplete (inherited fro
m System.Collections.DictionaryB
ase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnSet (inherited from System.Col
lections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnSetComplete (inherited from Sy
stem.Collections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnValidate (inherited from Syste
m.Collections.DictionaryBase)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docume
ntation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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Transition Class
Represents the transition between two steps: a parent step and a child step. This class is created by the
ActivityModel.AddTransition method.

For a list of all members of this type, see Transition Members.

System.Object 
      Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign.Transition

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

A transition in an activity model represents a flow of control from one action to another. Transitions impose an order in the
sequence of actions within a business process, guiding or restricting the possible choices of action by actors participating in the
process at points in the process. The only way to create a transition in an ActivityModel is to call the ActivityModel.AddTransition
method.

There are two types of transitions: independent and dependent.

Independent transitions are used to enforce a requirement that the next step in an activity model is explicitly initiated by a user.
The user activating the child step of the transition must (at a minimum) have received a task message from the parent step of the
transition.

To refine the set of users that may execute the child step of the transition, designers can use the parentBizTaskSchema and
parentTargetXPath parameters.

Dependent transitions are used to model relationships where the child step is automatically started once it receives a specific sync
message from the parent. No user interaction is required for the child action to begin, and the activation parameters for the child
action must be supplied when the activation parameters are supplied for the parent step of the transition.

<Serializable>
<ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)>
<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("3ACF56DF-68C6-45c5-92E1-DEA5A43D2098")>
Public Class Transition
   Inherits ErrorHandling
   Implements ITransition
[C#]
[Serializable]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("3ACF56DF-68C6-45c5-92E1-DEA5A43D2098")]
public class Transition : ErrorHandling, ITransition
[C++]
[Serializable]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType::None)]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("3ACF56DF-68C6-45c5-92E1-DEA5A43D2098")]
public __gc class Transition : public ErrorHandling,
   ITransition
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
   ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("3ACF56DF-68C6-45c5-92E1-DEA5A43D2098")
class Transition extends ErrorHandling implements
   ITransition

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx


Since dependent transitions depend on the parent and child actions sending and receiving the same sync message, that
requirement is checked when a transition is created. To retrieve the set of sync messages sent by an action, you retrieve the
ActionInfo class for that action using the GetActionCatalog method, then check the ActionInfo.SendSyncMessages member. For
the set of sync messages received by an action, check the ActionInfo.ReceiveSyncMessages property. To determine whether two
action can be dependently linked by a transition, use the DesignManager.AreDependentlyComposible method.

For information regarding the restrictions in Human Workflow Services (HWS) in creating transitions, see
ActivityModel.AddTransition.

Example

The following example illustrates code using the Transition class.

C#

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Human Workflow Services Activity Model Designer API (in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.ActivityModelDesignerAPI.dll)

<snippet id="c91f9757-fea5-4cb2-b067-5a0cab0f565a" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
   DesignManager designManager = new DesignManager();
      designManager.Connect(Environment.MachineName, @"BizTalkHwsDb");

      ActivityModel activityModel;
      designManager.CreateActivityModel(out activityModel);

      ActionInfo[] availableActions;
      designManager.GetActionCatalog(out availableActions);

      // Now let's add one of the availiable actions as a step in our activity model.  Specif
ically,
      // we want to add the action named "Assign"

      ActionInfo desiredAction = null;
      foreach( ActionInfo actionInfo in availableActions )
   {
      if( actionInfo.Name == @"Assign" )
   {
      desiredAction = actionInfo;
   }
}

Step newStep;
activityModel.AddStep(desiredAction.Id, out newStep);

// Assuming we want to create something slightly more interesting that a one action activity 
// model, we now need to add more steps.  Let's add 1 more steps.. one of the 
// "Assign" type

Step childStep;

activityModel.AddStep(desiredAction.Id, out childStep);

// Now we need to specify how our activity model should flow from one step to another.  That
// "flow" is represented by transitions.  A transition links a parent step to a child step
// in the execution flow.

Transition indepTransition;
activityModel.AddTransition(newStep.Id, childStep.Id, false, @"", @"", out indepTransition);
<snippet id="c91f9757-fea5-4cb2-b067-5a0cab0f565a" type="end"/> 
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Transition Members
Transition overview

Public Properties

Id Gets the Guid that uniquely identifies this transition in the activity model.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetChildStep Returns the step ID of the step that is the child of this transition.
GetDependency Returns a Boolean that indicates whether the transition is dependent or independent.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetParentStep Returns the ID of the parent step of this transition, as well as the task schema and target XPath restricti
ons, if any.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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Transition Properties
The properties of the Transition class are listed here. For a complete list of Transition class members, see the
Transition Members topic.

Public Properties

Id Guid that uniquely identifies this transition in the activity model.
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Transition.Id Property
Guid that uniquely identifies this transition in the activity model.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also
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Public ReadOnly Property Id As Guid
[C#]
public Guid Id {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Guid get_Id();
[JScript]
public function get Id() : Guid;
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Transition Methods
The methods of the Transition class are listed here. For a complete list of Transition class members, see the Transition Members
topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetChildStep Returns the step ID of the step that is the child of this transition.
GetDependency Returns a Boolean that indicates whether the transition is dependent or independent.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetParentStep Returns the ID of the parent step of this transition, as well as the task schema and target XPath restricti
ons, if any.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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Transition.GetChildStep Method
Returns the step ID of the step that is the child of this transition.

VB

Parameters

childStepId
The Guid that identifies the child step ID of the step that is the child of this transition.

Example

The following example illustrates the GetChildStep method call.

C#

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Transition Class | Transition Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

Public Overridable Sub GetChildStep( _
   <Out()> ByRef childStepId As Integer _
) Implements ITransition.GetChildStep
[C#]
public virtual void GetChildStep(
   out int childStepId
);
[C++]
public: virtual void GetChildStep(
   [
   Out
] int* childStepId
);
[JScript]
public function GetChildStep(
   childStepId : int
);

<snippet id="6854fc1e-1769-42f2-a139-b3e929432d79" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
Step newStep;
activityModel.AddStep(desiredAction.Id, out newStep);

Step childStep;
activityModel.AddStep(desiredAction.Id, out childStep);

Transition indepTransition;
activityModel.AddTransition(newStep.Id, childStep.Id, false, @"", @"", out indepTransition);

int childStepId = -1;
indepTransition.GetShildStep(out childStepId);

Debug.Assert(childStepId == childStep.Id);
<snippet id="6854fc1e-1769-42f2-a139-b3e929432d79" type="end"/> 
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Transition.GetDependency Method
Returns a Boolean that indicates whether the transition is dependent or independent.

VB

Parameters

isDependent
true to indicate that the transition is dependent; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Transition Class | Transition Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace
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Public Overridable Sub GetDependency( _
   <Out()> ByRef isDependent As Boolean _
) Implements ITransition.GetDependency
[C#]
public virtual void GetDependency(
   out bool isDependent
);
[C++]
public: virtual void GetDependency(
   [Out] bool* isDependent
);
[JScript]
public function GetDependency(
   isDependent : Boolean
);
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Transition.GetParentStep Method
Returns the ID of the step that is the parent step of this transition.

VB

Parameters

parentStepId
The integer that identifies the required parent step id.

parentBizTaskSchema
The namespace of the schema of the task in the parent step that an actor must receive in order to follow this transition. This
value may be an empty string if the transition does not require an actor to receive a specific task message.

parentTargetXPath
The string that specifies the XPath of the target in the activation message of the parent step that can follow this transition. This
value can be empty string if all targets of the parent step are allowed to follow the transition.

Remarks

A transition exists between two steps: the parent step and the child step. This method retrieves the information associated with
the parent step of the transition. At a minimum, this information includes the integer ID of the parent step of the transition.

In some cases, the designer of the activity model may want to further restrict the set of actors which may activate the child step of
the transition from the parent step. If either value is not set, an empty string will be returned for that parameter. This can be done
by setting either the parentBizTaskSchema or parentTargetXPath. If either value has been set, that value will be returned by this
method. For a detailed explanation of these values, see AddTransition.

Parameters

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Transition Class | Transition Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace
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Public Overridable Sub GetParentStep( _
   <Out()> ByRef parentStepId As Integer, _
   <Out()> ByRef parentBizTaskSchema As String, _
   <Out()> ByRef parentTargetXPath As String _
) Implements ITransition.GetParentStep
[C#]
public virtual void GetParentStep(
   out int parentStepId,
   out string parentBizTaskSchema,
   out string parentTargetXPath
);
[C++]
public: virtual void GetParentStep(
   [Out] int* parentStepId,
   [Out] String** parentBizTaskSchema,
   [Out] String** parentTargetXPath
);
[JScript]
public function GetParentStep(
   parentStepId : int,
   parentBizTaskSchema : String,
   parentTargetXPath : String
);
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Microsoft.BizTalk.KwTpm Namespace
The Microsoft.BizTalk.KwTpm namespace contains the class used to provide parameter values for the specified parameters in
the context of the orchestration as well as to obtain the list of registered BizTalk servers and the URLs of their Outbox document
libraries.

Namespace hierarchy

Classes

Class Description
TPPubWS Provides a parameter value for the specified parameter in the context of this BAS-aware orchestration, obtains list of re

gistered BizTalk servers and the URLs of their Outbox document libraries.

See Also

.NET Framework Class Library
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TPPubWS Class
Provides a parameter value for the specified parameter in the context of this orchestration, and obtains the list of registered
BizTalk servers and the URLs of their Outbox document libraries.

For a list of all members of this type, see TPPubWS Members.

System.Object
   System.ComponentModel.MarshalByValueComponent
      System.Web.Services.WebService
         Microsoft.BizTalk.KwTpm.TPPubWS

VB

Remarks

The end point URL for this class is /TPPubWS/TPPubWS.asmx.

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.KwTpm

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003 Assembly: TPM Web service class library (in
Microsoft.Biztalk.KwTpm.TPPubWS.dll)

See Also

TPPubWS Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.KwTpm Namespace
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Public Class TPPubWS
   Inherits WebService
[C#]
public class TPPubWS : WebService
[C++]
public __gc class TPPubWS : public WebService
[JScript]
public class TPPubWS extends WebService
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TPPubWS Members
TPPubWS overview

Public Constructors

TPPubWS Constructor Initializes a new instance of the TPPubWS class.

Public Methods

Dispose (inherited from System.Com
ponentModel.MarshalByValueComp
onent)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Equals (inherited from System.Object
)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetOutboxDocumentLibraries Obtains the list of registered BizTalk servers and the URLs of their Outbox document lib
raries.

GetParameterValue Provides a parameter value for the specified parameter in the context of this BAS-aware
orchestration.

GetService (inherited from System.Co
mponentModel.MarshalByValueCom
ponent)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.Obje
ct)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetPartner (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

Retrieves a string representing the XML of the BAS partner profile identified by the spec
ified partner ID.

UpdatePartner (inherited from System
.Object)

Updates the BAS partner profile with the specified XML.

Public Events

Disposed (inherited from System.Co
mponentModel.MarshalByValueCo
mponent)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

Events (inherited from System.Com
ponentModel.MarshalByValueCom
ponent)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Dispose (inherited from System.Com
ponentModel.MarshalByValueComp
onent)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Finalize (inherited from System.Com
ponentModel.MarshalByValueComp
onent)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

TPPubWS Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.KwTpm Namespace
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TPPubWS Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the TPPubWS class.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

TPPubWS Class | TPPubWS Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.KwTpm Namespace
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public TPPubWS();
[C++]
public: TPPubWS();
[JScript]
public function TPPubWS();
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TPPubWS Methods
The methods of the TPPubWS class are listed here. For a complete list of TPPubWS class members, see the TPPubWS Members
topic.

Public Methods

Dispose (inherited from System.Com
ponentModel.MarshalByValueComp
onent)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Equals (inherited from System.Object
)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetOutboxDocumentLibraries Obtains the list of registered BizTalk servers and the URLs of their Outbox document lib
raries.

GetParameterValue Provides a parameter value for the specified parameter in the context of this orchestrati
on.

GetService (inherited from System.Co
mponentModel.MarshalByValueCom
ponent)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.Obje
ct)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework doc
umentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetPartner (inherited from System.Ob
ject)

Retrieves a string representing the XML of the BAS partner profile identified by the spec
ified partner ID.

UpdatePartner (inherited from System
.Object)

Updates the BAS partner profile with the specified XML.

Protected Methods

Dispose (inherited from System.Com
ponentModel.MarshalByValueComp
onent)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Finalize (inherited from System.Com
ponentModel.MarshalByValueComp
onent)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework docu
mentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

TPPubWS Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.KwTpm Namespace
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TPPubWS.GetOutboxDocumentLibraries Method
Obtains the list of registered BizTalk servers and the URLs of their Outbox document libraries.

VB

Return Value

Returns the list of registered BizTalk servers and the URLs of their Outbox document libraries.

Remarks

This method is used by the sample InfoPath solutions when prompting the user to select the BizTalk server where the user wants
to submit a document. When the user submits the document, the system executes an HTTP put to create the file in the Outbox
document library associated with that BizTalk server.

This method returns information about the registered BizTalk servers. Each array element describes one of the registered BizTalk
servers and it contains information like the registration name and the URL of the associated Outbox document library.

Use the following WSDL code to call the Web service:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<definitions xmlns:http="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/http/"
xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/" xmlns:s="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:s0="http://www.microsoft.com/BizTalk/KwTpm" xmlns:soapenc="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"
xmlns:tm="http://microsoft.com/wsdl/mime/textMatching/" xmlns:mime="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/mime/"
targetNamespace="http://www.microsoft.com/BizTalk/KwTpm" xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/">
<types>
<s:schema elementFormDefault="qualified" targetNamespace="http://www.microsoft.com/BizTalk/KwTpm">
<s:element name="GetOutboxDocumentLibraries">
<s:complexType />
</s:element>
<s:element name="GetOutboxDocumentLibrariesResponse">
<s:complexType>
<s:sequence>
<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" name="GetOutboxDocumentLibrariesResult"
type="s0:ArrayOfBizTalkRegistrationInfo" />
</s:sequence>
</s:complexType>
</s:element>
<s:complexType name="ArrayOfBizTalkRegistrationInfo">
<s:sequence>
<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" name="BizTalkRegistrationInfo" nillable="true"
type="s0:BizTalkRegistrationInfo" />
</s:sequence>
</s:complexType>
<s:complexType name="BizTalkRegistrationInfo">
<s:sequence>

Public Function GetOutboxDocumentLibraries() As Microsoft.BizTalk.KwTpm.BizTalkRegistrationIn
fo []
[C#]
public BizTalkRegistrationInfo[] GetOutboxDocumentLibraries();
[C++]
public: BizTalkRegistrationInfo** GetOutboxDocumentLibraries();
[JScript]
public static function GetOutboxDocumentLibraries() :
   BizTalkRegistrationInfo[];



<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" name="BizTalkRegistrationName" type="s:string" />
<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" name="OutboxUrl" type="s:string" />
</s:sequence>
</s:complexType>
</s:schema>
</types>
<message name="GetOutboxDocumentLibrariesSoapIn">
<part name="parameters" element="s0:GetOutboxDocumentLibraries" />
</message>
<message name="GetOutboxDocumentLibrariesSoapOut">
<part name="parameters" element="s0:GetOutboxDocumentLibrariesResponse" />
</message>
<portType name="TPPubWSSoap">
<operation name="GetOutboxDocumentLibraries">
<input message="s0:GetOutboxDocumentLibrariesSoapIn" />
<output message="s0:GetOutboxDocumentLibrariesSoapOut" />
</operation>
</portType>
<binding name="TPPubWSSoap" type="s0:TPPubWSSoap">
<soap:binding transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http" style="document" />
<operation name="GetOutboxDocumentLibraries">
<soap:operation soapAction="http://www.microsoft.com/BizTalk/KwTpm/GetOutboxDocumentLibraries" style="document"
/>
<input>
<soap:body use="literal" />
</input>
<output>
<soap:body use="literal" />
</output>
</operation>
</binding>
<service name="TPPubWS">
<port name="TPPubWSSoap" binding="s0:TPPubWSSoap">
<soap:address location="http://localhost/TPPubWS/TPPubWS.asmx" />
</port>
</service>
</definitions>

The following is a sample SOAP request and response pair for your use if you want to call the Web service manually. Replace the
code (in bold) with your actual values.

Note  Send your request to http://<TPM server name>/TPPubWS/TPPubWS.asmx, where you replace <TPM server name>
with the name of your TPM server.

POST /TPPubWS/TPPubWS.asmx HTTP/1.1
Host: host01
Content-Type: text/xml; charset=utf-8
Content-Length: length
SOAPAction: "http://www.microsoft.com/BizTalk/KwTpm/GetOutboxDocumentLibraries"

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<soap:Envelope xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3



The following is a sample HTTP POST request and response pair. Replace the code (in bold) with your actual values.

The XSD schema for the BizTalkRegistrationInfo type is as follows:

.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
  <soap:Body>
    <GetOutboxDocumentLibraries xmlns="http://www.microsoft.com/BizTalk/KwTpm" />
  </soap:Body>
</soap:Envelope>

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: text/xml; charset=utf-8
Content-Length: length

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<soap:Envelope xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3
.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
  <soap:Body>
    <GetOutboxDocumentLibrariesResponse xmlns="http://www.microsoft.com/BizTalk/KwTpm">
      <GetOutboxDocumentLibrariesResult>
        <BizTalkRegistrationInfo>
          <BizTalkRegistrationName>string</BizTalkRegistrationName>
          <OutboxUrl>string</OutboxUrl>
        </BizTalkRegistrationInfo>
        <BizTalkRegistrationInfo>
          <BizTalkRegistrationName>string</BizTalkRegistrationName>
          <OutboxUrl>string</OutboxUrl>
        </BizTalkRegistrationInfo>
      </GetOutboxDocumentLibrariesResult>
    </GetOutboxDocumentLibrariesResponse>
  </soap:Body>
</soap:Envelope>

POST /TPPubWS/TPPubWS.asmx/GetOutboxDocumentLibraries HTTP/1.1
Host: host01
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded
Content-Length: length

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: text/xml; charset=utf-8
Content-Length: length

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<ArrayOfBizTalkRegistrationInfo xmlns="http://www.microsoft.com/BizTalk/KwTpm">
  <BizTalkRegistrationInfo>
    <BizTalkRegistrationName>string</BizTalkRegistrationName>
    <OutboxUrl>string</OutboxUrl>
  </BizTalkRegistrationInfo>
  <BizTalkRegistrationInfo>
    <BizTalkRegistrationName>string</BizTalkRegistrationName>
    <OutboxUrl>string</OutboxUrl>
  </BizTalkRegistrationInfo>
</ArrayOfBizTalkRegistrationInfo>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-16" ?>
<xs:schema targetNamespace="http://www.microsoft.com/BizTalk/KwTpm" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.o
rg/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns="http://www.microsoft.com/BizTalk/KwTpm" elementFormDefault="qualifi
ed" attributeFormDefault="unqualified" version="1.0">
<xs:element name="BizTalkRegistrationInfo">
<xs:annotation>
<xs:documentation>Contains the name of a BizTalk Server registration and the URL of its Outbo
x document library.</xs:documentation>
</xs:annotation>
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="BizTalkRegistrationName" type="xs:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" />



 

The BizTalkRegistrationInfo C# type definition is as follows:

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TPPubWS Class | TPPubWS Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.KwTpm Namespace
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<xs:element name="OutboxUrl" type="xs:string" minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" />
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:schema>

/// <remarks/>
[System.Xml.Serialization.XmlTypeAttribute(Namespace="http://www.microsoft.com/BizTalk/KwTpm"
)]
[System.Xml.Serialization.XmlRootAttribute(Namespace="http://www.microsoft.com/BizTalk/KwTpm"
, IsNullable=false)]
public class BizTalkRegistrationInfo {

/// <remarks/>
public string BizTalkRegistrationName;

/// <remarks/>
public string OutboxUrl;
}
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TPPubWS.GetPartner Method
Retrieves a string representing the XML of the BAS partner profile identified by the specified partner ID.

VB

Return Value

Returns a string representing the XML of the BAS partner profile identified by the specified partner ID.

Parameters

partnerId

The ID of the BAS partner profile to retrieve.

Remarks

The partner profile XML returned by this method corresponds to the schema described in the About Partner Schemas section. If
you customize the partner schema, then the XML returned here will correspond to the customized schema.

Use the following WSDL code to call the Web service:

Public Function GetPartner( _
   ByVal partnered As String
) As String
[C#]
public string GetPartner(
   string partnerId
);
[C++]
public: String* GetPartner(
   String* partnerId
);
[JScript]
public function GetPartner(
   partnerId : String
);

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<definitions xmlns:http="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/http/" xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xm
lsoap.org/wsdl/soap/"
   xmlns:s="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:s0="http://www.microsoft.com/BizTalk/KwTp
m"
   xmlns:soapenc="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/" xmlns:tm="http://microsoft.com/w
sdl/mime/textMatching/"
   xmlns:mime="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/mime/" targetNamespace="http://www.microsoft.c
om/BizTalk/KwTpm"
   xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/">
   <types>
      <s:schema elementFormDefault="qualified" targetNamespace="http://www.microsoft.com/BizT
alk/KwTpm">
         <s:element name="GetPartner">
            <s:complexType>
            <s:sequence>
               <s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" name="partnerId" type="s:string" />
            </s:sequence>
            </s:complexType>
         </s:element>
         <s:element name="GetPartnerResponse">
            <s:complexType>
            <s:sequence>
               <s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" name="GetPartnerResult" type="s:string"
/>
            </s:sequence>



Requirements

            </s:complexType>
         </s:element>
         <s:element name="UpdatePartner">
            <s:complexType>
               <s:sequence>
                  <s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" name="partnerXml" type="s:string" />
               </s:sequence>
            </s:complexType>
         </s:element>
         <s:element name="UpdatePartnerResponse">
            <s:complexType />
         </s:element>
      </s:schema>
   </types>
   <message name="GetPartnerSoapIn">
      <part name="parameters" element="s0:GetPartner" />
   </message>
   <message name="GetPartnerSoapOut">
      <part name="parameters" element="s0:GetPartnerResponse" />
   </message>
   <message name="UpdatePartnerSoapIn">
      <part name="parameters" element="s0:UpdatePartner" />
   </message>
   <message name="UpdatePartnerSoapOut">
      <part name="parameters" element="s0:UpdatePartnerResponse" />
   </message>
   <portType name="TPPubWSSoap">
      <operation name="GetPartner">
         <input message="s0:GetPartnerSoapIn" />
         <output message="s0:GetPartnerSoapOut" />
      </operation>
      <operation name="UpdatePartner">
         <input message="s0:UpdatePartnerSoapIn" />
         <output message="s0:UpdatePartnerSoapOut" />
      </operation>
   </portType>
   <binding name="TPPubWSSoap" type="s0:TPPubWSSoap">
      <soap:binding transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http" style="document" />
      <operation name="GetPartner">
         <soap:operation soapAction="http://www.microsoft.com/BizTalk/KwTpm/GetPartner" style
="document" />
         <input>
            <soap:body use="literal" />
         </input>
         <output>
            <soap:body use="literal" />
         </output>
      </operation>
      <operation name="UpdatePartner">
         <soap:operation soapAction="http://www.microsoft.com/BizTalk/KwTpm/UpdatePartner" st
yle="document" />
         <input>
            <soap:body use="literal" />
         </input>
         <output>
            <soap:body use="literal" />
         </output>
      </operation>
   </binding>
   <service name="TPPubWS">
      <port name="TPPubWSSoap" binding="s0:TPPubWSSoap">
         <soap:address location="http://localhost/tppubws/tppubws.asmx" />
      </port>
   </service>
</definitions>



 

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TPPubWS Class | TPPubWS Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.KwTpm Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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TPPubWS.UpdatePartner Method
Updates the BAS partner profile with the specified XML.

VB

Parameters

partnerXml

An XML string representing the updated XML of a BAS partner profile. You can identify the partner to update by the PartnerId
element in the XML.Remarks.

Remarks

The partner profile XML passed into this method corresponds to the schema described in About Partner Schemas. If you
customize the partner schema, the XML passed in should correspond to the customized schema.

You should call this method by retrieving the XML of a BAS partner profile by calling GetPartner, updating the XML, then calling
this method. The LastModified element in the partner XML should be the same as the last modified date of the partner you
update. If the last modified dates do not match, an error will return. If you wish to overwrite the partner regardless of whether or
not the last modified date matches, set the ignoreLastModified attribute of the PartnerObject element to “true”. For example:

Note  In order to update a partner’s technical information or runtime properties, only a user that is a member of either the BAS
Business Manager or BAS Business Administrator's group should call the UpdatePartner Web method.

Use the following WSDL code to call the Web service:

Public Sub UpdatePartner( _
   ByVal partnerXml As String
)
[C#]
public void UpdatePartner(
   string partnerXml
);
[C++]
public: void UpdatePartner(
   String* partnerXml
);
[JScript]
public function UpdatePartner(
   partnerXml : String
);

<PartnerObject
ignoreLastModified="true"
xmlns="http://www.microsoft.com/BizTalk/KwTpm">
      …
   </PartnerObject>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<definitions xmlns:http="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/http/" xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xm
lsoap.org/wsdl/soap/"
   xmlns:s="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:s0="http://www.microsoft.com/BizTalk/KwTp
m"
   xmlns:soapenc="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/" xmlns:tm="http://microsoft.com/w
sdl/mime/textMatching/"
   xmlns:mime="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/mime/" targetNamespace="http://www.microsoft.c
om/BizTalk/KwTpm"
   xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/">
   <types>
      <s:schema elementFormDefault="qualified" targetNamespace="http://www.microsoft.com/BizT
alk/KwTpm">
         <s:element name="GetPartner">



            <s:complexType>
            <s:sequence>
               <s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" name="partnerId" type="s:string" />
            </s:sequence>
            </s:complexType>
         </s:element>
         <s:element name="GetPartnerResponse">
            <s:complexType>
            <s:sequence>
               <s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" name="GetPartnerResult" type="s:string"
/>
            </s:sequence>
            </s:complexType>
         </s:element>
         <s:element name="UpdatePartner">
            <s:complexType>
               <s:sequence>
                  <s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" name="partnerXml" type="s:string" />
               </s:sequence>
            </s:complexType>
         </s:element>
         <s:element name="UpdatePartnerResponse">
            <s:complexType />
         </s:element>
      </s:schema>
   </types>
   <message name="GetPartnerSoapIn">
      <part name="parameters" element="s0:GetPartner" />
   </message>
   <message name="GetPartnerSoapOut">
      <part name="parameters" element="s0:GetPartnerResponse" />
   </message>
   <message name="UpdatePartnerSoapIn">
      <part name="parameters" element="s0:UpdatePartner" />
   </message>
   <message name="UpdatePartnerSoapOut">
      <part name="parameters" element="s0:UpdatePartnerResponse" />
   </message>
   <portType name="TPPubWSSoap">
      <operation name="GetPartner">
         <input message="s0:GetPartnerSoapIn" />
         <output message="s0:GetPartnerSoapOut" />
      </operation>
      <operation name="UpdatePartner">
         <input message="s0:UpdatePartnerSoapIn" />
         <output message="s0:UpdatePartnerSoapOut" />
      </operation>
   </portType>
   <binding name="TPPubWSSoap" type="s0:TPPubWSSoap">
      <soap:binding transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http" style="document" />
      <operation name="GetPartner">
         <soap:operation soapAction="http://www.microsoft.com/BizTalk/KwTpm/GetPartner" style
="document" />
         <input>
            <soap:body use="literal" />
         </input>
         <output>
            <soap:body use="literal" />
         </output>
      </operation>
      <operation name="UpdatePartner">
         <soap:operation soapAction="http://www.microsoft.com/BizTalk/KwTpm/UpdatePartner" st
yle="document" />
         <input>
            <soap:body use="literal" />
         </input>
         <output>
            <soap:body use="literal" />



 

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TPPubWS Class | TPPubWS Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.KwTpm Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

         </output>
      </operation>
   </binding>
   <service name="TPPubWS">
      <port name="TPPubWSSoap" binding="s0:TPPubWSSoap">
         <soap:address location="http://localhost/tppubws/tppubws.asmx" />
      </port>
   </service>
</definitions>

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TPPubWS.GetParameterValue Method
Provides a parameter value for the specified parameter in the context of this orchestration.

VB

Return Value

Returns a parameter value for the specified parameter in the context of this orchestration.

Parameters

serviceName
The fully qualified name of the orchestration, using the format namespaceName.orchestrationName.

serviceLinkTypeName
The type name of the role link to which it applies in the orchestration, using the format namespaceName.serviceLinkTypeName.

parameterName
The name extracted from the unqualified role link type name, preceding the “PolicyType” string.

partnerId
The organization name of the partner.

Remarks

In order to use this class from your .NET projects or BizTalk orchestrations, you need to add a Web reference to the appropriate
WSDL file. The WSDL file for GetParameterValue is Tppubws.wsdl and is located in the <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk
Server 2004\Business Activity Services\TPM folder. To use GetOutboxDocumentLibraries, GetPartner, or UpdatePartner, save the
WSDL from the method documentation to a local file and add a reference to that file.

Although the serviceName and serviceLinkTypeName parameters are exposed in the Biztalk Orchestration Designer as
namespaceName.orchestrationName and namespaceName.serviceLinkTypeName, respectively, they may appear in other
environments as moduleName.orchestrationName and moduleName.serviceLinkTypeName, respectively.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Public Function GetParameterValue( _
   ByVal serviceName As String, _
   ByVal serviceLinkTypeName As String, _
   ByVal parameterName As String, _
   ByVal partnerId As String _
) As String
[C#]
public string GetParameterValue(
   string serviceName,
   string serviceLinkTypeName,
   string parameterName,
   string partnerId
);
[C++]
public: String* GetParameterValue(
   String* serviceName,
   String* serviceLinkTypeName,
   String* parameterName,
   String* partnerId
);
[JScript]
public function GetParameterValue(
   serviceName : String,
   serviceLinkTypeName : String,
   parameterName : String,
   partnerId : String
) : String;



 

See Also

TPPubWS Class | TPPubWS Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.KwTpm Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace
The Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop namespace contains interfaces used to represent BizTalk Server message objects and
their parts.

Namespace hierarchy

Interfaces

Interface Description
IBaseMessage Represents a message.
IBaseMessageContext Provides access to the properties of the message and allows promotion of the properties.
IBaseMessageFactory Represents a class for working with BizTalk message objects.
IBaseMessagePart Describes a part belonging to one or more messages.
IBasePropertyBag Provides access to the context properties of the message.

See Also

.NET Framework Class Library

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee268918(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBaseMessage Interface
Represents a BizTalk Server message.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBaseMessage Members.

VB

Note  For information on using this interface within COM-based code, see IBaseMessage Interface.

Remarks

This interface is used by the Messaging Engine and its components to access and handle messages at runtime. To create a BizTalk
message, use the CreateMessage method of the IBaseMessageFactory interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Pipeline Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

IBaseMessage Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("fff93002-75a2-450a-8a39-53120ca8d8fa")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)>
Public Interface IBaseMessage
[C#]
[Guid("fff93002-75a2-450a-8a39-53120ca8d8fa")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public interface IBaseMessage
[C++]
[Guid("fff93002-75a2-450a-8a39-53120ca8d8fa")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public __gc __interface IBaseMessage
[JScript]
public
   Guid("fff93002-75a2-450a-8a39-53120ca8d8fa")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)
interface IBaseMessage

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBaseMessage Members
IBaseMessage overview

Public Properties

BodyPart Gets the body part, or main part, of the message.
BodyPartName Gets the name of the body part, or main part, of the message.
Context Gets or sets the message context.
IsMutable Gets a value indicating whether the message context can be changed by components during processing.
MessageID Gets the unique message ID for the message.
PartCount Gets the total number of parts in the message.

Public Methods

AddPart Adds a part to the message.
GetErrorInfo Gets the exception that caused the error.
GetPart Accesses the message parts.
GetPartByIndex Retrieves a part and its name by supplying the part index.
GetSize Gets the size of the message.
RemovePart Removes a part from the message.
SetErrorInfo Sets the error information.

See Also

IBaseMessage Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IBaseMessage Properties
The properties of the IBaseMessage interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBaseMessage interface members, see the
IBaseMessage Members topic.

Public Properties

BodyPart Gets the body part, or main part, of the message.
BodyPartName Gets the name of the body part, or main part, of the message.
Context Gets or sets the message context.
IsMutable Gets a value indicating whether the message context can be changed by components during processing.
MessageID Gets the unique message ID for the message.
PartCount Gets the total number of parts in the message.

See Also

IBaseMessage Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IBaseMessage.BodyPart Property
Gets the body part, or main part, of the message.

VB

Property Value

The body part of the message.

Remarks

Each message must have at most one body part. A part can be the body part of one message and a non-body part of another
message.

Example

The following example was taken from the SDK\Samples\Adapters\SubmitDirect\TransportProxyUtils\ResponseCallback.cs file.

C#

[Jscript, Visual Basic, C++] There is no example for C++, Visual Basic, or Jscript at this time.

Requirements

ReadOnly Property BodyPart As IBaseMessagePart
[C#]
IBaseMessagePart BodyPart {get;}
[C++]
__property IBaseMessagePart* get_BodyPart();
[JScript]
function get BodyPart() : IBaseMessagePart;

<snippet id="102ec6c7-e011-4eb2-9615-832f309bf23f" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
      public bool TransmitMessage(IBaseMessage msg)

      {
         // Note: We need to read the stream which will execute the
         // pipeline, we then replace the stream with the one we
         // have created
         IBaseMessagePart bodyPart = msg.BodyPart;
         Stream s = null;
         if (bodyPart!=null)
            s = bodyPart.GetOriginalDataStream();

         // Create a memory stream to copy the data into
         Stream memStrm = new MemoryStream();
         byte[] buff = new byte[4096];
         int dataRead = 0, readOffSet = 0, writeOffSet = 0;

         if (s!=null)
         {
            s.Seek(0, SeekOrigin.Begin);

            // Copy the data from the src stream
            do
            {
               dataRead = s.Read(buff, readOffSet, 4096);
               memStrm.Write( buff, writeOffSet, dataRead );
            }while(dataRead > 0);                                
         }
      }
<snippet id="102ec6c7-e011-4eb2-9615-832f309bf23f" type="end"/> 



 

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessage Interface | IBaseMessage Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace
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IBaseMessage.BodyPartName Property
Gets the name of the body part, or main part, of the message.

VB

Property Value

The name of the body part.

Remarks

Each message must have at most one body part. A part can be the body part of one message and a non-body part of another
message.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessage Interface | IBaseMessage Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReadOnly Property BodyPartName As String
[C#]
string BodyPartName {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_BodyPartName();
[JScript]
function get BodyPartName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBaseMessage.Context Property
Gets or sets the message context.

VB

Property Value

The IBaseMessageContext containing the message context.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessage Interface | IBaseMessage Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace
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Property Context As IBaseMessageContext
[C#]
IBaseMessageContext Context {get; set;}
[C++]
__property IBaseMessageContext* get_Context();
__property void set_Context(IBaseMessageContext*);
[JScript]
function get Context() : IBaseMessageContext;
function set Context(IBaseMessageContext);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBaseMessage.IsMutable Property
Gets a value that indicates whether the message context can be changed by components during processing.

VB

Property Value

true if the value can be changed; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessage Interface | IBaseMessage Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property IsMutable As Boolean  _
[C#]
bool IsMutable {get;}
[C++]
__property bool get_IsMutable();
[JScript]
function get IsMutable() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IBaseMessage.MessageID Property
Gets the unique message ID for the message.

VB

Property Value

The unique ID for the message. The message ID is assigned to a message by the Messaging Engine.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessage Interface | IBaseMessage Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace
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ReadOnly Property MessageID As Guid
[C#]
Guid MessageID {get;}
[C++]
__property Guid get_MessageID();
[JScript]
function get MessageID() : Guid;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IBaseMessage.PartCount Property
Gets the total number of parts in the message.

VB

Property Value

The number of parts in the message.

Remarks

The PartCount property is updated automatically when a new part is added to the message or when an existing part is removed.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessage Interface | IBaseMessage Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace
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ReadOnly Property PartCount As Integer
[C#]
int PartCount {get;}
[C++]
__property int get_PartCount();
[JScript]
function get PartCount() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IBaseMessage Methods
The methods of the IBaseMessage interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBaseMessage interface members, see the
IBaseMessage Members topic.

Public Methods

AddPart Adds a part to the message.
GetErrorInfo Gets the exception that caused the error.
GetPart Accesses the message parts.
GetPartByIndex Retrieves a part and its name by supplying the part index.
GetSize Gets the size of the message.
RemovePart Removes a part from the message.
SetErrorInfo Sets the error information.

See Also

IBaseMessage Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IBaseMessage.AddPart Method
Adds a part to the message.

VB

Parameters

partName
The name of the part to add to the message.

part
The IBaseMessagePart containing the part to add to the message.

bBody
true to indicate the part is a body part; otherwise, false.

Remarks

The part name must be unique within the message.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessage Interface | IBaseMessage Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace
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Sub AddPart( _
   ByVal partName As String, _
   ByVal part As IBaseMessagePart, _
   ByVal bBody As Boolean _
)
[C#]
void AddPart(
   string partName,
   IBaseMessagePart part,
   bool bBody
);
[C++]
void AddPart(
   String* partName,
   IBaseMessagePart* part,
   bool bBody
);
[JScript]
function AddPart(
   partName : String,
   part : IBaseMessagePart,
   bBody : Boolean
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IBaseMessage.GetErrorInfo Method
Gets the exception that caused the error.

VB

Return Value

The exception.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessage Interface | IBaseMessage Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function GetErrorInfo( _
) As Exception
[C#]
Exception GetErrorInfo(
);
[C++]
Exception* GetErrorInfo(
);
[JScript]
function GetErrorInfo(
) : Exception;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBaseMessage.GetPart Method
Accesses the message parts.

VB

Parameters

partName
The name of the part to get.

Return Value

The IBaseMessagePart containing the part.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessage Interface | IBaseMessage Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function GetPart( _
   ByVal partName As String _
) As IBaseMessagePart
[C#]
IBaseMessagePart GetPart(
   string partName
);
[C++]
IBaseMessagePart * GetPart(
   String* partName
);
[JScript]
function GetPart(
   partName : String
) : IBaseMessagePart;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBaseMessage.GetPartByIndex Method
Retrieves a part and its name by supplying the part index.

VB

Parameters

index
The index value indicating the part to retrieve.

partName
When this method returns, contains the name of the part located at the index value.

Return Value

The IBaseMessagePart containing the message part.

Remarks

This method is useful for enumerating all the parts within a message.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessage Interface | IBaseMessage Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function GetPartByIndex( _
   ByVal index As Integer, _
   <Out()> ByRef partName As String _
) As IBaseMessagePart
[C#]
IBaseMessagePart GetPartByIndex(
   int index,
   out string partName
);
[C++]
IBaseMessagePart * GetPartByIndex(
   int index,
   [Out] String** partName
);
[JScript]
function GetPartByIndex(
   index : int,
   partName : String
) : IBaseMessagePart;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBaseMessage.GetSize Method
Gets the size of the message.

This method is not CLS-compliant. For more information about CLS compliance, see
What Is the Common Language Specification.

VB

Parameters

lSize
When this method returns, contains the size of the message.

fImplemented
true if the IBaseMessage object can determine the size; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessage Interface | IBaseMessage Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub GetSize( _
   <Out()> ByRef lSize As UInt64, _
   <Out()> ByRef fImplemented As Boolean _
)
[C#]
void GetSize(
   out ulong lSize,
   out bool fImplemented
);
[C++]
void GetSize(
   [Out] unsigned __int64* lSize,
   [Out] bool* fImplemented
);
[JScript]
function GetSize(
   lSize : UInt64,
   fImplemented : Boolean
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa735713(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBaseMessage.RemovePart Method
Removes a part from the message.

VB

Parameters

partName
The name of the part to be removed from the message.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessage Interface | IBaseMessage Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub RemovePart( _
   ByVal partName As String _
)
[C#]
void RemovePart(
   string partName
);
[C++]
void RemovePart(
   String* partName
);
[JScript]
function RemovePart(
   partName : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBaseMessage.SetErrorInfo Method
Sets the error information.

VB

Parameters

errInfo
The exception.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessage Interface | IBaseMessage Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function SetErrorInfo( _
   ByVal errInfo As Exception _
)
[C#]
void SetErrorInfo (
   Exception errInfo
);
[C++]
void SetErrorInfo (
   Exception* errInfo
);
[JScript]
function SetErrorInfo (
   errInfo : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBaseMessageContext Interface
Provides access to the properties of the message and allows promotion of the properties.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBaseMessageContext Members.

Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop.IBasePropertyBag
   Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop.IBaseMessageContext

VB

Note  For information on using this interface within COM-based code, see IBaseMessageContext Interface.

Remarks

This interface encapsulates the message context, which is essentially a property bag for storing object properties. The context
object is contained within the message.

Notice that existing properties never have a NULL value. A NULL value means that the property does not exist. For example:

Attempting to set (or promote) a property value to NULL deletes the property with S_OK.
Attempting to read a nonexistent property returns NULL with S_OK.
For predicate-related interfaces, "x:a=NULL" (VT_NULL), which is the same as the hypothetical NotExists(x:a) predicate, is the
test for nonexistence of a property x:a.

Multivalued property values are still contained in the same single variant value (pVar).

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Pipeline Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

IBaseMessageContext Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("fff93005-75a2-450a-8a39-53120ca8d8fa")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)>
Public Interface IBaseMessageContext
   Inherits IBasePropertyBag
[C#]
[Guid("fff93005-75a2-450a-8a39-53120ca8d8fa")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public interface IBaseMessageContext : IBasePropertyBag
[C++]
[Guid("fff93005-75a2-450a-8a39-53120ca8d8fa")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public __gc __interface IBaseMessageContext : public
   IBasePropertyBag
[JScript]
public
   Guid("fff93005-75a2-450a-8a39-53120ca8d8fa")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)
interface IBaseMessageContext implements IBasePropertyBag

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBaseMessageContext Members
IBaseMessageContext overview

Public Properties

CountProperties Gets the number of properties in the message context.

Public Methods

AddPredicate Adds a message predicate to the message.
GetPropertyType Gets the type of the property.
IsMutable Indicates whether the message context can be changed by components during processing.
IsPromoted Enables the component to determine whether a property has already been promoted in the message context.
Promote Promotes a property into the message context.
Read Gets a property value from the message context by the name-namespace pair.
ReadAt Gets a property from the message context by index.
Write Writes a property into the message context.

See Also

IBaseMessageContext Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBaseMessageContext Properties
The properties of the IBaseMessageContext interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBaseMessageContext interface
members, see the IBaseMessageContext Members topic.

Public Properties

CountProperties Gets the number of properties in the message context.

See Also

IBaseMessageContext Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBaseMessageContext.CountProperties Property
Gets the number of properties in the message context.

VB

Property Value

The number of properties in the message context.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessageContext Interface | IBaseMessageContext Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property CountProperties As UInt32
[C#]
uint CountProperties {get;}
[C++]
__property unsigned int get_CountProperties();
[JScript]
function get CountProperties() : UInt32;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBaseMessageContext Methods
The methods of the IBaseMessageContext interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBaseMessageContext interface
members, see the IBaseMessageContext Members topic.

Public Methods

AddPredicate Adds a message predicate to the message.
GetPropertyType Gets the type of the property.
IsMutable Indicates whether the message context can be changed by components during processing.
IsPromoted Enables the component to determine whether a property has already been promoted in the message context.
Promote Promotes the property into the message context.
Read Gets a property value from the message context by the name-namespace pair.
ReadAt Gets a property from the message context by index.
Write Writes a property into the message context.

See Also

IBaseMessageContext Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBaseMessageContext.AddPredicate Method
Adds a message predicate to the message.

VB

Parameters

strName
Host property name.

strNameSpace
Host property namespace.

obj
Value to be matched against the host property value.

Remarks

The MessageBox only supports the equals operation for message predicates.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessageContext Interface | IBaseMessageContext Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub AddPredicate( _
   ByVal strName As String, _
   ByVal strNameSpace As String, _
   ByVal obj As Object _
)
[C#]
void AddPredicate(
   string strName,
   string strNameSpace,
   object obj
);
[C++]
void AddPredicate(
   String* strName,
   String* strNameSpace,
   Object* obj
);
[JScript]
function AddPredicate(
   strName : String,
   strNameSpace : String,
   obj : Object
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBaseMessageContext.GetPropertyType Method
Gets the type of the property.

VB

Parameters

strName
Property name.

strNameSpace
Property namespace.

Return Value

One of the ContextPropertyType values.

Remarks

Valid ContextPropertyType values are:

Member Value
PropPredicate 4
PropPromoted 2
PropWasPromoted 16
PropWritten 1

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessageContext Interface | IBaseMessageContext Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function GetPropertyType( _
   ByVal strName As String, _
   ByVal strNameSpace As String _
) As ContextPropertyType
[C#]
ContextPropertyType GetPropertyType(
   string strName,
   string strNameSpace
);
[C++]
ContextPropertyType GetPropertyType(
   String* strName,
   String* strNameSpace
);
[JScript]
function GetPropertyType(
   strName : String,
   strNameSpace : String
) : ContextPropertyType;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBaseMessageContext.IsMutable Property
Indicates whether the message context can be changed by components during processing.

VB

Property Value

true if the value can be changed, otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessageContext Interface | IBaseMessageContext Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property IsMutable As Boolean  _
 [C#]
bool IsMutable {get;}
[C++]
__property bool get_IsMutable();
[JScript]
function get IsMutable() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBaseMessageContext.IsPromoted Method
Enables the component to determine whether a property has already been promoted in the message context.

VB

Parameters

strName
Property name.

strNameSpace
Property namespace.

Return Value

true if the property has been promoted; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessageContext Interface | IBaseMessageContext Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function IsPromoted( _
   ByVal strName As String, _
   ByVal strNameSpace As String _
) As Boolean
[C#]
bool IsPromoted(
   string strName,
   string strNameSpace
);
[C++]
bool IsPromoted(
   String* strName,
   String* strNameSpace
);
[JScript]
function IsPromoted(
   strName : String,
   strNameSpace : String
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBaseMessageContext.Promote Method
Promotes the property into the message context.

VB

Parameters

strName
Property name.

strNameSpace
Property namespace.

obj
Context property value.

Remarks

When the message is published, the promoted properties are extracted from the context and written to the database as clear
values. All the promoted properties for a message are used for subscription evaluation. The size of the promoted property cannot
exceed 256 characters.

Properties promoted by the Promote method can be used when the port or orchestration is subscribed to the messages. If the
types of the promoted properties do not match the values specified in subscription, the comparison fails and the message
subscription does not occur.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessageContext Interface | IBaseMessageContext Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub Promote( _
   ByVal strName As String, _
   ByVal strNameSpace As String, _
   ByVal obj As Object _
)
[C#]
void Promote(
   string strName,
   string strNameSpace,
   object obj
);
[C++]
void Promote(
   String* strName,
   String* strNameSpace,
   Object* obj
);
[JScript]
function Promote(
   strName : String,
   strNameSpace : String,
   obj : Object
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBaseMessageContext.Read Method
Gets the property value from the message context by the name-namespace pair.

VB

Parameters

strName
Property name.

strNamespace
Property namespace.

Return Value

The message context property value. NULL if the property does not exist.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessageContext Interface | IBaseMessageContext Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function Read( _
   ByVal strName As String, _
   ByVal strNamespace As String _
) As Object
[C#]
object Read(
   string strName,
   string strNamespace
);
[C++]
Object* Read(
   String* strName,
   String* strNamespace
);
[JScript]
function Read(
   strName : String,
   strNamespace : String
) : Object;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBaseMessageContext.ReadAt Method
Gets the property from the message context by index.

VB

Parameters

index
The position of the property to read.

strName
[out] Returns the property name.

strNamespace
[out] Returns the property namespace.

Return Value

The message context property value.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessageContext Interface | IBaseMessageContext Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function ReadAt( _
   ByVal index As Integer, _
   <Out()> ByRef strName As String, _
   <Out()> ByRef strNamespace As String _
) As Object
[C#]
object ReadAt(
   int index,
   out string strName,
   out string strNamespace
);
[C++]
Object* ReadAt(
   int index,
   [Out] String** strName,
   [Out] String** strNamespace
);
[JScript]
function ReadAt(
   index : int,
   strName : String,
   strNamespace : String
) : Object;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBaseMessageContext.Write Method
Writes a property into the message context.

VB

Parameters

strName
Property name.

strNameSpace
Property namespace.

obj
Message context property value.

Remarks

The written property is not being promoted.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessageContext Interface | IBaseMessageContext Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub Write( _
   ByVal strName As String, _
   ByVal strNameSpace As String, _
   ByVal obj As Object _
)
[C#]
void Write(
   string strName,
   string strNameSpace,
   object obj
);
[C++]
void Write(
   String* strName,
   String* strNameSpace,
   Object* obj
);
[JScript]
function Write(
   strName : String,
   strNameSpace : String,
   obj : Object
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBaseMessageFactory Interface
Represents a class for working with BizTalk message objects.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBaseMessageFactory Members.

VB

Note  For information on using this interface within COM-based code, see IBaseMessageFactory Interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Pipeline Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

IBaseMessageFactory Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("fff93006-75a2-450a-8a39-53120ca8d8fa")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)>
Public Interface IBaseMessageFactory
[C#]
[Guid("fff93006-75a2-450a-8a39-53120ca8d8fa")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public interface IBaseMessageFactory
[C++]
[Guid("fff93006-75a2-450a-8a39-53120ca8d8fa")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public __gc __interface IBaseMessageFactory
[JScript]
public
   Guid("fff93006-75a2-450a-8a39-53120ca8d8fa")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)
interface IBaseMessageFactory

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBaseMessageFactory Members
IBaseMessageFactory overview

Public Methods

CreateMessage Creates a BizTalk message object and returns its interface.
CreateMessageContext Creates a BizTalk message context object and returns its interface.
CreateMessagePart Creates a BizTalk message part object and returns its interface.
CreatePropertyBag Creates a property bag for the BizTalk message parts and returns its interface.

See Also

IBaseMessageFactory Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IBaseMessageFactory Methods
The methods of the IBaseMessageFactory interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBaseMessageFactory interface
members, see the IBaseMessageFactory Members topic.

Public Methods

CreateMessage Creates a BizTalk message object and returns its interface.
CreateMessageContext Creates a BizTalk message context object and returns its interface.
CreateMessagePart Creates a BizTalk message part object and returns its interface.
CreatePropertyBag Creates a property bag for the BizTalk message parts and returns its interface.

See Also

IBaseMessageFactory Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IBaseMessageFactory.CreateMessage Method
Creates a BizTalk message object and returns its interface.

VB

Return Value

The IBaseMessage interface for the created message.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessageFactory Interface | IBaseMessageFactory Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function CreateMessage() As IBaseMessage
[C#]
IBaseMessage CreateMessage();
[C++]
IBaseMessage * CreateMessage();
[JScript]
function CreateMessage() : IBaseMessage;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBaseMessageFactory.CreateMessageContext Method
Creates a BizTalk message context object and returns its interface.

VB

Return Value

The IBaseMessageContext for the created message context.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessageFactory Interface | IBaseMessageFactory Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function CreateMessageContext() As IBaseMessageContext
[C#]
IBaseMessageContext CreateMessageContext();
[C++]
IBaseMessageContext * CreateMessageContext();
[JScript]
function CreateMessageContext() : IBaseMessageContext;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBaseMessageFactory.CreateMessagePart Method
Creates a BizTalk message part object and returns its interface.

VB

Return Value

The IBaseMessagePart for the created message part.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessageFactory Interface | IBaseMessageFactory Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Function CreateMessagePart() As IBaseMessagePart
[C#]
IBaseMessagePart CreateMessagePart();
[C++]
IBaseMessagePart * CreateMessagePart();
[JScript]
function CreateMessagePart() : IBaseMessagePart;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IBaseMessageFactory.CreatePropertyBag Method
Creates a property bag for the BizTalk message parts and returns its interface.

VB

Return Value

The IBasePropertyBag to contain the context properties of the message.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessageFactory Interface | IBaseMessageFactory Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function CreatePropertyBag() As IBasePropertyBag
[C#]
IBasePropertyBag CreatePropertyBag();
[C++]
IBasePropertyBag * CreatePropertyBag();
[JScript]
function CreatePropertyBag() : IBasePropertyBag;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IBaseMessagePart Interface
Describes a part belonging to one or more messages.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBaseMessagePart Members.

VB

Note  For information on using this interface within COM-based code, see IBaseMessagePart Interface.

Remarks

A message is composed of one or more parts, and a part can be used in more than one message.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Pipeline Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

IBaseMessagePart Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Guid("fff93003-75a2-450a-8a39-53120ca8d8fa")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)>
Public Interface IBaseMessagePart
[C#]
[Guid("fff93003-75a2-450a-8a39-53120ca8d8fa")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public interface IBaseMessagePart
[C++]
[Guid("fff93003-75a2-450a-8a39-53120ca8d8fa")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public __gc __interface IBaseMessagePart
[JScript]
public
   Guid("fff93003-75a2-450a-8a39-53120ca8d8fa")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)
interface IBaseMessagePart

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IBaseMessagePart Members
IBaseMessagePart overview

Public Properties

Charset Gets or sets the character set property for the part.
ContentType Gets or sets the content type property for the part.
Data Gets or sets the part data.
PartID Gets the part with a unique ID.
PartProperties Gets or sets one or more properties that describe the part data or contain custom information about the part.

Public Methods

GetOriginalDataStream Retrieves the original uncloned version of the part data stream.
GetSize Retrieves the size of the part.

See Also

IBaseMessagePart Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IBaseMessagePart Properties
The properties of the IBaseMessagePart interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBaseMessagePart interface members,
see the IBaseMessagePart Members topic.

Public Properties

Charset Gets or sets the character set property for the part.
ContentType Gets or sets the content type property for the part.
Data Gets or sets the part data.
PartID Gets the part with a unique ID.
PartProperties Gets or sets one or more properties that describe the part data or contain custom information about the part.

See Also

IBaseMessagePart Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IBaseMessagePart.Charset Property
Gets or sets the character set property for the part.

VB

Property Value

The character set for the part.

Remarks

This property is also available in the PartProperties property, the property bag for the part.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessagePart Interface | IBaseMessagePart Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Property Charset As String
[C#]
string Charset {get; set;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Charset();
__property void set_Charset(String*);
[JScript]
function get Charset() : String;
function set Charset(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IBaseMessagePart.ContentType Property
Gets or sets the content type property for the part.

VB

Property Value

The content type for the part.

Remarks

This property is also available on the PartProperties property, the property bag for the part.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessagePart Interface | IBaseMessagePart Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Property ContentType As String
[C#]
string ContentType {get; set;}
[C++]
__property String* get_ContentType();
__property void set_ContentType(String*);
[JScript]
function get ContentType() : String;
function set ContentType(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IBaseMessagePart.Data Property
Gets or sets the part data.

VB

Property Value

The part data.

Remarks

For messages delivered by the Messaging Engine, the part data for the attachment parts are loaded only on demand.

In custom pipeline components, Data clones an inbound data stream, whereas BodyPart.GetOriginalDataStream returns the
original inbound stream.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessagePart Interface | IBaseMessagePart Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace
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Property Data As Stream
[C#]
Stream Data {get; set;}
[C++]
__property Stream* get_Data();
__property void set_Data(Stream*);
[JScript]
function get Data() : Stream;
function set Data(Stream);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IBaseMessagePart.PartID Property
Gets the unique ID for the part.

VB

Property Value

The unique ID for the part.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessagePart Interface | IBaseMessagePart Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReadOnly Property PartID As Guid
[C#]
Guid PartID {get;}
[C++]
__property Guid get_PartID();
[JScript]
function get PartID() : Guid;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IBaseMessagePart.PartProperties Property
Gets or sets one or more properties that describe the part data or contain custom information about the part.

VB

Property Value

The IBasePropertyBag containing the part properties associated with this part.

Remarks

Some of the properties contained in this property bag are also available on the part itself.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessagePart Interface | IBaseMessagePart Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Property PartProperties As IBasePropertyBag
[C#]
IBasePropertyBag PartProperties {get; set;}
[C++]
__property IBasePropertyBag* get_PartProperties();
__property void set_PartProperties(IBasePropertyBag*);
[JScript]
function get PartProperties() : IBasePropertyBag;
function set PartProperties(IBasePropertyBag);
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IBaseMessagePart Methods
The methods of the IBaseMessagePart interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBaseMessagePart interface members,
see the IBaseMessagePart Members topic.

Public Methods

GetOriginalDataStream Retrieves the original uncloned version of the part data stream.
GetSize Retrieves the size of the part.

See Also

IBaseMessagePart Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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IBaseMessagePart.GetOriginalDataStream Method
Retrieves the original uncloned version of the part data stream.

VB

Return Value

The uncloned version of the part data stream.

Remarks

The component should ensure safe multithreaded access to the stream when using this method.

In custom pipeline components, Data clones an inbound data stream, whereas GetOriginalDataStream returns the original
inbound stream.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessagePart Interface | IBaseMessagePart Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function GetOriginalDataStream() As Stream
[C#]
Stream GetOriginalDataStream();
[C++]
Stream* GetOriginalDataStream();
[JScript]
function GetOriginalDataStream() : Stream;
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IBaseMessagePart.GetSize Method
Retrieves the size of the part.

This method is not CLS-compliant. For more information about CLS compliance, see
What Is the Common Language Specification.

VB

Parameters

lSize
When this method returns, contains the size of the part.

fImplemented
true if the IBaseMessage object can determine the size; otherwise, false.

Remarks

If the message has already been persisted and the data is unchangeable, then this value is a stored value. If the message is new,
then the value is calculated at the time of the call. For new messages, you can get different values depending on when in the
pipeline or schedule you call into the message because the data can change.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessagePart Interface | IBaseMessagePart Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Sub GetSize( _
   <Out()> ByRef lSize As UInt64, _
   <Out()> ByRef fImplemented As Boolean _
)
[C#]
void GetSize(
   out ulong lSize,
   out bool fImplemented
);
[C++]
void GetSize(
   [Out] unsigned __int64* lSize,
   [Out] bool* fImplemented
);
[JScript]
function GetSize(
   lSize : UInt64,
   fImplemented : Boolean
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa735713(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBasePropertyBag Interface
Provides access to the context properties of the message parts.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBasePropertyBag Members.

VB

Note  For information on using this interface within COM-based code, see IBasePropertyBag Interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Pipeline Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

IBasePropertyBag Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Guid("fff93009-75a2-450a-8a39-53120ca8d8fa")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)>
Public Interface IBasePropertyBag
[C#]
[Guid("fff93009-75a2-450a-8a39-53120ca8d8fa")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public interface IBasePropertyBag
[C++]
[Guid("fff93009-75a2-450a-8a39-53120ca8d8fa")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public __gc __interface IBasePropertyBag
[JScript]
public
   Guid("fff93009-75a2-450a-8a39-53120ca8d8fa")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)
interface IBasePropertyBag

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IBasePropertyBag Members
IBasePropertyBag overview

Public Properties

CountProperties Gets the number of properties in the property bag.

Public Methods

Read Reads the value and type of the given property in the property bag.
ReadAt Reads the property at the specified index value in the property bag.
Write Adds or overwrites a property in the property bag.

See Also

IBasePropertyBag Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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IBasePropertyBag Properties
The properties of the IBasePropertyBag interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBasePropertyBag interface members,
see the IBasePropertyBag Members topic.

Public Properties

CountProperties Gets the number of properties in the property bag.

See Also

IBasePropertyBag Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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IBasePropertyBag.CountProperties Property
Gets the number of properties in the property bag.

VB

Property Value

The number of properties in the property bag.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBasePropertyBag Interface | IBasePropertyBag Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace
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ReadOnly Property CountProperties As UInt32
[C#]
uint CountProperties {get;}
[C++]
__property unsigned int get_CountProperties();
[JScript]
function get CountProperties() : UInt32;
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IBasePropertyBag Methods
The methods of the IBasePropertyBag interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBasePropertyBag interface members, see
the IBasePropertyBag Members topic.

Public Methods

Read Reads the value and type of the given property in the property bag.
ReadAt Reads the property at the specified index value in the property bag.
Write Adds or overwrites a property in the property bag.

See Also

IBasePropertyBag Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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IBasePropertyBag.Read Method
Reads the value of the given property in the property bag.

VB

Parameters

strName
The property name.

strNamespace
The property namespace.

Return Value

The message context property value. NULL if the property does not exist.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBasePropertyBag Interface | IBasePropertyBag Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function Read( _
   ByVal strName As String, _
   ByVal strNamespace As String _
) As Object
[C#]
object Read(
   string strName,
   string strNamespace
);
[C++]
Object* Read(
   String* strName,
   String* strNamespace
);
[JScript]
function Read(
   strName : String,
   strNamespace : String
) : Object;
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IBasePropertyBag.ReadAt Method
Reads the property at the specified index value in the property bag.

VB

Parameters

index
The position of the property to read.

strName
The property name.

strNamespace
The property namespace.

Return Value

The property value.

Remarks

This method is useful for enumerating properties. Properties are indexed in the order in which they were added to the property
bag.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBasePropertyBag Interface | IBasePropertyBag Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace
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Function ReadAt( _
   ByVal index As Integer, _
   <Out()> ByRef strName As String, _
   <Out()> ByRef strNamespace As String _
) As Object
[C#]
object ReadAt(
   int index,
   out string strName,
   out string strNamespace
);
[C++]
Object* ReadAt(
   int index,
   [Out] String** strName,
   [Out] String** strNamespace
);
[JScript]
function ReadAt(
   index : int,
   strName : String,
   strNamespace : String
) : Object;
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IBasePropertyBag.Write Method
Adds or overwrites a property in the property bag.

VB

Parameters

strName
The property name.

strNamespace
The property namespace.

obj
The property value.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBasePropertyBag Interface | IBasePropertyBag Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop Namespace
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Sub Write( _
   ByVal strName As String, _
   ByVal strNamespace As String, _
   ByVal obj As Object _
)
[C#]
void Write(
   string strName,
   string strNamespace,
   object obj
);
[C++]
void Write(
   String* strName,
   String* strNamespace,
   Object* obj
);
[JScript]
function Write(
   strName : String,
   strNamespace : String,
   obj : Object
);
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Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
The Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine namespace contains interfaces and classes used by the Parsing Engine.

Namespace hierarchy

Classes

Class Description
BaseDef Represents the base class that defines any document elements.
ChildRef Defines child elements for the schema.
DataReader Normalizes data from various encoding mechanisms, such as UTF-8, ANSI, and MBCS, into USC-2.
DelimitedFieldDef Represents a delimited field element.
DelimitedRecordDef Represents a delimited record.
DocumentSchema Contains information from the XSD schemas.
ErrorEventArgs Provides data for the error event.
FFReader Represents a reader that provides fast, non-cached, forward-only access to XML data.
FieldDef Represents the definition of a field element.
GroupDef Represents a group of elements in a document.
PositionalFieldDef Defines positional field elements.
PositionalRecordDef Defines positional records in the document.
RecordDef Defines the record in the document.

Interfaces

Interface Description
IDataReader Normalizes data from various encoding mechanisms, such as UTF-8, ANSI, and MBCS, into USC-2.

See Also

.NET Framework Class Library | Using the Flat File Parsing Engine

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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BaseDef Class
Represents the base class that defines any document elements.

For a list of all members of this type, see BaseDef Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.BaseDef
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.FieldDef
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.GroupDef

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.BizTalk.Pipeline (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

BaseDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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<ComVisible(False)>
MustInherit Public Class BaseDef
[C#]
[ComVisible(false)]
public abstract class BaseDef
[C++]
[ComVisible(false)]
public __gc __abstract class BaseDef
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(false)
abstract class BaseDef
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BaseDef Members
BaseDef overview

Public Constructors

BaseDef Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the BaseDef class.

Public Fields

parent Contains the parent parameter that contains the field.
xmlNamespace Contains the XML namespace of the field.
xmlTag Contains the XML tag name for the field.

Public Properties

Index Gets the position number of the field.

Public Methods

Dump Dumps the state of the current object to the console.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BaseDef Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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BaseDef Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the BaseDef class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the BaseDef class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public BaseDef();

[C++] public: BaseDef();

[JScript] public function BaseDef();

Initializes a new instance of the BaseDef class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(GroupDef, System.Int32)

[C#] public BaseDef(GroupDef, System.Int32);

[C++] public: BaseDef(GroupDef*, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function BaseDef(GroupDef, System.Int32);

Initializes a new instance of the BaseDef class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(GroupDef, System.Int32, System.String, System.String)

[C#] public BaseDef(GroupDef, System.Int32, System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: BaseDef(GroupDef*, System.Int32, System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function BaseDef(GroupDef, System.Int32, System.String, System.String);

See Also

BaseDef Class | BaseDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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BaseDef Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the BaseDef class.

VB

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BaseDef Class | BaseDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace | BaseDef Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public BaseDef();
[C++]
public: BaseDef();
[JScript]
public function BaseDef();
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BaseDef Constructor (GroupDef, System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the BaseDef class.

VB

Parameters

parent
The parent parameter that contains the field.

sequenceNumber
The sequence number of the field within the parent.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BaseDef Class | BaseDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace | BaseDef Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal parent As GroupDef, _
   ByVal sequenceNumber As Integer _
)
[C#]
public BaseDef(
   GroupDef parent,
   int sequenceNumber
);
[C++]
public: BaseDef(
   GroupDef* parent,
   int sequenceNumber
);
[JScript]
public function BaseDef(
   parent : GroupDef,
   sequenceNumber : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BaseDef Constructor (GroupDef, System.Int32, System.String,
System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the BaseDef class.

VB

Parameters

parent
The parent parameter that contains the field.

sequenceNumber
The sequence number of the field within the parent.

xmlTag
The XML tag name for the field.

xmlNamespace
The XML namespace of the field.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BaseDef Class | BaseDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace | BaseDef Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal parent As GroupDef, _
   ByVal sequenceNumber As Integer, _
   ByVal xmlTag As String, _
   ByVal xmlNamespace As String _
)
[C#]
public BaseDef(
   GroupDef parent,
   int sequenceNumber,
   string xmlTag,
   string xmlNamespace
);
[C++]
public: BaseDef(
   GroupDef* parent,
   int sequenceNumber,
   String* xmlTag,
   String* xmlNamespace
);
[JScript]
public function BaseDef(
   parent : GroupDef,
   sequenceNumber : int,
   xmlTag : String,
   xmlNamespace : String
);
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BaseDef Fields
The fields of the BaseDef class are listed here. For a complete list of BaseDef class members, see the BaseDef Members topic.

Public Fields

parent Contains the parent parameter that contains the field.
xmlNamespace Contains the XML namespace of the field.
xmlTag Contains the XML tag name for the field.

See Also

BaseDef Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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BaseDef.parent Field
Contains the parent parameter that contains the field.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BaseDef Class | BaseDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly parent As GroupDef
[C#]
public readonly GroupDef parent;
[C++]
public: GroupDef* parent;
[JScript]
public var parent : GroupDef;
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BaseDef.xmlNamespace Field
Contains the XML namespace of the field.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BaseDef Class | BaseDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Public ReadOnly xmlNamespace As String
[C#]
public readonly string xmlNamespace;
[C++]
public: String* xmlNamespace;
[JScript]
public var xmlNamespace : String;
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BaseDef.xmlTag Field
Contains the XML tag name for the field.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BaseDef Class | BaseDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly xmlTag As String
[C#]
public readonly string xmlTag;
[C++]
public: String* xmlTag;
[JScript]
public var xmlTag : String;
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BaseDef Properties
The properties of the BaseDef class are listed here. For a complete list of BaseDef class members, see the BaseDef Members
topic.

Public Properties

Index Gets the position number of the field.

See Also

BaseDef Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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BaseDef.Index Property
Gets the position number of the field.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BaseDef Class | BaseDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property Index As Integer
[C#]
public int Index {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_Index();
[JScript]
public function get Index() : int;
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BaseDef Methods
The methods of the BaseDef class are listed here. For a complete list of BaseDef class members, see the BaseDef Members topic.

Public Methods

Dump Dumps the state of the current object to the console.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BaseDef Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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BaseDef.Dump Method
Dumps the state of the current object to the console.

VB

Parameters

indent
The number of indentations.

tw
The TextWriter.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BaseDef Class | BaseDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub Dump( _
   ByVal indent As Integer, _
   ByVal tw As TextWriter _
)
[C#]
public virtual void Dump(
   int indent,
   TextWriter tw
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Dump(
   int indent,
   TextWriter* tw
);
[JScript]
public function Dump(
   indent : int,
   tw : TextWriter
);
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ChildRef Class
Defines child elements for the schema.

For a list of all members of this type, see ChildRef Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.ChildRef

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

ChildRef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<ComVisible(False)>
Public Class ChildRef
[C#]
[ComVisible(false)]
public class ChildRef
[C++]
[ComVisible(false)]
public __gc class ChildRef
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(false)
class ChildRef
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ChildRef Members
ChildRef overview

Public Constructors

ChildRef Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the ChildRef class.

Public Fields

def Contains the actual child definition.
maxOccurs Contains the required maximum occurrences.
minOccurs Contains the required minimum occurrences.

Public Properties

Repeats Gets a value indicating whether this child repeats.
Required Gets a value that indicates whether this child is required.

Public Methods

Dump Dumps the state of the current object to the console.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ChildRef Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ChildRef Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the ChildRef class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the ChildRef class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(BaseDef)

[C#] public ChildRef(BaseDef);

[C++] public: ChildRef(BaseDef*);

[JScript] public function ChildRef(BaseDef);

Initializes a new instance of the ChildRef class with the minimum and maximum occurences.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Int32, System.Int32, BaseDef)

[C#] public ChildRef(System.Int32, System.Int32, BaseDef);

[C++] public: ChildRef(System.Int32, System.Int32, BaseDef*);

[JScript] public function ChildRef(System.Int32, System.Int32, BaseDef);

See Also

ChildRef Class | ChildRef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ChildRef Constructor (BaseDef)
Initializes a new instance of the ChildRef class.

VB

Parameters

def
A BaseDef that contains the definition of the child being held in the current position.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ChildRef Class | ChildRef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace | ChildRef Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal def As BaseDef _
)
[C#]
public ChildRef(
   BaseDef def
);
[C++]
public: ChildRef(
   BaseDef* def
);
[JScript]
public function ChildRef(
   def : BaseDef
);
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ChildRef Constructor (System.Int32, System.Int32, BaseDef)
Initializes a new instance of the ChildRef class with the minimum and maximum occurences.

VB

Parameters

minOccurs
An Integer that indicates the required minimum occurrences. If this value is -1, then it is unbounded.

maxOccurs
An Integer that indicates the required maximum occurrences. If this value is -1, then it is unbounded.

def
A BaseDef that contains the definition of the child being held in the current position.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ChildRef Class | ChildRef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace | ChildRef Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal minOccurs As Integer, _
   ByVal maxOccurs As Integer, _
   ByVal def As BaseDef _
)
[C#]
public ChildRef(
   int minOccurs,
   int maxOccurs,
   BaseDef def
);
[C++]
public: ChildRef(
   int minOccurs,
   int maxOccurs,
   BaseDef* def
);
[JScript]
public function ChildRef(
   minOccurs : int,
   maxOccurs : int,
   def : BaseDef
);
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ChildRef Fields
The fields of the ChildRef class are listed here. For a complete list of ChildRef class members, see the ChildRef Members topic.

Public Fields

def Contains the actual child definition.
maxOccurs Contains the required maximum occurrences.
minOccurs Contains the required minimum occurrences.

See Also

ChildRef Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ChildRef.def Field
Contains the actual child definition.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ChildRef Class | ChildRef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly def As BaseDef
[C#]
public readonly BaseDef def;
[C++]
public: BaseDef* def;
[JScript]
public var def : BaseDef;
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ChildRef.maxOccurs Field
Contains the required maximum occurrences.

VB

Remarks

If this value is -1, then it is unbounded.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ChildRef Class | ChildRef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly maxOccurs As Integer
[C#]
public readonly int maxOccurs;
[C++]
public: int maxOccurs;
[JScript]
public var maxOccurs : int;
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ChildRef.minOccurs Field
Contains the required minimum occurrences.

VB

Remarks

If this value is -1, then it is unbounded.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ChildRef Class | ChildRef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly minOccurs As Integer
[C#]
public readonly int minOccurs;
[C++]
public: int minOccurs;
[JScript]
public var minOccurs : int;
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ChildRef Properties
The properties of the ChildRef class are listed here. For a complete list of ChildRef class members, see the ChildRef Members
topic.

Public Properties

Repeats Gets a value indicating whether this child repeats.
Required Gets a value that indicates whether this child is required.

See Also

ChildRef Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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ChildRef.Repeats Property
Gets a value indicating whether this child repeats.

VB

Property Value

true if the child repeats; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ChildRef Class | ChildRef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property Repeats As Boolean
[C#]
public bool Repeats {get;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_Repeats();
[JScript]
public function get Repeats() : Boolean;
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ChildRef.Required Property
Gets a value that indicates whether this child is required.

VB

Property Value

true if the child is required; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ChildRef Class | ChildRef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property Required As Boolean
[C#]
public bool Required {get;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_Required();
[JScript]
public function get Required() : Boolean;
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ChildRef Methods
The methods of the ChildRef class are listed here. For a complete list of ChildRef class members, see the ChildRef Members
topic.

Public Methods

Dump Dumps the state of the current object to the console.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ChildRef Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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ChildRef.Dump Method
Dumps the state of the current object to the console.

VB

Parameters

indent
The number of indentations.

tw
The TextWriter.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ChildRef Class | ChildRef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Public Sub Dump( _
   ByVal indent As Integer, _
   ByVal tw As TextWriter _
)
[C#]
public void Dump(
   int indent,
   TextWriter tw
);
[C++]
public: void Dump(
   int indent,
   TextWriter* tw
);
[JScript]
public function Dump(
   indent : int,
   tw : TextWriter
);
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DataReader Class
Normalizes data from various encoding mechanisms, such as UTF-8, ANSI, and MBCS, into USC-2.

For a list of all members of this type, see DataReader Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.DataReader

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

USC-2 is a subset of UTF-16 where characters are always two bytes. The default implementation of DataReader aggregates
standard System.IO.TextReader, which handles UTF-7, UTF-8 and UTF-16.

To customize input sent to BizTalk Server, you can choose to implement either System.IO.Encoding, System.IO.TextReader or
IDataReader.

To customize output from BizTalk Server, you should implement the System.IO.Encoding base class.

Use the following code to parse input using System.IO.Encoding:

Use the following code to serialize output using System.IO.Encoding:

If you choose to derive your class from System.IO.TextReader, you must pass your class into the class constructor for
DataReader when you invoke the Parse method on the schema. Use the following code in this situation:

Alternatively, if you implement IDataReader directly, use the following code:

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Pipeline Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

Public Class DataReader
   Implements IDataReader
[C#]
public class DataReader : IDataReader
[C++]
public __gc class DataReader : public IDataReader
[JScript]
public class DataReader implements IDataReader

XmlReader reader = docspec.Parse(new DataReader(new StreamReader(inputStream, new MyEncoding(
))));

Stream stm = docspec.Serialize(xmlReader, new MyEncoding());

XmlReader reader = docspec.Parse(new DataReader(new MyTextReader()));

XmlReader reader = docspec.Parse(new MyDataReader());

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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DataReader Members
DataReader overview

Public Constructors

DataReader Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the DataReader class.

Public Properties

BaseStream Gets the stream to read.
CurrentEncoding Gets the character encoding.
Length Gets the length of the stream.
Position Gets the position in the stream to start reading.

Public Methods

Close Closes the IDataReader object.
Equals (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited 
from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Object (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Peek Reads the current character.
Read Obtains the set of characters to read.
ReadToEnd Reads all data into a string.
ReferenceEquals (inherit

ed from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Unget Adds the specified character to the previous position in the stream.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed by using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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DataReader Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the DataReader class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the DataReader class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.IO.StreamReader)

[C#] public DataReader(System.IO.StreamReader);

[C++] public: DataReader(System.IO.StreamReader);

[JScript] public function DataReader(System.IO.StreamReader);

Initializes a new instance of the DataReader class with the stream and whether to automatically detect encoding from the byte
ordering.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.IO.Stream, System.Boolean)

[C#] public DataReader(System.IO.Stream, System.Boolean);

[C++] public: DataReader(System.IO.Stream, System.Boolean);

[JScript] public function DataReader(System.IO.Stream, System.Boolean);

Initializes a new instance of the DataReader class with the stream and the encoding.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.IO.Stream, System.Text.Encoding)

[C#] public DataReader(System.IO.Stream, System.Text.Encoding);

[C++] public: DataReader(System.IO.Stream, System.Text.Encoding);

[JScript] public function DataReader(System.IO.Stream, System.Text.Encoding);

Initializes a new instance of the DataReader class with the stream, the encoding and whether to automatically detect encoding
from the byte ordering.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.IO.Stream, System.Text.Encoding, System.Boolean)

[C#] public DataReader(System.IO.Stream, System.Text.Encoding, System.Boolean);

[C++] public: DataReader(System.IO.Stream, System.Text.Encoding, System.Boolean);

[JScript] public function DataReader(System.IO.Stream, System.Text.Encoding, System.Boolean);

See Also

DataReader Class | DataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace | Using the Flat File Parsing Engine
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DataReader Constructor (System.IO.StreamReader)
Initializes a new instance of the DataReader class.

VB

Parameters

textReader
The StreamReader object.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DataReader Class | DataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace | DataReader Constructor Overload List |
Implementing Character Encoding in a Pipeline Component
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal textReader As StreamReader _
)
[C#]
public DataReader(
   StreamReader textReader
);
[C++]
public: DataReader(
   StreamReader* textReader
);
[JScript]
public function DataReader(
   textReader : StreamReader
);
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DataReader Constructor (System.IO.Stream, System.Boolean)
Initializes a new instance of the DataReader class with the stream and whether to automatically detect encoding from the byte
ordering.

VB

Parameters

stream
The Stream object.

detectEncodingFromByteOrderMarks
true to automatically detect encoding from byte ordering; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DataReader Class | DataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace | DataReader Constructor Overload List |
Implementing Character Encoding in a Pipeline Component
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal stream As Stream, _
   ByVal detectEncodingFromByteOrderMarks As Boolean _
)
[C#]
public DataReader(
   Stream stream,
   bool detectEncodingFromByteOrderMarks
);
[C++]
public: DataReader(
   Stream* stream,
   bool detectEncodingFromByteOrderMarks
);
[JScript]
public function DataReader(
   stream : Stream,
   detectEncodingFromByteOrderMarks : Boolean
);
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DataReader Constructor (System.IO.Stream,
System.Text.Encoding)
Initializes a new instance of the DataReader class with the stream and the encoding.

VB

Parameters

stream
The Stream object.

encoding
The Encoding indicating the character encoding of the stream.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DataReader Class | DataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace | DataReader Constructor Overload List |
Implementing Character Encoding in a Pipeline Component
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal stream As Stream, _
   ByVal encoding As Encoding _
)
[C#]
public DataReader(
   Stream stream,
   Encoding encoding
);
[C++]
public: DataReader(
   Stream* stream,
   Encoding* encoding
);
[JScript]
public function DataReader(
   stream : Stream,
   encoding : Encoding
);
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DataReader Constructor (System.IO.Stream,
System.Text.Encoding, System.Boolean)
Initializes a new instance of the DataReader class with the stream, the encoding and whether to automatically detect encoding
from the byte ordering.

VB

Parameters

stream
The Stream object.

encoding
The Encoding indicating the character encoding of the stream.

detectEncodingFromByteOrderMarks
true to automatically detect encoding from byte ordering; otherwise, false.

Remarks

If the encoding is not automatically detected, the encoding specified in the encoding parameter is used.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DataReader Class | DataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace | DataReader Constructor Overload List |
Implementing Character Encoding in a Pipeline Component
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal stream As Stream, _
   ByVal encoding As Encoding, _
   ByVal detectEncodingFromByteOrderMarks As Boolean _
)
[C#]
public DataReader(
   Stream stream,
   Encoding encoding,
   bool detectEncodingFromByteOrderMarks
);
[C++]
public: DataReader(
   Stream* stream,
   Encoding* encoding,
   bool detectEncodingFromByteOrderMarks
);
[JScript]
public function DataReader(
   stream : Stream,
   encoding : Encoding,
   detectEncodingFromByteOrderMarks : Boolean
);
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DataReader Properties
The properties of the DataReader class are listed here. For a complete list of DataReader class members, see the
DataReader Members topic.

Public Properties

BaseStream Gets the stream to read.
CurrentEncoding Gets the character encoding.
Length Gets the length of the stream.
Position Gets the position in the stream to start reading.

See Also

DataReader Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace | Implementing Character Encoding in a Pipeline Component
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DataReader.BaseStream Property
Gets the stream to read.

VB

Implements

IDataReader.BaseStream

Property Value

The Stream to read.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DataReader Class | DataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace |
Implementing Character Encoding in a Pipeline Component
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property BaseStream As Stream  _
   Implements IDataReader.BaseStream
[C#]
public virtual Stream BaseStream {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual Stream* get_BaseStream();
[JScript]
public function get BaseStream() : Stream;
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DataReader.CurrentEncoding Property
Gets the character encoding.

VB

Property Value

An Encoding that contains the character encoding.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DataReader Class | DataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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ReadOnly Property CurrentEncoding As Encoding
[C#]
Encoding CurrentEncoding {get;}
[C++]
__property Encoding* get_CurrentEncoding();
[JScript]
function get CurrentEncoding() : Encoding;
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DataReader.Length Property
Gets the length of the stream.

VB

Implements

IDataReader.Length

Property Value

A Long containing the length of the stream.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DataReader Class | DataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace |
Implementing Character Encoding in a Pipeline Component
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Length As Long  Implements _
   IDataReader.Length
[C#]
public virtual long Length {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual __int64 get_Length();
[JScript]
public function get Length() : long;
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DataReader.Position Property
Gets the position in the stream to start reading.

VB

Implements

IDataReader.Position

Property Value

A Long indicating the position in the stream to read from.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DataReader Class | DataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace |
Implementing Character Encoding in a Pipeline Component
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Position As Long  Implements _
   IDataReader.Position
[C#]
public virtual long Position {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual __int64 get_Position();
[JScript]
public function get Position() : long;
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DataReader Methods
The methods of the DataReader class are listed here. For a complete list of DataReader class members, see the
DataReader Members topic.

Public Methods

Close Closes the IDataReader object.
Equals (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited 
from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Object (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Peek Reads the current character.
Read Obtains the set of characters to read.
ReadToEnd Reads all data into a string.
ReferenceEquals (inherit

ed from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Unget Adds the specified character to the previous position in the stream.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed by using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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DataReader.Close Method
Closes the IDataReader object.

VB

Implements

IDataReader.Close

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DataReader Class | DataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace |
Implementing Character Encoding in a Pipeline Component
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Public Overridable Sub Close() Implements IDataReader.Close
[C#]
public virtual void Close();
[C++]
public: virtual void Close();
[JScript]
public function Close();
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DataReader.Peek Method
Reads the current character.

VB

Implements

IDataReader.Peek

Return Value

The character in the current position.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DataReader Class | DataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace |
Implementing Character Encoding in a Pipeline Component
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Public Overridable Function PeekChar() As Integer Implements _
   IDataReader.PeekChar
[C#]
public virtual int PeekChar();
[C++]
public: virtual int PeekChar();
[JScript]
public function PeekChar() : int;
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DataReader.Read Method
Obtains the set of characters to read.

Overload List

Obtains the character in the current position of the stream and advances the current position to the next character.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Function Read() As Integer Implements IDataReader.Read

[C#] public virtual int Read();

[C++] public: virtual int Read();

[JScript] public function Read() : int;

Obtains the set of characters of a specified length from the current position.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Public Overridable Function Read(System.Char(), System.Int32, System.Int32) As Integer Implements IDataReader.Read

[C#] public virtual int Read(System.Char[], System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++] public: virtual int Read(System.Char[], System.Int32, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function Read(System.Char[], System.Int32, System.Int32) : int;

See Also

DataReader Class | DataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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DataReader.Read Method ()
Obtains the character in the current position of the stream and advances the current position to the next character.

VB

Return Value

The character at the current position. A return value of -1 indicates the end of the stream.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DataReader Class | DataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Function Read() As Integer
[C#]
int Read();
[C++]
int Read();
[JScript]
function Read() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DataReader.Read Method (System.Char[], System.Int32,
System.Int32)
Obtains the set of characters of a specified length from the current position.

VB

Parameters

buffer
A array of characters that holds characters to read.

index
An index into the buffer where the read characters should go.

len
An Integer containing the length of the string of characters.

Return Value

The string of characters of length len from the current position.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DataReader Class | DataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Function Read( _
   ByVal buffer() As char[], _
   ByVal index As Integer, _
   ByVal len As Integer _
) As String
[C#]
string Read(
   char[] buffer,
   int index,
   int len
);
[C++]
String* Read(
   __wchar_t buffer,
   __gc[] int index,
   int len
);
[JScript]
function Read(
   buffer : char[],
   index : int, 
   len : int
) : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DataReader.ReadToEnd Method
Reads data from the current position to the end of the stream.

VB

Return Value

A string that contains all the data.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DataReader Class | DataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Function ReadToEnd() As String
[C#]
string ReadToEnd();
[C++]
string ReadToEnd();
[JScript]
function ReadToEnd() : str;
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DataReader.Unget Method
Adds a set of characters to the previous position in the stream to support look-ahead, or peeking functionality.

Overload List

Adds a character to the previous position in the stream to support look-ahead, or peeking functionality.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub Unget(System.Char) Implements IDataReader.Unget

[C#] public virtual void Unget(System.Char);

[C++] public: virtual void Unget(System.Char);

[JScript] public function Unget(System.Char);

Adds a set of characters to the previous position in the stream to support look-ahead, or peeking functionality.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Public Overridable Sub Unget(System.Char(), System.Int32, System.Int32) Implements IDataReader.Unget

[C#] public virtual void Unget(System.Char[], System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++] public: virtual void Unget(System.Char[], System.Int32, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function Unget(System.Char[], System.Int32, System.Int32);

Adds a set of characters to the previous position in the stream to support look-ahead, or peeking functionality.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Public Overridable Sub Unget(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32) Implements IDataReader.Unget

[C#] public virtual void Unget(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++] public: virtual void Unget(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function Unget(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

See Also

DataReader Class | DataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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DataReader.Unget Method (System.Char)
Adds a character to the previous position in the stream to support look-ahead, or peeking functionality.

VB

Parameters

ch
The character to add to the stream.

Implements

IDataReader.Unget

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DataReader Class | DataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace |
Implementing Character Encoding in a Pipeline Component
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Overloads Public Overridable Sub Unget( _
   ByVal ch As Char _
) Implements IDataReader.Unget
[C#]
public virtual void Unget(
   char ch
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Unget(
   __wchar_t ch
);
[JScript]
public function Unget(
   ch : Char
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DataReader.Unget Method (System.Char[], System.Int32,
System.Int32)
Adds a set of characters to the previous position in the stream to support look-ahead, or peeking functionality.

VB

Parameters

buffer
A array of characters that hold the returned characters (the characters that the unget was performed on).

index
An index into the buffer where the returned characters should go (the characters that the unget was performed on).

count
The number of characters to return (unget).

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DataReader Class | DataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Sub Unget( _
   ByVal buffer() As char[], _
   ByVal index As Integer, _
   ByVal count As Integer _
)
[C#]
void Unget(
   char[] buffer,
   int index,
   int count
);
[C++]
void Unget(
   __wchar_t buffer __gc[],
   int index,
   int count
);
[JScript]
function Unget(
   buffer : char[],
   index : int,
   count : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DataReader.Unget Method (System.String, System.Int32,
System.Int32)
Adds a set of characters to the previous position in the stream to support look-ahead, or peeking functionality.

VB

Parameters

str
The returned characters (the characters that the unget was performed on).

index
An index into the buffer where the returned characters should go (the characters that the unget was performed on).

count
The number of characters to return (unget).

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DataReader Class | DataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Sub Unget( _   
   ByVal str As String, _
   ByVal index As Integer, _
   ByVal count As Integer _
)
[C#]
void Unget(   
   string str,
   int index,
   int count
);
[C++]
void Unget(   
   String* str,
   int index,
   int count
);
[JScript]
function Unget(   
   str : String,
   index : int,
   count : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DelimitedFieldDef Class
Represents a delimited field element.

For a list of all members of this type, see DelimitedFieldDef Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.BaseDef
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.FieldDef
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.DelimitedFieldDef

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

DelimitedFieldDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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<ComVisible(False)>
Public Class DelimitedFieldDef
   Inherits FieldDef
[C#]
[ComVisible(false)]
public class DelimitedFieldDef : FieldDef
[C++]
[ComVisible(false)]
public __gc class DelimitedFieldDef : public FieldDef
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(false)
class DelimitedFieldDef extends FieldDef

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DelimitedFieldDef Members
DelimitedFieldDef overview

Public Constructors

DelimitedFieldDef Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the DelimitedFieldDef class.

Public Fields

dateTimeFormat (inherited from FieldDef) Contains the formatting string for the datetime datatype.
defaultOrFixedType (inherited from FieldDef) Contains the type of the default or fixed value from the XML schema.
defaultOrFixedValue (inherited from FieldDef) Contains the default or fixed value from XML schema.
isOptional (inherited from FieldDef) Indicates whether the field is optional.
isXmlAttribute (inherited from FieldDef) Indicate whether the field should be represent the field as an attribute.
leftJustified (inherited from FieldDef) Indicates whether the field is left justified.
minLengthWithPad Contains the required minimum length for the field including pad characters.
padChar (inherited from FieldDef) Indicates the pad character to use.
parent (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the parent parameter that contains the field.
wrapChar Contains the wrap character for the field.
xmlDatatype (inherited from FieldDef) Contains the XML data type for the field.
xmlNamespace (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the XML namespace of the field.
xmlTag (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the XML tag name for the field.

Public Properties

Index (inherited from BaseDef) Gets the position number of the field.

Public Methods

Dump (inherited from F
ieldDef)

Overridden. This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be us
ed directly from your code.

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

DelimitedFieldDef Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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DelimitedFieldDef Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the DelimitedFieldDef class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the DelimitedFieldDef class.

[Visual Basic]
Public Sub New(GroupDef, System.Int32, System.String, System.String, System.Boolean, System.Char, System.String, System.Boolean, System.String, DefaultFixedType, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)

[C#]
public DelimitedFieldDef(GroupDef, System.Int32, System.String, System.String, System.Boolean, System.Char, System.String, System.Boolean, System.String, DefaultFixedType, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++]
public: DelimitedFieldDef(GroupDef*, System.Int32, System.String, System.String, System.Boolean, System.Char, System.String, System.Boolean, System.String, DefaultFixedType, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[JScript]
public function DelimitedFieldDef(GroupDef, System.Int32, System.String, System.String, System.Boolean, System.Char, System.String, System.Boolean, System.String, DefaultFixedType, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

Initializes a new instance of the DelimitedFieldDef class defining whether the field is an attribute or element.

[Visual Basic]
Public Sub New(GroupDef, System.Int32, System.String, System.String, System.Boolean, System.Boolean, System.Char, System.String, System.Boolean, System.String, DefaultFixedType, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)

[C#]
public DelimitedFieldDef(GroupDef, System.Int32, System.String, System.String, System.Boolean, System.Boolean, System.Char, System.String, System.Boolean, System.String, DefaultFixedType, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++]
public: DelimitedFieldDef(GroupDef*, System.Int32, System.String, System.String, System.Boolean, System.Boolean, System.Char, System.String, System.Boolean, System.String, DefaultFixedType, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[JScript]
public function DelimitedFieldDef(GroupDef, System.Int32, System.String, System.String, System.Boolean, System.Boolean, System.Char, System.String, System.Boolean, System.String, DefaultFixedType, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

See Also

DelimitedFieldDef Class | DelimitedFieldDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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DelimitedFieldDef Constructor (GroupDef, System.Int32,
System.String, System.String, System.Boolean, System.Char,
System.String, System.Boolean, System.String,
DefaultFixedType, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the DelimitedFieldDef class.

VB

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal parent As GroupDef, _
   ByVal sequenceNumber As Integer, _
   ByVal xmlTag As String, _
   ByVal xmlNamespace As String, _
   ByVal leftJustified As Boolean, _
   ByVal padChar As Char, _
   ByVal dateTimeFormat As String, _
   ByVal isOptional As Boolean, _
   ByVal defaultOrFixedValue As String, _
   ByVal defaultOrFixedType As DefaultFixedType, _
   ByVal xmlDatatype As String, _
   ByVal minLengthWithPad As Integer, _
   ByVal wrapChar As Integer _
)
[C#]
public DelimitedFieldDef(
   GroupDef parent,
   int sequenceNumber,
   string xmlTag,
   string xmlNamespace,
   bool leftJustified,
   char padChar,
   string dateTimeFormat,
   bool isOptional,
   string defaultOrFixedValue,
   DefaultFixedType defaultOrFixedType,
   string xmlDatatype,
   int minLengthWithPad,
   int wrapChar
);
[C++]
public: DelimitedFieldDef(
   GroupDef* parent,
   int sequenceNumber,
   String* xmlTag,
   String* xmlNamespace,
   bool leftJustified,
   __wchar_t padChar,
   String* dateTimeFormat,
   bool isOptional,
   String* defaultOrFixedValue,
   DefaultFixedType defaultOrFixedType,
   String* xmlDatatype,
   int minLengthWithPad,
   int wrapChar
);
[JScript]
public function DelimitedFieldDef(
   parent : GroupDef,
   sequenceNumber : int,
   xmlTag : String,
   xmlNamespace : String,
   leftJustified : Boolean,
   padChar : Char,



 

Parameters

parent
A GroupDef that contains the parent parameter that contains the field.

sequenceNumber
An Integer that contains the sequence number of the field within the parent.

xmlTag
A String that contains the XML tag name for the field. .

xmlNamespace
A String that contains the Xml namespace of the field. .

leftJustified
true to indicate that the field is left justified; otherwise, false.

padChar
A Char that indicates the pad character to use.

dateTimeFormat
A String that contains the formatting string for the datetime datatype.

isOptional
true to indicate that the field is optional; otherwise, false.

defaultOrFixedValue
A String that contains the default or fixed value from Xml Schema..

defaultOrFixedType
A DefaultFixedType that contains the type of the default or fixed value from the XML Schema.

xmlDatatype
A String that contains the XML data type for the field.

minLengthWithPad
An Integer that contains the required minimum length for the field including pad characters.

wrapChar
Contains the wrap character for the field. The value from this property needs to be type-cast to a character.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DelimitedFieldDef Class | DelimitedFieldDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace |
DelimitedFieldDef Constructor Overload List
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   dateTimeFormat : String,
   isOptional : Boolean,
   defaultOrFixedValue : String,
   defaultOrFixedType : DefaultFixedType,
   xmlDatatype : String,
   minLengthWithPad : int,
   wrapChar : int
);
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DelimitedFieldDef Constructor (GroupDef, System.Int32,
System.String, System.String, System.Boolean, System.Boolean,
System.Char, System.String, System.Boolean, System.String,
DefaultFixedType, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the DelimitedFieldDef class defining whether the field is an attribute or element.

VB

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal parent As GroupDef, _
   ByVal sequenceNumber As Integer, _
   ByVal xmlTag As String, _
   ByVal xmlNamespace As String, _
   ByVal isXmlAttribute As Boolean, _
   ByVal leftJustified As Boolean, _
   ByVal padChar As Char, _
   ByVal dateTimeFormat As String, _
   ByVal isOptional As Boolean, _
   ByVal defaultOrFixedValue As String, _
   ByVal defaultOrFixedType As DefaultFixedType, _
   ByVal xmlDatatype As String, _
   ByVal minLengthWithPad As Integer, _
   ByVal wrapChar As Integer _
)
[C#]
public DelimitedFieldDef(
   GroupDef parent,
   int sequenceNumber,
   string xmlTag,
   string xmlNamespace,
   bool isXmlAttribute,
   bool leftJustified,
   char padChar,
   string dateTimeFormat,
   bool isOptional,
   string defaultOrFixedValue,
   DefaultFixedType defaultOrFixedType,
   string xmlDatatype,
   int minLengthWithPad,
   int wrapChar
);
[C++]
public: DelimitedFieldDef(
   GroupDef* parent,
   int sequenceNumber,
   String* xmlTag,
   String* xmlNamespace,
   bool isXmlAttribute,
   bool leftJustified,
   __wchar_t padChar,
   String* dateTimeFormat,
   bool isOptional,
   String* defaultOrFixedValue,
   DefaultFixedType defaultOrFixedType,
   String* xmlDatatype,
   int minLengthWithPad,
   int wrapChar
);
[JScript]
public function DelimitedFieldDef(
   parent : GroupDef,
   sequenceNumber : int,
   xmlTag : String,



 

Parameters

parent
A GroupDef that contains the parent parameter that contains the field.

sequenceNumber
The sequence number of the field within the parent.

xmlTag
The XML tag name for the field. .

xmlNamespace
The Xml namespace of the field. .

isXmlAttribute
true to indicate that the field should be represent the field as an attribute; false to indicate that the field should be represented
as an element.

leftJustified
true to indicate that the field is left justified; otherwise, false.

padChar
The pad character to use.

dateTimeFormat
The formatting string for the datetime datatype.

isOptional
true to indicate that the field is optional; otherwise, false.

defaultOrFixedValue
The default or fixed value from Xml schema.

defaultOrFixedType
A DefaultFixedType that contains the type of the default or fixed value from the XML Schema.

xmlDatatype
The XML data type for the field.

minLengthWithPad
The required minimum length for the field including pad characters.

wrapChar
Contains the wrap character for the field. The value from this property needs to be type-cast to a character.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DelimitedFieldDef Class | DelimitedFieldDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace |
DelimitedFieldDef Constructor Overload List
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   xmlNamespace : String,
   isXmlAttribute : Boolean,
   leftJustified : Boolean,
   padChar : Char,
   dateTimeFormat : String,
   isOptional : Boolean,
   defaultOrFixedValue : String,
   defaultOrFixedType : DefaultFixedType,
   xmlDatatype : String,
   minLengthWithPad : int,
   wrapChar : int
);
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DelimitedFieldDef Fields
The fields of the DelimitedFieldDef class are listed here. For a complete list of DelimitedFieldDef class members, see the
DelimitedFieldDef Members topic.

Public Fields

dateTimeFormat (inherited from FieldDef) Contains the formatting string for the datetime datatype.
defaultOrFixedType (inherited from FieldDef) Contains the type of the default or fixed value from the XML schema.
defaultOrFixedValue (inherited from FieldDef) Contains the default or fixed value from XML schema.
isOptional (inherited from FieldDef) Indicates whether the field is optional.
isXmlAttribute (inherited from FieldDef) Indicate whether the field should be represent the field as an attribute.
leftJustified (inherited from FieldDef) Indicates whether the field is left justified.
minLengthWithPad Contains the required minimum length for the field including pad characters.
padChar (inherited from FieldDef) Indicates the pad character to use.
parent (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the parent parameter that contains the field.
wrapChar Contains the wrap character for the field.
xmlDatatype (inherited from FieldDef) Contains the XML data type for the field.
xmlNamespace (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the XML namespace of the field.
xmlTag (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the XML tag name for the field.

See Also

DelimitedFieldDef Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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DelimitedFieldDef.minLengthWithPad Field
Contains the required minimum length for the field including pad characters.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DelimitedFieldDef Class | DelimitedFieldDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly minLengthWithPad As Integer
[C#]
public readonly int minLengthWithPad;
[C++]
public: int minLengthWithPad;
[JScript]
public var minLengthWithPad : int;
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DelimitedFieldDef.wrapChar Field
Contains the wrap character for the field.

VB

Remarks

The value from this property needs to be type-cast to a character.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DelimitedFieldDef Class | DelimitedFieldDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly wrapChar As Integer
[C#]
public readonly int wrapChar;
[C++]
public: int wrapChar;
[JScript]
public var wrapChar : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DelimitedRecordDef Class
Represents a delimited record.

For a list of all members of this type, see DelimitedRecordDef Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.BaseDef
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.GroupDef
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.RecordDef
            Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.DelimitedRecordDef

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Pipeline Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

DelimitedRecordDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<ComVisible(False)>
Public Class DelimitedRecordDef
   Inherits RecordDef
[C#]
[ComVisible(false)]
public class DelimitedRecordDef : RecordDef
[C++]
[ComVisible(false)]
public __gc class DelimitedRecordDef : public RecordDef
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(false)
class DelimitedRecordDef extends RecordDef

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DelimitedRecordDef Members
DelimitedRecordDef overview

Public Constructors

DelimitedRecordDef Constructor Initializes a new instance of the DelimitedRecordDef class.

Public Fields

childDelimiter Delimits all children with the current record.
delim This field has been deprecated for BizTalk Server 2004.
escapeChar Contains the escape character.
fieldOrder Contains the field order model of the children.
groupType (inherited from GroupDef) Contains the type of group.
parent (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the parent parameter that contains the field.
preserveDelimiterForEmptyData Indicates whether the serializing engine should preserve delimiters for fields with empt

y data.
repeatingDelimiter Contains special delimiters to be used when a field is repeating.
suppressTrailingDelimiters Indicates whether the delimiters of trailing, empty fields should be suppressed.
tag (inherited from RecordDef) Contains the tag of the record.
xmlNamespace (inherited from BaseD

ef)
Contains the XML namespace of the field.

xmlTag (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the XML tag name for the field.

Public Properties

ChildCount (inherited from GroupDef) Gets the number of children.
Index (inherited from BaseDef) Gets the position number of the field.

Public Methods

AddChild (inherited fro
m GroupDef)

Adds a child to the group.

Dump Overridden. Dumps the state of the current object to the console.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetChild (inherited fro
m GroupDef)

Retrieves a child based on the index.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString Overridden. This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended t
o be used directly from your code.

Protected Fields

children (inherited from GroupDef) Contains an array of children under this group.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

See Also

DelimitedRecordDef Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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DelimitedRecordDef Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the DelimitedRecordDef class.

VB

Parameters

parent
The GroupDef containing the parent parameter that contains the field.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal parent As GroupDef, _
   ByVal sequenceNumber As Integer, _
   ByVal xmlTag As String, _
   ByVal xmlNamespace As String, _
   ByVal tag As String, _
   ByVal suppressTrailingDelimiters As Boolean, _
   ByVal childOrder As FieldOrder, _
   ByVal childDelimiter As String, _
   ByVal repeatingDelimiter As String, _
   ByVal escapeChar As Integer, _
   ByVal preserveDelimiterForEmptyData As Boolean _
)
[C#]
public DelimitedRecordDef(
   GroupDef parent,
   int sequenceNumber,
   string xmlTag,
   string xmlNamespace,
   string tag,
   bool suppressTrailingDelimiters,
   FieldOrder childOrder,
   string childDelimiter,
   string repeatingDelimiter,
   int escapeChar,
   bool preserveDelimiterForEmptyData
);
[C++]
public: DelimitedRecordDef(
   GroupDef* parent,
   int sequenceNumber,
   String* xmlTag,
   String* xmlNamespace,
   String* tag,
   bool suppressTrailingDelimiters,
   FieldOrder childOrder,
   String* childDelimiter,
   String* repeatingDelimiter,
   int escapeChar,
   bool preserveDelimiterForEmptyData
);
[JScript]
public function DelimitedRecordDef(
   parent : GroupDef,
   sequenceNumber : int,
   xmlTag : String,
   xmlNamespace : String,
   tag : String,
   suppressTrailingDelimiters : Boolean,
   childOrder : FieldOrder,
   childDelimiter : String,
   repeatingDelimiter : String,
   escapeChar : int,
   preserveDelimiterForEmptyData : Boolean
);



 

sequenceNumber
The sequence number of the field within the parent.

xmlTag
The XML tag name for the field.

xmlNamespace
The XML namespace of the field.

tag
The tag for the record.

suppressTrailingDelimiters
true to suppress the trailing delimiters; otherwise, false.

childOrder
The FieldOrder that defines the order of the field elements.

childDelimiter
The delimiter for child elements.

repeatingDelimiter
The repeating delimiter.

escapeChar
The position of the escape character.

preserveDelimiterForEmptyData
true to preserve the delimiter for empty data; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DelimitedRecordDef Class | DelimitedRecordDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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DelimitedRecordDef Fields
The fields of the DelimitedRecordDef class are listed here. For a complete list of DelimitedRecordDef class members, see the
DelimitedRecordDef Members topic.

Public Fields

childDelimiter Delimits all children with the current record.
delim This field has been deprecated for BizTalk Server 2004.
escapeChar Contains the escape character.
fieldOrder Contains the field order model of the children.
groupType (inherited from GroupDef) Contains the type of group.
parent (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the parent parameter that contains the field.
preserveDelimiterForEmptyData Indicates whether the serializing engine should preserve delimiters for fields with empt

y data.
repeatingDelimiter Contains special delimiters to be used when a field is repeating.
suppressTrailingDelimiters Indicates whether the delimiters of trailing, empty fields should be suppressed.
tag (inherited from RecordDef) Contains the tag of the record.
xmlNamespace (inherited from BaseD

ef)
Contains the XML namespace of the field.

xmlTag (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the XML tag name for the field.

Protected Fields

children (inherited from GroupDef) Contains an array of children under this group.

See Also

DelimitedRecordDef Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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DelimitedRecordDef.childDelimiter Field
Delimits all children with the current record.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DelimitedRecordDef Class | DelimitedRecordDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly childDelimiter As String
[C#]
public readonly string childDelimiter;
[C++]
public: String* childDelimiter;
[JScript]
public var childDelimiter : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DelimitedRecordDef.delim Field
This field has been deprecated for BizTalk Server 2004.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DelimitedRecordDef Class | DelimitedRecordDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly delim As String
[C#]
public readonly string delim;
[C++]
public: String* delim;
[JScript]
public var delim : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DelimitedRecordDef.escapeChar Field
Contains the escape character.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DelimitedRecordDef Class | DelimitedRecordDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly escapeChar As Integer
[C#]
public readonly int escapeChar;
[C++]
public: int escapeChar;
[JScript]
public var escapeChar : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DelimitedRecordDef.fieldOrder Field
Contains the field order model of the children.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DelimitedRecordDef Class | DelimitedRecordDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly fieldOrder As FieldOrder
[C#]
public readonly FieldOrder fieldOrder;
[C++]
public: FieldOrder fieldOrder;
[JScript]
public var fieldOrder : FieldOrder;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DelimitedRecordDef.preserveDelimiterForEmptyData Field
Indicates whether the serializing engine should preserve delimiters for fields with empty data.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DelimitedRecordDef Class | DelimitedRecordDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly preserveDelimiterForEmptyData As Boolean
[C#]
public readonly bool preserveDelimiterForEmptyData;
[C++]
public: bool preserveDelimiterForEmptyData;
[JScript]
public var preserveDelimiterForEmptyData : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DelimitedRecordDef.repeatingDelimiter Field
Contains special delimiters to be used when a field is repeating.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DelimitedRecordDef Class | DelimitedRecordDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly repeatingDelimiter As String
[C#]
public readonly string repeatingDelimiter;
[C++]
public: String* repeatingDelimiter;
[JScript]
public var repeatingDelimiter : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DelimitedRecordDef.suppressTrailingDelimiters Field
Indicates whether the delimiters of trailing, empty fields should be suppressed.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DelimitedRecordDef Class | DelimitedRecordDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly suppressTrailingDelimiters As Boolean
[C#]
public readonly bool suppressTrailingDelimiters;
[C++]
public: bool suppressTrailingDelimiters;
[JScript]
public var suppressTrailingDelimiters : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DelimitedRecordDef Methods
The methods of the DelimitedRecordDef class are listed here. For a complete list of DelimitedRecordDef class members, see
the DelimitedRecordDef Members topic.

Public Methods

AddChild (inherited fro
m GroupDef)

Adds a child to the group.

Dump Overridden. Dumps the state of the current object to the console.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetChild (inherited fro
m GroupDef)

Retrieves a child based on the index.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString Overridden. This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended t
o be used directly from your code.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

DelimitedRecordDef Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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DelimitedRecordDef.Dump Method
This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Parameters

indent
The number of indentations.

tw
The TextWriter.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DelimitedRecordDef Class | DelimitedRecordDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Sub Dump( _
   ByVal indent As Integer, _
   ByVal tw As TextWriter _
)
[C#]
public override void Dump(
   int indent,
   TextWriter tw
);
[C++]
public: void Dump(
   int indent,
   TextWriter* tw
);
[JScript]
public override function Dump(
   indent : int,
   tw : TextWriter
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DelimitedRecordDef.ToString Method
This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DelimitedRecordDef Class | DelimitedRecordDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function ToString() As String
[C#]
public override string ToString();
[C++]
public: String* ToString();
[JScript]
public override function ToString() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DocumentSchema Class
Contains information from the XSD schemas.

For a list of all members of this type, see DocumentSchema Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.DocumentSchema

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Pipeline Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<ComVisible(False)>
Public Class DocumentSchema
[C#]
[ComVisible(false)]
public class DocumentSchema
[C++]
[ComVisible(false)]
public __gc class DocumentSchema
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(false)
class DocumentSchema

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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DocumentSchema Members
DocumentSchema overview

Public Constructors

DocumentSchema Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the DocumentSchema class.

Public Fields

BiztalkNamespace The BizTalk namespace, http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003.

Public Properties

AllowEarlyTermination Gets a value that tells the parser whether to allow early termination for right-most positional fields.
Case Gets a value indicating how the serializing engine should change the casing of produced data.
CharHandling Gets a value indicating how the parsing engine should treat incomplete data.
CodePage Gets the codepage of the data.
CountPositionsByByte Gets a value indicates whether the parsing engine should count input positional data by byte rather the

n character.
CulturalInfo Gets the culture information for the document schema.
GenerateEmptyNodes Gets a value to tell the serializer whether to generate empty XML element nodes for any field not match

ed in the input xml stream.
LookaheadDepth Gets the look-ahead depth for the parser (how far ahead should the parser scan to try to match the inpu

t data before making the determination that the data does not match the schema).
ParserOptimization Indicates to the parser which parsing mode to use.
RootDef Gets the root definition.
SuppressEmptyNodes Gets a value to tell the serializer whether to suppress empty XML element nodes.

Public Methods

Build Starts the build process for the DocumentSchema object.
CreateXmlInstance Creates an Xml instance out of the current DocumentSchema object.
CreateXmlInstanceWithData Creates an Xml instance with seed data out of the current DocumentSchema object.
Equals (inherited from Syst

em.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

IsCharValid Determines whether a character is a valid character for the DocumentSchema.
Probe Performs efficient probing of the input data to see if it matches the current schema.
ToString (inherited from Sy

stem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Fields

cultureInfo Contains the culture info used during parsing and serializing.
m_AllowEarlyTermination Indicates to the parser whether to allow early termination for right-most positional fields.
m_Case Indicates whether the serialzing engine should change the casing of produced data.
m_charHandling Tells the parsing engine how to treat incomplete data.
m_codePage Contains the codepage of the data.
m_CountPositionsByByte Indicates whether parsing engine should count input positional data by byte, rather then by characte

r.
m_DefaultChildDelim Contains the default child delimiter.
m_DefaultDecChar This field is not implemented by BizTalk Server 2004.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
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m_DefaultEscChar Contains the default escape character.
m_DefaultFieldOrder Contains the default field order model.
m_DefaultRepeatingDelim Contains the default repeating delimiter.
m_DefaultWrapChar Contains the default wrap character.
m_GenerateEmptyNodes Indicates to the serializer whether to generate empty XML element nodes for any field not matched i

n the input xml stream.
m_LookaheadDepth Sets the look-ahead depth for the parser (how far ahead should the parser scan to try to match the i

nput data before making the determination that the data doesn’t match the schema).
m_ParserOptimization Indicates to the parser which parsing mode to use.
m_PreserveHeader This field is not implemented by BizTalk Server 2004.
m_rootDef Contains the root definition.
m_RootName Contains the root element name.
m_schema Contains the XML schema that represents the current document schema.
m_schemaCollection Contains the XML schema collection.
m_SchemaName Contains the name of the schema.
m_SchemaType Contains the schema type.

Protected Methods

ChildIsField This member has been deprecated in BizTalk Server 2004.
Finalize (inherited from Syst

em.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetSequenceNumber Returns the sequence number of a definition.
MemberwiseClone (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ParseAppInfo Parses the AppInfo section of a schema.
ParseAttribute Parses an attribute.
ParseAttributeGroup Parses an attribute group.
ParseComplexType Parses a complex type.
ParseDataType Parses a data type.
ParseDelimValue Parses a delimiter value.
ParseEscValue Parses an escape character.
ParseFieldInfo Parses a FieldInfo annotation.
ParseFieldOrder Parses a field order annotation.
ParseGroup Parses a group.
ParseGroupInfo Parses a group information annotation.

ParseHexCharactersString Parses a hex representation of a character.
ParseParticle Parses a particle.
ParseRecordInfo Parses a RecordInfo annotation.
ParseSchemaInfo Parses a SchemaInfo annotation.
ParseSimpleType Parses a simple type.
ParseWrapValue Parses a wrap character.

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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DocumentSchema Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the DocumentSchema class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the DocumentSchema class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public DocumentSchema();

[C++] public: DocumentSchema();

[JScript] public function DocumentSchema();

Initializes a new instance of the DocumentSchema class with the schema collection, target namespace, root element.

[Visual Basic]
Public Sub New(System.Xml.Schema.XmlSchemaCollection, System.String, System.Xml.XmlQualifiedName)

[C#]
public DocumentSchema(System.Xml.Schema.XmlSchemaCollection, System.String, System.Xml.XmlQualifiedName);

[C++]
public: DocumentSchema(System.Xml.Schema.XmlSchemaCollection, System.String, System.Xml.XmlQualifiedName);

[JScript]
public function DocumentSchema(System.Xml.Schema.XmlSchemaCollection, System.String, System.Xml.XmlQualifiedName);

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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DocumentSchema Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the DocumentSchema class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace |
DocumentSchema Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public DocumentSchema();
[C++]
public: DocumentSchema();
[JScript]
public function DocumentSchema();
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DocumentSchema Constructor
(System.Xml.Schema.XmlSchemaCollection, System.String,
System.Xml.XmlQualifiedName)
Initializes a new instance of the DocumentSchema class with the schema collection, target namespace, root element.

VB

Parameters

schemaCollection
Contains the XML schema collection.

targetNamespace
Contains the target namespace of the XML schema.

rootElement
Root element of the XML schema.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace |
DocumentSchema Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal schemaCollection As XmlSchemaCollection, _
   ByVal targetNamespace As String, _
   ByVal rootElement As XmlQualifiedName _
)
[C#]
public DocumentSchema(
   XmlSchemaCollection schemaCollection,
   string targetNamespace,
   XmlQualifiedName rootElement
);
[C++]
public: DocumentSchema(
   XmlSchemaCollection* schemaCollection,
   String* targetNamespace,
   XmlQualifiedName* rootElement
);
[JScript]
public function DocumentSchema(
   schemaCollection : XmlSchemaCollection,
   targetNamespace : String,
   rootElement : XmlQualifiedName
);
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DocumentSchema Fields
The fields of the DocumentSchema class are listed here. For a complete list of DocumentSchema class members, see the
DocumentSchema Members topic.

Public Fields

BiztalkNamespace The BizTalk namespace, http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003.

Protected Fields

cultureInfo Contains the culture info used during parsing and serializing.
m_AllowEarlyTermination Indicates to the parser whether to allow early termination for right-most positional fields.
m_Case Indicates whether the serialzing engine should change the casing of produced data.
m_charHandling Tells the parsing engine how to treat incomplete data.
m_codePage Contains the codepage of the data.
m_CountPositionsByByte Indicates whether parsing engine should count input positional data by byte, rather then by characte

r.
m_DefaultChildDelim Contains the default child delimiter.
m_DefaultDecChar This field is not implemented by BizTalk Server 2004.
m_DefaultEscChar Contains the default escape character.
m_DefaultFieldOrder Contains the default field order model.
m_DefaultRepeatingDelim Contains the default repeating delimiter.
m_DefaultWrapChar Contains the default wrap character.
m_GenerateEmptyNodes Indicates to the serializer whether to generate empty XML element nodes for any field not matched i

n the input xml stream.
m_LookaheadDepth Sets the look-ahead depth for the parser (how far ahead should the parser scan to try to match the i

nput data before making the determination that the data doesn’t match the schema).
m_ParserOptimization Indicates to the parser which parsing mode to use.
m_PreserveHeader This field is not implemented by BizTalk Server 2004.
m_rootDef Contains the root definition.
m_RootName Contains the root element name.
m_schema Contains the XML schema that represents the current document schema.
m_schemaCollection Contains the XML schema collection.
m_SchemaName Contains the name of the schema.
m_SchemaType Contains the schema type.

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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DocumentSchema.BiztalkNamespace Field
The BizTalk namespace, http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Public Const BiztalkNamespace As String
[C#]
public const string BiztalkNamespace;
[C++]
public: const String* BiztalkNamespace;
[JScript]
public var BiztalkNamespace : String;
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DocumentSchema.cultureInfo Field
Contains the culture info used during parsing and serializing.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Protected cultureInfo As CultureInfo
[C#]
protected CultureInfo cultureInfo;
[C++]
protected: CultureInfo* cultureInfo;
[JScript]
protected var cultureInfo : CultureInfo;
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DocumentSchema.m_AllowEarlyTermination Field
Indicates to the parser whether to allow early termination for right-most positional fields.

VB

Remarks

Default value is false.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Protected m_AllowEarlyTermination As Boolean
[C#]
protected bool m_ AllowEarlyTermination;
[C++]
protected: bool m_ AllowEarlyTermination;
[JScript]
protected var m_ AllowEarlyTermination : Boolean;
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DocumentSchema.m_Case Field
Indicates whether the serialzing engine should change the casing of produced data.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Protected m_Case As FieldCase
[C#]
protected FieldCase m_Case;
[C++]
protected: FieldCase m_Case;
[JScript]
protected var m_Case : FieldCase;
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DocumentSchema.m_charHandling Field
Tells the parsing engine how to treat incomplete data.

VB

Remarks

This only occurs when CountPositionsByByte is true.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Protected m_charHandling As IncompleteCharHandling
[C#]
protected IncompleteCharHandling m_charHandling;
[C++]
protected: IncompleteCharHandling m_charHandling;
[JScript]
protected var m_charHandling : IncompleteCharHandling;
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DocumentSchema.m_codePage Field
Contains the codepage of the data.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Protected m_codePage As String
[C#]
protected string m_codePage;
[C++]
protected: String* m_codePage;
[JScript]
protected var m_codePage : String;
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DocumentSchema.m_CountPositionsByByte Field
Indicates whether parsing engine should count input positional data by byte, rather then by character.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Protected m_CountPositionsByByte As Boolean
[C#]
protected bool m_CountPositionsByByte;
[C++]
protected: bool m_CountPositionsByByte;
[JScript]
protected var m_CountPositionsByByte : Boolean;
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DocumentSchema.m_DefaultChildDelim Field
Contains the default child delimiter.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Protected m_DefaultChildDelim As String
[C#]
protected string m_DefaultChildDelim;
[C++]
protected: String* m_DefaultChildDelim;
[JScript]
protected var m_DefaultChildDelim : String;
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DocumentSchema.m_DefaultDecChar Field
This field is not implemented by BizTalk Server 2004.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Protected m_DefaultDecChar As Char
[C#]
protected char m_DefaultDecChar;
[C++]
protected: __wchar_t m_DefaultDecChar;
[JScript]
protected var m_DefaultDecChar : Char;
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DocumentSchema.m_DefaultEscChar Field
Contains the default escape character.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Protected m_DefaultEscChar As Integer
[C#]
protected int m_DefaultEscChar;
[C++]
protected: int m_DefaultEscChar;
[JScript]
protected var m_DefaultEscChar : int;
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DocumentSchema.m_DefaultFieldOrder Field
Contains the default field order model.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Protected m_DefaultFieldOrder As FieldOrder
[C#]
protected FieldOrder m_DefaultFieldOrder;
[C++]
protected: FieldOrder m_DefaultFieldOrder;
[JScript]
protected var m_DefaultFieldOrder : FieldOrder;
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DocumentSchema.m_DefaultRepeatingDelim Field
Contains the default repeating delimiter.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Protected m_DefaultRepeatingDelim As String
[C#]
protected string m_DefaultRepeatingDelim;
[C++]
protected: String* m_DefaultRepeatingDelim;
[JScript]
protected var m_DefaultRepeatingDelim : String;
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DocumentSchema.m_DefaultWrapChar Field
Contains the default wrap character.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Protected m_DefaultWrapChar As Integer
[C#]
protected int m_DefaultWrapChar;
[C++]
protected: int m_DefaultWrapChar;
[JScript]
protected var m_DefaultWrapChar : int;
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DocumentSchema.m_GenerateEmptyNodes Field
Indicates to the serializer whether to generate empty XML element nodes for any field not matched in the input xml stream.

VB

Remarks

This allows the flat file to contain delimiters and/or positional data that didn’t exist in the XML stream, but that are defined in the
XML schema.

Default value is true.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Protected m_GenerateEmptyNodes As Boolean
[C#]
protected bool m_GenerateEmptyNodes;
[C++]
protected: bool m_GenerateEmptyNodes;
[JScript]
protected var m_GenerateEmptyNodes : Boolean;
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DocumentSchema.m_LookaheadDepth Field
Sets the look-ahead depth for the parser (how far ahead should the parser scan to try to match the input data before making the
determination that the data doesn’t match the schema).

VB

Remarks

Valid values for this field are any positive integer or zero (0), where zero indicates infinite look-ahead. The default value is 3.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Protected m_LookaheadDepth As Integer
[C#]
protected int m_LookaheadDepth;
[C++]
protected: int m_LookaheadDepth;
[JScript]
protected var m_LookaheadDepth : int;
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DocumentSchema.m_ParserOptimization Field
Indicates to the parser which parsing mode to use.
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Remarks

Valid values for this field are speed or complexity. The default value is speed.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Protected m_ParserOptimization As String
[C#]
protected string m_ ParserOptimization;
[C++]
protected: String* m_ ParserOptimization;
[JScript]
protected var m_ ParserOptimization : String;
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DocumentSchema.m_PreserveHeader Field
This field is not implemented by BizTalk Server 2004.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Protected m_PreserveHeader As Boolean
[C#]
protected bool m_PreserveHeader;
[C++]
protected: bool m_PreserveHeader;
[JScript]
protected var m_PreserveHeader : Boolean;
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DocumentSchema.m_rootDef Field
Contains the root definition.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Protected m_rootDef As RecordDef
[C#]
protected RecordDef m_rootDef;
[C++]
protected: RecordDef* m_rootDef;
[JScript]
protected var m_rootDef : RecordDef;
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DocumentSchema.m_RootName Field
Contains the root element name.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Protected m_RootName As String
[C#]
protected string m_RootName;
[C++]
protected: String* m_RootName;
[JScript]
protected var m_RootName : String;
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DocumentSchema.m_schema Field
Contains the XML schema that represents the current document schema.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Protected m_schema As XmlSchema
[C#]
protected XmlSchema m_schema;
[C++]
protected: XmlSchema* m_schema;
[JScript]
protected var m_schema : XmlSchema;
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DocumentSchema.m_schemaCollection Field
Contains the XML schema collection.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Protected m_schemaCollection As XmlSchemaCollection
[C#]
protected XmlSchemaCollection m_schemaCollection;
[C++]
protected: XmlSchemaCollection* m_schemaCollection;
[JScript]
protected var m_schemaCollection : XmlSchemaCollection;
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DocumentSchema.m_SchemaName Field
Contains the name of the schema.
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Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also
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Protected m_SchemaName As String
[C#]
protected string m_SchemaName;
[C++]
protected: String* m_SchemaName;
[JScript]
protected var m_SchemaName : String;
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DocumentSchema.m_SchemaType Field
Contains the schema type.
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Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Protected m_SchemaType As String
[C#]
protected string m_SchemaType;
[C++]
protected: String* m_SchemaType;
[JScript]
protected var m_SchemaType : String;
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DocumentSchema Properties
The properties of the DocumentSchema class are listed here. For a complete list of DocumentSchema class members, see the
DocumentSchema Members topic.

Public Properties

AllowEarlyTermination Gets a value that tells the parser whether to allow early termination for right-most positional fields.
Case Gets a value indicating how the serializing engine should change the casing of produced data.
CharHandling Gets a value indicating how the parsing engine should treat incomplete data.
CodePage Gets the codepage of the data.
CountPositionsByByte Gets a value indicates whether the parsing engine should count input positional data by byte rather the

n character.
CulturalInfo Gets the culture information for the document schema.
GenerateEmptyNodes Gets a value to tell the serializer whether to generate empty XML element nodes for any field not match

ed in the input xml stream.
LookaheadDepth Gets the look-ahead depth for the parser (how far ahead should the parser scan to try to match the inpu

t data before making the determination that the data does not match the schema).
ParserOptimization Indicates to the parser which parsing mode to use.
RootDef Gets the root definition.
SuppressEmptyNodes Gets a value to tell the serializer whether to suppress empty XML element nodes.

See Also
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DocumentSchema.AllowEarlyTermination Property
Gets a value that tells the parser whether to allow early termination for right-most positional fields.
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Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also
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To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property AllowEarlyTermination As Boolean
[C#]
public virtual bool AllowEarlyTermination {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_ AllowEarlyTermination ();
[JScript]
public function get AllowEarlyTermination () : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DocumentSchema.Case Property
Gets a value indicating how the serializing engine should change the casing of produced data.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Case As FieldCase
[C#]
public virtual FieldCase Case {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual FieldCase get_Case();
[JScript]
public function get Case() : FieldCase;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DocumentSchema.CharHandling Property
Gets a value indicating how the parsing engine should treat incomplete data.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property CharHandling As _
   IncompleteCharHandling
[C#]
public virtual IncompleteCharHandling CharHandling {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual IncompleteCharHandling
   get_CharHandling();
[JScript]
public function get CharHandling() : IncompleteCharHandling;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DocumentSchema.CodePage Property
Gets the codepage of the data.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property CodePage As String
[C#]
public virtual string CodePage {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_CodePage();
[JScript]
public function get CodePage() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DocumentSchema.CountPositionsByByte Property
Gets a value indicates whether the parsing engine should count input positional data by byte rather then character.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property CountPositionsByByte As _
   Boolean
[C#]
public virtual bool CountPositionsByByte {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_CountPositionsByByte();
[JScript]
public function get CountPositionsByByte() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DocumentSchema.CulturalInfo Property
Gets the culture information for the document schema.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property CulturalInfo As CultureInfo
[C#]
public virtual CultureInfo CulturalInfo {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual CultureInfo* get_CulturalInfo();
[JScript]
public function get CulturalInfo() : CultureInfo;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DocumentSchema.GenerateEmptyNodes Property
Gets a value to tell the serializer whether to generate empty XML element nodes for any field not matched in the input xml
stream.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property GenerateEmptyNodes As _
   Boolean
[C#]
public virtual bool GenerateEmptyNodes {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_GenerateEmptyNodes ();
[JScript]
public function get GenerateEmptyNodes() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DocumentSchema.LookaheadDepth Property
Gets the look-ahead depth for the parser (how far ahead should the parser scan to try to match the input data before making the
determination that the data does not match the schema).

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property LookaheadDepth As _
   Integer
[C#]
public virtual int LookaheadDepth {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual int get_LookaheadDepth ();
[JScript]
public function get LookaheadDepth() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DocumentSchema.ParserOptimization Property
Indicates to the parser which parsing mode to use.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property ParserOptimization As _
   String
[C#]
public virtual string ParserOptimization {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_ ParserOptimization ();
[JScript]
public function get ParserOptimization () : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DocumentSchema.RootDef Property
Gets the root definition.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property RootDef As RecordDef
[C#]
public virtual RecordDef RootDef {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual RecordDef* get_RootDef();
[JScript]
public function get RootDef() : RecordDef;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DocumentSchema.SuppressEmptyNodes Property
Gets a value to tell the serializer whether to suppress empty XML element nodes.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property SuppressEmptyNodes As _
   Boolean
[C#]
public virtual bool SuppressEmptyNodes {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_SuppressEmptyNodes ();
[JScript]
public function get SuppressEmptyNodes() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DocumentSchema Methods
The methods of the DocumentSchema class are listed here. For a complete list of DocumentSchema class members, see the
DocumentSchema Members topic.

Public Methods

Build Starts the build process for the DocumentSchema object.
CreateXmlInstance Creates an Xml instance out of the current DocumentSchema object.
CreateXmlInstanceWithData Creates an Xml instance with seed data out of the current DocumentSchema object.
Equals (inherited from Syst

em.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

IsCharValid Determines whether a character is a valid character for the DocumentSchema.
Probe Performs efficient probing of the input data to see if it matches the current schema.
ToString (inherited from Sy

stem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

ChildIsField This member has been deprecated in BizTalk Server 2004.
Finalize (inherited from Syst

em.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetSequenceNumber Returns the sequence number of a definition.
MemberwiseClone (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ParseAppInfo Parses the AppInfo section of a schema.
ParseAttribute Parses an attribute.
ParseAttributeGroup Parses an attribute group.
ParseComplexType Parses a complex type.
ParseDataType Parses a data type.
ParseDelimValue Parses a delimiter value.
ParseEscValue Parses an escape character.
ParseFieldInfo Parses a FieldInfo annotation.
ParseFieldOrder Parses a field order annotation.
ParseGroup Parses a group.
ParseGroupInfo Parses a group information annotation.

ParseHexCharactersString Parses a hex representation of a character.
ParseParticle Parses a particle.
ParseRecordInfo Parses a RecordInfo annotation.
ParseSchemaInfo Parses a SchemaInfo annotation.
ParseSimpleType Parses a simple type.
ParseWrapValue Parses a wrap character.

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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DocumentSchema.Build Method
Starts the build process for the DocumentSchema object.

VB

Parameters

targetNamespace
Contains the target namespace of the XML schema.

rootElement
Root element of the XML schema.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub Build( _
   ByVal targetNamespace As String, _
   ByVal rootElement As XmlQualifiedName _
)
[C#]
public virtual void Build(
   string targetNamespace,
   XmlQualifiedName rootElement
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Build(
   String* targetNamespace,
   XmlQualifiedName* rootElement
);
[JScript]
public function Build(
   targetNamespace : String,
   rootElement : XmlQualifiedName
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DocumentSchema.ChildIsField Method
This member has been deprecated in BizTalk Server 2004.

VB

Parameters

schemaObject
Not implemented.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Function ChildIsField( _
   ByVal schemaObject As XmlSchemaObject _
) As Boolean
[C#]
protected bool ChildIsField(
   XmlSchemaObject schemaObject
);
[C++]
protected: bool ChildIsField(
   XmlSchemaObject* schemaObject
);
[JScript]
protected function ChildIsField(
   schemaObject : XmlSchemaObject
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DocumentSchema.CreateXmlInstance Method
Creates an Xml instance out of the current DocumentSchema object.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function CreateXmlInstance() As Stream
[C#]
public virtual Stream CreateXmlInstance();
[C++]
public: virtual Stream* CreateXmlInstance();
[JScript]
public function CreateXmlInstance() : Stream;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DocumentSchema.CreateXmlInstanceWithData Method
Creates an Xml instance with seed data out of the current DocumentSchema object.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function CreateXmlInstanceWithData() As Stream
[C#]
public virtual Stream CreateXmlInstanceWithData();
[C++]
public: virtual Stream* CreateXmlInstanceWithData();
[JScript]
public function CreateXmlInstanceWithData() : Stream;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DocumentSchema.GetSequenceNumber Method
Returns the sequence number of a definition.

VB

Parameters

schemaObject
The XML schema object.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Function GetSequenceNumber( _
   ByVal schemaObject As XmlSchemaObject _
) As Integer
[C#]
protected int GetSequenceNumber(
   XmlSchemaObject schemaObject
);
[C++]
protected: int GetSequenceNumber(
   XmlSchemaObject* schemaObject
);
[JScript]
protected function GetSequenceNumber(
   schemaObject : XmlSchemaObject
) : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DocumentSchema.IsCharValid Method
Determines whether a character is a valid character for the DocumentSchema.

VB

Parameters

buf
An array of characters.

index
The position of the character in the array.

count
The length of the string of characters.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Function IsCharValid( _
   ByVal buf() As Char, _
   ByVal index As Integer, _
   ByVal count As Integer _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public bool IsCharValid(
   char[] buf,
   int index,
   int count
);
[C++]
public: bool IsCharValid(
   __wchar_t buf __gc[],
   int index,
   int count
);
[JScript]
public function IsCharValid(
   buf : Char[],
   index : int,
   count : int
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DocumentSchema.ParseAppInfo Method
Parses the AppInfo section of a schema.

VB

Parameters

parent
The GroupDef for the parent parameter that contains the field.

globalElem
The XmlSchemaAnnotated that defines the global annotated schema.

localElem
The XmlSchemaAnnotated that defines the local annotated schema.

appInfo
The XmlSchemaAppInfo that defines the application specific information within the annotation.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Function ParseAppInfo( _
   ByVal parent As GroupDef, _
   ByVal globalElem As XmlSchemaAnnotated, _
   ByVal localElem As XmlSchemaAnnotated, _
   ByVal appInfo As XmlSchemaAppInfo _
) As BaseDef
[C#]
protected BaseDef ParseAppInfo(
   GroupDef parent,
   XmlSchemaAnnotated globalElem,
   XmlSchemaAnnotated localElem,
   XmlSchemaAppInfo appInfo
);
[C++]
protected: BaseDef* ParseAppInfo(
   GroupDef* parent,
   XmlSchemaAnnotated* globalElem,
   XmlSchemaAnnotated* localElem,
   XmlSchemaAppInfo* appInfo
);
[JScript]
protected function ParseAppInfo(
   parent : GroupDef,
   globalElem : XmlSchemaAnnotated,
   localElem : XmlSchemaAnnotated,
   appInfo : XmlSchemaAppInfo
) : BaseDef;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DocumentSchema.ParseAttribute Method
Parses an attribute.

VB

Parameters

parent
The GroupDef that defines the parent parameter that contains the field.

at
The XmlSchemaAttribute that defines the attribute element.

Return Value

The BaseDef that defines the document elements.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Function ParseAttribute( _
   ByVal parent As GroupDef, _
   ByVal at As XmlSchemaAttribute _
) As BaseDef
[C#]
protected BaseDef ParseAttribute(
   GroupDef parent,
   XmlSchemaAttribute at
);
[C++]
protected: BaseDef* ParseAttribute(
   GroupDef* parent,
   XmlSchemaAttribute* at
);
[JScript]
protected function ParseAttribute(
   parent : GroupDef,
   at : XmlSchemaAttribute
) : BaseDef;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DocumentSchema.ParseAttributeGroup Method
Parses an attribute group.

VB

Parameters

parent
The GroupDef that defines the parent parameter that contains the field.

group
The XmlSchemaAttributeGroup contianing the group to parse.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub ParseAttributeGroup( _
   ByVal parent As GroupDef, _
   ByVal group As XmlSchemaAttributeGroup _
)
[C#]
protected void ParseAttributeGroup(
   GroupDef parent,
   XmlSchemaAttributeGroup group
);
[C++]
protected: void ParseAttributeGroup(
   GroupDef* parent,
   XmlSchemaAttributeGroup* group
);
[JScript]
protected function ParseAttributeGroup(
   parent : GroupDef,
   group : XmlSchemaAttributeGroup
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DocumentSchema.ParseComplexType Method
Parses a complex type.

VB

Parameters

parent
The GroupDef that defines the parent parameter that contains the field.

ct
The XmlSchemaComplexType to look for.

Return Value

The BaseDef that contains the document elements.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Function ParseComplexType( _
   ByVal parent As GroupDef, _
   ByVal ct As XmlSchemaComplexType _
) As BaseDef
[C#]
protected BaseDef ParseComplexType(
   GroupDef parent,
   XmlSchemaComplexType ct
);
[C++]
protected: BaseDef* ParseComplexType(
   GroupDef* parent,
   XmlSchemaComplexType* ct
);
[JScript]
protected function ParseComplexType(
   parent : GroupDef,
   ct : XmlSchemaComplexType
) : BaseDef;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DocumentSchema.ParseDataType Method
Parses a data type.

VB

Parameters

parent
The GroupDef that defines the parent parameter that contains the field.

fld
The FieldDef that defines the field elements definition.

dt
The XmlSchemaDatatype that defines information for mapping the XML Schema definition language (XSD) and .NET
Framework types.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub ParseDataType( _
   ByVal parent As GroupDef, _
   ByVal fld As FieldDef, _
   ByVal dt As XmlSchemaDatatype _
)
[C#]
protected void ParseDataType(
   GroupDef parent,
   FieldDef fld,
   XmlSchemaDatatype dt
);
[C++]
protected: void ParseDataType(
   GroupDef* parent,
   FieldDef* fld,
   XmlSchemaDatatype* dt
);
[JScript]
protected function ParseDataType(
   parent : GroupDef,
   fld : FieldDef,
   dt : XmlSchemaDatatype
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DocumentSchema.ParseDelimValue Method
Parses a delimiter value.

VB

Parameters

delimType
The XmlAttribute that defines the delimiter type.

delimValue
The XmlAttribute that defines the delimiter value.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Protected Function ParseDelimValue( _
   ByVal delimType As XmlAttribute, _
   ByVal delimValue As XmlAttribute _
) As String
[C#]
protected string ParseDelimValue(
   XmlAttribute delimType,
   XmlAttribute delimValue
);
[C++]
protected: String* ParseDelimValue(
   XmlAttribute* delimType,
   XmlAttribute* delimValue
);
[JScript]
protected function ParseDelimValue(
   delimType : XmlAttribute,
   delimValue : XmlAttribute
) : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DocumentSchema.ParseEscValue Method
Parses an escape character.

VB

Parameters

escType
The XmlAttribute that defines the escape type.

escVal
The XmlAttribute that defines the escape value.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Function ParseEscValue( _
   ByVal escType As XmlAttribute, _
   ByVal escVal As XmlAttribute _
) As String
[C#]
protected string ParseEscValue(
   XmlAttribute escType,
   XmlAttribute escVal
);
[C++]
protected: String* ParseEscValue(
   XmlAttribute* escType,
   XmlAttribute* escVal
);
[JScript]
protected function ParseEscValue(
   escType : XmlAttribute,
   escVal : XmlAttribute
) : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DocumentSchema.ParseFieldInfo Method
Parses a FieldInfo annotation.

VB

Parameters

parent
The GroupDef that defines the parent parameter that contains the field.

elementName
The name of the element.

globalInfo

Protected Function ParseFieldInfo( _
   ByVal parent As GroupDef, _
   ByVal elementName As String, _
   ByVal globalInfo As XmlNode, _
   ByVal localInfo As XmlNode, _
   ByVal form As XmlSchemaForm, _
   ByVal isXmlSchemaAttribute As Boolean, _
   ByVal defaultFixedValue As String, _
   ByVal defaultOrFixedType As DefaultFixedType, _
   ByVal xmlDatatype As String, _
   ByVal isOptional As Boolean _
) As BaseDef
[C#]
protected BaseDef ParseFieldInfo(
   GroupDef parent,
   string elementName,
   XmlNode globalInfo,
   XmlNode localInfo,
   XmlSchemaForm form,
   bool isXmlSchemaAttribute,
   string defaultFixedValue,
   DefaultFixedType defaultOrFixedType,
   string xmlDatatype,
   bool isOptional
);
[C++]
protected: BaseDef* ParseFieldInfo(
   GroupDef* parent,
   String* elementName,
   XmlNode* globalInfo,
   XmlNode* localInfo,
   XmlSchemaForm form,
   bool isXmlSchemaAttribute,
   String* defaultFixedValue,
   DefaultFixedType defaultOrFixedType,
   String* xmlDatatype,
   bool isOptional
);
[JScript]
protected function ParseFieldInfo(
   parent : GroupDef,
   elementName : String,
   globalInfo : XmlNode,
   localInfo : XmlNode,
   form : XmlSchemaForm,
   isXmlSchemaAttribute : Boolean,
   defaultFixedValue : String,
   defaultOrFixedType : DefaultFixedType,
   xmlDatatype : String,
   isOptional : Boolean
) : BaseDef;



 

The XmlNode that defines the global name of the node.
localInfo

The XmlNode that defines the local name of the node.
form

One of the XmlSchemaForm values.
isXmlSchemaAttribute

true to indicate that the field should be represent the field as an attribute; false to indicate that the field should be represented
as an element.

defaultFixedValue
The default or fixed value from XML schema.

defaultOrFixedType
The type of the default or fixed value from the XML schema.

xmlDatatype
The XML data type for the field.

isOptional
true to indicate that the field is left optional; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DocumentSchema.ParseFieldOrder Method
Parses a field order annotation.

VB

Parameters

fieldOrderVal
The XmlAttribute that represents an attribute. Valid and default values for the attribute are defined in a DTD or schema.

Return Value

The FieldOrder model of the children.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Function ParseFieldOrder( _
   ByVal fieldOrderVal As XmlAttribute _
) As FieldOrder
[C#]
protected FieldOrder ParseFieldOrder(
   XmlAttribute fieldOrderVal
);
[C++]
protected: FieldOrder ParseFieldOrder(
   XmlAttribute* fieldOrderVal
);
[JScript]
protected function ParseFieldOrder(
   fieldOrderVal : XmlAttribute
) : FieldOrder;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DocumentSchema.ParseGroup Method
Parses a group.

VB

Parameters

parent
The GroupDef that defines the parent parameter that contains the field.

grp
The XmlSchemaGroupBase that defines the group of XML schemas.

gt
The GroupType that defines the type of the group.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub ParseGroup( _
   ByVal parent As GroupDef, _
   ByVal grp As XmlSchemaGroupBase, _
   ByVal gt As GroupType _
)
[C#]
protected void ParseGroup(
   GroupDef parent,
   XmlSchemaGroupBase grp,
   GroupType gt
);
[C++]
protected: void ParseGroup(
   GroupDef* parent,
   XmlSchemaGroupBase* grp,
   GroupType gt
);
[JScript]
protected function ParseGroup(
   parent : GroupDef,
   grp : XmlSchemaGroupBase,
   gt : GroupType
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DocumentSchema.ParseGroupInfo Method
Parses a group information annotation.

VB

Parameters

parent
The GroupDef that defines the parent parameter that contains the field.

anno
The XmlSchemaAnnotated that defines the base class for any element that can contain annotation elements.

groupInfo
The XmlNode that defines the node.

Return Value

The BaseDef that that defines the document elements.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Function ParseGroupInfo( _
   ByVal parent As GroupDef, _
   ByVal anno As XmlSchemaAnnotated, _
   ByVal groupInfo As XmlNode _
) As BaseDef
[C#]
protected BaseDef ParseGroupInfo(
   GroupDef parent,
   XmlSchemaAnnotated anno,
   XmlNode groupInfo
);
[C++]
protected: BaseDef* ParseGroupInfo(
   GroupDef* parent,
   XmlSchemaAnnotated* anno,
   XmlNode* groupInfo
);
[JScript]
protected function ParseGroupInfo(
   parent : GroupDef,
   anno : XmlSchemaAnnotated,
   groupInfo : XmlNode
) : BaseDef;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DocumentSchema.ParseHexCharactersString Method
Takes an input string in the form "0xnn 0xnn ..." and returns a string containing the characters represented by the hexadecimal
string.

VB

Parameters

hexString
The hexadecimal string, in the form of "0xnn 0xnn ...".

Return Value

A characters represented by the hexadecimal string. For example, if hexString is "0x41 0x42 0x43", ABC is returned.

Remarks

The hexadecimal strings must be delimited by one or more spaces.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Shared Function ParseHexCharactersString( _
   ByVal hexString As String _
) As String
[C#]
protected static string ParseHexCharactersString(
   string hexString
);
[C++]
protected: static String* ParseHexCharactersString(
   String* hexString
);
[JScript]
protected static function ParseHexCharactersString(
   hexString : String
) : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DocumentSchema.ParseParticle Method
Parses a particle.

VB

Parameters

parent
The GroupDef containing the parent parameter that contains the field.

pa
The XmlSchemaParticle that defines the particle types.

isRequired
true if the particle is required; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Function ParseParticle( _
   ByVal parent As GroupDef, _
   ByVal pa As XmlSchemaParticle, _
   ByVal isRequired As Boolean _
) As BaseDef
[C#]
protected BaseDef ParseParticle(
   GroupDef parent,
   XmlSchemaParticle pa,
   bool isRequired
);
[C++]
protected: BaseDef* ParseParticle(
   GroupDef* parent,
   XmlSchemaParticle* pa,
   bool isRequired
);
[JScript]
protected function ParseParticle(
   parent : GroupDef,
   pa : XmlSchemaParticle,
   isRequired : Boolean
) : BaseDef;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DocumentSchema.ParseRecordInfo Method
Parses a RecordInfo annotation.

VB

Parameters

parent
The GroupDef that defines the parent parameter that contains the field.

elementName
The name of the element.

globalInfo
The XmlNode defining the global name of the node.

localInfo
The XmlNode defining the local name of the node.

form
One of the XmlSchemaForm values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Protected Function ParseRecordInfo( _
   ByVal parent As GroupDef, _
   ByVal elementName As String, _
   ByVal globalInfo As XmlNode, _
   ByVal localInfo As XmlNode, _
   ByVal form As XmlSchemaForm _
) As BaseDef
[C#]
protected BaseDef ParseRecordInfo(
   GroupDef parent,
   string elementName,
   XmlNode globalInfo,
   XmlNode localInfo,
   XmlSchemaForm form
);
[C++]
protected: BaseDef* ParseRecordInfo(
   GroupDef* parent,
   String* elementName,
   XmlNode* globalInfo,
   XmlNode* localInfo,
   XmlSchemaForm form
);
[JScript]
protected function ParseRecordInfo(
   parent : GroupDef,
   elementName : String,
   globalInfo : XmlNode,
   localInfo : XmlNode,
   form : XmlSchemaForm
) : BaseDef;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616


 

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DocumentSchema.ParseSchemaInfo Method
Parses a SchemaInfo annotation..

VB

Parameters

schemaInfo
The XmlNode defining the schema information.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub ParseSchemaInfo( _
   ByVal schemaInfo As XmlNode _
)
[C#]
protected void ParseSchemaInfo(
   XmlNode schemaInfo
);
[C++]
protected: void ParseSchemaInfo(
   XmlNode* schemaInfo
);
[JScript]
protected function ParseSchemaInfo(
   schemaInfo : XmlNode
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DocumentSchema.ParseSimpleType Method
Parses a simple type.

VB

Parameters

parent
The GroupDef that defines the parent parameter that contains the field.

fld
The FieldDef that defines the field elements.

st
The XmlSchemaSimpleType that defines a simple type that determines the information and constraints for the values of
attributes or elements with text-only content.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub ParseSimpleType( _
   ByVal parent As GroupDef, _
   ByVal fld As FieldDef, _
   ByVal st As XmlSchemaSimpleType _
)
[C#]
protected void ParseSimpleType(
   GroupDef parent,
   FieldDef fld,
   XmlSchemaSimpleType st
);
[C++]
protected: void ParseSimpleType(
   GroupDef* parent,
   FieldDef* fld,
   XmlSchemaSimpleType* st
);
[JScript]
protected function ParseSimpleType(
   parent : GroupDef,
   fld : FieldDef,
   st : XmlSchemaSimpleType
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DocumentSchema.ParseWrapValue Method
Parses a wrap character.

VB

Parameters

wrapType
The XmlAttribute that defines the type of the wrap character.

wrapVal
The XmlAttribute that defines the value of the wrap value.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Function ParseWrapValue( _
   ByVal wrapType As XmlAttribute, _
   ByVal wrapVal As XmlAttribute _
) As String
[C#]
protected string ParseWrapValue(
   XmlAttribute wrapType,
   XmlAttribute wrapVal
);
[C++]
protected: String* ParseWrapValue(
   XmlAttribute* wrapType,
   XmlAttribute* wrapVal
);
[JScript]
protected function ParseWrapValue(
   wrapType : XmlAttribute,
   wrapVal : XmlAttribute
) : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DocumentSchema.Probe Method
Performs efficient probing of the input data to see if it matches the current schema.

VB

Parameters

reader
The IDataReader that defines the data reader.

Remarks

true if the input data matches the current schema; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DocumentSchema Class | DocumentSchema Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Function Probe( _
   ByVal reader As IDataReader _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public bool Probe(
   IDataReader reader
);
[C++]
public: bool Probe(
   IDataReader* reader
);
[JScript]
public function Probe(
   reader : IDataReader
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ErrorEventArgs Class
Provides data for the error event.

For a list of all members of this type, see ErrorEventArgs Members.

System.Object
   System.EventArgs
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.ErrorEventArgs

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Pipeline Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

ErrorEventArgs Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Class ErrorEventArgs
   Inherits EventArgs
[C#]
public class ErrorEventArgs : EventArgs
[C++]
public __gc class ErrorEventArgs : public EventArgs
[JScript]
public class ErrorEventArgs extends EventArgs

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/118wxtk3(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ErrorEventArgs Members
ErrorEventArgs overview

Public Constructors

ErrorEventArgs Constructor Initializes a new instance of the ErrorEventArgs class.

Public Properties

Error Gets the error type.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ErrorEventArgs Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ErrorEventArgs Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the ErrorEventArgs class.

VB

Parameters

error
An Error that represents the error that occurred.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ErrorEventArgs Class | ErrorEventArgs Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal error As Error _
)
[C#]
public ErrorEventArgs(
   Error error
);
[C++]
public: ErrorEventArgs(
   Error error
);
[JScript]
public function ErrorEventArgs(
   error : Error
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ErrorEventArgs Properties
The properties of the ErrorEventArgs class are listed here. For a complete list of ErrorEventArgs class members, see the
ErrorEventArgs Members topic.

Public Properties

Error Gets the error type.

See Also

ErrorEventArgs Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ErrorEventArgs.Error Property
Gets the error type.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ErrorEventArgs Class | ErrorEventArgs Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Error As Error
[C#]
public Error Error {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Error get_Error();
[JScript]
public function get Error() : Error;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFReader Class
Represents a reader that provides fast, non-cached, forward-only access to XML data.

For a list of all members of this type, see FFReader Members.

System.Object
   System.Xml.XmlReader
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.FFReader

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Pipeline Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<ComVisible(False)>
Public Class FFReader
   Inherits XmlReader
[C#]
[ComVisible(false)]
public class FFReader : XmlReader
[C++]
[ComVisible(false)]
public __gc class FFReader : public XmlReader
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(false)
class FFReader extends XmlReader

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/b8a5e1s5(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFReader Members
FFReader overview

Public Constructors

FFReader Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the FFReader class.

Public Properties

AttributeCount Overridden. Gets the number of attributes on the current node.
BaseURI Overridden. Gets the base URI of the current node.
CanResolveEntity Overridden. Gets a value indicating whether this reader can parse and resolve entities.
Depth Overridden. Gets the depth of the current node in the XML document.
EOF Overridden. Gets a value indicating whether the reader is positioned at the end of the stream.
HasAttributes Overridden. Gets a value indicating whether the current node has any attributes.
HasValue Overridden. Gets a value indicating whether the current node can have a value.
IsDefault Overridden. Gets a value indicating whether the current node is an attribute that was generated from the def

ault value defined in the DTD or schema.
IsEmptyElement Overridden. Gets a value indicating whether the current node is an empty element (for example, <MyElement/

>).
Item Overloaded. Gets the value of the attribute.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the FFReader class.

LocalName Overridden. Gets the local name of the current node.
Name Overridden. Gets the qualified name of the current node.
NamespaceURI Overridden. Gets the namespace URI (as defined in the W3C Namespace specification) of the node on which 

the reader is positioned.
NameTable Overridden. Gets the XmlNameTable associated with this implementation.
NodeType Overridden. Gets the type of the current node.
Prefix Overridden. Gets the namespace prefix associated with the current node.
QuoteChar Overridden. Gets the quotation mark character used to enclose the value of an attribute node.
ReadState Overridden. Gets the state of the reader.
Value Overridden. Gets the text value of the current node
XmlLang Overridden. Gets the current xml:lang scope.
XmlSpace Overridden. Gets the current xml:space scope.

Public Methods

Close Overridden. changes the ReadState to Closed
Equals (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetAttribute Overloaded. Gets the value of an attribute.
GetHashCode (inherit

ed from System.Objec
t)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

IsStartElement Overloaded. Tests if the current content node is a start tag.
LookupNamespace Overridden. Resolves a namespace prefix in the scope of the current element.
MoveToAttribute Overloaded. Moves to the specified attribute.
MoveToContent Overridden. Checks whether the current node is a content (non-white space text, CDATA, Element, End

Element, EntityReference, or EndEntity) node. If the node is not a content node, the reader skips ahea
d to the next content node or end of file. It skips over nodes of the following type: ProcessingInstructio
n, DocumentType, Comment, Whitespace, or SignificantWhitespace.

MoveToElement Overridden. Moves to the element that contains the current attribute node.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

MoveToFirstAttribute Overridden. Moves to the first attribute.
MoveToNextAttribute Overridden. Moves to the next attribute.
Read Overridden. Reads the next node from the stream.
ReadAttributeValue Overridden. Parses the attribute value into one or more Text, EntityReference, or EndEntity nodes.
ReadElementString (i

nherited from System.
Xml.XmlReader)

Overloaded. For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ReadEndElement (inh
erited from System.X
ml.XmlReader)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ReadInnerXml Overridden. Reads all the content, including markup, as a string.
ReadOuterXml Overridden. Reads the content, including markup, representing this node and all its children.
ReadStartElement (in

herited from System.X
ml.XmlReader)

Overloaded. Checks that the current node is an element and advances the reader to the next node.

ReadString Overridden. Reads the contents of an element or text node as a string.
ResolveEntity Overridden. Resolves the entity reference for EntityReference nodes.
Skip (inherited from 

System.Xml.XmlRead
er)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Events

OnErrorEvent Adds or removes the error handler for the parser.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

FFReader Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/0kf9e0wh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/kzb6yxf7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ek321zaf(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/t58kb21b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFReader Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the FFReader class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the FFReader class using the document schema and data reader.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(DocumentSchema, IDataReader)

[C#] public FFReader(DocumentSchema, IDataReader);

[C++] public: FFReader(DocumentSchema*, IDataReader*);

[JScript] public function FFReader(DocumentSchema, IDataReader);

Initializes a new instance of the FFReader class using the schema collection, target namespace, root element, and data reader.

[Visual Basic]
Public Sub New(System.Xml.Schema.XmlSchemaCollection, System.String, System.Xml.XmlQualifiedName, IDataReader)

[C#]
public FFReader(System.Xml.Schema.XmlSchemaCollection, System.String, System.Xml.XmlQualifiedName, IDataReader);

[C++]
public: FFReader(System.Xml.Schema.XmlSchemaCollection, System.String, System.Xml.XmlQualifiedName, IDataReader*);

[JScript]
public function FFReader(System.Xml.Schema.XmlSchemaCollection, System.String, System.Xml.XmlQualifiedName, IDataReader);

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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FFReader Constructor (DocumentSchema, IDataReader)
Initializes a new instance of the FFReader class using the document schema and data reader.

VB

Parameters

schema
A DocumentSchema that represents a schema.

dataReader
An IDataReader that contains the source data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace | FFReader Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal schema As DocumentSchema, _
   ByVal dataReader As IDataReader _
)
[C#]
public FFReader(
   DocumentSchema schema,
   IDataReader dataReader
);
[C++]
public: FFReader(
   DocumentSchema* schema,
   IDataReader* dataReader
);
[JScript]
public function FFReader(
   schema : DocumentSchema,
   dataReader : IDataReader
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFReader Constructor
(System.Xml.Schema.XmlSchemaCollection, System.String,
System.Xml.XmlQualifiedName, IDataReader)
Initializes a new instance of the FFReader class using the schema collection, target namespace, root element, and data reader.

VB

Parameters

schemaCollection
An XmlSchemaCollection that contains the XML schema collection.

targetNamespace
A String that contains the target namespace of the XML Schema.

rootElement
An XMLQualifiedName that contains the root element of the XML Schema.

dataReader
An IDataReader that contains the source data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace | FFReader Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal schemaCollection As XmlSchemaCollection, _
   ByVal targetNamespace As String, _
   ByVal rootElement As XmlQualifiedName, _
   ByVal dataReader As IDataReader _
)
[C#]
public FFReader(
   XmlSchemaCollection schemaCollection,
   string targetNamespace,
   XmlQualifiedName rootElement,
   IDataReader dataReader
);
[C++]
public: FFReader(
   XmlSchemaCollection* schemaCollection,
   String* targetNamespace,
   XmlQualifiedName* rootElement,
   IDataReader* dataReader
);
[JScript]
public function FFReader(
   schemaCollection : XmlSchemaCollection,
   targetNamespace : String,
   rootElement : XmlQualifiedName,
   dataReader : IDataReader
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFReader Properties
The properties of the FFReader class are listed here. For a complete list of FFReader class members, see the FFReader Members
topic.

Public Properties

AttributeCount Overridden. Gets the number of attributes on the current node.
BaseURI Overridden. Gets the base URI of the current node.
CanResolveEntity Overridden. Gets a value indicating whether this reader can parse and resolve entities.
Depth Overridden. Gets the depth of the current node in the XML document.
EOF Overridden. Gets a value indicating whether the reader is positioned at the end of the stream.
HasAttributes Overridden. Gets a value indicating whether the current node has any attributes.
HasValue Overridden. Gets a value indicating whether the current node can have a value.
IsDefault Overridden. Gets a value indicating whether the current node is an attribute that was generated from the def

ault value defined in the DTD or schema.
IsEmptyElement Overridden. Gets a value indicating whether the current node is an empty element (for example, <MyElement/

>).
Item Overloaded. Gets the value of the attribute.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the FFReader class.

LocalName Overridden. Gets the local name of the current node.
Name Overridden. Gets the qualified name of the current node.
NamespaceURI Overridden. Gets the namespace URI (as defined in the W3C Namespace specification) of the node on which 

the reader is positioned.
NameTable Overridden. Gets the XmlNameTable associated with this implementation.
NodeType Overridden. Gets the type of the current node.
Prefix Overridden. Gets the namespace prefix associated with the current node.
QuoteChar Overridden. Gets the quotation mark character used to enclose the value of an attribute node.
ReadState Overridden. Gets the state of the reader.
Value Overridden. Gets the text value of the current node
XmlLang Overridden. Gets the current xml:lang scope.
XmlSpace Overridden. Gets the current xml:space scope.

See Also

FFReader Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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FFReader.AttributeCount Property
Gets the number of attributes on the current node.

VB

Property Value

The number of attributes on the current node.

Remarks

This property is relevant to Element, DocumentType and XmlDeclaration nodes only. (Other node types do not have
attributes.)

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property AttributeCount As Integer
[C#]
public override int AttributeCount {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_AttributeCount();
[JScript]
public override function get AttributeCount() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FFReader.BaseURI Property
Gets the base URI of the current node.

VB

Property Value

The base URI of the current node.

Remarks

A networked XML document is comprised of chunks of data aggregated using various W3C standard inclusion mechanisms and
therefore contains nodes that come from different places. DTD entities are an example of this, but this is not limited to DTDs. The
base URI tells you where these nodes came from. If there is no base URI for the nodes being returned (for example, they were
parsed from an in-memory string), String.Empty is returned.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property BaseURI As String
[C#]
public override string BaseURI {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_BaseURI();
[JScript]
public override function get BaseURI() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FFReader.CanResolveEntity Property
Gets a value indicating whether this reader can parse and resolve entities.

VB

Property Value

true if the reader can parse and resolve entities; otherwise, false.

Remarks

This property always returns false for implementations of XmlReader that do not support DTD information. In this case, calling
ResolveEntity throws an exception

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property CanResolveEntity As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool CanResolveEntity {get;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_CanResolveEntity();
[JScript]
public override function get CanResolveEntity() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FFReader.Depth Property
Gets the depth of the current node in the XML document.

VB

Property Value

The depth of the current node in the XML document.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property Depth As Integer
[C#]
public override int Depth {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_Depth();
[JScript]
public override function get Depth() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FFReader.EOF Property
Gets a value indicating whether the reader is positioned at the end of the stream.

VB

Property Value

true if the reader is positioned at the end of the stream; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property EOF As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool EOF {get;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_EOF();
[JScript]
public override function get EOF() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FFReader.HasAttributes Property
Gets a value indicating whether the current node has any attributes.

VB

Property Value

true if the current node has attributes; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property HasAttributes As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool HasAttributes {get;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_HasAttributes();
[JScript]
public override function get HasAttributes() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FFReader.HasValue Property
Gets a value indicating whether the current node can have a value.

VB

Property Value

true if the node on which the reader is currently positioned can have a Value; otherwise, false.

Remarks

The following table lists node types that have a value to return.

Node Type Value
Attribute The value of the attribute.
CDATA The content of the CDATA section.
Comment The content of the comment.
DocumentType The internal subset.
ProcessingInstruction The entire content, excluding the target.
SignificantWhitespace The white space between markup in a mixed content model.
Text The content of the text node.
Whitespace The white space between markup.
XmlDeclaration The content of the declaration.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property HasValue As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool HasValue {get;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_HasValue();
[JScript]
public override function get HasValue() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FFReader.IsDefault Property
Gets a value indicating whether the current node is an attribute that was generated from the default value defined in the DTD or
schema.

VB

Return Value

true if the current node is an attribute whose value was generated from the default value defined in the DTD or schema; false if
the attribute value was explicitly set.

Remarks

IsDefault always returns false for implementations of XmlReader that do not support schema or DTD information. This
property applies only to an attribute node.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property IsDefault As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool IsDefault {get;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_IsDefault();
[JScript]
public override function get IsDefault() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FFReader.IsEmptyElement Property
Gets a value indicating whether the current node is an empty element (for example, <MyElement/>).

VB

Property Value

true if the current node is an element (NodeType equals XmlNodeType.Element) that ends with />; otherwise, false.

Remarks

This property enables you to determine the difference between the following:

<item num="123"/> (IsEmptyElement is true)

<item num="123"> (IsEmptyElement is false).

A corresponding EndElement node is not generated for empty elements.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property IsEmptyElement As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool IsEmptyElement {get;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_IsEmptyElement();
[JScript]
public override function get IsEmptyElement() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FFReader.Item Property
Gets the value of the attribute.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the FFReader class.

Overload List

Gets the value of the attribute with the specified Name.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.String) As String

[C#] public override string this[System.String] {get;}

[C++] public: __property String* get_Item(System.String);

[JScript] FFReader.Item (System.String)

Gets the value of the attribute with the specified index

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.Int32) As String

[C#] public override string this[System.Int32] {get;}

[C++] public: __property String* get_Item(System.Int32);

[JScript] FFReader.Item (System.Int32)

Gets the value of the attribute with the specified LocalName and NamespaceURI.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.String, System.String) As String

[C#] public override string this[System.String, System.String] {get;}

[C++] public: __property String* get_Item(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] FFReader.Item (System.String, System.String)

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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FFReader.Item Property (System.String)
Gets the value of the attribute with the specified Name.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the FFReader class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

name
The qualified name of the attribute.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

name
The qualified name of the attribute.

Property Value

The value of the specified attribute.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace | FFReader.Item Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal name As String _
) As String
[C#]
public override string this[
   string name
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Item(
   String* name
);
[JScript]
returnValue = FFReaderObject.Item(name);
-or-
returnValue = FFReaderObject(name);
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FFReader.Item Property (System.Int32)
Gets the value of the attribute with the specified index.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the FFReader class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

index
The index of the attribute.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
The index of the attribute.

Property Value

The value of the specified attribute. If the attribute is not found, a null reference (Nothing in Visual Basic) is returned.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace | FFReader.Item Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As String
[C#]
public override string this[
   int index
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Item(
   int index
);
[JScript]
returnValue = FFReaderObject.Item(index);
-or-
returnValue = FFReaderObject(index);
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FFReader.Item Property (System.String, System.String)
Gets the value of the attribute with the specified LocalName and NamespaceURI.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the FFReader class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

name
The local name of the attribute.

namespaceURI
The namespace URI of the attribute.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

name
The local name of the attribute.

namespaceURI
The namespace URI of the attribute.

Property Value

The value of the specified attribute. If the attribute is not found, a null reference (Nothing in Visual Basic) is returned.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace | FFReader.Item Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Overloads Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal namespaceURI As String _
) As String
[C#]
public override string this[
   string name,
   string namespaceURI
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Item(
   String* name,
   String* namespaceURI
);
[JScript]
returnValue = FFReaderObject.Item(name, namespaceURI);
-or-
returnValue = FFReaderObject(name, namespaceURI);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FFReader.LocalName Property
Gets the local name of the current node.

VB

Property Value

The name of the current node with the prefix removed. For example, LocalName is book for the element <bk:book>.

For node types that do not have a name (like Text, Comment, and so on), this property returns String.Empty.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property LocalName As String
[C#]
public override string LocalName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_LocalName();
[JScript]
public override function get LocalName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FFReader.Name Property
Gets the qualified name of the current node.

VB

Property Value

The qualified name of the current node. For example, Name is bk:book for the element <bk:book>.

The name returned is dependent on the NodeType of the node. The following node types return the listed values. All other node
types return an empty string.

Node Type Description
Attribute The name of the attribute.
DocumentType The document type name.
Element The tag name.
EntityReference The name of the entity referenced.
ProcessingInstruction The target of the processing instruction.
XmlDeclaration The literal string xml.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property Name As String
[C#]
public override string Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Name();
[JScript]
public override function get Name() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FFReader.NamespaceURI Property
Gets the namespace URI (as defined in the W3C Namespace specification) of the node on which the reader is positioned.

VB

Property Value

The namespace URI of the current node; otherwise an empty string.

Remarks

This property is relevant to Element and Attribute nodes only.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property NamespaceURI As String
[C#]
public override string NamespaceURI {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_NamespaceURI();
[JScript]
public override function get NamespaceURI() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FFReader.NameTable Property
Gets the XmlNameTable associated with this implementation.

VB

Property Value

The XmlNameTable enabling you to get the atomized version of a string within the node.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property NameTable As XmlNameTable
[C#]
public override XmlNameTable NameTable {get;}
[C++]
public: __property XmlNameTable* get_NameTable();
[JScript]
public override function get NameTable() : XmlNameTable;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FFReader.NodeType Property
Gets the type of the current node.

VB

Property Value

One of the XmlNodeType values representing the type of the current node.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property NodeType As XmlNodeType
[C#]
public override XmlNodeType NodeType {get;}
[C++]
public: __property XmlNodeType get_NodeType();
[JScript]
public override function get NodeType() : XmlNodeType;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FFReader.Prefix Property
Gets the namespace prefix associated with the current node.

VB

Property Value

The namespace prefix associated with the current node.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property Prefix As String
[C#]
public override string Prefix {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Prefix();
[JScript]
public override function get Prefix() : String;
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FFReader.QuoteChar Property
Gets the quotation mark character used to enclose the value of an attribute node.

VB

Property Value

The quotation mark character (" or ') used to enclose the value of an attribute node.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property QuoteChar As Char
[C#]
public override char QuoteChar {get;}
[C++]
public: __property __wchar_t get_QuoteChar();
[JScript]
public override function get QuoteChar() : Char;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FFReader.ReadState Property
Gets the state of the reader.

VB

Property Value

One of the ReadState values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property ReadState As ReadState
[C#]
public override ReadState ReadState {get;}
[C++]
public: __property ReadState get_ReadState();
[JScript]
public override function get ReadState() : ReadState;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FFReader.Value Property
Gets the text value of the current node.

VB

Property Value

The value returned depends on the NodeType of the node. The following table lists node types that have a value to return. All
other node types return String.Empty.

Node Type Value
Attribute The value of the attribute.
CDATA The content of the CDATA section.
Comment The content of the comment.
DocumentType The internal subset.
ProcessingInstruction The entire content, excluding the target.
SignificantWhitespace The white space between markup in a mixed content model.
Text The content of the text node.
Whitespace The white space between markup.
XmlDeclaration The content of the declaration.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property Value As String
[C#]
public override string Value {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Value();
[JScript]
public override function get Value() : String;
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FFReader.XmlLang Property
Gets the current xml:lang scope.

VB

Property Value

The current xml:lang scope.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property XmlLang As String
[C#]
public override string XmlLang {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_XmlLang();
[JScript]
public override function get XmlLang() : String;
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FFReader.XmlSpace Property
Gets the current xml:space scope.

VB

Property Value

One of the XmlSpace values. If no xml:space scope exists, this property defaults to XmlSpace.None

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property XmlSpace As XmlSpace
[C#]
public override XmlSpace XmlSpace {get;}
[C++]
public: __property XmlSpace get_XmlSpace();
[JScript]
public override function get XmlSpace() : XmlSpace;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FFReader Methods
The methods of the FFReader class are listed here. For a complete list of FFReader class members, see the FFReader Members
topic.

Public Methods

Close Overridden. Changes the ReadState to Closed.
Equals (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetAttribute Overloaded. Gets the value of an attribute.
GetHashCode (inherit

ed from System.Objec
t)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

IsStartElement Overloaded. Tests if the current content node is a start tag.
LookupNamespace Overridden. Resolves a namespace prefix in the scope of the current element.
MoveToAttribute Overloaded. Moves to the specified attribute.
MoveToContent Overridden. Checks whether the current node is a content (non-white space text, CDATA, Element, End

Element, EntityReference, or EndEntity) node. If the node is not a content node, the reader skips ahea
d to the next content node or end of file. It skips over nodes of the following type: ProcessingInstructio
n, DocumentType, Comment, Whitespace, or SignificantWhitespace.

MoveToElement Overridden. Moves to the element that contains the current attribute node.
MoveToFirstAttribute Overridden. Moves to the first attribute.
MoveToNextAttribute Overridden. Moves to the next attribute.
Read Overridden. Reads the next node from the stream.
ReadAttributeValue Overridden. Parses the attribute value into one or more Text, EntityReference, or EndEntity nodes.
ReadElementString (i

nherited from System.
Xml.XmlReader)

Overloaded. For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ReadEndElement (inh
erited from System.X
ml.XmlReader)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ReadInnerXml Overridden. Reads all the content, including markup, as a string.
ReadOuterXml Overridden. Reads the content, including markup, representing this node and all its children.
ReadStartElement (in

herited from System.X
ml.XmlReader)

Overloaded. Checks that the current node is an element and advances the reader to the next node.

ReadString Overridden. Reads the contents of an element or text node as a string.
ResolveEntity Overridden. Resolves the entity reference for EntityReference nodes.
Skip (inherited from 

System.Xml.XmlRead
er)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

FFReader Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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FFReader.Close Method
Changes the ReadState to Closed.

VB

Remarks

This method also releases any resources held during reading. If Close has already been called, no action is performed.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub Close()
[C#]
public override void Close();
[C++]
public: void Close();
[JScript]
public override function Close();
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FFReader.GetAttribute Method
Gets the value of an attribute.

Overload List

Gets the value of the attribute with the specified index.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Function GetAttribute(System.Int32) As String

[C#] public override string GetAttribute(System.Int32);

[C++] public: String* GetAttribute(System.Int32);

[JScript] public override function GetAttribute(System.Int32) : String;

Gets the value of the attribute with the specified Name.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Function GetAttribute(System.String) As String

[C#] public override string GetAttribute(System.String);

[C++] public: String* GetAttribute(System.String);

[JScript] public override function GetAttribute(System.String) : String;

Gets the value of the attribute with the specified LocalName and NamespaceURI.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Function GetAttribute(System.String, System.String) As String

[C#] public override string GetAttribute(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: String* GetAttribute(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public override function GetAttribute(System.String, System.String) : String;

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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FFReader.GetAttribute Method (System.Int32)
Gets the value of the attribute with the specified index.

VB

Parameters

index
The index of the attribute. The index is zero-based. The first attribute has index 0.

Return Value

The value of the specified attribute. This method does not move the reader

Remarks

The value of the specified attribute. This method does not move the reader.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace | FFReader.GetAttribute Overload List
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Overrides Overloads Public Function GetAttribute( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As String
[C#]
public override string GetAttribute(
   int index
);
[C++]
public: String* GetAttribute(
   int index
);
[JScript]
public override function GetAttribute(
   index : int
) : String;
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FFReader.GetAttribute Method (System.String)
Gets the value of the attribute with the specified Name.

VB

Parameters

name
The qualified name of the attribute.

Return Value

The value of the specified attribute. If the attribute is not found, a null reference (Nothing in Visual Basic) is returned.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace | FFReader.GetAttribute Overload List
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Overrides Overloads Public Function GetAttribute( _
   ByVal name As String _
) As String
[C#]
public override string GetAttribute(
   string name
);
[C++]
public: String* GetAttribute(
   String* name
);
[JScript]
public override function GetAttribute(
   name : String
) : String;
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FFReader.GetAttribute Method (System.String, System.String)
Gets the value of the attribute with the specified LocalName and NamespaceURI.

VB

Parameters

name
The local name of the attribute.

namespaceURI
The namespace URI of the attribute.

Return Value

The value of the specified attribute. If the attribute is not found, a null reference (Nothing in Visual Basic) is returned. This method
does not move the reader.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace | FFReader.GetAttribute Overload List
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Overrides Overloads Public Function GetAttribute( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal namespaceURI As String _
) As String
[C#]
public override string GetAttribute(
   string name,
   string namespaceURI
);
[C++]
public: String* GetAttribute(
   String* name,
   String* namespaceURI
);
[JScript]
public override function GetAttribute(
   name : String,
   namespaceURI : String
) : String;
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FFReader.IsStartElement Method
Tests if the current content node is a start tag.

Overload List

Calls MoveToContent and tests if the current content node is a start tag or empty element tag.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Function IsStartElement() As Boolean

[C#] public override bool IsStartElement();

[C++] public: bool IsStartElement();

[JScript] public override function IsStartElement() : Boolean;

Calls MoveToContent and tests if the current content node is a start tag or empty element tag and if the Name property of the
element found matches the given argument.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Function IsStartElement(System.String) As Boolean

[C#] public override bool IsStartElement(System.String);

[C++] public: bool IsStartElement(System.String);

[JScript] public override function IsStartElement(System.String) : Boolean;

Calls MoveToContent and tests if the current content node is a start tag or empty element tag and if the LocalName and
NamespaceURI properties of the element found match the given strings.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Function IsStartElement(System.String, System.String) As Boolean

[C#] public override bool IsStartElement(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: bool IsStartElement(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public override function IsStartElement(System.String, System.String) : Boolean;

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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FFReader.IsStartElement Method ()
Calls MoveToContent and tests if the current content node is a start tag or empty element tag.

VB

Return Value

true if MoveToContent finds a start tag or empty element tag; false if a node type other than XmlNodeType.Element was
found.

Remarks

This method skips white space, comments, and processing instructions until the reader is positioned on a content node. The
method then tests if the current node is an element.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace | FFReader.IsStartElement Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Overloads Public Function IsStartElement() As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool IsStartElement();
[C++]
public: bool IsStartElement();
[JScript]
public override function IsStartElement() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFReader.IsStartElement Method (System.String)
Calls MoveToContent and tests if the current content node is a start tag or empty element tag and if the Name property of the
element found matches the given argument.

VB

Parameters

name
The string matched against the Name property of the element found.

Return Value

true if the resulting node is an element and the Name property matches the specified string. false if a node type other than
XmlNodeType.Element was found or if the element Name property does not match the specified string.

Remarks

This method skips white space, comments, and processing instructions until the reader is positioned on a content node. The
method then tests if the current node is an element.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace | FFReader.IsStartElement Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Overloads Public Function IsStartElement( _
   ByVal name As String _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool IsStartElement(
   string name
);
[C++]
public: bool IsStartElement(
   String* name
);
[JScript]
public override function IsStartElement(
   name : String
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FFReader.IsStartElement Method (System.String,
System.String)
Calls MoveToContent and tests if the current content node is a start tag or empty element tag and if the LocalName and
NamespaceURI properties of the element found match the given strings.

VB

Parameters

name
The string to match against the LocalName property of the element found.

namespaceURI
The string to match against the NamespaceURI property of the element found.

Return Value

true if the resulting node is an element. false if a node type other than XmlNodeType.Element was found or if the LocalName
and NamespaceURI properties of the element do not match the specified strings.

Remarks

This method skips white space, comments, and processing instructions until the reader is positioned on a content node. The
method then tests if the current node is an element.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace | FFReader.IsStartElement Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Overloads Public Function IsStartElement( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal namespaceURI As String _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool IsStartElement(
   string name,
   string namespaceURI
);
[C++]
public: bool IsStartElement(
   String* name,
   String* namespaceURI
);
[JScript]
public override function IsStartElement(
   name : String,
   namespaceURI : String
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFReader.LookupNamespace Method
Resolves a namespace prefix in the scope of the current element.

VB

Parameters

prfix
The prefix whose namespace URI you want to resolve. To match the default namespace, pass an empty string. This string does
not have to be atomized.

Return Value

The namespace URI to which the prefix maps or a null reference (Nothing in Visual Basic) if no matching prefix is found.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function LookupNamespace( _
   ByVal prfix As String _
) As String
[C#]
public override string LookupNamespace(
   string prfix
);
[C++]
public: String* LookupNamespace(
   String* prfix
);
[JScript]
public override function LookupNamespace(
   prfix : String
) : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFReader.MoveToAttribute Method
Moves to the specified attribute.

Overload List

Moves to the attribute with the specified index.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Sub MoveToAttribute(System.Int32)

[C#] public override void MoveToAttribute(System.Int32);

[C++] public: void MoveToAttribute(System.Int32);

[JScript] public override function MoveToAttribute(System.Int32);

Moves to the attribute with the specified Name.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Function MoveToAttribute(System.String) As Boolean

[C#] public override bool MoveToAttribute(System.String);

[C++] public: bool MoveToAttribute(System.String);

[JScript] public override function MoveToAttribute(System.String) : Boolean;

Moves to the attribute with the specified LocalName and NamespaceURI.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Function MoveToAttribute(System.String, System.String) As Boolean

[C#] public override bool MoveToAttribute(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: bool MoveToAttribute(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public override function MoveToAttribute(System.String, System.String) : Boolean;

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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FFReader.MoveToAttribute Method (System.Int32)
Moves to the attribute with the specified index.

VB

Parameters

index
The position to move to.

Remarks

After calling MoveToAttribute, the Name, NamespaceURI, and Prefix properties reflect the properties of that attribute.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace | FFReader.MoveToAttribute Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Overloads Public Sub MoveToAttribute( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
)
[C#]
public override void MoveToAttribute(
   int index
);
[C++]
public: void MoveToAttribute(
   int index
);
[JScript]
public override function MoveToAttribute(
   index : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFReader.MoveToAttribute Method (System.String)
Moves to the attribute with the specified Name.

VB

Parameters

name
The qualified name of the attribute.

Return Value

true if the attribute is found; otherwise, false. If false, the reader's position does not change.

Remarks

After calling MoveToAttribute, the Name, NamespaceURI, and Prefix properties reflect the properties of that attribute.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace | FFReader.MoveToAttribute Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Overloads Public Function MoveToAttribute( _
   ByVal name As String _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool MoveToAttribute(
   string name
);
[C++]
public: bool MoveToAttribute(
   String* name
);
[JScript]
public override function MoveToAttribute(
   name : String
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFReader.MoveToAttribute Method (System.String,
System.String)
Moves to the attribute with the specified LocalName and NamespaceURI.

VB

Parameters

name
The local name of the attribute.

namespaceURI
The namespace URI of the attribute.

Return Value

true if the attribute is found; otherwise, false. If false, the reader's position does not change.

Remarks

After calling MoveToAttribute, the Name, NamespaceURI, and Prefix properties reflect the properties of that attribute.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace | FFReader.MoveToAttribute Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Overloads Public Function MoveToAttribute( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal namespaceURI As String _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool MoveToAttribute(
   string name,
   string namespaceURI
);
[C++]
public: bool MoveToAttribute(
   String* name,
   String* namespaceURI
);
[JScript]
public override function MoveToAttribute(
   name : String,
   namespaceURI : String
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFReader.MoveToContent Method
Checks whether the current node is a content (non-white space text, CDATA, Element, EndElement, EntityReference, or
EndEntity) node. If the node is not a content node, the reader skips ahead to the next content node or end of file. It skips over
nodes of the following type: ProcessingInstruction, DocumentType, Comment, Whitespace, or SignificantWhitespace.

VB

Return Value

The NodeType of the current node found by the method or XmlNodeType.None if the reader has reached the end of the input
stream.

Remarks

If the current node is an attribute node, this method moves the reader back to the element that owns the attribute.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function MoveToContent() As XmlNodeType
[C#]
public override XmlNodeType MoveToContent();
[C++]
public: XmlNodeType MoveToContent();
[JScript]
public override function MoveToContent() : XmlNodeType;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFReader.MoveToElement Method
Moves to the element that contains the current attribute node.

VB

Return Value

true if the reader is positioned on an attribute (the reader moves to the element that owns the attribute); false if the reader is not
positioned on an attribute (the position of the reader does not change).

Remarks

Use this method to return to an element after navigating through its attributes. This method moves the reader to one of the
following node types: Element, DocumentType, or XmlDeclaration.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function MoveToElement() As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool MoveToElement();
[C++]
public: bool MoveToElement();
[JScript]
public override function MoveToElement() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFReader.MoveToFirstAttribute Method
Moves to the first attribute.

VB

Return Value

true if an attribute exists (the reader moves to the first attribute); otherwise, false (the position of the reader does not change).

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function MoveToFirstAttribute() As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool MoveToFirstAttribute();
[C++]
public: bool MoveToFirstAttribute();
[JScript]
public override function MoveToFirstAttribute() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FFReader.MoveToNextAttribute Method
Moves to the next attribute.

VB

Return Value

true if there is a next attribute; false if there are no more attributes.

Remarks

If the current node is an element node, this method is equivalent MoveToFirstAttribute. If MoveToNextAttribute returns true,
the reader moves to the next attribute; otherwise, the position of the reader does not change.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function MoveToNextAttribute() As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool MoveToNextAttribute();
[C++]
public: bool MoveToNextAttribute();
[JScript]
public override function MoveToNextAttribute() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFReader.Read Method
Reads the next node from the stream.

VB

Return Value

true if the next node was read successfully; false if there are no more nodes to read.

Remarks

When an XmlReader is first created and initialized, there is no information available. You must call Read to read the first node.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function Read() As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool Read();
[C++]
public: bool Read();
[JScript]
public override function Read() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FFReader.ReadAttributeValue Method
Parses the attribute value into one or more Text, EntityReference, or EndEntity nodes.

VB

Return Value

true if there are nodes to return; false if the reader is not positioned on an attribute node when the initial call is made or if all the
attribute values have been read.

An empty attribute, such as, misc="", returns true with a single node with a value of String.Empty

Remarks

Use this method after calling MoveToAttribute to read through the text or entity reference nodes that make up the attribute value.
The Depth of the attribute value nodes is one plus the depth of the attribute node; it increments and decrements by one when you
step into and out of general entity references.

Implementations of XmlReader that cannot expand general entities return the general entities as a single empty (Value is
String.Empty) EntityReference node

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function ReadAttributeValue() As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool ReadAttributeValue();
[C++]
public: bool ReadAttributeValue();
[JScript]
public override function ReadAttributeValue() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FFReader.ReadInnerXml Method
Reads all the content, including markup, as a string.

VB

Return Value

All the XML content, including markup, in the current node. If the current node has no children, an empty string is returned.

If the current node is neither an element nor attribute, an empty string is returned.

Remarks

This method returns all the content of the current node including the markup. The current node (start tag) and corresponding end
node (end tag) are not returned. For example, if you had the following:

ReadInnerXml returns this <child id="123"/>.

This method handles element and attribute nodes in the following manner:

Node Typ
e

Position Before the Cal
l

XML Fragment Return Valu
e

Position After the Call

Element On the item1 start tag. <item1>text1</item1><item2>text2</ite
m2>

text1 On the item2 start tag.

Attribute On the attr1 attribute no
de.

item attr1="val1" attr2="val2">text</item
>

val1 Remains on the attr1 attribute no
de.

If the reader is positioned on a leaf node, calling ReadInnerXml is equivalent to calling Read.

This method checks for well-formed XML. If ReadInnerXml is called from an XmlValidatingReader, this method also validates
the content returned.

As implemented in the XmlNodeReader, XmlTextReader and XmlValidatingReader classes the ReadInnerXml method is
namespace aware.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function ReadInnerXml() As String
[C#]
public override string ReadInnerXml();
[C++]
public: String* ReadInnerXml();
[JScript]
public override function ReadInnerXml() : String;

<node>
  this <child id="123"/>
<node>

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFReader.ReadOuterXml Method
Reads the content, including markup, representing this node and all its children.

VB

Return Value

If the reader is positioned on an element or an attribute node, this method returns all the XML content, including markup, of the
current node and all its children; otherwise, it returns an empty string.

Remarks

This method is similar to ReadInnerXml except it also returns the start and end tags.

This method handles element and attribute nodes in the following manner:

Node Ty
pe

Position Before the C
all

XML Fragment Return Value Position After the Call

Element On the item1 start tag. <item1>text1</item1><item2>text2</i
tem2>

<item1>text1</ite
m1>

On the item2 start tag.

Attribute On the attr1 attribute n
ode.

item attr1="val1" attr2="val2">text</ite
m>

attr1="val1" Remains on the attr1 attribute 
node.

If the reader is positioned on a leaf node, calling ReadOuterXml is equivalent to calling Read.

This method checks for well-formed XML. If ReadOuterXml is called from an XmlValidatingReader, this method also validates
the content returned.

As implemented in the XmlNodeReader, XmlTextReader and XmlValidatingReader classes the ReadOuterXml method is
namespace aware.

Given the following XML text

<A xmlns:S="urn:1"><S:B>hello</S:B></A>, if the reader were positioned on the S:B start tag, ReadOuterXml returns <S:B
xmlns:S="urn:1">hello<S:B/>.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function ReadOuterXml() As String
[C#]
public override string ReadOuterXml();
[C++]
public: String* ReadOuterXml();
[JScript]
public override function ReadOuterXml() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FFReader.ReadString Method
Reads the contents of an element or text node as a string.

VB

Return Value

The contents of the element or text node. This can be an empty string if the reader is positioned on something other than an
element or text node, or if there is no more text content to return in the current context.

Note  The text node can be either an element or an attribute text node.

Remarks

If positioned on an element, ReadString concatenates all text, significant white space, white space, and CDATA section nodes
together and returns the concatenated data as the element content. It stops when any markup is encountered. This could occur in
a mixed content model, or when an element end tag is read.

If positioned on a text node, ReadString performs the same concatenation from the text node to the element end tag. If the
reader is positioned on an attribute text node, ReadString has the same functionality as if the reader were position on the
element start tag. It returns all the concatenated element text nodes.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function ReadString() As String
[C#]
public override string ReadString();
[C++]
public: String* ReadString();
[JScript]
public override function ReadString() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FFReader.ResolveEntity Method
Resolves the entity reference for EntityReference nodes.

VB

Remarks

If the reader is positioned on an EntityReference node (XmlNodeType.EntityReference), if Read is called after calling this
method, the entity replacement text is parsed. When the entity replacement text is finished, an EndEntity node is returned to
close the entity reference scope.

Note  After calling this method, if the entity is part of an attribute value, you must call ReadAttributeValue to step into
the entity.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Sub ResolveEntity()
[C#]
public override void ResolveEntity();
[C++]
public: void ResolveEntity();
[JScript]
public override function ResolveEntity();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FFReader Events
The events of the FFReader class are listed here. For a complete list of FFReader class members, see the FFReader Members
topic.

Public Events

OnErrorEvent Adds or removes the error handler for the parser.

See Also

FFReader Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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FFReader.OnErrorEvent Event
Adds or removes the error handler for the parser.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can handle the events defined by a class, but you cannot define your own.

Event Data

The event handler receives an argument of type System.EventArgs.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FFReader Class | FFReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Event OnErrorEvent As EventHandler
[C#]
public event EventHandler OnErrorEvent;
[C++]
public: __event EventHandler* OnErrorEvent;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/118wxtk3(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FieldDef Class
Represents the definition of a field element.

For a list of all members of this type, see FieldDef Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.BaseDef
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.FieldDef
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.DelimitedFieldDef
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.PositionalFieldDef

VB

Remarks

This class contains properties that are common to all the field elements that can be encountered in document.

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

FieldDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<ComVisible(False)>
MustInherit Public Class FieldDef
   Inherits BaseDef
[C#]
[ComVisible(false)]
public abstract class FieldDef : BaseDef
[C++]
[ComVisible(false)]
public __gc __abstract class FieldDef : public BaseDef
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(false)
abstract class FieldDef extends BaseDef

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FieldDef Members
FieldDef overview

Public Constructors

FieldDef Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the FieldDef class.

Public Fields

dateTimeFormat Contains the formatting string for the datetime datatype.
defaultOrFixedType Contains the type of the default or fixed value from the XML schema.
defaultOrFixedValue Contains the default or fixed value from XML schema.
isOptional Indicates whether the field is optional.
isXmlAttribute Indicate whether the field should be represent the field as an attribute.
leftJustified Indicates whether the field is left justified.
padChar Indicates the pad character to use.
parent (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the parent parameter that contains the field.
xmlDatatype Contains the XML data type for the field.
xmlNamespace (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the XML namespace of the field.
xmlTag (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the XML tag name for the field.

Public Properties

Index (inherited from BaseDef) Gets the position number of the field.

Public Methods

Dump Overridden. Dumps the state of the current object to the console.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

FieldDef Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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FieldDef Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the FieldDef class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the FieldDef class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(GroupDef, System.Int32, System.String, System.String, System.Boolean, System.Char, System.String, System.Boolean, System.String, DefaultFixedType, System.String)

[C#] public FieldDef(GroupDef, System.Int32, System.String, System.String, System.Boolean, System.Char, System.String, System.Boolean, System.String, DefaultFixedType, System.String);

[C++] public: FieldDef(GroupDef*, System.Int32, System.String, System.String, System.Boolean, System.Char, System.String, System.Boolean, System.String, DefaultFixedType, System.String);

[JScript]
public function FieldDef(GroupDef, System.Int32, System.String, System.String, System.Boolean, System.Char, System.String, System.Boolean, System.String, DefaultFixedType, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the FieldDef class.

[Visual Basic]
Public Sub New(GroupDef, System.Int32, System.String, System.String, System.Boolean, System.Boolean, System.Char, System.String, System.Boolean, System.String, DefaultFixedType, System.String)

[C#]
public FieldDef(GroupDef, System.Int32, System.String, System.String, System.Boolean, System.Boolean, System.Char, System.String, System.Boolean, System.String, DefaultFixedType, System.String);

[C++]
public: FieldDef(GroupDef*, System.Int32, System.String, System.String, System.Boolean, System.Boolean, System.Char, System.String, System.Boolean, System.String, DefaultFixedType, System.String);

[JScript]
public function FieldDef(GroupDef, System.Int32, System.String, System.String, System.Boolean, System.Boolean, System.Char, System.String, System.Boolean, System.String, DefaultFixedType, System.String);

See Also

FieldDef Class | FieldDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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FieldDef Constructor (GroupDef, System.Int32, System.String,
System.String, System.Boolean, System.Char, System.String,
System.Boolean, System.String, DefaultFixedType,
System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the FieldDef class.

VB

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal parent As GroupDef, _
   ByVal sequenceNumber As Integer, _
   ByVal xmlTag As String, _
   ByVal xmlNamespace As String, _
   ByVal leftJustified As Boolean, _
   ByVal padChar As Char, _
   ByVal dateTimeFormat As String, _
   ByVal isOptional As Boolean, _
   ByVal defaultOrFixedValue As String, _
   ByVal defaultOrFixedType As DefaultFixedType, _
   ByVal xmlDatatype As String _
)
[C#]
public FieldDef(
   GroupDef parent,
   int sequenceNumber,
   string xmlTag,
   string xmlNamespace,
   bool leftJustified,
   char padChar,
   string dateTimeFormat,
   bool isOptional,
   string defaultOrFixedValue,
   DefaultFixedType defaultOrFixedType,
   string xmlDatatype
);
[C++]
public: FieldDef(
   GroupDef* parent,
   int sequenceNumber,
   String* xmlTag,
   String* xmlNamespace,
   bool leftJustified,
   __wchar_t padChar,
   String* dateTimeFormat,
   bool isOptional,
   String* defaultOrFixedValue,
   DefaultFixedType defaultOrFixedType,
   String* xmlDatatype
);
[JScript]
public function FieldDef(
   parent : GroupDef,
   sequenceNumber : int,
   xmlTag : String,
   xmlNamespace : String,
   leftJustified : Boolean,
   padChar : Char,
   dateTimeFormat : String,
   isOptional : Boolean,
   defaultOrFixedValue : String,
   defaultOrFixedType : DefaultFixedType,
   xmlDatatype : String
);



 

Parameters

parent
The parent parameter that contains the field.

sequenceNumber
The sequence number of the field within the parent.

xmlTag
The XML tag name for the field.

xmlNamespace
The XML namespace of the field.

leftJustified
true to indicate that the field is left justified; otherwise, false.

padChar
The pad character.

dateTimeFormat
The formatting string for the datetime datatype.

isOptional
true to indicate that the field is left optional; otherwise, false.

defaultOrFixedValue
The default or fixed value from XML schema.

defaultOrFixedType
The type of the default or fixed value from the XML schema.

xmlDatatype
The XML data type for the field.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FieldDef Class | FieldDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace | FieldDef Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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FieldDef Constructor (GroupDef, System.Int32, System.String,
System.String, System.Boolean, System.Boolean, System.Char,
System.String, System.Boolean, System.String,
DefaultFixedType, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the FieldDef class.

VB

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal parent As GroupDef, _
   ByVal sequenceNumber As Integer, _
   ByVal xmlTag As String, _
   ByVal xmlNamespace As String, _
   ByVal isXmlAttribute As Boolean, _
   ByVal leftJustified As Boolean, _
   ByVal padChar As Char, _
   ByVal dateTimeFormat As String, _
   ByVal isOptional As Boolean, _
   ByVal defaultOrFixedValue As String, _
   ByVal defaultOrFixedType As DefaultFixedType, _
   ByVal xmlDatatype As String _
)
[C#]
public FieldDef(
   GroupDef parent,
   int sequenceNumber,
   string xmlTag,
   string xmlNamespace,
   bool isXmlAttribute,
   bool leftJustified,
   char padChar,
   string dateTimeFormat,
   bool isOptional,
   string defaultOrFixedValue,
   DefaultFixedType defaultOrFixedType,
   string xmlDatatype
);
[C++]
public: FieldDef(
   GroupDef* parent,
   int sequenceNumber,
   String* xmlTag,
   String* xmlNamespace,
   bool isXmlAttribute,
   bool leftJustified,
   __wchar_t padChar,
   String* dateTimeFormat,
   bool isOptional,
   String* defaultOrFixedValue,
   DefaultFixedType defaultOrFixedType,
   String* xmlDatatype
);
[JScript]
public function FieldDef(
   parent : GroupDef,
   sequenceNumber : int,
   xmlTag : String,
   xmlNamespace : String,
   isXmlAttribute : Boolean,
   leftJustified : Boolean,
   padChar : Char,
   dateTimeFormat : String,
   isOptional : Boolean,



 

Parameters

parent
The parent parameter that contains the field.

sequenceNumber
The sequence number of the field within the parent.

xmlTag
The XML tag name for the field.

xmlNamespace
The XML namespace of the field.

isXmlAttribute
true to indicate that the field should be represent the field as an attribute; false to indicate that the field should be represented
as an element.

leftJustified
true to indicate that the field is left justified; otherwise, false.

padChar
The pad character.

dateTimeFormat
The formatting string for the datetime datatype.

isOptional
true to indicate that the field is left optional; otherwise, false.

defaultOrFixedValue
The default or fixed value from XML schema.

defaultOrFixedType
The type of the default or fixed value from the XML schema.

xmlDatatype
The XML data type for the field.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FieldDef Class | FieldDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace | FieldDef Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

   defaultOrFixedValue : String,
   defaultOrFixedType : DefaultFixedType,
   xmlDatatype : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FieldDef Fields
The fields of the FieldDef class are listed here. For a complete list of FieldDef class members, see the FieldDef Members topic.

Public Fields

dateTimeFormat Contains the formatting string for the datetime datatype.
defaultOrFixedType Contains the type of the default or fixed value from the XML schema.
defaultOrFixedValue Contains the default or fixed value from XML schema.
isOptional Indicates whether the field is optional.
isXmlAttribute Indicate whether the field should be represent the field as an attribute.
leftJustified Indicates whether the field is left justified.
padChar Indicates the pad character to use.
parent (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the parent parameter that contains the field.
xmlDatatype Contains the XML data type for the field.
xmlNamespace (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the XML namespace of the field.
xmlTag (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the XML tag name for the field.

See Also

FieldDef Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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FieldDef.dateTimeFormat Field
Contains the formatting string for the datetime datatype. This field is read-only.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

FieldDef Class | FieldDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly dateTimeFormat As String
[C#]
public readonly string dateTimeFormat;
[C++]
public: String* dateTimeFormat;
[JScript]
public var dateTimeFormat : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FieldDef.defaultOrFixedType Field
Contains the type of the default or fixed value from the XML schema. This field is read-only.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

FieldDef Class | FieldDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly defaultOrFixedType As DefaultFixedType
[C#]
public readonly DefaultFixedType defaultOrFixedType;
[C++]
public: DefaultFixedType defaultOrFixedType;
[JScript]
public var defaultOrFixedType : DefaultFixedType;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FieldDef.defaultOrFixedValue Field
Contains the default or fixed value from Xml Schema. This field is read-only.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

FieldDef Class | FieldDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly defaultOrFixedValue As String
[C#]
public readonly string defaultOrFixedValue;
[C++]
public: String* defaultOrFixedValue;
[JScript]
public var defaultOrFixedValue : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FieldDef.isOptional Field
Indicates whether the field is optional. This field is read-only.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

FieldDef Class | FieldDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly isOptional As Boolean
[C#]
public readonly bool isOptional;
[C++]
public: bool isOptional;
[JScript]
public var isOptional : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FieldDef.isXmlAttribute Field
Indicates whether the field should be representing the field as an attribute. This field is read-only.

VB

Remarks

true to indicate that the field should be represent the field as an attribute; false to indicate that the field should be represented as
an element.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

FieldDef Class | FieldDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly isXmlAttribute As Boolean
[C#]
public readonly bool isXmlAttribute;
[C++]
public: bool isXmlAttribute;
[JScript]
public var isXmlAttribute : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FieldDef.leftJustified Field
Indicates whether the field is left justified. This field is read-only.

VB

Remarks

true to indicate that the field is left justified; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

FieldDef Class | FieldDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly leftJustified As Boolean
[C#]
public readonly bool leftJustified;
[C++]
public: bool leftJustified;
[JScript]
public var leftJustified : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FieldDef.padChar Field
Indicates the pad character to use. This field is read-only.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

FieldDef Class | FieldDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly padChar As Char
[C#]
public readonly char padChar;
[C++]
public: __wchar_t padChar;
[JScript]
public var padChar : Char;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FieldDef.xmlDatatype Field
Contains the XML data type for the field. This field is read-only.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

FieldDef Class | FieldDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly xmlDatatype As String
[C#]
public readonly string xmlDatatype;
[C++]
public: String* xmlDatatype;
[JScript]
public var xmlDatatype : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FieldDef Methods
The methods of the FieldDef class are listed here. For a complete list of FieldDef class members, see the FieldDef Members topic.

Public Methods

Dump Overridden. Dumps the state of the current object to the console.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

FieldDef Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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FieldDef.Dump Method
Dumps the state of the current object to the console.

VB

Parameters

indent
The number of indentations.

tw
The TextWriter.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FieldDef Class | FieldDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Sub Dump( _
   ByVal indent As Integer, _
   ByVal tw As TextWriter _
)
[C#]
public override void Dump(
   int indent,
   TextWriter tw
);
[C++]
public: void Dump(
   int indent,
   TextWriter* tw
);
[JScript]
public override function Dump(
   indent : int,
   tw : TextWriter
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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GroupDef Class
Represents a group of elements in a document.

For a list of all members of this type, see GroupDef Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.BaseDef
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.GroupDef
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.RecordDef

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine

Platforms:  Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

GroupDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<ComVisible(False)>
Public Class GroupDef
   Inherits BaseDef
[C#]
[ComVisible(false)]
public class GroupDef : BaseDef
[C++]
[ComVisible(false)]
public __gc class GroupDef : public BaseDef
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(false)
class GroupDef extends BaseDef

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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GroupDef Members
GroupDef overview

Public Constructors

GroupDef Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the GroupDef class.

Public Fields

groupType Contains the type of group.
parent (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the parent parameter that contains the field.
xmlNamespace (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the XML namespace of the field.
xmlTag (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the XML tag name for the field.

Public Properties

ChildCount Gets the number of children.
Index (inherited from BaseDef) Gets the position number of the field.

Public Methods

AddChild Adds a child to the group.
Dump Overridden. Dumps the state of the current object to the console.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetChild Retrieves a child based on the index.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Fields

children Contains an array of children under this group.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

GroupDef Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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GroupDef Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the GroupDef class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the GroupDef class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(GroupDef, System.Int32, GroupType)

[C#] public GroupDef(GroupDef, System.Int32, GroupType);

[C++] public: GroupDef(GroupDef*, System.Int32, GroupType);

[JScript] public function GroupDef(GroupDef, System.Int32, GroupType);

Initializes a new instance of the GroupDef class using the XML tag and namespace.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(GroupDef, System.Int32, System.String, System.String, GroupType)

[C#] public GroupDef(GroupDef, System.Int32, System.String, System.String, GroupType);

[C++] public: GroupDef(GroupDef*, System.Int32, System.String, System.String, GroupType);

[JScript] public function GroupDef(GroupDef, System.Int32, System.String, System.String, GroupType);

See Also

GroupDef Class | GroupDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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GroupDef Constructor (GroupDef, System.Int32, GroupType)
Initializes a new instance of the GroupDef class.

VB

Parameters

parent
The parent parameter that contains the field.

sequenceNumber
The sequence number of the field within the parent.

groupType
One of the GroupType values

Requirements

Platforms:  Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

GroupDef Class | GroupDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace | GroupDef Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal parent As GroupDef, _
   ByVal sequenceNumber As Integer, _
   ByVal groupType As GroupType _
)
[C#]
public GroupDef(
   GroupDef parent,
   int sequenceNumber,
   GroupType groupType
);
[C++]
public: GroupDef(
   GroupDef* parent,
   int sequenceNumber,
   GroupType groupType
);
[JScript]
public function GroupDef(
   parent : GroupDef,
   sequenceNumber : int,
   groupType : GroupType
);
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GroupDef Constructor (GroupDef, System.Int32, System.String,
System.String, GroupType)
Initializes a new instance of the GroupDef class using the XML tag and namespace.

VB

Parameters

parent
The parent parameter that contains the field.

sequenceNumber
The sequence number of the field within the parent.

xmlTag
The XML tag name for the field.

xmlNamespace
The XML namespace of the field.

groupType
One of the GroupType values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

GroupDef Class | GroupDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace | GroupDef Constructor Overload List

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal parent As GroupDef, _
   ByVal sequenceNumber As Integer, _
   ByVal xmlTag As String, _
   ByVal xmlNamespace As String, _
   ByVal groupType As GroupType _
)
[C#]
public GroupDef(
   GroupDef parent,
   int sequenceNumber,
   string xmlTag,
   string xmlNamespace,
   GroupType groupType
);
[C++]
public: GroupDef(
   GroupDef* parent,
   int sequenceNumber,
   String* xmlTag,
   String* xmlNamespace,
   GroupType groupType
);
[JScript]
public function GroupDef(
   parent : GroupDef,
   sequenceNumber : int,
   xmlTag : String,
   xmlNamespace : String,
   groupType : GroupType
);
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GroupDef Fields
The fields of the GroupDef class are listed here. For a complete list of GroupDef class members, see the GroupDef Members
topic.

Public Fields

groupType Contains the type of group.
parent (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the parent parameter that contains the field.
xmlNamespace (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the XML namespace of the field.
xmlTag (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the XML tag name for the field.

Protected Fields

children Contains an array of children under this group.

See Also

GroupDef Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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GroupDef.children Field
Contains an array of children under this group.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

GroupDef Class | GroupDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Protected children As ArrayList
[C#]
protected ArrayList children;
[C++]
protected: ArrayList* children;
[JScript]
protected var children : ArrayList;
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GroupDef.groupType Field
Contains the type of group.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

GroupDef Class | GroupDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly groupType As GroupType
[C#]
public readonly GroupType groupType;
[C++]
public: GroupType groupType;
[JScript]
public var groupType : GroupType;
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GroupDef Properties
The properties of the GroupDef class are listed here. For a complete list of GroupDef class members, see the GroupDef Members
topic.

Public Properties

ChildCount Gets the number of children.
Index (inherited from BaseDef) Gets the position number of the field.

See Also

GroupDef Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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GroupDef.ChildCount Property
Gets the number of children.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

GroupDef Class | GroupDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property ChildCount As Integer
[C#]
public int ChildCount {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_ChildCount();
[JScript]
public function get ChildCount() : int;
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GroupDef Methods
The methods of the GroupDef class are listed here. For a complete list of GroupDef class members, see the GroupDef Members
topic.

Public Methods

AddChild Adds a child to the group.
Dump Overridden. Dumps the state of the current object to the console.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetChild Retrieves a child based on the index.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

GroupDef Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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GroupDef.AddChild Method
Adds a child to the group.

VB

Parameters

ch
The child to add to the group.

Requirements

Platforms:  Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

GroupDef Class | GroupDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub AddChild( _
   ByVal ch As ChildRef _
)
[C#]
public void AddChild(
   ChildRef ch
);
[C++]
public: void AddChild(
   ChildRef* ch
);
[JScript]
public function AddChild(
   ch : ChildRef
);
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GroupDef.Dump Method
Dumps the state of the current object to the console.

VB

Parameters

indent
The number of indentations.

tw
The TextWriter.

Requirements

Platforms:  Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

GroupDef Class | GroupDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub Dump( _
   ByVal indent As Integer, _
   ByVal tw As TextWriter _
)
[C#]
public override void Dump(
   int indent,
   TextWriter tw
);
[C++]
public: void Dump(
   int indent,
   TextWriter* tw
);
[JScript]
public override function Dump(
   indent : int,
   tw : TextWriter
);
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GroupDef.GetChild Method
Retrieves a child based on the index.

VB

Parameters

idx
The position of the child field to retrieve.

Requirements

Platforms:  Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

GroupDef Class | GroupDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Public Function GetChild( _
   ByVal idx As Integer _
) As ChildRef
[C#]
public ChildRef GetChild(
   int idx
);
[C++]
public: ChildRef* GetChild(
   int idx
);
[JScript]
public function GetChild(
   idx : int
) : ChildRef;
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IDataReader Interface
Converts a native document to XML.

For a list of all members of this type, see IDataReader Members.

VB

Classes that Implement IDataReader

Class Description
DataReader Normalizes data from various encoding mechanisms, such as UTF-8, ANSI, and MBCS, into USC-2.

Remarks

To customize input sent to BizTalk Server, you can choose to implement either System.IO.Encoding, System.IO.TextReader or
IDataReader.

To customize output from BizTalk Server, you should implement the System.IO.Encoding base class.

Use the following code to parse input using System.IO.Encoding:

Use the following code to serialize output using System.IO.Encoding:

If you choose to derive your class from System.IO.TextReader, you must pass your class into the class constructor for
DataReader when you invoke the Parse method on the schema. Use the following code in this situation:

Alternatively, if you implement IDataReader directly, use the following code:

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly:  Biztalk Pipeline Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

IDataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Interface IDataReader
[C#]
public interface IDataReader
[C++]
public __gc __interface IDataReader
[JScript]
public interface IDataReader

XmlReader reader = docspec.Parse(new DataReader(new StreamReader(inputStream, new MyEncoding(
))));

Stream stm = docspec.Serialize(xmlReader, new MyEncoding());

XmlReader reader = docspec.Parse(new DataReader(new MyTextReader()));

XmlReader reader = docspec.Parse(new MyDataReader());

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IDataReader Members
IDataReader overview

Public Properties

BaseStream Gets the underlying stream.
CurrentEncoding Gets the character encoding.
Length Gets the length of the stream.
Position Gets the current position in the stream.

Public Methods

Close Closes the IDataReader object.
Peek Reads the current character.
Read Overloaded. Obtains a set of characters to read.
ReadToEnd Reads all of the data into a string.
Unget Overloaded. Adds a set of characters to the previous position in the stream to support look-ahead, or peeking funct

ionality.

See Also

IDataReader Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IDataReader Properties
The properties of the IDataReader interface are listed here. For a complete list of IDataReader interface members, see the
IDataReader Members topic.

Public Properties

BaseStream Gets the underlying stream.
CurrentEncoding Gets the character encoding.
Length Gets the length of the stream.
Position Gets the current position in the stream.

See Also

IDataReader Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IDataReader.BaseStream Property
Gets the underlying stream.

VB

Property Value

Returns the underlying stream.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IDataReader Interface | IDataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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ReadOnly Property BaseStream As Stream
[C#]
Stream BaseStream {get;}
[C++]
__property Stream* get_BaseStream();
[JScript]
function get BaseStream() : Stream;
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IDataReader.CurrentEncoding Property
Gets the character encoding.

VB

Property Value

An Encoding that contains the character encoding.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IDataReader Interface | IDataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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ReadOnly Property CurrentEncoding As Encoding
[C#]
Encoding CurrentEncoding {get;}
[C++]
__property Encoding* get_CurrentEncoding();
[JScript]
function get CurrentEncoding() : Encoding;
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IDataReader.Length Property
Gets the length of the stream.

VB

Property Value

Returns the length of the stream.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IDataReader Interface | IDataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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ReadOnly Property Length As Long
[C#]
long Length {get;}
[C++]
__property __int64 get_Length();
[JScript]
function get Length() : long;
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IDataReader.Position Property
Gets the current position in the stream.

VB

Property Value

The current position in the stream.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IDataReader Interface | IDataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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ReadOnly Property Position As Long
[C#]
long Position {get;}
[C++]
__property __int64 get_Position();
[JScript]
function get Position() : long;
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IDataReader Methods
The methods of the IDataReader interface are listed here. For a complete list of IDataReader interface members, see the
IDataReader Members topic.

Public Methods

Close Closes the IDataReader object.
Peek Reads the current character.
Read Overloaded. Obtains a set of characters to read.
ReadToEnd Reads all of the data into a string.
Unget Overloaded. Adds a set of characters to the previous position in the stream to support look-ahead, or peeking funct

ionality.

See Also

IDataReader Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IDataReader.Close Method
Closes the IDataReader object.

VB

Remarks

This method must be called after using the IDataReader object.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IDataReader Interface | IDataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Sub Close()
[C#]
void Close();
[C++]
void Close();
[JScript]
function Close();
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IDataReader.Peek Method
Reads the current character.

VB

Return Value

The character in the current position.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IDataReader Interface | IDataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Function Peek() As Integer
[C#]
int Peek();
[C++]
int Peek();
[JScript]
function Peek() : int;
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IDataReader.Read Method
Obtains a set of characters to read.

Overload List

Obtains the character in the current position of the stream and advances the current position to the next character.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Function Read() As Integer

[C#] int Read();

[C++] int Read();

[JScript] function Read() : int;

Obtains the set of characters of a specified length from the current position.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Function Read(System.Char(), System.Int32, System.Int32) As Integer

[C#] int Read(System.Char[], System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++] int Read(System.Char[], System.Int32, System.Int32);

[JScript] function Read(System.Char[], System.Int32, System.Int32) : int;

See Also

IDataReader Interface | IDataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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IDataReader.Read Method ()
Obtains the character in the current position of the stream and advances the current position to the next character.

VB

Return Value

The character at the current position. A return value of -1 indicates the end of the stream.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IDataReader Interface | IDataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function Read() As Integer
[C#]
int Read();
[C++]
int Read();
[JScript]
function Read() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IDataReader.Read Method (System.Char[], System.Int32,
System.Int32)
Obtains the set of characters of a specified length from the current position.

VB

Parameters

buffer
A array of characters that holds characters to read.

index
An index into the buffer where the read characters should go.

len
An Integer containing the length of the string of characters.

Return Value

The string of characters of length len from the current position.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IDataReader Interface | IDataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function Read( _
   ByVal buffer() As char[], _
   ByVal index As Integer, _
   ByVal len As Integer _
) As String
[C#]
string Read(
   char[] buffer,
   int index,
   int len
);
[C++]
String* Read(
   __wchar_t buffer,
   __gc[] int index,
   int len
);
[JScript]
function Read(
   buffer : char[],
   index : int,
   len : int
) : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IDataReader.ReadToEnd Method
Reads all of the data into a string.

VB

Return Value

A string that contains all of the data.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IDataReader Interface | IDataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function ReadToEnd() As String
[C#]
string ReadToEnd();
[C++]
String ReadToEnd();
[JScript]
function ReadToEnd() : str;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IDataReader.Unget Method
Adds a set of characters to the previous position in the stream to support look-ahead, or peeking functionality.

Overload List

Adds a character to the previous position in the stream to support look-ahead, or peeking functionality.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Sub Unget(System.Char)

[C#] void Unget(System.Char);

[C++] void Unget(System.Char);

[JScript] function Unget(System.Char);

Adds a set of characters to the previous position in the stream to support look-ahead, or peeking functionality.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Sub Unget(System.Char(), System.Int32, System.Int32)

[C#] void Unget(System.Char[], System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++] void Unget(System.Char[], System.Int32, System.Int32);

[JScript] function Unget(System.Char[], System.Int32, System.Int32);

Adds a set of characters in a string to the previous position in the stream to support look-ahead, or peeking functionality.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Sub Unget(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)

[C#] void Unget(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++] void Unget(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[JScript] function Unget(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

See Also

IDataReader Interface | IDataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IDataReader.Unget Method (System.Char)
Adds a character to the previous position in the stream to support look-ahead, or peeking functionality.

VB

Parameters

ch
The character to add to the stream.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IDataReader Interface | IDataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Sub Unget( _
   ByVal ch As Integer _
)
[C#]
void Unget(
   int ch
);
[C++]
void Unget(
   int ch
);
[JScript]
function Unget(
   ch : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IDataReader.Unget Method (System.Char[], System.Int32,
System.Int32)
Adds a set of characters to the previous position in the stream to support look-ahead, or peeking functionality.

VB

Parameters

buffer
An array of characters that contain the characters to be added back to the stream.

index
The zero-based index of the first character (in the character array) to be added back to the stream.

len
The number of characters to added back to the stream.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IDataReader Interface | IDataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Sub Unget( _
   ByVal buffer() As char[], _
   ByVal index As Integer, _
   ByVal len As Integer _
)
[C#]
void Unget(
   char[] buffer,
   int index,
   int len
);
[C++]
void Unget(
   __wchar_t buffer __gc[],
   int index,
   int len
);
[JScript]
function Unget(
   buffer : char[],
   index : int,
   len : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IDataReader.Unget Method (System.String, System.Int32,
System.Int32)
Adds a set of characters in a string to the previous position in the stream to support look-ahead, or peeking functionality.

VB

Parameters

str
A string that contain the characters to be added back to the stream.

index
The zero-based index of the first character (in the string) to be added back to the stream.

len
The number of characters to added back to the stream.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IDataReader Interface | IDataReader Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Sub Unget( _   
   ByVal str As String, _
   ByVal index As Integer, _
   ByVal len As Integer _
)
[C#]
void Unget(   
   string str,
   int index,
   int len
);
[C++]
void Unget(   
   String* str,
   int index,
   int len
);
[JScript]
function Unget(   
   str : String,
   index : int,
   len : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PositionalFieldDef Class
Defines positional field elements.

For a list of all members of this type, see PositionalFieldDef Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.BaseDef
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.FieldDef
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.PositionalFieldDef

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

PositionalFieldDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<ComVisible(False)>
Public Class PositionalFieldDef
   Inherits FieldDef
[C#]
[ComVisible(false)]
public class PositionalFieldDef : FieldDef
[C++]
[ComVisible(false)]
public __gc class PositionalFieldDef : public FieldDef
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(false)
class PositionalFieldDef extends FieldDef

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PositionalFieldDef Members
PositionalFieldDef overview

Public Constructors

PositionalFieldDef Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the PositionalFieldDef class.

Public Fields

dateTimeFormat (inherited from FieldDef) Contains the formatting string for the datetime datatype.

defaultOrFixedType (inherited from FieldDef) Contains the type of the default or fixed value from the XML schema.
defaultOrFixedValue (inherited from FieldDef) Contains the default or fixed value from XML schema.
isOptional (inherited from FieldDef) Indicates whether the field is optional.
isXmlAttribute (inherited from FieldDef) Indicate whether the field should be represent the field as an attribute.

leftJustified (inherited from FieldDef) Indicates whether the field is left justified.
padChar (inherited from FieldDef) Indicates the pad character to use.
parent (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the parent parameter that contains the field.
posLength Contains the length of a positional field.
posOffset Contains the offset of a positional field.
xmlDatatype (inherited from FieldDef) Contains the XML data type for the field.
xmlNamespace (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the XML namespace of the field.
xmlTag (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the XML tag name for the field.

Public Properties

Index (inherited from BaseDef) Gets the position number of the field.

Public Methods

Dump (inherited from F
ieldDef)

Overridden. This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be us
ed directly from your code.

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PositionalFieldDef Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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PositionalFieldDef Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the PositionalFieldDef class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the PositionalFieldDef class.

[Visual Basic]
Public Sub New(GroupDef, System.Int32, System.String, System.String, System.Boolean, System.Char, System.String, System.Boolean, System.String, DefaultFixedType, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)

[C#]
public PositionalFieldDef(GroupDef, System.Int32, System.String, System.String, System.Boolean, System.Char, System.String, System.Boolean, System.String, DefaultFixedType, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++]
public: PositionalFieldDef(GroupDef*, System.Int32, System.String, System.String, System.Boolean, System.Char, System.String, System.Boolean, System.String, DefaultFixedType, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[JScript]
public function PositionalFieldDef(GroupDef, System.Int32, System.String, System.String, System.Boolean, System.Char, System.String, System.Boolean, System.String, DefaultFixedType, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

Initializes a new instance of the PositionalFieldDef class.

[Visual Basic]
Public Sub New(GroupDef, System.Int32, System.String, System.String, System.Boolean, System.Boolean, System.Char, System.String, System.Boolean, System.String, DefaultFixedType, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)

[C#]
public PositionalFieldDef(GroupDef, System.Int32, System.String, System.String, System.Boolean, System.Boolean, System.Char, System.String, System.Boolean, System.String, DefaultFixedType, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++]
public: PositionalFieldDef(GroupDef*, System.Int32, System.String, System.String, System.Boolean, System.Boolean, System.Char, System.String, System.Boolean, System.String, DefaultFixedType, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[JScript]
public function PositionalFieldDef(GroupDef, System.Int32, System.String, System.String, System.Boolean, System.Boolean, System.Char, System.String, System.Boolean, System.String, DefaultFixedType, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

See Also

PositionalFieldDef Class | PositionalFieldDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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PositionalFieldDef Constructor (GroupDef, System.Int32,
System.String, System.String, System.Boolean, System.Char,
System.String, System.Boolean, System.String,
DefaultFixedType, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the PositionalFieldDef class.

VB

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal parent As GroupDef, _
   ByVal sequenceNumber As Integer, _
   ByVal xmlTag As String, _
   ByVal xmlNamespace As String, _
   ByVal leftJustified As Boolean, _
   ByVal padChar As Char, _
   ByVal dateTimeFormat As String, _
   ByVal isOptional As Boolean, _
   ByVal defaultOrFixedValue As String, _
   ByVal defaultOrFixedType As DefaultFixedType, _
   ByVal xmlDatatype As String, _
   ByVal posOffset As Integer, _
   ByVal posLength As Integer _
)
[C#]
public PositionalFieldDef(
   GroupDef parent,
   int sequenceNumber,
   string xmlTag,
   string xmlNamespace,
   bool leftJustified,
   char padChar,
   string dateTimeFormat,
   bool isOptional,
   string defaultOrFixedValue,
   DefaultFixedType defaultOrFixedType,
   string xmlDatatype,
   int posOffset,
   int posLength
);
[C++]
public: PositionalFieldDef(
   GroupDef* parent,
   int sequenceNumber,
   String* xmlTag,
   String* xmlNamespace,
   bool leftJustified,
   __wchar_t padChar,
   String* dateTimeFormat,
   bool isOptional,
   String* defaultOrFixedValue,
   DefaultFixedType defaultOrFixedType,
   String* xmlDatatype,
   int posOffset,
   int posLength
);
[JScript]
public function PositionalFieldDef(
   parent : GroupDef,
   sequenceNumber : int,
   xmlTag : String,
   xmlNamespace : String,
   leftJustified : Boolean,
   padChar : Char,



 

Parameters

parent
The GroupDef containing the parent parameter that contains the field.

sequenceNumber
The sequence number of the field within the parent.

xmlTag
The XML tag name for the field.

xmlNamespace
The XML namespace of the field.

leftJustified
true to indicate that the field is left justified; otherwise, false.

padChar
The pad character.

dateTimeFormat
The formatting string for the datetime datatype.

isOptional
true to indicate that the field is left optional; otherwise, false.

defaultOrFixedValue
The default or fixed value from XML schema.

defaultOrFixedType
The type of the default or fixed value from the XML schema.

xmlDatatype
The XML data type for the field.

posOffset
The offset of a positional field.

posLength
The length of a positional field.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PositionalFieldDef Class | PositionalFieldDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace |
PositionalFieldDef Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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   dateTimeFormat : String,
   isOptional : Boolean,
   defaultOrFixedValue : String,
   defaultOrFixedType : DefaultFixedType,
   xmlDatatype : String,
   posOffset : int,
   posLength : int
);
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PositionalFieldDef Constructor (GroupDef, System.Int32,
System.String, System.String, System.Boolean, System.Boolean,
System.Char, System.String, System.Boolean, System.String,
DefaultFixedType, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the PositionalFieldDef class.

VB

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal parent As GroupDef, _
   ByVal sequenceNumber As Integer, _
   ByVal xmlTag As String, _
   ByVal xmlNamespace As String, _
   ByVal isXmlAttribute As Boolean, _
   ByVal leftJustified As Boolean, _
   ByVal padChar As Char, _
   ByVal dateTimeFormat As String, _
   ByVal isOptional As Boolean, _
   ByVal defaultOrFixedValue As String, _
   ByVal defaultOrFixedType As DefaultFixedType, _
   ByVal xmlDatatype As String, _
   ByVal posOffset As Integer, _
   ByVal posLength As Integer _
)
[C#]
public PositionalFieldDef(
   GroupDef parent,
   int sequenceNumber,
   string xmlTag,
   string xmlNamespace,
   bool isXmlAttribute,
   bool leftJustified,
   char padChar,
   string dateTimeFormat,
   bool isOptional,
   string defaultOrFixedValue,
   DefaultFixedType defaultOrFixedType,
   string xmlDatatype,
   int posOffset,
   int posLength
);
[C++]
public: PositionalFieldDef(
   GroupDef* parent,
   int sequenceNumber,
   String* xmlTag,
   String* xmlNamespace,
   bool isXmlAttribute,
   bool leftJustified,
   __wchar_t padChar,
   String* dateTimeFormat,
   bool isOptional,
   String* defaultOrFixedValue,
   DefaultFixedType defaultOrFixedType,
   String* xmlDatatype,
   int posOffset,
   int posLength
);
[JScript]
public function PositionalFieldDef(
   parent : GroupDef,
   sequenceNumber : int,
   xmlTag : String,



 

Parameters

parent
The GroupDef containing the parent parameter that contains the field.

sequenceNumber
The sequence number of the field within the parent.

xmlTag
The XML tag name for the field.

xmlNamespace
The XML namespace of the field.

isXmlAttribute
true to indicate that the field should be represent the field as an attribute; false to indicate that the field should be represented
as an element.

leftJustified
true to indicate that the field is left justified; otherwise, false.

padChar
The pad character.

dateTimeFormat
The formatting string for the datetime datatype.

isOptional
true to indicate that the field is left optional; otherwise, false.

defaultOrFixedValue
The default or fixed value from XML schema.

defaultOrFixedType
The type of the default or fixed value from the XML schema.

xmlDatatype
The XML data type for the field.

posOffset
The offset of a positional field.

posLength
The length of a positional field.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PositionalFieldDef Class | PositionalFieldDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace |
PositionalFieldDef Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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   xmlNamespace : String,
   isXmlAttribute : Boolean,
   leftJustified : Boolean,
   padChar : Char,
   dateTimeFormat : String,
   isOptional : Boolean,
   defaultOrFixedValue : String,
   defaultOrFixedType : DefaultFixedType,
   xmlDatatype : String,
   posOffset : int,
   posLength : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PositionalFieldDef Fields
The fields of the PositionalFieldDef class are listed here. For a complete list of PositionalFieldDef class members, see the
PositionalFieldDef Members topic.

Public Fields

dateTimeFormat (inherited from FieldDef) Contains the formatting string for the datetime datatype.

defaultOrFixedType (inherited from FieldDef) Contains the type of the default or fixed value from the XML schema.
defaultOrFixedValue (inherited from FieldDef) Contains the default or fixed value from XML schema.
isOptional (inherited from FieldDef) Indicates whether the field is optional.
isXmlAttribute (inherited from FieldDef) Indicate whether the field should be represent the field as an attribute.

leftJustified (inherited from FieldDef) Indicates whether the field is left justified.
padChar (inherited from FieldDef) Indicates the pad character to use.
parent (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the parent parameter that contains the field.
posLength Contains the length of a positional field.
posOffset Contains the offset of a positional field.
xmlDatatype (inherited from FieldDef) Contains the XML data type for the field.
xmlNamespace (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the XML namespace of the field.
xmlTag (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the XML tag name for the field.

See Also

PositionalFieldDef Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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PositionalFieldDef.posLength Field
Contains the length of a positional field.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

PositionalFieldDef Class | PositionalFieldDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly posLength As Integer
[C#]
public readonly int posLength;
[C++]
public: int posLength;
[JScript]
public var posLength : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PositionalFieldDef.posOffset Field
Contains the offset of a positional field.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

PositionalFieldDef Class | PositionalFieldDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly posOffset As Integer
[C#]
public readonly int posOffset;
[C++]
public: int posOffset;
[JScript]
public var posOffset : int;
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PositionalRecordDef Class
Defines positional records in the document.

For a list of all members of this type, see PositionalRecordDef Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.BaseDef
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.GroupDef
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.RecordDef
            Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.PositionalRecordDef

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

PositionalRecordDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace
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<ComVisible(False)>
Public Class PositionalRecordDef
   Inherits RecordDef
[C#]
[ComVisible(false)]
public class PositionalRecordDef : RecordDef
[C++]
[ComVisible(false)]
public __gc class PositionalRecordDef : public RecordDef
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(false)
class PositionalRecordDef extends RecordDef
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PositionalRecordDef Members
PositionalRecordDef overview

Public Constructors

PositionalRecordDef Constructor Initializes a new instance of the PositionalRecordDef class.

Public Fields

groupType (inherited from GroupDef) Contains the type of group.
parent (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the parent parameter that contains the field.
tag (inherited from RecordDef) Contains the tag of the record.
tagOffset Contains the starting offset of a tag.
xmlNamespace (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the XML namespace of the field.
xmlTag (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the XML tag name for the field.

Public Properties

ChildCount (inherited from GroupDef) Gets the number of children.
Index (inherited from BaseDef) Gets the position number of the field.

Public Methods

AddChild (inherited fro
m GroupDef)

Adds a child to the group.

Dump Overridden. Dumps the state of the current object to the console.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetChild (inherited fro
m GroupDef)

Retrieves a child based on the index.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString Overridden. Converts the value of this instance to its equivalent string representation.

Protected Fields

children (inherited from GroupDef) Contains an array of children under this group.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PositionalRecordDef Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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PositionalRecordDef Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the PositionalRecordDef class.

VB

Parameters

parent
The GroupDef containing the parent parameter that contains the field.

sequenceNumber
The sequence number of the field within the parent.

xmlTag
The XML tag name for the field.

xmlNamespace
The XML namespace of the field.

tag
The tag of the record.

tagOffset
The starting offset of a tag.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal parent As GroupDef, _
   ByVal sequenceNumber As Integer, _
   ByVal xmlTag As String, _
   ByVal xmlNamespace As String, _
   ByVal tag As String, _
   ByVal tagOffset As Integer _
)
[C#]
public PositionalRecordDef(
   GroupDef parent,
   int sequenceNumber,
   string xmlTag,
   string xmlNamespace,
   string tag,
   int tagOffset
);
[C++]
public: PositionalRecordDef(
   GroupDef* parent,
   int sequenceNumber,
   String* xmlTag,
   String* xmlNamespace,
   String* tag,
   int tagOffset
);
[JScript]
public function PositionalRecordDef(
   parent : GroupDef,
   sequenceNumber : int,
   xmlTag : String,
   xmlNamespace : String,
   tag : String,
   tagOffset : int
);



 

See Also

PositionalRecordDef Class | PositionalRecordDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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PositionalRecordDef Fields
The fields of the PositionalRecordDef class are listed here. For a complete list of PositionalRecordDef class members, see the
PositionalRecordDef Members topic.

Public Fields

groupType (inherited from GroupDef) Contains the type of group.
parent (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the parent parameter that contains the field.
tag (inherited from RecordDef) Contains the tag of the record.
tagOffset Contains the starting offset of a tag.
xmlNamespace (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the XML namespace of the field.
xmlTag (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the XML tag name for the field.

Protected Fields

children (inherited from GroupDef) Contains an array of children under this group.

See Also

PositionalRecordDef Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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PositionalRecordDef.tagOffset Field
Contains the starting offset of a tag.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

PositionalRecordDef Class | PositionalRecordDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly tagOffset As Integer
[C#]
public readonly int tagOffset;
[C++]
public: int tagOffset;
[JScript]
public var tagOffset : int;
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PositionalRecordDef Methods
The methods of the PositionalRecordDef class are listed here. For a complete list of PositionalRecordDef class members, see
the PositionalRecordDef Members topic.

Public Methods

AddChild (inherited fro
m GroupDef)

Adds a child to the group.

Dump Overridden. Dumps the state of the current object to the console.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetChild (inherited fro
m GroupDef)

Retrieves a child based on the index.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString Overridden. Converts the value of this instance to its equivalent string representation.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PositionalRecordDef Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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PositionalRecordDef.Dump Method
Dumps the state of the current object to the console.

VB

Parameters

indent
The number of indentations.

tw
The TextWriter.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PositionalRecordDef Class | PositionalRecordDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Sub Dump( _
   ByVal indent As Integer, _
   ByVal tw As TextWriter _
)
[C#]
public override void Dump(
   int indent,
   TextWriter tw
);
[C++]
public: void Dump(
   int indent,
   TextWriter* tw
);
[JScript]
public override function Dump(
   indent : int,
   tw : TextWriter
);
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PositionalRecordDef.ToString Method
Converts the value of this instance to its equivalent string representation.

VB

Return Value

The string representation of the record definition.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PositionalRecordDef Class | PositionalRecordDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function ToString() As String
[C#]
public override string ToString();
[C++]
public: String* ToString();
[JScript]
public override function ToString() : String;
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RecordDef Class
Defines the record in the document.

For a list of all members of this type, see RecordDef Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.BaseDef
      Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.GroupDef
         Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.RecordDef
            Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.DelimitedRecordDef
            Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine.PositionalRecordDef

VB

Remarks

This class contains all the properties related to any record element.

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

RecordDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<ComVisible(False)>
MustInherit Public Class RecordDef
   Inherits GroupDef
[C#]
[ComVisible(false)]
public abstract class RecordDef : GroupDef
[C++]
[ComVisible(false)]
public __gc __abstract class RecordDef : public GroupDef
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(false)
abstract class RecordDef extends GroupDef
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RecordDef Members
RecordDef overview

Public Constructors

RecordDef Constructor Initializes a new instance of the RecordDef class.

Public Fields

groupType (inherited from GroupDef) Contains the type of group.
parent (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the parent parameter that contains the field.
tag Contains the tag of the record.
xmlNamespace (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the XML namespace of the field.
xmlTag (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the XML tag name for the field.

Public Properties

ChildCount (inherited from GroupDef) Gets the number of children.
Index (inherited from BaseDef) Gets the position number of the field.

Public Methods

AddChild (inherited fro
m GroupDef)

Adds a child to the group.

Dump (inherited from 
GroupDef)

Overridden. This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended t
o be used directly from your code.

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetChild (inherited fro
m GroupDef)

Retrieves a child based on the index.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Fields

children (inherited from GroupDef) Contains an array of children under this group.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RecordDef Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RecordDef Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RecordDef class.

VB

Parameters

parent
The GroupDef containing the parent parameter that contains the field.

sequenceNumber
The sequence number of the field within the parent.

xmlTag
The XML tag name for the field.

xmlNamespace
The XML namespace of the field.

tag
The tag of the record.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal parent As GroupDef, _
   ByVal sequenceNumber As Integer, _
   ByVal xmlTag As String, _
   ByVal xmlNamespace As String, _
   ByVal tag As String _
)
[C#]
public RecordDef(
   GroupDef parent,
   int sequenceNumber,
   string xmlTag,
   string xmlNamespace,
   string tag
);
[C++]
public: RecordDef(
   GroupDef* parent,
   int sequenceNumber,
   String* xmlTag,
   String* xmlNamespace,
   String* tag
);
[JScript]
public function RecordDef(
   parent : GroupDef,
   sequenceNumber : int,
   xmlTag : String,
   xmlNamespace : String,
   tag : String
);



 

RecordDef Class | RecordDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RecordDef Fields
The fields of the RecordDef class are listed here. For a complete list of RecordDef class members, see the RecordDef Members
topic.

Public Fields

groupType (inherited from GroupDef) Contains the type of group.
parent (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the parent parameter that contains the field.
tag Contains the tag of the record.
xmlNamespace (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the XML namespace of the field.
xmlTag (inherited from BaseDef) Contains the XML tag name for the field.

Protected Fields

children (inherited from GroupDef) Contains an array of children under this group.

See Also

RecordDef Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RecordDef.tag Field
Contains the tag of the record.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RecordDef Class | RecordDef Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Public ReadOnly tag As String
[C#]
public readonly string tag;
[C++]
public: String* tag;
[JScript]
public var tag : String;
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Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace
The Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions namespace contains classes that describe extensions to the Rule Engine
namespace.

Namespace hierarchy

Classes

Class Description
GetServerPrincipalNameException Represents the exception thrown when the current domain name cannot be parsed.
RuleSetDeploymentDriver Represents deployment drivers used to import, export, deploy, undeploy, retrieve deployment 

characteristics for, and set tracking configuration for rule sets and vocabularies.
RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Represents a tracking interceptor used to report significant events during rule engine executio

n.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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GetServerPrincipalNameException Class
Represents the exception thrown when the current domain name cannot be parsed.

For a list of all members of this type, see GetServerPrincipalNameException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions.GetServerPrincipalNameException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine Extensions DLL (in Microsoft.Biztalk.RuleEngineExtensions.dll)

See Also

GetServerPrincipalNameException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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<Serializable>
Public Class GetServerPrincipalNameException
   Inherits Exception
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class GetServerPrincipalNameException : Exception
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class GetServerPrincipalNameException : public
   Exception
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class GetServerPrincipalNameException extends Exception
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GetServerPrincipalNameException Members
GetServerPrincipalNameException overview

Public Constructors

GetServerPrincipalNameException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the GetServerPrincipalNameExcepti
on class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

GetServerPrincipalNameException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the GetServerPrincipalNameExcepti
on class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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GetServerPrincipalNameException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the GetServerPrincipalNameException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the GetServerPrincipalNameException class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public GetServerPrincipalNameException();

[C++] public: GetServerPrincipalNameException();

[JScript] public function GetServerPrincipalNameException();

Initializes a new instance of the GetServerPrincipalNameException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public GetServerPrincipalNameException(System.String);

[C++] public: GetServerPrincipalNameException(System.String);

[JScript] public function GetServerPrincipalNameException(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the GetServerPrincipalNameException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected GetServerPrincipalNameException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: GetServerPrincipalNameException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function GetServerPrincipalNameException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the GetServerPrincipalNameException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, and the inner
exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public GetServerPrincipalNameException(System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: GetServerPrincipalNameException(System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function GetServerPrincipalNameException(System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

GetServerPrincipalNameException Class | GetServerPrincipalNameException Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace
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GetServerPrincipalNameException Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the GetServerPrincipalNameException class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

GetServerPrincipalNameException Class | GetServerPrincipalNameException Members |
Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace | GetServerPrincipalNameException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public GetServerPrincipalNameException();
[C++]
public: GetServerPrincipalNameException();
[JScript]
public function GetServerPrincipalNameException();
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GetServerPrincipalNameException Constructor (System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the GetServerPrincipalNameException class using the specified message.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

GetServerPrincipalNameException Class | GetServerPrincipalNameException Members |
Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace | GetServerPrincipalNameException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String _
)
[C#]
public GetServerPrincipalNameException(
   string message
);
[C++]
public: GetServerPrincipalNameException(
   String* message
);
[JScript]
public function GetServerPrincipalNameException(
   message : String
);
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GetServerPrincipalNameException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the GetServerPrincipalNameException class using the specified serialization information and
streaming context.

VB

Parameters

info
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

GetServerPrincipalNameException Class | GetServerPrincipalNameException Members |
Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace | GetServerPrincipalNameException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal info As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected GetServerPrincipalNameException(
   SerializationInfo info,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: GetServerPrincipalNameException(
   SerializationInfo* info,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function GetServerPrincipalNameException(
   info : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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GetServerPrincipalNameException Constructor (System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the GetServerPrincipalNameException class.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

e
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

GetServerPrincipalNameException Class | GetServerPrincipalNameException Members |
Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace | GetServerPrincipalNameException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal e As Exception _
)
[C#]
public GetServerPrincipalNameException(
   string message,
   Exception e
);
[C++]
public: GetServerPrincipalNameException(
   String* message,
   Exception* e
);
[JScript]
public function GetServerPrincipalNameException(
   message : String,
   e : Exception
);
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class
Represents deployment drivers used to import, export, deploy, undeploy, retrieve deployment characteristics, and set tracking
configuration for rule sets and vocabularies.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions.RuleSetDeploymentDriver

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine Extensions DLL (in Microsoft.Biztalk.RuleEngineExtensions.dll)

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleSetDeploymentDriver
   Implements ICloneable, IRuleSetDeploymentDriver
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleSetDeploymentDriver : ICloneable,
   IRuleSetDeploymentDriver
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleSetDeploymentDriver : public ICloneable,
   IRuleSetDeploymentDriver
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleSetDeploymentDriver implements ICloneable,
   IRuleSetDeploymentDriver
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members
RuleSetDeploymentDriver overview

Public Constructors

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetDeploymentDriver class.

Public Methods

Clone Performs a deep copy of a deployment driver instance.
Deploy Deploys a published rule set to a rule store.
Equals (inherited from System.O

bject)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ExportRuleSetToFileRuleStore Exports a rule set from the default SQL rule store to a new RML file.
ExportVocabularyToFileRuleStore Exports a vocabulary from the default SQL rule store to a new RML file.
GetDeployedRuleSets Overloaded. Retrieves the collection of deployed rule set versions.
GetDeploymentHistory Retrieves the deployment history since the specified history.
GetDeploymentHistoryToken Retrieves a token for the latest deployment history.
GetHashCode (inherited from Sys

tem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetPublishedUndeployedRuleSets Retrieves the published rule sets that have not been deployed.
GetRuleStore Retrieves the configured SQL rule store.
GetTrackingConfigForRuleSet Retrieves the tracking configuration for a rule set.
GetType (inherited from System.

Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ImportAndPublishFileRuleStore Imports and publishes a file rule store to the default SQL rule store.
IsRuleSetDeployed Determines whether the specified rule set is deployed.
SetTrackingConfigForRuleSet Sets the tracking configuration for a rule set.
ToString (inherited from System.

Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Undeploy Undeploys the specified rule set.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetDeploymentDriver class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetDeploymentDriver class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public RuleSetDeploymentDriver();

[C++] public: RuleSetDeploymentDriver();

[JScript] public function RuleSetDeploymentDriver();

Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetDeploymentDriver class with the name of the database server and the name of the
database.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleSetDeploymentDriver(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleSetDeploymentDriver(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleSetDeploymentDriver(System.String, System.String);

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetDeploymentDriver class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace |
RuleSetDeploymentDriver Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public RuleSetDeploymentDriver();
[C++]
public: RuleSetDeploymentDriver();
[JScript]
public function RuleSetDeploymentDriver();
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver Constructor (System.String,
System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetDeploymentDriver class with the name of the database server and the name of the
database.

VB

Parameters

databaseServer
Name of the database server.

databaseName
Name of the database.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace |
RuleSetDeploymentDriver Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal databaseServer As String, _
   ByVal databaseName As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleSetDeploymentDriver(
   string databaseServer,
   string databaseName
);
[C++]
public: RuleSetDeploymentDriver(
   String* databaseServer,
   String* databaseName
);
[JScript]
public function RuleSetDeploymentDriver(
   databaseServer : String,
   databaseName : String
);
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver Methods
The methods of the RuleSetDeploymentDriver class are listed here. For a complete list of RuleSetDeploymentDriver class
members, see the RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Performs a deep copy of a deployment driver instance.
Deploy Deploys a published rule set to a rule store.
Equals (inherited from System.O

bject)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ExportRuleSetToFileRuleStore Exports a rule set from the default SQL rule store to a new RML file.
ExportVocabularyToFileRuleStore Exports a vocabulary from the default SQL rule store to a new RML file.
GetDeployedRuleSets Overloaded. Retrieves the collection of deployed rule set versions.
GetDeploymentHistory Retrieves the deployment history since the specified history.
GetDeploymentHistoryToken Retrieves a token for the latest deployment history.
GetHashCode (inherited from Sys

tem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetPublishedUndeployedRuleSets Retrieves the published rule sets that have not been deployed.
GetRuleStore Retrieves the configured SQL rule store.
GetTrackingConfigForRuleSet Retrieves the tracking configuration for a rule set.
GetType (inherited from System.

Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ImportAndPublishFileRuleStore Imports and publishes a file rule store to the default SQL rule store.
IsRuleSetDeployed Determines whether the specified rule set is deployed.
SetTrackingConfigForRuleSet Sets the tracking configuration for a rule set.
ToString (inherited from System.

Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Undeploy Undeploys the specified rule set.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver.Clone Method
Performs a deep copy of a deployment driver instance.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of RuleSetDeploymentDriver.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace
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Public Overridable Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public virtual object Clone();
[C++]
public: virtual Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public function Clone() : Object;
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver.Deploy Method
Deploys a published rule set to a rule store.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetInfo
Information about the rule set to deploy.

Implements

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.Deploy

Remarks

Only published or frozen rule sets can be deployed. Deployment of a rule set means making a deployment configuration entry in
the rule store and putting static information about the rule set definition into the DTA.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace
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Public Overridable Sub Deploy( _
   ByVal ruleSetInfo As RuleSetInfo _
) Implements IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.Deploy
[C#]
public virtual void Deploy(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSetInfo
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Deploy(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSetInfo
);
[JScript]
public function Deploy(
   ruleSetInfo : RuleSetInfo
);
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver.ExportRuleSetToFileRuleStore
Method
Exports a rule set from the default SQL Server rule store to a new RML file.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetInfo
Information about the rule set to be exported.

fullFileName
Name of the RML file to export to.

Implements

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.ExportRuleSetToFileRuleStore

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace
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Public Overridable Sub ExportRuleSetToFileRuleStore( _
   ByVal ruleSetInfo As RuleSetInfo, _
   ByVal fullFileName As String _
) Implements IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.ExportRuleSetToFileRuleStore
[C#]
public virtual void ExportRuleSetToFileRuleStore(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSetInfo,
   string fullFileName
);
[C++]
public: virtual void ExportRuleSetToFileRuleStore(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSetInfo,
   String* fullFileName
);
[JScript]
public function ExportRuleSetToFileRuleStore(
   ruleSetInfo : RuleSetInfo,
   fullFileName : String
);
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver.ExportVocabularyToFileRuleStore
Method
Exports a vocabulary from the default SQL Server rule store to a new RML file.

VB

Parameters

vocabularyInfo
Information about the vocabulary to be exported.

fullFileName
Name of the RML file to export to.

Implements

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.ExportVocabularyToFileRuleStore

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace
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Public Overridable Sub ExportVocabularyToFileRuleStore( _
   ByVal vocabularyInfo As VocabularyInfo, _
   ByVal fullFileName As String _
) Implements _
   IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.ExportVocabularyToFileRuleStore
[C#]
public virtual void ExportVocabularyToFileRuleStore(
   VocabularyInfo vocabularyInfo,
   string fullFileName
);
[C++]
public: virtual void ExportVocabularyToFileRuleStore(
   VocabularyInfo* vocabularyInfo,
   String* fullFileName
);
[JScript]
public function ExportVocabularyToFileRuleStore(
   vocabularyInfo : VocabularyInfo,
   fullFileName : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeployedRuleSets Method
Retrieves the collection of deployed versions of a rule set.

Overload List

Retrieves the collection of deployed rule set versions.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Public Overridable Function GetDeployedRuleSets() As RuleSetInfoCollection Implements IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeployedRuleSets

[C#] public virtual RuleSetInfoCollection GetDeployedRuleSets();

[C++] public: virtual RuleSetInfoCollection* GetDeployedRuleSets();

[JScript] public function GetDeployedRuleSets() : RuleSetInfoCollection;

Retrieves the collection of deployed rule set versions with the specified name.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Public Overridable Function GetDeployedRuleSets(System.String) As RuleSetInfoCollection Implements IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeployedRuleSets

[C#] public virtual RuleSetInfoCollection GetDeployedRuleSets(System.String);

[C++] public: virtual RuleSetInfoCollection* GetDeployedRuleSets(System.String);

[JScript] public function GetDeployedRuleSets(System.String) : RuleSetInfoCollection;

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeployedRuleSets Method ()
Retrieves the collection of deployed rule set versions.

VB

Return Value

A RuleSetInfoCollection.

Implements

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeployedRuleSets

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace |
RuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeployedRuleSets Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Overridable Function GetDeployedRuleSets() As _
   RuleSetInfoCollection Implements _
   IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeployedRuleSets
[C#]
public virtual RuleSetInfoCollection GetDeployedRuleSets();
[C++]
public: virtual RuleSetInfoCollection* GetDeployedRuleSets();
[JScript]
public function GetDeployedRuleSets() : RuleSetInfoCollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeployedRuleSets Method
(System.String)
Retrieves the collection of deployed rule set versions with the specified name.

VB

Return Value

A RuleSetInfoCollection.

Parameters

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set.

Implements

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeployedRuleSets

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace |
RuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeployedRuleSets Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Overridable Function GetDeployedRuleSets( _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String _
) As RuleSetInfoCollection Implements _
   IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeployedRuleSets
[C#]
public virtual RuleSetInfoCollection GetDeployedRuleSets(
   string ruleSetName
);
[C++]
public: virtual RuleSetInfoCollection* GetDeployedRuleSets(
   String* ruleSetName
);
[JScript]
public function GetDeployedRuleSets(
   ruleSetName : String
) : RuleSetInfoCollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeploymentHistory Method
Retrieves the deployment history since the specified history.

VB

Return Value

A DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection.

Parameters

sinceToken
Identifier for the last retrieved deployment history.

Implements

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeploymentHistory

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Function GetDeploymentHistory( _
   ByVal sinceToken As DeploymentHistoryToken _
) As DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Implements _
   IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeploymentHistory
[C#]
public virtual DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection
   GetDeploymentHistory(
   DeploymentHistoryToken sinceToken
);
[C++]
public: virtual DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection*
   GetDeploymentHistory(
   DeploymentHistoryToken* sinceToken
);
[JScript]
public function GetDeploymentHistory(
   sinceToken : DeploymentHistoryToken
) : DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeploymentHistoryToken
Method
Retrieves a token for the latest deployment history.

VB

Return Value

A DeploymentHistoryToken.

Implements

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeploymentHistoryToken

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Function GetDeploymentHistoryToken() As _
   DeploymentHistoryToken Implements _
   IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeploymentHistoryToken
[C#]
public virtual DeploymentHistoryToken GetDeploymentHistoryToken();
[C++]
public: virtual DeploymentHistoryToken*
   GetDeploymentHistoryToken();
[JScript]
public function GetDeploymentHistoryToken() :
   DeploymentHistoryToken;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetPublishedUndeployedRuleSets
Method
Retrieves the published rule sets that have not been deployed.

VB

Return Value

A RuleSetInfoCollection.

Implements

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetPublishedUndeployedRuleSets

Remarks

Only deployed rule sets can be undeployed. Undeployment of a rule set means removing the corresponding deployment config
entry in the rule store.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Function GetPublishedUndeployedRuleSets() As _
   RuleSetInfoCollection Implements _
   IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetPublishedUndeployedRuleSets
[C#]
public virtual RuleSetInfoCollection
   GetPublishedUndeployedRuleSets();
[C++]
public: virtual RuleSetInfoCollection*
   GetPublishedUndeployedRuleSets();
[JScript]
public function GetPublishedUndeployedRuleSets() :
   RuleSetInfoCollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetRuleStore Method
Retrieves the configured SQL Server rule store.

VB

Return Value

A SqlRuleStore object.

Implements

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetRuleStore

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Function GetRuleStore() As RuleStore Implements _
   _
   IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetRuleStore
[C#]
public virtual RuleStore GetRuleStore();
[C++]
public: virtual RuleStore* GetRuleStore();
[JScript]
public function GetRuleStore() : RuleStore;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetTrackingConfigForRuleSet
Method
Retrieves the tracking configuration for a rule set.

VB

Return Value

A RuleSetTrackingConfiguration.

Parameters

ruleSetInfo
Information about the rule set.

Implements

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetTrackingConfigForRuleSet

Remarks

The tracking configuration is a stream containing a serialized integer representing the flags specified in TrackingOption.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Function GetTrackingConfigForRuleSet( _
   ByVal ruleSetInfo As RuleSetInfo _
) As TrackingConfiguration Implements _
   IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetTrackingConfigForRuleSet
[C#]
public virtual TrackingConfiguration GetTrackingConfigForRuleSet(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSetInfo
);
[C++]
public: virtual TrackingConfiguration* GetTrackingConfigForRuleSet(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSetInfo
);
[JScript]
public function GetTrackingConfigForRuleSet(
   ruleSetInfo : RuleSetInfo
) : TrackingConfiguration;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver.ImportAndPublishFileRuleStore
Method
Imports and publishes a file rule store to the default SQL Server rule store.

VB

Parameters

fullFileName
Name of the RML file.

Implements

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.ImportAndPublishFileRuleStore

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Sub ImportAndPublishFileRuleStore( _
   ByVal fullFileName As String _
) Implements IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.ImportAndPublishFileRuleStore
[C#]
public virtual void ImportAndPublishFileRuleStore(
   string fullFileName
);
[C++]
public: virtual void ImportAndPublishFileRuleStore(
   String* fullFileName
);
[JScript]
public function ImportAndPublishFileRuleStore(
   fullFileName : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver.IsRuleSetDeployed Method
Determines whether the specified rule set is deployed.

VB

Return Value

true if the rule set is deployed; otherwise, false.

Parameters

ruleSetInfo
Information about the rule set.

Implements

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.IsRuleSetDeployed

Remarks

IsRuleSetDeployed retrieves the tracking configuration for a rule set. The tracking configuration is a stream containing a
serialized integer representing the flags specified in the TrackingOption enum.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Function IsRuleSetDeployed( _
   ByVal ruleSetInfo As RuleSetInfo _
) As Boolean Implements IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.IsRuleSetDeployed
[C#]
public virtual bool IsRuleSetDeployed(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSetInfo
);
[C++]
public: virtual bool IsRuleSetDeployed(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSetInfo
);
[JScript]
public function IsRuleSetDeployed(
   ruleSetInfo : RuleSetInfo
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver.SetTrackingConfigForRuleSet
Method
Sets the tracking configuration for a rule set.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetInfo
Information about the rule set.

trackingConfig
Tracking configuration for the rule set.

Implements

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.SetTrackingConfigForRuleSet

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Sub SetTrackingConfigForRuleSet( _
   ByVal ruleSetInfo As RuleSetInfo, _
   ByVal trackingConfig As TrackingConfiguration _
) Implements IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.SetTrackingConfigForRuleSet
[C#]
public virtual void SetTrackingConfigForRuleSet(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSetInfo,
   TrackingConfiguration trackingConfig
);
[C++]
public: virtual void SetTrackingConfigForRuleSet(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSetInfo,
   TrackingConfiguration* trackingConfig
);
[JScript]
public function SetTrackingConfigForRuleSet(
   ruleSetInfo : RuleSetInfo,
   trackingConfig : TrackingConfiguration
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver.Undeploy Method
Undeploys the specified rule set.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetInfo
Information about the rule set.

Implements

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.Undeploy

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Sub Undeploy( _
   ByVal ruleSetInfo As RuleSetInfo _
) Implements IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.Undeploy
[C#]
public virtual void Undeploy(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSetInfo
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Undeploy(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSetInfo
);
[JScript]
public function Undeploy(
   ruleSetInfo : RuleSetInfo
);
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RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Class
Represents a tracking interceptor used to report significant events during rule engine execution.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions.RuleSetTrackingInterceptor

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine Extensions DLL (in Microsoft.Biztalk.RuleEngineExtensions.dll)

See Also

RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Class RuleSetTrackingInterceptor
   Implements IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor
[C#]
public class RuleSetTrackingInterceptor :
   IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor
[C++]
public __gc class RuleSetTrackingInterceptor : public
   IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor
[JScript]
public class RuleSetTrackingInterceptor implements
   IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Members
RuleSetTrackingInterceptor overview

Public Constructors

RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetTrackingInterceptor class.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from System
.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetTrackingConfig Sets the rule set tracking GUID and tracking configuration.
ToString (inherited from Syste

m.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TrackAgendaUpdate Tracks updates to the rule engine agenda.
TrackConditionEvaluation Tracks the evaluation of rule conditions.
TrackFactActivity Tracks fact activity in working memory.
TrackRuleFiring Tracks the firing of rules.
TrackRuleSetEngineAssociation Tracks the association of rule sets with rule engine instances.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetTrackingInterceptor class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetTrackingInterceptor class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public RuleSetTrackingInterceptor();

[C++] public: RuleSetTrackingInterceptor();

[JScript] public function RuleSetTrackingInterceptor();

Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetTrackingInterceptor class with an identifier for the application executing the rule set,
and the stream to which to write the tracking information.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Guid, System.IO.Stream)

[C#] public RuleSetTrackingInterceptor(System.Guid, System.IO.Stream);

[C++] public: RuleSetTrackingInterceptor(System.Guid, System.IO.Stream);

[JScript] public function RuleSetTrackingInterceptor(System.Guid, System.IO.Stream);

See Also

RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Class | RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetTrackingInterceptor class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Class | RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace |
RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public RuleSetTrackingInterceptor();
[C++]
public: RuleSetTrackingInterceptor();
[JScript]
public function RuleSetTrackingInterceptor();
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RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Constructor (System.Guid,
System.IO.Stream)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetTrackingInterceptor class with an identifier for the application executing the rule set, and
the stream to which to write the tracking information.

VB

Parameters

applicationGuid
Identifier for the application executing the rule set.

trackingData
Stream to which to write the tracking information.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Class | RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace |
RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal applicationGuid As Guid, _
   ByVal trackingData As Stream _
)
[C#]
public RuleSetTrackingInterceptor(
   Guid applicationGuid,
   Stream trackingData
);
[C++]
public: RuleSetTrackingInterceptor(
   Guid applicationGuid,
   Stream* trackingData
);
[JScript]
public function RuleSetTrackingInterceptor(
   applicationGuid : Guid,
   trackingData : Stream
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Methods
The methods of the RuleSetTrackingInterceptor class are listed here. For a complete list of RuleSetTrackingInterceptor class
members, see the RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from System
.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetTrackingConfig Sets the rule set tracking GUID and tracking configuration.
ToString (inherited from Syste

m.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TrackAgendaUpdate Tracks updates to the rule engine agenda.
TrackConditionEvaluation Tracks the evaluation of rule conditions.
TrackFactActivity Tracks fact activity in working memory.
TrackRuleFiring Tracks the firing of rules.
TrackRuleSetEngineAssociation Tracks the association of rule sets with rule engine instances.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace
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RuleSetTrackingInterceptor.SetTrackingConfig Method
Sets the rule set tracking GUID and tracking configuration.

VB

Parameters

trackingConfig
Tracking configuration flags indicating which activities should be tracked.

Implements

IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor.SetTrackingConfig

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Class | RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub SetTrackingConfig( _
   ByVal trackingConfig As TrackingConfiguration _
) Implements IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor.SetTrackingConfig
[C#]
public virtual void SetTrackingConfig(
   TrackingConfiguration trackingConfig
);
[C++]
public: virtual void SetTrackingConfig(
   TrackingConfiguration* trackingConfig
);
[JScript]
public function SetTrackingConfig(
   trackingConfig : TrackingConfiguration
);
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RuleSetTrackingInterceptor.TrackAgendaUpdate Method
Tracks updates to the rule engine agenda.

VB

Parameters

isAddition
Indicates whether a rule is being added or removed.

ruleName
Name of the rule.

conflictResolutionCriteria
Conflict resolution criteria for the rule.

Implements

IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor.TrackAgendaUpdate

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Class | RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Public Overridable Sub TrackAgendaUpdate( _
   ByVal isAddition As Boolean, _
   ByVal ruleName As String, _
   ByVal conflictResolutionCriteria As Object _
) Implements IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor.TrackAgendaUpdate
[C#]
public virtual void TrackAgendaUpdate(
   bool isAddition,
   string ruleName,
   object conflictResolutionCriteria
);
[C++]
public: virtual void TrackAgendaUpdate(
   bool isAddition,
   String* ruleName,
   Object* conflictResolutionCriteria
);
[JScript]
public function TrackAgendaUpdate(
   isAddition : Boolean,
   ruleName : String,
   conflictResolutionCriteria : Object
);
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RuleSetTrackingInterceptor.TrackConditionEvaluation Method
Tracks the evaluation of rule conditions.

VB

Parameters

testExpression
String representation of the condition.

leftClassType
Object type of the left-hand argument.

leftClassInstanceId
Instance identifier of the left-hand argument.

leftValue
Value of the left-hand argument.

rightClassType
Object type of the right-hand argument.

rightClassInstanceId
Instance identifier of the right-hand argument.

rightValue

Public Overridable Sub TrackConditionEvaluation( _
   ByVal testExpression As String, _
   ByVal leftClassType As String, _
   ByVal leftClassInstanceId As Integer, _
   ByVal leftValue As Object, _
   ByVal rightClassType As String, _
   ByVal rightClassInstanceId As Integer, _
   ByVal rightValue As Object, _
   ByVal result As Boolean _
) Implements IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor.TrackConditionEvaluation
[C#]
public virtual void TrackConditionEvaluation(
   string testExpression,
   string leftClassType,
   int leftClassInstanceId,
   object leftValue,
   string rightClassType,
   int rightClassInstanceId,
   object rightValue,
   bool result
);
[C++]
public: virtual void TrackConditionEvaluation(
   String* testExpression,
   String* leftClassType,
   int leftClassInstanceId,
   Object* leftValue,
   String* rightClassType,
   int rightClassInstanceId,
   Object* rightValue,
   bool result
);
[JScript]
public function TrackConditionEvaluation(
   testExpression : String,
   leftClassType : String,
   leftClassInstanceId : int,
   leftValue : Object,
   rightClassType : String,
   rightClassInstanceId : int,
   rightValue : Object,
   result : Boolean
);



 

Value of the right-hand argument.
result

Result of condition evaluation.

Implements

IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor.TrackConditionEvaluation

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Class | RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RuleSetTrackingInterceptor.TrackFactActivity Method
Tracks fact activity in working memory.

VB

Parameters

activityType
Type of activity being tracked.

classType
Type of facts.

classInstanceId
Unique fact identifier.

Implements

IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor.TrackFactActivity

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Class | RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Public Overridable Sub TrackFactActivity( _
   ByVal activityType As FactActivityType, _
   ByVal classType As String, _
   ByVal classInstanceId As Integer _
) Implements IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor.TrackFactActivity
[C#]
public virtual void TrackFactActivity(
   FactActivityType activityType,
   string classType,
   int classInstanceId
);
[C++]
public: virtual void TrackFactActivity(
   FactActivityType activityType,
   String* classType,
   int classInstanceId
);
[JScript]
public function TrackFactActivity(
   activityType : FactActivityType,
   classType : String,
   classInstanceId : int
);
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RuleSetTrackingInterceptor.TrackRuleFiring Method
Tracks the firing of rules.

VB

Parameters

ruleName
Name of the rule.

conflictResolutionCriteria
Criteria for conflict resolution.

Implements

IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor.TrackRuleFiring

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Class | RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub TrackRuleFiring( _
   ByVal ruleName As String, _
   ByVal conflictResolutionCriteria As Object _
) Implements IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor.TrackRuleFiring
[C#]
public virtual void TrackRuleFiring(
   string ruleName,
   object conflictResolutionCriteria
);
[C++]
public: virtual void TrackRuleFiring(
   String* ruleName,
   Object* conflictResolutionCriteria
);
[JScript]
public function TrackRuleFiring(
   ruleName : String,
   conflictResolutionCriteria : Object
);
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RuleSetTrackingInterceptor.TrackRuleSetEngineAssociation
Method
Tracks the association of rule sets with rule engine instances.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetInfo
Information about the rule set.

ruleEngineGuid
Unique identifier of the rule engine instance.

Implements

IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor.TrackRuleSetEngineAssociation

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Class | RuleSetTrackingInterceptor Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub TrackRuleSetEngineAssociation( _
   ByVal ruleSetInfo As RuleSetInfo, _
   ByVal ruleEngineGuid As Guid _
) Implements _
   IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor.TrackRuleSetEngineAssociation
[C#]
public virtual void TrackRuleSetEngineAssociation(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSetInfo,
   Guid ruleEngineGuid
);
[C++]
public: virtual void TrackRuleSetEngineAssociation(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSetInfo,
   Guid ruleEngineGuid
);
[JScript]
public function TrackRuleSetEngineAssociation(
   ruleSetInfo : RuleSetInfo,
   ruleEngineGuid : Guid
);
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Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace
The Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility namespace contains a set of interfaces for use in the creation of BizTalk
Editor extensions.

Namespace hierarchy

Interfaces

Interface Description
IAnyAttributeProperties The base interface that represents the set of properties for an attribute with a NodeType of type AnyAttr

ibute.
IAnyElementProperties The base interface that represents the set of properties for an element with a NodeType of type Any.
IAnyNodeProperties The base interface that represents the set of properties for an element or attribute with a NodeType of ty

pe Any.
IAttributeFieldProperties Represents the set of XML Schema Definition Language (XSD)-related properties for an attribute field.
ICustomView Implements a WinForms control containing a custom user interface.
IElementFieldProperties Represents the set of XSD-related properties for an element field.
IElementProperties The base interface that represents the set of XSD-related properties for an element node.
IEquivalentProperties Represents the set of properties for an equivalent node.
IExtension Enables a BizTalk Editor extension to add custom functionality to BizTalk Editor. An extension can provid

e custom views, additional schema validation, custom native instance generation and validation, and add
itional properties for fields and records of the schema.

IFieldProperties Represents the set of XSD-related properties for a field node.
IGroupProperties Represents the set of XSD-related properties for a group node.
IInheritTypeProperties Represents the set of properties for a node of a derived type.
IInstanceGenerator Generates a native instance of the schema, in the format defined by the standard associated with the ext

ension.
IInstanceValidator Validates a native instance of the schema, verifying that it conforms to the format defined by the standar

d associated with the extension.
INodeProperties The base interface that represents the set of XSD-related properties for a schema node.
IPropertyManager Handles the collection of custom properties for a given schema node. A property is represented by a Sys

tem.ComponentModel.PropertyDescriptor object to facilitate display and editing in the Visual Studi
o .NET property grid. A property is persisted in the schema document as an attribute or element within t
he annotation of the related schema node.

IRecordProperties Represents the set of XSD-related properties for a record node.
ISchemaGenerator Converts an input document to Schema Definition Language (XSD), and returns all errors, warnings, and

names of schemas referenced during this conversion.
ISchemaProperties Represents the set of properties of the schema.
ISchemaValidator Implements additional validation on the schema definition, reporting error or warning messages for any

problems found in the schema.
ITree Represents the definition of all elements in the schema; this interface is implemented by the object that t

he editor passes as the parameter to the IExtension.Initialize method.
ITreeNode Represents nodes in the schema definition hierarchy that are used for records, element fields, and attrib

ute fields.
IValidationInfo Implemented by objects that are returned as part of the list of errors and warnings during schema valida

tion, native instance validation, or native instance generation.
IXmlInstanceGenerator Generates an instance of the XML schema.

Enumerations

Enumeration Description
FinalType Provides values for specifying different types of derivations used with record and field nodes.
FormDefault Provides values for specifying whether attributes or elements need to be qualified or can be left unqualifie

d.
MessageType Provides values for specifying the type of a message (warning or error) that was reported during schema v

alidation, native instance validation, or native instance generation.
MinMaxFacetType Provides values for specifying whether minimum and maximum values are inclusive or exclusive.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee269040(v=bts.10).aspx


 

NodeType Provides values for specifying the type of the schema node.
OrderType Provides values for specifying the type of group ordering for child nodes
ProcessContents Provides values for specifying the validation mode of element replacements for nodes with a NodeType o

f type Any or AnyAttribute.
TreeNodeChangeType Provides values for specifying the type of change being performed on a schema node.
UseType Provides values for specifying whether the attribute is required in the document.

See Also

.NET Framework Class Library

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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FinalType Enumeration
Provides values for specifying different types of derivations used with record and field nodes.

VB

Members

Member name Value Description
All 0 The type cannot be derived from any derivation type.
Extension 1 The type cannot be derived by the Extension derivation type.
None 2 Use the derivation restriction defined by the FinalDefault property of the schema.
Restriction 3 The type cannot be derived by the Restriction derivation type.
List 4 The type cannot be derived by the List derivation type.
Union 5 The type cannot be derived by the Union derivation type.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft BizTalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll )

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Enum FinalType
[C#]
[Serializable]
public enum FinalType
[C++]
[Serializable]
__value public enum FinalType
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
enum FinalType
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FormDefault Enumeration
Provides values for specifying whether attributes or elements need to be qualified or can be left unqualified.

VB

Members

Member name Value Description
None 0 Form has not been specified; the default is unqualified.
Qualified 1 Attribute or element must be qualified with the namespace prefix.
Unqualified 2 Attribute or element is not required to be qualified with the namespace prefix.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft BizTalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll )

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Enum FormDefault
[C#]
[Serializable]
public enum FormDefault
[C++]
[Serializable]
__value public enum FormDefault
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
enum FormDefault
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IAnyAttributeProperties Interface
Represents the set of properties for an attribute with a NodeType of type AnyAttribute.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft BizTalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll )

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Guid("1EB70B83-7E23-48cc-9EB0-77E885E6B938")>
Public Interface IAnyAttributeProperties
   Inherits IAnyNodeProperties, INodeProperties
[C#]
[Guid("1EB70B83-7E23-48cc-9EB0-77E885E6B938")]
public interface IAnyAttributeProperties : IAnyNodeProperties,
   INodeProperties
[C++]
[Guid("1EB70B83-7E23-48cc-9EB0-77E885E6B938")]
public __gc __interface IAnyAttributeProperties : public
   IAnyNodeProperties, INodeProperties
[JScript]
public
   Guid("1EB70B83-7E23-48cc-9EB0-77E885E6B938")
interface IAnyAttributeProperties implements
   IAnyNodeProperties, INodeProperties
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IAnyAttributeProperties Members
IAnyAttributeProperties overview

Public Properties

Namespace (Inherited from IAnyNodeProperties) Gets the namespace of the node.
NodeName (Inherited from INodeProperties) Gets the name of the node.
ProcessContents (Inherited from IAnyNodePropert

ies)
Gets the validation mode for the any or anyAttribute element replacem
ents.

See Also

INodeProperties Interface | IAnyNodeProperties Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IAnyElementProperties Interface
Represents the set of properties for an element with a NodeType of type Any.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft BizTalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll )

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("C1818B13-A292-4442-BD80-D5318A4270EB")>
Public Interface IAnyElementProperties
   Inherits IAnyNodeProperties, INodeProperties, IElementProperties
[C#]
[Guid("C1818B13-A292-4442-BD80-D5318A4270EB")]
public interface IAnyElementProperties : IAnyNodeProperties,
   INodeProperties, IElementProperties
[C++]
[Guid("C1818B13-A292-4442-BD80-D5318A4270EB")]
public __gc __interface IAnyElementProperties : public
   IAnyNodeProperties, INodeProperties, IElementProperties
[JScript]
public
   Guid("C1818B13-A292-4442-BD80-D5318A4270EB")
interface IAnyElementProperties implements
   IAnyNodeProperties, INodeProperties, IElementProperties
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IAnyElementProperties Members
IAnyElementProperties overview

Public Properties

MaxOccurs (Inherited from IElementProperties) Gets the maximum number of occurrences of the node.
MinOccurs (Inherited from IElementProperties) Gets the the minimum number of occurrences of the node.
Namespace (Inherited from IAnyNodeProperties) Gets the namespace of the node.
NodeName (Inherited from INodeProperties) Gets the name of the node.
ProcessContents (Inherited from IAnyNodePropert

ies)
Gets the validation mode for the any or anyAttribute element replacem
ents.

See Also

IElementProperties Interface | IAnyNodeProperties Interface | INodeProperties Interface |
Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IAnyNodeProperties Interface
Represents the set of properties for an element or attribute with a NodeType of type Any or AnyAttribute.

For a list of all members of this type, see IAnyNodeProperties Members.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft BizTalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll )

See Also

IAnyNodeProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Guid("FFFE6F84-A7A8-4c45-A4D3-388DD4421FA2")>
Public Interface IAnyNodeProperties
   Inherits INodeProperties
[C#]
[Guid("FFFE6F84-A7A8-4c45-A4D3-388DD4421FA2")]
public interface IAnyNodeProperties : INodeProperties
[C++]
[Guid("FFFE6F84-A7A8-4c45-A4D3-388DD4421FA2")]
public __gc __interface IAnyNodeProperties : public
   INodeProperties
[JScript]
public
   Guid("FFFE6F84-A7A8-4c45-A4D3-388DD4421FA2")
interface IAnyNodeProperties implements INodeProperties
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IAnyNodeProperties Members
IAnyNodeProperties overview

Public Properties

Namespace Gets the namespace of the node.
NodeName (Inherited from INodeProperties) Gets the name of the node.
ProcessContents Gets the validation mode for the any or anyAttribute element replacements.

See Also

IAnyNodeProperties Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IAnyNodeProperties Properties
The properties of the IAnyNodeProperties interface are listed here. For a complete list of IAnyNodeProperties interface
members, see the IAnyNodeProperties Members topic.

Public Properties

Namespace Gets the namespace of the node.
NodeName (Inherited from INodeProperties) Gets the name of the node.
ProcessContents Gets the validation mode for the any or anyAttribute element replacements.

See Also

IAnyNodeProperties Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IAnyNodeProperties.Namespace Property
Gets the namespace of the node.

VB

Property Value

A read-only value containing the namespace of the node.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IAnyNodeProperties Interface | IAnyNodeProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReadOnly Property Namespace As String
[C#]
string Namespace {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Namespace();
[JScript]
function get Namespace() : String;
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IAnyNodeProperties.ProcessContents Property
Gets the validation mode for the any or anyAttribute element replacements.

VB

Property Value

A read-only ProcessContents that indicates the validation mode for the any or anyAttribute element replacements.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IAnyNodeProperties Interface | IAnyNodeProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReadOnly Property ProcessContents As ProcessContents
[C#]
ProcessContents ProcessContents {get;}
[C++]
__property ProcessContents get_ProcessContents();
[JScript]
function get ProcessContents() : ProcessContents;
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IAttributeFieldProperties Interface
Represents the set of XSD-related properties for an attribute field.

For a list of all members of this type, see IAttributeFieldProperties Members.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft BizTalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll )

See Also

IAttributeFieldProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Guid("EA648963-9C30-4457-ACB4-7094DC607FAF")>
Public Interface IAttributeFieldProperties
   Inherits IFieldProperties, INodeProperties
[C#]
[Guid("EA648963-9C30-4457-ACB4-7094DC607FAF")]
public interface IAttributeFieldProperties : IFieldProperties,
   INodeProperties
[C++]
[Guid("EA648963-9C30-4457-ACB4-7094DC607FAF")]
public __gc __interface IAttributeFieldProperties : public
   IFieldProperties, INodeProperties
[JScript]
public
   Guid("EA648963-9C30-4457-ACB4-7094DC607FAF")
interface IAttributeFieldProperties implements
   IFieldProperties, INodeProperties
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IAttributeFieldProperties Members
IAttributeFieldProperties overview

Public Properties

DefaultValue (Inherited from IFieldPr
operties)

Gets the default value for the field node.

Enumeration (Inherited from IFieldPr
operties)

Gets a list of all possible values for the field node.

Fixed (Inherited from IFieldPropertie
s)

Gets the fixed value for the field node.

Form (Inherited from IFieldPropertie
s)

Gets a value that indicates whether the field needs to be qualified or can be left unqualif
ied.

MaxFacetType (Inherited from IFieldP
roperties)

Gets a value that indicates whether the maximum value is included or excluded from th
e set of allowed values.

MaxFacetValue (Inherited from IField
Properties)

Gets the maximum allowed value for data corresponding to the field node.

MaxLength (Inherited from IFieldProp
erties)

Gets the maximum number of units of length. The units of length depend on the data ty
pe.

MinFacetType (Inherited from IFieldPr
operties)

Gets a value that indicates whether the minimum value is included or excluded from th
e set of allowed values.

MinFacetValue (Inherited from IFieldP
roperties)

Gets the minimum allowed value for data corresponding to the field node.

MinLength (Inherited from IFieldProp
erties)

Gets the minimum number of units of length. The units of length depend on the data ty
pe.

NodeName (Inherited from INodePro
perties)

Gets the name of the node.

Pattern (Inherited from IFieldProperti
es)

Gets the pattern for the field node.

Required Gets a value that indicates whether the attribute is required in the document.
XsdType (Inherited from IFieldProper

ties)
Gets or sets the XSD data type of the field node.

See Also

IAttributeFieldProperties Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IAttributeFieldProperties Properties
The properties of the IAttributeFieldProperties interface are listed here. For a complete list of IAttributeFieldProperties
interface members, see the IAttributeFieldProperties Members topic.

Public Properties

DefaultValue (Inherited from IFieldPr
operties)

Gets the default value for the field node.

Enumeration (Inherited from IFieldPr
operties)

Gets a list of all possible values for the field node.

Fixed (Inherited from IFieldPropertie
s)

Gets the fixed value for the field node.

Form (Inherited from IFieldPropertie
s)

Gets a value that indicates whether the field needs to be qualified or can be left unqualif
ied.

MaxFacetType (Inherited from IFieldP
roperties)

Gets a value that indicates whether the maximum value is included or excluded from th
e set of allowed values.

MaxFacetValue (Inherited from IField
Properties)

Gets the maximum allowed value for data corresponding to the field node.

MaxLength (Inherited from IFieldProp
erties)

Gets the maximum number of units of length. The units of length depend on the data ty
pe.

MinFacetType (Inherited from IFieldPr
operties)

Gets a value that indicates whether the minimum value is included or excluded from th
e set of allowed values.

MinFacetValue (Inherited from IFieldP
roperties)

Gets the minimum allowed value for data corresponding to the field node.

MinLength (Inherited from IFieldProp
erties)

Gets the minimum number of units of length. The units of length depend on the data ty
pe.

NodeName (Inherited from INodePro
perties)

Gets the name of the node.

Pattern (Inherited from IFieldProperti
es)

Gets the pattern for the field node.

Required Gets a value that indicates whether the attribute is required in the document.
XsdType (Inherited from IFieldProper

ties)
Gets or sets the XSD data type of the field node.

See Also

IAttributeFieldProperties Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IAttributeFieldProperties.Required Property
Gets a value that indicates whether the attribute is required in the document.

VB

Property Value

A read-only UseType that indicates whether or not the attribute is required in the document.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IAttributeFieldProperties Interface | IAttributeFieldProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property Required As UseType
[C#]
UseType Required {get;}
[C++]
__property UseType get_Required();
[JScript]
function get Required() : UseType;
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ICustomView Interface
Implements a WinForms control containing a custom user interface.

For a list of all members of this type, see ICustomView Members.

VB

Remarks

Typically this control is a read-only view that represents the schema definition in a way that is more appropriate to the standard
that is associated with the extension than the regular XSD view. All custom views are displayed as tab pages beside the default
XSD view, which is always available.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft BizTalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll )

See Also

ICustomView Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("B34FE0D1-B261-47b1-972B-22852F28B60F")>
Public Interface ICustomView
[C#]
[Guid("B34FE0D1-B261-47b1-972B-22852F28B60F")]
public interface ICustomView
[C++]
[Guid("B34FE0D1-B261-47b1-972B-22852F28B60F")]
public __gc __interface ICustomView
[JScript]
public
   Guid("B34FE0D1-B261-47b1-972B-22852F28B60F")
interface ICustomView

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ICustomView Members
ICustomView overview

Public Properties

View Gets a reference to a WinForms control that contains the custom user interface for the view.
ViewImage Gets a bitmap or icon that is displayed beside the view name on the tab page.
ViewName Gets the name of the custom view.
ViewToolTip Gets the ToolTip text that is displayed when the user pauses the mouse on the tab page of the custom view.

Public Methods

RefreshView Notifies the custom view to refresh its contents.
SetViewFont Notifies the custom view that the user changed the default font for the XSD view.

See Also

ICustomView Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ICustomView Properties
The properties of the ICustomView interface are listed here. For a complete list of ICustomView interface members, see the
ICustomView Members topic.

Public Properties

View Gets a reference to a WinForms control that contains the custom user interface for the view.
ViewImage Gets a bitmap or icon that is displayed beside the view name on the tab page.
ViewName Gets the name of the custom view.
ViewToolTip Gets the ToolTip text that is displayed when the user pauses the mouse on the tab page of the custom view.

See Also

ICustomView Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ICustomView.View Property
Gets a reference to a WinForms control that contains the custom user interface for the view.

VB

Property Value

Reference to a WinForms control that contains the custom user interface for the view.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ICustomView Interface | ICustomView Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property View As Control
[C#]
Control View {get;}
[C++]
__property Control* get_View();
[JScript]
function get View() : Control;
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ICustomView.ViewImage Property
Gets a bitmap or icon that is displayed beside the view name on the tab page.

VB

Property Value

A read-only bitmap or icon that is displayed beside the view name on the tab page.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ICustomView Interface | ICustomView Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property ViewImage As Image
[C#]
Image ViewImage {get;}
[C++]
__property Image* get_ViewImage();
[JScript]
function get ViewImage() : Image;
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ICustomView.ViewName Property
Gets the name of the custom view.

VB

Property Value

A read-only string that contains name of the custom view. This name is displayed as the title of the tab page associated with the
custom view.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ICustomView Interface | ICustomView Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property ViewName As String
[C#]
string ViewName {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_ViewName();
[JScript]
function get ViewName() : String;
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ICustomView.ViewToolTip Property
Gets the ToolTip text that is displayed when the user pauses the mouse on the tab page of the custom view.

VB

Property Value

A read-only string that contains ToolTip text that is displayed when the user hovers the mouse on the tab page of the custom
view.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ICustomView Interface | ICustomView Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property ViewToolTip As String
[C#]
string ViewToolTip {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_ViewToolTip();
[JScript]
function get ViewToolTip() : String;
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ICustomView Methods
The methods of the ICustomView interface are listed here. For a complete list of ICustomView interface members, see the
ICustomView Members topic.

Public Methods

RefreshView Notifies the custom view to refresh its contents.
SetViewFont Notifies the custom view that the user changed the default font for the XSD view.

See Also

ICustomView Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ICustomView.RefreshView Method
Notifies the custom view to refresh its contents.

VB

Remarks

This method is called by BizTalk Editor whenever the schema is changed.

Rquirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ICustomView Interface | ICustomView Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub RefreshView()
[C#]
void RefreshView();
[C++]
void RefreshView();
[JScript]
function RefreshView();
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ICustomView.SetViewFont Method
Notifies the custom view that the user changed the default font for the XSD view.

VB

Parameters

font
Font set by the user to be the new default font used in the XSD and custom views.

Remarks

The custom view control may update its own font to the specified one to conform with the user settings. This method is called by
BizTalk Editor.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ICustomView Interface | ICustomView Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub SetViewFont( _
   ByVal font As Font _
)
[C#]
void SetViewFont(
   Font font
);
[C++]
void SetViewFont(
   Font* font
);
[JScript]
function SetViewFont(
   font : Font
);
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IElementFieldProperties Interface
Represents the set of XSD-related properties for an element field.

For a list of all members of this type, see IElementFieldProperties Members.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft BizTalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll )

See Also

IElementFieldProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("5AB4DE16-DD00-487b-BECB-CE88754C2EDB")>
Public Interface IElementFieldProperties
   Inherits IFieldProperties, INodeProperties, IElementProperties
[C#]
[Guid("5AB4DE16-DD00-487b-BECB-CE88754C2EDB")]
public interface IElementFieldProperties : IFieldProperties,
   INodeProperties, IElementProperties
[C++]
[Guid("5AB4DE16-DD00-487b-BECB-CE88754C2EDB")]
public __gc __interface IElementFieldProperties : public
   IFieldProperties, INodeProperties, IElementProperties
[JScript]
public
   Guid("5AB4DE16-DD00-487b-BECB-CE88754C2EDB")
interface IElementFieldProperties implements
   IFieldProperties, INodeProperties, IElementProperties
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IElementFieldProperties Members
IElementFieldProperties overview

Public Properties

DefaultValue (Inherited from IFieldPr
operties)

Gets the default value for the field node.

Enumeration (Inherited from IFieldPr
operties)

Gets a list of all possible values for the field node.

Fixed (Inherited from IFieldPropertie
s)

Gets the fixed value for the field node.

Form (Inherited from IFieldPropertie
s)

Gets a value that indicates whether the field needs to be qualified or can be left unqualif
ied.

MaxFacetType (Inherited from IFieldP
roperties)

Gets a value that indicates whether the maximum value is included or excluded from th
e set of allowed values.

MaxFacetValue (Inherited from IField
Properties)

Gets the maximum allowed value for data corresponding to the field node.

MaxLength (Inherited from IFieldProp
erties)

Gets the maximum number of units of length. The units of length depend on the data ty
pe.

MinFacetType (Inherited from IFieldPr
operties)

Gets a value that indicates whether the minimum value is included or excluded from th
e set of allowed values.

MinFacetValue (Inherited from IFieldP
roperties)

Gets the minimum allowed value for data corresponding to the field node.

MinLength (Inherited from IFieldProp
erties)

Gets the minimum number of units of length. The units of length depend on the data ty
pe.

MaxOccurs (Inherited from IElementP
roperties)

Gets the maximum number of occurrences of the node.

MinOccurs (Inherited from IElementP
roperties)

Gets the minimum number of occurrences of the node.

Nillable Gets a value that indicates whether an explicit nil value can be assigned to the element.
NodeName (Inherited from INodePro

perties)
Gets the name of the node.

Pattern (Inherited from IFieldProperti
es)

Gets the pattern for the field node.

XsdType (Inherited from IFieldProper
ties)

Gets or sets the XSD data type of the field node.

See Also

IElementFieldProperties Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IElementFieldProperties Properties
The properties of the IElementFieldProperties interface are listed here. For a complete list of IElementFieldProperties
interface members, see the IElementFieldProperties Members topic.

Public Properties

DefaultValue (Inherited from IFieldPr
operties)

Gets the default value for the field node.

Enumeration (Inherited from IFieldPr
operties)

Gets a list of all possible values for the field node.

Fixed (Inherited from IFieldPropertie
s)

Gets the fixed value for the field node.

Form (Inherited from IFieldPropertie
s)

Gets a value that indicates whether the field needs to be qualified or can be left unqualif
ied.

MaxFacetType (Inherited from IFieldP
roperties)

Gets a value that indicates whether the maximum value is included or excluded from th
e set of allowed values.

MaxFacetValue (Inherited from IField
Properties)

Gets the maximum allowed value for data corresponding to the field node.

MaxLength (Inherited from IFieldProp
erties)

Gets the maximum number of units of length. The units of length depend on the data ty
pe.

MinFacetType (Inherited from IFieldPr
operties)

Gets a value that indicates whether the minimum value is included or excluded from th
e set of allowed values.

MinFacetValue (Inherited from IFieldP
roperties)

Gets the minimum allowed value for data corresponding to the field node.

MinLength (Inherited from IFieldProp
erties)

Gets the minimum number of units of length. The units of length depend on the data ty
pe.

MaxOccurs (Inherited from IElementP
roperties)

Gets the maximum number of occurrences of the node.

MinOccurs (Inherited from IElementP
roperties)

Gets the minimum number of occurrences of the node.

Nillable Gets a value that indicates whether an explicit nil value can be assigned to the element.
NodeName (Inherited from INodePro

perties)
Gets the name of the node.

Pattern (Inherited from IFieldProperti
es)

Gets the pattern for the field node.

XsdType (Inherited from IFieldProper
ties)

Gets or sets the XSD data type of the field node.

See Also

IElementFieldProperties Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IElementFieldProperties.Nillable Property
Gets a value that indicates whether an explicit nil value can be assigned to the element.

VB

Property Value

A read-only Boolean value that indicates whether an explicit nil value can be assigned to the element. If true, then an explicit nil
value can be assigned and this element need not be present in the instance document; if false, the nil value cannot be assigned,
and the element must be present in the instance document.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IElementFieldProperties Interface | IElementFieldProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property Nillable As Boolean
[C#]
bool Nillable {get;}
[C++]
__property bool get_Nillable();
[JScript]
function get Nillable() : Boolean;
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IElementProperties Interface
Represents the set of XSD-related properties for an element node.

For a list of all members of this type, see IElementProperties Members.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft BizTalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll )

See Also

IElementProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("2FC83229-A017-4f52-AC4D-96869E565E33")>
Public Interface IElementProperties
   Inherits INodeProperties
[C#]
[Guid("2FC83229-A017-4f52-AC4D-96869E565E33")]
public interface IElementProperties : INodeProperties
[C++]
[Guid("2FC83229-A017-4f52-AC4D-96869E565E33")]
public __gc __interface IElementProperties : public
   INodeProperties
[JScript]
public
   Guid("2FC83229-A017-4f52-AC4D-96869E565E33")
interface IElementProperties implements INodeProperties
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IElementProperties Members
IElementProperties overview

Public Properties

MaxOccurs Gets the maximum number of occurrences of the node.
MinOccurs Gets the minimum number of occurrences of the node.
NodeName (Inherited from INodeProperties) Gets the name of the node.

See Also

IElementProperties Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IElementProperties Properties
The properties of the ICustomView interface are listed here. For a complete list of ICustomView interface members, see the
IElementProperties Members topic .

Public Properties

MaxOccurs Gets the maximum number of occurrences of the node.
MinOccurs Gets the minimum number of occurrences of the node.
NodeName (Inherited from INodeProperties) Gets the name of the node.

See Also

IElementProperties Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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IElementProperties.MaxOccurs Property
Gets the maximum number of occurrences of the node.

VB

Property Value

A read-only Decimal that contains the maximum number of occurrences of the node. This property contains the value of
Decimal.MaxValue if there is no limit on the number of occurrences of the node.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IElementProperties Interface | IElementProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property MaxOccurs As Decimal
[C#]
decimal MaxOccurs {get;}
[C++]
__property Decimal get_MaxOccurs();
[JScript]
function get MaxOccurs() : Decimal;
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IElementProperties.MinOccurs Property
Gets the minimum number of occurrences of the node.

VB

Property Value

A read-only Decimal that contains the minimum number of occurrences of the node.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IElementProperties Interface | IElementProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property MinOccurs As Decimal
[C#]
decimal MinOccurs {get;}
[C++]
__property Decimal get_MinOccurs();
[JScript]
function get MinOccurs() : Decimal;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IEquivalentProperties Interface
Represents the set of properties for an equivalent node.

For a list of all members of this type, see IEquivalentProperties Members.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft BizTalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll )

See Also

IEquivalentProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("095F3591-6574-48ba-A0DA-B116E7540EC0")>
Public Interface IEquivalentProperties
   Inherits INodeProperties
[C#]
[Guid("095F3591-6574-48ba-A0DA-B116E7540EC0")]
public interface IEquivalentProperties : INodeProperties
[C++]
[Guid("095F3591-6574-48ba-A0DA-B116E7540EC0")]
public __gc __interface IEquivalentProperties : public
   INodeProperties
[JScript]
public
   Guid("095F3591-6574-48ba-A0DA-B116E7540EC0")
interface IEquivalentProperties implements INodeProperties

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IEquivalentProperties Members
IEquivalentProperties overview

Public Properties

BaseType Gets the name of the base complex type.
NodeName (Inherited from INodeProperties) Gets the name of the node.

See Also

IEquivalentProperties Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IEquivalentProperties Properties
The properties of the IEquivalentProperties interface are listed here. For a complete list of IEquivalentProperties interface
members, see the IEquivalentProperties Members topic.

Public Properties

BaseType Gets the name of the base complex type.
NodeName (Inherited from INodeProperties) Gets the name of the node.

See Also

IEquivalentProperties Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IEquivalentProperties.BaseType Property
Gets the name of the base complex type.

VB

Property Value

A read-only value that contains the name of the base complex type.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IEquivalentProperties Interface | IEquivalentProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property BaseType As String
[C#]
string BaseType {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_BaseType();
[JScript]
function get BaseType() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IExtension Interface
Enables a BizTalk Editor extension to add custom functionality to BizTalk Editor.

For a list of all members of this type, see IExtension Members.

VB

Remarks

An extension can provide custom views, additional schema validation, custom native instance generation and validation, and
additional properties for fields and records of the schema

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft Biztalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll )

See Also

IExtension Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("67950F4B-5765-480e-8701-72B052C7E664")>
Public Interface IExtension
[C#]
[Guid("67950F4B-5765-480e-8701-72B052C7E664")]
public interface IExtension
[C++]
[Guid("67950F4B-5765-480e-8701-72B052C7E664")]
public __gc __interface IExtension
[JScript]
public
   Guid("67950F4B-5765-480e-8701-72B052C7E664")
interface IExtension

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IExtension Members
IExtension overview

Public Properties

Description Gets the description of the BizTalk Editor extension.
ExtensionName Gets the display name of the BizTalk Editor extension.
InstanceGenerator Gets the IInstanceGenerator that generates a native instance of the schema.
InstanceValidator Gets the IInstanceValidator that validates a native instance of the schema.
NamespaceAlias Gets the prefix associated with the namespace URI returned by the NamespaceUri property.
NamespaceUri Gets the URI reference of the namespace for the annotation elements that represent the persisted c

ustom properties.
RequiresSequenceNumber Gets a value that indicates to BizTalk Editor whether the extension requires sequence number infor

mation for the schema nodes.
SchemaValidator Gets an object implemented by the extension to perform additional validation on the schema.
StandardName Gets the name of the standard implemented by the extension, or null if it does not implement any s

tandard.

Public Methods

GetCustomViews Displays all custom views provided by the extension.
GetPropertyManager Returns an IPropertyManager that manages the collection of custom properties that are related to the sp

ecified schema node.
Initialize Initializes a new instance of the class.

See Also

IExtension Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IExtension Properties
The properties of the IExtension interface are listed here. For a complete list of IExtension interface members, see the
IExtension Members topic.

Public Properties

Description Gets the description of the BizTalk Editor extension.
ExtensionName Gets the display name of the BizTalk Editor extension.
InstanceGenerator Gets the IInstanceGenerator that generates a native instance of the schema.
InstanceValidator Gets the IInstanceValidator that validates a native instance of the schema.
NamespaceAlias Gets the prefix associated with the namespace URI returned by the NamespaceUri property.
NamespaceUri Gets the URI reference of the namespace for the annotation elements that represent the persisted c

ustom properties.
RequiresSequenceNumber Gets a value that indicates to BizTalk Editor whether the extension requires sequence number infor

mation for the schema nodes.
SchemaValidator Gets an object implemented by the extension to perform additional validation on the schema.
StandardName Gets the name of the standard implemented by the extension, or null if it does not implement any s

tandard.

See Also

IExtension Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IExtension.Description Property
Gets the description of the BizTalk Editor extension.

VB

Property Value

Read-only value that contains a description of the BizTalk Editor extension.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IExtension Interface | IExtension Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property Description As String
[C#]
string Description {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Description();
[JScript]
function get Description() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IExtension.ExtensionName Property
Gets the display name of the BizTalk Editor extension.

VB

Property Value

Read-only value that contains the display name of the BizTalk Editor extension.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IExtension Interface | IExtension Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property ExtensionName As String
[C#]
string ExtensionName {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_ExtensionName();
[JScript]
function get ExtensionName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IExtension.InstanceGenerator Property
Gets the IInstanceGenerator that generates a native instance of the schema.

VB

Property Value

Read-only IInstanceGenerator that generates a native instance of the schema.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IExtension Interface | IExtension Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property InstanceGenerator As IInstanceGenerator
[C#]
IInstanceGenerator InstanceGenerator {get;}
[C++]
__property IInstanceGenerator* get_InstanceGenerator();
[JScript]
function get InstanceGenerator() : IInstanceGenerator;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IExtension.InstanceValidator Property
Gets the IInstanceValidator that validates a native instance of the schema.

VB

Property Value

Read-only IInstanceValidator that validates a native instance of the schema.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IExtension Interface | IExtension Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property InstanceValidator As IInstanceValidator
[C#]
IInstanceValidator InstanceValidator {get;}
[C++]
__property IInstanceValidator* get_InstanceValidator();
[JScript]
function get InstanceValidator() : IInstanceValidator;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IExtension.NamespaceAlias Property
Gets the prefix associated with the namespace URI returned by the NamespaceUri property.

VB

Property Value

Read-only value that contains the prefix associated with the namespace URI returned by the NamespaceUri property.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IExtension Interface | IExtension Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property NamespaceAlias As String
[C#]
string NamespaceAlias {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_NamespaceAlias();
[JScript]
function get NamespaceAlias() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IExtension.NamespaceUri Property
The URI reference of the namespace for the annotation elements that represent the persisted custom properties.

VB

Property Value

Read-only value that contains the URI reference of the namespace for the annotation elements that represent the persisted
custom properties.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IExtension Interface | IExtension Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property NamespaceUri As String
[C#]
string NamespaceUri {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_NamespaceUri();
[JScript]
function get NamespaceUri() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IExtension.RequiresSequenceNumber Property
Gets a value that indicates to BizTalk Editor whether the extension requires sequence number information for the schema nodes.

VB

Property Value

Read-only value that indicates to BizTalk Editor whether the extension requires sequence number information for the schema
nodes. The sequence number information is persisted only if the standard specified by the StandardName property is the one
selected in the Standard property of the Schema node.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IExtension Interface | IExtension Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property RequiresSequenceNumber As Boolean
[C#]
bool RequiresSequenceNumber {get;}
[C++]
__property bool get_RequiresSequenceNumber();
[JScript]
function get RequiresSequenceNumber() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IExtension.SchemaValidator Property
Gets an object implemented by the extension to perform additional validation on the schema.

VB

Property Value

Read-only ISchemaValidator that performs additional validation on the schema.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IExtension Interface | IExtension Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property SchemaValidator As ISchemaValidator
[C#]
ISchemaValidator SchemaValidator {get;}
[C++]
__property ISchemaValidator* get_SchemaValidator();
[JScript]
function get SchemaValidator() : ISchemaValidator;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IExtension.StandardName Property
Gets the name of the standard implemented by the extension, or null if it does not implement any standard.

VB

Property Value

Read-only value that contains the name of the standard implemented by the extension, or null if it does not implement any
standard. An extension must return a standard name to extend schema validation or native instance generation and validation.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IExtension Interface | IExtension Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property StandardName As String
[C#]
string StandardName {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_StandardName();
[JScript]
function get StandardName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IExtension Methods
The methods of the IExtension interface are listed here. For a complete list of IExtension interface members, see the
IExtension Members topic.

Public Methods

GetCustomViews Displays all custom views provided by the extension.
GetPropertyManager Returns an IPropertyManager that manages the collection of custom properties that are related to the sp

ecified schema node.
Initialize Initializes a new instance of the class.

See Also

IExtension Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IExtension.GetCustomViews Method
Displays all custom views provided by the extension.

VB

Return Value

ICustomView that displays all custom views provided by the extension. These custom views are displayed in the tab control along
with the existing XSD view.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IExtension Interface | IExtension Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function GetCustomViews() As ICustomView()
[C#]
ICustomView[] GetCustomViews();
[C++]
ICustomView* GetCustomViews() [];
[JScript]
function GetCustomViews() : ICustomView[];

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IExtension.GetPropertyManager Method
Returns an IPropertyManager that manages the collection of custom properties that are related to the specified schema node.

VB

Parameters

node
ITreeNode that represents the node of the schema for which a property manager object is being requested.

Return Value

IPropertyManager that manages the collection of custom properties that are related to the specified schema node.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IExtension Interface | IExtension Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function GetPropertyManager( _
   ByVal node As ITreeNode _
) As IPropertyManager
[C#]
IPropertyManager GetPropertyManager(
   ITreeNode node
);
[C++]
IPropertyManager* GetPropertyManager(
   ITreeNode* node
);
[JScript]
function GetPropertyManager(
   node : ITreeNode
) : IPropertyManager;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IExtension.Initialize Method
Initializes a new instance of the class.

VB

Parameters

tree
ITree that contains the definition of all elements in the schema. This reference must be stored so it can be used whenever the
extension needs to traverse the schema definition.

Remarks

This method is called after creating an instance of the class that implements the IExtension interface.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IExtension Interface | IExtension Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub Initialize( _
   ByVal tree As ITree _
)
[C#]
void Initialize(
   ITree tree
);
[C++]
void Initialize(
   ITree* tree
);
[JScript]
function Initialize(
   tree : ITree
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IFieldProperties Interface
Represents the set of XSD-related properties for a field node.

For a list of all members of this type, see IFieldProperties Members.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft BizTalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll )

See Also

IFieldProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("5793ABFE-B069-431e-ABAF-DB50CC079525")>
Public Interface IFieldProperties
   Inherits INodeProperties
[C#]
[Guid("5793ABFE-B069-431e-ABAF-DB50CC079525")]
public interface IFieldProperties : INodeProperties
[C++]
[Guid("5793ABFE-B069-431e-ABAF-DB50CC079525")]
public __gc __interface IFieldProperties : public INodeProperties
[JScript]
public
   Guid("5793ABFE-B069-431e-ABAF-DB50CC079525")
interface IFieldProperties implements INodeProperties

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IFieldProperties Members
IFieldProperties overview

Public Properties

DefaultValue Gets the default value for the field node.
Enumeration Gets a list of all possible values for the field node.
Fixed Gets the fixed value for the field node.
Form Gets a value that indicates whether the field needs to be qualified or can be left unqualifi

ed.
MaxFacetType Gets a value that indicates whether the maximum value is included or excluded from the 

set of allowed values.
MaxFacetValue Gets the maximum allowed value for data corresponding to the field node.
MaxLength Gets the maximum number of units of length. The units of length depend on the data typ

e.
MinFacetType Gets a value that indicates whether the minimum value is included or excluded from the 

set of allowed values.
MinFacetValue Gets the minimum allowed value for data corresponding to the field node.
MinLength Gets the minimum number of units of length. The units of length depend on the data typ

e.
NodeName (Inherited from INodePr

operties)
Gets the name of the node.

Pattern Gets the pattern for the field node.
XsdType Gets or sets the XSD data type of the field node.

See Also

IFieldProperties Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IFieldProperties Properties
The properties of the IFieldProperties interface are listed here. For a complete list of IFieldProperties interface members, see
the IFieldProperties Members topic.

Public Properties

DefaultValue Gets the default value for the field node.
Enumeration Gets a list of all possible values for the field node.
Fixed Gets the fixed value for the field node.
Form Gets a value that indicates whether the field needs to be qualified or can be left unqualifi

ed.
MaxFacetType Gets a value that indicates whether the maximum value is included or excluded from the 

set of allowed values.
MaxFacetValue Gets the maximum allowed value for data corresponding to the field node.
MaxLength Gets the maximum number of units of length. The units of length depend on the data typ

e.
MinFacetType Gets a value that indicates whether the minimum value is included or excluded from the 

set of allowed values.
MinFacetValue Gets the minimum allowed value for data corresponding to the field node.
MinLength Gets the minimum number of units of length. The units of length depend on the data typ

e.
NodeName (Inherited from INodePr

operties)
Gets the name of the node.

Pattern Gets the pattern for the field node.
XsdType Gets or sets the XSD data type of the field node.

See Also

IFieldProperties Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IFieldProperties.DefaultValue Property
Gets the default value for the field node.

VB

Property Value

A read-only value that contains the default value for the field node.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IFieldProperties Interface | IFieldProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property DefaultValue As String
[C#]
string DefaultValue {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_DefaultValue();
[JScript]
function get DefaultValue() : String;
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IFieldProperties.Enumeration Property
Gets a space-separated list of all possible values for the field node.

VB

Property Value

A read-only string that contains a space-separated list of all possible values for the field node.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IFieldProperties Interface | IFieldProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property Enumeration As String
[C#]
string Enumeration {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Enumeration();
[JScript]
function get Enumeration() : String;
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IFieldProperties.Fixed Property
Gets the fixed value for the field node.

VB

Property Value

A read-only value that contains the fixed value for the field node.

Remarks

If a field has a fixed value in the schema and the corresponding element or attribute is present in an instance message, the data
associated with the element or attribute must be the same as the specified "fixed" value in order to be valid.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IFieldProperties Interface | IFieldProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property Fixed As String
[C#]
string Fixed {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Fixed();
[JScript]
function get Fixed() : String;
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IFieldProperties.Form Property
Gets a value that indicates whether the field needs to be qualified with its namespace prefix or can be left unqualified.

VB

Property Value

A read-only FormDefault that indicates whether the field needs to be qualified with its namespace prefix or can be left unqualified.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IFieldProperties Interface | IFieldProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property Form As FormDefault
[C#]
FormDefault Form {get;}
[C++]
__property FormDefault get_Form();
[JScript]
function get Form() : FormDefault;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IFieldProperties.MaxFacetType Property
Gets a value that indicates whether the maximum value is included or excluded from the set of allowed values.

VB

Property Value

A read-only MinMaxFacetType that indicates whether the maximum value, as specified by the MaxFacetValue property, is included
or excluded from the set of allowed values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IFieldProperties Interface | IFieldProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property MaxFacetType As MinMaxFacetType
[C#]
MinMaxFacetType MaxFacetType {get;}
[C++]
__property MinMaxFacetType get_MaxFacetType();
[JScript]
function get MaxFacetType() : MinMaxFacetType;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IFieldProperties.MaxFacetValue Property
Gets the maximum value allowed for data that corresponds to the field node.

VB

Property Value

A read-only value that contains the maximum value allowed for data that corresponds to the field node.

Remarks

Whether the maximum value specified by this property is inclusive or exclusive is governed by the setting of the MaxFacetType
property.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IFieldProperties Interface | IFieldProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property MaxFacetValue As String
[C#]
string MaxFacetValue {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_MaxFacetValue();
[JScript]
function get MaxFacetValue() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IFieldProperties.MaxLength Property
Gets the maximum number of units of length. The units of length depend on the data type.

VB

Property Value

A read-only value that indicates the maximum number of units of length. The units of length depend on the data type.

Remarks

If the data type of the field is string, then the length of the string (in characters) must be less than or equal to MaxLength.

If the data type is derived by restriction and uses the list restriction mechanism, the maximum number of space-separated list
items must be less than or equal to MaxLength.

If the data type of the field is hexBinary or base64Binary, then the length of the value, as measured in octets of the binary data,
must be less than or equal to MaxLength.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IFieldProperties Interface | IFieldProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property MaxLength As Integer
[C#]
int MaxLength {get;}
[C++]
__property int get_MaxLength();
[JScript]
function get MaxLength() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IFieldProperties.MinFacetType Property
Gets a value that indicates whether the minimum value is included or excluded from the set of allowed values.

VB

Property Value

A read-only MinMaxFacetType that indicates whether the minimum value, as specified by the MinFacetValue property, is included
or excluded from the set of allowed values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IFieldProperties Interface | IFieldProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property MinFacetType As MinMaxFacetType
[C#]
MinMaxFacetType MinFacetType {get;}
[C++]
__property MinMaxFacetType get_MinFacetType();
[JScript]
function get MinFacetType() : MinMaxFacetType;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IFieldProperties.MinFacetValue Property
Gets the minimum value allowed for data that corresponds to the field node.

VB

Property Value

A read-only value that contains the minimum value allowed for data that corresponds to the field node.

Remarks

Whether the minimum value specified by this property is inclusive or exclusive is governed by the setting of the MinFacetType
property.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IFieldProperties Interface | IFieldProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property MinFacetValue As String
[C#]
string MinFacetValue {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_MinFacetValue();
[JScript]
function get MinFacetValue() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IFieldProperties.MinLength Property
Gets the minimum number of units of length. The units of length depend on the data type.

VB

Property Value

A read-only value that indicates the minimum number of units of length. The units of length depend on the data type.

Remarks

If the data type of the field is string, then the length of the string (in characters) must be greater than or equal to MinLength.

If the data type is derived by restriction and uses the list restriction mechanism, the minimum number of space-separated list
items must be greater than or equal to MinLength.

If the data type of the field is hexBinary or base64Binary, then the length of the value, as measured in octets of the binary data,
must be greater than or equal to MinLength.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IFieldProperties Interface | IFieldProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property MinLength As Integer
[C#]
int MinLength {get;}
[C++]
__property int get_MinLength();
[JScript]
function get MinLength() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IFieldProperties.Pattern Property
Gets the pattern (a regular expression) that governs the set of allowed values for data that corresponds to the field node, if any.

VB

Property Value

A read-only string that contains the pattern for the field node, if any.

Remarks

Although BizTalk Editor lets you enter multiple patterns, this property only returns the first such pattern.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IFieldProperties Interface | IFieldProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property Pattern As String
[C#]
string Pattern {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Pattern();
[JScript]
function get Pattern() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IFieldProperties.XsdType Property
Gets or sets the XSD data type of the field node.

VB

Property Value

An XmlQualifiedName that contains the XSD data type of the field node.

Remarks

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation available from Visual Studio
.NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IFieldProperties Interface | IFieldProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Property XsdType As XmlQualifiedName
[C#]
XmlQualifiedName XsdType {get; set;}
[C++]
__property XmlQualifiedName* get_XsdType();
__property void set_XsdType(XmlQualifiedName*);
[JScript]
function get XsdType() : XmlQualifiedName;
function set XsdType(XmlQualifiedName);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/f11wk54t(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IGroupProperties Interface
Represents the set of XSD-related properties for a group node.

For a list of all members of this type, see IGroupProperties Members.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft BizTalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll )

See Also

IGroupProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("45BE1E06-6B18-4dba-987C-82F5A86B2353")>
Public Interface IGroupProperties
   Inherits IElementProperties, INodeProperties
[C#]
[Guid("45BE1E06-6B18-4dba-987C-82F5A86B2353")]
public interface IGroupProperties : IElementProperties,
   INodeProperties
[C++]
[Guid("45BE1E06-6B18-4dba-987C-82F5A86B2353")]
public __gc __interface IGroupProperties : public
   IElementProperties, INodeProperties
[JScript]
public
   Guid("45BE1E06-6B18-4dba-987C-82F5A86B2353")
interface IGroupProperties implements IElementProperties,
   INodeProperties

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IGroupProperties Members
IGroupProperties overview

Public Properties

GroupRef Gets the name of the globally defined group that the group node references.
MaxOccurs (Inherited from IElementProperties) Gets the maximum number of occurrences of the node.
MinOccurs (Inherited from IElementProperties) Gets the the minimum number of occurrences of the node.
NodeName (Inherited from INodeProperties) Gets the name of the node.
OrderType Gets the type of group ordering that is set for child nodes.

See Also

IGroupProperties Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IGroupProperties Properties
The properties of the IGroupProperties interface are listed here. For a complete list of IGroupProperties interface members, see
the IGroupProperties Members topic.

Public Properties

GroupRef Gets the name of the globally defined group that the group node references.
MaxOccurs (Inherited from IElementProperties) Gets the maximum number of occurrences of the node.
MinOccurs (Inherited from IElementProperties) Gets the the minimum number of occurrences of the node.
NodeName (Inherited from INodeProperties) Gets the name of the node.
OrderType Gets the type of group ordering that is set for child nodes.

See Also

IGroupProperties Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IGroupProperties.GroupRef Property
Gets the name of the globally defined group that the group node references.

VB

Property Value

A read-only value that contains the name of the globally defined group that the group node references.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IGroupProperties Interface | IGroupProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property GroupRef As String
[C#]
string GroupRef {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_GroupRef();
[JScript]
function get GroupRef() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IGroupProperties.OrderType Property
Gets the type of group ordering that is set for child nodes.

VB

Property Value

A read-only OrderType that indicates the type of group ordering that is set for child nodes; possible values are Sequence,
Choice, All, and None.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IGroupProperties Interface | IGroupProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property OrderType As OrderType
[C#]
OrderType OrderType {get;}
[C++]
__property OrderType get_OrderType();
[JScript]
function get OrderType() : OrderType;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IInheritTypeProperties Interface
Represents the set of properties for a node of a derived type.

For a list of all members of this type, see IInheritTypeProperties Members.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft Biztalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll )

See Also

IInheritTypeProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("AC39AB1A-BB9F-454f-BAAD-D6588E0E94EA")>
Public Interface IInheritTypeProperties
   Inherits INodeProperties
[C#]
[Guid("AC39AB1A-BB9F-454f-BAAD-D6588E0E94EA")]
public interface IInheritTypeProperties : INodeProperties
[C++]
[Guid("AC39AB1A-BB9F-454f-BAAD-D6588E0E94EA")]
public __gc __interface IInheritTypeProperties : public
   INodeProperties
[JScript]
public
   Guid("AC39AB1A-BB9F-454f-BAAD-D6588E0E94EA")
interface IInheritTypeProperties implements INodeProperties

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IInheritTypeProperties Members
IInheritTypeProperties overview

Public Properties

DerivedType Gets the name of the derived complex type.
NodeName (Inherited from INodeProperties) Gets the name of the node.

See Also

IInheritTypeProperties Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IInheritTypeProperties Properties
The properties of the IInheritTypeProperties interface are listed here. For a complete list of IInheritTypeProperties interface
members, see the IInheritTypeProperties Members topic.

Public Properties

DerivedType Gets the name of the derived complex type.
NodeName (Inherited from INodeProperties) Gets the name of the node.

See Also

IInheritTypeProperties Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IInheritTypeProperties.DerivedType Property
Gets the name of the derived complex type.

VB

Property Value

A read-only value that contains the name of the derived complex type.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IInheritTypeProperties Interface | IInheritTypeProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property DerivedType As String
[C#]
string DerivedType {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_DerivedType();
[JScript]
function get DerivedType() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IInstanceGenerator Interface
Generates a native instance of the schema, in the format defined by the standard associated with the extension.

For a list of all members of this type, see IInstanceGenerator Members.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft BizTalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll )

See Also

IInstanceGenerator Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("F9CDBD58-F228-42e2-8533-F69CEE6E5217")>
Public Interface IInstanceGenerator
[C#]
[Guid("F9CDBD58-F228-42e2-8533-F69CEE6E5217")]
public interface IInstanceGenerator
[C++]
[Guid("F9CDBD58-F228-42e2-8533-F69CEE6E5217")]
public __gc __interface IInstanceGenerator
[JScript]
public
   Guid("F9CDBD58-F228-42e2-8533-F69CEE6E5217")
interface IInstanceGenerator

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IInstanceGenerator Members
IInstanceGenerator overview

Public Methods

GenerateInstance Generates the native instance based on this XML instance.

See Also

IInstanceGenerator Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IInstanceGenerator Methods
The methods of the IInstanceGenerator interface are listed here. For a complete list of IInstanceGenerator interface members,
see the IInstanceGenerator Members topic.

Public Methods

GenerateInstance Generates the native instance based on this XML instance.

See Also

IInstanceGenerator Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IInstanceGenerator.GenerateInstance Method
Generates the native instance based on this XML instance.

VB

Parameters

instanceOutputFile
Name of the file to which the generated native instance is saved.

xmlInstance
Markup text containing the XML representation of the instance. The extension generates the native instance based on the data
from this XML instance.

messages
List of error and warning messages describing problems found when attempting to generate the native instance. The messages
are displayed in the Visual Studio .NET task list as well as in the output window.

Remarks

This method is called by BizTalk Editor when the user executes the Generate Instance command on the schema file in BizTalk
Editor. It can also be invoked when the user executes the Test Map command in BizTalk Mapper.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IInstanceGenerator Interface | IInstanceGenerator Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub GenerateInstance( _
   ByVal instanceOutputFile As String, _
   ByVal xmlInstance As String, _
   <Out()> ByRef messages() As IValidationInfo _
)
[C#]
void GenerateInstance(
   string instanceOutputFile,
   string xmlInstance,
   out IValidationInfo[] messages
);
[C++]
void GenerateInstance(
   String* instanceOutputFile,
   String* xmlInstance,
   [Out] IValidationInfo** messages[]
);
[JScript]
function GenerateInstance(
   instanceOutputFile : String,
   xmlInstance : String,
   messages : IValidationInfo[]
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IInstanceValidator Interface
Validates a native instance of the schema, verifying that it conforms to the format defined by the standard associated with the
extension.

For a list of all members of this type, see IInstanceValidator Members.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft BizTalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll )

See Also

IInstanceValidator Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("74233071-78E8-46db-870F-F57F31B84C3A")>
Public Interface IInstanceValidator
[C#]
[Guid("74233071-78E8-46db-870F-F57F31B84C3A")]
public interface IInstanceValidator
[C++]
[Guid("74233071-78E8-46db-870F-F57F31B84C3A")]
public __gc __interface IInstanceValidator
[JScript]
public
   Guid("74233071-78E8-46db-870F-F57F31B84C3A")
interface IInstanceValidator

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IInstanceValidator Members
IInstanceValidator overview

Public Methods

ValidateInstance Validates whether the input or output instances are native.

See Also

IInstanceValidator Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IInstanceValidator Methods
The methods of the IInstanceValidator interface are listed here. For a complete list of IInstanceValidator interface members,
see the IInstanceValidator Members topic.

Public Methods

ValidateInstance Validates whether the input or output instances are native.

See Also

IInstanceValidator Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IInstanceValidator.ValidateInstance Method
Validates whether the input or output instances are native.

VB

Parameters

instanceInputFile
Name of the file that contains the native instance to be validated.

schemaClassName
Fully-qualified name of the type associated with the schema, obtained from the schema file properties Namespace and Type
Name configured in a BizTalk Server project.

xmlOutput
Generated XML representation of the native instance that was validated.

Return Value

An IValidationInfo that contains a list of error and warning messages describing problems encountered during the validation of
the native instance. The messages are displayed in the Visual Studio .NET task list as well as in the output window.

Remarks

This method is called by BizTalk Editor when the user executes the Validate Instance command on the schema file in BizTalk Editor.
It can also be invoked when the user executes the Test Map command in Biztalk Mapper, to validate the input and/or output
instances if they are native.

Besides returning a list with validation errors and warnings, this method generates a markup text with the XML representation of
the native instance that was validated. This is required because BizTalk Editor subsequently performs validation on this XML
instance to verify such items as the data type of attributes and elements.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IInstanceValidator Interface | IInstanceValidator Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

Function ValidateInstance( _
   ByVal instanceInputFile As String, _
   ByVal schemaClassName As String, _
   <Out()> ByRef xmlOutput As String _
) As IValidationInfo
[C#]
IValidationInfo[] ValidateInstance(
   string instanceInputFile,
   string schemaClassName,
   out string xmlOutput
);
[C++]
IValidationInfo** ValidateInstance(
   String* instanceInputFile,
   String* schemaClassName,
   [Out] String** xmlOutput
) [];
[JScript]
function ValidateInstance(
   instanceInputFile : String,
   schemaClassName : String,
   xmlOutput : String
) : IValidationInfo[];
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INodeProperties Interface
Represents the set of XSD-related properties for a schema node.

For a list of all members of this type, see INodeProperties Members.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft Biztalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll )

See Also

INodeProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Guid("85A95E7D-3F70-42a5-970B-04F411E80BC9")>
Public Interface INodeProperties
[C#]
[Guid("85A95E7D-3F70-42a5-970B-04F411E80BC9")]
public interface INodeProperties
[C++]
[Guid("85A95E7D-3F70-42a5-970B-04F411E80BC9")]
public __gc __interface INodeProperties
[JScript]
public
   Guid("85A95E7D-3F70-42a5-970B-04F411E80BC9")
interface INodeProperties

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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INodeProperties Members
INodeProperties overview

Public Properties

NodeName Gets the name of the node.

See Also

INodeProperties Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace
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INodeProperties Properties
The properties of the INodeProperties interface are listed here. For a complete list of INodeProperties interface members, see
the INodeProperties Members topic.

Public Properties

NodeName Gets the name of the node.

See Also

INodeProperties Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace
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INodeProperties.NodeName Property
Gets the name of the node.

VB

Property Value

A read-only value that contains the name of the node.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

INodeProperties Interface | INodeProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReadOnly Property NodeName As String
[C#]
string NodeName {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_NodeName();
[JScript]
function get NodeName() : String;
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IPropertyManager Interface
Handles the collection of custom properties for a given schema node. A property is represented by a
System.ComponentModel.PropertyDescriptor object to facilitate display and editing in the Visual Studio .NET property grid. A
property is persisted in the schema document as an attribute or element within the annotation of the related schema node.

For a list of all members of this type, see IPropertyManager Members.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft BizTalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll )

See Also

IPropertyManager Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Guid("9A3F8D1E-8CC7-4863-8246-FA63CC745C73")>
Public Interface IPropertyManager
[C#]
[Guid("9A3F8D1E-8CC7-4863-8246-FA63CC745C73")]
public interface IPropertyManager
[C++]
[Guid("9A3F8D1E-8CC7-4863-8246-FA63CC745C73")]
public __gc __interface IPropertyManager
[JScript]
public
   Guid("9A3F8D1E-8CC7-4863-8246-FA63CC745C73")
interface IPropertyManager
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IPropertyManager Members
IPropertyManager overview

Public Properties

Properties Gets a collection of the custom properties associated with the schema node handled by the property manager.

Public Methods

GetComponent Returns the object that is associated with the collection of custom properties.
GetPropertyGroupName Returns the name of the annotation element that contains the attribute or child element that represen

ts the specified property.
GetRawValue Called by BizTalk Editor to get the value of the specified property to persist that value.
OnNodeChanged Called by BizTalk Editor to notify the extension of some change being performed on the schema node 

associated with the property manager.
SetRawValue Called by BizTalk Editor to initialize the value of the specified property.

See Also

IPropertyManager Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IPropertyManager Properties
The properties of the IPropertyManager interface are listed here. For a complete list of IPropertyManager interface members,
see the IPropertyManager Members topic.

Public Properties

Properties Gets a collection of the custom properties associated with the schema node handled by the property manager.

See Also

IPropertyManager Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace
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IPropertyManager.Properties Property
Gets a collection of the custom properties associated with the schema node handled by the property manager.

VB

Property Value

A PropertyDescriptorCollection containing the custom properties associated with the schema node handled by the property
manager.

Remarks

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation available from Visual Studio
.NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPropertyManager Interface | IPropertyManager Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property Properties As PropertyDescriptorCollection
[C#]
PropertyDescriptorCollection Properties {get;}
[C++]
__property PropertyDescriptorCollection* get_Properties();
[JScript]
function get Properties() : PropertyDescriptorCollection;
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IPropertyManager Methods
The methods of the IPropertyManager interface are listed here. For a complete list of IPropertyManager interface members,
see the IPropertyManager Members topic.

Public Methods

GetComponent Returns the object that is associated with the collection of custom properties.
GetPropertyGroupName Returns the name of the annotation element that contains the attribute or child element that represen

ts the specified property.
GetRawValue Called by BizTalk Editor to get the value of the specified property to persist that value.
OnNodeChanged Called by BizTalk Editor to notify the extension of some change being performed on the schema node 

associated with the property manager.
SetRawValue Called by BizTalk Editor to initialize the value of the specified property.

See Also

IPropertyManager Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace
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IPropertyManager.GetComponent Method
Returns a reference to the object that is associated with the collection of custom properties.

VB

Parameters

propertyDescriptor
The PropertyDescriptor for which the associated object is being requested.

Return Value

A reference to the object that is associated with the collection of custom properties. Typically the object returned is the ITreeNode
object that was passed as a parameter to the IExtension.GetPropertyManager method.

Remarks

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation available from Visual Studio
.NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPropertyManager Interface | IPropertyManager Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function GetComponent( _
   ByVal propertyDescriptor As PropertyDescriptor _
) As Object
[C#]
object GetComponent(
   PropertyDescriptor propertyDescriptor
);
[C++]
Object* GetComponent(
   PropertyDescriptor* propertyDescriptor
);
[JScript]
function GetComponent(
   propertyDescriptor : PropertyDescriptor
) : Object;
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IPropertyManager.GetPropertyGroupName Method
Returns the name of the annotation element that contains the attribute or child element that represents the specified property.

VB

Parameters

propertyDescriptor
The PropertyDescriptor for which the annotation element name is being requested.

Return Value

Name of the annotation element that contains the attribute or child element that represents the specified property.

Remarks

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation available from Visual Studio
.NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPropertyManager Interface | IPropertyManager Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function GetPropertyGroupName( _
   ByVal propertyDescriptor As PropertyDescriptor _
) As String
[C#]
string GetPropertyGroupName(
   PropertyDescriptor propertyDescriptor
);
[C++]
String* GetPropertyGroupName(
   PropertyDescriptor* propertyDescriptor
);
[JScript]
function GetPropertyGroupName(
   propertyDescriptor : PropertyDescriptor
) : String;
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IPropertyManager.GetRawValue Method
Called by BizTalk Editor to get the value of the specified property to persist that value.

VB

Parameters

propertyDescriptor
The PropertyDescriptor for which the value is being requested.

Return Value

The value of the specified property that must be persisted. The object returned must be either a string (in which case the property
value is persisted as an attribute) or a System.Xml.XmlElement.

Remarks

While PropertyDescriptor.GetValue is called to get the display value of the property, GetRawValue is called to get the actual
value that should be persisted in the schema document.

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation available from Visual Studio
.NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IPropertyManager Interface | IPropertyManager Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function GetRawValue( _
   ByVal propertyDescriptor As PropertyDescriptor _
) As Object
[C#]
object GetRawValue(
   PropertyDescriptor propertyDescriptor
);
[C++]
Object* GetRawValue(
   PropertyDescriptor* propertyDescriptor
);
[JScript]
function GetRawValue(
   propertyDescriptor : PropertyDescriptor
) : Object;
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IPropertyManager.OnNodeChanged Method
Called by BizTalk Editor to notify the extension of some change being performed on the schema node associated with the
property manager.

VB

Parameters

changeType
TreeNodeChangeType that indicates the type of change being performed on the schema node.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPropertyManager Interface | IPropertyManager Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace
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Sub OnNodeChanged( _
   ByVal changeType As TreeNodeChangeType _
)
[C#]
void OnNodeChanged(
   TreeNodeChangeType changeType
);
[C++]
void OnNodeChanged(
   TreeNodeChangeType changeType
);
[JScript]
function OnNodeChanged(
   changeType : TreeNodeChangeType
);
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IPropertyManager.SetRawValue Method
Called by BizTalk Editor to initialize the value of the specified property.

VB

Parameters

propertyDescriptor
The PropertyDescriptor for which the value should be set.

rawValue
Reference to an object that represents the property value. This value is either a string or a System.Xml.XmlElement.

Remarks

While PropertyDescriptor.SetValue is called with the display value of the property as the input, SetRawValue is called with the
value that is currently persisted in the schema document as the input.

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation available from Visual Studio
.NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IPropertyManager Interface | IPropertyManager Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Sub SetRawValue( _
   ByVal propertyDescriptor As PropertyDescriptor, _
   ByVal rawValue As Object _
)
[C#]
void SetRawValue(
   PropertyDescriptor propertyDescriptor,
   object rawValue
);
[C++]
void SetRawValue(
   PropertyDescriptor* propertyDescriptor,
   Object* rawValue
);
[JScript]
function SetRawValue(
   propertyDescriptor : PropertyDescriptor,
   rawValue : Object
);
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IRecordProperties Interface
Represents the set of XSD-related properties for a record node.

For a list of all members of this type, see IRecordProperties Members.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft BizTalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll )

See Also

IRecordProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Guid("FCF9CFA4-C4EC-450b-8DA7-9173929C6BF7")>
Public Interface IRecordProperties
   Inherits IElementProperties, INodeProperties
[C#]
[Guid("FCF9CFA4-C4EC-450b-8DA7-9173929C6BF7")]
public interface IRecordProperties : IElementProperties,
   INodeProperties
[C++]
[Guid("FCF9CFA4-C4EC-450b-8DA7-9173929C6BF7")]
public __gc __interface IRecordProperties : public
   IElementProperties, INodeProperties
[JScript]
public
   Guid("FCF9CFA4-C4EC-450b-8DA7-9173929C6BF7")
interface IRecordProperties implements IElementProperties,
   INodeProperties
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IRecordProperties Members
IRecordProperties overview

Public Properties

Form Gets a value that indicates whether the record needs to be qualified or can be left unqua
lified.

MaxOccurs (Inherited from IElement
Properties)

Gets the maximum number of occurrences of the node.

MinOccurs (Inherited from IElement
Properties)

Gets the minimum number of occurrences of the node.

Mixed Gets a value that indicates whether character data is allowed to appear between the chil
d elements of the record.

Nillable Gets a value that indicates whether an explicit nil value can be assigned to the element.
NodeName (Inherited from INodePr

operties)
Gets the name of the node.

OrderType Gets a value that indicates the type of group ordering for child nodes.

See Also

IRecordProperties Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IRecordProperties Properties
The properties of the IRecordProperties interface are listed here. For a complete list of IRecordProperties interface members,
see the IRecordProperties Members topic.

Public Properties

Form Gets a value that indicates whether the record needs to be qualified or can be left unqua
lified.

MaxOccurs (Inherited from IElement
Properties)

Gets the maximum number of occurrences of the node.

MinOccurs (Inherited from IElement
Properties)

Gets the minimum number of occurrences of the node.

Mixed Gets a value that indicates whether character data is allowed to appear between the chil
d elements of the record.

Nillable Gets a value that indicates whether an explicit nil value can be assigned to the element.
NodeName (Inherited from INodePr

operties)
Gets the name of the node.

OrderType Gets a value that indicates the type of group ordering for child nodes.

See Also

IRecordProperties Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IRecordProperties.Form Property
Gets a value that indicates whether the record needs to be qualified with its namespace prefix or can be left unqualified.

VB

Property Value

A FormDefault that indicates whether the record needs to be qualified with its namespace prefix or can be left unqualified.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRecordProperties Interface | IRecordProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReadOnly Property Form As FormDefault
[C#]
FormDefault Form {get;}
[C++]
__property FormDefault get_Form();
[JScript]
function get Form() : FormDefault;
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IRecordProperties.Mixed Property
Gets a value that indicates whether character data is allowed to appear between the child elements of the record.

VB

Property Value

A read-only value that indicates whether character data is allowed to appear between the child elements of the record. If true,
character data is allowed to appear; if false, character data is not allowed.

Remarks

HTML provides a very common example of mixed substructure and content. The paragraph tags in the following HTML example
contain mixed content:

<P>The full moon <EM>always</EM> rises at sunset, more or less.</P>

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRecordProperties Interface | IRecordProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace
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ReadOnly Property Mixed As Boolean
[C#]
bool Mixed {get;}
[C++]
__property bool get_Mixed();
[JScript]
function get Mixed() : Boolean;
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IRecordProperties.Nillable Property
Gets a value that indicates whether the nil attribute can be used with the corresponding instance message element to indicate
that it is still valid even if it has no content.

VB

Property Value

A read-only Boolean value that indicates whether the nil attribute can be used with the corresponding instance message element
to indicate that it is still valid even if it has no content. If true, the nil attribute can be used to indicate an intentionally empty
element; if false, the nil attribute cannot be used.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRecordProperties Interface | IRecordProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace
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ReadOnly Property Nillable As Boolean
[C#]
bool Nillable {get;}
[C++]
__property bool get_Nillable();
[JScript]
function get Nillable() : Boolean;
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IRecordProperties.OrderType Property
Gets a value that indicates the type of group ordering for child nodes.

VB

Property Value

A read-only OrderType that indicates the type of group ordering for child nodes.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRecordProperties Interface | IRecordProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace
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ReadOnly Property OrderType As OrderType
[C#]
OrderType OrderType {get;}
[C++]
__property OrderType get_OrderType();
[JScript]
function get OrderType() : OrderType;
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ISchemaGenerator Interface
Converts an input document to XML Schema Definition language (XSD), and returns all errors, warnings, and names of schemas
referenced during this conversion.

For a list of all members of this type, see ISchemaGenerator Members.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft BizTalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll )

See Also

ISchemaGenerator Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace
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<ComVisible(True)>
<Guid("7ec7a692-9acd-4286-a27e-80aac17acd21")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)>
Public Interface ISchemaGenerator
[C#]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("7ec7a692-9acd-4286-a27e-80aac17acd21")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)]
public interface ISchemaGenerator
[C++]
[ComVisible(true)]
[Guid("7ec7a692-9acd-4286-a27e-80aac17acd21")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsDual)]
public __gc __interface ISchemaGenerator
[JScript]
public
   ComVisible(true)
   Guid("7ec7a692-9acd-4286-a27e-80aac17acd21")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)
interface ISchemaGenerator
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ISchemaGenerator Members
ISchemaGenerator overview

Public Properties

FileFilter Gets the file mask for dialogs invoked by the generator.
Name Gets the name of the generator.

Public Methods

Errors Returns all the errors that occurred during the compilation of the XML Schema Definition language (XSD) 
schema in an array of strings.

GenerateSchema Converts the input document to XSD.
ReferencedSchemas Returns the names of all schemas referenced during the conversion in an array of strings.
Warnings Returns all the warnings generated during compilation of the XSD schema in an array of strings.

See Also

ISchemaGenerator Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ISchemaGenerator Properties
The properties of the ISchemaGenerator interface are listed here. For a complete list of ISchemaGenerator interface members,
see the ISchemaGenerator Members topic.

Public Properties

FileFilter Gets the file mask for dialogs invoked by the generator.
Name Gets the name of the generator.

See Also

ISchemaGenerator Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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ISchemaGenerator.FileFilter Property
Gets the file mask for dialogs invoked by the generator.

VB

Property Value

A read-only string that contains the file mask for dialogs invoked by the generator.

Remarks

As an example, if you are using a Document Type Definition (DTD) generator to create XML Schema Definition language (XSD)
schemas from old DTD-based schemas, the file mask you should use for the dialog where you select the file is of the form (*.dtd)
or (*.dtd | *.txt | *.*).

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISchemaGenerator Interface | ISchemaGenerator Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property FileFilter As String
[C#]
string FileFilter {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_FileFilter();
[JScript]
function get FileFilter() : String;
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ISchemaGenerator.Name Property
Gets the name of the generator.

VB

Property Value

A read-only string that contains the name of the generator, which by convention identifies the source being used to generate the
schema. For example:

Well-formed XML. A well-formed XML instance message serves as the source of the schema generation.
XDR. A schema expressed using "XML-Data reduced" syntax serves as the source of the schema generation.
DTD. A schema expressed using Document Type Definition syntax serves as the source of the schema generation.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISchemaGenerator Interface | ISchemaGenerator Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property Name As String
[C#]
string Name {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Name();
[JScript]
function get Name() : String;
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ISchemaGenerator Methods
The methods of the ISchemaGenerator interface are listed here. For a complete list of ISchemaGenerator interface members,
see the ISchemaGenerator Members topic.

Public Methods

Errors Returns all the errors that occurred during the compilation of the XML Schema Definition language (XSD) 
schema in an array of strings.

GenerateSchema Converts the input document to XSD.
ReferencedSchemas Returns the names of all schemas referenced during the conversion in an array of strings.
Warnings Returns all the warnings generated during compilation of the XSD schema in an array of strings.

See Also

ISchemaGenerator Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ISchemaGenerator.Errors Method
Returns all of the errors generated during compilation of the schema in an array of strings.

VB

Return Value

An array of strings that contains all of the errors generated during compilation of the schema.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISchemaGenerator Interface | ISchemaGenerator Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function Errors() As Object()
[C#]
object[] Errors();
[C++]
Object* Errors()  __gc[];
[JScript]
function Errors() : Object[];
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ISchemaGenerator.GenerateSchema Method
Converts the input document to XML Schema Definition language (XSD) syntax.

VB

Parameters

inputDocument
The full path of the input file, including the file name.

outputDocumentPath
The path where one or more output files containing the corresponding XSD schemas will be created.

Remarks

The names of the output files will be similar to the input file name. They will consist of input file names appended with an index
and an extension (.xsd). If a file with this name already exists, a unique file name will be created by incrementing the index.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISchemaGenerator Interface | ISchemaGenerator Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub GenerateSchema( _
   ByVal inputDocument As String, _
   ByVal outputDocumentPath As String _
)
[C#]
void GenerateSchema(
   string inputDocument,
   string outputDocumentPath
);
[C++]
void GenerateSchema(
   String* inputDocument,
   String* outputDocumentPath
);
[JScript]
function GenerateSchema(
   inputDocument : String,
   outputDocumentPath : String
);
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ISchemaGenerator.ReferencedSchemas Method
Returns the names of all schemas referenced during the conversion in an array of strings.

VB

Return Value

An array of strings that contains the names of all schemas referenced during the conversion.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISchemaGenerator Interface | ISchemaGenerator Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function ReferencedSchemas() As Object()
[C#]
object[] ReferencedSchemas();
[C++]
Object* ReferencedSchemas()  __gc[];
[JScript]
function ReferencedSchemas() : Object[];
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ISchemaGenerator.Warnings Method
Returns all of the warnings generated during compilation of the schema in an array of strings.
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Return Value

An array of strings that contains all of the warnings generated during compilation of the schema.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISchemaGenerator Interface | ISchemaGenerator Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function Warnings() As Object()
[C#]
object[] Warnings();
[C++]
Object* Warnings()  __gc[];
[JScript]
function Warnings() : Object[];
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ISchemaProperties Interface
Represents the set of properties of the schema.

For a list of all members of this type, see ISchemaProperties Members.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft BizTalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll )

See Also

ISchemaProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("AD035701-361C-447a-99EB-FB5FF906D4DE")>
Public Interface ISchemaProperties
   Inherits INodeProperties
[C#]
[Guid("AD035701-361C-447a-99EB-FB5FF906D4DE")]
public interface ISchemaProperties : INodeProperties
[C++]
[Guid("AD035701-361C-447a-99EB-FB5FF906D4DE")]
public __gc __interface ISchemaProperties : public INodeProperties
[JScript]
public
   Guid("AD035701-361C-447a-99EB-FB5FF906D4DE")
interface ISchemaProperties implements INodeProperties
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ISchemaProperties Members
ISchemaProperties overview

Public Properties

AttributeFormDefault Gets a value that indicates whether attribute nodes throughout the schema, by default, need to be qu
alified with their namespace prefixes or can be left unqualified.

ElementFormDefault Gets a value that indicates whether element nodes throughout the schema, by default, need to be qu
alified with their namespace prefixes or can be left unqualified.

FinalDefault Gets a value that indicates whether other types can derive from a given type, and what derivation me
thods are allowed. This setting applies as the default to the entire schema.

NodeName (Inherited fro
m INodeProperties)

Gets the name of the node.

RootReference Gets a value that indicates the top-level node for a structured message or business document.
TargetNamespace Gets the namespace URI for the schema.

See Also

ISchemaProperties Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ISchemaProperties Properties
The properties of the ISchemaProperties interface are listed here. For a complete list of ISchemaProperties interface members,
see the ISchemaProperties Members topic.

Public Properties

AttributeFormDefault Gets a value that indicates whether attribute nodes throughout the schema, by default, need to be qu
alified with their namespace prefixes or can be left unqualified.

ElementFormDefault Gets a value that indicates whether element nodes throughout the schema, by default, need to be qu
alified with their namespace prefixes or can be left unqualified.

FinalDefault Gets a value that indicates whether other types can derive from a given type, and what derivation me
thods are allowed. This setting applies as the default to the entire schema.

NodeName (Inherited fro
m INodeProperties)

Gets the name of the node.

RootReference Gets a value that indicates the top-level node for a structured message or business document.
TargetNamespace Gets the namespace URI for the schema.

See Also

ISchemaProperties Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ISchemaProperties.AttributeFormDefault Property
Gets a value that indicates whether attribute nodes throughout the schema, by default, need to be qualified with their namespace
prefixes or can be left unqualified.

VB

Property Value

A FormDefault that indicates whether attribute nodes throughout the schema, by default, need to be qualified with their
namespace prefixes or can be left unqualified.

Remarks

This setting applies as the default to the entire schema, a default that can be overridden by the Form property of individual
attribute fields.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ISchemaProperties Interface | ISchemaProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property AttributeFormDefault As FormDefault
[C#]
FormDefault AttributeFormDefault {get;}
[C++]
__property FormDefault get_AttributeFormDefault();
[JScript]
function get AttributeFormDefault() : FormDefault;
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ISchemaProperties.ElementFormDefault Property
Gets a value that indicates whether element nodes throughout the schema, by default, need to be qualified with their namespace
prefixes or can be left unqualified.

VB

Property Value

A FormDefault that indicates whether element nodes throughout the schema, by default, need to be qualified with their
namespace prefixes or can be left unqualified.

Remarks

This setting applies as the default to the entire schema, a default that can be overridden by the Form property of individual
records and element fields.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ISchemaProperties Interface | ISchemaProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property ElementFormDefault As FormDefault
[C#]
FormDefault ElementFormDefault {get;}
[C++]
__property FormDefault get_ElementFormDefault();
[JScript]
function get ElementFormDefault() : FormDefault;
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ISchemaProperties.FinalDefault Property
Gets a value that indicates whether other types can derive from a given type, and what derivation methods are allowed.

VB

Property Value

A FinalType that indicates whether other types can derive from a given type, and what derivation methods are allowed.

Remarks

This setting applies as the default to the entire schema.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ISchemaProperties Interface | ISchemaProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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ReadOnly Property FinalDefault As FinalType
[C#]
FinalType FinalDefault {get;}
[C++]
__property FinalType get_FinalDefault();
[JScript]
function get FinalDefault() : FinalType;
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ISchemaProperties.RootReference Property
Gets a value that indicates the top-level node for a structured message or business document.

VB

Property Value

Read-only value that contains the name of the top-level node for a structured message or business document.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ISchemaProperties Interface | ISchemaProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property RootReference As String
[C#]
string RootReference {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_RootReference();
[JScript]
function get RootReference() : String;
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ISchemaProperties.TargetNamespace Property
Gets the namespace URI for the schema.

VB

Property Value

A read-only value that contains the namespace URI for the schema.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ISchemaProperties Interface | ISchemaProperties Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property TargetNamespace As String
[C#]
string TargetNamespace {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_TargetNamespace();
[JScript]
function get TargetNamespace() : String;
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ISchemaValidator Interface
Implements additional validation on the schema definition, reporting error or warning messages for any problems found in the
schema.

For a list of all members of this type, see ISchemaValidator Members.

VB

Remarks

The schema is not considered valid by BizTalk Editor if at least one error (but not a warning) is reported on the schema. All
reported messages are displayed in the Visual Studio .NET task list as well as in the Visual Studio .NET output window.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft BizTalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll )

See Also

ISchemaValidator Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Guid("7A8BFA84-7D7C-42b4-BA6F-58A232890CA6")>
Public Interface ISchemaValidator
[C#]
[Guid("7A8BFA84-7D7C-42b4-BA6F-58A232890CA6")]
public interface ISchemaValidator
[C++]
[Guid("7A8BFA84-7D7C-42b4-BA6F-58A232890CA6")]
public __gc __interface ISchemaValidator
[JScript]
public
   Guid("7A8BFA84-7D7C-42b4-BA6F-58A232890CA6")
interface ISchemaValidator
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ISchemaValidator Members
ISchemaValidator overview

Public Methods

ValidateSchema Validates the schema.

See Also

ISchemaValidator Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ISchemaValidator Methods
The methods of the ISchemaValidator interface are listed here. For a complete list of ISchemaValidator interface members, see
the ISchemaValidator Members topic.

Public Methods

ValidateSchema Validates the schema.

See Also

ISchemaValidator Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ISchemaValidator.ValidateSchema Method
Validates the schema.

VB

Return Value

List of error messages or warning messages describing validation problems found in the schema by the extension.

Remarks

Called by BizTalk Editor when the schema needs to be validated. This happens when the user executes the Validate Schema
command on the schema file, or when the user builds the BizTalk Server project that contains the schema file.

This method is called for the particular extension only if the related standard (specified by the IExtension.StandardName property)
is the one selected in the Standard property of the Schema node.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ISchemaValidator Interface | ISchemaValidator Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function ValidateSchema() As IValidationInfo
[C#]
IValidationInfo[] ValidateSchema();
[C++]
IValidationInfo** ValidateSchema() [];
[JScript]
function ValidateSchema() : IValidationInfo[];
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ITree Interface
Represents the entry point to the nodes in the schema tree view. An object that implements this interface is passed to schema
editor extensions through the IExtension.Initialize method so that the extension can traverse the schema tree when necessary.

For a list of all members of this type, see ITree Members.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft BizTalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll )

See Also

ITree Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("6BA049D1-6AE8-4988-90C8-068CBF9A90B4")>
Public Interface ITree
[C#]
[Guid("6BA049D1-6AE8-4988-90C8-068CBF9A90B4")]
public interface ITree
[C++]
[Guid("6BA049D1-6AE8-4988-90C8-068CBF9A90B4")]
public __gc __interface ITree
[JScript]
public
   Guid("6BA049D1-6AE8-4988-90C8-068CBF9A90B4")
interface ITree
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ITree Members
ITree overview

Public Properties

HasIncludes Gets a value that indicates whether the schema includes, imports, and/or redefines other schemas.
PropertySchema Gets a value that indicates whether the current schema is a property schema.
ReadOnly Gets a value that indicates whether the schema is read-only.
SchemaCollection Gets the XML schema collection.
SchemaFilePath Gets the path to the XML Schema Definition language (XSD) file that is the source of the schema definition.
SchemaNode Gets the node in the schema hierarchy that represents the schema itself.
SchemaString Gets a string that contains the entire schema represented in the XSD.
TargetNamespace Gets the URI reference of the namespace of this schema.

Public Methods

GetNodeFromInstanceXPath Returns the instance-based node corresponding to the given instance XPath.
GetNodeFromXsdXPath Returns the node in the schema definition hierarchy corresponding to the given XSD XPath expres

sion.
GetRelativePath Returns the instance XPath expression for the node specified by the nodeIndirect parameter, relati

ve to the position of the node specified by the nodeBase parameter in the schema definition hierar
chy.

See Also

ITree Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ITree Properties
The properties of the ITree interface are listed here. For a complete list of ITree interface members, see the ITree Members topic.

Public Properties

HasIncludes Gets a value that indicates whether the schema includes, imports, and/or redefines other schemas.
PropertySchema Gets a value that indicates whether the current schema is a property schema.
ReadOnly Gets a value that indicates whether the schema is read-only.
SchemaCollection Gets the XML schema collection.
SchemaFilePath Gets the path to the XML Schema Definition language (XSD) file that is the source of the schema definition.
SchemaNode Gets the node in the schema hierarchy that represents the schema itself.
SchemaString Gets a string that contains the entire schema represented in the XSD.
TargetNamespace Gets the URI reference of the namespace of this schema.

See Also

ITree Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ITree.HasIncludes Property
Gets a value that indicates whether the schema includes, imports, and/or redefines other schemas.

VB

Property Value

Read-only Boolean value that indicates whether the schema includes, imports, and/or redefines other schemas. If true, the
schema includes, imports, and/or redefines other schemas; if false, the schema neither includes, imports, nor redefines any other
schemas.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003 

See Also

ITree Interface | ITree Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property HasIncludes As Boolean
[C#]
bool HasIncludes {get;}
[C++]
__property bool get_HasIncludes();
[JScript]
function get HasIncludes() : Boolean;
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ITree.PropertySchema Property
Gets a value that indicates whether the current schema is a property schema.

VB

Property Value

Read-only Boolean value that indicates whether the current schema is a property schema, and therefore not a regular document
schema. If true, the schema is a property schema; if false, the schema is a document schema.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITree Interface | ITree Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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ReadOnly Property PropertySchema As Boolean
[C#]
bool PropertySchema {get;}
[C++]
__property bool get_PropertySchema();
[JScript]
function get PropertySchema() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ITree.ReadOnly Property
Gets a value that indicates whether the schema is read-only.

VB

Property Value

Read-only Boolean value that indicates whether the schema is read-only, that is, whether the schema definition can be modified in
BizTalk Editor. If true, the schema is read-only; if false, the schema is read/write.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITree Interface | ITree Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReadOnly Property ReadOnly As Boolean
[C#]
bool ReadOnly {get;}
[C++]
__property bool get_ReadOnly();
[JScript]
function get ReadOnly() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ITree.SchemaCollection Property
Gets the XML schema collection.

VB

Property Value

Read-only XmlSchemaCollection that contains the XML schema collection.

Remarks

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation available from Visual Studio
.NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITree Interface | ITree Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReadOnly Property SchemaCollection As XmlSchemaCollection
[C#]
XmlSchemaCollection SchemaCollection {get;}
[C++]
__property XmlSchemaCollection* get_SchemaCollection();
[JScript]
function get SchemaCollection() : XmlSchemaCollection;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/77ffshfx(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ITree.SchemaFilePath Property
Gets the path to the XML Schema Definition language (XSD) file that is the source of the schema definition.

VB

Property Value

Read-only value that represents the path to the XSD file that is the source of the schema definition. Null or blank are possible
values when there is no file associated with the schema, such as when the schema was loaded from BizTalk Mapper and is stored
within a .NET assembly.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITree Interface | ITree Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReadOnly Property SchemaFilePath As String
[C#]
string SchemaFilePath {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_SchemaFilePath();
[JScript]
function get SchemaFilePath() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ITree.SchemaNode Property
Gets the node in the schema hierarchy that represents the schema itself.

VB

Property Value

Read-only ITreeNode that represents the node in the schema hierarchy that represents the schema itself. From this node it is
possible to access all child records and fields contained in the schema, as well as schema properties.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITree Interface | ITree Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReadOnly Property SchemaNode As ITreeNode
[C#]
ITreeNode SchemaNode {get;}
[C++]
__property ITreeNode* get_SchemaNode();
[JScript]
function get SchemaNode() : ITreeNode;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ITree.SchemaString Property
Gets a string that contains the entire schema represented in the XML Schema Definition language (XSD).

VB

Property Value

Read-only value that contains the entire schema represented in the XSD.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITree Interface | ITree Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReadOnly Property SchemaString As String
[C#]
string SchemaString {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_SchemaString();
[JScript]
function get SchemaString() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ITree.TargetNamespace Property
Gets the URI reference of the namespace of this schema.

VB

Property Value

Read-only value representing a URI reference of the namespace of this schema.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITree Interface | ITree Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReadOnly Property TargetNamespace As String
[C#]
string TargetNamespace {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_TargetNamespace();
[JScript]
function get TargetNamespace() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ITree Methods
The methods of the ITree interface are listed here. For a complete list of ITree interface members, see the ITree Members topic.

Public Methods

GetNodeFromInstanceXPath Returns the instance-based node corresponding to the given instance XPath.
GetNodeFromXsdXPath Returns the node in the schema definition hierarchy corresponding to the given XML Schema Defi

nition language (XSD) XPath expression.
GetRelativePath Returns the instance XPath expression for the node specified by the nodeIndirect parameter, relati

ve to the position of the node specified by the nodeBase parameter in the schema definition hierar
chy.

See Also

ITree Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ITree.GetNodeFromInstanceXPath Method
Returns the instance-based node corresponding to the given instance XPath.

VB

Parameters

strXPath
A string that contains an instance XPath expression.

Return Value

ITreeNode that represents the corresponding node in the schema definition hierarchy. Null if no corresponding node is found.

Remarks

This method cannot be used to retrieve nodes that are not instance-based, such as the node that represents the schema itself, or
group nodes.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITree Interface | ITree Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function GetNodeFromInstanceXPath( _
   ByVal strXPath As String _
) As ITreeNode
[C#]
ITreeNode GetNodeFromInstanceXPath(
   string strXPath
);
[C++]
ITreeNode * GetNodeFromInstanceXPath(
   String* strXPath
);
[JScript]
function GetNodeFromInstanceXPath(
   strXPath : String
) : ITreeNode;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ITree.GetNodeFromXsdXPath Method
Returns the node in the schema definition hierarchy corresponding to the given XML Schema Definition language (XSD) XPath
expression.

VB

Parameters

strXPath
A string that contains an XSD XPath expression.

Return Value

ITreeNode that represents the corresponding node in the schema definition hierarchy. Null if no corresponding node is found.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITree Interface | ITree Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function GetNodeFromXsdXPath( _
   ByVal strXPath As String _
) As ITreeNode
[C#]
ITreeNode GetNodeFromXsdXPath(
   string strXPath
);
[C++]
ITreeNode* GetNodeFromXsdXPath(
   String* strXPath
);
[JScript]
function GetNodeFromXsdXPath(
   strXPath : String
) : ITreeNode;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ITree.GetRelativePath Method
Returns the instance XPath expression for the node specified by the nodeIndirect parameter, relative to the position of the node
specified by the nodeBase parameter in the schema definition hierarchy.

VB

Parameters

nodeBase
ITreeNode that serves as the base reference for the XPath expression to be returned.

nodeIndirect
ITreeNode for which an XPath expression is requested.

Return Value

Returns the instance XPath expression for the node specified by the nodeIndirect parameter, relative to the position of the node
specified by the nodeBase parameter in the schema definition hierarchy.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITree Interface | ITree Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function GetRelativePath( _
   ByVal nodeBase As ITreeNode, _
   ByVal nodeIndirect As ITreeNode _
) As String
[C#]
string GetRelativePath(
   ITreeNode nodeBase,
   ITreeNode nodeIndirect
);
[C++]
String* GetRelativePath(
   ITreeNode* nodeBase,
   ITreeNode* nodeIndirect
);
[JScript]
function GetRelativePath(
   nodeBase : ITreeNode,
   nodeIndirect : ITreeNode
) : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ITreeNode Interface
Represents nodes in the schema definition hierarchy that are used for records, element fields, and attribute fields.

For a list of all members of this type, see ITreeNode Members.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft BizTalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll )

See Also

ITreeNode Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

<Guid("6464A56F-E1CD-487c-A236-A277C17815B2")>
Public Interface ITreeNode
[C#]
[Guid("6464A56F-E1CD-487c-A236-A277C17815B2")]
public interface ITreeNode
[C++]
[Guid("6464A56F-E1CD-487c-A236-A277C17815B2")]
public __gc __interface ITreeNode
[JScript]
public
   Guid("6464A56F-E1CD-487c-A236-A277C17815B2")
interface ITreeNode

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ITreeNode Members
ITreeNode overview

Public Properties

ChildCount Gets the number of child nodes for which the current node is the parent in the schema definition hierarchy.
Cyclic Gets a value that indicates whether the node shares an inheritance relationship with any of its ancestor nod

es.
DisplayName Gets the decoded node name.
ExtendedProperties Gets a set of all custom properties for the node that are added by BizTalk Editor extensions (including the o

nes that are provided by the calling extension).
FriendlyXPath Gets an equivalent to the instance XPath for the node.
InstanceLevel Gets the level of the node relative to its position in an instance document governed by the schema.
InstanceXPath Gets the XPath expression that can be used to access the node as it would appear in an instance document 

governed by the schema.
Name Gets the name of the schema node.
Namespace Gets the namespace URI of the node.
NextSibling Gets the node immediately following the current node.
ParentNode Gets the immediate ancestor of the current node.
ParentTree Gets a reference to the object that represents the entire schema definition that contains the current node.
PreviousSibling Gets the node immediately preceding the current node.
Properties Gets a set of properties for the node that correspond directly to XML Schema Definition language (XSD) co

nstructs.
ReadOnly Gets a value that indicates whether the node can be modified.
ReadOnlyType Gets a value that indicates whether the type of the node can be modified.
Record Gets a value that indicates whether the node represents a record.
SchemaLevel Gets the hierarchy level of the specified node relative to its position in the schema definition hierarchy.
SequenceNumber Gets the sequence number of the node.
Type Gets a value that indicates the type of the node, such as element, attribute, and so on.
XsdXPath Gets the XPath expression that references the node within the schema definition hierarchy.

Public Methods

GetChildNodes Returns a list containing all the children of the node.

See Also

ITreeNode Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ITreeNode Properties
The properties of the ITreeNode interface are listed here. For a complete list of ITreeNode interface members, see the
ITreeNode Members topic.

Public Properties

ChildCount Gets the number of child nodes for which the current node is the parent in the schema definition hierarchy.
Cyclic Gets a value that indicates whether the node shares an inheritance relationship with any of its ancestor nod

es.
DisplayName Gets the decoded node name.
ExtendedProperties Gets a set of all custom properties for the node that are added by BizTalk Editor extensions (including the o

nes that are provided by the calling extension).
FriendlyXPath Gets an equivalent to the instance XPath for the node.
InstanceLevel Gets the level of the node relative to its position in an instance document governed by the schema.
InstanceXPath Gets the XPath expression that can be used to access the node as it would appear in an instance document 

governed by the schema.
Name Gets the name of the schema node.
Namespace Gets the namespace URI of the node.
NextSibling Gets the node immediately following the current node.
ParentNode Gets the immediate ancestor of the current node.
ParentTree Gets a reference to the object that represents the entire schema definition that contains the current node.
PreviousSibling Gets the node immediately preceding the current node.
Properties Gets a set of properties for the node that correspond directly to XML Schema Definition language (XSD) co

nstructs.
ReadOnly Gets a value that indicates whether the node can be modified.
ReadOnlyType Gets a value that indicates whether the type of the node can be modified.
Record Gets a value that indicates whether the node represents a record.
SchemaLevel Gets the hierarchy level of the specified node relative to its position in the schema definition hierarchy.
SequenceNumber Gets the sequence number of the node.
Type Gets a value that indicates the type of the node, such as element, attribute, and so on.
XsdXPath Gets the XPath expression that references the node within the schema definition hierarchy.

See Also

ITreeNode Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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ITreeNode.ChildCount Property
Gets the number of child nodes for which the current node is the parent in the schema definition hierarchy.

VB

Property Value

A value indicating the number of child nodes for which the current node is the parent in the schema definition hierarchy.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITreeNode Interface | ITreeNode Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReadOnly Property ChildCount As Integer
[C#]
int ChildCount {get;}
[C++]
__property int get_ChildCount();
[JScript]
function get ChildCount() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ITreeNode.Cyclic Property
Gets a value that indicates whether the node shares an inheritance relationship with any of its ancestor nodes.

VB

Property Value

Read-only value that indicates whether the node shares an inheritance relationship with any of its ancestor nodes. If true, such an
inheritance relationship exists; false otherwise.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITreeNode Interface | ITreeNode Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ReadOnly Property Cyclic As Boolean
[C#]
bool Cyclic {get;}
[C++]
__property bool get_Cyclic();
[JScript]
function get Cyclic() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ITreeNode.DisplayName Property
Gets the decoded node name.

VB

Property Value

Read-only value that contains the decoded node name. If the node is from a different namespace than the schema target
namespace, the namespace prefix is also included to the display name, followed by a colon.

Remarks

In order to conform to character restrictions for names in XML (such as not starting with a number), BizTalk Editor sometimes
encodes such characters within the XML Schema Definition language (XSD) representation of the schema. This property returns
the node name without this requisite encoding.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITreeNode Interface | ITreeNode Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace
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ReadOnly Property DisplayName As String
[C#]
string DisplayName {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_DisplayName();
[JScript]
function get DisplayName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ITreeNode.ExtendedProperties Property
Gets a set of all custom properties for the node that are added by BizTalk Editor extensions.

VB

Property Value

Read-only PropertyDescriptorCollection that represents the set of all custom properties for the node that are added by BizTalk
Editor extensions (including the ones that are provided by the calling extension).

Remarks

When the extension needs to retrieve or modify the value of a given custom property (including its own custom properties), it
must first obtain the property descriptor from ExtendedProperties, so that BizTalk Editor can execute the appropriate steps for
setting the schema as dirty (meaning that some property has changed) in the editor, triggering any necessary events for
refreshing the user interface, as well as persisting any modified values into the underlying data structure.

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation available from Visual Studio
.NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITreeNode Interface | ITreeNode Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace | IAnyAttributeProperties |
IAnyElementProperties | IAnyNodeProperties | IAttributeFieldProperties | IElementFieldProperties | IEquivalentProperties |
IGroupProperties | IInheritTypeProperties | IRecordProperties | ISchemaProperties
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ReadOnly Property ExtendedProperties As _
   PropertyDescriptorCollection
[C#]
PropertyDescriptorCollection ExtendedProperties {get;}
[C++]
__property PropertyDescriptorCollection* get_ExtendedProperties();
[JScript]
function get ExtendedProperties() : PropertyDescriptorCollection;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/6x5wesx5(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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ITreeNode.FriendlyXPath Property
Gets an equivalent to the instance XPath for the node.

VB

Property Value

Read-only value that is an equivalent to the instance XPath for the node. This results in the names of all ancestors in the path
being replaced by their corresponding display names.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITreeNode Interface | ITreeNode Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace
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ReadOnly Property FriendlyXPath As String
[C#]
string FriendlyXPath {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_FriendlyXPath();
[JScript]
function get FriendlyXPath() : String;
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ITreeNode.InstanceLevel Property
Gets the level of the node relative to its position in an instance document governed by the schema.

VB

Property Value

Read-only value that indicates the level of the node relative to its position in an instance document governed by the schema. This
property has the value -1 if the node does not exist or if another error is detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITreeNode Interface | ITreeNode Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace
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ReadOnly Property InstanceLevel As Integer
[C#]
int InstanceLevel {get;}
[C++]
__property int get_InstanceLevel();
[JScript]
function get InstanceLevel() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ITreeNode.InstanceXPath Property
Gets the XPath expression that can be used to access the node as it would appear in an instance document governed by the
schema.

VB

Property Value

Read-only value that represents the XPath expression that can be used to access the node as it would appear in an instance
document governed by the schema. This property cannot be used to retrieve nodes that are not instance-based, such as the node
that represents the schema itself, or group nodes. Returns an empty string if an instance XPath expression cannot be determined.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITreeNode Interface | ITreeNode Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace
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ReadOnly Property InstanceXPath As String
[C#]
string InstanceXPath {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_InstanceXPath();
[JScript]
function get InstanceXPath() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ITreeNode.Name Property
Gets the name of the schema node.

VB

Property Value

Read-only value that indicates the name of the schema node.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITreeNode Interface | ITreeNode Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace
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ReadOnly Property Name As String
[C#]
string Name {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Name();
[JScript]
function get Name() : String;
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ITreeNode.Namespace Property
Gets the namespace URI of the node.

VB

Property Value

Read-only value that indicates the namespace URI of the node.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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ReadOnly Property Namespace As String
[C#]
string Namespace {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Namespace();
[JScript]
function get Namespace() : String;
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ITreeNode.NextSibling Property
Gets the node immediately following the current node.

VB

Property Value

Read-only ITreeNode that represents the node immediately following the current node. Null if there is no next node.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITreeNode Interface | ITreeNode Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace
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ReadOnly Property NextSibling As ITreeNode
[C#]
ITreeNode NextSibling {get;}
[C++]
__property ITreeNode* get_NextSibling();
[JScript]
function get NextSibling() : ITreeNode;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ITreeNode.ParentNode Property
Gets the immediate ancestor of the current node.

VB

Property Value

Read-only ITreeNode that represents the immediate ancestor of the current node.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITreeNode Interface | ITreeNode Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property ParentNode As ITreeNode
[C#]
ITreeNode ParentNode {get;}
[C++]
__property ITreeNode* get_ParentNode();
[JScript]
function get ParentNode() : ITreeNode;
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ITreeNode.ParentTree Property
Gets a reference to the object that represents the entire schema definition that contains the current node.

VB

Property Value

Read-only ITree that represents the entire schema definition that contains the current node.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITreeNode Interface | ITreeNode Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property ParentTree As ITree
[C#]
ITree ParentTree {get;}
[C++]
__property ITree* get_ParentTree();
[JScript]
function get ParentTree() : ITree;
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ITreeNode.PreviousSibling Property
Gets the node immediately preceding the current node.

VB

Property Value

Read-only ITreeNode that represents the node immediately preceding the current node. Null if there is no preceding node.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITreeNode Interface | ITreeNode Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property PreviousSibling As ITreeNode
[C#]
ITreeNode PreviousSibling {get;}
[C++]
__property ITreeNode* get_PreviousSibling();
[JScript]
function get PreviousSibling() : ITreeNode;
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ITreeNode.Properties Property
Gets a set of properties for the node that correspond directly to XML Schema Definition language (XSD) constructs.

VB

Property Value

Read-only INodeProperties that represents the set of XSD-related properties for the node. The returned reference can be cast to
the appropriate interface that derives from INodeProperties and that corresponds to the node type.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITreeNode Interface | ITreeNode Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property Properties As INodeProperties
[C#]
INodeProperties Properties {get;}
[C++]
__property INodeProperties* get_Properties();
[JScript]
function get Properties() : INodeProperties;
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ITreeNode.ReadOnly Property
Gets a value that indicates whether the node can be modified.

VB

Property Value

Read-only value that indicates whether the node can be modified. If true, the node cannot be modified; false otherwise.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITreeNode Interface | ITreeNode Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property ReadOnly As Boolean
[C#]
bool ReadOnly {get;}
[C++]
__property bool get_ReadOnly();
[JScript]
function get ReadOnly() : Boolean;
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ITreeNode.ReadOnlyType Property
Gets a value that indicates whether the type of the node can be modified.

VB

Property Value

Read-only value that indicates whether the type of the node can be modified. If true, the type of the node cannot be modified;
false otherwise.

Remarks

When this property is set to true, properties of the node itself can be modified but no changes are allowed to the hierarchy within
the node.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITreeNode Interface | ITreeNode Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property ReadOnlyType As Boolean
[C#]
bool ReadOnlyType {get;}
[C++]
__property bool get_ReadOnlyType();
[JScript]
function get ReadOnlyType() : Boolean;
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ITreeNode.Record Property
Gets a value that indicates whether the node represents a record.

VB

Property Value

Read-only Boolean value that indicates whether the node represents a record. If true, the node represents a record; false
otherwise.

Remarks

Records can contain child records and fields while fields can only contain data. In limited circumstances, records themselves can
directly contain data.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITreeNode Interface | ITreeNode Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property Record As Boolean
[C#]
bool Record {get;}
[C++]
__property bool get_Record();
[JScript]
function get Record() : Boolean;
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ITreeNode.SchemaLevel Property
Gets the hierarchy level of the node within the schema.

VB

Property Value

Read-only value that indicates the hierarchy level of the node within the schema.

Remarks

The Schema node is considered to be level 0, its child nodes level 1, their child nodes level 2, and so on.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITreeNode Interface | ITreeNode Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property SchemaLevel As Integer
[C#]
int SchemaLevel {get;}
[C++]
__property int get_SchemaLevel();
[JScript]
function get SchemaLevel() : int;
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ITreeNode.SequenceNumber Property
Gets the sequence number of the node.

VB

Property Value

A value that indicates the sequence number of the node.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITreeNode Interface | ITreeNode Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace |
IExtension.RequiresSequenceNumber

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property SequenceNumber As Integer
[C#]
int SequenceNumber {get;}
[C++]
__property int get_SequenceNumber();
[JScript]
function get SequenceNumber() : int;
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ITreeNode.Type Property
Gets a value that indicates the type of the node, such as element, attribute, and so on.

VB

Property Value

A NodeType that represents the type of the node, such as element, attribute, and so on.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITreeNode Interface | ITreeNode Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace | NodeType

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property Type As NodeType
[C#]
NodeType Type {get;}
[C++]
__property NodeType get_Type();
[JScript]
function get Type() : NodeType;
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ITreeNode.XsdXPath Property
Gets the XPath expression that references the node within the schema definition hierarchy.

VB

Property Value

Read-only value that indicates the XPath expression that references the node within the schema definition hierarchy.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITreeNode Interface | ITreeNode Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property XsdXPath As String
[C#]
string XsdXPath {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_XsdXPath();
[JScript]
function get XsdXPath() : String;
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ITreeNode Methods
The methods of the ITreeNode interface are listed here. For a complete list of ITreeNode interface members, see the
ITreeNode Members topic.

Public Methods

GetChildNodes Returns a list containing all the children of the node.

See Also

ITreeNode Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ITreeNode.GetChildNodes Method
Returns a list containing all the children of the node.

VB

Return Value

Array of ITreeNode containing all the children of the node. Null if the node has no children.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ITreeNode Interface | ITreeNode Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function GetChildNodes() As ITreeNode()
[C#]
ITreeNode[] GetChildNodes();
[C++]
ITreeNode* GetChildNodes();
[JScript]
function GetChildNodes() : ITreeNode[];
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IValidationInfo Interface
Implemented by objects that are returned as part of the list of errors and warnings during schema validation, native instance
validation, or native instance generation.

For a list of all members of this type, see IValidationInfo Members.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft Biztalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll )

See Also

IValidationInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("42FA7DD6-4230-4bcc-A49C-27C4EBE089E5")>
Public Interface IValidationInfo
[C#]
[Guid("42FA7DD6-4230-4bcc-A49C-27C4EBE089E5")]
public interface IValidationInfo
[C++]
[Guid("42FA7DD6-4230-4bcc-A49C-27C4EBE089E5")]
public __gc __interface IValidationInfo
[JScript]
public
   Guid("42FA7DD6-4230-4bcc-A49C-27C4EBE089E5")
interface IValidationInfo

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IValidationInfo Members
IValidationInfo overview

Public Properties

Description Gets text with the description for the error or warning.
MessageType Gets a value that indicates whether the message is an error or a warning.
Node Gets a schema node to which the message is related. May be null if the message is not associated with any specif

ic schema node.

See Also

IValidationInfo Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IValidationInfo Properties
The properties of the IValidationInfo interface are listed here. For a complete list of IValidationInfo interface members, see the
IValidationInfo Members topic.

Public Properties

Description Gets text with the description for the error or warning.
MessageType Gets a value that indicates whether the message is an error or a warning.
Node Gets a schema node to which the message is related. May be null if the message is not associated with any specif

ic schema node.

See Also

IValidationInfo Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IValidationInfo.Description Property
Gets text with the description for the error or warning.

VB

Property Value

Read-only value containing text with the description for the error or warning.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IValidationInfo Interface | IValidationInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property Description As String
[C#]
string Description {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Description();
[JScript]
function get Description() : String;
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IValidationInfo.MessageType Property
Gets a value that indicates whether the message is an error or a warning.

VB

Property Value

Read-only MessageType that indicates whether the message is an error or a warning.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IValidationInfo Interface | IValidationInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property MessageType As MessageType
[C#]
MessageType MessageType {get;}
[C++]
__property MessageType get_MessageType();
[JScript]
function get MessageType() : MessageType;
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IValidationInfo.Node Property
Gets a schema node to which the message is related. May be null if the message is not associated with any specific schema node.

VB

Property Value

Read-only ITreeNode to which the message is related. May be null if the message is not associated with any specific schema node.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IValidationInfo Interface | IValidationInfo Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property Node As ITreeNode
[C#]
ITreeNode Node {get;}
[C++]
__property ITreeNode* get_Node();
[JScript]
function get Node() : ITreeNode;
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IXmlInstanceGenerator Interface
Generates an XML instance of the schema.

For a list of all members of this type, see IXmlInstanceGenerator Members.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft BizTalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Schemaeditor.Extensibility.dll)

See Also

IXmlInstanceGenerator Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("A97A4F2B-1E60-4F9D-A78B-E55D365D459D")>
Public Interface IXmlInstanceGenerator
[C#]
[Guid("A97A4F2B-1E60-4F9D-A78B-E55D365D459D")]
public interface IXmlInstanceGenerator
[C++]
[Guid("A97A4F2B-1E60-4F9D-A78B-E55D365D459D")]
public __gc __interface IXmlInstanceGenerator
[JScript]
public
   Guid("A97A4F2B-1E60-4F9D-A78B-E55D365D459D")
interface IXmlInstanceGenerator
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IXmlInstanceGenerator Members
IXmlInstanceGenerator overview

Public Methods

GenerateXmlInstance Generates an XML version of the schema.

See Also

IXmlInstanceGenerator Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IXmlInstanceGenerator Methods
The methods of the IXmlInstanceGenerator interface are listed here. For a complete list of IXmlInstanceGenerator interface
members, see the IXmlInstanceGenerator Members topic.

Public Methods

GenerateXmlInstance Generates an XML version of the schema.

See Also

IXmlInstanceGenerator Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IXmlInstanceGenerator.GenerateXmlInstance Method
Generates an XML version of the schema.

VB

Parameters

filename
The name of the file to which the generated native instance is saved.

Return Value

An IValidationInfo containing the validation information for the new schema.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

IXmlInstanceGenerator Interface | IXmlInstanceGenerator Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function GenerateXmlInstance( _
   ByVal filename As String _
) As IValidationInfo()
[C#]
IValidationInfo[] GenerateXmlInstance(
   string filename
);
[C++]
IValidationInfo* GenerateXmlInstance(
   String* filename
) [];
[JScript]
function GenerateXmlInstance(
   filename : String
) : IValidationInfo[];
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MessageType Enumeration
Provides values for specifying the type of a message (warning or error) that was reported during schema validation, native
instance validation, or native instance generation.

VB

Members

Member name Value Description
Warning 0 The message is a warning message.
Error 1 The message is an error message.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft BizTalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll )

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Enum MessageType
[C#]
[Serializable]
public enum MessageType
[C++]
[Serializable]
__value public enum MessageType
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
enum MessageType
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MinMaxFacetType Enumeration
Provides values for specifying whether minimum and maximum values are inclusive or exclusive.

VB

Members

Member name Value Description
None 0 No minimum or maximum value has been specified.
Inclusive 1 The range of allowed values includes the specified maximum or minimum value.
Exclusive 2 The range of allowed values does not include the specified minimum or maximum value.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft BizTalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll )

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Enum MinMaxFacetType
[C#]
[Serializable]
public enum MinMaxFacetType
[C++]
[Serializable]
__value public enum MinMaxFacetType
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
enum MinMaxFacetType
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NodeType Enumeration
Provides values for specifying the type of the schema node.

VB

Members

Member 
name

Va
lu
e

Description

Schema
Collectio
n

0 Indicates the node is a schema collection.

Schema 1 Indicates the node that represents the schema definition itself.
Element 2 Indicates a node in the schema definition that defines an XML element. Note that the ITreeNode.Record property ca

n be used to distinguish a record element from a field element.
Attribute 3 Indicates a node in the schema definition that defines an XML attribute.
Any 4 Indicates a node in the schema definition that defines an XML element wildcard that enables any element to occur a

t the corresponding position in the hierarchy.
AnyAttri
bute

5 Indicates a node in the schema definition that defines an XML element wildcard that enables any attribute to occur 
at the corresponding position in the hierarchy.

GroupRe
f

6 Indicates a node in the schema definition that defines a reference to a group defined at the schema level.

GroupAll 7 Indicates a node in the schema definition that defines a group of elements in which the elements may appear in any
order in the containing element. Any particular element may also not be present at all in the containing element.

GroupCh
oice

8 Indicates a node in the schema definition that defines a group of elements in which only one element of the group 
may appear in the containing element.

GroupSe
q

9 Indicates a node in the schema definition that defines a group of elements that requires that the elements in the gro
up appear in the specified sequence within the containing element.

Attribute
GroupRe
f

10 Indicates a node in the schema definition that defines a reference to an attribute group defined at the schema level.

Equivale
nt

11 Indicates an equivalent node.

InheritTy
pe

12 Indicates a derivation type node.

UnAssig
ned

13 Indicates the node is unassigned.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft BizTalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll )

<Serializable>
Public Enum NodeType
[C#]
[Serializable]
public enum NodeType
[C++]
[Serializable]
__value public enum NodeType
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
enum NodeType



 

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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OrderType Enumeration
Provides values for specifying the type of group ordering for child nodes.

VB

Members

Member n
ame

Val
ue

Description

All 0 The elements may appear in any order in the containing element. Any particular element may also not be prese
nt at all in the containing element.

Choice 1 Only one of the elements may appear in the containing element.
Sequence 2 The elements in the group appear in the specified sequence within the containing element.
None 3 No group ordering is specified.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft BizTalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll )

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Enum OrderType
[C#]
[Serializable]
public enum OrderType
[C++]
[Serializable]
__value public enum OrderType
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
enum OrderType
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ProcessContents Enumeration
Provides values for specifying the validation mode of element replacements for nodes with a NodeType of type Any or
AnyAttribute.

VB

Members

Member n
ame

Val
ue

Description

None 0 The item is not validated.
Lax 1 If the item has a uniquely determined declaration available, it must be valid with respect to that definition. Othe

rwise, the item is not validated.
Skip 2 The item must consist of well-formed XML; it is not validated by the schema.
Strict 3 The item must be schema-valid, based on the schema definition obtained from the namespace-qualified item n

ame.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft BizTalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll )

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Enum ProcessContents
[C#]
[Serializable]
public enum ProcessContents
[C++]
[Serializable]
__value public enum ProcessContents
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
enum ProcessContents
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TreeNodeChangeType Enumeration
Provides values for specifying the type of change being performed on a schema node.

VB

Members

Member name Value Description
UpdateNode 0 The node name has changed.
NewNode 1 The node is being created.
DeleteNode 2 The node is being deleted.
ReloadSchemaDependencies 3 The list of included and imported schemas has changed.
SchemaDirty 4 Some property of the node has changed.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft BizTalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll )

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Enum TreeNodeChangeType
[C#]
[Serializable]
public enum TreeNodeChangeType
[C++]
[Serializable]
__value public enum TreeNodeChangeType
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
enum TreeNodeChangeType
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UseType Enumeration
Provides values for specifying whether the attribute is required in the document.

VB

Members

Member name Value Description
None 0 Attribute has no value.
Optional 1 Attribute is optional or may have any value.
Prohibited 2 Attribute may not be used.
Required 3 Attribute must appear once.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft BizTalk Schema Editor Extensibility (in Microsoft.Biztalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility.dll )

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.SchemaEditor.Extensibility Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Enum UseType
[C#]
[Serializable]
public enum UseType
[C++]
[Serializable]
__value public enum UseType
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
enum UseType
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Microsoft.BizTalk.Seed Namespace
The Microsoft.BizTalk.Seed namespace contains interfaces used for writing SEED extensions, as well as the delegate used to
package additional files for the SEED package.

Namespace hierarchy

Interfaces

Interface Description
ISeedHubExtension Write a SEED extension that implements the ISeedHubExtension interface to enable SEED to package addi

tional items on the hub side, and to deploy those additional items on the spoke side.
ISeedSpokeExtension To enable SEED to package additional items on the spoke side, and deploy those additional items on the hu

b side, you write a SEED extension that implements the ISeedSpokeExtension.

Delegates

Delegate Description
CallBackAddFile Passed to the both PackageHubContents in the ISeedHubExtension interface, and PackageSpokeContents 

in the ISeedSpokeExtension interface. The extension ,must call the delegate to package any additional files it ne
eds to add to the SEED package.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ISeedSpokeExtension Interface
To enable SEED to package additional items on the spoke side, and deploy those additional items on the hub side, you write a
SEED extension that implements the ISeedSpokeExtension interface.

For a list of all members of this type, see ISeedSpokeExtension Members.

VB

Remarks

To enable SEED to package additional items on the spoke side, and deploy those additional items on the hub side, you write a
SEED extension that implements the ISeedSpokeExtension interface. To create a new SEED extension that implements the
ISeedSpokeExtension interface, you must create an assembly with a reference to the ISeedExtension.dll assembly. Your
assembly must contain a class that inherits from the ISeedSpokeExtension interface and implements the
PackageSpokeContents and DeploySpokeContents methods. Additionally, copy the DLL assembly to the SEED folder of Microsoft
BizTalk Server 2004 installation folder so that SEED Wizard can access the extension.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Seed

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: ISeedExtension (in ISeedExtension.dll)

See Also

ISeedSpokeExtension Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Seed Namespace
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Public Interface ISeedSpokeExtension
[C#]
public interface ISeedSpokeExtension
[C++]
public __gc __interface ISeedSpokeExtension
[JScript]
public interface ISeedSpokeExtension
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ISeedSpokeExtension Members
ISeedSpokeExtension overview

Public Methods

DeploySpokeContents The implementation of DeploySpokeContents uses information passed to perform additional proces
sing that is required to deploy the additional items packaged from the spoke.

PackageSpokeContents Adds additional files into the SEED package and adds arbitrary XML into the manifest file which is later 
passed to the DeploySpokeContents call on the hub side.

See Also

ISeedSpokeExtension Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Seed Namespace
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ISeedSpokeExtension Methods
The methods of the ISeedSpokeExtension interface are listed here. For a complete list of ISeedSpokeExtension interface
members, see the ISeedSpokeExtension Members topic.

Public Methods

DeploySpokeContents The implementation of DeploySpokeContents uses information passed to perform additional proces
sing that is required to deploy the additional items packaged from the spoke.

PackageSpokeContents Adds additional files into the SEED package and adds arbitrary XML into the manifest file which is later 
passed to the DeploySpokeContents call on the hub side.

See Also

ISeedSpokeExtension Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Seed Namespace
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ISeedSpokeExtension.DeploySpokeContents Method
The implementation of DeploySpokeContents uses information passed to perform additional processing that is required to
deploy the additional items packaged from the spoke.

VB

Parameters

xmlAdditionalItems
The XML document for additional items that is saved into the manifest file when the spoke response package is created. This
XmlDocument contains the same XML that was returned by the PackageSpokeContents method on the spoke side. The SEED
extension must interpret what is stored here.

fileList
The ArrayList containing a list of additional items that are packaged. Each item in the list is a string containing the path of the
file location where the items have been extracted.

manifestPath
Path to the SEED manifest file.

explorer
A reference to a BtsCatalogExplorer object that is connected to a Configuration database. You can use this reference to make a
query or to deploy additional items to your Configuration database. SaveChanges must not be called as it will be called by the
SEED wizard during the final stages of deployment.

Remarks

If the user running the Hub SEED Wizard deploys a spoke response package that contains additional items that require a SEED
extension to deploy, the Hub SEED wizard searches for an assembly that implements the ISeedSpokeExtension interface. Once the
SEED extension assembly is found, the DeploySpokeContents method is invoked in the SEED extension.

The DeploySpokeContents method is passed an XML document that was saved into the manifest by the SEED extension during
the response package creation, a list of files that the extension has added, the path to the SEED manifest file, and a reference to a
connected BtsCatalogExplorer object. The implementation of DeploySpokeContents uses this information to do any
additional work that is required to deploy the additional items packaged from the spoke.

Requirements

Sub DeploySpokeContents( _
   ByVal xmlAdditionalItems As XmlDocument, _
   ByVal fileList As ArrayList, _
   ByVal manifestPath As String _
   ByVal explorer As BtsCatalogExplorer _
)
[C#]
void DeploySpokeContents(
   XmlDocument xmlAdditionalItems,
   ArrayList fileList,
   string manifestPath
   BtsCatalogExplorer explorer
);
[C++]
void DeploySpokeContents(
   XmlDocument* xmlAdditionalItems,
   ArrayList* fileList,
   String* manifestPath
   BtsCatalogExplorer* explorer
);
[JScript]
function DeploySpokeContents(
   xmlAdditionalItems : XmlDocument,
   fileList : ArrayList,
   manifestPath : String
   explorer : BtsCatalogExplorer
);



 

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ISeedSpokeExtension Interface | ISeedSpokeExtension Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Seed Namespace
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ISeedSpokeExtension.PackageSpokeContents Method
Adds additional files into the SEED package and adds arbitrary XML into the manifest file which is later passed to the
DeploySpokeContents call on the hub side.

VB

Parameters

xmlAdditionalItems
The SEED extension should return an initialized XmlDocument object through the xmlAdditionalItems out parameter to store
any information it may need during deployment to successfully deploy the additional items it is packaging. The XML from the
document is saved into the manifest file.

callAddFile
A delegate of the type CallBackAddFile. The SEED extension must call this delegate for each additional file that is to be added
into the SEED package.

Remarks

If the user running the Spoke SEED Wizard sets the checkbox which indicates that additional items must be added, the Spoke
SEED wizard searches for an assembly which implements the ISeedSpokeExtension interface. Once the SEED extension assembly
is found, the PackageSpokeContents method is invoked in the SEED extension. At this point, the SEED extension has an
opportunity to add additional files into the SEED package and add arbitrary XML into the manifest file which is later passed to the
DeploySpokeContents call on the hub side.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ISeedSpokeExtension Interface | ISeedSpokeExtension Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Seed Namespace
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Sub PackageSpokeContents( _
   <Out()> ByRef xmlAdditionalItems As XmlDocument, _
   ByVal callAddFile As CallBackAddFile _
)
[C#]
void PackageSpokeContents(
   out XmlDocument xmlAdditionalItems,
   CallBackAddFile callAddFile
);
[C++]
void PackageSpokeContents(
   [
   Out
] XmlDocument** xmlAdditionalItems,
   CallBackAddFile* callAddFile
);
[JScript]
function PackageSpokeContents(
   xmlAdditionalItems : XmlDocument,
   callAddFile : CallBackAddFile
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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CallBackAddFile Delegate
Passed to the both PackageHubContents in the ISeedHubExtension interface, and PackageSpokeContents in the
ISeedSpokeExtension interface. The extension must call the delegate to package any additional files it needs to add to the SEED
package.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the delegates in the .NET Framework, but you cannot define your own.

Parameters

sourcepath
The full path to the file to add into the SEED package.

targetpath
The relative path including file name which indicates where the file should be extracted relative to the location where the SEED
package is extracted.

[Visual Basic, C#, C++]

The declaration of your callback method must have the same parameters as the CallBackAddFile delegate declaration.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Seed

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: ISeedExtension (in ISeedExtension.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.Seed Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Delegate Sub CallBackAddFile( _
   ByVal sourcePath As String, _
   ByVal targetPath As String _
)
[C#]
[Serializable]
public delegate void CallBackAddFile(
   string sourcePath,
   string targetPath
);
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __delegate void CallBackAddFile(
   String* sourcePath,
   String* targetPath
);
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ISeedHubExtension Interface
You write a SEED extension that implements the ISeedHubExtension interface to enable SEED to package additional items on
the hub side, and to deploy those additional items on the spoke side.For a list of all members of this type, see
ISeedHubExtension Members.

VB

Remarks

To enable SEED to package additional items on the hub side, and to deploy those additional items on the spoke side, write a SEED
extension that implements the ISeedHubExtension interface. To create a new SEED extension that implements the
ISeedHubExtension interface, you must create an assembly with a reference to the ISeedExtension.dll assembly. Your assembly
must contain a class that inherits from the ISeedHubExtension interface and implement the PackageHubContents and
DeployHubContents methods. Additionally, copy the DLL assembly to the SEED folder of Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004
installation folder so that SEED Wizard can access the extension.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.Seed

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: ISeedExtension (in ISeedExtension.dll)

See Also

ISeedHubExtension Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Seed Namespace
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Public Interface ISeedHubExtension
[C#]
public interface ISeedHubExtension
[C++]
public __gc __interface ISeedHubExtension
[JScript]
public interface ISeedHubExtension
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ISeedHubExtension Members
ISeedHubExtension overview

Public Methods

DeployHubContents Uses a list of files that the extension has added, and the path to the SEED manifest file to perform additio
nal work that is required to deploy the additional items packaged from the hub.

PackageHubContents Adds additional files into the SEED package and adds arbitrary XML into the manifest file which is passed
to the DeployHubContents call on the spoke side.

See Also

ISeedHubExtension Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Seed Namespace
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ISeedHubExtension Methods
The methods of the ISeedHubExtension interface are listed here. For a complete list of ISeedHubExtension interface members,
see the ISeedHubExtension Members topic.

Public Methods

DeployHubContents Uses a list of files that the extension has added, and the path to the SEED manifest file to perform additio
nal work that is required to deploy the additional items packaged from the hub.

PackageHubContents Adds additional files into the SEED package and adds arbitrary XML into the manifest file which is passed
to the DeployHubContents call on the spoke side.

See Also

ISeedHubExtension Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.Seed Namespace
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ISeedHubExtension.DeployHubContents Method
Uses a list of files that the extension has added, and the path to the SEED manifest file to perform additional work that is required
to deploy the additional items packaged from the hub.

VB

Parameters

xmlAdditionalItems
The XML document for additional items saved into the manifest file on creation of the hub SEED package. The SEED extension
must interpret what is stored here.

fileList
ArrayList containing a list of additional packaged items. Each item in the list is a string containing the path to the location
where the item has been extracted.

manifestPath
Path to the SEED manifest file.

explorer
A reference to a BtsCatalogExplorer object that is connected to a Configuration database. You can use this reference to make a
query or to deploy additional items to your Configuration database. SaveChanges must not be called as it will be called by the
SEED wizard during the final stages of deployment.

Remarks

If the user running the Spoke SEED Wizard deploys a hub SEED package that contains additional items which requires a SEED
extension to deploy, the Spoke SEED wizard will search for an assembly which implements the ISeedHubExtension interface. Once
the SEED extension assembly is found, the DeployHubContents method is invoked in the SEED extension.

The DeployHubContents method is passed an XML document which was saved into the manifest by the SEED extension during
package creation, a list of files that the extension has added, the path to the SEED manifest file, and a reference to a connected
BtsCatalogExplorer. The implementation of DeployHubContents uses this information to perform additional work that is
required to deploy the additional items packaged from the hub.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Sub DeployHubContents( _
   ByVal xmlAdditionalItems As XmlDocument, _
   ByVal fileList As ArrayList, _
   ByVal manifestPath As String _
   ByVal explorer As BtsCatalogExplorer _
)
[C#]
void DeployHubContents(
   XmlDocument xmlAdditionalItems,
   ArrayList fileList,
   string manifestPath
   BtsCatalogExplorer explorer
);
[C++]
void DeployHubContents(
   XmlDocument* xmlAdditionalItems,
   ArrayList* fileList,
   String* manifestPath
   BtsCatalogExplorer* explorer
);
[JScript]
function DeployHubContents(
   xmlAdditionalItems : XmlDocument,
   fileList : ArrayList,
   manifestPath : String
   explorer : BtsCatalogExplorer
);



 

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ISeedHubExtension Interface | ISeedHubExtension Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Seed Namespace
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ISeedHubExtension.PackageHubContents Method
Adds additional files into the SEED package and adds arbitrary XML into the manifest file which is passed to the
DeployHubContents call on the spoke side.

VB

Parameters

xmlAdditionalItems
The SEED extension returns an initialized XmlDocument object through the xmlAdditionalItems out parameter to store any
information it may need during deployment to successfully deploy the additional items it is packaging. The XML from the
document will be saved into the manifest file.

callAddFile
A delegate of the type CallBackAddFile. The SEED extension must call this delegate for each additional file that is to be added
into the SEED package.

Remarks

If the user running the Hub SEED Wizard checks the checkbox that indicates that additional items must be added, the Hub SEED
wizard searches for an assembly which implements the ISeedHubExtension interface. Once the SEED extension assembly is found,
the PackageHubContents method is invoked in the SEED extension. At this point, the SEED extension has an opportunity to add
additional files into the SEED package and add arbitrary XML into the manifest file which will be passed to the
DeployHubContents call on the spoke side.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ISeedHubExtension Interface | ISeedHubExtension Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.Seed Namespace
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Sub PackageHubContents( _
   <Out()> ByRef xmlAdditionalItems As XmlDocument, _
   ByVal callAddFile As CallBackAddFile _
)
[C#]
void PackageHubContents(
   out XmlDocument xmlAdditionalItems,
   CallBackAddFile callAddFile
);
[C++]
void PackageHubContents(
   [
   Out
] XmlDocument** xmlAdditionalItems,
   CallBackAddFile* callAddFile
);
[JScript]
function PackageHubContents(
   xmlAdditionalItems : XmlDocument,
   callAddFile : CallBackAddFile
);
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Microsoft.BizTalk.SerializingEngine Namespace
The Microsoft.BizTalk.SerializingEngine namespace contains classes used by the Serializing Engine.

Namespace hierarchy

Classes

Class Description
FFStream Converts an XML document to a flat file by implementing the flat file serializer.

See Also

.NET Framework Class Library | Using the Flat File Serializing Engine
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FFStream Class
Converts an XML document to a flat file by implementing the flat file serializer.

For a list of all members of this type, see FFStream Members.

System.Object
   System.MarshalByRefObject
      System.IO.Stream
         Microsoft.BizTalk.Streaming.EventingReadStream
            Microsoft.BizTalk.Streaming.ForwardOnlyEventingReadStream
               Microsoft.BizTalk.Streaming.XmlBufferedReaderStream
                  Microsoft.BizTalk.SerializingEngine.FFStream

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SerializingEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk Pipeline Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Pipeline.dll)

See Also

FFStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SerializingEngine Namespace | Using the Flat File Serializing Engine
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Public Class FFStream
   Inherits XmlBufferedReaderStream
[C#]
public class FFStream : XmlBufferedReaderStream
[C++]
public __gc class FFStream : public XmlBufferedReaderStream
[JScript]
public class FFStream extends XmlBufferedReaderStream
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FFStream Members
FFStream overview

Public Constructors

FFStream Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the FFStream class.

Protected Fields

docSchema Contains the current document schema.
m_reader Defines the XMLReader instance.

Protected Methods

EncodeXmlNode Generates a flat file representation of an XML node.
FormatField Formats the field in a string.
ProcessXmlNodes Adds XML to a stream.
WriteOutput Writes the XML output.

See Also

FFStream Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.SerializingEngine Namespace | Using the Flat File Serializing Engine
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FFStream Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the FFStream class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the FFStream class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(RecordDef, System.Xml.XmlReader)

[C#] public FFStream(RecordDef, System.Xml.XmlReader);

[C++] public: FFStream(RecordDef*, System.Xml.XmlReader);

[JScript] public function FFStream(RecordDef, System.Xml.XmlReader);

Initializes a new instance of the FFStream class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(RecordDef, System.Xml.XmlReader, System.Text.Encoding)

[C#] public FFStream(RecordDef, System.Xml.XmlReader, System.Text.Encoding);

[C++] public: FFStream(RecordDef*, System.Xml.XmlReader, System.Text.Encoding);

[JScript] public function FFStream(RecordDef, System.Xml.XmlReader, System.Text.Encoding);

See Also

FFStream Class | FFStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SerializingEngine Namespace | Using the Flat File Serializing Engine

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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FFStream Constructor (DocumentSchema,
System.Xml.XmlReader)
Initializes a new instance of the FFStream class.

VB

Parameters

docSchema
The DocumentSchema that describes the XML document.

reader
The data.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

FFStream Class | FFStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SerializingEngine Namespace | FFStream Constructor Overload List |
Using the Flat File Serializing Engine

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal docSchema As DocumentSchema, _
   ByVal reader As XmlReader _
)
[C#]
public FFStream(
   DocumentSchema docSchema,
   XmlReader reader
);
[C++]
public: FFStream(
   DocumentSchema* docSchema,
   XmlReader* reader
);
[JScript]
public function FFStream(
   docSchema : DocumentSchema,
   reader : XmlReader
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFStream Constructor (RecordDef, System.Xml.XmlReader,
System.Text.Encoding)
Initializes a new instance of the FFStream class.

VB

Parameters

docSchema
The DocumentSchema that describes the XML document.

reader
The data.

encoding
The Encoding specifying the character encoding.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

FFStream Class | FFStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SerializingEngine Namespace | FFStream Constructor Overload List |
Using the Flat File Serializing Engine

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal docSchema As DocumentSchema, _
   ByVal reader As XmlReader, _
   ByVal encoding As Encoding _
)
[C#]
public FFStream(
   DocumentSchema docSchema,
   XmlReader reader,
   Encoding encoding
);
[C++]
public: FFStream(
   DocumentSchema* docSchema,
   XmlReader* reader,
   Encoding* encoding
);
[JScript]
public function FFStream(
   docSchema : DocumentSchema,
   reader : XmlReader,
   encoding : Encoding
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFStream Fields
The fields of the FFStream class are listed here. For a complete list of FFStream class members, see the FFStream Members topic.

Protected Fields

docSchema Contains the current document schema.
m_reader Defines the XMLReader instance.

See Also

FFStream Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.SerializingEngine Namespace | Using the Flat File Serializing Engine

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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FFStream.docSchema Field
Contains the current document schema.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

FFStream Class | FFStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SerializingEngine Namespace | Using the Flat File Serializing Engine

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected docSchema As DocumentSchema
[C#]
protected DocumentSchema docSchema;
[C++]
protected: DocumentSchema* docShema;
[JScript]
protected var docSchema : DocumentSchema;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFStream.m_reader Field
Defines the XMLReader instance.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

FFStream Class | FFStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SerializingEngine Namespace | Using the Flat File Serializing Engine

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected m_reader As XmlReader
[C#]
protected XmlReader m_reader;
[C++]
protected: XmlReader* m_reader;
[JScript]
protected var m_reader : XmlReader;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFStream Methods
The methods of the FFStream class are listed here. For a complete list of FFStream class members, see the FFStream Members
topic.

Protected Methods

EncodeXmlNode Generates a flat file representation of an XML node.
FormatField Formats the field in a string.
ProcessXmlNodes Adds XML to a stream.
WriteOutput Writes the XML output.

See Also

FFStream Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.SerializingEngine Namespace | Using the Flat File Serializing Engine

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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FFStream.EncodeXmlNode Method
Generates a flat file representation of an XML node.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

FFStream Class | FFStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SerializingEngine Namespace | Using the Flat File Serializing Engine

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Overridable Sub EncodeXmlNode()
[C#]
protected virtual void EncodeXmlNode();
[C++]
protected: virtual void EncodeXmlNode();
[JScript]
protected function EncodeXmlNode();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FFStream.FormatField Method
Formats the field in a string.

VB

Parameters

field
The field to format.

str
The string to format.

Return Value

The formatted string.

Remarks

If the field is positional, the string is padded to the length specified in the XML Schema Definition (XSD) schema for that field
based on right or left justification.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

FFStream Class | FFStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SerializingEngine Namespace | Using the Flat File Serializing Engine

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Overridable Function FormatField( _
   ByVal field As FieldDef, _
   ByVal str As String _
) As String
[C#]
protected virtual string FormatField(
   FieldDef field,
   string str
);
[C++]
protected: virtual String* FormatField(
   FieldDef* field,
   String* str
);
[JScript]
protected function FormatField(
   field : FieldDef,
   str : String
) : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FFStream.ProcessXmlNodes Method
Adds XML to a stream.

VB

Parameters

count
The minimum number of bytes to be produced.

Return Value

The actual number of bytes produced.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

FFStream Class | FFStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SerializingEngine Namespace | Using the Flat File Serializing Engine

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Protected Function ProcessXmlNodes( _
   ByVal count As Integer _
) As Integer
[C#]
protected override int ProcessXmlNodes(
   int count
);
[C++]
protected: int ProcessXmlNodes(
   int count
);
[JScript]
protected override function ProcessXmlNodes(
   count : int
) : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FFStream.WriteOutput Method
Writes the XML output.

VB

Parameters

buffer
An output character buffer.

index
The position in the character array where this method should start writing.

count
The number of characters to write.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

FFStream Class | FFStream Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SerializingEngine Namespace | Using the Flat File Serializing Engine

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Overridable Sub WriteOutput(
   ByVal buffer() As char[], _
   ByVal index As Integer, _
   ByVal count As Integer _
)
[C#]
protected virtual void WriteOutput(
   char[] buffer,
   int index,
   int count
);
[C++]
protected: virtual void WriteOutput(
   __wchar_t buffer __gc[]   int index,
   int index,
   int count
);
[JScript]
protected function WriteOutput(
   buffer : char[],
   index : int,
   count : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace
The Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop namespace contains Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server classes that manage the
mapping of users to applications, classes to create and manage SSO and ConfigStore applications as well as runtime lookup
functions.

Namespace hierarchy

Interfaces

Interface Description
ISSOAdmin Provides administration functions for the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server database.
ISSOConfigStore Provides administration functions for the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) configuration store.
ISSOLookup1 Provides a lookup for user credentials associated with an application.
ISSOMapper Creates mappings between users and applications.
ISSOMapping Manages the state of a mapping instance.
ISSOTicket Issues and redeems Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server tickets.

Remarks

The IPropertyBag interface is also supported on the Single Sign-On objects: SSOAdmin, SSOMapper, SSOMapping, SSOLookup,
SSOConfigStore. The propName parameter of the Read and Write methods of IPropertyBag takes the name of the property to
read. Acceptable values are CurrentSSOServer, Transaction, AppFilterFlags, AppFilterFlagMask. The ptrVar parameter of the same
Read and Write methods, takes a pointer to the VARIANT. The propname and ptrVar parameters only accept the property names
and associated data types listed in the following table. For more information about the IPropertyBag Interface, see
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21023.

propNa
me Val
ues

Required D
ata Type

Read
/Wri
te

Description

Current
SSOSer
ver

VT_BSTR Read
/Writ
e

Points the object model instance to the specified SSO server, instead of using the value that is set in t
he registry.

Transact
ion

VT_UNKNO
WN or VT_E
MPTY

Write
only

Sets a DTC ITransaction pointer (as a VT_UNKNOWN) on the object model instance so that subseq
uent actions using that object are scoped within the DTC transaction. To clear the transaction set the 
value to VT_EMPTY.

AppFilte
rFlags

VT_UI4 or VT
_I4

Read
/Writ
e

Filters the types of applications returned by ISSOMapper::GetApplications. The possible flag value
s are the standard SSO application flags.

See Also

.NET Framework Class Library | Using Enterprise Single Sign-On

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ISSOAdmin Interface
Provides administration functions for the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server database.

For a list of all members of this type, see ISSOAdmin Members.

VB

Note  For information on using this interface within COM-based code, see ISSOAdmin Interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Enterprise SSOClient Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Interop.SSOClient.dll)

See Also

ISSOAdmin Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace | Using Enterprise Single Sign-On

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Guid("C177306C-A7A0-49E1-901E-D2BDFCFF4532")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)>
Public Interface ISSOAdmin
[C#]
[Guid("C177306C-A7A0-49E1-901E-D2BDFCFF4532")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)]
public interface ISSOAdmin
[C++]
[Guid("C177306C-A7A0-49E1-901E-D2BDFCFF4532")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsDual)]
public __gc __interface ISSOAdmin
[JScript]
public
   Guid("C177306C-A7A0-49E1-901E-D2BDFCFF4532")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)
interface ISSOAdmin

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942599(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ISSOAdmin Members
ISSOAdmin overview

Public Methods

CreateApplication Creates an application in the SSO server database.
CreateFieldInfo Creates field information for an application.
DeleteApplication Deletes an application from the SSO server database.
GetApplicationInfo Gets the application information from the SSO server database.
GetGlobalInfo Returns the global SSO server configuration information from the SSO server database.
PurgeCacheForApplication Purges the cached credentials for an application on all SSO server servers.
UpdateApplication Updates the application information in the SSO server database.
UpdateGlobalInfo Updates the global SSO server configuration information in the SSO server database.

See Also

ISSOAdmin Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ISSOAdmin Methods
The methods of the ISSOAdmin interface are listed here. For a complete list of ISSOAdmin interface members, see the
ISSOAdmin Members topic.

Public Methods

CreateApplication Creates an application in the SSO server database.
CreateFieldInfo Creates field information for an application.
DeleteApplication Deletes an application from the SSO server database.
GetApplicationInfo Gets the application information from the SSO server database.
GetGlobalInfo Returns the global SSO server configuration information from the SSO server database.
PurgeCacheForApplication Purges the cached credentials for an application on all SSO server servers.
UpdateApplication Updates the application information in the SSO server database.
UpdateGlobalInfo Updates the global SSO server configuration information in the SSO server database.

See Also

ISSOAdmin Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ISSOAdmin.CreateApplication Method
Creates an application in the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server database.

VB

Parameters

applicationName
String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

description
String that specifies the description for the application. This parameter can be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces.

contactInfo
String that specifies the contact information for this application. This parameter can be NULL, an empty string, or contain
spaces.

userGroupName
String that specifies the application users group name.

adminGroupName
String that specifies the Application Administrator group name.

flags
Any of the Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags.

numFields
Integer that specifies the number of fields that will be added for this application. The minimum value is 1 (one external user ID).

Sub CreateApplication( _
   ByVal applicationName As String, _
   ByVal description As String, _
   ByVal contactInfo As String, _
   ByVal userGroupName As String, _
   ByVal adminGroupName As String, _
   ByVal flags As Integer, _
   ByVal numFields As Integer _
)
[C#]
void CreateApplication(
   string applicationName,
   string description,
   string contactInfo,
   string userGroupName,
   string adminGroupName,
   int flags,
   int numFields
);
[C++]
void CreateApplication(
   String* applicationName,
   String* description,
   String* contactInfo,
   String* userGroupName,
   String* adminGroupName,
   int flags,
   int numFields
);
[JScript]
function CreateApplication(
   applicationName : String,
   description : String,
   contactInfo : String,
   userGroupName : String,
   adminGroupName : String,
   flags : int,
   numFields : int
);



An application can have no credential fields.

Return Value

None

Remarks

An application is always created as disabled.

Once the field information is added by using the CreateFieldInfo method, then the application can be enabled by using the
UpdateApplication method. The number of fields added by CreateFieldInfo must match the number of fields specified by the
numFields parameter. The numFields value cannot be changed once the application is created.

To access this method, you must be an SSO Administrator or an SSO Affiliate Administrator.

Example

The following example was taken from SDK\Samples\SSO\HTTPSO\SsoSample.cs:

C#

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

<snippet id="0f108cb0-ca4b-46aa-a38e-7331158fec64" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
      public static bool AddApplication(string name, string admins, string users)
      {
         try
         {
            ISSOAdmin admin=new ISSOAdmin();

            // Create application
            admin.CreateApplication(name, "SSO Sample Application", 
               "administrator@ssoaffiliateapplication.com", users, admins, 
               SSOFlag.SSO_WINDOWS_TO_EXTERNAL | SSOFlag.SSO_FLAG_ALLOW_TICKETS | SSOFlag.SSO
_FLAG_VALIDATE_TICKETS, 2);

            // Add fields
            admin.CreateFieldInfo(name, "User Id", SSOFlag.SSO_FLAG_NONE);
            admin.CreateFieldInfo(name, "Password", SSOFlag.SSO_FLAG_FIELD_INFO_MASK);

            // Enable application
            admin.UpdateApplication(name, null, null, null, null, SSOFlag.SSO_FLAG_ENABLED, S
SOFlag.SSO_FLAG_ENABLED);

            // Purge changes
            admin.PurgeCacheForApplication(name);

         }
         catch
         {
            return false;
         }

         return true;
      }
<snippet id="0f108cb0-ca4b-46aa-a38e-7331158fec64" type="end"/>

 There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.
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ISSOAdmin.CreateFieldInfo Method
Creates field information for an application.

VB

Parameters

applicationName
String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

label
String that specifies the label value. This parameter cannot be NULL or an empty string.

flags
Integer that specifies whether the field is masked. If a field must be masked when displayed in the user interface, specify
SSO_FLAG_FIELD_INFO_MASK. The flag parameter will be ignored for the first (user ID) field, as it will not be masked. For more
information about flags, see Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags.

Remarks

The application must exist before its field information can be created. The number of fields added must equal the numFields value
specified when the application was created, otherwise the application will be disabled at run time.

Although the external user ID is not considered to be an external credential, it requires a field to describe how it will be displayed
by the user interface. The first field created will be considered as the field that describes the external user ID. A minimum of one
field is required, and typically at least two fields should be specified to provide credentials. An application can have no credentials.

To access this method, you must be an SSO Administrator, SSO Affiliate Administrator, or an SSO Application Administrator.

Example

The following example was taken from SDK\Samples\SSO\HTTPSSO\SsoSample.cs:

C#

Sub CreateFieldInfo( _
   ByVal applicationName As String, _
   ByVal label As String, _
   ByVal flags As Integer _
)
[C#]
void CreateFieldInfo(
   string applicationName,
   string label,
   int flags
);
[C++]
void CreateFieldInfo(
   String* applicationName,
   String* label,
   int flags
);
[JScript]
function CreateFieldInfo(
   applicationName : String,
   label : String,
   flags : int
);

<snippet id="0f108cb0-ca4b-46aa-a38e-7331158fec64" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
      public static bool AddApplication(string name, string admins, string users)
      {
         try
         {
            ISSOAdmin admin=new ISSOAdmin();



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOAdmin Interface | ISSOAdmin Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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            // Create application
            admin.CreateApplication(name, "SSO Sample Application", 
               "administrator@ssoaffiliateapplication.com", users, admins, 
               SSOFlag.SSO_WINDOWS_TO_EXTERNAL | SSOFlag.SSO_FLAG_ALLOW_TICKETS | SSOFlag.SSO
_FLAG_VALIDATE_TICKETS, 2);

            // Add fields
            admin.CreateFieldInfo(name, "User Id", SSOFlag.SSO_FLAG_NONE);
            admin.CreateFieldInfo(name, "Password", SSOFlag.SSO_FLAG_FIELD_INFO_MASK);

            // Enable application
            admin.UpdateApplication(name, null, null, null, null, SSOFlag.SSO_FLAG_ENABLED, S
SOFlag.SSO_FLAG_ENABLED);

            // Purge changes
            admin.PurgeCacheForApplication(name);

         }
         catch
         {
            return false;
         }

         return true;
      }
<snippet id="0f108cb0-ca4b-46aa-a38e-7331158fec64" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ISSOAdmin.DeleteApplication Method
Deletes an application from the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server database.

VB

Parameters

applicationName
String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

Remarks

All fields, mappings, and external credentials associated with this application are deleted.

To access this method, you must be an SSO Administrator or an SSO Affiliate Administrator.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOAdmin Interface | ISSOAdmin Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Sub DeleteApplication( _
   ByVal applicationName As String _
)
[C#]
void DeleteApplication(
   string applicationName
);
[C++]
void DeleteApplication(
   String* applicationName
);
[JScript]
function DeleteApplication(
   applicationName : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ISSOAdmin.GetApplicationInfo Method
Gets the application information from the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server database.

VB

Parameters

ApplicationName
String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

description
String that receives the current description for the application.

contactInfo
String that receives the current contact information for the application.

userGroupName
String that receives the current application user group name for the application.

adminGroupName
String that receives the current Application Administrator group name for the application.

flags
Integer that receives the flags currently set for the application. For more information about flags, see
Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags.

numFields
Integer that receives the current number of fields associated with the application.

Sub GetApplicationInfo( _
   ByVal ApplicationName As String, _
   <Out()> ByRef description As String, _
   <Out()> ByRef contactInfo As String, _
   <Out()> ByRef userGroupName As String, _
   <Out()> ByRef adminGroupName As String, _
   <Out()> ByRef flags As Integer, _
   <Out()> ByRef numFields As Integer _
)
[C#]
void GetApplicationInfo(
   string ApplicationName,
   out string description,
   out string contactInfo,
   out string userGroupName,
   out string adminGroupName,
   out int flags,
   out int numFields
);
[C++]
void GetApplicationInfo(
   String* ApplicationName,
   [Out] String** description,
   [Out] String** contactInfo,
   [Out] String** userGroupName,
   [Out] String** adminGroupName,
   [Out] int* flags,
   [Out] int* numFields
);
[JScript]
function GetApplicationInfo(
   ApplicationName : String,
   description : String,
   contactInfo : String,
   userGroupName : String,
   adminGroupName : String,
   flags : int,
   numFields : int
);



 

Remarks

To access this method, you must be an SSO Administrator, SSO Affiliate Administrator, or an SSO Application Administrator.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOAdmin Interface | ISSOAdmin Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ISSOAdmin.GetGlobalInfo Method
Returns the global Enterprise Single Sign-On configuration information from the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server
database.

VB

Parameters

flags
Integer that receives the global flags. For more information about flags, see Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags.

auditAppDeleteMax
Integer that receives the current size of the AuditAppDelete table.

Sub GetGlobalInfo( _
   <Out()> ByRef flags As Integer, _
   <Out()> ByRef auditAppDeleteMax As Integer, _
   <Out()> ByRef auditMappingDeleteMax As Integer, _
   <Out()> ByRef auditNtpLookupMax As Integer, _
   <Out()> ByRef auditXpLookupMax As Integer, _
   <Out()> ByRef ticketTimeout As Integer, _
   <Out()> ByRef credCacheTimeout As Integer, _
   <Out()> ByRef secretServer As String, _
   <Out()> ByRef SSOAdminGroup As String, _
   <Out()> ByRef affiliateAppMgrGroup As String _
)
[C#]
void GetGlobalInfo(
   out int flags,
   out int auditAppDeleteMax,
   out int auditMappingDeleteMax,
   out int auditNtpLookupMax,
   out int auditXpLookupMax,
   out int ticketTimeout,
   out int credCacheTimeout,
   out string secretServer,
   out string SSOAdminGroup,
   out string affiliateAppMgrGroup
);
[C++]
void GetGlobalInfo(
   [Out] int* flags,
   [Out] int* auditAppDeleteMax,
   [Out] int* auditMappingDeleteMax,
   [Out] int* auditNtpLookupMax,
   [Out] int* auditXpLookupMax,
   [Out] int* ticketTimeout,
   [Out] int* credCacheTimeout,
   [Out] String** secretServer,
   [Out] String** SSOAdminGroup,
   [Out] String** affiliateAppMgrGroup
);
[JScript]
function GetGlobalInfo(
   flags : int,
   auditAppDeleteMax : int,
   auditMappingDeleteMax : int,
   auditNtpLookupMax : int,
   auditXpLookupMax : int,
   ticketTimeout : int,
   credCacheTimeout : int,
   secretServer : String,
   SSOAdminGroup : String,
   affiliateAppMgrGroup : String
);



 

auditMappingDeleteMax
Integer that receives the current size of the AuditMappingDelete table.

auditNtpLookupMax
Integer that receives the current size of the AuditNtpLookup table.

auditXpLookupMax
Integer that receives the current size of the AuditXpLookup table.

ticketTimeout
Integer that receives the current ticket timeout value in minutes.

credCacheTimeout
Integer that receives the current credential cache timeout value in minutes.

secretServer
String that receives the current secret server computer name.

SSOAdminGroup
String that receives the current SSO server Administrator group name.

affiliateAppMgrGroup
String that receives the current SSO server Affiliate Administrator group name.

Remarks

To access this method, you must be an SSO Administrator.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOAdmin Interface | ISSOAdmin Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ISSOAdmin.PurgeCacheForApplication Method
Purges the cached credentials for an application on all Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) servers.

VB

Parameters

applicationName
String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

Remarks

There may be a short time delay while this operation is applied to all SSO servers.

To access this method, you must be an SSO Administrator, SSO Affiliate Administrator, or an Application Administrator.

Example

The following example was taken from SDK\Samples\SSO\HTTPSSO\SsoSample.cs:

C#

Sub PurgeCacheForApplication( _
   ByVal applicationName As String _
)
[C#]
void PurgeCacheForApplication(
   string applicationName
);
[C++]
void PurgeCacheForApplication(
   String* applicationName
);
[JScript]
function PurgeCacheForApplication(
   applicationName : String
);

<snippet id="0f108cb0-ca4b-46aa-a38e-7331158fec64" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
      public static bool AddApplication(string name, string admins, string users)
      {
         try
         {
            ISSOAdmin admin=new ISSOAdmin();

            // Create application
            admin.CreateApplication(name, "SSO Sample Application", 
               "administrator@ssoaffiliateapplication.com", users, admins, 
               SSOFlag.SSO_WINDOWS_TO_EXTERNAL | SSOFlag.SSO_FLAG_ALLOW_TICKETS | SSOFlag.SSO
_FLAG_VALIDATE_TICKETS, 2);

            // Add fields
            admin.CreateFieldInfo(name, "User Id", SSOFlag.SSO_FLAG_NONE);
            admin.CreateFieldInfo(name, "Password", SSOFlag.SSO_FLAG_FIELD_INFO_MASK);

            // Enable application
            admin.UpdateApplication(name, null, null, null, null, SSOFlag.SSO_FLAG_ENABLED, S
SOFlag.SSO_FLAG_ENABLED);

            // Purge changes
            admin.PurgeCacheForApplication(name);

         }



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOAdmin Interface | ISSOAdmin Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

         catch
         {
            return false;
         }

         return true;
      }
<snippet id="0f108cb0-ca4b-46aa-a38e-7331158fec64" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ISSOAdmin.UpdateApplication Method
Updates the application information in the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server database.

VB

Parameters

applicationName
String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

description
String that specifies the description of the application. This is an optional parameter.

contactInfo
String that specifies the contact information for this application. This is an optional parameter.

userGroupName
String that specifies the Application Users group name. This is an optional parameter.

adminGroupName
String that specifies the Application Administrator group name. This is an optional parameter. If running as an Application
Administrator, this parameter will be ignored.

flags
Any of the Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags.

flagMask
To change the flag value, set this mask to the flag that you need to change. For example, to enable or disable Enterprise SSO, set

Sub UpdateApplication( _
   ByVal applicationName As String, _
   ByVal description As String, _
   ByVal contactInfo As String, _
   ByVal userGroupName As String, _
   ByVal adminGroupName As String, _
   ByVal flags As Integer, _
   ByVal flagMask As Integer _
)
[C#]
void UpdateApplication(
   string applicationName,
   string description,
   string contactInfo,
   string userGroupName,
   string adminGroupName,
   int flags,
   int flagMask
);
[C++]
void UpdateApplication(
   String* applicationName,
   String* description,
   String* contactInfo,
   String* userGroupName,
   String* adminGroupName,
   int flags,
   int flagMask
);
[JScript]
function UpdateApplication(
   applicationName : String,
   description : String,
   contactInfo : String,
   userGroupName : String,
   adminGroupName : String,
   flags : int,
   flagMask : int
);



 

this flag to SSO_FLAG_ENABLED. The flagMask parameter indicates which flag you want to change, while the flags parameter
indicates the new value of that flag.

Remarks

To access this method, you must be an SSO Administrator, SSO Affiliate Administrator, or an Application Administrator

Example

The following example was taken from SDK\Samples\SSO\HTTPSSO\SsoSample.cs:

C#

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOAdmin Interface | ISSOAdmin Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<snippet id="0f108cb0-ca4b-46aa-a38e-7331158fec64" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
      public static bool AddApplication(string name, string admins, string users)
      {
         try
         {
            ISSOAdmin admin=new ISSOAdmin();

            // Create application
            admin.CreateApplication(name, "SSO Sample Application", 
               "administrator@ssoaffiliateapplication.com", users, admins, 
               SSOFlag.SSO_WINDOWS_TO_EXTERNAL | SSOFlag.SSO_FLAG_ALLOW_TICKETS | SSOFlag.SSO
_FLAG_VALIDATE_TICKETS, 2);

            // Add fields
            admin.CreateFieldInfo(name, "User Id", SSOFlag.SSO_FLAG_NONE);
            admin.CreateFieldInfo(name, "Password", SSOFlag.SSO_FLAG_FIELD_INFO_MASK);

            // Enable application
            admin.UpdateApplication(name, null, null, null, null, SSOFlag.SSO_FLAG_ENABLED, S
SOFlag.SSO_FLAG_ENABLED);

            // Purge changes
            admin.PurgeCacheForApplication(name);

         }
         catch
         {
            return false;
         }

         return true;
      }
<snippet id="0f108cb0-ca4b-46aa-a38e-7331158fec64" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ISSOAdmin.UpdateGlobalInfo Method
Updates the global Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server configuration information in the SSO server database.

VB

Parameters

Flags
One of the following Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags: SSO_FLAG_ENABLED, SSO_FLAG_ALLOW_TICKETS,

Sub UpdateGlobalInfo( _
   ByVal flags As Integer, _
   ByVal flagMask As Integer, _
   ByRef auditAppDeleteMax As Integer, _
   ByRef auditMappingDeleteMax As Integer, _
   ByRef auditNtpLookupMax As Integer, _
   ByRef auditXpLookupMax As Integer, _
   ByRef ticketTimeout As Integer, _
   ByRef credCacheTimeout As Integer, _
   ByVal secretServer As String, _
   ByVal SSOAdminGroup As String, _
   ByVal affiliateAppMgrGroup As String _
)
[C#]
void UpdateGlobalInfo(
   int flags,
   int flagMask,
   ref int auditAppDeleteMax,
   ref int auditMappingDeleteMax,
   ref int auditNtpLookupMax,
   ref int auditXpLookupMax,
   ref int ticketTimeout,
   ref int credCacheTimeout,
   string secretServer,
   string SSOAdminGroup,
   string affiliateAppMgrGroup
);
[C++]
void UpdateGlobalInfo(
   int flags,
   int flagMask,
   int* auditAppDeleteMax,
   int* auditMappingDeleteMax,
   int* auditNtpLookupMax,
   int* auditXpLookupMax,
   int* ticketTimeout,
   int* credCacheTimeout,
   String* secretServer,
   String* SSOAdminGroup,
   String* affiliateAppMgrGroup
);
[JScript]
function UpdateGlobalInfo(
   flags : int,
   flagMask : int,
   auditAppDeleteMax : int,
   auditMappingDeleteMax : int,
   auditNtpLookupMax : int,
   auditXpLookupMax : int,
   ticketTimeout : int,
   credCacheTimeout : int,
   secretServer : String,
   SSOAdminGroup : String,
   affiliateAppMgrGroup : String
);



SSO_FLAG_VALIDATE_TICKETS.
flagMask

To change the flag value, set this mask to the flag that you need to change. For example, to enable or disable Enterprise SSO, set
this flag to SSO_FLAG_ENABLED. The flagMask parameter indicates which flag you want to change, while the flags parameter
indicates the new value of that flag.

auditAppDeleteMax
Integer that specifies the required size of the AuditAppDelete table. This value must be non-zero.

auditMappingDeleteMax
Integer that specifies the required size of the AuditMappingDelete table. This value must be non-zero.

auditNtpLookupMax
Integer that specifies the required size of the AuditNtpLookup table. This value must be non-zero.

auditXpLookupMax
Integer that specifies the required size of the AuditXpLookup table. This value must be non-zero.

ticketTimeout
Integer that specifies the required ticket timeout value in minutes. This value must be non-zero. The ticket timeout only applies
to creating new tickets.

credCacheTimeout
Integer that specifies the required credential cache timeout value in minutes. This value must be non-zero. The credential cache
timeout only applies when putting new credentials into the cache. Existing credentials in the cache will not be affected by this
method.

secretServer
String that specifies the required secret server computer name. This name is not validated. If this value is incorrect, the SSO
servers will be unable to find the secret server. Changing the secret server can only be done when the SSO server system is
disabled. It can be disabled in the same call. If the secret server is changed, then the SSO servers will almost immediately go to
this new server for secret information. However, if an SSO server is already running on that computer, it must be stopped and
restarted before it will start the secret service. The old secret server will continue running until that SSO server is shut down
manually.

SSOAdminGroup
String that specifies the required SSO server Administrator group name. This must be a valid global group name. Changing the
SSO server Administrator group can only be done when the SSO server system is disabled. It can be disabled in the same call.
The global information will be updated, and the permissions of the SQL Server database changed. If the SSO server
administrator group is changed, then all SSO servers could be denied access to the SSO server database.

affiliateAppMgrGroup
String that specifies the required SSO server Affiliate Administrator group name. This must be a valid global group name.

Remarks

All parameters are optional. If NULL is passed for a particular parameter, its value is not updated.

To access this method, you must be an SSO Administrator.

Example

The following example was taken from SDK\Samples\SSO\HTTPSSO\SsoSample.cs:

C#

<snippet id="c97f067a-cc92-4f98-8c6d-f979110bd490" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
      /// <summary>
      /// Enables tickets
      /// </summary>
      /// <returns>True if successful, otherwise false</returns>
      public static bool EnableTickets()
      {
         try
         {
            ISSOAdmin admin=new ISSOAdmin();
            int appDeleteMax=-1, mappingDeleteMax=-1, ntpLookupMax=-1, xplLookupMax=-1, ticke
tTimeout=-1, cacheTimeout=-1;

            admin.UpdateGlobalInfo(SSOFlag.SSO_FLAG_ALLOW_TICKETS | SSOFlag.SSO_FLAG_VALIDATE
_TICKETS,
               SSOFlag.SSO_FLAG_ALLOW_TICKETS | SSOFlag.SSO_FLAG_VALIDATE_TICKETS, ref appDel
eteMax, ref mappingDeleteMax, ref ntpLookupMax, 
               ref xplLookupMax, ref ticketTimeout, ref cacheTimeout, null, null, null); 



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOAdmin Interface | ISSOAdmin Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

         }
         catch
         {
            return false;
         }

         return true;
      }
<snippet id="c97f067a-cc92-4f98-8c6d-f979110bd490" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ISSOConfigStore Interface
Provides administration functions for the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) configuration store.

For a list of all members of this type, see ISSOConfigStore Members.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Enterprise SSOClient Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Interop.SSOClient.dll)

See Also

ISSOConfigStore Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("846B1755-EFF2-43E3-89D6-B216E6B57507")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)>
Public Interface ISSOConfigStore
[C#]
[Guid("846B1755-EFF2-43E3-89D6-B216E6B57507")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)]
public interface ISSOConfigStore
[C++]
[Guid("846B1755-EFF2-43E3-89D6-B216E6B57507")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsDual)]
public __gc __interface ISSOConfigStore
[JScript]
public
   Guid("846B1755-EFF2-43E3-89D6-B216E6B57507")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)
interface ISSOConfigStore

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ISSOConfigStore Members
ISSOConfigStore overview

Public Methods

DeleteConfigInfo Deletes the configuration information from the configuration store.
GetConfigInfo Get the configuration information from the configuration store.
SetConfigInfo Sets the configuration information in the configuration store.

See Also

ISSOConfigStore Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ISSOConfigStore Methods
The methods of the ISSOConfigStore interface are listed here. For a complete list of ISSOConfigStore interface members, see
the ISSOConfigStore Members topic.

Public Methods

DeleteConfigInfo Deletes the configuration information from the configuration store.
GetConfigInfo Get the configuration information from the configuration store.
SetConfigInfo Sets the configuration information in the configuration store.

See Also

ISSOConfigStore Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ISSOConfigStore.DeleteConfigInfo Method
Deletes the configuration information from the configuration store.

VB

Parameters

applicationName
Contains the external application name.

identifier
Contains the identifier for the configuration info. This string is typically a GUID.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOConfigStore Interface | ISSOConfigStore Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub DeleteConfigInfo( _
   ByVal applicationName As String, _
   ByVal identifier As String _
)
[C#]
void DeleteConfigInfo(
   string applicationName,
   string identifier
);
[C++]
void DeleteConfigInfo(
   String* applicationName,
   String* identifier
);
[JScript]
function DeleteConfigInfo(
   applicationName : String,
   identifier : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ISSOConfigStore.GetConfigInfo Method
Gets the configuration information from the configuration store.

VB

Parameters

applicationName
Contains the external application name.

identifier
Contains the identifier for the configuration info. This string is typically a GUID.

flags
One of the following Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags: SSO_FLAG_NONE or SSO_FLAG_RUNTIME.

properties
A pointer to an empty IPropertyBag. The property bag is then populated with name/value pairs by Enterprise Single Sign-On.

Remarks

This method can be executed either in admin or runtime (lookup) mode. The caller specifies SSO_FLAG_RUNTIME if the runtime
(lookup) mode is required. The default mode is admin mode, which can use the flag SSO_FLAG_NONE.

In admin mode, masked properties are not returned. Instead, the property is missing. Unmasked properties are returned. Admin
mode can specify any SSO server, not just the local machine.

To get the configuration info, this method is provided with an empty property bag that is populated with the properties. This
allows the BizTalk Server 2004 implementation of the property bag to be used, which can handle the type conversion from BSTRs
to the actual variant types based on a format convention specific to BizTalk Server 2004. The property values will be XML tags for
BizTalk Server 2004.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

Sub GetConfigInfo( _
   ByVal applicationName As String, _
   ByVal identifier As String, _
   ByVal flags As Integer, _
   ByVal properties As IPropertyBag _
)
[C#]
void GetConfigInfo(
   string applicationName,
   string identifier,
   int flags,
   IPropertyBag properties
);
[C++]
void GetConfigInfo(
   String* applicationName,
   String* identifier,
   int flags,
   IPropertyBag* properties
);
[JScript]
function GetConfigInfo(
   applicationName : String,
   identifier : String,
   flags : int,
   properties : IPropertyBag
);



 

ISSOConfigStore Interface | ISSOConfigStore Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ISSOConfigStore.SetConfigInfo Method
Sets the configuration information in the configuration store.

VB

Parameters

applicationName
Contains the external application name.

identifier
Contains the identifier for the configuration info. This string is typically a GUID.

properties
A pointer to an IPropertyBag containing the configuration info as name/value pairs. Enterprise Single Sign-On reads
properties from this property bag.

Remarks

This method can be used for originally creating the configuration info or for updating the configuration info.

If the configuration info does not already exist, then all properties of the configuration info, as defined by the field info for the
specified application, must be provided.

If the configuration info does already exist, then if a property is set to VT_NULL, it retains its existing value. If it is set to any other
new value (including VT_EMPTY) it is updated. If it is missing from the property bag it is set to VT_EMPTY

Note that due to the use of the SSO store, the first property cannot be masked.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOConfigStore Interface | ISSOConfigStore Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub SetConfigInfo( _
   ByVal applicationName As String, _
   ByVal identifier As String, _
   ByVal properties As IPropertyBag _
)
[C#]
void SetConfigInfo(
   string applicationName,
   string identifier,
   IPropertyBag properties
);
[C++]
void SetConfigInfo(
   String* applicationName,
   String* identifier,
   IPropertyBag* properties
);
[JScript]
function SetConfigInfo(
   applicationName : String,
   identifier : String,
   properties : IPropertyBag
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ISSOLookup1 Interface
Provides a lookup for user credentials associated with an application.

For a list of all members of this type, see ISSOLookup1 Members.

VB

Note  For information on using this interface within COM-based code, see ISSOLookup1 Interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Enterprise SSOClient Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Interop.SSOClient.dll)

See Also

ISSOLookup1 Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace | Using Enterprise Single Sign-On

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("66E51591-90D4-4E75-A47A-6CC0B20B0C04")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)>
Public Interface ISSOLookup1
[C#]
[Guid("66E51591-90D4-4E75-A47A-6CC0B20B0C04")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)]
public interface ISSOLookup1
[C++]
[Guid("66E51591-90D4-4E75-A47A-6CC0B20B0C04")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsDual)]
public __gc __interface ISSOLookup1
[JScript]
public
   Guid("66E51591-90D4-4E75-A47A-6CC0B20B0C04")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)
interface ISSOLookup1

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942599(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ISSOLookup1 Members
ISSOLookup1 overview

Public Methods

GetCredentials Retrieves the user credentials for an application.

See Also

ISSOLookup1 Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ISSOLookup1 Methods
The methods of the ISSOLookup1 interface are listed here. For a complete list of ISSOLookup1 interface members, see the
ISSOLookup1 Members topic.

Public Methods

GetCredentials Retrieves the user credentials for an application.

See Also

ISSOLookup1 Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ISSOLookup1.GetCredentials Method
Retrieves the user credentials for an application.

VB

Parameters

applicationName
String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

flags
Integer that specifies whether the credential cache should be bypassed. Using the SSO_FLAG_REFRESH indicates that the
credential cache should be bypassed. Using SSO_FLAG_NONE indicates credential cache use.For more information about flags,
see Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags.

externalUserName
String that receives the external user name.

Return Value

String array that receives the credentials.

Remarks

To access this method, you must be an Application User. You can only retrieve your own credential.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOLookup1 Interface | ISSOLookup1 Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function GetCredentials( _
   ByVal applicationName As String, _
   ByVal flags As Integer, _
   <Out()> ByRef externalUserName As String _
) As String()
[C#]
string[] GetCredentials(
   string applicationName,
   int flags,
   out string externalUserName
);
[C++]
String* GetCredentials(
   String* applicationName,
   int flags,
   [
   Out
] String** externalUserName
)  __gc[];
[JScript]
function GetCredentials(
   applicationName : String,
   flags : int,
   externalUserName : String
) : String[];

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ISSOMapper Interface
Creates mappings between users and applications.

For a list of all members of this type, see ISSOMapper Members.

VB

Note  For information on using this interface within COM-based code, see ISSOMapper Interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Enterprise SSOClient Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Interop.SSOClient.dll)

See Also

ISSOMapper Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace | Using Enterprise Single Sign-On

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("A146E1CC-043D-4D33-9B82-16392AD36E7D")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)>
Public Interface ISSOMapper
[C#]
[Guid("A146E1CC-043D-4D33-9B82-16392AD36E7D")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)]
public interface ISSOMapper
[C++]
[Guid("A146E1CC-043D-4D33-9B82-16392AD36E7D")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsDual)]
public __gc __interface ISSOMapper
[JScript]
public
   Guid("A146E1CC-043D-4D33-9B82-16392AD36E7D")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)
interface ISSOMapper

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942599(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ISSOMapper Members
ISSOMapper overview

Public Methods

GetApplications Retrieves the available applications for a Microsoft® Windows® user.
GetFieldInfo Retrieves the field information for an application.
GetMappingsForExternalUser Retrieves the mappings for an external user.
GetMappingsForWindowsUser Retrieves the mappings for a Microsoft Windows user.
SetExternalCredentials Stores a set of external credentials in the Single Sign-On database.
SetWindowsPassword This method is not implemented in BizTalk Server 2004.

See Also

ISSOMapper Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ISSOMapper Methods
The methods of the ISSOMapper interface are listed here. For a complete list of ISSOMapper interface members, see the
ISSOMapper Members topic.

Public Methods

GetApplications Retrieves the available applications for a Microsoft® Windows® user.
GetFieldInfo Retrieves the field information for an application.
GetMappingsForExternalUser Retrieves the mappings for an external user.
GetMappingsForWindowsUser Retrieves the mappings for a Microsoft Windows user.
SetExternalCredentials Stores a set of external credentials in the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server database.
SetWindowsPassword This method is not implemented in BizTalk Server 2004.

See Also

ISSOMapper Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ISSOMapper.GetApplications Method
Retrieves the available applications for a Microsoft® Windows® user.

VB

Parameters

applications
String array that returns the application name.

descriptions
String array that returns a description of the application.

contactInfo
String array that returns the contact information for the application.

Example

The following example is taken from the SDK\Samples\SSO\HTTPSSO\SsoSample.cs file:

C#

Sub GetApplications( _
   <Out()> ByRef applications() As String, _
   <Out()> ByRef descriptions() As String, _
   <Out()> ByRef contactInfo() As String _
)
[C#]
void GetApplications(
   out string[] applications,
   out string[] descriptions,
   out string[] contactInfo
);
[C++]
void GetApplications(
   [
   Out
] String* applications __gc[],
   [
   Out
] String* descriptions __gc[],
   [
   Out
] String* contactInfo __gc[]
);
[JScript]
function GetApplications(
   applications : String[],
   descriptions : String[],
   contactInfo : String[]
);

<snippet id="4a82e86b-0827-4cf3-a929-de96ee7c9ffc" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
      /// <summary>
      /// Retrieves the list of existing SSO applications
      /// </summary>
      /// <returns>List of application names</returns>
      public static string[] GetApplications()
      {
         if(Applications==null)
         {
            string[] descs;
            string[] contacts;
            ISSOMapper mapper=new ISSOMapper();
            mapper.GetApplications(out Applications, out descs, out contacts);



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOMapper Interface | ISSOMapper Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

         }

         return Applications;
      }
<snippet id="4a82e86b-0827-4cf3-a929-de96ee7c9ffc" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ISSOMapper.GetFieldInfo Method
Retrieves the field information for an application.

VB

Parameters

applicationName
String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

labels
String array that returns the field labels.

flags
Integer array that returns the field flags. For more information about flags, see Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags.

Remarks

The field information will only be returned if the application is currently enabled. An application cannot be enabled unless its field
information is complete.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOMapper Interface | ISSOMapper Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub GetFieldInfo( _
   ByVal applicationName As String, _
   <Out()> ByRef labels() As String, _
   <Out()> ByRef flags() As Integer _
)
[C#]
void GetFieldInfo(
   string applicationName,
   out string[] labels,
   out int[] flags
);
[C++]
void GetFieldInfo(
   String* applicationName,
   [
   Out
] String* labels __gc[],
   [
   Out
] int* flags __gc[]
);
[JScript]
function GetFieldInfo(
   applicationName : String,
   labels : String[],
   flags : int[]
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ISSOMapper.GetMappingsForExternalUser Method
Retrieves the mappings for an external user.

VB

Parameters

applicationName
String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

externalUserName
The external user name. This value can contain spaces. If a NULL value is specified for this parameter, all mappings are returned
for the specified application.

Return Value

Object array that contains the mappings as ISSOMapping objects.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOMapper Interface | ISSOMapper Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

Function GetMappingsForExternalUser( _
   ByVal applicationName As String, _
   ByVal externalUserName As String _
) As Object()
[C#]
object[] GetMappingsForExternalUser(
   string applicationName,
   string externalUserName
);
[C++]
Object* GetMappingsForExternalUser(
   String* applicationName,
   String* externalUserName
)  __gc[];
[JScript]
function GetMappingsForExternalUser(
   applicationName : String,
   externalUserName : String
) : Object[];

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ISSOMapper.GetMappingsForWindowsUser Method
Retrieves the mappings for a Microsoft® Windows® user.

VB

Parameters

windowsDomainName
String that specifies the Microsoft Windows domain name. This parameter is optional, but if it is specified, the
windowsUserName parameter must also be specified. If this parameter is not specified, the current user context is used.

windowsUserName
String that specifies the Microsoft Windows user name. This parameter is optional, but if it is specified, the
windowsDomainName parameter must also be specified. If this parameter is not specified, the current user context is used.

applicationName
String that specifies the external application name. If this parameter is specified, only one mapping is returned if it exists. If this
parameter is NULL, all mappings for the specified user are returned. This parameter is optional.

Return Value

Object array that contains the mappings as ISSOMapping objects.

Remarks

An Application Administrator must specify the applicationName value.

An Application User can only access their own mappings; they cannot access the mappings for another user.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOMapper Interface | ISSOMapper Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function GetMappingsForWindowsUser( _
   ByVal windowsDomainName As String, _
   ByVal windowsUserName As String, _
   ByVal applicationName As String _
) As Object()
[C#]
object[] GetMappingsForWindowsUser(
   string windowsDomainName,
   string windowsUserName,
   string applicationName
);
[C++]
Object* GetMappingsForWindowsUser(
   String* windowsDomainName,
   String* windowsUserName,
   String* applicationName
)  __gc[];
[JScript]
function GetMappingsForWindowsUser(
   windowsDomainName : String,
   windowsUserName : String,
   applicationName : String
) : Object[];

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ISSOMapper.SetExternalCredentials Method
Stores a set of external credentials in the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server database.

VB

Parameters

applicationName
String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

externalUserName
String that specifies the external user name.

externalCredentials
String array that specifies the external credentials to be stored.

Remarks

An Application User can only set their own credentials. Also, the number of external credentials provided must match the number
of fields expected by the external application.

Example

The following example is taken from SDK\Samples\SSO\HTTPSSO\SsoSample.cs:

C#

Sub SetExternalCredentials( _
   ByVal applicationName As String, _
   ByVal externalUserName As String, _
   ByVal externalCredentials() As String _
)
[C#]
void SetExternalCredentials(
   string applicationName,
   string externalUserName,
   string[] externalCredentials
);
[C++]
void SetExternalCredentials(
   String* applicationName,
   String* externalUserName,
   String* externalCredentials __gc[]
);
[JScript]
function SetExternalCredentials(
   applicationName : String,
   externalUserName : String,
   externalCredentials : String[]
);

<snippet id="979aa07a-9b82-41e0-876a-a1838c3960bd" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
      public static bool AddMapping(string application, string user, string XU, string XP)
      {
         try
         {
            // Set mapping
            ISSOMapper mapper=new ISSOMapper();
            ISSOMapping mapping=new ISSOMapping();

            string username=user.Substring(user.IndexOf('\\')+1);
            string userdomain=user.Substring(0, user.IndexOf('\\'));

            mapping.WindowsDomainName=userdomain;
            mapping.WindowsUserName=username;



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOMapper Interface | ISSOMapper Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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            mapping.ApplicationName=application;
            mapping.ExternalUserName=XU;

            mapping.Create(0);
      
            // Set credentials
            string[] credentials=new string[]{XP};
            mapper.SetExternalCredentials(application, XU, ref credentials);
         
            mapping.Enable(0);
         }
         catch
         {
            return false;
         }

         return true;
      }
<snippet id="979aa07a-9b82-41e0-876a-a1838c3960bd" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ISSOMapper.SetWindowsPassword Method
This method is not implemented in BizTalk Server 2004.

VB

Parameters

windowsPassword
Not implemented.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOMapper Interface | ISSOMapper Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub SetWindowsPassword( _
   ByVal windowsPassword As String _
)
[C#]
void SetWindowsPassword(
   string windowsPassword
);
[C++]
void SetWindowsPassword(
   String* windowsPassword
);
[JScript]
function SetWindowsPassword(
   windowsPassword : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ISSOMapping Interface
Manages the state of a mapping instance.

For a list of all members of this type, see ISSOMapping Members.

VB

Note  For information on using this interface within COM-based code, see ISSOMapping Interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Enterprise SSOClient Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Interop.SSOClient.dll)

See Also

ISSOMapping Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace | Using Enterprise Single Sign-On

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("CB6B05A8-B806-43CC-B441-9E5B5EFB881C")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)>
Public Interface ISSOMapping
[C#]
[Guid("CB6B05A8-B806-43CC-B441-9E5B5EFB881C")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)]
public interface ISSOMapping
[C++]
[Guid("CB6B05A8-B806-43CC-B441-9E5B5EFB881C")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsDual)]
public __gc __interface ISSOMapping
[JScript]
public
   Guid("CB6B05A8-B806-43CC-B441-9E5B5EFB881C")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)
interface ISSOMapping

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942599(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ISSOMapping Members
ISSOMapping overview

Public Properties

ApplicationName Gets or sets the name of the application.
ExternalUserName Gets or sets the external (non-Microsoft® Windows®) user name.
Flags This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly fr

om your code.
WindowsDomainName Gets or sets the Microsoft Windows domain name.
WindowsUserName Gets or sets the Microsoft Windows user name.

Public Methods

Create Creates the mapping.
Delete Deletes the mapping.
Disable Disables the mapping.
Enable Enables the mapping.

See Also

ISSOMapping Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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ISSOMapping Properties
The properties of the ISSOMapping interface are listed here. For a complete list of ISSOMapping interface members, see the
ISSOMapping Members topic.

Public Properties

ApplicationName Gets or sets the name of the application.
ExternalUserName Gets or sets the external (non-Microsoft® Windows®) user name.
Flags This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly fr

om your code.
WindowsDomainName Gets or sets the Microsoft Windows domain name.
WindowsUserName Gets or sets the Microsoft Windows user name.

See Also

ISSOMapping Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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ISSOMapping.ApplicationName Property
Gets or sets the name of the application.

VB

Property Value

The name of the application.

Example

The following example is taken from SDK\Samples\SSO\HTTPSSO\SsoSample.cs:

C#

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or Jscript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Property ApplicationName As String
[C#]
string ApplicationName {get; set;}
[C++]
String* get_ApplicationName();
void set_ApplicationName(String*);
[JScript]
abstract function get ApplicationName() : String;
public abstract function set ApplicationName(String);

<snippet id="979aa07a-9b82-41e0-876a-a1838c3960bd" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
      public static bool AddMapping(string application, string user, string XU, string XP)
      {
         try
         {
            // Set mapping
            ISSOMapper mapper=new ISSOMapper();
            ISSOMapping mapping=new ISSOMapping();

            string username=user.Substring(user.IndexOf('\\')+1);
            string userdomain=user.Substring(0, user.IndexOf('\\'));

            mapping.WindowsDomainName=userdomain;
            mapping.WindowsUserName=username;
            mapping.ApplicationName=application;
            mapping.ExternalUserName=XU;

            mapping.Create(0);
      
            // Set credentials
            string[] credentials=new string[]{XP};
            mapper.SetExternalCredentials(application, XU, ref credentials);
         
            mapping.Enable(0);
         }
         catch
         {
            return false;
         }

         return true;
      }
<snippet id="979aa07a-9b82-41e0-876a-a1838c3960bd" type="end"/> 



 

See Also

ISSOMapping Interface | ISSOMapping Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace
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ISSOMapping.ExternalUserName Property
Gets or sets the external (non-Microsoft® Windows®) user name.

VB

Property Value

The name of the external user.

Example

The following example is taken from SDK\Samples\SSO\HTTPSSO\SsoSample.cs:

C#

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or Jscript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Property ExternalUserName As String
[C#]
string ExternalUserName {get; set;}
[C++]
String* get_ExternalUserName();
void set_ExternalUserName(String*);
[JScript]
abstract function get ExternalUserName() : String;
public abstract function set ExternalUserName(String);

<snippet id="979aa07a-9b82-41e0-876a-a1838c3960bd" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
      public static bool AddMapping(string application, string user, string XU, string XP)
      {
         try
         {
            // Set mapping
            ISSOMapper mapper=new ISSOMapper();
            ISSOMapping mapping=new ISSOMapping();

            string username=user.Substring(user.IndexOf('\\')+1);
            string userdomain=user.Substring(0, user.IndexOf('\\'));

            mapping.WindowsDomainName=userdomain;
            mapping.WindowsUserName=username;
            mapping.ApplicationName=application;
            mapping.ExternalUserName=XU;

            mapping.Create(0);
      
            // Set credentials
            string[] credentials=new string[]{XP};
            mapper.SetExternalCredentials(application, XU, ref credentials);
         
            mapping.Enable(0);
         }
         catch
         {
            return false;
         }

         return true;
      }
<snippet id="979aa07a-9b82-41e0-876a-a1838c3960bd" type="end"/> 



 

See Also

ISSOMapping Interface | ISSOMapping Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace
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ISSOMapping.Flags Property
This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Property Value

Reserved for internal use only.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOMapping Interface | ISSOMapping Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Property Flags As Integer
[C#]
int Flags {get; set;}
[C++]
int get_Flags();
void set_Flags(int);
[JScript]
abstract function get Flags() : int;
public abstract function set Flags(int);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ISSOMapping.WindowsDomainName Property
Gets or sets the Microsoft® Windows® domain name.

VB

Property Value

The Microsoft Windows domain name.

Example

The following example is taken from SDK\Samples\SSO\HTTPSSO\SsoSample.cs:

C#

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or Jscript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Property WindowsDomainName As String
[C#]
string WindowsDomainName {get; set;}
[C++]
String* get_WindowsDomainName();
void set_WindowsDomainName(String*);
[JScript]
abstract function get WindowsDomainName() : String;
public abstract function set WindowsDomainName(String);

<snippet id="979aa07a-9b82-41e0-876a-a1838c3960bd" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
      public static bool AddMapping(string application, string user, string XU, string XP)
      {
         try
         {
            // Set mapping
            ISSOMapper mapper=new ISSOMapper();
            ISSOMapping mapping=new ISSOMapping();

            string username=user.Substring(user.IndexOf('\\')+1);
            string userdomain=user.Substring(0, user.IndexOf('\\'));

            mapping.WindowsDomainName=userdomain;
            mapping.WindowsUserName=username;
            mapping.ApplicationName=application;
            mapping.ExternalUserName=XU;

            mapping.Create(0);
      
            // Set credentials
            string[] credentials=new string[]{XP};
            mapper.SetExternalCredentials(application, XU, ref credentials);
         
            mapping.Enable(0);
         }
         catch
         {
            return false;
         }

         return true;
      }
<snippet id="979aa07a-9b82-41e0-876a-a1838c3960bd" type="end"/> 



 

See Also

ISSOMapping Interface | ISSOMapping Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace
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ISSOMapping.WindowsUserName Property
Gets or sets the Microsoft® Windows® user name.

VB

Property Value

The Microsoft Windows user name.

Example

The following example is taken from SDK\Samples\SSO\HTTPSSO\SsoSample.cs:

C#

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or Jscript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Property WindowsUserName As String
[C#]
string WindowsUserName {get; set;}
[C++]
String* get_WindowsUserName();
void set_WindowsUserName(String*);
[JScript]
abstract function get WindowsUserName() : String;
public abstract function set WindowsUserName(String);

<snippet id="979aa07a-9b82-41e0-876a-a1838c3960bd" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
      public static bool AddMapping(string application, string user, string XU, string XP)
      {
         try
         {
            // Set mapping
            ISSOMapper mapper=new ISSOMapper();
            ISSOMapping mapping=new ISSOMapping();

            string username=user.Substring(user.IndexOf('\\')+1);
            string userdomain=user.Substring(0, user.IndexOf('\\'));

            mapping.WindowsDomainName=userdomain;
            mapping.WindowsUserName=username;
            mapping.ApplicationName=application;
            mapping.ExternalUserName=XU;

            mapping.Create(0);
      
            // Set credentials
            string[] credentials=new string[]{XP};
            mapper.SetExternalCredentials(application, XU, ref credentials);
         
            mapping.Enable(0);
         }
         catch
         {
            return false;
         }

         return true;
      }
<snippet id="979aa07a-9b82-41e0-876a-a1838c3960bd" type="end"/> 



 

See Also

ISSOMapping Interface | ISSOMapping Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace
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ISSOMapping Methods
The methods of the ISSOMapping interface are listed here. For a complete list of ISSOMapping interface members, see the
ISSOMapping Members topic.

Public Methods

Create Creates the mapping.
Delete Deletes the mapping.
Disable Disables the mapping.
Enable Enables the mapping.

See Also

ISSOMapping Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ISSOMapping.Create Method
Creates the mapping.

VB

Parameters

flags
Not used, should be zero (0).

Example

The following example is taken from SDK\Samples\SSO\HTTPSSO\SsoSample.cs:

C#

Sub Create( _
   ByVal flags As Integer _
)
[C#]
void Create(
   int flags
);
[C++]
void Create(
   int flags
);
[JScript]
function Create(
   flags : int
);

<snippet id="979aa07a-9b82-41e0-876a-a1838c3960bd" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
      public static bool AddMapping(string application, string user, string XU, string XP)
      {
         try
         {
            // Set mapping
            ISSOMapper mapper=new ISSOMapper();
            ISSOMapping mapping=new ISSOMapping();

            string username=user.Substring(user.IndexOf('\\')+1);
            string userdomain=user.Substring(0, user.IndexOf('\\'));

            mapping.WindowsDomainName=userdomain;
            mapping.WindowsUserName=username;
            mapping.ApplicationName=application;
            mapping.ExternalUserName=XU;

            mapping.Create(0);
      
            // Set credentials
            string[] credentials=new string[]{XP};
            mapper.SetExternalCredentials(application, XU, ref credentials);
         
            mapping.Enable(0);
         }
         catch
         {
            return false;
         }

         return true;
      }
<snippet id="979aa07a-9b82-41e0-876a-a1838c3960bd" type="end"/> 



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or Jscript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOMapping Interface | ISSOMapping Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace
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ISSOMapping.Delete Method
Deletes the mapping.

VB

Remarks

Once the mapping has been deleted, the mapping object can no longer be used and should be released.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOMapping Interface | ISSOMapping Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub Delete()
[C#]
void Delete();
[C++]
void Delete();
[JScript]
function Delete();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ISSOMapping.Disable Method
Disables the mapping.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOMapping Interface | ISSOMapping Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Sub Disable()
[C#]
void Disable();
[C++]
void Disable();
[JScript]
function Disable();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ISSOMapping.Enable Method
Enables the mapping.

VB

Parameters

flags
Not used, should be zero (0).

Example

The following example is taken from SDK\Samples\SSO\HTTPSSO\SsoSample.cs:

C#

Sub Enable( _
   ByVal flags As Integer _
)
[C#]
void Enable(
   int flags
);
[C++]
void Enable(
   int flags
);
[JScript]
function Enable(
   flags : int
);

<snippet id="979aa07a-9b82-41e0-876a-a1838c3960bd" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
      public static bool AddMapping(string application, string user, string XU, string XP)
      {
         try
         {
            // Set mapping
            ISSOMapper mapper=new ISSOMapper();
            ISSOMapping mapping=new ISSOMapping();

            string username=user.Substring(user.IndexOf('\\')+1);
            string userdomain=user.Substring(0, user.IndexOf('\\'));

            mapping.WindowsDomainName=userdomain;
            mapping.WindowsUserName=username;
            mapping.ApplicationName=application;
            mapping.ExternalUserName=XU;

            mapping.Create(0);
      
            // Set credentials
            string[] credentials=new string[]{XP};
            mapper.SetExternalCredentials(application, XU, ref credentials);
         
            mapping.Enable(0);
         }
         catch
         {
            return false;
         }

         return true;
      }
<snippet id="979aa07a-9b82-41e0-876a-a1838c3960bd" type="end"/> 



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOMapping Interface | ISSOMapping Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace
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ISSOTicket Interface
Issues and redeems Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server tickets.

For a list of all members of this type, see ISSOTicket Members.

VB

Note  For information on using this interface within COM-based code, see ISSOTicket Interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Enterprise SSOClient Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Interop.SSOClient.dll)

See Also

ISSOTicket Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace | Using Enterprise Single Sign-On

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Guid("77437865-7472-46A8-9269-431F143E6A27")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)>
Public Interface ISSOTicket
[C#]
[Guid("77437865-7472-46A8-9269-431F143E6A27")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)]
public interface ISSOTicket
[C++]
[Guid("77437865-7472-46A8-9269-431F143E6A27")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsDual)]
public __gc __interface ISSOTicket
[JScript]
public
   Guid("77437865-7472-46A8-9269-431F143E6A27")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)
interface ISSOTicket

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942599(v=bts.10).aspx
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ISSOTicket Members
ISSOTicket overview

Public Methods

IssueTicket Issues an Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server ticket for authenticating a user on an application.
RedeemTicket Redeems an SSO server ticket that was previously issued with the IssueTicket method.

See Also

ISSOTicket Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ISSOTicket Methods
The methods of the ISSOTicket interface are listed here. For a complete list of ISSOTicket interface members, see the
ISSOTicket Members topic.

Public Methods

IssueTicket Issues an Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server ticket for authenticating a user on an application.
RedeemTicket Redeems an SSO server ticket that was previously issued with the IssueTicket method.

See Also

ISSOTicket Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ISSOTicket.IssueTicket Method
Issues an Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server ticket for authenticating a user on an application.

VB

Parameters

flags
Not used, should be zero (0).

Return Value

String that receives the issued ticket value. This is a base64-encoded value for use in XML documents.

Remarks

To access this method, you must be an Application User. You can only issue a ticket for yourself.

Since tickets are disabled and ticket validation is enabled by default in SSO, you must enable tickets and disable validate tickets in
order to use the ReedemTicket method. For more information, see Configuring the Enterprise Single Sign-On Tickets.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOTicket Interface | ISSOTicket Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function IssueTicket( _
   ByVal flags As Integer _
) As String
[C#]
string IssueTicket(
   int flags
);
[C++]
String* IssueTicket(
   int flags
);
[JScript]
function IssueTicket(
   flags : int
) : String;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942586(v=bts.10).aspx
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ISSOTicket.RedeemTicket Method
Redeems an Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server ticket that was previously issued with the IssueTicket method.

VB

Parameters

applicationName
The application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application names are case-
insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

sender
The name of the sender. This property can be null. If it is not null, validation is done and the sender property must match the
user ID the ticket was issued to. If the property is null then it will retrieve the credentials for the user the ticket was issued to.

ticket
The ticket value obtained from the IssueTicket method.

flags
Integer that specifies whether the credential cache should be bypassed. Use the flag SSO_FLAG_REFRESH to indicate that the
credential cache should be bypassed. Use the SSO_FLAG_NONE to indicate credential cache use. For more information about
flags, see Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags.

externalUserName
String that returns the external user name associated with the ticket.

Return Value

String array that returns the external credentials associated with the ticket. If there are no credentials, the size of the returned
array is zero.

Remarks

Because the credentials are returned in clear text by this method, the caller should be careful to clear (overwrite) them as soon as
possible after use.

Function RedeemTicket( _
   ByVal applicationName As String, _
   ByVal sender As String, _
   ByVal ticket As String, _
   ByVal flags As Integer, _
   <Out()> ByRef externalUserName As String _
) As String()
[C#]
string[] RedeemTicket(
   string applicationName,
   string sender,
   string ticket,
   int flags,
   out string externalUserName
);
[C++]
String* RedeemTicket(
   String* applicationName,
   String* sender,
   String* ticket,
   int flags,
   [Out] String** externalUserName
)  __gc[];
[JScript]
function RedeemTicket(
   applicationName : String,
   sender : String,
   ticket : String,
   flags : int,
   externalUserName : String
) : String[];



 

To access this method, you must be an SSO Administrator, SSO Affiliate Administrator, or an Application Administrator.

Since tickets are disabled and ticket validation is enabled by default in SSO, you must enable tickets and disable validate tickets in
order to use the ReedemTicket method. For more information, see Configuring the Enterprise Single Sign-On Tickets.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOTicket Interface | ISSOTicket Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags
Flags used with the Enterprise Single Sign-On methods.

Common Flags

Member name Value
SSO_FLAG_NONE 0
SSO_FLAG_REFRESH 1
SSO_FLAG_ENABLED 2
SSO_WINDOWS_TO_EXTERNAL 4
SSO_FLAG_RUNTIME 4
SSO_EXTERNAL_TO_WINDOWS 8
SSO_VERIFY_EXTERNAL_CREDS 16
SSO_FLAG_ALLOW_TICKETS 32
SSO_FLAG_VALIDATE_TICKETS 64
SSO_FLAG_ADMIN_ENABLED 128

Password Synchronization Flags

Member name Value
SSO_FLAG_PARTIAL_SYNC_FROM_WINDOWS_TO_DB 256
SSO_FLAG_PARTIAL_SYNC_FROM_EXTERNAL_TO_DB 512
SSO_FLAG_FULL_SYNC_FROM_WINDOWS_TO_EXTERNAL 1024
SSO_FLAG_FULL_SYNC_FROM_EXTERNAL_TO_WINDOWS 2048
SSO_FLAG_SYNC_VERIFY_EXTERNAL_CREDS 4096

Application Flags

Member name Value
SSO_FLAG_APP_USES_GROUP_MAPPING 65536
SSO_FLAG_APP_EXTERNAL_NAME_SAME 131072
SSO_FLAG_APP_ALLOW_LOCAL 262144
SSO_FLAG_APP_ADMIN_SAME 524288
SSO_FLAG_APP_CONFIG_STORE 1048576
SSO_FLAG_APP_TICKET_TIMEOUT 2097152

Mapping Flags

Member name Value
SSO_FLAG_MAPPING_REQUIRES_WINDOWS_PASSWORD 16777216
SSO_FLAG_MAPPING_REQUIRES_EXTERNAL_CREDS 33554432
SSO_FLAG_MAPPING_ENABLE_AUDIT 67108864
SSO_FLAG_MAPPING_CONFIG_STORE 134217728

Field Information Flags

Member name Value
SSO_FLAG_FIELD_INFO_MASK 268435456
SSO_FLAG_FIELD_INFO_SYNC 536870912

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace
The Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop namespace contains interfaces used to implement transport adapters.

Namespace hierarchy

Classes

Class Description
BTTransportProxy Defines the methods that are provided by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine, which are used by transport ad

apters to interact with the server at run time.

Interfaces

Interface Description
IBTBatchCallBack Callback interface to notify the adapter of the result of the batch operation.
IBTBatchTransmitter Defines methods used by all adapters that support batched transmission of messages or that supply a Di

stributed Transaction Coordinator (DTC) transaction.
IBTDTCCommitConfirm Defines methods for adapters using DTC transactions to inform the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine of t

he outcome of the transaction.
IBTTransmitter Defines methods for use on all adapters that support transmission of messages.
IBTTransmitterBatch Defines methods for use on all adapters that support batched transmission of messages or that supply a 

DTC transaction.
IBTTransport Defines the methods that all adapters need to implement in order to be plugged into the server.
IBTTransportBatch Defines methods that are provided by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine and are used by adapters to 

perform operations on batches of messages.
IBTTransportConfig Defines methods that all receive adapters need to implement in order to receive configuration informatio

n from the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine.
IBTTransportControl Defines the methods that all adapters (except isolated adapters) need to implement in order to be control

led by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine.
IBTTransportProxy Defines methods that are provided by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine and used by adapters to inter

act with the server at run time.

Structures

Structure Description
BTBatchOperationStatus Communicates the result of certain operations within the batch to the adapter.

Enumerations

Enumeration Description
BatchOperationType Defines the operations that can occur within the batch.

See Also

.NET Framework Class Library

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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BatchOperationType Enumeration
Defines the types of operations that can occur within a batch.

VB

Members

Member name Value Description
CancelRequestForResponse 6 Corresponds to the CancelResponseMessage method on IBTTransportBatch.

A request for a response message was canceled.

Delete 1 Corresponds to the DeleteMessage method on IBTTransportBatch.

A message to be deleted was added to the batch.

MoveToNextTransport 4 Corresponds to the MoveToNextTransport method on IBTTransportBatch.

A message to be moved to the backup adapter was added to the batch.

MoveToSuspendQ 2 Corresponds to the MoveToSuspendQ method on IBTTransportBatch.

A message to be suspended was added to the batch.

Resubmit 3 Corresponds to the Resubmit method on IBTTransportBatch.

A message to be resubmitted was added to the batch.

Submit 0 Corresponds to the SubmitMessage method on IBTTransportBatch.

A message to be submitted was added to the batch.

SubmitRequest 5 Corresponds to the SubmitRequestMessage method on IBTTransportBatch.

A request message for a request-response message exchange was added to the batch.

Note  For information on using this interface within COM-based code, see BatchOperationType Enumeration.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk TransportProxy Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Interop.TransportProxy.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Enum BatchOperationType
[C#]
[Serializable]
public enum BatchOperationType
[C++]
[Serializable]
__value public enum BatchOperationType
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
enum BatchOperationType
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BTBatchOperationStatus Structure
Communicates the result of certain operations within the batch to the adapter.

For a list of all members of this type, see BTBatchOperationStatus Members.

System.Object
   System.ValueType
      Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop.BTBatchOperationStatus

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the structures in the .NET Framework, but you cannot define your own structures.

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk TransportProxy Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Interop.TransportProxy.dll)

Example

The following example was taken from the SDK\Samples\Adapters\SubmitDirect\TransportProxyUtils\TpBatchStatus.cs file.

C#

<ComVisible(False)>
Public Structure BTBatchOperationStatus
[C#]
[ComVisible(false)]
public struct BTBatchOperationStatus
[C++]
[ComVisible(false)]
public __value struct BTBatchOperationStatus

<snippet id="ca6c37f4-4011-4e49-b3e7-f78afdd9e1a4" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
   /// <summary>
   /// Class for storing the status of batch operations
   /// </summary>
   internal class TpBatchStatus
   {
      internal int                  status         = 0;
      internal short                  opCount         = 0;
      internal BTBatchOperationStatus[]   operationStatus   = null;
      internal object                  callbackCookie   = null;            
         

      /// <summary>
      /// Constructor
      /// </summary>
      /// <param name="status">Overall status of batch processing</param>
      /// <param name="opCount">Number of operations performed on the batch</param>
      /// <param name="operationStatus">Array of statuses for each opearation</param>
      /// <param name="callbackCookie">Callback cookie</param>
      public TpBatchStatus(   int status, 
                        short opCount, 
                        BTBatchOperationStatus[] operationStatus, 
                        object callbackCookie )
      {
         this.status = status;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aey3s293(v=bts.10).aspx


 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or Jscript.

See Also

BTBatchOperationStatus Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace
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         this.opCount = opCount;
         this.operationStatus = operationStatus;
         this.callbackCookie = callbackCookie;
      }
   }
<snippet id="ca6c37f4-4011-4e49-b3e7-f78afdd9e1a4" type="end"/> 
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BTBatchOperationStatus Members
BTBatchOperationStatus overview

Public Fields

MessageCount Represents the number of messages for which the status is reported.
OperationType Represents the type of batch operation.
Status Represents the overall result of the operation on the batch.

Public Properties

MessageStatus Gets the status for each message that has been processed.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sy
stem.ValueType)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited f
rom System.ValueType)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from 
System.ValueType)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BTBatchOperationStatus Structure | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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BTBatchOperationStatus Fields
The fields of the BTBatchOperationStatus structure are listed here. For a complete list of BTBatchOperationStatus structure
members, see the BTBatchOperationStatus Members topic.

Public Fields

MessageCount Represents the number of messages for which the status is reported.
OperationType Represents the type of batch operation.
Status Represents the overall result of the operation on the batch.

See Also

BTBatchOperationStatus Structure | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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BTBatchOperationStatus.MessageCount Field
Represents the number of messages for which the status is reported.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BTBatchOperationStatus Structure | BTBatchOperationStatus Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public MessageCount As Integer
[C#]
public int MessageCount;
[C++]
public: int MessageCount;
[JScript]
public var MessageCount : int;
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BTBatchOperationStatus.OperationType Field
Represents the type of batch operation.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BTBatchOperationStatus Structure | BTBatchOperationStatus Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public OperationType As BatchOperationType
[C#]
public BatchOperationType OperationType;
[C++]
public: BatchOperationType OperationType;
[JScript]
public var OperationType : BatchOperationType;
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BTBatchOperationStatus.Status Field
Represents the overall result of the operation on the batch.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BTBatchOperationStatus Structure | BTBatchOperationStatus Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Status As Integer
[C#]
public int Status;
[C++]
public: int Status;
[JScript]
public var Status : int;
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BTBatchOperationStatus Properties
The properties of the BTBatchOperationStatus structure are listed here. For a complete list of BTBatchOperationStatus
structure members, see the BTBatchOperationStatus Members topic.

Public Properties

MessageStatus Gets the status for each message that has been processed.

See Also

BTBatchOperationStatus Structure | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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BTBatchOperationStatus.MessageStatus Property
Gets the status for each message that has been processed.

VB

Property Value

The status for each processed message.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

BTBatchOperationStatus Structure | BTBatchOperationStatus Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property MessageStatus As Integer ()
[C#]
public int[] MessageStatus {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int* get_MessageStatus();
[JScript]
public function get MessageStatus() : int[];
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BTTransportProxy Class
Defines the methods that are provided by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine, which are used by transport adapters to interact
with the server at run time.

For a list of all members of this type, see BTTransportProxy Members.

System.Object
   System.MarshalByRefObject
      System.__ComObject
         Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop.BTTransportProxy

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk TransportProxy Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Interop.TransportProxy.dll)

See Also

BTTransportProxy Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)>
<Guid("9d0e435e-4cce-4536-83fa-4a5040674ad6")>
Public Class BTTransportProxy
   Inherits __ComObject
[C#]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)]
[Guid("9d0e435e-4cce-4536-83fa-4a5040674ad6")]
public class BTTransportProxy : __ComObject
[C++]
[ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType::None)]
[Guid("9d0e435e-4cce-4536-83fa-4a5040674ad6")]
public __gc class BTTransportProxy : public __ComObject
[JScript]
public
   ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)
   Guid("9d0e435e-4cce-4536-83fa-4a5040674ad6")
class BTTransportProxy extends __ComObject
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BTTransportProxy Members
BTTransportProxy overview

Public Constructors

BTTransportProxy Constructor Initializes a new instance of the BTTransportProxy class.

Public Fields

BTS_E_MESSAGING_SHUTTING_DOWN Indicates that the Messaging Engine is shutting down.
BTS_S_EPM_MESSAGE_SUSPENDED Indicates that the message was suspended due to processing failures in the pipeli

ne.
BTS_E_EPM_NULL_CORRELATION_TOKEN Indicates that the solicit message given to the transport proxy in SubmitResponse

Message does not have a valid correlation token.
BTS_S_EPM_SECURITY_CHECK_FAILED Indicates that the message arrived on a receive port marked as Authentication r

equired drop messages.
E_BTS_NO_SUBSCRIPTION Indicates that message being processed does not have any subscribers, and could

not be consumed.
E_BTS_PERSISTENCE_FAILURE Indicates that the batch of messages failed to be published to the database. 
E_BTS_URL_DISALLOWED Indicates that the message arrived on receive location which has not been configu

red. 

Public Methods

CreateObjRef (inherited from Sys
tem.MarshalByRefObject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Equals (inherited from System.O
bject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetLifetimeService (inherited fro
m System.MarshalByRefObject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from System.
Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InitializeLifetimeService (inherite
d from System.MarshalByRefObj
ect)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from System.
Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework document
ation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BTTransportProxy Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace
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BTTransportProxy Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the BTTransportProxy class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BTTransportProxy Class | BTTransportProxy Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public BTTransportProxy();
[C++]
public: BTTransportProxy();
[JScript]
public function BTTransportProxy();
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BTTransportProxy Fields
The fields of the BTTransportProxy class are listed here. For a complete list of BTTransportProxy class members, see the
BTTransportProxy Members topic.

Public Fields

BTS_E_MESSAGING_SHUTTING_DOWN Indicates that the Messaging Engine is shutting down.
BTS_S_EPM_MESSAGE_SUSPENDED Indicates that the message was suspended due to processing failures in the pipeli

ne.
BTS_E_EPM_NULL_CORRELATION_TOKEN Indicates that the solicit message given to the transport proxy in SubmitResponse

Message does not have a valid correlation token.
BTS_S_EPM_SECURITY_CHECK_FAILED Indicates that the message arrived on a receive port marked as Authentication r

equired drop messages.
E_BTS_NO_SUBSCRIPTION Indicates that message being processed does not have any subscribers, and could

not be consumed.
E_BTS_PERSISTENCE_FAILURE Indicates that the batch of messages failed to be published to the database. 
E_BTS_URL_DISALLOWED Indicates that the message arrived on receive location which has not been configu

red. 

See Also

BTTransportProxy Class | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace
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BTTransportProxy.BTS_E_MESSAGING_SHUTTING_DOWN Field
Indicates that the Messaging Engine is shutting down.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BTTransportProxy Class | BTTransportProxy Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Const BTS_E_MESSAGING_SHUTTING_DOWN As Integer
[C#]
public const int BTS_E_MESSAGING_SHUTTING_DOWN;
[C++]
public: const int BTS_E_MESSAGING_SHUTTING_DOWN;
[JScript]
public var BTS_E_MESSAGING_SHUTTING_DOWN : int;
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BTTransportProxy.BTS_E_EPM_NULL_CORRELATION_TOKEN
Field
Indicates that the solicit message given to the transport proxy in SubmitResponseMessage does not have a valid correlation
token.

VB

Remarks

You may encounter this error if you passed the wrong message as the SolicitMsg, or if the message came in on a one-way port
but you configured Biztalk Server, using BizTalk Explorer, to send it to a two-way port. Hence the SolicitMsg does not have a
correlation token.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BTTransportProxy Class | BTTransportProxy Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Public Const BTS_E_EPM_NULL_CORRELATION_TOKEN As Integer
[C#]
public const int BTS_E_EPM_NULL_CORRELATION_TOKEN;
[C++]
public: const int BTS_E_EPM_NULL_CORRELATION_TOKEN;
[JScript]
public var BTS_E_EPM_NULL_CORRELATION_TOKEN : int;
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BTTransportProxy.BTS_S_EPM_MESSAGE_SUSPENDED Field
Indicates that the message was suspended due to processing failures in the pipeline.

VB

Remarks

This is a success HRESULT because the data was successfully saved to disk.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BTTransportProxy Class | BTTransportProxy Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Const BTS_S_EPM_MESSAGE_SUSPENDED As Integer
[C#]
public const int BTS_S_EPM_MESSAGE_SUSPENDED;
[C++]
public: const int BTS_S_EPM_MESSAGE_SUSPENDED;
[JScript]
public var BTS_S_EPM_MESSAGE_SUSPENDED : int;
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BTTransportProxy.BTS_S_EPM_SECURITY_CHECK_FAILED Field
Indicates that the message arrived on a receive port marked as Authentication required drop messages, but the party that
sent the message could not be identified as a configured party.

VB

Remarks

The message is discarded as an unauthenticated message.

A receive port marked as Authentication required drop messages should have a Party Resolution pipeline component in it's
pipeline.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BTTransportProxy Class | BTTransportProxy Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

Public Const BTS_S_EPM_SECURITY_CHECK_FAILED As Integer
[C#]
public const int BTS_S_EPM_SECURITY_CHECK_FAILED;
[C++]
public: const int BTS_S_EPM_SECURITY_CHECK_FAILED;
[JScript]
public var BTS_S_EPM_SECURITY_CHECK_FAILED : int;
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BTTransportProxy.E_BTS_NO_SUBSCRIPTION Field
Indicates that message being processed does not have any subscribers, and could not be consumed.

VB

Remarks

This error is encountered when the properties that were promoted in the message do not match the required properties on the
corresponding subscription. 

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BTTransportProxy Class | BTTransportProxy Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Const E_BTS_NO_SUBSCRIPTION As Integer
[C#]
public const int E_BTS_NO_SUBSCRIPTION;
[C++]
public: const int E_BTS_NO_SUBSCRIPTION;
[JScript]
public var E_BTS_NO_SUBSCRIPTION : int;
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BTTransportProxy.E_BTS_PERSISTENCE_FAILURE Field
Indicates that the batch of messages failed to be published to the database.

VB

Remarks

This is a batch level HRESULT, returned to the callback BatchComplete.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BTTransportProxy Class | BTTransportProxy Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace
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Public Const E_BTS_PERSISTENCE_FAILURE As Integer
[C#]
public const int E_BTS_PERSISTENCE_FAILURE;
[C++]
public: const int E_BTS_PERSISTENCE_FAILURE;
[JScript]
public var E_BTS_PERSISTENCE_FAILURE : int;
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BTTransportProxy.E_BTS_URL_DISALLOWED Field
Indicates that the message arrived on receive location which has not been configured.

VB

Remarks

This is a message level HRESULT.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BTTransportProxy Class | BTTransportProxy Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace
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Public Const E_BTS_URL_DISALLOWED As Integer
[C#]
public const int E_BTS_URL_DISALLOWED;
[C++]
public: const int E_BTS_URL_DISALLOWED;
[JScript]
public var E_BTS_URL_DISALLOWED : int;
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IBTBatchCallBack Interface
Callback interface to notify the transport of the result of the batch operation.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBTBatchCallBack Members.

VB

Note  For information on using this interface within COM-based code, see IBTBatchCallBack Interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk TransportProxy Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Interop.TransportProxy.dll)

See Also

IBTBatchCallBack Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Guid("4F812234-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)>
Public Interface IBTBatchCallBack
[C#]
[Guid("4F812234-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public interface IBTBatchCallBack
[C++]
[Guid("4F812234-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public __gc __interface IBTBatchCallBack
[JScript]
public
   Guid("4F812234-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)
interface IBTBatchCallBack
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IBTBatchCallBack Members
IBTBatchCallBack overview

Public Methods

BatchComplete Notifies the adapter the outcome of the batch of work.

See Also

IBTBatchCallBack Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace
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IBTBatchCallBack Methods
The methods of the IBTBatchCallBack interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBTBatchCallBack interface members, see
the IBTBatchCallBack Members topic.

Public Methods

BatchComplete Notifies the adapter the outcome of the batch of work.

See Also

IBTBatchCallBack Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace
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IBTBatchCallBack.BatchComplete Method
Notifies the adapter the outcome of the batch of work.

VB

Parameters

status
The top level status of the batch. If this parameter is set to S_OK, then there is no need to drill down into the details of the status.

If this parameter is set to BTS_S_EPM_MESSAGE_SUSPENDED and the batch contained messages to be submitted, then one or
more messages failed in the pipeline and these messages were successfully suspended.

If this parameter is set to BTS_S_EPM_SECURITY_CHECK_FAILED and the batch contained messages to be submitted, then one
or more messages failed to be authenticated and these messages should not be suspended by the Adapter. 

opCount
The number of operations that were processed in this batch.

operationStatus
An array of type BTBatchOperationStatus, one entry will be present for each type of operation that the batch contained.

callbackCookie
The cookie that was passed by the adapter when the batch was requested.

Remarks

This method is called by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine when it has completed processing a batch of work.

The adapter should release any resources that it was holding during this callback because the batch is atomic. If an error occurred
in the batch, none of the work will be complete and the adapter, therefore, needs to handle failures correctly in order to avoid data
loss. The nature of how those resources should be released is dependant upon the outcome of the batch.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

Sub BatchComplete( _
   ByVal status As Integer, _
   ByVal opCount As Short, _
   ByVal operationStatus() As BTBatchOperationStatus, _
   ByVal callbackCookie As Object _
)
[C#]
void BatchComplete(
   int status,
   short opCount,
   BTBatchOperationStatus[] operationStatus,
   object callbackCookie
);
[C++]
void BatchComplete(
   int status,
   short opCount,
   BTBatchOperationStatus* operationStatus,
   Object* callbackCookie
);
[JScript]
function BatchComplete(
   status : int,
   opCount : Int16,
   operationStatus : BTBatchOperationStatus[],
   callbackCookie : Object
);



 

See Also

IBTBatchCallBack Interface | IBTBatchCallBack Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IBTBatchTransmitter Interface
Defines methods used by all adapters that support batched transmission of messages or that supply a Distributed Transaction
Coordinator (DTC) transaction.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBTBatchTransmitter Members.

Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop.IBTTransportControl
   Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop.IBTBatchTransmitter

VB

Note  For information on using this interface within COM-based code, see IBTBatchTransmitter Interface.

Remarks

The DTC transaction is used by the Messaging Engine in interactions with the MessageBox database.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk TransportProxy Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Interop.TransportProxy.dll)

See Also

IBTBatchTransmitter Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("4F812232-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)>
Public Interface IBTBatchTransmitter
   Inherits IBTTransportControl
[C#]
[Guid("4F812232-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public interface IBTBatchTransmitter : IBTTransportControl
[C++]
[Guid("4F812232-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public __gc __interface IBTBatchTransmitter : public
   IBTTransportControl
[JScript]
public
   Guid("4F812232-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)
interface IBTBatchTransmitter implements
   IBTTransportControl
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IBTBatchTransmitter Members
IBTBatchTransmitter overview

Public Methods

GetBatch Returns a new batch that will be used by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine, which will push messages to be trans
mitted into the batch.

Initialize Initializes the adapter.
Terminate Finishes processing any messages the adapter is currently processing and prepares for termination.

See Also

IBTBatchTransmitter Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IBTBatchTransmitter Methods
The methods of the IBTBatchTransmitter interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBTBatchTransmitter interface
members, see the IBTBatchTransmitter Members topic.

Public Methods

GetBatch Returns a new batch that will be used by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine, which will push messages to be trans
mitted into the batch.

Initialize Initializes the adapter.
Terminate Finishes processing any messages the adapter is currently processing and prepares for termination.

See Also

IBTBatchTransmitter Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IBTBatchTransmitter.GetBatch Method
Returns a new batch that will be used by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine, which will push messages to be transmitted into
the batch.

VB

Return Value

The IBTTransmitterBatch containing the new batch.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTBatchTransmitter Interface | IBTBatchTransmitter Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function GetBatch() As IBTTransmitterBatch
[C#]
IBTTransmitterBatch GetBatch();
[C++]
IBTTransmitterBatch* GetBatch();
[JScript]
function GetBatch() : IBTTransmitterBatch;
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IBTBatchTransmitter.Initialize Method
Initializes the adapter.

VB

Parameters

transProxy
The IBTTransportProxy containing the transport proxy for the adapter. Each adapter has its own dedicated transport proxy.

Remarks

This method is called by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTBatchTransmitter Interface | IBTBatchTransmitter Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub Initialize( _
   ByVal transProxy As IBTTransportProxy _
)
[C#]
void Initialize(
   IBTTransportProxy transProxy
);
[C++]
void Initialize(
   IBTTransportProxy* transProxy
);
[JScript]
function Initialize(
   transProxy : IBTTransportProxy
);
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IBTBatchTransmitter.Terminate Method
Finishes processing any messages the adapter is currently processing and prepares for termination.

VB

Remarks

This method is called by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine.

The adapter should not start any new work after this call, but may complete outstanding work items as necessary.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTBatchTransmitter Interface | IBTBatchTransmitter Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Sub Terminate()
[C#]
void Terminate();
[C++]
void Terminate();
[JScript]
function Terminate();
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IBTDTCCommitConfirm Interface
Defines methods for adapters using Distributed Transaction Coordinator (DTC) transactions to inform the BizTalk Server
Messaging Engine of the outcome of the transaction.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBTDTCCommitConfirm Members.

VB

Note  For information on using this interface within COM-based code, see IBTDTCCommitConfirm Interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk TransportProxy Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Interop.TransportProxy.dll)

See Also

IBTDTCCommitConfirm Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("4F812239-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)>
Public Interface IBTDTCCommitConfirm
[C#]
[Guid("4F812239-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public interface IBTDTCCommitConfirm
[C++]
[Guid("4F812239-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public __gc __interface IBTDTCCommitConfirm
[JScript]
public
   Guid("4F812239-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)
interface IBTDTCCommitConfirm
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IBTDTCCommitConfirm Members
IBTDTCCommitConfirm overview

Public Methods

DTCCommitConfirm Notifies the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine of the outcome of a DTC transaction that the adapter commi
tted.

See Also

IBTDTCCommitConfirm Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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IBTDTCCommitConfirm Methods
The methods of the IBTDTCCommitConfirm interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBTDTCCommitConfirm interface
members, see the IBTDTCCommitConfirm Members topic.

Public Methods

DTCCommitConfirm Notifies the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine of the outcome of a DTC transaction that the adapter commi
tted.

See Also

IBTDTCCommitConfirm Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IBTDTCCommitConfirm.DTCCommitConfirm Method
Notifies the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine of the outcome of a DTC transaction that the adapter committed.

VB

Parameters

transaction
A pointer to the transaction that was committed.

commitSuccessful
true to indicate that the commit was successful; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTDTCCommitConfirm Interface | IBTDTCCommitConfirm Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

Sub DTCCommitConfirm( _
   <InteropServices.In()> ByVal transaction As Object, _
   <InteropServices.In()> ByVal commitSuccessful As Boolean _
)
[C#]
void DTCCommitConfirm(
   [In] object transaction,
   [In] bool commitSuccessful
);
[C++]
void DTCCommitConfirm(
   [In] Object* transaction,
   [In] bool commitSuccessful
);
[JScript]
function DTCCommitConfirm(
   transaction : Object,
   commitSuccessful : Boolean
);
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IBTTransmitter Interface
Defines methods for use on all adapters that support transmission of messages.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBTTransmitter Members.

Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop.IBTTransportControl
   Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop.IBTTransmitter

VB

Note  For information on using this interface within COM-based code, see IBTTransmitter Interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk TransportProxy Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Interop.TransportProxy.dll)

See Also

IBTTransmitter Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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<Guid("4F812233-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)>
Public Interface IBTTransmitter
   Inherits IBTTransportControl
[C#]
[Guid("4F812233-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public interface IBTTransmitter : IBTTransportControl
[C++]
[Guid("4F812233-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public __gc __interface IBTTransmitter : public
   IBTTransportControl
[JScript]
public
   Guid("4F812233-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)
interface IBTTransmitter implements IBTTransportControl
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IBTTransmitter Members
IBTTransmitter overview

Public Methods

Initialize Initializes the adapter.
Terminate Finishes processing any messages the adapter is currently processing and prepares for termination.
TransmitMessage Transmits a message for an adapter.

See Also

IBTTransmitter Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IBTTransmitter Methods
The methods of the IBTTransmitter interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBTTransmitter interface members, see the
IBTTransmitter Members topic.

Public Methods

Initialize Initializes the adapter.
Terminate Finishes processing any messages the adapter is currently processing and prepares for termination.
TransmitMessage Transmits a message for an adapter.

See Also

IBTTransmitter Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IBTTransmitter.Initialize Method
Initializes the adapter.

VB

Parameters

transProxy
The IBTTransportProxy containing the transport proxy for the adapter. Each adapter has its own dedicated transport proxy.

Remarks

This method is called by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransmitter Interface | IBTTransmitter Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Sub Initialize( _
   ByVal transProxy As IBTTransportProxy _
)
[C#]
void Initialize(
   IBTTransportProxy transProxy
);
[C++]
void Initialize(
   IBTTransportProxy* transProxy
);
[JScript]
function Initialize(
   transProxy : IBTTransportProxy
);
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IBTTransmitter.Terminate Method
Finishes processing any messages the adapter is currently processing and prepares for termination.

VB

Remarks

This method is called by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine.

The adapter should not start any new work after this call, but may complete outstanding work items as necessary.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransmitter Interface | IBTTransmitter Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Sub Terminate()
[C#]
void Terminate();
[C++]
void Terminate();
[JScript]
function Terminate();
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IBTTransmitter.TransmitMessage Method
Transmits a message for a adapter.

VB

Parameters

msg
The IBaseMessage that the adapter should transmit.

Return Value

true if the message was transmitted; otherwise, false.

Remarks

This method is called by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine.

If the return value is true, then the adapter transmitted the message synchronously. If the return value is false, then the adapter
will transmit the message asynchronously and call back the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine to notify it of the transmission
outcome.

In the synchronous case, the pMessage pointer is not valid after true is returned, and should not be used, or cached for later use.
Any data contained in the message should be read in the synchronous TransmitMessage method call.

If the adapter fails to transmit the message successfully and you do not want the adapter to handle the retry semantics, it should
throw an exception. Note that the exception must be thrown from the TransmitMessage call. In this scenario, the BizTalk Server
Messaging Engine will handle the retry semantics. Typically, this means that the message will be redelivered to the adapter until it
either successfully transmits the message or the retry attempts are exhausted. If the retry attempts are exhausted, the message
will be moved to the backup adapter for transmission, once all backup transports are also exhausted the message will be moved
to the suspend queue.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransmitter Interface | IBTTransmitter Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function TransmitMessage( _
   ByVal msg As IBaseMessage _
) As Boolean
[C#]
bool TransmitMessage(
   IBaseMessage msg
);
[C++]
bool TransmitMessage(
   IBaseMessage* msg
);
[JScript]
function TransmitMessage(
   msg : IBaseMessage
) : Boolean;
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IBTTransmitterBatch Interface
Defines methods for use on all adapters that support batched transmission of messages or that supply a Distributed Transaction
Coordinator (DTC) transaction.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBTTransmitterBatch Members.

VB

Note  For information on using this interface within COM-based code, see IBTTransmitterBatch Interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk TransportProxy Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Interop.TransportProxy.dll)

See Also

IBTTransmitterBatch Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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<Guid("4F812239-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)>
Public Interface IBTTransmitterBatch
[C#]
[Guid("4F812239-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public interface IBTTransmitterBatch
[C++]
[Guid("4F812239-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public __gc __interface IBTTransmitterBatch
[JScript]
public
   Guid("4F812239-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)
interface IBTTransmitterBatch
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IBTTransmitterBatch Members
IBTTransmitterBatch overview

Public Methods

BeginBatch Initializes the batch.
Clear Clears the batch if one or more calls to the TransmitMessage method failed.
Done Indicates that either the batch is full or the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine does not have any more messag

es for this batch.
TransmitMessage Adds messages to the adapter batch that are ready to be transmitted.

See Also

IBTTransmitterBatch Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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IBTTransmitterBatch Methods
The methods of the IBTTransmitterBatch interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBTTransmitterBatch interface
members, see the IBTTransmitterBatch Members topic.

Public Methods

BeginBatch Initializes the batch.
Clear Clears the batch if one or more calls to the TransmitMessage method failed.
Done Indicates that either the batch is full or the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine does not have any more messag

es for this batch.
TransmitMessage Adds messages to the adapter batch that are ready to be transmitted.

See Also

IBTTransmitterBatch Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IBTTransmitterBatch.BeginBatch Method
Initializes the adapter batch.

VB

Parameters

maxBatchSize
When the method returns, contains the maximum number of messages the adapter will allow in this batch.

Return Value

The transaction object.

Remarks

The BizTalk Server Messaging Engine calls this method prior to pushing messages into the batch.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransmitterBatch Interface | IBTTransmitterBatch Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function BeginBatch( _
   <Out()> ByRef maxBatchSize As Integer _
) As Object
[C#]
object BeginBatch(
   out int maxBatchSize
);
[C++]
Object* BeginBatch(
   [
   Out
] int* maxBatchSize
);
[JScript]
function BeginBatch(
   maxBatchSize : int
) : Object;
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IBTTransmitterBatch.Clear Method
Clears the batch if one or more calls to the TransmitMessage method failed, or if the Messaging Engine encountered an error it
could not recover from while processing this batch of messages.

VB

Remarks

If one or more calls to the TransmitMessage method fail, the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine will clear the batch and then deal
with the messages in the batch in the following manner:

If the message has retries remaining, it will be resubmitted and the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine will use the retry
interval stamped on the message.
If the retries have been exhausted for this message, the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine will attempt to move the message
to the backup transport.
If the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine cannot move the message to the backup transport, the BizTalk Server Messaging
Engine will suspend the message.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransmitterBatch Interface | IBTTransmitterBatch Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Sub Clear()
[C#]
void Clear();
[C++]
void Clear();
[JScript]
function Clear();
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IBTTransmitterBatch.Done Method
Indicates to an adapter that the batch is completed and is ready to be sent.

VB

Parameters

commitConfirm
The IBTDTCCommitConfirm containing the callback interface. If the adapter is not using transactions for transmissions, this
parameter will be NULL. If this parameter is not NULL, which means the adapter is using DTC transactions, the adapter is
required to callback to inform the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine the outcome of the transaction.

Remarks

This method is called by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine when either the batch is full or the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine
does not have any more messages for this batch. The adapter will transmit all the messages in the batch when the Done method
is called.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransmitterBatch Interface | IBTTransmitterBatch Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace
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Sub Done( _
   ByVal commitConfirm As IBTDTCCommitConfirm _
)
[C#]
void Done(
   IBTDTCCommitConfirm commitConfirm
);
[C++]
void Done(
   IBTDTCCommitConfirm* commitConfirm
);
[JScript]
function Done(
   commitConfirm : IBTDTCCommitConfirm
);
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IBTTransmitterBatch.TransmitMessage Method
Adds messages to the adapter batch that are ready to be transmitted.

VB

Parameters

msg
The IBaseMessage containing the message to be transmitted.

Return Values

true if the message will be transmitted synchronously during the call to the Done method; otherwise, false.

Remarks

This method is called by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine.

If the return value is true, the adapter sends the message on the batch synchronously. If the return value is false, the adapter
sends the message on the batch asynchronously. If false is returned, then adapter is responsible calling the Messaging Engine
back to notify it of the outcome of this batch. The adapter can resubmit the message, delete the message, suspend the message,
or move it to the backup transport.

In the synchronous case, the pMessage pointer is not valid after true is returned, and should not be used, or cached for later use.
Any data contained in the message should be read in the synchronous TransmitMessage method call.

The adapter does not actually transmit the message when this method is called, the transmission begins when the Done method
is called.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransmitterBatch Interface | IBTTransmitterBatch Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function TransmitMessage( _
   ByVal msg As IBaseMessage _
) As Boolean
[C#]
bool TransmitMessage(
   IBaseMessage msg
);
[C++]
bool TransmitMessage(
   IBaseMessage* msg
);
[JScript]
function TransmitMessage(
   msg : IBaseMessage
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransport Interface
Defines the methods that all adapters need to implement in order to be plugged into the server.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBTTransport Members.

Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop.IBaseComponent
   Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop.IBTTransport

VB

Note  For information on using this interface within COM-based code, see IBTTransport Interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk TransportProxy Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Interop.TransportProxy.dll)

See Also

IBTTransport Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("4F812230-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)>
Public Interface IBTTransport
   Inherits IBaseComponent
[C#]
[Guid("4F812230-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public interface IBTTransport : IBaseComponent
[C++]
[Guid("4F812230-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public __gc __interface IBTTransport : public IBaseComponent
[JScript]
public
   Guid("4F812230-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)
interface IBTTransport implements IBaseComponent

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransport Members
IBTTransport overview

Public Properties

ClassID Gets the class ID of the adapter, a globally unique identifier (GUID) that identifies the adapter.
Description Gets the description of the component.
Name Gets the name of the component.
TransportType Gets the transport type of an adapter, such as FILE, HTTP, SMTP, or SOAP.
Version Gets the version of the component.

See Also

IBTTransport Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransport Properties
The properties of the IBTTransport interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBTTransport interface members, see the
IBTTransport Members topic.

Public Properties

ClassID Gets the class ID of the adapter, a globally unique identifier (GUID) that identifies the adapter.
Description Gets the description of the component.
Name ( Gets the name of the component.
TransportType Gets the transport type of an adapter, such as FILE, HTTP, SMTP, or SOAP.
Version Gets the version of the component.

See Also

IBTTransport Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransport.ClassID Property
Gets the class ID of the adapter, a globally unique identifier (GUID) that identifies the adapter.

VB

Property Value

The class ID of the adapter.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransport Interface | IBTTransport Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property ClassID As Guid
[C#]
Guid ClassID {get;}
[C++]
__property Guid get_ClassID();
[JScript]
function get ClassID() : Guid;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransport.Description Property
Gets the component description.

VB

Property Value

The description that appears in the pipeline designer properties window when the pipeline component is selected. 

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBTTransport Interface | IBTTransport Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property Description As String
[C#]
string Description {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Description();
[JScript]
function get Description() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransport.Name Property
Gets the component name.

VB

Property Value

The name that appears in the pipeline designer properties window when the pipeline component is selected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBTTransport Interface | IBTTransport Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property Name As String
[C#]
string Name {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Name();
[JScript]
function get Name() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransport.TransportType Property
Gets the transport type of an adapter, such as FILE, HTTP, SMTP, or SOAP.

VB

Property Value

The transport type of the adapter.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransport Interface | IBTTransport Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property TransportType As String
[C#]
string TransportType {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_TransportType();
[JScript]
function get TransportType() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransport.Version Property
Gets the component version.

VB

Property Value

The version information that appears in the pipeline designer properties window when the pipeline component is selected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBTTransport Interface | IBTTransport Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property Version As String
[C#]
string Version {get;}
[C++]
__property String* get_Version();
[JScript]
function get Version() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportBatch Interface
Defines methods that are provided by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine and are used by adapters to perform operations on
batches of messages.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBTTransportBatch Members.

VB

Note  For information on using this interface within COM-based code, see IBTTransportBatch Interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk TransportProxy Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Interop.TransportProxy.dll)

See Also

IBTTransportBatch Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("4F812231-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)>
Public Interface IBTTransportBatch
[C#]
[Guid("4F812231-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public interface IBTTransportBatch
[C++]
[Guid("4F812231-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public __gc __interface IBTTransportBatch
[JScript]
public
   Guid("4F812231-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)
interface IBTTransportBatch

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportBatch Members
IBTTransportBatch overview

Public Properties

ResourceTracker This property is not supported and returns a value of E_NOTIMPL.

Public Methods

CancelResponseMessage Adds a cancellation request to the batch to cancel a request for a response message.
Clear Clears the batch.
DeleteMessage Adds a message to the batch to be deleted.
Done Posts the batch of work to the thread pool for the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine where it will be p

rocessed asynchronously.
MoveToNextTransport Adds a message to the batch to be moved to the backup transport.
MoveToSuspendQ Adds a message to the batch to be suspended.
Resubmit Adds a message to the batch to be resubmitted.
SubmitMessage Adds a message to the batch to be processed by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine.
SubmitRequestMessage Submits a request message for a request-response pair.
SubmitResponseMessage Submits the response message for a solicit-response pair.

See Also

IBTTransportBatch Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportBatch Properties
The properties of the IBTTransportBatch interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBTTransport interface members, see
the IBTTransportBatch Members topic.

Public Properties

ResourceTracker This property is not supported and returns a value of E_NOTIMPL.

See Also

IBTTransportBatch Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportBatch.ResourceTracker Property
This property is not supported and returns a value of E_NOTIMPL.

VB

Property Value

The objects used during execution.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransport Interface | IBTTransportBatch Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property ResourceTracker As IResourceTracker
[C#]
IResourceTracker ResourceTracker {get;}
[C++]
__property IResourceTracker* get_ResourceTracker();
[JScript]
function get IResourceTracker() : Unknown;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportBatch Methods
The methods of the IBTTransportBatch interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBTTransportBatch interface members,
see the IBTTransportBatch Members topic.

Public Methods

CancelResponseMessage Adds a cancellation request to the batch to cancel a request for a response message.
Clear Clears the batch.
DeleteMessage Adds a message to the batch to be deleted.
Done Posts the batch of work to the thread pool for the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine where it will be p

rocessed asynchronously.
MoveToNextTransport Adds a message to the batch to be moved to the backup transport.
MoveToSuspendQ Adds a message to the batch to be suspended.
Resubmit Adds a message to the batch to be resubmitted.
SubmitMessage Adds a message to the batch to be processed by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine.
SubmitRequestMessage Submits a request message for a request-response pair.
SubmitResponseMessage Submits the response message for a solicit-response pair.

See Also

IBTTransportBatch Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportBatch.CancelResponseMessage Method
Adds a cancellation request to the batch to cancel a request for a response message.

VB

Parameters

CorrelationToken
The correlation token of the request message that a response is no longer required.

Remarks

When the Messaging Engine is shutting down, adapters may not submit batches that employ the SubmitMessage or
SubmitRequestMessage methods. Only batches using the following methods are allowed: DeleteMessage, MoveToSuspendQ,
Resubmit, MoveToNextTransport, CancelResponseMessage, and SubmitResponseMessage. During shutdown, if a batch has been
submitted that uses either SubmitMessage or SubmitRequestMessage, the adapter should create and resubmit a new batch
containing only the allowed operations.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportBatch Interface | IBTTransportBatch Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub CancelResponseMessages( _
   ByVal correlationToken As String _
)
[C#]
void CancelResponseMessages(
   string correlationToken
);
[C++]
void CancelResponseMessages(
   String* correlationToken
);
[JScript]
function CancelResponseMessages(
   correlationToken : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportBatch.Clear Method
Clears the batch.

VB

Remarks

This method is implicitly called when the Done method is called.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportBatch Interface | IBTTransportBatch Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub Clear()
[C#]
void Clear();
[C++]
void Clear();
[JScript]
function Clear();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportBatch.DeleteMessage Method
Adds a message to the batch to be deleted.

VB

Parameters

pIndoc
The IBaseMessage to be added to the batch.

Remarks

Adapters should call this method if they are sending messages asynchronously; once the message has been successfully
transmitted the message needs to be deleted. If the message is sent synchronously, the message engine automatically deletes the
message.

When the Messaging Engine is shutting down, adapters may not submit batches that employ the SubmitMessage or
SubmitRequestMessage methods. Only batches using the following methods are allowed: DeleteMessage, MoveToSuspendQ,
Resubmit, MoveToNextTransport, CancelResponseMessage, and SubmitResponseMessage. During shutdown, if a batch has been
submitted that uses either SubmitMessage or SubmitRequestMessage, the adapter should create and resubmit a new batch
containing only the allowed operations.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportBatch Interface | IBTTransportBatch Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub DeleteMessage( _
   ByVal msg As IBaseMessage _
)
[C#]
void DeleteMessage(
   IBaseMessage msg
);
[C++]
void DeleteMessage(
   IBaseMessage* msg
);
[JScript]
function DeleteMessage(
   msg : IBaseMessage
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportBatch.Done Method
Posts the batch of work to the thread pool for the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine where it will be processed asynchronously.

VB

Parameters

transaction
A pointer to a DTC transaction. This parameter can be NULL.

Return Value

For the IBTDTCCommitConfirm interface, this will be NULL if the adapter is not using transactions. If the adapter is using
transactions, the IBTDTCCommitConfirm interface should be called to notify the Messaging Engine of the outcome of the DTC
transaction after it has been committed or aborted.

BTS_E_MESSAGING_SHUTTING_DOWN is returned to the adapter when the Messaging Engine is shutting down.

Example

The following example was taken from the SDK\Samples\Adapters\SubmitDirect\TransportProxyUtils\MessagingAPIs.cs file.

C#

Function Done( _
   <InteropServices.In()> ByVal transaction As Object _
) As IBTDTCCommitConfirm
[C#]
IBTDTCCommitConfirm Done(
   [In] object transaction
);
[C++]
IBTDTCCommitConfirm* Done(
   [In] Object* transaction
);
[JScript]
function Done(
   transaction : Object
) : IBTDTCCommitConfirm;

<snippet id="1b8a3552-db3e-42e2-b4e2-cf5f481bde2e" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
      override public IAsyncResult BeginSubmitMessage(
                        IBaseMessage               message, 
                        AsyncCallback               cb, 
                        Object                     asyncState)
      {
         if ( false == _initialized )
         {
            InternalInitialize(null, message, null);
         }

         EpmAsyncResult ar = new EpmAsyncResult(cb, asyncState);

         // Get a new Transport Proxy Batch
         IBTTransportBatch batch = _tp.GetBatch( ar.BatchCallback, null );

         // Submit the message
         batch.SubmitMessage( message );

         // Commit the batch
         batch.Done( null );

         return ar;
      }
<snippet id="1b8a3552-db3e-42e2-b4e2-cf5f481bde2e" type="end"/> 



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or Jscript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportBatch Interface | IBTTransportBatch Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IBTTransportBatch.MoveToNextTransport Method
Adds a message to the batch to be moved to the backup transport.

VB

Parameters

msg
The IBaseMessage to be moved to the backup transport.

Remarks

This method should only be called by send adapters.

When the Messaging Engine is shutting down, adapters may not submit batches that employ the SubmitMessage or
SubmitRequestMessage methods. Only batches using the following methods are allowed: DeleteMessage, MoveToSuspendQ,
Resubmit, MoveToNextTransport, CancelResponseMessage, and SubmitResponseMessage. During shutdown, if a batch has
been submitted that uses either SubmitMessage or SubmitRequestMessage, the adapter should create and resubmit a new
batch containing only the allowed operations.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportBatch Interface | IBTTransportBatch Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub MoveToNextTransport( _
   ByVal msg As IBaseMessage, _
)
[C#]
void MoveToNextTransport(
   IBaseMessage msg,
);
[C++]
void MoveToNextTransport(
   IBaseMessage* msg,
);
[JScript]
function MoveToNextTransport(
   msg : IBaseMessage,
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportBatch.MoveToSuspendQ Method
Adds a message to the batch to be suspended.

VB

Parameters

msg
The IBaseMessage to be suspended.

Remarks

When the Messaging Engine is shutting down, adapters may not submit batches that employ the SubmitMessage or
SubmitRequestMessage methods. Only batches using the following methods are allowed: DeleteMessage, MoveToSuspendQ,
Resubmit, MoveToNextTransport, CancelResponseMessage, and SubmitResponseMessage. During shutdown, if a batch has been
submitted that uses either SubmitMessage or SubmitRequestMessage, the adapter should create and resubmit a new batch
containing only the allowed operations.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportBatch Interface | IBTTransportBatch Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub MoveToSuspendQ( _
   ByVal msg As IBaseMessage, _
)
[C#]
void MoveToSuspendQ(
   IBaseMessage msg,
);
[C++]
void MoveToSuspendQ(
   IBaseMessage* msg,
);
[JScript]
function MoveToSuspendQ(
   msg : IBaseMessage,
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportBatch.Resubmit Method
Adds a message to the batch to be resubmitted after a transmission attempt has failed, the retry count should be greater than
zero if a message is to be retried, though it is not enforced.

VB

Parameters

msg
The IBaseMessage to be resubmitted for transmission again.

timeStamp
The time the message should be redelivered to this adapter.

Remarks

This method should only be called by send adapters.

When the Messaging Engine is shutting down, adapters may not submit batches that employ the SubmitMessage or
SubmitRequestMessage methods. Only batches using the following methods are allowed: DeleteMessage, MoveToSuspendQ,
Resubmit, MoveToNextTransport, CancelResponseMessage, and SubmitResponseMessage. During shutdown, if a batch has been
submitted that uses either SubmitMessage or SubmitRequestMessage, the adapter should create and resubmit a new batch
containing only the allowed operations.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportBatch Interface | IBTTransportBatch Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub Resubmit( _
   ByVal msg As IBaseMessage, _
   ByVal timeStamp As DateTime _
)
[C#]
void Resubmit(
   IBaseMessage msg,
   DateTime timeStamp
);
[C++]
void Resubmit(
   IBaseMessage* mgs,
   DateTime timeStamp
);
[JScript]
function Resubmit(
   msg : IBaseMessage,
   timeStamp : DateTime
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportBatch.SubmitMessage Method
Adds a message to the batch to be processed by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine.

VB

Parameters

msg
The IBaseMessage containing the message to be added to the batch.

Remarks

The context properties InboundTransportLocation and InboundTransportType from the System namespace should be present in
the message context; this is used to look up the receive port configuration for this URL.

When the Messaging Engine is shutting down, adapters may not submit batches that employ the SubmitMessage or
SubmitRequestMessage methods. Only batches using the following methods are allowed: DeleteMessage, MoveToSuspendQ,
Resubmit, MoveToNextTransport, CancelResponseMessage, and SubmitResponseMessage. During shutdown, if a batch has been
submitted that uses either SubmitMessage or SubmitRequestMessage, the adapter should create and resubmit a new batch
containing only the allowed operations.

Example

The following example was taken from the SDK\Samples\Adapters\SubmitDirect\TransportProxyUtils\MessagingAPIs.cs file.

C#

Sub SubmitMessage( _
   ByVal msg As IBaseMessage _
)
[C#]
void SubmitMessage(
   IBaseMessage msg
);
[C++]
void SubmitMessage(
   IBaseMessage* msg
);
[JScript]
function SubmitMessage(
   msg : IBaseMessage
);

<snippet id="1b8a3552-db3e-42e2-b4e2-cf5f481bde2e" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
      override public IAsyncResult BeginSubmitMessage(
                        IBaseMessage               message, 
                        AsyncCallback               cb, 
                        Object                     asyncState)
      {
         if ( false == _initialized )
         {
            InternalInitialize(null, message, null);
         }

         EpmAsyncResult ar = new EpmAsyncResult(cb, asyncState);

         // Get a new Transport Proxy Batch
         IBTTransportBatch batch = _tp.GetBatch( ar.BatchCallback, null );

         // Submit the message
         batch.SubmitMessage( message );

         // Commit the batch
         batch.Done( null );



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or Jscript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportBatch Interface | IBTTransportBatch Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

         return ar;
      }
<snippet id="1b8a3552-db3e-42e2-b4e2-cf5f481bde2e" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportBatch.SubmitRequestMessage Method
Submits a request message for a request-response pair.

VB

Parameters

requestMsg
The request message to be submitted.

correlationToken
The unique identifier used to correlate the response message back to the request message.

firstResponseOnly
true if only the first response should be delivered, otherwise, false.

experationTime
The timeout after which no response messages will be returned.

responseCallback
The IBTTransmitter callback interface on which the response message will be delivered.

Remarks

The context properties InboundTransportLocation and InboundTransportType from the System namespace should be present in
the message context; this is used to look up the receive port configuration for this URL.

When the Messaging Engine is shutting down, adapters may not submit batches that employ the SubmitMessage or
SubmitRequestMessage methods. Only batches using the following methods are allowed: DeleteMessage, MoveToSuspendQ,
Resubmit, MoveToNextTransport, CancelResponseMessage, and SubmitResponseMessage. During shutdown, if a batch has been
submitted that uses either SubmitMessage or SubmitRequestMessage, the adapter should create and resubmit a new batch
containing only the allowed operations.

Example

Sub SubmitRequestMessage( _
   ByVal requestMsg As IBaseMessage _
   ByVal correlationToken As String _
   ByVal firstResponseOnly As Boolean _
   ByVal experationTime As DateTime _
   ByVal responseCallback As IBTTransmitter _

)
[C#]
void SubmitRequestMessage(
   IBaseMessage requestMsg
   string correlationToken
   bool firstResponseOnly
   DateTime expirationTime
   IBTTransmitter responseCallback
);
[C++]
void SubmitRequestMessage(
   IBaseMessage* requestMsg
   String* correlationToken
   bool firstResponseOnly
   DateTime experationTime
   IBTTransmitter* responseCallback
);
[JScript]
function SubmitRequestMessage(
   requestMsg : IBaseMessage
   correlationToken : String
   firstResponseOnly : Boolean
   experationTime : DateTime
   responseCallback : IBTTransmitter
);



 

The following example was taken from the SDK\Samples\Adapters\SubmitDirect\TransportProxyUtils\MessagingAPIs.cs file.

C#

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or Jscript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportBatch Interface | IBTTransportBatch Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<snippet id="53fd55a0-c5b1-458e-ba04-a7b2f495abef" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
      override public IAsyncResult BeginSubmitSyncMessage(
         IBaseMessage               message, 
         AsyncCallback               cb, 
         Object                     asyncState)
      {
         if ( false == _initialized )
         {
            InternalInitialize(null, message, null);
         }

         Guid ct = Guid.NewGuid();
         string correlationToken = ct.ToString();

         EpmAsyncResult ar = new EpmAsyncResult(cb, asyncState);
         ResponseCallback responseCallback = new ResponseCallback(ar.BatchCallback);
         ar.ResponseCallback = responseCallback;

         // Get a new Transport Proxy Batch
         IBTTransportBatch batch = _tp.GetBatch( ar.BatchCallback, null );

         // Submit the message
         batch.SubmitRequestMessage( message, correlationToken, true, new DateTime(0), respon
seCallback );

         // Commit the batch
         batch.Done( null );

         return ar;
      }
<snippet id="53fd55a0-c5b1-458e-ba04-a7b2f495abef" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportBatch.SubmitResponseMessage Method
Submits the response message for a solicit-response pair.

VB

Parameters

solicitMsgSent
The document to send.

responseMsgToSubmit
The response document to submit.

Remarks

This method ensures that the correct system properties are set on message context, which ensures that the response message is
correctly correlated back to the solicit-response message sent.

When the Messaging Engine is shutting down, adapters may not submit batches that employ the SubmitMessage or
SubmitRequestMessage methods. Only batches using the following methods are allowed: DeleteMessage, MoveToSuspendQ,
Resubmit, MoveToNextTransport, CancelResponseMessage, and SubmitResponseMessage. During shutdown, if a batch has
been submitted that uses either SubmitMessage or SubmitRequestMessage, the adapter should create and resubmit a new
batch containing only the allowed operations.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportBatch Interface | IBTTransportBatch Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub SubmitResponseMessage( _
   ByVal solicitMsgSent As IBaseMessage _
   ByVal responseMsgToSubmit As IBaseMessage _
)
[C#]
void SubmitResponseMessage(
   IBaseMessage solicitMsgSent
   IBaseMessage responseMsgToSubmit
);
[C++]
void SubmitResponseMessage(
   IBaseMessage* solicitMsgSent
   IBaseMessage* responseMsgToSubmit
);
[JScript]
function SubmitResponseMessage(
   solicitMsgSent : IBaseMessage
   responseMsgToSubmit : IBaseMessage
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportConfig Interface
Defines the methods that all receive adapters need to implement in order to receive configuration information from the BizTalk
Server Messaging Engine.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBTTransportConfig Members.

VB

Note  For information on using this interface within COM-based code, see IBTTransportConfig Interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk TransportProxy Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Interop.Transportproxy.dll)

See Also

IBTTransportConfig Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("4F812236-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)>
Public Interface IBTTransportConfig
[C#]
[Guid("4F812236-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public interface IBTTransportConfig
[C++]
[Guid("4F812236-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public __gc __interface IBTTransportConfig
[JScript]
public
   Guid("4F812236-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)
interface IBTTransportConfig

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportConfig Members
IBTTransportConfig overview

Public Methods

AddReceiveEndpoint Adds a new URL address that the adapter should listen on for incoming messages.
RemoveReceiveEndpoint Removes the URL from the list of URL addresses that the adapters listen to.
UpdateEndpointConfig Updates the configuration of the URL.

See Also

IBTTransportConfig Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportConfig Methods
The methods of the IBTTransportConfig interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBTTransportConfig interface members,
see the IBTTransportConfig Members topic.

Public Methods

AddReceiveEndpoint Adds a new URL address that the adapter should listen on for incoming messages.
RemoveReceiveEndpoint Removes the URL from the list of URL addresses that the adapters listen to.
UpdateEndpointConfig Updates the configuration of the URL.

See Also

IBTTransportConfig Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportConfig.AddReceiveEndpoint Method
Adds a new URL address that the adapter should listen on for incoming messages.

VB

Parameters

url
The new URL the adapter should listen on.

adapterConfig
The IPropertyBag containing the configuration for this URL. Note, a call to IPropertyBag.Read returns a null value when the
property is not in the property bag.

bizTalkConfig
The IPropertyBag containing the BizTalk Server configuration, specifically the port capabilities that indicate whether the port is
one way or two way. This is indicated by the property TwoWayReceivePort, which is true for two way ports, and false for one
way ports.

Remarks

This method is called periodically by the Transport Proxy on a single independent thread. The period (Cache Refresh Interval) is
configurable in Biztalk Server Administration Console. Thus, this method will not be called concurrently on multiple threads.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportConfig Interface | IBTTransportConfig Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub AddReceiveEndpoint( _
   ByVal url As String, _
   ByVal adapterConfig As IPropertyBag, _
   ByVal bizTalkConfig As IPropertyBag _
)
[C#]
void AddReceiveEndpoint(
   string url,
   IPropertyBag adapterConfig,
   IPropertyBag bizTalkConfig
);
[C++]
void AddReceiveEndpoint(
   String* url,
   IPropertyBag* adapterConfig,
   IPropertyBag* bizTalkConfig
);
[JScript]
function AddReceiveEndpoint(
   url : String,
   adapterConfig : IPropertyBag,
   bizTalkConfig : IPropertyBag
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportConfig.RemoveReceiveEndpoint Method
Removes the URL from the list of URL addresses that the adapters listen to.

VB

Parameters

url
The URL to remove from the list.

Remarks

This method is called periodically by the Transport Proxy on a single independent thread. The period (Cache Refresh Interval) is
configurable in Biztalk Server Administration Console. Thus, this method will not be called concurrently on multiple threads.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportConfig Interface | IBTTransportConfig Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub RemoveReceiveEndpoint( _
   ByVal url As String _
)
[C#]
void RemoveReceiveEndpoint(
   string url
);
[C++]
void RemoveReceiveEndpoint(
   String* url
);
[JScript]
function RemoveReceiveEndpoint(
   url : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportConfig.UpdateEndpointConfig Method
Updates the configuration of the URL.

VB

Parameters

url
The URL that needs to be configured.

adapterConfig
The IPropertyBag containing the new configuration for the URL.

bizTalkConfig
The IPropertyBag containing the BizTalk Server configuration, specifically the port capabilities that indicate whether the port is
one way or two way. This is indicated by the property TwoWayReceivePort, which is true for two way ports, and false for one
way ports.

Remarks

This method is called periodically by the Transport Proxy on a single independent thread. The period (Cache Refresh Interval) is
configurable in Biztalk Server Administration Console. Thus, this method will not be called concurrently on multiple threads.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportConfig Interface | IBTTransportConfig Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub UpdateEndpointConfig( _
   ByVal url As String, _
   ByVal adapterConfig As IPropertyBag, _
   ByVal bizTalkConfig As IPropertyBag _
)
[C#]
void UpdateEndpointConfig(
   string url,
   IPropertyBag adapterConfig,
   IPropertyBag bizTalkConfig
);
[C++]
void UpdateEndpointConfig(
   String* url,
   IPropertyBag* adapterConfig,
   IPropertyBag* bizTalkConfig
);
[JScript]
function UpdateEndpointConfig(
   url : String,
   adapterConfig : IPropertyBag,
   bizTalkConfig : IPropertyBag
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportControl Interface
Defines the methods that all adapters (except isolated adapters) need to implement in order to be controlled by the BizTalk Server
Messaging Engine.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBTTransportControl Members.

VB

Note  For information on using this interface within COM-based code, see IBTTransportControl Interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk TransportProxy Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Interop.Transportproxy.dll)

See Also

IBTTransportControl Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("4F812235-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)>
Public Interface IBTTransportControl
[C#]
[Guid("4F812235-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public interface IBTTransportControl
[C++]
[Guid("4F812235-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public __gc __interface IBTTransportControl
[JScript]
public
   Guid("4F812235-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)
interface IBTTransportControl

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportControl Members
IBTTransportControl overview

Public Methods

Initialize Initializes the adapter.
Terminate Finishes processing any messages the adapter is currently processing and prepares for termination.

See Also

IBTTransportControl Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportControl Methods
The methods of the IBTTransportControl interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBTTransportControl interface
members, see the IBTTransportControl Members topic.

Public Methods

Initialize Initializes the adapter.
Terminate Finishes processing any messages the adapter is currently processing and prepares for termination.

See Also

IBTTransportControl Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportControl.Initialize Method
Initializes the adapter.

VB

Parameters

transProxy
The IBTTransportProxy containing the transport proxy for the adapter. Each adapter has its own dedicated transport proxy.

Remarks

This method is called by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportControl Interface | IBTTransportControl Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub Initialize( _
   ByVal transProxy As IBTTransportProxy _
)
[C#]
void Initialize(
   IBTTransportProxy transProxy
);
[C++]
void Initialize(
   IBTTransportProxy* transProxy
);
[JScript]
function Initialize(
   transProxy : IBTTransportProxy
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportControl.Terminate Method
Finishes processing any messages the adapter is currently processing and prepares for termination.

VB

Remarks

This method is called by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine.

The adapter should not start any new work after this call, but may complete outstanding work items as necessary.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportControl Interface | IBTTransportControl Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub Terminate()
[C#]
void Terminate();
[C++]
void Terminate();
[JScript]
function Terminate();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportProxy Interface
Defines the methods that are provided by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine, which are used by adapters to interact with the
server at run time.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBTTransportProxy Members.

VB

Note  For information on using this interface within COM-based code, see IBTTransportProxy Interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: BizTalk TransportProxy Interop (in Microsoft.Biztalk.Interop.TransportProxy.dll)

See Also

IBTTransportProxy Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Guid("4F81222f-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")>
<InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)>
Public Interface IBTTransportProxy
[C#]
[Guid("4F81222f-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public interface IBTTransportProxy
[C++]
[Guid("4F81222f-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")]
[InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType::InterfaceIsIUnknown)]
public __gc __interface IBTTransportProxy
[JScript]
public
   Guid("4F81222f-E3E0-472a-AD0A-AFDE1FE7356C")
   InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsIUnknown)
interface IBTTransportProxy

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportProxy Members
IBTTransportProxy overview

Public Methods

GetBatch Gets a new transport proxy batch.
GetMessageFactory Gets the base message factory.
ReceiverShuttingdown Notifies the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine that the receiver adapter is shutting down one of it's r

eceive locations.
RegisterIsolatedReceiver Registers a non-creatable receive function.
SetErrorInfo Sets the error information.
TerminateIsolatedReceiver Notifies the Messaging Engine that it is shutting down. This method is called by a non-creatable rec

eiver.

See Also

IBTTransportProxy Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IBTTransportProxy Methods
The methods of the IBTTransportProxy interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBTTransportProxy interface members,
see the IBTTransportProxy Members topic.

Public Methods

GetBatch Gets a new transport proxy batch.
GetMessageFactory Gets the base message factory.
ReceiverShuttingdown Notifies the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine that the receiver adapter is shutting down one of it's r

eceive locations.
RegisterIsolatedReceiver Registers an isolated receive adapter, also known as non-creatable receive adapters.
SetErrorInfo Sets the error information.
TerminateIsolatedReceiver Notifies the Messaging Engine that it is shutting down. This method is called by a non-creatable rec

eiver.

See Also

IBTTransportProxy Interface | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportProxy.GetBatch Method
Gets a new transport proxy batch.

VB

Parameters

callBack
The IBTBatchCallBack callback interface. The callback will be made to this interface after the Done method has been called on
the batch and the batch has been processed. The Done method is a low cost method call since it posts the batch to the thread
pool. The callback will be made once the thread pool has finished processing the batch. This parameter cannot be set to NULL.

callbackCookie
A callback cookie. The cookie will be passed back to the adapter when the callback is called on the IBTBatchCallBack interface.
This parameter can be set to a variant of type VT_EMPTY.

Return Value

The IBTTransportBatch containing the new batch.

Remarks

The adapter can use the callback pointer, a cookie parameter, or a combination of the parameters in order to correlate a particular
batch to the internal data structures for the adapter. This method is intended to be as flexible as possible so as not to restrict the
internal programming model of the adapter.

The batch is atomic with respect to the MessageBox. If a batch fails, none of the work will be committed to the MessageBox.

Example

The following snippet was taken from the SDK\Samples\Adapters\SubmitDirect\TransportProxyUtils\MessagingAPIs.cs file.

C#

Function GetBatch( _
   ByVal callBack As IBTBatchCallBack, _
   ByVal callbackCookie As Object _
) As IBTTransportBatch
[C#]
IBTTransportBatch GetBatch(
   IBTBatchCallBack callBack,
   object callbackCookie
);
[C++]
IBTTransportBatch* GetBatch(
   IBTBatchCallBack* callBack,
   Object* callbackCookie
);
[JScript]
function GetBatch(
   callBack : IBTBatchCallBack,
   callbackCookie : Object
) : IBTTransportBatch;

<snippet id="1b8a3552-db3e-42e2-b4e2-cf5f481bde2e" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
      override public IAsyncResult BeginSubmitMessage(
                        IBaseMessage               message, 
                        AsyncCallback               cb, 
                        Object                     asyncState)
      {
         if ( false == _initialized )
         {
            InternalInitialize(null, message, null);
         }



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or Jscript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportProxy Interface | IBTTransportProxy Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

         EpmAsyncResult ar = new EpmAsyncResult(cb, asyncState);

         // Get a new Transport Proxy Batch
         IBTTransportBatch batch = _tp.GetBatch( ar.BatchCallback, null );

         // Submit the message
         batch.SubmitMessage( message );

         // Commit the batch
         batch.Done( null );

         return ar;
      }
<snippet id="1b8a3552-db3e-42e2-b4e2-cf5f481bde2e" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportProxy.GetMessageFactory Method
Gets the base message factory.

VB

Return Value

The IBaseMessageFactory for the transport proxy.

Remarks

The adapter should use the message factory to create messages.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

Example

The following snippet was taken from the SDK\Samples\Adapters\SubmitDirect\TransportProxyUtils\MessagingAPIs.cs file.

C#

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or Jscript.

See Also

IBTTransportProxy Interface | IBTTransportProxy Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function GetMessageFactory() As IBaseMessageFactory
[C#]
IBaseMessageFactory GetMessageFactory();
[C++]
IBaseMessageFactory* GetMessageFactory();
[JScript]
function GetMessageFactory() : IBaseMessageFactory;

<snippet id="be6efddc-d00c-4d95-adb7-995d9f68aac9" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
      /// <summary>
      /// Creatable receiver constructor
      /// </summary>
      /// <param name="tp">Transport proxy object reference</param>
      public BizTalkMessaging(IBTTransportProxy tp)
      {
         if ( null == tp )
            throw new ArgumentNullException("IBTTransportProxy may not be null");

         this._tp = tp;
         _mf = _tp.GetMessageFactory();

         _initialized = true;
      }
<snippet id="be6efddc-d00c-4d95-adb7-995d9f68aac9" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportProxy.ReceiverShuttingdown Method
Notifies the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine that the receiver adapter is shutting down one of it's receive locations.

VB

Parameters

receiveLocationURL
The URL that is shutting down.

e
The exception that is causing the URL to shut down.

Remarks

A receiver adapter can use this method to shutdown a receive endpoint or URL.

The receive endpoint will not be enabled automatically when service is restarted.

The adapter should not submit any new work for the endpoint after this method has been called.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportProxy Interface | IBTTransportProxy Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub ReceiverShuttingdown( _
   ByVal receiveLocationURL As String, _
   ByVal e As Exception _
)
[C#]
void ReceiverShuttingdown(
   string receiveLocationURL,
   Exception e
);
[C++]
void ReceiverShuttingdown(
   String* receiveLocationURL,
   Exception* e
);
[JScript]
function ReceiverShuttingdown(
   receiveLocationURL : String,
   e : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportProxy.RegisterIsolatedReceiver Method
Registers an isolated receive adapter, also known as non-creatable receive adapters.

VB

Parameters

url
One of the URLs that the adapter is listening on.

callBack
The IBTTransportConfig configuration interface that will be called back with the configuration of the url parameter. The object
passed here also needs to implement the IBTTransport interface.

Remarks

An ISAPI extension is an example of an isolated receive function because BizTalk Server does not have control over the lifetime of
the ISAPI extension. The isolated adapter is responsible for creating the transport proxy and registering itself with it. Isolated
adapters are also known as non-creatable adapters.

The TerminateIsolatedReceiver method should be called during adapter shutting down if RegisterIsolatedReceiver was called
before, the process will hang on exit if this is not done. This call will fail if the credentials under which the process is running do
not have access to the Management database. Isolated receivers should call TerminateIsolatedReceiver method when shutting
down.

Example

The following snippet was taken from the SDK\Samples\Adapters\SubmitDirect\TransportProxyUtils\MessagingAPIs.cs file.

C#

Sub RegisterIsolatedReceiver( _
   ByVal url As String, _
   ByVal callBack As IBTTransportConfig _
)
[C#]
void RegisterIsolatedReceiver(
   string url,
   IBTTransportConfig callBack
);
[C++]
void RegisterIsolatedReceiver(
   String* url,
   IBTTransportConfig* callBack
);
[JScript]
function RegisterIsolatedReceiver(
   url : String,
   callBack : IBTTransportConfig
);

<snippet id="79b9f432-60a3-4174-8e4d-debaf2f6ab35" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
      /// <summary>
      /// Initialize the adapter by specifying the address of the receive location that uses 
the adapter
      /// </summary>
      /// <param name="tp">Transport proxy object reference</param>
      /// <param name="url">Address of the receive location</param>
      /// <param name="callBack">Reference to the configuration callback interface</param>
      private void InternalInitialize(IBTTransportProxy tp, string url, IBTTransportConfig ca
llBack)
      {
         lock(this)
         {
            while ( false == _initialized )



 

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or Jscript.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportProxy Interface | IBTTransportProxy Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

            {
               IBTTransportConfig cb = null;

               if ( null == url )
                  throw new ArgumentNullException("Url may not be null");

               if ( null == callBack )
               {
                  cb = this;
               }
               else
               {
                  cb = callBack;
               }
            
               if ( null == tp && null == _tp )
               {
                  _tp = new IBTTransportProxy();
               }
               else if ( null != tp )
               {
                  _tp = tp;
               }

               _tp.RegisterIsolatedReceiver(url, cb);
               _mf = _tp.GetMessageFactory();

               _initialized = true;
            }
         }
      }
<snippet id="79b9f432-60a3-4174-8e4d-debaf2f6ab35" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportProxy.SetErrorInfo Method
Sets the error information.

VB

Parameters

e
The exception.

Remarks

Adapters may use this information to report errors to event log on behalf of BizTalk Server.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportProxy Interface | IBTTransportProxy Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub SetErrorInfo( _
   ByVal e As Exception _
)
[C#]
void SetErrorInfo (
   Exception e
);
[C++]
void SetErrorInfo (
   Exception* e
);
[JScript]
function SetErrorInfo (
   e : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportProxy.TerminateIsolatedReceiver Method
Notifies the Messaging Engine that it is shutting down. This method is called by an isolated receiver.

VB

Remarks

Isolated adapters must call TerminateIsolatedReceiver method after all RegisterIsolatedReceiver method calls, the process will
hang on exit if this is not done.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

Example

The following snippet was taken from the SDK\Samples\Adapters\SubmitDirect\TransportProxyUtils\MessagingAPIs.cs file.

C#

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or Jscript.

See Also

IBTTransportProxy Interface | IBTTransportProxy Members | Microsoft.BizTalk.TransportProxy.Interop Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub TerminateIsolatedReceiver()
[C#]
void TerminateIsolatedReceiver();
[C++]
void TerminateIsolatedReceiver();
[JScript]
function TerminateIsolatedReceiver();

<snippet id="f9bd26bf-7c67-4906-8766-fbcde0e02c4d" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
      /// <summary>
      /// Close the adapter
      /// </summary>
      public void Close()
      {
         if ( null != _tp )
         {
            _tp.TerminateIsolatedReceiver();
         }

            _initialized = false;
         _tp = null;
      }
<snippet id="f9bd26bf-7c67-4906-8766-fbcde0e02c4d" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
The Microsoft.RuleEngine namespace contains classes, interfaces, enumerations, and delegates that describe the environment
for executing rule sets.

Namespace hierarchy

Classes

Class Description
ActionCollection A collection of objects derived from the

Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function class.
Add Represents the addition operator (arg1 added to arg2).
After Represents the temporal predicate that answers the question "Is time

1 chronologically after time2"?
ArgumentCollection Represents a collection of objects derived from the

Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term class.
ArithmeticFunction Represents the abstract base class for all rule arithmetic functions.
Assert Represents the rule engine assert facts function.
AuthorizationGroup The authorization group for rule engine policies/vocabularies.
AuthorizationGroupCollection A collection of objects of type Microsoft.RuleEngine.AuthorizationGr

oup.
AuthorizationGroupEntry A user of a rule engine policy/vocabulary.
AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection A collection of objects of type Microsoft.RuleEngine.AuthorizationGr

oupEntry.
Before Represents the temporal predicate that answers the question “Is time

1 chronologically before time2”?
Between Represents the temporal predicate that answers the question "Is time

1 chronologically between time2 and time3"?
Binding Represents a binding to an object or object member.
BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException The exception that is thrown when the rule language converter cann

ot deserialize a user-defined object.
BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException The exception that is thrown when the rule language converter enco

unters a duplicate name error.
BusinessRulesLanguageException Base class for all business rule language exceptions.
BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException The exception that is thrown when the rule language converter enco

unters a reference that is not valid.
BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException The exception that is thrown when the rule language converter enco

unters a missing reference.
BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException The Exception that is thrown when the rule language schema version

mismatch error occurs.
BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException The exception that is thrown when the rule language schema cannot 

be found.
BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException The exception that is thrown when the rule language converter enco

unters an unrecognized element.
BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException The exception that is thrown when a rule language schema validatio

n fails.
ClassBinding Specifies a binding to a .NET-based class object used in rule conditio

ns and actions.
ClassMemberBinding Specifies a binding to an object method, property, or field used in rul

e conditions and actions..
ClassType The type for .NET class instances to be retracted from the rule engine

.
Clear Represents the clear operation. The clear operation resets working m

emory and the agenda.
CompensationHandlerInfo Information about a rule engine compensation handler.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee293529(v=bts.10).aspx


Constant Represents a constant value used as a predicate or function argumen
t.

CreateObject Represents the create object operation.
DatabaseBinding Binding to a database table used in rule definitions.
DatabaseColumnBinding A binding to a database table column used in rule definitions.
DataConnection A connection to a database table.
DataConnectionBinding A binding to a database table used in rule definitions.
DataConnectionType Type for data connection instances to be retracted from the rule engi

ne.
DataRowBinding Specifies a binding to a datarow object used in rule conditions and a

ctions.
DataRowType The type for data row instances to be retracted from the rule engine.
Day Represents the operator that returns the day of the month from the s

pecified DateTime.
DayOfWeek Represents the day of the week operator.
DebugTrackingInterceptor Provides file based tracing of policy execution.
DeploymentHistoryEvent The base class for deployment history events.
DeploymentHistoryInfo Maintains information about changes in the deployment configurati

on of a rule set.
DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection A collection of objects of type

Microsoft.RuleEngine.DeploymentHistoryInfo.
DeploymentHistoryToken The base class that holds the deployment token for history retrieval.
Divide Represents the division operator (arg1 divided by arg2).
Equal Represents the relational equality operator.
Executor The rule engine get executor function.
Exists The XML element or attribute existence predicate used in rule conditi

ons.
FactType The type of fact asserted or retracted from the rule engine.
FileRuleStore Implementation of the RuleStore class for storing rule sets in the file 

system.
FindAll Represents the regular expression find all operation used in rule con

ditions and actions.
FindFirst Represents the find first operation.
Function Base class for all functions used as predicate arguments or rule actio

ns.
GreaterThan Represents the relational greater than operator.
GreaterThanEqual Represents the relational greater than or equal to operator.
Halt Represents the halt operation, which halts a rule engine execution lo

op from a rule action list.
HistoryCollection A collection of objects derived from Microsoft.RuleEngine.Version

Info class.
Hour Represents the hour of the day operator.
LessThan Represents the relational less than operator.
LessThanEqual Represents the relational less than or equal to operator.
LogicalAnd Represents the logical AND operator.
LogicalExpression Represents the rule conditions that collectively evaluate to either tru

e or false.
LogicalExpressionCollection A collection of objects derived from Microsoft.RuleEngine.Logical

Expression.
LogicalNot Represents the logical NOT operation (classical negation).
LogicalOr Represents the logical OR operation.
Match Determines if a regular expression is present in a specified input stri

ng.
MemberBinding Represents a binding to an object that implements a user defined pr

edicate or term.
Minute Represents the minute of the hour operator.



Month Represents the operator that returns the month of the year from the 
specified DateTime.

Multiply Represents the multiplication operator (arg1 multiplied by arg2).
NotEqual Represents the relational inequality operator.
ObjectBinding Represents a binding to a .NET-based class object, an XML document

, or a database table.
ObjectReference Specifies that the object is to be used as a term, rather than a specific

field or attribute.
Policy Represents a business policy.
PolicyAuthorizationInfo The information associated with a policy authorizations enabled eve

nt.
PolicyDeploymentInfo Information associated with a policy deployment or undeployment e

vent.
PolicyExecutionException The exception that is thrown if policy execution fails.
PolicyTester A business policy tester.
PolicyTrackingConfigInfo The information associated with a policy tracking configuration upda

te event.
PolicyUpdateInfo Base class for all policy information associated with policy update ev

ents.
Power Represents the power operator (arg1 raised to the power of arg2).
Predicate Base class for all user-defined and built-in predicates used in rule co

nditions.
PubSubAdapter Returns published or subscribed adapter results.
Range Tests whether a value is between a range.
RegExFunction Base class for all regular expression functions.
RelationalPredicate The base class for all relational predicates.
Remainder Represents the remainder operator (arg1 modulo arg2).
Retract Represents the retract operation.
RetractByType Represents the rule engine retract-facts-by-type function.
Rule Represents a single business rule containing conditions and actions.
RuleDictionary A dictionary of objects of type Microsoft.RuleEngine.Rule.
RuleEngine Provides the execution environment for rule set or vocabulary object

s.
RuleEngineArgumentException Base class for all argument exceptions specific to the Rule Engine.
RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException Represents the argument thrown when an argument type is not vali

d.
RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException Represents the argument thrown when an argument has a value that

is not valid.
RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException The exception that is thrown when an argument is not cloneable.
RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException The exception that is thrown when an argument is not serializable.
RuleEngineArgumentNullException Represents the argument thrown when a null argument error occurs.
RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Represents the argument that is thrown when an argument type mis

match occurs.
RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException The exception that is thrown when an argument is of an unexpected t

ype.
RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException The exception that is thrown when an argument is of an unsupporte

d type.
RuleEngineClassInstantiationException The exception that is thrown when a class instance could not be creat

ed.
RuleEngineCollection Contains collection of objects in the Microsoft.RuleEngine namespac

e. Any object placed into the collection must inherit from the IClone
able interface.

RuleEngineComponentConfiguration Gets or sets the configuration for a rule engine plug-in component.
RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException The exception that is thrown when an assembly cannot be found.
RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException The exception that is thrown when the specified configuration class c

ould not be found in the user-specified assembly.



RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException The exception that is thrown when a rule engine plug-in component 
cannot be found.

RuleEngineConfigurationException Base class for all rule engine configuration exceptions.
RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException The exception that is thrown when an attempt is made to deploy a ru

le set that has already been deployed.
RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException The exception that is thrown when a connection to the rule store fails

.
RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException The exception that is thrown when an attempt is made to deploy to a

server and database that do not match what was configured during i
nstallation.

RuleEngineDeploymentException The base class for all rule engine deployment exceptions.
RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException The exception that is thrown when an attempt is made to import an e

mpty file.
RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException The exception that is thrown when an attempt is made to undeploy a

rule set that is not deployed.
RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException The exception that is thrown when an attempt is made to deploy a ru

le set that has not been published.
RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException The exception that is thrown when a rule set already exists in the rule

store.
RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException The exception that is thrown when a rule set cannot be retrieved fro

m the rule store.
RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException The exception that is thrown when there is a GUID mismatch while s

etting the tracking configuration for a rule set.
RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException The exception that is thrown when rule set tracking configuration inf

ormation cannot be retrieved from the rule store.
RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException The exception that is thrown when the tracking configuration for a ru

le set cannot be set.
RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException The exception that is thrown when an unexpected deployment error 

occurs.
RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException The exception that is thrown when a vocabulary already exists in the 

rule store.
RuleEngineDictionary A dictionary of homogeneous objects. Any object placed into the dict

ionary must inherit from the ICloneable interface.
RuleEngineException The base class for all rule engine exception classes.
RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException The exception that is thrown when an attempt is made to add an obj

ect of the wrong type to a rule engine collection.
RuleEngineNotImplementedException The exception that is thrown when an attempt is made to call a meth

od that has not been implemented.
RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException The exception that is thrown when a specified policy cannot be retrie

ved from the rule store.
RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException The exception that is thrown when an attempt to register a callback 

with the rule engine update service fails.
RuleEngineResource Represents the class used to extract localized RuleEngine resource st

rings.
RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException The exception that is thrown when a database column referenced in 

a rule condition or action cannot be found during rule engine executi
on.

RuleEngineRuntimeException Represents the base class for all rule engine runtime exceptions.
RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException The exception that is thrown when a rule engine execution loop is de

tected.
RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException The exception that is thrown when an XML document field reference

d in a rule condition or action cannot be found during rule engine ex
ecution.

RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException The exception that is thrown when an XML document field reference
d in a rule condition or action cannot be updated during rule engine 
execution.

RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException The exception that is thrown when incompatible types are encounter
ed during rule engine execution.



RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException The exception that is thrown when a member invocation fails during 
rule engine execution.

RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException The exception that is thrown when a member cannot be found durin
g rule engine execution.

RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException The exception that is thrown when the rule engine cannot be found.
RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException The exception that is thrown when an object used as an operand to a

relational operator does not support the IComparable interface.
RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException The exception that is thrown when a type mismatch error is encount

ered during rule engine execution.
RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException The exception that is thrown when tracking fails for an agenda updat

e event.
RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException The exception that is thrown when tracking fails for a rule engine ass

ociation event.
RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException The exception that is thrown when tracking fails for a condition evalu

ation event.
RuleEngineTrackingException Represents the base class for all rule engine tracking exceptions.
RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException The exception that is thrown when tracking fails for a fact activity eve

nt.
RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException The exception that is thrown when tracking fails for a rule firing even

t.
RuleEngineUnsupportedException The exception that is thrown when a function is called that is not sup

ported.
RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException The exception that is thrown when the update service cannot be con

nected to.
RuleSet Represents a collection of related rules.
RuleSetBindingFinder Represents the rule set binding finder.
RuleSetDeploymentDriver Provides the default deployment driver used to import, export, deplo

y, un-deploy, and set tracking configuration for published rule sets a
nd vocabularies, and to retrieve their deployment characteristics.

RuleSetDeploymentEvent Represents a rule set deployment event.
RuleSetDeploymentHistoryToken Represents the class used to track the last retrieved deployment hist

ory for incremental history retrieval.
RuleSetDictionary Represents a dictionary of objects of type Microsoft.RuleEngine.R

uleSet.
RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Contains the execution configuration for a RuleSet.
RuleSetInfo Holds information about a rule set
RuleSetInfoCollection Represents a collection of objects of type Microsoft.RuleEngine.Ru

leSetInfo.
RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent Represents the class used to intimate tracking configuration changes

between the rule engine update service and its clients.
RuleSetTrackingConfiguration Represents the tracking configuration for the rule set. The tracking c

onfiguration specifies whether to track fact activity, agenda updates, 
conditional evaluation, or rule firing when running a rule set.

RuleSetTranslationComplexityException The exception that is thrown when translation of a rule set does not c
omplete within the configured duration.

RuleSetTranslationException Represents the base class for all translation exceptions.
RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException The exception that is thrown when a rule set definition does not cont

ain any bindings to objects or members.
RuleSetUndeploymentEvent Represents an undeploy event in RuleSetHistory.
RuleStore Represents the persistent store for rule set definitions.
RuleStoreAccessDeniedException The exception that is thrown when an attempt to access items in the 

rule store is denied.
RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException The exception that is thrown when the alternate credentials to be use

d when accessing the rule store cannot be used.
RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException The exception that is thrown when database compatibility cannot be 

checked.



RuleStoreConnectionException The exception that is thrown when a connection to the rule store can
not be made.

RuleStoreException Represents the base class for all rule store exceptions.
RuleStoreFileNotFoundException The exception that is thrown when a specified rule store is not found.
RuleStoreIncompatibleException The exception that is thrown when the rule store is a different versio

n.
RuleStoreReadOnlyException The exception that is thrown when a specified file rule store is read-o

nly.
RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException The exception that is thrown when an attempt is made to publish a r

ule set that has already been published.
RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException The exception that is thrown when an attempt is made to update a d

eployed rule set.
RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException The exception that is thrown when an attempt is made to publish an 

empty rule set.
RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException The exception that is thrown when the requested rule set does not ex

ist.
RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException The exception that is thrown when there is an error renaming a rule 

set.
RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException The exception that is thrown when the requested version of a rule set

does not match the version contained in the rule store.
RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException The exception that is thrown when an attempt is made to publish a v

ocabulary that has already been published.
RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException The exception that is thrown when an attempt is made to publish an 

empty vocabulary.
RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException The exception that is thrown when a vocabulary cannot be deleted b

ecause it is referred to by other rule sets and/or vocabularies.
RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException The exception that is thrown when the requested vocabulary does no

t exist in the rule store.
RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException The exception that is thrown when the requested vocabulary is not v

alid.
RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException The exception that is thrown when a vocabulary cannot be renamed.
RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException The exception that is thrown when the requested version of a vocabu

lary does not match the version contained in the rule store.
Second Represents the second of the minute operator.
SqlRuleStore The implementation of the RuleStore class for storing rules in a SQL

Server database.
Subtract Represents the subtraction operator (arg1 subtracted from arg2).
TemporalFunction Represents the base class for all temporal functions.
Term Represents a term used in building rule conditions and actions.
TimeOfDay Represents the time of day function.
TimeStamp Represents a time stamp for the current time or a user-defined time.
TrackingConfiguration The base class that holds the tracking configuration for a rule set.
TypedDataRow Represents a typed fact wrapper for an ADO DataRow object.
TypedDataTable Represents a typed fact wrapper for an ADO DataTable object.
TypedXmlDocument Represents a typed fact wrapper for an XmlNode.
Update Represents the rule engine Update facts function, which updates a fa

ct in working memory.
UserFunction Specifies user-defined functions.
UserPredicate Represents a user-defined predicate (rule condition).
VersionInfo Represents information about a rule set or vocabulary version.
XMLDocumentBinding Represents a binding to an XML document.
XMLDocumentFieldBinding Represents an XML document element or attribute used in rule condi

tions and actions.
XmlDocumentType Represents the type for XML node instances to be retracted from the 

rule engine.
XPathPair Represents a pair of strings containing an XPath to an XML documen

t element or attribute.



 

Year Represents the operator that returns the year from the specified Dat
eTime.

Interfaces

Interface Description
IFactCreator Enables fact generation for policy testing.
IFactRetriever Defines methods exposed by fact retrievers.
IPubSubAdapter Returns published or subscribed adapter results.
IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Interface exposed by the Rule Engine Update Service.
IRuleLanguageConverter Defines methods exposed by rule language converters.
IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Defines methods exposed by rule set deployment drivers.
IRuleSetExecutor Defines methods that are exposed by rule set executors.
IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor Defines methods exposed by tracking interceptors.
IRuleSetTranslator Defines methods exposed by rule set translators.
ITypedDataConnection Represents the interface exposed by TypedDataConnection facts.
ITypedXmlDocument Provides the set of selectors referenced in the bindings of the executing rule set.

Delegates

Delegate Description
RemoteUpdateCallback Delegate used for communication between the rule engine update service and its clients.
RuleEngineCompensationHandler Delegate to a user defined handler for exceptions thrown during rule-engine processing.
SubscriptionMessageHandler Delegate used to subscribe to deployment or authorization change messages.

Enumerations

Enumeration Description
AccessPermissionOption Enumeration of access permissions allowed on a version instance of a policy or vocabulary.
ArtifactType Enumeration of rule engine items such as rule sets and vocabularies. Used when setting item-level

security.
AuthorizationGroupEntryType Enumeration of authorization group entry types.
FactActivityType Enumeration for the types of fact activities that can be tracked through the

Microsoft.RuleEngine.IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor interface.
RuleSetTrackingConfiguration.
TrackingOption

Enumeration of options for activities to be tracked.

RuleStore.Filter Enumeration of available filters on rule sets and vocabularies.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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AccessPermissionOption Enumeration
Enumeration of access permissions allowed on a policy/vocabulary version instance.

VB

Members

Member name Value Description
NoAccess 0 No access to the policy/vocabulary version instance.
ReadExecute 1 Read/execute access to the policy/vocabulary version instance.
ModifyDelete 2 Modify/delete access to the policy/vocabulary version instance.
FullAccess 0x7FFFFFFF Full access to the policy/vocabulary version instance.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Enum AccessPermissionOption
[C#]
[Serializable]
public enum AccessPermissionOption
[C++]
[Serializable]
__value public enum AccessPermissionOption
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
enum AccessPermissionOption

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ActionCollection Class
Represents a collection of objects derived from the Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function class.

For a list of all members of this type, see ActionCollection Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineCollection
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.ActionCollection

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

ActionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class ActionCollection
   Inherits RuleEngineCollection
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class ActionCollection : RuleEngineCollection
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class ActionCollection : public
   RuleEngineCollection
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class ActionCollection extends RuleEngineCollection
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ActionCollection Members
ActionCollection overview

Public Constructors

ActionCollection Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the ActionCollection class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Returns the number of items in the collection.
IsFixedSize (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Determines whether the current instance has a fixed size.
IsReadOnly (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Determines whether the current instance is read-only.
IsSynchronized (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Determines whether the current instance is synchronized.
Item Gets or sets a Function object at the specified index in the collection.
ItemType (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Gets the type of items allowed in the collection.
SyncRoot (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Gets an object that can be used to synchronize.

Public Methods

Add Adds the specified Function object to the collection.
AddRange Adds the items to the end of the collection.
Clear (inherited from RuleE

ngineCollection)
For more information, see RuleEngineCollection.

Clone Overridden. Makes a deep clone of the ActionCollection class.
Contains Overloaded. Determines if the specified item is in the collection.
CopyTo Overloaded. Copies the items of the collection to an array, starting at a given array index.
Equals (inherited from Syst

em.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited fr
om RuleEngineCollection)

Returns an enumerator for the current instance.

GetHashCode (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

IndexOf Overloaded. Copies a collection to a one-dimensional array, starting at the given array index.
Insert Overloaded. Inserts the specified Function into the collection at the specified index.
Remove Overloaded. Removes the specified Function from the collection.
RemoveAt (inherited from 

RuleEngineCollection)
Removes the object at the specified index from the current instance.

ToString (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677..

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ActionCollection Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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ActionCollection Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the ActionCollection class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the ActionCollection class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public ActionCollection();

[C++] public: ActionCollection();

[JScript] public function ActionCollection();

Initializes a new instance of the ActionCollection class with an existing collection of objects derived from the
Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Collections.ICollection)

[C#] public ActionCollection(System.Collections.ICollection);

[C++] public: ActionCollection(System.Collections.ICollection);

[JScript] public function ActionCollection(System.Collections.ICollection);

See Also

ActionCollection Class | ActionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ActionCollection Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the ActionCollection class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionCollection Class | ActionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
ActionCollection Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public ActionCollection();
[C++]
public: ActionCollection();
[JScript]
public function ActionCollection();
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ActionCollection Constructor (System.Collections.ICollection)
Initializes a new instance of the ActionCollection class using the specified items.

VB

Parameters

items
A collection of objects derived from Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionCollection Class | ActionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
ActionCollection Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal items As ICollection _
)
[C#]
public ActionCollection(
   ICollection items
);
[C++]
public: ActionCollection(
   ICollection* items
);
[JScript]
public function ActionCollection(
   items : ICollection
);
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ActionCollection Properties
The properties of the ActionCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of ActionCollection class members, see the
ActionCollection Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Returns the number of items in the collection.
IsFixedSize (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Determines whether the current instance has a fixed size.
IsReadOnly (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Determines whether the current instance is read-only.
IsSynchronized (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Determines whether the current instance is synchronized.
Item Gets or sets a Function object at the specified index in the collection.
ItemType (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Gets the type of items allowed in the collection.
SyncRoot (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Gets an object that can be used to synchronize

See Also

ActionCollection Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ActionCollection.Item Property
Gets or sets a Function object at the specified index in the collection.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the ActionCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments

[JScript]

index
The zero-based index of the Function object to retrieve from the collection.

Parameters

[Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
The zero-based index of the Function object to retrieve from the collection.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionCollection Class | ActionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Shadows Default Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As Function
[C#]
public new Function this[
   int index
] {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Function* get_Item(
   int index
);
public: __property void set_Item(
   int index,
   Function*
);
[JScript]
returnValue = ActionCollectionObject.Item(index);
ActionCollectionObject.Item(index) = returnValue;
-or-
returnValue = ActionCollectionObject(index);
ActionCollectionObject(index) = returnValue;
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ActionCollection Methods
The methods of the ActionCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of ActionCollection class members, see the
ActionCollection Members topic.

Public Methods

Add Adds the specified Function object to the collection.
AddRange Adds the items to the end of the collection.
Clear (inherited from RuleE

ngineCollection)
For more information, see RuleEngineCollection.

Clone Overridden. Makes a deep clone of the ActionCollection class.
Contains Overloaded. Determines if the specified item is in the collection.
CopyTo Overloaded. Copies the items of the collection to an array, starting at a given array index.
Equals (inherited from Syst

em.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited fr
om RuleEngineCollection)

Returns an enumerator for the current instance.

GetHashCode (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

IndexOf Overloaded. Copies a collection to a one-dimensional array, starting at the given array index.
Insert Overloaded. Inserts the specified Function into the collection at the specified index.
Remove Overloaded. Removes the specified function Function from the collection.
RemoveAt (inherited from 

RuleEngineCollection)
Removes the object at the specified index from the current instance.

ToString (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ActionCollection Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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ActionCollection.Add Method
Adds the specified object to the collection.

Overload List

Adds the specified Function object to the collection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Function Add(Function) As Integer

[C#] public int Add(Function);

[C++] public: int Add(Function*);

[JScript] public function Add(Function) : int;

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Function Add(System.Object) As Integer Implements IList.Add

[C#] public int Add(System.Object);

[C++] public: int Add(System.Object);

[JScript] public function Add(System.Object) : int;

See Also

ActionCollection Class | ActionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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ActionCollection.Add Method (Function)
Adds the specified Function object to the collection.

VB

Parameters

item
The item to be added to the collection.

Return Value

The index at which the item was added.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionCollection Class | ActionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | ActionCollection.Add Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Function Add( _
   ByVal item As Function _
) As Integer
[C#]
public int Add(
   Function item
);
[C++]
public: int Add(
   Function* item
);
[JScript]
public function Add(
   item : Function
) : int;
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ActionCollection.AddRange Method
Adds the items to the end of the collection.

VB

Parameters

items
The collection of Function objects to add to the end of the collection.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionCollection Class | ActionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub AddRange( _
   ByVal items As ICollection _
)
[C#]
public void AddRange(
   ICollection items
);
[C++]
public: void AddRange(
   ICollection* items
);
[JScript]
public function AddRange(
   items : ICollection
);
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ActionCollection.Clone Method
Makes a deep clone of the ActionCollection class.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of the ActionCollection.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionCollection Class | ActionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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ActionCollection.Contains Method
Determines if the specified item is in the collection.

Overload List

Determines if the specified Function is in the collection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Function Contains(Function) As Boolean

[C#] public bool Contains(Function);

[C++] public: bool Contains(Function*);

[JScript] public function Contains(Function) : Boolean;

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Function Contains(System.Object) As Boolean Implements IList.Contains

[C#] public virtual bool Contains(System.Object);

[C++] public: virtual bool Contains(System.Object);

[JScript] public function Contains(System.Object) : Boolean;

See Also

ActionCollection Class | ActionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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ActionCollection.Contains Method (Function)
Determines if the specified Function is in the collection.

VB

Parameters

item
The item to check for.

Return Value

true if item is found in the collection; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionCollection Class | ActionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | ActionCollection.Contains Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Function Contains( _
   ByVal item As Function _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public bool Contains(
   Function item
);
[C++]
public: bool Contains(
   Function* item
);
[JScript]
public function Contains(
   item : Function
) : Boolean;
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ActionCollection.CopyTo Method
Copies a collection to a one-dimensional array, starting at the given array index.

Overload List

Copies a collection of Function objects to an array, starting at the given array index.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub CopyTo(Function(), System.Int32)

[C#] public void CopyTo(Function[], System.Int32);

[C++] public: void CopyTo(Function*[], System.Int32);

[JScript] public function CopyTo(Function[], System.Int32);

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32) Implements ICollection.CopyTo

[C#] public virtual void CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32);

[C++] public: virtual void CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32);

See Also

ActionCollection Class | ActionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ActionCollection.CopyTo Method (Function[], System.Int32)
Copies the items of the collection to a one-dimensional array, starting at the given array index.

VB

Parameters

array
Array into which the items are copied.

arrayIndex
Zero-based index indicating where in the array the copying should begin.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionCollection Class | ActionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | ActionCollection.CopyTo Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub CopyTo( _
   ByVal array() As Function, _
   ByVal arrayIndex As Integer _
)
[C#]
public void CopyTo(
   Function[] array,
   int arrayIndex
);
[C++]
public: void CopyTo(
   Function* array[],
   int arrayIndex
);
[JScript]
public function CopyTo(
   array : Function[],
   arrayIndex : int
);
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ActionCollection.IndexOf Method
Returns the index in the collection of the specified item, or -1 if the item doesn’t exist in the collection.

Overload List

Returns the index in the collection of the specified function, or -1 if the function doesn’t exist in the collection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Function IndexOf(Function) As Integer

[C#] public int IndexOf(Function);

[C++] public: int IndexOf(Function*);

[JScript] public function IndexOf(Function) : int;

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Function IndexOf(System.Object) As Integer Implements IList.IndexOf

[C#] public virtual int IndexOf(System.Object);

[C++] public: virtual int IndexOf(System.Object);

[JScript] public function IndexOf(System.Object) : int;

See Also

ActionCollection Class | ActionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ActionCollection.IndexOf Method (Function)
Searches for the specified item in the collection and returns the zero-based index.

VB

Parameters

item
The Function to find the index for in the collection.

Return Value

The zero-based index of item, if found; otherwise, -1.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionCollection Class | ActionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | ActionCollection.IndexOf Overload List
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Overloads Public Function IndexOf( _
   ByVal item As Function _
) As Integer
[C#]
public int IndexOf(
   Function item
);
[C++]
public: int IndexOf(
   Function* item
);
[JScript]
public function IndexOf(
   item : Function
) : int;
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ActionCollection.Insert Method
Inserts the specified Function into the collection at the specified index.

Overload List

Inserts the specified Function into the collection at the specified index.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Insert(System.Int32, Function)

[C#] public void Insert(System.Int32, Function);

[C++] public: void Insert(System.Int32, Function*);

[JScript] public function Insert(System.Int32, Function);

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub Insert(System.Int32, System.Object) Implements IList.Insert

[C#] public virtual void Insert(System.Int32, System.Object);

[C++] public: virtual void Insert(System.Int32, System.Object);

[JScript] public function Insert(System.Int32, System.Object);

See Also

ActionCollection Class | ActionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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ActionCollection.Insert Method (System.Int32, Function)
Inserts the specified Function into the collection at the specified index.

VB

Parameters

index
The index into the function at which the specified function is to be inserted.

item
The function to be inserted into the collection at the specified index.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionCollection Class | ActionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | ActionCollection.Insert Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Insert( _
   ByVal index As Integer, _
   ByVal item As Function _
)
[C#]
public void Insert(
   int index,
   Function item
);
[C++]
public: void Insert(
   int index,
   Function* item
);
[JScript]
public function Insert(
   index : int,
   item : Function
);
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https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ActionCollection.Remove Method
Removes the specified Function from the collection.

Overload List

Removes the specified Function from the collection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Remove(Function)

[C#] public void Remove(Function);

[C++] public: void Remove(Function*);

[JScript] public function Remove(Function);

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub Remove(System.Object) Implements IList.Remove

[C#] public virtual void Remove(System.Object);

[C++] public: virtual void Remove(System.Object);

[JScript] public function Remove(System.Object);

See Also

ActionCollection Class | ActionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ActionCollection.Remove Method (Function)
Removes the specified Function from the collection.

VB

Parameters

item
The function to be removed from the collection.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ActionCollection Class | ActionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | ActionCollection.Remove Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overloads Public Sub Remove( _
   ByVal item As Function _
)
[C#]
public void Remove(
   Function item
);
[C++]
public: void Remove(
   Function* item
);
[JScript]
public function Remove(
   item : Function
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Add Class
Represents the addition operator (arg1 added to arg2).

For a list of all members of this type, see Add Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.ArithmeticFunction
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.Add

VB

Example

The following example is from SDK\Samples\Business Rules\Medical Claims Processing and Testing
Policies\RulesForMedicalClaims:

C#

[C++, Visual Basic, JScript] There is currently no example for this member in C++, Visual Basic, or JScript.

<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class Add
   Inherits ArithmeticFunction
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class Add : ArithmeticFunction
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class Add : public ArithmeticFunction
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class Add extends ArithmeticFunction

<snippet id="424c5f85-e0e2-4139-bf97-7147980b2eb1" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
         // Rule 1: Amount Check (check to see if claim amount has exceeded the allowable lim
it)
               
         // Condition 1: IF the Amount in the XML document element is > 1000 AND IF the Claim
s.ClaimResults object has not been modified i.e if STATUS = null

         GreaterThan ge1 = new GreaterThan(uf_xmlAmount, new Constant(1000));
         Equal eq1 = new Equal(uf_status, new Constant(uf_status.Type, null as string));

         LogicalExpressionCollection conditionAnd1 = new LogicalExpressionCollection();
         conditionAnd1.Add(ge1);
         conditionAnd1.Add(eq1);

         LogicalAnd la1 = new LogicalAnd(conditionAnd1);
               
         //Action 1 - THEN Claims.ClaimResults.Status = "REJECTED" and Claims.ClaimResults.Re
ason = "Amount of claim has exceeded limit" && Assert this object back into working memory

          ActionCollection actionList1 = new ActionCollection();
         actionList1.Add(uf_rejected);
         actionList1.Add(uf_invalidAmount);
         actionList1.Add(new Assert(resultsObject));

         // Amount Check Rule defintion
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.Rule r1 = new Microsoft.RuleEngine.Rule("Amount Check",la1, act
ionList1);
<snippet id="424c5f85-e0e2-4139-bf97-7147980b2eb1" type="end"/> 

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx


 

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Add Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Add Members
Add overview

Public Constructors

Add Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the Add class.

Public Properties

LeftArgument (inherited from
ArithmeticFunction)

Gets or sets the left side argument.

RightArgument (inherited fro
m ArithmeticFunction)

Gets or sets the right side argument.

Type (inherited from Term) Gets the type of term.
VocabularyLink (inherited fro

m Term)
Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary el
ement containing a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Makes a deep copy of the Add class.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (inherited from A
rithmeticFunction)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Add Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Add Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Add class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the Add class with left and right add operator arguments.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term)

[C#] public Add(Term, Term);

[C++] public: Add(Term*, Term*);

[JScript] public function Add(Term, Term);

Initializes a new instance of the Add class with left and right add operator arguments and a vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public Add(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: Add(Term*, Term*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function Add(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

See Also

Add Class | Add Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Add Constructor (Term, Term)
Initializes a new instance of the Add class with left and right add operator arguments.

VB

Parameters

leftArgument
The left argument to the add operator.

rightArgument
The right argument to the add operator.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Add Class | Add Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Add Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal leftArgument As Term, _
   ByVal rightArgument As Term _
)
[C#]
public Add(
   Term leftArgument,
   Term rightArgument
);
[C++]
public: Add(
   Term* leftArgument,
   Term* rightArgument
);
[JScript]
public function Add(
   leftArgument : Term,
   rightArgument : Term
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Add Constructor (Term, Term, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the Add class with left and right add operator arguments and a vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

leftArgument
The left argument to the add operator.

rightArgument
The right argument to the add operator.

link
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the term.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Add Class | Add Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Add Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal leftArgument As Term, _
   ByVal rightArgument As Term, _
   ByVal link As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public Add(
   Term leftArgument,
   Term rightArgument,
   VocabularyLink link
);
[C++]
public: Add(
   Term* leftArgument,
   Term* rightArgument,
   VocabularyLink* link
);
[JScript]
public function Add(
   leftArgument : Term,
   rightArgument : Term,
   link : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Add Methods
The methods of the Add class are listed here. For a complete list of Add class members, see the Add Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Makes a deep copy of the Add class.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Add Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Add.Clone Method
Makes a deep copy of the Add class.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of the Add class.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Add Class | Add Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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After Class
Represents the temporal predicate that answers the question "Is time1 chronologically after time2"?

For a list of all members of this type, see After Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.LogicalExpression
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Predicate
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.After

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Microsoft® Visual Basic®) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance
members are not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

After Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class After
   Inherits Predicate
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class After : Predicate
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class After : public Predicate
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class After extends Predicate

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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After Members
After overview

Public Constructors

After Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the After class.

Public Properties

Time1 Gets or sets an instance of a class derived from Term representing the first parameter.
Time2 Gets or sets an instance of a class derived from Term representing the first parameter.
Type (inherited from Logical

Expression)
Gets the type of the logical expression.

VocabularyLink (inherited fr
om LogicalExpression)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary el
ement containing a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

Public Methods

Clone Overloaded. Creates a deep copy of After.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

After Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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After Constructor
Initializes an instance of the After class.

Overload List

Initializes an instance of the After class with the left and right terms.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term)

[C#] public After(Term, Term);

[C++] public: After(Term*, Term*);

[JScript] public function After(Term, Term);

Initializes an instance of the After class with the left and right terms and a VocabularyLink object.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public After(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: After(Term*, Term*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function After(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

See Also

After Class | After Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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After Constructor (Term, Term)
Initializes a new instance of the After class.

VB

Parameters

time1
Instance of a class derived from the Term class representing the first parameter. Must evaluate to an object of type
System.DateTime.

time2
Instance of a class derived from the Term class representing the second parameter. Must evaluate to an object of type
System.DateTime.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

After Class | After Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | After Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal time1 As Term, _
   ByVal time2 As Term _
)
[C#]
public After(
   Term time1,
   Term time2
);
[C++]
public: After(
   Term* time1,
   Term* time2
);
[JScript]
public function After(
   time1 : Term,
   time2 : Term
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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After Constructor (Term, Term, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the After class.

VB

Parameters

time1
Instance of a class derived from the Term class representing the first parameter. Must evaluate to an object of type
System.DateTime.

time2
Instance of a class derived from the Term class representing the second parameter. Must evaluate to an object of type
System.DateTime.

vocabularyLink
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the logical expression.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

After Class | After Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | After Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal time1 As Term, _
   ByVal time2 As Term, _
   ByVal vocabularyLink As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public After(
   Term time1,
   Term time2,
   VocabularyLink vocabularyLink
);
[C++]
public: After(
   Term* time1,
   Term* time2,
   VocabularyLink* vocabularyLink
);
[JScript]
public function After(
   time1 : Term,
   time2 : Term,
   vocabularyLink : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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After Properties
The properties of the After class are listed here. For a complete list of After class members, see the After Members topic.

Public Properties

Time1 Gets or sets an instance of a class derived from Term representing the first parameter.
Time2 Gets or sets an instance of a class derived from Term representing the first parameter.
Type (inherited from Logical

Expression)
Gets the type of the logical expression.

VocabularyLink (inherited fr
om LogicalExpression)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary el
ement containing a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

See Also

After Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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After.Time1 Property
Gets or sets an instance of a class derived from Term representing the first parameter.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

After Class | After Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Property Time1 As Term
[C#]
public Term Time1 {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Term* get_Time1();
public: __property void set_Time1(Term*);
[JScript]
public function get Time1() : Term;
public function set Time1(Term);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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After.Time2 Property
Gets or sets an instance of a class derived from the Term class representing the second parameter.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

After Class | After Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Property Time2 As Term
[C#]
public Term Time2 {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Term* get_Time2();
public: __property void set_Time2(Term*);
[JScript]
public function get Time2() : Term;
public function set Time2(Term);
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After Methods
The methods of the After class are listed here. For a complete list of After class members, see the After Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overloaded. Creates a deep copy of After.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

After Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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After.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of After.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of After.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

After Class | After Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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ArgumentCollection Class
Represents a collection of objects derived from the Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term class.

For a list of all members of this type, see ArgumentCollection Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineCollection
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.ArgumentCollection

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

ArgumentCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class ArgumentCollection
   Inherits RuleEngineCollection
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class ArgumentCollection : RuleEngineCollection
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class ArgumentCollection : public
   RuleEngineCollection
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class ArgumentCollection extends RuleEngineCollection
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ArgumentCollection Members
ArgumentCollection overview

Public Constructors

ArgumentCollection Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the ArgumentCollection class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Gets the number of items in the specified collection.
IsFixedSize (inherited from RuleEngineCollectio

n)
Gets a value indicating whether the collection has a fixed size.

IsReadOnly (inherited from RuleEngineCollecti
on)

Gets a value indicating whether the collection is read-only.

IsSynchronized (inherited from RuleEngineColle
ction)

Gets a value indicating whether access to the collection is synchronized (thre
ad-safe).

Item Retrieves the item at the specified index location in the collection.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the ArgumentCollection class.

ItemType (inherited from RuleEngineCollection
)

Gets the type of items allowed in the collection.

SyncRoot (inherited from RuleEngineCollection
)

Gets an object that can be used to synchronize access to the collection.

Public Methods

Add Overloaded. Adds the specified item to the collection.
AddRange Adds the specified collection of items to the end of the current collection.
Clear (inherited from RuleE

ngineCollection)
Sets a range of elements in a collection to zero, or to a null reference (Nothing in Visual Basic), de
pending on the element type.

Clone Overridden. Makes a deep copy of the ArgumentCollection class.
Contains Overloaded. Determines whether the specified item exists in the collection.
CopyTo Overloaded. Copies the the Term objects in the collection to the specified array, starting at the spec

ified index.
Equals (inherited from Syst

em.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited fr
om RuleEngineCollection)

Returns an enumerator for the values in the collection.

GetHashCode (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

IndexOf Overloaded. Returns the index in the collection of the specified item, or -1 if the item doesn’t exist i
n the collection.

Insert Overloaded. Inserts the specified item into the collection at the specified index.
Remove Overloaded. Removes the specified item from the collection.
RemoveAt (inherited from 

RuleEngineCollection)
Removes the item at the specified index from the collection.

ToString (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ArgumentCollection Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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ArgumentCollection Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the ArgumentCollection class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the ArgumentCollection class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public ArgumentCollection();

[C++] public: ArgumentCollection();

[JScript] public function ArgumentCollection();

Initializes a new instance of the ArgumentCollection class with an existing collection.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Collections.ICollection)

[C#] public ArgumentCollection(System.Collections.ICollection);

[C++] public: ArgumentCollection(System.Collections.ICollection);

[JScript] public function ArgumentCollection(System.Collections.ICollection);

See Also

ArgumentCollection Class | ArgumentCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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ArgumentCollection Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the ArgumentCollection class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ArgumentCollection Class | ArgumentCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
ArgumentCollection Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public ArgumentCollection();
[C++]
public: ArgumentCollection();
[JScript]
public function ArgumentCollection();
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ArgumentCollection Constructor
(System.Collections.ICollection)
Initializes a new instance of the ArgumentCollection class with an existing collection of objects derived from
Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term.

VB

Parameters

items
A collection of objects derived from Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ArgumentCollection Class | ArgumentCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
ArgumentCollection Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal items As ICollection _
)
[C#]
public ArgumentCollection(
   ICollection items
);
[C++]
public: ArgumentCollection(
   ICollection* items
);
[JScript]
public function ArgumentCollection(
   items : ICollection
);
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ArgumentCollection Properties
The properties of the ArgumentCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of ArgumentCollection class members, see
the ArgumentCollection Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Gets the number of items in the specified collection.
IsFixedSize (inherited from RuleEngineCollectio

n)
Gets a value indicating whether the collection has a fixed size.

IsReadOnly (inherited from RuleEngineCollecti
on)

Gets a value indicating whether the collection is read-only.

IsSynchronized (inherited from RuleEngineColle
ction)

Gets a value indicating whether access to the collection is synchronized (thre
ad-safe).

Item Retrieves the item at the specified index location in the collection.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the ArgumentCollection class.

ItemType (inherited from RuleEngineCollection
)

Gets the type of items allowed in the collection.

SyncRoot (inherited from RuleEngineCollection
)

Gets an object that can be used to synchronize access to the collection.

See Also

ArgumentCollection Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ArgumentCollection.Item Property
Gets or sets the Term object at the specified index.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the ArgumentCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If a numeric expression, Index must be a number from 1
to the value of the collection's Count property.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If a numeric expression, Index must be a number from 1
to the value of the collection's Count property.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ArgumentCollection Class | ArgumentCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Shadows Default Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As Term
[C#]
public new Term this[
   int index
] {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Term* get_Item(
   int index
);
public: __property void set_Item(
   int index,
   Term*
);
[JScript]
returnValue = ArgumentCollectionObject.Item(index);
ArgumentCollectionObject.Item(index) = returnValue;
-or-
returnValue = ArgumentCollectionObject(index);
ArgumentCollectionObject(index) = returnValue;
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ArgumentCollection Methods
The methods of the ArgumentCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of ArgumentCollection class members, see
the ArgumentCollection Members topic.

Public Methods

Add Overloaded. Adds an item to the collection.
AddRange Adds the specified collection of items to the existing collection.
Clear (inherited from RuleE

ngineCollection)
Sets a range of elements in a collection to zero, or to a null reference (Nothing in Visual Basic), de
pending on the element type.

Clone Overridden. Makes a deep copy of ArgumentCollection.
Contains Overloaded. Determines whether the specified item is in the collection.
CopyTo Overloaded. Copies the items of the collection to the specified array, starting at the specified index.
Equals (inherited from Syst

em.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited fr
om RuleEngineCollection)

Returns an enumerator for the values in the collection.

GetHashCode (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

IndexOf Overloaded. Returns the index in the collection of the specified item, or -1 if the item doesn't exist i
n the collection.

Insert Overloaded. Inserts the specified item into the collection at the specified index.
Remove Overloaded. Removes the specified item from the collection.
RemoveAt (inherited from 

RuleEngineCollection)
Removes the item at the specified index from the collection.

ToString (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ArgumentCollection Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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ArgumentCollection.Add Method
Adds the specified item to the collection.

Overload List

Adds the specified term to the collection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Function Add(Term) As Integer

[C#] public int Add(Term);

[C++] public: int Add(Term*);

[JScript] public function Add(Term) : int;

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Function Add(System.Object) As Integer Implements IList.Add

[C#] public int Add(System.Object);

[C++] public: int Add(System.Object);

[JScript] public function Add(System.Object) : int;

See Also

ArgumentCollection Class | ArgumentCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ArgumentCollection.Add Method (Term)
Adds the specified Term to the collection.

VB

Parameters

item
The Term to be added to the collection.

Return Value

The index at which the item has been added.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ArgumentCollection Class | ArgumentCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
ArgumentCollection.Add Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Function Add( _
   ByVal item As Term _
) As Integer
[C#]
public int Add(
   Term item
);
[C++]
public: int Add(
   Term* item
);
[JScript]
public function Add(
   item : Term
) : int;
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ArgumentCollection.AddRange Method
Adds the specified collection of items to the end of the current collection.

VB

Parameters

items
The collection of items derived from Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term to be added to the current collection.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ArgumentCollection Class | ArgumentCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub AddRange( _
   ByVal items As ICollection _
)
[C#]
public void AddRange(
   ICollection items
);
[C++]
public: void AddRange(
   ICollection* items
);
[JScript]
public function AddRange(
   items : ICollection
);
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ArgumentCollection.Clone Method
Makes a deep copy of the ArgumentCollection class.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of ArgumentCollection.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ArgumentCollection Class | ArgumentCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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ArgumentCollection.Contains Method
Determines whether the specified item exists in the collection.

Overload List

Determines whether the specified term exists in the collection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Function Contains(Term) As Boolean

[C#] public bool Contains(Term);

[C++] public: bool Contains(Term*);

[JScript] public function Contains(Term) : Boolean;

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Function Contains(System.Object) As Boolean Implements IList.Contains

[C#] public virtual bool Contains(System.Object);

[C++] public: virtual bool Contains(System.Object);

[JScript] public function Contains(System.Object) : Boolean;

See Also

ArgumentCollection Class | ArgumentCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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ArgumentCollection.Contains Method (Term)
Determines whether the specified item exists in the collection.

VB

Parameters

item
The Term object to be checked for in the collection.

Return Value

true if item is found in the collection; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ArgumentCollection Class | ArgumentCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
ArgumentCollection.Contains Overload List
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Overloads Public Function Contains( _
   ByVal item As Term _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public bool Contains(
   Term item
);
[C++]
public: bool Contains(
   Term* item
);
[JScript]
public function Contains(
   item : Term
) : Boolean;
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ArgumentCollection.CopyTo Method
Copies the the Term objects in the collection to the specified array, starting at the specified index.

Overload List

Copies the the Term objects in the collection to the specified array, starting at the specified index.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Sub CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32) Implements ICollection.CopyTo

[C#] public override void CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32);

[C++] public: void CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32);

[JScript] public override function CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32);

Copies the the Term objects in the collection to the specified array of Term objects, starting at the specified index.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub CopyTo(Term(), System.Int32)

[C#] public void CopyTo(Term[], System.Int32);

[C++] public: void CopyTo(Term*[], System.Int32);

[JScript] public function CopyTo(Term[], System.Int32);

See Also

ArgumentCollection Class | ArgumentCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ArgumentCollection.CopyTo Method (System.Array,
System.Int32)
Copies the the terms in the collection to the specified array, starting at the specified index.

VB

Parameters

array
The array into which to copy the collection.

arrayIndex
The zero-based index into the array at which the copying will begin.

Implements

ICollection.CopyTo

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ArgumentCollection Class | ArgumentCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
ArgumentCollection.CopyTo Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Overloads Public Sub CopyTo( _
   ByVal array As Array, _
   ByVal arrayIndex As Integer _
) Implements ICollection.CopyTo
[C#]
public override void CopyTo(
   Array array,
   int arrayIndex
);
[C++]
public: void CopyTo(
   Array* array,
   int arrayIndex
);
[JScript]
public override function CopyTo(
   array : Array,
   arrayIndex : int
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/t4kx53hz(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ArgumentCollection.CopyTo Method (Term[], System.Int32)
Copies the the terms in the collection to the specified array of Term objects, starting at the specified index.

VB

Parameters

array
The array into which to copy the collection.

arrayIndex
The zero-based index into the array at which the copying will begin.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ArgumentCollection Class | ArgumentCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
ArgumentCollection.CopyTo Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Sub CopyTo( _
   ByVal array() As Term, _
   ByVal arrayIndex As Integer _
)
[C#]
public void CopyTo(
   Term[] array,
   int arrayIndex
);
[C++]
public: void CopyTo(
   Term* array[],
   int arrayIndex
);
[JScript]
public function CopyTo(
   array : Term[],
   arrayIndex : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ArgumentCollection.IndexOf Method
Returns the index in the collection of the specified item, or -1 if the item doesn’t exist in the collection.

Overload List

Returns the index in the collection of the specified term, or -1 if the term doesn’t exist in the collection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Function IndexOf(Term) As Integer

[C#] public int IndexOf(Term);

[C++] public: int IndexOf(Term*);

[JScript] public function IndexOf(Term) : int;

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Function IndexOf(System.Object) As Integer Implements IList.IndexOf

[C#] public virtual int IndexOf(System.Object);

[C++] public: virtual int IndexOf(System.Object);

[JScript] public function IndexOf(System.Object) : int;

See Also

ArgumentCollection Class | ArgumentCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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ArgumentCollection.IndexOf Method (Term)
Returns the index in the collection of the specified item, or -1 if the item doesn’t exist in the collection.

VB

Parameters

item
The Term for which to find the index in the collection.

Return Value

The zero-based index of the first occurrence of item within the collection, if found; otherwise, -1.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ArgumentCollection Class | ArgumentCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
ArgumentCollection.IndexOf Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Function IndexOf( _
   ByVal item As Term _
) As Integer
[C#]
public int IndexOf(
   Term item
);
[C++]
public: int IndexOf(
   Term* item
);
[JScript]
public function IndexOf(
   item : Term
) : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ArgumentCollection.Insert Method
Inserts the specified item into the collection at the specified index.

Overload List

Inserts the specified term into the collection at the specified index.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Insert(System.Int32, Term)

[C#] public void Insert(System.Int32, Term);

[C++] public: void Insert(System.Int32, Term*);

[JScript] public function Insert(System.Int32, Term);

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub Insert(System.Int32, System.Object) Implements IList.Insert

[C#] public virtual void Insert(System.Int32, System.Object);

[C++] public: virtual void Insert(System.Int32, System.Object);

[JScript] public function Insert(System.Int32, System.Object);

See Also

ArgumentCollection Class | ArgumentCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ArgumentCollection.Insert Method (System.Int32, Term)
Inserts the specified Term into the collection at the specified index.

VB

Parameters

index
The index in the collection at which item should be inserted.

item
The Term to be inserted into the collection.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ArgumentCollection Class | ArgumentCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
ArgumentCollection.Insert Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Sub Insert( _
   ByVal index As Integer, _
   ByVal item As Term _
)
[C#]
public void Insert(
   int index,
   Term item
);
[C++]
public: void Insert(
   int index,
   Term* item
);
[JScript]
public function Insert(
   index : int,
   item : Term
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ArgumentCollection.Remove Method
Removes the specified item from the collection.

Overload List

Removes the specified term from the collection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Remove(Term)

[C#] public void Remove(Term);

[C++] public: void Remove(Term*);

[JScript] public function Remove(Term);

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub Remove(System.Object) Implements IList.Remove

[C#] public virtual void Remove(System.Object);

[C++] public: virtual void Remove(System.Object);

[JScript] public function Remove(System.Object);

See Also

ArgumentCollection Class | ArgumentCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ArgumentCollection.Remove Method (Term)
Removes the specified Term from the collection.

VB

Parameters

item
The Term to be removed from the collection.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ArgumentCollection Class | ArgumentCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
ArgumentCollection.Remove Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Remove( _
   ByVal item As Term _
)
[C#]
public void Remove(
   Term item
);
[C++]
public: void Remove(
   Term* item
);
[JScript]
public function Remove(
   item : Term
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ArithmeticFunction Class
Represents the abstract base class for all rule arithmetic functions.

For a list of all members of this type, see ArithmeticFunction Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.ArithmeticFunction
            Derived classes

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

ArithmeticFunction Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class ArithmeticFunction
   Inherits Function
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class ArithmeticFunction : Function
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class ArithmeticFunction : public Function
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class ArithmeticFunction extends Function

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ArithmeticFunction Hierarchy
System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.ArithmeticFunction
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.Add
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.Divide
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.Multiply
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.Power
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.Remainder
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.Subtract

See Also

ArithmeticFunction Class | ArithmeticFunction Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ArithmeticFunction Members
ArithmeticFunction overview

Public Properties

LeftArgument Gets or sets the left side argument.
RightArgument Gets or sets the right side argument.
Type (inherited from Te

rm)
Gets the type of term.

VocabularyLink (inherite
d from Term)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary element 
containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

Public Methods

Clone (inherited from T
erm)

Overloaded. Creates a deep copy of ArithmeticFunction.

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType Sets the type of term.

See Also

ArithmeticFunction Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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ArithmeticFunction Properties
The properties of the ArithmeticFunction class are listed here. For a complete list of ArithmeticFunction class members, see
the ArithmeticFunction Members topic.

Public Properties

LeftArgument Gets or sets the left side argument.
RightArgument Gets or sets the right side argument.
Type (inherited from Te

rm)
Gets the type of term.

VocabularyLink (inherite
d from Term)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary element 
containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

See Also

ArithmeticFunction Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ArithmeticFunction.LeftArgument Property
Gets or sets the left side argument.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows 2003 Server 

 

See Also

ArithmeticFunction Class | ArithmeticFunction Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property LeftArgument As Term
[C#]
public Term LeftArgument {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Term* get_LeftArgument();
public: __property void set_LeftArgument(Term*);
[JScript]
public function get LeftArgument() : Term;
public function set LeftArgument(Term);
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ArithmeticFunction.RightArgument Property
Gets or sets the right side argument.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows 2003 Server 

 

See Also

ArithmeticFunction Class | ArithmeticFunction Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property RightArgument As Term
[C#]
public Term RightArgument {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Term* get_RightArgument();
public: __property void set_RightArgument(Term*);
[JScript]
public function get RightArgument() : Term;
public function set RightArgument(Term);
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ArithmeticFunction Methods
The methods of the ArithmeticFunction class are listed here. For a complete list of ArithmeticFunction class members, see the
ArithmeticFunction Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone (inherited from T
erm)

Overloaded. Creates a deep copy of Term.

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType Sets the type of term.

See Also

ArithmeticFunction Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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ArithmeticFunction.SetType Method
Sets the type of term.

VB

Parameters

type
The type of term.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ArithmeticFunction Class | ArithmeticFunction Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Protected Shadows Sub SetType( _
   ByVal type As Type _
)
[C#]
protected new void SetType(
   Type type
);
[C++]
protected: void SetType(
   Type* type
);
[JScript]
protected hide function SetType(
   type : Type
);
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ArtifactType Enumeration
Enumeration of rule engine items such as rule sets and vocabularies. Used when setting item-level security.

VB

Members

Member name Value Description
RuleSet 1 The item is a rule set.
Vocabulary 2 The item is a vocabulary.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows 2003 Server 

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Enum ArtifactType
[C#]
[Serializable]
public enum ArtifactType
[C++]
[Serializable]
__value public enum ArtifactType
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
enum ArtifactType
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Assert Class
Represents the rule engine assert facts function.

For a list of all members of this type, see Assert Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.Assert

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Assert Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class Assert
   Inherits Function
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class Assert : Function
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class Assert : public Function
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class Assert extends Function
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Assert Members
Assert overview

Public Constructors

Assert Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the Assert class.

Public Properties

Facts Gets or sets the facts to add to working memory.
Type (inherited from Te

rm)
Gets the type of term.

VocabularyLink (inherite
d from Term)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary element 
containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Assert.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Assert Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Assert Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Assert class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the Assert class with the Term object that represents the facts to assert into the engine.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term)

[C#] public Assert(Term);

[C++] public: Assert(Term*);

[JScript] public function Assert(Term);

Initializes a new instance of the Assert class with the Term object that represents the facts to assert into the engine and a link to
the vocabulary element associated with the Term.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public Assert(Term, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: Assert(Term*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function Assert(Term, VocabularyLink);

See Also

Assert Class | Assert Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Assert Constructor (Term)
Initializes a new instance of the Assert class with the Term object that represents the facts to assert into the engine.

VB

Parameters

facts
Term representing the facts to add to working memory.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Assert Class | Assert Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Assert Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal facts As Term _
)
[C#]
public Assert(
   Term facts
);
[C++]
public: Assert(
   Term* facts
);
[JScript]
public function Assert(
   facts : Term
);
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Assert Constructor (Term, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the Assert class with the Term object that represents the facts to assert into the engine and a link to
the vocabulary element associated with the Term.

VB

Parameters

facts
Term representing the facts to add to working memory.

vocabularyLink
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the term.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Assert Class | Assert Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Assert Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal facts As Term, _
   ByVal vocabularyLink As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public Assert(
   Term facts,
   VocabularyLink vocabularyLink
);
[C++]
public: Assert(
   Term* facts,
   VocabularyLink* vocabularyLink
);
[JScript]
public function Assert(
   facts : Term,
   vocabularyLink : VocabularyLink
);
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Assert Properties
The properties of the Assert class are listed here. For a complete list of Assert class members, see the Assert Members topic.

Public Properties

Facts Gets or sets the facts to add to working memory.
Type (inherited from Te

rm)
Gets the type of term.

VocabularyLink (inherite
d from Term)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary element 
containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

See Also

Assert Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Assert.Facts Property
Gets or sets the facts to add to working memory.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Assert Class | Assert Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property Facts As Term
[C#]
public Term Facts {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Term* get_Facts();
public: __property void set_Facts(Term*);
[JScript]
public function get Facts() : Term;
public function set Facts(Term);
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Assert Methods
The methods of the Assert class are listed here. For a complete list of Assert class members, see the Assert Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Assert.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Assert Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Assert.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of Assert.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of Assert.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Assert Class | Assert Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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AuthorizationGroup Class
Represents an authorization group for rule engine policies and vocabularies.

For a list of all members of this type, see AuthorizationGroup Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.AuthorizationGroup

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.RuleEngine (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

AuthorizationGroup Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class AuthorizationGroup
   Implements ICloneable
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class AuthorizationGroup : ICloneable
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class AuthorizationGroup : public ICloneable
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class AuthorizationGroup implements ICloneable
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AuthorizationGroup Members
AuthorizationGroup overview

Public Constructors

AuthorizationGroup Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the AuthorizationGroup class.

Public Properties

Members Gets the authorization group entry collection.
Name Gets the name of the authorization group.
Permissions Gets the access permissions for the authorization group.

Public Methods

AddEntry Adds an entry to an authorization group.
Clone Makes a deep copy of the AuthorizationGroup object.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

RemoveEntry Removes an entry from an authorization group.
ToString (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

AuthorizationGroup Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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AuthorizationGroup Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the AuthorizationGroup class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the AuthorizationGroup class with the name of the authorization group and a list of access
permissions on it.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, AccessPermissionOption)

[C#] public AuthorizationGroup(System.String, AccessPermissionOption);

[C++] public: AuthorizationGroup(System.String, AccessPermissionOption);

[JScript] public function AuthorizationGroup(System.String, AccessPermissionOption);

Initializes a new instance of the AuthorizationGroup class with the name of the authorization group, a list of access permissions
on it, and a list of users in the group.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, AccessPermissionOption, AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection)

[C#] public AuthorizationGroup(System.String, AccessPermissionOption, AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection);

[C++] public: AuthorizationGroup(System.String, AccessPermissionOption, AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection*);

[JScript]
public function AuthorizationGroup(System.String, AccessPermissionOption, AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection);

See Also

AuthorizationGroup Class | AuthorizationGroup Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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AuthorizationGroup Constructor (System.String,
AccessPermissionOption)
Initializes a new instance of the AuthorizationGroup class with the name of the authorization group and a list of access
permissions on it.

VB

Parameters

name
Name of the authorization group.

permissions
A list of permissions on the authorization group.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

AuthorizationGroup Class | AuthorizationGroup Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
AuthorizationGroup Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal permissions As AccessPermissionOption _
)
[C#]
public AuthorizationGroup(
   string name,
   AccessPermissionOption permissions
);
[C++]
public: AuthorizationGroup(
   String* name,
   AccessPermissionOption permissions
);
[JScript]
public function AuthorizationGroup(
   name : String,
   permissions : AccessPermissionOption
);
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AuthorizationGroup Constructor (System.String,
AccessPermissionOption, AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection)
Initializes a new instance of the AuthorizationGroup class with the name of the authorization group, a list of access permissions
on it, and a list of users in the group.

VB

Parameters

name
Name of the authorization group.

permissions
List of permissions on the authorization group.

members
List of users in the authorization group.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

AuthorizationGroup Class | AuthorizationGroup Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
AuthorizationGroup Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal permissions As AccessPermissionOption, _
   ByVal members As AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection _
)
[C#]
public AuthorizationGroup(
   string name,
   AccessPermissionOption permissions,
   AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection members
);
[C++]
public: AuthorizationGroup(
   String* name,
   AccessPermissionOption permissions,
   AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection* members
);
[JScript]
public function AuthorizationGroup(
   name : String,
   permissions : AccessPermissionOption,
   members : AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection
);
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AuthorizationGroup Properties
The properties of the AuthorizationGroup class are listed here. For a complete list of AuthorizationGroup class members, see
the AuthorizationGroup Members topic.

Public Properties

Members Gets the accessor for the authorization group entry collection property.
Name Gets the name of the authorization group.
Permissions Gets the list of permissions on the authorization group.

See Also

AuthorizationGroup Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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AuthorizationGroup.Name Property
Gets the name of the authorization group.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

AuthorizationGroup Class | AuthorizationGroup Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property Name As String
[C#]
public string Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Name();
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;
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AuthorizationGroup.Permissions Property
Gets the list of permissions on the authorization group.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

AuthorizationGroup Class | AuthorizationGroup Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property Permissions As AccessPermissionOption
[C#]
public AccessPermissionOption Permissions {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property AccessPermissionOption get_Permissions();
public: __property void set_Permissions(AccessPermissionOption);
[JScript]
public function get Permissions() : AccessPermissionOption;
public function set Permissions(AccessPermissionOption);
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AuthorizationGroup.Members Property
Gets the accessor for the authorization group entry collection property.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

AuthorizationGroup Class | AuthorizationGroup Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property Members As AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection
[C#]
public AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Members {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection* get_Members();
public: __property void set_Members(AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection*);
[JScript]
public function get Members() : AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection;
public function set Members(AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection);
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AuthorizationGroup Methods
The methods of the AuthorizationGroup class are listed here. For a complete list of AuthorizationGroup class members, see
the AuthorizationGroup Members topic.

Public Methods

AddEntry Adds an entry to an authorization group.
Clone Makes a deep copy of the AuthorizationGroup object.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

RemoveEntry Removes an entry from an authorization group.
ToString (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

AuthorizationGroup Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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AuthorizationGroup.AddEntry Method
Adds an entry to an authorization group.

VB

Parameters

authorizationGroupEntry
Entry to add to group.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

AuthorizationGroup Class | AuthorizationGroup Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Sub AddEntry( _
   ByVal authorizationGroupEntry As AuthorizationGroupEntry _
)
[C#]
public void AddEntry(
   AuthorizationGroupEntry authorizationGroupEntry
);
[C++]
public: void AddEntry(
   AuthorizationGroupEntry* authorizationGroupEntry
);
[JScript]
public function AddEntry(
   authorizationGroupEntry : AuthorizationGroupEntry
);
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AuthorizationGroup.Clone Method
Makes a deep copy of the AuthorizationGroup object.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of AuthorizationGroup.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

AuthorizationGroup Class | AuthorizationGroup Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public virtual object Clone();
[C++]
public: virtual Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public function Clone() : Object;
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AuthorizationGroup.RemoveEntry Method
Removes an entry from the authorization group.

VB

Parameters

authorizationGroupEntry
Entry to remove from group.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

AuthorizationGroup Class | AuthorizationGroup Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Sub RemoveEntry( _
   ByVal authorizationGroupEntry As AuthorizationGroupEntry _
)
[C#]
public void RemoveEntry(
   AuthorizationGroupEntry authorizationGroupEntry
);
[C++]
public: void RemoveEntry(
   AuthorizationGroupEntry* authorizationGroupEntry
);
[JScript]
public function RemoveEntry(
   authorizationGroupEntry : AuthorizationGroupEntry
);
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AuthorizationGroupCollection Class
A collection of objects of type Microsoft.RuleEngine.AuthorizationGroup.

For a list of all members of this type, see AuthorizationGroupCollection Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineCollection
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.AuthorizationGroupCollection

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

AuthorizationGroupCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class AuthorizationGroupCollection
   Inherits RuleEngineCollection
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class AuthorizationGroupCollection :
   RuleEngineCollection
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class AuthorizationGroupCollection : public
   RuleEngineCollection
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class AuthorizationGroupCollection extends
   RuleEngineCollection
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AuthorizationGroupCollection Members
AuthorizationGroupCollection overview

Public Constructors

AuthorizationGroupCollection Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the AuthorizationGroupCollection class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Gets the number of AuthorizationGroup objects in this collection.
IsFixedSize (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Determines whether the collection has a fixed size.
IsReadOnly (inherited from RuleEngineCollection

)
Determines whether the collection is read-only.

IsSynchronized (inherited from RuleEngineCollect
ion)

Determines whether the collection is synchronized.

Item Gets or sets an item using the specified index.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the AuthorizationGroupCollection
class.

ItemType (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Determines whether the collection is synchronized.
SyncRoot (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Gets an object that can be used to synchronize access to the collection.

Public Methods

Add Overloaded. Adds the specified object to the collection.
AddRange Adds the items to the end of this collection.
Clear (inherited from RuleE

ngineCollection)
Clears all items from the collection.

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of the current instance.
Contains Overloaded. Determines whether the specified item exists in the collection.
CopyTo Overloaded. Copies the items in the collection to the specified array, beginning at the specified ind

ex.
Equals (inherited from Sys

tem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited fr
om RuleEngineCollection)

Returns an enumerator for the collection.

GetHashCode (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

IndexOf (inherited from Rul
eEngineCollection)

Returns the index of the specified item.

Insert (inherited from Rule
EngineCollection)

Inserts the specified item into the collection at the specified index location.

Remove (inherited from Ru
leEngineCollection)

Removes the specified object from the collection.

RemoveAt (inherited from 
RuleEngineCollection)

Removes the object at the specified index from the collection.

ToString (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods
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Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

AuthorizationGroupCollection Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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AuthorizationGroupCollection Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the AuthorizationGroupCollection class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the AuthorizationGroupCollection class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public AuthorizationGroupCollection();

[C++] public: AuthorizationGroupCollection();

[JScript] public function AuthorizationGroupCollection();

Initializes a new instance of the AuthorizationGroupCollection class with a list of AuthorizationGroup objects.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Collections.ICollection)

[C#] public AuthorizationGroupCollection(System.Collections.ICollection);

[C++] public: AuthorizationGroupCollection(System.Collections.ICollection);

[JScript] public function AuthorizationGroupCollection(System.Collections.ICollection);

See Also

AuthorizationGroupCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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AuthorizationGroupCollection Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the AuthorizationGroupCollection class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

AuthorizationGroupCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
AuthorizationGroupCollection Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public AuthorizationGroupCollection();
[C++]
public: AuthorizationGroupCollection();
[JScript]
public function AuthorizationGroupCollection();
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AuthorizationGroupCollection Constructor
(System.Collections.ArrayList)
Initializes a new instance of the AuthorizationGroupCollection class.

VB

Parameters

list
A list of objects of type Microsoft.RuleEngine.AuthorizationGroup.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

AuthorizationGroupCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
AuthorizationGroupCollection Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal list As ArrayList _
)
[C#]
public AuthorizationGroupCollection(
   ArrayList list
);
[C++]
public: AuthorizationGroupCollection(
   ArrayList* list
);
[JScript]
public function AuthorizationGroupCollection(
   list : ArrayList
);
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AuthorizationGroupCollection Properties
The properties of the AuthorizationGroupCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of
AuthorizationGroupCollection class members, see the AuthorizationGroupCollection Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Gets the number of AuthorizationGroup objects in this collection.
IsFixedSize (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Determines whether the collection has a fixed size.
IsReadOnly (inherited from RuleEngineCollection

)
Determines whether the collection is read-only.

IsSynchronized (inherited from RuleEngineCollect
ion)

Determines whether the collection is synchronized.

Item Gets or sets an item using the specified index.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the AuthorizationGroupCollection
class.

ItemType (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Determines whether the collection is synchronized.
SyncRoot (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Gets an object that can be used to synchronize access to the collection.

See Also

AuthorizationGroupCollection Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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AuthorizationGroupCollection.Item Property
[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the AuthorizationGroupCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If a numeric expression, Index must be a number from 1
to the value of the collection's Count property.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection. If a numeric expression, Index must be a number from 1
to the value of the collection's Count property.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

AuthorizationGroupCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Default Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As AuthorizationGroup
[C#]
public AuthorizationGroup this[
   int index
] {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property AuthorizationGroup* get_Item(
   int index
);
public: __property void set_Item(
   int index,
   AuthorizationGroup*
);
[JScript]
returnValue = AuthorizationGroupCollectionObject.Item(index);
AuthorizationGroupCollectionObject.Item(index) = returnValue;
-or-
returnValue = AuthorizationGroupCollectionObject(index);
AuthorizationGroupCollectionObject(index) = returnValue;
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AuthorizationGroupCollection Methods
The methods of the AuthorizationGroupCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of AuthorizationGroupCollection
class members, see the AuthorizationGroupCollection Members topic.

Public Methods

Add (inherited from RuleE
ngineCollection)

Overloaded. Adds the specified object to the collection.

AddRange (inherited from 
RuleEngineCollection)

Adds the items to the end of this collection.

Clear (inherited from RuleE
ngineCollection)

Clears all items from the collection.

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of the current instance.
Contains Overloaded. Determines whether the specified item exists in the current collection.
CopyTo (inherited from Rul

eEngineCollection)
Overloaded. Copies the items in the collection to the specified array, beginning at the specified ind
ex.

Equals (inherited from Syst
em.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited fr
om RuleEngineCollection)

Returns an enumerator for the collection.

GetHashCode (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

IndexOf (inherited from Rul
eEngineCollection)

Returns the index of the specified item.

Insert (inherited from Rule
EngineCollection)

Inserts the specified item into the collection at the specified index location.

Remove (inherited from Ru
leEngineCollection)

Removes the specified object from the collection.

RemoveAt (inherited from 
RuleEngineCollection)

Removes the object at the specified index from the collection.

ToString (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

AuthorizationGroupCollection Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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AuthorizationGroupCollection.Add Method
Adds the specified object to the collection.

Overload List

Adds the specified object to the collection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Function Add(AuthorizationGroup) As Integer

[C#] public int Add(AuthorizationGroup);

[C++] public: int Add(AuthorizationGroup*);

[JScript] public function Add(AuthorizationGroup) : int;

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

Adds the specified object to the collection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Function Add(System.Object) As Integer Implements IList.Add

[C#] public int Add(System.Object);

[C++] public: int Add(System.Object);

[JScript] public function Add(System.Object) : int;

See Also

AuthorizationGroupCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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AuthorizationGroupCollection.Add Method
(AuthorizationGroup)
Adds the specified object to the collection.

VB

Parameters

item
The item to add.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

AuthorizationGroupCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
AuthorizationGroupCollection.Add Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Function Add( _
   ByVal item As AuthorizationGroup _
) As Integer
[C#]
public int Add(
   AuthorizationGroup item
);
[C++]
public: int Add(
   AuthorizationGroup* item
);
[JScript]
public function Add(
   item : AuthorizationGroup
) : int;
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AuthorizationGroupCollection.AddRange Method
Adds the items to the end of this collection.

VB

Parameters

items
A collection containing objects of the specified type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

AuthorizationGroupCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub AddRange( _
   ByVal items As ICollection _
)
[C#]
public void AddRange(
   ICollection items
);
[C++]
public: void AddRange(
   ICollection* items
);
[JScript]
public function AddRange(
   items : ICollection
);
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AuthorizationGroupCollection.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of the current instance.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

AuthorizationGroupCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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AuthorizationGroupCollection.Contains Method
Determines whether the specified item exists in the current collection.

Overload List

Determines whether the specified authorization group exists in the current collection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Function Contains(AuthorizationGroup) As Boolean

[C#] public bool Contains(AuthorizationGroup);

[C++] public: bool Contains(AuthorizationGroup*);

[JScript] public function Contains(AuthorizationGroup) : Boolean;

Determines whether the specified object exists in the current collection. Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Function Contains(System.Object) As Boolean Implements IList.Contains

[C#] public virtual bool Contains(System.Object);

[C++] public: virtual bool Contains(System.Object);

[JScript] public function Contains(System.Object) : Boolean;

See Also

AuthorizationGroupCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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AuthorizationGroupCollection.Contains Method
(AuthorizationGroup)
Determines if the specified item is in the collection.

VB

Parameters

item
The item to check for.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

AuthorizationGroupCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
AuthorizationGroupCollection.Contains Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Function Contains( _
   ByVal item As AuthorizationGroup _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public bool Contains(
   AuthorizationGroup item
);
[C++]
public: bool Contains(
   AuthorizationGroup* item
);
[JScript]
public function Contains(
   item : AuthorizationGroup
) : Boolean;
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AuthorizationGroupCollection.CopyTo Method
Copies the items in the collection to the specified array, beginning at the specified index.

Overload List

Copies the items in the collection to the specified array, beginning at the specified index.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub CopyTo(AuthorizationGroup(), System.Int32)

[C#] public void CopyTo(AuthorizationGroup[], System.Int32);

[C++] public: void CopyTo(AuthorizationGroup*[], System.Int32);

[JScript] public function CopyTo(AuthorizationGroup[], System.Int32);

Copies the items in the collection to the specified array, beginning at the specified index. Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32) Implements ICollection.CopyTo

[C#] public virtual void CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32);

[C++] public: virtual void CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32);

See Also

AuthorizationGroupCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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AuthorizationGroupCollection.CopyTo Method
(AuthorizationGroup[], System.Int32)
Copies the items in the collection to the specified array, beginning at the specified index.

VB

Parameters

array
Array into which the terms are copied.

arrayIndex
Zero-based index into array at which copying will begin.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

AuthorizationGroupCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
AuthorizationGroupCollection.CopyTo Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Sub CopyTo( _
   ByVal array() As AuthorizationGroup, _
   ByVal arrayIndex As Integer _
)
[C#]
public void CopyTo(
   AuthorizationGroup[] array,
   int arrayIndex
);
[C++]
public: void CopyTo(
   AuthorizationGroup* array[],
   int arrayIndex
);
[JScript]
public function CopyTo(
   array : AuthorizationGroup[],
   arrayIndex : int
);
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AuthorizationGroupCollection.IndexOf Method
Retrieves the index of the specified item in the collection if it exists; otherwise, -1.

Overload List

Retrieves the index of the specified authorization group in the collection if it exists; otherwise, -1.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Function IndexOf(AuthorizationGroup) As Integer

[C#] public int IndexOf(AuthorizationGroup);

[C++] public: int IndexOf(AuthorizationGroup*);

[JScript] public function IndexOf(AuthorizationGroup) : int;

Retrieves the index of the specified object in the collection if it exists; otherwise, -1. Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Function IndexOf(System.Object) As Integer Implements IList.IndexOf

[C#] public virtual int IndexOf(System.Object);

[C++] public: virtual int IndexOf(System.Object);

[JScript] public function IndexOf(System.Object) : int;

See Also

AuthorizationGroupCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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AuthorizationGroupCollection.IndexOf Method
(AuthorizationGroup)
Retrieves the index of the specified item in the collection if it exists; otherwise, -1.

VB

Parameters

item
Item to locate.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

AuthorizationGroupCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
AuthorizationGroupCollection.IndexOf Overload List
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Overloads Public Function IndexOf( _
   ByVal item As AuthorizationGroup _
) As Integer
[C#]
public int IndexOf(
   AuthorizationGroup item
);
[C++]
public: int IndexOf(
   AuthorizationGroup* item
);
[JScript]
public function IndexOf(
   item : AuthorizationGroup
) : int;
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AuthorizationGroupCollection.Insert Method
Inserts the specified item into the collection at the specified index location.

Overload List

Inserts the specified authorization group into the collection at the specified index location.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Insert(System.Int32, AuthorizationGroup)

[C#] public void Insert(System.Int32, AuthorizationGroup);

[C++] public: void Insert(System.Int32, AuthorizationGroup*);

[JScript] public function Insert(System.Int32, AuthorizationGroup);

Inserts the specified object into the collection at the specified index location. Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub Insert(System.Int32, System.Object) Implements IList.Insert

[C#] public virtual void Insert(System.Int32, System.Object);

[C++] public: virtual void Insert(System.Int32, System.Object);

[JScript] public function Insert(System.Int32, System.Object);

See Also

AuthorizationGroupCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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AuthorizationGroupCollection.Insert Method (System.Int32,
AuthorizationGroup)
Inserts an item into the collection at the specified index.

VB

Parameters

index
Index at which to insert the item.

item
The item to insert into the collection.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

AuthorizationGroupCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
AuthorizationGroupCollection.Insert Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Insert( _
   ByVal index As Integer, _
   ByVal item As AuthorizationGroup _
)
[C#]
public void Insert(
   int index,
   AuthorizationGroup item
);
[C++]
public: void Insert(
   int index,
   AuthorizationGroup* item
);
[JScript]
public function Insert(
   index : int,
   item : AuthorizationGroup
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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AuthorizationGroupCollection.Remove Method
Removes the specified item from the collection.

Overload List

Removes the specified authorization group from the collection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Remove(AuthorizationGroup)

[C#] public void Remove(AuthorizationGroup);

[C++] public: void Remove(AuthorizationGroup*);

[JScript] public function Remove(AuthorizationGroup);

Removes the specified item from the collection. Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub Remove(System.Object) Implements IList.Remove

[C#] public virtual void Remove(System.Object);

[C++] public: virtual void Remove(System.Object);

[JScript] public function Remove(System.Object);

See Also

AuthorizationGroupCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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AuthorizationGroupCollection.Remove Method
(AuthorizationGroup)
Removes the specified item from the collection.

VB

Parameters

item
The item to remove from the collection.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

AuthorizationGroupCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
AuthorizationGroupCollection.Remove Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Sub Remove( _
   ByVal item As AuthorizationGroup _
)
[C#]
public void Remove(
   AuthorizationGroup item
);
[C++]
public: void Remove(
   AuthorizationGroup* item
);
[JScript]
public function Remove(
   item : AuthorizationGroup
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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AuthorizationGroupEntry Class
Represents an authorized user of a rule engine policy/vocabulary.

For a list of all members of this type, see AuthorizationGroupEntry Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.AuthorizationGroupEntry

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

AuthorizationGroupEntry Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class AuthorizationGroupEntry
   Implements ICloneable
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class AuthorizationGroupEntry : ICloneable
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class AuthorizationGroupEntry : public
   ICloneable
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class AuthorizationGroupEntry implements ICloneable

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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AuthorizationGroupEntry Members
AuthorizationGroupEntry overview

Public Constructors

AuthorizationGroupEntry Constructor Initializes a new instance of the AuthorizationGroupEntry class.

Public Properties

Identity Gets the name of the user or group.
IdentityType Get a value that indicates whether the entry is for a Windows user, a SQL user, a Windows group, or a SQL group.

Public Methods

Clone Performs a deep copy of the current instance.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

AuthorizationGroupEntry Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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AuthorizationGroupEntry Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the AuthorizationGroupEntry class using the specified identity and identity type.

VB

Parameters

identity
Identity of the user.

identityType
Type of authorization group entry.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

AuthorizationGroupEntry Class | AuthorizationGroupEntry Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal identity As String, _
   ByVal identityType As AuthorizationGroupEntryType _
)
[C#]
public AuthorizationGroupEntry(
   string identity,
   AuthorizationGroupEntryType identityType
);
[C++]
public: AuthorizationGroupEntry(
   String* identity,
   AuthorizationGroupEntryType identityType
);
[JScript]
public function AuthorizationGroupEntry(
   identity : String,
   identityType : AuthorizationGroupEntryType
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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AuthorizationGroupEntry Properties
The properties of the AuthorizationGroupEntry class are listed here. For a complete list of AuthorizationGroupEntry class
members, see the AuthorizationGroupEntry Members topic.

Public Properties

Identity Gets the name of the user or group.
IdentityType Get a value that indicates whether the entry is for a Windows user, a SQL user, a Windows group, or a SQL group.

See Also

AuthorizationGroupEntry Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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AuthorizationGroupEntry.Identity Property
Gets the name of the user or group.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

AuthorizationGroupEntry Class | AuthorizationGroupEntry Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Identity As String
[C#]
public string Identity {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Identity();
[JScript]
public function get Identity() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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AuthorizationGroupEntry.IdentityType Property
Get a value that indicates whether the entry is for a Windows user, a SQL user, a Windows group, or a SQL group.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

AuthorizationGroupEntry Class | AuthorizationGroupEntry Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property IdentityType As _
   AuthorizationGroupEntryType
[C#]
public AuthorizationGroupEntryType IdentityType {get;}
[C++]
public: __property AuthorizationGroupEntryType get_IdentityType();
[JScript]
public function get IdentityType() : AuthorizationGroupEntryType;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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AuthorizationGroupEntry Methods
The methods of the AuthorizationGroupEntry class are listed here. For a complete list of AuthorizationGroupEntry class
members, see the AuthorizationGroupEntry Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Creates a deep copy of the current instance.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

AuthorizationGroupEntry Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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AuthorizationGroupEntry.Clone Method
Performs a deep copy of the current instance.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

AuthorizationGroupEntry Class | AuthorizationGroupEntry Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public virtual object Clone();
[C++]
public: virtual Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Class
A collection of objects of type Microsoft.RuleEngine.AuthorizationGroupEntry.

For a list of all members of this type, see AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineCollection
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection
   Inherits RuleEngineCollection
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection :
   RuleEngineCollection
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection :
   public RuleEngineCollection
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection extends
   RuleEngineCollection
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AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Members
AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection overview

Public Constructors

AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the AuthorizationGroupEntryColle
ction class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Gets the number of AuthorizationGroupEntry objects in this collection.
IsFixedSize (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Determines if the current instance has a fixed size.
IsReadOnly (inherited from RuleEngineCollection

)
Determines if the current instance is read-only.

IsSynchronized (inherited from RuleEngineCollect
ion)

Determines if the current instance is synchronized.

Item Gets or sets an item using the specified index.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the AuthorizationGroupCollection
class.

ItemType (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Determines if the current instance is synchronized.
SyncRoot (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Gets an object that can be used to synchronize access to the collection.

Public Methods

Add Overloaded. Adds the specified object to the collection.
AddRange Adds the items to the end of this collection.
Clear (inherited from RuleE

ngineCollection)
Clears all items from the collection.

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep clone of the current instance.
Contains Overloaded. Determines if the specified item exists in the current instance.
CopyTo Overloaded. Copies all items in the collection to the specified array, starting at the specified index.
Equals (inherited from Syst

em.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited fr
om RuleEngineCollection)

Returns an enumerator for the current instance.

GetHashCode (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

IndexOf Returns the index of the specified item.
Insert Inserts the specified item into the current instance at the specified index location.
Remove Removes the specified object from the current instance.
RemoveAt (inherited from 

RuleEngineCollection)
Removes the object at the specified index from the current instance.

ToString (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection();

[C++] public: AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection();

[JScript] public function AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection();

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Collections.ICollection)

[C#] public AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection(System.Collections.ICollection);

[C++] public: AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection(System.Collections.ICollection);

[JScript] public function AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection(System.Collections.ICollection);

See Also

AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection();
[C++]
public: AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection();
[JScript]
public function AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection();
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AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Constructor
(System.Collections.ICollection)
Initializes a new instance of the AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection class.

VB

Parameters

items
Collection of objects of type Microsoft.RuleEngine.AuthorizationGroupEntry.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal items As ICollection _
)
[C#]
public AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection(
   ICollection items
);
[C++]
public: AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection(
   ICollection* items
);
[JScript]
public function AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection(
   items : ICollection
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Properties
The properties of the AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of
AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection class members, see the AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Gets the number of AuthorizationGroupEntry objects in this collection.
IsFixedSize (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Determines if the current instance has a fixed size.
IsReadOnly (inherited from RuleEngineCollection

)
Determines if the current instance is read-only.

IsSynchronized (inherited from RuleEngineCollect
ion)

Determines if the current instance is synchronized.

Item Gets or sets an item using the specified index.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the AuthorizationGroupCollection
class.

ItemType (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Determines if the current instance is synchronized.
SyncRoot (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Gets an object that can be used to synchronize access to the collection.

See Also

AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection.Item Property
Gets or sets an item using the specified index.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

index
Index of the item to get or set.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
Index of the item to get or set.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Shadows Default Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As AuthorizationGroupEntry
[C#]
public new AuthorizationGroupEntry this[
   int index
] {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property AuthorizationGroupEntry* get_Item(
   int index
);
public: __property void set_Item(
   int index,
   AuthorizationGroupEntry*
);
[JScript]
returnValue = AuthorizationGroupEntryCollectionObject.Item(index);
AuthorizationGroupEntryCollectionObject.Item(index) = returnValue;
-or-
returnValue = AuthorizationGroupEntryCollectionObject(index);
AuthorizationGroupEntryCollectionObject(index) = returnValue;
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AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Methods
The methods of the AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of
AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection class members, see the AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Members topic.

Public Methods

Add Overloaded. Adds the specified object to the collection.
AddRange Adds the items to the end of this collection.
Clear (inherited from RuleE

ngineCollection)
Clears all items from the collection.

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep clone of the current instance.
Contains Overloaded. Determines if the specified item exists in the current instance.
CopyTo Overloaded. Copies all items in the collection to the specified array, starting at the specified index.
Equals (inherited from Syst

em.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited fr
om RuleEngineCollection)

Returns an enumerator for the current instance.

GetHashCode (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

IndexOf Returns the index of the specified item.
Insert Inserts the specified item into the current instance at the specified index location.
Remove Removes the specified object from the current instance.
RemoveAt (inherited from 

RuleEngineCollection)
Removes the object at the specified index from the current instance.

ToString (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection.Add Method
Adds the specified item to the collection.

Overload List

Adds the specified authorization group entry to the collection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Function Add(AuthorizationGroupEntry) As Integer

[C#] public int Add(AuthorizationGroupEntry);

[C++] public: int Add(AuthorizationGroupEntry*);

[JScript] public function Add(AuthorizationGroupEntry) : int;

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Function Add(System.Object) As Integer Implements IList.Add

[C#] public int Add(System.Object);

[C++] public: int Add(System.Object);

[JScript] public function Add(System.Object) : int;

See Also

AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection.Add Method
(AuthorizationGroupEntry)
Adds the specified authorization group entry to the collection.

VB

Parameters

item
The authorization group entry to be added to the collection.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection.Add Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Function Add( _
   ByVal item As AuthorizationGroupEntry _
) As Integer
[C#]
public int Add(
   AuthorizationGroupEntry item
);
[C++]
public: int Add(
   AuthorizationGroupEntry* item
);
[JScript]
public function Add(
   item : AuthorizationGroupEntry
) : int;
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AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection.AddRange Method
Adds the specified items to the end of the collection.

VB

Parameters

items
A collection of items to be added to the end of the existing collection.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub AddRange( _
   ByVal items As ICollection _
)
[C#]
public void AddRange(
   ICollection items
);
[C++]
public: void AddRange(
   ICollection* items
);
[JScript]
public function AddRange(
   items : ICollection
);
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AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection.Clone Method
Performs a deep copy of the current instance.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection.Contains Method
Determines whether the specified item is in the collection.

Overload List

Determines whether the specified authorization group entry is in the collection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Function Contains(AuthorizationGroupEntry) As Boolean

[C#] public bool Contains(AuthorizationGroupEntry);

[C++] public: bool Contains(AuthorizationGroupEntry*);

[JScript] public function Contains(AuthorizationGroupEntry) : Boolean;

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Function Contains(System.Object) As Boolean Implements IList.Contains

[C#] public virtual bool Contains(System.Object);

[C++] public: virtual bool Contains(System.Object);

[JScript] public function Contains(System.Object) : Boolean;

See Also

AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection.Contains Method
(AuthorizationGroupEntry)
Determines whether the specified authorization group entry is in the collection.

VB

Parameters

item
Authorization group entry to be checked for.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection.Contains Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Function Contains( _
   ByVal item As AuthorizationGroupEntry _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public bool Contains(
   AuthorizationGroupEntry item
);
[C++]
public: bool Contains(
   AuthorizationGroupEntry* item
);
[JScript]
public function Contains(
   item : AuthorizationGroupEntry
) : Boolean;
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AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection.CopyTo Method
Copies the items of the collection to the specified array, starting at the specified index.

Overload List

Copies the items of the collection to the specified array, starting at the specified index.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub CopyTo(AuthorizationGroupEntry(), System.Int32)

[C#] public void CopyTo(AuthorizationGroupEntry[], System.Int32);

[C++] public: void CopyTo(AuthorizationGroupEntry*[], System.Int32);

[JScript] public function CopyTo(AuthorizationGroupEntry[], System.Int32);

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32) Implements ICollection.CopyTo

[C#] public virtual void CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32);

[C++] public: virtual void CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32);

See Also

AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection.CopyTo Method
(AuthorizationGroupEntry[], System.Int32)
Copies the items of the collection to the specified array, starting at the specified index.

VB

Parameters

array
Array of authorization group entries to which the collection is copied.

arrayIndex
Zero-based index into the array that indicates where the copying should begin.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection.CopyTo Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Sub CopyTo( _
   ByVal array() As AuthorizationGroupEntry, _
   ByVal arrayIndex As Integer _
)
[C#]
public void CopyTo(
   AuthorizationGroupEntry[] array,
   int arrayIndex
);
[C++]
public: void CopyTo(
   AuthorizationGroupEntry* array[],
   int arrayIndex
);
[JScript]
public function CopyTo(
   array : AuthorizationGroupEntry[],
   arrayIndex : int
);
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AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection.IndexOf Method
Returns the index of the specified item within the collection; returns -1 if the item does not exist.

Overload List

Returns the index of the specified authorization group entry within the collection; returns -1 if the item does not exist.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Function IndexOf(AuthorizationGroupEntry) As Integer

[C#] public int IndexOf(AuthorizationGroupEntry);

[C++] public: int IndexOf(AuthorizationGroupEntry*);

[JScript] public function IndexOf(AuthorizationGroupEntry) : int;

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Function IndexOf(System.Object) As Integer Implements IList.IndexOf

[C#] public virtual int IndexOf(System.Object);

[C++] public: virtual int IndexOf(System.Object);

[JScript] public function IndexOf(System.Object) : int;

See Also

AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection.IndexOf Method
(AuthorizationGroupEntry)
Returns the index of the specified authorization group entry within the collection; returns -1 if the item does not exist.

VB

Parameters

item
Authorization group entry to be located.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection.IndexOf Overload List
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Overloads Public Function IndexOf( _
   ByVal item As AuthorizationGroupEntry _
) As Integer
[C#]
public int IndexOf(
   AuthorizationGroupEntry item
);
[C++]
public: int IndexOf(
   AuthorizationGroupEntry* item
);
[JScript]
public function IndexOf(
   item : AuthorizationGroupEntry
) : int;
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AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection.Insert Method
Inserts the specified item into the collection at the specified index.

Overload List

Inserts the specified authorization group entry into the collection at the specified index.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Insert(System.Int32, AuthorizationGroupEntry)

[C#] public void Insert(System.Int32, AuthorizationGroupEntry);

[C++] public: void Insert(System.Int32, AuthorizationGroupEntry*);

[JScript] public function Insert(System.Int32, AuthorizationGroupEntry);

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub Insert(System.Int32, System.Object) Implements IList.Insert

[C#] public virtual void Insert(System.Int32, System.Object);

[C++] public: virtual void Insert(System.Int32, System.Object);

[JScript] public function Insert(System.Int32, System.Object);

See Also

AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection.Insert Method
(System.Int32, AuthorizationGroupEntry)
Inserts the specified authorization group entry into the collection at the specified index.

VB

Parameters

index
The index at which the authorization group entry should be inserted.

item
The authorization group entry to be inserted.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection.Insert Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Insert( _
   ByVal index As Integer, _
   ByVal item As AuthorizationGroupEntry _
)
[C#]
public void Insert(
   int index,
   AuthorizationGroupEntry item
);
[C++]
public: void Insert(
   int index,
   AuthorizationGroupEntry* item
);
[JScript]
public function Insert(
   index : int,
   item : AuthorizationGroupEntry
);
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AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection.Remove Method
Removes the specified item from the collection.

Overload List

Removes the specified authorization group entry from the collection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Remove(AuthorizationGroupEntry)

[C#] public void Remove(AuthorizationGroupEntry);

[C++] public: void Remove(AuthorizationGroupEntry*);

[JScript] public function Remove(AuthorizationGroupEntry);

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub Remove(System.Object) Implements IList.Remove

[C#] public virtual void Remove(System.Object);

[C++] public: virtual void Remove(System.Object);

[JScript] public function Remove(System.Object);

See Also

AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection.Remove Method
(AuthorizationGroupEntry)
Removes the specified authorization group entry from the collection.

VB

Parameters

item
The authorization group entry to be removed from the collection.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Class | AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection.Remove Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Sub Remove( _
   ByVal item As AuthorizationGroupEntry _
)
[C#]
public void Remove(
   AuthorizationGroupEntry item
);
[C++]
public: void Remove(
   AuthorizationGroupEntry* item
);
[JScript]
public function Remove(
   item : AuthorizationGroupEntry
);
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AuthorizationGroupEntryType Enumeration
Enumeration of authorization group entry types.

VB

Members

Member name Value Description
WinUser 1 Windows user identity.
SqlUser 2 SQL user identity.
WinGroup 3 Windows group.
SqlRole 4 SQL role.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Enum AuthorizationGroupEntryType
[C#]
[Serializable]
public enum AuthorizationGroupEntryType
[C++]
[Serializable]
__value public enum AuthorizationGroupEntryType
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
enum AuthorizationGroupEntryType
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Before Class
Represents the temporal predicate that answers the question "Is time1 chronologically before time2."

For a list of all members of this type, see Before Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.LogicalExpression
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Predicate
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.Before

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly:  Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Before Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class Before
   Inherits Predicate
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class Before : Predicate
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class Before : public Predicate
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class Before extends Predicate
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Before Members
Before overview

Public Constructors

Before Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the Before class.

Public Properties

Time1 Gets or sets an instance of a class derived from the Term class representing the first parameter.
Time2 Gets or sets an instance of a class derived from the Term class representing the second paramete

r.
Type (inherited from Logical

Expression)
Gets the type of the logical expression.

VocabularyLink (inherited fro
m LogicalExpression)

Gets or sets an optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary ele
ment containing a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Before.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Before Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Before Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Before class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the Before class with the instances of the Term class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term)

[C#] public Before(Term, Term);

[C++] public: Before(Term*, Term*);

[JScript] public function Before(Term, Term);

Initializes a new instance of the Before class with the instances of the Term class and the VocabularyLink.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public Before(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: Before(Term*, Term*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function Before(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

See Also

Before Class | Before Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Before Constructor (Term, Term)
Initializes a new instance of the Before class with the instances of the Term class.

VB

Parameters

time1
Instance of a class derived from the Term class representing the first parameter.

time2
Instance of a class derived from the Term class representing the second parameter.

Remarks

time1 and time2 must evaluate to objects of type System.DateTime.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Before Class | Before Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Before Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal time1 As Term, _
   ByVal time2 As Term _
)
[C#]
public Before(
   Term time1,
   Term time2
);
[C++]
public: Before(
   Term* time1,
   Term* time2
);
[JScript]
public function Before(
   time1 : Term,
   time2 : Term
);
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Before Constructor (Term, Term, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the Before class with the instances of the Term class and the VocabularyLink.

VB

Parameters

time1
Instance of a class derived from the Term class representing the first parameter.

time2
Instance of a class derived from the Term class representing the second parameter.

vocabularyLink
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the logical expression.

Remarks

time1 and time2 must evaluate to objects of type System.DateTime.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Before Class | Before Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Before Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal time1 As Term, _
   ByVal time2 As Term, _
   ByVal vocabularyLink As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public Before(
   Term time1,
   Term time2,
   VocabularyLink vocabularyLink
);
[C++]
public: Before(
   Term* time1,
   Term* time2,
   VocabularyLink* vocabularyLink
);
[JScript]
public function Before(
   time1 : Term,
   time2 : Term,
   vocabularyLink : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Before Properties
The properties of the Before class are listed here. For a complete list of Before class members, see the Before Members topic.

Public Properties

Time1 Gets or sets an instance of a class derived from the Term class representing the first parameter.
Time2 Gets or sets an instance of a class derived from the Term class representing the second paramete

r.
Type (inherited from Logical

Expression)
Gets the type of the logical expression.

VocabularyLink (inherited fro
m LogicalExpression)

Gets or sets an optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary ele
ment containing a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

See Also

Before Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Before.Time1 Property
Gets or sets an instance of a class derived from the Term class representing the first parameter.

VB

Remarks

Time1 must evaluate to an object of type System.DateTime.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Before Class | Before Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Property Time1 As Term
[C#]
public Term Time1 {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Term* get_Time1();
public: __property void set_Time1(Term*);
[JScript]
public function get Time1() : Term;
public function set Time1(Term);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Before.Time2 Property
Gets or sets an instance of a class derived from the Term class representing the second parameter.

VB

Remarks

Time2 must evaluate to an object of type System.DateTime.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Before Class | Before Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Property Time2 As Term
[C#]
public Term Time2 {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Term* get_Time2();
public: __property void set_Time2(Term*);
[JScript]
public function get Time2() : Term;
public function set Time2(Term);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Before Methods
The methods of the Before class are listed here. For a complete list of Before class members, see the Before Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Before.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Before Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Before.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of Before.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Before Class | Before Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Between Class
Represents the temporal predicate that answers the question "Is time1 chronologically between time2 and time3."

For a list of all members of this type, see Between Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.LogicalExpression
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Predicate
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.Between

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Between Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class Between
   Inherits Predicate
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class Between : Predicate
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class Between : public Predicate
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class Between extends Predicate

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Between Members
Between overview

Public Constructors

Between Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the Between class.

Public Properties

Time1 Gets or sets an instance of a class derived from the Term class representing the first parameter.
Time2 Gets or sets an instance of a class derived from the Term class representing the second paramet

er.
Time3 Gets or sets an instance of a class derived from the Term class representing the third parameter.
Type (inherited from Logical

Expression)
Gets the type of the logical expression.

VocabularyLink (inherited fro
m LogicalExpression)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary ele
ment containing a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Between.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Between Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Between Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Between class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the Between class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term, Term)

[C#] public Between(Term, Term, Term);

[C++] public: Between(Term*, Term*, Term*);

[JScript] public function Between(Term, Term, Term);

Initializes a new instance of the Between class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term, Term, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public Between(Term, Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: Between(Term*, Term*, Term*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function Between(Term, Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

See Also

Between Class | Between Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Between Constructor (Term, Term, Term)
Initializes a new instance of the Between class.

VB

Parameters

time1
Instance of a class derived from the Term class representing the first parameter. time1 must evaluate to an object of type
System.DateTime.

time2
Instance of a class derived from the Term class representing the second parameter. time2 must evaluate to an object of type
System.DateTime.

time3
Instance of a class derived from the Term class representing the third parameter. time3 must evaluate to an object of type
System.DateTime.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Between Class | Between Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Between Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal time1 As Term, _
   ByVal time2 As Term, _
   ByVal time3 As Term _
)
[C#]
public Between(
   Term time1,
   Term time2,
   Term time3
);
[C++]
public: Between(
   Term* time1,
   Term* time2,
   Term* time3
);
[JScript]
public function Between(
   time1 : Term,
   time2 : Term,
   time3 : Term
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Between Constructor (Term, Term, Term, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the Between class.

VB

Parameters

time1
Instance of a class derived from the Term class representing the first parameter. time1 must evaluate to an object of type
System.DateTime.

time2
Instance of a class derived from the Term class representing the second parameter. time2 must evaluate to an object of type
System.DateTime.

time3
Instance of a class derived from the Term class representing the third parameter. time3 must evaluate to an object of type
System.DateTime.

vocabularyLink
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the logical expression.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Between Class | Between Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Between Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal time1 As Term, _
   ByVal time2 As Term, _
   ByVal time3 As Term, _
   ByVal vocabularyLink As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public Between(
   Term time1,
   Term time2,
   Term time3,
   VocabularyLink vocabularyLink
);
[C++]
public: Between(
   Term* time1,
   Term* time2,
   Term* time3,
   VocabularyLink* vocabularyLink
);
[JScript]
public function Between(
   time1 : Term,
   time2 : Term,
   time3 : Term,
   vocabularyLink : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Between Properties
The properties of the Between class are listed here. For a complete list of Between class members, see the Between Members
topic.

Public Properties

Time1 Gets or sets an instance of a class derived from the Term class representing the first parameter.
Time2 Gets or sets an instance of a class derived from the Term class representing the second paramet

er.
Time3 Gets or sets an instance of a class derived from the Term class representing the third parameter.
Type (inherited from Logical

Expression)
Gets the type of the logical expression.

VocabularyLink (inherited fro
m LogicalExpression)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary ele
ment containing a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

See Also

Between Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Between.Time1 Property
Gets or sets an instance of a class derived from the Term class representing the first parameter.

VB

Remarks

Time1 must evaluate to an object of type System.DateTime.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Between Class | Between Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Property Time1 As Term
[C#]
public Term Time1 {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Term* get_Time1();
public: __property void set_Time1(Term*);
[JScript]
public function get Time1() : Term;
public function set Time1(Term);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Between.Time2 Property
Gets or sets an instance of a class derived from the Term class representing the second parameter.

VB

Remarks

Time2 must evaluate to an object of type System.DateTime.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Between Class | Between Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Property Time2 As Term
[C#]
public Term Time2 {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Term* get_Time2();
public: __property void set_Time2(Term*);
[JScript]
public function get Time2() : Term;
public function set Time2(Term);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Between.Time3 Property
Gets or sets an instance of a class derived from the Term class representing the third parameter.

VB

Remarks

Time3 must evaluate to an object of type System.DateTime.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Between Class | Between Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Property Time3 As Term
[C#]
public Term Time3 {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Term* get_Time3();
public: __property void set_Time3(Term*);
[JScript]
public function get Time3() : Term;
public function set Time3(Term);
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Between Methods
The methods of the Between class are listed here. For a complete list of Between class members, see the Between Members
topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Between.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Between Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Between.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of Between.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Between Class | Between Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
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Binding Class
Represents a binding to an object or object member.

For a list of all members of this type, see Binding Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Binding
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.MemberBinding
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.ObjectBinding

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Binding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class Binding
   Implements ICloneable
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class Binding : ICloneable
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class Binding : public ICloneable
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class Binding implements ICloneable
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Binding Members
Binding overview

Public Properties

DisplayName Gets the display name of the binding.
Type Gets the type of the bound object or member.

Public Methods

Clone Creates a deep copy of Binding.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Binding Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Binding Properties
The properties of the Binding class are listed here. For a complete list of Binding class members, see the Binding Members topic.

Public Properties

DisplayName Gets the display name of the binding.
Type Gets the type of the bound object or member.

See Also

Binding Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Binding.DisplayName Property
Gets the display name of the binding.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Binding Class | Binding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property Type As Type
[C#]
public Type Type {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Type* get_Type();
[JScript]
public function get Type() : Type;
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Binding.Type Property
Gets the type of the bound object or member.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Binding Class | Binding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property Type As Type
[C#]
public Type Type {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Type* get_Type();
[JScript]
public function get Type() : Type;
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Binding Methods
The methods of the Binding class are listed here. For a complete list of Binding class members, see the Binding Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Creates a deep copy of Binding.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Binding Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Binding.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of Binding.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of Binding.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Binding Class | Binding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public MustOverride Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public abstract object Clone();
[C++]
public: virtual Object* Clone() = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function Clone() : Object;
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BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException Class
The exception that is thrown when the rule language converter cannot deserialize a user-defined object.

For a list of all members of this type, see BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.BusinessRulesLanguageException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException
   Inherits BusinessRulesLanguageException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException :
   BusinessRulesLanguageException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException :
   public BusinessRulesLanguageException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException extends
   BusinessRulesLanguageException
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BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException Members
BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException overview

Public Constructors

BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLang
uageDeserializationException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SerializedObject Gets the name of the SOAP serialized object that could not be deserialized.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLang
uageDeserializationException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object, and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException class with an error message explaining the reason for the exception and the name
of the SOAP serialized object that could not be deserialized.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException(System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException class with an error message explaining the reason for the exception, the name of
the SOAP serialized object that could not be deserialized, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException class using the specified serialization information
and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException Constructor
(System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException class using the specified message and serialized
object.

VB

Parameters

message
The error message describing the reason for the exception.

serializedObject
The name of the SOAP serialized object that could not be deserialized.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal serializedObject As String _
)
[C#]
public BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException(
   string message,
   string serializedObject
);
[C++]
public: BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException(
   String* message,
   String* serializedObject
);
[JScript]
public function BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException(
   message : String,
   serializedObject : String
);
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BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException class using the specified message, serialized
object, and exception.

VB

Parameters

message
The error message explaining the reason for the exception.

serializedObject
The name of the SOAP serialized object that could not be deserialized.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal serializedObject As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException(
   string message,
   string serializedObject,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException(
   String* message,
   String* serializedObject,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException(
   message : String,
   serializedObject : String,
   ex : Exception
);
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BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException Properties
The properties of the BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException class are listed here. For a complete list of
BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException class members, see the
BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException Members topic.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SerializedObject Gets the name of the SOAP serialized object that could not be deserialized.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException.SerializedObject
Property
Gets the name of the SOAP serialized object that could not be deserialized.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property SerializedObject As String
[C#]
public string SerializedObject {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_SerializedObject();
[JScript]
public function get SerializedObject() : String;
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BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException Methods
The methods of the BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException class are listed here. For a complete list of
BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException class members, see the
BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Class
The exception that is thrown when the rule language converter encounters a duplicate name error.

For a list of all members of this type, see BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.BusinessRulesLanguageException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException
   Inherits BusinessRulesLanguageException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException :
   BusinessRulesLanguageException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException :
   public BusinessRulesLanguageException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException extends
   BusinessRulesLanguageException
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BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Members
BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException overview

Public Constructors

BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLan
guageDuplicateNameException class.

Public Properties

Element Gets the name of the element being examined.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Name Gets the name that was previously used.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLan
guageDuplicateNameException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object, and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException class with an error message explaining the reason for the exception, the name of
the element being examined, and the name that has previously been used.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String)

[C#] public BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException class with an error message explaining the reason for the exception, the name of
the element being examined, the name that has previously been used, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException class using the specified serialization
information and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException class using the specified message, element, and
name.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message explaining the reason for the exception.

element
Name of the element being examined.

name
Name that has previously been used.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal element As String, _
   ByVal name As String _
)
[C#]
public BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException(
   string message,
   string element,
   string name
);
[C++]
public: BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException(
   String* message,
   String* element,
   String* name
);
[JScript]
public function BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException(
   message : String,
   element : String,
   name : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException class using the specified message, element,
name, and exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message explaining the reason for the exception.

element
Name of the element being examined.

name
Name that has previously been used.

ex
Exception containing the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal element As String, _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException(
   string message,
   string element,
   string name,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException(
   String* message,
   String* element,
   String* name,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException(
   message : String,
   element : String,
   name : String,
   ex : Exception
);
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BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Properties
The properties of the BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException class are listed here. For a complete list of
BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException class members, see the
BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Members topic.

Public Properties

Element Gets the name of the element currently being examined.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Name Gets the name that has previously been used.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException.Element
Property
Gets the name of the element currently being examined.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property Element As String
[C#]
public string Element {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Element();
[JScript]
public function get Element() : String;
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BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException.Name
Property
Gets the name that has previously been used.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property Name As String
[C#]
public string Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Name();
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;
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BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Methods
The methods of the BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException class are listed here. For a complete list of
BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException class members, see the
BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
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BusinessRulesLanguageException Class
Base class for all business rule language exceptions.

For a list of all members of this type, see BusinessRulesLanguageException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.BusinessRulesLanguageException
               Derived classes

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class BusinessRulesLanguageException
   Inherits RuleEngineException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class BusinessRulesLanguageException : RuleEngineException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class BusinessRulesLanguageException : public
   RuleEngineException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class BusinessRulesLanguageException extends
   RuleEngineException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ww58ded5(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BusinessRulesLanguageException Hierarchy
System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.BusinessRulesLanguageException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.BusinessRulesLanguageDeserializationException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.BusinessRulesLanguageDuplicateNameException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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BusinessRulesLanguageException Members
BusinessRulesLanguageException overview

Public Constructors

BusinessRulesLanguageException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageExceptio
n class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

BusinessRulesLanguageException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageExceptio
n class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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BusinessRulesLanguageException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageException class with an error message explaining the reason for the exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public BusinessRulesLanguageException(System.String);

[C++] public: BusinessRulesLanguageException(System.String);

[JScript] public function BusinessRulesLanguageException(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
exception, and the context that provides the means for deserialization.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected BusinessRulesLanguageException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: BusinessRulesLanguageException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function BusinessRulesLanguageException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageException class with an error message explaining the reason for the exception and the inner
exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public BusinessRulesLanguageException(System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: BusinessRulesLanguageException(System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function BusinessRulesLanguageException(System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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BusinessRulesLanguageException Constructor (System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageException class using the specified message.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message describing the reason for the exception.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
BusinessRulesLanguageException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String _
)
[C#]
public BusinessRulesLanguageException(
   string message
);
[C++]
public: BusinessRulesLanguageException(
   String* message
);
[JScript]
public function BusinessRulesLanguageException(
   message : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BusinessRulesLanguageException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageException class using the specified serialization information and
streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
BusinessRulesLanguageException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected BusinessRulesLanguageException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: BusinessRulesLanguageException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function BusinessRulesLanguageException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BusinessRulesLanguageException Constructor (System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageException class using the specified message and exception.

VB

Parameters

message
An error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
BusinessRulesLanguageException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public BusinessRulesLanguageException(
   string message,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: BusinessRulesLanguageException(
   String* message,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function BusinessRulesLanguageException(
   message : String,
   ex : Exception
);
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BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Class
The exception that is thrown when the rule language converter encounters a reference that is not valid.

For a list of all members of this type, see BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.BusinessRulesLanguageException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException
   Inherits BusinessRulesLanguageException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException :
   BusinessRulesLanguageException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException : public
   BusinessRulesLanguageException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException extends
   BusinessRulesLanguageException
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BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Members
BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException overview

Public Constructors

BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguag
eReferenceException class.

Public Properties

ClassType Gets the type name of the object expected.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Name Gets the name of the reference being accessed.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguag
eReferenceException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object, and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data..

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException class with the error message explaining the reason for the exception, the type name
of the object expected, and the name of the reference being accessed.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String)

[C#] public BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException class with the error message explaining the reason for the exception, the type name
of the object expected, the name of the reference being accessed, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException class using the specified serialization information and
streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException class using the specified message, class type, and
name.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message explaining the reason for the exception.

classType
Type name of the object expected.

name
Name of the reference being accessed.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal classType As String, _
   ByVal name As String _
)
[C#]
public BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException(
   string message,
   string classType,
   string name
);
[C++]
public: BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException(
   String* message,
   String* classType,
   String* name
);
[JScript]
public function BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException(
   message : String,
   classType : String,
   name : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException class using the specified message, class type, name,
and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message explaining the reason for the exception.

classType
Type name of the object expected.

name
Name of the reference being accessed.

ex
Exception containing the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal classType As String, _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException(
   string message,
   string classType,
   string name,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException(
   String* message,
   String* classType,
   String* name,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException(
   message : String,
   classType : String,
   name : String,
   ex : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Properties
The properties of the BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException class are listed here. For a complete list of
BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException class members, see the BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Members
topic.

Public Properties

ClassType Gets the type name of the object expected.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Name Gets the name of the reference being accessed.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException.ClassType Property
Gets the type name of the object expected.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property ClassType As String
[C#]
public string ClassType {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ClassType();
[JScript]
public function get ClassType() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException.Name Property
Gets the name of the reference being accessed.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property Name As String
[C#]
public string Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Name();
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Methods
The methods of the BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException class are listed here. For a complete list of
BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException class members, see the BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Members
topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
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BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Class
The exception that is thrown when the rule language converter encounters a missing reference.

For a list of all members of this type, see BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.BusinessRulesLanguageException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Class BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException
   Inherits BusinessRulesLanguageException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException :
   BusinessRulesLanguageException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException :
   public BusinessRulesLanguageException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException extends
   BusinessRulesLanguageException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
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BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Members
BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException overview

Public Constructors

BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLa
nguageReferenceMissingException class.

Public Properties

ClassType Gets the type name for the object expected.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Name Gets the name of the reference being accessed.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLa
nguageReferenceMissingException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the type
name of the object expected, and the name of the reference being accessed.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String)

[C#] public BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the type
name of the object expected, the name of the reference being accessedm, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException class using the specified serialization
information and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException class using the specified message, class type,
and name.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

classType
Type name of the object expected.

name
Name of the reference being accessed.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal classType As String, _
   ByVal name As String _
)
[C#]
public BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException(
   string message,
   string classType,
   string name
);
[C++]
public: BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException(
   String* message,
   String* classType,
   String* name
);
[JScript]
public function BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException(
   message : String,
   classType : String,
   name : String
);
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BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException class using the specified message, class type,
name, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

classType
Type name of the object expected.

name
Name of the reference being accessed.

ex
An Exception containing the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal classType As String, _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException(
   string message,
   string classType,
   string name,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException(
   String* message,
   String* classType,
   String* name,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException(
   message : String,
   classType : String,
   name : String,
   ex : Exception
);
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BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Properties
The properties of the BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException class are listed here. For a complete list of
BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException class members, see the
BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Members topic.

Public Properties

ClassType Gets the type name for the object expected.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Name Gets the name of the reference being accessed.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException.ClassType
Property
Gets the type name of the object expected.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property ClassType As String
[C#]
public string ClassType {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ClassType();
[JScript]
public function get ClassType() : String;
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BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException.Name
Property
Name of the reference being accessed.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property Name As String
[C#]
public string Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Name();
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;
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BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Methods
The methods of the BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException class are listed here. For a complete list of
BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException class members, see the
BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageReferenceMissingException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
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BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException Class
Exception that is thrown when the rule language schema version mismatch error occurs.

For a list of all members of this type, see BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.BusinessRulesLanguageException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException
   Inherits BusinessRulesLanguageException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException :
   BusinessRulesLanguageException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException :
   public BusinessRulesLanguageException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException extends
   BusinessRulesLanguageException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException Members
BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException overview

Public Constructors

BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLan
guageSchemaIncorrectException class.

Public Properties

ExpectedVersion Gets the expected schema version.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SchemaPathName Gets the path name for the schema being used.
SchemaVersion Gets the actual schema version as read from the schema.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLan
guageSchemaIncorrectException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, a path name
for the schema being used, the actual schema version as read from the schema, and the expected schema version.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String)

[C#] public BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, a path name
for the schema being used, the actual schema version as read from the schema, the expected schema version, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException class using the specified serialization
information and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException class using the specified message, schema path
name, schema version, and expected version.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

schemaPathName
Path name for the schema being used.

schemaVersion
Actual schema version as read from the schema.

expectedVersion
Expected schema version.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal schemaPathName As String, _
   ByVal schemaVersion As String, _
   ByVal expectedVersion As String _
)
[C#]
public BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException(
   string message,
   string schemaPathName,
   string schemaVersion,
   string expectedVersion
);
[C++]
public: BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException(
   String* message,
   String* schemaPathName,
   String* schemaVersion,
   String* expectedVersion
);
[JScript]
public function BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException(
   message : String,
   schemaPathName : String,
   schemaVersion : String,
   expectedVersion : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException class using the specified message, schema path
name, schema version, expected version, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

schemaPathName
Path name for the schema being used.

schemaVersion
Actual schema version as read from the schema.

expectedVersion
Expected schema version.

ex
An Exception containing the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal schemaPathName As String, _
   ByVal schemaVersion As String, _
   ByVal expectedVersion As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException(
   string message,
   string schemaPathName,
   string schemaVersion,
   string expectedVersion,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException(
   String* message,
   String* schemaPathName,
   String* schemaVersion,
   String* expectedVersion,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException(
   message : String,
   schemaPathName : String,
   schemaVersion : String,
   expectedVersion : String,
   ex : Exception
);



 

See Also
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BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException Properties
The properties of the BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException class are listed here. For a complete list of
BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException class members, see the
BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException Members topic.

Public Properties

ExpectedVersion Gets the expected schema version.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SchemaPathName Gets the path name for the schema being used.
SchemaVersion Gets the actual schema version as read from the schema.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException.ExpectedVersion
Property
Gets the expected schema version.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property ExpectedVersion As String
[C#]
public string ExpectedVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ExpectedVersion();
[JScript]
public function get ExpectedVersion() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException.SchemaPathName
Property
Gets the path name for the schema being used.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property SchemaPathName As String
[C#]
public string SchemaPathName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_SchemaPathName();
[JScript]
public function get SchemaPathName() : String;
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BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException.SchemaVersion
Property
Gets the actual schema version as read from the schema.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property SchemaVersion As String
[C#]
public string SchemaVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_SchemaVersion();
[JScript]
public function get SchemaVersion() : String;
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BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException Methods
The methods of the BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException class are listed here. For a complete list of
BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException class members, see the
BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaIncorrectException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
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BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException Class
The exception that is thrown when the rule language schema cannot be found.

For a list of all members of this type, see BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.BusinessRulesLanguageException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException
   Inherits BusinessRulesLanguageException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException :
   BusinessRulesLanguageException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException :
   public BusinessRulesLanguageException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException extends
   BusinessRulesLanguageException
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BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException Members
BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException overview

Public Constructors

BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLa
nguageSchemaNotFoundException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SchemaName Gets the name of the schema that cannot be found.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLa
nguageSchemaNotFoundException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception and the
name of the schema that cannot be located.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException(System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name of
the schema that cannot be located, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException class using the specified serialization
information and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException Constructor
(System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException class.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

schemaName
Name of the schema that cannot be found.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal schemaName As String _
)
[C#]
public BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException(
   string message,
   string schemaName
);
[C++]
public: BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException(
   String* message,
   String* schemaName
);
[JScript]
public function BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException(
   message : String,
   schemaName : String
);
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BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException class using the specified message, schema
name, and exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

schemaName
Name of the schema that cannot be found.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal schemaName As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException(
   string message,
   string schemaName,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException(
   String* message,
   String* schemaName,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException(
   message : String,
   schemaName : String,
   ex : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException Properties
The properties of the BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException class are listed here. For a complete list of
BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException class members, see the
BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException Members topic.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SchemaName Gets the name of the schema that cannot be found.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException.SchemaName
Property
Gets the name of the schema that cannot be found.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property SchemaName As String
[C#]
public string SchemaName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_SchemaName();
[JScript]
public function get SchemaName() : String;
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BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException Methods
The methods of the BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException class are listed here. For a complete list of
BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException class members, see the
BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
Co The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageSchemaNotFoundException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException Class
The exception that is thrown when the rule language converter encounters an unrecognized element.

For a list of all members of this type, see BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.BusinessRulesLanguageException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException
   Inherits BusinessRulesLanguageException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException :
   BusinessRulesLanguageException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException :
   public BusinessRulesLanguageException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException extends
   BusinessRulesLanguageException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException Members
BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException overview

Public Constructors

BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLangu
ageUnrecognizedException class.

Public Properties

Element Gets the unexpected element tag that has been encountered.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLangu
ageUnrecognizedException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, and an
unexpected element tag that has been encountered.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException(System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, an
unexpected element tag that has been encountered, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException class using the specified serialization information
and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException Constructor
(System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException class using the specified message and element.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

element
Unexpected element tag that has been encountered.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal element As String _
)
[C#]
public BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException(
   string message,
   string element
);
[C++]
public: BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException(
   String* message,
   String* element
);
[JScript]
public function BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException(
   message : String,
   element : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException class using the specified message, element, and
inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

element
Unexpected element tag that has been encountered.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal element As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException(
   string message,
   string element,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException(
   String* message,
   String* element,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException(
   message : String,
   element : String,
   ex : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException Properties
The properties of the BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException class members, see the
BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException Members topic.

Public Properties

Element Gets the unexpected element tag that has been encountered.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException.Element
Property
Gets the unexpected element tag that has been encountered.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property Element As String
[C#]
public string Element {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Element();
[JScript]
public function get Element() : String;
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BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException Methods
The methods of the BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException class members, see the
BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception..

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageUnrecognizedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException Class
The exception that is thrown when a rule language schema validation fails.

For a list of all members of this type, see BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.BusinessRulesLanguageException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Class BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException
   Inherits BusinessRulesLanguageException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException :
   BusinessRulesLanguageException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException :
   public BusinessRulesLanguageException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException extends
   BusinessRulesLanguageException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
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BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException Members
BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException overview

Public Constructors

BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguag
eValidationException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguag
eValidationException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException(System.String);

[C++] public: BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException(System.String);

[JScript] public function BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception and the inner
exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException(System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException(System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException(System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException Constructor
(System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException class using the specified message.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String _
)
[C#]
public BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException(
   string message
);
[C++]
public: BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException(
   String* message
);
[JScript]
public function BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException(
   message : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException class using the specified serialization information and
streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException Constructor
(System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException class using the specified message and inner
exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException Class | BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException(
   string message,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException(
   String* message,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function BusinessRulesLanguageValidationException(
   message : String,
   ex : Exception
);
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ClassBinding Class
Specifies a binding to a .NET-based class object used in rule conditions and actions.

For a list of all members of this type, see ClassBinding Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Binding
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.ObjectBinding
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.ClassBinding

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

ClassBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class ClassBinding
   Inherits ObjectBinding
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class ClassBinding : ObjectBinding
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class ClassBinding : public ObjectBinding
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class ClassBinding extends ObjectBinding
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ClassBinding Members
ClassBinding overview

Public Constructors

ClassBinding Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the ClassBinding class.

Public Properties

DisplayName Overridden. Gets the display name for the bound object.
ImplementingType Overridden. Gets the type of the wrapper class.
InstanceID Gets the instance ID of the object.
Instances Gets or sets the expected number of class instances of the implementing type present in working memory.
Selectivity Gets or sets the expected selectivity of the class instances of the implementing type present in working me

mory.
Type Overridden. Gets the type of the bound object.
TypeName Overridden. Gets the type name for the bound object.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of the ClassBinding.
CreateInstance Overridden. Creates a new ClassBinding with the specified instance ID.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Fields

DefaultInstances (Inherited from Object
Binding)

Contains the number of instances of the object expected in working memory.

DefaultSelectivity (Inherited from Object
Binding)

Contains the percentage of the objects in working memory that will pass the select 
tests minus 100.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ClassBinding Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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ClassBinding Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the ClassBinding class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the ClassBinding class with the specified type.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Type)

[C#] public ClassBinding(System.Type);

[C++] public: ClassBinding(System.Type);

[JScript] public function ClassBinding(System.Type);

Initializes a new instance of the ClassBinding class by specifying the instance ID.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Type, System.Int32)

[C#] public ClassBinding(System.Type, System.Int32);

[C++] public: ClassBinding(System.Type, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function ClassBinding(System.Type, System.Int32);

See Also

ClassBinding Class | ClassBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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ClassBinding Constructor (System.Type)
Initializes a new instance of the ClassBinding class with the specified type.

VB

Parameters

classType
Type of the object to be returned.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ClassBinding Class | ClassBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | ClassBinding Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal classType As Type _
)
[C#]
public ClassBinding(
   Type classType
);
[C++]
public: ClassBinding(
   Type* classType
);
[JScript]
public function ClassBinding(
   classType : Type
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ClassBinding Constructor (System.Type, System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the ClassBinding class by specifying the instance ID.

VB

Parameters

classType
Type of the object to be returned.

instanceID
Instance ID of the object.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ClassBinding Class | ClassBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | ClassBinding Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal classType As Type, _
   ByVal instanceID As Integer _
)
[C#]
public ClassBinding(
   Type classType,
   int instanceID
);
[C++]
public: ClassBinding(
   Type* classType,
   int instanceID
);
[JScript]
public function ClassBinding(
   classType : Type,
   instanceID : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ClassBinding Properties
The properties of the ClassBinding class are listed here. For a complete list of ClassBinding class members, see the
ClassBinding Members topic.

Public Properties

DisplayName Overridden. Gets the display name for the bound object.
ImplementingType Overridden. Gets the type of the wrapper class.
InstanceID Gets the instance ID of the object.
Instances Gets or sets the expected number of class instances of the implementing type present in working memory.
Selectivity Gets or sets the expected selectivity of the class instances of the implementing type present in working me

mory.
Type Overridden. Gets the type of the bound object.
TypeName Overridden. Gets the type name for the bound object.

See Also

ClassBinding Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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ClassBinding.DisplayName Property
Gets the display name for the bound object.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ClassBinding Class | ClassBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property DisplayName As String
[C#]
public override string DisplayName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_DisplayName();
[JScript]
public override function get DisplayName() : String;
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ClassBinding.ImplementingType Property
Gets the type of the wrapper class.

VB

Remarks

If there is no wrapper class then the implementing type is the same as the type in the object binding.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ClassBinding Class | ClassBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property ImplementingType As Type
[C#]
public override Type ImplementingType {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Type* get_ImplementingType();
[JScript]
public override function get ImplementingType() : Type;
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ClassBinding.InstanceID Property
Gets the instance ID of the object.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ClassBinding Class | ClassBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property InstanceID As Integer
[C#]
public int InstanceID {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_InstanceID();
[JScript]
public function get InstanceID() : int;
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ClassBinding.Instances Property
Gets or sets the expected number of class instances of the implementing type present in working memory.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ClassBinding Class | ClassBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property Instances As Integer
[C#]
public int Instances {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_Instances();
public: __property void set_Instances(int);
[JScript]
public function get Instances() : int;
public function set Instances(int);
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ClassBinding.Selectivity Property
Gets or sets the expected selectivity of the class instances of the implementing type present in working memory.

VB

Remarks

The selectivity of a type is the percentage of class instances that will successfully pass the rule conditions.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ClassBinding Class | ClassBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property Selectivity As Single
[C#]
public float Selectivity {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property float get_Selectivity();
public: __property void set_Selectivity(float);
[JScript]
public function get Selectivity() : float;
public function set Selectivity(float);
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ClassBinding.Type Property
Gets the type of the bound object.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ClassBinding Class | ClassBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property Type As Type
[C#]
public override Type Type {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Type* get_Type();
[JScript]
public override function get Type() : Type;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ClassBinding.TypeName Property
Gets the type name for the bound object.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ClassBinding Class | ClassBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property TypeName As String
[C#]
public override string TypeName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_TypeName();
[JScript]
public override function get TypeName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ClassBinding Methods
The methods of the ClassBinding class are listed here. For a complete list of ClassBinding class members, see the
ClassBinding Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of the ClassBinding.
CreateInstance Overridden. Creates a new ClassBinding with the specified instance ID.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ClassBinding Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ClassBinding.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of the ClassBinding.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ClassBinding Class | ClassBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ClassBinding.CreateInstance Method
Creates a new ClassBinding with the specified instance ID.

VB

Parameters

instanceID
The specified instance ID with which to create the ClassBinding.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ClassBinding Class | ClassBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function CreateInstance( _
   ByVal instanceID As Integer _
) As ObjectBinding
[C#]
public override ObjectBinding CreateInstance(
   int instanceID
);
[C++]
public: ObjectBinding* CreateInstance(
   int instanceID
);
[JScript]
public override function CreateInstance(
   instanceID : int
) : ObjectBinding;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ClassMemberBinding Class
Specifies a binding to an object method, property, or field used in rule conditions and actions.

For a list of all members of this type, see ClassMemberBinding Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Binding
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.MemberBinding
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.ClassMemberBinding

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

User defined object methods, properties, and fields, collectively known as object attributes, can be used as follows:

1. As predicates that specify user defined rule conditions.
2. As predicate arguments (terms) for both built in and user defined predicates.
3. As functions that specify user defined rule actions.
4. As function arguments (terms) for both built in and user defined functions.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

ClassMemberBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class ClassMemberBinding
   Inherits MemberBinding
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class ClassMemberBinding : MemberBinding
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class ClassMemberBinding : public
   MemberBinding
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class ClassMemberBinding extends MemberBinding

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ClassMemberBinding Members
ClassMemberBinding overview

Public Constructors

ClassMemberBinding Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the ClassMemberBinding class.

Public Properties

Arguments Gets or sets the arguments used to access or modify the bound .NET class member.
ClassBinding Gets the class binding for the object containing the member.
DisplayName Gets the display name of the bound class member (field, property, or method).
MemberName Gets the member name of the bound class member (field, property, or method).
MemberType Gets the type of the member.
ObjectBinding Gets a reference to the object of which this member is a part.
SideEffects Gets or sets a value indicating whether accessing the member changes its value.
Type Gets the type of the bound object or member.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of ClassMemberBinding.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ClassMemberBinding Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ClassMemberBinding Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the ClassMemberBinding class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the ClassMemberBinding class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, ClassBinding)

[C#] public ClassMemberBinding(System.String, ClassBinding);

[C++] public: ClassMemberBinding(System.String, ClassBinding*);

[JScript] public function ClassMemberBinding(System.String, ClassBinding);

Initializes a new instance of the ClassMemberBinding class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, ClassBinding, System.Collections.ICollection)

[C#] public ClassMemberBinding(System.String, ClassBinding, System.Collections.ICollection);

[C++] public: ClassMemberBinding(System.String, ClassBinding*, System.Collections.ICollection);

[JScript] public function ClassMemberBinding(System.String, ClassBinding, System.Collections.ICollection);

See Also

ClassMemberBinding Class | ClassMemberBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ClassMemberBinding Constructor (System.String,
ClassBinding)
Initializes a new instance of the ClassMemberBinding class.

VB

Parameters

memberName
The name of the .NET class member.

classBinding
The binding for the .NET class containing the member.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ClassMemberBinding Class | ClassMemberBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
ClassMemberBinding Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal memberName As String, _
   ByVal classBinding As ClassBinding _
)
[C#]
public ClassMemberBinding(
   string memberName,
   ClassBinding classBinding
);
[C++]
public: ClassMemberBinding(
   String* memberName,
   ClassBinding* classBinding
);
[JScript]
public function ClassMemberBinding(
   memberName : String,
   classBinding : ClassBinding
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ClassMemberBinding Constructor (System.String,
System.Collections.ICollection, ClassBinding)
Initializes a new instance of the ClassMemberBinding class.

VB

Parameters

memberName
The name of the .NET class member.

classBinding
The binding for the .NET class containing the member.

arguments
Arguments to use when accessing or modifying the bound .NET class member.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ClassMemberBinding Class | ClassMemberBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
ClassMemberBinding Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal memberName As String, _
   ByVal classBinding As ClassBinding, _
   ByVal arguments As ICollection _
)
[C#]
public ClassMemberBinding(
   string memberName,
   ClassBinding classBinding,
   ICollection arguments
);
[C++]
public: ClassMemberBinding(
   String* memberName,
   ClassBinding* classBinding,
   ICollection* arguments
);
[JScript]
public function ClassMemberBinding(
   memberName : String,
   classBinding : ClassBinding,
   arguments : ICollection
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ClassMemberBinding Properties
The properties of the ClassMemberBinding class are listed here. For a complete list of ClassMemberBinding class members,
see the ClassMemberBinding Members topic.

Public Properties

Arguments Gets or sets the arguments used to access or modify the bound .NET class member.
ClassBinding Gets the class binding for the object containing the member.
DisplayName Gets the display name of the bound class member (field, property, or method).
MemberName Gets the member name of the bound class member (field, property, or method).
MemberType Gets the type of the member.
ObjectBinding Gets a reference to the object of which this member is a part.
SideEffects Gets or sets a value indicating whether accessing the member changes its value.
Type Gets the type of the bound object or member.

See Also

ClassMemberBinding Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ClassMemberBinding.Arguments Property
Gets or sets the arguments used to access or modify the bound .NET class member.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ClassMemberBinding Class | ClassMemberBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Property Arguments As ArgumentCollection
[C#]
public ArgumentCollection Arguments {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property ArgumentCollection* get_Arguments();
public: __property void set_Arguments(ArgumentCollection*);
[JScript]
public function get Arguments() : ArgumentCollection;
public function set Arguments(ArgumentCollection);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ClassMemberBinding.ClassBinding Property
Gets the class binding for the object containing the member.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ClassMemberBinding Class | ClassMemberBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property ClassBinding As ClassBinding
[C#]
public ClassBinding ClassBinding {get;}
[C++]
public: __property ClassBinding* get_ClassBinding();
[JScript]
public function get ClassBinding() : ClassBinding;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ClassMemberBinding.DisplayName Property
Gets the display name of the bound class member (field, property, or method).

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ClassMemberBinding Class | ClassMemberBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property DisplayName As String
[C#]
public override string DisplayName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_DisplayName();
[JScript]
public override function get DisplayName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ClassMemberBinding.MemberName Property
Gets the member name of the bound class member (field, property, or method).

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ClassMemberBinding Class | ClassMemberBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property MemberName As String
[C#]
public string MemberName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_MemberName();
[JScript]
public function get MemberName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ClassMemberBinding.MemberType Property
Gets the type of the member.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ClassMemberBinding Class | ClassMemberBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property MemberType As Type
[C#]
public override Type MemberType {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Type* get_MemberType();
[JScript]
public override function get MemberType() : Type;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ClassMemberBinding.ObjectBinding Property
Gets a reference to the object of which this member is a part.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ClassMemberBinding Class | ClassMemberBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property ObjectBinding As ObjectBinding
[C#]
public override ObjectBinding ObjectBinding {get;}
[C++]
public: __property ObjectBinding* get_ObjectBinding();
[JScript]
public override function get ObjectBinding() : ObjectBinding;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ClassMemberBinding.SideEffects Property
Gets or sets a value indicating whether accessing the member changes its value.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ClassMemberBinding Class | ClassMemberBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Property SideEffects As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool SideEffects {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_SideEffects();
public: __property void set_SideEffects(bool);
[JScript]
public override function get SideEffects() : Boolean;
public override function set SideEffects(Boolean);
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ClassMemberBinding.Type Property
Gets the type of the bound object or member.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ClassMemberBinding Class | ClassMemberBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property Type As Type
[C#]
public override Type Type {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Type* get_Type();
[JScript]
public override function get Type() : Type;
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ClassMemberBinding Methods
The methods of the ClassMemberBinding class are listed here. For a complete list of ClassMemberBinding class members, see
the ClassMemberBinding Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of MemberBinding.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ClassMemberBinding Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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ClassMemberBinding.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of ClassMemberBinding.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ClassMemberBinding Class | ClassMemberBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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ClassType Class
The type for .NET class instances to be retracted from the rule engine.

For a list of all members of this type, see ClassType Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.FactType
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.ClassType

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

ClassType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class ClassType
   Inherits FactType
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class ClassType : FactType
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class ClassType : public FactType
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class ClassType extends FactType

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ClassType Members
ClassType overview

Public Constructors

ClassType Constructor Initializes a new instance of the ClassType class.

Public Properties

Type Gets the type for .NET class instances to be retracted from the rule engine.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Makes a deep copy of the RuleEngineClassType class.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
Overridden. Determines whether the Type of the specified object is equal to the current instance.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

Overridden. Returns the hash code for the current instance.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ClassType Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
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ClassType Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the ClassType class.

VB

Parameters

type
Type for .NET class instances to be retracted from the rule engine.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ClassType Class | ClassType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal type As Type _
)
[C#]
public ClassType(
   Type type
);
[C++]
public: ClassType(
   Type* type
);
[JScript]
public function ClassType(
   type : Type
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ClassType Properties
The properties of the ClassType class are listed here. For a complete list of ClassType class members, see the
ClassType Members topic.

Public Properties

Type Gets the type for .NET class instances to be retracted from the rule engine.

See Also

ClassType Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ClassType.Type Property
Gets the type for .NET class instances to be retracted from the rule engine.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ClassType Class | ClassType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Type As Type
[C#]
public Type Type {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Type* get_Type();
[JScript]
public function get Type() : Type;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ClassType Methods
The methods of the ClassType class are listed here. For a complete list of ClassType class members, see the ClassType Members
topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Makes a deep copy of the RuleEngineClassType class.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
Overridden. Determines whether the Type of the specified object is equal to the current instance.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

Overridden. Gets the hash code for the current instance.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ClassType Class | ClassType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ClassType.Clone Method
Makes a deep copy of the RuleEngineClassType class.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ClassType Class | ClassType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ClassType.Equals Method
Determines whether the Type of the specified object is equal to the current instance.

VB

Parameters

obj
The object with which the current instance is compared with to determine if their Type values are equal.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ClassType Class | ClassType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function Equals( _
   ByVal obj As Object _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool Equals(
   object obj
);
[C++]
public: bool Equals(
   Object* obj
);
[JScript]
public override function Equals(
   obj : Object
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ClassType.GetHashCode Method
Gets the hash code for the current instance.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ClassType Class | ClassType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function GetHashCode() As Integer
[C#]
public override int GetHashCode();
[C++]
public: int GetHashCode();
[JScript]
public override function GetHashCode() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Clear Class
Represents the clear operation. The clear operation resets working memory and the agenda.

For a list of all members of this type, see Clear Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.Clear

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

The return type of the assert operation is void.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Clear Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class Clear
   Inherits Function
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class Clear : Function
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class Clear : public Function
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class Clear extends Function

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Clear Members
Clear overview

Public Constructors

Clear Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the Clear class.

Public Properties

Type (inherited from Te
rm)

Gets the type of term.

VocabularyLink (inherit
ed from Term)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary elemen
t containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Clear.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (Inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Clear Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Clear Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Clear class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the Clear class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public Clear();

[C++] public: Clear();

[JScript] public function Clear();

Initializes a new instance of the Clear class with a vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(VocabularyLink)

[C#] public Clear(VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: Clear(VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function Clear(VocabularyLink);

See Also

Clear Class | Clear Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Clear Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the Clear class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Clear Class | Clear Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Clear Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public Clear();
[C++]
public: Clear();
[JScript]
public function Clear();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Clear Constructor (VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the Clear class with a VocabularyLink.

VB

Parameters

vocabularyLink
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the term.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Clear Class | Clear Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Clear Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal vocabularyLink As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public Clear(
   VocabularyLink vocabularyLink
);
[C++]
public: Clear(
   VocabularyLink* vocabularyLink
);
[JScript]
public function Clear(
   vocabularyLink : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Clear Methods
The methods of the Clear class are listed here. For a complete list of Clear class members, see the Clear Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Clear.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (Inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Clear Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Clear.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of Clear.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Return Value

A deep copy of Clear.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Clear Class | Clear Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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CompensationHandlerInfo Class
Represents information about a rule engine compensation handler.

For a list of all members of this type, see CompensationHandlerInfo Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.CompensationHandlerInfo

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

CompensationHandlerInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

NotInheritable Public Class CompensationHandlerInfo
[C#]
public sealed class CompensationHandlerInfo
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class CompensationHandlerInfo
[JScript]
public class CompensationHandlerInfo

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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CompensationHandlerInfo Members
CompensationHandlerInfo overview

Public Constructors

CompensationHandlerInfo Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the CompensationHandlerInfo class.

Public Properties

CompensationHandler Gets a reference to the handler function.
UserData Gets data to be passed to the handler function.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

CompensationHandlerInfo Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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CompensationHandlerInfo Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the CompensationHandlerInfo class using the specified handler and user data.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(RuleEngineCompensationHandler, System.Object)

[C#] public CompensationHandlerInfo(RuleEngineCompensationHandler, System.Object);

[C++] public: CompensationHandlerInfo(RuleEngineCompensationHandler*, System.Object);

[JScript] public function CompensationHandlerInfo(RuleEngineCompensationHandler, System.Object);

See Also

CompensationHandlerInfo Class | CompensationHandlerInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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CompensationHandlerInfo Constructor
(RuleEngineCompensationHandler, System.Object)
Initializes a new instance of the CompensationHandlerInfo class.

VB

Parameters

handler
Reference to the handler function.

userData
Data to be passed to the handler function.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

CompensationHandlerInfo Class | CompensationHandlerInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
CompensationHandlerInfo Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal handler As RuleEngineCompensationHandler, _
   ByVal userData As Object _
)
[C#]
public CompensationHandlerInfo(
   RuleEngineCompensationHandler handler,
   object userData
);
[C++]
public: CompensationHandlerInfo(
   RuleEngineCompensationHandler* handler,
   Object* userData
);
[JScript]
public function CompensationHandlerInfo(
   handler : RuleEngineCompensationHandler,
   userData : Object
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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CompensationHandlerInfo Properties
The properties of the CompensationHandlerInfo class are listed here. For a complete list of CompensationHandlerInfo class
members, see the CompensationHandlerInfo Members topic.

Public Properties

CompensationHandler Gets a reference to the handler function.
UserData Gets data to be passed to the handler function.

See Also

CompensationHandlerInfo Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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CompensationHandlerInfo.CompensationHandler Property
Gets a reference to the handler function.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

CompensationHandlerInfo Class | CompensationHandlerInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Property CompensationHandler As _
   RuleEngineCompensationHandler
[C#]
public RuleEngineCompensationHandler CompensationHandler {get;
   set;}
[C++]
public: __property RuleEngineCompensationHandler* get_CompensationHandler();
public: __property void set_CompensationHandler(RuleEngineCompensationHandler*);
[JScript]
public function get CompensationHandler() : RuleEngineCompensationHandler;
public function set CompensationHandler(RuleEngineCompensationHandler);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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CompensationHandlerInfo.UserData Property
Gets data to be passed to the handler function.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

CompensationHandlerInfo Class | CompensationHandlerInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Property UserData As Object
[C#]
public object UserData {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Object* get_UserData();
public: __property void set_UserData(Object*);
[JScript]
public function get UserData() : Object;
public function set UserData(Object);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Constant Class
Represents a constant value used as a predicate or function argument.

For a list of all members of this type, see Constant Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Constant

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

The Constant class supports the following types of values:

Byte
Boolean
Char
DateTime
Decimal
Double
Float
Integer
Long
Object
SByte
Short
String
Unsigned Integer
Unsigned Long
Unsigned Short

All constant values must be serializable.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class Constant
   Inherits Term
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class Constant : Term
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class Constant : public Term
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class Constant extends Term

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx


 

See Also

Constant Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Constant Members
Constant overview

Public Constructors

Constant Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the Constant class.

Public Properties

Type (inherited from Te
rm)

Gets the type of term.

Value Gets the constant value.
VocabularyLink (inherite

d from Term)
Gets or sets the optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary element 
containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Constant.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (Inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Constant Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Constant Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Constant class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the Constant class with the value of the constant.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Object)

[C#] public Constant(System.Object);

[C++] public: Constant(System.Object);

[JScript] public function Constant(System.Object);

Initializes a new instance of the Constant class with the value of the constant and the vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Object, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public Constant(System.Object, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: Constant(System.Object, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function Constant(System.Object, VocabularyLink);

Initializes a new instance of the Constant class with the type and value of the constant.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Type, System.Object)

[C#] public Constant(System.Type, System.Object);

[C++] public: Constant(System.Type, System.Object);

[JScript] public function Constant(System.Type, System.Object);

Initializes a new instance of the Constant class with the type of the constant, the value of the constant, and the vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Type, System.Object, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public Constant(System.Type, System.Object, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: Constant(System.Type, System.Object, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function Constant(System.Type, System.Object, VocabularyLink);

See Also

Constant Class | Constant Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Constant Constructor (System.Object)
Initializes a new instance of the Constant class with the value of the constant.

VB

Parameters

constantValue
The value of the constant.

Remarks

For the new instance of Constant, constantValue becomes the Value property. The Type property becomes the return value of
constantValue.GetType.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Constant Class | Constant Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Constant Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal constantValue As Object _
)
[C#]
public Constant(
   object constantValue
);
[C++]
public: Constant(
   Object* constantValue
);
[JScript]
public function Constant(
   constantValue : Object
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Constant Constructor (System.Object, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the Constant class with the value of the constant and the vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

constantValue
The value of the constant.

vocabularyLink
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the logical expression.

Remarks

For the new instance of Constant, constantValue becomes the Value property. The Type property becomes the return value of
constantValue.GetType.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Constant Class | Constant Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Constant Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal constantValue As Object, _
   ByVal vocabularyLink As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public Constant(
   object constantValue,
   VocabularyLink vocabularyLink
);
[C++]
public: Constant(
   Object* constantValue,
   VocabularyLink* vocabularyLink
);
[JScript]
public function Constant(
   constantValue : Object,
   vocabularyLink : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Constant Constructor (System.Type, System.Object)
Initializes a new instance of the Constant class with the type and value of the constant.

VB

Parameters

constantType
The type of the constant value.

constantValue
The value of the constant.

Remarks

For the new instance of Constant, constantValue becomes the Value property. The Type property becomes the return value of
constantValue.GetType. The constantValue object must be convertible to type specified by constantType. To create a constant null
you must use this constructor (so that the type of the null constant is specified at construction time).

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Constant Class | Constant Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Constant Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal constantType As Type, _
   ByVal constantValue As Object _
)
[C#]
public Constant(
   Type constantType,
   object constantValue
);
[C++]
public: Constant(
   Type* constantType,
   Object* constantValue
);
[JScript]
public function Constant(
   constantType : Type,
   constantValue : Object
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Constant Constructor (System.Type, System.Object,
VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the Constant class with the type of the constant, the value of the constant, and the vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

constantType
The type of the constant.

constantValue
The value of the constant.

vocabularyLink
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the logical expression.

Remarks

For the new instance of Constant, constantValue becomes the Value property. The Type property becomes the return value of
constantValue.GetType. The constantValue object must be convertible to type specified by constantType. To create a constant null
you must use this constructor (so that the type of the null constant is specified at construction time).

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Constant Class | Constant Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Constant Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal constantType As Type, _
   ByVal constantValue As Object, _
   ByVal vocabularyLink As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public Constant(
   Type constantType,
   object constantValue,
   VocabularyLink vocabularyLink
);
[C++]
public: Constant(
   Type* constantType,
   Object* constantValue,
   VocabularyLink* vocabularyLink
);
[JScript]
public function Constant(
   constantType : Type,
   constantValue : Object,
   vocabularyLink : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Constant Properties
The properties of the Constant class are listed here. For a complete list of Constant class members, see the Constant Members
topic.

Public Properties

Type (inherited from Te
rm)

Gets the type of term.

Value Gets the constant value.
VocabularyLink (inherite

d from Term)
Gets or sets the optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary element 
containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

See Also

Constant Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Constant.Value Property
Gets the constant value.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Constant Class | Constant Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property Value As Object
[C#]
public object Value {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Object* get_Value();
[JScript]
public function get Value() : Object;
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Constant Methods
The methods of the Constant class are listed here. For a complete list of Constant class members, see the Constant Members
topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of the Constant.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (Inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Constant Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Constant.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of the Constant.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Return Value

A deep copy of Constant.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Constant Class | Constant Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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CreateObject Class
Represents the create object operation.

For a list of all members of this type, see CreateObject Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.CreateObject

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

A create object operation is used to create new rule engine facts. It is generally used as the parameter to the assert operation. The
return type of the assert operation is void.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

CreateObject Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class CreateObject
   Inherits Function
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class CreateObject : Function
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class CreateObject : public Function
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class CreateObject extends Function
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CreateObject Members
CreateObject overview

Public Constructors

CreateObject Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the CreateObject class.

Public Properties

ConstructorArguments Gets or sets a list of objects derived from Term representing the constructor arguments.
Type (inherited from Te

rm)
Gets the type of term.

VocabularyLink (inherite
d from Term)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary element 
containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of CreateObject.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation ava
ilable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

 GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation ava
ilable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation ava
ilable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation ava
ilable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (Inherited from T
erm)

 

See Also

CreateObject Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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CreateObject Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the CreateObject class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the CreateObject class with the type of object to create.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Type)

[C#] public CreateObject(System.Type);

[C++] public: CreateObject(System.Type);

[JScript] public function CreateObject(System.Type);

Initializes a new instance of the CreateObject class with the type of object to create and the list of objects derived from
Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term to use as constructor arguments.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Type, ArgumentCollection)

[C#] public CreateObject(System.Type, ArgumentCollection);

[C++] public: CreateObject(System.Type, ArgumentCollection*);

[JScript] public function CreateObject(System.Type, ArgumentCollection);

Initializes a new instance of the CreateObject class with the type of object to create and a link to the vocabulary element
associated with the object.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Type, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public CreateObject(System.Type, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: CreateObject(System.Type, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function CreateObject(System.Type, VocabularyLink);

Initializes a new instance of the CreateObject class with the type of object to create, a list of objects derived from
Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term to use as constructor arguments, and a link to the vocabulary element associated with the object.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Type, ArgumentCollection, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public CreateObject(System.Type, ArgumentCollection, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: CreateObject(System.Type, ArgumentCollection*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function CreateObject(System.Type, ArgumentCollection, VocabularyLink);

See Also

CreateObject Class | CreateObject Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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CreateObject Constructor (System.Type)
Initializes a new instance of the CreateObject class with the type of object to create.

VB

Parameters

classType
The type of object to create.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

CreateObject Class | CreateObject Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | CreateObject Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal classType As Type _
)
[C#]
public CreateObject(
   Type classType
);
[C++]
public: CreateObject(
   Type* classType
);
[JScript]
public function CreateObject(
   classType : Type
);
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CreateObject Constructor (System.Type, ArgumentCollection)
Initializes a new instance of the CreateObject class with the type of object to create and the list of objects derived from
Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term to use as constructor arguments.

VB

Parameters

classType
The type of object to create.

constructorArguments
The list of Term objects to use as constructor arguments.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

CreateObject Class | CreateObject Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | CreateObject Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal classType As Type, _
   ByVal constructorArguments As ArgumentCollection _
)
[C#]
public CreateObject(
   Type classType,
   ArgumentCollection constructorArguments
);
[C++]
public: CreateObject(
   Type* classType,
   ArgumentCollection* constructorArguments
);
[JScript]
public function CreateObject(
   classType : Type,
   constructorArguments : ArgumentCollection
);
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CreateObject Constructor (System.Type, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the CreateObject class with the type of object to create and a link to the vocabulary element
associated with the object.

VB

Parameters

classType
The type of object to create.

vocabularyLink
VocabularyLink object associated with the object.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

CreateObject Class | CreateObject Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | CreateObject Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal classType As Type, _
   ByVal vocabularyLink As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public CreateObject(
   Type classType,
   VocabularyLink vocabularyLink
);
[C++]
public: CreateObject(
   Type* classType,
   VocabularyLink* vocabularyLink
);
[JScript]
public function CreateObject(
   classType : Type,
   vocabularyLink : VocabularyLink
);
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CreateObject Constructor (System.Type, ArgumentCollection,
VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the CreateObject class with the type of object to create, a list of objects derived from
Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term to use as constructor arguments, and the link to the vocabulary element associated with this object.

VB

Parameters

classType
The type of object to create.

constructorArguments
The list of Term objects to use as constructor arguments.

vocabularyLink
VocabularyLink object associated with the object.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

CreateObject Class | CreateObject Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | CreateObject Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal classType As Type, _
   ByVal constructorArguments As ArgumentCollection, _
   ByVal vocabularyLink As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public CreateObject(
   Type classType,
   ArgumentCollection constructorArguments,
   VocabularyLink vocabularyLink
);
[C++]
public: CreateObject(
   Type* classType,
   ArgumentCollection* constructorArguments,
   VocabularyLink* vocabularyLink
);
[JScript]
public function CreateObject(
   classType : Type,
   constructorArguments : ArgumentCollection,
   vocabularyLink : VocabularyLink
);
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CreateObject Properties
The properties of the CreateObject class are listed here. For a complete list of CreateObject class members, see the
CreateObject Members topic.

Public Properties

ConstructorArguments Gets or sets a list of objects derived from Term representing the constructor arguments.
Type (inherited from Te

rm)
Gets the type of term.

VocabularyLink (inherite
d from Term)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary element 
containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

See Also

CreateObject Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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CreateObject.ConstructorArguments Property
Gets or sets a list of objects derived from Term representing the constructor arguments.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

CreateObject Class | CreateObject Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Property ConstructorArguments As ArgumentCollection
[C#]
public ArgumentCollection ConstructorArguments {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property ArgumentCollection* get_ConstructorArguments();
public: __property void set_ConstructorArguments(ArgumentCollection*);
[JScript]
public function get ConstructorArguments() : ArgumentCollection;
public function set ConstructorArguments(ArgumentCollection);
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CreateObject Methods
The methods of the CreateObject class are listed here. For a complete list of CreateObject class members, see the
CreateObject Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of CreateObject.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (Inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

CreateObject Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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CreateObject.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of CreateObject.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Return Value

A deep copy of CreateObject.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

CreateObject Class | CreateObject Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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DatabaseBinding Class
Binding to a database table used in rule definitions.

For a list of all members of this type, see DatabaseBinding Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Binding
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.ObjectBinding
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.DatabaseBinding
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.DataConnectionBinding
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.DataRowBinding

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

DatabaseBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class DatabaseBinding
   Inherits ObjectBinding
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class DatabaseBinding : ObjectBinding
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class DatabaseBinding : public
   ObjectBinding
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class DatabaseBinding extends ObjectBinding
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DatabaseBinding Members
DatabaseBinding overview

Public Properties

DatasetName Gets the name of the data set containing the table.
DisplayName Overridden. Gets the display name of this type of object.
ImplementingType Overridden. Gets the type of the class that implements the bound object.
InstanceID Overridden. Gets the unique identifier of the object instance.
Instances Overridden. Gets or sets the estimated number of instances of the object in working memory.
Selectivity Overridden. Gets or sets the estimated percentage of object instances that will pass the select tests defined f

or the object.
Server Gets or sets the name of the server containing the data set and data table.
TableName Gets the name of the table.
Type Overridden. Gets the type of the bound object.
TypeName Overridden. Gets the type name of the wrapper class.

Public Methods

Clone (inherited from Bi
nding)

Creates a deep copy of the current instance.

CreateInstance (inherite
d from ObjectBinding)

Makes a deep copy of the binding and assigns the copy the specified instance ID.

Equals (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited
from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

DatabaseBinding Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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DatabaseBinding Properties
The properties of the DatabaseBinding class are listed here. For a complete list of DatabaseBinding class members, see the
DatabaseBinding Members topic.

Public Properties

DatasetName Gets the name of the data set containing the table.
DisplayName Overridden. Gets the display name of this type of object.
ImplementingType Overridden. Gets the type of the class that implements the bound object.
InstanceID Overridden. Gets the unique identifier of the object instance.
Instances Overridden. Gets or sets the estimated number of instances of the object in working memory
Selectivity Overridden. Gets or sets the estimated percentage of object instances that will pass the select tests defined f

or the object.
Server Gets or sets the name of the server containing the data set and data table.
TableName Gets the name of the table.
Type Overridden. Gets the type of the bound object.
TypeName Overridden. Gets the type name of the wrapper class.

See Also

DatabaseBinding Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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DatabaseBinding.DatasetName Property
Gets the name of the data set containing the table.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DatabaseBinding Class | DatabaseBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property DatasetName As String
[C#]
public string DatasetName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_DatasetName();
[JScript]
public function get DatasetName() : String;
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DatabaseBinding.DisplayName Property
Gets the display name of this type of object.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DatabaseBinding Class | DatabaseBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property DisplayName As String
[C#]
public override string DisplayName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_DisplayName();
[JScript]
public override function get DisplayName() : String;
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DatabaseBinding.ImplementingType Property
Gets the type of the class that implements the bound object.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DatabaseBinding Class | DatabaseBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property ImplementingType As Type
[C#]
public override Type ImplementingType {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Type* get_ImplementingType();
[JScript]
public override function get ImplementingType() : Type;
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DatabaseBinding.InstanceID Property
Gets the unique identifier for the object instance.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DatabaseBinding Class | DatabaseBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property InstanceID As Integer
[C#]
public override int InstanceID {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_InstanceID();
[JScript]
public override function get InstanceID() : int;
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DatabaseBinding.Instances Property
Gets or sets the estimated number of instances of the object in working memory.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DatabaseBinding Class | DatabaseBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Property Instances As Integer
[C#]
public override int Instances {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_Instances();
public: __property void set_Instances(int);
[JScript]
public override function get Instances() : int;
public override function set Instances(int);
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DatabaseBinding.Selectivity Property
Gets or sets the estimated percentage of object instances that will pass the select tests defined for the object.

VB

Remarks

Valid settings of this attribute are 0 (0 percent) to 1.0 (100 percent).

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DatabaseBinding Class | DatabaseBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Property Selectivity As Single
[C#]
public override float Selectivity {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property float get_Selectivity();
public: __property void set_Selectivity(float);
[JScript]
public override function get Selectivity() : float;
public override function set Selectivity(float);
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DatabaseBinding.Server Property
Gets or sets the name of the server containing the data set and data table.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DatabaseBinding Class | DatabaseBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Property Server As String
[C#]
public string Server {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Server();
public: __property void set_Server(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Server() : String;
public function set Server(String);
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DatabaseBinding.TableName Property
Gets the name of the table.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DatabaseBinding Class | DatabaseBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property TableName As String
[C#]
public string TableName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_TableName();
[JScript]
public function get TableName() : String;
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DatabaseBinding.Type Property
Gets the type of the bound object.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DatabaseBinding Class | DatabaseBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property Type As Type
[C#]
public override Type Type {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Type* get_Type();
[JScript]
public override function get Type() : Type;
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DatabaseBinding.TypeName Property
Gets the type name of the wrapper class.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DatabaseBinding Class | DatabaseBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property TypeName As String
[C#]
public override string TypeName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_TypeName();
[JScript]
public override function get TypeName() : String;
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DatabaseColumnBinding Class
A binding to a database table column used in rule definitions.

For a list of all members of this type, see DatabaseColumnBinding Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Binding
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.MemberBinding
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.DatabaseColumnBinding

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

DatabaseColumnBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class DatabaseColumnBinding
   Inherits MemberBinding
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class DatabaseColumnBinding : MemberBinding
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class DatabaseColumnBinding : public
   MemberBinding
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class DatabaseColumnBinding extends MemberBinding
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DatabaseColumnBinding Members
DatabaseColumnBinding overview

Public Constructors

DatabaseColumnBinding Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the DatabaseColumnBinding class.

Public Properties

Argument Gets or sets the value to which the database table column will be set.
ColumnName Gets or sets a binding for the name of the column.
DatabaseBinding Gets the data row binding property.
DisplayName Overridden. Gets the name of the column containing the value.
MemberName Overridden. Gets the name of the column accessor or modifier method on the implementing type for the data

row binding.
MemberType Overridden. Gets the data type of the column.
ObjectBinding Overridden. Gets the binding for the datarow object containing the column.
SideEffects Overridden. Gets or sets a value that specifies whether or not accessing the column has side effects.
Type Overridden. Gets the type of the bound member.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Performs a deep copy of the DatabaseColumnBinding class.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

DatabaseColumnBinding Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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DatabaseColumnBinding Constructor
Initialize a new instance of the DatabaseColumnBinding class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the DatabaseColumnBinding class with the type of the column containing the value, the name of
the column containing the value, and the binding for the datarow object containing the column.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Type, System.String, DatabaseBinding)

[C#] public DatabaseColumnBinding(System.Type, System.String, DatabaseBinding);

[C++] public: DatabaseColumnBinding(System.Type, System.String, DatabaseBinding*);

[JScript] public function DatabaseColumnBinding(System.Type, System.String, DatabaseBinding);

Initializes a new instance of the DatabaseColumnBinding class with the type of the column containing the value, the name of
the column containing the value, the binding for the datarow object containing the column, and the value to set.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Type, System.String, DatabaseBinding, Term)

[C#] public DatabaseColumnBinding(System.Type, System.String, DatabaseBinding, Term);

[C++] public: DatabaseColumnBinding(System.Type, System.String, DatabaseBinding*, Term*);

[JScript] public function DatabaseColumnBinding(System.Type, System.String, DatabaseBinding, Term);

See Also

DatabaseColumnBinding Class | DatabaseColumnBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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DatabaseColumnBinding Constructor (System.Type,
System.String, DatabaseBinding)
Initializes a new instance of the DatabaseColumnBinding class.

VB

Parameters

columnType
Type of the column containing the value.

columnName
Name of the column containing the value.

databaseBinding
Binding for the datarow object containing the column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DatabaseColumnBinding Class | DatabaseColumnBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
DatabaseColumnBinding Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal columnType As Type, _
   ByVal columnName As String, _
   ByVal databaseBinding As DatabaseBinding _
)
[C#]
public DatabaseColumnBinding(
   Type columnType,
   string columnName,
   DatabaseBinding databaseBinding
);
[C++]
public: DatabaseColumnBinding(
   Type* columnType,
   String* columnName,
   DatabaseBinding* databaseBinding
);
[JScript]
public function DatabaseColumnBinding(
   columnType : Type,
   columnName : String,
   databaseBinding : DatabaseBinding
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DatabaseColumnBinding Constructor (System.Type,
System.String, DatabaseBinding, Term)
Initializes a new instance of the DatabaseColumnBinding class.

VB

Parameters

columnType
Type of the column containing the value.

columnName
Name of the column containing the value.

databaseBinding
Binding for the datarow object containing the column.

argument
Value to set.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DatabaseColumnBinding Class | DatabaseColumnBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
DatabaseColumnBinding Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal columnType As Type, _
   ByVal columnName As String, _
   ByVal databaseBinding As DatabaseBinding, _
   ByVal argument As Term _
)
[C#]
public DatabaseColumnBinding(
   Type columnType,
   string columnName,
   DatabaseBinding databaseBinding,
   Term argument
);
[C++]
public: DatabaseColumnBinding(
   Type* columnType,
   String* columnName,
   DatabaseBinding* databaseBinding,
   Term* argument
);
[JScript]
public function DatabaseColumnBinding(
   columnType : Type,
   columnName : String,
   databaseBinding : DatabaseBinding,
   argument : Term
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DatabaseColumnBinding Properties
The properties of the DatabaseColumnBinding class are listed here. For a complete list of DatabaseColumnBinding class
members, see the DatabaseColumnBinding Members topic.

Public Properties

Argument Gets or sets the value to which the database table column will be set.
ColumnName Gets or sets a binding for the name of the column.
DatabaseBinding Gets the data row binding property.
DisplayName Overridden. Gets the name of the column containing the value.
MemberName Overridden. Gets the name of the column accessor or modifier method on the implementing type for the data

row binding.
MemberType Overridden. Gets the data type of the column.
ObjectBinding Overridden. Gets the binding for the datarow object containing the column.
SideEffects Overridden. Gets or sets a value that specifies whether or not accessing the column has side effects.
Type Overridden. Gets the type of the bound member.

See Also

DatabaseColumnBinding Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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DatabaseColumnBinding.Argument Property
Gets or sets the value to which the database table column will be set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DatabaseColumnBinding Class | DatabaseColumnBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Argument As Term
[C#]
public Term Argument {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Term* get_Argument();
public: __property void set_Argument(Term*);
[JScript]
public function get Argument() : Term;
public function set Argument(Term);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DatabaseColumnBinding.ColumnName Property
Gets or sets a binding for the column name.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DatabaseColumnBinding Class | DatabaseColumnBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property ColumnName As String
[C#]
public string ColumnName {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ColumnName();
public: __property void set_ColumnName(String*);
[JScript]
public function get ColumnName() : String;
public function set ColumnName(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DatabaseColumnBinding.DatabaseBinding Property
Gets the data row binding property.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DatabaseColumnBinding Class | DatabaseColumnBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property DatabaseBinding As DatabaseBinding
[C#]
public DatabaseBinding DatabaseBinding {get;}
[C++]
public: __property DatabaseBinding* get_DatabaseBinding();
[JScript]
public function get DatabaseBinding() : DatabaseBinding;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DatabaseColumnBinding.DisplayName Property
Gets the name of the column containing the value.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DatabaseColumnBinding Class | DatabaseColumnBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property DisplayName As String
[C#]
public override string DisplayName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_DisplayName();
[JScript]
public override function get DisplayName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DatabaseColumnBinding.MemberName Property
Gets the name of the column accessor or modifier method on the implementing type for the datarow binding.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DatabaseColumnBinding Class | DatabaseColumnBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property MemberName As String
[C#]
public override string MemberName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_MemberName();
[JScript]
public override function get MemberName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DatabaseColumnBinding.MemberType Property
Gets the data type of the column.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DatabaseColumnBinding Class | DatabaseColumnBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property MemberType As Type
[C#]
public override Type MemberType {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Type* get_MemberType();
[JScript]
public override function get MemberType() : Type;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DatabaseColumnBinding.ObjectBinding Property
Gets the binding for the datarow object containing the column.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DatabaseColumnBinding Class | DatabaseColumnBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property ObjectBinding As ObjectBinding
[C#]
public override ObjectBinding ObjectBinding {get;}
[C++]
public: __property ObjectBinding* get_ObjectBinding();
[JScript]
public override function get ObjectBinding() : ObjectBinding;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DatabaseColumnBinding.SideEffects Property
Gets or sets a value that specifies whether or not accessing the column has side effects.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DatabaseColumnBinding Class | DatabaseColumnBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Property SideEffects As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool SideEffects {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_SideEffects();
public: __property void set_SideEffects(bool);
[JScript]
public override function get SideEffects() : Boolean;
public override function set SideEffects(Boolean);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DatabaseColumnBinding.Type Property
Gets the type of the bound member.

VB

Remarks

Type may be different from MemberType in that Type can be void for column set operations.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DatabaseColumnBinding Class | DatabaseColumnBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property Type As Type
[C#]
public override Type Type {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Type* get_Type();
[JScript]
public override function get Type() : Type;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DatabaseColumnBinding Methods
The methods of the DatabaseColumnBinding class are listed here. For a complete list of DatabaseColumnBinding class
members, see the DatabaseColumnBinding Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Performs a deep copy of the DatabaseColumnBinding class.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

DatabaseColumnBinding Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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DatabaseColumnBinding.Clone Method
Performs a deep copy of the DatabaseColumnBinding class.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DatabaseColumnBinding Class | DatabaseColumnBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
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DataConnection Class
A connection to a database table.

For a list of all members of this type, see DataConnection Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.DataConnection

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

DataConnection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

NotInheritable Public Class DataConnection
[C#]
public sealed class DataConnection
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class DataConnection
[JScript]
public
class DataConnection
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DataConnection Members
DataConnection overview

Public Constructors

DataConnection Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the DataConnection class.

Public Properties

DataSetName Gets the user-defined dataset name.
TableName Gets the name of the table.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Update Updates the table specified in the class constructor.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

DataConnection Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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DataConnection Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the DataConnection class.

Overload List

This constructor supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Data.OleDb.OleDbConnection)

[C#] public DataConnection(System.String, System.String, System.Data.OleDb.OleDbConnection);

[C++] public: DataConnection(System.String, System.String, System.Data.OleDb.OleDbConnection);

[JScript] public function DataConnection(System.String, System.String, System.Data.OleDb.OleDbConnection);

Initializes a new instance of the DataConnection class with the user-defined data set name, the name of the table, and the SQL connection to the
database containing the table.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Data.SqlClient.SqlConnection)

[C#] public DataConnection(System.String, System.String, System.Data.SqlClient.SqlConnection);

[C++] public: DataConnection(System.String, System.String, System.Data.SqlClient.SqlConnection);

[JScript] public function DataConnection(System.String, System.String, System.Data.SqlClient.SqlConnection);

This constructor supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

[Visual Basic]
Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Data.OleDb.OleDbConnection, System.Data.OleDb.OleDbTransaction)

[C#] public DataConnection(System.String, System.String, System.Data.OleDb.OleDbConnection, System.Data.OleDb.OleDbTransaction);

[C++]
public: DataConnection(System.String, System.String, System.Data.OleDb.OleDbConnection, System.Data.OleDb.OleDbTransaction);

[JScript]
public function DataConnection(System.String, System.String, System.Data.OleDb.OleDbConnection, System.Data.OleDb.OleDbTransaction);

Initializes a new instance of the DataConnection class with the user-defined data set name, the name of the table, the SQL connection to the
database containing the table, and the SQL transaction context to use for database access and update operations.

[Visual Basic]
Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Data.SqlClient.SqlConnection, System.Data.SqlClient.SqlDbTransaction)

[C#]
public DataConnection(System.String, System.String, System.Data.SqlClient.SqlConnection, System.Data.SqlClient.SqlDbTransaction);

[C++]
public: DataConnection(System.String, System.String, System.Data.SqlClient.SqlConnection, System.Data.SqlClient.SqlDbTransaction);

[JScript]
public function DataConnection(System.String, System.String, System.Data.SqlClient.SqlConnection, System.Data.SqlClient.SqlDbTransaction);

See Also

DataConnection Class | DataConnection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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DataConnection Constructor (System.String, System.String,
System.Data.OleDb.OleDbConnection)
This constructor supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Parameters

datasetName
User-defined data set name.

tableName
Name of the table.

connection
OLEDB connection to the database containing the table.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DataConnection Class | DataConnection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | DataConnection Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal datasetName As String, _
   ByVal tableName As String, _
   ByVal connection As OleDbConnection _
)
[C#]
public DataConnection(
   string datasetName,
   string tableName,
   OleDbConnection connection
);
[C++]
public: DataConnection(
   String* datasetName,
   String* tableName,
   OleDbConnection* connection
);
[JScript]
public function DataConnection(
   datasetName : String,
   tableName : String,
   connection : OleDbConnection
);
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DataConnection Constructor (System.String, System.String,
System.Data.SqlClient.SqlConnection)
Initializes a new instance of the DataConnection class with the user-defined data set name, the name of the table, and the SQL
connection to the database containing the table.

VB

Parameters

datasetName
User-defined data set name.

tableName
Name of the table.

connection
SQL connection to the database containing the table.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DataConnection Class | DataConnection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | DataConnection Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal datasetName As String, _
   ByVal tableName As String, _
   ByVal connection As SqlConnection _
)
[C#]
public DataConnection(
   string datasetName,
   string tableName,
   SqlConnection connection
);
[C++]
public: DataConnection(
   String* datasetName,
   String* tableName,
   SqlConnection* connection
);
[JScript]
public function DataConnection(
   datasetName : String,
   tableName : String,
   connection : SqlConnection
);
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DataConnection Constructor (System.String, System.String,
System.Data.OleDb.OleDbConnection,
System.Data.OleDb.OleDbTransaction)
This constructor supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Parameters

datasetName
User-defined data set name.

tableName
Name of the table.

connection
OLEDB connection to the database containing the table.

transaction
OLEDB transaction context to use for database access and update operations.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DataConnection Class | DataConnection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | DataConnection Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal datasetName As String, _
   ByVal tableName As String, _
   ByVal connection As OleDbConnection, _
   ByVal transaction As OleDbTransaction _
)
[C#]
public DataConnection(
   string datasetName,
   string tableName,
   OleDbConnection connection,
   OleDbTransaction transaction
);
[C++]
public: DataConnection(
   String* datasetName,
   String* tableName,
   OleDbConnection* connection,
   OleDbTransaction* transaction
);
[JScript]
public function DataConnection(
   datasetName : String,
   tableName : String,
   connection : OleDbConnection,
   transaction : OleDbTransaction
);
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DataConnection Constructor (System.String, System.String,
System.Data.SqlClient.SqlConnection,
System.Data.SqlClient.SqlDbTransaction)
Initializes a new instance of the DataConnection class with the user-defined data set name, the name of the table, the SQL
connection to the database containing the table, and the SQL transaction context to use for database access and update
operations.

VB

Parameters

datasetName
User-defined data set name.

tableName
Name of the table.

connection
SQL connection to the database containing the table.

transaction
SQL transaction context to use for database access and update operations.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DataConnection Class | DataConnection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | DataConnection Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal datasetName As String, _
   ByVal tableName As String, _
   ByVal connection As SqlConnection, _
   ByVal transaction As SqlDbTransaction _
)
[C#]
public DataConnection(
   string datasetName,
   string tableName,
   SqlConnection connection,
   SqlDbTransaction transaction
);
[C++]
public: DataConnection(
   String* datasetName,
   String* tableName,
   SqlConnection* connection,
   SqlDbTransaction* transaction
);
[JScript]
public function DataConnection(
   datasetName : String,
   tableName : String,
   connection : SqlConnection,
   transaction : SqlDbTransaction
);
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DataConnection Properties
The properties of the DataConnection class are listed here. For a complete list of DataConnection class members, see the
DataConnection Members topic.

Public Properties

DataSetName Gets the user-defined name of the data set.
TableName Gets the name of the table.

See Also

DataConnection Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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DataConnection.DataSetName Property
Gets the user-defined name of the data set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DataConnection Class | DataConnection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property DataSetName As String
[C#]
public string DataSetName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_DataSetName();
[JScript]
public function get DataSetName() : String;
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DataConnection.TableName Property
Gets the name of the table.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DataConnection Class | DataConnection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property TableName As String
[C#]
public string TableName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_TableName();
[JScript]
public function get TableName() : String;
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DataConnection Methods
The methods of the DataConnection class are listed here. For a complete list of DataConnection class members, see the
DataConnection Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Update Updates the table specified in the class constructor

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

DataConnection Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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DataConnection.Update Method
Updates the table specified in the class constructor.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DataConnection Class | DataConnection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Sub Update()
[C#]
public void Update();
[C++]
public: void Update();
[JScript]
public function Update();
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DataConnectionBinding Class
A binding to a database table used in rule definitions.

For a list of all members of this type, see DataConnectionBinding Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Binding
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.ObjectBinding
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.DatabaseBinding
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.DataConnectionBinding

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

DataConnectionBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class DataConnectionBinding
   Inherits DatabaseBinding
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class DataConnectionBinding : DatabaseBinding
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class DataConnectionBinding : public
   DatabaseBinding
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class DataConnectionBinding extends DatabaseBinding
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DataConnectionBinding Members
DataConnectionBinding overview

Public Constructors

DataConnectionBinding Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the DataConnectionBinding class.

Public Properties

DatasetName (inherited from DatabaseB
inding)

Gets the name of the data set containing the table.

DisplayName (inherited from DatabaseB
inding)

Overridden. Gets the display name of this type of object.

ImplementingType (inherited from Datab
aseBinding)

Gets the type of the class that implements the bound object.

InstanceID (inherited from DatabaseBind
ing)

Gets the unique identifier of the object instance.

Instances (inherited from DatabaseBindi
ng)

Gets or sets the estimated number of instances of the object in working memory.

Selectivity (inherited from DatabaseBind
ing)

Gets or sets the estimated percentage of object instances that will pass the select tes
ts defined for the object.

Server (inherited from DatabaseBinding
)

Gets or sets the name of the server containing the data set and data table.

TableName (inherited from DatabaseBin
ding)

Gets the name of the table.

Type (inherited from DatabaseBinding) Gets the type of the bound object.
TypeName (inherited from DatabaseBin

ding)
Gets the type name of the wrapper class.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Makes a deep copy of the DataConnectionBinding class.
CreateInstance Overridden. Makes a deep copy of the DataConnectionBinding class using the specified instance ide

ntifier.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

DataConnectionBinding Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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DataConnectionBinding Constructor
Initializes an instance of the DataConnectionBinding class.

Overload List

Initializes an instance of the DataConnectionBinding class with the name of the table and the name of the data set.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public DataConnectionBinding(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: DataConnectionBinding(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function DataConnectionBinding(System.String, System.String);

Initializes an instance of the DataConnectionBinding class with the name of the table, the name of the data set, and the instance
identifier of a datarow instance associated with this binding.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32)

[C#] public DataConnectionBinding(System.String, System.String, System.Int32);

[C++] public: DataConnectionBinding(System.String, System.String, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function DataConnectionBinding(System.String, System.String, System.Int32);

Initializes an instance of the DataConnectionBinding class with the name of the table, the name of the data set, and the name of
the server containing the data set and table.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String)

[C#] public DataConnectionBinding(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: DataConnectionBinding(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function DataConnectionBinding(System.String, System.String, System.String);

Initializes an instance of the DataConnectionBinding class with the name of the table, the name of the data set, the instance
identifier of a datarow instance associated with this binding, and the name of the server containing the data set and table.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.String)

[C#] public DataConnectionBinding(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.String);

[C++] public: DataConnectionBinding(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.String);

[JScript] public function DataConnectionBinding(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.String);

See Also

DataConnectionBinding Class | DataConnectionBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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DataConnectionBinding Constructor (System.String,
System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the DataConnectionBinding class.

VB

Parameters

tableName
Name of the table.

datasetName
Name of the data set.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DataConnectionBinding Class | DataConnectionBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
DataConnectionBinding Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal tableName As String, _
   ByVal datasetName As String _
)
[C#]
public DataConnectionBinding(
   string tableName,
   string datasetName
);
[C++]
public: DataConnectionBinding(
   String* tableName,
   String* datasetName
);
[JScript]
public function DataConnectionBinding(
   tableName : String,
   datasetName : String
);
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DataConnectionBinding Constructor (System.String,
System.String, System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the DataConnectionBinding class.

VB

Parameters

tableName
Name of the table.

datasetName
Name of the data set.

instanceID
Instance identifier of a datarow instance associated with this binding.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DataConnectionBinding Class | DataConnectionBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
DataConnectionBinding Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal tableName As String, _
   ByVal datasetName As String, _
   ByVal instanceID As Integer _
)
[C#]
public DataConnectionBinding(
   string tableName,
   string datasetName,
   int instanceID
);
[C++]
public: DataConnectionBinding(
   String* tableName,
   String* datasetName,
   int instanceID
);
[JScript]
public function DataConnectionBinding(
   tableName : String,
   datasetName : String,
   instanceID : int
);
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DataConnectionBinding Constructor (System.String,
System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the DataConnectionBinding class.

VB

Parameters

tableName
Name of the table.

datasetName
Name of the data set.

server
Name of the server containing the data set and table.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DataConnectionBinding Class | DataConnectionBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
DataConnectionBinding Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal tableName As String, _
   ByVal datasetName As String, _
   ByVal server As String _
)
[C#]
public DataConnectionBinding(
   string tableName,
   string datasetName,
   string server
);
[C++]
public: DataConnectionBinding(
   String* tableName,
   String* datasetName,
   String* server
);
[JScript]
public function DataConnectionBinding(
   tableName : String,
   datasetName : String,
   server : String
);
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DataConnectionBinding Constructor (System.String,
System.String, System.Int32, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the DataConnectionBinding class.

VB

Parameters

tableName
Name of the table.

datasetName
Name of the data set.

instanceID
Instance identifier of a datarow instance associated with this binding.

server
Name of the server containing the data set and table.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DataConnectionBinding Class | DataConnectionBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
DataConnectionBinding Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal tableName As String, _
   ByVal datasetName As String, _
   ByVal instanceID As Integer, _
   ByVal server As String _
)
[C#]
public DataConnectionBinding(
   string tableName,
   string datasetName,
   int instanceID,
   string server
);
[C++]
public: DataConnectionBinding(
   String* tableName,
   String* datasetName,
   int instanceID,
   String* server
);
[JScript]
public function DataConnectionBinding(
   tableName : String,
   datasetName : String,
   instanceID : int,
   server : String
);
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DataConnectionBinding Properties
The properties of the DataConnectionBinding class are listed here. For a complete list of DataConnectionBinding class
members, see the DataConnectionBinding Members topic.

Public Properties

DatasetName (inherited from DatabaseB
inding)

Gets the name of the data set containing the table.

DisplayName (inherited from DatabaseB
inding)

Overridden. Gets the display name of this type of object.

ImplementingType (inherited from Datab
aseBinding)

Gets the type of the class that implements the bound object.

InstanceID (inherited from DatabaseBind
ing)

Gets the unique identifier of the object instance.

Instances (inherited from DatabaseBindi
ng)

Gets or sets the estimated number of instances of the object in working memory.

Selectivity (inherited from DatabaseBind
ing)

Gets or sets the estimated percentage of object instances that will pass the select tes
ts defined for the object.

Server (inherited from DatabaseBinding
)

Gets or sets the name of the server containing the data set and data table.

TableName (inherited from DatabaseBin
ding)

Gets the name of the table.

Type (inherited from DatabaseBinding) Gets the type of the bound object.
TypeName (inherited from DatabaseBin

ding)
Gets the type name of the wrapper class.

See Also

DataConnectionBinding Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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DataConnectionBinding.DisplayName Property
Gets the type name of the wrapper class.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DataConnectionBinding Class | DataConnectionBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
DataConnectionBinding Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property DisplayName As String
[C#]
public override string DisplayName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_DisplayName();
[JScript]
public override function get DisplayName() : String;
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DataConnectionBinding Methods
The methods of the DataConnectionBinding class are listed here. For a complete list of DataConnectionBinding class
members, see the DataConnectionBinding Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Makes a deep copy of the DataConnectionBinding class.
CreateInstance Overridden. Makes a deep copy of the DataConnectionBinding class using the specified instance ide

ntifier.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

DataConnectionBinding Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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DataConnectionBinding.Clone Method
Makes a deep copy of the DataConnectionBinding class.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DataConnectionBinding Class | DataConnectionBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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DataConnectionBinding.CreateInstance Method
Makes a deep copy of the DataConnectionBinding class using the specified instance identifier.

VB

Parameters

instanceID
Unique identifier for the class instance.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DataConnectionBinding Class | DataConnectionBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function CreateInstance( _
   ByVal instanceID As Integer _
) As ObjectBinding
[C#]
public override ObjectBinding CreateInstance(
   int instanceID
);
[C++]
public: ObjectBinding* CreateInstance(
   int instanceID
);
[JScript]
public override function CreateInstance(
   instanceID : int
) : ObjectBinding;
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DataConnectionType Class
Type for data connection instances to be retracted from the rule engine.

For a list of all members of this type, see DataConnectionType Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.FactType
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.DataConnectionType

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

DataConnectionType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class DataConnectionType
   Inherits FactType
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class DataConnectionType : FactType
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class DataConnectionType : public FactType
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class DataConnectionType extends FactType
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DataConnectionType Members
DataConnectionType overview

Public Constructors

DataConnectionType Constructor Initializes a new instance of the DataConnectionType class.

Public Properties

DatasetName Gets the name of the dataset containing the table.
TableName Gets the name of the table.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of the current instance.
Equals Overridden. Determines whether the FactType instance is equal to the specified instance.
GetHashCode Overridden. Returns the hash code for this instance.
GetType (inherited fr

om System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

DataConnectionType Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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DataConnectionType Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the DataConnectionType class.

VB

Parameters

tableName
Name of the table.

datasetName
Name of the dataset containing the table.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DataConnectionType Class | DataConnectionType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal tableName As String, _
   ByVal datasetName As String _
)
[C#]
public DataConnectionType(
   string tableName,
   string datasetName
);
[C++]
public: DataConnectionType(
   String* tableName,
   String* datasetName
);
[JScript]
public function DataConnectionType(
   tableName : String,
   datasetName : String
);
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DataConnectionType Properties
The properties of the DataConnectionType class are listed here. For a complete list of DataConnectionType class members,
see the DataConnectionType Members topic.

Public Properties

DatasetName Gets the name of the dataset containing the table. .
TableName Gets the name of the table.

See Also

DataConnectionType Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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DataConnectionType.DatasetName Property
Gets the name of the dataset containing the table.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DataConnectionType Class | DataConnectionType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property DatasetName As String
[C#]
public string DatasetName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_DatasetName();
[JScript]
public function get DatasetName() : String;
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DataConnectionType.TableName Property
Gets the name of the table.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DataConnectionType Class | DataConnectionType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property TableName As String
[C#]
public string TableName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_TableName();
[JScript]
public function get TableName() : String;
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DataConnectionType Methods
The methods of the DataConnectionType class are listed here. For a complete list of DataConnectionType class members, see
the DataConnectionType Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of the current instance.
Equals Overridden. Determines whether the FactType instance is equal to the specified instance.
GetHashCode Overridden. Returns the hash code for this instance.
GetType (inherited fr

om System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

DataConnectionType Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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DataConnectionType.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of the current instance.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DataConnectionType Class | DataConnectionType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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DataConnectionType.Equals Method
Determines whether the FactType instance is equal to the specified instance.

VB

Parameters

obj
Reference to the object instance to be compared with.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DataConnectionType Class | DataConnectionType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function Equals( _
   ByVal obj As Object _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool Equals(
   object obj
);
[C++]
public: bool Equals(
   Object* obj
);
[JScript]
public override function Equals(
   obj : Object
) : Boolean;
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DataConnectionType.GetHashCode Method
Returns the hash code for this instance.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DataConnectionType Class | DataConnectionType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function GetHashCode() As Integer
[C#]
public override int GetHashCode();
[C++]
public: int GetHashCode();
[JScript]
public override function GetHashCode() : int;
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DataRowBinding Class
Specifies a binding to a datarow object used in rule conditions and actions.

For a list of all members of this type, see DataRowBinding Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Binding
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.DatabaseBinding
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.DataRowBinding

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

DataRowBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class DataRowBinding
   Inherits ObjectBinding
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class DataRowBinding : ObjectBinding
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class DataRowBinding : public ObjectBinding
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class DataRowBinding extends ObjectBinding
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DataRowBinding Members
DataRowBinding overview

Public Constructors

DataRowBinding Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the DataRowBinding class.

Public Properties

DatasetName (Inherited from Databas
eBinding)

Gets the name of the data set containing the table.

DisplayName (Inherited from Binding) Gets the display name for the bound object.
ImplementingType (Inherited from Obj

ectBinding)
Gets the type of the wrapper class.

InstanceID (Inherited from ObjectBind
ing)

Gets the instance ID of the object.

Instances (Inherited from ObjectBindi
ng)

Gets or sets the expected number of class instances of the implementing type present i
n working memory.

Selectivity (Inherited from ObjectBindi
ng)

Gets or sets the expected selectivity of the class instances of the implementing type pre
sent in working memory.

Server (Inherited from DatabaseBindi
ng)

Gets or sets the name of the server containing the data set and data table.

TableName (Inherited from DatabaseB
inding)

Gets the name of the table.

Type (Inherited from Binding) Gets the type of the bound object or member.
TypeName (Inherited from ObjectBind

ing)
Gets the type name of the wrapper class.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of DataRowBinding.
CreateInstance Overridden. Creates a new DataRowBinding with the specified instance ID.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Fields

DefaultInstances (Inherited from Object
Binding)

Contains the number of instances of the object expected in working memory.

DefaultSelectivity (Inherited from Object
Binding)

Contains the percentage of the objects in working memory that will pass the select 
tests minus 100.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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See Also

DataRowBinding Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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DataRowBinding Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the DataRowBinding class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the DataRowBinding class with the table name and dataset.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public DataRowBinding(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: DataRowBinding(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function DataRowBinding(System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the DataRowBinding class with the table name, dataset, and instance ID.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32)

[C#] public DataRowBinding(System.String, System.String, System.Int32);

[C++] public: DataRowBinding(System.String, System.String, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function DataRowBinding(System.String, System.String, System.Int32);

Initializes a new instance of the DataRowBinding class with the table name, the dataset and the server name.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String)

[C#] public DataRowBinding(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: DataRowBinding(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function DataRowBinding(System.String, System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the DataRowBinding class with the table name, the dataset, the instance ID, and the server name.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.String)

[C#] public DataRowBinding(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.String);

[C++] public: DataRowBinding(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.String);

[JScript] public function DataRowBinding(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.String);

See Also

DataRowBinding Class | DataRowBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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DataRowBinding Constructor (System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the DataRowBinding class with the table name and dataset.

VB

Parameters

tableName
The name of the dataset table.

datasetName
The name of the dataset.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DataRowBinding Class | DataRowBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
DataRowBinding Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal tableName As String, _
   ByVal datasetName As String _
)
[C#]
public DataRowBinding(
   string tableName,
   string datasetName
);
[C++]
public: DataRowBinding(
   String* tableName,
   String* datasetName
);
[JScript]
public function DataRowBinding(
   tableName : String,
   datasetName : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DataRowBinding Constructor (System.String, System.String,
System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the DataRowBinding class with the table name, dataset, and instance ID.

VB

Parameters

tableName
The name of the dataset table.

datasetName
The name of the dataset.

instanceID
The instance id of the data row instances associated with this binding.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DataRowBinding Class | DataRowBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
DataRowBinding Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal tableName As String, _
   ByVal datasetName As String, _
   ByVal instanceID As Integer _
)
[C#]
public DataRowBinding(
   string tableName,
   string datasetName,
   int instanceID
);
[C++]
public: DataRowBinding(
   String* tableName,
   String* datasetName,
   int instanceID
);
[JScript]
public function DataRowBinding(
   tableName : String,
   datasetName : String,
   instanceID : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DataRowBinding Constructor (System.String, System.String,
System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the DataRowBinding class with the table name, the dataset and the server name.

VB

Parameters

tableName
The name of the dataset table.

datasetName
The name of the dataset.

server
The name of the server containing the dataset and table.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DataRowBinding Class | DataRowBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
DataRowBinding Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal tableName As String, _
   ByVal datasetName As String, _
   ByVal server As String _
)
[C#]
public DataRowBinding(
   string tableName,
   string datasetName,
   string server
);
[C++]
public: DataRowBinding(
   String* tableName,
   String* datasetName,
   String* server
);
[JScript]
public function DataRowBinding(
   tableName : String,
   datasetName : String,
   server : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DataRowBinding Constructor (System.String, System.String,
System.Int32, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the DataRowBinding class with the table name, the dataset, the instance ID, and the server name.

VB

Parameters

tableName
The name of the dataset table.

datasetName
The name of the dataset.

instanceID
The instance id of the data row instances associated with this binding.

server
The name of the server containing the dataset and table.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DataRowBinding Class | DataRowBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
DataRowBinding Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal tableName As String, _
   ByVal datasetName As String, _
   ByVal instanceID As Integer, _
   ByVal server As String _
)
[C#]
public DataRowBinding(
   string tableName,
   string datasetName,
   int instanceID,
   string server
);
[C++]
public: DataRowBinding(
   String* tableName,
   String* datasetName,
   int instanceID,
   String* server
);
[JScript]
public function DataRowBinding(
   tableName : String,
   datasetName : String,
   instanceID : int,
   server : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DataRowBinding Methods
The methods of the DataRowBinding class are listed here. For a complete list of DataRowBinding class members, see the
DataRowBinding Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of DataRowBinding.
CreateInstance Overridden. Creates a new DataRowBinding with the specified instance ID.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

DataRowBinding Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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DataRowBinding.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of DataRowBinding.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DataRowBinding Class | DataRowBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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DataRowBinding.CreateInstance Method
Creates a new DataRowBinding with the specified instance ID.

VB

Parameters

instanceID
The specified instance ID with which to create a DataRowBinding.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DataRowBinding Class | DataRowBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function CreateInstance( _
   ByVal instanceID As Integer _
) As ObjectBinding
[C#]
public override ObjectBinding CreateInstance(
   int instanceID
);
[C++]
public: ObjectBinding* CreateInstance(
   int instanceID
);
[JScript]
public override function CreateInstance(
   instanceID : int
) : ObjectBinding;
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DataRowType Class
The type for data row instances to be retracted from the rule engine.

For a list of all members of this type, see DataRowType Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.FactType
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.DataRowType

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

DataRowType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class DataRowType
   Inherits FactType
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class DataRowType : FactType
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class DataRowType : public FactType
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class DataRowType extends FactType
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DataRowType Members
DataRowType overview

Public Constructors

DataRowType Constructor Initializes a new instance of the DataRowType class.

Public Properties

DatasetName Gets the name of the dataset containing the table.
TableName Gets the name of the table.

Public Methods

Clone (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

Overridden. Creates a deep copy of the current instance.

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

Overridden. Determines whether the FactType instance is equal to the specified instance

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

Overridden. Returns the hash code of the current instance.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

DataRowType Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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DataRowType Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the DataRowType class.

VB

Parameters

tableName
The name of the table.

datasetName
The name of the dataset containing the table.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DataRowType Class | DataRowType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal tableName As String, _
   ByVal datasetName As String _
)
[C#]
public DataRowType(
   string tableName,
   string datasetName
);
[C++]
public: DataRowType(
   String* tableName,
   String* datasetName
);
[JScript]
public function DataRowType(
   tableName : String,
   datasetName : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DataRowType Properties
The properties of the DataRowType class are listed here. For a complete list of DataRowType class members, see the
DataRowType Members topic.

Public Properties

DatasetName Gets the name of the dataset containing the table.
TableName Gets the name of the table.

See Also

DataRowType Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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DataRowType.DatasetName Property
Gets the name of the dataset containing the table.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DataRowType Class | DataRowType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property DatasetName As String
[C#]
public string DatasetName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_DatasetName();
[JScript]
public function get DatasetName() : String;
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DataRowType.TableName Property
Gets the name of the table.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DataRowType Class | DataRowType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property TableName As String
[C#]
public string TableName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_TableName();
[JScript]
public function get TableName() : String;
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DataRowType Methods
The methods of the DataRowType class are listed here. For a complete list of DataRowType class members, see the
DataRowType Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of the instance.
Equals Overridden. Determines whether the FactType instance is equal to the specified instance
GetHashCode Overridden. Returns the hash code for this instance.
GetType (inherited fr

om System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

DataRowType Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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DataRowType.Clone Method
Returns the hash code for the current instance.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DataRowType Class | DataRowType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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DataRowType.Equals Method
Determines if the FactType instance is equal to the specified instance.

VB

Parameters

obj
The object to compare the current instance against.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DataRowType Class | DataRowType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function Equals( _
   ByVal obj As Object _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool Equals(
   object obj
);
[C++]
public: bool Equals(
   Object* obj
);
[JScript]
public override function Equals(
   obj : Object
) : Boolean;
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DataRowType.GetHashCode Method
Gets the current hash code.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DataRowType Class | DataRowType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function GetHashCode() As Integer
[C#]
public override int GetHashCode();
[C++]
public: int GetHashCode();
[JScript]
public override function GetHashCode() : int;
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Day Class
Represents the operator that returns the day of the month from the specified DateTime. The return value is an integer ranging
from 1 to 31.

For a list of all members of this type, see Day Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.TemporalFunction
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.Day

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Day Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class Day
   Inherits TemporalFunction
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class Day : TemporalFunction
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class Day : public TemporalFunction
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class Day extends TemporalFunction
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Day Members
Day overview

Public Constructors

Day Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the Day class.

Public Properties

DateTime (inherited from Te
mporalFunction)

Gets or sets the Term representing the date and time to which the temporal function is applied.

Type (inherited from Term) Gets the type of term.
VocabularyLink (inherited fr

om Term)
Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary ele
ment containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Day.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Day Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Day Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Day class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the Day class using the specified DateTime value.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term)

[C#] public Day(Term);

[C++] public: Day(Term*);

[JScript] public function Day(Term);

Initializes a new instance of the Day class using the specified DateTime value and a vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public Day(Term, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: Day(Term*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function Day(Term, VocabularyLink);

See Also

Day Class | Day Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Day Constructor (Term)
Initializes a new instance of the Day class using the specified DateTime value.

VB

Parameters

dateTime
DateTime operand.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal dateTime As Term _
)
[C#]
public Day(
   Term dateTime
);
[C++]
public: Day(
   Term* dateTime
);
[JScript]
public function Day(
   dateTime : Term
);
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Day Constructor (Term, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the Day class using the specified DateTime value and a vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

dateTime
DateTime operand.

link
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the Term.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Day Class | Day Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Day Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal dateTime As Term, _
   ByVal link As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public Day(
   Term dateTime,
   VocabularyLink link
);
[C++]
public: Day(
   Term* dateTime,
   VocabularyLink* link
);
[JScript]
public function Day(
   dateTime : Term,
   link : VocabularyLink
);
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Day Methods
The methods of the Day class are listed here. For a complete list of Day class members, see the Day Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Day.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Day Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Day.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of Day.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Return Value

A deep copy of Day.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Day Class | Day Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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DayOfWeek Class
Represents the operator that returns the day of week from the specified DateTime value. The return value is an integer ranging
from zero (Sunday) to 6 (Saturday).

For a list of all members of this type, see DayOfWeek Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.TemporalFunction
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.DayOfWeek

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

DayOfWeek Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class DayOfWeek
   Inherits TemporalFunction
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class DayOfWeek : TemporalFunction
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class DayOfWeek : public TemporalFunction
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class DayOfWeek extends TemporalFunction
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DayOfWeek Members
DayOfWeek overview

Public Constructors

DayOfWeek Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the DayOfWeek class.

Public Properties

DateTime (inherited from Te
mporalFunction)

Gets or sets the Term representing the date and time to which the temporal function is applied.

Type (inherited from Term) Gets the type of term.
VocabularyLink (inherited fr

om Term)
Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary ele
ment containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of DayOfWeek.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

DayOfWeek Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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DayOfWeek Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the DayOfWeek class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the DayOfWeek class with the specified DateTime value.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term)

[C#] public DayOfWeek(Term);

[C++] public: DayOfWeek(Term*);

[JScript] public function DayOfWeek(Term);

Initializes a new instance of the DayOfWeek class with the specified DateTime value and a vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public DayOfWeek(Term, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: DayOfWeek(Term*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function DayOfWeek(Term, VocabularyLink);

See Also

DayOfWeek Class | DayOfWeek Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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DayOfWeek Constructor (Term)
Initializes a new instance of the DayOfWeek class with the specified DateTime value.

VB

Parameters

dateTime
The DateTime operand.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DayOfWeek Class | DayOfWeek Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | DayOfWeek Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal dateTime As Term _
)
[C#]
public DayOfWeek(
   Term dateTime
);
[C++]
public: DayOfWeek(
   Term* dateTime
);
[JScript]
public function DayOfWeek(
   dateTime : Term
);
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DayOfWeek Constructor (Term, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the DayOfWeek class with the specified DateTime value and a vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

dateTime
The DateTime operand.

link
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the term.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DayOfWeek Class | DayOfWeek Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | DayOfWeek Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal dateTime As Term, _
   ByVal link As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public DayOfWeek(
   Term dateTime,
   VocabularyLink link
);
[C++]
public: DayOfWeek(
   Term* dateTime,
   VocabularyLink* link
);
[JScript]
public function DayOfWeek(
   dateTime : Term,
   link : VocabularyLink
);
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DayOfWeek Methods
The methods of the DayOfWeek class are listed here. For a complete list of DayOfWeek class members, see the
DayOfWeek Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of DayOfWeek.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

DayOfWeek Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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DayOfWeek.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of DayOfWeek.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Return Value

A deep copy of DayOfWeek.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DayOfWeek Class | DayOfWeek Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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DebugTrackingInterceptor Class
Provides file based tracing of policy execution.

The DebugTrackingInterceptor class implements the IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor interface.

For a list of all members of this type, see DebugTrackingInterceptor Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.DebugTrackingInterceptor

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

The output of the interceptor is written to a trace file in the local directory. The name of the trace file is a concatenation of the
policy name and a timestamp taken when the policy begins execution.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

DebugTrackingInterceptor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Class DebugTrackingInterceptor
   Implements IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor
[C#]
public class DebugTrackingInterceptor : IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor
[C++]
public __gc class DebugTrackingInterceptor : public
   IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor
[JScript]
public class DebugTrackingInterceptor implements
   IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor
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DebugTrackingInterceptor Members
DebugTrackingInterceptor overview

Public Constructors

DebugTrackingInterceptor Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the DebugTrackingInterceptor class.

Public Methods

CloseTraceFile Closes the trace file when the interceptor is no longer needed.
DeleteTraceFile Deletes the trace file used by the current instance of the tracking interceptor.
Equals (inherited from System

.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentat
ion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
.

GetHashCode (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentat
ion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
.

GetTraceOutput Retrieves the contents of the trace file as a string.
GetType (inherited from Syste

m.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentat
ion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
.

SetTrackingConfig Sets the rule set tracking GUID and tracking configuration.
ToString (inherited from Syste

m.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentat
ion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
.

TrackAgendaUpdate Tracks updates to the rule engine agenda.
TrackConditionEvaluation Accessor indicating if tracking of condition evaluation is enabled.
TrackFactActivity Accessor indicating if tracking of fact activity is enabled.
TrackRuleFiring Accessor indicating if tracking of rule firings is enabled.
TrackRuleSetEngineAssociation Tracks the association of a rule set with a rule engine instance.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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DebugTrackingInterceptor Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the DebugTrackingInterceptor class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the DebugTrackingInterceptor class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public DebugTrackingInterceptor();

[C++] public: DebugTrackingInterceptor();

[JScript] public function DebugTrackingInterceptor();

Initializes a new instance of the DebugTrackingInterceptor class using the specified trace file name.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public DebugTrackingInterceptor(System.String);

[C++] public: DebugTrackingInterceptor(System.String);

[JScript] public function DebugTrackingInterceptor(System.String);

See Also

DebugTrackingInterceptor Class | DebugTrackingInterceptor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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DebugTrackingInterceptor Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the DebugTrackingInterceptor class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DebugTrackingInterceptor Class | DebugTrackingInterceptor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
DebugTrackingInterceptor Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public DebugTrackingInterceptor();
[C++]
public: DebugTrackingInterceptor();
[JScript]
public function DebugTrackingInterceptor();
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DebugTrackingInterceptor Constructor (System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the DebugTrackingInterceptor class using the specified trace file name.

VB

Parameters

traceFile
Name of the trace file.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DebugTrackingInterceptor Class | DebugTrackingInterceptor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
DebugTrackingInterceptor Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal traceFile As String _
)
[C#]
public DebugTrackingInterceptor(
   string traceFile
);
[C++]
public: DebugTrackingInterceptor(
   String* traceFile
);
[JScript]
public function DebugTrackingInterceptor(
   traceFile : String
);
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DebugTrackingInterceptor Methods
The methods of the DebugTrackingInterceptor class are listed here. For a complete list of DebugTrackingInterceptor class
members, see the DebugTrackingInterceptor Members topic.

Public Methods

CloseTraceFile Closes the trace file when the interceptor is no longer needed.
DeleteTraceFile Deletes the trace file used by the current instance of the tracking interceptor.
Equals (inherited from System

.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentat
ion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
.

GetHashCode (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentat
ion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
.

GetTraceOutput Retrieves the contents of the trace file as a string.
GetType (inherited from Syste

m.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentat
ion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
.

SetTrackingConfig Sets the rule set tracking GUID and tracking configuration.
ToString (inherited from Syste

m.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentat
ion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
.

TrackAgendaUpdate Tracks updates to the rule engine agenda.
TrackConditionEvaluation Accessor indicating if tracking of condition evaluation is enabled.
TrackFactActivity Accessor indicating if tracking of fact activity is enabled.
TrackRuleFiring Accessor indicating if tracking of rule firings is enabled.
TrackRuleSetEngineAssociation Tracks the association of a rule set with a rule engine instance.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

DebugTrackingInterceptor Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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DebugTrackingInterceptor.CloseTraceFile Method
Closes the trace file when the interceptor is no longer needed.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DebugTrackingInterceptor Class | DebugTrackingInterceptor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub CloseTraceFile()
[C#]
public void CloseTraceFile();
[C++]
public: void CloseTraceFile();
[JScript]
public function CloseTraceFile();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DebugTrackingInterceptor.DeleteTraceFile Method
Deletes the trace file used by the current instance of the tracking interceptor.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DebugTrackingInterceptor Class | DebugTrackingInterceptor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub DeleteTraceFile()
[C#]
public void DeleteTraceFile();
[C++]
public: void DeleteTraceFile();
[JScript]
public function DeleteTraceFile();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DebugTrackingInterceptor.GetTraceOutput Method
Retrieves the contents of the trace file as a string.

VB

Parameters

traceOutput
Contents of the trace file as a string.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DebugTrackingInterceptor Class | DebugTrackingInterceptor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub GetTraceOutput( _
   <Out()> ByRef traceOutput As String _
)
[C#]
public void GetTraceOutput(
   out string traceOutput
);
[C++]
public: void GetTraceOutput(
   [
   Out
] String** traceOutput
);
[JScript]
public function GetTraceOutput(
   traceOutput : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DebugTrackingInterceptor.SetTrackingConfig Method
Sets the rule set tracking GUID and tracking configuration.

VB

Parameters

trackingConfig
Tracking configuration flags.

Implements

IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor.SetTrackingConfig

Remarks

The tracking configuration is ignored and defaulted to track all events.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DebugTrackingInterceptor Class | DebugTrackingInterceptor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub SetTrackingConfig( _
   ByVal trackingConfig As TrackingConfiguration _
) Implements IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor.SetTrackingConfig
[C#]
public virtual void SetTrackingConfig(
   TrackingConfiguration trackingConfig
);
[C++]
public: virtual void SetTrackingConfig(
   TrackingConfiguration* trackingConfig
);
[JScript]
public function SetTrackingConfig(
   trackingConfig : TrackingConfiguration
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DebugTrackingInterceptor.TrackAgendaUpdate Method
Tracks updates to the rule engine agenda.

VB

Parameters

isAddition
true if a rule is being added, otherwise removed.

ruleName
Name of the rule.

conflictResolutionCriteria
Conflict resolution criteria for the rule.

Implements

IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor.TrackAgendaUpdate

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DebugTrackingInterceptor Class | DebugTrackingInterceptor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub TrackAgendaUpdate( _
   ByVal isAddition As Boolean, _
   ByVal ruleName As String, _
   ByVal conflictResolutionCriteria As Object _
) Implements IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor.TrackAgendaUpdate
[C#]
public virtual void TrackAgendaUpdate(
   bool isAddition,
   string ruleName,
   object conflictResolutionCriteria
);
[C++]
public: virtual void TrackAgendaUpdate(
   bool isAddition,
   String* ruleName,
   Object* conflictResolutionCriteria
);
[JScript]
public function TrackAgendaUpdate(
   isAddition : Boolean,
   ruleName : String,
   conflictResolutionCriteria : Object
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DebugTrackingInterceptor.TrackConditionEvaluation Method
Tracks the evaluation of rule conditions.

VB

Parameters

testExpression
String representation of the condition.

leftClassType
Left hand argument object type.

leftClassInstanceId
Left hand argument object instance ID.

leftValue
Left hand argument.

rightClassType
Right hand argument object type.

rightClassInstanceId
Right hand argument object instance ID.

rightValue

Public Overridable Sub TrackConditionEvaluation( _
   ByVal testExpression As String, _
   ByVal leftClassType As String, _
   ByVal leftClassInstanceId As Integer, _
   ByVal leftValue As Object, _
   ByVal rightClassType As String, _
   ByVal rightClassInstanceId As Integer, _
   ByVal rightValue As Object, _
   ByVal result As Boolean _
) Implements IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor.TrackConditionEvaluation
[C#]
public virtual void TrackConditionEvaluation(
   string testExpression,
   string leftClassType,
   int leftClassInstanceId,
   object leftValue,
   string rightClassType,
   int rightClassInstanceId,
   object rightValue,
   bool result
);
[C++]
public: virtual void TrackConditionEvaluation(
   String* testExpression,
   String* leftClassType,
   int leftClassInstanceId,
   Object* leftValue,
   String* rightClassType,
   int rightClassInstanceId,
   Object* rightValue,
   bool result
);
[JScript]
public function TrackConditionEvaluation(
   testExpression : String,
   leftClassType : String,
   leftClassInstanceId : int,
   leftValue : Object,
   rightClassType : String,
   rightClassInstanceId : int,
   rightValue : Object,
   result : Boolean
);



 

Right hand argument.
result

Condition evaluation result.

Implements

IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor.TrackConditionEvaluation

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DebugTrackingInterceptor Class | DebugTrackingInterceptor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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DebugTrackingInterceptor.TrackFactActivity Method
Tracks changes to working memory.

VB

Parameters

activityType
Describes if the activity is to assert, retract, or update.

classType
Type of facts.

classInstanceId
Unique fact identifier.

Implements

IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor.TrackFactActivity

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DebugTrackingInterceptor Class | DebugTrackingInterceptor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub TrackFactActivity( _
   ByVal activityType As FactActivityType, _
   ByVal classType As String, _
   ByVal classInstanceId As Integer _
) Implements IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor.TrackFactActivity
[C#]
public virtual void TrackFactActivity(
   FactActivityType activityType,
   string classType,
   int classInstanceId
);
[C++]
public: virtual void TrackFactActivity(
   FactActivityType activityType,
   String* classType,
   int classInstanceId
);
[JScript]
public function TrackFactActivity(
   activityType : FactActivityType,
   classType : String,
   classInstanceId : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DebugTrackingInterceptor.TrackRuleFiring Method
Tracks the firing of a rule.

VB

Parameters

ruleName
Name of the rule.

conflictResolutionCriteria
Conflict resolution criteria.

Implements

IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor.TrackRuleFiring

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

DebugTrackingInterceptor Class | DebugTrackingInterceptor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub TrackRuleFiring( _
   ByVal ruleName As String, _
   ByVal conflictResolutionCriteria As Object _
) Implements IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor.TrackRuleFiring
[C#]
public virtual void TrackRuleFiring(
   string ruleName,
   object conflictResolutionCriteria
);
[C++]
public: virtual void TrackRuleFiring(
   String* ruleName,
   Object* conflictResolutionCriteria
);
[JScript]
public function TrackRuleFiring(
   ruleName : String,
   conflictResolutionCriteria : Object
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DebugTrackingInterceptor.TrackRuleSetEngineAssociation
Method
Tracks the association of a rule set with a rule-engine instance.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetInfo
Information about the rule set.

ruleEngineGuid
Unique identifier of the rule engine instance.

Implements

IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor.TrackRuleSetEngineAssociation

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

DebugTrackingInterceptor Class | DebugTrackingInterceptor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub TrackRuleSetEngineAssociation( _
   ByVal ruleSetInfo As RuleSetInfo, _
   ByVal ruleEngineGuid As Guid _
) Implements _
   IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor.TrackRuleSetEngineAssociation
[C#]
public virtual void TrackRuleSetEngineAssociation(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSetInfo,
   Guid ruleEngineGuid
);
[C++]
public: virtual void TrackRuleSetEngineAssociation(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSetInfo,
   Guid ruleEngineGuid
);
[JScript]
public function TrackRuleSetEngineAssociation(
   ruleSetInfo : RuleSetInfo,
   ruleEngineGuid : Guid
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DeploymentHistoryEvent Class
The base class for deployment history events.

For a list of all members of this type, see DeploymentHistoryEvent Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.DeploymentHistoryEvent
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleSetDeploymentEvent
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleSetUndeploymentEvent

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

DeploymentHistoryEvent Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class DeploymentHistoryEvent
   Implements ICloneable
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class DeploymentHistoryEvent : ICloneable
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class DeploymentHistoryEvent : public
   ICloneable
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class DeploymentHistoryEvent implements ICloneable

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DeploymentHistoryEvent Members
DeploymentHistoryEvent overview

Public Methods

Clone Makes a deep copy of DeploymentHistoryEvent.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

DeploymentHistoryEvent Constructor Initializes a new instance of the DeploymentHistoryEvent class.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

DeploymentHistoryEvent Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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DeploymentHistoryEvent Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the DeploymentHistoryEvent class.

VB

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DeploymentHistoryEvent Class | DeploymentHistoryEvent Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New()
[C#]
protected DeploymentHistoryEvent();
[C++]
protected: DeploymentHistoryEvent();
[JScript]
protected function DeploymentHistoryEvent();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DeploymentHistoryEvent Methods
The methods of the DeploymentHistoryEvent class are listed here. For a complete list of DeploymentHistoryEvent class
members, see the DeploymentHistoryEvent Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Makes a deep copy of DeploymentHistoryEvent.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

DeploymentHistoryEvent Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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DeploymentHistoryEvent.Clone Method
Makes a deep copy of the DeploymentHistoryEvent class.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Return Value

A deep copy of DeploymentHistoryEvent.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DeploymentHistoryEvent Class | DeploymentHistoryEvent Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public MustOverride Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public abstract object Clone();
[C++]
public: virtual Object* Clone() = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
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DeploymentHistoryInfo Class
Maintains information about changes in the deployment configuration of a rule set.

For a list of all members of this type, see DeploymentHistoryInfo Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.DeploymentHistoryInfo

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

DeploymentHistoryInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Class DeploymentHistoryInfo
   Implements ICloneable
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class DeploymentHistoryInfo : ICloneable
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class DeploymentHistoryInfo : public ICloneable
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class DeploymentHistoryInfo implements ICloneable

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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DeploymentHistoryInfo Members
DeploymentHistoryInfo overview

Public Constructors

DeploymentHistoryInfo Constructor Initializes a new instance of the DeploymentHistoryInfo class.

Public Properties

HistoryEvent A deployment configuration event.
RuleSetInfo Information about the rule set.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Performs a deep copy of DeploymentHistoryInfo.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

DeploymentHistoryInfo Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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DeploymentHistoryInfo Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the DeploymentHistoryInfo class.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetInfo
Information about the rule set.

historyEvent
The deployment configuration event.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DeploymentHistoryInfo Class | DeploymentHistoryInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal ruleSetInfo As RuleSetInfo, _
   ByVal historyEvent As DeploymentHistoryEvent _
)
[C#]
public DeploymentHistoryInfo(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSetInfo,
   DeploymentHistoryEvent historyEvent
);
[C++]
public: DeploymentHistoryInfo(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSetInfo,
   DeploymentHistoryEvent* historyEvent
);
[JScript]
public function DeploymentHistoryInfo(
   ruleSetInfo : RuleSetInfo,
   historyEvent : DeploymentHistoryEvent
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DeploymentHistoryInfo Properties
The properties of the DeploymentHistoryInfo class are listed here. For a complete list of DeploymentHistoryInfo class
members, see the DeploymentHistoryInfo Members topic.

Public Properties

HistoryEvent A deployment configuration event.
RuleSetInfo Information about the rule set.

See Also

DeploymentHistoryInfo Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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DeploymentHistoryInfo.HistoryEvent Property
Gets a deployment configuration event.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DeploymentHistoryInfo Class | DeploymentHistoryInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property HistoryEvent As DeploymentHistoryEvent
[C#]
public DeploymentHistoryEvent HistoryEvent {get;}
[C++]
public: __property DeploymentHistoryEvent* get_HistoryEvent();
[JScript]
public function get HistoryEvent() : DeploymentHistoryEvent;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DeploymentHistoryInfo.RuleSetInfo Property
Information about the rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DeploymentHistoryInfo Class | DeploymentHistoryInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property RuleSetInfo As RuleSetInfo
[C#]
public RuleSetInfo RuleSetInfo {get;}
[C++]
public: __property RuleSetInfo* get_RuleSetInfo();
[JScript]
public function get RuleSetInfo() : RuleSetInfo;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DeploymentHistoryInfo Methods
The methods of the DeploymentHistoryInfo class are listed here. For a complete list of DeploymentHistoryInfo class
members, see the DeploymentHistoryInfo Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Performs a deep copy of DeploymentHistoryInfo.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

DeploymentHistoryInfo Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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DeploymentHistoryInfo.Clone Method
Performs a deep copy of the DeploymentHistoryInfo class.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Return Value

A deep copy of DeploymentHistoryInfo.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DeploymentHistoryInfo Class | DeploymentHistoryInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public virtual object Clone();
[C++]
public: virtual Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
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DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Class
A collection of objects of type Microsoft.RuleEngine.DeploymentHistoryInfo.

For a list of all members of this type, see DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineCollection
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection
   Inherits RuleEngineCollection
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection :
   RuleEngineCollection
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection :
   public RuleEngineCollection
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection extends
   RuleEngineCollection

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Members
DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection overview

Public Constructors

DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the DeploymentHistoryInfoCollectio
n class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Gets the number of items in the specified collection.
IsFixedSize (inherited from RuleEngineCollectio

n)
Gets a value indicating whether the collection has a fixed size.

IsReadOnly (inherited from RuleEngineCollecti
on)

Gets a value indicating whether the collection is read-only.

IsSynchronized (inherited from RuleEngineColle
ction)

Gets a value indicating whether access to the collection is synchronized (thre
ad-safe).

Item Retrieves the item at the specified index location in the collection.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the DeploymentHistoryInfoCollecti
on class.

ItemType (inherited from RuleEngineCollection
)

Gets the type of items allowed in the collection.

SyncRoot (inherited from RuleEngineCollection
)

Gets an object that can be used to synchronize access to the collection.

Public Methods

Add Overloaded. Adds an item to the collection.
AddRange Adds the specified collection of items to the existing collection.
Clear (inherited from RuleE

ngineCollection)
Sets a range of elements in a collection to zero, or to a null reference (Nothing in Visual Basic), de
pending on the element type.

Clone Overridden. Makes a deep copy of DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection.
Contains Overloaded. Determines whether the specified item is in the collection.
CopyTo Overloaded. Copies the items of the collection to the specified array, starting at the specified index.
Equals (inherited from Syst

em.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited fr
om RuleEngineCollection)

Returns an enumerator for the values in the collection.

GetHashCode (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

IndexOf Overloaded. Returns the index in the collection of the specified item, or -1 if the item doesn't exist i
n the collection.

Insert Overloaded. Inserts the specified item into the collection at the specified index.
Remove Overloaded. Removes the specified item from the collection.
RemoveAt (inherited from 

RuleEngineCollection)
Removes the item at the specified index from the collection.

ToString (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
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MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection();

[C++] public: DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection();

[JScript] public function DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection();

Initializes a new instance of the DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection class with an existing collection.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Collections.ICollection)

[C#] public DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection(System.Collections.ICollection);

[C++] public: DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection(System.Collections.ICollection);

[JScript] public function DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection(System.Collections.ICollection);

See Also

DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Class | DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Class | DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection();
[C++]
public: DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection();
[JScript]
public function DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Constructor
(System.Collections.ICollection)
Initializes a new instance of the DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection class with an existing collection.

VB

Parameters

items
A collection of items of type Microsoft.RuleEngine.DeploymentHistoryInfo.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Class | DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal items As ICollection _
)
[C#]
public DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection(
   ICollection items
);
[C++]
public: DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection(
   ICollection* items
);
[JScript]
public function DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection(
   items : ICollection
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Properties
The properties of the DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of
DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection class members, see the DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Gets the number of items in the specified collection.
IsFixedSize (inherited from RuleEngineCollectio

n)
Gets a value indicating whether the collection has a fixed size.

IsReadOnly (inherited from RuleEngineCollecti
on)

Gets a value indicating whether the collection is read-only.

IsSynchronized (inherited from RuleEngineColle
ction)

Gets a value indicating whether access to the collection is synchronized (thre
ad-safe).

Item (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Gets or sets the item at the specified index.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the DeploymentHistoryInfoCollecti
on class.

ItemType (inherited from RuleEngineCollection
)

Gets the type of items allowed in the collection.

SyncRoot (inherited from RuleEngineCollection
)

Gets an object that can be used to synchronize access to the collection.

See Also

DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection.Item Property
Gets or sets a DeploymentHistoryInfo object in the collection.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

index
The zero-based index of the DeploymentHistoryInfo object to retrieve from the collection.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
The zero-based index of the DeploymentHistoryInfo object to retrieve from the collection.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Class | DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Shadows Default Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As DeploymentHistoryInfo
[C#]
public new DeploymentHistoryInfo this[
   int index
] {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property DeploymentHistoryInfo* get_Item(
   int index
);
public: __property void set_Item(
   int index,
   DeploymentHistoryInfo*
);
[JScript]
returnValue = DeploymentHistoryInfoCollectionObject.Item(index);
DeploymentHistoryInfoCollectionObject.Item(index) = returnValue;
-or-
returnValue = DeploymentHistoryInfoCollectionObject(index);
DeploymentHistoryInfoCollectionObject(index) = returnValue;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Methods
The methods of the DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of
DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection class members, see the DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Members topic.

Public Methods

Add Overloaded. Adds an item to the collection.
AddRange Adds the specified collection of items to the existing collection.
Clear (inherited from RuleE

ngineCollection)
Sets a range of elements in a collection to zero, or to a null reference (Nothing in Visual Basic), de
pending on the element type.

Clone Overridden. Makes a deep copy of DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection.
Contains Overloaded. Determines whether the specified item is in the collection.
CopyTo Overloaded. Copies the items of the collection to the specified array, starting at the specified index.
Equals (inherited from Syst

em.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited fr
om RuleEngineCollection)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

IndexOf Overloaded. Returns the index in the collection of the specified item, or -1 if the item doesn't exist i
n the collection.

Insert Overloaded. Inserts the specified item into the collection at the specified index.
Remove Overloaded. Removes the specified item from the collection.
RemoveAt (inherited from 

RuleEngineCollection)
Removes the item at the specified index from the collection.

ToString (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection.Add Method
Adds the specified item to the collection.

Overload List

Adds the specified DeploymentHistoryInfo object to the collection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Function Add(DeploymentHistoryInfo) As Integer

[C#] public int Add(DeploymentHistoryInfo);

[C++] public: int Add(DeploymentHistoryInfo*);

[JScript] public function Add(DeploymentHistoryInfo) : int;

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Function Add(System.Object) As Integer Implements IList.Add

[C#] public int Add(System.Object);

[C++] public: int Add(System.Object);

[JScript] public function Add(System.Object) : int;

See Also

DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Class | DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection.Add Method
(DeploymentHistoryInfo)
Adds the specified DeploymentHistoryInfo item to the collection.

VB

Parameters

item
The DeploymentHistoryInfo item to be added to the collection.

Return Value

The index of the added item.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Class | DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection.Add Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Function Add( _
   ByVal item As DeploymentHistoryInfo _
) As Integer
[C#]
public int Add(
   DeploymentHistoryInfo item
);
[C++]
public: int Add(
   DeploymentHistoryInfo* item
);
[JScript]
public function Add(
   item : DeploymentHistoryInfo
) : int;
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DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection.AddRange Method
Adds the specified collection of items to the existing collection.

VB

Parameters

items
A collection of items of type Microsoft.RuleEngine.DeploymentHistoryInfo.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Class | DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub AddRange( _
   ByVal items As ICollection _
)
[C#]
public void AddRange(
   ICollection items
);
[C++]
public: void AddRange(
   ICollection* items
);
[JScript]
public function AddRange(
   items : ICollection
);
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DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection.Clone Method
Performs a deep copy of the DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection class.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Class | DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection.Contains Method
Determines whether the specified item exists within the collection.

Overload List

Determines whether the specified deployment history info item exists within the collection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Function Contains(DeploymentHistoryInfo) As Boolean

[C#] public bool Contains(DeploymentHistoryInfo);

[C++] public: bool Contains(DeploymentHistoryInfo*);

[JScript] public function Contains(DeploymentHistoryInfo) : Boolean;

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Function Contains(System.Object) As Boolean Implements IList.Contains

[C#] public virtual bool Contains(System.Object);

[C++] public: virtual bool Contains(System.Object);

[JScript] public function Contains(System.Object) : Boolean;

See Also

DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Class | DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection.Contains Method
(DeploymentHistoryInfo)
Determines whether the specified DeploymentHistoryInfo item exists within the collection.

VB

Parameters

item
DeploymentHistoryInfo item to be located.

Return Value

true if the specified item is found; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Class | DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection.Contains Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overloads Public Function Contains( _
   ByVal item As DeploymentHistoryInfo _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public bool Contains(
   DeploymentHistoryInfo item
);
[C++]
public: bool Contains(
   DeploymentHistoryInfo* item
);
[JScript]
public function Contains(
   item : DeploymentHistoryInfo
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection.CopyTo Method
Copies the items of the collection to the specified array, starting at the specified index into the array.

Overload List

Copies the items of the collection to the specified array, starting at the specified index into the array.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub CopyTo(RuleSetInfo(), System.Int32)

[C#] public void CopyTo(RuleSetInfo[], System.Int32);

[C++] public: void CopyTo(RuleSetInfo*[], System.Int32);

[JScript] public function CopyTo(RuleSetInfo[], System.Int32);

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32) Implements ICollection.CopyTo

[C#] public virtual void CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32);

[C++] public: virtual void CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32);

See Also

DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Class | DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection.CopyTo Method
(RuleSetInfo[], System.Int32)
Copies the items of the collection to the specified array, starting at the specified index into the array.

VB

Parameters

array
The array into which the collection is copied.

arrayIndex
The index into the array at which the copying will start.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Class | DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection.CopyTo Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overloads Public Sub CopyTo( _
   ByVal array() As RuleSetInfo, _
   ByVal arrayIndex As Integer _
)
[C#]
public void CopyTo(
   RuleSetInfo[] array,
   int arrayIndex
);
[C++]
public: void CopyTo(
   RuleSetInfo* array[],
   int arrayIndex
);
[JScript]
public function CopyTo(
   array : RuleSetInfo[],
   arrayIndex : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection.IndexOf Method
Returns the index in the collection of the specified item, or -1 if the item doesn’t exist in the collection.

Overload List

Returns the index in the collection of the specified item, or -1 if the item doesn’t exist in the collection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Function IndexOf(DeploymentHistoryInfo) As Integer

[C#] public int IndexOf(DeploymentHistoryInfo);

[C++] public: int IndexOf(DeploymentHistoryInfo*);

[JScript] public function IndexOf(DeploymentHistoryInfo) : int;

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Function IndexOf(System.Object) As Integer Implements IList.IndexOf

[C#] public virtual int IndexOf(System.Object);

[C++] public: virtual int IndexOf(System.Object);

[JScript] public function IndexOf(System.Object) : int;

See Also

DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Class | DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection.IndexOf Method
(DeploymentHistoryInfo)
Gets the index in the collection of the specified item, or -1 if the item doesn’t exist in the collection.

VB

Parameters

item
The item to be located in the collection.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Class | DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection.IndexOf Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overloads Public Function IndexOf( _
   ByVal item As DeploymentHistoryInfo _
) As Integer
[C#]
public int IndexOf(
   DeploymentHistoryInfo item
);
[C++]
public: int IndexOf(
   DeploymentHistoryInfo* item
);
[JScript]
public function IndexOf(
   item : DeploymentHistoryInfo
) : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection.Insert Method
Inserts the specified item into the collection at the specified index.

Overload List

Inserts the specified item into the collection at the specified index.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Insert(System.Int32, DeploymentHistoryInfo)

[C#] public void Insert(System.Int32, DeploymentHistoryInfo);

[C++] public: void Insert(System.Int32, DeploymentHistoryInfo*);

[JScript] public function Insert(System.Int32, DeploymentHistoryInfo);

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub Insert(System.Int32, System.Object) Implements IList.Insert

[C#] public virtual void Insert(System.Int32, System.Object);

[C++] public: virtual void Insert(System.Int32, System.Object);

[JScript] public function Insert(System.Int32, System.Object);

See Also

DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Class | DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection.Insert Method (System.Int32,
DeploymentHistoryInfo)
Inserts the specified item into the collection at the specified index.

VB

Parameters

index
The location at which the item is to be inserted.

item
The item to be inserted into the collection.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Class | DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection.Insert Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overloads Public Sub Insert( _
   ByVal index As Integer, _
   ByVal item As DeploymentHistoryInfo _
)
[C#]
public void Insert(
   int index,
   DeploymentHistoryInfo item
);
[C++]
public: void Insert(
   int index,
   DeploymentHistoryInfo* item
);
[JScript]
public function Insert(
   index : int,
   item : DeploymentHistoryInfo
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection.Remove Method
Removes the specified item from the collection.

Overload List

Removes the specified item from the collection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Remove(DeploymentHistoryInfo)

[C#] public void Remove(DeploymentHistoryInfo);

[C++] public: void Remove(DeploymentHistoryInfo*);

[JScript] public function Remove(DeploymentHistoryInfo);

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub Remove(System.Object) Implements IList.Remove

[C#] public virtual void Remove(System.Object);

[C++] public: virtual void Remove(System.Object);

[JScript] public function Remove(System.Object);

See Also

DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Class | DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection.Remove Method
(DeploymentHistoryInfo)
Removes the specified item from the collection.

VB

Parameters

item
The item to be removed from the collection.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Class | DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection.Remove Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overloads Public Sub Remove( _
   ByVal item As DeploymentHistoryInfo _
)
[C#]
public void Remove(
   DeploymentHistoryInfo item
);
[C++]
public: void Remove(
   DeploymentHistoryInfo* item
);
[JScript]
public function Remove(
   item : DeploymentHistoryInfo
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DeploymentHistoryToken Class
The base class that holds the deployment token for history retrieval.

For a list of all members of this type, see DeploymentHistoryToken Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.DeploymentHistoryToken
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleSetDeploymentHistoryToken

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

DeploymentHistoryToken Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class DeploymentHistoryToken
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class DeploymentHistoryToken
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class DeploymentHistoryToken
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class DeploymentHistoryToken

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DeploymentHistoryToken Members
DeploymentHistoryToken overview

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

DeploymentHistoryToken Constructor Initializes a new instance of the DeploymentHistoryToken class.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

DeploymentHistoryToken Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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DeploymentHistoryToken Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the DeploymentHistoryToken class.

VB

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DeploymentHistoryToken Class | DeploymentHistoryToken Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New()
[C#]
protected DeploymentHistoryToken();
[C++]
protected: DeploymentHistoryToken();
[JScript]
protected function DeploymentHistoryToken();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Divide Class
Represents the division operator (arg1 divided by arg2).

For a list of all members of this type, see Divide Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.ArithmeticFunction
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.Divide

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

The return value of the operation is dependent on the argument types. The .NET-compliant implicit argument conversion is
performed if needed.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Divide Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class Divide
   Inherits ArithmeticFunction
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class Divide : ArithmeticFunction
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class Divide : public ArithmeticFunction
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class Divide extends ArithmeticFunction

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Divide Members
Divide overview

Public Constructors

Divide Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the Divide class.

Public Properties

LeftArgument (inherited from 
ArithmeticFunction)

Gets or sets the left side argument.

RightArgument (inherited from
ArithmeticFunction)

Gets or sets the right side argument.

Type (inherited from Term) Gets the type of term.
VocabularyLink (inherited from

Term)
Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary 
element containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Divide.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (inherited from A
rithmeticFunction)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Divide Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Divide Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Divide class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the Divide class with the right and left side arguments.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term)

[C#] public Divide(Term, Term);

[C++] public: Divide(Term*, Term*);

[JScript] public function Divide(Term, Term);

Initializes a new instance of the Divide class with the right and left side arguments, as well as a vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public Divide(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: Divide(Term*, Term*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function Divide(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

See Also

Divide Class | Divide Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Divide Constructor (Term, Term)
Initializes a new instance of the Divide class with the right and left side arguments.

VB

Parameters

leftArgument
Left side argument.

rightArgument
Right side argument.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Divide Class | Divide Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Divide Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal leftArgument As Term, _
   ByVal rightArgument As Term _
)
[C#]
public Divide(
   Term leftArgument,
   Term rightArgument
);
[C++]
public: Divide(
   Term* leftArgument,
   Term* rightArgument
);
[JScript]
public function Divide(
   leftArgument : Term,
   rightArgument : Term
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Divide Constructor (Term, Term, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the Divide class with the right and left side arguments, as well as the vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

leftArgument
Left side argument.

rightArgument
Right side argument.

link
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the term.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Divide Class | Divide Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Divide Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal leftArgument As Term, _
   ByVal rightArgument As Term, _
   ByVal link As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public Divide(
   Term leftArgument,
   Term rightArgument,
   VocabularyLink link
);
[C++]
public: Divide(
   Term* leftArgument,
   Term* rightArgument,
   VocabularyLink* link
);
[JScript]
public function Divide(
   leftArgument : Term,
   rightArgument : Term,
   link : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Divide Methods
The methods of the Divide class are listed here. For a complete list of Divide class members, see the Divide Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Divide.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (inherited from A
rithmeticFunction)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Divide Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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Divide.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of Divide.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Return Value

A deep copy of Divide.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Divide Class | Divide Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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Equal Class
Represents the relational equality operator.

For a list of all members of this type, see Equal Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.LogicalExpression
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Predicate
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RelationalPredicate
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.Equal

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Equal Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class Equal
   Inherits RelationalPredicate
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class Equal : RelationalPredicate
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class Equal : public RelationalPredicate
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class Equal extends RelationalPredicate
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Equal Members
Equal overview

Public Constructors

Equal Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the Equal class.

Public Properties

LeftArgument (inherited from 
RelationalPredicate)

Gets or sets the left argument of the predicate.

RightArgument (inherited fro
m RelationalPredicate)

Gets or sets the right argument of the predicate.

Type (inherited from Logical
Expression)

Gets the type of the logical expression.

VocabularyLink (inherited fro
m LogicalExpression)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary ele
ment containing a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Equal.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Equal Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Equal Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Equal class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the Equal class with the left and right arguments.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term)

[C#] public Equal(Term, Term);

[C++] public: Equal(Term*, Term*);

[JScript] public function Equal(Term, Term);

Initializes a new instance of the Equal class with the left and right arguments, as well as the vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public Equal(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: Equal(Term*, Term*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function Equal(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

See Also

Equal Class | Equal Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Equal Constructor (Term, Term)
Initializes a new instance of the Equal class with the left and right arguments.

VB

Parameters

leftArgument
The left argument of the predicate.

rightArgument
The right argument of the predicate.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

Equal Class | Equal Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Equal Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal leftArgument As Term, _
   ByVal rightArgument As Term _
)
[C#]
public Equal(
   Term leftArgument,
   Term rightArgument
);
[C++]
public: Equal(
   Term* leftArgument,
   Term* rightArgument
);
[JScript]
public function Equal(
   leftArgument : Term,
   rightArgument : Term
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Equal Constructor (Term, Term, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the Equal class with the left and right arguments, as well as the vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

leftArgument
The left argument of the predicate.

rightArgument
The right argument of the predicate.

link
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the logical expression.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Equal Class | Equal Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Equal Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal leftArgument As Term, _
   ByVal rightArgument As Term, _
   ByVal link As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public Equal(
   Term leftArgument,
   Term rightArgument,
   VocabularyLink link
);
[C++]
public: Equal(
   Term* leftArgument,
   Term* rightArgument,
   VocabularyLink* link
);
[JScript]
public function Equal(
   leftArgument : Term,
   rightArgument : Term,
   link : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Equal Methods
The methods of the Equal class are listed here. For a complete list of Equal class members, see the Equal Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Equal.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Equal Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Equal.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of Equal.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Return Value

A deep copy of Equal.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Equal Class | Equal Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
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Executor Class
Returns an object of type Microsoft.RuleEngine.IRuleSetExecutor that is the current running rule engine instance.

For a list of all members of this type, see Executor Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.Executor

VB

Remarks

Using the return value, users can invoke other rule engine control functions (for example, Assert and Retract) on the current
running rule engine instance.

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Executor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class Executor
   Inherits Function
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class Executor : Function
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class Executor : public Function
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class Executor extends Function
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Executor Members
Executor overview

Public Constructors

Executor Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the Executor class.

Public Properties

Type (inherited from Te
rm)

Gets the type of term.

VocabularyLink (inherite
d from Term)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary element 
containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Performs a deep copy of the Executor class.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Executor Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Executor Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Executor class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the Executor class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public Executor();

[C++] public: Executor();

[JScript] public function Executor();

Initializes a new instance of the Executor class with a link to the vocabulary element associated with this term.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(VocabularyLink)

[C#] public Executor(VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: Executor(VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function Executor(VocabularyLink);

See Also

Executor Class | Executor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Executor Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the Executor class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Executor Class | Executor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Executor Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public Executor();
[C++]
public: Executor();
[JScript]
public function Executor();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Executor Constructor (VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the Executor class.

VB

Parameters

vocabularyLink
VocabularyLink element associated with this term.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Executor Class | Executor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Executor Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal vocabularyLink As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public Executor(
   VocabularyLink vocabularyLink
);
[C++]
public: Executor(
   VocabularyLink* vocabularyLink
);
[JScript]
public function Executor(
   vocabularyLink : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Executor Methods
The methods of the Executor class are listed here. For a complete list of Executor class members, see the Executor Members
topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Performs a deep copy of the Executor class.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Executor Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Executor.Clone Method
Performs a deep copy of the Executor class.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of Executor.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Executor Class | Executor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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Exists Class
Represents the XML element or attribute existence predicate used in rule conditions.

For a list of all members of this type, see Exists Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.LogicalExpression
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Predicate
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.Exists

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Exists Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class Exists
   Inherits Predicate
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class Exists : Predicate
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class Exists : public Predicate
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class Exists extends Predicate

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Exists Members
Exists overview

Public Constructors

Exists Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the Exists class.

Public Properties

MemberName Gets or sets the XML element or attribute name property.
ObjReference Gets or sets the object reference property.
Type (inherited from Logical

Expression)
Gets the type of the logical expression.

VocabularyLink (inherited fro
m LogicalExpression)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary ele
ment containing a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Performs a deep copy of the Exists class.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Exists Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Exists Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Exists class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the Exists class with an XML object binding and the XML field to be checked for.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term)

[C#] public Exists(Term, Term);

[C++] public: Exists(Term*, Term*);

[JScript] public function Exists(Term, Term);

Initializes a new instance of the Exists class with an XML object binding, the XML field to be checked for, and a link to the
vocabulary element associated with the predicate.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public Exists(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: Exists(Term*, Term*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function Exists(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

See Also

Exists Class | Exists Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Exists Constructor (Term, Term)
Initializes a new instance of the Exists class.

VB

Parameters

objReference
XML object binding.

memberName
XML field to check for.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Exists Class | Exists Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Exists Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal objReference As Term, _
   ByVal memberName As Term _
)
[C#]
public Exists(
   Term objReference,
   Term memberName
);
[C++]
public: Exists(
   Term* objReference,
   Term* memberName
);
[JScript]
public function Exists(
   objReference : Term,
   memberName : Term
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Exists Constructor (Term, Term, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the Exists class.

VB

Parameters

objReference
XML object binding.

memberName
XML field to check for.

vocabularyLink
VocabularyLink associated with this predicate.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Exists Class | Exists Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Exists Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal objReference As Term, _
   ByVal memberName As Term, _
   ByVal vocabularyLink As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public Exists(
   Term objReference,
   Term memberName,
   VocabularyLink vocabularyLink
);
[C++]
public: Exists(
   Term* objReference,
   Term* memberName,
   VocabularyLink* vocabularyLink
);
[JScript]
public function Exists(
   objReference : Term,
   memberName : Term,
   vocabularyLink : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Exists Properties
The properties of the Exists class are listed here. For a complete list of Exists class members, see the Exists Members topic.

Public Properties

MemberName Gets or sets the XML element or attribute name property.
ObjReference Gets or sets the object reference property.
Type (inherited from Logical

Expression)
Gets the type of the logical expression.

VocabularyLink (inherited fro
m LogicalExpression)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary ele
ment containing a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

See Also

Exists Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Exists.MemberName Property
Gets or sets the XML element or attribute name property.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Exists Class | Exists Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property MemberName As Term
[C#]
public Term MemberName {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Term* get_MemberName();
public: __property void set_MemberName(Term*);
[JScript]
public function get MemberName() : Term;
public function set MemberName(Term);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Exists.ObjReference Property
Gets or set the object reference property.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Exists Class | Exists Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property ObjReference As Term
[C#]
public Term ObjReference {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Term* get_ObjReference();
public: __property void set_ObjReference(Term*);
[JScript]
public function get ObjReference() : Term;
public function set ObjReference(Term);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Exists Methods
The methods of the Exists class are listed here. For a complete list of Exists class members, see the Exists Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Performs a deep copy of the Exists class.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Exists Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Exists.Clone Method
Performs a deep copy of the Exists class.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of Exists.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Exists Class | Exists Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactActivityType Enumeration
Enumeration for the types of fact activities that can be tracked through the Microsoft.RuleEngine.IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor
interface.

VB

Members

Member name Value Description
Assert 0 Assert fact.
Retract 1 Retract fact.
Update 2 Update fact.
AssertUnrecognized 3 Assert unrecognized fact.
RetractUnrecognized 4 Retract unrecognized fact.
UpdateUnrecognized 5 Update unrecognized fact.
RetractNotPresent 6 Retract fact that is not present.
UpdateNotPresent 7 Update fact that is not present.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Enum FactActivityType
[C#]
[Serializable]
public enum FactActivityType
[C++]
[Serializable]
__value public enum FactActivityType
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
enum FactActivityType

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FactType Class
The type of fact asserted or retracted from the rule engine.

For a list of all members of this type, see FactType Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.FactType
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.ClassType
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.DataRowType
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.XMLDocumentType

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

FactType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class FactType
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class FactType
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class FactType
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class FactType

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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FactType Members
FactType overview

Public Methods

Clone Creates a deep copy of FactType.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

FactType Constructor Initializes a new instance of the FactType class.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

FactType Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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FactType Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the FactType class.

VB

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

FactType Class | FactType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New()
[C#]
protected FactType();
[C++]
protected: FactType();
[JScript]
protected function FactType();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FactType Methods
The methods of the FactType class are listed here. For a complete list of FactType class members, see the FactType Members
topic.

Public Methods

Clone For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

FactType Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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FactType.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of FactType.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of FactType.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FactType Class | FactType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

Public MustOverride Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public abstract object Clone();
[C++]
public: virtual Object* Clone() = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function Clone() : Object;
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FileRuleStore Class
Implementation of the RuleStore class for storing rule sets in the file system.

For a list of all members of this type, see FileRuleStore Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStore
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.FileRuleStore

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

FileRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

Public Class FileRuleStore
   Inherits RuleStore
[C#]
public class FileRuleStore : RuleStore
[C++]
public __gc class FileRuleStore : public RuleStore
[JScript]
public class FileRuleStore extends RuleStore
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FileRuleStore Members
FileRuleStore overview

Public Constructors

FileRuleStore Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the FileRuleStore class.

Public Properties

Credentials (inherited from RuleStore) Gets the user credentials used to access the rule store.
Location (inherited from RuleStore) Gets the rule set repository.

Public Methods

Add Overloaded. Saves the specified item to the rule store.
DisableAuthorization (inherit

ed from RuleStore)
Disables authorization on the rule store.

EnableAuthorization (inherite
d from RuleStore)

Enables Authorization on the rule store.

Equals (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetAllAuthorizationGroups (i
nherited from RuleStore)

Gets all the authorization group definitions from the rule store.

GetAuthorizationGroup (inhe
rited from RuleStore)

Gets authorization group definition from the rule store.

GetDependentRuleSets (inhe
rited from RuleStore)

Gets the set of rule sets dependent on specified vocabulary.

GetDependentVocabularies (i
nherited from RuleStore)

Gets the set of vocabularies dependent on the specified vocabulary.

GetHashCode (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetReferencedVocabularies (
inherited from RuleStore)

Overloaded. Gets the set of vocabularies used by the specified rule set or vocabulary.

GetRuleSet (inherited from R
uleStore)

Overridden. Retrieves a specific version of a rule set.

GetRuleSetAsBrl (inherited fr
om RuleStore)

Retrieves a specific version of a rule set as a Business Rules Language (BRL) string.

GetRuleSetAuthoriztions (inh
erited from RuleStore)

Gets the authorizations for a rule set.

GetRuleSets Overloaded. Retrieves list of rule sets matching a specified filter.
GetType (inherited from Syst

em.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetVocabularies Overloaded. Retrieves the list of vocabularies matching a filter.
GetVocabulary Overridden. Retrieves a specific version of a vocabulary.
GetVocabularyAuthorizations

(inherited from RuleStore)
Gets the authorizations for a vocabulary.

IsAuthorizationEnabled (inhe
rited from RuleStore)

Checks if authorization is enabled on the rule store.

IsRuleSetAccessible (inherite
d from RuleStore)

Checks if the rule set is accessible based on current authorization settings.

IsVocabularyAccessible (inhe
rited from RuleStore)

Checks if the vocabulary is accessible based on current authorization settings.

Publish (inherited from Rule
Store)

Overloaded. Publishes rule sets and vocabularies.

Remove Overloaded. Removes the specific versions of the specified rule sets and vocabularies from the ru
le store.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
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RemoveAuthorizationGroups
(inherited from RuleStore)

Removes authorization group definitions from the rule store.

Save (inherited from RuleSt
ore)

Overloaded. Saves the specified rule sets or vocabularies to the rule store.

SaveAuthorizationGroups (in
herited from RuleStore)

Saves authorization group definitions to the rule store.

SetRuleSetAuthorizations (in
herited from RuleStore)

Overloaded. Sets the authorizations for a rule set.

SetVocabularyAuthorizations
(inherited from RuleStore)

Overloaded. Sets the authorizations for a vocabulary.

ToString (inherited from Syst
em.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

Converter (inherited from RuleStore) For more information see the RuleStore class.

Protected Methods

ChangeUser (inherited fro
m RuleStore)

Switches to alternate credentials (null if not changed).

CheckVersion (inherited fro
m RuleStore)

Compares two VersionInfo records.

Finalize (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

GetReferencedVocabularies
(inherited from RuleStore)

Overloaded. Get the set of vocabularies used by the specified rule set or vocabulary.

Info (inherited from RuleSt
ore)

Overloaded. Overloaded. Returns a summary about a particular rule set or vocabulary.

MemberwiseClone (inherit
ed from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

FileRuleStore Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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FileRuleStore Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the FileRuleStore class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the FileRuleStore class with the location (URI) of the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public FileRuleStore(System.String);

[C++] public: FileRuleStore(System.String);

[JScript] public function FileRuleStore(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the FileRuleStore class with the location (URI) of the rule store, and a language converter object.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, IRuleLanguageConverter)

[C#] public FileRuleStore(System.String, IRuleLanguageConverter);

[C++] public: FileRuleStore(System.String, IRuleLanguageConverter*);

[JScript] public function FileRuleStore(System.String, IRuleLanguageConverter);

Initializes a new instance of the FileRuleStore class with the location (URI) of the rule store, and optional credentials for accessing
the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity)

[C#] public FileRuleStore(System.String, System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity);

[C++] public: FileRuleStore(System.String, System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity);

[JScript] public function FileRuleStore(System.String, System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity);

Initializes a new instance of the FileRuleStore class with the location (URI) of the rule store, optional credentials for accessing the
rule store, and a language converter object.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity, IRuleLanguageConverter)

[C#] public FileRuleStore(System.String, System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity, IRuleLanguageConverter);

[C++] public: FileRuleStore(System.String, System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity, IRuleLanguageConverter*);

[JScript]
public function FileRuleStore(System.String, System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity, IRuleLanguageConverter);

See Also

FileRuleStore Class | FileRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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FileRuleStore Constructor (System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the FileRuleStore class using the specified location.

VB

Parameters

location
Location (URI) of the rule store.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

FileRuleStore Class | FileRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | FileRuleStore Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal location As String _
)
[C#]
public FileRuleStore(
   string location
);
[C++]
public: FileRuleStore(
   String* location
);
[JScript]
public function FileRuleStore(
   location : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FileRuleStore Constructor (System.String,
IRuleLanguageConverter)
Initializes a new instance of the FileRuleStore class using the specified location and converter.

VB

Parameters

location
Location (URI) of the rule store.

converter
Language converter object.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

FileRuleStore Class | FileRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | FileRuleStore Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal location As String, _
   ByVal converter As IRuleLanguageConverter _
)
[C#]
public FileRuleStore(
   string location,
   IRuleLanguageConverter converter
);
[C++]
public: FileRuleStore(
   String* location,
   IRuleLanguageConverter* converter
);
[JScript]
public function FileRuleStore(
   location : String,
   converter : IRuleLanguageConverter
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FileRuleStore Constructor (System.String,
System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity)
Initializes a new instance of the FileRuleStore class.

VB

Parameters

location
Location (URI) of the rule store.

credentials
Optional credentials for accessing the rule store.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

FileRuleStore Class | FileRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | FileRuleStore Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal location As String, _
   ByVal credentials As WindowsIdentity _
)
[C#]
public FileRuleStore(
   string location,
   WindowsIdentity credentials
);
[C++]
public: FileRuleStore(
   String* location,
   WindowsIdentity* credentials
);
[JScript]
public function FileRuleStore(
   location : String,
   credentials : WindowsIdentity
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FileRuleStore Constructor (System.String,
System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity,
IRuleLanguageConverter)
Initializes a new instance of the FileRuleStore class.

VB

Parameters

location
Location (URI) of the rule store.

credentials
Optional credentials for accessing the rule store.

converter
Language converter object.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

FileRuleStore Class | FileRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | FileRuleStore Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal location As String, _
   ByVal credentials As WindowsIdentity, _
   ByVal converter As IRuleLanguageConverter _
)
[C#]
public FileRuleStore(
   string location,
   WindowsIdentity credentials,
   IRuleLanguageConverter converter
);
[C++]
public: FileRuleStore(
   String* location,
   WindowsIdentity* credentials,
   IRuleLanguageConverter* converter
);
[JScript]
public function FileRuleStore(
   location : String,
   credentials : WindowsIdentity,
   converter : IRuleLanguageConverter
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FileRuleStore Methods
The methods of the FileRuleStore class are listed here. For a complete list of FileRuleStore class members, see the
FileRuleStore Members topic.

Public Methods

Add Overloaded. Saves the specified item to the rule store.
DisableAuthorization (inherit

ed from RuleStore)
Disables authorization on the rule store.

EnableAuthorization (inherite
d from RuleStore)

Enables Authorization on the rule store.

Equals (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetAllAuthorizationGroups (i
nherited from RuleStore)

Gets all the authorization group definitions from the rule store.

GetAuthorizationGroup (inhe
rited from RuleStore)

Gets authorization group definition from the rule store.

GetDependentRuleSets (inhe
rited from RuleStore)

Gets the set of rule sets dependent on specified vocabulary.

GetDependentVocabularies (i
nherited from RuleStore)

Gets the set of vocabularies dependent on the specified vocabulary.

GetHashCode (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetReferencedVocabularies (
inherited from RuleStore)

Overloaded. Gets the set of vocabularies used by the specified rule set or vocabulary.

GetRuleSet (inherited from R
uleStore)

Overridden. Retrieves a specific version of a rule set.

GetRuleSetAsBrl (inherited fr
om RuleStore)

Retrieves a specific version of a rule set as a Business Rules Language (BRL) string.

GetRuleSetAuthoriztions (inh
erited from RuleStore)

Gets the authorizations for a rule set.

GetRuleSets Overloaded. Retrieves list of rule sets matching a specified filter.
GetType (inherited from Syst

em.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetVocabularies Overloaded. Retrieves the list of vocabularies matching a filter
GetVocabulary Overridden. Retrieves a specific version of a vocabulary.
GetVocabularyAuthorizations

(inherited from RuleStore)
Gets the authorizations for a vocabulary.

IsAuthorizationEnabled (inhe
rited from RuleStore)

Checks if authorization is enabled on the rule store.

IsRuleSetAccessible (inherite
d from RuleStore)

Checks if the rule set is accessible based on current authorization settings.

IsVocabularyAccessible (inhe
rited from RuleStore)

Checks if the Vocabulary is accessible based on current authorization settings.

Publish (inherited from Rule
Store)

Overloaded. Publishes rule sets and vocabularies.

Remove Overloaded. Removes the specific versions of the specified rule sets and vocabularies from the ru
le store.

RemoveAuthorizationGroups
(inherited from RuleStore)

Removes authorization group definitions from the rule store.

Save (inherited from RuleSt
ore)

Overloaded. Saves the specified rule set or vocabulary to the rule store.

SaveAuthorizationGroups (in
herited from RuleStore)

Saves authorization group definitions to the rule store.

SetRuleSetAuthorizations (in
herited from RuleStore)

Overloaded. Sets the authorizations for a rule set.
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SetVocabularyAuthorizations
(inherited from RuleStore)

Overloaded. Sets the authorizations for a vocabulary.

ToString (inherited from Syst
em.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

ChangeUser (inherited fro
m RuleStore)

Switches to alternate credentials (null if not changed).

CheckVersion (inherited fro
m RuleStore)

Compares two VersionInfo records.

Finalize (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

GetReferencedVocabularies
(inherited from RuleStore)

Overloaded. Returns the list of referenced vocabularies.

Info (inherited from RuleSt
ore)

Overloaded. Overloaded. Returns a summary about a particular rule set or vocabulary.

MemberwiseClone (inherit
ed from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

FileRuleStore Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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FileRuleStore.Add Method
Adds rule sets and vocabularies to the rule store.

Overload List

Adds the specified rule set to the rule store with a Boolean value indicating whether the rule set should be published.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Sub Add(RuleSet, System.Boolean)

[C#] public override void Add(RuleSet, System.Boolean);

[C++] public: void Add(RuleSet*, System.Boolean);

[JScript] public override function Add(RuleSet, System.Boolean);

Adds the specified rule sets to the rule store with a Boolean value indicating whether they should be published.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Sub Add(RuleSetDictionary, System.Boolean)

[C#] public override void Add(RuleSetDictionary, System.Boolean);

[C++] public: void Add(RuleSetDictionary*, System.Boolean);

[JScript] public override function Add(RuleSetDictionary, System.Boolean);

Adds the specified vocabulary to the rule store with a Boolean value indicating whether it should be published.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Sub Add(Vocabulary, System.Boolean)

[C#] public override void Add(Vocabulary, System.Boolean);

[C++] public: void Add(Vocabulary*, System.Boolean);

[JScript] public override function Add(Vocabulary, System.Boolean);

Adds the specified vocabularies to the rule store with a Boolean value indicating whether they should be published.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Sub Add(VocabularyDictionary, System.Boolean)

[C#] public override void Add(VocabularyDictionary, System.Boolean);

[C++] public: void Add(VocabularyDictionary*, System.Boolean);

[JScript] public override function Add(VocabularyDictionary, System.Boolean);

Adds the specified rule sets and vocabularies to the rule store with a Boolean value indicating whether they should be published.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Sub Add(RuleSetDictionary, VocabularyDictionary, System.Boolean)

[C#] public override void Add(RuleSetDictionary, VocabularyDictionary, System.Boolean);

[C++] public: void Add(RuleSetDictionary*, VocabularyDictionary*, System.Boolean);

[JScript] public override function Add(RuleSetDictionary, VocabularyDictionary, System.Boolean);

Inherited from RuleStore.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Add(RuleSet)

[C#] public void Add(RuleSet);

[C++] public: void Add(RuleSet*);

[JScript] public function Add(RuleSet);

Inherited from RuleStore.



 

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Add(RulesetCollection)

[C#] public void Add(RulesetCollection);

[C++] public: void Add(RulesetCollection*);

[JScript] public function Add(RulesetCollection);

Inherited from RuleStore.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Add(Vocabulary)

[C#] public void Add(Vocabulary);

[C++] public: void Add(Vocabulary*);

[JScript] public function Add(Vocabulary);

Inherited from RuleStore.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Add(VocabularyCollection)

[C#] public void Add(VocabularyCollection);

[C++] public: void Add(VocabularyCollection*);

[JScript] public function Add(VocabularyCollection);

See Also

FileRuleStore Class | FileRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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FileRuleStore.Add Method (RuleSet, System.Boolean)
Adds the specified rule set to the rule store with a Boolean value indicating whether it should be published.

VB

Parameters

ruleset
The rule set to be added to the rule store.

publish
Indicates whether the rule set should be published.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

FileRuleStore Class | FileRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | FileRuleStore.Add Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Overloads Public Sub Add( _
   ByVal ruleset As RuleSet, _
   ByVal publish As Boolean _
)
[C#]
public override void Add(
   RuleSet ruleset,
   bool publish
);
[C++]
public: void Add(
   RuleSet* ruleset,
   bool publish
);
[JScript]
public override function Add(
   ruleset : RuleSet,
   publish : Boolean
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FileRuleStore.Add Method (RulesetCollection, System.Boolean)
Adds the specified rule sets to the rule store with a Boolean value indicating whether they should be published.

VB

Parameters

ruleSet
Rule set to add to the rule store.

publish
Indicates whether the rule set should be published.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

FileRuleStore Class | FileRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | FileRuleStore.Add Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Overrides Overloads Public Sub Add( _
   ByVal ruleSet As RuleSet, _
   ByVal publish As Boolean _
)
[C#]
public override void Add(
   RuleSet ruleSet,
   bool publish
);
[C++]
public: void Add(
   RuleSet* ruleSet,
   bool publish
);
[JScript]
public override function Add(
   ruleSet : RuleSet,
   publish : Boolean
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FileRuleStore.Add Method (Vocabulary, System.Boolean)
Adds the specified vocabulary to the rule store with a Boolean value indicating whether it should be published.

VB

Parameters

vocabulary
Vocabulary to be added to the rule store.

publish
Indicates whether the vocabulary should be published.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

FileRuleStore Class | FileRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | FileRuleStore.Add Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Overloads Public Sub Add( _
   ByVal vocabulary As Vocabulary, _
   ByVal publish As Boolean _
)
[C#]
public override void Add(
   Vocabulary vocabulary,
   bool publish
);
[C++]
public: void Add(
   Vocabulary* vocabulary,
   bool publish
);
[JScript]
public override function Add(
   vocabulary : Vocabulary,
   publish : Boolean
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FileRuleStore.Add Method (VocabularyDictionary,
System.Boolean)
Adds a collection of vocabularies to the rule store.

VB

Parameters

vocabularies
Vocabulary dictionary to add.

publish
Flag to indicate if vocabularies are marked as published.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

FileRuleStore Class | FileRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | FileRuleStore.Add Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Overloads Public Sub Add( _
   ByVal vocabularies As VocabularyDictionary, _
   ByVal publish As Boolean _
)
[C#]
public override void Add(
   VocabularyDictionary vocabularies,
   bool publish
);
[C++]
public: void Add(
   VocabularyDictionary* vocabularies,
   bool publish
);
[JScript]
public override function Add(
   vocabularies : VocabularyDictionary,
   publish : Boolean
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FileRuleStore.Add Method (RuleSetDictionary,
VocabularyDictionary, System.Boolean)
Adds a collection of vocabularies to the rule store.

VB

Parameters

rulesets
Rule sets to be added to the rule store.

vocabularies
Vocabularies to be added to the rule store.

publish
Indicates whether the rule sets and vocabularies should be published.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

FileRuleStore Class | FileRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | FileRuleStore.Add Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Overloads Public Sub Add( _
   ByVal ruleSets As RuleSetDictionary, _
   ByVal vocabularies As VocabularyDictionary, _
   ByVal publish As Boolean _
)
[C#]
public override void Add(
   RuleSetDictionary ruleSets,
   VocabularyDictionary vocabularies,
   bool publish
);
[C++]
public: void Add(
   RuleSetDictionary* ruleSets,
   VocabularyDictionary* vocabularies,
   bool publish
);
[JScript]
public override function Add(
   ruleSets : RuleSetDictionary,
   vocabularies : VocabularyDictionary,
   publish : Boolean
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FileRuleStore.GetRuleSet Method
Returns the specified rule set.

VB

Parameters

rsInfo
RuleSetInfo for the rule set.

Return Value

rule set having the specified information.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

FileRuleStore Class | FileRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function GetRuleSet( _
   ByVal ruleset As RuleSetInfo _
) As RuleSet
[C#]
public override RuleSet GetRuleSet(
   RuleSetInfo ruleset
);
[C++]
public: RuleSet* GetRuleSet(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleset
);
[JScript]
public override function GetRuleSet(
   ruleset : RuleSetInfo
) : RuleSet;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FileRuleStore.GetRuleSets Method
Retrieves a list of rule sets matching a specified filter

Overload List

Retrieves a list of RuleSet objects matching a specified filter.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Function GetRuleSets(RuleStore.Filter) As RuleSetInfoCollection

[C#] public override RuleSetInfoCollection GetRuleSets(RuleStore.Filter);

[C++] public: RuleSetInfoCollection* GetRuleSets(RuleStore.Filter);

[JScript] public override function GetRuleSets(RuleStore.Filter) : RuleSetInfoCollection;

Retrieves a collection of RuleSetInfos for rule sets defined in the rule store whose name matches the name specified.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Overrides Public Function GetRuleSets(System.String, RuleStore.Filter) As RuleSetInfoCollection

[C#] public override RuleSetInfoCollection GetRuleSets(System.String, RuleStore.Filter);

[C++] public: RuleSetInfoCollection* GetRuleSets(System.String, RuleStore.Filter);

[JScript] public override function GetRuleSets(System.String, RuleStore.Filter) : RuleSetInfoCollection;

See Also

FileRuleStore Class | FileRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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FileRuleStore.GetRuleSets Method (RuleStore.Filter)
Retrieves list of rule sets matching a specified filter.

VB

Parameters

rulesetFilter
Filter to reduce the size of your search; for more information, see Remarks.

Return Value

A collection of rule sets that match with your criteria.

Remarks

rulesetFilter can be one of All, Published, Latest, or LatestPublished.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

FileRuleStore Class | FileRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | FileRuleStore.GetRuleSets Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Overloads Public Function GetRuleSets( _
   ByVal rulesetFilter As RuleStore.Filter _
) As RuleSetInfoCollection
[C#]
public override RuleSetInfoCollection GetRuleSets(
   RuleStore.Filter rulesetFilter
);
[C++]
public: RuleSetInfoCollection* GetRuleSets(
   RuleStore.Filter rulesetFilter
);
[JScript]
public override function Get s(
   rulesetFilter : RuleStore.Filter
) : RuleSetInfoCollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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FileRuleStore.GetRuleSets Method (System.String,
RuleStore.Filter)
Retrieves a list of rule sets using the specified name and rule set filters.

VB

Parameters

name
The name of the rule set to search for.

rulesetFilter
The filter to reduce the size of your search; for more information, see Remarks.

Return Value

A collection of rule sets that match the supplied name.

Remarks

rulesetFilter can be one of All, Published, Latest, or LatestPublished.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

FileRuleStore Class | FileRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | FileRuleStore.GetRuleSets Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Overloads Public Function GetRuleSets( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal rulesetFilter As RuleStore.Filter _
) As RuleSetInfoCollection
[C#]
public override RuleSetInfoCollection GetRuleSets(
   string name,
   RuleStore.Filter rulesetFilter
);
[C++]
public: RuleSetInfoCollection* GetRuleSets(
   String* name,
   RuleStore.Filter rulesetFilter
);
[JScript]
public override function GetRuleSets(
   name : String,
   rulesetFilter : RuleStore.Filter
) : RuleSetInfoCollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FileRuleStore.GetVocabularies Method
Retrieves the list of vocabularies matching a filter.

Overload List

Retrieves a collection of vocabularies that match the specified criteria.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Function GetVocabularies(RuleStore.Filter) As VocabularyInfoCollection

[C#] public override VocabularyInfoCollection GetVocabularies(RuleStore.Filter);

[C++] public: VocabularyInfoCollection* GetVocabularies(RuleStore.Filter);

[JScript] public override function GetVocabularies(RuleStore.Filter) : VocabularyInfoCollection;

Retrieves a collection of vocabularies with the specified name and matching the specified criteria.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Overrides Public Function GetVocabularies(System.String, RuleStore.Filter) As VocabularyInfoCollection

[C#] public override VocabularyInfoCollection GetVocabularies(System.String, RuleStore.Filter);

[C++] public: VocabularyInfoCollection* GetVocabularies(System.String, RuleStore.Filter);

[JScript] public override function GetVocabularies(System.String, RuleStore.Filter) : VocabularyInfoCollection;

See Also

FileRuleStore Class | FileRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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FileRuleStore.GetVocabularies Method (RuleStore.Filter)
Retrieves the list of vocabularies matching the specified filter.

VB

Parameters

vocabularyFilter
Filter to reduce the size of your search; for more information, see Remarks.

Return Values

A collection of vocabularies matching the supplied criteria.

Remarks

vocabularyFilter can be one of All, Published, Latest, or LatestPublished.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

FileRuleStore Class | FileRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | FileRuleStore.GetVocabularies Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Overloads Public Function GetVocabularies( _
   ByVal vocabularyFilter As RuleStore.Filter _
) As VocabularyInfoCollection
[C#]
public override VocabularyInfoCollection GetVocabularies(
   RuleStore.Filter vocabularyFilter
);
[C++]
public: VocabularyInfoCollection* GetVocabularies(
   RuleStore.Filter vocabularyFilter
);
[JScript]
public override function GetVocabularies(
   vocabularyFilter : RuleStore.Filter
) : VocabularyInfoCollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FileRuleStore.GetVocabularies Method (System.String,
RuleStore.Filter)
Retrieves a collection of vocabularies with the specified name and matching the specified criteria.

VB

Parameters

name
The name of the vocabularies to retrieve.

vocabularyFilter
Filter to reduce the size of your search; for more information, see Remarks.

Return Values

A collection of vocabularies matching the supplied criteria.

Remarks

vocabularyFilter can be one of All, Published, Latest, or LatestPublished.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

FileRuleStore Class | FileRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | FileRuleStore.GetVocabularies Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Overloads Public Function GetVocabularies( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal vocabularyFilter As RuleStore.Filter _
) As VocabularyInfoCollection
[C#]
public override VocabularyInfoCollection GetVocabularies(
   string name,
   RuleStore.Filter vocabularyFilter
);
[C++]
public: VocabularyInfoCollection* GetVocabularies(
   String* name,
   RuleStore.Filter vocabularyFilter
);
[JScript]
public override function GetVocabularies(
   name : String,
   vocabularyFilter : RuleStore.Filter
) : VocabularyInfoCollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FileRuleStore.GetVocabulary Method
Retrieves the specified vocabulary from the rule store.

VB

Parameters

vocabulary
The VocabularyInfo to retrieve.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

FileRuleStore Class | FileRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function GetVocabulary( _
   ByVal vocabulary As VocabularyInfo _
) As Vocabulary
[C#]
public override Vocabulary GetVocabulary(
   VocabularyInfo vocabulary
);
[C++]
public: Vocabulary* GetVocabulary(
   VocabularyInfo* vocabulary
);
[JScript]
public override function GetVocabulary(
   vocabulary : VocabularyInfo
) : Vocabulary;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FileRuleStore.Remove Method
Removes the specified rule set or vocabulary from the rule store.

Overload List

Removes the specified ruleset from the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Sub Remove(RuleSetInfo)

[C#] public override void Remove(RuleSetInfo);

[C++] public: void Remove(RuleSetInfo*);

[JScript] public override function Remove(RuleSetInfo);

Removes the specified rule sets from the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Sub Remove(RuleSetInfoCollection)

[C#] public override void Remove(RuleSetInfoCollection);

[C++] public: void Remove(RuleSetInfoCollection*);

[JScript] public override function Remove(RuleSetInfoCollection);

Removes the specified vocabulary from the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Sub Remove(VocabularyInfo)

[C#] public override void Remove(VocabularyInfo);

[C++] public: void Remove(VocabularyInfo*);

[JScript] public override function Remove(VocabularyInfo);

Removes the specified vocabularies from the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Sub Remove(VocabularyInfoCollection)

[C#] public override void Remove(VocabularyInfoCollection);

[C++] public: void Remove(VocabularyInfoCollection*);

[JScript] public override function Remove(VocabularyInfoCollection);

Inherited from RuleStore.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Remove(RuleSet)

[C#] public void Remove(RuleSet);

[C++] public: void Remove(RuleSet*);

[JScript] public function Remove(RuleSet);

Inherited from RuleStore.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Remove(RulesetCollection)

[C#] public void Remove(RulesetCollection);

[C++] public: void Remove(RulesetCollection*);

[JScript] public function Remove(RulesetCollection);

Inherited from RuleStore.



 

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Remove(Vocabulary)

[C#] public void Remove(Vocabulary);

[C++] public: void Remove(Vocabulary*);

[JScript] public function Remove(Vocabulary);

Inherited from RuleStore.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Remove(VocabularyCollection)

[C#] public void Remove(VocabularyCollection);

[C++] public: void Remove(VocabularyCollection*);

[JScript] public function Remove(VocabularyCollection);

See Also

FileRuleStore Class | FileRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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FileRuleStore.Remove Method (RuleSetInfo)
Removes the specified rule set from the rule store.

VB

Parameters

ruleset
RuleSetInfo corresponding to the ruleset to remove.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

FileRuleStore Class | FileRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | FileRuleStore.Remove Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Overloads Public Sub Remove( _
   ByVal ruleset As RuleSetInfo _
)
[C#]
public override void Remove(
   RuleSetInfo ruleset
);
[C++]
public: void Remove(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleset
);
[JScript]
public override function Remove(
   ruleset : RuleSetInfo
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FileRuleStore.Remove Method (RuleSetInfoCollection)
Removes the specified rule sets from the rule store.

VB

Parameters

rulesets
RuleSetInfoCollection corresponding to the rule sets to remove.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

FileRuleStore Class | FileRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | FileRuleStore.Remove Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Overloads Public Sub Remove( _
   ByVal rulesets As RuleSetInfoCollection _
)
[C#]
public override void Remove(
   RuleSetInfoCollection rulesets
);
[C++]
public: void Remove(
   RuleSetInfoCollection* rulesets
);
[JScript]
public override function Remove(
   rulesets : RuleSetInfoCollection
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FileRuleStore.Remove Method (VocabularyInfo)
Removes the specified vocabulary from the rule store.

VB

Parameters

vocabulary
VocabularyInfo to remove.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

FileRuleStore Class | FileRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | FileRuleStore.Remove Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Overloads Public Sub Remove( _
   ByVal vocabulary As VocabularyInfo _
)
[C#]
public override void Remove(
   VocabularyInfo vocabulary
);
[C++]
public: void Remove(
   VocabularyInfo* vocabulary
);
[JScript]
public override function Remove(
   vocabulary : VocabularyInfo
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FileRuleStore.Remove Method (VocabularyInfoCollection)
Removes the specified vocabularies from the rule store.

VB

Parameters

vocabularies
VocabularyInfoCollection to remove.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

FileRuleStore Class | FileRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | FileRuleStore.Remove Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Overloads Public Sub Remove( _
   ByVal vocabularies As VocabularyInfoCollection _
)
[C#]
public override void Remove(
   VocabularyInfoCollection vocabularies
);
[C++]
public: void Remove(
   VocabularyInfoCollection* vocabularies
);
[JScript]
public override function Remove(
   vocabularies : VocabularyInfoCollection
);
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FindAll Class
Represents the regular expression find all operation used in rule conditions and actions.

For a list of all members of this type, see FindAll Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RegExFunction
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.FindAll

VB

Remarks

FindAll returns an array of substrings that match the regular expression. For more information on how matching is performed,
see System.Text.RegularExpressions.RegEx.Matches.

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

FindAll Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class FindAll
   Inherits RegExFunction
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class FindAll : RegExFunction
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class FindAll : public RegExFunction
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class FindAll extends RegExFunction

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21099
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FindAll Members
FindAll overview

Public Constructors

FindAll Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the FindAll class.

Public Properties

InputString (inherited from Re
gExFunction)

Gets or sets the input string.

RegularExpression (inherited fr
om RegExFunction)

Gets or sets the regular expression to match.

Type (inherited from Term) Gets the type of term.
VocabularyLink (inherited from

Term)
Gets or sets the optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary el
ement containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of FindAll.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (Inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

FindAll Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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FindAll Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the FindAll class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the FindAll class with the expression to match and the input string argument.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term)

[C#] public FindAll(Term, Term);

[C++] public: FindAll(Term*, Term*);

[JScript] public function FindAll(Term, Term);

Initializes a new instance of the FindAll class with the expression to match, the input string argument, and the vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public FindAll(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: FindAll(Term*, Term*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function FindAll(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

See Also

FindAll Class | FindAll Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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FindAll Constructor (Term, Term)
Initializes a new instance of the FindAll class with the expression to match and the input string argument.

VB

Parameters

regularExpression
The regular expression to match. regularExpression must be a Term of type string.

inputString
The input string argument for the find operation.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

FindAll Class | FindAll Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | FindAll Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal regularExpression As Term, _
   ByVal inputString As Term _
)
[C#]
public FindAll(
   Term regularExpression,
   Term inputString
);
[C++]
public: FindAll(
   Term* regularExpression,
   Term* inputString
);
[JScript]
public function FindAll(
   regularExpression : Term,
   inputString : Term
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FindAll Constructor (Term, Term, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the FindAll class with the expression to match, the input string argument, and the vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

regularExpression
The regular expression to match. regularExpression must be a Term of type string.

inputString
The input string argument for the find operation.

vocabularyLink
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the term.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

FindAll Class | FindAll Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | FindAll Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal regularExpression As Term, _
   ByVal inputString As Term, _
   ByVal vocabularyLink As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public FindAll(
   Term regularExpression,
   Term inputString,
   VocabularyLink vocabularyLink
);
[C++]
public: FindAll(
   Term* regularExpression,
   Term* inputString,
   VocabularyLink* vocabularyLink
);
[JScript]
public function FindAll(
   regularExpression : Term,
   inputString : Term,
   vocabularyLink : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FindAll Methods
The methods of the FindAll class are listed here. For a complete list of FindAll class members, see the FindAll Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of FindAll.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (Inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

FindAll Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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FindAll.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of FindAll.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of FindAll.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

FindAll Class | FindAll Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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FindFirst Class
Represents the find first operation.

For a list of all members of this type, see FindFirst Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RegExFunction
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.FindFirst

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

The find first operation is used to locate the first occurrence of a regular expression within a given input string. The output of the
function is the first occurrence of the regular expression in the input string or null if the regular expression is not found. For more
information on how matching is performed, see System.Text.RegularExpressions.RegEx.Match.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

FindFirst Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class FindFirst
   Inherits RegExFunction
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class FindFirst : RegExFunction
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class FindFirst : public RegExFunction
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class FindFirst extends RegExFunction
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FindFirst Members
FindFirst overview

Public Constructors

FindFirst Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the FindFirst class.

Public Properties

InputString (inherited from Re
gExFunction)

Gets or sets the input string.

RegularExpression (inherited fr
om RegExFunction)

Gets or sets the regular expression to match.

Type (inherited from Term) Gets the type of term.
VocabularyLink (inherited fro

m Term)
Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary 
element containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of FindFirst.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (Inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

FindFirst Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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FindFirst Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the FindFirst class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the FindFirst class with the regular expression and the input string argument.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term)

[C#] public FindFirst(Term, Term);

[C++] public: FindFirst(Term*, Term*);

[JScript] public function FindFirst(Term, Term);

Initializes a new instance of the FindFirst class with the regular expression, the input string argument, and the vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public FindFirst(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: FindFirst(Term*, Term*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function FindFirst(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

See Also

FindFirst Class | FindFirst Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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FindFirst Constructor (Term, Term)
Initializes a new instance of the FindFirst class with the regular expression and the input string argument.

VB

Parameters

regularExpression
The regular expression to match. regularexpression must be a Term of type string.

inputString
The input string argument for the find first operation.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

FindFirst Class | FindFirst Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | FindFirst Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal regularExpression As Term, _
   ByVal inputString As Term _
)
[C#]
public FindFirst(
   Term regularExpression,
   Term inputString
);
[C++]
public: FindFirst(
   Term* regularExpression,
   Term* inputString
);
[JScript]
public function FindFirst(
   regularExpression : Term,
   inputString : Term
);
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FindFirst Constructor (Term, Term, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the FindFirst class with the regular expression, the input string argument, and the vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

regularExpression
The regular expression to match. regularexpression must be a Term of type string.

inputString
The input string argument for the find first operation.

vocabularyLink
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the term.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

FindFirst Class | FindFirst Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | FindFirst Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal regularExpression As Term, _
   ByVal inputString As Term, _
   ByVal vocabularyLink As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public FindFirst(
   Term regularExpression,
   Term inputString,
   VocabularyLink vocabularyLink
);
[C++]
public: FindFirst(
   Term* regularExpression,
   Term* inputString,
   VocabularyLink* vocabularyLink
);
[JScript]
public function FindFirst(
   regularExpression : Term,
   inputString : Term,
   vocabularyLink : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FindFirst Methods
The methods of the FindFirst class are listed here. For a complete list of FindFirst class members, see the FindFirst Members
topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of FindFirst.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

FindFirst Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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FindFirst.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of FindFirst.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of FindFirst.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

FindFirst Class | FindFirst Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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Function Class
Base class for all functions used as predicate arguments or rule actions.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Function Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class Function
   Inherits Term
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class Function : Term
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class Function : public Term
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class Function extends Term
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Function Members
Public Properties

Type (inherited from Te
rm)

Gets the type of term.

VocabularyLink (inherite
d from Term)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary element 
containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

Public Methods

Clone (inherited from T
erm)

Creates a deep copy of Function.

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Function Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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GreaterThan Class
Represents the relational greater than operator.

For a list of all members of this type, see GreaterThan Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.LogicalExpression
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Predicate
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RelationalPredicate
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.GreaterThan

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

GreaterThan Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class GreaterThan
   Inherits RelationalPredicate
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class GreaterThan : RelationalPredicate
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class GreaterThan : public
   RelationalPredicate
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class GreaterThan extends RelationalPredicate
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GreaterThan Members
GreaterThan overview

Public Constructors

GreaterThan Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the GreaterThan class.

Public Properties

LeftArgument (inherited from
RelationalPredicate)

Gets or sets the left argument of the predicate.

RightArgument (inherited fro
m RelationalPredicate)

Gets or sets the right argument of the predicate.

Type (inherited from Logical
Expression)

Gets the type of logical expression.

VocabularyLink (inherited fro
m LogicalExpression)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary el
ement containing a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of GreaterThan.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

GreaterThan Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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GreaterThan Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the GreaterThan class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the GreaterThan class with the left and right arguments.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term)

[C#] public GreaterThan(Term, Term);

[C++] public: GreaterThan(Term*, Term*);

[JScript] public function GreaterThan(Term, Term);

Initializes a new instance of the GreaterThan class with the left argument, right argument, and the vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public GreaterThan(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: GreaterThan(Term*, Term*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function GreaterThan(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

See Also

GreaterThan Class | GreaterThan Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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GreaterThan Constructor (Term, Term)
Initializes a new instance of the GreaterThan class with the left and right arguments.

VB

Parameters

leftArgument
The left argument of the predicate.

rightArgument
The right argument of the predicate.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

GreaterThan Class | GreaterThan Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | GreaterThan Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal leftArgument As Term, _
   ByVal rightArgument As Term _
)
[C#]
public GreaterThan(
   Term leftArgument,
   Term rightArgument
);
[C++]
public: GreaterThan(
   Term* leftArgument,
   Term* rightArgument
);
[JScript]
public function GreaterThan(
   leftArgument : Term,
   rightArgument : Term
);
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GreaterThan Constructor (Term, Term, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the GreaterThan class with the left argument, right argument, and the vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

leftArgument
The left argument of the predicate.

rightArgument
The right argument of the predicate.

link
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the logical expression.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

GreaterThan Class | GreaterThan Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | GreaterThan Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal leftArgument As Term, _
   ByVal rightArgument As Term, _
   ByVal link As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public GreaterThan(
   Term leftArgument,
   Term rightArgument,
   VocabularyLink link
);
[C++]
public: GreaterThan(
   Term* leftArgument,
   Term* rightArgument,
   VocabularyLink* link
);
[JScript]
public function GreaterThan(
   leftArgument : Term,
   rightArgument : Term,
   link : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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GreaterThan Methods
The methods of the GreaterThan class are listed here. For a complete list of GreaterThan class members, see the
GreaterThan Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of GreaterThan.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

GreaterThan Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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GreaterThan.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of GreaterThan.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of GreaterThan.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

GreaterThan Class | GreaterThan Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
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GreaterThanEqual Class
Represents the relational greater than or equal to operator.

For a list of all members of this type, see GreaterThanEqual Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.LogicalExpression
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Predicate
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RelationalPredicate
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.GreaterThanEqual

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

GreaterThanEqual Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class GreaterThanEqual
   Inherits RelationalPredicate
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class GreaterThanEqual : RelationalPredicate
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class GreaterThanEqual : public
   RelationalPredicate
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class GreaterThanEqual extends RelationalPredicate

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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GreaterThanEqual Members
GreaterThanEqual overview

Public Constructors

GreaterThanEqual Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the GreaterThanEqual class.

Public Properties

LeftArgument (inherited from
RelationalPredicate)

Left argument of the predicate.

RightArgument (inherited fro
m RelationalPredicate)

Right argument of the predicate.

Type (inherited from Logical
Expression)

Gets the type of term.

VocabularyLink (inherited fro
m LogicalExpression)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary el
ement containing a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of GreaterThanEqual.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

GreaterThanEqual Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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GreaterThanEqual Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the GreaterThanEqual class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the GreaterThanEqual class with the right and left arguments.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term)

[C#] public GreaterThanEqual(Term, Term);

[C++] public: GreaterThanEqual(Term*, Term*);

[JScript] public function GreaterThanEqual(Term, Term);

Initializes a new instance of the GreaterThanEqual class with the right argument, left argument, and vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public GreaterThanEqual(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: GreaterThanEqual(Term*, Term*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function GreaterThanEqual(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

See Also

GreaterThanEqual Class | GreaterThanEqual Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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GreaterThanEqual Constructor (Term, Term)
Initializes a new instance of the GreaterThanEqual class with the right and left arguments.

VB

Parameters

leftArgument
The left argument of the predicate.

rightArgument
The right argument of the predicate.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

GreaterThanEqual Class | GreaterThanEqual Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
GreaterThanEqual Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal leftArgument As Term, _
   ByVal rightArgument As Term _
)
[C#]
public GreaterThanEqual(
   Term leftArgument,
   Term rightArgument
);
[C++]
public: GreaterThanEqual(
   Term* leftArgument,
   Term* rightArgument
);
[JScript]
public function GreaterThanEqual(
   leftArgument : Term,
   rightArgument : Term
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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GreaterThanEqual Constructor (Term, Term, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the GreaterThanEqual class with the right argument, left argument, and vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

leftArgument
The left argument of the predicate.

rightArgument
The right argument of the predicate.

link
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the logical expression.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

GreaterThanEqual Class | GreaterThanEqual Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
GreaterThanEqual Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal leftArgument As Term, _
   ByVal rightArgument As Term, _
   ByVal link As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public GreaterThanEqual(
   Term leftArgument,
   Term rightArgument,
   VocabularyLink link
);
[C++]
public: GreaterThanEqual(
   Term* leftArgument,
   Term* rightArgument,
   VocabularyLink* link
);
[JScript]
public function GreaterThanEqual(
   leftArgument : Term,
   rightArgument : Term,
   link : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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GreaterThanEqual Methods
The methods of the GreaterThanEqual class are listed here. For a complete list of GreaterThanEqual class members, see the
GreaterThanEqual Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of GreaterThanEqual.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

GreaterThanEqual Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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GreaterThanEqual.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of GreaterThanEqual.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of GreaterThanEqual.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

GreaterThanEqual Class | GreaterThanEqual Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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Halt Class
Represents the halt operation.

For a list of all members of this type, see Halt Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.Halt

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

The halt operation stops rule engine execution and optionally clears the agenda. The return type of the halt operation is void.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Halt Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class Halt
   Inherits Function
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class Halt : Function
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class Halt : public Function
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class Halt extends Function
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Halt Members
Halt overview

Public Constructors

Halt Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the Halt class.

Public Properties

ClearAgenda Gets or sets a Term indicating whether the agenda is cleared when Halt is executed.
Type (inherited from Te

rm)
Gets the type of term.

VocabularyLink (inherit
ed from Term)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary elemen
t containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Halt.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (Inherited from T
erm)

For more information, see Term Class.

See Also

Halt Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Halt Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Halt class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the Halt class with a Term indicating whether the agenda is cleared when Halt is executed.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term)

[C#] public Halt(Term);

[C++] public: Halt(Term*);

[JScript] public function Halt(Term);

Initializes a new instance of the Halt class with a Term indicating whether the agenda is cleared when Halt is executed and a
vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public Halt(Term, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: Halt(Term*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function Halt(Term, VocabularyLink);

See Also

Halt Class | Halt Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Halt Constructor (Term)
Initializes a new instance of the Halt class with a Term indicating whether the agenda is cleared when Halt is executed.

VB

Parameters

clearAgenda
Determines if the agenda is cleared when Halt is executed.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Halt Class | Halt Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Halt Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal clearAgenda As Term _
)
[C#]
public Halt(
   Term clearAgenda
);
[C++]
public: Halt(
   Term* clearAgenda
);
[JScript]
public function Halt(
   clearAgenda : Term
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Halt Constructor (Term, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the Halt class with a Term indicating whether the agenda is cleared when Halt is executed and a
vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

clearAgenda
Determines if the agenda is cleared when Halt is executed.

vocabularyLink
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the term.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Halt Class | Halt Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Halt Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal clearAgenda As Term, _
   ByVal vocabularyLink As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public Halt(
   Term clearAgenda,
   VocabularyLink vocabularyLink
);
[C++]
public: Halt(
   Term* clearAgenda,
   VocabularyLink* vocabularyLink
);
[JScript]
public function Halt(
   clearAgenda : Term,
   vocabularyLink : VocabularyLink
);
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Halt Properties
The properties of the Halt class are listed here. For a complete list of Halt class members, see the Halt Members topic.

Public Properties

ClearAgenda Determines if the agenda is cleared when Halt is executed.
Type (inherited from Te

rm)
The type of the logical expression.

VocabularyLink (inherit
ed from Term)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary elemen
t containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

See Also

Halt Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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Halt.ClearAgenda Property
Gets or sets a Term indicating whether the agenda is cleared when Halt is executed.

VB

Remarks

Halt will clear the agenda only if ClearAgenda resolves to true.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Halt Class | Halt Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Property ClearAgenda As Term
[C#]
public Term ClearAgenda {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Term* get_ClearAgenda();
public: __property void set_ClearAgenda(Term*);
[JScript]
public function get ClearAgenda() : Term;
public function set ClearAgenda(Term);
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Halt Methods
The methods of the Halt class are listed here. For a complete list of Halt class members, see the Halt Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Halt.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (Inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Halt Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Halt.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of Halt.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of Halt.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Halt Class | Halt Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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HistoryCollection Class
Represents a collection of objects derived from Microsoft.RuleEngine.VersionInfo class.

For a list of all members of this type, see HistoryCollection Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.HistoryCollection

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

HistoryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class HistoryCollection
   Implements ICollection, IEnumerable, ICloneable
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class HistoryCollection : ICollection, IEnumerable,
   ICloneable
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class HistoryCollection : public ICollection,
   IEnumerable, ICloneable
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class HistoryCollection implements ICollection, IEnumerable,
   ICloneable
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HistoryCollection Members
HistoryCollection overview

Public Properties

Count Gets the number of items in the collection.
IsSynchronized Gets a value that indicates whether access to the collection is synchronized (thread-safe).
Item Gets an object from the collection using the specified index.
SyncRoot Gets an object that can be used to synchronize access to the collection.

Public Methods

Add Adds the specified version information to the collection.
Clone Performs a deep copy of the HistoryCollection class.
CopyTo Copies the collection into the specified array, starting at the specified index into the array.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator Retrieves an enumerator for the items in the collection.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

NextMajorVersion Overloaded. Creates a new version information object with the MajorVersion incremented by one an
d adds the object to the collection.

NextMinorVersion Overloaded. Creates a new version information object with the MinorVersion incremented by one an
d adds the object to the collection.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

HistoryCollection Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HistoryCollection Properties
The properties of the HistoryCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of HistoryCollection class members, see the
HistoryCollection Members topic.

Public Properties

Count Gets the number of items in the collection.
IsSynchronized Gets a value that indicates whether access to the collection is synchronized (thread-safe).
Item Gets an object from the collection using the specified index.
SyncRoot Gets an object that can be used to synchronize access to the collection.

See Also

HistoryCollection Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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HistoryCollection.Count Property
Gets the number of items in the collection.

VB

Implements

ICollection.Count

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

HistoryCollection Class | HistoryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Count As Integer  Implements _
   ICollection.Count
[C#]
public virtual int Count {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual int get_Count();
[JScript]
public function get Count() : int;
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HistoryCollection.IsSynchronized Property
Gets a value that indicates whether access to the collection is synchronized (thread-safe).

VB

Implements

ICollection.IsSynchronized

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

HistoryCollection Class | HistoryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property IsSynchronized As Boolean  _
   Implements ICollection.IsSynchronized
[C#]
public virtual bool IsSynchronized {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_IsSynchronized();
[JScript]
public function get IsSynchronized() : Boolean;
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HistoryCollection.Item Property
Gets an object from the collection using the specified index.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the HistoryCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

index
Index of the object to retrieve.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
Index of the object to retrieve.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

HistoryCollection Class | HistoryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As VersionInfo
[C#]
public VersionInfo this[
   int index
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property VersionInfo* get_Item(
   int index
);
[JScript]
returnValue = HistoryCollectionObject.Item(index);
-or-
returnValue = HistoryCollectionObject(index);
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HistoryCollection.SyncRoot Property
Gets an object that can be used to synchronize access to the collection.

VB

Implements

ICollection.SyncRoot

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

HistoryCollection Class | HistoryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property SyncRoot As Object  Implements _
   _
   ICollection.SyncRoot
[C#]
public virtual object SyncRoot {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual Object* get_SyncRoot();
[JScript]
public function get SyncRoot() : Object;
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HistoryCollection Methods
The methods of the HistoryCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of HistoryCollection class members, see the
HistoryCollection Members topic.

Public Methods

Add Adds the specified version information to the collection.
Clone Performs a deep copy of the HistoryCollection class.
CopyTo Copies the collection into the specified array, starting at the specified index into the array.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator Retrieves an enumerator for the items in the collection.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

NextMajorVersion Overloaded. Creates a new version information object with the MajorVersion incremented by one an
d adds the object to the collection.

NextMinorVersion Overloaded. Creates a new version information object with the MinorVersion incremented by one an
d adds the object to the collection.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

HistoryCollection Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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HistoryCollection.Add Method
Adds the specified version information to the collection.

VB

Parameters

item
Version information item to be added to the collection.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

HistoryCollection Class | HistoryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub Add( _
   ByVal item As VersionInfo _
)
[C#]
public void Add(
   VersionInfo item
);
[C++]
public: void Add(
   VersionInfo* item
);
[JScript]
public function Add(
   item : VersionInfo
);
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HistoryCollection.Clone Method
Performs a deep copy of the HistoryCollection class.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

HistoryCollection Class | HistoryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public virtual object Clone();
[C++]
public: virtual Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public function Clone() : Object;
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HistoryCollection.CopyTo Method
Copies the collection into the specified array, starting at the specified index into the array.

VB

Parameters

array
Array into which the items are to be copied.

arrayIndex
The index into the array at which the copying will start.

Implements

ICollection.CopyTo

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

HistoryCollection Class | HistoryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub CopyTo( _
   ByVal array As Array, _
   ByVal arrayIndex As Integer _
) Implements ICollection.CopyTo
[C#]
public virtual void CopyTo(
   Array array,
   int arrayIndex
);
[C++]
public: virtual void CopyTo(
   Array* array,
   int arrayIndex
);
[JScript]
public function CopyTo(
   array : Array,
   arrayIndex : int
);
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HistoryCollection.GetEnumerator Method
Retrieves an enumerator for the items in the collection.

VB

Implements

IEnumerable.GetEnumerator

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

HistoryCollection Class | HistoryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Function GetEnumerator() As IEnumerator _
   Implements IEnumerable.GetEnumerator
[C#]
public virtual IEnumerator GetEnumerator();
[C++]
public: virtual IEnumerator* GetEnumerator();
[JScript]
public function GetEnumerator() : IEnumerator;
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HistoryCollection.NextMajorVersion Method
Creates a new version information object with the MajorVersion incremented by one and adds the object to the collection.

Overload List

Creates a new version information object with the specified description and adds it to the collection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub NextMajorVersion(System.String)

[C#] public void NextMajorVersion(System.String);

[C++] public: void NextMajorVersion(System.String);

[JScript] public function NextMajorVersion(System.String);

Creates a new version information object with the specified description, creation time, and creating entity, and adds it to the
collection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub NextMajorVersion(System.String, System.DateTime, System.String)

[C#] public void NextMajorVersion(System.String, System.DateTime, System.String);

[C++] public: void NextMajorVersion(System.String, System.DateTime, System.String);

[JScript] public function NextMajorVersion(System.String, System.DateTime, System.String);

See Also

HistoryCollection Class | HistoryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HistoryCollection.NextMajorVersion Method (System.String)
Creates a new version information object with the MajorVersion incremented by one and using the specified description, and
adds the object to the collection.

VB

Parameters

description
A description for the new version.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

HistoryCollection Class | HistoryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
HistoryCollection.NextMajorVersion Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Overloads Public Sub NextMajorVersion( _
   ByVal description As String _
)
[C#]
public void NextMajorVersion(
   string description
);
[C++]
public: void NextMajorVersion(
   String* description
);
[JScript]
public function NextMajorVersion(
   description : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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HistoryCollection.NextMajorVersion Method (System.String,
System.DateTime, System.String)
Creates a new version information object with the MajorVersion incremented by one, using the specified description, creation
time, and creating identity, and adds the creation to the collection.

VB

Parameters

description
A description for the new version.

modifiedTime
The time at which the new version was created.

modifiedBy
Identifier of the entity that created the new version.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

HistoryCollection Class | HistoryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
HistoryCollection.NextMajorVersion Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Sub NextMajorVersion( _
   ByVal description As String, _
   ByVal modifiedTime As DateTime, _
   ByVal modifiedBy As String _
)
[C#]
public void NextMajorVersion(
   string description,
   DateTime modifiedTime,
   string modifiedBy
);
[C++]
public: void NextMajorVersion(
   String* description,
   DateTime modifiedTime,
   String* modifiedBy
);
[JScript]
public function NextMajorVersion(
   description : String,
   modifiedTime : DateTime,
   modifiedBy : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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HistoryCollection.NextMinorVersion Method
Overloaded. Creates a new version information object with the MinorVersion incremented by one, and adds the object to the
collection.

Overload List

Creates a new version information object with the specified description and adds it to the collection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub NextMinorVersion(System.String)

[C#] public void NextMinorVersion(System.String);

[C++] public: void NextMinorVersion(System.String);

[JScript] public function NextMinorVersion(System.String);

Creates a new version information object with the MinorVersion incremented by one, using the specified description, creation
time, and creating entity, and adds the object to the collection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub NextMinorVersion(System.String, System.DateTime, System.String)

[C#] public void NextMinorVersion(System.String, System.DateTime, System.String);

[C++] public: void NextMinorVersion(System.String, System.DateTime, System.String);

[JScript] public function NextMinorVersion(System.String, System.DateTime, System.String);

See Also

HistoryCollection Class | HistoryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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HistoryCollection.NextMinorVersion Method (System.String)
Creates a new version information object with the MinorVersion incremented by one, using the specified description, and adds
the object to the collection.

VB

Parameters

description
A description for the new version.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

HistoryCollection Class | HistoryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
HistoryCollection.NextMinorVersion Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overloads Public Sub NextMinorVersion( _
   ByVal description As String _
)
[C#]
public void NextMinorVersion(
   string description
);
[C++]
public: void NextMinorVersion(
   String* description
);
[JScript]
public function NextMinorVersion(
   description : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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HistoryCollection.NextMinorVersion Method (System.String,
System.DateTime, System.String)
Creates a new version information object with the MinorVersion incremented by one, using the specified description, creation
time, and creating entity, and adds the object to the collection.

VB

Parameters

description
A description for the new version.

modifiedTime
The time at which the new version was created.

modifiedBy
Identifier of the entity that created the new version.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

HistoryCollection Class | HistoryCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
HistoryCollection.NextMinorVersion Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Overloads Public Sub NextMinorVersion( _
   ByVal description As String, _
   ByVal modifiedTime As DateTime, _
   ByVal modifiedBy As String _
)
[C#]
public void NextMinorVersion(
   string description,
   DateTime modifiedTime,
   string modifiedBy
);
[C++]
public: void NextMinorVersion(
   String* description,
   DateTime modifiedTime,
   String* modifiedBy
);
[JScript]
public function NextMinorVersion(
   description : String,
   modifiedTime : DateTime,
   modifiedBy : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Hour Class
Represents the hour of the day operator.

For a list of all members of this type, see Hour Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.TemporalFunction
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.Hour

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

The return value of the operation is an integer in the range of 0 to 23.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Hour Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class Hour
   Inherits TemporalFunction
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class Hour : TemporalFunction
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class Hour : public TemporalFunction
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class Hour extends TemporalFunction

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Hour Members
Hour overview

Public Constructors

Hour Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the Hour class.

Public Properties

DateTime (inherited from Te
mporalFunction)

Gets or sets the term representing the DateTime to which the temporal function is applied.

Type (inherited from Term) Gets the type of term.
VocabularyLink (inherited fr

om Term)
Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary ele
ment containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Hour.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (Inherited from T
erm)

For more information, see Term Class.

See Also

Hour Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Hour Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Hour class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the Hour class with the specified DateTime.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term)

[C#] public Hour(Term);

[C++] public: Hour(Term*);

[JScript] public function Hour(Term);

Initializes a new instance of the Hour class with the specified DateTime and vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public Hour(Term, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: Hour(Term*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function Hour(Term, VocabularyLink);

See Also

Hour Class | Hour Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Hour Constructor (Term)
Initializes a new instance of the Hour class with the hour.

VB

Parameters

dateTime
The DateTime.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Hour Class | Hour Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Hour Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal dateTime As Term _
)
[C#]
public Hour(
   Term dateTime
);
[C++]
public: Hour(
   Term* dateTime
);
[JScript]
public function Hour(
   dateTime : Term
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Hour Constructor (Term, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the Hour class with the hour and vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

dateTime
The DateTime.

link
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the term.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Hour Class | Hour Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Hour Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal dateTime As Term, _
   ByVal link As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public Hour(
   Term dateTime,
   VocabularyLink link
);
[C++]
public: Hour(
   Term* dateTime,
   VocabularyLink* link
);
[JScript]
public function Hour(
   dateTime : Term,
   link : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Hour Methods
The methods of the Hour class are listed here. For a complete list of Hour class members, see the Hour Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Hour.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (Inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Hour Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Hour.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of Hour.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of Hour.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Hour Class | Hour Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IFactCreator Interface
Represents the interface exposed by fact creator objects used to generate facts for policy testing.

For a list of all members of this type, see IFactCreator Members.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

IFactCreator Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Interface IFactCreator
[C#]
public interface IFactCreator
[C++]
public __gc __interface IFactCreator
[JScript]
public interface IFactCreator

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IFactCreator Members
IFactCreator overview

Public Methods

CreateFacts Creates an array of objects to be used as facts for policy execution.
GetFactTypes Retrieves an array of types of the facts that will be created for the specified rule set.

See Also

IFactCreator Interface | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IFactCreator Methods
The methods of the IFactCreator interface are listed here. For a complete list of IFactCreator interface members, see the
IFactCreator Members topic.

Public Methods

CreateFacts Creates an array of objects to be used as facts for policy execution.
GetFactTypes Retrieves an array of types of the facts that will be created for the specified rule set.

See Also

IFactCreator Interface | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IFactCreator.CreateFacts Method
Creates an array of objects to be used as facts for policy execution.

VB

Parameters

rulesetInfo
Reference to a rule set information object.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IFactCreator Interface | IFactCreator Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function CreateFacts( _
   ByVal rulesetInfo As RuleSetInfo _
) As Object()
[C#]
object[] CreateFacts(
   RuleSetInfo rulesetInfo
);
[C++]
Object* CreateFacts(
   RuleSetInfo* rulesetInfo
)  __gc[];
[JScript]
function CreateFacts(
   rulesetInfo : RuleSetInfo
) : Object[];

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IFactCreator.GetFactTypes Method
Retrieves an array of types of the facts that will be created for the specified rule set.

VB

Parameters

rulesetInfo
Reference to a rule set information object.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IFactCreator Interface | IFactCreator Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function GetFactTypes( _
   ByVal rulesetInfo As RuleSetInfo _
) As Type()
[C#]
Type[] GetFactTypes(
   RuleSetInfo rulesetInfo
);
[C++]
Type* GetFactTypes(
   RuleSetInfo* rulesetInfo
) [];
[JScript]
function GetFactTypes(
   rulesetInfo : RuleSetInfo
) : Type[];

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IFactRetriever Interface
Defines methods exposed by fact retrievers.

Caution  BizTalk Server 2004 contains two interfaces with the name IFactRetreiver. This page contains information about the
IFactRetreiver interface in the Microsoft.RuleEngine namespace. For information about the IFactRetreiver class in the
Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime namespace, see IFactRetriever.

For a list of all members of this type, see IFactRetriever Members.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

IFactRetriever Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Interface IFactRetriever
[C#]
public interface IFactRetriever
[C++]
public __gc __interface IFactRetriever
[JScript]
public interface IFactRetriever

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IFactRetriever Members
IFactRetriever overview

Public Methods

UpdateFacts Updates the long term facts for the specified rule engine instance.

See Also

IFactRetriever Interface | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IFactRetriever Methods
The methods of the IFactRetriever interface are listed here. For a complete list of IFactRetriever interface members, see the
IFactRetriever Members topic.

Public Methods

UpdateFacts Updates the long term facts for the specified rule engine instance.

See Also

IFactRetriever Interface | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IFactRetriever.UpdateFacts Method
Updates the long term facts for the specified rule engine instance.

VB

Return Value

Handle to identify updated facts.

Parameters

rulesetInfo
Rule set information.

engine
Rule engine instance.

factsHandleIn
Last facts handle.

Remarks

factsHandleIn is null when the method is first called. For subsequent calls, factsHandleIn is the return value of the previous
UpdateFacts call.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IFactRetriever Interface | IFactRetriever Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function UpdateFacts( _
   ByVal ruleSetInfo As RuleSetInfo, _
   ByVal engine As RuleEngine, _
   ByVal factsHandleIn As Object _
) As Object
[C#]
object UpdateFacts(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSetInfo,
   RuleEngine engine,
   object factsHandleIn
);
[C++]
Object* UpdateFacts(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSetInfo,
   RuleEngine* engine,
   Object* factsHandleIn
);
[JScript]
function UpdateFacts(
   ruleSetInfo : RuleSetInfo,
   engine : RuleEngine,
   factsHandleIn : Object
) : Object;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IPubSubAdapter Interface
Returns published or subscribed adapter results.

For a list of all members of this type, see IPubSubAdapter Members.

VB

Classes that Implement IPubSubAdapter

Class Description
PubSubAdapter Performs periodic polling on the database as part of the rule engine update service. PubSubAdapter also keeps 

track of any changes during a polling interval and calls back to the update service to register the changes.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

IPubSubAdapter Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Interface IPubSubAdapter
[C#]
public interface IPubSubAdapter
[C++]
public __gc __interface IPubSubAdapter
[JScript]
public interface IPubSubAdapter

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IPubSubAdapter Members
IPubSubAdapter overview

Public Methods

Publish Publishes the specified deployment message.
Subscribe Subscribes to the policy (rule set) update messages.
Unsubscribe Unsubscribes to remote update messages.

See Also

IPubSubAdapter Interface | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IPubSubAdapter Methods
The methods of the IPubSubAdapter interface are listed here. For a complete list of IPubSubAdapter interface members, see
the IPubSubAdapter Members topic.

Public Methods

Publish Publishes the specified deployment message.
Subscribe Subscribes to the policy (rule set) update messages.
Unsubscribe Unsubscribes to remote update messages.

See Also

IPubSubAdapter Interface | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IPubSubAdapter.Publish Method
Publishes the specified deployment message.

VB

Parameters

message
The specified deployment message.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPubSubAdapter Interface | IPubSubAdapter Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

Sub Publish( _
   ByVal message As PolicyUpdateInfo _
)
[C#]
void Publish(
   PolicyUpdateInfo message
);
[C++]
void Publish(
   PolicyUpdateInfo* message
);
[JScript]
function Publish(
   message : PolicyUpdateInfo
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IPubSubAdapter.Subscribe Method
Subscribes to the policy (rule set) update messages.

VB

Parameters

proc
The notification handler that handles the update messages.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPubSubAdapter Interface | IPubSubAdapter Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Sub Subscribe( _
   ByVal proc As SubscriptionMessageHandler _
)
[C#]
void Subscribe(
   SubscriptionMessageHandler proc
);
[C++]
void Subscribe(
   SubscriptionMessageHandler* proc
);
[JScript]
function Subscribe(
   proc : SubscriptionMessageHandler
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IPubSubAdapter.Unsubscribe Method
Unsubscribes to remote update messages.

VB

Parameters

proc
The notification handler that handles the update messages.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IPubSubAdapter Interface | IPubSubAdapter Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Sub Unsubscribe( _
   ByVal proc As SubscriptionMessageHandler _
)
[C#]
void Unsubscribe(
   SubscriptionMessageHandler proc
);
[C++]
void Unsubscribe(
   SubscriptionMessageHandler* proc
);
[JScript]
function Unsubscribe(
   proc : SubscriptionMessageHandler
);
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IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Interface
Interface exposed by the Rule Engine Update Service.

For a list of all members of this type, see IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Members.

VB

Remarks

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface is implemented by an update service.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Interface IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface
[C#]
public interface IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface
[C++]
public __gc __interface IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface
[JScript]
public interface IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Members
IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface overview

Public Properties

UpdateServiceId Gets a unique identifier for this update service.

Public Methods

GetDefinition Overloaded. Gets the Business Rule Language (BRL) definition for the specified v
ersion of the rule set.

GetLatest Retrieves information for the latest deployed version of the specified rule set.
GetTrackingConfigInfo Retrieves tracking configuration information for the specified rule set.
IsAuthorizationsEnabled Indicates whether authorization is enabled on the rulestore.
IsRuleSetAccessible Indicates whether the rule set is accessible.
RegisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback Registers a rule store authorization setting update callback.
RegisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback Registers a rule set deployment update callback.
UnregisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback Unregisters a rule store authorization setting update callback.
UnregisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback Unregisters a rule set deployment update callback.

See Also

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Interface | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Properties
The properties of the IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface interface are listed here. For a complete list of
IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface members, see the IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Members topic.

Public Properties

UpdateServiceId Gets a unique identifier for this update service.

See Also

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Interface | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.UpdateServiceId Property
Gets a unique identifier for this update service.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Interface | IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ReadOnly Property UpdateServiceId As Guid
[C#]
Guid UpdateServiceId {get;}
[C++]
__property Guid get_UpdateServiceId();
[JScript]
function get UpdateServiceId() : Guid;
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IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Methods
The methods of the IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface interface are listed here. For a complete list of
IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface interface members, see the IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Members topic.

Public Methods

GetDefinition Overloaded. Gets the Business Rule Language (BRL) definition for the specified v
ersion of the rule set.

GetLatest Retrieves information for the latest deployed version of the specified rule set.
GetTrackingConfigInfo Retrieves tracking configuration information for the specified rule set.
IsAuthorizationsEnabled Indicates whether authorization is enabled on the rulestore.
IsRuleSetAccessible Indicates whether the rule set is accessible.
RegisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback Registers a rule store authorization setting update callback.
RegisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback Registers a rule set deployment update callback.
UnregisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback Unregisters a rule store authorization setting update callback.
UnregisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback Unregisters a rule set deployment update callback.

See Also

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Interface | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.GetDefinition Method
Gets the Business Rule Language (BRL) definition for the specified version of the rule set.

Overload List

Gets the Business Rule Language (BRL) definition for the latest published version of the rule set with the specified name.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Function GetDefinition(System.String) As Byte()

[C#] byte[] GetDefinition(System.String);

[C++] unsigned char GetDefinition(System.String) __gc[];

[JScript] function GetDefinition(System.String) : Byte[];

Gets the Business Rule Language (BRL) definition of the specified major and minor version of the rule set with the specified name.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Function GetDefinition(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32) As Byte()

[C#] byte[] GetDefinition(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++] unsigned char GetDefinition(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32) __gc[];

[JScript] function GetDefinition(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32) : Byte[];

See Also

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Interface | IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.GetDefinition Method
(System.String)
Gets the Business Rule Language (BRL) definition for the latest published version of the rule set with the specified name.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Interface | IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.GetDefinition Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function GetDefinition( _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String _
) As Byte()
[C#]
byte[] GetDefinition(
   string ruleSetName
);
[C++]
unsigned char GetDefinition(
   String* ruleSetName
)  __gc[];
[JScript]
function GetDefinition(
   ruleSetName : String
) : Byte[];
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IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.GetDefinition Method
(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)
Gets the Business Rule Language (BRL) definition of the specified major and minor version of the rule set with the specified name.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set.

majorVersion
Major version of the rule set.

minorVersion
Minor version of the rule set.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Interface | IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.GetDefinition Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function GetDefinition( _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer _
) As Byte()
[C#]
byte[] GetDefinition(
   string ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[C++]
unsigned char GetDefinition(
   String* ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
)  __gc[];
[JScript]
function GetDefinition(
   ruleSetName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int
) : Byte[];

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.GetLatest Method
Retrieves information for the latest deployed version of the specified rule set.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Interface | IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function GetLatest( _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String _
) As RuleSetInfo
[C#]
RuleSetInfo GetLatest(
   string ruleSetName
);
[C++]
RuleSetInfo* GetLatest(
   String* ruleSetName
);
[JScript]
function GetLatest(
   ruleSetName : String
) : RuleSetInfo;
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IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.GetTrackingConfigInfo
Method
Retrieves tracking configuration information for the specified rule set.

VB

Parameters

ruleSet
Information on the rule set.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Interface | IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function GetTrackingConfigInfo( _
   ByVal ruleSet As RuleSetInfo _
) As PolicyTrackingConfigInfo
[C#]
PolicyTrackingConfigInfo GetTrackingConfigInfo(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSet
);
[C++]
PolicyTrackingConfigInfo* GetTrackingConfigInfo(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSet
);
[JScript]
function GetTrackingConfigInfo(
   ruleSet : RuleSetInfo
) : PolicyTrackingConfigInfo;
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IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.IsAuthorizationsEnabled
Method
Indicates whether authorization is enabled on the rulestore.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Interface | IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function IsAuthorizationsEnabled() As Boolean
[C#]
bool IsAuthorizationsEnabled();
[C++]
bool IsAuthorizationsEnabled();
[JScript]
function IsAuthorizationsEnabled() : Boolean;
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IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.IsRuleSetAccessible
Method
Indicates whether the rule set is accessible.

VB

Parameters

ruleSet
Information on the rule set to be accessed.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Interface | IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function IsRuleSetAccessible( _
   ByVal ruleSet As RuleSetInfo _
) As Boolean
[C#]
bool IsRuleSetAccessible(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSet
);
[C++]
bool IsRuleSetAccessible(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSet
);
[JScript]
function IsRuleSetAccessible(
   ruleSet : RuleSetInfo
) : Boolean;
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IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.RegisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback
Method
Registers a rule store authorization setting update callback.

VB

Parameters

proc
Callback to be invoked whenever there are deployment changes for the rule set.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Interface | IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub RegisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback( _
   ByVal proc As RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater _
)
[C#]
void RegisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback(
   RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater proc
);
[C++]
void RegisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback(
   RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater* proc
);
[JScript]
function RegisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback(
   proc : RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater
);
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IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.RegisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback
Method
Registers a rule set deployment update callback.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set.

proc
Callback to be invoked whenever there are deployment changes for the rule set.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Interface | IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub RegisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback( _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal proc As RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater _
)
[C#]
void RegisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback(
   string ruleSetName,
   RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater proc
);
[C++]
void RegisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback(
   String* ruleSetName,
   RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater* proc
);
[JScript]
function RegisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback(
   ruleSetName : String,
   proc : RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater
);
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IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.UnregisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback
Method
Unregisters a rule store authorization setting update callback.

VB

Parameters

proc
Callback to be removed.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Interface | IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub UnregisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback( _
   ByVal proc As RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater _
)
[C#]
void UnregisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback(
   RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater proc
);
[C++]
void UnregisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback(
   RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater* proc
);
[JScript]
function UnregisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback(
   proc : RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater
);
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IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.UnregisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback
Method
Unregisters a rule set deployment update callback.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set.

proc
Callback to be removed.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Interface | IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub UnregisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback( _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal proc As RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater _
)
[C#]
void UnregisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback(
   string ruleSetName,
   RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater proc
);
[C++]
void UnregisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback(
   String* ruleSetName,
   RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater* proc
);
[JScript]
function UnregisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback(
   ruleSetName : String,
   proc : RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater
);
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IRuleLanguageConverter Interface
Defines methods exposed by rule language converters.

For a list of all members of this type, see IRuleLanguageConverter Members.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

IRuleLanguageConverter Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Interface IRuleLanguageConverter
[C#]
public interface IRuleLanguageConverter
[C++]
public __gc __interface IRuleLanguageConverter
[JScript]
public interface IRuleLanguageConverter
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IRuleLanguageConverter Members
IRuleLanguageConverter overview

Public Methods

Load Loads a set of vocabularies and rule sets from the specified stream.
Save Saves a set of vocabularies and rule sets to the specified stream.

See Also

IRuleLanguageConverter Interface | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IRuleLanguageConverter Methods
The methods of the IRuleLanguageConverter interface are listed here. For a complete list of IRuleLanguageConverter
interface members, see the IRuleLanguageConverter Members topic.

Public Methods

Load Loads a set of vocabularies and rule sets from the specified stream.
Save Saves a set of vocabularies and rule sets to the specified stream.

See Also

IRuleLanguageConverter Interface | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IRuleLanguageConverter.Load Method
Loads a set of vocabularies and rule sets from the specified stream.

VB

Parameters

s
Stream containing rule language formatted data.

vocabularies
Returned dictionary of vocabularies in the stream.

ruleSets
Returned dictionary of rulesets in the stream.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleLanguageConverter Interface | IRuleLanguageConverter Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub Load( _
   ByVal s As Stream, _
   <Out()> ByRef vocabularies As VocabularyDictionary, _
   <Out()> ByRef ruleSets As RuleSetDictionary _
)
[C#]
void Load(
   Stream s,
   out VocabularyDictionary vocabularies,
   out RuleSetDictionary ruleSets
);
[C++]
void Load(
   Stream* s,
   [Out] VocabularyDictionary** vocabularies,
   [Out] RuleSetDictionary** ruleSets
);
[JScript]
function Load(
   s : Stream,
   vocabularies : VocabularyDictionary,
   ruleSets : RuleSetDictionary
);
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IRuleLanguageConverter.Save Method
Saves a set of vocabularies and rule sets to the specified stream.

VB

Parameters

s
Specified stream.

vocabularies
Specified vocabularies.

ruleSets
Specified rule sets.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleLanguageConverter Interface | IRuleLanguageConverter Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub Save( _
   ByVal s As Stream, _
   ByVal vocabularies As VocabularyDictionary, _
   ByVal ruleSets As RuleSetDictionary _
)
[C#]
void Save(
   Stream s,
   VocabularyDictionary vocabularies,
   RuleSetDictionary ruleSets
);
[C++]
void Save(
   Stream* s,
   VocabularyDictionary* vocabularies,
   RuleSetDictionary* ruleSets
);
[JScript]
function Save(
   s : Stream,
   vocabularies : VocabularyDictionary,
   ruleSets : RuleSetDictionary
);
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IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Interface
Defines methods exposed by rule set deployment drivers.

For a list of all members of this type, see IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Members.

VB

Classes that Implement IRuleSetDeploymentDriver

Class Description
RuleSetDeploymentDriver Defines methods exposed by rule set deployment drivers.

Remarks

A rule set deployment driver is used to import, export, deploy, undeploy, and set tracking configuration for rule sets and
vocabularies.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Interface IRuleSetDeploymentDriver
[C#]
public interface IRuleSetDeploymentDriver
[C++]
public __gc __interface IRuleSetDeploymentDriver
[JScript]
public interface IRuleSetDeploymentDriver
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IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Members
IRuleSetDeploymentDriver overview

Public Methods

Deploy Deploys the specified rule set in the current rule store.
ExportRuleSetToFileRuleStore Exports the specified rule set from the current rule store to a rule language file.
ExportVocabularyToFileRuleStore Exports the specified rule language file to the current rule store.
GetDeployedRuleSets Overloaded. Retrieves the collection of deployed rule sets from the current rule store.
GetDeploymentHistory Retrieves a snapshot of the deployment history for the current rule store.
GetDeploymentHistoryToken Retrieves the maximum deployment history row ID.
GetPublishedUndeployedRuleSets Retrieves the published rule sets that have been deployed.
GetRuleStore Retrieves the current rule store.
GetTrackingConfigForRuleSet Retrieves the tracking configuration options for a specified rule set.
ImportAndPublishFileRuleStore Imports a specified rule language file to the current rule store.
IsRuleSetDeployed Determines if the specified rule set is deployed.
SetTrackingConfigForRuleSet Sets the tracking configuration for the specified rule set.
Undeploy Undeploys the specified rule set from the current rule store.

See Also

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Interface | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Methods
The methods of the IRuleSetDeploymentDriver interface are listed here. For a complete list of IRuleSetDeploymentDriver
interface members, see the IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Members topic.

Public Methods

Deploy Deploys the specified rule set in the current rule store.
ExportRuleSetToFileRuleStore Exports the specified rule set from the current rule store to a rule language file.
ExportVocabularyToFileRuleStore Exports the specified rule language file to the current rule store.
GetDeployedRuleSets Overloaded. Retrieves the collection of deployed rule sets from the current rule store.
GetDeploymentHistory Retrieves a snapshot of the deployment history for the current rule store.
GetDeploymentHistoryToken Retrieves the maximum deployment history row ID.
GetPublishedUndeployedRuleSets Retrieves the published rule sets that have been deployed.
GetRuleStore Retrieves the current rule store.
GetTrackingConfigForRuleSet Retrieves the tracking configuration options for a specified rule set.
ImportAndPublishFileRuleStore Imports a specified rule language file to the current rule store.
IsRuleSetDeployed Determines if the specified rule set is deployed.
SetTrackingConfigForRuleSet Sets the tracking configuration for the specified rule set.
Undeploy Undeploys the specified rule set from the current rule store.

See Also

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Interface | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.Deploy Method
Deploys the specified rule set in the current rule store.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetInfo
The rule set to be deployed.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Interface | IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Sub Deploy( _
   ByVal ruleSetInfo As RuleSetInfo _
)
[C#]
void Deploy(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSetInfo
);
[C++]
void Deploy(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSetInfo
);
[JScript]
function Deploy(
   ruleSetInfo : RuleSetInfo
);
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IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.ExportRuleSetToFileRuleStore
Method
Exports the specified rule set from the current rule store to a rule language file.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetInfo
The rule set to be exported.

fullFileName
Fully qualified path name to the rule language file.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Interface | IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Sub ExportRuleSetToFileRuleStore( _
   ByVal ruleSetInfo As RuleSetInfo, _
   ByVal fullFileName As String _
)
[C#]
void ExportRuleSetToFileRuleStore(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSetInfo,
   string fullFileName
);
[C++]
void ExportRuleSetToFileRuleStore(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSetInfo,
   String* fullFileName
);
[JScript]
function ExportRuleSetToFileRuleStore(
   ruleSetInfo : RuleSetInfo,
   fullFileName : String
);
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IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.ExportVocabularyToFileRuleStore
Method
Exports the specified vocabulary to the specified file.

VB

Parameters

vocabularyInfo
The vocabulary to be exported.

fullFileName
Fully qualified path to the rule language file.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Interface | IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Sub ExportVocabularyToFileRuleStore( _
   ByVal vocabularyInfo As VocabularyInfo, _
   ByVal fullFileName As String _
)
[C#]
void ExportVocabularyToFileRuleStore(
   VocabularyInfo vocabularyInfo,
   string fullFileName
);
[C++]
void ExportVocabularyToFileRuleStore(
   VocabularyInfo* vocabularyInfo,
   String* fullFileName
);
[JScript]
function ExportVocabularyToFileRuleStore(
   vocabularyInfo : VocabularyInfo,
   fullFileName : String
);
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IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeployedRuleSets Method
Retrieves the collection of deployed rule sets from the current rule store using the rule set name.

Overload List

Retrieves the collection of deployed rule sets from the current rule store using the rule set name.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Function GetDeployedRuleSets() As RuleSetInfoCollection

[C#] RuleSetInfoCollection GetDeployedRuleSets();

[C++] RuleSetInfoCollection* GetDeployedRuleSets();

[JScript] function GetDeployedRuleSets() : RuleSetInfoCollection;

Retrieves the collection of deployed rule sets from the current rule store using the rule set name.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Function GetDeployedRuleSets(System.String) As RuleSetInfoCollection

[C#] RuleSetInfoCollection GetDeployedRuleSets(System.String);

[C++] RuleSetInfoCollection* GetDeployedRuleSets(System.String);

[JScript] function GetDeployedRuleSets(System.String) : RuleSetInfoCollection;

See Also

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Interface | IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeployedRuleSets Method
Retrieves the collection of deployed rule sets from the current rule store.

VB

Return Value

A RuleSetInfoCollection of deployed rule sets.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Interface | IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeployedRuleSets Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function GetDeployedRuleSets() As RuleSetInfoCollection
[C#]
RuleSetInfoCollection GetDeployedRuleSets();
[C++]
RuleSetInfoCollection * GetDeployedRuleSets();
[JScript]
function GetDeployedRuleSets() : RuleSetInfoCollection;
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IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeployedRuleSets Method
(System.String)
Retrieves the collection of deployed rule sets from the current rule store using the rule set name.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetName
Rule set name.

Return Value

A RuleSetInfoCollection of deployed rule sets.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Interface | IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeployedRuleSets Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function GetDeployedRuleSets( _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String _
) As RuleSetInfoCollection
[C#]
RuleSetInfoCollection GetDeployedRuleSets(
   string ruleSetName
);
[C++]
RuleSetInfoCollection * GetDeployedRuleSets(
   String* ruleSetName
);
[JScript]
function GetDeployedRuleSets(
   ruleSetName : String
) : RuleSetInfoCollection;
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IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeploymentHistory Method
Retrieves a snapshot of the deployment history for the current rule store.

VB

Parameters

sincetoken
Identifier for the last deployment snapshot.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Interface | IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Function GetDeploymentHistory( _
   ByVal sinceToken As DeploymentHistoryToken _
) As DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection
[C#]
DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection GetDeploymentHistory(
   DeploymentHistoryToken sinceToken
);
[C++]
DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection* GetDeploymentHistory(
   DeploymentHistoryToken* sinceToken
);
[JScript]
function GetDeploymentHistory(
   sinceToken : DeploymentHistoryToken
) : DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection;
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IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeploymentHistoryToken
Method
Retrieves the maximum deployment history row ID.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Interface | IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function GetDeploymentHistoryToken() As DeploymentHistoryToken
[C#]
DeploymentHistoryToken GetDeploymentHistoryToken();
[C++]
DeploymentHistoryToken* GetDeploymentHistoryToken();
[JScript]
function GetDeploymentHistoryToken() : DeploymentHistoryToken;
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IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetPublishedUndeployedRuleSets
Method
Retrieves the published rule sets that have been deployed.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Interface | IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function GetPublishedUndeployedRuleSets() As RuleSetInfoCollection
[C#]
RuleSetInfoCollection GetPublishedUndeployedRuleSets();
[C++]
RuleSetInfoCollection* GetPublishedUndeployedRuleSets();
[JScript]
function GetPublishedUndeployedRuleSets() : RuleSetInfoCollection;
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IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetRuleStore Method
Retrieves the current rule store.

VB

Return Value

The current RuleStore.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Interface | IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function GetRuleStore() As RuleStore
[C#]
RuleStore GetRuleStore();
[C++]
RuleStore* GetRuleStore();
[JScript]
function GetRuleStore() : RuleStore;
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IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetTrackingConfigForRuleSet
Method
Retrieves the tracking configuration options for a specified rule set.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetInfo
Information about the rule set.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Interface | IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function GetTrackingConfigForRuleSet( _
   ByVal ruleSetInfo As RuleSetInfo _
) As TrackingConfiguration
[C#]
TrackingConfiguration GetTrackingConfigForRuleSet(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSetInfo
);
[C++]
TrackingConfiguration* GetTrackingConfigForRuleSet(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSetInfo
);
[JScript]
function GetTrackingConfigForRuleSet(
   ruleSetInfo : RuleSetInfo
) : TrackingConfiguration;
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IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.ImportAndPublishFileRuleStore
Method
Imports a specified rule language file to the current rule store.

VB

Parameters

fullFileName
Fully qualified path to the rule language file.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Interface | IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Sub ImportAndPublishFileRuleStore( _
   ByVal fullFileName As String _
)
[C#]
void ImportAndPublishFileRuleStore(
   string fullFileName
);
[C++]
void ImportAndPublishFileRuleStore(
   String* fullFileName
);
[JScript]
function ImportAndPublishFileRuleStore(
   fullFileName : String
);
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IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.IsRuleSetDeployed Method
Determines whether the specified rule set is deployed.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetInfo
Information about the rule set.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Interface | IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Function IsRuleSetDeployed( _
   ByVal ruleSetInfo As RuleSetInfo _
) As Boolean
[C#]
bool IsRuleSetDeployed(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSetInfo
);
[C++]
bool IsRuleSetDeployed(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSetInfo
);
[JScript]
function IsRuleSetDeployed(
   ruleSetInfo : RuleSetInfo
) : Boolean;
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IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.SetTrackingConfigForRuleSet
Method
Sets the tracking configuration for the specified rule set.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetInfo
Information about the rule set.

trackingConfig
Tracking configuration.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Interface | IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Sub SetTrackingConfigForRuleSet( _
   ByVal ruleSetInfo As RuleSetInfo, _
   ByVal trackingConfig As TrackingConfiguration _
)
[C#]
void SetTrackingConfigForRuleSet(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSetInfo,
   TrackingConfiguration trackingConfig
);
[C++]
void SetTrackingConfigForRuleSet(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSetInfo,
   TrackingConfiguration* trackingConfig
);
[JScript]
function SetTrackingConfigForRuleSet(
   ruleSetInfo : RuleSetInfo,
   trackingConfig : TrackingConfiguration
);
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IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.Undeploy Method
Undeploys the specified rule set from the current rule store.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetInfo
Information about the rule set.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Interface | IRuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Sub Undeploy( _
   ByVal ruleSetInfo As RuleSetInfo _
)
[C#]
void Undeploy(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSetInfo
);
[C++]
void Undeploy(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSetInfo
);
[JScript]
function Undeploy(
   ruleSetInfo : RuleSetInfo
);
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IRuleSetExecutor Interface
Defines methods exposed by rule set executors.

For a list of all members of this type, see IRuleSetExecutor Members.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

IRuleSetExecutor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Interface IRuleSetExecutor
[C#]
public interface IRuleSetExecutor
[C++]
public __gc __interface IRuleSetExecutor
[JScript]
public interface IRuleSetExecutor
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IRuleSetExecutor Members
IRuleSetExecutor overview

Public Methods

Assert Overloaded. Adds an object containing facts into working memory.
Clear Clears the agenda, resets working memory, and halts the running of the rule engine.
ClearAgenda Clears the agenda without impacting working memory.
Execute Overloaded. Executes rules in the agenda.
Halt Halts the running of the rule engine and optionally resets the agenda.
Retract Overloaded. Removes an object containing facts from working memory.
RetractByType Overloaded. Removes objects of the specified type from working memory.
SetCompensationHandler Sets the compensation handler used to process run time exceptions.
SetTrackingInterceptor Sets the tracking interceptor used to track rule engine operation.
Update Overloaded. Updates objects containing facts in working memory.

See Also

IRuleSetExecutor Interface | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IRuleSetExecutor Methods
The methods of the IRuleSetExecutor interface are listed here. For a complete list of IRuleSetExecutor interface members, see
the IRuleSetExecutor Members topic.

Public Methods

Assert Overloaded. Adds an object containing facts into working memory.
Clear Clears the agenda, resets working memory, and halts the running of the rule engine.
ClearAgenda Clears the agenda without impacting working memory.
Execute Overloaded. Executes rules in the agenda.
Halt Halts the running of the rule engine and optionally resets the agenda.
Retract Overloaded. Removes an object containing facts from working memory.
RetractByType Overloaded. Removes objects of the specified type from working memory.
SetCompensationHandler Sets the compensation handler used to process run time exceptions.
SetTrackingInterceptor Sets the tracking interceptor used to track rule engine operation.
Update Overloaded. Updates objects containing facts in working memory.

See Also

IRuleSetExecutor Interface | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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IRuleSetExecutor.Assert Method
Adds an object containing facts into working memory.

Overload List

Adds an object containing facts into working memory.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Sub Assert(System.Object)

[C#] void Assert(System.Object);

[C++] void Assert(System.Object);

[JScript] function Assert(System.Object);

Adds an array of objects containing facts into working memory.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Sub Assert(System.Object())

[C#] void Assert(System.Object[]);

[C++] void Assert(System.Object[]);

[JScript] function Assert(System.Object[]);

See Also

IRuleSetExecutor Interface | IRuleSetExecutor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IRuleSetExecutor.Assert Method (System.Object)
Adds an object containing facts into working memory.

VB

Parameters

facts
Object containing facts.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleSetExecutor Interface | IRuleSetExecutor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | IRuleSetExecutor.Assert Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub Assert( _
   ByVal facts As Object _
)
[C#]
void Assert(
   object facts
);
[C++]
void Assert(
   Object* facts
);
[JScript]
function Assert(
   facts : Object
);
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IRuleSetExecutor.Assert Method (System.Object[])
Adds an array of objects containing facts into working memory.

VB

Parameters

facts
Array of objects containing facts.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleSetExecutor Interface | IRuleSetExecutor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | IRuleSetExecutor.Assert Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Sub Assert( _
   ByVal facts() As Object _
)
[C#]
void Assert(
   object[] facts
);
[C++]
void Assert(
   Object* facts __gc[]
);
[JScript]
function Assert(
   facts : Object[]
);
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IRuleSetExecutor.Clear Method
Clears the agenda, resets working memory, and halts the running of the rule engine.

VB

Remarks

When working memory is reset, all facts are cleared.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleSetExecutor Interface | IRuleSetExecutor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Sub Clear()
[C#]
void Clear();
[C++]
void Clear();
[JScript]
function Clear();
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IRuleSetExecutor.ClearAgenda Method
Clears the agenda.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IRuleSetExecutor Interface | IRuleSetExecutor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Sub ClearAgenda()
[C#]
void ClearAgenda();
[C++]
void ClearAgenda();
[JScript]
function ClearAgenda();
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IRuleSetExecutor.Execute Method
Executes any rules present in the agenda.

Overload List

Executes any rules present in the agenda.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Sub Execute()

[C#] void Execute();

[C++] void Execute();

[JScript] function Execute();

Add the specified facts to working memory and executes any rules that are fired as a result.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Sub Execute(System.Object)

[C#] void Execute(System.Object);

[C++] void Execute(System.Object);

[JScript] function Execute(System.Object);

Add the specified facts to working memory and execute any rules that are fired as a result.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Sub Execute(System.Object())

[C#] void Execute(System.Object[]);

[C++] void Execute(System.Object[]);

[JScript] function Execute(System.Object[]);

See Also

IRuleSetExecutor Interface | IRuleSetExecutor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IRuleSetExecutor.Execute Method ()
Executes any rules present in the agenda.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleSetExecutor Interface | IRuleSetExecutor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
IRuleSetExecutor.Execute Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Sub Execute()
[C#]
void Execute();
[C++]
void Execute();
[JScript]
function Execute();
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IRuleSetExecutor.Execute Method (System.Object)
Add the specified facts to working memory and executes any rules that are fired as a result.

VB

Parameters

facts
Object containing facts.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleSetExecutor Interface | IRuleSetExecutor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
IRuleSetExecutor.Execute Overload List
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Sub Execute( _
   ByVal facts As Object _
)
[C#]
void Execute(
   object facts
);
[C++]
void Execute(
   Object* facts
);
[JScript]
function Execute(
   facts : Object
);
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IRuleSetExecutor.Execute Method (System.Object[])
Add the specified facts to working memory and execute any rules that are fired as a result.

VB

Parameters

facts
An array of objects containing facts.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleSetExecutor Interface | IRuleSetExecutor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
IRuleSetExecutor.Execute Overload List
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Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub Execute( _
   ByVal facts() As Object _
)
[C#]
void Execute(
   object[] facts
);
[C++]
void Execute(
   Object* facts __gc[]
);
[JScript]
function Execute(
   facts : Object[]
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IRuleSetExecutor.Halt Method
Halts the running of the rule engine and optionally resets the agenda.

VB

Parameters

clear
The specified interceptor.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleSetExecutor Interface | IRuleSetExecutor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub Halt( _
   ByVal clear As Boolean _
)
[C#]
void Halt(
   bool clear
);
[C++]
void Halt(
   bool clear
);
[JScript]
function Halt(
   clear : Boolean
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IRuleSetExecutor.Retract Method
Removes an object containing facts from working memory.

Overload List

Removes an object containing facts from working memory.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Sub Retract(System.Object)

[C#] void Retract(System.Object);

[C++] void Retract(System.Object);

[JScript] function Retract(System.Object);

Removes objects containing facts from the working directory.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Sub Retract(System.Object())

[C#] void Retract(System.Object[]);

[C++] void Retract(System.Object[]);

[JScript] function Retract(System.Object[]);

See Also

IRuleSetExecutor Interface | IRuleSetExecutor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IRuleSetExecutor.Retract Method (System.Object)
Removes an object containing facts from working memory.

VB

Parameters

facts
An object containing facts.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleSetExecutor Interface | IRuleSetExecutor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
IRuleSetExecutor.Retract Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub Retract( _
   ByVal facts As Object _
)
[C#]
void Retract(
   object facts
);
[C++]
void Retract(
   Object* facts
);
[JScript]
function Retract(
   facts : Object
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IRuleSetExecutor.Retract Method (System.Object[])
Removes objects containing facts from the working directory.

VB

Parameters

facts
An array of objects containing facts.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleSetExecutor Interface | IRuleSetExecutor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
IRuleSetExecutor.Retract Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub Retract( _
   ByVal facts() As Object _
)
[C#]
void Retract(
   object[] facts
);
[C++]
void Retract(
   Object* facts __gc[]
);
[JScript]
function Retract(
   facts : Object[]
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IRuleSetExecutor.RetractByType Method
Removes objects of the specified type from working memory.

Overload List

Removes objects of the specified type from working memory.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Sub RetractByType(FactType, System.Boolean)

[C#] void RetractByType(FactType, System.Boolean);

[C++] void RetractByType(FactType*, System.Boolean);

[JScript] function RetractByType(FactType, System.Boolean);

Removes objects of the specified type from working memory.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Sub RetractByType(FactType(), System.Boolean)

[C#] void RetractByType(FactType[], System.Boolean);

[C++] void RetractByType(FactType*[], System.Boolean);

[JScript] function RetractByType(FactType[], System.Boolean);

See Also

IRuleSetExecutor Interface | IRuleSetExecutor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IRuleSetExecutor.RetractByType Method (FactType,
System.Boolean)
Removes objects of the specified type from working memory.

VB

Parameters

facts
The type of fact.

updateAgenda
true to update the agenda; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleSetExecutor Interface | IRuleSetExecutor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
IRuleSetExecutor.RetractByType Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub RetractByType( _
   ByVal facts As FactType, _
   ByVal updateAgenda As Boolean _
)
[C#]
void RetractByType(
   FactType facts,
   bool updateAgenda
);
[C++]
void RetractByType(
   FactType* facts,
   bool updateAgenda
);
[JScript]
function RetractByType(
   facts : FactType,
   updateAgenda : Boolean
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IRuleSetExecutor.RetractByType Method (FactType[],
System.Boolean)
Removes objects of the specified type from working memory.

VB

Parameters

facts
The array of FactType objects.

updateAgenda
true to update the agenda; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleSetExecutor Interface | IRuleSetExecutor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
IRuleSetExecutor.RetractByType Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub RetractByType( _
   ByVal facts() As FactType, _
   ByVal updateAgenda As Boolean _
)
[C#]
void RetractByType(
   FactType[] facts,
   bool updateAgenda
);
[C++]
void RetractByType(
   FactType* facts[],
   bool updateAgenda
);
[JScript]
function RetractByType(
   facts : FactType[],
   updateAgenda : Boolean
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IRuleSetExecutor.SetCompensationHandler Method
Sets the compensation handler used to process run time exceptions.

VB

Parameters

handlerInfo
The specified compensation handler.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleSetExecutor Interface | IRuleSetExecutor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub SetCompensationHandler( _
   ByVal handlerInfo As CompensationHandlerInfo _
)
[C#]
void SetCompensationHandler(
   CompensationHandlerInfo handlerInfo
);
[C++]
void SetCompensationHandler(
   CompensationHandlerInfo* handlerInfo
);
[JScript]
function SetCompensationHandler(
   handlerInfo : CompensationHandlerInfo
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IRuleSetExecutor.SetTrackingInterceptor Method
Sets the tracking interceptor used to track rule engine operation.

VB

Parameters

trackingInterceptor
The specified tracking interceptor.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleSetExecutor Interface | IRuleSetExecutor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub SetTrackingInterceptor( _
   ByVal trackingInterceptor As IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor _
)
[C#]
void SetTrackingInterceptor(
   IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor trackingInterceptor
);
[C++]
void SetTrackingInterceptor(
   IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor* trackingInterceptor
);
[JScript]
function SetTrackingInterceptor(
   trackingInterceptor : IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IRuleSetExecutor.Update Method
Updates objects containing facts in working memory.

Overload List

Updates objects containing facts in working memory.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Sub Update(System.Object)

[C#] void Update(System.Object);

[C++] void Update(System.Object);

[JScript] function Update(System.Object);

Updates objects containing facts in working memory.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Sub Update(System.Object())

[C#] void Update(System.Object[]);

[C++] void Update(System.Object[]);

[JScript] function Update(System.Object[]);

See Also

IRuleSetExecutor Interface | IRuleSetExecutor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IRuleSetExecutor.Update Method (System.Object)
Updates objects containing facts in working memory.

VB

Parameters

facts
An object containing facts.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

IRuleSetExecutor Interface | IRuleSetExecutor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
IRuleSetExecutor.Update Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub Update( _
   ByVal facts As Object _
)
[C#]
void Update(
   object facts
);
[C++]
void Update(
   Object* facts
);
[JScript]
function Update(
   facts : Object
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IRuleSetExecutor.Update Method (System.Object[])
Updates objects containing facts in working memory.

VB

Parameters

facts
An array of objects containing facts.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

IRuleSetExecutor Interface | IRuleSetExecutor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
IRuleSetExecutor.Update Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub Update( _
   ByVal facts() As Object _
)
[C#]
void Update(
   object[] facts
);
[C++]
void Update(
   Object* facts __gc[]
);
[JScript]
function Update(
   facts : Object[]
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor Interface
Defines methods exposed by tracking interceptors.

For a list of all members of this type, see IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor Members.

VB

Classes that Implement IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor

Class Description
DebugTrackingInterceptor Provides file based tracing of policy execution. The output of the interceptor is written to a trace file in t

he local directory. The name of the trace file is a concatenation of the policy name and a timestamp tak
en when the policy begins execution.

Remarks

A rule set tracking interceptor is used to report the significant events during rule-engine execution. This interface requires the
Enterprise Business Server tracking framework for operation.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Interface IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor
[C#]
public interface IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor
[C++]
public __gc __interface IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor
[JScript]
public interface IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor Methods
The methods of the IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor interface are listed here. For a complete list of IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor
interface members, see the IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor Members topic.

Public Methods

SetTrackingConfig Sets the rule set tracking GUID and tracking configuration.
TrackAgendaUpdate Tracks updates to the rule engine agenda.
TrackConditionEvaluation Tracks the evaluation of rule conditions.
TrackFactActivity Tracks changes to working memory.
TrackRuleFiring Tracks the firing of a rule.
TrackRuleSetEngineAssociation Tracks the association of a rule set with a rule engine instance.

See Also

IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor Interface | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor Members
IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor overview

Public Methods

SetTrackingConfig Sets the rule set tracking GUID and tracking configuration.
TrackAgendaUpdate Tracks updates to the rule engine agenda.
TrackConditionEvaluation Tracks the evaluation of rule conditions.
TrackFactActivity Tracks changes to working memory.
TrackRuleFiring Tracks the firing of a rule.
TrackRuleSetEngineAssociation Tracks the association of a rule set with a rule engine instance.

See Also

IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor Interface | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor.SetTrackingConfig Method
Sets the rule set tracking GUID and tracking configuration.

VB

Parameters

trackingConfig
Tracking configuration flags.

Remarks

The tracking GUID is useful for correlating the data tracked by the interceptor for a rule set. The tracking configuration specifies
which among the pre-defined events needs to be tracked by the tracking interceptor.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor Interface | IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub SetTrackingConfig( _
   ByVal trackingConfig As TrackingConfiguration _
)
[C#]
void SetTrackingConfig(
   TrackingConfiguration trackingConfig
);
[C++]
void SetTrackingConfig(
   TrackingConfiguration* trackingConfig
);
[JScript]
function SetTrackingConfig(
   trackingConfig : TrackingConfiguration
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor.TrackAgendaUpdate Method
Tracks updates to the rule engine agenda.

VB

Parameters

isAddition
true if a rule is added; otherwise, false.

ruleName
Name of the rule.

conflictResolutionCriteria
The priority of rule, used to resolve rule firing order conflicts on the agenda.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor Interface | IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub TrackAgendaUpdate( _
   ByVal isAddition As Boolean, _
   ByVal ruleName As String, _
   ByVal conflictResolutionCriteria As Object _
)
[C#]
void TrackAgendaUpdate(
   bool isAddition,
   string ruleName,
   object conflictResolutionCriteria
);
[C++]
void TrackAgendaUpdate(
   bool isAddition,
   String* ruleName,
   Object* conflictResolutionCriteria
);
[JScript]
function TrackAgendaUpdate(
   isAddition : Boolean,
   ruleName : String,
   conflictResolutionCriteria : Object
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor.TrackConditionEvaluation Method
Tracks the evaluation of rule conditions.

VB

Parameters

testExpression
Test expression string.

leftClassType
Left hand argument object type.

leftClassInstanceId
Left hand argument object instance id.

leftValue
Left hand argument value.

rightClassType
Right hand argument object type.

rightClassInstanceId
Right hand argument object instance id.

rightValue

Sub TrackConditionEvaluation( _
   ByVal testExpression As String, _
   ByVal leftClassType As String, _
   ByVal leftClassInstanceId As Integer, _
   ByVal leftValue As Object, _
   ByVal rightClassType As String, _
   ByVal rightClassInstanceId As Integer, _
   ByVal rightValue As Object, _
   ByVal result As Boolean _
)
[C#]
void TrackConditionEvaluation(
   string testExpression,
   string leftClassType,
   int leftClassInstanceId,
   object leftValue,
   string rightClassType,
   int rightClassInstanceId,
   object rightValue,
   bool result
);
[C++]
void TrackConditionEvaluation(
   String* testExpression,
   String* leftClassType,
   int leftClassInstanceId,
   Object* leftValue,
   String* rightClassType,
   int rightClassInstanceId,
   Object* rightValue,
   bool result
);
[JScript]
function TrackConditionEvaluation(
   testExpression : String,
   leftClassType : String,
   leftClassInstanceId : int,
   leftValue : Object,
   rightClassType : String,
   rightClassInstanceId : int,
   rightValue : Object,
   result : Boolean
);



 

Right hand argument value.
result

Condition result.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor Interface | IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor.TrackFactActivity Method
Tracks changes to working memory.

VB

Parameters

activityType
Describes if the activity is to assert, retract, or update.

classType
Type of facts.

classInstanceId
Unique fact identifier.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor Interface | IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub TrackFactActivity( _
   ByVal activityType As FactActivityType, _
   ByVal classType As String, _
   ByVal classInstanceId As Integer _
)
[C#]
void TrackFactActivity(
   FactActivityType activityType,
   string classType,
   int classInstanceId
);
[C++]
void TrackFactActivity(
   FactActivityType activityType,
   String* classType,
   int classInstanceId
);
[JScript]
function TrackFactActivity(
   activityType : FactActivityType,
   classType : String,
   classInstanceId : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor.TrackRuleFiring Method
Tracks the firing of a rule.

VB

Parameters

ruleName
Name of the rule.

conflictResultionCriteria
The priority of rule, used to resolve rule firing order conflicts on the agenda.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor Interface | IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub TrackRuleFiring( _
   ByVal ruleName As String, _
   ByVal conflictResultionCriteria As Object _
)
[C#]
void TrackRuleFiring(
   string ruleName,
   object conflictResultionCriteria
);
[C++]
void TrackRuleFiring(
   String* ruleName,
   Object* conflictResultionCriteria
);
[JScript]
function TrackRuleFiring(
   ruleName : String,
   conflictResultionCriteria : Object
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor.TrackRuleSetEngineAssociation
Method
Tracks the association of a rule set with a rule engine instance.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetInfo
Rule set information.

ruleEngineGuid
Rule engine instance identifier.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor Interface | IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub TrackRuleSetEngineAssociation( _
   ByVal ruleSetInfo As RuleSetInfo, _
   ByVal ruleEngineGuid As Guid _
)
[C#]
void TrackRuleSetEngineAssociation(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSetInfo,
   Guid ruleEngineGuid
);
[C++]
void TrackRuleSetEngineAssociation(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSetInfo,
   Guid ruleEngineGuid
);
[JScript]
function TrackRuleSetEngineAssociation(
   ruleSetInfo : RuleSetInfo,
   ruleEngineGuid : Guid
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IRuleSetTranslator Interface
Defines methods exposed by rule set translators.

For a list of all members of this type, see IRuleSetTranslator Members.

VB

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

IRuleSetTranslator Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Interface IRuleSetTranslator
[C#]
public interface IRuleSetTranslator
[C++]
public __gc __interface IRuleSetTranslator
[JScript]
public interface IRuleSetTranslator

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IRuleSetTranslator Members
IRuleSetTranslator overview

Public Methods

Translate Translates the specified rule set into a rule set executor.

See Also

IRuleSetTranslator Interface | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IRuleSetTranslator Methods
The methods of the IRuleSetTranslator interface are listed here. For a complete list of IRuleSetTranslator interface members,
see the IRuleSetTranslator Members topic.

Public Methods

Translate Translates the specified rule set into a rule set executor.

See Also

IRuleSetTranslator Interface | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IRuleSetTranslator.Translate Method
Translates the specified rule set into a rule set executor.

VB

Parameters

ruleSet
Rule set to translate.

duration
Translation timeout.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IRuleSetTranslator Interface | IRuleSetTranslator Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub Translate( _
   ByVal ruleSet As RuleSet, _
   ByVal duration As Integer _
)
[C#]
void Translate(
   RuleSet ruleSet,
   int duration
);
[C++]
void Translate(
   RuleSet* ruleSet,
   int duration
);
[JScript]
function Translate(
   ruleSet : RuleSet,
   duration : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ITypedDataConnection Interface
Represents the interface exposed by TypedDataConnection facts.

For a list of all members of this type, see ITypedDataConnection Members.

VB

Classes that Implement ITypedDataConnection

Class Description
DataConnection A connection to a database table.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

ITypedDataConnection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Interface ITypedDataConnection
[C#]
public interface ITypedDataConnection
[C++]
public __gc __interface ITypedDataConnection
[JScript]
public interface ITypedDataConnection

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ITypedDataConnection Members
ITypedDataConnection overview

Public Methods

OnQueryComplete Provides the DataTable instance resulting from a completed database query operation.

See Also

ITypedDataConnection Interface | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ITypedDataConnection Methods
The methods of the ITypedDataConnection interface are listed here. For a complete list of ITypedDataConnection interface
members, see the ITypedDataConnection Members topic.

Public Methods

OnQueryComplete Provides the DataTable instance resulting from a completed database query operation.

See Also

ITypedDataConnection Interface | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ITypedDataConnection.OnQueryComplete Method
Provides the DataTable instance resulting from a completed database query operation.

VB

Parameters

executor
Reference to the rule set executor.

dataTable
Reference to the DataTable instance representing the query result.

Return Value

true if the rule engine should process the rows in the specified data table; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ITypedDataConnection Interface | ITypedDataConnection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function OnQueryComplete( _
   ByVal executor As IRuleSetExecutor, _
   ByVal dataTable As DataTable _
) As Boolean
[C#]
bool OnQueryComplete(
   IRuleSetExecutor executor,
   DataTable dataTable
);
[C++]
bool OnQueryComplete(
   IRuleSetExecutor* executor,
   DataTable* dataTable
);
[JScript]
function OnQueryComplete(
   executor : IRuleSetExecutor,
   dataTable : DataTable
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ITypedXmlDocument Interface
Represents the interface exposed by TypedXmlDocument facts.

For a list of all members of this type, see ITypedXmlDocument Members.

VB

Classes that Implement ITypedXmlDocument

Class Description
TypedXmlDocument Represents a typed fact wrapper for an XmlNode.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

ITypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Interface ITypedXmlDocument
[C#]
public interface ITypedXmlDocument
[C++]
public __gc __interface ITypedXmlDocument
[JScript]
public interface ITypedXmlDocument

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ITypedXmlDocument Members
ITypedXmlDocument overview

Public Methods

OnSetSelectors Provides the set of selectors referenced in the bindings of the executing rule set.

See Also

ITypedXmlDocument Interface | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ITypedXmlDocument Methods
The methods of the ITypedXmlDocument interface are listed here. For a complete list of ITypedXmlDocument interface
members, see the ITypedXmlDocument Members topic.

Public Methods

OnSetSelectors Provides the set of selectors referenced in the bindings of the executing rule set.

See Also

ITypedXmlDocument Interface | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ITypedXmlDocument.OnSetSelectors Method
Provides the set of selectors referenced in the bindings of the executing rule set.

VB

Parameters

executor
Reference to the rule set executor.

selectors
Reference to the set of selectors referenced in the bindings of the executing rule set.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ITypedXmlDocument Interface | ITypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Sub OnSetSelectors( _
   ByVal executor As IRuleSetExecutor, _
   ByVal selectors() As XPathPair _
)
[C#]
void OnSetSelectors(
   IRuleSetExecutor executor,
   XPathPair[] selectors
);
[C++]
void OnSetSelectors(
   IRuleSetExecutor* executor,
   XPathPair* selectors[]
);
[JScript]
function OnSetSelectors(
   executor : IRuleSetExecutor,
   selectors : XPathPair[]
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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LessThan Class
Represents the relational less than operator.

For a list of all members of this type, see LessThan Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.LogicalExpression
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Predicate
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RelationalPredicate
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.LessThan

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

LessThan Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class LessThan
   Inherits RelationalPredicate
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class LessThan : RelationalPredicate
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class LessThan : public RelationalPredicate
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class LessThan extends RelationalPredicate

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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LessThan Members
LessThan overview

Public Constructors

LessThan Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the LessThan class.

Public Properties

LeftArgument (inherited from
RelationalPredicate)

Gets or sets the left argument of the predicate.

RightArgument (inherited fro
m RelationalPredicate)

Gets or sets the right argument of the predicate.

Type (inherited from Logical
Expression)

Gets the type of logical expression.

VocabularyLink (inherited fro
m LogicalExpression)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary el
ement containing a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of LessThan.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

LessThan Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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LessThan Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the LessThan class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the LessThan class with the left and right side arguments.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term)

[C#] public LessThan(Term, Term);

[C++] public: LessThan(Term*, Term*);

[JScript] public function LessThan(Term, Term);

Initializes a new instance of the LessThan class with the left and right side arguments, as well as a vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public LessThan(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: LessThan(Term*, Term*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function LessThan(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

See Also

LessThan Class | LessThan Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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LessThan Constructor (Term, Term)
Initializes a new instance of the LessThan class with the left and right side arguments.

VB

Parameters

leftArgument
The left argument of the predicate.

rightArgument
The right argument of the predicate.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

LessThan Class | LessThan Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | LessThan Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal leftArgument As Term, _
   ByVal rightArgument As Term _
)
[C#]
public LessThan(
   Term leftArgument,
   Term rightArgument
);
[C++]
public: LessThan(
   Term* leftArgument,
   Term* rightArgument
);
[JScript]
public function LessThan(
   leftArgument : Term,
   rightArgument : Term
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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LessThan Constructor (Term, Term, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the LessThan class with the left and right side arguments, as well as a vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

leftArgument
The left argument of the predicate.

rightArgument
The right argument of the predicate.

link
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the logical expression.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

LessThan Class | LessThan Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | LessThan Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal leftArgument As Term, _
   ByVal rightArgument As Term, _
   ByVal link As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public LessThan(
   Term leftArgument,
   Term rightArgument,
   VocabularyLink link
);
[C++]
public: LessThan(
   Term* leftArgument,
   Term* rightArgument,
   VocabularyLink* link
);
[JScript]
public function LessThan(
   leftArgument : Term,
   rightArgument : Term,
   link : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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LessThan Methods
The methods of the LessThan class are listed here. For a complete list of LessThan class members, see the LessThan Members
topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of LessThan.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

LessThan Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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LessThan.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of LessThan.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of LessThan.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

LessThan Class | LessThan Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
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LessThanEqual Class
Represents the relational less than or equal to operator.

For a list of all members of this type, see LessThanEqual Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.LogicalExpression
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Predicate
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RelationalPredicate
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.LessThanEqual

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

LessThanEqual Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class LessThanEqual
   Inherits RelationalPredicate
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class LessThanEqual : RelationalPredicate
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class LessThanEqual : public
   RelationalPredicate
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class LessThanEqual extends RelationalPredicate
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LessThanEqual Members
LessThanEqual overview

Public Constructors

LessThanEqual Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the LessThanEqual class.

Public Properties

LeftArgument (inherited from
RelationalPredicate)

Gets or sets the left argument of the predicate.

RightArgument (inherited fro
m RelationalPredicate)

Gets or sets the right argument of the predicate.

Type (inherited from Logical
Expression)

Gets the type of the logical expression.

VocabularyLink (inherited fro
m LogicalExpression)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary el
ement containing a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of LessThanEqual.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

LessThanEqual Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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LessThanEqual Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the LessThanEqual.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the LessThanEqual class with the left and right side arguments.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term)

[C#] public LessThanEqual(Term, Term);

[C++] public: LessThanEqual(Term*, Term*);

[JScript] public function LessThanEqual(Term, Term);

Initializes a new instance of the LessThanEqual class with the left side argument, right side argument, and vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public LessThanEqual(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: LessThanEqual(Term*, Term*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function LessThanEqual(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

See Also

LessThanEqual Class | LessThanEqual Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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LessThanEqual Constructor (Term, Term)
Initializes a new instance of the LessThanEqual class with the left and right side arguments.

VB

Parameters

leftArgument
The left argument of the predicate.

rightArgument
The right argument of the predicate.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

LessThanEqual Class | LessThanEqual Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | LessThanEqual Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal leftArgument As Term, _
   ByVal rightArgument As Term _
)
[C#]
public LessThanEqual(
   Term leftArgument,
   Term rightArgument
);
[C++]
public: LessThanEqual(
   Term* leftArgument,
   Term* rightArgument
);
[JScript]
public function LessThanEqual(
   leftArgument : Term,
   rightArgument : Term
);
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LessThanEqual Constructor (Term, Term, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the LessThanEqual class with the left side argument, right side argument, and vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

leftArgument
The left argument of the predicate.

rightArgument
The right argument of the predicate.

link
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the logical expression.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

LessThanEqual Class | LessThanEqual Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | LessThanEqual Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal leftArgument As Term, _
   ByVal rightArgument As Term, _
   ByVal link As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public LessThanEqual(
   Term leftArgument,
   Term rightArgument,
   VocabularyLink link
);
[C++]
public: LessThanEqual(
   Term* leftArgument,
   Term* rightArgument,
   VocabularyLink* link
);
[JScript]
public function LessThanEqual(
   leftArgument : Term,
   rightArgument : Term,
   link : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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LessThanEqual Methods
The methods of the LessThanEqual class are listed here. For a complete list of LessThanEqual class members, see the
LessThanEqual Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of LessThanEqual.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

LessThanEqual Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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LessThanEqual.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of LessThanEqual.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of LessThanEqual.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

LessThanEqual Class | LessThanEqual Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
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LogicalAnd Class
Represents the logical AND operator.

For a list of all members of this type, see LogicalAnd Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.LogicalExpression
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.LogicalAnd

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

LogicalAnd is derived from LogicalExpression. It contains two to N instances of classes derived from LogicalExpression in its
Arguments property. LogocialAnd is sealed.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

LogicalAnd Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class LogicalAnd
   Inherits LogicalExpression
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class LogicalAnd : LogicalExpression
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class LogicalAnd : public LogicalExpression
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class LogicalAnd extends LogicalExpression
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LogicalAnd Members
LogicalAnd overview

Public Constructors

LogicalAnd Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the LogicalAnd class.

Public Properties

Arguments Gets the collection of arguments for the logical AND operator.
Type (inherited from Logical

Expression)
Gets the type of the logical expression.

VocabularyLink (inherited fro
m LogicalExpression)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary ele
ment containing a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of LogicalAnd.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

LogicalAnd Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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LogicalAnd Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the LogicalAnd class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the LogicalAnd class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Collections.ICollection)

[C#] public LogicalAnd(System.Collections.ICollection);

[C++] public: LogicalAnd(System.Collections.ICollection);

[JScript] public function LogicalAnd(System.Collections.ICollection);

Initializes a new instance of the LogicalAnd class with a vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Collections.ICollection, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public LogicalAnd(System.Collections.ICollection, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: LogicalAnd(System.Collections.ICollection, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function LogicalAnd(System.Collections.ICollection, VocabularyLink);

See Also

LogicalAnd Class | LogicalAnd Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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LogicalAnd Constructor (System.Collections.ICollection)
Initializes a new instance of the LogicalAnd class.

VB

Parameters

arguments
A collection of two or more objects derived from LogicalExpression.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

LogicalAnd Class | LogicalAnd Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | LogicalAnd Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal arguments As ICollection _
)
[C#]
public LogicalAnd(
   ICollection arguments
);
[C++]
public: LogicalAnd(
   ICollection* arguments
);
[JScript]
public function LogicalAnd(
   arguments : ICollection
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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LogicalAnd Constructor (System.Collections.ICollection,
VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the LogicalAnd class with a vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

arguments
A collection of two or more objects derived from LogicalExpression.

vocabularyLink
Reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition for the
logical expression.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

LogicalAnd Class | LogicalAnd Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | LogicalAnd Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal arguments As ICollection, _
   ByVal vocabularyLink As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public LogicalAnd(
   ICollection arguments,
   VocabularyLink vocabularyLink
);
[C++]
public: LogicalAnd(
   ICollection* arguments,
   VocabularyLink* vocabularyLink
);
[JScript]
public function LogicalAnd(
   arguments : ICollection,
   vocabularyLink : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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LogicalAnd Properties
The properties of the LogicalAnd class are listed here. For a complete list of LogicalAnd class members, see the
LogicalAnd Members topic.

Public Properties

Arguments Gets the collection of arguments for the logical AND operator.
Type (inherited from Logical

Expression)
Gets the type of the logical expression.

VocabularyLink (inherited fro
m LogicalExpression)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary ele
ment containing a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

See Also

LogicalAnd Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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LogicalAnd.Arguments Property
Gets the collection of arguments for the logical AND operator.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

LogicalAnd Class | LogicalAnd Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property Arguments As LogicalExpressionCollection
[C#]
public LogicalExpressionCollection Arguments {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property LogicalExpressionCollection* get_Arguments();
public: __property void set_Arguments(LogicalExpressionCollection*);
[JScript]
public function get Arguments() : LogicalExpressionCollection;
public function set Arguments(LogicalExpressionCollection);
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LogicalAnd Methods
The methods of the LogicalAnd class are listed here. For a complete list of LogicalAnd class members, see the
LogicalAnd Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of LogicalAnd.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

LogicalAnd Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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LogicalAnd.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of LogicalAnd.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of LogicalAnd.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

LogicalAnd Class | LogicalAnd Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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LogicalExpression Class
Represents the rule conditions that collectively evaluate to either true or false.

For a list of all members of this type, see LogicalExpression Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.LogicalExpression
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.LogicalAnd
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.LogicalNot
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.LogicalOr
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Predicate

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

A LogicalExpression represents the rule conditions that collectively evaluate to either true or false. A logical expression can be a
predicate or a logical operator (AND, OR, NOT) whose arguments are logical expressions.

A rule object has an instance of a class derived from LogicalExpression to represent the rule conditions. The rule conditions
serve as the gate for executing rule actions. When the expression is true the rule’s actions become candidates for execution. When
the expression is false the rule’s actions are not executed. A rule’s condition expression can be simple (represented by a single
predicate) or compound (represented by predicates connected together through logical operators).

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

LogicalExpression Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class LogicalExpression
   Implements ICloneable
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class LogicalExpression : ICloneable
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class LogicalExpression : public ICloneable
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class LogicalExpression implements ICloneable
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LogicalExpression Members
LogicalExpression overview

Public Properties

Type Gets the type of the logical expression.
VocabularyLink Gets or sets the optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary element containin

g a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

Public Methods

Clone Overloaded. Creates a deep copy of LogicalExpression.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

LogicalExpression Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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LogicalExpression Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the LogicalExpression class.

VB

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

LogicalExpression Class | LogicalExpression Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Protected Sub New()
[C#]
protected LogicalExpression();
[C++]
protected: LogicalExpression();
[JScript]
protected function LogicalExpression();
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LogicalExpression Properties
The properties of the LogicalExpression class are listed here. For a complete list of LogicalExpression class members, see the
LogicalExpression Members topic.

Public Properties

Type Gets the type of the logical expression.
VocabularyLink Gets or sets the optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary element containin

g a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

See Also

LogicalExpression Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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LogicalExpression.Type Property
Gets the type of the logical expression.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

LogicalExpression Class | LogicalExpression Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property Type As Type
[C#]
public Type Type {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Type* get_Type();
[JScript]
public function get Type() : Type;
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LogicalExpression.VocabularyLink Property
Gets or sets the optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-
specific definition for the logical expression.

VB

Remarks

If no vocabulary link is specified this property is null.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

LogicalExpression Class | LogicalExpression Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property VocabularyLink As VocabularyLink
[C#]
public VocabularyLink VocabularyLink {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property VocabularyLink* get_VocabularyLink();
public: __property void set_VocabularyLink(VocabularyLink*);
[JScript]
public function get VocabularyLink() : VocabularyLink;
public function set VocabularyLink(VocabularyLink);
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LogicalExpression Methods
The methods of the LogicalExpression class are listed here. For a complete list of LogicalExpression class members, see the
LogicalExpression Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overloaded. Creates a deep copy of LogicalExpression.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

LogicalExpression Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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LogicalExpression.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of LogicalExpression.

VB

Return Value

Deep copy of a LogicalExpression object.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

LogicalExpression Class | LogicalExpression Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public MustOverride Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public abstract object Clone();
[C++]
public: virtual Object* Clone() = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function Clone() : Object;
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LogicalExpressionCollection Class
A collection of objects derived from Microsoft.RuleEngine.LogicalExpression.

For a list of all members of this type, see LogicalExpressionCollection Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineCollection
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.LogicalExpressionCollection

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

LogicalExpressionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class LogicalExpressionCollection
   Inherits RuleEngineCollection
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class LogicalExpressionCollection :
   RuleEngineCollection
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class LogicalExpressionCollection : public
   RuleEngineCollection
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class LogicalExpressionCollection extends
   RuleEngineCollection
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LogicalExpressionCollection Members
LogicalExpressionCollection overview

Public Constructors

LogicalExpressionCollection Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the LogicalExpressionCollection class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Gets the number of Term Derived items in this collection.
IsFixedSize (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Determines if the current instance has a fixed size.
IsReadOnly (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Determines if the current instance is read-only.
IsSynchronized (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Determines if the current instance is synchronized.
Item Gets or sets an item using the specified index.
ItemType (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Gets the type of an item.
SyncRoot (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Gets an object that can be used to synchronize access to the collection.

Public Methods

Add Overloaded. Adds the specified logical expression to the collection.
AddRange Overloaded. Adds the specified collection of items to the end of the current collection.
Clear (inherited from RuleE

ngineCollection)
Clears all items from the collection.

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep clone of the current instance.
Contains Overloaded. Determines if the specified item exists in the current instance.
CopyTo Overloaded. Copies all items in the collection to the specified array, starting at the specified index.
Equals (inherited from Syst

em.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited fr
om RuleEngineCollection)

Returns an enumerator for the current instance.

GetHashCode (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

IndexOf Overloaded. Returns the index of the specified item.
Insert Overloaded. Inserts the specified item into the current instance at the specified index location.
Remove Overloaded. Removes the specified object from the current instance.
RemoveAt (inherited from 

RuleEngineCollection)
Removes the object at the specified index from the current instance.

ToString (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

LogicalExpressionCollection Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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LogicalExpressionCollection Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the LogicalExpressionCollection class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the LogicalExpressionCollection class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public LogicalExpressionCollection();

[C++] public: LogicalExpressionCollection();

[JScript] public function LogicalExpressionCollection();

Initializes a new instance of the LogicalExpressionCollection class with an existing colelction.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Collections.ICollection)

[C#] public LogicalExpressionCollection(System.Collections.ICollection);

[C++] public: LogicalExpressionCollection(System.Collections.ICollection);

[JScript] public function LogicalExpressionCollection(System.Collections.ICollection);

See Also

LogicalExpressionCollection Class | LogicalExpressionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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LogicalExpressionCollection Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the LogicalExpressionCollection class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

LogicalExpressionCollection Class | LogicalExpressionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
LogicalExpressionCollection Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public LogicalExpressionCollection();
[C++]
public: LogicalExpressionCollection();
[JScript]
public function LogicalExpressionCollection();
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LogicalExpressionCollection Constructor
(System.Collections.ICollection)
Initializes a new instance of the LogicalExpressionCollection class.

VB

Parameters

items
A collection of objects of type Microsoft.RuleEngine.LogicalExpression.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

LogicalExpressionCollection Class | LogicalExpressionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
LogicalExpressionCollection Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal items As ICollection _
)
[C#]
public LogicalExpressionCollection(
   ICollection items
);
[C++]
public: LogicalExpressionCollection(
   ICollection* items
);
[JScript]
public function LogicalExpressionCollection(
   items : ICollection
);
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LogicalExpressionCollection Properties
The properties of the LogicalExpressionCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of LogicalExpressionCollection
class members, see the LogicalExpressionCollection Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Gets the number of Term Derived items in this collection.
IsFixedSize (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Determines if the current instance has a fixed size.
IsReadOnly (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Determines if the current instance is read-only.
IsSynchronized (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Determines if the current instance is synchronized.
Item Gets or sets an item using the specified index.
ItemType (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Gets the type of an item.
SyncRoot (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Gets an object that can be used to synchronize access to the collection.

See Also

LogicalExpressionCollection Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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LogicalExpressionCollection.Item Property
Gets or sets an item using the specified index.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the LogicalExpressionCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

index
The index of the item to get or set.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
The index of the item to get or set.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

LogicalExpressionCollection Class | LogicalExpressionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Shadows Default Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As LogicalExpression
[C#]
public new LogicalExpression this[
   int index
] {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property LogicalExpression* get_Item(
   int index
);
public: __property void set_Item(
   int index,
   LogicalExpression*
);
[JScript]
returnValue = LogicalExpressionCollectionObject.Item(index);
LogicalExpressionCollectionObject.Item(index) = returnValue;
-or-
returnValue = LogicalExpressionCollectionObject(index);
LogicalExpressionCollectionObject(index) = returnValue;
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LogicalExpressionCollection Methods
The methods of the LogicalExpressionCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of LogicalExpressionCollection
class members, see the LogicalExpressionCollection Members topic.

Public Methods

Add Overloaded. Adds the specified logical expression to the collection.
AddRange Overloaded. Adds the specified collection of items to the end of the current collection.
Clear (inherited from RuleE

ngineCollection)
Clears all items from the collection.

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep clone of the current instance.
Contains Overloaded. Determines if the specified item exists in the current instance.
CopyTo Overloaded. Copies all items in the collection to the specified array, starting at the specified index.
Equals (inherited from Syst

em.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited fr
om RuleEngineCollection)

Returns an enumerator for the current instance.

GetHashCode (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

IndexOf Overloaded. Returns the index of the specified item.
Insert Overloaded. Inserts the specified item into the current instance at the specified index location.
Remove Overloaded. Removes the specified object from the current instance.
RemoveAt (inherited from 

RuleEngineCollection)
Removes the object at the specified index from the current instance.

ToString (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

LogicalExpressionCollection Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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LogicalExpressionCollection.Add Method
Adds the specified object to the collection.

Overload List

Adds the specified logical expression to the collection

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Function Add(LogicalExpression) As Integer

[C#] public int Add(LogicalExpression);

[C++] public: int Add(LogicalExpression*);

[JScript] public function Add(LogicalExpression) : int;

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Function Add(System.Object) As Integer Implements IList.Add

[C#] public int Add(System.Object);

[C++] public: int Add(System.Object);

[JScript] public function Add(System.Object) : int;

See Also

LogicalExpressionCollection Class | LogicalExpressionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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LogicalExpressionCollection.Add Method (LogicalExpression)
Adds the specified logical expression to the collection.

VB

Parameters

item
The logical expression to be added to the collection.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

LogicalExpressionCollection Class | LogicalExpressionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
LogicalExpressionCollection.Add Overload List
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Overloads Public Function Add( _
   ByVal item As LogicalExpression _
) As Integer
[C#]
public int Add(
   LogicalExpression item
);
[C++]
public: int Add(
   LogicalExpression* item
);
[JScript]
public function Add(
   item : LogicalExpression
) : int;
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LogicalExpressionCollection.AddRange Method
Adds the specified collection of items to the end of the current collection.

VB

Parameters

items
The collection to be added to the existing collection.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

LogicalExpressionCollection Class | LogicalExpressionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Sub AddRange( _
   ByVal items As ICollection _
)
[C#]
public void AddRange(
   ICollection items
);
[C++]
public: void AddRange(
   ICollection* items
);
[JScript]
public function AddRange(
   items : ICollection
);
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LogicalExpressionCollection.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of LogicalExpressionCollection.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of LogicalExpressionCollection.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

LogicalExpressionCollection Class | LogicalExpressionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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LogicalExpressionCollection.Contains Method
Determines whether the specified item exists within the collection.

Overload List

Determines whether the specified logical expression exists within the collection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Function Contains(LogicalExpression) As Boolean

[C#] public bool Contains(LogicalExpression);

[C++] public: bool Contains(LogicalExpression*);

[JScript] public function Contains(LogicalExpression) : Boolean;

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Function Contains(System.Object) As Boolean Implements IList.Contains

[C#] public virtual bool Contains(System.Object);

[C++] public: virtual bool Contains(System.Object);

[JScript] public function Contains(System.Object) : Boolean;

See Also

LogicalExpressionCollection Class | LogicalExpressionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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LogicalExpressionCollection.Contains Method
(LogicalExpression)
Determines whether the specified logical expression exists within the collection.

VB

Parameters

item
The logical expression to be located in the collection.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

LogicalExpressionCollection Class | LogicalExpressionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
LogicalExpressionCollection.Contains Overload List
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Overloads Public Function Contains( _
   ByVal item As LogicalExpression _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public bool Contains(
   LogicalExpression item
);
[C++]
public: bool Contains(
   LogicalExpression* item
);
[JScript]
public function Contains(
   item : LogicalExpression
) : Boolean;
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LogicalExpressionCollection.CopyTo Method
Copies all items in the collection to the specified array, starting at the specified index.

Overload List

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub CopyTo(LogicalExpression(), System.Int32)

[C#] public void CopyTo(LogicalExpression[], System.Int32);

[C++] public: void CopyTo(LogicalExpression*[], System.Int32);

[JScript] public function CopyTo(LogicalExpression[], System.Int32);

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32) Implements ICollection.CopyTo

[C#] public virtual void CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32);

[C++] public: virtual void CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32);

See Also

LogicalExpressionCollection Class | LogicalExpressionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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LogicalExpressionCollection.CopyTo Method
(LogicalExpression[], System.Int32)
Copies the collection to the specified array, starting at the specified index into the array.

VB

Parameters

array
The array into which to copy the collection.

arrayIndex
The index into the array at which the copying will start.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

LogicalExpressionCollection Class | LogicalExpressionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
LogicalExpressionCollection.CopyTo Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub CopyTo( _
   ByVal array() As LogicalExpression, _
   ByVal arrayIndex As Integer _
)
[C#]
public void CopyTo(
   LogicalExpression[] array,
   int arrayIndex
);
[C++]
public: void CopyTo(
   LogicalExpression* array[],
   int arrayIndex
);
[JScript]
public function CopyTo(
   array : LogicalExpression[],
   arrayIndex : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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LogicalExpressionCollection.IndexOf Method
Returns the index in the collection of the specified item, or -1 if the item doesn’t exist in the collection.

Overload List

Returns the index in the collection of the specified logical expression, or -1 if the item doesn’t exist in the collection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Function IndexOf(LogicalExpression) As Integer

[C#] public int IndexOf(LogicalExpression);

[C++] public: int IndexOf(LogicalExpression*);

[JScript] public function IndexOf(LogicalExpression) : int;

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Function IndexOf(System.Object) As Integer Implements IList.IndexOf

[C#] public virtual int IndexOf(System.Object);

[C++] public: virtual int IndexOf(System.Object);

[JScript] public function IndexOf(System.Object) : int;

See Also

LogicalExpressionCollection Class | LogicalExpressionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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LogicalExpressionCollection.IndexOf Method
(LogicalExpression)
Returns the index in the collection of the specified logical expression, or -1 if the item doesn’t exist in the collection.

VB

Parameters

item
The logical expression to be located in the collection.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

LogicalExpressionCollection Class | LogicalExpressionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
LogicalExpressionCollection.IndexOf Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Function IndexOf( _
   ByVal item As LogicalExpression _
) As Integer
[C#]
public int IndexOf(
   LogicalExpression item
);
[C++]
public: int IndexOf(
   LogicalExpression* item
);
[JScript]
public function IndexOf(
   item : LogicalExpression
) : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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LogicalExpressionCollection.Insert Method
Inserts the specified item into the collection at the specified index.

Overload List

Inserts the specified logical expression into the collection at the specified index.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Insert(System.Int32, LogicalExpression)

[C#] public void Insert(System.Int32, LogicalExpression);

[C++] public: void Insert(System.Int32, LogicalExpression*);

[JScript] public function Insert(System.Int32, LogicalExpression);

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub Insert(System.Int32, System.Object) Implements IList.Insert

[C#] public virtual void Insert(System.Int32, System.Object);

[C++] public: virtual void Insert(System.Int32, System.Object);

[JScript] public function Insert(System.Int32, System.Object);

See Also

LogicalExpressionCollection Class | LogicalExpressionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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LogicalExpressionCollection.Insert Method (System.Int32,
LogicalExpression)
Inserts the specified logical expression into the collection at the specified index.

VB

Parameters

index
The location in the collection at which to insert the logical expression.

item
The logical expression to be inserted.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

LogicalExpressionCollection Class | LogicalExpressionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
LogicalExpressionCollection.Insert Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Sub Insert( _
   ByVal index As Integer, _
   ByVal item As LogicalExpression _
)
[C#]
public void Insert(
   int index,
   LogicalExpression item
);
[C++]
public: void Insert(
   int index,
   LogicalExpression* item
);
[JScript]
public function Insert(
   index : int,
   item : LogicalExpression
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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LogicalExpressionCollection.Remove Method
Remove the specified item from the collection.

Overload List

Remove the specified logical expression from the collection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Remove(LogicalExpression)

[C#] public void Remove(LogicalExpression);

[C++] public: void Remove(LogicalExpression*);

[JScript] public function Remove(LogicalExpression);

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub Remove(System.Object) Implements IList.Remove

[C#] public virtual void Remove(System.Object);

[C++] public: virtual void Remove(System.Object);

[JScript] public function Remove(System.Object);

See Also

LogicalExpressionCollection Class | LogicalExpressionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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LogicalExpressionCollection.Remove Method
(LogicalExpression)
Remove the specified item from the collection.

VB

Parameters

item
Logical expression to be removed from the collection.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

LogicalExpressionCollection Class | LogicalExpressionCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
LogicalExpressionCollection.Remove Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Sub Remove( _
   ByVal item As LogicalExpression _
)
[C#]
public void Remove(
   LogicalExpression item
);
[C++]
public: void Remove(
   LogicalExpression* item
);
[JScript]
public function Remove(
   item : LogicalExpression
);
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LogicalNot Class
Represents the logical NOT operation (classical negation).

For a list of all members of this type, see LogicalNot Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.LogicalExpression
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.LogicalNot

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

LogicalNot Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class LogicalNot
   Inherits LogicalExpression
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class LogicalNot : LogicalExpression
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class LogicalNot : public LogicalExpression
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class LogicalNot extends LogicalExpression

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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LogicalNot Members
LogicalNot overview

Public Constructors

LogicalNot Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the LogicalNot class.

Public Properties

Argument Gets or sets the argument for the NOT operator.
Type (inherited from Logical

Expression)
Gets the type of the logical expression.

VocabularyLink (inherited fro
m LogicalExpression)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary ele
ment containing a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of LogicalNot.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

LogicalNot Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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LogicalNot Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the LogicalNot class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the LogicalNot class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(LogicalExpression)

[C#] public LogicalNot(LogicalExpression);

[C++] public: LogicalNot(LogicalExpression*);

[JScript] public function LogicalNot(LogicalExpression);

Initializes a new instance of the LogicalNot class with a vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(LogicalExpression, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public LogicalNot(LogicalExpression, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: LogicalNot(LogicalExpression*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function LogicalNot(LogicalExpression, VocabularyLink);

See Also

LogicalNot Class | LogicalNot Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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LogicalNot Constructor (LogicalExpression)
Initializes a new instance of the LogicalNot class.

VB

Parameters

argument
The argument for the NOT operator.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

LogicalNot Class | LogicalNot Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | LogicalNot Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal argument As LogicalExpression _
)
[C#]
public LogicalNot(
   LogicalExpression argument
);
[C++]
public: LogicalNot(
   LogicalExpression* argument
);
[JScript]
public function LogicalNot(
   argument : LogicalExpression
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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LogicalNot Constructor (LogicalExpression, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the LogicalNot class with a vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

argument
The argument for the NOT operator.

vocabularyLink
Reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition for the
logical expression.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

LogicalNot Class | LogicalNot Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | LogicalNot Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal argument As LogicalExpression, _
   ByVal vocabularyLink As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public LogicalNot(
   LogicalExpression argument,
   VocabularyLink vocabularyLink
);
[C++]
public: LogicalNot(
   LogicalExpression* argument,
   VocabularyLink* vocabularyLink
);
[JScript]
public function LogicalNot(
   argument : LogicalExpression,
   vocabularyLink : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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LogicalNot Properties
The properties of the LogicalNot class are listed here. For a complete list of LogicalNot class members, see the
LogicalNot Members topic.

Public Properties

Argument Gets or sets the argument for the NOT operator.
Type (inherited from Logical

Expression)
Gets the type of the logical expression.

VocabularyLink (inherited fro
m LogicalExpression)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary ele
ment containing a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

See Also

LogicalNot Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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LogicalNot.Argument Property
Gets or sets the argument for the NOT operator.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

LogicalNot Class | LogicalNot Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property Argument As LogicalExpression
[C#]
public LogicalExpression Argument {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property LogicalExpression* get_Argument();
public: __property void set_Argument(LogicalExpression*);
[JScript]
public function get Argument() : LogicalExpression;
public function set Argument(LogicalExpression);
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LogicalNot Methods
The methods of the LogicalNot class are listed here. For a complete list of LogicalNot class members, see the
LogicalNot Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of LogicalNot.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

LogicalNot Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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LogicalNot.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of LogicalNot.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

LogicalNot Class | LogicalNot Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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LogicalOr Class
Represents the logical OR operation.

For a list of all members of this type, see LogicalOr Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.LogicalExpression
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.LogicalOr

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

LogicalOr Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class LogicalOr
   Inherits LogicalExpression
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class LogicalOr : LogicalExpression
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class LogicalOr : public LogicalExpression
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class LogicalOr extends LogicalExpression
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LogicalOr Members
LogicalOr overview

Public Constructors

LogicalOr Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the LogicalOr class.

Public Properties

Arguments Gets a collection of arguments for the logical OR operator.
Type (inherited from Logical

Expression)
Gets the type of the logical expression.

VocabularyLink (inherited fro
m LogicalExpression)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary ele
ment containing a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of LogicalOr.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

LogicalOr Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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LogicalOr Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the LogicalOr class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the LogicalOr class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Collections.ICollection)

[C#] public LogicalOr(System.Collections.ICollection);

[C++] public: LogicalOr(System.Collections.ICollection);

[JScript] public function LogicalOr(System.Collections.ICollection);

Initializes a new instance of the LogicalOr class with a vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Collections.ICollection, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public LogicalOr(System.Collections.ICollection, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: LogicalOr(System.Collections.ICollection, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function LogicalOr(System.Collections.ICollection, VocabularyLink);

See Also

LogicalOr Class | LogicalOr Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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LogicalOr Constructor (System.Collections.ICollection)
Initializes a new instance of the LogicalOr class.

VB

Parameters

arguments
Collection of two or more objects derived from LogicalExpression.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

LogicalOr Class | LogicalOr Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | LogicalOr Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal arguments As ICollection _
)
[C#]
public LogicalOr(
   ICollection arguments
);
[C++]
public: LogicalOr(
   ICollection* arguments
);
[JScript]
public function LogicalOr(
   arguments : ICollection
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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LogicalOr Constructor (System.Collections.ICollection,
VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the LogicalOr class with a vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

arguments
Collection of two or more objects derived from LogicalExpression.

vocabularyLink
Optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the logical expression.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

LogicalOr Class | LogicalOr Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | LogicalOr Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal arguments As ICollection, _
   ByVal vocabularyLink As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public LogicalOr(
   ICollection arguments,
   VocabularyLink vocabularyLink
);
[C++]
public: LogicalOr(
   ICollection* arguments,
   VocabularyLink* vocabularyLink
);
[JScript]
public function LogicalOr(
   arguments : ICollection,
   vocabularyLink : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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LogicalOr Properties
The properties of the LogicalOr class are listed here. For a complete list of LogicalOr class members, see the LogicalOr Members
topic.

Public Properties

Arguments Gets a collection of two or more arguments derived from LogicalExpression.
Type (inherited from Logical

Expression)
Gets the type of the logical expression.

VocabularyLink (inherited fro
m LogicalExpression)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary ele
ment containing a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

See Also

LogicalOr Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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LogicalOr.Arguments Property
Gets a collection of two or more arguments derived from LogicalExpression.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

LogicalOr Class | LogicalOr Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Property Arguments As LogicalExpressionCollection
[C#]
public LogicalExpressionCollection Arguments {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property LogicalExpressionCollection* get_Arguments();
public: __property void set_Arguments(LogicalExpressionCollection*);
[JScript]
public function get Arguments() : LogicalExpressionCollection;
public function set Arguments(LogicalExpressionCollection);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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LogicalOr Methods
The methods of the LogicalOr class are listed here. For a complete list of LogicalOr class members, see the LogicalOr Members
topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of LogicalOr.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

LogicalOr Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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LogicalOr.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of LogicalOr.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

LogicalOr Class | LogicalOr Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Match Class
Determines if a regular expression is present in a specified input string.

For a list of all members of this type, see Match Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.LogicalExpression
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Predicate
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.Match

VB

Remarks

The Match predicate is used to validate text data against a regular expression. If the regular expression is found in (that is, it
matches) the input string, true is returned; otherwise, false is returned. Given two strings, it will return a boolean true/false term
that can be used when building a condition clause for a rule. Both the inputString and regularExpression parameters must be
Term objects of type string.

For example, the predicate Match("InputString","^In.*") returns true, while Match("InputString","Micro.*") returns false.

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Match Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class Match
   Inherits Predicate
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class Match : Predicate
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class Match : public Predicate
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class Match extends Predicate

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Match Members
Match overview

Public Constructors

Match Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the Match class.

Public Properties

InputString Gets or sets the input string argument for the match predicate.
RegularExpression Gets or sets the regular expression to match.
Type (inherited from Logical

Expression)
Gets the type of logical expression.

VocabularyLink (inherited fr
om LogicalExpression)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary el
ement containing a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Match.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Match Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Match Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Match class.

Overload List

Initializes an instance of Match with a regular expression and input string.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term)

[C#] public Match(Term, Term);

[C++] public: Match(Term*, Term*);

[JScript] public function Match(Term, Term);

Initializes an instance of Match with a regular expression, input string, and vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public Match(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: Match(Term*, Term*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function Match(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

See Also

Match Class | Match Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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Match Constructor (Term, Term)
Initializes a new instance of the Match class with a regular expression and input string.

VB

Parameters

regularExpression
The regular expression to match.

inputString
The input string argument for the match predicate.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Match Class | Match Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Match Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal regularExpression As Term, _
   ByVal inputString As Term _
)
[C#]
public Match(
   Term regularExpression,
   Term inputString
);
[C++]
public: Match(
   Term* regularExpression,
   Term* inputString
);
[JScript]
public function Match(
   regularExpression : Term,
   inputString : Term
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Match Constructor (Term, Term, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the Match class with a regular expression, input string, and vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

regularExpression
The regular expression to match.

inputString
The input string argument for the match predicate.

vocabularyLink
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the logical expression.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Match Class | Match Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Match Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal regularExpression As Term, _
   ByVal inputString As Term, _
   ByVal vocabularyLink As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public Match(
   Term regularExpression,
   Term inputString,
   VocabularyLink vocabularyLink
);
[C++]
public: Match(
   Term* regularExpression,
   Term* inputString,
   VocabularyLink* vocabularyLink
);
[JScript]
public function Match(
   regularExpression : Term,
   inputString : Term,
   vocabularyLink : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Match Properties
The properties of the Match class are listed here. For a complete list of Match class members, see the Match Members topic.

Public Properties

InputString Gets or sets the input string argument for the match predicate.
RegularExpression Gets or sets the regular expression to match.
Type (inherited from Logical

Expression)
Gets the type of logical expression.

VocabularyLink (inherited fr
om LogicalExpression)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary el
ement containing a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

See Also

Match Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Match.InputString Property
Gets or sets the input string argument for the match predicate.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Match Class | Match Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Property InputString As Term
[C#]
public Term InputString {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Term* get_InputString();
public: __property void set_InputString(Term*);
[JScript]
public function get InputString() : Term;
public function set InputString(Term);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Match.RegularExpression Property
Gets or sets the regular expression to match.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Match Class | Match Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Property RegularExpression As Term
[C#]
public Term RegularExpression {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Term* get_RegularExpression();
public: __property void set_RegularExpression(Term*);
[JScript]
public function get RegularExpression() : Term;
public function set RegularExpression(Term);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Match Methods
The methods of the Match class are listed here. For a complete list of Match class members, see the Match Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Match.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Match Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Match.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of Match.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of Match.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Match Class | Match Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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MemberBinding Class
Represents a binding to an object that implements a user defined predicate or term.

For a list of all members of this type, see MemberBinding Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Binding
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.MemberBinding
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.ClassMemberBinding
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.DatabaseColumnBinding
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.XMLDocumentFieldBinding

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

MemberBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class MemberBinding
   Inherits Binding
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class MemberBinding : Binding
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class MemberBinding : public Binding
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class MemberBinding extends Binding

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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MemberBinding Members
MemberBinding overview

Public Properties

DisplayName (inherited from Binding) Gets the display name of the binding.
MemberName Gets the name of the member.
MemberType Gets the type of the member.
ObjectBinding Gets a reference to the object of which this member is a part.
SideEffects Gets or sets a value indicating whether the accessing member changes its value.
Type (inherited from Binding) Gets the type of the bound object or member.

Public Methods

Clone (inherited from B
inding)

Creates a deep copy of MemberBinding.

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

MemberBinding Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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MemberBinding Properties
The properties of the MemberBinding class are listed here. For a complete list of MemberBinding class members, see the
MemberBinding Members topic.

Public Properties

DisplayName (inherited from Binding) Gets the display name of the binding.
MemberName Gets the name of the member.
MemberType Gets the type of the member.
ObjectBinding Gets a reference to the object of which this member is a part.
SideEffects Gets or sets a value indicating whether the accessing member changes its value.
Type (inherited from Binding) Gets the type of the bound object or member.

See Also

MemberBinding Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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MemberBinding.MemberName Property
Gets the name of the member.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

MemberBinding Class | MemberBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public MustOverride ReadOnly Property MemberName As String
[C#]
public abstract string MemberName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_MemberName() = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function get MemberName() : String;
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MemberBinding.MemberType Property
Gets the type of the member.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

MemberBinding Class | MemberBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public MustOverride ReadOnly Property MemberType As Type
[C#]
public abstract Type MemberType {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual Type* get_MemberType() = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function get MemberType() : Type;
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MemberBinding.ObjectBinding Property
Gets a reference to the object of which this member is a part.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

MemberBinding Class | MemberBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property ObjectBinding As ObjectBinding
[C#]
public ObjectBinding ObjectBinding {get;}
[C++]
public: __property ObjectBinding* get_ObjectBinding();
[JScript]
public function get ObjectBinding() : ObjectBinding;
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MemberBinding.SideEffects Property
Gets or sets a value indicating whether the accessing member changes its value.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

MemberBinding Class | MemberBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property SideEffects As Boolean
[C#]
public bool SideEffects {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_SideEffects();
public: __property void set_SideEffects(bool);
[JScript]
public function get SideEffects() : Boolean;
public function set SideEffects(Boolean);
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Minute Class
Represents the minute of the hour operator.

For a list of all members of this type, see Minute Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.TemporalFunction
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.Minute

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

The return value of the operation is an integer in the range of 0 to 59.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Minute Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class Minute
   Inherits TemporalFunction
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class Minute : TemporalFunction
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class Minute : public TemporalFunction
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class Minute extends TemporalFunction
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Minute Members
Minute overview

Public Constructors

Minute Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the Minute class.

Public Properties

DateTime (inherited from Te
mporalFunction)

Gets or sets the minute of the hour.

Type (inherited from Term) Gets the type of logical expression.
VocabularyLink (inherited fr

om Term)
Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary ele
ment containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Minute.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (Inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Minute Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Minute Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Minute class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the Minute class with the specified DateTime.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term)

[C#] public Minute(Term);

[C++] public: Minute(Term*);

[JScript] public function Minute(Term);

Initializes a new instance of the Minute class with specified DateTime and vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public Minute(Term, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: Minute(Term*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function Minute(Term, VocabularyLink);

See Also

Minute Class | Minute Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Minute Constructor (Term)
Initializes a new instance of the Minute class with the specified DateTime.

VB

Parameters

dateTime
The input DateTime. dateTime must evaluate to a System.DateTime structure.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Minute Class | Minute Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Minute Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal dateTime As Term _
)
[C#]
public Minute(
   Term dateTime
);
[C++]
public: Minute(
   Term* dateTime
);
[JScript]
public function Minute(
   dateTime : Term
);
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Minute Constructor (Term, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the Minute class with the specified DateTime and vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

dateTime
The input DateTime. dateTime must evaluate to a System.DateTime structure.

link
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the term.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Minute Class | Minute Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Minute Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal dateTime As Term, _
   ByVal link As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public Minute(
   Term dateTime,
   VocabularyLink link
);
[C++]
public: Minute(
   Term* dateTime,
   VocabularyLink* link
);
[JScript]
public function Minute(
   dateTime : Term,
   link : VocabularyLink
);
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Minute Methods
The methods of the Minute class are listed here. For a complete list of Minute class members, see the Minute Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Minute.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (Inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Minute Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Minute.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of Minute.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of Minute.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Minute Class | Minute Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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Month Class
Represents the operator that returns the month of the year from the specified DateTime.

For a list of all members of this type, see Month Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.TemporalFunction
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.Month

VB

Remarks

The return value of the operation is an integer in the range of 1 to 12.

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Month Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class Month
   Inherits TemporalFunction
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class Month : TemporalFunction
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class Month : public TemporalFunction
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class Month extends TemporalFunction
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Month Members
Month overview

Public Constructors

Month Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the Month class.

Public Properties

DateTime (inherited from Te
mporalFunction)

Term representing the date and time to which the temporal function is applied.

Type (inherited from Term) Gets the type of term.
VocabularyLink (inherited fr

om Term)
Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary ele
ment containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Minute.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (Inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Month Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Month Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Month class using the specified DateTime.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the Month class using the specified DateTime.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term)

[C#] public Month(Term);

[C++] public: Month(Term*);

[JScript] public function Month(Term);

Initializes a new instance of the Month class using the specified DateTime and a vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public Month(Term, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: Month(Term*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function Month(Term, VocabularyLink);

See Also

Month Class | Month Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Month Constructor (Term)
Initializes a new instance of the Month class using the specified DateTime value.

VB

Parameters

dateTime
The DateTime operand.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Month Class | Month Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Month Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal dateTime As Term _
)
[C#]
public Month(
   Term dateTime
);
[C++]
public: Month(
   Term* dateTime
);
[JScript]
public function Month(
   dateTime : Term
);
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Month Constructor (Term, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the Month class using the specified DateTime value and a vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

dateTime
The DateTime operand.

link
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the term.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Month Class | Month Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Month Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal dateTime As Term, _
   ByVal link As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public Month(
   Term dateTime,
   VocabularyLink link
);
[C++]
public: Month(
   Term* dateTime,
   VocabularyLink* link
);
[JScript]
public function Month(
   dateTime : Term,
   link : VocabularyLink
);
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Month Methods
The methods of the Month class are listed here. For a complete list of Month class members, see the Month Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Makes a deep copy of Month.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (Inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Month Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Month.Clone Method
Makes a deep copy of Month.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of Clone.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Month Class | Month Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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Multiply Class
Represents the multiplication operator (arg1 multiplied by arg2).

For a list of all members of this type, see Multiply Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.ArithmeticFunction
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.Multiply

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

The return value of the operation is dependent on the argument types. The .NET-compliant implicit argument conversion is
performed if needed.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Multiply Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class Multiply
   Inherits ArithmeticFunction
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class Multiply : ArithmeticFunction
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class Multiply : public ArithmeticFunction
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class Multiply extends ArithmeticFunction
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Multiply Members
Multiply overview

Public Constructors

Multiply Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the Multiply class.

Public Properties

LeftArgument (inherited from 
ArithmeticFunction)

Gets or sets the left side argument.

RightArgument (inherited from
ArithmeticFunction)

Gets or sets the right side argument.

Type (inherited from Term) Gets the type of the logical expression.
VocabularyLink (inherited from

Term)
Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary 
element containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Multiply.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (inherited from A
rithmeticFunction)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Multiply Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Multiply Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Multiply class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the Multiply class with the left and right side argument.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term)

[C#] public Multiply(Term, Term);

[C++] public: Multiply(Term*, Term*);

[JScript] public function Multiply(Term, Term);

Initializes a new instance of the Multiply class with the left side argument, right side argument, and vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public Multiply(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: Multiply(Term*, Term*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function Multiply(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

See Also

Multiply Class | Multiply Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Multiply Constructor (Term, Term)
Initializes a new instance of the Multiply class with the left and right side argument.

VB

Parameters

leftArgument
Left side argument.

rightArgument
Right side argument.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Multiply Class | Multiply Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Multiply Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal leftArgument As Term, _
   ByVal rightArgument As Term _
)
[C#]
public Multiply(
   Term leftArgument,
   Term rightArgument
);
[C++]
public: Multiply(
   Term* leftArgument,
   Term* rightArgument
);
[JScript]
public function Multiply(
   leftArgument : Term,
   rightArgument : Term
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Multiply Constructor (Term, Term, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the Multiply class with the left side argument, right side argument, and vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

leftArgument
Left side argument.

rightArgument
Right side argument.

link
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the term.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Multiply Class | Multiply Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Multiply Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal leftArgument As Term, _
   ByVal rightArgument As Term, _
   ByVal link As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public Multiply(
   Term leftArgument,
   Term rightArgument,
   VocabularyLink link
);
[C++]
public: Multiply(
   Term* leftArgument,
   Term* rightArgument,
   VocabularyLink* link
);
[JScript]
public function Multiply(
   leftArgument : Term,
   rightArgument : Term,
   link : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Multiply Methods
The methods of the Multiply class are listed here. For a complete list of Multiply class members, see the Multiply Members
topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Multiply.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (inherited from A
rithmeticFunction)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Multiply Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Multiply.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of Multiply.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Multiply Class | Multiply Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
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NotEqual Class
Represents the relational inequality operator.

For a list of all members of this type, see NotEqual Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.LogicalExpression
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Predicate
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RelationalPredicate
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.NotEqual

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

NotEqual Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class NotEqual
   Inherits RelationalPredicate
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class NotEqual : RelationalPredicate
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class NotEqual : public RelationalPredicate
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class NotEqual extends RelationalPredicate
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NotEqual Members
NotEqual overview

Public Constructors

NotEqual Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the NotEqual class.

Public Properties

LeftArgument (inherited from
RelationalPredicate)

Gets or sets the left argument of the predicate.

RightArgument (inherited fro
m RelationalPredicate)

Gets or sets right argument of the predicate.

Type (inherited from Logical
Expression)

Gets the type of the logical expression.

VocabularyLink (inherited fro
m LogicalExpression)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary el
ement containing a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of NotEqual.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

NotEqual Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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NotEqual Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the NotEqual class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the NotEqual class with the left and right arguments.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term)

[C#] public NotEqual(Term, Term);

[C++] public: NotEqual(Term*, Term*);

[JScript] public function NotEqual(Term, Term);

Initializes a new instance of the NotEqual class with the left argument, right argument, and vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public NotEqual(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: NotEqual(Term*, Term*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function NotEqual(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

See Also

NotEqual Class | NotEqual Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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NotEqual Constructor (Term, Term)
Initializes a new instance of the NotEqual class with the left and right arguments.

VB

Parameters

leftArgument
The left argument of the predicate.

rightArgument
The right argument of the predicate.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

NotEqual Class | NotEqual Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | NotEqual Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal leftArgument As Term, _
   ByVal rightArgument As Term _
)
[C#]
public NotEqual(
   Term leftArgument,
   Term rightArgument
);
[C++]
public: NotEqual(
   Term* leftArgument,
   Term* rightArgument
);
[JScript]
public function NotEqual(
   leftArgument : Term,
   rightArgument : Term
);
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NotEqual Constructor (Term, Term, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the NotEqual class with the left argument, right argument, and vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

leftArgument
The left argument of the predicate.

rightArgument
The right argument of the predicate.

link
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the logical expression.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

NotEqual Class | NotEqual Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | NotEqual Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal leftArgument As Term, _
   ByVal rightArgument As Term, _
   ByVal link As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public NotEqual(
   Term leftArgument,
   Term rightArgument,
   VocabularyLink link
);
[C++]
public: NotEqual(
   Term* leftArgument,
   Term* rightArgument,
   VocabularyLink* link
);
[JScript]
public function NotEqual(
   leftArgument : Term,
   rightArgument : Term,
   link : VocabularyLink
);
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NotEqual Methods
The methods of the NotEqual class are listed here. For a complete list of NotEqual class members, see the NotEqual Members
topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of NotEqual.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

NotEqual Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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NotEqual.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of NotEqual.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

NotEqual Class | NotEqual Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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ObjectBinding Class
Represents a binding to a .NET-based class object, an XML document, or a database table.

For a list of all members of this type, see ObjectBinding Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Binding
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.ObjectBinding
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.ClassBinding
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.DatabaseBinding
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.XMLDocumentBinding

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

ObjectBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class ObjectBinding
   Inherits Binding
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class ObjectBinding : Binding
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class ObjectBinding : public Binding
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class ObjectBinding extends Binding
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ObjectBinding Members
ObjectBinding overview

Public Properties

DisplayName (Inherited from Bi
nding)

Gets the display name for the bound object.

ImplementingType Gets the type of the wrapper class.
InstanceID Gets the instance ID of the object.
Instances Gets or sets the expected number of class instances of the implementing type present in worki

ng memory.
Selectivity Gets or sets the expected selectivity of the class instances of the implementing type present in 

working memory.
Type (Inherited from Binding) Gets the type of the bound object or member.
TypeName Gets the type name of the bound object.

Public Methods

Clone (inherited from B
inding)

Creates a deep copy of ObjectBinding.

CreateInstance Makes a deep copy of the binding and assigns the copy the specified instance ID.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Fields

DefaultInstances Contains the number of instances of the object expected in working memory.
DefaultSelectivity Contains the percentage of the objects in working memory that will pass the select tests minus 100.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ObjectBinding Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ObjectBinding Fields
The fields of the ObjectBinding class are listed here. For a complete list of ObjectBinding class members, see the
ObjectBinding Members topic.

Protected Fields

DefaultInstances Contains the number of instances of the object expected in working memory.
DefaultSelectivity Contains the percentage of the objects in working memory that will pass the select tests minus 100.

See Also

ObjectBinding Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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ObjectBinding.DefaultInstances Field
Contains the number of instances of the object expected in working memory.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ObjectBinding Class | ObjectBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Protected Const DefaultInstances As Integer
[C#]
protected const int DefaultInstances;
[C++]
protected: const int DefaultInstances;
[JScript]
protected var DefaultInstances : int;
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ObjectBinding.DefaultSelectivity Field
Contains the percentage of the objects in working memory that will pass the select tests minus 100.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ObjectBinding Class | ObjectBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Const DefaultSelectivity As Single
[C#]
protected const float DefaultSelectivity;
[C++]
protected: const float DefaultSelectivity;
[JScript]
protected var DefaultSelectivity : float;
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ObjectBinding Properties
The properties of the ObjectBinding class are listed here. For a complete list of ObjectBinding class members, see the
ObjectBinding Members topic.

Public Properties

DisplayName (Inherited from Bi
nding)

Gets the display name for the bound object.

ImplementingType Gets the type of the wrapper class.
InstanceID Gets the instance ID of the object.
Instances Gets or sets the expected number of class instances of the implementing type present in worki

ng memory.
Selectivity Gets or sets the expected selectivity of the class instances of the implementing type present in 

working memory.
Type (Inherited from Binding) Gets the type of the bound object or member.
TypeName Gets the type name of the bound object.

See Also

ObjectBinding Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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ObjectBinding.ImplementingType Property
Gets the type of the wrapper class.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ObjectBinding Class | ObjectBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public MustOverride ReadOnly Property ImplementingType As Type
[C#]
public abstract Type ImplementingType {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual Type* get_ImplementingType() = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function get ImplementingType() : Type;
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ObjectBinding.InstanceID Property
Gets the instance ID of the object.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ObjectBinding Class | ObjectBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property InstanceID As Integer
[C#]
public int InstanceID {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_InstanceID();
[JScript]
public function get InstanceID() : int;
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ObjectBinding.Instances Property
Gets or sets the expected number of class instances of the implementing type present in working memory.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ObjectBinding Class | ObjectBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property Instances As Integer
[C#]
public int Instances {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_Instances();
public: __property void set_Instances(int);
[JScript]
public function get Instances() : int;
public function set Instances(int);
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ObjectBinding.Selectivity Property
Gets or sets the expected selectivity of the class instances of the implementing type present in working memory.

VB

Remarks

The selectivity of a type is the percentage of class instances that will successfully pass the rule conditions.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ObjectBinding Class | ObjectBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property Selectivity As Single
[C#]
public float Selectivity {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property float get_Selectivity();
public: __property void set_Selectivity(float);
[JScript]
public function get Selectivity() : float;
public function set Selectivity(float);
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ObjectBinding.TypeName Property
Gets the type name of the wrapper class.

VB

Remarks

If there is no wrapper class then the implementing type is the same as the type in the object binding.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ObjectBinding Class | ObjectBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public MustOverride ReadOnly Property TypeName As String
[C#]
public abstract string TypeName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_TypeName() = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function get TypeName() : String;
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ObjectBinding Methods
The methods of the ObjectBinding class are listed here. For a complete list of ObjectBinding class members, see the
ObjectBinding Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone (inherited from B
inding)

Creates a deep copy of ObjectBinding.

CreateInstance Makes a deep copy of the binding and assigns the copy the specified instance ID.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ObjectBinding Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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ObjectBinding.CreateInstance Method
Makes a deep copy of the binding and assigns the copy the specified instance ID.

VB

Parameters

instanceID
Instance ID of the new object.

Return Value

A new instance of the object binding class.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ObjectBinding Class | ObjectBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public MustOverride Function CreateInstance( _
   ByVal instanceID As Integer _
) As ObjectBinding
[C#]
public abstract ObjectBinding CreateInstance(
   int instanceID
);
[C++]
public: virtual ObjectBinding* CreateInstance(
   int instanceID
) = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function CreateInstance(
   instanceID : int
) : ObjectBinding;
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ObjectReference Class
Specifies that the object is to be used as a term, rather than a specific field or attribute.

For a list of all members of this type, see ObjectReference Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.ObjectReference

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

The reference can be to a class, datarow, or XML document selector.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

ObjectReference Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class ObjectReference
   Inherits Term
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class ObjectReference : Term
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class ObjectReference : public Term
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class ObjectReference extends Term
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ObjectReference Members
ObjectReference overview

Public Constructors

ObjectReference Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the ObjectReference class.

Public Properties

Binding Gets or sets a reference to an object binding.
Type (inherited from T

erm)
Gets the type of the logical expression.

VocabularyLink (inheri
ted from Term)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary element co
ntaining a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of the ObjectReference.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (Inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

ObjectReference Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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ObjectReference Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the ObjectReference class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the ObjectReference class with the object binding.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(ObjectBinding)

[C#] public ObjectReference(ObjectBinding);

[C++] public: ObjectReference(ObjectBinding*);

[JScript] public function ObjectReference(ObjectBinding);

Initializes a new instance of the ObjectReference class with the object binding and vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(ObjectBinding, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public ObjectReference(ObjectBinding, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: ObjectReference(ObjectBinding*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function ObjectReference(ObjectBinding, VocabularyLink);

See Also

ObjectReference Class | ObjectReference Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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ObjectReference Constructor (ObjectBinding)
Initializes a new instance of the ObjectReference class with the object binding.

VB

Parameters

binding
Reference to an object binding.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ObjectReference Class | ObjectReference Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
ObjectReference Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal binding As ObjectBinding _
)
[C#]
public ObjectReference(
   ObjectBinding binding
);
[C++]
public: ObjectReference(
   ObjectBinding* binding
);
[JScript]
public function ObjectReference(
   binding : ObjectBinding
);
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ObjectReference Constructor (ObjectBinding, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the ObjectReference class with the object binding and vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

binding
Reference to an object binding.

vocabularyLink
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the logical expression.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ObjectReference Class | ObjectReference Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
ObjectReference Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal binding As ObjectBinding, _
   ByVal vocabularyLink As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public ObjectReference(
   ObjectBinding binding,
   VocabularyLink vocabularyLink
);
[C++]
public: ObjectReference(
   ObjectBinding* binding,
   VocabularyLink* vocabularyLink
);
[JScript]
public function ObjectReference(
   binding : ObjectBinding,
   vocabularyLink : VocabularyLink
);
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ObjectReference Properties
The properties of the ObjectReference class are listed here. For a complete list of ObjectReference class members, see the
ObjectReference Members topic.

Public Properties

Binding Gets or sets a reference to an object binding.
Type (inherited from T

erm)
Gets the type of the logical expression.

VocabularyLink (inher
ited from Term)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element 
containing a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

See Also

ObjectReference Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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ObjectReference.Binding Property
Gets or sets a reference to an object binding.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ObjectReference Class | ObjectReference Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property Binding As ObjectBinding
[C#]
public ObjectBinding Binding {get;}
[C++]
public: __property ObjectBinding* get_Binding();
[JScript]
public function get Binding() : ObjectBinding;
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ObjectReference Methods
The methods of the ObjectReference class are listed here. For a complete list of ObjectReference class members, see the
ObjectReference Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of ObjectReference.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (Inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

ObjectReference Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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ObjectReference.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of the ObjectReference.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

ObjectReference Class | ObjectReference Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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Policy Class
Represents a business policy.

For a list of all members of this type, see Policy Members.

System.Object

   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Policy

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

Applications use instances of Policy to execute named, versioned, business policies. The abstraction provided by the Policy frees
the application developer from having to directly invoke methods on RuleEngine, RuleStore, and RuleSet. Policy also enhances
performance by providing rule engine instance caching.

The Policy class uses the IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor interface for implementation and exposes the ISerializable and
IDisposable interfaces.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Policy Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class Policy
   Implements ISerializable, IDisposable
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class Policy : ISerializable, IDisposable
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class Policy : public ISerializable,
   IDisposable
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class Policy implements ISerializable, IDisposable

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Policy Members
Policy overview

Public Constructors

Policy Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the Policy class.

Public Properties

MajorRevision Gets the major revision of the policy.
MinorRevision Gets the minor revision of the policy.
PolicyName Gets the name of the policy.
RuleSetInfo Gets the RuleSetInfo for the policy.

Public Methods

Dispose Releases the resources used by the Policy class.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Execute Overloaded. Adds the specified short term facts into the rule engine working memory and executes an
y facts placed into the agenda as a result of adding the short term facts.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Populates a SerializationInfo with the data needed to serialize the target object.
GetType (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize Overridden. Releases the resources held by the current instance.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Policy Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Policy Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Policy class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the Policy class with the policy name.

Policy retrieves rule sets from RuleEngineUpdateService during construction time. When you construct Policy objects using
the Policy(string) constructor, the latest deployed rule set is retrieved from the configured rule store.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public Policy(System.String);

[C++] public: Policy(System.String);

[JScript] public function Policy(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the Policy class with the policy name, major revision, and minor revision.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)

[C#] public Policy(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++] public: Policy(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function Policy(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

See Also

Policy Class | Policy Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Policy Constructor (System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the Policy class with the policy name.

VB

Parameters

policyName
The name of the policy.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

Policy Class | Policy Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Policy Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal policyName As String _
)
[C#]
public Policy(
   string policyName
);
[C++]
public: Policy(
   String* policyName
);
[JScript]
public function Policy(
   policyName : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Policy Constructor (System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the Policy class with the policy name, major revision, and minor revision.

VB

Parameters

policyName
The name of the policy.

majorRevision
The major revision of the policy.

minorRevision
The minor revision of the policy.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

Policy Class | Policy Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Policy Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal policyName As String, _
   ByVal majorRevision As Integer, _
   ByVal minorRevision As Integer _
)
[C#]
public Policy(
   string policyName,
   int majorRevision,
   int minorRevision
);
[C++]
public: Policy(
   String* policyName,
   int majorRevision,
   int minorRevision
);
[JScript]
public function Policy(
   policyName : String,
   majorRevision : int,
   minorRevision : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Policy Properties
The properties of the Policy class are listed here. For a complete list of Policy class members, see the Policy Members topic.

Public Properties

MajorRevision Gets the major revision of the policy.
MinorRevision Gets the minor revision of the policy.
PolicyName Gets the name of the policy.
RuleSetInfo Gets the RuleSetInfo for the policy.

See Also

Policy Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Policy.MajorRevision Property
Gets the major revision of the policy.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Policy Class | Policy Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property MajorRevision As Integer
[C#]
public int MajorRevision {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MajorRevision();
[JScript]
public function get MajorRevision() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Policy.MinorRevision Property
Gets the minor revision of the policy.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Policy Class | Policy Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property MinorRevision As Integer
[C#]
public int MinorRevision {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MinorRevision();
[JScript]
public function get MinorRevision() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Policy.PolicyName Property
Gets the name of the policy.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Policy Class | Policy Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property PolicyName As String
[C#]
public string PolicyName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_PolicyName();
[JScript]
public function get PolicyName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Policy.RuleSetInfo Property
Gets the RuleSetInfo for the policy.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Policy Class | Policy Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property RuleSetInfo As RuleSetInfo
[C#]
public RuleSetInfo RuleSetInfo {get;}
[C++]
public: __property RuleSetInfo* get_RuleSetInfo();
[JScript]
public function get RuleSetInfo() : RuleSetInfo;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Policy Methods
The methods of the Policy class are listed here. For a complete list of Policy class members, see the Policy Members topic.

Public Methods

Dispose Releases the resources used by the Policy class.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Execute Overloaded. Executes the Policy using the specified short term facts.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Populates a SerializationInfo with the data needed to serialize the target object.
GetType (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize Overridden. Releases the resources held by the current instance.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Policy Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Policy.Dispose Method
Releases the resources used by the Policy class.

VB

Implements

IDisposable.Dispose

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Policy Class | Policy Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Sub Dispose() Implements IDisposable.Dispose
[C#]
public virtual void Dispose();
[C++]
public: virtual void Dispose();
[JScript]
public function Dispose();

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/es4s3w1d(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Policy.Execute Method
Executes the Policy using the specified short term facts.

Overload List

Executes the Policy using the specified short term facts.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Execute(System.Object)

[C#] public void Execute(System.Object);

[C++] public: void Execute(System.Object);

[JScript] public function Execute(System.Object);

Executes the Policy using the specified short term facts.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Execute(System.Object())

[C#] public void Execute(System.Object[]);

[C++] public: void Execute(System.Object[]);

[JScript] public function Execute(System.Object[]);

Executes the Policy using the specified short term facts and the tracking interceptor.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Execute(System.Object, IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor)

[C#] public void Execute(System.Object, IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor);

[C++] public: void Execute(System.Object, IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor*);

[JScript] public function Execute(System.Object, IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor);

Executes the Policy using the specified short term facts and the tracking interceptor.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Execute(System.Object(), IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor)

[C#] public void Execute(System.Object[], IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor);

[C++] public: void Execute(System.Object[], IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor*);

[JScript] public function Execute(System.Object[], IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor);

See Also

Policy Class | Policy Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Policy.Execute Method (System.Object)
Executes the Policy using the specified short term facts.

VB

Parameters

shortTermFacts
Collection of fact objects representing the short term facts.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Policy Class | Policy Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Policy.Execute Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Sub Execute( _
   ByVal shortTermFacts As Object _
)
[C#]
public void Execute(
   object shortTermFacts
);
[C++]
public: void Execute(
   Object* shortTermFacts
);
[JScript]
public function Execute(
   shortTermFacts : Object
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Policy.Execute Method (System.Object[])
Executes the Policy using the specified short term facts.

VB

Parameters

shortTermFacts
Collection of fact objects representing the short term facts.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Policy Class | Policy Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Policy.Execute Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Sub Execute( _
   ByVal shortTermFacts() As Object _
)
[C#]
public void Execute(
   object[] shortTermFacts
);
[C++]
public: void Execute(
   Object* shortTermFacts __gc[]
);
[JScript]
public function Execute(
   shortTermFacts : Object[]
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Policy.Execute Method (System.Object,
IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor)
Executes the Policy using the specified short term facts and the tracking interceptor.

VB

Parameters

shortTermFacts
A fact object representing a short term fact.

trackingInterceptor
Reference to a rule set tracking interceptor.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Policy Class | Policy Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Policy.Execute Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Sub Execute( _
   ByVal shortTermFacts As Object, _
   ByVal trackingInterceptor As IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor _
)
[C#]
public void Execute(
   object shortTermFacts,
   IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor trackingInterceptor
);
[C++]
public: void Execute(
   Object* shortTermFacts,
   IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor* trackingInterceptor
);
[JScript]
public function Execute(
   shortTermFacts : Object,
   trackingInterceptor : IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Policy.Execute Method (System.Object[],
IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor)
Executes the Policy using the specified short term facts and the tracking interceptor.

VB

Parameters

shortTermFacts
Collection of fact objects representing the short term facts.

trackingInterceptor
Reference to a rule set tracking interceptor.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Policy Class | Policy Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Policy.Execute Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Sub Execute( _
   ByVal shortTermFacts() As Object, _
   ByVal trackingInterceptor As IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor _
)
[C#]
public void Execute(
   object[] shortTermFacts,
   IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor trackingInterceptor
);
[C++]
public: void Execute(
   Object* shortTermFacts __gc[],
   IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor* trackingInterceptor
);
[JScript]
public function Execute(
   shortTermFacts : Object[],
   trackingInterceptor : IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Policy.Finalize Method
Releases the resources held by the current instance.

[C#] In C#, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

[C++] In C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Policy Class | Policy Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Protected Sub Finalize()
[C#]
~Policy();
[C++]
~Policy();
[JScript]
protected override function Finalize();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Policy.GetObjectData Method
Populates a SerializationInfo with the data needed to serialize the target object.

VB

Parameters

info
The SerializationInfo to populate with data.

context
The destination (see StreamingContext) for this serialization.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Policy Class | Policy Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal info As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public virtual void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo info,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: virtual void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* info,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public function GetObjectData(
   info : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
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PolicyAuthorizationInfo Class
The information associated with a policy authorizations enabled event.

For a list of all members of this type, see PolicyAuthorizationInfo Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.PolicyUpdateInfo
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.PolicyAuthorizationInfo

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

PolicyAuthorizationInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Class PolicyAuthorizationInfo
   Inherits PolicyUpdateInfo
   Implements ICloneable
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class PolicyAuthorizationInfo : PolicyUpdateInfo,
   ICloneable
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class PolicyAuthorizationInfo : public
   PolicyUpdateInfo, ICloneable
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class PolicyAuthorizationInfo extends PolicyUpdateInfo
   implements ICloneable

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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PolicyAuthorizationInfo Members
PolicyAuthorizationInfo overview

Public Constructors

PolicyAuthorizationInfo Constructor Initializes a new instance of the PolicyAuthorizationInfo class.

Public Properties

Enabled Gets a value that indicates whether rule store authorization is enabled or disabled.

Public Methods

Clone Performs a deep copy of the PolicyAuthorizationInfo class.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PolicyAuthorizationInfo Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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PolicyAuthorizationInfo Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the PolicyAuthorizationInfo class.

VB

Parameters

enabled
Indicates whether rule store authorization is enabled or disabled.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PolicyAuthorizationInfo Class | PolicyAuthorizationInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal enabled As Boolean _
)
[C#]
public PolicyAuthorizationInfo(
   bool enabled
);
[C++]
public: PolicyAuthorizationInfo(
   bool enabled
);
[JScript]
public function PolicyAuthorizationInfo(
   enabled : Boolean
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PolicyAuthorizationInfo Properties
The properties of the PolicyAuthorizationInfo class are listed here. For a complete list of PolicyAuthorizationInfo class
members, see the PolicyAuthorizationInfo Members topic.

Public Properties

Enabled Gets a value that indicates whether rule store authorization is enabled or disabled.

See Also

PolicyAuthorizationInfo Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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PolicyAuthorizationInfo.Enabled Property
Gets a value that indicates whether rule store authorization is enabled or disabled.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PolicyAuthorizationInfo Class | PolicyAuthorizationInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Enabled As Boolean
[C#]
public bool Enabled {get;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_Enabled();
[JScript]
public function get Enabled() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PolicyAuthorizationInfo Methods
The methods of the PolicyAuthorizationInfo class are listed here. For a complete list of PolicyAuthorizationInfo class
members, see the PolicyAuthorizationInfo Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Performs a deep copy of the PolicyAuthorizationInfo class.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PolicyAuthorizationInfo Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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PolicyAuthorizationInfo.Clone Method
Performs a deep copy of the PolicyAuthorizationInfo class.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of PolicyAuthorizationInfo.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PolicyAuthorizationInfo Class | PolicyAuthorizationInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public virtual object Clone();
[C++]
public: virtual Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public function Clone() : Object;
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PolicyDeploymentInfo Class
Information associated with a policy deployment or undeployment event.

For a list of all members of this type, see PolicyDeploymentInfo Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.PolicyUpdateInfo
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.PolicyDeploymentInfo

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

PolicyDeploymentInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Class PolicyDeploymentInfo
   Inherits PolicyUpdateInfo
   Implements ICloneable
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class PolicyDeploymentInfo : PolicyUpdateInfo, ICloneable
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class PolicyDeploymentInfo : public PolicyUpdateInfo,
   ICloneable
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class PolicyDeploymentInfo extends PolicyUpdateInfo
   implements ICloneable

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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PolicyDeploymentInfo Members
PolicyDeploymentInfo overview

Public Constructors

PolicyDeploymentInfo Constructor Initializes a new instance of the PolicyDeploymentInfo class.

Public Properties

Deployed Gets a value that indicates whether the policy has been deployed.
RuleSetInfo Gets rule set information.

Public Methods

Clone Creates a deep copy of PolicyDeploymentInfo.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PolicyDeploymentInfo Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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PolicyDeploymentInfo Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the PolicyDeploymentInfo class.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetInfo
Rule set information.

deployed
Indicates whether the policy has been deployed.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PolicyDeploymentInfo Class | PolicyDeploymentInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal ruleSetInfo As RuleSetInfo, _
   ByVal deployed As Boolean _
)
[C#]
public PolicyDeploymentInfo(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSetInfo,
   bool deployed
);
[C++]
public: PolicyDeploymentInfo(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSetInfo,
   bool deployed
);
[JScript]
public function PolicyDeploymentInfo(
   ruleSetInfo : RuleSetInfo,
   deployed : Boolean
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PolicyDeploymentInfo Properties
The properties of the PolicyDeploymentInfo class are listed here. For a complete list of PolicyDeploymentInfo class
members, see the PolicyDeploymentInfo Members topic.

Public Properties

Deployed Gets a value that indicates whether the policy has been deployed.
RuleSetInfo Gets rule set information.

See Also

PolicyDeploymentInfo Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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PolicyDeploymentInfo.Deployed Property
Gets a value that indicates whether the policy has been deployed.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PolicyDeploymentInfo Class | PolicyDeploymentInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Deployed As Boolean
[C#]
public bool Deployed {get;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_Deployed();
[JScript]
public function get Deployed() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PolicyDeploymentInfo.RuleSetInfo Property
Gets rule set information.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PolicyDeploymentInfo Class | PolicyDeploymentInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property RuleSetInfo As RuleSetInfo
[C#]
public RuleSetInfo RuleSetInfo {get;}
[C++]
public: __property RuleSetInfo* get_RuleSetInfo();
[JScript]
public function get RuleSetInfo() : RuleSetInfo;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PolicyDeploymentInfo Methods
The methods of the PolicyDeploymentInfo class are listed here. For a complete list of PolicyDeploymentInfo class members,
see the PolicyDeploymentInfo Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Creates a deep copy of PolicyDeploymentInfo.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PolicyDeploymentInfo Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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PolicyDeploymentInfo.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of PolicyDeploymentInfo.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of PolicyDeploymentInfo.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PolicyDeploymentInfo Class | PolicyDeploymentInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public virtual object Clone();
[C++]
public: virtual Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public function Clone() : Object;
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PolicyExecutionException Class
The exception that is thrown if policy execution fails.

For a list of all members of this type, see PolicyExecutionException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.PolicyExecutionException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

Refer to the exception message or inner exception for details.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

PolicyExecutionException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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<Serializable>
Public Class PolicyExecutionException
   Inherits RuleEngineException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class PolicyExecutionException : RuleEngineException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class PolicyExecutionException : public
   RuleEngineException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class PolicyExecutionException extends RuleEngineException
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PolicyExecutionException Members
PolicyExecutionException overview

Public Constructors

PolicyExecutionException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the PolicyExecutionException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

PolicyExecutionException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the PolicyExecutionException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PolicyExecutionException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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PolicyExecutionException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the PolicyExecutionException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the PolicyExecutionException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public PolicyExecutionException(System.String);

[C++] public: PolicyExecutionException(System.String);

[JScript] public function PolicyExecutionException(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the PolicyExecutionException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected PolicyExecutionException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: PolicyExecutionException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function PolicyExecutionException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the PolicyExecutionException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, and the inner
exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public PolicyExecutionException(System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: PolicyExecutionException(System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function PolicyExecutionException(System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

PolicyExecutionException Class | PolicyExecutionException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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PolicyExecutionException Constructor (System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the PolicyExecutionException class using the specified message.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PolicyExecutionException Class | PolicyExecutionException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
PolicyExecutionException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String _
)
[C#]
public PolicyExecutionException(
   string message
);
[C++]
public: PolicyExecutionException(
   String* message
);
[JScript]
public function PolicyExecutionException(
   message : String
);
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PolicyExecutionException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the PolicyExecutionException class using the specified serialization information and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PolicyExecutionException Class | PolicyExecutionException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
PolicyExecutionException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected PolicyExecutionException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: PolicyExecutionException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function PolicyExecutionException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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PolicyExecutionException Constructor (System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the PolicyExecutionException class using the specified message and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PolicyExecutionException Class | PolicyExecutionException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
PolicyExecutionException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public PolicyExecutionException(
   string message,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: PolicyExecutionException(
   String* message,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function PolicyExecutionException(
   message : String,
   ex : Exception
);
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PolicyTester Class
A business policy tester.

For a list of all members of this type, see PolicyTester Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.PolicyTester

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

PolicyTester Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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NotInheritable Public Class PolicyTester
   Implements IDisposable
[C#]
public sealed class PolicyTester : IDisposable
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class PolicyTester : public IDisposable
[JScript]
public
class PolicyTester implements IDisposable
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PolicyTester Members
PolicyTester overview

Public Constructors

PolicyTester Constructor Initializes a new instance of the PolicyTester class.

Public Properties

MajorRevision Gets the major version of the policy.
MinorRevision Gets the minor version of the policy.
PolicyName Gets the name of the policy.

Public Methods

Dispose Called when engine is no longer needed.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Execute Executes the policy using the specified facts.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize Overridden. Allows the PolicyTester instance to attempt to free resources and perform other cleanu
p operations before being reclaimed by garbage collection.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PolicyTester Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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PolicyTester Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the PolicyTester class.

VB

Parameters

ruleset
Rule set associated with the policy.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PolicyTester Class | PolicyTester Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal ruleset As RuleSet _
)
[C#]
public PolicyTester(
   RuleSet ruleset
);
[C++]
public: PolicyTester(
   RuleSet* ruleset
);
[JScript]
public function PolicyTester(
   ruleset : RuleSet
);
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PolicyTester Properties
The properties of the PolicyTester class are listed here. For a complete list of PolicyTester class members, see the
PolicyTester Members topic.

Public Properties

MajorRevision Gets the major version of the policy.
MinorRevision Gets the minor version of the policy.
PolicyName Gets the name of the policy.

See Also

PolicyTester Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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PolicyTester.MajorRevision Property
Gets the major version of the policy.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PolicyTester Class | PolicyTester Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MajorRevision As Integer
[C#]
public int MajorRevision {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MajorRevision();
[JScript]
public function get MajorRevision() : int;
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PolicyTester.MinorRevision Property
Gets the minor version of the policy.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PolicyTester Class | PolicyTester Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MinorRevision As Integer
[C#]
public int MinorRevision {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MinorRevision();
[JScript]
public function get MinorRevision() : int;
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PolicyTester.PolicyName Property
Gets the name of the policy.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PolicyTester Class | PolicyTester Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property PolicyName As String
[C#]
public string PolicyName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_PolicyName();
[JScript]
public function get PolicyName() : String;
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PolicyTester Methods
The methods of the PolicyTester class are listed here. For a complete list of PolicyTester class members, see the
PolicyTester Members topic.

Public Methods

Dispose Called when the engine is no longer needed.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Execute Overloaded. Execute the policy using the specified facts.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize Overridden. Overridden. Allows the PolicyTester instance to attempt to free resources and perform 
other cleanup operations before being reclaimed by garbage collection.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PolicyTester Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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PolicyTester.Dispose Method
Called when the engine is no longer needed.

VB

Implements

IDisposable.Dispose

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PolicyTester Class | PolicyTester Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable Sub Dispose() Implements IDisposable.Dispose
[C#]
public virtual void Dispose();
[C++]
public: virtual void Dispose();
[JScript]
public function Dispose();
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PolicyTester.Execute Method
Execute the policy using the specified facts.

Overload List

Execute the policy using the specified facts.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Execute(System.Object)

[C#] public void Execute(System.Object);

[C++] public: void Execute(System.Object);

[JScript] public function Execute(System.Object);

Execute the policy using the specified collection of facts.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Execute(System.Object())

[C#] public void Execute(System.Object[]);

[C++] public: void Execute(System.Object[]);

[JScript] public function Execute(System.Object[]);

Execute the policy using the specified facts and tracking interceptor.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Execute(System.Object, IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor)

[C#] public void Execute(System.Object, IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor);

[C++] public: void Execute(System.Object, IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor*);

[JScript] public function Execute(System.Object, IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor);

Execute the policy using the specified collection of facts and tracking interceptor.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Execute(System.Object(), IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor)

[C#] public void Execute(System.Object[], IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor);

[C++] public: void Execute(System.Object[], IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor*);

[JScript] public function Execute(System.Object[], IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor);

See Also

PolicyTester Class | PolicyTester Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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PolicyTester.Execute Method (System.Object)
Execute the policy using the specified facts.

VB

Parameters

shortTermFacts
The fact objects.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PolicyTester Class | PolicyTester Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | PolicyTester.Execute Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Execute( _
   ByVal shortTermFacts As Object _
)
[C#]
public void Execute(
   object shortTermFacts
);
[C++]
public: void Execute(
   Object* shortTermFacts
);
[JScript]
public function Execute(
   shortTermFacts : Object
);
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PolicyTester.Execute Method (System.Object[])
Execute the policy using the specified collection of facts.

VB

Parameters

shortTermFacts
Collection of fact objects.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PolicyTester Class | PolicyTester Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | PolicyTester.Execute Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Execute( _
   ByVal shortTermFacts() As Object _
)
[C#]
public void Execute(
   object[] shortTermFacts
);
[C++]
public: void Execute(
   Object* shortTermFacts __gc[]
);
[JScript]
public function Execute(
   shortTermFacts : Object[]
);
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PolicyTester.Execute Method (System.Object,
IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor)
Execute the policy using the specified facts and tracking interceptor.

VB

Parameters

shortTermFacts
The fact objects.

trackingInterceptor
Tracking interceptor.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PolicyTester Class | PolicyTester Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | PolicyTester.Execute Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Execute( _
   ByVal shortTermFacts As Object, _
   ByVal trackingInterceptor As IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor _
)
[C#]
public void Execute(
   object shortTermFacts,
   IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor trackingInterceptor
);
[C++]
public: void Execute(
   Object* shortTermFacts,
   IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor* trackingInterceptor
);
[JScript]
public function Execute(
   shortTermFacts : Object,
   trackingInterceptor : IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor
);
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PolicyTester.Execute Method (System.Object[],
IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor)
Execute the policy using the specified collection of facts and tracking interceptor.

VB

Parameters

shortTermFacts
Collection of fact objects.

trackingInterceptor
Tracking interceptor.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PolicyTester Class | PolicyTester Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | PolicyTester.Execute Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Execute( _
   ByVal shortTermFacts() As Object, _
   ByVal trackingInterceptor As IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor _
)
[C#]
public void Execute(
   object[] shortTermFacts,
   IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor trackingInterceptor
);
[C++]
public: void Execute(
   Object* shortTermFacts __gc[],
   IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor* trackingInterceptor
);
[JScript]
public function Execute(
   shortTermFacts : Object[],
   trackingInterceptor : IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor
);
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PolicyTester.Finalize Method
Allows the PolicyTester instance to attempt to free resources and perform other cleanup operations before being reclaimed by
garbage collection.

[C#] In C#, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

[C++] In C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

PolicyTester Class | PolicyTester Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Protected Sub Finalize()
[C#]
~PolicyTester();
[C++]
~PolicyTester();
[JScript]
protected override function Finalize();
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PolicyTrackingConfigInfo Class
The information associated with a policy tracking configuration update event.

For a list of all members of this type, see PolicyTrackingConfigInfo Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.PolicyUpdateInfo
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.PolicyTrackingConfigInfo

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

PolicyTrackingConfigInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class PolicyTrackingConfigInfo
   Inherits PolicyUpdateInfo
   Implements ICloneable
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class PolicyTrackingConfigInfo : PolicyUpdateInfo,
   ICloneable
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class PolicyTrackingConfigInfo : public
   PolicyUpdateInfo, ICloneable
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class PolicyTrackingConfigInfo extends PolicyUpdateInfo
   implements ICloneable
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PolicyTrackingConfigInfo Members
PolicyTrackingConfigInfo overview

Public Constructors

PolicyTrackingConfigInfo Constructor Initializes a new instance of the PolicyTrackingConfigInfo class.

Public Properties

RuleSetInfo Gets rule set information.
TrackingConfig Gets tracking configuration that indicates which execution events need to be tracked.

Public Methods

Clone Performs a deep copy of the PolicyTrackingConfigInfo class.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PolicyTrackingConfigInfo Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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PolicyTrackingConfigInfo Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the PolicyTrackingConfigInfo class.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetInfo
Rule set information.

trackingConfig
Tracking configuration.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PolicyTrackingConfigInfo Class | PolicyTrackingConfigInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal ruleSetInfo As RuleSetInfo, _
   ByVal trackingConfig As TrackingConfiguration _
)
[C#]
public PolicyTrackingConfigInfo(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSetInfo,
   TrackingConfiguration trackingConfig
);
[C++]
public: PolicyTrackingConfigInfo(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSetInfo,
   TrackingConfiguration* trackingConfig
);
[JScript]
public function PolicyTrackingConfigInfo(
   ruleSetInfo : RuleSetInfo,
   trackingConfig : TrackingConfiguration
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PolicyTrackingConfigInfo Properties
The properties of the PolicyTrackingConfigInfo class are listed here. For a complete list of PolicyTrackingConfigInfo class
members, see the PolicyTrackingConfigInfo Members topic.

Public Properties

RuleSetInfo Gets rule set information.
TrackingConfig Gets tracking configuration that indicates which execution events need to be tracked.

See Also

PolicyTrackingConfigInfo Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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PolicyTrackingConfigInfo.RuleSetInfo Property
Gets rule set information.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PolicyTrackingConfigInfo Class | PolicyTrackingConfigInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property RuleSetInfo As RuleSetInfo
[C#]
public RuleSetInfo RuleSetInfo {get;}
[C++]
public: __property RuleSetInfo* get_RuleSetInfo();
[JScript]
public function get RuleSetInfo() : RuleSetInfo;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PolicyTrackingConfigInfo.TrackingConfig Property
Gets tracking configuration that indicates which execution events need to be tracked.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PolicyTrackingConfigInfo Class | PolicyTrackingConfigInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property TrackingConfig As TrackingConfiguration
[C#]
public TrackingConfiguration TrackingConfig {get;}
[C++]
public: __property TrackingConfiguration* get_TrackingConfig();
[JScript]
public function get TrackingConfig() : TrackingConfiguration;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PolicyTrackingConfigInfo Methods
The methods of the PolicyTrackingConfigInfo class are listed here. For a complete list of PolicyTrackingConfigInfo class
members, see the PolicyTrackingConfigInfo Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Performs a deep copy of the PolicyTrackingConfigInfo class.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PolicyTrackingConfigInfo Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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PolicyTrackingConfigInfo.Clone Method
Performs a deep copy of the PolicyTrackingConfigInfo class.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of PolicyTrackingConfigInfo.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PolicyTrackingConfigInfo Class | PolicyTrackingConfigInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public virtual object Clone();
[C++]
public: virtual Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
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PolicyUpdateInfo Class
Base class for all policy information associated with policy update events.

For a list of all members of this type, see PolicyUpdateInfo Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.PolicyUpdateInfo
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.PolicyAuthorizationInfo
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.PolicyDeploymentInfo
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.PolicyTrackingConfigInfo

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

PolicyUpdateInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class PolicyUpdateInfo
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class PolicyUpdateInfo
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class PolicyUpdateInfo
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class PolicyUpdateInfo

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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PolicyUpdateInfo Members
PolicyUpdateInfo overview

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

PolicyUpdateInfo Constructor Initializes a new instance of the PolicyUpdateInfo class.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PolicyUpdateInfo Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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PolicyUpdateInfo Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the PolicyUpdateInfo class.

VB

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PolicyUpdateInfo Class | PolicyUpdateInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New()
[C#]
protected PolicyUpdateInfo();
[C++]
protected: PolicyUpdateInfo();
[JScript]
protected function PolicyUpdateInfo();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Power Class
Represents the power operator (arg1 raised to the power of arg2).

For a list of all members of this type, see Power Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.ArithmeticFunction
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.Power

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

The return value of the operation is dependent on the argument types. The .NET-compliant implicit argument conversion is
performed if needed.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Power Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class Power
   Inherits ArithmeticFunction
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class Power : ArithmeticFunction
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class Power : public ArithmeticFunction
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class Power extends ArithmeticFunction

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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Power Members
Power overview

Public Constructors

Power Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the Power class.

Public Properties

LeftArgument (inherited from 
ArithmeticFunction)

Gets or sets the left side argument.

RightArgument (inherited from
ArithmeticFunction)

Gets or sets the right side argument.

Type (inherited from Term) Gets the type of the logical expression.
VocabularyLink (inherited from

Term)
Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary 
element containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Power.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (inherited from A
rithmeticFunction)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Power Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Power Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Power class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the Power class with the left and right side arguments.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term)

[C#] public Power(Term, Term);

[C++] public: Power(Term*, Term*);

[JScript] public function Power(Term, Term);

Initializes a new instance of the Power class with the left argument, right argument, and vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public Power(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: Power(Term*, Term*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function Power(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

See Also

Power Class | Power Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Power Constructor (Term, Term)
Initializes a new instance of the Power class with the left and right side arguments.

VB

Parameters

leftArgument
Left side argument.

rightArgument
Right side argument.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Power Class | Power Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Power Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal leftArgument As Term, _
   ByVal rightArgument As Term _
)
[C#]
public Power(
   Term leftArgument,
   Term rightArgument
);
[C++]
public: Power(
   Term* leftArgument,
   Term* rightArgument
);
[JScript]
public function Power(
   leftArgument : Term,
   rightArgument : Term
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Power Constructor (Term, Term, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the Power class with the left argument, right argument, and vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

leftArgument
Left side argument.

rightArgument
Right side argument.

link
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the term.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Power Class | Power Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Power Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal leftArgument As Term, _
   ByVal rightArgument As Term, _
   ByVal link As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public Power(
   Term leftArgument,
   Term rightArgument,
   VocabularyLink link
);
[C++]
public: Power(
   Term* leftArgument,
   Term* rightArgument,
   VocabularyLink* link
);
[JScript]
public function Power(
   leftArgument : Term,
   rightArgument : Term,
   link : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Power Methods
The methods of the Power class are listed here. For a complete list of Power class members, see the Power Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Power.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (inherited from A
rithmeticFunction)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Power Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Power.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of Power.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of Power.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Power Class | Power Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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Predicate Class
Base class for all user-defined and built-in predicates used in rule conditions.

For a list of all members of this type, see Predicate Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.LogicalExpression
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Predicate

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Predicate Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class Predicate
   Inherits LogicalExpression
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class Predicate : LogicalExpression
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class Predicate : public LogicalExpression
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class Predicate extends LogicalExpression

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Predicate Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Predicate class.

VB

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Predicate Class | Predicate Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New()
[C#]
protected Predicate();
[C++]
protected: Predicate();
[JScript]
protected function Predicate();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Predicate Members
Public Properties

Type (inherited from Logical
Expression)

Gets the type of the logical expression.

VocabularyLink (inherited fro
m LogicalExpression)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary ele
ment containing a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

Public Methods

Clone (inherited from L
ogicalExpression)

Creates a deep copy of the current instance.

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Predicate Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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PubSubAdapter Class
Returns published or subscribed adapter results.

For a list of all members of this type, see PubSubAdapter Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.PubSubAdapter

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

PubSubAdapter is a pseudo implementation. Publish is a no-op and Subscribe sets up periodic polling on the database.
Changes are tracked during a poll period and callback to the subscriber to register the changes.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows 2003 Server 

Assembly: Microsoft.RuleEngine (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

PubSubAdapter Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Class PubSubAdapter
   Implements IPubSubAdapter
[C#]
public class PubSubAdapter : IPubSubAdapter
[C++]
public __gc class PubSubAdapter : public IPubSubAdapter
[JScript]
public class PubSubAdapter implements IPubSubAdapter

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PubSubAdapter Members
PubSubAdapter overview

Public Constructors

PubSubAdapter Constructor Initializes a new instance of the PubSubAdapter class.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Publish Publishes the specified remote update message.
Subscribe Subscribes to the remote update message.
ToString (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Unsubscribe Unsubscribes from the remote update message.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PubSubAdapter Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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PubSubAdapter Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the PubSubAdapter class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows 2003 Server

 

See Also

PubSubAdapter Class | PubSubAdapter Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public PubSubAdapter();
[C++]
public: PubSubAdapter();
[JScript]
public function PubSubAdapter();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PubSubAdapter Methods
The methods of the PubSubAdapter class are listed here. For a complete list of PubSubAdapter class members, see the
PubSubAdapter Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Publish Publishes the specified remote update message.
Subscribe Subscribes to remote update messages.
ToString (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Unsubscribe Unsubscribes from the remote update message.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PubSubAdapter Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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PubSubAdapter.Publish Method
Publishes the specified remote update message.

VB

Parameters

message
Remote message update object.

Implements

IPubSubAdapter.Publish

Remarks

The current implementation of Publish is a no-op.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows 2003 Server

 

See Also

PubSubAdapter Class | PubSubAdapter Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Sub Publish( _
   ByVal message As PolicyUpdateInfo _
) Implements IPubSubAdapter.Publish
[C#]
public virtual void Publish(
   PolicyUpdateInfo message
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Publish(
   PolicyUpdateInfo* message
);
[JScript]
public function Publish(
   message : PolicyUpdateInfo
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PubSubAdapter.Subscribe Method
Subscribes to remote update messages.

VB

Parameters

proc
Notification handler.

Implements

IPubSubAdapter.Subscribe

Remarks

Subscribe adds the callback to the delegate chain that is used to callback when the remote update is polled in a timer routine.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows 2003 Server

 

See Also

PubSubAdapter Class | PubSubAdapter Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Sub Subscribe( _
   ByVal proc As SubscriptionMessageHandler _
) Implements IPubSubAdapter.Subscribe
[C#]
public virtual void Subscribe(
   SubscriptionMessageHandler proc
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Subscribe(
   SubscriptionMessageHandler* proc
);
[JScript]
public function Subscribe(
   proc : SubscriptionMessageHandler
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PubSubAdapter.Unsubscribe Method
Unsubscribes to the remote update message.

VB

Parameters

proc
Notification handler.

Implements

IPubSubAdapter.Unsubscribe

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PubSubAdapter Class | PubSubAdapter Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Sub Unsubscribe( _
   ByVal proc As SubscriptionMessageHandler _
) Implements IPubSubAdapter.Unsubscribe
[C#]
public virtual void Unsubscribe(
   SubscriptionMessageHandler proc
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Unsubscribe(
   SubscriptionMessageHandler* proc
);
[JScript]
public function Unsubscribe(
   proc : SubscriptionMessageHandler
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Range Class
Tests whether a value is between a range.

For a list of all members of this type, see Range Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.LogicalExpression
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Predicate
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.Range

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

The range predicate is used to determine if a given value is within a specified range represented by a low and high value. Each
end of the specified range is inclusive.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Range Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class Range
   Inherits Predicate
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class Range : Predicate
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class Range : public Predicate
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class Range extends Predicate

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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Range Members
Range overview

Public Constructors

Range Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the Range class.

Public Properties

RangeHigh Gets or sets an instance of a class derived from Term representing the high end of range.
RangeLow Gets or sets an instance of a class derived from Term representing the low end of range.
TestValue Gets or sets an instance of a class derived from Term representing the value that must be within 

the specified range.
Type (inherited from Logical

Expression)
Gets the type of the logical expression.

VocabularyLink (inherited fro
m LogicalExpression)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary ele
ment containing a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Range.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Range Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Range Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Range class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the Range class with the test value, the low end of the range, and the high end of the range.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term, Term)

[C#] public Range(Term, Term, Term);

[C++] public: Range(Term*, Term*, Term*);

[JScript] public function Range(Term, Term, Term);

Initializes a new instance of the Range class with the test value, the low end of the range, the high end of the range, and the
vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term, Term, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public Range(Term, Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: Range(Term*, Term*, Term*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function Range(Term, Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

See Also

Range Class | Range Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Range Constructor (Term, Term, Term)
Initializes a new instance of the Range class with the test value, the low end of the range, and the high end of the range.

VB

Parameters

testValue
Instance of a class derived from Term representing the value that must be within the specified range.

rangeLow
Instance of a class derived from Term representing the low end of range.

rangeHigh
Instance of a class derived from Term representing the high end of range.

Remarks

The parameter testValue must evaluate to a value type. The high and low range ends must be of the same type, and they must be
convertible to the type of testValue.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Range Class | Range Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Range Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal testValue As Term, _
   ByVal rangeLow As Term, _
   ByVal rangeHigh As Term _
)
[C#]
public Range(
   Term testValue,
   Term rangeLow,
   Term rangeHigh
);
[C++]
public: Range(
   Term* testValue,
   Term* rangeLow,
   Term* rangeHigh
);
[JScript]
public function Range(
   testValue : Term,
   rangeLow : Term,
   rangeHigh : Term
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Range Constructor (Term, Term, Term, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the Range class with the test value, the low end of the range, the high end of the range, and the
vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

testValue
Instance of a class derived from Term representing the value that must be within the specified range.

rangeLow
Instance of a class derived from Term representing the low end of range.

rangeHigh
Instance of a class derived from Term representing the high end of range.

vocabularyLink
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the logical expression.

Remarks

The parameter testValue must evaluate to a value type. The high and low range ends must be of the same type, and they must be
convertible to the type of testValue.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Range Class | Range Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Range Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal testValue As Term, _
   ByVal rangeLow As Term, _
   ByVal rangeHigh As Term, _
   ByVal vocabularyLink As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public Range(
   Term testValue,
   Term rangeLow,
   Term rangeHigh,
   VocabularyLink vocabularyLink
);
[C++]
public: Range(
   Term* testValue,
   Term* rangeLow,
   Term* rangeHigh,
   VocabularyLink* vocabularyLink
);
[JScript]
public function Range(
   testValue : Term,
   rangeLow : Term,
   rangeHigh : Term,
   vocabularyLink : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Range Properties
The properties of the Range class are listed here. For a complete list of Range class members, see the Range Members topic.

Public Properties

RangeHigh Gets or sets an instance of a class derived from Term representing the high end of range.
RangeLow Gets or sets an instance of a class derived from Term representing the low end of range.
TestValue Gets or sets an instance of a class derived from Term representing the value that must be within t

he specified range.
Type (inherited from Logical

Expression)
Gets the type of the logical expression.

VocabularyLink (inherited fr
om LogicalExpression)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary el
ement containing a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

See Also

Range Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Range.RangeHigh Property
Gets or sets an instance of a class derived from Term representing the high end of range.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Range Class | Range Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Property RangeHigh As Term
[C#]
public Term RangeHigh {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Term* get_RangeHigh();
public: __property void set_RangeHigh(Term*);
[JScript]
public function get RangeHigh() : Term;
public function set RangeHigh(Term);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Range.RangeLow Property
Gets or sets an instance of a class derived from Term representing the low end of range.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Range Class | Range Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property RangeLow As Term
[C#]
public Term RangeLow {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Term* get_RangeLow();
public: __property void set_RangeLow(Term*);
[JScript]
public function get RangeLow() : Term;
public function set RangeLow(Term);
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Range.TestValue Property
Gets or sets an instance of a class derived from Term representing the value that must be within the specified range.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Range Class | Range Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property TestValue As Term
[C#]
public Term TestValue {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Term* get_TestValue();
public: __property void set_TestValue(Term*);
[JScript]
public function get TestValue() : Term;
public function set TestValue(Term);
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Range Methods
The methods of the Range class are listed here. For a complete list of Range class members, see the Range Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Range.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Range Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Range.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of Range.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of Range.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Range Class | Range Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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RegExFunction Class
Base class for all regular expression functions.

For a list of all members of this type, see RegExFunction Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RegExFunction
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.FindAll
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.FindFirst

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RegExFunction Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class RegExFunction
   Inherits Function
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class RegExFunction : Function
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class RegExFunction : public Function
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class RegExFunction extends Function
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RegExFunction Members
RegExFunction overview

Public Properties

InputString Gets or sets the input string.
RegularExpression Gets or sets the regular expression to match.
Type (inherited from Te

rm)
Gets the type of term.

VocabularyLink (inherit
ed from Term)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary elemen
t containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

Public Methods

Clone (inherited from T
erm)

Overridden. Creates a deep copy of RegExFunction.

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

RegExFunction Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RegExFunction Properties
The properties of the RegExFunction class are listed here. For a complete list of RegExFunction class members, see the
RegExFunction Members topic.

Public Properties

InputString Gets or sets the input string.
RegularExpression Gets or sets the regular expression to match.
Type (inherited from Te

rm)
Gets the type of term.

VocabularyLink (inherit
ed from Term)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary elemen
t containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

See Also

RegExFunction Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RegExFunction.InputString Property
Gets or sets the input string.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RegExFunction Class | RegExFunction Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property InputString As Term
[C#]
public Term InputString {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Term* get_InputString();
public: __property void set_InputString(Term*);
[JScript]
public function get InputString() : Term;
public function set InputString(Term);
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RegExFunction.RegularExpression Property
Gets or sets the regular expression to match.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RegExFunction Class | RegExFunction Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property RegularExpression As Term
[C#]
public Term RegularExpression {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Term* get_RegularExpression();
public: __property void set_RegularExpression(Term*);
[JScript]
public function get RegularExpression() : Term;
public function set RegularExpression(Term);
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RelationalPredicate Class
The base class for all relational predicates.

For a list of all members of this type, see RelationalPredicate Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.LogicalExpression
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Predicate
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RelationalPredicate
            Derived classes

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.RuleEngine (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RelationalPredicate Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class RelationalPredicate
   Inherits Predicate
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class RelationalPredicate : Predicate
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class RelationalPredicate : public
   Predicate
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class RelationalPredicate extends Predicate
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RelationalPredicate Hierarchy
System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.LogicalExpression
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Predicate
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RelationalPredicate
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.Equal
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.GreaterThan
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.GreaterThanEqual
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.LessThan
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.LessThanEqual
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.NotEqual

See Also

RelationalPredicate Class | RelationalPredicate Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RelationalPredicate Members
RelationalPredicate overview

Public Properties

LeftArgument Gets or sets the left argument of the predicate.
RightArgument Gets or sets the right argument of the predicate.
Type (inherited from Logical

Expression)
Gets the type of term.

VocabularyLink (inherited fr
om LogicalExpression)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary el
ement containing a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

Public Methods

Clone (inherited from L
ogicalExpression)

Makes a deep copy of RelationalPredicate.

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RelationalPredicate Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RelationalPredicate Properties
The properties of the RelationalPredicate class are listed here. For a complete list of RelationalPredicate class members, see
the RelationalPredicate Members topic.

Public Properties

LeftArgument Gets or sets the left argument of the predicate.
RightArgument Gets or sets the right argument of the predicate.
Type (inherited from Logical

Expression)
Gets the type of term.

VocabularyLink (inherited fr
om LogicalExpression)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary el
ement containing a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

See Also

RelationalPredicate Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RelationalPredicate.LeftArgument Property
Gets or sets the left argument of the predicate.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RelationalPredicate Class | RelationalPredicate Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property LeftArgument As Term
[C#]
public Term LeftArgument {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Term* get_LeftArgument();
public: __property void set_LeftArgument(Term*);
[JScript]
public function get LeftArgument() : Term;
public function set LeftArgument(Term);
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RelationalPredicate.RightArgument Property
Gets or sets the right argument of the predicate.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RelationalPredicate Class | RelationalPredicate Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property RightArgument As Term
[C#]
public Term RightArgument {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Term* get_RightArgument();
public: __property void set_RightArgument(Term*);
[JScript]
public function get RightArgument() : Term;
public function set RightArgument(Term);
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Remainder Class
Represents the remainder operator (arg1 modulo arg2).

For a list of all members of this type, see Remainder Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.ArithmeticFunction
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.Remainder

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

The return value of the operation is dependent on the argument types. The .NET-compliant implicit argument conversion is
performed if needed.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Remainder Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class Remainder
   Inherits ArithmeticFunction
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class Remainder : ArithmeticFunction
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class Remainder : public ArithmeticFunction
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class Remainder extends ArithmeticFunction
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Remainder Members
Remainder overview

Public Constructors

Remainder Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the Remainder class.

Public Properties

LeftArgument (inherited from 
ArithmeticFunction)

Gets or sets the left side argument.

RightArgument (inherited from
ArithmeticFunction)

Gets or sets the right side argument.

Type (inherited from Term) Gets the type of the logical expression.
VocabularyLink (inherited from

Term)
Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary 
element containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Remainder.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (inherited from A
rithmeticFunction)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Remainder Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Remainder Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Remainder class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the Remainder class with the left and right argument.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term)

[C#] public Remainder(Term, Term);

[C++] public: Remainder(Term*, Term*);

[JScript] public function Remainder(Term, Term);

Initializes a new instance of the Remainder class with the left argument, right argument, and vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public Remainder(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: Remainder(Term*, Term*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function Remainder(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

See Also

Remainder Class | Remainder Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Remainder Constructor (Term, Term)
Initializes a new instance of the Remainder class with the left and right argument.

VB

Parameters

leftArgument
Left side argument.

rightArgument
Right side argument.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Remainder Class | Remainder Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Remainder Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal leftArgument As Term, _
   ByVal rightArgument As Term _
)
[C#]
public Remainder(
   Term leftArgument,
   Term rightArgument
);
[C++]
public: Remainder(
   Term* leftArgument,
   Term* rightArgument
);
[JScript]
public function Remainder(
   leftArgument : Term,
   rightArgument : Term
);
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Remainder Constructor (Term, Term, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the Remainder class with the left argument, right argument, and vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

leftArgument
Left side argument.

rightArgument
Right side argument.

link
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the term.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Remainder Class | Remainder Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Remainder Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal leftArgument As Term, _
   ByVal rightArgument As Term, _
   ByVal link As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public Remainder(
   Term leftArgument,
   Term rightArgument,
   VocabularyLink link
);
[C++]
public: Remainder(
   Term* leftArgument,
   Term* rightArgument,
   VocabularyLink* link
);
[JScript]
public function Remainder(
   leftArgument : Term,
   rightArgument : Term,
   link : VocabularyLink
);
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Remainder Methods
The methods of the Remainder class are listed here. For a complete list of Remainder class members, see the
Remainder Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Remainder.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (inherited from A
rithmeticFunction)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Remainder Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Remainder.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of Remainder.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of Remainder.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Remainder Class | Remainder Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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RemoteUpdateCallback Delegate
Delegate used for communication between the rule engine update service and its clients.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the delegates in the .NET Framework, but you cannot define your own.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

The declaration of your callback method must have the same parameters as the RemoteUpdateCallback delegate declaration.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Delegate Sub RemoteUpdateCallback( _
   ByVal updateArgs As RemoteUpdateInfo _
)
[C#]
[Serializable]
public delegate void RemoteUpdateCallback(
   RemoteUpdateInfo updateArgs
);
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __delegate void RemoteUpdateCallback(
   RemoteUpdateInfo* updateArgs
);
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Retract Class
Represents the retract operation.

For a list of all members of this type, see Retract Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.Retract

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

The retract operation removes facts from working memory.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Retract Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class Retract
   Inherits Function
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class Retract : Function
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class Retract : public Function
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class Retract extends Function
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Retract Members
Retract overview

Public Constructors

Retract Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the Retract class.

Public Properties

Facts Gets or sets the term representing the facts to remove from working memory.
Type (inherited from Te

rm)
Gets the type of the logical expression.

VocabularyLink (inherit
ed from Term)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary elemen
t containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Retract.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (Inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Retract Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Retract Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Retract class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the Retract class with the facts to remove.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term)

[C#] public Retract(Term);

[C++] public: Retract(Term*);

[JScript] public function Retract(Term);

Initializes a new instance of the Retract class with the facts to remove and the vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public Retract(Term, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: Retract(Term*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function Retract(Term, VocabularyLink);

See Also

Retract Class | Retract Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Retract Constructor (Term)
Initializes a new instance of the Retract class with the facts to remove.

VB

Parameters

facts
Term representing the facts to remove from working memory.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Retract Class | Retract Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Retract Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal facts As Term _
)
[C#]
public Retract(
   Term facts
);
[C++]
public: Retract(
   Term* facts
);
[JScript]
public function Retract(
   facts : Term
);
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Retract Constructor (Term, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the Retract class with the facts to remove and the vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

facts
Term representing the facts to remove from working memory.

vocabularyLink
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the term.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Retract Class | Retract Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Retract Constructor Overload List

See Also

Retract Class | Retract Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Retract Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal facts As Term, _
   ByVal vocabularyLink As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public Retract(
   Term facts,
   VocabularyLink vocabularyLink
);
[C++]
public: Retract(
   Term* facts,
   VocabularyLink* vocabularyLink
);
[JScript]
public function Retract(
   facts : Term,
   vocabularyLink : VocabularyLink
);
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Retract Properties
The properties of the Retract class are listed here. For a complete list of Retract class members, see the Retract Members topic.

Public Properties

Facts Gets or sets the term representing the facts to remove from working memory.
Type (inherited from Te

rm)
Gets the type of the logical expression.

VocabularyLink (inherit
ed from Term)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary elemen
t containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

See Also

Retract Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Retract.Facts Property
Gets or sets the term representing the facts to remove from working memory.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Retract Class | Retract Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Property Facts As Term
[C#]
public Term Facts {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Term* get_Facts();
public: __property void set_Facts(Term*);
[JScript]
public function get Facts() : Term;
public function set Facts(Term);
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Retract Methods
The methods of the Retract class are listed here. For a complete list of Retract class members, see the Retract Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Retract.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (Inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Retract Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Retract.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of Retract.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of Retract.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Retract Class | Retract Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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RetractByType Class
Represents the rule engine retract-facts-by-type function.

For a list of all members of this type, see RetractByType Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RetractByType

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RetractByType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class RetractByType
   Inherits Function
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class RetractByType : Function
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class RetractByType : public Function
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RetractByType extends Function
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RetractByType Members
RetractByType overview

Public Constructors

RetractByType Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RetractByType class.

Public Properties

FactType Gets or sets the type of fact to retract from the rule engine.
Type (inherited from Te

rm)
Gets the type of term.

VocabularyLink (inherit
ed from Term)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary elemen
t containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of RetractByType.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

RetractByType Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RetractByType Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RetractByType class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RetractByType class with the specified FactType.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(FactType)

[C#] public RetractByType(FactType);

[C++] public: RetractByType(FactType*);

[JScript] public function RetractByType(FactType);

Initializes a new instance of the RetractByType class with the specified FacType and vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(FactType, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public RetractByType(FactType, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: RetractByType(FactType*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function RetractByType(FactType, VocabularyLink);

See Also

RetractByType Class | RetractByType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RetractByType Constructor (FactType)
Initializes a new instance of the RetractByType class with the specified FacType.

VB

Parameters

factType
Instance of an object derived from the Microsoft.RuleEngine.FactType class representing the type of facts to retract from the
rule engine.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RetractByType Class | RetractByType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RetractByType Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal factType As FactType _
)
[C#]
public RetractByType(
   FactType factType
);
[C++]
public: RetractByType(
   FactType* factType
);
[JScript]
public function RetractByType(
   factType : FactType
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RetractByType Constructor (FactType, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the RetractByType class with the specified FactType and vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

factType
Instance of an object derived from the Microsoft.RuleEngine.FactType class representing the type of facts to retract from the
rule engine.

vocabularyLink
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the logical expression.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RetractByType Class | RetractByType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RetractByType Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal factType As FactType, _
   ByVal vocabularyLink As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public RetractByType(
   FactType factType,
   VocabularyLink vocabularyLink
);
[C++]
public: RetractByType(
   FactType* factType,
   VocabularyLink* vocabularyLink
);
[JScript]
public function RetractByType(
   factType : FactType,
   vocabularyLink : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RetractByType Properties
The properties of the RetractByType class are listed here. For a complete list of RetractByType class members, see the
RetractByType Members topic.

Public Properties

FactType Gets or sets the type of fact to retract from the rule engine.
Type (inherited from Te

rm)
Gets the type of logical expression.

VocabularyLink (inherit
ed from Term)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary elemen
t containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

See Also

RetractByType Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RetractByType.FactType Property
Accessor for the FactType property.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RetractByType Class | RetractByType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Property FactType As FactType
[C#]
public FactType FactType {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property FactType* get_FactType();
public: __property void set_FactType(FactType*);
[JScript]
public function get FactType() : FactType;
public function set FactType(FactType);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RetractByType Methods
The methods of the RetractByType class are listed here. For a complete list of RetractByType class members, see the
RetractByType Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of RetractByType.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

RetractByType Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RetractByType.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of RetractByType.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of RetractByType.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RetractByType Class | RetractByType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
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Rule Class
Represents a single business rule containing conditions and actions.

For a list of all members of this type, see Rule Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Rule

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

A Rule contains a single instance of a class that inherits from the abstract LogicalExpression class. The logical expression
embodied in the class defines the rule’s conditions. A Rule also contains one or more instances of classes that inherit from the
abstract Function class. These classes collectively implement the sequence of rule actions. A rule may also contain a reference to
an instance of the VocabularyLink class specifying the vocabulary definition for the rule.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Rule Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class Rule
   Implements ICloneable
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class Rule : ICloneable
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class Rule : public ICloneable
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class Rule implements ICloneable

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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Rule Members
Rule overview

Public Constructors

Rule Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the Rule class.

Public Fields

DefaultPriority Represents the default rule priority. This field is constant.

Public Properties

Actions Gets or sets a collection of rule actions.
Active Gets or sets the rule status.
Conditions Gets or sets the rule condition.
Name Gets or sets the rule name, which must be unique within the rule set.
Priority Gets or sets the rule exclusion priority value.
VocabularyLink Gets or sets a reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domai

n-specific definition for the rule.

Public Methods

Clone Creates a deep copy of Rule.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Rule Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Rule Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Rule class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the Rule class with the name of the rule.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public Rule(System.String);

[C++] public: Rule(System.String);

[JScript] public function Rule(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the Rule class with the name of the rule and the vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public Rule(System.String, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: Rule(System.String, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function Rule(System.String, VocabularyLink);

Initializes a new instance of the Rule class with the name of the rule, the rule conditions, and the collection of rule actions.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, LogicalExpression, ActionCollection)

[C#] public Rule(System.String, LogicalExpression, ActionCollection);

[C++] public: Rule(System.String, LogicalExpression*, ActionCollection*);

[JScript] public function Rule(System.String, LogicalExpression, ActionCollection);

Initializes a new instance of the Rule class with the name of the rule, the rule exclusion priority value, the rule conditions, and the
collection of rule actions.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Int32, LogicalExpression, ActionCollection)

[C#] public Rule(System.String, System.Int32, LogicalExpression, ActionCollection);

[C++] public: Rule(System.String, System.Int32, LogicalExpression*, ActionCollection*);

[JScript] public function Rule(System.String, System.Int32, LogicalExpression, ActionCollection);

Initializes a new instance of the Rule class with the name of the rule, the rule conditions, the collection of rule actions, and a
vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, LogicalExpression, ActionCollection, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public Rule(System.String, LogicalExpression, ActionCollection, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: Rule(System.String, LogicalExpression*, ActionCollection*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function Rule(System.String, LogicalExpression, ActionCollection, VocabularyLink);

Initializes a new instance of the Rule class with the name of the rule, the rule exclusion priority, the rule conditions, the collection
of rule actions, and a vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Int32, LogicalExpression, ActionCollection, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public Rule(System.String, System.Int32, LogicalExpression, ActionCollection, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: Rule(System.String, System.Int32, LogicalExpression*, ActionCollection*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function Rule(System.String, System.Int32, LogicalExpression, ActionCollection, VocabularyLink);



 

See Also

Rule Class | Rule Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Rule Constructor (System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the Rule class with the name of the rule.

VB

Parameters

name
The name of the rule.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

Rule Class | Rule Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Rule Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal name As String _
)
[C#]
public Rule(
   string name
);
[C++]
public: Rule(
   String* name
);
[JScript]
public function Rule(
   name : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Rule Constructor (System.String, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the Rule class with the name of the rule and the vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

name
The name of the rule.

vocabularyLink
A reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition for the
rule.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

Rule Class | Rule Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Rule Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal vocabularyLink As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public Rule(
   string name,
   VocabularyLink vocabularyLink
);
[C++]
public: Rule(
   String* name,
   VocabularyLink* vocabularyLink
);
[JScript]
public function Rule(
   name : String,
   vocabularyLink : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Rule Constructor (System.String, LogicalExpression,
ActionCollection)
Initializes a new instance of the Rule class with the name of the rule, the rule conditions, and the collection of rule actions.

VB

Parameters

name
The name of the rule.

conditions
The rule conditions.

actions
The collection of rule actions.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

Rule Class | Rule Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Rule Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal conditions As LogicalExpression, _
   ByVal actions As ActionCollection _
)
[C#]
public Rule(
   string name,
   LogicalExpression conditions,
   ActionCollection actions
);
[C++]
public: Rule(
   String* name,
   LogicalExpression* conditions,
   ActionCollection* actions
);
[JScript]
public function Rule(
   name : String,
   conditions : LogicalExpression,
   actions : ActionCollection
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Rule Constructor (System.String, System.Int32,
LogicalExpression, ActionCollection)
Initializes a new instance of the Rule class with the name of the rule, the rule exclusion priority value, the rule conditions, and the
collection of rule actions.

VB

Parameters

name
The name of the rule.

priority
The rule exclusion priority value.

conditions
The rule conditions.

actions
The collection of rule actions.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

Rule Class | Rule Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Rule Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal priority As Integer, _
   ByVal conditions As LogicalExpression, _
   ByVal actions As ActionCollection _
)
[C#]
public Rule(
   string name,
   int priority,
   LogicalExpression conditions,
   ActionCollection actions
);
[C++]
public: Rule(
   String* name,
   int priority,
   LogicalExpression* conditions,
   ActionCollection* actions
);
[JScript]
public function Rule(
   name : String,
   priority : int,
   conditions : LogicalExpression,
   actions : ActionCollection
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Rule Constructor (System.String, LogicalExpression,
ActionCollection, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the Rule class with the name of the rule, the rule conditions, the collection of rule actions, and a
vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

name
The name of the rule.

conditions
The rule conditions.

actions
The collection of rule actions.

vocabularyLink
A reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition for the
rule.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

Rule Class | Rule Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Rule Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal conditions As LogicalExpression, _
   ByVal actions As ActionCollection, _
   ByVal vocabularyLink As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public Rule(
   string name,
   LogicalExpression conditions,
   ActionCollection actions,
   VocabularyLink vocabularyLink
);
[C++]
public: Rule(
   String* name,
   LogicalExpression* conditions,
   ActionCollection* actions,
   VocabularyLink* vocabularyLink
);
[JScript]
public function Rule(
   name : String,
   conditions : LogicalExpression,
   actions : ActionCollection,
   vocabularyLink : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Rule Constructor (System.String, System.Int32,
LogicalExpression, ActionCollection, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the Rule class with the name of the rule, the rule exclusion priority, the rule conditions, the collection
of rule actions, and a vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

name
The name of the rule.

priority
The rule exclusion priority value.

conditions
The rule conditions.

actions
The collection of rule actions.

vocabularyLink
A reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition for the
rule.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

Rule Class | Rule Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Rule Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal priority As Integer, _
   ByVal conditions As LogicalExpression, _
   ByVal actions As ActionCollection, _
   ByVal vocabularyLink As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public Rule(
   string name,
   int priority,
   LogicalExpression conditions,
   ActionCollection actions,
   VocabularyLink vocabularyLink
);
[C++]
public: Rule(
   String* name,
   int priority,
   LogicalExpression* conditions,
   ActionCollection* actions,
   VocabularyLink* vocabularyLink
);
[JScript]
public function Rule(
   name : String,
   priority : int,
   conditions : LogicalExpression,
   actions : ActionCollection,
   vocabularyLink : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Rule Fields
The fields of the Rule class are listed here. For a complete list of Rule class members, see the Rule Members topic.

Public Fields

DefaultPriority Represents the default rule priority. This field is constant.

See Also
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Rule.DefaultPriority Field
Represents the default rule priority. This field is constant.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

Rule Class | Rule Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Const DefaultPriority As Integer
[C#]
public const int DefaultPriority;
[C++]
public: const int DefaultPriority;
[JScript]
public var DefaultPriority : int;
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Rule Properties
The properties of the Rule class are listed here. For a complete list of Rule class members, see the Rule Members topic.

Public Properties

Actions Gets or sets a collection of rule actions.
Active Gets or sets the rule status.
Conditions Gets or sets the rule condition.
Name Gets or sets the rule name, which must be unique within the rule set.
Priority Gets or sets the rule exclusion priority value.
VocabularyLink Gets or sets a reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domai

n-specific definition for the rule.

See Also

Rule Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Rule.Actions Property
Gets or sets a collection of rule actions.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Rule Class | Rule Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property Actions As ActionCollection
[C#]
public ActionCollection Actions {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property ActionCollection* get_Actions();
public: __property void set_Actions(ActionCollection*);
[JScript]
public function get Actions() : ActionCollection;
public function set Actions(ActionCollection);
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Rule.Active Property
Gets or sets the rule status.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Rule Class | Rule Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property Active As Boolean
[C#]
public bool Active {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_Active();
public: __property void set_Active(bool);
[JScript]
public function get Active() : Boolean;
public function set Active(Boolean);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Rule.Conditions Property
Gets or sets the rule condition.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Rule Class | Rule Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property Conditions As LogicalExpression
[C#]
public LogicalExpression Conditions {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property LogicalExpression* get_Conditions();
public: __property void set_Conditions(LogicalExpression*);
[JScript]
public function get Conditions() : LogicalExpression;
public function set Conditions(LogicalExpression);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Rule.Name Property
Gets or sets the rule name, which must be unique within the rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Rule Class | Rule Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property Name As String
[C#]
public string Name {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Name();
public: __property void set_Name(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;
public function set Name(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Rule.Priority Property
Gets or sets the rule exclusion priority value.

VB

Remarks

The larger the number the higher the rule priority. 0 represents the middle priority and is the default priority.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Rule Class | Rule Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property Priority As Integer
[C#]
public int Priority {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_Priority();
public: __property void set_Priority(int);
[JScript]
public function get Priority() : int;
public function set Priority(int);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Rule.VocabularyLink Property
Gets or sets a reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the rule.

VB

Remarks

If no vocabulary link is specified, this property is NULL.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Rule Class | Rule Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property VocabularyLink As VocabularyLink
[C#]
public VocabularyLink VocabularyLink {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property VocabularyLink* get_VocabularyLink();
public: __property void set_VocabularyLink(VocabularyLink*);
[JScript]
public function get VocabularyLink() : VocabularyLink;
public function set VocabularyLink(VocabularyLink);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Rule Methods
The methods of the Rule class are listed here. For a complete list of Rule class members, see the Rule Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Creates a deep copy of Rule.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Rule Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Rule.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of Rule.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Rule Class | Rule Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public virtual object Clone();
[C++]
public: virtual Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleDictionary Class
A dictionary of objects of type Microsoft.RuleEngine.Rule.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleDictionary Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDictionary
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleDictionary

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class RuleDictionary
   Inherits RuleEngineDictionary
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class RuleDictionary : RuleEngineDictionary
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class RuleDictionary : public
   RuleEngineDictionary
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleDictionary extends RuleEngineDictionary

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleDictionary Members
RuleDictionary overview

Public Constructors

RuleDictionary Constructor Initializes a new instance of the RuleDictionary class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from RuleEngineDictionary) Gets the number of items in the dictionary.
DictionaryItemType (inherited from RuleEngineDic

tionary)
Gets the type of items allowed in the collection.

DictionaryKeyType (inherited from RuleEngineDict
ionary)

Gets the type of the dictionary keys.

IsFixedSize (inherited from RuleEngineDictionary) Gets a value indicating if the current instance has a fixed size.
IsReadOnly (inherited from RuleEngineDictionary

)
Gets a value indicating whether the dictionary is read-only.

IsSynchronized (inherited from RuleEngineDiction
ary)

Gets a value indicating whether access to the dictionary is synchronized (t
hread-safe).

Item Overloaded. Gets or sets an item in the dictionary using the specified key.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the RuleDictionary class.

Keys (inherited from RuleEngineDictionary) Gets the dictionary keys.
SyncRoot (inherited from RuleEngineDictionary) Gets an object that can be used to synchronize access to the dictionary.
Values (inherited from RuleEngineDictionary) Gets the dictionary items.

Public Methods

Add Overloaded. Adds an item to the dictionary with the specified key and value.
Clear (inherited from RuleE

ngineDictionary)
Clears all items from the dictionary.

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of the current instance.
Contains (inherited from R

uleEngineDictionary)
Determines whether an item with the specified key exists in the dictionary.

CopyTo Overloaded. Copies the items in the dictionary to the specified array, starting at the specified index
into the array

Equals (inherited from Syst
em.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited fr
om RuleEngineDictionary)

Returns an enumerator for the values in the dictionary.

GetHashCode (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Remove Overloaded. Removes the specified item from the dictionary.
ToString (inherited from Sy

stem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleDictionary Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleDictionary class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleDictionary Class | RuleDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public RuleDictionary();
[C++]
public: RuleDictionary();
[JScript]
public function RuleDictionary();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleDictionary Properties
The properties of the RuleDictionary class are listed here. For a complete list of RuleDictionary class members, see the
RuleDictionary Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from RuleEngineDictionary) Gets the number of items in the dictionary.
DictionaryItemType (inherited from RuleEngineDic

tionary)
Gets the type of items allowed in the collection.

DictionaryKeyType (inherited from RuleEngineDict
ionary)

Gets the type of the dictionary keys.

IsFixedSize (inherited from RuleEngineDictionary) Gets a value indicating if the current instance has a fixed size.
IsReadOnly (inherited from RuleEngineDictionary

)
Gets a value indicating whether the dictionary is read-only.

IsSynchronized (inherited from RuleEngineDiction
ary)

Gets a value indicating whether access to the dictionary is synchronized (t
hread-safe).

Item Overloaded. Gets or sets an item in the dictionary using the specified key.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the RuleDictionary class.

Keys (inherited from RuleEngineDictionary) Gets the dictionary keys.
SyncRoot (inherited from RuleEngineDictionary) Gets an object that can be used to synchronize access to the dictionary.
Values (inherited from RuleEngineDictionary) Gets the dictionary items.

See Also

RuleDictionary Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleDictionary.Item Property
Gets or sets an item in the dictionary using the specified key.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the RuleDictionary class.

Overload List

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default Property Item(System.String) As Rule

[C#] public Rule this[System.String] {get; set;}

[C++] public: __property Rule* get_Item(System.String); public: __property void set_Item(System.String, Rule*);

[JScript] RuleDictionary.Item (System.String)

Inherited from RuleEngineDictionary.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Public Overridable Default Property Item(System.Object) As Object Implements IDictionary.Item

[C#] public virtual object this[System.Object] {get; set;}

[C++] public: __property virtual Object* get_Item(System.Object);
public: __property virtual void set_Item(System.Object, Object*);

[JScript] RuleDictionary.Item (System.Object)

See Also

RuleDictionary Class | RuleDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleDictionary.Item Property (System.String)
Gets or sets an item in the dictionary using the specified key.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the RuleDictionary class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

ruleName
The name of the rule to get or set.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

ruleName
The name of the rule to get or set.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleDictionary Class | RuleDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleDictionary.Item Overload List
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Overloads Public Default Property Item( _
   ByVal ruleName As String _
) As Rule
[C#]
public Rule this[
   string ruleName
] {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Rule* get_Item(
   String* ruleName
);
public: __property void set_Item(
   String* ruleName,
   Rule*
);
[JScript]
returnValue = RuleDictionaryObject.Item(ruleName);
RuleDictionaryObject.Item(ruleName) = returnValue;
-or-
returnValue = RuleDictionaryObject(ruleName);
RuleDictionaryObject(ruleName) = returnValue;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleDictionary Methods
The methods of the RuleDictionary class are listed here. For a complete list of RuleDictionary class members, see the
RuleDictionary Members topic.

Public Methods

Add Overloaded. Adds an item to the dictionary with the specified key and value.
Clear (inherited from RuleE

ngineDictionary)
Clears all items from the dictionary.

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of the current instance.
Contains (inherited from R

uleEngineDictionary)
Determines whether an item with the specified key exists in the dictionary.

CopyTo Overloaded. Copies the items in the dictionary to the specified array, starting at the specified index
into the array

Equals (inherited from Syst
em.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited fr
om RuleEngineDictionary)

FReturns an enumerator for the values in the dictionary.

GetHashCode (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Remove Overloaded. Removes the specified item from the dictionary.
ToString (inherited from Sy

stem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleDictionary Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleDictionary.Add Method
Adds a rule to the dictionary.

Overload List

Adds a rule to the dictionary.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Add(Rule)

[C#] public void Add(Rule);

[C++] public: void Add(Rule*);

[JScript] public function Add(Rule);

Inherited from RuleEngineDictionary.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub Add(System.Object, System.Object) Implements IDictionary.Add

[C#] public virtual void Add(System.Object, System.Object);

[C++] public: virtual void Add(System.Object, System.Object);

[JScript] public function Add(System.Object, System.Object);

See Also

RuleDictionary Class | RuleDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleDictionary.Add Method (Rule)
Adds a rule to the dictionary.

VB

Parameters

rule
Rule to add to the dictionary.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleDictionary Class | RuleDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleDictionary.Add Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Add( _
   ByVal rule As Rule _
)
[C#]
public void Add(
   Rule rule
);
[C++]
public: void Add(
   Rule* rule
);
[JScript]
public function Add(
   rule : Rule
);
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RuleDictionary.Clone Method
Performs a deep copy of the RuleDictionary class.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleDictionary Class | RuleDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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RuleDictionary.CopyTo Method
Copies the items in the dictionary to the specified array, starting at the specified index into the array.

Overload List

Copies the items in the dictionary to the specified array, starting at the specified index into the array.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub CopyTo(Rule(), System.Int32)

[C#] public void CopyTo(Rule[], System.Int32);

[C++] public: void CopyTo(Rule*[], System.Int32);

[JScript] public function CopyTo(Rule[], System.Int32);

Inherited from RuleEngineDictionary.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32) Implements ICollection.CopyTo

[C#] public virtual void CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32);

[C++] public: virtual void CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32);

See Also

RuleDictionary Class | RuleDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleDictionary.CopyTo Method (Rule[], System.Int32)
Copies the items in the dictionary to the specified array, starting at the specified index into the array.

VB

Parameters

array
Array into which the items are copied

arrayIndex
Index into the array at which copying is to begin.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleDictionary Class | RuleDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleDictionary.CopyTo Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overloads Public Sub CopyTo( _
   ByVal array() As Rule, _
   ByVal arrayIndex As Integer _
)
[C#]
public void CopyTo(
   Rule[] array,
   int arrayIndex
);
[C++]
public: void CopyTo(
   Rule* array[],
   int arrayIndex
);
[JScript]
public function CopyTo(
   array : Rule[],
   arrayIndex : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleDictionary.Remove Method
Removes the specified item from the dictionary.

Overload List

Removes the specified item from the dictionary.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Remove(Rule)

[C#] public void Remove(Rule);

[C++] public: void Remove(Rule*);

[JScript] public function Remove(Rule);

Removes the specified item from the dictionary.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Remove(System.String)

[C#] public void Remove(System.String);

[C++] public: void Remove(System.String);

[JScript] public function Remove(System.String);

Inherited from RuleEngineDictionary.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub Remove(System.Object) Implements IDictionary.Remove

[C#] public virtual void Remove(System.Object);

[C++] public: virtual void Remove(System.Object);

[JScript] public function Remove(System.Object);

See Also

RuleDictionary Class | RuleDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RuleDictionary.Remove Method (Rule)
Removes the specified item from the dictionary.

VB

Parameters

rule
Rule to be removed from the dictionary.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleDictionary Class | RuleDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleDictionary.Remove Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overloads Public Sub Remove( _
   ByVal rule As Rule _
)
[C#]
public void Remove(
   Rule rule
);
[C++]
public: void Remove(
   Rule* rule
);
[JScript]
public function Remove(
   rule : Rule
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleDictionary.Remove Method (System.String)
Removes the specified item from the dictionary.

VB

Parameters

ruleName
Name of the rule to be removed from the dictionary.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleDictionary Class | RuleDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleDictionary.Remove Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Sub Remove( _
   ByVal ruleName As String _
)
[C#]
public void Remove(
   string ruleName
);
[C++]
public: void Remove(
   String* ruleName
);
[JScript]
public function Remove(
   ruleName : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngine Class
Provides the execution environment for RuleSet objects.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngine Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngine

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

The RuleEngine class uses the RuleSet class for implementation. A RuleEngine examines ExecutionConfiguration to determine
which rule set translator, and fact retriever to instantiate.

By default, there is no tracking interceptor or exception compenstation handler associated with the RuleEngine. Therefore,
engine trace output is not produced. Further, any exception encountered during operation will result in the engine being reset.

Both working memory and the agenda are cleared as part of the engine reset operation.

There is a one-to-one correspondence between a RuleEngine instance and a rule set in that the RuleEngine executes a single
rule set.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngine Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

NotInheritable Public Class RuleEngine
[C#]
public sealed class RuleEngine
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class RuleEngine
[JScript]
public class RuleEngine

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngine Members
RuleEngine overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngine Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngine class.

Translates the specified rule set definition into an internal representation. By default the rule engine wil
l perform static analysis of the rule set and will optimize the rule set definition for execution.

Public Properties

CompensationHandlerInfo Gets or sets the exception compensation handler for the rule engine, which provides user defined ex
ception handling and suppression.

FactRetriever Gets the fact retriever associated with the rule set implemented by the rule engine.
RuleEngineInstanceID Gets the unique identifier for the rule engine instance.
RuleSetInformation Gets the rule set information for the rule set associated with the rule engine.
TrackingInterceptor Gets or sets tracking interceptor for the rule engine.

Public Methods

Assert Overloaded. Adds the given fact to the rule engine working memory.
Clear Halts execution of the rule engine, clears the agenda, and removes all facts that have been asserted in t

he work memory.
ClearAgenda Clears the contents of the agenda.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Execute Overloaded. Executes the candidate rules in the rule engine agenda.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Halt Halts execution of the rule engine and optionally clears any remaining candidate rules from the agend
a.

Retract Overloaded. Retracts the specified facts from the rule engine working memory.
RetractByType Overloaded. Removes facts of the specified type from working memory.
ToString (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Update Overloaded. Updates the specified facts in working memory.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngine Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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RuleEngine Constructor
Translates the specified rule set definition into an internal representation. By default the rule engine will perform static analysis of
the rule set and will optimize the rule set definition for execution.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngine class using the specified rule set.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(RuleSet)

[C#] public RuleEngine(RuleSet);

[C++] public: RuleEngine(RuleSet*);

[JScript] public function RuleEngine(RuleSet);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngine class using the specified rule set and internal optimizations.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(RuleSet, System.Boolean)

[C#] public RuleEngine(RuleSet, System.Boolean);

[C++] public: RuleEngine(RuleSet*, System.Boolean);

[JScript] public function RuleEngine(RuleSet, System.Boolean);

See Also

RuleEngine Class | RuleEngine Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RuleEngine Constructor (RuleSet)
Class constructor that translates the specified rule set definition into an internal representation.

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngine class using the specified rule set.

VB

Parameters

ruleset
The specified rule set to translate into an internal representation.

Remarks

By default the rule engine performs static analysis of the rule set and optimizes the rule set definition for execution.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleEngine Class | RuleEngine Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngine Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal ruleset As RuleSet _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngine(
   RuleSet ruleset
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngine(
   RuleSet* ruleset
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngine(
   ruleset : RuleSet
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngine Constructor (RuleSet, System.Boolean)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngine class using the specified rule set and internal optimizations.

VB

Parameters

ruleset
The specified rule set to translate into an internal representation.

doOptimizations
true to perform internal optimizations for execution; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleEngine Class | RuleEngine Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngine Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal ruleset As RuleSet, _
   ByVal doOptimizations As Boolean _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngine(
   RuleSet ruleset,
   bool doOptimizations
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngine(
   RuleSet* ruleset,
   bool doOptimizations
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngine(
   ruleset : RuleSet,
   doOptimizations : Boolean
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngine Properties
The properties of the RuleEngine class are listed here. For a complete list of RuleEngine class members, see the
RuleEngine Members topic.

Public Properties

CompensationHandlerInfo Gets or sets the exception compensation handler for the rule engine, which provides user defined ex
ception handling and suppression.

FactRetriever Gets the fact retriever associated with the rule set implemented by the rule engine.
RuleEngineInstanceID Gets the unique identifier for the rule engine instance.
RuleSetInformation Gets the rule set information for the rule set associated with the rule engine.
TrackingInterceptor Gets or sets tracking interceptor for the rule engine.

See Also

RuleEngine Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RuleEngine.CompensationHandlerInfo Property
Gets or sets the exception compensation handler for the rule engine, which provides user defined exception handling and
suppression.

VB

Remarks

A value of null (default) indicates that no handler is present and any exception encountered during rule engine operation will
cause the engine to be reset.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleEngine Class | RuleEngine Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Property compensationHandlerInfo As CompensationHandlerInfo
[C#]
public CompensationHandlerInfo compensationHandlerInfo {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property CompensationHandlerInfo* get_compensationHandlerInfo();
public: __property void set_compensationHandlerInfo(CompensationHandlerInfo*);
[JScript]
public function get compensationHandlerInfo() : CompensationHandlerInfo;
public function set compensationHandlerInfo(CompensationHandlerInfo);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngine.FactRetriever Property
Gets the fact retriever associated with the rule set implemented by the rule engine

VB

Remarks

A value of null indicates that no fact retriever has been defined.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleEngine Class | RuleEngine Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property FactRetriever As IFactRetriever
[C#]
public IFactRetriever FactRetriever {get;}
[C++]
public: __property IFactRetriever* get_FactRetriever();
[JScript]
public function get FactRetriever() : IFactRetriever;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngine.RuleEngineInstanceID Property
Gets the unique identifier for the rule engine instance.

VB

Remarks

This identifier is used by tracking and debugging components to identify the engine instance.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleEngine Class | RuleEngine Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property RuleEngineInstanceID As Guid
[C#]
public Guid RuleEngineInstanceID {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Guid get_RuleEngineInstanceID();
[JScript]
public function get RuleEngineInstanceID() : Guid;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngine.RuleSetInformation Property
Gets the rule set information for the rule set associated with the rule engine.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleEngine Class | RuleEngine Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property RuleSetInformation As RuleSetInfo
[C#]
public RuleSetInfo RuleSetInformation {get;}
[C++]
public: __property RuleSetInfo* get_RuleSetInformation();
[JScript]
public function get RuleSetInformation() : RuleSetInfo;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngine.TrackingInterceptor Property
Gets or sets tracking interceptor for the rule engine.

VB

Remarks

A value of null (default) indicates that no tracking interceptor is present and output should be produced by the engine.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleEngine Class | RuleEngine Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Property TrackingInterceptor As IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor
[C#]
public IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor TrackingInterceptor {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor* get_TrackingInterceptor();
public: __property void set_TrackingInterceptor(IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor*);
[JScript]
public function get TrackingInterceptor() : IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor;
public function set TrackingInterceptor(IRuleSetTrackingInterceptor);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngine Methods
The methods of the RuleEngine class are listed here. For a complete list of RuleEngine class members, see the
RuleEngine Members topic.

Public Methods

Assert Overloaded. Adds the given fact to the rule engine working memory.
Clear Halts execution of the rule engine, clears the agenda, and removes all facts that have been asserted in t

he work memory.
ClearAgenda Clears the contents of the agenda.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Execute Overloaded. Executes the candidate rules in the rule engine agenda.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Halt Halts execution of the rule engine and optionally clears any remaining candidate rules from the agend
a.

Retract Overloaded. Retracts the specified facts from the rule engine working memory.
RetractByType Overloaded. Removes facts of the specified type from working memory.
ToString (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Update Overloaded. Updates the specified facts in working memory.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngine Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleEngine.Assert Method
Adds the given fact to the rule engine working memory.

Overload List

Adds the given fact to the rule engine working memory.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Assert(System.Object)

[C#] public void Assert(System.Object);

[C++] public: void Assert(System.Object);

[JScript] public function Assert(System.Object);

Adds the given fact to the rule engine working memory.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Assert(System.Object())

[C#] public void Assert(System.Object[]);

[C++] public: void Assert(System.Object[]);

[JScript] public function Assert(System.Object[]);

See Also

RuleEngine Class | RuleEngine Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngine.Assert Method (System.Object)
Adds the given fact to the rule engine working memory.

VB

Parameters

facts
The specified fact to add to memory.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleEngine Class | RuleEngine Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngine.Assert Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Sub Assert( _
   ByVal facts As Object _
)
[C#]
public void Assert(
   object facts
);
[C++]
public: void Assert(
   Object* facts
);
[JScript]
public function Assert(
   facts : Object
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngine.Assert Method (System.Object[])
Adds the given facts to the rule engine working memory.

VB

Parameters

facts
The collection of objects containing facts to add to memory.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleEngine Class | RuleEngine Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngine.Assert Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Sub Assert( _
   ByVal facts() As Object _
)
[C#]
public void Assert(
   object[] facts
);
[C++]
public: void Assert(
   Object* facts __gc[]
);
[JScript]
public function Assert(
   facts : Object[]
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngine.Clear Method
Halts execution of the rule engine, clears the agenda, and removes all facts that have been asserted in the work memory.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleEngine Class | RuleEngine Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub Clear()
[C#]
public void Clear();
[C++]
public: void Clear();
[JScript]
public function Clear();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngine.ClearAgenda Method
Clears the contents of the agenda.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleEngine Class | RuleEngine Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub ClearAgenda()
[C#]
public void ClearAgenda();
[C++]
public: void ClearAgenda();
[JScript]
public function ClearAgenda();
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RuleEngine.Execute Method
Synchronously executes the rules in the rule agenda.

Overload List

Synchronously executes the rules in the rule agenda.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Execute()

[C#] public void Execute();

[C++] public: void Execute();

[JScript] public function Execute();

Synchronously executes the rules in the rule agenda after adding the specified facts to working memory.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Execute(System.Object)

[C#] public void Execute(System.Object);

[C++] public: void Execute(System.Object);

[JScript] public function Execute(System.Object);

Synchronously executes the rules in the rule agenda after adding the specified facts to working memory.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Execute(System.Object())

[C#] public void Execute(System.Object[]);

[C++] public: void Execute(System.Object[]);

[JScript] public function Execute(System.Object[]);

See Also

RuleEngine Class | RuleEngine Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngine.Execute Method ()
Synchronously executes the rules in the rule agenda.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleEngine Class | RuleEngine Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngine.Execute Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Execute()
[C#]
public void Execute();
[C++]
public: void Execute();
[JScript]
public function Execute();
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RuleEngine.Execute Method (System.Object)
Synchronously executes the rules in the rule agenda after adding the specified facts to working memory.

VB

Parameters

facts
The facts to execute.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleEngine Class | RuleEngine Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngine.Execute Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Execute( _
   ByVal facts As Object _
)
[C#]
public void Execute(
   object facts
);
[C++]
public: void Execute(
   Object* facts
);
[JScript]
public function Execute(
   facts : Object
);
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RuleEngine.Execute Method (System.Object[])
Synchronously executes the rules in the rule agenda after adding the specified facts to working memory.

VB

Parameters

facts
The facts to execute.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleEngine Class | RuleEngine Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngine.Execute Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Execute( _
   ByVal facts() As Object _
)
[C#]
public void Execute(
   object[] facts
);
[C++]
public: void Execute(
   Object* facts __gc[]
);
[JScript]
public function Execute(
   facts : Object[]
);
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RuleEngine.Halt Method
Halts execution of the rule engine and optionally clears any remaining candidate rules from the agenda.

VB

Parameters

clearAgenda
true to clear any remaining candidate rules from the agenda; false to keep the remaining rules.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleEngine Class | RuleEngine Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Sub Halt( _
   ByVal clearAgenda As Boolean _
)
[C#]
public void Halt(
   bool clearAgenda
);
[C++]
public: void Halt(
   bool clearAgenda
);
[JScript]
public function Halt(
   clearAgenda : Boolean
);
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RuleEngine.Retract Method
Retracts the specified facts from the rule engine working memory.

Overload List

Retracts the specified facts from the rule engine working memory.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Retract(System.Object)

[C#] public void Retract(System.Object);

[C++] public: void Retract(System.Object);

[JScript] public function Retract(System.Object);

Retracts the specified facts from the rule engine working memory.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Retract(System.Object())

[C#] public void Retract(System.Object[]);

[C++] public: void Retract(System.Object[]);

[JScript] public function Retract(System.Object[]);

See Also

RuleEngine Class | RuleEngine Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngine.Retract Method (System.Object)
Retracts the specified facts from the rule engine working memory.

VB

Parameters

facts
The specified fact to retract.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleEngine Class | RuleEngine Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngine.Retract Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Retract( _
   ByVal facts As Object _
)
[C#]
public void Retract(
   object facts
);
[C++]
public: void Retract(
   Object* facts
);
[JScript]
public function Retract(
   facts : Object
);
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RuleEngine.Retract Method (System.Object[])
Retracts the specified facts from the rule engine working memory.

VB

Parameters

facts
The specified facts to retract.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleEngine Class | RuleEngine Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngine.Retract Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Retract( _
   ByVal facts() As Object _
)
[C#]
public void Retract(
   object[] facts
);
[C++]
public: void Retract(
   Object* facts __gc[]
);
[JScript]
public function Retract(
   facts : Object[]
);
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RuleEngine.RetractByType Method
Removes facts of the specified type from working memory.

Overload List

Removes facts of the specified type from working memory.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub RetractByType(FactType)

[C#] public void RetractByType(FactType);

[C++] public: void RetractByType(FactType*);

[JScript] public function RetractByType(FactType);

Removes facts of the specified type from working memory.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub RetractByType(FactType())

[C#] public void RetractByType(FactType[]);

[C++] public: void RetractByType(FactType*[]);

[JScript] public function RetractByType(FactType[]);

See Also

RuleEngine Class | RuleEngine Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngine.RetractByType Method (FactType)
Removes facts of the specified type from working memory.

VB

Parameters

facts
The type of facts to be removed.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleEngine Class | RuleEngine Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngine.RetractByType Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub RetractByType( _
   ByVal facts As FactType, _
)
[C#]
public void RetractByType(
   FactType facts,
);
[C++]
public: void RetractByType(
   FactType* facts,
);
[JScript]
public function RetractByType(
   facts : FactType,
);
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RuleEngine.RetractByType Method (FactType[])
Removes facts of the specified type from working memory.

VB

Parameters

facts
The type of facts to be removed.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleEngine Class | RuleEngine Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngine.RetractByType Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub RetractByType( _
   ByVal facts() As FactType, _
)
[C#]
public void RetractByType(
   FactType[] facts,
);
[C++]
public: void RetractByType(
   FactType* facts[],
);
[JScript]
public function RetractByType(
   facts : FactType[],
);
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RuleEngine.Update Method
Updates the specified facts in working memory.

Overload List

Updates the specified facts in working memory.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Update(System.Object)

[C#] public void Update(System.Object);

[C++] public: void Update(System.Object);

[JScript] public function Update(System.Object);

Updates the specified facts in working memory.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Update(System.Object())

[C#] public void Update(System.Object[]);

[C++] public: void Update(System.Object[]);

[JScript] public function Update(System.Object[]);

See Also

RuleEngine Class | RuleEngine Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngine.Update Method (System.Object)
Updates the specified facts in working memory.

VB

Parameters

facts
The facts to be updated in working memory.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleEngine Class | RuleEngine Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngine.Update Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Update( _
   ByVal facts As Object _
)
[C#]
public void Update(
   object facts
);
[C++]
public: void Update(
   Object* facts
);
[JScript]
public function Update(
   facts : Object
);
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RuleEngine.Update Method (System.Object[])
Updates the specified facts in working memory.

VB

Parameters

facts
The facts to be updated in working memory.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleEngine Class | RuleEngine Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngine.Update Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Update( _
   ByVal facts() As Object _
)
[C#]
public void Update(
   object[] facts
);
[C++]
public: void Update(
   Object* facts __gc[]
);
[JScript]
public function Update(
   facts : Object[]
);
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RuleEngineArgumentException Class
Base class for all argument exceptions specific to the Rule Engine.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineArgumentException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineArgumentException
               Derived classes

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineArgumentException
   Inherits RuleEngineException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineArgumentException : RuleEngineException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineArgumentException : public
   RuleEngineException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineArgumentException extends
   RuleEngineException
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RuleEngineArgumentException Hierarchy
System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineArgumentException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineArgumentNullException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentException Class | RuleEngineArgumentException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineArgumentException Members
RuleEngineArgumentException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineArgumentException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentException cla
ss.

Public Properties

ClassName Gets the name of the class associated with the exception.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineArgumentException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentException cla
ss.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleEngineArgumentException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineArgumentException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineArgumentException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineArgumentException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception and the name
of the class associated with the exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineArgumentException(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineArgumentException(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineArgumentException(System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name of
the class associated with the exception, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineArgumentException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineArgumentException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineArgumentException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentException Class | RuleEngineArgumentException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineArgumentException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentException class using the specified serialization information and streaming
context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentException Class | RuleEngineArgumentException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineArgumentException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineArgumentException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineArgumentException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineArgumentException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineArgumentException Constructor (System.String,
System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentException class using the specified message and class name.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

className
Name of the class associated with the exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentException Class | RuleEngineArgumentException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineArgumentException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal className As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineArgumentException(
   string message,
   string className
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineArgumentException(
   String* message,
   String* className
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineArgumentException(
   message : String,
   className : String
);
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RuleEngineArgumentException Constructor (System.String,
System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentException class using the specified message, class name, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

className
Name of the class associated with the exception.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentException Class | RuleEngineArgumentException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineArgumentException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineArgumentException(
   string message,
   string className,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineArgumentException(
   String* message,
   String* className,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineArgumentException(
   message : String,
   className : String,
   ex : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineArgumentException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineArgumentException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineArgumentException class members, see the RuleEngineArgumentException Members topic.

Public Properties

ClassName Gets the name of the class associated with the exception.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineArgumentException.ClassName Property
Get the name of the class associated with the exception.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentException Class | RuleEngineArgumentException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property ClassName As String
[C#]
public string ClassName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ClassName();
[JScript]
public function get ClassName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineArgumentException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineArgumentException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineArgumentException class members, see the RuleEngineArgumentException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineArgumentException.GetObjectData Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentException Class | RuleEngineArgumentException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException Class
The exception that is thrown when an argument is of a type that is not valid.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineArgumentException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException
   Inherits RuleEngineArgumentException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException :
   RuleEngineArgumentException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException : public
   RuleEngineArgumentException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException extends
   RuleEngineArgumentException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException Members
RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentInv
alidTypeException class.

Public Properties

ArgumentName Gets the name of the argument that is of a type that is not valid.
ClassName (inherited from Ru

leEngineArgumentException)
Get the name of the class associated with the exception.

HelpLink (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Syste
m.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from Sys
tem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentInv
alidTypeException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException Constructor
Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException class using the specified serialization information and streaming context.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException class using the specified message, class name, and argument name.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException class using the specified message, class name, argument name, and inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException Class | RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException class using the specified serialization information and
streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException Class | RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException class using the specified message, class name, and
argument name.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message describing the reason for the exception.

className
The class that has the argument that is not valid.

argumentName
The name of the argument that has a type that is not valid.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException Class | RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal argumentName As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException(
   string message,
   string className,
   string argumentName
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException(
   String* message,
   String* className,
   String* argumentName
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException(
   message : String,
   className : String,
   argumentName : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException class using the specified message, class name,
argument name, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message describing the reason for the exception

className
The class name that contains the argument that is not valid.

argumentName
The argument name that has a type that is not valid.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException Class | RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal argumentName As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException(
   string message,
   string className,
   string argumentName,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException(
   String* message,
   String* className,
   String* argumentName,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException(
   message : String,
   className : String,
   argumentName : String,
   ex : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException class members, see the RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException Members
topic.

Public Properties

ArgumentName Gets the name of the argument that is not valid.
ClassName (inherited from Ru

leEngineArgumentException)
Get the name of the class associated with the exception.

HelpLink (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Syste
m.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from Sys
tem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException.ArgumentName
Property
Gets the name of the argument that has the type that is not valid.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException Class | RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property ArgumentName As String
[C#]
public string ArgumentName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ArgumentName();
[JScript]
public function get ArgumentName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException class members, see the RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException Members
topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException Class | RuleEngineArgumentInvalidTypeException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException Class
The exception that is thrown when an argument contains a value that is not valid.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineArgumentException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException
   Inherits RuleEngineArgumentException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException :
   RuleEngineArgumentException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException : public
   RuleEngineArgumentException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException extends
   RuleEngineArgumentException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException Members
RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentIn
validValueException class.

Public Properties

ArgumentName Gets the name of the argument that contains the value that is not valid.
ClassName (inherited from Ru

leEngineArgumentException)
Get the name of the class associated with the exception.

HelpLink (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Syste
m.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from Sys
tem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentIn
validValueException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException Constructor
Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException using the specified serialization information and streaming context.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException class using the specified message, class name, and argument name.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException class using the specified message, class name, argument name, and inner exeption.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException Class | RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException using the specified serialization information and
streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException Class | RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException class using the specified message, class name, and
argument name.

VB

Parameters

message

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException class using the specified message, class name, and
argument name.

className
Name of the class that contains the argument that is not valid.

argumentName
Name of the argument that contains the value that is not valid.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException Class | RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal argumentName As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException(
   string message,
   string className,
   string argumentName
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException(
   String* message,
   String* className,
   String* argumentName
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException(
   message : String,
   className : String,
   argumentName : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException class using the specified message, class name,
argument name, and inner exeption.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message describing the reason for the exception

className
Name of the class that contains that argument that is not valid.

argumentName
Name of the argument that contains the value that is not valid.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException Class | RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal argumentName As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException(
   string message,
   string className,
   string argumentName,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException(
   String* message,
   String* className,
   String* argumentName,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException(
   message : String,
   className : String,
   argumentName : String,
   ex : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException class members, see the RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException Members
topic.

Public Properties

ArgumentName Gets the name of the argument that contains the value that is not valid.
ClassName (inherited from Ru

leEngineArgumentException)
Get the name of the class associated with the exception.

HelpLink (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Syste
m.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from Sys
tem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException.ArgumentName
Property
Gets the name of the argument that contains the value that is not valid.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException Class | RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property ArgumentName As String
[C#]
public string ArgumentName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ArgumentName();
[JScript]
public function get ArgumentName() : String;
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RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException class members, see the RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException Members
topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException Class | RuleEngineArgumentInvalidValueException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException Class
The exception that is thrown when an argument is not cloneable.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineArgumentException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException
   Inherits RuleEngineArgumentException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException :
   RuleEngineArgumentException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException : public
   RuleEngineArgumentException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException extends
   RuleEngineArgumentException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException Members
RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgument
NotCloneableException class.

Public Properties

ArgumentName Gets the name of the argument that is not cloneable.
ClassName (inherited from Ru

leEngineArgumentException)
Get the name of the class associated with the exception.

HelpLink (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Syste
m.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from Sys
tem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgument
NotCloneableException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException Constructor
Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException class using the specified serialization information and streaming context.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException class using the specified message, class name, and argument name.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException class using the specified message, class name, argument name, and inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException Class | RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException class using the specified serialization information
and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException Class | RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException class using the specified message, class name, and
argument name.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message describing the reason for the exception.

className
The name of the class that contains the argument that is not cloneable.

argumentName
The argument that is not cloneable.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException Class | RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal argumentName As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException(
   string message,
   string className,
   string argumentName
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException(
   String* message,
   String* className,
   String* argumentName
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException(
   message : String,
   className : String,
   argumentName : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException class using the specified message, class name,
argument name, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message describing the reason for the exception

className
Name of the class that contains the argument.

argumentName
Name of the argument that is not cloneable.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException Class | RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal argumentName As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException(
   string message,
   string className,
   string argumentName,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException(
   String* message,
   String* className,
   String* argumentName,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException(
   message : String,
   className : String,
   argumentName : String,
   ex : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException class members, see the RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException Members
topic.

Public Properties

ArgumentName Gets the name of the argument that is not cloneable.
ClassName (inherited from Ru

leEngineArgumentException)
Get the name of the class associated with the exception.

HelpLink (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Syste
m.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from Sys
tem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException.ArgumentName
Property
Gets the name of the argument that is not cloneable.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException Class | RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property ArgumentName As String
[C#]
public string ArgumentName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ArgumentName();
[JScript]
public function get ArgumentName() : String;
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RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException class members, see the RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException Members
topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException Class | RuleEngineArgumentNotCloneableException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException Class
The exception that is thrown when an argument is not serializable.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineArgumentException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException
   Inherits RuleEngineArgumentException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException :
   RuleEngineArgumentException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException :
   public RuleEngineArgumentException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException extends
   RuleEngineArgumentException
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RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException Members
RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumen
tNotSerializableException class.

Public Properties

ArgumentName Gets the name of the argument that is not serializable.
ClassName (inherited from Ru

leEngineArgumentException)
Gets the name of the class associated with the exception.

HelpLink (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Syste
m.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from Sys
tem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumen
tNotSerializableException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException Constructor
Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException class using the specified serialization information and streaming context.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException class using the specified message, class name, and argument name.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException class using the specified message, class name, argument name, and exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException Class | RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException class using the specified serialization information
and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException Class | RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException class using the specified message, class name, and
argument name.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message describing the reason for the exception

className
Name of the class that contains the argument.

argumentName
Name of the argument that is not serializable.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException Class | RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal argumentName As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException(
   string message,
   string className,
   string argumentName
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException(
   String* message,
   String* className,
   String* argumentName
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException(
   message : String,
   className : String,
   argumentName : String
);
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RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException class using the specified message, class name,
argument name, and exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message describing the reason for the exception

className
Name of the class that contains the argument.

argumentName
Name of the argument that is not serializable.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException Class | RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal argumentName As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException(
   string message,
   string className,
   string argumentName,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException(
   String* message,
   String* className,
   String* argumentName,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException(
   message : String,
   className : String,
   argumentName : String,
   ex : Exception
);
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RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException class members, see the
RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException Members topic.

Public Properties

ArgumentName Gets the name of the argument that is not serializable.
ClassName (inherited from Ru

leEngineArgumentException)
Gets the name of the class associated with the exception.

HelpLink (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Syste
m.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from Sys
tem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException.ArgumentName
Property
Gets the name of the argument that is not serializable.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException Class | RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property ArgumentName As String
[C#]
public string ArgumentName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ArgumentName();
[JScript]
public function get ArgumentName() : String;
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RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException class members, see the
RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException Class | RuleEngineArgumentNotSerializableException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineArgumentNullException Class
The exception that is thrown when an argument is null.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineArgumentNullException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineArgumentException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineArgumentNullException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentNullException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineArgumentNullException
   Inherits RuleEngineArgumentException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineArgumentNullException :
   RuleEngineArgumentException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineArgumentNullException : public
   RuleEngineArgumentException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineArgumentNullException extends
   RuleEngineArgumentException
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RuleEngineArgumentNullException Members
RuleEngineArgumentNullException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineArgumentNullException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentNullExce
ption class.

Public Properties

ArgumentName Gets the name of the argument that is null.
ClassName (inherited from Ru

leEngineArgumentException)
Get the name of the class associated with the exception.

HelpLink (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Syste
m.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from Sys
tem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineArgumentNullException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentNullExce
ption class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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RuleEngineArgumentNullException Constructor
Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentNullException class using the specified serialization information and streaming context.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineArgumentNullException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineArgumentNullException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineArgumentNullException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentNullException class using the specified message, class name, and argument name.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineArgumentNullException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineArgumentNullException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineArgumentNullException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentNullException class using the specified message, class name, argument name, and inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineArgumentNullException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineArgumentNullException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineArgumentNullException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentNullException Class | RuleEngineArgumentNullException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleEngineArgumentNullException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentNullException class using the specified serialization information and
streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentNullException Class | RuleEngineArgumentNullException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineArgumentNullException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineArgumentNullException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineArgumentNullException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineArgumentNullException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineArgumentNullException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentNullException class using the specified message, class name, and argument
name.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message describing the reason for the exception

className
Name of the class that contains the argument.

argumentName
Name of the argument that is null.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentNullException Class | RuleEngineArgumentNullException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineArgumentNullException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal argumentName As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineArgumentNullException(
   string message,
   string className,
   string argumentName
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineArgumentNullException(
   String* message,
   String* className,
   String* argumentName
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineArgumentNullException(
   message : String,
   className : String,
   argumentName : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineArgumentNullException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentNullException class using the specified message, class name, argument
name, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message describing the reason for the exception

className
Name of the class that contains the argument.

argumentName
Name of the argument that is null.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentNullException Class | RuleEngineArgumentNullException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineArgumentNullException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal argumentName As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineArgumentNullException(
   string message,
   string className,
   string argumentName,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineArgumentNullException(
   String* message,
   String* className,
   String* argumentName,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineArgumentNullException(
   message : String,
   className : String,
   argumentName : String,
   ex : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineArgumentNullException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineArgumentNullException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineArgumentNullException class members, see the RuleEngineArgumentNullException Members topic.

Public Properties

ArgumentName Gets the name of the argument that is null.
ClassName (inherited from Ru

leEngineArgumentException)
Get the name of the class associated with the exception.

HelpLink (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Syste
m.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from Sys
tem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentNullException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineArgumentNullException.ArgumentName Property
Gets the name of the argument that is null.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentNullException Class | RuleEngineArgumentNullException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property ArgumentName As String
[C#]
public string ArgumentName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ArgumentName();
[JScript]
public function get ArgumentName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineArgumentNullException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineArgumentNullException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineArgumentNullException class members, see the RuleEngineArgumentNullException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentNullException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineArgumentNullException.GetObjectData Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentNullException Class | RuleEngineArgumentNullException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Class
The exception that is thrown when a type mismatch has occurred between two arguments.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineArgumentException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException
   Inherits ArgumentException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException :
   ArgumentException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException : public
   ArgumentException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException extends
   ArgumentException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ww58ded5(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Members
RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgument
TypeMismatchException class.

Public Properties

ArgumentName1 Gets the name of the first argument that caused the type mismatch.
ArgumentName2 Gets the name of the second argument that caused the type mismatch.
ClassName (inherited from Ru

leEngineArgumentException)
Gets the name of the class associated with the exception.

HelpLink (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from Syst
em.ArgumentException)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ParamName (inherited from S
ystem.ArgumentException)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Syste
m.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from Sys
tem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgument
TypeMismatchException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Constructor
Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException class using the specified serialization information and streaming context.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException class using the specified message, class name, and argument names.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException class using the specified message, class name, arguments, and inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Class | RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException class using the specified serialization information
and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Class | RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException class using the specified message, class name, and
argument names.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message describing the reason for the exception

className
Name of the class that contains the arguments.

argumentName1
Name of the first argument that caused the type mismatch.

argumentName2
Name of the second argument that caused the type mismatch.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Class | RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal argumentName1 As String, _
   ByVal argumentName2 As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException(
   string message,
   string className,
   string argumentName1,
   string argumentName2
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException(
   String* message,
   String* className,
   String* argumentName1,
   String* argumentName2
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException(
   message : String,
   className : String,
   argumentName1 : String,
   argumentName2 : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException class using the specified message, class name,
arguments, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message describing the reason for the exception

className
Name of the class that contains the argument.

argumentName1
Name of the first argument that caused the type mismatch.

argumentName2
Name of the second argument that caused the type mismatch.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal argumentName1 As String, _
   ByVal argumentName2 As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException(
   string message,
   string className,
   string argumentName1,
   string argumentName2,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException(
   String* message,
   String* className,
   String* argumentName1,
   String* argumentName2,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException(
   message : String,
   className : String,
   argumentName1 : String,
   argumentName2 : String,
   ex : Exception
);



 

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Class | RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Constructor Overload List
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RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException class members, see the
RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Members topic.

Public Properties

ArgumentName1 Gets the name of the first argument that caused the type mismatch.
ArgumentName2 Gets the name of the second argument that caused the type mismatch.
ClassName (inherited from Ru

leEngineArgumentException)
Gets the name of the class associated with the exception,

HelpLink (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from Syst
em.ArgumentException)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ParamName (inherited from S
ystem.ArgumentException)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Syste
m.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from Sys
tem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException.ArgumentName1
Property
Gets the name of the first argument that caused the type mismatch.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Class | RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property ArgumentName1 As String
[C#]
public string ArgumentName1 {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ArgumentName1();
[JScript]
public function get ArgumentName1() : String;
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RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException.ArgumentName2
Property
Gets the name of the second argument that caused the type mismatch.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Class | RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property ArgumentName2 As String
[C#]
public string ArgumentName2 {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ArgumentName2();
[JScript]
public function get ArgumentName2() : String;
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RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException class members, see the
RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Class | RuleEngineArgumentTypeMismatchException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException Class
The exception that is thrown when an argument is of an unexpected type.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineArgumentException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException
   Inherits RuleEngineArgumentException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException :
   RuleEngineArgumentException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException :
   public RuleEngineArgumentException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException extends
   RuleEngineArgumentException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException Members
RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgume
ntUnexpectedTypeException class.

Public Properties

ArgumentName Gets the name of the argument that contains the unexpected Type.
ClassName (inherited from Ru

leEngineArgumentException)
Get the name of the class associated with the exception.

HelpLink (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Syste
m.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from Sys
tem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgume
ntUnexpectedTypeException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException Constructor
Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException class using the specified serialization information and streaming context.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException class using the specified message, class name, and argument name.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException class using the specified message, class name, argument name, and inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException Class | RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException class using the specified serialization information
and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException Class | RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException class using the specified message, class name,
and argument name.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message describing the reason for the exception

className
Name of the class that contains the argument.

argumentName
Name of the argument that contains the unexpected Type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException Class | RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal argumentName As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException(
   string message,
   string className,
   string argumentName
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException(
   String* message,
   String* className,
   String* argumentName
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException(
   message : String,
   className : String,
   argumentName : String
);
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RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException class using the specified message, class name,
argument name, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message describing the reason for the exception

className
Name of the class that contains the argument.

argumentName
Name of the argument that contains the unexpected Type.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException Class | RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal argumentName As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException(
   string message,
   string className,
   string argumentName,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException(
   String* message,
   String* className,
   String* argumentName,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException(
   message : String,
   className : String,
   argumentName : String,
   ex : Exception
);
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RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException class members, see the
RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException Members topic.

Public Properties

ArgumentName Gets the name of the argument that contains the unexpected Type.
ClassName (inherited from Ru

leEngineArgumentException)
Get the name of the class associated with the exception.

HelpLink (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Syste
m.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from Sys
tem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException.ArgumentName
Property
Gets the name of the argument that contains the unexpected Type.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException Class | RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property ArgumentName As String
[C#]
public string ArgumentName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ArgumentName();
[JScript]
public function get ArgumentName() : String;
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RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException class members, see the
RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException Class | RuleEngineArgumentUnexpectedTypeException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException Class
The exception that is thrown when an argument is of an unsupported type.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineArgumentException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException
   Inherits RuleEngineArgumentException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException :
   RuleEngineArgumentException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException :
   public RuleEngineArgumentException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException extends
   RuleEngineArgumentException
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RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException Members
RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgum
entUnsupportedTypeException class.

Public Properties

ArgumentName Gets the name of the argument that contains the unsupported Type.
ClassName (inherited from Ru

leEngineArgumentException)
Get the name of the class associated with the exception.

HelpLink (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Syste
m.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from Sys
tem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgum
entUnsupportedTypeException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException Constructor
Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException class using the specified serialization information and streaming context.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException class using the specified message, class name, and argument name.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException class using the specified message, class name, argument name, and inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException Class | RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException class using the specified serialization
information and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException Class | RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException class using the specified message, class name,
and argument name.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message describing the reason for the exception.

className
Name of the class that contains the argument.

argumentName
Name of the argument that contains the unsupported Type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException Class | RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal argumentName As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException(
   string message,
   string className,
   string argumentName
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException(
   String* message,
   String* className,
   String* argumentName
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException(
   message : String,
   className : String,
   argumentName : String
);
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RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException class using the specified message, class name,
argument name, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message describing the reason for the exception

className
Name of the class that contains the argument.

argumentName
Name of the argument that contains the unsupported Type.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException Class | RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal argumentName As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException(
   string message,
   string className,
   string argumentName,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException(
   String* message,
   String* className,
   String* argumentName,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException(
   message : String,
   className : String,
   argumentName : String,
   ex : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException class members, see the
RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException Members topic.

Public Properties

ArgumentName Gets the name of the argument that contains the unsupported Type.
ClassName (inherited from Ru

leEngineArgumentException)
Get the name of the class associated with the exception.

HelpLink (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Syste
m.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from Sys
tem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException.ArgumentName
Property
Gets the name of the argument that contains the unsupported Type.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException Class | RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property ArgumentName As String
[C#]
public string ArgumentName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ArgumentName();
[JScript]
public function get ArgumentName() : String;
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RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException class members, see the
RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException.GetObjectData
Method
VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
context

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException Class | RuleEngineArgumentUnsupportedTypeException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Class
The exception that is thrown when a class instance could not be created.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineClassInstantiationException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineClassInstantiationException
   Inherits RuleEngineException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineClassInstantiationException :
   RuleEngineException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineClassInstantiationException : public
   RuleEngineException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineClassInstantiationException extends
   RuleEngineException
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RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Members
RuleEngineClassInstantiationException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineClassInstantiatio
nException class.

Public Properties

AssemblyName Name of the assembly that contains the class that could not be instantiated.
ClassName Name of the class that could not be instantiated.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineClassInstantiatio
nException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineClassInstantiationException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineClassInstantiationException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineClassInstantiationException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineClassInstantiationException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineClassInstantiationException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineClassInstantiationException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name of
the class that could not be instantiated, and the name of the assembly containing the class that could not be instantiated.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineClassInstantiationException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineClassInstantiationException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineClassInstantiationException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineClassInstantiationException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name of
the class that could not be instantiated, the name of the assembly containing the class that could not be instantiated, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineClassInstantiationException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineClassInstantiationException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineClassInstantiationException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Class | RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineClassInstantiationException class using the specified serialization information and
streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Class | RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineClassInstantiationException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineClassInstantiationException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineClassInstantiationException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineClassInstantiationException class using the specified message, class name, and
assembly name.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

className
Name of the class that could not be instantiated.

assemblyName
Name of the assembly containing the class that could not be instantiated.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Class | RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal assemblyName As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineClassInstantiationException(
   string message,
   string className,
   string assemblyName
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineClassInstantiationException(
   String* message,
   String* className,
   String* assemblyName
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineClassInstantiationException(
   message : String,
   className : String,
   assemblyName : String
);
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RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineClassInstantiationException class using the specified message, class name, assembly
name, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

className
Name of the class that could not be instantiated.

assemblyName
Name of the assembly containing the class that could not be instantiated.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Class | RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal assemblyName As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineClassInstantiationException(
   string message,
   string className,
   string assemblyName,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineClassInstantiationException(
   String* message,
   String* className,
   String* assemblyName,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineClassInstantiationException(
   message : String,
   className : String,
   assemblyName : String,
   ex : Exception
);
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RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineClassInstantiationException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineClassInstantiationException class members, see the RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Members topic.

Public Properties

AssemblyName Gets the name of the assembly containing the class that could not be instantiated.
ClassName Name of the class that could not be instantiated.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineClassInstantiationException.AssemblyName
Property
Name of the assembly containing the class that could not be instantiated.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Class | RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property AssemblyName As String
[C#]
public string AssemblyName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_AssemblyName();
[JScript]
public function get AssemblyName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineClassInstantiationException.ClassName Property
Name of the class that could not be instantiated.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Class | RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property ClassName As String
[C#]
public string ClassName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ClassName();
[JScript]
public function get ClassName() : String;
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RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineClassInstantiationException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineClassInstantiationException class members, see the RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineClassInstantiationException.GetObjectData Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Class | RuleEngineClassInstantiationException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineCollection Class
Contains collection of objects in the Microsoft.RuleEngine namespace. Any object placed into the collection must inherit from the
ICloneable interface.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineCollection Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineCollection
      Derived classes

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class RuleEngineCollection
   Implements IList, ICollection, IEnumerable, ICloneable
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class RuleEngineCollection : IList, ICollection,
   IEnumerable, ICloneable
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class RuleEngineCollection : public IList,
   ICollection, IEnumerable, ICloneable
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class RuleEngineCollection implements IList,
   ICollection, IEnumerable, ICloneable

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineCollection Hierarchy
System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineCollection
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.ActionCollection
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.ArgumentCollection
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.AuthorizationGroupCollection
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.AuthorizationGroupEntryCollection
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.LogicalExpressionCollection
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleSetInfoCollection
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.VocabularyInfoCollection

See Also

RuleEngineCollection Class | RuleEngineCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineCollection Members
RuleEngineCollection overview

Public Properties

Count Gets the number of Term Derived items in this collection.
IsFixedSize Determines if the current instance has a fixed size.
IsReadOnly Determines if the current instance is read-only.
IsSynchronized Determines if the current instance is synchronized.
Item Gets or sets an item using the specified index.
ItemType Gets the type of an item.
SyncRoot Gets an object that can be used to synchronize access to the collection.

Public Methods

Add Adds the specified object to the collection.
Clear Clears all items from the collection.
Clone Creates a deep clone of the current instance.
Contains Determines if the specified item exists in the current instance.
CopyTo Copies all items in the collection to the specified array, starting at the specified index.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator Returns an enumerator for the current instance.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

IndexOf Returns the index of the specified item.
Insert Inserts the specified item into the current instance at the specified index location.
Remove Removes the specified object from the current instance.
RemoveAt Removes the object at the specified index from the current instance.
ToString (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineCollection Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineCollection Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of RuleEngineCollection class members,
see the RuleEngineCollection Members topic.

Public Properties

Count Gets the number of Term Derived items in this collection.
IsFixedSize Determines if the current instance has a fixed size.
IsReadOnly Determines if the current instance is read-only.
IsSynchronized Determines if the current instance is synchronized.
Item Gets or sets an item using the specified index.
ItemType Gets the type of an item.
SyncRoot Gets an object that can be used to synchronize access to the collection.

See Also

RuleEngineCollection Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleEngineCollection.Count Property
Gets the number of Term Derived items in this collection.

VB

Implements

ICollection.Count

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineCollection Class | RuleEngineCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Count As Integer  Implements _
   ICollection.Count
[C#]
public virtual int Count {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual int get_Count();
[JScript]
public function get Count() : int;
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RuleEngineCollection.IsFixedSize Property
Determines if the current instance has a fixed size.

VB

Implements

IList.IsFixedSize

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineCollection Class | RuleEngineCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property IsFixedSize As Boolean  _
   Implements IList.IsFixedSize
[C#]
public virtual bool IsFixedSize {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_IsFixedSize();
[JScript]
public function get IsFixedSize() : Boolean;
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RuleEngineCollection.IsReadOnly Property
Determines if the current instance is read-only.

VB

Implements

IList.IsReadOnly

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineCollection Class | RuleEngineCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property IsReadOnly As Boolean  _
   Implements IList.IsReadOnly
[C#]
public virtual bool IsReadOnly {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_IsReadOnly();
[JScript]
public function get IsReadOnly() : Boolean;
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RuleEngineCollection.IsSynchronized Property
Determines if the current instance is synchronized.

VB

Implements

ICollection.IsSynchronized

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineCollection Class | RuleEngineCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property IsSynchronized As Boolean  _
   Implements ICollection.IsSynchronized
[C#]
public virtual bool IsSynchronized {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_IsSynchronized();
[JScript]
public function get IsSynchronized() : Boolean;
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RuleEngineCollection.Item Property
Gets or sets an item using the specified index.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the RuleEngineCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
An expression that specifies the position of a member of the collection.

Implements

IList.Item

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineCollection Class | RuleEngineCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Default Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As Object  Implements IList.Item
[C#]
public virtual object this[
   int index
] {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual Object* get_Item(
   int index
);
public: __property virtual void set_Item(
   int index,
   Object*
);
[JScript]
returnValue = RuleEngineCollectionObject.Item(index);
RuleEngineCollectionObject.Item(index) = returnValue;
-or-
returnValue = RuleEngineCollectionObject(index);
RuleEngineCollectionObject(index) = returnValue;
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RuleEngineCollection.ItemType Property
Gets the type of an item.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineCollection Class | RuleEngineCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property ItemType As Type
[C#]
public Type ItemType {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Type* get_ItemType();
[JScript]
public function get ItemType() : Type;
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RuleEngineCollection.SyncRoot Property
Gets an object that can be used to synchronize access to the collection.

VB

Implements

ICollection.SyncRoot

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineCollection Class | RuleEngineCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property SyncRoot As Object  Implements _
   _
   ICollection.SyncRoot
[C#]
public virtual object SyncRoot {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual Object* get_SyncRoot();
[JScript]
public function get SyncRoot() : Object;
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RuleEngineCollection Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of RuleEngineCollection class members,
see the RuleEngineCollection Members topic.

Public Methods

Add Adds the specified object to the collection.
Clear Clears all items from the collection.
Clone Creates a deep clone of the current instance.
Contains Determines if the specified item exists in the current instance.
CopyTo Copies all items in the collection to the specified array, starting at the specified index.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator Returns an enumerator for the current instance.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

IndexOf Returns the index of the specified item.
Insert Inserts the specified item into the current instance at the specified index location.
Remove Removes the specified object from the current instance.
RemoveAt Removes the object at the specified index from the current instance.
ToString (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineCollection Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineCollection.Add Method
Adds the specified object to the collection.

VB

Parameters

item
The object to add to the collection.

Implements

IList.Add

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineCollection Class | RuleEngineCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable Function Add( _
   ByVal item As Object _
) As Integer Implements IList.Add
[C#]
public int Add(
   object item
);
[C++]
public: int Add(
   Object* item
);
[JScript]
public function Add(
   item : Object
) : int;
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RuleEngineCollection.Clear Method
Clears all items from the collection.

VB

Implements

IList.Clear

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineCollection Class | RuleEngineCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub Clear() Implements IList.Clear
[C#]
public virtual void Clear();
[C++]
public: virtual void Clear();
[JScript]
public function Clear();

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/5h6ak0yz(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineCollection.Clone Method
Creates a deep clone of the current instance.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineCollection Class | RuleEngineCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public MustOverride Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public abstract object Clone();
[C++]
public: virtual Object* Clone() = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineCollection.Contains Method
Determines if the specified item exists in the current instance.

VB

Parameters

item
The item to check for.

Implements

IList.Contains

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineCollection Class | RuleEngineCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function Contains( _
   ByVal item As Object _
) As Boolean Implements IList.Contains
[C#]
public virtual bool Contains(
   object item
);
[C++]
public: virtual bool Contains(
   Object* item
);
[JScript]
public function Contains(
   item : Object
) : Boolean;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e3a9101f(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineCollection.CopyTo Method
Copies all items in the collection to the specified array, starting at the specified index.

VB

Parameters

array
The Array to copy the current instance to.

arrayIndex
Location in the Array to start copying the current instance to.

Implements

ICollection.CopyTo

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineCollection Class | RuleEngineCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub CopyTo( _
   ByVal array As Array, _
   ByVal arrayIndex As Integer _
) Implements ICollection.CopyTo
[C#]
public virtual void CopyTo(
   Array array,
   int arrayIndex
);
[C++]
public: virtual void CopyTo(
   Array* array,
   int arrayIndex
);
[JScript]
public function CopyTo(
   array : Array,
   arrayIndex : int
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/t4kx53hz(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineCollection.GetEnumerator Method
Returns an enumerator for the current instance.

VB

Implements

IEnumerable.GetEnumerator

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineCollection Class | RuleEngineCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function GetEnumerator() As IEnumerator _
   Implements IEnumerable.GetEnumerator
[C#]
public virtual IEnumerator GetEnumerator();
[C++]
public: virtual IEnumerator* GetEnumerator();
[JScript]
public function GetEnumerator() : IEnumerator;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/5zae5365(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineCollection.IndexOf Method
Returns the index of the specified item.

VB

Return Value

The zero-based index of the item found in the collection; otherwise, -1.

Parameters

item
The object to determine the index of.

Implements

IList.IndexOf

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineCollection Class | RuleEngineCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function IndexOf( _
   ByVal item As Object _
) As Integer Implements IList.IndexOf
[C#]
public virtual int IndexOf(
   object item
);
[C++]
public: virtual int IndexOf(
   Object* item
);
[JScript]
public function IndexOf(
   item : Object
) : int;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/2zt6cw37(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineCollection.Insert Method
Inserts the specified item into the current instance at the specified index location.

VB

Parameters

index
Location in the current instance to insert the specified item into.

item
The item to insert in the current instance.

Implements

IList.Insert

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineCollection Class | RuleEngineCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub Insert( _
   ByVal index As Integer, _
   ByVal item As Object _
) Implements IList.Insert
[C#]
public virtual void Insert(
   int index,
   object item
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Insert(
   int index,
   Object* item
);
[JScript]
public function Insert(
   index : int,
   item : Object
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zkf4388a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineCollection.Remove Method
Removes the specified object from the current instance.

VB

Parameters

item
The object to remove.

Implements

IList.Remove

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineCollection Class | RuleEngineCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub Remove( _
   ByVal item As Object _
) Implements IList.Remove
[C#]
public virtual void Remove(
   object item
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Remove(
   Object* item
);
[JScript]
public function Remove(
   item : Object
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/3ffs897t(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineCollection.RemoveAt Method
Removes the object at the specified index from the current instance.

VB

Parameters

index
Location in the current instance of the object to remove.

Implements

IList.RemoveAt

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineCollection Class | RuleEngineCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub RemoveAt( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) Implements IList.RemoveAt
[C#]
public virtual void RemoveAt(
   int index
);
[C++]
public: virtual void RemoveAt(
   int index
);
[JScript]
public function RemoveAt(
   index : int
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/x5zwtyhy(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineCompensationHandler Delegate
Delegate to a user defined handler for exceptions thrown during rule-engine processing.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the delegates in the .NET Framework, but you cannot define your own.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

The declaration of your callback method must have the same parameters as the RuleEngineCompensationHandler delegate
declaration.

Remarks

The handler must have the same signature as the RuleEngineCompensationHandler. The engine will call the handler if there is
any runtime exception if the rule engine consumer specifies the handler and the user data to the execution engine. This call will
pass the exception and the pre-defined user data as parameters. If the handler returns true, then the rule-engine will continue
processing. Otherwise, the rule engine will abort the processing and return to the user with the original exception.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Delegate Function Sub RuleEngineCompensationHandler( _
   ByVal ex As Exception, _
   ByVal userData As Object _
) As Boolean
[C#]
[Serializable]
public delegate bool RuleEngineCompensationHandler(
   Exception ex,
   object userData
);
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __delegate bool RuleEngineCompensationHandler(
   Exception* ex,
   Object* userData
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineComponentConfiguration Class
Gets or sets the configuration for a rule engine plug-in component.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineComponentConfiguration Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineComponentConfiguration

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineComponentConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class RuleEngineComponentConfiguration
   Implements ICloneable
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class RuleEngineComponentConfiguration : ICloneable
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class RuleEngineComponentConfiguration :
   public ICloneable
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineComponentConfiguration implements ICloneable

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineComponentConfiguration Members
RuleEngineComponentConfiguration overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineComponentConfiguration Constructor Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineComponentConfiguration cla
ss.

Public Properties

AssemblyName Gets or sets the name of the assembly containing the rule engine plug-in component.
ClassName Gets or sets the name of the class that implements the rule engine plug-in component.

Public Methods

Clone Creates a deep copy of ComponentConfiguration.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineComponentConfiguration Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
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http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineComponentConfiguration Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineComponentConfiguration class using the specified assembly name and class name.

VB

Parameters

assemblyName
The name of the assembly containing the rule engine plug-in component.

className
The name of the class that implements the rule engine plug-in component.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleEngineComponentConfiguration Class | RuleEngineComponentConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal assemblyName As String, _
   ByVal className As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineComponentConfiguration(
   string assemblyName,
   string className
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineComponentConfiguration(
   String* assemblyName,
   String* className
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineComponentConfiguration(
   assemblyName : String,
   className : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineComponentConfiguration Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineComponentConfiguration class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineComponentConfiguration class members, see the RuleEngineComponentConfiguration Members topic.

Public Properties

AssemblyName Gets or sets the name of the assembly containing the rule engine plug-in component.
ClassName Gets or sets the name of the class that implements the rule engine plug-in component.

See Also

RuleEngineComponentConfiguration Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineComponentConfiguration.AssemblyName Property
Gets or sets the name of the assembly containing the rule engine plug-in component.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleEngineComponentConfiguration Class | RuleEngineComponentConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property AssemblyName As String
[C#]
public string AssemblyName {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_AssemblyName();
public: __property void set_AssemblyName(String*);
[JScript]
public function get AssemblyName() : String;
public function set AssemblyName(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineComponentConfiguration.ClassName Property
Gets or sets the name of the class that implements the rule engine plug-in component.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleEngineComponentConfiguration Class | RuleEngineComponentConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property ClassName As String
[C#]
public string ClassName {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ClassName();
public: __property void set_ClassName(String*);
[JScript]
public function get ClassName() : String;
public function set ClassName(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineComponentConfiguration Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineComponentConfiguration class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineComponentConfiguration class members, see the RuleEngineComponentConfiguration Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Creates a deep copy of ComponentConfiguration.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineComponentConfiguration Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RuleEngineComponentConfiguration.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of ComponentConfiguration.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleEngineComponentConfiguration Class | RuleEngineComponentConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public virtual object Clone();
[C++]
public: virtual Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException Class
The exception that is thrown when an assembly cannot be located.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineConfigurationException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException
   Inherits RuleEngineConfigurationException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException :
   RuleEngineConfigurationException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException
   : public RuleEngineConfigurationException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException
   extends RuleEngineConfigurationException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ww58ded5(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException
Members
RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineC
onfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException class.

Public Properties

AssemblyName Gets the name of the assembly that could not be located.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineC
onfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception and the
name of the assembly that could not be located.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException(System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name
of the assembly that could not be located, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException Class | RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException
Constructor (System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException class using the specified serialization
information and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException Class | RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function
   RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException
Constructor (System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException class using the specified message and
assembly name.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

assemblyName
Name of the assembly that could not be located.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException Class | RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal assemblyName As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException(
   string message,
   string assemblyName
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException(
   String* message,
   String* assemblyName
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException(
   message : String,
   assemblyName : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException
Constructor (System.String, System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException class using the specified message,
assembly name, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

assemblyName
Name of the assembly that could not be located.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception..

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException Class | RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal assemblyName As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException(
   string message,
   string assemblyName,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException(
   String* message,
   String* assemblyName,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException(
   message : String,
   assemblyName : String,
   ex : Exception
);
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RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException
Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException class members, see the
RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException Members topic.

Public Properties

AssemblyName Gets the name of the assembly that could not be located.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException.AssemblyName
Property
Gets the name of the assembly that could not be located.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException Class | RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property AssemblyName As String
[C#]
public string AssemblyName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_AssemblyName();
[JScript]
public function get AssemblyName() : String;
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RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException
Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException class members, see the
RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException Class | RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Class
The exception that is thrown when the specified configuration class could not be found in the user-specified assembly.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineConfigurationException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException
   Inherits RuleEngineConfigurationException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException :
   RuleEngineConfigurationException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException :
   public RuleEngineConfigurationException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException extends
   RuleEngineConfigurationException
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RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Members
RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineConfi
gurationClassNotFoundException class.

Public Properties

AssemblyName Gets the name of the assembly in which the class was being looked for.
ClassName Gets the name of the class being looked for.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineConfi
gurationClassNotFoundException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name
of the assembly in which the class was being looked for, and the name of the class that could not be found.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name
of the assembly in which the class was being looked for, the name of the class that could not be found, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Class | RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException class using the specified serialization
information and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Class | RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException class using the specified message, assembly
name, and class name.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

assemblyName
Name of the assembly in which the class was being looked for.

className
Name of the class being looked for.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Class | RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal assemblyName As String, _
   ByVal className As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException(
   string message,
   string assemblyName,
   string className
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException(
   String* message,
   String* assemblyName,
   String* className
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException(
   message : String,
   assemblyName : String,
   className : String
);
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RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException class using the specified message, assembly
name, class name, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

assemblyName
Name of the assembly in which the class was being looked for.

className
Name of the class being looked for.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception..

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Class | RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal assemblyName As String, _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException(
   string message,
   string assemblyName,
   string className,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException(
   String* message,
   String* assemblyName,
   String* className,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException(
   message : String,
   assemblyName : String,
   className : String,
   ex : Exception
);
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RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException class members, see the
RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Members topic.

Public Properties

AssemblyName Gets the name of the assembly in which the class was being looked for.
ClassName Gets the name of the class being looked for.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException.AssemblyName
Property
Gets the name of the assembly in which the class was being looked for.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Class | RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property AssemblyName As String
[C#]
public string AssemblyName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_AssemblyName();
[JScript]
public function get AssemblyName() : String;
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RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException.ClassName
Property
Gets the name of the class being looked for.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Class | RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property ClassName As String
[C#]
public string ClassName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ClassName();
[JScript]
public function get ClassName() : String;
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RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException class members, see the
RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Class | RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException Class
The exception that is thrown when a rule engine plug-in component cannot be found.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineConfigurationException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException
   Inherits RuleEngineConfigurationException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException :
   RuleEngineConfigurationException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class
   RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException : public
   RuleEngineConfigurationException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException
   extends RuleEngineConfigurationException
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RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException
Members
RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngine
ConfigurationComponentNotFoundException class.

Public Properties

AssemblyName Gets the name of the assembly in which the class was being looked for.
ClassName Gets the name of the class being looked for.
ComponentType Gets the name of the component to be located.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngine
ConfigurationComponentNotFoundException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name
of the plug-in component to be located, the name of the assembly in which the class was being looked for, and the name of the class being looked for.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name
of the plug-in component to be located, the name of the assembly in which the class was being looked for, the name of the class being looked for, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException Class | RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException
Constructor (System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException class using the specified serialization
information and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException Class |
RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function
   RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException
Constructor (System.String, System.String, System.String,
System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException class using the specified message,
component type, assembly name, and class name.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

componentType
Name of the plug-in component to be located

assemblyName
Name of the assembly in which the class was being looked for.

className
Name of the class being looked for.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException Class |
RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException Constructor Overload List

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal componentType As String, _
   ByVal assemblyName As String, _
   ByVal className As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException(
   string message,
   string componentType,
   string assemblyName,
   string className
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException(
   String* message,
   String* componentType,
   String* assemblyName,
   String* className
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException(
   message : String,
   componentType : String,
   assemblyName : String,
   className : String
);
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RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException
Constructor (System.String, System.String, System.String,
System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException class using the specified message,
component type, assembly name, class name, and internal exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

componentType
Name of the plug-in component to be located

assemblyName
Name of the assembly in which the class was being looked for.

className
Name of the class being looked for.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception..

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal componentType As String, _
   ByVal assemblyName As String, _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException(
   string message,
   string componentType,
   string assemblyName,
   string className,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException(
   String* message,
   String* componentType,
   String* assemblyName,
   String* className,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException(
   message : String,
   componentType : String,
   assemblyName : String,
   className : String,
   ex : Exception
);



 

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException Class |
RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException Constructor Overload List
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RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException
Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException class members, see the
RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException Members topic.

Public Properties

AssemblyName Gets the name of the assembly in which the class was being looked for.
ClassName Gets the name of the class being looked for.
ComponentType Gets the name of the component to be located.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException.AssemblyName
Property
Gets the name of the assembly in which the class was being looked for.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException Class | RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property AssemblyName As String
[C#]
public string AssemblyName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_AssemblyName();
[JScript]
public function get AssemblyName() : String;
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RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException.ClassName
Property
Gets the name of the class being looked for.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException Class | RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property ClassName As String
[C#]
public string ClassName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ClassName();
[JScript]
public function get ClassName() : String;
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RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException.ComponentType
Property
Gets the name of the component to be located.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException Class | RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property ComponentType As String
[C#]
public string ComponentType {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ComponentType();
[JScript]
public function get ComponentType() : String;
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RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException
Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException class members, see the
RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception..

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException Class | RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineConfigurationException Class
Base class for all rule engine configuration exceptions.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineConfigurationException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineConfigurationException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineConfigurationAssemblyNotFoundException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineConfigurationClassNotFoundException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineConfigurationComponentNotFoundException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineConfigurationException
   Inherits RuleEngineException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineConfigurationException :
   RuleEngineException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineConfigurationException : public
   RuleEngineException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineConfigurationException extends
   RuleEngineException
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RuleEngineConfigurationException Members
RuleEngineConfigurationException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineConfigurationException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineConfigurationExcep
tion class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineConfigurationException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineConfigurationExcep
tion class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleEngineConfigurationException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineConfigurationException.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineConfigurationException with an error message that explains the reason for the exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineConfigurationException(System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineConfigurationException(System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineConfigurationException(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineConfigurationException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineConfigurationException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineConfigurationException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineConfigurationException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineConfigurationException with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, and the inner
exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineConfigurationException(System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineConfigurationException(System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineConfigurationException(System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationException Class | RuleEngineConfigurationException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineConfigurationException Constructor (System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineConfigurationException class using the specified message.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationException Class | RuleEngineConfigurationException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineConfigurationException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineConfigurationException(
   string message
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineConfigurationException(
   String* message
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineConfigurationException(
   message : String
);
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https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineConfigurationException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineConfigurationException class using the specified serialization information and
streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationException Class | RuleEngineConfigurationException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineConfigurationException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineConfigurationException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineConfigurationException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineConfigurationException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineConfigurationException Constructor (System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineConfigurationException class using the specified message and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineConfigurationException Class | RuleEngineConfigurationException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineConfigurationException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineConfigurationException(
   string message,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineConfigurationException(
   String* message,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineConfigurationException(
   message : String,
   ex : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Class
The exception that is thrown when an attempt is made to deploy a rule set that has already been deployed.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException
   Inherits RuleEngineDeploymentException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException :
   RuleEngineDeploymentException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException :
   public RuleEngineDeploymentException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException extends
   RuleEngineDeploymentException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ww58ded5(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Members
RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeplo
ymentAlreadyDeployedException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherite
d from System.Exce
ption)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation available 
from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (in
herited from System
.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation available 
from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the rule set.
Message (inherite

d from System.Exce
ption)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation available 
from Visual Studio .NET or online at <a href = "http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677" target="_bla
nk">http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677</a>.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the rule set.
RuleSetName Gets the name of the rule set to be deployed.
Source (inherited f

rom System.Except
ion)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation available 
from Visual Studio .NET or online at <a href = "http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677" target="_bla
nk">http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677</a>.

StackTrace (inherit
ed from System.Exc
eption)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation available 
from Visual Studio .NET or online at <a href = "http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677" target="_bla
nk">http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677</a>.

TargetSite (inherit
ed from System.Exc
eption)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation available 
from Visual Studio .NET or online at <a href = "http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677" target="_bla
nk">http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677</a>.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeplo
ymentAlreadyDeployedException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/71tawy4s(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/902sca80(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9btwf6wk(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/85weac5w(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dxzhy005(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/2wchw354(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/49kcee3b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/es4y6f7e(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/sh5cw61c(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the object and a context
that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name of the rule set to be
deployed, the major version of the rule set, and the minor version of the rule set.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)

[C#] public RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++] public: RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name of the rule set to be
deployed, the major version of the rule set, and the minor version of the rule set.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException class using the specified serialization
information and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException class using the specified message, rule set
name, major version, and minor version.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set to be deployed.

majorVersion
Major version of the rule set.

minorVersion
Minor version of the rule set.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException(
   string message,
   string ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException(
   String* message,
   String* ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException(
   message : String,
   ruleSetName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException class using the specified message, rule set
name, major version, minor version, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set to be deployed.

majorVersion
Major version of the rule set.

minorVersion
Minor version of the rule set.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception..

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException(
   string message,
   string ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException(
   String* message,
   String* ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException(
   message : String,
   ruleSetName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int,
   ex : Exception
);



 

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Constructor Overload List
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RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException class members, see the
RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Members topic.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the rule set.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the rule set.
RuleSetName Gets the name of the rule set to be deployed.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException.MajorVersion
Property
Gets the major version of the rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MajorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MajorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MajorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MajorVersion() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException.MinorVersion
Property
Gets the minor version of the rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MinorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MinorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MinorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MinorVersion() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException.RuleSetName
Property
Gets the name of the rule set to be deployed.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property RuleSetName As String
[C#]
public string RuleSetName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_RuleSetName();
[JScript]
public function get RuleSetName() : String;
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RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException class members, see the
RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException.GetObjectData
Method
Implements the ISerializable interface.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
Reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
Context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException Class
The exception that is thrown when a connection to the rule store fails.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException
   Inherits RuleEngineDeploymentException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException :
   RuleEngineDeploymentException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException
   : public RuleEngineDeploymentException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException
   extends RuleEngineDeploymentException
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RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException
Members
RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDe
ploymentDatabaseConnectionException class.

Public Properties

ConnectionString Gets the connection string used to access the rules store.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDe
ploymentDatabaseConnectionException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException with an error that explains the reason for the exception, and the connection string
used to access the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException(System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException with an error that explains the reason for the exception, the connection string
used to access the rule store, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException
Constructor (System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException class using the specified serialization
information and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException
Constructor (System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException class using the specified message and
connection string.

VB

Parameters

message
Error that explains the reason for the exception.

connectionString
Connection string used to access the rule store.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal connectionString As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException(
   string message,
   string connectionString
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException(
   String* message,
   String* connectionString
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException(
   message : String,
   connectionString : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException
Constructor (System.String, System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException class using the specified message,
connection string, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error that explains the reason for the exception.

connectionString
Connection string used to access the rule store.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception..

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal connectionString As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException(
   string message,
   string connectionString,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException(
   String* message,
   String* connectionString,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException(
   message : String,
   connectionString : String,
   ex : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException
Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException class members, see the
RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException Members topic.

Public Properties

ConnectionString Gets the connection string used to access the rules store.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException.ConnectionString
Property
Gets the connection string used to access the rule store.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property ConnectionString As String
[C#]
public string ConnectionString {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ConnectionString();
[JScript]
public function get ConnectionString() : String;
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RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException class members, see the
RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception..

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException
Class
The exception that is thrown when an attempt is made to deploy to a server and database that do not match what was configured
during installation.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException
   Inherits RuleEngineDeploymentException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException
   : RuleEngineDeploymentException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class
   RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException : public
   RuleEngineDeploymentException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException
   extends RuleEngineDeploymentException
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RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException
Members
RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngi
neDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchExcepti
on class.

Public Properties

ConfiguredDBName Gets the configured database name.
ConfiguredDBServer Gets the configured server name.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SelectedDBName Gets the selected database name.
SelectedDBServer Gets the selected server name.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngi
neDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchExcepti
on class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods
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Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the
selected server name, the selected database name, the configured server name, and the configured database name.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the
selected server name, the selected database name, the configured server name, the configured database name, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript]
public function RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException
Constructor (System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException class using the specified serialization
information and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException Class |
RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function
   RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException
Constructor (System.String, System.String, System.String,
System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException class using the specified message,
selected database server, server name, configured database server, and database name.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

selectedDBServer
Selected server name.

selectedDBName
Selected database name.

configuredDBServer
Configured server name.

configuredDBName
Configured database name.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal selectedDBServer As String, _
   ByVal selectedDBName As String, _
   ByVal configuredDBServer As String, _
   ByVal configuredDBName As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException(
   string message,
   string selectedDBServer,
   string selectedDBName,
   string configuredDBServer,
   string configuredDBName
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException(
   String* message,
   String* selectedDBServer,
   String* selectedDBName,
   String* configuredDBServer,
   String* configuredDBName
);
[JScript]
public function
   RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException(
   message : String,
   selectedDBServer : String,
   selectedDBName : String,
   configuredDBServer : String,
   configuredDBName : String
);



 

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException Class |
RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException Constructor Overload List
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RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException
Constructor (System.String, System.String, System.String,
System.String, System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException class using the specified message,
selected database server, server name, configured database server, database name, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

selectedDBServer
Selected server name.

selectedDBName
Selected database name.

configuredDBServer
Configured server name.

configuredDBName
Configured database name.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal selectedDBServer As String, _
   ByVal selectedDBName As String, _
   ByVal configuredDBServer As String, _
   ByVal configuredDBName As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException(
   string message,
   string selectedDBServer,
   string selectedDBName,
   string configuredDBServer,
   string configuredDBName,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException(
   String* message,
   String* selectedDBServer,
   String* selectedDBName,
   String* configuredDBServer,
   String* configuredDBName,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function
   RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException(
   message : String,
   selectedDBServer : String,
   selectedDBName : String,
   configuredDBServer : String,
   configuredDBName : String,
   ex : Exception
);



 

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException Class |
RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException Constructor Overload List
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RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException
Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException class are listed here. For a complete list
of RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException class members, see the
RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException Members topic.

Public Properties

ConfiguredDBName Gets the configured database name.
ConfiguredDBServer Gets the configured server name.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SelectedDBName Gets the selected database name.
SelectedDBServer Gets the selected server name.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException.ConfiguredDBName
Property
Gets the configured database name.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property ConfiguredDBName As String
[C#]
public string ConfiguredDBName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ConfiguredDBName();
[JScript]
public function get ConfiguredDBName() : String;
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RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException.ConfiguredDBServer
Property
Gets the configured server name.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property ConfiguredDBServer As String
[C#]
public string ConfiguredDBServer {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ConfiguredDBServer();
[JScript]
public function get ConfiguredDBServer() : String;
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RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException.SelectedDBName
Property
Gets the selected database name.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property SelectedDBName As String
[C#]
public string SelectedDBName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_SelectedDBName();
[JScript]
public function get SelectedDBName() : String;
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RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException.SelectedDBServer
Property
Gets the selected server name.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property SelectedDBServer As String
[C#]
public string SelectedDBServer {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_SelectedDBServer();
[JScript]
public function get SelectedDBServer() : String;
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RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException
Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException class members, see the
RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineDeploymentException Class
The base class for all rule engine deployment exceptions.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineDeploymentException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentException
               Derived classes

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineDeploymentException
   Inherits RuleEngineException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineDeploymentException : RuleEngineException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineDeploymentException : public
   RuleEngineException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineDeploymentException extends
   RuleEngineException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ww58ded5(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineDeploymentException Hierarchy
System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentAlreadyDeployedException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentDatabaseConnectionException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentDBConfigurationMismatchException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentException Members
RuleEngineDeploymentException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineDeploymentException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentExceptio
n class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineDeploymentException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentExceptio
n class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/71tawy4s(v=bts.10).aspx
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https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/es4y6f7e(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/sh5cw61c(v=bts.10).aspx
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https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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RuleEngineDeploymentException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineDeploymentException(System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineDeploymentException(System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineDeploymentException(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineDeploymentException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineDeploymentException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineDeploymentException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, and the inner
exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineDeploymentException(System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineDeploymentException(System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineDeploymentException(System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleEngineDeploymentException Constructor (System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentException class using the specified message.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineDeploymentException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineDeploymentException(
   string message
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineDeploymentException(
   String* message
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineDeploymentException(
   message : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineDeploymentException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentException class using the specified serialization information and streaming
context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineDeploymentException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineDeploymentException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineDeploymentException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineDeploymentException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineDeploymentException Constructor (System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentException class using the specified message and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception..

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineDeploymentException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineDeploymentException(
   string message,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineDeploymentException(
   String* message,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineDeploymentException(
   message : String,
   ex : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException Class
The exception that is thrown when an attempt is made to import an empty file.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException
   Inherits RuleEngineDeploymentException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException :
   RuleEngineDeploymentException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException : public
   RuleEngineDeploymentException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException extends
   RuleEngineDeploymentException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException Members
RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeployment
FileEmptyException class.

Public Properties

FileName Gets the name of the empty file.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeployment
FileEmptyException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, and the
fully qualified name of the empty file.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException(System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the fully
qualified name of the empty file, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException class using the specified serialization information and
streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException Constructor
(System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException class using the specified message and file name.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

fileName
Name of the empty file.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal fileName As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException(
   string message,
   string fileName
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException(
   String* message,
   String* fileName
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException(
   message : String,
   fileName : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException class using the specified message, file name, and
internal exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

fileName
Name of the empty file.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception..

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal fileName As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException(
   string message,
   string fileName,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException(
   String* message,
   String* fileName,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException(
   message : String,
   fileName : String,
   ex : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException class members, see the RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException Members
topic.

Public Properties

FileName Gets the name of the empty file.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException.FileName Property
Gets the name of the empty file.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property FileName As String
[C#]
public string FileName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_FileName();
[JScript]
public function get FileName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException class members, see the RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException Members
topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentFileEmptyException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Class
The exception that is thrown when an attempt is made to undeploy a rule set that is not deployed.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException
   Inherits RuleEngineDeploymentException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException :
   RuleEngineDeploymentException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException :
   public RuleEngineDeploymentException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException extends
   RuleEngineDeploymentException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ww58ded5(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Members
RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploym
entNotDeployedException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherite
d from System.Exce
ption)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation available 
from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (in
herited from System
.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation available 
from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the rule set.
Message (inherite

d from System.Exce
ption)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation available 
from Visual Studio .NET or online at <a href = "http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677" target="_bla
nk">http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677</a>.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the rule set.
RuleSetName Gets the name of the rule set that could not be deployed.
Source (inherited f

rom System.Except
ion)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation available 
from Visual Studio .NET or online at <a href = "http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677" target="_bla
nk">http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677</a>.

StackTrace (inherit
ed from System.Exc
eption)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation available 
from Visual Studio .NET or online at <a href = "http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677" target="_bla
nk">http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677</a>.

TargetSite (inherit
ed from System.Exc
eption)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation available 
from Visual Studio .NET or online at <a href = "http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677" target="_bla
nk">http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677</a>.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploym
entNotDeployedException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/71tawy4s(v=bts.10).aspx
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Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name
of the rule set that could not be undeployed, the major version of the rule set, and the minor version of the rule set.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)

[C#] public RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++] public: RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name
of the rule set that could not be undeployed, the major version of the rule set, the minor version of the rule set, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException class using the specified serialization information
and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException class using the specified message, rule set name,
major version, and minor version.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set that could not be undeployed.

majorVersion
Major version of the rule set.

minorVersion
Minor version of the rule set.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException(
   string message,
   string ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException(
   String* message,
   String* ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException(
   message : String,
   ruleSetName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException class using the specified message, rule set name,
major version, minor version, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set that could not be undeployed.

majorVersion
Major version of the rule set.

minorVersion
Minor version of the rule set.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException(
   string message,
   string ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException(
   String* message,
   String* ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException(
   message : String,
   ruleSetName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int,
   ex : Exception
);



 

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Constructor Overload List
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RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException class members, see the
RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Members topic.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the rule set.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the rule set.
RuleSetName Gets the name of the rule set that could not be deployed.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException.MajorVersion
Property
Gets the major version of the rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MajorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MajorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MajorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MajorVersion() : int;
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RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException.MinorVersion
Property
Gets the minor version of the rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MinorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MinorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MinorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MinorVersion() : int;
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RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException.RuleSetName
Property
Gets the name of the rule set that could not be undeployed.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property RuleSetName As String
[C#]
public string RuleSetName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_RuleSetName();
[JScript]
public function get RuleSetName() : String;
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RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException class members, see the
RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentNotDeployedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException Class
The exception this is thrown when an attempt is made to deploy a rule set that has not been published.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException
   Inherits RuleEngineDeploymentException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException :
   RuleEngineDeploymentException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException :
   public RuleEngineDeploymentException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException extends
   RuleEngineDeploymentException
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RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException Members
RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploym
entNotPublishedException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the rule set.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the rule set.
RuleSetName Gets the rule set that could not be deployed.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploym
entNotPublishedException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the object
and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name
of the rule set that could not be deployed, the major version of the rule set, and the minor version of the rule set.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)

[C#] public RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++] public: RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name
of the rule set that could not be deployed, the major version of the rule set, the minor version of the rule set, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException class using the specified serialization information
and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException class using the specified message, rule set name,
major version, and minor version.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set that could not be deployed.

majorVersion
Major version of the rule set.

minorVersion
Minor version of the rule set.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException(
   string message,
   string ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException(
   String* message,
   String* ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException(
   message : String,
   ruleSetName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int
);
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RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException class using the specified message, rule set name,
major version, minor version, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set that could not be deployed.

majorVersion
Major version of the rule set.

minorVersion
Minor version of the rule set.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException(
   string message,
   string ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException(
   String* message,
   String* ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException(
   message : String,
   ruleSetName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int,
   ex : Exception
);



 

See Also
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RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException class members, see the
RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException Members topic.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the rule set.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the rule set.
RuleSetName Gets the rule set that could not be deployed.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException.MajorVersion
Property
Gets the major version of the rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MajorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MajorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MajorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MajorVersion() : int;
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RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException.MinorVersion
Property
Gets the minor version of the rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MinorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MinorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MinorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MinorVersion() : int;
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RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException.RuleSetName
Property
Gets the name of the rule set that could not be deployed.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property RuleSetName As String
[C#]
public string RuleSetName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_RuleSetName();
[JScript]
public function get RuleSetName() : String;
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RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException class members, see the
RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentNotPublishedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException Class
The exception that is thrown when a rule set already exists in the rule store.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException
   Inherits RuleEngineDeploymentException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException :
   RuleEngineDeploymentException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException :
   public RuleEngineDeploymentException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException extends
   RuleEngineDeploymentException
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException Members
RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploym
entRuleSetExistsException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the rule set.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the rule set.
RuleSetName Gets the name of the rule set.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploym
entRuleSetExistsException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name of
the rule set, the major version of the rule set, and the minor version of the rule set.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)

[C#] public RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++] public: RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name of
the rule set, the major version of the rule set, the minor version of the rule set, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException class using the specified serialization information
and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
Co A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException class using the specified message, rule set name,
major version, and minor version.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set.

majorVersion
Major version of the rule set.

minorVersion
Minor version of the rule set.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException(
   string message,
   string ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException(
   String* message,
   String* ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException(
   message : String,
   ruleSetName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int
);
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException class using the specified message, rule set name,
major version, minor version, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set.

majorVersion
Major version of the rule set.

minorVersion
Minor version of the rule set.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException(
   string message,
   string ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException(
   String* message,
   String* ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException(
   message : String,
   ruleSetName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int,
   ex : Exception
);



 

See Also
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException class members, see the
RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException Members topic.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the rule set.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the rule set.
RuleSetName Gets the name of the rule set.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException.MajorVersion
Property
Gets the major version of the rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property MajorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MajorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MajorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MajorVersion() : int;
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException.MinorVersion
Property
Gets the minor version of the rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MinorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MinorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MinorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MinorVersion() : int;
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException.RuleSetName
Property
Gets the name of the rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property RuleSetName As String
[C#]
public string RuleSetName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_RuleSetName();
[JScript]
public function get RuleSetName() : String;
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException class members, see the
RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetExistsException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Class
The exception that is thrown when a rule set cannot be retrieved from the rule store.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException
   Inherits RuleEngineDeploymentException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException :
   RuleEngineDeploymentException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException :
   public RuleEngineDeploymentException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException extends
   RuleEngineDeploymentException
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Members
RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploym
entRuleSetFetchException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the rule set.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the rule set.
RuleSetName Gets the name of the rule set that could not be retrieved.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploym
entRuleSetFetchException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name
of the rule set that could not be retrieved, the major version of the rule set, and the minor version of the rule set.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)

[C#] public RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++] public: RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name
of the rule set that could not be retrieved, the major version of the rule set, the minor version of the rule set, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException class using the specified serialization information
and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
Con A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException class using the specified message, rule set name,
major version, and minor version.

VB

Parameters

message
Error that explains the reason for the exception.

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set that could not be retrieved.

majorVersion
Major version of the rule set.

minorVersion
Minor version of the rule set.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException(
   string message,
   string ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException(
   String* message,
   String* ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException(
   message : String,
   ruleSetName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int
);
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException class using the specified message, rule set name,
major version, minor version, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error that explains the reason for the exception.

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set that could not be retrieved.

majorVersion
Major version of the rule set.

minorVersion
Minor version of the rule set.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException(
   string message,
   string ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException(
   String* message,
   String* ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException(
   message : String,
   ruleSetName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int,
   ex : Exception
);



 

See Also
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Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Constructor Overload List
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException class members, see the
RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Members topic.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the rule set.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the rule set.
RuleSetName Gets the name of the rule set that could not be retrieved.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException.MajorVersion
Property
Gets the major version of the rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property MajorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MajorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MajorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MajorVersion() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException.MinorVersion
Property
Gets the minor version of the rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property MinorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MinorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MinorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MinorVersion() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException.RuleSetName
Property
Gets the name of the rule set that could not be retrieved.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property RuleSetName As String
[C#]
public string RuleSetName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_RuleSetName();
[JScript]
public function get RuleSetName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException class members, see the
RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetFetchException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException Class
The exception that is thrown when there is a GUID mismatch while setting the tracking configuration for a rule set.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException
   Inherits RuleEngineDeploymentException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException :
   RuleEngineDeploymentException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException
   : public RuleEngineDeploymentException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException
   extends RuleEngineDeploymentException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ww58ded5(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException
Members
RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngine
DeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

RealGuid Gets the actual GUID for the rule set.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SuppliedGuid Gets the supplied GUID value for the rule set.
TargetSite (inherited from

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngine
DeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the
supplied rule set GUID, and the actual rule set GUID.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Guid, System.Guid)

[C#] public RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException(System.String, System.Guid, System.Guid);

[C++] public: RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException(System.String, System.Guid, System.Guid);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException(System.String, System.Guid, System.Guid);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the
supplied rule set GUID, the actual rule set GUID, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Guid, System.Guid, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException(System.String, System.Guid, System.Guid, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException(System.String, System.Guid, System.Guid, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException(System.String, System.Guid, System.Guid, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException
Constructor (System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException class using the specified serialization
information and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function
   RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException
Constructor (System.String, System.Guid, System.Guid)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException class using the specified message, GUID,
and real GUID.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

suppliedGuid
Supplied GUID for the rule set.

realGuid
Actual GUID for the rule set.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal suppliedGuid As Guid, _
   ByVal realGuid As Guid _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException(
   string message,
   Guid suppliedGuid,
   Guid realGuid
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException(
   String* message,
   Guid suppliedGuid,
   Guid realGuid
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException(
   message : String,
   suppliedGuid : Guid,
   realGuid : Guid
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException
Constructor (System.String, System.Guid, System.Guid,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException class using the specified message,
supplied GUID, real GUID, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

suppliedGuid
Supplied GUID for the rule set.

realGuid
Actual GUID for the rule set.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal suppliedGuid As Guid, _
   ByVal realGuid As Guid, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException(
   string message,
   Guid suppliedGuid,
   Guid realGuid,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException(
   String* message,
   Guid suppliedGuid,
   Guid realGuid,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException(
   message : String,
   suppliedGuid : Guid,
   realGuid : Guid,
   ex : Exception
);
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException
Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException class members, see the
RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException Members topic.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

RealGuid Gets the actual GUID for the rule set.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SuppliedGuid Gets the supplied GUID value for the rule set.
TargetSite (inherited from

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException.RealGuid
Property
Gets the actual GUID for the rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property RealGuid As Guid
[C#]
public Guid RealGuid {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Guid get_RealGuid();
[JScript]
public function get RealGuid() : Guid;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException.SuppliedGuid
Property
Gets the supplied GUID value for the rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property SuppliedGuid As Guid
[C#]
public Guid SuppliedGuid {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Guid get_SuppliedGuid();
[JScript]
public function get SuppliedGuid() : Guid;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException
Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException class members, see the
RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
C The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentRuleSetGuidMismatchException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException Class
The exception that is thrown when rule set tracking configuration information cannot be retrieved from the rule store.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException
   Inherits RuleEngineDeploymentException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException :
   RuleEngineDeploymentException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException
   : public RuleEngineDeploymentException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException
   extends RuleEngineDeploymentException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException
Members
RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDe
ploymentTrackingConfigFetchException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDe
ploymentTrackingConfigFetchException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException(System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException(System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException(System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException(System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException(System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException
Constructor (System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException class using the specified message.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException(
   string message
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException(
   String* message
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException(
   message : String
);
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RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException
Constructor (System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException class using the specified serialization
information and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
Error message describing the reason for the exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function
   RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException
Constructor (System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException class using the specified message and inner
exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException(
   string message,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException(
   String* message,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingConfigFetchException(
   message : String,
   ex : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Class
The exception that is thrown when the tracking configuration for a rule set cannot be set.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException
   Inherits RuleEngineDeploymentException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException :
   RuleEngineDeploymentException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException
   : public RuleEngineDeploymentException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException
   extends RuleEngineDeploymentException
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RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Members
RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDepl
oymentTrackingInfoInsertException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the rule set.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the rule set.
RuleSetName Gets the name of the rule set for which tracking configuration information could not be set.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDepl
oymentTrackingInfoInsertException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/71tawy4s(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/902sca80(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9btwf6wk(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/85weac5w(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dxzhy005(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/2wchw354(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/49kcee3b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/es4y6f7e(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/sh5cw61c(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name
of the rule set on which tracking configuration information could not be set, the major version of the rule set, and the minor version of the rule set.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)

[C#] public RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++] public: RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name
of the rule set on which tracking configuration information could not be set, the major version of the rule set, the minor version of the rule set, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException
Constructor (System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException class using the specified serialization
information and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException
Constructor (System.String, System.String, System.Int32,
System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException class using the specified message, rule set,
major version, and minor version.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message the explains the reason for the exception.

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set for which tracking configuration information could not be set.

majorVersion
Major version of the rule set.

minorVersion
Minor version of the rule set.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException(
   string message,
   string ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException(
   String* message,
   String* ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException(
   message : String,
   ruleSetName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException
Constructor (System.String, System.String, System.Int32,
System.Int32, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException class using the specified message, rule set,
major version, minor version, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message the explains the reason for the exception.

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set for which tracking configuration information could not be set.

majorVersion
Major version of the rule set.

minorVersion
Minor version of the rule set.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException(
   string message,
   string ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException(
   String* message,
   String* ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException(
   message : String,
   ruleSetName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int,
   ex : Exception
);



 

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Constructor Overload List
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RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException class members, see the
RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Members topic.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the rule set.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the rule set.
RuleSetName Gets the name of the rule set for which tracking configuration information could not be set.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException.MajorVersion
Property
Gets the major version of the rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property MajorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MajorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MajorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MajorVersion() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException.MinorVersion
Property
Gets the minor version of the rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property MinorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MinorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MinorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MinorVersion() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException.RuleSetName
Property
Gets the name of the rule set for which tracking configuration information could not be set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property RuleSetName As String
[C#]
public string RuleSetName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_RuleSetName();
[JScript]
public function get RuleSetName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException class members, see the
RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentTrackingInfoInsertException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Class
The exception that is thrown when an unexpected deployment error occurs.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException
   Inherits RuleEngineDeploymentException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException :
   RuleEngineDeploymentException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException : public
   RuleEngineDeploymentException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException extends
   RuleEngineDeploymentException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ww58ded5(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Members
RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeployme
ntUnexpectedException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the rule set.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the rule set.
RuleSetName Gets the name of the rule set for which tracking configuration information could not be set.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeployme
ntUnexpectedException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/71tawy4s(v=bts.10).aspx
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https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9btwf6wk(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/2wchw354(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name
of the rule set that could not be deployed, the major version of the rule set, and the minor version of the rule set.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)

[C#] public RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++] public: RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name
of the rule set that could not be deployed, the major version of the rule set, the minor version of the rule set, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException class using the specified serialization information
and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException class using the specified message, rule set, major
version, and minor version.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set that could not be deployed.

majorVersion
Major version of the rule set.

minorVersion
Minor version of the rule set.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException(
   string message,
   string ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException(
   String* message,
   String* ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException(
   message : String,
   ruleSetName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException class using the specified message, rule set, major
version, minor version, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set that could not be deployed.

majorVersion
Major version of the rule set.

minorVersion
Minor version of the rule set.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException(
   string message,
   string ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException(
   String* message,
   String* ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException(
   message : String,
   ruleSetName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int,
   ex : Exception
);



 

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Constructor Overload List
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RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException class members, see the
RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Members topic.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the rule set.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the rule set.
RuleSetName Gets the name of the rule set for which tracking configuration information could not be set.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException.MajorVersion
Property
Gets the major version of the rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MajorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MajorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MajorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MajorVersion() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException.MinorVersion
Property
Gets the minor version of the rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MinorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MinorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MinorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MinorVersion() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException.RuleSetName
Property
Gets the name of the rule set that could not be deployed.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property RuleSetName As String
[C#]
public string RuleSetName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_RuleSetName();
[JScript]
public function get RuleSetName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException class members, see the
RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
Co The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentUnexpectedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Class
The exception that is thrown when a vocabulary already exists in the rule store.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException
   Inherits RuleEngineDeploymentException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException :
   RuleEngineDeploymentException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException :
   public RuleEngineDeploymentException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException extends
   RuleEngineDeploymentException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Members
RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeplo
ymentVocabularyExistsException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the vocabulary.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the vocabulary.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

VocabularyName Gets the name of the vocabulary.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeplo
ymentVocabularyExistsException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/902sca80(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9btwf6wk(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/85weac5w(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dxzhy005(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/2wchw354(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/49kcee3b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/es4y6f7e(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/sh5cw61c(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name of
the rule set, and the major version of the rule set, and the minor version of the rule set.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)

[C#] public RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++] public: RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name of
the rule set, and the major version of the rule set, the minor version of the rule set, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException class using the specified serialization
information and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException class using the specified message, rule set,
major version, and minor version.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

vocabularyName
Name of the vocabulary.

majorVersion
Major version of the vocabulary.

minorVersion
Minor version of the vocabulary.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal vocabularyName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException(
   string message,
   string vocabularyName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException(
   String* message,
   String* vocabularyName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException(
   message : String,
   vocabularyName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException class using the specified message, rule set,
major version, minor version, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

vocabularyName
Name of the vocabulary.

majorVersion
Major version of the vocabulary.

minorVersion
Minor version of the vocabulary.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal vocabularyName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException(
   string message,
   string vocabularyName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException(
   String* message,
   String* vocabularyName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException(
   message : String,
   vocabularyName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int,
   ex : Exception
);



 

See Also
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Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Constructor Overload List
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RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException class members, see the
RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Members topic.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the vocabulary.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the vocabulary.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

VocabularyName Gets the name of the vocabulary.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException.MajorVersion
Property
Gets the major version of the vocabulary.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MajorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MajorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MajorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MajorVersion() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException.MinorVersion
Property
Gets the minor version of the vocabulary.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MinorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MinorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MinorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MinorVersion() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException.VocabularyName
Property
Gets the name of the vocabulary.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property VocabularyName As String
[C#]
public string VocabularyName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_VocabularyName();
[JScript]
public function get VocabularyName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException class members, see the
RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Class | RuleEngineDeploymentVocabularyExistsException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineDictionary Class
A dictionary of homogeneous objects.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineDictionary Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDictionary
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleDictionary
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleSetDictionary
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.VocabularyDictionary

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

Any object placed into the dictionary must inherit from the ICloneable interface.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class RuleEngineDictionary
   Implements IDictionary, ICollection, IEnumerable, ICloneable
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class RuleEngineDictionary : IDictionary,
   ICollection, IEnumerable, ICloneable
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class RuleEngineDictionary : public
   IDictionary, ICollection, IEnumerable, ICloneable
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class RuleEngineDictionary implements IDictionary,
   ICollection, IEnumerable, ICloneable

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineDictionary Members
RuleEngineDictionary overview

Public Properties

Count Gets the number of items in the dictionary.
DictionaryItemType Gets the type of items allowed in the collection.
DictionaryKeyType Gets the type of the dictionary keys.
IsFixedSize Gets a value indicating if the current instance has a fixed size.
IsReadOnly Gets a value indicating whether the dictionary is read-only.
IsSynchronized Gets a value indicating whether access to the dictionary is synchronized (thread-safe).
Item Gets or sets an item in the dictionary using the specified key.
Keys Gets the dictionary keys.
SyncRoot Gets an object that can be used to synchronize access to the dictionary.
Values Gets the dictionary items.

Public Methods

Add Adds an item to the dictionary with the specified key and value.
Clear Clears all items from the dictionary.
Clone Performs a deep copy of the RuleEngineDictionary class.
Contains Determines whether an item with the specified key exists in the dictionary.
CopyTo Copies the items in the dictionary to the specified array, starting at the specified index into the array.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator Returns an enumerator for the values in the dictionary.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Remove Removes the specified item from the dictionary.
ToString (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineDictionary Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDictionary Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineDictionary class are listed here. For a complete list of RuleEngineDictionary class members,
see the RuleEngineDictionary Members topic.

Public Properties

Count Gets the number of items in the dictionary.
DictionaryItemType Gets the type of items allowed in the collection.
DictionaryKeyType Gets the type of the dictionary keys.
IsFixedSize Gets a value indicating if the current instance has a fixed size.
IsReadOnly Gets a value indicating whether the dictionary is read-only.
IsSynchronized Gets a value indicating whether access to the dictionary is synchronized (thread-safe).
Item Gets or sets an item in the dictionary using the specified key.
Keys Gets the dictionary keys.
SyncRoot Gets an object that can be used to synchronize access to the dictionary.
Values Gets the dictionary items.

See Also

RuleEngineDictionary Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDictionary.Count Property
Gets the number of items in the dictionary.

VB

Implements

ICollection.Count

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDictionary Class | RuleEngineDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Count As Integer  Implements _
   ICollection.Count
[C#]
public virtual int Count {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual int get_Count();
[JScript]
public function get Count() : int;
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RuleEngineDictionary.DictionaryItemType Property
Gets the type of items allowed in the collection.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDictionary Class | RuleEngineDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property DictionaryItemType As Type
[C#]
public Type DictionaryItemType {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Type* get_DictionaryItemType();
[JScript]
public function get DictionaryItemType() : Type;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineDictionary.DictionaryKeyType Property
Gets the type of the dictionary keys.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDictionary Class | RuleEngineDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property DictionaryKeyType As Type
[C#]
public Type DictionaryKeyType {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Type* get_DictionaryKeyType();
[JScript]
public function get DictionaryKeyType() : Type;
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RuleEngineDictionary.IsFixedSize Property
Gets a value indicating if the current instance has a fixed size.

VB

Implements

IDictionary.IsFixedSize

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDictionary Class | RuleEngineDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property IsFixedSize As Boolean  _
   Implements IDictionary.IsFixedSize
[C#]
public virtual bool IsFixedSize {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_IsFixedSize();
[JScript]
public function get IsFixedSize() : Boolean;
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RuleEngineDictionary.IsReadOnly Property
Gets a value indicating whether the dictionary is read-only.

VB

Implements

IDictionary.IsReadOnly

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDictionary Class | RuleEngineDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property IsReadOnly As Boolean  _
   Implements IDictionary.IsReadOnly
[C#]
public virtual bool IsReadOnly {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_IsReadOnly();
[JScript]
public function get IsReadOnly() : Boolean;
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RuleEngineDictionary.IsSynchronized Property
Gets a value indicating whether access to the dictionary is synchronized (thread-safe).

VB

Implements

ICollection.IsSynchronized

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDictionary Class | RuleEngineDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property IsSynchronized As Boolean  _
   Implements ICollection.IsSynchronized
[C#]
public virtual bool IsSynchronized {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_IsSynchronized();
[JScript]
public function get IsSynchronized() : Boolean;
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RuleEngineDictionary.Item Property
Gets or sets an item in the dictionary using the specified key.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the RuleEngineDictionary class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

key
Key value of the object to get or set.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

key
Key value of the object to get or set.

Implements

IDictionary.Item

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDictionary Class | RuleEngineDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable Default Property Item( _
   ByVal key As Object _
) As Object  Implements IDictionary.Item
[C#]
public virtual object this[
   object key
] {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual Object* get_Item(
   Object* key
);
public: __property virtual void set_Item(
   Object* key,
   Object*
);
[JScript]
returnValue = RuleEngineDictionaryObject.Item(key);
RuleEngineDictionaryObject.Item(key) = returnValue;
-or-
returnValue = RuleEngineDictionaryObject(key);
RuleEngineDictionaryObject(key) = returnValue;
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RuleEngineDictionary.Keys Property
Gets the dictionary keys.

VB

Implements

IDictionary.Keys

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDictionary Class | RuleEngineDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Keys As ICollection  _
   Implements IDictionary.Keys
[C#]
public virtual ICollection Keys {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual ICollection* get_Keys();
[JScript]
public function get Keys() : ICollection;
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RuleEngineDictionary.SyncRoot Property
Gets an object that can be used to synchronize access to the dictionary.

VB

Implements

ICollection.SyncRoot

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDictionary Class | RuleEngineDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property SyncRoot As Object  Implements _
   _
   ICollection.SyncRoot
[C#]
public virtual object SyncRoot {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual Object* get_SyncRoot();
[JScript]
public function get SyncRoot() : Object;
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RuleEngineDictionary.Values Property
Gets the dictionary items.

VB

Implements

IDictionary.Values

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDictionary Class | RuleEngineDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property Values As ICollection  _
   Implements IDictionary.Values
[C#]
public virtual ICollection Values {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual ICollection* get_Values();
[JScript]
public function get Values() : ICollection;
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RuleEngineDictionary Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineDictionary class are listed here. For a complete list of RuleEngineDictionary class members,
see the RuleEngineDictionary Members topic.

Public Methods

Add Adds an item to the dictionary with the specified key and value.
Clear Clears all items from the dictionary.
Clone Performs a deep copy of the RuleEngineDictionary class.
Contains Determines whether an item with the specified key exists in the dictionary.
CopyTo Copies the items in the dictionary to the specified array, starting at the specified index into the array.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator Returns an enumerator for the values in the dictionary.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Remove Removes the specified item from the dictionary.
ToString (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineDictionary Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineDictionary.Add Method
Adds an item to the dictionary with the specified key and value.

VB

Parameters

key
Key that will identify the item.

item
Item value to add to the dictionary.

Implements

IDictionary.Add

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDictionary Class | RuleEngineDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Sub Add( _
   ByVal key As Object, _
   ByVal item As Object _
) Implements IDictionary.Add
[C#]
public virtual void Add(
   object key,
   object item
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Add(
   Object* key,
   Object* item
);
[JScript]
public function Add(
   key : Object,
   item : Object
);
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RuleEngineDictionary.Clear Method
Clears all items from the dictionary.

VB

Implements

IDictionary.Clear

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDictionary Class | RuleEngineDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable Sub Clear() Implements IDictionary.Clear
[C#]
public virtual void Clear();
[C++]
public: virtual void Clear();
[JScript]
public function Clear();
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RuleEngineDictionary.Clone Method
Performs a deep copy of the RuleEngineDictionary class.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDictionary Class | RuleEngineDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public MustOverride Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public abstract object Clone();
[C++]
public: virtual Object* Clone() = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function Clone() : Object;
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RuleEngineDictionary.Contains Method
Determines whether an item with the specified key exists in the dictionary.

VB

Parameters

key
Item key that describes the object.

Implements

IDictionary.Contains

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDictionary Class | RuleEngineDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable Function Contains( _
   ByVal key As Object _
) As Boolean Implements IDictionary.Contains
[C#]
public virtual bool Contains(
   object key
);
[C++]
public: virtual bool Contains(
   Object* key
);
[JScript]
public function Contains(
   key : Object
) : Boolean;
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RuleEngineDictionary.CopyTo Method
Copies the items in the dictionary to the specified array, starting at the specified index into the array.

VB

Parameters

array
Array into which the items are copied.

arrayIndex
Index into the array at which copying is to begin.

Implements

ICollection.CopyTo

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDictionary Class | RuleEngineDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable Sub CopyTo( _
   ByVal array As Array, _
   ByVal arrayIndex As Integer _
) Implements ICollection.CopyTo
[C#]
public virtual void CopyTo(
   Array array,
   int arrayIndex
);
[C++]
public: virtual void CopyTo(
   Array* array,
   int arrayIndex
);
[JScript]
public function CopyTo(
   array : Array,
   arrayIndex : int
);
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RuleEngineDictionary.GetEnumerator Method
Returns an enumerator for the values in the dictionary.

VB

Implements

IDictionary.GetEnumerator

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDictionary Class | RuleEngineDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable Function GetEnumerator() As _
   IDictionaryEnumerator _
   Implements IDictionary.GetEnumerator
[C#]
public virtual IDictionaryEnumerator GetEnumerator();
[C++]
public: virtual IDictionaryEnumerator* GetEnumerator();
[JScript]
public function GetEnumerator() : IDictionaryEnumerator;
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RuleEngineDictionary.IEnumerable.GetEnumerator Method
This member supports the .NET Framework infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

See Also

RuleEngineDictionary Class | RuleEngineDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Private Function GetEnumerator() As IEnumerator Implements _
   IEnumerable.GetEnumerator
[C#]
IEnumerator IEnumerable.GetEnumerator();
[C++]
private: IEnumerator* IEnumerable::GetEnumerator();
[JScript]
private function IEnumerable.GetEnumerator() : IEnumerator;
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RuleEngineDictionary.Remove Method
Removes the specified item from the dictionary.

VB

Parameters

key
The item to remove from the dictionary.

Implements

IDictionary.Remove

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineDictionary Class | RuleEngineDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable Sub Remove( _
   ByVal key As Object _
) Implements IDictionary.Remove
[C#]
public virtual void Remove(
   object key
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Remove(
   Object* key
);
[JScript]
public function Remove(
   key : Object
);
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RuleEngineException Class
The base class for all rule engine exception classes.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Derived classes

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineException
   Inherits ApplicationException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineException : ApplicationException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineException : public
   ApplicationException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineException extends ApplicationException
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RuleEngineException Hierarchy
System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.BusinessRulesLanguageException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.PolicyExecutionException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineArgumentException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineClassInstantiationException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineConfigurationException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDeploymentException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineNotImplementedException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineTrackingException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineUnsupportedException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleSetTranslationException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreException

See Also

RuleEngineException Class | RuleEngineException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineException Members
RuleEngineException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineException(System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineException(System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineException(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the object
and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, and the inner
exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineException(System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineException(System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineException(System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineException Class | RuleEngineException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineException Constructor (System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineException class.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleEngineException Class | RuleEngineException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineException(
   string message
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineException(
   String* message
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineException(
   message : String
);
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RuleEngineException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineException class.

VB

Parameters

sinfo
Reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
Context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleEngineException Class | RuleEngineException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal sinfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineException(
   SerializationInfo sinfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineException(
   SerializationInfo* sinfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineException(
   sinfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineException Constructor (System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineException class.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ex
Inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleEngineException Class | RuleEngineException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineException(
   string message,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineException(
   String* message,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineException(
   message : String,
   ex : Exception
);
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RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException Class
The exception that is thrown when an attempt is made to add an object of the wrong type to a rule engine collection.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineArgumentException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException
   Inherits RuleEngineArgumentException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException :
   RuleEngineArgumentException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException : public
   RuleEngineArgumentException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException extends
   RuleEngineArgumentException
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RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException Members
RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeE
xception class.

Public Properties

ClassName (inherited from Ru
leEngineArgumentException)

Get the name of the class associated with the exception.

HelpLink (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from Syst
em.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Syste
m.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from Sys
tem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentati
on available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeE
xception class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineItemInvalidTypeException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineItemInvalidTypeException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineItemInvalidTypeException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, and the
name of the class associated with the exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException(System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineItemInvalidTypeException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name of
the class associated with the exception, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException Class | RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException class using the specified serialization information and
streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException Class | RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException Constructor
(System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException class using the specified message and class name.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

className
Name of the class associated with the exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException Class | RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal className As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException(
   string message,
   string className
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException(
   String* message,
   String* className
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException(
   message : String,
   className : String
);
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RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException class using the specified message, class name, and inner
exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

className
Name of the class associated with the exception.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException Class | RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException(
   string message,
   string className,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException(
   String* message,
   String* className,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException(
   message : String,
   className : String,
   ex : Exception
);
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RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException class members, see the RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException.GetObjectData Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException Class | RuleEngineItemInvalidTypeException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineNotImplementedException Class
The exception that is thrown when an attempt is made to call a method that has not been implemented.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineNotImplementedException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineNotImplementedException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineNotImplementedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineNotImplementedException
   Inherits RuleEngineException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineNotImplementedException :
   RuleEngineException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineNotImplementedException : public
   RuleEngineException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineNotImplementedException extends
   RuleEngineException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineNotImplementedException Members
RuleEngineNotImplementedException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineNotImplementedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineNotImplemented
Exception class.

Public Properties

ClassName Gets the name of the class associated with the exception.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberName Gets the name of the class member associated with the exception.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineNotImplementedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineNotImplemented
Exception class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleEngineNotImplementedException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineNotImplementedException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineNotImplementedException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineNotImplementedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineNotImplementedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineNotImplementedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineNotImplementedException class with an eror message that explains the reason for the exception, the name of
the class associated with the exception, and the name of the class member associated with the exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineNotImplementedException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineNotImplementedException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineNotImplementedException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineNotImplementedException class with an eror message that explains the reason for the exception, the name of
the class associated with the exception, the name of the class member associated with the exception, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineNotImplementedException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineNotImplementedException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineNotImplementedException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineNotImplementedException Class | RuleEngineNotImplementedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineNotImplementedException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineNotImplementedException class using the specified serialization information and
streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineNotImplementedException Class | RuleEngineNotImplementedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
| RuleEngineNotImplementedException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineNotImplementedException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineNotImplementedException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineNotImplementedException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineNotImplementedException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineNotImplementedException class using the specified message, class name, and member
name.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception

className
Name of the class associated with the exception.

memberName
Name of the class member associated with the exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineNotImplementedException Class | RuleEngineNotImplementedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
| RuleEngineNotImplementedException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal memberName As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineNotImplementedException(
   string message,
   string className,
   string memberName
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineNotImplementedException(
   String* message,
   String* className,
   String* memberName
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineNotImplementedException(
   message : String,
   className : String,
   memberName : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineNotImplementedException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineNotImplementedException class using the specified message, class name, member
name, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception

className
Name of the class associated with the exception.

memberName
Name of the class member associated with the exception.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineNotImplementedException Class | RuleEngineNotImplementedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
| RuleEngineNotImplementedException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal memberName As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineNotImplementedException(
   string message,
   string className,
   string memberName,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineNotImplementedException(
   String* message,
   String* className,
   String* memberName,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineNotImplementedException(
   message : String,
   className : String,
   memberName : String,
   ex : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineNotImplementedException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineNotImplementedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineNotImplementedException class members, see the RuleEngineNotImplementedException Members topic.

Public Properties

ClassName Gets the name of the class associated with the exception.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberName Gets the name of the class member associated with the exception.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineNotImplementedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineNotImplementedException.ClassName Property
Gets the name of the class associated with the exception.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineNotImplementedException Class | RuleEngineNotImplementedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property ClassName As String
[C#]
public string ClassName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ClassName();
[JScript]
public function get ClassName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineNotImplementedException.MemberName Property
Gets the name of the class member associated with the exception.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineNotImplementedException Class | RuleEngineNotImplementedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MemberName As String
[C#]
public string MemberName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_MemberName();
[JScript]
public function get MemberName() : String;
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RuleEngineNotImplementedException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineNotImplementedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineNotImplementedException class members, see the RuleEngineNotImplementedException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineNotImplementedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineNotImplementedException.GetObjectData Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineNotImplementedException Class | RuleEngineNotImplementedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException Class
The exception that is thrown when a specified policy cannot be retrieved from the rule store.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException
   Inherits RuleEngineException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException :
   RuleEngineException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException : public
   RuleEngineException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException extends
   RuleEngineException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException Members
RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalExc
eption class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

PolicyName Gets the name of the policy that could not be retrieved.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalExc
eption class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, and the name
of the policy that could not be retrieved.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException(System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name of
the policy that could not be retrieved, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException Class | RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException class using the specified serialization information and
streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException Class | RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException Constructor
(System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException class using the specified message and policy name.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

policyName
Name of the policy that could not be retrieved.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException Class | RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal policyName As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException(
   string message,
   string policyName
);
[C++]
public: RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException(
   String* message,
   String* policyName
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException(
   message : String,
   policyName : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException class using the specified message, policy name, and inner
exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

policyName
Name of the policy that could not be retrieved.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException Class | RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal policyName As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException(
   string message,
   string policyName,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException(
   String* message,
   String* policyName,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException(
   message : String,
   policyName : String,
   ex : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException Properties
The properties of the RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException class members, see the RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException Members topic.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

PolicyName Gets the name of the policy that could not be retrieved.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException.PolicyName Property
Gets the name of the policy that could not be retrieved.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException Class | RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property PolicyName As String
[C#]
public string PolicyName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_PolicyName();
[JScript]
public function get PolicyName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException Methods
The methods of the RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException class members, see the RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException.GetObjectData Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException Class | RuleEnginePolicyRetrievalException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException Class
The exception that is thrown when an attempt fails to register a callback with the rule engine update service.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException
   Inherits RuleEngineException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException :
   RuleEngineException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException : public
   RuleEngineException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException extends
   RuleEngineException
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RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException Members
RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRegisterCallback
Exception class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

PolicyName Gets the name of the policy associated with the exception.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRegisterCallback
Exception class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, and the name
of the policy associated with the exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException(System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name of
the policy associated with the exception, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also
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RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException class using the specified serialization information and
streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
Ref A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException Class | RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException Constructor
(System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException class using the specified message and policy name.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

policyName
Name of the policy associated with the exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException Class | RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal policyName As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException(
   string message,
   string policyName
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException(
   String* message,
   String* policyName
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException(
   message : String,
   policyName : String
);
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RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException class using the specified message, policy name, and inner
exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

policyName
Name of the policy associated with the exception.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException Class | RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal policyName As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException(
   string message,
   string policyName,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException(
   String* message,
   String* policyName,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException(
   message : String,
   policyName : String,
   ex : Exception
);
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RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException class members, see the RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException Members topic.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

PolicyName Gets the name of the policy associated with the exception.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException.PolicyName Property
Gets the name of the policy associated with the exception.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException Class | RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property PolicyName As String
[C#]
public string PolicyName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_PolicyName();
[JScript]
public function get PolicyName() : String;
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RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException class members, see the RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException.GetObjectData Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException Class | RuleEngineRegisterCallbackException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineResource Class
Represents the class used to extract localized rule engine resource settings.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineResource Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineResource

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineResource Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Class RuleEngineResource
[C#]
public class RuleEngineResource
[C++]
public __gc class RuleEngineResource
[JScript]
public class RuleEngineResource
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RuleEngineResource Members
RuleEngineResource overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineResource Constructor Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineResource class.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetStaticString Gets the localized string for a message.
GetString Gets the localized string for a message.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleEngineResource Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineResource class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleEngineResource Class | RuleEngineResource Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public RuleEngineResource();
[C++]
public: RuleEngineResource();
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineResource();
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RuleEngineResource Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineResource class are listed here. For a complete list of RuleEngineResource class members, see
the RuleEngineResource Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetStaticString Overloaded. Gets the localized string for a message.
GetString Overloaded. Gets the localized string for a message.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineResource Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineResource.GetStaticString Method
Gets the localized string for a message.

Overload List

Gets the localized string for a message.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Shared Function GetStaticString(System.String) As String

[C#] public static string GetStaticString(System.String);

[C++] public: static String* GetStaticString(System.String);

[JScript] public static function GetStaticString(System.String) : String;

Gets the localized string for a message with a variable length parameter.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Shared Function GetStaticString(System.String, ParamArray System.Object()) As String

[C#] public static string GetStaticString(System.String, params System.Object[]);

[C++] public: static String* GetStaticString(System.String, System.Object[]);

[JScript] public static function GetStaticString(System.String, System.Object[]) : String;

See Also

RuleEngineResource Class | RuleEngineResource Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineResource.GetStaticString Method (System.String)
Gets the localized string for a message.

VB

Parameters

message
Message string.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleEngineResource Class | RuleEngineResource Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineResource.GetStaticString Overload List
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Overloads Public Shared Function GetStaticString( _
   ByVal message As String _
) As String
[C#]
public static string GetStaticString(
   string message
);
[C++]
public: static String* GetStaticString(
   String* message
);
[JScript]
public static function GetStaticString(
   message : String
) : String;
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RuleEngineResource.GetStaticString Method (System.String,
System.Object[])
Gets the localized string for a message.

VB

Parameters

message
Message string.

args
Message parameter array.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleEngineResource Class | RuleEngineResource Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineResource.GetStaticString Overload List
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Overloads Public Shared Function GetStaticString( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ParamArray args() As Object _
) As String
[C#]
public static string GetStaticString(
   string message,
   params object[] args
);
[C++]
public: static String* GetStaticString(
   String* message,
   Object* args __gc[]
);
[JScript]
public static function GetStaticString(
   message : String,
   args : Object[]
) : String;
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RuleEngineResource.GetString Method
Gets the localized string for a message.

Overload List

Gets the localized string for a message.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Shared Function GetString(System.Object, System.String) As String

[C#] public static string GetString(System.Object, System.String);

[C++] public: static String* GetString(System.Object, System.String);

[JScript] public static function GetString(System.Object, System.String) : String;

Gets the localized string for a message with a variable-length parameter.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Public Shared Function GetString(System.Object, System.String, ParamArray System.Object()) As String

[C#] public static string GetString(System.Object, System.String, params System.Object[]);

[C++] public: static String* GetString(System.Object, System.String, System.Object[]);

[JScript] public static function GetString(System.Object, System.String, System.Object[]) : String;

See Also

RuleEngineResource Class | RuleEngineResource Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineResource.GetString Method (System.Object,
System.String)
Gets the localized string for the specified message.

VB

Parameters

instance
Current instance.

message
Message.

Returns

Localized string.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleEngineResource Class | RuleEngineResource Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineResource.GetString Overload List
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Overloads Public Shared Function GetString( _
   ByVal instance As Object, _
   ByVal message As String _
) As String
[C#]
public static string GetString(
   object instance,
   string message
);
[C++]
public: static String* GetString(
   Object* instance,
   String* message
);
[JScript]
public static function GetString(
   instance : Object,
   message : String
) : String;
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RuleEngineResource.GetString Method (System.Object,
System.String, System.Object[])
Gets the localized string for message, with a variable number of parameters.

VB

Parameters

instance
Current instance.

message
Message.

args
String parameters.

Returns

Localized string.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleEngineResource Class | RuleEngineResource Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineResource.GetString Overload List
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Overloads Public Shared Function GetString( _
   ByVal instance As Object, _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ParamArray args() As Object _
) As String
[C#]
public static string GetString(
   object instance,
   string message,
   params object[] args
);
[C++]
public: static String* GetString(
   Object* instance,
   String* message,
   Object* args __gc[]
);
[JScript]
public static function GetString(
   instance : Object,
   message : String,
   args : Object[]
) : String;
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RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Class
The exception that is thrown when a database column referenced in a rule condition or action cannot be found during rule engine
execution.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException
   Inherits RuleEngineRuntimeException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException :
   RuleEngineRuntimeException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException :
   public RuleEngineRuntimeException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException extends
   RuleEngineRuntimeException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ww58ded5(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Members
RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntim
eColumnNotDefinedException class.

Public Properties

ColumnName Gets the name of the column referenced in the rule conditions or actions.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TableName Gets the name of the table referenced in the rule conditions or actions.
TargetSite (inherited from

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntim
eColumnNotDefinedException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name
of the table referenced in the rule conditions or actions, and the name of the column referenced in the rule conditions or actions.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name
of the table referenced in the rule conditions or actions, the name of the column referenced in the rule conditions or actions, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException class using the specified serialization
information and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException class using the specified message, table name,
and column name.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

tableName
Name of the table referenced in the rule conditions or actions.

columnName
Name of the column referenced in the rule conditions or actions, and the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal tableName As String, _
   ByVal columnName As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException(
   string message,
   string tableName,
   string columnName
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException(
   String* message,
   String* tableName,
   String* columnName
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException(
   message : String,
   tableName : String,
   columnName : String
);
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RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException class using the specified message, table name,
column name, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

tableName
Name of the table referenced in the rule conditions or actions.

columnName
Name of the column referenced in the rule conditions or actions, and the inner exception.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal tableName As String, _
   ByVal columnName As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException(
   string message,
   string tableName,
   string columnName,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException(
   String* message,
   String* tableName,
   String* columnName,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException(
   message : String,
   tableName : String,
   columnName : String,
   ex : Exception
);
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RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException class members, see the
RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Members topic.

Public Properties

ColumnName Gets the name of the column referenced in the rule conditions or actions.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TableName Gets the name of the table referenced in the rule conditions or actions.
TargetSite (inherited from

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException.ColumnName
Property
Gets the name of the column referenced in the rule conditions or actions.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property ColumnName As String
[C#]
public string ColumnName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ColumnName();
[JScript]
public function get ColumnName() : String;
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RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException.TableName
Property
Gets the name of the table referenced in the rule conditions or actions.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property TableName As String
[C#]
public string TableName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_TableName();
[JScript]
public function get TableName() : String;
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RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException class members, see the
RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
Con A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineRuntimeException Class
Base class for all rule engine runtime exceptions.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineRuntimeException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeException
               Derived classes

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineRuntimeException
   Inherits RuleEngineException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineRuntimeException : RuleEngineException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineRuntimeException : public
   RuleEngineException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineRuntimeException extends RuleEngineException
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RuleEngineRuntimeException Hierarchy
System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeColumnNotDefinedException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineRuntimeException Members
RuleEngineRuntimeException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineRuntimeException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineRuntimeException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineRuntimeException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineRuntimeException(System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineRuntimeException(System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineRuntimeException(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineRuntimeException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineRuntimeException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineRuntimeException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, and the inner
exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineRuntimeException(System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineRuntimeException(System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineRuntimeException(System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineRuntimeException Constructor (System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeException class using the specified message.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineRuntimeException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineRuntimeException(
   string message
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineRuntimeException(
   String* message
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineRuntimeException(
   message : String
);
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RuleEngineRuntimeException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeException class using the specified serialization information and streaming
context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineRuntimeException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineRuntimeException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineRuntimeException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineRuntimeException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineRuntimeException Constructor (System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeException class using the specified message and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineRuntimeException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineRuntimeException(
   string message,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineRuntimeException(
   String* message,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineRuntimeException(
   message : String,
   ex : Exception
);
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RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException Class
The exception that is thrown when a rule engine execution loop is detected.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException
   Inherits RuleEngineRuntimeException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException :
   RuleEngineRuntimeException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException : public
   RuleEngineRuntimeException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException extends
   RuleEngineRuntimeException
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RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException Members
RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeEx
ecutionLoopException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeEx
ecutionLoopException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException(System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException(System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, and the
inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException(System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException(System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException(System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException Constructor
(System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException class using the specified message.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException(
   string message
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException(
   String* message
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException(
   message : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException class using the specified serialization information and
streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException Constructor
(System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException class using the specified message and inner
exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException(
   string message,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException(
   String* message,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException(
   message : String,
   ex : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException class members, see the RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException Members
topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeExecutionLoopException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException Class
The exception that is thrown when an XML document field referenced in a rule condition or action cannot be found during rule
engine execution.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException
   Inherits RuleEngineRuntimeException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException :
   RuleEngineRuntimeException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException :
   public RuleEngineRuntimeException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException extends
   RuleEngineRuntimeException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException Members
RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeFi
eldNotDefinedException class.

Public Properties

DocumentType Gets the user-defined document type.
Field Gets the XPath string for the undefined field.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Selector Gets the XPath string for the XML document fragment.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeFi
eldNotDefinedException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the user-
defined document type, the XPath string for the undefined document element, and the XPath string for the undefined field.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the user-
defined document type, the XPath string for the undefined document element, the XPath string for the undefined field, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException class using the specified serialization information
and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException class using the specified message, document type,
selector, and field.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

documentType
User-defined document type.

selector
XPath string for the XML document fragment.

field
XPath string for the undefined field.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal documentType As String, _
   ByVal selector As String, _
   ByVal field As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException(
   string message,
   string documentType,
   string selector,
   string field
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException(
   String* message,
   String* documentType,
   String* selector,
   String* field
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException(
   message : String,
   documentType : String,
   selector : String,
   field : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException class using the specified message, document type,
selector, field and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

documentType
User-defined document type.

selector
XPath string for the XML document fragment.

field
XPath string for the undefined field.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal documentType As String, _
   ByVal selector As String, _
   ByVal field As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException(
   string message,
   string documentType,
   string selector,
   string field,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException(
   String* message,
   String* documentType,
   String* selector,
   String* field,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException(
   message : String,
   documentType : String,
   selector : String,
   field : String,
   ex : Exception
);
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RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException class members, see the
RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException Members topic.

Public Properties

DocumentType Gets the user-defined document type.
Field Gets the XPath string for the undefined field.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Selector Gets the XPath string for the XML document fragment.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException.DocumentType
Property
Gets the user-defined document type.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property DocumentType As String
[C#]
public string DocumentType {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_DocumentType();
[JScript]
public function get DocumentType() : String;
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RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException.Field Property
Gets the XPath string for the undefined field.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property Field As String
[C#]
public string Field {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Field();
[JScript]
public function get Field() : String;
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RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException.Selector
Property
Gets XPath string for the XML document fragment.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property Selector As String
[C#]
public string Selector {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Selector();
[JScript]
public function get Selector() : String;
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RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException class members, see the
RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeFieldNotDefinedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException Class
The exception that is thrown when an XML document field referenced in a rule condition or action cannot be updated during rule
engine execution.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException
   Inherits RuleEngineRuntimeException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException :
   RuleEngineRuntimeException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException :
   public RuleEngineRuntimeException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException extends
   RuleEngineRuntimeException
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RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException Members
RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeFiel
dSetFailedException class.

Public Properties

DocumentType Gets the user-defined document type for the XML fragment.
Field Gets the field XPath that failed to set on the XML fragment returned by the selector.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Selector Gets the XPath string for the undefined document element.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeFiel
dSetFailedException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the user-
defined document type, the XPath string for the undefined document element, and the XPath string for the undefined field.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the user-
defined document type, the XPath string for the undefined document element, the XPath string for the undefined field, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException class using the specified serialization information and
streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException class using the specified message, document type,
selector, and field.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

documentType
User-defined document type.

selector
XPath string for the undefined document element.

field
XPath string for the undefined field.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal documentType As String, _
   ByVal selector As String, _
   ByVal field As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException(
   string message,
   string documentType,
   string selector,
   string field
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException(
   String* message,
   String* documentType,
   String* selector,
   String* field
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException(
   message : String,
   documentType : String,
   selector : String,
   field : String
);
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RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException class using the specified message, document type,
selector, field, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

documentType
User-defined document type.

selector
XPath string for the undefined document element.

field
XPath string for the undefined field.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal documentType As String, _
   ByVal selector As String, _
   ByVal field As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException(
   string message,
   string documentType,
   string selector,
   string field,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException(
   String* message,
   String* documentType,
   String* selector,
   String* field,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException(
   message : String,
   documentType : String,
   selector : String,
   field : String,
   ex : Exception
);
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RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException class members, see the RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException Members
topic.

Public Properties

DocumentType Gets the user-defined document type for the XML fragment.
Field Gets the field XPath that failed to set on the XML fragment returned by the selector.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Selector Gets the XPath string for the undefined document element.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException.DocumentType
Property
Gets the user-defined document type for the XML fragment.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property DocumentType As String
[C#]
public string DocumentType {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_DocumentType();
[JScript]
public function get DocumentType() : String;
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RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException.Field Property
Gets the field XPath that failed to set on the XML fragment returned by the selector.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property Field As String
[C#]
public string Field {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Field();
[JScript]
public function get Field() : String;
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RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException.Selector Property
Gets the XPath string for the undefined document element.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property Selector As String
[C#]
public string Selector {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Selector();
[JScript]
public function get Selector() : String;
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RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException class members, see the RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException Members
topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeFieldSetFailedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException Class
The exception that is thrown when incompatible types are encountered during rule engine execution.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException
   Inherits RuleEngineRuntimeException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException :
   RuleEngineRuntimeException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException :
   public RuleEngineRuntimeException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException extends
   RuleEngineRuntimeException
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RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException Members
RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntim
eIncompatibleTypesException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntim
eIncompatibleTypesException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException(System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException(System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, and the
inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException(System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException(System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException(System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException Constructor
(System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException class using the specified message.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException(
   string message
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException(
   String* message
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException(
   message : String
);
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RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException class using the specified serialization information
and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException Constructor
(System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException class using the specified message and inner
exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException(
   string message,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException(
   String* message,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException(
   message : String,
   ex : Exception
);
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RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException class members, see the
RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeIncompatibleTypesException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException Class
The exception that is thrown when a member invocation fails during rule engine execution.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException
   Inherits RuleEngineRuntimeException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException :
   RuleEngineRuntimeException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class
   RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException : public
   RuleEngineRuntimeException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException
   extends RuleEngineRuntimeException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ww58ded5(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException
Members
RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineR
untimeMemberInvocationFailureException class.

Public Properties

AssemblyQualifiedName Gets the fully qualified name of the assembly containing the class associated with the exception.
ClassName Gets the name of the class whose member is being called.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberName Gets the name of the member which failed.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineR
untimeMemberInvocationFailureException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/71tawy4s(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/902sca80(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9btwf6wk(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/85weac5w(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dxzhy005(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/2wchw354(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/49kcee3b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/es4y6f7e(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/sh5cw61c(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name
of the class associated with the exception, the name of the class member, and the fully qualified name of the assembly containing the class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name
of the class associated with the exception, the name of the class member, the fully qualified name of the assembly containing the class, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException
Constructor (System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException class using the specified serialization
information and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function
   RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException
Constructor (System.String, System.String, System.String,
System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException class using the specified message, class
name, member name, and assembly qualified name.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

className
Name of the class associated with the exception.

memberName
Name of the class member associated with the exception.

assemblyQualifiedName
Fully qualified name of the assembly containing the class.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal memberName As String, _
   ByVal assemblyQualifiedName As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException(
   string message,
   string className,
   string memberName,
   string assemblyQualifiedName
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException(
   String* message,
   String* className,
   String* memberName,
   String* assemblyQualifiedName
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException(
   message : String,
   className : String,
   memberName : String,
   assemblyQualifiedName : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException
Constructor (System.String, System.String, System.String,
System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException class using the specified message, class
name, member name, assembly qualified name, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

className
Name of the class associated with the exception.

memberName
Name of the class member associated with the exception.

assemblyQualifiedName
Fully qualified name of the assembly containing the class.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal memberName As String, _
   ByVal assemblyQualifiedName As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException(
   string message,
   string className,
   string memberName,
   string assemblyQualifiedName,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException(
   String* message,
   String* className,
   String* memberName,
   String* assemblyQualifiedName,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException(
   message : String,
   className : String,
   memberName : String,
   assemblyQualifiedName : String,
   ex : Exception
);



 

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException
Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException class members, see the
RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException Members topic.

Public Properties

AssemblyQualifiedName Gets the fully qualified name of the assembly containing the class associated with the exception.
ClassName Gets the name of the class whose member is being called.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberName Gets the name of the member which failed.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException.AssemblyQualifiedName
Property
Gets the fully qualified name of the assembly containing the class associated with the exception.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property AssemblyQualifiedName As String
[C#]
public string AssemblyQualifiedName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_AssemblyQualifiedName();
[JScript]
public function get AssemblyQualifiedName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException.ClassName
Property
Gets the name of the class whose member is being called.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property ClassName As String
[C#]
public string ClassName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ClassName();
[JScript]
public function get ClassName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException.MemberName
Property
Gets the name of the member which failed.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property MemberName As String
[C#]
public string MemberName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_MemberName();
[JScript]
public function get MemberName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException
Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException class members, see the
RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeMemberInvocationFailureException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Class
The exception that is thrown when a member cannot be found during rule engine execution.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException
   Inherits RuleEngineRuntimeException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException :
   RuleEngineRuntimeException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException :
   public RuleEngineRuntimeException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException extends
   RuleEngineRuntimeException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Members
RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntim
eMemberNotFoundException class.

Public Properties

AssemblyQualifiedName Gets the fully qualified name of the assembly containing the class associated with the exception.
ClassName Gets the name of the class being examined.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberName Gets the name of the member not found.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntim
eMemberNotFoundException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name of
the class associated with the exception, the name of the class member, and the fully qualified name of the assembly containing the class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name of
the class associated with the exception, the name of the class member, the fully qualified name of the assembly containing the class, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException class using the specified serialization information
and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException class using the specified message, class name,
member name, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

className
Name of the class associated with the exception.

memberName
Name of the class member associated with the exception.

assemblyQualifiedName
Fully qualified name of the assembly containing the class.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal memberName As String, _
   ByVal assemblyQualifiedName As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException(
   string message,
   string className,
   string memberName,
   string assemblyQualifiedName
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException(
   String* message,
   String* className,
   String* memberName,
   String* assemblyQualifiedName
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException(
   message : String,
   className : String,
   memberName : String,
   assemblyQualifiedName : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException class using the specified message, class name,
member name, assembly qualified name, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

className
Name of the class associated with the exception.

memberName
Name of the class member associated with the exception.

assemblyQualifiedName
Fully qualified name of the assembly containing the class.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal memberName As String, _
   ByVal assemblyQualifiedName As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException(
   string message,
   string className,
   string memberName,
   string assemblyQualifiedName,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException(
   String* message,
   String* className,
   String* memberName,
   String* assemblyQualifiedName,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException(
   message : String,
   className : String,
   memberName : String,
   assemblyQualifiedName : String,
   ex : Exception
);



 

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Constructor Overload List
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RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException class members, see the
RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Members topic.

Public Properties

AssemblyQualifiedName Gets the fully qualified name of the assembly containing the class associated with the exception.
ClassName Gets the name of the class being examined.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberName Gets the name of the class member associated with the exception
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException.AssemblyQualifiedName
Property
Gets the fully qualified name of the assembly containing the class associated with the exception.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property AssemblyQualifiedName As String
[C#]
public string AssemblyQualifiedName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_AssemblyQualifiedName();
[JScript]
public function get AssemblyQualifiedName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException.ClassName
Property
Gets the name of the class being examined.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property ClassName As String
[C#]
public string ClassName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ClassName();
[JScript]
public function get ClassName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException.MemberName
Property
Gets the name of the member not found.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MemberName As String
[C#]
public string MemberName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_MemberName();
[JScript]
public function get MemberName() : String;
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RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException class members, see the
RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeMemberNotFoundException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException Class
The exception that is thrown when the rule engine cannot be found.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException
   Inherits RuleEngineRuntimeException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException :
   RuleEngineRuntimeException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException : public
   RuleEngineRuntimeException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException extends
   RuleEngineRuntimeException
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RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException Members
RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeNoEx
ecutorException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeNoEx
ecutorException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException(System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException(System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, and the
inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException(System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException(System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException(System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException Constructor
(System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException class using the specified message.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException(
   string message
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException(
   String* message
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException(
   message : String
);
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RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException class using the specified serialization information and
streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException Constructor
(System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException class using the specified message and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException(
   string message,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException(
   String* message,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException(
   message : String,
   ex : Exception
);
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RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException class members, see the RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeNoExecutorException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException Class
The exception thrown when an object used as an operand to a relational operator does not support the IComparable interface.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException
   Inherits RuleEngineRuntimeException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException :
   RuleEngineRuntimeException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException : public
   RuleEngineRuntimeException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException extends
   RuleEngineRuntimeException
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RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException Members
RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeN
otComparableException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TypeName Gets the type of the object used as an operand.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeN
otComparableException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeNotComparableException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeNotComparableException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeNotComparableException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, and the
type of the object used as an operand.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException(System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeNotComparableException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the type of
the object used as an operand, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException class.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
Reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
Context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException Constructor
(System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException class.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

typeName
Type of the object used as an operand.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal typeName As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException(
   string message,
   string typeName
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException(
   String* message,
   String* typeName
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException(
   message : String,
   typeName : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException class.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

typeName
Type of the object used as an operand.

ex
Inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal typeName As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException(
   string message,
   string typeName,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException(
   String* message,
   String* typeName,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException(
   message : String,
   typeName : String,
   ex : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException class members, see the
RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException Members topic.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TypeName Gets the type of the object used as an operand.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException.TypeName
Property
Gets the type of the object used as an operand.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property TypeName As String
[C#]
public string TypeName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_TypeName();
[JScript]
public function get TypeName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException class members, see the
RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exce
ption data.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException.GetObjectData
Method
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
C The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeNotComparableException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Class
The exception that is thrown when a type mismatch error is encountered during rule engine execution.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException
   Inherits RuleEngineRuntimeException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException :
   RuleEngineRuntimeException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException : public
   RuleEngineRuntimeException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException extends
   RuleEngineRuntimeException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ww58ded5(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Members
RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeTy
peMismatchException class.

Public Properties

ActualType Gets the actual type of the entity that caused the exception.
ExpectedType Gets the expected type of the entity.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeTy
peMismatchException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the actual
type of the entity that caused the exception, and the expected type of the entity.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Type, System.Type)

[C#] public RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException(System.String, System.Type, System.Type);

[C++] public: RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException(System.String, System.Type, System.Type);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException(System.String, System.Type, System.Type);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the actual
type of the entity that caused the exception, the expected type of the entity, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Type, System.Type, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException(System.String, System.Type, System.Type, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException(System.String, System.Type, System.Type, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException(System.String, System.Type, System.Type, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException class using the specified serialization information and
streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Constructor
(System.String, System.Type, System.Type)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException class using the specified message, actual type, and
expected type.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

actualType
Actual type of the entity that caused the exception.

expectedType
Expected type of the entity.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal actualType As Type, _
   ByVal expectedType As Type _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException(
   string message,
   Type actualType,
   Type expectedType
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException(
   String* message,
   Type* actualType,
   Type* expectedType
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException(
   message : String,
   actualType : Type,
   expectedType : Type
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Constructor
(System.String, System.Type, System.Type, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException class using the specified message, actual type,
expected type, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

actualType
Actual type of the entity that caused the exception.

expectedType
Expected type of the entity.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal actualType As Type, _
   ByVal expectedType As Type, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException(
   string message,
   Type actualType,
   Type expectedType,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException(
   String* message,
   Type* actualType,
   Type* expectedType,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException(
   message : String,
   actualType : Type,
   expectedType : Type,
   ex : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException class members, see the RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Members
topic.

Public Properties

ActualType Gets the actual type of the entity that caused the exception.
ExpectedType Gets the expected type of the entity.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException.ActualType
Property
Gets the actual type of the entity that caused the exception.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property ActualType As Type
[C#]
public Type ActualType {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Type* get_ActualType();
[JScript]
public function get ActualType() : Type;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException.ExpectedType
Property
Gets the expected type of the entity that cause the exception.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property ExpectedType As Type
[C#]
public Type ExpectedType {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Type* get_ExpectedType();
[JScript]
public function get ExpectedType() : Type;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException class members, see the RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Members
topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Class | RuleEngineRuntimeTypeMismatchException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException Class
The exception that is thrown when tracking fails for an agenda update event.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineTrackingException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException
   Inherits RuleEngineTrackingException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException :
   RuleEngineTrackingException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException : public
   RuleEngineTrackingException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException extends
   RuleEngineTrackingException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException Members
RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingAg
endaUpdateException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

RuleName Gets the name of the rule.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingAg
endaUpdateException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, and the
name of the rule.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException(System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name
of the rule, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException Class | RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException class using the specified serialization information
and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException Class | RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException Constructor
(System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException class using the specified message and rule name.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ruleName
Name of the rule.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException Class | RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ruleName As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException(
   string message,
   string ruleName
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException(
   String* message,
   String* ruleName
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException(
   message : String,
   ruleName : String
);
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RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException class using the specified message, rule name, and
inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ruleName
Name of the rule.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException Class | RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ruleName As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException(
   string message,
   string ruleName,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException(
   String* message,
   String* ruleName,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException(
   message : String,
   ruleName : String,
   ex : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException class members, see the RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException Members
topic.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

RuleName Gets the name of the rule.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException.RuleName
Property
Gets the name of the rule.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException Class | RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property RuleName As String
[C#]
public string RuleName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_RuleName();
[JScript]
public function get RuleName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException class members, see the RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException Members
topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException Class | RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Class
The exception that is thrown when tracking fails for a rule engine association event.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineTrackingException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException
   Inherits RuleEngineTrackingException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException :
   RuleEngineTrackingException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException : public
   RuleEngineTrackingException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException extends
   RuleEngineTrackingException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Members
RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingAssoc
iationException class.

Public Properties

EngineID Gets the name of the rule set on which tracking failed.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the rule set on which tracking failed.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the rule set on which tracking failed.
RuleSetName Gets the name of the rule set on which tracking failed.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingAssoc
iationException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineTrackingAssociationException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineTrackingAssociationException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineTrackingAssociationException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name of
the rule set on which tracking fails, the major version of the rule set, the minor version of the rule set, and the identifier of the associated rule engine instance.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Guid)

[C#] public RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Guid);

[C++] public: RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Guid);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Guid);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineTrackingAssociationException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name of
the rule set on which tracking fails, the major version of the rule set, the minor version of the rule set, the identifier of the associated rule engine instance, and the
inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Guid, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Guid, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Guid, System.Exception);

[JScript]
public function RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Guid, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Class | RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException class using the specified serialization information and
streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Class | RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32,
System.Guid)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException class using the specified message, rule set name, major
version, minor version, and engine ID.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set on which tracking fails.

majorVersion
Major version of the rule set on which tracking fails.

minorVersion
The minor version of the rule set on which tracking fails.

engineId
Identifier of the associated rule engine instance.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal engineId As Guid _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException(
   string message,
   string ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Guid engineId
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException(
   String* message,
   String* ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Guid engineId
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException(
   message : String,
   ruleSetName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int,
   engineId : Guid
);



 

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Class | RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Constructor Overload List
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RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32,
System.Guid, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException class using the specified message, rule set name, major
version, minor version, engine ID, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set on which tracking fails.

majorVersion
Major version of the rule set on which tracking fails.

minorVersion
The minor version of the rule set on which tracking fails.

engineId
Identifier of the associated rule engine instance.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal engineId As Guid, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException(
   string message,
   string ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Guid engineId,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException(
   String* message,
   String* ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Guid engineId,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException(
   message : String,
   ruleSetName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int,
   engineId : Guid,
   ex : Exception
);



 

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Class | RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Constructor Overload List
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RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException class members, see the RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Members topic.

Public Properties

EngineID Gets the identifier of the associated rule engine instance.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the rule set on which tracking failed.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the rule set on which tracking failed.
RuleSetName Gets the name of the rule set on which tracking failed.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException.EngineID Property
Gets the identifier of the associated rule engine instance.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Class | RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property EngineID As Guid
[C#]
public Guid EngineID {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Guid get_EngineID();
[JScript]
public function get EngineID() : Guid;
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RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException.MajorVersion
Property
Gets the major version of the rule set on which tracking failed.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Class | RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property MajorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MajorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MajorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MajorVersion() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException.MinorVersion
Property
Gets the minor version of the rule set on which tracking failed.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Class | RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MinorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MinorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MinorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MinorVersion() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException.RuleSetName
Property
Gets the name of the rule set on which tracking failed.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Class | RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property RuleSetName As String
[C#]
public string RuleSetName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_RuleSetName();
[JScript]
public function get RuleSetName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException class members, see the RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Class | RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException Class
The exception that is thrown when tracking fails for a condition evaluation event.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineTrackingException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException
   Inherits RuleEngineTrackingException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException :
   RuleEngineTrackingException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException :
   public RuleEngineTrackingException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException extends
   RuleEngineTrackingException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ww58ded5(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException Members
RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTracki
ngConditionEvaluationException class.

Public Properties

ConditionExpression Gets the rule condition expression.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTracki
ngConditionEvaluationException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, and the rule
condition expression.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException(System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the rule
condition expression, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException Class | RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException class using the specified serialization
information and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException Class | RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException Constructor
(System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException class using the specified message and condition
expression.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

conditionExpression
Rule condition expression.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException Class | RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal conditionExpression As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException(
   string message,
   string conditionExpression
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException(
   String* message,
   String* conditionExpression
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException(
   message : String,
   conditionExpression : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException class using the specified message, condition
expression, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

conditionExpression
Rule condition expression.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException Class | RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal conditionExpression As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException(
   string message,
   string conditionExpression,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException(
   String* message,
   String* conditionExpression,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException(
   message : String,
   conditionExpression : String,
   ex : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException class members, see the
RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException Members topic.

Public Properties

ConditionExpression Gets the rule condition expression.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException.ConditionExpression
Property
Gets the rule condition expression.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException Class | RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property ConditionExpression As String
[C#]
public string ConditionExpression {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ConditionExpression();
[JScript]
public function get ConditionExpression() : String;
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RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException class members, see the
RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException Class | RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineTrackingException Class
Represents the base class for all rule engine tracking exceptions.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineTrackingException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineTrackingException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineTrackingAgendaUpdateException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineTrackingAssociationException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineTrackingConditionEvaluationException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineTrackingException
   Inherits RuleEngineException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineTrackingException : RuleEngineException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineTrackingException : public
   RuleEngineException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineTrackingException extends
   RuleEngineException
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RuleEngineTrackingException Members
RuleEngineTrackingException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineTrackingException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineTrackingException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineTrackingException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineTrackingException(System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineTrackingException(System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineTrackingException(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineTrackingException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineTrackingException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineTrackingException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception and the inner
exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineTrackingException(System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineTrackingException(System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineTrackingException(System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingException Class | RuleEngineTrackingException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineTrackingException Constructor (System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingException class using the specified message.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingException Class | RuleEngineTrackingException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineTrackingException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineTrackingException(
   string message
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineTrackingException(
   String* message
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineTrackingException(
   message : String
);
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RuleEngineTrackingException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingException class using the specified serialization information and streaming
context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingException Class | RuleEngineTrackingException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineTrackingException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineTrackingException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineTrackingException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineTrackingException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineTrackingException Constructor (System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingException class using the specified message and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingException Class | RuleEngineTrackingException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineTrackingException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineTrackingException(
   string message,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineTrackingException(
   String* message,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineTrackingException(
   message : String,
   ex : Exception
);
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RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Class
The exception that is thrown when tracking fails for a fact activity event.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineTrackingException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException
   Inherits RuleEngineTrackingException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException :
   RuleEngineTrackingException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException : public
   RuleEngineTrackingException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException extends
   RuleEngineTrackingException
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RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Members
RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingFactA
ctivityException class.

Public Properties

ClassName Gets the name of the class containing the facts that could not be tracked.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InstanceID Gets the instance identifier for the class containing the facts that could not be tracked.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingFactA
ctivityException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineTrackingFactActivityException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineTrackingFactActivityException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineTrackingFactActivityException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name of
the class containing the facts that could not be tracked, and the instance identifier for that class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32)

[C#] public RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32);

[C++] public: RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineTrackingFactActivityException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name of
the class containing the facts that could not be tracked, the instance identifier for that class, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Class | RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException class using the specified serialization information and
streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
The StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Class | RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException class using the specified message, class name, and
instance ID.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

className
Name of the class containing the facts that could not be tracked.

instanceID
Instance identifier for the class containing the facts that could not be tracked.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Class | RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal instanceID As Integer _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException(
   string message,
   string className,
   int instanceID
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException(
   String* message,
   String* className,
   int instanceID
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException(
   message : String,
   className : String,
   instanceID : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException class using the specified message, class name, instance
ID, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

className
Name of the class containing the facts that could not be tracked.

instanceID
Instance identifier for the class containing the facts that could not be tracked.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Class | RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal instanceID As Integer, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException(
   string message,
   string className,
   int instanceID,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException(
   String* message,
   String* className,
   int instanceID,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException(
   message : String,
   className : String,
   instanceID : int,
   ex : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException class members, see the RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Members topic.

Public Properties

ClassName Gets the name of the class containing the facts that could not be tracked.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InstanceID Gets the instance identifier for the class containing the facts that could not be tracked.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException.ClassName Property
Gets the name of the class containing the facts that could not be tracked.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Class | RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property ClassName As String
[C#]
public string ClassName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ClassName();
[JScript]
public function get ClassName() : String;
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RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException.InstanceID Property
Gets the instance identifier for the class containing the facts that could not be tracked.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Class | RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property InstanceID As Integer
[C#]
public int InstanceID {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_InstanceID();
[JScript]
public function get InstanceID() : int;
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RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException class members, see the RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Class | RuleEngineTrackingFactActivityException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException Class
The exception that is thrown when tracking fails for a rule firing event.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineTrackingException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException
   Inherits RuleEngineTrackingException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException :
   RuleEngineTrackingException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException : public
   RuleEngineTrackingException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException extends
   RuleEngineTrackingException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException Members
RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingRuleFir
edException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

RuleName Gets the name of the rule.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingRuleFir
edException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineTrackingRuleFiredException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineTrackingRuleFiredException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineTrackingRuleFiredException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, and the
name of the rule.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException(System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineTrackingRuleFiredException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name of
the rule, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException Class | RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException class using the specified serialization information and
streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException Class | RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException Constructor
(System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException class using the specified message and rule name.

VB

Parameters

message
Error that explains the reason for the exception.

ruleName
Name of the rule.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException Class | RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ruleName As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException(
   string message,
   string ruleName
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException(
   String* message,
   String* ruleName
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException(
   message : String,
   ruleName : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException class using the specified message, rule name, and inner
exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error that explains the reason for the exception.

ruleName
Name of the rule.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException Class | RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ruleName As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException(
   string message,
   string ruleName,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException(
   String* message,
   String* ruleName,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException(
   message : String,
   ruleName : String,
   ex : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException Properties
The properties of the RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException class members, see the RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException Members topic.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

RuleName Gets the name of the rule.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException.RuleName Property
Gets the name of the rule.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException Class | RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property RuleName As String
[C#]
public string RuleName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_RuleName();
[JScript]
public function get RuleName() : String;
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RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException Methods
The methods of the RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException class members, see the RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException.GetObjectData Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException Class | RuleEngineTrackingRuleFiredException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineUnsupportedException Class
The exception that is thrown when unsupported functions are called.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineUnsupportedException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineUnsupportedException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineUnsupportedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineUnsupportedException
   Inherits RuleEngineException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineUnsupportedException : RuleEngineException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineUnsupportedException : public
   RuleEngineException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineUnsupportedException extends
   RuleEngineException
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RuleEngineUnsupportedException Members
RuleEngineUnsupportedException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineUnsupportedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineUnsupportedExcepti
on class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineUnsupportedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineUnsupportedExcepti
on class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleEngineUnsupportedException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineUnsupportedException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineUnsupportedException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineUnsupportedException(System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineUnsupportedException(System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineUnsupportedException(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineUnsupportedException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineUnsupportedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineUnsupportedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineUnsupportedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineUnsupportedException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, and the inner
exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineUnsupportedException(System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineUnsupportedException(System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineUnsupportedException(System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineUnsupportedException Class | RuleEngineUnsupportedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineUnsupportedException Constructor (System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineUnsupportedException class using the specified message.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineUnsupportedException Class | RuleEngineUnsupportedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineUnsupportedException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineUnsupportedException(
   string message
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineUnsupportedException(
   String* message
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineUnsupportedException(
   message : String
);
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RuleEngineUnsupportedException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineUnsupportedException class using the specified serialization information and
streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineUnsupportedException Class | RuleEngineUnsupportedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineUnsupportedException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineUnsupportedException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineUnsupportedException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineUnsupportedException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineUnsupportedException Constructor (System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineUnsupportedException class using the specified message and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineUnsupportedException Class | RuleEngineUnsupportedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleEngineUnsupportedException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineUnsupportedException(
   string message,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineUnsupportedException(
   String* message,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineUnsupportedException(
   message : String,
   ex : Exception
);
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RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException Class
The exception that is thrown when unable to connect to the update service.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException
   Inherits RuleEngineException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException :
   RuleEngineException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException :
   public RuleEngineException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException extends
   RuleEngineException
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RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException Members
RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException overview

Public Constructors

RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineUpdateS
erviceConnectionException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineUpdateS
erviceConnectionException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException class with an error that explains the reason for the exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException(System.String);

[C++] public: RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException(System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RulesEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException class with an error that explains the reason for the exception, and the inner
exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException(System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException(System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException(System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException Class | RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException Constructor
(System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException class using the specified message.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException Class | RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException(
   string message
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException(
   String* message
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException(
   message : String
);
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RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException class using the specified serialization information
and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException Class | RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException Constructor
(System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException class using the specified message and inner
exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException Class | RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException(
   string message,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException(
   String* message,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleEngineUpdateServiceConnectionException(
   message : String,
   ex : Exception
);
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RuleSet Class
Represents a collection of related rules.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleSet Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleSet

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

A RuleSet class has the following collaborations:

Contains (has) a single instance of the VersionInfo class representing the current version
Contains (has) an instance of the RuleSetExecutionConfiguration class representing the execution configuration for the rule
set.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleSet Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class RuleSet
   Implements ICloneable
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class RuleSet : ICloneable
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class RuleSet : public ICloneable
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleSet implements ICloneable
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RuleSet Members
RuleSet overview

Public Constructors

RuleSet Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleSet class.

Public Properties

CurrentVersion Gets the current version information for the rule set.
ExecutionConfiguration Gets or sets an optional reference to a RuleSetExecutionConfiguration that specifies components for us

e during execution.
History Gets the version information history for the rule set.
Name Gets or sets the name of the rule set.
Rules Gets the collection of rules for this rule set.
VocabularyLink Gets or sets an optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element 

containing a domain-specific definition for the rule set.

Public Methods

Clone Creates a deep copy of RuleSet.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleSet Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleSet Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSet class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleSet class with the specified name of the rule set.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public RuleSet(System.String);

[C++] public: RuleSet(System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleSet(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleSet class with the name of the rule set, and the collection of rules in the set.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Collections.ICollection)

[C#] public RuleSet(System.String, System.Collections.ICollection);

[C++] public: RuleSet(System.String, System.Collections.ICollection);

[JScript] public function RuleSet(System.String, System.Collections.ICollection);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleSet class with the name of the rule set and the version number of the rule set.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, VersionInfo)

[C#] public RuleSet(System.String, VersionInfo);

[C++] public: RuleSet(System.String, VersionInfo*);

[JScript] public function RuleSet(System.String, VersionInfo);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleSet class with the name of the rule set, version number, and collection of rules in the rule set.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public RuleSet(System.String, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: RuleSet(System.String, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function RuleSet(System.String, VocabularyLink);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleSet class with the name of the rule set and a vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, VersionInfo, System.Collections.ICollection)

[C#] public RuleSet(System.String, VersionInfo, System.Collections.ICollection);

[C++] public: RuleSet(System.String, VersionInfo*, System.Collections.ICollection);

[JScript] public function RuleSet(System.String, VersionInfo, System.Collections.ICollection);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleSet class with the name of the rule set, rule set version, and vocabulary link for the rule set.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, VersionInfo, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public RuleSet(System.String, VersionInfo, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: RuleSet(System.String, VersionInfo*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function RuleSet(System.String, VersionInfo, VocabularyLink);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleSet class with the name of the rule set, the collection of rules for the rule set, and a vocabulary
link.



 

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Collections.Icollection, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public RuleSet(System.String, System.Collections.Icollection, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: RuleSet(System.String, System.Collections.Icollection, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function RuleSet(System.String, System.Collections.Icollection, VocabularyLink);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleSet class with the name of the rule set, rule set version, vocabulary link, and collection of rules
in the rule set.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, VersionInfo, System.Collections.ICollection, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public RuleSet(System.String, VersionInfo, System.Collections.ICollection , VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: RuleSet(System.String, VersionInfo*, System.Collections.Icollection, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function RuleSet(System.String, VersionInfo, System.Collections.Icollection, VocabularyLink);

See Also

RuleSet Class | RuleSet Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleSet Constructor (System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSet class with the specified name of the rule set.

VB

Parameters

name
The name of the new rule set.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSet Class | RuleSet Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleSet Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal name As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleSet(
   string name
);
[C++]
public: RuleSet(
   String* name
);
[JScript]
public function RuleSet(
   name : String
);
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RuleSet Constructor (System.String,
System.Collections.ICollection)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSet class with the name of the rule set, and the collection of rules in the set.

VB

Parameters

name
The name of the new rule set, which must be unique within the rule store.

rules
Collection of rules contained within this rule set.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSet Class | RuleSet Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleSet Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal rules As ICollection _
)
[C#]
public RuleSet(
   string name,
   ICollection rules
);
[C++]
public: RuleSet(
   String* name,
   ICollection* rules
);
[JScript]
public function RuleSet(
   name : String,
   rules : ICollection
);
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RuleSet Constructor (System.String, VersionInfo)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSet class with the name of the rule set and the version number of the rule set.

VB

Parameters

name
The name of the new rule set.

version
The version number of the rule set.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSet Class | RuleSet Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleSet Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal version As VersionInfo _
)
[C#]
public RuleSet(
   string name,
   VersionInfo version
);
[C++]
public: RuleSet(
   String* name,
   VersionInfo* version
);
[JScript]
public function RuleSet(
   name : String,
   version : VersionInfo
);
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RuleSet Constructor (System.String, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSet class with the name of the rule set and a vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

name
Name of the rule set.

vocabularyLink
Reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain specific definition for the
rule set.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSet Class | RuleSet Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleSet Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal vocabularyLink As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public RuleSet(
   string name,
   VocabularyLink vocabularyLink
);
[C++]
public: RuleSet(
   String* name,
   VocabularyLink* vocabularyLink
);
[JScript]
public function RuleSet(
   name : String,
   vocabularyLink : VocabularyLink
);
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RuleSet Constructor (System.String, VersionInfo,
System.Collections.ICollection)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSet class with the name, version number, and collection of rules in the rule set.

VB

Parameters

name
The name of the rule set.

version
The version number of the rule set.

rules
The collection of rules for the rule set.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSet Class | RuleSet Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleSet Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal version As VersionInfo, _
   ByVal rules As ICollection _
)
[C#]
public RuleSet(
   string name,
   VersionInfo version,
   ICollection rules
);
[C++]
public: RuleSet(
   String* name,
   VersionInfo* version,
   ICollection* rules
);
[JScript]
public function RuleSet(
   name : String,
   version : VersionInfo,
   rules : ICollection
);
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RuleSet Constructor (System.String, VersionInfo,
VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSet class with the name of the rule set, version number, and collection of rules in the rule set.

VB

Parameters

name
Name of the rule set.

version
Version number of the rule set.

vocabularyLink
Reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain specific definition for the
rule set.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSet Class | RuleSet Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleSet Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal version As VersionInfo, _
   ByVal vocabularyLink As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public RuleSet(
   string name,
   VersionInfo version,
   VocabularyLink vocabularyLink
);
[C++]
public: RuleSet(
   String* name,
   VersionInfo* version,
   VocabularyLink* vocabularyLink
);
[JScript]
public function RuleSet(
   name : String,
   version : VersionInfo,
   vocabularyLink : VocabularyLink
);
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RuleSet Constructor (System.String,
System.Collections.Icollection, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSet class with the name of the rule set, the collection of rules for the rule set, and a vocabulary
link.

VB

Parameters

name
Name of the rule set.

rules
Collection of rules for the rule set.

vocabularyLink
Reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition for the
logical expression

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSet Class | RuleSet Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleSet Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal rules As Icollection, _
   ByVal vocabularyLink As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public RuleSet(
   string name,
   ICollection rules,
   VocabularyLink vocabularyLink
);
[C++]
public: RuleSet(
   String* name,
   ICollection* rules,
   VocabularyLink* vocabularyLink
);
[JScript]
public function RuleSet(
   name : String,
   rules : Icollection,
   vocabularyLink : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleSet Constructor (System.String, VersionInfo,
System.Collections.Icollection, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSet class with the name of the rule set, rule set version, collection of rules in the rule set, and
vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

name
Name of the rule set.

version
Version number of the rule set.

rules
Collection of rules for the rule set.

vocabularyLink
Reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain specific definition for the
rule set.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSet Class | RuleSet Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleSet Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal version As VersionInfo, _
   ByVal rules As Icollection, _
   ByVal vocabularyLink As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public RuleSet(
   string name,
   VersionInfo version,
   ICollection rules,
   VocabularyLink vocabularyLink
);
[C++]
public: RuleSet(
   String* name,
   VersionInfo* version,
   ICollection* rules,
   VocabularyLink* vocabularyLink
);
[JScript]
public function RuleSet(
   name : String,
   version : VersionInfo,
   rules : Icollection,
   vocabularyLink : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleSet Properties
The properties of the RuleSet class are listed here. For a complete list of RuleSet class members, see the RuleSet Members topic.

Public Properties

CurrentVersion Gets the current version information for the rule set.
ExecutionConfiguration Gets or sets an optional reference to a RuleSetExecutionConfiguration that specifies components for us

e during execution.
History Gets the version information history for the rule set.
Name Gets or sets the name of the rule set.
Rules Gets the collection of rules for this rule set.
VocabularyLink Gets or sets an optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element 

containing a domain-specific definition for the rule set.

See Also

RuleSet Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RuleSet.CurrentVersion Property
Gets the current version information for the rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSet Class | RuleSet Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property CurrentVersion As VersionInfo
[C#]
public VersionInfo CurrentVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property VersionInfo* get_CurrentVersion();
[JScript]
public function get CurrentVersion() : VersionInfo;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSet.ExecutionConfiguration Property
Gets or sets an optional reference to a RuleSetExecutionConfiguration that specifies components for use during execution.

VB

Remarks

RuleSetExecutionConfiguration allows you to set the rule set translator and fact retriever components.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSet Class | RuleSet Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property ExecutionConfiguration As _
   RuleSetExecutionConfiguration
[C#]
public RuleSetExecutionConfiguration ExecutionConfiguration {get;
   set;}
[C++]
public: __property RuleSetExecutionConfiguration* get_ExecutionConfiguration();
public: __property void set_ExecutionConfiguration(RuleSetExecutionConfiguration*);
[JScript]
public function get ExecutionConfiguration() : RuleSetExecutionConfiguration;
public function set ExecutionConfiguration(RuleSetExecutionConfiguration);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSet.History Property
Gets the version information history for the rule set.

VB

Remarks

The history of the rule set is specified chronologically from the beginning of the list to the end. Therefore, the end of the list
contains the most recent version.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSet Class | RuleSet Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property History As HistoryCollection
[C#]
public HistoryCollection History {get;}
[C++]
public: __property HistoryCollection* get_History();
[JScript]
public function get History() : HistoryCollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSet.Name Property
Gets or sets the name of the rule set, which must be unique within the rule store.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSet Class | RuleSet Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Name As String
[C#]
public string Name {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Name();
public: __property void set_Name(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;
public function set Name(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSet.Rules Property
Gets the collection of rules.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSet Class | RuleSet Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Rules As RuleDictionary
[C#]
public RuleDictionary Rules {get;}
[C++]
public: __property RuleDictionary* get_Rules();
[JScript]
public function get Rules() : RuleDictionary;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSet.VocabularyLink Property
Gets or sets an optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-
specific definition for the rule set.

VB

Remarks

If no link is specified, this value is null.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSet Class | RuleSet Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property VocabularyLink As VocabularyLink
[C#]
public VocabularyLink VocabularyLink {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property VocabularyLink* get_VocabularyLink();
public: __property void set_VocabularyLink(VocabularyLink*);
[JScript]
public function get VocabularyLink() : VocabularyLink;
public function set VocabularyLink(VocabularyLink);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSet Methods
The methods of the RuleSet class are listed here. For a complete list of RuleSet class members, see the RuleSet Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Creates a deep copy of the RuleSet class.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleSet Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RuleSet.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of RuleSet.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of RuleSet.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSet Class | RuleSet Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public virtual object Clone();
[C++]
public: virtual Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetBindingFinder Class
Returns a list with all object bindings referenced by the specified rule set. This class/member supports the Rule Engine
infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleSetBindingFinder Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleSetBindingFinder

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleSetBindingFinder Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

NotInheritable Public Class RuleSetBindingFinder
[C#]
public sealed class RuleSetBindingFinder
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class RuleSetBindingFinder
[JScript]
public class RuleSetBindingFinder

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleSetBindingFinder Members
RuleSetBindingFinder overview

Public Constructors

RuleSetBindingFinder Constructor Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetBindingFinder class.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBindings Retrieves the bindings for the specified rule set.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

IsBindingEqual Determines whether the specified binding is the same as the binding held by this ClassInfo instance.
ToString (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleSetBindingFinder Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RuleSetBindingFinder Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetBindingFinder class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetBindingFinder Class | RuleSetBindingFinder Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public RuleSetBindingFinder();
[C++]
public: RuleSetBindingFinder();
[JScript]
public function RuleSetBindingFinder();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleSetBindingFinder Methods
The methods of the RuleSetBindingFinder class are listed here. For a complete list of RuleSetBindingFinder class members,
see the RuleSetBindingFinder Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBindings Retrieves the bindings for the specified rule set.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

IsBindingEqual Determines whether the specified binding is the same as the binding held by this ClassInformation in
stance.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleSetBindingFinder Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RuleSetBindingFinder.GetBindings Method
Retrieves the bindings for the specified rule set.

VB

Parameters

rs
Rule set to get bindings for.

Return Value

An ArrayList containing instances of classes derived from Microsoft.RuleEngine.ObjectBinding and
Microsoft.RuleEngine.MemberBinding.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetBindingFinder Class | RuleSetBindingFinder Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Shared Function GetBindings( _
   ByVal rs As RuleSet _
) As ArrayList
[C#]
public static ArrayList GetBindings(
   RuleSet rs
);
[C++]
public: static ArrayList* GetBindings(
   RuleSet* rs
);
[JScript]
public static function GetBindings(
   rs : RuleSet
) : ArrayList;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetBindingFinder.IsBindingEqual Method
Determines whether the specified binding is the same as the binding held by this ClassInformation instance.

VB

Parameters

ob1
Reference to the first object binding.

ob2
Reference to the second object binding.

Return Value

true if the bindings are equal; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetBindingFinder Class | RuleSetBindingFinder Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Shared Function IsBindingEqual( _
   ByVal ob1 As ObjectBinding, _
   ByVal ob2 As ObjectBinding _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public static bool IsBindingEqual(
   ObjectBinding ob1,
   ObjectBinding ob2
);
[C++]
public: static bool IsBindingEqual(
   ObjectBinding* ob1,
   ObjectBinding* ob2
);
[JScript]
public static function IsBindingEqual(
   ob1 : ObjectBinding,
   ob2 : ObjectBinding
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class
Provides the default deployment driver used to import, export, deploy, un-deploy, and set tracking configuration for published
rule sets and vocabularies, and to retrieve their deployment characteristics.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleSetDeploymentDriver

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Class RuleSetDeploymentDriver
   Implements ICloneable, IRuleSetDeploymentDriver
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleSetDeploymentDriver : ICloneable,
   IRuleSetDeploymentDriver
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleSetDeploymentDriver : public ICloneable,
   IRuleSetDeploymentDriver
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleSetDeploymentDriver implements ICloneable,
   IRuleSetDeploymentDriver

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members
RuleSetDeploymentDriver overview

Public Constructors

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetDeploymentDriver class.

Public Methods

Clone Creates a deep copy of the RuleSetDeploymentDriver.
Deploy Deploys the specified rule set in the current rule store.
Equals (inherited from System.O

bject)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ExportRuleSetToFileRuleStore Exports the specified rule set from the current rule store to a rule language file.
ExportVocabularyToFileRuleStore Exports the specified vocabulary from the current rule store to a rule language file.
GetDeployedRuleSets Overloaded. Retrieves the collection of deployed rule sets from the current rule store.
GetDeploymentHistory Retrieves the deployment history since the specified token.
GetDeploymentHistoryToken Gets the DeploymentHistoryToken to seed the call to GetDeploymentHistory.
GetHashCode (inherited from Sys

tem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetPublishedUndeployedRuleSets Gets the rule sets that have been published but not yet deployed.
GetRuleStore Retrieves the current rule store.
GetTrackingConfigForRuleSet Retrieves the tracking configuration options for a specified rule set.
GetType (inherited from System.

Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ImportAndPublishFileRuleStore Imports and publishes a specified rule language file to the current rule store.
IsRuleSetDeployed Determines whether the rule set is deployed.
SetTrackingConfigForRuleSet Sets the tracking configuration for the specified rule set.
ToString (inherited from System.

Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Undeploy Undeploys the specified rule set from the current rule store.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetDeploymentDriver class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetDeploymentDriver class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public RuleSetDeploymentDriver();

[C++] public: RuleSetDeploymentDriver();

[JScript] public function RuleSetDeploymentDriver();

Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetDeploymentDriver class with the specified server and database.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleSetDeploymentDriver(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleSetDeploymentDriver(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleSetDeploymentDriver(System.String, System.String);

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetDeploymentDriver class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleSetDeploymentDriver Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public RuleSetDeploymentDriver();
[C++]
public: RuleSetDeploymentDriver();
[JScript]
public function RuleSetDeploymentDriver();
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver Constructor (System.String,
System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetDeploymentDriver class with the specified server and database.

VB

Parameters

databaseServer
The name of the server.

databaseName
The name of the database.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleSetDeploymentDriver Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal databaseServer As String, _
   ByVal databaseName As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleSetDeploymentDriver(
   string databaseServer,
   string databaseName
);
[C++]
public: RuleSetDeploymentDriver(
   String* databaseServer,
   String* databaseName
);
[JScript]
public function RuleSetDeploymentDriver(
   databaseServer : String,
   databaseName : String
);
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver Methods
The methods of the RuleSetDeploymentDriver class are listed here. For a complete list of RuleSetDeploymentDriver class
members, see the RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Creates a deep copy of the RuleSetDeploymentDriver.
Deploy Deploys the specified rule set in the current rule store.
Equals (inherited from System.O

bject)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ExportRuleSetToFileRuleStore Exports the specified rule set from the current rule store to a rule language file.
ExportVocabularyToFileRuleStore Exports the specified vocabulary from the current rule store to a rule language file.
GetDeployedRuleSets Overloaded. Retrieves the collection of deployed rule sets from the current rule store.
GetDeploymentHistory Retrieves the deployment history since the specified token.
GetDeploymentHistoryToken Gets the DeploymentHistoryToken to seed the call to GetDeploymentHistory.
GetHashCode (inherited from Sys

tem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetPublishedUndeployedRuleSets Gets the rule sets that have been published but not yet deployed.
GetRuleStore Retrieves the current rule store.
GetTrackingConfigForRuleSet Retrieves the tracking configuration options for a specified rule set.
GetType (inherited from System.

Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ImportAndPublishFileRuleStore Imports and publishes a specified rule language file to the current rule store.
IsRuleSetDeployed Determines whether the rule set is deployed.
SetTrackingConfigForRuleSet Sets the tracking configuration for the specified rule set.
ToString (inherited from System.

Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documen
tation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Undeploy Undeploys the specified rule set from the current rule store.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of the RuleSetDeploymentDriver.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public virtual object Clone();
[C++]
public: virtual Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public function Clone() : Object;
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver.Deploy Method
Deploys the specified rule set in the current rule store.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetInfo
The specified rule set to check for.

Implements

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.Deploy

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable Sub Deploy( _
   ByVal ruleSetInfo As RuleSetInfo _
) Implements IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.Deploy
[C#]
public virtual void Deploy(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSetInfo
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Deploy(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSetInfo
);
[JScript]
public function Deploy(
   ruleSetInfo : RuleSetInfo
);
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver.ExportRuleSetToFileRuleStore
Method
Exports the specified rule set from the current rule store to a rule language file.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetInfo
Identifier specifying the rule set to be deployed.

fullFileName
Fully qualified path name to the rule language file.

Implements

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.ExportRuleSetToFileRuleStore

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Sub ExportRuleSetToFileRuleStore( _
   ByVal ruleSetInfo As RuleSetInfo, _
   ByVal fullFileName As String _
) Implements IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.ExportRuleSetToFileRuleStore
[C#]
public virtual void ExportRuleSetToFileRuleStore(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSetInfo,
   string fullFileName
);
[C++]
public: virtual void ExportRuleSetToFileRuleStore(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSetInfo,
   String* fullFileName
);
[JScript]
public function ExportRuleSetToFileRuleStore(
   ruleSetInfo : RuleSetInfo,
   fullFileName : String
);
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver.ExportVocabularyToFileRuleStore
Method
Exports the specified vocabulary from the current rule store to a rule language file.

VB

Parameters

vocabularyInfo
The specified vocabulary file.

fullFileName
Fully qualified path to the rule language file.

Implements

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.ExportVocabularyToFileRuleStore

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Sub ExportVocabularyToFileRuleStore( _
   ByVal vocabularyInfo As VocabularyInfo, _
   ByVal fullFileName As String _
) Implements _
   IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.ExportVocabularyToFileRuleStore
[C#]
public virtual void ExportVocabularyToFileRuleStore(
   VocabularyInfo vocabularyInfo,
   string fullFileName
);
[C++]
public: virtual void ExportVocabularyToFileRuleStore(
   VocabularyInfo* vocabularyInfo,
   String* fullFileName
);
[JScript]
public function ExportVocabularyToFileRuleStore(
   vocabularyInfo : VocabularyInfo,
   fullFileName : String
);
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeployedRuleSets Method
Retrieves the collection of deployed rule sets from the current rule store using the rule set name.

Overload List

Retrieves the collection of deployed rule sets from the current rule store.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Public Overridable Function GetDeployedRuleSets() As RuleSetInfoCollection Implements IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeployedRuleSets

[C#] public virtual RuleSetInfoCollection GetDeployedRuleSets();

[C++] public: virtual RuleSetInfoCollection* GetDeployedRuleSets();

[JScript] public function GetDeployedRuleSets() : RuleSetInfoCollection;

Retrieves the collection of deployed rule sets from the current rule store using the rule set name.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Public Overridable Function GetDeployedRuleSets(System.String) As RuleSetInfoCollection Implements IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeployedRuleSets

[C#] public virtual RuleSetInfoCollection GetDeployedRuleSets(System.String);

[C++] public: virtual RuleSetInfoCollection* GetDeployedRuleSets(System.String);

[JScript] public function GetDeployedRuleSets(System.String) : RuleSetInfoCollection;

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeployedRuleSets Method ()
Retrieves the collection of deployed rule sets from the current rule store.

VB

Implements

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeployedRuleSets

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeployedRuleSets Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Overridable Function GetDeployedRuleSets() As _
   RuleSetInfoCollection Implements _
   IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeployedRuleSets
[C#]
public virtual RuleSetInfoCollection GetDeployedRuleSets();
[C++]
public: virtual RuleSetInfoCollection* GetDeployedRuleSets();
[JScript]
public function GetDeployedRuleSets() : RuleSetInfoCollection;
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeployedRuleSets Method
(System.String)
Retrieves the specified rule set collection of deployed rule sets from the current rule store using the name.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetName
Rule set name.

Implements

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeployedRuleSets

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeployedRuleSets Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Overridable Function GetDeployedRuleSets( _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String _
) As RuleSetInfoCollection Implements IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeployedRuleSets
[C#]
public virtual RuleSetInfoCollection GetDeployedRuleSets(
   string ruleSetName
);
[C++]
public: virtual RuleSetInfoCollection* GetDeployedRuleSets(
   String* ruleSetName
);
[JScript]
public function GetDeployedRuleSets(
   ruleSetName : String
) : RuleSetInfoCollection;
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeploymentHistory Method
Retrieves the deployment history since the specified token.

VB

Parameters

sinceToken
Identifier for the last deployment snapshot.

Implements

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeploymentHistory

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Function GetDeploymentHistory( _
   ByVal sinceToken As DeploymentHistoryToken _
) As DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection Implements IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeploymentHistory
[C#]
public virtual DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection GetDeploymentHistory(
   DeploymentHistoryToken sinceToken
);
[C++]
public: virtual DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection* GetDeploymentHistory(
   DeploymentHistoryToken* sinceToken
);
[JScript]
public function GetDeploymentHistory(
   sinceToken : DeploymentHistoryToken
) : DeploymentHistoryInfoCollection;
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeploymentHistoryToken
Method
Gets the DeploymentHistoryToken to seed the call to GetDeploymentHistory.

VB

Implements

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeploymentHistoryToken

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Function GetDeploymentHistoryToken() As _
   DeploymentHistoryToken Implements _
   IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetDeploymentHistoryToken
[C#]
public virtual DeploymentHistoryToken GetDeploymentHistoryToken();
[C++]
public: virtual DeploymentHistoryToken* GetDeploymentHistoryToken();
[JScript]
public function GetDeploymentHistoryToken() :
   DeploymentHistoryToken;
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetPublishedUndeployedRuleSets
Method
Gets the rule sets that have been published but not yet deployed.

VB

Implements

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetPublishedUndeployedRuleSets

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Function GetPublishedUndeployedRuleSets() As _
   RuleSetInfoCollection Implements _
   IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetPublishedUndeployedRuleSets
[C#]
public virtual RuleSetInfoCollection
   GetPublishedUndeployedRuleSets();
[C++]
public: virtual RuleSetInfoCollection*
   GetPublishedUndeployedRuleSets();
[JScript]
public function GetPublishedUndeployedRuleSets() :
   RuleSetInfoCollection;
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetRuleStore Method
Retrieves the current rule store.

VB

Return Value

The current RuleStore.

Implements

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetRuleStore

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Function GetRuleStore() As RuleStore Implements _
   IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetRuleStore
[C#]
public virtual RuleStore GetRuleStore();
[C++]
public: virtual RuleStore* GetRuleStore();
[JScript]
public function GetRuleStore() : RuleStore;
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetTrackingConfigForRuleSet
Method
Retrieves the tracking configuration options for a specified rule set.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetInfo
Rule set information.

Implements

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetTrackingConfigForRuleSet

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Function GetTrackingConfigForRuleSet( _
   ByVal ruleSetInfo As RuleSetInfo _
) As TrackingConfiguration Implements IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.GetTrackingConfigForRuleSet
[C#]
public virtual TrackingConfiguration GetTrackingConfigForRuleSet(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSetInfo
);
[C++]
public: virtual TrackingConfiguration* GetTrackingConfigForRuleSet(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSetInfo
);
[JScript]
public function GetTrackingConfigForRuleSet(
   ruleSetInfo : RuleSetInfo
) : TrackingConfiguration;
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver.ImportAndPublishFileRuleStore
Method
Imports and publishes a specified rule language file to the current rule store.

VB

Parameters

fullFileName
Fully qualified path to the rule language file.

Implements

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.ImportAndPublishFileRuleStore

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Sub ImportAndPublishFileRuleStore( _
   ByVal fullFileName As String _
) Implements IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.ImportAndPublishFileRuleStore
[C#]
public virtual void ImportAndPublishFileRuleStore(
   string fullFileName
);
[C++]
public: virtual void ImportAndPublishFileRuleStore(
   String* fullFileName
);
[JScript]
public function ImportAndPublishFileRuleStore(
   fullFileName : String
);
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver.IsRuleSetDeployed Method
Determines whether the rule set is deployed.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetInfo
Rule set information.

Implements

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.IsRuleSetDeployed

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Function IsRuleSetDeployed( _
   ByVal ruleSetInfo As RuleSetInfo _
) As Boolean Implements IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.IsRuleSetDeployed
[C#]
public virtual bool IsRuleSetDeployed(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSetInfo
);
[C++]
public: virtual bool IsRuleSetDeployed(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSetInfo
);
[JScript]
public function IsRuleSetDeployed(
   ruleSetInfo : RuleSetInfo
) : Boolean;
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver.SetTrackingConfigForRuleSet
Method
Sets the tracking configuration for the specified rule set.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetInfo
Rule set information.

trackingConfig
Tracking configuration.

Implements

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.SetTrackingConfigForRuleSet

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub SetTrackingConfigForRuleSet( _
   ByVal ruleSetInfo As RuleSetInfo, _
   ByVal trackingConfig As TrackingConfiguration _
) Implements IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.SetTrackingConfigForRuleSet
[C#]
public virtual void SetTrackingConfigForRuleSet(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSetInfo,
   TrackingConfiguration trackingConfig
);
[C++]
public: virtual void SetTrackingConfigForRuleSet(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSetInfo,
   TrackingConfiguration* trackingConfig
);
[JScript]
public function SetTrackingConfigForRuleSet(
   ruleSetInfo : RuleSetInfo,
   trackingConfig : TrackingConfiguration
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleSetDeploymentDriver.Undeploy Method
Undeploys the specified rule set from the current rule store.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetInfo
Rule set information.

Implements

IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.Undeploy

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentDriver Class | RuleSetDeploymentDriver Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub Undeploy( _
   ByVal ruleSetInfo As RuleSetInfo _
) Implements IRuleSetDeploymentDriver.Undeploy
[C#]
public virtual void Undeploy(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSetInfo
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Undeploy(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSetInfo
);
[JScript]
public function Undeploy(
   ruleSetInfo : RuleSetInfo
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleSetDeploymentEvent Class
Represents a rule set deployment event.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleSetDeploymentEvent Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.DeploymentHistoryEvent
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleSetDeploymentEvent

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentEvent Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

NotInheritable Public Class RuleSetDeploymentEvent
   Inherits DeploymentHistoryEvent
[C#]
public sealed class RuleSetDeploymentEvent : DeploymentHistoryEvent
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class RuleSetDeploymentEvent : public
   DeploymentHistoryEvent
[JScript]
public class RuleSetDeploymentEvent extends DeploymentHistoryEvent

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleSetDeploymentEvent Members
RuleSetDeploymentEvent overview

Public Constructors

RuleSetDeploymentEvent Constructor Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetDeploymentEvent class.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of RuleSetDeploymentEvent.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentEvent Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RuleSetDeploymentEvent Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetDeploymentEvent class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentEvent Class | RuleSetDeploymentEvent Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public RuleSetDeploymentEvent();
[C++]
public: RuleSetDeploymentEvent();
[JScript]
public function RuleSetDeploymentEvent();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleSetDeploymentEvent Methods
The methods of the RuleSetDeploymentEvent class are listed here. For a complete list of RuleSetDeploymentEvent class
members, see the RuleSetDeploymentEvent Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of RuleSetDeploymentEvent.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentEvent Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RuleSetDeploymentEvent.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of RuleSetDeploymentEvent.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of RuleSetDeploymentEvent.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentEvent Class | RuleSetDeploymentEvent Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetDeploymentHistoryToken Class
Represents the class used to track the last retrieved deployment history for incremental history retrieval.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleSetDeploymentHistoryToken Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.DeploymentHistoryToken
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleSetDeploymentHistoryToken

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentHistoryToken Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Class RuleSetDeploymentHistoryToken
   Inherits DeploymentHistoryToken
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleSetDeploymentHistoryToken :
   DeploymentHistoryToken
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleSetDeploymentHistoryToken : public
   DeploymentHistoryToken
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleSetDeploymentHistoryToken extends
   DeploymentHistoryToken

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleSetDeploymentHistoryToken Members
RuleSetDeploymentHistoryToken overview

Public Constructors

RuleSetDeploymentHistoryToken Constructor Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetDeploymentHistoryToken class.

Public Properties

Token Gets or sets the token.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentHistoryToken Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RuleSetDeploymentHistoryToken Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetDeploymentHistoryToken class.

VB

Parameters

token
Rule set deployment token.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentHistoryToken Class | RuleSetDeploymentHistoryToken Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal token As Long _
)
[C#]
public RuleSetDeploymentHistoryToken(
   long token
);
[C++]
public: RuleSetDeploymentHistoryToken(
   __int64 token
);
[JScript]
public function RuleSetDeploymentHistoryToken(
   token : long
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleSetDeploymentHistoryToken Properties
The properties of the RuleSetDeploymentHistoryToken class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleSetDeploymentHistoryToken class members, see the RuleSetDeploymentHistoryToken Members topic.

Public Properties

Token Gets or sets the token.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentHistoryToken Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RuleSetDeploymentHistoryToken.Token Property
Gets or sets the token.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDeploymentHistoryToken Class | RuleSetDeploymentHistoryToken Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Token As Long
[C#]
public long Token {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property __int64 get_Token();
public: __property void set_Token(__int64);
[JScript]
public function get Token() : long;
public function set Token(long);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetDictionary Class
A dictionary of objects of type Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleSet.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleSetDictionary Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineDictionary
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleSetDictionary

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleSetDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class RuleSetDictionary
   Inherits RuleEngineDictionary
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class RuleSetDictionary : RuleEngineDictionary
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class RuleSetDictionary : public
   RuleEngineDictionary
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleSetDictionary extends RuleEngineDictionary

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleSetDictionary Members
RuleSetDictionary overview

Public Constructors

RuleSetDictionary Constructor Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetDictionary class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from RuleEngineDictionary) Gets the count of items in the dictionary.
DictionaryItemType (inherited from RuleEngineDictiona

ry)
Gets the type of items allowed in the dictionary.

DictionaryKeyType (inherited from RuleEngineDictionar
y)

Gets the type of dictionary keys.

IsFixedSize (inherited from RuleEngineDictionary) Gets whether the dictionary is a fixed size.
IsReadOnly (inherited from RuleEngineDictionary) Gets whether the dictionary is read-only.
IsSynchronized (inherited from RuleEngineDictionary) Gets whether access to the dictionary is synchronized (thread-safe).
Item Overloaded. Sets or gets an item from the dictionary.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the RuleSetDictionary class.

Keys (inherited from RuleEngineDictionary) Gets the dictionary keys.
SyncRoot (inherited from RuleEngineDictionary) Gets an object that can be used to synchronize access to the diction

ary.
Values (inherited from RuleEngineDictionary) Gets the dictionary values.

Public Methods

Add Overloaded. Adds a rule set to the dictionary.
Clear (inherited from RuleE

ngineDictionary)
Clears all items from the dictionary.

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep clone of RuleSetDictionary.
Contains (inherited from R

uleEngineDictionary)
Determines whether an item with the specified key exists in the dictionary.

CopyTo Overloaded. Copies the items in the dictionary to the specified array, starting at the specified index
in the array.

Equals (inherited from Syst
em.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited fr
om RuleEngineDictionary)

Returns an enumerator for the values in the dictionary.

GetHashCode (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Remove Overloaded. Removes the specified rule set from the dictionary.
ToString (inherited from Sy

stem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleSetDictionary Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetDictionary class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDictionary Class | RuleSetDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public RuleSetDictionary();
[C++]
public: RuleSetDictionary();
[JScript]
public function RuleSetDictionary();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetDictionary Properties
The properties of the RuleSetDictionary class are listed here. For a complete list of RuleSetDictionary class members, see the
RuleSetDictionary Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from RuleEngineDictionary) Gets the count of items in the dictionary.
DictionaryItemType (inherited from RuleEngineDictiona

ry)
Gets the type of items allowed in the dictionary.

DictionaryKeyType (inherited from RuleEngineDictionar
y)

Gets the type of dictionary keys.

IsFixedSize (inherited from RuleEngineDictionary) Gets whether the dictionary is a fixed size.
IsReadOnly (inherited from RuleEngineDictionary) Gets whether the dictionary is read-only.
IsSynchronized (inherited from RuleEngineDictionary) Gets whether access to the dictionary is synchronized (thread-safe).
Item Overloaded. Gets or sets an item from the dictionary.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the RuleSetDictionary class.

Keys (inherited from RuleEngineDictionary) Gets the dictionary keys.
SyncRoot (inherited from RuleEngineDictionary) Gets an object that can be used to synchronize access to the diction

ary.
Values (inherited from RuleEngineDictionary) Gets the dictionary values.

See Also

RuleSetDictionary Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RuleSetDictionary.Item Property
Gets or sets an item from the dictionary.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the RuleSetDictionary class.

Overload List

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Default Property Item(System.String) As RuleSet

[C#] public RuleSet this[System.String] {get; set;}

[C++] public: __property RuleSet* get_Item(System.String); public: __property void set_Item(System.String, RuleSet*);

[JScript] RuleSetDictionary.Item (System.String)

Inherited from RuleEngineDictionary.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Public Overridable Default Property Item(System.Object) As Object Implements IDictionary.Item

[C#] public virtual object this[System.Object] {get; set;}

[C++] public: __property virtual Object* get_Item(System.Object);
public: __property virtual void set_Item(System.Object, Object*);

[JScript] RuleSetDictionary.Item (System.Object)

See Also

RuleSetDictionary Class | RuleSetDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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RuleSetDictionary.Item Property (System.String)
Set or gets an item from the dictionary.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the RuleSetDictionary class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDictionary Class | RuleSetDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleSetDictionary.Item Overload List
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Overloads Public Default Property Item( _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String _
) As RuleSet
[C#]
public RuleSet this[
   string ruleSetName
] {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property RuleSet* get_Item(
   String* ruleSetName
);
public: __property void set_Item(
   String* ruleSetName,
   RuleSet*
);
[JScript]
returnValue = RuleSetDictionaryObject.Item(ruleSetName);
RuleSetDictionaryObject.Item(ruleSetName) = returnValue;
-or-
returnValue = RuleSetDictionaryObject(ruleSetName);
RuleSetDictionaryObject(ruleSetName) = returnValue;
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RuleSetDictionary Methods
The methods of the RuleSetDictionary class are listed here. For a complete list of RuleSetDictionary class members, see the
RuleSetDictionary Members topic.

Public Methods

Add Overloaded. Adds a rule set to the dictionary.
Clear (inherited from RuleE

ngineDictionary)
Clears all items from the dictionary.

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep clone of RuleSetDictionary.
Contains (inherited from R

uleEngineDictionary)
Determines whether an item with the specified key exists in the dictionary.

CopyTo Overloaded. Copies the items in the dictionary to the specified array, starting at the specified index
in the array.

Equals (inherited from Syst
em.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited fr
om RuleEngineDictionary)

Returns an enumerator for the values in the dictionary.

GetHashCode (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Remove Overloaded. Removes the specified rule set from the dictionary.
ToString (inherited from Sy

stem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleSetDictionary Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleSetDictionary.Add Method
Adds a rule set to the dictionary.

Overload List

Adds a rule set to the dictionary.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Add(RuleSet)

[C#] public void Add(RuleSet);

[C++] public: void Add(RuleSet*);

[JScript] public function Add(RuleSet);

Inherited from RuleEngineDictionary.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub Add(System.Object, System.Object) Implements IDictionary.Add

[C#] public virtual void Add(System.Object, System.Object);

[C++] public: virtual void Add(System.Object, System.Object);

[JScript] public function Add(System.Object, System.Object);

See Also

RuleSetDictionary Class | RuleSetDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleSetDictionary.Add Method (RuleSet)
Adds a rule set to the dictionary.

VB

Parameters

ruleSet
Rule set to be added to the dictionary.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDictionary Class | RuleSetDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleSetDictionary.Add Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Add( _
   ByVal ruleSet As RuleSet _
)
[C#]
public void Add(
   RuleSet ruleSet
);
[C++]
public: void Add(
   RuleSet* ruleSet
);
[JScript]
public function Add(
   ruleSet : RuleSet
);
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RuleSetDictionary.Clone Method
Performs a deep copy of the RuleSetDictionary class.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of RuleSetDictionary.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDictionary Class | RuleSetDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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RuleSetDictionary.CopyTo Method
Copies the items in the dictionary to the specified array, starting at the specified index into the array.

Overload List

Copies the items in the dictionary to the specified array, starting at the specified index into the array.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub CopyTo(RuleSet(), System.Int32)

[C#] public void CopyTo(RuleSet[], System.Int32);

[C++] public: void CopyTo(RuleSet*[], System.Int32);

[JScript] public function CopyTo(RuleSet[], System.Int32);

Inherited from RuleEngineDictionary.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32) Implements ICollection.CopyTo

[C#] public virtual void CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32);

[C++] public: virtual void CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32);

See Also

RuleSetDictionary Class | RuleSetDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleSetDictionary.CopyTo Method (RuleSet[], System.Int32)
Copies the items in the dictionary to the specified array, starting at the specified index into the array.

VB

Parameters

array
Array into which the items are copied.

arrayIndex
Index into the array at which copying is to begin.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDictionary Class | RuleSetDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleSetDictionary.CopyTo Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Sub CopyTo( _
   ByVal array() As RuleSet, _
   ByVal arrayIndex As Integer _
)
[C#]
public void CopyTo(
   RuleSet[] array,
   int arrayIndex
);
[C++]
public: void CopyTo(
   RuleSet* array[],
   int arrayIndex
);
[JScript]
public function CopyTo(
   array : RuleSet[],
   arrayIndex : int
);
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RuleSetDictionary.Remove Method
Remove the specified rule set from the dictionary.

Overload List

Remove the specified rule set from the dictionary.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Remove(RuleSet)

[C#] public void Remove(RuleSet);

[C++] public: void Remove(RuleSet*);

[JScript] public function Remove(RuleSet);

Remove the specified rule set from the dictionary.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Remove(System.String)

[C#] public void Remove(System.String);

[C++] public: void Remove(System.String);

[JScript] public function Remove(System.String);

Inherited from RuleEngineDictionary.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub Remove(System.Object) Implements IDictionary.Remove

[C#] public virtual void Remove(System.Object);

[C++] public: virtual void Remove(System.Object);

[JScript] public function Remove(System.Object);

See Also

RuleSetDictionary Class | RuleSetDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleSetDictionary.Remove Method (RuleSet)
Remove the specified rule set from the dictionary.

VB

Parameters

ruleSet
Rule set to be removed.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDictionary Class | RuleSetDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleSetDictionary.Remove Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Sub Remove( _
   ByVal ruleSet As RuleSet _
)
[C#]
public void Remove(
   RuleSet ruleSet
);
[C++]
public: void Remove(
   RuleSet* ruleSet
);
[JScript]
public function Remove(
   ruleSet : RuleSet
);
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RuleSetDictionary.Remove Method (System.String)
Removes the specified rule set from the dictionary.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetName
Rule set to be removed.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetDictionary Class | RuleSetDictionary Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleSetDictionary.Remove Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Sub Remove( _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String _
)
[C#]
public void Remove(
   string ruleSetName
);
[C++]
public: void Remove(
   String* ruleSetName
);
[JScript]
public function Remove(
   ruleSetName : String
);
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RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Class
Contains the execution configuration for a RuleSet.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleSetExecutionConfiguration

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

The RuleSetExecutionConfiguration class contains (has) three instances of the RuleEngineComponentConfiguration class;
one that specifies the rule set translator component, one that specifies the rule set analyzer component, and one that specifies the
fact retriever component to use during policy (rule set) execution.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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NotInheritable Public Class RuleSetExecutionConfiguration
   Implements ICloneable
[C#]
public sealed class RuleSetExecutionConfiguration : ICloneable
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class RuleSetExecutionConfiguration : public
   ICloneable
[JScript]
public class RuleSetExecutionConfiguration implements ICloneable

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Members
RuleSetExecutionConfiguration overview

Public Constructors

RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetExecutionConfiguration cla
ss.

Public Fields

defaultMaxExecutionLoopDepth Contains the maximum depth of the forward chaining algorithm before an execution loop e
xception is thrown.

defaultMaxWorkingMemorySize Contains the maximum size of the working memory.
defaultTranslationDuration Contains the maximum amount of time to translate the rule set before a translation timeout

exception is thrown.

Public Properties

FactRetriever Gets or sets the FactRetriever class associated with the rule set.
MaxExecutionLoopDepth Gets or sets information about the fact retriever used during policy (rule set) execution.
MaxWorkingMemorySize Gets or sets the maximum size of the working memory.
TranslationDuration Gets or sets the maximum amount of time to translate the rule set before a translation timeout excep

tion is thrown.
Translator Gets or sets information about the translator used to translate the rule set.

Public Methods

Clone Creates a deep copy of SetExecutionConfiguration.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Remarks

RuleSetExecutionConfiguration contains three instances of the RuleEngineComponentConfiguration class; one that
specifies the rule set translator component, one that specifies the rule set analyzer component, and one that specifies the fact
retriever component to use during policy (rule set) execution.

See Also

RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetExecutionConfiguration class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetExecutionConfiguration class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public RuleSetExecutionConfiguration();

[C++] public: RuleSetExecutionConfiguration();

[JScript] public function RuleSetExecutionConfiguration();

Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetExecutionConfiguration class with the translator, fact retriever, maximum forward chaining, and maximum translation time.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(RuleEngineComponentConfiguration, RuleEngineComponentConfiguration, System.Int32, System.Int32)

[C#] public RuleSetExecutionConfiguration(RuleEngineComponentConfiguration, RuleEngineComponentConfiguration, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++] public: RuleSetExecutionConfiguration(RuleEngineComponentConfiguration*, RuleEngineComponentConfiguration*, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[JScript]
public function RuleSetExecutionConfiguration(RuleEngineComponentConfiguration, RuleEngineComponentConfiguration, System.Int32, System.Int32);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetExecutionConfiguration class with the translator, fact retriever, maximum forward chaining, maximum translation time, and
maximum amount of working memory.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(RuleEngineComponentConfiguration, RuleEngineComponentConfiguration, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32)

[C#]
public RuleSetExecutionConfiguration(RuleEngineComponentConfiguration, RuleEngineComponentConfiguration, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++]
public: RuleSetExecutionConfiguration(RuleEngineComponentConfiguration*, RuleEngineComponentConfiguration*, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[JScript]
public function RuleSetExecutionConfiguration(RuleEngineComponentConfiguration, RuleEngineComponentConfiguration, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32);

See Also

RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Class | RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetExecutionConfiguration class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Class | RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public RuleSetExecutionConfiguration();
[C++]
public: RuleSetExecutionConfiguration();
[JScript]
public function RuleSetExecutionConfiguration();
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RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Constructor
(RuleEngineComponentConfiguration,
RuleEngineComponentConfiguration, System.Int32,
System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetExecutionConfiguration class with the translator, fact retriever, maximum forward
chaining, and maximum translation time.

VB

Parameters

rulesetTranslator
Information about the translator used to translate the rule set.

factRetriever
Information about the fact retriever used during policy (rule set) execution.

maxExecutionLoopDepth
Maximum depth of the forward chaining alogirthm before an execution loop exception is thrown.

translationDuration
Maximum amount of time to translate the rule set before a translation timeout exception is thrown.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Class | RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal ruleSetTranslator As RuleEngineComponentConfiguration, _
   ByVal factRetriever As RuleEngineComponentConfiguration, _
   ByVal maxExecutionLoopDepth As Integer, _
   ByVal translationDuration As Integer _
)
[C#]
public RuleSetExecutionConfiguration(
   RuleEngineComponentConfiguration ruleSetTranslator,
   RuleEngineComponentConfiguration factRetriever,
   int maxExecutionLoopDepth,
   int translationDuration
);
[C++]
public: RuleSetExecutionConfiguration(
   RuleEngineComponentConfiguration* ruleSetTranslator,
   RuleEngineComponentConfiguration* factRetriever,
   int maxExecutionLoopDepth,
   int translationDuration
);
[JScript]
public function RuleSetExecutionConfiguration(
   ruleSetTranslator : RuleEngineComponentConfiguration,
   factRetriever : RuleEngineComponentConfiguration,
   maxExecutionLoopDepth : int,
   translationDuration : int
);
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RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Constructor
(RuleEngineComponentConfiguration,
RuleEngineComponentConfiguration, System.Int32,
System.Int32, System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetExecutionConfiguration class with the translator, fact retriever, maximum forward
chaining, maximum translation time, and maximum amount of working memory.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetTranslator
Information about the translator used to translate the rule set.

factRetriever
Information about the fact retriever used during policy (rule set) execution.

maxExecutionLoopDepth
Maximum depth of the forward chaining alogirthm before an execution loop exception is thrown.

translationDuration
Maximum amount of time to translate the rule set before a translation timeout exception is thrown.

maxWorkingMemorySize
The maximum size of the working memory.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal ruleSetTranslator As RuleEngineComponentConfiguration, _
   ByVal factRetriever As RuleEngineComponentConfiguration, _
   ByVal maxExecutionLoopDepth As Integer, _
   ByVal translationDuration As Integer, _
   ByVal maxWorkingMemorySize As Integer _
)
[C#]
public RuleSetExecutionConfiguration(
   RuleEngineComponentConfiguration ruleSetTranslator,
   RuleEngineComponentConfiguration factRetriever,
   int maxExecutionLoopDepth,
   int translationDuration,
   int maxWorkingMemorySize
);
[C++]
public: RuleSetExecutionConfiguration(
   RuleEngineComponentConfiguration* ruleSetTranslator,
   RuleEngineComponentConfiguration* factRetriever,
   int maxExecutionLoopDepth,
   int translationDuration,
   int maxWorkingMemorySize
);
[JScript]
public function RuleSetExecutionConfiguration(
   ruleSetTranslator : RuleEngineComponentConfiguration,
   factRetriever : RuleEngineComponentConfiguration,
   maxExecutionLoopDepth : int,
   translationDuration : int,
   maxWorkingMemorySize : int
);



 

RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Class | RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Constructor Overload List
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RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Fields
The fields of the RuleSetExecutionConfiguration class are listed here. For a complete list of RuleSetExecutionConfiguration
class members, see the RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Members topic.

Public Fields

defaultMaxExecutionLoopDepth Contains the maximum depth of the forward chaining algorithm before an execution loop e
xception is thrown.

defaultMaxWorkingMemorySize Contains the maximum size of the working memory.
defaultTranslationDuration Contains the maximum amount of time to translate the rule set before a translation timeout

exception is thrown.

See Also

RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleSetExecutionConfiguration.defaultMaxExecutionLoopDepth
Field
Contains the maximum depth of the forward chaining algorithm before an execution loop exception is thrown.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Class | RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Shared ReadOnly defaultMaxExecutionLoopDepth As Integer
[C#]
public static readonly int defaultMaxExecutionLoopDepth;
[C++]
public: static int defaultMaxExecutionLoopDepth;
[JScript]
public static var defaultMaxExecutionLoopDepth : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetExecutionConfiguration.defaultMaxWorkingMemorySize
Field
Contains the maximum size of the working memory.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Class | RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Shared ReadOnly defaultMaxWorkingMemorySize As Integer
[C#]
public static readonly int defaultMaxWorkingMemorySize;
[C++]
public: static int defaultMaxWorkingMemorySize;
[JScript]
public static var defaultMaxWorkingMemorySize : int;
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RuleSetExecutionConfiguration.defaultTranslationDuration
Field
Contains the maximum amount of time to translate the rule set before a translation timeout exception is thrown.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows 2003 Server 

See Also

RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Class | RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Shared ReadOnly defaultTranslationDuration As Integer
[C#]
public static readonly int defaultTranslationDuration;
[C++]
public: static int defaultTranslationDuration;
[JScript]
public static var defaultTranslationDuration : int;
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RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Properties
The properties of the RuleSetExecutionConfiguration class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleSetExecutionConfiguration class members, see the RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Members topic.

Public Properties

FactRetriever Gets or sets the FactRetriever class associated with the rule set.
MaxExecutionLoopDepth Gets or sets information about the fact retriever used during policy (rule set) execution.
MaxWorkingMemorySize Gets or sets the maximum size of the working memory.
TranslationDuration Gets or sets the maximum amount of time to translate the rule set before a translation timeout excep

tion is thrown.
Translator Gets or sets information about the translator used to translate the rule set.

See Also

RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleSetExecutionConfiguration.FactRetriever Property
Gets or sets the FactRetriever class associated with the rule set.

VB

Remarks

Setting this property has no effect on an active rule set. FactRetriever is only used by the Policy object; it is not used by the
RuleEngine object.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Class | RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Property FactRetriever As RuleEngineComponentConfiguration
[C#]
public RuleEngineComponentConfiguration FactRetriever {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property RuleEngineComponentConfiguration* get_FactRetriever();
public: __property void set_FactRetriever(RuleEngineComponentConfiguration*);
[JScript]
public function get FactRetriever() : RuleEngineComponentConfiguration;
public function set FactRetriever(RuleEngineComponentConfiguration);
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RuleSetExecutionConfiguration.MaxExecutionLoopDepth
Property
Gets or sets the maximum depth of the forward chaining alogirthm before an execution loop exception is thrown.

VB

Remarks

Setting this property has no effect on an active rule set.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Class | RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property MaxExecutionLoopDepth As Integer
[C#]
public int MaxExecutionLoopDepth {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MaxExecutionLoopDepth();
public: __property void set_MaxExecutionLoopDepth(int);
[JScript]
public function get MaxExecutionLoopDepth() : int;
public function set MaxExecutionLoopDepth(int);
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RuleSetExecutionConfiguration.MaxWorkingMemorySize
Property
Gets or sets the maximum size of the working memory.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Class | RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property MaxWorkingMemorySize As Integer
[C#]
public int MaxWorkingMemorySize {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MaxWorkingMemorySize();
public: __property void set_MaxWorkingMemorySize(int);
[JScript]
public function get MaxWorkingMemorySize() : int;
public function set MaxWorkingMemorySize(int);
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RuleSetExecutionConfiguration.TranslationDuration Property
Gets or sets the maximum amount of time to translate the rule set before a translation timeout exception is thrown.

VB

Remarks

Setting this property has no effect on an active rule set.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Class | RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property TranslationDuration As Integer
[C#]
public int TranslationDuration {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_TranslationDuration();
public: __property void set_TranslationDuration(int);
[JScript]
public function get TranslationDuration() : int;
public function set TranslationDuration(int);
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RuleSetExecutionConfiguration.Translator Property
Gets or sets information about the translator used to translate the rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Class | RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property Translator As RuleEngineComponentConfiguration
[C#]
public RuleEngineComponentConfiguration Translator {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property RuleEngineComponentConfiguration* get_Translator();
public: __property void set_Translator(RuleEngineComponentConfiguration*);
[JScript]
public function get Translator() : RuleEngineComponentConfiguration;
public function set Translator(RuleEngineComponentConfiguration);
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RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Methods
The methods of the RuleSetExecutionConfiguration class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleSetExecutionConfiguration class members, see the RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Creates a deep copy of RuleSetExecutionConfiguration.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleSetExecutionConfiguration.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of RuleSetExecutionConfiguration.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of RuleSetExecutionConfiguration.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Class | RuleSetExecutionConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public virtual object Clone();
[C++]
public: virtual Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public function Clone() : Object;
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RuleSetInfo Class
Holds information about a rule set.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleSetInfo Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleSetInfo

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleSetInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleSetInfo
   Implements ICloneable
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleSetInfo : ICloneable
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleSetInfo : public ICloneable
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleSetInfo implements ICloneable
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RuleSetInfo Members
RuleSetInfo overview

Public Constructors

RuleSetInfo Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetInfo class.

Public Fields

DefaultRevision Contains the default revision constant. This field is read-only.

Public Properties

Description Gets the description of the rule set.
MajorRevision Gets the major revision number.
MinorRevision Gets the minor revision number.
ModifiedBy Gets the name of the entity that the rule set was modified by.
ModifiedTime Gets the date and time the rule set was modified.
Name Gets the name of the rule set.
Published Gets a value indicating whether the rule set is published.

Public Methods

Clone Creates a deep copy of RuleSetInfo.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleSetInfo Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleSetInfo Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetInfo class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetInfo class with the name of the RuleSet, and the major and minor revision numbers.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)

[C#] public RuleSetInfo(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++] public: RuleSetInfo(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function RuleSetInfo(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetInfo class with the name of the rule set, the major and minor revision numbers, the description of the
rule set, the date and time the rule set was modified, whom the rule set was modified by, and whether it was published.

[Visual Basic]
Public Sub New(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.String, System.DateTime, System.String, System.Boolean)

[C#]
public RuleSetInfo(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.String, System.DateTime, System.String, System.Boolean);

[C++]
public: RuleSetInfo(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.String, System.DateTime, System.String, System.Boolean);

[JScript]
public function RuleSetInfo(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.String, System.DateTime, System.String, System.Boolean);

See Also

RuleSetInfo Class | RuleSetInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleSetInfo Constructor (System.String, System.Int32,
System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetInfo class with the name of the RuleSet, and the major and minor revision numbers.

This constructor is not CLS-compliant. For more information about CLS compliance, see "What is the Common Language
Specification" at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21101

VB

Parameters

name
The name of the rule set.

majorRevision
The major revision number.

minorRevision
The minor revision number.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSetInfo Class | RuleSetInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleSetInfo Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal majorRevision As Integer, _
   ByVal minorRevision As Integer _
)
[C#]
public RuleSetInfo(
   string name,
   int majorRevision,
   int minorRevision
);
[C++]
public: RuleSetInfo(
   String* name,
   int majorRevision,
   int minorRevision
);
[JScript]
public function RuleSetInfo(
   name : String,
   majorRevision : int,
   minorRevision : int
);
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RuleSetInfo Constructor (System.String, System.Int32,
System.Int32, System.String, System.DateTime, System.String,
System.Boolean)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetInfo class with the name of the RuleSet, the major and minor revision numbers, the
description of the rule set, the date and time the rule set was modified, whom the rule set was modified by, and whether it was
published.

VB

Parameters

name
The name of the rule set.

majorRevision
The major revision number.

minorRevision
The minor revision number.

description
The description of the rule set.

modifiedTime
The date and time the rule set was modified.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal majorRevision As Integer, _
   ByVal minorRevision As Integer, _
   ByVal description As String, _
   ByVal modifiedTime As DateTime, _
   ByVal modifiedBy As String, _
   ByVal published As Boolean _
)
[C#]
public RuleSetInfo(
   string name,
   int majorRevision,
   int minorRevision,
   string description,
   DateTime modifiedTime,
   string modifiedBy,
   bool published
);
[C++]
public: RuleSetInfo(
   String* name,
   int majorRevision,
   int minorRevision,
   String* description,
   DateTime modifiedTime,
   String* modifiedBy,
   bool published
);
[JScript]
public function RuleSetInfo(
   name : String,
   majorRevision : int,
   minorRevision : int,
   description : String,
   modifiedTime : DateTime,
   modifiedBy : String,
   published : Boolean
);



 

modifiedBy
The name of the entity that the rule set was modified by.

published
true if the rule set is published; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSetInfo Class | RuleSetInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleSetInfo Constructor Overload List
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RuleSetInfo Fields
The fields of the RuleSetInfo class are listed here. For a complete list of RuleSetInfo class members, see the
RuleSetInfo Members topic.

Public Fields

DefaultRevision Contains the default revision constant. This field is read-only.

See Also

RuleSetInfo Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleSetInfo.DefaultRevision Field
Contains the default revision constant. This field is read-only.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleSetInfo Class | RuleSetInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Shared ReadOnly DefaultRevision As Integer
[C#]
public static readonly int DefaultRevision;
[C++]
public: static int DefaultRevision;
[JScript]
public static var DefaultRevision : int;
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RuleSetInfo Properties
The properties of the RuleSetInfo class are listed here. For a complete list of RuleSetInfo class members, see the
RuleSetInfo Members topic.

Public Properties

Description Gets the description of the rule set.
MajorRevision Gets the major revision number.
MinorRevision Gets the minor revision number.
ModifiedBy Gets the name of the entity that the rule set was modified by.
ModifiedTime Gets the date and time the rule set was modified.
Name Gets the name of the rule set.
Published Gets a value indicating whether the rule set is published.

See Also

RuleSetInfo Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleSetInfo.Description Property
Gets a description of the rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSetInfo Class | RuleSetInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property Description As String
[C#]
public string Description {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Description();
[JScript]
public function get Description() : String;
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RuleSetInfo.MajorRevision Property
Gets the major revision number.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSetInfo Class | RuleSetInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MajorRevision As Integer
[C#]
public int MajorRevision {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MajorRevision();
[JScript]
public function get MajorRevision() : int;
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RuleSetInfo.MinorRevision Property
Gets the minor revision number.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSetInfo Class | RuleSetInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MinorRevision As Integer
[C#]
public int MinorRevision {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MinorRevision();
[JScript]
public function get MinorRevision() : int;
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RuleSetInfo.ModifiedBy Property
Gets the name of the entity that the rule set was modified by.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSetInfo Class | RuleSetInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property ModifiedBy As String
[C#]
public string ModifiedBy {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ModifiedBy();
[JScript]
public function get ModifiedBy() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetInfo.ModifiedTime Property
Gets the date and time the rule set was modified.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSetInfo Class | RuleSetInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property ModifiedTime As DateTime
[C#]
public DateTime ModifiedTime {get;}
[C++]
public: __property DateTime get_ModifiedTime();
[JScript]
public function get ModifiedTime() : DateTime;
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RuleSetInfo.Name Property
Gets the name of the rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSetInfo Class | RuleSetInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property Name As String
[C#]
public string Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Name();
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;
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RuleSetInfo.Published Property
Specifies if rule set is published or not.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSetInfo Class | RuleSetInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property Published As Boolean
[C#]
public bool Published {get;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_Published();
[JScript]
public function get Published() : Boolean;
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RuleSetInfo Methods
The methods of the RuleSetInfo class are listed here. For a complete list of RuleSetInfo class members, see the
RuleSetInfo Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Creates a deep copy of RuleSetInfo.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleSetInfo Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RuleSetInfo.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of RuleSetInfo.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of RuleSetInfo.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSetInfo Class | RuleSetInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public virtual object Clone();
[C++]
public: virtual Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public function Clone() : Object;
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RuleSetInfoCollection Class
A collection of objects of type Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleSetInfo.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleSetInfoCollection Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineCollection
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleSetInfoCollection

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleSetInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class RuleSetInfoCollection
   Inherits InternalCollectionList
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class RuleSetInfoCollection : InternalCollectionList
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class RuleSetInfoCollection : public
   InternalCollectionList
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleSetInfoCollection extends InternalCollectionList
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RuleSetInfoCollection Members
RuleSetInfoCollection overview

Public Constructors

RuleSetInfoCollection Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetInfoCollection class.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Gets the number of items in the specified collection.
IsFixedSize (inherited from RuleEngineCollectio

n)
Gets a value indicating whether the collection has a fixed size.

IsReadOnly (inherited from RuleEngineCollecti
on)

Gets a value indicating whether the collection is read-only.

IsSynchronized (inherited from RuleEngineColle
ction)

Gets a value indicating whether access to the collection is synchronized (thre
ad-safe).

Item Gets or sets the item at the specified index location in the collection.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the RuleSetInfoCollection class.

ItemType (inherited from RuleEngineCollection
)

Gets the type of items allowed in the collection.

SyncRoot (inherited from RuleEngineCollection
)

Gets an object that can be used to synchronize access to the collection.

Public Methods

Add Overloaded. Adds an item to the collection.
AddRange Adds the specified collection of items to the existing collection.
Clear (inherited from RuleE

ngineCollection)
Sets a range of elements in a collection to zero, or to a null reference (Nothing in Visual Basic), de
pending on the element type.

Clone Overridden. Makes a deep copy of RuleSetInfoCollection.
Contains Overloaded. Determines whether the specified item is in the collection.
CopyTo Overloaded. Copies the items of the collection to the specified array, starting at the specified index.
Equals (inherited from Syst

em.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited fr
om RuleEngineCollection)

Gets an enumerator for the values in the collection.

GetHashCode (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

IndexOf Overloaded. Returns the index in the collection of the specified item, or -1 if the item doesn't exist i
n the collection.

Insert Overloaded. Inserts the specified item into the collection at the specified index.
Remove Overloaded. Removes the specified item from the collection.
RemoveAt (inherited from 

RuleEngineCollection)
Removes the item at the specified index from the collection.

ToString (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.
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MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleSetInfoCollection Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleSetInfoCollection Constructor
Initializes an instance of the RuleSetInfoCollection class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of RuleSetInfoCollection.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public RuleSetInfoCollection();

[C++] public: RuleSetInfoCollection();

[JScript] public function RuleSetInfoCollection();

Initializes a new instance of RuleSetInfoCollection with the specified array.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Collections.ArrayList)

[C#] public RuleSetInfoCollection(System.Collections.ArrayList);

[C++] public: RuleSetInfoCollection(System.Collections.ArrayList);

[JScript] public function RuleSetInfoCollection(System.Collections.ArrayList);

Initializes a new instance of RuleSetInfoCollection with the specified collection.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Collections.ICollection)

[C#] public RuleSetInfoCollection(Systems.Collections.ICollection);

[C++] public: RuleSetInfoCollection(System.Collections.ICollection);

[JScript] public function RuleSetInfoCollection(System.Collections.ICollection);

See Also

RuleSetInfoCollection Class | RuleSetInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RuleSetInfoCollection Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetInfoCollection class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSetInfoCollection Class | RuleSetInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleSetInfoCollection Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public RuleSetInfoCollection();
[C++]
public: RuleSetInfoCollection();
[JScript]
public function RuleSetInfoCollection();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetInfoCollection Constructor
(System.Collections.ArrayList)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetInfoCollection class with an ArrayList of RuleSetInfo objects.

VB

Parameters

list
An ArrayList of RuleSetInfo objects.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSetInfoCollection Class | RuleSetInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleSetInfoCollection Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal list As ArrayList _
)
[C#]
public RuleSetInfoCollection(
   ArrayList list
);
[C++]
public: RuleSetInfoCollection(
   ArrayList* list
);
[JScript]
public function RuleSetInfoCollection(
   list : ArrayList
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetInfoCollection Constructor
(System.Collections.ICollection)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetInfoCollection class with the specified collection.

VB

Parameters

items
A collection of objects of type Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleSetInfo.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSetInfoCollection Class | RuleSetInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleSetInfoCollection Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal items As ICollection _
)
[C#]
public RuleSetInfoCollection(
   ICollection items
);
[C++]
public: RuleSetInfoCollection(
   ICollection* items
);
[JScript]
public function RuleSetInfoCollection(
   items : ICollection
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetInfoCollection Properties
The properties of the RuleSetInfoCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of RuleSetInfoCollection class members,
see the RuleSetInfoCollection Members topic.

Public Properties

Count (inherited from RuleEngineCollection) Gets the number of items in the specified collection.
IsFixedSize (inherited from RuleEngineCollectio

n)
Gets a value indicating whether the collection has a fixed size.

IsReadOnly (inherited from RuleEngineCollecti
on)

Gets a value indicating whether the collection is read-only.

IsSynchronized (inherited from RuleEngineColle
ction)

Gets a value indicating whether access to the collection is synchronized (thre
ad-safe).

Item Gets or sets the item at the specified index location in the collection.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the RuleSetInfoCollection class.

ItemType (inherited from RuleEngineCollection
)

Gets the type of items allowed in the collection.

SyncRoot (inherited from RuleEngineCollection
)

Gets an object that can be used to synchronize access to the collection.

See Also

RuleSetInfoCollection Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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RuleSetInfoCollection.Item Property
Gets or sets the item at the specified index location in the collection.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the RuleSetInfoCollection class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

index
The zero-based index of the RuleSetInfoCollection object to retrieve from the collection.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

index
The zero-based index of the RuleSetInfoCollection object to retrieve from the collection.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSetInfoCollection Class | RuleSetInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Default Property Item( _
   ByVal index As Integer _
) As RuleSetInfo
[C#]
public RuleSetInfo this[
   int index
] {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property RuleSetInfo* get_Item(
   int index
);
public: __property void set_Item(
   int index,
   RuleSetInfo*
);
[JScript]
returnValue = RuleSetInfoCollectionObject.Item(index);
RuleSetInfoCollectionObject.Item(index) = returnValue;
-or-
returnValue = RuleSetInfoCollectionObject(index);
RuleSetInfoCollectionObject(index) = returnValue;
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RuleSetInfoCollection Methods
The methods of the RuleSetInfoCollection class are listed here. For a complete list of RuleSetInfoCollection class members,
see the RuleSetInfoCollection Members topic.

Public Methods

Add Overloaded. Adds an item to the collection.
AddRange Adds the specified collection of items to the existing collection.
Clear (inherited from RuleE

ngineCollection)
Sets a range of elements in a collection to zero, or to a null reference (Nothing in Visual Basic), de
pending on the element type.

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of RuleSetInfoCollection.
Contains Overloaded. Determines whether the specified item is in the collection.
CopyTo Overloaded. Copies the items of the collection to the specified array, starting at the specified index.
Equals (inherited from Syst

em.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator (inherited fr
om RuleEngineCollection)

Returns an enumerator for the values in the collection.

GetHashCode (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

IndexOf Overloaded. Returns the index in the collection of the specified item, or -1 if the item doesn't exist i
n the collection.

Insert Overloaded. Inserts the specified item into the collection at the specified index.
Remove Overloaded. Removes the specified item from the collection.
RemoveAt (inherited from 

RuleEngineCollection)
Removes the item at the specified index from the collection.

ToString (inherited from Sy
stem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleSetInfoCollection Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RuleSetInfoCollection.Add Method
Adds an item to the collection.

Overload List

Adds the specified RuleSetInfo object to the collection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Function Add(RuleSetInfo) As Integer

[C#] public int Add(RuleSetInfo);

[C++] public: int Add(RuleSetInfo*);

[JScript] public function Add(RuleSetInfo) : int;

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Function Add(System.Object) As Integer Implements IList.Add

[C#] public int Add(System.Object);

[C++] public: int Add(System.Object);

[JScript] public function Add(System.Object) : int;

See Also

RuleSetInfoCollection Class | RuleSetInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleSetInfoCollection.Add Method (RuleSetInfo)
Adds the specified RuleSetInfo object to the collection.

VB

Parameters

item
The RuleSetInfo object to be added to the collection.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetInfoCollection Class | RuleSetInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleSetInfoCollection.Add Overload List
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Overloads Public Function Add( _
   ByVal item As RuleSetInfo _
) As Integer
[C#]
public int Add(
   RuleSetInfo item
);
[C++]
public: int Add(
   RuleSetInfo* item
);
[JScript]
public function Add(
   item : RuleSetInfo
) : int;
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RuleSetInfoCollection.AddRange Method
Adds the items to the end of this collection.

VB

Parameters

items
A collection of items of type Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleSetInfo.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetInfoCollection Class | RuleSetInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Sub AddRange( _
   ByVal items As ICollection _
)
[C#]
public void AddRange(
   ICollection items
);
[C++]
public: void AddRange(
   ICollection* items
);
[JScript]
public function AddRange(
   items : ICollection
);
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RuleSetInfoCollection.Clone Method
Makes a deep copy of the RuleSetInfoCollection class.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of RuleSetInfoCollection.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleSetInfoCollection Class | RuleSetInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetInfoCollection.Contains Method
Determines whether the specified item is in the collection.

Overload List

Determines whether the specified RuleSetInfo object is in the collection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Function Contains(RuleSetInfo) As Boolean

[C#] public bool Contains(RuleSetInfo);

[C++] public: bool Contains(RuleSetInfo*);

[JScript] public function Contains(RuleSetInfo) : Boolean;

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Function Contains(System.Object) As Boolean Implements IList.Contains

[C#] public virtual bool Contains(System.Object);

[C++] public: virtual bool Contains(System.Object);

[JScript] public function Contains(System.Object) : Boolean;

See Also

RuleSetInfoCollection Class | RuleSetInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RuleSetInfoCollection.Contains Method (RuleSetInfo)
Determines whether the specified RuleSetInfo object is in the collection.

VB

Parameters

item
The RuleSetInfo object to check for.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetInfoCollection Class | RuleSetInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleSetInfoCollection.Contains Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overloads Public Function Contains( _
   ByVal item As RuleSetInfo _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public bool Contains(
   RuleSetInfo item
);
[C++]
public: bool Contains(
   RuleSetInfo* item
);
[JScript]
public function Contains(
   item : RuleSetInfo
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetInfoCollection.CopyTo Method
Copies the items of the collection to an array, starting at a given array index.

Overload List

Copies the RuleSetInfo objects to the specified array, starting at the specified index.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub CopyTo(RuleSetInfo(), System.Int32)

[C#] public void CopyTo(RuleSetInfo[], System.Int32);

[C++] public: void CopyTo(RuleSetInfo*[], System.Int32);

[JScript] public function CopyTo(RuleSetInfo[], System.Int32);

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32) Implements ICollection.CopyTo

[C#] public virtual void CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32);

[C++] public: virtual void CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function CopyTo(System.Array, System.Int32);

See Also

RuleSetInfoCollection Class | RuleSetInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RuleSetInfoCollection.CopyTo Method (RuleSetInfo[],
System.Int32)
Copies the RuleSetInfo objects to the specified array, starting at the specified index.

VB

Parameters

array
Array into which the items are copied.

arrayIndex
Zero-based index into array at which copying should begin.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetInfoCollection Class | RuleSetInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleSetInfoCollection.CopyTo Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Sub CopyTo( _
   ByVal array() As RuleSetInfo, _
   ByVal arrayIndex As Integer _
)
[C#]
public void CopyTo(
   RuleSetInfo[] array,
   int arrayIndex
);
[C++]
public: void CopyTo(
   RuleSetInfo* array[],
   int arrayIndex
);
[JScript]
public function CopyTo(
   array : RuleSetInfo[],
   arrayIndex : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetInfoCollection.IndexOf Method
Retrieves the index of the specified item on the collection if it exists.

Overload List

Returns the index in the collection of the specified item, or -1 if the item doesn’t exist in the collection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Function IndexOf(RuleSetInfo) As Integer

[C#] public int IndexOf(RuleSetInfo);

[C++] public: int IndexOf(RuleSetInfo*);

[JScript] public function IndexOf(RuleSetInfo) : int;

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Function IndexOf(System.Object) As Integer Implements IList.IndexOf

[C#] public virtual int IndexOf(System.Object);

[C++] public: virtual int IndexOf(System.Object);

[JScript] public function IndexOf(System.Object) : int;

See Also

RuleSetInfoCollection Class | RuleSetInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RuleSetInfoCollection.IndexOf Method (RuleSetInfo)
Retrieves the index of the specified item on the collection if it exists; otherwise, -1.

VB

Parameters

item
Item to locate.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetInfoCollection Class | RuleSetInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleSetInfoCollection.IndexOf Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Function IndexOf( _
   ByVal item As RuleSetInfo _
) As Integer
[C#]
public int IndexOf(
   RuleSetInfo item
);
[C++]
public: int IndexOf(
   RuleSetInfo* item
);
[JScript]
public function IndexOf(
   item : RuleSetInfo
) : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetInfoCollection.Insert Method
Inserts an item into the collection at the specified index.

Overload List

Inserts the specified RuleSetInfo object into the collection at the specified index.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Insert(System.Int32, RuleSetInfo)

[C#] public void Insert(System.Int32, RuleSetInfo);

[C++] public: void Insert(System.Int32, RuleSetInfo*);

[JScript] public function Insert(System.Int32, RuleSetInfo);

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub Insert(System.Int32, System.Object) Implements IList.Insert

[C#] public virtual void Insert(System.Int32, System.Object);

[C++] public: virtual void Insert(System.Int32, System.Object);

[JScript] public function Insert(System.Int32, System.Object);

See Also

RuleSetInfoCollection Class | RuleSetInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RuleSetInfoCollection.Insert Method (System.Int32,
RuleSetInfo)
Inserts the specified RuleSetInfo object into the collection at the specified index.

VB

Parameters

index
Index at which to insert the item.

item
The RuleSetInfo object to insert into the collection.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetInfoCollection Class | RuleSetInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleSetInfoCollection.Insert Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Sub Insert( _
   ByVal index As Integer, _
   ByVal item As RuleSetInfo _
)
[C#]
public void Insert(
   int index,
   RuleSetInfo item
);
[C++]
public: void Insert(
   int index,
   RuleSetInfo* item
);
[JScript]
public function Insert(
   index : int,
   item : RuleSetInfo
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetInfoCollection.Remove Method
Removes the specified item from the collection.

Overload List

Removes the specified RuleSetInfo object from the collection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Remove(RuleSetInfo)

[C#] public void Remove(RuleSetInfo);

[C++] public: void Remove(RuleSetInfo*);

[JScript] public function Remove(RuleSetInfo);

Inherited from RuleEngineCollection.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub Remove(System.Object) Implements IList.Remove

[C#] public virtual void Remove(System.Object);

[C++] public: virtual void Remove(System.Object);

[JScript] public function Remove(System.Object);

See Also

RuleSetInfoCollection Class | RuleSetInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RuleSetInfoCollection.Remove Method (RuleSetInfo)
Removes the specified RuleSetInfo object from the collection.

VB

Parameters

item
The RuleSetInfo object to remove from the collection.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetInfoCollection Class | RuleSetInfoCollection Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleSetInfoCollection.Remove Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Sub Remove( _
   ByVal item As RuleSetInfo _
)
[C#]
public void Remove(
   RuleSetInfo item
);
[C++]
public: void Remove(
   RuleSetInfo* item
);
[JScript]
public function Remove(
   item : RuleSetInfo
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent Class
Represents the class used to intimate tracking configuration changes between the rule engine update service and its clients.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.DeploymentHistoryEvent
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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NotInheritable Public Class RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent
   Inherits DeploymentHistoryEvent
[C#]
public sealed class RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent :
   DeploymentHistoryEvent
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent :
   public DeploymentHistoryEvent
[JScript]
public class RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent extends
   DeploymentHistoryEvent

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent Members
RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent overview

Public Constructors

RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent Constructor Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent class.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent Class | RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent();
[C++]
public: RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent();
[JScript]
public function RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent Methods
The methods of the RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent class members, see the RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent Class | RuleSetTrackingConfigUpdateEvent Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleSetTrackingConfiguration Class
Contains the tracking flags for a specific rule set.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleSetTrackingConfiguration Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.TrackingConfiguration
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleSetTrackingConfiguration

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleSetTrackingConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleSetTrackingConfiguration
   Inherits TrackingConfiguration
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleSetTrackingConfiguration : TrackingConfiguration
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleSetTrackingConfiguration : public
   TrackingConfiguration
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleSetTrackingConfiguration extends
   TrackingConfiguration

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleSetTrackingConfiguration Members
RuleSetTrackingConfiguration overview

Public Constructors

RuleSetTrackingConfiguration Constructor Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetTrackingConfiguration class.

Public Properties

RuleSetGuid Overridden. Gets the tracking GUID of the rule set.
TrackAgendaUpdates Overridden. Gets whether tracking of agenda updates is enabled.
TrackConditionEvaluation Overridden. Gets whether tracking of condition evaluation is enabled.
TrackFactActivity Overridden. Gets whether tracking of fact activity is enabled.
TrackingFlags Gets or sets the tracking flags.
TrackRuleFirings Overridden. Gets whether tracking of rule firings is enabled.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of RuleSetTrackingConfiguration.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleSetTrackingConfiguration Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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RuleSetTrackingConfiguration Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetTrackingConfiguration class.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetGuid
The rule set GUID.

trackingFlags
Tracking flags.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetTrackingConfiguration Class | RuleSetTrackingConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal ruleSetGuid As Guid, _
   ByVal trackingFlags As Integer _
)
[C#]
public RuleSetTrackingConfiguration(
   Guid ruleSetGuid,
   int trackingFlags
);
[C++]
public: RuleSetTrackingConfiguration(
   Guid ruleSetGuid,
   int trackingFlags
);
[JScript]
public function RuleSetTrackingConfiguration(
   ruleSetGuid : Guid,
   trackingFlags : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleSetTrackingConfiguration Properties
The properties of the RuleSetTrackingConfiguration class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleSetTrackingConfiguration class members, see the RuleSetTrackingConfiguration Members topic.

Public Properties

RuleSetGuid Overridden. Gets the tracking GUID of the rule set.
TrackAgendaUpdates Overridden. Gets whether tracking of agenda updates is enabled.
TrackConditionEvaluation Overridden. Gets whether tracking of condition evaluation is enabled.
TrackFactActivity Overridden. Gets whether tracking of fact activity is enabled.
TrackingFlags Gets or sets the tracking flags.
TrackRuleFirings Overridden. Gets whether tracking of rule firings is enabled.

See Also

RuleSetTrackingConfiguration Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleSetTrackingConfiguration.RuleSetGuid Property
Gets the tracking GUID of the rule set.

VB

Return Value

Tracking GUID of the rule set.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetTrackingConfiguration Class | RuleSetTrackingConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property RuleSetGuid As Guid
[C#]
public override Guid RuleSetGuid {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Guid get_RuleSetGuid();
[JScript]
public override function get RuleSetGuid() : Guid;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetTrackingConfiguration.TrackAgendaUpdates Property
Gets whether tracking of agenda updates is enabled.

VB

Return Value

true if tracking of agenda updates is enabled; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetTrackingConfiguration Class | RuleSetTrackingConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property TrackAgendaUpdates As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool TrackAgendaUpdates {get;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_TrackAgendaUpdates();
[JScript]
public override function get TrackAgendaUpdates() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetTrackingConfiguration.TrackConditionEvaluation
Property
Gets whether tracking of condition evaluation is enabled.

VB

Return Value

true if tracking of condition evaluation is enabled; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetTrackingConfiguration Class | RuleSetTrackingConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property TrackConditionEvaluation As _
   Boolean
[C#]
public override bool TrackConditionEvaluation {get;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_TrackConditionEvaluation();
[JScript]
public override function get TrackConditionEvaluation() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetTrackingConfiguration.TrackFactActivity Property
Gets whether tracking of fact activity is enabled.

VB

Return Value

true if tracking of fact activity is enabled; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetTrackingConfiguration Class | RuleSetTrackingConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property TrackFactActivity As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool TrackFactActivity {get;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_TrackFactActivity();
[JScript]
public override function get TrackFactActivity() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetTrackingConfiguration.TrackingFlags Property
Gets or sets the tracking flags.

VB

Return Value

Tracking flag integer.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetTrackingConfiguration Class | RuleSetTrackingConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Property TrackingFlags As Integer
[C#]
public int TrackingFlags {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_TrackingFlags();
public: __property void set_TrackingFlags(int);
[JScript]
public function get TrackingFlags() : int;
public function set TrackingFlags(int);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetTrackingConfiguration.TrackRuleFirings Property
Gets whether tracking of rule firings is enabled.

VB

Return Value

true if tracking of rule firings is enabled; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetTrackingConfiguration Class | RuleSetTrackingConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property TrackRuleFirings As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool TrackRuleFirings {get;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_TrackRuleFirings();
[JScript]
public override function get TrackRuleFirings() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetTrackingConfiguration Methods
The methods of the RuleSetTrackingConfiguration class are listed here. For a complete list of RuleSetTrackingConfiguration
class members, see the RuleSetTrackingConfiguration Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of RuleSetTrackingConfiguration.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleSetTrackingConfiguration Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleSetTrackingConfiguration.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of RuleSetTrackingConfiguration.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of RuleSetTrackingConfiguration.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetTrackingConfiguration Class | RuleSetTrackingConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleSetTrackingConfiguration.TrackingOption Enumeration
Enumeration of options for activities to be tracked.

VB

Members

Member name Description
AgendaUpdates Track agenda updates.
All Track all activity.
ConditionEvaluation Track condition evaluation.
Disabled Tracking is disabled.
FactActivity Track fact activity.
RuleFirings Track rule firings.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Enum RuleSetTrackingConfiguration.TrackingOption
[C#]
[Serializable]
public enum RuleSetTrackingConfiguration.TrackingOption
[C++]
[Serializable]
__value public enum RuleSetTrackingConfiguration.TrackingOption
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
enum RuleSetTrackingConfiguration.TrackingOption

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetTranslationComplexityException Class
The exception that is thrown when translation of a rule set does not complete within the configured duration.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleSetTranslationComplexityException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleSetTranslationException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleSetTranslationComplexityException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleSetTranslationComplexityException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleSetTranslationComplexityException
   Inherits RuleSetTranslationException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleSetTranslationComplexityException :
   RuleSetTranslationException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleSetTranslationComplexityException : public
   RuleSetTranslationException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleSetTranslationComplexityException extends
   RuleSetTranslationException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleSetTranslationComplexityException Members
RuleSetTranslationComplexityException overview

Public Constructors

RuleSetTranslationComplexityException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetTranslationComple
xityException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleSetTranslationComplexityException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetTranslationComple
xityException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleSetTranslationComplexityException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleSetTranslationComplexityException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleSetTranslationComplexityException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public RuleSetTranslationComplexityException(System.String);

[C++] public: RuleSetTranslationComplexityException(System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleSetTranslationComplexityException(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleSetTranslationComplexityException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to
deserialize the object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleSetTranslationComplexityException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleSetTranslationComplexityException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleSetTranslationComplexityException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleSetTranslationComplexityException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception,
and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleSetTranslationComplexityException(System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleSetTranslationComplexityException(System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleSetTranslationComplexityException(System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleSetTranslationComplexityException Class | RuleSetTranslationComplexityException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleSetTranslationComplexityException Constructor
(System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetTranslationComplexityException class using the specified message.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetTranslationComplexityException Class | RuleSetTranslationComplexityException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleSetTranslationComplexityException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleSetTranslationComplexityException(
   string message
);
[C++]
public: RuleSetTranslationComplexityException(
   String* message
);
[JScript]
public function RuleSetTranslationComplexityException(
   message : String
);
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RuleSetTranslationComplexityException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetTranslationComplexityException class using the specified serialization information and
streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetTranslationComplexityException Class | RuleSetTranslationComplexityException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleSetTranslationComplexityException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleSetTranslationComplexityException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleSetTranslationComplexityException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleSetTranslationComplexityException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleSetTranslationComplexityException Constructor
(System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetTranslationComplexityException class using the specified message and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetTranslationComplexityException Class | RuleSetTranslationComplexityException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleSetTranslationComplexityException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleSetTranslationComplexityException(
   string message,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleSetTranslationComplexityException(
   String* message,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleSetTranslationComplexityException(
   message : String,
   ex : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleSetTranslationException Class
Base class for all translation exceptions.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleSetTranslationException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleSetTranslationException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleSetTranslationComplexityException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleSetTranslationException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleSetTranslationException
   Inherits RuleEngineException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleSetTranslationException : RuleEngineException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleSetTranslationException : public
   RuleEngineException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleSetTranslationException extends
   RuleEngineException
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RuleSetTranslationException Members
RuleSetTranslationException overview

Public Constructors

RuleSetTranslationException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetTranslationException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleSetTranslationException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetTranslationException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleSetTranslationException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleSetTranslationException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleSetTranslationException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleSetTranslationException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public RuleSetTranslationException(System.String);

[C++] public: RuleSetTranslationException(System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleSetTranslationException(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleSetTranslationException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to
deserialize the object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleSetTranslationException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleSetTranslationException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleSetTranslationException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleSetTranslationException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception,
and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleSetTranslationException(System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleSetTranslationException(System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleSetTranslationException(System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleSetTranslationException Class | RuleSetTranslationException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleSetTranslationException Constructor (System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetTranslationException class using the specified message.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetTranslationException Class | RuleSetTranslationException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleSetTranslationException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleSetTranslationException(
   string message
);
[C++]
public: RuleSetTranslationException(
   String* message
);
[JScript]
public function RuleSetTranslationException(
   message : String
);
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RuleSetTranslationException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetTranslationException class using the specified serialization information and streaming
context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetTranslationException Class | RuleSetTranslationException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleSetTranslationException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleSetTranslationException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleSetTranslationException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleSetTranslationException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleSetTranslationException Constructor (System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetTranslationException class using the specified message and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetTranslationException Class | RuleSetTranslationException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleSetTranslationException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleSetTranslationException(
   string message,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleSetTranslationException(
   String* message,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleSetTranslationException(
   message : String,
   ex : Exception
);
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RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException Class
The exception that is thrown when a rule set definition does not contain any bindings to objects or members.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleSetTranslationException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException
   Inherits RuleSetTranslationException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException :
   RuleSetTranslationException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException :
   public RuleSetTranslationException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException extends
   RuleSetTranslationException
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RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException Members
RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException overview

Public Constructors

RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetTranslation
UserObjectMissingException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

RuleName For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetTranslation
UserObjectMissingException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTranslationUserObjectMissingException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTranslationUserObjectMissingException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTranslationUserObjectMissingException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, and the
name of the rule that fails to translate.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException(System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineTranslationUserObjectMissingException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the
name of the rule that fails to translate, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException Class | RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException class using the specified serialization information
and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException Class | RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException Constructor
(System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException class using the specified message and rule name.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ruleName
Name of the rule that fails to translate.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException Class | RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ruleName As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException(
   string message,
   string ruleName
);
[C++]
public: RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException(
   String* message,
   String* ruleName
);
[JScript]
public function RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException(
   message : String,
   ruleName : String
);
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RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException class using the specified message, rule name, and
inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ruleName
Name of the rule that fails to translate.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException Class | RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ruleName As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException(
   string message,
   string ruleName,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException(
   String* message,
   String* ruleName,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException(
   message : String,
   ruleName : String,
   ex : Exception
);
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RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException Properties
The properties of the RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException class members, see the
RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException Members topic.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

RuleName Gets the name of the rule that fails to translate.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException.RuleName
Property
Gets the name of the rule that fails to translate.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException Class | RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property RuleName As String
[C#]
public string RuleName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_RuleName();
[JScript]
public function get RuleName() : String;
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RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException Methods
The methods of the RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException class members, see the
RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException Class | RuleSetTranslationUserObjectMissingException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleSetUndeploymentEvent Class
Represents an undeploy event in RuleSetHistory.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleSetUndeploymentEvent Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.DeploymentHistoryEvent
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleSetUndeploymentEvent

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleSetUndeploymentEvent Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

NotInheritable Public Class RuleSetUndeploymentEvent
   Inherits DeploymentHistoryEvent
[C#]
public sealed class RuleSetUndeploymentEvent :
   DeploymentHistoryEvent
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class RuleSetUndeploymentEvent : public
   DeploymentHistoryEvent
[JScript]
public class RuleSetUndeploymentEvent extends
   DeploymentHistoryEvent
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RuleSetUndeploymentEvent Members
RuleSetUndeploymentEvent overview

Public Constructors

RuleSetUndeploymentEvent Constructor Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetUndeploymentEvent class.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of the current instance.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleSetUndeploymentEvent Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleSetUndeploymentEvent Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleSetUndeploymentEvent class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetUndeploymentEvent Class | RuleSetUndeploymentEvent Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public RuleSetUndeploymentEvent();
[C++]
public: RuleSetUndeploymentEvent();
[JScript]
public function RuleSetUndeploymentEvent();
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RuleSetUndeploymentEvent Methods
The methods of the RuleSetUndeploymentEvent class are listed here. For a complete list of RuleSetUndeploymentEvent
class members, see the RuleSetUndeploymentEvent Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of the current instance.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleSetUndeploymentEvent Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleSetUndeploymentEvent.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of the current instance.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleSetUndeploymentEvent Class | RuleSetUndeploymentEvent Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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RuleStore Class
Represents the persistent store for rule set definitions.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleStore Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStore
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.FileRuleStore
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.OleDbRuleStore
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.SqlRuleStore
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.SubscriptionRuleStore

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

There are several implementations of RuleStore available. The converter component encapsulated by the RuleStore class is
capable of translating the rule set definition contained in the class into a persistent format, such as the Microsoft Business Rule
Language (BRL), and vice versa.

Rule sets (and vocabularies) can be published. Once published, they are no longer able to be changed (although they can be
deleted). Only published versions will be returned, unless you specifically ask for a version by specifying both the major and
minor version numbers.

A RuleStore may support multiple versions of a rule set or vocabulary. Saving will succeed if the new version is greater than any
existing version already stored, or the same as the latest version which has not yet been published.

Currently, the Business Rule Framework implements the following derived classes for RuleStore:

FileRuleStore

The Location is the name of the file containing the rule set. This class ignores publish, and only keeps one version of
each rule set and vocabulary.

SqlRuleStore

The location is the database connection string. For example:

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

MustInherit Public Class RuleStore
[C#]
public abstract class RuleStore
[C++]
public __gc __abstract class RuleStore
[JScript]
public abstract class RuleStore

server=(local); database=Northwind; Integrated Security=SSPI;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleStore Members
RuleStore overview

Public Properties

Credentials Gets the user credentials used to access the rule store.
Location Gets the rule set repository.

Public Methods

Add Overloaded. Saves the specified item to the rule store.
DisableAuthorization Disables authorization on the rule store.
EnableAuthorization Enables Authorization on the rule store.
Equals (inherited from Syste

m.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetAllAuthorizationGroups Gets all the authorization group definitions from the rule store.
GetAuthorizationGroup Gets authorization group definition from the rule store.
GetDependentRuleSets Gets the set of rule sets dependent on the specified vocabulary.
GetDependentVocabularies Gets the set of vocabularies dependent on the specified vocabulary.
GetHashCode (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetReferencedVocabularies Overloaded. Gets the set of vocabularies used by the specified rule set or vocabulary.
GetRuleSet Retrieves a specific version of a rule set.
GetRuleSetAsBrl Retrieves a specific version of a rule set as a Business Rule Language (BRL) string.
GetRuleSetAuthoriztions Gets the authorizations for a rule set.
GetRuleSets Overloaded. Retrieves list of rule set matching a specified filter.
GetType (inherited from Syst

em.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetVocabularies Overloaded. Retrieves the list of vocabularies matching a filter.
GetVocabulary Retrieves a specific version of a Vocabulary.
GetVocabularyAuthorizations Gets the authorizations for a Vocabulary.
IsAuthorizationEnabled Checks if authorization is enabled on the RuleStore.
IsRuleSetAccessible Checks if the rule set is accessible based on current authorization settings.
IsVocabularyAccessible Checks if the Vocabulary is accessible based on current authorization settings.
Publish Overloaded. Publishes rule sets and vocabularies.
Remove Overloaded. Removes the specific versions of the specified rule sets or vocabularies from the rul

e store.
RemoveAuthorizationGroups Removes authorization group definitions from the rule store.
Save Overloaded. Saves the specified rule set or vocabulary to the rule store.
SaveAuthorizationGroups Saves authorization group definitions to the rule store.
SetRuleSetAuthorizations Overloaded. Sets the authorizations for a rule set.
SetVocabularyAuthorizations Overloaded. Sets the authorizations for a vocabulary.
ToString (inherited from Syst

em.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleStore Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStore class.

Protected Properties

Converter Gets an object used to convert the rule sets to and from the persistent store. Default converter is to convert to and fr
om BRML.

Protected Methods
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ChangeUser Switches to alternate credentials (null if not changed).
CheckVersion Compares two VersionInfo records.
Finalize (inherited from Sys

tem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

GetReferencedVocabularies Overloaded. Gets the set of vocabularies used by the specified rule set or vocabulary.
Info Overloaded. Returns a summary about a particular rule set or vocabulary.
MemberwiseClone (inherit

ed from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStore Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStore Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStore class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleStore class with the location of the repository.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.String)

[C#] protected RuleStore(System.String);

[C++] protected: RuleStore(System.String);

[JScript] protected function RuleStore(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleStore class with the location of the repository and the rule language converter.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.String, IRuleLanguageConverter)

[C#] protected RuleStore(System.String, IRuleLanguageConverter);

[C++] protected: RuleStore(System.String, IRuleLanguageConverter*);

[JScript] protected function RuleStore(System.String, IRuleLanguageConverter);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleStore class with the credentials and location for the repository.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.String, System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity)

[C#] protected RuleStore(System.String, System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity);

[C++] protected: RuleStore(System.String, System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity);

[JScript] protected function RuleStore(System.String, System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleStore class with the credentials and location for the repository, as well as the rule language
converter.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.String, System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity, IRuleLanguageConverter)

[C#] protected RuleStore(System.String, System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity, IRuleLanguageConverter);

[C++] protected: RuleStore(System.String, System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity, IRuleLanguageConverter*);

[JScript]
protected function RuleStore(System.String, System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity, IRuleLanguageConverter);

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStore Constructor (System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStore class with the location of the repository.

VB

Parameters

location
The location of the rule set repository.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal location As String _
)
[C#]
protected RuleStore(
   string location
);
[C++]
protected: RuleStore(
   String* location
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleStore(
   location : String
);
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RuleStore Constructor (System.String,
IRuleLanguageConverter)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStore class with the location of the repository and the rule language converter.

VB

Parameters

location
The location of the rule set repository.

converter
Converts the rule set to and from the persistent store. The default converter convert to and from BRML.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal location As String, _
   ByVal converter As IRuleLanguageConverter _
)
[C#]
protected RuleStore(
   string location,
   IRuleLanguageConverter converter
);
[C++]
protected: RuleStore(
   String* location,
   IRuleLanguageConverter* converter
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleStore(
   location : String,
   converter : IRuleLanguageConverter
);
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RuleStore Constructor (System.String,
System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStore class with the credentials and location for the repository.

VB

Parameters

location
The location of the rule set repository.

credentials
The user credentials used to access the rule store.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal location As String, _
   ByVal credentials As WindowsIdentity _
)
[C#]
protected RuleStore(
   string location,
   WindowsIdentity credentials
);
[C++]
protected: RuleStore(
   String* location,
   WindowsIdentity* credentials
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleStore(
   location : String,
   credentials : WindowsIdentity
);
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RuleStore Constructor (System.String,
System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity,
IRuleLanguageConverter)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStore class with the credentials and location for the repository, as well as the rule language
converter.

VB

Parameters

location
The location of the rule set repository.

credentials
The user credentials used to access the rule store.

converter
Converts the rule set to and from the persistent store. The default converter convert to and from BRML.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal location As String, _
   ByVal credentials As WindowsIdentity, _
   ByVal converter As IRuleLanguageConverter _
)
[C#]
protected RuleStore(
   string location,
   WindowsIdentity credentials,
   IRuleLanguageConverter converter
);
[C++]
protected: RuleStore(
   String* location,
   WindowsIdentity* credentials,
   IRuleLanguageConverter* converter
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleStore(
   location : String,
   credentials : WindowsIdentity,
   converter : IRuleLanguageConverter
);
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RuleStore Properties
The properties of the RuleStore class are listed here. For a complete list of RuleStore class members, see the RuleStore Members
topic.

Public Properties

Credentials Gets the user credentials used to access the rule store.
Location Gets the rule set repository.

Protected Properties

Converter Gets an object used to convert the rule sets to and from the persistent store. Default converter is to convert to and fr
om Business Rule Language (BRL).

See Also

RuleStore Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStore.Converter Property
Gets an object used to convert the rule sets to and from the persistent store. Default converter is to convert to and from Business
Rule Language (BRL).

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Protected ReadOnly Property Converter As IRuleLanguageConverter
[C#]
protected IRuleLanguageConverter Converter {get;}
[C++]
protected: __property IRuleLanguageConverter* get_Converter();
[JScript]
protected function get Converter() : IRuleLanguageConverter;
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RuleStore.Credentials Property
Gets the user credentials used to access the rule store.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property Credentials As WindowsIdentity
[C#]
public WindowsIdentity Credentials {get;}
[C++]
public: __property WindowsIdentity* get_Credentials();
[JScript]
public function get Credentials() : WindowsIdentity;
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RuleStore.Location Property
Gets the rule set repository.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property Location As String
[C#]
public string Location {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Location();
[JScript]
public function get Location() : String;
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RuleStore Methods
The methods of the RuleStore class are listed here. For a complete list of RuleStore class members, see the RuleStore Members
topic.

Public Methods

Add Overloaded. Saves the specified item to the rule store.
DisableAuthorization Disables authorization on the rule store.
EnableAuthorization Enables Authorization on the rule store.
Equals (inherited from Syste

m.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetAllAuthorizationGroups Gets all the authorization group definitions from the rule store.
GetAuthorizationGroup Gets authorization group definition from the rule store.
GetDependentRuleSets Gets the set of rule sets dependent on specified vocabulary.
GetDependentVocabularies Gets the set of vocabularies dependent on the specified vocabulary.
GetHashCode (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetReferencedVocabularies Overloaded. Gets the set of vocabularies used by the specified vocabulary.
GetRuleSet Retrieves a specific version of a rule set.
GetRuleSetAsBrl Retrieves a specific version of a rule set as a Business Rules Language (BRL) string.
GetRuleSetAuthoriztions Gets the authorizations for a rule set.
GetRuleSets Overloaded. Retrieves a list of rule sets matching a specified filter.
GetType (inherited from Syst

em.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetVocabularies Overloaded. Retrieves the list of vocabularies matching a filter.
GetVocabulary Retrieves a specific version of a Vocabulary.
GetVocabularyAuthorizations Gets the authorizations for a Vocabulary.
IsAuthorizationEnabled Checks if authorization is enabled on the RuleStore.
IsRuleSetAccessible Checks if the rule set is accessible based on current authorization settings.
IsVocabularyAccessible Checks if the vocabulary is accessible based on current authorization settings.
Publish Overloaded. Publishes rule sets and vocabularies.
Remove Overloaded. Removes the specific versions of the specified rule sets or vocabularies from the rul

e store.
RemoveAuthorizationGroups Removes authorization group definitions from the rule store.
Save Overloaded. Saves the specified rule set or vocabulary to the rule store.
SaveAuthorizationGroups Saves authorization group definitions to the rule store.
SetRuleSetAuthorizations Overloaded. Sets the authorizations for a rule set.
SetVocabularyAuthorizations Overloaded. Sets the authorizations for a vocabulary.
ToString (inherited from Syst

em.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

ChangeUser Switches to alternate credentials (null if not changed).
CheckVersion Compares two VersionInfo records.
Finalize (inherited from Sys

tem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

GetReferencedVocabularies Overloaded. Gets the set of vocabularies used by the specified rule set or vocabulary.
Info Overloaded. Returns a summary about a particular rule set or vocabulary.
MemberwiseClone (inherit

ed from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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RuleStore.Add Method
Saves the specified item to the RuleStore.

Overload List

Saves the specified rule set to the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Add(RuleSet)

[C#] public void Add(RuleSet);

[C++] public: void Add(RuleSet*);

[JScript] public function Add(RuleSet);

Saves the specified rule set dictionary to the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Add(RuleSetDictionary)

[C#] public void Add(RuleSetDictionary);

[C++] public: void Add(RuleSetDictionary*);

[JScript] public function Add(RuleSetDictionary);

Saves the specified vocabulary to the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Add(Vocabulary)

[C#] public void Add(Vocabulary);

[C++] public: void Add(Vocabulary*);

[JScript] public function Add(Vocabulary);

Saves the specified vocabulary dictionary to the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Add(VocabularyDictionary)

[C#] public void Add(VocabularyDictionary);

[C++] public: void Add(VocabularyDictionary*);

[JScript] public function Add(VocabularyDictionary);

Saves the specified rule set to the rule store, and optionally publishes it.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public MustOverride Sub Add(RuleSet, System.Boolean)

[C#] public abstract void Add(RuleSet, System.Boolean);

[C++] RuleStore.Add Method (RuleSet, System.Boolean)

[JScript] public abstract function Add(RuleSet, System.Boolean);

Saves the specified rule set dictionary to the rule store, and optionally publishes it.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public MustOverride Sub Add(RuleSetDictionary, System.Boolean)

[C#] public abstract void Add(RuleSetDictionary, System.Boolean);

[C++] RuleStore.Add Method (RuleSetDictionary, System.Boolean)

[JScript] public abstract function Add(RuleSetDictionary, System.Boolean);

Saves the specified vocabulary to the rule store, and optionally publishes it.



 

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public MustOverride Sub Add(Vocabulary, System.Boolean)

[C#] public abstract void Add(Vocabulary, System.Boolean);

[C++] RuleStore.Add Method (Vocabulary, System.Boolean)

[JScript] public abstract function Add(Vocabulary, System.Boolean);

Saves the specified vocabulary dictionary to the rule store, and optionally publishes it.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public MustOverride Sub Add(VocabularyDictionary, System.Boolean)

[C#] public abstract void Add(VocabularyDictionary, System.Boolean);

[C++] RuleStore.Add Method (VocabularyDictionary, System.Boolean)

[JScript] public abstract function Add(VocabularyDictionary, System.Boolean);

Saves the specified rule set dictionary and vocabulary dictionary to the rule store, and optionally publishes it.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public MustOverride Sub Add(RuleSetDictionary, VocabularyDictionary, System.Boolean)

[C#] public abstract void Add(RuleSetDictionary, VocabularyDictionary, System.Boolean);

[C++] RuleStore.Add Method (RuleSetDictionary, VocabularyDictionary, System.Boolean)

[JScript] public abstract function Add(RuleSetDictionary, VocabularyDictionary, System.Boolean);

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStore.Add Method (RuleSet)
Saves the specified rule set to the rule store.

VB

Parameters

ruleSet
The rule set to be saved in the rule store.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Add Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Add( _
   ByVal ruleSet As RuleSet _
)
[C#]
public void Add(
   RuleSet ruleSet
);
[C++]
public: void Add(
   RuleSet* ruleSet
);
[JScript]
public function Add(
   ruleSet : RuleSet
);
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RuleStore.Add Method (RuleSetDictionary)
Saves the specified rule set dictionary to the rule store.

VB

Parameters

ruleSets
The rule sets to save to the rule store.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Add Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Add( _
   ByVal ruleSets As RuleSetDictionary _
)
[C#]
public void Add(
   RuleSetDictionary ruleSets
);
[C++]
public: void Add(
   RuleSetDictionary* ruleSets
);
[JScript]
public function Add(
   ruleSets : RuleSetDictionary
);
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RuleStore.Add Method (Vocabulary)
Saves the specified Vocabulary to the RuleStore.

VB

Parameters

vocabulary
The Vocabulary to add to the RuleStore.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Add Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Add( _
   ByVal vocabulary As Vocabulary _
)
[C#]
public void Add(
   Vocabulary vocabulary
);
[C++]
public: void Add(
   Vocabulary* vocabulary
);
[JScript]
public function Add(
   vocabulary : Vocabulary
);
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RuleStore.Add Method (VocabularyDictionary)
Saves the specified VocabularyDictionary to the RuleStore.

VB

Parameters

vocabularies
A collection of vocabularies to be added to the RuleStore.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Add Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Add( _
   ByVal vocabularies As VocabularyDictionary _
)
[C#]
public void Add(
   VocabularyDictionary vocabularies
);
[C++]
public: void Add(
   VocabularyDictionary* vocabularies
);
[JScript]
public function Add(
   vocabularies : VocabularyDictionary
);
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RuleStore.Add Method (RuleSet, System.Boolean)
Saves the specified rule set to the rule store, and optionally publishes it.

VB

Parameters

ruleSet
The rule sets to save to the rule store.

publish
true to publish the rule set; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Add Overload List
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Overloads Public MustOverride Sub Add( _
   ByVal ruleSet As RuleSet, _
   ByVal publish As Boolean _
)
[C#]
public abstract void Add(
   RuleSet ruleSet,
   bool publish
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Add(
   RuleSet* ruleSet,
   bool publish
) = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function Add(
   ruleSet : RuleSet,
   publish : Boolean
);
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RuleStore.Add Method (RuleSetDictionary, System.Boolean)
Saves the specified rule set dictionary to the rule store, and optionally publishes it.

VB

Parameters

ruleSets
The rule sets to save to the rule store.

publish
true to publish the rule set; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Add Overload List
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Overloads Public MustOverride Sub Add( _
   ByVal ruleSets As RuleSetDictionary, _
   ByVal publish As Boolean _
)
[C#]
public abstract void Add(
   RuleSetDictionary ruleSets,
   bool publish
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Add(
   RuleSetDictionary* ruleSets,
   bool publish
) = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function Add(
   ruleSets : RuleSetDictionary,
   publish : Boolean
);
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RuleStore.Add Method (Vocabulary, System.Boolean)
Saves the specified Vocabulary to the RuleStore, and optionally publishes it.

VB

Parameters

vocabulary
The Vocabulary to add to the RuleStore.

publish
True to publish the rule set; otherwise, False.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Add Overload List
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Overloads Public MustOverride Sub Add( _
   ByVal vocabulary As Vocabulary, _
   ByVal publish As Boolean _
)
[C#]
public abstract void Add(
   Vocabulary vocabulary,
   bool publish
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Add(
   Vocabulary* vocabulary,
   bool publish
) = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function Add(
   vocabulary : Vocabulary,
   publish : Boolean
);
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RuleStore.Add Method (VocabularyDictionary,
System.Boolean)
Saves the specified VocabularyDictionary to the RuleStore, and optionally publishes it.

VB

Parameters

vocabularies
A collection of vocabularies to be added to the RuleStore.

publish
True to publish the rule set; otherwise, False.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Add Overload List
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Overloads Public MustOverride Sub Add( _
   ByVal vocabularies As VocabularyDictionary, _
   ByVal publish As Boolean _
)
[C#]
public abstract void Add(
   VocabularyDictionary vocabularies,
   bool publish
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Add(
   VocabularyDictionary* vocabularies,
   bool publish
) = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function Add(
   vocabularies : VocabularyDictionary,
   publish : Boolean
);
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RuleStore.Add Method (RuleSetDictionary,
VocabularyDictionary, System.Boolean)
Saves the specified rule set dictionary and vocabulary dictionary to the rule store, and optionally publishes it.

VB

Parameters

ruleSets
The rule sets to save to the rule store.

vocabularies
A collection of vocabularies to be added to the rule store.

publish
True to publish the rule set; otherwise, False.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Add Overload List
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Overloads Public MustOverride Sub Add( _
   ByVal ruleSets As RuleSetDictionary, _
   ByVal vocabularies As VocabularyDictionary, _
   ByVal publish As Boolean _
)
[C#]
public abstract void Add(
   RuleSetDictionary ruleSets,
   VocabularyDictionary vocabularies,
   bool publish
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Add(
   RuleSetDictionary* ruleSets,
   VocabularyDictionary* vocabularies,
   bool publish
) = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function Add(
   ruleSets : RuleSetDictionary,
   vocabularies : VocabularyDictionary,
   publish : Boolean
);
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RuleStore.ChangeUser Method
Switches to alternate credentials (null if not changed).

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Protected Function ChangeUser() As WindowsImpersonationContext
[C#]
protected WindowsImpersonationContext ChangeUser();
[C++]
protected: WindowsImpersonationContext* ChangeUser();
[JScript]
protected function ChangeUser() : WindowsImpersonationContext;
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RuleStore.CheckVersion Method
Compare two VersionInfo records.

VB

Parameters

oldVersion
The old version.

newVersion
The new version.

publish
The published flag.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Function CheckVersion( _
   ByVal oldVersion As VersionInfo, _
   ByVal newVersion As VersionInfo, _
   ByVal publish As Boolean _
) As Boolean
[C#]
protected bool CheckVersion(
   VersionInfo oldVersion,
   VersionInfo newVersion,
   bool publish
);
[C++]
protected: bool CheckVersion(
   VersionInfo* oldVersion,
   VersionInfo* newVersion,
   bool publish
);
[JScript]
protected function CheckVersion(
   oldVersion : VersionInfo,
   newVersion : VersionInfo,
   publish : Boolean
) : Boolean;
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RuleStore.DisableAuthorization Method
Disables authorization on the RuleStore.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Sub DisableAuthorization()
[C#]
public virtual void DisableAuthorization();
[C++]
public: virtual void DisableAuthorization();
[JScript]
public function DisableAuthorization();
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RuleStore.EnableAuthorization Method
Enables authorization on the RuleStore.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Sub EnableAuthorization()
[C#]
public virtual void EnableAuthorization();
[C++]
public: virtual void EnableAuthorization();
[JScript]
public function EnableAuthorization();
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RuleStore.GetAllAuthorizationGroups Method
Gets all the authorization group definitions from the RuleStore.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Function GetAllAuthorizationGroups() As _
   AuthorizationGroupCollection
[C#]
public virtual AuthorizationGroupCollection
   GetAllAuthorizationGroups();
[C++]
public: virtual AuthorizationGroupCollection*
   GetAllAuthorizationGroups();
[JScript]
public function GetAllAuthorizationGroups() :
   AuthorizationGroupCollection;
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RuleStore.GetAuthorizationGroup Method
Gets authorization group definition from the RuleStore.

VB

Parameters

groupname
The name of authorization group.

Return Value

Authorization Group definition.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable Function GetAuthorizationGroup( _
   ByVal groupname As String _
) As AuthorizationGroup
[C#]
public virtual AuthorizationGroup GetAuthorizationGroup(
   string groupname
);
[C++]
public: virtual AuthorizationGroup* GetAuthorizationGroup(
   String* groupname
);
[JScript]
public function GetAuthorizationGroup(
   groupname : String
) : AuthorizationGroup;
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RuleStore.GetDependentRuleSets Method
Gets the set of rule sets dependent on specified Vocabulary.

VB

Parameters

vocabularyInfo
VocabularyInfo for vocabulary to get dependent RuleSet classes.

Return Value

Collection of RuleSet classes dependent on the specified Vocabulary.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Function GetDependentRuleSets( _
   ByVal vocabularyInfo As VocabularyInfo _
) As RuleSetInfoCollection
[C#]
public virtual RuleSetInfoCollection GetDependentRuleSets(
   VocabularyInfo vocabularyInfo
);
[C++]
public: virtual RuleSetInfoCollection* GetDependentRuleSets(
   VocabularyInfo* vocabularyInfo
);
[JScript]
public function GetDependentRuleSets(
   vocabularyInfo : VocabularyInfo
) : RuleSetInfoCollection;
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RuleStore.GetDependentVocabularies Method
Gets the set of vocabularies dependent on the specified Vocabulary.

VB

Parameters

vocabularyInfo
VocabularyInfo for vocabulary to get dependent vocabularies.

Return Value

Collection of vocabularies dependent on the specified vocabulary.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Function GetDependentVocabularies( _
   ByVal vocabularyInfo As VocabularyInfo _
) As VocabularyInfoCollection
[C#]
public virtual VocabularyInfoCollection GetDependentVocabularies(
   VocabularyInfo vocabularyInfo
);
[C++]
public: virtual VocabularyInfoCollection* GetDependentVocabularies(
   VocabularyInfo* vocabularyInfo
);
[JScript]
public function GetDependentVocabularies(
   vocabularyInfo : VocabularyInfo
) : VocabularyInfoCollection;
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RuleStore.GetReferencedVocabularies Method
Gets the set of vocabularies used by the specified rule set or vocabulary.

Overload List

Returns the list of referenced vocabularies.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Protected Function GetReferencedVocabularies(RuleSet) As ICollection

[C#] protected ICollection GetReferencedVocabularies(RuleSet);

[C++] protected: ICollection* GetReferencedVocabularies(RuleSet*);

[JScript] protected function GetReferencedVocabularies(RuleSet) : ICollection;

Get the set of vocabularies used by the specified rule set.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Public Overridable Function GetReferencedVocabularies(RuleSetInfo) As VocabularyInfoCollection

[C#] public virtual VocabularyInfoCollection GetReferencedVocabularies(RuleSetInfo);

[C++] public: virtual VocabularyInfoCollection* GetReferencedVocabularies(RuleSetInfo*);

[JScript] public function GetReferencedVocabularies(RuleSetInfo) : VocabularyInfoCollection;

Return the list of referenced vocabularies.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Protected Function GetReferencedVocabularies(Vocabulary) As ICollection

[C#] protected ICollection GetReferencedVocabularies(Vocabulary);

[C++] protected: ICollection* GetReferencedVocabularies(Vocabulary*);

[JScript] protected function GetReferencedVocabularies(Vocabulary) : ICollection;

Gets the set of vocabularies used by the specified Vocabulary.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Public Overridable Function GetReferencedVocabularies(VocabularyInfo) As VocabularyInfoCollection

[C#] public virtual VocabularyInfoCollection GetReferencedVocabularies(VocabularyInfo);

[C++] public: virtual VocabularyInfoCollection* GetReferencedVocabularies(VocabularyInfo*);

[JScript] public function GetReferencedVocabularies(VocabularyInfo) : VocabularyInfoCollection;

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleStore.GetReferencedVocabularies Method (RuleSet)
Returns the list of referenced vocabularies.

VB

Parameters

ruleset
Reference to a rule set.

Return Value

Collection of vocabularies referenced by the specified rule set.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.GetReferencedVocabularies Overload List
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Overloads Protected Function GetReferencedVocabularies( _
   ByVal ruleset As RuleSet _
) As ICollection
[C#]
protected ICollection GetReferencedVocabularies(
   RuleSet ruleset
);
[C++]
protected: ICollection* GetReferencedVocabularies(
   RuleSet* ruleset
);
[JScript]
protected function GetReferencedVocabularies(
   ruleset : RuleSet
) : ICollection;
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RuleStore.GetReferencedVocabularies Method (RuleSetInfo)
Get the set of vocabularies used by the specified rule set.

VB

Parameters

rulesetInfo
RuleSetInfo for rule set to get dependent vocabularies.

Return Value

Collection of vocabularies referenced by the specified rule set.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.GetReferencedVocabularies Overload List
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Overloads Public Overridable Function GetReferencedVocabularies( _
   ByVal rulesetInfo As RuleSetInfo _
) As VocabularyInfoCollection
[C#]
public virtual VocabularyInfoCollection GetReferencedVocabularies(
   RuleSetInfo rulesetInfo
);
[C++]
public: virtual VocabularyInfoCollection* GetReferencedVocabularies(
   RuleSetInfo* rulesetInfo
);
[JScript]
public function GetReferencedVocabularies(
   rulesetInfo : RuleSetInfo
) : VocabularyInfoCollection;
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RuleStore.GetReferencedVocabularies Method (Vocabulary)
Return the list of referenced vocabularies.

VB

Parameters

vocabulary
Reference to Vocabulary.

Return Value

Collection of vocabularies referenced by the specified Vocabulary.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.GetReferencedVocabularies Overload List
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Overloads Protected Function GetReferencedVocabularies( _
   ByVal vocabulary As Vocabulary _
) As ICollection
[C#]
protected ICollection GetReferencedVocabularies(
   Vocabulary vocabulary
);
[C++]
protected: ICollection* GetReferencedVocabularies(
   Vocabulary* vocabulary
);
[JScript]
protected function GetReferencedVocabularies(
   vocabulary : Vocabulary
) : ICollection;
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RuleStore.GetReferencedVocabularies Method
(VocabularyInfo)
Gets the set of vocabularies used by the specified Vocabulary.

VB

Parameters

vocabularyInfo
VocabularyInfo for vocabulary to get dependent vocabularies.

Return Value

Collection of vocabularies referenced by the specified Vocabulary.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.GetReferencedVocabularies Overload List
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Overloads Public Overridable Function GetReferencedVocabularies( _
   ByVal vocabularyInfo As VocabularyInfo _
) As VocabularyInfoCollection
[C#]
public virtual VocabularyInfoCollection GetReferencedVocabularies(
   VocabularyInfo vocabularyInfo
);
[C++]
public: virtual VocabularyInfoCollection* GetReferencedVocabularies(
   VocabularyInfo* vocabularyInfo
);
[JScript]
public function GetReferencedVocabularies(
   vocabularyInfo : VocabularyInfo
) : VocabularyInfoCollection;
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RuleStore.GetRuleSet Method
Retrieves the rule set with the specified name and version as defined in the RuleSetInfo object.

VB

Parameters

ruleset
The rule set to retrieve.

Return Value

A rule set matching the supplied ruleset.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public MustOverride Function GetRuleSet( _
   ByVal ruleset As RuleSetInfo _
) As RuleSet
[C#]
public abstract RuleSet GetRuleSet(
   RuleSetInfo ruleset
);
[C++]
public: virtual RuleSet* GetRuleSet(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleset
) = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function GetRuleSet(
   ruleset : RuleSetInfo
) : RuleSet;
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RuleStore.GetRuleSetAsBrl Method
Retrieves a specific version of a rule set as a Business Rules Language (BRL) string.

VB

Parameters

ruleSet
RuleSetInfo of the rule set to retrieve.

Return Value

Rule set definition.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable Function GetRuleSetAsBrl( _
   ByVal ruleSet As RuleSetInfo _
) As Byte()
[C#]
public virtual byte[] GetRuleSetAsBrl(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSet
);
[C++]
public: virtual unsigned char GetRuleSetAsBrl(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSet
)  __gc[];
[JScript]
public function GetRuleSetAsBrl(
   ruleSet : RuleSetInfo
) : Byte[];
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RuleStore.GetRuleSetAuthoriztions Method
Gets the authorizations for a rule set.

VB

Parameters

rsInfo
RuleSetInfo for the rule set.

Return Value

Collection of Authorization Groups for the specified rule set.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable Function GetRuleSetAuthoriztions( _
   ByVal rsInfo As RuleSetInfo _
) As AuthorizationGroupCollection
[C#]
public virtual AuthorizationGroupCollection GetRuleSetAuthoriztions(
   RuleSetInfo rsInfo
);
[C++]
public: virtual AuthorizationGroupCollection* GetRuleSetAuthoriztions(
   RuleSetInfo* rsInfo
);
[JScript]
public function GetRuleSetAuthoriztions(
   rsInfo : RuleSetInfo
) : AuthorizationGroupCollection;
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RuleStore.GetRuleSets Method
Retrieves list of RuleSet objects matching a specified filter.

Overload List

Retrieves list of RuleSet objects matching a specified filter.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public MustOverride Function GetRuleSets(RuleStore.Filter) As RuleSetInfoCollection

[C#] public abstract RuleSetInfoCollection GetRuleSets(RuleStore.Filter);

[C++] RuleStore.GetRuleSets Method (RuleStore.Filter)

[JScript] public abstract function GetRuleSets(RuleStore.Filter) : RuleSetInfoCollection;

Retrieves a collection of RuleSetInfo objects for rule sets defined in the rule store whose name matches the name specified.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Public MustOverride Function GetRuleSets(System.String, RuleStore.Filter) As RuleSetInfoCollection

[C#] public abstract RuleSetInfoCollection GetRuleSets(System.String, RuleStore.Filter);

[C++] RuleStore.GetRuleSets Method (System.String, RuleStore.Filter)

[JScript] public abstract function GetRuleSets(System.String, RuleStore.Filter) : RuleSetInfoCollection;

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStore.GetRuleSets Method (RuleStore.Filter)
Retrieves list of rule sets matching a specified filter.

VB

Parameters

rulesetFilter
Filter to reduce the size of your search; can be one of All, Published, Latest, or LatestPublished.

Return Value

A collection of rule sets that match with your criteria.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.GetRuleSets Overload List
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Overloads Public MustOverride Function GetRuleSets( _
   ByVal rulesetFilter As RuleStore.Filter _
) As RuleSetInfoCollection
[C#]
public abstract RuleSetInfoCollection GetRuleSets(
   RuleStore.Filter rulesetFilter
);
[C++]
public: virtual RuleSetInfoCollection* GetRuleSets(
   RuleStore.Filter rulesetFilter
) = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function Get s(
   rulesetFilter : RuleStore.Filter
) : RuleSetInfoCollection;
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RuleStore.GetRuleSets Method (System.String,
RuleStore.Filter)
Retrieves a collection of RuleSetInfo objects for rule sets defined in the rule store whose name matches the name specified.

VB

Parameters

name
The name of the rule set on which to search the rule set for.

rulesetFilter
The filter to reduce the size of your search; can be one of All, Published, Latest, or LatestPublished.

Return Value

A collection of rule sets that match the supplied name.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.GetRuleSets Overload List
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Overloads Public MustOverride Function GetRuleSets( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal rulesetFilter As RuleStore.Filter _
) As RuleSetInfoCollection
[C#]
public abstract RuleSetInfoCollection GetRuleSets(
   string name,
   RuleStore.Filter rulesetFilter
);
[C++]
public: virtual RuleSetInfoCollection* GetRuleSets(
   String* name,
   RuleStore.Filter rulesetFilter
) = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function GetRuleSets(
   name : String,
   rulesetFilter : RuleStore.Filter
) : RuleSetInfoCollection;
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RuleStore.GetVocabularies Method
Retrieves the list of vocabularies matching a filter.

Overload List

Retrieves a collection of vocabularies that match the specified criteria.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public MustOverride Function GetVocabularies(RuleStore.Filter) As VocabularyInfoCollection

[C#] public abstract VocabularyInfoCollection GetVocabularies(RuleStore.Filter);

[C++] RuleStore.GetVocabularies Method (RuleStore.Filter)

[JScript] public abstract function GetVocabularies(RuleStore.Filter) : VocabularyInfoCollection;

Retrieves a collection of RuleSetInfo objects for rule sets defined in the rule store whose name matches the name specified.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Public MustOverride Function GetVocabularies(System.String, RuleStore.Filter) As VocabularyInfoCollection

[C#] public abstract VocabularyInfoCollection GetVocabularies(System.String, RuleStore.Filter);

[C++] RuleStore.GetVocabularies Method (System.String, RuleStore.Filter)

[JScript] public abstract function GetVocabularies(System.String, RuleStore.Filter) : VocabularyInfoCollection;

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleStore.GetVocabularies Method (RuleStore.Filter)
Retrieves a collection of vocabularies that match the specified criteria.

VB

Parameters

vocabularyFilter
Filter to reduce the size of your search; for more information, see Remarks.

Return Values

A collection of vocabularies matching the supplied criteria.

Remarks

vocabularyFilter can be one of All, Published, Latest, or LatestPublished.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.GetVocabularies Overload List
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Overloads Public MustOverride Function GetVocabularies( _
   ByVal vocabularyFilter As RuleStore.Filter _
) As VocabularyInfoCollection
[C#]
public abstract VocabularyInfoCollection GetVocabularies(
   RuleStore.Filter vocabularyFilter
);
[C++]
public: virtual VocabularyInfoCollection* GetVocabularies(
   RuleStore.Filter vocabularyFilter
) = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function GetVocabularies(
   vocabularyFilter : RuleStore.Filter
) : VocabularyInfoCollection;
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RuleStore.GetVocabularies Method (System.String,
RuleStore.Filter)
Retrieves a collection of RuleSetInfo objects for rule sets defined in the rule store whose name matches the name specified.

VB

Parameters

name
The name of the vocabularies to retrieve.

vocabularyFilter
Filter to reduce the size of your search; for more information, see Remarks.

Return Values

A collection of vocabularies matching the supplied criteria.

Remarks

vocabularyFilter can be one of All, Published, Latest, or LatestPublished.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.GetVocabularies Overload List
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Overloads Public MustOverride Function GetVocabularies( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal vocabularyFilter As RuleStore.Filter _
) As VocabularyInfoCollection
[C#]
public abstract VocabularyInfoCollection GetVocabularies(
   string name,
   RuleStore.Filter vocabularyFilter
);
[C++]
public: virtual VocabularyInfoCollection* GetVocabularies(
   String* name,
   RuleStore.Filter vocabularyFilter
) = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function GetVocabularies(
   name : String,
   vocabularyFilter : RuleStore.Filter
) : VocabularyInfoCollection;
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RuleStore.GetVocabulary Method
Retrieves the vocabulary with the specified name and version as defined in the rule store.

VB

Parameters

vocabulary
The vocabulary to retrieve.

Return Values

A vocabulary that matches the specified vocabulary.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public MustOverride Function GetVocabulary( _
   ByVal vocabulary As VocabularyInfo _
) As Vocabulary
[C#]
public abstract Vocabulary GetVocabulary(
   VocabularyInfo vocabulary
);
[C++]
public: virtual Vocabulary* GetVocabulary(
   VocabularyInfo* vocabulary
) = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function GetVocabulary(
   vocabulary : VocabularyInfo
) : Vocabulary;
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RuleStore.GetVocabularyAuthorizations Method
Gets the authorizations for a Vocabulary.

VB

Parameters

vInfo
VocabularyInfo for Vocabulary.

Return Value

Collection of Authorization Groups for the specified Vocabulary.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable Function GetVocabularyAuthorizations( _
   ByVal vInfo As VocabularyInfo _
) As AuthorizationGroupCollection
[C#]
public virtual AuthorizationGroupCollection GetVocabularyAuthorizations(
   VocabularyInfo vInfo
);
[C++]
public: virtual AuthorizationGroupCollection* GetVocabularyAuthorizations(
   VocabularyInfo* vInfo
);
[JScript]
public function GetVocabularyAuthorizations(
   vInfo : VocabularyInfo
) : AuthorizationGroupCollection;
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RuleStore.Info Method
Return a summary about a particular rule set or vocabulary.

Overload List

Return a summary about a particular rule set.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Protected Function Info(RuleSet) As RuleSetInfo

[C#] protected RuleSetInfo Info(RuleSet);

[C++] protected: RuleSetInfo* Info(RuleSet*);

[JScript] protected function Info(RuleSet) : RuleSetInfo;

Return a summary about a particular vocabulary.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Protected Function Info(Vocabulary) As VocabularyInfo

[C#] protected VocabularyInfo Info(Vocabulary);

[C++] protected: VocabularyInfo* Info(Vocabulary*);

[JScript] protected function Info(Vocabulary) : VocabularyInfo;

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStore.Info Method (RuleSet)
Return a summary about a particular rule set.

VB

Parameters

r
Rule set to get information about.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Info Overload List
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Overloads Protected Function Info( _
   ByVal r As RuleSet _
) As RuleSetInfo
[C#]
protected RuleSetInfo Info(
   RuleSet r
);
[C++]
protected: RuleSetInfo* Info(
   RuleSet* r
);
[JScript]
protected function Info(
   r : RuleSet
) : RuleSetInfo;
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RuleStore.Info Method (Vocabulary)
Return a summary about a particular Vocabulary.

VB

Parameters

v
Vocabulary to get information about.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Info Overload List
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Overloads Protected Function Info( _
   ByVal v As Vocabulary _
) As VocabularyInfo
[C#]
protected VocabularyInfo Info(
   Vocabulary v
);
[C++]
protected: VocabularyInfo* Info(
   Vocabulary* v
);
[JScript]
protected function Info(
   v : Vocabulary
) : VocabularyInfo;
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RuleStore.IsAuthorizationEnabled Method
Checks if authorization is enabled on the RuleStore.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable Function IsAuthorizationEnabled() As Boolean
[C#]
public virtual bool IsAuthorizationEnabled();
[C++]
public: virtual bool IsAuthorizationEnabled();
[JScript]
public function IsAuthorizationEnabled() : Boolean;
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RuleStore.IsRuleSetAccessible Method
Checks if the rule set is accessible based on current authorization settings.

VB

Parameters

rsi
RuleSetInfo for the rule set.

Return Value

Boolean indicating whether the rule set is accessible.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable Function IsRuleSetAccessible( _
   ByVal rsi As RuleSetInfo _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public virtual bool IsRuleSetAccessible(
   RuleSetInfo rsi
);
[C++]
public: virtual bool IsRuleSetAccessible(
   RuleSetInfo* rsi
);
[JScript]
public function IsRuleSetAccessible(
   rsi : RuleSetInfo
) : Boolean;
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RuleStore.IsVocabularyAccessible Method
Checks if the vocabulary is accessible based on current authorization settings.

VB

Parameters

vi
VocabularyInfo for the Vocabulary.

Return Value

Boolean indicating if Vocabulary is accessible.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable Function IsVocabularyAccessible( _
   ByVal vi As VocabularyInfo _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public virtual bool IsVocabularyAccessible(
   VocabularyInfo vi
);
[C++]
public: virtual bool IsVocabularyAccessible(
   VocabularyInfo* vi
);
[JScript]
public function IsVocabularyAccessible(
   vi : VocabularyInfo
) : Boolean;
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RuleStore.Publish Method
Publishes rule sets and vocabularies.

Overload List

Publishes the specified version of the rule set.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Publish(RuleSet)

[C#] public void Publish(RuleSet);

[C++] public: void Publish(RuleSet*);

[JScript] public function Publish(RuleSet);

Publishes a collection of rule sets.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Publish(RuleSetDictionary)

[C#] public void Publish(RuleSetDictionary);

[C++] public: void Publish(RuleSetDictionary*);

[JScript] public function Publish(RuleSetDictionary);

Publishes the specified version of the rule sets.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub Publish(RuleSetInfo)

[C#] public virtual void Publish(RuleSetInfo);

[C++] public: virtual void Publish(RuleSetInfo*);

[JScript] public function Publish(RuleSetInfo);

Publishes a collection of rule sets.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub Publish(RuleSetInfoCollection)

[C#] public virtual void Publish(RuleSetInfoCollection);

[C++] public: virtual void Publish(RuleSetInfoCollection*);

[JScript] public function Publish(RuleSetInfoCollection);

Publishes the specified version of the vocabulary.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Publish(Vocabulary)

[C#] public void Publish(Vocabulary);

[C++] public: void Publish(Vocabulary*);

[JScript] public function Publish(Vocabulary);

Publishes a collection of vocabulary objects.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Publish(VocabularyDictionary)

[C#] public void Publish(VocabularyDictionary);

[C++] public: void Publish(VocabularyDictionary*);

[JScript] public function Publish(VocabularyDictionary);

Publishes the specified version of the vocabulary.



 

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub Publish(VocabularyInfo)

[C#] public virtual void Publish(VocabularyInfo);

[C++] public: virtual void Publish(VocabularyInfo*);

[JScript] public function Publish(VocabularyInfo);

Publishes a collection of vocabulary classes.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub Publish(VocabularyInfoCollection)

[C#] public virtual void Publish(VocabularyInfoCollection);

[C++] public: virtual void Publish(VocabularyInfoCollection*);

[JScript] public function Publish(VocabularyInfoCollection);

Publishes a collection of RuleSet and Vocabulary classes.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Publish(RuleSetDictionary, VocabularyDictionary)

[C#] public void Publish(RuleSetDictionary, VocabularyDictionary);

[C++] public: void Publish(RuleSetDictionary*, VocabularyDictionary*);

[JScript] public function Publish(RuleSetDictionary, VocabularyDictionary);

Publishes a collection of RuleSet and Vocabulary classes.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub Publish(RuleSetInfoCollection, VocabularyInfoCollection)

[C#] public virtual void Publish(RuleSetInfoCollection, VocabularyInfoCollection);

[C++] public: virtual void Publish(RuleSetInfoCollection*, VocabularyInfoCollection*);

[JScript] public function Publish(RuleSetInfoCollection, VocabularyInfoCollection);

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStore.Publish Method (RuleSet)
Publishes the specified version of the rule set.

VB

Parameters

ruleset
The rule set to publish.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Publish Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Publish( _
   ByVal ruleset As RuleSet _
)
[C#]
public void Publish(
   RuleSet ruleset
);
[C++]
public: void Publish(
   RuleSet* ruleset
);
[JScript]
public function Publish(
   ruleset : RuleSet
);
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RuleStore.Publish Method (RuleSetDictionary)
Publishes a collection of rule set objects.

VB

Parameters

ruleSets
Collection of rule sets to publish.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Publish Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Publish( _
   ByVal ruleSets As RuleSetDictionary _
)
[C#]
public void Publish(
   RuleSetDictionary ruleSets
);
[C++]
public: void Publish(
   RuleSetDictionary* ruleSets
);
[JScript]
public function Publish(
   ruleSets : RuleSetDictionary
);
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RuleStore.Publish Method (RuleSetInfo)
Publishes the specified version of the rule set.

VB

Parameters

ruleset
RuleSetInfo for the rule set to publish.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Publish Overload List
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Overloads Public Overridable Sub Publish( _
   ByVal ruleset As RuleSetInfo _
)
[C#]
public virtual void Publish(
   RuleSetInfo ruleset
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Publish(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleset
);
[JScript]
public function Publish(
   ruleset : RuleSetInfo
);
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RuleStore.Publish Method (RuleSetInfoCollection)
Publishes a collection of rule sets.

VB

Parameters

rulesets
Collection of rule sets to publish.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Publish Overload List
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Overloads Public Overridable Sub Publish( _
   ByVal rulesets As RuleSetInfoCollection _
)
[C#]
public virtual void Publish(
   RuleSetInfoCollection rulesets
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Publish(
   RuleSetInfoCollection* rulesets
);
[JScript]
public function Publish(
   rulesets : RuleSetInfoCollection
);
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RuleStore.Publish Method (Vocabulary)
Publishes the specified version of the Vocabulary.

VB

Parameters

vocabulary
The vocabulary to publish.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Publish Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Publish( _
   ByVal vocabulary As Vocabulary _
)
[C#]
public void Publish(
   Vocabulary vocabulary
);
[C++]
public: void Publish(
   Vocabulary* vocabulary
);
[JScript]
public function Publish(
   vocabulary : Vocabulary
);
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RuleStore.Publish Method (VocabularyDictionary)
Publishes a collection of Vocabulary objects.

VB

Parameters

vocabularies
VocabularyDictionary to publish.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Publish Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Publish( _
   ByVal vocabularies As VocabularyDictionary _
)
[C#]
public void Publish(
   VocabularyDictionary vocabularies
);
[C++]
public: void Publish(
   VocabularyDictionary* vocabularies
);
[JScript]
public function Publish(
   vocabularies : VocabularyDictionary
);
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RuleStore.Publish Method (VocabularyInfo)
Publishes the specified version of the Vocabulary.

VB

Parameters

vocabulary
VocabularyInfo for Vocabulary to publish.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Publish Overload List
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Overloads Public Overridable Sub Publish( _
   ByVal vocabulary As VocabularyInfo _
)
[C#]
public virtual void Publish(
   VocabularyInfo vocabulary
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Publish(
   VocabularyInfo* vocabulary
);
[JScript]
public function Publish(
   vocabulary : VocabularyInfo
);
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RuleStore.Publish Method (VocabularyInfoCollection)
Publishes a collection of Vocabulary classes.

VB

Parameters

vocabularies
Reference to Vocabulary classes to publish.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Publish Overload List
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Overloads Public Overridable Sub Publish( _
   ByVal vocabularies As VocabularyInfoCollection _
)
[C#]
public virtual void Publish(
   VocabularyInfoCollection vocabularies
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Publish(
   VocabularyInfoCollection* vocabularies
);
[JScript]
public function Publish(
   vocabularies : VocabularyInfoCollection
);
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RuleStore.Publish Method (RuleSetDictionary,
VocabularyDictionary)
Publishes a collection of rule set and vocabulary classes.

VB

Parameters

rulesets
Collection of rule set classes to publish.

vocabularies
Collection of vocabulary classes to publish.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Publish Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Publish( _
   ByVal ruleSets As RuleSetDictionary, _
   ByVal vocabularies As VocabularyDictionary _
)
[C#]
public void Publish(
   RuleSetDictionary ruleSets,
   VocabularyDictionary vocabularies
);
[C++]
public: void Publish(
   RuleSetDictionary* ruleSets,
   VocabularyDictionary* vocabularies
);
[JScript]
public function Publish(
   ruleSets : RuleSetDictionary,
   vocabularies : VocabularyDictionary
);
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RuleStore.Publish Method (RuleSetInfoCollection,
VocabularyInfoCollection)
Publishes a collection of rule set and vocabulary classes.

VB

Parameters

rulesets
Collection of rule set classes to publish.

vocabularies
Collection of vocabulary classes to publish.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Publish Overload List
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Overloads Public Overridable Sub Publish( _
   ByVal rulesets As RuleSetInfoCollection, _
   ByVal vocabularies As VocabularyInfoCollection _
)
[C#]
public virtual void Publish(
   RuleSetInfoCollection rulesets,
   VocabularyInfoCollection vocabularies
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Publish(
   RuleSetInfoCollection* rulesets,
   VocabularyInfoCollection* vocabularies
);
[JScript]
public function Publish(
   rulesets : RuleSetInfoCollection,
   vocabularies : VocabularyInfoCollection
);
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RuleStore.Remove Method
Removes the specific versions of the specified rule sets and vocabularies from the rule store.

Overload List

Removes the specific version of the specified rule set from the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Remove(RuleSet)

[C#] public void Remove(RuleSet);

[C++] public: void Remove(RuleSet*);

[JScript] public function Remove(RuleSet);

Removes the specific version of the specified rule set from the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Remove(RuleSetDictionary)

[C#] public void Remove(RuleSetDictionary);

[C++] public: void Remove(RuleSetDictionary*);

[JScript] public function Remove(RuleSetDictionary);

Removes the specific version of the specified rule set from the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public MustOverride Sub Remove(RuleSetInfo)

[C#] public abstract void Remove(RuleSetInfo);

[C++] RuleStore.Remove Method (RuleSetInfo)

[JScript] public abstract function Remove(RuleSetInfo);

Removes the specific version of the specified rule set from the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public MustOverride Sub Remove(RuleSetInfoCollection)

[C#] public abstract void Remove(RuleSetInfoCollection);

[C++] RuleStore.Remove Method (RuleSetInfoCollection)

[JScript] public abstract function Remove(RuleSetInfoCollection);

Removes the specific version of the specified rule set from the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Remove(Vocabulary)

[C#] public void Remove(Vocabulary);

[C++] public: void Remove(Vocabulary*);

[JScript] public function Remove(Vocabulary);

Removes the specific version of the specified rule set from the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Remove(VocabularyDictionary)

[C#] public void Remove(VocabularyDictionary);

[C++] public: void Remove(VocabularyDictionary*);

[JScript] public function Remove(VocabularyDictionary);

Removes the specific version of the specified rule set from the rule store.



 

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public MustOverride Sub Remove(VocabularyInfo)

[C#] public abstract void Remove(VocabularyInfo);

[C++] RuleStore.Remove Method (VocabularyInfo)

[JScript] public abstract function Remove(VocabularyInfo);

Removes the specific version of the specified rule set from the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public MustOverride Sub Remove(VocabularyInfoCollection)

[C#] public abstract void Remove(VocabularyInfoCollection);

[C++] RuleStore.Remove Method (VocabularyInfoCollection)

[JScript] public abstract function Remove(VocabularyInfoCollection);

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStore.Remove Method (RuleSet)
Removes the specific version of the specified rule set from the rule store.

VB

Parameters

ruleset
The rule set to remove.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Remove Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Remove( _
   ByVal ruleset As RuleSet _
)
[C#]
public void Remove(
   RuleSet ruleset
);
[C++]
public: void Remove(
   RuleSet* ruleset
);
[JScript]
public function Remove(
   ruleset : RuleSet
);
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RuleStore.Remove Method (RuleSetDictionary)
Removes the specific versions of the specified rule sets from the rule store.

VB

Parameters

ruleSets
Collection of rule sets to remove.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Remove Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Remove( _
   ByVal ruleSets As RuleSetDictionary _
)
[C#]
public void Remove(
   RuleSetDictionary ruleSets
);
[C++]
public: void Remove(
   RuleSetDictionary* ruleSets
);
[JScript]
public function Remove(
   ruleSets : RuleSetDictionary
);
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RuleStore.Remove Method (RuleSetInfo)
Removes the specific version of the specified rule set from the rule store.

VB

Parameters

ruleset
Rule set to remove.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Remove Overload List
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Overloads Public MustOverride Sub Remove( _
   ByVal ruleset As RuleSetInfo _
)
[C#]
public abstract void Remove(
   RuleSetInfo ruleset
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Remove(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleset
) = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function Remove(
   ruleset : RuleSetInfo
);
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RuleStore.Remove Method (RuleSetInfoCollection)
Removes the specific versions of the specified rule sets from the rule store.

VB

Parameters

rulesets
Collection of rule sets to remove.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Remove Overload List
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Overloads Public MustOverride Sub Remove( _
   ByVal rulesets As RuleSetInfoCollection _
)
[C#]
public abstract void Remove(
   RuleSetInfoCollection rulesets
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Remove(
   RuleSetInfoCollection* rulesets
) = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function Remove(
   rulesets : RuleSetInfoCollection
);
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RuleStore.Remove Method (Vocabulary)
Removes the specific version of the specified vocabulary from the rule store.

VB

Parameters

vocabulary
Vocabulary to remove.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Remove Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Sub Remove( _
   ByVal vocabulary As Vocabulary _
)
[C#]
public void Remove(
   Vocabulary vocabulary
);
[C++]
public: void Remove(
   Vocabulary* vocabulary
);
[JScript]
public function Remove(
   vocabulary : Vocabulary
);
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RuleStore.Remove Method (VocabularyDictionary)
Removes the specific versions of the specified vocabularies from the rule store.

VB

Parameters

vocabularies
Collection of vocabularies to remove.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Remove Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Remove( _
   ByVal vocabularies As VocabularyDictionary _
)
[C#]
public void Remove(
   VocabularyDictionary vocabularies
);
[C++]
public: void Remove(
   VocabularyDictionary* vocabularies
);
[JScript]
public function Remove(
   vocabularies : VocabularyDictionary
);
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RuleStore.Remove Method (VocabularyInfo)
Removes the specific version of the specified vocabulary from the rule store.

VB

Parameters

vocabulary
The vocabulary to remove.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Remove Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public MustOverride Sub Remove( _
   ByVal vocabulary As VocabularyInfo _
)
[C#]
public abstract void Remove(
   VocabularyInfo vocabulary
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Remove(
   VocabularyInfo* vocabulary
) = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function Remove(
   vocabulary : VocabularyInfo
);
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RuleStore.Remove Method (VocabularyInfoCollection)
Removes the specific versions of the specified vocabularies from the rule store.

VB

Parameters

vocabularies
Collection of vocabularies to remove.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Remove Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public MustOverride Sub Remove( _
   ByVal vocabularies As VocabularyInfoCollection _
)
[C#]
public abstract void Remove(
   VocabularyInfoCollection vocabularies
);
[C++]
public: virtual void Remove(
   VocabularyInfoCollection* vocabularies
) = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function Remove(
   vocabularies : VocabularyInfoCollection
);
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RuleStore.RemoveAuthorizationGroups Method
Removes authorization group definitions from the rule store.

VB

Parameters

authorizations
Collection of authorization groups.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable Sub RemoveAuthorizationGroups( _
   ByVal authorizations As AuthorizationGroupCollection _
)
[C#]
public virtual void RemoveAuthorizationGroups(
   AuthorizationGroupCollection authorizations
);
[C++]
public: virtual void RemoveAuthorizationGroups(
   AuthorizationGroupCollection* authorizations
);
[JScript]
public function RemoveAuthorizationGroups(
   authorizations : AuthorizationGroupCollection
);
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RuleStore.Save Method
Saves the specified rule set and vocabulary to the rule store.

Overload List

Saves the specified rule set to the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Save(RuleSet)

[C#] public void Save(RuleSet);

[C++] public: void Save(RuleSet*);

[JScript] public function Save(RuleSet);

Saves the specified rule sets to the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Save(RuleSetDictionary)

[C#] public void Save(RuleSetDictionary);

[C++] public: void Save(RuleSetDictionary*);

[JScript] public function Save(RuleSetDictionary);

Saves the specified vocabulary to the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Save(Vocabulary)

[C#] public void Save(Vocabulary);

[C++] public: void Save(Vocabulary*);

[JScript] public function Save(Vocabulary);

Saves a collection of vocabularies to the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Save(VocabularyDictionary)

[C#] public void Save(VocabularyDictionary);

[C++] public: void Save(VocabularyDictionary*);

[JScript] public function Save(VocabularyDictionary);

Saves the specified rule set to the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Save(RuleSet, System.Boolean)

[C#] public void Save(RuleSet, System.Boolean);

[C++] public: void Save(RuleSet*, System.Boolean);

[JScript] public function Save(RuleSet, System.Boolean);

Saves the specified rule set to the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Save(RuleSetDictionary, System.Boolean)

[C#] public void Save(RuleSetDictionary, System.Boolean);

[C++] public: void Save(RuleSetDictionary*, System.Boolean);

[JScript] public function Save(RuleSetDictionary, System.Boolean);

Saves the specified vocabulary to the rule store.



 

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Save(Vocabulary, System.Boolean)

[C#] public void Save(Vocabulary, System.Boolean);

[C++] public: void Save(Vocabulary*, System.Boolean);

[JScript] public function Save(Vocabulary, System.Boolean);

Saves a collection of vocabularies to the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Save(VocabularyDictionary, System.Boolean)

[C#] public void Save(VocabularyDictionary, System.Boolean);

[C++] public: void Save(VocabularyDictionary*, System.Boolean);

[JScript] public function Save(VocabularyDictionary, System.Boolean);

Saves a collection of rule sets and vocabularies to the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Save(RuleSetDictionary, VocabularyDictionary, System.Boolean)

[C#] public void Save(RuleSetDictionary, VocabularyDictionary, System.Boolean);

[C++] public: void Save(RuleSetDictionary*, VocabularyDictionary*, System.Boolean);

[JScript] public function Save(RuleSetDictionary, VocabularyDictionary, System.Boolean);

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleStore.Save Method (RuleSet)
Saves the specified rule set to the rule store.

VB

Parameters

ruleset
The rule set to save.

Remarks

Save will overwrite an unpublished rule set with the same version number as ruleset.

Add does not publish the rule set described in ruleset.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Save Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Save( _
   ByVal ruleset As RuleSet _
)
[C#]
public void Save(
   RuleSet ruleset
);
[C++]
public: void Save(
   RuleSet* ruleset
);
[JScript]
public function Save(
   ruleset : RuleSet
);
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RuleStore.Save Method (RuleSetDictionary)
Saves the specified rule sets to the rule store.

VB

Parameters

ruleSets
Collection of rule sets to save.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Save Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Save( _
   ByVal ruleSets As RuleSetDictionary _
)
[C#]
public void Save(
   RuleSetDictionary ruleSets
);
[C++]
public: void Save(
   RuleSetDictionary* ruleSets
);
[JScript]
public function Save(
   ruleSets : RuleSetDictionary
);
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RuleStore.Save Method (Vocabulary)
Saves the specified vocabulary to the rule store.

VB

Parameters

vocabulary
The vocabulary to save.

Remarks

Save will overwrite an unpublished vocabulary with the same version number as vocabulary.

Save does not publish the vocabulary described in vocabulary.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Save Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Sub Save( _
   ByVal vocabulary As Vocabulary _
)
[C#]
public void Save(
   Vocabulary vocabulary
);
[C++]
public: void Save(
   Vocabulary* vocabulary
);
[JScript]
public function Save(
   vocabulary : Vocabulary
);
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RuleStore.Save Method (VocabularyDictionary)
Saves a collection of vocabularies to the rule store.

VB

Parameters

vocabularies
Reference to the vocabularies to save.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Save Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Save( _
   ByVal vocabularies As VocabularyDictionary _
)
[C#]
public void Save(
   VocabularyDictionary vocabularies
);
[C++]
public: void Save(
   VocabularyDictionary* vocabularies
);
[JScript]
public function Save(
   vocabularies : VocabularyDictionary
);
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RuleStore.Save Method (RuleSet, System.Boolean)
Saves the specified rule set to the rule store.

VB

Parameters

ruleset
The rule set to save.

publish
true to publish the rule set; otherwise, false.

Remarks

Save will overwrite any unpublished rule sets with the same version number as rulesets.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Save Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Save( _
   ByVal ruleset As RuleSet, _
   ByVal publish As Boolean _
)
[C#]
public void Save(
   RuleSet ruleset,
   bool publish
);
[C++]
public: void Save(
   RuleSet* ruleset,
   bool publish
);
[JScript]
public function Save(
   ruleset : RuleSet,
   publish : Boolean
);
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RuleStore.Save Method (RuleSetDictionary, System.Boolean)
Saves the specified rule set to the rule store.

VB

Parameters

ruleSets
The rule set to save.

publish
True to publish the rule set; otherwise, False.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Save Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Save( _
   ByVal ruleSets As RuleSetDictionary, _
   ByVal publish As Boolean _
)
[C#]
public void Save(
   RuleSetDictionary ruleSets,
   bool publish
);
[C++]
public: void Save(
   RuleSetDictionary* ruleSets,
   bool publish
);
[JScript]
public function Save(
   ruleSets : RuleSetDictionary,
   publish : Boolean
);
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RuleStore.Save Method (Vocabulary, System.Boolean)
Saves the specified vocabulary to the rule store.

VB

Parameters

vocabulary
The vocabulary to save.

publish
true to publish the vocabulary; otherwise, false.

Remarks

Save will overwrite any unpublished vocabularies with the same version number as vocabularies.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Save Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Save( _
   ByVal vocabulary As Vocabulary, _
   ByVal publish As Boolean _
)
[C#]
public void Save(
   Vocabulary vocabulary,
   bool publish
);
[C++]
public: void Save(
   Vocabulary* vocabulary,
   bool publish
);
[JScript]
public function Save(
   vocabulary : Vocabulary,
   publish : Boolean
);
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RuleStore.Save Method (VocabularyDictionary,
System.Boolean)
Saves a collection of vocabularies to the rule store.

VB

Parameters

vocabularies
Reference to the vocabularies to save.

publish
true to publish the vocabulary; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Save Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Save( _
   ByVal vocabularies As VocabularyDictionary, _
   ByVal publish As Boolean _
)
[C#]
public void Save(
   VocabularyDictionary vocabularies,
   bool publish
);
[C++]
public: void Save(
   VocabularyDictionary* vocabularies,
   bool publish
);
[JScript]
public function Save(
   vocabularies : VocabularyDictionary,
   publish : Boolean
);
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RuleStore.Save Method (RuleSetDictionary,
VocabularyDictionary, System.Boolean)
Saves a collection of rule sets and vocabularies to the rule store.

VB

Parameters

ruleSets
Reference to the rule sets to save.

vocabularies
Reference to the vocabularies to save.

publish
True to publish the vocabulary; otherwise, False.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.Save Overload List
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Overloads Public Sub Save( _
   ByVal ruleSets As RuleSetDictionary, _
   ByVal vocabularies As VocabularyDictionary, _
   ByVal publish As Boolean _
)
[C#]
public void Save(
   RuleSetDictionary ruleSets,
   VocabularyDictionary vocabularies,
   bool publish
);
[C++]
public: void Save(
   RuleSetDictionary* ruleSets,
   VocabularyDictionary* vocabularies,
   bool publish
);
[JScript]
public function Save(
   ruleSets : RuleSetDictionary,
   vocabularies : VocabularyDictionary,
   publish : Boolean
);
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RuleStore.SaveAuthorizationGroups Method
Saves authorization group definitions to the rule store.

VB

Parameters

authorizations
Collection of authorization groups.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable Sub SaveAuthorizationGroups( _
   ByVal authorizations As AuthorizationGroupCollection _
)
[C#]
public virtual void SaveAuthorizationGroups(
   AuthorizationGroupCollection authorizations
);
[C++]
public: virtual void SaveAuthorizationGroups(
   AuthorizationGroupCollection* authorizations
);
[JScript]
public function SaveAuthorizationGroups(
   authorizations : AuthorizationGroupCollection
);
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RuleStore.SetRuleSetAuthorizations Method
Set the authorizations for a rule set.

Overload List

Set the authorizations for a rule set.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Sub SetRuleSetAuthorizations(RuleSetInfo, AuthorizationGroupCollection)

[C#] public virtual void SetRuleSetAuthorizations(RuleSetInfo, AuthorizationGroupCollection);

[C++] public: virtual void SetRuleSetAuthorizations(RuleSetInfo*, AuthorizationGroupCollection*);

[JScript] public function SetRuleSetAuthorizations(RuleSetInfo, AuthorizationGroupCollection);

Set the authorizations for a version independent rule set.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Public Overridable Sub SetRuleSetAuthorizations(System.String, AuthorizationGroupCollection)

[C#] public virtual void SetRuleSetAuthorizations(System.String, AuthorizationGroupCollection);

[C++] public: virtual void SetRuleSetAuthorizations(System.String, AuthorizationGroupCollection*);

[JScript] public function SetRuleSetAuthorizations(System.String, AuthorizationGroupCollection);

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStore.SetRuleSetAuthorizations Method (RuleSetInfo,
AuthorizationGroupCollection)
Set the authorizations for a rule set.

VB

Parameters

rsInfo
RuleSetInfo for rule set.

authorizations
Authorization groups for the rule set.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.SetRuleSetAuthorizations Overload List
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Overloads Public Overridable Sub SetRuleSetAuthorizations( _
   ByVal rsInfo As RuleSetInfo, _
   ByVal authorizations As AuthorizationGroupCollection _
)
[C#]
public virtual void SetRuleSetAuthorizations(
   RuleSetInfo rsInfo,
   AuthorizationGroupCollection authorizations
);
[C++]
public: virtual void SetRuleSetAuthorizations(
   RuleSetInfo* rsInfo,
   AuthorizationGroupCollection* authorizations
);
[JScript]
public function SetRuleSetAuthorizations(
   rsInfo : RuleSetInfo,
   authorizations : AuthorizationGroupCollection
);
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RuleStore.SetRuleSetAuthorizations Method (System.String,
AuthorizationGroupCollection)
Set the authorizations for a version independent rule set.

VB

Parameters

rulesetName
Name of rule set.

authorizations
Authorization groups for the rule set.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.SetRuleSetAuthorizations Overload List
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Overloads Public Overridable Sub SetRuleSetAuthorizations( _
   ByVal rulesetName As String, _
   ByVal authorizations As AuthorizationGroupCollection _
)
[C#]
public virtual void SetRuleSetAuthorizations(
   string rulesetName,
   AuthorizationGroupCollection authorizations
);
[C++]
public: virtual void SetRuleSetAuthorizations(
   String* rulesetName,
   AuthorizationGroupCollection* authorizations
);
[JScript]
public function SetRuleSetAuthorizations(
   rulesetName : String,
   authorizations : AuthorizationGroupCollection
);
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RuleStore.SetVocabularyAuthorizations Method
Set the authorizations for a vocabulary.

Overload List

Set the authorizations for a version independent vocabulary.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Public Overridable Sub SetVocabularyAuthorizations(System.String, AuthorizationGroupCollection)

[C#] public virtual void SetVocabularyAuthorizations(System.String, AuthorizationGroupCollection);

[C++] public: virtual void SetVocabularyAuthorizations(System.String, AuthorizationGroupCollection*);

[JScript] public function SetVocabularyAuthorizations(System.String, AuthorizationGroupCollection);

Set the authorizations for a vocabulary.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Public Overridable Sub SetVocabularyAuthorizations(VocabularyInfo, AuthorizationGroupCollection)

[C#] public virtual void SetVocabularyAuthorizations(VocabularyInfo, AuthorizationGroupCollection);

[C++] public: virtual void SetVocabularyAuthorizations(VocabularyInfo*, AuthorizationGroupCollection*);

[JScript] public function SetVocabularyAuthorizations(VocabularyInfo, AuthorizationGroupCollection);

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStore.SetVocabularyAuthorizations Method
(System.String, AuthorizationGroupCollection)
Set the authorizations for a version independent vocabulary.

VB

Parameters

vocabularyName
Name of vocabulary.

authorizations
Authorization groups for the vocabulary.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.SetVocabularyAuthorizations Overload List
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Overloads Public Overridable Sub SetVocabularyAuthorizations( _
   ByVal vocabularyName As String, _
   ByVal authorizations As AuthorizationGroupCollection _
)
[C#]
public virtual void SetVocabularyAuthorizations(
   string vocabularyName,
   AuthorizationGroupCollection authorizations
);
[C++]
public: virtual void SetVocabularyAuthorizations(
   String* vocabularyName,
   AuthorizationGroupCollection* authorizations
);
[JScript]
public function SetVocabularyAuthorizations(
   vocabularyName : String,
   authorizations : AuthorizationGroupCollection
);
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RuleStore.SetVocabularyAuthorizations Method
(VocabularyInfo, AuthorizationGroupCollection)
Set the authorizations for a vocabulary.

VB

Parameters

versionInfo
Name of vocabulary.

authorizations
Authorization groups for the vocabulary.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStore Class | RuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStore.SetVocabularyAuthorizations Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Overridable Sub SetVocabularyAuthorizations( _
   ByVal versionInfo As VocabularyInfo, _
   ByVal authorizations As AuthorizationGroupCollection _
)
[C#]
public virtual void SetVocabularyAuthorizations(
   VocabularyInfo versionInfo,
   AuthorizationGroupCollection authorizations
);
[C++]
public: virtual void SetVocabularyAuthorizations(
   VocabularyInfo* versionInfo,
   AuthorizationGroupCollection* authorizations
);
[JScript]
public function SetVocabularyAuthorizations(
   versionInfo : VocabularyInfo,
   authorizations : AuthorizationGroupCollection
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Class
The exception that is thrown when an attempt to access items in the rule store is denied.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreAccessDeniedException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleStoreAccessDeniedException
   Inherits RuleStoreException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleStoreAccessDeniedException : RuleStoreException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleStoreAccessDeniedException : public
   RuleStoreException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleStoreAccessDeniedException extends
   RuleStoreException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ww58ded5(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Members
RuleStoreAccessDeniedException overview

Public Constructors

RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreAccessDeniedExceptio
n class.

Public Properties

ArtifactType Gets the type of the item to which access is denied.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the item to which access is denied.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the item to which access is denied.
Name Gets the name of the item to which access is denied.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreAccessDeniedExceptio
n class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/71tawy4s(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/902sca80(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9btwf6wk(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/85weac5w(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dxzhy005(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/2wchw354(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/49kcee3b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/es4y6f7e(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/sh5cw61c(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreAccessDeniedException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreAccessDeniedException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to
deserialize the object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleStoreAccessDeniedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleStoreAccessDeniedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreAccessDeniedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreAccessDeniedException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception,
the name of the item to which access is denied, the major version of the item, the minor version of the item, and the type of the item.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, ArtifactType)

[C#] public RuleStoreAccessDeniedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, ArtifactType);

[C++] public: RuleStoreAccessDeniedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, ArtifactType);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreAccessDeniedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, ArtifactType);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreAccessDeniedException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception,
the name of the item for which access is denied, the major version of the item, the minor version of the item, the type of the item, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, ArtifactType, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleStoreAccessDeniedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, ArtifactType, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleStoreAccessDeniedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, ArtifactType, System.Exception);

[JScript]
public function RuleStoreAccessDeniedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, ArtifactType, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Class | RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreAccessDeniedException class using the specified serialization information and streaming
context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Class | RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleStoreAccessDeniedException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleStoreAccessDeniedException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreAccessDeniedException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Constructor (System.String,
System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, ArtifactType)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreAccessDeniedException class using the specified message, name, major version, minor
version, and item type.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

name
Name of the item to which access is denied.

majorVersion
Major version of the item.

minorVersion
Minor version of the item.

artifactType
Type of the item.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal artifactType As ArtifactType _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreAccessDeniedException(
   string message,
   string name,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   ArtifactType artifactType
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreAccessDeniedException(
   String* message,
   String* name,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   ArtifactType artifactType
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreAccessDeniedException(
   message : String,
   name : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int,
   artifactType : ArtifactType
);



 

RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Class | RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Constructor Overload List
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RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Constructor (System.String,
System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, ArtifactType,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreAccessDeniedException class using the specified message, name, major version, minor
version, item type, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

name
Name of the item to which access is denied.

majorVersion
Major version of the item.

minorVersion
Minor version of the item.

artifactType
Type of the item.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal artifactType As ArtifactType, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreAccessDeniedException(
   string message,
   string name,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   ArtifactType artifactType,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreAccessDeniedException(
   String* message,
   String* name,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   ArtifactType artifactType,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreAccessDeniedException(
   message : String,
   name : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int,
   artifactType : ArtifactType,
   ex : Exception
);



 

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Class | RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Constructor Overload List
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RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Properties
The properties of the RuleStoreAccessDeniedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreAccessDeniedException class members, see the RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Members topic.

Public Properties

ArtifactType Gets the type of the item to which access is denied.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the item to which access is denied.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the item to which access is denied.
Name Gets the name of the item to which access is denied.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreAccessDeniedException.ArtifactType Property
Gets the type of the item to which access is denied.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Class | RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property ArtifactType As ArtifactType
[C#]
public ArtifactType ArtifactType {get;}
[C++]
public: __property ArtifactType get_ArtifactType();
[JScript]
public function get ArtifactType() : ArtifactType;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreAccessDeniedException.MajorVersion Property
Gets the major version of the item to which access is denied.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Class | RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MajorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MajorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MajorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MajorVersion() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreAccessDeniedException.MinorVersion Property
Gets the minor version of the item to which access is denied.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Class | RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MinorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MinorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MinorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MinorVersion() : int;
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RuleStoreAccessDeniedException.Name Property
Gets the name of the item to which access is denied.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Class | RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property Name As String
[C#]
public string Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Name();
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;
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RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Methods
The methods of the RuleStoreAccessDeniedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreAccessDeniedException class members, see the RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreAccessDeniedException.GetObjectData Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Class | RuleStoreAccessDeniedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException Class
The exception that is thrown when the specified alternate credentials cannot be used to access the rule store.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException
   Inherits RuleStoreException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException :
   RuleStoreException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException
   : public RuleStoreException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException
   extends RuleStoreException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ww58ded5(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException Members
RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException overview

Public Constructors

RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreAltern
ateCredentialsNotAllowedException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

User Gets the identity of the user that cannot be impersonated.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreAltern
ateCredentialsNotAllowedException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to
deserialize the object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception,
and the identity of the user that cannot be impersonated.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity)

[C#] public RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException(System.String, System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity);

[C++] public: RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException(System.String, System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException(System.String, System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception,
the identity of the user that cannot be impersonated, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException(System.String, System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException(System.String, System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException(System.String, System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException Class | RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException
Constructor (System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException class using the specified serialization
information and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException Class | RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function
   RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException
Constructor (System.String,
System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException class using the specified message and user.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

user
Identity of the user that cannot be impersonated.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException Class | RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal user As WindowsIdentity _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException(
   string message,
   WindowsIdentity user
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException(
   String* message,
   WindowsIdentity* user
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException(
   message : String,
   user : WindowsIdentity
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException
Constructor (System.String,
System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException class using the specified message, user, and
inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

user
A WindowsIdentity containing the identity of the user that cannot be impersonated.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException Class | RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal user As WindowsIdentity, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException(
   string message,
   WindowsIdentity user,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException(
   String* message,
   WindowsIdentity* user,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException(
   message : String,
   user : WindowsIdentity,
   ex : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException Properties
The properties of the RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException class members, see the
RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException Members topic.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

User Gets the identity of the user that cannot be impersonated.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException.User
Property
Gets the identity of the user that cannot be impersonated.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException Class | RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property User As WindowsIdentity
[C#]
public WindowsIdentity User {get;}
[C++]
public: __property WindowsIdentity* get_User();
[JScript]
public function get User() : WindowsIdentity;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException Methods
The methods of the RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException class members, see the
RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException Class | RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException Class
The exception that is thrown when database compatibility cannot be checked.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException
   Inherits RuleEngineException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException :
   RuleEngineException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException : public
   RuleEngineException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException extends
   RuleEngineException
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RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException Members
RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException overview

Public Constructors

RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreCompatibilityChe
ckException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreCompatibilityChe
ckException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException(System.String);

[C++] public: RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException(System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to
deserialize the object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception,
and the exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException(System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException(System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException(System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException Class | RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException Constructor
(System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException class using the specified message.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException Class | RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException(
   string message
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException(
   String* message
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException(
   message : String
);
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RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException class using the specified serialization information and
streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException Class | RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException Constructor
(System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException class using the specified message and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException Class | RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException(
   string message,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException(
   String* message,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreCompatibilityCheckException(
   message : String,
   ex : Exception
);
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RuleStoreConnectionException Class
The exception that is thrown when the connection to the rule store cannot be made.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleStoreConnectionException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreConnectionException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleStoreConnectionException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleStoreConnectionException
   Inherits RuleStoreException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleStoreConnectionException : RuleStoreException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleStoreConnectionException : public
   RuleStoreException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleStoreConnectionException extends
   RuleStoreException
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RuleStoreConnectionException Members
RuleStoreConnectionException overview

Public Constructors

RuleStoreConnectionException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreConnectionException clas
s.

Public Properties

ConnectionString Gets the connection string used to attempt a connection to the rule store.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleStoreConnectionException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreConnectionException clas
s.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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RuleStoreConnectionException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the object and a
context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleStoreConnectionException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleStoreConnectionException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreConnectionException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, and the connection string
used to attempt a connection with the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleStoreConnectionException(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleStoreConnectionException(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreConnectionException(System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the connection string
used to attempt a connection with the rule store, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleStoreConnectionException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleStoreConnectionException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreConnectionException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleStoreConnectionException Class | RuleStoreConnectionException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreConnectionException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreConnectionException class using the specified serialization information and streaming
context.

VB

Parameters

sinfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStoreConnectionException Class | RuleStoreConnectionException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleStoreConnectionException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal sinfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleStoreConnectionException(
   SerializationInfo sinfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleStoreConnectionException(
   SerializationInfo* sinfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreConnectionException(
   sinfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleStoreConnectionException Constructor (System.String,
System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreConnectionException class using the specified message and connection string.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

connectionString
Connection string used to attempt a connection to the rule store.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStoreConnectionException Class | RuleStoreConnectionException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleStoreConnectionException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal connectionString As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreConnectionException(
   string message,
   string connectionString
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreConnectionException(
   String* message,
   String* connectionString
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreConnectionException(
   message : String,
   connectionString : String
);
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RuleStoreConnectionException Constructor (System.String,
System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreConnectionException class using the specified message, connection string, and inner
exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

connectionString
Connection string used to attempt a connection to the rule store.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStoreConnectionException Class | RuleStoreConnectionException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleStoreConnectionException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal connectionString As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreConnectionException(
   string message,
   string connectionString,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreConnectionException(
   String* message,
   String* connectionString,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreConnectionException(
   message : String,
   connectionString : String,
   ex : Exception
);
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RuleStoreConnectionException Properties
The properties of the RuleStoreConnectionException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreConnectionException class members, see the RuleStoreConnectionException Members topic.

Public Properties

ConnectionString Gets a connection string used to attempt a connection to the rule store.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreConnectionException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreConnectionException.ConnectionString Property
Gets a connection string used to attempt a connection to the rule store.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStoreConnectionException Class | RuleStoreConnectionException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property ConnectionString As String
[C#]
public string ConnectionString {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ConnectionString();
[JScript]
public function get ConnectionString() : String;
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RuleStoreConnectionException Methods
The methods of the RuleStoreConnectionException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreConnectionException class members, see the RuleStoreConnectionException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreConnectionException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreConnectionException.GetObjectData Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

sinfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStoreConnectionException Class | RuleStoreConnectionException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal sinfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo sinfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* sinfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   sinfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleStoreException Class
Base class for all rule store exceptions.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleStoreException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreException
               Derived classes

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleStoreException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleStoreException
   Inherits RuleEngineException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleStoreException : RuleEngineException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleStoreException : public RuleEngineException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleStoreException extends RuleEngineException
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RuleStoreException Hierarchy
System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreAccessDeniedException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreAlternateCredentialsNotAllowedException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreConnectionException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreFileNotFoundException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreIncompatibleException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreReadOnlyException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException

See Also

RuleStoreException Class | RuleStoreException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreException Members
RuleStoreException overview

Public Constructors

RuleStoreException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleStoreException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public RuleStoreException(System.String);

[C++] public: RuleStoreException(System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreException(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to
deserialize the object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleStoreException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleStoreException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception,
and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleStoreException(System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleStoreException(System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreException(System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleStoreException Class | RuleStoreException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreException Constructor (System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreException class using the specified message.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStoreException Class | RuleStoreException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleStoreException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreException(
   string message
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreException(
   String* message
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreException(
   message : String
);
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RuleStoreException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreException class using the specified serialization information and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

sinfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStoreException Class | RuleStoreException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleStoreException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal sinfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleStoreException(
   SerializationInfo sinfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleStoreException(
   SerializationInfo* sinfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreException(
   sinfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleStoreException Constructor (System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreException class using the specified message and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStoreException Class | RuleStoreException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleStoreException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreException(
   string message,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreException(
   String* message,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreException(
   message : String,
   ex : Exception
);
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RuleStoreFileNotFoundException Class
The exception that is thrown when a specified rule store is not found.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleStoreFileNotFoundException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreFileNotFoundException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleStoreFileNotFoundException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleStoreFileNotFoundException
   Inherits RuleStoreException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleStoreFileNotFoundException : RuleStoreException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleStoreFileNotFoundException : public
   RuleStoreException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleStoreFileNotFoundException extends
   RuleStoreException
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RuleStoreFileNotFoundException Members
RuleStoreFileNotFoundException overview

Public Constructors

RuleStoreFileNotFoundException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreFileNotFoundExceptio
n class.

Public Properties

FileName Gets the name of the file that could not be found.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited 
from System.Obje
ct)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation available f
rom Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException
(inherited from Sys
tem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation available f
rom Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677. For additional information
about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation available from Visual Studio .NET or o
nline at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (in
herited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation available f
rom Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherite

d from System.Obj
ect)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation available f
rom Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherite
d from System.Exc
eption)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation available f
rom Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleStoreFileNotFoundException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreFileNotFoundExceptio
n class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods
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Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreFileNotFoundException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleStoreFileNotFoundException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreFileNotFoundException.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreFileNotFoundException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to
deserialize the object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleStoreFileNotFoundException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleStoreFileNotFoundException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreFileNotFoundException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreFileNotFoundException with an error message that explains the reason for the exception and the
name of the file that could not be found.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleStoreFileNotFoundException(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleStoreFileNotFoundException(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreFileNotFoundException(System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreFileNotFoundException with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the
name of the file that could not be found, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleStoreFileNotFoundException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleStoreFileNotFoundException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreFileNotFoundException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleStoreFileNotFoundException Class | RuleStoreFileNotFoundException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleStoreFileNotFoundException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreFileNotFoundException class using the specified serialization information and streaming
context.

VB

Parameters

sinfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStoreFileNotFoundException Class | RuleStoreFileNotFoundException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleStoreFileNotFoundException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal sinfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleStoreFileNotFoundException(
   SerializationInfo sinfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleStoreFileNotFoundException(
   SerializationInfo* sinfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreFileNotFoundException(
   sinfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreFileNotFoundException Constructor (System.String,
System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreFileNotFoundException class using the specified message and file name.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

fileName
Name of the file that could not be found.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStoreFileNotFoundException Class | RuleStoreFileNotFoundException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleStoreFileNotFoundException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal fileName As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreFileNotFoundException(
   string message,
   string fileName
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreFileNotFoundException(
   String* message,
   String* fileName
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreFileNotFoundException(
   message : String,
   fileName : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreFileNotFoundException Constructor (System.String,
System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreFileNotFoundException class using the specified message, file name, and inner
exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

fileName
Name of the file that could not be found.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStoreFileNotFoundException Class | RuleStoreFileNotFoundException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleStoreFileNotFoundException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal fileName As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreFileNotFoundException(
   string message,
   string fileName,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreFileNotFoundException(
   String* message,
   String* fileName,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreFileNotFoundException(
   message : String,
   fileName : String,
   ex : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreFileNotFoundException Properties
The properties of the RuleStoreFileNotFoundException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreFileNotFoundException class members, see the RuleStoreFileNotFoundException Members topic.

Public Properties

FileName Gets the name of the file that could not be found.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreFileNotFoundException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreFileNotFoundException.FileName Property
Gets the name of the file that could not be found.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStoreFileNotFoundException Class | RuleStoreFileNotFoundException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property FileName As String
[C#]
public string FileName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_FileName();
[JScript]
public function get FileName() : String;
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RuleStoreFileNotFoundException Methods
The methods of the RuleStoreFileNotFoundException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreFileNotFoundException class members, see the RuleStoreFileNotFoundException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreFileNotFoundException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreFileNotFoundException.GetObjectData Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

sinfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStoreFileNotFoundException Class | RuleStoreFileNotFoundException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal sinfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo sinfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* sinfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   sinfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleStore.Filter Enumeration
Enumeration to set the filtering needed on rule sets and vocabularies.

VB

Members

Member name Description
All All rulesets/vocabularies.
Latest Latest rulesets/vocabularies.
LatestPublished Latest published rulesets/vocabularies.
Published Published rulesets/vocabularies.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server  2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Enum RuleStore.Filter
[C#]
[Serializable]
public enum RuleStore.Filter
[C++]
[Serializable]
__value public enum RuleStore.Filter
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
enum RuleStore.Filter
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RuleStoreIncompatibleException Class
The exception that is thrown when the rule store is a different version.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleStoreIncompatibleException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreIncompatibleException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleStoreIncompatibleException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleStoreIncompatibleException
   Inherits RuleStoreException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleStoreIncompatibleException : RuleStoreException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleStoreIncompatibleException : public
   RuleStoreException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleStoreIncompatibleException extends
   RuleStoreException
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RuleStoreIncompatibleException Members
RuleStoreIncompatibleException overview

Public Constructors

RuleStoreIncompatibleException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreIncompatibleException 
class.

Public Properties

ConnectionString Gets the connection string used to connect to the rule store.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleStoreIncompatibleException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreIncompatibleException 
class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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RuleStoreIncompatibleException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreIncompatibleException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreIncompatibleException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to
deserialize the object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleStoreIncompatibleException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleStoreIncompatibleException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreIncompatibleException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreIncompatibleException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception,
and the connection string used to connect to the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleStoreIncompatibleException(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleStoreIncompatibleException(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreIncompatibleException(System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreIncompatibleException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception,
the connection string used to connect to the rule store, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleStoreIncompatibleException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleStoreIncompatibleException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreIncompatibleException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleStoreIncompatibleException Class | RuleStoreIncompatibleException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreIncompatibleException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreIncompatibleException class using the specified serialization information and streaming
context.

VB

Parameters

sinfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStoreIncompatibleException Class | RuleStoreIncompatibleException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleStoreIncompatibleException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal sinfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleStoreIncompatibleException(
   SerializationInfo sinfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleStoreIncompatibleException(
   SerializationInfo* sinfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreIncompatibleException(
   sinfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleStoreIncompatibleException Constructor (System.String,
System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreIncompatibleException class using the specified message and connection string.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

connectionString
Connection string used to connect to the rule store.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStoreIncompatibleException Class | RuleStoreIncompatibleException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleStoreIncompatibleException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal connectionString As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreIncompatibleException(
   string message,
   string connectionString
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreIncompatibleException(
   String* message,
   String* connectionString
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreIncompatibleException(
   message : String,
   connectionString : String
);
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RuleStoreIncompatibleException Constructor (System.String,
System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreIncompatibleException class using the specified message, connection string, and inner
exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

connectionString
Connection string used to connect to the rule store.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStoreIncompatibleException Class | RuleStoreIncompatibleException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleStoreIncompatibleException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal connectionString As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreIncompatibleException(
   string message,
   string connectionString,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreIncompatibleException(
   String* message,
   String* connectionString,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreIncompatibleException(
   message : String,
   connectionString : String,
   ex : Exception
);
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RuleStoreIncompatibleException Properties
The properties of the RuleStoreIncompatibleException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreIncompatibleException class members, see the RuleStoreIncompatibleException Members topic.

Public Properties

ConnectionString Gets the connection string used to connect to the rule store.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreIncompatibleException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreIncompatibleException.ConnectionString Property
Gets the connection string used to connect to the rule store.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStoreIncompatibleException Class | RuleStoreIncompatibleException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property ConnectionString As String
[C#]
public string ConnectionString {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ConnectionString();
[JScript]
public function get ConnectionString() : String;
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RuleStoreIncompatibleException Methods
The methods of the RuleStoreIncompatibleException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreIncompatibleException class members, see the RuleStoreIncompatibleException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
Returns serialized information about the exception

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

Returns serialized information about the exception

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreIncompatibleException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreIncompatibleException.GetObjectData Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

sinfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStoreIncompatibleException Class | RuleStoreIncompatibleException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal sinfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo sinfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* sinfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   sinfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleStoreReadOnlyException Class
The exception that is thrown when a specified rule store is read-only.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleStoreReadOnlyException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreReadOnlyException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleStoreReadOnlyException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleStoreReadOnlyException
   Inherits RuleStoreException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleStoreReadOnlyException : RuleStoreException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleStoreReadOnlyException : public
   RuleStoreException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleStoreReadOnlyException extends RuleStoreException
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RuleStoreReadOnlyException Members
RuleStoreReadOnlyException overview

Public Constructors

RuleStoreReadOnlyException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreReadOnlyException class.

Public Properties

FileName Get the name of the read-only file.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleStoreReadOnlyException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreReadOnlyException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleStoreReadOnlyException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreReadOnlyException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreReadOnlyException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to
deserialize the object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleStoreReadOnlyException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleStoreReadOnlyException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreReadOnlyException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreReadOnlyException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception,
and the name of the read-only file.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleStoreReadOnlyException(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleStoreReadOnlyException(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreReadOnlyException(System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreReadOnlyException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception,
the name of the read-only file, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleStoreReadOnlyException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleStoreReadOnlyException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreReadOnlyException(System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleStoreReadOnlyException Class | RuleStoreReadOnlyException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreReadOnlyException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreReadOnlyException class using the specified serialization information and streaming
context.

VB

Parameters

sinfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStoreReadOnlyException Class | RuleStoreReadOnlyException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleStoreReadOnlyException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal sinfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleStoreReadOnlyException(
   SerializationInfo sinfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleStoreReadOnlyException(
   SerializationInfo* sinfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreReadOnlyException(
   sinfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleStoreReadOnlyException Constructor (System.String,
System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreReadOnlyException class using the specified message and file name.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

fileName
Name of the read-only file.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStoreReadOnlyException Class | RuleStoreReadOnlyException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleStoreReadOnlyException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal fileName As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreReadOnlyException(
   string message,
   string fileName
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreReadOnlyException(
   String* message,
   String* fileName
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreReadOnlyException(
   message : String,
   fileName : String
);
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RuleStoreReadOnlyException Constructor (System.String,
System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreReadOnlyException class using the specified message, file name, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

fileName
Name of the read-only file.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStoreReadOnlyException Class | RuleStoreReadOnlyException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleStoreReadOnlyException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal fileName As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreReadOnlyException(
   string message,
   string fileName,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreReadOnlyException(
   String* message,
   String* fileName,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreReadOnlyException(
   message : String,
   fileName : String,
   ex : Exception
);
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RuleStoreReadOnlyException Properties
The properties of the RuleStoreReadOnlyException class are listed here. For a complete list of RuleStoreReadOnlyException
class members, see the RuleStoreReadOnlyException Members topic.

Public Properties

FileName Gets the name of the read-only file.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreReadOnlyException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreReadOnlyException.FileName Property
Gets the name of the read-only file.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStoreReadOnlyException Class | RuleStoreReadOnlyException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property FileName As String
[C#]
public string FileName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_FileName();
[JScript]
public function get FileName() : String;
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RuleStoreReadOnlyException Methods
The methods of the RuleStoreReadOnlyException class are listed here. For a complete list of RuleStoreReadOnlyException
class members, see the RuleStoreReadOnlyException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreReadOnlyException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreReadOnlyException.GetObjectData Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

sinfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

RuleStoreReadOnlyException Class | RuleStoreReadOnlyException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal sinfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo sinfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* sinfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   sinfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException Class
The exception that is thrown when an attempt is made to publish a rule set that has already been published.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException
   Inherits RuleStoreException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException :
   RuleStoreException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException :
   public RuleStoreException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException extends
   RuleStoreException
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RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException Members
RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException overview

Public Constructors

RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSetAlrea
dyPublishedException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the rule set associated with the exception.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the rule set associated with the exception.
RuleSetName Gets the name of the rule set associated with the exception.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSetAlrea
dyPublishedException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to
deserialize the object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception,
the name of the rule set associated with the exception, the major version of the rule set, and the minor version of the rule set.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)

[C#] public RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++] public: RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception,
the name of the rule set associated with the exception, the major version of the rule set, the minor version of the rule set, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException class using the specified serialization information
and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException class using the specified message, rule set name,
major version, and minor version.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set associated with the exception.

majorVersion
Major version of the rule set.

minorVersion
Minor version of the rule set.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException(
   string message,
   string ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException(
   String* message,
   String* ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException(
   message : String,
   ruleSetName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int
);
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RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException class using the specified message, rule set name,
major version, minor version, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set associated with the exception.

majorVersion
Major version of the rule set.

minorVersion
Minor version of the rule set.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException(
   string message,
   string ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException(
   String* message,
   String* ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException(
   message : String,
   ruleSetName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int,
   ex : Exception
);
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RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException Properties
The properties of the RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException class members, see the RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException Members
topic.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the rule set associated with the exception.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the rule set associated with the exception.
RuleSetName Gets the name of the rule set associated with the exception.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException.MajorVersion
Property
Gets the major version of the rule set associated with the exception.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property MajorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MajorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MajorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MajorVersion() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException.MinorVersion
Property
Gets the minor version of the rule set associated with the exception.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property MinorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MinorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MinorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MinorVersion() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException.RuleSetName
Property
Gets the name of the rule set associated with the exception.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property RuleSetName As String
[C#]
public string RuleSetName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_RuleSetName();
[JScript]
public function get RuleSetName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException Methods
The methods of the RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException class members, see the RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException Members
topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
Co The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetAlreadyPublishedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Class
The exception that is thrown when an attempt is made to update a deployed rule set.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException
   Inherits RuleStoreException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException :
   RuleStoreException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException : public
   RuleStoreException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException extends
   RuleStoreException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ww58ded5(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Members
RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException overview

Public Constructors

RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedEx
ception class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the rule set associated with the exception.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the rule set associated with the exception.
RuleSetName Gets the name of the rule set associated with the exception.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedEx
ception class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to
deserialize the object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception,
the name of the rule set associated with the exception, the major version of the rule set, and the minor version of the rule set.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)

[C#] public RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++] public: RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception,
the name of the rule set associated with the exception, the major version of the rule set, the minor version of the rule set, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException class using the specified serialization information and
streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException class using the specified message, rule set name, major
version, and minor version.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set associated with the exception.

majorVersion
Major version of the rule set.

minorVersion
Minor version of the rule set.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException(
   string message,
   string ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException(
   String* message,
   String* ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException(
   message : String,
   ruleSetName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException class using the specified message, rule set name, major
version, minor version, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set associated with the exception.

majorVersion
Major version of the rule set.

minorVersion
Minor version of the rule set.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException(
   string message,
   string ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException(
   String* message,
   String* ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException(
   message : String,
   ruleSetName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int,
   ex : Exception
);



 

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Constructor Overload List
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RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Properties
The properties of the RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException class members, see the RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Members topic.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the rule set associated with the exception.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the rule set associated with the exception.
RuleSetName Gets the name of the rule set associated with the exception.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException.MajorVersion Property
Gets the major version of the rule set associated with the exception.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MajorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MajorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MajorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MajorVersion() : int;
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RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException.MinorVersion Property
Gets the minor version of the rule set associated with the exception.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MinorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MinorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MinorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MinorVersion() : int;
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RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException.RuleSetName Property
Gets the name of the rule set associated with the exception.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property RuleSetName As String
[C#]
public string RuleSetName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_RuleSetName();
[JScript]
public function get RuleSetName() : String;
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RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Methods
The methods of the RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException class members, see the RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException.GetObjectData Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetDeployedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Class
The exception that is thrown when an attempt is made to publish an empty rule set.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException
   Inherits RuleStoreException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException : RuleStoreException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException : public
   RuleStoreException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException extends
   RuleStoreException
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RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Members
RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException overview

Public Constructors

RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyExceptio
n class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the rule set.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the rule set.
RuleSetName Gets the name of the rule set.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyExceptio
n class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name of
the rule set, and the major version of the rule set, and the minor version of the rule set.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)

[C#] public RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++] public: RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name of
the rule set, and the major version of the rule set, the minor version of the rule set, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException class using the specified serialization information and streaming
context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Constructor (System.String,
System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException class using the specified message, rule set name, major version,
and minor version.

VB

Parameters

message
An error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set.

majorVersion
Major version of the rule set.

minorVersion
Minor version of the rule set.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException(
   string message,
   string ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException(
   String* message,
   String* ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException(
   message : String,
   ruleSetName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int
);
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RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Constructor (System.String,
System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException class using the specified message, rule set name, major version,
minor version, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
An error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set.

majorVersion
Major version of the rule set.

minorVersion
Minor version of the rule set.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException(
   string message,
   string ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException(
   String* message,
   String* ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException(
   message : String,
   ruleSetName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int,
   ex : Exception
);



 

RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Constructor Overload List
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RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Properties
The properties of the RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException class members, see the RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Members topic.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the rule set.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the rule set.
RuleSetName Gets the name of the rule set.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException.MajorVersion Property
Gets the major version of the rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MajorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MajorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MajorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MajorVersion() : int;
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RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException.MinorVersion Property
Gets the minor version of the rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property MinorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MinorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MinorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MinorVersion() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException.RuleSetName Property
Gets the name of the rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property RuleSetName As String
[C#]
public string RuleSetName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_RuleSetName();
[JScript]
public function get RuleSetName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Methods
The methods of the RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException class members, see the RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException.GetObjectData Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetEmptyException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Class
The exception that is thrown when the requested rule set does not exist.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException
   Inherits RuleStoreException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException :
   RuleStoreException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException : public
   RuleStoreException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException extends
   RuleStoreException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Members
RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException overview

Public Constructors

RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvail
ableException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the rule set associated with the exception.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the rule set associated with the exception.
RuleSetName Gets the name of the rule set associated with the exception.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvail
ableException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleSetNotAvailableException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleSetNotAvailableException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleSetNotAvailableException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name
of the rule set that is not available, the major version of the rule set, and the minor version of the rule set.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)

[C#] public RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++] public: RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleSetNotAvailableException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name
of the rule set that is not available, the major version of the rule set, the minor version of the rule set, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException class using the specified serialization information and
streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException class using the specified message, rule set name, major
version, and minor version.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set that is not available.

majorVersion
Major version of the rule set.

minorVersion
Minor version of the rule set.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException(
   string message,
   string ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException(
   String* message,
   String* ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException(
   message : String,
   ruleSetName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException class using the specified message, rule set name, major
version, minor version, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set that is not available.

majorVersion
Major version of the rule set.

minorVersion
Minor version of the rule set.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException(
   string message,
   string ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException(
   String* message,
   String* ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException(
   message : String,
   ruleSetName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int,
   ex : Exception
);



 

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Constructor Overload List
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RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Properties
The properties of the RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException class members, see the RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Members topic.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the rule set associated with the exception.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the rule set associated with the exception.
RuleSetName Gets the name of the rule set associated with the exception.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException.MajorVersion
Property
Gets the major version of the rule set that is not available.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MajorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MajorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MajorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MajorVersion() : int;
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RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException.MinorVersion
Property
Gets the minor version of the rule set that is not available.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MinorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MinorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MinorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MinorVersion() : int;
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RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException.RuleSetName
Property
Gets the name of the rule set that is not available.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property RuleSetName As String
[C#]
public string RuleSetName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_RuleSetName();
[JScript]
public function get RuleSetName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Methods
The methods of the RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException class members, see the RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetNotAvailableException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Class
The exception that is thrown when there is an error renaming a rule set.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException
   Inherits RuleStoreException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException :
   RuleStoreException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException :
   public RuleStoreException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException extends
   RuleStoreException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ww58ded5(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Members
RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException overview

Public Constructors

RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSetRe
nameNotAllowedException class.

Public Properties

CurrentName Gets the existing name of the rule set.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

NewName Gets the proposed new name for the rule set.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSetRe
nameNotAllowedException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the
existing name of the rule set, and the proposed new name of the rule set.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the
existing name of the rule set, the proposed new name of the rule set, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException class using the specified serialization information
and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException class using the specified message, current name,
and new name.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

currentName
Existing name of the rule set.

newName
Proposed new name for the rule set.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal currentName As String, _
   ByVal newName As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException(
   string message,
   string currentName,
   string newName
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException(
   String* message,
   String* currentName,
   String* newName
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException(
   message : String,
   currentName : String,
   newName : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException class using the specified message, current name,
new name, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

currentName
Existing name of the rule set.

newName
Proposed new name for the rule set.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal currentName As String, _
   ByVal newName As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException(
   string message,
   string currentName,
   string newName,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException(
   String* message,
   String* currentName,
   String* newName,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException(
   message : String,
   currentName : String,
   newName : String,
   ex : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Properties
The properties of the RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException class members, see the
RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Members topic.

Public Properties

CurrentName Gets the existing name of the rule set.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

NewName Gets the proposed new name for the rule set.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException.CurrentName
Property
Gets the existing name of the rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property CurrentName As String
[C#]
public string CurrentName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_CurrentName();
[JScript]
public function get CurrentName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException.NewName
Property
Gets the proposed new name for the rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property NewName As String
[C#]
public string NewName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_NewName();
[JScript]
public function get NewName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Methods
The methods of the RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException class members, see the
RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetRenameNotAllowedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Class
The exception that is thrown when the requested version of a rule set does not match the version contained in the rule store.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException
   Inherits RuleStoreException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException :
   RuleStoreException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException
   : public RuleStoreException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException
   extends RuleStoreException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ww58ded5(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Members
RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException overview

Public Constructors

RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSet
VersionIncompatibilityException class.

Public Properties

ExistingMajorVersion Gets the major version of the existing rule set.
ExistingMinorVersion Gets the minor version of the existing rule set.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

NewMajorVersion Gets the major version of the new rule set.
NewMinorVersion Gets the minor version of the new rule set.
RuleSetName Gets the name of the rule set.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSet
VersionIncompatibilityException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the object
and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#] protected RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++] protected: RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name of the
rule set, the major version of the existing rule set, the minor version of the existing rule set, the major version of the new rule set, and the minor version of the new rule set.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32)

[C#] public RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++] public: RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name of the
rule set, the major version of the existing rule set, the minor version of the existing rule set, the major version of the new rule set, the minor version of the new rule set, and the
inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception)

[C#]
public RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[C++]
public: RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[JScript]
public function RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException class using the specified serialization
information and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
Co A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32,
System.Int32, System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException class using the specified message, rule set
name, existing major version, existing minor version, proposed major version, and proposed minor version.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception

ruleSetName
Name of the incompatible rule set.

existingMajorVersion
Major version of the existing rule set.

existingMinorVersion
Minor version of the existing rule set.

newMajorVersion
Major version of the new rule set.

newMinorVersion
Minor version of the new rule set.

Requirements

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal existingMajorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal existingMinorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal newMajorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal newMinorVersion As Integer _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException(
   string message,
   string ruleSetName,
   int existingMajorVersion,
   int existingMinorVersion,
   int newMajorVersion,
   int newMinorVersion
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException(
   String* message,
   String* ruleSetName,
   int existingMajorVersion,
   int existingMinorVersion,
   int newMajorVersion,
   int newMinorVersion
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException(
   message : String,
   ruleSetName : String,
   existingMajorVersion : int,
   existingMinorVersion : int,
   newMajorVersion : int,
   newMinorVersion : int
);



 

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32,
System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException class using the specified message, rule set
name, existing major version, existing minor version, proposed major version, proposed minor version, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception

ruleSetName
Name of the incompatible rule set.

existingMajorVersion
Major version of the existing rule set.

existingMinorVersion
Minor version of the existing rule set.

newMajorVersion
Major version of the new rule set.

newMinorVersion

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal existingMajorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal existingMinorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal newMajorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal newMinorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException(
   string message,
   string ruleSetName,
   int existingMajorVersion,
   int existingMinorVersion,
   int newMajorVersion,
   int newMinorVersion,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException(
   String* message,
   String* ruleSetName,
   int existingMajorVersion,
   int existingMinorVersion,
   int newMajorVersion,
   int newMinorVersion,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException(
   message : String,
   ruleSetName : String,
   existingMajorVersion : int,
   existingMinorVersion : int,
   newMajorVersion : int,
   newMinorVersion : int,
   ex : Exception
);



 

Minor version of the new rule set.
ex

An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Constructor Overload List
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RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Properties
The properties of the RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException class members, see the
RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Members topic.

Public Properties

ExistingMajorVersion Gets the major version of the existing rule set.
ExistingMinorVersion Gets the minor version of the existing rule set.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

NewMajorVersion Gets the major version of the new rule set.
NewMinorVersion Gets the minor version of the new rule set.
RuleSetName Gets the name of the rule set.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException.ExistingMajorVersion
Property
Gets the major version of the existing rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property ExistingMajorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int ExistingMajorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_ExistingMajorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get ExistingMajorVersion() : int;
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RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException.ExistingMinorVersion
Property
Gets the minor version of the existing rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property ExistingMinorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int ExistingMinorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_ExistingMinorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get ExistingMinorVersion() : int;
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RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException.NewMajorVersion
Property
Gets the major version of the new rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property NewMajorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int NewMajorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_NewMajorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get NewMajorVersion() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException.NewMinorVersion
Property
Gets the minor version of the new rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property NewMinorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int NewMinorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_NewMinorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get NewMinorVersion() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException.RuleSetName
Property
Gets the name of the rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property RuleSetName As String
[C#]
public string RuleSetName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_RuleSetName();
[JScript]
public function get RuleSetName() : String;
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RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Methods
The methods of the RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException class members, see the
RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Class | RuleStoreRuleSetVersionIncompatibilityException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException Class
The exception that is thrown when an attempt is made to publish a vocabulary that has already been published.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException
   Inherits RuleStoreException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException :
   RuleStoreException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException :
   public RuleStoreException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException extends
   RuleStoreException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ww58ded5(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException Members
RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException overview

Public Constructors

RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabula
ryAlreadyPublishedException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the vocabulary.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the vocabulary.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

VocabularyName Gets the name of the vocabulary.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabula
ryAlreadyPublishedException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize
the object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception,
the name of the vocabulary, the major version of the vocabulary, and the minor version of the vocabulary.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)

[C#] public RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++] public: RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception,
the name of the vocabulary, the major version of the vocabulary, the minor version of the vocabulary, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException class using the specified serialization information
and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException class using the specified message, vocabulary
name, major version, and minor version.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

vocabularyName
Name of the vocabulary.

majorVersion
Major version of the vocabulary.

minorVersion
Minor version of the vocabulary.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal vocabularyName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException(
   string message,
   string vocabularyName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException(
   String* message,
   String* vocabularyName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException(
   message : String,
   vocabularyName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int
);
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RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException class using the specified message, vocabulary
name, major version, minor version, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

vocabularyName
Name of the vocabulary.

majorVersion
Major version of the vocabulary.

minorVersion
Minor version of the vocabulary.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal vocabularyName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException(
   string message,
   string vocabularyName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException(
   String* message,
   String* vocabularyName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException(
   message : String,
   vocabularyName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int,
   ex : Exception
);
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RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException Properties
The properties of the RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException class members, see the
RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException Members topic.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the vocabulary.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the vocabulary.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

VocabularyName Gets the name of the vocabulary.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException.MajorVersion
Property
Gets the major version of the vocabulary.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MajorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MajorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MajorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MajorVersion() : int;
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RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException.MinorVersion
Property
Gets the minor version of the vocabulary.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MinorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MinorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MinorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MinorVersion() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException.VocabularyName
Property
Gets the name of the vocabulary.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property VocabularyName As String
[C#]
public string VocabularyName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_VocabularyName();
[JScript]
public function get VocabularyName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException Methods
The methods of the RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException class members, see the
RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyAlreadyPublishedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException Class
The exception that is thrown when an attempt is made to publish an empty vocabulary.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException
   Inherits RuleStoreException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException :
   RuleStoreException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException : public
   RuleStoreException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException extends
   RuleStoreException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException Members
RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException overview

Public Constructors

RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyE
xception class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the vocabulary.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the vocabulary.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

VocabularyName Gets the name of the vocabulary.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyE
xception class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the
object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name of
the vocabulary, the major version of the vocabulary, and the minor version of the vocabulary.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)

[C#] public RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++] public: RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name of
the vocabulary, the major version of the vocabulary, the minor version of the vocabulary, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException class using the specified serialization information and
streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException class using the specified message, vocabulary name, major
version, and minor version.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

vocabularyName
Name of the vocabulary.

majorVersion
Major version of the vocabulary.

minorVersion
Minor version of the vocabulary.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal vocabularyName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException(
   string message,
   string vocabularyName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException(
   String* message,
   String* vocabularyName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException(
   message : String,
   vocabularyName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException class using the specified message, vocabulary name, major
version, minor version, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

vocabularyName
Name of the vocabulary.

majorVersion
Major version of the vocabulary.

minorVersion
Minor version of the vocabulary.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal vocabularyName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException(
   string message,
   string vocabularyName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException(
   String* message,
   String* vocabularyName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException(
   message : String,
   vocabularyName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int,
   ex : Exception
);



 

See Also
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RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException Constructor Overload List
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RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException Properties
The properties of the RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException class members, see the RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException Members topic.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the vocabulary.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the name of the vocabulary.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

VocabularyName Gets the name of the vocabulary.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException.MajorVersion Property
Gets the major version of the vocabulary.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MajorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MajorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MajorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MajorVersion() : int;
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RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException.MinorVersion Property
Gets the minor version of the vocabulary.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MinorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MinorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MinorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MinorVersion() : int;
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RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException.VocabularyName
Property
Gets the name of the vocabulary.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property VocabularyName As String
[C#]
public string VocabularyName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_VocabularyName();
[JScript]
public function get VocabularyName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException Methods
The methods of the RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException class members, see the RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException.GetObjectData Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyEmptyException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Class
The exception that is thrown when a vocabulary is referred to by other rule sets and/or vocabularies and therefore cannot be
deleted.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException
   Inherits RuleStoreException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException :
   RuleStoreException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException : public
   RuleStoreException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException extends
   RuleStoreException
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RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Members
RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException overview

Public Constructors

RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyInUseExc
eption class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the vocabulary to delete.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the vocabulary to delete.
Name Gets the name of the vocabulary to delete.
RuleSets Gets the collection of rule sets that refer to this vocabulary.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Vocabularies Gets the collection of vocabularies that refer to this vocabulary.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyInUseExc
eption class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreVocabularyInUseException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreVocabularyInUseException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize the object and a
context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#] protected RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++] protected: RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript] protected function RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreVocabularyInUseException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name of the vocabulary
to delete, the major version of the vocabulary, the minor version of the vocabulary, the collection of rule sets using this vocabulary, and the collection of vocabularies that refer to this
vocabulary.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, RuleSetInfoCollection, VocabularyInfoCollection)

[C#] public RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, RuleSetInfoCollection, VocabularyInfoCollection);

[C++] public: RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, RuleSetInfoCollection*, VocabularyInfoCollection*);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, RuleSetInfoCollection, VocabularyInfoCollection);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreVocabularyInUseException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the name of the vocabulary
to delete, the major version of the vocabulary, the minor version of the vocabulary, the collection of rule sets using this vocabulary, the collection of vocabularies that refer to this
vocabulary, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, RuleSetInfoCollection, VocabularyInfoCollection, System.Exception)

[C#]
public RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, RuleSetInfoCollection, VocabularyInfoCollection, System.Exception);

[C++]
public: RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, RuleSetInfoCollection*, VocabularyInfoCollection*, System.Exception);

[JScript]
public function RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, RuleSetInfoCollection, VocabularyInfoCollection, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException class using the specified serialization information and
streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32,
RuleSetInfoCollection, VocabularyInfoCollection)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException class using the specified message, vocabulary name, major
version, minor version, rule set, and vocabulary collection.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

name
Name of the vocabulary to delete.

majorVersion
Major version of the vocabulary.

minorVersion
Minor version of the vocabulary.

ruleSets
Collection of rule sets that refer to this vocabulary.

vocabularies
Collection of vocabularies that refer to this vocabulary.

Requirements

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal ruleSets As RuleSetInfoCollection, _
   ByVal vocabularies As VocabularyInfoCollection _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException(
   string message,
   string name,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   RuleSetInfoCollection ruleSets,
   VocabularyInfoCollection vocabularies
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException(
   String* message,
   String* name,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   RuleSetInfoCollection* ruleSets,
   VocabularyInfoCollection* vocabularies
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException(
   message : String,
   name : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int,
   ruleSets : RuleSetInfoCollection,
   vocabularies : VocabularyInfoCollection
);



 

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Constructor Overload List
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RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32,
RuleSetInfoCollection, VocabularyInfoCollection,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException class using the specified message, vocabulary name, major
version, minor version, rule set, vocabulary collection, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

name
Name of the vocabulary to delete.

majorVersion
Major version of the vocabulary.

minorVersion
Minor version of the vocabulary.

ruleSets

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal ruleSets As RuleSetInfoCollection, _
   ByVal vocabularies As VocabularyInfoCollection, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException(
   string message,
   string name,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   RuleSetInfoCollection ruleSets,
   VocabularyInfoCollection vocabularies,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException(
   String* message,
   String* name,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   RuleSetInfoCollection* ruleSets,
   VocabularyInfoCollection* vocabularies,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException(
   message : String,
   name : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int,
   ruleSets : RuleSetInfoCollection,
   vocabularies : VocabularyInfoCollection,
   ex : Exception
);



 

Collection of rule sets that refer to this vocabulary.
vocabularies

Collection of vocabularies that refer to this vocabulary.
ex

An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Constructor Overload List
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RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Properties
The properties of the RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException class members, see the RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Members topic.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the vocabulary to delete.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the vocabulary to delete.
Name Gets the name of the vocabulary to delete.
RuleSets Gets the collection of rule sets that refer to this vocabulary.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Vocabularies Gets the collection of vocabularies that refer to this vocabulary.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException.MajorVersion Property
Gets the major version of the vocabulary to delete.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MajorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MajorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MajorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MajorVersion() : int;
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RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException.MinorVersion Property
Gets the minor version of the vocabulary to delete.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property MinorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MinorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MinorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MinorVersion() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException.Name Property
Gets the name of the vocabulary to delete.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Name As String
[C#]
public string Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Name();
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException.RuleSets Property
Gets the collection of rule sets that refer to this vocabulary.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property RuleSets As RuleSetInfoCollection
[C#]
public RuleSetInfoCollection RuleSets {get;}
[C++]
public: __property RuleSetInfoCollection* get_RuleSets();
[JScript]
public function get RuleSets() : RuleSetInfoCollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException.Vocabularies Property
Gets the collection of vocabularies that refer to this vocabulary.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Vocabularies As VocabularyInfoCollection
[C#]
public VocabularyInfoCollection Vocabularies {get;}
[C++]
public: __property VocabularyInfoCollection* get_Vocabularies();
[JScript]
public function get Vocabularies() : VocabularyInfoCollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Methods
The methods of the RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException class members, see the RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException.GetObjectData Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyInUseException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException Class
The exception that is thrown when the requested vocabulary does not exist.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException
   Inherits RuleStoreException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException :
   RuleStoreException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException :
   public RuleStoreException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException extends
   RuleStoreException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ww58ded5(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException Members
RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException overview

Public Constructors

RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyN
otAvailableException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the vocabulary.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the vocabulary.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

VocabularyName Gets the name of the vocabulary.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyN
otAvailableException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to
deserialize the object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception,
the name of the vocabulary, the major version of the vocabulary, and the minor version of the vocabulary.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)

[C#] public RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++] public: RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception,
the name of the vocabulary, the major version of the vocabulary, the minor version of the vocabulary, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException class using the specified serialization information and
streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException class using the specified message, vocabulary name,
major version, and minor version.

VB

Parameters

message
The error message that explains the reason for the exception.

vocabularyName
The name of the vocabulary.

majorVersion
The major version of the vocabulary.

minorVersion
The minor version of the vocabulary.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal vocabularyName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException(
   string message,
   string vocabularyName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException(
   String* message,
   String* vocabularyName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException(
   message : String,
   vocabularyName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException class using the specified message, vocabulary name,
major version, minor version, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
The error message that explains the reason for the exception.

vocabularyName
The name of the vocabulary.

majorVersion
The major version of the vocabulary.

minorVersion
The minor version of the vocabulary.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal vocabularyName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException(
   string message,
   string vocabularyName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException(
   String* message,
   String* vocabularyName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException(
   message : String,
   vocabularyName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int,
   ex : Exception
);



 

See Also
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RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException Properties
The properties of the RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException class members, see the RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException Members
topic.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MajorVersion Gets the major version of the vocabulary.
Message (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MinorVersion Gets the minor version of the vocabulary.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

VocabularyName Gets the name of the vocabulary.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException.MajorVersion
Property
Gets the major version of the vocabulary.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MajorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MajorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MajorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MajorVersion() : int;
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RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException.MinorVersion
Property
Gets the minor version of the vocabulary.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MinorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int MinorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MinorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get MinorVersion() : int;
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RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException.VocabularyName
Property
Gets the name of the vocabulary.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property VocabularyName As String
[C#]
public string VocabularyName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_VocabularyName();
[JScript]
public function get VocabularyName() : String;
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RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException Methods
The methods of the RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException class members, see the RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException Members
topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyNotAvailableException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException Class
The exception that is thrown when the requested vocabulary is not valid.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException
   Inherits RuleStoreException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException :
   RuleStoreException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException : public
   RuleStoreException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException extends
   RuleStoreException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
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RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException Members
RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException overview

Public Constructors

RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyNotV
alidException class.

Public Properties

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyNotV
alidException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException(System.String);

[C++] public: RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException(System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to
deserialize the object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception,
and an inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException(System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException(System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException(System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException Constructor
(System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException class using the specified message.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException(
   string message
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException(
   String* message
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException(
   message : String
);
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RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException class using the specified serialization information and
streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException Constructor
(System.String, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException class using the specified message and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException(
   string message,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException(
   String* message,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException(
   message : String,
   ex : Exception
);
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RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException Methods
The methods of the RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException class members, see the RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyNotValidException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Class
The exception that is thrown when a vocabulary cannot be renamed.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException
   Inherits RuleStoreException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException :
   RuleStoreException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException :
   public RuleStoreException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException extends
   RuleStoreException
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RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Members
RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException overview

Public Constructors

RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocab
ularyRenameNotAllowedException class.

Public Properties

CurrentName Gets the existing name of the vocabulary.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

NewName Gets the proposed new name for the vocabulary.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocab
ularyRenameNotAllowedException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also
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RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to deserialize
the object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException class with an error that explains the reason for the exception, the
existing name of the vocabulary, and the proposed new name for the vocabulary.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String)

[C#] public RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException class with an error that explains the reason for the exception, the
existing name of the vocabulary, the proposed new name for the vocabulary, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException class using the specified serialization
information and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException class using the specified message, current
name, and new name.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

currentName
Existing name of the vocabulary.

newName
Proposed new name for the vocabulary.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal currentName As String, _
   ByVal newName As String _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException(
   string message,
   string currentName,
   string newName
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException(
   String* message,
   String* currentName,
   String* newName
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException(
   message : String,
   currentName : String,
   newName : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException class, using the specified message, current
name, new name, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

currentName
Existing name of the vocabulary.

newName
Proposed new name for the vocabulary.

ex
An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal currentName As String, _
   ByVal newName As String, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException(
   string message,
   string currentName,
   string newName,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException(
   String* message,
   String* currentName,
   String* newName,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException(
   message : String,
   currentName : String,
   newName : String,
   ex : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Properties
The properties of the RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException class members, see the
RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Members topic.

Public Properties

CurrentName Gets the existing name of the vocabulary.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

NewName Gets the proposed new name for the vocabulary.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException.CurrentName
Property
Gets the existing name of the vocabulary.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property CurrentName As String
[C#]
public string CurrentName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_CurrentName();
[JScript]
public function get CurrentName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException.NewName
Property
Gets the proposed new name for the vocabulary.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property NewName As String
[C#]
public string NewName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_NewName();
[JScript]
public function get NewName() : String;
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RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Methods
The methods of the RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException class members, see the
RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyRenameNotAllowedException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);
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RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Class
The exception that is thrown when the requested version of a vocabulary does not match the version contained in the rule store.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      System.ApplicationException
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleEngineException
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreException
               Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
Public Class RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException
   Inherits RuleStoreException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException :
   RuleStoreException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class
   RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException : public
   RuleStoreException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException
   extends RuleStoreException
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RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException
Members
RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException overview

Public Constructors

RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVoca
bularyVersionIncompatibilityException class.

Public Properties

ExistingMajorVersion Gets the major version of the existing vocabulary.
ExistingMinorVersion Gets the minor version of the existing vocabulary.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

NewMajorVersion Gets the major version of the new vocabulary.
NewMinorVersion Gets the minor version of the new vocabulary.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

VocabularyName Gets the name of the incompatible vocabulary.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVoca
bularyVersionIncompatibilityException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods
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Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException class with a reference to the object that holds the data needed to
deserialize the object and a context that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#] protected RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++] protected: RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the
name of the incompatible vocabulary, the major version of the existing vocabulary, the minor version of the existing vocabulary, the major version of the new vocabulary, and the
minor version of the new vocabulary.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32)

[C#] public RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++] public: RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32);

Initializes a new instance of the RuleEngineRuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException class with an error message that explains the reason for the exception, the
name of the incompatible vocabulary, the major version of the existing vocabulary, the minor version of the existing vocabulary, the major version of the new vocabulary, the minor
version of the new vocabulary, and the inner exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception)

[C#]
public RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[C++]
public: RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

[JScript]
public function RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception);

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException
Constructor (System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException class using the specified serialization
information and streaming context.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
A SerializationInfo that contains the data needed to deserialize the object.

context
A StreamingContext that provides the means for deserializing the exception data.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
protected: RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
protected function
   RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException
Constructor (System.String, System.String, System.Int32,
System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException class using the specified message,
vocabulary name, existing major version, existing minor version, new major version and new minor version.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

vocabularyName
Name of the incompatible vocabulary.

existingMajorVersion
Major version of the existing vocabulary.

existingMinorVersion
Minor version of the existing vocabulary.

newMajorVersion
Major version of the new vocabulary.

newMinorVersion
Minor version of the new vocabulary.

Requirements

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal vocabularyName As String, _
   ByVal existingMajorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal existingMinorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal newMajorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal newMinorVersion As Integer _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException(
   string message,
   string vocabularyName,
   int existingMajorVersion,
   int existingMinorVersion,
   int newMajorVersion,
   int newMinorVersion
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException(
   String* message,
   String* vocabularyName,
   int existingMajorVersion,
   int existingMinorVersion,
   int newMajorVersion,
   int newMinorVersion
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException(
   message : String,
   vocabularyName : String,
   existingMajorVersion : int,
   existingMinorVersion : int,
   newMajorVersion : int,
   newMinorVersion : int
);



 

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException
Constructor (System.String, System.String, System.Int32,
System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Int32, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException class using the specified message,
vocabulary name, existing major version, existing minor version, new major version new minor version, and inner exception.

VB

Parameters

message
Error message that explains the reason for the exception.

vocabularyName
Name of the incompatible vocabulary.

existingMajorVersion
Major version of the existing vocabulary.

existingMinorVersion
Minor version of the existing vocabulary.

newMajorVersion
Major version of the new vocabulary.

newMinorVersion

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal message As String, _
   ByVal vocabularyName As String, _
   ByVal existingMajorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal existingMinorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal newMajorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal newMinorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal ex As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException(
   string message,
   string vocabularyName,
   int existingMajorVersion,
   int existingMinorVersion,
   int newMajorVersion,
   int newMinorVersion,
   Exception ex
);
[C++]
public: RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException(
   String* message,
   String* vocabularyName,
   int existingMajorVersion,
   int existingMinorVersion,
   int newMajorVersion,
   int newMinorVersion,
   Exception* ex
);
[JScript]
public function RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException(
   message : String,
   vocabularyName : String,
   existingMajorVersion : int,
   existingMinorVersion : int,
   newMajorVersion : int,
   newMinorVersion : int,
   ex : Exception
);



 

Minor version of the new vocabulary.
ex

An Exception that contains the inner exception.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException
Properties
The properties of the RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException class members, see the
RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Members topic.

Public Properties

ExistingMajorVersion Gets the major version of the existing vocabulary.
ExistingMinorVersion Gets the minor version of the existing vocabulary.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

NewMajorVersion Gets the major version of the new vocabulary.
NewMinorVersion Gets the minor version of the new vocabulary.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

VocabularyName Gets the name of the incompatible vocabulary.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException.ExistingMajorVersion
Property
Gets the major version of the existing vocabulary.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property ExistingMajorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int ExistingMajorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_ExistingMajorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get ExistingMajorVersion() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException.ExistingMinorVersion
Property
Gets the minor version of the existing vocabulary.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property ExistingMinorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int ExistingMinorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_ExistingMinorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get ExistingMinorVersion() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException.NewMajorVersion
Property
Gets the major version of the new vocabulary.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property NewMajorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int NewMajorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_NewMajorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get NewMajorVersion() : int;
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RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException.NewMinorVersion
Property
Gets the minor version of the new vocabulary.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property NewMinorVersion As Integer
[C#]
public int NewMinorVersion {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_NewMinorVersion();
[JScript]
public function get NewMinorVersion() : int;
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RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException.VocabularyName
Property
Gets the name of the incompatible vocabulary.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property VocabularyName As String
[C#]
public string VocabularyName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_VocabularyName();
[JScript]
public function get VocabularyName() : String;
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RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Methods
The methods of the RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException class are listed here. For a complete list of
RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException class members, see the
RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Returns serialized information about the exception.
GetType (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException.GetObjectData
Method
Returns serialized information about the exception.

VB

Parameters

serializeInfo
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

context
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information for deserializing the exception data.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Class | RuleStoreVocabularyVersionIncompatibilityException Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal serializeInfo As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* serializeInfo,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   serializeInfo : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
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Second Class
Represents the second of the minute operator.

For a list of all members of this type, see Second Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.TemporalFunction
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.Second

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Return Value

The return value of the operation is an integer in the range of 0 to 59.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Second Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class Second
   Inherits TemporalFunction
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class Second : TemporalFunction
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class Second : public TemporalFunction
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class Second extends TemporalFunction

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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Second Members
Second overview

Public Constructors

Second Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the Second class.

Public Properties

DateTime (inherited from Te
mporalFunction)

Gets or sets the DateTime operand.

Type (inherited from Term) Gets the type of the logical expression.
VocabularyLink (inherited fr

om Term)
Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary ele
ment containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Second.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (Inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Second Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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Second Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Second class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the Second class with the specified DateTime value.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term)

[C#] public Second(Term);

[C++] public: Second(Term*);

[JScript] public function Second(Term);

Initializes a new instance of the Second class with the specified DateTime value and vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public Second(Term, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: Second(Term*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function Second(Term, VocabularyLink);

See Also

Second Class | Second Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Second Constructor (Term)
Initializes a new instance of the Second class with the specified DateTime value.

VB

Parameters

dateTime
The DateTime value.

Remarks

The parameter dateTime must be of type System.DateTime.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Second Class | Second Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Second Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal dateTime As Term _
)
[C#]
public Second(
   Term dateTime
);
[C++]
public: Second(
   Term* dateTime
);
[JScript]
public function Second(
   dateTime : Term
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Second Constructor (Term, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the Second class with the specified DateTime value and vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

dateTime
The DateTime value.

link
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the term.

Remarks

The parameter dateTime must be of type System.DateTime.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Second Class | Second Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Second Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal dateTime As Term, _
   ByVal link As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public Second(
   Term dateTime,
   VocabularyLink link
);
[C++]
public: Second(
   Term* dateTime,
   VocabularyLink* link
);
[JScript]
public function Second(
   dateTime : Term,
   link : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Second Methods
The methods of the Second class are listed here. For a complete list of Second class members, see the Second Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Second.
Equals (inherited from System.Object) Refer to the .NET Framework SDK documentation for the System.Object class.
GetHashCode (inherited from System.Object) Refer to the .NET Framework SDK documentation for the System.Object class.
GetType (inherited from System.Object) Refer to the .NET Framework SDK documentation for the System.Object class.
ToString (inherited from System.Object) Refer to the .NET Framework SDK documentation for the System.Object class.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from System.Object) Refer to the .NET Framework SDK documentation for the System.Object cla
ss. 
In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inherited from System.Obje
ct)

Refer to the .NET Framework SDK documentation for the System.Object cla
ss.

SetType (Inherited from Term) Sets the type of term.

See Also

Second Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Second.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of Second.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of Second.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Second Class | Second Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
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SqlRuleStore Class
The implementation of the RuleStore class for storing rules in a SQL Server database.

For a list of all members of this type, see SqlRuleStore Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleStore
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.SqlRuleStore

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Class SqlRuleStore
   Inherits RuleStore
[C#]
public class SqlRuleStore : RuleStore
[C++]
public __gc class SqlRuleStore : public RuleStore
[JScript]
public class SqlRuleStore extends RuleStore
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SqlRuleStore Members
SqlRuleStore overview

Public Constructors

SqlRuleStore Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the SqlRuleStore class.

Public Properties

Credentials (inherited from RuleStore) Gets the user credentials used to access the rule store.
Location (inherited from RuleStore) Gets the rule set repository.

Public Methods

Add Overloaded. Saves the specified item to the rule store.
DisableAuthorization Overridden. Disables authorization on the rule store.
EnableAuthorization Overridden. Enables Authorization on the rule store.
Equals (inherited from Syste

m.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetAllAuthorizationGroups Overridden. Gets all the authorization group definitions from the rule store.
GetAuthorizationGroup Overridden. Gets authorization group definition from the rule store.
GetDependentRuleSets Overridden. Gets the set of rule sets dependent on specified vocabulary.
GetDependentVocabularies Overridden. Gets the set of vocabularies dependent on the specified vocabulary.
GetHashCode (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetReferencedVocabularies Overloaded. Gets the set of vocabularies used by the specified rule set or vocabulary.
GetRuleSet Overridden. Retrieves a specific version of a rule set.
GetRuleSetAsBrl Overridden. Retrieves a specific version of a rule set as a Business Rules Language (BRL) string.
GetRuleSetAuthoriztions Overridden. Gets the authorizations for a rule set.
GetRuleSets Overloaded. Overridden. Retrieves list of rule sets matching a specified filter.
GetType (inherited from Syst

em.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetVocabularies Overloaded. Overridden. Retrieves the list of vocabularies matching a filter.
GetVocabulary Overridden. Retrieves a specific version of a vocabulary
GetVocabularyAuthorizations Overridden. Gets the authorizations for a vocabulary.
IsAuthorizationEnabled Overridden. Checks if authorization is enabled on the rule store.
IsRuleSetAccessible Overridden. Checks if the rule set is accessible based on current authorization settings.
IsVocabularyAccessible Overridden. Checks if the vocabulary is accessible based on current authorization settings.
Publish Overloaded. Overridden. Publishes rule sets and vocabularies.
Remove Overloaded. Removes the specific versions of the specified rule sets and vocabularies from the ru

le store.
RemoveAuthorizationGroups Overridden. Removes authorization group definitions from the rule store.
Save (inherited from RuleSt

ore)
Overloaded. Saves the specified rule set or vocabulary to the rule store.

SaveAuthorizationGroups Overridden. Saves authorization group definitions to the rule store.
SetRuleSetAuthorizations Overloaded. Overridden. Sets the authorizations for a rule set.
SetVocabularyAuthorizations Overloaded. Overridden. Sets the authorizations for a vocabulary.
ToString (inherited from Syst

em.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

Converter (inherited from R
uleStore)

Gets an object used to convert the rule sets to and from the persistent store. Default converter is t
o convert to and from BRML.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
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Protected Methods

ChangeUser (inherited fro
m RuleStore)

Switches to alternate credentials (null if not changed)..

CheckVersion (inherited fro
m RuleStore)

Compares two VersionInfo records.

Finalize (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetReferencedVocabularies
(inherited from RuleStore)

Overloaded. Returns the list of referenced vocabularies.

GetRuleSetsInternal Retrieves the list of rule sets that match the specified name.
GetVocabulariesInternal Retrieves the list of vocabularies that match the specified name.
Info (inherited from RuleSt

ore)
Overloaded. Returns a summary about a particular rule set or vocabulary.

MemberwiseClone (inherit
ed from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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SqlRuleStore Constructor
Initiates a new instance of the SqlRuleStore class.

Overload List

Initiates a new instance of the SqlRuleStore class with the location (URI) of the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public SqlRuleStore(System.String);

[C++] public: SqlRuleStore(System.String);

[JScript] public function SqlRuleStore(System.String);

Initiates a new instance of the SqlRuleStore class with the location (URI) of the rule store, and a language converter object.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, IRuleLanguageConverter)

[C#] public SqlRuleStore(System.String, IRuleLanguageConverter);

[C++] public: SqlRuleStore(System.String, IRuleLanguageConverter*);

[JScript] public function SqlRuleStore(System.String, IRuleLanguageConverter);

Initiates a new instance of the SqlRuleStore class with the location (URI) of the rule store, and optional credentials for accessing
the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity)

[C#] public SqlRuleStore(System.String, System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity);

[C++] public: SqlRuleStore(System.String, System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity);

[JScript] public function SqlRuleStore(System.String, System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity);

Initiates a new instance of the SqlRuleStore class with the location (URI) of the rule store, optional credentials for accessing the
rule store, and a language converter object.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity, IRuleLanguageConverter)

[C#] public SqlRuleStore(System.String, System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity, IRuleLanguageConverter);

[C++] public: SqlRuleStore(System.String, System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity, IRuleLanguageConverter*);

[JScript]
public function SqlRuleStore(System.String, System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity, IRuleLanguageConverter);

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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SqlRuleStore Constructor (System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the SqlRuleStore class.

VB

Parameters

location
Location (URI) of the rule store.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | SqlRuleStore Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal location As String _
)
[C#]
public SqlRuleStore(
   string location
);
[C++]
public: SqlRuleStore(
   String* location
);
[JScript]
public function SqlRuleStore(
   location : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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SqlRuleStore Constructor (System.String,
IRuleLanguageConverter)
Initializes a new instance of the SqlRuleStore class.

VB

Parameters

location
Location (URI) of the rule store.

converter
Rule language converter.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | SqlRuleStore Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal location As String, _
   ByVal converter As IRuleLanguageConverter _
)
[C#]
public SqlRuleStore(
   string location,
   IRuleLanguageConverter converter
);
[C++]
public: SqlRuleStore(
   String* location,
   IRuleLanguageConverter* converter
);
[JScript]
public function SqlRuleStore(
   location : String,
   converter : IRuleLanguageConverter
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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SqlRuleStore Constructor (System.String,
System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity)
Initializes a new instance of the SqlRuleStore class.

VB

Parameters

location
Location (URI) of the rule store.

credentials
Optional credentials for accessing the rule store.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | SqlRuleStore Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal location As String, _
   ByVal credentials As WindowsIdentity _
)
[C#]
public SqlRuleStore(
   string location,
   WindowsIdentity credentials
);
[C++]
public: SqlRuleStore(
   String* location,
   WindowsIdentity* credentials
);
[JScript]
public function SqlRuleStore(
   location : String,
   credentials : WindowsIdentity
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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SqlRuleStore Constructor (System.String,
System.Security.Principal.WindowsIdentity,
IRuleLanguageConverter)
Initializes a new instance of the SqlRuleStore class.

VB

Parameters

location
Location (URI) of the rule store.

credentials
Optional credentials for accessing the rule store.

converter
Rule language converter.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | SqlRuleStore Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal location As String, _
   ByVal credentials As WindowsIdentity, _
   ByVal converter As IRuleLanguageConverter _
)
[C#]
public SqlRuleStore(
   string location,
   WindowsIdentity credentials,
   IRuleLanguageConverter converter
);
[C++]
public: SqlRuleStore(
   String* location,
   WindowsIdentity* credentials,
   IRuleLanguageConverter* converter
);
[JScript]
public function SqlRuleStore(
   location : String,
   credentials : WindowsIdentity,
   converter : IRuleLanguageConverter
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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SqlRuleStore Methods
The methods of the SqlRuleStore class are listed here. For a complete list of SqlRuleStore class members, see the
SqlRuleStore Members topic.

Public Methods

Add Overloaded. Saves the specified item to the rule store.
DisableAuthorization Overridden. Disables authorization on the rule store.
EnableAuthorization Overridden. Enables Authorization on the rule store.
Equals (inherited from Syste

m.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetAllAuthorizationGroups Overridden. Gets all the authorization group definitions from the rule store.
GetAuthorizationGroup Overridden. Gets authorization group definition from the rule store.
GetDependentRuleSets Overridden. Gets the set of rule sets dependent on specified vocabulary.
GetDependentVocabularies Overridden. Gets the set of vocabularies dependent on the specified vocabulary.
GetHashCode (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetReferencedVocabularies Overloaded. Gets the set of vocabularies used by the specified rule set or vocabulary.
GetRuleSet Overridden. Retrieves a specific version of a rule set.
GetRuleSetAsBrl Overridden. Retrieves a specific version of a rule set as a Business Rules Language (BRL) string.
GetRuleSetAuthoriztions Overridden. Gets the authorizations for a rule set.
GetRuleSets Overloaded. Overridden. Retrieves list of rule sets matching a specified filter.
GetType (inherited from Syst

em.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetVocabularies Overloaded. Overridden. Retrieves the list of vocabularies matching a filter.
GetVocabulary Overridden. Retrieves a specific version of a vocabulary
GetVocabularyAuthorizations Overridden. Gets the authorizations for a vocabulary.
IsAuthorizationEnabled Overridden. Checks if authorization is enabled on the rule store.
IsRuleSetAccessible Overridden. Checks if the rule set is accessible based on current authorization settings.
IsVocabularyAccessible Overridden. Checks if the vocabulary is accessible based on current authorization settings.
Publish Overloaded. Overridden. Publishes rule sets and vocabularies.
Remove Overloaded. Removes the specific versions of the specified rule sets and vocabularies from the ru

le store.
RemoveAuthorizationGroups Overridden. Removes authorization group definitions from the rule store.
Save (inherited from RuleSt

ore)
Overloaded. Saves the specified rule set or vocabulary to the rule store.

SaveAuthorizationGroups Overridden. Saves authorization group definitions to the rule store.
SetRuleSetAuthorizations Overloaded. Overridden. Sets the authorizations for a rule set.
SetVocabularyAuthorizations Overloaded. Overridden. Sets the authorizations for a vocabulary.
ToString (inherited from Syst

em.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentatio
n available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

ChangeUser (inherited fro
m RuleStore)

Switches to alternate credentials (null if not changed)..

CheckVersion (inherited fro
m RuleStore)

Compares two VersionInfo records.

Finalize (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetReferencedVocabularies
(inherited from RuleStore)

Overloaded. Returns the list of referenced vocabularies.

GetRuleSetsInternal Retrieves the list of rule sets that match the specified name.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

GetVocabulariesInternal Retrieves the list of vocabularies that match the specified name.
Info (inherited from RuleSt

ore)
Overloaded. Returns a summary about a particular rule set or vocabulary.

MemberwiseClone (inherit
ed from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation 
available from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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SqlRuleStore.Add Method
Adds the specified rule sets and vocabularies to the rule store with a Boolean value indicating whether they should be published.

Overload List

Adds the specified rule set to the rule store with a Boolean value indicating whether it should be published.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Sub Add(RuleSet, System.Boolean)

[C#] public override void Add(RuleSet, System.Boolean);

[C++] public: void Add(RuleSet*, System.Boolean);

[JScript] public override function Add(RuleSet, System.Boolean);

Adds the specified collection of rule sets to the rule store with a Boolean value indicating whether they should be published.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Sub Add(RulesetDictionary, System.Boolean)

[C#] public override void Add(RulesetDictionary, System.Boolean);

[C++] public: void Add(RulesetDictionary*, System.Boolean);

[JScript] public override function Add(RulesetDictionary, System.Boolean);

Adds the specified vocabulary to the rule store with a Boolean value indicating whether it should be published.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Sub Add(Vocabulary, System.Boolean)

[C#] public override void Add(Vocabulary, System.Boolean);

[C++] public: void Add(Vocabulary*, System.Boolean);

[JScript] public override function Add(Vocabulary, System.Boolean);

Adds the specified collection of vocabularies to the rule store with a Boolean value indicating whether they should be published.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Sub Add(VocabularyCollection, System.Boolean)

[C#] public override void Add(VocabularyCollection, System.Boolean);

[C++] public: void Add(VocabularyCollection*, System.Boolean);

[JScript] public override function Add(VocabularyCollection, System.Boolean);

Adds the specified rule sets and vocabularies to the rule store with a Boolean value indicating whether they should be published.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Sub Add(RulesetDictionary, VocabularyCollection, System.Boolean)

[C#] public override void Add(RulesetDictionary, VocabularyCollection, System.Boolean);

[C++] public: void Add(RulesetDictionary*, VocabularyCollection*, System.Boolean);

[JScript] public override function Add(RulesetDictionary, VocabularyCollection, System.Boolean);

Inherited from RuleStore.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Add(RuleSet)

[C#] public void Add(RuleSet);

[C++] public: void Add(RuleSet*);

[JScript] public function Add(RuleSet);

Inherited from RuleStore.



 

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Add(RulesetDictionary)

[C#] public void Add(RulesetDictionary);

[C++] public: void Add(RulesetDictionary*);

[JScript] public function Add(RulesetDictionary);

Inherited from RuleStore.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Add(Vocabulary)

[C#] public void Add(Vocabulary);

[C++] public: void Add(Vocabulary*);

[JScript] public function Add(Vocabulary);

Inherited from RuleStore.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Add(VocabularyCollection)

[C#] public void Add(VocabularyCollection);

[C++] public: void Add(VocabularyCollection*);

[JScript] public function Add(VocabularyCollection);

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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SqlRuleStore.Add Method (RuleSet, System.Boolean)
Adds the specified rule set to the rule store with a Boolean value indicating whether it should be published.

VB

Parameters

ruleset
The rule set to be added to the rule store.

publish
Indicates whether the rule set should be published.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | SqlRuleStore.Add Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Overloads Public Sub Add( _
   ByVal ruleset As RuleSet, _
   ByVal publish As Boolean _
)
[C#]
public override void Add(
   RuleSet ruleset,
   bool publish
);
[C++]
public: void Add(
   RuleSet* ruleset,
   bool publish
);
[JScript]
public override function Add(
   ruleset : RuleSet,
   publish : Boolean
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SqlRuleStore.Add Method (RulesetDictionary, System.Boolean)
Adds the specified collection of rule sets to the rule store with a Boolean value indicating whether they should be published.

VB

Parameters

rulesets
Collection of rule sets to be added to the rule store.

publish
Indicates whether they should be added to the rule store.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | SqlRuleStore.Add Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Overloads Public Sub Add( _
   ByVal rulesets As RulesetDictionary, _
   ByVal publish As Boolean _
)
[C#]
public override void Add(
   RulesetDictionary rulesets,
   bool publish
);
[C++]
public: void Add(
   RulesetDictionary* rulesets,
   bool publish
);
[JScript]
public override function Add(
   rulesets : RulesetDictionary,
   publish : Boolean
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SqlRuleStore.Add Method (Vocabulary, System.Boolean)
Adds the specified vocabulary to the rule store with a Boolean value indicating whether it should be published.

VB

Parameters

vocabulary
Vocabulary to be added to the rule store.

publish
Indicates whether it should be published.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | SqlRuleStore.Add Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Overloads Public Sub Add( _
   ByVal vocabulary As Vocabulary, _
   ByVal publish As Boolean _
)
[C#]
public override void Add(
   Vocabulary vocabulary,
   bool publish
);
[C++]
public: void Add(
   Vocabulary* vocabulary,
   bool publish
);
[JScript]
public override function Add(
   vocabulary : Vocabulary,
   publish : Boolean
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SqlRuleStore.Add Method (VocabularyCollection,
System.Boolean)
Adds the specified collection of vocabularies to the rule store with a Boolean value indicating whether they should be published.

VB

Parameters

vocabularies
Collection of vocabularies to be added to the rule store.

publish
Indicates whether the vocabularies should be published.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | SqlRuleStore.Add Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Overloads Public Sub Add( _
   ByVal vocabularies As VocabularyCollection, _
   ByVal publish As Boolean _
)
[C#]
public override void Add(
   VocabularyCollection vocabularies,
   bool publish
);
[C++]
public: void Add(
   VocabularyCollection* vocabularies,
   bool publish
);
[JScript]
public override function Add(
   vocabularies : VocabularyCollection,
   publish : Boolean
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SqlRuleStore.Add Method (RulesetDictionary,
VocabularyCollection, System.Boolean)
Adds the specified rule sets and vocabularies to the rule store with a Boolean value indicating whether they should be published.

VB

Parameters

rulesets
Rule sets to be added to the rule store.

vocabularies
Vocabularies to be added to the rule store.

publish
Indicates whether the rule sets and vocabularies should be published.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | SqlRuleStore.Add Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Overloads Public Sub Add( _
   ByVal rulesets As RulesetDictionary, _
   ByVal vocabularies As VocabularyCollection, _
   ByVal publish As Boolean _
)
[C#]
public override void Add(
   RulesetDictionary rulesets,
   VocabularyCollection vocabularies,
   bool publish
);
[C++]
public: void Add(
   RulesetDictionary* rulesets,
   VocabularyCollection* vocabularies,
   bool publish
);
[JScript]
public override function Add(
   rulesets : RulesetDictionary,
   vocabularies : VocabularyCollection,
   publish : Boolean
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SqlRuleStore.DisableAuthorization Method
Disable authorization on the rule store.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Sub DisableAuthorization()
[C#]
public override void DisableAuthorization();
[C++]
public: void DisableAuthorization();
[JScript]
public override function DisableAuthorization();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SqlRuleStore.EnableAuthorization Method
Enable authorization on the rule store.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Sub EnableAuthorization()
[C#]
public override void EnableAuthorization();
[C++]
public: void EnableAuthorization();
[JScript]
public override function EnableAuthorization();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SqlRuleStore.GetAllAuthorizationGroups Method
Gets all the authorization group definitions from the rule store.

VB

Return Value

An AuthorizationGroupCollection containing a collection of Authorization Group definitions.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Overrides Public Function GetAllAuthorizationGroups() As _
   AuthorizationGroupCollection
[C#]
public override AuthorizationGroupCollection
   GetAllAuthorizationGroups();
[C++]
public: AuthorizationGroupCollection* GetAllAuthorizationGroups();
[JScript]
public override function GetAllAuthorizationGroups() :
   AuthorizationGroupCollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SqlRuleStore.GetAuthorizationGroup Method
Gets the specified authorization group from the rule store.

VB

Parameters

groupname
Name of the authorization group.

Return Value

An AuthorizationGroup containing a collection of Authorization Group definitions.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function GetAuthorizationGroup( _
   ByVal groupname As String _
) As AuthorizationGroup
[C#]
public override AuthorizationGroup GetAuthorizationGroup(
   string groupname
);
[C++]
public: AuthorizationGroup* GetAuthorizationGroup(
   String* groupname
);
[JScript]
public override function GetAuthorizationGroup(
   groupname : String
) : AuthorizationGroup;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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SqlRuleStore.GetDependentRuleSets Method
Gets the set of rule sets dependent on the specified vocabulary.

VB

Parameters

vocabularyInfo
Vocabulary for which to get dependent rule sets.

Return Value

RuleSetInfoCollection containing a collection of vocabularies dependent on the specified vocabulary.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function GetDependentRuleSets( _
   ByVal vocabularyInfo As VocabularyInfo _
) As RuleSetInfoCollection
[C#]
public override RuleSetInfoCollection GetDependentRuleSets(
   VocabularyInfo vocabularyInfo
);
[C++]
public: RuleSetInfoCollection* GetDependentRuleSets(
   VocabularyInfo* vocabularyInfo
);
[JScript]
public override function GetDependentRuleSets(
   vocabularyInfo : VocabularyInfo
) : RuleSetInfoCollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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SqlRuleStore.GetDependentVocabularies Method
Gets the set of vocabularies dependent on the specified vocabulary.

VB

Parameters

vocabularyInfo
Vocabulary for which to get dependent vocabularies.

Return Value

A VocabularyInfo contining the dependent vocabularies.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function GetDependentVocabularies( _
   ByVal vocabularyInfo As VocabularyInfo _
) As VocabularyInfoCollection
[C#]
public override VocabularyInfoCollection GetDependentVocabularies(
   VocabularyInfo vocabularyInfo
);
[C++]
public: VocabularyInfoCollection* GetDependentVocabularies(
   VocabularyInfo* vocabularyInfo
);
[JScript]
public override function GetDependentVocabularies(
   vocabularyInfo : VocabularyInfo
) : VocabularyInfoCollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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SqlRuleStore.GetReferencedVocabularies Method
Get the set of vocabularies used by the specified rule set or vocabulary.

Overload List

Get the set of vocabularies used by the specified rule set.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Overrides Public Function GetReferencedVocabularies(RuleSetInfo) As VocabularyInfoCollection

[C#] public override VocabularyInfoCollection GetReferencedVocabularies(RuleSetInfo);

[C++] public: VocabularyInfoCollection* GetReferencedVocabularies(RuleSetInfo*);

[JScript] public override function GetReferencedVocabularies(RuleSetInfo) : VocabularyInfoCollection;

Get the set of vocabularies used by the specified vocabulary.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Overrides Public Function GetReferencedVocabularies(VocabularyInfo) As VocabularyInfoCollection

[C#] public override VocabularyInfoCollection GetReferencedVocabularies(VocabularyInfo);

[C++] public: VocabularyInfoCollection* GetReferencedVocabularies(VocabularyInfo*);

[JScript] public override function GetReferencedVocabularies(VocabularyInfo) : VocabularyInfoCollection;

Inherited from RuleStore.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Protected Function GetReferencedVocabularies(RuleSet) As ICollection

[C#] protected ICollection GetReferencedVocabularies(RuleSet);

[C++] protected: ICollection* GetReferencedVocabularies(RuleSet*);

[JScript] protected function GetReferencedVocabularies(RuleSet) : ICollection;

Inherited from RuleStore.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Protected Function GetReferencedVocabularies(Vocabulary) As ICollection

[C#] protected ICollection GetReferencedVocabularies(Vocabulary);

[C++] protected: ICollection* GetReferencedVocabularies(Vocabulary*);

[JScript] protected function GetReferencedVocabularies(Vocabulary) : ICollection;

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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SqlRuleStore.GetReferencedVocabularies Method (RuleSetInfo)
Get the set of vocabularies used by the specified rule set.

VB

Parameters

rulesetInfo
Rule set for which to find referenced vocabularies.

Return Value

Collection of vocabularies referenced by the specified rule set.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
SqlRuleStore.GetReferencedVocabularies Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Overloads Public Function GetReferencedVocabularies( _
   ByVal rulesetInfo As RuleSetInfo _
) As VocabularyInfoCollection
[C#]
public override VocabularyInfoCollection GetReferencedVocabularies(
   RuleSetInfo rulesetInfo
);
[C++]
public: VocabularyInfoCollection* GetReferencedVocabularies(
   RuleSetInfo* rulesetInfo
);
[JScript]
public override function GetReferencedVocabularies(
   rulesetInfo : RuleSetInfo
) : VocabularyInfoCollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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SqlRuleStore.GetReferencedVocabularies Method
(VocabularyInfo)
Get the set of vocabularies used by the specified vocabulary.

VB

Parameters

vocabularyInfo
Vocabulary for which to find reference vocabularies.

Return Value

Collection of vocabularies referenced by the specified rule set.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
SqlRuleStore.GetReferencedVocabularies Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Overloads Public Function GetReferencedVocabularies( _
   ByVal vocabularyInfo As VocabularyInfo _
) As VocabularyInfoCollection
[C#]
public override VocabularyInfoCollection GetReferencedVocabularies(
   VocabularyInfo vocabularyInfo
);
[C++]
public: VocabularyInfoCollection* GetReferencedVocabularies(
   VocabularyInfo* vocabularyInfo
);
[JScript]
public override function GetReferencedVocabularies(
   vocabularyInfo : VocabularyInfo
) : VocabularyInfoCollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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SqlRuleStore.GetRuleSet Method
Retrieve a specified version of a rule set.

VB

Parameters

ruleset
Reference to a rule set object.

Return Value

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function GetRuleSet( _
   ByVal ruleset As RuleSetInfo _
) As RuleSet
[C#]
public override RuleSet GetRuleSet(
   RuleSetInfo ruleset
);
[C++]
public: RuleSet* GetRuleSet(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleset
);
[JScript]
public override function GetRuleSet(
   ruleset : RuleSetInfo
) : RuleSet;
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SqlRuleStore.GetRuleSetAsBrl Method
Retrieve a specific version of a rule set as a BRL string.

VB

Parameters

ruleSet
The rule set to retrieve.

Return Value

The rule set definition.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function GetRuleSetAsBrl( _
   ByVal ruleSet As RuleSetInfo _
) As Byte()
[C#]
public override byte[] GetRuleSetAsBrl(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSet
);
[C++]
public: unsigned char GetRuleSetAsBrl(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSet
)  __gc[];
[JScript]
public override function GetRuleSetAsBrl(
   ruleSet : RuleSetInfo
) : Byte[];
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SqlRuleStore.GetRuleSetAuthoriztions Method
Retrieves the authorizations for the specified rule set.

VB

Parameters

rsInfo
Rule set for which to get authorizations.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function GetRuleSetAuthoriztions( _
   ByVal rsInfo As RuleSetInfo _
) As AuthorizationGroupCollection
[C#]
public override AuthorizationGroupCollection GetRuleSetAuthoriztions(
   RuleSetInfo rsInfo
);
[C++]
public: AuthorizationGroupCollection* GetRuleSetAuthoriztions(
   RuleSetInfo* rsInfo
);
[JScript]
public override function GetRuleSetAuthoriztions(
   rsInfo : RuleSetInfo
) : AuthorizationGroupCollection;
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SqlRuleStore.GetRuleSets Method
Retrieves a list of rule sets matching the specified criteria.

Overload List

Retrieves the list of rule sets matching the specified filter.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Function GetRuleSets(RuleStore.Filter) As RuleSetInfoCollection

[C#] public override RuleSetInfoCollection GetRuleSets(RuleStore.Filter);

[C++] public: RuleSetInfoCollection* GetRuleSets(RuleStore.Filter);

[JScript] public override function GetRuleSets(RuleStore.Filter) : RuleSetInfoCollection;

Retrieves the list of rule sets that match the specified name and filter.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Overrides Public Function GetRuleSets(System.String, RuleStore.Filter) As RuleSetInfoCollection

[C#] public override RuleSetInfoCollection GetRuleSets(System.String, RuleStore.Filter);

[C++] public: RuleSetInfoCollection* GetRuleSets(System.String, RuleStore.Filter);

[JScript] public override function GetRuleSets(System.String, RuleStore.Filter) : RuleSetInfoCollection;

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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SqlRuleStore.GetRuleSets Method (RuleStore.Filter)
Retrieves the list of rule sets matching the specified filter.

VB

Parameters

rulesetFilter
Filter to match rule sets against.

Return Value

Rule set collection that matches the specified filter.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | SqlRuleStore.GetRuleSets Overload List
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Overrides Overloads Public Function GetRuleSets( _
   ByVal rulesetFilter As RuleStore.Filter _
) As RuleSetInfoCollection
[C#]
public override RuleSetInfoCollection GetRuleSets(
   RuleStore.Filter rulesetFilter
);
[C++]
public: RuleSetInfoCollection* GetRuleSets(
   RuleStore.Filter rulesetFilter
);
[JScript]
public override function GetRuleSets(
   rulesetFilter : RuleStore.Filter
) : RuleSetInfoCollection;
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SqlRuleStore.GetRuleSets Method (System.String,
RuleStore.Filter)
Retrieves the list of rule sets that match the specified name and filter.

VB

Parameters

name
Name of the rule set to retrieve.

rulesetFilter
Filter for rule sets to be retrieved.

Return Value

Rule set collection that matches the specified filter.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | SqlRuleStore.GetRuleSets Overload List
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Overrides Overloads Public Function GetRuleSets( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal rulesetFilter As RuleStore.Filter _
) As RuleSetInfoCollection
[C#]
public override RuleSetInfoCollection GetRuleSets(
   string name,
   RuleStore.Filter rulesetFilter
);
[C++]
public: RuleSetInfoCollection* GetRuleSets(
   String* name,
   RuleStore.Filter rulesetFilter
);
[JScript]
public override function GetRuleSets(
   name : String,
   rulesetFilter : RuleStore.Filter
) : RuleSetInfoCollection;
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SqlRuleStore.GetRuleSetsInternal Method
Retrieves the list of rule sets that match the specified name.

VB

Parameters

connection
SQLConnection containing the SQL connection.

tx
SqlTransaction containing the SQL transaction.

name
Name of rule set.

rulesetFilter
Filter containing the filter for the rule set.

Return Value

Collections of rule sets matching name and filter.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Protected Function GetRuleSetsInternal( _
   ByVal connection As SqlConnection, _
   ByVal tx As SqlTransaction, _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal rulesetFilter As RuleStore.Filter _
) As RuleSetInfoCollection
[C#]
protected RuleSetInfoCollection GetRuleSetsInternal(
   SqlConnection connection,
   SqlTransaction tx,
   string name,
   RuleStore.Filter rulesetFilter
);
[C++]
protected: RuleSetInfoCollection* GetRuleSetsInternal(
   SqlConnection* connection,
   SqlTransaction* tx,
   String* name,
   RuleStore.Filter rulesetFilter
);
[JScript]
protected function GetRuleSetsInternal(
   connection : SqlConnection,
   tx : SqlTransaction,
   name : String,
   rulesetFilter : RuleStore.Filter
) : RuleSetInfoCollection;
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SqlRuleStore.GetVocabularies Method
Retrieves the list of vocabularies using the specified parameters.

Overload List

Retrieves the list of vocabularies using the specified filter.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Function GetVocabularies(RuleStore.Filter) As VocabularyInfoCollection

[C#] public override VocabularyInfoCollection GetVocabularies(RuleStore.Filter);

[C++] public: VocabularyInfoCollection* GetVocabularies(RuleStore.Filter);

[JScript] public override function GetVocabularies(RuleStore.Filter) : VocabularyInfoCollection;

Retrieves the list of vocabularies matching the specified filter and name.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Overrides Public Function GetVocabularies(System.String, RuleStore.Filter) As VocabularyInfoCollection

[C#] public override VocabularyInfoCollection GetVocabularies(System.String, RuleStore.Filter);

[C++] public: VocabularyInfoCollection* GetVocabularies(System.String, RuleStore.Filter);

[JScript] public override function GetVocabularies(System.String, RuleStore.Filter) : VocabularyInfoCollection;

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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SqlRuleStore.GetVocabularies Method (RuleStore.Filter)
Retrieves the list of vocabularies using the specified filter.

VB

Parameters

vocabularyFilter
Vocabulary filter.

Return Value

VocabularyInfoCollection that contains the filtered vocabularies.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | SqlRuleStore.GetVocabularies Overload List
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Overrides Overloads Public Function GetVocabularies( _
   ByVal vocabularyFilter As RuleStore.Filter _
) As VocabularyInfoCollection
[C#]
public override VocabularyInfoCollection GetVocabularies(
   RuleStore.Filter vocabularyFilter
);
[C++]
public: VocabularyInfoCollection* GetVocabularies(
   RuleStore.Filter vocabularyFilter
);
[JScript]
public override function GetVocabularies(
   vocabularyFilter : RuleStore.Filter
) : VocabularyInfoCollection;
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SqlRuleStore.GetVocabularies Method (System.String,
RuleStore.Filter)
Retrieves the list of vocabularies matching the specified filter and name.

VB

Parameters

name
Name of the vocabulary.

vocabularyFilter
Filter for the vocabularies.

Return Value

VocabularyInfoCollection that contains the filtered vocabularies

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | SqlRuleStore.GetVocabularies Overload List
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Overrides Overloads Public Function GetVocabularies( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal vocabularyFilter As RuleStore.Filter _
) As VocabularyInfoCollection
[C#]
public override VocabularyInfoCollection GetVocabularies(
   string name,
   RuleStore.Filter vocabularyFilter
);
[C++]
public: VocabularyInfoCollection* GetVocabularies(
   String* name,
   RuleStore.Filter vocabularyFilter
);
[JScript]
public override function GetVocabularies(
   name : String,
   vocabularyFilter : RuleStore.Filter
) : VocabularyInfoCollection;
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SqlRuleStore.GetVocabulariesInternal Method
Retrieves the list of vocabularies that match the specified name.

VB

Parameters

connection
SQLConnection containing the SQL connection.

tx
SqlTransaction containing the SQL transaction.

name
Name of rule set.

vocabularytFilter
Filter containing the Filter for the vocabularies.

Return Value

VocabularyInfoCollection containing the filtered vocabularies.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Protected Function GetVocabulariesInternal( _
   ByVal connection As SqlConnection, _
   ByVal tx As SqlTransaction, _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal vocabularyFilter As RuleStore.Filter _
) As VocabularyInfoCollection
[C#]
protected VocabularyInfoCollection GetVocabulariesInternal(
   SqlConnection connection,
   SqlTransaction tx,
   string name,
   RuleStore.Filter vocabularyFilter
);
[C++]
protected: VocabularyInfoCollection* GetVocabulariesInternal(
   SqlConnection* connection,
   SqlTransaction* tx,
   String* name,
   RuleStore.Filter vocabularyFilter
);
[JScript]
protected function GetVocabulariesInternal(
   connection : SqlConnection,
   tx : SqlTransaction,
   name : String,
   vocabularyFilter : RuleStore.Filter
) : VocabularyInfoCollection;
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SqlRuleStore.GetVocabulary Method
Retrieves the list of vocabularies matching a filter.

VB

Parameters

vocabulary
The vocabulary filter to use on the rule set.

Return Value

A Vocabulary containing the specified vocabulary.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function GetVocabulary( _
   ByVal vocabulary As VocabularyInfo _
) As Vocabulary
[C#]
public override Vocabulary GetVocabulary(
   VocabularyInfo vocabulary
);
[C++]
public: Vocabulary* GetVocabulary(
   VocabularyInfo* vocabulary
);
[JScript]
public override function GetVocabulary(
   vocabulary : VocabularyInfo
) : Vocabulary;
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SqlRuleStore.GetVocabularyAuthorizations Method
Get the authorizations for a vocabulary.

VB

Parameters

vInfo
VocabularyInfo for vocabulary.

Return Value

Collection of Authorization Groups for the specified vocabulary.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function GetVocabularyAuthorizations( _
   ByVal vInfo As VocabularyInfo _
) As AuthorizationGroupCollection
[C#]
public override AuthorizationGroupCollection GetVocabularyAuthorizations(
   VocabularyInfo vInfo
);
[C++]
public: AuthorizationGroupCollection* GetVocabularyAuthorizations(
   VocabularyInfo* vInfo
);
[JScript]
public override function GetVocabularyAuthorizations(
   vInfo : VocabularyInfo
) : AuthorizationGroupCollection;
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SqlRuleStore.IsAuthorizationEnabled Method
Indicates whether authorization is enabled.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function IsAuthorizationEnabled() As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool IsAuthorizationEnabled();
[C++]
public: bool IsAuthorizationEnabled();
[JScript]
public override function IsAuthorizationEnabled() : Boolean;
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SqlRuleStore.IsRuleSetAccessible Method
Checks if the rule set is accessible based on current authorization settings.

VB

Parameters

rsi
The RuleSetInfo for the rule set.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function IsRuleSetAccessible( _
   ByVal rsi As RuleSetInfo _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool IsRuleSetAccessible(
   RuleSetInfo rsi
);
[C++]
public: bool IsRuleSetAccessible(
   RuleSetInfo* rsi
);
[JScript]
public override function IsRuleSetAccessible(
   rsi : RuleSetInfo
) : Boolean;
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SqlRuleStore.IsVocabularyAccessible Method
Checks if the vocabulary is accessible based on current authorization settings.

VB

Parameters

vi
The VocabularyInfo for the vocabulary.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function IsVocabularyAccessible( _
   ByVal vi As VocabularyInfo _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool IsVocabularyAccessible(
   VocabularyInfo vi
);
[C++]
public: bool IsVocabularyAccessible(
   VocabularyInfo* vi
);
[JScript]
public override function IsVocabularyAccessible(
   vi : VocabularyInfo
) : Boolean;
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SqlRuleStore.Publish Method
Publishes rule sets and vocabularies.

Overload List

Publishes the specified rule sets or vocabularies.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Sub Publish(RuleSetInfo)

[C#] public override void Publish(RuleSetInfo);

[C++] public: void Publish(RuleSetInfo*);

[JScript] public override function Publish(RuleSetInfo);

Publishes the specified rule sets.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Sub Publish(RuleSetInfoCollection)

[C#] public override void Publish(RuleSetInfoCollection);

[C++] public: void Publish(RuleSetInfoCollection*);

[JScript] public override function Publish(RuleSetInfoCollection);

Publishes the specified vocabulary.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Sub Publish(VocabularyInfo)

[C#] public override void Publish(VocabularyInfo);

[C++] public: void Publish(VocabularyInfo*);

[JScript] public override function Publish(VocabularyInfo);

Publishes the specified vocabularies.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Sub Publish(VocabularyInfoCollection)

[C#] public override void Publish(VocabularyInfoCollection);

[C++] public: void Publish(VocabularyInfoCollection*);

[JScript] public override function Publish(VocabularyInfoCollection);

Publishes the specified vocabularies and rule sets.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Sub Publish(RuleSetInfoCollection, VocabularyInfoCollection)

[C#] public override void Publish(RuleSetInfoCollection, VocabularyInfoCollection);

[C++] public: void Publish(RuleSetInfoCollection*, VocabularyInfoCollection*);

[JScript] public override function Publish(RuleSetInfoCollection, VocabularyInfoCollection);

Inherited from RuleStore.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Publish(RuleSet)

[C#] public void Publish(RuleSet);

[C++] public: void Publish(RuleSet*);

[JScript] public function Publish(RuleSet);

Inherited from RuleStore.



 

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Publish(RulesetDictionary)

[C#] public void Publish(RulesetDictionary);

[C++] public: void Publish(RulesetDictionary*);

[JScript] public function Publish(RulesetDictionary);

Inherited from RuleStore.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Publish(Vocabulary)

[C#] public void Publish(Vocabulary);

[C++] public: void Publish(Vocabulary*);

[JScript] public function Publish(Vocabulary);

Inherited from RuleStore.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Publish(VocabularyCollection)

[C#] public void Publish(VocabularyCollection);

[C++] public: void Publish(VocabularyCollection*);

[JScript] public function Publish(VocabularyCollection);

Inherited from RuleStore.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Publish(RulesetDictionary, VocabularyCollection)

[C#] public void Publish(RulesetDictionary, VocabularyCollection);

[C++] public: void Publish(RulesetDictionary*, VocabularyCollection*);

[JScript] public function Publish(RulesetDictionary, VocabularyCollection);

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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SqlRuleStore.Publish Method (RuleSetInfo)
Publishes the specified rule set.

VB

Parameters

ruleset
The rule set to publish.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | SqlRuleStore.Publish Overload List
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Overrides Overloads Public Sub Publish( _
   ByVal ruleset As RuleSetInfo _
)
[C#]
public override void Publish(
   RuleSetInfo ruleset
);
[C++]
public: void Publish(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleset
);
[JScript]
public override function Publish(
   ruleset : RuleSetInfo
);
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SqlRuleStore.Publish Method (RuleSetInfoCollection)
Publishes the specified rule sets.

VB

Parameters

rulesets
The rule sets to publish.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | SqlRuleStore.Publish Overload List
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Overrides Overloads Public Sub Publish( _
   ByVal rulesets As RuleSetInfoCollection _
)
[C#]
public override void Publish(
   RuleSetInfoCollection rulesets
);
[C++]
public: void Publish(
   RuleSetInfoCollection* rulesets
);
[JScript]
public override function Publish(
   rulesets : RuleSetInfoCollection
);
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SqlRuleStore.Publish Method (VocabularyInfo)
Publishes the specified vocabulary.

VB

Parameters

vocabulary
The vocabulary to publish.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | SqlRuleStore.Publish Overload List
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Overrides Overloads Public Sub Publish( _
   ByVal vocabulary As VocabularyInfo _
)
[C#]
public override void Publish(
   VocabularyInfo vocabulary
);
[C++]
public: void Publish(
   VocabularyInfo* vocabulary
);
[JScript]
public override function Publish(
   vocabulary : VocabularyInfo
);
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SqlRuleStore.Publish Method (VocabularyInfoCollection)
Publishes the specified vocabularies.

VB

Parameters

vocabularies
The vocabularies to publish.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | SqlRuleStore.Publish Overload List
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Overrides Overloads Public Sub Publish( _
   ByVal vocabularies As VocabularyInfoCollection _
)
[C#]
public override void Publish(
   VocabularyInfoCollection vocabularies
);
[C++]
public: void Publish(
   VocabularyInfoCollection* vocabularies
);
[JScript]
public override function Publish(
   vocabularies : VocabularyInfoCollection
);
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SqlRuleStore.Publish Method (RuleSetInfoCollection,
VocabularyInfoCollection)
Publishes the specified rule sets and vocabularies.

VB

Parameters

rulesets
Rule sets to publish.

vocabularies
Vocabularies to publish.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | SqlRuleStore.Publish Overload List
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Overrides Overloads Public Sub Publish( _
   ByVal rulesets As RuleSetInfoCollection, _
   ByVal vocabularies As VocabularyInfoCollection _
)
[C#]
public override void Publish(
   RuleSetInfoCollection rulesets,
   VocabularyInfoCollection vocabularies
);
[C++]
public: void Publish(
   RuleSetInfoCollection* rulesets,
   VocabularyInfoCollection* vocabularies
);
[JScript]
public override function Publish(
   rulesets : RuleSetInfoCollection,
   vocabularies : VocabularyInfoCollection
);
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SqlRuleStore.Remove Method
Removes the specific versions of the specified rule sets and vocabularies from the rule store.

Overload List

Removes the specific versions of the specified rule set from the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Sub Remove(RuleSetInfo)

[C#] public override void Remove(RuleSetInfo);

[C++] public: void Remove(RuleSetInfo*);

[JScript] public override function Remove(RuleSetInfo);

Removes the specific versions of the specified rule sets from the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Sub Remove(RuleSetInfoCollection)

[C#] public override void Remove(RuleSetInfoCollection);

[C++] public: void Remove(RuleSetInfoCollection*);

[JScript] public override function Remove(RuleSetInfoCollection);

Removes the specific versions of the specified vocabulary from the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Sub Remove(VocabularyInfo)

[C#] public override void Remove(VocabularyInfo);

[C++] public: void Remove(VocabularyInfo*);

[JScript] public override function Remove(VocabularyInfo);

Removes the specific versions of the specified vocabularies from the rule store.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Sub Remove(VocabularyInfoCollection)

[C#] public override void Remove(VocabularyInfoCollection);

[C++] public: void Remove(VocabularyInfoCollection*);

[JScript] public override function Remove(VocabularyInfoCollection);

Inherited from RuleStore.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Remove(RuleSet)

[C#] public void Remove(RuleSet);

[C++] public: void Remove(RuleSet*);

[JScript] public function Remove(RuleSet);

Inherited from RuleStore.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Remove(RulesetDictionary)

[C#] public void Remove(RulesetDictionary);

[C++] public: void Remove(RulesetDictionary*);

[JScript] public function Remove(RulesetDictionary);

Inherited from RuleStore.



 

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Remove(Vocabulary)

[C#] public void Remove(Vocabulary);

[C++] public: void Remove(Vocabulary*);

[JScript] public function Remove(Vocabulary);

Inherited from RuleStore.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Sub Remove(VocabularyCollection)

[C#] public void Remove(VocabularyCollection);

[C++] public: void Remove(VocabularyCollection*);

[JScript] public function Remove(VocabularyCollection);

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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SqlRuleStore.Remove Method (RuleSetInfo)
Removes the specific versions of the specified rule set from the rule store.

VB

Parameters

ruleset
Rule set to remove.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | SqlRuleStore.Remove Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Overloads Public Sub Remove( _
   ByVal ruleset As RuleSetInfo _
)
[C#]
public override void Remove(
   RuleSetInfo ruleset
);
[C++]
public: void Remove(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleset
);
[JScript]
public override function Remove(
   ruleset : RuleSetInfo
);
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SqlRuleStore.Remove Method (RuleSetInfoCollection)
Removes the specific versions of the specified rule sets from the rule store.

VB

Parameters

rulesets
Rule sets to remove.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | SqlRuleStore.Remove Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Overloads Public Sub Remove( _
   ByVal rulesets As RuleSetInfoCollection _
)
[C#]
public override void Remove(
   RuleSetInfoCollection rulesets
);
[C++]
public: void Remove(
   RuleSetInfoCollection* rulesets
);
[JScript]
public override function Remove(
   rulesets : RuleSetInfoCollection
);
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SqlRuleStore.Remove Method (VocabularyInfo)
Removes the specific versions of the specified vocabulary from the rule store.

VB

Parameters

vocabulary
Vocabulary to remove.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | SqlRuleStore.Remove Overload List
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Overrides Overloads Public Sub Remove( _
   ByVal vocabulary As VocabularyInfo _
)
[C#]
public override void Remove(
   VocabularyInfo vocabulary
);
[C++]
public: void Remove(
   VocabularyInfo* vocabulary
);
[JScript]
public override function Remove(
   vocabulary : VocabularyInfo
);
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SqlRuleStore.Remove Method (VocabularyInfoCollection)
Removes the specific versions of the specified vocabularies from the rule store.

VB

Parameters

vocabularies
Vocabularies to remove.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | SqlRuleStore.Remove Overload List
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Overrides Overloads Public Sub Remove( _
   ByVal vocabularies As VocabularyInfoCollection _
)
[C#]
public override void Remove(
   VocabularyInfoCollection vocabularies
);
[C++]
public: void Remove(
   VocabularyInfoCollection* vocabularies
);
[JScript]
public override function Remove(
   vocabularies : VocabularyInfoCollection
);
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SqlRuleStore.RemoveAuthorizationGroups Method
Removes authorization group definitions from the rule store.

VB

Parameters

authorizations
Authorization groups to remove.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub RemoveAuthorizationGroups( _
   ByVal authorizations As AuthorizationGroupCollection _
)
[C#]
public override void RemoveAuthorizationGroups(
   AuthorizationGroupCollection authorizations
);
[C++]
public: void RemoveAuthorizationGroups(
   AuthorizationGroupCollection* authorizations
);
[JScript]
public override function RemoveAuthorizationGroups(
   authorizations : AuthorizationGroupCollection
);
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SqlRuleStore.SaveAuthorizationGroups Method
Saves authorization group definitions to the rule store.

VB

Parameters

authorizations
Authorizations to save.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Sub SaveAuthorizationGroups( _
   ByVal authorizations As AuthorizationGroupCollection _
)
[C#]
public override void SaveAuthorizationGroups(
   AuthorizationGroupCollection authorizations
);
[C++]
public: void SaveAuthorizationGroups(
   AuthorizationGroupCollection* authorizations
);
[JScript]
public override function SaveAuthorizationGroups(
   authorizations : AuthorizationGroupCollection
);
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SqlRuleStore.SetRuleSetAuthorizations Method
Sets the authorizations for a rule set.

Overload List

Set the authorizations for a rule set.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Sub SetRuleSetAuthorizations(RuleSetInfo, AuthorizationGroupCollection)

[C#] public override void SetRuleSetAuthorizations(RuleSetInfo, AuthorizationGroupCollection);

[C++] public: void SetRuleSetAuthorizations(RuleSetInfo*, AuthorizationGroupCollection*);

[JScript] public override function SetRuleSetAuthorizations(RuleSetInfo, AuthorizationGroupCollection);

Sets the authorizations for a version-independent rule set.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Overrides Public Sub SetRuleSetAuthorizations(System.String, AuthorizationGroupCollection)

[C#] public override void SetRuleSetAuthorizations(System.String, AuthorizationGroupCollection);

[C++] public: void SetRuleSetAuthorizations(System.String, AuthorizationGroupCollection*);

[JScript] public override function SetRuleSetAuthorizations(System.String, AuthorizationGroupCollection);

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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SqlRuleStore.SetRuleSetAuthorizations Method (RuleSetInfo,
AuthorizationGroupCollection)
Set the authorizations for a rule set.

VB

Parameters

rsInfo
Rule set information for the rule set.

authorizations
Authorization groups for the rule set.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
SqlRuleStore.SetRuleSetAuthorizations Overload List
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Overrides Overloads Public Sub SetRuleSetAuthorizations( _
   ByVal rsInfo As RuleSetInfo, _
   ByVal authorizations As AuthorizationGroupCollection _
)
[C#]
public override void SetRuleSetAuthorizations(
   RuleSetInfo rsInfo,
   AuthorizationGroupCollection authorizations
);
[C++]
public: void SetRuleSetAuthorizations(
   RuleSetInfo* rsInfo,
   AuthorizationGroupCollection* authorizations
);
[JScript]
public override function SetRuleSetAuthorizations(
   rsInfo : RuleSetInfo,
   authorizations : AuthorizationGroupCollection
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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SqlRuleStore.SetRuleSetAuthorizations Method (System.String,
AuthorizationGroupCollection)
Set the authorizations for a version independent rule set.

VB

Parameters

rulesetName
Name of the rule set.

authorizations
Authorization groups for the rule set.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
SqlRuleStore.SetRuleSetAuthorizations Overload List
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Overrides Overloads Public Sub SetRuleSetAuthorizations( _
   ByVal rulesetName As String, _
   ByVal authorizations As AuthorizationGroupCollection _
)
[C#]
public override void SetRuleSetAuthorizations(
   string rulesetName,
   AuthorizationGroupCollection authorizations
);
[C++]
public: void SetRuleSetAuthorizations(
   String* rulesetName,
   AuthorizationGroupCollection* authorizations
);
[JScript]
public override function SetRuleSetAuthorizations(
   rulesetName : String,
   authorizations : AuthorizationGroupCollection
);
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SqlRuleStore.SetVocabularyAuthorizations Method
Sets the authorizations for a vocabulary.

Overload List

Set the authorizations for a vocabulary.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Overrides Public Sub SetVocabularyAuthorizations(System.String, AuthorizationGroupCollection)

[C#] public override void SetVocabularyAuthorizations(System.String, AuthorizationGroupCollection);

[C++] public: void SetVocabularyAuthorizations(System.String, AuthorizationGroupCollection*);

[JScript] public override function SetVocabularyAuthorizations(System.String, AuthorizationGroupCollection);

Sets the authorizations for a version-independent vocabulary.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Overrides Public Sub SetVocabularyAuthorizations(VocabularyInfo, AuthorizationGroupCollection)

[C#] public override void SetVocabularyAuthorizations(VocabularyInfo, AuthorizationGroupCollection);

[C++] public: void SetVocabularyAuthorizations(VocabularyInfo*, AuthorizationGroupCollection*);

[JScript] public override function SetVocabularyAuthorizations(VocabularyInfo, AuthorizationGroupCollection);

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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SqlRuleStore.SetVocabularyAuthorizations Method
(System.String, AuthorizationGroupCollection)
Set the authorizations for a vocabulary.

VB

Parameters

vocabularyName
Name of the vocabulary to set authorizations on.

authorizations
Authorizations to set on the vocabulary.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
SqlRuleStore.SetVocabularyAuthorizations Overload List
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Overrides Overloads Public Sub SetVocabularyAuthorizations( _
   ByVal vocabularyName As String, _
   ByVal authorizations As AuthorizationGroupCollection _
)
[C#]
public override void SetVocabularyAuthorizations(
   string vocabularyName,
   AuthorizationGroupCollection authorizations
);
[C++]
public: void SetVocabularyAuthorizations(
   String* vocabularyName,
   AuthorizationGroupCollection* authorizations
);
[JScript]
public override function SetVocabularyAuthorizations(
   vocabularyName : String,
   authorizations : AuthorizationGroupCollection
);
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SqlRuleStore.SetVocabularyAuthorizations Method
(VocabularyInfo, AuthorizationGroupCollection)
Sets the authorizations for a version-independent vocabulary.

VB

Parameters

versionInfo
Vocabulary version information.

authorizations
Authorizations to set on the vocabulary.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

SqlRuleStore Class | SqlRuleStore Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
SqlRuleStore.SetVocabularyAuthorizations Overload List
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Overrides Overloads Public Sub SetVocabularyAuthorizations( _
   ByVal versionInfo As VocabularyInfo, _
   ByVal authorizations As AuthorizationGroupCollection _
)
[C#]
public override void SetVocabularyAuthorizations(
   VocabularyInfo versionInfo,
   AuthorizationGroupCollection authorizations
);
[C++]
public: void SetVocabularyAuthorizations(
   VocabularyInfo* versionInfo,
   AuthorizationGroupCollection* authorizations
);
[JScript]
public override function SetVocabularyAuthorizations(
   versionInfo : VocabularyInfo,
   authorizations : AuthorizationGroupCollection
);
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SubscriptionMessageHandler Delegate
Delegate used to subscribe to deployment or authorization change messages.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the delegates in the .NET Framework, but you cannot define your own.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

The declaration of your callback method must have the same parameters as the SubscriptionMessageHandler delegate
declaration.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server  2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Delegate Sub SubscriptionMessageHandler( _
   ByVal message As RemoteUpdateInfo _
)
[C#]
[Serializable]
public delegate void SubscriptionMessageHandler(
   RemoteUpdateInfo message
);
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __delegate void SubscriptionMessageHandler(
   RemoteUpdateInfo* message
);
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Subtract Class
Represents the subtraction operator (arg1 subtracted from arg2).

For a list of all members of this type, see Subtract Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.ArithmeticFunction
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.Subtract

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Subtract Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class Subtract
   Inherits ArithmeticFunction
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class Subtract : ArithmeticFunction
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class Subtract : public ArithmeticFunction
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class Subtract extends ArithmeticFunction

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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Subtract Members
Subtract overview

Public Constructors

Subtract Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the Subtract class.

Public Properties

LeftArgument (inherited from 
ArithmeticFunction)

Gets or sets the left side argument.

RightArgument (inherited from
ArithmeticFunction)

Gets or sets the right side argument.

Type (inherited from Term) Gets the type of the logical expression.
VocabularyLink (inherited from

Term)
Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary 
element containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Subtract.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Subtract Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Subtract Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Subtract class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the Subtract class with left and right subtract operator arguments.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term)

[C#] public Subtract(Term, Term);

[C++] public: Subtract(Term*, Term*);

[JScript] public function Subtract(Term, Term);

Initializes a new instance of the Subtract class with with left and right subtract operator arguments and a vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, Term, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public Subtract(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: Subtract(Term*, Term*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function Subtract(Term, Term, VocabularyLink);

See Also

Subtract Class | Subtract Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Subtract Constructor (Term, Term)
Initializes a new instance of the Subtract class.

VB

Parameters

leftArgument
Left side argument.

rightArgument
Right side argument.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Subtract Class | Subtract Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Subtract Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal leftArgument As Term, _
   ByVal rightArgument As Term _
)
[C#]
public Subtract(
   Term leftArgument,
   Term rightArgument
);
[C++]
public: Subtract(
   Term* leftArgument,
   Term* rightArgument
);
[JScript]
public function Subtract(
   leftArgument : Term,
   rightArgument : Term
);
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Subtract Constructor (Term, Term, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the Subtract class.

VB

Parameters

leftArgument
Left side argument.

rightArgument
Right side argument.

link
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the term.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Subtract Class | Subtract Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Subtract Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal leftArgument As Term, _
   ByVal rightArgument As Term, _
   ByVal link As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public Subtract(
   Term leftArgument,
   Term rightArgument,
   VocabularyLink link
);
[C++]
public: Subtract(
   Term* leftArgument,
   Term* rightArgument,
   VocabularyLink* link
);
[JScript]
public function Subtract(
   leftArgument : Term,
   rightArgument : Term,
   link : VocabularyLink
);
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Subtract Methods
The methods of the Subtract class are listed here. For a complete list of Subtract class members, see the Subtract Members
topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Subtract.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Subtract Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Subtract.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of Subtract.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of Subtract.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows 2003 Server 

 

See Also

Subtract Class | Subtract Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
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TemporalFunction Class
Base class for all temporal functions.

For a list of all members of this type, see TemporalFunction Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.TemporalFunction
            Derived classes

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

TemporalFunction Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class TemporalFunction
   Inherits Function
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class TemporalFunction : Function
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class TemporalFunction : public Function
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class TemporalFunction extends Function

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TemporalFunction Hierarchy
System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.TemporalFunction
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.Day
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.DayOfWeek
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.Hour
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.Minute
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.Month
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.Second
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.TimeOfDay
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.Year

See Also

TemporalFunction Class | TemporalFunction Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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TemporalFunction Members
TemporalFunction overview

Public Properties

DateTime Gets or sets the Term representing the date and time to which the temporal function is applied.
Type (inherited from Ter

m)
Gets the type of term.

VocabularyLink (inherite
d from Term)

Gets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element cont
aining a domain-specific definition for the term.

Public Methods

Clone (inherited from T
erm)

Creates a deep copy of TemporalFunction.

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

TemporalFunction Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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TemporalFunction Properties
The properties of the TemporalFunction class are listed here. For a complete list of TemporalFunction class members, see the
TemporalFunction Members topic.

Public Properties

DateTime Gets or sets the Term representing the date and time to which the temporal function is applied.
Type (inherited from Ter

m)
Gets the type of term.

VocabularyLink (inherite
d from Term)

Gets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element cont
aining a domain-specific definition for the term.

See Also

TemporalFunction Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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TemporalFunction.DateTime Property
Gets or sets the Term representing the date and time to which the temporal function is applied.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

TemporalFunction Class | TemporalFunction Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property DateTime As Term
[C#]
public Term DateTime {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Term* get_DateTime();
public: __property void set_DateTime(Term*);
[JScript]
public function get DateTime() : Term;
public function set DateTime(Term);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Term Class
Represents a term used in building rule conditions and actions.

For a list of all members of this type, see Term Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Constant
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.ObjectReference

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Term Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class Term
   Implements ICloneable
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class Term : ICloneable
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class Term : public ICloneable
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class Term implements ICloneable

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Term Members
Term overview

Public Properties

Type Gets the type of term.
VocabularyLink Gets or sets the optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary element containin

g a domain-specific definition for the term.

Public Methods

Clone Overloaded. Creates a deep copy of Term.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

Term Constructor Initializes a new instance of the Term class.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType Sets the type of term.

See Also

Term Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Term Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Term class.

VB

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Term Class | Term Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New()
[C#]
protected Term();
[C++]
protected: Term();
[JScript]
protected function Term();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Term Properties
The properties of the Term class are listed here. For a complete list of Term class members, see the Term Members topic.

Public Properties

Type Gets the type of term.
VocabularyLink Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element contain

ing a domain-specific definition for the term.

See Also

Term Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Term.Type Property
Gets the type of term.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Term Class | Term Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Type As Type
[C#]
public Type Type {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Type* get_Type();
[JScript]
public function get Type() : Type;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Term.VocabularyLink Property
Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-
specific definition for the term.

VB

Remarks

If no vocabulary link is specified, this property is null.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Term Class | Term Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property VocabularyLink As VocabularyLink
[C#]
public VocabularyLink VocabularyLink {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property VocabularyLink* get_VocabularyLink();
public: __property void set_VocabularyLink(VocabularyLink*);
[JScript]
public function get VocabularyLink() : VocabularyLink;
public function set VocabularyLink(VocabularyLink);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Term Methods
The methods of the Term class are listed here. For a complete list of Term class members, see the Term Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overloaded. Creates a deep copy of Term.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType Sets the type of term.

See Also

Term Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Term.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of Term.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of Term.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Term Class | Term Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public MustOverride Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public abstract object Clone();
[C++]
public: virtual Object* Clone() = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
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Term.SetType Method
Sets the type of term.

VB

Parameters

type
The type of term.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Term Class | Term Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub SetType( _
   ByVal type As Type _
)
[C#]
protected void SetType(
   Type type
);
[C++]
protected: void SetType(
   Type* type
);
[JScript]
protected function SetType(
   type : Type
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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TimeOfDay Class
Represents the time of day operator.

For a list of all members of this type, see TimeOfDay Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.TemporalFunction
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.TimeOfDay

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

The return value of the operation is a structure of type System.TimeSpan containing the elapsed time since midnight.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

TimeOfDay Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class TimeOfDay
   Inherits TemporalFunction
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class TimeOfDay : TemporalFunction
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class TimeOfDay : public TemporalFunction
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class TimeOfDay extends TemporalFunction

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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TimeOfDay Members
TimeOfDay overview

Public Constructors

TimeOfDay Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the TimeOfDay class.

Public Properties

DateTime (inherited from Te
mporalFunction)

Gets or sets the DateTime for which TimeOfDay is to be calculated.

Type (inherited from Term) Gets the type of term.
VocabularyLink (inherited fr

om Term)
Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary ele
ment containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of TimeOfDay.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

TimeOfDay Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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TimeOfDay Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the TimeOfDay class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the TimeOfDay class with a term that evaluates to a System.DateTime structure.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term)

[C#] public TimeOfDay(Term);

[C++] public: TimeOfDay(Term*);

[JScript] public function TimeOfDay(Term);

Initializes a new instance of the TimeOfDay class with a term that evaluates to a System.DateTime structure, and a reference to
a vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public TimeOfDay(Term, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: TimeOfDay(Term*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function TimeOfDay(Term, VocabularyLink);

See Also

TimeOfDay Class | TimeOfDay Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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TimeOfDay Constructor (Term)
Initializes a new instance of the TimeOfDay class with a term that evaluates to a System.DateTime structure.

VB

Parameters

dateTime
The DateTime.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

TimeOfDay Class | TimeOfDay Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | TimeOfDay Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal dateTime As Term _
)
[C#]
public TimeOfDay(
   Term dateTime
);
[C++]
public: TimeOfDay(
   Term* dateTime
);
[JScript]
public function TimeOfDay(
   dateTime : Term
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TimeOfDay Constructor (Term, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the TimeOfDay class with a term that evaluates to a System.DateTime structure, and a reference to a
vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

dateTime
The DateTime.

link
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the term.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

TimeOfDay Class | TimeOfDay Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | TimeOfDay Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal dateTime As Term, _
   ByVal link As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public TimeOfDay(
   Term dateTime,
   VocabularyLink link
);
[C++]
public: TimeOfDay(
   Term* dateTime,
   VocabularyLink* link
);
[JScript]
public function TimeOfDay(
   dateTime : Term,
   link : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TimeOfDay Methods
The methods of the TimeOfDay class are listed here. For a complete list of TimeOfDay class members, see the
TimeOfDay Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of TimeOfDay.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

TimeOfDay Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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TimeOfDay.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of TimeOfDay.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of TimeOfDay.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

TimeOfDay Class | TimeOfDay Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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TimeStamp Class
Time stamp for the current time or a user-defined time.

For a list of all members of this type, see TimeStamp Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.TimeStamp

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

TimeStamp Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class TimeStamp
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class TimeStamp
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class TimeStamp
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class TimeStamp

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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TimeStamp Members
TimeStamp overview

Public Constructors

TimeStamp Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the TimeStamp class.

Public Properties

Value Gets the time value.

Public Methods

Equals Determines whether two time instances are equal. Two time stamp instances are equal if they both refer 
to the same time.

GetHashCode Overridden. Returns the hash code for this class.
GetType (inherited fr

om System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

TimeStamp Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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TimeStamp Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the TimeStamp class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the TimeStamp class with the current time.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public TimeStamp();

[C++] public: TimeStamp();

[JScript] public function TimeStamp();

Initializes a new instance of the TimeStamp class with a time stamp value.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.DateTime)

[C#] public TimeStamp(System.DateTime);

[C++] public: TimeStamp(System.DateTime);

[JScript] public function TimeStamp(System.DateTime);

See Also

TimeStamp Class | TimeStamp Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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TimeStamp Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the TimeStamp class with the current time.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

TimeStamp Class | TimeStamp Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | TimeStamp Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public TimeStamp();
[C++]
public: TimeStamp();
[JScript]
public function TimeStamp();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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TimeStamp Constructor (System.DateTime)
Initializes a new instance of the TimeStamp class.

VB

Parameters

time
Assigned time stamp value.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

TimeStamp Class | TimeStamp Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | TimeStamp Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal time As DateTime _
)
[C#]
public TimeStamp(
   DateTime time
);
[C++]
public: TimeStamp(
   DateTime time
);
[JScript]
public function TimeStamp(
   time : DateTime
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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TimeStamp Properties
The properties of the TimeStamp class are listed here. For a complete list of TimeStamp class members, see the
TimeStamp Members topic.

Public Properties

Value Gets the time value.

See Also

TimeStamp Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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TimeStamp.Value Property
Gets the time value.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

TimeStamp Class | TimeStamp Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property Value As DateTime
[C#]
public DateTime Value {get;}
[C++]
public: __property DateTime get_Value();
[JScript]
public function get Value() : DateTime;
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TimeStamp Methods
The methods of the TimeStamp class are listed here. For a complete list of TimeStamp class members, see the
TimeStamp Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals Overridden. Determines whether two time instances are equal.
GetHashCode Overridden. Retrieves the hash code for this class.
GetType (inherited fr

om System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

TimeStamp Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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TimeStamp.Equals Method
Determines whether two time instances are equal.

VB

Parameters

obj
Reference to the object to compare.

Remarks

Two time stamp instances are equal if they both refer to the same time.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

TimeStamp Class | TimeStamp Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function Equals( _
   ByVal obj As Object _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool Equals(
   object obj
);
[C++]
public: bool Equals(
   Object* obj
);
[JScript]
public override function Equals(
   obj : Object
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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TimeStamp.GetHashCode Method
Returns the hash code for this class.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

TimeStamp Class | TimeStamp Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function GetHashCode() As Integer
[C#]
public override int GetHashCode();
[C++]
public: int GetHashCode();
[JScript]
public override function GetHashCode() : int;
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TrackingConfiguration Class
The base class that holds the tracking configuration for a rule set.

For a list of all members of this type, see TrackingConfiguration Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.TrackingConfiguration
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.RuleSetTrackingConfiguration

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

TrackingConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class TrackingConfiguration
   Implements ICloneable
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class TrackingConfiguration : ICloneable
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class TrackingConfiguration : public
   ICloneable
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class TrackingConfiguration implements ICloneable

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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TrackingConfiguration Members
TrackingConfiguration overview

Public Properties

RuleSetGuid Tracking GUID for the ruleset.
TrackAgendaUpdates Indicates whether tracking of agenda updates is enabled.
TrackConditionEvaluation Indicates whether tracking of condition evaluation is enabled.
TrackFactActivity Indicates whether tracking of fact activity is enabled
TrackRuleFirings Indicates whether tracking of rule firings is enabled.

Public Methods

Clone Creates a deep copy of the TrackingConfiguration class.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

TrackingConfiguration Constructor Initializes a new instance of the TrackingConfiguration class.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

TrackingConfiguration Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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TrackingConfiguration Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the TrackingConfiguration class.

VB

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TrackingConfiguration Class | TrackingConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New()
[C#]
protected TrackingConfiguration();
[C++]
protected: TrackingConfiguration();
[JScript]
protected function TrackingConfiguration();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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TrackingConfiguration Properties
The properties of the TrackingConfiguration class are listed here. For a complete list of TrackingConfiguration class
members, see the TrackingConfiguration Members topic.

Public Properties

RuleSetGuid Tracking GUID for the ruleset.
TrackAgendaUpdates Indicates whether tracking of agenda updates is enabled.
TrackConditionEvaluation Indicates whether tracking of condition evaluation is enabled.
TrackFactActivity Indicates whether tracking of fact activity is enabled
TrackRuleFirings Indicates whether tracking of rule firings is enabled.

See Also

TrackingConfiguration Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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TrackingConfiguration.RuleSetGuid Property
Identifier of the rule set for tracking.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TrackingConfiguration Class | TrackingConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public MustOverride ReadOnly Property RuleSetGuid As Guid
[C#]
public abstract Guid RuleSetGuid {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual Guid get_RuleSetGuid() = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function get RuleSetGuid() : Guid;
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TrackingConfiguration.TrackAgendaUpdates Property
Indicates whether tracking of agenda updates is enabled.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TrackingConfiguration Class | TrackingConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public MustOverride ReadOnly Property TrackAgendaUpdates As Boolean
[C#]
public abstract bool TrackAgendaUpdates {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_TrackAgendaUpdates() = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function get TrackAgendaUpdates() : Boolean;
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TrackingConfiguration.TrackConditionEvaluation Property
Indicates whether tracking of condition evaluation is enabled.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TrackingConfiguration Class | TrackingConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public MustOverride ReadOnly Property TrackConditionEvaluation As _
   Boolean
[C#]
public abstract bool TrackConditionEvaluation {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_TrackConditionEvaluation() = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function get TrackConditionEvaluation() : Boolean;
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TrackingConfiguration.TrackFactActivity Property
Indicates whether tracking of fact activity is enabled.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TrackingConfiguration Class | TrackingConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public MustOverride ReadOnly Property TrackFactActivity As Boolean
[C#]
public abstract bool TrackFactActivity {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_TrackFactActivity() = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function get TrackFactActivity() : Boolean;
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TrackingConfiguration.TrackRuleFirings Property
Indicates whether tracking of rule firings is enabled.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TrackingConfiguration Class | TrackingConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public MustOverride ReadOnly Property TrackRuleFirings As Boolean
[C#]
public abstract bool TrackRuleFirings {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual bool get_TrackRuleFirings() = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function get TrackRuleFirings() : Boolean;
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TrackingConfiguration Methods
The methods of the TrackingConfiguration class are listed here. For a complete list of TrackingConfiguration class members,
see the TrackingConfiguration Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Creates a deep copy of TrackingConfiguration.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

TrackingConfiguration Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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TrackingConfiguration.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of the TrackingConfiguration class.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of TrackingConfiguration.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TrackingConfiguration Class | TrackingConfiguration Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public MustOverride Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public abstract object Clone();
[C++]
public: virtual Object* Clone() = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function Clone() : Object;
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TypedDataRow Class
A typed fact wrapper for an ADO DataRow object.

For a list of all members of this type, see TypedDataRow Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.TypedDataRow

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Class TypedDataRow
[C#]
public class TypedDataRow
[C++]
public __gc class TypedDataRow
[JScript]
public class TypedDataRow
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TypedDataRow Members
TypedDataRow overview

Public Constructors

TypedDataRow Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the TypedDataRow class.

Public Properties

DataRow Gets the data row.
Dirty Gets a value that determines whether the data row has been modified.
Parent Gets a reference to the owning TypedDataTable object.
TypeName Gets the type name for the object as used by the engine.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBoolean Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as a Boolean.
GetByte Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as a byte.
GetChar Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as a character.
GetDateTime Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as a DateTime.
GetDecimal Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as a decimal.
GetDouble Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as a double.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetInt16 Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as an int16.
GetInt32 Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as an int32.
GetInt64 Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as an int64.
GetObject Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as an object.
GetSByte Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as an SByte.
GetSingle Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as a single.
GetString Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as a string.
GetType (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetUInt16 Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as an uInt16.
GetUInt32 Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as a uInt32.
GetUInt64 Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as a uInt64.
OnAssert Notification that occurs when a typed fact is asserted into working memory.
OnClear Notification that occurs when a typed fact is cleared from working memory.
OnRetract Notification that occurs when a typed fact is retracted from working memory.
OnUpdate Notification that occurs when a typed fact is updated in working memory.
SetBoolean Sets the specified value of the data row column as a Boolean.
SetByte Sets the specified value of the data row column as a byte.
SetChar Sets the specified value of the data row column as a character.
SetDateTime Sets the specified value of the data row column as a DateTime.
SetDecimal Sets the specified value of the data row column as a decimal.
SetDouble Sets the specified value of the data row column as a double.
SetInt16 Sets the specified value of the data row column as an int16.
SetInt32 Sets the specified value of the data row column as an int32.
SetInt64 Sets the specified value of the data row column as an int64.
SetObject Sets the specified value of the data row column as an object.
SetSByte Sets the specified value of the data row column as an SByte.
SetSingle Sets the specified value of the data row column as a single.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
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SetString Sets the specified value of the data row column as a string.
SetUInt16 Sets the specified value of the data row column as a uInt16.
SetUInt32 Sets the specified value of the data row column as a uInt32.
SetUInt64 Sets the specified value of the data row column as a uInt64.
ToString (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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TypedDataRow Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the TypedDataRow class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the TypedDataRow class with a reference to the ADO DataRow being wrapped.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Data.DataRow)

[C#] public TypedDataRow(System.Data.DataRow);

[C++] public: TypedDataRow(System.Data.DataRow);

[JScript] public function TypedDataRow(System.Data.DataRow);

Initializes a new instance of the TypedDataRow class with a reference to the ADO DataRow being wrapped and a reference to the
TypedDataTable that created this TypedDataRow instance.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Data.DataRow, TypedDataTable)

[C#] public TypedDataRow(System.Data.DataRow, TypedDataTable);

[C++] public: TypedDataRow(System.Data.DataRow, TypedDataTable*);

[JScript] public function TypedDataRow(System.Data.DataRow, TypedDataTable);

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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TypedDataRow Constructor (System.Data.DataRow)
Initializes a new instance of the TypedDataRow class using the specified data row.

VB

Parameters

dataRow
Reference to the ADO DataRow being wrapped.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | TypedDataRow Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal dataRow As DataRow _
)
[C#]
public TypedDataRow(
   DataRow dataRow
);
[C++]
public: TypedDataRow(
   DataRow* dataRow
);
[JScript]
public function TypedDataRow(
   dataRow : DataRow
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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TypedDataRow Constructor (System.Data.DataRow,
TypedDataTable)
Initializes a new instance of the TypedDataRow class using the specified data row and parent.

VB

Parameters

dataRow
Reference to the ADO DataRow being wrapped.

parent
Reference to the TypedDataTable that created this TypedDataRow instance.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | TypedDataRow Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal dataRow As DataRow, _
   ByVal parent As TypedDataTable _
)
[C#]
public TypedDataRow(
   DataRow dataRow,
   TypedDataTable parent
);
[C++]
public: TypedDataRow(
   DataRow* dataRow,
   TypedDataTable* parent
);
[JScript]
public function TypedDataRow(
   dataRow : DataRow,
   parent : TypedDataTable
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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TypedDataRow Properties
The properties of the TypedDataRow class are listed here. For a complete list of TypedDataRow class members, see the
TypedDataRow Members topic.

Public Properties

DataRow Gets the data row.
Dirty Gets a value that determines whether the data row has been modified.
Parent Gets a reference to the owning TypedDataTable object.
TypeName Gets the type name for the object as used by the engine.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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TypedDataRow.DataRow Property
Gets the data row.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property DataRow As DataRow
[C#]
public DataRow DataRow {get;}
[C++]
public: __property DataRow* get_DataRow();
[JScript]
public function get DataRow() : DataRow;
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TypedDataRow.Dirty Property
Gets a value that determines whether the data row has been modified.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Property Dirty As Boolean
[C#]
public bool Dirty {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_Dirty();
public: __property void set_Dirty(bool);
[JScript]
public function get Dirty() : Boolean;
public function set Dirty(Boolean);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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TypedDataRow.Parent Property
Gets a reference to the owning TypedDataTable object.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property Parent As TypedDataTable
[C#]
public TypedDataTable Parent {get;}
[C++]
public: __property TypedDataTable* get_Parent();
[JScript]
public function get Parent() : TypedDataTable;
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TypedDataRow.TypeName Property
Gets the type name for the object as used by the engine.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property TypeName As String
[C#]
public virtual string TypeName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_TypeName();
[JScript]
public function get TypeName() : String;
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TypedDataRow Methods
The methods of the TypedDataRow class are listed here. For a complete list of TypedDataRow class members, see the
TypedDataRow Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBoolean Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as a Boolean.
GetByte Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as a byte.
GetChar Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as a character.
GetDateTime Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as a DateTime.
GetDecimal Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as a decimal.
GetDouble Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as a double.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetInt16 Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as an int16.
GetInt32 Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as an int32.
GetInt64 Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as an int64.
GetObject Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as an object.
GetSByte Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as an SByte.
GetSingle Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as a single.
GetString Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as a string.
GetType (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetUInt16 Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as an uInt16.
GetUInt32 Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as a uInt32.
GetUInt64 Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as a uInt64.
OnAssert Notification that occurs when a typed fact is asserted into working memory.
OnClear Notification that occurs when a typed fact is cleared from working memory.
OnRetract Notification that occurs when a typed fact is retracted from working memory.
OnUpdate Notification that occurs when a typed fact is updated in working memory.
SetBoolean Sets the specified value of the data row column as a Boolean.
SetByte Sets the specified value of the data row column as a byte.
SetChar Sets the specified value of the data row column as a character.
SetDateTime Sets the specified value of the data row column as a DateTime.
SetDecimal Sets the specified value of the data row column as a decimal.
SetDouble Sets the specified value of the data row column as a double.
SetInt16 Sets the specified value of the data row column as an int16.
SetInt32 Sets the specified value of the data row column as an int32.
SetInt64 Sets the specified value of the data row column as an int64.
SetObject Sets the specified value of the data row column as an object.
SetSByte Sets the specified value of the data row column as an SByte.
SetSingle Sets the specified value of the data row column as a single.
SetString Sets the specified value of the data row column as a string.
SetUInt16 Sets the specified value of the data row column as a uInt16.
SetUInt32 Sets the specified value of the data row column as a uInt32.
SetUInt64 Sets the specified value of the data row column as a uInt64.
ToString (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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TypedDataRow.GetBoolean Method
Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as a Boolean.

VB

Parameters

columnName
The name of the data row column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Function GetBoolean( _
   ByVal columnName As String _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public bool GetBoolean(
   string columnName
);
[C++]
public: bool GetBoolean(
   String* columnName
);
[JScript]
public function GetBoolean(
   columnName : String
) : Boolean;
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TypedDataRow.GetByte Method
Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as a byte.

VB

Parameters

columnName
The name of the data row column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Function GetByte( _
   ByVal columnName As String _
) As Byte
[C#]
public byte GetByte(
   string columnName
);
[C++]
public: unsigned char GetByte(
   String* columnName
);
[JScript]
public function GetByte(
   columnName : String
) : Byte;
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TypedDataRow.GetChar Method
Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as a character.

VB

Parameters

columnName
The name of the data row column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Function GetChar( _
   ByVal columnName As String _
) As Char
[C#]
public char GetChar(
   string columnName
);
[C++]
public: __wchar_t GetChar(
   String* columnName
);
[JScript]
public function GetChar(
   columnName : String
) : Char;
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TypedDataRow.GetDateTime Method
Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as a DateTime.

VB

Parameters

columnName
The name of the data row column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Function GetDateTime( _
   ByVal columnName As String _
) As DateTime
[C#]
public DateTime GetDateTime(
   string columnName
);
[C++]
public: DateTime GetDateTime(
   String* columnName
);
[JScript]
public function GetDateTime(
   columnName : String
) : DateTime;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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TypedDataRow.GetDecimal Method
Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as a decimal.

VB

Parameters

columnName
The name of the data row column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Function GetDecimal( _
   ByVal columnName As String _
) As Decimal
[C#]
public decimal GetDecimal(
   string columnName
);
[C++]
public: Decimal GetDecimal(
   String* columnName
);
[JScript]
public function GetDecimal(
   columnName : String
) : Decimal;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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TypedDataRow.GetDouble Method
Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as a double.

VB

Parameters

columnName
The name of the data row column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Function GetDouble( _
   ByVal columnName As String _
) As Double
[C#]
public double GetDouble(
   string columnName
);
[C++]
public: double GetDouble(
   String* columnName
);
[JScript]
public function GetDouble(
   columnName : String
) : double;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedDataRow.GetInt16 Method
Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as an int16.

VB

Parameters

columnName
The name of the data row column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Function GetInt16( _
   ByVal columnName As String _
) As Short
[C#]
public short GetInt16(
   string columnName
);
[C++]
public: short GetInt16(
   String* columnName
);
[JScript]
public function GetInt16(
   columnName : String
) : Int16;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedDataRow.GetInt32 Method
Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as an int32.

VB

Parameters

columnName
The name of the data row column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Function GetInt32( _
   ByVal columnName As String _
) As Integer
[C#]
public int GetInt32(
   string columnName
);
[C++]
public: int GetInt32(
   String* columnName
);
[JScript]
public function GetInt32(
   columnName : String
) : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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TypedDataRow.GetInt64 Method
Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as an int64.

VB

Parameters

columnName
The name of the data row column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Function GetInt64( _
   ByVal columnName As String _
) As Long
[C#]
public long GetInt64(
   string columnName
);
[C++]
public: __int64 GetInt64(
   String* columnName
);
[JScript]
public function GetInt64(
   columnName : String
) : long;
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TypedDataRow.GetObject Method
Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as an object.

VB

Parameters

columnName
The name of the data row column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Function GetObject( _
   ByVal columnName As String _
) As Object
[C#]
public object GetObject(
   string columnName
);
[C++]
public: Object* GetObject(
   String* columnName
);
[JScript]
public function GetObject(
   columnName : String
) : Object;
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TypedDataRow.GetSByte Method
Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as an SByte.

This method is not CLS-compliant. For more information about CLS compliance, see
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21101.

VB

Parameters

columnName
The name of the data row column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<CLSCompliant(False)>
Public Function GetSByte( _
   ByVal columnName As String _
) As SByte
[C#]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public sbyte GetSByte(
   string columnName
);
[C++]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public: char GetSByte(
   String* columnName
);
[JScript]
public
   CLSCompliant(false)
function GetSByte(
   columnName : String
) : SByte;
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TypedDataRow.GetSingle Method
Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as a single.

VB

Parameters

columnName
The name of the data row column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Function GetSingle( _
   ByVal columnName As String _
) As Single
[C#]
public float GetSingle(
   string columnName
);
[C++]
public: float GetSingle(
   String* columnName
);
[JScript]
public function GetSingle(
   columnName : String
) : float;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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TypedDataRow.GetString Method
Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as a string.

VB

Parameters

columnName
The name of the data row column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Function GetString( _
   ByVal columnName As String _
) As String
[C#]
public string GetString(
   string columnName
);
[C++]
public: String* GetString(
   String* columnName
);
[JScript]
public function GetString(
   columnName : String
) : String;
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TypedDataRow.GetUInt16 Method
Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as a uInt16.

This method is not CLS-compliant. For more information about CLS compliance, see
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=26816.

VB

Parameters

columnName
The name of the data row column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<CLSCompliant(False)>
Public Function GetUInt16( _
   ByVal columnName As String _
) As UInt16
[C#]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public ushort GetUInt16(
   string columnName
);
[C++]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public: unsigned short GetUInt16(
   String* columnName
);
[JScript]
public
   CLSCompliant(false)
function GetUInt16(
   columnName : String
) : UInt16;
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TypedDataRow.GetUInt32 Method
Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as a uInt32.

This method is not CLS-compliant. For more information about CLS compliance, see
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21101.

VB

Parameters

columnName
The name of the data row column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<CLSCompliant(False)>
Public Function GetUInt32( _
   ByVal columnName As String _
) As UInt32
[C#]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public uint GetUInt32(
   string columnName
);
[C++]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public: unsigned int GetUInt32(
   String* columnName
);
[JScript]
public
   CLSCompliant(false)
function GetUInt32(
   columnName : String
) : UInt32;
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TypedDataRow.GetUInt64 Method
Retrieves the value of the specified data row column as a uInt64.

This method is not CLS-compliant. For more information about CLS compliance, see see
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21101.

VB

Parameters

columnName
The name of the data row column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<CLSCompliant(False)>
Public Function GetUInt64( _
   ByVal columnName As String _
) As UInt64
[C#]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public ulong GetUInt64(
   string columnName
);
[C++]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public: unsigned __int64 GetUInt64(
   String* columnName
);
[JScript]
public
   CLSCompliant(false)
function GetUInt64(
   columnName : String
) : UInt64;
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TypedDataRow.OnAssert Method
Notification that occurs when a typed fact is asserted in working memory.

VB

Parameters

executor
Reference to the rule set executor.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Function OnAssert( _
   ByVal executor As IRuleSetExecutor _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public virtual bool OnAssert(
   IRuleSetExecutor executor
);
[C++]
public: virtual bool OnAssert(
   IRuleSetExecutor* executor
);
[JScript]
public function OnAssert(
   executor : IRuleSetExecutor
) : Boolean;
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TypedDataRow.OnClear Method
Notification that occurs when a typed fact is cleared from working memory.

VB

Parameters

executor
Reference to the rule set executor.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Sub OnClear( _
   ByVal executor As IRuleSetExecutor _
)
[C#]
public virtual void OnClear(
   IRuleSetExecutor executor
);
[C++]
public: virtual void OnClear(
   IRuleSetExecutor* executor
);
[JScript]
public function OnClear(
   executor : IRuleSetExecutor
);
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TypedDataRow.OnRetract Method
Notification that occurs when a typed fact is retracted from working memory.

VB

Parameters

executor
Reference to the rule set executor.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable Function OnRetract( _
   ByVal executor As IRuleSetExecutor _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public virtual bool OnRetract(
   IRuleSetExecutor executor
);
[C++]
public: virtual bool OnRetract(
   IRuleSetExecutor* executor
);
[JScript]
public function OnRetract(
   executor : IRuleSetExecutor
) : Boolean;
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TypedDataRow.OnUpdate Method
Notification that occurs when a typed fact is updated in working memory.

VB

Parameters

executor
Reference to the rule set executor.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable Function OnUpdate( _
   ByVal executor As IRuleSetExecutor _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public virtual bool OnUpdate(
   IRuleSetExecutor executor
);
[C++]
public: virtual bool OnUpdate(
   IRuleSetExecutor* executor
);
[JScript]
public function OnUpdate(
   executor : IRuleSetExecutor
) : Boolean;
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TypedDataRow.SetBoolean Method
Sets the specified value for the specified data row column as a Boolean.

VB

Parameters

columnName
Name of the data row column.

newValue
New value of the data row column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub SetBoolean( _
   ByVal columnName As String, _
   ByVal newValue As Boolean _
)
[C#]
public void SetBoolean(
   string columnName,
   bool newValue
);
[C++]
public: void SetBoolean(
   String* columnName,
   bool newValue
);
[JScript]
public function SetBoolean(
   columnName : String,
   newValue : Boolean
);
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TypedDataRow.SetByte Method
Sets the specified value for the specified data row column as a byte.

VB

Parameters

columnName
Name of the data row column.

newValue
New value of the data row column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Sub SetByte( _
   ByVal columnName As String, _
   ByVal newValue As Byte _
)
[C#]
public void SetByte(
   string columnName,
   byte newValue
);
[C++]
public: void SetByte(
   String* columnName,
   unsigned char newValue
);
[JScript]
public function SetByte(
   columnName : String,
   newValue : Byte
);
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TypedDataRow.SetChar Method
Sets the specified value for the specified data row column as a character.

VB

Parameters

columnName
Name of the data row column.

newValue
New value of the data row column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Sub SetChar( _
   ByVal columnName As String, _
   ByVal newValue As Char _
)
[C#]
public void SetChar(
   string columnName,
   char newValue
);
[C++]
public: void SetChar(
   String* columnName,
   __wchar_t newValue
);
[JScript]
public function SetChar(
   columnName : String,
   newValue : Char
);
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TypedDataRow.SetDateTime Method
Sets the specified value for the specified data row column as a DateTime.

VB

Parameters

columnName
Name of the data row column.

newValue
New value of the data row column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Sub SetDateTime( _
   ByVal columnName As String, _
   ByVal newValue As DateTime _
)
[C#]
public void SetDateTime(
   string columnName,
   DateTime newValue
);
[C++]
public: void SetDateTime(
   String* columnName,
   DateTime newValue
);
[JScript]
public function SetDateTime(
   columnName : String,
   newValue : DateTime
);
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TypedDataRow.SetDecimal Method
Sets the specified value for the specified data row column as a decimal.

VB

Parameters

columnName
Name of the data row column.

newValue
New value of the data row column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Sub SetDecimal( _
   ByVal columnName As String, _
   ByVal newValue As Decimal _
)
[C#]
public void SetDecimal(
   string columnName,
   decimal newValue
);
[C++]
public: void SetDecimal(
   String* columnName,
   Decimal newValue
);
[JScript]
public function SetDecimal(
   columnName : String,
   newValue : Decimal
);
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TypedDataRow.SetDouble Method
Sets the specified value for the specified data row column as a double.

VB

Parameters

columnName
Name of the data row column.

newValue
New value of the data row column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Sub SetDouble( _
   ByVal columnName As String, _
   ByVal newValue As Double _
)
[C#]
public void SetDouble(
   string columnName,
   double newValue
);
[C++]
public: void SetDouble(
   String* columnName,
   double newValue
);
[JScript]
public function SetDouble(
   columnName : String,
   newValue : double
);
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TypedDataRow.SetInt16 Method
Sets the specified value for the specified data row column as an int16.

VB

Parameters

columnName
Name of the data row column.

newValue
New value of the data row column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Sub SetInt16( _
   ByVal columnName As String, _
   ByVal newValue As Short _
)
[C#]
public void SetInt16(
   string columnName,
   short newValue
);
[C++]
public: void SetInt16(
   String* columnName,
   short newValue
);
[JScript]
public function SetInt16(
   columnName : String,
   newValue : Int16
);
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TypedDataRow.SetInt32 Method
Sets the specified value for the specified data row column as an int32.

VB

Parameters

columnName
Name of the data row column.

newValue
New value of the data row column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub SetInt32( _
   ByVal columnName As String, _
   ByVal newValue As Integer _
)
[C#]
public void SetInt32(
   string columnName,
   int newValue
);
[C++]
public: void SetInt32(
   String* columnName,
   int newValue
);
[JScript]
public function SetInt32(
   columnName : String,
   newValue : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedDataRow.SetInt64 Method
Sets the specified value for the specified data row column as an int64.

VB

Parameters

columnName
Name of the data row column.

newValue
New value of the data row column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub SetInt64( _
   ByVal columnName As String, _
   ByVal newValue As Long _
)
[C#]
public void SetInt64(
   string columnName,
   long newValue
);
[C++]
public: void SetInt64(
   String* columnName,
   __int64 newValue
);
[JScript]
public function SetInt64(
   columnName : String,
   newValue : long
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedDataRow.SetObject Method
Sets the specified value for the specified data row column as an object.

VB

Parameters

columnName
Name of the data row column.

newValue
New value of the data row column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub SetObject( _
   ByVal columnName As String, _
   ByVal newValue As Object _
)
[C#]
public void SetObject(
   string columnName,
   object newValue
);
[C++]
public: void SetObject(
   String* columnName,
   Object* newValue
);
[JScript]
public function SetObject(
   columnName : String,
   newValue : Object
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedDataRow.SetSByte Method
Sets the specified value for the specified data row column as an SByte.

This method is not CLS-compliant. For more information about CLS compliance, see
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21101

VB

Parameters

columnName
Name of the data row column.

newValue
New value of the data row column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<CLSCompliant(False)>
Public Sub SetSByte( _
   ByVal columnName As String, _
   ByVal newValue As SByte _
)
[C#]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public void SetSByte(
   string columnName,
   sbyte newValue
);
[C++]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public: void SetSByte(
   String* columnName,
   char newValue
);
[JScript]
public
   CLSCompliant(false)
function SetSByte(
   columnName : String,
   newValue : SByte
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21101
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedDataRow.SetSingle Method
Sets the specified value for the specified data row column as a single.

VB

Parameters

columnName
Name of the data row column.

newValue
New value of the data row column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub SetSingle( _
   ByVal columnName As String, _
   ByVal newValue As Single _
)
[C#]
public void SetSingle(
   string columnName,
   float newValue
);
[C++]
public: void SetSingle(
   String* columnName,
   float newValue
);
[JScript]
public function SetSingle(
   columnName : String,
   newValue : float
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedDataRow.SetString Method
Sets the specified value for the specified data row column as a string.

VB

Parameters

columnName
Name of the data row column.

newValue
New value of the data row column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub SetString( _
   ByVal columnName As String, _
   ByVal newValue As String _
)
[C#]
public void SetString(
   string columnName,
   string newValue
);
[C++]
public: void SetString(
   String* columnName,
   String* newValue
);
[JScript]
public function SetString(
   columnName : String,
   newValue : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedDataRow.SetUInt16 Method
Sets the specified value for the specified data row column as an uInt16.

This method is not CLS-compliant. For more information about CLS compliance, see
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21101.

VB

Parameters

columnName
Name of the data row column.

newValue
New value of the data row column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<CLSCompliant(False)>
Public Sub SetUInt16( _
   ByVal columnName As String, _
   ByVal newValue As UInt16 _
)
[C#]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public void SetUInt16(
   string columnName,
   ushort newValue
);
[C++]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public: void SetUInt16(
   String* columnName,
   unsigned short newValue
);
[JScript]
public
   CLSCompliant(false)
function SetUInt16(
   columnName : String,
   newValue : UInt16
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21101
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedDataRow.SetUInt32 Method
Sets the specified value for the specified data row column as an uInt32.

This method is not CLS-compliant. For more information about CLS compliance, see
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21101.

VB

Parameters

columnName
Name of the data row column.

newValue
New value of the data row column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<CLSCompliant(False)>
Public Sub SetUInt32( _
   ByVal columnName As String, _
   ByVal newValue As UInt32 _
)
[C#]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public void SetUInt32(
   string columnName,
   uint newValue
);
[C++]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public: void SetUInt32(
   String* columnName,
   unsigned int newValue
);
[JScript]
public
   CLSCompliant(false)
function SetUInt32(
   columnName : String,
   newValue : UInt32
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21101
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedDataRow.SetUInt64 Method
Sets the specified value for the specified data row column as an uInt64.

This method is not CLS-compliant. For more information about CLS compliance, see
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21101.

VB

Parameters

columnName
Name of the data row column.

newValue
New value of the data row column.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataRow Class | TypedDataRow Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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<CLSCompliant(False)>
Public Sub SetUInt64( _
   ByVal columnName As String, _
   ByVal newValue As UInt64 _
)
[C#]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public void SetUInt64(
   string columnName,
   ulong newValue
);
[C++]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public: void SetUInt64(
   String* columnName,
   unsigned __int64 newValue
);
[JScript]
public
   CLSCompliant(false)
function SetUInt64(
   columnName : String,
   newValue : UInt64
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21101
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedDataTable Class
A typed fact wrapper for an ADO DataTable.

For a list of all members of this type, see TypedDataTable Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.TypedDataTable

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

TypedDataTable Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Class TypedDataTable
[C#]
public class TypedDataTable
[C++]
public __gc class TypedDataTable
[JScript]
public class TypedDataTable

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedDataTable Members
TypedDataTable overview

Public Constructors

TypedDataTable Constructor Initializes a new instance of the TypedDataTable class.

Public Properties

DataTable Gets a reference to the ADO DataTable.
TypeName Gets the type name property of the typed fact.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnAssert Notification that occurs when a typed fact is asserted into working memory.
OnClear Notification that occurs when a typed fact is cleared from working memory.
OnRetract Notification that occurs when a typed fact is retracted from working memory.
OnUpdate Notification that occurs when a typed fact is updated in working memory.
ToString (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

TypedDataTable Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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TypedDataTable Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the TypedDataTable class using the specified data table.

VB

Parameters

dataTable
Reference to an ADO DataTable object.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataTable Class | TypedDataTable Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal dataTable As DataTable _
)
[C#]
public TypedDataTable(
   DataTable dataTable
);
[C++]
public: TypedDataTable(
   DataTable* dataTable
);
[JScript]
public function TypedDataTable(
   dataTable : DataTable
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedDataTable Properties
The properties of the TypedDataTable class are listed here. For a complete list of TypedDataTable class members, see the
TypedDataTable Members topic.

Public Properties

DataTable Gets a reference to the ADO DataTable.
TypeName Gets the type name property of the typed fact.

See Also

TypedDataTable Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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TypedDataTable.DataTable Property
Gets a reference to the ADO DataTable.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataTable Class | TypedDataTable Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property DataTable As DataTable
[C#]
public DataTable DataTable {get;}
[C++]
public: __property DataTable* get_DataTable();
[JScript]
public function get DataTable() : DataTable;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedDataTable.TypeName Property
Gets the type name property of the typed fact.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataTable Class | TypedDataTable Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property TypeName As String
[C#]
public virtual string TypeName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_TypeName();
[JScript]
public function get TypeName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedDataTable Methods
The methods of the TypedDataTable class are listed here. For a complete list of TypedDataTable class members, see the
TypedDataTable Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnAssert Notification that occurs when a typed fact is asserted into working memory.
OnClear Notification that occurs when a typed fact is cleared from working memory.
OnRetract Notification that occurs when a typed fact is retracted from working memory.
OnUpdate Notification that occurs when a typed fact is updated in working memory.
ToString (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

TypedDataTable Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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TypedDataTable.OnAssert Method
Notification that occurs when a typed fact is asserted into working memory.

VB

Parameters

executor
Reference to the rule set executor.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataTable Class | TypedDataTable Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function OnAssert( _
   ByVal executor As IRuleSetExecutor _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public virtual bool OnAssert(
   IRuleSetExecutor executor
);
[C++]
public: virtual bool OnAssert(
   IRuleSetExecutor* executor
);
[JScript]
public function OnAssert(
   executor : IRuleSetExecutor
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedDataTable.OnClear Method
Notification that occurs when a typed fact is cleared from working memory.

VB

Parameters

executor
Reference to the rule set executor.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataTable Class | TypedDataTable Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub OnClear( _
   ByVal executor As IRuleSetExecutor _
)
[C#]
public virtual void OnClear(
   IRuleSetExecutor executor
);
[C++]
public: virtual void OnClear(
   IRuleSetExecutor* executor
);
[JScript]
public function OnClear(
   executor : IRuleSetExecutor
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedDataTable.OnRetract Method
Notification that occurs when a typed fact is retracted from working memory.

VB

Parameters

executor
Reference to the rule set executor.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataTable Class | TypedDataTable Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function OnRetract( _
   ByVal executor As IRuleSetExecutor _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public virtual bool OnRetract(
   IRuleSetExecutor executor
);
[C++]
public: virtual bool OnRetract(
   IRuleSetExecutor* executor
);
[JScript]
public function OnRetract(
   executor : IRuleSetExecutor
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedDataTable.OnUpdate Method
Notification that occurs when a typed fact is updated in working memory.

VB

Parameters

executor
Reference to the rule set executor.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedDataTable Class | TypedDataTable Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function OnUpdate( _
   ByVal executor As IRuleSetExecutor _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public virtual bool OnUpdate(
   IRuleSetExecutor executor
);
[C++]
public: virtual bool OnUpdate(
   IRuleSetExecutor* executor
);
[JScript]
public function OnUpdate(
   executor : IRuleSetExecutor
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument Class
Represents a typed fact wrapper for an XmlNode.

For a list of all members of this type, see TypedXmlDocument Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.TypedXmlDocument

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

TypedXmlDocument uses the XmlReader, XMLDocument and XMLNamespaceManager classes for implementation.

If the document uses schemas, then you must define a prefix for each schema used in a XPath. You can create and pass in the
XmlNamespaceManager, or you may pass in pairs of strings instead.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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NotInheritable Public Class TypedXmlDocument
[C#]
public sealed class TypedXmlDocument
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class TypedXmlDocument
[JScript]
public
class TypedXmlDocument
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TypedXmlDocument Members
TypedXmlDocument overview

Public Constructors

TypedXmlDocument Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the TypedXmlDocument class.

Public Properties

Document Gets the actual XmlNode for the XML document.
DocumentType Gets the document type.
NamespaceManager Gets or sets the XML namespace manager.
Parent Gets the parent.
SelectorUsed Gets the selector used.
TypeName Gets the name of the type.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBoolean Get the result of an XPath as a Boolean.
GetByte Gets the result of an XPath as a byte.
GetChar Get the result of an XPath as a character.
GetDateTime Get the result of an XPath as a DateTime.
GetDecimal Get the result of an XPath as a decimal value.
GetDouble Get the result of an XPath as a double.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetInt16 Get the result of an XPath as a short.
GetInt32 Get the result of an XPath as an integer.
GetInt64 Get the result of an XPath as a long.
GetObject Get the result of an XPath as an object.
GetSByte Get the result of an XPath as an sbyte.
GetSingle Get the result of an XPath as a float.
GetString Get the result of an XPath as a string.
GetType (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetUInt16 Get the result of an XPath as a ushort.
GetUInt32 Get the result of an XPath as a uint.
GetUInt64 Get the result of an XPath as a ulong.
OnAssert Notification that occurs when a typed fact is asserted into working memory.
OnClear Notification that occurs when a typed fact is cleared from working memory.
OnRetract Notification that occurs when a typed fact is retracted from working memory.
OnSetSelectors Provides the set of selectors referenced in the bindings of the executing rule set.
OnUpdate Notification that occurs when a typed fact is updated in working memory.
SetBoolean Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a Boolean.
SetByte Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a Byte.
SetChar Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a Char.
SetDateTime Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a DateTime.
SetDecimal Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a Decimal.
SetDouble Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a Double.
SetInt16 Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as an int16.
SetInt32 Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as an int32.
SetInt64 Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as an int 64.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

SetObject Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a Object.
SetSByte Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as an sByte.
SetSingle Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a single.
SetString Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a string.
SetUInt16 Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a uint16.
SetUInt32 Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a uint32.
SetUInt64 Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a uint64.
ToString (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GrabObject Evaluates the string representing an XPath expression and returns the typed result (number, Boolean
, string).

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnChildRetracted Notification when a child object is retracted or cleared.
Set Set the text value of a node matching the specified XPath to the new value.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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TypedXmlDocument Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the TypedXmlDocument class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the TypedXmlDocument class with a user-defined document type identifier and a reference to the XmlNode.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Xml.XmlNode)

[C#] public TypedXmlDocument(System.String, System.Xml.XmlNode);

[C++] public: TypedXmlDocument(System.String, System.Xml.XmlNode);

[JScript] public function TypedXmlDocument(System.String, System.Xml.XmlNode);

Initializes a new instance of the TypedXmlDocument class with a user-defined document type identifier and a reference to the XMLReader class
containing the document.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Xml.XmlReader)

[C#] public TypedXmlDocument(System.String, System.Xml.XmlReader);

[C++] public: TypedXmlDocument(System.String, System.Xml.XmlReader);

[JScript] public function TypedXmlDocument(System.String, System.Xml.XmlReader);

Initializes a new instance of the TypedXmlDocument class with a user-defined document type identifier, a reference to the XmlNode, and the node that
this node is derived from.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Xml.XmlNode, TypedXmlDocument)

[C#] public TypedXmlDocument(System.String, System.Xml.XmlNode, TypedXmlDocument);

[C++] public: TypedXmlDocument(System.String, System.Xml.XmlNode, TypedXmlDocument*);

[JScript] public function TypedXmlDocument(System.String, System.Xml.XmlNode, TypedXmlDocument);

Initializes a new instance of the TypedXmlDocument class with a user-defined document type identifier, a reference to the XmlNode, and a reference
to an instance of the XmlNamespaceManager class that contains the namespace table for the document.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Xml.XmlNode, System.Xml.XmlNamespaceManager)

[C#] public TypedXmlDocument(System.String, System.Xml.XmlNode, System.Xml.XmlNamespaceManager);

[C++] public: TypedXmlDocument(System.String, System.Xml.XmlNode, System.Xml.XmlNamespaceManager);

[JScript] public function TypedXmlDocument(System.String, System.Xml.XmlNode, System.Xml.XmlNamespaceManager);

Initializes a new instance of the TypedXmlDocument class with a user-defined document type identifier, a reference to the XmlNode, the node that this
node is derived from, and the selector used to create this node.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Xml.XmlNode, TypedXmlDocument, XPathPair)

[C#] public TypedXmlDocument(System.String, System.Xml.XmlNode, TypedXmlDocument, XPathPair);

[C++] public: TypedXmlDocument(System.String, System.Xml.XmlNode, TypedXmlDocument*, XPathPair*);

[JScript] public function TypedXmlDocument(System.String, System.Xml.XmlNode, TypedXmlDocument, XPathPair);

Initializes a new instance of the TypedXmlDocument class with a user-defined document type identifier, a reference to the XmlNode, a reference to an
instance of the XmlNamespaceManager class that contains the namespace table for the document, and the node that this node is derived from.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Xml.XmlNode, System.Xml.XmlNamespaceManager, TypedXmlDocument)

[C#] public TypedXmlDocument(System.String, System.Xml.XmlNode, System.Xml.XmlNamespaceManager, TypedXmlDocument);

[C++] public: TypedXmlDocument(System.String, System.Xml.XmlNode, System.Xml.XmlNamespaceManager, TypedXmlDocument*);

[JScript]
public function TypedXmlDocument(System.String, System.Xml.XmlNode, System.Xml.XmlNamespaceManager, TypedXmlDocument);

Initializes a new instance of the TypedXmlDocument class with a user-defined document type identifier, a reference to the XmlNode, a reference to an
instance of the XmlNamespaceManager class that contains the namespace table for the document, the node that this node is derived from, and the
selector used to create this node.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Xml.XmlNode, System.Xml.XmlNamespaceManager, TypedXmlDocument, XPathPair)



 

[C#]
public TypedXmlDocument(System.String, System.Xml.XmlNode, System.Xml.XmlNamespaceManager, TypedXmlDocument, XPathPair);

[C++]
public: TypedXmlDocument(System.String, System.Xml.XmlNode, System.Xml.XmlNamespaceManager, TypedXmlDocument*, XPathPair*);

[JScript]
public function TypedXmlDocument(System.String, System.Xml.XmlNode, System.Xml.XmlNamespaceManager, TypedXmlDocument, XPathPair);

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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TypedXmlDocument Constructor (System.String,
System.Xml.XmlNode)
Initializes a new instance of the TypedXmlDocument class.

VB

Parameters

documentType
User-defined document type identifier.

document
Reference to the XmlNode.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
TypedXmlDocument Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal documentType As String, _
   ByVal document As XmlNode _
)
[C#]
public TypedXmlDocument(
   string documentType,
   XmlNode document
);
[C++]
public: TypedXmlDocument(
   String* documentType,
   XmlNode* document
);
[JScript]
public function TypedXmlDocument(
   documentType : String,
   document : XmlNode
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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TypedXmlDocument Constructor (System.String,
System.Xml.XmlReader)
Initializes a new instance of the TypedXmlDocument class.

VB

Parameters

documentType
User-defined document type identifier.

reader
Reference to the XMLReader class containing the document.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
TypedXmlDocument Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal documentType As String, _
   ByVal reader As XmlReader _
)
[C#]
public TypedXmlDocument(
   string documentType,
   XmlReader reader
);
[C++]
public: TypedXmlDocument(
   String* documentType,
   XmlReader* reader
);
[JScript]
public function TypedXmlDocument(
   documentType : String,
   reader : XmlReader
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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TypedXmlDocument Constructor (System.String,
System.Xml.XmlNode, TypedXmlDocument)
Initializes a new instance of the TypedXmlDocument class.

VB

Parameters

documentType
User-defined document type identifier.

document
Reference to the XmlNode.

parent
Node that this node is derived from.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
TypedXmlDocument Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal documentType As String, _
   ByVal document As XmlNode, _
   ByVal parent As TypedXmlDocument _
)
[C#]
public TypedXmlDocument(
   string documentType,
   XmlNode document,
   TypedXmlDocument parent
);
[C++]
public: TypedXmlDocument(
   String* documentType,
   XmlNode* document,
   TypedXmlDocument* parent
);
[JScript]
public function TypedXmlDocument(
   documentType : String,
   document : XmlNode,
   parent : TypedXmlDocument
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument Constructor (System.String,
System.Xml.XmlNode, System.Xml.XmlNamespaceManager)
Initializes a new instance of the TypedXmlDocument class.

VB

Parameters

documentType
User-defined document type identifier.

document
Reference to the XmlNode.

namespaceManager
Reference to an instance of the XmlNamespaceManager class that contains the namespace table for the document.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
TypedXmlDocument Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal documentType As String, _
   ByVal document As XmlNode, _
   ByVal namespaceManager As XmlNamespaceManager _
)
[C#]
public TypedXmlDocument(
   string documentType,
   XmlNode document,
   XmlNamespaceManager namespaceManager
);
[C++]
public: TypedXmlDocument(
   String* documentType,
   XmlNode* document,
   XmlNamespaceManager* namespaceManager
);
[JScript]
public function TypedXmlDocument(
   documentType : String,
   document : XmlNode,
   namespaceManager : XmlNamespaceManager
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument Constructor (System.String,
System.Xml.XmlNode, TypedXmlDocument, XPathPair)
Initializes a new instance of the TypedXmlDocument class.

VB

Parameters

documentType
User-defined document type identifier.

document
Reference to the XmlNode.

parent
Node that this node is derived from.

selectorUsed
Selector used to create this node.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
TypedXmlDocument Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal documentType As String, _
   ByVal document As XmlNode, _
   ByVal parent As TypedXmlDocument, _
   ByVal selectorUsed As XPathPair _
)
[C#]
public TypedXmlDocument(
   string documentType,
   XmlNode document,
   TypedXmlDocument parent,
   XPathPair selectorUsed
);
[C++]
public: TypedXmlDocument(
   String* documentType,
   XmlNode* document,
   TypedXmlDocument* parent,
   XPathPair* selectorUsed
);
[JScript]
public function TypedXmlDocument(
   documentType : String,
   document : XmlNode,
   parent : TypedXmlDocument,
   selectorUsed : XPathPair
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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TypedXmlDocument Constructor (System.String,
System.Xml.XmlNode, System.Xml.XmlNamespaceManager,
TypedXmlDocument)
Initializes a new instance of the TypedXmlDocument class.

VB

Parameters

documentType
User-defined document type identifier.

document
Reference to the XmlNode.

namespaceManager
Reference to an instance of the XmlNamespaceManager class that contains the namespace table for the document.

parent
Node that this node is derived from.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
TypedXmlDocument Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal documentType As String, _
   ByVal document As XmlNode, _
   ByVal namespaceManager As XmlNamespaceManager, _
   ByVal parent As TypedXmlDocument _
)
[C#]
public TypedXmlDocument(
   string documentType,
   XmlNode document,
   XmlNamespaceManager namespaceManager,
   TypedXmlDocument parent
);
[C++]
public: TypedXmlDocument(
   String* documentType,
   XmlNode* document,
   XmlNamespaceManager* namespaceManager,
   TypedXmlDocument* parent
);
[JScript]
public function TypedXmlDocument(
   documentType : String,
   document : XmlNode,
   namespaceManager : XmlNamespaceManager,
   parent : TypedXmlDocument
);
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TypedXmlDocument Constructor (System.String,
System.Xml.XmlNode, System.Xml.XmlNamespaceManager,
TypedXmlDocument, XPathPair)
Initializes a new instance of the TypedXmlDocument class.

VB

Parameters

documentType
User-defined document type identifier.

document
Reference to the XmlNode.

namespaceManager
Reference to an instance of the XmlNamespaceManager class that contains the namespace table for the document.

parent
Node that this node is derived from.

selectorUsed
Selector used to create this node.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal documentType As String, _
   ByVal document As XmlNode, _
   ByVal namespaceManager As XmlNamespaceManager, _
   ByVal parent As TypedXmlDocument, _
   ByVal selectorUsed As XPathPair _
)
[C#]
public TypedXmlDocument(
   string documentType,
   XmlNode document,
   XmlNamespaceManager namespaceManager,
   TypedXmlDocument parent,
   XPathPair selectorUsed
);
[C++]
public: TypedXmlDocument(
   String* documentType,
   XmlNode* document,
   XmlNamespaceManager* namespaceManager,
   TypedXmlDocument* parent,
   XPathPair* selectorUsed
);
[JScript]
public function TypedXmlDocument(
   documentType : String,
   document : XmlNode,
   namespaceManager : XmlNamespaceManager,
   parent : TypedXmlDocument,
   selectorUsed : XPathPair
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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TypedXmlDocument Properties
The properties of the TypedXmlDocument class are listed here. For a complete list of TypedXmlDocument class members, see
the TypedXmlDocument Members topic.

Public Properties

Document Gets the actual XmlNode for the XML document.
DocumentType Gets the document type.
NamespaceManager Gets or sets the XML namespace manager.
Parent Gets the parent.
SelectorUsed Gets the selector used.
TypeName Gets the name of the type.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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TypedXmlDocument.Document Property
Gets the actual XmlNode for the XML document..

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property Document As XmlDocument
[C#]
public XmlDocument Document {get;}
[C++]
public: __property XmlDocument* get_Document();
[JScript]
public function get Document() : XmlDocument;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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TypedXmlDocument.DocumentType Property
Gets the document type.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property DocumentType As String
[C#]
public string DocumentType {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_DocumentType();
[JScript]
public function get DocumentType() : String;
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TypedXmlDocument.NamespaceManager Property
Gets or sets the XML namespace manager.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property NamespaceManager As XmlNamespaceManager
[C#]
public XmlNamespaceManager NamespaceManager {get;}
[C++]
public: __property XmlNamespaceManager* get_NamespaceManager();
[JScript]
public function get NamespaceManager() : XmlNamespaceManager;
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TypedXmlDocument.Parent Property
Gets the parent.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property Parent As TypedXmlDocument
[C#]
public TypedXmlDocument Parent {get;}
[C++]
public: __property TypedXmlDocument* get_Parent();
[JScript]
public function get Parent() : TypedXmlDocument;
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TypedXmlDocument.SelectorUsed Property
Gets the selector used.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property SelectorUsed As XPathPair
[C#]
public XPathPair SelectorUsed {get;}
[C++]
public: __property XPathPair* get_SelectorUsed();
[JScript]
public function get SelectorUsed() : XPathPair;
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TypedXmlDocument.TypeName Property
Gets the name of the type.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property TypeName As String
[C#]
public virtual string TypeName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_TypeName();
[JScript]
public function get TypeName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument Methods
The methods of the TypedXmlDocument class are listed here. For a complete list of TypedXmlDocument class members, see
the TypedXmlDocument Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBoolean Get the result of an XPath as a Boolean.
GetByte Get the result of an XPath as a byte.
GetChar Get the result of an XPath as a character.
GetDateTime Get the result of an XPath as a DateTime.
GetDecimal Get the result of an XPath as a decimal value.
GetDouble Get the result of an XPath as a double.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetInt16 Get the result of an XPath as a short.
GetInt32 Get the result of an XPath as an integer.
GetInt64 Get the result of an XPath as a long.
GetObject Get the result of an XPath as an object.
GetSByte Get the result of an XPath as an sbyte.
GetSingle Get the result of an XPath as a float.
GetString Get the result of an XPath as a string.
GetType (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetUInt16 Get the result of an XPath as a ushort.
GetUInt32 Get the result of an XPath as a uint.
GetUInt64 Get the result of an XPath as a ulong.
OnAssert Notification that occurs when a typed fact is asserted into working memory.
OnClear Notification that occurs when a typed fact is cleared from working memory.
OnRetract Notification that occurs when a typed fact is retracted from working memory.
OnSetSelectors Provides the set of selectors referenced in the bindings of the executing rule set.
OnUpdate Notification that occurs when a typed fact is updated in working memory.
SetBoolean Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a Boolean.
SetByte Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a Byte.
SetChar Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a Char.
SetDateTime Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a DateTime.
SetDecimal Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a Decimal.
SetDouble Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a Double.
SetInt16 Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as an int16.
SetInt32 Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as an int32.
SetInt64 Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as an int 64.
SetObject Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a Object.
SetSByte Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as an sByte.
SetSingle Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a single.
SetString Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a string.
SetUInt16 Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a uint16.
SetUInt32 Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a uint32.
SetUInt64 Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a uint64.
ToString (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GrabObject Evaluates the string representing an XPath expression and returns the typed result (number, Boolean
, string).

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnChildRetracted Notification when a child object is retracted or cleared.
Set Set the text value of a node matching the specified XPath to the new value.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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TypedXmlDocument.GetBoolean Method
Get the result of an XPath as a Boolean.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

Return Value

Value of the XPath expression converted to a Boolean.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Function GetBoolean( _
   ByVal xpath As String _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public bool GetBoolean(
   string xpath
);
[C++]
public: bool GetBoolean(
   String* xpath
);
[JScript]
public function GetBoolean(
   xpath : String
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.GetByte Method
Get the result of an XPath as a byte.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

Remarks

Value of the XPath expression converted to a byte.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Function GetByte( _
   ByVal xpath As String _
) As Byte
[C#]
public byte GetByte(
   string xpath
);
[C++]
public: unsigned char GetByte(
   String* xpath
);
[JScript]
public function GetByte(
   xpath : String
) : Byte;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.GetChar Method
Get the result of an XPath as a character.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

Return Value

Value of the XPath expression converted to a character.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Function GetChar( _
   ByVal xpath As String _
) As Char
[C#]
public char GetChar(
   string xpath
);
[C++]
public: __wchar_t GetChar(
   String* xpath
);
[JScript]
public function GetChar(
   xpath : String
) : Char;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.GetDateTime Method
Get the result of an XPath as a DateTime.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

Return Value

Value of the XPath expression converted to a DateTime.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Function GetDateTime( _
   ByVal xpath As String _
) As DateTime
[C#]
public DateTime GetDateTime(
   string xpath
);
[C++]
public: DateTime GetDateTime(
   String* xpath
);
[JScript]
public function GetDateTime(
   xpath : String
) : DateTime;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.GetDecimal Method
Get the result of an XPath as a decimal value.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

Return Value

Value of the XPath expression converted to a decimal.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Function GetDecimal( _
   ByVal xpath As String _
) As Decimal
[C#]
public decimal GetDecimal(
   string xpath
);
[C++]
public: Decimal GetDecimal(
   String* xpath
);
[JScript]
public function GetDecimal(
   xpath : String
) : Decimal;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.GetDouble Method
Get the result of an XPath as a double.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

Return Value

Value of the XPath expression converted to a double.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Function GetDouble( _
   ByVal xpath As String _
) As Double
[C#]
public double GetDouble(
   string xpath
);
[C++]
public: double GetDouble(
   String* xpath
);
[JScript]
public function GetDouble(
   xpath : String
) : double;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.GetInt16 Method
Get the result of an XPath as a short.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

Return Value

Value of the XPath expression converted to a short.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Function GetInt16( _
   ByVal xpath As String _
) As Short
[C#]
public short GetInt16(
   string xpath
);
[C++]
public: short GetInt16(
   String* xpath
);
[JScript]
public function GetInt16(
   xpath : String
) : Int16;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.GetInt32 Method
Get the result of an XPath as an integer.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

Return Value

Value of the XPath expression converted to an integer.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Function GetInt32( _
   ByVal xpath As String _
) As Integer
[C#]
public int GetInt32(
   string xpath
);
[C++]
public: int GetInt32(
   String* xpath
);
[JScript]
public function GetInt32(
   xpath : String
) : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.GetInt64 Method
Get the result of an XPath as a long.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

Return Value

Value of the XPath expression converted to a long.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Function GetInt64( _
   ByVal xpath As String _
) As Long
[C#]
public long GetInt64(
   string xpath
);
[C++]
public: __int64 GetInt64(
   String* xpath
);
[JScript]
public function GetInt64(
   xpath : String
) : long;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.GetObject Method
Get the result of an XPath as an object.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

Return Value

Value of the XPath expression converted to an object.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Function GetObject( _
   ByVal xpath As String _
) As Object
[C#]
public object GetObject(
   string xpath
);
[C++]
public: Object* GetObject(
   String* xpath
);
[JScript]
public function GetObject(
   xpath : String
) : Object;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.GetSByte Method
Get the result of an XPath as an sbyte.

This method is not CLS-compliant. For more information about CLS compliance, see
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21101.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

Return Value

Value of the XPath expression converted to an sbyte.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<CLSCompliant(False)>
Public Function GetSByte( _
   ByVal xpath As String _
) As SByte
[C#]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public sbyte GetSByte(
   string xpath
);
[C++]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public: char GetSByte(
   String* xpath
);
[JScript]
public
   CLSCompliant(false)
function GetSByte(
   xpath : String
) : SByte;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21101
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.GetSingle Method
Get the result of an XPath as a float.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

Return Value

Value of the XPath expression converted to a float.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Function GetSingle( _
   ByVal xpath As String _
) As Single
[C#]
public float GetSingle(
   string xpath
);
[C++]
public: float GetSingle(
   String* xpath
);
[JScript]
public function GetSingle(
   xpath : String
) : float;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.GetString Method
Get the result of an XPath as a string.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

Return Value

Value of the XPath expression converted to a string.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Function GetString( _
   ByVal xpath As String _
) As String
[C#]
public string GetString(
   string xpath
);
[C++]
public: String* GetString(
   String* xpath
);
[JScript]
public function GetString(
   xpath : String
) : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.GetUInt16 Method
Get the result of an XPath as a ushort.

This method is not CLS-compliant. For more information about CLS compliance, see
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21101.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

Return Value

Value of the XPath expression converted to a ushort.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<CLSCompliant(False)>
Public Function GetUInt16( _
   ByVal xpath As String _
) As UInt16
[C#]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public ushort GetUInt16(
   string xpath
);
[C++]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public: unsigned short GetUInt16(
   String* xpath
);
[JScript]
public
   CLSCompliant(false)
function GetUInt16(
   xpath : String
) : UInt16;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21101
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.GetUInt32 Method
Get the result of an XPath as a uint.

This method is not CLS-compliant. For more information about CLS compliance, see
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21101.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

Return Value

Value of the XPath expression converted to a uint.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<CLSCompliant(False)>
Public Function GetUInt32( _
   ByVal xpath As String _
) As UInt32
[C#]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public uint GetUInt32(
   string xpath
);
[C++]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public: unsigned int GetUInt32(
   String* xpath
);
[JScript]
public
   CLSCompliant(false)
function GetUInt32(
   xpath : String
) : UInt32;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21101
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.GetUInt64 Method
Get the result of an XPath as a ulong.

This method is not CLS-compliant. For more information about CLS compliance, see
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21101.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

Return Value

Value of the XPath expression converted to a ulong.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<CLSCompliant(False)>
Public Function GetUInt64( _
   ByVal xpath As String _
) As UInt64
[C#]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public ulong GetUInt64(
   string xpath
);
[C++]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public: unsigned __int64 GetUInt64(
   String* xpath
);
[JScript]
public
   CLSCompliant(false)
function GetUInt64(
   xpath : String
) : UInt64;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21101
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.GrabObject Method
Evaluates the string representing an XPath expression and returns the typed result (number, Boolean, string).

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

Return Value

The typed result (number, Boolean, string).

Remarks

If the expression matches a nodeset, the first item in the list is returned.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Function GrabObject( _
   ByVal xpath As String _
) As Object
[C#]
protected object GrabObject(
   string xpath
);
[C++]
protected: Object* GrabObject(
   String* xpath
);
[JScript]
protected function GrabObject(
   xpath : String
) : Object;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.OnAssert Method
Notification that occurs when a typed fact is asserted into working memory.

VB

Parameters

executor
Reference to the rule set executor

Return Value

true if the typed fact is to be asserted; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Function OnAssert( _
   ByVal executor As IRuleSetExecutor _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public virtual bool OnAssert(
   IRuleSetExecutor executor
);
[C++]
public: virtual bool OnAssert(
   IRuleSetExecutor* executor
);
[JScript]
public function OnAssert(
   executor : IRuleSetExecutor
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.OnChildRetracted Method
Notification when a child object is retracted or cleared.

VB

Parameters

executor
Reference to the rule set executor.

child
Child object that is being retracted.

selector
Selector used to create the child document.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub OnChildRetracted( _
   ByVal executor As IRuleSetExecutor, _
   ByVal child As TypedXmlDocument, _
   ByVal selector As XPathPair _
)
[C#]
protected void OnChildRetracted(
   IRuleSetExecutor executor,
   TypedXmlDocument child,
   XPathPair selector
);
[C++]
protected: void OnChildRetracted(
   IRuleSetExecutor* executor,
   TypedXmlDocument* child,
   XPathPair* selector
);
[JScript]
protected function OnChildRetracted(
   executor : IRuleSetExecutor,
   child : TypedXmlDocument,
   selector : XPathPair
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.OnClear Method
Notification that occurs when a typed fact is cleared from working memory.

VB

Parameters

executor
Reference to the rule set executor.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub OnClear( _
   ByVal executor As IRuleSetExecutor _
)
[C#]
public virtual void OnClear(
   IRuleSetExecutor executor
);
[C++]
public: virtual void OnClear(
   IRuleSetExecutor* executor
);
[JScript]
public function OnClear(
   executor : IRuleSetExecutor
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.OnRetract Method
Notification that occurs when a typed fact is retracted from working memory.

VB

Parameters

executor
Reference to the rule set executor.

Return Value

true if the typed fact is to be retracted; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function OnRetract( _
   ByVal executor As IRuleSetExecutor _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public virtual bool OnRetract(
   IRuleSetExecutor executor
);
[C++]
public: virtual bool OnRetract(
   IRuleSetExecutor* executor
);
[JScript]
public function OnRetract(
   executor : IRuleSetExecutor
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.OnSetSelectors Method
Provides the set of selectors referenced in the bindings of the executing rule set.

VB

Parameters

executor
Reference to the rule set executor.

selectors
Reference to the set of selectors referenced in the bindings of the executing rule set.

Implements

ITypedXmlDocument.OnSetSelectors

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub OnSetSelectors( _
   ByVal executor As IRuleSetExecutor, _
   ByVal selectors() As XPathPair _
) Implements ITypedXmlDocument.OnSetSelectors
[C#]
public virtual void OnSetSelectors(
   IRuleSetExecutor executor,
   XPathPair[] selectors
);
[C++]
public: virtual void OnSetSelectors(
   IRuleSetExecutor* executor,
   XPathPair* selectors[]
);
[JScript]
public function OnSetSelectors(
   executor : IRuleSetExecutor,
   selectors : XPathPair[]
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.OnUpdate Method
Notification that occurs when a typed fact is updated in working memory.

VB

Parameters

executor
Reference to the rule set executor

Return Value

true if the typed fact is to be updated; otherwise, false.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function OnUpdate( _
   ByVal executor As IRuleSetExecutor _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public virtual bool OnUpdate(
   IRuleSetExecutor executor
);
[C++]
public: virtual bool OnUpdate(
   IRuleSetExecutor* executor
);
[JScript]
public function OnUpdate(
   executor : IRuleSetExecutor
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.Set Method
Set the text value of a node matching the specified XPath to the new value.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression that selects a node.

newXml
New value for the text portion of the node found by XPath.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub Set( _
   ByVal xpath As String, _
   ByVal newXml As String _
)
[C#]
protected void Set(
   string xpath,
   string newXml
);
[C++]
protected: void Set(
   String* xpath,
   String* newXml
);
[JScript]
protected function Set(
   xpath : String,
   newXml : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.SetBoolean Method
Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a Boolean.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

newValue
The new value to set the node to.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub SetBoolean( _
   ByVal xpath As String, _
   ByVal newValue As Boolean _
)
[C#]
public void SetBoolean(
   string xpath,
   bool newValue
);
[C++]
public: void SetBoolean(
   String* xpath,
   bool newValue
);
[JScript]
public function SetBoolean(
   xpath : String,
   newValue : Boolean
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.SetByte Method
Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a Byte.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

newValue
The new value to set the node to.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub SetByte( _
   ByVal xpath As String, _
   ByVal newValue As Byte _
)
[C#]
public void SetByte(
   string xpath,
   byte newValue
);
[C++]
public: void SetByte(
   String* xpath,
   unsigned char newValue
);
[JScript]
public function SetByte(
   xpath : String,
   newValue : Byte
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.SetChar Method
Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a Char.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

newValue
The new value to set the node to.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub SetChar( _
   ByVal xpath As String, _
   ByVal newValue As Char _
)
[C#]
public void SetChar(
   string xpath,
   char newValue
);
[C++]
public: void SetChar(
   String* xpath,
   __wchar_t newValue
);
[JScript]
public function SetChar(
   xpath : String,
   newValue : Char
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.SetDateTime Method
Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a DateTime.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

newValue
The new value to set the node to.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub SetDateTime( _
   ByVal xpath As String, _
   ByVal newValue As DateTime _
)
[C#]
public void SetDateTime(
   string xpath,
   DateTime newValue
);
[C++]
public: void SetDateTime(
   String* xpath,
   DateTime newValue
);
[JScript]
public function SetDateTime(
   xpath : String,
   newValue : DateTime
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.SetDecimal Method
Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a Decimal.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

newValue
The new value to set the node to.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub SetDecimal( _
   ByVal xpath As String, _
   ByVal newValue As Decimal _
)
[C#]
public void SetDecimal(
   string xpath,
   decimal newValue
);
[C++]
public: void SetDecimal(
   String* xpath,
   Decimal newValue
);
[JScript]
public function SetDecimal(
   xpath : String,
   newValue : Decimal
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.SetDouble Method
Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a Double.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

newValue
The new value to set the node to.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub SetDouble( _
   ByVal xpath As String, _
   ByVal newValue As Double _
)
[C#]
public void SetDouble(
   string xpath,
   double newValue
);
[C++]
public: void SetDouble(
   String* xpath,
   double newValue
);
[JScript]
public function SetDouble(
   xpath : String,
   newValue : double
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.SetInt16 Method
Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as an int16.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

newValue
The new value to set the node to.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub SetInt16( _
   ByVal xpath As String, _
   ByVal newValue As Short _
)
[C#]
public void SetInt16(
   string xpath,
   short newValue
);
[C++]
public: void SetInt16(
   String* xpath,
   short newValue
);
[JScript]
public function SetInt16(
   xpath : String,
   newValue : Int16
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.SetInt32 Method
Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as an int32.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

newValue
The new value to set the node to.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub SetInt32( _
   ByVal xpath As String, _
   ByVal newValue As Integer _
)
[C#]
public void SetInt32(
   string xpath,
   int newValue
);
[C++]
public: void SetInt32(
   String* xpath,
   int newValue
);
[JScript]
public function SetInt32(
   xpath : String,
   newValue : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.SetInt64 Method
Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as an int 64.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

newValue
The new value to set the node to.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub SetInt64( _
   ByVal xpath As String, _
   ByVal newValue As Long _
)
[C#]
public void SetInt64(
   string xpath,
   long newValue
);
[C++]
public: void SetInt64(
   String* xpath,
   __int64 newValue
);
[JScript]
public function SetInt64(
   xpath : String,
   newValue : long
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.SetObject Method
Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as an Object.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

newValue
The new value to set the node to.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub SetObject( _
   ByVal xpath As String, _
   ByVal newValue As Object _
)
[C#]
public void SetObject(
   string xpath,
   object newValue
);
[C++]
public: void SetObject(
   String* xpath,
   Object* newValue
);
[JScript]
public function SetObject(
   xpath : String,
   newValue : Object
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.SetSByte Method
Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as an sByte.

This method is not CLS-compliant. For more information about CLS compliance, see
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21101.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

newValue
The new value to set the node to.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<CLSCompliant(False)>
Public Sub SetSByte( _
   ByVal xpath As String, _
   ByVal newValue As SByte _
)
[C#]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public void SetSByte(
   string xpath,
   sbyte newValue
);
[C++]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public: void SetSByte(
   String* xpath,
   char newValue
);
[JScript]
public
   CLSCompliant(false)
function SetSByte(
   xpath : String,
   newValue : SByte
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21101
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.SetSingle Method
Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a single.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

newValue
The new value to set the node to.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub SetSingle( _
   ByVal xpath As String, _
   ByVal newValue As Single _
)
[C#]
public void SetSingle(
   string xpath,
   float newValue
);
[C++]
public: void SetSingle(
   String* xpath,
   float newValue
);
[JScript]
public function SetSingle(
   xpath : String,
   newValue : float
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.SetString Method
Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a string.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

newValue
The new value to set the node to.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub SetString( _
   ByVal xpath As String, _
   ByVal newValue As String _
)
[C#]
public void SetString(
   string xpath,
   string newValue
);
[C++]
public: void SetString(
   String* xpath,
   String* newValue
);
[JScript]
public function SetString(
   xpath : String,
   newValue : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.SetUInt16 Method
Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a uint16.

This method is not CLS-compliant. For more information about CLS compliance, see
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21101.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

newValue
The new value to set the node to.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<CLSCompliant(False)>
Public Sub SetUInt16( _
   ByVal xpath As String, _
   ByVal newValue As UInt16 _
)
[C#]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public void SetUInt16(
   string xpath,
   ushort newValue
);
[C++]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public: void SetUInt16(
   String* xpath,
   unsigned short newValue
);
[JScript]
public
   CLSCompliant(false)
function SetUInt16(
   xpath : String,
   newValue : UInt16
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21101
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.SetUInt32 Method
Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a uint32.

This method is not CLS-compliant. For more information about CLS compliance, see
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21101.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

newValue
The new value to set the node to.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<CLSCompliant(False)>
Public Sub SetUInt32( _
   ByVal xpath As String, _
   ByVal newValue As UInt32 _
)
[C#]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public void SetUInt32(
   string xpath,
   uint newValue
);
[C++]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public: void SetUInt32(
   String* xpath,
   unsigned int newValue
);
[JScript]
public
   CLSCompliant(false)
function SetUInt32(
   xpath : String,
   newValue : UInt32
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21101
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TypedXmlDocument.SetUInt64 Method
Sets the value of a node matching the specified XPath as a uint64.

This method is not CLS-compliant. For more information about CLS compliance, see
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21101.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An XPath expression.

newValue
The new value to set the node to.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TypedXmlDocument Class | TypedXmlDocument Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<CLSCompliant(False)>
Public Sub SetUInt64( _
   ByVal xpath As String, _
   ByVal newValue As UInt64 _
)
[C#]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public void SetUInt64(
   string xpath,
   ulong newValue
);
[C++]
[CLSCompliant(false)]
public: void SetUInt64(
   String* xpath,
   unsigned __int64 newValue
);
[JScript]
public
   CLSCompliant(false)
function SetUInt64(
   xpath : String,
   newValue : UInt64
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21101
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Update Class
Represents the Rule Engine Update facts function, which updates a fact in working memory.

For a list of all members of this type, see Update Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.Update

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

Update is often used within a rule action.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Update Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class Update
   Inherits Function
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class Update : Function
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class Update : public Function
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class Update extends Function

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Update Members
Update overview

Public Constructors

Update Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the Update class.

Public Properties

Facts Updated facts.
Type (inherited from Te

rm)
Gets the type of term.

VocabularyLink (inherit
ed from Term)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary elemen
t containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Update.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Update Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Update Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Update class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the Update class with the facts to be updated.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term)

[C#] public Update(Term);

[C++] public: Update(Term*);

[JScript] public function Update(Term);

Initializes a new instance of the Update class with the facts to be updated and a link to the associated vocabulary element.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public Update(Term, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: Update(Term*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function Update(Term, VocabularyLink);

See Also

Update Class | Update Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Update Constructor (Term)
Initializes a new instance of the Update class with the facts to be updated.

VB

Parameters

facts
Facts to be updated.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Update Class | Update Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Update Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal facts As Term _
)
[C#]
public Update(
   Term facts
);
[C++]
public: Update(
   Term* facts
);
[JScript]
public function Update(
   facts : Term
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Update Constructor (Term, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the Update class with the facts to be updated and a vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

facts
Facts to be updated.

vocabularyLink
Link to the associated vocabulary element.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Update Class | Update Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Update Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal facts As Term, _
   ByVal vocabularyLink As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public Update(
   Term facts,
   VocabularyLink vocabularyLink
);
[C++]
public: Update(
   Term* facts,
   VocabularyLink* vocabularyLink
);
[JScript]
public function Update(
   facts : Term,
   vocabularyLink : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Update Properties
The properties of the Update class are listed here. For a complete list of Update class members, see the Update Members topic.

Public Properties

Facts Updated facts.
Type (inherited from Te

rm)
Gets the type of term.

VocabularyLink (inherit
ed from Term)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary elemen
t containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

See Also

Update Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Update.Facts Property
Updated facts.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Update Class | Update Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Facts As Term
[C#]
public Term Facts {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Term* get_Facts();
public: __property void set_Facts(Term*);
[JScript]
public function get Facts() : Term;
public function set Facts(Term);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Update Methods
The methods of the Update class are listed here. For a complete list of Update class members, see the Update Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Update.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Update Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Update.Clone Method
Performs a deep copy of the Update class.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of Update.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Update Class | Update Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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UserFunction Class
Specifies user-defined functions.

For a list of all members of this type, see UserFunction Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.UserFunction

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

A user-defined function is any public object method/property/field, a database table column (field), or an XML document
element/attribute value. User-defined functions extend the capabilities of rule conditions and actions beyond the built-in set of
predicates and functions.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

UserFunction Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class UserFunction
   Inherits Function
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class UserFunction : Function
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class UserFunction : public Function
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class UserFunction extends Function

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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UserFunction Members
UserFunction overview

Public Constructors

UserFunction Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the UserFunction class.

Public Properties

Binding Gets or sets a reference to a class derived from MemberBinding used to specify the object method/property/
field, database table column, or XML document element/attribute that implements the function (predicate ter
m or rule action).

Type (inherited f
rom Term)

Gets the type of the logical expression.

VocabularyLink 
(inherited from Te
rm)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element contai
ning a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of the UserFunction.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (Inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

UserFunction Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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UserFunction Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the UserFunction class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the UserFunction class with the specified binding.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(MemberBinding)

[C#] public UserFunction(MemberBinding);

[C++] public: UserFunction(MemberBinding*);

[JScript] public function UserFunction(MemberBinding);

Initializes a new instance of the UserFunction class with the specified binding and vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(MemberBinding, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public UserFunction(MemberBinding, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: UserFunction(MemberBinding*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function UserFunction(MemberBinding, VocabularyLink);

See Also

UserFunction Class | UserFunction Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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UserFunction Constructor (MemberBinding)
Initializes a new instance of the UserFunction class using the specified binding.

VB

Parameters

binding
Reference to a class derived from MemberBinding used to specify the object method/property/field, database table column, or
XML document element/attribute that implements the function (predicate term or rule action).

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

UserFunction Class | UserFunction Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | UserFunction Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal binding As MemberBinding _
)
[C#]
public UserFunction(
   MemberBinding binding
);
[C++]
public: UserFunction(
   MemberBinding* binding
);
[JScript]
public function UserFunction(
   binding : MemberBinding
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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UserFunction Constructor (MemberBinding, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the UserFunction class using the specified binding and vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

binding
Reference to a class derived from MemberBinding used to specify the object method/property/field, database table column, or
XML document element/attribute that implements the function (predicate term or rule action).

vocabularyLink
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the logical expression.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

UserFunction Class | UserFunction Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | UserFunction Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal binding As MemberBinding, _
   ByVal vocabularyLink As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public UserFunction(
   MemberBinding binding,
   VocabularyLink vocabularyLink
);
[C++]
public: UserFunction(
   MemberBinding* binding,
   VocabularyLink* vocabularyLink
);
[JScript]
public function UserFunction(
   binding : MemberBinding,
   vocabularyLink : VocabularyLink
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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UserFunction Properties
The properties of the UserFunction class are listed here. For a complete list of UserFunction class members, see the
UserFunction Members topic.

Public Properties

Binding Gets or sets a reference to a class derived from MemberBinding used to specify the object method/property/
field, database table column, or XML document element/attribute that implements the function (predicate ter
m or rule action).

Type (inherited f
rom Term)

Gets the type of the logical expression.

VocabularyLink 
(inherited from Te
rm)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element contai
ning a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

See Also

UserFunction Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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UserFunction.Binding Property
Gets or sets a reference to a class derived from MemberBinding used to specify the object method/property/field, database
table column, or XML document element/attribute that implements the function (predicate term or rule action).

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

UserFunction Class | UserFunction Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property Binding As MemberBinding
[C#]
public MemberBinding Binding {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property MemberBinding* get_Binding();
public: __property void set_Binding(MemberBinding*);
[JScript]
public function get Binding() : MemberBinding;
public function set Binding(MemberBinding);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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UserFunction Methods
The methods of the UserFunction class are listed here. For a complete list of UserFunction class members, see the
UserFunction Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of the UserFunction.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (Inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

UserFunction Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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UserFunction.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of the UserFunction.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of UserFunction.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

UserFunction Class | UserFunction Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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UserPredicate Class
Represents a user-defined predicate (rule condition).

For a list of all members of this type, see UserPredicate Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.LogicalExpression
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Predicate
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.UserPredicate

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

A user-defined predicate is a public object method/field/property, a database table column, or an XML document
element/attribute that is of type System.Boolean and thus evaluates to either true or false. User defined predicates extend the
capabilities of rule conditions beyond the set of built in predicates.

UserPredicate inherits from the abstract Predicate class. It contains an instance of a class derived from the abstract Binding
class.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

UserPredicate Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class UserPredicate
   Inherits Predicate
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class UserPredicate : Predicate
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class UserPredicate : public Predicate
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class UserPredicate extends Predicate
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UserPredicate Members
UserPredicate overview

Public Constructors

UserPredicate Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the UserPredicate class.

Public Properties

Binding Gets or sets a reference to a class derived from MemberBinding that specifies the object method/pro
perty/field, database table column, or XML document element/attribute that implements the predicate (
rule condition).

Type (inherited from L
ogicalExpression)

Gets the type of the logical expression.

VocabularyLink (inheri
ted from LogicalExpress
ion)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary element c
ontaining a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of UserPredicate.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

UserPredicate Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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UserPredicate Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the UserPredicate class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the UserPredicate class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(MemberBinding)

[C#] public UserPredicate(MemberBinding);

[C++] public: UserPredicate(MemberBinding*);

[JScript] public function UserPredicate(MemberBinding);

Initializes a new instance of the UserPredicate class with a vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(MemberBinding, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public UserPredicate(MemberBinding, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: UserPredicate(MemberBinding*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function UserPredicate(MemberBinding, VocabularyLink);

See Also

UserPredicate Class | UserPredicate Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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UserPredicate Constructor (MemberBinding)
Initializes a new instance of the UserPredicate class using the specified binding.

VB

Parameters

binding
Reference to a class derived from MemberBinding that specifies the object method/property/field, database table column, or
XML document element/attribute that implements the predicate (rule condition).

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

UserPredicate Class | UserPredicate Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | UserPredicate Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal binding As MemberBinding _
)
[C#]
public UserPredicate(
   MemberBinding binding
);
[C++]
public: UserPredicate(
   MemberBinding* binding
);
[JScript]
public function UserPredicate(
   binding : MemberBinding
);
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UserPredicate Constructor (MemberBinding, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the UserPredicate class using the specified binding and vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

binding
Reference to a class derived from MemberBinding that specifies the object method/property/field, database table column, or
XML document element/attribute that implements the predicate (rule condition).

vocabularyLink
Optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the logical expression.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

UserPredicate Class | UserPredicate Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | UserPredicate Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal binding As MemberBinding, _
   ByVal vocabularyLink As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public UserPredicate(
   MemberBinding binding,
   VocabularyLink vocabularyLink
);
[C++]
public: UserPredicate(
   MemberBinding* binding,
   VocabularyLink* vocabularyLink
);
[JScript]
public function UserPredicate(
   binding : MemberBinding,
   vocabularyLink : VocabularyLink
);
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UserPredicate Properties
The properties of the UserPredicate class are listed here. For a complete list of UserPredicate class members, see the
UserPredicate Members topic.

Public Properties

Binding Gets or sets a reference to a class derived from MemberBinding that specifies the object method/pro
perty/field, database table column, or XML document element/attribute that implements the predicate (
rule condition).

Type (inherited from L
ogicalExpression)

Gets the type of the logical expression.

VocabularyLink (inheri
ted from LogicalExpress
ion)

Gets or sets the optional reference to the vocabulary link object that specifies the vocabulary element c
ontaining a domain-specific definition for the logical expression.

See Also

UserPredicate Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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UserPredicate.Binding Property
Gets or sets a reference to a class derived from MemberBinding that specifies the object method/property/field, database table
column, or XML document element/attribute that implements the predicate (rule condition).

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

UserPredicate Class | UserPredicate Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Property Binding As MemberBinding
[C#]
public MemberBinding Binding {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property MemberBinding* get_Binding();
public: __property void set_Binding(MemberBinding*);
[JScript]
public function get Binding() : MemberBinding;
public function set Binding(MemberBinding);
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UserPredicate Methods
The methods of the UserPredicate class are listed here. For a complete list of UserPredicate class members, see the
UserPredicate Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of UserPredicate.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

UserPredicate Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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UserPredicate.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of UserPredicate.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

UserPredicate Class | UserPredicate Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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VersionInfo Class
Represents information about a rule set or vocabulary version.

For a list of all members of this type, see VersionInfo Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.VersionInfo

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

The VersionInfo class contains an instance of the PropertyBag class used to store application specific version information.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

VersionInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class VersionInfo
   Implements ICloneable
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class VersionInfo : ICloneable
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class VersionInfo : public ICloneable
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class VersionInfo implements ICloneable
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VersionInfo Members
VersionInfo overview

Public Constructors

VersionInfo Constructor Initializes a new instance of the VersionInfo class.

Public Properties

Description Gets or sets a description of the rule set changes.
MajorRevision Gets or sets the major revision number.
MinorRevision Gets or sets the minor revision number.
ModifiedBy Gets or sets the name of the entity that last modified the rule set.
ModifiedTime Gets or sets the date and time the rule set was last modified.

Public Methods

Clone Creates a deep copy of VersionInfo.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

VersionInfo Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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VersionInfo Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the VersionInfo class.

VB

Parameters

description
Description of the rule set changes.

modifiedTime
Date and time the rule set was last modified.

modifiedBy
Name of the entity that modified the rule set.

majorRevision
Major revision number.

minorRevision
Minor revision number.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

VersionInfo Class | VersionInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal description As String, _
   ByVal modifiedTime As DateTime, _
   ByVal modifiedBy As String, _
   ByVal majorRevision As Integer, _
   ByVal minorRevision As Integer _
)
[C#]
public VersionInfo(
   string description,
   DateTime modifiedTime,
   string modifiedBy,
   int majorRevision,
   int minorRevision
);
[C++]
public: VersionInfo(
   String* description,
   DateTime modifiedTime,
   String* modifiedBy,
   int majorRevision,
   int minorRevision
);
[JScript]
public function VersionInfo(
   description : String,
   modifiedTime : DateTime,
   modifiedBy : String,
   majorRevision : int,
   minorRevision : int
);
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VersionInfo Properties
The properties of the VersionInfo class are listed here. For a complete list of VersionInfo class members, see the
VersionInfo Members topic.

Public Properties

Description Gets or sets a description of the rule set changes.
MajorRevision Gets or sets the major revision number.
MinorRevision Gets or sets the minor revision number.
ModifiedBy Gets or sets the name of the entity that last modified the rule set.
ModifiedTime Gets or sets the date and time the rule set was last modified.

See Also

VersionInfo Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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VersionInfo.Description Property
Gets or sets a description of the rule set changes.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

VersionInfo Class | VersionInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property Description As String
[C#]
public string Description {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Description();
public: __property void set_Description(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Description() : String;
public function set Description(String);
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VersionInfo.MajorRevision Property
Gets or sets the major revision number.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

VersionInfo Class | VersionInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MajorRevision As Integer
[C#]
public int MajorRevision {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MajorRevision();
[JScript]
public function get MajorRevision() : int;
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VersionInfo.MinorRevision Property
Gets or sets the minor revision number.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

VersionInfo Class | VersionInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property MinorRevision As Integer
[C#]
public int MinorRevision {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_MinorRevision();
[JScript]
public function get MinorRevision() : int;
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VersionInfo.ModifiedBy Property
Gets or sets the name of the entity that last modified the rule set.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

VersionInfo Class | VersionInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property ModifiedBy As String
[C#]
public string ModifiedBy {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_ModifiedBy();
public: __property void set_ModifiedBy(String*);
[JScript]
public function get ModifiedBy() : String;
public function set ModifiedBy(String);
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VersionInfo.ModifiedTime Property
Gets or sets the date and time the rule set was last modified.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

VersionInfo Class | VersionInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property ModifiedTime As DateTime
[C#]
public DateTime ModifiedTime {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property DateTime get_ModifiedTime();
public: __property void set_ModifiedTime(DateTime);
[JScript]
public function get ModifiedTime() : DateTime;
public function set ModifiedTime(DateTime);
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VersionInfo Methods
The methods of the VersionInfo class are listed here. For a complete list of VersionInfo class members, see the
VersionInfo Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Creates a deep copy of VersionInfo.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

VersionInfo Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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VersionInfo.Clone Method
Makes a deep copy of the version information object.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

VersionInfo Class | VersionInfo Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public virtual object Clone();
[C++]
public: virtual Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XMLDocumentBinding Class
Represents a binding to an XML document.

For a list of all members of this type, see XMLDocumentBinding Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Binding
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.ObjectBinding
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.XMLDocumentBinding

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

XMLDocumentBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class XMLDocumentBinding
   Inherits ObjectBinding
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class XMLDocumentBinding : ObjectBinding
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class XMLDocumentBinding : public
   ObjectBinding
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class XMLDocumentBinding extends ObjectBinding

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XMLDocumentBinding Members
XMLDocumentBinding overview

Public Constructors

XMLDocumentBinding Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the XMLDocumentBinding class.

Public Properties

DisplayName Overridden. Gets the display name for the bound object.
DocumentType Gets the document type.
ImplementingType Overridden. Gets the type of the wrapper class.
InstanceID Overridden. Gets the instance ID of the object.
Instances Overridden. Gets or sets the expected number of class instances of the implementing type present in worki

ng memory.
Schema Gets or sets the schema.
Selectivity Overridden. Gets or sets the expected selectivity of the class instances of the implementing type present in 

working memory.
Selector Gets the selector.
Type Overridden. Gets the type of the bound object or member.
TypeName Overridden. Gets the type name of the wrapper class.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of XMLDocumentBinding.
CreateInstance Overridden. Makes a deep copy of the binding and assigns the copy the specified instance ID.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Fields

DefaultInstances (Inherited from Object
Binding)

Contains the number of instances of the object expected in working memory.

DefaultSelectivity (Inherited from Object
Binding)

Contains the percentage of the objects in working memory that will pass the select 
tests minus 100.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

XMLDocumentBinding Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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XMLDocumentBinding Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the XMLDocumentBinding class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the XMLDocumentBinding class with the specified type name and XPath string.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public XMLDocumentBinding(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: XMLDocumentBinding(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function XMLDocumentBinding(System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the XMLDocumentBinding class with the specified type name and XPathPair.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, XPathPair)

[C#] public XMLDocumentBinding(System.String, XPathPair);

[C++] public: XMLDocumentBinding(System.String, XPathPair*);

[JScript] public function XMLDocumentBinding(System.String, XPathPair);

Initializes a new instance of the XMLDocumentBinding class with the specified type, XPath string, and instance identifier.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32)

[C#] public XMLDocumentBinding(System.String, System.String, System.Int32);

[C++] public: XMLDocumentBinding(System.String, System.String, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function XMLDocumentBinding(System.String, System.String, System.Int32);

Initializes a new instance of the XMLDocumentBinding class with the specified type, XPath string, and URI of the XML schema.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String)

[C#] public XMLDocumentBinding(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: XMLDocumentBinding(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function XMLDocumentBinding(System.String, System.String, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the XMLDocumentBinding class with the specified type, XPathPair, and instance identifier.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, XPathPair, System.Int32)

[C#] public XMLDocumentBinding(System.String, XPathPair, System.Int32);

[C++] public: XMLDocumentBinding(System.String, XPathPair*, System.Int32);

[JScript] public function XMLDocumentBinding(System.String, XPathPair, System.Int32);

Initializes a new instance of the XMLDocumentBinding class with the specified type, XPathPair, and URI of the XML schema.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, XPathPair, System.String)

[C#] public XMLDocumentBinding(System.String, XPathPair, System.String);

[C++] public: XMLDocumentBinding(System.String, XPathPair*, System.String);

[JScript] public function XMLDocumentBinding(System.String, XPathPair, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the XMLDocumentBinding class with the specified type, XPath string, instance identifier, and URI of
the XML schema.



 

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.String)

[C#] public XMLDocumentBinding(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.String);

[C++] public: XMLDocumentBinding(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.String);

[JScript] public function XMLDocumentBinding(System.String, System.String, System.Int32, System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the XMLDocumentBinding class with the specified type, XPathPair, instance identifier, and URI of the
XML schema.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, XPathPair, System.Int32, System.String)

[C#] public XMLDocumentBinding(System.String, XPathPair, System.Int32, System.String);

[C++] public: XMLDocumentBinding(System.String, XPathPair*, System.Int32, System.String);

[JScript] public function XMLDocumentBinding(System.String, XPathPair, System.Int32, System.String);

See Also

XMLDocumentBinding Class | XMLDocumentBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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XMLDocumentBinding Constructor (System.String,
System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the XMLDocumentBinding class with the specified type name and XPath string.

VB

Parameters

documentType
User defined type name for the document.

selector
Reference to an XPathPair containing information about the element of interest.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XMLDocumentBinding Class | XMLDocumentBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
XMLDocumentBinding Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal documentType As String, _
   ByVal selector As String _
)
[C#]
public XMLDocumentBinding(
   string documentType,
   string selector
);
[C++]
public: XMLDocumentBinding(
   String* documentType,
   String* selector
);
[JScript]
public function XMLDocumentBinding(
   documentType : String,
   selector : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XMLDocumentBinding Constructor (System.String, XPathPair)
Initializes a new instance of the XMLDocumentBinding class with the specified type name and XPathPair.

VB

Parameters

documentType
User defined type name for the document.

Reference to an XPathPair containing information about the element of interest.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XMLDocumentBinding Class | XMLDocumentBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
XMLDocumentBinding Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal documentType As String, _
   ByVal selector As XPathPair _
)
[C#]
public XMLDocumentBinding(
   string documentType,
   XPathPair selector
);
[C++]
public: XMLDocumentBinding(
   String* documentType,
   XPathPair* selector
);
[JScript]
public function XMLDocumentBinding(
   documentType : String,
   selector : XPathPair
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XMLDocumentBinding Constructor (System.String,
System.String, System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the XMLDocumentBinding class with the specified type, XPath string, and instance identifier.

VB

Parameters

documentType
User defined type name for the document.

selector
Reference to an XPath string containing information about the element of interest.

instanceID
Instance identifier to use for instances of objects associated with this binding.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XMLDocumentBinding Class | XMLDocumentBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
XMLDocumentBinding Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal documentType As String, _
   ByVal selector As String, _
   ByVal instanceID As Integer _
)
[C#]
public XMLDocumentBinding(
   string documentType,
   string selector,
   int instanceID
);
[C++]
public: XMLDocumentBinding(
   String* documentType,
   String* selector,
   int instanceID
);
[JScript]
public function XMLDocumentBinding(
   documentType : String,
   selector : String,
   instanceID : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XMLDocumentBinding Constructor (System.String,
System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the XMLDocumentBinding class with the specified type, XPath string, and URI of the XML schema.

VB

Parameters

documentType
User defined type name for the document.

selector
Reference to an XPath string containing information about the element of interest.

schema
URI of the XML schema for this binding.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XMLDocumentBinding Class | XMLDocumentBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
XMLDocumentBinding Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal documentType As String, _
   ByVal selector As String, _
   ByVal schema As String _
)
[C#]
public XMLDocumentBinding(
   string documentType,
   string selector,
   string schema
);
[C++]
public: XMLDocumentBinding(
   String* documentType,
   String* selector,
   String* schema
);
[JScript]
public function XMLDocumentBinding(
   documentType : String,
   selector : String,
   schema : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XMLDocumentBinding Constructor (System.String, XPathPair,
System.Int32)
Initializes a new instance of the XMLDocumentBinding class with the specified type, XPathPair, and instance identifier.

VB

Parameters

documentType
User defined type name for the document.

selector
Reference to an XPathPair containing information about the element of interest.

instanceID
Instance identifier to use for instances of objects associated with this binding.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XMLDocumentBinding Class | XMLDocumentBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
XMLDocumentBinding Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal documentType As String, _
   ByVal selector As XPathPair, _
   ByVal instanceID As Integer _
)
[C#]
public XMLDocumentBinding(
   string documentType,
   XPathPair selector,
   int instanceID
);
[C++]
public: XMLDocumentBinding(
   String* documentType,
   XPathPair* selector,
   int instanceID
);
[JScript]
public function XMLDocumentBinding(
   documentType : String,
   selector : XPathPair,
   instanceID : int
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XMLDocumentBinding Constructor (System.String, XPathPair,
System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the XMLDocumentBinding class with the specified type, XPathPair, and URI of the XML schema.

VB

Parameters

documentType
User defined type name for the document.

selector
Reference to an XPathPair containing information about the element of interest.

schema
URI of the XML schema for this binding.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XMLDocumentBinding Class | XMLDocumentBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
XMLDocumentBinding Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal documentType As String, _
   ByVal selector As XPathPair, _
   ByVal schema As String _
)
[C#]
public XMLDocumentBinding(
   string documentType,
   XPathPair selector,
   string schema
);
[C++]
public: XMLDocumentBinding(
   String* documentType,
   XPathPair* selector,
   String* schema
);
[JScript]
public function XMLDocumentBinding(
   documentType : String,
   selector : XPathPair,
   schema : String
);
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XMLDocumentBinding Constructor (System.String,
System.String, System.Int32, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the XMLDocumentBinding class with the specified type, XPath string, instance identifier, and URI of
the XML schema.

VB

Parameters

documentType
User defined type name for the document.

selector
Reference to an XPath string containing information about the element of interest.

instanceID
Instance identifier to use for instances of objects associated with this binding.

schema
URI of the XML schema for this binding.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XMLDocumentBinding Class | XMLDocumentBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
XMLDocumentBinding Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal documentType As String, _
   ByVal selector As String, _
   ByVal instanceID As Integer, _
   ByVal schema As String _
)
[C#]
public XMLDocumentBinding(
   string documentType,
   string selector,
   int instanceID,
   string schema
);
[C++]
public: XMLDocumentBinding(
   String* documentType,
   String* selector,
   int instanceID,
   String* schema
);
[JScript]
public function XMLDocumentBinding(
   documentType : String,
   selector : String,
   instanceID : int,
   schema : String
);
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XMLDocumentBinding Constructor (System.String, XPathPair,
System.Int32, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the XMLDocumentBinding class with the specified type, XPathPair, instance identifier, and URI of the
XML schema.

VB

Parameters

documentType
User defined type name for the document.

selector
Reference to an XPathPair containing information about the element of interest

instanceID
Instance identifier to use for instances of objects associated with this binding

schema
URI of the XML schema for this bindi

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XMLDocumentBinding Class | XMLDocumentBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
XMLDocumentBinding Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal documentType As String, _
   ByVal selector As XPathPair, _
   ByVal instanceID As Integer, _
   ByVal schema As String _
)
[C#]
public XMLDocumentBinding(
   string documentType,
   XPathPair selector,
   int instanceID,
   string schema
);
[C++]
public: XMLDocumentBinding(
   String* documentType,
   XPathPair* selector,
   int instanceID,
   String* schema
);
[JScript]
public function XMLDocumentBinding(
   documentType : String,
   selector : XPathPair,
   instanceID : int,
   schema : String
);
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XMLDocumentBinding Properties
The properties of the XMLDocumentBinding class are listed here. For a complete list of XMLDocumentBinding class
members, see the XMLDocumentBinding Members topic.

Public Properties

DisplayName Overridden. Gets the display name for the bound object.
DocumentType Gets the document type.
ImplementingType Overridden. Gets the type of the wrapper class.
InstanceID Overridden. Gets the instance ID of the object.
Instances Overridden. Gets or sets the expected number of class instances of the implementing type present in worki

ng memory.
Schema Gets or sets the schema.
Selectivity Overridden. Gets or sets the expected selectivity of the class instances of the implementing type present in 

working memory.
Selector Gets the selector.
Type Overridden. Gets the type of the bound object or member.
TypeName Overridden. Gets the type name of the wrapper class.

See Also

XMLDocumentBinding Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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XMLDocumentBinding.DisplayName Property
Gets the display name for the bound object.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XMLDocumentBinding Class | XMLDocumentBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property DisplayName As String
[C#]
public override string DisplayName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_DisplayName();
[JScript]
public override function get DisplayName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XMLDocumentBinding.DocumentType Property
Gets the document type.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XMLDocumentBinding Class | XMLDocumentBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property DocumentType As String
[C#]
public string DocumentType {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_DocumentType();
[JScript]
public function get DocumentType() : String;
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XMLDocumentBinding.ImplementingType Property
Gets the type of the wrapper class.

VB

Remarks

If there is no wrapper class then the implementing type is the same as the type in the object binding.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XMLDocumentBinding Class | XMLDocumentBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property ImplementingType As Type
[C#]
public override Type ImplementingType {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Type* get_ImplementingType();
[JScript]
public override function get ImplementingType() : Type;
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XMLDocumentBinding.InstanceID Property
Gets the instance ID of the object.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XMLDocumentBinding Class | XMLDocumentBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property InstanceID As Integer
[C#]
public override int InstanceID {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_InstanceID();
[JScript]
public override function get InstanceID() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XMLDocumentBinding.Instances Property
Gets or sets the expected number of class instances of the implementing type present in working memory.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XMLDocumentBinding Class | XMLDocumentBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Property Instances As Integer
[C#]
public override int Instances {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_Instances();
public: __property void set_Instances(int);
[JScript]
public override function get Instances() : int;
public override function set Instances(int);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XMLDocumentBinding.Schema Property
Gets or sets the schema.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XMLDocumentBinding Class | XMLDocumentBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Property Schema As String
[C#]
public string Schema {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Schema();
public: __property void set_Schema(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Schema() : String;
public function set Schema(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XMLDocumentBinding.Selectivity Property
Gets or sets the expected selectivity of the class instances of the implementing type present in working memory.

VB

Remarks

The selectivity of a type is the percentage of class instances that will successfully pass the rule conditions.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XMLDocumentBinding Class | XMLDocumentBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Property Selectivity As Single
[C#]
public override float Selectivity {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property float get_Selectivity();
public: __property void set_Selectivity(float);
[JScript]
public override function get Selectivity() : float;
public override function set Selectivity(float);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XMLDocumentBinding.Selector Property
Gets the selector.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XMLDocumentBinding Class | XMLDocumentBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property Selector As XPathPair
[C#]
public XPathPair Selector {get;}
[C++]
public: __property XPathPair* get_Selector();
[JScript]
public function get Selector() : XPathPair;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XMLDocumentBinding.Type Property
Gets the type of the bound object or member.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XMLDocumentBinding Class | XMLDocumentBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property Type As Type
[C#]
public override Type Type {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Type* get_Type();
[JScript]
public override function get Type() : Type;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XMLDocumentBinding.TypeName Property
Gets the type name of the wrapper class.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XMLDocumentBinding Class | XMLDocumentBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property TypeName As String
[C#]
public override string TypeName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_TypeName();
[JScript]
public override function get TypeName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XMLDocumentBinding Methods
The methods of the XMLDocumentBinding class are listed here. For a complete list of XMLDocumentBinding class members,
see the XMLDocumentBinding Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of XMLDocumentBinding.
CreateInstance Overridden. Makes a deep copy of the binding and assigns the copy the specified instance ID.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

XMLDocumentBinding Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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XMLDocumentBinding.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of XMLDocumentBinding.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Return Value

A new deep copy of the current instance.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XMLDocumentBinding Class | XMLDocumentBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/9a2kzf4y(v=bts.10).aspx
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XMLDocumentBinding.CreateInstance Method
Makes a deep copy of the binding and assigns the copy the specified instance ID.

VB

Parameters

instanceID
The specified ID with which to create the XMLDocumentBinding.

Return Value

An ObjectInstance containing the new deep copy.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XMLDocumentBinding Class | XMLDocumentBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function CreateInstance( _
   ByVal instanceID As Integer _
) As ObjectBinding
[C#]
public override ObjectBinding CreateInstance(
   int instanceID
);
[C++]
public: ObjectBinding* CreateInstance(
   int instanceID
);
[JScript]
public override function CreateInstance(
   instanceID : int
) : ObjectBinding;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XMLDocumentFieldBinding Class
Represents an XML document element or attribute used in rule conditions and actions.

For a list of all members of this type, see XMLDocumentFieldBinding Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Binding
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.MemberBinding
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.XMLDocumentFieldBinding

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

XMLDocumentFieldBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class XMLDocumentFieldBinding
   Inherits MemberBinding
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class XMLDocumentFieldBinding : MemberBinding
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class XMLDocumentFieldBinding : public
   MemberBinding
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class XMLDocumentFieldBinding extends MemberBinding

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XMLDocumentFieldBinding Members
XMLDocumentFieldBinding overview

Public Constructors

XMLDocumentFieldBinding Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the XMLDocumentFieldBinding class.

Public Properties

Argument Gets or sets the value that the XML document element or attribute will be set to.
DisplayName Overridden. Gets the display name of the element or attribute.
DocumentBinding Gets the binding for this member.
Field Gets or sets the XPathPair property that identifies the XML document element or attribute of interest.
MemberName Overridden. Gets the name of the method (on TypedXmlDocument) that will be used to access or modify t

he field.
MemberType Overridden. Gets the data type of the field.
ObjectBinding Overridden. Gets a reference to the object of which this member is a part.
SideEffects Overridden. Gets or sets a value indicating whether the accessing member changes its value.
Type Overridden. Gets the type of the bound object or member.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of XMLDocumentFieldBinding.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

XMLDocumentFieldBinding Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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XMLDocumentFieldBinding Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the XMLDocumentFieldBinding class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the XMLDocumentFieldBinding class with the type of field, XPath string, and object binding.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Type, System.String, XMLDocumentBinding)

[C#] public XMLDocumentFieldBinding(System.Type, System.String, XMLDocumentBinding);

[C++] public: XMLDocumentFieldBinding(System.Type, System.String, XMLDocumentBinding*);

[JScript] public function XMLDocumentFieldBinding(System.Type, System.String, XMLDocumentBinding);

Initializes a new instance of the XMLDocumentFieldBinding class with the type of field, XPathPair, and object binding.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Type, XPathPair, XMLDocumentBinding)

[C#] public XMLDocumentFieldBinding(System.Type, XPathPair, XMLDocumentBinding);

[C++] public: XMLDocumentFieldBinding(System.Type, XPathPair*, XMLDocumentBinding*);

[JScript] public function XMLDocumentFieldBinding(System.Type, XPathPair, XMLDocumentBinding);

Initializes a new instance of the XMLDocumentFieldBinding class with the type of field, XPath string, object binding and term.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Type, System.String, XMLDocumentBinding, Term)

[C#] public XMLDocumentFieldBinding(System.Type, System.String, XMLDocumentBinding, Term);

[C++] public: XMLDocumentFieldBinding(System.Type, System.String, XMLDocumentBinding*, Term*);

[JScript] public function XMLDocumentFieldBinding(System.Type, System.String, XMLDocumentBinding, Term);

Initializes a new instance of the XMLDocumentFieldBinding class with the type of field, XPathPair, object binding and term.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Type, XPathPair, XMLDocumentBinding, Term)

[C#] public XMLDocumentFieldBinding(System.Type, XPathPair, XMLDocumentBinding, Term);

[C++] public: XMLDocumentFieldBinding(System.Type, XPathPair*, XMLDocumentBinding*, Term*);

[JScript] public function XMLDocumentFieldBinding(System.Type, XPathPair, XMLDocumentBinding, Term);

See Also

XMLDocumentFieldBinding Class | XMLDocumentFieldBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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XMLDocumentFieldBinding Constructor (System.Type,
System.String, XMLDocumentBinding)
Initializes a new instance of the XMLDocumentFieldBinding class with the type of field, XPath string, and object binding.

VB

Parameters

fieldType
The type of the field of interest.

field
The XPath string that identifies the field of interest.

documentBinding
The object binding for the XML document containing the field of interest.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

XMLDocumentFieldBinding Class | XMLDocumentFieldBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
XMLDocumentFieldBinding Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal fieldType As Type, _
   ByVal field As String, _
   ByVal documentBinding As XMLDocumentBinding _
)
[C#]
public XMLDocumentFieldBinding(
   Type fieldType,
   string field,
   XMLDocumentBinding documentBinding
);
[C++]
public: XMLDocumentFieldBinding(
   Type* fieldType,
   String* field,
   XMLDocumentBinding* documentBinding
);
[JScript]
public function XMLDocumentFieldBinding(
   fieldType : Type,
   field : String,
   documentBinding : XMLDocumentBinding
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XMLDocumentFieldBinding Constructor (System.Type,
XPathPair, XMLDocumentBinding)
Initializes a new instance of the XMLDocumentFieldBinding class with the type of field, XPathPair, and object binding.

VB

Parameters

fieldType
The type of the field of interest.

field
The XPathPair that identifies the field of interest.

documentBinding
The object binding for the XML document containing the field of interest.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

XMLDocumentFieldBinding Class | XMLDocumentFieldBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
XMLDocumentFieldBinding Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal fieldType As Type, _
   ByVal field As XPathPair, _
   ByVal documentBinding As XMLDocumentBinding _
)
[C#]
public XMLDocumentFieldBinding(
   Type fieldType,
   XPathPair field,
   XMLDocumentBinding documentBinding
);
[C++]
public: XMLDocumentFieldBinding(
   Type* fieldType,
   XPathPair* field,
   XMLDocumentBinding* documentBinding
);
[JScript]
public function XMLDocumentFieldBinding(
   fieldType : Type,
   field : XPathPair,
   documentBinding : XMLDocumentBinding
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XMLDocumentFieldBinding Constructor (System.Type,
System.String, XMLDocumentBinding, Term)
Initializes a new instance of the XMLDocumentFieldBinding class with the type of field, XPath string, object binding and term.

VB

Parameters

fieldType
The type of the field of interest.

field
The XPath string that identifies the field of interest.

documentBinding
The object binding for the XML document containing the field of interest.

argument
A term representing the value to which the field will be set.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

XMLDocumentFieldBinding Class | XMLDocumentFieldBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
XMLDocumentFieldBinding Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal fieldType As Type, _
   ByVal field As String, _
   ByVal documentBinding As XMLDocumentBinding, _
   ByVal argument As Term _
)
[C#]
public XMLDocumentFieldBinding(
   Type fieldType,
   string field,
   XMLDocumentBinding documentBinding,
   Term argument
);
[C++]
public: XMLDocumentFieldBinding(
   Type* fieldType,
   String* field,
   XMLDocumentBinding* documentBinding,
   Term* argument
);
[JScript]
public function XMLDocumentFieldBinding(
   fieldType : Type,
   field : String,
   documentBinding : XMLDocumentBinding,
   argument : Term
);
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XMLDocumentFieldBinding Constructor (System.Type,
XPathPair, XMLDocumentBinding, Term)
Initializes a new instance of the XMLDocumentFieldBinding class with the type of field, XPathPair, object binding and term.

VB

Parameters

fieldType
The type of the field of interest.

field
The XPathPair that identifies the field of interest.

documentBinding
The object binding for the XML document containing the field of interest.

argument
A term representing the value to which the field will be set.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

XMLDocumentFieldBinding Class | XMLDocumentFieldBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace |
XMLDocumentFieldBinding Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal fieldType As Type, _
   ByVal field As XPathPair, _
   ByVal documentBinding As XMLDocumentBinding, _
   ByVal argument As Term _
)
[C#]
public XMLDocumentFieldBinding(
   Type fieldType,
   XPathPair field,
   XMLDocumentBinding documentBinding,
   Term argument
);
[C++]
public: XMLDocumentFieldBinding(
   Type* fieldType,
   XPathPair* field,
   XMLDocumentBinding* documentBinding,
   Term* argument
);
[JScript]
public function XMLDocumentFieldBinding(
   fieldType : Type,
   field : XPathPair,
   documentBinding : XMLDocumentBinding,
   argument : Term
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XMLDocumentFieldBinding Properties
The properties of the XMLDocumentFieldBinding class are listed here. For a complete list of XMLDocumentFieldBinding
class members, see the XMLDocumentFieldBinding Members topic.

Public Properties

Argument Gets or sets the value that the XML document element or attribute will be set to.
DisplayName Overridden. Gets the display name of the element or attribute.
DocumentBinding Gets the binding for this member.
Field Gets or sets the XPathPair property that identifies the XML document element or attribute of interest.
MemberName Overridden. Gets the name of the method (on TypedXmlDocument) that will be used to access or modify t

he field.
MemberType Overridden. Gets the data type of the field.
ObjectBinding Overridden. Gets a reference to the object of which this member is a part.
SideEffects Overridden. Gets or sets a value indicating whether the accessing member changes its value.
Type Overridden. Gets the type of the bound object or member.

See Also

XMLDocumentFieldBinding Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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XMLDocumentFieldBinding.Argument Property
Gets or sets the value that the XML document element or attribute will be set to.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

XMLDocumentFieldBinding Class | XMLDocumentFieldBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property Argument As Term
[C#]
public Term Argument {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property Term* get_Argument();
public: __property void set_Argument(Term*);
[JScript]
public function get Argument() : Term;
public function set Argument(Term);
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XMLDocumentFieldBinding.DisplayName Property
Gets the display name of the element or attribute.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XMLDocumentFieldBinding Class | XMLDocumentFieldBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property DisplayName As String
[C#]
public override string DisplayName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_DisplayName();
[JScript]
public override function get DisplayName() : String;
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XMLDocumentFieldBinding.DocumentBinding Property
Gets the binding for this member.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

XMLDocumentFieldBinding Class | XMLDocumentFieldBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property DocumentBinding As XMLDocumentBinding
[C#]
public XMLDocumentBinding DocumentBinding {get;}
[C++]
public: __property XMLDocumentBinding* get_DocumentBinding();
[JScript]
public function get DocumentBinding() : XMLDocumentBinding;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XMLDocumentFieldBinding.Field Property
Gets or sets the XPathPair property that identifies the XML document element or attribute of interest.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

XMLDocumentFieldBinding Class | XMLDocumentFieldBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Property Field As XPathPair
[C#]
public XPathPair Field {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property XPathPair* get_Field();
public: __property void set_Field(XPathPair*);
[JScript]
public function get Field() : XPathPair;
public function set Field(XPathPair);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XMLDocumentFieldBinding.MemberName Property
Gets the name of the method (on TypedXmlDocument) that will be used to access or modify the field.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XMLDocumentFieldBinding Class | XMLDocumentFieldBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property MemberName As String
[C#]
public override string MemberName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_MemberName();
[JScript]
public override function get MemberName() : String;
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XMLDocumentFieldBinding.MemberType Property
Gets the data type of the field.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XMLDocumentFieldBinding Class | XMLDocumentFieldBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property MemberType As Type
[C#]
public override Type MemberType {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Type* get_MemberType();
[JScript]
public override function get MemberType() : Type;
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XMLDocumentFieldBinding.ObjectBinding Property
Gets a reference to the object of which this member is a part.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XMLDocumentFieldBinding Class | XMLDocumentFieldBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property ObjectBinding As ObjectBinding
[C#]
public override ObjectBinding ObjectBinding {get;}
[C++]
public: __property ObjectBinding* get_ObjectBinding();
[JScript]
public override function get ObjectBinding() : ObjectBinding;
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XMLDocumentFieldBinding.SideEffects Property
Gets or sets a value indicating whether the accessing member changes its value.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XMLDocumentFieldBinding Class | XMLDocumentFieldBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Property SideEffects As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool SideEffects {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property bool get_SideEffects();
public: __property void set_SideEffects(bool);
[JScript]
public override function get SideEffects() : Boolean;
public override function set SideEffects(Boolean);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XMLDocumentFieldBinding.Type Property
Gets the type of the bound object or member.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XMLDocumentFieldBinding Class | XMLDocumentFieldBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property Type As Type
[C#]
public override Type Type {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Type* get_Type();
[JScript]
public override function get Type() : Type;
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XMLDocumentFieldBinding Methods
The methods of the XMLDocumentFieldBinding class are listed here. For a complete list of XMLDocumentFieldBinding class
members, see the XMLDocumentFieldBinding Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of XMLDocumentFieldBinding.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

XMLDocumentFieldBinding Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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XMLDocumentFieldBinding.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of XMLDocumentFieldBinding.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

XMLDocumentFieldBinding Class | XMLDocumentFieldBinding Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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XmlDocumentType Class
The type for XML node instances to be retracted from the rule engine.

For a list of all members of this type, see XmlDocumentType Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.FactType
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.XmlDocumentType

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server  2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

XmlDocumentType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class XmlDocumentType
   Inherits FactType
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class XmlDocumentType : FactType
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class XmlDocumentType : public FactType
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class XmlDocumentType extends FactType

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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XmlDocumentType Members
XmlDocumentType overview

Public Constructors

XmlDocumentType Constructor Initializes a new instance of the XmlDocumentType class.

Public Properties

DocumentType Gets the unique identifier for the document (document type).
Selector Gets the XPath to the node in the document.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of XmlDocumentType.
Equals Overridden. Determines whether the specified object is equal to the current XmlDocumentType insta

nce.
GetHashCode Overridden. Generates a hash code for the XmlDocumentType object.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

XmlDocumentType Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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XmlDocumentType Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the XmlDocumentType class using the specified document type and selector.

VB

Parameters

documentType
Unique identifier for the document.

selector
XPath to the node in the document.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

XmlDocumentType Class | XmlDocumentType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal documentType As String, _
   ByVal selector As String _
)
[C#]
public XmlDocumentType(
   string documentType,
   string selector
);
[C++]
public: XmlDocumentType(
   String* documentType,
   String* selector
);
[JScript]
public function XmlDocumentType(
   documentType : String,
   selector : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XmlDocumentType Properties
The properties of the XmlDocumentType class are listed here. For a complete list of XmlDocumentType class members, see
the XmlDocumentType Members topic.

Public Properties

DocumentType Gets the unique identifier for the document (document type).
Selector Gets the XPath to the node in the document.

See Also

XmlDocumentType Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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XmlDocumentType.DocumentType Property
Gets the unique identifier for the document (document type).

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

XmlDocumentType Class | XmlDocumentType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property DocumentType As String
[C#]
public string DocumentType {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_DocumentType();
[JScript]
public function get DocumentType() : String;
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XmlDocumentType.Selector Property
Gets the XPath to the node in the document.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

XmlDocumentType Class | XmlDocumentType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property Selector As String
[C#]
public string Selector {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Selector();
[JScript]
public function get Selector() : String;
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XmlDocumentType Methods
The methods of the XmlDocumentType class are listed here. For a complete list of XmlDocumentType class members, see the
XmlDocumentType Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of XmlDocumentType.
Equals Overridden. Determines whether the specified object is equal to the current XmlDocumentType instanc

e.
GetHashCode Overridden. Generates a hash code for the XmlDocumentType object.
GetType (inherited fr

om System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

XmlDocumentType Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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XmlDocumentType.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of XmlDocumentType.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of XmlDocumentType.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlDocumentType Class | XmlDocumentType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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XmlDocumentType.Equals Method
Determines whether the specified object is equal to the current XmlDocumentType instance.

VB

Parameters

obj
Object with which the current object is compared.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlDocumentType Class | XmlDocumentType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function Equals( _
   ByVal obj As Object _
) As Boolean
[C#]
public override bool Equals(
   object obj
);
[C++]
public: bool Equals(
   Object* obj
);
[JScript]
public override function Equals(
   obj : Object
) : Boolean;
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XmlDocumentType.GetHashCode Method
Generates a hash code for the XmlDocumentType object.

VB

Return Value

The hash code for this instance.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XmlDocumentType Class | XmlDocumentType Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function GetHashCode() As Integer
[C#]
public override int GetHashCode();
[C++]
public: int GetHashCode();
[JScript]
public override function GetHashCode() : int;
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XPathPair Class
A pair of strings containing an XPath to an XML document element or attribute.

For a list of all members of this type, see XPathPair Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.XPathPair

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

XPathPair Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class XPathPair
   Implements ICloneable
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class XPathPair : ICloneable
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class XPathPair : public ICloneable
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class XPathPair implements ICloneable
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XPathPair Members
XPathPair overview

Public Constructors

XPathPair Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the XPathPair class.

Public Properties

Alias Gets or sets the humanly readable alias for the XPath.
XPath Gets or sets the complete XPath to the element or attribute.

Public Methods

Clone Performs a deep copy of the XPathPair class.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

XPathPair Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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XPathPair Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the XPathPair class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the XPathPair class with a string containing the XPath to the element or attribute.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public XPathPair(System.String);

[C++] public: XPathPair(System.String);

[JScript] public function XPathPair(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the XPathPair class with a string containing the XPath to the element or attribute, and a string
containing a humanly readable alias for the XPath.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public XPathPair(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: XPathPair(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function XPathPair(System.String, System.String);

See Also

XPathPair Class | XPathPair Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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XPathPair Constructor (System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the XPathPair class using the specified XPath.

VB

Parameters

xpath
String containing the XPath to the element or attribute.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

XPathPair Class | XPathPair Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | XPathPair Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal xpath As String _
)
[C#]
public XPathPair(
   string xpath
);
[C++]
public: XPathPair(
   String* xpath
);
[JScript]
public function XPathPair(
   xpath : String
);
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XPathPair Constructor (System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the XPathPair class using the specified XPath and alias.

VB

Parameters

xpath
String containing the XPath to the element or attribute.

xpathAlias
Humanly readable alias for the XPath.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

XPathPair Class | XPathPair Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | XPathPair Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal xpath As String, _
   ByVal xpathAlias As String _
)
[C#]
public XPathPair(
   string xpath,
   string xpathAlias
);
[C++]
public: XPathPair(
   String* xpath,
   String* xpathAlias
);
[JScript]
public function XPathPair(
   xpath : String,
   xpathAlias : String
);
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XPathPair Properties
The properties of the XPathPair class are listed here. For a complete list of XPathPair class members, see the
XPathPair Members topic.

Public Properties

Alias Gets or sets the humanly readable alias for the XPath.
XPath Gets or sets the XPath to the element or attribute.

See Also

XPathPair Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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XPathPair.Alias Property
Gets and sets the humanly readable alias for the XPath.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

XPathPair Class | XPathPair Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property Alias As String
[C#]
public string Alias {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Alias();
public: __property void set_Alias(String*);
[JScript]
public function get Alias() : String;
public function set Alias(String);
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XPathPair.XPath Property
Gets or sets the XPath to the element or attribute.

VB

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

XPathPair Class | XPathPair Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Property XPath As String
[C#]
public string XPath {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_XPath();
public: __property void set_XPath(String*);
[JScript]
public function get XPath() : String;
public function set XPath(String);
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XPathPair Methods
The methods of the XPathPair class are listed here. For a complete list of XPathPair class members, see the XPathPair Members
topic.

Public Methods

Clone Performs a deep copy of the XPathPair class.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677..

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677..

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677..

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677..

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

XPathPair Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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XPathPair.Clone Method
Performs a deep copy of the XPathPair class.

VB

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

XPathPair Class | XPathPair Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Public Overridable Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public virtual object Clone();
[C++]
public: virtual Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public function Clone() : Object;
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Year Class
Represents the operator that returns the year from the specified DateTime.

For a list of all members of this type, see Year Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.RuleEngine.Term
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.Function
         Microsoft.RuleEngine.TemporalFunction
            Microsoft.RuleEngine.Year

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Remarks

The return value of the operation is an integer in the range of 0 to 9999.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Rule Engine DLL (in Microsoft.RuleEngine.dll)

See Also

Year Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class Year
   Inherits TemporalFunction
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class Year : TemporalFunction
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class Year : public TemporalFunction
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class Year extends TemporalFunction
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Year Members
Year overview

Public Constructors

Year Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the Year class with DateTime.

Public Properties

DateTime (inherited from Te
mporalFunction)

Gets or sets the DateTime value for which the Year operator is calculated.

Type (inherited from Term) Gets the type of the term.
VocabularyLink (inherited fr

om Term)
Gets or sets the optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary ele
ment containing a domain-specific definition for the term.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Year.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (Inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Year Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Year Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Year class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the Year class with a DateTime value.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term)

[C#] public Year(Term);

[C++] public: Year(Term*);

[JScript] public function Year(Term);

Initializes a new instance of the Year class with a DateTime value and vocabulary link.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Term, VocabularyLink)

[C#] public Year(Term, VocabularyLink);

[C++] public: Year(Term*, VocabularyLink*);

[JScript] public function Year(Term, VocabularyLink);

See Also

Year Class | Year Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Year Constructor (Term)
Initializes a new instance of the Year class with a DateTime value.

VB

Parameters

dateTime
The DateTime.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Year Class | Year Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Year Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal dateTime As Term _
)
[C#]
public Year(
   Term dateTime
);
[C++]
public: Year(
   Term* dateTime
);
[JScript]
public function Year(
   dateTime : Term
);
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Year Constructor (Term, VocabularyLink)
Initializes a new instance of the Year class with a DateTime value and a vocabulary link.

VB

Parameters

dateTime
The DateTime.

link
Optional reference to the VocabularyLink object that specifies the vocabulary element containing a domain-specific definition
for the term.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Year Class | Year Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace | Year Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal dateTime As Term, _
   ByVal link As VocabularyLink _
)
[C#]
public Year(
   Term dateTime,
   VocabularyLink link
);
[C++]
public: Year(
   Term* dateTime,
   VocabularyLink* link
);
[JScript]
public function Year(
   dateTime : Term,
   link : VocabularyLink
);
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Year Methods
The methods of the Year class are listed here. For a complete list of Year class members, see the Year Members topic.

Public Methods

Clone Overridden. Creates a deep copy of Year.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avai
lable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetType (Inherited from T
erm)

Sets the type of term.

See Also

Year Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Year.Clone Method
Creates a deep copy of Year.

VB

Return Value

A deep copy of Year.

Implements

ICloneable.Clone

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

Year Class | Year Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace
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Overrides Public Function Clone() As Object Implements _
   ICloneable.Clone
[C#]
public override object Clone();
[C++]
public: Object* Clone();
[JScript]
public override function Clone() : Object;
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Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace
The Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService namespace contains...

Namespace hierarchy

Classes

Class Description
RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater Represents a callback repeater object for client to share with service.
RemoteUpdateService Represents the service that caches policies and notifies users of policy changes.
RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Enables the channel for the remote update service to exist in its own application domain by routi

ng requests to the actual RemoteUpdateService object.
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RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater Class
Represents a callback repeater object for client to share with service.

For a list of all members of this type, see RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater Members.

System.Object
   System.MarshalByRefObject
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService.RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Ruleengine (in Microsoft.Ruleengine.dll)

See Also

RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace
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NotInheritable Public Class RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater
   Inherits MarshalByRefObject
[C#]
public sealed class RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater :
   MarshalByRefObject
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater : public
   MarshalByRefObject
[JScript]
public class RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater extends
   MarshalByRefObject
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RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater Members
RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater overview

Public Constructors

RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater Constructor Initializes a new instance of the RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater class.

Public Methods

Callback Passes arguments to the local object that will use them.
CreateObjRef (inherited from S

ystem.MarshalByRefObject)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentat
ion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Equals (inherited from System.
Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentat
ion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentat
ion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetLifetimeService (inherited fr
om System.MarshalByRefObjec
t)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentat
ion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentat
ion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InitializeLifetimeService Overridden.
ToString (inherited from Syste

m.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentat
ion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace
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RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater class.

VB

Parameters

callback
Function representing a user event.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater Class | RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal callback As RemoteUpdateCallback _
)
[C#]
public RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater(
   RemoteUpdateCallback callback
);
[C++]
public: RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater(
   RemoteUpdateCallback* callback
);
[JScript]
public function RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater(
   callback : RemoteUpdateCallback
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater Methods
The methods of the RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater class are listed here. For a complete list of
RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater class members, see the RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater Members topic.

Public Methods

Callback Function representing a user event.
CreateObjRef (inherited from S

ystem.MarshalByRefObject)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentat
ion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Equals (inherited from System.
Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentat
ion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentat
ion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetLifetimeService (inherited fr
om System.MarshalByRefObjec
t)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentat
ion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from Syste
m.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentat
ion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InitializeLifetimeService Overridden.
ToString (inherited from Syste

m.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentat
ion available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater.Callback Method
Passes arguments to the local object that will use them.

VB

Parameters

args
Arguments to be passed on.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater Class | RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub Callback( _
   ByVal args As PolicyUpdateInfo _
)
[C#]
public void Callback(
   PolicyUpdateInfo args
);
[C++]
public: void Callback(
   PolicyUpdateInfo* args
);
[JScript]
public function Callback(
   args : PolicyUpdateInfo
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater.InitializeLifetimeService
Method
Initialize the lifetime of the object.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater Class | RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function InitializeLifetimeService() As Object
[C#]
public override object InitializeLifetimeService();
[C++]
public: Object* InitializeLifetimeService();
[JScript]
public override function InitializeLifetimeService() : Object;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RemoteUpdateService Class
Represents the service that caches policies and notifies users of policy changes.

For a list of all members of this type, see RemoteUpdateService Members.

System.Object
   System.MarshalByRefObject
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService.RemoteUpdateService

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Ruleengine (in Microsoft.Ruleengine.dll)

See Also

RemoteUpdateService Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Class RemoteUpdateService
   Inherits MarshalByRefObject
   Implements IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface
[C#]
public class RemoteUpdateService : MarshalByRefObject,
   IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface
[C++]
public __gc class RemoteUpdateService : public MarshalByRefObject,
   IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface
[JScript]
public class RemoteUpdateService extends MarshalByRefObject
   implements IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/w4302s1f(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RemoteUpdateService Members
RemoteUpdateService overview

Public Constructors

RemoteUpdateService Constructor Initializes a new instance of the RemoteUpdateService class.

Public Fields

ServiceName Name of the update service.

Public Properties

UpdateServiceId Returns the unique identifier for the update service.

Public Methods

CreateObjRef (inherited from System.Marsh
alByRefObject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framewor
k documentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Equals (inherited from System.Object) For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framewor
k documentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetDefinition Overloaded.
GetHashCode (inherited from System.Objec

t)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framewor
k documentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetLatest Retrieves the information on the latest deployed version of the specified rule set.
GetLifetimeService (inherited from System.

MarshalByRefObject)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framewor
k documentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetTrackingConfigInfo Retrieves the current tracking configuration information for the rule set.
GetType (inherited from System.Object) For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framewor

k documentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InitializeLifetimeService Overridden.
IsAuthorizationsEnabled Determines whether authorization is enabled on the rule store.
IsRuleSetAccessible Determines whether the user has rights to access the rule set.

LocateObject Overloaded.
Quit Stops update service.

RegisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback Registers a rule store authorization setting update callback for a particular group
and rule set.

RegisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback Registers a rule set deployment update call back for a particular group and rule s
et.

ToString (inherited from System.Object) For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framewor
k documentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

UnregisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback Unregisters a rule store authorization setting update callback for a particular gro
up and rule set.

UnregisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback Unregisters a rule set deployment update callback for a particular group and rul
e set.

Protected Methods

DoSomeWork Directs the worker thread to execute and perform all updates to the per-rule-set objects.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/2ch65xad(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c6y7316f(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnPolicyUpdateMessage Handles deployment and undeployment messages and authorization setting updates.

See Also

RemoteUpdateService Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RemoteUpdateService Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RemoteUpdateService class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateService Class | RemoteUpdateService Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public RemoteUpdateService();
[C++]
public: RemoteUpdateService();
[JScript]
public function RemoteUpdateService();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RemoteUpdateService Fields
The fields of the RemoteUpdateService class are listed here. For a complete list of RemoteUpdateService class members, see
the RemoteUpdateService Members topic.

Public Fields

ServiceName Name of the update service.

See Also

RemoteUpdateService Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RemoteUpdateService.ServiceName Field
Name of the update service.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

RemoteUpdateService Class | RemoteUpdateService Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Const ServiceName As String
[C#]
public const string ServiceName;
[C++]
public: const String* ServiceName;
[JScript]
public var ServiceName : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RemoteUpdateService Properties
The properties of the RemoteUpdateService class are listed here. For a complete list of RemoteUpdateService class members,
see the RemoteUpdateService Members topic.

Public Properties

UpdateServiceId Returns the unique identifier for the update service.

See Also

RemoteUpdateService Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RemoteUpdateService.UpdateServiceId Property
Returns the unique identifier for the update service.

VB

Implements

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.UpdateServiceId

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateService Class | RemoteUpdateService Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property UpdateServiceId As Guid  _
   Implements IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.UpdateServiceId
[C#]
public virtual Guid UpdateServiceId {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual Guid get_UpdateServiceId();
[JScript]
public function get UpdateServiceId() : Guid;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RemoteUpdateService Methods
The methods of the RemoteUpdateService class are listed here. For a complete list of RemoteUpdateService class members,
see the RemoteUpdateService Members topic.

Public Methods

CreateObjRef (inherited from System.Marsh
alByRefObject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framewor
k documentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Equals (inherited from System.Object) For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framewor
k documentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetDefinition Overloaded.
GetHashCode (inherited from System.Objec

t)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framewor
k documentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetLatest Retrieves the information on the latest deployed version of the specified rule set.
GetLifetimeService (inherited from System.

MarshalByRefObject)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framewor
k documentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetTrackingConfigInfo Retrieves the current tracking configuration information for the rule set.
GetType (inherited from System.Object) For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framewor

k documentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InitializeLifetimeService Overridden.
IsAuthorizationsEnabled Determines whether authorization is enabled on the rule store.
IsRuleSetAccessible Determines whether the user has rights to access the rule set.

LocateObject Overloaded.
Quit Stops update service.

RegisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback Registers a rule store authorization setting update callback for a particular group
and rule set.

RegisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback Registers a rule set deployment update call back for a particular group and rule s
et.

ToString (inherited from System.Object) For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framewor
k documentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

UnregisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback Unregisters a rule store authorization setting update callback for a particular gro
up and rule set.

UnregisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback Unregisters a rule set deployment update callback for a particular group and rul
e set.

Protected Methods

DoSomeWork Directs the worker thread to execute and perform all updates to the per-rule-set objects.
Finalize (inherited from S

ystem.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

OnPolicyUpdateMessage Handles deployment and undeployment messages and authorization setting updates.

See Also

RemoteUpdateService Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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RemoteUpdateService.DoSomeWork Method
Directs the worker thread to execute and perform all updates to the per-rule-set objects.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateService Class | RemoteUpdateService Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub DoSomeWork()
[C#]
protected void DoSomeWork();
[C++]
protected: void DoSomeWork();
[JScript]
protected function DoSomeWork();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RemoteUpdateService.GetDefinition Method
Get the Business Rule Language (BRL) for a particular version of a rule set.

Overload List

Get the Business Rule Language (BRL) for the latest version of the rule set with the specified name.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Function GetDefinition(System.String) As Byte() Implements IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.GetDefinition

[C#] public virtual byte[] GetDefinition(System.String);

[C++] public: virtual unsigned char GetDefinition(System.String) __gc[];

[JScript] public function GetDefinition(System.String) : Byte[];

Get the Business Rule Language (BRL) for the specified major and minor version of the rule set with the specified name.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Public Overridable Function GetDefinition(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32) As Byte() Implements IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.GetDefinition

[C#] public virtual byte[] GetDefinition(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++] public: virtual unsigned char GetDefinition(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32) __gc[];

[JScript] public function GetDefinition(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32) : Byte[];

See Also

RemoteUpdateService Class | RemoteUpdateService Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RemoteUpdateService.GetDefinition Method (System.String)
Get the Business Rule Language (BRL) for the latest version of the rule set with the specified name.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set.

Implements

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.GetDefinition

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateService Class | RemoteUpdateService Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace |
RemoteUpdateService.GetDefinition Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overloads Public Overridable Function GetDefinition( _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String _
) As Byte() Implements _
   IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.GetDefinition
[C#]
public virtual byte[] GetDefinition(
   string ruleSetName
);
[C++]
public: virtual unsigned char GetDefinition(
   String* ruleSetName
)  __gc[];
[JScript]
public function GetDefinition(
   ruleSetName : String
) : Byte[];

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RemoteUpdateService.GetDefinition Method (System.String,
System.Int32, System.Int32)
Get the Business Rule Language (BRL) for the specified major and minor version of the rule set with the specified name.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set.

majorVersion
Major version of the rule set.

minorVersion
Minor version of the rule set.

Implements

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.GetDefinition

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateService Class | RemoteUpdateService Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace |
RemoteUpdateService.GetDefinition Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overloads Public Overridable Function GetDefinition( _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer _
) As Byte() Implements _
   IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.GetDefinition
[C#]
public virtual byte[] GetDefinition(
   string ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[C++]
public: virtual unsigned char GetDefinition(
   String* ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
)  __gc[];
[JScript]
public function GetDefinition(
   ruleSetName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int
) : Byte[];

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RemoteUpdateService.GetLatest Method
Retrieves the information on the latest deployed version of the specified rule set.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set.

Implements

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.GetLatest

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateService Class | RemoteUpdateService Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function GetLatest( _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String _
) As RuleSetInfo Implements IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.GetLatest
[C#]
public virtual RuleSetInfo GetLatest(
   string ruleSetName
);
[C++]
public: virtual RuleSetInfo* GetLatest(
   String* ruleSetName
);
[JScript]
public function GetLatest(
   ruleSetName : String
) : RuleSetInfo;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RemoteUpdateService.GetTrackingConfigInfo Method
Retrieves the current tracking configuration information for the rule set.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetInfo
Information about the rule set.

Implements

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.GetTrackingConfigInfo

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateService Class | RemoteUpdateService Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function GetTrackingConfigInfo( _
   ByVal ruleSetInfo As RuleSetInfo _
) As PolicyTrackingConfigInfo Implements IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.GetTrackingConfigI
nfo
[C#]
public virtual PolicyTrackingConfigInfo GetTrackingConfigInfo(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSetInfo
);
[C++]
public: virtual PolicyTrackingConfigInfo* GetTrackingConfigInfo(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSetInfo
);
[JScript]
public function GetTrackingConfigInfo(
   ruleSetInfo : RuleSetInfo
) : PolicyTrackingConfigInfo;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RemoteUpdateService.InitializeLifetimeService Method
Initialize the lifetime of the update service object.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateService Class | RemoteUpdateService Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Function InitializeLifetimeService() As Object
[C#]
public override object InitializeLifetimeService();
[C++]
public: Object* InitializeLifetimeService();
[JScript]
public override function InitializeLifetimeService() : Object;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RemoteUpdateService.IsAuthorizationsEnabled Method
Determines whether authorization is enabled on the rule store.

VB

Implements

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.IsAuthorizationsEnabled

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateService Class | RemoteUpdateService Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function IsAuthorizationsEnabled() As Boolean _
   Implements _
   IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.IsAuthorizationsEnabled
[C#]
public virtual bool IsAuthorizationsEnabled();
[C++]
public: virtual bool IsAuthorizationsEnabled();
[JScript]
public function IsAuthorizationsEnabled() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RemoteUpdateService.IsRuleSetAccessible Method
Determines whether the user has rights to access the rule set.

VB

Parameters

ruleSet
Information about the rule set.

Implements

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.IsRuleSetAccessible

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateService Class | RemoteUpdateService Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Function IsRuleSetAccessible( _
   ByVal ruleSet As RuleSetInfo _
) As Boolean Implements _
   IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.IsRuleSetAccessible
[C#]
public virtual bool IsRuleSetAccessible(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSet
);
[C++]
public: virtual bool IsRuleSetAccessible(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSet
);
[JScript]
public function IsRuleSetAccessible(
   ruleSet : RuleSetInfo
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RemoteUpdateService.LocateObject Method
Creates an instance of the specified remote update service object.

Overload List

Creates an instance of the specified remote update service object with the class name and the name of the assembly.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Shared Function LocateObject(System.String, System.String) As Object

[C#] public static object LocateObject(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: static Object* LocateObject(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public static function LocateObject(System.String, System.String) : Object;

Creates an instance of the specified remote update service object with the class name, the name of the assembly, and constructor
arguments.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Public Shared Function LocateObject(System.String, System.String, System.Object()) As Object

[C#] public static object LocateObject(System.String, System.String, System.Object[]);

[C++] public: static Object* LocateObject(System.String, System.String, System.Object[]);

[JScript] public static function LocateObject(System.String, System.String, System.Object[]) : Object;

See Also

RemoteUpdateService Class | RemoteUpdateService Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RemoteUpdateService.LocateObject Method (System.String,
System.String)
Creates an instance of the specified remote update service object with the class name and the name of the assembly.

VB

Parameters

className
Name of the class.

dll
Name of the assembly.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateService Class | RemoteUpdateService Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace |
RemoteUpdateService.LocateObject Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overloads Public Shared Function LocateObject( _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal dll As String _
) As Object
[C#]
public static object LocateObject(
   string className,
   string dll
);
[C++]
public: static Object* LocateObject(
   String* className,
   String* dll
);
[JScript]
public static function LocateObject(
   className : String,
   dll : String
) : Object;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RemoteUpdateService.LocateObject Method (System.String,
System.String, System.Object[])
Create an instance of the specified remote update service object with the class name, the name of the assembly, and constructor
arguments.

VB

Parameters

className
Name of the class.

dll
Name of the assembly.

args
Arguments to be passed to the class constructor.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateService Class | RemoteUpdateService Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace |
RemoteUpdateService.LocateObject Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overloads Public Shared Function LocateObject( _
   ByVal className As String, _
   ByVal dll As String, _
   ByVal args() As Object _
) As Object
[C#]
public static object LocateObject(
   string className,
   string dll,
   object[] args
);
[C++]
public: static Object* LocateObject(
   String* className,
   String* dll,
   Object* args __gc[]
);
[JScript]
public static function LocateObject(
   className : String,
   dll : String,
   args : Object[]
) : Object;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RemoteUpdateService.OnPolicyUpdateMessage Method
Handles deployment and undeployment messages and authorization setting updates.

VB

Parameters

message
Remote update notification message.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateService Class | RemoteUpdateService Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub OnPolicyUpdateMessage( _
   ByVal message As PolicyUpdateInfo _
)
[C#]
protected void OnPolicyUpdateMessage(
   PolicyUpdateInfo message
);
[C++]
protected: void OnPolicyUpdateMessage(
   PolicyUpdateInfo* message
);
[JScript]
protected function OnPolicyUpdateMessage(
   message : PolicyUpdateInfo
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RemoteUpdateService.Quit Method
Stops update service.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateService Class | RemoteUpdateService Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Shared Sub Quit()
[C#]
public static void Quit();
[C++]
public: static void Quit();
[JScript]
public static function Quit();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RemoteUpdateService.RegisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback
Method
Registers a rule store authorization setting update callback for a particular group and rule set.

VB

Parameters

proc
Callback to be registered.

Implements

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.RegisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateService Class | RemoteUpdateService Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub RegisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback( _
   ByVal proc _
   As _
   RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater _
   _
) _
   Implements _
   IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.RegisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback
[C#]
public virtual void RegisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback(
   RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater proc
);
[C++]
public: virtual void RegisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback(
   RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater* proc
);
[JScript]
public function RegisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback(
   proc : RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RemoteUpdateService.RegisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback
Method
Registers a rule set deployment update call back for a particular group and rule set.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set.

proc
Callback to be registered.

Implements

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.RegisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateService Class | RemoteUpdateService Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub RegisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback( _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal proc _
   As _
   RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater _
   _
) _
   Implements _
   IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.RegisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback
[C#]
public virtual void RegisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback(
   string ruleSetName,
   RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater proc
);
[C++]
public: virtual void RegisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback(
   String* ruleSetName,
   RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater* proc
);
[JScript]
public function RegisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback(
   ruleSetName : String,
   proc : RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RemoteUpdateService.UnregisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback
Method
Unregisters a rule store authorization setting update callback for a particular group and rule set.

VB

Parameters

proc
Callback to be unregistered.

Implements

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.UnregisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateService Class | RemoteUpdateService Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable Sub UnregisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback( _
   _
   ByVal proc _
   As _
   RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater _
   _
) _
   Implements _
   IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.UnregisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback
[C#]
public virtual void UnregisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback(
   RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater proc
);
[C++]
public: virtual void UnregisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback(
   RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater* proc
);
[JScript]
public function UnregisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback(
   proc : RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RemoteUpdateService.UnregisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback
Method
Unregisters a rule set deployment update callback for a particular group and rule set.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set.

proc
Callback to be unregistered.

Implements

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.UnregisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateService Class | RemoteUpdateService Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Sub UnregisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback( _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal proc _
   As _
   RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater _
   _
) _
   Implements _
   IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.UnregisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback
[C#]
public virtual void UnregisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback(
   string ruleSetName,
   RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater proc
);
[C++]
public: virtual void UnregisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback(
   String* ruleSetName,
   RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater* proc
);
[JScript]
public function UnregisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback(
   ruleSetName : String,
   proc : RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Class
Enables the channel for the remote update service to exist in its own application domain by routing requests to the actual
RemoteUpdateService object.

For a list of all members of this type, see RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Members.

System.Object
   System.MarshalByRefObject
      Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService.RemoteUpdateServiceProxy

VB

Thread Safety

Any public static (Shared in Visual Basic) members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations. Any instance members are
not guaranteed to be thread safe.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft.Ruleengine (in Microsoft.Ruleengine.dll)

See Also

RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Class RemoteUpdateServiceProxy
   Inherits MarshalByRefObject
   Implements IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface, IDisposable
[C#]
public class RemoteUpdateServiceProxy : MarshalByRefObject,
   IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface, IDisposable
[C++]
public __gc class RemoteUpdateServiceProxy : public
   MarshalByRefObject, IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface,
   IDisposable
[JScript]
public class RemoteUpdateServiceProxy extends MarshalByRefObject
   implements IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface, IDisposable

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/w4302s1f(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Members
RemoteUpdateServiceProxy overview

Public Constructors

RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Constructor Initializes a new instance of the RemoteUpdateServiceProxy class.

Public Properties

UpdateServiceId Returns the unique identifier for the update service.

Public Methods

CreateObjRef (inherited from System.Marsh
alByRefObject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framewor
k documentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Dispose Removes the channel.
Equals (inherited from System.Object) For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framewor

k documentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetDefinition Overloaded.
GetHashCode (inherited from System.Objec

t)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framewor
k documentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetLatest Retrieves the information on the latest deployed version of the specified rule set.
GetLifetimeService (inherited from System.

MarshalByRefObject)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framewor
k documentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetTrackingConfigInfo Retrieves the current tracking configuration information for the rule set.
GetType (inherited from System.Object) For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framewor

k documentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InitializeLifetimeService Overridden.
IsAuthorizationsEnabled Determines whether authorization is enabled on the rule store.
IsRuleSetAccessible Determines whether the user is allowed to access the rule set.
RegisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback Registers a rule store authorization setting update callback for a particular group

and rule set.
RegisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback Registers a rule set deployment update call back for a particular group and rule s

et.
ToString (inherited from System.Object) For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framewor

k documentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

UnregisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback  
UnregisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback  

Protected Methods

Finalize Overridden.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/2ch65xad(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c6y7316f(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/7bxwbwt2(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RemoteUpdateServiceProxy class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Class | RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public RemoteUpdateServiceProxy();
[C++]
public: RemoteUpdateServiceProxy();
[JScript]
public function RemoteUpdateServiceProxy();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Properties
The properties of the RemoteUpdateServiceProxy class are listed here. For a complete list of RemoteUpdateServiceProxy
class members, see the RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Members topic.

Public Properties

UpdateServiceId For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation available fr
om Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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RemoteUpdateServiceProxy.UpdateServiceId Property
VB

Implements

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.UpdateServiceId

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Class | RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Overridable ReadOnly Property UpdateServiceId As Guid  _
   Implements IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.UpdateServiceId
[C#]
public virtual Guid UpdateServiceId {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual Guid get_UpdateServiceId();
[JScript]
public function get UpdateServiceId() : Guid;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Methods
The methods of the RemoteUpdateServiceProxy class are listed here. For a complete list of RemoteUpdateServiceProxy
class members, see the RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Members topic.

Public Methods

CreateObjRef (inherited from System.Marsh
alByRefObject)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framewor
k documentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Dispose For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framewor
k documentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Equals (inherited from System.Object) For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framewor
k documentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetDefinition Overloaded.
GetHashCode (inherited from System.Objec

t)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framewor
k documentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetLatest Retrieves the information on the latest deployed version of the specified rule set.
GetLifetimeService (inherited from System.

MarshalByRefObject)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framewor
k documentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetTrackingConfigInfo Retrieves the current tracking configuration information for the rule set.
GetType (inherited from System.Object) For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framewor

k documentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InitializeLifetimeService Overridden.
IsAuthorizationsEnabled Determines whether authorization is enabled on the rule store.
IsRuleSetAccessible Determines whether the user is allowed to access the rule set.
RegisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback Registers a rule store authorization setting update callback for a particular group

and rule set.
RegisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback Registers a rule store authorization setting update callback for a particular group

and rule set.
ToString (inherited from System.Object) For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framewor

k documentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

UnregisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framewor
k documentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

UnregisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framewor
k documentation available from Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize Overridden.

In C# and C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Class | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RemoteUpdateServiceProxy.Dispose Method
VB

Implements

IDisposable.Dispose

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Class | RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Sub Dispose() Implements IDisposable.Dispose
[C#]
public virtual void Dispose();
[C++]
public: virtual void Dispose();
[JScript]
public function Dispose();

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/es4s3w1d(v=bts.10).aspx
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RemoteUpdateServiceProxy.Finalize Method
[C#] In C#, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

[C++] In C++, finalizers are expressed using destructor syntax.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Class | RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Protected Sub Finalize()
[C#]
~RemoteUpdateServiceProxy();
[C++]
~RemoteUpdateServiceProxy();
[JScript]
protected override function Finalize();
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RemoteUpdateServiceProxy.GetDefinition Method
Get the Business Rule Language (BRL) definition for a rule set.

Overload List

Get the Business Rule Language (BRL) definition for the latest published version of the specified rule set.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public Overridable Function GetDefinition(System.String) As Byte() Implements IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.GetDefinition

[C#] public virtual byte[] GetDefinition(System.String);

[C++] public: virtual unsigned char GetDefinition(System.String) __gc[];

[JScript] public function GetDefinition(System.String) : Byte[];

Get the Business Rule Language (BRL) definition for the specified version of the specified rule set.

[Visual Basic]
Overloads Public Overridable Function GetDefinition(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32) As Byte() Implements IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.GetDefinition

[C#] public virtual byte[] GetDefinition(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32);

[C++] public: virtual unsigned char GetDefinition(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32) __gc[];

[JScript] public function GetDefinition(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32) : Byte[];

See Also

RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Class | RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RemoteUpdateServiceProxy.GetDefinition Method
(System.String)
Get the Business Rule Language (BRL) definition for the latest published version of the specified rule set.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set for which the definition is being sought.

Implements

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.GetDefinition

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Class | RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace | RemoteUpdateServiceProxy.GetDefinition Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Overridable Function GetDefinition( _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String _
) As Byte() Implements _
   IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.GetDefinition
[C#]
public virtual byte[] GetDefinition(
   string ruleSetName
);
[C++]
public: virtual unsigned char GetDefinition(
   String* ruleSetName
)  __gc[];
[JScript]
public function GetDefinition(
   ruleSetName : String
) : Byte[];

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RemoteUpdateServiceProxy.GetDefinition Method
(System.String, System.Int32, System.Int32)
Get the Business Rule Language (BRL) definition for the specified version of the specified rule set.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set for which the definition is being sought.

majorVersion
Major version of the rule set for which the definition is being sought.

minorVersion
Minor version of the rule set for which the definition is being sought.

Implements

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.GetDefinition

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Class | RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace | RemoteUpdateServiceProxy.GetDefinition Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overloads Public Overridable Function GetDefinition( _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal majorVersion As Integer, _
   ByVal minorVersion As Integer _
) As Byte() Implements _
   IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.GetDefinition
[C#]
public virtual byte[] GetDefinition(
   string ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
);
[C++]
public: virtual unsigned char GetDefinition(
   String* ruleSetName,
   int majorVersion,
   int minorVersion
)  __gc[];
[JScript]
public function GetDefinition(
   ruleSetName : String,
   majorVersion : int,
   minorVersion : int
) : Byte[];

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RemoteUpdateServiceProxy.GetLatest Method
Retrieves the information on the latest deployed version of the specified rule set.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set for which information is being sought.

Implements

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.GetLatest

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Class | RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Function GetLatest( _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String _
) As RuleSetInfo Implements IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.GetLatest
[C#]
public virtual RuleSetInfo GetLatest(
   string ruleSetName
);
[C++]
public: virtual RuleSetInfo* GetLatest(
   String* ruleSetName
);
[JScript]
public function GetLatest(
   ruleSetName : String
) : RuleSetInfo;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RemoteUpdateServiceProxy.GetTrackingConfigInfo Method
Retrieves the current tracking configuration information for the rule set.

VB

Parameters

ruleSet
Name of the rule set for which tracking configuration information is being sought.

Implements

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.GetTrackingConfigInfo

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Class | RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Function GetTrackingConfigInfo( _
   ByVal ruleSet As RuleSetInfo _
) As PolicyTrackingConfigInfo Implements IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.GetTrackingConfigI
nfo
[C#]
public virtual PolicyTrackingConfigInfo GetTrackingConfigInfo(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSet
);
[C++]
public: virtual PolicyTrackingConfigInfo* GetTrackingConfigInfo(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSet
);
[JScript]
public function GetTrackingConfigInfo(
   ruleSet : RuleSetInfo
) : PolicyTrackingConfigInfo;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RemoteUpdateServiceProxy.InitializeLifetimeService Method
Initialize the lifetime of the RemoteUpdateServiceProxy object.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Class | RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public Function InitializeLifetimeService() As Object
[C#]
public override object InitializeLifetimeService();
[C++]
public: Object* InitializeLifetimeService();
[JScript]
public override function InitializeLifetimeService() : Object;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RemoteUpdateServiceProxy.IsAuthorizationsEnabled Method
Determines whether authorization is enabled on the rule store.

VB

Implements

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.IsAuthorizationsEnabled

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Class | RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Function IsAuthorizationsEnabled() As Boolean _
   Implements _
   IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.IsAuthorizationsEnabled
[C#]
public virtual bool IsAuthorizationsEnabled();
[C++]
public: virtual bool IsAuthorizationsEnabled();
[JScript]
public function IsAuthorizationsEnabled() : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RemoteUpdateServiceProxy.IsRuleSetAccessible Method
Determines whether the user is allowed to access the rule set.

VB

Parameters

ruleSet
Rule set to be accessed.

Implements

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.IsRuleSetAccessible

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Class | RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Members |
Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Function IsRuleSetAccessible( _
   ByVal ruleSet As RuleSetInfo _
) As Boolean Implements _
   IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.IsRuleSetAccessible
[C#]
public virtual bool IsRuleSetAccessible(
   RuleSetInfo ruleSet
);
[C++]
public: virtual bool IsRuleSetAccessible(
   RuleSetInfo* ruleSet
);
[JScript]
public function IsRuleSetAccessible(
   ruleSet : RuleSetInfo
) : Boolean;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RemoteUpdateServiceProxy.RegisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback
Method
Registers a rule store authorization setting update callback for a particular group and rule set.

VB

Parameters

proc
Callback procedure to be registered.

Implements

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.RegisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Class | RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Sub RegisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback( _
   ByVal proc _
   As _
   RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater _
   _
) _
   Implements _
   IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.RegisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback
[C#]
public virtual void RegisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback(
   RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater proc
);
[C++]
public: virtual void RegisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback(
   RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater* proc
);
[JScript]
public function RegisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback(
   proc : RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RemoteUpdateServiceProxy.RegisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback
Method
Registers a rule store authorization setting update callback for a particular group and rule set.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set.

proc
Callback procedure to be registered.

Implements

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.RegisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Class | RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Sub RegisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback( _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal proc _
   As _
   RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater _
   _
) _
   Implements _
   IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.RegisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback
[C#]
public virtual void RegisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback(
   string ruleSetName,
   RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater proc
);
[C++]
public: virtual void RegisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback(
   String* ruleSetName,
   RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater* proc
);
[JScript]
public function RegisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback(
   ruleSetName : String,
   proc : RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RemoteUpdateServiceProxy.UnregisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback
Method
Unregister a rule store authorization setting update callback.

VB

Parameters

proc
Callback procedure to be unregistered.

Implements

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.UnregisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Class | RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Sub UnregisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback( _
   _
   ByVal proc _
   As _
   RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater _
   _
) _
   Implements _
   IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.UnregisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback
[C#]
public virtual void UnregisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback(
   RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater proc
);
[C++]
public: virtual void UnregisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback(
   RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater* proc
);
[JScript]
public function UnregisterPolicyAuthorizationUpdateCallback(
   proc : RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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RemoteUpdateServiceProxy.UnregisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback
Method
Unregister a rule set deployment update callback for a particular group and rule set.

VB

Parameters

ruleSetName
Name of the rule set.

proc
Callback procedure to be unregistered.

Implements

IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.UnregisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Class | RemoteUpdateServiceProxy Members | Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Overridable Sub UnregisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback( _
   ByVal ruleSetName As String, _
   ByVal proc _
   As _
   RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater _
   _
) _
   Implements _
   IRuleEngineUpdateServiceInterface.UnregisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback
[C#]
public virtual void UnregisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback(
   string ruleSetName,
   RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater proc
);
[C++]
public: virtual void UnregisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback(
   String* ruleSetName,
   RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater* proc
);
[JScript]
public function UnregisterPolicyDeploymentUpdateCallback(
   ruleSetName : String,
   proc : RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
The Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes namespace contains classes that describe message parts, exceptions, and attributes for
XLANGs.

Namespace hierarchy

Classes

Class Description
Address Associates a URL with a dynamic port.
AmbiguousXPathException The exception that is thrown when the associated XPath does not resolve to a single value.
ContentType Represents the content type of the message part.
CorrelationViolationException Represents correlation violation errors that occur during XLANGs execution.
CustomFormatterAttribute Associates the type of the custom formatter.
DeliveryFailureException Represents delivery failure errors that occur during XLANGs executions.
DestinationParty Represents the destination party of a role link.
DestinationPartyNotFoundException Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions when the destination party is not f

ound.
DistinguishedFieldAttribute Specifies a .NET class member as a distinguished field. A distinguished field is used by a XL

ANG service which is inside an expression to direct the process flow.
EmptyPartException Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions when empty parts are encountere

d.
ForcedTerminationException Represents errors that occur when termination is forced during XLANGs executions.
InstanceId Represents a unique identifier associated with an orchestration instance.
InvalidAtomicCallException Represents atomic call errors that are not valid which occur during XLANGs executions.
InvalidPropertyTypeException Represents property value errors that are not valid which occur during XLANGs executions.
InvalidPropertyValueException Represents property value errors that are not valid which occur during XLANGs executions.
MessageContextPropertyBase Represents the base types for all message context properties.
MessageDataPropertyBase Provides message data properties that are part of payload/content of the message.
MessageNotInitializedException Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions when a message is not initialized.
MessageUpdateDisallowedException Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions when a message update is not allo

wed.
MissingPartException Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions when there is a missing part.
MissingPropertyException Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions when there is a missing property.
NoExecuteAttribute Instructs the compiler not to generate code for the attributed statement.
NoSuchPartException Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions when unknown parts are encount

ered.
NullPartException Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions where a null part is found.
PartContextPropertyBase Represents the part context property base.
PartUpdateDisallowedException Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions when updating a part is not allowe

d.
Party Represents the source or destination party of a role link.
PersistenceException Represents persistence errors that occur during XLANGs executions.
PersistenceItemException Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions when items persist.
PortPropertyBase Represents the base class for properties that are applicable to ports.
PropertyAttribute Specifies a .NET class member as a property (a data element used for routing of messages 

and used inside an expression to direct the process flow).
PropertyBase Provides the base class for all properties.
PropertyUpdateDisallowedException Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions when a property update is not allo

wed.
PublishMessageException Represents message publishing errors that occur during XLANGs executions.
RetryTransactionException Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions when a transaction is retried.
RuntimeErrorException Represents runtime errors that occur during XLANGs executions.
SelectionFailureException Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions when a selection fails.
SendFailedException Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions when sending a message fails.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee293939(v=bts.10).aspx


 

ServiceLinkPropertyBase Represents the base class of all properties applicable to a role (service) link. 
ServicePropertyBase Represents the base class for all property types applicable to orchestration types. 
Size Represents size part property type which is used to retrieve the size, in bytes, of the messa

ge part.
SourceParty Represents the source party of a role link.
TimeoutException Represents time out errors that occur during XLANGs executions.
TransactionNestingException Represents transaction nesting errors that occur during XLANGs executions.
TransformationFailureException Represents transformation failure errors that occur during XLANGs executions.
UnexpectedMessageTypeException Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions when unexpected message types a

re encountered.
UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions when a unspecified destination pa

rty is encountered.
WrongBodyPartException Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions when a wrong body part is encou

ntered.
XLANGMessage Represents a message instance that is declared within an orchestration.
XLANGPart Represents a message part contained in a message instance with a XLANG service.
XLANGsException Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions.
XPathSelectionException Represents XPath selection errors that occur during XLANGs executions.
XPathUpdateException Represents XPath update errors that occur during XLANGs executions.

Interfaces

Interface Description
IStreamFactory Provide multiple access to sequential forward-only stream data.
IXmlReaderFactory Provide multiple copies for the same read-only, forward-only XML.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Address Class
Associates a URL with a dynamic port.

For a list of all members of this type, see Address Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PropertyBase
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PortPropertyBase
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.Address

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Remarks

Use the Orchestration Designer to set values using the Address class. Messages that are sent are directed to the value that is set
using the Address class.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

Address Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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NotInheritable Public Class Address
   Inherits PortPropertyBase
[C#]
public sealed class Address : PortPropertyBase
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class Address : public PortPropertyBase
[JScript]
public class Address extends PortPropertyBase
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Address Members
Address overview

Public Constructors

Address Constructor Initializes a new instance of the Address class.

Public Properties

Name (inherited from Proper
tyBase)

Overridden. Gets the fully qualified name associated with the property type.

QName (inherited from Prop
ertyBase)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be u
sed directly from your code.

Type (inherited from Propert
yBase)

Overridden. Gets the underlying type of the property type.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Address Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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Address Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Address class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Address Class | Address Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public Address();
[C++]
public: Address();
[JScript]
public function Address();
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Address Properties
The properties of the Address class are listed here. For a complete list of Address class members, see the Address Members
topic.

Public Properties

Name (inherited from Proper
tyBase)

Overridden. Gets the fully qualified name associated with the property type.

QName (inherited from Prop
ertyBase)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be u
sed directly from your code.

Type Overridden. Gets the underlying type of the property type.

See Also

Address Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Address.Name Property
Gets the fully qualified name associated with the property type.

VB

Return Value

The XML qualified name associated with the property type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Address Class | Address Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property Name As XmlQualifiedName
[C#]
public override XmlQualifiedName Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property XmlQualifiedName* get_Name();
[JScript]
public override function get Name() : XmlQualifiedName;
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Address.Type Property
Gets the underlying type of the property type.

VB

Return Value

The type of the value represented by the property, for example, System.String.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Address Class | Address Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property Type As Type
[C#]
public override Type Type {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Type* get_Type();
[JScript]
public override function get Type() : Type;
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AmbiguousXPathException Class
The exception that is thrown when the associated XPath does not resolve to a single value.

For a list of all members of this type, see AmbiguousXPathException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.AmbiguousXPathException

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

AmbiguousXPathException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class AmbiguousXPathException
   Inherits XLANGsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class AmbiguousXPathException : XLANGsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class AmbiguousXPathException : public
   XLANGsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class AmbiguousXPathException extends
   XLANGsException
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AmbiguousXPathException Members
AmbiguousXPathException overview

Public Constructors

AmbiguousXPathException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the AmbiguousXPathException class.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

XPath Gets the XPath.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om XLANGsException)

Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGsException with the parameter name and 
additional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

AmbiguousXPathException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the AmbiguousXPathException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetState (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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SetState (inherited from X
LANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

See Also

AmbiguousXPathException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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AmbiguousXPathException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the XLANGsException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the XLANGsException class with the XPath.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public AmbiguousXPathException(System.String);

[C++] public: AmbiguousXPathException(System.String);

[JScript] public function AmbiguousXPathException(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the XLANGsException class with serialized data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected AmbiguousXPathException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: AmbiguousXPathException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function AmbiguousXPathException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

See Also

AmbiguousXPathException Class | AmbiguousXPathException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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AmbiguousXPathException Constructor (System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the AmbiguousXPathException class with XPath.

VB

Parameters

strXPath
The XPath string.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

AmbiguousXPathException Class | AmbiguousXPathException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
AmbiguousXPathException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal strXPath As String _
)
[C#]
public AmbiguousXPathException(
   string strXPath
);
[C++]
public: AmbiguousXPathException(
   String* strXPath
);
[JScript]
public function AmbiguousXPathException(
   strXPath : String
);
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AmbiguousXPathException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the XLANGsException class with serialized data.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

AmbiguousXPathException Class | AmbiguousXPathException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
AmbiguousXPathException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected AmbiguousXPathException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: AmbiguousXPathException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function AmbiguousXPathException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);
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AmbiguousXPathException Properties
The properties of the AmbiguousXPathException class are listed here. For a complete list of AmbiguousXPathException
class members, see the AmbiguousXPathException Members topic.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

XPath Gets the XPath.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

AmbiguousXPathException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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AmbiguousXPathException.EventId Property
Gets the event identifier.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

AmbiguousXPathException Class | AmbiguousXPathException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property EventId As Integer
[C#]
public override int EventId {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_EventId();
[JScript]
public override function get EventId() : int;
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AmbiguousXPathException.XPath Property
Gets the XPath.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

AmbiguousXPathException Class | AmbiguousXPathException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property XPath As String
[C#]
public string XPath {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_XPath();
[JScript]
public function get XPath() : String;
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ContentType Class
Represents the content type of the message part.

For a list of all members of this type, see ContentType Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PropertyBase
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PartContextPropertyBase
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.ContentType

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Remarks

The ContentType class is used in the XLANGPart::GetPartProperty and XLANGPart::SetPartProperty to obtain and set the
content type of the message part. Pipeline components, such as the MIME decoder, use this value. 

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

ContentType Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class ContentType
   Inherits PartContextPropertyBase
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class ContentType : PartContextPropertyBase
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class ContentType : public
   PartContextPropertyBase
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class ContentType extends PartContextPropertyBase
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ContentType Members
ContentType overview

Public Constructors

ContentType Constructor Initializes a new instance of the ContentType class.

Public Properties

Name Overridden. Gets the fully qualified name associated with the property type.
QName (inherited from Prop

ertyBase)
This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be u
sed directly from your code.

Type Overridden. Gets the underlying type of the property type.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ContentType Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ContentType Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the ContentType class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ContentType Class | ContentType Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public ContentType();
[C++]
public: ContentType();
[JScript]
public function ContentType();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ContentType Properties
The properties of the ContentType class are listed here. For a complete list of ContentType class members, see the
ContentType Members topic.

Public Properties

Name Overridden. Gets the fully qualified name associated with the property type.
QName (inherited from Prop

ertyBase)
This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be u
sed directly from your code.

Type Overridden. Gets the underlying type of the property type.

See Also

ContentType Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ContentType.Name Property
Gets the fully qualified name associated with the property type.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ContentType Class | ContentType Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property Name As XmlQualifiedName
[C#]
public override XmlQualifiedName Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property XmlQualifiedName* get_Name();
[JScript]
public override function get Name() : XmlQualifiedName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ContentType.Type Property
Gets the underlying type of the property type.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ContentType Class | ContentType Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property Type As Type
[C#]
public override Type Type {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Type* get_Type();
[JScript]
public override function get Type() : Type;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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CorrelationViolationException Class
Represents correlation violation errors that occur during XLANGs executions.

For a list of all members of this type, see CorrelationViolationException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.CorrelationViolationException

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

CorrelationViolationException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class CorrelationViolationException
   Inherits XLANGsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class CorrelationViolationException :
   XLANGsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class CorrelationViolationException :
   public XLANGsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class CorrelationViolationException extends
   XLANGsException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
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CorrelationViolationException Members
CorrelationViolationException overview

Public Constructors

CorrelationViolationException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the CorrelationViolationException class.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om XLANGsException)

Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGsException with the parameter name and 
additional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

CorrelationViolationException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the CorrelationViolationException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetState (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetState (inherited from X
LANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.
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See Also

CorrelationViolationException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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CorrelationViolationException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the CorrelationViolationException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the CorrelationViolationException class with a reference to the inner exception that is the cause of this exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Exception)

[C#] public CorrelationViolationException(System.Exception);

[C++] public: CorrelationViolationException(System.Exception);

[JScript] public function CorrelationViolationException(System.Exception);

Initializes a new instance of the CorrelationViolationException class with a serialized data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected CorrelationViolationException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: CorrelationViolationException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function CorrelationViolationException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

See Also

CorrelationViolationException Class | CorrelationViolationException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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CorrelationViolationException Constructor (System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the CorrelationViolationException class with a reference to the inner exception that is the cause of this
exception.

VB

Parameters

inner
The exception that is the cause of the current exception. If the innerException parameter is not a null reference (Nothing in
Visual Basic), the current exception is raised in a catch block that handles the inner exception.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

CorrelationViolationException Class | CorrelationViolationException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
CorrelationViolationException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal inner As Exception _
)
[C#]
public CorrelationViolationException(
   Exception inner
);
[C++]
public: CorrelationViolationException(
   Exception* inner
);
[JScript]
public function CorrelationViolationException(
   inner : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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CorrelationViolationException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the CorrelationViolationException class with a serialized data.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

CorrelationViolationException Class | CorrelationViolationException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
CorrelationViolationException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected CorrelationViolationException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: CorrelationViolationException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function CorrelationViolationException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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CorrelationViolationException Properties
The properties of the CorrelationViolationException class are listed here. For a complete list of
CorrelationViolationException class members, see the CorrelationViolationException Members topic.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

CorrelationViolationException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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CorrelationViolationException.EventId Property
Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

CorrelationViolationException Class | CorrelationViolationException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property EventId As Integer
[C#]
public override int EventId {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_EventId();
[JScript]
public override function get EventId() : int;
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CustomFormatterAttribute Class
Associates the type of the custom formatter. 

For a list of all members of this type, see CustomFormatterAttribute Members.

System.Object
   System.Attribute
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.CustomFormatterAttribute

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Remarks

Message parts that are defined using .NET types are serialized and deserialized using the XML serializing process. You annotate
the .NET type with a custom formatter attribute to use the type as a message part. The type specified must implement the
IFormatter interface, for example, the BinaryFormatter class. The formatter is created and the IFormatter methods are used to
serialize the message part when saving a message into persistent storage. The formatter deserializes the message part from
persistent store and into the message part's .NET type.

To receive custom formatted parts from a pipeline, a pipeline must set the MessageType property value to the assembly
qualified name of the part type.
Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

CustomFormatterAttribute Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

<AttributeUsage(AttributeTargets.Class)>
NotInheritable Public Class CustomFormatterAttribute
   Inherits Attribute
[C#]
[AttributeUsage(AttributeTargets.Class)]
public sealed class CustomFormatterAttribute : Attribute
[C++]
[AttributeUsage(AttributeTargets::Class)]
public __gc __sealed class CustomFormatterAttribute : public
   Attribute
[JScript]
public
   AttributeUsage(AttributeTargets.Class)
class CustomFormatterAttribute extends Attribute
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CustomFormatterAttribute Members
CustomFormatterAttribute overview

Public Constructors

CustomFormatterAttribute Constructor Initializes a new instance of the CustomFormatterAttribute class.

Public Properties

TypeId (inherited fro
m System.Attribute)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Attribute)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetFormatterType Returns the formatter type.
GetHashCode (inherited fr

om System.Attribute)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

IsDefaultAttribute (inherite
d from System.Attribute)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Match (inherited from Sys
tem.Attribute)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

CustomFormatterAttribute Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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CustomFormatterAttribute Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the CustomFormatterAttribute class.

VB

Parameters

type
The type for the custom formatter.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

CustomFormatterAttribute Class | CustomFormatterAttribute Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal type As Type _
)
[C#]
public CustomFormatterAttribute(
   Type type
);
[C++]
public: CustomFormatterAttribute(
   Type* type
);
[JScript]
public function CustomFormatterAttribute(
   type : Type
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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CustomFormatterAttribute Methods
The methods of the CustomFormatterAttribute class are listed here. For a complete list of CustomFormatterAttribute class
members, see the CustomFormatterAttribute Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Attribute)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetFormatterType Returns the formatter type.
GetHashCode (inherited fr

om System.Attribute)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

IsDefaultAttribute (inherite
d from System.Attribute)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Match (inherited from Sys
tem.Attribute)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

CustomFormatterAttribute Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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CustomFormatterAttribute.GetFormatterType Method
Returns the formatter type.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

CustomFormatterAttribute Class | CustomFormatterAttribute Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

Public Function GetFormatterType() As Type
[C#]
public Type GetFormatterType();
[C++]
public: Type* GetFormatterType();
[JScript]
public function GetFormatterType() : Type;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DeliveryFailureException Class
Represents delivery failure errors that occur during XLANGs executions.

For a list of all members of this type, see DeliveryFailureException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.DeliveryFailureException

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

DeliveryFailureException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class DeliveryFailureException
   Inherits XLANGsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class DeliveryFailureException : XLANGsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class DeliveryFailureException : public
   XLANGsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class DeliveryFailureException extends
   XLANGsException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
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DeliveryFailureException Members
DeliveryFailureException overview

Public Constructors

DeliveryFailureException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the DeliveryFailureException class.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om XLANGsException)

Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGsException with the parameter name and 
additional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

DeliveryFailureException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the DeliveryFailureException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetState (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetState (inherited from X
LANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.
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DeliveryFailureException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the DeliveryFailureException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the DeliveryFailureException class with a reference to the inner exception that is the cause of this exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Exception)

[C#] public DeliveryFailureException(System.Exception);

[C++] public: DeliveryFailureException(System.Exception);

[JScript] public function DeliveryFailureException(System.Exception);

Initializes a new instance of the DeliveryFailureException class with serialized data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected DeliveryFailureException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: DeliveryFailureException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function DeliveryFailureException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

See Also

DeliveryFailureException Class | DeliveryFailureException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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DeliveryFailureException Constructor (System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the DeliveryFailureException class with a reference to the inner exception that is the cause of this
exception.

VB

Parameters

inner
The exception that is the cause of the current exception. If the innerException parameter is not a null reference (Nothing in
Visual Basic), the current exception is raised in a catch block that handles the inner exception.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DeliveryFailureException Class | DeliveryFailureException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
DeliveryFailureException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal inner As Exception _
)
[C#]
public DeliveryFailureException(
   Exception inner
);
[C++]
public: DeliveryFailureException(
   Exception* inner
);
[JScript]
public function DeliveryFailureException(
   inner : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DeliveryFailureException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the DeliveryFailureException class with serialized data.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DeliveryFailureException Class | DeliveryFailureException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
DeliveryFailureException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected DeliveryFailureException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: DeliveryFailureException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function DeliveryFailureException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DeliveryFailureException Properties
The properties of the DeliveryFailureException class are listed here. For a complete list of DeliveryFailureException class
members, see the DeliveryFailureException Members topic.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

DeliveryFailureException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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DeliveryFailureException.EventId Property
Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DeliveryFailureException Class | DeliveryFailureException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property EventId As Integer
[C#]
public override int EventId {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_EventId();
[JScript]
public override function get EventId() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DestinationParty Class
Represents the destination party of a role link.

For a list of all members of this type, see DestinationParty Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PropertyBase
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.ServiceLinkPropertyBase
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.DestinationParty

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Remarks

The underlying type for this property is Party and it is applicable to service links.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

DestinationParty Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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NotInheritable Public Class DestinationParty
   Inherits ServiceLinkPropertyBase
[C#]
public sealed class DestinationParty : ServiceLinkPropertyBase
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class DestinationParty : public
   ServiceLinkPropertyBase
[JScript]
public class DestinationParty extends ServiceLinkPropertyBase

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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DestinationParty Members
DestinationParty overview

Public Constructors

DestinationParty Constructor Initializes a new instance of the DestinationParty class.

Public Properties

Name Overridden. Gets the fully qualified name associated with the property type.
QName (inherited from Prop

ertyBase)
This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be u
sed directly from your code.

Type Overridden. Gets the underlying type of the property type.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

DestinationParty Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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DestinationParty Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the DestinationParty class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DestinationParty Class | DestinationParty Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public DestinationParty();
[C++]
public: DestinationParty();
[JScript]
public function DestinationParty();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DestinationParty Properties
The properties of the DestinationParty class are listed here. For a complete list of DestinationParty class members, see the
DestinationParty Members topic.

Public Properties

Name Overridden. Gets the fully qualified name associated with the property type.
QName (inherited from Prop

ertyBase)
This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be u
sed directly from your code.

Type Overridden. Gets the underlying type of the property type.

See Also

DestinationParty Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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DestinationParty.Name Property
Gets the fully qualified name associated with the property type.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DestinationParty Class | DestinationParty Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property Name As XmlQualifiedName
[C#]
public override XmlQualifiedName Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property XmlQualifiedName* get_Name();
[JScript]
public override function get Name() : XmlQualifiedName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DestinationParty.Type Property
Gets the underlying type of the property type.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DestinationParty Class | DestinationParty Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property Type As Type
[C#]
public override Type Type {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Type* get_Type();
[JScript]
public override function get Type() : Type;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DestinationPartyNotFoundException Class
Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions when the destination party is not found.

For a list of all members of this type, see DestinationPartyNotFoundException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.DestinationPartyNotFoundException

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

DestinationPartyNotFoundException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class DestinationPartyNotFoundException
   Inherits XLANGsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class DestinationPartyNotFoundException :
   XLANGsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class DestinationPartyNotFoundException :
   public XLANGsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class DestinationPartyNotFoundException extends
   XLANGsException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
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DestinationPartyNotFoundException Members
DestinationPartyNotFoundException overview

Public Constructors

DestinationPartyNotFoundException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the DestinationPartyNotFoundEx
ception class.

Public Properties

EventId (inherited from X
LANGsException)

Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

Name Gets the name.
PartQualifier Gets the part qualifier.
PartyName Gets the party name.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om XLANGsException)

Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGsException with the parameter name and 
additional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

DestinationPartyNotFoundException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the DestinationPartyNotFoundEx
ception class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/71tawy4s(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/902sca80(v=bts.10).aspx
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http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/es4y6f7e(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/sh5cw61c(v=bts.10).aspx
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https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

GetState (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetState (inherited from X
LANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

See Also

DestinationPartyNotFoundException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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DestinationPartyNotFoundException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the DestinationPartyNotFoundException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the DestinationPartyNotFoundException class with serialization data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected DestinationPartyNotFoundException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: DestinationPartyNotFoundException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function DestinationPartyNotFoundException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the DestinationPartyNotFoundException class with the name, party name, part qualifier, and a reference to the inner exception
that is the cause of this exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public DestinationPartyNotFoundException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: DestinationPartyNotFoundException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function DestinationPartyNotFoundException(System.String, System.String, System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

DestinationPartyNotFoundException Class | DestinationPartyNotFoundException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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DestinationPartyNotFoundException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the DestinationPartyNotFoundException class with serialization data.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DestinationPartyNotFoundException Class | DestinationPartyNotFoundException Members |
Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace | DestinationPartyNotFoundException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected DestinationPartyNotFoundException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: DestinationPartyNotFoundException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function DestinationPartyNotFoundException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DestinationPartyNotFoundException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the DestinationPartyNotFoundException class with the name, party name, party qualifier, and a
reference to the inner exception that is the cause of this exception.

VB

Parameters

name
The name.

partyName
The party name.

partyQualifier
The party qualifier.

inner
The exception that is the cause of the current exception. If the inner parameter is not a null reference (Nothing in Visual Basic),
the current exception is raised in a catch block that handles the inner exception.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal partyName As String, _
   ByVal partyQualifier As String, _
   ByVal inner As Exception _
)
[C#]
public DestinationPartyNotFoundException(
   string name,
   string partyName,
   string partyQualifier,
   Exception inner
);
[C++]
public: DestinationPartyNotFoundException(
   String* name,
   String* partyName,
   String* partyQualifier,
   Exception* inner
);
[JScript]
public function DestinationPartyNotFoundException(
   name : String,
   partyName : String,
   partyQualifier : String,
   inner : Exception
);



 

DestinationPartyNotFoundException Class | DestinationPartyNotFoundException Members |
Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace | DestinationPartyNotFoundException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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DestinationPartyNotFoundException Properties
The properties of the DestinationPartyNotFoundException class are listed here. For a complete list of
DestinationPartyNotFoundException class members, see the DestinationPartyNotFoundException Members topic.

Public Properties

EventId (inherited from X
LANGsException)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

Name Gets the name.
PartQualifier Gets the part qualifier.
PartyName Gets the party name.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

DestinationPartyNotFoundException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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DestinationPartyNotFoundException.Name Property
Gets the name.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DestinationPartyNotFoundException Class | DestinationPartyNotFoundException Members |
Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Name As String
[C#]
public string Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Name();
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DestinationPartyNotFoundException.PartQualifier Property
Gets the part qualifier.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DestinationPartyNotFoundException Class | DestinationPartyNotFoundException Members |
Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property PartQualifier As String
[C#]
public string PartQualifier {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_PartQualifier();
[JScript]
public function get PartQualifier() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DestinationPartyNotFoundException.PartyName Property
Gets the party name.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DestinationPartyNotFoundException Class | DestinationPartyNotFoundException Members |
Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property PartyName As String
[C#]
public string PartyName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_PartyName();
[JScript]
public function get PartyName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DistinguishedFieldAttribute Class
Specifies a .NET class member as a distinguished field. A distinguished field is used by a XLANG service which is inside an
expression to direct the process flow.

For a list of all members of this type, see DistinguishedFieldAttribute Members.

System.Object
   System.Attribute
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.DistinguishedFieldAttribute

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Remarks

To access fields and properties of .NET types that are used as message parts in an orchestration, the fields and properties must be
annotated (attributed) as either distinguished fields or properties.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

DistinguishedFieldAttribute Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<AttributeUsage(AttributeTargets.Class Or AttributeTargets.Property _
   Or AttributeTargets.Field)>
NotInheritable Public Class DistinguishedFieldAttribute
   Inherits Attribute
[C#]
[AttributeUsage(AttributeTargets.Class | AttributeTargets.Property
   | AttributeTargets.Field)]
public sealed class DistinguishedFieldAttribute : Attribute
[C++]
[AttributeUsage(AttributeTargets::Class |
   AttributeTargets::Property | AttributeTargets::Field)]
public __gc __sealed class DistinguishedFieldAttribute : public
   Attribute
[JScript]
public
   AttributeUsage(AttributeTargets.Class | AttributeTargets.Property |
   AttributeTargets.Field)
class DistinguishedFieldAttribute extends Attribute

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e8kc3626(v=bts.10).aspx
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DistinguishedFieldAttribute Members
DistinguishedFieldAttribute overview

Public Constructors

DistinguishedFieldAttribute Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the DistinguishedFieldAttribute class.

Public Properties

DotNetPath This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used dire
ctly from your code.

Type This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used dire
ctly from your code.

TypeId (inherited fro
m System.Attribute)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

XPath This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used dire
ctly from your code.

XsdType This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used dire
ctly from your code.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Attribute)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Attribute)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

IsDefaultAttribute (inherite
d from System.Attribute)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Match (inherited from Sys
tem.Attribute)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

DistinguishedFieldAttribute Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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DistinguishedFieldAttribute Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the DistinguishedFieldAttribute class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the DistinguishedFieldAttribute class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public DistinguishedFieldAttribute();

[C++] public: DistinguishedFieldAttribute();

[JScript] public function DistinguishedFieldAttribute();

Initializes a new instance of the DistinguishedFieldAttribute class with the full path for the type and string.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Type, System.String)

[C#] public DistinguishedFieldAttribute(System.Type, System.String);

[C++] public: DistinguishedFieldAttribute(System.Type, System.String);

[JScript] public function DistinguishedFieldAttribute(System.Type, System.String);

See Also

DistinguishedFieldAttribute Class | DistinguishedFieldAttribute Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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DistinguishedFieldAttribute Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the DistinguishedFieldAttribute class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DistinguishedFieldAttribute Class | DistinguishedFieldAttribute Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
DistinguishedFieldAttribute Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public DistinguishedFieldAttribute();
[C++]
public: DistinguishedFieldAttribute();
[JScript]
public function DistinguishedFieldAttribute();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DistinguishedFieldAttribute Constructor (System.Type,
System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the DistinguishedFieldAttribute class with the full path to the type and the .NET path.

VB

Parameters

fullPathToType
The full path to the type.

dotNetPath
The .NET path.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DistinguishedFieldAttribute Class | DistinguishedFieldAttribute Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
DistinguishedFieldAttribute Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal fullPathToType As Type, _
   ByVal dotNetPath As String _
)
[C#]
public DistinguishedFieldAttribute(
   Type fullPathToType,
   string dotNetPath
);
[C++]
public: DistinguishedFieldAttribute(
   Type* fullPathToType,
   String* dotNetPath
);
[JScript]
public function DistinguishedFieldAttribute(
   fullPathToType : Type,
   dotNetPath : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DistinguishedFieldAttribute Properties
The properties of the DistinguishedFieldAttribute class are listed here. For a complete list of DistinguishedFieldAttribute
class members, see the DistinguishedFieldAttribute Members topic.

Public Properties

DotNetPath This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used dire
ctly from your code.

Type This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used dire
ctly from your code.

TypeId (inherited fro
m System.Attribute)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

XPath This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used dire
ctly from your code.

XsdType This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used dire
ctly from your code.

See Also

DistinguishedFieldAttribute Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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DistinguishedFieldAttribute.DotNetPath Property
This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DistinguishedFieldAttribute Class | DistinguishedFieldAttribute Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property DotNetPath As String
[C#]
public string DotNetPath {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_DotNetPath();
[JScript]
public function get DotNetPath() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DistinguishedFieldAttribute.Type Property
This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DistinguishedFieldAttribute Class | DistinguishedFieldAttribute Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Type As Type
[C#]
public Type Type {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Type* get_Type();
[JScript]
public function get Type() : Type;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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DistinguishedFieldAttribute.XPath Property
This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DistinguishedFieldAttribute Class | DistinguishedFieldAttribute Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property XPath As String
[C#]
public string XPath {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_XPath();
public: __property void set_XPath(String*);
[JScript]
public function get XPath() : String;
public function set XPath(String);
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DistinguishedFieldAttribute.XsdType Property
This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

DistinguishedFieldAttribute Class | DistinguishedFieldAttribute Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property XsdType As String
[C#]
public string XsdType {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_XsdType();
public: __property void set_XsdType(String*);
[JScript]
public function get XsdType() : String;
public function set XsdType(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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EmptyPartException Class
Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions when empty parts are encountered.

For a list of all members of this type, see EmptyPartException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.EmptyPartException

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

EmptyPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class EmptyPartException
   Inherits XLANGsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class EmptyPartException : XLANGsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class EmptyPartException : public
   XLANGsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class EmptyPartException extends XLANGsException
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EmptyPartException Members
EmptyPartException overview

Public Constructors

EmptyPartException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the EmptyPartException class.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

MessageName Gets the message name.
PartName Gets the part name.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om XLANGsException)

Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGsException with the parameter name and 
additional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

EmptyPartException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the EmptyPartException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetState (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/71tawy4s(v=bts.10).aspx
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MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetState (inherited from X
LANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

See Also

EmptyPartException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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EmptyPartException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the EmptyPartException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the EmptyPartException class with serialized data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected EmptyPartException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: EmptyPartException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function EmptyPartException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the EmptyPartException class with the message name and part name.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public EmptyPartException(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: EmptyPartException(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function EmptyPartException(System.String, System.String);

See Also

EmptyPartException Class | EmptyPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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EmptyPartException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the EmptyPartException class with serialized data.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

EmptyPartException Class | EmptyPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
EmptyPartException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected EmptyPartException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: EmptyPartException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function EmptyPartException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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EmptyPartException Constructor (System.String,
System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the EmptyPartException class with the message name and part name.

VB

Parameters

msgName
The message name.

partName
The part name.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

EmptyPartException Class | EmptyPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
EmptyPartException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal msgName As String, _
   ByVal partName As String _
)
[C#]
public EmptyPartException(
   string msgName,
   string partName
);
[C++]
public: EmptyPartException(
   String* msgName,
   String* partName
);
[JScript]
public function EmptyPartException(
   msgName : String,
   partName : String
);
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EmptyPartException Properties
The properties of the EmptyPartException class are listed here. For a complete list of EmptyPartException class members, see
the EmptyPartException Members topic.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

MessageName Gets the message name.
PartName Gets the part name.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

EmptyPartException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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EmptyPartException.EventId Property
Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

EmptyPartException Class | EmptyPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property EventId As Integer
[C#]
public override int EventId {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_EventId();
[JScript]
public override function get EventId() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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EmptyPartException.MessageName Property
Gets the message name.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

EmptyPartException Class | EmptyPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property MessageName As String
[C#]
public string MessageName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_MessageName();
[JScript]
public function get MessageName() : String;
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EmptyPartException.PartName Property
Gets the part name.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

EmptyPartException Class | EmptyPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property PartName As String
[C#]
public string PartName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_PartName();
[JScript]
public function get PartName() : String;
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ForcedTerminationException Class
Represents errors that occur when termination is forced during XLANGs executions.

For a list of all members of this type, see ForcedTerminationException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.ForcedTerminationException

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

ForcedTerminationException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class ForcedTerminationException
   Inherits XLANGsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class ForcedTerminationException : XLANGsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class ForcedTerminationException : public
   XLANGsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class ForcedTerminationException extends
   XLANGsException
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ForcedTerminationException Members
ForcedTerminationException overview

Public Constructors

ForcedTerminationException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the ForcedTerminationException class.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om XLANGsException)

Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGsException with the parameter name and 
additional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

ForcedTerminationException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the ForcedTerminationException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetState (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetState (inherited from X
LANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.
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ForcedTerminationException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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ForcedTerminationException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the ForcedTerminationException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the ForcedTerminationException class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public ForcedTerminationException();

[C++] public: ForcedTerminationException();

[JScript] public function ForcedTerminationException();

Initializes a new instance of the ForcedTerminationException class with a reference to the inner exception that is the cause of this exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Exception)

[C#] public ForcedTerminationException(System.Exception);

[C++] public: ForcedTerminationException(System.Exception);

[JScript] public function ForcedTerminationException(System.Exception);

Initializes a new instance of the ForcedTerminationException class with serialized data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected ForcedTerminationException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: ForcedTerminationException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function ForcedTerminationException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

See Also

ForcedTerminationException Class | ForcedTerminationException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ForcedTerminationException Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the ForcedTerminationException class.

VB

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ForcedTerminationException Class | ForcedTerminationException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
ForcedTerminationException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public ForcedTerminationException();
[C++]
public: ForcedTerminationException();
[JScript]
public function ForcedTerminationException();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ForcedTerminationException Constructor (System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the ForcedTerminationException class with a reference to the inner exception that is the cause of this
exception.

VB

Parameters

inner
The exception that is the cause of the current exception. If the inner parameter is not a null reference (Nothing in Visual Basic),
the current exception is raised in a catch block that handles the inner exception.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ForcedTerminationException Class | ForcedTerminationException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
ForcedTerminationException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal inner As Exception _
)
[C#]
public ForcedTerminationException(
   Exception inner
);
[C++]
public: ForcedTerminationException(
   Exception* inner
);
[JScript]
public function ForcedTerminationException(
   inner : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ForcedTerminationException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the ForcedTerminationException class with serialized data.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ForcedTerminationException Class | ForcedTerminationException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
ForcedTerminationException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected ForcedTerminationException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: ForcedTerminationException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function ForcedTerminationException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ForcedTerminationException Properties
The properties of the ForcedTerminationException class are listed here. For a complete list of ForcedTerminationException
class members, see the ForcedTerminationException Members topic.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ForcedTerminationException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ForcedTerminationException.EventId Property
Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ForcedTerminationException Class | ForcedTerminationException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property EventId As Integer
[C#]
public override int EventId {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_EventId();
[JScript]
public override function get EventId() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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InstanceId Class
Represents a unique identifier associated with an orchestration instance.

For a list of all members of this type, see InstanceId Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PropertyBase
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.ServicePropertyBase
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.InstanceId

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Remarks

This property is applicable to orchestrations and the underlying value is System.String.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

InstanceId Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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NotInheritable Public Class InstanceId
   Inherits ServicePropertyBase
[C#]
public sealed class InstanceId : ServicePropertyBase
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class InstanceId : public ServicePropertyBase
[JScript]
public class InstanceId extends ServicePropertyBase

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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InstanceId Members
InstanceId overview

Public Constructors

InstanceId Constructor Initializes a new instance of the InstanceId class.

Public Properties

Name Overridden. Gets the fully qualified name associated with the property type.
QName (inherited from Prop

ertyBase)
This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be u
sed directly from your code.

Type Overridden. Gets the underlying type of the property type.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

InstanceId Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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InstanceId Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the InstanceId class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

InstanceId Class | InstanceId Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public InstanceId();
[C++]
public: InstanceId();
[JScript]
public function InstanceId();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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InstanceId Properties
The properties of the InstanceId class are listed here. For a complete list of InstanceId class members, see the
InstanceId Members topic.

Public Properties

Name Overridden. Gets the fully qualified name associated with the property type.
QName (inherited from Prop

ertyBase)
This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be u
sed directly from your code.

Type Overridden. Gets the underlying type of the property type.

See Also

InstanceId Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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InstanceId.Name Property
Gets the fully qualified name associated with the property type.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

InstanceId Class | InstanceId Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property Name As XmlQualifiedName
[C#]
public override XmlQualifiedName Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property XmlQualifiedName* get_Name();
[JScript]
public override function get Name() : XmlQualifiedName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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InstanceId.Type Property
Gets the underlying type of the property type.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

InstanceId Class | InstanceId Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property Type As Type
[C#]
public override Type Type {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Type* get_Type();
[JScript]
public override function get Type() : Type;
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InvalidAtomicCallException Class
Represents atomic call errors that are not valid which occur during XLANGs executions.

For a list of all members of this type, see InvalidAtomicCallException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.InvalidAtomicCallException

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

InvalidAtomicCallException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class InvalidAtomicCallException
   Inherits XLANGsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class InvalidAtomicCallException : XLANGsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class InvalidAtomicCallException : public
   XLANGsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class InvalidAtomicCallException extends
   XLANGsException
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InvalidAtomicCallException Members
InvalidAtomicCallException overview

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om XLANGsException)

Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGsException with the parameter name and 
additional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

InvalidAtomicCallException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the InvalidAtomicCallException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetState (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetState (inherited from X
LANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

See Also

InvalidAtomicCallException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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InvalidAtomicCallException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the InvalidAtomicCallException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the InvalidAtomicCallException class.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New()

[C#] protected InvalidAtomicCallException();

[C++] protected: InvalidAtomicCallException();

[JScript] protected function InvalidAtomicCallException();

Initializes a new instance of the InvalidAtomicCallException class with serialized data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected InvalidAtomicCallException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: InvalidAtomicCallException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function InvalidAtomicCallException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

See Also

InvalidAtomicCallException Class | InvalidAtomicCallException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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InvalidAtomicCallException Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the InvalidAtomicCallException class.

VB

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

InvalidAtomicCallException Class | InvalidAtomicCallException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
InvalidAtomicCallException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New()
[C#]
protected InvalidAtomicCallException();
[C++]
protected: InvalidAtomicCallException();
[JScript]
protected function InvalidAtomicCallException();
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InvalidAtomicCallException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the InvalidAtomicCallException class with serialized data.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

InvalidAtomicCallException Class | InvalidAtomicCallException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
InvalidAtomicCallException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected InvalidAtomicCallException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: InvalidAtomicCallException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function InvalidAtomicCallException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);
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InvalidAtomicCallException Properties
The properties of the InvalidAtomicCallException class are listed here. For a complete list of InvalidAtomicCallException
class members, see the InvalidAtomicCallException Members topic.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

InvalidAtomicCallException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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InvalidAtomicCallException.EventId Property
Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

InvalidAtomicCallException Class | InvalidAtomicCallException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property EventId As Integer
[C#]
public override int EventId {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_EventId();
[JScript]
public override function get EventId() : int;
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InvalidPropertyTypeException Class
Represents property type errors that are not valid which occur during XLANGs executions.

For a list of all members of this type, see InvalidPropertyTypeException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.InvalidPropertyTypeException

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

InvalidPropertyTypeException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class InvalidPropertyTypeException
   Inherits XLANGsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class InvalidPropertyTypeException :
   XLANGsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class InvalidPropertyTypeException : public
   XLANGsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class InvalidPropertyTypeException extends
   XLANGsException
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InvalidPropertyTypeException Members
InvalidPropertyTypeException overview

Public Constructors

InvalidPropertyTypeException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the InvalidPropertyTypeException class.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

PropertyType For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om XLANGsException)

Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGsException with the parameter name and 
additional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

InvalidPropertyTypeException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the InvalidPropertyTypeException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetState (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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SetState (inherited from X
LANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

See Also

InvalidPropertyTypeException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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InvalidPropertyTypeException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the InvalidPropertyTypeException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the InvalidPropertyTypeException class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Type)

[C#] public InvalidPropertyTypeException(System.Type);

[C++] public: InvalidPropertyTypeException(System.Type);

[JScript] public function InvalidPropertyTypeException(System.Type);

Initializes a new instance of the InvalidPropertyTypeException class with serialized data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected InvalidPropertyTypeException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: InvalidPropertyTypeException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function InvalidPropertyTypeException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

See Also

InvalidPropertyTypeException Class | InvalidPropertyTypeException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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InvalidPropertyTypeException Constructor (System.Type)
Initializes a new instance of the InvalidPropertyTypeException class.

VB

Parameters

propType
The property type.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

InvalidPropertyTypeException Class | InvalidPropertyTypeException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
InvalidPropertyTypeException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal propType As Type _
)
[C#]
public InvalidPropertyTypeException(
   Type propType
);
[C++]
public: InvalidPropertyTypeException(
   Type* propType
);
[JScript]
public function InvalidPropertyTypeException(
   propType : Type
);
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InvalidPropertyTypeException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the InvalidPropertyTypeException class.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

InvalidPropertyTypeException Class | InvalidPropertyTypeException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
InvalidPropertyTypeException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected InvalidPropertyTypeException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: InvalidPropertyTypeException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function InvalidPropertyTypeException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);
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InvalidPropertyTypeException Properties
The properties of the InvalidPropertyTypeException class are listed here. For a complete list of
InvalidPropertyTypeException class members, see the InvalidPropertyTypeException Members topic.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

PropertyType Gets the property type.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

InvalidPropertyTypeException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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InvalidPropertyTypeException.EventId Property
Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

InvalidPropertyTypeException Class | InvalidPropertyTypeException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property EventId As Integer
[C#]
public override int EventId {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_EventId();
[JScript]
public override function get EventId() : int;
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InvalidPropertyTypeException.PropertyType Property
Gets the property type.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

InvalidPropertyTypeException Class | InvalidPropertyTypeException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property PropertyType As Type
[C#]
public Type PropertyType {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Type* get_PropertyType();
[JScript]
public function get PropertyType() : Type;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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InvalidPropertyValueException Class
Represents property value errors that are not valid which occur during XLANGs executions.

For a list of all members of this type, see InvalidPropertyValueException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.InvalidPropertyValueException

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

InvalidPropertyValueException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class InvalidPropertyValueException
   Inherits XLANGsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class InvalidPropertyValueException :
   XLANGsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class InvalidPropertyValueException :
   public XLANGsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class InvalidPropertyValueException extends
   XLANGsException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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InvalidPropertyValueException Members
InvalidPropertyValueException overview

Public Constructors

InvalidPropertyValueException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the InvalidPropertyValueException clas
s.

Public Properties

EventId Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

Name Gets the name of the property that is not valid.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Value Gets the value of the property that is not valid.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om XLANGsException)

Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGsException with the parameter name and 
additional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

InvalidPropertyValueException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the InvalidPropertyValueException clas
s.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetState (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/71tawy4s(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/902sca80(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/85weac5w(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dxzhy005(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/2wchw354(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/49kcee3b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/es4y6f7e(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/sh5cw61c(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetState (inherited from X
LANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

See Also

InvalidPropertyValueException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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InvalidPropertyValueException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the InvalidPropertyValueException class with name, value, and a reference to the inner exception that is the cause of this
exception.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the InvalidPropertyValueException class with serialized data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected InvalidPropertyValueException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: InvalidPropertyValueException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function InvalidPropertyValueException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the InvalidPropertyValueException class with name, value, and a reference to the inner exception that is the cause of this
exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Object, System.Exception)

[C#] public InvalidPropertyValueException(System.String, System.Object, System.Exception);

[C++] public: InvalidPropertyValueException(System.String, System.Object, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function InvalidPropertyValueException(System.String, System.Object, System.Exception);

See Also

InvalidPropertyValueException Class | InvalidPropertyValueException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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InvalidPropertyValueException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the InvalidPropertyValueException class with serialized data.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

InvalidPropertyValueException Class | InvalidPropertyValueException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
InvalidPropertyValueException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected InvalidPropertyValueException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: InvalidPropertyValueException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function InvalidPropertyValueException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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InvalidPropertyValueException Constructor (System.String,
System.Object, System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the InvalidPropertyValueException class with name, value, and a reference to the inner exception that
is the cause of this exception.

VB

Parameters

name
The name of the property that is not valid.

val
The value of the property that is not valid.

inner
The exception that is the cause of the current exception. If the inner parameter is not a null reference (Nothing in Visual Basic),
the current exception is raised in a catch block that handles the inner exception.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

InvalidPropertyValueException Class | InvalidPropertyValueException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
InvalidPropertyValueException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal val As Object, _
   ByVal inner As Exception _
)
[C#]
public InvalidPropertyValueException(
   string name,
   object val,
   Exception inner
);
[C++]
public: InvalidPropertyValueException(
   String* name,
   Object* val,
   Exception* inner
);
[JScript]
public function InvalidPropertyValueException(
   name : String,
   val : Object,
   inner : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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InvalidPropertyValueException Properties
The properties of the InvalidPropertyValueException class are listed here. For a complete list of
InvalidPropertyValueException class members, see the InvalidPropertyValueException Members topic.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

Name Gets the name of the property that is not valid.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Value Gets the value of the property that is not valid.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

InvalidPropertyValueException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/71tawy4s(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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InvalidPropertyValueException.EventId Property
Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

InvalidPropertyValueException Class | InvalidPropertyValueException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property EventId As Integer
[C#]
public override int EventId {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_EventId();
[JScript]
public override function get EventId() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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InvalidPropertyValueException.Name Property
Gets the name of the property that is not valid.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

InvalidPropertyValueException Class | InvalidPropertyValueException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Name As String
[C#]
public string Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Name();
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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InvalidPropertyValueException.Value Property
Gets the value of the property that is not valid.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

InvalidPropertyValueException Class | InvalidPropertyValueException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Value As Object
[C#]
public object Value {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Object* get_Value();
[JScript]
public function get Value() : Object;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IStreamFactory Interface
Provides multiple access to sequential forward-only stream data.

For a list of all members of this type, see IStreamFactory Members.

VB

Remarks

This interface is typically used for working with large user-constructed messages. During message/part construction, you can
hand in an object that implements the IStreamFactory interface to the XLANGPart::LoadFrom method. This StreamFactory is
then used to access the underlying data. 

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

IStreamFactory Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Interface IStreamFactory
[C#]
public interface IStreamFactory
[C++]
public __gc __interface IStreamFactory
[JScript]
public interface IStreamFactory

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IStreamFactory Members
IStreamFactory overview

Public Methods

CreateStream Returns a read-only, forward-only stream to an underlying constant data.

See Also

IStreamFactory Interface | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IStreamFactory Methods
The methods of the IStreamFactory interface are listed here. For a complete list of IStreamFactory interface members, see the
IStreamFactory Members topic.

Public Methods

CreateStream Returns a read-only, forward-only stream to an underlying constant data.

See Also

IStreamFactory Interface | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IStreamFactory.CreateStream Method
Returns a read-only, forward-only stream to an underlying constant data.

VB

Thread Safety

Implementations of this method must be thread-safe.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

IStreamFactory Interface | IStreamFactory Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function CreateStream() As Stream
[C#]
Stream CreateStream();
[C++]
Stream* CreateStream();
[JScript]
function CreateStream() : Stream;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IXmlReaderFactory Interface
Provides multiple copies for the same read-only, forward-only XML.

For a list of all members of this type, see IXmlReaderFactory Members.

VB

Remarks

This interface is typically used for working with large user-constructed messages. During message/part construction, you can
hand in an object that implements the IXmlReaderFactory interface to the XLANGPart::LoadFrom method. This
XmlReaderFactory is then used to access the underlying data. 

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

IXmlReaderFactory Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Interface IXmlReaderFactory
[C#]
public interface IXmlReaderFactory
[C++]
public __gc __interface IXmlReaderFactory
[JScript]
public interface IXmlReaderFactory

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IXmlReaderFactory Members
IXmlReaderFactory overview

Public Methods

CreateXmlReader Returns a read-only, forward-only XML reader to an underlying constant data.

See Also

IXmlReaderFactory Interface | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IXmlReaderFactory Methods
The methods of the IXmlReaderFactory interface are listed here. For a complete list of IXmlReaderFactory interface members,
see the IXmlReaderFactory Members topic.

Public Methods

CreateXmlReader Returns a read-only, forward-only XML reader to an underlying constant data.

See Also

IXmlReaderFactory Interface | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IXmlReaderFactory.CreateXmlReader Method
Returns a read-only, forward-only XML reader to an underlying constant data.

VB

Thread Safety

Implementations of this method must be thread-safe.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

IXmlReaderFactory Interface | IXmlReaderFactory Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Function CreateXmlReader() As XmlReader
[C#]
XmlReader CreateXmlReader();
[C++]
XmlReader* CreateXmlReader();
[JScript]
function CreateXmlReader() : XmlReader;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MessageContextPropertyBase Class
Represents the base types for all message context properties. 

For a list of all members of this type, see MessageContextPropertyBase Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PropertyBase
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.MessageContextPropertyBase

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Remarks

Message context properties are used to attach primitive value types (strings, integers, and so on) to a message. Message context
property types (for example, types deriving from MessageContextPropertyBase) are authored using a property schema.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

MessageContextPropertyBase Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class MessageContextPropertyBase
   Inherits PropertyBase
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class MessageContextPropertyBase : PropertyBase
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class MessageContextPropertyBase : public
   PropertyBase
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class MessageContextPropertyBase extends
   PropertyBase

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MessageContextPropertyBase Members
MessageContextPropertyBase overview

Public Properties

Name (inherited from Proper
tyBase)

Gets the fully qualified name associated with the property type.

QName (inherited from Prop
ertyBase)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be u
sed directly from your code.

Type (inherited from Propert
yBase)

Gets the underlying type of the property type.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

MessageContextPropertyBase Constructor Initializes a new instance of the MessageContextPropertyBase class.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

MessageContextPropertyBase Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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MessageContextPropertyBase Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the MessageContextPropertyBase class.

VB

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

MessageContextPropertyBase Class | MessageContextPropertyBase Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New()
[C#]
protected MessageContextPropertyBase();
[C++]
protected: MessageContextPropertyBase();
[JScript]
protected function MessageContextPropertyBase();
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MessageDataPropertyBase Class
Provides message data properties that are part of payload/content of the message.

For a list of all members of this type, see MessageDataPropertyBase Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PropertyBase
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.MessageDataPropertyBase

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Remarks

The payload/content can be defined as the identification to the internal structure of the data property. Within a message, a
particular property must have a unique location. In a multi-part message, one and only one part can have a given property.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

MessageDataPropertyBase Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class MessageDataPropertyBase
   Inherits PropertyBase
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class MessageDataPropertyBase : PropertyBase
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class MessageDataPropertyBase : public
   PropertyBase
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class MessageDataPropertyBase extends PropertyBase
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MessageDataPropertyBase Members
MessageDataPropertyBase overview

Public Properties

Name (inherited from Proper
tyBase)

Gets the fully qualified name associated with the property type.

QName (inherited from Prop
ertyBase)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be u
sed directly from your code.

Type (inherited from Propert
yBase)

Gets the underlying type of the property type.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

MessageDataPropertyBase Constructor Initializes a new instance of the MessageDataPropertyBase class.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

MessageDataPropertyBase Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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MessageDataPropertyBase Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the MessageDataPropertyBase class.

VB

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

MessageDataPropertyBase Class | MessageDataPropertyBase Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New()
[C#]
protected MessageDataPropertyBase();
[C++]
protected: MessageDataPropertyBase();
[JScript]
protected function MessageDataPropertyBase();
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MessageNotInitializedException Class
Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions when a message is not initialized.

For a list of all members of this type, see MessageNotInitializedException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.MessageNotInitializedException

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

MessageNotInitializedException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class MessageNotInitializedException
   Inherits XLANGsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class MessageNotInitializedException :
   XLANGsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class MessageNotInitializedException :
   public XLANGsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class MessageNotInitializedException extends
   XLANGsException
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MessageNotInitializedException Members
MessageNotInitializedException overview

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om XLANGsException)

Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGsException with the parameter name and 
additional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

MessageNotInitializedException Constructor Initializes a new instance of the MessageNotInitializedException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetState (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetState (inherited from X
LANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

See Also

MessageNotInitializedException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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MessageNotInitializedException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the MessageNotInitializedException class with serialized data.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

MessageNotInitializedException Class | MessageNotInitializedException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected MessageNotInitializedException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: MessageNotInitializedException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function MessageNotInitializedException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);
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MessageNotInitializedException Properties
The properties of the MessageNotInitializedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
MessageNotInitializedException class members, see the MessageNotInitializedException Members topic.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

MessageNotInitializedException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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MessageNotInitializedException.EventId Property
Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

MessageNotInitializedException Class | MessageNotInitializedException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property EventId As Integer
[C#]
public override int EventId {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_EventId();
[JScript]
public override function get EventId() : int;
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MessageUpdateDisallowedException Class
Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions when a message update is not allowed.

For a list of all members of this type, see MessageUpdateDisallowedException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.MessageUpdateDisallowedException

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

MessageUpdateDisallowedException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class MessageUpdateDisallowedException
   Inherits XLANGsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class MessageUpdateDisallowedException :
   XLANGsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class MessageUpdateDisallowedException :
   public XLANGsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class MessageUpdateDisallowedException extends
   XLANGsException
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MessageUpdateDisallowedException Members
MessageUpdateDisallowedException overview

Public Constructors

MessageUpdateDisallowedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the MessageUpdateDisallowedEx
ception class.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

MessageName Gets the name of the message.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om XLANGsException)

Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGsException with the parameter name and 
additional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

MessageUpdateDisallowedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the MessageUpdateDisallowedEx
ception class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetState (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.
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MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetState (inherited from X
LANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

See Also

MessageUpdateDisallowedException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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MessageUpdateDisallowedException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the MessageUpdateDisallowedException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the MessageUpdateDisallowedException class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public MessageUpdateDisallowedException(System.String);

[C++] public: MessageUpdateDisallowedException(System.String);

[JScript] public function MessageUpdateDisallowedException(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the MessageUpdateDisallowedException class with serialized data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected MessageUpdateDisallowedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: MessageUpdateDisallowedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function MessageUpdateDisallowedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

See Also

MessageUpdateDisallowedException Class | MessageUpdateDisallowedException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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MessageUpdateDisallowedException Constructor
(System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the MessageUpdateDisallowedException class.

VB

Parameters

msgName
The name of the message.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

MessageUpdateDisallowedException Class | MessageUpdateDisallowedException Members |
Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace | MessageUpdateDisallowedException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal msgName As String _
)
[C#]
public MessageUpdateDisallowedException(
   string msgName
);
[C++]
public: MessageUpdateDisallowedException(
   String* msgName
);
[JScript]
public function MessageUpdateDisallowedException(
   msgName : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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MessageUpdateDisallowedException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the MessageUpdateDisallowedException class with serialized data.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

MessageUpdateDisallowedException Class | MessageUpdateDisallowedException Members |
Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace | MessageUpdateDisallowedException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected MessageUpdateDisallowedException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: MessageUpdateDisallowedException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function MessageUpdateDisallowedException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MessageUpdateDisallowedException Properties
The properties of the MessageUpdateDisallowedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
MessageUpdateDisallowedException class members, see the MessageUpdateDisallowedException Members topic.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

MessageName Gets the name of the message.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

MessageUpdateDisallowedException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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MessageUpdateDisallowedException.EventId Property
Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

MessageUpdateDisallowedException Class | MessageUpdateDisallowedException Members |
Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property EventId As Integer
[C#]
public override int EventId {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_EventId();
[JScript]
public override function get EventId() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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MessageUpdateDisallowedException.MessageName Property
Gets the name of the message.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

MessageUpdateDisallowedException Class | MessageUpdateDisallowedException Members |
Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property MessageName As String
[C#]
public string MessageName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_MessageName();
[JScript]
public function get MessageName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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MissingPartException Class
Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions when there is a missing part.

For a list of all members of this type, see MissingPartException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.MissingPartException

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

MissingPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class MissingPartException
   Inherits XLANGsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class MissingPartException : XLANGsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class MissingPartException : public
   XLANGsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class MissingPartException extends XLANGsException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
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MissingPartException Members
MissingPartException overview

Public Constructors

MissingPartException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the MissingPartException class.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

PartCount Gets the part count.
PartIndex Gets the part index.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om XLANGsException)

Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGsException with the parameter name and 
additional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

MissingPartException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the MissingPartException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetState (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.
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MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetState (inherited from X
LANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

See Also

MissingPartException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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MissingPartException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the MissingPartException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the MissingPartException class with serialized data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected MissingPartException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: MissingPartException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function MissingPartException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the MissingPartException class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public MissingPartException(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: MissingPartException(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function MissingPartException(System.String, System.String);

See Also

MissingPartException Class | MissingPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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MissingPartException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the MissingPartException class with serialized data.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

MissingPartException Class | MissingPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
MissingPartException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected MissingPartException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: MissingPartException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function MissingPartException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MissingPartException Constructor (System.String,
System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the MissingPartException class.

VB

Parameters

partCount
The part count.

partIndex
The part index.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

MissingPartException Class | MissingPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
MissingPartException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal partCount As String, _
   ByVal partIndex As String _
)
[C#]
public MissingPartException(
   string partCount,
   string partIndex
);
[C++]
public: MissingPartException(
   String* partCount,
   String* partIndex
);
[JScript]
public function MissingPartException(
   partCount : String,
   partIndex : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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MissingPartException Properties
The properties of the MissingPartException class are listed here. For a complete list of MissingPartException class members,
see the MissingPartException Members topic.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

PartCount Gets the part count.
PartIndex Gets the part index.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

MissingPartException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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MissingPartException.EventId Property
Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

MissingPartException Class | MissingPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property EventId As Integer
[C#]
public override int EventId {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_EventId();
[JScript]
public override function get EventId() : int;
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MissingPartException.PartCount Property
Gets the part count.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

MissingPartException Class | MissingPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property PartCount As String
[C#]
public string PartCount {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_PartCount();
[JScript]
public function get PartCount() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MissingPartException.PartIndex Property
Gets the part index.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

MissingPartException Class | MissingPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property PartIndex As String
[C#]
public string PartIndex {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_PartIndex();
[JScript]
public function get PartIndex() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MissingPropertyException Class
Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions where there is a missing property.

For a list of all members of this type, see MissingPropertyException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.MissingPropertyException

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

MissingPropertyException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class MissingPropertyException
   Inherits XLANGsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class MissingPropertyException : XLANGsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class MissingPropertyException : public
   XLANGsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class MissingPropertyException extends
   XLANGsException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MissingPropertyException Members
MissingPropertyException overview

Public Constructors

MissingPropertyException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the MissingPropertyException class.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

PropertyType Gets the property type.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om XLANGsException)

Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGsException with the parameter name and 
additional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

MissingPropertyException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the MissingPropertyException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetState (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/71tawy4s(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/902sca80(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/85weac5w(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dxzhy005(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/2wchw354(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/49kcee3b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/es4y6f7e(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/sh5cw61c(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

SetState (inherited from X
LANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

See Also

MissingPropertyException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MissingPropertyException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the MissingPropertyException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the MissingPropertyException class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Type)

[C#] public MissingPropertyException(System.Type);

[C++] public: MissingPropertyException(System.Type);

[JScript] public function MissingPropertyException(System.Type);

Initializes a new instance of the MissingPropertyException class with serialized data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected MissingPropertyException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: MissingPropertyException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function MissingPropertyException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

See Also

MissingPropertyException Class | MissingPropertyException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MissingPropertyException Constructor (System.Type)
Initializes a new instance of the MissingPropertyException class.

VB

Parameters

propType
The property type.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

MissingPropertyException Class | MissingPropertyException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
MissingPropertyException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal propType As Type _
)
[C#]
public MissingPropertyException(
   Type propType
);
[C++]
public: MissingPropertyException(
   Type* propType
);
[JScript]
public function MissingPropertyException(
   propType : Type
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MissingPropertyException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the MissingPropertyException class with serialized data.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

MissingPropertyException Class | MissingPropertyException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
MissingPropertyException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected MissingPropertyException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: MissingPropertyException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function MissingPropertyException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MissingPropertyException Properties
The properties of the MissingPropertyException class are listed here. For a complete list of MissingPropertyException class
members, see the MissingPropertyException Members topic.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

PropertyType Gets the property type.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

MissingPropertyException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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MissingPropertyException.EventId Property
Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

MissingPropertyException Class | MissingPropertyException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property EventId As Integer
[C#]
public override int EventId {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_EventId();
[JScript]
public override function get EventId() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MissingPropertyException.PropertyType Property
Gets the property type.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

MissingPropertyException Class | MissingPropertyException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property PropertyType As Type
[C#]
public Type PropertyType {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Type* get_PropertyType();
[JScript]
public function get PropertyType() : Type;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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NoExecuteAttribute Class
Instructs the compiler not to generate code for the attributed statement.

For a list of all members of this type, see NoExecuteAttribute Members.

System.Object
   System.Attribute
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.NoExecuteAttribute

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Remarks

The attributed statement is for modeling purposes only and documents the effect of an XSLT or external mechanism for
constructing a message. The attribute may only be used on an of the assignment statements within a construct statement.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

NoExecuteAttribute Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<AttributeUsage(AttributeTargets.All)>
NotInheritable Public Class NoExecuteAttribute
   Inherits Attribute
[C#]
[AttributeUsage(AttributeTargets.All)]
public sealed class NoExecuteAttribute : Attribute
[C++]
[AttributeUsage(AttributeTargets::All)]
public __gc __sealed class NoExecuteAttribute : public Attribute
[JScript]
public
   AttributeUsage(AttributeTargets.All)
class NoExecuteAttribute extends Attribute

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e8kc3626(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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NoExecuteAttribute Members
NoExecuteAttribute overview

Public Constructors

NoExecuteAttribute Constructor Initializes a new instance of the NoExecuteAttribute class.

Public Properties

TypeId (inherited fro
m System.Attribute)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Attribute)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Attribute)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

IsDefaultAttribute (inherite
d from System.Attribute)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Match (inherited from Sys
tem.Attribute)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

NoExecuteAttribute Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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NoExecuteAttribute Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the NoExecuteAttribute class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

NoExecuteAttribute Class | NoExecuteAttribute Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public NoExecuteAttribute();
[C++]
public: NoExecuteAttribute();
[JScript]
public function NoExecuteAttribute();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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NoSuchPartException Class
Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions when unknown parts are encountered.

For a list of all members of this type, see NoSuchPartException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.NoSuchPartException

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

NoSuchPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class NoSuchPartException
   Inherits XLANGsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class NoSuchPartException : XLANGsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class NoSuchPartException : public
   XLANGsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class NoSuchPartException extends XLANGsException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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NoSuchPartException Members
NoSuchPartException overview

Public Constructors

NoSuchPartException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the NoSuchPartException class.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

MessageName Gets the message name.
PartName Gets the part name.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om XLANGsException)

Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGsException with the parameter name and 
additional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

NoSuchPartException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the NoSuchPartException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetState (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/71tawy4s(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/902sca80(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/85weac5w(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dxzhy005(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/2wchw354(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/49kcee3b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/es4y6f7e(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/sh5cw61c(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetState (inherited from X
LANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

See Also

NoSuchPartException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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NoSuchPartException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the NoSuchPartException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the NoSuchPartException class with serialized data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected NoSuchPartException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: NoSuchPartException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function NoSuchPartException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the NoSuchPartException class with the message name and the part name.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public NoSuchPartException(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: NoSuchPartException(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function NoSuchPartException(System.String, System.String);

See Also

NoSuchPartException Class | NoSuchPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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NoSuchPartException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the NoSuchPartException class with serialized data.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

NoSuchPartException Class | NoSuchPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
NoSuchPartException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected NoSuchPartException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: NoSuchPartException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function NoSuchPartException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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NoSuchPartException Constructor (System.String,
System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the NoSuchPartException class with the message name and the part name.

VB

Parameters

msgName
The message name.

partName
The part name.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

NoSuchPartException Class | NoSuchPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
NoSuchPartException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal msgName As String, _
   ByVal partName As String _
)
[C#]
public NoSuchPartException(
   string msgName,
   string partName
);
[C++]
public: NoSuchPartException(
   String* msgName,
   String* partName
);
[JScript]
public function NoSuchPartException(
   msgName : String,
   partName : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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NoSuchPartException Properties
The properties of the NoSuchPartException class are listed here. For a complete list of NoSuchPartException class members,
see the NoSuchPartException Members topic.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

MessageName Gets the message name.
PartName Gets the part name.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

NoSuchPartException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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NoSuchPartException.EventId Property
Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

NoSuchPartException Class | NoSuchPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property EventId As Integer
[C#]
public override int EventId {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_EventId();
[JScript]
public override function get EventId() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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NoSuchPartException.MessageName Property
Gets the message name.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

NoSuchPartException Class | NoSuchPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property MessageName As String
[C#]
public string MessageName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_MessageName();
[JScript]
public function get MessageName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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NoSuchPartException.PartName Property
Gets the part name.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

NoSuchPartException Class | NoSuchPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property PartName As String
[C#]
public string PartName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_PartName();
[JScript]
public function get PartName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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NullPartException Class
Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions where a null part is found.

For a list of all members of this type, see NullPartException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.NullPartException

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

NullPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class NullPartException
   Inherits XLANGsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class NullPartException : XLANGsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class NullPartException : public
   XLANGsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class NullPartException extends XLANGsException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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NullPartException Members
NullPartException overview

Public Constructors

NullPartException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the NullPartException class.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

MessageName Gets the message name.
PartName Gets the part name.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om XLANGsException)

Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGsException with the parameter name and 
additional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

NullPartException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the NullPartException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetState (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/71tawy4s(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/902sca80(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/85weac5w(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dxzhy005(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/2wchw354(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/49kcee3b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/es4y6f7e(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/sh5cw61c(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetState (inherited from X
LANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

See Also

NullPartException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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NullPartException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the NullPartException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the NullPartException class with serialized data.

[Visual Basic]
Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected NullPartException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: NullPartException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function NullPartException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the NullPartException class with message name and part name.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public NullPartException(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: NullPartException(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function NullPartException(System.String, System.String);

See Also

NullPartException Class | NullPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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NullPartException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the NullPartException class with serialized data.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

NullPartException Class | NullPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
NullPartException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected NullPartException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: NullPartException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function NullPartException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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NullPartException Constructor (System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the NullPartException class with message name and part name.

VB

Parameters

msgName
The message name.

partName
The part name.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

NullPartException Class | NullPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
NullPartException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal msgName As String, _
   ByVal partName As String _
)
[C#]
public NullPartException(
   string msgName,
   string partName
);
[C++]
public: NullPartException(
   String* msgName,
   String* partName
);
[JScript]
public function NullPartException(
   msgName : String,
   partName : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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NullPartException Properties
The properties of the NullPartException class are listed here. For a complete list of NullPartException class members, see the
NullPartException Members topic.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

MessageName Gets message name.
PartName Gets part name.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

NullPartException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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NullPartException.EventId Property
Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

NullPartException Class | NullPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property EventId As Integer
[C#]
public override int EventId {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_EventId();
[JScript]
public override function get EventId() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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NullPartException.MessageName Property
Gets message name.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

NullPartException Class | NullPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property MessageName As String
[C#]
public string MessageName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_MessageName();
[JScript]
public function get MessageName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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NullPartException.PartName Property
Gets part name.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

NullPartException Class | NullPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property PartName As String
[C#]
public string PartName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_PartName();
[JScript]
public function get PartName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PartContextPropertyBase Class
Represents the part context property base.

For a list of all members of this type, see PartContextPropertyBase Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PropertyBase
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PartContextPropertyBase
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.ContentType
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.Size

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

PartContextPropertyBase Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class PartContextPropertyBase
   Inherits PropertyBase
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class PartContextPropertyBase : PropertyBase
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class PartContextPropertyBase : public
   PropertyBase
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class PartContextPropertyBase extends PropertyBase

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PartContextPropertyBase Members
PartContextPropertyBase overview

Public Properties

Name (inherited from Proper
tyBase)

Gets the fully qualified name associated with the property type.

QName (inherited from Prop
ertyBase)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be u
sed directly from your code.

Type (inherited from Propert
yBase)

Gets the underlying type of the property type.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

PartContextPropertyBase Constructor Initializes a new instance of the PartContextPropertyBase class.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PartContextPropertyBase Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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PartContextPropertyBase Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the PartContextPropertyBase class.

VB

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PartContextPropertyBase Class | PartContextPropertyBase Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New()
[C#]
protected PartContextPropertyBase();
[C++]
protected: PartContextPropertyBase();
[JScript]
protected function PartContextPropertyBase();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PartUpdateDisallowedException Class
Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions when updating a part is not allowed.

For a list of all members of this type, see PartUpdateDisallowedException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PartUpdateDisallowedException

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

PartUpdateDisallowedException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class PartUpdateDisallowedException
   Inherits XLANGsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class PartUpdateDisallowedException :
   XLANGsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class PartUpdateDisallowedException :
   public XLANGsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class PartUpdateDisallowedException extends
   XLANGsException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
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PartUpdateDisallowedException Members
PartUpdateDisallowedException overview

Public Constructors

PartUpdateDisallowedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the PartUpdateDisallowedException c
lass.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

MessageName Gets the message name.
PartName Gets the part name.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om XLANGsException)

Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGsException with the parameter name and 
additional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

PartUpdateDisallowedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the PartUpdateDisallowedException c
lass.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetState (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.
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MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetState (inherited from X
LANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

See Also

PartUpdateDisallowedException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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PartUpdateDisallowedException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the PartUpdateDisallowedException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the PartUpdateDisallowedException class with serialized data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected PartUpdateDisallowedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: PartUpdateDisallowedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function PartUpdateDisallowedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the PartUpdateDisallowedException class with message name and part name.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public PartUpdateDisallowedException(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: PartUpdateDisallowedException(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function PartUpdateDisallowedException(System.String, System.String);

See Also

PartUpdateDisallowedException Class | PartUpdateDisallowedException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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PartUpdateDisallowedException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the PartUpdateDisallowedException class with serialized data.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PartUpdateDisallowedException Class | PartUpdateDisallowedException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
PartUpdateDisallowedException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected PartUpdateDisallowedException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: PartUpdateDisallowedException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function PartUpdateDisallowedException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PartUpdateDisallowedException Constructor (System.String,
System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the PartUpdateDisallowedException class with message name and part name.

VB

Parameters

msgName
The message name.

partName
The part name.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PartUpdateDisallowedException Class | PartUpdateDisallowedException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
PartUpdateDisallowedException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal msgName As String, _
   ByVal partName As String _
)
[C#]
public PartUpdateDisallowedException(
   string msgName,
   string partName
);
[C++]
public: PartUpdateDisallowedException(
   String* msgName,
   String* partName
);
[JScript]
public function PartUpdateDisallowedException(
   msgName : String,
   partName : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PartUpdateDisallowedException Properties
The properties of the PartUpdateDisallowedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
PartUpdateDisallowedException class members, see the PartUpdateDisallowedException Members topic.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

MessageName Gets the message name.
PartName Gets the part name.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PartUpdateDisallowedException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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PartUpdateDisallowedException.EventId Property
Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PartUpdateDisallowedException Class | PartUpdateDisallowedException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property EventId As Integer
[C#]
public override int EventId {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_EventId();
[JScript]
public override function get EventId() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PartUpdateDisallowedException.MessageName Property
Gets the message name.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PartUpdateDisallowedException Class | PartUpdateDisallowedException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property MessageName As String
[C#]
public string MessageName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_MessageName();
[JScript]
public function get MessageName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PartUpdateDisallowedException.PartName Property
Gets the part name.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PartUpdateDisallowedException Class | PartUpdateDisallowedException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property PartName As String
[C#]
public string PartName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_PartName();
[JScript]
public function get PartName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Party Class
Represents the source or destination party of a role link.

For a list of all members of this type, see Party Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.Party

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

Party Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class Party
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class Party
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class Party
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class Party

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Party Members
Party overview

Public Constructors

Party Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the Party class.

Public Properties

Name Gets name of party.
OriginatorPid Gets the originator party identifier.
Qualifier Gets the qualifier for the party.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetName This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used di
rectly from your code.

GetQualifier This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used di
rectly from your code.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Party Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Party Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Party class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the Party class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(Party)

[C#] public Party(Party);

[C++] public: Party(Party*);

[JScript] public function Party(Party);

Initializes a new instance of the Party class with the originator party identifier.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public Party(System.String);

[C++] public: Party(System.String);

[JScript] public function Party(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the Party class with the name and qualifier.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String)

[C#] public Party(System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: Party(System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function Party(System.String, System.String);

See Also

Party Class | Party Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Party Constructor (Party)
Initializes a new instance of the Party class.

VB

Parameters

p
The party.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Party Class | Party Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace | Party Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal p As Party _
)
[C#]
public Party(
   Party p
);
[C++]
public: Party(
   Party* p
);
[JScript]
public function Party(
   p : Party
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Party Constructor (System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the Party class with the originator party identifier.

VB

Parameters

originatorPid
The originator party identifier.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Party Class | Party Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace | Party Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal originatorPid As String _
)
[C#]
public Party(
   string originatorPid
);
[C++]
public: Party(
   String* originatorPid
);
[JScript]
public function Party(
   originatorPid : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Party Constructor (System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the Party class with the name and qualifier.

VB

Parameters

name
The name.

qualifier
The qualifier.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Party Class | Party Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace | Party Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal qualifier As String _
)
[C#]
public Party(
   string name,
   string qualifier
);
[C++]
public: Party(
   String* name,
   String* qualifier
);
[JScript]
public function Party(
   name : String,
   qualifier : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Party Properties
The properties of the Party class are listed here. For a complete list of Party class members, see the Party Members topic.

Public Properties

Name Gets name of party.
OriginatorPid Gets the originator party identifier.
Qualifier Gets the qualifier for the party.

See Also

Party Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Party.Name Property
Gets name of party.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

Party Class | Party Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Name As String
[C#]
public string Name {get;}
[C++]
public: _property String* get_Name();
[JScript]
public function get Name() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Party.OriginatorPid Property
Gets the originator party identifier.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

Party Class | Party Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property OriginatorPid As String
[C#]
public string OriginatorPid {get;}
[C++]
public: _property String* get_OriginatorPid();
[JScript]
public function get OriginatorPid() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Party.Qualifier Property
Gets the qualifier for the party.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

Party Class | Party Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Qualifier As String
[C#]
public string Qualifier {get;}
[C++]
public: _property String* get_Qualifier();
[JScript]
public function get Qualifier() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Party Methods
The methods of the Party class are listed here. For a complete list of Party class members, see the Party Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetName This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used di
rectly from your code.

GetQualifier This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used di
rectly from your code.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Party Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Party.GetName Method
This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Party Class | Party Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Function GetName() As String
[C#]
public string GetName();
[C++]
public: String* GetName();
[JScript]
public function GetName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Party.GetQualifier Method
This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Party Class | Party Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Function GetQualifier() As String
[C#]
public string GetQualifier();
[C++]
public: String* GetQualifier();
[JScript]
public function GetQualifier() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PersistenceException Class
Represents persistence errors that occur during XLANGs executions.

For a list of all members of this type, see PersistenceException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PersistenceException

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

PersistenceException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class PersistenceException
   Inherits XLANGsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class PersistenceException : XLANGsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class PersistenceException : public
   XLANGsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class PersistenceException extends XLANGsException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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PersistenceException Members
PersistenceException overview

Public Constructors

PersistenceException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the PersistenceException class.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om XLANGsException)

Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGsException with the parameter name and 
additional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

PersistenceException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the PersistenceException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetState (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetState (inherited from X
LANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/71tawy4s(v=bts.10).aspx
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PersistenceException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the PersistenceException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the PersistenceException class with a reference to the inner exception that is the cause of this exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Exception)

[C#] public PersistenceException(System.Exception);

[C++] public: PersistenceException(System.Exception);

[JScript] public function PersistenceException(System.Exception);

Initializes a new instance of the PersistenceException class with serialized data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected PersistenceException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: PersistenceException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function PersistenceException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

See Also

PersistenceException Class | PersistenceException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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PersistenceException Constructor (System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the PersistenceException class with a reference to the inner exception that is the cause of this
exception.

VB

Parameters

inner
The exception that is the cause of the current exception. If the inner parameter is not a null reference (Nothing in Visual Basic),
the current exception is raised in a catch block that handles the inner exception.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PersistenceException Class | PersistenceException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
PersistenceException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal inner As Exception _
)
[C#]
public PersistenceException(
   Exception inner
);
[C++]
public: PersistenceException(
   Exception* inner
);
[JScript]
public function PersistenceException(
   inner : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PersistenceException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the PersistenceException class with serialized data.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PersistenceException Class | PersistenceException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
PersistenceException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected PersistenceException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: PersistenceException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function PersistenceException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PersistenceException Properties
The properties of the PersistenceException class are listed here. For a complete list of PersistenceException class members,
see the PersistenceException Members topic.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PersistenceException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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PersistenceException.EventId Property
Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PersistenceException Class | PersistenceException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property EventId As Integer
[C#]
public override int EventId {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_EventId();
[JScript]
public override function get EventId() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PersistenceItemException Class
Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions when items persist.

For a list of all members of this type, see PersistenceItemException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PersistenceItemException

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

PersistenceItemException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class PersistenceItemException
   Inherits XLANGsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class PersistenceItemException : XLANGsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class PersistenceItemException : public
   XLANGsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class PersistenceItemException extends
   XLANGsException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PersistenceItemException Members
PersistenceItemException overview

Public Constructors

PersistenceItemException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the PersistenceItemException class.

Public Properties

EventId (inherited from X
LANGsException)

Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGMessage.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om XLANGsException)

Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGMessage with the parameter name and a
dditional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

PersistenceItemException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the PersistenceItemException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetState (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/71tawy4s(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/902sca80(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/85weac5w(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dxzhy005(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/2wchw354(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/es4y6f7e(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/sh5cw61c(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

SetState (inherited from X
LANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

See Also

PersistenceItemException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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PersistenceItemException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the PersistenceItemException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the PersistenceItemException class with a reference to the inner exception that is the cause of this exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Exception)

[C#] public PersistenceItemException(System.Exception);

[C++] public: PersistenceItemException(System.Exception);

[JScript] public function PersistenceItemException(System.Exception);

Initializes a new instance of the PersistenceItemException class with serialized data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected PersistenceItemException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: PersistenceItemException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function PersistenceItemException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

See Also

PersistenceItemException Class | PersistenceItemException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PersistenceItemException Constructor (System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the PersistenceItemException class with a reference to the inner exception that is the cause of this
exception.

VB

Parameters

inner
The exception that is the cause of the current exception. If the inner parameter is not a null reference (Nothing in Visual Basic),
the current exception is raised in a catch block that handles the inner exception.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PersistenceItemException Class | PersistenceItemException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
PersistenceItemException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal inner As Exception _
)
[C#]
public PersistenceItemException(
   Exception inner
);
[C++]
public: PersistenceItemException(
   Exception* inner
);
[JScript]
public function PersistenceItemException(
   inner : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PersistenceItemException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the PersistenceItemException class with serialized data.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PersistenceItemException Class | PersistenceItemException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
PersistenceItemException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected PersistenceItemException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: PersistenceItemException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function PersistenceItemException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PortPropertyBase Class
Represents the base class for properties that are applicable to ports.

For a list of all members of this type, see PortPropertyBase Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PropertyBase
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PortPropertyBase
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.Address

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

PortPropertyBase Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class PortPropertyBase
   Inherits PropertyBase
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class PortPropertyBase : PropertyBase
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class PortPropertyBase : public
   PropertyBase
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class PortPropertyBase extends PropertyBase

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PortPropertyBase Members
PortPropertyBase overview

Public Properties

Name (inherited from Proper
tyBase)

Gets the fully qualified name associated with the property type.

QName (inherited from Prop
ertyBase)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be u
sed directly from your code.

Type (inherited from Propert
yBase)

Gets the underlying type of the property type.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

PortPropertyBase Constructor Initializes a new instance of the PortPropertyBase class.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PortPropertyBase Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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PortPropertyBase Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the PortPropertyBase class.

VB

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PortPropertyBase Class | PortPropertyBase Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New()
[C#]
protected PortPropertyBase();
[C++]
protected: PortPropertyBase();
[JScript]
protected function PortPropertyBase();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PropertyAttribute Class
Specifies a .NET class member as a property (a data element used for routing of messages and used inside an expression to direct
the process flow).

For a list of all members of this type, see PropertyAttribute Members.

System.Object
   System.Attribute
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PropertyAttribute

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Remarks

To access fields and properties of .NET types that are used as message parts in an orchestration, these fields and properties must
be annotated as either distinguished fields or distinguished properties.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

PropertyAttribute Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<AttributeUsage(AttributeTargets.Class Or AttributeTargets.Property _
   Or AttributeTargets.Field)>
NotInheritable Public Class PropertyAttribute
   Inherits Attribute
[C#]
[AttributeUsage(AttributeTargets.Class | AttributeTargets.Property
   | AttributeTargets.Field)]
public sealed class PropertyAttribute : Attribute
[C++]
[AttributeUsage(AttributeTargets::Class |
   AttributeTargets::Property | AttributeTargets::Field)]
public __gc __sealed class PropertyAttribute : public Attribute
[JScript]
public
   AttributeUsage(AttributeTargets.Class | AttributeTargets.Property |
   AttributeTargets.Field)
class PropertyAttribute extends Attribute

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e8kc3626(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PropertyAttribute Members
PropertyAttribute overview

Public Constructors

PropertyAttribute Constructor Initializes a new instance of the PropertyAttribute class.

Public Properties

Type This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used dire
ctly from your code.

TypeId (inherited fro
m System.Attribute)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

XPath This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used dire
ctly from your code.

XsdType This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used dire
ctly from your code.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Attribute)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Attribute)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

IsDefaultAttribute (inherite
d from System.Attribute)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Match (inherited from Sys
tem.Attribute)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PropertyAttribute Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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PropertyAttribute Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the PropertyAttribute class.

VB

Parameters

type
The property that the annotated member is aliased to. 

Remarks

The type is created using a property schema. The type derives from either MessageDataPropertyBase or
MessageContextPropertyBase.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PropertyAttribute Class | PropertyAttribute Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal type As Type _
)
[C#]
public PropertyAttribute(
   Type type
);
[C++]
public: PropertyAttribute(
   Type* type
);
[JScript]
public function PropertyAttribute(
   type : Type
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PropertyAttribute Properties
The properties of the PropertyAttribute class are listed here. For a complete list of PropertyAttribute class members, see the
PropertyAttribute Members topic.

Public Properties

Type This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used dire
ctly from your code.

TypeId (inherited fro
m System.Attribute)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation availa
ble from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

XPath This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used dire
ctly from your code.

XsdType This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used dire
ctly from your code.

See Also

PropertyAttribute Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/sa1bf03e(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PropertyAttribute.Type Property
This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PropertyAttribute Class | PropertyAttribute Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property Type As Type
[C#]
public Type Type {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Type* get_Type();
[JScript]
public function get Type() : Type;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PropertyAttribute.XPath Property
This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PropertyAttribute Class | PropertyAttribute Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property XPath As String
[C#]
public string XPath {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_XPath();
public: __property void set_XPath(String*);
[JScript]
public function get XPath() : String;
public function set XPath(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PropertyAttribute.XsdType Property
This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PropertyAttribute Class | PropertyAttribute Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Property XsdType As String
[C#]
public string XsdType {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_XsdType();
public: __property void set_XsdType(String*);
[JScript]
public function get XsdType() : String;
public function set XsdType(String);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PropertyBase Class
Provides the base class for all properties.

For a list of all members of this type, see PropertyBase Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PropertyBase
      Derived classes

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Remarks

Properties are strongly named identifiers that tie pieces of core information to messages, message parts, ports, orchestrations,
and service links. Properties are identified by a .NET type and an XML qualified named object. You can get the underlying type of a
property using the PropertyBase::get_Type property. You create message properties using the Editor through the property
schema. The other properties are predefined in the Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes namespace and in the
Microsoft.BizTalk.GlobalPropertySchemas assemblies. 

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

PropertyBase Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class PropertyBase
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class PropertyBase
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class PropertyBase
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class PropertyBase

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PropertyBase Hierarchy
System.Object
   Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PropertyBase
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.MessageContextPropertyBase
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.MessageDataPropertyBase
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PartContextPropertyBase
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PortPropertyBase
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.ServiceLinkPropertyBase
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.ServicePropertyBase

See Also

PropertyBase Class | PropertyBase Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PropertyBase Members
PropertyBase overview

Public Properties

Name Gets the fully qualified name associated with the property type.
QName This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your

code.
Type Gets the underlying type of the property type.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

PropertyBase Constructor Initializes a new instance of the PropertyBase class.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PropertyBase Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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PropertyBase Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the PropertyBase class.

VB

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PropertyBase Class | PropertyBase Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New()
[C#]
protected PropertyBase();
[C++]
protected: PropertyBase();
[JScript]
protected function PropertyBase();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PropertyBase Properties
The properties of the PropertyBase class are listed here. For a complete list of PropertyBase class members, see the
PropertyBase Members topic.

Public Properties

Name Gets the fully qualified name associated with the property type.
QName This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your

code.
Type Gets the underlying type of the property type.

See Also

PropertyBase Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PropertyBase.Name Property
Gets the fully qualified name associated with the property type.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PropertyBase Class | PropertyBase Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public MustOverride ReadOnly Property Name As XmlQualifiedName
[C#]
public abstract XmlQualifiedName Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual XmlQualifiedName* get_Name() = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function get Name() : XmlQualifiedName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PropertyBase.QName Property
This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PropertyBase Class | PropertyBase Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property QName As XmlQName
[C#]
public XmlQName QName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property XmlQName* get_QName();
[JScript]
public function get QName() : XmlQName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PropertyBase.Type Property
Gets the underlying type of the property type.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PropertyBase Class | PropertyBase Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public MustOverride ReadOnly Property Type As Type
[C#]
public abstract Type Type {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual Type* get_Type() = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function get Type() : Type;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PropertyUpdateDisallowedException Class
Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions when a property update is not allowed.

For a list of all members of this type, see PropertyUpdateDisallowedException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PropertyUpdateDisallowedException

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

PropertyUpdateDisallowedException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class PropertyUpdateDisallowedException
   Inherits XLANGsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class PropertyUpdateDisallowedException :
   XLANGsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class PropertyUpdateDisallowedException :
   public XLANGsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class PropertyUpdateDisallowedException extends
   XLANGsException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PropertyUpdateDisallowedException Members
PropertyUpdateDisallowedException overview

Public Constructors

PropertyUpdateDisallowedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the PropertyUpdateDisallowedEx
ception class.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGMessage.

MessageName Gets the message name.
PropertyName Gets the property name.
PropertyNamespace Get the property namespace.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om XLANGsException)

Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGMessage with the parameter name and a
dditional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

PropertyUpdateDisallowedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the PropertyUpdateDisallowedEx
ception class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/71tawy4s(v=bts.10).aspx
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GetState (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetState (inherited from X
LANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

See Also

PropertyUpdateDisallowedException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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PropertyUpdateDisallowedException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the PropertyUpdateDisallowedException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the PropertyUpdateDisallowedException class with serialized data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected PropertyUpdateDisallowedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: PropertyUpdateDisallowedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function PropertyUpdateDisallowedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the PropertyUpdateDisallowedException class with message name, property namespace, and property name.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.String, System.String)

[C#] public PropertyUpdateDisallowedException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[C++] public: PropertyUpdateDisallowedException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

[JScript] public function PropertyUpdateDisallowedException(System.String, System.String, System.String);

See Also

PropertyUpdateDisallowedException Class | PropertyUpdateDisallowedException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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PropertyUpdateDisallowedException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the PropertyUpdateDisallowedException class with serialized data.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PropertyUpdateDisallowedException Class | PropertyUpdateDisallowedException Members |
Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace | PropertyUpdateDisallowedException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected PropertyUpdateDisallowedException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: PropertyUpdateDisallowedException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function PropertyUpdateDisallowedException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PropertyUpdateDisallowedException Constructor
(System.String, System.String, System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the PropertyUpdateDisallowedException class with message name, property namespace, and property
name.

VB

Parameters

msgName
The message name.

ns
The property namespace.

name
The property name.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PropertyUpdateDisallowedException Class | PropertyUpdateDisallowedException Members |
Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace | PropertyUpdateDisallowedException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal msgName As String, _
   ByVal ns As String, _
   ByVal name As String _
)
[C#]
public PropertyUpdateDisallowedException(
   string msgName,
   string ns,
   string name
);
[C++]
public: PropertyUpdateDisallowedException(
   String* msgName,
   String* ns,
   String* name
);
[JScript]
public function PropertyUpdateDisallowedException(
   msgName : String,
   ns : String,
   name : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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PropertyUpdateDisallowedException Properties
The properties of the PropertyUpdateDisallowedException class are listed here. For a complete list of
PropertyUpdateDisallowedException class members, see the PropertyUpdateDisallowedException Members topic.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGMessage.

MessageName Gets the message name.
PropertyName Gets the property name.
PropertyNamespace Gets the property namespace.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

PropertyUpdateDisallowedException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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PropertyUpdateDisallowedException.EventId Property
Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PropertyUpdateDisallowedException Class | PropertyUpdateDisallowedException Members |
Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property EventId As Integer
[C#]
public override int EventId {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_EventId();
[JScript]
public override function get EventId() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PropertyUpdateDisallowedException.MessageName Property
Gets the message name.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PropertyUpdateDisallowedException Class | PropertyUpdateDisallowedException Members |
Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property MessageName As String
[C#]
public string MessageName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_MessageName();
[JScript]
public function get MessageName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PropertyUpdateDisallowedException.PropertyName Property
Gets the property name.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PropertyUpdateDisallowedException Class | PropertyUpdateDisallowedException Members |
Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property PropertyName As String
[C#]
public string PropertyName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_PropertyName();
[JScript]
public function get PropertyName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PropertyUpdateDisallowedException.PropertyNamespace
Property
Gets the property namespace.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PropertyUpdateDisallowedException Class | PropertyUpdateDisallowedException Members |
Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property PropertyNamespace As String
[C#]
public string PropertyNamespace {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_PropertyNamespace();
[JScript]
public function get PropertyNamespace() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PublishMessageException Class
Represents message publishing errors that occur during XLANGs executions.

For a list of all members of this type, see PublishMessageException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PublishMessageException

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

PublishMessageException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class PublishMessageException
   Inherits XLANGsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class PublishMessageException : XLANGsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class PublishMessageException : public
   XLANGsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class PublishMessageException extends
   XLANGsException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
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PublishMessageException Members
PublishMessageException overview

Public Constructors

PublishMessageException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the PublishMessageException class.

Public Properties

EventId (inherited from X
LANGsException)

Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.

HelpLink (inherited from 
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGMessage.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om XLANGsException)

Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGMessage with the parameter name and a
dditional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

PublishMessageException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the PublishMessageException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetState (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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SetState (inherited from X
LANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

See Also

PublishMessageException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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PublishMessageException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the PublishMessageException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the PublishMessageException class with a reference to the inner exception that is the cause of this exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Exception)

[C#] public PublishMessageException(System.Exception);

[C++] public: PublishMessageException(System.Exception);

[JScript] public function PublishMessageException(System.Exception);

Initializes a new instance of the PublishMessageException class with serialized data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected PublishMessageException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: PublishMessageException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function PublishMessageException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

See Also

PublishMessageException Class | PublishMessageException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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PublishMessageException Constructor (System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the PublishMessageException class with a reference to the inner exception that is the cause of this
exception.

VB

Parameters

inner
The exception that is the cause of the current exception. If the inner parameter is not a null reference (Nothing in Visual Basic),
the current exception is raised in a catch block that handles the inner exception.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PublishMessageException Class | PublishMessageException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
PublishMessageException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal inner As Exception _
)
[C#]
public PublishMessageException(
   Exception inner
);
[C++]
public: PublishMessageException(
   Exception* inner
);
[JScript]
public function PublishMessageException(
   inner : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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PublishMessageException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the PublishMessageException class with serialized data.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

PublishMessageException Class | PublishMessageException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
PublishMessageException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected PublishMessageException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: PublishMessageException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function PublishMessageException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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RetryTransactionException Class
Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions when a transaction is retried.

For a list of all members of this type, see RetryTransactionException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.RetryTransactionException

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

RetryTransactionException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
Public Class RetryTransactionException
   Inherits XLANGsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public class RetryTransactionException : XLANGsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc class RetryTransactionException : public
   XLANGsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class RetryTransactionException extends XLANGsException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
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RetryTransactionException Members
RetryTransactionException overview

Public Constructors

RetryTransactionException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RetryTransactionException class.

Public Properties

DelayFor Gets or sets the delay time property.
EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGMessage.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om XLANGsException)

Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGMessage with the parameter name and a
dditional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RetryTransactionException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RetryTransactionException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetState (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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SetState (inherited from X
LANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

See Also

RetryTransactionException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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RetryTransactionException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RetryTransactionException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RetryTransactionException class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public RetryTransactionException();

[C++] public: RetryTransactionException();

[JScript] public function RetryTransactionException();

Initializes a new instance of the RetryTransactionException class with serialized data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RetryTransactionException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RetryTransactionException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RetryTransactionException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

See Also

RetryTransactionException Class | RetryTransactionException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RetryTransactionException Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the RetryTransactionException class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RetryTransactionException Class | RetryTransactionException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
RetryTransactionException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public RetryTransactionException();
[C++]
public: RetryTransactionException();
[JScript]
public function RetryTransactionException();
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RetryTransactionException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RetryTransactionException class with serialized data.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RetryTransactionException Class | RetryTransactionException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
RetryTransactionException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RetryTransactionException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: RetryTransactionException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function RetryTransactionException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);
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RetryTransactionException Properties
The properties of the RetryTransactionException class are listed here. For a complete list of RetryTransactionException class
members, see the RetryTransactionException Members topic.

Public Properties

DelayFor Gets or sets the delay time property.
EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGMessage.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RetryTransactionException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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RetryTransactionException.DelayFor Property
Gets or sets the delay time property.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RetryTransactionException Class | RetryTransactionException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

Public Property DelayFor As TimeSpan
[C#]
public TimeSpan DelayFor {get; set;}
[C++]
public: __property TimeSpan get_DelayFor();
public: __property void set_DelayFor(TimeSpan);
[JScript]
public function get DelayFor() : TimeSpan;
public function set DelayFor(TimeSpan);
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RetryTransactionException.EventId Property
Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RetryTransactionException Class | RetryTransactionException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property EventId As Integer
[C#]
public override int EventId {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_EventId();
[JScript]
public override function get EventId() : int;
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RuntimeErrorException Class
Represents runtime errors that occur during XLANGs executions.

For a list of all members of this type, see RuntimeErrorException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.RuntimeErrorException

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

RuntimeErrorException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class RuntimeErrorException
   Inherits XLANGsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class RuntimeErrorException : XLANGsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class RuntimeErrorException : public
   XLANGsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class RuntimeErrorException extends XLANGsException
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RuntimeErrorException Members
RuntimeErrorException overview

Public Constructors

RuntimeErrorException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuntimeErrorException class.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGMessage.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om XLANGsException)

Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGMessage with the parameter name and a
dditional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

RuntimeErrorException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the RuntimeErrorException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetState (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetState (inherited from X
LANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.
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RuntimeErrorException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the RuntimeErrorException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the RuntimeErrorException class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public RuntimeErrorException();

[C++] public: RuntimeErrorException();

[JScript] public function RuntimeErrorException();

Initializes a new instance of the RuntimeErrorException class with a reference to the inner exception that is the cause of this exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Exception)

[C#] public RuntimeErrorException(System.Exception);

[C++] public: RuntimeErrorException(System.Exception);

[JScript] public function RuntimeErrorException(System.Exception);

Initializes a new instance of the RuntimeErrorException class with serialized data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected RuntimeErrorException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: RuntimeErrorException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function RuntimeErrorException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

See Also

RuntimeErrorException Class | RuntimeErrorException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuntimeErrorException Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the RuntimeErrorException class.

VB

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuntimeErrorException Class | RuntimeErrorException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
RuntimeErrorException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public RuntimeErrorException();
[C++]
public: RuntimeErrorException();
[JScript]
public function RuntimeErrorException();
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RuntimeErrorException Constructor (System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the RuntimeErrorException class with a reference to the inner exception that is the cause of this
exception.

VB

Parameters

innerException
The exception that is the cause of the current exception. If the innerException parameter is not a null reference (Nothing in
Visual Basic), the current exception is raised in a catch block that handles the inner exception.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuntimeErrorException Class | RuntimeErrorException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
RuntimeErrorException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal innerException As Exception _
)
[C#]
public RuntimeErrorException(
   Exception innerException
);
[C++]
public: RuntimeErrorException(
   Exception* innerException
);
[JScript]
public function RuntimeErrorException(
   innerException : Exception
);
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RuntimeErrorException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the RuntimeErrorException class with serialized data.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuntimeErrorException Class | RuntimeErrorException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
RuntimeErrorException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected RuntimeErrorException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: RuntimeErrorException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function RuntimeErrorException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);
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RuntimeErrorException Properties
The properties of the RuntimeErrorException class are listed here. For a complete list of RuntimeErrorException class
members, see the RuntimeErrorException Members topic.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGMessage.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

RuntimeErrorException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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RuntimeErrorException.EventId Property
Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

RuntimeErrorException Class | RuntimeErrorException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property EventId As Integer
[C#]
public override int EventId {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_EventId();
[JScript]
public override function get EventId() : int;
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SelectionFailureException Class
Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions when a selection fails.

For a list of all members of this type, see SelectionFailureException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.SelectionFailureException

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

SelectionFailureException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class SelectionFailureException
   Inherits XLANGsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class SelectionFailureException : XLANGsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class SelectionFailureException : public
   XLANGsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class SelectionFailureException extends
   XLANGsException
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SelectionFailureException Members
SelectionFailureException overview

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGMessage.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om XLANGsException)

Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGMessage with the parameter name and a
dditional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

SelectionFailureException Constructor Initializes a new instance of the SelectionFailureException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetState (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetState (inherited from X
LANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

See Also

SelectionFailureException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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SelectionFailureException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the SelectionFailureException class with serialized data.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

SelectionFailureException Class | SelectionFailureException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected SelectionFailureException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: SelectionFailureException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function SelectionFailureException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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SelectionFailureException Properties
The properties of the SelectionFailureException class are listed here. For a complete list of SelectionFailureException class
members, see the SelectionFailureException Members topic.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGMessage.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

SelectionFailureException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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SelectionFailureException.EventId Property
Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

SelectionFailureException Class | SelectionFailureException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property EventId As Integer
[C#]
public override int EventId {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_EventId();
[JScript]
public override function get EventId() : int;
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SendFailedException Class
Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions when sending a message fails.

For a list of all members of this type, see SendFailedException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.SendFailedException

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

SendFailedException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class SendFailedException
   Inherits XLANGsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class SendFailedException : XLANGsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class SendFailedException : public
   XLANGsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class SendFailedException extends XLANGsException
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SendFailedException Members
SendFailedException overview

Public Constructors

SendFailedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the SendFailedException class.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGMessage.

MessageName Gets the message name.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om XLANGsException)

Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGMessage with the parameter name and a
dditional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

SendFailedException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the SendFailedException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetState (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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SetState (inherited from X
LANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

See Also

SendFailedException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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SendFailedException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the SendFailedException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the SendFailedException class with serialized data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected SendFailedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: SendFailedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function SendFailedException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

Initializes a new instance of the SendFailedException class with the name and a reference to the inner exception that is the cause of this
exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String, System.Exception)

[C#] public SendFailedException(System.String, System.Exception);

[C++] public: SendFailedException(System.String, System.Exception);

[JScript] public function SendFailedException(System.String, System.Exception);

See Also

SendFailedException Class | SendFailedException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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SendFailedException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the SendFailedException class with serialized data.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

SendFailedException Class | SendFailedException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
SendFailedException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected SendFailedException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: SendFailedException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function SendFailedException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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SendFailedException Constructor (System.String,
System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the SendFailedException class with the name and a reference to the inner exception that is the cause
of this exception.

VB

Parameters

name
The name.

inner
The exception that is the cause of the current exception. If the inner parameter is not a null reference (Nothing in Visual Basic),
the current exception is raised in a catch block that handles the inner exception.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

SendFailedException Class | SendFailedException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
SendFailedException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal name As String, _
   ByVal inner As Exception _
)
[C#]
public SendFailedException(
   string name,
   Exception inner
);
[C++]
public: SendFailedException(
   String* name,
   Exception* inner
);
[JScript]
public function SendFailedException(
   name : String,
   inner : Exception
);
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SendFailedException Properties
The properties of the SendFailedException class are listed here. For a complete list of SendFailedException class members,
see the SendFailedException Members topic.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGMessage.

MessageName Gets the message name.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

SendFailedException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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SendFailedException.EventId Property
Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

SendFailedException Class | SendFailedException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property EventId As Integer
[C#]
public override int EventId {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_EventId();
[JScript]
public override function get EventId() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SendFailedException.MessageName Property
Gets the message name.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

SendFailedException Class | SendFailedException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property MessageName As String
[C#]
public string MessageName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_MessageName();
[JScript]
public function get MessageName() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ServiceLinkPropertyBase Class
Represents the base class of all properties applicable to a role (service) link. 

For a list of all members of this type, see ServiceLinkPropertyBase Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PropertyBase
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.ServiceLinkPropertyBase
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.DestinationParty
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.SourceParty

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

ServiceLinkPropertyBase Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class ServiceLinkPropertyBase
   Inherits PropertyBase
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class ServiceLinkPropertyBase : PropertyBase
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class ServiceLinkPropertyBase : public
   PropertyBase
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class ServiceLinkPropertyBase extends PropertyBase

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ServiceLinkPropertyBase Members
ServiceLinkPropertyBase overview

Public Properties

Name (inherited from Proper
tyBase)

Gets the fully qualified name associated with the property type.

QName (inherited from Prop
ertyBase)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be u
sed directly from your code.

Type (inherited from Propert
yBase)

Gets the underlying type of the property type.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

ServiceLinkPropertyBase Constructor Initializes a new instance of the ServiceLinkPropertyBase class.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ServiceLinkPropertyBase Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ServiceLinkPropertyBase Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the ServiceLinkPropertyBase class.

VB

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ServiceLinkPropertyBase Class | ServiceLinkPropertyBase Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New()
[C#]
protected ServiceLinkPropertyBase();
[C++]
protected: ServiceLinkPropertyBase();
[JScript]
protected function ServiceLinkPropertyBase();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ServicePropertyBase Class
Represents the base class for all property types applicable to orchestration types. 

For a list of all members of this type, see ServicePropertyBase Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PropertyBase
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.ServicePropertyBase
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.InstanceId

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

ServicePropertyBase Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class ServicePropertyBase
   Inherits PropertyBase
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class ServicePropertyBase : PropertyBase
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class ServicePropertyBase : public
   PropertyBase
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class ServicePropertyBase extends PropertyBase

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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ServicePropertyBase Members
ServicePropertyBase overview

Public Properties

Name (inherited from Proper
tyBase)

Gets the fully qualified name associated with the property type.

QName (inherited from Prop
ertyBase)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be u
sed directly from your code.

Type (inherited from Propert
yBase)

Gets the underlying type of the property type.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

ServicePropertyBase Constructor Initializes a new instance of the ServicePropertyBase class.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

ServicePropertyBase Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ServicePropertyBase Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the ServicePropertyBase class.

VB

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

ServicePropertyBase Class | ServicePropertyBase Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New()
[C#]
protected ServicePropertyBase();
[C++]
protected: ServicePropertyBase();
[JScript]
protected function ServicePropertyBase();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Size Class
Represents size part property type which is used to retrieve the size, in bytes, of the message part.

For a list of all members of this type, see Size Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PropertyBase
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PartContextPropertyBase
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.Size

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Remarks

The size part property type is applicable as a parameter to the XLANG::GetPartProperty. The underlying type for the size
property is System.Int64.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

Size Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
NotInheritable Public Class Size
   Inherits PartContextPropertyBase
[C#]
[Serializable]
public sealed class Size : PartContextPropertyBase
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __sealed class Size : public PartContextPropertyBase
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
class Size extends PartContextPropertyBase

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Size Members
Size overview

Public Constructors

Size Constructor Initializes a new instance of the Size class.

Public Properties

Name Overridden. Gets the fully qualified name associated with the property type.
QName (inherited from Prop

ertyBase)
This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be u
sed directly from your code.

Type Overridden. Gets the underlying type of the property type.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

Size Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Size Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the Size class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Size Class | Size Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public Size();
[C++]
public: Size();
[JScript]
public function Size();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Size Properties
The properties of the Size class are listed here. For a complete list of Size class members, see the Size Members topic.

Public Properties

Name Overridden. Gets the fully qualified name associated with the property type.
QName (inherited from Prop

ertyBase)
This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be u
sed directly from your code.

Type Overridden. Gets the underlying type of the property type.

See Also

Size Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Size.Name Property
Gets the fully qualified name associated with the property type.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Size Class | Size Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property Name As XmlQualifiedName
[C#]
public override XmlQualifiedName Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property XmlQualifiedName* get_Name();
[JScript]
public override function get Name() : XmlQualifiedName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Size.Type Property
Gets the underlying type of the property type.

VB

Remarks

The underlying type is System.Int64.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

Size Class | Size Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property Type As Type
[C#]
public override Type Type {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Type* get_Type();
[JScript]
public override function get Type() : Type;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SourceParty Class
Represents the source party of a role link.

For a list of all members of this type, see SourceParty Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PropertyBase
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.ServiceLinkPropertyBase
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.SourceParty

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Remarks

The underlying type for this property is Party and it is applicable to service links. 

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

SourceParty Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

NotInheritable Public Class SourceParty
   Inherits ServiceLinkPropertyBase
[C#]
public sealed class SourceParty : ServiceLinkPropertyBase
[C++]
public __gc __sealed class SourceParty : public
   ServiceLinkPropertyBase
[JScript]
public class SourceParty extends ServiceLinkPropertyBase

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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SourceParty Members
SourceParty overview

Public Constructors

SourceParty Constructor Initializes a new instance of the SourceParty class.

Public Properties

Name Overridden. Gets the fully qualified name associated with the property type.
QName (inherited from Prop

ertyBase)
This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be u
sed directly from your code.

Type Overridden. Gets the underlying type for the DestinationParty role link property, which is Part
y.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from 
System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetType (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited fro
m System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

SourceParty Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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SourceParty Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the SourceParty class.

VB

Remarks

The default constructor initializes any fields to their default values.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

SourceParty Class | SourceParty Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public SourceParty();
[C++]
public: SourceParty();
[JScript]
public function SourceParty();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SourceParty Properties
The properties of the SourceParty class are listed here. For a complete list of SourceParty class members, see the
SourceParty Members topic.

Public Properties

Name Overridden. Gets the fully qualified name associated with the property type.
QName (inherited from Prop

ertyBase)
This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be u
sed directly from your code.

Type Overridden. Gets the underlying type for the DestinationParty role link property, which is Part
y. 

See Also

SourceParty Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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SourceParty.Name Property
Gets the name.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

SourceParty Class | SourceParty Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property Name As XmlQualifiedName
[C#]
public override XmlQualifiedName Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property XmlQualifiedName* get_Name();
[JScript]
public override function get Name() : XmlQualifiedName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SourceParty.Type Property
Overridden. Gets the underlying type for the DestinationParty role link property, which is Party. 

VB

Remarks

The underlying type is Party.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

SourceParty Class | SourceParty Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property Type As Type
[C#]
public override Type Type {get;}
[C++]
public: __property Type* get_Type();
[JScript]
public override function get Type() : Type;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TimeoutException Class
Represents time out errors that occur during XLANGs executions.

For a list of all members of this type, see TimeoutException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.TimeoutException

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

TimeoutException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class TimeoutException
   Inherits XLANGsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class TimeoutException : XLANGsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class TimeoutException : public
   XLANGsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class TimeoutException extends XLANGsException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
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TimeoutException Members
TimeoutException overview

Public Constructors

TimeoutException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the TimeoutException class.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGMessage.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om XLANGsException)

Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGMessage with the parameter name and a
dditional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

TimeoutException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the TimeoutException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetState (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetState (inherited from X
LANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.
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See Also

TimeoutException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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TimeoutException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the TimeoutException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the TimeoutException class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public TimeoutException();

[C++] public: TimeoutException();

[JScript] public function TimeoutException();

Initializes a new instance of the TimeoutException class with serialized data.

[Visual Basic]
Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected TimeoutException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: TimeoutException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function TimeoutException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

See Also

TimeoutException Class | TimeoutException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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TimeoutException Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the TimeoutException class.

VB

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TimeoutException Class | TimeoutException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
TimeoutException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New()
[C#]
public TimeoutException();
[C++]
public: TimeoutException();
[JScript]
public function TimeoutException();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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TimeoutException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the TimeoutException class with serialized data.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TimeoutException Class | TimeoutException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
TimeoutException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected TimeoutException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: TimeoutException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function TimeoutException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TimeoutException Properties
The properties of the TimeoutException class are listed here. For a complete list of TimeoutException class members, see the
TimeoutException Members topic.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGMessage.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

TimeoutException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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TimeoutException.EventId Property
Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TimeoutException Class | TimeoutException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property EventId As Integer
[C#]
public override int EventId {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_EventId();
[JScript]
public override function get EventId() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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TransactionNestingException Class
Represents transaction nesting errors that occur during XLANGs executions.

For a list of all members of this type, see TransactionNestingException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.TransactionNestingException

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

TransactionNestingException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class TransactionNestingException
   Inherits XLANGsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class TransactionNestingException :
   XLANGsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class TransactionNestingException : public
   XLANGsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class TransactionNestingException extends
   XLANGsException
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TransactionNestingException Members
TransactionNestingException overview

Public Constructors

TransactionNestingException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the TransactionNestingException class.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGMessage.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om XLANGsException)

Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGMessage with the parameter name and a
dditional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

TransactionNestingException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the TransactionNestingException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetState (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetState (inherited from X
LANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.
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TransactionNestingException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the TransactionNestingException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the TransactionNestingException class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New()

[C#] public TransactionNestingException();

[C++] public: TransactionNestingException();

[JScript] public function TransactionNestingException();

Initializes a new instance of the TransactionNestingException class with serialized data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected TransactionNestingException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: TransactionNestingException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function TransactionNestingException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

See Also

TransactionNestingException Class | TransactionNestingException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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TransactionNestingException Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the TransactionNestingException class.

VB

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TransactionNestingException Class | TransactionNestingException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
TransactionNestingException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public Sub New()
[C#]
public TransactionNestingException();
[C++]
public: TransactionNestingException();
[JScript]
public function TransactionNestingException();
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TransactionNestingException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the TransactionNestingException class with serialized data.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TransactionNestingException Class | TransactionNestingException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
TransactionNestingException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected TransactionNestingException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: TransactionNestingException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function TransactionNestingException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TransactionNestingException Properties
The properties of the TransactionNestingException class are listed here. For a complete list of TransactionNestingException
class members, see the TransactionNestingException Members topic.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGMessage.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

TransactionNestingException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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TransactionNestingException.EventId Property
Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TransactionNestingException Class | TransactionNestingException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property EventId As Integer
[C#]
public override int EventId {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_EventId();
[JScript]
public override function get EventId() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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TransformationFailureException Class
Represents transformation failure errors that occur during XLANGs executions.

For a list of all members of this type, see TransformationFailureException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.TransformationFailureException

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

TransformationFailureException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class TransformationFailureException
   Inherits XLANGsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class TransformationFailureException :
   XLANGsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class TransformationFailureException :
   public XLANGsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class TransformationFailureException extends
   XLANGsException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
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TransformationFailureException Members
TransformationFailureException overview

Public Constructors

TransformationFailureException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the TransformationFailureException cl
ass.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGMessage.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om XLANGsException)

Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGMessage with the parameter name and a
dditional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

TransformationFailureException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the TransformationFailureException cl
ass.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetState (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.
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SetState (inherited from X
LANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

See Also

TransformationFailureException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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TransformationFailureException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the TransformationFailureException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the TransformationFailureException class with a reference to the inner exception that is the cause of this exception.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.Exception)

[C#] public TransformationFailureException(System.Exception);

[C++] public: TransformationFailureException(System.Exception);

[JScript] public function TransformationFailureException(System.Exception);

Initializes a new instance of the TransformationFailureException class with serialized data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected TransformationFailureException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: TransformationFailureException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function TransformationFailureException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

See Also

TransformationFailureException Class | TransformationFailureException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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TransformationFailureException Constructor
(System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the TransformationFailureException class with a reference to the inner exception that is the cause of
this exception.

VB

Parameters

inner
The exception that is the cause of the current exception. If the inner parameter is not a null reference (Nothing in Visual Basic),
the current exception is raised in a catch block that handles the inner exception.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TransformationFailureException Class | TransformationFailureException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
TransformationFailureException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal inner As Exception _
)
[C#]
public TransformationFailureException(
   Exception inner
);
[C++]
public: TransformationFailureException(
   Exception* inner
);
[JScript]
public function TransformationFailureException(
   inner : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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TransformationFailureException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the TransformationFailureException class with serialized data.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TransformationFailureException Class | TransformationFailureException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
TransformationFailureException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected TransformationFailureException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: TransformationFailureException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function TransformationFailureException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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TransformationFailureException Properties
The properties of the TransformationFailureException class are listed here. For a complete list of
TransformationFailureException class members, see the TransformationFailureException Members topic.

Public Properties

EventId Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGMessage.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

TransformationFailureException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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TransformationFailureException.EventId Property
Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

TransformationFailureException Class | TransformationFailureException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property EventId As Integer
[C#]
public override int EventId {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_EventId();
[JScript]
public override function get EventId() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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UnexpectedMessageTypeException Class
Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions when unexpected message types are encountered.

For a list of all members of this type, see UnexpectedMessageTypeException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.UnexpectedMessageTypeException

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

UnexpectedMessageTypeException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class UnexpectedMessageTypeException
   Inherits XLANGsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class UnexpectedMessageTypeException :
   XLANGsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class UnexpectedMessageTypeException :
   public XLANGsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class UnexpectedMessageTypeException extends
   XLANGsException
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UnexpectedMessageTypeException Members
UnexpectedMessageTypeException overview

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGMessage.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om XLANGsException)

Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGMessage with the parameter name and a
dditional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

UnexpectedMessageTypeException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the UnexpectedMessageTypeExcep
tion class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetState (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetState (inherited from X
LANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

See Also
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UnexpectedMessageTypeException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the UnexpectedMessageTypeException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the UnexpectedMessageTypeException class.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New()

[C#] protected UnexpectedMessageTypeException();

[C++] protected: UnexpectedMessageTypeException();

[JScript] protected function UnexpectedMessageTypeException();

Initializes a new instance of the UnexpectedMessageTypeException class with serialized data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected UnexpectedMessageTypeException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: UnexpectedMessageTypeException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function UnexpectedMessageTypeException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

See Also

UnexpectedMessageTypeException Class | UnexpectedMessageTypeException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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UnexpectedMessageTypeException Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the UnexpectedMessageTypeException class.

VB

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

UnexpectedMessageTypeException Class | UnexpectedMessageTypeException Members |
Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace | UnexpectedMessageTypeException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New()
[C#]
protected UnexpectedMessageTypeException();
[C++]
protected: UnexpectedMessageTypeException();
[JScript]
protected function UnexpectedMessageTypeException();
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UnexpectedMessageTypeException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the UnexpectedMessageTypeException class with serialized data.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

UnexpectedMessageTypeException Class | UnexpectedMessageTypeException Members |
Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace | UnexpectedMessageTypeException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected UnexpectedMessageTypeException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: UnexpectedMessageTypeException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function UnexpectedMessageTypeException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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UnexpectedMessageTypeException Properties
The properties of the UnexpectedMessageTypeException class are listed here. For a complete list of
UnexpectedMessageTypeException class members, see the UnexpectedMessageTypeException Members topic.

Public Properties

EventId Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGMessage.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

UnexpectedMessageTypeException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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UnexpectedMessageTypeException.EventId Property
Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

UnexpectedMessageTypeException Class | UnexpectedMessageTypeException Members |
Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property EventId As Integer
[C#]
public override int EventId {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_EventId();
[JScript]
public override function get EventId() : int;
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UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException Class
Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions when a unspecified destination party is encountered.

For a list of all members of this type, see UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException
   Inherits XLANGsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException :
   XLANGsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException
   : public XLANGsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException extends
   XLANGsException
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UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException Members
UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException overview

Public Constructors

UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the UnspecifiedDestinationPart
yException class.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGMessage.

PortName Gets the port name.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om XLANGsException)

Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGMessage with the parameter name and a
dditional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the UnspecifiedDestinationPart
yException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetState (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.
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MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetState (inherited from X
LANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

See Also

UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException(System.String);

[C++] public: UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException(System.String);

[JScript] public function UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException class with serialized data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

See Also

UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException Class | UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException Constructor
(System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException class.

VB

Parameters

port
The port.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException Class | UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException Members |
Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace | UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal port As String _
)
[C#]
public UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException(
   string port
);
[C++]
public: UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException(
   String* port
);
[JScript]
public function UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException(
   port : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException class with serialized data.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException Class | UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException Members |
Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace | UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException Properties
The properties of the UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException class are listed here. For a complete list of
UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException class members, see the UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException Members topic.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGMessage.

PortName Gets the port name.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException.EventId Property
Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException Class | UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException Members |
Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property EventId As Integer
[C#]
public override int EventId {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_EventId();
[JScript]
public override function get EventId() : int;
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UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException.PortName Property
Gets the port name.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException Class | UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException Members |
Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public ReadOnly Property PortName As String
[C#]
public string PortName {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_PortName();
[JScript]
public function get PortName() : String;
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WrongBodyPartException Class
Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions when a wrong body part is encountered.

For a list of all members of this type, see WrongBodyPartException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.WrongBodyPartException

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

WrongBodyPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class WrongBodyPartException
   Inherits XLANGsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class WrongBodyPartException : XLANGsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class WrongBodyPartException : public
   XLANGsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class WrongBodyPartException extends
   XLANGsException
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WrongBodyPartException Members
WrongBodyPartException overview

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGMessage.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om XLANGsException)

Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGMessage with the parameter name and a
dditional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

WrongBodyPartException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the WrongBodyPartException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetState (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetState (inherited from X
LANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

See Also

WrongBodyPartException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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WrongBodyPartException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the WrongBodyPartException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the WrongBodyPartException class.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New()

[C#] protected WrongBodyPartException();

[C++] protected: WrongBodyPartException();

[JScript] protected function WrongBodyPartException();

Initializes a new instance of the WrongBodyPartException class with serialized data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected WrongBodyPartException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: WrongBodyPartException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function WrongBodyPartException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

See Also

WrongBodyPartException Class | WrongBodyPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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WrongBodyPartException Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the WrongBodyPartException class.

VB

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

WrongBodyPartException Class | WrongBodyPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
WrongBodyPartException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New()
[C#]
protected WrongBodyPartException();
[C++]
protected: WrongBodyPartException();
[JScript]
protected function WrongBodyPartException();
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WrongBodyPartException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the WrongBodyPartException class with serialized data.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

WrongBodyPartException Class | WrongBodyPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
WrongBodyPartException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected WrongBodyPartException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: WrongBodyPartException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function WrongBodyPartException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);
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WrongBodyPartException Properties
The properties of the WrongBodyPartException class are listed here. For a complete list of WrongBodyPartException class
members, see the WrongBodyPartException Members topic.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGMessage.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

WrongBodyPartException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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WrongBodyPartException.EventId Property
Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

WrongBodyPartException Class | WrongBodyPartException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property EventId As Integer
[C#]
public override int EventId {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_EventId();
[JScript]
public override function get EventId() : int;
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XLANGMessage Class
Represents a message instance that is declared with an XLANG service.

For a list of all members of this type, see XLANGMessage Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGMessage

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Remarks

An orchestration message variable may be passed to a user component, and received as an XLANGMessage object. The
XLANGMessage object allows accessing the parts and accessing message properties.

The user may "hold on" to an XLANGMessage and thereby extend its lifetime beyond the declared scope. Subsequently, an
XLANGMessage may be retuned from a method and assigned to a message variable in an orchestration.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

XLANGMessage Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class XLANGMessage
   Implements IEnumerable
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class XLANGMessage : IEnumerable
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class XLANGMessage : public IEnumerable
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class XLANGMessage implements IEnumerable
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XLANGMessage Members
XLANGMessage overview

Public Properties

Count Gets the count of parts contained in the message.
Item Overloaded. Gets an XLANGPart.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the XLANGMessage class.

Name Gets the name of the message as declared in the XLANG service.

Public Methods

Dispose Releases the resources used by XLANGMessage object.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator Returns an IEnumerator for the message parts.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetPropertyValue Returns the value of a content or context property.
GetType (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetPropertyValue Sets the value of a content or context property.
ToString (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

XLANGMessage Constructor Initializes a new instance of the XLANGMessage class.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

XLANGMessage Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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XLANGMessage Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the XLANGMessage class.

VB

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XLANGMessage Class | XLANGMessage Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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Protected Sub New()
[C#]
protected XLANGMessage();
[C++]
protected: XLANGMessage();
[JScript]
protected function XLANGMessage();
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XLANGMessage Properties
The properties of the XLANGMessage class are listed here. For a complete list of XLANGMessage class members, see the
XLANGMessage Members topic.

Public Properties

Count Gets the count of parts contained in the message.
Item Overloaded. Gets an XLANGPart.

In C#, this property is the indexer for the XLANGMessage class.

Name Gets the name of the message as declared in the XLANG service.

See Also

XLANGMessage Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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XLANGMessage.Count Property
Gets the count of parts contained in the message.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XLANGMessage Class | XLANGMessage Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Public MustOverride ReadOnly Property Count As Integer
[C#]
public abstract int Count {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual int get_Count() = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function get Count() : int;
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XLANGMessage.Item Property
Gets an XLANGPart.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the XLANGMessage class.

Overload List

Gets an XLANGPart at the specified index.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public MustOverride Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.Int32) As XLANGPart

[C#] public abstract XLANGPart this[System.Int32] {get;}

[C++] XLANGMessage.Item Property (System.Int32)

[JScript] XLANGMessage.Item (System.Int32)

Gets the named XLANGPart.

[Visual Basic] Overloads Public MustOverride Default ReadOnly Property Item(System.String) As XLANGPart

[C#] public abstract XLANGPart this[System.String] {get;}

[C++] XLANGMessage.Item Property (System.String)

[JScript] XLANGMessage.Item (System.String)

See Also

XLANGMessage Class | XLANGMessage Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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XLANGMessage.Item Property (System.Int32)
Gets an XLANGPart at the specified index.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the XLANGMessage class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

partIndex
The XLANGPart index.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

partIndex
The XLANGPart index.

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
IndexOutOfRangeException The index is out of range.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XLANGMessage Class | XLANGMessage Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace | XLANGMessage.Item Overload List
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Overloads Public MustOverride Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal partIndex As Integer _
) As XLANGPart
[C#]
public abstract XLANGPart this[
   int partIndex
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual XLANGPart* get_Item(
   int partIndex
) = 0;
[JScript]
returnValue = XLANGMessageObject.Item(partIndex);
-or-
returnValue = XLANGMessageObject(partIndex);
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XLANGMessage.Item Property (System.String)
Gets the named XLANGPart.

[C#] In C#, this property is the indexer for the XLANGMessage class.

VB

[JScript] In JScript, you can use the default indexed properties defined by a type, but you cannot explicitly define your own.
However, specifying the expando attribute on a class automatically provides a default indexed property whose type is Object
and whose index type is String.

Arguments [JScript]

partName
The XLANGPart name.

Parameters [Visual Basic, C#, C++]

partName
The XLANGPart name.

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
NoSuchPartException The name of the XLANGPart is not valid for the message.
ArgumentNullException Setting the property value to a null.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XLANGMessage Class | XLANGMessage Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace | XLANGMessage.Item Overload List
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Overloads Public MustOverride Default ReadOnly Property Item( _
   ByVal partName As String _
) As XLANGPart
[C#]
public abstract XLANGPart this[
   string partName
] {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual XLANGPart* get_Item(
   String* partName
) = 0;
[JScript]
returnValue = XLANGMessageObject.Item(partName);
-or-
returnValue = XLANGMessageObject(partName);
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XLANGMessage.Name Property
Gets the name of the message as declared in the XLANG service.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XLANGMessage Class | XLANGMessage Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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Public MustOverride ReadOnly Property Name As String
[C#]
public abstract string Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Name() = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function get Name() : String;
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XLANGMessage Methods
The methods of the XLANGMessage class are listed here. For a complete list of XLANGMessage class members, see the
XLANGMessage Members topic.

Public Methods

Dispose Releases the resources used by XLANGMessage object.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetEnumerator Returns an IEnumerator for the message parts.
GetHashCode (inherite

d from System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetPropertyValue Returns the value of a content or context property.
GetType (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetPropertyValue Sets the value of a content or context property.
ToString (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

XLANGMessage Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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XLANGMessage.Dispose Method
Releases the resources used by XLANGMessage object.

VB

Remarks

A message may be referred to by orchestration message variable and by XLANGMessage objects. The resources for the
underlying message are retained as long as one of the sources exist. Therefore, disposing an XLANGMessage object does not
invalidate the orchestration message variables that refer to the same message. Exiting a scope in which a message is declared that
does not invalidate an outstanding XLANGMessage object referring to the same message.

You are encouraged to dispose of XLANGMessage objects when you are finished using them. If you fail to dispose of
XLANGMessage objects, the message's resources are retained until the orchestration instance is complete.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XLANGMessage Class | XLANGMessage Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public MustOverride Sub Dispose()
[C#]
public abstract void Dispose();
[C++]
public: virtual void Dispose() = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function Dispose();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XLANGMessage.GetEnumerator Method
Returns an IEnumerator for the message parts.

VB

Return Value

An IEnumerator for the message parts.

Implements

IEnumerable.GetEnumerator

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XLANGMessage Class | XLANGMessage Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public MustOverride Function GetEnumerator() As IEnumerator _
   Implements IEnumerable.GetEnumerator
[C#]
public abstract IEnumerator GetEnumerator();
[C++]
public: virtual IEnumerator* GetEnumerator() = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function GetEnumerator() : IEnumerator;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/5zae5365(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XLANGMessage.GetPropertyValue Method
Returns the value of a content or context property.

VB

Parameters

propType
Message context or message context property type. These types are defined using a property schema. 

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
InvalidCastException The value of the property that appears in the data or context of the message cannot be converted into 

the property’s field type.
InvalidPropertyTypeExc
eption

A data property that is not defined on the message is being accessed.

AmbiguousXPathExcept
ion

XPath associated with the property did not resolve to a single value.

Remarks

Returns null if the property does not exist on the message.

Message context and message context property types are defined using a property schema. For more information, see
MessageContextPropertyBase and MessageDataPropertyBase.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XLANGMessage Class | XLANGMessage Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public MustOverride Function GetPropertyValue( _
   ByVal propType As Type _
) As Object
[C#]
public abstract object GetPropertyValue(
   Type propType
);
[C++]
public: virtual Object* GetPropertyValue(
   Type* propType
) = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function GetPropertyValue(
   propType : Type
) : Object;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XLANGMessage.SetPropertyValue Method
Sets the value of a content or context property.

VB

Parameters

propType
Message context or message context property type. These types are defined using a property schema.

value
Value to set the property to. The supplied value must be of the same type of the property's underlying type or convertible to
that underlying type.

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
InvalidCastException The value of the property that appears in the data or context of the message cannot be converted 

into the property’s field type.
ArgumentNullException Setting the property value to a null.
InvalidPropertyTypeExcepti
on

A data property that is not defined on the message is being accessed.

AmbiguousXPathException XPath associated with the property did not resolve to a single value.
XPathUpdateException Source message cannot be updated.
PropertyUpdateDisallowedE
xception

Updating a read-only property.

MessageUpdateDisallowedE
xception

Updating a property outside the construct.

Remarks

Message context and message context property types are defined using a property schema. For more information, see
MessageContextPropertyBase and MessageDataPropertyBase.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

Public MustOverride Sub SetPropertyValue( _
   ByVal propType As Type, _
   ByVal value As Object _
)
[C#]
public abstract void SetPropertyValue(
   Type propType,
   object value
);
[C++]
public: virtual void SetPropertyValue(
   Type* propType,
   Object* value
) = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function SetPropertyValue(
   propType : Type,
   value : Object
);



 

See Also

XLANGMessage Class | XLANGMessage Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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XLANGPart Class
Represents a message part contained in a message instance within an orchestration.

For a list of all members of this type, see XLANGPart Members.

System.Object
   Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGPart

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Remarks

Message parts contained in message instances are obtained by passing a part reference in a method invocation where the
receiving parameter type is XLANGPart.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

XLANGPart Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class XLANGPart
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class XLANGPart
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class XLANGPart
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class XLANGPart

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XLANGPart Members
XLANGPart overview

Public Properties

Name Gets the name of the part that is declared in the XLANG service.
XmlSchema Gets the start XML Schema that is associated with the XML Schema-based part.
XmlSchemaCollection Gets the XML Schema(s) that are associated with the XML Schema-based part.

Public Methods

Dispose Releases the resources used by the XLANGPart.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetPartProperty Extracts the control properties (Size and ContentType) that are associated with the part.
GetPartType Extracts the control types (Size and ContentType) that are associated with the part.
GetType (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetXPathValue Retrieves the value of the supplied XPath.
LoadFrom Loads the value for the part from the specified source.
PrefetchXPathValue Specifies an interest in subsequently reading from the specified XPath location.
RetrieveAs Get a representation of the part of the specified type.
SetPartProperty Sets the ContentType property.
ToString (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

XLANGPart Constructor Initializes a new instance of the XLANGPart class.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

XLANGPart Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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XLANGPart Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the XLANGPart class.

VB

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XLANGPart Class | XLANGPart Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New()
[C#]
protected XLANGPart();
[C++]
protected: XLANGPart();
[JScript]
protected function XLANGPart();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XLANGPart Properties
The properties of the XLANGPart class are listed here. For a complete list of XLANGPart class members, see the
XLANGPart Members topic.

Public Properties

Name Gets the name of the part that is declared in the XLANG service.
XmlSchema Gets the start XML Schema that is associated with the XML Schema-based part.
XmlSchemaCollection Gets the XML Schema(s) that are associated with the XML Schema-based part.

See Also

XLANGPart Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XLANGPart.Name Property
Gets the name of the XML Schema-based part that is declared in the XLANG service.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XLANGPart Class | XLANGPart Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public MustOverride ReadOnly Property Name As String
[C#]
public abstract string Name {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual String* get_Name() = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function get Name() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XLANGPart.XmlSchema Property
Gets the start XML Schema that is associated with the XML Schema-based part.

VB

Remarks

If parts are not XML Schema-based, this property is null.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XLANGPart Class | XLANGPart Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public MustOverride ReadOnly Property XmlSchema As XmlSchema
[C#]
public abstract XmlSchema XmlSchema {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual XmlSchema* get_XmlSchema() = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function get XmlSchema() : XmlSchema;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XLANGPart.XmlSchemaCollection Property
Gets the XML Schema(s) that are associated with the XML Schema-based part.

VB

Remarks

If parts are not XML Schema-based, this property is null.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XLANGPart Class | XLANGPart Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public MustOverride ReadOnly Property XmlSchemaCollection As _
   XmlSchemaCollection
[C#]
public abstract XmlSchemaCollection XmlSchemaCollection {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual XmlSchemaCollection*
   get_XmlSchemaCollection() = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function get XmlSchemaCollection() :
   XmlSchemaCollection;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XLANGPart Methods
The methods of the XLANGPart class are listed here. For a complete list of XLANGPart class members, see the
XLANGPart Members topic.

Public Methods

Dispose Releases the resources used by the XLANGPart.
Equals (inherited from 

System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherite
d from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetPartProperty Extracts the control properties (Size and ContentType) that are associated with the part.
GetPartType Extracts the control types (Size and ContentType) that are associated with the part.
GetType (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetXPathValue Retrieves the value of the supplied XPath.
LoadFrom Loads the value for the part from the specified source.
PrefetchXPathValue Specifies an interest in subsequently reading from the specified XPath location.
RetrieveAs Get a representation of the part of the specified type.
SetPartProperty Sets the ContentType property.
ToString (inherited fro

m System.Object)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

XLANGPart Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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XLANGPart.Dispose Method
Releases the resources used by the XLANGPart.

VB

Remarks

Disposing of a part does not cause the release of owning the message. The owning message must be disposed of separately.
However, disposing of a message will automatically dispose of all its parts.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XLANGPart Class | XLANGPart Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public MustOverride Sub Dispose()
[C#]
public abstract void Dispose();
[C++]
public: virtual void Dispose() = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function Dispose();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XLANGPart.GetPartProperty Method
Extracts the control properties (Size and ContentType) that are associated with the part.

VB

Parameters

propType
Control property (Size and ContentType).

Remarks

If the size is not available, this method returns null.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XLANGPart Class | XLANGPart Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public MustOverride Function GetPartProperty( _
   ByVal propType As Type _
) As Object
[C#]
public abstract object GetPartProperty(
   Type propType
);
[C++]
public: virtual Object* GetPartProperty(
   Type* propType
) = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function GetPartProperty(
   propType : Type
) : Object;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XLANGPart.GetPartType Method
Returns the underlying type for the message part. 

VB

Remarks

If a message is declared within an orchestration with type System.String, the runtime treats this message as having a single part
and the underlying type for this part is System.String.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XLANGPart Class | XLANGPart Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public MustOverride Function GetPartType() As Type
[C#]
public abstract Type GetPartType();
[C++]
public: virtual Type* GetPartType() = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function GetPartType() : Type;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XLANGPart.GetXPathValue Method
Retrieves the value of the supplied XPath.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An attribute or text-only element.

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
AmbiguousXPathException If the XPath is ambiguous.
Serialization exceptions Thrown by System.Xml and custom formatters.

Remarks

The supplied XPath needs to select an attribute or a text-only element. For an attribute, the attribute's value is returned. For an
element, the value of the inner text is returned. This method is not supported on custom formatted message parts.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XLANGPart Class | XLANGPart Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public MustOverride Function GetXPathValue( _
   ByVal xpath As String _
) As String
[C#]
public abstract string GetXPathValue(
   string xpath
);
[C++]
public: virtual String* GetXPathValue(
   String* xpath
) = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function GetXPathValue(
   xpath : String
) : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XLANGPart.LoadFrom Method
Loads the value for the part from the specified source.

VB

Parameters

source
StreamFactory (mechanism where you can provide multiple access to a sequential forward-only stream data), Stream,
XmlDocument, XmlElement or a native type.

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
InvalidCastException If the property being updated is not ContentType.
ArgumentNullException Setting the property value to a null.
Serialization exceptions Thrown by System.Xml and custom formatters.
NotSupportedException If the object is not supported.

Remarks

This method is similar to RetreiveAs method to convert to the underlying type.

If the parameter is an XmlDocument or an XmlElement, the content of the part is set to the OuterXml for the supplied
parameter. If the parameter is an XmlNodeList, it must have exactly one item and the item must be either an XmlDocument or
an XmlElement. The parameter can also be a Stream or XmlReader implementing the ICloneable interface. In addition, a
stream must support "seeking" to the beginning of the stream. The parameter can also be IStreamFactory or an
IXmlReaderFactory. 

For other parameter types, if the part is based on a schema, the supplied object is assumed to be a deserialized XML instance that
complies with the schema. If the part is modeled on a .NET class, the parameter is assumed to be convertible to the .NET class. 

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XLANGPart Class | XLANGPart Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.

Public MustOverride Sub LoadFrom( _
   ByVal source As Object _
)
[C#]
public abstract void LoadFrom(
   object source
);
[C++]
public: virtual void LoadFrom(
   Object* source
) = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function LoadFrom(
   source : Object
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XLANGPart.PrefetchXPathValue Method
Specifies an interest in subsequently reading from the specified XPath location.

VB

Parameters

xpath
An attribute or text-only element.

Remarks

Prefetching ahead of reading may improve preformance.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XLANGPart Class | XLANGPart Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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Public MustOverride Sub PrefetchXPathValue( _
   ByVal xpath As String _
)
[C#]
public abstract void PrefetchXPathValue(
   string xpath
);
[C++]
public: virtual void PrefetchXPathValue(
   String* xpath
) = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function PrefetchXPathValue(
   xpath : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XLANGPart.RetrieveAs Method
Get a representation of the part of the specified type.

VB

Parameters

t
The expected result type (XmlDocument, XmlReader, Stream, or the .NET type that the type is modeled after.

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
InvalidCastException If the property being updated is not ContentType.
ArgumentNullException Setting the property value to a null.
Serialization exceptions Thrown by System.Xml and custom formatters.

Remarks

XML Schema-based types can be retrieved as XmlDocument, XmlNode, XmlElement, XmlDocumentFragment, or a Stream.
For other requested types, the system performs XmlDeserialization on the underlying part into the requested type.

Non-XML Schema-based types that are not custom formatted are also deserialized unless the XML types are requested. For XML
types, the object is XML de-serialized and the appropriate type returned.

Any custom formatted types can only use the underlying type.

Example

C++

Public MustOverride Function RetrieveAs( _
   ByVal t As Type _
) As Object
[C#]
public abstract object RetrieveAs(
   Type t
);
[C++]
public: virtual Object* RetrieveAs(
   Type* t
) = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function RetrieveAs(
   t : Type
) : Object;

<snippet id="75b37adf-08cc-4f0c-9b6f-ec535e95978b" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
        static public void ValidatePart(XLANGPart part)
        {
            // get an XMLSchemaCollection from the part
            XmlSchemaCollection xsc = part.XmlSchemaCollection;
            // use the RetrieveAs method to retrieve the part as a stream
            Stream stm = (Stream)part.RetrieveAs(typeof(Stream));
            XmlTextReader xtr = new XmlTextReader( stm );
            XmlValidatingReader xvr = new XmlValidatingReader( xtr );
            xvr.Schemas.Add( xsc );
            xvr.ValidationType = ValidationType.Schema;
            // use a validation class that you have implemented
            Validator validator = new Validator();
            xvr.ValidationEventHandler += new ValidationEventHandler( validator.Callback );
                
            while (xvr.Read())



 

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XLANGPart Class | XLANGPart Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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                ;
            if (validator.Args != null)
                throw validator.Args.Exception;
        }
<snippet id="75b37adf-08cc-4f0c-9b6f-ec535e95978b" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XLANGPart.SetPartProperty Method
Sets the ContentType property.

VB

Parameters

propType
ContentType control property.

value
Value to set the ContentType control property.

Exceptions

Exception Type Condition
InvalidPropertyTypeException If the property being updated is not ContentType.
InvalidCastException If the property being updated is not ContentType.
PartUpdateDisallowedException Updating a property outside the construct block.
ArgumentNullException Setting the property value to a null.

Remarks

This method can only be used within message construction.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XLANGPart Class | XLANGPart Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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Public MustOverride Sub SetPartProperty( _
   ByVal propType As Type, _
   ByVal value As Object _
)
[C#]
public abstract void SetPartProperty(
   Type propType,
   object value
);
[C++]
public: virtual void SetPartProperty(
   Type* propType,
   Object* value
) = 0;
[JScript]
public abstract function SetPartProperty(
   propType : Type,
   value : Object
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XLANGsException Class
Represents errors that occur during XLANGs executions.

For a list of all members of this type, see XLANGsException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Derived classes

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

XLANGsException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class XLANGsException
   Inherits Exception
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class XLANGsException : Exception
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class XLANGsException : public Exception
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class XLANGsException extends Exception

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XLANGsException Hierarchy
System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.AmbiguousXPathException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.CorrelationViolationException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.DeliveryFailureException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.DestinationPartyNotFoundException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.EmptyPartException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.ForcedTerminationException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.InvalidAtomicCallException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.InvalidPropertyTypeException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.InvalidPropertyValueException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.MessageNotInitializedException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.MessageUpdateDisallowedException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.MissingPartException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.MissingPropertyException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.NoSuchPartException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.NullPartException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PartUpdateDisallowedException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PersistenceException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PersistenceItemException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PropertyUpdateDisallowedException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.PublishMessageException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.RetryTransactionException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.RuntimeErrorException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.SelectionFailureException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.SendFailedException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.TimeoutException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.TransactionNestingException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.TransformationFailureException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.UnexpectedMessageTypeException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.UnspecifiedDestinationPartyException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.WrongBodyPartException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XPathSelectionException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XPathUpdateException

See Also

XLANGsException Class | XLANGsException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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XLANGsException Members
XLANGsException overview

Public Properties

EventId Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGsException with the parameter name an
d additional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

XLANGsException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the XLANGsException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetState This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetState This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

See Also

XLANGsException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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XLANGsException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the XLANGsException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the XLANGsException class.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New()

[C#] protected XLANGsException();

[C++] protected: XLANGsException();

[JScript] protected function XLANGsException();

Initializes a new instance of the XLANGsException class with a reference to the inner exception that is the cause of this exception.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Exception)

[C#] protected XLANGsException(System.Exception);

[C++] protected: XLANGsException(System.Exception);

[JScript] protected function XLANGsException(System.Exception);

Initializes a new instance of the XLANGsException class with serialized data.

[Visual Basic]
Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected XLANGsException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: XLANGsException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function XLANGsException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

See Also

XLANGsException Class | XLANGsException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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XLANGsException Constructor ()
Initializes a new instance of the XLANGsException class.

VB

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XLANGsException Class | XLANGsException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
XLANGsException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New()
[C#]
protected XLANGsException();
[C++]
protected: XLANGsException();
[JScript]
protected function XLANGsException();
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XLANGsException Constructor (System.Exception)
Initializes a new instance of the XLANGsException class with a reference to the inner exception that is the cause of this exception.

VB

Parameters

innerException
The exception that is the cause of the current exception. If the innerException parameter is not a null reference (Nothing in
Visual Basic), the current exception is raised in a catch block that handles the inner exception.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XLANGsException Class | XLANGsException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
XLANGsException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal innerException As Exception _
)
[C#]
protected XLANGsException(
   Exception innerException
);
[C++]
protected: XLANGsException(
   Exception* innerException
);
[JScript]
protected function XLANGsException(
   innerException : Exception
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XLANGsException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the XLANGsException class with serialized data.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XLANGsException Class | XLANGsException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
XLANGsException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected XLANGsException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: XLANGsException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function XLANGsException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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XLANGsException Properties
The properties of the XLANGsException class are listed here. For a complete list of XLANGsException class members, see the
XLANGsException Members topic.

Public Properties

EventId Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGsException.
Source (inherited from Sy

stem.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

XLANGsException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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XLANGsException.EventId Property
Gets the XLANGsException event identifier.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XLANGsException Class | XLANGsException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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Public Overridable ReadOnly Property EventId As Integer
[C#]
public virtual int EventId {get;}
[C++]
public: __property virtual int get_EventId();
[JScript]
public function get EventId() : int;
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XLANGsException.Message Property
Gets the message for the XLANGsException.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XLANGsException Class | XLANGsException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property Message As String
[C#]
public override string Message {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_Message();
[JScript]
public override function get Message() : String;
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XLANGsException Methods
The methods of the XLANGsException class are listed here. For a complete list of XLANGsException class members, see the
XLANGsException Members topic.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGsException with the parameter name an
d additional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetState This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

SetState This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

See Also

XLANGsException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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XLANGsException.GetObjectData Method
Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGsException with the parameter name and additional exception information.

VB

Parameters

info
The object that holds the serialized object data.

context
The contextual information about the source or destination.

Implements

ISerializable.GetObjectData

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XLANGsException Class | XLANGsException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public Sub GetObjectData( _
   ByVal info As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal context As StreamingContext _
) Implements ISerializable.GetObjectData
[C#]
public override void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo info,
   StreamingContext context
);
[C++]
public: void GetObjectData(
   SerializationInfo* info,
   StreamingContext context
);
[JScript]
public override function GetObjectData(
   info : SerializationInfo,
   context : StreamingContext
);

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/27cxsdk6(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XLANGsException.GetState Method
This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Parameters

key
The key.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XLANGsException Class | XLANGsException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Function GetState( _
   ByVal key As String _
) As Object
[C#]
protected object GetState(
   string key
);
[C++]
protected: Object* GetState(
   String* key
);
[JScript]
protected function GetState(
   key : String
) : Object;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XLANGsException.SetState Method
This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

VB

Parameters

key
The key.

val
The value of the object.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XLANGsException Class | XLANGsException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub SetState( _
   ByVal key As String, _
   ByVal val As Object _
)
[C#]
protected void SetState(
   string key,
   object val
);
[C++]
protected: void SetState(
   String* key,
   Object* val
);
[JScript]
protected function SetState(
   key : String,
   val : Object
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XPathSelectionException Class
Represents XPath selection errors that occur during XLANGs executions.

For a list of all members of this type, see XPathSelectionException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XPathSelectionException

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

XPathSelectionException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class XPathSelectionException
   Inherits XLANGsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class XPathSelectionException : XLANGsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class XPathSelectionException : public
   XLANGsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class XPathSelectionException extends
   XLANGsException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XPathSelectionException Members
XPathSelectionException overview

Public Constructors

XPathSelectionException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the XPathSelectionException class.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGMessage.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

XPath Gets the XPath.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om XLANGsException)

Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGMessage with the parameter name and a
dditional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

XPathSelectionException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the XPathSelectionException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetState (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/71tawy4s(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/902sca80(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/85weac5w(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dxzhy005(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/2wchw354(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/49kcee3b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/zdee4b3y(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dfwy45w9(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/es4y6f7e(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/sh5cw61c(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/4k87zsw7(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/57ctke0a(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677


 

SetState (inherited from X
LANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

See Also

XPathSelectionException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XPathSelectionException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the XPathSelectionException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the XPathSelectionException class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public XPathSelectionException(System.String);

[C++] public: XPathSelectionException(System.String);

[JScript] public function XPathSelectionException(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the XPathSelectionException class with serialized data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected XPathSelectionException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: XPathSelectionException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function XPathSelectionException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

See Also

XPathSelectionException Class | XPathSelectionException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XPathSelectionException Constructor (System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the XPathSelectionException class.

VB

Parameters

strXPath
The XPath.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XPathSelectionException Class | XPathSelectionException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
XPathSelectionException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public Sub New( _
   ByVal strXPath As String _
)
[C#]
public XPathSelectionException(
   string strXPath
);
[C++]
public: XPathSelectionException(
   String* strXPath
);
[JScript]
public function XPathSelectionException(
   strXPath : String
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XPathSelectionException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the XPathSelectionException class with serialized data.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XPathSelectionException Class | XPathSelectionException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
XPathSelectionException Constructor Overload List

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected XPathSelectionException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: XPathSelectionException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function XPathSelectionException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XPathSelectionException Properties
The properties of the XPathSelectionException class are listed here. For a complete list of XPathSelectionException class
members, see the XPathSelectionException Members topic.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGMessage.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

XPath Gets the XPath.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

XPathSelectionException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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XPathSelectionException.EventId Property
Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XPathSelectionException Class | XPathSelectionException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Overrides Public ReadOnly Property EventId As Integer
[C#]
public override int EventId {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_EventId();
[JScript]
public override function get EventId() : int;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XPathSelectionException.XPath Property
Gets the XPath.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XPathSelectionException Class | XPathSelectionException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Public ReadOnly Property XPath As String
[C#]
public string XPath {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_XPath();
[JScript]
public function get XPath() : String;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XPathUpdateException Class
Represents XPath update errors that occur during XLANGs executions.

For a list of all members of this type, see XPathUpdateException Members.

System.Object
   System.Exception
      Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XLANGsException
         Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.XPathUpdateException

VB

Thread Safety

All public members of this type are safe for multithreaded operations.

Requirements

Namespace: Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Assembly: Microsoft XLANG/s Base Types (in Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.dll)

See Also

XPathUpdateException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Serializable>
MustInherit Public Class XPathUpdateException
   Inherits XLANGsException
[C#]
[Serializable]
public abstract class XPathUpdateException : XLANGsException
[C++]
[Serializable]
public __gc __abstract class XPathUpdateException : public
   XLANGsException
[JScript]
public
   Serializable
abstract class XPathUpdateException extends XLANGsException

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/e5kfa45b(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/c18k6c59(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XPathUpdateException Members
XPathUpdateException overview

Public Constructors

XPathUpdateException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the XPathUpdateException class.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGMessage.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

XPath Get the XPath.

Public Methods

Equals (inherited from Sys
tem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetBaseException (inherite
d from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetHashCode (inherited fr
om System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetObjectData (inherited fr
om XLANGsException)

Overridden. Sets the SerializationInfo object for XLANGMessage with the parameter name and a
dditional exception information.

GetType (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

ToString (inherited from S
ystem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation a
vailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Constructors

XPathUpdateException Constructor Overloaded. Initializes a new instance of the XPathUpdateException class.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Protected Methods

Finalize (inherited from S
ystem.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

GetState (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

MemberwiseClone (inheri
ted from System.Object)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/71tawy4s(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/902sca80(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/85weac5w(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dxzhy005(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/2wchw354(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/d5171fyh(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/49kcee3b(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677
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SetState (inherited from X
LANGsException)

This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used 
directly from your code.

See Also

XPathUpdateException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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XPathUpdateException Constructor
Initializes a new instance of the XPathUpdateException class.

Overload List

Initializes a new instance of the XPathUpdateException class.

[Visual Basic] Public Sub New(System.String)

[C#] public XPathUpdateException(System.String);

[C++] public: XPathUpdateException(System.String);

[JScript] public function XPathUpdateException(System.String);

Initializes a new instance of the XPathUpdateException class with serialized data.

[Visual Basic] Protected Sub New(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)

[C#]
protected XPathUpdateException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[C++]
protected: XPathUpdateException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

[JScript]
protected function XPathUpdateException(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo, System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext);

See Also

XPathUpdateException Class | XPathUpdateException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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XPathUpdateException Constructor (System.String)
Initializes a new instance of the XPathUpdateException class.

VB

Parameters

strXPath
The XPath.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XPathUpdateException Class | XPathUpdateException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
XPathUpdateException Constructor Overload List
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Public Sub New( _
   ByVal strXPath As String _
)
[C#]
public XPathUpdateException(
   string strXPath
);
[C++]
public: XPathUpdateException(
   String* strXPath
);
[JScript]
public function XPathUpdateException(
   strXPath : String
);
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XPathUpdateException Constructor
(System.Runtime.Serialization.SerializationInfo,
System.Runtime.Serialization.StreamingContext)
Initializes a new instance of the XPathUpdateException class with serialized data.

VB

Parameters

si
The SerializationInfo that holds the serialized object data about the exception being thrown.

sc
The StreamingContext that contains contextual information about the source or destination.

Remarks

This constructor is called by derived class constructors to initialize state in this type.

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XPathUpdateException Class | XPathUpdateException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace |
XPathUpdateException Constructor Overload List
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Protected Sub New( _
   ByVal si As SerializationInfo, _
   ByVal sc As StreamingContext _
)
[C#]
protected XPathUpdateException(
   SerializationInfo si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[C++]
protected: XPathUpdateException(
   SerializationInfo* si,
   StreamingContext sc
);
[JScript]
protected function XPathUpdateException(
   si : SerializationInfo,
   sc : StreamingContext
);
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XPathUpdateException Properties
The properties of the XPathUpdateException class are listed here. For a complete list of XPathUpdateException class
members, see the XPathUpdateException Members topic.

Public Properties

EventId Overridden. Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.
HelpLink (inherited from 

System.Exception)
For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

InnerException (inherited 
from System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

Message (inherited from 
XLANGsException)

Overridden. Gets the message for the XLANGMessage.

Source (inherited from Sy
stem.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

StackTrace (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

TargetSite (inherited from
System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation av
ailable from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

XPath Gets the XPath.

Protected Properties

HResult (inherited fro
m System.Exception)

For additional information about the System namespace, see the .NET Framework documentation avail
able from Visual Studio .NET or online at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=9677.

See Also

XPathUpdateException Class | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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XPathUpdateException.EventId Property
Gets the XLANGMessage event identifier.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XPathUpdateException Class | XPathUpdateException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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Overrides Public ReadOnly Property EventId As Integer
[C#]
public override int EventId {get;}
[C++]
public: __property int get_EventId();
[JScript]
public override function get EventId() : int;
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XPathUpdateException.XPath Property
Gets the XPath.

VB

Requirements

Platforms:  Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

.NET Framework Security: 

Full trust for the immediate caller. This member cannot be used by partially trusted code.

See Also

XPathUpdateException Class | XPathUpdateException Members | Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace
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Public ReadOnly Property XPath As String
[C#]
public string XPath {get;}
[C++]
public: __property String* get_XPath();
[JScript]
public function get XPath() : String;
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Unsupported BizTalk Classes
The following objects are exposed by Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004, but are not used in BizTalk Server programming.

When programming with Visual Basic .NET or C#, do not use these objects:

Microsoft.BizTalk.AdapterFramework Namespace

AddAdapterWiz Class
CategoryTree Class
CategoryTreeNode Class
CompileCSharpErrorException Class
CompileSchemaErrorException Class
CSHID Class
ExpandableCategoryTreeNode Class
FrameworkException Class
InvalidInstanceException Class
InvalidSchemaException Class
InvalidValueException Class
ISelectable Interface
ITreeNodeInfo Interface
ProgressCallback Delegate
ProgressEventArgs Class
ProgressForm.AutoClose Delegate
RevisedSchemaException Class
ServiceTreeNode Class
Specification Class
UndefinedTypesException Class
UnsupportedConstructException Class

Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventObservation Namespace

BAMEventsRecord Class
BAMException Class
BAMRuntimeException Class
EventContextItem Class
IBatch Interface
IPersistQueryable Interface
IRawStreamInterceptor Interface
ITDDSCustomDeserializer Interface
StoredProcedureCache Class
TrackPoint Class
Utility Class

Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids Namespace

BaseFunctoidIDs Enum
CompiledScriptInfo Class
CompiledXsltInfo Class
ConvertAscFunctoid Class
ConvertChrFunctoid Class
ConvertHexFunctoid Class
ConvertOctFunctoid Class
CountFunctoid Class
CumulativeAvgFunctoid Class



CumulativeConcatFunctoid Class
CumulativeMaxFunctoid Class
CumulativeMinFunctoid Class
CumulativeSumFunctoid Class
DatabaseErrorExtractFunctoid Class
DatabaseLookupFunctoid Class
DatabaseValueExtractFunctoid Class
DateAddDaysFunctoid Class
DateCurrentDateFunctoid Class
DateCurrentDateTimeFunctoid Class
DateCurrentTimeFunctoid Class
FunctoidScripts Class
IndexFunctoid Class
InlineScriptCompiler Class
IterationFunctoid Class
LogicalAndFunctoid Class
LogicalEqFunctoid Class
LogicalExistenceFunctoid Class
LogicalGteFunctoid Class
LogicalGtFunctoid Class
LogicalIsDateFunctoid Class
LogicalIsNumericFunctoid Class
LogicalIsStringFunctoid Class
LogicalLteFunctoid Class
LogicalLtFunctoid Class
LogicalNeFunctoid Class
LogicalOrFunctoid Class
LoopingFunctoid Class
MassCopyFunctoid Class
MathAbsFunctoid Class
MathAddFunctoid Class
MathDivideFunctoid Class
MathIntFunctoid Class
MathMaxFunctoid Class
MathMinFunctoid Class
MathModFunctoid Class
MathMultiplyFunctoid Class
MathRoundFunctoid Class
MathSqrtFunctoid Class
MathSubtractFunctoid Class
SciArcTanFunctoid Class
SciCosFunctoid Class
SciExp10Functoid Class
SciExpFunctoid Class
SciLog10Functoid Class
SciLogFunctoid Class
SciLognFunctoid Class
SciPowFunctoid Class
SciSinFunctoid Class
SciTanFunctoid Class
ScriptCompilerError Class
ScripterFunctoid Class



ScriptTypePrecedenceNode Class
StringConcatFunctoid Class
StringFindFunctoid Class
StringLeftFunctoid Class
StringLowerCaseFunctoid Class
StringRightFunctoid Class
StringSizeFunctoid Class
StringSubstringFunctoid Class
StringTrimLeftFunctoid Class
StringTrimRightFunctoid Class
StringUpperCaseFunctoid Class
TableExtractorFunctoid Class
TableLoopingFunctoid Class
ValueMappingFlatteningFunctoid Class
ValueMappingFunctoid Class

Microsoft.BizTalk.Component

AsmDocProcessor Class
AsmEnvProcessor Class
BasePropertyDescriptor Class
BodyElementAnnotation Class
BodyPathAnnotation Class
BTFAsmComp Class
BtfAsmException Class
BtfDasmComp Class
BtfDasmException Class
BtfDasmStream Class
BtsCategoryAttribute Class
BtsDescriptionAttribute Class
BtsDynamicPropertyDescriptor Class
BtsEditorAttribute Class
BtsPropertyNameAttribute Class
BtsTypeConverterAttribute Class
ComponentException Class
DisposableObjectWrapper Class
DocumentNodeProcessor Class
EnvelopeNodeProcessor Class
FFAsmEncoding Class
FFAsmXMLAsmWrapper Class
MIMEDecoder Class
MIMEEncoder Class
MIME_SMIME_Decoder Class
MIME_SMIME_Encoder Class
NamespaceTranslatorStream Class
NodeProcessor Class
NodeProcessorStack Class
PartyRes Class
PropertyHelper Class
PropPathDemoteAnnotation Class
PropPathPromoteAnnotation Class
PropPathWriteDistinguishedAnnotation Class
ResourceHandler Class



XmlAsmpComp.ProcessingInstructionsOptions Enumeration
XmlDasmReader Class
XmlDasmStreamWrapper Class
XmlValidator Class
XmlValidatorException Class
XPathAnnotation Class
XPathAnnotationCollection Class
IMIMEDecoderProperties Interface
IMIMEEncoderProperties Interface
FFDasmComp.DataReaderFunction Delegate
BTFAsmComp.ProcessingInstructionsOptions Enumeration
MIME_SMIME_Encoder.AlgID Enumeration
MIME_SMIME_Encoder.MIMETransferEncodingType Enumeration
MIME_SMIME_Encoder.SMIME_SignatureType Enumeration
SMIME_SignatureType Enumeration

Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop

BTMPropertyBag Class
BTSchemaCache Class
CategoryTypes Class
DocumentSpec Class
DocumentSpecException Class
IBTDocumentSpec Interface
IBTPropertyAnnotationList Interface
IBTPropertyInfoList Interface
IBTSchemaCache Interface
IPersistStream Interface
IPipelineContextEx Interface
PipelineUtil Class
PropertyAnnotation Class
PropertyInfo Class
ResourceTracker Class

Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities

CharsetPropertyEditor Class
PIOptionPropertyEditor Class
Schema Class
SchemaComponentEnumerator Class
SchemaListPropertyEditor Class
SchemaPropertyEditor Class
SchemaRetriever Class

Microsoft.BizTalk.CrossReferencing

RaiseFaultException Class
RuntimeException Class

Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Core Namespace

ActionInstance.TasksHelper Property
ActionStats Class
ActivityFlowStats Class
HwsPart Structure
IActionInstance Interface



IActivityFlow Interface
IActivityFlowFilter Interface
IActivityFlowStat Interface
ITask Interface
ITaskFilter Interface
ITaskResponse Interface

Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Exceptions Namespace

None of the classes in this namespace are documented.

Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.Runtime Namespace

KBManager Class

Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.WorkflowDesign Namespace

IActivityModel Interface
IConstraint Interface
IDesignManager Interface
IStep Interface
ITransition Interface

Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop

BaseMessageFactory Class
BTSException Class
CompressionStreams Class
ContextPropertyType Enum
ErrorInfoCustomMarshaler Class
ICloneable Interface
ICloneableByRef Interface
IDisposable Interface
IErrorInfo Interface
ISequentialStream Interface
IStream Interface
IStreamInfo Interface
IStreamViewOfStream Class
MessageContextBase Class
MessageContextMarshaler Class
StreamCapabilities Class
StreamToIStreamMarshaler Class
StreamViewOfIStream Class
SystemMessageContext Class
UpdateProperty Class

Microsoft.BizTalk.ParsingEngine

ConstObjectSet.ObjectSetEnumerator Protected Class
ConstObjectStack.Enumerator Protected Class
ConstObjectVector.Enumerator Protected Class
ConstPredictionStack.Enumerator Protected Class
ConstPredictionStack.StackItem Protected Class
DefaultFixedType Enum
Error Class
Error.Severity Enum
FieldCase Enum
FieldOrder Enum



FieldXmlDataType Enum
GroupType Enum
IncompleteCharHandling Enum
Parser.SemanticActionOutcome Enum

Microsoft.BizTalk.RuleEngineExtensions Namespace

ChannelSinkCallContext.MesssageType
ClientSessionUnavailableException
ClientSinkCallContextNotFoundException
DefaultVocabularyLocalizer
GetServerPrincipalNameException
IDefaultVocabularyLocalizer
InvalidClientAuthenticationLevelException
IRuleDisplayStringExtractor
RuleDisplayStringExtractor
RuleEngineResource
SecurityClientChannelSinkProvider
SecurityServerChannelSinkProvider
SecuritySink
SecuritySink.AuthenticationLevel
SecuritySink.ImpersonationLevel
SeverProcessingIncompleteException

Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace

SSOAdmin Class
SSOConfigStore Class
SSOFlag Class
SSOLookup Class
SSOMapper Class
SSOMapping Class
SSOTicket Class

Microsoft.RuleEngine Namespace

ArgumentDefinition
ArgumentMapping
BusinessRulesLanguageConverter
ClassBindingDefinition
ClassInformation
ClassMemberBindingDefinition
ComparisonType
Configuration
DatabaseBindingDefinition
DatabaseInformation
DatabaseMemberBindingDefinition
DocumentBindingDefinition
DocumentInformation
DocumentMemberBindingDefinition
EngineOperationDefinition
FormatString
LiteralDefinition
MemberBindingDefinition
Property



RangeDefinition
RestrictedLengthString
ServiceExecutor
SetDefinition
SubscriptionRuleStore
UserBindingDefinition
ValueDefinition
ValueDefinitionLink
ValueDefinitionLiteral
Vocabulary
VocabularyDefinition
VocabularyDefinitionDictionary
VocabularyDictionary
VocabularyInfo
VocabularyInfoCollection
VocabularyLink

Microsoft.RuleEngine.RemoteUpdateService Namespace

RemoteUpdateCallbackRepeater
RemoteUpdateService
RemoteUpdateServiceProxy

Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes Namespace

Any Class
ApplicationStyleAttribute Class
BatchAbortedException Class
BizTalkAssemblyAttribute Class
BodyXPathAttribute Class
BPELExportableAttribute Class
BTAttributeUsageAttribute Class
CallCompensationAttribute Class
CorrelationTypeAttribute Class
DeliveryNotificationAttribute Class
DesignerPositionAttribute Class
DirectBindingAttribute Class
Globals Class
InterceptorForcedException Class
InvalidCompensationInvocationException Class
LogicalBindingAttribute Class
MessageTypeAttribute Class
MessageTypeNameAttribute Class
NoTargetForMessageException Class
OrderedDeliveryAttribute Class
PendingOperationException Class
PhysicalBindingAttribute Class
PipelineBase Class
PortAttribute Class
PortTypeAttribute Class
PortTypeOperationAttribute Class
PropertyGuidAttribute Class
PropertyTypeAttribute Class
RootBase Class



 

SchemaAttribute Class
SchemaBase Class
SchemaRootAttribute Class
SchemaTypeAttribute Class
ServiceAttribute Class
ServiceConvoyAttribute Class
ServiceLinkTypeAttribute Class
ServiceLinkTypeRoleAttribute Class
ServiceParameterAttribute Class
ServicePortsAttribute Class
TargetXmlNamespaceAttribute Class
TransactionAttribute Class
TransformBase Class
TransportException Class
UnsupportedMemberTypeForPropertyException Class
WebPortBindingAttribute Class
WebServiceUrlAttribute Class
WSDLProxyNameAttribute Class
XmlQName Class
ApplicationTargets Enumeration
BTAttributeTargets Enumeration
DeliveryNotificationAttributeNotificationLevel Enumeration
DirectBindingAttributeSelfCorrelating Enumeration
EXLangPredicateOperator Enumeration
EXLangSAccess Enumeration
EXLangSCallCompensationInfo Enumeration
EXLangSMessageInfo Enumeration
EXLangSParameter Enumeration
EXLangSServiceInfo Enumeration
Polarity Enumeration
SchemaTypeEnum Enumeration
XLANGsException.EventIds Enumeration
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COM Object Reference
The Component Object Model (COM) object reference provides reference material for COM classes, interfaces, and value types
that are included in Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 .dll files.

This section contains:

_BatchOperationType Enumeration (COM)
_BTBatchOperationStatus Structure (COM)
IAssemblerComponent Interface (COM)
IBaseComponent Interface (COM)
IBaseMessage Interface (COM)
IBaseMessageContext Interface (COM)
IBaseMessageFactory Interface (COM)
IBaseMessagePart Interface (COM)
IBasePropertyBag Interface (COM)
IBTBatchCallBack Interface (COM)
IBTBatchTransmitter Interface (COM)
IBTDTCCommitConfirm Interface (COM)
IBTSTicket Interface (COM)
IBTTransmitter Interface (COM)
IBTTransmitterBatch Interface (COM)
IBTTransport Interface (COM)
IBTTransportBatch Interface (COM)
IBTTransportConfig Interface (COM)
IBTTransportControl Interface (COM)
IBTTransportProxy Interface (COM)
IComponent Interface (COM)
IComponentUI Interface (COM)
IDisassemblerComponent Interface (COM)
IDocumentSpec Interface (COM)
INamedItem Interface (COM)
INamedItemList Interface (COM)
IPipelineContext Interface (COM)
IProbeMessage Interface (COM)
ISSOAdmin Interface (COM)
ISSOConfigStore Interface (COM)
ISSOLookup1 Interface (COM)
ISSOMapper Interface (COM)
ISSOMapping Interface (COM)
ISSOTicket Interface (COM)
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_BatchOperationType Enumeration (COM)
Defines the types of operations that can occur within a batch.

Note  For information on using this interface within managed code, see BatchOperationType Enumeration.

Members

Member name Value Description
BT_CancelResponse 6 Corresponds to the CancelResponseMessage method on IBTTransportBatch.

A request for a response message was canceled.

BT_Delete 1 Corresponds to the DeleteMessage method on IBTTransportBatch.

A message to be deleted was added to the batch.

BT_MoveToNextTransport 4 Corresponds to the MoveToNextTransport method on IBTTransportBatch.

A message to be moved to the backup adapter was added to the batch.

BT_MoveToSuspendQ 2 Corresponds to the MoveToSuspendQ method on IBTTransportBatch.

A message to be suspended was added to the batch.

BT_Resubmit 3 Corresponds to the Resubmit method on IBTTransportBatch.

A message to be resubmitted was added to the batch.

BT_Submit 0 Corresponds to the SubmitMessage method on IBTTransportBatch.

A message to be submitted was added to the batch.

BT_SubmitRequest 5 Corresponds to the SubmitRequestMessage method on IBTTransportBatch.

A request message for a request-response message exchange was added to the batch.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003
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_BTBatchOperationStatus Structure (COM)
Communicates the result of certain operations within the batch to the adapter.

For a list of all members of this type, see BTBatchOperationStatus Members.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BTBatchOperationStatus Members
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_BTBatchOperationStatus Members (COM)
BTBatchOperationStatus overview

Public Fields

hrMessageStatus Represents the status for each message that has been processed.
hrStatus Represents the overall result of the operation on the batch.
nMessageCount Represents the number of messages for which the status is reported.
Type Represents the type of batch operation.

See Also

BTBatchOperationStatus Structure
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_BTBatchOperationStatus Fields (COM)
The fields of the BTBatchOperationStatus structure are listed here. For a complete list of BTBatchOperationStatus structure
members, see the BTBatchOperationStatus Members topic.

Public Fields

hrMessageStatus Represents the status for each message that has been processed.
hrStatus Represents the overall result of the operation on the batch.
nMessageCount Represents the number of messages for which the status is reported.
Type Represents the type of batch operation.

See Also

BTBatchOperationStatus Structure
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_BTBatchOperationStatus.hrMessageStatus Field (COM)
Represents the status for each message that has been processed.

C++

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

BTBatchOperationStatus Structure | BTBatchOperationStatus Members
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public: __property int get_hrMessageStatus();
[Visual Basic]
Public ReadOnly Property hrMessageStatus As Integer ()
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_BTBatchOperationStatus.hrStatus Field (COM)
Represents the overall result of the operation on the batch.

C++

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BTBatchOperationStatus Structure | BTBatchOperationStatus Members
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public: int hrStatus;
[Visual Basic]
Public hrStatus As Integer
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_BTBatchOperationStatus.nMessageCount Field (COM)
Represents the number of messages for which the status is reported.

C++

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BTBatchOperationStatus Structure | BTBatchOperationStatus Members
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public: int nMessageCount;
[Visual Basic]
Public nMessageCount As Integer
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_BTBatchOperationStatus.Type Field (COM)
Represents the type of batch operation.

C++

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

BTBatchOperationStatus Structure | BTBatchOperationStatus Members
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public: BatchOperationType Type;
[Visual Basic]
Public Type As BatchOperationType
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IAssemblerComponent Interface (COM)
Defines the methods that assembling pipeline components need to implement in order to be executed by the pipeline manager.

For a list of all members of this type, see IAssemblerComponent Members.

Note  For information on using this interface within managed code, see IAssemblerComponent Interface.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IAssemblerComponent Members
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IAssemblerComponent Members (COM)
IAssemblerComponent overview

Public Methods

AddDocument Adds the document to the list of messages that are included in an interchange.
Assemble Builds an interchange from the messages that were added by the AddDocument method.

See Also

IAssemblerComponent Interface
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IAssemblerComponent Methods (COM)
The methods of the IAssemblerComponent interface are listed here. For a complete list of IAssemblerComponent interface
members, see the IAssemblerComponent Members topic.

Public Methods

AddDocument Adds the document to the list of messages that are included in an interchange.
Assemble Builds an interchange from the messages that were added by the AddDocument method.

See Also

IAssemblerComponent Interface
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IAssemblerComponent.AddDocument Method (COM)
Adds the document to the list of messages that are included in an interchange.

C++

Parameters

pContext [C++]
[in] Reference to a IPipelineContext object/interface that contains the current pipeline context.

pContext [Visual Basic]
IPipelineContext object/interface that contains the current pipeline context.

pInMsg [C++]
[in] Reference to a IBaseMessage object/interface that contains the document to be added to the message set.

pInMsg [Visual Basic]
IBaseMessage object/interface that contains the document to be added to the message set.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IAssemblerComponent Interface
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HRESULT IAssemblerComponent::AddDocument(
  IPipelineContext* pContext,
  IBaseMessage* pInMsg
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub AddDocument(
  pContext As IPipelineContext,
  pInMsg As IBaseMessage
)
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IAssemblerComponent.Assemble Method (COM)
Builds an interchange from the messages that were added by the AddDocument method.

C++

Parameters

pContext [C++]
[in] Reference to a IPipelineContext object/interface that contains the current pipeline context.

pContext [Visual Basic]
IPipelineContext object/interface that contains the current pipeline context.

ppOutMsg [C++]
[out,retval] Pointer to hold the reference to the returned IBaseMessage object/interface, which will contain the assembled
document.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] If this method completes successfully, it returns an IBaseMessage that contains the assembled document.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IAssemblerComponent Interface
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HRESULT IAssemblerComponent::Assemble(
  IPipelineContext* pContext,
  IBaseMessage** ppOutMsg
);
[Visual Basic]
Function Assemble(
  pContext As IPipelineContext
) As IBaseMessage
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IBaseComponent Interface (COM)
Defines properties that provide basic information about the component.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBaseComponent Members.

Note  For information on using this interface within managed code, see IBaseComponent Interface.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseComponent Members
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IBaseComponent Members (COM)
IBaseComponent overview

Public Properties

Description Gets the component description.
Name Gets the component name.
Version Gets the component version.

See Also

IBaseComponent Interface
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IBaseComponent Properties (COM)
The properties of the IBaseComponent interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBaseComponent interface members, see
the IBaseComponent Members topic.

Public Properties

Description Gets the component description.
Name Gets the component name.
Version Gets the component version.

See Also

IBaseComponent Interface
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IBaseComponent.Description Property (COM)
Gets the component description.

C++

Parameters

Description [C++]
[out,retval] String used to return the description of the component.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseComponent Interface | IBaseComponent Members
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HRESULT IBaseComponent::get_Description(
  BSTR* Description
);
[Visual Basic]
Property Description() As String
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IBaseComponent.Name Property (COM)
Gets the component name.

C++

Parameters

Name [C++]
[out,retval] String used to return the name of the component.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseComponent Interface | IBaseComponent Members
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HRESULT IBaseComponent::get_Name(
  BSTR* Name
);
[Visual Basic]
Property Name() As String
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IBaseComponent.Version Property (COM)
Gets the component version.

C++

Parameters

Version [C++]
[out,retval] String used to return the version of the component.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseComponent Interface | IBaseComponent Members
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HRESULT IBaseComponent::get_Version(
  BSTR* Version
);
[Visual Basic]
Property Version() As String
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IBaseMessage Interface (COM)
Represents the basic composition of the message.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBaseMessage Members.

Note  For information on using this interface within managed code, see IBaseMessage Interface.

Remarks

This interface must be implemented for messages that get published to the database and delivered to the orchestration. The
component needs to use the CreateMessage method of the IBaseMessageFactory interface to create a new message object in
memory.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessage Members
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IBaseMessage Members (COM)
IBaseMessage overview

Public Properties

BodyPart Gets the body part, or main part, of the message.
BodyPartName Gets the name of the body part, or main part, of the message.
Context Represents the message context.
IsMutable Gets a value indicating whether the message context can be changed by components during processing.
MessageID Gets the unique message ID for the message and binds all the message parts together.
PartCount Gets the total number of parts in the message.

Public Methods

AddPart Adds a part to the message.
GetErrorInfo Gets the exception that caused the error.
GetPart Accesses the message parts.
GetPartByIndex Retrieves a part and its name by supplying the part index.
GetSize Gets the size of the message.
RemovePart Removes a part from the message.
SetErrorInfo Sets the error information.

See Also

IBaseMessage Interface
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IBaseMessage Properties (COM)
The properties of the IBaseMessage interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBaseMessage interface members, see the
IBaseMessage Members topic.

Public Properties

BodyPart Gets the body part, or main part, of the message.
BodyPartName Gets the name of the body part, or main part, of the message.
Context Represents the message context.
IsMutable Gets a value indicating whether the message context can be changed by components during processing.
MessageID Gets the unique message ID for the message and binds all the message parts together.
PartCount Gets the total number of parts in the message.

See Also

IBaseMessage Interface
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IBaseMessage.BodyPart Property (COM)
Gets the body part, or main part, of the message.

C++

Parameters

BodyPart [C++]
[out,retval] IBaseMessagePart used to return the body part.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This property indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The property was successfully obtained or written.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

Each message must have at most one body part. A part can be the body part of one message and a non-body part of another
message.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessage Interface
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HRESULT IBaseMessage::get_BodyPart(
  IBaseMessagePart** BodyPart
);
[Visual Basic]
Property BodyPart() As IBaseMessagePart
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IBaseMessage.BodyPartName Property (COM)
Gets the name of the body part, or main part, of the message.

C++

Parameters

BodyPartName [C++]
[out,retval] String used to return the body part name.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This property indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The property was successfully obtained or written.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

Each message must have at most one body part. A part can be the body part of one message and a non-body part of another
message.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessage Interface | IBaseMessage Members
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HRESULT IBaseMessage::get_BodyPartName(
  BSTR* BodyPartName
);
[Visual Basic]
Property BodyPartName() As String
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IBaseMessage.Context Property (COM)
Represents the message context.

Get method:

C++

Put method:

VB

Parameters

Context [C++]
[in] When putting the property, an IBaseMessageContext that contains the message context.
[out, retval] When getting the property, an IBaseMessageContext used to return the message context.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] These methods return an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] These methods return an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This property indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The property was successfully obtained or written.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

The component can add properties to the context; these properties are persisted in the database if the message is submitted to
the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine by using the SubmitMessage method of the IBTTransportBatch interface.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessage Interface | IBaseMessage Members

HRESULT IBaseMessage::get_Context(
  IBaseMessageContext** Context
);

HRESULT IBaseMessage::put_Context(
  IBaseMessageContext* Context
);

Property Context() As IBaseMessageContext
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IBaseMessage.IsMutable Property (COM)
Gets a value that indicates whether the message context can be changed by components during processing.

C++

Parameters

IsMutable [C++]
[out,retval] true if the context can be changed; otherwise, false.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This property indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The property was successfully obtained or written.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessage Interface | IBaseMessage Members
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HRESULT IBaseMessage::get_IsMutable(
  BOOL IsMutable
);
[Visual Basic]
Public ReadOnly Property IsMutable As Boolean 
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IBaseMessage.MessageID Property (COM)
Gets the unique message ID for the message and binds all the message parts together.

C++

Parameters

MessageID [C++]
[out,retval] Globally unique identifier (GUID) used to return the message ID.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This property indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The property was successfully obtained or written.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessage Interface | IBaseMessage Members
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HRESULT IBaseMessage::get_MessageID(
  GUID* MessageID
);
[Visual Basic]
Property MessageID() As GUID
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IBaseMessage.PartCount Property (COM)
Gets the total number of parts in the message.

C++

Parameters

PartCount [C++]
[out, retval] Integer used to return the number of parts in the message.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This property indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The property was successfully obtained or written.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

The PartCount property is incremented when a new part is added to the message.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessage Interface | IBaseMessage Members
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HRESULT IBaseMessage::get_PartCount(
  LONG* PartCount
);
[Visual Basic]
Property PartCount() As Long
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IBaseMessage Methods (COM)
The methods of the IBaseMessage interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBaseMessage interface members, see the
IBaseMessage Members topic.

Public Methods

AddPart Adds a part to the message.
GetErrorInfo Gets the exception that caused the error.
GetPart Accesses the message parts.
GetPartByIndex Retrieves a part and its name by supplying the part index.
GetSize Gets the size of the message.
RemovePart Removes a part from the message.
SetErrorInfo Sets the error information.

See Also

IBaseMessage Interface
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IBaseMessage.AddPart Method (COM)
Adds a part to the message.

C++

Parameters

bstrPartName [C++]
[in] String that contains the part name.

bstrPartName [Visual Basic]
String that contains the part name.

pPart [C++]
[in] Reference to a IBaseMessagePart object/interface that contains the part.

pPart [Visual Basic]
IBaseMessagePart object/interface that contains the part.

bIsBody [C++]
[in] Boolean that identifies whether the part is a body part. true indicates the part is a body part; otherwise, false.

bIsBody [Visual Basic]
Boolean that identifies whether the part is a body part. true indicates the part is a body part; otherwise, false.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

The part name must be unique within the message.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

HRESULT IBaseMessage::AddPart(
  BSTR bstrPartName,
  IBaseMessagePart* pPart,
  BOOL bIsBody
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub AddPart(
  bstrPartName As String,
  pPart As IBaseMessagePart,
  bIsBody As Boolean
)
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IBaseMessage.GetErrorInfo Method (COM)
Gets the exception that caused the error.

C++

Parameters

[C++] None.
[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] If this method completes successfully, the error information.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessage Interface | IBaseMessage Members
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HRESULT IErrorInfo::GetErrorInfo(
);
[Visual Basic]
Function GetErrorInfo(
) As IErrorInfo
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IBaseMessage.GetPart Method (COM)
Accesses the message parts.

C++

Parameters

bstrPartName [C++]
[in] String that contains the part name.

bstrPartName [Visual Basic]
String that contains the part name.

ppPart [C++]
[out,retval] Pointer to hold the reference to the returned IBaseMessagePart object/interface, which will contain the part.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] If this method completes successfully, it returns a IBaseMessagePart containing the part.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessage Interface | IBaseMessage Members
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HRESULT IBaseMessage::GetPart(
  BSTR bstrPartName,
  IBaseMessagePart** ppPart
);
[Visual Basic]
Function GetPart(
  bstrPartName As String
) As IBaseMessagePart
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IBaseMessage.GetPartByIndex Method (COM)
Retrieves a part and its name by supplying the part index.

C++

Parameters

index [C++]
[in] Integer that contains the index.

index [Visual Basic]
Long that contains the index.

pbstrPartName [C++]
[out] Pointer to a string used to return the part name.

pbstrPartName [Visual Basic]
String used to return the part name.

ppPart [C++]
[out,retval] Pointer to hold the reference to the returned IBaseMessagePart object/interface, which will contain the part.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] If this method completes successfully, it returns an IBaseMessagePart containing the message part.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

This method is useful for enumerating all the parts within a message.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessage Interface | IBaseMessage Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

HRESULT IBaseMessage::GetPartByIndex(
  LONG index,
  BSTR* pbstrPartName,
  IBaseMessagePart** ppPart
);
[Visual Basic]
Function GetPartByIndex(
  index As Long,
  pbstrPartName As String
) As IBaseMessagePart
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IBaseMessage.GetSize Method (COM)
Gets the size of the message.

C++

Parameters

pVal [C++]
[out] Pointer to a ULARGE_INTEGER used to return the size of the message.

pVal [Visual Basic]
ULARGE_INTEGER used to return the size of the message.

pfImplemented [C++]
[out, retval] Pointer to a Boolean used to return the results of the counting operation. true if the IBaseMessage object can
determine the size; otherwise, false.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] If this method completes successfully, it returns true if the IBaseMessage object can determine the size; otherwise,
false.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessage Interface | IBaseMessage Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT IBaseMessage::GetSize(
  ULARGE_INTEGER* pVal,
  BOOL* pfImplemented
);
[Visual Basic]
Function GetSize(
  pVal As ULARGE_INTEGER
) As Boolean
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IBaseMessage.RemovePart Method (COM)
Removes a part from the message.

C++

Parameters

bstrPartName [C++]
[in] String that contains the part name.

bstrPartName [Visual Basic]
String that contains the part name.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessage Interface | IBaseMessage Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT IBaseMessage::RemovePart(
  BSTR bstrPartName
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub RemovePart(
  bstrPartName As String
)
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IBaseMessage.SetErrorInfo Method (COM)
Sets the error information.

C++

Parameters

pErrInfo [C++]
[in] The error information.

pErrInfo [Visual Basic]
[in] The error information.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessage Interface | IBaseMessage Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT IErrorInfo::SetErrorInfo(
  IErrorInfo pErrInfo
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub SetErrorInfo(
pErrInfo As IErrorInfo)
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IBaseMessageContext Interface (COM)
Provides access to the properties of the message and allows promotion of the properties.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBaseMessageContext Members.

Note  For information on using this interface within managed code, see IBaseMessageContext Interface.

Remarks

This interface encapsulates the message context, which is essentially a property bag for storing object properties. The context
object is contained within the message.

Notice that existing properties never have a NULL value. A NULL value means that the property does not exist. For example:

Attempting to set (or promote) a property value to NULL deletes the property with S_OK.
Attempting to read a nonexistent property returns NULL with S_OK.
For predicate-related interfaces, "x:a=NULL" (VT_NULL), which is the same as the hypothetical NotExists(x:a) predicate, is the
test for nonexistence of a property x:a.

Multivalued property values are still contained in the same single variant value (pVar).

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessageContext Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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IBaseMessageContext Members (COM)
IBaseMessageContext overview

Public Methods

AddPredicate Adds a message predicate to the message.
CountProperties Gets the number of properties in the message context.
GetPropertyType Gets the type of the property.
IsPromoted Enables the component to determine whether a property has already been marked for promotion in the mess

age context.
Promote Promotes a property into the message context.
Read Gets a property value from the message context by the name-namespace pair.
ReadAt Gets a property from the message context by index.
Write Writes a property into the message context.

See Also

IBaseMessageContext Interface

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
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IBaseMessageContext Methods (COM)
The methods of the IBaseMessageContext interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBaseMessageContext interface
members, see the IBaseMessageContext Members topic.

Public Methods

AddPredicate Adds a message predicate to the message.
CountProperties Gets the number of properties in the message context.
GetPropertyType Gets the type of the property.
IsPromoted Enables the component to determine whether a property has already been marked for promotion in the mess

age context.
Promote Promotes the property into the message context.
Read Gets a property value from the message context by the name-namespace pair.
ReadAt Gets a property from the message context by index.
Write Writes a property into the message context.

See Also

IBaseMessageContext Interface

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IBaseMessageContext.AddPredicate Method (COM)
Adds a message predicate to the message.

C++

Parameters

bstrName [C++]
[in] String that contains the host property name.

bstrName [Visual Basic]
String that contains the host property name.

bstrNamespace [C++]
[in] String that contains the host property namespace.

bstrNamespace [Visual Basic]
String that contains the host property namespace.

Var [C++]
[in] Variant that contains the value to be matched against the host property value.

Var [Visual Basic]
Variant that contains the value to be matched against the host property value.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

The MessageBox only supports the equals operation for message predicates.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

HRESULT IBaseMessageContext::AddPredicate(
  BSTR bstrName,
  BSTR bstrNamespace,
  VARIANT Var
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub AddPredicate(
  bstrName As String,
  bstrNamespace As String,
  Var As Variant
)
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IBaseMessageContext.CountProperties Method (COM)
Gets the number of properties in the message context.

C++

Parameters

cCount [C++]
[out] Pointer to a ULONG used to return the count.

cCount [Visual Basic]
ULONG used to return the count.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessageContext Interface

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT IBaseMessage::CountProperties(
   ULONG* cCount
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub CountProperties (
cCount As ULONG
)
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IBaseMessageContext.GetPropertyType Method (COM)
Gets the type of the property.

C++

Parameters

bstrName [C++]
[in] String that contains the property name.

bstrName [Visual Basic]
String that contains the property name.

bstrNamespace [C++]
[in] String that contains the property namespace.

bstrNamespace [Visual Basic]
String that contains the property namespace.

ppRet [C++]
[out,retval] Pointer to a PropertyType.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] true if the property has been marked for promotion; otherwise, false.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessageContext Interface | IBaseMessageContext Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

HRESULT IBaseMessageContext::GetPropertyType(
  BSTR bstrName,
  BSTR bstrNamespace,
  PropertyType* ppRet
);
[Visual Basic]
Function GetPropertyType(
  bstrName As String,
  bstrNamespace As String
) As PropertyType
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IBaseMessageContext.IsPromoted Method (COM)
Enables the component to determine whether a property has already been marked for promotion in the message context.

C++

Parameters

bstrName [C++]
[in] String that contains the property name.

bstrName [Visual Basic]
String that contains the property name.

bstrNamespace [C++]
[in] String that contains the property namespace.

bstrNamespace [Visual Basic]
String that contains the property namespace.

pbPromotionFlag [C++]
[out,retval] Pointer to a Boolean used to return the promotion flag. true if the property has been marked for promotion;
otherwise, false.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] true if the property has been marked for promotion; otherwise, false.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessageContext Interface | IBaseMessageContext Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT IBaseMessageContext::IsPromoted(
  BSTR bstrName,
  BSTR bstrNamespace,
  BOOL* pbPromotionFlag
);
[Visual Basic]
Function IsPromoted(
  bstrName As String,
  bstrNamespace As String
) As Boolean
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IBaseMessageContext.Promote Method (COM)
Promotes the property into the message context.

C++

Parameters

bstrName [C++]
[in] String that contains the property name.

bstrName [Visual Basic]
String that contains the property name.

bstrNamespace [C++]
[in] String that contains the property namespace.

bstrNamespace [Visual Basic]
String that contains the property namespace.

Var [C++]
[in] Variant that contains the context property value.

Var [Visual Basic]
Variant that contains the context property value.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

When the message is published, the promoted properties are extracted from the context and written to the database as clear
values. All the promoted properties for a message are used for subscription evaluation.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

HRESULT IBaseMessageContext::Promote(
  BSTR bstrName,
  BSTR bstrNamespace,
  VARIANT Var
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub Promote(
  bstrName As String,
  bstrNamespace As String,
  Var As Variant
)
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IBaseMessageContext.Read Method (COM)
Gets the property value from the message context by the name-namespace pair.

C++

Parameters

bstrName [C++]
[in] String that contains the property name.

bstrName [Visual Basic]
String that contains the property name.

bstrNamespace [C++]
[in] String that contains the property namespace.

bstrNamespace [Visual Basic]
String that contains the property namespace.

pVar [C++]
[out,retval] Pointer to a Variant used to return the message context property value.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessageContext Interface | IBaseMessageContext Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT IBaseMessageContext::Read(
   BSTR bstrName,
   BSTR bstrNamespace,
   VARIANT *pVar
);
[Visual Basic]
Function Read( _
   bstrName As String, _
   bstrNamespace As String _
) As Variant
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IBaseMessageContext.ReadAt Method (COM)
Gets the property from the message context by index.

C++

Parameters

index [C++]
[in] The position of the property to read.

index [Visual Basic]
The position of the property to read.

pbstrName [C++]
[in] String that contains the property name.

pbstrName [Visual Basic]
String that contains the property name.

pbstrNamespace [C++]
[in] String that contains the property namespace.

pbstrNamespace [Visual Basic]
String that contains the property namespace.

pVar [C++]
[out,retval] Pointer to a Variant used to return the message context property value.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessageContext Interface | IBaseMessageContext Members

HRESULT IBaseMessageContext::ReadAt(
    Long index,
    BSTR* pbstrName,
    BSTR* pbstrNamespace,
    VARIANT *pVar
);
[Visual Basic]
Function ReadAt( _
   index As Long, _
   pbstrName As String, _
   pbstrNamespace As String _
) As Variant
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IBaseMessageContext.Write Method (COM)
Writes a property into the message context.

C++

Parameters

bstrName [C++]
[in] String that contains the property name.

bstrName [Visual Basic]
String that contains the property name.

bstrNamespace [C++]
[in] String that contains the property namespace.

bstrNamespace [Visual Basic]
String that contains the property namespace.

var [C++]
[in] Variant that contains the context property value.

vare [Visual Basic]
Variant that contains context property value.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

The written property is not being promoted.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

HRESULT IBaseMessageContext::Write(
   BSTR bstrName,
   BSTR bstrNamespace,
   Variant var
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub Write( _
   bstrName As String, _
   bstrNamespace As String, _
   var As Variant _
)
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IBaseMessageFactory Interface (COM)
Provides methods for creating BizTalk message objects.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBaseMessageFactory Members.

Note  For information on using this interface within managed code, see IBaseMessageFactory Interface.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessageFactory Members
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IBaseMessageFactory Members (COM)
IBaseMessageFactory overview

Public Methods

CreateMessage Creates a BizTalk message.
CreateMessageContext Creates a BizTalk message context.
CreateMessagePart Creates a BizTalk message part.
CreatePropertyBag Creates a property bag for BizTalk message part.

See Also

IBaseMessageFactory Interface
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IBaseMessageFactory Methods (COM)
The methods of the IBaseMessageFactory interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBaseMessageFactory interface
members, see the IBaseMessageFactory Members topic.

Public Methods

CreateMessage Creates a BizTalk message.
CreateMessageContext Creates a BizTalk message context.
CreateMessagePart Creates a BizTalk message part.
CreatePropertyBag Creates a property bag for BizTalk message part.

See Also

IBaseMessageFactory Interface
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IBaseMessageFactory.CreateMessage Method (COM)
Creates a BizTalk message.

C++

Parameters

ppMsg [C++]
[out,retval] Pointer to hold the reference to the returned IBaseMessage object/interface, which will contain the message.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] If this method completes successfully, it returns the IBaseMessage containing the message.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessageFactory Interface | IBaseMessageFactory Members
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HRESULT IBaseMessageFactory::CreateMessage(
  IBaseMessage** ppMsg
);
[Visual Basic]
Function CreateMessage() As IBaseMessage
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IBaseMessageFactory.CreateMessageContext Method (COM)
Creates a BizTalk message context.

C++

Parameters

ppContext [C++]
[out,retval] Pointer to hold the reference to the returned IBaseMessageContext object/interface, which will contain the context.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] If this method completes successfully, it returns the IBaseMessageContext containing the message context.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessageFactory Interface | IBaseMessageFactory Members
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HRESULT IBaseMessageFactory::CreateMessageContext(
  IBaseMessageContext** ppContext
);
[Visual Basic]
Function CreateMessageContext() As IBaseMessageContext
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IBaseMessageFactory.CreateMessagePart Method (COM)
Creates a BizTalk message part.

C++

Parameters

ppPart [C++]
[out,retval] Pointer to hold the reference to the returned IBaseMessagePart object/interface, which will contain the part.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] If this method completes successfully, it returns the IBaseMessagePart containing the message part.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessageFactory Interface | IBaseMessageFactory Members
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HRESULT IBaseMessageFactory::CreateMessagePart(
  IBaseMessagePart** ppPart
);
[Visual Basic]
Function CreateMessagePart() As IBaseMessagePart
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IBaseMessageFactory.CreatePropertyBag Method (COM)
Creates a property bag for BizTalk message part.

C++

Parameters

ppPropBag [C++]
[out,retval] Pointer to hold the reference to the returned IBasePropertyBag object/interface, which will contain the property
bag.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] If this method completes successfully, it returns the IBasePropertyBag containing the context properties of the
message.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBaseMessageFactory Interface | IBaseMessageFactory Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT IBaseMessageFactory::CreatePropertyBag(
  IBasePropertyBag** ppPropBag
);
[Visual Basic]
Function CreatePropertyBag() As IBasePropertyBag
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IBaseMessagePart Interface (COM)
Describes a part belonging to one or more messages.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBaseMessagePart Members.

Note  For information on using this interface within managed code, see IBaseMessagePart Interface.

Remarks

A message is composed of one or more parts, and a part can be used in more than one message.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessagePart Members
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IBaseMessagePart Members (COM)
IBaseMessagePart overview

Public Properties

Charset Accesses the character set property for the part.
ContentType Accesses the content type property for the part.
Data Accesses the part data.
IsMutable Gets a value indicating whether the message context can be changed by components during processing.
PartID Identifies the part with a unique ID.
PartProperties Contains one or more properties that describe the part data or contain custom information about the part.

Public Methods

GetOriginalDataStream Retrieves the original uncloned version of the part data stream.
GetSize Retrieves the size of the part.

See Also

IBaseMessagePart Interface
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IBaseMessagePart Properties (COM)
The properties of the IBaseMessagePart interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBaseMessagePart interface members,
see the IBaseMessagePart Members topic.

Public Properties

Charset Accesses the character set property for the part.
ContentType Accesses the content type property for the part.
Data Accesses the part data.
IsMutable Gets a value indicating whether the message context can be changed by components during processing.
PartID Identifies the part with a unique ID.
PartProperties Contains one or more properties that describe the part data or contain custom information about the part.

See Also

IBaseMessagePart Interface
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IBaseMessagePart.Charset Property (COM)
Accesses the character set property for the part.

Get method:

C++

Put method:

VB

Parameters

Charset [C++]
[in] When putting the property, a string that contains the character set.
[out, retval] When getting the property, a string used to return the character set.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] These methods return an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] These methods return an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This property indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The property was successfully obtained or written.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

This property is also available in the PartProperties property, the property bag for the part.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessagePart Interface | IBaseMessagePart Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT IBaseMessagePart::get_Charset(
  BSTR* Charset
);

HRESULT IBaseMessagePart::put_Charset(
  BSTR Charset
);

Property Charset() As String
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IBaseMessagePart.ContentType Property (COM)
Accesses the content type property for the part.

Get method:

C++

Put method:

VB

Parameters

ContentType [C++]
[in] When putting the property, a string that contains the content type.
[out, retval] When getting the property, a string used to return the content type.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] These methods return an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] These methods return an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This property indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The property was successfully obtained or written.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

This property is also available on the PartProperties property, the property bag for the part.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessagePart Interface | IBaseMessagePart Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT IBaseMessagePart::get_ContentType(
  BSTR* ContentType
);

HRESULT IBaseMessagePart::put_ContentType(
  BSTR ContentType
);

Property ContentType() As String
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IBaseMessagePart.Data Property (COM)
Accesses the part data.

Get method:

C++

Put method:

VB

Parameters

Data [C++]
[in] When putting the property, an IStream that contains the part data.
[out,retval] When getting the property, an IStream used to return the part data.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] These methods return an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] These methods return an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This property indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The property was successfully obtained or written.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

For messages delivered by the Messaging Engine, the part data for the attachment parts are loaded only on demand.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessagePart Interface | IBaseMessagePart Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT IBaseMessagePart::get_Data(
  IStream** Data
);

HRESULT IBaseMessagePart::put_Data(
  IStream* Data
);

Property Data() As IStream
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IBaseMessagePart.IsMutable Property (COM)
Gets a value that indicates whether the message context can be changed by components during processing.

C++

Parameters

IsMutable [C++]
[out,retval] true if the value can be changed; otherwise, false.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This property indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The property was successfully obtained or written.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessage Interface | IBaseMessage Members
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HRESULT IBaseMessagePart::get_IsMutable(
  BOOL IsMutable
);

[Visual Basic]
Public ReadOnly Property IsMutable As Boolean  _
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IBaseMessagePart.PartID Property (COM)
Gets the unique ID for the part.

C++

Parameters

PartID [C++]
[out,retval] Globally unique identifier (GUID) used to return the part ID.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This property indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The property was successfully obtained or written.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessagePart Interface | IBaseMessagePart Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT IBaseMessagePart::get_PartID(
  GUID* PartID
);
[Visual Basic]
Property PartID() As GUID
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IBaseMessagePart.PartProperties Property (COM)
Contains one or more properties that describe the part data or contain custom information about the part.

Get method:

C++

Put method:

VB

Parameters

PartProperties [C++]
[in] When putting the property, an IBasePropertyBag that contains the part properties.
[out, retval] When getting the property, an IBasePropertyBag used to return the part properties.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] These methods return an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] These methods return an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This property indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The property was successfully obtained or written.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

Some of the properties contained in this property bag are also available on the part itself.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessagePart Interface | IBaseMessagePart Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT IBaseMessagePart::get_PartProperties(
  IBasePropertyBag** PartProperties
);

HRESULT IBaseMessagePart::put_PartProperties(
  IBasePropertyBag* PartProperties
);

Property PartProperties() As IBasePropertyBag
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IBaseMessagePart Methods (COM)
The methods of the IBaseMessagePart interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBaseMessagePart interface members,
see the IBaseMessagePart Members topic.

Public Methods

GetOriginalDataStream Retrieves the original uncloned version of the part data stream.
GetSize Retrieves the size of the part.

See Also

IBaseMessagePart Interface
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IBaseMessagePart.GetOriginalDataStream Method (COM)
Retrieves the original uncloned version of the part data stream.

C++

Parameters

ppStream [C++]
[out,retval] Pointer to hold the reference to the returned IStream object/interface, which will contain the stream.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] If this method completes successfully, it returns the uncloned version of the part data stream.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

The component should ensure safe multithreaded access to the stream when using this method.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessagePart Interface | IBaseMessagePart Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT IBaseMessagePart::GetOriginalDataStream(
  IStream** ppStream
);
[Visual Basic]
Function GetOriginalDataStream() As IStream
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IBaseMessagePart.GetSize Method (COM)
Retrieves the size of the part.

C++

Parameters

pVal [C++]
[out] Pointer to a ULARGE_INTEGER used to return the size of the object.

pVal [Visual Basic]
ULARGE_INTEGER used to return the size of the object.

pfImplemented [C++]
[out, retval] Pointer to a Boolean used to return the information if the message size can be determined. true if the IBaseMessage
object can determine the size; otherwise, false.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] true if the IBaseMessage object can determine the size; otherwise, false.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

If the message has already been persisted and the data is unchangeable, then this value is a stored value. If the message is new,
then the value is calculated at the time of the call. For new messages, you can get different values depending on when in the
pipeline or schedule you call into the message because the data can change.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBaseMessagePart Interface | IBaseMessagePart Members
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HRESULT IBaseMessagePart::GetSize(
  ULARGE_INTEGER* pVal,
  BOOL* pfImplemented
);
[Visual Basic]
Function GetSize(
  pVal As ULARGE_INTEGER
) As Boolean
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IBasePropertyBag Interface (COM)
Provides access to the context properties of the message.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBasePropertyBag Members.

Note  For information on using this interface within managed code, see IBasePropertyBag Interface.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBasePropertyBag Members
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IBasePropertyBag Members (COM)
IBasePropertyBag overview

Public Methods

CountProperties Gets the number of properties in the property bag.
Read Reads the value and type of the given property in the property bag.
ReadAt Reads the property at the specified index value in the property bag.
Write Adds or overwrites a property in the property bag.

See Also

IBasePropertyBag Interface
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IBasePropertyBag Methods (COM)
The methods of the IBasePropertyBag interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBasePropertyBag interface members, see
the IBasePropertyBag Members topic.

Public Methods

CountProperties Gets the number of properties in the property bag.
Read Reads the value and type of the given property in the property bag.
ReadAt Reads the property at the specified index value in the property bag.
Write Adds or overwrites a property in the property bag.

See Also

IBasePropertyBag Interface
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IBasePropertyBag.CountProperties Method (COM)
Gets the number of properties in the property bag.

C++

Parameters

cCount [C++]
[out] Pointer to a ULONG used to return the number of properties in the property bag.

cCount [Visual Basic]
ULONG used to return the number of properties in the property bag.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBasePropertyBag Interface | IBasePropertyBag Members
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HRESULT IBasePropertyBag::CountProperties(
  ULONG* cCount
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub CountProperties(
  cCount As ULONG
)
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IBasePropertyBag.Read Method (COM)
Reads the value and type of the given property in the property bag.

C++

Parameters

bstrName [C++]
[in] String that contains the name.

bstrName [Visual Basic]
String that contains the name.

bstrNamespace [C++]
[in] String that contains the namespace.

bstrNamespace [Visual Basic]
String that contains the namespace.

pVar [C++]
[out,retval] Pointer to a Variant used to return the message context property value.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] If this method completes successfully, it returns the message context property value.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBasePropertyBag Interface | IBasePropertyBag Members
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HRESULT IBasePropertyBag::Read(
  BSTR bstrName,
  BSTR bstrNamespace,
  VARIANT* pVar
);
[Visual Basic]
Function Read(
  bstrName As String,
  bstrNamespace As String
) As Variant
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IBasePropertyBag.ReadAt Method (COM)
Reads the property at the specified index value in the property bag.

C++

Parameters

index [C++]
[in] Integer that contains the index.

index [Visual Basic]
Long that contains the index.

pbstrName [C++]
[out] Pointer to a string used to return the property name.

pbstrName [Visual Basic]
String used to return the property name.

pbstrNamespace [C++]
[out] Pointer to a string used to return the property namespace.

pbstrNamespace [Visual Basic]
String used to return the property namespace.

pVar [C++]
[out,retval] Pointer to a Variant used to return the message context property value.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] If this method completes successfully, it returns the message context property value.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

This method is useful for enumerating properties. Properties are indexed in the order in which they were added to the property
bag.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

HRESULT IBasePropertyBag::ReadAt(
  LONG index,
  BSTR* pbstrName,
  BSTR* pbstrNamespace,
  VARIANT* pVar
);
[Visual Basic]
Function ReadAt(
  index As Long,
  pbstrName As String,
  pbstrNamespace As String
) As Variant
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IBasePropertyBag.Write Method (COM)
Adds or overwrites a property in the property bag.

C++

Parameters

bstrName [C++]
[in] String that contains the name.

bstrName [Visual Basic]
String that contains the name.

bstrNameSpace [C++]
[in] String that contains the name space.

bstrNameSpace [Visual Basic]
String that contains the name space.

var [C++]
[in] Variant that contains the context property value.

var [Visual Basic]
Variant that contains the context property value.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

If vtVar is equal to VT_NULL, the property is deleted.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

HRESULT IBasePropertyBag::Write(
  BSTR bstrName,
  BSTR bstrNameSpace,
  VARIANT var
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub Write(
  bstrName As String,
  bstrNameSpace As String,
  var As Variant
)
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IBTBatchCallBack Interface (COM)
Notifies the transport of the result of the batch operation.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBTBatchCallBack Members.

Note  For information on using this interface within managed code, see IBTBatchCallBack Interface.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBTBatchCallBack Members
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IBTBatchCallBack Members (COM)
IBTBatchCallBack overview

Public Methods

BatchComplete Notifies the adapter the outcome of the batch of work.

See Also

IBTBatchCallBack Interface
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IBTBatchCallBack Methods (COM)
The methods of the IBTBatchCallBack interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBTBatchCallBack interface members, see
the IBTBatchCallBack Members topic.

Public Methods

BatchComplete Notifies the adapter the outcome of the batch of work.

See Also

IBTBatchCallBack Interface
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IBTBatchCallBack.BatchComplete Method (COM)
Notifies the adapter the outcome of the batch of work.

C++

Parameters

hrStatus [C++]
[in] HRESULT that contains the top level status of the batch. If this parameter is set to S_OK, then there is no need to drill down
into the details of the status. If this parameter is set to S_FALSE and the batch contained messages to be submitted, then one or
more messages failed in the pipeline and these messages were successfully suspended.

hrStatus [Visual Basic]
HRESULT that contains the top level status of the batch. If this parameter is set to S_OK, then there is no need to drill down into
the details of the status. If this parameter is set to S_FALSE and the batch contained messages to be submitted, then one or
more messages failed in the pipeline and these messages were successfully suspended.

nOpCount [C++]
[in] Short that contains the number of operations that were processed in this batch.

nOpCount [Visual Basic]
Short that contains the number of operations that were processed in this batch.

pOperationStatus [C++]
[in,size_is(nOpCount)] An array of operation statuses, one entry will be present for each type of operation that the batch
contained.

pOperationStatus [Visual Basic]
An array of operation statuses, one entry will be present for each type of operation that the batch contained.

vCallbackCookie [C++]
[in] Variant that contains the cookie that was passed in by the adapter when it got the batch.

vCallbackCookie [Visual Basic]
Variant that contains the cookie that was passed in by the adapter when it got the batch.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.

Remarks

HRESULT IBTBatchCallBack::BatchComplete(
  HRESULT hrStatus,
  short nOpCount,
  BTBatchOperationStatus* pOperationStatus,
  VARIANT vCallbackCookie
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub BatchComplete(
  hrStatus As HRESULT,
  nOpCount As short,
  pOperationStatus As BTBatchOperationStatus,
  vCallbackCookie As Variant
)



 

This method is called by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine when it has completed processing a batch of work.

The adapter should release any resources that it was holding during this callback because the batch is atomic. If an error occurred
in the batch, none of the work will be complete and the adapter, therefore, needs to handle failures correctly in order to avoid data
loss. The nature of how those resources should be released is dependant upon the outcome of the batch.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTBatchCallBack Interface | IBTBatchCallBack Members
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IBTBatchTransmitter Interface (COM)
Defines methods used by all adapters that support batched transmission of messages or that supply a DTC transaction.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBTBatchTransmitter Members.

Note  For information on using this interface within managed code, see IBTBatchTransmitter Interface.

Remarks

The DTC transaction is used by the Messaging Engine in the agent interactions.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also
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IBTBatchTransmitter Members (COM)
IBTBatchTransmitter overview

Public Methods

GetBatch Returns a new batch that will be used by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine, which will pus
h messages to be transmitted into the batch.

Initialize (Inherited from IBTTra
nsportControl)

Initializes the adapter.

Terminate (Inherited from IBTTr
ansportControl)

Finishes processing any messages the adapter is currently processing and prepares for termi
nation.

See Also

IBTBatchTransmitter Interface
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IBTBatchTransmitter Methods (COM)
The methods of the IBTBatchTransmitter interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBTBatchTransmitter interface
members, see the IBTBatchTransmitter Members topic.

Public Methods

GetBatch Returns a new batch that will be used by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine, which will pus
h messages to be transmitted into the batch.

Initialize (Inherited from IBTTra
nsportControl)

Initializes the adapter.

Terminate (Inherited from IBTTr
ansportControl)

Finishes processing any messages the adapter is currently processing and prepares for termi
nation.

See Also

IBTBatchTransmitter Interface
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IBTBatchTransmitter.GetBatch Method (COM)
Returns a new batch that will be used by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine, which will push messages to be transmitted into
the batch.

C++

Parameters

ppBatch [C++]
[out,retval] Pointer to hold the reference to the returned IBTTransmitterBatch object/interface, which will contain the new
adapter batch.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] If this method completes successfully, it returns the IBTTransmitterBatch containing the new adapter batch.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTBatchTransmitter Interface | IBTBatchTransmitter Members
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HRESULT IBTBatchTransmitter::GetBatch(
  IBTTransmitterBatch** ppBatch
);
[Visual Basic]
Function GetBatch() As IBTTransmitterBatch
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IBTDTCCommitConfirm Interface (COM)
Defines methods for adapters using DTC transactions to inform the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine of the outcome of the
transaction.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBTDTCCommitConfirm Members.

Note  For information on using this interface within managed code, see IBTDTCCommitConfirm Interface.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBTDTCCommitConfirm Members
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IBTDTCCommitConfirm Members (COM)
IBTDTCCommitConfirm overview

Public Methods

DTCCommitConfirm Notifies the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine of the outcome of a DTC transaction that the adapter commi
tted.

See Also

IBTDTCCommitConfirm Interface
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IBTDTCCommitConfirm Methods (COM)
The methods of the IBTDTCCommitConfirm interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBTDTCCommitConfirm interface
members, see the IBTDTCCommitConfirm Members topic.

Public Methods

DTCCommitConfirm Notifies the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine of the outcome of a DTC transaction that the adapter commi
tted.

See Also

IBTDTCCommitConfirm Interface
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IBTDTCCommitConfirm.DTCCommitConfirm Method (COM)
Notifies the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine of the outcome of a DTC transaction that the adapter committed.

C++

Parameters

pTransaction [C++]
[in] Pointer to the IUnknown interface that contains the transaction that was committed.

pTransaction [Visual Basic]
IUnknown that contains the transaction that was committed.

bCommitSuccessful [C++]
[in] Boolean that contains the commit successful. true to indicate that the commit was successful; otherwise, false.

bCommitSuccessful [Visual Basic]
Boolean that contains the commit successful. true to indicate that the commit was successful; otherwise, false.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTDTCCommitConfirm Interface | IBTDTCCommitConfirm Members
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HRESULT IBTDTCCommitConfirm::DTCCommitConfirm(
  IUnknown* pTransaction,
  BOOL bCommitSuccessful
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub DTCCommitConfirm(
  pTransaction As IUnknown,
  bCommitSuccessful As Boolean
)
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IBTSTicket Interface (COM)
Interacts with the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) ticket server.

Note  To use this class from managed code, use the sample provided on
IBTSTicket.ValidateAndRedeemTicket Method. The interface is not provided in the product.

Requirements

Type Library: Interop.BTSTicketLib (BTSTicket.dll) 

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBTSTicket Members | Using Enterprise Single Sign-On
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IBTSTicket Members (COM)
IBTSTicket overview

Public Methods

ValidateAndRedeemTicket Retrieves the credentials associated with a BizTalk message.

See Also

IBTSTicket Interface
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IBTSTicket Methods (COM)
The methods of the IBTSTicket interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBTSTicket interface members, see the
IBTSTicket Members topic.

Public Methods

ValidateAndRedeemTicket Retrieves the credentials associated with a BizTalk message.

See Also

IBTSTicket Interface
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IBTSTicket.ValidateAndRedeemTicket Method (COM)
Retrieves the credentials associated with a BizTalk message.

[C#, C++]

[Visual Basic]

Parameters

punkMessage [C++]
[in] Specifies the BizTalk Server message.

punkMessage [Visual Basic]
[in] Specifies the BizTalk Server message.

bstrApplicationName [C++]
[in] String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

bstrApplicationName [Visual Basic]
[in] String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

lFlags [C++]
[in] Long integer that specifies the flags set. Use the flag Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags to bypass the credential cache.

lFlags [Visual Basic]
[in] Long that specifies the flags set. Use the flag Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags to bypass the credential cache

pbstrExternalUserName [C++]
[out] Pointer to a string that specifies the external user name.

pbstrExternalUserName [Visual Basic]
[out] String that specifies the external user name.

Return Value

[C++]This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic]String array that contains the external credentials.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table:

Value Description
S_OK The method succeeded.
E_ACCESSDENIED Access is denied to the caller.

HRESULT ValidateAndRedeemTicket(
  IUnknown*  punkMessage,
  BSTR  bstrApplicationName,
  LONG  lFlags,
  BSTR*  pbstrExternalUserName,
  SAFEARRAY  BSTR
);

Function Ticket.ValidateAndRedeemTicket(
  punkMessage As Object,
  bstrApplicationName As String,
  lFlags As Long,
  pbstrExternalUserName As String
) As String



E_INVALIDARG An invalid parameter was detected.

Remarks

This method validates that the sender identity in the Microsoft® BizTalk® Server message matches the user identity in the ticket
before redeeming the ticket.

Because the credentials are returned in clear text by this method, the caller should be careful to clear (overwrite) them as soon as
possible after use.

To access this method, you must be an SSO Administrator, SSO Affiliate Administrator, or an Application Administrator.

Example

[C#]

[Visual Basic .NET]

using System;
using System.Runtime.InteropServices;

namespace Microsoft.BizTalk.PublicInterop
{
   // Only include flags that apply to these interfaces
   // See the ssoflags.idl file

   internal enum BTSTicketFlags
   {
      SSO_FLAG_NONE      = 0,
      SSO_FLAG_REFRESH   = 1
   };

   [ComImport]
   [TypeLibType(TypeLibTypeFlags.FCanCreate)]
   [ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.None)]
   [Guid("8DA848D0-E703-4043-9AF7-C569AC1F4507")]
   internal class BTSTicket
   {
   }

   [ComImport]
   [InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual)]
   [Guid("54596C7F-D343-4F20-BF7A-0722C5DA1F7D")]
   [CoClass(typeof(BTSTicket))]
   internal interface IBTSTicket
   {
      string[] ValidateAndRedeemTicket(
         [In, MarshalAs(UnmanagedType.IUnknown)] object message,
         string applicationName,
         int flags,
         out string externalUserName);
   };
}

Imports System
Imports System.Runtime.InteropServices

Namespace Microsoft.BizTalk.PublicInterop

   ' Only include flags that apply to these interfaces
   ' See the ssoflags.idl file

   Friend Enum BTSTicketFlags
      SSO_FLAG_NONE       = 0
      SSO_FLAG_REFRESH    = 1
    End Enum



 

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBTSTicket Interface | IBTSTicket Members
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   <ComImport(), TypeLibType(TypeLibTypeFlags.FCanCreate), ClassInterface(ClassInterfaceType.
None), Guid("8DA848D0-E703-4043-9AF7-C569AC1F4507")> _
    Friend Class BTSTicket
    End Class

   <ComImport(), InterfaceType(ComInterfaceType.InterfaceIsDual), Guid("54596C7F-D343-4F20-BF
7A-0722C5DA1F7D"), CoClass(GetType(BTSTicket))> _
   Friend Interface IBTSTicket
      Function ValidateAndRedeemTicket( _
         <InAttribute, MarshalAs(UnmanagedType.IUnknown)> message As Object, _
         ByVal applicationName As String, _
         ByVal flags As Integer, _
         <OutAttribute> externalUserName As String) As String()
   End Interface
End Namespace
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IBTTransmitter Interface (COM)
Defines methods for use on all adapters that support transmission of messages.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBTTransmitter Members.

Note  For information on using this interface within managed code, see IBTTransmitter Interface.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBTTransmitter Members
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IBTTransmitter Members (COM)
IBTTransmitter overview

Public Methods

Initialize Initializes the adapter.
Terminate Finishes processing any messages the adapter is currently processing and prepares for termination.
TransmitMessage Transmits a message for an adapter.

See Also

IBTTransmitter Interface
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IBTTransmitter Methods (COM)
The methods of the IBTTransmitter interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBTTransmitter interface members, see the
IBTTransmitter Members topic.

Public Methods

Initialize Initializes the adapter.
Terminate Finishes processing any messages the adapter is currently processing and prepares for termination.
TransmitMessage Transmits a message for an adapter.

See Also

IBTTransmitter Interface
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IBTTransmitter.Initialize Method (COM)
Initializes the adapter.

C++

Parameters

pTransProxy [C++]
[in] Reference to a IBTTransportProxy object/interface that contains the transport proxy for the adapter. Each adapter has its
own dedicated transport proxy.

pTransProxy [Visual Basic]
IBTTransportProxy object/interface that contains the transport proxy for the adapter. Each adapter has its own dedicated
transport proxy.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.

Remarks

This method is called by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransmitter Interface | IBTTransmitter Members
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HRESULT IBTTransmitter::Initialize(
  IBTTransportProxy* pTransProxy
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub Initialize(
  pTransProxy As IBTTransportProxy
)
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IBTTransmitter.Terminate Method (COM)
Finishes processing any messages the adapter is currently processing and prepares for termination.

C++

Parameters

[C++] None.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.

Remarks

This method is called by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine.

The adapter should not start any new work after this call, but may complete outstanding work items as necessary.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransmitter Interface | IBTTransmitter Members
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HRESULT IBTTransmitter::Terminate(
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub Terminate()
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IBTTransmitter.TransmitMessage Method (COM)
Transmits a message for a adapter.

C++

Parameters

pMessage [C++]
[in] Reference to a IBaseMessage object/interface that contains the message.

pMessage [Visual Basic]
IBaseMessage object/interface that contains the message.

bDeleteMessage [C++]
[out,retval] Pointer to a Boolean used to return the delete message. true if the message was transmitted; otherwise, false.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] true if the message was transmitted; otherwise, false.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
FAILED HRE
SULT

Indicates that the message could not be transmitted successfully. In this scenario the Messaging Engine will handle t
he message in the following manner:

If the message has retries remaining, it will be resubmitted, the Messaging Engine will use the retry interval st
amped on the message.
If the retries have been exhausted for this message, the Messaging Engine will attempt to move the message t
o the backup transport.
If the Messaging Engine cannot move the message to its backup transport, the Messaging Engine will suspend
the engine.

Remarks

This method is called by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine.

If the return value is true, then the adapter transmitted the message synchronously and the transport proxy deletes. If the return
value is false, then the adapter will transmit the message asynchronously and call back the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine to
notify it of the transmission outcome.

If the adapter fails to transmit the message successfully and you do not want the adapter to handle the retry semantics, it should
throw an exception. In this scenario, the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine will handle the retry semantics. Typically, this means
that the message will be redelivered to the adapter until it either successfully transmits the message or the retry attempts are
exhausted. If the retry attempts are exhausted, the message will be moved to the backup transport for transmission.

HRESULT IBTTransmitter::TransmitMessage(
  IBaseMessage* pMessage,
  BOOL* bDeleteMessage
);
[Visual Basic]
Function TransmitMessage(
  pMessage As IBaseMessage
) As Boolean



 

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransmitter Interface | IBTTransmitter Members
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IBTTransmitterBatch Interface (COM)
Defines the methods for use on all transport adapters that support batched transmission of messages or that supply a DTC
transaction.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBTTransmitterBatch Members.

Note  For information on using this interface within managed code, see IBTTransmitterBatch Interface.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBTTransmitterBatch Members
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IBTTransmitterBatch Members (COM)
IBTTransmitterBatch overview

Public Methods

BeginBatch Initializes the batch.
Clear Clears the batch if one or more calls to the TransmitMessage method failed.
Done Indicates that either the batch is full or the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine does not have any more messag

es for this batch.
TransmitMessage Adds messages to the adapter batch that are ready to be transmitted.

See Also

IBTTransmitterBatch Interface
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IBTTransmitterBatch Methods (COM)
The methods of the IBTTransmitterBatch interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBTTransmitterBatch interface
members, see the IBTTransmitterBatch Members topic.

Public Methods

BeginBatch Initializes the batch.
Clear Clears the batch if one or more calls to the TransmitMessage method failed.
Done Indicates that either the batch is full or the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine does not have any more messag

es for this batch.
TransmitMessage Adds messages to the adapter batch that are ready to be transmitted.

See Also

IBTTransmitterBatch Interface
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IBTTransmitterBatch.BeginBatch Method (COM)
Initializes the batch.

C++

Parameters

pnMaxBatchSize [C++]
[out] Pointer to an integer used to return the maximum number of messages the adapter will allow in this batch.

pnMaxBatchSize [Visual Basic]
Long used to return the maximum number of messages the adapter will allow in this batch.

ppTransaction [C++]
[out,retval] Address of a pointer to receive an IUnknown interface, which will contain the transaction that the Messaging
Engine will use in agent interactions. This parameter may be NULL.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] If this method completes successfully, it returns a IUnknown that contains the transaction that the Messaging
Engine will use in agent interactions. This parameter may be NULL.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.

Remarks

The BizTalk Server Messaging Engine calls this method prior to pushing messages into the batch.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransmitterBatch Interface
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HRESULT IBTTransmitterBatch::BeginBatch(
  LONG* pnMaxBatchSize,
  IUnknown** ppTransaction
);
[Visual Basic]
Function BeginBatch(
  pnMaxBatchSize As Long
) As IUnknown
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IBTTransmitterBatch.Clear Method (COM)
Clears the batch if one or more calls to the TransmitMessage method failed.

C++

Parameters

[C++] None.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.

Remarks

If one or more calls to the TransmitMessage method fail, the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine will clear the batch and then deal
with the messages in the batch in the following manner:

If the message has retries remaining, it will be resubmitted and the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine will use the retry
interval stamped on the message.
If the retries have been exhausted for this message, the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine will attempt to move the message
to the backup transport.
If the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine cannot move the message to the backup transport, the BizTalk Server Messaging
Engine will suspend the message.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransmitterBatch Interface | IBTTransmitterBatch Members
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[Visual Basic]
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IBTTransmitterBatch.Done Method (COM)
Indicates to an adapter that the batch is completed and is ready to be sent.

C++

Parameters

pDTCCommitConfirm [C++]
[in] Reference to a IBTDTCCommitConfirm object/interface that contains the DTC commit confirm. If the adapter is not using
transactions for transmissions, this parameter will be NULL. If this parameter is not NULL, which means the adapter is using
DTC transactions, the adapter is required to callback to inform the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine the outcome of the
transaction.

pDTCCommitConfirm [Visual Basic]
IBTDTCCommitConfirm object/interface that contains the DTC commit confirm. If the adapter is not using transactions for
transmissions, this parameter will be NULL. If this parameter is not NULL, which means the adapter is using DTC transactions,
the adapter is required to callback to inform the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine the outcome of the transaction.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
FAILED HRES
ULT

If the Done method fails, the Messaging Engine will deal with all of the individual messages in the batch in the foll
owing manner:

If the message has retries remaining, it will be resubmitted, the Messaging Engine will use the retry interval s
tamped on the message.
If the retries have been exhausted for this message, the Messaging Engine will attempt to move the message 
to the backup transport.
If the Messaging Engine cannot move the message to its backup transport, the Messaging Engine will suspen
d the message.

Remarks

This method is called by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine when either the batch is full or the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine
does not have any more messages for this batch. The adapter will transmit all the messages in the batch when the Done method
is called.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

HRESULT IBTTransmitterBatch::Done(
  IBTDTCCommitConfirm* pDTCCommitConfirm
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub Done(
  pDTCCommitConfirm As IBTDTCCommitConfirm
)
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IBTTransmitterBatch.TransmitMessage Method (COM)
Adds messages to the adapter batch that are ready to be transmitted.

C++

Parameters

pMessage [C++]
[in] Reference to a IBaseMessage object/interface that contains the message.

pMessage [Visual Basic]
IBaseMessage object/interface that contains the message to be transmitted.

bDeleteMsgOnDone [C++]
[out,retval] Pointer to a Boolean used to return the status of the deleted message. true if the message was transmitted;
otherwise, false.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] true if the message was transmitted; otherwise, false.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
FAILE
D HRE
SULT

If the TransmitMessage method fails, the Messaging Engine will continue to push messages onto the batch until either th
e batch is full or there are no more messages destined for the batch. The Messaging Engine will then call the Clear method
on the batch and then handle the messages in the following manner:

If the message has retries remaining, it will be resubmitted, the Messaging Engine will use the retry interval stamped
on the message.
If the retries have been exhausted for this message, the Messaging Engine will attempt to move the message to the b
ackup transport.
If the Messaging Engine cannot move the message to its backup transport, the Messaging Engine will suspend the m
essage.

Remarks

This method is called by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine.

If the return value is true, the adapter sends the message on the batch synchronously. If the return value is false, the adapter
sends the message on the batch asynchronously. If false is returned, then adapter is responsible for updating the message
information in the database after sending the message. The adapter can resubmit the message, delete the message, suspend the
message, or move it to the backup transport.

The adapter does not actually transmit the message when this message is called, the transmission begins when the Done method

HRESULT IBTTransmitterBatch::TransmitMessage(
  IBaseMessage* pMessage,
  BOOL* bDeleteMsgOnDone
);
[Visual Basic]
Function TransmitMessage(
  pMessage As IBaseMessage
) As Boolean



 

is called.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also
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IBTTransport Interface (COM)
Defines the methods that all transport adapters need to implement in order to be plugged into the server.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBTTransport Members.

Note  For information on using this interface within managed code, see IBTTransport Interface.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBTTransport Members
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IBTTransport Members (COM)
IBTTransport overview

Public Properties

ClassID Gets the class ID of the adapter, a globally unique identifier (GUID) that identifies the adapter.
Description Gets the description of the component.
Name Gets the name of the component.
TransportType Gets the transport type of an adapter, such as FILE, HTTP, SMTP, or SOAP.
Version Gets the version of the component.

See Also

IBTTransport Interface
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IBTTransport Properties (COM)
The properties of the IBTTransport interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBTTransport interface members, see the
IBTTransport Members topic.

Public Properties

ClassID Gets the class ID of the adapter, a globally unique identifier (GUID) that identifies the adapter.
Description Gets the description of the component.
Name Gets the name of the component.
TransportType Gets the transport type of an adapter, such as FILE, HTTP, SMTP, or SOAP.
Version Gets the version of the component.

See Also

IBTTransport Interface
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IBTTransport.ClassID Property (COM)
Gets the class ID of the adapter, a globally unique identifier (GUID) that identifies the adapter.

C++

Parameters

ClassID [C++]
[out, retval] Globally unique identifier (GUID) used to return the class ID of the adapter.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This property indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The property was successfully obtained or written.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransport Interface | IBTTransport Members
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HRESULT IBTTransport::get_ClassID(
  GUID* ClassID
);
[Visual Basic]
Property ClassID() As GUID
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IBTTransport.Description Property (COM)
Gets the component description.

C++

Parameters

Description [C++]
[out,retval] String used to return the description of the component.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBTTransport Interface | IBTTransport Members
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HRESULT IBTTransport::get_Description(
  BSTR* Description
);
[Visual Basic]
Property Description() As String
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IBTTransport.Name Property (COM)
Gets the component name.

C++

Parameters

Name [C++]
[out,retval] String used to return the name of the component.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBTTransport Interface | IBTTransport Members
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HRESULT IBTTransport::get_Name(
  BSTR* Name
);
[Visual Basic]
Property Name() As String
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IBTTransport.TransportType Property (COM)
Gets the transport type of an adapter, such as FILE, HTTP, SMTP, or SOAP.

C++

Parameters

TransportType [C++]
[out,retval] String used to return the name of the protocol implemented by the adapter.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This property indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The property was successfully obtained or written.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransport Interface | IBTTransport Members
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HRESULT IBTTransport::get_TransportType(
  BSTR* TransportType
);
[Visual Basic]
Property TransportType() As String
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IBTTransport.Version Property (COM)
Gets the component version.

C++

Parameters

Version [C++]
[out,retval] String used to return the version of the component.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBTTransport Interface | IBTTransport Members
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HRESULT IBTTransport::get_Version(
  BSTR* Version
);
[Visual Basic]
Property Version() As String
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IBTTransportBatch Interface (COM)
Defines the methods that are provided by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine, which are used by transport adapters to perform
operations on batches of messages.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBTTransportBatch Members.

Note  For information on using this interface within managed code, see IBTTransportBatch Interface.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBTTransportBatch Members
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IBTTransportBatch Members (COM)
IBTTransportBatch overview

Public Properties

ResourceTracker This property is not supported and returns a value of E_NOTIMPL.

Public Methods

CancelResponseMessage Adds a cancellation request to the batch to cancel a request for a response message.
Clear Clears the batch.
DeleteMessage Adds a message to the batch to be deleted.
Done Posts the batch of work to the thread pool for the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine where it will be p

rocessed asynchronously.
MoveToNextTransport Adds a message to the batch to be moved to the backup transport.
MoveToSuspendQ Adds a message to the batch to be suspended.
Resubmit Adds a message to the batch to be resubmitted.
SubmitMessage Adds a message to the batch to be processed by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine.
SubmitRequestMessage Submits a request message for a request-response pair.
SubmitResponseMessage Submits the response message for a solicit-response pair.

See Also

IBTTransportBatch Interface
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IBTTransportBatch Properties (COM)
The properties of the IBTTransportBatch interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBTTransportBatch interface members,
see the IBTTransportBatch Members topic.

Public Properties

ResourceTracker This property is not supported and returns a value of E_NOTIMPL.

See Also

IBTTransportBatch Interface
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IBTTransportBatch.ResourceTracker Property (COM)
This property is not supported and returns a value of E_NOTIMPL.

C++

Parameters

bstrCorrelationToken [C++]
[out,retval] Not implemented.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportBatch Interface | IBTTransportBatch Members
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HRESULT IBTTransportBatch::IResourceTracker(
  ResourceTracker resourceTracker
);
[Visual Basic]
Property ResourceTracker() As IResourceTracker
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IBTTransportBatch Methods (COM)
The methods of the IBTTransportBatch interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBTTransportBatch interface members,
see the IBTTransportBatch Members topic.

Public Methods

CancelResponseMessage Adds a cancellation request to the batch to cancel a request for a response message.
Clear Clears the batch.
DeleteMessage Adds a message to the batch to be deleted.
Done Posts the batch of work to the thread pool for the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine where it will be p

rocessed asynchronously.
MoveToNextTransport Adds a message to the batch to be moved to the backup transport.
MoveToSuspendQ Adds a message to the batch to be suspended.
Resubmit Adds a message to the batch to be resubmitted.
SubmitMessage Adds a message to the batch to be processed by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine.
SubmitRequestMessage Submits a request message for a request-response pair.
SubmitResponseMessage Submits the response message for a solicit-response pair.

See Also

IBTTransportBatch Interface
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IBTTransportBatch.CancelResponseMessage Method (COM)
Adds a cancellation request to the batch to cancel a request for a response message.

C++

Parameters

bstrCorrelationToken [C++]
[in] String that contains the correlation token of the message that a response was requested for.

bstrCorrelationToken [Visual Basic]
String that contains the correlation token of the message that a response was requested for.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportBatch Interface | IBTTransportBatch Members
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HRESULT IBTTransportBatch::CancelResponseMessage(
  BSTR bstrCorrelationToken
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub CancelResponseMessage(
  bstrCorrelationToken As String
)
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IBTTransportBatch.Clear Method (COM)
Clears the batch.

C++

Parameters

[C++] None.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

This method is implicitly called when the Done method is called.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportBatch Interface | IBTTransportBatch Members
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HRESULT IBTTransportBatch::Clear(
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub Clear()
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IBTTransportBatch.DeleteMessage Method (COM)
Adds a message to the batch to be deleted.

C++

Parameters

pIndoc [C++]
[in] Reference to a IBaseMessage object/interface that contains the message to be added to the batch.

pIndoc [Visual Basic]
IBaseMessage object/interface that contains the message to be added to the batch.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

Adapters should call this method if they are sending messages asynchronously; once the message has been successfully
transmitted the message needs to be deleted. If the message is sent synchronously, the message engine automatically deletes the
message.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportBatch Interface | IBTTransportBatch Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT IBTTransportBatch::DeleteMessage(
  IBaseMessage* pIndoc
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub DeleteMessage(
  pIndoc As IBaseMessage
)

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IBTTransportBatch.Done Method (COM)
Posts the batch of work to the thread pool for the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine where it will be processed asynchronously.

C++

Parameters

pTransaction [C++]
[in] Pointer to the DTC transaction.

pTransaction [Visual Basic]
IUnknown that contains the DTC transaction.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportBatch Interface | IBTTransportBatch Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

HRESULT IBTTransportBatch::Done(
  IUnknown* pTransaction, 
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub Done(
  pTransaction As IUnknown, 
)

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportBatch.MoveToNextTransport Method (COM)
Adds a message to the batch to be moved to the backup transport.

C++

Parameters

pIndoc [C++]
[in] Reference to a IBaseMessage object/interface that contains the message to be added to the batch.

pIndoc [Visual Basic]
IBaseMessage object/interface that contains the message to be added to the batch.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

This message should only be called on the send-side.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportBatch Interface | IBTTransportBatch Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

HRESULT IBTTransportBatch::MoveToNextTransport(
  IBaseMessage* pIndoc,
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub MoveToNextTransport(
  pIndoc As IBaseMessage,
)

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportBatch.MoveToSuspendQ Method (COM)
Adds a message to the batch to be suspended.

C++

Parameters

pIndoc [C++]
[in] Reference to a IBaseMessage object/interface that contains the message to be suspended.

pIndoc [Visual Basic]
IBaseMessage object/interface that contains the message to be suspended.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportBatch Interface | IBTTransportBatch Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

HRESULT IBTTransportBatch::MoveToSuspendQ(
  IBaseMessage* pIndoc,
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub MoveToSuspendQ(
  pIndoc As IBaseMessage,
)

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportBatch.Resubmit Method (COM)
Adds a message to the batch to be resubmitted.

C++

Parameters

pIndoc [C++]
[in] Reference to a IBaseMessage object/interface that contains the message to be added to the batch.

pIndoc [Visual Basic]
IBaseMessage object/interface that contains the message to be added to the batch.

dtTimeStamp [C++]
[in] Date type that contains the time the message should be redelivered to this adapter.

dtTimeStamp [Visual Basic]
Date that contains the message should be redelivered to this adapter.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

This method should only be called on send-side.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportBatch Interface | IBTTransportBatch Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

HRESULT IBTTransportBatch::Resubmit(
  IBaseMessage* pIndoc,
  DATE dtTimeStamp
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub Resubmit(
  pIndoc As IBaseMessage,
  dtTimeStamp As Date
)

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportBatch.SubmitMessage Method (COM)
Adds a message to the batch to be processed by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine.

C++

Parameters

pIndoc [C++]
[in] Reference to a IBaseMessage object/interface that contains the message to be added to the batch.

pIndoc [Visual Basic]
IBaseMessage object/interface that contains the message to be added to the batch.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
BTS_E_URL_DISALLOWED The URL specified on the message context was not valid at the time the API was called.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

The context properties InboundTransportLocation and InboundTransportType should be present in the message context; this is
used to look up the receive port configuration for this URL.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportBatch Interface | IBTTransportBatch Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

HRESULT IBTTransportBatch::SubmitMessage(
  IBaseMessage* pIndoc
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub SubmitMessage(
  pIndoc As IBaseMessage
)

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IBTTransportBatch.SubmitRequestMessage Method (COM)
Submits a request message for a request-response pair.

C++

Parameters

pRequest
The request message to be submitted.

bstrCorrelationToken
The unique identifier used to correlate the response message back to the request message.

fFirstResponseOnly
true if only the first response should be delivered, otherwise, false.

dtExpirationTime
The timeout after which no response messages will be returned.

pResponseCallback
The IBTTransmitter callback interface on which the response message will be delivered.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportBatch Interface | IBTTransportBatch Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

HRESULT IBTTransmitter::SubmitRequestMessage(
   IBaseMessage* pRequest
   String* bstrCorrelationToken
   bool fFirstResponseOnly
   DateTime dtExpirationTime
   IBTTransmitter* pResponseCallback
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub SubmitRequestMessage(
   ByVal pRequest As IBaseMessage _
   ByVal bstrCorrelationToken As String _
   ByVal fFirstResponseOnly As Boolean _
   ByVal dtExpirationTime As DateTime _
   ByVal pResponseCallback As IBTTransmitter _
)

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IBTTransportBatch.SubmitResponseMessage Method (COM)
Submits the response message for a solicit-response pair.

C++

Parameters

pSolicitDocSent
The document to send.

pResponseDocToSubmit
The response document to submit.

Remarks

This method ensures that the correct properties on the response message are sent, which ensures that the response message is
correctly correlated back to the solicit requested message sent.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportBatch Interface | IBTTransportBatch Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

HRESULT IBTTransmitter::SubmitResponseMessage(
   IBaseMessage* pSolicitDocSent
   IBaseMessage* pResponseDocToSubmit
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub SubmitResponseMessage(
   ByVal pSolicitDocSent As IBaseMessage _
   ByVal pResponseDocToSubmit As IBaseMessage _
)

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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IBTTransportConfig Interface (COM)
Defines the methods that all receive adapters need to implement in order to receive configuration information from the BizTalk
Server Messaging Engine.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBTTransportConfig Members.

Note  For information on using this interface within managed code, see IBTTransportConfig Interface.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBTTransportConfig Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IBTTransportConfig Members (COM)
IBTTransportConfig overview

Public Methods

AddReceiveEndpoint Adds a new URL address that the adapter should listen on for incoming messages.
RemoveReceiveEndpoint Removes the URL from the list of URL addresses that the adapters listen to.
UpdateEndpointConfig Updates the configuration of the URL.

See Also

IBTTransportConfig Interface

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IBTTransportConfig Methods (COM)
The methods of the IBTTransportConfig interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBTTransportConfig interface members,
see the IBTTransportConfig Members topic.

Public Methods

AddReceiveEndpoint Adds a new URL address that the adapter should listen on for incoming messages.
RemoveReceiveEndpoint Removes the URL from the list of URL addresses that the adapters listen to.
UpdateEndpointConfig Updates the configuration of the URL.

See Also

IBTTransportConfig Interface

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IBTTransportConfig.AddReceiveEndpoint Method (COM)
Adds a new URL address that the adapter should listen on for incoming messages.

C++

Parameters

bstrURL [C++]
[in] String that contains the URL the adapter should listen on.

bstrURL [Visual Basic]
String that contains the URL the adapter should listen on.

pConfig [C++]
[in] Reference to a IPropertyBag object/interface that contains the configuration for this URL.

pConfig [Visual Basic]
IPropertyBag object/interface that contains the configuration for this URL.

pBizTalkConfig [C++]
[in] Reference to a IPropertyBag object/interface that contains the BizTalk Server configuration, specifically the port capabilities
that indicate whether the port is one way or two way. This is indicated by the property TwoWayReceivePort.

pBizTalkConfig [Visual Basic]
IPropertyBag object/interface that contains the BizTalk Server configuration, specifically the port capabilities that indicate
whether the port is one way or two way. This is indicated by the property TwoWayReceivePort.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.

Remarks

This method is called by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

HRESULT IBTTransportConfig::AddReceiveEndpoint(
  BSTR bstrURL,
  IPropertyBag* pConfig,
  IPropertyBag* pBizTalkConfig
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub AddReceiveEndpoint(
  bstrURL As String,
  pConfig As IPropertyBag,
  pBizTalkConfig As IPropertyBag
)
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IBTTransportConfig.RemoveReceiveEndpoint Method (COM)
Removes the URL from the list of URL addresses that the adapters listen to.

C++

Parameters

bstrURL [C++]
[in] String that contains the URL the adapter needs to listen to.

bstrURL [Visual Basic]
String that contains the URL the adapter needs to listen to.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.

Remarks

This method is called by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportConfig Interface | IBTTransportConfig Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT IBTTransportConfig::RemoveReceiveEndpoint(
  BSTR bstrURL
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub RemoveReceiveEndpoint(
  bstrURL As String
)

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IBTTransportConfig.UpdateEndpointConfig Method (COM)
Updates the configuration of the URL.

C++

Parameters

bstrURL [C++]
[in] String that contains the URL that needs to be configured.

bstrURL [Visual Basic]
String that contains the URL that needs to be configured.

pConfig [C++]
[in] Reference to a IPropertyBag object/interface that contains the new configuration for the URL.

pConfig [Visual Basic]
IPropertyBag object/interface that contains the new configuration for the URL.

pBizTalkConfig [C++]
[in] Reference to a IPropertyBag object/interface that contains the BizTalk Server configuration, specifically the port
capabilities, which indicate whether the port is one way or two way.

pBizTalkConfig [Visual Basic]
IPropertyBag object/interface that contains the BizTalk Server configuration, specifically the port capabilities, which indicate
whether the port is one way or two way.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.

Remarks

This method is called by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

HRESULT IBTTransportConfig::UpdateEndpointConfig(
  BSTR bstrURL,
  IPropertyBag* pConfig,
  IPropertyBag* pBizTalkConfig
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub UpdateEndpointConfig(
  bstrURL As String,
  pConfig As IPropertyBag,
  pBizTalkConfig As IPropertyBag
)
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IBTTransportControl Interface (COM)
Defines the methods that all adapters (except isolated adapters) need to implement in order to be controlled by the BizTalk Server
Messaging Engine.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBTTransportControl Members.

Note  For information on using this interface within managed code, see IBTTransportControl Interface.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBTTransportControl Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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IBTTransportControl Members (COM)
IBTTransportControl overview

Public Methods

Initialize Initializes the adapter.
Terminate Finishes processing any messages the adapter is currently processing and prepares for termination.

See Also

IBTTransportControl Interface
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IBTTransportControl Methods (COM)
The methods of the IBTTransportControl interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBTTransportControl interface
members, see the IBTTransportControl Members topic.

Public Methods

Initialize Initializes the adapter.
Terminate Finishes processing any messages the adapter is currently processing and prepares for termination.

See Also

IBTTransportControl Interface
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IBTTransportControl.Initialize Method (COM)
Initializes the adapter.

C++

Parameters

pTransProxy [C++]
[in] Reference to a IBTTransportProxy object/interface that contains the transport proxy for the adapter. Each adapter has its
own dedicated transport proxy.

pTransProxy [Visual Basic]
IBTTransportProxy object/interface that contains the transport proxy for the adapter. Each adapter has its own dedicated
transport proxy.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.

Remarks

This method is called by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportControl Interface | IBTTransportControl Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT IBTTransportControl::Initialize(
  IBTTransportProxy* pTransProxy
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub Initialize(
  pTransProxy As IBTTransportProxy
)
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IBTTransportControl.Terminate Method (COM)
Finishes processing any messages the adapter is currently processing and prepares for termination.

C++

Parameters

[C++] None.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.

Remarks

This method is called by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine.

The adapter should not start any new work after this call, but may complete outstanding work items as necessary.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportControl Interface | IBTTransportControl Members
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HRESULT IBTTransportControl::Terminate(
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub Terminate()
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IBTTransportProxy Interface (COM)
Defines the methods that are provided by the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine, which are used by transport adapters to interact
with the server at run time.

For a list of all members of this type, see IBTTransportProxy Members.

Note  For information on using this interface within managed code, see IBTTransportProxy Interface.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IBTTransportProxy Members
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IBTTransportProxy Members (COM)
IBTTransportProxy overview

Public Methods

GetBatch Gets a new transport proxy batch.
GetMessageFactory Gets the base message factory.
ReceiverShuttingdown Notifies the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine that the receiver adapter is shutting down one of its rec

eive locations.
RegisterIsolatedReceiver Registers an isolated receiver.
SetErrorInfo Sets the error information.
TerminateIsolatedReceive Notifies the Messaging Engine that it is shutting down. This method is called by a non-creatable recei

ver.

See Also

IBTTransportProxy Interface
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IBTTransportProxy Methods (COM)
The methods of the IBTTransportProxy interface are listed here. For a complete list of IBTTransportProxy interface members,
see the IBTTransportProxy Members topic.

Public Methods

GetBatch Gets a new transport proxy batch.
GetMessageFactory Gets the base message factory.
ReceiverShuttingdown Notifies the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine that the receiver adapter is shutting down one of its rec

eive locations.
RegisterIsolatedReceiver Registers an isolated receiver.
SetErrorInfo Sets the error information.
TerminateIsolatedReceive Notifies the Messaging Engine that it is shutting down. This method is called by a non-creatable recei

ver.

See Also

IBTTransportProxy Interface
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IBTTransportProxy.GetBatch Method (COM)
Gets a new transport proxy batch.

C++

Parameters

pCallBack [C++]
[in] Reference to a IBTBatchCallBack object/interface. The callback will be made to this interface after the Done method has
been called on the batch and the batch has been processed. The Done method is a low cost method call since it posts the batch
to the thread pool. The callback will be made once the thread pool has finished processing the batch. This parameter cannot be
set to NULL.

pCallBack [Visual Basic]
IBTBatchCallBack object/interface. The callback will be made to this interface after the Done method has been called on the
batch and the batch has been processed. The Done method is a low cost method call since it posts the batch to the thread pool.
The callback will be made once the thread pool has finished processing the batch. This parameter can be set to NULL.

vCallbackCookie [C++]
[in] Variant that contains the callback cookie. The cookie will be passed back to the adapter when the callback is called on the
IBTBatchCallBack interface. This parameter can be set to a variant of type VT_EMPTY.

vCallbackCookie [Visual Basic]
Variant that contains the callback cookie. The cookie will be passed back to the adapter when the callback is called on the
IBTBatchCallBack interface. This parameter can be set to a variant of type VT_EMPTY.

ppBatch [C++]
[out,retval] Pointer to hold the reference to the returned IBTTransportBatch object/interface, which will contain the new batch.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] If this method completes successfully, it returns a IBTTransportBatch containing the new batch.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
BTS_E_MESSAGING_SHUTTING_DOWN The messaging engine is shutting down.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

The adapter can use the callback pointer, a cookie parameter, or a combination of the parameters in order to correlate a particular
batch to the internal data structures for the adapter. This method is intended to be as flexible as possible so as not to restrict the
internal programming model of the adapter.

The batch is atomic with respect to the MessageBox. If a batch fails, none of the work will be committed to the MessageBox.

HRESULT IBTTransportProxy::GetBatch(
  IBTBatchCallBack* pCallBack,
  VARIANT vCallbackCookie,
  IBTTransportBatch** ppBatch
);
[Visual Basic]
Function GetBatch(
  pCallBack As IBTBatchCallBack,
  vCallbackCookie As Variant
) As IBTTransportBatch



 

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportProxy Interface | IBTTransportProxy Members
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IBTTransportProxy.GetMessageFactory Method (COM)
Gets the base message factory.

C++

Parameters

ppRet [C++]
[out,retval] Pointer to hold the reference to the returned IBaseMessageFactory object/interface for the message factory.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] If this method completes successfully, it returns an IBaseMessageFactory for the message factory.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

The adapter should use the message factory to create messages.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportProxy Interface | IBTTransportProxy Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT IBTTransportProxy::GetMessageFactory(
  IBaseMessageFactory** ppRet
);
[Visual Basic]
Function GetMessageFactory() As IBaseMessageFactory
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IBTTransportProxy.ReceiverShuttingdown Method (COM)
Notifies the BizTalk Server Messaging Engine that the receiver adapter is shutting down one of its receive locations.

C++

Parameters

bstrReceiveURL [C++]
[in] String that contains the receive URL that is shutting down.

bstrReceiveURL [Visual Basic]
String that contains the receive URL that is shutting down.

pErrorInfo [C++]
[in] The error that is causing the URL to shut down.

pErrorInfo [Visual Basic]
The error that is causing the URL to shut down.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

A receiver adapter can use this method to shutdown a receive endpoint or URL.

The receive endpoint will not be enabled automatically when service is restarted.

The adapter should not submit any new work after this method has been called.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportProxy Interface | IBTTransportProxy Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

HRESULT IBTTransportProxy::ReceiverShuttingdown(
  BSTR bstrReceiveURL,
  HRESULT pErrorInfo
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub ReceiverShuttingdown(
  bstrReceiveURL As String,
  pErrorInfo As HRESULT
)
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IBTTransportProxy.RegisterIsolatedReceiver Method (COM)
Registers an isolated receiver.

C++

Parameters

bstrURL [C++]
[in] String that contains the URL that the adapter is listening on.

bstrURL [Visual Basic]
String that contains the URL that the adapter is listening on.

pCallBack [C++]
[in] Reference to a IBTTransportConfig object/interface that will be called back with the configuration of the bstrURL
parameter.

pCallBack [Visual Basic]
IBTTransportConfig object/interface that will be called back with the configuration of the bstrURL parameter.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

An ISAPI extension is an example of a non-creatable receive function because BizTalk Server does not have control over the
lifetime of the ISAPI extension. In this scenario, the non-creatable adapter is responsible for creating the transport proxy and
registering itself with the transport proxy.

The TerminateIsolatedReceive method should be called after all RegisterIsolatedReceiver method calls, the process will hang on
exit if this is not done.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

HRESULT IBTTransportProxy::RegisterNonCreatableReceiver(
  BSTR bstrURL,
  IBTTransportConfig* pCallBack
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub RegisterNonCreatableReceiver(
  bstrURL As String,
  pCallBack As IBTTransportConfig
)



 

IBTTransportProxy Interface | IBTTransportProxy Members
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IBTTransportProxy.SetErrorInfo Method (COM)
Sets the error information.

C++

Parameters

pErrInfo [C++]
[in] The error information.

pErrInfo [Visual Basic]
[in] The error information.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportProxy Interface | IBTTransportProxy Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT IErrorInfo::SetErrorInfo(
  IErrorInfo pErrInfo
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub SetErrorInfo(
pErrInfo As IErrorInfo)
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IBTTransportProxy.TerminateIsolatedReceive Method (COM)
Notifies the Messaging Engine that it is shutting down. This method is called by a non-creatable receiver.

C++

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.

Remarks

The TerminateIsolatedReceiver method should be called after all RegisterIsolatedReceiver method calls, the process will hang
on exit if this is not done.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IBTTransportProxy Interface | IBTTransportProxy Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT IBTTransportProxy::TerminateIsolatedReceiver();
[Visual Basic]
Sub TerminateIsolatedReceiver()
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IComponent Interface (COM)
Defines the methods used by all pipeline components except assemblers and disassemblers.

For a list of all members of this type, see IComponent Members.

Note  For information on using this interface within managed code, see IComponent Interface.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IComponent Members
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IComponent Members (COM)
IComponent overview

Public Methods

Execute Executes a pipeline component to process the input message and get the resulting message.

See Also

IComponent Interface
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IComponent Methods (COM)
The methods of the IComponent interface are listed here. For a complete list of IComponent interface members, see the
IComponent Members topic.

Public Methods

Execute Executes a pipeline component to process the input message and get the resulting message.

See Also

IComponent Interface
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IComponent.Execute Method (COM)
Executes a pipeline component to process the input message and get the resulting message.

C++

Parameters

pContext [C++]
[in] Reference to a IPipelineContext object/interface that contains the current pipeline context.

pContext [Visual Basic]
IPipelineContext object/interface that contains the current pipeline context.

pInMsg [C++]
[in] Reference to a IBaseMessage object/interface that contains the message to process.

pInMsg [Visual Basic]
IBaseMessage object/interface that contains the message to process.

ppOutMsg [C++]
[out,retval] Pointer to hold the reference to the returned IBaseMessage object/interface, which will contain the resulting
message.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] If this method completes successfully, it returns an IBaseMessage that contains the resulting message.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IComponent Interface | IComponent Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT IComponent::Execute(
  IPipelineContext* pContext,
  IBaseMessage* pInMsg,
  IBaseMessage** ppOutMsg
);
[Visual Basic]
Function Execute(
  pContext As IPipelineContext,
  pInMsg As IBaseMessage
) As IBaseMessage
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IComponentUI Interface (COM)
Defines methods that enable pipeline components to be used within the Pipeline Designer environment.

For a list of all members of this type, see IComponentUI Members.

Note  For information on using this interface within managed code, see IComponentUI Interface.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IComponentUI Members
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IComponentUI Members (COM)
IComponentUI overview

Public Properties

Icon Provides the icon that is associated with this component.

Public Methods

Validate Verifies that all of the configuration properties are set correctly.

See Also

IComponentUI Interface
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IComponentUI Properties (COM)
The properties of the IComponentUI interface are listed here. For a complete list of IComponentUI interface members, see the
IComponentUI Members topic.

Public Properties

Icon Provides the icon that is associated with this component.

See Also

IComponentUI Interface
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IComponentUI.Icon Property (COM)
Provides the icon that is associated with this component.

C++

Parameters

Icon [C++]
[out,retval] IPicture used to return the icon.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This property indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IComponentUI Interface
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HRESULT IComponentUI::get_Icon(
  IPicture** Icon
);
[Visual Basic]
Property Icon() As IPicture
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IComponentUI Methods (COM)
The methods of the IComponentUI interface are listed here. For a complete list of IComponentUI interface members, see the
IComponentUI Members topic.

Public Methods

Validate Verifies that all of the configuration properties are set correctly.

See Also

IComponentUI Interface
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IComponentUI.Validate Method (COM)
Verifies that all of the configuration properties are set correctly.

C++

Parameters

ppEnum [C++]
[out,retval] Address of a pointer to receive an IUnknown interface, which will contain the enumeration.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Value

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Remarks

This method is called by the Pipeline Designer prior to pipeline compilation.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IComponentUI Interface
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HRESULT IComponentUI::Validate(
  IUnknown** ppEnum
);
[Visual Basic]
Function Validate() As IUnknown
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IDisassemblerComponent Interface (COM)
Defines methods used by disassembling parsers.

For a list of all members of this type, see IDisassemblerComponent Members.

Note  For information on using this interface within managed code, see IDisassemblerComponent Interface.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IDisassemblerComponent Members
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IDisassemblerComponent Members (COM)
IDisassemblerComponent overview

Public Methods

Disassemble Performs the disassembling of incoming document.
GetNext Gets the next message from the message set resulting from the disassembler execution.

See Also

IDisassemblerComponent Interface
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IDisassemblerComponent Methods (COM)
The methods of the IDisassemblerComponent interface are listed here. For a complete list of IDisassemblerComponent
interface members, see the IDisassemblerComponent Members topic.

Public Methods

Disassemble Performs the disassembling of an incoming document.
GetNext Gets the next message from the message set resulting from the disassembler execution.

See Also

IDisassemblerComponent Interface
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IDisassemblerComponent.Disassemble Method (COM)
Performs the disassembling of an incoming document.

C++

Parameters

pContext [C++]
[in] Reference to a IPipelineContext object/interface that contains the current pipeline context.

pContext [Visual Basic]
IPipelineContext object/interface that contains the current pipeline context.

pInMsg [C++]
[in] Reference to a IBaseMessage object/interface that contains the message to be disassembled.

pInMsg [Visual Basic]
IBaseMessage object/interface that contains the message to be disassembled.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] None.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IDisassemblerComponent Interface | IDisassemblerComponent Members
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HRESULT IDisassemblerComponent::Disassemble(
  IPipelineContext* pContext,
  IBaseMessage* pInMsg
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub Disassemble(
  pContext As IPipelineContext,
  pInMsg As IBaseMessage
)
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IDisassemblerComponent.GetNext Method (COM)
Gets the next message from the message set resulting from the disassembler execution.

C++

Parameters

pContext [C++]
[in] Reference to a IPipelineContext object/interface that contains the current pipeline context.

pContext [Visual Basic]
IPipelineContext object/interface that contains the current pipeline context.

ppOutMsg [C++]
[out,retval] Pointer to hold the reference to the returned IBaseMessage object/interface, which will contain the next message
from the message set. Returns NULL if there are no more messages left.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] If this method completes successfully, it returns an IBaseMessage containing the disassembled document. Returns
NULL if there are no more messages left.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IDisassemblerComponent Interface | IDisassemblerComponent Members
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HRESULT IDisassemblerComponent::GetNext(
  IPipelineContext* pContext,
  IBaseMessage** ppOutMsg
);
[Visual Basic]
Function GetNext(
  pContext As IPipelineContext
) As IBaseMessage
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IDocumentSpec Interface (COM)
Encapsulates a top-level element in an XML Schema definition (XSD) schema. Also defines a set of associated actions.

For a list of all members of this type, see IDocumentSpec Members.

Note  For information on using this interface within managed code, see IDocumentSpec Interface.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IDocumentSpec Members | Using the Parsing and Serializing Engines
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IDocumentSpec Members (COM)
IDocumentSpec overview

Public Properties

DocSpecName Gets the specification name of the current document.
DocType Gets the type of the document.

Public Methods

GetBodyPath Returns the XML Path (XPath) to the node in the document where the body part begins.
GetPropertyAnnotationEnumerator Gets the property annotation.
GetSchemaCollection Do not use; this method has been deprecated.

See Also

IDocumentSpec Interface | Using the Parsing and Serializing Engines
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IDocumentSpec Properties (COM)
The properties of the IDocumentSpec interface are listed here. For a complete list of IDocumentSpec interface members, see
the IDocumentSpec Members topic.

Public Properties

DocSpecName Gets the specification name of the current document.
DocType Gets the type of the document.

See Also

IDocumentSpec Interface | Using the Parsing and Serializing Engines
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IDocumentSpec.DocSpecName Property (COM)
Gets the specification name of the current document.

C++

Parameters

DocSpecName [C++]
[out,retval] String used to return the schema name.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This property indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The property was successfully obtained or written.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IDocumentSpec Interface | IDocumentSpec Members | Using the Parsing and Serializing Engines
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HRESULT IDocumentSpec::get_DocSpecName(
  BSTR* DocSpecName
);
[Visual Basic]
Property DocSpecName() As String
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IDocumentSpec.DocType Property (COM)
Gets the type of the document.

C++

Parameters

DocType [C++]
[out,retval] String used to return the document type.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This property indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The property was successfully obtained or written.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IDocumentSpec Interface | IDocumentSpec Members | Using the Parsing and Serializing Engines

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

HRESULT IDocumentSpec::get_DocType(
  BSTR* DocType
);
[Visual Basic]
Property DocType() As String
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IDocumentSpec Methods (COM)
The methods of the IDocumentSpec interface are listed here. For a complete list of IDocumentSpec interface members, see the
IDocumentSpec Members topic.

Public Methods

GetBodyPath Returns the XML Path (XPath) to the node in the document where the body part begins.
GetPropertyAnnotationEnumerator Gets the property annotation.
GetSchemaCollection Do not use; this method has been deprecated.

See Also

IDocumentSpec Interface | Using the Parsing and Serializing Engines

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IDocumentSpec.GetBodyPath Method (COM)
Returns the XML Path (XPath) to the node in the document where the body part begins.

C++

Parameters

pBodyPath [C++]
[out,retval] For an envelope schema, this method returns the XPath to the node in the document where the body part begins.
For a document schema, this method returns null.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] For an envelope schema, this property contains the XPath to the node in the document where the body part begins.
For a schema, this property will be Null.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IDocumentSpec Interface | IDocumentSpec Members | Using the Parsing and Serializing Engines

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

HRESULT IDocumentSpec::GetBodyPath(
  BSTR* pBodyPath
);
[Visual Basic]
Function GetBodyPath() As String
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IDocumentSpec.GetPropertyAnnotationEnumerator Method
(COM)
Gets the property annotation.

C++

Parameters

ppRet [C++]
[out,retval] Address of a pointer to receive an IUnknown interface, which will contain the property annotation.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] If this method completes successfully, it returns a IUnknown that contains the transaction that the Messaging
Engine will use in agent interactions. This parameter may be NULL.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.

Remarks

The BizTalk Server Messaging Engine calls this method prior to pushing messages into the batch.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IDocumentSpec Interface | IDocumentSpec Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT IDocumentSpec::GetPropertyAnnotationEnumerator(
  IUnknown** ppRet
);
[Visual Basic]
Function GetPropertyAnnotationEnumerator() As IUnknown
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IDocumentSpec.GetSchemaCollection Method (COM)
Gets the schema collection.

C++

Parameters

ppRet [C++]
[out,retval] Address of a pointer to receive an IUnknown interface, which will contain the an XML schema collection that
contains the schema collection.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] If this method completes successfully, it returns a IUnknown that contains the transaction that the Messaging
Engine will use in agent interactions. This parameter may be NULL.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.

Remarks

The BizTalk Server Messaging Engine calls this method prior to pushing messages into the batch.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IDocumentSpec Interface | IDocumentSpec Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT IDocumentSpec::GetSchemaCollection(
  IUnknown** ppRet
);
[Visual Basic]
Function GetSchemaCollection() As IUnknown
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INamedItem Interface (COM)
Defines properties used in accessing document schemas from managed and unmanaged code.

For a list of all members of this type, see INamedItem Members.

Note  For information on using this interface within managed code, see INamedItem Interface.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

INamedItem Members
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All rights reserved.
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INamedItem Members (COM)
INamedItem overview

Public Properties

Name Gets the name of the item.
Value Gets the value of the item.

See Also

INamedItem Interface
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INamedItem Properties (COM)
The properties of the INamedItem interface are listed here. For a complete list of INamedItem interface members, see the
INamedItem Members topic.

Public Properties

Name Gets the name of the item.
Value Gets the value of the item.

See Also

INamedItem Interface

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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INamedItem.Name Property (COM)
Gets the name of the item.

C++

Parameters

Name [C++]
[out,retval] String used to return the name.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This property indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The property was successfully obtained or written.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

INamedItem Interface | INamedItem Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

HRESULT INamedItem::get_Name(
  BSTR* Name
);
[Visual Basic]
Property Name() As String
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INamedItem.Value Property (COM)
Gets the value of the item.

C++

Parameters

Value [C++]
[out,retval] IUnknown interface used to return the value.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This property indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The property was successfully obtained or written.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

INamedItem Interface | INamedItem Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

HRESULT INamedItem::get_Value(
  IUnknown** Value
);
[Visual Basic]
Property Value() As IUnknown
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INamedItemList Interface (COM)
Defines methods and properties used in accessing document schemas from managed and unmanaged code.

For a list of all members of this type, see INamedItemList Members.

Note  For information on using this interface within managed code, see INamedItemList Interface.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

INamedItemList Members
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All rights reserved.
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INamedItemList Members (COM)
INamedItemList overview

Public Properties

Count Gets the number of items in the list.

Public Methods

GetItem Accesses the items in the list.

See Also

INamedItemList Interface
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INamedItemList Properties (COM)
The properties of the INamedItemList interface are listed here. For a complete list of INamedItemList interface members, see
the INamedItemList Members topic.

Public Properties

Count Gets the number of items in the list.

See Also

INamedItemList Interface
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INamedItemList.Count Property (COM)
Gets the number of items in the list.

C++

Parameters

Count [C++]
[out,retval] Integer used to return the number of items in the list.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This property indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The property was successfully obtained or written.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

INamedItemList Interface | INamedItemList Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

HRESULT INamedItemList::get_Count(
  LONG* Count
);
[Visual Basic]
Property Count() As Long
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INamedItemList Methods (COM)
The methods of the INamedItemList interface are listed here. For a complete list of INamedItemList interface members, see the
INamedItemList Members topic.

Public Methods

GetItem Accesses the items in the list.

See Also

INamedItemList Interface

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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INamedItemList.GetItem Method (COM)
Accesses the items in the list.

C++

Parameters

nIndex [C++]
[in] Integer that contains the location in the index.

nIndex [Visual Basic]
Long that contains the location in the index.

ppRet [C++]
[out,retval] Pointer to hold the reference to the returned INamedItem object/interface, which will contain the item located at
the nindex value.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] If this method completes successfully, it returns a INamedItem that contains the named item at the index location.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

INamedItemList Interface | INamedItemList Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

HRESULT INamedItemList::GetItem(
  LONG nIndex,
  INamedItem** ppRet
);
[Visual Basic]
Function GetItem(
  nIndex As Long
) As INamedItem
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IPipelineContext Interface (COM)
Defines the methods used to access all document processing-specific interfaces.

For a list of all members of this type, see IPipelineContext Members.

Note  For information on using this interface within managed code, see IPipelineContext Interface.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IPipelineContext Members
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IPipelineContext Members (COM)
IPipelineContext overview

Public Properties

ComponentIndex Gets the index of the current component in the stage.
PipelineID Gets the ID of the pipeline to which this component belongs.
PipelineName Gets the name of the pipeline.
ResourceTracker Reports the objects used during execution.
StageID Gets the ID of the stage in the pipeline.
StageIndex Gets the index of the pipeline stage where the current component is located.

Public Methods

GetDocumentSpecByName Gets an IDocumentSpec object for the specified document name.
GetDocumentSpecByType Gets an IDocumentSpec object for the specified document type.
GetGroupSigningCertificate Gets the signing certificate for the group.
GetMessageFactory Get access to the helper interface to work with BizTalk Server message objects.

See Also

IPipelineContext Interface
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IPipelineContext Properties (COM)
The properties of the IPipelineContext interface are listed here. For a complete list of IPipelineContext interface members, see
the IPipelineContext Members topic.

Public Properties

ComponentIndex Gets the index of the current component in the stage.
PipelineID Gets the ID of the pipeline to which this component belongs.
PipelineName Gets the name of the pipeline.
ResourceTracker Reports the objects used during execution.
StageID Gets the ID of the stage in the pipeline.
StageIndex Gets the index of the pipeline stage where the current component is located.

See Also

IPipelineContext Interface
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All rights reserved.
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IPipelineContext.ComponentIndex Property (COM)
Gets the index of the current component in the stage.

C++

Parameters

ComponentIndex [C++]
[out,retval] Integer used to return the component index.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This property indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The property was successfully obtained or written.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPipelineContext Interface | IPipelineContext Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT IPipelineContext::get_ComponentIndex(
  LONG* ComponentIndex
);
[Visual Basic]
Property ComponentIndex() As Long
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IPipelineContext.PipelineID Property (COM)
Gets the ID of the pipeline to which the component belongs.

C++

Parameters

PipelineID [C++]
[out,retval] Globally unique identifier (GUID) used to return the pipeline ID.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This property indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The property was successfully obtained or written.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPipelineContext Interface | IPipelineContext Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT IPipelineContext::get_PipelineID(
  GUID* PipelineID
);
[Visual Basic]
Property PipelineID() As GUID
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IPipelineContext.PipelineName Property (COM)
Gets the name of the pipeline.

C++

Parameters

ResourceTracker [C++]
[out,retval] IResourceTracker used to return the objects being executed.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This property indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The property was successfully obtained or written.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPipelineContext Interface | IPipelineContext Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT IPipelineContext::get_PipelineName(
  BSTR* PipelineName
);
[Visual Basic]
Property PipelineName() As String
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IPipelineContext.ResourceTracker Property (COM)
Reports the objects used during execution.

C++

Parameters

PipelineName [C++]
[out,retval] String used to return the pipeline name.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This property indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The property was successfully obtained or written.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPipelineContext Interface | IPipelineContext Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT IPipelineContext::get_ResourceTracker(
  IResourceTracker* PipelineName
);
[Visual Basic]
Property ResourceTracker() As IResourceTracker
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IPipelineContext.StageID Property (COM)
Gets the ID of the stage in the pipeline.

C++

Parameters

StageID [C++]
[out,retval] Globally unique identifier (GUID) used to return the stage ID.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This property indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The property was successfully obtained or written.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPipelineContext Interface | IPipelineContext Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT IPipelineContext::get_StageID(
  GUID* StageID
);
[Visual Basic]
Property StageID() As GUID
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IPipelineContext.StageIndex Property (COM)
Gets the index of the pipeline stage where the current component is located.

C++

Parameters

StageIndex [C++]
[out,retval] Integer used to return the stage index.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This property indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The property was successfully obtained or written.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPipelineContext Interface | IPipelineContext Members
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HRESULT IPipelineContext::get_StageIndex(
  LONG* StageIndex
);
[Visual Basic]
Property StageIndex() As Long
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IPipelineContext Methods (COM)
The methods of the IPipelineContext interface are listed here. For a complete list of IPipelineContext interface members, see
the IPipelineContext Members topic.

Public Methods

GetDocumentSpecByName Gets an IDocumentSpec object for the specified document name.
GetDocumentSpecByType Gets an IDocumentSpec object for the specified document type.
GetGroupSigningCertificate Gets the signing certificate for the group.
GetMessageFactory Get access to the helper interface to work with BizTalk Server message objects.

See Also

IPipelineContext Interface
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IPipelineContext.GetDocumentSpecByName Method (COM)
Gets the IDocumentSpec object for the specified document name.

C++

Parameters

DocSpecName [C++]
[in] String that contains the schema name.

DocSpecName [Visual Basic]
String that contains the schema name.

ppRet [C++]
[out,retval] Pointer to hold the reference to the returned IDocumentSpec object/interface.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] If this method completes successfully, it returns a the IDocumentSpec containing the document with the specified
name.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPipelineContext Interface | IPipelineContext Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT IPipelineContext::GetDocumentSpecByName(
  BSTR DocSpecName,
  IDocumentSpec** ppRet
);
[Visual Basic]
Function GetDocumentSpecByName(
  DocSpecName As String
) As IDocumentSpec
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IPipelineContext.GetDocumentSpecByType Method (COM)
Gets the IDocumentSpec object for specified document type.

C++

Parameters

DocType [C++]
[in] String that contains the document type.

DocType [Visual Basic]
String that contains the document type.

ppRet [C++]
[out,retval] Pointer to hold the reference to the returned IDocumentSpec object/interface.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] If this method completes successfully, it the IDocumentSpec containing the document with the specified type.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IPipelineContext Interface | IPipelineContext Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

HRESULT IPipelineContext::GetDocumentSpecByType(
  BSTR DocType,
  IDocumentSpec** ppRet
);
[Visual Basic]
Function GetDocumentSpecByType(
  DocType As String
) As IDocumentSpec

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IPipelineContext.GetGroupSigningCertificate Method (COM)
Get access to the helper interface to work with BizTalk Server message objects.

C++

Parameters

ppRet [C++]

[out,retval] Pointer to hold the reference to the returned String containing the signing certificate for the group.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] If this method completes successfully, it returns a the IBaseMessageFactory associated with the pipeline context.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IPipelineContext Interface | IPipelineContext Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT IPipelineContext::GetGroupSigningCertificate(
  BSTR** ppRet
);
[Visual Basic]
Function GetGroupSigningCertificate() As String
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IPipelineContext.GetMessageFactory Method (COM)
Get access to the helper interface to work with BizTalk Server message objects.

C++

Parameters

ppRet [C++]
[out,retval] Pointer to hold the reference to the returned IBaseMessageFactory object/interface.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] If this method completes successfully, it returns a the IBaseMessageFactory associated with the pipeline context.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IPipelineContext Interface | IPipelineContext Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT IPipelineContext::GetMessageFactory(
  IBaseMessageFactory** ppRet
);
[Visual Basic]
Function GetMessageFactory() As IBaseMessageFactory

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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IProbeMessage Interface (COM)
Defines the methods and properties for components that need probing functionality.

For a list of all members of this type, see IProbeMessage Members.

Note  For information on using this interface within managed code, see IProbeMessage Interface.

Remarks

All components included in a stage configured for FirstMatch execution need to implement this interface before the messaging
component checks to see if the message is recognizable. This behavior is used when several parser components are placed in one
pipeline. The first parser that can recognize the message format is executed.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

IProbeMessage Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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IProbeMessage Members (COM)
IProbeMessage overview

Public Methods

Probe Checks if the incoming message is in a recognizable format.

See Also

IProbeMessage Interface
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IProbeMessage Methods (COM)
The methods of the IProbeMessage interface are listed here. For a complete list of IProbeMessage interface members, see the
IProbeMessage Members topic.

Public Methods

Probe Checks if the incoming message is in a recognizable format.

See Also

IProbeMessage Interface
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IProbeMessage.Probe Method (COM)
Checks if the incoming message is in a recognizable format.

C++

Parameters

pContext [C++]
[in] Reference to a IPipelineContext object/interface that contains the current pipeline context.

pContext [Visual Basic]
IPipelineContext object/interface that contains the current pipleine context.

pInMsg [C++]
[in] Reference to a IBaseMessage object/interface that contains the incoming message.

pInMsg [Visual Basic]
IBaseMessage object/interface that contains the incoming message.

pRet [C++]
[out,retval] Pointer to a Variant Boolean. true if the format was recognized; otherwise, false

Return Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] If this method completes successfully, it returns true if the format was recognized; otherwise, false.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table.

Value Description
S_OK The method completed successfully.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

 

See Also

IProbeMessage Interface | IProbeMessage Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT IProbeMessage::Probe(
  IPipelineContext* pContext,
  IBaseMessage* pInMsg,
  VARIANT_BOOL* pRet
);
[Visual Basic]
Function Probe(
  pContext As IPipelineContext,
  pInMsg As IBaseMessage
) As Boolean
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ISSOAdmin Interface (COM)
Provides administration functions for the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server database.

For a list of all members of this type, see ISSOAdmin Members.

Note  For information on using this interface within managed code, see ISSOAdmin Interface.

Remarks

For more information about using the IPropertyBag interface with the Single Sign-On objects, see the Remarks on
Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace.

Requirements

Type Library: SSOAdmin 1.0 Type Library (SSOAdmin.dll) 

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOAdmin Members | Using Enterprise Single Sign-On

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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ISSOAdmin Members (COM)
ISSOAdmin overview

Public Methods

CreateApplication Creates an application in the SSO server database.
CreateFieldInfo Creates field information for an application.
DeleteApplication Deletes an application from the SSO server database.
GetApplicationInfo Gets the application information from the SSO server database.
GetGlobalInfo Returns the global SSO server configuration information from the SSO server database.
PurgeCacheForApplication Purges the cached credentials for an application on all SSO server servers.
UpdateApplication Updates the application information in the SSO server database.
UpdateGlobalInfo Returns the global Enterprise Single Sign-On configuration information from the Enterprise Single 

Sign-On (SSO) server database.

See Also

ISSOAdmin Interface

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ISSOAdmin Methods (COM)
The methods of the ISSOAdmin interface are listed here. For a complete list of ISSOAdmin interface members, see the
ISSOAdmin Members topic.

Public Methods

CreateApplication Creates an application in the SSO server database.
CreateFieldInfo Creates field information for an application.
DeleteApplication Deletes an application from the SSO server database.
GetApplicationInfo Gets the application information from the SSO server database.
GetGlobalInfo Returns the global SSO server configuration information from the SSO server database.
PurgeCacheForApplication Purges the cached credentials for an application on all SSO server servers.
UpdateApplication Updates the application information in the SSO server database.
UpdateGlobalInfo Returns the global Enterprise Single Sign-On configuration information from the Enterprise Single 

Sign-On (SSO) server database.

See Also

ISSOAdmin Interface

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ISSOAdmin.CreateApplication Method (COM)
Updates the global Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server configuration information in the SSO server database.

C++

Parameters

bstrApplicationName [C++]
[in] String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

bstrApplicationName [Visual Basic]
[in] String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

bstrDescription [C++]
[in] String that specifies the description for the application. This parameter can be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces.

bstrDescription [Visual Basic]
[in] String that specifies the description for the application. This parameter can be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces.

bstrContactInfo [C++]
[in] String that specifies the contact information for this application. This parameter can be NULL, an empty string, or contain
spaces.

bstrContactInfo [Visual Basic]
[in] String that specifies the contact information for this application. This parameter can be NULL, an empty string, or contain
spaces.

bstrUserGroupName [C++]
[in] String that specifies the application users group name.

bstrUserGroupName [Visual Basic]
[in] String that specifies the application users group name.

bstrAdminGroupName [C++]

[in] String that specifies the Application Administrator group name.

bstrAdminGroupName [Visual Basic]
[in] String that specifies the Application Administrator group name.

lFlags [C++]
[in] Any of the Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags.

lFlags [Visual Basic]
[in] Any of the Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags.

lNumFields [C++]
[in] Long integer that specifies the number of fields that will be added for this application. The minimum value is 1 (one external
user ID). An application can have no credential fields.

lNumFields [Visual Basic]
[in] Long integer that specifies the number of fields that will be added for this application. The minimum value is 1 (one external

HRESULT CreateApplication(
  BSTR  bstrApplicationName,
  BSTR  bstrDescription,
  BSTR  bstrContactInfo,
  BSTR  bstrUserGroupName,
  BSTR  bstrAdminGroupName,
  LONG  lFlags,
  LONG  lNumFields
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub CreateApplication(
  bstrApplicationName As String,
  bstrDescription As String,
  bstrContactInfo As String,
  bstrUserGroupName As String,
  bstrAdminGroupName As String,
  lFlags As Long,
  lNumFields As Long
)



 

user ID). An application can have no credential fields.

Return Value

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table:

Value Description
S_OK The method succeeded.
E_ACCESSDENIED Access is denied to the caller.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter is not valid was detected.

Remarks

Once the field information is added by using the CreateFieldInfo method, then the application can be enabled by using the
UpdateApplication method. The number of fields added by CreateFieldInfo must match the number of fields specified by the
numFields parameter. The numFields value cannot be changed once the application is created.

All parameters are optional. If null is passed for a particular parameter, its value is not updated.

To access this method, you must be an SSO Administrator.

An application is always created as disabled.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOAdmin Interface | ISSOAdmin Members
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ISSOAdmin.CreateFieldInfo Method (COM)
Creates field information for an application.

C++

Parameters

bstrApplicationName [C++]
[in] String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

bstrApplicationName [Visual Basic]
[in] String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

bstrLabel [C++]
[in] String that specifies the label value. This parameter cannot be NULL or an empty string.

bstrLabel [Visual Basic]
[in] String that specifies the label value. This parameter cannot be NULL or an empty string.

lFlags [C++]
[in] Long integer specifies whether the field is masked. If a field must be masked when displayed in the user interface, specify
SSO_FLAG_FIELD_INFO_MASK. The flag parameter will be ignored for the first (user ID) field, as it will not be masked. For more
information about flags, see Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags.

lFlags [Visual Basic]
[in] Long integer specifies whether the field is masked. If a field must be masked when displayed in the user interface, specify
SSO_FLAG_FIELD_INFO_MASK. The flag parameter will be ignored for the first (user ID) field, as it will not be masked. For more
information about flags, see Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags.

Return Value

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table:

Value Description
S_OK The method succeeded.
E_ACCESSDENIED Access is denied to the caller.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter is not valid was detected.

Remarks

The application must exist before its field information can be created. The number of fields added must equal the numFields value
specified when the application was created, otherwise the application will be disabled at run time.

HRESULT CreateFieldInfo(
  BSTR  bstrApplicationName,
  BSTR  bstrLabel,
  LONG  lFlags
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub CreateFieldInfo(
  bstrApplicationName As String,
  bstrLabel As String,
  lFlags As Long
)



 

Although the external user ID is not considered to be an external credential, it requires a field to describe how it will be displayed
by the user interface. The first field created will be considered as the field that describes the external user ID. A minimum of one
field is required, and typically at least two fields should be specified to provide credentials. An application can have no credentials.

To access this method, you must be an SSO Administrator, SSO Affiliate Administrator, or an SSO Application Administrator.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOAdmin Interface | ISSOAdmin Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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ISSOAdmin.DeleteApplication Method (COM)
Deletes an application from the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server database.

C++

Parameters

bstrApplicationName [C++]
[in] String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

bstrApplicationName [Visual Basic]
[in] String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

Return Value

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table:

Value Description
S_OK The method succeeded.
S_FALSE The application was not found.
E_ACCESSDENIED Access is denied to the caller.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

All fields, mappings, and external credentials associated with this application are deleted.

To access this method, you must be an SSO Administrator or an SSO Affiliate Administrator.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOAdmin Interface | ISSOAdmin Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT DeleteApplication(
  BSTR  bstrApplicationName
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub DeleteApplication(
  bstrApplicationName As String
)
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ISSOAdmin.GetApplicationInfo Method (COM)
Gets the application information from the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server database.

C++

Parameters

bstrApplicationName [C++]
[in] String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

bstrApplicationName [Visual Basic]
[in] String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

pbstrDescription [C++]
[out] Pointer to a string that receives the description for the application.

pbstrDescription [Visual Basic]
[out] String that receives the description for the application.

pbstrContactInfo [C++]
[out] Pointer to a string that receives the contact information for the application.

pbstrContactInfo [Visual Basic]
[out] String that receives the contact information for the application.

pbstrUserGroupName [C++]
[out] Pointer to a string that receives the application user group name.

pbstrUserGroupName [Visual Basic]
[out] String that receives the application user group name.

pbstrAdminGroupName [C++]
[out] Pointer to a string that receives the Application Administrator group name.

pbstrAdminGroupName [Visual Basic]
[out] String that receives the Application Administrator group name.

plFlags [C++]
[out] Pointer to a long integer that receives the flags currently set for the application. For more information about flags, see
Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags.

plFlags [Visual Basic]
[out] Long that receives the flags currently set for the application. For more information about flags, see
Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags.

plNumFields [C++]
[out] Pointer to a long integer that receives the number of fields associated with the application.

Return Value

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

HRESULT GetApplicationInfo(
  BSTR  bstrApplicationName,
  BSTR*  pbstrDescription,
  BSTR*  pbstrContactInfo,
  BSTR*  pbstrUserGroupName,
  BSTR*  pbstrAdminGroupName,
  LONG*  plFlags,
  LONG*  plNumFields
);
[Visual Basic]
Function GetApplicationInfo(
  bstrApplicationName As String,
  pbstrDescription As String,
  pbstrContactInfo As String,
  pbstrUserGroupName As String,
  pbstrAdminGroupName As String,
  plFlags As Long
) As Long



 

[Visual Basic] This method returns a Long that receives the number of fields associated with the application.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table:

Value Description
S_OK The method succeeded.
E_ACCESSDENIED Access is denied to the caller.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

To access this method, you must be an SSO Administrator, SSO Affiliate Administrator, or an SSO Application Administrator.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOAdmin Interface | ISSOAdmin Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ISSOAdmin.GetGlobalInfo Method (COM)
Returns the global Enterprise Single Sign-On configuration information from the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server
database.

C++

Parameters

plFlags [C++]
[out] Pointer to a long integer that receives the global flags. For more information about flags, see
Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags.

plFlags [Visual Basic]
[out] Long that receives the global flags. For more information about flags, see Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags.

plAuditAppDeleteMax [C++]
[out] Pointer to a long integer that receives the current size of the AuditAppDelete table.

plAuditAppDeleteMax [Visual Basic]
[out] Long integer that receives the current size of the AuditAppDelete table.

plAuditMappingDeleteMax [C++]
[out] Pointer to a long integer that receives the current size of the AuditMappingDelete table.

plAuditMappingDeleteMax [Visual Basic]
[out] Long that receives the current size of the AuditMappingDelete table

plAuditNtpLookupMax [C++]
[out] Pointer to a long integer that receives the current size of the AuditNtpLookup table.

plAuditNtpLookupMax [Visual Basic]
[out] Long that receives the current size of the AuditNtpLookup table.

plAuditXpLookupMax [C++]
[out] Pointer to a long integer that receives the current size of the AuditXpLookup table.

plAuditXpLookupMax [Visual Basic]
[out] Long that receives the current size of the AuditXpLookup table.

plTicketTimeout [C++]
[out] Pointer to a long integer that receives the current ticket timeout value in minutes.

plTicketTimeout [Visual Basic]
[out] Long that receives the current ticket timeout value in minutes.

plCredCacheTimeout [C++]
[out] Pointer to a long integer that receives the current credential cache timeout value in minutes.

plCredCacheTimeout [Visual Basic]
[out] Long that receives the current credential cache timeout value in minutes.

HRESULT GetGlobalInfo(
  LONG*  plFlags,
  LONG*  plAuditAppDeleteMax,
  LONG*  plAuditMappingDeleteMax,
  LONG*  plAuditNtpLookupMax,
  LONG*  plAuditXpLookupMax,
  LONG*  plTicketTimeout,
  LONG*  plCredCacheTimeout,
  BSTR*  pbstrSecretServer,
  BSTR*  pbstrSSOAdminGroup,
  BSTR*  pbstrAffiliateAppMgrGroup
);
[Visual Basic]
Function GetGlobalInfo(
  plFlags As Long,
  plAuditAppDeleteMax As Long,
  plAuditMappingDeleteMax As Long,
  plAuditNtpLookupMax As Long,
  plAuditXpLookupMax As Long,
  plTicketTimeout As Long,
  plCredCacheTimeout As Long,
  pbstrSecretServer As String,
  pbstrSSOAdminGroup As String
) As String



 

pbstrSecretServer [C++]
[out] Pointer to a string that receives the current secret server computer name.

pbstrSecretServer [Visual Basic]
[out] String that receives the current secret server computer name.

pbstrSSOAdminGroup [C++]
[out] Pointer to a string that receives the current SSO server Administrator group name.

pbstrSSOAdminGroup [Visual Basic]
[out] String that receives the current SSO server Administrator group name.

pbstrAffiliateAppMgrGroup [C++]
[out] Pointer to a string that receives the current SSO server Affiliate Administrator group name.

Return Value

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] This method returns a String that receives the current SSO server Affiliate Administrator group name.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table:

Value Description
S_OK The method succeeded.
E_ACCESSDENIED Access is denied to the caller.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

To access this method, you must be an SSO Administrator.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOAdmin Interface | ISSOAdmin Members
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ISSOAdmin.PurgeCacheForApplication Method (COM)
Purges the cached credentials for an application on all Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) servers.

C++

Parameters

bstrApplicationName [C++]
[in] String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

bstrApplicationName [Visual Basic]
[in] String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

Return Value

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table:

Value Description
S_OK The method succeeded.
E_ACCESSDENIED Access is denied to the caller.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

There may be a short time delay while this operation is applied to all SSO servers.

To access this method, you must be an SSO Administrator, SSO Affiliate Administrator, or an Application Administrator.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOAdmin Interface | ISSOAdmin Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT PurgeCacheForApplication(
  BSTR  bstrApplicationName
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub PurgeCacheForApplication(
  bstrApplicationName As String
)
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ISSOAdmin.UpdateApplication Method (COM)
Updates the application information in the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server database.

C++

Parameters

bstrApplicationName [C++]
[in] String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

bstrApplicationName [Visual Basic]
[in] String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

bstrDescription [C++]
[in] String that specifies the description of the application.

bstrDescription [Visual Basic]
[in] String that specifies the description of the application.

bstrContactInfo [C++]
[in] String that specifies the contact information for this application.

bstrContactInfo [Visual Basic]
[in] String that specifies the contact information for this application.

bstrUserGroupName [C++]
[in] String that specifies the Application Users group name.

bstrUserGroupName [Visual Basic]
[in] String that specifies the Application Users group name.

bstrAdminGroupName [C++]
[in] String that specifies the Application Administrator group name. If running as an Application Administrator, this parameter
will be ignored.

bstrAdminGroupName [Visual Basic]
[in] String that specifies the Application Administrator group name. If running as an Application Administrator, this parameter
will be ignored.

lFlags [C++]
[in] Any of the Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags.

lFlags [Visual Basic]
[in] Any of the Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags.

lFlagMask [C++]
[in] To change the flag value, set this mask to the flag that you need to change. For example, to enable or disable Enterprise
SSO, set this flag to SSO_FLAG_ENABLED. The flagMask parameter indicates which flag you want to change, while the flags
parameter indicates the new value of that flag.

lFlagMask [Visual Basic]
[in] To change the flag value, set this mask to the flag that you need to change. For example, to enable or disable Enterprise
SSO, set this flag to SSO_FLAG_ENABLED. The flagMask parameter indicates which flag you want to change, while the flags

HRESULT UpdateApplication(
  BSTR  bstrApplicationName,
  BSTR  bstrDescription,
  BSTR  bstrContactInfo,
  BSTR  bstrUserGroupName,
  BSTR  bstrAdminGroupName,
  LONG  lFlags,
  LONG  lFlagMask
);
[Visual Basic]
Function UpdateApplication(
  bstrApplicationName As String,
  bstrDescription As String,
  bstrContactInfo As String,
  bstrUserGroupName As String,
  bstrAdminGroupName As String,
  lFlags As Long
)



 

parameter indicates the new value of that flag.

Return Value

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table:

Value Description
S_OK The method succeeded.
E_ACCESSDENIED Access is denied to the caller.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

To access this method, you must be an SSO Administrator, SSO Affiliate Administrator, or an Application Administrator

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOAdmin Interface | ISSOAdmin Members
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ISSOAdmin.UpdateGlobalInfo Method (COM)
Returns the global Enterprise Single Sign-On configuration information from the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server
database.

C++

Parameters

lFlags [C++]
[in] One of the following Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags: SSO_FLAG_ENABLED, SSO_FLAG_ALLOW_TICKETS,
SSO_FLAG_VALIDATE_TICKETS.

lFlags [Visual Basic]
[in] One of the following Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags: SSO_FLAG_ENABLED, SSO_FLAG_ALLOW_TICKETS,
SSO_FLAG_VALIDATE_TICKETS.

lFlagMask [C++]
[in] To change the flag value, set this mask to the flag that you need to change. For example, to enable or disable Enterprise
SSO, set this flag to SSO_FLAG_ENABLED. The flagMask parameter indicates which flag you want to change, while the flags
parameter indicates the new value of that flag.

lFlagMask [Visual Basic]
[in] To change the flag value, set this mask to the flag that you need to change. For example, to enable or disable Enterprise
SSO, set this flag to SSO_FLAG_ENABLED. The flagMask parameter indicates which flag you want to change, while the flags
parameter indicates the new value of that flag.

plAuditAppDeleteMax [C++]
[in] Integer that specifies the required size of the AuditAppDelete table. This value must be non-zero.

plAuditAppDeleteMax [Visual Basic]
[in] Integer that specifies the required size of the AuditAppDelete table. This value must be non-zero.

plAuditMappingDeleteMax [C++]
[in] Integer that specifies the required size of the AuditMappingDelete table. This value must be non-zero.

plAuditMappingDeleteMax [Visual Basic]
[in] Integer that specifies the required size of the AuditMappingDelete table. This value must be non-zero.

plAuditNtpLookupMax [C++]
[in] Integer that specifies the required size of the AuditNtpLookup table. This value must be non-zero.

plAuditNtpLookupMax [Visual Basic]
[in] Integer that specifies the required size of the AuditNtpLookup table. This value must be non-zero.

plAuditXpLookupMax [C++]

HRESULT UpdateGlobalInfo(
  LONG*  lFlags,
  LONG*  lFlagMask,
  LONG*  plAuditAppDeleteMax,
  LONG*  plAuditMappingDeleteMax,
  LONG*  plAuditNtpLookupMax,
  LONG*  plAuditXpLookupMax,
  LONG*  plTicketTimeout,
  LONG*  lCredCacheTimeout,
  BSTR*  bstrSecretServer,
  BSTR*  bstrSSOAdminGroup,
  BSTR*  bstrAffiliateAppMgrGroup
);
[Visual Basic]
Function UpdateGlobalInfo(
  lFlags As Long,
  lFlagMask As Long,
  plAuditAppDeleteMax As Long,
  plAuditMappingDeleteMax As Long,
  plAuditNtpLookupMax As Long,
  plAuditXpLookupMax As Long,
  plTicketTimeout As Long,
  lCredCacheTimeout As Long,
  bstrSecretServer As String,
  bstrSSOAdminGroup As String
) As String



[in] Integer that specifies the required size of the AuditXpLookup table. This value must be non-zero.
plAuditXpLookupMax [Visual Basic]

[in] Integer that specifies the required size of the AuditXpLookup table. This value must be non-zero.
plTicketTimeout [C++]

[in] Integer that specifies the required ticket timeout value in minutes. This value must be non-zero. The ticket timeout only
applies to creating new tickets.

plTicketTimeout [Visual Basic]
[in] Integer that specifies the required ticket timeout value in minutes. This value must be non-zero. The ticket timeout only
applies to creating new tickets.

lCredCacheTimeout [C++]
[in] Integer that specifies the required credential cache timeout value in minutes. This value must be non-zero. The credential
cache timeout only applies when putting new credentials into the cache. Existing credentials in the cache will not be affected by
this method.

lCredCacheTimeout [Visual Basic]
[in] Integer that specifies the required credential cache timeout value in minutes. This value must be non-zero. The credential
cache timeout only applies when putting new credentials into the cache. Existing credentials in the cache will not be affected by
this method.

bstrSecretServer [C++]
[in] String that specifies the required secret server computer name. This name is not validated. If this value is incorrect, the SSO
servers will be unable to find the secret server. Changing the secret server can only be done when the SSO server system is
disabled. It can be disabled in the same call. If the secret server is changed, then the SSO servers will almost immediately go to
this new server for secret information. However, if an SSO server is already running on that computer, it must be stopped and
restarted before it will start the secret service. The old secret server will continue running until that SSO server is shut down
manually.

bstrSecretServer [Visual Basic]
[in] String that specifies the required secret server computer name. This name is not validated. If this value is incorrect, the SSO
servers will be unable to find the secret server. Changing the secret server can only be done when the SSO server system is
disabled. It can be disabled in the same call. If the secret server is changed, then the SSO servers will almost immediately go to
this new server for secret information. However, if an SSO server is already running on that computer, it must be stopped and
restarted before it will start the secret service. The old secret server will continue running until that SSO server is shut down
manually.

bstrSSOAdminGroup [C++]
[in] . String that specifies the required SSO server Administrator group name. This must be a valid global group name.
Changing the SSO server Administrator group can only be done when the SSO server system is disabled. It can be disabled in
the same call. The global information will be updated, and the permissions of the SQL Server database changed. If the SSO
server administrator group is changed, then all SSO servers could be denied access to the SSO server database.

bstrSSOAdminGroup [Visual Basic]
[in] String that specifies the required SSO server Administrator group name. This must be a valid global group name. Changing
the SSO server Administrator group can only be done when the SSO server system is disabled. It can be disabled in the same
call. The global information will be updated, and the permissions of the SQL Server database changed. If the SSO server
administrator group is changed, then all SSO servers could be denied access to the SSO server database.

bstrAffiliateAppMgrGroup [C++]
[in] String that specifies the required SSO server Affiliate Administrator group name. This must be a valid global group name.

Return Value

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] This method returns a String that receives the current SSO server Affiliate Administrator group name.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table:

Value Description
S_OK The method succeeded.
E_ACCESSDENIED Access is denied to the caller.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.



 

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOAdmin Interface | ISSOAdmin Members
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ISSOConfigStore Interface (COM)
Provides administration functions for the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) configuration store.

For a list of all members of this type, see ISSOConfigStore Members.

Requirements

Type Library: SSOConfigStore 1.0 Type Library (SSOConfigStore.dll) 

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Remarks

For more information about using the IPropertyBag interface with the Single Sign-On objects, see the Remarks on
Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace.

See Also

ISSOConfigStore Members | Using Enterprise Single Sign-On
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ISSOConfigStore Members (COM)
ISSOConfigStore overview

Public Methods

DeleteConfigInfo Deletes the configuration information from the configuration store.
GetConfigInfo Get the configuration information from the configuration store.
SetConfigInfo Sets the configuration information in the configuration store.

See Also

ISSOConfigStore Interface
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ISSOConfigStore Methods (COM)
The methods of the ISSOConfigStore interface are listed here. For a complete list of ISSOConfigStore interface members, see
the ISSOConfigStore Members topic.

Public Methods

DeleteConfigInfo Deletes the configuration information from the configuration store.
GetConfigInfo Get the configuration information from the configuration store.
SetConfigInfo Sets the configuration information in the configuration store.

See Also

ISSOConfigStore Interface
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ISSOConfigStore.DeleteConfigInfo Method (COM)
Deletes the configuration information from the configuration store.

C++

Parameters

bstrApplication [C++]
[in] Contains the external application name.

bstrApplication [Visual Basic]
[in] Contains the external application name.

bstrIdentifier [C++]
[in] Contains the identifier for the configuration info. This string is typically a GUID.

bstrIdentifier [Visual Basic]
[in] Contains the identifier for the configuration info. This string is typically a GUID.

Return Values

[C++]This method does not return a value.

[Visual Basic]

The method returns an HRESULT. Possible values include, but are not limited to, those in the following table.

Return code Description
S_OK The config info was successfully returned from the config store.
S_FALSE The config info did not already exist.
E_ACCESSDENIED Access denied.
E_INVALIDARG An argument that is not valid.

Remarks

If the configuration info specified by the parameters does not already exist in the configuration database then this method will
return S_FALSE.

Example

See Also

ISSOConfigStore Interface
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HRESULT DeleteConfigInfo(
  BSTR  bstrApplication,
  BSTR  bstrIdentifier
);
[Visual Basic]
ConfigStore.DeleteConfigInfo(
  bstrApplication As BSTR,
  bstrIdentifier As BSTR
)

ConfigStore.DeleteConfigInfo(bstrApplication, bstrIdentifier)
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ISSOConfigStore.GetConfigInfo Method (COM)
Gets the configuration information from the configuration store.

C++

Parameters

bstrApplication [C++]
[in] Contains the SSO server. This property is optional.

bstrApplication [Visual Basic]
[in] Contains the SSO server. This property is optional.

bstrIdentifier [C++]
[in] Contains the identifier for the configuration info. This string is typically a GUID.

bstrIdentifier [Visual Basic]
[in] Contains the identifier for the configuration info. This string is typically a GUID.

lFlags [C++]
[in] One of the following Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags: SSO_FLAG_NONE or SSO_FLAG_RUNTIME.

lFlags [Visual Basic]
[in] One of the following Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags: SSO_FLAG_NONE or SSO_FLAG_RUNTIME.

ppbConfigInfo [C++]
[in] A pointer to an empty IPropertyBag. The property bag is then populated with name/value pairs by Enterprise Single Sign-
On.

ppbConfigInfo [Visual Basic]
[in] A pointer to an empty IPropertyBag. The property bag is then populated with name/value pairs by Enterprise Single Sign-
On.

Return Values

[C++]This method does not return a value.

[Visual Basic]

The method returns an HRESULT. Possible values include, but are not limited to, those in the following table.

Return code Description
S_OK The config info was successfully returned from the config store.
E_ACCESSDENIED Access denied.
E_INVALIDARG An argument that is not valid.

Remarks

This method can be executed either in admin or runtime (lookup) mode. The caller specifies SSO_FLAG_RUNTIME if the runtime
(lookup) mode is required. The default mode is admin mode, which can use the flag SSO_FLAG_NONE.

In admin mode, masked properties are not returned. Instead, the property is missing. Unmasked properties are returned. Admin
mode can specify any SSO server, not just the local machine.

To get the configuration info, this method is provided with an empty property bag that is populated with the properties. This

HRESULT GetConfigInfo(
  BSTR  bstrApplication,
  BSTR  bstrIdentifier,
  LONG  lFlags,
  IPropertyBag*  ppbConfigInfo
);
[Visual Basic]
ConfigStore.GetConfigInfo(
  bstrApplication As BSTR,
  bstrIdentifier As BSTR,
  lFlags As LONG,
  ppbConfigInfo As IPropertyBag
)



 

allows the BizTalk Server 2004 implementation of the property bag to be used, which can handle the type conversion from BSTRs
to the actual variant types based on a format convention specific to BizTalk Server 2004. The property values will be XML tags for
BizTalk Server 2004.

Example

See Also

ISSOConfigStore Interface
ISSOConfigStore::SetConfigInfo
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ISSOConfigStore.SetConfigInfo Method (COM)
Sets the configuration information in the configuration store.

C++

Parameters

bstrApplication [C++]
[in] Contains the external application name.

bstrApplication [Visual Basic]
[in] Contains the external application name.

bstrIdentifier [C++]
[in] Contains the identifier for the configuration info. This string will typically be a GUID.

bstrIdentifier [Visual Basic]
[in] Contains the identifier for the configuration info. This string will typically be a GUID.

ppbConfigInfo [C++]
[in] A pointer to an IPropertyBag containing the configuration info as name/value pairs. Enterprise Single Sign-On reads
properties from this property bag.

ppbConfigInfo [Visual Basic]
[in] A pointer to an IPropertyBag containing the configuration info as name/value pairs. Enterprise Single Sign-On reads
properties from this property bag.

Return Values

[C++]This method does not return a value.

[Visual Basic]

The method returns an HRESULT. Possible values include, but are not limited to, those in the following table.

Return code Description
S_OK The config info was successfully stored in the config store.
E_ACCESSDENIED Access denied.
E_INVALIDARG An argument that is not valid.

Remarks

This method can be used for originally creating the configuration info or for updating the configuration info.

If the configuration info does not already exist, then all properties of the configuration info, as defined by the field info for the
specified application, must be provided.

If the configuration info does already exist, then if a property is set to VT_NULL, it retains its existing value. If it is set to any other
new value (including VT_EMPTY) it is updated. If it is missing from the property bag it is set to VT_EMPTY

Note that due to the use of the SSO store, the first property cannot be masked.

Example

HRESULT SetConfigInfo(
  BSTR  bstrApplication,
  BSTR  bstrIdentifier,
  IPropertyBag*  ppbConfigInfo
);
[Visual Basic]
ConfigStore.SetConfigInfo(
  bstrApplication As BSTR,
  bstrIdentifier As BSTR,
  ppbConfigInfo As IPropertyBag
)

ConfigStore.SetConfigInfo(bstrApplication, bstrIdentifier, ppbConfigInfo)



 

See Also

ISSOConfigStore::GetConfigInfo
ISSOConfigStore Interface
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ISSOLookup1 Interface (COM)
Provides a lookup for user credentials associated with an application.

Note  For information on using this interface within managed code, see ISSOLookup1 Interface.

Requirements

Type Library: SSOLookup 1.0 Type Library (SSOLookup.dll) 

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Remarks

For more information about using the IPropertyBag interface with the Single Sign-On objects, see the Remarks on
Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace.

See Also

ISSOLookup1 Members | Using Enterprise Single Sign-On
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ISSOLookup1 Members (COM)
ISSOLookup1 overview

Public Methods

GetCredentials Retrieves the user credentials for an application.

See Also

ISSOLookup1 Interface
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ISSOLookup1 Methods (COM)
The methods of the ISSOLookup1 interface are listed here. For a complete list of ISSOLookup1 interface members, see the
ISSOLookup1 Members topic.

Public Methods

GetCredentials Retrieves the user credentials for an application.

See Also

ISSOLookup1 Interface
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ISSOLookup1.GetCredentials Method (COM)
Retrieves the user credentials for an application.

C++

Parameters

bstrApplicationName [C++]
[in] String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

bstrApplicationName [Visual Basic]
[in] String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

lFlags [C++]
[in] Long integer that specifies the flags to set. Using the SSO_FLAG_REFRESH indicates that the credential cache should be
bypassed. For more information about flags, see Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags.

lFlags [Visual Basic]
[in] Long that specifies the flags to set. Using the SSO_FLAG_REFRESH indicates that the credential cache should be bypassed.
For more information about flags, see Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags.

pbstrExternalUserName [C++]
[out] Pointer to a string that receives the external user name.

pbstrExternalUserName [Visual Basic]
[out] String that receives the external user name.

credentials [C++]
[out] String array that receives the credentials.

Return Value

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] String array that receives the credentials.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table:

Value Description
S_OK The method succeeded.
E_ACCESSDENIED Access is denied to the caller.
E_INVALIDARG A valid that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

To access this method, you must be an Application User. You can only retrieve your own credential.

HRESULT GetCredentials(
  BSTR  bstrApplicationName,
  LONG  lFlags,
  BSTR*  pbstrExternalUserName,
  SAFEARRAY  credentials
);
[Visual Basic]
Function GetCredentials(
  bstrApplicationName As String,
  lFlags As Long,
  pbstrExternalUserName As String
) As String



 

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOLookup1 Interface | ISSOLookup1 Members
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ISSOMapper Interface (COM)
Creates mappings between users and applications.

Note  For information on using this interface within managed code, see ISSOMapper Interface.

Remarks

For more information about using the IPropertyBag interface with the Single Sign-On objects, see the Remarks on
Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace.

Requirements

Type Library: SSOMapper 1.0 Type Library (SSOMapper.dll) 

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOMapper Members | Using Enterprise Single Sign-On

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ISSOMapper Members (COM)
ISSOMapper overview

Public Methods

GetApplications Retrieves the available applications for a Microsoft® Windows® user.
GetFieldInfo Retrieves the field information for an application.
GetMappingsForExternalUser Retrieves the mappings for an external user.
GetMappingsForWindowsUser Retrieves the mappings for a Microsoft Windows user.
SetExternalCredentials Stores a set of external credentials in the Single Sign-On database.
SetWindowsPassword This method is not implemented in BizTalk Server 2004.

See Also

ISSOMapper Interface

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ISSOMapper Methods (COM)
The methods of the ISSOMapper interface are listed here. For a complete list of ISSOMapper interface members, see the
ISSOMapper Members topic.

Public Methods

GetApplications Retrieves the available applications for a Microsoft® Windows® user.
GetFieldInfo Retrieves the field information for an application.
GetMappingsForExternalUser Retrieves the mappings for an external user.
GetMappingsForWindowsUser Retrieves the mappings for a Microsoft Windows user.
SetExternalCredentials Stores a set of external credentials in the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server database.
SetWindowsPassword This method is not implemented in BizTalk Server 2004.

See Also

ISSOMapper Interface
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ISSOMapper.GetApplications Method (COM)
Retrieves the available applications for a Microsoft® Windows® user.

C++

Parameters

ppsaApplications [C++]
[out] String array that returns the application name.

ppsaApplications [Visual Basic]
[out] String array that returns the application name.

ppsaDescriptions [C++]
[out] String array that returns a description for the application.

ppsaDescriptions [Visual Basic]
[out] String array that returns a description for the application.

ppsaContactInfo [C++]
[out] String array that returns the contact information for the application.

ppsaContactInfo [Visual Basic]
[out] String array that returns the contact information for the application.

Return Value

[C++]This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic]Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table:

Value Description
S_OK The method succeeded.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOMapper Interface

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT GetApplications(
  SAFEARRAY  ppsaApplications,
  SAFEARRAY  ppsaDescriptions,
  SAFEARRAY  ppsaContactInfo
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub GetApplications(
  ppsaApplications As String,
  ppsaDescriptions As String,
  ppsaContactInfo As String
)
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ISSOMapper.GetFieldInfo Method (COM)
Retrieves the field information for an application.

C++

Parameters

bstrApplicationName [C++]
[in] String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

bstrApplicationName [Visual Basic]
[in] String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

ppsaLabels [C++]
[out] String array that returns the field labels.

ppsaLabels [Visual Basic]
[out] String array that returns the field labels.

ppsaFlags [C++]
[out] Long integer array that returns the field flags. For more information about flags, see Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags.

ppsaFlags [Visual Basic]
[out] Long array that returns the field flags. For more information about flags, see Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags.

Return Value

[C++]This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic]Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table:

Value Description
S_OK The method succeeded.
E_ACCESSDENIED Access is denied to the caller.
E_FAIL The application is disabled.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

The field information will only be returned if the application is currently enabled. An application cannot be enabled unless its field
information is complete.

Requirements

HRESULT GetFieldInfo(
  BSTR  bstrApplicationName,
  SAFEARRAY  ppsaLabels,
  SAFEARRAY  ppsaFlags
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub GetFieldInfo(
  bstrApplicationName As String,
  ppsaLabels As String
  ppsaFlags As Long
)



 

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOMapper Interface | ISSOMapper Members
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ISSOMapper.GetMappingsForExternalUser Method (COM)
Retrieves the mappings for an external user.

C++

Parameters

bstrApplicationName [C++]
[in] String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

bstrApplicationName [Visual Basic]
[in] String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

bstrExternalUserName [C++]
[in] String that specifies the external user name. This value can contain spaces. If a NULL value is specified for this parameter, all
mappings are returned for the specified application.

bstrExternalUserName [Visual Basic]
[in] String that specifies the external user name. This value can contain spaces. If a NULL value is specified for this parameter, all
mappings are returned for the specified application.

mappings [C++]
[out] Object array that contains the mappings as ISSOMapping objects.

Return Value

[C++]This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Variant array that contains the mappings as ISSOMapping objects.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table:

Value Description
S_OK The method succeeded.
E_ACCESSDENIED Access is denied to the caller.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOMapper Interface | ISSOMapper Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

HRESULT GetMappingsForExternalUser(
  BSTR  bstrApplicationName,
  BSTR  bstrExternalUserName,
  SAFEARRAY  mappings
);
[Visual Basic]
Function GetMappingsForExternalUser(
  bstrApplicationName As String,
  bstrExternalUserName As String
) As Variant
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ISSOMapper.GetMappingsForWindowsUser Method (COM)
Retrieves the mappings for a Microsoft® Windows® user.

C++

Parameters

bstrWindowsDomainName [C++]
[in] String that specifies the Microsoft Windows domain name. This parameter is optional, but if it is specified, the
windowsUserName parameter must also be specified. If this parameter is not specified, the current user context is used.

bstrWindowsDomainName [Visual Basic]
[in] String that specifies the Microsoft Windows domain name. This parameter is optional, but if it is specified, the
windowsUserName parameter must also be specified. If this parameter is not specified, the current user context is used.

bstrWindowsUserName [C++]
[in] String that specifies the Microsoft Windows domain name. This parameter is optional, but if it is specified, the
windowsUserName parameter must also be specified. If this parameter is not specified, the current user context is used.

bstrWindowsUserName [Visual Basic]
[in] String that specifies the Microsoft Windows domain name. This parameter is optional, but if it is specified, the
windowsUserName parameter must also be specified. If this parameter is not specified, the current user context is used.

bstrApplicationName [C++]
[in] String that specifies the external application name. If this parameter is specified, only one mapping is returned if it exists. If
this parameter is NULL, all mappings for the specified user are returned. This parameter is optional.

bstrApplicationName [Visual Basic]
[in] String that specifies the external application name. If this parameter is specified, only one mapping is returned if it exists. If
this parameter is NULL, all mappings for the specified user are returned. This parameter is optional.

mappings [C++]
[out] Object array that contains the mappings as ISSOMapping objects.

Return Value

[C++]This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Variant array that contains the mappings as ISSOMapping objects.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table:

Value Description
S_OK The method succeeded.
E_ACCESSDENIED Access is denied to the caller.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

HRESULT GetMappingsForWindowsUser(
  BSTR  bstrWindowsDomainName,
  BSTR  bstrWindowsUserName,
  BSTR  bstrApplicationName,
  SAFEARRAY  mappings
);
[Visual Basic]
Function GetMappingsForWindowsUser(
  bstrWindowsDomainName As String,
  bstrWindowsUserName As String,
  bstrApplicationName As String
) As Variant



 

An Application Administrator must specify the bstrApplicationName value.

An Application User can only access their own mappings; they cannot access the mappings for another user.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOMapper Interface | ISSOMapper Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ISSOMapper.SetExternalCredentials Method (COM)
Stores a set of external credentials in the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server database.

C++

Parameters

bstrApplicationName [C++]
[in] String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

bstrApplicationName [Visual Basic]
[in] String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

bstrExternalUserName [C++]
[in] String that specifies the external user name.

bstrExternalUserName [Visual Basic]
[in] String that specifies the external user name.

ppsaExternalCredentials [C++]
[in] String array that specifies the external credentials to be stored.

ppsaExternalCredentials [Visual Basic]
[in] String array that specifies the external credentials to be stored.

Return Value

[C++]This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table:

Value Description
S_OK The method succeeded.
E_ACCESSDENIED Access is denied to the caller.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

An Application User can only set their own credentials. Also, the number of external credentials provided must match the number
of fields expected by the external application.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

HRESULT SetExternalCredentials(
  BSTR  bstrApplicationName,
  BSTR  bstrExternalUserName,
  SAFEARRAY  ppsaExternalCredentials
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub SetExternalCredentials(
  bstrApplicationName As String,
  bstrExternalUserName As String,
  ppsaExternalCredentials As String
)



 

See Also

ISSOMapper Interface | ISSOMapper Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ISSOMapper.SetWindowsPassword Method (COM)
This method is not implemented in BizTalk Server 2004.

C++

Parameters

bstrWindowsPassword [C++]
[in] Not implemented.

bstrWindowsPassword [Visual Basic]
[in] Not implemented.

Return Value

[C++]This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table:

Value Description
E_NOTIMPL The method is not implemented.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOMapper Interface | ISSOMapper Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT SetWindowsPassword(
  BSTR  bstrWindowsPassword
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub SetWindowsPassword(
  bstrWindowsPassword As String
)
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ISSOMapping Interface (COM)
Manages the state of a mapping instance.

Note  For information on using this interface within managed code, see ISSOMapping Interface.

Remarks

For more information about using the IPropertyBag interface with the Single Sign-On objects, see the Remarks on
Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace.

Requirements

Type Library: SSOMapper 1.0 Type Library (SSOMapper.dll) 

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOMapping Members | Using Enterprise Single Sign-On

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ISSOMapping Members (COM)
ISSOMapping overview

Public Properties

ApplicationName Gets or sets the name of the application.
ExternalUserName Gets or sets the external (non-Microsoft® Windows®) user name.
Flags Reserved for internal use only.
WindowsDomainName Gets or sets the Microsoft Windows domain name.
WindowsUserName Gets or sets the Microsoft Windows user name.

Public Methods

Create Creates the mapping.
Delete Deletes the mapping.
Disable Disables the mapping.
Enable Enables the mapping.

See Also

ISSOMapping Interface
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ISSOMapping Properties (COM)
The properties of the ISSOMapping interface are listed here. For a complete list of ISSOMapping interface members, see the
ISSOMapping Members topic.

Public Properties

ApplicationName Gets or sets the name of the application.
ExternalUserName Gets or sets the external (non-Microsoft® Windows®) user name.
Flags Reserved for internal use only.
WindowsDomainName Gets or sets the Microsoft Windows domain name.
WindowsUserName Gets or sets the Microsoft Windows user name.

See Also

ISSOMapping Interface
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ISSOMapping.ApplicationName Property (COM)
Gets or sets the name of the application.

Get method:

C++

Put method:

VB

Parameters

ApplicationName [C++]
[in] When putting the property, a string that contains the application name.
[out, retval] When getting the property, a string used to return the application name.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Value

[C++]This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic]Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table:

Value Description
S_OK The method succeeded.
E_ACCESSDENIED Access is denied to the caller.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOMapping Interface | ISSOMapping Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT ISSOMapping::get_ApplicationName(
  BSTR* ApplicationName
);

HRESULT ISSOMapping::put_ApplicationName(
  BSTR ApplicationName
);

Property ApplicationName() As String
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ISSOMapping.ExternalUserName Property (COM)
Gets or sets the external (non-Microsoft® Windows®) user name.

Get method:

C++

Put method:

VB

Parameters

ExternalUserName [C++]
[in] When putting the property, a string that contains the external user name.
[out, retval] When getting the property, a string used to return the external user name.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Value

[C++]This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic]Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table:

Value Description
S_OK The method succeeded.
E_ACCESSDENIED Access is denied to the caller.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOMapping Interface | ISSOMapping Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT ISSOMapping::get_ExternalUserName(
  BSTR* ExternalUserName
);

HRESULT ISSOMapping::put_ExternalUserName(
  BSTR ExternalUserName
);

Property ExternalUserName() As String
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ISSOMapping.Flags Property (COM)
Reserved for internal use only.

Get method:

C++

Put method:

VB

Parameters

Flags [C++]
[in] When putting the property, a string that contains the flag value.
[out, retval] When getting the property, a string used to return the flag value.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Value

[C++]This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic]Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table:

Value Description
S_OK The method succeeded.
E_ACCESSDENIED Access is denied to the caller.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOMapping Interface | ISSOMapping Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT ISSOMapping::get_Flags(
  BSTR* Flags
);

HRESULT ISSOMapping::put_Flags(
  BSTR Flags
);

Property Flags() As String
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ISSOMapping.WindowsDomainName Property (COM)
Gets or sets the Microsoft® Windows® domain name.

Get method:

C++

Put method:

VB

Parameters

WindowsDomainName [C++]
[in] When putting the property, a string that contains the Windows domain name.
[out, retval] When getting the property, a string used to return the Windows domain name.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Value

[C++]This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic]Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table:

Value Description
S_OK The method succeeded.
E_ACCESSDENIED Access is denied to the caller.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOMapping Interface | ISSOMapping Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT ISSOMapping::get_WindowsDomainName(
  BSTR* WindowsDomainName
);

HRESULT ISSOMapping::put_WindowsDomainName(
  BSTR WindowsDomainName
);

Property WindowsDomainName() As String
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ISSOMapping.WindowsUserName Property (COM)
Gets or sets the Microsoft® Windows® user name.

Get method:

C++

Put method:

VB

Parameters

WindowsUserName [C++]
[in] When putting the property, a string that contains the Windows user name.
[out, retval] When getting the property, a string used to return the Windows user name.

[Visual Basic] None.

Return Value

[C++]This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic]Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table:

Value Description
S_OK The method succeeded.
E_ACCESSDENIED Access is denied to the caller.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOMapping Interface | ISSOMapping Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT ISSOMapping::get_WindowsUserName(
  BSTR* WindowsUserName
);

HRESULT ISSOMapping::put_WindowsUserName(
  BSTR WindowsUserName
);

Property WindowsUserName() As String
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ISSOMapping Methods (COM)
The methods of the ISSOMapping interface are listed here. For a complete list of ISSOMapping interface members, see the
ISSOMapping Members topic.

Public Methods

Create Creates the mapping.
Delete Deletes the mapping.
Disable Disables the mapping.
Enable Enables the mapping.

See Also

ISSOMapping Interface

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ISSOMapping.Create Method (COM)
Creates the mapping.

C++

Parameters

lFlags [C++]
Not used, should be zero (0).

lFlags [Visual Basic]
Not used, should be zero (0).

Return Value

[C++]This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic]Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table:

Value Description
S_OK The method succeeded.
E_ACCESSDENIED Access is denied to the caller.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOMapping Interface | ISSOMapping Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT Create(
  LONG  lFlags
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub Create(
  lFlags As Long
)
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ISSOMapping.Delete Method (COM)
Deletes the mapping.

C++

Return Value

[C++]This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic]Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table:

Value Description
S_OK The method succeeded.
E_ACCESSDENIED Access is denied to the caller.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

Once the mapping has been deleted, the mapping object can no longer be used and should be released.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOMapping Interface | ISSOMapping Members
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HRESULT Delete();
[Visual Basic]
Sub Delete()
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ISSOMapping.Disable Method (COM)
Disables the mapping.

C++

Return Value

[C++]This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic]Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table:

Value Description
S_OK The method succeeded.
E_ACCESSDENIED Access is denied to the caller.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOMapping Interface | ISSOMapping Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT Disable();
[Visual Basic]
Sub Disable()
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ISSOMapping.Enable Method (COM)
Enables the mapping.

C++

Parameters

lFlags [C++]
Not used, should be zero (0).

lFlags [Visual Basic]
Not used, should be zero (0).

Return Value

[C++]This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic]Not applicable.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table:

Value Description
S_OK The method succeeded.
E_ACCESSDENIED Access is denied to the caller.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOMapping Interface | ISSOMapping Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT Enable(
  LONG  lFlags
);
[Visual Basic]
Sub Enable(
  lFlags As Long
)
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ISSOTicket Interface (COM)
Issues and redeems Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server tickets.

For a list of all members of this type, see ISSOTicket Members.

Note  For information on using this interface within managed code, see ISSOTicket Interface.

Remarks

For more information about using the IPropertyBag interface with the Single Sign-On objects, see the Remarks on
Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop Namespace.

Requirements

Type Library: SSOLookup 1.0 Type Library (SSOLookup.dll) 

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOTicket Members | Using Enterprise Single Sign-On
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ISSOTicket Members (COM)
ISSOTicket overview

Public Methods

IssueTicket Issues an Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server ticket for authenticating a user on an application.
RedeemTicket Redeems an SSO server ticket that was previously issued with the IssueTicket method.

See Also

ISSOTicket Interface
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ISSOTicket Methods (COM)
The methods of the ISSOTicket interface are listed here. For a complete list of ISSOTicket interface members, see the
ISSOTicket Members topic.

Public Methods

IssueTicket Issues an Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server ticket for authenticating a user on an application.
RedeemTicket Redeems an SSO server ticket that was previously issued with the IssueTicket method.

See Also

ISSOTicket Interface
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ISSOTicket.IssueTicket Method (COM)
Issues an Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server ticket for authenticating a user on an application.

C++

Parameters

lFlags [C++]
[in] Not used, should be zero (0).

lFlags [Visual Basic]
[in] Not used, should be zero (0).

pbstrTicket [C++]
[out] Pointer to a string that receives the ticket. This is a base64-encoded value for use in XML documents.

Return Value

[C++]This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] String that receives the issued ticket value. This is a base64-encoded value for use in XML documents.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table:

Value Description
S_OK The method succeeded.
E_ACCESSDENIED Access is denied to the caller.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

To access this method, you must be an Application User. You can only issue a ticket for yourself.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOTicket Interface | ISSOTicket Members

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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HRESULT IssueTicket(
  LONG  lFlags,
  BSTR*  pbstrTicket
);
[Visual Basic]
Function IssueTicket(
  lFlags As Long
) As String
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ISSOTicket.RedeemTicket Method (COM)
Redeems an Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) server ticket that was previously issued with the IssueTicket method.

C++

Parameters

bstrApplicationName [C++]
[in] String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

bstrApplicationName [Visual Basic]
[in] String that specifies the application name. This parameter cannot be NULL, an empty string, or contain spaces. Application
names are case-insensitive, but case will be preserved. "ABC", "abc" and "AbC" are considered to be the same application.

bstrSender [C++]
[in] String that specifies the ticket value obtained from the IssueTicket method.

bstrSender [Visual Basic]
[in] String that specifies the ticket value obtained from the IssueTicket method.

lFlags [C++]
[in] Long integer that specifies the flags to set. Use the flag SSO_FLAG_REFRESH to indicate that the credential cache should be
bypassed. For more information about flags, see Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags.

lFlags [Visual Basic]
[in] Long that specifies the flags to set. Use the flag SSO_FLAG_REFRESH to indicate that the credential cache should be
bypassed. For more information about flags, see Enterprise Single Sign-On Flags.

pbstrExternalUserName [C++]
[out] Pointer to a string that receives the external user name associated with the ticket.

pbstrExternalUserName [Visual Basic]
[out] Pointer to a string that receives the external user name associated with the ticket.

BSTR [C++]
[out] String that receives the external credentials associated with the ticket. If there are no credentials, the size of the returned
array is zero.

Return Value

[C++]This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether it completed successfully. See the Error Values section for more
details.

[Visual Basic] String array that returns the external credentials associated with the ticket. If there are no credentials, the size of the
returned array is zero.

Error Values

[C++] This method returns an HRESULT containing one of the values in the following table.

[Visual Basic] This method indicates errors by setting the Number property of the global Err object to one of the values in the
following table:

Value Description

HRESULT RedeemTicket(
  BSTR  bstrApplicationName,
  BSTR  bstrSender,
  LONG  lFlags,
  BSTR*  pbstrExternalUserName,
  SAFEARRAY  BSTR
);
[Visual Basic]
Function RedeemTicket(
  bstrApplicationName As String,
  bstrSender As String,
  lFlags As Long,
  pbstrExternalUserName As String
) As String



 

S_OK The method succeeded.
E_ACCESSDENIED Access is denied to the caller.
E_INVALIDARG A parameter that is not valid was detected.

Remarks

Because the credentials are returned in clear text by this method, the caller should be careful to clear (overwrite) them as soon as
possible after use.

To access this method, you must be an SSO Administrator, SSO Affiliate Administrator, or an Application Administrator.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

See Also

ISSOTicket Interface | ISSOTicket Members
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WMI Class Reference
Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) classes are used to programmatically access the administrative functions available
in Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004. WMI support is provided in the following areas:

Core Server Classes
Human Workflow Services Classes
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Core Server Classes
The Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) classes in this table are used to manage the core objects associated with
BizTalk Server 2004, such as servers, queues, groups, and message handlers.

To view core server class and member information in CIM Studio, see Viewing the WMI Core Server Classes in CIM Studio. You
can also view the MOF file and the member descriptions in a text editor, however the descriptions are easier to read in using CIM
Studio.

WMI Samples are available in the Examples section and in the SDK and in this section. For more information, see
WMI Script Samples and Admin\WMI (BizTalk Server Samples Folder).

Class Description
MSBTS_AdapterSetting Registers new adapters with Microsoft® BizTalk® Server.
MSBTS_BTSObject This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intend

ed to be used directly from your code.
MSBTS_DeploymentService Encapsulates BizTalk assemblies for deployment or undeployment and bindings export

or import.
MSBTS_GroupSetting Represents a logical grouping of BizTalk Servers.
MSBTS_Host Represents a BizTalk Server Host.
MSBTS_HostInstance Represents a single instance of a BizTalk Host.
MSBTS_HostInstanceSetting Updates the IsDisabled property when a host is in the stopped state.
MSBTS_HostQueue Represents an application.
MSBTS_HostSetting Creates a BizTalk Server Host setting.
MSBTS_MessageInstance Represents a message instance.
MSBTS_MessageInstanceSuspendedEvent Represents a suspended event for a BizTalk Message Queuing (MSMQT) message insta

nce.
MSBTS_MsgBoxSetting Represents a single MessageBox setting in the BizTalk Server group.
MSBTS_Orchestration Represents an instance of an orchestration that belongs to the installed module.
MSBTS_ReceiveHandler Represents an individual receive handler defined by BizTalk Server.
MSBTS_ReceiveLocation Represents an individual receive location defined by BizTalk Server.
MSBTS_ReceiveLocationOrchestration Represents all possible combinations of receive locations and orchestrations.
MSBTS_ReceivePort Represents an individual receive port defined by BizTalk Server.
MSBTS_SendHandler Represents an individual send handler defined by BizTalk Server.
MSBTS_SendPort Represents an individual send port defined by BizTalk Server.
MSBTS_SendPortGroup Represents group of send ports defined by the BizTalk Server.
MSBTS_SendPortGroup2SendPort Represents the many to many relations between the send ports and the send port grou

ps defined by BizTalk Server.
MSBTS_Server Represents computers within a group that have BizTalk Servers installed.
MSBTS_ServerHost Reflects mappings between BizTalk servers and BizTalk Hosts.
MSBTS_ServerSetting Represents specific computers within the BizTalk group that have BizTalk Servers instal

led. Instances of this class are intended to be created and deleted internally through Biz
Talk Server only. Do not create or delete instance of this class explicitly through WMI.

MSBTS_Service This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intend
ed to be used directly from your code.

MSBTS_ServiceInstance Provides an instance of a service, with start and stop functionality.
MSBTS_ServiceInstanceSuspendedEvent Represents a suspended event for a service instance.
MSBTS_Setting This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intend

ed to be used directly from your code.
MSBTS_TrackedMessageInstance Represents a message instance.

Remarks
For more information about the minimum security user rights required to administer items using WMI, see
Minimum Security User Rights.
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Viewing the WMI Core Server Classes in CIM Studio
The following figure shows the class hierarchy of the WMI Core classes, as displayed in CIM Studio.

To view documentation for WMI Classes using CIM Studio

1. Install CIM Studio, part of the Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) SDK 1.5. The WMI SDK is available for
download at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=16798.

2. To download the minimal requirements for CIM Studio, in the WMI SDK Installation Wizard, on the Components screen,
select Applications only, uncheck the other options.

3. Once the WMI SDK is installed, click Start, click All Programs, point to WMI Tools, and then click WMI CIM Studio.
4. In the Connect to namespace dialog box, type root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer, and then click OK.
5. In the WMI CIM Studio Login dialog box, click Options to change the impersonation level, the authentication level, authority,

or to enable all privileges, and configure the appropriate settings. For more information, click the help button on the dialog
box.

6. In the Windows Management Instrumentation Tools: WMI CIM Studio - Microsoft Internet Explorer window, in the right
pane, expand the CIM_ManagedSystemElement and CIM_Setting folders until you reach the MSBTS_* classes.

7. Click on a class in the left pane, which displays a class view in the right pane, and then click on the Help for class button,
identified as a question mark in the top right corner of the screen to view descriptions for the members of the class.

To view documentation for WMI Classes using the MOF file

Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Accessories, and then click Windows Explorer.

1. In Windows Explorer, navigate to the BizTalk Server 2004 install directory, right-click BTSWMISchema.mof, in the Windows
dialog box, select Select the appropriate program from a list, and then click OK.

2. In the Open With dialog box, in Programs, select a text editor, such as NotePad or Wordpad, and then click OK.

The BTSWMISchema.mof file is displayed in the text editor. The comments appear at the bottom of the text file.

Note  You can also view the Human Workflow Services MOF file, which is located in the following directory:
<drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\Hws\Hws Admin
Server\Bin\Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.AdminWMIProvider.mof.

See Also

Admin\WMI (BizTalk Server Samples Folder).

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=16798
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WMI Script Samples
This section contains sample scripts for common administrative tasks performed using WMI.

This section contains:

Creating, Updating, and Deleting a Host Instance Using WMI
Enumerating and Starting All Host Instances Using WMI
Mapping and Installing Host Instances Using WMI
Uninstalling and Un-Mapping a Host Instance Using WMI
Resuming Suspended Service Instances of a Specific Orchestration Using WMI
Creating an FTP Receive Handler Using WMI
Creating a Receive Location with a Datetime Schedule Configuration Using WMI
Listening for a Suspended Event Using WMI
Saving a Message to a File Using WMI
Updating the Receive Handler Host Association Using WMI
Resume Suspended Service Instances That Failed to be Sent to a Specific URL Using WMI
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Creating, Updating, and Deleting a Host Instance Using WMI
Use the following code to create, update, or delete a host instance using the MSBTS_HostSetting class.

C#

using System.Management;

      //Basic WMI opertaion - Create
      //Sample to show MSBTS_HostSetting instance creation
      public void CreateHost(string HostName, int HostType, string NTGroupName, bool AuthTrus
ted)
      {
         try
         {
            PutOptions options = new PutOptions(); 
            options.Type = PutType.CreateOnly;

            //create a ManagementClass object and spawn a ManagementObject instance
            ManagementClass objHostSettingClass = new ManagementClass("root\\MicrosoftBizTalk
Server", "MSBTS_HostSetting", null);
            ManagementObject objHostSetting  = objHostSettingClass.CreateInstance();
            
            //set the properties for the Managementobject
            objHostSetting["Name"] = HostName;
            objHostSetting["HostType"] = HostType;
            objHostSetting["NTGroupName"] = NTGroupName;
            objHostSetting["AuthTrusted"] = AuthTrusted;
            
            //create the Managementobject
            objHostSetting.Put(options);
            System.Console.WriteLine("Host - " + HostName + " - has been created successfully
");
         }
         catch(Exception excep)
         {
            System.Console.WriteLine("CreateHost - " + HostName + " - failed: " + excep.Messa
ge);
         }
      }

      //Basic WMI opertation - Update
      //Sample to show MSBTS_HostSetting instance update
      public void UpdateHost(string HostName, string NTGroupName, bool AuthTrusted)
      {
         try
         {
            PutOptions options = new PutOptions();
            options.Type = PutType.UpdateOnly;

            ManagementObject objHostSetting = new ManagementObject();
            objHostSetting.Scope = new ManagementScope("root\\MicrosoftBizTalkServer");

            //define lookup query
            string strQuery = "MSBTS_HostSetting.Name='" + HostName + "'";
            objHostSetting.Path = new ManagementPath(strQuery);

            //redefine properties value
            objHostSetting["NTGroupName"] = NTGroupName;
            objHostSetting["AuthTrusted"] = AuthTrusted;
            
            //update the ManagementObject
            objHostSetting.Put(options);
            System.Console.WriteLine("Host - " + HostName + " - has been updated successfully
");
         }



[VBScript]

         catch(Exception excep)
         {
            System.Console.WriteLine("UpdateHost - " + HostName + " - failed: " + excep.Messa
ge);
         }
      }

      //Basic WMI opertaion - Delete
      //Sample to show MSBTS_HostSetting instance Delete
      public void DeleteHost(string HostName)
      {
         try
         {
            ManagementObject objHostSetting = new ManagementObject();
            objHostSetting.Scope = new ManagementScope("root\\MicrosoftBizTalkServer");

            //define lookup query
            string strQuery = "MSBTS_HostSetting.Name='" + HostName + "'";
            objHostSetting.Path = new ManagementPath(strQuery);

            //delete the Managementobject
            objHostSetting.Delete();

            System.Console.WriteLine("Host - " + HostName + " - has been deleted successfully
");
         }
         catch(Exception excep)
         {
            System.Console.WriteLine("DeleteHost - " + HostName + " - failed: " + excep.Messa
ge);
         }
      }

Option Explicit

' wbemChangeFlagEnum Setting
const UpdateOnly = 1
const CreateOnly = 2

' Basic WMI operation - Create
' Sample to show MSBTS_HostSetting instance creation
Sub CreateHost (HostName, HostType, NTGroupName, AuthTrusted)
   On Error Resume Next

   Dim objLocator, objService, objHostSetting, objHS

   ' Connects to local server WMI Provider BizTalk namespace
   Set objLocator = Createobject ("wbemScripting.SWbemLocator")
   Set objService = objLocator.ConnectServer(".", "root/MicrosoftBizTalkServer")

   ' Get WMI class MSBTS_HostSetting
   Set objHostSetting = objService.Get ("MSBTS_HostSetting")

   Set objHS = objHostSetting.SpawnInstance_

   objHS.Name = HostName
   objHS.HostType = HostType
   objHS.NTGroupName = NTGroupName
   objHS.AuthTrusted = AuthTrusted

   ' Create instance
   objHS.Put_(CreateOnly)

   CheckWMIError
   wscript.echo "Host - " & HostName & " - has been created successfully"



   
end Sub

' Basic WMI operation - Update
' Sample to show MSBTS_HostSetting instance update
Sub UpdateHost (HostName, NTGroupName, AuthTrusted)
   On Error Resume Next

   Dim objLocator, objService, objHS

   ' Connects to local server WMI Provider BizTalk namespace
   Set objLocator = Createobject ("wbemScripting.SWbemLocator")
   Set objService = objLocator.ConnectServer(".", "root/MicrosoftBizTalkServer")

   ' Look for WMI Class MSBTS_HostSetting with name equals HostName value
   Set objHS = objService.Get("MSBTS_HostSetting.Name='" & HostName & "'")

   objHS.NTGroupName = NTGroupName
   objHS.AuthTrusted = AuthTrusted

   ' Update instance properties
   objHS.Put_(UpdateOnly)

   ' Check for error condition before continuing.
   CheckWMIError
   wscript.echo "Host - " & HostName & " - has been updated successfully"
   
end Sub

' Basic WMI operation - Delete
' Sample to show MSBTS_HostSetting instance deletion
Sub DeleteHost (HostName)
   On Error Resume Next

   Dim objLocator, objService, objHS

   ' Connects to local server WMI Provider BizTalk namespace
   Set objLocator = Createobject ("wbemScripting.SWbemLocator")
   Set objService = objLocator.ConnectServer(".", "root/MicrosoftBizTalkServer")

   ' Look for WMI Class MSBTS_HostSetting with name equals HostName value
   Set objHS = objService.Get("MSBTS_HostSetting.Name='" & HostName & "'")

   ' Delete instance
   objHS.Delete_

   ' Check for error condition before continuing.
   CheckWMIError
   wscript.echo "Host - " & HostName & " - has been deleted sucessfully"

end Sub

'This subroutine deals with all errors using the WbemScripting object.  Error descriptions
'are returned to the user by printing to the console.
Sub   CheckWMIError()

   If Err <> 0   Then
      On Error Resume   Next

      Dim strErrDesc: strErrDesc = Err.Description
      Dim ErrNum: ErrNum = Err.Number
      Dim WMIError : Set WMIError = CreateObject("WbemScripting.SwbemLastError")

      If ( TypeName(WMIError) = "Empty" ) Then
         wscript.echo strErrDesc & " (HRESULT: "   & Hex(ErrNum) & ")."



 

See Also

WMI Script Samples

MSBTS_HostSetting
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      Else
         wscript.echo WMIError.Description & "(HRESULT: " & Hex(ErrNum) & ")."
         Set WMIError = nothing
      End   If
      
      wscript.quit 0
   End If
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Enumerating and Starting All Host Instances Using WMI
Use the following code to enumerate and start all host instances using the MSBTS_HostInstance class.

C#

[VBScript]

using System.Management;

      //Function to Enumerate all HostInstances of "InProcess" type and start them
      public void EnumerateAndStart()
      {
         try
         {
            //Create EnumerationOptions and run wql query
            EnumerationOptions enumOptions = new EnumerationOptions();
            enumOptions.ReturnImmediately = false;
            //Search for all HostInstances of 'InProcess' type in the Biztalk namespace scope
            ManagementObjectSearcher searchObject = new ManagementObjectSearcher("root\\Micro
softBizTalkServer","Select * from MSBTS_HostInstance where HostType=1",enumOptions);

            //Enumerate through the result set and start each HostInstance if it is already s
topped
            foreach(ManagementObject inst in searchObject.Get())
            {
               //Check if ServiceState is 'Stopped'
               if(inst["ServiceState"].ToString() == "1")
               {
                  inst.InvokeMethod("Start",null);
               }
               Console.WriteLine("HostInstance of Host: " + inst["HostName"] + " and Server: 
" + inst["RunningServer"] + " was started successfully");
            }

            Console.WriteLine("All HostInstances started");
            return;
         }
         catch(Exception excep)
         {
            Console.WriteLine("Failure while starting HostInstances - " + excep.Message);
         }
      
}

Option Explicit

' Host Instance status number
Const HostInstServiceState_Stopped = 1

' Basic WMI operations - Enumerate and invoke method
' Sample to show starting all host instance using MSBTS_HostInstance
Sub StartAllInProcessHostInstance ()
   On Error Resume Next

   Dim Query, HostInstSet, Inst

   ' Enumerate all InProcess type Host Instance
   Query = "SELECT * FROM MSBTS_HostInstance WHERE HostType =1"
   Set HostInstSet = GetObject("Winmgmts:!root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer").ExecQuery(Query)

   For Each Inst in HostInstSet

      ' If host instance is stopped, then it'll start it
      If( HostInstServiceState_Stopped = Inst.ServiceState ) Then
         wscript.echo "Starting host instance..."
             Inst.Start   ' Calling MSBTS_HostInstance::Start() method



 

See Also

WMI Script Samples

MSBTS_HostInstance
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         CheckWMIError
         wscript.echo "HostInstance - " & Inst.HostName & " - has been started successfully o
n server - " & Inst.RunningServer
      End If
   Next

end Sub

'This subroutine deals with all errors using the WbemScripting object.  Error descriptions
'are returned to the user by printing to the console.
Sub   CheckWMIError()

   If Err <> 0   Then
      On Error Resume   Next

      Dim strErrDesc: strErrDesc = Err.Description
      Dim ErrNum: ErrNum = Err.Number
      Dim WMIError : Set WMIError = CreateObject("WbemScripting.SwbemLastError")

      If ( TypeName(WMIError) = "Empty" ) Then
         wscript.echo strErrDesc & " (HRESULT: "   & Hex(ErrNum) & ")."
      Else
         wscript.echo WMIError.Description & "(HRESULT: " & Hex(ErrNum) & ")."
         Set WMIError = nothing
      End   If
      
      wscript.quit 0
   End If

End Sub

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Mapping and Installing Host Instances Using WMI
Use the following code to map and install host instances using the MSBTS_ServerHost and MSBTS_HostInstance classes.

C#

[VBScript]

using System.Management;

//Function to Map and Install a HostInstance using MSBTS_ServerHost and MSBTS_HostInstance
      public void MapAndInstall(string hostName, string svrName, string uid, string pwd)
      {
         try
         {
            //Build the name of the HostInstance - name has to be in the below format
            string hostInstanceName = "Microsoft BizTalk Server" //Name of product
                              + " " + hostName         //Name of Host of which instance is to
be created
                              + " " + svrName;         //Name of Server on which instance is 
to be created
                     
            //Create an instance of the ServerHost class using the System.Management namespac
e
            ObjectGetOptions svrHostOptions = new ObjectGetOptions();
            ManagementClass svrHostClass = new ManagementClass("root\\MicrosoftBizTalkServer"
,"MSBTS_ServerHost",svrHostOptions);
            ManagementObject svrHostObject = svrHostClass.CreateInstance();

            //Set the properties of the ServerHost instance
            svrHostObject["ServerName"] = svrName;
            svrHostObject["HostName"] = hostName;
            
            //Invoke the Map method of the ServerHost instance
            svrHostObject.InvokeMethod("Map",null);

            //Create an instance of the HostInstance class using the System.Management namesp
ace
            ObjectGetOptions hostInstOptions = new ObjectGetOptions();
            ManagementClass hostInstClass = new ManagementClass("root\\MicrosoftBizTalkServer
","MSBTS_HostInstance",hostInstOptions);
            ManagementObject hostInstObject = hostInstClass.CreateInstance();

            //Set the properties of the HostInstance class
            hostInstObject["Name"] = hostInstanceName;

            //Build a parameter array
            object [] args = new object[2];
            args[0] = uid;
            args[1] = pwd;
            
            //Invoke the Install method of the HostInstance
            hostInstObject.InvokeMethod("Install",args);

            Console.WriteLine("HostInstance was mapped and installed successfully. Mapping cr
eated between Host: " + hostName + " and Server: " + svrName);
                         return;
         }
         catch(Exception excep)
         {
            Console.WriteLine("Failure during HostInstance creation: " + excep.Message);
         }
      }

Option Explicit

' Map and install a host instance using MSBTS_ServerHost and MSBTS_HostInstance
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Sub MapInstallHostInstance (HostName, ServerName, uid, pwd)
   On Error Resume Next

   Dim objLocator, objService, objServerHost, objSH
   Dim objHostInstance, objHI

   ' Connects to local server WMI Provider BizTalk namespace
   Set objLocator = Createobject ("wbemScripting.SWbemLocator")
   Set objService = objLocator.ConnectServer(".", "root/MicrosoftBizTalkServer")

   ' Step 1 - Create mapping between server and host using MSBTS_ServerHost class
   Set objServerHost = objService.Get ("MSBTS_ServerHost")

   Set objSH = objServerHost.SpawnInstance_

   objSH.HostName = HostName
   objSH.ServerName = ServerName

   ' Invoke MSBTS_ServerHost Map method
   objSH.Map

   CheckWMIError
   wscript.echo "Host - " & HostName & " - has been mapped successfully to server - " & Serve
rName

   ' Step 2 - Install the host instance using MSBTS_HostInstance class
   Set objHostInstance = objService.Get ("MSBTS_HostInstance")

   Set objHI = objHostInstance.SpawnInstance_

   objHI.Name = "Microsoft BizTalk Server " & HostName & " " & ServerName
   
   ' Invoke MSBTS_HostInstance Install method
   objHI.Install uid, pwd, true   ' Calling MSBTS_HostInstance::Install(string Logon, string 
Password, boolean GrantLogOnAsService) method

   CheckWMIError
   wscript.echo "HostInstance - " & HostName & " - has been installed successfully on server 
- " & ServerName
   
end Sub

'This subroutine deals with all errors using the WbemScripting object.  Error descriptions
'are returned to the user by printing to the console.
Sub   CheckWMIError()

   If Err <> 0   Then
      On Error Resume   Next

      Dim strErrDesc: strErrDesc = Err.Description
      Dim ErrNum: ErrNum = Err.Number
      Dim WMIError : Set WMIError = CreateObject("WbemScripting.SwbemLastError")

      If ( TypeName(WMIError) = "Empty" ) Then
         wscript.echo strErrDesc & " (HRESULT: "   & Hex(ErrNum) & ")."
      Else
         wscript.echo WMIError.Description & "(HRESULT: " & Hex(ErrNum) & ")."
         Set WMIError = nothing
      End   If
      
      wscript.quit 0
   End If

End Sub 
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Uninstalling and Un-Mapping a Host Instance Using WMI
Use the following code to uninstall and un-map a host instance using MSBTS_HostInstance and MSBTS_ServerHost classes.

C#

using System.Management;

//Function to UnInstall and then UnMap a HostInstance using MSBTS_HostInstance and MSBTS_Serv
erHost
      public void UnInstallAndUnMap(string hostName, string svrName )
      {
         try
         {
            //Build the HostInstance name
            string hostInstanceName = "Microsoft BizTalk Server" //Name of product
               + " " + hostName //Name of Host of which instance is to be deleted
               + " " + svrName; //Name of Server on which instance is to be deleted

            //Get the options and create a new ManagementClass
            ObjectGetOptions hostInstOptions = new ObjectGetOptions();
            ManagementClass hostInstClass = new ManagementClass("root\\MicrosoftBizTalkServer
","MSBTS_HostInstance",hostInstOptions);
            //Specify the enumeration options and retrieve instances of the HostInstance clas
s
            EnumerationOptions enumOptions = new EnumerationOptions();
            enumOptions.ReturnImmediately = false;
            ManagementObjectCollection hostInstCollection = hostInstClass.GetInstances(enumOp
tions);

            ManagementObject hostInstance = null;

            //Iterate through the collection and retrieve the specific HostInstance that is r
equired
            foreach(ManagementObject inst in hostInstCollection)
            {
               if(inst["Name"] != null)
               {
                  if (inst["Name"].ToString().ToUpper() == hostInstanceName.ToUpper())
                  {
                      hostInstance = inst;
                  }
                  
               }

            }
            
            //Stop the HostInstance if it is 'Started' and if it is an InProcess HostInstance
            if(hostInstance["HostType"].ToString() != "2" && hostInstance["ServiceState"].ToS
tring() == "4")
            {
               hostInstance.InvokeMethod("Stop",null);
            }

         
            //Now UnInstall the HostInstance
            hostInstance.InvokeMethod("UnInstall",null);
            
            //Create an instance of the ServerHost class using the System.Management namespac
e
            ObjectGetOptions svrHostOptions = new ObjectGetOptions();
            ManagementClass svrHostClass = new ManagementClass("root\\MicrosoftBizTalkServer"
,"MSBTS_ServerHost",svrHostOptions);
            ManagementObject svrHostObject = svrHostClass.CreateInstance();

            //Set the properties of the ServerHost instance
            svrHostObject["ServerName"] = svrName;



[VBScript]

            svrHostObject["HostName"] = hostName; 

            //Invoke the UnMap method of the ServerHost object
            svrHostObject.InvokeMethod("UnMap",null);

            Console.WriteLine("HostInstance was uninstalled and unmapped successfully. Mappin
g deleted between Host: " + hostName + " and Server: " + svrName);
            return;
         }
            catch(Exception excep)
         {
            Console.WriteLine("Failure during HostInstance deletion - " + excep.Message);
         }
      }

Option Explicit

' Host Instance status number
Const HostInstServiceState_Running = 4
Const HostInstConfigState_NotInstalled = 5

' Uninstall and unmap a host instance using MSBTS_ServerHost and MSBTS_HostInstance
Sub UnMapUninstallHostInstance (HostName, ServerName)
   On Error Resume Next

   Dim Query, HostInstanceName, HostInstSet, Inst, ServerHostSet

   HostInstanceName = "Microsoft BizTalk Server " & HostName & " " & ServerName

   ' Step 1 - Uninstall the host instance using MSBTS_HostInstance class
   ' Only one instance will be returned becasue Name value is unique
   Query = "SELECT * FROM MSBTS_HostInstance WHERE Name =""" & HostInstanceName & """"
   Set HostInstSet = GetObject("Winmgmts:!root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer").ExecQuery(Query)

   If HostInstSet.Count > 0 Then
      For Each Inst in HostInstSet

         ' If host instance is running, then we need to first stop it
             If( HostInstServiceState_Running = Inst.ServiceState ) Then
            wscript.echo "Stopping host instance..."
                Inst.Stop   ' Calling MSBTS_HostInstance::Stop() method
            CheckWMIError
            wscript.echo "HostInstance - " & HostName & " - has been stopped successfully on 
server - " & ServerName
         End If
         
         If ( HostInstConfigState_NotInstalled <> Inst.ConfigurationState ) Then
            
            Inst.uninstall      ' Calling MSBTS_HostInstance::Uninstall() method
            CheckWMIError
            wscript.echo "HostInstance - " & HostName & " - has been uninstalled successfully
from server - " & ServerName
         End If
      Next
   End If

   ' Step 2 - Delete mapping between server and host using MSBTS_ServerHost class
   ' Only one instance will be returned from this query
   Query = "SELECT * FROM MSBTS_ServerHost WHERE HostName =""" & HostName & """ AND ServerNam
e = """ & ServerName & """"
   Set ServerHostSet = GetObject("Winmgmts:!root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer").ExecQuery(Query)

   If ServerHostSet.Count > 0 Then
      For Each Inst In ServerHostSet
             If( -1 = Inst.IsMapped ) Then
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                Inst.Unmap   ' Calling MSBTS_ServerHost::Unmap() method
            CheckWMIError

            wscript.echo "HostInstance - " & HostName & " - has been unmapped successfully fr
om server - " & ServerName
         Else
            wscript.echo "HostInstance - " & HostName & " - is not unmapped from server - " &
ServerName
             End If
      Next
   Else
      wscript.echo "Server """ & ServerName & """ and Host """ & HostName & """ cannot be unm
apped because either the specified server or host is invalid."
      wscript.quit 0
   End If

end Sub

'This subroutine deals with all errors using the WbemScripting object.  Error descriptions
'are returned to the user by printing to the console.
Sub   CheckWMIError()

   If Err <> 0   Then
      On Error Resume   Next

      Dim strErrDesc: strErrDesc = Err.Description
      Dim ErrNum: ErrNum = Err.Number
      Dim WMIError : Set WMIError = CreateObject("WbemScripting.SwbemLastError")

      If ( TypeName(WMIError) = "Empty" ) Then
         wscript.echo strErrDesc & " (HRESULT: "   & Hex(ErrNum) & ")."
      Else
         wscript.echo WMIError.Description & "(HRESULT: " & Hex(ErrNum) & ")."
         Set WMIError = nothing
      End   If
      
      wscript.quit 0
   End If

End Sub 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Resuming Suspended Service Instances of a Specific
Orchestration Using WMI
Use the following code to resume suspended service instances of a specific orchestration using the MSBTS_HostQueue class.

C#

using System.Management;

        public void ResumeSvcInstByOrchestrationName(string strOrchestrationName)
        {
            try
            {
                const uint SERVICE_CLASS_ORCHESTRATION = 1;
                const uint SERVICE_STATUS_SUSPENDED_RESUMABLE = 4;
                const uint REGULAR_RESUME_MODE = 1;

                // Query for suspended (resumable) service instances of the specified orchest
ration
                // Suggestion: Similar queries can be written for Suspend/Terminate operation
s by using different ServiceStatus value.  See MOF definition for details.
                string strWQL = string.Format(
                    "SELECT * FROM MSBTS_ServiceInstance WHERE ServiceClass = {0} AND Service
Status = {1} AND ServiceName = \"{2}\"",
                    SERVICE_CLASS_ORCHESTRATION.ToString(), SERVICE_STATUS_SUSPENDED_RESUMABL
E.ToString(), strOrchestrationName);

                ManagementObjectSearcher searcherServiceInstance = new ManagementObjectSearch
er (new ManagementScope ("root\\MicrosoftBizTalkServer"), new WqlObjectQuery(strWQL), null);
                int nNumSvcInstFound = searcherServiceInstance.Get().Count;

                // If we found any
                if ( nNumSvcInstFound > 0 )
                {
                    // Construct ID arrays to be passed into ResumeServiceInstancesByID() met
hod
                    string[] InstIdList = new string[nNumSvcInstFound];
                    string[] ClassIdList = new string[nNumSvcInstFound];
                    string[] TypeIdList = new string[nNumSvcInstFound];

                    string strHost = string.Empty;
                    string strReport = string.Empty;
                    int i = 0;
                    foreach ( ManagementObject objServiceInstance in searcherServiceInstance.
Get() )
                    {
                        // It is safe to assume that all service instances belong to a single
Host.
                        if ( strHost == string.Empty )
                            strHost = objServiceInstance["HostName"].ToString();

                        ClassIdList[i] = objServiceInstance["ServiceClassId"].ToString();
                        TypeIdList[i]  = objServiceInstance["ServiceTypeId"].ToString();
                        InstIdList[i]  = objServiceInstance["InstanceID"].ToString();

                        strReport += string.Format("  {0}\n", objServiceInstance["InstanceID"
].ToString());
                        i++;
                    }

                    // Load the MSBTS_HostQueue with Host name and invoke the "ResumeServiceI
nstancesByID" method
                    string strHostQueueFullPath = string.Format("root\\MicrosoftBizTalkServer
:MSBTS_HostQueue.HostName=\"{0}\"", strHost);
                    ManagementObject objHostQueue = new ManagementObject(strHostQueueFullPath



);

                    // Note: The ResumeServiceInstanceByID() method processes at most 2047 se
rvice instances with each call.
                    //   If you are dealing with larger number of service instances, this scr
ipt needs to be modified to break down the
                    //   service instances into multiple batches.
                    objHostQueue.InvokeMethod("ResumeServiceInstancesByID",
                        new object[] {ClassIdList, TypeIdList, InstIdList, REGULAR_RESUME_MOD
E}
                    );

                    Console.WriteLine( string.Format("Service instances with the following se
rvice instance IDs have been resumed:\n{0}", strReport) );
                }
                else
                {
                    System.Console.WriteLine(string.Format("There is no suspended (resumable)
service instance found for orchestration '{0}'.", strOrchestrationName));
                }
            }
            catch(Exception excep)
            {
                Console.WriteLine("Error: " + excep.Message);
            }
        }
[VBScript] 
' wbemChangeFlagEnum Setting
const REGULAR_RESUME_MODE = 1

'Module to Resume service instances
Sub ResumeServiceInstance(strOrchestrationName)

   Dim objLocator : Set objLocator = CreateObject("WbemScripting.SWbemLocator")
   Dim objServices : Set objServices = objLocator.ConnectServer(, "root/MicrosoftBizTalkServe
r")
   Dim strQueryString
   Dim objQueue
   Dim svcInsts
   Dim count
   Dim inst
         
   '=============================
   ' Resume service instances
   '=============================
   wscript.Echo "Bulk Resuming service instances - "
   Wscript.Echo ""

   On Error Resume Next
      
   ' Query for suspended (resumable) service instances of the specified orchestration
   ' Suggestion: Similar queries can be written for Suspend/Terminate operations by using dif
ferent ServiceStatus value.  See MOF definition for details.
   set svcInsts = objServices.ExecQuery("Select * from MSBTS_ServiceInstance where ServiceCla
ss = 1 AND ServiceStatus = 4 AND ServiceName = """ & strOrchestrationName & """")
   count = svcInsts.count

   If ( count > 0 ) Then

      Dim strHostName
      Dim aryClassIDs()
      Dim aryTypeIDs()
      Dim aryInstanceIDs()
      redim aryClassIDs(count-1)
      redim aryTypeIDs(count-1)
      redim aryInstanceIDs(count-1)

      ' Enumerate the ServiceInstance classes to construct ID arrays to be passed into Resume



ServiceInstancesByID() method
      Dim i : i= 0
      For each inst in svcInsts
         strHostName = inst.Properties_("HostName")
         aryClassIDs(i) = inst.Properties_("ServiceClassId")
         aryTypeIDs(i) = inst.Properties_("ServiceTypeId")
         aryInstanceIDs(i) = inst.Properties_("InstanceId")
         i = i + 1
      Next

      wscript.Echo "Total instances found during enumeration: " & i
      wscript.Echo " "

      'Get the HostQueue instance
      strQueryString = "MSBTS_HostQueue.HostName=""" & strHostName & """"
      set objQueue = objServices.Get(strQueryString)
      CheckWMIError
         
      'Execute the Resume method of the HostQueue instance

      ' Note: The ResumeServiceInstanceByID() method processes at most 2047 service instances
with each call.
      '   If you are dealing with larger number of service instances, this script needs to be
modified to break down the
      '   service instances into multiple batches.
      objQueue.ResumeServiceInstancesByID aryClassIDs, aryTypeIDs, aryInstanceIDs, REGULAR_RE
SUME_MODE
      CheckWMIError

      Wscript.Echo ""
      wscript.Echo "Instances resumed - " &  i & ""

   Else
      wscript.echo "There is no suspended (resumable) service instance found for orchestratio
n '" & strOrchestrationName & "'"
   End If

   Set objLocator = Nothing
   Set objServices = Nothing
   Set objQueue = Nothing
   On Error Goto 0

End Sub

'This subroutine deals with all errors using the WbemScripting object.  Error descriptions
'are returned to the user by printing to the console.
Sub   CheckWMIError()

   If Err <> 0   Then
      On Error Resume   Next

      Dim strErrDesc: strErrDesc = Err.Description
      Dim ErrNum: ErrNum = Err.Number
      Dim WMIError : Set WMIError = CreateObject("WbemScripting.SwbemLastError")

      If ( TypeName(WMIError) = "Empty" ) Then
         wscript.echo strErrDesc & " (HRESULT: "   & Hex(ErrNum) & ")."
      Else
         wscript.echo WMIError.Description & "(HRESULT: " & Hex(ErrNum) & ")."
         Set WMIError = nothing
      End   If
            
      wscript.quit 0
   End If

End Sub
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Creating an FTP Receive Handler Using WMI
Use the following code to create an FTP receive handler instance with the CustomCfg property of the MSBTS_ReceiveHandler
class.

C#

[VBScript]

using System.Management;

      //Sample to show MSBTS_ReceiveHandler instance creation with CustomCfg property
      public void CreateFTPReceiveHandler(string HostName)
      {
         string AdapterName = "FTP";   //Assume FTP adapter name is named as default value "F
TP"
         try
         {
            PutOptions options = new PutOptions(); 
            options.Type = PutType.CreateOnly;

            //create a ManagementClass object and spawn a ManagementObject instance
            ManagementClass objReceiveHandlerClass = new ManagementClass("root\\MicrosoftBizT
alkServer", "MSBTS_ReceiveHandler", null);
            ManagementObject objReceiveHandler  = objReceiveHandlerClass.CreateInstance();
            
            //set the properties for the Managementobject
            objReceiveHandler["AdapterName"] = AdapterName;
            objReceiveHandler["HostName"] = HostName;
            objReceiveHandler["CustomCfg"] = "<CustomProps><AdapterConfig vt=\"8\">&lt;Config
xmlns:xsd=\"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema\" xmlns:xsi=\"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-i
nstance\"&gt;&lt;userName&gt;Username&lt;/userName&gt;&lt;password&gt;Password&lt;/password&g
t;&lt;accountName&gt;FTP Account&lt;/accountName&gt;&lt;representationType&gt;binary&lt;/repr
esentationType&gt;&lt;spoolingFolder&gt;c:\\Temp&lt;/spoolingFolder&gt;&lt;maximumBatchSize&g
t;10&lt;/maximumBatchSize&gt;&lt;maximumNumberOfFiles&gt;10&lt;/maximumNumberOfFiles&gt;&lt;p
assiveMode&gt;False&lt;/passiveMode&gt;&lt;beforeGet&gt;BeforeGet&lt;/beforeGet&gt;&lt;afterG
et&gt;AfterGet&lt;/afterGet&gt;&lt;firewallType&gt;NoFirewall&lt;/firewallType&gt;&lt;firewal
lAddress&gt;FireWallAddress&lt;/firewallAddress&gt;&lt;firewallPort&gt;21&lt;/firewallPort&gt
;&lt;firewallUserName&gt;Username&lt;/firewallUserName&gt;&lt;firewallPassword&gt;Password&lt
;/firewallPassword&gt;&lt;commandLogFilename&gt;c:\\Log&lt;/commandLogFilename&gt;&lt;errorTh
reshold&gt;10&lt;/errorThreshold&gt;&lt;maxFileSize&gt;100&lt;/maxFileSize&gt;&lt;/Config&gt;
</AdapterConfig></CustomProps>";
            
            //create the Managementobject
            objReceiveHandler.Put(options);
            System.Console.WriteLine("ReceiveHandler - " + AdapterName + " " + HostName + " -
has been created successfully");
         }
         catch(Exception excep)
         {
            System.Console.WriteLine("CreateReceiveHandler - " + AdapterName + " " + HostName
+ " - failed: " + excep.Message);
         }
      }

Option Explicit

' wbemChangeFlagEnum Setting
const CreateOnly = 2

' Sample to show MSBTS_ReceiveHandler instance creation with CustomCfg property
Sub CreateFTPReceiveHandler (HostName)
   On Error Resume Next

   Dim objLocator, objService, objReceiveHandler, objRH, AdapterName
   AdapterName = "FTP"   ' Assume FTP Adapter is named as the default value "FTP"
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   ' Connects to local server WMI Provider BizTalk namespace
   Set objLocator = Createobject ("wbemScripting.SWbemLocator")
   Set objService = objLocator.ConnectServer(".", "root/MicrosoftBizTalkServer")

   ' Get WMI class MSBTS_ReceiveHandler
   Set objReceiveHandler = objService.Get ("MSBTS_ReceiveHandler")

   Set objRH = objReceiveHandler.SpawnInstance_

   objRH.AdapterName = AdapterName
   objRH.HostName = HostName
   objRH.CustomCfg = "<CustomProps><AdapterConfig vt=""8"">&lt;Config xmlns:xsd=""http://www.
w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"" xmlns:xsi=""http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance""&gt;&lt;userNa
me&gt;Username&lt;/userName&gt;&lt;password&gt;Password&lt;/password&gt;&lt;accountName&gt;FT
P Account&lt;/accountName&gt;&lt;representationType&gt;binary&lt;/representationType&gt;&lt;s
poolingFolder&gt;c:\Temp&lt;/spoolingFolder&gt;&lt;maximumBatchSize&gt;10&lt;/maximumBatchSiz
e&gt;&lt;maximumNumberOfFiles&gt;10&lt;/maximumNumberOfFiles&gt;&lt;passiveMode&gt;False&lt;/
passiveMode&gt;&lt;beforeGet&gt;BeforeGet&lt;/beforeGet&gt;&lt;afterGet&gt;AfterGet&lt;/after
Get&gt;&lt;firewallType&gt;NoFirewall&lt;/firewallType&gt;&lt;firewallAddress&gt;FireWallAddr
ess&lt;/firewallAddress&gt;&lt;firewallPort&gt;21&lt;/firewallPort&gt;&lt;firewallUserName&gt
;Username&lt;/firewallUserName&gt;&lt;firewallPassword&gt;Password&lt;/firewallPassword&gt;&l
t;commandLogFilename&gt;c:\Log&lt;/commandLogFilename&gt;&lt;errorThreshold&gt;10&lt;/errorTh
reshold&gt;&lt;maxFileSize&gt;100&lt;/maxFileSize&gt;&lt;/Config&gt;</AdapterConfig></CustomP
rops>"

   ' Create instance
   objRH.Put_(CreateOnly)

   CheckWMIError
   wscript.echo "Receive Handler - " & AdapterName & " " & HostName & " - has been created su
ccessfully"
   
end Sub

'This subroutine deals with all errors using the WbemScripting object.  Error descriptions
'are returned to the user by printing to the console.
Sub   CheckWMIError()

   If Err <> 0 Then
      On Error Resume Next

      Dim strErrDesc: strErrDesc = Err.Description
      Dim ErrNum: ErrNum = Err.Number
      Dim WMIError : Set WMIError = CreateObject("WbemScripting.SwbemLastError")

      If ( TypeName(WMIError) = "Empty" ) Then
         wscript.echo strErrDesc & " (HRESULT: "& Hex(ErrNum) & ")."
      Else
         wscript.echo WMIError.Description & "(HRESULT: " & Hex(ErrNum) & ")."
         Set WMIError = nothing
      End   If
      
      wscript.quit 0
   End If

End Sub 
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Creating a Receive Location with a Datetime Schedule
Configuration Using WMI
Use the following code to create an MSBTS_ReceiveLocation with a datetime schedule configuration.

C#

using System.Management;

      //Sample to show MSBTS_ReceiveLocation instance creation with Date/Time schedule config
      public void CreateReceiveLocation (string AdapterName, string ReceiveLocationName, stri
ng ReceivePortName, string HostName, string InboundTransportURL)
      {
         try
         {
            PutOptions options = new PutOptions(); 
            options.Type = PutType.CreateOnly;

            //Step1 - Create a Receive Port
            //create a ManagementClass object and spawn a ManagementObject instance
            ManagementClass objReceivePortClass = new ManagementClass("root\\MicrosoftBizTalk
Server", "MSBTS_ReceivePort", null);
            ManagementObject objReceivePort  = objReceivePortClass.CreateInstance();
            
            //set the properties for the Managementobject
            objReceivePort["Name"] = ReceivePortName;
            objReceivePort["IsTwoWay"] = false;

            //create the Managementobject
            objReceivePort.Put(options);
            System.Console.WriteLine("ReceivePort - " + ReceivePortName + " - has been create
d successfully");

            //Step2 - Create a Receive Location to associate a Receive Port
            //create a ManagementClass object and spawn a ManagementObject instance
            ManagementClass objReceiveLocationClass = new ManagementClass("root\\MicrosoftBiz
TalkServer", "MSBTS_ReceiveLocation", null);
            ManagementObject objReceiveLocation  = objReceiveLocationClass.CreateInstance();
            
            //set the properties for the Managementobject
            objReceiveLocation["Name"] = ReceiveLocationName;
            objReceiveLocation["ReceivePortName"] = ReceivePortName;
            objReceiveLocation["AdapterName"] = AdapterName;
            objReceiveLocation["InboundTransportURL"] = InboundTransportURL;
            objReceiveLocation["HostName"] = HostName;
            objReceiveLocation["PipelineName"] = "Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.XMLRecei
ve, Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines, Version=3.0.1.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=31bf
3856ad364e35";
            objReceiveLocation["StartDateEnabled"] = true;   // Enable schedule start date
            objReceiveLocation["ActiveStartDT"] = "20040301000000.000000-480";   // Set start
Date as March 1st, 2004
            objReceiveLocation["StopDateEnabled"] = true;   // Enable schedule stop date
            objReceiveLocation["ActiveStopDT"] = "20040630010000.000000-420";   // Set stop d
ate as June 30th, 2004
            objReceiveLocation["OperatingWindowEnabled"] = true;   // Enable operating window
            objReceiveLocation["SrvWinStartDT"] = "20000101080000.000000-480";   // Set start
time as Pacific Time 8:00 am
            objReceiveLocation["SrvWinStopDT"] = "20000101213000.000000-480";   // Set stop t
ime as Pacific Time 9:30 pm

            //create the Managementobject
            objReceiveLocation.Put(options);
            System.Console.WriteLine("ReceiveLocation - " + ReceiveLocationName + " - has bee
n created successfully");
         }
         catch(Exception excep)
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         {
            System.Console.WriteLine("CreateReceiveLocation - " + ReceiveLocationName + " - f
ailed: " + excep.Message);
         }
      }

Option Explicit

' wbemChangeFlagEnum Setting
const UpdateOnly = 1

' Sample to show MSBTS_ReceiveLocation instance creation with Date/Time schedule config
Sub CreateReceiveLocation (AdapterName, ReceiveLocationName, ReceivePortName, HostName, Inbou
ndTransportURL)
   On Error Resume Next

   Dim objLocator, objService, objReceivePort, objRP, objReceiveLocation, objRL

   ' Connects to local server WMI Provider BizTalk namespace
   Set objLocator = Createobject ("wbemScripting.SWbemLocator")
   Set objService = objLocator.ConnectServer(".", "root/MicrosoftBizTalkServer")

   ' Step 1 - Create a Receive Port
   ' Get WMI class MSBTS_ReceivePort
   Set objReceivePort = objService.Get ("MSBTS_ReceivePort")

   Set objRP = objReceivePort.SpawnInstance_

   objRP.Name = ReceivePortName
   objRP.IsTwoWay = false
   
   ' Create instance
   objRP.Put_(CreateOnly)

   CheckWMIError
   wscript.echo "Receive Port - " & ReceivePortName & " - has been created successfully"

   ' Step 2 - Create a Receive Location to associate a Receive Port
   ' Get WMI class MSBTS_ReceiveLocation
   Set objReceiveLocation = objService.Get ("MSBTS_ReceiveLocation")

   Set objRL = objReceiveLocation.SpawnInstance_

   objRL.Name = ReceiveLocationName
   objRL.ReceivePortName = ReceivePortName
   objRL.AdapterName = AdapterName
   objRL.InboundTransportURL = InboundTransportURL
   objRL.HostName = HostName
   objRL.PipelineName="Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.XMLReceive, Microsoft.BizTalk.Defau
ltPipelines, Version=3.0.1.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=31bf3856ad364e35"
   objRL.StartDateEnabled = true   ' Enable schedule start date
   objRL.ActiveStartDT = "20040301000000.000000-480"   ' Set start Date as March 1st, 2004
   objRL.StopDateEnabled = true   ' Enable schedule stop date
   objRL.ActiveStopDT = "20040630010000.000000-420"   ' Set stop date as June 30th, 2004
   objRL.OperatingWindowEnabled = true   ' Enable operating window
   objRL.SrvWinStartDT = "20000101080000.000000-480"   ' Set start time as Pacific Time 8:00 
am
   objRL.SrvWinStopDT = "20000101213000.000000-480"   ' Set stop time as Pacific Time 9:30 pm
   
   ' Create instance
   objRL.Put_(CreateOnly)

   CheckWMIError
   wscript.echo "Receive Location - " & ReceiveLocationName & " - has been created successful
ly"
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end Sub

'This subroutine deals with all errors using the WbemScripting object.  Error descriptions
'are returned to the user by printing to the console.
Sub   CheckWMIError()

   If Err <> 0   Then
      On Error Resume   Next

      Dim strErrDesc: strErrDesc = Err.Description
      Dim ErrNum: ErrNum = Err.Number
      Dim WMIError : Set WMIError = CreateObject("WbemScripting.SwbemLastError")

      If ( TypeName(WMIError) = "Empty" ) Then
         wscript.echo strErrDesc & " (HRESULT: "   & Hex(ErrNum) & ")."
      Else
         wscript.echo WMIError.Description & "(HRESULT: " & Hex(ErrNum) & ")."
         Set WMIError = nothing
      End   If
      
      wscript.quit 0
   End If

End Sub 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Listening for a Suspended Event Using WMI
Use the following code to listen for a MSBTS_ServiceInstanceSuspendedEvent.

C#

[VBScript]

using System.Management;

      static public void ListenForSvcInstSuspendEvent()
      {
         try
         {
            // Set up an event watcher and a handler for the MSBTS_ServiceInstanceSuspendedEv
ent event
            ManagementEventWatcher watcher = new ManagementEventWatcher( new ManagementScope(
"root\\MicrosoftBizTalkServer"),
               new EventQuery("SELECT * FROM MSBTS_ServiceInstanceSuspendedEvent") );

            watcher.EventArrived += new EventArrivedEventHandler(MyEventHandler);

            // Start watching for MSBTS_ServiceInstanceSuspendedEvent events
            watcher.Start();

            while (true)
            {
               System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(1000);
            }
         }
         catch (Exception excep)
         {
            Console.WriteLine("Error: " + excep.Message);
         }
      }

      static public void MyEventHandler(object sender, EventArrivedEventArgs e) 
      {
         // Print out the service instance ID and error description upon receiving of the sus
pend event
         Console.WriteLine("A MSBTS_ServiceInstanceSuspendEvent has occurred!");
         Console.WriteLine(string.Format("ServiceInstanceID: {0}", e.NewEvent["InstanceID"]))
;
         Console.WriteLine(string.Format("ErrorDescription: {0}", e.NewEvent["ErrorDescriptio
n"]));
         Console.WriteLine("");
      }

Option Explicit

Sub ListenForSvcInstSuspendEvent()

   Set objWMIServices = GetObject("WinMgmts:{impersonationLevel=impersonate, (security)}\\.\r
oot\MicrosoftBizTalkServer") 

   ' Create the event sink object that receives the events
   Set sinkSuspInst = WScript.CreateObject("WbemScripting.SWbemSink","SINK_INST_")
 
   ' Set up the event selection. SINK_INST_OnObjectReady is called when a MSBTS_ServiceInstan
ceSuspendedEvent occurs
   objWMIServices.ExecNotificationQueryAsync sinkSuspInst, "select * from MSBTS_ServiceInstan
ceSuspendedEvent"

   ' Infinite loop to wait for event to happen
   wscript.echo "Waiting for events..."
   while(true)
      WScript.Sleep(1000)
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   wend
End Sub

Sub SINK_INST_OnObjectReady(objObject, objAsyncContext)
   wscript.echo "=============================================="
   wscript.echo "A MSBTS_ServiceInstanceSuspendEvent has occurred!"
   wscript.echo ""
   wscript.echo "ServiceInstanceID: " & objObject.InstanceID
   wscript.echo ""
   wscript.echo "ErrorDescription: " & objObject.ErrorDescription
   wscript.echo ""
End Sub

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Saving a Message to a File Using WMI
Use the following code to save a message to a file using MSBTS_TrackedMessageInstance.

C#

[VBScript]

using System.Management;

      //Sample to show how to save a tracked message out to a file folder using MSBTS_Tracked
MessageInstance class
      public void SaveTrackedMessageInstanceToFolder(Guid MessageInstanceId, string strOutput
Folder)
      {
         try
         {
            // Construct full WMI path to the MSBTS_TrackedMessageInstance using the message 
guid (NOTE: MessageInstanceID string value must be enclosed in {} curly brackets)
            string strInstanceFullPath = "root\\MicrosoftBizTalkServer:MSBTS_TrackedMessageIn
stance.MessageInstanceID='{" + MessageInstanceId.ToString() + "}'";

            // Load the MSBTS_TrackedMessageInstance
            ManagementObject objTrackedSvcInst = new ManagementObject(strInstanceFullPath);

            // Invoke "SaveToFile" method to save the message out into the specified folder
            objTrackedSvcInst.InvokeMethod("SaveToFile", new object[] {strOutputFolder});
         }
         catch(Exception excep)
         {
            Console.WriteLine("Failed to save tracked message with id " + MessageInstanceId.T
oString() + " into folder " + strOutputFolder + ": " + excep.Message);
         }
      }   

Option Explicit

Sub SaveTrackedMessageInstanceToFolder(strMessageInstanceId, strOutputFolder)

   On Error Resume Next

   ' Construct full WMI path to the MSBTS_TrackedMessageInstance using the message guid (NOTE
: MessageInstanceID string value must be enclosed in {} curly brackets)
   Dim strInstanceFullPath : strInstanceFullPath = "MSBTS_TrackedMessageInstance.MessageInsta
nceID=""{" & strMessageInstanceId & "}"""

   ' Load the MSBTS_TrackedMessageInstance
   Dim objLocator : Set objLocator = CreateObject("WbemScripting.SWbemLocator")
   Dim objServices : Set objServices = objLocator.ConnectServer(, "root/MicrosoftBizTalkServe
r")
   CheckWMIError

   Dim objTrackedMsgInst : Set objTrackedMsgInst = objServices.Get(strInstanceFullPath)
   CheckWMIError
   
   ' Invoke "SaveToFile" method to save the message out into the specified folder
   objTrackedMsgInst.SaveToFile strOutputFolder
   CheckWMIError

   wscript.echo "Successfully saved tracked message with ID '" & strMessageInstanceId & "' in
to folder '" & strOutputFolder &"'"

End Sub

'This subroutine deals with all errors using the WbemScripting object.  Error descriptions
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'are returned to the user by printing to the console.
Sub   CheckWMIError()

   If Err <> 0   Then
      On Error Resume   Next

      Dim strErrDesc: strErrDesc = Err.Description
      Dim ErrNum: ErrNum = Err.Number
      Dim WMIError : Set WMIError = CreateObject("WbemScripting.SwbemLastError")

      If ( TypeName(WMIError) = "Empty" ) Then
         wscript.echo strErrDesc & " (HRESULT: "   & Hex(ErrNum) & ")."
      Else
         wscript.echo WMIError.Description & "(HRESULT: " & Hex(ErrNum) & ")."
         Set WMIError = nothing
      End   If
      
      wscript.quit 0
   End If

End Sub 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Updating the Receive Handler Host Association Using WMI
Use the following code to update the MSBTS_ReceiveHandler host association.

C#

[VBScript]

using System.Management;

      //Sample to show MSBTS_HostSetting host association update
      public void UpdateReceiveHandler(string AdapterName, string HostName, string HostNameTo
SwitchTo)
      {
         try
         {
            PutOptions options = new PutOptions();
            options.Type = PutType.UpdateOnly;

            //Look for the target WMI Class MSBTS_ReceiveHandler instance
            string strWQL = "SELECT * FROM MSBTS_ReceiveHandler WHERE AdapterName =\"" + Adap
terName + "\" AND HostName = \"" + HostName + "\"";
            ManagementObjectSearcher searcherReceiveHandler = new ManagementObjectSearcher (n
ew ManagementScope ("root\\MicrosoftBizTalkServer"), new WqlObjectQuery(strWQL), null);
   
            if (searcherReceiveHandler.Get().Count > 0)
               foreach (ManagementObject objReceiveHandler in searcherReceiveHandler.Get())
               {
                  //update host association
                  objReceiveHandler["HostNameToSwitchTo"] = HostNameToSwitchTo;
                  //update the ManagementObject
                  objReceiveHandler.Put(options);
                  System.Console.WriteLine("ReceiveHandler - " + AdapterName + " " + HostName
ToSwitchTo + " - has been updated successfully");
               }
            else
               System.Console.WriteLine("ReceiveHandler - " + AdapterName + " " + HostName + 
" - cannot be found");               
         }
         catch(Exception excep)
         {
            System.Console.WriteLine("UpdateReceiveHandler - " + AdapterName + " " + HostName
+ " - failed: " + excep.Message);
         }
      }

Option Explicit

' wbemChangeFlagEnum Setting
const UpdateOnly = 1

' Sample to show MSBTS_ReceiveHandler host association update
Sub UpdateReceiveHandler (AdapterName, HostName, HostNameToSwitchTo)
   On Error Resume Next

   Dim Query, ReceiveHandlerInstSet, Inst

   ' Look for the target WMI Class MSBTS_ReceiveHandler instance
   Query = "SELECT * FROM MSBTS_ReceiveHandler WHERE AdapterName =""" & AdapterName & """ AND
HostName = """ & HostName & """"
   Set ReceiveHandlerInstSet = GetObject("Winmgmts:!root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer").ExecQuery(Q
uery)
   
   If ReceiveHandlerInstSet.Count > 0 Then
      For Each Inst In ReceiveHandlerInstSet
         ' Update host association
         Inst.HostNameToSwitchTo = HostNameToSwitchTo
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         Inst.Put_(UpdateOnly)
         
         ' Check for error condition before continuing.
         CheckWMIError
         wscript.echo "Receive Handler - " & AdapterName & " " & HostNameToSwitchTo & " - has
been updated sucessfully"
      Next
   Else
      wscript.echo "Receive Handler - " & AdapterName & " " & HosTName & " - cannot be found"
      wscript.quit 0
   End If

end Sub

'This subroutine deals with all errors using the WbemScripting object.  Error descriptions
'are returned to the user by printing to the console.
Sub   CheckWMIError()

   If Err <> 0   Then
      On Error Resume   Next

      Dim strErrDesc: strErrDesc = Err.Description
      Dim ErrNum: ErrNum = Err.Number
      Dim WMIError : Set WMIError = CreateObject("WbemScripting.SwbemLastError")

      If ( TypeName(WMIError) = "Empty" ) Then
         wscript.echo strErrDesc & " (HRESULT: "   & Hex(ErrNum) & ")."
      Else
         wscript.echo WMIError.Description & "(HRESULT: " & Hex(ErrNum) & ")."
         Set WMIError = nothing
      End   If
      
      wscript.quit 0
   End If

End Sub 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Resume Suspended Service Instances That Failed to be Sent to
a Specific URL Using WMI
Use the following code to resume suspended service instances that failed to be sent to a specific URL.

C#

using System.Management;

   // This sample takes an outbound URL, queries for any suspended (resumable) service instan
ces associating with this
   // URL (via Send Port primary or secondary transport address) and then resume the service 
instances found.  The strOutboundURL
   // supports WQL LIKE-style pattern matching.
   //
   // NOTE: If strOutboundURL contains any backslash characters, they must be properly escape
d. (e.g. "C:\\TEMP\\Out")
   //
   public void ResumeSvcInstByOutboundURL(string strOutboundURL)
   {
      try
      {
         const uint SERVICE_STATUS_SUSPENDED_RESUMABLE = 4;
         const uint REGULAR_RESUME_MODE = 1;

         // Find all SendPort(s) which transmit to strOutboundURL either as primary or second
ary transport address.  Comparison
         // is done using the LIKE operator so SQL-style pattern matching can be used. (e.g. 
"%ABC%" will match any strings that
         // contains "ABC" in it.
         string strSendPortWQL = string.Format(
            "SELECT * FROM MSBTS_SendPort WHERE PTAddress LIKE \"{0}\" OR STAddress LIKE \"{1
}\"",
            strOutboundURL, strOutboundURL);

         ManagementObjectSearcher searcherSendPort = new ManagementObjectSearcher (new Manage
mentScope ("root\\MicrosoftBizTalkServer"), new WqlObjectQuery(strSendPortWQL), null);
         int nNumSendPortFound = searcherSendPort.Get().Count;

         if ( nNumSendPortFound > 0 )
         {
            bool fSvcInstFound = false;

            // For each associating send port that we found
            foreach ( ManagementObject objSendPort in searcherSendPort.Get() )
            {
               // Construct the WQL to find suspended service instance associating with the s
end port
               string strSvcInstWQL = string.Format(
                  "SELECT * FROM MSBTS_ServiceInstance WHERE ServiceStatus = {0} AND ServiceN
ame = \"{1}\"",
                  SERVICE_STATUS_SUSPENDED_RESUMABLE.ToString(), objSendPort["Name"]);

               ManagementObjectSearcher searcherServiceInstance = new ManagementObjectSearche
r (new ManagementScope ("root\\MicrosoftBizTalkServer"), new WqlObjectQuery(strSvcInstWQL), n
ull);
               int nNumSvcInstFound = searcherServiceInstance.Get().Count;

               // If we found any matching suspended service instance(s)
               if ( nNumSvcInstFound > 0 )
               {
                  fSvcInstFound = true;

                  // Construct ID arrays to be passed into ResumeServiceInstancesByID() metho
d



[VBScript]

                  string[] InstIdList = new string[nNumSvcInstFound];
                  string[] ClassIdList = new string[nNumSvcInstFound];
                  string[] TypeIdList = new string[nNumSvcInstFound];

                  string strHost = string.Empty;
                  string strReport = string.Empty;
                  int i = 0;
                  foreach ( ManagementObject objServiceInstance in searcherServiceInstance.Ge
t() )
                  {
                     // It is safe to assume that all service instances of a send port belong
to a single Host.
                     if ( strHost == string.Empty )
                        strHost = objServiceInstance["HostName"].ToString();

                     ClassIdList[i] = objServiceInstance["ServiceClassId"].ToString();
                     TypeIdList[i]  = objServiceInstance["ServiceTypeId"].ToString();
                     InstIdList[i]  = objServiceInstance["InstanceID"].ToString();

                     strReport += string.Format("  {0}\n", objServiceInstance["InstanceID"].T
oString());
                     i++;
                  }

                  // Load the MSBTS_HostQueue with Host name and invoke the "ResumeServiceIns
tancesByID" method
                  string strHostQueueFullPath = string.Format("root\\MicrosoftBizTalkServer:M
SBTS_HostQueue.HostName=\"{0}\"", strHost);
                  ManagementObject objHostQueue = new ManagementObject(strHostQueueFullPath);

                  // Note: The ResumeServiceInstanceByID() method processes at most 2047 serv
ice instances with each call.
                  //   If you are dealing with larger number of service instances, this scrip
t needs to be modified to break down the
                  //   service instances into multiple batches.
                  objHostQueue.InvokeMethod("ResumeServiceInstancesByID",
                     new object[] {ClassIdList, TypeIdList, InstIdList, REGULAR_RESUME_MODE}
                     );

                  Console.WriteLine( string.Format("Service instances with the following serv
ice instance IDs have been resumed:\n{0}", strReport) );
               }
            }
            if ( !fSvcInstFound )
            {
               System.Console.WriteLine(string.Format("There is no suspended (resumable) serv
ice instance associating with outbound URL '{0}'.", strOutboundURL));
            }
         }
         else
         {
            System.Console.WriteLine(string.Format("There is no send port associating with ou
tbound URL '{0}'.", strOutboundURL));
         }
      }
      catch(Exception excep)
      {
         Console.WriteLine("Error: " + excep.Message);
      }
   }

' wbemChangeFlagEnum Setting
const REGULAR_RESUME_MODE = 1

'Module to Resume service instances
Sub ResumeSvcInstByOutboundURL(strOutboundURL)



   Dim objLocator : Set objLocator = CreateObject("WbemScripting.SWbemLocator")
   Dim objWMIServer : Set objWMIServer = objLocator.ConnectServer(, "root/MicrosoftBizTalkSer
ver")
   Dim strQueryString
   Dim objQueue
   Dim svcInsts
   Dim count
   Dim inst
         
   '=============================
   ' Resume service instances
   '=============================
   On Error Resume Next

   ' Find all SendPort(s) which transmit to strOutboundURL either as primary or secondary tra
nsport address.  Comparison is done
   ' using the LIKE operator so SQL-style pattern matching can be used. (e.g. "%ABC%" will ma
tch any strings that contains "ABC" in it)
   strQueryString = "Select * from MSBTS_SendPort where PTAddress LIKE """ & strOutboundURL &
""" OR STAddress LIKE """ & strOutboundURL & """"
   set sendPorts = objWMIServer.ExecQuery(strQueryString)
   CheckWMIError

   count = sendPorts.count

   If ( count > 0 ) Then

      Dim strServiceNameClause : strServiceNameClause = ""
      Dim fSvcInstFound : fSvcInstFound = 0

      ' For each associating send port that we found
      For each sendPortInst in sendPorts

         ' Construct the WQL to find suspended service instance associating with the send por
t
         strQueryString = "Select * from MSBTS_ServiceInstance where ServiceStatus = 4 AND Se
rviceName = """ & sendPortInst.Properties_("Name") & """"
         set svcInsts = objWMIServer.ExecQuery(strQueryString )
         CheckWMIError

         count = svcInsts.count

         ' If we found any matching suspended service instance(s)
         If ( count > 0 ) Then

            fSvcInstFound = 1

            Dim strHostName
            Dim aryClassIDs()
            Dim aryTypeIDs()
            Dim aryInstanceIDs()
            redim aryClassIDs(count-1)
            redim aryTypeIDs(count-1)
            redim aryInstanceIDs(count-1)

            ' Enumerate the ServiceInstance classes to construct ID arrays to be passed into 
ResumeServiceInstancesByID() method
            Dim i : i= 0
            For each svcInst in svcInsts
               strHostName = svcInst.Properties_("HostName")
               aryClassIDs(i) = svcInst.Properties_("ServiceClassId")
               aryTypeIDs(i) = svcInst.Properties_("ServiceTypeId")
               aryInstanceIDs(i) = svcInst.Properties_("InstanceId")
               i = i + 1
            Next

            wscript.Echo "Total suspended (resumable) service instances found for send port '
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" & sendPortInst.Properties_("Name") & "': " & i
            wscript.Echo " "

            'Get the HostQueue instance
            strQueryString = "MSBTS_HostQueue.HostName=""" & strHostName & """"
            set objQueue = objWMIServer.Get(strQueryString)
            CheckWMIError
               
            'Execute the Resume method of the HostQueue instance

            ' Note: The ResumeServiceInstanceByID() method processes at most 2047 service ins
tances with each call.
            '   If you are dealing with larger number of service instances, this script needs
to be modified to break down the
            '   service instances into multiple batches.
            objQueue.ResumeServiceInstancesByID aryClassIDs, aryTypeIDs, aryInstanceIDs, REGU
LAR_RESUME_MODE
            CheckWMIError

            wscript.Echo "All instances have been resumed."
            wscript.Echo " "
         End If
      Next

      If ( fSvcInstFound = 0 ) Then
         wscript.echo "There is no suspended (resumable) service instance associating with ou
tbound URL '" & strOutboundURL & "'"
      End If'
   Else
      wscript.echo "There is no send port associating with outbound URL '" & strOutboundURL &
"'"
   End If

   Set objLocator = Nothing
   Set objWMIServer = Nothing
   Set objQueue = Nothing
   On Error Goto 0

End Sub

'This subroutine deals with all errors using the WbemScripting object.  Error descriptions
'are returned to the user by printing to the console.
Sub   CheckWMIError()

   If Err <> 0   Then
      On Error Resume   Next

      Dim strErrDesc: strErrDesc = Err.Description
      Dim ErrNum: ErrNum = Err.Number
      Dim WMIError : Set WMIError = CreateObject("WbemScripting.SwbemLastError")

      If ( TypeName(WMIError) = "Empty" ) Then
         wscript.echo strErrDesc & " (HRESULT: "   & Hex(ErrNum) & ")."
      Else
         wscript.echo WMIError.Description & "(HRESULT: " & Hex(ErrNum) & ")."
         Set WMIError = nothing
      End   If
            
      wscript.quit 0
   End If

End Sub
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MSBTS_AdapterSetting (WMI)
Registers new adapters with Microsoft® BizTalk® Server.

Declaration

Members
MSBTS_AdapterSetting defines the following properties:

Property Description
Caption (Inherited from 
CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation doc
umentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

Comment Gets or sets user comments.
Constraints Gets a bitmap with the constraints of the adapter.
DefaultInboundCfg Gets a default inbound configuration for the adapter.
DefaultOutboundCfg Gets a default outbound configuration for the adapter.
Description (Inherited fr
om CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation doc
umentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

MgmtCLSID Gets the class ID (CLSID) of the COM component responsible for managing this adapter.
MgmtDbNameOverride Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the databa

se name. This property was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.
MgmtDbServerOverride Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not impl

emented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.
Name Gets the name of the adapter.
SettingID (Inherited fro
m CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation doc
umentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

Remarks
Creating or deleting instances of this class registers and un-registers adapters from BizTalk Server. Enumerating instances of this
class returns all the registered BizTalk adapters. By default, Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 includes eight native adapters Base EDI,
FILE, FTP, HTTP, BizTalk Message Queuing, SMTP, SOAP, and SQL. You can develop custom adapters and register them using this
class. For more information about native adapters, see Connecting Applications Using Native Adapters. For more information
about creating custom adapters, see Developing Adapters Using the Adapter Framework.

For more information about the minimum security user rights required to administer an adapter, see
Minimum Security User Rights.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.
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MSBTS_AdapterSetting.Comment Property (WMI)
Gets user comments.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

The maximum length for this property is 256 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string Comment;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_AdapterSetting.Constraints Property (WMI)
Gets or sets a bitmap with the constraints of the adapter.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The following table describes the effect of each constraint bit when it is ON:

D
es
cr
ip
ti
o
n

Value

1 Indicates that the adapter supports receiving messages.
2 Indicates that the adapter supports sending of messages.
4 Indicates that there cannot be more than one host instance of a receive handler for the adapter on any single server machine. F

or example, if both Host A and Host B are receive handlers for the adapter, then on a server machine, you can only create host i
nstance for either Host A or Host B, but not both.

8 Indicates which type of hosts can be receive handlers of the adapter. If bit is ON, then only In-Process hosts can be receive han
dlers of the adapter. If bit is OFF, then only Isolated hosts can be receive handlers of the adapter. This constraint only applies to
the receive side. send handlers are always created with In-Process hosts according to the BizTalk architecture.

1
6

Indicates an application adapter (currently not used).

3
2

Indicates that once added the adapter is not allowed to be deleted.

6
4

Indicates that both receive and send handler must be the same host. Since this version of BizTalk Server only supports a single 
send handler per adapter type, this constraint also implies that: both receive and send handler cannot be switched to a differen
t host; and only a single receive handler is allowed. Caution must be used when adding this type of adapter since default receiv
e/send handlers are always created automatically using the default host and will not be allowed to switch. The BizTalk Message
Queuing (MSMQT) adapter is an example of adapter that enforces this constraint.

1
2
8

Indicates that the adapter supports request-response message exchanges.

2
5
6

Indicates that the adapter supports solicit-response message exchanges.

5
1
2

Indicates that the adapter supports the SOAP protocol.

1
0
2
4

Indicates that the adapter uses the adapter framework user interface for send handler configuration.

2
0
4
8

Indicates that the adapter uses adapter framework user interface for receive handler configuration.

uint32 Constraints;



 

4
0
9
6

Indicates that the adapter uses adapter framework user interface for receive location configuration.

8
1
9
2

Indicates that the adapter uses adapter framework user interface for send port configuration.

1
6
3
8
4

Indicates that the adapter supports ordered delivery of messages.

3
2
7
6
8

Indicates that the transmitter component of the adapter will be initialized when the BizTalk runtime service (host instance) start
s instead of when the first message is sent.

The following table contains the constraints for the native adapters:

Adapter Value
Base EDI 15371
FILE 11
FTP 15371
HTTP 387
BizTalk Message Queuing 16495
SMTP 2
SOAP 899
SQL 15627

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_AdapterSetting.DefaultInboundCfg Property (WMI)
Gets a default inbound configuration for the adapter.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The maximum length for this property is 1024 characters.

This configuration is used when a new MSBTS_ReceiveHandler instance is created.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string DefaultInboundCfg;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_AdapterSetting.DefaultOutboundCfg Property (WMI)
Gets a default outbound configuration for the adapter.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The maximum length for this property is 1024 characters.

This configuration is used when a new MSBTS_SendHandler instance is created.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string DefaultOutboundCfg;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_AdapterSetting.MgmtCLSID Property (WMI)
Gets the class identifier (CLSID) of the COM component responsible for managing this adapter.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation. This property is writeable at instance creation. After instance creation, this property
is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtCLSID;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_AdapterSetting.MgmtDbNameOverride Property
(WMI)
Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the database name. This property
was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbServerOverride and Name, this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 123 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbNameOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_AdapterSetting.MgmtDbServerOverride Property
(WMI)
Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not implemented for BizTalk
Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride and Name, this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbServerOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_AdapterSetting.Name Property (WMI)
Gets the name of the adapter.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation. This property is writeable at instance creation. After instance creation, this property
is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride and MgmtDbServerOverride, this key forms a compound
key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 256 characters

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string Name;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_BTSObject (WMI)
This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

Declaration

Members
MSBTS_BTSObject defines the following properties:

Property Description
Caption (Inherited from CIM_M
anagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manag
ement Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

Description (Inherited from CI
M_ManagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manag
ement Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

InstallDate (Inherited from CIM
_ManagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manag
ement Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

Name (Inherited from CIM_Ma
nagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manag
ement Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

Status (Inherited from CIM_Ma
nagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manag
ement Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

class MSBTS_BTSObject : CIM_LogicalElement

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_DeploymentService (WMI)
Encapsulates BizTalk assemblies for deployment or undeployment and bindings export or import.

Declaration

Members
MSBTS_DeploymentService defines the following properties:

Property Description
Caption (Inherited from 
CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation doc
umentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

Description (Inherited fr
om CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation doc
umentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

MgmtDbNameOverride Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the databa
se name. This property was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

MgmtDbServerOverride Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not impl
emented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

SettingID (Inherited fro
m CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation doc
umentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

MSBTS_DeploymentService defines the following methods:

Method Description
Deploy Deploys the assembly into the target database.
Export Exports the binding file from the target database.
Import Imports the binding file into the target database.
Remove Removes the assembly from the target database.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

class MSBTS_DeploymentService : MSBTS_Setting

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_DeploymentService.Deploy Method (WMI)
Deploys the assembly into the target database.

Method Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Parameters
Server

Name of the SQL server where the Configuration database is located.
Database

Name of the management SQL database.
Assembly

Pathname to the BizTalk assembly (*.dll) file.
Install

true to indicate that the assembly should be installed into the global assembly cache; otherwise, false.
Binding

Pathname to the BizTalk assembly binding information (*.xml) file. This parameter is optional.
Log

Pathname to the output log file.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 Deploy (string Server, string Database, string Assembly, boolean Install, string Bindi
ng, string Log);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_DeploymentService.Export Method (WMI)
Exports the binding file from the target database.

Method Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Parameters
Server

Name of the SQL server where the Configuration database is located.
Database

Name of the management SQL database.
Assembly

Strong name of the BizTalk assembly (*.dll) file that specifies the assembly whose binding info will be exported. If this argument
is supplied, you do not need to specify input for the Name, Version, Culture and PublicKeyToken parameters.

Name
Name of the BizTalk assembly that will specifies the assembly whose binding info will be exported. If you specify inputs for the
Name, Version, Culture, and PublicKeyToken parameter, you do not need to specify input for the Assembly parameter.

Version
Version of the BizTalk assembly that specifies the assembly whose binding info will be exported. If you specify inputs for the
Name, Version, Culture, and PublicKeyToken parameter, you do not need to specify input for the Assembly parameter.

Culture
Culture of the BizTalk assembly that specifies the assembly whose binding info will be exported. If you specify inputs for the
Name, Version, Culture, and PublicKeyToken parameter, you do not need to specify input for the Assembly parameter.

PublicKeyToken
Public key token of the BizTalk assembly that specifies the assembly whose binding info will be exported. If you specify inputs
for the Name, Version, Culture, and PublicKeyToken parameter, you do not need to specify input for the Assembly parameter.

Binding
Pathname to the output BizTalk assembly binding (*.xml) information file.

Log
Pathname to the output log file.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 Export (string Server, string Database, string Assembly, string Name, string Version, 
string Culture, string PublicKeyToken, string Log);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_DeploymentService.Import Method (WMI)
Imports the binding file into the target database.

Method Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Parameters
Server

Name of the SQL server where the Configuration database is located.
Database

Name of the management SQL database.
Assembly

Pathname to the BizTalk assembly (*.dll) file.
Install

true to indicate that the assembly should be installed into the global assembly cache; otherwise, false.
Binding

Pathname to the BizTalk assembly binding information (*.xml) file.
Log

Pathname to the output log file.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 Import (string Server, string Database, string Assembly, boolean Install, string Bindi
ng, string Log);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_DeploymentService.MgmtDbNameOverride Property
(WMI)
Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the database name. This property
was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbServerOverride, this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 123 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbNameOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_DeploymentService.MgmtDbServerOverride Property
(WMI)
Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not implemented for BizTalk
Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride, this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbServerOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_DeploymentService.Remove Method (WMI)
Removes the assembly from the target database.

Method Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Parameters
Server

Name of the SQL server where the Configuration database is located.
Database

Name of the management SQL database.
Assembly

Pathname to the BizTalk assembly (*.dll) file. If this argument is supplied, you do not need to specify input for the Name,
Version, Culture and PublicKeyToken parameters.

Name
Name of the BizTalk assembly. If you specify inputs for the Name, Version, Culture, and PublicKeyToken parameter, you do not
need to specify input for the Assembly parameter.

Version
Version of the BizTalk assembly. If you specify inputs for the Name, Version, Culture, and PublicKeyToken parameter, you do not
need to specify input for the Assembly parameter.

Culture
Culture of the BizTalk assembly. If you specify inputs for the Name, Version, Culture, and PublicKeyToken parameter, you do not
need to specify input for the Assembly parameter.

PublicKeyToken
Public key token of the BizTalk assembly. If you specify inputs for the Name, Version, Culture, and PublicKeyToken parameter,
you do not need to specify input for the Assembly parameter.

UnInstall
true indicates that the assmbly should be uninstalled from the global assembly cache; otherwise, false.

Log
Pathname to the output log file.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 Remove (string Server, string Database, string Assembly, string Name, string Version, 
string Culture, string PublicKeyToken, boolean UnInstall, string Log);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_GroupSetting (WMI)
Represents a logical grouping of Microsoft® BizTalk® Servers.

Declaration
class MSBTS_GroupSetting : MSBTS_Setting

Members
MSBTS_GroupSetting defines the following properties:

Property Description
BamDBName Gets or sets the name of the BAM SQL database.
BamDBServerName Gets or sets the name of the SQL server where BAM database is located.
BizTalkAdministratorGroup Gets the name of the BizTalk Administrator Microsoft® Windows® NT® Group.
Caption (Inherited from CIM_Setti
ng)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrume
ntation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

ConfigurationCacheRefreshInterval Gets or sets how often BizTalk Server refreshes the cache of the messaging configuration obj
ects, in seconds.

Description (Inherited from CIM_S
etting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrume
ntation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

GlobalTrackingOption Gets the level of tracking that the BizTalk server should perform.
LMSFragmentSize Gets or sets the fragment size, in bytes, for large message support.
LMSThreshold Gets the threshold size, in bytes, for large message support.
MajorVersion Gets the major version number of the BizTalk Server installed. For internal use only.
MgmtDbName Gets the database name of the initial catalog part of the BizTalk Configuration database conne

ction string.
MgmtDbServerName Gets the data source part of the BizTalk Configuration database connection string.
MinorVersion Gets the minor version number of the installed BizTalk Management server. This member sup

ports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your
code.

Name Gets the name of the group.
RuleEngineDBName Gets or sets the name of the RuleEngine SQL Server database.
RuleEngineDBServerName Gets or sets the name of the SQL server where RuleEngine database is located.
SettingID (Inherited from CIM_Set
ting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrume
ntation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

SignCertComment Gets or sets a comment field that can be use to associate some friendly name with a signing c
ertificate.

SignCertThumbprint Gets or sets the thumbprint of the signing certificate used to sign outbound documents sent 
by any host in the group.

SSOServerName Gets the name of the machine where Single Sign On (SSO) server resides on.
SubscriptionDBName Gets the name of the master subscription SQL database.
SubscriptionDBServerName Gets the name of the server running Microsoft® SQL Server™ where the master subscription 

database is located.
TrackingAnalysisDBName Gets or sets the name of the tracking SQL analysis database.
TrackingAnalysisDBServerName Contains the name of the tracking SQL analysis server.
TrackingDBName Gets the name of the tracking SQL database.
TrackingDBServerName Gets the name of the server running SQL Server where the tracking database is located.

MSBTS_GroupSetting defines the following methods:

Method Description
RegisterLocalServer Sets up the Windows NT registry of the local computer to point to this organization.
UnRegisterLocalServer Removes the local Windows NT registry keys that store organization information.

Remarks
GroupSetting is the management abstraction for global BizTalk Server properties.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246


 

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_GroupSetting.BamDBName Property (WMI)
Gets or sets the name of the BAM SQL database.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

Maximum length for this property is 123 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string BamDBName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_GroupSetting.BamDBServerName Property (WMI)
Gets or sets the name of the SQL server where BAM database is located.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

Maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string BamDBServerName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_GroupSetting.BizTalkAdministratorGroup Property
(WMI)
Gets the name of the BizTalk Administrator Windows NT Group. Only members of this Windows NT Group have permissions to
access BizTalk Administration functions.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
Only members of this Windows NT Group have permissions to access BizTalk Administration functions.

Certain functions require additional Windows or SQL privileges; refer to BizTalk Server 2004 Help for more details.

This property is required for instance creation. This property is writeable at instance creation. After instance creation, this property
is read-only.

Maximum length for this property is 63 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string BizTalkAdministratorGroup;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_GroupSetting.ConfigurationCacheRefreshInterval
Property (WMI)
Gets or sets a value indicating how often BizTalk Server refreshes the cache of the messaging configuration objects, in seconds.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

Maximum value for this property is 43200 and minimum value is 1.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 ConfigurationCacheRefreshInterval = 60;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_GroupSetting.GlobalTrackingOption Property (WMI)
Gets the level of tracking that the BizTalk server should perform.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

The following table contains the permissible values for this property:

Description Value
Disable Tracking 0
Normal Tracking 1

Note that the integer values must be used in code and script.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 GlobalTrackingOption;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_GroupSetting.LMSFragmentSize Property (WMI)
Gets or sets the fragment size, in bytes, for large message support.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

If a message is received that is larger than LMSThreshold, the message is broken up into parts equal to LMSFragmentSize.

The default value for this property is 102400.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 LMSFragmentSize;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_GroupSetting.LMSThreshold Property (WMI)
Gets the threshold size, in bytes, for large message support.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

The threshold size indicates the maximum allowable size of an incoming message. If a message larger than this threshold size is
received, the message is divided into parts of LMSFragmentSize.

The default value for this property is 102400.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 LMSThreshold;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_GroupSetting.MajorVersion Property (WMI)
Gets the major version number of the BizTalk Server installed. For internal use only.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 MajorVersion;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_GroupSetting.MgmtDbName Property (WMI)
Gets the initial catalog part of the BizTalk Configuration database connect string, and represents the database name.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation. This property is writeable at instance creation. After instance creation, this property
is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbServerName, this key forms a compound key for the class.

Maximum length for this property is 123 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbName = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_GroupSetting.MgmtDbServerName Property (WMI)
Gets the data source part of the BizTalk Configuration database connect string.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation. This property is writeable at instance creation. After instance creation, this property
is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbName, this key forms a compound key for the class.

Maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbServerName = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_GroupSetting.MinorVersion Property (WMI)
Gets the minor version number of the BizTalk Server installed. This member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and
is not intended to be used directly from your code.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 MinorVersion;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_GroupSetting.Name Property (WMI)
Gets the name of the group.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation. This property is writeable at instance creation. After instance creation, this property
is read-only.

The maximum length allowed for this property is 128 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string Name;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_GroupSetting.RegisterLocalServer Method (WMI)
Sets up the Windows NT registry of the local computer to point to this BizTalk group.

Method Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Remarks
This method should only be invoked internally by BizTalk Server.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 RegisterLocalServer();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_GroupSetting.RuleEngineDBName Property (WMI)
Gets or sets the name of the RuleEngine SQL Server database.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

Maximum length for this property is 123 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

String RuleEngineDBName; 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_GroupSetting.RuleEngineDBServerName Property
(WMI)
Gets or sets the name of the SQL server where RuleEngine database is located.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

Maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

String RuleEngineDBServerName; 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_GroupSetting.SignCertComment Property (WMI)
Gets or sets a comment field that can be used to associate some friendly name with a signing certificate.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

The maximum length for this property is 256 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string SignCertComment = ""; 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_GroupSetting.SignCertThumbprint Property (WMI)
Gets or sets the thumbprint of the signing certificate to be used to sign outbound documents sent by any BizTalk Host instance in
the BizTalk group.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

The certificate thumbprint is a digest of the certificate data and is found in the certificate details and is expressed as a hexadecimal
value. Example: 'FD36 90F0 EB49 F7B8 D3AB 1C69 8E02 ED84 5738 7868'.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string SignCertThumbprint = ""; 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_GroupSetting.SSOServerName Property (WMI)
Gets the name of the machine where Single Sign On (SSO) server resides on.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

Maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string SSOServerName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_GroupSetting.SubscriptionDBName Property (WMI)
Gets the name of the master subscription SQL database.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation. This property is writeable at instance creation. After instance creation, this property
is read-only.

Maximum length for this property is 100 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string SubscriptionDBName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_GroupSetting.SubscriptionDBServerName Property
(WMI)
Gets the name of the server running SQL Server where master subscription database is located.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation. This property is writeable at instance creation. After instance creation, this property
is read-only.

Maximum length for this property is 80 characters

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string SubscriptionDBServerName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_GroupSetting.TrackingAnalysisDBName Property
(WMI)
Gets or sets the name of the tracking SQL analysis database.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

Maximum length for this property is 123 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string TrackingAnalysisDBName = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_GroupSetting.TrackingAnalysisDBServerName Property
(WMI)
Gets or sets the name of the tracking SQL analysis server.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

Maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string TrackingAnalysisDBServerName = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_GroupSetting.TrackingDBName Property (WMI)
Gets the name of the tracking SQL database.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation. This property is writeable at instance creation. After instance creation, this property
is read-only.

Maximum length for this property is 123 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string TrackingDBName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_GroupSetting.TrackingDBServerName Property (WMI)
Gets the name of SQL Server where the tracking database is located.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation. This property is writeable at instance creation. After instance creation, this property
is read-only.

Maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string TrackingDBServerName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_GroupSetting.UnRegisterLocalServer Method (WMI)
Deletes the Windows NT registry information set up by the RegisterLocalServer method.

Method Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Remarks
This method should only be invoked internally by BizTalk Server

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 UnRegisterLocalServer();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_Host (WMI)
Represents a Microsoft® BizTalk® Server Host.

Declaration

Members
MSBTS_Host defines the following properties:

Property Description
AuthTrusted Indicates whether a tracking service can be trusted to collect authentication information.
Caption (Inherited from CIM_
ManagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manage
ment Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

DecryptCertComment Represents a comment field that allows you to associate a friendly name with a decryption certifica
te.

DecryptCertThumbprint Contains the thumbprint of the public key certificate used to decrypt inbound messages for this ho
st.

Description (Inherited from C
IM_ManagedSystemEleme
nt)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manage
ment Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

HostTracking Indicates whether instances of this BizTalk Host will host the tracking sub service.
HostType Indicates which runtime model the instances of the BizTalk Host will be running in.
InstallDate (Inherited from CI
M_ManagedSystemEleme
nt)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manage
ment Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

IsDefault Indicates whether the BizTalk Host represented by this WMI instance is the default BizTalk Host in t
he BizTalk group.

LastUsedLogon Contains the default logon for the BizTalk Host instance creation user interface.
MgmtDbNameOverride Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the d

atabase name. This property was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for futu
re use.

MgmtDbServerOverride Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not 
implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Name Contains the name of the host.
NTGroupName Contains the name of the Microsoft® Windows® NT® group.
Status (Inherited from CIM_
ManagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manage
ment Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

MSBTS_AppType defines the following methods:

Method Description
Start Starts all BizTalk Host instances in the BizTalk group for the given BizTalk Host.
Stop Stops all BizTalk Host instances in the BizTalk group for the given BizTalk Host.

Remarks
For more information about the minimum security user rights required to administer a Host, see Minimum Security User Rights.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

class MSBTS_Host : MSBTS_Service

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms961807(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_Host.AuthTrusted Property (WMI)
Indicates whether a tracking service can be trusted to collect authentication information.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

Each host can be marked as authentication trusted. These hosts are permitted to indicate that a sender of a message, which the
trusted host is queuing, is an entity other than the host itself. In other words, the service accounts of an authentication trusted
host are trusted to place a sender's security ID (SSID) on a message that maps to a user other than to the host specifically. For
more information, see Authenticating the Sender of a Message.

Note  You can mark any host instance as authentication trusted. However, authentication trusted host instances
cannot use the same service account(s) as non-authentication trusted host instances.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

boolean AuthTrusted;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms961778(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_Host.DecryptCertComment Property (WMI)
Represents a comment field that allows you to associate a friendly name with a decryption certificate.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

The maximum length for this property is 256 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string DecryptCertComment;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_Host.DecryptCertThumbprint Property (WMI)
Contains the thumbprint of the public key certificate used to decrypt inbound messages for this host.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

The certificate thumbprint is a digest of the certificate data and is found in the certificate details expressed as a hexadecimal value.
For example: 'FD36 90F0 EB49 F7B8 D3AB 1C69 8E02 ED84 5738 7868'.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string DecryptCertThumbprint;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_Host.HostTracking Property (WMI)
Indicates whether instances of this BizTalk Host will host the tracking sub service.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

At least one host in the group must host tracking. This option indicates whether the host loads the BizTalk Tracking component to
process health monitoring and business data. Hosts that host tracking have read and write access to the tracking tables in the
MessageBox database, as well as access to the tracking database. Therefore, any objects running in a host that hosts tracking also
have access privileges to read and write to these database tables. Hosts that do not host tracking only have write access to the
tracking tables in the MessageBox database, and no access to the tracking database.

Note  Specifying a host to host tracking has an impact on the performance of BizTalk Server.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

boolean HostTracking;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_Host.HostType Property (WMI)
Indicates which runtime model the instances of the BizTalk Host will be running in.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read only.

The following table contains the permissible values for this property:

Description Value
In-process 1
Isolated 2

In-process hosts represent service instances that an administrator creates, deletes, and fully controls with WMI and the BizTalk
Administration console.

Isolated hosts represent service instances that a solutions developer programmatically creates, deletes, and controls. An
administrator uses WMI and the BizTalk Administration console to configure these hosts (for example, to configure the host
service account and authentication trust).

For more information about in-process and isolated hosts, see About Hosts.

Note that the integer values must be used in code and script.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 HostType;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms943858(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_Host.IsDefault Property (WMI)
Indicates whether the BizTalk Host represented by this WMI instance is the default BizTalk Host in the BizTalk group.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

By default, BizTalk Server uses this host to host the orchestration during the orchestration enlistment process. The default host is
by default the first host created. After you run the Configuration Wizard, the first In-process host is the default host for the BizTalk
Group. You can explicitly choose a different host as the default for your BizTalk Server environment. You can identify the default
host in the BizTalk Server Administration console because it has a checkmark symbol.

Note  You cannot delete a default host. You must first select a new default host.

Note  When there is only one host in a BizTalk group, it cannot be deleted, as this is the default host.

Note  Isolated hosts cannot be marked as the default host.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

boolean IsDefault;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_Host.LastUsedLogon Property (WMI)
Contains the default logon for the BizTalk Host instance creation user interface.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

The maximum length for this property is 128 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string LastUsedLogon;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_Host.MgmtDbNameOverride Property (WMI)
Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the database name. This property
was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbServerOverride and Name, this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 123 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbNameOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_Host.MgmtDbServerOverride Property (WMI)
Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not implemented for BizTalk
Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride and Name, this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbServerOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_Host.Name Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the host.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is writeable at instance creation. After instance creation, this property is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride and MgmtDbServerOverride, this key forms a
compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string Name;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_Host.NTGroupName Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the Microsoft® Windows® NT® group.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
In each database, BizTalk Server creates a SQL role for this host Windows user group and grants this role the minimum user
rights it needs for the user group to perform tasks for this host. Unless your BizTalk system is a single box system (a single BizTalk
server and SQL server is on the same local machine), it is highly recommended that a Windows domain user group (instead of a
local user group) be specified for this property. Otherwise, if local user group is specified, you must ensure that this local user
group has been created on all of the SQL servers where BizTalk Server databases reside in order for BizTalk Server to grant
database access to this group.

This property is read-only.

The maximum length for this property is 63 characters.

For more information about accounts in BizTalk Server, see Windows Group and User Accounts in BizTalk Server.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string NTGroupName;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942440(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

    

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_Host.Start Method (WMI)
Starts all BizTalk Host instances in the BizTalk group for the given BizTalk Host.

Method Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Remarks
For more information about the minimum security user rights required to administer a Host, see Minimum Security User Rights.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 StartService();

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms961807(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_Host.Stop Method (WMI)
Stops all BizTalk Host instances in the BizTalk group for the given BizTalk Host.

Method Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
For more information about the minimum security user rights required to administer a Host, see Minimum Security User Rights.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 StopService();

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms961807(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

                   

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_HostInstance (WMI)
Represents a single instance of a BizTalk Host.

Declaration

Members
MSBTS_HostInstance defines the following properties:

Property Description
Caption (Inherited from CIM_
ManagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manage
ment Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

ConfigurationState Contains the installation state for given instance of the BizTalk host.
Description (Inherited from C
IM_ManagedSystemEleme
nt)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manage
ment Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

HostName Contains the name of the BizTalk host to which this BizTalk host instance belongs.
HostType Indicates which runtime model the instances of the BizTalk host will be running in.
InstallDate (Inherited from CI
M_ManagedSystemEleme
nt)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manage
ment Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

IsDisabled Enables or disables a host instance.
Logon Contains the logon information that this BizTalk host instance is using.
MgmtDbNameOverride Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the d

atabase name. This property was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for futu
re use.

MgmtDbServerOverride Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not 
implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Name Contains the name of the host instance.
NTGroupName Contains the name of the Microsoft® Windows® NT® group.
RunningServer Contains the name of the server on which the host instance runs.
ServiceState Contains the state of the host instance.
Status (Inherited from CIM_
ManagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manage
ment Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

UniqueID Contains the unique ID of the host instance.

MSBTS_AppInstance defines the following methods:

Method Description
GetState Retrieves the state of the given instance of the BizTalk host.
Install Installs a service for the given instance of the BizTalk host.
Start Starts the given instance of the BizTalk host.
Stop Stops the given instance of the BizTalk host.
Uninstall Uninstalls a service for the given instance of the BizTalk host.

Remarks
For more information about the minimum security user rights required to administer a Host instance, see
Minimum Security User Rights.

For samples illustrating the MSBTS_HostInstance class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

class MSBTS_HostInstance : MSBTS_Service

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms961807(v=bts.10).aspx
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_HostInstance.ConfigurationState Property (WMI)
Contains the installation state for given instance of the BizTalk host.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read only.

The following table contains the permissible values for this property:

Description Value
Installed 1
Installation failed 2
Uninstallation failed 3
Update failed 4
Not installed 5

Note that the integer values must be used in code and script.

For samples illustrating the MSBTS_HostInstance class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 ConfigurationState;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_HostInstance.GetState Method (WMI)
Retrieves the state of the given instance of the BizTalk host.

Method Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Parameters
State

[out] Integer describing the state of the BizTalk host instance.

Remarks
The following table contains the possible values for the State parameter:

Description Value
Stopped 1
Start pending 2
Stop pending 3
Running 4
Unknown 8

Note that the integer values must be used in code and script.

For samples illustrating the MSBTS_HostInstance class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 GetState( 
          [out] uint32 State
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_HostInstance.HostName Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the BizTalk host to which this BizTalk host instance belongs.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation. This property is writeable at instance creation. After instance creation, this property
is read-only.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

For samples illustrating the MSBTS_HostInstance class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string HostName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

   

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_HostInstance.HostType Property (WMI)
Indicates which runtime model the instances of the BizTalk host will be running in.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read only.

The following table contains the permissible values for this property:

Description Value
In-process 1
Isolated 2

Note that the integer values must be used in code and script.

For samples illustrating the MSBTS_HostInstance class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 HostType;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostInstance.Install Method
Installs a service for the given instance of the BizTalk host.

Method Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Parameters
Logon

String containing the logon information used by the host instance.
Password

String containing the password for the host.
GrantLogOnAsService

Boolean determining whether the 'Log On As Service' privilege should be automatically granted to the specified logon user or
not. This flag only has effect when the HostType property is set to In-process.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Remarks
For samples illustrating the MSBTS_HostInstance class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 InstallService(string Logon, string Password);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostInstance.IsDisabled Property (WMI)
Enables or disables a host instance.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
IsDisabled can only be set when the host instance is in a stopped state.

For samples illustrating the MSBTS_HostInstance class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

boolean IsDisabled = FALSE;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_HostInstance.Logon Property (WMI)
Contains the logon information that this BizTalk host instance is using.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read only.

The maximum length for this property is 128 characters.

For samples illustrating the MSBTS_HostInstance class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string Logon;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_HostInstance.MgmtDbNameOverride Property (WMI)
Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the database name. This property
was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with Name and MgmtDbNameOverride, this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 123 characters.

For samples illustrating the MSBTS_HostInstance class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbNameOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostInstance.MgmtDbServerOverride Property (WMI)
Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not implemented for BizTalk
Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with Name and MgmtDbServerOverride, this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

For samples illustrating the MSBTS_HostInstance class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbServerOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostInstance.Name Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the host instance.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride and MgmtDbServerOverride, this key forms a
compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 128 characters.

For samples illustrating the MSBTS_HostInstance class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string Name;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostInstance.NTGroupName Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the Microsoft® Windows® NT® group.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read only.

The Windows NT group can be either a local or a domain Windows NT group. The group is granted access to the application
queue created for the host type. The account used to host the host instances must be a member of the group. For more
information about accounts in BizTalk Server, see Windows Group and User Accounts in BizTalk Server.

The maximum length for this property is 63 characters.

For samples illustrating the MSBTS_HostInstance class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string NTGroupName;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942440(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostInstance.RunningServer Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the server on which the host instance runs.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation. This property is writeable at instance creation. After instance creation, this property
is read-only.

The maximum length for this property is 63 characters.

For samples illustrating the MSBTS_HostInstance class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string RunningServer;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostInstance.ServiceState Property (WMI)
Contains the state of the host instance.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read only.

The following table contains the permissible values for this property:

Description Value
Stopped 1
Start pending 2
Stop pending 3
Running 4
Continue pending 5
Pause pending 6
Paused 7
Unknown 8

Note that the integer values must be used in code and script.

For samples illustrating the MSBTS_HostInstance class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 ServiceState;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostInstance.Start Method (WMI)
Starts the given instance of the BizTalk host.

Method Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Remarks
For more information about the minimum security user rights required to administer a Host instance, see
Minimum Security User Rights.

For samples illustrating the MSBTS_HostInstance class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 StartService();

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms961807(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostInstance.Stop Method (WMI)
Stops the given instance of the BizTalk host.

Method Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Remarks
For more information about the minimum security user rights required to administer a Host instance, see
Minimum Security User Rights.

For samples illustrating the MSBTS_HostInstance class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 StopService();

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms961807(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostInstance.UniqueID Property (WMI)
Contains the unique ID of the host instance.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read only.

For samples illustrating the MSBTS_HostInstance class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string UniqueID;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostInstance.Uninstall Method (WMI)
Uninstalls a service for the given instance of the BizTalk host.

Method Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Remarks
For samples illustrating the MSBTS_HostInstance class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 UninstallService();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostInstanceSetting (WMI)
Updates the IsDisabled property when a host is in the stopped state.

Declaration

Members
MSBTS_HostInstanceSetting defines the following properties:

Property Description
Caption (Inherited from 
CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation doc
umentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

ConfigurationState Contains the installation state for given instance of the BizTalk host.
Description (Inherited fr
om CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation doc
umentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

HostName Contains the name of the BizTalk host to which this BizTalk host instance belongs.
HostType Indicates which runtime model the instances of the BizTalk host will be running in.
IsDisabled Enables or disables a host instance.
Logon Contains the logon information that this BizTalk host instance is using.
MgmtDbNameOverride Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the databa

se name. This property was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.
MgmtDbServerOverride Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not impl

emented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.
Name Contains the name of the host instance.
NTGroupName Contains the name of the Microsoft® Windows® NT® group.
RunningServer Contains the name of the server on which the host instance runs.
SettingID (Inherited fro
m CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation doc
umentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

Remarks
This class should only be used to update the IsDisabled property for a host in the stopped state, which can also be done by
MSBTS_HostInstance.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

class MSBTS_HostInstanceSetting : MSBTS_Setting

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostInstanceSetting.ConfigurationState Property
(WMI)
Contains the installation state for given instance of the BizTalk host.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The following table contains the permissible values for this property:

Description Value
Installed 1
Installation failed 2
Uninstallation failed 3
Update failed 4
Not installed 5

Note that the integer values must be used in code and script.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 ConfigurationState;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostInstanceSetting.HostName Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the BizTalk host to which this BizTalk host instance belongs.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string HostName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostInstanceSetting.HostType Property (WMI)
Indicates which runtime model the instances of the BizTalk Host will be running in.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The following table contains the permissible values for this property:

Description Value
In-process 1
Isolated 2

Note that the integer values must be used in code and script.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 HostType;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostInstanceSetting.IsDisabled Property (WMI)
Enables or disables a host instance.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
The IsDisabled property can be changed when the host instance is in the stopped or started state. However, if a host instance is
disabled while it is running, then the change will not take effect until the host instance is stopped. Thus a running host instance
will continue to run even if it is disabled. But once it is stopped, you cannot start it until the IsDisabled property is set to FALSE
again.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

boolean IsDisabled = FALSE;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostInstanceSetting.Logon Property (WMI)
Contains the logon information that this BizTalk host instance is using.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The maximum length for this property is 128 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string Logon;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostInstanceSetting.MgmtDbNameOverride Property
(WMI)
Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the database name. This property
was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with Name and MgmtDbServerOverride, this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 123 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbNameOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostInstanceSetting.MgmtDbServerOverride Property
(WMI)
Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not implemented for BizTalk
Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with Name and MgmtDbNameOverride, this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbServerOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostInstanceSetting.Name Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the host instance.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The value of Name is unique in the BizTalk group.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride and MgmtDbServerOverride, this key forms a
compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 128 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string Name;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostInstanceSetting.NTGroupName Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the Microsoft® Windows® NT® group.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The Windows NT group can be either a local or a domain Windows NT group. The group is granted access to the application
queue created for the host type. The account used to host the host instances must be a member of the group. For more
information about accounts in BizTalk Server, see Windows Group and User Accounts in BizTalk Server.

The maximum length for this property is 63 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string NTGroupName;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942440(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostInstanceSetting.RunningServer Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the server on which the host instance runs.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The maximum length for this property is 63 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string RunningServer;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostQueue (WMI)
Represents an application.

Declaration

Members
MSBTS_HostQueue defines the following properties:

Property Description
Caption (Inherited from CIM_
ManagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manage
ment Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

Description (Inherited from C
IM_ManagedSystemEleme
nt)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manage
ment Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

HostName Contains the name of the host that corresponds to the queue.
InstallDate (Inherited from CI
M_ManagedSystemEleme
nt)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manage
ment Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

MgmtDbNameOverride Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the d
atabase name. This property was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for futu
re use.

MgmtDbServerOverride Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not 
implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Name (Inherited from CIM_
ManagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manage
ment Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

Status (Inherited from CIM_
ManagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manage
ment Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

MSBTS_HostQueue defines the following methods:

Property Description
ResumeServiceInstancesByID Resubmits service instances by ID.
SuspendServiceInstancesByID Moves service instances to the suspended queue by ID.
TerminateServiceInstancesByID Terminates service instances by ID.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

class MSBTS_HostQueue : MSBTS_BTSObject

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostQueue.HostName Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the host that this queue corresponds to.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride and MgmtDbServerOverride, this key forms a
compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string HostName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostQueue.MgmtDbNameOverride Property (WMI)
Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the database name. This property
was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with HostName and MgmtDbServerOverride, this key forms a compound key for the
class.

The maximum length for this property is 123 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbNameOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostQueue.MgmtDbServerOverride Property (WMI)
Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not implemented for BizTalk
Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with HostName and MgmtDbNameOverride, this key forms a compound key for the
class.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbServerOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostQueue.ResumeServiceInstancesByID Method
(WMI)
Resubmits service instances by ID.

Method Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Parameters
ServiceClassID

[in] An array of IDs of the service classes to which the message instance belongs.
ServiceTypeID

[in] An array of IDs of the service types to which the message instance belongs.
ServiceInstanceID

[in] An array of IDs of the service instance to which the message instance belongs.
ResumeMode

[in] Use 1 to resume in regular non-debug mode, use 2 to resume in debug mode.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Remarks
For more information about enumerating the ServiceInstance classes to construct an ID array to pass into this method, see
Resuming Suspended Service Instances of a Specific Orchestration Using WMI.

The number of elements in ServiceClassID, ServiceTypeID and ServiceInstanceID parameters must be equal.

If you want to resume multiple instances, and if all instances have the same ServiceClassID or ServiceTypeID, passing a single
value for either of these parameters while sending multiple values for ServiceInstanceID parameter is not supported.

A maximum of 2047 service instances can be resumed in a single ResumeServiceInstancesByID method call. To resume more
than 2047 instances, enumerate the instances into batches of 2047, and then call the method on each batch.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 ResumeServiceInstancesByID(
    string ServiceClassID[],
    string ServiceTypeID[],
    string ServiceInstanceID[],
    uint32 ResumeMode
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostQueue.SuspendServiceInstancesByID Method
(WMI)
Moves service instance IDs to the suspended queue.

Method Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Parameters
ServiceClassID

[in] An array of IDs of the service classes to which the message instance belongs.
ServiceTypeID

[in] An array of IDs of the service types to which the message instance belongs.
ServiceInstanceID

[in] An array of IDs of the service instances to which the message instance belongs.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Remarks
For more information about enumerating the ServiceInstance classes to construct an ID array to pass into this method, see
Resuming Suspended Service Instances of a Specific Orchestration Using WMI.

The number of elements in ServiceClassID, ServiceTypeID and ServiceInstanceID parameters must be equal.

If you want to suspend multiple instances, and if all instances have the same ServiceClassID or ServiceTypeID, passing a single
value for either of these parameters while sending multiple values for ServiceInstanceID parameter is not supported.

A maximum of 2047 service instances can be suspended in a single SuspendServiceInstancesByID method call. To suspend
more than 2047 instances, enumerate the instances into batches of 2047, and then call the method on each batch.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 SuspendServiceInstancesByID(
    string ServiceClassID[],
    string ServiceTypeID[],
    string ServiceInstanceID[]
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostQueue.TerminateServiceInstancesByID Method
(WMI)
Terminates service instances by ID.

Method Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Parameters
ServiceClassID

[in] An array of IDs of the service classes to which the message instance belongs.
ServiceTypeID

[in] An array of IDs of the service types to which the message instance belongs.
ServiceInstanceID

[in] An array of IDs of the service instances to which the message instance belongs.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Remarks
For more information about enumerating the ServiceInstance classes to construct an ID array to pass into this method, see
Resuming Suspended Service Instances of a Specific Orchestration Using WMI.

The number of elements in ServiceClassID, ServiceTypeID and ServiceInstanceID parameters must be equal.

If you want to terminate multiple instances, and if all instances have the same ServiceClassID or ServiceTypeID, passing a single
value for either of these parameters while sending multiple values for ServiceInstanceID parameter is not supported.

A maximum of 2047 service instances can be terminated in a single TerminateServiceInstancesByID method call. To terminate
more than 2047 instances, enumerate the instances into batches of 2047, and then call the method on each batch.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 TerminateServiceInstancesByID(
    string ServiceClassID[],
    string ServiceTypeID[],
    string ServiceInstanceID[]
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostSetting (WMI)
Creates a Microsoft® BizTalk® Server host setting.

Declaration

Members
MSBTS_AppTypeSetting defines the following properties/methods:

Property Description
AuthTrusted Indicates whether a BizTalk host can be trusted to collect authentication information.
Caption (Inherited from 
CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation doc
umentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

DecryptCertComment Represents a comment field that allows you to associate a friendly name with a decryption certificate.
DecryptCertThumbprint Contains the thumbprint of the decryption certificate.
Description (Inherited fr
om CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation doc
umentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

HostTracking Indicates whether instances of this BizTalk Host will host the tracking sub service.
HostType Indicates which runtime model the instances of the BizTalk Host will be running in.
IsDefault Indicates whether the BizTalk Host represented by this WMI instance is the default BizTalk Host in the Biz

Talk group.
LastUsedLogon Contains a default logon for the BizTalk Host instance creation user interface.
MgmtDbNameOverride Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the databa

se name. This property was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.
MgmtDbServerOverride Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not impl

emented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.
Name Contains the name of the BizTalk host.
NTGroupName Contains the name of the Windows NT group.
SettingID (Inherited fro
m CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation doc
umentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

Remarks
For sample code using the MSBTS_HostSetting class, see Creating, Updating, and Deleting a Host Instance Using WMI.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

class MSBTS_HostSetting : MSBTS_Setting

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostSetting.AuthTrusted Property (WMI)
Indicates whether a BizTalk host can be trusted to collect authentication information.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

The default value for this property is false.

For sample code using the MSBTS_HostSetting class, see Creating, Updating, and Deleting a Host Instance Using WMI.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

boolean AuthTrusted = false;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostSetting.DecryptCertComment Property (WMI)
Represents a comment field that allows you to associate a friendly name with a decryption certificate.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

The maximum length for this property is 256 characters.

For sample code using the MSBTS_HostSetting class, see Creating, Updating, and Deleting a Host Instance Using WMI.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string DecryptCertComment;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostSetting.DecryptCertThumbprint Property (WMI)
Contains the thumbprint of the decryption certificate.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

The certificate thumbprint is a digest of the certificate data and is found in the certificate details expressed as a hexadecimal value.
For example: 'FD36 90F0 EB49 F7B8 D3AB 1C69 8E02 ED84 5738 7868'.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

For sample code using the MSBTS_HostSetting class, see Creating, Updating, and Deleting a Host Instance Using WMI.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string DecryptCertThumbprint;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostSetting.HostTracking Property (WMI)
Indicates whether instances of this BizTalk Host will host the tracking sub service.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

The default value for this property is false.

For sample code using the MSBTS_HostSetting class, see Creating, Updating, and Deleting a Host Instance Using WMI.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

boolean HostTracking = FALSE;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostSetting.HostType Property (WMI)
Indicates which runtime model the instances of the BizTalk Host will be running in.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation. This property is writeable at instance creation. After instance creation, this property
is read-only.

The default value for this property is false.

This property is required for instance creation.

For sample code using the MSBTS_HostSetting class, see Creating, Updating, and Deleting a Host Instance Using WMI.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

boolean HostTracking = FALSE;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostSetting.IsDefault Property (WMI)
Indicates whether the BizTalk Host represented by this WMI instance is the default BizTalk Host in the BizTalk group.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

C#

Remarks
This property is read-write.

The default value for this property is false.

For sample code using the MSBTS_HostSetting class, see Creating, Updating, and Deleting a Host Instance Using WMI.

Example
The following example was taken from the SDK\Samples\Admin\WMI\Enlist Orchestration\CSharp\EnlistOrc.cs file.

boolean IsDefault = FALSE;

<snippet id="c144d270-40fd-4b58-a09f-a250176e7b9c" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
      static void Main(string[] args)
      {
         try
         {
            //Make sure the expected number of arguments were provided on the command line.
            //If not, print usage text and exit.
            if (args.Length != 2) 
            { 
               PrintUsage();               
               return;
            }

            else
            {
               //set up a WMI query to acquire a list of orchestrations with the given Name a
nd 
               //AssemblyName key values.  This should be a list of zero or one Orchestration
s.
               //Create the WMI search object.
               ManagementObjectSearcher Searcher = new ManagementObjectSearcher();
               
               Console.WriteLine("Got the args");

               // create the scope node so we can set the WMI root node correctly.
               ManagementScope Scope = new ManagementScope("root\\MicrosoftBizTalkServer");
               Searcher.Scope = Scope;

               string HostName = "";
            
               // Build a Query to enumerate the MSBTS_Orchestration instances with the
               // specified name and assembly name.
               SelectQuery Query = new SelectQuery();    
               Query.QueryString = "SELECT * FROM MSBTS_HostSetting WHERE IsDefault ='TRUE'";
         
               // Set the query for the searcher.
               Searcher.Query = Query;
               ManagementObjectCollection QueryCol = Searcher.Get(); 
               
               foreach (ManagementObject Inst in QueryCol)
               {
                  //Get the default host name.



The following example was taken from the SDK\Samples\Admin\WMI\Enlist Orchestration\VBScript\EnlistOrch.vbs file.

VB

                  HostName = Inst.Properties["Name"].Value.ToString();

                  Console.WriteLine("The Orchestration will be enlisted with the default host
: " + HostName + ".");
               }
            
               // Build a Query to enumerate the MSBTS_Orchestration instances with the
               // specified name and assembly name.
               Query.QueryString = "SELECT * FROM MSBTS_Orchestration WHERE Name = '" + args[
0]+ "' AND AssemblyName = '" + args[1] + "'";
         
               // Set the query for the searcher.
               Searcher.Query = Query;
               QueryCol = Searcher.Get(); 
               
               // Use a bool to tell if we enter the for loop
               // below because Count property is not supported
               bool OrchestrationFound = false;
               
               foreach (ManagementObject Inst in QueryCol)
               {
                  // There is at least one Orchestration
                  OrchestrationFound = true;

                  ManagementBaseObject inParams = Inst.GetMethodParameters("Enlist");
                  //Fill in input parameter values
                  inParams["HostName"] = HostName;
            
                  //Execute the method
                  ManagementBaseObject outParams = Inst.InvokeMethod("Enlist",inParams,null);
                  Console.WriteLine("The Orchestration was successfully enlisted.");
               }

               if(!OrchestrationFound)
               {
                  Console.WriteLine("No Orchestration found matching that Name and AssemblyNa
me.");
               }
            }
         }

            
         catch(Exception excep)
         {
            Console.WriteLine("An exception occurred " + excep.Message);
            Console.WriteLine(excep.StackTrace);
         }
         
         Console.WriteLine("\r\n\r\nPress Enter to continue...");
         Console.Read();
      }
<snippet id="c144d270-40fd-4b58-a09f-a250176e7b9c" type="end"/> 

<snippet id="c03fcefa-422b-4641-9ec2-797a60108040" name="" devlang="VBS" type="start"/> 
Sub EnlistOrch()
   'Get the command line arguments entered for the script
   Dim Args: Set Args = WScript.Arguments

   'error handling is done by explicity checking the err object rather than using
   'the VB ON ERROR construct, so set to resume next on error.
   on error resume next
   
   'Make sure the expected number of arguments were provided on the command line.
   'if not, print usage text and exit.



   If (Args.Count < 2) Or (Args.Count > 3) Then
      PrintUsage()
      wscript.quit 0
   End If

   Dim InstSet, Inst, Query, OrchestrationName, AssemblyName, HostName, Start
   
   OrchestrationName = Args(0)
   AssemblyName = Args(1)
         
   'Check if orchestration is to be started
   If (Args.Count = 3) Then
      If ("Start" = Args(2)) Then
         Start = True
      Else
         wscript.echo "Wrong optional flag."
         PrintUsage()
         wscript.quit 0
      End If
   End If
   
   'set up a WMI query to acquire a list of defaul inprocess hosts
   'This should be a list of zero or one host.
   Query = "SELECT * FROM MSBTS_HostSetting WHERE IsDefault =""TRUE"""
   Set InstSet = GetObject("Winmgmts:!root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer").ExecQuery(Query)

   'Check for error condition before continuing.
   If Err <> 0 Then
      PrintWMIErrorthenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
   End If

   'if Default Host found, get Host Name and NT Group Name.  There is only one default host.
   If InstSet.Count > 0 Then
      For Each Inst In InstSet
         HostName = Inst.Name
         If Err <> 0   Then
            PrintWMIErrorthenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
         End If
         wscript.echo "Using default inprocess host " & HostName & "."
      Next
   End If

   'set up a WMI query to acquire a list of orchestrations with the given Name and 
   'AssemblyName key values.  This should be a list of zero or one Orchestrations.
   Query = "SELECT * FROM MSBTS_Orchestration WHERE Name =""" & OrchestrationName & """ AND A
ssemblyName = """ & AssemblyName & """"
   Set InstSet = GetObject("Winmgmts:!root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer").ExecQuery(Query)
   
   'Check for error condition before continuing.
   If Err <> 0   Then
      PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
   End If

   'If orchestration found, enlist the orchestration, otherwise print error and end.
   If InstSet.Count > 0 then
      For Each Inst in InstSet
         Inst.Enlist(HostName)
         If Err <> 0   Then
            PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
         End If
         wscript.echo "The Orchestration was successfully enlisted."
         
         If Start Then
            Inst.Start 2, 2
            If Err <> 0   Then
               PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
            End If
            wscript.echo "The Orchestration was successfully started."



 

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

         End If
      Next
   Else
      wscript.echo "No orchestration was found matching that Name and AssemblyName."
   End If
         
End Sub 
<snippet id="c03fcefa-422b-4641-9ec2-797a60108040" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostSetting.LastUsedLogon Property (WMI)
Contains a default logon for the BizTalk Host instance creation user interface.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

The maximum length for this property is 128 characters.

For sample code using the MSBTS_HostSetting class, see Creating, Updating, and Deleting a Host Instance Using WMI.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string LastUsedLogon;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostSetting.MgmtDbNameOverride Property (WMI)
Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the database name. This property
was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbServerOverride and Name, this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 123 characters.

For sample code using the MSBTS_HostSetting class, see Creating, Updating, and Deleting a Host Instance Using WMI.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbNameOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostSetting.MgmtDbServerOverride Property (WMI)
Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not implemented for BizTalk
Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride and Name, this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

For sample code using the MSBTS_HostSetting class, see Creating, Updating, and Deleting a Host Instance Using WMI.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbServerOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostSetting.Name Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the BizTalk host.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

C#

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation. This property is writeable at instance creation. After instance creation, this property
is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride and MgmtDbServerOverride, this key forms a
compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

For sample code using the MSBTS_HostSetting class, see Creating, Updating, and Deleting a Host Instance Using WMI.

Example
The following example was taken from the SDK\Samples\Admin\WMI\Enlist Orchestration\CSharp\EnlistOrc.cs file.

string Name;

<snippet id="c144d270-40fd-4b58-a09f-a250176e7b9c" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
      static void Main(string[] args)
      {
         try
         {
            //Make sure the expected number of arguments were provided on the command line.
            //If not, print usage text and exit.
            if (args.Length != 2) 
            { 
               PrintUsage();               
               return;
            }

            else
            {
               //set up a WMI query to acquire a list of orchestrations with the given Name a
nd 
               //AssemblyName key values.  This should be a list of zero or one Orchestration
s.
               //Create the WMI search object.
               ManagementObjectSearcher Searcher = new ManagementObjectSearcher();
               
               Console.WriteLine("Got the args");

               // create the scope node so we can set the WMI root node correctly.
               ManagementScope Scope = new ManagementScope("root\\MicrosoftBizTalkServer");
               Searcher.Scope = Scope;

               string HostName = "";
            
               // Build a Query to enumerate the MSBTS_Orchestration instances with the
               // specified name and assembly name.
               SelectQuery Query = new SelectQuery();    
               Query.QueryString = "SELECT * FROM MSBTS_HostSetting WHERE IsDefault ='TRUE'";
         
               // Set the query for the searcher.
               Searcher.Query = Query;
               ManagementObjectCollection QueryCol = Searcher.Get(); 
               



The following example was taken from the SDK\Samples\Admin\WMI\Enlist Orchestration\VBScript\EnlistOrch.vbs file.

VB

               foreach (ManagementObject Inst in QueryCol)
               {
                  //Get the default host name.
                  HostName = Inst.Properties["Name"].Value.ToString();

                  Console.WriteLine("The Orchestration will be enlisted with the default host
: " + HostName + ".");
               }
            
               // Build a Query to enumerate the MSBTS_Orchestration instances with the
               // specified name and assembly name.
               Query.QueryString = "SELECT * FROM MSBTS_Orchestration WHERE Name = '" + args[
0]+ "' AND AssemblyName = '" + args[1] + "'";
         
               // Set the query for the searcher.
               Searcher.Query = Query;
               QueryCol = Searcher.Get(); 
               
               // Use a bool to tell if we enter the for loop
               // below because Count property is not supported
               bool OrchestrationFound = false;
               
               foreach (ManagementObject Inst in QueryCol)
               {
                  // There is at least one Orchestration
                  OrchestrationFound = true;

                  ManagementBaseObject inParams = Inst.GetMethodParameters("Enlist");
                  //Fill in input parameter values
                  inParams["HostName"] = HostName;
            
                  //Execute the method
                  ManagementBaseObject outParams = Inst.InvokeMethod("Enlist",inParams,null);
                  Console.WriteLine("The Orchestration was successfully enlisted.");
               }

               if(!OrchestrationFound)
               {
                  Console.WriteLine("No Orchestration found matching that Name and AssemblyNa
me.");
               }
            }
         }

            
         catch(Exception excep)
         {
            Console.WriteLine("An exception occurred " + excep.Message);
            Console.WriteLine(excep.StackTrace);
         }
         
         Console.WriteLine("\r\n\r\nPress Enter to continue...");
         Console.Read();
      }
<snippet id="c144d270-40fd-4b58-a09f-a250176e7b9c" type="end"/> 

<snippet id="c03fcefa-422b-4641-9ec2-797a60108040" name="" devlang="VBS" type="start"/> 
Sub EnlistOrch()
   'Get the command line arguments entered for the script
   Dim Args: Set Args = WScript.Arguments

   'error handling is done by explicity checking the err object rather than using
   'the VB ON ERROR construct, so set to resume next on error.
   on error resume next



   
   'Make sure the expected number of arguments were provided on the command line.
   'if not, print usage text and exit.
   If (Args.Count < 2) Or (Args.Count > 3) Then
      PrintUsage()
      wscript.quit 0
   End If

   Dim InstSet, Inst, Query, OrchestrationName, AssemblyName, HostName, Start
   
   OrchestrationName = Args(0)
   AssemblyName = Args(1)
         
   'Check if orchestration is to be started
   If (Args.Count = 3) Then
      If ("Start" = Args(2)) Then
         Start = True
      Else
         wscript.echo "Wrong optional flag."
         PrintUsage()
         wscript.quit 0
      End If
   End If
   
   'set up a WMI query to acquire a list of defaul inprocess hosts
   'This should be a list of zero or one host.
   Query = "SELECT * FROM MSBTS_HostSetting WHERE IsDefault =""TRUE"""
   Set InstSet = GetObject("Winmgmts:!root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer").ExecQuery(Query)

   'Check for error condition before continuing.
   If Err <> 0 Then
      PrintWMIErrorthenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
   End If

   'if Default Host found, get Host Name and NT Group Name.  There is only one default host.
   If InstSet.Count > 0 Then
      For Each Inst In InstSet
         HostName = Inst.Name
         If Err <> 0   Then
            PrintWMIErrorthenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
         End If
         wscript.echo "Using default inprocess host " & HostName & "."
      Next
   End If

   'set up a WMI query to acquire a list of orchestrations with the given Name and 
   'AssemblyName key values.  This should be a list of zero or one Orchestrations.
   Query = "SELECT * FROM MSBTS_Orchestration WHERE Name =""" & OrchestrationName & """ AND A
ssemblyName = """ & AssemblyName & """"
   Set InstSet = GetObject("Winmgmts:!root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer").ExecQuery(Query)
   
   'Check for error condition before continuing.
   If Err <> 0   Then
      PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
   End If

   'If orchestration found, enlist the orchestration, otherwise print error and end.
   If InstSet.Count > 0 then
      For Each Inst in InstSet
         Inst.Enlist(HostName)
         If Err <> 0   Then
            PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
         End If
         wscript.echo "The Orchestration was successfully enlisted."
         
         If Start Then
            Inst.Start 2, 2
            If Err <> 0   Then



 

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

               PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
            End If
            wscript.echo "The Orchestration was successfully started."
         End If
      Next
   Else
      wscript.echo "No orchestration was found matching that Name and AssemblyName."
   End If
         
End Sub 
<snippet id="c03fcefa-422b-4641-9ec2-797a60108040" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_HostSetting.NTGroupName Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the Windows NT group.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation. This property is writeable at instance creation. After instance creation, this property
is read-only.

The Windows NT group can be either a local or a domain Windows NT group. The group is granted access to the application
queue created for the application type. The account used to host the application instances must be a member of the group. For
more information about accounts in BizTalk Server, see Windows Group and User Accounts in BizTalk Server.

The maximum length for this property is 63 characters.

For sample code using the MSBTS_HostSetting class, see Creating, Updating, and Deleting a Host Instance Using WMI.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string NTGroupName;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942440(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_MessageInstance (WMI)
Represents a message instance.

Declaration
VB

Members
MSBTS_MessageInstance defines the following properties:

Property Description
AssemblyCulture Contains the culture of the .NET assembly that corresponds to the service instance to which this me

ssage belongs.
AssemblyName Contains the name of the assembly associated with the message instance.
AssemblyPublicKeyToken Contains the public key token of the .NET assembly that corresponds to the service instance to whic

h this message belongs.
AssemblyVersion Contains the version of the .NET assembly that corresponds to the service instance to which this m

essage belongs.
Caption (Inherited from CIM_
ManagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manage
ment Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

Context Contains the message context.
CreationTime Contains the time that this message was last modified.
Description (Inherited from C
IM_ManagedSystemEleme
nt)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manage
ment Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

HostName Contains the name of the host that corresponds to this queue.
InboundAdapterName Contains the name of the adapter that received this message.
InboundURL Contains the name of the URL this message is received from.
InstallDate (Inherited from CI
M_ManagedSystemEleme
nt)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manage
ment Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

MessageInstanceID Contains the ID of the message instance.
MessageType Contains the document type that corresponds to this message.
MgmtDbNameOverride Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the d

atabase name. This property was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for futu
re use.

MgmtDbServerOverride Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not 
implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

MsgBoxDBName Contains the name of the MessageBox database.
MsgBoxDBServerName Contains the name of the SQL Server where the MessageBox database is located.
Name (Inherited from CIM_
ManagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manage
ment Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

OriginatorPID Contains the originators PID.
OriginatorSID Contains the originators SID.
OutboundAdapterName Contains the name of the adapter that will send this message.
OutboundURL Contains the name of the URL this message is going to be sent to.
PublisherLogon Contains logon of the BizTalk Host instance that created the message.
ReferenceType Contains information about how message is referenced by a service.
RetryCount Contains the number of attempts made to send this message.
SendPortName Contains the name of the send port that this message is going to be sent through.
ServiceClass Contains the name of the service class that corresponds to the message instance.
ServiceClassID Contains the ID of the service class to which the message instance belongs.
ServiceInstanceID Contains the ID of the service instance to which the message instance belongs.

class MSBTS_MessageInstance : MSBTS_BTSObject

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245


ServiceInstanceStatus Contains state of the service instance to which this message belongs.
ServiceName Contains the name of the service that corresponds to the message instance.
ServiceTypeID Contains the ID of the service type to which the message instance belongs.
Status (Inherited from CIM_
ManagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manage
ment Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

MSBTS_MessageInstance defines the following properties:

Property Description
SaveToFile Enables an administrator to save message context and parts into multiple output files.

Example
The following example displays how to limit the results of WMI queries on the MSBTS_ServiceInstance and
MSBTS_MessageInstance WMI classes. These two WMI classes have support for WMI context properties that allow limiting a
result set. This is required because the number of service instances or message instances may be very large. This is not the case
for any other BizTalk WMI class and WMI context should be not used with them.

EnumAllInstances

If Err <> 0   Then
   PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
End If

Sub EnumAllInstances
   Dim Context, FromTime, UntilTime, InstSet, Query
   
   wbemFlagReturnImmediately = 16 '0x10
   Set Context = CreateObject("WbemScripting.SWbemNamedValueSet")
   Set FromTime = CreateObject("WbemScripting.SWbemDateTime")
   Set UntilTime = CreateObject("WbemScripting.SWbemDateTime")
   
   FromTime.Year = 2003
   UntilTime.Year = 2003
   UntilTime.Month = 3
   UntilTime.Day = 26
   UntilTime.Hours = 19
   UntilTime.Minutes = 32
   
   Context.Add "From", FromTime.Value
   Context.Add "Until", UntilTime.Value
   Context.Add "IterationDelayMS", 10
   

   Query = "SELECT * FROM MSBTS_ServiceInstance"

   Set InstSet = GetObject("Winmgmts:!root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer").ExecQuery(Query, "WQL", w
bemFlagReturnImmediately, Context)
   If Err <> 0 Then
      PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
   End If
   
   For Each Inst In InstSet
      wscript.echo Inst.InstanceID + " " + Inst.HostName
   Next

End Sub

Sub   PrintWMIErrorThenExit(strErrDesc, ErrNum)
   On Error Resume Next
   Dim   objWMIError : Set objWMIError =   CreateObject("WbemScripting.SwbemLastError")

   If ( TypeName(objWMIError) = "Empty" ) Then
      wscript.echo strErrDesc & " (HRESULT: " & Hex(ErrNum) & ")."
   Else
      wscript.echo objWMIError.Description & "(HRESULT: "     & Hex(ErrNum) & ")."

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245


 

[C#] No C# sample is provided.

Remarks
This class may have many instances, and enumerating all of these classes may be slow and unnecessarily consume resources
from the MessageBox database. If the ID of the message instance is known, use it to specify the message instance in any database
lookups. For example, select * from MSBTS_MessageInstance where MessageInstanceID= "GUID". WMI will parse the WQL to
retrieve the message ID from the query and only retrieve instances that match the specified IDs.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

      Set objWMIError = nothing
   End     If
End     Sub

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_MessageInstance.AssemblyCulture Property (WMI)
Contains the culture of the .NET assembly that corresponds to the service instance to which this message belongs.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string AssemblyCulture;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_MessageInstance.AssemblyName Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the assembly associated with the message instance.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string AssemblyName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_MessageInstance.AssemblyPublicKeyToken Property
(WMI)
Contains the public key token of the .NET assembly that corresponds to the service instance to which this message belongs.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string AssemblyPublicKeyToken;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_MessageInstance.AssemblyVersion Property (WMI)
Contains the version of the .NET assembly that corresponds to the service instance to which this message belongs.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string AssemblyVersion;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_MessageInstance.Context Property (WMI)
Contains the message context.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

This property is optional.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string Context;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_MessageInstance.CreationTime Property (WMI)
Contains the time that this message was last modified.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

datetime CreationTime;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_MessageInstance.HostName Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the host that corresponds to this queue.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string HostName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_MessageInstance.InboundAdapterName Property
(WMI)
Contains the name of the adapter that received this message.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

This property is optional.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string InboundAdapterName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_MessageInstance.InboundURL Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the URL this message is received from.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string InboundURL;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_MessageInstance.MessageInstanceID Property (WMI)
Contains the ID of the message instance.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride, MgmtDbServerOverride, and ServiceInstanceID, this
key forms a compound key for the class.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MessageInstanceID;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_MessageInstance.MessageType Property (WMI)
Contains the document type that corresponds to this message.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MessageType;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_MessageInstance.MgmtDbNameOverride Property
(WMI)
Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the database name. This property
was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MessageInstanceID, MgmtDbServerOverride, and ServiceInstanceID, this key
forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 123 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbNameOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_MessageInstance.MgmtDbServerOverride Property
(WMI)
Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not implemented for BizTalk
Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MessageInstanceID, MgmtDbNameOverride, MgmtDbServerOverride, and
ServiceInstanceID, this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbNameOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_MessageInstance.MsgBoxDBName Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the MessageBox database.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The maximum length for this property is 123 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MsgBoxDBName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_MessageInstance.MsgBoxDBServerName Property
(WMI)
Contains the name of the SQL Server where the MessageBox database is located.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MsgBoxDBServerName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_MessageInstance.OriginatorPID Property (WMI)
Contains the originators PID.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string OriginatorPID;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_MessageInstance.OriginatorSID Property (WMI)
Contains the originators SID.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string OriginatorSID;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_MessageInstance.OutboundAdapterName Property
(WMI)
Contains the name of the adapter that will send this message.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string OutboundAdapterName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_MessageInstance.OutboundURL Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the URL this message is going to be sent to.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string OutboundURL;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_MessageInstance.PublisherLogon Property (WMI)
Contains the document type that corresponds to the message instance.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The maximum length for this property is 128 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string Schema;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_MessageInstance.ReferenceType Property (WMI)
Contains information about how message is referenced by a service.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The following table contains the permissible values for this property:

Description Value
Delivered, not consumed 1
Consumed 2
Suspended 4
Abandoned 8

Note that the integer values must be used in code and script.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 ReferenceType;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_MessageInstance.RetryCount Property (WMI)
Contains the number of attempts made to send this message.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string RetryCount;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_MessageInstance.SaveToFile Method (WMI)
Enables an administrator to save message context and parts into multiple output files.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Parameters
OutputFolderFullPath

The full name of the output path in which to save the message context and parts.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 SaveToFile(string OutputFolderFullPath);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_MessageInstance.SendPortName Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the send port that this message is going to be sent through.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

This property is optional

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string SendPortName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_MessageInstance.ServiceClass Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the service class that corresponds to the message instance.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The following table contains the permissible values for this property:

Description Value
Orchestration 1
Tracking 2
Messaging 4
MSMQT 8
Other 16
Isolated adapter 32
Routing failure report 64

Note that the integer values must be used in code and script.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 ServiceClass;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_MessageInstance.ServiceClassID Property (WMI)
Contains the ID of the service class to which the message instance belongs.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string ServiceClassID;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_MessageInstance.ServiceInstanceID Property (WMI)
Contains the ID of the service instance to which the message instance belongs.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MessageInstanceID, MgmtDbNameOverride, and MgmtDbServerOverride, this
key forms a compound key for the class.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string ServiceInstanceID;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_MessageInstance.ServiceInstanceStatus Property (WMI)
Contains state of the service instance to which this message belongs.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The following table contains the permissible values for this property:

Description Value
Ready to run 1
Active 2
Suspended (resumable) 4
Dehydrated 8
Completed with discarded messages 16
Suspended (not resumable) 32
In breakpoint 64

Note that the integer values must be used in code and script.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 ServiceInstanceStatus;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_MessageInstance.ServiceName Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the service that corresponds to the message instance.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string ServiceName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_MessageInstance.ServiceTypeID Property (WMI)
Contains the ID of the service type to which the message instance belongs.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string ServiceTypeID;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_MessageInstanceSuspendedEvent (WMI)
Represents a suspended event for a BizTalk Message Queuing (MSMQT) message instance.

Declaration

Members
MSBTS_MessageInstanceSuspendedEvent defines the following properties:

Property Description
ErrorCategory Contains the error category when the service instance is suspended.
ErrorDescription Contains the error description when the service instance is suspended.
ErrorId Contains the error code when the service instance is suspended.
HostName Contains the name of the BizTalk Host that corresponds to this queue.
MessageInstanceID Contains the ID of this message.
MessageType This property is not supported in the current release. This information can be retrieved by using the Context p

roperty of the MSBTS_MessageInstance class.
ReferenceType Contains information about how this message is referenced by a service.
ServiceClass Contains the class of the service instance to which this message belongs.
ServiceClassID Contains the GUID of the service class that the service instance referencing this message belongs to.
ServiceInstanceID Contains the ID of the service instance in which this message belongs.
ServiceTypeID Contains the GUID of the service type that the service instance referencing this message belongs to.

Remarks
If BizTalk Server has fired an event, the server fails, and the suspend action was not committed due to the server failure; the
Messaging Engine will try to suspend the instance again causing the event to fire again upon server start up.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

class MSBTS_MessageInstanceSuspendedEvent : _ExtrinsicEvent

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_MessageInstanceSuspendedEvent.ErrorCategory
Property (WMI)
Contains the error category when the service instance is suspended.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 ErrorCategory;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_MessageInstanceSuspendedEvent.ErrorDescription
Property (WMI)
Contains the error description when the service instance is suspended.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string ErrorDescription;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_MessageInstanceSuspendedEvent.ErrorId Property
(WMI)
Contains the error code when the service instance is suspended.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string ErrorId;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_MessageInstanceSuspendedEvent.HostName Property
(WMI)
Contains the name of the BizTalk Host that corresponds to this queue.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string HostName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_MessageInstanceSuspendedEvent.MessageInstanceID
Property (WMI)
Contains the ID of this message.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MessageInstanceID;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_MessageInstanceSuspendedEvent.MessageType
Property (WMI)
This property is not supported in the current release. This information can be retrieved by using the Context property of the
MSBTS_MessageInstance class.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MessageType;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_MessageInstanceSuspendedEvent.ReferenceType
Property (WMI)
Contains information about how this message is referenced by a service.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The following table contains the permissible values for this property:

Description Value
Suspended (resumable) 1
Suspended (not resumable) 2

Note that the integer values must be used in code and script.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 ReferenceType;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_MessageInstanceSuspendedEvent.ServiceClass Property
(WMI)
Contains the class of the service instance to which this message belongs.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The following table contains the permissible values for this property:

Description Value
Orchestration 1
Tracking 2
Messaging 4
MSMQT 8
Other 16
Isolated adapter 32
Routing failure report 64

Note that the integer values must be used in code and script.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 ServiceClass;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_MessageInstanceSuspendedEvent.ServiceClassID
Property (WMI)
Contains the GUID of the service class that service instance referencing this message belongs to.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string ServiceClassID;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_MessageInstanceSuspendedEvent.ServiceInstanceID
Property (WMI)
Contains the ID of the service instance in which this message belongs.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string ServiceClassID;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_MessageInstanceSuspendedEvent.ServiceTypeID
Property (WMI)
Contains the GUID of the service type that the service instance referencing this message belongs to.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string ServiceTypeID;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_MsgBoxSetting (WMI)
Represents a single MessageBox setting in the Microsoft® BizTalk® Server group.

Declaration

Members
MSBTS_MsgBoxSetting defines the following properties:

Property Description
Caption (Inherited from CIM_S
etting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentat
ion documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

Description (Inherited from CI
M_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentat
ion documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

DisableNewMessagePublication Enables or disables the publication of new messages in the MessageBox setting.
IsMasterMsgBox Indicates whether this MessageBox is the master MessageBox.
MgmtDbNameOverride Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration repository connection string.
MgmtDbServerOverride Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was n

ot implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.
MsgBoxDBName Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents th

e database name. This property was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for
future use.

MsgBoxDBServerName Contains the name of the SQL Server where the MessageBox setting database is located.
SettingID (Inherited from CIM_
Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentat
ion documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

MSBTS_MsgBoxSetting defines the following method:

Method Description
ForceDelete Deletes the MessageBox object.

Remarks
For more information about the minimum security user rights required to administer the MessageBox database, see
Minimum Security User Rights.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

class MSBTS_MsgBoxSetting : MSBTS_Setting

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms961807(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_MsgBoxSetting.DisableNewMessagePublication
Property (WMI)
Enables or disables the publication of new messages in the MessageBox database.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

The default value for this property is false.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

boolean DisableNewMessagePublication = FALSE;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_MsgBoxSetting.ForceDelete Method (WMI)
Deletes the MessageBox object.

Method Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This operation bypasses all delete constraints and will succeed even if incomplete instances are still running or are suspended in
this MessageBox.

For more information about the minimum security user rights required to administer the MessageBox database, see
Minimum Security User Rights.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 ForceDelete();

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms961807(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_MsgBoxSetting.IsMasterMsgBox Property (WMI)
Indicates whether this MessageBox is the master MessageBox.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

boolean IsMasterMsgBox;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_MsgBoxSetting.MgmtDbNameOverride Property
(WMI)
Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the database name. This property
was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbServerOverride, MsgBoxDBName, and MsgBoxDBServerName, this
key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 123 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbNameOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_MsgBoxSetting.MgmtDbServerOverride Property
(WMI)
Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not implemented for BizTalk
Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride, MsgBoxDBName, and MsgBoxDBServerName, this
key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbServerOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_MsgBoxSetting.MsgBoxDBName Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the MessageBox setting database.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

This property is required for instance creation. This property is writeable at instance creation. After instance creation, this property
is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride, MgmtDbServerOverride, and
MsgBoxDBServerName, this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 100 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MsgBoxDBName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_MsgBoxSetting.MsgBoxDBServerName Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the SQL Server where the MessageBox database is located.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation. This property is writeable at instance creation. After instance creation, this property
is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride, MgmtDbServerOverride, and MsgBoxDBName, this
key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MsgBoxDBServerName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_Orchestration (WMI)
Represents an instance of an orchestration that belongs to the installed module.

Declaration

Members
MSBTS_Orchestration defines the following properties:

Property Description
AssemblyCulture Contains the culture of the .NET assembly to which this orchestration belongs.
AssemblyName Contains the name of the Microsoft® .NET-based assembly to which the orchestration belongs.
AssemblyPublicKeyToken Contains the public key token of the .NET assembly to which this orchestration belongs.
AssemblyVersion Contains the version of the .NET assembly to which this orchestration belongs.
Caption (Inherited from CIM_
ManagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manage
ment Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

Description (Inherited from C
IM_ManagedSystemEleme
nt)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manage
ment Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

HostName Contains the name of the BizTalk Host with which this orchestration is enlisted.
MgmtDbNameOverride Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the d

atabase name. This property was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for futu
re use.

InstallDate (Inherited from CI
M_ManagedSystemEleme
nt)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manage
ment Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

MgmtDbServerOverride Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not 
implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Name Contains the name of the orchestration.
OrchestrationStatus Indicates the status of the orchestration.
Status (Inherited from CIM_
ManagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manage
ment Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

MSBTS_Orchestration defines the following methods:

Method Description
Enlist Enlists the orchestration by creating its activation subscription.
QueryDependencyInfo Retrieves information about services that this service depends on through either a CALL or START relatio

nship.
QueryInstanceInfo Retrieves information about instances of the orchestration in various states.
Start Starts the orchestration by enabling its activation subscription.
Stop Stops the orchestration by disabling its activation subscription.
Unenlist Terminates all instances of the orchestration and removes its activation subscription.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

class MSBTS_Orchestration : MSBTS_Service

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_Orchestration.AssemblyCulture Property (WMI)
Contains the culture of the .NET assembly to which this orchestration belongs.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property has a Key qualifier. Along with AssemblyName, AssemblyPublicKeyToken, AssemblyVersion,
MgmtDbNameOverride, MgmtDbServerOverride, and Name this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 256 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string AssemblyCulture;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_Orchestration.AssemblyName Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the Microsoft® .NET-based assembly to which the orchestration belongs.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

C#

Remarks
This property has a Key qualifier. Along with AssemblyCulture, AssemblyPublicKeyToken, AssemblyVersion,
MgmtDbNameOverride, MgmtDbServerOverride, and Name this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 256 characters.

Example
The following example was taken from the SDK\Samples\Admin\WMI\Enlist Orchestration\CSharp\EnlistOrc.cs file.

string AssemblyName;

<snippet id="c144d270-40fd-4b58-a09f-a250176e7b9c" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 
      static void Main(string[] args)
      {
         try
         {
            //Make sure the expected number of arguments were provided on the command line.
            //If not, print usage text and exit.
            if (args.Length != 2) 
            { 
               PrintUsage();               
               return;
            }

            else
            {
               //set up a WMI query to acquire a list of orchestrations with the given Name a
nd 
               //AssemblyName key values.  This should be a list of zero or one Orchestration
s.
               //Create the WMI search object.
               ManagementObjectSearcher Searcher = new ManagementObjectSearcher();
               
               Console.WriteLine("Got the args");

               // create the scope node so we can set the WMI root node correctly.
               ManagementScope Scope = new ManagementScope("root\\MicrosoftBizTalkServer");
               Searcher.Scope = Scope;

               string HostName = "";
            
               // Build a Query to enumerate the MSBTS_Orchestration instances with the
               // specified name and assembly name.
               SelectQuery Query = new SelectQuery();    
               Query.QueryString = "SELECT * FROM MSBTS_HostSetting WHERE IsDefault ='TRUE'";
         
               // Set the query for the searcher.
               Searcher.Query = Query;
               ManagementObjectCollection QueryCol = Searcher.Get(); 
               
               foreach (ManagementObject Inst in QueryCol)
               {
                  //Get the default host name.
                  HostName = Inst.Properties["Name"].Value.ToString();



The following example was taken from the SDK\Samples\Admin\WMI\Enlist Orchestration\VBScript\EnlistOrch.vbs file.

VB

                  Console.WriteLine("The Orchestration will be enlisted with the default host
: " + HostName + ".");
               }
            
               // Build a Query to enumerate the MSBTS_Orchestration instances with the
               // specified name and assembly name.
               Query.QueryString = "SELECT * FROM MSBTS_Orchestration WHERE Name = '" + args[
0]+ "' AND AssemblyName = '" + args[1] + "'";
         
               // Set the query for the searcher.
               Searcher.Query = Query;
               QueryCol = Searcher.Get(); 
               
               // Use a bool to tell if we enter the for loop
               // below because Count property is not supported
               bool OrchestrationFound = false;
               
               foreach (ManagementObject Inst in QueryCol)
               {
                  // There is at least one Orchestration
                  OrchestrationFound = true;

                  ManagementBaseObject inParams = Inst.GetMethodParameters("Enlist");
                  //Fill in input parameter values
                  inParams["HostName"] = HostName;
            
                  //Execute the method
                  ManagementBaseObject outParams = Inst.InvokeMethod("Enlist",inParams,null);
                  Console.WriteLine("The Orchestration was successfully enlisted.");
               }

               if(!OrchestrationFound)
               {
                  Console.WriteLine("No Orchestration found matching that Name and AssemblyNa
me.");
               }
            }
         }

            
         catch(Exception excep)
         {
            Console.WriteLine("An exception occurred " + excep.Message);
            Console.WriteLine(excep.StackTrace);
         }
         
         Console.WriteLine("\r\n\r\nPress Enter to continue...");
         Console.Read();
      }
<snippet id="c144d270-40fd-4b58-a09f-a250176e7b9c" type="end"/> 

<snippet id="c03fcefa-422b-4641-9ec2-797a60108040" name="" devlang="VBS" type="start"/> 
Sub EnlistOrch()
   'Get the command line arguments entered for the script
   Dim Args: Set Args = WScript.Arguments

   'error handling is done by explicity checking the err object rather than using
   'the VB ON ERROR construct, so set to resume next on error.
   on error resume next
   
   'Make sure the expected number of arguments were provided on the command line.
   'if not, print usage text and exit.
   If (Args.Count < 2) Or (Args.Count > 3) Then



      PrintUsage()
      wscript.quit 0
   End If

   Dim InstSet, Inst, Query, OrchestrationName, AssemblyName, HostName, Start
   
   OrchestrationName = Args(0)
   AssemblyName = Args(1)
         
   'Check if orchestration is to be started
   If (Args.Count = 3) Then
      If ("Start" = Args(2)) Then
         Start = True
      Else
         wscript.echo "Wrong optional flag."
         PrintUsage()
         wscript.quit 0
      End If
   End If
   
   'set up a WMI query to acquire a list of defaul inprocess hosts
   'This should be a list of zero or one host.
   Query = "SELECT * FROM MSBTS_HostSetting WHERE IsDefault =""TRUE"""
   Set InstSet = GetObject("Winmgmts:!root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer").ExecQuery(Query)

   'Check for error condition before continuing.
   If Err <> 0 Then
      PrintWMIErrorthenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
   End If

   'if Default Host found, get Host Name and NT Group Name.  There is only one default host.
   If InstSet.Count > 0 Then
      For Each Inst In InstSet
         HostName = Inst.Name
         If Err <> 0   Then
            PrintWMIErrorthenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
         End If
         wscript.echo "Using default inprocess host " & HostName & "."
      Next
   End If

   'set up a WMI query to acquire a list of orchestrations with the given Name and 
   'AssemblyName key values.  This should be a list of zero or one Orchestrations.
   Query = "SELECT * FROM MSBTS_Orchestration WHERE Name =""" & OrchestrationName & """ AND A
ssemblyName = """ & AssemblyName & """"
   Set InstSet = GetObject("Winmgmts:!root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer").ExecQuery(Query)
   
   'Check for error condition before continuing.
   If Err <> 0   Then
      PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
   End If

   'If orchestration found, enlist the orchestration, otherwise print error and end.
   If InstSet.Count > 0 then
      For Each Inst in InstSet
         Inst.Enlist(HostName)
         If Err <> 0   Then
            PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
         End If
         wscript.echo "The Orchestration was successfully enlisted."
         
         If Start Then
            Inst.Start 2, 2
            If Err <> 0   Then
               PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
            End If
            wscript.echo "The Orchestration was successfully started."
         End If



 

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

      Next
   Else
      wscript.echo "No orchestration was found matching that Name and AssemblyName."
   End If
         
End Sub 
<snippet id="c03fcefa-422b-4641-9ec2-797a60108040" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_Orchestration.AssemblyPublicKeyToken Property
(WMI)
Contains the public key token of the .NET assembly to which this orchestration belongs.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property has a Key qualifier. Along with AssemblyCulture, AssemblyName, AssemblyVersion, MgmtDbNameOverride,
MgmtDbServerOverride, and Name this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 256 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string AssemblyPublicKeyToken;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_Orchestration.AssemblyVersion Property (WMI)
Contains the version of the .NET assembly to which this orchestration belongs.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property has a Key qualifier. Along with AssemblyCulture, AssemblyName, AssemblyPublicKeyToken,
MgmtDbNameOverride, MgmtDbServerOverride, and Name this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 256 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string AssemblyVersion;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

        

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_Orchestration.Enlist Method (WMI)
Enlists the orchestration by creating its activation subscription.

Method Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Parameters
ApplicationTypeName

[in] The application type name.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 EnlistService(string ApplicationTypeName);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_Orchestration.HostName Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the BizTalk Host with which this orchestration is enlisted.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string HostName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_Orchestration.MgmtDbNameOverride Property (WMI)
Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the database name. This property
was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with AssemblyCulture, AssemblyName, AssemblyPublicKeyToken,
AssemblyVersion, MgmtDbServerOverride, and Name this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 123 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbNameOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_Orchestration.MgmtDbServerOverride Property (WMI)
Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not implemented for BizTalk
Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with AssemblyCulture, AssemblyName, AssemblyPublicKeyToken,
AssemblyVersion, MgmtDbNameOverride, and Name this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbServerOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_Orchestration.Name Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the orchestration.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property has a Key qualifier. Along with AssemblyCulture, AssemblyName, AssemblyPublicKeyToken,
AssemblyVersion, MgmtDbNameOverride, and MgmtDbServerOverride this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 256 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string Name;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_Orchestration.OrchestrationStatus Property (WMI)
Indicates the status of the orchestration.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The following table contains the permissible values for this property:

Description Value
Unbound 1
Bound 2
Stopped 3
Started 4

Note that the integer values must be used in code and script.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 ServiceStatus;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_Orchestration.QueryDependencyInfo Method (WMI)
Retrieves information about services that this service depends on through either a CALL or START relationship.

Method Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Parameters
Direction

[in] Permissible values for this property are (1) "Downstream" and (2) "Upstream". Note that the integer values must be used in
code and script.

XMLDependencyInfo
[out] XML string displaying the dependency information.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Remarks
QueryDependencyInfo walks the service dependency tree either upstream or downstream from the service and constructs an
XML representation of the tree.

The format of the XML is illustrated in the example below where one orchestration A calls orchestration B, and they both exist in
the same assembly:

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 QueryDependencyInfo(
    uint32 Direction,
    string XMLDependencyInfo
);

<RootOrchestration Name="A" AssemblyName="X" AssemblyVersion="1.0.0.0" AssemblyCulture="neutr
al" AssemblyPublicKeyToken="cb1543ab759ce10e" EnlistedHost="">
<DownstreamOrchestration Relationship="CALL" Name="B" AssemblyName="X" AssemblyVersion="1.0.0
.0" AssemblyCulture="neutral" AssemblyPublicKeyToken="cb1543ab759ce10e" EnlistedApp="App2"/>
</RootOrchestration>

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_Orchestration.QueryInstanceInfo Method (WMI)
Retrieves information about instances of the orchestration in various states.

Method Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Parameters
NumberOfRunningActiveInstances

[out] An Integer containing the number of running active instances.
NumberOfRunningDehydratedInstances

[out] An Integer containing the number of running dehydrated instances.
NumberOfSuspendedInstances

[out] An Integer containing the number of suspended instances.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 QueryInstanceInfo(
    uint32 NumberOfRunningActiveInstances,
    uint32 NumberOfRunningDehydratedInstances,
    uint32 NumberOfSuspendedInstances
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

        

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_Orchestration.Start Method (WMI)
Starts the orchestration by enabling its activation subscription.

Method Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Parameters
AutoEnableReceiveLocationFlag

[in] Specifies whether receive locations associated with this orchestration should be automatically enabled. Permissible values
for this parameter are (1) "No auto enable of receive locations related to this orchestration", or (2) "Enable all receive locations
related to this orchestration". Note that the integer values must be used in code and script. The default value is 1.

AutoResumeOrchestrationInstanceFlag
[in] Specifies whether service instances of this orchestration type that were manually suspended previously should be
automatically resumed. Permissible values for this parameter are (1) "No auto resume of service instances of this
orchestration", or (2) "Automatically resume all suspended service instances of this orchestration" Note that the integer values
must be used in code and script. The default value is 2.

AutoStartSendPortsFlag
[in] Specifies whether send ports and send port groups imported by this orchestration should be automatically started.
Permissible values for this parameter are (1) "No auto start of send ports and send port groups of this orchestration", or (2)
"Start all send ports and send port groups associated with this orchestration." Note that the integer values must be used in code
and script. If the value is 1 and there exists a send port or send port group that is in the Bound state, WMI will fail this
orchestration start operation. The default value is 2.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 Start(
    uint32 AutoEnableReceiveLocationFlag, 
    uint32 AutoResumeOrchestrationInstanceFlag
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_Orchestration.Stop Method (WMI)
Stops the orchestration by disabling its activation subscription.

Method Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Parameters
AutoDisableReceiveLocationFlag

[in] Permissible values for this property are (1) "No auto disable of receive locations related to this Orchestration", or (2)
"Disable all receive locations related to this orchestration that are not shared by other orchestration(s)". Note that the integer
values must be used in code and script. The default value is 1.

AutoSuspendOrchestrationInstanceFlag
[in] Permissible values for this property are (1) "No auto suspend of service instances of this Orchestration", or (2) "Suspend all
running service instances of this Orchestration". Note that the integer values must be used in code and script. The default value
is 2.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 Stop(
    uint32 AutoDisableReceiveLocationFlag, 
    uint32 AutoSuspendServiceInstanceFlag
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_Orchestration.Unenlist Method (WMI)
Terminates all instances of the orchestration and removes its activation subscription.

Method Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Parameters
AutoTerminateOrchestrationInstanceFlag

[in] An Integer specifying whether instances of this orchestration type should be automatically terminated. Permissible values
for this parameter are (1) "Do not terminate service instances of this orchestration," or (2) "Terminate all service instances of
this orchestration." Note that the integer values must be used in code and script. The default value is 1.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 UnenlistService(
    uint32 AutoTerminateOrchestrationInstanceFlag
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

            

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_ReceiveHandler (WMI)
Represents an individual receive handler defined by Microsoft® BizTalk® Server.

Declaration

Members
MSBTS_ReceiveHandler defines the following properties:

Property Description
AdapterName Contains the name of the adapter.
Caption (Inherited from 
CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation doc
umentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

CustomCfg Contains the adapter-specific configuration in XML format.
Description (Inherited fr
om CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation doc
umentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

HostName Contains the name of the BizTalk Host for this adapter.
HostNameToSwitchTo Contains the name of the BizTalk Host that this adapter handler should switch to.
MgmtDbNameOverride Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the databa

se name. This property was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.
MgmtDbServerOverride Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not impl

emented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.
SettingID (Inherited fro
m CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation doc
umentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

Remarks
For more information about the minimum security user rights required to administer a receive handler, see
Minimum Security User Rights.

For samples illustrating the MSBTS_ReceiveHandler class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

class MSBTS_ReceiveHandler : MSBTS_Setting

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms961807(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveHandler.AdapterName Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the adapter.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation. This property is writeable at instance creation. After instance creation, this property
is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with HostName, MgmtDbServerOverride, and MgmtDbNameOverride, this key
forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 256 characters.

For samples illustrating the MSBTS_ReceiveHandler class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string AdapterName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

    

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_ReceiveHandler.CustomCfg Property (WMI)
Contains the adapter-specific configuration in XML format.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

An empty value for this property means that the adapter is lacking important information and will not function correctly.

For more information about the configuring the receive location of any of the native adapters, see the following topics:

Configuring a Base EDI Receive Handler Using the BizTalk Administration Console
Configuring a BizTalk Message Queuing Receive Handler
Configuring a File Receive Handler
Configuring an FTP Receive Handler
Configuring an HTTP Receive Handler
Configuring a SOAP Receive Handler
Configuring a SQL Receive Handler

For samples illustrating the MSBTS_ReceiveHandler class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string CustomCfg;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms943935(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962138(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms961996(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms943329(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962007(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms943282(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms915987(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveHandler.HostName Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the BizTalk Host for this adapter.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation. This property is writeable at instance creation. After instance creation, this property
is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with AdapterName, MgmtDbServerOverride, and MgmtDbNameOverride, this key
forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

For samples illustrating the MSBTS_ReceiveHandler class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string HostName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveHandler.HostNameToSwitchTo Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the BizTalk Host that this adapter handler should switch to.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

To switch this adapter to a different host, you must update this property with the name of the new host. This property is writeable
during an update.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

For samples illustrating the MSBTS_ReceiveHandler class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string HostNameToSwitchTo = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveHandler.MgmtDbNameOverride Property
(WMI)
Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the database name. This property
was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with AdapterName, HostName and MgmtDbServerOverride, this key forms a
compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 123 characters.

For samples illustrating the MSBTS_ReceiveHandler class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbNameOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveHandler.MgmtDbServerOverride Property
(WMI)
Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not implemented for BizTalk
Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with AdapterName, HostName, and MgmtDbNameOverride, this key forms a
compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

For samples illustrating the MSBTS_ReceiveHandler class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbServerOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocation (WMI)
Represents an individual receive location defined by Microsoft® BizTalk® Server.

Declaration

Members
MSBTS_ReceiveLocation defines the following properties:

Property Description
ActiveStartDT Contains the date when the receive location should activate.
ActiveStopDT Contains the date when the receive location should deactivate.
AdapterName Contains the name of the adapter used by the receive location.
Caption (Inherited from CI
M_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation d
ocumentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

CustomCfg Contains the adapter-specific configuration in XML format.
Description (Inherited fro
m CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation d
ocumentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

HostName Contains the name of the receive handler used by the receive location.
InboundAddressableURL Contains a URL that can be used by external parties to send documents to the receive location.
InboundTransportURL Contains an adapter-specific URL which the given instance of the receive location is listening to.
IsDisabled Enables or disables a receive function.
IsPrimary Specifies a primary receive function to use for correlation.
MgmtDbNameOverride Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the data

base name. This property was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.
MgmtDbServerOverride Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not im

plemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.
Name Contains the name of the receive location.
OperatingWindowEnabled Enables or disables a service window, which is defined by the SrvWinStartDT and SrvWinStopDT pr

operties.
PipelineName Contains the name of the pipeline that will process the document before the document is submitted to

the MessageBox database.
ReceivePortName Contains the name of the receive port used by the receive location.
SettingID (Inherited from 
CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation d
ocumentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

SrvWinStartDT Contains the start time of a service window when the receive location should activate.
SrvWinStopDT Contains the end time of a service window when the receive location should deactivate.
StartDateEnabled Enables or disables the active start date specified by ActiveStartDT property.
StopDateEnabled Enables or disables the active stop date specified by ActiveStopDT property.

MSBTS_ReceiveLocation defines the following methods:

Method Description
Disable Disables a receive location.
Enable Enables a receive location.

Remarks
Note  If a send port or receive location is updated using the BizTalk Explorer object model or a WMI script, the Receive Port
Properties and Send Port Properties property pages in BizTalk Explorer will display an incorrect Address (URI). The Address (URI)
used internally is the Address (URI) set by the script, so the script works as expected. To update the property pages to display the
correct Address (URI), update the Address (URI) field in BizTalk Explorer with the new value. For more information see
Editing Send Port Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer or Editing Receive Location Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer.

This class wraps the managed Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.ReceiveLocation class. For more information about this class,

class MSBTS_ReceiveLocation : MSBTS_Setting

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246


 

see ReceiveLocation.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocation.ActiveStartDT Property (WMI)
Contains the date when the receive location should to activate.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

For more information about the format of the datetime value, see the Platform SDK: Windows Management Instrumentation
documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=24855.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

datetime ActiveStartDT;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=24855
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocation.ActiveStopDT Property (WMI)
Contains the date when the receive location should deactivate.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

For more information about the format of the datetime value, see the Platform SDK: Windows Management Instrumentation
documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=24855.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

datetime ActiveStopDT;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=24855
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocation.AdapterName Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the adapter used by the receive location.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

This property is required for instance creation.

The maximum length for this property is 256 characters

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string AdapterName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocation.CustomCfg Property (WMI)
Contains the adapter-specific configuration in XML format.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

An empty value for this property means that the adapter is lacking some important information and will not function correctly.

For more information about the configuring the receive location of any of the native adapters, see the following topics:

Configuring a Base EDI Receive Location Using BizTalk Explorer
Configuring a BizTalk Message Queuing Receive Location
Configuring a File Receive Location
Configuring an FTP Receive Location
Configuring an HTTP Receive Location
Configuring a SOAP Receive Location
Configuring a SQL Receive Location

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string CustomCfg;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms944003(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962052(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962013(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962022(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962104(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms961969(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms915982(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocation.Disable Method (WMI)
Disables a receive location.

Method Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 Disable();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocation.Enable Method (WMI)
Enables a receive location.

Method Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 Enable();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocation.HostName Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the receive handler used by the receive location.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation. This property is writeable at instance creation. After instance creation, this property
is read-only.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string HostName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocation.InboundAddressableURL Property
(WMI)
Contains a URL that can be used by external parties to send documents to the receive location.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

Value of this property is usually provided by the transport component, based on the adapter-specific configuration.

The maximum length for this property is 256 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string InboudAddressableURL;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocation.InboundTransportURL Property (WMI)
Contains an adapter-specific URL which the given instance of the receive location is listening to.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

This property is required for instance creation.

The maximum length for this property is 256 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string InboundTransportURL;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocation.IsDisabled Property (WMI)
Enables or disables a receive function.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

VB

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The default value for this property is true.

Example
The following example was taken from the SDK\Samples\Admin\WMI\Enumerate Receive Locations\VBScript\EnumRecLocs.vbs
file.

[C#] No example is provided for C#.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.

boolean IsDisabled = true;

<snippet id="b738d86d-a575-4e5a-b091-19c7eabbe5c6" name="" devlang="VBS" type="start"/> 
Sub EnumRecLocs()

   'error handling is done by explicity checking the err object rather than using
   'the VB ON ERROR construct, so set to resume next on error.
   on error resume next

   Dim InstSet, Inst
   set InstSet = GetObject ("winmgmts:\root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer").InstancesOf("MSBTS_Recei
veLocation")

   'Check for error condition before continuing.
   If Err <> 0   Then
      PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
   End If

   'Report on number of receive locations found and list each one.
   wscript.echo "A Total of " & InstSet.Count & " Receive Locations were found."
   If InstSet.Count > 0 Then
      For Each Inst In InstSet
         wscript.echo
         wscript.echo "Receive Location Name: " & Inst.Name
         wscript.echo "  Disabled           : " & Inst.IsDisabled
         wscript.echo "  Pipeline Name      : " & Inst.PipelineName
         wscript.echo "  Receive Port Name  : " & Inst.ReceivePortName
         wscript.echo
      next
   End If 
         
End Sub 
<snippet id="b738d86d-a575-4e5a-b091-19c7eabbe5c6" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocation.IsPrimary Property (WMI)
Specifies a primary receive function to use for correlation.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The default value for this property is false.

This property wraps the managed Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.ReceiveLocation.IsPrimary property. For more information
about this property, see IsPrimary.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

boolean IsPrimary = FALSE;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocation.MgmtDbNameOverride Property
(WMI)
Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the database name. This property
was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbServerOverride, ReceivePortName, and Name, this key forms a
compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 123 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbNameOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocation.MgmtDbServerOverride Property
(WMI)
Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not implemented for BizTalk
Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride, ReceivePortName, and Name, this key forms a
compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbServerOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocation.Name Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the receive location.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

VB

Remarks
This property is writeable at instance creation. After instance creation, this property is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride, ReceivePortName, and MgmtDbServerOverride, this
key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 128 characters.

This property wraps the managed Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.ReceiveLocation.Name property. For more information
about this property, see Name.

Example
The following example was taken from the SDK\Samples\Admin\WMI\Enumerate Receive Locations\VBScript\EnumRecLocs.vbs
file.

The following example was taken from the SDK\Samples\Admin\WMI\Enumerate Receive Locations\CSharp\EnumRLs.cs file.

C#

string Name;

<snippet id="b738d86d-a575-4e5a-b091-19c7eabbe5c6" name="" devlang="VBS" type="start"/> 
Sub EnumRecLocs()

   'error handling is done by explicity checking the err object rather than using
   'the VB ON ERROR construct, so set to resume next on error.
   on error resume next

   Dim InstSet, Inst
   set InstSet = GetObject ("winmgmts:\root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer").InstancesOf("MSBTS_Recei
veLocation")

   'Check for error condition before continuing.
   If Err <> 0   Then
      PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
   End If

   'Report on number of receive locations found and list each one.
   wscript.echo "A Total of " & InstSet.Count & " Receive Locations were found."
   If InstSet.Count > 0 Then
      For Each Inst In InstSet
         wscript.echo
         wscript.echo "Receive Location Name: " & Inst.Name
         wscript.echo "  Disabled           : " & Inst.IsDisabled
         wscript.echo "  Pipeline Name      : " & Inst.PipelineName
         wscript.echo "  Receive Port Name  : " & Inst.ReceivePortName
         wscript.echo
      next
   End If 
         
End Sub 
<snippet id="b738d86d-a575-4e5a-b091-19c7eabbe5c6" type="end"/> 

<snippet id="0ee6cb94-be0e-41dd-aa32-ee22c9fa857d" name="" devlang="CSharp" type="start"/> 



      static void Main(string[] args)
      {
         // Display help information 
         if (args.Length > 0)
         {
               if (args[0] == "/?") 
               {
                  Console.WriteLine();
                  Console.WriteLine();
                  Console.WriteLine("The correct usage of this sample is \"EnumRL.exe [RLName
]\"");
                  Console.WriteLine("Where [RLname] is the name of a particular receive locat
ion to enumerate.");
                  Console.WriteLine("If receive location name contains spaces make sure to pu
t it in quotes"); 
                  Console.WriteLine();
                  Console.WriteLine("Example #1 Enumerate all the receive locations.");
                  Console.WriteLine("         EnumRL");
                  Console.WriteLine();
                  Console.WriteLine("Example#2 enumerate just the \"My Receive Location #3\" 
receive location."); 
                  Console.WriteLine("         EnumRL \"My Receive Location #3\" ");
                  Console.WriteLine();
                  Console.WriteLine();
                  Console.WriteLine("To get help use enumRL.exe /?");
                  return;
               }
         }

         try 
         {   
            //Create the WMI search object.
            ManagementObjectSearcher Searcher = new ManagementObjectSearcher();

            // create the scope node so we can set the WMI root node correctly.
            ManagementScope Scope = new ManagementScope("root\\MicrosoftBizTalkServer");
            Searcher.Scope = Scope;
         
            // Build a Query to enumerate the MSBTS_ReceiveLocation instances if an argument
            // is supplied use it to select only the matching RL.
            SelectQuery Query = new SelectQuery(); 
            if (args.Length == 0) 
               Query.QueryString="SELECT * FROM MSBTS_ReceiveLocation";
            else
               Query.QueryString="SELECT * FROM MSBTS_ReceiveLocation WHERE Name = '" + args[
0] + "'";

            // Set the query for the searcher.
            Searcher.Query = Query;

            // Execute the query and determine if any results were obtained.
            ManagementObjectCollection QueryCol = Searcher.Get();

            // Use a bool to tell if we enter the for loop
            // below because Count property is not supported
            bool ReceiveLocationFound = false;

            // Enumerate all properties.
            foreach (ManagementBaseObject envVar in QueryCol)
            {
               // There is at least one Receive Location
               ReceiveLocationFound = true;

               Console.WriteLine("**************************************************");
               Console.WriteLine("Receive Location:  {0}", envVar["Name"]);
               Console.WriteLine("**************************************************");

               PropertyDataCollection envVarProperties = envVar.Properties;



 

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

               Console.WriteLine("Output in the form of: Property: {Value}");
            
               foreach (PropertyData envVarProperty in envVarProperties) 
               {               
                  Console.WriteLine(envVarProperty.Name+ ":\t" + envVarProperty.Value);
               }
            }
               
            if (!ReceiveLocationFound) 
            {
               Console.WriteLine("No receive locations found matching the specified name.");
            } 
         }

         catch(Exception excep)
         {
            Console.WriteLine(excep.ToString());
         }
         
         Console.WriteLine("\r\n\r\nPress Enter to continue...");
         Console.Read();
      }
<snippet id="0ee6cb94-be0e-41dd-aa32-ee22c9fa857d" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocation.OperatingWindowEnabled (WMI)
Enables or disables a service window, which is defined by the SrvWinStartDT and SrvWinStopDT properties.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

The default value for this property is FALSE.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

boolean ServiceWindowEnabled = FALSE;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocation.PipelineName Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the pipeline that will process the document before the document is submitted to the MessageBox database.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

VB

Remarks
This property is read-write.

This property is required for instance creation.

The maximum length for this property is 256 characters.

Example
The following example was taken from the SDK\Samples\Admin\WMI\Enumerate Receive Locations\VBScript\EnumRecLocs.vbs
file.

[C#] No example is provided for C#.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

string PipelineName;

<snippet id="b738d86d-a575-4e5a-b091-19c7eabbe5c6" name="" devlang="VBS" type="start"/> 
Sub EnumRecLocs()

   'error handling is done by explicity checking the err object rather than using
   'the VB ON ERROR construct, so set to resume next on error.
   on error resume next

   Dim InstSet, Inst
   set InstSet = GetObject ("winmgmts:\root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer").InstancesOf("MSBTS_Recei
veLocation")

   'Check for error condition before continuing.
   If Err <> 0   Then
      PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
   End If

   'Report on number of receive locations found and list each one.
   wscript.echo "A Total of " & InstSet.Count & " Receive Locations were found."
   If InstSet.Count > 0 Then
      For Each Inst In InstSet
         wscript.echo
         wscript.echo "Receive Location Name: " & Inst.Name
         wscript.echo "  Disabled           : " & Inst.IsDisabled
         wscript.echo "  Pipeline Name      : " & Inst.PipelineName
         wscript.echo "  Receive Port Name  : " & Inst.ReceivePortName
         wscript.echo
      next
   End If 
         
End Sub 
<snippet id="b738d86d-a575-4e5a-b091-19c7eabbe5c6" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616


 

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocation.ReceivePortName Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the receive port used by the receive location.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

VB

Remarks
This property is read-only.

This property is required for instance creation.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride, Name, and MgmtDbServerOverride, this key forms a
compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 256 characters.

Example
The following example was taken from the SDK\Samples\Admin\WMI\Enable Receive Location\VBScript\EnableRecLoc.vbs file.

string ReceivePortName;

<snippet id="398dd400-e47d-464d-9222-65d09e0d631f" name="" devlang="VBS" type="start"/> 
Sub EnableReceiveLocation()
   'Get the command line arguments entered for the script
   Dim objArgs: Set objArgs = WScript.Arguments

   'error handling is done by explicity checking the err object rather than using
   'the VB ON ERROR construct, so set to resume next on error.
   On Error Resume Next
   
   'Make sure the expected number of arguments were provided on the command line.
   'if not, print usage text and exit.
   If (objArgs.Count < 2) Or (objArgs.Count > 3) Then
      PrintUsage()
      WScript.Quit 0
   End If

   Dim objInstSet, objInst, strQuery
   Dim strReceivePortName, strReceiveLocationName, strTransportURL
   
   strReceivePortName = objArgs(0)
   strReceiveLocationName = objArgs(1)
         
   'Check if TransportURL is to be set
   If (objArgs.Count = 3) Then
      'TransportURI for these samples are being set reletive to install location
      ' NOTE: This is assuming that this is a FILE transport type
      ' and we want to update it with the current directory
      Dim WshShell
      Set WshShell = WScript.CreateObject("WScript.Shell")
      
      'Check for error condition before continuing.
      If Err <> 0   Then
         PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
      End If
      
      strTransportURL = WshShell.CurrentDirectory & objArgs(2)
   Else
      strTransportURL = ""
   End If



The following example was taken from the SDK\Samples\Admin\WMI\Enumerate Receive Locations\VBScript\EnumRecLocs.vbs
file.

   'set up a WMI query to acquire a list of receive locations with the given Name and 
   'ReceivePortName key values.  This should be a list of zero or one Receive Locations.
   strQuery = "SELECT * FROM MSBTS_ReceiveLocation WHERE  ReceivePortName =""" & strReceivePo
rtName & """AND Name =""" & strReceiveLocationName & """"
   Set objInstSet = GetObject("Winmgmts:!root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer").ExecQuery(strQuery)
   
   'Check for error condition before continuing.
   If Err <> 0   Then
      PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
   End If

   'If Receive Location found, enable it, otherwise print error and end.
   If objInstSet.Count > 0 then
      For Each objInst in objInstSet
         'If the TransportURL is to be set, change it now
         If "" <> strTransportURL Then
            objInst.InboundTransportURL = strTransportURL
            If Err <> 0   Then
               PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
            End If
            WScript.Echo "Inbound Transport URL was set to:"
            WScript.Echo strTransportURL
         End If
         
         'Now commit the change
         objInst.Put_(1)
         If Err <> 0   Then
            PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
         End If
         WScript.Echo "Changes were successfully commited."
         
         'Now enable to receive location
         objInst.Enable
         If Err <> 0   Then
            PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
         End If
         WScript.Echo "The Receive Location was successfully enabled."
      Next
   Else
      WScript.Echo "No Receive Location was found matching that Name."
   End If
         
End Sub 
<snippet id="398dd400-e47d-464d-9222-65d09e0d631f" type="end"/> 

<snippet id="b738d86d-a575-4e5a-b091-19c7eabbe5c6" name="" devlang="VBS" type="start"/> 
Sub EnumRecLocs()

   'error handling is done by explicity checking the err object rather than using
   'the VB ON ERROR construct, so set to resume next on error.
   on error resume next

   Dim InstSet, Inst
   set InstSet = GetObject ("winmgmts:\root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer").InstancesOf("MSBTS_Recei
veLocation")

   'Check for error condition before continuing.
   If Err <> 0   Then
      PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
   End If

   'Report on number of receive locations found and list each one.
   wscript.echo "A Total of " & InstSet.Count & " Receive Locations were found."
   If InstSet.Count > 0 Then



 

[C#] No example is provided for C#.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

      For Each Inst In InstSet
         wscript.echo
         wscript.echo "Receive Location Name: " & Inst.Name
         wscript.echo "  Disabled           : " & Inst.IsDisabled
         wscript.echo "  Pipeline Name      : " & Inst.PipelineName
         wscript.echo "  Receive Port Name  : " & Inst.ReceivePortName
         wscript.echo
      next
   End If 
         
End Sub 
<snippet id="b738d86d-a575-4e5a-b091-19c7eabbe5c6" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocation.SrvWinStartDT Property (WMI)
Contains the start time of a service window when the receive location should activate.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
Date part of the property is not used.

This property is read-write.

For more information about the format of the datetime value, see the Platform SDK: Windows Management Instrumentation
documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=24855.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

datetime SrvWinStartDT;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=24855
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocation.SrvWinStopDT Property (WMI)
Contains the end time of a service window when the receive location should deactivate.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
Date part of the property is not used.

This property is read-write.

For more information about the format of the datetime value, see the Platform SDK: Windows Management Instrumentation
documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=24855.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

datetime SrvWinStopDT;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=24855
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocation.StartDateEnabled (WMI)
Enables or disables the active start date specified by ActiveStartDT property.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

The default value for this property is false.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

boolean StartDateEnabled = false;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocation.StopDateEnabled (WMI)
Enables or disables the active stop date specified by ActiveStopDT property.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

The default value for this property is false.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

boolean StopDateEnabled = false;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocationOrchestration (WMI)
Represents all possible combinations of receive locations and orchestrations.

Declaration

Members
MSBTS_ReceiveLocationOrchestration defines the following properties:

Property Description
AdapterName Contains the name of the adapter used by the given instance of the receive location.
Caption (Inherited from CIM_Setting) For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instru

mentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.
Description (Inherited from CIM_Setti
ng)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instru
mentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

InboundTransportUrl Contains the URL provided by the transport component, based on the specific adapter co
nfiguration.

IsDisabled Enables or disables a receive location.
IsPrimary Specifies a primary receive location to use for correlation.
MgmtDbNameOverride Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and repres

ents the database name. This property was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and 
is reserved for future use.

MgmtDbServerOverride Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This propert
y was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

OrchestrationAssemblyCulture Contains the culture of the Microsoft® .NET-based assembly with which this orchestratio
n belongs.

OrchestrationAssemblyName Contains the name of the Microsoft® .NET-based assembly to which this orchestration be
longs.

OrchestrationAssemblyPublicKeyToken Contains the public key token of the Microsoft® .NET-based assembly with which this orc
hestration belongs.

OrchestrationAssemblyVersion Contains the version of the Microsoft® .NET-based assembly with which this orchestratio
n belongs.

OrchestrationHostName Contains the name of the BizTalk host with which this orchestration is enlisted.
OrchestrationName Contains the host name with which this orchestration is enlisted.
OrchestrationStatus Indicates the status of the orchestration.
PipelineName Represents the name of the pipeline that will process the document before it is submitted

to the MessageBox.
ReceiveHostName Contains the name of the BizTalk Host for the receive handler hosting the given instance 

of the receive location.
ReceiveLocationName Contains the name of the receive location.
ReceivePortName Contains the name of receive port used by the given instance of the receive location.
SettingID (Inherited from CIM_Setting
)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instru
mentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

class MSBTS_ReceiveLocationOrchestration : MSBTS_Setting

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocationOrchestration.AdapterName Property
(WMI)
Contains the name of the adapter used by the given instance of the receive location.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string AdapterName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocationOrchestration.InboundTransportUrl
Property (WMI)
Contains the URL provided by the transport component, based on the specific adapter configuration.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string InboundTransportUrl;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocationOrchestration.IsDisabled Property
(WMI)
Enables or disables a receive location.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The default value for this property is false

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

boolean IsDisabled = false;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocationOrchestration.IsPrimary Property
(WMI)
Specifies a primary receive function to use for correlation.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The default value for this property is false.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

boolean IsPrimary = false;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocationOrchestration.MgmtDbNameOverride
Property (WMI)
Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the database name. This property
was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbServerOverride, OrchestrationAssemblyCulture,
OrchestrationAssemblyName, OrchestrationAssemblyPublicKeyToken, OrchestrationAssemblyVersion, OrchestrationName,
ReceiveLocationName, and ReceivePortName this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 123 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbNameOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocationOrchestration.MgmtDbServerOverride
Property (WMI)
Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not implemented for BizTalk
Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride, OrchestrationAssemblyCulture,
OrchestrationAssemblyName, OrchestrationAssemblyPublicKeyToken, OrchestrationAssemblyVersion, OrchestrationName,
ReceiveLocationName, and ReceivePortName this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbServerOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocationOrchestration.OrchestrationAssemblyCulture
Property (WMI)
Contains the culture of the Microsoft® .NET-based assembly with which this orchestration belongs.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride, MgmtDbServerOverride, OrchestrationAssemblyName,
OrchestrationAssemblyPublicKeyToken, OrchestrationAssemblyVersion, OrchestrationName, ReceiveLocationName, and
ReceivePortName this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 256 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string OrchestrationAssemblyCulture;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocationOrchestration.OrchestrationAssemblyName
Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the Microsoft® .NET-based assembly with which this orchestration belongs.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride, MgmtDbServerOverride, OrchestrationAssemblyCulture,
OrchestrationAssemblyPublicKeyToken, OrchestrationAssemblyVersion, OrchestrationName, ReceiveLocationName, and
ReceivePortName this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 256 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string OrchestrationAssemblyName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocationOrchestration.OrchestrationAssemblyPublicKeyToken
Property (WMI)
Contains the public key token of the Microsoft® .NET-based assembly with which this orchestration belongs.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride, MgmtDbServerOverride, OrchestrationAssemblyCulture,
OrchestrationAssemblyName, OrchestrationAssemblyVersion, OrchestrationName, ReceiveLocationName, and ReceivePortName this key forms a
compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 256 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string OrchestrationAssemblyPublicKeyToken;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocationOrchestration.OrchestrationAssemblyVersion
Property (WMI)
Contains the version of the Microsoft® .NET-based assembly with which this orchestration belongs.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride, MgmtDbServerOverride, OrchestrationAssemblyCulture,
OrchestrationAssemblyName, OrchestrationAssemblyPublicKeyToken, OrchestrationName, ReceiveLocationName, and
ReceivePortName this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 256 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string OrchestrationAssemblyName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocationOrchestration.OrchestrationHostName
Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the BizTalk host with which this orchestration is enlisted.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string OrchestrationHostName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocationOrchestration.OrchestrationName
Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the orchestration.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride, MgmtDbServerOverride,
OrchestrationAssemblyCulture, OrchestrationAssemblyName, OrchestrationAssemblyPublicKeyToken,
OrchestrationAssemblyVersion, ReceiveLocationName, and ReceivePortName this key forms a compound key for the
class.

The maximum length for this property is 256 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string OrchestrationName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocationOrchestration.OrchestrationStatus
Property (WMI)
Indicates the status of the orchestration.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The following table contains the permissible values for this property:

Description Value
Unbound 1
Bound 2
Stopped 3
Started 4

Note that the integer values must be used in code and script.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 OrchestrationStatus;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocationOrchestration.PipelineName Property
(WMI)
Represents the name of the pipeline that will process the document before it is submitted to the MessageBox.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string PipelineName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocationOrchestration.ReceiveHostName
Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the BizTalk Host for the receive handler hosting the given instance of the receive location.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string ReceiveHostName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocationOrchestration.ReceiveLocationName
Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the receive location.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride, MgmtDbServerOverride,
OrchestrationAssemblyCulture, OrchestrationAssemblyName, OrchestrationAssemblyPublicKeyToken,
OrchestrationAssemblyVersion, OrchestrationName, and ReceivePortName this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 256 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string ReceiveLocationName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceiveLocationOrchestration.ReceivePortName
Property (WMI)
Contains the name of receive port used by the given instance of the receive location.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride, MgmtDbServerOverride,
OrchestrationAssemblyCulture, OrchestrationAssemblyName, OrchestrationAssemblyPublicKeyToken,
OrchestrationAssemblyVersion, OrchestrationName, and ReceiveLocationName this key forms a compound key for the
class.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string ReceivePortName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceivePort (WMI)
Represents an individual receive port defined by BizTalk Server.

Declaration

Members
MSBTS_ReceivePort defines the following properties:

Property Description
Caption (Inherited from 
CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation doc
umentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

Description (Inherited fr
om CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation doc
umentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

InboundTransforms Contains a string representation of the maps to apply per inbound document.
IsTwoWay Indicates whether this port is a one way or two way port.
MgmtDbNameOverride Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the databa

se name. This property was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.
MgmtDbServerOverride Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not impl

emented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.
Name Contains the name of the receive port.
OutboundTransforms Contains a string representation of the maps to apply per outbound document.
PrimaryReceiveLocation Contains the name of the primary receive location for the port.
SendPipeline Contains a name of the send pipeline for the port.
SettingID (Inherited fro
m CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation doc
umentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

Tracking Contains the tracking configuration for the port.

Remarks
This class wraps the managed Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.ReceivePort class. For more information about this class, see
ReceivePort.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

class MSBTS_ReceivePort : MSBTS_Setting

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceivePort.InboundTransforms Property (WMI)
Contains a string representation of the maps to apply per inbound document.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

This property wraps the managed Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.ReceivePort.InboundTransforms property. For more
information about this property, see InboundTransforms.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string InboundTransforms;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceivePort.IsTwoWay Property (WMI)
Indicates whether this port is a one-way or two-way port.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation.

This property is read-only.

This property wraps the managed Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.ReceivePort.IsTwoWay property. For more information
about this property, see IsTwoWay.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

boolean IsTwoWay;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceivePort.MgmtDbNameOverride Property (WMI)
Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the database name. This property
was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with Name and MgmtDbNameOverride, this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 123 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbNameOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceivePort.MgmtDbServerOverride Property (WMI)
Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not implemented for BizTalk
Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with Name and MgmtDbServerOverride, this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbServerOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceivePort.Name Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the receive port.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

VB

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation. This property is writeable only at instance creation. After instance creation, this
property is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride and MgmtDbServerOverride, this key forms a
compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 256 characters.

This property wraps the managed Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.ReceivePort.Name property. For more information about
this property, see Name.

Example
The following example was taken from the SDK\Samples\Admin\WMI\Remove Receive Port\VBScript\RemoveReceivePort.vbs
file.

string Name;

<snippet id="2cb91aa0-2ad1-4bba-8b76-165cbd912c78" name="" devlang="VBS" type="start"/> 
Sub RemoveReceivePort()
   'Get the command line arguments entered for the script
   Dim objArgs: Set objArgs = WScript.Arguments

   'error handling is done by explicity checking the err object rather than using
   'the VB ON ERROR construct, so set to resume next on error.
   On Error Resume Next
   
   'Make sure the expected number of arguments were provided on the command line.
   'if not, print usage text and exit.
   If (objArgs.Count <> 1) Then
      PrintUsage()
      WScript.Quit 0
   End If

   Dim objInstSet, objInst, strQuery
   Dim strReceivePortName
   
   strReceivePortName = objArgs(0)
         
   'set up a WMI query to acquire a list of receive locations with the given Name and 
   'ReceivePortName key values.  This should be a list of zero or one Receive Locations.
   strQuery = "SELECT * FROM MSBTS_ReceivePort WHERE Name =""" & strReceivePortName & """"
   Set objInstSet = GetObject("Winmgmts:!root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer").ExecQuery(strQuery)
   
   'Check for error condition before continuing.
   If Err <> 0   Then
      PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
   End If

   'If Receive Location found, enable it, otherwise print error and end.
   If objInstSet.Count > 0 then
      For Each objInst in objInstSet
         'Now remove the receive port
         objInst.Delete_()



 

[C#] No example is provided for C#.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

         If Err <> 0   Then
            PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
         End If
         WScript.Echo "The Receive Port was successfully removed."
      Next
   Else
      WScript.Echo "No Receive Port was found matching that Name."
   End If
         
End Sub 
<snippet id="2cb91aa0-2ad1-4bba-8b76-165cbd912c78" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceivePort.OutboundTransforms Property (WMI)
Contains a string representation of the maps to apply per outbound document.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

This property wraps the managed Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.ReceivePort.OutboundTransforms property. For more
information about this property, see OutboundTransforms.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string OutboundTransforms;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceivePort.PrimaryReceiveLocation Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the primary receive location for the port.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
The maximum length for this property is 256 characters.

This property is read-write.

This property wraps the managed Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.ReceivePort.PrimaryReceiveLocation property. For more
information about this property, see PrimaryReceiveLocation.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string PrimaryReceiveLocation;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceivePort.SendPipeline Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the send pipeline for the port.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
The maximum length for this property is 256 characters.

This property is required for instance creation for a request-response (two-way) receive port. This property is writeable at instance
creation. After instance creation, this property is read-only.

This property wraps the managed Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.ReceivePort.SendPipeline property. For more information
about this property, see SendPipeline.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string SendPipeline;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ReceivePort.Tracking Property (WMI)
Contains the tracking configuration for the port.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Property Value
The following table contains the permissible values for this property:

Member name Valu
e

Description

AfterReceivePipelin
e

2 Tracks the entire message immediately after it is processed by the receive pipeline associated with t
his port.

AfterSendPipeline 8 Tracks the entire message immediately after it is processed by the send pipeline associated with this
port.

This value is only allowed on two-way send ports.

BeforeReceivePipeli
ne

1 Tracks the entire message immediately before it is processed by the receive pipeline associated with
this port.

BeforeSendPipeline 4 Tracks the entire message immediately before it is processed by the send pipeline associated with t
his port.

This value is only allowed on two-way send ports.

Note that the integer values must be used in code and script.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

This property wraps the managed Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.ReceivePort.Tracking property. For more information about
this property, see Tracking.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 Tracking;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendHandler (WMI)
Represents an individual send handler defined by the BizTalk Server.

Declaration

Members
MSBTS_SendHandler defines the following properties:

Property Description
AdapterName Contains the name of the adapter used.
Caption (Inherited from 
CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation doc
umentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

CustomCfg Contains the protocol-specific configuration in XML format.
Description (Inherited fr
om CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation doc
umentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

HostName Contains the name of the host this send handler.
MgmtDbNameOverride Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the databa

se name. This property was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.
MgmtDbServerOverride Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not impl

emented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.
SettingID (Inherited fro
m CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation doc
umentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

class MSBTS_SendHandler : MSBTS_Setting

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendHandler.AdapterName Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the adapter used.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

VB

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation. This property is writeable at instance creation. After instance creation, this property
is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride and MgmtDbServerOverride, this key forms a
compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 256 characters.

Example
The following example was taken from the SDK\Samples\Admin\WMI\Set Send Handler Property\VBScript\ConfigureSMTP.vbs
file.

string AdapterName;

<snippet id="65596e96-e10f-4aca-8f21-9dc41943f3a6" name="" devlang="VBS" type="start"/> 
Sub ConfigureSMTPSendHandler()
   'error handling is done by explicity checking the err object rather than using
   'the VB ON ERROR construct, so set to resume next on error.
   On Error Resume Next

   'Get the command line arguments entered for the script
   Dim objArgs: Set objArgs = WScript.Arguments

   'Make sure the expected number of arguments were provided on the command line.
   'if not, print usage text and exit.
   If (objArgs.Count <> 2) Then
      PrintUsage()
      WScript.Quit 0
   End If

   Dim objInstSet, objInst, strQuery, strSMTPHostName, strFromAddress, strConfigXML, strAdapt
erName
   
   strAdapterName = "SMTP"
   strSMTPHostName = objArgs(0)
   strFromAddress = objArgs(1)
   strConfigXML = "<CustomProps><SMTPHost vt=""8"">" & strSMTPHostName & "</SMTPHost><SMTPAut
henticate vt=""19"">2</SMTPAuthenticate><From vt=""8"">" & strFromAddress & "</From></CustomP
rops>"

   'set up a WMI query to acquire a list of send handlers with the given Name key value.
   'This should be a list of zero or one send handlers.
   strQuery = "SELECT * FROM MSBTS_SendHandler WHERE AdapterName =""" & strAdapterName & """"
   Set objInstSet = GetObject("Winmgmts:!root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer").ExecQuery(strQuery)
   
   'Check for error condition before continuing.
   If Err <> 0   Then
      PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
   End If

   'If send handler found, set configuration information, otherwise print error and end.
   If objInstSet.Count > 0 then
      For Each objInst in objInstSet



 

[C#] No sample is provided for C#.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

         'Set config data for send handler
         objInst.CustomCfg = strConfigXML
         If Err <> 0   Then
            PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
         End If
         
         'Commit the change to the database
         objInst.Put_(1)
         If Err <> 0   Then
            PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
         End If
         WScript.Echo "The Send Handler was successfully configured."
      Next
   Else
      WScript.Echo "No Send Handler was found matching that AdapterName."
   End If
End Sub
<snippet id="65596e96-e10f-4aca-8f21-9dc41943f3a6" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendHandler.CustomCfg Property (WMI)
Contains the adapter-specific configuration in XML format.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
An empty value indicates that the adapter lacks some important information and will not function correctly.

This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

For more information about the configuring the receive location of any of the native adapters, see the following topics:

Configuring a Base EDI Send Handler Using the BizTalk Server EDI Administration Console
Configuring a BizTalk Message Queuing Send Handler
Configuring a File Send Handler
Configuring an FTP Send Handler
Configuring an HTTP Send Handler
Configuring an SMTP Send Handler By Using BizTalk Explorer
Configuring a SOAP Send Handler
Configuring a SQL Send Handler

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string CustomCfg;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms943998(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962063(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962125(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms943320(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962135(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms943360(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962112(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms915985(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendHandler.HostName Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the host this send handler.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

This property is read-write.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string HostName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendHandler.MgmtDbNameOverride Property (WMI)
Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the database name. This property
was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbServerOverride and AdapterName, this key forms a compound key for
the class.

The maximum length for this property is 123 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbNameOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendHandler.MgmtDbServerOverride Property (WMI)
Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not implemented for BizTalk
Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with AdapterName and MgmtDbNameOverride, this key forms a compound key for
the class.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbServerOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

                      

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_SendPort (WMI)
Represents an individual send port defined by BizTalk Server.

Declaration

Members
MSBTS_SendPort defines the following properties:

Property Description
Caption (Inherited from C
IM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation d
ocumentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

Description (Inherited fro
m CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation d
ocumentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

EncryptionCert Specifies the certificate to use for outbound encryption.
Filter Contains textual representation of the filter.
InboundTransforms Contains a string representation of the maps to apply per inbound document.
IsDynamic Indicates whether this port is a dynamic or static.
IsTwoWay Indicates whether this port is a one way or two way port.
MgmtDbNameOverride Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the data

base name. This property was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.
MgmtDbServerOverride Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not im

plemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.
Name Contains the name of the send port.
OutboundTransforms Contains a string representation of the maps to apply per outbound document.
Priority Contains the priority of the send port.
PTAddress Contains the URL of primary transport for the port.
PTCustomCfg Contains transport type data for the primary transport of the port.
PTFromTime Contains the start time of the service window of the primary transport for the port.
PTOrderedDelivery Determines whether the primary transport for the port supports ordered delivery.
PTRetryCount Contains the number of retries available for the primary transport of the port.
PTRetryInterval Contains the retry interval for the primary transport of the port.
PTServiceWindowEnabled Determines whether a service window of the primary transport for the port is enabled.
PTToTime Contains the end time of the service window of the primary transport for the port.
PTTransportType Contains the transport type of the primary transport for the port.
ReceivePipeline Contains a name of the receive pipeline for the port.
SendPipeline Contains a name of the send pipeline for the port.
SettingID (Inherited from 
CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation d
ocumentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

Status Displays the current status of the port.
STAddress Contains the URL of secondary transport for the port.
STCustomCfg Contains transport type data for the secondary transport of the port.
STFromTime Contains the start time of the service window of the secondary transport for the port.
STOrderedDelivery Determines whether the secondary transport for the port supports ordered delivery.
STRetryCount Contains the number of retries available for the secondary transport of the port.
STRetryInterval Contains the retry interval for the secondary transport of the port.
STServiceWindowEnabled Determines whether a service window of the secondary transport for the port is enabled.
STToTime Contains the end time of the service window of the secondary transport for the port.
STTransportType Contains the transport type of the secondary transport for the port.
Tracking Contains the tracking configuration for the port.

MSBTS_SendPort defines the following methods:

class MSBTS_SendPort : MSBTS_Setting

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246


 

Property Description
Enlist Enlists the send port.
Start Starts the send port.
Stop Stops the send port.
UnEnlist Unenlists the send port.

Remarks
Note  If a send port or receive location is updated using the BizTalk Explorer object model or a WMI script, the Receive Port
Properties and Send Port Properties property pages in BizTalk Explorer will display an incorrect Address (URI). The Address (URI)
used internally is the Address (URI) set by the script, so the script works as expected. To update the property pages to display the
correct Address (URI), update the Address (URI) field in BizTalk Explorer with the new value. For more information see
Editing Send Port Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer or Editing Receive Location Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer.

This class wraps the managed Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.ReceivePort class. For more information about this class, see
InboundTransforms.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

        

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_SendPort.EncryptionCert Property (WMI)
Specifies the certificate to use for outbound encryption.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

The maximum length for this property is 256 characters.

This property wraps the managed Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.SendPort.EncryptionCert property. For more information
about this property, see EncryptionCert.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string EncryptionCert;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

      

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_SendPort.Enlist Method (WMI)
Enlists the send port.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 Enlist();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

              

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_SendPort.Filter Property (WMI)
Contains textual representation of the filter.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

This property wraps the managed Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.SendPort.Filter property. For more information about this
property, see Filter.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string Filter;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

          

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_SendPort.InboundTransforms Property (WMI)
Contains a string representation of the maps to apply per inbound document.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

This property wraps the managed Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.SendPort.InboundTransforms property. For more
information about this property, see InboundTransforms.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string InboundTransforms;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

    

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_SendPort.IsDynamic Property (WMI)
Indicates whether this port is a dynamic or static.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation. This property is writeable at instance creation. After instance creation, this property
is read-only.

This property is required for instance creation.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

boolean IsDynamic;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPort.IsTwoWay Property (WMI)
Indicates whether this port is a one way or two way port.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation. This property is writeable at instance creation. After instance creation, this property
is read-only.

This property wraps the managed Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.SendPort.IsTwoWay property. For more information about
this property, see IsTwoWay.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

boolean IsTwoWay;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPort.MgmtDbNameOverride Property (WMI)
Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the database name. This property
was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with Name and MgmtDbNameOverride, this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 123 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbNameOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPort.MgmtDbServerOverride Property (WMI)
Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not implemented for BizTalk
Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with Name and MgmtDbServerOverride, this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbServerOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPort.Name Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the send port.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

VB

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation. This property is only writeable at instance creation. After instance creation, this
property is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride and MgmtDbServerOverride, this key forms a
compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 256 characters.

This property wraps the managed Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.SendPort.Name property. For more information about this
property, see Name.

Example
The following example was taken from the SDK\Samples\Admin\WMI\Remove Send Port\VBScript\RemoveSendPort.vbs file.

string Name;

<snippet id="64e8542f-8892-4eb9-9cae-da43b779286f" name="" devlang="VBS" type="start"/> 
Sub RemoveSendPort()
   'Get the command line arguments entered for the script
   Dim objArgs: Set objArgs = WScript.Arguments

   'error handling is done by explicity checking the err object rather than using
   'the VB ON ERROR construct, so set to resume next on error.
   On Error Resume Next
   
   'Make sure the expected number of arguments were provided on the command line.
   'if not, print usage text and exit.
   If (objArgs.Count <> 1) Then
      PrintUsage()
      WScript.Quit 0
   End If

   Dim objInstSet, objInst, strQuery
   Dim strSendPortName
   
   strSendPortName = objArgs(0)
         
   'set up a WMI query to acquire a list of send ports with the given Name key value.
   'This should be a list of zero or one Send Ports.
   strQuery = "SELECT * FROM MSBTS_SendPort WHERE  Name =""" & strSendPortName & """"
   Set objInstSet = GetObject("Winmgmts:!root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer").ExecQuery(strQuery)
   
   'Check for error condition before continuing.
   If Err <> 0   Then
      PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
   End If

   'If Send Port found, Start it, otherwise print error and end.
   If objInstSet.Count > 0 then
      For Each objInst in objInstSet
         'The send port must be unelisted first.
         objInst.UnEnlist()
         If Err <> 0   Then



The following example was taken from the SDK\Samples\Admin\WMI\Start Send Port\VBScript\StartSendPort.vbs file.

            PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
         End If
         WScript.Echo "The Send Port was successfully unenlisted."

         'Now remove the send port
         objInst.Delete_()
         If Err <> 0   Then
            PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
         End If
         WScript.Echo "The Send Port was successfully removed."
      Next
   Else
      WScript.Echo "No Send Port was found matching that Name."
   End If
         
End Sub 

'This subroutine deals with all errors using the WbemScripting object.  Error descriptions
'are returned to the user by printing to the console.
Sub   PrintWMIErrorThenExit(strErrDesc, nErrNum)
   On Error Resume   Next
   Dim   objWMIError   : Set objWMIError =   CreateObject("WbemScripting.SwbemLastError")

   If ( TypeName(objWMIError) = "Empty" ) Then
      WScript.Echo strErrDesc & " (HRESULT: "   & Hex(nErrNum) & ")."
   Else
      WScript.Echo objWMIError.Description & "(HRESULT: "   & Hex(nErrNum) & ")."
      Set objWMIError   = Nothing
   End   If
   
   'bail out
   WScript.Quit 0
End Sub 
<snippet id="64e8542f-8892-4eb9-9cae-da43b779286f" type="end"/> 

<snippet id="0cb3532d-0a64-4b86-b5d1-c5379322058d" name="" devlang="VBS" type="start"/> 
Sub StartSendPort()
   'Get the command line arguments entered for the script
   Dim objArgs: Set objArgs = WScript.Arguments

   'error handling is done by explicity checking the err object rather than using
   'the VB ON ERROR construct, so set to resume next on error.
   On Error Resume Next
   
   'Make sure the expected number of arguments were provided on the command line.
   'if not, print usage text and exit.
   If (objArgs.Count < 1) Or (objArgs.Count > 2) Then
      PrintUsage()
      WScript.Quit 0
   End If

   Dim objInstSet, objInst, strQuery
   Dim strSendPortName, strPrimaryTransportAddress
   
   strSendPortName = objArgs(0)
         
   'Check if PTAddress is to be set
   If (objArgs.Count = 2) Then
      'PTAddress for these samples are being set reletive to install location
      ' NOTE: This is assuming that this is a FILE transport type
      ' and we want to update it with the current directory
      Dim WshShell
      Set WshShell = WScript.CreateObject("WScript.Shell")
      
      'Check for error condition before continuing.



 

[C#] No sample is provided for C#.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

      If Err <> 0   Then
         PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
      End If
      
      strPrimaryTransportAddress = WshShell.CurrentDirectory & objArgs(1)
   Else
      strPrimaryTransportAddress = ""
   End If

   'set up a WMI query to acquire a list of send ports with the given Name key value.
   'This should be a list of zero or one Send Ports.
   strQuery = "SELECT * FROM MSBTS_SendPort WHERE  Name =""" & strSendPortName & """"
   Set objInstSet = GetObject("Winmgmts:!root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer").ExecQuery(strQuery)
   
   'Check for error condition before continuing.
   If Err <> 0   Then
      PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
   End If

   'If Send Port found, Start it, otherwise print error and end.
   If objInstSet.Count > 0 then
      For Each objInst in objInstSet
         'If the PTAddress is to be set, change it now
         If "" <> strPrimaryTransportAddress Then
            objInst.PTAddress = strPrimaryTransportAddress
            If Err <> 0   Then
               PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
            End If
            WScript.Echo "Primary Transport Address was set to:"
            WScript.Echo strPrimaryTransportAddress
         End If
         
         'Now commit the change
         objInst.Put_(1)
         If Err <> 0   Then
            PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
         End If
         WScript.Echo "Changes were successfully commited."
         
         'Now start the send port
         objInst.Start
         If Err <> 0   Then
            PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
         End If
         WScript.Echo "The Send Port was successfully started."
      Next
   Else
      WScript.Echo "No Send Port was found matching that Name."
   End If
         
End Sub 
<snippet id="0cb3532d-0a64-4b86-b5d1-c5379322058d" type="end"/> 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

          

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_SendPort.OutboundTransforms Property (WMI)
Contains a string representation of the maps to apply per outbound document.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

This property wraps the managed Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.SendPort.OutboundTransforms property. For more
information about this property, see OutboundTransforms.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string OutboundTransforms;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPort.Priority Property (WMI)
Contains the priority of the send port.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

The Priority property determines the order in which messages are delivered. 1 is the highest priority, 10 is the lowest priority.

For example, if messages 1, 2, and 3 are published, and 3 goes to the port A with a priority setting of 1, while 1 and 2 go to port B
with a priority setting of 10, then message 3 will be delivered before messages 1 and 2.

To avoid the prioritization of deliveries, set the Priority property to the same value on all ports.

This property wraps the managed Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.SendPort.Priority property. For more information about this
property, see Priority.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 Priority;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPort.PTAddress Property (WMI)
Contains the URL of primary transport for the port.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation. This property is writeable at instance creation. After instance creation, this property
is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string PTAddress;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPort.PTCustomCfg Property (WMI)
Contains transport type data for the primary transport of the port.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

For more information about the configuring the receive location of any of the native adapters, see the following topics:

Configuring a Base EDI Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer
Configuring the BizTalk Message Queuing Send Port
Configuring a File Send Port
Configuring an FTP Send Port
Configuring an HTTP Send Port
Configuring an SMTP Send Port
Configuring a SOAP Send Port
Configuring a SQL Send Port

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string PTCustomCfg;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms944370(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962109(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962114(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962143(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962178(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962102(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962082(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms915997(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPort.PTFromTime Property (WMI)
Contains the start time of the service window of the primary transport for the port.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

For more information about the format of the datetime value, see the Platform SDK: Windows Management Instrumentation
documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=24855.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

datetime PTFromTime;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=24855
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_SendPort.PTOrderedDelivery Property (WMI)
Determines whether the primary transport for the port supports ordered delivery.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

boolean PTOrderedDelivery;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPort.PTRetryCount Property (WMI)
Contains the number of retries available for the primary transport of the port.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 PTRetryCount;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPort.PTRetryInterval Property (WMI)
Contains the retry interval for the primary transport of the port.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 PTRetryInterval;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPort.PTServiceWindowEnabled Property (WMI)
Determines whether a service window of the primary transport for the port is enabled.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

boolean PTServiceWindowEnabled;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPort.PTToTime Property (WMI)
Contains the end time of the service window of the primary transport for the port.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

For more information about the format of the datetime value, see the Platform SDK: Windows Management Instrumentation
documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=24855.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

datetime PTToTime;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=24855
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_SendPort.PTTransportType Property (WMI)
Contains the transport type of the primary transport for the port.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation. This property is writeable at instance creation. After instance creation, this property
is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string PTTransportType;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPort.ReceivePipeline Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the receive pipeline for the port.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation for solicit-response (two-way) send ports. This property is writeable at instance
creation. After instance creation, this property is read-only.

The maximum length for this property is 256 characters.

This property wraps the managed Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.SendPort.ReceivePipeline property. For more information
about this property, see ReceivePipeline.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string ReceivePipeline;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPort.SendPipeline Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the send pipeline for the port.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation. This property is writeable at instance creation. After instance creation, this property
is read-only.

The maximum length for this property is 256 characters.

This property wraps the managed Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.SendPort.SendPipeline property. For more information
about this property, see SendPipeline.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string SendPipeline;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPort.STAddress Property (WMI)
Contains the URL of secondary transport for the port.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string STAddress;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPort.Start Method (WMI)
Starts the send port.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 Start();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPort.Status Property (WMI)
Displays the current status of the port.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Property Value
The following table contains the permissible values for this property:

Member nam
e

Valu
e

Description

Bound 1 Default state
Started 3 Indicates the send port or send port group is started, and subscriptions are activated.
Stopped 2 Indicates the send port or send port group is enlisted, and subscriptions are created but they are deactivat

ed.

Note that the integer values must be used in code and script.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

This property wraps the managed Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.SendPort.Status property. For more information about this
property, see Status.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 Status;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPort.STCustomCfg Property (WMI)
Contains transport type data for the secondary transport of the port.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

For more information about the configuring the receive location of any of the native adapters, see the following topics:

Configuring a Base EDI Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer
Configuring the BizTalk Message Queuing Send Port
Configuring a File Send Port
Configuring an FTP Send Port
Configuring an HTTP Send Port
Configuring an SMTP Send Port
Configuring a SOAP Send Port
Configuring a SQL Send Port

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string STCustomCfg;

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms944370(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962109(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962114(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962143(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962178(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962102(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962082(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms915997(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPort.STFromTime Property (WMI)
Contains the start time of the service window of the secondary transport for the port.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

For more information about the format of the datetime value, see the Platform SDK: Windows Management Instrumentation
documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=24855.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

datetime STFromTime;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=24855
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPort.Stop Method (WMI)
Stops the send port.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 Stop();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPort.STOrderedDelivery Property (WMI)
Determines whether the secondary transport for the port supports ordered delivery.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

boolean STOrderedDelivery;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPort.STRetryCount Property (WMI)
Contains the number of retries available for the secondary transport of the port.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 STRetryCount;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPort.STRetryInterval Property (WMI)
Contains the retry interval for the secondary transport of the port.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 STRetryInterval;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPort.STServiceWindowEnabled Property (WMI)
Determines whether a service window of the secondary transport for the port is enabled.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

boolean STServiceWindowEnabled;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPort.STToTime Property (WMI)
Contains the end time of the service window of the secondary transport for the port.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

For more information about the format of the datetime value, see the Platform SDK: Windows Management Instrumentation
documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=24855.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

datetime STToTime;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=24855
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPort.STTransportType Property (WMI)
Contains the transport type of the secondary transport for the port.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string STTransportType;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPort.Tracking Property (WMI)
Contains the tracking configuration for the port.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Property Value
The following table contains the permissible values for this property:

Member name Valu
e

Description

AfterReceivePipelin
e

2 Tracks the entire message immediately after it is processed by the receive pipeline associated with t
his port.

AfterSendPipeline 8 Tracks the entire message immediately after it is processed by the send pipeline associated with this
port.

This value is only allowed on two-way send ports.

BeforeReceivePipeli
ne

1 Tracks the entire message immediately before it is processed by the receive pipeline associated with
this port.

BeforeSendPipeline 4 Tracks the entire message immediately before it is processed by the send pipeline associated with t
his port.

This value is only allowed on two-way send ports.

Note that the integer values must be used in code and script.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

This property wraps the managed Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.SendPort.Tracking property. For more information about
this property, see Tracking.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 Tracking;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPort.UnEnlist Method (WMI)
Unenlists the send port.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 Unenlist();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPortGroup (WMI)
Represents group of send ports defined by the BizTalk Server.

Declaration

Members
MSBTS_SendPortGroup defines the following properties:

Property Description
Caption (Inherited from 
CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation doc
umentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

Description (Inherited fr
om CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation doc
umentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

Filter Contains textual representation of the filter.
MgmtDbNameOverride Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the databa

se name. This property was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.
MgmtDbServerOverride Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not impl

emented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.
Name Contains the name of the send port group.
SettingID (Inherited fro
m CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation doc
umentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

Status Displays the current status of the port.

MSBTS_SendPortGroup defines the following methods:

Property Description
Enlist Enlists the send port group.
Start Starts the send port group.
Stop Stops the send port group.
UnEnlist Unenlists the send port group.

Remarks
The MSBTS_SendPortGroup class operates differently than the user interface to add a send port group using BizTalk Explorer. In
BizTalk Explorer, you cannot create a send port group that contains no send ports. Using the MSBTS_SendPortGroup class, you
must create an empty group first, and then use the MSBTS_SendPortGroup2SendPort class to add send ports to the group.

This property wraps the managed Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.SendPortGroup class. For more information about this class,
see SendPortGroup.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

class MSBTS_SendPortGroup : MSBTS_Setting

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPortGroup.Enlist Method (WMI)
Enlists the send port group.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 Enlist();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPortGroup.Filter Property (WMI)
Contains textual representation of the filter.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-write.

This property wraps the managed Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.SendPortGroup.Filter property. For more information about
this property, see Filter.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string Filter;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPortGroup.MgmtDbNameOverride Property
(WMI)
Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the database name. This property
was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbServerOverride and Name, this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 123 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbNameOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPortGroup.MgmtDbServerOverride Property
(WMI)
Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not implemented for BizTalk
Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride and Name, this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbServerOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPortGroup.Name Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the send port group.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation. This property is writeable at instance creation. After instance creation, this property
is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride and MgmtDBServerOverride, this key forms a
compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 256 characters.

This property wraps the managed Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.SendPortGroup.Name property. For more information
about this property, see Name.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string Name;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPortGroup.Start Method (WMI)
Starts the send port group.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 Start();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPortGroup.Status Property (WMI)
Displays the current status of the port.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Property Value
The following table contains the permissible values for this property:

Member nam
e

Valu
e

Description

Bound 1 Default state
Started 3 Indicates the send port or send port group is started, and subscriptions are activated.
Stopped 2 Indicates the send port or send port group is enlisted, and subscriptions are created but they are deactivat

ed.

Note that the integer values must be used in code and script.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

This property wraps the managed Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.SendPortGroup.Status property. For more information
about this property, see Status.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 Status;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPortGroup.Stop Method (WMI)
Stops the send port group.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 Stop();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPortGroup.UnEnlist Method (WMI)
Unenlists the send port group.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 UnEnlist();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPortGroup2SendPort (WMI)
Represents the many to many relations between the send ports and the send port groups defined by BizTalk server.

Declaration

Members
MSBTS_SendPortGroup2SendPort defines the following properties:

Property Description
Caption (Inherited from 
CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation doc
umentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

Description (Inherited fr
om CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation doc
umentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

MgmtDbNameOverride Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the databa
se name. This property was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

MgmtDbServerOverride Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not impl
emented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

SendPortGroupName Contains the name of the send port group.
SendPortName Contains the name of the send port.
SettingID (Inherited fro
m CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation doc
umentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

class MSBTS_SendPortGroup2SendPort : MSBTS_Setting

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPortGroup2SendPort.MgmtDbNameOverride
Property (WMI)
Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the database name. This property
was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbServerOverride, SendPortGroupName, and SendPortName, this key
forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 123 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbNameOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPortGroup2SendPort.MgmtDbServerOverride
Property (WMI)
Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not implemented for BizTalk
Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride, SendPortGroupName, and SendPortName, this key
forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbServerOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPortGroup2SendPort.SendPortGroupName
Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the send port group.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation.

This property is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride, MgmtDbServerOverride, and SendPortName, this key
forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 256 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string SendPortGroupName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_SendPortGroup2SendPort.SendPortName Property
(WMI)
Contains the name of the send port.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation.

This property is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride, MgmtDbServerOverride, and SendPortGroupName,
this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 256 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string SendPortGroup;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_Server (WMI)
Represents computers within a group that have Microsoft® BizTalk® Servers installed.

Declaration

Members
MSBTS_Server defines the following properties:

Property Description
Caption (Inherited from CIM_M
anagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manag
ement Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

Description (Inherited from CI
M_ManagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manag
ement Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

InstallDate (Inherited from CIM
_ManagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manag
ement Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

MgmtDbNameOverride Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration repository connection string. This property 
was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

MgmtDbServerOverride Overrides the data source part of the Configuration repository connection string. This property w
as not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Name Contains the name of the server.
Status (Inherited from CIM_Ma
nagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manag
ement Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

MSBTS_Server defines the following methods:

Method Description
 Checks if the server can host BizTalk host instances.
Start Starts all BizTalk Server services on a specific server.
Stop Stops all BizTalk Server services on a specific server.

Remarks
This class provides several server-wide operations. MSBTS_Server is created with an MSBTS_ServerSetting class instance.

For more information about the minimum security user rights required to administer a server, see Minimum Security User Rights.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

class MSBTS_Server : MSBTS_Service

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms961807(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_Server.CheckIfCanInstallHostInstances Method (WMI)
Checks if the server can host BizTalk host instances.

Method Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Error Handling
S_OK (0) if yes, S_FALSE (1) if no, and FAILED (negative) if otherwise.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 CheckIfCanInstallHostInstances();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_Server.MgmtDbNameOverride Property (WMI)
Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration repository connection string. This property was not implemented for BizTalk
Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with Name and MgmtDbServerOverride, this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 123 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbNameOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_Server.MgmtDbServerOverride Property (WMI)
Overrides the data source part of the Configuration repository connection string. This property was not implemented for BizTalk
Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride and Name, this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbServerOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_Server.Name Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the server.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride and MgmtDbServerOverride, this key forms a
compound key for the class.

This property is required for instance creation.

The maximum length for this property is 63 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string Name;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_Server.Start Method (WMI)
Starts all BizTalk Server services on a specific server.

Method Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Remarks
The execution of this method is valid anytime the server is in a stopped state.

For more information about the minimum security user rights required to administer a server, see Minimum Security User Rights.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 Start();

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms961807(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_Server.Stop Method (WMI)
Stops all BizTalk Server services on a specific server.

Method Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Remarks
The execution of this method is valid anytime the specified server is in a running state.

For more information about the minimum security user rights required to administer a server, see Minimum Security User Rights.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 Stop();

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms961807(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ServerHost (WMI)
Reflects the mapping between BizTalk servers and BizTalk Hosts.

Declaration

Members
MSBTS_ServerHost defines the following properties:

Property Description
Caption (Inherited from CIM_
ManagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manage
ment Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

Description (Inherited from C
IM_ManagedSystemEleme
nt)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manage
ment Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

HostName Contains the name of the host.
InstallDate (Inherited from CI
M_ManagedSystemEleme
nt)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manage
ment Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

IsMapped Indicates whether the specified server works with the specified MessageBox.
MgmtDbNameOverride Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the d

atabase name. This property was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for futu
re use.

MgmtDbServerOverride Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not 
implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Name (Inherited from CIM_
ManagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manage
ment Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

ServerName Contains the name of the server.
Status (Inherited from CIM_
ManagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manage
ment Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

MSBTS_ServerAppType defines the following methods:

Method Description
ForceUnmap Unmaps the server from the MessageBox even whether orif not all applications cannot be uninstalled.
Map Maps the server to the MessageBox without installing applications.
Unmap Unmaps the server from the MessageBox.

Remarks
There is one instance of this Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI )class per every server/host combination in the BizTalk
group. Instances of this class are created and deleted automatically.

For samples illustrating the MSBTS_ServerHost class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

class MSBTS_ServerHost : MSBTS_BTSObject

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ServerHost.ForceUnmap Method (WMI)
Unmaps the server from the MessageBox even whether or not all applications cannot be uninstalled.

Method Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Remarks
For samples illustrating the MSBTS_ServerHost class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 ForceUnmap();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ServerHost.HostName Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the host.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride, MgmtDbServerOverride, and ServerName, this key
forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

For samples illustrating the MSBTS_ServerHost class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string HostName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ServerHost.IsMapped Property (WMI)
Indicates whether the specified server works with the specified MessageBox.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
BizTalk Server consumes messages from the MessageBox when IsMapped is set to true; when set to false, BizTalk Server does
not consume messages from the MessageBox.

This property is read-only.

For samples illustrating the MSBTS_ServerHost class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

boolean IsMapped;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ServerHost.Map Method (WMI)
Maps the server to the MessageBox without installing applications.

Method Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Remarks
You must establish this mapping before an instance of this BizTalk host can be installed on this BizTalk server. You install the
instance of the host by calling the Install method on the corresponding MSBTS_HostInstance instance.

For samples illustrating the MSBTS_ServerHost class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 Map();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ServerHost.MgmtDbNameOverride Property (WMI)
Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the database name. This property
was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with HostName, MgmtDbServerOverride, and ServerName, this key forms a
compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 123 characters.

For samples illustrating the MSBTS_ServerHost class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbNameOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ServerHost.MgmtDbServerOverride Property (WMI)
Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not implemented for BizTalk
Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with HostName, MgmtDbNameOverride, and ServerName, this key forms a
compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

For samples illustrating the MSBTS_ServerHost class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbServerOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ServerHost.ServerName Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the server.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with HostName, MgmtDbNameOverride, and MgmtDbServerOverride, this key
forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 63 characters.

For samples illustrating the MSBTS_ServerHost class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string ServerName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ServerHost.Unmap Method (WMI)
Unmaps the server from the MessageBox.

Method Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Remarks
After you have successfully uninstalled this instance of the BizTalk host from this BizTalk server, this method remove the mapping
for the BizTalk server from the BizTalk host.

For samples illustrating the MSBTS_ServerHost class, see WMI Script Samples.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 Unmap();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ServerSetting (WMI)
Represents specific computers within the BizTalk group that have BizTalk Servers installed. Instances of this class are intended to
be created and deleted internally through BizTalk Server only. Do not create or delete instance of this class explicitly through WMI.

Declaration

Members
MSBTS_ServerSetting defines the following properties:

Property Description
Caption (Inherited from 
CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation doc
umentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

Description (Inherited fr
om CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation doc
umentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

Name Contains the name of the server.
MgmtDbNameOverride Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the databa

se name. This property was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.
MgmtDbServerOverride Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not impl

emented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.
SettingID (Inherited fro
m CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation doc
umentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

class MSBTS_ServerSetting : MSBTS_Setting

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_ServerSetting.MgmtDbNameOverride Property (WMI)
Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the database name. This property
was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with Name and MgmtDbServerOverride, this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 123 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbNameOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_ServerSetting.MgmtDbServerOverride Property (WMI)
Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not implemented for BizTalk
Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-write.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with Name and MgmtDbNameOverride, this key forms a compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbServerOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_ServerSetting.Name Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the server.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is required for instance creation. This property is writeable at instance creation. After instance creation, this property
is read-only.

The maximum length for this property is 63 characters.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride and MgmtDbServerOverride, this key forms a
compound key for the class.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string Name;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_Service (WMI)
This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

Declaration

Members
MSBTS_Service defines the following properties:

Property Description
Caption (Inherited from CIM_M
anagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manag
ement Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

Description (Inherited from CI
M_ManagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manag
ement Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

InstallDate (Inherited from CIM
_ManagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manag
ement Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

Name (Inherited from CIM_Ma
nagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manag
ement Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

Status (Inherited from CIM_Ma
nagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manag
ement Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

class MSBTS_Service : CIM_LogicalElement

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

    

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_ServiceInstance (WMI)
Provides an instance of a service, with start and stop functionality.

Declaration
VB

Members
MSBTS_ServiceInstance defines the following properties:

Property Description
ActivationTime Contains the activation time for a service instance.
AssemblyCulture Contains the culture of the .NET assembly that corresponds to the service instance to which this me

ssage belongs.
AssemblyName Contains the name of the assembly associated with the message instance.
AssemblyPublicKeyToken Contains the public key token of the .NET assembly that corresponds to the service instance to whic

h this message belongs.
AssemblyVersion Contains the version of the .NET assembly that corresponds to the service instance to which this m

essage belongs.
Caption (Inherited from CIM_
ManagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manage
ment Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

Description (Inherited from C
IM_ManagedSystemEleme
nt)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manage
ment Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

ErrorCategory Contains the error category when service instance is suspended.
ErrorDescription Contains the error description when service instance is suspended.
ErrorID Contains the error code when service instance is suspended.
HostName Contains the name of the host that corresponds to this queue.
InstallDate (Inherited from CI
M_ManagedSystemEleme
nt)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manage
ment Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

InstanceID Contains the ID of the service instance to which this message belongs.
MgmtDbNameOverride Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the d

atabase name. This property was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for futu
re use.

MgmtDbServerOverride Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not 
implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

MsgBoxDBName Contains the name of the MessageBox database.
MsgBoxDBServerName Contains the name of the SQL Server where the MessageBox database is located.
Name (Inherited from CIM_
ManagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manage
ment Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

PendingOperation Contains the type of a pending operations (if any) for this service instance.
PendingOperationTime Contains the time of last pending operation.
ServiceClass Contains the name of the service class that corresponds to the message instance.
ServiceClassID Contains the ID of the service class to which the message instance belongs.
ServiceInstanceID Contains the ID of the service instance to which the message instance belongs.
ServiceName Contains the name of the service that corresponds to the message instance.
ServiceStatus Contains the state of the service instance to which this message belongs.
ServiceTypeID Contains the ID of the service type to which the message instance belongs.
Status (Inherited from CIM_
ManagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manage
ment Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

SuspendTime Contains the time at which the service instance was suspended.

MSBTS_ServiceInstance defines the following properties:

class MSBTS_ServiceInstance : MSBTS_BTSObject

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245


Property Description
Resume Enables an administrator to resume an instance of a service.
Suspend Enables an administrator to suspend an instance of a service.
Terminate Enables an administrator to terminate an instance of a service.

Example
The following example displays how to limit the results of WMI queries on the MSBTS_ServiceInstance and
MSBTS_MessageInstance WMI classes. These two WMI classes have support for WMI context properties that allow limiting a
result set. This is required because the number of service instances or message instances may be very large. This is not the case
for any other BizTalk WMI class and WMI context should be not used with them.

[C#] No C# sample is provided.

EnumAllInstances

If Err <> 0   Then
   PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
End If

Sub EnumAllInstances
   Dim Context, FromTime, UntilTime, InstSet, Query
   
   wbemFlagReturnImmediately = 16 '0x10
   Set Context = CreateObject("WbemScripting.SWbemNamedValueSet")
   Set FromTime = CreateObject("WbemScripting.SWbemDateTime")
   Set UntilTime = CreateObject("WbemScripting.SWbemDateTime")
   
   FromTime.Year = 2003
   UntilTime.Year = 2003
   UntilTime.Month = 3
   UntilTime.Day = 26
   UntilTime.Hours = 19
   UntilTime.Minutes = 32
   
   Context.Add "From", FromTime.Value
   Context.Add "Until", UntilTime.Value
   Context.Add "IterationDelayMS", 10
   

   Query = "SELECT * FROM MSBTS_ServiceInstance"

   Set InstSet = GetObject("Winmgmts:!root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer").ExecQuery(Query, "WQL", w
bemFlagReturnImmediately, Context)
   If Err <> 0 Then
      PrintWMIErrorThenExit Err.Description, Err.Number
   End If
   
   For Each Inst In InstSet
      wscript.echo Inst.InstanceID + " " + Inst.HostName
   Next

End Sub

Sub   PrintWMIErrorThenExit(strErrDesc, ErrNum)
   On Error Resume Next
   Dim   objWMIError : Set objWMIError =   CreateObject("WbemScripting.SwbemLastError")

   If ( TypeName(objWMIError) = "Empty" ) Then
      wscript.echo strErrDesc & " (HRESULT: " & Hex(ErrNum) & ")."
   Else
      wscript.echo objWMIError.Description & "(HRESULT: "     & Hex(ErrNum) & ")."
      Set objWMIError = nothing
   End     If
End     Sub



 

Remarks
This class may have many instances, and enumerating all of these classes may be slow and unnecessarily consume resources
from the MessageBox database. If the ID of the service instance is known, use it to specify the message instance in any database
lookups. For example, select * from MSBTS_ServiceInstance where ServiceInstanceID= "GUID". WMI will parse the WQL to
retrieve the service ID from the query and only retrieve instances that match the specified IDs.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_ServiceInstance.ActivationTime Property (WMI)
Contains the activation time for a service instance.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

datetime ActivationTime;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_ServiceInstance.AssemblyCulture Property (WMI)
Contains the culture of the .NET assembly that corresponds to the service instance to which this message belongs.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string AssemblyCulture;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_ServiceInstance.AssemblyName Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the assembly associated with the message instance.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string AssemblyName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_ServiceInstance.AssemblyPublicKeyToken Property
(WMI)
Contains the public key token of the .NET assembly that corresponds to the service instance to which this message belongs.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string AssemblyPublicKeyToken;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_ServiceInstance.AssemblyVersion Property (WMI)
Contains the version of the .NET assembly that corresponds to the service instance to which this message belongs.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string AssemblyVersion;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_ServiceInstance.ErrorCategory Property (WMI)
Contains the error category when service instance is suspended.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 ErrorCategory;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_ServiceInstance.ErrorDescription Property (WMI)
Contains the error description when service instance is suspended.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string ErrorDescription;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_ServiceInstance.ErrorID Property (WMI)
Contains the error code when service instance is suspended.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string ErrorID;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_ServiceInstance.HostName Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the host that corresponds to this queue.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string HostName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_ServiceInstance.InstanceID Property (WMI)
Contains the ID of the service instance to which this message belongs.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MgmtDbNameOverride, MgmtDbServerOverride, this key forms a compound
key for the class.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string InstanceID;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_ServiceInstance.MgmtDbNameOverride Property
(WMI)
Overrides the initial catalog part of the Configuration database connect string, and represents the database name. This property
was not implemented for BizTalk Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with InstanceID, MgmtDbNameOverride, MgmtDbServerOverride, this key forms a
compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 123 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbNameOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_ServiceInstance.MgmtDbServerOverride Property
(WMI)
Overrides the data source part of the Configuration database connect string. This property was not implemented for BizTalk
Server 2004 and is reserved for future use.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is optional.

This property is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with InstanceID, MgmtDbNameOverride, MgmtDbServerOverride, this key forms a
compound key for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MgmtDbNameOverride = "";

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_ServiceInstance.MsgBoxDBName Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the MessageBox database.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The maximum length for this property is 123 characters.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MsgBoxDBName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_ServiceInstance.MsgBoxDBServerName Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the SQL Server where the MessageBox database is located.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MsgBoxDBServerName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_ServiceInstance.PendingOperation Property (WMI)
Contains the type of a pending operations (if any) for this service instance.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The following table contains the permissible values for this property:

Description Value
No operation 1
Suspend 2
Terminate 4
Resume 8

Note that the integer values must be used in code and script.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 PendingOperation;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_ServiceInstance.PendingOperationTime Property
(WMI)
Contains the time of last pending operation.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

datetime PendingOperationTime;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

  

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

MSBTS_ServiceInstance.Resume Method (WMI)
Enables an administrator to resume instances of a service.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 Resume();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ServiceInstance.ServiceClass Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the service class that corresponds to the message instance.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The following table contains the permissible values for this property:

Description Value
Orchestration 1
Tracking 2
Messaging 4
MSMQT 8
Other 16
Isolated adapter 32
Routing failure report 64

Note that the integer values must be used in code and script.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string ServiceClass;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ServiceInstance.ServiceClassID Property (WMI)
Contains the ID of the service class to which the message instance belongs.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string ServiceClassID;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ServiceInstance.ServiceInstanceID Property (WMI)
Contains the ID of the service instance to which the message instance belongs.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string ServiceInstanceID;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ServiceInstance.ServiceName Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the service that corresponds to the message instance.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string ServiceName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ServiceInstance.ServiceStatus Property (WMI)
Contains the state of the service instance to which this message belongs.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The following table contains the permissible values for this property:

Description Value
Ready to run 1
Active 2
Suspended (resumable) 4
Dehydrated 8
Completed with discarded messages 16
Suspended (not resumable) 32
In breakpoint 64

Note that the integer values must be used in code and script.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 ServiceStatus;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ServiceInstance.ServiceTypeID Property (WMI)
Contains the ID of the service type to which the message instance belongs.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string ServiceTypeID;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ServiceInstance.Suspend Method (WMI)
Enables an administrator to suspend an instance of a service.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 Suspend();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ServiceInstance.SuspendTime Property (WMI)
Contains the time at which the service instance was suspended.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

datetime SuspendTime;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ServiceInstance.Terminate Method (WMI)
Enables an administrator to terminate an instance of a service.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 Terminate();

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ServiceInstanceSuspendedEvent (WMI)
Represents a suspended event for a service instance.

Declaration

Members
MSBTS_ServiceInstanceSuspendedEvent defines the following properties:

Property Description
ErrorCategory Contains the error category when the service instance is suspended.
ErrorDescription Contains the error description when the service instance is suspended.
ErrorId Contains the error code when the service instance is suspended.
HostName Contains the name of the BizTalk Host that corresponds to this queue.
InstanceID Contains the ID of the service instance to which this message belongs.
ServiceClass Contains the class of the service instance to which this message belongs.
ServiceClassID Contains the GUID of the service class that the service instance referencing this message belongs to.
ServiceStatus Contains the state of the service instance.
ServiceTypeID Contains the GUID of the service type that the service instance referencing this message belongs to.

Remarks
For sample code illustrating the MSBTS_ServiceInstanceSuspendedEvent class, see
Listening for a Suspended Event Using WMI.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

class MSBTS_ServiceInstanceSuspendedEvent : _ExtrinsicEvent

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ServiceInstanceSuspendedEvent.ErrorCategory
Property (WMI)
Contains the error category when the service instance is suspended.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

For sample code illustrating the MSBTS_ServiceInstanceSuspendedEvent class, see
Listening for a Suspended Event Using WMI.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 ErrorCategory;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ServiceInstanceSuspendedEvent.ErrorDescription
Property (WMI)
Contains the error description when the service instance is suspended.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

For sample code illustrating the MSBTS_ServiceInstanceSuspendedEvent class, see
Listening for a Suspended Event Using WMI.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string ErrorDescription;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ServiceInstanceSuspendedEvent.ErrorId Property
(WMI)
Contains the error code when the service instance is suspended.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

For sample code illustrating the MSBTS_ServiceInstanceSuspendedEvent class, see
Listening for a Suspended Event Using WMI.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string ErrorId;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ServiceInstanceSuspendedEvent.HostName Property
(WMI)
Contains the name of the BizTalk Host that corresponds to this queue.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The maximum length for this property is 80 characters.

For sample code illustrating the MSBTS_ServiceInstanceSuspendedEvent class, see
Listening for a Suspended Event Using WMI.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string HostName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ServiceInstanceSuspendedEvent.InstanceID Property
(WMI)
Contains the ID of the service instance to which this message belongs.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

For sample code illustrating the MSBTS_ServiceInstanceSuspendedEvent class, see
Listening for a Suspended Event Using WMI.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string InstanceID;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ServiceInstanceSuspendedEvent.ServiceClass Property
(WMI)
Contains the class of the service instance to which this message belongs.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The following table contains the permissible values for this property:

Description Value
Orchestration 1
Tracking 2
Messaging 4
MSMQT 8
Other 16
Isolated adapter 32
Routing failure report 64

Note that the integer values must be used in code and script.

For sample code illustrating the MSBTS_ServiceInstanceSuspendedEvent class, see
Listening for a Suspended Event Using WMI.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 ServiceClass;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ServiceInstanceSuspendedEvent.ServiceClassID
Property (WMI)
Contains the GUID of the service class that the service instance referencing this message belongs to.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

For sample code illustrating the MSBTS_ServiceInstanceSuspendedEvent class, see
Listening for a Suspended Event Using WMI.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string ServiceClassID;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ServiceInstanceSuspendedEvent.ServiceStatus Property
(WMI)
Contains the state of the service instance.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

The following table contains the permissible values for this property:

Description Value
Suspended (resumable) 1
Suspended (not resumable) 2
Completed with discarded messages 4

Note that the integer values must be used in code and script.

For sample code illustrating the MSBTS_ServiceInstanceSuspendedEvent class, see
Listening for a Suspended Event Using WMI.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Uint32 ServiceStatus;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_ServiceInstanceSuspendedEvent.ServiceTypeID
Property (WMI)
Contains the GUID of the service type that the service instance referencing this message belongs to.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

For sample code illustrating the MSBTS_ServiceInstanceSuspendedEvent class, see
Listening for a Suspended Event Using WMI.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string ServiceTypeID;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_Setting (WMI)
This type or member supports the BizTalk Server 2004 infrastructure and is not intended to be used directly from your code.

Declaration

Members
MSBTS_Setting defines the following property:

Property Description
Caption (Inherited from C
IM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation do
cumentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

Description (Inherited fro
m CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation do
cumentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

SettingID (Inherited from 
CIM_Setting)

For more information about the CIM_Setting class, see the Windows Management Instrumentation do
cumentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

class MSBTS_Setting : CIM_Setting

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20246
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_TrackedMessageInstance (WMI)
Represents tracked message instances stored in the MessageBox or Archived databases.

Declaration

Members
MSBTS_TrackedMessageInstance defines the following properties:

Property Description
Caption (Inherited from CIM_M
anagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manag
ement Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

Description (Inherited from CI
M_ManagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manag
ement Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

InstallDate (Inherited from CIM
_ManagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manag
ement Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

MessageInstanceID Contains the ID of the message instance.
Name (Inherited from CIM_Ma
nagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manag
ement Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

PartCount Contains the number of message parts.
Status (Inherited from CIM_Ma
nagedSystemElement)

For more information about the CIM_ManagedSystemElement class, see the Windows Manag
ement Instrumentation documentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245.

SourceDBName Contains the name of the SQL database where the tracked message is stored, either the Message
Box or Archived database.

SourceDBServerName Contains the name of the SQL Server where the tracked message is stored, either the MessageBo
x or Archived database.

MSBTS_TrackedMessageInstance defines the following method:

Property Description
SaveToFile Saves the message context and parts into multiple output files.

Remarks
This class only supports GetObject, and does not support Create, Update, Delete, or Enum operations.

For sample code illustrating the MSBTS_TrackedMessageInstance class, see Saving a Message to a File Using WMI.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

class MSBTS_TrackedMessageInstance : MSBTS_BTSObject

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=20245
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_TrackedMessageInstance.MessageInstanceID Property
(WMI)
Contains the ID of the message instance.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with SourceDBName and SourceDBServerName, this key forms a compound key for
the class.

For sample code illustrating the MSBTS_TrackedMessageInstance class, see Saving a Message to a File Using WMI.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string MessageInstanceID;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_TrackedMessageInstance.PartCount Property (WMI)
Contains the number of message parts.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

For sample code illustrating the MSBTS_TrackedMessageInstance class, see Saving a Message to a File Using WMI.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 PartCount;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_TrackedMessageInstance.SaveToFile Method (WMI)
Saves the message context and parts into multiple output files.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Parameters
OutputFolderFullPath

[in] Describes the full path for the folder that will contain the output files.

Return Value
This method returns an HRESULT indicating whether the method completed successfully.

Remarks
For sample code illustrating the MSBTS_TrackedMessageInstance class, see Saving a Message to a File Using WMI.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 SaveToFile(
     string OutputFolderFullPath
);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_TrackedMessageInstance.SourceDBName Property
(WMI)
Contains the name of the SQL database where the tracked message is stored, either the MessageBox or Archived database.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MessageInstanceID and SourceDBServerName, this key forms a compound key
for the class.

The maximum length for this property is 123 characters.

For sample code illustrating the MSBTS_TrackedMessageInstance class, see Saving a Message to a File Using WMI.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string SourceDBName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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MSBTS_TrackedMessageInstance.SourceDBServerName
Property (WMI)
Contains the name of the SQL Server where the tracked message is stored, either the MessageBox or Archived database.

Property Declaration
The syntax shown is language neutral.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

This property has a Key qualifier. Along with MessageInstanceID and SourceDBName, this key forms a compound key for the
class.

The maximum value for this property is 80 characters.

For sample code illustrating the MSBTS_TrackedMessageInstance class, see Saving a Message to a File Using WMI.

Requirements
Header: Declared in BTSWMISchema2K.mof or BTSWMISchemaXP.mof.

Namespace: Included in \root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

string SourceDBServerName;

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Human Workflow Services Classes
The Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) classes in this table are used to manage the Human Workflow Services (HWS)
administrative functions in BizTalk Server 2004.

Class Description
Hws_Action Represents an action installed on the BizTalk server which matches the required schemas for HWS.
Hws_ActivityFlow Represents a running activity flow in the Human Workflow Services system.
Hws_ActivityModel Represents an enabled activity model installed in the Human Workflow Services system.
Hws_Constraint Represents a single constraint in the Human Workflow Services system.
Hws_ConstraintFact Represents a single fact exposed by a fact object.
Hws_Core Contains all settings that are global to a single Human Workflow Services installation.
Hws_FactObject Represents an object exposed by a fact retriever.
Hws_FactRetriever Represents a registered Human Workflow Services fact store.
Hws_Service Represents an installed instance of the Human Workflow Services Web service.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Hws_Action (WMI)
Represents an action installed on the BizTalk server which matches the required schemas for Human Workflow Services (HWS).

Declaration

The following syntax is simplified from MOF code and includes all inherited properties.

Members

Hws_Action defines the following properties:

Property Data type Description
ID string The unique ID assigned to this action. This property has the Key qualifier.
DisplayName string The user readable name of this action.
Description string A description of the action.
HostApplication string The name of the application under which the action is deployed.
Status Uint32 An integer value indicating the current status of the action.
HwsCoreId string The ID of the Hws_Core object associated with this action.

Hws_Action defines the following methods:

Method Description
Register Registers the BizTalk orchestration as an action available for use in the HWS system.
Unregister Removes the BizTalk orchestration from the database of actions as an action for use in the HWS system.

Remarks

This class supports the following basic operations in Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI):

Load
Update
Enumerate

The possible values of the Status property are:

Value Description
0 Invalid
1 Not Enlisted
2 Enlisted
3 Running
4 Registered
5 Registered, but not running.
6 Registered, but not found on BizTalk Server.

For more information on accessing basic operations in WMI, see the IWbemServices interface reference located at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21103.

Requirements

class Hws_Action
{
  string ID;
  string DisplayName;
  string Description;
  string HostApplication;
  uint32 Status;
  string HwsCoreId;
}; 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21103


 

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Header: Declared in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.AdminWMIProvider.mof

Namespace: Included in \Root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Hws_ActivityFlow (WMI)
Represents a running activity flow in the Human Workflow Services system.

Declaration

The following syntax is simplified from MOF code and includes all inherited properties.

Members

Hws_ActivityFlow defines the following properties:

Property Data typ
e

Description

ID string The unique ID assigned to this object. This property has the Key qualifier.
Initiator string User name of the actor who initiated the root action of the activity flow.
CreationDate datetime Time when the first action was added to the activity flow.
Status uint32 Current status of the workflow; possible values are 1 (Active) and 2 (Inactive)
AllIgnore Boolean Flag indicating whether all participants in the activity flow have chosen to ignore the flow using the We

b service SetIgnoreActivityFlow method.
LastActivityNa
me

string Display name of the most recent action which was activated in the activity flow.

LastActivityInit
iator

string User name of the actor who initiated the most recent action in the activity flow.

LastActivityTar
gets

array of s
trings

Collection of user names of the actors who were the targets of the most recently activated action in the 
activity flow.

DateOfLastActi
vity

datetime Timestamp of the most recent activity in the activity flow. An activity includes an action activation, a task
message sent, or a task response message received.

NumberOfAdh
ocSteps

uint32 The number of actions in the activity flow which were created in an ad hoc manner.

HwsCoreID string The unique ID of the Hws_Core object to which this activity flow belongs.

Hws_ActivityFlow defines the following methods:

Method Description
DeleteActivityFlows Deletes the specified activity flow(s) from the tracking database.
DeleteActivityFlowsByCreationDate Deletes all activity flows which were created on or before the specified date.
DeleteActivityFlowsByLastActionDate Deletes all activity flows which have not been active since the specified date.
GetActivityFlowXML Retrieves the XML representation of a specific activity flow that contains detailed informatio

n about the activity flow.

Remarks

This class supports the following basic operations in Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI):

class Hws_ActivityFlow
{
  string ID;
  string Initiator;
  datetime CreationDate;
  uint32 Status;
  boolean AllIgnore;
  string LastActivityName;
  string LastActivityInitiator;
  string LastActivityTargets[];
  datetime DateOfLastActivity;
  uint32 NumberOfAdhocSteps;
  string HwsCoreID;
}; 



 

Load
Enumerate
Delete

Each instance of the Hws_ActivityFlow object in WMI represents an existing HWS activity flow, and provides some very basic
details about the current state of the flow.

Caution - Flow Deletion -

Caution  The Hws_ActivityFlow object provides multiple ways to remove one or more instances from the system. It is
important to understand that those instances are generated from data in the HWS tracking tables, and the removal of
an instance will remove the data of that instance from the HWS tracking tables.

Warning  Once the tracking data has been removed for a given activity flow, that flow will be inaccessible to all users.
No user will be able to add an action or send a response to an action using the Id for that flow, because the HWS Web
service relies on the tracking table information for security checks, and if the information is not there, the security
check will fail.

There are two cases for deleting activity flows:

1. If activity flow is inactive, it will be deleted without triggering other activities
2. If activity flow is active, it will be interrupted before being deleted.

Note that over time, an HWS installation may accumulate thousands if not millions of activity flow records in its database, and
retrieving all of those records would be very expensive. To mitigate this, the query functionality of the Hws_ActivityFlow
provider has been optimized for certain query strings. If either of the following two query string are used, the optimized retrieval
logic will be run, resulting in a much faster return time for results:

Any deviation from these queries will cause the provider to retrieve all activity flow records and post process those results to fit
the query, which will be much slower.

Additionally, certain properties of the Hws_ActivityFlow class are more expensive to retrieve than others. The inexpensive
properties are: "ID", "Initiator", "CreationDate", "Status", "AllIgnore", "DateOfLastActivity". All other properties require retrieving
detailed information from the HWS tracking tables. In order to optimize data retrieval, if only the inexpensive properties are
requested via a WQL query (for example, "select ID, CreationDate from Hws_ActivityFlow"), the detailed information will not be
retrieve from the HWS tracking tables and the query will finish much sooner. Also note that since enumerating all instances of the
class using IWbemServices::CreateInstanceEnum populates all property values, this call can take a relatively long period of time
when a large number of activity flows are present in the system.

For more information on accessing basic operations in WMI, see the IWbemServices interface reference located at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21103.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Header: Declared in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.AdminWMIProvider.mof

Namespace: Included in \Root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

select __RELPATH, ID, CreationDate, Initiator, Status, AllIgnore, DateOfLastActivity from Hws
_ActivityFlow where ((CreationDate >= "<DMTF date>.000000+000" AND CreationDate <= "<DMTF dat
e>.000000+000") AND Status = <status value>)

select __RELPATH, ID, CreationDate, Initiator, Status, AllIgnore, DateOfLastActivity from Hws
_ActivityFlow where (CreationDate >= "<DMTF date>.000000+000" AND CreationDate <= "<DMTF date
>.000000+000")

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21103
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Hws_ActivityModel (WMI)
Represents an enabled, installed activity model in the system.

Declaration

The following syntax is simplified from MOF code and includes all inherited properties.

Members

Hws_ActivityModel defines the following properties:

Property Data type Description
ID string The unique ID assigned to this activity model. This property has the Key qualifier.
DisplayName string The user readable name of this activity model.
Description string A description of the activity model.
Designer string User name of the person who uploaded the activity model to the system.
HwsCoreID string The ID of the Hws_Core object to which this activity model belongs.

Remarks

This class supports the following basic operations in Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI):

Load
Enumerate
Delete

Important  When Activity Model is being deleted via WMI or ActivityModelDesigner API and there are running instances of that
Activity Model, those instances won't be able to continue (an exception is generated).

For more information on accessing basic operations in WMI, see the IWbemServices interface reference located at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21103.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Header: Declared in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.AdminWMIProvider.mof

Namespace: Included in \Root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

class Hws_ActivityModel
{
  string ID;
  string DisplayName;
  string Description;
  string Designer;
  string HwsCoreID;
}; 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21103
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Hws_Constraint (WMI)
Represents a single constraint in the Human Workflow Services system.

Declaration

The following syntax is simplified from MOF code and includes all inherited properties.

Members

Hws_Constraint defines the following properties:

Propert
y

Data 
type

Description

ID string The unique ID assigned to this constraint. This property has the Key qualifier.
TargetGr
oupNam
e

string The user readable name that represents the set of users which satisfy the target clauses. This string may be used i
nstead of a user name when communicating target information to the HWS Web service.

IsNegati
ve

boole
an

Boolean that indicates whether the constraint authorizes or restricts access to an action. A negative constraint (fla
g set to true) will prevent users which match the initiator clauses from activating the action, and a positive constr
aint(flag set to false) will enable them to activate the action.

ActionID string The unique ID of the action being constrained.
Activity
ModelID

string The unique ID of the activity model being constrained. This is optional when creating a constraint.

SourceCl
auses

array 
of stri
ngs

XML formatted clauses on the source. For information on the XML schema, see the remarks section.

Enacted
OnClaus
es

array 
of stri
ngs

XML formatted clauses enacted on the user. For information on the XML schema, see the remarks section.

TargetCl
auses

array 
of stri
ngs

XML formatted clauses on the target. For information on the XML schema, see the remarks section.

LastModi
fiedTime
stamp

dateti
me

The last date and time that the constraint was modified.

HwsCore
ID

string The unique ID of the Hws_Core object to which the constraint belongs.

Remarks

The SourceClauses, EnactedOnClauses, and TargetClauses properties use the following XML format:

class Hws_Constraint
{
  string ID;
  string TargetGroupName;
  boolean IsNegative;
  string ActionID;
  string ActivityModelID;
  string SourceClauses[];
  string EnactedOnClauses[];
  string TargetClauses[];
  datetime LastModifiedTimestamp;
  string HwsCoreID;
}; 

<c:Clause xmlns:c="http://MicrosoftBizTalk2004/Hws/WMI/Clause">
<ClauseID></ClauseID> 
<IsNew></IsNew> 



The Clause XML is validated against the following schema:

The Clause element descriptions are included in the following table:

Element Description
ClauseID A unique identifier for the clause.
IsNew Boolean indicating whether this is a new clause or not.
IsModified Boolean indicating whether this is a modified clause or not.
AllowAll Boolean indicating whether all users should pass the constraint.
FactRetrieverI
D

A unique identifier for the fact retriever.

FactID A unique identifier for the fact.
Operator The operator used on the value. Possible values include:

Equal = 0
NotEqual = 1
GreaterThan = 2
LessThan = 3
Intersection = 4
Exclusion = 5

If the clause is an allow all Clause, the operator element must be nil. This can be accomplished with the following e
lement:

<Operator xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xsi:nil="1"></Operator>

Within a Clause element, there can be 0 to n Value child elements. If no Value child elements are included, the AllowAll
element must be True. The Value element uses the following format:

<IsModified></IsModified> 
<AllowAll></AllowAll> 
<FactRetrieverID></FactRetrieverID> 
<ConstraintFactID></ConstraintFactID> 
<Operator></Operator> 
</c:Clause>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<xs:schema xmlns="http://MicrosoftBizTalk2004/Hws/WMI/Clause" targetNamespace="http://Microso
ftBizTalk2004/Hws/WMI/Clause" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
<xs:element name="Clause">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="ClauseID" type="xs:string" />
<xs:element name="IsNew" type="xs:boolean" />
<xs:element name="IsModified" type="xs:boolean" />
<xs:element name="AllowAll" type="xs:boolean" />
<xs:element name="FactRetrieverID" nillable="true" type=\"xs:string\" />
<xs:element name="ConstraintFactID" nillable="true" type=\"xs:string\" />
<xs:element name="Operator" nillable="true" type="xs:integer" />
<xs:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" name="Value">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="Type" type="xs:integer" />
<xs:element name="StaticValue" nillable="true" type="xs:string" />
<xs:element name="FactRetrieverID" nillable="true" type="xs:string" />
<xs:element name="ConstraintFactID" nillable="true" type="xs:string" />
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:schema>  



 

The Value element descriptions are included in the following table:

Element Description
Type Indicates the type of value used in the operation. Possible Values include:

0 = Static value

1 = Relates to the value of a property of the source user

2 = Relates to the value of a property of the enacted on user

StaticValue Static value to be used in the operation.
FactRetrieverID A unique identifier for the fact retriever.
FactID A unique identifier for the fact.

This class supports the following basic operations in Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI):

Load
Create
Update
Enumerate
Delete

For more information on accessing basic operations in WMI, see the IWbemServices interface reference located at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21103.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Header: Declared in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.AdminWMIProvider.mof

Namespace: Included in \Root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

<Value>
    <Type></Type>
    <StaticValue></StaticValue>
    <FactRetrieverID></FactRetrieverID>
    <FactID></FactID>
</Value>

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21103
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Hws_ConstraintFact (WMI)
Represents a single property exposed by a fact object.

Declaration

The following syntax is simplified from MOF code and includes all inherited properties.

Members

Hws_ConstraintFact defines the following properties:

Property Data ty
pe

Description

ID string The unique ID assigned to this fact. This property has the Key qualifier, along with the FactRetrieverID prope
rty.

DisplayNa
me

string The user readable name of this fact.

Description string A description of the fact.
Type uint32 An enumerated value indicating the type of data contained in the fact’s value. The possible values are show

n as follows:

UserID= 0
String = 1
Boolean = 2
Integer = 3
Real = 4
Date = 5
Time = 6
DateTime = 7

IsMultiValu
ed

boolean A flag that indicates whether the fact can contain multiple values.

IsEnumerab
le

boolean A flag that indicates whether the fact supports the enumeration of its possible values.

FactRetriev
erID

string The unique ID of the Hws_FactRetriever object which provides this fact. This property has the Key qualifier, a
long with the ID property.

ObjectID string The unique ID of the Hws_FactObject instance which provides this fact.

Hws_ConstraintFact defines the following methods:

Method Description
EnumValues If the fact is enumerable, returns an array of all possible values for the fact.

Remarks

The Hws_ConstraintFact object is read only.

class Hws_ConstraintFact
{
  string ID;
  string DisplayName;
  string Description;
  uint32 Type;
  boolean IsMultivalued;
  boolean IsEnumerable;
  string FactRetrieverID;
  string ObjectID;
}; 



 

This class supports the following basic operations in Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI):

Load
Enumerate

For more information on accessing basic operations in WMI, see the IWbemServices interface reference located at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21103.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Header: Declared in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.AdminWMIProvider.mof

Namespace: Included in \Root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21103
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Hws_Core (WMI)
Contains all settings that are global to a single Human Workflow Services installation, and represents a single HWS installation.

Declaration

The following syntax is simplified from MOF code and includes all inherited properties.

Members

Hws_Core defines the following properties:

Property Dat
a ty
pe

Description

ID stri
ng

The unique identifier for each instance. This property has the Key qualifier.

BizTalkServe
rLocation

stri
ng

The machine name of the server where the Configuration database resides.

BizTalkServe
rManageme
ntDBName

stri
ng

The name of the Configuration database.

ActivationMe
ssageURL

stri
ng

The URL to which activation messages will be sent from the HWS Web service.

InterruptMes
sageURL

stri
ng

The URL to which interrupt messages will be sent from the HWS Web service.

TrackingData
baseMachine

stri
ng

The machine name of the server where the tracking database resides.

TrackingData
baseName

stri
ng

The name of the tracking database.

ConstraintDa
tabaseMachi
ne

stri
ng

The machine name of the server where the constraint database resides.

ConstraintDa
tabaseName

stri
ng

The name of the constraint database.

ConstraintsA
sGuidance

boo
lea
n

This flag determines whether the constraint system strictly enforces constraints, preventing users from perfor
ming actions that they do not pass the constraints for; it also serves as a guidance mechanism, recommending 
actions but not preventing a user from performing any specific action.

TrustedAcco
unts

stri
ng 
arra
y

The list of trusted accounts in the following format: doman\username

Remarks

class Hws_Core
{
  string ID;
  string BizTalkServerLocation;
  string BizTalkServerManagementDBName;
  string ActivationMessageURL;
  string InterruptMessageURL;
  string TrackingDatabaseMachine;
  string TrackingDatabaseName;
  string ConstraintDatabaseMachine;
  string ConstraintDatabaseName;
  boolean ConstraintsAsGuidance;
  string TrustedAccounts[];
}; 



 

This class supports the following basic operations in Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI):

Load
Update
Enumerate

For more information on accessing basic operations in WMI, see the IWbemServices interface reference located at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21103.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Header: Declared in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.AdminWMIProvider.mof

Namespace: Included in \Root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21103
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DeleteActivityFlows Method (WMI)
Deletes the activity flow tracking information for the activity models specified in the array parameter.

Method Declaration

The syntax shown is language neutral.

Parameters

flowIDs
An array of activity flow ids (Guids) in string form ("382c74c3-721d-4f34-80e5-57657b6cbc27") that identify the activity flows
to be deleted.

Return Value

A return value of 0 (zero) indicates success; otherwise the method call failed.

Remarks

This method will remove the tracking information for each flow identified in the flowIDs parameter. If any of the actions in the
flow are active at the time of the call, an interrupt message will be sent to the activity flow, interrupting all actions within the flow.

Caution  Once the tracking information for an activity flow has been removed, it is impossible for any user to
participate in or continue that activity flow.

Note  This is a static method; as such, it must be called on the Hws_ActivityFlow class, not an instance of that class.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Header: Declared in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.AdminWMIProvider.mof

Namespace: Included in \Root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer

See Also

Hws_ActivityFlow

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Uint32 DeleteActivityFlows(string flowIDs[]);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DeleteActivityFlowsByCreationDate Method (WMI)
Deletes the activity flow tracking information based on the date the activity flow was created.

Method Declaration

The syntax shown is language neutral.

Parameters

creationDate
Creation date limit. All activity flows created before this date will be deleted. This date must be in UTC time.

Return Value

A return value of 0 (zero) indicates success; otherwise the method call failed.

Remarks

This method will delete all activity flows that were created before the date specified in creationDate. If any of the actions in the
flow are active at the time of the call, an interrupt message will be sent to the activity flow, interrupting all actions within the flow.

It is not possible to undo this action, so it is important to be careful when specifying the creation date.

Caution  Once the tracking information for an activity flow has been removed, it is impossible for any user to
participate in or continue that activity flow.

Note  This is a static method; as such, it must be called on the Hws_ActivityFlow class, not an instance of that class.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Header: Declared in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.AdminWMIProvider.mof

Namespace: Included in \Root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer

See Also

Hws_ActivityFlow

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Uint32 DeleteActivityFlowsByCreationDate(datetime creationDate);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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DeleteActivityFlowsByLastActionDate Method (WMI)
Deletes the activity flow tracking information based on the last action date.

Method Declaration

The syntax shown is language neutral.

Parameters

lastActionDate
Last action date limit. All activity flows which have a DateOfLastActivity property value which is earlier than this date will be
deleted. This date must be in UTC time.

Return Value

A return value of 0 (zero) indicates success; otherwise the method call failed.

Remarks

This method will delete all activity flows which have not had any activity performed (task messages sent or responded to, actions
activated, and so on) after the date specified. If any of the actions in the flow are active at the time of the call, an interrupt message
will be sent to the activity flow, interrupting all actions within the flow.

It is not possible to undo this action, so it is important to be careful when specifying the last action date.

Caution  Once the tracking information for an activity flow has been removed, it is impossible for any user to
participate in or continue that activity flow.

Note  This is a static method; as such, it must be called on the Hws_ActivityFlow class, not an instance of that class.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Header: Declared in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.AdminWMIProvider.mof

Namespace: Included in \Root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer

See Also

Hws_ActivityFlow

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Uint32 DeleteActivityFlowsBy LastActionDate (datetime lastActionDate);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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EnumValues Method (WMI)
Returns the list of possible values. If the fact is enumerable, this method returns an array of all possible values for the fact.

Method Declaration

The syntax shown is language neutral.

Parameters

values
An out parameter that returns the list of possible enumerated values for the Hws_ConstraintFact object associated with this
method.

Return Value

This method returns one of the following values:

Value Description
0 The list of enumerated values was returned in the values parameter.
Non-zero The list of enumerated values could not be returned in the values parameter.

Access this value by using the returnValue property of the object returned as the output parameter of the ExecMethod call.

Remarks

Call this method by using the IWbemServices::ExecMethod method, as described in the document located at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21104.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Header: Declared in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.AdminWMIProvider.mof

Namespace: Included in \Root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer

See Also

Hws_Action

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

uint32 EnumValues([OUT] string values[]);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21104
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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GetActivityFlowXML Method (WMI)
Retrieves the details of the activity flow in XML format.

Method Declaration

The syntax shown is language neutral.

Parameters

xml
Out parameter. This string contains the details of the activity flow in XML format.

Return Value

A return value of 0 (zero) indicates success; otherwise the method call failed.

Remarks

Calling this method will retrieve the details of the Hws_ActivityFlow instance the method was executed on.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Header: Declared in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.AdminWMIProvider.mof

Namespace: Included in \Root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer

See Also

Hws_ActivityFlow

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Uint32 GetActivityFlowXML(string xml);

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Hws_FactObject (WMI)
Represents an object exposed by a fact retriever.

Declaration

The following syntax is simplified from MOF code and includes all inherited properties.

Members

Hws_FactObject defines the following properties:

Property Data type Description
ID string The unique ID assigned to this object. This property has the Key qualifier.
DisplayName string The user readable name of this object.
Description string A description of the object.
FactRetrieverID string The unique ID of the Hws_FactRetriever object which provides this object.

Remarks

This object is exposed to allow an administrator to distinguish between properties with the same name that are exposed on more
than one objects in the same fact retriever. Note that no changes can be made to the Hws_FactObject.

This class supports the following basic operations in Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI):

Load
Enumerate

For more information on accessing basic operations in WMI, see the IWbemServices interface reference located at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21103.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Header: Declared in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.AdminWMIProvider.mof

Namespace: Included in \Root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer
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class Hws_FactObject
{
  string ID;
  string DisplayName;
  string Description;
  string FactRetrieverID;
}; 
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Hws_FactRetriever (WMI)
Represents a registered Human Workflow Services fact store.

Declaration

The following syntax is simplified from MOF code and includes all inherited properties.

Members

Hws_FactRetriever defines the following properties:

Property Data typ
e

Description

ID string The unique ID assigned to this fact retriever. This property has the Key qualifier.
DisplayName string The user readable name of this fact retriever.
Description string A description of the fact retriever.
TypeName string Name of the class which implements the IFactRetriever interface.
ConnectionString string String used to connect to the fact retriever.
Assembly string Name of the assembly which provides access to this fact retriever.
AssemblyPublicKe
y

string Public key of the assembly which provides access to this fact retriever.

AssemblyVersion string Version of the assembly which provides access to this fact retriever.
AssemblyCulture string Culture of the assembly which provides access to this fact retriever.
IsIntrinsic boolean Flag that indicates whether this fact retriever is the intrinsic Human Workflow Services fact retrieve

r.
HwsCoreId string The ID of the Hws_Core object associated with this fact store.

Remarks

This class supports the following basic operations in Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI):

Load
Create
Update
Enumerate
Delete

For more information on accessing basic operations in WMI, see the IWbemServices interface reference located at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21103.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

class Hws_FactRetriever
{
  string ID;
  string DisplayName;
  string Description;
  string TypeName;
  string ConnectionString;
  string Assembly;
  string AssemblyPublicKey;
  string AssemblyVersion;
  string AssemblyCulture;
  boolean IsIntrinsic;
  string HwsCoreId;
}; 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21103


 

Header: Declared in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.AdminWMIProvider.mof

Namespace: Included in \Root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer
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Register Method (WMI)
Registers the BizTalk orchestration as an action available for use in the HWS system.

Method Declaration

The syntax shown is language neutral.

Parameters

None

Return Value

This method returns one of the following values:

Value Description
0 This action was successfully registered in the Human Workflow Services database.
1 This action was already registered.
2 A general failure occurred during registration.

Access this value by using the returnValue property of the object returned as the output parameter of the ExecMethod call.

Remarks

Call this method by using the IWbemServices::ExecMethod method, as described in the document located at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21104.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Header: Declared in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.AdminWMIProvider.mof

Namespace: Included in \Root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer

See Also

Hws_Action
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Register();
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Hws_Service (WMI)
Represents an installed instance of the Human Workflow Services Web service.

Declaration

The following syntax is simplified from MOF code and includes all inherited properties.

Members

Hws_Service defines the following properties:

Property Data ty
pe

Description

ServiceUrl string The URL to access the Web service. This property has the Key qualifier.
MachineNa
me

string The machine name of the server providing the Web service.

IISServiceSta
tus

uint32 The status of the IIS service that exposes the Web service. The possible values are the same as those found 
in IIsWebServer.Status.

HwsCoreId string The ID of the Hws_Core object associated with this Web service.

BP_Service defines the following methods:

Method Description
StartService The StartService method will start the IIS service on the machine the Web service represented by this instance is inst

alled.
StopService The StopService method will stop the IIS service on the machine the Web service represented by this instance is insta

lled.

Remarks

This class supports the following basic operations in Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI):

Load
Enumerate

For more information on accessing basic operations in WMI, see the IWbemServices interface reference located at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21103.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Header: Declared in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.AdminWMIProvider.mof

Namespace: Included in \Root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer
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class Hws_Service
{
  string ServiceUrl;
  string MachineName;
  uint32 IISServiceStatus;
  string HwsCoreId;
}; 
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StartService Method (WMI)
Starts the Internet Information Services (IIS) service on the computer in which the Web service represented by this instance is
installed.

Method Declaration

The syntax shown is language neutral.

Parameters

None

Return Value

This method returns 0 (zero) if the operation succeeds, and a non-zero value if it fails.

Remarks

This method will start the Web site in which the HWS Web service is installed, but will not affect other sites served by the same IIS.

Call this method by using the IWbemServices::ExecMethod method, as described in the document located at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21104.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Header: Declared in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.AdminWMIProvider.mof

Namespace: Included in \Root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer

See Also

Hws_Service
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StartService();
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StopService Method (WMI)
Stops the Internet Information Services (IIS) service on the computer the Web service represented by this instance is installed.

Method Declaration

The syntax shown is language neutral.

Parameters

None

Return Value

This method returns 0 (zero) if the operation succeeds, and a non-zero value if it fails.

Remarks

This method will stop the Web site in which the HWS Web service is installed, but will not affect other sites served by the same IIS.

Call this method by using the IWbemServices::ExecMethod method, as described in the document located at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21104.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Header: Declared in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.AdminWMIProvider.mof

Namespace: Included in \Root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer

See Also

Hws_Service
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StopService();
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Unregister Method (WMI)
Removes the BizTalk orchestration from the database of actions as an action for use in the HWS system.

Method Declaration

The syntax shown is language neutral.

Parameters

None

Return Value

This method returns one of the following values:

Value Description
0 This action was successfully removed from the Human Workflow Services database.
1 This action was not previously registered.
2 A general failure occurred during the removal of the action.
3 The action could not be unregistered because it is referenced by an activity model.

Access this value by using the returnValue property of the object returned as the output parameter of the ExecMethod call.

Remarks

Since unregistering an action removes that action from use in the HWS system, it is not possible to have a constraint remain
which references the unregistered action. As a result, when as action is unregistered, all constraints which reference the action will
be deleted automatically.

Unlike constraints, however, activity models cannot simply be removed. If an action being unregistered is reference by an existing
activity model, the Unregister method will fail with a return code of 3.

Remarks

Call this method by using the IWbemServices::ExecMethod method, as described in the document located at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21104.

Requirements

Platforms: Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, Windows Server 2003

Header: Declared in Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.AdminWMIProvider.mof

Namespace: Included in \Root\MicrosoftBizTalkServer

See Also

Hws_Action
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Register();
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Schema Property Reference
All of the nodes in the schema tree view, as well as the schema file itself (as displayed in Solution Explorer), have properties. Most
of these properties can be examined and set in the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET Properties window. Schema item properties
are an exception; they are examined and set in a property pages dialog box.

This section provides reference information about these properties. Schema item and file properties are organized in those
categories, while schema node properties, many of which are associated with more than one type of schema node, are
summarized according to their node affiliation, and organized alphabetically to provide additional detail.

This section contains:

Schema Item Properties
Schema File Properties
Node Properties - By Node Type
Node Properties — Alphabetical Listings
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Schema Item Properties
When you select a schema in Visual Studio .NET Solution Explorer, two distinct sets of properties are associated with the selected
schema. Some properties are common to many BizTalk Server items, and are set in the Properties window of Microsoft® Visual
Studio .NET. Other properties are specific to schema files and are set in a Property Pages dialog box.

This section discusses the former set of properties, which are persisted in the project file.

The following table shows the properties that you can examine and set in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you
select a schema in Solution Explorer.

Property name Category Description
Build Action Advanced Specifies whether the selected schema should be compiled.
Filename Misc Specifies the name of the selected schema file.
Full Path Misc Shows the file system location in which the selected schema file is stored.
Fully Qualified Name Advanced Shows the fully qualified name of the managed type associated with the selected schema file.
Namespace Advanced Specifies the namespace of the managed type associated with the selected schema file.
Type Name Advanced Specifies the name of the managed type associated with the selected schema file.
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Build Action (Schema Item Property)
Use the Build Action property to specify whether Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 should compile the selected schema.

Category
Advanced

Allowed Values

Drop-down list choice Description
Compile Specifies that you want the selected schema to be included in the project build.
None Specifies that you want the selected schema to be excluded from the project build.

Default Value
Compile

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a schema file in Solution
Explorer.

See Also

Schema Item Properties
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Filename (Schema Item Property)
Use the Filename property to examine and set the name of the selected schema file.

Category
Misc

Allowed Values
A valid, pathless file name with an .xsd extension.

Default Value
SchemaN.xsd, where "N" is a monotonically increasing number.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a schema file in Solution
Explorer.

This property stores the actual name of the schema file on your hard disk. If you change this property value within the context of
the project, the file is renamed on the disk and the project will be updated to reference the renamed file.

See Also

Schema Item Properties
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Full Path (Schema Item Property)
Use the Full Path property to examine the file system location in which the selected schema file is stored.

Category
Misc

Read-Only Value
The valid full path file name of the schema file for which these properties are being displayed.

Remarks
You can examine this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a schema file in Solution Explorer.

This property is read-only.

This property stores the actual file path of the schema file on your hard disk.

See Also

Schema Item Properties
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Fully Qualified Name (Schema Item Property)
Use the Fully Qualified Name property to examine the compiler-generated fully qualified name of the managed type of the
selected schema file.

Category
Advanced

Read-Only Value
The compiler-generated fully qualified name of the managed type associated with the selected schema file, produced by
combining the Namespace and Type Name properties, separated by a period (.).

Remarks
You can examine this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a schema file in Solution Explorer.

This property is read-only.

To avoid compilation errors, all items in a BizTalk project must have a unique value for their Fully Qualified Name property.
Because you create the value of this property by concatenating the Namespace property, a period (.), and the Type Name
property, you must make sure that the values you provide for these two properties, when combined, are unique within the BizTalk
project.

See Also

Schema Item Properties

Namespace (Schema Item Property)

Type Name (Schema Item Property)
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Namespace (Schema Item Property)
Use the Namespace property to specify the .NET namespace of the managed type associated with the selected schema file.

Category
Advanced

Allowed Values
Any valid .NET namespace string that is not reserved in C# or by BizTalk Server and is different than the value you have set for the
Type Name property.

Default Value
The BizTalk project name, with space characters replaced by underscore characters.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a schema file in Solution
Explorer.

When you compile a schema, BizTalk Server automatically creates a number of C# classes within the namespace specified by this
property. This includes classes for every document schema and at least one, but possibly all, root nodes in the document schemas.
Further, BizTalk Server creates a C# class for every property schema and for every property declared in such schemas. This creates
the potential for class name clashes during schema compilation. The values of the following properties can be used for
automatically generated class names, depending on circumstances such as whether the schema has a single root node or multiple
root nodes:

Type Name property of the Schema node
Name property of root nodes in document schemas
RootNode TypeName property of root nodes in document schemas
Name property of (root) Field Element nodes in property schemas

Within a given namespace, you need to observe the following rules for the values of these properties:

They should be unique.
They should not be set to a C# reserved word, such as "string".
They should not include the period (.) character because of its special meaning in C#.
They should not be the same as the value of the Namespace property of the corresponding Schema node.

Conform to these rules by changing the namespace value and/or changing one or more of these other property values.

See Also

Schema Item Properties

Type Name (Schema Item Property)

Fully Qualified Name (Schema Item Property)
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Type Name (Schema Item Property)
Use the Type Name property to examine and set the name of the managed type associated with the selected schema file.

Category
Advanced

Allowed Values
Any valid .NET class name string that is not reserved in C# or by BizTalk Server and is different than the value you have set for the
Namespace property.

Default Value
The name of the schema file when the schema was first created, without the .xsd extension and with space characters replaced by
underscore (_) characters.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a schema file in Solution
Explorer.

To avoid compilation errors, you ensure sure that the value of the Fully Qualified Name property (created by concatenating the
value of the Namespace property, a period (.) character, and the value of this property) is unique throughout the BizTalk project.

Because the period (.) character has a special meaning in C#, avoid using it in type name values. For additional information about
restrictions that apply to the values you can set for this property, see the remarks section of Namespace (Schema Item Property).

See Also

Schema Item Properties

Namespace (Schema Item Property)

Fully Qualified Name (Schema Item Property)
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Schema File Properties
When you select a schema in Visual Studio .NET Solution Explorer, two sets of properties are associated with it. Some properties
are specific to schema files and are set in a Property Pages dialog box. Others properties are common to many BizTalk Server
items, and are set in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window.

This section discusses the former set of properties, which are persisted in the project file. You use these properties for schema
testing.

The following table shows the properties that you can be examine and set in the Property Pages dialog box that is displayed
when you right-click a schema in Visual Studio .NET Solution Explorer and click Properties on the shortcut menu.

Property name Category Description
Default Property Schema Name Property S

chema
Specifies the name of the property schema file used by the Quick Promotion featur
e.

Generate Instance Output Type General Specifies the format of generated instance messages as XML or Native (non-XML).
Input Instance Filename General Specifies the full path of a file containing an input instance message you want to vali

date as conforming to the selected schema.
Output Instance Filename General Specifies the full path of the file to which generated output instance messages will be

written.
Validate Instance Input Type General Specifies the format of input instance messages to be validated (XML or Native).
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Default Property Schema Name (Schema File Property)
Use the Default Property Schema Name property to specify the name of the property schema file used by the Quick
Promotion feature.

Category
Property Schema

Allowed Values
A valid, pathless file name with an .xsd extension that identifies the file to use as the default property schema.

Default Value
PropertySchema.xsd

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Property Pages dialog box that appears when you right-click a schema file in Visual
Studio .NET Solution Explorer and then click Properties on the shortcut menu.

If the specified file does not exist, it will be created, added to the project, and persisted in the XSD representation of the schema
when you use the Quick Promotion feature.

Do not specify a path; only specify a file name with the .xsd extension.

See Also

Schema File Properties
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Generate Instance Output Type (Schema File Property)
Use the Generate Instance Output Type property to configure the format used when generating instance messages.

Category
General

Allowed Values

Drop-down list choic
e

Description

XML Specifies that output instance messages be generated in XML format.
Native Specifies that output instance messages be generated in Native (non-XML) format; for example, flat file fo

rmat.

Default Value
XML

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Property Pages dialog box that appears when you right-click a schema file in Visual
Studio .NET Solution Explorer and then click Properties on the shortcut menu.

See Also

Schema File Properties

Output Instance Filename (Schema File Property)
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Input Instance Filename (Schema File Property)
Use the Input Instance Filename property to configure the full path of a file containing an input instance message you want to
validate as conforming to the selected schema.

Category
General

Allowed Values
Valid, full path file names.

Default Value
None.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Property Pages dialog box that appears when you right-click a schema file in Visual
Studio .NET Solution Explorer and then click Properties on the shortcut menu.

You can provide this property value in multiple ways:

Type or paste the full path of the file containing the input instance message into the edit box.
Browse to locate the file containing the input instance message by clicking the ellipsis (...) button located to the right of the
edit box to open the Select Input File dialog box.

See Also

Schema File Properties

Validate Instance Input Type (Schema File Property)
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Output Instance Filename (Schema File Property)
Use the Output Instance Filename property to configure the full path of the file to which to which generated instance messages
will be written.

Category
General

Allowed Values
Valid, full path file names.

Default Value
None.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Property Pages dialog box that is displayed when you right-click a schema file in
Visual Studio .NET Solution Explorer and then click Properties on the shortcut menu.

You can provide this property value in several ways:

Type or paste the full path of the file to contain the output instance message into the edit box.
Browse to locate the file to contain the output instance message by clicking the ellipsis (...) button located to the right of the
edit box to open the Select Output File dialog box.

If you do not provide a value for this property, generated output instance messages will be written to your designated temporary
folder using a path and filename of the following form:

See Also

Schema File Properties

Generate Instance Output Type (Schema File Property)
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Validate Instance Input Type (Schema File Property)
Use the Validate Instance Input Type property to configure the format of the instance message identified by the
Input Instance Filename property.

Category
General

Allowed Values

Drop-down list choic
e

Description

XML Specifies that the specified input instance message be in XML format.
Native Specifies that the specified input instance message be in Native (non-XML) format; for example, flat file fo

rmat.

Default Value
XML

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Property Pages dialog box that is displayed when you right-click a schema file in
Visual Studio .NET Solution Explorer and then click Properties on the shortcut menu.

See Also

Schema File Properties

Input Instance Filename (Schema File Property)
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Node Properties - By Node Type
When you insert a node of any type into a schema, you will usually need to configure the node to suit your needs by setting one
or more of its properties in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window. Some node properties are common to more than one type
of node, while other properties are unique to a particular type of node. For this reason, the BizTalk Editor property reference topics
are organized in two ways. This section presents a summary of the node properties associated with each node type, and includes
links to the individual node property reference topics.

This section contains:

Schema Node Properties
Record Node Properties
Field Element Node Properties
Field Attribute Node Properties
Sequence Group Node Properties
Choice Group Node Properties
All Group Node Properties
Attribute Group Node Properties
Any Element Node Properties
Any Attribute Node Properties
Equivalent Node Properties
Equivalent Child Node Properties
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Schema Node Properties [Duplicate]
When you select the Schema node in BizTalk Editor, you can examine and set its associated properties in the Visual Studio .NET
Properties window. All schemas share a set of properties that are divided into the following categories:

Advanced. This category contains properties that correspond to XSD concepts that can be categorized as advanced, such as
data type derivations.
BizTalk. This category contains properties that are related to processing and usability features that are specific to
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004.
General. This category contains properties that correspond to XSD concepts that can be categorized as basic, such as
setting the data type of the corresponding element or attribute.
Reference. This category contains properties that are related to categorizing the business purpose of the schema and the
industry standards to which it conforms.

Many of the properties associated with Schema nodes correspond directly to the semantics of XML Schema definition language
(XSD) constructs.For links to information about XSD concepts and specifications, see XSD Resources on the Web.

Note  Some Schema node properties are automatically enabled or disabled, or shown or hidden, depending on the
values of other node properties.

The following table shows the properties that are associated with the Schema node, and that are available in all schemas.

Property name Cat
ego
ry

Description

Attribute FormDefault Adv
anc
ed

Specifies whether locally declared attributes must be qualified by using a namespace identifier thr
oughout instance messages.

BlockDefault Adv
anc
ed

Specifies the default setting for whether or not derivations are permitted throughout the schema, 
and if so, which kinds (extension, restriction, and so on).

CodeList Database BizT
alk

Specifies the name and location of the database containing code lists used to set enumeration val
ues at design-time.

Document Type Refe
renc
e

Specifies the type of schema that you are configuring, using whatever document type specification
makes sense for your business.

Document Version Refe
renc
e

Specifies the version of the schema that you are configuring, using whatever versioning scheme 
makes sense for your business.

Element FormDefault Adv
anc
ed

Specifies whether locally declared elements must be qualified by using a namespace identifier thr
oughout instance messages.

Envelope Refe
renc
e

Specifies whether the schema represents an envelope.

FinalDefault Adv
anc
ed

Specifies whether a type can be used as the basis for particular types of derivations.

Imports Adv
anc
ed

Specifies all of the namespaces that are used in the schema and provides the interface for importi
ng, including, and redefining other schemas within the schema being edited.

Node Name Gen
eral

Displays the name of the node as it appears in the schema tree view.

Promote Properties BizT
alk

Opens the Promote Properties dialog box in which you can specify the properties that you want 
to promote to the property context container.

Receipt Refe
renc
e

Specifies whether the schema represents an inbound receipt message.



Root Reference Refe
renc
e

Specifies the node that represents the outermost element in the XML business document represen
ted by the schema, and is important when you have created more than one top-level node in the s
chema.

Schema Editor Extensions Adv
anc
ed

Allows selection of the BizTalk Editor extensions to be associated with the selected schema.

Schema File Location Gen
eral

Displays the file system location of the schema file associated with the schema being edited.

Schema Type Refe
renc
e

Specifies the type of the selected schema as either a document schema or a property schema.

Specification Name Refe
renc
e

Specifies a business name for the schema.

Standard Refe
renc
e

Specifies the format and/or syntax of the instance message.

Standard Version Refe
renc
e

Specifies the version of the format and/or syntax of the instance message, if appropriate.

Target Namespace Gen
eral

Specifies the target namespace for the schema using any valid uniform resource identifier (URI).

When you select the Schema node in BizTalk Editor and you have enabled the Flat File Extension using the
Schema Editor Extensions property, you can examine and set additional properties in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window.
These properties are divided into the existing category Reference and the new category Flat File, the latter of which contains
those properties related to parsing flat files in equivalent XML files and serializing XML files back into flat files.

The following table shows the supplemental properties that are available for the Schema node when the Flat File Extension is
enabled.

Flat file property name Ca
te
go
ry

Description

Case Fla
t Fi
le

Specifies whether data in instance messages should be converted to all uppercase, converte
d to all lowercase, or left as is.

Code Page Fla
t Fi
le

Specifies the code page to use with an instance message.

Count Positions In Bytes Ref
ere
nc
e

Specifies whether the positions will be counted in bytes.

Default Child Delimiter Fla
t Fi
le

Specifies the default string used to delimit fields and subordinate records in instance data.

Default Child Delimiter Type Fla
t Fi
le

Specifies how an alternative default child delimiter string will be expressed in the Default C
hild Delimiter property and in the underlying XSD representation.

Default Child Order Fla
t Fi
le

Specifies the default relationship between delimiters and the data they delimit.

Default Escape Character Fla
t Fi
le

Specifies a character to be used as the default escape character throughout an instance mes
sage. An escape character causes the following character to be interpreted as simple data, a
nd not have the special meaning otherwise associated with it.

Default Escape Character Type Fla
t Fi
le

Specifies how an alternative default escape character will be expressed in the Default Esca
pe Character property and in the underlying XSD representation.



Default Repeating Delimiter Fla
t Fi
le

Specifies the default string used to delimit repeating fields and subordinate records in insta
nce data.

Default Repeating Delimiter Type Fla
t Fi
le

Specifies how a default alternative repeating delimiter string will be expressed in the Defau
lt Repeating Delimiter property and in the underlying XSD representation.

Default Wrap Character Fla
t Fi
le

Specifies a character to be used as the default wrap character throughout an instance messa
ge. Wrap characters cause the characters that occur between them to be interpreted as simp
le data, and not have the special meaning otherwise associated with it.

Default Wrap Character Type Fla
t Fi
le

Specifies how an alternative wrap character will be expressed in the Default Wrap Charact
er property and in the underlying XSD representation.

Restricted Characters Ref
ere
nc
e

Specifies ranges of characters that are restricted in instance messages.

The following table lists additional flat file node properties that do not appear in the Schema Editor. Using these properties
requires hand editing the schema file in a text editor.

Property Values Defa
ult V
alue

Description

suppress_
empty_no
des

true or false false Indicates whether or not to remove empty XML nodes after the parser generates XML i
nstance data.

generate_
empty_no
des

true or false true Generate empty nodes for records that exist in the XML instance data.

parser_op
timization

speed or complexity spee
d

Optimizing for speed decreases the parsing time but at the cost of dealing with some a
mbiguities in data. Optimizing for complexity handles a wider range of ambiguities but 
at the cost of processing speed.

lookahea
d_depth

Any positive integer; zer
o (0) indicates infinite lo
okahead.

3 How far to look ahead for matching data.

allow_ear
ly_termin
ation

true or false false Indicates whether positional records can terminate early (true) or must contain data for
all record fields (false).

All of these properties are attributes of the /annotation/appinfo/schemaInfo element.

When parser_optimization is set to complexity, you may have validation failures against a schema when there are many
optional nodes in the same group or record. You may need to set lookahead_depth to zero (0) to avoid validation errors.

When you select the Schema node in BizTalk Editor and you have enabled the Hws Extension using the
Schema Editor Extensions property, you can examine and set additional properties in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window.
These properties are displayed in the Hws category.

The following table shows the supplemental properties that are available when the Hws Extension is enabled.

HWS property name Categor
y

Description

Description Hws Specifies a description for the HWS message schema.
Incoming Sync Messages Hws Specifies the TargetNamespace property of HWS synchronize messages that the action rece

ives.
Outgoing Sync Messages Hws Specifies the TargetNamespace property of HWS synchronize messages that the action sen

ds.
Target XPath Hws Specifies the XPaths of action targets from the activation message to which the task message 

goes.

See Also
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Record Node Properties
When you select a Record node in BizTalk Editor, you can examine and set its associated properties in the Visual Studio .NET
Properties window. These properties are divided into the following categories:

Advanced. This category contains properties that correspond to XSD concepts that can be categorized as advanced, such as
data type derivations.
BizTalk. This category contains a property that is related to an annotation feature that is specific to Microsoft® BizTalk®
Server 2004.
General. This category contains properties that correspond to XSD concepts that can be categorized as basic, such as
setting the data type of the corresponding element or attribute.
Parse. This category contains a property related to unwrapping envelope content in instance messages.

When you insert a Record node, the name of the node as displayed in the schema tree, and which corresponds to its Node
Name property, is immediately made available for editing within the schema tree. Your choice of a name for this node is
particularly important because it defines the name of the corresponding XML element in the instance messages that this schema
defines.

Many of the properties associated with Record nodes correspond directly to the semantics of XML Schema definition language
(XSD) constructs.For links to information about XSD concepts and specifications, see XSD Resources on the Web.

Note  Some Record node properties are automatically enabled or disabled, or shown or hidden, depending on the
values of other node properties.

The following table shows the properties associated with Record nodes that are available in all schemas.

Property name Cate
gory

Description

Base Data Type Adva
nced

Specifies the base data type from which the type for the selected Record node is derived.

Block Gene
ral

Prevents or defines allowed derivations of this Record node in other schemas.

Body XPath Pars
e

Identifies the portion of the schema that defines the body of the message associated with the select r
oot Record node in an envelope schema.

Content Type Adva
nced

Specifies whether the content of the Record node is simple or complex.

Data Structure Type Gene
ral

Specifies a name for the data type of the selected node so that it can be used elsewhere.

Derived By Adva
nced

Specifies how the complex type associated with the selected node is derived from the data type specif
ied by the Base Data Type property.

Final Gene
ral

Specifies derivation restrictions for the data type defined for the selected Record node.

Form Adva
nced

Specifies whether local elements in instance messages must be qualified with a namespace identifier.

Group Max Occurs Adva
nced

Specifies the maximum number of times the underlying group content of the selected Record node c
an occur.

Group Min Occurs Adva
nced

Specifies the minimum number of times the underlying group content of the selected Record node c
an occur.

Group Order Type Adva
nced

Specifies the type of group ordering of child nodes below the selected Record node.

Instance XPath Gene
ral

Displays the location within instance messages of the element that corresponds to the selected Recor
d node.

Max Occurs Gene
ral

Specifies the maximum number of times that the element corresponding to the selected Record nod
e can occur.

Min Occurs Gene
ral

Specifies the minimum number of times that the element corresponding to the selected Record nod
e can occur.

Mixed Adva
nced

Specifies that character data or text can appear with subelements in the selected Record node.



Namespace Gene
ral

Displays the namespace for the selected Record node.

Nillable Adva
nced

Specifies whether the xsi:nil attribute can be used at run time with the element that corresponds to t
he selected Record node to indicate that it is still valid even if it has no content.

Node Name Gene
ral

Specifies the name of the selected Record node as it appears in the schema tree view.

Notes BizTa
lk

Specifies notes about the selected Record node.

RootNode TypeName Refer
ence

Specifies the name that will be used when generating the .NET class name for the selected top-level R
ecord root node.

When you select a Record node in BizTalk Editor and you have enabled the Flat File Extension using the
Schema Editor Extensions property, you can examine and set additional properties in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window.
These properties belong to the Flat File category and contain those properties related to parsing flat files in equivalent XML files
and serializing XML files back into flat files.

The following table shows the supplemental properties that are available for Record nodes when the Flat File Extension is
enabled.

Flat file property name Cate
gor
y

Description

Child Delimiter Flat 
File

Specifies the string used to delimit fields and subordinate records in the record(s) in an i
nstance message that corresponds to the selected Record node.

Child Delimiter Type Flat 
File

Specifies how an alternative child delimiter string will be expressed in the Child Delimit
er property and in the underlying XSD representation.

Child Order Flat 
File

Specifies the relationship between delimiters and the data they delimit.

Escape Character Flat 
File

Specifies a character to be used as the escape character for the record(s) in an instance 
message that corresponds to the selected Record node.

An escape character causes the following character to be interpreted as simple data, and 
to not have the special meaning otherwise associated with it.

Escape Character Type Flat 
File

Specifies how an alternative escape character will be expressed in the Escape Character
property and in the underlying XSD representation.

Preserve Delimiter For Empty Data Flat 
File

Specifies whether the record(s) in an instance message that corresponds to the selected 
Record node will have delimiters for empty fields and subordinate records.

Repeating Delimiter Flat 
File

Specifies the string used to delimit repeating fields and subordinate records in the recor
d(s) in an instance message that corresponds to the selected Record node.

Repeating Delimiter Type Flat 
File

Specifies how an alternative repeating delimiter string will be expressed in the Repeatin
g Delimiter property and in the underlying XSD representation.

Structure Flat 
File

Specifies whether the record(s) in an instance message that corresponds to the selected 
Record node is positional or delimited.

Suppress Trailing Delimiters Flat 
File

Specifies whether trailing delimiters will be suppressed when output instance messages 
are serialized.

Tag Identifier Flat 
File

Specifies an identifying tag for the record(s) in an instance message that corresponds to 
the selected Record node.

Tag Offset Flat 
File

Specifies the starting offset of the tag, relative to the previous sibling or delimiter, for the
record(s) in an instance message that corresponds to the selected Record node.

When you select a Record node in BizTalk Editor and you have enabled the Hws Extension using the Schema Editor Extensions
property, you can examine and set an additional property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window. This property is displayed
in the Hws category.

The following table shows the supplemental property that is available when the Hws Extension is enabled.

HWS property na
me

Categor
y

Description

Target Hws Specifies a node in the ActionSection section of an HWS activation message schema as a target of t
he action.
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Field Element Node Properties
When you select a Field Element node in BizTalk Editor, you can examine and set its associated properties in the Visual Studio
.NET Properties window. These properties are divided into the following categories:

Advanced. This category contains properties that correspond to XSD concepts that can be categorized as advanced, such as
data type derivations.
BizTalk. This category contains properties that are related to usability and annotation features that are specific to
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server.
General. This category contains properties that correspond to XSD concepts that can be categorized as basic, such as
setting the data type of the corresponding element or attribute.
Restricted. This category contains properties that correspond to XSD concepts related to type derivations through
restriction.

When you insert a Field Element node, the name of the node as displayed in the schema tree, and which corresponds to its
Node Name property, is immediately made available for editing within the schema tree. Your choice of a name for this node is
important because it defines the name of the corresponding XML element in the instance messages that this schema defines.

Many of the properties associated with Field Element nodes correspond directly to the semantics of XML Schema definition
language (XSD) constructs.For links to information about XSD concepts and specifications, see XSD Resources on the Web.

Note  Some Field Element node properties are automatically enabled or disabled, or shown or hidden, depending
on the values of other node properties.

The following table shows the properties associated with Field Element nodes that are available in all schemas.

Property name Cat
ego
ry

Description

Base Data Type Adv
anc
ed

Specifies the base data type from which the type for the selected Field Element node is derived.

CodeList BizT
alk

Specifies the reference number for the code list to use with the selected Field Element node and prov
ides access to the CodeList dialog box.

Data Type Gen
eral

Specifies the name of an existing data type for the selected Field Element node or specifies a name f
or this data type that can be used elsewhere.

Default Value Gen
eral

Specifies the default value for the selected Field Element node.

Derived By Adv
anc
ed

Specifies how the underlying simple type of this Field Element node is derived from its base type (by
Restriction, List, or Union).

Enumeration Rest
ricte
d

Limits any data in an instance message corresponding to the selected Field Element node to a specifi
c set of values.

Field Type Gen
eral

Identifies the selected Field Element node as a Field Element node as opposed to a Field Attribute 
node.

Final Adv
anc
ed

Specifies derivation restrictions for the data type defined for the selected Field Element node.

Fixed Adv
anc
ed

Specifies a fixed value for the element(s) in an instance message that corresponds to the selected Fiel
d Element node, if the data is present.

Form Adv
anc
ed

Specifies whether local elements in instance messages must be qualified with a namespace identifier.

Instance XPath Gen
eral

Displays the location within instance messages of the element that corresponds to the selected Field 
Element node.

Item Type Adv
anc
ed

Specifies the data type of the corresponding element(s) in instance messages when the Derived By pr
operty is set to List.



Length Rest
ricte
d

Specifies the fixed length of the data corresponding to the selected Field Element node in instance m
essages.

Max Occurs Gen
eral

Specifies the maximum number of times that the element corresponding to the selected Field Eleme
nt node can occur.

MaxFacet Type Rest
ricte
d

Specifies whether the upper bound of the ordered value for any data in instance messages that corres
ponds to the selected Field Element node, as specified by the MaxFacet Value property, is inclusive 
or exclusive.

MaxFacet Value Rest
ricte
d

Specifies the maximum value (inclusive or exclusive, as specified by the MaxFacet Type property) for 
any data in instance messages that corresponds to the selected Field Element node.

Maximum Length Rest
ricte
d

Specifies the maximum length for data in instance messages that corresponds to the selected Field El
ement node.

Member Types Adv
anc
ed

Specifies the list of valid data types for the corresponding element(s) in instance messages when the 
Derived By property is set to Union.

Min Occurs Gen
eral

Specifies the minimum number of times that the element corresponding to the selected Field Eleme
nt node can occur.

MinFacet Type Rest
ricte
d

Specifies whether the lower bound of the ordered value for any data in instance messages that corres
ponds to the selected Field Element node, as specified by the MaxFacet Value property, is inclusive 
or exclusive.

MinFacet Value Rest
ricte
d

Specifies the minimum value (inclusive or exclusive, as specified by the MinFacet Type property) for 
any data in instance messages that corresponds to the selected Field Element node.

Minimum Length Rest
ricte
d

Specifies the minimum length for data in instance messages that corresponds to the selected Field El
ement node.

Namespace Gen
eral

Displays the namespace for the selected Field Element node.

Nillable Adv
anc
ed

Specifies whether the xsi:nil attribute can be used at run time with the element that corresponds to th
e selected Field Element node to indicate that it is still valid even if it has no content.

Node Name Gen
eral

Specifies the name of the selected Field Element node as it appears in the schema tree view.

Notes BizT
alk

Specifies notes about the selected Field Element node.

Pattern Rest
ricte
d

Limits any data in an instance message corresponding to the selected Field Element node to a specifi
c pattern, as specified by one or more regular expressions.

RootNode TypeName Refe
renc
e

Specifies the name that will be used when generating the .NET class name for the selected top-level Fi
eld Element root node.

When you select a Field Element node in BizTalk Editor and you are editing a property schema, you can examine and set
additional properties in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window. These properties are shown in the existing category Reference.

The following table shows the supplemental properties that are available for Field Element nodes when editing a property
schema.

Property schema pro
perty name

Categ
ory

Description

Property Schema Base Refer
ence

Specifies the origin of the data associated with the selected Field Element node.

Sensitive Information Refer
ence

Specifies whether the corresponding global context property will be treated as sensitive, restricting
its visibility within other BizTalk Server components.

When you select a Field Element node in BizTalk Editor and you have enabled the Flat File Extension using the
Schema Editor Extensions property, you can examine and set additional properties in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window.
These properties are divided into the existing category Reference and the new category Flat File, the latter of which contains
those properties related to parsing flat files in equivalent XML files and serializing XML files back into flat files.



 

The following table shows the supplemental properties that are available for Field Element nodes when the Flat File Extension
is enabled.

Flat file property name Cat
ego
ry

Description

Custom Date/Time Format Flat 
File

Specifies the format for your custom date/time type when the selected Field Element 
node is set to one of the following XSD data types or a simple type derived from one of
them:

xs:date, xs:dateTime, xs:time, xs:gYearMonth, xs:gYear, xs:gMonthDay, xs:gD
ay, or xs:gMonth

Justification Flat 
File

Specifies the left or right justification of the contents of the field(s) that correspond to t
he selected Field Element node.

Minimum Length with Pad Character Flat 
File

Specifies how a serializer pads the data in instance messages that corresponds to the s
elected Field Element node.

Pad Character Flat 
File

Specifies the pad character to be used for data in instance messages that corresponds t
o the selected Field Element node.

Pad Character Type Flat 
File

Specifies how an alternative pad character will be expressed in the Pad Character pro
perty and in the underlying XSD representation.

Positional Length Refe
renc
e

Specifies the length, from the previous sibling or delimiter, of the field in instance mess
ages that corresponds to the selected Field Element node.

Positional Offset Refe
renc
e

Specifies the starting offset, relative to the previous sibling or delimiter, of the field in i
nstance messages that corresponds to the selected Field Element node.

Wrap Character Flat 
File

Specifies a character to be used as the wrap character for the field(s) in an instance me
ssage that corresponds to the selected Field Element node.

Wrap characters cause the characters that occur between them to be interpreted as si
mple data, and not have the special meaning otherwise associated with it.

Wrap Character Type Flat 
File

Specifies how an alternative wrap character will be expressed in the Wrap Character p
roperty and in the underlying XSD representation.

When you select a Field Element node in BizTalk Editor and you have enabled the Hws Extension using the
Schema Editor Extensions property, you can examine and set an additional property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window.
This property is displayed in the Hws category.

The following table shows the supplemental property that is available when the Hws Extension is enabled.

HWS property na
me

Categor
y

Description

Target Hws Specifies a node in the ActionSection section of an HWS activation message schema as a target of t
he action.

See Also
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Field Attribute Node Properties
When you select a Field Attribute node in BizTalk Editor, you can examine and set its associated properties in the Visual Studio
.NET Properties window. These properties are divided into the following categories:

Advanced. This category contains properties that correspond to XSD concepts that can be categorized as advanced, such as
data type derivations.
BizTalk. This category contains properties that are related to usability and annotation features that are specific to
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004.
General. This category contains properties that correspond to XSD concepts that can be categorized as basic, such as
setting the data type of the corresponding element or attribute.
Restricted. This category contains properties that correspond to XSD concepts related to type derivations through
restriction.

When you insert a Field Attribute node, the name of the node as displayed in the schema tree, and which corresponds to its
Node Name property, is immediately made available for editing within the schema tree. Your choice of a name for this node is
important because it defines the name of the corresponding XML attribute in the instance messages that this schema defines.

Many of the properties associated with Field Attribute nodes correspond directly to the semantics of XML Schema definition
language (XSD) constructs.For links to information about XSD concepts and specifications, see XSD Resources on the Web.

Note  Some Field Attribute node properties are automatically enabled or disabled, or shown or hidden, depending
on the values of other node properties.

The following table shows the properties associated with Field Attribute nodes that are available in all schemas.

Property name Cat
ego
ry

Description

Base Data Type Adv
ance
d

Specifies the base data type from which the type for the selected Field Attribute node is derived.

CodeList BizT
alk

Specifies the reference number for the code list to use with the selected Field Attribute node and provide
s access to the CodeList dialog box.

Data Type Gen
eral

Specifies the name of an existing data type for the selected Field Attribute node or specifies a name for t
his data type that can be used elsewhere.

Default Value Gen
eral

Specifies the default value for the selected Field Attribute node.

Derived By Adv
ance
d

Specifies how the underlying simple type of this Field Attribute node is derived from its base type (by Re
striction, List, or Union).

Enumeration Rest
ricte
d

Limits any data in an instance message corresponding to the selected Field Attribute node to a specific s
et of values.

Field Type Gen
eral

Identifies the selected Field Attribute node as a Field Attribute node as opposed to a Field Element no
de.

Final Adv
ance
d

Specifies derivation restrictions for the data type defined for the selected Field Attribute node.

Fixed Adv
ance
d

Specifies a fixed value for the attribute(s) in an instance message that corresponds to the selected Field At
tribute node, if the data is present.

Form Adv
ance
d

Specifies whether local attributes in instance messages must be qualified with a namespace identifier.

Instance XPath Gen
eral

Displays the location within instance messages of the attribute that corresponds to the selected Field Attr
ibute node.

Item Type Adv
ance
d

Specifies the data type of the corresponding attribute(s) in instance messages when the Derived By prop
erty is set to List.



Length Rest
ricte
d

Specifies the fixed length of the data corresponding to the selected Field Attribute node in instance mess
ages.

MaxFacet Type Rest
ricte
d

Specifies whether the upper bound of the ordered value for any data in instance messages that correspon
ds to the selected Field Attribute node, as specified by the MaxFacet Value property, is inclusive or excl
usive.

MaxFacet Value Rest
ricte
d

Specifies the maximum value (inclusive or exclusive, as specified by the MaxFacet Type property) for any
data in instance messages that corresponds to the selected Field Attribute node.

Maximum Length Rest
ricte
d

Specifies the maximum length for data in instance messages that corresponds to the selected Field Attrib
ute node.

Member Types Adv
ance
d

Specifies the list of valid data types for the corresponding attribute(s) in instance messages when the Deri
ved By property is set to Union.

MinFacet Type Rest
ricte
d

Specifies whether the lower bound of the ordered value for any data in instance messages that correspon
ds to the selected Field Attribute node, as specified by the MaxFacet Value property, is inclusive or excl
usive.

MinFacet Value Rest
ricte
d

Specifies the minimum value (inclusive or exclusive, as specified by the MinFacet Type property) for any 
data in instance messages that corresponds to the selected Field Attribute node.

Minimum Length Rest
ricte
d

Specifies the minimum length for data in instance messages that corresponds to the selected Field Attrib
ute node.

Namespace Gen
eral

Displays the namespace for the selected Field Attribute node.

Node Name Gen
eral

Specifies the name of the selected Field Attribute node as it appears in the schema tree view.

Notes BizT
alk

Specifies notes about the selected Field Attribute node.

Pattern Rest
ricte
d

Limits any data in an instance message corresponding to the selected Field Attribute node to a specific p
attern, as specified by one or more regular expressions.

Use Requirement Gen
eral

Specifies whether the attribute that corresponds to the selected Field Attribute node is required in an ins
tance message.

When you select a Field Attribute node in BizTalk Editor and you have enabled the Flat File Extension using the
Schema Editor Extensions property, you can examine and set additional properties in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window.
These properties are divided into the existing category Reference and the new category Flat File, the latter of which contains
those properties related to parsing flat files in equivalent XML files and serializing XML files back into flat files.

The following table shows the supplemental properties that are available for Field Attribute nodes when the Flat File Extension
is enabled.

Flat file property name Cat
ego
ry

Description

Custom Date/Time Format Flat 
File

Specifies the format for your custom date/time type when the selected Field Element 
node is set to one of the following XSD data types or a simple type derived from one of
them:

xs:date, xs:dateTime, xs:time, xs:gYearMonth, xs:gYear, xs:gMonthDay, xs:gD
ay, or xs:gMonth

Justification Flat 
File

Specifies the left or right justification of the contents of the field(s) that correspond to t
he selected Field Attribute node.

Minimum Length with Pad Character Flat 
File

Specifies how a serializer pads the data in instance messages that corresponds to the s
elected Field Attribute node.

Pad Character Flat 
File

Specifies the pad character to be used for data in instance messages that corresponds t
o the selected Field Attribute node.



 

Pad Character Type Flat 
File

Specifies how an alternative pad character will be expressed in the Pad Character pro
perty and in the underlying XSD representation.

Positional Length Refe
renc
e

Specifies the length, from the previous sibling or delimiter, of the field in instance mess
ages that corresponds to the selected Field Attribute node.

Positional Offset Refe
renc
e

Specifies the starting offset, relative to the previous sibling or delimiter, of the field in i
nstance messages that corresponds to the selected Field Attribute node.

Wrap Character Flat 
File

Specifies a character to be used as the wrap character for the field(s) in an instance me
ssage that corresponds to the selected Field Attribute node.

Wrap characters cause the characters that occur between them to be interpreted as si
mple data, and to not have the special meaning otherwise associated with it.

Wrap Character Type Flat 
File

Specifies how an alternative wrap character will be expressed in the Wrap Character p
roperty and in the underlying XSD representation.

See Also

Node Properties - By Node Type

Node Properties — Alphabetical Listings
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Sequence Group Node Properties
Use a Sequence Group node when all of its child nodes have to occur in instance messages in the exact same order in which
they are defined.

When you select a Sequence Group node in BizTalk Editor, you can examine and set its associated properties in the Visual Studio
.NET Properties window. These properties are divided into the following categories:

Advanced. This category contains properties that correspond to XSD concepts that can be categorized as advanced, such as
converting the group definition from local to global.
General. This category contains properties that correspond to XSD concepts that can be categorized as basic, such as
setting the allowed number of occurrences of the element group.

Many of the properties associated with Sequence Group nodes correspond directly to the semantics of XML Schema definition
language (XSD) constructs.For links to information about XSD concepts and specifications, see XSD Resources on the Web.

The following table shows the properties associated with Sequence Group nodes that are available in all schemas.

Property name Cate
gory

Description

Group Reference Adva
nced

Specifies the globally defined group referenced by the selected Sequence Group node, or a new name fo
r this group, thereby converting it to a global Sequence Group node.

Max Occurs Gene
ral

Specifies the maximum number of times that the underlying group content of the selected Sequence Gr
oup node can occur.

Min Occurs Gene
ral

Specifies the minimum number of times that the underlying group content of the selected Sequence Gro
up node can occur.

Namespace Gene
ral

Displays the namespace for the selected Sequence Group node.

Node Name Gene
ral

Displays the name of the selected Sequence Group node, as displayed in the schema tree. This name has
one of the following forms:

<Sequence> (the default, when the Group Reference property has no value).
<Group:X>, where "X" is the value of the Group Reference property.

Order Type Adva
nced

Identifies the selected node as a Sequence Group node, and allows it to be converted to a Choice Grou
p node or, in some circumstances, an All Group node.

See Also

Choice Group Node Properties

All Group Node Properties

Node Properties - By Node Type

Node Properties — Alphabetical Listings
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Choice Group Node Properties
Use a Choice Group node when exactly one of its child nodes can occur in instance messages.

When you select a Choice Group node in BizTalk Editor, you can examine and set its associated properties in the Visual Studio
.NET Properties window. These properties are divided into the following categories:

Advanced. This category contains properties that correspond to XSD concepts that can be categorized as advanced, such as
converting the group definition from local to global.
General. This category contains properties that correspond to XSD concepts that can be categorized as basic, such as
setting the allowed number of occurrences of the element group.

Many of the properties associated with Choice Group nodes correspond directly to the semantics of XML Schema definition
language (XSD) constructs.For links to information about XSD concepts and specifications, see XSD Resources on the Web.

The following table shows the properties associated with Choice Group nodes that are available in all schemas.

Property name Cate
gory

Description

Group Reference Adva
nced

Specifies the globally defined group referenced by the selected Choice Group node, or a new name for t
his group, thereby converting it to a global Choice Group node.

Max Occurs Gener
al

Specifies the maximum number of times that to the underlying group content of the selected Choice Gro
up node can occur.

Min Occurs Gener
al

Specifies the minimum number of times that the underlying group content of the selected Choice Group
node can occur.

Namespace Gener
al

Displays the namespace for the selected Choice Group node.

Node Name Gener
al

Displays the name of the selected Choice Group node, as displayed in the schema tree. This name has o
ne of the following forms:

<Choice> (the default, when the Group Reference property has no value).
<Group:X>, where "X" is the value of the Group Reference property.

Order Type Adva
nced

Identifies the selected node as a Choice Group node, and allows it to be converted to a Sequence Grou
p node or, in some circumstances, an All Group node.

See Also

Sequence Group Node Properties

All Group Node Properties

Node Properties - By Node Type

Node Properties — Alphabetical Listings
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All Group Node Properties
Use an All Group node when all of its child nodes may appear once or not at all, and in any order, in instance messages.

When you select an All Group node in BizTalk Editor, you can examine and set its associated properties in the Visual Studio .NET
Properties window. These properties are divided into the following categories:

Advanced. This category contains properties that correspond to XSD concepts that can be categorized as advanced, such as
converting the group definition from local to global.
General. This category contains properties that correspond to XSD concepts that can be categorized as basic, such as
setting the allowed number of occurrences of the element group.

Many of the properties associated with All Group nodes correspond directly to the semantics of XML Schema definition language
(XSD) constructs.For links to information about XSD concepts and specifications, see XSD Resources on the Web.

The following table shows the properties associated with All Group nodes that are available in all schemas.

Property name Categ
ory

Description

Group Reference Advan
ced

Specifies the globally defined group referenced by the selected All Group node, or a new name for this g
roup, thereby converting it to a global All Group node.

Max Occurs Gener
al

Specifies the maximum number of times that to the underlying group content of the selected All Group 
node can occur.

Min Occurs Gener
al

Specifies the minimum number of times that the underlying group content of the selected All Group no
de can occur.

Namespace Gener
al

Displays the namespace for the selected All Group node.

Node Name Gener
al

Displays the name of the selected All Group node, as displayed in the schema tree. This name has one of
the following forms:

<All> (the default, when the Group Reference property has no value).
<Group:X>, where "X" is the value of the Group Reference property.

Order Type Advan
ced

Identifies the selected node as an All Group node, and allows it to be converted to a Sequence Group o
r Choice Group node.

See Also

Sequence Group Node Properties

Choice Group Node Properties

Node Properties - By Node Type

Node Properties — Alphabetical Listings
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Attribute Group Node Properties
When you select an Attribute Group node in BizTalk Editor, you can examine and set its associated properties in the Visual
Studio .NET Properties window. These properties are divided into the following categories:

Advanced. This category contains properties that correspond to XSD concepts that can be categorized as advanced, such as
changing the name by which the group definition is referenced.
General. This category contains properties that correspond to XSD concepts that can be categorized as basic, such as its
namespace and name.

Sequence Group, Choice Group, and All Group nodes, collectively known as element group nodes, can be either local or global,
depending on whether you give their Group Reference property a value. Unlike these element group nodes, Attribute Group
nodes are always global and are given a default value for their Group Reference property of the form "
<AttrGroup:attrGroupN>", where "N" is a monotonically increasing number, starting at zero (0).

Further, Attribute Group nodes have no structure beyond the set of attributes that they group together for collective use,
whereas element group nodes can have very deep structures.

Many of the properties associated with Attribute Group nodes correspond directly to the semantics of XML Schema definition
language (XSD) constructs.For links to information about XSD concepts and specifications, see XSD Resources on the Web.

The following table shows the properties associated with Attribute Group nodes that are available in all schemas.

Property name Categor
y

Description

Group Reference Advance
d

Specifies the globally defined group referenced by the selected Attribute Group node.

Namespace General Displays the namespace for the selected Attribute Group node.
Node Name General Displays the name of the selected Attribute Group node, as displayed in the schema tree. This name i

s of the form:

<AttrGroup:X>, where "X" is the value of the Group Reference property.

See Also

Node Properties - By Node Type

Node Properties — Alphabetical Listings
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Any Element Node Properties
This node represents the XSD <any> construct.

When you select an Any Element node in BizTalk Editor, you can examine and set its associated properties in the Visual Studio
.NET Properties window. These properties are all in the General category.

As you develop a schema, you may insert Any Element nodes to represent a portion of an instance message for which the
elements cannot be anticipated.

Unlike many other types of nodes, which you can and should rename, the Any Element node has the fixed node name "<Any>",
which you cannot change.

Many of the properties associated with Any Element nodes correspond directly to the semantics of XML Schema definition
language (XSD) constructs.For links to information about XSD concepts and specifications, see XSD Resources on the Web.

Note  You can use the Any Element node with Extensible Markup Language (XML) schemas only. The Standard
property of the Schema node must have a value of XML or Default for this node type to be allowed without
generating a compilation error.

The following table shows the properties associated with Any Element nodes that are available in all schemas that represent
XML instance messages.

Property name Categ
ory

Description

Instance XPath Genera
l

Displays the location within instance messages of the element that corresponds to the selected Any Ele
ment node.

Note  The XPath value displayed for this property is not technically valid because the actual 
node name is not known in advance.

Max Occurs Genera
l

Defines the maximum number of times that the element corresponding to the selected Any Element n
ode can occur in an instance message.

Min Occurs Genera
l

Defines the minimum number of times that the elements corresponding to this Any Element node can 
occur in an instance message.

Namespace Genera
l

Specifies the namespace for the selected Any Element node.

Node Name Genera
l

Indicates that this node is an Any Element node by displaying the value "<Any>".

Process Contents Genera
l

Specifies the level of validation for data in instance messages that corresponds to the selected Any Ele
ment node.

See Also

Any Attribute Node Properties

Node Properties - By Node Type

Node Properties — Alphabetical Listings
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Any Attribute Node Properties
This node represents the XSD <anyAttribute> construct.

When you select an Any Attribute node in BizTalk Editor, you can examine and set its associated properties in the Visual Studio
.NET Properties window. These properties are all in the General category.

As you develop a schema, you may insert Any Attribute nodes to represent a portion of an instance message for which the
attributes cannot be anticipated.

Unlike many other types of nodes, which you can and should rename, the Any Attribute node has the fixed node name "
<AnyAttribute>", which you cannot change.

Many of the properties associated with Any Attribute nodes correspond directly to the semantics of XML Schema definition
language (XSD) constructs.For links to information about XSD concepts and specifications, see XSD Resources on the Web.

Note  You can use the Any Attribute node with Extensible Markup Language (XML) schemas only. The Standard
property of the Schema node must have a value of XML or Default for this node type to be allowed without
generating a compilation error.

The following table shows the properties associated with Any Attribute nodes that are available in all schemas that represent
XML instance messages.

Property name Categ
ory

Description

Instance XPath Genera
l

Displays the location within instance messages of the attribute(s) that corresponds to the selected Any 
Attribute node.

Note  The XPath value displayed for this property is not technically valid because the actual 
node name is not known in advance.

Namespace Genera
l

Specifies the namespace for the selected Any Attribute node.

Node Name Genera
l

Indicates that this node is an Any Attribute node by displaying the value "<AnyAttribute>".

Process Contents Genera
l

Specifies the level of validation for data in instance messages that corresponds to the selected Any Attr
ibute node.

See Also

Any Element Node Properties

Node Properties - By Node Type

Node Properties — Alphabetical Listings
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Equivalent Node Properties
Equivalent nodes are created automatically by BizTalk Editor to show how derived complex types can be used instead of the base
complex type from which they are derived wherever the base complex type is called for in the schema. This yields the same type
of polymorphism that is common in many object-oriented programming languages.

At the location in an instance message where the base complex type is called for by the schema, the structure of the XML can
validly conform to that base complex type or to any of the derived complex types, all of which are displayed as child nodes of the
Equivalent node in the schema.

When you select an Equivalent node in BizTalk Editor, you can examine its read-only properties in the Visual Studio .NET
Properties window.

The following table shows the properties associated with Equivalent node.

Property name Category Description
Base Type General Shows the base complex type upon which the named derivations are based.
Node Name General Shows that this node is an Equivalent node by displaying the value "<Equivalent>".

See Also

Equivalent Child Node Properties

Node Properties - By Node Type

Node Properties — Alphabetical Listings
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Equivalent Child Node Properties
Nodes that are child node of an Equivalent node are created automatically by BizTalk Editor to show the set of derived complex
types and the base complex type from which they are derived. The XML structures specified by any of these types can occur
wherever the base complex type is called for in the schema. This yields the same type of polymorphism that is common in many
object-oriented programming languages.

At the location in an instance message where the base complex type is called for by the schema, the structure of the XML can
validly conform to that base complex type or to any of the derived complex types, all of which are displayed as child nodes of the
Equivalent node in the schema.

In corresponding instance messages, you can use any of the types shown under the Equivalent node by specifying the data type
explicitly:

When you select a node that is the child of an Equivalent node in BizTalk Editor, you can examine its read-only properties in the
Visual Studio .NET Properties window.

The following table shows the properties associated with nodes that are child nodes of Equivalent nodes.

Property name Category Description
Derivation Type General Shows the base complex type or one of the derived complex types.
Node Name General Shows the name of the base or derived complex type within angle brackets (<type>).

See Also

Equivalent Node Properties

Node Properties - By Node Type

Node Properties — Alphabetical Listings
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Node Properties — Alphabetical Listings
Inserting a schema node of any type into a particular position within a schema hierarchy is the first step to making that node an
effective member of the schema. Each type of schema node has an extensive set of properties associated with it, such as the name
of the node, its data type, the range of occurrences allowed, and so on. Some properties are exclusive to a particular type of node
while other properties are shared by several types of nodes, or in a few cases, most or all types of nodes.

This section provides reference information about all of the properties associated schema nodes, organized first according to
whether they apply to all schemas, only to property schemas, or only to schemas with which either the flat file or Human
Workflow Services (HWS) schema extensions have been associated. Within these categories, the node properties are organized
alphabetically, without regard to the node types to which they apply.

This section contains:

Node Properties of All Schemas
Supplemental Node Properties for Property Schemas
Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas
Supplemental Node Properties for HWS Schemas
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Node Properties of All Schemas
This section provides an alphabetically organized set of reference topics for the node properties that are available within all
schemas (with a few noted exceptions).

Because different properties can apply to one, some, or all types of nodes, the following table and each node property reference
topic contains a column or section that indicates the node types to which the property applies.

Many of the properties associated with all nodes in schemas correspond directly to the semantics of XML Schema definition
language (XSD) constructs.For links to information about XSD concepts and specifications, see XSD Resources on the Web.

The following table shows the nodes properties that are available in all schemas.

Property name Applies to node type(s) Description
Attribute FormDefault Schema Specifies whether locally declared attributes must be qualifie

d by using a namespace identifier in instance messages.

Property category: Advanced

Base Data Type Record, Field Element, Field Attribute Specifies the base data type from which the type for the sele
cted node is derived.

Property category: Advanced

Base Type Equivalent Shows the base complex type from which the other complex 
types shown as child nodes of the Equivalent node are deri
ved.

Property category: General

Block Record Prevents or defines allowed derivations of this Record node 
in other schemas.

Property category: General

BlockDefault Schema Specifies the default setting for whether or not derivations ar
e permitted throughout the schema, and if so, which kinds (e
xtension, restriction, and so on).

Property category: Advanced

Body XPath Record Identifies the portion of the schema that defines the body of 
the message associated with a root Record node in an envel
ope schema.

Property category: Parse

CodeList Field Element, Field Attribute Specifies the reference number for the code list to use with t
he selected Field Element or Field Attribute node, and pro
vides access to the CodeList dialog box.

Property category: BizTalk

CodeList Database Schema Specifies the name and location of the database containing c
ode lists used to set enumeration values at design-time.

Property category: BizTalk

Content Type Record Specifies whether the content of the Record node is simple 
or complex.

Property category: Advanced



Data Structure Type Record Specifies one of the following:

An existing data type for the selected Record node, by 
selecting the data type from the list.
A new global complex data type to be created for the s
elected Record node, by typing a name for the new da
ta type.
That the selected Record node should refer to another 
global level Record node, by selecting "<RecordName
> (Reference)" from the list.

Property category: General

Data Type Field Element, Field Attribute Specifies a simple data type for the selected Field Element 
or Field Attribute node.

Property category: General

Default Value Field Element, Field Attribute Specifies the default value for the selected Field Element or
Field Attribute node.

Property category: General

Derivation Type Equivalent Child Shows the base complex type or one of the derived complex 
types.

Property category: General

Derived By Record, Field Element, Field Attribute Specifies how the complex type associated with the selected 
Record node is derived from the data type specified by the 
Base Data Type property.

Or, specifies how the simple type associated with the selecte
d Field Element or Field Attribute node is derived from th
e data type specified by the Base Data Type property.

Property category: Advanced

Document Type Schema Specifies the type of schema that you are configuring, using 
whatever document type specification makes sense for your 
business.

Property category: Reference

Document Version Schema Specifies the version of the schema that you are configuring,
using whatever versioning scheme makes sense for your bu
siness.

Property category: Reference

Element FormDefault Schema Specifies whether locally declared elements must be qualifie
d by using a namespace identifier in instance messages.

Property category: Advanced

Enumeration Field Element, Field Attribute Limits any data in an instance message corresponding to the
selected Field Element or Field Attribute node to a specifi
c set of values.

Property category: Restricted

Envelope Schema Specifies whether the schema represents an envelope. Confi
gure this property only if you are creating a flat file or an XM
L file.

Property category: Reference



Field Type Field Element, Field Attribute Identifies the selected node as a Field Element node or a Fi
eld Attribute node.

Property category: General

Final Record, Field Element, Field Attribute Specifies derivation restrictions for the data type defined for 
the selected Record, Field Element, or Field Attribute nod
e.

Property category: General

FinalDefault Schema Specifies whether types defined in the schema being edited c
an be used as the basis for any derivations.

Property category: Advanced

Fixed Field Element, Field Attribute Specifies a fixed value for the element(s) or attribute in an in
stance message that corresponds to the selected Field Elem
ent or Field Attribute node, if the data is present.

Property category: Advanced

Form Record, Field Element, Field Attribute Specifies whether local elements in instance messages must 
be qualified with a namespace identifier.

Property category: Advanced

Group Max Occurs Record Specifies the maximum number of times the underlying gro
up content of the selected Record node can occur.

Property category: Advanced

Group Min Occurs Record Specifies the minimum number of times the underlying grou
p content of the selected Record node can occur.

Property category: Advanced

Group Order Type Record Specifies the type of group ordering of child nodes below th
e selected Record node.

Property category: Advanced

Group Reference Sequence Group, Choice Group,
All Group, Attribute Group

Specifies the globally defined group referenced by the select
ed Sequence Group, Choice Group, All Group, or Attribu
te Group node.

Property category: Advanced

Imports Schema Specifies all of the namespaces that are used in the schema a
nd provides the interface for importing, including, and redefi
ning other schemas within the schema being edited.

Property category: Advanced

Instance XPath Record, Field Element, Field Attribute,
Any Element, Any Attribute

Displays the location within instance messages of the eleme
nt(s) or attribute(s) that corresponds to the selected node.

Property category: General

Item Type Field Element, Field Attribute Specifies the data type of the corresponding element(s) or at
tribute(s) in instance messages when the Derived By proper
ty is set to List.

Property category: Advanced

Length Field Element, Field Attribute Specifies the fixed length of the data corresponding to the se
lected Field Element or Field Attribute node in instance m
essages.

Property category: Restricted



Max Occurs Record, Field Element, Sequence Group,
Choice Group, All Group, Any Element

Specifies the maximum number of times that the element(s) 
corresponding to the selected node can occur.

Property category: General

MaxFacet Type Field Element, Field Attribute Specifies whether the upper bound of the ordered value for 
any data in instance messages that corresponds to the select
ed Field Element or Field Attribute node, as specified by t
he MaxFacet Value property, is inclusive or exclusive.

Property category: Restricted

MaxFacet Value Field Element, Field Attribute Specifies the maximum value (inclusive or exclusive, as speci
fied by the MaxFacet Type property) for any data in instanc
e messages that corresponds to the selected Field Element 
or Field Attribute node.

Property category: Restricted

Maximum Length Field Element, Field Attribute Specifies the maximum length for the data in instance messa
ges that corresponds to the selected Field Element or Field
Attribute node.

Property category: Restricted

Member Types Field Element, Field Attribute Specifies the list of valid data types for the corresponding ele
ment(s) or attribute(s) in instance messages when the Deriv
ed By property is set to Union.

Property category: Advanced

Min Occurs Record, Field Element, Sequence Group,
Choice Group, All Group, Any Element

Specifies the minimum number of times that the element(s) 
corresponding to the selected node can occur.

Property category: General

MinFacet Type Field Element, Field Attribute Specifies whether the lower bound of the ordered value for a
ny data in instance messages that corresponds to the selecte
d Field Element or Field Attribute node, as specified by th
e MaxFacet Value property, is inclusive or exclusive.

Property category: Restricted

MinFacet Value Field Element, Field Attribute Specifies the minimum value (inclusive or exclusive, as specif
ied by the MinFacet Type property) for any data in instance
messages that corresponds to the selected Field Element or
Field Attribute node.

Property category: Restricted

Minimum Length Field Element, Field Attribute Specifies the minimum length for the data in instance messa
ges that corresponds to the selected Field Element or Field
Attribute node.

Property category: Restricted

Mixed Record Specifies that character data or text can appear with subelem
ents in the selected Record node.

Property category: Advanced



Namespace Record, Field Element, Field Attribute,
Sequence Group, Choice Group,
All Group, Attribute Group, Any Element,
Any Attribute

Displays the namespace for the selected node. For Any Ele
ment and Any Attribute nodes, this property is editable so 
that a namespace can be specified.

Property category: General

Nillable Record, Field Element Specifies whether the nil attribute can be used at run time w
ith the element that corresponds to the selected node to indi
cate that it is still valid even if it has no content.

Property category: Advanced

Node Name Schema, Record, Field Element,
Field Attribute, Sequence Group,
Choice Group, All Group, Attribute Group,
Any Element, Any Attribute, Equivalent,
Equivalent Child

Specifies (or just displays) the name of the selected node.

Property category: General

Notes Record, Field Element, Field Attribute Specifies notes about the selected Record, Field Element, o
r Field Attribute node to be made.

Property category: BizTalk

Order Type Sequence Group, Choice Group,
All Group

Specifies the type of the selected element group node: Sequ
ence, Choice, or All.

Property category: Advanced

Pattern Field Element, Field Attribute Limits any data in an instance message corresponding to the
selected Field Element or Field Attribute node to a specifi
c pattern, as specified by one or more regular expressions.

Property category: Restricted

Process Contents Any Element, Any Attribute Specifies the level of validation data for instance messages t
hat corresponds to the selected Any Element or Any Attrib
ute node.

Property category: General

Promote Properties Schema Opens the Promote Properties dialog box in which you can
specify the properties that you want to promote to the prope
rty context container.

Property category: BizTalk

Receipt Schema Specifies whether the schema represents an inbound receipt 
message.

Property category: Reference

Root Reference Schema Specifies the node that represents the outermost element in 
the XML business document represented by the schema, and
is important when you have created more than one top-level
node in the schema.

Property category: Reference

RootNode TypeName Record, Field Element Specifies the name that will be used when generating the .N
ET class name for the selected root Record or root Field Ele
ment node.

Property category: Reference

Schema Editor Extensions Schema Allows selection of the BizTalk Editor extensions to be associ
ated with the selected schema.

Property category: Advanced



 

Schema File Location Schema Shows the file system location of the schema file associated 
with the schema being edited.

Property category: General

Schema Type Schema Specifies the type of the selected schema as either a docume
nt schema or a property schema.

Property category: Reference

Specification Name Schema Specifies a business name for the schema.

Property category: Reference

Standard Schema Specifies the format and/or syntax of the instance message.

Property category: Reference

Standard Version Schema Specifies the version of the format and/or syntax of the insta
nce message, if appropriate.

Property category: Reference

Target Namespace Schema Specifies the target namespace for the schema using any vali
d uniform resource identifier (URI).

Property category: General

Use Requirement Field Attribute Specifies whether the attribute that corresponds to the select
ed Field Attribute node is required in an instance message. 
This property represents a standard XSD construct and is per
sisted as "required."

Property category: General
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Attribute FormDefault (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Attribute FormDefault property to define whether locally declared attributes must be qualified by using a namespace
identifier throughout instance messages.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
Advanced

Allowed Values

Drop-down li
st choice

Description

(Default) Removes the attributeFormDefault attribute, if present, specifying the default behavior corresponding to the "U
nqualified" setting.

Qualified Sets the attributeFormDefault attribute to "qualified", specifying that locally declared attributes must be qualifie
d by a namespace identifier throughout instance messages.

Unqualified Sets the attributeFormDefault attribute to "unqualified", specifying that locally declared attributes need not be 
qualified by a namespace identifier throughout instance messages.

Default Value
(Default), specifying default behavior corresponding to the "Unqualified" setting.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the attributeFormDefault attribute of the schema element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select the Schema node in BizTalk
Editor.

This property represents a standard XSD construct. For additional information about the corresponding XSD construct, see
XSD Resources on the Web.

You can override the global setting established by this property by setting the Form property for individual Field Attribute
nodes.

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas

Form (Node Property of All Schemas)
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Base Data Type (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Base Data Type property to specify the base data type value from which the data type of the selected Record, Field
Element, or Field Attribute node will be derived (for example, "xs:string").

Applies to Nodes of Type
Record, Field Element, Field Attribute

Category
Advanced

Allowed Values
No value, or any of the data types shown in the drop-down list for this property.

Default Value
Blank, indicating that the data type of this Record, Field Element, or Field Attribute node is not derived from another data type.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the base attribute of the extension, restriction, list, or union element within the element(s) that corresponds to
the selected Record, Field Element, or Field Attribute node. For more information about the persistence permutations, see the
XSD Persistence section of Derived By (Node Property of All Schemas).

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Record (including a root
Record node), Field Element, or Field Attribute node in BizTalk Editor.

The setting of this property interacts with the Content Type (Record nodes only) and Derived By properties.

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas
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Base Type (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Base Type property to examine the base complex type for the selected Equivalent node.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Equivalent

Category
General

Read-Only Value
The name of the base data type for an Equivalent node.

XSD Persistence
None. The Equivalent node and its properties exist to display the type derivations occurring within the XSD, but have no direct
XSD persistence. The values of the Base Data Type and Data Structure Type properties of the associated nodes can be viewed
as a form of indirect XSD persistence.

Remarks
You can examine this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select an Equivalent node in BizTalk Editor.

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas
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Block (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Block property to prevent or restrict the types of derivations that can be used in instance messages for the element(s)
corresponding to the selected Record node.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Record

Category
General

Allowed Values

Drop-down lis
t choice

Description

(Default) Removes the block attribute, if present, specifying that there are no restrictions on particular types of derivation
s unless otherwise specified by the BlockDefault property.

All Sets the block attribute to "#all", specifying that no derivations are allowed.
Restriction Adds "restriction" to the value of the block attribute, specifying that derivations by restriction are not allowed.
Extension Adds "extension" to the value of the block attribute, specifying that derivations by extension are not allowed.
Substitution Adds "substitution" to the value of the block attribute, specifying that derivations by substitution are not allowed

.

Default Value
(Default)

XSD Persistence
As the value of the block attribute of the complexType element that is a child of the element that corresponds to the selected
Record node.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Record node (including a
root Record node) in BizTalk Editor.

This property represents a standard XSD construct. For additional information about the corresponding XSD construct, see
XSD Resources on the Web.

The values Restriction, Extension, and Substitution can be set in combination with each other by selecting their corresponding
check boxes in the Block property drop-down list. The corresponding values of the block attribute are space-separated.

In corresponding instance messages, other derived data types can be used for a particular element unless explicitly prevented by
the settings of the Block and/or BlockDefault properties, as follows:

In the example above, "BaseOrDerivedTypeName" is the name of a complex type that is derived from the data type specified by
the Data Structure Type property of the corresponding Record node by some allowed type of derivation (a type of derivation
that is not blocked by this property or the BlockDefault property). For more information about different types of derivations, see
Type Reuse and Derivations.

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas

BlockDefault (Node Property of All Schemas)
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BlockDefault (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the BlockDefault property to prevent or restrict the types of derivations that can be used in instance messages for all data
types defined by the schema being edited.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
Advanced

Allowed Values

Drop-down list
choice

Description

(Default) Removes the blockDefault attribute, if present, specifying that there are no restrictions on particular types of d
erivations that apply throughout the entire schema.

All Sets the blockDefault attribute to "#all", specifying that no derivations are allowed.
Restriction Adds "restriction" to the value of the blockDefault attribute, specifying that derivations by restriction are not all

owed.
Extension Adds "extension" to the value of the blockDefault attribute, specifying that derivations by extension are not allo

wed.
Substitution Adds "substitution" to the value of the blockDefault attribute, specifying that derivations by substitution are no

t allowed.

Default Value
(Default), resulting in no global restrictions on deriving from the types in the schema being edited.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the blockDefault attribute of the schema element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select the Schema node in BizTalk
Editor.

The values Restriction, Extension, and Substitution can be set in combination with each other by selecting their corresponding
check boxes in the BlockDefault property drop-down list. The corresponding values of the blockDefault attribute are space-
separated.

You can override the global setting established by this property by setting the Block property of individual Record nodes.

In corresponding instance messages, other derived data types can be used for a particular element unless explicitly prevented by
the settings of the Block and/or BlockDefault properties, as follows:

In the example above, "BaseOrDerivedTypeName" is the name of a complex type that is derived from the data type specified by
the Data Structure Type property of the corresponding Record node by some allowed type of derivation (a type of derivation
that is not blocked by this property or the BlockDefault property). For more information about different types of derivations, see
Type Reuse and Derivations.

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas
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Body XPath (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Body XPath property to identify the portion of the schema that defines the body of the message associated with the
selected root Record node in an envelope schema.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Record

Category
Parse

Allowed Values
XPath values are specified using the schema subtree displayed within the Body XPath dialog box, which can be opened using the
ellipsis (...) button located to the right of the Body XPath property value field.

Note  Only canonical XPath values are supported by the BizTalk Server engine. They must be constructed using the
default schema format (for example: /*[local-name()="..." and namespace-uri()="..."]). Also note that
position()="..." specifiers cannot be used in the XPath.

Default Value
None.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the body_xpath attribute of the schema/annotation/appinfo/recordInfo element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a root Record node in an
envelope schema in BizTalk Editor (envelope schemas are those schemas for which you have set the Envelope property of the
Schema node to Yes).

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas
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CodeList (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the CodeList property to define the reference number for the code list to use with the selected Field Element or Field
Attribute node, and to access the CodeList dialog box in which you select the code list values to be set as enumeration values for
this node.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Field Element, Field Attribute

Category
BizTalk

Allowed Values
A numeric value that occurs in the Code column in one or more rows in a table in the Access database specified by the
CodeList Database property of the Schema node for the schema being edited. The name of the table is a combination of the
Standard and Standard Version properties of the Schema node, separated by an underscore (_) character.

For example, if you have set the Standard property of the Schema node to "XML" and the Standard Version property to
"MyVersion1", then the Access database specified by the CodeList Database property must have a table named
"XML_MyVersion1".

This table must have three columns, typically named "Code", "Value", and "Desc". The first column identifies rows that are related
to one another, where each such row provides one of the enumeration choices that may potentially be allowed for the data that
corresponds to the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node.

Default Value
None.

XSD Persistence
The reference value is persisted as the value of the codelist attribute of:

For Field Element nodes, the element/annotation/appinfo/fieldInfo annotation element.
For Field Attribute nodes, the attribute/annotation/appinfo/fieldInfo annotation element.

The actual chosen codelist enumeration choices are persisted as one enumeration element for each row chosen using the
CodeList dialog box, where the value attribute of each enumeration element is set to the string in the Value column of the
corresponding row in the specified Access database table.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Field Element or Field
Attribute node in BizTalk Editor and you have set its Derived By property to Restriction.

Note  The CodeList and CodeList Database properties are used at design time only and are persisted in the XSD as
corresponding settings for the Enumeration property. At run time, all values are verified against the Enumeration
property only.

You must configure this property in conjunction with the CodeList Database property of the Schema node.

There are four separate steps in setting this property:

1. For the Schema node, verify that the CodeList Database, Standard, and Standard Version properties are set correctly for
the Microsoft Access database in which your code list values are stored.

2. For the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node, set the Derived By property to Restriction. The CodeList
property will not be enabled until you perform this step.

3. Type a value into the value field for this property. This value is typically an integer, but can be any string that does not
contain spaces. Whatever the value, it should occur one or more times in the Code column (the first column) of an Access
database table, where the name of the table is a concatenation of the Standard property value, an underscore (_) character,
and the Standard Version property value, and the database file is specified using the CodeList Database property (the
Standard, Standard Version, and CodeList Database properties are all properties of the Schema node).



 

4. Click the ellipsis (...) button located to the right of the CodeList property value field to open the CodeList dialog box. Using
the check boxes in this dialog box, select the values that you want to allow as legal values for the instance message data that
corresponds to the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node.

For a given Field Element or Field Attribute node, do not use both the Enumeration property and the CodeList property.
Using the latter property can result in values entered using the former property to be overwritten.

For conceptual information about working with code lists in BizTalk Editor, see Code List Management.

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas
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CodeList Database (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the CodeList Database property to specify the full path of the Microsoft Access database used for code lists. This database
allows for easier configuration of enumerations associated with type derivations by restriction, especially when the enumeration
choices are in the form of codes that are not particularly intuitive.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
BizTalk

Allowed Values
Legal, full path file names that identify Microsoft Access database files.

Default Value
None.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the codelist_database attribute of the schema/annotation/appinfo/schemaInfo element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select the Schema node in BizTalk
Editor.

Note  The CodeList and CodeList Database properties are used at design time only and are persisted in the XSD as
corresponding settings for the Enumeration property. At run time, all values are verified against the Enumeration
property only.

To make use of the appropriate database table in the Access database identified by this property, you must use the CodeList
property associated with Field Element and Field Attribute nodes.

For conceptual information about working with code lists in BizTalk Editor, see Code List Management.

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas
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Content Type (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Content Type property to define whether the content of the Record node is simple or complex. Simple content is data
only, and complex content is subelements.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Record

Category
Advanced

Allowed Values

Drop-down
list choice

Description

(Default) Use this value in conjunction with a blank value for the Base Data Type property to indicate a default interpretation (
defined by XSD) of complex content that restricts anyType.

A blank value for Base Data Type property forces this property to the (Default) value and setting this property to (
Default) forces the Base Data Type property to a blank value.

ComplexC
ontent

Specifies that content in the selected Record node can include subelements.

SimpleCon
tent

Specifies that content in the selected Record node is derived from a simple type. This means that it can contain only 
attributes and text that conform to the derived data type. In other words, it cannot contain subelements.

Default Value
(Default), indicating that there is no specified content type for the element that corresponds to this Record node, indicating a
default interpretation (defined by XSD) of complex content that restricts anyType.

XSD Persistence
When set to other than the default value, represented within the complexType element of the Record node using a nested pair
of elements: an extension or restriction element within a simpleContent or complexContent element. The base attribute of
the extension or restriction element is set to the value of the Base Data Type property.

For more information about these persistence permutations, see the XSD Persistence section of
Derived By (Node Property of All Schemas).

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Record node (including a
root Record node) in BizTalk Editor.

The setting of this property interacts with the Base Data Type and Derived By properties.

Simple content includes only attributes and text data. Complex content includes elements, attributes, and if the Mixed property is
set to True, text data.

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas
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Data Structure Type (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Data Structure Type property to:

Select an existing global complex type to be associated with the selected Record node, thereby converting the inbuilt
complex type for this Record node to a global complex type.

- or -

Specify a name for the complex type associated with the selected Record node, thereby converting its unnamed complex
type to a global complex type, or,

- or -

Reference an existing global Record node.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Record

Category
General

Allowed Values
Valid qualified names (QNames).

Default Value
None.

XSD Persistence
When you choose an existing complex type, or type a new complex type name for this property, it is persisted as the value of type
attribute of the element that corresponds to the selected Record node.

When you choose to refer to an existing global Record node, this property value is persisted as the value of the ref attribute of the
element that corresponds to the selected Record node.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Record node in BizTalk
Editor.

This property represents a standard XSD construct. For additional information about the corresponding XSD construct, see
XSD Resources on the Web.

If the value of this property is blank, the complex type of the underlying Record node is unnamed, and therefore cannot be used
by any other Record node. If you type a new name for this property, the underlying complex type becomes global and can be
used as the value of the Data Structure Type or Base Data Type property of other Record nodes. You can also select a value
from a list of existing global named complex types using the drop-down list, or type a name of an existing complex type to reuse
that type.

Further, you can also use this property to reference an existing global Record node by choosing it from the drop-down list.

In summary, the drop-down list for this property has two types of entries in it:

Existing global named complex types
Existing global Record nodes

And because the property field is editable, you can provide a name for an already present, unnamed complex type.

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas
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Data Type (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Data Type property to:

Select an existing simple type to be associated with the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node.

- or -

Specify a name for an unnamed simple type associated with the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node, thereby
converting its unnamed simple type to a global simple type.

- or -

Reference an existing global Field Element or Field Attribute node.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Field Element, Field Attribute

Category
General

Allowed Values
Any of the following, typed or chosen from the drop-down list:

An existing simple type to serve as the data type for the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node.
A unique string you provide to name your own derived simple type (typed only) so that it becomes a named global simple
type and available for use in other Field Element or Field Attribute nodes. Other property fields, such as Base Data Type,
Derived By, and potentially some properties from the Restriction category will need to be set first to create your own
derived simple type.
The value of a Node Name property of an existing global Field Element or Field Attribute node that has been created as
explicit child node of the Schema node. Global Field Element nodes will only be available in the drop-down list for Field
Element nodes, and global Field Attribute nodes will only be available in the drop-down list for Field Attribute nodes.

Default Value
xs:string

XSD Persistence
When you choose an existing simple type, or type a new simple type name for this property, it is persisted as the value of type
attribute of the element that corresponds to the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node.

When you choose to refer to an existing global Field Element or Field Attribute node, this property value is persisted as the
value of the ref attribute of the element that corresponds to the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Field Element or Field
Attribute node in BizTalk Editor.

This property represents a standard XSD construct. For additional information about the corresponding XSD construct, see
XSD Resources on the Web.

You can configure this property with data types such as xs:string, xs:positiveInteger, xs:URI, and so on.

Note  Storage in the message box truncates time values in xs:dateTime and xs:time elements below the millisecond
level. A similar loss of precision may occur when converting to .NET date/time data types.

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas
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Default Value (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Default Value property to specify the default value for the message instance field that corresponds to the selected Field
Element or Field Attribute node.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Field Element, Field Attribute

Category
General

Allowed Values
Any value that conforms to the data type specified by the Data Type property.

Default Value
None.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the default attribute of the element that corresponds to the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Field Element or Field
Attribute node in BizTalk Editor.

You can configure this property with any valid XML data that is of the associated simple type.

Note  Date and time data types, of which there are several, must conform to ISO 8601 formats. In brief, dates are
expressed as YYYY-MM-DD and hours are expressed as hh:mm:ss using 24-hour notation. When they occur
together, date and time values are separated by the "T" character: YYYY:MM:DDThh:mm:ss.

This property represents a standard XSD construct. For additional information about the corresponding XSD construct, see
XSD Resources on the Web.

You cannot configure both the Default Value property and the Fixed property because it is prohibited by XSD.

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas
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Derivation Type (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Derivation Type property to examine either the base complex type, or one of the derived complex types associated with
the selected child node of an Equivalent node.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Equivalent Child

Category
General

Read-Only Value
Either the base complex type or one of the derived complex types associated with the Equivalent node that is the parent of the
selected node.

XSD Persistence
None. The child nodes of the Equivalent node and their properties exist to display the type derivations occurring within the XSD,
but have no direct XSD persistence. The values of the Base Data Type and Data Structure Type properties of the associated
nodes can be viewed as a form of indirect XSD persistence.

Remarks
You can examine this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a named node that is a child of an
Equivalent node in BizTalk Editor.

The number of child nodes for a given Equivalent node will equal the number of derived complex types plus one (for the base
complex type), and the value of this property will be set to one of these different possible values.

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas
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Derived By (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Derived By property to define whether the data type being derived for the currently selected Record, Field Element, or
Field Attribute node is an extension, restriction, list, or union of the type specified by the Base Data Type property.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Record, Field Element, Field Attribute

Category
Advanced

Allowed Values
The following table shows the choices for this property when a Record node is selected.

Drop-down list 
choice

Description

(Default) Use this value to return to the default behavior: the data type of the selected Record node is not derived from a
nother type.

Extension Use this value to derive a new, extended data type from the simple or complex data type defined by the
Content Type and Base Data Type properties.

Restriction Use this value to derive a new, restricted data type from the simple or complex data type defined by the Conte
nt Type and Base Data Type properties.

The following table shows the choices for this property when a Field Element or Field Attribute node is selected.

Drop-dow
n list choic
e

Description

(Default) Use this value to return to the default behavior: the data type of the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node
is not derived from another type.

Restriction Use this value to derive a new, restricted data type from the simple data type defined by the Content Type and Bas
e Data Type properties.

When you specify this value, all of the properties in the Restricted category become available for contriving a specif
ic set of data restrictions.

List Use this value to specify that instance message data that corresponds to the selected Field Element or Field Attrib
ute node can be a list of white-space separated values of the data type specified by the Item Type property.

Use caution when the Base Data Type property specifies "xs:string" because strings can themselves contain white s
pace which introduces ambiguity into the data.

Union Use this value to specify that the instance message data that corresponds to the selected Field Element or Field Att
ribute node can be one of several different data types, as specified by the Member Types property.

Default Value
(Default), indicating that the data type of the currently selected Record, Field Element, or Field Attribute node is not derived
from another data type.

XSD Persistence
The XSD persistence of the Derived By, Base Data Type, Content Type (Record nodes only), Item Type, and Member Types
properties are interrelated, as shown in the following table.

Node type and property settings XSD persistence



Record node with:

   Derived By = Extension

   Content Type = SimpleContent

<element>

  <complexType>

    <simpleContent>

      <extension base="BDT">

where "BDT" is the value of the Base Data Type property.
Record node with:

   Derived By = Extension

   Content Type = ComplexContent

<element>

  <complexType>

    <complexContent>

      <extension base="<Base Data Type>"

Record node with:

   Derived By = Restriction

   Content Type = SimpleContent

<element>

<complexType>

    <simpleContent>

      restriction base="BDT">

where "BDT" is the value of the Base Data Type property.

Record node with:

   Derived By = Restriction

   Content Type = ComplexContent

<element>

  <complexType>

    <complexContent>

      <restriction base="BDT">

where "BDT" is the value of the Base Data Type property.

Field Element or Field Attribute node with:

   Derived By = Restriction

<element> or <attribute>, respectively

  <simpleType>

      <restriction base="BDT">

where "BDT" is the value of the Base Data Type property.

Field Element or Field Attribute node with:

   Derived By = List

<element> or <attribute>, respectively

  <simpleType>

      <list itemType="IT">

where "IT" is the value of the Item Type property.

Field Element or Field Attribute node with:

   Derived By = Union

<element> or <attribute>, respectively

  <simpleType>

      <union memberTypes="MTs">

where "MTs" is the value of the Member Types property.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Record (including a root
Record node), Field Element, or Field Attribute node in BizTalk Editor.

The setting of this property interacts with the Base Data Type, Content Type (Record nodes only), Item Type, and Member
Types properties.

For Field Element and Field Attribute nodes (not for Record nodes), if you set the Derived By property to Restriction, the
following properties, which represent simpleType facets in XSD, become available for you to edit:

Enumeration
Length



 

MaxFacet Type
MaxFacet Value
Maximum Length
MinFacet Type
MinFacet Value
Minimum Length
Pattern

When you change the value of the Derived By property, any value associated with the Fixed or the Default Value property is
deleted (they cannot both have a value). As appropriate, you must provide a new value for the Fixed or Default Value property
that conforms to the chosen Base Data Type and (new) Derived By property settings.

For more information about different types of derivations, see Type Reuse and Derivations.

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas
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Document Type (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Document Type property to specify the type of schema that you are configuring, using whatever document type
specification makes sense for your business.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
Reference

Allowed Values
Any string allowed in XML.

Default Value
None.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the document_type attribute of the schema/annotation/appinfo/schemaInfo element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select the Schema node in BizTalk
Editor.

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas

Document Version (Node Property of All Schemas)
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Document Version (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Document Version property to specify the version of the schema that you are configuring, using whatever versioning
scheme makes sense for your business.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
Reference

Allowed Values
Any string allowed in XML.

Default Value
None.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the version attribute of the schema/annotation/appinfo/schemaInfo element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select the Schema node in BizTalk
Editor.

This value will be used as the version number of instance messages.

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas

Document Type (Node Property of All Schemas)
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Element FormDefault (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Element FormDefault property to define whether locally declared elements must be qualified by using a namespace
identifier throughout instance messages.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
Advanced

Allowed Values

Drop-down li
st choice

Description

(Default) Removes the elementFormDefault attribute, if present, specifying the default behavior, which corresponds to th
e "Unqualified" setting.

Qualified Sets the elementFormDefault attribute to "qualified", specifying that locally declared elements must be qualifie
d by a namespace identifier throughout instance messages.

Unqualified Sets the elementFormDefault attribute to "unqualified", specifying that locally declared elements need not be q
ualified by a namespace identifier throughout instance messages.

Default Value
(Default), specifying the default behavior, which corresponds to the "Unqualified" setting.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the elementFormDefault attribute of the schema element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select the Schema node in BizTalk
Editor.

This property represents a standard XSD construct. For additional information about the corresponding XSD construct, see
XSD Resources on the Web.

You can override the global setting established by this property by setting the Form property for individual Record and Field
Element nodes.

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas

Form (Node Property of All Schemas)
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Enumeration (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Enumeration property to limit any data in an instance message corresponding to the selected Field Element or Field
Attribute node to a specific set of values.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Field Element, Field Attribute

Category
Restricted

Allowed Values
A set of strings, each on its own line, as specified in the Enumeration Editor dialog box.

Default Value
None.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the an enumeration element for each string provided using the Enumeration Editor dialog box with their value
attributes set to the individual strings.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Field Element or Field
Attribute node in BizTalk Editor and you have set its Derived Type property to Restriction.

This property represents an XSD concept related to the simpleType element and its restriction subelement.

Click the ellipsis (...) button located to the right of the value field for this property to open the Enumeration Editor dialog box in
which you can provide a set of strings for the enumeration, one per line.

For a given Field Element or Field Attribute node, do not use both the Enumeration property and the CodeList property.
Using the latter property can result in values entered using the former property to be overwritten.

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas
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Envelope (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Envelope property to configure whether the schema defines the structure of an envelope.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
Reference

Allowed Values

Drop-down list ch
oice

Description

Yes Sets the is_envelope attribute to "yes", specifying that the selected schema represents an envelope.
No Sets the is_envelope attribute to "no", specifying that the selected schema does not represent an envelope.
(Default) Removes the is_envelope attribute, if present, specifying that the selected schema does not represent an en

velope (same as No).

Default Value
(Default), resulting in no is_envelope attribute and specifying that the selected schema does not represent an envelope.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the is_envelope (= "yes" or "no") attribute of the schema/annotation/appinfo/schemaInfo element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select the Schema node in BizTalk
Editor.

When you set this property to Yes, it means that the actual message content of the XML instance message (called the body of the
message) is present somewhere inside the root Record node of this schema, as specified by the Body XPath property of that
node. Therefore, you must also set additional properties based on a variety of conditions:

Regardless of whether an envelope schema has a single root or multiple roots, setting the Root Reference property is not
required.
If an envelope schema has a single root, you must set the Body XPath property for that root.
If an envelope schema has multiple roots and the Root Reference property is not set, you must set the Body XPath
property for all roots.
If an envelope schema has multiple roots and the Root Reference property is set, you must set the Body XPath property
of the corresponding root Record node. You can optionally set the Body XPath property for the remaining roots.

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas
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Field Type (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Field Type property to examine whether the selected node is a Field Element node or a Field Attribute node.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Field Element, Field Attribute

Category
General

Read-Only Value
Element if the node is a Field Element node.

Attribute if the node is a Field Attribute node.

XSD Persistence
The XSD persistence of the Field Type property corresponds to the use of an element element or an attribute element in the
schema.

Remarks
You can examine this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Field Element or Field Attribute
node in BizTalk Editor.

This property is read-only.

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas
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Final (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Final property to specify settings that will restrict different types of derivations from the data type defined for the
selected Record, Field Element, or Field Attribute node.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Record, Field Element, Field Attribute

Category
General

Allowed Values
The following table shows the values that can be set for this property when a Record node is selected in BizTalk Editor.

Drop-down list
choice

Description

(Default) Removes the final attribute, if present, specifying that there are no restrictions regarding how the data type defi
ned for the selected Record node can be derived.

All Sets the final attribute to "#all", preventing all derivations from the data type defined for the selected Record n
ode.

Restriction Adds "restriction" to the value of the final attribute, preventing derivations by restriction from the data type defi
ned for the selected Record node.

Extension Adds "extension" to the value of the final attribute, preventing derivations by extension from the data type defin
ed for the selected Record node.

The following table shows the values that can be set for this property when a Field Element or Field Attribute node is selected
in BizTalk Editor.

Drop-down l
ist choice

Description

(Default) Removes the final attribute, if present, specifying that there are no restrictions regarding how the data type define
d for the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node can be derived.

All Sets the final attribute to "#all", preventing all derivations from the data type defined for the selected Field Eleme
nt or Field Attribute node.

Restriction Adds "restriction" to the value of the final attribute, preventing derivations by restriction from the data type define
d for the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node.

List Adds "list" to the value of the final attribute, preventing new data types from being derived using lists from the da
ta type defined for the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node.

Union Adds "union" to the value of the final attribute, preventing new data types from being derived using unions from t
he data type defined for the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node.

Default Value
(Default), specifying that there are no restrictions regarding how the data type defined for the selected Record, Field Element,
or Field Attribute node can be inherited.

XSD Persistence
For Record nodes, as a final attribute of the complexType element that corresponds to the selected Record node, set to either
"#all" or some combination of the strings "extension" and "restriction".

For Field Element and Field Attribute nodes, as a final attribute of the simpleType element that corresponds to the selected
Field Element and Field Attribute node, set to either "#all" or some combination of the strings "list", "restriction", and "union".

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Record (including a root
Record node), Field Element, or Field Attribute node in BizTalk Editor.

When you configure this property, you can prevent all derivations, or restrict, extend, or set the default derivation from a base



 

type.

This property represents a standard XSD construct. For additional information about the corresponding XSD construct, see
XSD Resources on the Web.

For Record nodes, the values Restriction and Extension can be set in combination with each other by selecting their
corresponding check boxes in the Final property drop-down list. The corresponding values of the final attribute are space-
separated.

For Field Element and Field Attribute nodes, the values Restriction, List, and Union can be set in combination with each other
by selecting their corresponding check boxes in the Final property drop-down list. The corresponding values of the final attribute
are space-separated.

For more information about different types of derivations, see Type Reuse and Derivations.

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas

FinalDefault (Node Property of All Schemas)
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FinalDefault (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the FinalDefault property to specify a global setting that restricts different types of derivations from the data types defined
for Record, Field Element, or Field Attribute nodes within the schema being edited.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
Advanced

Allowed Values

Drop-down 
list choice

Description

(Default) Removes the finalDefault attribute, if present, specifying that the default behavior should be provided.
All Sets the finalDefault attribute to "#all", preventing all derivations from the data types defined for all of the Record

, Field Element, and Field Attribute nodes in the schema.
Restriction Adds "restriction" to the value of the finalDefault attribute, preventing derivations by restriction from the data typ

es defined for all of the Record, Field Element, and Field Attribute nodes in the schema.
Extension Adds "extension" to the value of the finalDefault attribute, preventing derivations by extension from the data type

s defined for all of the Record nodes in the schema.
List Adds "list" to the value of the finalDefault attribute, preventing derivations using lists from the data types defined 

for all of the Field Element and Field Attribute nodes in the schema.
Union Adds "union" to the value of the finalDefault attribute, preventing derivations using unions from the data types de

fined for all of the Field Element and Field Attribute nodes in the schema.

Default Value
(Default), specifying that there are no restrictions regarding how the data type defined for all of the Record, Field Element, and
Field Attribute nodes in the schema can be inherited.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the finalDefault attribute of the schema element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select the Schema node in BizTalk
Editor.

This property represents a standard XSD construct. For additional information about the corresponding XSD construct, see
XSD Resources on the Web.

The values Restriction, Extension, List, and Union can be set in combination with each other by selecting their corresponding
check boxes in the FinalDefault property drop-down list. The corresponding values of the finalDefault attribute are space-
separated.

You can override the global setting established by this property by setting the Final property for individual Record, Field
Element, and Field Attribute nodes.

For more information about different types of derivations, see Type Reuse and Derivations.

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas

Final (Node Property of All Schemas)
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Fixed (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Fixed property to specify a fixed value for the corresponding element or attribute in an instance message; if the
corresponding element or attribute is present in an instance message, it must have the specified "fixed" value in order to be valid.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Field Element, Field Attribute

Category
Advanced

Allowed Values
Any value that conforms to the data type specified by the Data Type property.

Default Value
None.

XSD Persistence
The value of this property, if any, is used as the value of the fixed attribute of the element that corresponds to the selected Field
Element or Field Attribute node.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Field Element node in
BizTalk Editor.

This property represents a standard XSD construct. For additional information about the corresponding XSD construct, see
XSD Resources on the Web.

You cannot configure both the Fixed and Default Value properties because it is prohibited by XSD.

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas
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Form (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Form property to define whether local elements and attributes in instance messages must be qualified with a namespace
identifier.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Record, Field Element, Field Attribute

Category
Advanced

Allowed Values

Drop-down list 
choice

Description

(Default) Removes the form attribute, if present, specifying the default behavior, which corresponds to the Unqualified 
setting.

Qualified Sets the form attribute to "qualified", specifying that locally declared elements must be qualified by a namespa
ce identifier in instance messages.

Unqualified Sets the form attribute to "unqualified", specifying that locally declared elements need not be qualified by a na
mespace identifier in instance messages.

Default Value
(Default), specifying the default behavior corresponding to the Unqualified setting.

XSD Persistence
As the form (="qualified" or "unqualified") attribute of the element or attribute element that corresponds to the selected
Record, Field Element, or Field Attribute, respectively.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Record, Field Element, or
Field Attribute node in BizTalk Editor.

This property provides the ability to specify the requirements for namespace qualification on a node-by-node basis.

For Record and Field Element nodes, the Form property overrides the setting of the Element FormDefault property of the
Schema node.

For Field Attribute nodes, the Form property overrides the setting of the Attribute FormDefault property of the Schema node.

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas
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Group Max Occurs (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Group Max Occurs property to specify the maximum number of times the underlying group content of the selected
Record node can occur in a given scope in an instance message.

Note  If an ancestor node can occur multiple times, the total occurrences of the selected Record node can be greater
than the occurrence range specified by the values of the Group Min Occurs property and this property.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Record

Category
Advanced

Allowed Values

Edit b
ox val
ue

Description

Non-n
egativ
e integ
er

Any value greater than one (1) will enable the underlying content that corresponds to the selected Record node to occur 
multiple times in an instance message. If you do not want the underlying content to occur more than once, set the value o
f this property to one (1), or leave it blank. To prevent all occurrences, set the value of this property to zero (0).

"unbo
unded
"

"*"

Use this value if you do not know how many loops you might have in an instance message and you do not want to lose a
ny data. An asterisk ("*") is a valid abbreviation for the literal string value "unbounded".

No val
ue

Use this property value to restore the behavior to the default value of one (1).

Default Value
No value, resulting in the default behavior corresponding to a value of one (1).

XSD Persistence
As the value of the maxOccurs attribute of the sequence, choice, or all element within the element that corresponds to the
selected Record node.

Note  The literal string "unbounded", and not an asterisk (*), is persisted in the XSD.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Record node (including a
root Record node) in BizTalk Editor.

Configure this property only for Record nodes that have underlying group content.

The value of this property should always be greater than or equal to the value of the Group Min Occurs property.

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas
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Group Min Occurs (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Group Min Occurs property to specify the minimum number of times the underlying group content of the selected
Record node can occur in a given scope in an instance message.

Note  If an ancestor node can occur multiple times, the total occurrences of the selected Record node can be greater
than the occurrence range specified by the values of this property and the Group Max Occurs property.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Record

Category
Advanced

Allowed Values

Edit box val
ue

Description

Positive inte
ger

Any value greater than or equal to one (1), but required to be less than the value set for the Group Max Occurs prop
erty.

Zero (0) Use this value if the underlying group content corresponding to the selected Record node need not even occur onc
e in instance messages.

No value Use this property value to restore the behavior to the default value of one (1).

Default Value
No value, resulting in the default behavior corresponding to a value of one (1).

XSD Persistence
As the value of the minOccurs attribute of the sequence, choice, or all element within the element that corresponds to the
selected Record node.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Record node (including a
root Record node) in BizTalk Editor.

Configure this property only for Record nodes that have underlying group content.

The value of this property should always be less than or equal to the value of the Group Max Occurs property.

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas
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Group Order Type (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Group Order Type property to specify the type of group ordering of child nodes below the selected Record node.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Record

Category
Advanced

Allowed Values

Drop-down 
list choice

Description

All Specifies the element group as an all group. All groups allow their child elements to appear zero (0) or one (1) time,
and in any order, in instance messages. Restrictions apply; see remarks for more information.

Note  You can use All Group nodes only in relation to inheritance; they cannot generally be inserted dir
ectly into a schema. See remarks for additional information.

Choice Specifies the element group as a choice group. A choice group allows only one of its child elements to appear in ins
tance messages.

Sequence Specifies the element group as a sequence group. Sequence groups require that child elements in instance message
s appear in the same order as defined in the schema. This is the default value.

Default Value
Sequence

XSD Persistence
As a sequence, choice, or all element within the element that corresponds to the selected Record node.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Record node (including a
root Record node) in BizTalk Editor.

This value for this property controls the type of group that is persisted and meets the XSD requirement for having a group at
every complex structure definition point. Use the Group Order Type property to modify group types. The group will be created
automatically when the first child node is inserted.

This property represents a standard XSD construct. For additional information about the corresponding XSD construct, see
XSD Resources on the Web.

The All Group node has a number of special restrictions to which the Sequence Group and Choice Group nodes are not
subject:

All groups may not have any child groups.
Every child of an all group must be an individual element.
No element under this group node may appear more than once.
To avoid ambiguity in instance messages, the all group must be the first element group within its containing Record node.

Whenever you insert a Record node and start inserting nodes within it, a hidden sequence group is always created by default
immediately under that Record node. This default group order type can be changed using the Group Order Type property of the
Record node. Because an All Group node cannot occur within any other group node, and the use of a hidden sequence group,
you cannot insert an All Group node within a Record node in BizTalk Editor.

However, there is one exceptional case in which you can directly insert an All Group node and directly modify its properties.
When complex type inheritance is used in a schema, BizTalk Editor exposes the top-level group node, and therefore allows
insertion, deletion, and modification of an All Group node.



 

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas
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Group Reference (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Group Reference property to specify a name for a the globally defined group referenced by the selected Sequence
Group, Choice Group, All Group, or Attribute Group node.

Attribute Group nodes are inherently global, and therefore are given default Group Reference property values. You can change
this default name to another name but you cannot change it to an empty string.

Sequence Group, Choice Group, and All Group nodes are not global by default, and therefore are not given default Group
Reference property values when they are first inserted into a schema. If you provide a value for the Group Reference property
of one of these element groups, either an existing value or a new unique value, you are effectively choosing to reference an
existing global element group or converting the element group into a global element group, respectively.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Sequence Group, Choice Group, All Group, Attribute Group

Category
Advanced

Allowed Values
A blank value, which is not allowed for Attribute Group nodes, means that the element group is "inbuilt" and "unnamed". It has
no name and cannot be used by other element groups. If you change a blank value to a brand new value, the name of the group is
changed to the new value and it is moved to the global scope. If you change a blank value to an existing group name, you are
reusing the chosen group at the selected location in the schema.

If there is a value, the group is declared globally and can be used by other element or attribute groups, as applicable. If you
change from a value to another brand new value, the name of the group is changed to the new value. If you change from a value
to an existing group name, you are reusing that group at the selected location in the schema.

Default Value
For Attribute Group nodes, the default value upon node insertion is of the form "AttrGroupN", where "N" is a monotonically
increasing number starting with zero.

For Sequence Group, Choice Group, and All Group nodes, the default value upon node insertion is blank, meaning that the
element group is not global.

XSD Persistence
As the values of the name and ref attributes of pairs of either group or attributeGroup elements. The group or
attributeGroup element that appears at the global level of the schema has its name attribute set to the value of the Group
Reference property, and the group or attributeGroup element that appears deeper in the schema hierarchy has its ref attribute
set to the same value, thereby establishing the reference.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Sequence Group, Choice
Group, All Group, or Attribute Group node in BizTalk Editor.

This property represents an XSD concept related to the group and attributeGroup elements.

The value of the Group Reference property, if any, appears as the second half of the Node Name property of the selected group
node, as follows:

For Attribute Group nodes:

<AttrGroup:GroupReferencePropertyValue>

For Sequence Group, Choice Group, and All Group nodes:

<Group:GroupReferencePropertyValue>

See Also
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Imports (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Imports property to use structure definitions provided by other schemas within the schema you are editing using the
XSD include, import, and redefine mechanisms, and to examine the default namespaces and namespace prefixes associated with
the schema being edited.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
Advanced

Allowed Values
Allowed values are controlled by the Imports dialog box, which you open to examine and/or modify the settings associated with
this property.

Default Value
When a schema is first created, there are three default entries associated with the Imports property, as follows:

The default namespace, without a prefix, is set to the value of the Target Namespace property.
The BizTalk namespace, which defines the structure of annotations and so on and has the prefix "b", is set to the URI
"http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003".
The XSD namespace, which defines the overall structure of XSD schema definitions and has the prefix "xs", is set to the URI
"http://www.w3c.org/2001/XMLSchema".

XSD Persistence
The default settings associated with the Import property are persisted in the XSD as the values associated with separate instances
of the xmlns attribute of the schema element.

Additional settings associated with the Import property, representing imported, included, or redefined schemas, are persisted in
the XSD as additional instances of the xmlns attribute of the schema element and as associated import, include, or redefine
elements.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select the Schema node in BizTalk
Editor.

You can change the settings associated with the Import property by clicking the ellipsis (...) button located to the right of the
property value field to open the Imports Dialog dialog box.

Only schemas and namespaces that are part of the current BizTalk project or part of referenced BizTalk assemblies can be
imported.

There are three different ways to use another schema within the schema you are editing, all of which correspond to standard XSD
mechanisms: Import, Include, and Redefine:

You can "import" another schema into the schema you are editing only if the two schemas have different Target
Namespace property values.
You can "include" another schema (the included schema) into the schema you are editing (the including schema) only if the
two schemas have exactly the same Target Namespace property values. When including another schema, you must make
sure that the including and the included schemas do not have any of the same top level element names, attribute names, or
data type names (groups, complex types, simple types, and so on). This is because including another schema is equivalent to
copying and pasting the contents of the included schema into the including schema.
You can "redefine" another schema (the redefined schema) into the schema you are editing (the redefining schema) only if
the two schemas have exactly the same Target Namespace property values. When redefining another schema, you must
make sure that the redefining and the redefined schemas do not have any of the same top level element names, attribute
names, or data type names (groups, complex types, simple types, and so on). This is because redefining another schema is
equivalent to copying and pasting the contents of the redefined schema into the redefining schema. Data types that you



 

modify in the schema you are editing are also changed in the schema you are redefining.

For additional information about importing, including, and redefining one schema into another schema, see
XSD Resources on the Web.
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Instance XPath (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Instance XPath property to view the XPath of the element or attribute associated with the selected node in an instance
message.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Record, Field Element, Field Attribute, Any Element, Any Attribute

Category
General

Read-Only Value
The XPath of the element or attribute associated with the selected node in an instance message.

XSD Persistence
Implicit in the structure of the XSD.

Remarks
You can examine this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a node of an appropriate type
(including a root Record node) in BizTalk Editor.

This property is read-only; however, you can copy this value and paste it to another location.

When you examine the Instance XPath property for Any Element and Any Attribute nodes, you will see one of the substrings "
<Any>" or "<AnyAttribute>", respectively, in the property value string. These elements appear in the property value strings as
wildcard placeholders in the positions of whatever element(s) or attribute(s), respectively, actually occur in a corresponding
instance message. Actual elements named "Any" or attributes named "AnyAttribute" are not likely to occur in instance messages.
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Item Type (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Item Type property to specify the data type that corresponds to a Derived By property setting of List.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Field Element, Field Attribute

Category
Advanced

Allowed Values
Any of the simple types in the drop-down list, which you may type or choose from the list.

Default Value
xs:string

XSD Persistence
As the value of the itemType attribute of the simpleType/list elements within the element or attribute element that
corresponds to the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Field Element or Field
Attribute node in BizTalk Editor and you have set its Derived By property to List.

Use this property to specify the data type of the items in the list. Typical settings are a list of strings, a list of integers, and so on.
For example, to allow the following type of values for the PONumbers element in an instance message, you could define a Field
Element node with its Derived By property set to List and its Item Type property set to xs:integer:
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Length (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Length property to specify a fixed length for the data in instance messages that corresponds to the selected Field
Element or Field Attribute node.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Field Element, Field Attribute

Category
Restricted

Allowed Values
Non-negative integers. A value of zero (0) means that the corresponding element(s) or attributes in instance messages cannot
have any data associated with them.

Default Value
None.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the Length element and its value attribute, within the restriction element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Field Element node in
BizTalk Editor and you have set its Derived Type property to Restriction.

This property represents a standard XSD concept related to the simpleType element and its restriction subelement.

This property applies to unordered base data types, such as xs:string, as well as to list-based restriction derivations, specifying
the number of space-separated list items that must occur in the corresponding element(s) or attribute(s) in instance messages.

You can either specify a value for the Length property, or for the Maximum Length and/or Minimum Length properties, but
not both.
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Max Occurs (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Max Occurs property to configure the maximum number of times that the element or elements corresponding to the
selected node can occur in a given scope in an instance message.

Note  If an ancestor node can occur multiple times, the total occurrences of the selected node can be greater than the
occurrence range specified by the values of the Min Occurs property and this property.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Record, Field Element, Sequence Group, Choice Group, All Group, Any Element

Category
General

Allowed Values

Edit bo
x value

Description

Non-ne
gative in
teger

Any value greater than one (1) will enable the corresponding element(s) in an instance message to occur up to that man
y times. To prohibit multiple occurrences, set the value of this property to one (1) or leave it blank. To prevent all occurre
nces, set the value of this property to zero (0).

"unboun
ded"

"*"

Use this value if you do not know how many loops you might have in an instance message and you do not want to lose 
any data. An asterisk (*) is a BizTalk Editor abbreviation for the literal string value "unbounded".

No valu
e

Use this property value to restore the behavior to the default value of one (1).

Default Value
No value, indicating the default behavior associated with the value one (1).

XSD Persistence
As the value of the maxOccurs attribute of the element that corresponds to the selected node.

Note  The literal string "unbounded", and not an asterisk (*), is persisted in the XSD.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a node of an appropriate type
in BizTalk Editor.

This property represents a standard XSD construct. For additional information about the corresponding XSD construct, see
XSD Resources on the Web.

When you set this property to any value other than 1, BizTalk Mapper compiles the selected node as a looping record. If you
configure this property with a value of 1, BizTalk Mapper will not compile the selected node as a looping record.
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MaxFacet Type (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the MaxFacet Type property to define whether the upper bound of any instance message value corresponding to the
selected Field Element or Field Attribute node, as specified by the MaxFacet Value property, is inclusive or exclusive.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Field Element, Field Attribute

Category
Restricted

Allowed Values

Drop-do
wn list c
hoice

Description

Exclusiv
e

Adds the maxExclusive element as a subelement of the restriction element, specifying that the maximum value of an
y data associated with the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node excludes the value specified by the MaxFa
cet Value property.

Inclusive Adds the maxInclusive element as a subelement of the restriction element, specifying that the maximum value of an
y data associated with the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node includes the value specified by the MaxFac
et Value property.

(Default) Removes any maxExclusive or maxInclusive element from the restriction element, specifying that there is no maxi
mum value for any data associated with the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node. Also removes any value 
specified for the MaxFacet Value property.

Default Value
(Default), resulting in no maxExclusive or maxInclusive element within the restriction element and specifying that there is no
maximum value for any data associated with the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node.

XSD Persistence
As a maxExclusive or maxInclusive element within the restriction element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Field Element or Field
Attribute node in BizTalk Editor and you have set its Derived By property to Restriction. Further, the MaxFacet Type property
cannot be set until a value is entered for the MaxFacet Value property. Then the MaxFacet Type property defaults to Inclusive,
but can be changed to Exclusive.

This property represents an XSD concept related to the simpleType element and its restriction subelement.

This property applies to ordered base data types, such as "xs:integer".
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MaxFacet Value (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the MaxFacet Value property to specify the maximum value (inclusive or exclusive, as specified by the MaxFacet Type
property) for any instance message data corresponding to the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Field Element, Field Attribute

Category
Restricted

Allowed Values
Either:

No value, specifying that there is no maximum value for this ordered data type. This will also change the MaxFacet Type
property back to (Default).
Any manually entered value that is compatible with the specified base data type.

Default Value
No value, specifying that there is no maximum value for this ordered data type.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the value attribute of either the maxExclusive or maxInclusive element within the restriction element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Field Element or Field
Attribute node in BizTalk Editor and you have set its Derived By property to Restriction.

This property represents an XSD concept related to the simpleType element and its restriction subelement.

This property applies to ordered base data types, such as "xs:integer".
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Maximum Length (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Maximum Length property to specify the maximum length for any instance message data corresponding to the selected
Field Element or Field Attribute node.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Field Element, Field Attribute

Category
Restricted

Allowed Values

Value Description
Positive int
eger

Specifies the maximum length for data associated with the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node.

No value Use this value to clear the property, resulting in no maximum length restrictions for the corresponding data in an inst
ance message. This is the default value.

Default Value
No value.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the maxLength element and its value attribute.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Field Element or Field
Attribute node in BizTalk Editor and you have set its Derived By property to Restriction.

This property represents an XSD concept related to the simpleType element and its restriction subelement.

This property applies to unordered base data types, such as xs:string, as well as to list-based restriction derivations, specifying
the maximum number of space-separated list items that can occur in the corresponding element(s) or attribute(s) in instance
messages.

You can either specify a value for the Maximum Length and/or Minimum Length properties, or for the Length property, but
not both.
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Member Types (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Member Types property to specify the data types that correspond to a Derived By property setting of Union for the
selected Field Element or Field Attribute node, allowing corresponding data in instance messages to conform to any of the
chosen data types.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Field Element, Field Attribute

Category
Advanced

Allowed Values
Any combination of the simple data types available in the drop-down list for this property.

Default Value
xs:string

XSD Persistence
As the value of the memberTypes attribute of the simpleType/union elements within the element that corresponds to the
selected Field Element or Field Attribute node. If multiple data types are specified, they are space-delimited within the attribute
value.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Field Element or Field
Attribute node in BizTalk Editor and you have set its Derived By property to Union.

You can choose multiple simple data types in the drop-down list for this property by using the check boxes associated with each
such data type.
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Min Occurs (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Min Occurs property to specify the minimum number of times that the element(s) corresponding to the selected node
can occur in a given scope in an instance message.

Note  If an ancestor node can occur multiple times, the total occurrences of the selected node can be greater than the
occurrence range specified by the values of this property and the Max Occurs property.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Record, Field Element, Sequence Group, Choice Group, All Group, Any Element

Category
General

Allowed Values

Edit b
ox val
ue

Description

Positiv
e integ
er

Any value greater than or equal to one (1) will require the corresponding element(s) in an instance message to occur at le
ast that many times. The value of this property must be less than the value set for the Max Occurs property of the same n
doe.

Zero (0
)

Use this value if the element(s) corresponding to the selected node need not even occur once in instance messages.

No val
ue

Use this property value to restore the behavior to the default value of one (1).

Default Value
No value, resulting in the default behavior corresponding to a value of one (1).

XSD Persistence
As the value of the minOccurs attribute of the element that corresponds to the selected node.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select node of an appropriate type,
including root Record nodes, in BizTalk Editor.

This property represents a standard XSD construct. For additional information about the corresponding XSD construct, see
XSD Resources on the Web.

Any value set for this property must be less than or equal to the value specified for the Max Occurs property.
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MinFacet Type (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the MinFacet Type property to define whether the lower bound of any instance message value corresponding to the
selected Field Element or Field Attribute node, as specified by the MinFacet Value property, is inclusive or exclusive.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Field Element, Field Attribute

Category
Restricted

Allowed Values

Drop-do
wn list c
hoice

Description

Exclusiv
e

Adds the minExclusive element as a subelement of the restriction element, specifying that the minimum value of an
y data associated with the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node excludes the value specified by the MinFac
et Value property.

Inclusive Adds the minInclusive element as a subelement of the restriction element, specifying that the minimum value of any
data associated with the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node includes the value specified by the MinFace
t Value property.

(Default) Removes any minExclusive or minInclusive element from the restriction element, specifying that there is no minim
um value for any data associated with the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node. Also removes any value sp
ecified for the MinFacet Value property.

Default Value
(Default), resulting in no minExclusive or minInclusive element within the restriction element and specifying that there is no
minimum value for any data associated with the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node.

XSD Persistence
As a minExclusive or minInclusive element within the restriction element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Field Element or Field
Attribute node in BizTalk Editor and you have set its Derived Type property to Restriction. Further, you cannot set the
MinFacet Type property until a value is entered for the MinFacet Value property. Then the MinFacet Type property defaults to
Inclusive, but you can change it to Exclusive.

This property represents an XSD concept related to the simpleType element and its restriction subelement.

This property applies to ordered base data types, such as "xs:integer".
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MinFacet Value (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the MinFacet Value property to configure the minimum value (inclusive or exclusive, as specified by the MinFacet Type
property) for any instance message data corresponding to the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Field Element, Field Attribute

Category
Restricted

Allowed Values
Either:

No value, specifying that there is no minimum value for this ordered data type. This will also change the MinFacet Type
property back to (Default).
Any manually entered value that is compatible with the specified base data type.

Default Value
No value, specifying that there is no minimum value for this ordered data type.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the value attribute of either the minExclusive or minInclusive element within the restriction element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Field Element or Field
Attribute node in BizTalk Editor and you have set its Derived By property to Restriction.

This property represents an XSD concept related to the simpleType element and its restriction subelement.

This property applies to ordered base data types, such as "xs:integer".
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Minimum Length (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Minimum Length property to specify the minimum length for any instance message data corresponding to the selected
Field Element or Field Attribute node.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Field Element, Field Attribute

Category
Restricted

Allowed Values

Value Description
Non-negative int
eger

Specifies the minimum length for data associated with the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node.

No value Use this value to clear the property, resulting in no minimum length restrictions for the corresponding data in 
an instance message.

Default Value
No value.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the minLength element and its value attribute.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Field Element or Field
Attribute node in BizTalk Editor and you have set its Derived Type property to Restriction.

This property represents an XSD concept related to the simpleType element and its restriction subelement.

This property applies to unordered base data types, such as xs:string, as well as to list-based restriction derivations, specifying
the minimum number of space-separated list items that can occur in the corresponding element(s) or attribute(s) in instance
messages.

You can either specify a value for the Maximum Length and/or Minimum Length properties, or for the Length property, but
not both.
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Mixed (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Mixed property to specify that character data or text might appear mixed with subelements within the element
corresponding to the selected Record node in instance messages.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Record

Category
Advanced

Allowed Values

Drop-down l
ist choice

Description

True Sets the mixed attribute of the complexType element to "true", specifying that the corresponding content in an in
stance message will be mixed; that is substructure and content can both occur.

False Removes the mixed attribute of the complexType element, specifying that the instance messages corresponding 
to the selected Record node will have either substructure or content, but not both.

Default Value
False, specifying that the instance messages corresponding to the selected Record node will have either substructure or content,
but not both.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the mixed attribute of the complexType element that is a child of the element that corresponds to the selected
Record node.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Record node, including
root Record nodes, in BizTalk Editor.

This property represents a standard XSD construct. For additional information about the corresponding XSD construct, see
XSD Resources on the Web.

HTML provides a very common example of mixed substructure and content. The paragraph tags in the following HTML example
contain mixed content:

<P>The full moon <EM>always</EM> rises at sunset, more or less.</P>
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Namespace (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Namespace property to examine and, for Any Element and Any Attribute nodes, set the namespace for the selected
node, if any.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Record, Field Element, Field Attribute, Sequence Group, Choice Group, All Group, Attribute Group, Any Element, Any Attribute

Category
General

Allowed Values
Any valid URI.

Default Value
None.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the prefix on the element name from among the imported namespace prefixes, or as the namespace attribute of
an any or anyAttribute element.

Remarks
You can examine this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a node of an appropriate type
(including a root Record node) in BizTalk Editor.

This property is read-only for all node types other than Any Element and Any Attribute.

When the Namespace property is blank, it means that the selected node is in the "blank" namespace. For example, when you
define a schema with no value set for its Target Namespace property, all of the nodes in that schema are in the blank
namespace.

This property represents a standard XSD construct. For additional information about the corresponding XSD construct, see
XSD Resources on the Web.
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Nillable (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Nillable property to specify whether the nil attribute can be used with the corresponding instance message element to
indicate that it is still valid even if it has no content.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Record, Field Element

Category
Advanced

Allowed Values

Drop-dow
n list choic
e

Description

True Sets the nillable attribute of the corresponding instance message element to "true", specifying that if the correspon
ding element in instance messages has a nil attribute with a value of "true", that element must not contain any data.

False Removes the nillable attribute of the corresponding instance message element, specifying that the nil attribute mus
t not be used with the corresponding element in an instance message.

Default Value
False, specifying that the nil attribute should not be used with the corresponding element or attribute in an instance message.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the nillable attribute of the element that corresponds to the selected Record or Field Element node.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Record (including a root
Record node) or Field Element node in BizTalk Editor.

This property represents a standard XSD construct. For additional information about the corresponding XSD construct, see
XSD Resources on the Web.

In instance messages, the use of the nil attribute must include the namespace prefix for the XML Schema namespace for
instances, http://www.w3.org/2001/xmlschema-instance, which is "xsi" by convention. An element in an instance message that
includes the attribute setting xsi:nil="true" may not have any element content but it may still have attributes.

See Also
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Node Name (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Node Name property to display the name of the node as it appears in the schema tree view in BizTalk Editor, and for
some types of nodes, to change the name of the node to describe its content.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema, Record, Field Element, Field Attribute, Sequence Group, Choice Group, All Group, Attribute Group, Any Element,
Any Attribute, Equivalent, Equivalent Child

Category
General

Allowed Values
Node names must conform to the name requirements of XSD and XML. For those nodes for which the Node Name property
value can be changed, if you type a node name that does not conform to these requirements, you will be prompted with the
following choices:

Encode the nonconforming name so that it conforms to XSD/XML requirements.
Cancel the naming operation and roll back to the previous name.

For information about the encoding scheme used by BizTalk Editor to encode non-XML characters, see the .NET Framework
documentation for the EncodeLocalName method of the System.Xml.XmlConvert class. BizTalk Editor uses the same
encoding scheme.

Two common situations that require encoding are a leading numeral and the space character.

Default Value
The Node Name property has different default values for different types of nodes, as follows:

Node type Node name default values
Schema <Schema>
Record Record
Field Eleme
nt

Field

Field Attrib
ute

Field

Sequence G
roup

<Sequence>

Choice Gro
up

<Choice>

All Group <All>
Attribute G
roup

<AttrGroup:attrGroupN>

where "N" is a monotonically increasing number starting at zero (0)

Any Eleme
nt

<Any>

Any Attribu
te

<AnyAttribute>

Equivalent <Equivalent>
Equivalent 
Child

The names of the base complex type and set of derived complex types, displayed within angle brackets (<type>), as
sociated with the containing Equivalent node.

XSD Persistence
The Node Name property is persisted differently in the XSD for different types of nodes, as follows:

Node type Node name XSD persistence
Schema As the schema element.



Record As the value of the name attribute of the corresponding element element.
Field Eleme
nt

As the value of the name attribute of the corresponding element element.

Field Attrib
ute

As the value of the name attribute of the corresponding attribute element.

Sequence G
roup

When the Group Reference property has no value, as a sequence element.

When the Group Reference property has a value, the variable portion of the node name, which follows the leading
"Group:" substring, is persisted as the ref attribute of the instances of the usage of the sequence group and as the n
ame attribute of the global definition of the sequence group.

Choice Grou
p

When the Group Reference property has no value, as a choice element.

When the Group Reference property has a value, the variable portion of the node name, which follows the leading
"Group:" substring, is persisted as the ref attribute of the instances of the usage of the choice group and as the na
me attribute of the global definition of the choice group.

All Group When the Group Reference property has no value, as an all element.

When the Group Reference property has a value, the variable portion of the node name, which follows the leading
"Group:" substring, is persisted as the ref attribute of the instances of the usage of the all group and as the name at
tribute of the global definition of the all group.

Attribute Gr
oup

The variable portion of the node name, which follows the leading "AttrGroup:" substring, is persisted as the ref attri
bute of the instances of the usage of the attribute group and as the name attribute of the global definition of the at
tribute group.

Any Elemen
t

As an any element.

Any Attribu
te

As an anyAttribute element.

Equivalent 
and Equival
ent Child

Equivalent and Equivalent Child nodes are BizTalk Editor constructs and are not part of the XSD standard. These 
nodes exist to help you visualize the inheritance that is present among the base types and derived types in the sche
ma.

Remarks
You can examine this property, and in some cases set this property, in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select
a node in BizTalk Editor.

The Node Name property behaves differently for different types of nodes, as follows:

Node type Node name property behavior
Schema Read-only. It is always set to "<Schema>".
Record, Field 
Element, and 
Field Attribut
e

Read/write. You can rename Record, Field Element, and Field Attribute nodes using the Node Name property
, or in-place within the schema tree when you first insert them or when you use the Rename command on the sh
ortcut menu for the node.

Sibling Record and Field Element nodes from the same namespace can only have the same Node Name prope
rty value if they have the same data type (except when it is a global declaration), and sibling Field Attribute node
s from the same namespace can never have the same Node Name property value.

Sequence Gr
oup, Choice G
roup, and All 
Group

Read-only. However, any nonblank value in the corresponding Group Reference property contributes to the Nod
e Name property value for these element group nodes. For example, if you set the Group Reference property to
the value "BillingAddress", the Node Name property will become "Group:BillingAddress".

Attribute Gro
up

Read-only. However, the value in the corresponding Group Reference property, whether the default value or a val
ue you provide, contributes to the Node Name property value for Attribute Group nodes. For example, if you se
t the Group Reference property to the value "ProductDimensions", the Node Name property will become "Attr
Group:ProductDimensions".

Any Element Read-only. It is always set to "<Any>".
Any Attribute Read-only. It is always set to "<AnyAttribute>".
Equivalent Read-only. It is always set to "<Equivalent>".
Equivalent Chil
d

Read-only. It is always set to one of the complex type names associated with the parent Equivalent node, either t
he base complex type name or one of the derived complex type names.
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Notes (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Notes property to enter notes, such as comments that are related to the business process, that you would like to make
about the selected Record, Field Element, or Field Attribute node.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Record, Field Element, Field Attribute

Category
BizTalk

Allowed Values
Any string, without a specific maximum limit. In practice, however, it is not advisable to burden your schemas with very large
notes.

Default Value
None.

XSD Persistence
For Record nodes, as the value of the notes attribute of the element/annotation/appinfo/recordInfo element.

For Field Element nodes, as the value of the notes attribute of the element/annotation/appinfo/fieldInfo element.

For Field Attribute nodes, as the value of the notes attribute of the attribute/annotation/appinfo/fieldInfo element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Record, Field Element, or
Field Attribute node in BizTalk Editor.

You can type notes directly into the Notes property value field, or you can click the ellipsis (...) button located to the right of the
Notes property value field to open the Notes dialog box, in which you can type your notes into a multi-line edit box.

For example, you might want to provide a note when a particular element in an instance message contains confidential
information. You might then want to add note to the corresponding Record or Field Element node that says:

"The data in this record is confidential. Do not distribute it outside this company."

Such a note might prevent someone creating a map with this schema from inadvertently mapping that data into instance
messages that circulate outside the company.
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Order Type (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Order Type property to change the type of the selected element group node. For example, you can change a Sequence
Group node to a Choice Group node, and vice versa. This will also change the node name in the schema tree view from "
<Sequence>" to "<Choice>" (or vice versa).

Applies to Nodes of Type
Sequence Group, Choice Group, All Group

Category
Advanced

Allowed Values

Value Description
Seque
nce

Specifies that the elements within the selected group node must appear in the same order as they are defined in the sche
ma.

Choic
e

Specifies that an instance message must not contain more than one of the elements defined within the selected group no
de in the schema.

All Specifies that all of the elements within the selected group node may appear once or not at all, and they may appear in an
y order.

Note  You can use All Group nodes only in relation to inheritance; they cannot generally be inserted directly i
nto a schema. See remarks for additional information.

Default Value
The default value of this property corresponds to the type of element group node that you insert: Sequence for Sequence
Group nodes and Choice for Choice Group nodes, and All for All Group nodes.

XSD Persistence
As a sequence, choice, or all element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Sequence Group, Choice
Group, or All Group node in BizTalk Editor. There are circumstances where the structure or hierarchy placement of an element
group node prevents it from being switched from one type of element group node to another.

When you change the value of this property from Sequence or Choice to All, the values of the Min Occurs and Max Occurs
properties are automatically set to one (1).

This property can be useful when you have an element group node with a large number of children and find that the element
group should be of a different kind. Rather than recreating the group and all of its children, you can simply change the value of
this property to achieve the same effect.

This property represents a standard XSD construct. For additional information about the corresponding XSD construct, see
XSD Resources on the Web.

The All Group node has a number of special restrictions to which the Sequence Group and Choice Group nodes are not
subject:

All Group nodes cannot be the child of any group element node.
The Content Type property of the parent Record node must be set to ComplexContent.
An All Group node must be the first group node within its parent Record node.
All Group nodes cannot contain other groups: sequence , choice, or all.
Child element nodes (Record and Field Element nodes) must have their Max Occurs properties set to one (1).

Whenever you insert a Record node and start inserting nodes within it, a hidden sequence group is always created by default
immediately under that Record node. This default group order type can be changed using the Group Order Type property of the



 

Record node. Because an All Group node cannot occur within any other group node, and because of the use of a hidden
sequence group, you cannot insert an All Group node within a Record node in BizTalk Editor.

In case of inheritance, we are forced to show the top-level group node because, the base complex type can have one Order Type
property value setting (say, Sequence) and the derived complex type can have a different value (say, All). An element that is
using the derived complex type is going to have the content model of the base complex type and the content model of the derived
complex type. Because these two content models can be different (for example, one is a sequence group and the other is an all
group), we have to show these group nodes explicitly.

However, there is one exceptional case in which you can directly insert an All Group node and directly modify its properties.
When complex type inheritance is used in a schema, BizTalk Editor exposes the top-level group node, and therefore allows
insertion, deletion, and modification of an All Group node.

See Also
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Pattern (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Pattern property to limit any data in an instance message corresponding to the selected Field Element or Field
Attribute node to a specific pattern, as specified by one or more regular expressions.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Field Element, Field Attribute

Category
Restricted

Allowed Values
One or more regular expressions that are valid for the data type of the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node.

Default Value
None.

XSD Persistence
As a pattern element and its value attribute for each regular expression specified for this property.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Field Element or Field
Attribute node in BizTalk Editor and you have set its Derived By property to Restriction.

This property represents an XSD concept related to the simpleType element and its restriction subelement.

You can create patterns by clicking the ellipsis (...) button located to the right of the Pattern property value field to open the
Pattern Editor dialog box. In this dialog box, you can type the regular expressions for your patterns, one per line, into a multi-line
edit box labeled Values.

Each of the regular expressions you provide must be valid with respect to the specified data type of the selected Field Element or
Field Attribute node. Some pattern problems are detected immediately; others can result in run-time errors.
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Process Contents (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Process Contents property to specify the level of validation for the selected Any Element or Any Attribute node.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Any Element, Any Attribute

Category
General

Allowed Values

Drop-
down l
ist cho
ice

Description

(Defau
lt)

Use this to clear the property field of other values and to remove the processContents attribute from the corresponding
any or anyAttribute element in the XSD representation. When you select this option, the default behavior associated wit
h the Strict setting is used.

Lax Specifies that validation should be loosely applied to the elements or attributes found in the position of the correspondin
g any or anyAttribute element, respectively, in the XSD representation by setting its processContents attribute to "lax".
With this setting, validation is only performed if the corresponding element or attribute declaration is found in the schem
a.

Skip Specifies that validation should not occur for the elements found in the position of the corresponding any or anyAttribu
te element, respectively, in the XSD representation by setting its processContents attribute to "skip".

Strict Specifies that validation should be strictly applied to the elements found in the position of the corresponding any or any
Attribute element, respectively, in the XSD representation by setting its processContents attribute to "strict".

Default Value
(Default), resulting in the behavior associated with the Strict setting.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the processContents attribute of the corresponding any or anyAttribute element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select an Any Element or Any
Attribute node in BizTalk Editor.

This property represents a standard XSD construct. For additional information about the corresponding XSD construct, see
XSD Resources on the Web.

You should generally set this property value to Skip to successfully validate XML documents containing elements that are
represented by the corresponding Any Element or Any Attribute node.
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Promote Properties (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Promote Properties property to define the properties that you want to promote to the property context container and to
import property schemas for use in conjunction with property promotion.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
BizTalk

Allowed Values
To set the values associated with this property, click the ellipsis (...) button located to the right of the property value field to open
the Promote Properties dialog box.

Data in instance messages can be promoted as either property fields or distinguished fields. Distinguished fields are only
accessible in BizTalk orchestrations. Property fields are accessible from a wide variety of BizTalk Server components and can be
used for context-based routing. In order to use property fields, you must create or use an existing property schema that declares
the appropriate property fields.

The values associated with property promotion, as established using the Promote Properties dialog box, are schema
annotations that carry the following information, allowing the designated properties to be "copied" to the property context
container when message processing begins, allowing easier access to their values by a variety of BizTalk Server components:

For property field promotions, the namespace and property name of the corresponding property in a property schema, and
the instance message XPath of the property to be promoted.
For distinguished field promotions, the instance message XPath of the property to be promoted.

For conceptual and procedural information about property promotion, see
Ways to Use Message Content to Control Message Processing and Promoting Properties, respectively.

XSD Persistence
Within the root Record node containing the node associated with the data to be promoted, as a property element within the
element/annotation/appinfo/recordInfo/properties element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select the Schema node in BizTalk
Editor.

You can only promote a particular property in the schema in which the corresponding Field Element or Field Attribute node is
defined, and not in any other schemas in which the definition is imported.

Property field promotion is subject to the following limitations:

Promoting a string value that is longer than 256 characters in length may cause overflow exceptions at run-time.
Promoting nodes of data type xs:integer that require more than 28 digits may cause overflow exceptions at run time (due
to the internal use of the .NET data type System.Decimal, which has a 28-digit limit). You can work around this limitation
by interpreting and promoting very large numeric values as strings, thereby increasing the effective limit to 256 digits.
Promoting nodes of data type xs:long or xs:unsignedLong is not supported at run time and may lead to unexpected
results. To avoid this issue, consider changing the data type of such promoted nodes to xs:string.

For conceptual information about promoting properties, see Ways to Use Message Content to Control Message Processing.

For information about the Promote Properties dialog box, see Promote Properties.

Caution  Do not promote system properties. Promotion of system properties, such as ReceivePortName, produces unpredictable
behavior.

See Also
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Receipt (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Receipt property to configure whether the schema represents an inbound receipt message.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
Reference

Allowed Values

Drop-dow
n list choi
ce

Description

Yes Sets the is_receipt attribute to "yes", specifying that the selected schema represents an inbound receipt message. A c
orrelator component is used to correlate an inbound receipt message with the outbound document for which it ackno
wledges receipt.

No Sets the is_receipt attribute to "no", specifying that the selected schema does not represent an inbound receipt mess
age.

(Default) Removes the is_receipt attribute, if present, specifying that the selected schema does not represent an inbound recei
pt message (same as No).

Default Value
(Default), specifying that the selected schema does not represent an inbound receipt message.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the is_receipt attribute of the schema/annotation/appinfo/schemaInfo element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select the Schema node in BizTalk
Editor.
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Root Reference (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Root Reference property to specify the node that represents the outermost element in the XML business document
represented by the schema.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
Reference

Allowed Values

Drop-down list choice Description
(Default) Removes the root_reference attribute, if present, resulting in classes being generated for all

root nodes when the schema is compiled.
Node names of all root Record nod
es in the schema.

The other available values are the names (Node Name property value) of the root Record n
odes currently defined in the schema.

Default Value
(Default), resulting in classes being generated for all root nodes when the schema is compiled.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the root_reference attribute of the schema/annotation/appinfo/schemaInfo element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select the Schema node in BizTalk
Editor.

Any root Record node in your schema can be configured as the value for the Root Reference property.

BizTalk Mapper uses this property to determine which root node and substructure to use in the map if a schema has multiple root
nodes. If it is not set, BizTalk Mapper will prompt for the appropriate root node to use for mapping.

If you configure this property, use the schema to develop a map, and then later change the value of this property, the map will not
automatically update to use the new root reference.

If the Root Reference property is not set, .NET classes will be generated for each and every root Record node (direct child nodes
of the Schema node) during the BizTalk project build process (also known as schema compilation). You should avoid this
scenario when you have a large number of such root nodes defined in your schema because so many .NET classes will be
generated in the resulting BizTalk assembly and ultimately deployed to the database. If a particular root node is always going to
be used for instance validation and so on, you should set it as the value of the Root Reference property, resulting in a single .NET
class being generated for the schema.
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RootNode TypeName (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the RootNode TypeName property to specify an alternative name (other than the value of the Node Name property of the
root node) to use when generating the .NET class name for the selected root Record or Field Element node.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Record, Field Element

(Root nodes only.)

Category
Reference

Allowed Values
Valid C# class names, which excludes C# reserved words.

Default Value
The value of the Node Name property of the selected root node.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the rootTypeName attribute of the element/annotation/appinfo/recordInfo element that corresponds to a
root Record node.

Or as the value of the rootTypeName attribute of the element/annotation/appinfo/fieldInfo element that corresponds to a
root Field Element node.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a top-level (root) Record or
Field Element node in BizTalk Editor.

Because the period (.) character has a special meaning in C#, avoid using it in values for this property.

Unless the Root Reference property of the Schema node is set, every top-level Record and Field Element root node in the
schema gets compiled into a .NET class in the BizTalk assembly for the project using the values of the Node Name properties of
those root nodes as the C# class names. The set of valid Node Name property values is larger than the set of valid C# class
names, due to reserved words in C# and so on. There may be occasions where it is not reasonable to change the Node Name
property value to accommodate this requirement of the compilation process, such as when a Node Name property value and the
resulting instance message element name have already been agreed upon with a trading partner. The RootNode TypeName
property provides a way to provide a different name for the C# class name associated with a particular root node. By default, the
RootNode TypeName property is set to the value of the Node Name property. If you encounter a compilation problem related
to the C# class name not being valid, you can change the value of the RootNode TypeName property to change the name of the
generated C# class without disrupting the Node Name property value and the corresponding element name in instance
messages.
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Schema Editor Extensions (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Schema Editor Extensions property to select editor extensions to be associated with this schema.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
Advanced

Allowed Values
BizTalk Server 2004 comes with three built-in schema editor extensions, as follows:

Flat File Extension. Use this extension for creating schemas that work with flat file instance messages that use special
characters or fixed lengths to delimit the records and fields within them (in contrast to XML-based instance messages).
Hws Extension. Use this extension for creating schemas for use with Human Workflow Services (HWS).
Covast EDI Schema Editor Extension. Use this extension for creating Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) schemas.

There can be an arbitrary number of schema editor extensions, either developed by you for your special schema editing needs, or
perhaps installed by BizTalk Server adapters and other programs.

Default Value
None.

XSD Persistence
As the of the schema/annotation/appinfo/schemaInfo/schemaEditorExtension:schemaInfo element and its various
attributes.

In addition, when the Flat File Extension or Hws Extension is enabled, the Standard property is set to Flat File or Hws File,
respectively.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select the Schema node in BizTalk
Editor.

You can select schema editor extensions by clicking the ellipsis (...) button located to the right of the Schema Editor Extensions
property value field to open the Schema Editor Extensions dialog box. In this dialog box, you can select the check boxes for the
schema editor extensions that you want to enable.

To be able to develop schemas for flat files, you must use this property to include the Flat File Extension. Likewise, to develop
schemas for use with HWS, you must use this property to include the Hws Extension. Each of these extensions adds its own set
of node properties, which are generally stored as annotations with the XSD representation of the schema. For more information,
see Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas and Supplemental Node Properties for HWS Schemas, respectively.

Note  More than one schema extension can be chosen at a time. The same schema can represent both a flat file as
well as, for example, an EDI schema. In such cases, the Standard property of the Schema node, which is generally set
to a value that indicates the extension in use, should be set to the most active extension. The Standard property is
used by BizTalk Editor to drive the functions that validate schemas and instance messages, and generate instance
messages.
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Schema File Location (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Schema File Location property to examine the file system location of the schema file that contains the schema being
edited.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
General

Read-Only Value
The file system location of the schema file that contains the schema being edited.

Default Value
By default schema files are given the name "SchemaN.xsd", where "N" is a monotonically increasing value starting with one. Also,
by default, they reside in the project folder associated with the project in which they are created.

XSD Persistence
This property is not persisted in the XSD itself, but is persisted as the name and file system location of the schema file, as well as
in the BizTalk project file.

Remarks
You can examine this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select the Schema node in BizTalk Editor.

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas
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Schema Type (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Schema Type property to specify the type of the schema being edited as either a document schema or a property
schema.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
Reference

Allowed Values

Drop-do
wn list c
hoice

Description

Docume
nt

Sets the schema_type attribute of the schemaInfo annotation to "document", specifying that the selected schema repr
esents an instance message.

Propert
y

Sets the schema_type attribute of the schemaInfo annotation to "property", specifying that the selected schema repre
sents one or more properties that you intend to promote. You cannot set the Schema Type property to Property unles
s the schema conforms to the requirements of property schemas.

(Default
)

Removes the schema_type attribute, if present, which is equivalent to specifying that the selected schema represents a
message (same as Document).

Default Value
(Default), which is the same as specifying the value Document.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the schema_type attribute of the schema/annotation/appinfo/schemaInfo element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select the Schema node in BizTalk
Editor.

For detailed instructions about how to create a property schema, see Creating Property Schemas.

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas
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Specification Name (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Specification Name property to designate a business name for the schema.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
Reference

Allowed Values
Any string allowed in XML.

Default Value
None.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the schema_name attribute of the schema/annotation/appinfo/schemaInfo element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Schema node in BizTalk
Editor.

An example of setting this property is when you are creating a purchase order that you use exclusively with your supply chain
management process, you might enter a value of "Supply Change PO" for this property.

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas
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Standard (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Standard property to define the format and/or syntax of the instance messages that the schema being edited defines.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
Reference

Allowed Values
Any string, though it is often one of the choices from the drop-down list or one of several well-known industry standards such as
"X12" or "EDIFACT".

The following table shows the drop-down list choices for the Standard property.

Drop-dow
n list choic
e

Description

XML Sets the standard attribute to "XML", specifying that the selected schema defines the structure of XML instance mess
ages.

(Default) Removes the standard attribute, if present, which is equivalent to specifying that the selected schema defines the str
ucture of XML instances messages (same as XML).

Flat File Specifies that the schema defines the structure of flat file instance messages.

This choice is only available when the Flat File Extension has been enabled using the Schema Editor Extensions p
roperty. When this extension is enabled, the Standard property is automatically set to Flat File.

Hws File Specifies that the schema defines the structure of Human Workflow Services (HWS) instance messages.

This choice is only available when the Hws Extension has been enabled using the Schema Editor Extensions prop
erty. When this extension is enabled, the Standard property is automatically set to Hws File.

EDIFACT Specifies that the schema defines the structure of EDI instance messages.

This choice is only available when the Covast EDI Schema Editor Extension has been enabled using the Schema E
ditor Extensions property. When this extension is enabled, the Standard property is automatically set to EDIFACT.

New schema editor extensions may add new choices to this drop-down list.

Default Value
(Default), specifying that the selected schema defines the structure of XML instances messages.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the standard attribute of the schema/annotation/appinfo/schemaInfo element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Schema node in BizTalk
Editor.

If you set more than one schema editor extension, the automatic setting of this property may not be what you intend. It is a good
idea to verify manually that this property is set to the proper value for your circumstances.

Use the Standard Version property to qualify your setting of the Standard property with a particular version of that standard.

If you intend to use the CodeList feature, you should avoid using the period character (".") in the string you provide for this
property. For additional information about this restriction, see CodeList (Node Property of All Schemas) and
CodeList Database (Node Property of All Schemas).

See Also
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Standard Version (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Standard Version property to qualify the version of the instance message format and/or syntax that you established
using the Standard property, if appropriate.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
Reference

Allowed Values
Any string, although it is most often a version string of some sort that is associated with the value set for the Standard property.

Default Value
None.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the standards_version attribute of the schema/annotation/appinfo/schemaInfo element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Schema node in BizTalk
Editor.

An example of setting this property is when the standard is X12, you might set this property to "004010", or if the standard is
EDIFACT, you might set this property to "D97B".

If you intend to use the CodeList feature, you should avoid using the period character (".") in the string you provide for this
property. For additional information about this restriction, see CodeList (Node Property of All Schemas) and
CodeList Database (Node Property of All Schemas).

See Also
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Target Namespace (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Target Namespace property to configure the target namespace for the schema using any valid uniform resource
identifier (URI).

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
General

Allowed Values
Any valid URI.

Default Value
http://ProjectName.SchemaName, where "ProjectName" is the name of the project in which the schema was created and
"SchemaName" is the name of the schema (without the XSD file extension. If either the project name or the schema name
contains spaces, they are replaced with underscore (_) characters. For example, if the project name is "BizTalk Server Project2" and
the schema name is "Project 3", the default target namespace value will be:

http://BizTalk_Server_Project2.Schema_3

XSD Persistence
As the value of the targetNamespace attribute of the schema element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Schema node in BizTalk
Editor.

This property represents a standard XSD construct. For additional information about the corresponding XSD construct, see
XSD Resources on the Web.

If you use "x-schema" in the targetNamespace attribute value, you may cause a test failure when you test the instance in BizTalk
Mapper.

See Also
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Use Requirement (Node Property of All Schemas)
Use the Use Requirement property to specify whether the selected Field Attribute node is required in an instance message.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Field Attribute

Category
General

Allowed Values

Drop-do
wn list c
hoice

Description

(Default) Removes the use attribute, if present, which is equivalent to specifying that the attribute corresponding to the selected 
Field Attribute node is optional in instance messages (same as Optional).

Optional Sets the use attribute to "optional", specifying that the attribute corresponding to the selected Field Attribute node is 
optional in conforming instance messages.

Prohibit
ed

Sets the use attribute to "prohibited", specifying that the attribute corresponding to the selected Field Attribute node 
is not allowed in conforming instance messages. Field Attribute nodes can only be prohibited within larger structures
that are being reused through derivation.

Required Sets the use attribute to "required", specifying that the attribute corresponding to the selected Field Attribute node is 
required in conforming instance messages. You cannot set values for the Default and Fixed properties when this prop
erty is set to Required.

Default Value
(Default), which means that use attribute is not present, providing the default XSD behavior of the attribute corresponding to the
selected Field Attribute node being optional in instance messages.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the use attribute (="optional", "prohibited", or "required") of the attribute element corresponding to the selected
Field Attribute node.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Field Attribute node in
BizTalk Editor.

This property represents a standard XSD construct. For additional information about the corresponding XSD construct, see
XSD Resources on the Web.

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas
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Supplemental Node Properties for Property Schemas
This section provides an alphabetically organized set of reference topics for the supplemental node properties that are available
when you are editing property schemas.

The following table shows the supplemental nodes properties that are available in property schemas.

Property schema pr
operty name

Applies to no
de type(s)

Description

Property Schema Base Field Element Specifies the origin of the data associated with the selected Field Element node.

Property category: Reference

Sensitive Information Field Element Specifies whether the corresponding global context property will be treated as sensitive, re
stricting its visibility within other BizTalk Server components.

Property category: Reference

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas
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Property Schema Base (Node Property of Property Schemas)
Use the Property Schema Base property to specify the origin of the data associated with the selected Field Element node. The
data can originate in either the instance message itself or from another source, such as the envelope in which the instance
message is enclosed.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Field Element

Category
Reference

Allowed Values

Drop-down list c
hoice

Description

MessageDataPro
pertyBase

Use this value to specify that the value associated with the selected Field Element node originates from a pr
omoted property within an associated document schema.

MessageContext
PropertyBase

Use this value to specify that the value associated with the selected Field Element node may or may not orig
inate from a promoted property within an associated document schema.

Most built-in BizTalk Server context properties are of this type, as well as values that originate in the envelope
portion of an incoming instance message.

(Default) Removes the corresponding annotation in the XSD representation of the schema, if any, resulting in the same
behavior as the MessageDataPropertyBase setting.

Default Value
(Default), resulting in no corresponding annotation in the XSD representation of the schema, and producing the same behavior
as the MessageDataPropertyBase setting.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the propSchFieldBase (="MessageDataPropertyBase" or "MessageContextPropertyBase") attribute of the
element/annotation/appinfo/fieldInfo annotation element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you are editing a property schema and
you select a Field Element node in BizTalk Editor.

When this property is set to MessageDataPropertyBase for the selected Field Element node, it references its value in the
instance message using an XPath. Furthermore, in order for the selected Field Element node value to be accessible to
orchestrations, some node in the corresponding document schema must be promoted to this Field Element node.

When this property is set to MessageContextPropertyBase for the selected Field Element node, its value is always available
within orchestrations, regardless of any property promotions in the corresponding document schema.

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Property Schemas
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Sensitive Information (Node Property of Property Schemas)
Use the Sensitive Information property to configure whether the information that corresponds to this Field Element node is
sensitive. Information that is designated as sensitive will not be visible within BizTalk Explorer and Health and Activity Tracking
(HAT).

Applies to Nodes of Type
Field Element

Category
Reference

Allowed Values

Drop-down lis
t choice

Description

Yes Use this value if the data corresponding to the selected Field Element node is sensitive and you want to restrict i
ts visibility within other BizTalk Server components.

No Use this value if the data corresponding to the selected Field Element node is not sensitive and you want it to ha
ve normal visibility within other BizTalk Server components.

(Default) Removes the corresponding annotation in the XSD representation of the schema, if any, resulting in the same be
havior as the No setting.

Default Value
(Default), resulting in no corresponding annotation in the XSD representation of the schema, and producing the same behavior
as the No setting.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the isSensitive (="true" or "false") attribute of the element/annotation/appinfo/fieldInfo annotation element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you are editing a property schema and
you select a Field Element node in BizTalk Editor.

Do not promote sensitive information to property schema Field Element nodes for which the Sensitive Information property
is set to Yes, either at design time by specifying property promotion in the schemas governing instance messages and their
envelopes or at run time from within custom adapters and pipeline components. Disallowed promotions of the former type are
detected at deployment time and disallowed promotions of the latter type result in your call to the IBaseMessageContext.Promote
method failing at run time.

If you want to keep, but not promote, sensitive information in the message context, set the Sensitive Information property of
the corresponding Field Element nodes to Yes and use the IBaseMessageContext.Write method in the custom adapter or
pipeline component to write the sensitive information to the message context. Doing so will preserve the sensitivity of such
information by keeping it from being visible to BizTalk Server administrators and HAT users.

If you set this property to Yes, entries corresponding to the selected Field Element node will not be shown within the following
BizTalk Server components:

In BizTalk Explorer, in the <Type of Port> Send Port Properties - Configurations - Filters & Maps - Filters dialog box,
information designated as sensitive will not appear in the drop-down lists in the Property column. This means that data
that has been designated as sensitive cannot be used in content-based routing (CBR) scenarios.

To open this dialog box in BizTalk Explorer, right-click on a send port, click Edit, and then in the <Type of Port> Send Port
Properties dialog box, expand Configurations, then Filters & Maps, and then Filters.

In HAT, information designated as sensitive will not appear in the Property Name column in the lower table when the
corresponding property schema is selected in the upper table in the Configuration View : Message Properties view.

To open this view in HAT, click Message Properties on the Configuration menu.



 

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Property Schemas
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Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas
This section provides an alphabetically organized set of reference topics for the supplemental node properties that are available
within schemas when you have enabled the Flat File Extension using the Schema Editor Extensions property.

Because some of these node properties can apply to more than one type of node, the following table and each node property
reference topic contains a column or section, respectively, that indicates the node types to which the property applies.

The following table shows the nodes properties that are available in schemas designed for use with flat file instance messages.

Flat file property name Applies to n
ode type(s)

Description

Case Schema Specifies whether data in instance messages should be converted to all uppe
rcase, converted to all lowercase, or left as is.

Property category: Flat File

Child Delimiter Record Specifies the string used to delimit fields and subordinate records in the reco
rd(s) in an instance message that corresponds to the selected Record node.

Property category: Flat File

Child Delimiter Type Record Specifies how an alternative child delimiter string will be expressed in the Ch
ild Delimiter property and in the underlying XSD representation.

Property category: Flat File

Child Order Record Specifies the relationship between delimiters and the data they delimit.

Property category: Flat File

Code Page Schema Specifies the code page to use with an instance message.

Property category: Flat File

Count Positions In Bytes Schema Specifies whether the positions will be counted in bytes.

Property category: Reference

Custom Date/Time Format Field Element,
Field Attribute

Specifies the format for your custom date/time type when the selected Field 
Element node is set to one of the following XSD data types or a simple type 
derived from one of them:

xs:date, xs:dateTime, xs:time, xs:gYearMonth, xs:gYear, xs:gMonth
Day, xs:gDay, or xs:gMonth

Property category: Flat File

Default Child Delimiter Schema Specifies the default string used to delimit fields and subordinate records in t
he record(s) in an instance message that corresponds to the selected node.

Property category: Flat File

Default Child Delimiter Type Schema Specifies how an alternative default child delimiter string will be expressed in
the Default Child Delimiter property and in the underlying XSD representa
tion.

Property category: Flat File

Default Child Order Schema Specifies the default relationship between delimiters and the data they delimi
t.

Property category: Flat File



Default Escape Character Schema Specifies a character to be used as the default escape character throughout a
n instance message. An escape character causes the following character to be
interpreted as simple data, and not have the special meaning otherwise assoc
iated with it.

Property category: Flat File

Default Escape Character Type Schema Specifies how an alternative default escape character will be expressed in the 
Default Escape Character property and in the underlying XSD representati
on.

Property category: Flat File

Default Repeating Delimiter Schema Specifies the default string used to delimit repeating fields in the record(s) in 
an instance message.

Property category: Flat File

Default Repeating Delimiter Type Schema Specifies how a default alternative repeating delimiter string will be expresse
d in the Default Repeating Delimiter property and in the underlying XSD r
epresentation.

Property category: Flat File

Default Wrap Character Schema Specifies a character to be used as the default wrap character throughout an i
nstance message. Wrap characters cause the characters that occur between t
hem to be interpreted as simple data, and to not have the special meaning ot
herwise associated with them.

Property category: Flat File

Default Wrap Character Type Schema Specifies how an alternative wrap character will be expressed in the Default 
Wrap Character property and in the underlying XSD representation.

Property category: Flat File

Escape Character Record Specifies a character to be used as the escape character for the record(s) in a
n instance message that corresponds to the selected Record node.

An escape character causes the following character to be interpreted as simpl
e data, and not have the special meaning otherwise associated with it.

Property category: Flat File

Escape Character Type Record Specifies how an alternative escape character will be expressed in the Escape
Character property and in the underlying XSD representation.

Property category: Flat File

Justification Field Element,
Field Attribute

Specifies the left or right justification of the contents of the field(s) that corres
pond to the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node.

Property category: Flat File

Minimum Length with Pad Character Field Element,
Field Attribute

Specifies how a serializer pads the data in instance messages that correspon
ds to the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node.

Property category: Flat File

Pad Character Field Element,
Field Attribute

Specifies the pad character to be used for data in instance messages that corr
esponds to the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node.

Property category: Flat File

Pad Character Type Field Element,
Field Attribute

Specifies how an alternative pad character will be expressed in the Pad Char
acter property and in the underlying XSD representation.

Property category: Flat File



Positional Length Field Element,
Field Attribute

Specifies the length, from the previous sibling or delimiter, of the field in inst
ance messages that corresponds to the selected Field Element or Field Attr
ibute node.

Property category: Reference

Positional Offset Field Element,
Field Attribute

Specifies the starting offset, relative to the previous sibling or delimiter, of th
e field in instance messages that corresponds to the selected Field Element 
or Field Attribute node.

Property category: Reference

Preserve Delimiter For Empty Data Record Specifies whether the record(s) in an instance message that corresponds to t
he selected Record node will have delimiters for empty fields and subordinat
e records.

Property category: Flat File

Repeating Delimiter Record Specifies the string used to delimit repeating fields and subordinate records i
n the record(s) in an instance message that corresponds to the selected Reco
rd node.

Property category: Flat File

Repeating Delimiter Type Record Specifies how an alternative repeating delimiter string will be expressed in th
e Repeating Delimiter property and in the underlying XSD representation.

Property category: Flat File

Restricted Characters Schema Specifies ranges of characters that are restricted in instance messages.

Property category: Reference

Structure Record Specifies whether the record(s) in an instance message that corresponds to t
he selected Record node is positional or delimited.

Property category: Flat File

Suppress Trailing Delimiters Record Specifies whether trailing delimiters will be suppressed when output instance
messages are serialized.

Property category: Flat File

Tag Identifier Record Specifies an identifying tag for the record(s) in an instance message that corr
esponds to the selected Record node.

Property category: Flat File

Tag Offset Record Specifies the starting offset of the tag, relative to the previous sibling or deli
miter, for the record(s) in an instance message that corresponds to the select
ed Record node.

Property category: Flat File

Wrap Character Field Element,
Field Attribute

Specifies a character to be used as the wrap character for the field(s) in an ins
tance message that corresponds to the selected Field Element or Field Attri
bute node.

Wrap characters cause the characters that occur between them to be interpre
ted as simple data, and to not have the special meaning otherwise associated
with them.

Property category: Flat File

Wrap Character Type Field Element,
Field Attribute

Specifies how an alternative wrap character will be expressed in the Wrap C
haracter property and in the underlying XSD representation.

Property category: Flat File
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Case (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
Use the Case property to specify whether data in instance messages should be converted to all uppercase, converted to all
lowercase, or left as is.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
Flat File

Allowed Values

Drop-down list c
hoice

Description

Uppercase Specifies that data in instance messages should be converted to uppercase when it is processed.
Lowercase Specifies that data in instance messages should be converted to lowercase when it is processed.
(Default) Removes the corresponding annotation in the XSD representation of the schema, if any, resulting in no case c

onversion being performed.

Default Value
(Default), resulting in no annotation being added to the XSD representation of the schema, and no case conversion being
performed.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the case (="upper" or "lower") attribute of the schema/annotation/appinfo/schemaInfo element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Schema node in BizTalk
Editor and you have configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions property of that node.

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas
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Child Delimiter (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
Use the Child Delimiter property to configure, on a per-record basis, the string used to delimit fields in this record in instance
data.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Record

Category
Flat File

Allowed Values
Either:

No value, resulting in no annotation being added to the XSD representation of the schema.
Any string of characters entered in the format indicated by your choice for the Child Delimiter Type property.

Default Value
No value, resulting in no annotation being added to the XSD representation of the schema.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the child_delimiter attribute of the element/annotation/appinfo/recordInfo annotation element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you have:

Selected a Record node (including a root Record node) in BizTalk Editor
Set the Structure property of the selected Record node to Delimited
Configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions property of the Schema node

The maximum length of the child delimiter string is 100 characters.

You must configure the Child Delimiter Type property as Character or Hexadecimal before you can configure this property.

See Also
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Child Delimiter Type (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
Use the Child Delimiter Type property to configure, on a per-record basis, how an alternative child delimiter string will be
expressed in the Child Delimiter property and in the underlying XSD representation, or whether the default child delimiter string
will be used.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Record

Category
Flat File

Allowed Values

Drop-dow
n list choi
ce

Description

Character Specifies that you will provide a child delimiter string as characters in the Child Delimiter property, which will be for
matted as characters in the XSD representation of the schema.

Hexadeci
mal

Specifies that you will provide the hexadecimal value ("0xNNNN") of a child delimiter string in the Child Delimiter p
roperty, which will be formatted as a hexadecimal value in the XSD representation of the schema.

Default C
hild Deli
miter

Specifies that the delimiter specified using the Default Child Delimiter property will be used.

None Removes the corresponding annotation in the XSD representation of the schema, if any, specifying that there is no chi
ld delimiter for this Record node. If more than one child node is specified in the schema, this setting will result in a w
arning during compilation.

Default Value
None, resulting in no annotation being added to the XSD representation of the schema.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the child_delimiter_type (="char", "hex", or "default") attribute of the
element/annotation/appinfo/recordInfo annotation element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you have:

Selected a Record node (including a root Record node) in BizTalk Editor
Set the Structure property of the selected Record node to Delimited
Configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions property of the Schema node

If you configure this property with a value of Character or Hexadecimal, then you can configure the Child Delimiter property
in one of these two formats.

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas
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Child Order (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
Use the Child Order property to configure the relationship between delimiters and the data they delimit.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Record

Category
Flat File

Allowed Values

Drop-down list c
hoice

Description

Prefix Specifies that the delimiter appears before the data that it is delimiting.
Postfix Specifies that the delimiter appears after the data that it is delimiting.
Infix Specifies that the delimiter appears between different items of data, resulting in one less delimiter than when 

Prefix or Postfix is chosen.
Default Child Ord
er

Sets the child_order attribute to "default", specifying that the child order specified using the
Default Child Order property should be used.

Conditional Defa
ult

Removes the corresponding annotation in the XSD representation of the schema, if any, resulting in the follo
wing behavior:

If the Record node has a tag identifier, then the child order will be prefix.
Otherwise, the child order will be infix.

Default Value
Conditional Default

XSD Persistence
As the value of the child_order (="prefix", "postfix", "infix", or "default") attribute of the
element/annotation/appinfo/recordInfo annotation element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you have:

Selected a Record node (including a root Record node) in BizTalk Editor
Set the Structure property of the selected Record node to Delimited
Configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions property of the Schema node

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas

Default Child Order (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
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Code Page (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
Use the Code Page property to specify the code page to use with an instance message.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
Flat File

Allowed Values
Any of the code pages available in the drop-down list, or a number that corresponds to a code page not in the list.

Default Value
If no value is specified for the Code Page property, the default value is UTF-8. However, there are multiple other factors that play
a role in determining the encoding scheme to use with an instance message. See remarks for more information.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the codepage (="NNNN") attribute of the schema/annotation/appinfo/schemaInfo element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select the Schema node in BizTalk
Editor and you have configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions property of that node.

The values that you enter for this property are not validated. Therefore, if you type a value that is not valid, it may cause inaccurate
results.

There are multiple factors that play a role in determining how character encoding for a given instance message is handled, as
follows:

When disassembling a flat file instance message, the following algorithm is used to determine and preserve encoding
information:

1. If the "Charset" in the body part is set, use it.
2. Otherwise, if the envelope (or document) schema specifies a code page, use it.
3. Otherwise, if a byte order mark is present, use it.
4. Otherwise, assume UTF-8.

When assembling a flat file instance message, the following algorithm is used to determine the charset to use for decoding:

1. If the "XMLNorm.TargetCharset" message context property is set, use it.
2. Otherwise, if the "TargetCharset" assembler (design-time) property is set, use it.
3. Otherwise, if the envelope (or document) schema specifies a code page, use it.
4. Otherwise, if the "SourceCharset" message context property is set, use it.
5. Otherwise, use UTF-8.

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas
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Count Positions In Bytes (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
Use the Count Positions In Bytes property to configure whether the positions will be counted in bytes rather than characters.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
Reference

Allowed Values

Drop-down list cho
ice

Description

Yes Sets the count_positions_by_bytes attribute to "true", specifying that position counting should be done b
y bytes.

No Sets the count_positions_by_bytes attribute to "false", specifying that position counting should be done 
by characters.

Default Value
No

XSD Persistence
As the value of the count_positions_by_bytes attribute of the schema/annotation/appinfo/schemaInfo element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select the Schema node in BizTalk
Editor and you have configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions property of that node.

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas
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Custom Date/Time Format (Node Property of Flat File
Schemas)
Use the Custom Date/Time Format property to configure the date/time format found in the flat files for which this schema
defines the structure.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Field Element, Field Attribute

Category
Flat File

Allowed Values
You can configure this property with almost any time and date format, except for Julian dates. The drop-down list provides
various choices, but you can also type a different format of your choosing.

Allowable separators include dash (-), slash (/), and period (.).

Default Value
No value, resulting in no annotation being added to the XSD representation of the schema.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the datetime_format attribute of the fieldInfo annotation element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you have:

Selected a Field Element or Field Attribute node in BizTalk Editor
Configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions property of the Schema node
Set the data type of the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node to a date, time, or date/time type

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas
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Default Child Delimiter (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
Use the Default Child Delimiter property to configure, for the entire schema, the default string used to delimit fields in instance
data.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
Flat File

Allowed Values
Either no value, or any string of characters entered in the format indicated by your choice for the Default Child Delimiter Type
property.

Default Value
No value, resulting in no annotation being added to the XSD representation of the schema.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the default_child_delimiter attribute of the schema/annotation/appinfo/schemaInfo element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select the Schema node in BizTalk
Editor and you have configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions property of that node.

You must configure the Default Child Delimiter Type property as Character or Hexadecimal before you can configure this
property.

You can override the global setting established by this property by setting the Child Delimiter property for individual Record
nodes.

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas
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Default Child Delimiter Type (Node Property of Flat File
Schemas)
Use the Default Child Delimiter Type property to configure, for the entire schema, how an alternative default child delimiter
string will be expressed in the Default Child Delimiter property and in the underlying XSD representation.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
Flat File

Allowed Values

Drop-do
wn list ch
oice

Description

Character Indicates that you will provide a default child delimiter string as characters in the Default Child Delimiter property, 
which will be formatted as characters in the XSD representation of the schema.

Hexadeci
mal

Indicates that you will provide the hexadecimal value ("0xNNNN") of a default child delimiter string in the Default Ch
ild Delimiter property, which will be formatted as a hexadecimal value in the XSD representation of the schema.

None Removes the corresponding annotation in the XSD representation of the schema, if any, specifying that there is no def
ault child delimiter for the entire schema. You must explicitly specify an appropriate child delimiter for every Record n
ode within the schema.

Selecting Default Child Delimiter for the value of the Child Delimiter Type property of any of the Record nodes w
ithin the schema will result in a compilation error.

Default Value
None, resulting in no annotation being added to the XSD representation of the schema.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the child_delimiter_type (="char" or "hex") attribute of the schema/annotation/appinfo/schemaInfo
element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select the Schema node in BizTalk
Editor and you have configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions property of that node.

If you configure this property with a value of Character or Hexadecimal, then you can configure the Default Child Delimiter
property in one of these two formats.

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas
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Default Child Order (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
Use the Default Child Order property to configure, for the entire schema, the default relationship between delimiters and the
data they delimit.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
Flat File

Allowed Values

Drop-down lis
t choice

Description

Prefix Use this value when the delimiter appears before the data that it is delimiting.
Postfix Use this value when the delimiter appears after the data that it is delimiting.
Infix Use this value when the delimiter appears between different items of data, resulting in one less delimiter than w

hen Prefix or Postfix is chosen.
Conditional D
efault

Removes the corresponding annotation in the XSD representation of the schema, if any, resulting in the followin
g default behavior for all Record nodes in the schema:

If a Record node has a tag identifier, then the child order will be prefix.
Otherwise, the child order will be infix.

Default Value
Conditional Default

XSD Persistence
As the value of the default_child_order (="prefix", "postfix", or "infix") attribute of the
schema/annotation/appinfo/schemaInfo element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select the Schema node in BizTalk
Editor and you have configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions property of that node.

You can override the global setting established by this property by setting the Child Order property for individual Record nodes.

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas

Child Order (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
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Default Escape Character (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
Use the Default Escape Character property to configure, for the entire schema, the character used to escape characters that
have been given special meanings, allowing their basic meaning to be used.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
Flat File

Allowed Values
Either:

No value, resulting in no corresponding annotation in the XSD representation of the schema. This value is only allowed
when the Default Escape Character Type property is set to None.
Any of the predefined character choices in the drop-down list.
Any other single character entered in the format indicated by your choice for the Default Escape Character Type property.

Default Value
No value, resulting in no annotation being added to the XSD representation of the schema.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the default_escape_char attribute of the schema/annotation/appinfo/schemaInfo element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select the Schema node in BizTalk
Editor and you have configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions property of that node.

You must configure the Default Escape Character Type property as Character or Hexadecimal before you can configure this
property.

You can override the global setting established by this property by setting the Escape Character property for individual Record
nodes.

The escape character is ignored when used with a regular character (non-escape, non-wrap, non-effective delimiters) or as a last
character in the message.

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas

Escape Character (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
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Default Escape Character Type (Node Property of Flat File
Schemas)
Use the Default Escape Character Type property to configure, for the entire schema, how an alternative default escape
character will be expressed in the Default Escape Character property and in the underlying XSD representation.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
Flat File

Allowed Values

Drop-do
wn list ch
oice

Description

Character Indicates that you will provide a default escape character as a character in the Default Escape Character property, w
hich will be formatted as a character in the XSD representation of the schema.

Hexadeci
mal

Indicates that you will provide the hexadecimal value ("0xNN") of a default escape character in the Default Escape Ch
aracter property, which will be formatted as a hexadecimal value in the XSD representation of the schema.

None Removes the corresponding annotation in the XSD representation of the schema, if any, specifying that there is no def
ault escape character for the entire schema. You must explicitly specify an appropriate escape character for every Rec
ord node within the schema.

Selecting Default Escape Character for the value of the Escape Character property of any of the Record nodes wit
hin the schema will result in a compilation error.

Default Value
None, resulting in no annotation being added to the XSD representation of the schema.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the escape_char_type (="char" or "hex") attribute of the schema/annotation/appinfo/schemaInfo element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select the Schema node in BizTalk
Editor and you have configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions property of that node.

If you configure this property with a value of Character or Hexadecimal, then you can configure the Default Escape Character
property in one of these two formats.

This value may be overridden for particular Record nodes by using the Escape Character and Escape Character Type properties.

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas
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Default Repeating Delimiter (Node Property of Flat File
Schemas)
Use the Default Repeating Delimiter property to configure, for the entire schema, the default string used to delimit repeating
fields in instance data.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
Flat File

Allowed Values
Either:

No value, resulting in no annotation being added to the XSD representation of the schema. This value is only allowed when
the Default Repeating Delimiter Type property is set to None.
Any string of characters entered in the format indicated by your choice for the Default Repeating Delimiter Type
property.

Default Value
No value, resulting in no annotation being added to the XSD representation of the schema.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the default_repeating_delimiter attribute of the schema/annotation/appinfo/schemaInfo element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select the Schema node in BizTalk
Editor and you have configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions property of that node.

You must configure the Default Repeating Delimiter Type property as Character or Hexadecimal before you can configure
this property.

You can override the global setting established by this property by setting the Repeating Delimiter property for individual Record
nodes.

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas
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Default Repeating Delimiter Type (Node Property of Flat File
Schemas)
Use the Default Repeating Delimiter Type property to configure, for the entire schema, how a default alternative repeating
delimiter string will be expressed in the Default Repeating Delimiter property and in the underlying XSD representation.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
Flat File

Allowed Values

Drop-do
wn list ch
oice

Description

Characte
r

Indicates that you will provide a default repeating delimiter string as characters in the Default Repeating Delimiter 
property, which will be formatted as characters in the XSD representation of the schema.

Hexadeci
mal

Indicates that you will provide the hexadecimal value ("0xNNNN") of a default repeating delimiter string in the Defaul
t Repeating Delimiter property, which will be formatted as a hexadecimal value in the XSD representation of the sch
ema.

None Removes the corresponding annotation in the XSD representation of the schema, if any, specifying that there is no def
ault repeating delimiter for the entire schema. You must explicitly specify an appropriate repeating delimiter for every 
Record node within the schema.

Selecting Default Repeating Delimiter for the value of the Repeating Delimiter property of any of the Record no
des within the schema will result in a compilation error.

Default Value
None, resulting in no annotation being added to the XSD representation of the schema.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the repeating_delimiter_type (="char" or "hex") attribute of the schema/annotation/appinfo/schemaInfo
element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select the Schema node in BizTalk
Editor and you have configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions property of that node.

If you configure this property with a value of Character or Hexadecimal, then you can configure the Default Repeating
Delimiter property in one of these two formats.

This value may be overridden for particular Record nodes by using the Repeating Delimiter and Repeating Delimiter Type
properties.

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas

Repeating Delimiter (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
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Default Wrap Character (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
Use the Default Wrap Character property to configure, for the entire schema, the character used to wrap one or more
characters so that they will be interpreted as simple data, rather than as having the special meaning they have otherwise been
assigned.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
Flat File

Allowed Values
Either:

No value, resulting in no corresponding annotation in the XSD representation of the schema. This value is only allowed
when the Default Wrap Character Type property is set to None.
Any of the predefined character choices in the drop-down list.
Any other single character entered in the format indicated by your choice for the Default Wrap Character Type property.

Default Value
No value, resulting in no annotation being added to the XSD representation of the schema.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the default_wrap_char attribute of the schema/annotation/appinfo/schemaInfo element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select the Schema node in BizTalk
Editor and you have configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions property of that node.

You must configure the Default Wrap Character Type property as Character or Hexadecimal before you can configure this
property.

You can override the global setting established by this property by setting the Wrap Character property for individual Field
Element and Field Attribute nodes.

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas
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Default Wrap Character Type (Node Property of Flat File
Schemas)
Use the Default Wrap Character Type property to specify, for the entire schema, how an alternative wrap character will be
expressed in the Default Wrap Character property and in the underlying XSD representation.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
Flat File

Allowed Values

Drop-do
wn list ch
oice

Description

Character Indicates that you will provide a default wrap character as a character in the Default Wrap Character property, which
will be formatted as a character in the XSD representation of the schema.

Hexadeci
mal

Indicates that you will provide the hexadecimal value ("0xNN") of a default wrap character in the Default Wrap Char
acter property, which will be formatted as a hexadecimal value in the XSD representation of the schema.

None Removes the corresponding annotation in the XSD representation of the schema, if any, specifying that there is no def
ault wrap character for the entire schema. You must explicitly specify an appropriate wrap character for every Record 
node within the schema.

Selecting Default Wrap Character for the value of the Wrap Character property of any of the Record nodes within 
the schema will result in a compilation error.

Default Value
None, resulting in no annotation being added to the XSD representation of the schema.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the wrap_char_type (="char" or "hex") attribute of the schema/annotation/appinfo/schemaInfo element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select the Schema node in BizTalk
Editor and you have configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions property of that node.

If you configure this property with a value of Character or Hexadecimal, then you can configure the Default Wrap Character
property in one of these two formats.

Setting the Default Wrap Character Type property to None removes the annotation from the schema. The parser interprets the
absence of the annotation as the default case and uses the Default Wrap Character, if set. For more information about the
parser processing fields, see DocumentSchema.ParseFieldInfo Method.

You can set the equivalent properties on individual Field Element and Field Attribute nodes using the Wrap Character and
Wrap Character Type properties. If you set default values for the schema, the default values override values set on individual
nodes.

See Also

Default Wrap Character (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas

Wrap Character (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)

Wrap Character Type (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)



 

DocumentSchema.ParseFieldInfo Method
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Escape Character (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
Use the Escape Character property to configure, on a per-record basis, the character used to escape characters that have been
given special meanings, allowing their basic meaning to be used.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Record

Category
Flat File

Allowed Values
Either:

No value, resulting in no corresponding annotation in the XSD representation of the schema and specifying that there is no
escape character defined for the currently selected Record node.
Any of the predefined character choices in the drop-down list.
Any other single character entered in the format indicated by your choice for the Escape Character Type property.

Default Value
No value, resulting in no annotation being added to the XSD representation of the schema.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the escape_char attribute of the element/annotation/appinfo/recordInfo annotation element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Record node (including a
root Record node) in BizTalk Editor and you have configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions
property of the Schema node.

You must configure the Escape Character Type property as Character or Hexadecimal before you can configure this property.

The escape character is ignored when used with a regular character (non-escape, non-wrap, non-effective delimiters) or as a last
character in the message.

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas

Default Escape Character (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
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Escape Character Type (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
Use the Escape Character Type property to configure, on a per-record basis, how an alternative escape character will be
expressed in the Escape Character property and in the underlying XSD representation, or whether the default escape character will
be used.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Record

Category
Flat File

Allowed Values

Drop-down li
st choice

Description

Character Indicates that you will provide an escape character as a character in the Escape Character property, which will be 
formatted as a character in the XSD representation of the schema.

Hexadecimal Indicates that you will provide the hexadecimal value ("0xNN") of an escape character in the Escape Character pr
operty, which will be formatted as a hexadecimal value in the XSD representation of the schema.

Default Esca
pe Character

Use this value if you want to use the default escape character for the entire schema, as established by the
Default Escape Character property of the Schema node.

None Removes the corresponding annotation in the XSD representation of the schema, if any, specifying that there is no
escape character defined for this Record node.

The Escape Character property should not be set to any value when this property is set to None.

Default Value
None, resulting in no annotation being added to the XSD representation of the schema.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the escape_char_type (="char", "hex", or "default") attribute of the element/annotation/appinfo/recordInfo
annotation element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Record node (including a
root Record node) in BizTalk Editor and you have configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions
property of the Schema node.

If you configure this property with a value of Character or Hexadecimal, then you can configure the Escape Character property
in one of these two formats.

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas
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Justification (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
Use the Justification property to configure the justification of Field Element and Field Attribute node contents, which is used
by the non-XML parsers.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Field Element, Field Attribute

Category
Flat File

Allowed Values

Drop-down list ch
oice

Description

Left Use this value if the instance message data corresponding to the selected Field Element or Field Attribute 
node is left-justified.

Right Use this value if the instance message data corresponding to the selected Field Element or Field Attribute 
node is right-justified.

Default Value
Left

XSD Persistence
As the value of the justification attribute of:

For Field Element nodes, the element/annotation/appinfo/fieldInfo annotation element.
For Field Attribute nodes, the attribute/annotation/appinfo/fieldInfo annotation element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Field Element or Field
Attribute node in BizTalk Editor and you have configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions
property of the Schema node.

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas
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Minimum Length with Pad Character (Node Property of Flat
File Schemas)
Use the Minimum Length with Pad Character property to configure how a serializer pads the instance message data
associated with the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Field Element, Field Attribute

Category
Flat File

Allowed Values
No value, resulting in no annotation being added to the XSD representation of the schema and no padding being performed, or a
positive integer indicating the minimum length to which the field associated with the selected Field Element or Field Attribute
node should be padded.

Default Value
No value, resulting in no annotation being added to the XSD representation of the schema and no padding being performed.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the min_length_with_pad attribute of:

For Field Element nodes, the element/annotation/appinfo/fieldInfo annotation element.
For Field Attribute nodes, the attribute/annotation/appinfo/fieldInfo annotation element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Field Element or Field
Attribute node in BizTalk Editor and you have:

Configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions property of the Schema node
Set the Structure property of the containing Record node to Delimited

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas
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Pad Character (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
Use the Pad Character property to configure the pad character to be used in instance messages, on a per-field basis.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Field Element, Field Attribute

Category
Flat File

Allowed Values
Either:

No value, resulting in no corresponding annotation in the XSD representation of the schema, and specifying that the default
pad character, space (" "), be used.
Any of the predefined character choices in the drop-down list.
Any other single character entered in the format indicated by your choice for the Pad Character Type property.

Default Value
No value, resulting in no annotation being added to the XSD representation of the schema, and specifying that the default pad
character, space (" "), be used.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the pad_char attribute of:

For Field Element nodes, the element/annotation/appinfo/fieldInfo annotation element.
For Field Attribute nodes, the attribute/annotation/appinfo/fieldInfo annotation element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Field Element or Field
Attribute node in BizTalk Editor and you have configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions
property of the Schema node.

You must configure the Pad Character Type property as Character or Hexadecimal before you can configure this property.

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas
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Pad Character Type (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
Use the Pad Character Type property to configure, on a per-field basis, how an alternative pad character will be expressed in the
Pad Character property and in the underlying XSD representation, or whether the default pad character will be used.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Field Element, Field Attribute

Category
Flat File

Allowed Values

Drop-down 
list choice

Description

Character Indicates that you will provide a pad character as a character in the Pad Character property, which will be formatte
d as a character in the XSD representation of the schema.

Hexadecim
al

Indicates that you will provide the hexadecimal value ("0xNN") of a pad character in the Decimal Character proper
ty, which will be formatted as a hexadecimal value in the XSD representation of the schema.

(Default) Removes the corresponding annotation in the XSD representation of the schema, if any, specifying that the default 
pad character, space (" "), be used.

Default Value
(Default), resulting in no annotation being added to the XSD representation of the schema, and specifying that the default pad
character, space (" "), be used.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the pad_char_type (="char" or "hex") attribute of:

For Field Element nodes, the element/annotation/appinfo/fieldInfo annotation element.
For Field Attribute nodes, the attribute/annotation/appinfo/fieldInfo annotation element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Field Element or Field
Attribute node in BizTalk Editor and you have configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions
property of the Schema node.

If you configure this property with a value of Character or Hexadecimal, then you can configure the Pad Character property in
one of these two formats.

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas
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Positional Length (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
Use the Positional Length property to configure the field length from the previous sibling or delimiter.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Field Element, Field Attribute

Category
Reference

Allowed Values
A non-negative integer, indicating the length of the corresponding field in instance messages.

Default Value
No value, resulting in no corresponding annotation in the XSD representation of the schema.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the pos_length attribute of:

For Field Element nodes, the element/annotation/appinfo/fieldInfo annotation element.
For Field Attribute nodes, the attribute/annotation/appinfo/fieldInfo annotation element.

Remarks
You can examine this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Field Element or Field Attribute
node in BizTalk Editor and you have:

Configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions property of the Schema node
Set the Structure property of the containing Record node to Positional

You must set a value for this property when you have set the Structure property of the containing Record node to Positional.

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas
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Positional Offset (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
Use the Positional Offset property to configure the starting offset of the field relative to the previous sibling or delimiter.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Field Element, Field Attribute

Category
Reference

Allowed Values
Either:

No value, resulting in no corresponding annotation in the XSD representation of the schema, and specifying that the default
value of zero (0) will be used.
A non-negative integer, indicating the starting offset, relative to the previous sibling or delimiter, of the corresponding field
in instance messages.

Default Value
No value, resulting in no corresponding annotation in the XSD representation of the schema, and specifying that the default value
of zero (0) will be used.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the pos_offset attribute of:

For Field Element nodes, the element/annotation/appinfo/fieldInfo annotation element.
For Field Attribute nodes, the attribute/annotation/appinfo/fieldInfo annotation element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Field Element or Field
Attribute node in BizTalk Editor and you have:

Configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions property of the Schema node
Set the Structure property of the containing Record node to Positional

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas
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Preserve Delimiter For Empty Data (Node Property of Flat File
Schemas)
Use the Preserve Delimiter For Empty Data property to control whether empty records and/or fields within that record will still
have delimiters present in instance messages.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Record

Category
Flat File

Allowed Values

Drop-down list 
choice

Description

Yes Specifies that both empty fields and empty records that are immediate children of the selected Record node sh
ould have their delimiters preserved.

No Specifies that neither empty fields nor empty records that are immediate children of the selected Record node 
should have their delimiters preserved.

Default Value
Yes, specifying that both empty fields and empty records that are immediate children of the selected Record node should have
their delimiters preserved.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the preserve_delimiters_for_empty_data (="true" for Yes, or "false" for No) attribute of the
element/annotation/appinfo/recordInfo annotation element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Record node (including a
root Record node) in BizTalk Editor and you have:

Configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions property of the Schema node
Set the Structure property of the selected Record node to Delimited

When a field corresponding to a Field Element or Field Attribute node is entirely missing from an instance message, the
corresponding delimiter will always be generated, regardless of the setting of this property.

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas
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Repeating Delimiter (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
Use the Repeating Delimiter property to configure, on a per-record basis, the string used to delimit repeating fields in this
record in instance data.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Record

Category
Flat File

Allowed Values
Either:

No value, resulting in no annotation being added to the XSD representation of the schema, and specifying that the child
delimiter specified for the selected Record node will be used. This value is only allowed when the Repeating Delimiter Type
property is set to None.
Any string of characters entered in the format indicated by your choice for the Repeating Delimiter Type property.

Default Value
No value, resulting in no annotation being added to the XSD representation of the schema, and specifying that the child delimiter
specified for the selected Record node will be used.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the repeating_delimiter attribute of the element/annotation/appInfo/recordInfo annotation element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Record node (including a
root Record node) in BizTalk Editor and you have:

Configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions property of the Schema node
Set the Structure property of the selected Record node to Delimited

You must configure the Repeating Delimiter Type property as Character or Hexadecimal before you can configure this
property.

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas
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Repeating Delimiter Type (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
Use the Repeating Delimiter Type property to configure, on a per-record basis, how an alternative repeating delimiter string
will be expressed in the Repeating Delimiter property and in the underlying XSD representation, or whether the default repeating
delimiter string will be used.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Record

Category
Flat File

Allowed Values

Drop-down li
st choice

Description

Character Indicates that you will provide a repeating delimiter string as characters in the Repeating Delimiter property, w
hich will be formatted as characters in the XSD representation of the schema.

Hexadecimal Indicates that you will provide the hexadecimal value ("0xNNNN") of a repeating delimiter string in the Repeatin
g Delimiter property, which will be formatted as a hexadecimal value in the XSD representation of the schema.

Default Repe
ating Delimit
er

Use this value if you want to use the default repeating delimiter string for the entire schema, as established by th
e Default Repeating Delimiter property of the Schema node.

None Removes the corresponding annotation in the XSD representation of the schema, if any, specifying that there is n
o repeating delimiter specified for the selected Record node.

The Repeating Delimiter property should not be set to any value when this property is set to None.

Default Value
None, resulting in no annotation being added to the XSD representation of the schema, and specifying that there is no repeating
delimiter specified for the selected Record node.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the repeating_delimiter_type (="char", "hex", or "default") attribute of the
element/annotation/appInfo/recordInfo annotation element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Record node (including a
root Record node) in BizTalk Editor and you have:

Configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions property of the Schema node
Set the Structure property of the selected Record node to Delimited

If you configure this property with a value of Character or Hexadecimal, then you can configure the Repeating Delimiter
property in one of these two formats.

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas
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Restricted Characters (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
Use the Restricted Characters property to define ranges of characters that are restricted in instance messages.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
Reference

Allowed Values
A set of zero or more non-overlapping character ranges, as configured in the Restricted Characters dialog box.

Default Value
No restricted character ranges.

XSD Persistence
Each restricted character range is persisted as the values of the start and end attributes of a
schema/annotation/appinfo/schemaInfo/restrictedCharacterRanges/interval element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select the Schema node in BizTalk
Editor and you have configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions property of that node.

Click the ellipsis (...) button located to the right of the value field for this property to open the Restricted Characters dialog box.
In this dialog box, specify one or more ranges of restricted characters.

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas
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Structure (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
Use the Structure property to configure whether this non-XML record is positional or delimited.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Record

Category
Flat File

Allowed Values

Drop-down list choice Description
Delimited Indicates that instance data corresponding to the currently selected record is delimited.
Positional Indicates that instance data corresponding to the currently selected record is positional.

Default Value
Delimited, indicating that instance data corresponding to the currently selected record is delimited.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the structure (="delimited" or "positional") attribute of the element/annotation/appinfo/recordInfo
annotation element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Record node (including a
root Record node) in BizTalk Editor and you have configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions
property of the Schema node.

The setting of this property plays a major role in determining which other properties are available (visible).

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas
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Suppress Trailing Delimiters (Node Property of Flat File
Schemas)
Use the Suppress Trailing Delimiter property to suppress trailing delimiters associated with the selected Record node.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Record

Category
Flat File

Allowed Values

Drop-down list choice Description
Yes Use this value to suppress trailing delimiters in instance messages.
No Use this value to include trailing delimiters in instance messages.

Default Value
No

XSD Persistence
As the value of the suppress_trailing_delimiters (="true" or "false") attribute of the
element/annotation/appinfo/recordInfo annotation element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Record node (including a
root Record node) in BizTalk Editor and you have:

Configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions property of the Schema node
Set the Structure property of the selected Record node to Delimited

When an element is entirely missing from an instance message, such as when it is optional, the corresponding delimiter will
always be missing, regardless of the setting of this property.

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas
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Tag Identifier (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
Use the Tag Identifier property to specify an identifying tag for a non-XML record.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Record

Category
Flat File

Allowed Values
Any string that is valid in XML.

Default Value
None.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the tag_name attribute of the element/annotation/appinfo/recordInfo annotation element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Record node (including a
root Record node) in BizTalk Editor and you have configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions
property of the Schema node.

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas

Tag Offset (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
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Tag Offset (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
Use the Tag Offset property to specify the starting offset of the tag within the positional record, starting from the beginning of
that record. This also means that the tag must fit the positional record and can span more than one field in that record.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Record

Category
Flat File

Allowed Values
Non-negative integers.

Default Value
None.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the tag_offset attribute of the element/annotation/appinfo/recordInfo annotation element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Record node (including a
root Record node) in BizTalk Editor and you have:

Configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions property of the Schema node
Set the Structure property of the selected Record node to Positional
Set a value for the Tag Identifier property of the selected Record node

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas
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Wrap Character (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
Use the Wrap Character property to configure, on a per-field basis, the character used to wrap one or more characters so that
they will be interpreted as simple data, rather than as having the special meaning they have otherwise been assigned.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Field Element, Field Attribute

Category
Flat File

Allowed Values
Either:

No value, resulting in no corresponding annotation in the XSD representation of the schema, and specifying that there is no
wrap character defined for the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node. This value is only allowed when the
Wrap Character Type property is set to None.
Any of the predefined character choices in the drop-down list.
Any other single character entered in the format indicated by your choice for the Wrap Character Type property.

Default Value
No value, resulting in no corresponding annotation in the XSD representation of the schema.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the wrap_char attribute of:

For Field Element nodes, the element/annotation/appinfo/fieldInfo annotation element.
For Field Attribute nodes, the attribute/annotation/appinfo/fieldInfo annotation element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Field Element or Field
Attribute node in BizTalk Editor and you have:

Configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions property of the Schema node
Set the Structure property of the containing Record node to Delimited

You must configure the Wrap Character Type property as Character or Hexadecimal before you can configure this property.

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas

Default Wrap Character (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
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Wrap Character Type (Node Property of Flat File Schemas)
Use the Wrap Character Type property to configure, on a per-field basis, how an alternative wrap character will be expressed in
the Wrap Character property and in the underlying XSD representation, or whether the default wrap character will be used.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Field Element, Field Attribute

Category
Flat File

Allowed Values

Drop-down l
ist choice

Description

Character Indicates that you will provide a wrap character as a character in the Wrap Character property, which will be form
atted as a character in the XSD representation of the schema.

Hexadecima
l

Indicates that you will provide the hexadecimal value ("0xNN") of a wrap character in the Wrap Character propert
y, which will be formatted as a hexadecimal value in the XSD representation of the schema.

Default Wra
p Character

Use this value if you want to use the default wrap character for the entire schema, as established by the
Default Wrap Character property of the Schema node.

None Removes the corresponding annotation in the XSD representation of the schema, if any, specifying that there is no 
wrap character specified for the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node.

The Wrap Character property should not be set to any value when this property is set to None.

Default Value
None, resulting in no corresponding annotation in the XSD representation of the schema, and specifying that there is no wrap
character specified for the selected Field Element or Field Attribute node.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the wrap_char_type (="char", "hex", or "default") attribute of:

For Field Element nodes, the element/annotation/appinfo/fieldInfo annotation element.
For Field Attribute nodes, the attribute/annotation/appinfo/fieldInfo annotation element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select a Field Element or Field
Attribute node in BizTalk Editor and you have:

Configured the Flat File Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions property of the Schema node
Set the Structure property of the containing Record node to Delimited

If you configure this property with a value of Character or Hexadecimal, then you can configure the Wrap Character property
in one of these two formats.

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for Flat File Schemas
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Supplemental Node Properties for HWS Schemas
This section provides an alphabetically organized set of reference topics for the supplemental node properties that are available
within schemas when you have enabled the Hws Extension using the Schema Editor Extensions property.

Because one of these node properties can apply to more than one type of node, the following table and each node property
reference topic contains a column or section, respectively, that indicates the node types to which the property applies.

The following table shows the nodes properties that are available in schemas designed for use with Human Workflow Services
(HWS) instance messages.

HWS property name Applies to node t
ype(s)

Description

Description Schema Specifies a description for the HWS message schema.

Property category: Hws

Incoming Sync Messages Schema Specifies the TargetNamespace property of HWS synchronize messages that the 
action receives.

Property category: Hws

Outgoing Sync Messages Schema Specifies the TargetNamespace property of HWS synchronize messages that the 
action sends.

Property category: Hws

Target Record,
Field Element

Specifies a node in the ActionSection section of an HWS activation message schem
a as a target of the action.

Property category: Hws

Target XPath Schema Specifies the XPaths of action targets from the activation message to which the task
message goes.

Property category: Hws

See Also

Node Properties of All Schemas
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Description (Node Property of HWS Schemas)
Use the Description property to specify a description for the HWS message schema.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
Hws

Allowed Values
Any string.

Default Value
[default <message-type> description]. You can replace this value with an appropriate description of the message.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the description attribute of the schema/annotation/appinfo/hws:schemaInfo element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select the Schema node in BizTalk
Editor and you have configured the Hws Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions property of that node. By default,
the Hws Extension is associated with all HWS message types.

This property is available on all HWS message types.

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for HWS Schemas
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Incoming Sync Messages (Node Property of HWS Schemas)
Use the Incoming Sync Messages property to specify the TargetNamespace property of HWS synchronize messages that the
action receives.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
Hws

Allowed Values
Valid namespace string. Each TargetNamespace property value must be specified on a separate line within the Inbound Sync
Messages dialog box, which you can open by using the ellipsis (...) button located to the right of the Incoming Sync Messages
property value field.

Default Value
http://tempuri.org/Hws_Synchronize_Sample

This is the TargetNamespace property value of the default HWS synchronize message that the action template consumes. This
schema is defined in the HWS action project file Hws_Syncronize.xsd.

If the target namespace of the synchronize file changes, you must update this property on the activation message schema.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the value attribute of the
schema/annotation/appinfo/hws:schemaInfo/hws:inSyncMessages/hws:targetNamespace element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select the Schema node in BizTalk
Editor and you have configured the Hws Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions property of that node. By default,
the Hws Extension is associated with all HWS message types.

This property is available only on HWS activation messages.

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for HWS Schemas
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Outgoing Sync Messages (Node Property of HWS Schemas)
Use the Outgoing Sync Messages property to specify to the TargetNamespace property of HWS synchronize messages that
the action sends.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
Hws

Allowed Values
Valid namespace string. Each TargetNamespace property value must be specified on a separate line within the Outbound Sync
Messages dialog box, which you can open by using the ellipsis (...) button located to the right of the Outbound Sync Messages
property value field.

Default Value
None

XSD Persistence
As the value of the value attribute of the
schema/annotation/appinfo/hws:schemaInfo/hws:outSyncMessages/hws:targetNamespace element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select the Schema node in BizTalk
Editor and you have configured the Hws Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions property of that node. By default,
the Hws Extension is associated with all HWS message types.

This property is available only on HWS activation messages.

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for HWS Schemas
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Target (Node Property of HWS Schemas)
Use the Target property to specify a node in the ActionSection section of an HWS activation message schema as a target of the
action.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Record, Field Element

Category
Hws

Allowed Values

Drop-down list choice Description
True Indicates that the node corresponds to a human target parameter of the action.
False Indicates that the node does not correspond to a human target parameter of the action.

Default Value
False

XSD Persistence
As an element at schema/annotation/appinfo/hws:schemaInfo/hws:actionTargets/hws:targetUser with the attributes
listed in the following table. If the Target property is set to True, the element is populated with these attributes; if set to False, the
element is deleted from the annotation.

Attribu
te

Description

Name Indicates the name of the element node marked as the target. This value is retrieved from the Name property of the Tar
get node.

Xpath Stores the XPath of the element node marked as the target. This value is retrieved from the XPath property of the Targe
t node.

Min Indicates the minimum number of occurrences of this node allowed by the schema. This value is retrieved from the Min 
property of the Target node.

Max Indicates the maximum number of occurrences of this node allowed by the schema. This value is retrieved from the Max
property of the Target node.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select the Schema node in BizTalk
Editor and you have configured the Hws Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions property of that node. By default,
the Hws Extension is associated with all HWS message types.

This property is available only on nodes in the ActionSection section of HWS activation messages.

The HWS Schema Editor Extension allows marking elements in the activation message schema as targets. The XPaths to these
elements are stored as annotations on the activation message schema. The XPath value contains the TargetNamepace property
value of the schema embedded in it.

If you update the TargetNamespace property of a schema, the value embedded in the XPath annotations does not change;
consequently an error is logged when the schema is compiled.

The error message reads:

To avoid this error you must complete the following steps:

1. Revert the schema TargetNamespace property value to the original value before the TargetNamespace property value

error BEC2004:  <Schema> - Target user parameter node corresponding to 
xpath [<xpath-value>] not found in the document.



 

update.
2. Mark the Target elements as False; this removes the corresponding XPath annotations.
3. Compile the schema. The previous error will not occur.
4. Change the TargetNamespace property to the new value.
5. Mark all the Target elements as True; this ensures that the XPath annotations now contain the new target namespace value.

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for HWS Schemas
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Target XPath (Node Property of HWS Schemas)
Use the Target XPath property to specify the XPaths of action targets from the activation message to which the task message
goes.

Applies to Nodes of Type
Schema

Category
Hws

Allowed Values
Valid XPath string. Each instance XPath value must be specified on a separate line within the Task Target XPaths dialog box,
which you can open by using the ellipsis (...) button located to the right of the Target XPath property value field.

An example for this property value is:

Default Value
None.

XSD Persistence
As the value of the value attribute of the
schema/annotation/appinfo/hws:schemaInfo/hws:taskTargetXPaths/hws:targetXPath element.

Remarks
You can examine and set this property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you select the Schema node in BizTalk
Editor and you have configured the Hws Extension option for the Schema Editor Extensions property of that node. By default,
the Hws Extension is associated with all HWS message types.

This property is only available on the Schema node of the Task message schema.

See Also

Supplemental Node Properties for HWS Schemas
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Map Property Reference
The various objects that you work with when using BizTalk Mapper, such as links and functoids, as well as the map file itself (as
displayed in Solution Explorer), have properties. The values for most of these properties can be specified and viewed in the
Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET Properties window. Map item properties are an exception; they are specified and viewed in a
<map file name> Property Pages dialog box.

This section provides reference information about these properties, and organizes them according to the type of object with
which they are associated.

This section contains:

Map Item Properties
Map File Properties
Grid Properties
Functoid Properties
Link Properties
Schema Node Properties
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Map Item Properties
When you select a BizTalk Server map in Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET Solution Explorer, two distinct sets of properties are
associated with the selected map, where each set of properties is examined and set in its own way. Some properties are common
to many BizTalk Server items, and are set in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window. Other properties are specific to map files
and are set in a Property Pages dialog box.

This section discusses the former set of properties. These properties apply to a map regardless of the BizTalk project within which
you are currently working.

The following table shows the properties that you can examine and set in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window when you
select a map in Solution Explorer. With minor exceptions, you should not change the settings of these properties; doing so may
affect the functionality of the map and any orchestrations that reference the map.

Property name Categor
y

Description

Build Action Advance
d

Specifies whether the map will be built into the corresponding assembly for the project.

File Name Misc Specifies the name of the map file.
Full Path Misc Shows the file system location of the map file.
Fully Qualified Name Advance

d
Shows the compiler-generated fully qualified name of the managed type corresponding to the m
ap.

Namespace Advance
d

Shows the compiler-generated namespace of the managed type corresponding to the map.

Type Name Advance
d

Shows the compiler-generated name of the managed type corresponding to the map.
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Build Action (Map Item Property)
Use the Build Action property to specify whether a map will be built into the corresponding assembly for the project.

Category
Advanced

Allowed Values

Drop-down list choice Description
Compile Use this value to specify that the map should be built into the assembly for the project.
None Use this value to specify that the map should not be built into the assembly for the project.

Default Value
Compile

Remarks
Under normal circumstances, you should not change the default setting of this property.
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File Name (Map Item Property)
Use the File Name property to change the name of the map file, which is also the name of the map itself.

Category
Advanced

Allowed Values
Valid file names can be entered as for the value of this property.

Default Value
The name of the map when it was created. By default, map names have the form "MapN.btm", where "N" is a monotonically
increasing number starting with one (1).

Remarks
The value of the Type Name property does not change automatically when you change the value of the File Name property. If
you want to keep them the same, you must change the Type Name property manually.
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Full Path (Map Item Property)
Use the Full Path property to examine the file system location of the map file, which is generally the folder of the BizTalk project
to which the map belongs.

Category
Advanced

Read-Only Value
The file system location of the map file (which is generally the folder of the BizTalk project in which the map was created)
combined with the value of the File Name property. If you use an existing map in a BizTalk project, it becomes a unique map
associated only with that project after it is saved.

Remarks
Read-only; you cannot directly modify the value of this property.
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Fully Qualified Name (Map Item Property)
Use the Fully Qualified Name property to examine the fully qualified name of the compiler-generated managed type that
corresponds to a map.

Category
Advanced

Read-Only Value
A combination of the default values for the Namespace and Type Name properties.

Remarks
This property combines the Namespace and Type Name properties by using a "Namespace.TypeName" notation.

To avoid compilation errors, all items in a BizTalk project must have a unique value for their Fully Qualified Name property.
Because the value of this property is created by concatenating the Namespace property, a period (.), and the Type Name
property, you must make sure that the combination of the values you provide for these two properties is unique within the
BizTalk project.
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Namespace (Map Item Property)
Use the Namespace property to specify an alternative .NET namespace for a map.

Category
Advanced

Allowed Values
Valid namespace identifiers can be entered as the value of this property.

Default Value
The name of the BizTalk project in which the map was originally created.

Remarks
If you change the value of this property, you must make sure that you change references to the selected map in any
orchestrations that reference it.

To avoid compilation errors, you must make sure that the value of the Fully Qualified Name property (created by concatenating
the value of this property, a period (.) character, and the value of the Type Name property) is unique within the BizTalk project.
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Type Name (Map Item Property)
Use the Type Name property to specify an alternative name for the compiler-generated managed type that corresponds to a
map.

Category
Advanced

Allowed Values
Valid type name identifiers can be entered as values for this property.

Default Value
The original name of the map when it was created, without the file extension portion of the name.

Remarks
If you change the value of this property, you must make sure that you change references to the selected map in any
orchestrations that reference it.

To avoid compilation errors, you must make sure that the value of the Fully Qualified Name property, (created by concatenating
the value of the Namespace property, a period (.) character, and the value of this property) is unique within the BizTalk project.
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Map File Properties
When you select a BizTalk Server map in Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET Solution Explorer, two distinct sets of properties are
associated with the selected map, where each set of properties is examined and set in its own way. Some properties are specific to
map files and are set in a Property Pages dialog box. Others properties are common to many BizTalk Server items, and are set in
the Visual Studio .NET Properties window.

This section discusses the former set of properties. These properties are used for map validation and testing, and are unique to
the selected map in the context of a particular BizTalk project.

The following table shows the properties that you can examine and set in the Property Pages dialog box that is displayed when
you right-click a map in Visual Studio .NET Solution Explorer and click Properties on the context menu.

Property name Catego
ry

Description

TestMap Input Instance Test Ma
p

Configures the location of the input instance message file to be used while testing the map.

TestMap Input Test Ma
p

Specifies the format of the input instance message.

TestMap Output Test Ma
p

Specifies the format for the output instance message.

Validate TestMap Input Test Ma
p

Specifies whether you want to validate input instance messages against the source schema bef
ore you test the map.

Validate TestMap Output Test Ma
p

Specifies whether you want to validate output instance messages against the destination schem
a after you test the map.
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TestMap Input Instance (Map File Property)
Use the TestMap Input Instance property to configure the location of the input instance message file to be used to test the map.

Category
Test Map

Allowed Values
Valid name of a file that contains the instance message that you want to use when testing the map.

Either type the full path name of the file or use the ellipsis (...) button on the right side of the input field to open the Select Input
File dialog box.

Default Value
None.

Remarks
Configure this property if you want to test your map by using a custom instance message rather than an instance message
generated automatically by BizTalk Mapper. For more information about automatic generation of input instance messages versus
providing a custom input instance message, see TestMap Input (Map File Property).

Note  Remember to set the TestMap Input property to XML. Otherwise BizTalk will continue to generate an input
instance message rather than using the file you specified.
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TestMap Input (Map File Property)
Use the TestMap Input property to specify the format of the input instance message specified by the TestMap Input Instance
property, or to specify that you want to automatically generate an input instance message to use for testing the map.

Category
Test Map

Allowed Values

Drop-down
list choice

Description

Generate In
stance

Use this value if you want an instance message to be generated automatically in the course of testing the map.

XML Use this value if the format of the input instance message specified by the TestMap Input Instance property is XM
L.

Native Use this value if the format of the input instance message specified by the TestMap Input Instance property is a n
ative format, such as a flat file format, as specified by the destination schema associated with the map.

Default Value
Generate Instance

Remarks
If you specify a custom input instance message by using the TestMap Input Instance property, you must choose XML or Native
as the value for this property. For more information, see TestMap Input Instance (Map File Property).
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TestMap Output (Map File Property)
Use the TestMap Output property to specify the output data type for testing the map.

Category
Test Map

Allowed Values

Drop-down li
st choice

Description

XML Use this value if you want the format of the output instance message to be XML.
Native Use this value if you want the format of the output instance message to be a native format, such as a flat file form

at, as specified by the destination schema associated with the map.

Default Value
XML
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Validate TestMap Input (Map File Property)
Use the Validate TestMap Input property to specify whether you want to validate instance data against the source schema
before you test the map.

Category
Test Map

Allowed Values

Drop-down list cho
ice

Description

True Use this value if you want to validate message instance data against the source schema before you test the 
map.

False Use this value if you do not want to validate message instance data against the source schema before you t
est the map.

Default Value
True
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Validate TestMap Output (Map File Property)
Use the Validate TestMap Output property to specify whether you want to validate message instance data against the
destination schema after you test the map.

Category
Test Map

Allowed Values

Drop-down list cho
ice

Description

True Use this value if you want to validate message instance data against the destination schema after you test t
he map.

False Use this value if you do not want to validate message instance data against the destination schema after yo
u test the map.

Default Value
True
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Grid Properties
Grid properties are displayed in the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET Properties window when you click in the background of a
grid page. These properties control global aspects of how a map is created and compiled. Many of these properties, specifically
those in the Custom Header category, correspond to attributes of the XSL output element, allowing you to specify options for use
in serializing the transformation output.

Note  Grid properties apply to the grid as a whole, and not to the individual pages in the grid. In other words, if you
set a grid property on one grid page, and then set the same property when a different grid page is showing, you are
setting the same single property, and not two different instances of the same property.

The following table describes grid properties.

Property name Catego
ry

Description

AutoLink By General Specifies the algorithm according to which auto-linking is performed.
CDATA Section Elements Custom

Header
Specifies a list of elements whose text node children should be output by using CDAT
A sections.

Provides a value for the cdata-section-elements attribute of the XSL output elemen
t.

Copy Processing Instructions (PIs) Custom
Header

Specifies whether any processing instructions found in the source instance message s
hould be copied to the destination instance message during transformation.

Custom Extension XML Compil
er

Specifies the custom extension XML file, if any.

Custom XSLT Path Compil
er

Specifies the custom XSLT file, if any.

Doctype Public Custom
Header

Specifies the public identifier to be used in the DTD.

Provides a value for the doctype-public attribute of the XSL output element.

Doctype System Custom
Header

Specifies the system identifier to be used in the DTD.

Provides a value for the doctype-system attribute of the XSL output element.

Ignore Namespaces for Links General Specifies whether the links stored in the map contain any references to the namespace
s used in the schemas.

Indent Custom
Header

Specifies whether the XML in destination instance messages produced by using this m
ap will be indented for improved readability.

Provides a value for the indent attribute of the XSL output element.

Media-Type Custom
Header

Specifies the media type (Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) content type) 
of the data in the output of the transformation.

Provides a value for the media-type attribute of the XSL output element.

Method Custom
Header

Specifies the overall method for producing the result tree.

Omit XML Declaration Custom
Header

Specifies whether the transformation output should include an XML declaration.

Provides a value for the omit-xml-declaration attribute of the XSL output element.

Script Type Precedence Compil
er

Opens the Script Type Precedence dialog box, in which you can configure the relativ
e precedence of the various types of script.

Source Schema General Shows the relative path to the chosen source schema.
Standalone Custom

Header
Specifies whether the XSLT processor should output a stand-alone document declarati
on.

Provides a value for the standalone attribute of the XSL output element.



 

Target Schema General Shows the relative path to the chosen destination schema.

Note  In Microsoft BizTalk® Server, "target" and "destination" are used int
erchangeably with respect to schemas and instance messages.

Version Custom
Header

Specifies version "1.0" in relation to the "xml" output method, which appears in the ou
tput XML declaration as:

Provides a value for the version attribute of the XSL output element.

XSLT Encoding Custom
Header

Specifies the preferred character encoding that the parser should use to encode seque
nces of characters as sequences of bytes.

Provides a value for the encoding attribute of the XSL output element.
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AutoLink By (Grid Property)
Use the AutoLink By property to set the algorithm according to which auto-linking is performed.

Category
General

Allowed Values

Drop-down list ch
oice

Description

Structure Specifies that auto-linking should be performed according to the structures of the source and destination sc
hemas.

Node Name Specifies that auto-linking should be performed by matching the names of the nodes in the source and dest
ination schemas.

Default Value
Structure

Remarks

For more information about record-to-record linking, see Record-to-Record Linking.
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CDATA Section Elements (Grid Property)
Use the CDATA Section Elements property to specify a list of elements whose text node children should be output by using
CDATA sections.

Category
Custom Header

Allowed Values
Any value that follows the QName (qualified name) naming convention. It can be a simple name or a name preceded by a
namespace prefix and a colon.

Default Value
None.

Remarks
This property provides a value for the cdata-section-elements attribute of the XSL output element. For more information about
this attribute, refer to the .NET Framework documentation.

If you provide multiple values for this property, separate them with spaces.
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Copy Processing Instructions (PIs) (Grid Property)
Use the Copy Processing Instructions (PIs) property to specify whether any processing instructions found in the input instance
message should be copied to the output instance message during transformation.

Category
Custom Header

Allowed Values

Drop-down list ch
oice

Description

Yes Specifies that processing instructions should be copied from the input instance message to the output insta
nce message.

No Specifies that processing instructions should not be copied from the input instance message to the output i
nstance message.

Default Value
No

Remarks
A processing instruction is an item in an XML file that is used to provide instructions to an application that processes the XML file.
Within an XML file, processing instructions are delimited by "<?" and "?>".

Note  The Copy Processing Instructions property copies instructions only from one message to another, single
message. Processing instructions cannot be copied from or to all of the parts in multi-part mappings (one-to-many or
many-to-one).
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Custom Extension XML (Grid Property)
Use the Custom Extension XML property to open the Select Custom Extension XML File dialog box, in which you can select
the file that contains the custom extension XML for the map.

Category
Compiler

Allowed Values
Valid name of a file that contains the custom extension XML for the map.

Either type the full path name of the file or use the ellipsis button (...) on the right side of the input field to open the Select
Custom Extension XML File dialog box.

Default Value
None.

Remarks
In a map, you can call a method in an external .NET assembly; you might do this by using the Scripting functoid, for example.
When you do so, the map associates a namespace with this external .NET assembly to refer to it in the XSLT that is generated. This
XSLT is usually of the following form:

Where {n} is a number that corresponds to how many assemblies have been used in the map so far. The file identified by the
Custom Extension XML property is used to bind this generated namespace to the FullyQualifiedName (FQN) of the .NET
assembly to which it refers. This file is used during TestMap operations and at run time to instantiate the .NET assembly and then
call the method defined within it. By default, this file is generated by BizTalk Mapper. When you validate a map, the Output
window will contain links to the generated XSLT file and a link to the generated custom extension XML file, the latter of which is
usually empty except for the tag "<ExtensionObjects/>".

To generate a non-empty custom extension XML file, use the external assembly fields of the Configure Functoid Script dialog
box (associated with the Script property of a Scripting functoid) to identify an external assembly, class, and method within that
class. Then validate the map and examine the contents of the generated XSLT and custom XML files. The XSLT file will use a
namespace such as xmlns:ScriptNS{n}="http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003/ScriptNS{n}" and the custom extension XML
file will define the binding between this namespace and the external .NET assembly.

There are two cases in which you will need to build your own custom extension XML file and set the Custom Extension XML file
to refer to it, as follows:

If you use the Custom XSLT Path property to specify your own XSLT for the entire map file and you call an external .NET
assembly from your XSLT, you are responsible for creating a properly formatted custom extension XML file that provides
the appropriate namespace-to-assembly binding.
If you use the Inline XSLT or the Inline XSLT Call Template script types in a Scripting functoid and you call a method in
an external .NET assembly from that XSLT, you are responsible for creating a properly formatted custom extension XML file
that provides the appropriate namespace-to-assembly binding. This is required because BizTalk Mapper does not parse into
the XSLT you provide looking for calls to external assemblies. Any binding information you provide by using the Custom
Extension XML property will be appended to any binding information that has already been generated when the map was
compiled (such as bindings required by other Scripting functoids in the map that use the external assembly option). When
you validate the map, the resulting contents of the custom extension XML file contain the union of the binding information
you provided and any binding information generated by BizTalk Mapper.

In the following example custom extension XML file, the namespace "http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003/ScriptNS0" is
bound to an assembly named "CustomFunctions.dll" that contains a class named CustomFunctions.MyClass:

xmlns:ScriptNS{n}="http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003/ScriptNS{n}"

<ExtensionObjects>
   <ExtensionObject
      Namespace="http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003/ScriptNS0"



 

In the XSLT generated by the corresponding map, the GetData method in this external assembly class is called by using the
following syntax:

Where the namespace prefix ScriptNS0 refers to the namespace "http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003/ScriptNS0".
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      AssemblyName="CustomFunctions, Version=1.0.5000.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=b77a
5c561934e089"
      ClassName="CustomFunctions.MyClass" />
</ExtensionObjects>

ScriptNS0:GetData(p1, p2, p3)
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Custom XSLT Path (Grid Property)
Use the Custom XSLT Path property to open the Select Custom XSLT File dialog box, in which you can select the file that
contains the custom XSLT for the map.

Category
Compiler

Allowed Values
Valid name of a file that contains the custom XSLT for the map, if any.

Either type the full path name of the file, or use the ellipsis (...) button on the right side of the input field to open the Select
Custom XSLT File dialog box.

Default Value
None.

Remarks
If you specify custom XSLT by using this property, it completely replaces any XSLT that would normally be generated by the map.
In other words, if this property is set, any links and functoids in the grid are irrelevant.
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Doctype Public (Grid Property)
Use the Doctype Public property to specify the public identifier to be used in the DTD.

Category
Custom Header

Allowed Values
Any string, unenforced by BizTalk Mapper.

Default Value
None.

Remarks
This property provides a value for the doctype-public attribute of the XSL output element. For more information about this
attribute, refer to the .NET Framework documentation.
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Doctype System (Grid Property)
Use the Doctype System property to specify the system identifier to be used in the DTD.

Category
Custom Header

Allowed Values
Any string, unenforced by BizTalk Mapper.

Default Value
None.

Remarks
This property provides a value for the doctype-system attribute of the XSL output element. For more information about this
attribute, refer to the .NET Framework documentation.
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Ignore Namespaces for Links (Grid Property)
Use the Ignore Namespaces for Links property to indicate whether the links stored in the map contain any references to the
namespaces used in the schemas.

Category
General

Allowed Values

Drop-dow
n list choic
e

Description

Yes Specifies that the links in the map do not contain any references to the namespaces used in the source or destinatio
n schemas, thereby protecting the links from changes made to those schema namespaces outside the map.

No Specifies that the links in the map contain references to the namespaces used in the source and destination schemas
, thereby making the links sensitive to changes made to those schema namespaces outside the map.

Default Value
Yes

Remarks
If the value of this property is set to Yes, changes to the namespaces in the source and destination schemas used by the map will
not invalidate its links.

The only situation in which you should set the value of this property to No is when either your source or destination schema
contains sibling nodes of the same type and with the same name, but with different namespaces. In such cases, the namespace
designator in links is necessary to find the correct source or destination node for the link in the produced XSLT.
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Indent (Grid Property)
Use the Indent property to specify whether the XML in destination instance messages produced by using this map will be
indented for improved readability.

Category
Custom Header

Allowed Values

Drop-down list cho
ice

Description

Yes Specifies that any destination instance messages produced by using this map will be indented for improved
readability.

No Specifies that any destination instance messages produced by using this map will not be indented for impro
ved readability.

Default Value
Blank, indicating the same behavior as the No setting: Indentation will not be performed.

Remarks
This property provides a value for the indent attribute of the XSL output element. For more information about this attribute,
refer to the .NET Framework documentation.
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Media-Type (Grid Property)
Use the Media-Type property to specify the media type—that is, the Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) content type
—of the data in the output of the transformation.

Category
Custom Header

Allowed Values
Any string, unenforced by BizTalk Mapper.

Default Value
None.

Remarks
This property provides a value for the media-type attribute of the XSL output element. For more information about this
attribute, refer to the .NET Framework documentation.
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Method (Grid Property)
Use the Method property to specify the overall method for producing the output of the transformation.

Category
Custom Header

Allowed Values

Drop-down list choice Description
xml Produce the output of the transformation as XML.
html Produce the output of the transformation as HTML.
text Produce the output of the transformation as text.

Default Value
xml

Remarks
This property provides a value for the method attribute of the XSL output element. For more information about this attribute,
refer to the .NET Framework documentation.
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Omit XML Declaration (Grid Property)
Use the Omit XML Declaration property to specify whether the transformation output should include an XML declaration.

Category
Custom Header

Allowed Values

Drop-down list choice Description
No Specifies that the output of the transformation should include an XML declaration.
Yes Specifies that the output of the transformation should not include an XML declaration.

Default Value
Yes

Remarks
This property provides a value for the omit-xml-declaration attribute of the XSL output element. For more information about
this attribute, refer to the .NET Framework documentation.
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Script Type Precedence (Grid Property)
Use the Script Type Precedence property to open the Script Type Precedence dialog box, in which you can configure the
relative precedence of the various types of script. When the Inline Script Buffer edit box of the Configure Functoid Script
dialog box contains script in multiple languages, the setting of this property controls which portions of script are run (only script
in a single language is executed when a Scripting functoid is run).

Category
Compiler

Allowed Values
The value of this property is an ordered list of script types, wherein each script type is either enabled or not. In the Script Type
Precedence dialog box, use the up and down arrow buttons to change the relative order of the different types of scripts, where
the script type at the top of the list has the highest precedence and the script type at the bottom of the list has the lowest
precedence. Use the check box associated with each script type to specify whether that type of script is enabled. When a script is
not enabled, its position in the list is irrelevant. The possible script types are:

Inline C#
External Assembly
Inline Visual Basic .NET
Inline JScript .NET
Inline XSLT Call Template
Inline XLST

Default Value
The following script types are all enabled by default, in the precedence order shown:

1. Inline C#
2. External Assembly
3. Inline Visual Basic .NET
4. Inline JScript .NET
5. Inline XSLT Call Template
6. Inline XLST

Remarks
Use the ellipsis [...] button on the right side of the input field to open the Script Type Precedence dialog box. In this dialog box,
use the script type check boxes to enable or disable each particular type of script for this map, and use the up and down arrow
buttons to rearrange the precedence order of the script types from highest to lowest.

Setting this property correctly is particularly important when one or more of your Scripting functoids has script in more than one
language specified in the Inline Script Buffer edit box of the Configure Functoid Script dialog box. This can occur when you
create script in one language, and then later change the inline scripting language and add new script in the new language without
manually deleting the script written in the old language. In such cases, the precedence established by using this property
determines which script is run during mapping.

Because the majority of functoids are written in C#, inline C# must remain enabled as an allowed inline script language. Therefore,
even if you clear the Inline C# check box, it is automatically selected again when you close the Script Type Precedence dialog
box.
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Source Schema (Grid Property)
Use the Source Schema property to view the chosen source schema.

Category
General

Allowed Values

Value Description
Relative path to the so
urce schema file

Most often, the relative path is ".\", indicating that the source schema file resides in the project folder, alon
g with the map file itself.

Fully Qualified Nam
e property value

When the source schema is from another BizTalk project (another assembly), the value of the Fully Quali
fied Name property of the source schema is stored in this property.

Inline Specifies that the source schema for this map is a multipart schema from Orchestration Designer.

Default Value
Inline

Remarks
Normally, BizTalk Mapper stores references to the source schema in the map file (.btm file) as a filepath (source schema files) or
Fully Qualified Name (source schemas within assemblies). When the value of this property is set to Inline, the source schema is a
multipart schema from Orchestration Designer. Such schemas are thin wrappers, stored within the map file, that internally refer
to the various partial schemas that make up the complete, if virtual, source schema used to design the data mapping.
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Standalone (Grid Property)
Use the Standalone property to specify whether the XSLT processor should output a stand-alone document declaration.

Category
Custom Header

Allowed Values

Drop-down list choice Description
No Specifies that the XSLT processor should not output a stand-alone document declaration.
Yes Specifies that the XSLT processor should output a stand-alone document declaration.

Default Value
Blank, indicating the same behavior as the No setting: No stand-alone document declaration is output.

Remarks
This property provides a value for the standalone attribute of the XSL output element. For more information about this
attribute, refer to the .NET Framework documentation.
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Target Schema (Grid Property)
Use the Target Schema property to view the chosen destination schema.

Category
General

Allowed Values

Value Description
Relative path to the dest
ination schema file

Most often, the relative path is ".\", indicating that the destination schema file resides in the project folde
r, along with the map file itself.

Fully Qualified Name 
property value

When the destination schema is from another BizTalk project (another assembly), the value of the Fully 
Qualified Name property of the destination schema is stored in this property.

Inline Specifies that the destination schema for this map is a multipart schema from Orchestration Designer.

Default Value
Inline

Remarks
Normally, BizTalk Mapper stores references to the destination schema in the map file (.btm file) as a filepath (schema files) or
Fully Qualified Name (schemas within assemblies). When the value of this property is set to Inline, the destination schema is a
multipart schema from Orchestration Designer. Such schemas are thin wrappers, stored within the map file, that internally refer
to the various partial schemas that make up the complete, if virtual, destination schema used to design the data mapping.
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Version (Grid Property)
Use the Version property to specify version "1.0" in relation to the "xml" output method, which appears in the output XML
declaration as:

Category
Custom Header

Allowed Values
Any string, unenforced by BizTalk Mapper. However, version 1.0 is the only supported version at this time.

Default Value
1.0

Remarks
This property provides a value for the version attribute of the XSL output element. For more information about this attribute,
refer to the .NET Framework documentation.
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XSLT Encoding (Grid Property)
Use the XSLT Encoding property to specify the preferred character encoding that the parser should use to encode sequences of
characters as sequences of bytes.

Category
Custom Header

Allowed Values

Value Description
None Specifies that no value should be set for the encoding attribute of the <xsl:output> ele

ment.
Hard-coded encoding choices in drop-d
own list

The drop-down list includes many common encoding choices, such as UTF-8.

Other valid encoding choices Any freeform values that you type here are unverified by BizTalk Mapper. You must ensu
re their validity.

Default Value
None

Remarks
If you type a value for this property, it is treated case-insensitively; it must contain only printable ASCII characters and be a
registered character set, or begin with x-.

This property provides a value for the encoding attribute of the XSL output element. For more information about this attribute,
refer to the .NET Framework documentation.
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Functoid Properties
The properties of functoids are displayed in the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET Properties window when a functoid is selected in
a grid page. All functoid properties are categorized as General properties and are shown here in the order in which they appear in
the Properties window, regardless of whether they are being shown by category or alphabetically.

For more information about how to edit functoid properties, see Editing Functoid Properties and Input Parameters.

The following table describes the properties of functoids.

Property name Cate
gory

Description

(Name) Gen
eral

Shows the name of the selected functoid, such as Table Looping.

Help Gen
eral

Shows a brief explanation of the purpose and usage of the selected functoid.

Input Parameters Gen
eral

Provides access to the Configure Input Parameters dialog box, in which you can change the 
order of functoid input parameters and define constant input parameters.

Label Gen
eral

Specifies a friendly name for the functoid, usually describing the purpose of the functoid within
the map being edited. This can make map maintenance easier.

Maximum Input Parameters Gen
eral

Shows the maximum number of input parameters allowed by the selected functoid.

Minimum Input Parameters Gen
eral

Shows the minimum number of input parameters required by the selected functoid.

Script Gen
eral

For the Scripting functoid, provides access to the Configure Functoid Script dialog box, in w
hich you configure the type of the script, and either its location or the script itself.

Table Looping Grid Gen
eral

For the Table Looping functoid, provides access to the Table Looping Configuration dialog 
box, in which you configure the table used at run time to control data transformation.
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(Name) (Functoid Property)
Use the (Name) property to view the name of the selected functoid.

Category
General

Value
A read-only string that shows the name of the selected functoid, such as Table Looping or Cumulative Maximum.

Remarks
This property is read-only.
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Help (Functoid Property)
Use the Help property to view a brief explanation of the purpose of the functoid and how to use it.

Category
General

Value
A read-only string that provides information about using the functoid.

Remarks
This property is read-only.
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Input Parameters (Functoid Property)
Use the Input Parameters property to open the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box, in which you can configure input
parameters for the functoid, including changing the order of the input parameters when necessary, and creating constant input
parameters to supplement the link input parameters.

Category
General

Value
The value of this property is an ordered list of input parameters for the selected functoid. These input parameters are of two types:

Link input parameters. Link input parameters are the set of links attached to the left side of the selected functoid in a grid
page, if any. These input parameters are created by dragging between the selected functoid and either a node in the source
schema or another functoid located to the left of the selected functoid in the same grid page. Link input parameters that
have been given a Label property value are shown in the input parameters list using that value; otherwise, the value of the
Link Source property is shown (generally, the former is friendlier than the latter).
Constant input parameters. Constant input parameters are constant values that are created within the Configure
Functoid Inputs dialog box by using the Insert New Constant Input Parameter button ( ). Clicking this button inserts a
new constant input parameter and provides an in-place edit box in which you can type its value. Thereafter, it is shown in
the input parameters list using this value.

The order of input parameters is important to proper functoid operation, and you must use the Configure Functoid Inputs
dialog box to examine and change this order when necessary. Link input parameters are initially ordered by the order in which
they are created, and constant input parameters are initially added to the end of the input parameter list. Use the Move Selected
Input Parameter Up ( ) and the Move Selected Input Parameter Down ( ) buttons to change the order of the input
parameters. For information about the proper order of input parameters to the various functoids, see Functoid Reference.

Remarks
When an input parameter to a functoid is not valid, a default value is passed to the functoid in its place. For numeric input
parameters, the default value is zero (0). For all other input parameters, the default value is blank.

To undo a set of changes made in this dialog box, click Cancel to close the dialog box without saving changes, and then reopen it.

For more information about how this property is used to establish the correct set of input parameters to a functoid, see
Editing Functoid Properties and Input Parameters.
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Label (Functoid Property)
Use the Label property to provide a name for the selected functoid that makes sense to you in the context of its use.

Category
General

Allowed Values
Any string. The string should describe how this functoid is used in the transformation.

Default Value
None.

Remarks
Providing an appropriate label for functoids can be useful when multiple functoids of the same type are used in a map. Labeling
them appropriately can make map maintenance easier.
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Maximum Input Parameters (Functoid Property)
Use the Maximum Input Parameters property to view the maximum number of input parameters accepted by this functoid.

Category
General

Value
A numeric value that indicates the maximum number of input parameters that this functoid accepts.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

This property is essentially an extension of the Help property.
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Minimum Input Parameters (Functoid Property)
Use the Minimum Input Parameters property to view the minimum number of input parameters required by this functoid.

Category
General

Value
A numeric value that indicates the minimum number of input parameters that this functoid requires.

Remarks
This property is read-only.

This property is essentially an extension of the Help property.
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Script (Functoid Property)
Use the Script property to open the Configure Functoid Script dialog box, in which you can configure the custom script or
compiled code to be associated with the corresponding Scripting functoid.

Category
General

Value
The value of this property is the collection of values configured in the Configure Functoid Script dialog box. This includes an
appropriate combination of values for the following fields in that dialog box:

Script Type. Set to either Inline C#, External Assembly, Inline JScript .NET, Inline Visual Basic .NET, Inline XSLT, or
Inline XSLT Call Template.

Important  When you switch from one inline language to another, any script you have written for the language
you are switching from is not deleted. You must either delete that script manually, or make sure that your new
language choice has a higher precedence than your old language choice by using the Script Type Precedence
grid property.

Script Assembly. Must be set when Script Type is set to External Assembly.
Script Class. Must be set when Script Type is set to External Assembly.
Script Method. Must be set when Script Type is set to External Assembly.
Inline Script Buffer. Must contain script of the type indicated by Script Type when Script Type is not set to External
Assembly.

Remarks
This property is only available for the Scripting functoid, and is not enabled when any other type of functoid is selected.

When you select one of the inline language choices, the Inline Script Buffer edit box is populated with an empty function or
method to get you started.

Script is run in only one language. If you create script in more than one language in the Inline Script Buffer edit box, the
precedence established in the Script Type Precedence dialog box controls which script is run. For more information, see
Script Type Precedence (Grid Property).

For more information about working with script, see Scripting Functoid.
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Table Looping Grid (Functoid Property)
Use the Table Looping Grid property to open the Table Looping Configuration dialog box, in which you can configure a table
of values, known as the "looping grid," associated with the corresponding Table Looping functoid.

Category
General

Value
The value of this property is the table of values configured in the Table Looping Configuration dialog box. This table contains
an arbitrary number of rows, configurable while editing the table, and a number of columns specified by the second input
parameter to the corresponding Table Looping functoid, as configured in the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box.

Each table cell is configured by using a drop-down list that is identical for each cell, where the entries in the drop-down list are the
third through the last input parameters to the corresponding Table Looping functoid, as configured in the Configure Functoid
Inputs dialog box. These input parameters consist of a combination of the links into the functoid and any constant input
parameters that have been defined. If link input parameters have been given a Label property value, that value is shown in the
drop-down lists; otherwise, the value of the Link Source property is shown (generally, the former is friendlier than the latter).
Constant input parameters are shown according to their constant value.

The Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box also contains a check box labeled Gated. When this check box is selected, a given
row of the table looping grid is processed (that is, the associated Table Extractor functoids are called for that row) only if the
value of the first column of that row evaluates to True.

Remarks
This property is available only for the Table Looping functoid, and is not enabled when any other type of functoid is selected.

For more information about how this property is used with the Table Looping functoid, see
Table Looping and Table Extractor Functoids.
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Link Properties
The grid pages of BizTalk Mapper graphically depict the structure of the data transformation defined by the map. A link appears as
a single line that makes one of the following connections:

A node in the source schema to a node in the destination schema
A node in the source schema to a functoid
A functoid to a node in the destination schema
One functoid to another functoid, which is known as cascading functoids

Links depict a transformation, or a step in the transformation, of data from a source instance message into a destination instance
message. The left end of the link depicts the source of the transformation (step) and the right end of the link depicts the
destination, or target, of the transformation (step).

Note  When working with links and link properties, the words "destination" and "target" are used interchangeably.

The following table describes the properties of links.

Property na
me

Categor
y

Description

Label General Provides a descriptive name for the link that is useful for input links to the Table Looping functoid.
Link Source General Allows the source (left end) of the link to be examined in a non-graphical manner.
Link Target General Allows the destination (right end) of the link to be examined in a non-graphical manner.
Source Links Compile

r
Specifies the source of the data that will be copied to the destination of the link.

Target Links Compile
r

Specifies the type of node hierarchy matching associated with the link and controls how auto-linking is p
erformed.
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Label (Link Property)
Use the Label property to provide a name for the selected link that makes sense to you in the context of its use.

Category
General

Allowed Values
Any string. The string should describe this link, generally based on where it originates in the source schema or from another
functoid.

Default Value
None.

Remarks
Configuring this property is helpful when the link is used as an input other than the first or second input to the Table Looping
functoid. This is because the descriptive value you provide for the Label property of the link is shown in the table cell drop-down
lists in the Table Looping Configuration dialog box. If you do not provide a value for the Label property of such links, the value
of the Link Source property for the link is shown; when this value is an XPath value, as opposed to a functoid type, it is more
difficult to determine the source of the link when choosing a link value for the table cell.

For more information about table-driven looping, see Table Looping and Table Extractor Functoids.
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Link Source (Link Property)
Use the Link Source property to view the XPath of the node in the source schema, or the type of the functoid, that is the source of
the selected link.

Category
General

Allowed Values

Value Description
XPath of a node in the dest
ination schema

When the left end of the selected link is attached to a node in the source schema, this property shows 
the XPath to that node.

Name of a functoid When the left end of the selected link is attached to a functoid in a grid page, this property shows the 
type of that functoid, such as Logical OR or Addition.

Remarks
This property is read-only.
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Link Target (Link Property)
Use the Link Target property to view the XPath of the node in the destination schema, or the type of the functoid, that is the
destination of the selected link.

Category
General

Allowed Values

Value Description
XPath of a node in the dest
ination schema

When the right end of the selected link is attached to a node in the destination schema, this property s
hows the XPath to that node.

Name of a functoid When the right end of the selected link is attached to a functoid in a grid page, this property shows th
e type of that functoid, such as Logical OR or Addition.

Remarks
This property is read-only.
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Source Links (Link Property)
Use the Source Links property to specify the source of the data that will be copied to the destination of the link.

Category
Compiler

Allowed Values

Drop-down
list choice

Description

Copy Nam
e

Specifies that the name of the node that is the source of the link is to be copied to the destination of the link.

Copy Text 
Value

Specifies that the value of the node that is the source of the link is to be copied to the destination of the link.

Copy Text 
and Subco
ntent Valu
e

The value corresponding to the record node, and the value of all its child nodes, and their child nodes, in the source 
schema (element data and attribute values) are combined as the value of the linked node in the destination schema. 
For example, <Node>Hello<Name>John</Name>Doe</Node> would result in "Hello John Doe".

Default Value
Copy Text Value
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Target Links (Link Property)
Use the Target Links property to determine how the hierarchy below the node that is the target of the link is constructed based
on the node that is the source of the link.

Category
Compiler

Allowed Values

Drop-down list 
choice

Description

Flatten Links Specifies that all source hierarchies are to be flattened to a parent node in the destination schema.
Match Links Top
Down

Specifies that node hierarchies are to be matched from the top of the source and destinations schemas to the b
ottom of the source and destination schemas.

Match Links Bot
tom Up

Specifies that node hierarchies are to be matched from the bottom of the source and destination schemas to th
e top of the source and destination schemas.

Default Value
Flatten Links

Remarks
You can see the effect of this property only when the source and target nodes of the link are at different levels in their respective
schemas. This property determines the for-each relationship between the source and target nodes when the data is being copied
through this link.

For more information about node hierarchy matching, see Node-Hierarchy Level Matching.
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Schema Node Properties
You can view but not change the values of node properties in the source and destination schemas in the Microsoft® Visual
Studio® .NET Properties window. If you need to change a schema node property value, you must open the schema in BizTalk®
Editor, change the appropriate property values, and then save the schema. You can then view the changed properties the next
time you open the map that contains the schema in BizTalk Mapper.

The one exception to this rule is a schema node property that is only available for editing and viewing within BizTalk Mapper. If, in
BizTalk Mapper, you select a Record node (with its Mixed property set to True), Field Element node, or Field Attribute node,
the Value property can be set and subsequently examined.

The following table describes the source and destination schema node property that can be set from within BizTalk Mapper.

Property name Category Description
Value General Specifies a default value for the selected node for use during transformation.
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Value (Schema Node Property)
Use the Value property to specify a value for the selected node that is used differently, depending on whether the value is
provided in the source schema or the destination schema. The value is used as follows:

In source schemas, the value of the Value property is used as the value of the elements or attributes in a generated instance
message that corresponds to the selected node. This value is used when generating an instance message for the source
schema for the TestMap operation.
In destination schemas, the value of the Value property specifies a constant value for the elements or attributes in an
output instance message that corresponds to the selected node. Any value you provide for this property is used in the XSLT
generated by BizTalk Mapper. Set this property if you want the elements or attributes associated with the selected node to
be present in output instance messages, and if you want those elements or attributes to have the constant value you
provide by using this property rather than a value copied from an input instance message.

Category
General

Allowed Values
Any string that conforms to the data type of the node, although BizTalk Mapper does not enforce the conformance.

Default Value
None.

Remarks
When you specify a value for the Value property of a node in the destination schema, you cannot connect a link to that node.
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Functoid Reference
BizTalk Mapper provides an extensive set of functoids that can be used in maps to perform a variety of operations on data that is
being transformed from a source instance message to a destination instance message. This section provides reference
information about the BizTalk Mapper functoids.

Important  Because Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 uses the underlying functionality of the .NET Framework, the
results produced by some functoids vary from the equivalent functoids in previous versions of BizTalk Server. You
should test your maps thoroughly to ensure you are getting the results you expect.

Note  Whenever an input parameter to a functoid is not valid, a default value is passed to the functoid in its place. For
numeric input parameters, the default value is zero (0). For all other input parameters, the default value is blank.

Note  If a functoid connects to a Record node in the destination schema, that node should have its Mixed property
set to True for the output document to be valid against the schema. This is because the functoid writes data into the
corresponding element. The Mixed property may be set to False if the Content Type is SimpleContent.

The following table shows the categories into which these functoids have been divided.

Functoid Category Description
Advanced Functoids Reference Use Advanced functoids to create various types of data manipulation, such as implementing 

custom script, value mapping, and managing and extracting data from looping records.
Conversion Functoids Reference Use Conversion functoids to convert characters to and from their numeric representation, an

d to convert numbers from one base to another.
Cumulative Functoids Reference Use Cumulative functoids to perform various types of accumulation operations for values th

at occur multiple times within an instance message.
Database Functoids Reference Use Database functoids to look up data from a database and to perform simple cross-refere

ncing operations (sometimes called ID mapping).
Date and Time Functoids Reference Use Date and Time functoids to add date, time, date and time, or add days to a specified dat

e, in output data.
Logical Functoids Reference Use Logical functoids to conditionally control the behavior of other functoids and to determi

ne whether particular output data is created.
Mathematical Functoids Reference Use Mathematical functoids to perform specific numeric calculations such as addition, multi

plication, and division.
Scientific Functoids Reference Use Scientific functoids to perform specific scientific calculations such as logarithmic, expon

ential, and trigonometric functions.
String Functoids Reference Use the String functoids to manipulate data strings by using well-known string functions suc

h as concatenation, length, find, and trim.
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Advanced Functoids Reference
Use Advanced functoids to create various types of data manipulation, such as implementing custom script, value mapping, and
managing and extracting data from looping records.

For conceptual information about Advanced functoids, see Advanced Functoids.

The following table shows the functoids in the Advanced category.

Advanced functoid Description
  Index Provides a way to extract a particular value from a sequence of repeating values by specifying the ap

propriate index. Indices can also have varying degrees of scope depending on hierarchy depth and le
vels indicated by the index.

  Iteration For each repetition of a structure or value in an input instance message, outputs a monotonically incr
easing index.

  Looping Used to explicitly indicate a looping relationship between a repeating structure in the source schema 
and a repeating structure in the destination schema.

  Mass Copy Recursively copies all data in an input instance message, to arbitrary depth, that corresponds to a spe
cified node in the source schema to the specified position in an output instance message.

  Record Count Outputs the number of times a specified repeating structure or value occurs in an input instance mes
sage.

  Scripting Runs custom script to create content for an output instance message or input to another functoid.
  Table Extractor Outputs the data associated with a specified column for each row of the table looping grid of a Table

Looping functoid.
  Table Looping In conjunction with one or more Table Extractor functoids, creates a repeating structure in an outpu

t instance message by using constant values, values from an instance message, and values that are o
utput from other functoids.

  Value Mapping Allows a Boolean value to control whether an entire structure or another single value in an input inst
ance message gets copied to an output instance message.

  Value Mapping (Flattening)Allows a Boolean value to control whether an entire structure in an input instance message gets copi
ed to an output instance message, flattening the input hierarchy in the process.

See Also

Adding Advanced Functoids to a Map
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Index Functoid
Use the Index functoid ( ) to retrieve and output a specific value or set of values from a (potentially nested) repeating structure
in an input instance message.

Input
Parameter 1: A link from the Record or Field Element node within a (potentially nested) repeating structure from which a
particular subset of the values is sought.

Parameter 2: A positive number indicating the index of the value sought, as indicated by parameter 1, within the most deeply
nested repeating structure in which it occurs.

Parameters 3 - 100: Optionally, a positive number indicating the index of the value sought, as indicated by parameter 1, within
the next most deeply nested repeating structure in which it occurs.

Parameters 1 and 2 are required. Subsequent parameters are optional, and their number is limited only by the depth of the
repeating structures in which the value sought is nested.

Output
Output 1: The value or set of values from the input instance message that are associated with the specified Record or Field
Element node at the specified index (or indices) within the repeating structures in which they occur.

Remarks
Within typical XML instance messages, structures repeat, and structures within those structures repeat, and so on. Mappings are
often required to be very specific about retrieving a specific value from within potentially nested repeating structures. For
example, consider a set of nested repeating structures, A, B, and C, where each of them repeats three times. If A, B, and C are
records, and record C has a field called F1, there are 27 possible F1 values from which to choose. If you link F1 to an Index
functoid and specify the constant value one (1) as parameter 2, the functoid outputs the value of F1 from the first occurrence of C
within every occurrence of B within every occurrence of A, for a total of 9 values.

Adding more parameters to the functoid causes the functoid to output fewer values by limiting the occurrences of B and A from
which values are retrieved. Continuing the example above, if you add the constant value two (2) as parameter 3, the functoid
outputs the value of F1 from the first occurrence of C within each second occurrence of B within every occurrence of A, for a total
of 3 values. Adding a fourth parameter that is set to a constant value of one (1), two (2), or three (3) reduces the output to a single
value.

See Also

Advanced Functoids Reference

Advanced Functoids

Index Functoid

Adding Index Functoids to a Map
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Iteration Functoid
Use the Iteration functoid ( ) to output the number of passes through a repeating structure in an input instance message as that
structure is being processed.

Input
Parameter 1: A link from a repeating structure in the source schema.

Output
Output 1: A monotonically increasing number, starting at one (1), for each iteration through the specified repeating structure.

Remarks
For example, if the Iteration functoid is connected to a Record node in the source schema and connected to a Field Element
node named "book" in the destination schema, and in a particular instance message the corresponding input element occurs
three times, the following output is produced:

See Also

Advanced Functoids Reference

Advanced Functoids

Iteration Functoid

Adding Iteration Functoids to a Map
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Looping Functoid
Use the Looping functoid ( ) to combine multiple repeating structures in an input instance message into a single repeating
structure in the output instance message.

Input
Parameters 1 - 100: A link from at least one repeating node in the source schema, and optionally, links from other repeating
nodes in the source schema.

Output
Output 1: A link to a single repeating node in the destination schema.

Remarks
The input and output links for the Looping functoid define the repeating structures in an input instance message that are
combined into a single repeating structure in an output instance message. However, additional links are required from nodes
within the repeating nodes in the source schema to the appropriate nodes within the repeating node in the destination schema.
Without these additional links, the repeating structures are combined, but without any of the data that they contain.

For example, if there are two input links and their corresponding structures repeat 5 and 10 times, respectively, in a particular
input instance message, the corresponding structure in the output instance message repeats 15 times.

The Looping functoid can be useful in a number of ways, but it is somewhat more complicated to set up correctly than many
other functoids.For more information about the Looping functoid, see the Looping Functoid.

Under certain conditions, some functoids might not behave as expected when they are used in a map with a Looping functoid. If
a functoid meets the following conditions, it does not produce the expected results when used with the Looping functoid:

The functoid has more than one input link.
Two or more of the functoid input links are linked to child fields of the input records to the Looping functoid, where the
child fields are not siblings.
The functoid has an output link that is linked to a child field of the output record of the Looping functoid.
There is a logical filter in effect that makes the loop occur only when the logical condition evaluates to True.

See Also

Advanced Functoids Reference

Advanced Functoids

Looping Functoid

Adding Looping Functoids to a Map
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Mass Copy Functoid
Use the Mass Copy functoid ( ) to recursively copy all data in an input instance message, to arbitrary depth, that corresponds to
a specified node in the source schema to the position in an output instance message that is specified by the output link.

Input
Parameter 1: A link from a Record or Field Element node in the source schema, which has an arbitrarily complex child node
structure within it.

Output
Output 1: A link to a node in the destination schema, indicating the position within an output instance message into which to
copy the element structure from the input instance message.

Remarks
One way to understand the Mass Copy functoid is to consider that you can completely map input instance messages to output
instance messages, where both types of messages are described by identical schemas, by linking the root node of the source
schema to the root node of the destination schema.

Note  The Mass Copy functoid only lets you connect nodes that have fixed names. If either node connected by the
functoid has an undetermined name (like an ANY node), the functoid cannot generate the correct XSLT to do the copy.

This functoid is useful for mapping an Any Element or Any Attribute node from the source schema to the destination schema.
For example, if you have a Record node named Src in the source schema and a Record node named Dst in the destination
schema, and both of them have an Any Element or Any Attribute child node, then you can use the Mass Copy functoid to
recursively copy the entire structure in an input instance message that corresponds to Src to the location in the output instance
message that corresponds to Dst. To accomplish this, drag a Mass Copy functoid onto a grid page, connect the Record node
named Src to the Mass Copy functoid to serve as its input parameter, and connect the Mass Copy functoid to the Record node
named Dst to serve as the output of the functoid.

In general, you can use the Mass Copy functoid in this same way if the Record nodes Src and Dst, from the example above, have
exactly the same structure in the source and destination schemas, respectively, regardless of whether the Any Element or Any
Attribute nodes are present in those structures.

See Also

Advanced Functoids Reference

Advanced Functoids

Mass Copy Functoid

Adding Mass Copy Functoids to a Map
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Record Count Functoid
Use the Record Count functoid ( ) to generate a count of the number of times a particular repeating structure occurs in an input
instance message.

Input
Parameter 1: A link from a node in the source schema. For this functoid to do something interesting, the structure in an input
instance message that corresponds to this node must be repeating. Otherwise, the output is always one (1).

Output
Output 1: A number that corresponds to the number of occurrences of the repeating structure in an input instance message that
corresponds to the node specified by parameter 1.

Remarks
You can also use the Record Count functoid to count repeating field elements. It is not restricted to records.

See Also

Advanced Functoids Reference

Advanced Functoids

Record Count Functoid

Adding Record Count Functoids to a Map
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Scripting Functoid
Use the Scripting functoid ( ) to create content for an output instance message or input to another functoid.

Input
Depends on the design and implementation of the script.

Output
Depends entirely on the supplied script.

Remarks
Scripts associated with this functoid must meet one of the following criteria:

Written in some form of .NET script (such as C# or Microsoft® Visual Basic® .NET), as XSLT, or as an XSLT call template.
Resides in a separate assembly, in which case it must be strong-signed and registered in the global assembly cache.

See Also

Advanced Functoids Reference

Advanced Functoids

Scripting Functoid

Adding Scripting Functoids to a Map
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Table Extractor Functoid
Use the Table Extractor functoid ( ) to output the data associated with a specified column for each row of the table looping grid
of the specified Table Looping functoid.

Input
Parameter 1: An output link from a Table Looping functoid.

Parameter 2: The column number of the table looping grid from which this functoid is meant to retrieve data.

Output
Output 1: A set of values retrieved through the specified column of the table looping grid associated with the specified Table
Looping functoid, where the number of values in the set is the number of rows in the table looping grid.

Remarks
You must use this functoid in conjunction with the Table Looping functoid.

This functoid may output multiple values, one per row in the table looping grid associated with the Table Looping functoid
specified by the first input parameter.

See Also
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Table Looping Functoid
Use the Table Looping functoid ( ), in conjunction with one or more Table Extractor functoids, to create a repeating structure
in an output instance message by using constant values, values from an instance message, and values that are output from other
functoids.

Input
Parameter 1: A link from a repeating node in the source schema. The number of instances of this structure that occur in a
particular input instance message defines the number of times that the associated table looping grid is processed.

Parameter 2: A constant input parameter that defines the number of columns in the assocated table looping grid.

Parameters 3 - 100: A link from a node in the source schema or from another functoid, such as a Value Extractor functoid, or a
constant input parameter. The relative order of parameters 3 - 100 is unimportant.

Output
Output 1: A link to a repeating node in the destination schema, identifying the location of the repeating structure in output
instance messages that is constructed by using values configured in the associated table looping grid.

Outputs 2 - N: One or more links to the associated Table Extractor functoids, one per such functoid.

Remarks
You must use this functoid in conjunction with one or more Table Extractor functoids.

This functoid accepts multiple inputs, such as links from the source schema, constants, and the output of other functoids. You use
these inputs to configure the table looping grid from which the associated Table Extractor functoids extract the data used to
build the relevant portion of the output instance message You configure the table looping grid by using the
Table Looping Configuration dialog box, which you access by using the Table Looping Grid property of Table Looping functoids.

Every cell in the table looping grid is a drop-down list that is populated by input parameters 3 through 100. How the entries in the
drop-down list are represented depends on the type of the corresponding input parameter and, where applicable, on whether the
Label property of the link is assigned a value. There are three possibilities:

1. Constant input parameters are displayed as their values.
2. Input parameters that are links from nodes in the source schema and for which no Label link property value is supplied are

displayed by using the value of their Link Source functoid property.
3. Input parameters that are links from another functoid and for which no Label link property value is supplied are displayed

by using the value of their (Name) property.

In the case of 2 and 3 above, and especially in the case of 2, where the input parameters are links from nodes in the source
schema, the effort involved in providing descriptive values for the Label property of the relevant link is generally well spent when
the time comes to configure the table looping grid.

The Table Looping Configuration dialog box also has a check box with the label Gated. When you select this check box, you are
specifying that the value of the data specified for column 1 controls whether any processing is performed for that row. When this
is output from a logical functoid, if the value specified in column 1 evaluates to False, the associated row of the grid is skipped
(meaning that the associated Table Extractor functoids are not invoked for that row). When column 1 is a field, then the functoid
treats the presence of data as True; it treats the absence of data as False.

See Also
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Value Mapping Functoid
Use the Value Mapping functoid ( ) to allow a Boolean value to control whether another value gets mapped.

Input
Parameter 1: Either of the strings "true" or "false", generally from the output of some other Logical functoid or from a variable
Boolean field in the input instance message.

Parameter 2: A value that is output if parameter 1 is "true". This value can be from a link from a node in the source schema that
represents simple content, the output from another functoid, or a constant input parameter.

Output
Output 1: The value of the second parameter if the value of the first parameter is "true". If the value of the first parameter is not
"true", the corresponding element or attribute in the output instance message is not created.

Remarks
Determine whether to use the Value Mapping functoid or the Value Mapping (Flattening) functoid based on the following
characteristics of the relevant portions of the source and destination schemas:

Value Mapping. When both the source and the destination schemas define parallel repeating structures between which
the relevant data is mapped.
Value Mapping (Flattening). When the source schema defines a repeating structure and the destination schema defines a
flat structure, such that different instances of the repeating structure in the source schema are intended to be mapped into
unique elements in the flat structure in the destination schema.

See Also
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Value Mapping (Flattening) Functoid
Use the Value Mapping (Flattening) functoid ( ) to allow a Boolean value to control whether another value gets mapped,
flattening it in the process.

Input
Parameter 1: Either of the strings "true" or "false", generally from the output of some other Logical functoid or from a variable
Boolean field in the input instance message.

Parameter 2: A value that is output if parameter 1 is "true". This value can be from a link from a node in the source schema that
represents simple content, the output from another functoid, or a constant input parameter.

Output
Output 1: The value of the second parameter if the value of the first parameter is "true". If the value of the first parameter is not
"true", the corresponding element or attribute in the output instance message is not created.

Remarks
Determine whether to use the Value Mapping functoid or the Value Mapping (Flattening) functoid based on the following
characteristics of the relevant portions of the source and destination schemas:

Value Mapping. When both the source and the destination schemas define parallel repeating structures between which
the relevant data is mapped.
Value Mapping (Flattening). When the source schema defines a repeating structure and the destination schema defines a
flat structure, such that different instances of the repeating structure in the source schema are intended to be mapped into
unique elements in the flat structure in the destination schema.

See Also
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Conversion Functoids Reference
Use Conversion functoids to perform a variety of standard character and numeric base conversion calculations.

Important  Because Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 uses the underlying functionality of the .NET Framework, the
results produced by some of the Conversion functoids vary from the equivalent functoids in earlier versions of
BizTalk Server. For example, in earlier versions of BizTalk Mapper an input value of -20 to the Hexadecimal functoid
resulted in an output of FFEC. In this version, the same input value of -20 results in an output of FFFFFFEC. You should
test your maps thoroughly to ensure that you are getting the results you expect.

For conceptual information about Conversion functoids, see Conversion Functoids.

The following table shows the functoids in the Conversion category.

Conversion functoid Description
  ASCII to Character Determines the character equivalent of a value interpreted as ASCII.
  Character to ASCII Determines the ASCII equivalent of the specified character.
  Hexadecimal Converts a decimal number to its hexadecimal equivalent.
  Octal Converts a decimal number to its octal equivalent.

See Also
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ASCII to Character Functoid
Use the ASCII to Character functoid ( ) to determine the character equivalent of a value interpreted as ASCII.

Input
Parameter 1: A numeric value, interpreted as ASCII, for which the character equivalent is sought.

Output
Output 1: A character value that is the ASCII equivalent of the specified numeric value.

See Also
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Character to ASCII Functoid
Use the Character to ASCII functoid ( ) to determine the ASCII equivalent of the specified character.

Input
Parameter 1: A character for which the ASCII equivalent is sought.

Output
Output 1: A numeric value that is the ASCII equivalent of the specified character.

See Also
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Hexadecimal Functoid
Use the Hexadecimal functoid ( ) to convert a decimal number to its hexadecimal equivalent.

Input
Parameter 1: A numeric value, expressed in decimal (base 10), for which the hexadecimal (base 16) equivalent is sought.

Output
Output 1: A numeric value, expressed in hexadecimal notation, which is the equivalent of the specified decimal value.

See Also
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Octal Functoid
Use the Octal functoid ( ) to convert a decimal number to its octal equivalent.

Input
Parameter 1: A numeric value, expressed in decimal (base 10), for which the octal (base 8) equivalent is sought.

Output
Output 1: A numeric value, expressed in octal notation, which is the equivalent of the specified decimal value.

See Also
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Cumulative Functoids Reference
Use Cumulative functoids to perform various types of accumulation operations for values that occur multiple times within an
instance message. For example, you can use the Cumulative Sum functoid to provide the combined total for a value that occurs
in multiple records within a specified scope in an instance message.

In Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004, all Cumulative functoids accept two input parameters, the second of which is an optional
scoping parameter that was not used in the Cumulative functoids in earlier versions of BizTalk Server. The two parameters are:

Parameter 1: The value to be accumulated. This value must be numeric for all Cumulative functoids other than the
Cumulative Concatenate functoid, which expects a string value. You supply this value by creating a link between a Field
Attribute, Field Element, or Record (with its Mixed property set to True) node that has an appropriate data type and the
Cumulative functoid.

Note  If none of the ancestor Record nodes in the schema tree are repeating, using a Cumulative functoid is
pointless.

Parameter 2: The scope to which the value specified as the first parameter should be accumulated. This optional numeric
value indicates how closely "related" the specified values in an instance message must be in order to participate in the
accumulation, as follows:

The default value of zero (0) indicates that the element or attribute value, as indicated by its element or attribute
name, should be accumulated over the entire instance message.
A scoping value of one (1) indicates that only element or attribute values that have the same parent element should
be accumulated.
A scoping value of two (2) indicates that only element or attribute values that have the same grandparent element
should be accumulated, and so on.

Note  All Cumulative functoids provide backward compatibility with Microsoft BizTalk Server 2000 and Microsoft
BizTalk Server 2002, both of which required only one input parameter. They default to a scoping parameter of zero (0),
meaning a scope of the entire instance message.

For additional conceptual information about Cumulative functoids, including the scoping parameter, see Cumulative Functoids.

The following table shows the functoids in the Cumulative category.

Cumulative functoid Description
  Cumulative Average Calculates the accumulated average of a numeric value that recurs within corresponding instance mes

sages.
  Cumulative ConcatenateConcatenates multiple instances of a string value that recurs within corresponding instance messages.
  Cumulative Maximum Determines the maximum value of a numeric value that recurs within corresponding instance messag

es.
  Cumulative Minimum Determines the minimum value of a numeric value that recurs within corresponding instance message

s.
  Cumulative Sum Calculates the accumulated sum of a numeric value that recurs within corresponding instance messag

es.

See Also
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Cumulative Average Functoid
Use the Cumulative Average functoid ( ) to calculate the accumulated average of a numeric value that recurs within
corresponding instance messages.

Input
Parameter 1: A link from a Record, Field Element, or Field Attribute node that contains a numeric value for which the
accumulated average is sought.

Parameter 2: An optional numeric value that indicates the scope to which the accumulation should be performed. The default
value is zero (0), indicating that the accumulation scope is the entire input instance message.

Output
Output 1: A numeric value that is the accumulated average value of the specified field or record values over the specified or
default scope.

Remarks
For more information about the scoping parameter, see Cumulative Functoids Reference.

See Also

Cumulative Functoids Reference
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Cumulative Concatenate Functoid
Use the Cumulative Concatenate functoid ( ) to concatenate multiple instances of a string value that recurs within
corresponding instance messages.

Input
Parameter 1: A link from a Record, Field Element, or Field Attribute node that contains a string value for which the
accumulated concatenation is sought.

Parameter 2: An optional numeric value that indicates the scope to which the accumulation should be performed. The default
value is zero (0), indicating that the accumulation scope is the entire input instance message.

Output
Output 1: A string value that is the accumulated concatenation of the specified field or record values over the specified or default
scope.

Remarks
For more information about the scoping parameter, see Cumulative Functoids Reference.

See Also
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Cumulative Maximum Functoid
Use the Cumulative Maximum functoid ( ) to determine the maximum value of a numeric value that recurs within
corresponding instance messages.

Input
Parameter 1: A link from a Record, Field Element, or Field Attribute node that contains a numeric value for which the
maximum instance is sought.

Parameter 2: An optional numeric value that indicates the scope to which the accumulation should be performed. The default
value is zero (0), indicating that the accumulation scope is the entire input instance message.

Output
Output 1: A numeric value that is the maximum value of the specified field or record values over the specified or default scope.

Remarks
For more information about the scoping parameter, see Cumulative Functoids Reference.

See Also
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Cumulative Minimum Functoid
Use the Cumulative Minimum functoid ( ) to determine the minimum value of a numeric value that recurs within
corresponding instance messages.

Input
Parameter 1: A link from a Record, Field Element, or Field Attribute node that contains a numeric value for which the
minimum instance is sought.

Parameter 2: An optional numeric value that indicates the scope to which the accumulation should be performed. The default
value is zero (0), indicating that the accumulation scope is the entire instance message.

Output
Output 1: A numeric value that is the minimum value of the specified field or record values over the specified or default scope.

Remarks
For more information about the scoping parameter, see Cumulative Functoids Reference.

See Also
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Cumulative Sum Functoid
Use the Cumulative Sum functoid ( ) to calculate the accumulated sum of a numeric value that recurs within corresponding
instance messages.

Input
Parameter 1: A link from a Record, Field Element, or Field Attribute node that contains a numeric value for which the
accumulated sum is sought.

Parameter 2: An optional numeric value that indicates the scope to which the accumulation should be performed. The default
value is zero (0), indicating that the accumulation scope is the entire instance message.

Output
Output 1: A numeric value that is the accumulated sum of the specified field or record values over the specified or default scope.

Remarks
For more information about the scoping parameter, see Cumulative Functoids Reference.

See Also
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Database Functoids Reference
Use Database functoids to extract data from a database for use in an output instance message.

Database functoids fall into two categories. The first category consists of the Database Lookup, Error Return, and Value
Extractor functoids, which are designed for general purpose retrieval of database values using Microsoft® ActiveX® Data
Objects (ADO) recordsets. The second category consists of the Format Message, Get Application ID, Get Application Value,
Get Common ID, Get Common Value, and Set Common Value functoids, which correspond to the methods of the
CrossReferencing class of the Microsoft.BizTalk.CrossReferencing API.

Note  Unlike other functoids, which are written in C#, the first category of Database functoids (Database Lookup,
Error Return, and Value Extractor) are not accessible from inline script that is run by using the Scripting functoid.
This restriction is not true of the second category of Database functoids (that correspond to the methods of the
CrossReferencing class).

The Cross Referencing functoids—Format Message, Get Application ID, Get Application Value, Get Common ID, Get
Common Value, and Set Common Value—look for data in specific SQL Server tables. For more information about how
populate those tables and the structure of the input files, see Importing Data for the Cross Referencing Functoids.

For conceptual information about Database functoids, see Database Functoids.

The following table shows the functoids in the Database category.

Database functoid Description
  Database Lookup Retrieves a row from a database table as an ADO recordset.
  Error Return Captures error information, such as database connection failures, that occur during run time.
  Format Message Returns a formatted and localized string using argument substitution and, potentially, ID and value cross r

eferencing.
  Get Application ID Retrieves an identifier for an application object.
  Get Application ValueRetrieves an application value.
  Get Common ID Retrieves an identifier for a common object.
  Get Common ValueRetrieves a common value.
  Set Common ID Sets and returns an identifier for a common object.
  Value Extractor Extracts the value from a specified column in an ADO recordset returned by the Database Lookup functo

id.

This section also contains:

Importing Data for the Cross Referencing Functoids

See Also

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map
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Database Lookup Functoid
Use the Database Lookup functoid ( ) to extract a row from a database table as a Microsoft ActiveX Data Objects (ADO)
recordset.

Input
Parameter 1: A value for which to search in the specified database, table, and column.

Parameter 2: A connection string for the database in which to search.

Parameter 3: The name of the table in the database in which to search.

Parameter 4: The name of the column in the table in which to search.

Output
Output 1: An ADO recordset that contains the value sought. Regardless of the number of rows that match the specified value,
only the first matching row is included in the recordset.

Remarks
Use this functoid in conjunction with the Value Extractor and Error Return functoids.

 Security  To avoid the security risks associated with your Microsoft SQL Server™ password being visible as part of
the connection string you provide as input parameter 2, you should use Windows NT® authentication instead of SQL
Server authentication.

See Also

Database Functoids Reference
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Error Return Functoid
Use the Error Return functoid ( ) to capture error information, such as database connection failures, that occur during run time.

Input
Parameter 1: A link from a Database Lookup functoid.

Output
Output 1: The error string, if any, returned by Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) when using the functoid.

Remarks
Use this functoid in conjunction with the Database Lookup and Value Extractor functoids.

To avoid errors that are only detected at run time, make sure that the parameter 1 to the Error Return functoid is the output of a
Database Lookup functoid and not the output of any other functoid in the Database category.

See Also
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Format Message Functoid
Use the Format Message functoid ( ) to return a formatted and localized string.

Input
Parameter 1: A string that contains an identifier used to look up the message string. See remarks for additional information
about the format of message strings, including replaceable arguments.

Parameter 2: A string that contains an identifier for the language of the message string;. for example, "en-us" for U.S. English.

Parameter 3: An optional string of up to 50 characters that identifies an application instance, and which is used with ID cross
referencing for message string arguments. A null value can be used to indicate that no application instance is being supplied.

Parameter 4: An optional string of up to 50 characters that identifies an application type, and which is used with value cross
referencing for message string arguments. A null value can be used to indicate that no application type is being supplied.

Parameter 5: If either parameter 3 or parameter 4 is provided, parameter 5 must be the corresponding lookup value. Otherwise,
parameter 5 is an optional string that, if present, is substituted for the first replaceable argument in the message string.

Parameter 6: An optional string that, if present, is substituted for either the first or the second replaceable argument in the
message string (depending on the values of parameters 3, 4, and 5).

Parameters 7 - 13: An optional string that, if present, is substituted for the next replaceable argument in the message string.

Output
Output 1: A formatted string in the requested language with all of its replaceable arguments replaced with the provided
substitution strings, including ID and value cross referencing where applicable.

Remarks
Only the first two parameters are required. If either of the first two parameters is not valid, an exception is generated.

Message strings, as identified by the first parameter, are strings with replaceable arguments. The replaceable arguments within
the string have the format "%n", where "n" is a monotonically increasing integer starting with one (1). For example, the following
string has two replaceable arguments: "Operation %1 failed with code %2".

See Also
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Get Application ID Functoid
Use the Get Application ID functoid ( ) to retrieve an identifier for an application object.

Input
Parameter 1: A string of up to 50 characters that identifies the type of the object being referenced.

Parameter 2: A string of up to 50 characters that identifies the application instance.

Parameter 3: A string of up to 50 characters that identifies the common object.

Output
Output 1: A string of up to 50 characters that identifies the corresponding application object. If no such object is found, an empty
string is returned.

Remarks
If the object type (parameter 1) or the application instance (parameter 2) is not valid, an exception is generated.

See Also

Database Functoids Reference

Database Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map

Format Message Functoid

Get Application Value Functoid

Get Common ID Functoid

Get Common Value Functoid

Set Common ID Functoid
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Get Application Value Functoid
Use the Get Application Value functoid ( ) to retrieve an application value.

Input
Parameter 1: A string of up to 50 characters that identifies the type of the object being referenced.

Parameter 2: A string of up to 50 characters that identifies the type of the application.

Parameter 3: A string of up to 50 characters that contains the common value.

Output
Output 1: A string of up to 50 characters that contains the corresponding application value. If no such value is found, an empty
string is returned.

Remarks
If the object type (parameter 1) or the application type (parameter 2) is not valid, an exception is generated.

See Also

Database Functoids Reference

Database Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map

Format Message Functoid

Get Application ID Functoid

Get Common ID Functoid

Get Common Value Functoid

Set Common ID Functoid
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Get Common ID Functoid
Use the Get Common ID functoid ( ) to retrieve an identifier for a common object.

Input
Parameter 1: A string of up to 50 characters that identifies the type of the object being referenced.

Parameter 2: A string of up to 50 characters that identifies the application instance.

Parameter 3: A string of up to 50 characters that identifies the application object.

Output
Output 1: A string of up to 50 characters that identifies the corresponding common object. If no such object is found, an empty
string is returned.

Remarks
If the object type (parameter 1) or the application instance (parameter 2) is not valid, an exception is generated.

See Also

Database Functoids Reference

Database Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map

Format Message Functoid

Get Application ID Functoid

Get Application Value Functoid

Get Common Value Functoid

Set Common ID Functoid
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Get Common Value Functoid
Use the Get Common Value functoid ( ) to retrieve a common value.

Input
Parameter 1: A string of up to 50 characters that identifies the type of the object being referenced.

Parameter 2: A string of up to 50 characters that identifies the type of the application.

Parameter 3: A string of up to 50 characters that contains the application value.

Output
Output 1: A string of up to 50 characters that contains the corresponding common value. If no such value is found, an empty
string is returned.

Remarks
If the object type (parameter 1) or the application type (parameter 2) is not valid, an exception is generated.

See Also

Database Functoids Reference

Database Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map

Format Message Functoid

Get Application ID Functoid

Get Application Value Functoid

Get Common ID Functoid

Set Common ID Functoid
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Set Common ID Functoid
Use the Set Common ID functoid ( ) to set and return an identifier for a common object.

Input
Parameter 1: A string of up to 50 characters that identifies the type of the object being referenced.

Parameter 2: A string of up to 50 characters that identifies the application instance.

Parameter 3: A string of up to 50 characters that identifies the application object.

Parameter 4: An optional string of up to 50 characters that identifies the common object. An empty string for this parameter is
treated the same as the parameter not being specified.

Output
Output 1: A string of up to 50 characters that identifies the common object, and that is either the same identifier as the fourth
parameter or, when the optional fourth parameter is not specified, an automatically generated string that identifies the common
object.

Remarks
If parameter 4, identifying the common object, is not specified, then a unique common identifier is generated and associated with
the application identifier.

Only the first three parameters are required. If either of the first two parameters is not valid, an exception is generated.

An exception is also generated if either of the following conditions is encountered:

The indicated application object already has a common object associated with it.
The common object, as indicated by using the optional fourth parameter, is not found.

See Also

Database Functoids Reference

Database Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map

Format Message Functoid

Get Application ID Functoid

Get Application Value Functoid

Get Common ID Functoid

Get Common Value Functoid
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Value Extractor Functoid
Use the Value Extractor functoid ( ) to extract the value from a specified column in a Microsoft ActiveX Data Objects (ADO)
recordset, which is returned by the Database Lookup functoid.

Input
Parameter 1: An ADO recordset, which is the output of the Database Lookup functoid. This recordset never contains more than
one database row.

Parameter 2: The name of a column from which to extract a value for output.

Output
Output 1: A value from the specified column in the single-row ADO recordset that was retrieved by using the Database Lookup
functoid.

Remarks
To avoid errors that are only detected at run time, make sure that the first parameter to the Value Extractor functoid is the
output of a Database Lookup functoid and not the output of any other functoid in the Database category.

See Also

Database Functoids Reference

Database Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map

Database Lookup Functoid

Error Return Functoid
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Importing Data for the Cross Referencing Functoids
The cross referencing database functoids use data from tables stored in the BizTalkMgmtDb SQL Server database. The
Configuration Wizard creates the necessary tables in the database during installation. The tables are, however, initially empty.

The BizTalk Server Cross Reference Import tool (btsxrefimport.exe) reads data from a group of nine XML documents and stores
the data in the appropriate tables.

Note  You must populate the tables in order to use the cross referencing functoids (Format Message, Get
Application ID, Get Application Value, Get Common ID, Get Common Value, and Set Common Value).

This section describes how to the use the tool, and the format of each of the required XML documents.

This section contains:

BizTalk Server Cross Reference Import Tool (BTSXRefImport.exe)
SetUp-Files Document
listOfAppType Document
listOfAppInstance Document
listOfIDXRef Document
listOfIDXRefData Document
listOfValueXRef Document
listOfValueXRefData Document
listOfMessageDef Document
listOfMessageText Document
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BizTalk Server Cross Reference Import Tool
(BTSXRefImport.exe)
The BizTalk Server Cross Reference Import tool reads data from a series of XML files and stores the information in SQL Server
tables.

Argument Description
setupfile An XML document file in the format described in SetUp-Files Document containing the names of the data files.

Remarks

The import tool does not create the SQL Server tables. Rather, the BizTalk Server Configuration Wizard automatically creates the
required tables during installation. For more information about the configuration wizard, see Using the Configuration Wizard.

Example

In the following command, btsxrefimport reads the names of the data files from the XML document in the file setupfile.xml:

See Also

SetUp-Files Document

Importing Data for the Cross Referencing Functoids
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SetUp-Files Document
The SetUp-Files document contains information about the names and locations of the data files to import. It has the following
structure:

The following table describes each element and its contents:

Element Description
App_Type_file Path and name of the file containing the listOfAppType document. For more information, see

listOfAppType Document document.
App_Instance_f
ile

Path and name of the file containing the listOfAppInstance document. For more information, see
listOfAppInstance Document document.

IDXRef_file Path and name of the file containing the listOfIDXRef document. For more information, see
listOfIDXRef Document document.

IDXRef_Data_fil
e

Path and name of the file containing the listOfIDXRefData document. For more information, see
listOfIDXRefData Document document.

ValueXRef_file Path and name of the file containing the listOfValueXRef document. For more information, see
listOfValueXRef Document document.

ValueXRef_Dat
a_file

Path and name of the file containing the listOfValueXRefData document. For more information, see
listOfValueXRefData Document document.

Msg_Def_file Path and name of the file containing the listOfMessageDef document. For more information, see
listOfMessageDef Document document.

Msg_Text_file Path and name of the file containing the listOfMessageText document. For more information, see
listOfMessageText Document document.

You may give the files any names you choose. However, each of the files must contain the XML document of the indicated type.

See Also

Importing Data for the Cross Referencing Functoids
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<Setup-Files>
    <App_Type_file>c:\ListOfAppType.xml</App_Type_file>
    <App_Instance_file>c:\ListOfAppInstance.xml</App_Instance_file>
    <IDXRef_file>c:\ListOfIDXRef.xml</IDXRef_file>
    <IDXRef_Data_file>c:\ListOfIDXRefData.xml</IDXRef_Data_file>
    <ValueXRef_file>c:\ListOfValueXRef.xml</ValueXRef_file>
    <ValueXRef_Data_file>c:\ListOfValueXRef_Data.xml</ValueXRef_Data_file>
    <Msg_Def_file>c:\ListOfMessageDefinition.xml</Msg_Def_file>
    <Msg_Text_file>c:\ListOfMessageText.xml</Msg_Text_file>
</Setup-Files>
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listOfAppType Document
The listOfAppType document contains data stored in the xref_AppType SQL Server table. The document has the following
structure:

The following table describes the elements of the document:

Element Description
appType Contains a single name element.
name A string of up to 50 characters that is the name of an application.

The names in this document are placed in the xref_AppType SQL Server table where they are mapped to unique integers used as
values in other tables.

See Also

Importing Data for the Cross Referencing Functoids

listOfAppInstance Document
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<listOfAppType>
    <appType>
        <name>ApplicationOne</name>
    </appType>
    <appType>
        <name>ApplicationTwo</name>
    </appType>
    <appType>
        <name>ApplicationThree</name>
    </appType>
    <appType>
        <name>ApplicationFour</name>
    </appType>
</listOfAppType>
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listOfAppInstance Document
The listOfAppInstance document contains data stored in the xref_AppInstance SQL Server table. The document has the
following structure:

The following table describes the elements of the document:

Element Description
appInsta
nce

Contains an instance element and a type element.

instance A string of up to 50 characters that is an identifier for an instance of an application.
type A string of up to 50 characters indicating the application type. The value must match one of the name elements entered

in the listOfAppType document.

The instance values in this document are placed in the xref_AppInstance SQL Server table where they are mapped to unique
integers used as values in other tables.

See Also

Importing Data for the Cross Referencing Functoids

listOfAppType Document
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<listOfAppInstance>
    <appInstance>
        <instance>ApplicationOne_01</instance>
        <type>ApplicationOne</type>
    </appInstance>
    <appInstance>
        <instance>ApplicationOne_02</instance>
        <type>ApplicationOne</type>
    </appInstance>
    <appInstance>
        <instance>ApplicationTwo_01</instance>
        <type>ApplicationTwo</type>
    </appInstance>
    <appInstance>
        <instance>ApplicationThree_01</instance>
        <type>ApplicationThree</type>
    </appInstance>
    <appInstance>
        <instance>ApplicationFour_01</instance>
        <type>ApplicationFour</type>
    </appInstance>
</listOfAppInstance>
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listOfIDXRef Document
The listOfIDXRef document contains data stored in the xref_IDXRef SQL Server table. The document has the following structure:

The following table describes the elements of the document:

Eleme
nt

Description

idXRef Contains a name element.
name A string of up to 50 characters indicating the application type. The value must match one of the name elements entered i

n the listOfAppType document.

The name values in this document are placed in the xref_IDXRef SQL Server table where they are mapped to unique integers
used as values in other tables.

See Also

Importing Data for the Cross Referencing Functoids

listOfIDXRefData Document
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<listOfIDXRef>
    <idXRef>
        <name>Customer</name>
    </idXRef>
    <idXRef>
        <name>Order</name>
    </idXRef>
    <idXRef>
        <name>Contact</name>
    </idXRef>
    <idXRef>
        <name>Payment</name>
    </idXRef>
</listOfIDXRef>
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listOfIDXRefData Document
The listOfIDXRefData document contains data stored in the xref_IDXRefData SQL Server table. The document has the
following structure:

The document consists of one or more idXRef elements. The following table describes the elements of the document:

Element Attribut
e

Description

idXRef  Contains one or more appInstance elements.
idXRef name A string of up to 50 characters matching one of the name elements in the listOfIDXRef document.
appInstan
ce

 Contains one or more appID elements.

appInstan
ce

name A string of up to 50 characters matching one of the instance elements in the listOfAppInstance document.

appID  Contains a string of up to 50 characters specific to the application and that is mapped to the corresponding c
ommonID value.

appID common
ID

A string of up to 50 characters that is mapped to the value of appID.

See Also

Importing Data for the Cross Referencing Functoids

listOfAppInstance Document

listOfIDXRef Document
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<listOfIDXRefData>
    <idXRef name="Customer">
        <appInstance name="ApplicationOne_01">
            <appID commonID="ADDRESS6">LOCALADDRESS</appID>
            <appID commonID="ADDRESS7">NON-LOCALADDRESS</appID>
        </appInstance>
    </idXRef>
.
.
.
</listOfIDXRefData>
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listOfValueXRef Document
The listOfValueXRef document contains data stored in the xref_ValueXRef SQL Server table. The document has the following
structure:

The following table describes the elements of the document:

Element Description
valueXRef Contains a single name element.
name A string of up to 50 characters.

The name values in this document are placed in the xref_ValueXRef SQL Server table where they are mapped to unique integers
used as values in other tables.

See Also

Importing Data for the Cross Referencing Functoids

listOfValueXRefData Document
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<?xml version = "1.0" encoding = "UTF-8"?>
<listOfValueXRef>
    <valueXRef>
        <name>Country</name>
    </valueXRef>
    <valueXRef>
        <name>Credit Term</name>
    </valueXRef>
    <valueXRef>
        <name>Order Type</name>
    </valueXRef>
</listOfValueXRef>
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listOfValueXRefData Document
The listOfValueXRefData document contains data stored in the xref_ValueXRefData SQL Server table. The document has the
following structure:

The document contains one or more valueXRef elements. The following table describes the parts of the document:

Element Attribute Description
valueXRe
f

 Contains one or more appType elements.

valueXRe
f

name A string of up to 50 characters that must match one of the name values in the listOfValueXRef docum
ent.

appType  Contains one or more appValue elements.
appType name A string of up to 50 characters that must match one of the name values in the listOfAppType documen

t.
appValue  A string of up to 50 characters that is mapped to the value of the commonValue attribute of the eleme

nt.
appValue commonValu

e
A string of up to 50 characters that is mapped to the value of the element.

See Also

Importing Data for the Cross Referencing Functoids

listOfValueXRef Document

listOfAppType Document
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<listOfValueXRefData>
    <valueXRef name="Credit Term">
        <appType name="ApplicationOne">
            <appValue commonValue="Credit Term 1">001</appValue>
            <appValue commonValue="Credit Term 2">002</appValue>
            <appValue commonValue="Credit Term 3">003</appValue>
            <appValue commonValue="Credit Term 4">004</appValue>
        </appType>
    </valueXRef>
.
.
.
</listOfValueXRefData>
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listOfMessageDef Document
The listOfMessageDef document contains data stored in the xref_MessageDef and xref_MessageArgument SQL Server
tables. The document has the following structure:

The document contains one or more messageDef elements. The following table describes the parts of the document:

Element Attribute Description
messageDef  Contains code, description, and argumentName elements.
code  A string of up to 50 characters that uniquely identifies the message.
description  A string of up to 1000 characters describing the message.
argumentNa
me

 A string of up to 50 characters that is the name of the argument inserted in the message.

argumentNa
me

idXRefNam
e

A string of up to 50 characters that must match one of the idxRefName values in the listOfIDXRef d
ocument.

The code element is mapped to a unique identifier used as a value in other tables.

See Also

Importing Data for the Cross Referencing Functoids

listOfIDXRef Document

listOfMessageText Document
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<listOfMessageDef>
    <messageDef>
        <code>INVALID_CREDIT</code>
        <description>The credit code is not valid.</description>
        <argumentName idXRefName="Credit Type">Credit Type</argumentName>
    </messageDef>
.
.
.
</listOfMessageDef>
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listOfMessageText Document
The listOfMessageText document contains data stored in the xref_MessageText SQL Server table. The document has the
following structure:

The document contains one or more messageText elements. The following table describes the parts of the document:

Element Attribut
e

Description

messageTex
t

 A parameterized string of up to 1000 characters containing the text of a message.

messageTex
t

code A string of up to 50 characters that must match one of the code values in the listOfMessageDef docume
nt.

See Also

Importing Data for the Cross Referencing Functoids

listOfMessageDef Document
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<listOfMessageText lang="en-us">
    <messageText code="INVALID_CREDIT">Invalid Credit '%1'</messageText>
.
.
.
</listOfMessageText>
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Date and Time Functoids Reference
Use Date and Time functoids to retrieve current date and time information, and to perform simple date arithmetic calculations.

The date and time formats used by the Date and Time functoids are ISO 8601-compliant.

For conceptual information about Date and Time functoids, see Date and Time Functoids.

The following table shows the functoids in the Date and Time category.

Date and Time functoid Description
  Add Days Adds a specified number of days to a specified date.
  Date Retrieves the current date in the format YYYY-MM-DD.
  Date and Time Retrieves the current date and time in the format YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss (using 24 hour notation).
  Time Retrieves the current time in the format hh:mm:ss (using 24 hour notation).

See Also

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map
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Add Days Functoid
Use the Add Days functoid ( ) to add a specified number of days to a specified date.

Input
Parameter 1: A date string in the format YYYY-MM-DD or a date/time string in the format YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss to which the
specified number of days is added.

Parameter 2: A numeric value that is interpreted as the number of days to be added to the specified date.

Output
Output 1: A date string in the format YYYY-MM-DD that is the result of adding the specified number of days to the specified date.

Remarks
The date format used by this functoid is ISO 8601-compliant.

For example, suppose that your company always fulfills purchase orders within two days of receiving them. When you create a
map that creates a purchase order acknowledgment from a purchase order, you can use the Add Days functoid to add two days
to the current date (returned by the Date functoid) and use that value in the acknowledgment as the date by which the purchase
order will be fulfilled.

See Also

Date and Time Functoids Reference

Date and Time Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map
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Date Functoid
Use the Date functoid ( ) to retrieve the current date in the format YYYY-MM-DD.

Input
None.

Output
Output 1: A date string in the format YYYY-MM-DD that represents the current date.

Remarks
The date format used by this functoid is ISO 8601-compliant.

See Also

Date and Time Functoids Reference

Date and Time Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map
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Date and Time Functoid
Use the Date and Time functoid ( ) to retrieve the current date and time in the format YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss.

Input
None.

Output
Output 1: A date/time string in the format YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss that represents the current date and time.

Remarks
The date and time formats used by this functoid are ISO 8601-compliant.

This functoid can be useful when a field in a destination message that is being created from a source message and a map is meant
to contain a time stamp, such as the date and time when the message was processed.

The time portion of the output of this functoid is expressed by using a 24 hour notation (for example, 2 P.M. is expressed as
"14:00:00").

See Also

Date and Time Functoids Reference

Date and Time Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map
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Time Functoid
Use the Time functoid ( ) to retrieve the current time in the format hh:mm:ss.

Input
None.

Output
Output 1: A time string in the format hh:mm:ss that represents the current time.

Remarks
The time format used by this functoid is ISO 8601-compliant.

The output of this functoid is expressed by using 24 hour notation (for example, 2 P.M. is expressed as "14:00:00").

See Also

Date and Time Functoids Reference

Date and Time Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map
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Logical Functoids Reference
Use Logical functoids to perform a variety of logical operations, often controlling whether a particular element or attribute is
created in an output instance message.

Important  Because Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 uses the underlying functionality of the .NET Framework, the
results produced by some of the Logical functoids may vary from the equivalent functoids in earlier versions of
BizTalk Server. For example, Logical functoids are case-sensitive when comparing two strings: "Abc" and "abc" are not
equal. The exception to this rule is when Logical functoids compare strings that represent the Boolean values True
and False:"True" and "true" are equal. You should test your maps thoroughly to ensure that you are getting the results
you expect.

Unless otherwise noted, Logical functoids always output a Boolean value, either True or False. This means that you cannot use
the ouput of a Logical functoid as the input to a functoid that is expecting a string, such as the Uppercase functoid, hoping to
yield an output string like "TRUE". In other words, you cannot directly connect the output of a Logical functoid to some node or
functoid that is expecting string versions of True and False ("true", "True", "TRUE", "false", "False", "FALSE", and so on).

On the other hand, Logical functoids do accept a few different data types (Boolean values, strings, and numbers) as input values.
They use standard semantics to interpret and compare such values. The best practice is to pass two parameters of the same data
type, which results in the following actions:

When both input parameters are Boolean values, a logical comparison is performed.
When both input parameters are numbers, both are converted to Boolean values where non-zero values become Boolean
True and zero values become Boolean False, followed by a logical comparison.
When both input parameters are strings, a case-sensitive string comparison is performed. If appropriate, use either the
Uppercase or Lowercase functoid to force both input strings to the same case. Note that passing strings to the Logical AND
and Logical OR functoids does not yield meaningful results.

The following two obscure cases are also supported:

If one input parameter is a number and the other input parameter is a string, a case-sensitive string comparison is
performed. This means that the string needs to be a string version of a number for the comparison to be meaningful.
If one input parameter is Boolean and the other input parameter is a string, use the literal string "true" (case-sensitive) to
represent the Boolean value True and the literal string "false" (case-sensitive) to represent the Boolean value False. Other
string values for True and False are not supported for all Logical functoids, including differences in case only.

Passing a Boolean input parameter and a numeric input parameter is not supported in a meaningful way.

For conceptual information about Logical functoids, see Logical Functoids.

The following table shows the functoids in the Logical category.

Logical functoid Description
  Equal Tests whether the two input parameters are equal.
  Greater Than Tests whether the first input parameter is greater than the second input parameter.
  Greater Than or Equal ToTests whether the first input parameter is greater than or equal to the second input parameter.
  Less Than Tests whether the first input parameter is less than the second input parameter.
  Less Than or Equal To Tests whether the first input parameter is less than or equal to the second input parameter.
  Logical AND Determines whether all of the specified input parameters are true.
  Logical Date Determines whether the input parameter is a date.
  Logical Existence Determines whether the record or field that is linked to it exists in a particular source instance messa

ge.
  Logical Numeric Determines whether the input parameter is a numeric value.
  Logical OR Determines whether any of the specified input parameters are true.
  Logical String Determines whether the input parameter is a string.
  Not Equal Tests whether the two input parameters are not equal.

See Also

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map
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Equal Functoid
Use the Equal functoid ( ) to test whether the two input parameters are equal.

Input
Parameter 1: A value to be tested for equality with the parameter 2.

Parameter 2: A value to be tested for equality with the parameter 1.

Output
Output 1: The Boolean value True if the values of the two input parameters are equal; the Boolean value False otherwise.

Remarks
Input parameter values can be in a variety of data types (string, numeric, or logical). For more information about how the Logical
functoids handle input parameters of different types, see Logical Functoids Reference.

See Also

Logical Functoids Reference

Logical Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map
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Greater Than Functoid
Use the Greater Than functoid ( ) to test whether the first input parameter is greater than the second input parameter.

Input
Parameter 1: A value to be tested to determine whether it is greater than parameter 2.

Parameter 2: A value to be tested to determine whether it is greater than parameter 1.

Output
Output 1: The Boolean value True if the value of the first input parameter is greater than the value of the second input
parameter; the Boolean value False otherwise.

Remarks
Input parameter values can be in a variety of data types (string, numeric, or logical). For more information about how the Logical
functoids handle input parameters of different types, see Logical Functoids Reference.

See Also

Logical Functoids Reference

Logical Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map

Greater Than or Equal To Functoid
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Greater Than or Equal To Functoid
Use the Greater Than or Equal To functoid ( ) to test whether the first input parameter is greater than or equal to the second
input parameter.

Input
Parameter 1: A value to be tested to determine whether it is greater than or equal to parameter 2.

Parameter 2: A value to be tested to determine whether it is greater than or equal to parameter 1.

Output
Output 1: The Boolean value True if the value of the first input parameter is greater than or equal to the value of the second
input parameter; the Boolean value False otherwise.

Remarks
Input parameter values can be in a variety of data types (string, numeric, or logical). For more information about how the Logical
functoids handle input parameters of different types, see Logical Functoids Reference.

See Also

Logical Functoids Reference

Logical Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map

Greater Than Functoid
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Less Than Functoid
Use the Less Than functoid ( ) to test whether the first input parameter is less than the second input parameter.

Input
Parameter 1: A value to be tested to determine whether it is less than parameter 2.

Parameter 2: A value to be tested to determine whether it is less than parameter 1.

Output
Output 1: The Boolean value True if the value of the first input parameter is less than the value of the second input parameter;
the Boolean value False otherwise.

Remarks
Input parameter values can be in a variety of data types (string, numeric, or logical). For more information about how the Logical
functoids handle input parameters of different types, see Logical Functoids Reference.

See Also

Logical Functoids Reference

Logical Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map

Less Than or Equal To Functoid
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Less Than or Equal To Functoid
Use the Less Than or Equal To functoid ( ) to test whether the first input parameter is less than or equal to the second input
parameter.

Input
Parameter 1: A value to be tested to determine whether it is less than or equal to parameter 2.

Parameter 2: A value to be tested to determine whether it is less than or equal to parameter 1.

Output
Output 1: The Boolean value True if the value of the first input parameter is less than or equal to the value of the second input
parameter; the Boolean value False otherwise.

Remarks
Input parameter values can be in a variety of data types (string, numeric, or logical). For more information about how the Logical
functoids handle input parameters of different types, see Logical Functoids Reference.

See Also

Logical Functoids Reference

Logical Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map

Less Than Functoid
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Logical AND Functoid
Use the Logical AND functoid ( ) to determine whether all of the specified input parameters evaluate to True.

Input
Parameter 1: A value that can be evaluated as either True or False.

Parameters 2 - 100: Values that can be evaluated as either True or False.

Output
Output 1: The Boolean value True if all of the specified input parameters evaluate to True; the Boolean value False otherwise.

Remarks
Input parameter values can be in a variety of data types (string, numeric, or logical), although passing strings to this functoid does
not yield a meaningful result. For more information about how the Logical functoids handle input parameters of different types,
see Logical Functoids Reference.

See Also

Logical Functoids Reference

Logical Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map
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Logical Date Functoid
Use the Logical Date functoid ( ) to determine whether the input parameter is a date.

Input
Parameter 1: A string that may or may not be interpretable as an ISO-8601 formatted date.

Output
Output 1: The Boolean value True if the input parameter is determined to be a date; the Boolean value False otherwise.

Remarks
BizTalk Mapper, and XML in general, require date and time values to be specified in ISO-8601 format. However, this functoid will
return the Boolean value True for any date format that is acceptable to the .NET Convert.ToDateTime method using invariant
culture.

See Also

Logical Functoids Reference

Logical Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map
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Logical Existence Functoid
Use the Logical Existence functoid ( ) to determine whether the Record, Field Element, or Field Attribute node that is linked
to it exists in a particular input instance message.

Input
Parameter 1: A link from a Record, Field Element, or Field Attribute node in the source schema that may or may not exist in a
particular input instance message.

Output
Output 1: The Boolean value True if the element or attribute that corresponds to the Record, Field Element, or Field Attribute
node that is linked to this functoid exists in a particular input instance message; the Boolean value False otherwise.

Remarks
The node in the source schema to which this functoid is linked must be a node that corresponds to an actual element or attribute
in an instance message.

See Also

Logical Functoids Reference

Logical Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map
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Logical Numeric Functoid
Use the Logical Numeric functoid ( ) to determine whether the input parameter is a numeric value.

Input
Parameter 1: A value that may or may not be numeric.

Output
Output 1: The Boolean value True if the value specified by the input parameter is numeric; the Boolean value False otherwise.

See Also

Logical Functoids Reference

Logical Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map
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Logical OR Functoid
Use the Logical OR functoid ( ) to determine whether any of the specified input parameters evaluate to True.

Input
Parameter 1: A value that can be evaluated as either True or False.

Parameters 2 - 100: Values that can be evaluated as either True or False.

Output
Output 1: The Boolean value True if any of the specified input parameters evaluate to True; the Boolean value False otherwise.

Remarks
Input parameter values can be in a variety of data types (string, numeric, or logical), although passing strings to this functoid does
not yield a meaningful result. For more information about how the Logical functoids handle input parameters of different types,
see Logical Functoids Reference.

See Also

Logical Functoids Reference

Logical Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map
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Logical String Functoid
Use the Logical String functoid ( ) to determine whether the input parameter is a string.

Input
Parameter 1: A value that may or may not be a string.

Output
Output 1: The Boolean value True if the value specified by the input parameter is a string; the Boolean value False otherwise.

See Also

Logical Functoids Reference

Logical Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map
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Not Equal Functoid
Use the Not Equal functoid ( ) to test whether the two input parameters are not equal.

Input
Parameter 1: A value to be tested for inequality with parameter 2.

Parameter 2: A value to be tested for inequality with parameter 1.

Output
Output 1: The Boolean value True if the values of the two input parameters are not equal; the Boolean value False otherwise.

Remarks
Input parameter values can be in a variety of data types (string, numeric, or logical). For more information about how the Logical
functoids handle input parameters of different types, see Logical Functoids Reference.

See Also

Logical Functoids Reference

Logical Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map
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Mathematical Functoids Reference
Use Mathematical functoids to perform a variety of basic mathematical operations.

Important  Because Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 uses the underlying functionality of the .NET Framework, the
results produced by some of the Mathematical functoids may vary from the equivalent functoids in earlier versions
of BizTalk Server. You should test your maps thoroughly to ensure that you are getting the results you expect.

When a Mathematical functoid determines that one or more of its input parameters is not valid, it cancels the operation and
returns an empty string, such that a field in an output instance message is created as "<FieldName></FieldName>" and the
string Size functoid returns zero (0).

When the input parameter descriptions specify a numeric value, strings that can be interpreted as numbers are also accepted.

For conceptual information about Mathematical functoids, see Mathematical Functoids.

The following table shows the functoids in the Mathematical category.

Mathematical functoid Description
  Absolute Value Calculates the absolute value of the specified value.
  Addition Calculates the sum of the numeric input parameters.
  Division Calculates the quotient of the specified dividend and divisor.
  Integer Returns the integer portion of a numeric input parameter.
  Maximum Value Determines the largest value among the numeric input parameters.
  Minimum Value Determines the smallest value among the numeric input parameters.
  Modulo Calculates the remainder of the specified integer division.
  Multiplication Calculates the product of the numeric input parameters.
  Round Rounds the specified numeric input parameter to the nearest specified number of decimal places.
  Square Root Calculates the square root of a specified numeric value.
  Subtraction Calculates the result of subtracting up to 99 numeric values from another numeric value.

See Also

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map
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Absolute Value Functoid
Use the Absolute Value functoid ( ) to calculate the absolute value of the specified value.

Input
Parameter 1: A numeric value, positive or negative, for which the absolute value is sought.

Output
Output 1: A numeric value that is the absolute value of the specified numeric value.

See Also

Mathematical Functoids Reference

Mathematical Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map
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Addition Functoid
Use the Addition functoid ( ) to calculate the sum of the numeric input parameters.

Input
Parameter 1: A numeric value.

Parameters 2 - 100: Numeric values.

Output
Output 1: A numeric value that is the sum of the specified numeric input parameters.

See Also

Mathematical Functoids Reference

Mathematical Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map
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Division Functoid
Use the Division functoid ( ) to calculate the quotient of the specified dividend and divisor.

Input
Parameter 1: A numeric value (the dividend) that is to be divided by the numeric value of the second input parameter.

Parameter 2: A numeric value (the divisor) that is to be divided into the numeric value specified by the first input parameter.

Output
Output 1: A numeric value that is the quotient of the specified dividend and divisor.

Remarks
This functoid can be used with real numbers and integers.

See Also

Mathematical Functoids Reference

Mathematical Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map
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Integer Functoid
Use the Integer functoid ( ) to return the integer portion of a numeric input parameter.

Input
Parameter 1: A numeric value for which the integer portion is sought.

Output
Output 1: An integer value that is the integer portion of the specified real number.

Remarks
This functoid removes the decimal point of a number and any digits to the right of the decimal point. Therefore, it is pointless to
call this functoid if you know that the input value can never contain a decimal point.

See Also

Mathematical Functoids Reference

Mathematical Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map

Round Functoid
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Maximum Value Functoid
Use the Maximum Value functoid ( ) to determine the largest value among the numeric input parameters.

Input
Parameter 1: A numeric value

Parameters 2 - 100: Numeric values.

Output
Output 1: A numeric value that is the largest of the specified numeric input parameters.

See Also

Mathematical Functoids Reference

Mathematical Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map
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Minimum Value Functoid
Use the Minimum Value functoid ( ) to determine the smallest value among the numeric input parameters.

Input
Parameter 1: A numeric value.

Parameters 2 - 100: Numeric values.

Output
Output 1: A numeric value that is the smallest of the specified numeric input parameters.

See Also

Mathematical Functoids Reference

Mathematical Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map
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Modulo Functoid
Use the Modulo functoid ( ) to calculate the remainder of the specified integer division.

Input
Parameter 1: An integer value (the dividend) that is to be divided by the integer value of the second input parameter.

Parameter 2: An integer value (the divisor) that is to be divided into the integer value specified by the first input parameter.

Output
Output 1: An integer value that is the remainder of the integer division of the specified dividend and divisor.

Remarks
This functoid expects integer input parameters and produces an integer output.

See Also

Mathematical Functoids Reference

Mathematical Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map
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Multiplication Functoid
Use the Multiplication functoid ( ) to determine the product of the numeric input parameters.

Input
Parameter 1: A numeric value.

Parameters 2 - 100: Numeric values.

Output
Output 1: A numeric value that is the product of the specified numeric input parameters.

See Also

Mathematical Functoids Reference

Mathematical Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map
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Round Functoid
Use the Round functoid ( ) to round the specified numeric input parameter to the nearest specified number of decimal places.

Input
Parameter 1: A numeric value to be rounded to the nearest number of decimal places, as specified by parameter 2.

Parameter 2: A numeric value that is a (presumably small) whole number representing the number of decimal places to which
the number specified by parameter 1 will be rounded.

Output
Output 1: A numeric value that is the result of rounding the number specified by parameter 1 to the number of decimal places
specified by parameter 2.

Remarks
If parameter 2 is zero (0) or not provided, the result is a whole number.

This functoid uses standard calculating rules for rounding. For example, for whole number rounding, as when the second input
parameter is 0, a value of 1.49999 is rounded down to 1 and a value of 1.5 is rounded up to 2. The same principle applies for
other numbers of decimal places.

See Also

Mathematical Functoids Reference

Mathematical Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map

Integer Functoid
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Square Root Functoid
Use the Square Root functoid ( ) to calculate the square root of a specified numeric value.

Input
Parameter 1: A numeric value for which the square root is sought.

Output
Output 1: A numeric value that is the square root of the specified value.

See Also

Mathematical Functoids Reference

Mathematical Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map
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Subtraction Functoid
Use the Subtraction functoid ( ) to calculate the result of subtracting up to 99 numeric values from another numeric value.

Input
Parameter 1: A numeric value from which is to be subtracted the combined values of all of the other specified numeric values.

Parameters 2 - 100: Additional numeric values, the combined value of which is to be subtracted from the value specified by
parameter 1.

Output
Output 1: A numeric value that is the result of subtracting all subsequent specified numeric values from the numeric value
specified by parameter 1.

Remarks
Consider the following example of a result produced by this functoid:

Parameter 1, P1, is 20.
Parameter 2, P2, is 3.
Parameter 3, P3, is 2.
Parameter 4, P4, is 4.
Parameter 5, P5, is 6.

P1 - (P2 + P3 + P4 + P5) = Output    or    20 - (3 + 2 + 4 + 6) = 5

See Also

Mathematical Functoids Reference

Mathematical Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map
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Scientific Functoids Reference
Use Scientific functoids to perform a variety of standard trigonometric, logarithmic, and exponential calculations.

Important  Because Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 uses the underlying functionality of the .NET Framework, the
results produced by some of the Scientific functoids may vary from the equivalent functoids in earlier versions of
BizTalk Server. For example, very large values returned as output of these functoids may be returned as "Infinity"
rather than an exponential value. You should test your maps thoroughly to ensure that you are getting the results you
expect.

When a Scientific functoid determines that one or more of its input parameters is not valid, it cancels the operation and returns
an empty string, such that a field in an output instance message is created as "<FieldName></FieldName>" and the string Size
functoid returns zero (0).

When the input parameter descriptions specify a numeric value, strings that can be interpreted as numbers are also accepted.

For conceptual information about Scientific functoids, see Scientific Functoids.

The following table shows the functoids in the Scientific category.

Scientific functoid Description
  10^n Returns the number 10 raised to a specified power.
  Arc Tangent Functoid Returns the arc tangent of a number.
  Base-Specified Logarithm Returns the base-specified logarithm of a value.
  Common Logarithm Returns the base 10 logarithm of a value.
  Cosine Returns the cosine of an angle.
  Natural Exponential Function Returns e raised to a specified power.
  Natural Logarithm Returns the base e logarithm of a value.
  Sine Returns the sine of an angle.
  Tangent Returns the tangent of an angle.
  X^Y Raises a specified value to the power of another specified value.

See Also

Scientific Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map
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10^n Functoid
Use the 10^n functoid ( ) to return the number 10 raised to a specified power.

Input
Parameter 1: A numeric value to which power the number 10 will be raised.

Output
Output 1: A numeric value that is the result of raising the number 10 to the specified power.

See Also

Scientific Functoids Reference
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Arc Tangent Functoid
Use the Arc Tangent functoid ( ) to return the arc tangent of a number.

Input
Parameter 1: A numeric value for which the arc tangent is sought.

Output
Output 1: A numeric value, in radians, that is the arc tangent of the specified number.

Remarks
The Arc Tangent functoid performs the inverse operation of the Tangent functoid.

A radian is a unit of measure of angles, such that there are 2&pi; radians in a circle. It follows that:

2&pi; radians equals 360 degrees
1 radian = 180/&pi; degrees
1 degree = &pi;/180 radians

See Also

Scientific Functoids Reference

Scientific Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map
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Base-Specified Logarithm Functoid
Use the Base-Specified Logarithm functoid ( ) to return the base-specified logarithm of a value.

Input
Parameter 1: A numeric value that serves as the result for this logarithmic calculation.

Parameter 2: A numeric value that serves as the base for this logarithmic calculation.

Output
Output 1: A numeric value that is the power to which the value specified by parameter 2 must be raised to equal the value
specified by parameter 1.

Remarks
This functoid performs the following logarithmic calculation, where parameter 1 is P1, parameter 2 is P2, and the output is R:

P2 ^ R = P1   (P2 raised to the power of R equals P1)

See Also

Scientific Functoids Reference
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Common Logarithm Functoid
Use the Common Logarithm functoid ( ) to return the base 10 logarithm of a value.

Input
Parameter 1: A numeric value that serves as the result for this logarithmic calculation.

Output
Output 1: A numeric value that is the power to which the number 10 must be raised to equal the value specified by the input
parameter.

Remarks
This functoid performs the following logarithmic calculation, where the input parameter is P and the output is R:

10 ^ R = P   (10 raised to the power of R equals P)

See Also

Scientific Functoids Reference
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Cosine Functoid
Use the Cosine functoid ( ) to return the cosine of an angle.

Input
Parameter 1: A numeric value that is an angle, specified in radians, for which the cosine is sought.

Output
Output 1: A numeric value that is the cosine of the specified angle.

Remarks
This functoid performs the following trigonometric calculation, where for a right triangle, A is one of the acute angles, H is the
length of the hypotenuse, and S is the length of the other adjacent side.

Cosine(A) = S / H (cosine of angle is the adjacent side over the hypotenuse)

A radian is a unit of measure of angles, such that there are 2&pi; radians in a circle. It follows that:

2&pi; radians equals 360 degrees
1 radian = 180/&pi; degrees
1 degree = &pi;/180 radians

See Also

Scientific Functoids Reference
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Adding Basic Functoids to a Map
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Natural Exponential Functoid
Use the Natural Exponential functoid ( ) to return e raised to a specified power.

Input
Parameter 1: A numeric value that is the power to which e is to be raised.

Output
Output 1: A numeric value that is e raised to the specified power.

Remarks
This functoid performs the following exponential calculation, where the input parameter is P and the output is R:

e ^ P = R   (e raised to the power of P equals R)

See Also

Scientific Functoids Reference
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Natural Logarithm Functoid
Use the Natural Logarithm functoid ( ) to return the base e logarithm of a value.

Input
Parameter 1: A numeric value that serves as the result for this logarithmic calculation.

Output
Output 1: A numeric value that is the power to which the number e must be raised to equal the value specified by the input
parameter.

Remarks
This functoid performs the following logarithmic calculation, where the input parameter is P and the output is R:

e ^ R = P   (e raised to the power of R equals P)

See Also

Scientific Functoids Reference
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Sine Functoid
Use the Sine functoid ( ) to return the sine of an angle.

Input
Parameter 1: A numeric value that is an angle, specified in radians, for which the sine is sought.

Output
Output 1: A numeric value that is the sine of the specified angle.

Remarks
This functoid performs the following trigonometric calculation, where for a right triangle, A is one of the acute angles, H is the
length of the hypotenuse, and S is the length of the side opposite the angle.

Sine(A) = S / H (sine of angle is the opposite side over the hypotenuse)

A radian is a unit of measure of angles, such that there are 2&pi; radians in a circle. It follows that:

2&pi; radians equals 360 degrees
1 radian = 180/&pi; degrees
1 degree = &pi;/180 radians

See Also

Scientific Functoids Reference

Scientific Functoids

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map
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Tangent Functoid
Use the Tangent functoid ( ) to return the tangent of an angle.

Input
Parameter 1: A numeric value that is an angle, specified in radians, for which the tangent is sought.

Output
Output 1: A numeric value that is the tangent of the specified angle.

Remarks
This functoid performs the following trigonometric calculation, where for a right triangle, A is one of the acute angles, S is the
length of the non-hypotenuse adjacent side, and O is the length of the side opposite the angle.

Tangent(A) = O / S (tangent of angle is the opposite side over the adjacent side)

The tangent of an acute angle is sometimes informally referred to as "rise over run."

The Tangent functoid performs the inverse operation of the Arc Tangent functoid.

A radian is a unit of measure of angles, such that there are 2&pi; radians in a circle. It follows that:

2&pi; radians equals 360 degrees
1 radian = 180/&pi; degrees
1 degree = &pi; /180 radians

See Also
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X^Y Functoid
Use the X^Y functoid ( ) to raise a specified value to the power of another specified value.

Input
Parameter 1: A numeric value to be raised to a specified power.

Parameter 2: A numeric value that is the power to which a specified number will be raised.

Output
Output 1: A numeric value that is the result of raising parameter 1 to the power of parameter 2.

Remarks
This functoid performs the following exponential calculation, where parameter 1 is P1, parameter 2 is P2, and the output is R:

P1 ^ P2 = R   (P1 raised to the power of P2 equals R)

See Also
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String Functoids Reference
Use String functoids to manipulate strings in standard ways.

Important  Because Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 uses the underlying functionality of the .NET Framework, the
results produced by some of the String functoids may vary from the equivalent functoids in earlier versions of BizTalk
Server. For example, string lengths are counted in characters rather than in bytes, which can differ for character
encodings that use more than one byte per character. In such cases, the calculated length of the string may differ from
the apparent length of a displayed string. You should test your maps thoroughly to ensure that you are getting the
results you expect.

For conceptual information about String functoids, see String Functoids.

The following table shows the functoids in the String category.

String functoid Description
  Lowercase Converts any uppercase characters in a string to lowercase.
  Size Functoid Retrieves the length of the specified string.
  String Concatenate Concatenates the specified strings, in the order given.
  String Extract Extracts a substring from the specified string.
  String Find Retrieves the starting position of a specified substring within a specified string.
  String Left Retrieves a specified number of characters from the start of a string.
  String Left Trim Removes leading white space characters from a specified string.
  String Right Retrieves a specified number of characters from the end of a string.
  String Right Trim Removes trailing white space characters from a specified string.
  Uppercase Converts any lowercase characters in a string to uppercase.

See Also

Adding Basic Functoids to a Map
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Lowercase Functoid
Use the Lowercase functoid ( ) to convert any uppercase characters in a string to lowercase.

Input
Parameter 1: A string that is meant to have its uppercase characters, if any, converted to lowercase.

Output
Output 1: A string that is the same as the input string, except that any uppercase characters in it are converted to lowercase.

See Also

String Functoids Reference
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Size Functoid
Use the Size functoid ( ) to retrieve the length of the specified string.

Input
Parameter 1: A string for which the length is sought.

Output
Output 1: A numeric value that is the length of the string.

Remarks
The returned length represents the number of characters in the string, as returned by the Length method of the String class in
the .NET framework. In some cases, for some East Asian languages, the number of glyphs you see on the screen for a particular
string may not be equal to the length returned by this functoid for that same string.

The returned length includes pad characters.

See Also
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String Concatenate Functoid
Use the String Concatenate functoid ( ) to concatenate the specified strings, in the order given.

Input
Parameter 1: A string.

Parameter 2 - 100: Additional strings, to be concatenated with the first string in the order specified.

Output
Output 1: A string that contains the specified strings, concatenated in the order specified.

Remarks
The order in which the input strings are specified is significant; the strings are concatenated in this order.

See Also

String Functoids Reference
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String Extract Functoid
Use the String Extract functoid ( ) to extract a substring from the specified string.

Input
Parameter 1: The string from which to extract the substring.

Parameter 2: A numeric value that is the string position, starting at 1, of the first character of the substring to be extracted.

Parameter 3: A numeric value that is the string position, starting at 1, of the last character of the substring to be extracted.

Output
Output 1: A string that contains the requested substring, or an empty string if the requested substring cannot be extracted due to
incorrect values for parameters 2 and/or 3. However, if parameter 3 exceeds the size of the string, a substring is still returned as
though parameter 3 were set to the exactly the size of the string.

Remarks
String positions are counted starting from one (1).

You can use other string functoids, such as Size, to determine string characteristics, such as length, to avoid passing parameter
values that are out-of-range.

See Also
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String Find Functoid
Use the String Find functoid ( ) to retrieve the starting position of a specified substring within a specified string.

Input
Parameter 1: A string in which a particular substring might exist.

Parameter 2: A substring being sought in the string specified by parameter 1.

Output
Output 1: A numeric value that is the character position, starting at 1, of the first character of the specified substring within the
specified string. Zero (0) indicates that the substring was not found.

Remarks
String positions are counted starting from one (1).

See Also
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String Left Functoid
Use the String Left functoid ( ) to retrieve a specified number of characters from the start of a string.

Input
Parameter 1: A string from which to retrieve a specified number of its starting characters.

Parameter 2: A numeric value that is the number of characters to retrieve.

Output
Output 1: A string that contains the specified number of starting characters from the string specified by parameter 1.

See Also
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String Left Trim Functoid
Use the String Left Trim functoid ( ) to remove leading white space characters from a specified string.

Input
Parameter 1: A string from which the leading white space characters are to be removed.

Output
Output 1: A string that contains the specified string, but from which any leading white space characters are removed.

Remarks
All leading white space characters (spaces and tabs) are removed from the specified string.

See Also
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String Right Functoid
Use the String Right functoid ( ) to retrieve a specified number of characters from the end of a string.

Input
Parameter 1: A string from which to retrieve a specified number of its ending characters.

Parameter 2: A numeric value that is the number of characters to retrieve.

Output
Output 1: A string that contains the specified number of ending characters from the string specified by parameter 1.

See Also
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String Right Trim Functoid
Use the String Right Trim functoid ( ) to remove trailing white space characters from a specified string.

Input
Parameter 1: A string from which the trailing white space characters are to be removed.

Output
Output 1: A string that contains the specified string, but from which any trailing white space characters are removed.

Remarks
All trailing white space characters (spaces and tabs) are removed from the specified string.

See Also
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Uppercase Functoid
Use the Uppercase functoid ( ) to convert any lowercase characters in a string to uppercase.

Input
Parameter 1: A string that is meant to have its lowercase characters, if any, converted to uppercase.

Output
Output 1: A string that is the same as the input string, except that any lowercase characters in it are converted to uppercase.

See Also
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Message Context Properties
System properties are mostly used internally by BizTalk Messaging Engine and its components. In general, changing the values
set by the engine for those properties is not recommended, because it may affect the execution logic of the engine. However,
there are a large number of properties that you can change.

The following table contains a list of message context properties that the Messaging Engine can promote. You can use these
properties for creation of filter expressions on send ports and orchestrations in Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004. A separate
table lists additional properties that may be of use in some BizTalk applications that cannot be promoted.

For additional information about properties and property schemas associated with pipeline components and adapters, see the
following:

BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter Property Schema and Properties
File Adapter Property Schema and Properties
FTP Adapter Property Schema and Properties
HTTP Adapter Property Schema and Properties
SMTP Adapter Property Schema and Properties
SOAP Adapter Property Schema and Properties
BizTalk Framework Schema and Properties
MIME/SMIME Property Schema and Properties
XML and Flat File Property Schema and Properties

Prop
erty

When and where it is promoted T
y
p
e

Description

BTS.A
ckFail
ureC
atego
ry

Promoted by the Messaging Engine before p
ublishing an acknowledgement message int
o the MessageBox database.

x
s:
i
n
t

Identifies the ErrorCategory, which gives the place and reason for the susp
ension.

BTS.A
ckFail
ureC
ode

Promoted by the Messaging Engine before p
ublishing an acknowledgement message int
o the MessageBox database.

x
s:
s
t
ri
n
g

Identifies the ErrorCode, which gives the place and reason for the suspensi
on.

BTS.A
ckID

Promoted by the Messaging Engine before p
ublishing an acknowledgement message int
o the MessageBox database.

x
s:
s
t
ri
n
g

Identifies the MessageID of the original message.

BTS.A
ckInb
ound
Trans
portL
ocati
on

Promoted by the Messaging Engine before p
ublishing an acknowledgement message int
o the MessageBox database.

x
s:
s
t
ri
n
g

Identifies the InboundTransportLocation from the original message.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962162(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962015(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962156(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms961953(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms961978(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962074(v=bts.10).aspx


BTS.A
ckOu
tbou
ndTr
ansp
ortLo
catio
n

Promoted by the Messaging Engine before p
ublishing an acknowledgement message int
o the MessageBox database.

x
s:
s
t
ri
n
g

Identifies the OutboundTransportLocation from the original message.

BTS.A
ckOw
nerID

Promoted by the Messaging Engine before p
ublishing an acknowledgement message int
o the MessageBox database.

x
s:
s
t
ri
n
g

Identifies the instance ID from original message.

BTS.A
ckRe
ceive
PortI
D

Promoted by the Messaging Engine before p
ublishing an acknowledgement message int
o the MessageBox database.

x
s:
s
t
ri
n
g

Identifies the ReceivePortID from the original message.

BTS.A
ckRe
ceive
Port
Nam
e

Promoted by the Messaging Engine for the a
cknowledgement message.

x
s:
s
t
ri
n
g

Identifies the ReceivePortName from the original message.

BTS.A
ckSe
ndPo
rtID

Promoted by the Messaging Engine before p
ublishing an acknowledgement message int
o the MessageBox database.

x
s:
s
t
ri
n
g

Identifies the SendPortID from the original message.

BTS.A
ckSe
ndPo
rtNa
me

Promoted by the Messaging Engine before p
ublishing an acknowledgement message int
o the MessageBox database.

x
s:
s
t
ri
n
g

Identifies the SendPortName from the original message.

BTS.A
ckTy
pe

Promoted by the Messaging Engine before p
ublishing an acknowledgement message int
o the MessageBox database.

x
s:
s
t
ri
n
g

Allows monitoring of acknowledgements and non-acknowledgements by a
n orchestration. The value will be ACK for an acknowledgment and NACK fo
r a negative acknowledgment.

BTS.C
orrel
ation
Toke
n

If this property is set on the message context
, it is promoted by the Messaging Engine. Th
is property is set on a context implicitly whe
n request-response adapter or an orchestrat
ion submits a request message into the Mes
sageBox database.

x
s:
s
t
ri
n
g

Enables routing of response to request-response ports.



BTS.E
pmR
RCor
relati
onTo
ken

Promoted by the Messaging Engine on requ
est-response message execution. The proper
ty is promoted before messages are submitt
ed into the MessageBox database.

x
s:
i
n
t

Used internally by the Messaging Engine. Specifies the Server Name, Proces
s ID and a unique GUID for a request response stream of messages.

BTS.I
nbou
ndTr
ansp
ortLo
catio
n

Promoted by the Messaging Engine after rec
eiving a message from a receive adapter an
d before publishing it into the MessageBox d
atabase.

x
s:
s
t
ri
n
g

Specifies the location (URI) on which the message was received by the handl
er.

BTS.I
nbou
ndTr
ansp
ortTy
pe

Promoted by the Messaging Engine after rec
eiving a message from a receive adapter an
d before publishing it into the MessageBox d
atabase.

x
s:
s
t
ri
n
g

Specifies the type of adapter that received this message and submitted it int
o the server.

BTS.
Mess
ageT
ype

Promoted by the disassembler pipeline com
ponents during message parsing.

x
s:
s
t
ri
n
g

Specifies the type of the message. The message type is defined as a concate
nation of document schema namespace and document root node.

BTS.
Outb
ound
Trans
portL
ocati
on

If this property is set on the message context
, it is promoted by the Messaging Engine. Th
is property is set on a message context impli
citly when an orchestration sends a message
to a send port. This property can be also set 
explicitly in an orchestration or in a pipeline.

x
s:
s
t
ri
n
g

Specifies the destination location URI where the message is sent. The URI m
ay contain the adapter prefix, such as http://. The adapter prefix is used by t
he Messaging Engine to determine the type of adapter to use when sending 
the message. If both the adapter prefix and the BTS.OutboundTransportTy
pe property are set, the adapter type from BTS.OutboundTransportType 
always takes precedence over the adapter type determined from the prefix.

Valid values:

BizTalk Message Queuing: DIRECT=, PRIVATE=, and PUBLIC=

FILE: file://

FTP: FTP://

HTTP: http:// and https://

SMTP: mailto:

SOAP: SOAP://

SQL: SQL://

BTS.
Outb
ound
Trans
portT
ype

If this property is set on the message context
, it is promoted by the Messaging Engine. Th
is property is set on a context implicitly whe
n an orchestration sends a message to a sen
d port. This property can also be set explicitl
y in an orchestration or in a pipeline.

x
s:
s
t
ri
n
g

Specifies the type of adapter used to send the message. The available adapt
er types are FILE, FTP, HTTP, SMTP, MSMQT (BizTalk Message Queuing), S
OAP, and SQL.

The values set on this property as well as adapter prefixes specified in the ad
dress are not case-sensitive.

BTS.R
eceiv
ePort
ID

Promoted by the Messaging Engine after rec
eiving a message from a receive adapter an
d before publishing it into the MessageBox d
atabase.

x
s:
i
n
t

Identifies the receive port on which the message was received.



BTS.R
eceiv
ePort
Nam
e

Promoted by the Messaging Engine after rec
eiving a message from a receive adapter an
d before publishing it into the MessageBox d
atabase.

x
s:
s
t
ri
n
g

User-friendly name of the receive port on which the message was received.

BTS.R
oute
Direc
tToTP

Promoted by the Messaging Engine on mess
ages for loop back or request-response exec
ution. The property is promoted before mes
sages are submitted into the MessageBox da
tabase.

x
s:
b
o
o
l
e
a
n

Used internally by the Messaging Engine to enable loop back and request-re
sponse scenarios.

BTS.S
PGro
upID

Promoted by the Messaging Engine when th
e message is sent to a send port from orche
stration.

x
s:
s
t
ri
n
g

Specifies the ID of the send port group.

BTS.S
PID

Promoted by the Messaging Engine when a 
message is sent to a send port from orchestr
ation.

x
s:
s
t
ri
n
g

Specifies the ID of the send port.

BTS.S
PTra
nspo
rtBac
kupI
D

Promoted by the Messaging Engine when a 
message is sent to a send port from an orch
estration.

x
s:
s
t
ri
n
g

Specifies the ID of the backup adapter in the send port.

BTS.S
PTra
nspo
rtID

Promoted by the Messaging Engine when a 
message is sent to a send port from an orch
estration.

x
s:
s
t
ri
n
g

Specifies the ID of the primary adapter in the send port.

There are a number of other properties in this namespace that carry information that may be useful for some BizTalk applications.

Prop
erty

When and where it is promote
d

T
y
p
e

Description

BTS.A
ckDes
cripti
on

Set by the Messaging Engine befo
re publishing an acknowledgemen
t message into the MessageBox da
tabase.

xs:
st
ri
n
g

Identifies the ErrorDescription, which gives the place and reason for the suspension
.

BTS.E
ncryp
tionC
ert

Not promotable. xs:
in
t

Identifies the thumbprint corresponding to the encryption certificate. Set this propert
y in an orchestration or custom pipeline component placed before the MIME/SMIME 
Encoder pipeline component in a pipeline to perform response encryption on a requ
est-response port that is receiving a signed and encrypted message.



 

BTS.I
nterc
hang
eID

Set by the Messaging Engine for e
ach message that arrives on the se
rver.

xs:
st
ri
n
g

Defines the unique ID that is used to group the documents that resulted from the sa
me interchange message.

BTS.L
oopb
ack

Set by an adapter when submittin
g the request message for loop ba
ck execution.

xs:
b
o
ol
ea
n

Defines whether the message should be submitted into the server for a loop back ex
ecution. In loop back execution, the request message is published into the MessageB
ox database where it is routed directly to the receive adapter as a response.

BTS.S
ignat
ureCe
rtifica
te

Set by some adapters when submi
tting a message into the server. Th
is property is used by the Party Re
solution pipeline component.

xs:
st
ri
n
g

Identifies the thumbprint of the signing certificate that was used to sign the message
received by BizTalk Server.

BTS.S
ource
PartyI
D

Set by the Party Resolution pipelin
e component after the party has b
een identified for the incoming me
ssage.

xs:
st
ri
n
g

The ID of the BizTalk party.

BTS.S
SOTic
ket

If the receive adapter supports this
property, it is set when publishing 
the message to a server.

xs:
st
ri
n
g

A ticket contains the encrypted domain and username of the current user, as well as t
he ticket expiration time. The ticket is used by SSO enabled adapters to get the crede
ntials for the user when authenticating with destination endpoints.

BTS.
Wind
owsU
ser

Set by some adapters when submi
tting a message into the server. Th
is property is used by the Party Re
solution pipeline component.

xs:
st
ri
n
g

Specifies the account of a user on behalf of which the message is submitted into the 
server.
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Samples
To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

This section describes the more than 30 samples included in the Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 Software Development Kit
(SDK). This section provides detailed information about each sample, including instructions for building the sample, how to run it,
and what results to expect.

The organization of this section is parallel to the organization of the SDK folders in which the samples themselves reside on your
hard disk.

The samples documentation uses the path abbreviation <Samples Path> to denote the path to the samples in your installation. By
default, this path is C:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\SDK\Samples, but can vary based on decisions made during
installation.

Important  For the sake of simplicity, the samples in this SDK, and this documentation, assume that you are using a
single computer developer installation of BizTalk Server. If you do not perform a complete installation of BizTalk
Server 2004, some samples may not work properly.

The following samples are included in BizTalk Server 2004:

Adapters Folder
ExpenseReportSubmission Sample. Demonstrates how to submit a document to a BizTalk Server orchestration from
a rich client such as Microsoft® Excel.
File Adapter Sample. Demonstrates how to write a .NET-based File adapter in Microsoft® Visual C#® .NET.
HTTP Adapter Sample. Demonstrates how to implement the request/response and solicit/response communication
paradigms used in BizTalk Server 2004. This sample is meant as a framework for you to use in creating custom
adapters.
HTTPRequestResponse Sample. Demonstrates how to use the BizTalk Server 2004 Internet Server Application
Programming Interface (ISAPI) filter to receive a message such as an HTTP request, process the message, and issue a
synchronous HTTP response.
HTTPSolicitResponse Sample. Demonstrates how to create a BizTalk Server orchestration that uses an ASP.NET
application to accomplish one of its tasks.
Large Message to MSMQT Sample. Demonstrates how to send an XML document larger than 4 megabytes (MB)
from MSMQ to MSMQT using the MQSendLargeMessage API implemented by MQRTLarge.dll.
MSMQC Adapter Sample. Demonstrates how to build and register an adapter and how to create an asynchronous
transactional adapter for BizTalk Server 2004.
SendMail Sample. Demonstrates how you can use the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) adapter to send e-mail
messages from within a BizTalk Server orchestration.
SendMSMQMessage Sample. Demonstrates how to send a message to a BizTalk Message Queuing port from a
.NET-based application.
SQL Adapter Sample. Demonstrates how to use the BizTalk Server 2004 SQL Adapter.
SubmitDirect Sample. Demonstrates two ways to submit messages to BizTalk Server from .NET-based applications
using adapters.

Admin Folder
Database Maintenance Sample. Demonstrates how to archive and restore sent and received message bodies, as well
as delete entries in the Tracking database.

Admin\ExplorerOM Folder
DeleteParty Sample. Demonstrates how to delete a specified party.
UnenlistParties Sample. Demonstrates how to unenlist all of the parties associated with a deployed BizTalk
assembly.

Admin\WMI Folder
Enable Receive Location Sample. Demonstrates how to enable a receive location and set the Transport Type and
Address URI for that receive location.
Enlist Orchestration Sample. Demonstrates how to enlist an orchestration to a host.
Enumerate Receive Locations Sample. Demonstrates how to retrieve details about one or more receive locations.
Remove Receive Port Sample. Demonstrates how to remove one or more receive ports.
Remove Send Port Sample. Demonstrates how to unenlist and remove one or more send ports.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


Set Send Handler Property Sample. Demonstrates how to set the XML configuration information for an SMTP send
handler.
Start Send Port Sample. Demonstrates how to start a send port and set the Primary Transport Address when using
the File adapter.
Stop Orchestration Sample. Demonstrates how to stop an orchestration and, optionally, to unenlist it.

Business Activity Monitoring Folder.
BAM API Sample. Demonstrates how a team works to implement Business Activity Management (BAM) in BizTalk
Server 2004.
BAM End-to-End Sample. Demonstrates how to correlate events from multiple components (in this case, three
orchestrations and a pipeline) using BAM.
BAM API from an Orchestration Expression Sample. This sample demonstrates how to use the BAM API from a
BizTalk Server orchestration expression, how to track repetitive items inside a message as separate activity instances,
and how to establish a relationship between BAM data tracked from an orchestration using a tracking profile and
data tracked from the API.

Business Rules Folder
Business Rules Hello World1 Sample. Demonstrates how to create, save, load, and run a BizTalk Server rule set using
a sample set of facts.
Business Rules Hello World2 Sample. Demonstrates how to version, publish, and deploy an XML rule set to the
shared SQL rule store, use the Policy object, and perform dynamic policy updates.
Loans Processing Using Business Rules Sample. Demonstrates how to use a BizTalk Server rule set and facts within
an orchestration to calculate values for fields within an instance message.
Medical Claims Processing and Testing Policies Sample. Demonstrates how to create a multi-rule rule set that
examines facts derived from a database table and the inbound document.

HWS Folder
Actions Sample. Demonstrates how to develop actions for Human Workflow Services (HWS).
Active Directory Fact Retriever Sample. Demonstrates how to implement an IFactRetriever interface to connect to a
Microsoft® Active Directory® directory service data store to use with HWS.
Activity Model Designer API and Client Component Sample. Demonstrates how to use the Activity Model Designer
API exposed by HWS to design an activity model, and includes a client component to demonstrate how a user
participates in an activity flow.

Messaging Folder
CBRSample Sample. Demonstrates how to route instance messages based on their content.

Orchestrations Folder
BPEL Import Sample. Demonstrates how to create an orchestration from a Business Process Execution Language
(BPEL) process description and its related artifacts.
CallOrchestration Sample. Demonstrates how to call one BizTalk Server orchestration from another orchestration.
Compensation Sample. Demonstrates how to use the compensation shape in an orchestration.
ConsumeWebService Sample. Demonstrates how to invoke a Web service from within a BizTalk Server
orchestration.
ExposeWebService Sample. Demonstrates how to expose a BizTalk Server orchestration as a Web service.
HelloWorld Sample. Demonstrates how BizTalk Server processes XML messages into related but distinct types of
XML messages using orchestrations and maps.
MethodCall Sample. Demonstrates how to call a .NET-based method from a BizTalk Server orchestration.
PartyResolution Sample. Demonstrates how to use BizTalk Server orchestrations in conjunction with party
resolution to route instance messages.

Pipelines Folder
Arbitrary XPath Property Handler Sample. Demonstrates how to write a custom pipeline component to promote
specific properties on an XML document that is submitted to BizTalk Server.
CustomComponent Sample. Demonstrates how to create and use a custom pipeline component that modifies a
streamed message.
Custom Party Resolution Sample. Demonstrates how to write a custom pipeline component to resolve a custom
party.
MIME Sample. Demonstrates how messages can be MIME-encoded using BizTalk Server pipelines.
Schema Resolver Component Sample. Demonstrates how to extend the functionality of the BizTalk Server 2004 flat



 

file disassembler component.
XSLT Transform Component Sample. Demonstrates how to write a custom pipeline component to transform an XML
message using XSLT.

Pipelines\AssemblerDisassembler Folder
FlatFileReceive Sample. Demonstrates how BizTalk processes delimited flat file messages into the equivalent XML
messages using pipelines.
EnvelopeProcessing Sample. Demonstrates how BizTalk Server uses pipelines to process flat file messages into XML
messages with envelopes.
FlatFileSend Sample. Demonstrates how BizTalk Server processes XML messages into the equivalent positional flat
file messages using pipelines.

SSO Folder
HTTPSSO Sample. Demonstrates how to use Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) with the BizTalk Server 2004 HTTP
adapter.
Manage Sample. Demonstrates how to construct .xml files that you can use with the command-line utility
ssomanage.exe to perform administration operations.

XML Tools Folder
Extending Mapper Sample. Demonstrates how to use and extend BizTalk Mapper.
Custom Functoid Sample. Demonstrates how to write a custom functoid for BizTalk Mapper.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Adapters (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 includes several adapter samples in its software development kit (SDK). This section provides
detailed information about the functionality demonstrated by each adapter sample, instructions for building and running the
sample, and the results you can expect.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

The following list provides a brief description of each adapter sample:

ExpenseReportSubmission Sample. Demonstrates how to submit a document to a BizTalk Server orchestration from a rich
client such as Microsoft® Excel.
File Adapter Sample. Demonstrates how to write a .NET-based File adapter in Microsoft® Visual C#® .NET.
HTTP Adapter Sample. Demonstrates how to implement the request/response and solicit/response communication
paradigms used in BizTalk Server 2004.
HTTPRequestResponse Sample. Demonstrates how to use the BizTalk Server 2004 Internet Server Application Programming
Interface (ISAPI) filter to receive a message as an HTTP request, process the message, and issue a synchronous HTTP
response.
HTTPSolicitResponse Sample. Demonstrates how to create a BizTalk Server orchestration that uses an ASP.NET application
to accomplish one of its tasks.
Large Message to MSMQT Sample. Demonstrates how to send an .xml file larger than 4 megabytes (MB) from Microsoft
Message Queuing (also known as MSMQ) to MSMQT using MQRTLarge.dll.
MSMQC Adapter Sample. Demonstrates how to build and register an adapter and how to create an asynchronous
transactional adapter for BizTalk Server 2004.
SendMail Sample. Demonstrates how you can use the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) adapter to send e-mail
messages from within a BizTalk Server orchestration.
SendMSMQMessage Sample. Demonstrates how to send a message to a BizTalk Message Queuing port from a .NET-based
application.
SQL Adapter Sample. Demonstrates how to use the BizTalk Server 2004 SQL adapter.
SubmitDirect Sample. Demonstrates two ways to submit messages to BizTalk Server from .NET-based applications using
adapters.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ExpenseReportSubmission (BizTalk Server Sample)
The ExpenseReportSubmission sample demonstrates how to submit a document to a BizTalk Server orchestration from a rich
client such as Microsoft Excel.

Rich clients enable you to perform a number of actions, such as data validation and preliminary calculations, on the client. This
helps to minimize interactions with the back-end server, which can be useful when only low bandwidth connections are available.

This sample shows how you can submit an expense report to BizTalk Server directly from Excel, using the following sequence of
steps:

1. The user performs the manual sample steps provided in the Excel spreadsheet.
2. Macro code in the spreadsheet converts the spreadsheet data to Extensible Markup Language (XML) format, and submits

the XML message to BizTalk Server using an HTTP connection.
3. The computer running BizTalk Server retrieves the XML expense report message, validates its format using the provided

schema, and then drops it into a different folder.
4. In practice, beyond the scope of this sample, another application such as an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system

would then retrieve the spreadsheet file for further processing.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Adapters\ExpenseReportSubmission\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
Cleanup.bat Undeploys assemblies and removes them from the global assembly cache (GAC); removes send a

nd receive ports; removes Microsoft® Internet Information Services (IIS) virtual directories as nee
ded.

ExpenseReport.15.3.xls Excel spreadsheet with the expense report layout, associated macros, and buttons to invoke the m
acros.

MessageExample.xml Example of the XML expense report format.
Setup.bat Builds and initializes this sample.
In the \BTSExpenseDemo folde
r:

AssemblyInfo.cs, BTSExpenseD
emo.btproj, BTSExpenseDemo.
sln

Provides project, solution, and related files for this sample.

In the \BTSExpenseDemo folde
r:

BTSExpenseDemoBinding.xml

Used for automated setup, such as port binding.

In the \BTSExpenseDemo folde
r:

BTSExpenseOrchestration.odx

Provides a BizTalk Server orchestration for this sample.

In the \BTSExpenseDemo folde
r:

SchemaExpenseReport.xsd

Provides a schema for the XML expense report format.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the ExpenseReportSubmission sample.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


Important  You must ensure that your development environment is configured and enabled to work with BizTalk
Server Web services. Additional information and the instructions for completing this step will be provided in the
updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help available at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616. For more information,
see Enabling Web Services.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Adapters\ExpenseReportSubmission

2. Run the file Setup.bat, which performs the following actions:

Compiles the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET project for this sample, and deploys the resulting assembly.
Creates and binds the BizTalk Server send and receive ports.

Note  This sample displays the following warnings when creating and binding the ports:

Warning: Receive handler not specified for receive location "BTSExpenseReceiveLocation"; updating with
first receive handler with matching transport type.

Warning: Host not specified for orchestration
"Microsoft.Samples.BizTalk.BTSExpenseDemo.BTSOrchestration"; updating with first available host
.

You can safely ignore these warnings. (To accommodate for possible naming differences in user
installations, the host name and receive handler have been omitted from the binding file. The
Btsdeploy.exe utility uses the first receive handler that supports the adapter type and the default host.)

Enables the receive location, and starts the send port.
Configures IIS.
Binds and starts the BizTalk Server orchestration.
Sets the HTTP address to the location expected by the Excel spreadsheet.

Note  Additional information and the instructions for completing this step will be provided in the updated
BizTalk Server 2004 Help available at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Note  For more information about the BizTalk ISAPI filter, see
Configuring Internet Information Services for HTTP Receive Locations.

Note  You should confirm that BizTalk Server did not report any errors during the build and initialization
process before attempting to run this sample.

Note  If you choose to open and build the project in this sample without running the file Setup.bat, you must
first create a strong name key pair using the .NET Framework Strong Name Utility (sn.exe). Use this key pair to
sign the resulting assembly.

Note  To undo changes made by Setup.bat, run Cleanup.bat. You must run Cleanup.bat before running
Setup.bat a second time.

3. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Administrative Tools, and then click Component Services.
4. In the Component Services window, navigate to the COM+ application for this sample: IIS-{Default Web

Site//Root/ExpenseReportSubmission}.
5. Right-click this COM+ application, and then click Properties.
6. In the Properties dialog box for this COM+ application, on the Identity tab, change the identity under which this COM+

application runs to a user that is a member of a BizTalk NT user group.
7. Click OK to close the Properties dialog box, and then close the Component Services window.
8. Restart IIS to ensure that all changes are in effect.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the ExpenseReportSubmission sample.

Note  If you are using the enhanced security features of Microsoft Excel, the macros in the spreadsheet may be
disabled. Follow the instructions provided by Excel about how to run unsigned macros from a trusted source.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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1. Open the Excel file ExpenseReport.15.3.xls included with this sample.
2. Optionally, change the sample data in the spreadsheet without changing its format.
3. In the spreadsheet, click Start to perform local calculations.

The text of the button changes from Start to Submit.

4. In the spreadsheet, click Submit.
5. Observe the text of the submitted message, the result above the table with yellow background (cell C7), and the actual

return code and text description below and to the right (cell G23).

If submission fails, try again. Also, refer to the troubleshooting table in the Remarks section.

Remarks
Scenarios such as this can occur when, for example, a field sales force is equipped with older versions of Microsoft® Windows®
that do not support the .NET Framework, and for which the requirement to upgrade to a more current version of Windows is not
a viable option.

Essential features demonstrated in this sample are:

Submission from a rich client (not .NET-based)
Microsoft® Office integration
HTTP receive connections
Simple orchestration
File adapter

The following table shows some possible submission errors and their solutions.

HTTP error code Possible action
401 Unauthorized Enable anonymous access on the virtual directory.
503 Service Unavailable, and most other HTTP codes in th
e 400 and 500 ranges

Ensure that the host runs and that the service is deployed, bound to th
e correct port, and started.

See Also

Adapters (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
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File Adapter (BizTalk Server Sample)
The File Adapter sample is written in Microsoft Visual C# .NET to work with Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004. The sample adapter
copies a file from one folder and places it in another. This topic walks you through the creation and deployment of the sample
adapter.

This sample provides code to build either a dynamic or a static adapter; however, the following procedure only outlines the static
adapter. A static adapter is an adapter with a static set of schemas and no custom user interface. A dynamic adapter has a custom
user interface and potentially a dynamic set of schemas. Both static and dynamic adapters use the Add Adapter Wizard to add
their schemas to a BizTalk project.

Adapters are COM or .NET-based components used to exchange messages between applications (for example, a line of business
systems) and BizTalk Server. BizTalk Server 2004 includes File, HTTP, SMTP, SOAP, BizTalk Message Queuing, FTP, SQL, and EDI
adapters, as well as the Adapter Framework, a framework that enhances and standardizes connectivity to and from BizTalk
Server 2004. The configuration, management, and setup of these adapters and custom adapters created using the BizTalk Adapter
Framework is streamlined because of the shared services within BizTalk Server. You can configure and manage the native
adapters by using the BizTalk Server Administration console or BizTalk Explorer, enabling you to decouple adapter management
from the creation of other shared services, such as orchestrations or pipelines.

Use the sample file adapter as a template on which to create other custom adapters. The sample adapter copies a file from one
location and puts it in another. This simple behavior is provided so that the inner workings of the adapter and the Adapter
Framework are not lost when you create your custom adapter.

The following procedure walks you through the installation and configuration of the sample file adapter. Additional information
about using the file adapter sample to create a custom adapter will be provided in the updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help
available at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616. For information about using the file adapter sample to create a custom
adapter, see Developing Adapters Using the Adapter Framework, after completing the file adapter instructions that follow.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Adapters\File Adapter

File Inventory
The following tables show the files in this sample and describe their purpose.

\File Adapter files Description
\BizTalk Project files Contains the adapter harness project, used to test the sample adapter.
\Design Time files Contains the adapter project files.
\Runtime files Contains the run-time file-copy receive and transmit projects (DotNetFile.csproj).
DynamicAdapterManagement.reg Registers the sample dynamic adapter.
Instance.xml Sample file to pass through the file adapter.
StaticAdapterManagement.reg Registers the sample static adapter.
\BizTalk Project\Adapter Harness fi
les

Description

AdapterHarness.cs, AdapterHarness.od
x, AdapterHarness.sln, AdapterHarness
Project.btproj

Provides project, solution, and related files for the BizTalk project.

mySchema.xsd Provides the Instance.xml schema expected by the harness orchestration from the receive 
part of the adapter, as well as the schema of the Instance.xml handed to the send part of t
he adapter by the orchestration.

\Design Time\Adapter Management files Description
AdapterManagement.cs, AdapterManagement.csproj, AdapterManagement.csproj.user, A
dapterManagement.sln, AdapterManagement.suo

Project, solution, and related files for th
e adapter design-time.

AssemblyInfo.cs Contains assembly information for this 
sample.

CategorySchema2.xml Not used by the sample adapter.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


CategorySchema.xml Contains the service organization tree f
or the static adapter.

DotNetFileResource.resx Contains resources.
ReceiveHandler.xsd, ReceiveLocation.xsd Contains receive schemas.
service1.wsdl Contains operation definitions for the a

dapter.
TransmitHandler.xsd, TransmitLocation.xsd Contains transmit schemas.
\Runtime files Description
DotNetFile.csproj, DotNetFile.sln Provides project and solution files for the run-time file-copy send and receive adapters.
\Runtime\BaseAdapter files Description
Adapter.cs, AdapterException.cs, AsyncTransmitter.cs, batch.cs, BatchState.cs, BTSTicket.cs, ConfigPrope
rties.cs, ControlledTermination.cs, IManageEndpoints.cs, IThreadpoolWorkItem.cs, NativeCalls.cs, Recei
ver.cs, ReceiverEndpoint.cs, SSOResult.cs, StandardReceiveBatchHandler.cs, StandardTransmitBatchHa
ndler.cs, TaskScheduler.cs, ThreadPool.cs, TransmitterMessage.cs

Provides classes that cons
titute the Base Adapter. Yo
u can use these to create y
our own adapters.

\Runtime\DotNetFile files Description
AssemblyInfo.cs Contains assembly information for this sample.
DotNetFileAsyncTransmitterBatch.cs, DotNetFileExceptions.cs, DotNetFilePr
operties.cs, DotNetFileReceiver.cs, DotNetFileReceiverBatch.cs, DotNetFileR
eceiverEndPoint.cs, DotNetFileTransmitter.cs

Files for the run-time file-copy send and receive adap
ters. You can modify and save these files under a new
name for custom components.

DotNetFileReceiver.cs reads the files from the receive
locations and submits them to BizTalk Server.

To Build and Initialize This Sample Adapter
Use the following procedures to build and initialize the File Adapter sample.

To create a strong name key for the DotNetFileAdapter

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Microsoft Visual Studio .NET, point to Visual Studio .NET Tools, and then click
Visual Studio .NET Command Prompt.

2. At the command prompt, type cd \Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\SDK\Samples\Adapters\File
Adapter\Runtime and then press ENTER.

3. At the command prompt, type sn -k DotNetFileAdapter.snk and then press ENTER.
4. At the command prompt, type exit and then press ENTER to close the command prompt window.

The DotNetFile project refers to this key file in the AssemblyInfo.cs file.

To build the receiver run-time project

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Accessories, and then click Windows Explorer.
2. Navigate to the installation drive for BizTalk Server 2004, navigate to <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server

2004\SDK\Samples\Adapters\File Adapter\Runtime, and then double-click DotNetFile.sln.
3. To rebuild the Adapter Receiver run-time project, in Solution Explorer, right-click DotNetFile, and then click Rebuild.

To build the adapter design-time project

1. In Windows Explorer, navigate to the installation drive for Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, navigate to <drive>:\Program
Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\SDK\Samples\Adapters\File Adapter\Design Time\Adapter Management, and then
double-click AdapterManagement.sln.

2. In Solution Explorer, right-click AdapterManagement, and then click Rebuild.
3. From the File menu, click Exit to close Visual Studio.

To register the sample static adapter

1. In Windows Explorer, navigate to the installation drive for BizTalk Server 2004, and then navigate to <drive>:\Program
Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\SDK\Samples\Adapters\File Adapter.

2. To add the sample adapter to the registry, double-click StaticAdapterManagement.reg.

Note   If you did not install BizTalk Server on the C drive of your computer, you must modify the file
StaticAdapterManagement.reg with the appropriate installation path. Search the file for C: and replace with the



correct installation path.

3. In the Registry Editor dialog box, click Yes to add the sample adapter to the registry, and then click OK.
4. To close Windows Explorer, on the File menu, click Close.

To install the sample static adapter

1. Click the Start menu, select Programs, select Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then select BizTalk Server
Administration.

2. In the BizTalk Administration console, double-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (Local) node.
3. Right click Adapters, click New, and then click Adapter.
4. In the Add Adapter dialog box, do the following.

Use this To do this
Name Type Static.
Adapter Select Static DotNetFile from the drop-down list.
Comment Type Sample Adapter.

5. Click OK.

The static adapter now appears in the list of adapters in the right window of the BizTalk Administration console.

To stop and restart the host instance

1. Click the Start menu, select Programs, select Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and select BizTalk Server Administration.
2. In the BizTalk Administration console, double-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node, expand Hosts, and

then select the BizTalkServerApplication in the left pane.
3. In the results pane, right-click the host instance (typically, the computer name), and then click Stop.

The status of the host instance changes to Stopped.

4. In the results pane, right-click the host instance, and then click Start.

The status of the host instance changes to Start pending. You must click Refresh, or right-click the host instance and then
click Refresh, to change the status to Running.

To test the installation of the sample static adapter

1. In the BizTalk Administration console, expand the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node.
2. Click Cancel to close the window.
3. On the File menu, click Exit to close the BizTalk Administration console.

Proceed to To Use the Sample Adapter.

To Use the Sample Adapter
Use the following procedure to run the File Adapter sample.

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Accessories, and then click Windows Explorer.
2. Create the following folders on the BizTalk Server 2004 installation drive:

<drive>:\Temp
<drive>:\Temp\Send
<drive>:\Temp\Receive

3. To close Windows Explorer, on the File menu, click Close.
4. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003, and then click Microsoft Visual Studio .NET

2003.
5. On the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
6. In BizTalk Explorer, right-click BizTalk Configuration Databases, and then click Add Database.
7. In the Connect to BizTalk Configuration Database dialog box, do the following.

Use th
is

To do this



SQL Se
rver

Type . (a period).

Datab
ase

Select the name of the Configuration database that was created by the Configuration Wizard. The default database 
name used by the Configuration Wizard is BizTalkMgmtDb.

8. Click OK.
9. Expand the <server name>.BizTalkMgmtDb.dbo node in BizTalk Explorer.

10. Right-click the Send Ports node, and then click Add Send Port.
11. In the Create New Send Port dialog box, in the Specify the type of Send Port drop-down list, select Static One-Way

Port, and then click OK.
12. In the Static One-Way Send Port Properties - Primary Transport Configurations dialog box, click Transport in the left

pane, and then do the following.
Use this To do this
Name Type AdapterSend.
Transport Type Select Static from the drop-down list.
Address (URI)

Click the ellipsis (…) button.
In the Directory box, type <drive>:\Temp\Send.
In the File Mode box, select CreateNew.
In the filename box, type %MessageID%.xml.

13. Click OK.
14. In the Address (URI) box, ensure that <drive>:\Temp\Send\%MessageID%.xml is populated.
15. Click Send in the left pane of the Static One-Way Send Port Properties - Primary Transport Configurations dialog box,

in the Send Pipeline box, select PassThruTransmit
(Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines:3.0.1.0:Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.PassThruTransmit), and then click
OK.

16. In BizTalk Explorer, right click Receive Ports, and then click Add Receive Port.
17. In the Create New Receive Port dialog box, in the Specify the type of Receive Port box, select One-way Port from the

drop-down list, and then click OK.
18. In the One-Way Receive Port Properties - General Configurations dialog box, in the Name box, type AdapterReceive,

and then click OK.
19. In BizTalk Explorer, right click Receive Locations, and then click Add Receive Location.
20. In the Receive Location Properties - General Configurations dialog box, do the following.

Use thi
s

To do this

Name Type AdapterReceive.
Transp
ort Typ
e

Select Static from the drop-down list.

Addres
s (URI) Click the ellipsis (…) button.

In the Number Of Files In Batch box, type 20.
In the Directory box, type <drive>:\Temp\Receive.
Ensure the File Mask property is set to *.xml.
In the Polling Interval box, type 5, and click OK.
Ensure the Address (URI) box contains <drive>:\Temp\Receive\*.xml.

Receiv
e Hand
ler

Select BizTalkServerApplication from the drop-down list.

Receiv
e Pipel
ine

Select Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPiplelines.XMLReceive (Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.XMLReceive, 
Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines, Version=3.0.1.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken= 31bf3856ad364e
35) from the drop-down list.

21. Click OK.

Proceed to Building, Deploying, and Binding the Sample Adapter.



To Build, Deploy, and Bind the Sample Adapter
Before the adapter goes live, you must build the project, bind the orchestration with the ports, and enlist the adapter.

To create a strong name key for the static adapter

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003, point to Visual Studio .NET Tools, and then
click Visual Studio .NET 2003 Command Prompt.

2. At the command prompt, type cd \Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\SDK\Samples\Adapters\File
Adapter\BizTalk Project\Adapter Harness, and then press ENTER.

3. At the command prompt, type sn -k AdapterHarness.snk, and then press ENTER.
4. In Visual Studio .NET 2003, from the File menu, click Open, and then click Project.
5. In the Open Project dialog box, navigate to the <Samples Path>\Adapters\File Adapter\BizTalk Project\Adapter Harness

folder, select AdapterHarnessProject.btproj, and click Open.
6. In Solution Explorer, right-click AdapterHarnessProject, and then click Properties.
7. In the left pane of the AdapterHarnessProject Property Pages dialog box, click Common Properties, and then click

Assembly.
8. In the right pane of the AdapterHarnessProject Property Page dialog box, do the following.

Use this To do this
Assembly K
ey File Click the ellipsis (…) button.

Navigate to the file <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\SDK\Samples\Adapters\File A
dapter\BizTalkProject\AdapterHarness\ AdapterHarness.snk.

9. Click OK.

To build the Adapter Harness project

In Solution Explorer, right-click AdapterHarnessProject, and then click Rebuild.

To deploy the Adapter Harness project

1. In Solution Explorer, when the project has rebuilt, right-click AdapterHarnessProject, and then click Deploy.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, after you deploy the project, right-click <server name>.BizTalkMgmtDb.dbo, and then click Refresh.

To bind the orchestration with the ports

1. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Orchestrations node.
2. Right-click AdapterHarness.AdapterHarnessType, and then click Bind.
3. In the Port Binding Properties - AdapterHarness.AdapterHarnessType- Binding Configurations dialog box, do the

following.
Use this To do this
AdapterFileReceivePort Select AdapterReceive from the drop-down list.
AdapterFileSendPort Select AdapterSend from the drop-down list.

4. In the left pane, click Host.
5. In the Host box, select BizTalkServerApplication from the drop-down list, and then click OK.

Proceed to To Administer the Sample Adapter.

To Administer the Sample Adapter
You complete administration tasks for the sample adapter in the BizTalk Administration console.

Use the following procedure to administer the File Adapter sample.

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server Administration.
2. In the BizTalk Administration console, expand Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, expand Hosts, and then click

BizTalkServerApplication.
3. Ensure that the status of the local server is Running.

If the status is not Running, right-click <server name> in the right pane, and then click Start.



4. In the left pane, click Receive Locations.
5. Ensure the AdapterReceive status is Enabled.

If the status is not Enabled, right-click AdapterReceive in the right pane, and then click Enable.

6. In Visual Studio .NET, from the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer, right click AdapterHarness.AdapterHarnessType, and
then click Enlist (if AdapterHarness.AdapterHarnessType is already enlisted, the Enlist menu option is unavailable).

7. In the BizTalk Administration console, expand Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 and expand Orchestrations.
8. Right-click AdapterHarness.AdapterHarnessType and select Start processing.
9. In the BizTalk Server Administration dialog box, click Yes.

10. In the Start processing dialog box, click Yes.
11. In the BizTalk Server Administration dialog box, click Yes.

Proceed to To Test the Sample Adapter.

To Test the Sample Adapter
After you deploy the sample adapter, you must stop and restart the host instance. It is critical that you test the sample adapter
before you place it into production.

To stop and restart the host instance

1. Click the Start menu, select Programs, select Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and select BizTalk Server Administration.
2. In the BizTalk Administration console, double-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node, expand Hosts, and

then select the BizTalkServerApplication in the left pane.
3. In the results pane, right-click the host instance (typically, the computer name), and then click Stop.

The status of the host instance changes to Stopped.

4. In the results pane, right-click the host instance, and then click Start.

The status of the host instance changes to Start pending. You must click Refresh, or right-click the host instance and then
click Refresh, to change the status to Running.

To test the sample static adapter runtime

1. In Windows Explorer, navigate to <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\SDK\Samples\Adapters\File
Adapter, and copy the InstanceXML.xml file to your clipboard.

2. Navigate to <drive>:\Temp\Receive and paste the Instance.xml file into the folder.

If the transmit and receive adapters are working, the file should move from the <drive>:\Temp\Receive folder to the
<drive>:\Temp\Send folder.

To test the sample Add Adapter Wizard functionality for the sample static adapter

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in Solution Explorer, right-click AdapterHarnessProject, point to Add, and then click Add
Generated Items.

2. In the Add Generated Schema - AdapterHarnessProject dialog box, click Add Adapter, and then click Open.

The list of registered adapters appears.

3. Select Static DotNetFile, and then click Next.

The service organization exposed by the adapter appears.

4. Expand Service Organization, Health Care, and then click Administrative.

Notice that Eligibility displays differently from the other nodes. Eligibility is a service node that you can select. The other
nodes are organization nodes that do not describe any specific service.

5. Select the Eligibility node, and then click Finish.

BizTalk imports an .odx file and an .xsd file into the project.

You can now use the schemas, PortTypes, Operations, and MessageTypes imported from the adapter in the schedule for the
BizTalk project.



 

Remarks
After completing the sample adapter, you can modify the sample adapter to create a custom static or dynamic adapter. Additional
information and the instructions for completing this step are provided in the updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help available at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

See Also

Developing Adapters Using the Adapter Framework

Adapters (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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HTTP Adapter (BizTalk Server Sample)
The HTTP Adapter sample demonstrates how to implement the request/response and solicit/response communication paradigms
used in BizTalk Server 2004. This sample is meant as a framework for you to use in creating custom adapters.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Adapters\HttpAdapter\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
\Design-Time\Adapter Manag
ement

Contains the project that implements the design time portion of this adapter.

\Run-Time\HttpReceive Contains the project that implements the request/response adapter communication pattern. This is
an isolated receiver.

\Run-Time\HttpSend Contains the project that implements the solicit/response adapter communication pattern.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the HTTP Adapter sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Adapters\HttpAdapter

2. Run the file Setup.bat, which performs the following actions:

Compiles the HTTPAdapter and all of its dependencies.
Creates an Internet Information Services (IIS) application used by the receiver side of the adapter.

On IIS 5.1 and IIS 5.0, the isolated adapter does not run under the identity specified in the corresponding COM+ application
properties. The user computername\ASPNET is always used and the adapter runs in the aspnet_wp process, instead of the dllhost.
Ensure that the computername\ASPNET user is a member of BizTalk Isolated Host Users group.

On IIS 6.0, you must ensure that the identity of the application pool running this IIS application is a member of the BizTalk Isolated
Host Users group.

Note  You should confirm that no errors were reported during the build and initialization process before attempting
to run this sample.

Note  If you choose to open and build the projects in this sample without running the file Setup.bat, you must first
create a strong name key pair using the .NET Framework Strong Name Utility (sn.exe). Use this key pair to sign the
resulting assemblies.

Note  To undo changes made by Setup.bat, run Cleanup.bat. You must run Cleanup.bat before running Setup.bat a
second time.

To Register the Sample Adapter
Use the following procedure to register the HTTP Adapter sample.

1. In Windows Explorer, navigate to the installation drive for BizTalk Server 2004, and then navigate to <Samples
Path>\Adapters\HTTPAdapter.

2. To add the sample adapter to the registry, double-click HTTP.NET.reg.

Note  HTTP.NET.reg includes hard-coded paths to C:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\. If you did
not install BizTalk Server in the default location, you must modify the file HTTP.NET.reg with the appropriate
paths.

3. In the Registry Editor dialog box, click Yes to add the sample adapter to the registry, and then click OK.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


 

4. To close Windows Explorer, on the File menu, click Close.

To Install the Sample Adapter
Use the following procedure to install the HTTP Adapter sample.

1. Click the Start menu, select Programs, select Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then select BizTalk Server
Administration.

2. In the BizTalk Administration console, double-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (Local) node.
3. Right-click Adapters, click New, and then click Adapter.
4. In the Add Adapter dialog box, do the following.

Use this To do this
Name Type HTTP.NET.
Adapter Select HTTP.NET from the drop-down list.
Comment Type Sample HTTP.NET Adapter.

5. Click OK.

The adapter now appears in the list of adapters in the right window of the BizTalk Administration console.

To Stop and Restart the Host Instance
Use the following procedure to stop and restart the host instance for the HTTP Adapter sample.

1. Click the Start menu, select Programs, select Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and select BizTalk Server Administration.
2. In the BizTalk Administration console, double-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node, expand Hosts, and

then select the BizTalkServerApplication in the left pane.
3. In the results pane, right-click the host instance (typically, the computer name), and then click Stop.

The status of the host instance changes to Stopped.

4. In the results pane, right-click the host instance, and then click Start.

The HTTP.NET adapter is now ready to be used by your application. When configuring the adapter, the format for the Virtual
Directory transport property is of the form: /httpreceive/httpreceive.aspx?optionalQueryString.

Remarks
The HTTP.NET adapter makes use of the BaseAdapter classes provided in <Samples
Path>\Adapters\Common\BaseAdapter\v1.0.1\. The classes provided in the BaseAdapter project are intended to accelerate
adapter development. Refer to the BaseAdapter code comments for details about the classes provided.

See Also

Adapters (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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HTTPRequestResponse (BizTalk Server Sample)
The HTTPRequestResponse sample demonstrates how to use the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 Internet Server Application
Programming Interface (ISAPI) filter to allow an ASP.NET application to communicate with a BizTalk Server orchestration. In this
sample, the ASP.NET application submits a request to the BizTalk Server 2004 ISAPI filter. The orchestration then consumes this
message and returns it to the ASP.NET application using a synchronous response. You achieve the integration between the BizTalk
Server orchestration and the ASP.NET application by using the BizTalk Server 2004 ISAPI filter.

Note  Additional information about the BizTalk Server 2004 ISAPI filter will be provided in the updated BizTalk
Server 2004 Help available at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Note  For more information about the BizTalk Server 2004 ISAPI filter, see Configuring an HTTP Receive Location.

In this sample, BizTalk Server and an ASP.NET application exchange purchase order (PO) and PO acknowledgement messages
using the following sequence of steps:

1. An ASP.NET application, using an HTTP request, submits an XML PO message to BizTalk Server.
2. BizTalk Server receives the XML PO message and constructs an XML PO acknowledgement message, and then sends that

message back to the ASP.NET application in the HTTP response.
3. The ASP.NET application receives the XML PO acknowledgement response and refreshes the Web form with status

information extracted from the response.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Adapters\HTTPRequestResponse\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
Cleanup.bat Undeploys assemblies and removes them from the global assembly c

ache (GAC); removes send and receive ports; removes Microsoft Inter
net Information Services (IIS) virtual directories as needed.

HTTPRequestResponse.btproj, HTTPRequestResponse.sln Provides project and source files for the BizTalk project that receives t
he HTTP request, processes the PO message, and issues the response.

HTTPRequestResponseBinding.xml Provides automated setup such as port binding.
POAck.xsd, POSchema.xsd Provides schemas for the PO acknowledgement and PO .xml files, res

pectively.
POReceiveOrchestration.odx Provides a BizTalk Server orchestration that receives the PO, processe

s it, and issues the PO acknowledgement.
Setup.bat Builds and initializes this sample.
In the \RequestResponse folder:

AssemblyInfo.cs, default.aspx, default.aspx.cs, Global.asax, 
Global.asax.cs, RequestResponse.csproj, RequestResponse.
csproj.webinfo, RequestResponse.sln, Web.config

Contains files that constitute the ASP.NET application that serves as a 
driver for this sample, including project and solution files, ASPX files, 
Microsoft Visual C# .NET source files, and so on.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the HTTPRequestResponse sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Adapters\HTTPRequestResponse

2. Run the file Setup.bat, which performs the following actions:

Compiles and configures the ASP.NET application used to drive this sample.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962104(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


Compiles and deploys the BizTalk Server orchestration used in this sample.
Compiles and deploys the Microsoft Visual Studio .NET projects for this sample.
Creates and binds the necessary BizTalk Server ports.

Note  This sample displays the following warnings when creating and binding the ports:

Warning: Receive handler not specified for receive location "HTTPRequestResponseLocation"; updating
with first receive handler with matching transport type.

Warning: Host not specified for orchestration
"Microsoft.Samples.BizTalk.HTTPRequestResponse.POReceiveOrchestration"; updating with first available
host.

You can safely ignore these warnings. (To accommodate for possible naming differences in user
installations, the host name and receive handler have been omitted from the binding file. The
Btsdeploy.exe utility uses the first receive handler that supports the adapter type and the default host.)

Note  Due to a known issue with Visual Studio .NET 2003, the forms in this sample will not display
correctly in design mode after running Setup.bat. To view the forms in design mode, rebuild the form
projects in Visual Studio .NET.

Starts the BizTalk Server orchestration.

Important  You must change the sample code that implements the Web application (Default.aspx.cs) to
reflect your environment:

http://<server name>/<virtual dir>/BTSHTPPReceive.dll

where
<servername>
is the name of the Web server you are posting to, and
<
virtual dir
>
is the virtual directory where this file resides.

Note  You should confirm that BizTalk did not report any errors during the build and initialization process
before attempting to run this sample.

Note  If you choose to open and build the projects in this sample without running the file Setup.bat, you
must first create a strong name key pair using the .NET Framework Strong Name Utility (sn.exe). Use this
key pair to sign the resulting assemblies. You must also manually remove the references to
default.aspx.resx and Global.asax.resx from the file RequestResponse.csproj before attempting to build that
project.

Note  To undo changes made by Setup.bat, run Cleanup.bat. You must run Cleanup.bat before running
Setup.bat a second time.

Note  Additional information about configuring and enabling IIS to use the HTTP receive adapter will be
provided in the updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help available at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Note  You must configure and enable IIS to use the HTTP receive adapter. For more information, see
Configuring Internet Information Services for HTTP Receive Locations.

3. Because the file Setup.bat creates an IIS application and sets it to run in high isolation, you must make sure that it will be run
in the context of a user in the BizTalk Isolated Host Users group by following these steps:

a. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Administrative Tools, and then click Component Services.
b. In Component Services, navigate to the COM+ application for this sample: IIS-{Default Web

Site//Root/HTTPRequestResponse}.
c. Right-click the COM+ application, and then click Properties.
d. In the Properties dialog box, change the identity under which this COM+ application runs to a user that is a member

of a BizTalk NT user group.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms943304(v=bts.10).aspx


 

e. Restart IIS to ensure that all changes are in effect.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the HTTPRequestResponse sample.

1. In Internet Explorer, navigate to http://localhost/RequestResponse/.
2. Complete the necessary fields in the Web form, and then click Place Order to submit your order.
3. Observe the status of your order when the Web form refreshes after receiving a response.

Remarks
The BTSHTTPReceiveISAPI extension used in this sample is configured to work on a single computer default installation.
Additional information about extending this sample for additional configurations will be provided in the updated BizTalk
Server 2004 Help available at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616. To extend this sample for additional configurations,
see HTTP Adapter.

You can extend this sample to applications that are required to submit data to BizTalk Server through a Web form, or through
HTTP in general. By extending the ASP.NET application portion of this sample, you can query for more information and perform
other preprocessing before submitting the data to BizTalk Server.

Note  If you update a send port or receive location using the BizTalk Explorer object model or a Windows
Management Instrumentation (WMI) script, the Receive Port Properties and Send Port Properties property pages
in BizTalk Explorer will display an incorrect Address (URI). The Address (URI) used internally is the Address (URI) set by
the script, so the script works as expected. To update the property pages to display the correct Address (URI), update
the Address (URI) field in BizTalk Explorer with the new value. Additional information and the instructions for
completing this step will be provided in the updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help available at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616. For more information, see
Editing Send Port Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer or
Editing Receive Location Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer.

See Also

Adapters (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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HTTPSolicitResponse (BizTalk Server Sample)
The HTTPSolicitResponse sample demonstrates how to create a Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 orchestration that leverages an
ASP.NET application to help process orchestration data. In this sample, the orchestration makes use of a request/response port to
send a message to the ASP.NET application and to retrieve the response. You achieve the integration between the BizTalk Server
orchestration and the ASP.NET application by using the HTTP adapter. Additional information about the HTTP adapter will be
provided in the updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help available at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616. For more
information, see HTTP Adapter.

This sample consists of a BizTalk Server orchestration that receives a request containing two numbers to be multiplied, and
satisfies that request using the following sequence of steps:

1. The BizTalk Server orchestration retrieves an .xml input file from a specific folder.
2. The orchestration uses an HTTP request to forward the XML from the file to a multiplier ASP.NET application.
3. The multiplier ASP.NET application responds to the HTTP request by performing the multiplication and returning the result

as XML in the HTTP response.
4. The orchestration receives the result as XML in an HTTP response, and writes that result to an .xml file in a specific folder.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Adapters\HttpSolicitResponse\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
Cleanup.bat Undeploys assemblies and removes them from the global asse

mbly cache (GAC); removes send and receive ports; removes Mi
crosoft Internet Information Services (IIS) virtual directories as 
needed.

HttpSolicitResponse.btproj, HttpSolicitResponse.sln Provides project and source files for the BizTalk project that con
tains the orchestration that uses the multiplier ASP.NET applicat
ion, the associated schemas, and so on.

HttpSolicitResponseBinding.xml Provides for automated setup such as port binding.
MultiplyRequest.xsd, MultiplyResponse.xsd Provides schemas for the multiplication request and response X

ML messages, respectively.
MultiplyTwoIntegers.odx Provides a BizTalk Server orchestration that receives an .xml file

requesting a multiplication operation, forwards the request to t
he multiplier ASP.NET application, and writes its response to a f
ile.

request_in.xml Sample input file.
Setup.bat Builds and initializes this sample.
In the \Multiplier folder:

AssemblyInfo.cs, Global.asax, Global.asax.cs, Global.asax.resx, Mul
tiplier.aspx, Multiplier.aspx.cs, Multiplier.aspx.resx, Multiplier.cspr
oj, Multiplier.csproj.webinfo, Multiplier.sln, Multiplier.vsdisco, We
b.config

Contains files that constitute the ASP.NET application that imple
ments the multiplier service, including project and solution files
, ASPX files, Microsoft Visual C# .NET source files, and so on.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the HTTPSolicitResponse sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Adapters\HttpSolicitResponse

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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2. Run the file Setup.bat, which performs the following actions:

Creates the input and output folders for this sample:

<Samples Path>\Adapters\HttpSolicitResponse\HttpSolicitResponseInput

<Samples Path>\Adapters\HttpSolicitResponse\HttpSolicitResponseOutput

Compiles and configures the multiplier ASP.NET application used by this sample.
Compiles and deploys the BizTalk Server orchestration used in this sample.
Creates and binds the necessary BizTalk Server receive location and ports.

Note  This sample displays the following warnings when creating and binding the ports:

Warning: Receive handler not specified for receive location "HttpSolicitResponseReceiveLocation";
updating with first receive handler with matching transport type.

Warning: Host not specified for orchestration
"Microsoft.Samples.BizTalk.HttpSolicitResponse.MultiplyTwoIntegers"; updating with first available host.

You can safely ignore these warnings. (To accommodate for possible naming differences in user
installations, the host name and receive handler have been omitted from the binding file. The
Btsdeploy.exe utility uses the first receive handler that supports the adapter type and the default host.)

Note  Due to a known issue with Visual Studio .NET 2003, the forms in this sample will not display
correctly in design mode after running Setup.bat. To view the forms in design mode, rebuild the form
projects in Visual Studio .NET.

Enables the receive location, and starts the send port.

Note  The orchestration in this sample uses a two-way port for the HTTP interaction with the ASP.NET
application.

Note  You should confirm that BizTalk did not report any errors during the build and initialization process
before attempting to run this sample.

Note  If you choose to open and build the projects in this sample without running the file Setup.bat, you
must first create a strong name key pair using the .NET Framework Strong Name Utility (sn.exe). Use this
key pair to sign the resulting assemblies.

Note  To undo changes made by Setup.bat, run Cleanup.bat. You must run Cleanup.bat before running
Setup.bat a second time.

3. Because the file Setup.bat creates an IIS application and sets it to run in high isolation, you must make sure that it will be run
in the context of a user in the BizTalk Isolated Host Users group by following these steps:

a. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Administrative Tools, and then click Component Services.
b. In Component Services, navigate to the COM+ application for this sample: IIS-{Default Web Site//Root/Multiplier}.
c. Right-click the COM+ application, and then click Properties.
d. In the Properties dialog box, change the identity under which this COM+ application runs to a user that is a member

of a BizTalk NT user group.
e. Restart IIS to ensure that all changes are in effect.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the HTTPSolicitResponse sample.

1. Paste a copy of the file request_in.xml into the folder HttpSolicitResponseInput.
2. Observe the .xml file created in the folder HttpSolicitResponseOutput. The name of this .xml file is based on the message ID

GUID. This file contains the XML-formatted result of the multiplication operation.

Note  You can change the operand values in the input file to perform a different multiplication operation.

Remarks

You can adapt this sample to communicate with a different external system that exposes an HTTP interface.



 

The files MultiplyRequest.xsd and MultiplyResponse.xsd are the XML schemas that define the format of the input and output data
for the multiplier ASP.NET application. The orchestration uses these files to define the request and response message types.

Note  If you update a send port or receive location using the BizTalk Explorer object model or a Windows
Management Instrumentation (WMI) script, the Receive Port Properties and Send Port Properties property pages
in BizTalk Explorer will display an incorrect Address (URI). The Address (URI) used internally is the Address (URI) set by
the script, so the script works as expected. To update the property pages to display the correct Address (URI), update
the Address (URI) field in BizTalk Explorer with the new value. Additional information and the instructions for
completing this step will be provided in the updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help available at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616. For more information, see
Editing Send Port Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer and
Editing Receive Location Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer.

See Also

Adapters (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Large Message to MSMQT (BizTalk Server Sample)
The Large Message to MSMQT sample demonstrates how to send an .xml document larger than 4 megabytes (MB) from
Microsoft Message Queuing (also known as MSMQ) to MSMQT using the MQSendLargeMessage API implemented by
MQRTLarge.dll. The sample works as follows:

1. A user on computer 1 uses SendLargeMessage.exe to send a large .xml file to computer 2.
2. Computer 2, which is running BizTalk Server, receives the large .xml file and copies it to a local directory.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Adapters\MSMQTLarge

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
MQRTLarge.dll Provides an add-on for native message queuing. Exposes the MQSendLargeMessage and MQReceiveLargeMes

sage APIs.
LargeMessages.s
ln

Provides a Visual Studio solution to create the SendLargeMessage executable used in the sample.

XMLCreator.exe Provides an application to create a test .xml file for the SDK sample.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedures to build and initialize the Large Message to MSMQT sample.

Computer 1

Use the following procedure for computer 1.

1. Copy the large message to MSMQT sample directory onto the root drive (C:\MSMQTLarge) of a computer with Visual
Studio and Microsoft Message Queuing (MSMQ) already installed.

2. Open the LargeMessages.sln Visual Studio solution file with Visual Studio and build the sample.

Computer 2

Use the following procedure for computer 2.

1. Install BizTalk Server 2004. After you have installed BizTalk Server, you must ensure the MSMQT adapter is configured.
2. Create a directory on computer 2, where the messages from computer 1 will be placed by BizTalk Server. The directory

should be placed on the root drive and named Demo (for example, C:\Demo).
3. Open Visual Studio. In the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
4. Create a send port for the sample to write the message from computer 1.

In the BizTalk Explorer window, right-click Send Ports, and then select Add Send Port.
In the Create New Send Port dialog box, make sure that the port type is Static One-Way Port, and then click OK.
In the Static One-Way Send Port Properties menu make the following changes:

Set the name of the port to MySendPort.
Set the transport type to File.
Click the ellipsis (…) button on the Address (URI) section to open the File Transport Properties form. Enter
C:\Demo in the Destination Folder.
Ensure the File Name value is set to %MessageID%.xml.
Click Apply, and then click OK.

Select Send.
Set the Send Pipeline value to Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.PassThruTransmit.
Select Filters & Maps and then click Filters.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


Set the Property to BTS.ReceivePortName.
Set the Value to MyReceivePort.
Click Apply and then click OK.

5. Create a receive port to accept the message from computer 1.

In the BizTalk Explorer window, right-click Receive Ports.
Select Add Receive Port.
In the Create New Receive Port dialog box, make sure that the port type is One-Way Port and then click OK.
On the One-Way Receive Port Properties menu make the following changes:

Set the name of the port to MyReceivePort.
Click Apply and then click OK.

6. After creating a receive port for the sample, you must create a receive location.

In the BizTalk Explorer window, right click Receive Locations under the MyReceivePort receive port that you
created in the previous step.
Select Add Receive Location.
Set the name of the receive location to MSMQReceiveLocation.
In the Receive Location Properties dialog box, set the Transport Type to MSMQT.
Set the Receive Handler property to BizTalkServerApplication.
Set the Receive Pipeline property to Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.PassThruReceive.
Click the ellipsis (…) button on the Address (URI) section to open the MSMQT Transport Properties form. Set the
Queue Name to Test.
Click Apply and then click OK.

7. You must make the ports and receive locations available for use. This is done through the BizTalk Explorer.

Right-click MySendPort, and then click Enlist.
Right-click MySendPort, and then click Start.
Right-click MSMQReceiveLocation, and then click Enable.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the Large Message to MSMQT sample.

1. On computer 1, open a command prompt and change directory (cd) to the sample directory
(C:\MSMQTLarge\SendLargeMessage\bin\debug).

2. At the command prompt, run the SendLargeMessage executable. The SendLargeMessage executable accepts two variables;
the first is the location of the MSMQT queue, the second is the location of the .xml file to send:

3. Verify that a file of the same size was created on the BizTalk Server in the C:\Demo directory. This is the directory you
identified in the MySendPort send port.

Remarks
SendLargeMessage.exe references the LargeMessages API, which in turn references the BizTalk Message Queuing Large
Message Extension (Mqrtlarge.dll) API. The Message Queuing Large Message Extension API is an add-on for native message
queuing that enables the processing of messages larger than the 4 MB limit beyond which native message queuing cannot
process.

This sample uses the MQSendLargeMessage API and exposes the API to the .NET Framework by using the LargeMessages API.

See Also

BizTalk Message Queuing Large Message Extension

Adapters (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

SendLargeMessage <MSMQT location> <XML File name>
SendLargeMessage DIRECT=OS:Machine #2\private$\Test  C:\Temp\Test.xml



 

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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MSMQC Adapter (BizTalk Server Sample)
The MSMQC Adapter sample demonstrates:

How to build and register an adapter.
How to create an asynchronous transactional adapter for BizTalk Server 2004.

This sample is meant as a framework for you to use in creating custom adapters.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Adapters\MsmqcAdapter\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
\Design-Time\Adapter Mana
gement

Contains the project that implements the design time portion of this adapter.

\Run-Time\MSMQC Contains the project that implements the transactional MSMQC adapter.
\Run-Time\MSMQCAdapter
Props

Contains the project that defines the properties for the sample adapter. These properties are defined
through an XSD schema.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the MSMQC Adapter sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Adapters\MSMQCAdapter

2. Run the file Setup.bat, which performs the following actions:

Compiles the MSMQCAdapter and all of its dependencies.
Adds entries to the registry for this adapter.

Note  You should confirm that no errors were reported during the build and initialization process before attempting
to run this sample.

Note  If you choose to open and build the projects in this sample without running the file Setup.bat, you must first
create a strong name key pair using the .NET Framework Strong Name Utility (sn.exe). Use this key pair to sign the
resulting assemblies.

Note  To undo changes made by Setup.bat, run Cleanup.bat. You must run Cleanup.bat before running Setup.bat a
second time.

To Install the Sample Adapter
Use the following procedure to install the MSMQC Adapter sample.

1. Click the Start menu, select Programs, select Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then select BizTalk Server
Administration.

2. In the BizTalk Administration console, double-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (Local) node.
3. Right click Adapters, click New, and then click Adapter.
4. In the Add Adapter dialog box, do the following:

File(s) Description
Name Type MSMQC.
Adapter Select MSMQC from the drop-down list box.
Comment Type Sample MSMQC Adapter.

5. Click OK.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


 

To Stop and Restart the Host Instance
Use the following procedure to stop and restart the host instance for the MSMQC Adapter sample.

1. Click the Start menu, select Programs, select Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and select BizTalk Server Administration.
2. In the BizTalk Administration console, double-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node, expand Hosts, and

then select the BizTalkServerApplication in the left pane.
3. In the results pane, right-click the host instance (typically, the computer name), and then click Stop.
4. The status of the host instance changes to Stopped.
5. In the results pane, right-click the host instance, and then click Start.

The MSMQC adapter is now ready to be used by your application.

To Test the Adapter
Use the following procedure to test the MSMQC Adapter sample.

1. Ensure Microsoft Message Queuing (also known as MSMQ) is installed.
2. Create two Message Queuing private transactional queues named In and Out.
3. Create a receive port/receive location that uses the MSMQC adapter. Set the queue name to In.
4. Create a send port that uses the MSMQC adapter. Set the destination to DIRECT=OS:<computer>\private$\Out.
5. Use the SendMSMQMessage (BizTalk Server Sample) or other application to send messages to the In queue.
6. Check that messages were received and sent to the Out queue.

Remarks
The MSMQC adapter makes use of the BaseAdapter project classes provided in <Samples
Path>\Adapters\Common\BaseAdapter\v1.0.1\. The BaseAdapter classes are intended to accelerate your adapter development.
Refer to the BaseAdapter code comments for details about the classes therein.

See Also

Adapters (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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SendMail (BizTalk Server Sample)
The SendMail sample demonstrates how you can use the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) adapter to send e-mail messages
from within a Microsoft BizTalk Server orchestration. Dynamic information used to send the e-mail messages is retrieved from an
XML message using property promotion functionality.

This sample sends an e-mail message using information obtained from properties promoted out of an incoming XML purchase
order (PO) message, using the following sequence of steps:

1. The BizTalk Server orchestration retrieves an input XML PO message.
2. The BizTalk Server orchestration promotes the PONumber and Email properties for easier access in the future.
3. The BizTalk Server orchestration uses the values of the promoted properties to set the destination address of the dynamic

send port and to set the subject of the e-mail message.
4. The BizTalk Server orchestration sends the constructed e-mail message through the SMTP adapter.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Adapters\SendMail\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
AssemblyInfo.cs, SendM
ail.btproj, SendMail.sln

Provides project, solution, and assembly information files for this sample.

Cleanup.bat Undeploys assemblies and removes them from the global assembly cache (GAC); removes send and rec
eive ports; removes Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) virtual directories as needed.

PropertySchema.xsd, Pu
rchaseOrder.xsd

Provides schemas for the properties that you want to promote, and for the XML PO message, respectivel
y.

ReceiveSend.odx Provides a BizTalk Server orchestration that processes the incoming XML PO message and sends an e-m
ail message based on information in the message.

SendMailInput.xml Contains a sample input file with a PO specified using XML.
Setup.bat Builds and initializes this sample.

Note  This setup file creates and binds ports, and so on, using a different mechanism than m
ost of the setup files for the SDK samples. It does not require a companion .xml file.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the SendMail sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Adapters\SendMail

2. Run the file Setup.bat, which performs the following actions:

Creates the following input folder for this sample:

<Samples Path>\Adapters\SendMail\In

Compiles the Visual Studio .NET project for this sample.
Starts the BizTalk Server orchestration.

Note  You should confirm that BizTalk did not report any errors during the build and initialization process
before attempting to run this sample.

Note  If you choose to open and build the project in this sample without running the file Setup.bat, you

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


 

must first create a strong name key pair using the .NET Framework Strong Name Utility (sn.exe). Use this
key pair to sign the resulting assembly.

Note  To undo changes made by Setup.bat, run Cleanup.bat and delete all receive and send ports prefixed
with SendMail_1.0.0.0_Microsoft.Samples.BizTalk.SendMail. You must run Cleanup.bat before running
Setup.bat a second time.

3. Using BizTalk Explorer, locate the receive port prefixed by SendMail_1.0.0.0_Microsoft.Samples.BizTalk.SendMail. Update the
receive location for this receive port to point to a directory on your file system to use as the input location.

4. Using a program such as Notepad, modify the file SendMailInput.xml so that the Email element specifies a legitimate e-mail
address at which you want to receive the e-mail message generated by this sample.

5. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server Administration.
6. In the BizTalk Server Administration console, expand the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (Local) tree in the left pane,

and then navigate to the Adapters folder.
7. Expand the Adapters folder, expand the SMTP node, and then click the Send Handlers node.
8. In the BizTalkServerApplication properties dialog box, on the Properties tab, provide appropriate values for the SMTP

server name and From (Email address) properties.

These values will be used to construct the From e-mail address for any e-mail messages sent through this SMTP adapter.

Note  If you need to authenticate with your SMTP server, you must ensure that the From e-mail address
belongs to the same account that you use for authentication.

9. Stop and then restart the BizTalk service (BizTalkServerApplication) so that the orchestration will adopt these changes.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the SendMail sample.

1. Put a copy of the modified file SendMailInput.xml into the input folder
2. Observe the arrival of an e-mail message to the e-mail address you specified in the previous procedure.

Remarks
If you update a send port or receive location using the BizTalk Explorer object model or a Windows Management Instrumentation
(WMI) script, the Receive Port Properties and Send Port Properties property pages in BizTalk Explorer will display an incorrect
Address (URI). The Address (URI) used internally is the Address (URI) set by the script, so the script works as expected. To update
the property pages to display the correct Address (URI), update the Address (URI) field in BizTalk Explorer with the new value.
Additional information and the instructions for completing this step will be provided in the updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help
available at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616. For more information, see
Editing Send Port Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer and
Editing Receive Location Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer.

See Also

Adapters (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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SendMSMQMessage (BizTalk Server Sample)
The SendMSMQMessage sample demonstrates how to send a message to a BizTalk Message Queuing port from a .NET-based
application. It also provides instructions about how to configure Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 to use BizTalk Message Queuing
receive locations.

You can use the code in the simple graphical application included with this sample as an example of how to send messages to
BizTalk Message Queuing receive locations within BizTalk Server from .NET-enabled applications such as Microsoft Office, from
ASP.NET pages, and so on.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Adapters\SendMSMQMessage\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
App.ico, AssemblyInfo.cs, SendMSMQMessage.csproj, 
SendMSMQMessage.sln

Provides project, solution, and related files for the simple graphical applica
tion for this sample.

Form1.cs, Form1.resx Provides Microsoft Visual C# .NET source and form files for the simple gra
phical application for this sample.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the SendMSMQMessage sample.

1. Confirm that Message Queuing (MSMQ) is installed, and if not, install it.

Important  Side-by-side installation of BizTalk Server 2004 and Message Queuing is supported; however, this
sample is intended for use when BizTalk Server 2004 and Message Queuing are installed on separate
computers. For more information, see BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter Security Recommendations.

2. Build the sample executable.
3. Configure BizTalk Server, preferably on a different computer than the one on which you intend to run this sample.

To use the Windows Component Wizard to confirm the installation of Message Queuing

1. Click Start, click Control Panel, click Add or Remove Programs, and then click Add/Remove Windows Components.
2. In the Components box, verify that Message Queuing is installed.

To build the sample executable

1. Open the solution file SendMSMQMessage.sln using Visual Studio .NET 2003.
2. On the Build menu, click Build Solution.

To configure BizTalk Server

1. Install BizTalk Server 2004 on a different computer than the one on which you intend to run this sample.

Important  Side-by-side installation of BizTalk Server 2004 and Message Queuing is supported, however, this
sample is intended for use when BizTalk Server 2004 and Message Queuing are installed on separate
computers.

2. Select a folder in which to receive messages. The following steps assume that you have selected C:\Demo\Report, but you
can adjust the steps as necessary for another folder.

3. Open Visual Studio .NET 2003, and in the View menu, select BizTalk Explorer.
4. If necessary, select the correct Configuration database.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723
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5. In BizTalk Explorer, right-click Send Ports, and then click Add Send Port.
6. In the Create New Send Port dialog box, select Static One-Way Port, and then click OK.
7. In the Static One-Way Send Port Properties dialog box, in the Name box, type a name for the send port, such as

MySendPort.
8. In the folder tree on the left side of the dialog box, select Transport | Primary, and then set the Transport Type property to

File.
9. For the Address (URI) property, click the ellipsis (…) button to open the File Transport Properties dialog box.

10. In the File Transport Properties dialog box, set the Destination Folder property to C:\Demo\Report, keep the default
settings for the other properties, and then click OK.

11. In the Static One-Way Port Properties dialog box, in the folder tree on the left side of the dialog box, select Send |
General, and set the Send Pipeline property to PassThruTransmit (...).

12. In the folder tree on the left side of the dialog box, select Filters & Mapping | Filters, and then add a new row by setting
Property to BTS.ReceivePortName. Leave the Operator column set to ==, set the Value column to MyReceivePort, and
then click OK.

13. In BizTalk Explorer, right-click Receive Ports, and then click Add Receive Port.
14. In the Create New Receive Port dialog box, click One-Way Port, and then click OK.
15. In the One-Way Receive Port Properties dialog box, in the Name box, type a name for the receive port, such as

MyReceivePort, and then click OK.

Note  This name must be the same name as provided in step 12.

16. In BizTalk Explorer, under the newly created receive port, right-click Receive Locations, and then click Add Receive
Location.

17. In the Receive Location Properties - General Configurations dialog box, in the Name box, type a name for the receive
port, such as MSMQReceiveLocation.

18. In the Receive Location Properties - General Configurations dialog box, in the folder tree on the left side of the dialog
box, if necessary, select Configurations | General, and set the properties on the right side as follows.
Property (Cat
egory)

Setting

Transport Typ
e

(General)

MSMQT

Address (URI)

(General)

Click the ellipsis button (…) to open the MSMQT Transport Properties dialog box. In this dialog box, set Q
ueue Name to Test, and then click OK.

Receive Handl
er

(Receive Handl
er)

Select your default application, normally BizTalkServerApplication.

Receive Pipeli
ne

(Receive Pipelin
e)

PassThruReceive (...)

19. Click OK.
20. Right-click your new send port, and then click Enlist.
21. Right-click your new send port again, and then click Start.
22. Right-click your new receive location, and then click Enable.

BizTalk Server is ready now to work with this sample.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the SendMSMQMessage sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:



 

<Samples Path>\Adapters\SendMSMQMessage\bin\Debug

2. Run the file SendMSMQMessage.exe, which starts the graphical application that comprises the user interface for this
sample.

Important  In a simple installation, this application cannot run on the same computer that BizTalk Server is
running on. This is because the application uses Message Queuing (MSMQ), and this usage conflicts with BizTalk
Message Queuing unless both variations of Message Queuing are installed side-by-side.

3. In the graphical application, in the BizTalk machine name box, type the name of the computer on which BizTalk Server is
running.

4. Try the Send Wrapped option:
a. Optionally change the text in the Message body box.
b. Click Send wrapped.

If the operation succeeds, you will see:

The word Success in red font in the box immediately above the buttons.
A file appears in your destination folder C:\Demo\Reports. This file contains the text from the Message body box
wrapped in simple XML tags by the .NET message queuing library.

If the operation fails, you will see an error message in the box immediately above the buttons.

5. Try the Send Exact option:
a. Optionally change the text in the Message body box.
b. Click Send exact.

If the operation succeeds, you will see:

The word Success in red font in the box immediately above the buttons.
A file appears in your destination folder C:\Demo\Reports. This file contains the text from the Message body box
exactly as it appears in the text box.

If the operation fails, you will see an error message in the box immediately above the buttons.

See Also

Adapters (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SQL Adapter (BizTalk Server Sample)
The SQL Adapter sample demonstrates how to use the various features of the SQL adapter included with BizTalk Server 2004,
including how to use:

Stored procedures from an orchestration
SQL-XML Updategram from an orchestration
Stored procedures in a receive port
Normal SQL SELECT statements in a receive port (outside of an orchestration)

The scenario used by this sample is a partial implementation of a loan application process:

1. Loan application documents are received by BizTalk Server.
2. The loan application document is parsed and stored in SQL tables of Loans and Customers.
3. If a customer entry is new, a simple process determines a credit rating for that customer.
4. Based on the customer’s location, the loan is assigned to an Agent for processing.
5. Based on the customer’s credit rating, the loan is assigned an interest rate.
6. A report is periodically generated for Agents showing the loans and customers assigned to them.

This loan process is illustrated in the following diagram.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Adapters\SQLAdapter\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
SQLAdapter\Setup.bat Builds and configures the sample.
SQLAdapter\Cleanup.bat Shuts down the sample.
SQLAdapter\Create_Database.sql

SQLAdapter\Create_SPROCs.sql

SQLAdapter\Create_Tables.sql

SQLAdapter\Populate_Tables.sql

Supports SQL scripts and VBScript for setup.

SQLAdapter\Reset_loans.bat

SQLAdapter\Reset_loans.sql

Clears Loans and Customers tables to reset sample to initial state.

SQLAdapter\Loan_Acceptance_Binding.xml

SQLAdapter\Loan_Assignment_Binding.xml

SQLAdapter\New_Customer_Binding.xml

SQLAdapter\Agent_Report_Binding.xml

BizTalk Server deployment files used by setup.

SQLAdapter\Input_Folder Location where loan application documents are placed for processing.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


SQLAdapter\Result_Folder Location where output files are written to.
SQLAdapter\Sample Data\LoanApplication_sample.x
ml

SQLAdapter\Sample Data\LoanApplication_sample2.
xml

SQLAdapter\Sample Data\LoanApplication_sample_
dollar.xml

SQLAdapter\Sample Data\LoanApplication_sample_
euro.xml

Example loan application documents.

SQLAdapter\SQL Adapter Sample.sln SQL Adapter solution file.
SQLAdapter\Loan Acceptance\Loan Acceptance.btpr
oj

SQLAdapter\Loan Acceptance\BizTalk Orchestration.
odx

Orchestration project for accepting loan application documents.

SQLAdapter\Loan Acceptance\LoanApplication.xsd Loan application document schema.
SQLAdapter\Loan Acceptance\SQLService.xsd SQL Adapter-generated schema for stored procedure SP_Save_Loan_info().
SQLAdapter\Loan Acceptance\Make_SPROC_argum
ent.btm

BizTalk Server map file.

SQLAdapter\New Customer Processing\BizTalk Orch
estration.odx

Orchestration project for rating newly created customers.

SQLAdapter\New Customer Processing\InputSQLSer
vice.xsd

Schema for SQL Adapter-generated receive port for stored procedure SP_
Monitor_for_new_customers().

SQLAdapter\New Customer Processing\New Custo
mer Processing.btproj

BizTalk Server project for processing new customers.

SQLAdapter\New Customer Processing\PropertySch
ema.xsd

Schema for new customer properties.

SQLAdapter\New Customer Processing\SQLService.
xsd

SQL Adapter-generated schema for stored procedure SP_Get_Customer_Ra
ting().

SQLAdapter\New Customer Processing\Transform_S
PROCCall.btm

BizTalk Server map file.

SQLAdapter\New Customer Processing\Transform_
UpdateGram.btm

BizTalk Server map file.

SQLAdapter\New Customer Processing\UpdateCust
omersService.xsd

UpdateCustomersService.xsd SQL Adapter-generated schema for Updategr
am on Customers table.

SQLAdapter\Loan Assignment\BizTalk Orchestration.
odx

Orchestration project for Agent and interest assignment for a loan.

SQLAdapter\Loan Assignment\AgentResponse.xsd SQL Adapter-generated schema for stored procedure SP_Get_agent_and_In
terest().

SQLAdapter\Loan Assignment\Loan Assignment.btp
roj

BizTalk Server project for loan assignment orchestration.

SQLAdapter\Loan Assignment\Transform_SPROC_In
put.btm

SQLAdapter\Loan Assignment\Transform_Updategr
am.btm

BizTalk Server map files.

SQLAdapter\Loan Assignment\UpdateLoansService.x
sd

SQL Adapter-generated schema for Updategram on Loans table.

SQLAdapter\Loan Assignment\SQLService.xsd Schema for SQL Adapter receive port for stored procedure SP_monitor_for
_Loan_to_assign().

SQLAdapter\Agent Report Generator\Agent Report 
Generator.btproj

Receive-port project for generating Agent reports.

SQLAdapter\Agent Report Generator\BizTalk Orches
tration.odx

Orchestration for generating Agent reports.

SQLAdapter\Agent Report Generator\SQLService.xsd Schema for SQL Adapter receive port for SQL SELECT statement.



To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the SQL Adapter sample.

1. In a command window, change directories (cd) to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Adapters\SQLAdapter

2. Run the file Setup.bat, which will perform the following actions:

Creates the Input_folder and Result_folder if needed.
Creates the database BTS2004_SQL_Adapter_Loans (drops and creates if needed).
Creates and populates the tables, and creates stored procedures.
Builds and deploys four BizTalk projects:

Loan Acceptance orchestration
New Customer Processing orchestration
Loan Assignment orchestration
Agent Report Generator schema

Runs scripts to create appropriate ports, binds them to appropriate BizTalk Server artifacts, and starts them.

Note  You should confirm that no errors were reported during the build and initialization process before attempting
to run this sample.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the SQL Adapter sample.

1. Ensure the files in the SQLAdapter\Sample Data folder are not in read-only mode.
2. Copy one of the files from SQLAdapter\Sample Data to SQLAdapter\Input_Folder.
3. Notice in the SQLAdapter\Result_folder:

Accepted_loan_{guid}.xml appears when the Loan Acceptance orchestration is complete.
New_customer_{guid}.xml appears when the New Customer Processing orchestration is complete.
Assigned_loan_{guid}.xml appears when the Loan Assignment orchestration is complete.
Agent_report.xml is created and periodically updated.

Note  New_customer_{guid}.xml will not appear if a customer has already been processed. To clear the Customers
table, run Reset_loans.bat.

To Remove This Sample
Use the following procedure to remove the SQL Adapter sample.

1. In a command window, change directory (cd) to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Adapters\SQLAdapter

2. Run Cleanup.bat.

Note  The BTS2004_SQL_Adapter_Loans database is not removed by Cleanup.bat; however, the database is destroyed
and re-created if you run Setup.bat again.

Remarks
The database schema for the SQL Adapter sample is shown in the following diagram.



 

The following XML depicts an example of a loan document:

In the Loans table, the RequestAmt column uses the SQL money type.

The <RequestedAmount> element in the XML schema is xs:string.

The Stored procedure SP_Save_Loan_info() must accept the value @Amount as nvarchar(50). The stored procedure converts the
value using the expression convert(money, @Amount). This is required because the $ (dollar) and € (euro) characters cause XML
parsing errors. Hence, the money value is kept as a string until it is passed to the SQL tables.

SQL Server discards the $ or € symbol when it saves the data into a column of type money. Your system should retain the
currency type in another column to retain the information for conversion purposes. The $ and € symbols are not saved in the SQL
Adapter sample for the sake of simplicity.

See Also

Adapters (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

- < LoanApplication >
      <Name FirstName="Tester" LastName="Person" /> 
      <Address Street="1 Microsoft Way" 
                       City="Redmond"
                       State="Washington" /> 
-     <LoanData>
           <RequestedAmount>$100.45</RequestedAmount> 
       </LoanData>
  </ LoanApplication>

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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SubmitDirect (BizTalk Server Sample)
The SubmitDirect sample demonstrates how to programmatically submit one-way and request/response messages to Microsoft
BizTalk Server 2004 from .NET-based applications. The sample demonstrates the use of BizTalk Server APIs for adapters. It also
provides a receive adapter, named Submit, that can be used to submit messages to BizTalk Server.

This sample is actually two samples in one, as follows:

Submission of a batch of one-way messages. The console application SubmitMessages.exe takes the strings from its
command line and submits each one as a separate message to BizTalk Server. Each of these submitted messages is picked
up at the receive location by BizTalk Server, sent through pass-through receive and send pipelines, and then written to a text
file.
Submission of request/response message. The console application SubmitRequest.exe takes the .xml file specified on its
command line and submits it to BizTalk Server. The schema of this .xml file defines elements that contain two integer fields.
BizTalk Server picks up the .xml file and processes it with an orchestration (with one request/response port). It uses a map to
produce an XML response message that returns an integer that is the product of the two integers in the request. When the
console application receives the response, it displays the result.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

This sample shows how to perform various tasks related to BizTalk adapters. Specifically, it shows how to:

Work with isolated adapters that run outside of the BizTalk Server process. The Submit adapter is an isolated adapter
because it is created by a process external to the BizTalk Server process (you start it as a .NET application).
Submit batches of messages to BizTalk Server. The Submit adapter uses batch message submittal functionality to submit
several messages at once.
Submit messages synchronously using a request/response paradigm, as well as asynchronously using a one-way paradigm.
Use the adapter framework to implement custom adapter property pages so that the Submit adapter can expose its
configuration property pages in BizTalk Explorer.
Register an adapter with BizTalk Server. This sample shows how to register an adapter and provides a registration
executable that automates the registration of an adapter.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Adapters\SubmitDirect\

File Inventory
The following table lists the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
Cleanup.bat Undeploys assemblies and removes them from the global assemb

ly cache (GAC); removes send and receive ports; removes Microso
ft Internet Information Services (IIS) virtual directories as needed.

Setup.bat Builds and initializes this sample.
SubmitDirect.sln Solution file that includes the BizTalk project in the ProcessReques

t folder and the Microsoft Visual C# projects in the other folders.
SubmitMessagesBinding.xml, SubmitRequestBinding.xml Used for automated setup such as port binding.
In the \ProcessRequest folder:

DocIn.xsd, DocOut.xsd, Multiplier.odx, Multiply.btm, ProcessRe
quest.btproj

Provides a BizTalk project that performs the multiplication of integ
ers in the request/response scenario.

In the \SubmitMessages folder:

AssemblyInfo.cs, SubmitMessages.cs, SubmitMessages.csproj

Provides a Visual C# project for the console application that passe
s its command line string parameters as a batch of separate mess
ages.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


In the \SubmitRequest folder:

AssemblyInfo.cs, DocInstance.xml, SubmitRequest.cs, SubmitR
equest.csproj

Provides a C# project for the console application that passes an .x
ml file (DocInstance.xml) containing two integers to be multiplied.

In the \TransportProxyUtils folder:

AssemblyInfo.cs, MessageHelper.cs, MessagingAPIInterface.cs, 
MessagingAPIs.cs, ResponseCallBack.cs, TpBatchAsyncCallback
.cs, TpBatchAsyncResult.cs, TpBatchStatus.cs, TransportProxyUt
ils.csproj

Provides a C# project for the run-time portion of the Submit adap
ter that implements methods for synchronous and asynchronous 
message submission, and for batch and single request message s
ubmission.

In the \TransportProxyUtilsReg folder:

AssemblyInfo.cs, RegisterAdapter.cs, TransportProxyUtilsReg.c
sproj

Provides a Visual C# project that demonstrates code that you can 
use to register adapters with BizTalk Server.

In the \TransportProxyUtilsUI folder:

AssemblyInfo.cs, TransportProxyUtilsMgmt.cs, TransportProxy
UtilsUI.csproj

Provides a Visual C# project for the user interface portion of the S
ubmit adapter that implements its property pages for display with
in BizTalk Explorer.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the SubmitDirect sample.

Important  Before running this sample, ensure you are logged on as a user who belongs to BizTalk Isolated Host
Users group.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Adapters\SubmitDirect

2. Run the file Setup.bat, which performs the following actions:

Creates the following output folder for the batch submission portion of this sample.

<Samples Path>\Adapters\SubmitDirect\Out

Compiles the various Visual Studio .NET projects for this sample.
Registers the Submit adapter with BizTalk Server.
Creates and binds the BizTalk Server receive locations, and the send and receive ports.

Note  This sample displays the following warnings when creating and binding the ports:

Warning: Receive handler not specified for receive location "SubmitDirectRL"; updating with first receive
handler with matching transport type.

Warning: Host not specified for orchestration "Microsoft.Samples.BizTalk.ProcessRequest.Multiplier";
updating with first available host.

You can safely ignore these warnings. (To accommodate for possible naming differences in user
installations, the host name and receive handler have been omitted from the binding file. The utility
Btsdeploy.exe uses the first receive handler that supports the adapter type and the default host.)

Enables the receive locations, and starts the send ports and orchestration.

Note  You should confirm that BizTalk Server did not report any errors during the build and initialization process
before attempting to run this sample.

Note  If you choose to open and build the projects in this sample without running the file Setup.bat, you must first
create a strong name key pair using the .NET Framework Strong Name Utility (sn.exe). Use this key pair to sign the
resulting assemblies.

Note  To undo changes made by Setup.bat, run Cleanup.bat. You must run Cleanup.bat before running Setup.bat a
second time.

To Run This Sample



Because this sample uses File adapter, the BizTalk host (BizTalkServerApplication) must be running. Use the following procedures
to run the SubmitDirect sample.

To run the batch submission portion of the SubmitDirect sample

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Adapters\SubmitDirect\SubmitMessages\bin\Debug

2. Run the file SubmitMessages.exe, passing multiple strings on the command line.

Example: SubmitMessages msg1 msg2 msg3

3. Observe the multiple text files created in the output folder Out. These files contain the strings passed on the command line,
one per file.

To run the request/response portion of the SubmitDirect sample

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Adapters\SubmitDirect\SubmitRequest\bin\Debug

2. Run the file SubmitRequest.exe, passing an appropriate .xml file name on the command line.

Example: SubmitRequest ..\..\DocInstance.xml

3. Observe the response XML message, containing the result of the multiplication operation, displayed to the console.

Remarks
You can use the Submit adapter in other applications. You can use it from any .NET-based code to submit messages to your
BizTalk Server programmatically. To use this adapter with your code, follow these steps:

1. Register the Submit adapter with your BizTalk Server. If you have run the file Setup.bat provided with this sample, the
adapter should be registered and ready to use. Otherwise, you can register it by building the projects
TransportProxyUtils.csproj, TransportProxyUtilsUI.csproj, and TransportProxyUtilsReg.csproj, and then running the
executable produced by the latter project, RegisterAdapter.exe.

2. Create a receive port with a receive location that uses the Submit adapter. Specify the address of the receive location. The
address can be any string that is unique within the receive locations that use this adapter.

3. Reference the assembly Microsoft.BizTalk.SDKSamples.Adapters.TransportProxyUtils.dll in your Visual Studio .NET project.
4. Submit messages to your BizTalk Server by using one or more of the following methods provided by this assembly.

Method(s) Description
SubmitMessa
ge()

BeginSubmit
Message()

EndSubmitM
essage()

Synchronous and asynchronous methods to submit a one-way message to BizTalk Server. The address of th
e receive location where the message is submitted must be set on the message context.

A Boolean value indicating the status of submission (success/failure) is returned.

SubmitMessa
ges()

BeginSubmit
Messages()

EndSubmitM
essages()

Synchronous and asynchronous methods to submit an array of one-way messages to BizTalk Server. The a
ddresses of the receive locations where the messages are submitted should be set on the context of the me
ssages.

A Boolean value indicating the status of submission (success/failure) is returned.



 

SubmitSyncM
essage()

BeginSubmit
SyncMessage
()

EndSubmitSy
ncMessage()

Synchronous and asynchronous methods to submit a request message to BizTalk Server. The address of the
receive location where the message is submitted should be set on the message context.

The response message is returned.

CreateMessag
eFromString()

Creates a BizTalk Server message object from a string and sets the receive location address property on the 
message context.

Returns a BizTalk message object.

CreateMessag
eFromStream
()

Creates a BizTalk Server message object from a stream and sets the receive location address property on th
e message context.

Returns a BizTalk Server message object.

For details about the parameter and return types for these methods, see the file MessagingAPIInterface.cs in the
TransportProxyUtils folder.

Note  If you update a send port or receive location using the BizTalk Explorer object model or a Windows
Management Instrumentation (WMI) script, the Receive Port Properties and Send Port Properties property
pages in BizTalk Explorer will display an incorrect Address (URI). The Address (URI) used internally is the Address
(URI) set by the script, therefore the script works as expected. To update the property pages to display the
correct Address (URI), update the Address (URI) field in BizTalk Explorer with the new value. Additional
information and the instructions for completing this step will be provided in the updated BizTalk Server 2004
Help available at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616. For more information, see
Editing Send Port Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer and
Editing Receive Location Adapter Properties Using BizTalk Explorer.

See Also

Adapters (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Admin (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 includes several administration samples in its software development kit (SDK). This section
provides detailed information about the functionality demonstrated by each administration sample, instructions for building and
running the sample, and the results you can expect.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

The following list provides a brief description of the administration samples:

Database Maintenance Sample. Demonstrates how to archive and restore sent and received message bodies, as well as
delete the contents of the BizTalk Tracking database.
Admin\ExplorerOM Folder.

DeleteParty Sample. Demonstrates how to delete a specified party.
UnenlistParties Sample. Demonstrates how to unenlist all of the parties associated with a deployed BizTalk Server
assembly.

Admin\WMI Folder.
Enable Receive Location Sample. Demonstrates how to enable a receive location and set the Inbound Transport URL
for that receive location.
Enlist Orchestration Sample. Demonstrates how to enlist a BizTalk Server orchestration to a host.
Enumerate Receive Locations Sample. Demonstrates how to retrieve details about one or more receive locations.
Remove Receive Port Sample. Demonstrates how to remove one or more receive ports.
Remove Send Port Sample. Demonstrates how to unenlist and remove one or more send ports.
Set Send Handler Property Sample. Demonstrates how to set the XML configuration information for a Simple Mail
Transfer Protocol (SMTP) send handler.
Start Send Port Sample. Demonstrates how to start a send port and set the Primary Transport Address when using
the FILE adapter.
Stop Orchestration Sample. Demonstrates how to stop a BizTalk Server orchestration and, optionally, to unenlist it.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Database Maintenance (BizTalk Server Sample)
The Database Maintenance sample demonstrates how to archive and restore sent and received message bodies, and how to
delete the contents of the BizTalk Tracking database.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Admin\Database Maintenance\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
ArchiveMessages.vbs Microsoft® Visual Basic® Scripting Edition (VBScript) file used to archive sent and receive

d message bodies.
Purge_DTADB.sql Stored procedure for deleting the contents of the Tracking database.
RestoreMessages.sql Simple SQL scripts that restore message bodies previously backed up from a MessageBox 

database.
Tracking_Fragments.fmt, Tracking_Par
ts.fmt,. Tracking_Spool.fmt

SQL format files used by the files ArchiveMessages.vbs and RestoreMessages.sql. The for
mat files must be in the same folder as the files that use them.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the Database Maintenance sample.

1. Before running ArchiveMessages.vbs or Purge_DTADB.sql, be sure the SQLServerAgent service is turned on.
2. In Health and Activity Tracking, on the Configuration menu, click Orchestrations.
3. Select an orchestration, select the Inbound message bodies and/or Outbound message bodies check boxes, and then

click Apply.
4. In Health and Activity Tracking, on the Configuration menu, click Pipelines.
5. Select a pipeline, select the Inbound message bodies and/or Outbound message bodies check boxes, and then click

Apply.

To Run This Sample
To run the various scripts and stored procedures in the Database Maintenance sample, copy the .vbs, .fmt, .sql, and .dat files to the
machine running the BizTalk Tracking database and follow these instructions.

To archive messages

Confirm that the three format files, Tracking_Fragments.fmt, Tracking_Parts.fmt, and Tracking_Spool.fmt, are in the same
folder, and then run ArchiveMessages.vbs.

To purge messages

Open the SQL Query Analyzer, select your BizTalk Tracking database, load Purge_DTADB.sql, and execute the script. The
script creates the stored procedure dtasp_PruneTrackingDatabase in the BizTalk Tracking database. By calling the stored
procedure and passing in a date/time parameter, you can delete all events and messages up to that date/time.

To restore messages

1. Update the following lines to reflect your scenario.
Line Description
SELECT @server = N'MyServerNam
e'

Update to reflect your scenario.

SELECT @backupTimeStamp = N'Y
YYYMMDDHHMMSS'

Update to reflect your scenario.

USE BizTalkDTADb Update if your BizTalk Tracking database name is different.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


SELECT @filePrefix = @server + @b
ackupTimeStamp

If you use a file prefix that is different than the default created by ArchiveMessages.v
bs (for example, MyFilePrefix), change this line to:

SELECT @filePrefix = N'MyFilePrefix'

SELECT @fmtPath = N'C:\FormatFil
ePath'

Update to reflect the path to the .fmt files on your BizTalk Tracking database comput
er.

SELECT @datPath = N'C:\DatFilePa
th'

Update to reflect the path to the .dat files on your BizTalk Tracking database comput
er.

2. Open SQL Query Analyzer, select a database, and load RestoreMessages.sql. You must choose the provided format files
(.fmt) within the script. You should also have run the ArchiveMessages.vbs script so that some archived messages (.dat files)
already exist, and the script should reference those archived message files. When you run RestoreMessages.sql, BizTalk
Server restores the corresponding messages.

Remarks
These sample scripts may not be as transactional as is required in some production environments. For example, message
archiving, which uses the bcp utility to access three distinct tables, results in a new transaction for each table access. If the second
or third access operation fails, the bcp utility does not roll back the previous operation. Currently, manual clean up is required
before the script is run again.

Further, these sample scripts may not have adequate error handling for some environments. The application reports SQL Server
errors, but does not translate them into friendlier, script-specific error messages.

The following table provides additional information about files in this sample.

File na
me

Additional information

Archive
Message
s.vbs

This file contains a Microsoft® Windows® script containing Visual Basic Script Edition (VBScript) script that you can ru
n on the local BizTalk Server computer on which the MessageBox database (BizTalkMsgBoxDB) exists.

This script assumes that the user running the script has sufficient permission to access the MessageBox database.

This script first archives everything in the offline spool and empties it. The current online spool is then marked as offline
, and the just emptied offline spool is marked as online. So if your offline spool is empty when you run this script, three 
empty .dat files are created.

If you want to access a different MessageBox database, change the following lines in this script:

The SQL format files, Tracking_Fragments.fmt, Tracking_Parts.fmt, and Tracking_Spool.fmt, must be in the same folder a
s this script.

The files generated by this script have the exact same names of the archived tables.

Note  When you run the stored procedure dtasp_PruneTrackingDatabase, you may notice a "duplicate key 
was ignored" message. This message is expected and does not indicate a failure.

Restore
Message
s.sql

This file contains simple SQL scripts that restore message bodies that were previously backed up from a MessageBox d
atabase. It uses SQL Bulk Insert functionality, and relies on the following format files:

Tracking_Fragments.fmt
Tracking_Parts.fmt
Tracking_Spool.fmt

For additional information about format files, see "Using Format Files” in SQL Server Books Online.

See Also

Admin (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

g_localServerName = env.Item("COMPUTERNAME")
dbName = "BizTalkMsgBoxDB"

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Admin\ExplorerOM (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 includes samples in the Admin\ExplorerOM folder in its software development kit (SDK). This
section provides detailed information about the functionality demonstrated by each BizTalk Explorer object model administration
sample, instructions for building and running the sample, and the results you can expect.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

The following list provides a brief description of each BizTalk Explorer object model administration sample:

DeleteParty Sample. Demonstrates how to delete a specified party.
UnenlistParties Sample. Demonstrates how to unenlist all of the parties associated with a deployed BizTalk assembly.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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DeleteParty (BizTalk Server Sample)
The DeleteParty sample demonstrates how to delete a specified party.

Note  Before you can delete a party, you must first create one. One way to do this is to run the PartyResolution
sample.

This sample, written in Microsoft® Visual C#®, using objects from the BizTalk Explorer object model (ExplorerOM), performs the
following operations:

Query for a specified party.
Delete that party.
Handle any errors such that meaningful information is returned to the user.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Admin\ExplorerOM\DeleteParty\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
App.ico, AssemblyInfo.cs, DeleteParty.csproj, Delet
eParty.sln, DeleteParty.cs

Project, solution, and source files for building a Visual C# command-line appli
cation that removes a specified party.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build the DeleteParty sample.

1. In Visual Studio .NET, open the solution file DeleteParty.sln.
2. On the Build menu, click Build Solution.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the DeleteParty sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Admin\ExplorerOM\DeleteParty\bin\Debug\

2. Run the file DeleteParty.exe, passing one of the two following command-line arguments:

<PartyName>. The name of a party to be deleted. If the party name contains spaces, enclose the name in quotes.
/?. Displays help.

For example:

Or:

Remarks
All tasks that you can perform in BizTalk Explorer can also be performed by using the ExplorerOM.

DeleteParty "My Party #3"

DeleteParty /?

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


 

See Also

Admin\ExplorerOM (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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UnenlistParties (BizTalk Server Sample)
The UnenlistParties sample demonstrates how to unenlist all of the parties associated with a deployed BizTalk Server assembly.

This sample, written in Visual C# using objects from the BizTalk Explorer object model, performs the following operations:

Query for a particular assembly.
Retrieve all of the roles associated with that assembly.
Unenlist all of the parties associated with each such role.
Handle any errors such that meaningful information is returned to the user.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Admin\ExplorerOM\UnenlistParties\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
App.ico, AssemblyInfo.cs, UnenlistParties.csproj, 
UnenlistParties.sln, UnenlistParties.cs

Project, solution, and source files for building a Visual C# command-line applica
tion that unenlists all of the parties for a particular assembly.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build the UnenlistParties sample.

1. In Visual Studio .NET, open the solution file UnenlistParties.sln.
2. In the Build menu, select Build Solution.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the UnenlistParties sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Admin\ExplorerOM\UnenlistParties\bin\Debug\

2. Run the file UnenlistParties.exe, passing one of the two following command-line arguments:

<AssemblyName>. The name of an assembly from which all associated parties are to be unenlisted. If the assembly
name contains spaces, enclose the name in quotes.
/?. Displays help.

For example:

Or:

Remarks
All tasks that you can perform in BizTalk Explorer can also be performed by using the ExplorerOM.

UnenlistParties "My BizTalk Assembly.dll"

UnenlistParties /?

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


 

See Also

Admin\ExplorerOM (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Admin\WMI (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 includes several Microsoft Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) administration samples
in its software development kit (SDK). This section provides detailed information about the functionality demonstrated by each
WMI administration sample, instructions for building and running the sample, and the results you can expect.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

The following list provides a brief description of each WMI administration sample:

Enable Receive Location Sample. Demonstrates how to enable a receive location and set the Inbound Transport URL for that
receive location.
Enlist Orchestration Sample. Demonstrates how to enlist a BizTalk Server orchestration to a host.
Enumerate Receive Locations Sample. Demonstrates how to retrieve details about one or more receive locations.
Remove Receive Port Sample. Demonstrates how to remove one or more receive ports.
Remove Send Port Sample. Demonstrates how to unenlist and remove one or more send ports.
Set Send Handler Property Sample. Demonstrates how to set the XML configuration information for a Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol (SMTP) send handler.
Start Send Port Sample. Demonstrates how to start a send port and set the Primary Transport Address when using the FILE
adapter.
Stop Orchestration Sample. Demonstrates how to stop a BizTalk Server orchestration and, optionally, to unenlist it.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723
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Enable Receive Location (BizTalk Server Sample)
The Enable Receive Location sample demonstrates how to enable a receive location and optionally set the Inbound Transport URL
for that receive location.

The Microsoft Visual Basic Scripting Edition (VBScript) script in the script file that constitutes this sample shows how to perform
the following operations using the BizTalk Server WMI provider:

Given a receive port name and receive location, query for a list of matching receive locations.
Set the Inbound Transport URL for a receive location (relative to the installation path).
Enable a receive location.
Handle any errors such that meaningful information is returned to the user.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Admin\WMI\Enable Receive Location\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
In the \VBScri
pt folder:

EnableRecLoc.
vbs

VBScript file that takes parameters that specify a receive location to be enabled, and optionally, a new value for the
Inbound Transport URL associated with that receive location.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
The Enable Receive Location sample consists of a single VBScript file that you do not need to build or initialize.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the Enable Receive Location sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Admin\WMI\Enable Receive Location\VBScript\

2. Run the file EnableRecLoc.vbs using the cscript program, passing the following command-line arguments, of which the third
one is optional:

<ReceivePortName>. The name of the receive port that contains the receive location to be enabled. If the receive port
name contains spaces, enclose the name in quotes.
<ReceiveLocationName>. The name of the receive location within the specified receive port to be enabled. If the
receive location name contains spaces, enclose the name in quotes.
<InboundTransportURI>. A receive adapter URI, relative to the product installation location, that you can change by
specifying this argument. If the inbound adapter URI contains spaces, enclose the URI in quotes.

For example:

Or:

cscript EnableRecLoc.vbs "My Business Receive Port" MyBusinessReceiveLocation

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


 

Remarks
All tasks that you can perform in the BizTalk Server Administration console can also be performed by using script that accesses
the Windows WMI object model.

The script file EnableRecLoc.vbs contains detailed comments with further explanation about the operations that it performs.

For more information, see Windows Management Instrumentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21102.

See Also

Admin\WMI (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

cscript EnableRecLoc.vbs MyBusinessReceivePort "My Business Receive Location" SDK\Samples
\HelloWorld\In\*.xml

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21102
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Enlist Orchestration (BizTalk Server Sample)
The Enlist Orchestration sample demonstrates how to enlist a BizTalk Server orchestration to a host.

This sample includes a Visual Basic Scripting Edition (VBScript) version that accesses the Windows Management Instrumentation
(WMI) object model, and a Visual C# version that accesses the System.Management objects provided by the .NET Framework.
Both of these versions ultimately access the BizTalk Server WMI provider to perform the following operations:

Given an orchestration name and an assembly name, query for a specific deployed BizTalk Server orchestration.
Enlist that orchestration to the default host.
Handle any errors such that meaningful information is returned to the user.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
VBScript version:

<Samples Path>\Admin\WMI\Enlist Orchestration\VBScript\

Visusal C# version:

<Samples Path>\Admin\WMI\Enlist Orchestration\CSharp\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
In the \VBScript folder:

EnlistOrch.vbs

VBScript file that takes parameters to specify an orchestration to be enlisted to a h
ost.

In the \CSharp folder:

App.ico, AssemblyInfo.cs, BTSampleEnlistOrc.
csproj, BTSampleEnlistOrc.sln, EnlistOrc.cs

Project, solution, and source files for building a Visual C# command-line applicatio
n that takes parameters to specify an orchestration to be enlisted to a host.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
The VBScript version of the Enlist Orchestration sample consists of a single Visual Basic script file that you do not need to build or
initialize.

Use the following procedure to build the Visual C# version of the Enlist Orchestration sample.

1. In Visual Studio .NET, open the solution file BTSampleEnlistOrc.sln.
2. In the Build menu, click Build Solution.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the Enlist Orchestration sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to one of the following folders, depending on whether you are planning to run the
VBScript version or the Visual C# version of this sample, respectively:

<Samples Path>\Admin\WMI\Enlist Orchestration\VBScript\

<Samples Path>\Admin\WMI\Enlist Orchestration\CSharp\bin\Debug\

2. Either run the file EnlistOrch.vbs using the cscript program, or run the file EnlistOrc.exe, depending on whether you are
planning to run the VBScript version or the Visual C# version of this sample, respectively. In any event, pass the following
command-line arguments:

<OrchestrationName>. The name of the orchestration to be enlisted.
<AssemblyName>. The name of the assembly in which the orchestration was deployed. If the assembly name

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


 

contains spaces, enclose the name in quotes.

For example (VBScript):

Or (Visual C#):

Remarks
All tasks that you can perform in the BizTalk Server Administration console can also be performed by using script that accesses
the Windows WMI object model and by using Visual C# that accesses the System.Management objects provided by the .NET
Framework.

The script file EnlistOrch.vbs and the Visual C# source file EnlistOrc.cs contain detailed comments with further explanation about
the operations that they perform. For more information, see Windows Management Instrumentation at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21102.

See Also

Admin\WMI (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

cscript EnlistOrch.vbs MyBusinessOrchestration "My Business Assembly"

EnlistOrc MyBusinessOrchestration "My Business Assembly"

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21102
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Enumerate Receive Locations (BizTalk Server Sample)
The Enumerate Receive Locations sample demonstrates how to retrieve details about one or more receive locations.

This sample includes a Visual Basic Scripting Edition (VBScript) version that accesses the Windows WMI object model, and a
Visual C# version that accesses the System.Management objects provided by the .NET Framework. Both of these versions
ultimately access the BizTalk Server WMI provider to perform the following operations:

Query for the set of configured receive locations or for a specific receive location, given its name.
Retrieve and display details about each receive location of interest.
Handle any errors such that meaningful information is returned to the user.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
VBScript version:

<Samples Path>\Admin\WMI\Enumerate Receive Locations\VBScript\

Visual C# version:

<Samples Path>\Admin\WMI\Enumerate Receive Locations\CSharp\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
In the \VBScript folder:

EnumRecLocs.vbs

VBScript file that retrieves details about all configured receive locations.

In the \CSharp folder:

App.ico, AssemblyInfo.cs, BTSampleEnumerat
eRLs.csproj, BTSampleEnumerateRLs.sln, Enu
mRLs.cs

Project, solution, and source files for building a Visual C# command-line applicatio
n that retrieves details about all configured receive locations, or about a specific rec
eive location.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
The VBScript version of the Enumerate Receive Locations sample consists of a single Visual Basic script file that you do not need
to build or initialize.

Use the following procedure to build the Visual C# version of the Enumerate Receive Locations sample.

1. In Visual Studio .NET, open the solution file BTSampleEnumerateRLs.sln.
2. In the Build menu, click Build Solution.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the Enumerate Receive Locations sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to one of the following folders, depending on whether you are going to run the VBScript
version or the Visual C# version of this sample, respectively:

<Samples Path>\Admin\WMI\Enumerate Receive Locations\VBScript\

<Samples Path>\Admin\WMI\Enumerate Receive Locations\CSharp\bin\Debug\

2. Either run the file EnumRecLocs.vbs using the cscript program, or run the file EnumRl.exe, depending on whether you are
going to run the VBScript version or the Visual C# version of this sample, respectively. For the Visual C# version, pass one of
the following two command-line arguments:

<ReceiveLocationName>. The name of the receive location for which details will be displayed. If the receive location

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


 

name contains spaces, enclose the name in quotes.
/?. Displays help.

For example (VBScript):

Or (Visual C#):

Or (Visual C#):

Note  The VBScript version of this sample does not accept any command-line parameters, and therefore is only
capable of retrieving and displaying details about all configured receive locations.

Remarks
All tasks that you can perform in the BizTalk Server Administration console can also be performed by using script that accesses
the Windows WMI object model and by using Visual C# that accesses the System.Management objects provided by the .NET
Framework.

The script file EnumRecLocs.vbs and the Visual C# source file EnumRLs.cs contain detailed comments with further explanation
about the operations that they perform. For more information, see Windows Management Instrumentation at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21102.

See Also

Admin\WMI (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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cscript EnumRecLocs.vbs

EnumRl "My Receive Location #3"

EnumRl /?

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21102
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Remove Receive Port (BizTalk Server Sample)
The Remove Receive Port sample demonstrates how to remove one or more receive ports.

The Visual Basic Scripting Edition (VBScript) script in the script file that constitutes this sample shows how to perform the
following operations using the BizTalk Server WMI provider:

Given a receive port name, query for a list of matching receive ports.

Note  Generally, there will only be one receive port that matches a given name.

Remove those receive ports.
Handle any errors such that meaningful information is returned to the user.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Important  There is a potentially exploitable SQL Injection security vulnerability in RemoveReceivePort.vbs. We
recommend that RemoveReceivePort.vbs be removed from a production environment or secured in a share with
administrative access control lists (ACLs).

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Admin\WMI\Remove Receive Port\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
In the \VBScript folder:

RemoveReceivePort.vbs

VBScript file that takes a parameter that specifies one or more receive ports to remove.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
The Remove Receive Port sample consists of a single VBScript file that you do not need to build or initialize.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the Remove Receive Port sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Admin\WMI\Remove Receive Port\VBScript\

2. Run the file RemoveReceivePort.vbs using the cscript program, passing the following command-line argument:

<ReceivePortName>. The name of the receive port(s) to remove. If the receive port name contains spaces, enclose
the name in quotes.

For example:

Remarks
All tasks that you can perform in the BizTalk Server Administration console can also be performed by using script that accesses
the Windows WMI object model.

The script file RemoveReceivePort.vbs contains detailed comments with further explanation about the operations that it performs.
For more information, see Windows Management Instrumentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21102.

See Also

cscript RemoveReceivePort.vbs "My Business Receive Port"

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21102
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To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Remove Send Port (BizTalk Server Sample)
The Remove Send Port sample demonstrates how to unenlist and remove one or more send ports.

The Visual Basic Scripting Edition (VBScript) script in the script file that constitutes this sample shows how to perform the
following operations using the BizTalk Server WMI provider:

Given a send port name, query for a list of matching send ports.

Note  Generally, there will only be one send port that matches a given name.

Unenlist those send ports.
Delete those send ports.
Handle any errors such that meaningful information is returned to the user.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Important  There is a potentially exploitable SQL Injection security vulnerability in RemoveSendPort.vbs. We
recommend that RemoveSendPort.vbs be removed from a production environment or secured in a share with
administrative access control lists (ACLs).

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Admin\WMI\Remove Send Port\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
In the \VBScript folder:

RemoveSendPort.vbs

VBScript file that takes a parameter that specifies one or more send ports to unenlist and remove.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
The Remove Send Port sample consists of a single VBScript file that you not need to build or initialize.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the Remove Send Port sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Admin\WMI\Remove Receive Port\VBScript\

2. Run the file RemoveSendPort.vbs using the cscript program, passing the following command-line argument:

<SendPortName>. The name of the send port(s) to remove. If the send port name contains spaces, enclose the name
in quotes.

For example:

Remarks
All tasks that you can perform in the BizTalk Server Administration console can also be performed by using script that accesses
the Windows WMI object model.

cscript RemoveSendPort.vbs "My Business Send Port"

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


 

The script file RemoveSendPort.vbs contains detailed comments with further explanation about the operations that it performs.
For more information, see Windows Management Instrumentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21102.

See Also

Admin\WMI (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Set Send Handler Property (BizTalk Server Sample)
The Set Send Handler Property sample demonstrates how to set the XML configuration information for a Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol (SMTP) send handler.

The Visual Basic Scripting Edition (VBScript) script in the script file that constitutes this sample shows how to perform the
following operations using the BizTalk Server WMI provider:

Given a send handler name, query for a list of matching send handlers.
Set the XML configuration information for an SMTP send handler.
Handle any errors such that meaningful information is returned to the user.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Admin\WMI\Set Send Handler Property\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
In the \VBScript folder:

ConfigureSMTP.vbs

VBScript file that takes parameters that specify an SMTP send handler and a From e-mail address.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
The Set Send Handler Property sample consists of a single VBScript file that you do not need to build or initialize.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the Set Send Handler Property sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Admin\ExplorerOM\Set Send Handler Property\VBScript\

2. Run the file ConfigureSMTP.vbs using the cscript program, passing the following command-line argument:

<SMTPServerName>. The name of the SMTP server that will be used to send mail.
<FromEmailAddress>. An e-mail address that will be used as the From address.

For example:

Remarks
All tasks that you can perform in the BizTalk Server Administration console can also be performed by using script that accesses
the Windows WMI object model.

The script file ConfigureSMTP.vbs contains detailed comments with further explanation about the operations that it performs. For
more information, see Windows Management Instrumentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21102.

See Also

Admin\WMI (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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cscript ConfigureSMTP.vbs MyBusinessSMTPServer someone@example.com

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723
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Start Send Port (BizTalk Server Sample)
The Start Send Port sample demonstrates how to start a send port and optionally set the Primary Transport Address when using
the FILE adapter.

The Visual Basic Scripting Edition (VBScript) script in the script file that constitutes this sample shows how to perform the
following operations using the BizTalk Server WMI provider:

Given a send port name, query for a list of matching send ports.

Note  Generally, there will only be one send port that matches a given name.

Set the Primary Transport Address for those send ports (relative to the installation path).
Start those send ports.
Handle any errors such that meaningful information is returned to the user.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Important  There is a potentially exploitable SQL Injection security vulnerability in StartSendPort.vbs. We recommend
that StartSendPort.vbs be removed from a production environment or secured in a share with administrative access
control lists (ACLs).

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Admin\WMI\Start Send Port\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
In the \VBScript 
folder:

StartSendPort.v
bs

VBScript file that takes parameters that specify a send port to start, and optionally, a new value for the Primary T
ransport Address associated with that port.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
The Start Send Port sample consists of a single VBScript file that you do not need to build or initialize.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the Start Send Port sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Admin\ExplorerOM\Start Send Port\VBScript\

2. Run the file StartSendPort.vbs using the cscript program, passing the following command-line arguments, the second of
which is optional:

<SendPortName>. The name of the send port to start. If the send port name contains spaces, enclose the name in
quotes.
<PrimaryTransportAddress>. The Primary Transport Address, relative to the product installation location, that you
can change by specifying this argument. If the primary adapter address contains spaces, enclose the name in quotes.

For example:

cscript StartSendPort.vbs "My Business Send Port" SDK\Samples\HelloWorld\Out\%Messag
eID%.xml

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


 

Remarks
All tasks that you can perform in the BizTalk Server Administration console can also be performed by using script that accesses
the Windows WMI object model.

The script file StartSendPort.vbs contains detailed comments with further explanation about the operations that it performs. For
more information, see Windows Management Instrumentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21102.

See Also

Admin\WMI (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Stop Orchestration (BizTalk Server Sample)
The Stop Orchestration sample demonstrates how to stop a BizTalk Server orchestration and, optionally, to unenlist it.

The Visual Basic Scripting Edition (VBScript) script in the script file that constitutes this sample shows how to perform the
following operations using the BizTalk Server WMI provider:

Given an orchestration name and an assembly name, query for a specific deployed BizTalk Server orchestration.
Stop that orchestration.
Unenlist that orchestration (optionally).
Handle any errors such that meaningful information is returned to the user.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Important  There is a potentially exploitable SQL Injection security vulnerability in StopOrch.vbs. We recommend that
StopOrch.vbs be removed from a production environment or secured in a share with administrative access control
lists (ACLs).

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Admin\WMI\Stop Orchestration\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
In the \VBScript folder:

StopOrch.vbs

VBScript file that takes parameters to specify an orchestration to be stopped and, optionally, unenlisted.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
The Stop Orchestration sample consists of a single VBScript file that you do not need to build or initialize.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the Stop Orchestration sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Admin\WMI\Stop Orchestration\VBScript\

2. Run the file StopOrch.vbs using the cscript program, passing the following command-line arguments, of which the third one
is optional:

<OrchestrationName>. The name of the BizTalk Server orchestration to be stopped and, optionally, unenlisted.
<AssemblyName>. The name of the BizTalk assembly in which the specified orchestration was deployed. If the
assembly name contains spaces, enclose the name in quotes.
Unenlist. An optional, literal string used to indicate that the specified orchestration should be unenlisted in addition
to being stopped.

For example:

Or:

cscript StopOrch.vbs MyBusinessOrchestration "My Business Assembly"

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


 

Remarks
All tasks that you can perform in the BizTalk Server Administration console can also be performed by using scripts that access the
Windows WMI object model.

The script file StopOrch.vbs contains detailed comments with further explanation about the operations that it performs. For more
information, see Windows Management Instrumentation at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21102.

See Also

Admin\WMI (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

cscript StopOrch.vbs MyBusinessOrchestration MyBusinessAssembly Unenlist
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Business Activity Monitoring (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 includes several Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) samples in its software development kit
(SDK). This section provides detailed information about the functionality demonstrated by each BAM sample, instructions for
building and running the sample, and the results you can expect.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

The following list provides a brief description of each BAM sample:

BAM API Sample. Demonstrates how:

A business analyst defines interesting data using a wizard, examines aggregations, and queries activity data.
An information technology (IT) administrator creates SQL, Data Transformation Services (DTS), and Online Analytical
Processing (OLAP) infrastructure.
A developer instruments the business implementation.

BAM End-to-End Sample. Demonstrates how to correlate events from multiple components using BAM.

BAM API from an Orchestration Expression Sample. Demonstrates how to:

Use the BAM API from a BizTalk Server orchestration.
Track repetitive items inside a message as separate activity instances.
Establish a relationship between BAM data tracked from an orchestration using a tracking profile and data tracked from the
API.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723
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https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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BAM API (BizTalk Server Sample)
The BAM API sample demonstrates how a team works to implement Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) in BizTalk Server 2004.
The following graphic illustrates the workflow used in this sample.

The following table discusses the team member roles and responsibilities.

Role Responsibility
Business analyst Defines interesting data, views aggregations, and queries active data.
IT administrator Creates BAM infrastructure.
Software developer Instruments the business implementation.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\BAM\BAMapiSample

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
BAMapiSample.cs Instrumented application.
BAMapiSample.csproj Instrumented application project.
BAMapiSample.sln Instrumented application solution.
BAMapiSample.xls BAM definition style sheet.
Cleanup.bat Batch file to remove deployed sample files.
Input.txt Sample interceptor configuration input.
InterceptorConfig.cs Interceptor configuration code for API sample.
InterceptorConfig.csproj Interceptor configuration project.
Invoice_config.xml Invoice interceptor configuration.
Invoice_interceptor.bin Serialized invoice interceptor.
PurchaseOrder_config.xml PurchaseOrder interceptor configuration.
PurchaseOrder_interceptor.bin Serialized PurchaseOrder interceptor.
Setup.bat Batch file to deploy and enlist sample files.
Shipment_config.xml Shipment interceptor configuration.
Shipment_interceptor.bin Serialized Shipment interceptor.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
For the BAM API sample, each role (business analyst, IT administrator, and software developer) has tasks to perform.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


Business Analyst

The first step in implementing BAM is for the business analyst to create a BAM definition in Microsoft® Excel.

Note  A BAM definition (BAMapiSample.xls) has been provided for use with this sample. Use the following steps if you
want to re-create the BAM definition.

To create a BAM definition in Excel

1. Copy <Installation Path>\Tracking\Bam.xls to the <Samples Path>\BAM\BAMapiSample folder.
2. Right-click BAM.xls, select Properties, and clear the Read-only check box.
3. In Excel, from the File menu, select Open.
4. In the Open dialog box, navigate to <Samples Path>\BAM\BAMapiSample, and select BAM.xls.
5. In the Security Warning dialog box, select the Always trust macros from this publisher check box, and then click

Enable Macros.
6. On the BAM menu, select BAM Activity.
7. In the Business Activity Monitoring Activity Wizard, click New Activity.
8. In the New Activity dialog box, enter BAMApiPo as the activity name.
9. In the New Activity dialog box, click New Item to open the New Activity Item dialog box.

10. Populate the Items in this activity section with the following values.
Name Item Type Data Type Max Length
Amount Business Data Float  
Approved Business Milestones DATETIME  
Delivered Business Milestones DATETIME  
Denied Business Milestones DATETIME  
Packaged Business Milestones DATETIME  
Product Business Data TEXT 50
Received Business Milestones DATETIME  
Shipped Business Milestones DATETIME  

The New Activity box appears as follows.

11. Click OK.
12. Follow steps 6 through 9 to create a BAMApiInvoice activity. Use the following values for the activity items.

Name Item Type Data Type
Paid Business Milestones DATETIME
Send Business Milestones DATETIME
Total Business Milestones FLOAT

The New Activity Box appears as follows:



Next, you need to create a BAM view using the BAM Activity Wizard.

To create a BAM view

1. In the Business Activity Monitoring Activity Wizard dialog box, select the BAMapiPO activity, and then click OK.
2. In the Welcome to the Business Activity Monitoring View Wizard dialog box, click Next.
3. In the BAM View dialog box, select the Create a new view button, and then click Next.
4. In the New BAM View: Name and Activities dialog box, enter the view name ApiSampleSalesMgr.
5. Check the Select all activities check box, and then click Next.
6. In the New BAM View: View Items dialog box, check the Select all items check box, and then click Next.

The New BAM View: View Items dialog box appears as follows.

7. In the New BAM View: View Items dialog box, click New Duration.
8. In the New Duration dialog box, enter the name for your duration: PoDuration.

The New Duration dialog box appears as follows.



9. In the Start business milestone box, select BAMApiPo.Received.
10. In the End business milestone box, select BAMApiPo.Delivered, click OK, and then click Next.
11. In the New BAM View: Aggregation Dimensions and Measures dialog box, click New Dimension.
12. In the Dimension name box, enter a name (POProgress is used by the sample).

The New Dimension dialog box appears as follows.

13. In the Dimension type box, select Progress Dimension.

Use the information in the following table to create the progress dimension.

Stage Business Milest
one

Purpose

All BAMApiPo.Receiv
ed

All POs are known to BAM immediately after they are received.

Evaluation (child of All) BAMApiPo.Receiv
ed

A new PO is in the transient stage Evaluation until it is approved or denied.

Approved (child of All) BAMApiPo.Appro
ved

This is a final stage. After a PO is approved, it cannot return to any other stage
at that level.

Fulfillment (child of Appro
ved)

BAMApiPo.Appro
ved

An approved PO is in a transient Fulfillment stage until it is delivered.

Delivered (child of Approv
ed)

BAMApiPo.Delive
red

This is a final stage. After a PO is delivered, it cannot return to any other stage 
at that level.

Denied (child of All) BAMApiPo.Denie
d

This is a final stage. After a PO is denied, it cannot return to any other stage at 
that level.

14. When you have finished creating the dimension, click OK.
15. In the New BAM View: Aggregation Dimensions and Measures dialog box, click New Dimension.
16. In the Dimension name box, enter the name for a new data dimension: Product
17. In the Dimension type box, select Data Dimension.

The New Dimension dialog box appears as follows.



18. In the Available data items list, select BAMApiPo.Product, and then click Add to add it to the Dimension levels list, and
then click OK.

19. In the New BAM View: Aggregation Dimensions and Measures dialog box, click New Dimension.
20. In the Dimension name box, enter the name for a new numeric range dimension: PoSize.
21. In the Dimension type box, select Numeric Range Dimension.
22. In the Base data item box, select BAMApiPo.Amount.
23. In the Available ranges box, enter the following values.

Name From(Incl.) To(Excl.)
Large 500 (blank)
Medium 100 500
Small 0 100

The New Dimension dialog box appears as follows.

24. Click OK.
25. In the New BAM View: Aggregation Dimensions and Measures dialog box, click New Dimension.
26. In the Dimension name box, enter a name for a new time dimension: PoRecvTime.
27. In the Dimension type box, select Time Dimension.
28. In the Base business milestone box, select BAMApiPo.Received.



29. Under Display settings, select the Year, month, day, hour, minute button, and then click OK.

The Edit Dimension dialog box appears as follows.

30. In the New BAM View: Aggregation Dimensions and Measures dialog box, click New Measure.
31. Create three measures using the following values.

Measure name Base Aggregation Type
PoCount BAMApiPo Count
TotalAmount BAMApiPo.Amount Sum
AvgDuration PO Duration Average

The New Measure dialog boxes appear as follows.



32. In the New BAM View: Aggregation Dimensions and Measures dialog box, click Next, and then click Finish to exit the
wizard.

You now have an empty pivot table with the structure described by using the wizard. The data in the sample pivot table is
randomly generated to illustrate how a pivot table appears.

To create real-time aggregation

1. Click the original copy of the pivot table.
2. Select the PoProgress dimension, and drop it to Drop Row Fields Here.
3. Double-click All, and then double-click Approved to view the dimension structure.
4. Select the Product dimension, and drop it to Drop Column Fields Here.
5. Select PoCount, and drop it to Drop Data Items Here.

The data in the pivot table is randomly generated as an example. From this, you can create charts, calculations, and so on.

6. Click the Real-Time Aggregation button.

The Real-Time Aggregation button appears as follows.



7. This informs BAM to create a real-time aggregation for a {PoProgress x Product x PoCount} slice of the multidimensional
structure rather than using data from an OLAP cube.

8. You can copy the pivot table into another area of the worksheet, and select other dimensions and measures. Without
pressing the Real-Time Aggregation button, the table will read from the OLAP cube (that is, a scheduled report).

9. From the File menu, click Save to save the aggregation.

IT Administrator

For this sample, the IT administrator uses the BAM Management utility to create a dynamic infrastructure consisting of SQL tables,
stored procedures, triggers, views, DTS packages, and OLAP cubes.

To create dynamic structure

1. Copy BAMapiSample.xls to <Installation Path>\Tracking.
2. At the command prompt, change directory (cd) to the \Tracking directory.
3. If you have not run Setup.bat to deploy BAMapiSample.xls, you can use the BAM utility to deploy the workbook:

Note  If you created your own profile, be sure to deploy it rather than BAMapiSample.xls.

Software Developer

After the business analyst has defined the interesting data, the developer must implement a solution to expose the data or, as is
usually the case, the developer must instrument existing applications for BAM.

The following pseudo code illustrates different threads that run in the console application BAMapiSample.exe:

Purchase order thread

Shipment thread

Invoice thread

bm deploy BAMapiSample.xls

   Randomly generate PO XML
   Sleep random time //evaluating the PO
   Make decision
      If denied, End
   Sleep random time //packaging the PO
   Queue the PO for shipment and invoicing

   Pick one shipment from the queue
   Sleep random time
   End //PO delivered
   //This thread illustrates cotinuation--shipment events are considered    //part of the PO 
activity.



You can instrument this application in two ways:

Send explicit events to BAM (requires code modification to get more data).
Use the BAM interceptor.

To send explicit events to BAM

1. In Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET, open BAMapiSample.sln.
2. Add a reference to Microsoft.BizTalk.BAM.EventObservation.dll in the BAMapiSample and Interceptor projects.
3. Open BAMapiSample.cs. Make sure the first line is commented (as shown) or removed:

4. Build the application. Run BAMapiSample.exe from <Samples Path>\BAM\BamApiSample\bin\debug. This generates data
and displays new purchase order status.

The output appears as follows.

Notice in the source code that an instance of DirectEventStream class is created, which the threads use to send explicit events to
BAM. The constants (for example, number of threads, sleep time, and so on) are located in the Global class.

Using the interceptor

Instrumenting the code with explicit BAM events has the drawback that the code must be modified every time business
monitoring requirements change. For example, a new requirement to monitor discounts may be added.

The BAM interceptor enables write-once instrumentation with event filtering driven by the interceptor configuration.

To enable the BAM interceptor

1. In Visual Studio .NET, open BAMapiSample.sln.
2. Add a reference to Microsoft.BizTalk.BAM.EventObservation.dll in the BAMapiSample and Interceptor projects.
3. Open BAMapiSample.cs. Make sure the first line is uncommented:

4. Build the solution.

All threads retrieve interceptors from binary files on each iteration (activity instance). The interceptors are configured with
information about what data to collect and at which step of program execution to gather it. The console application includes an
implementation of the callback interface IBAMDataExtractor.

   Wait until several POs are in the queue
   Construct Invoice XML from multiple POs
   Sleep random time
      End //the invoice has been paid   
   //This thread illustrates relationship--some PO activities (that is,    //instances) are r
elated to a given invoice activity (or instance).

// #define Interceptor

// #define Interceptor



In every step of program execution, the console application calls the interceptor's OnStep method. The interceptor determines
whether there is any interesting data to gather.

To create an interceptor configuration, launch InterceptorConfiguration.exe from <Samples
Path>\BAM\BamApiSample\bin\debug. InterceptorConfiguration.exe prompts you for the activity milestone, location, and XPath
of each activity or milestone, as shown in the following output.

Rather than entering information for each prompt, you can use the command:

To generate data, run BamApiSample.exe from <Samples Path>\BAM\BamApiSample\bin\debug.

To View the BAM Aggregate Data
Open the BAMapiSample_LiveData.xls (created either when you deployed the BAMapiSample.xls using the BAM Management
utility (bm) or when you ran Setup.bat). This should be in the same folder as the original .xls that was deployed.

Note  If you created your own profile and deployed it, then open <your profile>_LiveData.xls. This workbook shows
real-time aggregations and pivot tables.

To view the OLAP cubes (if you created them), you must manually run the DTS packages that have been dynamically created. For
more information about running DTS packages, see SQL Server Books Online.

To Query BAM Instance Data
If you have Business Activity Services installed, go to http://<Server Name>/sites/BASSite and click Business Activity Search in

InterceptorConfiguration.exe < Input.txt



 

the left pane to see the Instance data.

Remarks
This sample does not use orchestration schedules. It demonstrates how to use the BAM APIs directly from C# programs. To see
how to use BAM with orchestrations and pipelines, see the BAM End-to-End (BizTalk Server Sample).

You can change the interceptor configuration as the sample runs, but only new purchase orders will include the change.

In addition to identifying locations by string, you can also identify location by an object as long as the object exposes efficient
GetHashCode and IsEqual methods and is serializable.

Data items can be identified with XPath or a serializable object. Such objects are stored as opaque entities in the interceptor
configuration and passed to the callback interface IBAMDataExtractor.

Custom objects for Location and Data Extraction Info should be implemented in a common assembly that is used by the bm utility
and the interceptor configuration tool. In this case, serialize the configuration as XML using the constructor:

Pass an array of custom types in the second parameter.

Interceptors are typically serialized in binary format rather than loading TraceInterceptorConfiguration and using the
UpdateInterceptor method for performance reasons.

A single global interceptor is not used because the interceptor instance is stateful. It remembers the ActivityID (which may not
always be available) and uses it when constructing BAM events.

See Also

Business Activity Monitoring (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

XmlSerializer(type t, type [] additionalTypes) 
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BAM End-to-End (BizTalk Server Sample)
The End-to-End sample demonstrates how to correlate events from multiple components (in this case, three orchestrations and a
pipeline) using BAM.

BAM reconstructs the business activity that spans the pipeline component and orchestrations. At the lowest level, this works by
calls to EventStream.EnableContinuation from each implementation component that expects more events for the activity. The call
to EnableContinuation is explicit, while calls in Orchestration1 and Orchestration2 are made by adding a Continuation folder to
the Tracking profile in one schedule, and a ContinuationID folder to the schedule that follows it.

The following diagram illustrates the workflow used in the sample.

The sample works as follows:

1. The input message is retrieved from the <Samples Path>\BamEndToEnd\Input folder.
2. The pipeline component assigns a unique DocumentID to the message, and records a new activity using the BAM API (using

BufferedEventStream or DirectEventStream). The DocumentID is attached as a separate part of the input message to
make it available to the orchestrations.

3. The service Orchestration1 is activated when the input message is received.
4. Orchestration1 modifies the input message and passes it as a parameter to Orchestration2.
5. Orchestration2 modifies the input message and sends it to the MessageBox, which activates Orchestration3.
6. Orchestration3 modifies the message and posts it to <Samples Path>\BamEndToEnd\Output.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\BAM\BamEndToEnd

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
BamEndToEnd.sln BAM End-to-End sample solution.
BamEndToEnd.xls BAM definition stylesheet.
BamEndToEnd.xml BAM definition xml.
Cleanup.bat Batch file to undeploy the sample.
InputMessage.xml Input message.
Setup.bat Batch file to compile and deploy the sample.
\Components\AssemblyInfo.cs Pipeline component code.
\Components\BAMMessagePartPLComponent.cs Pipeline component code.
\Components\Components.csproj Pipeline component project.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


\Messages\InputMessage01.xml

...

\Messages\InputMessage10.xml

Sample input messages.

\Services\BAMInbound.btp Inbound pipeline file.
\Services\BAMPartSchema.xsd BAM part message schema.
\Services\Orchestration1.odx Orchestration.
\Services\Orchestration2.odx Orchestration.
\Services\Orchestration3.odx Orchestration.
\Services\PropertySchema.xsd Property schema.
\Services\Schema1.xsd Message schema.
\Services\Schema2.xsd Message schema.
\Services\Schema3.xsd Message schema.
\Services\Services.btproj Visual Studio .NET BizTalk file project.
\Services\Transform_1.btm Map file.
\Services\Transform_2.btm Map file.
\Services\Transform_3.btm Map file.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following steps to build and initialize the BAM End-to-End sample.

1. Run <Samples Path>\BAM\BAMEndToEnd\Setup.bat. Setup.bat builds and initializes the sample.
2. Create a tracking profile for orchestration1, orchestration2, and orchestration3. (For more information, see To Create a

Tracking Profile later in this document.)
3. Save the tracking profile as <Samples Path>\BAM\BamEndToEnd\BamEndToEnd.btt.
4. Deploy the BamEndToEnd.btt tracking profile. (For more information, see Deploying and Undeploying Tracking Profiles

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the BAM End-to-End sample

Drop the file <Samples Path>\BamEndToEnd\InputMessage.xml into the folder <Samples Path>\BamEndToEnd\Input. The
output message appears in the <Samples Path>\BamEndToEnd\Output folder.

Notice in the BAMPrimaryImport database there is one record in the view bam_EndToEnd_ViewEndToEndActivi()_View (the user-
queryable view).

Using the SQL Server exec command as follows returns three records:

The second parameter is the ActivityID from the BAM data.

To Create a Tracking Profile
Use the following procedures to create a tracking profile for orchestration1, orchestration2, and orchestration3

To create a tracking profile for orchestration1

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click Tracking Profile Editor.
2. On the File menu, click New. The Select Assembly dialog box appears. The Select Assembly dialog box displays the

assemblies containing orchestrations that have been deployed to the management database.
3. Select the BAMEndToEnd assembly from those contained in the specified database, ensure that the Retrieve the current

Tracking settings for this Assembly check box is cleared, and click OK.
4. After you select a specific assembly, the TPE opens. The services of this assembly are displayed in the Assembly View of the

TPE with each orchestration displayed as a folder.
5. In the left pane, right-click orchestration1, and then click Import Activity Definition.
6. From the Open dialog box, select <Samples Path>\BamEndToEnd\BamEndToEnd.xml, and then click OK.

exec bam_Metadata_GetRelatedOrchestrations 'EndToEndActivity', 'seq_ 9f718427seq_73dbe932-2c6
6-4724-bc0e-efc5a9a3b60e' 



 

7. Right-click EndtoEndActivity in the left pane, and create a new ContinuationID named Orch1_. This name must match
the prefix used in EnableContinuationContinuation in PipelineComponent1.cs.

8. Right-click the Receive_1 shape, click Messages/Parts, and then double-click BAMPart Message.
9. Select the DocumentID and drop it to Orch1_.

10. Click the Up arrow twice to return to the orchestration drawing, select Receive1, and drop it to S1Begin.
11. Select StartOrchestration_1, and drop it to S1End.
12. Right-click EndtoEndActivity in the left pane, and create a new Continuation named Orch2_.
13. Right-click StartOrchestration_1, click Messages/Parts, and then double-click MessageBody Message.
14. Select Data2 from the Schema2 part of the message and drop it to Data1.
15. Click the Up arrow once, and then double-click BAMPart Message.
16. Navigate to DocumentID and drop it to Orch2_.

To create a new profile for orchestration2

1. In the left pane, right-click orchestration2, and then click Import Activity Definition.
2. From the Open dialog box, select <Samples Path>\BamEndToEnd\BamEndToEnd.xml.
3. Right-click EndToEndActivity under Orchestration2 to create a new ContinuationID named Orch2_. This name must

match the Continuation created in orchestration1.
4. Right-click the ConstructMessage_1 shape, click Messages/Parts, and double-click BAMPart/out Message.
5. Select the DocumentID and drop it to Orch2_.
6. Click the Up arrow twice to return to the orchestration drawing.
7. Select ConstructMessage_1, and drop it to S2Begin.
8. Select the Send_1 shape, and drop it to S2End.
9. Right-click EndToEndActivity under orchestration2 to create a new Continuation folder named Orch3_.

10. Right-click the Send_1 shape, click Messages/Parts, and then double-click MessageBody Message.
11. Select Data3, and drop it to Data2.
12. Click the Up arrow, and then double-click BAMPart Message.
13. Select the DocumentID, and drop it to Orch3_.

To create a new profile for orchestration3

1. In the left pane, right-click orchestration3, and then click Import Activity Definition.
2. From the Open dialog box, select <Samples Path>\BamEndToEnd\BamEndToEnd.xml under orchestration3.
3. Under orchestration3, right-click EndToEndActivity to create a new ContinuationID named Orch3_. This name must

match the Continuation folder created in orchestration2.
4. Right-click the Receive_1 shape, click Messages/Parts, and double-click BamPart Message. Select the DocumentID and

drop it to Orch3_.
5. Press the Up arrow twice to return to the orchestration drawing.
6. Select the Receive1 shape, and drop it to S3Begin.
7. Select the Send_1 shape, and drop it to S3End.
8. Right-click the Send_1 shape, and then click Message Schema.
9. Select Data3, and drop it to Data3.

Remarks
Tracking profiles are not supported for pipelines. However, the call to BeginActivity in the pipeline component is the same as
using ActivityID in an orchestration. The call to EnableContinuation is the same as using a Continuation folder  in an
orchestration.

See Also

Business Activity Monitoring (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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BAM API from an Orchestration Expression (BizTalk Server
Sample)
This sample demonstrates how to:

Use the BAM API from a BizTalk Server orchestration expression.
Track repetitive items inside a message as separate activity instances.
Establish a relationship between BAM data tracked from an orchestration using a tracking profile and data tracked from the
API.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\BAM\BamFromExpression

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
BamDefinition.xls BAM definition stylesheet.
BamDefinition.xml BAM definition.
BamFromExpression.btproj Visual Studio .NET tracking file project.
BamFromExpression.sln Visual Studio .NET solution.
Cleanup.bat Batch file to undeploy the sample.
InputMessage.xml Input message.
Orchestration1.odx Orchestration.
PoSchema.xsd Purchase order schema.
PropertySchema.xsd Property schema.
Setup.bat Batch file to compile and deploy the sample.
QueryBam.sql SQL script.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the BAM API from an Orchestration Expression sample.

1. Run <Samples Path>\BAM\BamFromExpression\Setup.bat to compile the sample and deploy it.
2. Create the tracking profile. For more information, see To Create a Tracking Profile later in this document.
3. Save the tracking profile as <Samples Path>\BamFromExpression\BamFromExpression.btt
4. Deploy the BamFromExpression.btt tracking profile. For more information, see

Deploying and Undeploying Tracking Profiles.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the BAM API from an Orchestration Expression sample.

1. Drop the file <Samples Path>\BamFromExpression\InputMessage.xml into <Samples Path>\BamFromExpression\Input.

In about 10 seconds the output message should appear in <Samples Path>\BamFromExpression\Output.

2. Use SQL Query Analyzer to connect to the BAMPrimaryImport database.
3. Run the QueryBAM.sql script.

You should see one purchase order and two items properly correlated.

To Create a Tracking Profile
Use the following procedure to create the tracking profile.

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click Tracking Profile Editor.
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2. On the File menu, click New. The Select Assembly dialog box appears. The Select Assembly dialog box displays the
assemblies containing orchestrations that have been deployed to the management database.

3. Select the BAMFromExpression assembly from those contained in the specified database, ensure that the Retrieve the
current Tracking settings for this Assembly check box is cleared, and click OK.

4. After you select a specific assembly, the TPE opens. The services of this assembly are displayed in the Assembly View of the
TPE with each orchestration displayed as a folder.

5. In the left pane, right-click orchestration1, and then click Import Activity Definition.
6. From the Open dialog box, select <Samples Path>\BAM\BamFromExpression\BamDefinition.xml.
7. In the right pane, right-click the Receive_1 shape, and then select Message Schema.
8. In the right pane, select the PoID element, and then drag it to ActivityID under FromExpressionPo in the left pane.
9. In the right pane, select the From\Name element, and then drag it to From in the left pane.

10. In the right pane, select the From\State element, and then drag it to State in the left pane.
11. In the right pane, select the From\City element, and then drag it to City in the left pane.
12. In the right pane, select the From\Phone element, and then drag it to Phone in the left pane.
13. In the right pane, select the Total element, and then drag it to PoTotal in the left pane.
14. Click the Up arrow to return to the orchestration drawing.
15. In the right pane, select the Receive_1 shape, and then drag it to Received in the left pane.
16. In the right pane, select the Send_1 shape, and then drag it to Send in the left pane.

To View BAM Aggregations
Use the following procedures to view BAM aggregations and restart the scenario.

To view BAM aggregations

1. In Microsoft Excel, open the workbook <Samples Path>\BamFromExpression\BamDefinition_LiveData.xls.
2. Copy all of the files from <Samples Path>\BamFromExpression\Messages to <Samples Path>\BamFromExpression\Input.
3. In BamDefinition_LiveData.xls, click Refresh Data on the first pivot table.
4. Continue to click Refresh Data until all of the purchase orders move to the Send stage.

The aggregation displayed contains a progress dimension and a data dimension (Location).

To restart the scenario

1. Use the bm utility to undeploy all, as follows:

2. Use the bm utility do redeploy the BAM infrastructure:

You can also use Cleanup.bat to undeploy assemblies.

See Also

Business Activity Monitoring (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

bm undeploy all <Samples Path>\BamFromExpression\BamDefinition.xls

bm deploy <Samples Path>\BamFromExpression\BamDefinition.xls
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Business Rules (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 includes several business rules samples in its software development kit (SDK). This section
provides detailed information about the functionality demonstrated by each business rules sample, instructions for building and
running the sample, and the results you can expect.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

The following list provides a brief description of each business rules sample:

Business Rules Hello World1 Sample. Demonstrates how to create, save, load, and run a BizTalk rule set using a sample set
of facts.
Business Rules Hello World2 Sample. Demonstrates how to version, publish, and deploy an Extensible Markup Language
(XML) rule set to the shared SQL rule store, use the Policy object, and perform dynamic policy updates.
Loans Processing Using Business Rules Sample. Demonstrates how to use a BizTalk rule set and facts within an
orchestration to calculate values for fields within an instance message.
Medical Claims Processing and Testing Policies Sample. Demonstrates how to create a multi-rule rule set that examines
facts derived from a database table and the inbound document.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Business Rules Hello World1 (BizTalk Server Sample)
The Business Rules Hello World1 sample demonstrates how to create a BizTalk rule set, save it to a file (SampleRuleSet.xml), load
it, and run it based on a sample set of facts. The sample rule set contains a simple rule that involves an XML element, and .NET-
based objects (properties and members) as terms in rule definition.

This sample creates an executable that performs the following sequence of steps:

1. Calls the method CreateRuleset to build the rule set described in the Remarks section.
2. Calls the method SaveToFile to demonstrate saving a rule set to a file.
3. Calls the method LoadFromFile to demonstrate loading a rule set from a file.
4. Constructs sample facts against which to run the rule set.
5. Runs the rule set against the sample facts, producing screen output.
6. Pauses, enabling you to examine the rule set file SampleRuleStore.xml.
7. Cleans up by deleting the rule set file in preparation for subsequent runs of the sample.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Business Rules\Business Rules Hello World1\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
App.ico, AssemblyInfo.cs, BusinessRu
lesHelloWorld1.csproj, BusinessRule
sHelloWorld1.sln

Project, solution, and related files for the portion of this sample that creates, saves, loads, an
d runs a rule set.

HelloWorld1.cs Visual C# file that contains methods to demonstrate creating a rule set, saving a rule set to 
a file, and loading a rule set from a file. Also contains surrounding code that calls these met
hods and then runs the created rule set.

Cleanup.bat Used to undeploy assemblies and remove them from the global assembly cache (GAC). Re
moves send and receive ports. Removes Microsoft® Internet Information Services (IIS) virtu
al directories as needed.

SampleDocumentInstance.xml Sample input file that conforms to the schema defined in the file SampleSchema.xsd.
SampleSchema.xsd Schema file that defines a simple schema with an element referenced by the rule set create

d in the Visual C# file HelloWorld1.cs.
Setup.bat Used to build and initialize this sample.
In the \MySampleLibrary folder:

AssemblyInfo.cs, MySampleLibrary.c
sproj, MySampleLibrary.sln

Project, solution, and related files for the portion of this sample that provides the class that 
defines the objects referenced by the created rule set.

In the \MySampleLibrary folder:

MySampleLibraryClass.cs

Visual C# file that contains the property referenced in the IF portion of the created rule, and 
the method that may be called in the THEN portion of the created rule.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the Business Rules Hello World1 sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Business Rules\Business Rules Hello World1\

2. Run the file Setup.bat, which performs the following actions:

Compiles and deploys the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET projects for this sample.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


Note  You should confirm that BizTalk Server did not report any errors during the build and initialization
process before attempting to run this sample.

Note  If you choose to open and build the projects in this sample without running the file Setup.bat, you must
first create a strong name key pair using the .NET Framework Strong Name utility (sn.exe). Use this key pair to
sign the resulting assemblies.

Note  To undo changes made by Setup.bat, run Cleanup.bat. You must run Cleanup.bat before running
Setup.bat a second time.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the Business Rules Hello World1 sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Business Rules\Business Rules Hello World1\bin\Debug\

2. In the command window, type the name of the executable file for this sample (BusinessRulesHelloWorld1.exe), and then
press ENTER.

Note  While running, this sample produces the rule set file SampleRuleStore.xml in the bin\Debug folder. When the
executable pauses, waiting for you to press ENTER to finish, you can examine the contents of this file. Remember to
close it before pressing any key to finish. Otherwise, the executable may not be able to delete it in preparation for
subsequent runs of the sample.

Based on the nature of the created rule set, if you run this sample with the provided sample input file
SampleDocumentInstance.xml, which has a value of one (1) defined for its ID element, you will see the following output:

Note  The output shown in bold, both in the preceding code and in the code that follows, is the output produced by
the sample business object, defined by the files in the MySampleLibrary folder, which is referenced by the rule set.

If you change the value associated with the ID element in the sample input file SampleDocumentInstance.xml from one (1) to
two (2), the output would change as follows:

You will not get an output line for any objects of the MySampleBusinessObject class that have their MyValue property set to a
value (during construction) that matches the value associated with the ID element in the sample input file
SampleDocumentInstance.xml.

Remarks
The rule created programmatically within the CreateRuleset() method shows:

IF

MySampleBusinessObject.MyValue is not equal to the value of the ID element in the XML document.

Creating a new ruleset ...
Saving ruleset to SampleRuleStore.xml ...
Loading ruleset ...
Asserting objects ...
Executing ...
MySampleBusinessObject Class -- MySampleMethod executed for object 2 with parameter 5
MySampleBusinessObject Class -- MySampleMethod executed for object 3 with parameter 5
Press any key to finish ...

Creating a new ruleset ...
Saving ruleset to SampleRuleStore.xml ...
Loading ruleset ...
Asserting objects ...
Executing ...
MySampleBusinessObject Class -- MySampleMethod executed for object 1 with parameter 5
MySampleBusinessObject Class -- MySampleMethod executed for object 3 with parameter 5
Press any key to finish ...



 

THEN

Run MySampleBusinessObject.MySampleMethod(int) with an integer parameter, hard coded to the constant five
(5) in this case. This method produces the output lines that begin MySampleBusinessObject Class --.

This rule depends on the following:

A MySampleBusinessObject class with a public property called MyValue and a public method called MySampleMethod
(that takes in an integer parameter).
An XML schema definition language (XSD) schema that defines an XML document that contains an ID element.

You define rules in terms of classes and schemas, but during execution, object instances of the relevant classes and document
instances of the relevant schemas are required. You evaluate the rules against these run-time instances (known as facts). In this
sample, the facts are multiple instances of the MySampleBusinessObject object, constructed with different values for their
MyValue property, and a single XML instance of the defined schema that contains a value for the ID element.

See Also

Business Rules (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.
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Business Rules Hello World2 (BizTalk Server Sample)
The Business Rules Hello World2 sample extends the Business Rules Hello World1 sample by demonstrating how to version,
publish, and deploy the XML rule set to the shared SQL rule store, and how to run the policy using the Policy object provided by
the Business Rules Framework. The sample also demonstrates dynamic policy updates in action.

Note  This sample assumes that the user has installed the Rule Engine Update Service during configuration of the
product.

Note  You use Policy objects to integrate the rule engine into any stand-alone application. The Policy object is the
abstraction through which multiple rule engine instances are managed, rule sets are retrieved and instantiated from
the shared SQL store, and updates to the policies are retrieved and published to the hosting application.

For basic information about the rule set defined, and sample facts constructed by this sample, see Business Rules Hello World1.

This sample creates an executable that performs the following sequence of steps:

1. Calls the method CreateRuleset to build the rule set described in the Remarks section.
2. Calls the method SaveToFile to demonstrate saving a rule set to a file.
3. Calls the method LoadFromFile to demonstrate loading a rule set from a file.
4. Deploys the rule set to a shared SQL rule store.
5. Runs the rule set by using a Policy object, and by using the same set of sample facts used in the Business Rules Hello

World1 sample.
6. Pauses, enabling you to modify the rule set file SampleRuleStore.xml in a specific way.
7. Runs the rule set again using a Policy object, the now modified rule set, and again with the same set of sample facts used in

the Business Rules Hello World1 sample.
8. Cleans up by deleting the rule set file and the deployed rule set records in preparation for subsequent running of the

sample.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Business Rules\Business Rules Hello World2\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
App.ico, AssemblyInfo.cs, Busines
sRulesHelloWorld2.csproj, Busine
ssRulesHelloWorld2.sln

Project, solution, and related files for the portion of this sample that creates, saves, loads, deplo
ys, and executes a rule set.

HelloWorld2.cs Visual C# file that contains methods to demonstrate creating a rule set, saving a rule set to a fil
e, loading a rule set from a file, deploying the rule set to a shared Microsoft® SQL Server™ rul
e store, and then running the rule set by using a Policy object.

Cleanup.bat Used to undeploy assemblies and remove them from the global assembly cache (GAC). Remov
es send and receive ports. Removes Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) virtual directo
ries as needed.

SampleDocumentInstance.xml Sample input file that conforms to the schema defined in the file SampleSchema.xsd.
SampleSchema.xsd Schema file that defines a simple schema with an element referenced by the rule set created in 

the Visual C# file Class1.cs.
Setup.bat Used to build and initialize this sample.
In the \HelloWorld2Library folder:

AssemblyInfo.cs, MySampleLibrar
y.csproj, MySampleLibrary.sln

Project, solution, and related files for the portion of this sample that provides the class that defi
nes the objects referenced by the created rule set.
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In the \HelloWorld2Library folder:

HelloWorld2LibraryClass.cs

Visual C# file that contains the property referenced in the IF portion of the created rule, and the
method that may be called in the THEN portion of the created rule.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the Business Rules Hello World2 sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Business Rules\Business Rules Hello World2\

2. Run the file Setup.bat, which performs the following actions:

Compiles and deploys the Visual Studio .NET projects for this sample.

Note  You should confirm that BizTalk Server did not report any errors during the build and initialization process
before attempting to run this sample.

Note  If you choose to open and build the projects in this sample without running the file Setup.bat, you must first
create a strong name key pair using the .NET Framework Strong Name utility (sn.exe). Use this key pair to sign the
resulting assemblies.

Note  To undo changes made by Setup.bat, run Cleanup.bat. You must run Cleanup.bat before running Setup.bat a
second time.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the Business Rules Hello World2 sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Business Rules\Business Rules Hello World2\bin\Debug\

2. In the command window, type the name of the file for this sample (BusinessRulesHelloWorld2.exe), and then press
ENTER.

Based on the nature of the created rule set, described in the Remarks section of Business Rules Hello World1, if you run this
sample with the provided sample input file SampleDocumentInstance.xml, which has a value of one (1) defined for its ID element,
you will see the following output:

Note  The output shown in bold is the output produced by the sample business object, defined by the files in the
HelloWorld2Library folder that the rule set references. At this point, the application is left waiting in this state.

The next part of running the sample involves using the Business Rules Composer to change the business rules.

To use the Business Rules Composer to change the business rules

1. To open the Business Rules Composer, click Start, click All Programs, click Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click
Business Rules Composer.

2. If a SQL Server dialog box appears on the computer running SQL Server, click OK to connect to the rule store.
3. In Policy Explorer, below the SampleRuleSet node, right-click the node Version 1.0 - Deployed, and then click Copy.
4. Right-click SampleRuleSet, and then click Paste (Policy Version).

Creating a new ruleset ...
Saving ruleset to SampleRuleStore.xml ...
Loading ruleset ...
Deploying the ruleset ...
Sleeping for 60 seconds (so the deploy succeeds) ...
Grabbing the policy ...
Executing the policy...
MySampleBusinessObject Class -- MySampleMethod executed for object 2 with parameter 5
The major version of the policy was: 1
The minor version of the policy was: 0
Press any key to continue after updating the policy...



 

5. You can change the rule condition and action to meet your needs. In this sample, change the Not Equal predicate to Equal
using the same arguments as previously used in rule1.

6. Right-click the node Version 1.1(not saved), and then click Save. Right-click again, and then click Publish. Right-click a
third time and click Deploy.

7. In the paused command window asking you to press any key to continue after updating the policy, press any key.

Output (assuming you changed the rule by adding a logical Not) from the executable file BusinessRulesHelloWorld2.exe
continues as follows:
Sleeping for 60 seconds (so that the deployed ruleset becomes effective) ...
Grabbing the policy ...
Executing the policy...
MySampleBusinessObject Class -- MySampleMethod executed for object 1 with parameter 5
The major version of the policy was: 1
The minor version of the policy was: 1
Press ENTER to continue after updating the policy...

Notice how the output has changed:

The output line in the method MySampleMethod only prints once now, for the instance of the
MySampleBusinessObject class for which the MyValue property is equal to 1, rather than the previous rule of printing
when the MyValue property is not equal to 1.
The minor version number of the policy is now 1.

See Also

Business Rules (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Loans Processing Using Business Rules (BizTalk Server Sample)
The Loans Processing Using Business Rules sample demonstrates how to use a set of rules managed within an orchestration, and
how to use a combination of inputs known as facts, to calculate settings for some fields within a document being processed. Facts
can be the result of calling a .NET-based assembly, the values retrieved from the XML of the message, or the data retrieved from a
database. The sample also demonstrates how you can change the rules at any time, affecting subsequent calculations without the
need to redeploy.

This sample demonstrates these capabilities within the context of a simplified loan processing scenario. BizTalk Server
orchestration picks up and processes a loan application, also known as a loan case, in XML message format. This orchestration
uses the Business Rule Engine to evaluate incoming messages according to the rules, modifying the message with the result of
the application of the rules, and then writing the message as a file to an output folder.

Based on facts from several sources, including the message being processed, this sample sets the IncomeStatus,
CommitmentsStatus, EmploymentStatus, and ResidencyStatus elements of the message being processed.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Business Rules\Loans Processing using Business Rules\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
Case.xsd Schema file for inbound loan applications, otherwise known as loan cases.
Cleanup.bat Used to undeploy assemblies and remove them from the global assembly cache (GA

C). Removes send and receive ports. Removes Microsoft Internet Information Service
s (IIS) virtual directories as needed.

Create_CustInfo_Table.sql SQL script for creating the CustInfo table in the SQL Northwind sample database.
LoanProcessorBinding.xml Used for automated setup such as port binding.
LoansProcessor.btproj, LoansProcessor.sln BizTalk project and solution files for this sample.
My Sample Service.odx BizTalk Server orchestration for this sample.
sampleLoan.xml Sample input file, with empty values for the four status elements at the end of the X

ML structure in the file.
Setup.bat Used to build and initialize this sample.
In the \CreateRules folder:

App.ico, AssemblyInfo.cs, Case.xsd, CreateLo
anProcessingPolicy.csproj, CreateLoanProce
ssingPolicy.sln, WriteToBRL.cs

Visual C# project, solution, source, and related files used to create the application tha
t programmatically creates the rules in the set. For examples of programmatically bu
ilding sets of rules, refer to the source file WriteToBRL.cs.

In the \myFactRetriever folder:

AssemblyInfo.cs

FactRetrieverForLoansProcessing.cs

myFactRetriever.csproj

myFactRetriever.sln

Visual C# project, solution, source, and related files used to create an assembly that y
ou use to retrieve information from the CustInfo table added earlier to the Northwin
d sample SQL Server database.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the Loans Processing Using Business Rules sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Business Rules\Loans Processing using Business Rules

2. Run the file Setup.bat, which performs the following actions:
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Cleans up the GAC to eliminate any residual data from previous runs of this sample.
Compiles and deploys the fact retriever program, myFactRetreiever.dll.
Using the SQL script file Create_CustInfo_Table.sql, adds a table named CustInfo to the Northwind sample SQL
database.
Cleans up the shared SQL rule store to eliminate residue of previous runs of this sample.
Creates, publishes, and deploys the most recent version (1.0) of the loans processing rule set.

Note  You can use the Business Rule Composer tool supplied with BizTalk Server to examine the rules that
have been set programmatically.

Creates the input (In) and output (Out) folders for this sample.
Compiles and deploys the remaining Visual Studio .NET projects for this sample, including the BizTalk project that
contains the orchestration you use to coordinate this sample.
Creates and binds the BizTalk Server receive location, and the send and receive ports.

Note  This sample displays the following warnings when creating and binding ports:

Warning: Receive handler not specified for receive location
"LoansProcessor_1.0.0.0_LoansProcessor.My_Sample_Service_Incoming_ReceiveLocation"; updating with
first receive handler with matching transport type.

Warning: Host not specified for orchestration "LoansProcessor.My_Sample_Service"; updating with first
available host.

You can safely ignore these warnings. (To accommodate for possible naming differences in user
installations, the host name and receive handler have been omitted from the binding file. The
Btsdeploy.exe utility uses the first receive handler that supports the adapter type and the default host.)

Enables the receive location, and starts the send port.
Enlists and starts the orchestration.

Note  If your BizTalk host name is not BizTalkServerApplication, modify the file Setup.bat and the file
LoanProcessorBinding.xml to reflect the proper host name.

Note  You should confirm that BizTalk Server did not report any errors during the build and initialization process
before attempting to run this sample.

Note  If you choose to open and build the projects in this sample without running the file Setup.bat, you must first
create a strong name key pair using the .NET Framework Strong Name utility (sn.exe). Use this key pair to sign the
resulting assemblies.

Note  To undo changes made by Setup.bat, run Cleanup.bat. You must run Cleanup.bat before running Setup.bat a
second time.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the Loans Processing Using Business Rules sample.

1. Paste a copy of the file sampleLoan.xml into the \In folder.
2. Observe the .xml file created in the folder Out. It contains the input XML message with data added to the following four

status elements at the end of the XML structure: IncomeStatus, CommitmentsStatus, EmploymentStatus, and
ResidencyStatus.

You can use the Business Rule Composer tool to change the rules in the rule set, and then redeploy those rules.

To use the Business Rule Composer tool to change one or more of the rules in a rule set

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click Business Rule Composer.
2. In the SQL Server dialog box, click OK to connect to the rule store.
3. In Policy Explorer, below the node LoanProcessing, right-click the Version 1.0 - Deployed node, and then click Copy.
4. Right-click LoanProcessing, and then click Paste.
5. Change any rule or action in a way that will result in different values for the IncomeStatus, CommitmentsStatus,

EmploymentStatus, and ResidencyStatus elements. Ensure that you also change the value of the negation portion



(essentially, the Else clause) of any rule that you choose to change.

The following table shows the set of rules used by this sample. Unless specifically mentioned otherwise, facts are from the
incoming XML message. The string (db) indicates a database as the source of a fact.

Rule number and 
name

Description

1. Income Status R
ule

IF BasicSalary + OtherIncome > 0

THEN IncomeStatus = Valid

2. Commitments St
atus Rule

IF ID == ID (db)

    AND

IF CreditCardBalance (db) > 500

THEN CommitmentsStatus =

        "Compute Commitments"

3. Employment Stat
us Rule

IF EmploymentType | TimeInMonths > 18

THEN EmploymentStatus = Valid

4. Residency Status
Rule

IF PlaceOfResidence | TimeInMonths > 18

THEN ResidencyStatus = Valid

!1, !2, !3, !4. Negati
on Rules

Conditions that are a logical NOT of the corresponding condition described in rules 1-4. Resulting actio
ns are a change in the string that is being set.

6. Right-click the Version 1.1(not saved) node, and then click Save.
7. Right-click the Version 1.1 node, and then click Publish.
8. Right-click the Version 1.1 node, and then click Deploy.
9. Wait for 60 seconds for the changes to propagate to the shared SQL Server rule store.

10. Paste a copy of the file sampleLoan.xml into the folder In.
11. Observe the .xml file created in the folder Out. It contains the input XML message with data added to the following four

status elements at the end of the XML structure: IncomeStatus, CommitmentsStatus, EmploymentStatus, and
ResidencyStatus. The data added to these elements will differ, or not, from the previous run, based on the nature of the
changes made in step 5in this procedure.

Remarks
If you want to view the tracking information for this sample within Health Activity Tracking (HAT), you must undeploy and then
redeploy the relevant rule set (Loans Processing) by using the Rule Engine Deployment Wizard.

This sample demonstrates how you can use business rules to apply business policies in the form of rules within an orchestration.
It also demonstrates how you can change the policies, and have the change in the policy reflected dynamically within the
orchestration without having to recompile or redeploy the orchestration solution.

Input loan cases to this sample are XML messages that have the following structure:

    Name
    ID
    Income
        BasicSalary
        OtherIncome
    EmploymentType
        TimeInMonths
    PlaceOfResidence
        TimeInMonths
    CommitmentsStatus
    IncomeStatus
    EmploymentStatus
    ResidencyStatus



 

See Also

Business Rules (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Medical Claims Processing and Testing Policies (BizTalk Server
Sample)
The Medical Claims Processing and Testing Policies sample demonstrates how to create a rule set containing multiple rules that
examine facts derived from a database table and the inbound document, and which use .NET-based objects to record the results
of the claims processing.

This sample demonstrates end-end execution of the claim processing scenario using a simple .NET-based application that uses
the Business Rule Engine to run a medical claims rule set against incoming claims to determine the STATUS of the claim and the
REASON for the status.

Note  This sample also demonstrates how to trace Business Rule Engine execution using a debug trace file.

This sample applies the following sequence of rules to submitted claims:

1. Rejects the claim if the total amount claimed exceeds the maximum permitted by the policy.
2. Rejects the claim if the client has stayed in hospitals more nights than the maximum permitted by the policy.
3. Rejects the claim if the date on the claim is in the future.
4. Rejects the claim if the policy is not valid.
5. Sends a lead to the sales department with the policy ID and customer name if the policy has expired.
6. Otherwise, approves the claim.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Business Rules\Medical Claims Processing and Testing Policies\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
Cleanup.bat Used to undeploy assemblies and remove them from the global assembly cache (GAC). 

Removes send and receive ports. Removes Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) 
virtual directories as needed.

Create_PolicyValidity_Table.sql SQL script that adds a new table named PolicyValidity to the Northwind sample databas
e.

Setup.bat Used to build and initialize this sample.
In the \Claims folder:

AssemblyInfo.cs, Claims.csproj, Claims.sl
n, Claims.cs

Project, solution, source, and related files for the portion of this sample that records the r
esult of the claims processing, called the THEN portion of a rule.

In the \FactRetrieverForClaimsProcessin
g folder:

AssemblyInfo.cs, FactRetrieverForClaim
sProcessing.cs, FactRetrieverForClaimsP
rocessing.csproj, FactRetrieverForClaim
sProcessing.sln

Project, solution, source, and related files for the portion of this sample that provides the
long-term fact retriever that retrieves information from the PolicyValidity table created b
y this sample.

In the \RulesForMedicalClaims folder:

App.ico, AssemblyInfo.cs, RulesForMedi
calClaims.cs, RulesForMedicalClaims.csp
roj, RulesForMedicalClaims.sln

Project, solution, source, and related files for the portion of this sample that constitutes t
he main executable for this sample (RulesForMedicalClaims.exe), and which programma
tically defines and stores the rule set, constructs sample facts, and then runs the rule set 
using a PolicyTester object.

In the \RulesForMedicalClaims folder:

MedicalClaims.xsd

Schema file that defines the structure of the sample medical claims submitted to this sa
mple.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


In the \RulesForMedicalClaims folder:

sampleClaim.xml

Sample input file that conforms to the schema defined in the file MedicalClaims.xsd.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the Medical Claims Processing and Testing Policies sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Business Rules\Medical Claims Processing and Testing Policies\

2. Run the file Setup.bat, which performs the following actions:

Compiles and deploys the Visual Studio .NET projects for this sample, including Claims.dll,
FactRetrieverForClaimsProcessing.dll, and RulesForMedicalClaims.dll.

3. Runs the provided SQL script Create_PolicyValidity_Table.sql using SQL Query Analyzer.

The script creates the table, PolicyValidity, with two sample rows in the Northwind sample database. This table has two
columns: ID and PolicyStatus.

Note  You should confirm that BizTalk Server did not report any errors during the build and initialization
process before attempting to run this sample.

Note  If you choose to open and build the projects in this sample without running the file Setup.bat, you must
first create a strong name key pair using the .NET Framework Strong Name utility (sn.exe). Use this key pair to
sign the resulting assemblies.

Note  To undo changes made by Setup.bat, run Cleanup.bat. You must run Cleanup.bat before running
Setup.bat a second time.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the Medical Claims Processing and Testing Policies sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Business Rules\Medical Claims Processing and Testing Policies\RulesForMedicalClaims\bin\Debug\

2. Run the file RulesForMedicalClaims.exe on the command line.

Note  You can change the values of individual elements in the sample claim file sampleClaim.xml and run the
sample repeatedly. The expected outputs for different values in these elements are shown in the list that follows.

Output scenarios based on various combinations of values in the submitted sample claims file are:

For a claim whose amount exceeds $1000, the following output is obtained:

For a claim whose number of nights exceeds 10, the following output is obtained:

For a claim whose date is not valid (date > current date), the following output in obtained:

For a claim with a policy ID that is not valid (for example, by changing the ID element to have a value of 2) because of policy
expiration, the following output is obtained:

Status:  REJECTED!
Reason:  Amount of claim has exceeded Policy limit

Status:  REJECTED!
Reason:  Amount of Nights has exceeded Policy limit

Status:  REJECTED!
Reason:  Cannot submit claims for future dates!



For a claim that is valid, the following output is obtained:

Note  A text file, outputtrace.txt, is created in the folder ...\RulesForMedicalClaims\bin\Debug folder every time
you run this sample. It contains a debug trace of rule execution, and it is created after every execution cycle
under the folder \RulesForMedicalClaims\bin\Debug. You can examine this file to see the output trace of rule
execution.

Remarks
The fact sources used in the rule set evaluation are:

A long-term fact retriever, a .NET-based application that implements the IFactReriever interface, is built in the folder
FactRetrieverForClaimsProcessing. It is used by the medical claims processing policy to retrieve data (in the form of a
dataset) from the PolicyValidity database and to use in rule condition evaluation.
The claim is in the form of an XML document that contains the following information, stored in sibling elements: Name, ID,
Amount, Nights, and Date.
A .NET-based class library (Claims), with a ClaimResults class is used to record the STATUS and REASON of the claim using
properties, and to send a lead (if the policy is not valid) by invoking the SendLeads method with ID and name as
parameters.

Based on these fact sources, you can informally describe the rules defined for this scenario as follows:

1. Check to see if the incoming claim is valid. The claim is not valid if the amount is over the allowable limit for a claim, if the
policy has expired (verified by checking the database table), if the number of nights has exceeded the maximum allowable
limit, and if the claim is made for a future date. If the claim has been determined to be not valid, set the STATUS and
REASON of the claim appropriately.

2. If the policy ID of the incoming claim has expired, send a lead (with policy ID and customer name) to the policy renewal
department.

3. If the claim is valid, set the STATUS and REASON of the claim appropriately.

A more formal representation of the rules and their term bindings is as follows:

Rule 1. Amount check

Rule 2. Nights spent in the hospital

Sending to Renewal Department for Customer Smir with Policy # 2
Status:  REJECTED!
Reason:  Policy ID is invalid

Status:  Claim Accepted!
Reason:

IF Amount in the XML document is > 1000
  AND
IF Claims.ClaimResults object has not been modified (if ClaimResults.RESULT = null)

THEN Claims.ClaimResults.Status = "REJECTED"\
     &&
     Claims.ClaimResults.Reason = "Amount of claim has exceeded limit"
     &&
     Assert this object back into working memory

IF number of nights in the XML document is > 10
  AND
IF Claims.ClaimResults object has not been modified (if ClaimResults.RESULT = null)

THEN Claims.ClaimResults.Status = "REJECTED"
     &&



 

Rule 3. Date validity

Rule 4. Policy validity

Rule 5. Sales lead

Rule 6. Claim accepted

See Also

Business Rules (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

     Claims.ClaimResults.Reason = "Amount of claim has exceeded limit"
     &&
     Assert this object back into working memory

IF date on the incoming XML claim is > Today
  AND 
IF Claims.ClaimResults object has not been modified (if ClaimResults.RESULT = null)

THEN Claims.ClaimResults.Status = "REJECTED"
     &&
     Claims.ClaimResults.Reason = "Cannot submit claims in the future!"
     &&
     Assert this object back into working memory

IF Policy is invalid for the ID in the XML claim (check database)
  AND
IF Claims.ClaimResults object has not been modified (if ClaimResults.RESULT = null)

THEN Claims.ClaimResults.Status = "REJECTED"
     &&
     Claims.ClaimResults.Reason = "Policy Invalid"
     &&
     Assert this object back into working memory

IF Claim.ClaimResults.Reason = "Policy invalid"

THEN send a lead to the policy department by invoking the function Claim.ClaimResults.Sen
dLead with customer ID and Name from the incoming XML document.

IF Claim.ClaimResults.Status = null

THEN Set the claim status to be valid
     &&
     Send the lead to the sales department

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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HWS (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 includes a Human Workflow Services (HWS) sample in its software development kit (SDK). This
section provides detailed information about the functionality that this sample demonstrates, instructions for building and running
the sample, and the results you can expect.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

The following provides a brief description of the HWS sample:

Actions Sample. Demonstrates how to develop actions for HWS.
Active Directory Fact Retriever Sample. Demonstrates how to connect to a Microsoft® Active Directory® directory service
data store that can be used with HWS.
Activity Model Designer API and Client Component Sample. Demonstrates how to use the Activity Model Designer API and
how to create an activity model client.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Actions (BizTalk Server Sample)
The Actions sample demonstrates how to develop actions for BizTalk Server Human Workflow Services (HWS). You implement
actions in HWS as BizTalk Server orchestrations. The sample includes two BizTalk Server orchestration projects representing the
assign and delegate actions, along with two supporting projects (BaseSchema and UtilObjects). The two supporting projects
contain the Extensible Markup Language (XML) schemas and assemblies used in the BizTalk Server orchestrations.

The sample also includes a Microsoft® InfoPath™ client solution that provides a user interface for activating actions and
responding to tasks.

There are two actions in this sample, an assign action and a delegate action. The assign action takes the task parameters from a
user, such as the task description, deadline, and so on, and generates tasks to target users. BizTalk Server writes the tasks
messages to the following directory:

<Samples Path>\Hws\Actions\TaskMessage

After BizTalk Server generates these tasks, the action waits for response messages from the target users. A task is complete if the
action receives a response message with the TaskStatus property set to Completed or Declined. The action is complete when all
tasks are complete. The delegate action takes a task as input and reassigns the task to another user. The delegate action waits for
the newly reassigned task to respond, and forwards any responses from the user to the action that assigned the original task.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Hws\Actions\

<Samples Path>\Hws\Clients\InfoPath\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
BaseSchema Folder containing the BizTalk project that defines the schemas used by the two actions.
UtilObjects Folder containing the Visual C# project that creates objects used in the two action orchestrations.
Assign Folder containing the BizTalk Server orchestration project that implements the assign action.
Delegate Folder containing the BizTalk Server orchestration project that implements the delegate action.
AssignBinding.xml BizTalk Server orchestration binding file used when registering the assign action with BizTalk Server after co

mpilation.
DelegateBinding.x
ml

BizTalk Server orchestration binding file used when registering the delegate action with BizTalk Server after c
ompilation.

DeployActions.cmd Script file for command-line deployment and enlistment of the actions with BizTalk Server.
UndeployActions.c
md

Script file for command-line removal of the actions from BizTalk Server.

IssueTracking.xsn InfoPath user interface client used to activate actions and respond to tasks.

 Security  A strong key file is required for assembly compilation and deployment, but it is not included in this sample. The
DeployActions.cmd script automatically generates the key file Actions.snk in the current directory if this file is not already there.
The projects access this key file by default. You can also manually generate a new key file for use in all projects. To generate a new
key file, use the following command:

sn -k <outputfilename>

You must reference the key file in all projects. For the UtilObjects project, the key file is referenced in assemblyInfo.cs
in the project directory. For the Assign, Delegate, and BaseSchema projects, it is referenced in the project properties,
under Common properties/assembly/assembly key file.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedures to build and initialize the Actions sample.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


Note  To deploy this sample on multiple computers, you must do the following:

1. Add the binary files to the global assembly cache on each host instance computer.
2. Create a <Product directory>\SDK\Samples\Hws\Actions\TaskMessage folder on each computer.
3. Manually add the BizTalk host as an HWS Trusted User through HWS Server Administration. For more information, see

Adding Trusted Users.

To run the DeployActions.cmd script

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft Visual Studio .NET, point to Visual Studio .NET Tools, and then
click Visual Studio .NET Command Prompt.

2. At the command prompt, type cd <Samples Path>\Hws\Actions and then press ENTER.
3. At the command prompt, type DeployActions.cmd and then press ENTER.

You may receive compilation warnings. Ensure that BizTalk did not report any serious errors before proceeding to the next
step of registering actions.

To register the assign and delegate actions

1. In HWS Server Administration, register the assign actions.
2. In HWS Server Administration, register the delegate actions.

Additional information and the instructions for completing this step will be provided in the updated BizTalk Server 2004
Help available at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.For more information about registering actions, see
Registering and Unregistering Actions.

To add constraints to the assign and delegate actions

In HWS Server Administration, add constraints to both the assign and delegate actions. Use the default Intrinsic Adapter, Set
the constraints to Allow all for the initiator, enacted on user and target clauses.

Additional information and the instructions for completing this step will be provided in the updated BizTalk Server
 
2004 Help available at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.For more information about adding constraints,
see Adding, Editing, and Deleting Constraints.

Note  You can only use the Intrinsic Adapter with a local user account.

You can now run the Actions sample.

Note  This sample may display the following warnings when creating ports and binding them:

Warning: Receive handler not specified for receive location "Actions"; updating with first receive handler with
matching transport type.

Warning: Host not specified for orchestration "Actions"; updating with first available host.

You can safely ignore these warnings. (To accommodate for possible naming differences in user installations, the host
name and receive handler have been omitted from the binding file. The utility Btsdeploy.exe uses the first receive
handler that supports the adapter type and the default host.)

To Run This Sample
To run the Actions sample, you must invoke the actions through the HWS Web service APIs. You can invoke and interact with the
actions using the InfoPath user interface solution IssueTracking.xsn, or by using a Microsoft® Visual C#® .NET application.

Additional information about Human Workflow Services will be provided in the updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help available at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.For more information, see Managing Human Workflow Services.

Invoking the Sample Using the InfoPath User Interface Solution

The InfoPath user interface enables a user to activate an assign action and, after the tasks are generated, to respond to tasks by
accepting, rejecting, or delegating them. The InfoPath user interface also enables users to view all actions and tasks in the current
workflow.

You can invoke and interact with the sample actions through the sample InfoPath user interface (IssueTracking.xsn). This file is

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962501(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962487(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962485(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962480(v=bts.10).aspx


included in this SDK in the following directory:

<Samples Path>\Hws\Clients\InfoPath\

To publish and use the InfoPath user interface

1. Ensure that InfoPath is installed on your system.
2. In Internet Explorer, in the Tools menu, click Internet options.
3. On the Security tab, click Local intranet, and then click Custom Level.
4. In the Miscellaneous section, ensure that the Access data sources across domains setting is enabled, and then click OK.

This setting is required for the InfoPath user interface solution scripting code to run.

5. In Windows Explorer, navigate to <Samples Path>\Hws\Clients\InfoPath, and then right-click IssueTracking.xsn and
select Design.

The InfoPath IssueTracking solution opens in design mode.

6. In the InfoPath IssueTracking solution application, on the File menu, click Publish.

The Publish Wizard appears.

7. Publish the solution to the path <Samples Path>\Hws\Clients\InfoPath\issuetracking.xsn.
8. On the File menu, click Exit to close the solution.
9. In Windows Explorer, navigate to the target directory for the published solution (<Samples

Path>\Hws\Clients\InfoPath), and then double-click IssueTracking.xsn.

The solution opens in user mode.

10. In the Workflow task pane, click Assign Issue to open a new issue.
11. In the Assign Issue form, type appropriate values in the boxes, click Submit, and then click Refresh.

The newly created action and task appear in the InfoPath task pane on the right.

12. To view the workflow details, click Action and Issue Details.

The Issue Tracking form opens.

13. To accept the issue that you have created, in the Issue Tracking form, click Accept.
14. In the Accept Issue form, click Submit, and then click Refresh.

The new issue status appears.

You have now published the InfoPath IssueTracking.xsn user interface, and you have used it to create and submit a new issue.

You can also use the InfoPath user interface solution as a sample for developing customized HWS user interface components. You
can access the source code for the InfoPath user interface solution by opening the IssueTracking.xsn solution in design mode
(right-click the file in Windows Explorer, and then select Design). After you open the solution in design mode, you can access the
user interface layout and programming logic through the InfoPath designer.

Invoking the Sample Using Direct HWS Web Service API Calls

You can invoke the sample by calling the HWS Web service API directly in a Visual C# .NET application.

The following Visual C# .NET application code sample illustrates interacting with the actions through direct HWS Web service API
calls. You must copy the following code into your sample application.

Note  When creating a new project with this source code, you must add a Web reference to the HWS Web service. On a single
computer installation, the reference would be http://localhost/hwsservice/.

You can activate an assign action within the sample .NET application as shown in the following code:

using System;
using System.Xml;
using System.IO;
using System.Net;
// TestDriver.localhost must be changed to:
// <your application namespace>.localhost;
// You can find the namespace in the 



This code uses methods provided by the HWS Web service API. You can create a Web service proxy to use the Web service by
adding a Web reference to the Web service address in a Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET project. The code does not show Web
service proxy creation.

The sample activation message Assign_Task_Activation_Message.xml resides in the following directory:

<Samples Path>\Hws\Actions\Assign

Note  You must change the values for the InitiatingActor node and Target node in the activation message used in
the sample code to the currently logged in user ID to pass HWS constraint checking.

Programmatic Inputs

Users can interact with an action through an activation or task response message. These are XML messages defined in the files
Hws_activation.xsd and Hws_task_Message.xsd. Every message in HWS contains two sections: HwsSection and ActionSection.

// file <current project directory>/web references/<web reference name (default for this is l
ocalhost)>/reference.cs
// Using this sample code and using the default options would be:
// TestDriver.Localhost

using Microsoft.Samples.BizTalk.TestDriver.localhost;
using System.Xml.Schema;

namespace Microsoft.Samples.BizTalk.TestDriver
{
    class Test
    {
        [STAThread]
        static void Main(string[] args)
        {
            //Create a instance of the Hws Web service proxy 
            HwsService hwss = new HwsService();  
            hwss.Credentials =
                System.Net.CredentialCache.DefaultCredentials;
            hwss.Url = @"http://localhost/HwsService/HwsService.asmx";

            XmlDocument message = new XmlDocument();
            System.Guid activityFlowId = hwss.GetNewActivityFlowID();
            // Get all availiable actions 
            Activity[] actions = hwss.GetActivityList(activityFlowId,
                Guid.Empty, Guid.Empty, null, null);  
            System.Guid actionInstanceId = System.Guid.Empty;

            //Loop though actions and select assign action 
            foreach(Activity action in actions) 
            {
               if(action.Name == "Microsoft.Samples
                  BizTalk.Actions.Assign")
                {
                    //Get action parameters for Assign 
                    ActionParameters param = 
                        hwss.GetActionParameters(action.ActionTypeID,
                            null);
                    message = new XmlDocument();
                    //Load default activation message 
                    message.Load(@"Assign_Task_Activation_Message.xml"); 
                    param.ParametersDoc = message.OuterXml;
                    //Submit activation message
                    actionInstanceId = 
                       hwss.AddActionToActivityFlow(activityFlowId,System.
                       Guid.Empty,System.Guid.Empty, false, param, null);
                }
            }
        }
    }
}



HWS defines the HwsSection section. Additional information about the elements in this section will be provided in the updated
BizTalk Server 2004 Help available at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.For an explanation of the elements in this
section, see Creating Action Template Schemas. The elements defined in the ActionSection section are user-defined and are
specific to the action. The tables in this section describe selected elements that users may need to explicitly set for this sample.

To set element values, you must modify the files Assign_Task_Activation_Message.xml, Delegate_Task_Activation_Message.xml,
and Task_Response_Message0.xml. These files are in the following directories:

<Samples Path>\Hsw\Actions\Assign

<Samples Path>\Hsw\Actions\Delegate

Assign Action Activation Message Elements

The following table shows selected assign action activation message elements and their descriptions.

Element Description
InitiatingActor User ID of the user invoking the action.
Task Structure that describes a task. The target node in the task must be set to a valid user ID recognized by the HWS 

constraint system.
AdditionalTas
kParameters

You can define any elements in this section provided that the action implementation can interpret the element c
orrectly. You define an element by the element name and the supplied string value.

Delegate Action Activation Message Elements

The following table shows selected delegate action activation message elements and their descriptions.

Element Description
InitiatingActor User ID of the user invoking the action.
TaskID Identifier of the task to be delegated. This must be a valid task ID.
NewTarget User ID of the user to which the task is to be delegated. This must be a valid user ID recognized by the HWS cons

traint system.
AdditionalTas
kParameters

You can define any elements in this section provided that the action implementation can interpret the element c
orrectly. You define an element by the element name and the supplied string value.

Assign and Delegate Action Task Response Message Elements

The following table shows selected assign and delegate action task response message elements and their descriptions.

Eleme
nt

Description

Action
TypeI
D

Identifier for the action type (assign or delegate). You can obtain the value from the original task message by calling the 
HWS Web service API GetTaskMessage.

Initiati
ngAct
or

User ID of the user that assigned the task.

Target
Actor

User ID of the user to whom the task is assigned. When sending a task response message, TargetActor must be the sam
e as the user that is sending the response.

Action
Instan
ceID

Action instance ID of the action that generated the task. This must be a valid action instance ID.

Task Description of the assigned task.
TaskID Identifier for the task for which the response is intended.
TaskSt
atus

You respond to a task with a status change request. The TaskStatus values defined in the assign and delegate actions are
NotStarted, InProgress, Completed, Waiting,; Deferred, Accepted, Tentative, and Declined. Only the Accepted sta
tus and the Declined status will complete the task.

Remarks
This sample demonstrates how an action can be developed and used from the viewpoints of programmers and business users.
For a business user, this sample demonstrates a common pattern in which services provided by HWS can improve a central
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component in business processes management: task management. You can apply this common workflow pattern to processes
such as document review, approvals, or issue tracking. From the viewpoint of programmers, this sample shows how to write,
compile, install, and test an action.

The sample can also serve as a base template for developing client specific actions. You can extend the action in two ways:

The action represents a common pattern, and most of the common features of the pattern are abstracted in the
orchestration. The orchestration calls a set of supporting .NET-based objects to perform logic that you can customize. This
enables you to extend and customize the behavior of the action by overwriting the relevant .NET-based objects. This type of
extension is relatively simple, but powerful in its flexibility, because you do not need to modify the orchestration.
You can modify the orchestration to accommodate new features.

Guidelines for Developing Actions

To develop a new action, follow these steps:

1. Create a BizTalk Server orchestration based on your business process requirements. You must use the HWS ActionTemplate
orchestration file to create an action. For more information, see Creating Actions.

2. Build and register the orchestration used in creating the action. For more information, see
Building and Running Orchestrations.

3. Register the new action with HWS by using HWS Server Administration. For more information, see
Managing Human Workflow Services.

4. Set up the constraints associated with this action. For more information, see Adding, Editing, and Deleting Constraints.

Additional information and the instructions for completing these steps will be provided in the updated BizTalk Server 2004
Help available at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

After you have successfully completed these steps, you can use the action through the HWS Web service APIs.

See Also

Microsoft.BizTalk.Hws.SoapService Namespace

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962480(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962485(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Active Directory Fact Retriever (BizTalk Server Sample)
The Active Directory Fact Retriever sample demonstrates how to implement an IFactRetriever interface to connect to an Active
Directory data store to use with Human Workflow Services (HWS) in BizTalk Server 2004. The sample includes a Visual Studio
.NET 2003 C# project representing the Fact Retriever and developer specific options.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\HWS\HwsFactRetriever\ADRetriever

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
ADAdapter.cs Active Directory Fact Retriever source code.
ADAdapter.csproj Active Directory Fact Retriever project.
ADAdapter.sln Active Directory Fact Retriever solution.
AssemblyInfo.cs Assembly information file.
BuildRetriever.cmd Build batch file.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the Active Directory Fact Retriever sample.

1. At the command prompt, change directory (cd) to the following folder:

<Installation Path>\SDK\Samples\HWS\HwsFactRetriever\ADRetriever

2. Run the BuildRetriever.cmd batch file to generate a key file for the assembly, build the solution, and deploy the assembly to
the GAC.

Note  You should confirm that no errors were reported during the build and initialization process before
attempting to continuing this sample.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the Active Directory Fact Retriever sample.

1. From the Start menu, click Programs, click Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click HWS Server Administration.
2. Right click the Fact Retrievers node and select Add Fact Retriever.
3. In the Properties dialog box, enter the following information.

In this field Enter this information
Name ADAdapter
Version 0.0.0.0
Public key Use the key that was generated from the BuildRetriever.cmd file and added to the global assembly cache (

GAC).
Culture Neutral
Fact retriever typenam
e

Microsoft.HWS.FactRetrievers.ADAdapter

Connection string For example, to connect to activedirectory.test.com, use DC=activedirectory,DC=test,DC=com

You can now view all the objects and properties that are exposed through the ADAdapter FactRetriever. It exposes one object,
UserObject, with the following properties.

Property Type Multivalued
UserName FactPropertyType.UserID No
Friendly_Name FactPropertyType.String No
Title FactPropertyType.String No

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


 

Office_Number FactPropertyType.String No
Telephone_Number FactPropertyType.String No
Department FactPropertyType.String No
Company FactPropertyType.String No
Email_Address FactPropertyType.String No
Groups FactPropertyType.String Yes
Manager FactPropertyType.String No
Direct_Reports FactPropertyType.String Yes

Remarks
The Active Directory Fact Retriever sample uses the System.DirectoryServices namespace to access Active Directory. Using
these APIs, Active Directory Fact Retriever forms queries from the input parameters, retrieves the data from Active Directory, and
formats the data with the appropriate HWS data formats.

You can extend Active Directory Fact Retriever to expose more properties. You can use the constructor to add or remove
properties from the schema. Ensure that the queries, used to look up any properties that you add, are correct.

See Also

HWS (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Activity Model Designer API and Client Component (BizTalk
Server Sample)
This sample demonstrates how to use the Activity Model Designer API exposed by Human Workflow Services (HWS) to design an
activity model, and includes a client component to demonstrate how a user participates in an activity flow.

An activity model is a predefined HWS activity flow. In this sample, a specification review process is modeled in HWS using the
Activity Model API. The specification review process is depicted in the following diagram:

The process has three stages:

Review specification
Update specification
Final approval

When running an activity model, you must decide which user will play which role. In HWS, every action has an initiator (that is, the
person that activates the action instance). In most cases, but not all, an action creates one or more HWS tasks and assigns them to
users (that is, the task targets). For the specification review process described earlier, there are three people involved:

John, a technical writer, starts the activity flow and updates the specification.
Susan, a business analyst, reviews the specification and possibly provides feedback to John.
Mary, a technical director, receives the finished specification from Susan. Mary has the option of returning the specification
if it is not satisfactory.

Because each step in an activity model has an associated action that creates a task for the target actor, the sample uses an Assign
action for each stage. The Assign action is installed by default in <Samples Path>\Hws\Actions\Assign.

Notice in the specification review process that feedback paths are included in the review specification and final approval stages.
Feedback paths necessitate loops in the activity model, which are enabled in the Activity Model Designer API by specifying loop
transitions between steps and marking the transitions as independent. In a loop transition, the child (that is, the destination) stage
must be an ancestor of the parent (that is, the source) stage through one or more transitions.

For this scenario, the activity flow works as follows:

1. John creates a specification and assigns the specification review task to Susan.
2. Susan wants more information in the specification, so she assigns the update specification task to John.
3. John updates the specification and again assigns the specification review task to Susan.
4. Susan is satisfied with the specification, so she assigns the final approval task to Mary.
5. Mary accepts the specification, which ends the activity flow.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


<Samples Path>\HWS\ActivityModel

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
\Design\ActivityModelDesignerSample.cs Source file.
\Design\ActivityModelDesignerSample.csproj Visual Studio .NET project file.
\Design\ActivityModelDesignerSample.sln Visual Studio .NET solution file.
\Design\App.ico Application icon.
\Design\AssemblyInfo.cs Assembly information file.
\Design\CreateUsers.bat Batch file to register the Assign action and create constraints.
\Execution\ActivityModelExecutionSample.csproj Visual Studio .NET project file.
\Execution\ActivityModelExecutionSample.csproj.user Project user file
\Execution\ActivityModelExecutionSample.sln Solution file.
\Execution\AMExecution.cs Activity Model execution.
\Execution\App.ico Icon.
\Execution\AssemblyInfo.cs Assembly information file.
\Execution\AssignActionActivationMessage.xml Assign action activation message parameters.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Before building and initializing the Activity Model Designer API and Client Component sample, you must prepare your system to
run the sample.

To prepare your system to run this sample

1. Run the DeployActions.cmd file located in the <Samples Path>\Hws\Actions folder. This compiles and deploys the Assign
action required by this sample.

2. Run the CreateUsers.bat file located in the <Samples Path>\Hws\ActivityModel\Design folder. This registers the Assign
action with HWS and creates the constraints required for this sample.

3. Run the RegisterActionWithHWS.vbs file located in the <Samples Path>\Hws\ActivityModel\Design folder. This registers
the Assign action, creates the sample users John, Susan, and Mary on your local system that are required by this sample,
and properly configures system constraints for the action.

To build and initialize the sample

1. From Visual Studio .NET 2003, open <Samples Path>\HWS\ActivityModel\Design\ActivityModelDesignerSample.sln.
2. Build the solution.
3. From Visual Studio .NET 2003, open <Samples Path>\HWS\ActivityModel\Design\ActivityModelExecutionSample.sln.
4. Add a reference to the BizTalk Server 2004 HWS Web service.
5. Build the solution.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the Activity Model Designer API and Client Component sample.

1. In the Visual Studio .NET 2003 instance with ActivityModelDesignerSample.sln, from the Debug menu, click Start.
2. In the Visual Studio .NET 2003 instance with ActivityModelExecutionSample.sln, from the Debug menu, click Start.

The client runs as a console application, and takes a single command-line argument: the name of your BizTalk Server running
HWS. If you do not provide the argument, the initiators and task targets are set to your domain\username.

The client displays the various stages of the activity flow.

Note  If you have the ADAdapter installed from the Active Directory Fact Retriever (BizTalk Server Sample) sample,
you may experience problems looking up constraints created by this sample. If this occurs, use the HWS Server
Administration tool to remove the ADAdapter and run this sample again.

Remarks



The following information explains how to design the activity model and how to create the activity model client.

Designing the Activity Model

When using the Activity Model API, the first step is to create an instance of the Design Manager.

Next, you must connect to the HWS database:

Next, you remove the Activity Model if it already exists.

After you have connected your Design Manager to the HWS database, you can create an empty activity model with the
CreateActivityModel method:

You can set human-readable properties as follows:

Next, you define the actions and their transitions:

In addition to the HWS system constraints specified through HWS Server Administration console, you can specify role constraints
(Initiator, Observer, and Owner) and target constraints. The following code shows how to add an "allow all" Initiator constraint:

// Step 1: create a new design manager
DesignManager designManager = new DesignManager();
Console.WriteLine(".");

// Step 2: connect to the HWS database
string hwsServerName = "localhost";
string hwsDatabaseName = "BizTalkHwsDb";
designManager.Connect( hwsServerName, hwsDatabaseName );
Console.WriteLine(".");

// Step 3: Remove the activity model if it already exists
ActivityModelInfo[] activityModels = null;
designManager.GetActivityModelCatalog(out activityModels);
foreach( ActivityModelInfo existingActivityModel in activityModels )
{
   if( existingActivityModel.Name == "Spec Review" )
   {
   designManager.RemoveActivityModelFromSystem(existingActivityModel.Id);
   }
}
Console.WriteLine(".");

// Step 4: create a new Activity Model
ActivityModel activityModel;
designManager.CreateActivityModel( out activityModel );
Console.WriteLine(".");

// Step 5: set activity model properties
activityModel.Name = "Spec Review";
activityModel.Description = "HWS Activity Model Designer API Sample";
Console.Write(".");

// Step 5: add actions and transitions
bool success = AddActionsAndTransitions( ref designManager, ref activityModel ); 
if ( !success )
{
   Console.WriteLine( "Failed to add actions and transitions to the activity model!" );
}
Console.WriteLine(".");

// The following role Id can be retrieved from the GetRoles method of the 



After you have defined the actions and transitions, you can add the new activity model to HWS:

Your activity model is now ready to use in an activity flow.

Creating an Activity Model Client

You must first instantiate a new HwsService object to make Web service calls:

To create a new activity flow, you need to get a new activity flow ID with the GetNewActivityFlowID method. The activity flow ID
must be retrieved before adding the first action to the activity flow. The Web service is called using credentials retrieved from the
user:

Next, you need to find the next step in the activity flow to run, determine who should perform the associated task, and add the
configured step to the activity flow. Because the steps to execute for this sample are known, the client iterates through the steps
four times. With an empty activity flow, you must discover which actions you can add to the activity flow by querying HWS:

Note  The actingUser parameter of GetActivityList provides a way to act for another user. Typically, when a user
makes a call to an HWS Web service method the user is acting in its own behalf, and HWS uses the supplied
credentials to validate the user. In this case, actingUser should be null.

Now that you have the list of activities you can perform, you can find your activity model from the activity model list:

// DesignManager class.
static Guid initiatorRoleId = new Guid
  ("118fe088-55b4-4654-997d-417047e9cb20");
// Step 6: add a simple allow all initiator constraint
// set the constraint to "allow all"
Constraint allowAllInitiatorConstraint = new Constraint();
Clause allowAllClause  = new Clause();
allowAllClause.AllowAll = true;
allowAllInitiatorConstraint.AddClause( allowAllClause );
activityModel.AddRoleConstraint( initiatorRoleId, allowAllInitiatorConstraint );

// Step 7: add activity model to HWS System
designManager.SaveActivityModelToSystem( activityModel );
Console.WriteLine(".");

// All done
Console.WriteLine( "Successfully added new activity model to HWS System." );

// Create the HWS web-service object
HWS.HwsService hwss = new HWS.HwsService();

if ( hwsServerName.Length > 0 )
  {
    hwss.Credentials = new NetworkCredential( myUserOrder[0], 
    "pass@word1",
    hwsServerName );
  }
  else
  {
    hwss.Credentials = System.Net.CredentialCache.DefaultCredentials;
  }
  Guid activityFlowID = hwss.GetNewActivityFlowID();

HWS.Activity[] activities = hwss.GetActivityList( activityFlowID, 
                                    parentActionInstanceID, parentTaskID,
                                    null,
                                    null );

// Now we iterate through the activity list to find the type ID of 
//the activity model called "Review Spec", along with the correct



After you have the activity model, you must determine the parameters to populate when you add the activity block to the activity
flow. An activity block contains an independent step plus zero or more dependent steps. However, because all of the steps for this
sample are independent, each is contained in a separate activity block.

The section of the action parameters to fill is the parameters document. The parameters document contains all the parameters
required to activate an activity model step. Because each step is an HWS action, you can load the action activation message from a
file and populate it with your own parameters. For this sample, the assign action is used, so the activation message is loaded, its
parameters are populated from the AssignActionActivationMessage.xml file, and it is assigned to the parameters document:

Notice that by using a foreach loop, you can have multiple dependent steps within an activity block. However, for this sample each
step is contained in a separate activity block.

The only required parameter in an action activation message is the task All other parameters are optional. This sample includes
values for the task target, status of the description fields, and the deadline for the task.

// step name for this iteration.
  Guid activityModelTypeID = Guid.Empty;
  Guid activationBlockID = Guid.Empty;
  foreach ( HWS.Activity activity in activities )
  {
    if ( activity.Name == "Spec Review" ) 
    {
      // first check if the activity flow is already executing
      if ( i > 0 )
      {
        if ( activity.StepName == myStepOrder[i] )
        {
          activityModelTypeID = activity.ActivityModelTypeID;
          activationBlockID = activity.ActivationBlockID;
        }
      }
      else
      {
        activityModelTypeID = activity.ActivityModelTypeID;
        activationBlockID = activity.ActivationBlockID;
      }
    }
  }

// Now we need to find out what the activity parameters are
  HWS.ActionParameters[] parametersList =
               hwss.GetActivityModelParameters( activityModelTypeID, 
                                                activationBlockID, null );

// Now fill the parameters from the Assign action's activation message
// The Assign action is the one used in all the steps within the 
// "Spec Review" activity model
XmlDocument assignActionActivationMessage = new XmlDocument();
assignActionActivationMessage.Load(
                          @"..\..\AssignActionActivationMessage.xml" );
foreach ( HWS.ActionParameters parameters in parametersList )
{
    fillInActionActivationMessage( taskTarget, parameters,
                                   ref assignActionActivationMessage );
    parameters.ParametersDoc = assignActionActivationMessage.OuterXml;
    Console.Write( ".");
} 

NameTable nameTable = new NameTable();
  XmlNamespaceManager nsmgr = new XmlNamespaceManager( nameTable );
  nsmgr.AddNamespace( "hws", "http://schemas.microsoft.com/Hws/2003" );
  nsmgr.AddNamespace( "xs", "http://www.w3c.org/2001/XMLSchema" );
  nsmgr.AddNamespace( "ns0",
                      "http://tempuri.org/Hws_AssignTask_Activate" )
  



With the parameters of the activity block added, you can now add the activity block to HWS, which will automatically start the
activity:

With the activity now running, you can query the HWS tracking database for information on the activity. Because this is run just
after adding the activity block, you may have to wait for slower servers to make the tracking information available, so the call is
wrapped in a while loop with a call to the sleep command:

The sample prints information from the Tracking database to the console. Finally, to simulate the task target completing the spec
review process, the task status is set to "completed" and a task response message is sent to HWS:

  // fill in the activity flow description
  XmlNode hwsSection = actionActivationMessage.SelectSingleNode(
                                "//ns0:HwsMessage/HwsSection", nsmgr );
  hwsSection.SelectSingleNode( "./ActivityFlowDescription" ).InnerText 
                                              = parameters.Action.Name;
  
  // fill in the Task section of the activation message
  XmlNode taskNode = actionActivationMessage.SelectSingleNode( 
                        "//ns0:HwsMessage/ActionSection/Task", nsmgr );
  
  // generate the start date
  DateTime startDate = DateTime.Now;
  string startDateString = startDate.ToString( "s" );
  
  // set the deadline
  DateTime deadline = new DateTime( 2005, 1 , 1 );
  string deadlineString = deadline.ToString( "s" );
  
  // set ourselves to be the task target (we're assigning ourselves to 
  // the task)
  taskNode.SelectSingleNode( "./Target" ).InnerText = targetUserID;
  taskNode.SelectSingleNode( "./Status" ).InnerText = "1"; // "1" means 
                                                          "Not Started"
  taskNode.SelectSingleNode( "./Description" ).InnerText = 
                                            parameters.Action.StepName;
  taskNode.SelectSingleNode( "./StartDate" ).InnerText = 
                                                       startDateString;
  taskNode.SelectSingleNode( "./Deadline" ).InnerText = deadlineString;

// Now create and execute the activity model. This returns the 
  // activity model instance ID
  activityModelInstanceID = hwss.AddActivationBlockToActivityFlow( 
                            activityFlowID, activityModelInstanceID,
    parentActionInstanceID, parentTaskID,
    false, parametersList, null );

// Now we can retrieve the tracking information for our activity flow 
  // instance from the tracking
  // database by calling GetActivityFlowInfo().
  // We're especially interested in retrieving the actionInstanceID and 
  // taskID.
  Guid actionInstanceID = Guid.Empty;
  Guid taskID = Guid.Empty;
  int numRetries = 5;
  while ( ( taskID == Guid.Empty ) && ( numRetries > 0 ) )
  {
    Thread.Sleep( 2000 );
    HWS.ActivityFlow activityFlowInfo = hwss.GetActivityFlowInfo( 
    activityFlowID, HWS.ActivityFlowDetailLevel.TaskLevel, null );
    Console.Write( ".");
  }

// Now we want to complete the current task.
  // We must first create an XML namespace manager for selecting
  // the Task Response message.



 

See Also

HWS (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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  // We wait 6 seconds here to give slow BTS a chance to catch up
  Thread.Sleep( 6000 );
  NameTable nameTable = new NameTable();
  XmlNamespaceManager nsmgr = new XmlNamespaceManager( nameTable );
  nsmgr.AddNamespace( "hws", "http://schemas.microsoft.com/Hws/2003" );
  nsmgr.AddNamespace( "xs", "http://www.w3c.org/2001/XMLSchema" );
  nsmgr.AddNamespace( "ns0", "http://tempuri.org/Hws_Task_Message" );
  
  // We grab the Task's task message
  string taskMessage = hwss.GetTaskMessage( taskID, null ); 
  XmlDocument message = new XmlDocument();
  message.LoadXml( taskMessage );
  
  // We must set the task status to completed
  message.SelectSingleNode( "//ns0:HwsMessage/HwsSection/TaskStatus", 
                            nsmgr ).InnerText = "Completed";

  // We then send a task response message with the new status field 
  // (this will end the task)
  hwss.SendTaskResponse( message.OuterXml, null ); 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Messaging (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 includes a single messaging sample in its software development kit (SDK). This section
provides detailed information about the functionality demonstrated by the message sample, instructions for building and running
the sample, and the results you can expect.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

The following provides a brief description of the messaging sample:

CBRSample Sample. Demonstrates how to route instance messages based on their content.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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CBRSample (BizTalk Server Sample)
The CBRSample sample demonstrates how to route instance messages based on their content, otherwise known as content-based
routing (CBR). BizTalk Server promotes the CountryCode element in an input document, and then, based on the value of this
promoted property, different transformations are performed and the resulting documents are routed to different output folders.

BizTalk Server transforms documents with CountryCode element data equal to 100 to a U.S. version of the document and routes
them to the output folder, US. Likewise, BizTalk Server transforms documents with CountryCode element data equal to 200 to a
Canadian version of the document and routes them to the output folder, CAN.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Messaging\CBRSample\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
CBRDataCAN.Xml, CBRDataUS.Xm
l

Sample input files that conform to the schema defined in the file CBRInputSchema.xsd.

CBRInput2CANMap.btm, CBRInput
2USMap.btm

Map files for the Canadian and U.S. format transformations, respectively.

CBRInputSchema.xsd, CBROutputS
chemaCAN.xsd, CBROutputSchem
aUS.xsd

Schema files for the input format, the Canadian output format, and the U.S. output format, res
pectively.

CBRPromotedPropertySchema.xsd Schema file for the promoted property that corresponds to the CountryCode element in the 
XML input files.

CBRSample.btproj, CBRSample.sln BizTalk project and solution files for this sample.
Cleanup.bat Used to undeploy assemblies and remove them from the global assembly cache (GAC). Remo

ves send and receive ports. Removes Microsoft® Internet Information Services (IIS) virtual dir
ectories as needed.

Setup.bat Used to build and initialize this sample.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
To build and initialize the CBRSample sample, you need to build and deploy the BizTalk project for this sample, configure the
receive port and location, and configure two different send ports.

To build and deploy the BizTalk project for this sample

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Messaging\CBRSample

2. Run the file Setup.bat, which performs the following actions:

Creates the input (In) and output folders (US and CAN) for this sample.
Compiles and deploys the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET project for this sample.
Creates and binds the BizTalk Server receive location, and the send and receive ports.

Note  This sample displays the following warning when creating and binding the ports:

Warning: Receive handler not specified for receive location "CBRReceiveLocation"; updating with first receive
handler with matching transport type.

You can safely ignore this warning. (To accommodate for possible naming differences in user installations, the
host name and receive handler have been omitted from the binding file. The utility Btsdeploy.exe uses the first
receive handler that supports the adapter type and the default host.)

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


 

Note  You should confirm that BizTalk Server did not report any errors during the build and initialization
process before attempting to run this sample.

Note  If you choose to open and build the project in this sample without running the file Setup.bat, you must
first create a strong name key pair using the .NET Framework Strong Name utility (sn.exe). Use this key pair to
sign the resulting assembly.

Note  To undo changes made by Setup.bat, run Cleanup.bat. You must run Cleanup.bat before running
Setup.bat a second time.

To prepare to configure the receive port and location, and the send ports

1. In Visual Studio .NET 2003, in the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. If necessary, select the correct Configuration database.

To configure, enlist, and start the U.S. send port

1. In BizTalk Explorer, expand Send Ports, right-click CBRUSSendPort, and then click Edit.
2. In the Static One-Way Send Port Properties dialog box, in the folder tree to the left of the dialog box, select Filters &

Mapping | Filters, and then add a new row by setting Property to CBRSample.CountryCode, leaving the Operator
column set to ==, and setting the Value column to 100.

3. In the folder tree to the left of the dialog box, select Filters & Mapping | Outbound Maps, set the Map to apply property
to CBRSample.CBRInput2USMap, and then click OK.

To configure, enlist, and start the Canadian send port

1. In BizTalk Explorer, expand Send Ports, right-click CBRCANSendPort, and then click Edit.
2. In the Static One-Way Send Port Properties dialog box, in the folder tree to the left of the dialog box, select Filters &

Mapping | Filters, and then add a new row by setting Property to CBRSample.CountryCode, leaving the Operator
column set to ==, and setting the Value column to 200.

3. In the folder tree to the left of the dialog box, select Filters & Mapping | Outbound Maps, set the Map to apply property
to CBRSample.CBRInput2CANMap, and then click OK.

These steps connect the send port to the receive port. The sample uses promoted properties to route the documents.

BizTalk Server is ready now to work with this sample.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the CBRSample sample.

1. Copy the input files, CBRDataCAN.xml and CBRDataUS.xml, into the following input folder:

<Samples Path>\Messaging\CBRSample\In

2. Observe how each of these files is transformed and routed to one of the following two output folders based on the value of
their CountryCode element (100 versus 200):

BizTalk transforms and routes the input file CBRDataCAN.xml to the folder:

<Samples Path>\Messaging\CBRSample\CAN

BizTalk transforms and routes the input file CBRDataUS.xml to the folder:

<Samples Path>\Messaging\CBRSample\US

See Also

Default Pipelines

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Orchestrations (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 includes several orchestration samples in its software development kit (SDK). This section
provides detailed information about the functionality demonstrated by these orchestration samples, instructions for building and
running the samples, and the results you can expect.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

The following list provides a brief description of the orchestration samples:

BPEL Import Sample. Demonstrates how to create an orchestration from a Business Process Execution Language (BPEL)
description of a process and related artifacts.
CallOrchestration Sample. Demonstrates how to call a BizTalk Server orchestration from another orchestration.
Compensation Sample. Demonstrates how to use the compensation shape in an orchestration.
ConsumeWebService Sample. Demonstrates how to invoke a Web service from within a BizTalk Server orchestration.
ExposeWebService Sample. Demonstrates how to expose a BizTalk Server orchestration as a Web service.
HelloWorld Sample. Demonstrates how to process Extensible Markup Language (XML) messages into related, but distinct
types of XML messages using BizTalk Server orchestrations and maps.
MethodCall Sample. Demonstrates how to call a .NET-based method from a BizTalk Server orchestration.
PartyResolution Sample. Demonstrates how to use BizTalk Server orchestrations in conjunction with party resolution to
route instance messages.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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BPEL Import (BizTalk Server Sample)
The BPEL Import sample demonstrates how to create an orchestration from a BPEL process description and its related artifacts.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Orchestrations\BPELImport

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
BPELSource\InvoiceAckMessage.xsd Invoice acknowledgement schema.
BPELSource\InvoiceMessage.xsd Invoice schema.
BPELSource\OrderAckMessage.xsd Order acknowledgement schema.
BPELSource\OrderHeader.xsd Order header schema.
BPELSource\OrderMessage.xsd Order message schema.
BPELSource\OrderShipping.wsdl WSDL file referred to by BPEL.
BPELSource\OrderShippingProcess.bpel BPEL process flow.
BPELSource\PaymentConfirmationMessage.xsd Payment confirmation message.
BPELSource\PickupNotificationMessage.xsd Pickup notification message.
BPELSource\ShipConfirmationMessage.xsd Shipment confirmation message.
BPELSource\ShippingHistory.xsd Shipping history document.
BPELSource\ShipRequestAckMessage.xsd Ship request acknowledgement.
BPELSource\ShipRequestMessage.xsd Ship request message.
BPELSource\ShipStatusMessage.xsd Ship status message.
Solution\bindings\BPELBindings.xml Binding file specifying port bindings for the BPELShipping orchestration.
Solution\bindings\ShipperBindings.xml Binding file specifying port bindings for the ShipperProcess orchestration.
Solution\BPELShipping\BindAndStartOnly.bat Batch file to use for binding and starting the BPELImport orchestration after it ha

s been built manually and deployed.
Solution\BPELShipping\cleanup.bat Batch file to use to remove the BPELShipping process.
Solution\BPELShipping\Setup.bat Batch file to use to install and start the provided BPELShipping sample.
Solution\BPELShipping\BPELShipping.sln The pre-built BPELShipping sample.
Solution\BPELShipping\BPELShipping\Invoice2
Ack.btm

Invoice to invoice acknowledgement map.

Solution\BPELShipping\BPELShipping\Order2F
inalConfirmation.btm

Map to convert from Order message to final shipment confirmation.

Solution\BPELShipping\BPELShipping\Order2
OrderAck.btm

Map to convert from Order message to order acknowledgement.

Solution\BPELShipping\BPELShipping\Order2
OrderNack.btm

Map to convert from Order message to order negative acknowledgement.

Solution\BPELShipping\BPELShipping\Order2S
hipHistory.btm

Map to convert from Order message to Shipping history document.

Solution\BPELShipping\BPELShipping\Order2S
hipRequest.btm

Map to convert from Order message to order Shipping request.

Solution\BPELShipping\BPELShipping\ShipReq
uest2Completed.btm

Map to set the Shipping history to completed.

Solution\ShipperProcess\setup.bat Batch file to build, deploy, bind, and start the ShipperProcess helper orchestratio
n and its ports.

Solution\ShipperProcess\cleanup.bat Batch file to stop, unenlist, and undeploy the ShipperProcess helper orchestration
and its ports.

BPEL Import Scenario
Wide World Importers is a shipping company that provides automated shipping services to retailers. Specifically, Wide World

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


Importers enables retailers to:

Request order shipment
Track shipments
Confirm shipments
Confirm invoicing and payment for shipments

While the availability of these services can be represented using a WSDL document, a Business Process Execution Language
(BPEL) document describes the typical way in which the product companies are expected to call the services and how to expect
responses from Wide World Importers.

When Northwind Traders hires Wide World Importers to handle their shipping, they are provided a BPEL file and some related
artifacts that describe the entire interaction. Using the BPEL file, Northwind Traders creates a BizTalk Server 2004 application
(BPELShipping) to automatically process orders through Wide World Importers.

This sample walks you through this scenario in which the BPELShipping application:

1. Receives an order from the Northwind Traders customer order system.
2. Sends a shipping request to Wide World Importers and requests confirmation.
3. Receives shipment request confirmation from Wide World Importers.
4. Receives pickup notification from Wide World Importers.
5. Receives shipment status messages up to and including when the shipment has been received by the customer.
6. Receives an invoice from Wide World Importers.
7. Responds to Wide World Importers with an invoice acknowledgement.
8. Receives a payment confirmation from Wide World Importers.
9. Sends a final shipping confirmation to the ordering system.

A separate BizTalk application (ShipperProcess) is used to simulate Wide World Importers for this sample. The BPELShipping
application communicates with ShipperProcess using the FILE transport, which uses common file system locations for the
communication.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
The first step is to build and initialize the ShipperProcess application used to simulate World Wide Importers.

To build and initialize the ShipperProcess application

1. In a command window, change directory (cd) to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Orchestrations\BPELImport\Solution\ShipperProcess

2. Run the file Setup.bat, which will perform the following actions:

Builds the ShippingSchemas project, which contains the schemas used in the ShipperProcess as well as the
BPELShipping process
Builds the ShipperProcess
Deploys the ShippingSchemas and ShipperProcess projects
Creates and binds the send and receive ports used by ShipperProcess
Starts the ports used by ShipperProcess
Enlists and starts the ShipperProcess orchestration

Note  You should confirm that no errors were reported during the build and initialization process before attempting
to run this sample. One or more of the following warnings may be displayed, which can be ignored.

The 'http://contoso.org/samples/Fragments:XXXX' element is not declared. An error occurred at
, (35, 16).
<SAMPLE_LOCATION>\Orchestrations\BPELImport\Solution\ShipperProcess\ShipperProcess\ShipperPro
cess.odx(701,13): warning X4014: convoy processing will not occur -- check your protocol if y
ou were expecting it    <SAMPLE_LOCATION>\Samples\Orchestrations\BPELImport\Solution\ShipperP
rocess\ShipperProcess\ShipperProcess.odx(667,22): convoy found at 'activate receive(Receive_S
hipOrder.Operation_1, Request, initialize Correl)'
<SAMPLE_LOCATION>\Samples\Orchestrations\BPELImport\Solution\ShipperProcess\ShipperProcess\Sh
ipperProcess.odx(701,13): and 'receive(ReceiveInvoiceAck.Operation_1, Invoice_Ack, Correl)'



To build and initialize the BPELShipping application

1. In a command window, change directory (cd) to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Orchestrations\BPELImport\Solution\BPELShipping

2. Run the file Setup.bat, which performs the following actions:

Builds the BPELShipping project
Deploys the BPELShipping project
Creates and binds the send and receive ports used by the BPELShipping process
Starts the ports used by the BPELShipping process
Enlists and Starts the BPELShipping orchestration

To import from BPEL and build a working solution

Note  Before completing this procedure, you must set up the ShipperProcess application to create the supporting
processes and schema projects.

1. In Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET, from the File menu, select New, and then select Project.
2. In the New Project dialog box, in the Project Types pane, select BizTalk (Projects). In the Templates pane, select BizTalk

(Server) BPEL Import Project.
3. In the Name box, enter BPELShipping.

Note  If you use a different name, you may experience problems with the final binding step.

Select a location for the project, and click OK to start the BPEL Import Wizard.
4. In the Welcome page, click Next.
5. In the Select BPEL, WSDL, and XSD Files page, click Browse.
6. Select all the files from the <Samples Path>\Orchestrations\BPELImport\BPELSource folder and click OK, and then click

Next.
7. In the Select WSDL Files for Invoked WebServices page, click Finish.
8. After the BPEL Import Wizard reports a successful import, close the wizard. The project is now created.
9. At the Visual Studio .NET 2003 command prompt, change directory (cd) to the project location.

10. Run the following command:

11. In Solution Explorer, right-click the BPELShipping project and select Properties.
12. Under Common Properties\Assembly, select the assembly key file BPELShipping.snk created in step 11, then click OK.
13. In Solution Explorer, select all the .xsd files and delete them.
14. In Solution Explorer, select Add Reference, and under the Projects tab, click Browse.
15. Select ShippingSchemas.dll from the location <Samples

Path>\Orchestrations\BPELImport\Solution\ShipperProcess\ShippingSchemas\bin\Development and click OK.

Note  The section Setting up the ShipperProcess has instructions on how to build this.

16. In Solution Explorer, double-click OrderShippingProcess.bpel.odx.
17. From the View menu, select Other Windows/Orchestration View.
18. In the Orchestration View window, right-click Orchestration Properties and select Properties Window.
19. In the Properties window, set the Module Exportable property to False.
20. In Solution Explorer, double-click OrderShipping.wsdl.odx.
21. In the Orchestration View window, expand Types/Multipart Message Types.
22. Expand InvoiceAckMessageType and click InvoiceAckMessagePart.
23. In the Properties window, expand the Type field, and select Schemas/Select from referenced Assembly.
24. In the Select Artifact Type dialog box, click Shipping schemas, select the Imported_InvoiceAckMessage type, then click

OK.
25. Repeat steps 23-26 for each message type using the following values.

Message Part Message Type

sn -k BPELShipping.snk



InvoiceMessagePart ShippingSchemas.Imported_InvoiceMessage
OrderAckMessagePart ShippingSchemas.Imported_OrderAckMessage
OrderMessagePart ShippingSchemas.Imported_OrderMessage
PaymentConfirmationMessagePart ShippingSchemas.Imported_PaymentConfirmationMessage
PickupNotificationMessagePart ShippingSchemas.Imported_PickupNotificationMessage
ShipConfirmationMessagePart ShippingSchemas.Imported_ShipConfirmationMessage
ShippingHistoryPart ShippingSchemas.Imported_ShippingHistory
ShipRequestAckMessagePart ShippingSchemas.Imported_ShipRequestAckMessage
ShipRequestMessagePart ShippingSchemas.Imported_ShipRequestMessage
ShipStatusMessagePart ShippingSchemas.Imported_ShipStatusMessage

26. In Solution Explorer, right-click the BPELShipping project, and select Add/Existing Item.
27. Select all the .btm files from the location <Samples

Path>\Orchestrations\BPELImport\Solution\BPELShipping\BPELShipping.
28. In the Orchestration View window, locate the Message Assignment shape named MessageAssignment_1 in

ConstructMessage1 and delete it.
29. From the Toolbox, drag a Transform shape into the ConstructMessage1 shape.
30. In the Properties window, click the Ellipsis (…) button and open the Transform Configuration dialog box.
31. Select Existing Map.
32. Select the fully qualified map name as BPELShipping.Order2ShipRequest.
33. Select the source as order.OrderMessagePart.
34. Select the destination as ship_request.ShipRequestMessagePart and click OK.
35. Repeat steps 29-35 for each of the Message Assignment shapes and replace them with Transform shapes according to

the following table.
Shape to replace Map to use Source document Destination document
MessageAssignment_
2

BPELShipping.Order2OrderAck order.OrderMessagePart order_ack.OrderAckMessagePart

MessageAssignment_
3

BPELShipping.Order2OrderNAck order.OrderMessagePart order_ack.OrderAckMessagePart

MessageAssignment_
4

BPELShipping.Order2ShipHistory order.OrderMessagePart ship_history.ShippingHistoryPart

MessageAssignment_
5

BPELShipping.ShipHistory2Complete
d

order.OrderMessagePart ship_history.ShippingHistoryPart

MessageAssignment_
6

BPELShipping.Invoice2Ack invoice.InvoiceMessagePa
rt

invoice_ack.InvoiceAckMessagePart

MessageAssignment_
7

BPELShipping.Order2FinalConfirmati
on

order.OrderMessagePart order_shipped.OrderAckMessagePa
rt

36. Save the orchestration
37. Double click the rule Rule_1 in the Decide shape Decision_1.
38. In the BizTalk Expression Editor, replace

ship_request_ack(BPELShipping.Ship_Acknowledged) == true

with

ship_request_ack(ShippingSchemas.Ship_Acknowledged) == true

39. Double-click the Loop shape named Loop_1.
40. In the BizTalk Expression Editor, replace

ship_history(BPELShipping.Ship_Completed) == true

with

ship_history(ShippingSchemas.Ship_Completed) == true

41. Double-click Rule_2 in the Decide shape Decision_2.
42. In the BizTalk Expression Editor, replace

ship_status(BPELShipping.ShipStatus) == "DONE"



 

with

ship_status(ShippingSchemas.ShipStatus) == "DONE"

43. In the Orchestration View, expand Types/Correlation Types and click _OrderCorrelationSet_Type_.
44. In the Properties window, click the Ellipsis (…) button on Correlation Properties.
45. In the Properties to correlate on pane, click BPELShipping.OrderID, and then click Remove.
46. In the Available Properties pane, expand Shipping Schemas, select Order ID, and then click Add.
47. Click OK.
48. Save all the files and build the solution.

Testing the Solution

To test the solution

Note  If you have installed the built solution for BPELImport, run Cleanup.bat to remove it.

1. Open a Visual Studio .NET 2003 command prompt.
2. Follow the steps under the section Setting Up the ShipperProcess to set up the supporting ShipperProcess and the

schemas.
3. Open your BPELImport solution and deploy the project.
4. At the command prompt, change directory (cd) to <Samples Path>\Orchestrations\BPELImport\Solution\BPELShipping.
5. Run the batch file BindAndStartOnly.bat to bind the ports to your orchestration and start the orchestration.
6. Using the BizTalk Server Administration tool, ensure that the BizTalk Host is running.
7. Copy the Order.xml file from the 

<Samples Path>\Orchestrations\BPELImport\Solution folder to the 
<Samples Path>\Orchestrations\BPELImport\Solution\Ports\ReceiveOrder folder.

The BPELShipping orchestration picks up this file as an order from the customer order processing system, runs through the
shipping process and produce one file each in the 
<Samples Path>\Orchestrations\BPELImport\Solution\Ports\SendOrder folder and the <Samples
Path>\Orchestrations\BPELImport\Solution\Ports\FinalConfirmation folder.

See Also

Orchestrations (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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CallOrchestration (BizTalk Server Sample)
The CallOrchestration sample demonstrates how to call one BizTalk Server orchestration from another orchestration.

Note  You cannot call a long-running transaction from an atomic orchestration.

This sample demonstrates one orchestration calling another orchestration using the following sequence of steps:

1. The primary orchestration receives a purchase order (PO) message.
2. The primary orchestration calls the secondary orchestration to determine the shipping price for the PO.
3. The secondary orchestration calculates the requested shipping price and returns it to the primary orchestration.
4. The primary orchestration updates the PO message with the returned shipping price.
5. The primary orchestration puts the updated PO message into a folder for your inspection.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Orchestrations\CallOrchestration\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
CallOrchestration.bt
proj, CallOrchestrati
on.sln

Project and solution files for this sample.

CallOrchestrationBi
nding.xml

Used for automated setup such as port binding.

Cleanup.bat Used to undeploy assemblies and remove them from the global assembly cache (GAC). Removes send and r
eceive ports. Removes Microsoft® Internet Information Services (IIS) virtual directories as needed.

findShippingPrice.o
dx

BizTalk Server orchestration that serves as a secondary orchestration, called from the primary orchestration, 
receivePO.odx.

InputPO.xml Sample input PO message that conforms to the schema defined in the file PO.xsd.
PO.xsd Schema that defines the structure of inbound PO messages such as the sample input file InputPO.xml, and w

hich defines property promotion for all three of the elements in the schema.
PropertySchema.xsd Property schema file that participates in property promotion for all three of the elements in the schema PO.x

sd.
receivePO.odx BizTalk Server orchestration that serves as the primary orchestration in this sample. It retrieves PO message

s from the receive folder and then calls into the other orchestration, findShippingPrice.odx, to calculate and u
pdate the shipping price.

Setup.bat Used to build and initialize this sample.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the CallOrchestration sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Orchestrations\CallOrchestration\

2. Run the file Setup.bat, which performs the following actions:

Creates the input (In) and output (Out) folders for this sample in the CallOrchestration folder.
Compiles and deploys the Visual Studio .NET project, containing both orchestrations, for this sample.
Creates and binds the BizTalk Server receive location, and the send and receive ports.

Note  This sample displays the following warnings when creating and binding ports:

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


 

Warning: Receive handler not specified for receive location "CallOrchestrationRL"; updating with first
receive handler with matching transport type.

Warning: Host not specified for orchestration "CallOrchestration.findShippingPrice"; updating with first
available host.

Warning: Host not specified for orchestration "CallOrchestration.receivePO"; updating with first available
host.

You can safely ignore these warnings. (To accommodate for possible naming differences in user
installations, the host name and receive handler have been omitted from the binding file. The utility
Btsdeploy.exe uses the first receive handler that supports the adapter type and the default host.)

Enables the receive location, and starts the send port.

Note  You should confirm that BizTalk Server did not report any errors during the build and initialization process
before attempting to run this sample.

Note  If you choose to open and build the project in this sample without running the file Setup.bat, you must first
create a strong name key pair using the .NET Framework Strong Name utility (sn.exe). Use this key pair to sign the
resulting assembly.

Note  To undo changes made by Setup.bat, run Cleanup.bat. You must run Cleanup.bat before running Setup.bat a
second time.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the CallOrchestration sample.

1. Put a copy of the file InputPO.xml into the folder In.
2. Observe the updated XML PO file created in the folder Out. It contains the original PO message, modified to include a

shipping cost calculated as explained in the Remarks section. The format of the name of this file is <MessageID>.xml, where
<MessageID> is the GUID generated to uniquely identify the message.

Remarks
The ability to call orchestrations gives you a way to divide your business processes into reusable components. You can factor your
common processes out into separate orchestrations for others to use.

The orchestration findShippingPrice.odx uses the following logic to calculate the shipping price:

Where shippingRate = 1 and minShippingPrice = 15.

The sample input PO file, InputPO.xml, specifies a weight of 20, resulting in the output PO message having its shipping price
changed from 10 to 20.

See Also

Orchestrations (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

If ( weight * shippingRate ) < minShippingPrice Then
    shippingPrice = minShippingPrice
Else
    shippingPrice = weight * shippingRate
End If
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Compensation (BizTalk Server Sample)
The Compensation sample demonstrates how to use the compensation shape in an orchestration.

There are two parallel actions in the sample orchestration: when a request enters the orchestration by means of the receive port
(exposed through a Web service), one action constructs a response and delivers it by means of the send port. Simultaneously, the
request is processed by two assemblies (class libraries). The UpdateCrm assembly updates a row in the Northwind database. The
UpdateMailingList assembly updates a matching record in the BTSCompensationSampleMailingList database. If either update
fails, the data in both rows are returned to the state before the attempt to update the rows (that is, no changes are made to either
database).

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Orchestrations\Compensation\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
Cleanup.bat Batch file used to uninstall the sample.
CompensationOrchestration.bt
proj

Orchestration project.

CompensationSample.sln Sample solution.
CompensationSampleBinding.
xml

Binding data for the orchestration (used during installation).

ContactInfo.xsd Contact information message schema.
ContactInfo.xsx Orchestration Designer layout file.
CreateSQLDataStore.sql SQL script to create and populate the sample database.
CrmSchema.xsd CRM update message schema.
MailingListSchema.xsd Mailing list message update schema.
RemoveVirDir.vbs Microsoft® Visual Basic® Scripting Edition (VBScript) to remove Web service virtual and physical

directories (used during uninstallation).
Request2Crm.btm Message map to translate from request (contact info) to CRM update message.
Request2MailingList.btm Message map to translate from request (contact info) to mailing list message.
Setup.bat Batch file to install this sample.
UpdateContact.odx Orchestration file.
UpdateRequest2UpdateRespo
nse.btm

Message map to translate from request (contact info) to a response message.

UpdateResponse.xsd Response message schema.
InfoPath\Contact Info Update.x
sn

Microsoft® InfoPath™ file used to submit forms to the orchestration Web service.

UpdateCrm\AssemblyInfo.cs Assembly information source file for UpdateCrm assembly. (The UpdateCrm assembly updates th
e Northwind database.)

UpdateCrm\UpdateCrm.cs Main source code for the UpdateCrm assembly.
UpdateCrm\UpdateCRM.csproj UpdateCrm project file.
UpdateMailingList\AssemblyIn
fo.cs

Assembly information source file for the UpdateMailingList assembly. (The UpdateMailingList ass
embly updates the sample database.)

UpdateMailingList\UpdateMail
ingList.cs

Main source code for the UpdateMailingList assembly.

UpdateMailingList\UpdateMail
ingList.csproj

UpdateMailingList project file.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the Compensation sample.

1. At a Visual Studio command prompt, change directory (cd) to <Samples Path>\Orchestrations\Compensation\.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


 

2. Run Setup.bat.
3. Set db_owner permission for the BizTalk Application Users SQL logon.
4. On Microsoft® Windows Server™ 2003, add a new IIS application pool with a BizTalk administrator identity, and put the

orchestration website in that pool. Also, add a SQL logon for NT AUTHORITY\NETWORK. Give it access to the
BizTalkMgmtDb database and permit it for the BTS_HOST_USERS role. Also, give the logon access to the BizTalkMsgBoxDb
database in the BTS_BizTalkServerApplication_USERS and BTS_BizTalkServerIsolatedHost_USERS roles.

5. Ensure that permissions for the \Out folder are sufficient to allow BizTalk Server to write files to it.

To Uninstall This Sample
Use the following procedure to uninstall the Compensation sample.

1. At a Visual Studio command prompt, change directory (cd) to <Samples Path>\Orchestrations\Compensation\.
2. Run Cleanup.bat.

To Run This Sample
Confirm that no errors occurred during setup.

If BizTalk Server 2004 is not installed in the default location (<System Drive>\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004), you
must publish the Contact Info Update.xsn form before using it. For more information, see To publish the InfoPath form later in
this section.

The ASPNET account must be a part of the BizTalk Isolated Host users group to run this sample.

If BizTalk Server 2004 is installed in the default location, you are ready to run this sample.

To run this sample

1. Open the Contact Info Update.xsn file in InfoPath.
2. Fill out the form for an account ID that exists in both databases.
3. Submit the form.

The response document should appear in the \Out folder and both the Northwind and the BTSCompensationSampleMailingList
databases should be updated with the new data from the InfoPath form.

To publish the InfoPath form

1. In Internet Explorer, in the Tools menu, click Internet Options.
2. On the Security tab, click Local intranet, and then click Custom Level.
3. In the Miscellaneous section, ensure that the Access data sources across domains setting is enabled, and then click OK.

This setting is required for the InfoPath user interface solution scripting code to run.

4. In Windows Explorer, navigate to <Samples Path>\Orchestrations\Compensation\InfoPath, and then right-click Contact Info
Update.xsn and select Design this form.

5. The InfoPath Contact Info Update solution opens in design mode.
6. In the InfoPath Contact Info Update application, on the File menu, click Publish.
7. The Publish Wizard appears.
8. Publish the solution to the path <Samples Path>\Orchestrations\Compensation\InfoPath\Contact Info Update.xsn

Remarks
To invoke compensation in the orchestration, make the BTSCompensationSampleMailingList database unavailable. This can by
done either by detaching the database (in Microsoft® SQL Server™ Enterprise Manager) or by taking the database offline. No
changes to the database should appear after a request has been submitted.

See Also

Orchestrations (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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ConsumeWebService (BizTalk Server Sample)
The ConsumeWebService sample demonstrates how to invoke a Web service from within a BizTalk Server orchestration.

This sample performs the following sequence of steps:

1. The BizTalk Server orchestration retrieves the XML purchase order (PO) message file from the receive location folder In.
2. The orchestration passes the XML PO message as a string to the Web service.
3. The Web service receives the XML PO message string, converts it to a corresponding XML invoice message string, and

returns it as a string to the calling orchestration.
4. The orchestration writes the invoice message to an .xml file in the folder Out.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Orchestrations\ConsumeWebService\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
Cleanup.bat Used to undeploy assemblies and remove them from the glo

bal assembly cache (GAC). Removes send and receive ports. 
Removes Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) virtual 
directories as needed.

ConsumeWebService.btproj, ConsumeWebService.sln Project and solution files for this sample.
ConsumeWebServiceBinding.xml Used for automated setup such as port binding.
ConsumeWebServiceInput.xml Sample input PO message file.
InboundPO.xsd, Invoice.xsd, PropertySchema.xsd Schemas for the input PO message, the output invoice messa

ge, and the default property schema, respectively.
ReceivePOandSubmitToWS.odx The main BizTalk Server orchestration that:

Retrieves a PO message as input and submits it to the s
ample Web service for processing.
Receives an invoice message from the sample Web ser
vice and writes it to a file as output from the sample.

Setup.bat Used to build and initialize this sample.
In the \POWebService folder:

AssemblyInfo.cs, Global.asax, Global.asax.cs, Global.asax.resx, POWe
bService.csproj, POWebService.csproj.webinfo, POWebService.sln, 
SubmitPOService.asmx, SubmitPOService.asmx.cs, SubmitPOServic
e.asmx.resx, Web.config

The sample Web service with which the orchestration will int
eract. It converts the PO messages it receives into correspond
ing invoice messages that it returns in a synchronous manne
r.

In the \Web References\localhost folder:

Reference.map, Reference.odx, SubmitPOService.disco, SubmitPOS
ervice.wsd

Used in the Web service infrastructure.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the ConsumeWebService sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Orchestrations\ConsumeWebService

2. Run the file Setup.bat, which performs the following actions:

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


 

Creates the input (In) and output (Out) folders for this sample in the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Orchestrations\ConsumeWebService

Compiles and configures the sample Web service.
Compiles and deploys the BizTalk Server orchestration.
Creates and binds the relevant BizTalk Server ports.

Note  This sample displays the following warnings when creating and binding the ports:

Warning: Receive handler not specified for receive location "consumeWebServiceRL"; updating with first
receive handler with matching transport type.

Warning: Host not specified for orchestration
"Microsoft.Samples.BizTalk.ConsumeWebService.ReceivePOandSubmitToWS"; updating with first available
host.

You can safely ignore these warnings. (To accommodate for possible naming differences in user
installations, the host name and receive handler have been omitted from the binding file. The utility
Btsdeploy.exe uses the first receive handler that supports the adapter type and the default host.)

Starts the BizTalk Server orchestration.

Note  Be sure your predefined IIS application pool identity is set to Network Service.

Note  You should confirm that BizTalk Server did not report any errors during the build and initialization process
before attempting to run this sample.

Note  If you choose to open and build the projects in this sample without running the file Setup.bat, you must first
create a strong name key pair using the .NET Framework Strong Name utility (sn.exe). Use this key pair to sign the
resulting assemblies.

Note  To undo changes made by Setup.bat, run Cleanup.bat. You must run Cleanup.bat before running Setup.bat a
second time.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the ConsumeWebService sample.

1. Paste a copy of the XML PO message input file ConsumeWebServiceInput.xml into the folder In.
2. Observe the XML output file created in the folder Out. This file contains the XML representation of the invoice message

constructed from the original PO message. The name of the XML output file is based on a dynamically generated GUID.

Note  Make sure that the ASPNET account (for Microsoft® Windows® XP) or the Network Service account (for
Windows 2000 Server and Windows Server™ 2003) has sufficient privileges to access the Windows temp folder.

Remarks
This sample acts as a prototype showing how you can interact with line-of-business (LOB) and third-party Web services using
BizTalk Server. You will need to extend the interaction model based on the requirements of the Web service.

Note  To run this sample, you must configure BizTalk Server 2004 to use the HTTP and SOAP adapters. To configure
the use of these adapters, ensure that you check the Configure HTTP SOAP Adapters check box in the Host Creation
Wizard during initial product setup.

See Also

Orchestrations (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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ExposeWebService (BizTalk Server Sample)
The ExposeWebService sample demonstrates how to expose a BizTalk Server orchestration as a Web service. A sample ASP.NET
application is provided to submit static data to the exposed orchestration.

The sample ASP.NET application that you use to interact with the Web service constructs an object based on the Web reference to
the orchestration. It populates the fields in this object and submits the Web service request. The orchestration applies a simple
transform to the submitted data and returns a corresponding object in the response. BizTalk selects a single field (zip code) from
the response object and displays it to the user.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Orchestrations\ExposeWebService\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
Cleanup.bat Used to undeploy assemblies and remove them from the global a

ssembly cache (GAC). Removes send and receive ports. Removes 
Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) virtual directories as 
needed.

ClientRequest.xsd, CompanyRequest.xsd Schemas for the XML messages exchanged with the BizTalk Serve
r orchestration Web service.

ClientToCompanyRequest.btm BizTalk Server map for transforming the XML messages exchange
d with the BizTalk Server orchestration Web service.

ExposeWebService.btproj, ExposeWebService.sln Project and solution files for the BizTalk Server orchestration Web
service.

ExposeWebServiceBinding.xml Used for automated setup such as port binding.
ProcessClientRequest.odx BizTalk Server orchestration that BizTalk exposes as a Web service

. This orchestration receives a request message from the ASP.NET 
application, uses the map to transform it, and then returns the res
ponse to the ASP.NET application.

Setup.bat Used to build and initialize this sample.
In the \ExposeWebServiceDriver folder:

AssemblyInfo.cs, default.aspx, default.aspx.cs, default.aspx.resx, 
ExposeWebServiceDriver.csproj, ExposeWebServiceDriver.cspr
oj.webinfo, ExposeWebServiceDriver.sln, Global.asax, Global.as
ax.cs, Global.asax.resx, Web.config

Project and solution files, source files, and various website infrastr
ucture files used for the ASP.NET application that interacts with th
e BizTalk Server orchestration Web service.

In the \ExposeWebServiceDriver\Web References\localhost fol
der:

Microsoft_Samples_BizTalk_ExposeWebService_ProcessClientR
equest_SOAPPort.disco, Microsoft_Samples_BizTalk_ExposeWe
bService_ProcessClientRequest_SOAPPort.wsdl, Reference.cs, 
Reference.map

Infrastructure files for the BizTalk Server orchestration Web servic
e.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the ExposeWebService sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Orchestrations\ExposeWebService

2. Run the file Setup.bat, which performs the following actions:
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Compiles and configures the ASP.NET application used to interact with this sample.
Compiles and deploys the BizTalk Server orchestration Web service.
Creates and binds the necessary BizTalk Server ports.

Note  This sample displays the following warnings when creating and binding the ports:

Warning: Receive handler not specified for receive location "ExposeWebServiceLocation"; updating with
first receive handler with matching transport type.

Warning: Host not specified for orchestration "ExposeWebService.ProcessClientRequest"; updating with
first available host.

You can safely ignore these warnings. (To accommodate for possible naming differences in user
installations, the host name and receive handler have been omitted from the binding file. The utility
Btsdeploy.exe uses the first receive handler that supports the adapter type and the default host.)

Starts the BizTalk Server orchestration.

Note  You should confirm that BizTalk did not report any errors during the build and initialization process
before attempting to run this sample.

Note  If you choose to open and build the projects in this sample without running the file Setup.bat, you must
first create a strong name key pair using the .NET Framework Strong Name utility (sn.exe). Use this key pair to
sign the resulting assemblies.

Note  To undo changes made by Setup.bat, run Cleanup.bat. You must run Cleanup.bat before running
Setup.bat a second time.

To publish the ExposeWebService sample

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Web Services Publishing
Wizard.

2. When prompted, select Publish BizTalk Orchestration as Web services.
3. In the Open File dialog box, select the following DLL:

<SamplesPath>\Orchestrations\ExposeWebService\bin\Development\
ExposeWebService.dll

4. Accept the defaults in the subsequent wizard pages, making sure to check the Allow anonymous access to Web service
check box on the Web Service Project page.

Important  You must ensure that your development environment is configured and enabled to work with
BizTalk Web services. Additional information and the instructions for completing this step will be provided in the
updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help available at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616. For more
information, see Enabling Web Services.

Note  To ensure the published orchestration and the driver program have the correct references, you should
update the ExposeWebServiceDriver Web references as follows:

a. Navigate to <Samples Path>\Orchestrations\ExposeWebService\
ExposeWebServiceDriver\.

b. Open ExposeWebServiceDriver.sln in Visual Studio .NET 2003.
c. In the Solution Explorer, expand ExposeWebServiceDriver, and then expand Web References.
d. Right-click localhost, and then click Update Web Reference.
e. In Solution Explorer, right-click ExposeWebServiceDriver, and then click Rebuild.
f. After the build succeeds, close the solution.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the ExposeWebService sample.

1. Click Start, and then click Run. Enter inetmgr, and then click OK.
2. In Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager, expand the node for your server, expand Web Sites, and then expand

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616


 

Default Web Sites. Right-click ExposeWebServiceDriver, click Properties, and then click the Documents tab.
3. In the ExposeWebServiceDriver Properties dialog box, verify that Enable default content page is selected. If not, select

Enable default content page, and then click OK.
4. In Internet Explorer, browse to the URL http://localhost/ExposeWebServiceDriver/

This submits data to the BizTalk Server orchestration Web service and displays the ZIP code field extracted from the response. The
expected output is 98052.

Note  If you are having trouble running this sample, remember to check the Event Viewer to help determine the
source of the problem.

Remarks
This sample serves as a prototype showing how to interact with BizTalk Server orchestrations that are exposed as Web services.
You can expose your business processes as Web services to interact with line-of-business (LOB) and third-party applications that
also conform to Web service (SOAP) standards.

See Also

Orchestrations (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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HelloWorld (BizTalk Server Sample)
The HelloWorld sample demonstrates how you can use BizTalk Server orchestrations to convert an XML message (a purchase
order) into a related, but distinct type of message (an invoice).

This sample configures the folder In as a receive location. When you place a file, such as the sample file SamplePOInput.xml, into
this folder, BizTalk Server processes the message using the following steps:

1. BizTalk Server retrieves the XML purchase order message from the receive location folder In.
2. The orchestration uses the map file to create an XML invoice from the XML purchase order.
3. BizTalk Server places the resulting XML invoice message into the send adapter folder Out.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Orchestrations\HelloWorld\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
Cleanup.bat Used to undeploy assemblies and remove them from the global assembly cache (GAC). Removes send and rec

eive ports. Removes Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) virtual directories as needed.
HelloOrchestratio
n.odx

Orchestration that coordinates the conversion of the purchase order into an invoice.

HelloWorld.btproj,
HelloWorld.sln

Project and solution files for this sample.

HelloWorldBindin
g.xml

Used for automated setup such as port binding.

InvoiceSchema.xs
d, POSchema.xsd

Schemas for the invoice and purchase order messages, respectively.

POToInvoice.btm Map for converting the purchase order to an invoice.
SamplePOInput.x
ml

Sample input file.

Setup.bat Used to build and initialize this sample.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the HelloWord sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Orchestrations\HelloWorld

2. Run the file Setup.bat, which performs the following actions:

Creates the input (In) and output (Out) folders for this sample in the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Orchestrations\HelloWorld

Compiles the Visual Studio .NET project for this sample.
Creates and binds the BizTalk Server receive location, and the send and receive ports.

Note  This sample displays the following warnings when creating and binding the ports:

Warning: Receive handler not specified for receive location "HelloWorldReceiveLocation"; updating with
first receive handler with matching transport type.

Warning: Host not specified for orchestration "Microsoft.Samples.BizTalk.HelloWorld.HelloSchedule";
updating with first available host.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


 

You can safely ignore these warnings. (To accommodate for possible naming differences in user
installations, the host name and receive handler have been omitted from the binding file. The utility
Btsdeploy.exe uses the first receive handler that supports the adapter type and the default host.)

Enables the receive location, and starts the send port.

Note  You should confirm that BizTalk Server did not report any errors during the build and initialization process
before attempting to run this sample.

Note  If you choose to open and build the project in this sample without running the file Setup.bat, you must first
create a strong name key pair using the .NET Framework Strong Name utility (sn.exe). Use this key pair to sign the
resulting assembly.

Note  To undo changes made by Setup.bat, run Cleanup.bat. You must run Cleanup.bat before running Setup.bat a
second time.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the HelloWorld sample.

1. Paste a copy of the file SamplePOInput.xml into the input folder In.
2. Observe the .xml file created in the output folder Out. This file contains the XML invoice constructed from the input file

SamplePOInput.xml. The name of this .xml file is a dynamically generated GUID.

See Also

Orchestrations (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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MethodCall (BizTalk Server Sample)
The MethodCall sample demonstrates how to call a .NET-based method from a BizTalk Server orchestration.

This sample interacts with a .NET-based method using the following sequence of steps:

1. The BizTalk Server orchestration retrieves an XML input file from the folder In. This file contains information about an
addition or subtraction you want the math library to perform.

2. The orchestration calls the included math library to perform the addition or subtraction specified in the XML input file.
3. The appropriate math library method, either Add or Subtract, performs the requested calculation and packages the result

as an XML document.
4. The orchestration places the resulting .xml file in the folder Out.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Orchestrations\MethodCall\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
Cleanup.bat Used to undeploy assemblies and remove them from the global assembly cache (GAC). Removes send 

and receive ports. Removes Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) virtual directories as needed.
Input.xml Sample input file.
Setup.bat Used to build and initialize this sample.
In the \MathLibrary folde
r:

AssemblyInfo.cs, MathHel
per.cs, MathLibrary.csproj

Project and source files for the math library used by this sample.

In the \MethodCallSampl
e folder:

InputSchema.xsd, Output
Schema.xsd

Schemas for the input and output .xml files, respectively.

In the \MethodCallSampl
e folder:

MethodCallSample.btproj
, MethodCallSample.sln

Project and solution files for this sample.

In the \MethodCallSampl
e folder:

MethodCallSampleBindin
g.xml

Used for automated setup such as port binding.

In the \MethodCallSampl
e folder:

MethodCallService.odx

BizTalk Server orchestration that calls the math library to perform the requested calculation.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the MethodCall sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:
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<Samples Path>\Orchestrations\MethodCall

2. Run the file Setup.bat, which performs the following actions:

Creates the input (In) and output (Out) folders for this sample in the MethodCall folder.
Compiles the Visual Studio .NET projects for this sample, and deploys the resulting assemblies.
Creates and binds the necessary BizTalk Server ports.

Note  This sample displays the following warnings when creating and binding the ports:

Warning: Receive handler not specified for receive location "MethodCallReceiveLocation"; updating with
first receive handler with matching transport type.

Warning: Host not specified for orchestration
"Microsoft.Samples.BizTalk.MethodCallSample.MethodCallService"; updating with first available host.

You can safely ignore these warnings. (To accommodate for possible naming differences in user
installations, the host name and receive handler have been omitted from the binding file. The utility
Btsdeploy.exe uses the first receive handler that supports the adapter type and the default host.)

Starts the BizTalk Server orchestration.

Note  You should confirm that BizTalk did not report any errors during the build and initialization process before
attempting to run this sample.

Note  If you choose to open and build the projects in this sample without running the file Setup.bat, you must first
create a strong name key pair using the .NET Framework Strong Name utility (sn.exe). Use this key pair to sign the
resulting assemblies.

Note  To undo changes made by Setup.bat, run Cleanup.bat. You must run Cleanup.bat before running Setup.bat a
second time.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the MethodCall sample.

1. Paste a copy of the .xml file Input.xml into the folder In.
2. Observe the .xml file created in the folder Out. This file contains the result of the requested addition or subtraction

calculation. The format of the name of this file is <MessageID>.xml, where <MessageID> is the GUID generated to uniquely
identify the message.

You can make modifications to the input file to request different addition or subtraction calculations.

Remarks
One example of this scenario is a bank ATM running a BizTalk Server orchestration that needs to make a call to a .NET-based
method to retrieve a bank balance for a customer before disbursing cash.

See Also

Orchestrations (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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PartyResolution (BizTalk Server Sample)
The PartyResolution sample demonstrates how to use BizTalk Server orchestrations in conjunction with party resolution to route
messages to one of several possible recipients.

This sample runs multiple orchestrations that demonstrate the following different roles:

Buyer orchestration, used to initiate the purchase order (PO) message processing.
Supplier orchestration, which demonstrates both inbound and outbound party resolution.
ShipmentAgency1 and ShipmentAgency2 orchestrations, which respond to the supplier organization in different scenarios
based on shipment destination in the PO.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

Party resolution refers to the process of determining who (that is, what party) sends a message. For example, you may want to
only enable known parties to send a message. Outbound party resolution is the process by which you determine which parties
should be sent a message.

Besides party resolution, this sample also demonstrates how to implement and use a role. For example, to process shipment of
your product, you create a send port to which you send a document instructing a shipper to ship your product. If you have
multiple shippers to choose from, you can create a shipper role in your orchestration rather than create multiple nearly identical
send ports (for example, where the only difference is the shipper URL). You can then send documents and messages relating to
shipment of your product to the shipper role. You then create parties and associate send ports to each party and party certificate.
Finally, you enlist each party to the shipper role to enable it.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Orchestrations\PartyResolution\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
BuyerBinding.xml, ShipingAgency1Binding.xml, ShipingAgency2Bindin
g.xml, SupplierBinding.xml

Used for automated setup such as port binding.

Cleanup.bat Used to undeploy assemblies and remove them from the 
global assembly cache (GAC). Removes send and receive 
ports. Removes Microsoft Internet Information Services (II
S) virtual directories as needed.

PartyResolution.sln Solution file that contains all of the projects in the various
subfolders.

PurchaseOrder.xml Sample input PO.
Setup.bat Used to build and initialize portions of this sample.
In the \Buyer folder:

Buyer.btproj, BuyerProcess.odx

BizTalk Server project and orchestration used to impleme
nt the buyer in this sample.

In the \Catalog folder:

Catalog.xml

Used to determine shipment agency based on shipping d
estination specified in the PO.

In the \CheckPartyName folder:

AssemblyInfo.cs, CheckPartyName.csproj, Class1.cs

Microsoft® Visual C#® project and source files for the C
heckPartyName application used to accesses the properti
es of the source party.

In the \FilePolling folder:

App.ico, AssemblyInfo.cs, FilePolling.cs, FilePolling.csproj, FilePolling.re
sx, FilePolling.sln,

Visual C# solution, project, source, and associated files for
the FilePolling application.

Use this application to keep informed about the progressi
ng state of this automated scenario.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


In the \Pipeline\projectschema folder:

MimePartyResReceivePipeline.btp, MimePartyResSendPipeline.btp

BizTalk Server pipeline files used by the different roles in t
his sample.

In the \QueryShipmentCatalogComponent folder:

AssemblyInfo.cs, QueryShipmentCatalog.cs, QueryShipmentCatalogCo
mponent.csproj

Visual C# project and source files for the QueryShipmen
tCatalog component used to access the shipment catalo
g defined in the file Catalog.xml.

The QueryShipmentCatalog component determines whic
h shipment agency the supplier will use. It uses data from
Catalog.xml to determine the best shipper based on geog
raphy.

In the \Schemas folder:

PODeliveryReceipt.xsd, POPropertySchema.xsd, PurchaseOrder.xsd, Pu
rchaseOrderAcknowledgement.xsd, Schemas.btproj, ShipmentAdvice.x
sd, ShipmentAdviceAcknowledgement.xsd, ShipmentOrderAcknowled
gement.xsd, ShipmentOrderRequest.xsd

Schemas used by the various roles in this sample.

In the \ShipmentAgency1 folder:

ShipmentAdviceAck.btm, ShipmentAgency1.btproj, ShipmentOrderAck
.btm, Shipper1Process.odx

BizTalk Server project, orchestration, and maps used to i
mplement ShipmentAgency1 in this sample.

In the \ShipmentAgency2 folder:

ShipmentAdviceAck.btm, ShipmentAgency2.btproj, ShipmentOrderAck
.btm, Shipper2Process.odx

BizTalk Server project, orchestration, and maps used to i
mplement ShipmentAgency2 in this sample.

In the \Supplier folder:

PO_POAck.btm, PO_ShipmentOrderRequest.btm, ShipmentAdviceAck_
PODeliveryReceipt.btm, ShipmentOrder_ShipmentAdvice.btm, Supplie
r.btproj, SupplierProcess.odx

BizTalk Server project, orchestration, and maps used to i
mplement the supplier in this sample.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the PartyResolution sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Orchestrations\PartyResolution

2. Run the file Setup.bat, which performs the following actions:

Compiles the Visual Studio .NET projects for this sample, and deploys the resulting assemblies.
Creates and binds the BizTalk Server send and receive ports.

Note  This sample displays the following warnings when creating and binding the ports:

Warning: Receive handler not specified for receive location "RL_ReceivePOFromBuyer"; updating with first
receive handler with matching transport type.

Warning: Receive handler not specified for receive location "RL_ReceiveShipmentAgency_Ack"; updating
with first receive handler with matching transport type.

Warning: Host not specified for orchestration "Supplier.SupplierProcess"; updating with first available host.

warning X4014: convoy processing will not occur -- check your protocol if you were expecting it

You can safely ignore these warnings. (To accommodate for possible naming differences in user
installations, the host name and receive handler have been omitted from the binding file. The utility
Btsdeploy.exe uses the first receive handler that supports the adapter type and the default host.)

Note  This sample requires the use of a C: drive.

Note  Due to a known issue with Visual Studio .NET 2003, the forms in this sample will not display



correctly in design mode after running Setup.bat. To view the forms in design mode, rebuild the form
projects in Visual Studio .NET.

Note  If you choose to open and build the projects in this sample without running the file Setup.bat, you
must first create a strong name key pair using the .NET Framework Strong Name utility (sn.exe). Use this
key pair to sign the resulting assemblies.

Note  To undo changes made by Setup.bat, run Cleanup.bat. You must run Cleanup.bat before running
Setup.bat a second time.

3. Obtain a secured e-mail certificate from a certificate authority. This could be a third-party authority or the authority within
your organization. Place the certificate in the Current User\Personal store for signing.

Note  The certificate must be of the type used for digital signing; its Key Usage IsDigitalSignatureEnabled
must be set to True.

4. Configure the sign certificate of the partner in My Computer Other People Store, to be used by the supplier to verify the
message:

a. Click Start, and then click Run. In the Run box, type mmc.exe, and then click OK to open the Microsoft Management
Console (MMC).

b. In the File menu, click Add/Remove Snap-in, and then click the Add button.
c. In the Add Standalone Snap-in dialog box, select Certificates, and then click Add.
d. In the Certificates snap-in dialog box, select Computer account, and then click Next.
e. In the Select Computer dialog box, select Local computer, and then click Finish.
f. In the Add Standalone Snap-in dialog box, click Close.
g. In the Certificates node, right click Other People node, click All Tasks, and then click Import.
h. Import the provided certificate, and provide the password in the wizard.
i. Use similar steps to import the certificate into the Trusted Certification Authority Store.

5. In the MMC, repeat steps 4.b. and 4.c. In the Certificates snap-in dialog box, select My user account, and then click Finish.
Paste the certificate into the Personal folder in the Current User store.

6. Verify that Authentication trusted is selected in BizTalk Server Application Hosts. For more information, see
BizTalk Server Runtime Security Recommendations.

7. In the Certificates MMC, select an instance of the signing certificate imported in step 4 and double-click it.
8. Select the Details tab, scroll to the Thumbprint field and select it, and then select and copy the thumbprint.
9. In the BizTalk Administration Console, right-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (Local) node and select Properties.

In the Signing Certificate section, specify the certificate thumbprint.
10. In BizTalk Explorer, edit the BuyerAgency Party and set the sign certificate.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the PartyResolution sample.

1. Run FilePolling.exe from the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Orchestrations\PartyResolution\FilePolling\bin\Debug

2. Click Start polling.
3. Paste a copy of the provided PO instance file, PurchaseOrder.xml, in the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Orchestrations\PartyResolution\FileDrop\PurchaseOrder

4. Observe the sequence of messages that keep you informed about the progress of the sample:
a. When the supplier receives the PO from the buyer.
b. When a shipment order request is received from shipment agency 1 or 2.
c. When a shipment advice is received by shipment agency 1 or 2.
d. When the supplier sends the PO delivery receipt to the buyer.

Remarks
The supplier orchestration implements and uses role links to implement inbound and outbound party resolution.
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The supplier orchestration uses two role link types:

Buyer - Supplier1 role link type
Supplier - Shipment Agency role link type

The buyer orchestration uses the custom pipeline MimePartyResSendPipeline to encode the message sent to the supplier. The
supplier orchestration uses the custom pipeline MimePartyResReceivePipeline, which includes a Mime/SMime Decoder
component, to decode the message and perform inbound party resolution. After decoding and resolving the party, BizTalk
updates the message context properties to reflect the buyer information.

When a message is received, the receive pipeline validates the signature of the message and updates the message context
property with partner information. The orchestration can then access this information.

The above expression returns an instance of the Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.Party class, the properties of which you can use
to access information related to partners.

The business process flows for the buyer, supplier, and shipping agencies are:

Buyer business process flow:

1. Receive PO message from internal department as an .xml file.
2. Send PO message to supplier.

Supplier business process flow:

1. Resolve the party (inbound party resolution) to update the source party based on signature certificate.
2. Receive an activation message (PO) from buyer.
3. Send a PO Acknowledgement message to buyer.
4. Verify the delivery country/region.
5. Resolve the outbound party to find which shipping agency to use. (If the country/region is U.S., the shipping agency is

ShipmentAgency2. If the country/region is Canada, the shipping agency is ShipmentAgency1.
6. Send a Shipment Order Request message to the appropriate shipping agency.
7. Receive the Shipment Order Acknowledgement message from the appropriate shipping agency.
8. Send a Shipment Advice message to the appropriate shipping agency.
9. Receive a Shipment Advice Acknowledgement message from the appropriate shipping agency.

10. Send a final PO Delivery Receipt message to the buyer.

Shipping agency business process flow:

(The same for both shipping agencies)

1. Receive the Shipment Order message from the supplier.
2. Generate and send an Acknowledgement message for the Shipment Order message.
3. Receive a Shipment Advice message from the supplier.
4. Generate and send an Acknowledgement message for the Shipment Advice message.

See Also

Using Role Links

Inbound Message Authentication

Party Resolution Pipeline Component

Working with Convoy Scenarios

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

Buyer_Supplier(Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.SourceParty)

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms961797(v=bts.10).aspx
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Pipelines (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 includes several pipeline samples in its software development kit (SDK). This section provides
detailed information about the functionality that each pipeline sample demonstrates, instructions for building and running the
sample, and the results you can expect.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

The following list provides a brief description of the pipeline samples:

Arbitrary XPath Property Handler (BizTalk Server Sample). Demonstrates how to write a custom pipeline component to
promote specific properties on an XML document submitted to BizTalk Server. Property promotion is accomplished using
an XPath expression.
Pipelines\AssemblerDisassembler Folder.

FlatFileReceive Sample. Demonstrates how to process delimited flat file messages into the equivalent XML messages
using BizTalk Server pipelines.
EnvelopeProcessing Sample. Demonstrates how to process flat file messages into XML messages with envelopes
using BizTalk Server pipelines.
FlatFileSend Sample. Demonstrates how to process XML messages into the equivalent positional flat file messages
using BizTalk Server pipelines.

CustomComponent Sample. Demonstrates how to create and use a custom pipeline component that modifies a streamed
message.
Custom Party Resolution Sample. Demonstrates how to write a custom pipeline component to resolve a custom party.
MIME Sample. Demonstrates how messages can be MIME-encoded using BizTalk pipelines.
Schema Resolver Component Sample. Demonstrates how to extend the functionality of the BizTalk Server 2004 flat file
disassembler component.
XSLT Transform Component Sample. Demonstrates how to write a custom pipeline component to transform an XML
message using XSLT.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Arbitrary XPath Property Handler (BizTalk Server Sample)
The Arbitrary XPath Property Handler (BizTalk Server Sample) demonstrates how to write a custom pipeline component to
promote specific properties on an XML document that is submitted to BizTalk Server. You can use functionality contained in the
sample to create custom regular, assembler, and disassembler components to evaluate XPath expressions.

The sample includes a purchase order (PO) XML document to process, DocInstance.xml. The sample uses the following steps to
process DocInstance.xml:

1. DocInstance.xml is retrieved by a BizTalk Server receive port and processed by a custom pipeline component called
Arbitrary XPath Property Handler.

2. The arbitrary XPath property handler component promotes all <Price> and <Quantity> elements with an arbitrary XPath
expression as defined in the PO schema. The XPath expression also contains the position construct for use with ambiguous
child elements of the PO document root element.

3. The arbitrary XPath property handler component determines the message type and promotes it into the message context.
4. The component then sends the XML document with the promoted elements to an orchestration for further processing.
5. The orchestration accesses the promoted elements in the PO document and calculates the total number of items in the PO.
6. The orchestration creates a new PO document that contains the information from the original PO as well as the updated

total.
7. The new PO document is written to a file in the \Output directory.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Pipelines\ArbitraryXPathPropertyHandler

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
ArbitraryXPathPropertyHandler.sln Custom pipeline component solution file.
ArbitraryXPathPropertyHandler.resX Resource file.
ArbitraryXPathPropertyHandlerComp.
cs

Main component implementation.

AssemblyInfo.cs Assembly information.
Cleanup.bat Sample cleanup file.
PromotingMap.cs Property promotion as native CLR types map implementation.
PropertyAttributes.cs Custom attributes, property descriptor, and ICustomTypePropertyDescriptor implementati

on.
SchemaMap.cs Schema mapping from message type to IDocumentSpec to resolve schema ambiguity.
Setup.bat Build and setup sample pipeline component.
VirtualStream.cs Virtual stream implementation.
SeekableReadOnlyStream.cs Seekable read-only stream implementation.
ArbitraryXPathSample.sln Sample orchestration solution file.
CalculateTotalAmount.odx Sample orchestration.
PODocument.xsd Purchase order schema.
DocInstance.xml Sample purchase order instance.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
This sample is designed to run in a BizTalk Server environment with Microsoft® SQL Server™ 2000 running on the same
machine. If your environment does not match this configuration, you must modify the Arbitrary XPath Property Handler (BizTalk
Server Sample) to point to the correct SQL Server computer.

Important  Setup.bat assumes your Microsoft® Windows® installation directory is C:\Windows. If your Windows
installation is in another directory, you must modify the ArbitraryXPathPropertyHandler.csproj file to reflect the
location of the Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities assembly in the global assembly cache.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


In the Reference element, change <SYSTEMROOT> to the location where Windows is installed (for example,
C:\WINNT\).

Use the following procedure to build and initialize the Arbitrary XPath Property Handler (BizTalk Server Sample).

1. In a command window, change directories (cd) to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Pipelines\ArbitraryXPathPropertyHandler

2. Run the file Setup.bat, which performs the following actions:

Builds the Arbitrary XPath Property Handler pipeline component.
Copies built pipeline component to the <Installation Path>\Pipeline Components directory.
Creates the send and receive ports.
Creates the input and output directories used in the sample.
Installs the sample BizTalk Server orchestration ArbitraryXPathSample.
Binds the ports to the sample orchestration.
Starts the orchestration.

Note  No errors should be reported during the build and initialization. If any errors occur, make sure that you have all
necessary software installed and that Microsoft build tools are available on the path.

Note  To undo changes made by Setup.bat, you must first stop and restart the host instance from the BizTalk Server
Administration MMC console. Next, run Cleanup.bat. You must run Cleanup.bat before running Setup.bat a second
time.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the Arbitrary XPath Property Handler (BizTalk Server Sample).

1. Copy the purchase order (PO) file DocInstance.xml to the \Input directory. The PO file is picked up by a receive port, which
sends the XML data to the Arbitrary XPath Property Handler pipeline component.

2. View the contents in the \Output directory. Notice that a new file is created that contains all the information from the
DocInstance.xml file that you copied to the \Input directory. The difference in the file is that now the <TotalAmount>
element has been populated with the total amount for the PO.

Remarks
Canonical XPath expressions are simple expressions such as "/*[local-name()='element-name' and
namespaceURI()='http://MyUri.org']/*[local-name()='element-name']/@*[local-name='attribute-name']".

An arbitrary XPath expression can be as complex as "//element-name//*[local-name()='element-name' and position()=2]". If fact,
you will receive a run-time error stating that non-canonical XPath expressions are not supported by BizTalk Server if your schema
has a non-canonical XPath used in the XPath body or an XPath property. A solution to support arbitrary XPath expressions is to
create custom disassembler and assembler components that support an arbitrary XPath body as well as arbitrary XPath property
expressions.

This sample uses the following sequence of steps in the custom pipeline component when IComponent.Execute is
implemented:

1. Creates a virtual seekable stream over the input message body part stream. (Because the input message can be large and
the stream can be non-seekable, it should have a small memory footprint and be able to change stream positions.)

2. Creates a new outgoing message and a new body part for it, assigns a virtual stream to the new body part, clones body part
properties, and clones message context.

3. Gets a schema for the input message or based on schemas specified during design time.
4. Loads the stream into an instance of System.Xml.XmlDocument.

<Reference
  Name = "Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities"
  AssemblyName = "Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities"
  HintPath = "<SYSTEMROOT>\assembly\GAC\Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities\3.0.1.0__31bf38
56ad364e35\Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Utilities.dll"
/>



 

5. Walks through promoted properties and distinguished fields and promotes or writes them to the message context of the
outgoing message.

6. Returns the outgoing message.
7. Writes the outgoing message to a file.

See Also

Pipelines (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Pipelines\AssemblerDisassembler (BizTalk Server Samples
Folder)
Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 includes three assembler/disassembler pipeline samples in its software development kit (SDK). This
section provides detailed information about the functionality that each assembler/disassembler sample demonstrates,
instructions for building and running the samples, and the results you can expect.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

The following list provides a brief description of each assembler/disassembler pipeline sample:

FlatFileReceive Sample. Demonstrates how to process delimited flat file messages into the equivalent XML messages using
BizTalk Server pipelines.
EnvelopeProcessing Sample. Demonstrates how to process flat file messages into XML messages with envelopes using
BizTalk Server pipelines.
FlatFileSend Sample. Demonstrates how to process XML messages into the equivalent positional flat file messages using
BizTalk Server pipelines.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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FlatFileReceive (BizTalk Server Sample)
The FlatFileReceive sample demonstrates how you can use BizTalk Server to process a flat file into the equivalent .xml file.

This sample configures the folder FFInput as a receive location. When you place a file, such as the sample file FlatFileReceive_in.txt,
into this folder, BizTalk Server processes the message in this file using the following sequence of steps:

1. Reads the message from the input file in the receive location folder FFInput.
2. In the receive pipeline, the flat file disassembler component converts the message from flat file format to the equivalent

XML message.
3. In the MessageBox, the message is routed to a FILE send port that writes the XML message to a file in the send adapter

folder FFOutput.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Pipelines\AssemblerDisassembler\FlatFileReceive\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
Cleanup.bat Used to undeploy assemblies and remove them from the global assembly cache (GAC) Removes send and r

eceive ports. Removes Microsoft® Internet Information Services (IIS) virtual directories as needed.
FFReceivePipeline.bt
p

BizTalk Server receive pipeline file with the Flat File Disassembler component.

FlatFileReceive.btpro
j, FlatFileReceive.sln

Project and solution files for this sample.

FlatFileReceive_in.txt Sample input file.
FlatFileReceiveBindi
ng.xml

Used for automated setup such as port binding.

PO.xsd Schema for the inbound flat file.
Setup.bat Used to build and initialize this sample.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the FlatFileReceive sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Pipelines\AssemblerDisassembler\FlatFileReceive

2. Run the file Setup.bat, which performs the following actions:

Creates the input (FFInput) and output (FFOutput) folders for this sample in the folder:

<Samples Path>\Pipelines\AssemblerDisassembler\FlatFileReceive

Compiles and deploys the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET project for this sample.
Creates and binds the BizTalk Server receive location, and the send and receive ports.

Note  This sample displays the following warning when creating and binding ports:

Warning: Receive handler not specified for receive location "FlatFileReceive_RL"; updating with first receive
handler with matching transport type.

You can safely ignore these warnings. (To accommodate for possible naming differences in user
installations, the host name and receive handler have been omitted from the binding file. The utility
Btsdeploy.exe uses the first receive handler that supports the adapter type and the default host.)

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


 

Enables the receive location, and starts the send port.

Note  You should confirm that BizTalk Server did not report any errors during the build and initialization process
before attempting to run this sample.

Note  If you choose to open and build the project in this sample without running the file Setup.bat, you must first
create a strong name key pair using the .NET Framework Strong Name utility (sn.exe). Use this key pair to sign the
resulting assembly.

Note  To undo changes made by Setup.bat, run Cleanup.bat. You must run Cleanup.bat before running Setup.bat a
second time.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the FlatFileReceive sample.

1. Put a copy of the file FlatFileReceive_in.txt into the folder FFInput.
2. Observe the .xml file created in the folder FFOutput. The name of the output file is based on the message ID GUID. This file

contains XML equivalent of the flat file placed in the receive folder.

See Also

Pipelines (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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EnvelopeProcessing (BizTalk Server Sample)
The EnvelopeProcessing sample demonstrates how to process messages and message envelopes in BizTalk Server pipelines.
Further, it shows how to process flat file messages into XML messages.

This sample configures the folder EnvInput as a receive location. When you place a file, such as the sample file
EnvelopeProcessing_in.txt, in this folder, BizTalk Server processes the messages in this file using the following steps:

1. BizTalk Server retrieves the message file from the receive location folder EnvInput.
2. In the receive pipeline, use the Flat File Disassembler pipeline component to remove the header and trailer from the flat file

messages, and parse them into individual messages.
3. In the MessageBox database, route the messages to the send port.
4. In the send pipeline of the send port, use the XML Assembler pipeline component to wrap the messages in XML envelopes

and then place them into the send adapter folder EnvOutput.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Pipelines\AssemblerDisassembler\EnvelopeProcessing\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
Cleanup.bat Used to undeploy assemblies and remove them from the global assembly cache (GAC). Removes send 

and receive ports. Removes Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) virtual directories as needed.
EnvelopeProcessing.btpr
oj, EnvelopeProcessing.sl
n

Project and solution files for this sample.

EnvelopeProcessing_in.tx
t

Sample input file.

Header.xsd, PO.xsd, Traile
r.xsd

Schema for flat file header, body, and trailer, respectively.

XmlEnvelope.xsd Schema for outbound XML envelope.
EnvReceivePipeline.btp, E
nvSendPipeline.btp

BizTalk Server receive and send pipeline files with the Flat File Disassembler and XML Assembler pipeli
ne components, respectively.

EnvelopeProcessingBindi
ng.xml

Used for automated setup such as port binding.

Setup.bat Used to build and initialize this sample.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the EnvelopeProcessing sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Pipelines\AssemblerDisassembler\EnvelopeProcessing

2. Run the file Setup.bat, which performs the following actions:

Creates the input (EnvInput) and output (EnvOutput) folders for this sample in the folder:

<Samples Path>\Pipelines\AssemblerDisassembler\EnvelopeProcessing\

Compiles and deploys the Visual Studio .NET project for this sample.
Creates and binds the BizTalk Server receive location, and the send and receive ports.

Note  This sample displays the following warnings when creating and binding ports:

Warning: Receive handler not specified for receive location "EnvelopeProcessing_RL"; updating with first

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


 

receive handler with matching transport type.

Warning: Host not specified for orchestration "EnvelopeProcessing"; updating with first available host.

You can safely ignore these warnings. (To accommodate for possible naming differences in user
installations, the host name and receive handler have been omitted from the binding file. The utility
Btsdeploy.exe uses the first receive handler that supports the adapter type and the default host.)

Enables the receive location, and starts the send port.

Note  You should confirm that BizTalk did not report any errors during the build and initialization process before
attempting to run this sample.

Note  If you choose to open and build the project in this sample without running the file Setup.bat, you must first
create a strong name key pair using the .NET Framework Strong Name utility (sn.exe). Use this key pair to sign the
resulting assembly.

Note  To undo changes made by Setup.bat, run Cleanup.bat. You must run Cleanup.bat before running Setup.bat a
second time.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the EnvelopeProcessing sample.

1. Put a copy of the file EnvelopeProcessing_in.txt into the folder EnvInput.
2. Observe the three .xml files created in the folder EnvOutput. The names of these .xml files are based on their message ID

GUIDs. They contain the messages extracted from the input file, subsequently wrapped in envelopes.

See Also

Pipelines (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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FlatFileSend (BizTalk Server Sample)
The FlatFileSend sample demonstrates how you can use BizTalk Server to process an .xml file into the equivalent flat file.

This sample configures the folder FFInput as a receive location. When you place a file, such as the sample file FlatFileSend_in.xml,
into this folder, BizTalk Server processes the message in this file using the following steps:

1. BizTalk Server reads the message from the input file in the receive location folder FFInput.
2. The message is passed through an XML receive pipeline.
3. In the MessageBox database, the message is routed to a FILE send port that has a send pipeline configured with a flat file

assembler component. The flat file assembler component converts the XML message to an equivalent flat file
representation.

4. BizTalk Server writes the converted message to a text file in the send adapter folder FFOutput.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Pipelines\AssemblerDisassembler\FlatFileSend

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
Cleanup.bat Used to undeploy assemblies and remove them from the global assembly cache (GAC). Removes send and rec

eive ports. Removes Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) virtual directories as needed.
FlatFileSend.btproj
, FlatFileSend.sln

Project and solution files for this sample.

FlatFileSendBindin
g.xml

Used for automated setup such as port binding.

FlatFileSend_in.xm
l

Sample input file.

PO.xsd Schema for outbound flat file.
SendPipeline.btp BizTalk Server send pipeline file with the Flat File Assembler component.
Setup.bat Used to build and initialize this sample.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the FlatFileSend sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Pipelines\AssemblerDisassembler\FlatFileSend

2. Run the file Setup.bat, which performs the following actions:

Creates the input (FFInput) and output (FFOutput) folders for this sample in the folder:

<Samples Path>\Pipelines\AssemblerDisassembler\FlatFileSend

Compiles the Visual Studio .NET project for this sample.
Creates and binds the BizTalk Server receive location, and the send and receive ports.

Note  This sample displays the following warnings when creating and binding the ports:

Warning: Receive handler not specified for receive location "FlatFileSend_RL"; updating with first receive
handler with matching transport type.

Warning: Host not specified for orchestration "FlatFileSend"; updating with first available host.

You can safely ignore these warnings. (To accommodate for possible naming differences in user

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


 

installations, the host name and receive handler have been omitted from the binding file. The utility
Btsdeploy.exe uses the first receive handler that supports the adapter type and the default host.)

Enables the receive location, and starts the send port.

Note  You should confirm that BizTalk did not report any errors during the build and initialization process before
attempting to run this sample.

Note  If you choose to open and build the project in this sample without running the file Setup.bat, you must first
create a strong name key pair using the .NET Framework Strong Name utility (sn.exe). Use this key pair to sign the
resulting assembly.

Note  To undo changes made by Setup.bat, run Cleanup.bat. You must run Cleanup.bat before running Setup.bat a
second time.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the FlatFileSend sample.

1. Put a copy of the file FlatFileSend_in.xml into the folder FFInput.
2. Observe the text file created in the folder FFOutput. The name of the text file is based on the message ID GUID. This file

contains the flat file equivalent of the XML input file FlatFileSend_in.xml.

See Also

Pipelines (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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CustomComponent (BizTalk Server Sample)
The CustomComponent sample demonstrates how to create and use a custom pipeline component that modifies a streamed
message. This sample also demonstrates the configuration of a custom pipeline component in Pipeline Designer.

This sample implements a custom pipeline component that can prefix or append strings to the input message. BizTalk Server
processes the message in streaming mode, meaning that the entire message is never loaded into memory. The custom pipeline
component is demonstrated using the following sequence of steps:

1. BizTalk retrieves a text message from a file in a specific folder.
2. The text message is sent through a receive pipeline containing the FixMsg custom pipeline component. You configure this

component to insert a string at the beginning of the message.
3. You send the resulting text message through a send pipeline with the FixMsg custom pipeline component. You configure

the component to append a string to the end of the message.
4. BizTalk Server writes the resulting text message to a file in a specific folder.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Pipelines\CustomComponent\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
Cleanup.bat Used to undeploy assemblies and remove them from the global assembly cache (GAC). Removes 

send and receive ports. Removes Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) virtual directories a
s needed.

Input.txt Sample input file.
Setup.bat Used to build and initialize this sample.
In the \FixMsg folder:

AssemblyInfo.cs, FixMsg.csproj,
FixMsg.sln

Project, solution, and assembly information files for the custom pipeline component portion of thi
s sample.

In the \FixMsg folder:

FixMsg.cs

Implements the pipeline component interfaces.

In the \FixMsg folder:

FixMsgStream.cs

Implements a wrapper for the System.IO.Stream class, enabling stream processing of data.

In the \FixMsg folder:

FixMsgDescription.cs

Provides methods for accessing and rendering component UI resources in Pipeline Designer.

In the \FixMsg folder:

FixMsg.resx

Contains property descriptions, an icon, and error messages.

In the \PipelineComponentSa
mple folder:

PipelineComponentSample.btp
roj, PipelineComponentSample
.sln

Project and solution files for the BizTalk project portion of this sample.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


In the \PipelineComponentSa
mple folder:

PipelineComponentSampleBin
ding.xml

Used for automated setup such as port binding.

In the \PipelineComponentSa
mple folder:

FixMsgReceivePipeline.btp, Fix
MsgSendPipeline.btp

BizTalk Server pipelines containing the FixMsg custom pipeline component, for the receive and th
e send pipelines, respectively.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the CustomComponent sample.

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Pipelines\CustomComponent

2. Run the file Setup.bat, which performs the following actions:

Creates the input (In) and output (Out) folders for this sample in the folder:

<Samples Path>\Pipelines\CustomComponent

Compiles and deploys the Visual Studio .NET projects for this sample.
Creates and binds the BizTalk Server receive location, and the send and receive ports.

Note  This sample displays the following warnings when creating and binding the ports:

Warning: Receive handler not specified for receive location "PCReceiveLocation"; updating with first
receive handler with matching transport type.

Warning: Host not specified for orchestration "CustomComponent"; updating with first available host.

You can safely ignore these warnings. (To accommodate for possible naming differences in user
installations, the host name and receive handler have been omitted from the binding file. The utility
Btsdeploy.exe uses the first receive handler that supports the adapter type and the default host.)

Enables the receive location, and starts the send port.

Note  You should confirm that BizTalk Server did not report any errors during the build and initialization process
before attempting to run this sample.

Note  If you choose to open and build the projects in this sample without running the file Setup.bat, you must first
create a strong name key pair using the .NET Framework Strong Name utility (sn.exe). Use this key pair is used to sign
the resulting assemblies.

Note  To undo changes made by Setup.bat, you must first stop and restart the host instance from the BizTalk Server
Administration MMC console. Next, run Cleanup.bat. You must run Cleanup.bat before running Setup.bat a second
time.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the CustomComponent sample.

1. Paste a copy of the text file Input.txt into the folder In.
2. Observe the text file created in the folder Out. This file contains the contents of the file Input.txt with additional text inserted

at the beginning (by the receive pipeline) and at the end (by the send pipeline). The format of the name of this file is
<MessageID>.xml, where <MessageID> is the GUID generated to uniquely identify the message.

Remarks
You can view the preconfigured pipelines in Pipeline Designer by following these steps:



 

1. In Solution Explorer, double-click ReceivePipeline.btp to open the receive pipeline in Pipeline Designer. Observe that the
FixMsg component is placed in the Validate stage of the receive pipeline.

2. Click the FixMsg component in the Validate stage on the design surface. In the Properties window, you can see the
configuration properties of the pipeline component. Observe that the PrependData property is set to Data to prepend in
receive pipeline string.

3. In Solution Explorer, double-click SendPipeline.btp to open the send pipeline in Pipeline Designer. Observe that the FixMsg
component is placed in the Pre-Assemble stage of the send pipeline.

4. Click the FixMsg component in Pre-Assemble stage on the design surface. Note that the AppendData property is set to
Data to append in send pipeline string.

See Also

Pipelines (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Custom Party Resolution (BizTalk Server Sample)
The Custom Party Resolution sample demonstrates how to write a custom pipeline component to resolve a custom party.

The Custom Pary Resolution sample accomplishes its task using the following sequence of steps:

1. An XML document is retrieved from a folder.
2. The pipeline resolves the party.
3. The XML message is written to a folder.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Pipelines\CustomPartyResolution\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
AssemblyInfo.cs Assembly information C# source file.
Cleanup.bat Cleanup batch file.
CustomPartyResolution.sln Solution file.
CustomPartyResolutionBinding.xml Binding file.
CustomPartyResolutionPipeline.btp Pipeline file.
CustomPartyResolutionPipeline.btproj Pipeline project file.
CustomPartyResolutionPipelineComponent.cs Pipeline component C# source code.
CustomPartyResolutionPipelineComponent.csproj Pipeline component Visual Studio project file.
InboundDocumentSchema.xsd Inbound document schema.
PartyResolutionStream.cs Party resolution stream C# source code.
RoutingPropertySchema.xsd Routing property schema file.
SampleInboundDocumentSchema.xml Inbound document schema file.
SampleInboundDocumentSchema_Party1.xml Sample data instance.
SampleInboundDocumentSchema_Party2.xml Sample data instance.
Setup.bat Build and setup sample pipeline component batch file.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the Custom Party Resolution sample.

1. In a command window, change directory (cd) to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Pipelines\CustomPartyResolution\

2. Run the file Setup.bat, which will perform the following actions:

Creates the input and output directories used in the sample.
Generates a new key file.
Builds and deploys the Custom Party Resolution pipeline component.
Copies the built pipeline component to the <Installation Path>\Pipeline Components directory.
Creates the send and receive ports.

Note  You should confirm that no errors were reported during the build and initialization process before attempting
to run this sample.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the Custom Party Resolution sample.

1. Copy to file SampleInboundDocumentSchema_Party1.xml or SampleInboundDocumentSchema_Party2.xml to the \In folder.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


 

2. The results will appear in the \Out folder with the filename guid.xml.

See Also

Pipelines (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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MIME (BizTalk Server Sample)
The MIME sample demonstrates how to perform MIME encoding within a send pipeline.

This sample configures the folder MIMEIn as a receive location. When you place a file, such as the sample file ImageInput.gif, in
this folder, BizTalk Server processes the message in this file using the following steps:

1. Retrieve the message file from the receive location folder MIMEIn.
2. In the receive pipeline, pass the message through unchanged.
3. In the MessageBox database, route the message to the send pipeline.
4. In the send pipeline, perform MIME encoding and place the file into the send adapter folder MIMEOut.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Pipelines\MIME\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
Cleanup.bat Used to undeploy assemblies and remove them from the global assembly cache (GAC). Removes send and rec

eive ports. Removes Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) virtual directories as needed.
ImageInput.GIF Sample input file.
SampleMimeEnco
ding.btproj

SampleMimeEnco
ding.sln

Project and solution files for this sample.

SampleMimeEnco
dingBinding.xml

Used for automated setup such as port binding.

SendMimePipelin
e.btp

BizTalk Server send pipeline file with the MIME Encoder component.

Setup.bat Used to build and initialize this sample.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the MIME sample,

1. In a command window, navigate to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Pipelines\MIME

2. Run the file Setup.bat, which performs the following actions:

Creates the input (MIMEIn) and output (MIMEOut) folders for this sample in the folder:

<Samples Path>\Pipelines\MIME

Compiles the Visual Studio .NET project for this sample.
Creates and binds the BizTalk Server receive location, and the send and receive ports.

Note  This sample displays the following warning when creating and binding the ports:

Warning: Receive handler not specified for receive location "MIMEReceiveLocation"; updating with first
receive handler with matching transport type.

You can safely ignore these warnings. (To accommodate for possible naming differences in user
installations, the host name and receive handler have been omitted from the binding file. The utility
Btsdeploy.exe uses the first receive handler that supports the adapter type and the default host.)

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


 

Enables the receive location, and starts the send port.

Note  If you run this sample from a location other that where it is installed, you must first add a reference to the
Microsoft.BizTalk.Pipeline.Components assembly.

Note  You should confirm that BizTalk Server did not report any errors during the build and initialization process
before attempting to run this sample.

Note  If you choose to open and build the project in this sample without running the file Setup.bat, you must first
create a strong name key pair using the .NET Framework Strong Name utility (sn.exe). Use this key pair to sign the
resulting assembly.

Note  To undo changes made by Setup.bat, run Cleanup.bat. You must run Cleanup.bat before running Setup.bat a
second time.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the MIME sample.

1. Put a copy of the file ImageInput.gif into the folder MIMEIn.
2. Observe the text file created in the folder MIMEOut. The name of this text file is based on the message ID GUID. This file

contains MIME-encoded content of the input file ImageInput.gif.

See Also

Pipelines (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Schema Resolver Component (BizTalk Server Sample)
The Schema Resolver Component sample demonstrates how to extend the functionality of the BizTalk Server 2004 flat file
disassembler component.

The flat file disassembler component normally requires you to define a parsing schema at design time. So if you expect to receive
different flat file documents on the same receive location, you typically include several flat file disassemblers in the receive
pipeline, one for each schema. At run time, the correct disassembler component is selected using a pipeline probing mechanism.
However, this approach is expensive if you have many flat file schemas because probing for every corresponding disassembler
component degrades pipeline performance.

The Schema Resolver component demonstrates an alternative method of selecting the schema for a flat file disassembler. In this
sample, four schemas are defined and the first two characters of a message for each schema are unique. A mapping is defined
between the unique first two characters and the corresponding schema. When the input message is given to the Schema Resolver
component, it reads the first two characters, determines which schema to use for the corresponding document, saves the schema
information on the message context, and then calls into the standard flat file disassembler component. The standard flat file
disassembler component reads the schema information from the message context and uses that schema to parse the document.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Pipelines\SchemaResolverComponent\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files used in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
SchemaResolverSample.sln Solution for the BizTalk project that exercises the custom pipeline 

component.
SchemaResolverSample.btproj BizTalk project that exercises the custom pipeline component.
SchemaResolverRP.btp Receive pipeline that contains the custom component.
PurchaseOrder.xsd, PurchaseRequest.xsd, SalesOrder.xsd, Sales
Request.xsd

Flat file schemas.

POInstance.txt, PRInstance.txt, SOInstance.txt, SRInstance.txt Corresponding flat file document instances.
SchemaResolverFlatFileDasm.sln Solution for the implementation of the pipeline component.
SchemaResolverFlatFileDasm.csproj C# project for the implementation of the pipeline component.
SchemaResolverFlatFileDasmComp.cs Implementation of the pipeline component.
SeekableReadOnlyStream.cs Implementation of the seekable read-only stream used by compo

nent.
VirtualStream.cs Implementation of the virtual stream used by pipeline componen

t.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the Schema Resolver Component sample.

1. In a command window, change directory (cd) to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Pipelines\SchemaResolverComponent

2. Run the file Setup.bat, which performs the following actions:

Builds the component.
Copies the component assembly into the BizTalk \Pipeline components folder.
Builds and deploys the sample BizTalk project.
Configures the receive location and send port, and starts them.

Note  You should confirm that no errors were reported during the build and initialization process before attempting
to run this sample.

To Run This Sample

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


 

To run the Schema Resolver Component sample, perform the following steps:

1. Drop the POInstance.txt, PRInstance.txt, SOInstance.txt, and SRInstance.txt files into the receive location <Installation
Path>\SDK\Samples\Pipelines\SchemaResolverComponent\In

2. Observe the four .xml files written to the <Installdir>\SDK\Samples\Pipelines\SchemaResolverComponent\Out folder.

See Also

Pipelines (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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XSLT Transform Component (BizTalk Server Sample)
The XSLT Transform Component sample demonstrates how to write a custom pipeline component to transform an XML message
using XSLT.

The sample accomplishes the transformation with the following steps:

1. An XML document is retrieved from a folder.
2. The pipeline transforms the XML document into the HTML body of an e-mail message using Transform.xsl.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\Pipelines\XslTransformComponent\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
AssemblyInfo.cs C# assembly file.
Cleanup.bat Sample cleanup file.
Confirmation.xsd Sample schema file.
DocInstance.xml Sample .xml file to transform.
SendHtmlMessage.btproj BizTalk project.
Setup.bat Configuration batch file.
Xml2HtmlSendPipeline.btp BizTalk Server pipeline file.
XslTransform.csproj C# project.
XslTransformComponent.sln Sample solution file.
XslTransformComponentBinding.XML XML binding file.
XslTransformer.cs C# source code.
Transform.xsl XSLT file used to transform DocInstance.xml.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the XSLT Transform Component sample.

1. In a command window, change directory (cd) to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\Pipelines\XslTransformComponent

2. Run the file Setup.bat, which performs the following actions:

Creates the input (\In) and output (\Out) folders used in the sample.
Generates a new key file.
Builds and deploys the XSLT Transform Component pipeline.
Copies the built pipeline component to the <Installation Path>\Pipeline Components folder.
Creates the send and receive ports.

Note  You should confirm that no errors were reported during the build and initialization process before attempting
to run this sample.

Note  To undo changes made by Setup.bat, you must first stop and restart the host instance from the BizTalk Server
Administration MMC console. Next, run Cleanup.bat. You must run Cleanup.bat before running Setup.bat a second
time.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the XSLT Transform Component sample.

1. Copy DocInstance.xml to the \In folder.
2. Examine the results in the \Out folder (the output filename is guid.htm).

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


 

To Configure This Sample Using SMTP

Use the following procedure to configure the XSLT Transform Component sample to work with an SMTP server.

1. Reconfigure the XSLT Transform Component send port to use an SMTP transport type.
2. Configure the SMTP setting by changing the address (URI) parameters to match your SMTP configuration.

To Run This Sample with Output to an SMTP Port

Use the following procedure to run the XSLT Transform Component sample with output to an SMTP port.

1. Copy DocInstance.xml to the \In folder.
2. Examine the results in the mail client for the recipient that SMTP is configured to send to.

See Also

Pipelines (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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SSO (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 includes two Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) samples in its software development kit (SDK).
This section provides detailed information about the functionality that the SSO samples demonstrate, instructions for building
and running the samples, and the results you can expect.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

The following list provides a brief description of the SSO samples:

HTTPSSO Sample. Demonstrates how to use Enterprise Single Sign-On with the BizTalk Server 2004 HTTP adapter.
Manage Sample. Demonstrates how to construct .xml files that you can use with the command-line utility ssomanage.exe to
perform administration operations.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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HTTPSSO (BizTalk Server Sample)
The HTTPSSO sample demonstrates how to use the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) feature with the Microsoft BizTalk
Server 2004 HTTP adapter.

This sample demonstrates an end-to-end scenario that uses SSO and the BizTalk HTTP Send and Receive adapters to simulate
how SSO allows a user to avoid supplying additional credentials to log on to non-Microsoft Windows® systems after Windows
authenticates them.

The sample also uses the administration and mapping modules of SSO to create affiliate application and SSO mappings using the
interop client DLL of SSO.

The sample demonstrates the use of SSO by implementing the following aspects of an end-to-end scenario:

User interface, represented by a Microsoft® Internet Information Services (IIS) virtual directory configured to use Windows
integrated authentication.
Back-end system, represented by an IIS virtual directory configured to use basic authentication.
Back-end database, represented by the SQL sample database Northwind.

This sample assumes that you have installed BizTalk Server 2004 and SSO. You must have administrator privileges for BizTalk
Server 2004, IIS, SSO, and COM+ on Windows 2000 Server and Windows XP Professional. You must also be a member of SSO
Administrators, BizTalk Administrators, and BizTalk Isolated Host Users Windows groups.

Effective use of this sample assumes that you have sufficient knowledge of SSO and the BizTalk HTTP adapter. For example, you
should know what an affiliate application is in the context of SSO. Additional information about Enterprise Single Sign-On will be
provided in the updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help available at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.For information
about these topics, see Using Enterprise Single Sign-On and HTTP Adapter.

After you complete the configuration, this sample works as follows:

1. When you click Finish in the wizard application that comprises the user interface for this sample, an instance of Internet
Explorer starts and passes the URL of the BizTalk HTTP Receive DLL.

2. BizTalk Server, with the help of SSO, effectively forwards the HTTP request to the file EmployeeData.aspx in an IIS virtual
directory that has been configured with basic authentication. This ASPX file simulates the entry point into a non-Windows
back-end system. Because you are using SSO, the HTTP request includes the configured credentials that simulate a logon
account to the simulated back-end system.

3. The ASPX file accesses a modified version of the SQL sample database Northwind to retrieve employee data corresponding
to the simulated back-end system credentials.

4. The ASPX file returns the retrieved employee data in an HTTP response.
5. BizTalk Server routes the HTTP response to Internet Explorer, which displays the returned employee data to the user.

If you bypass BizTalk Server and SSO, and browse directly to the file EmployeeData.aspx, a Windows dialog box will prompt you
for your credentials.

For a sample that shows how to use the command-line utility ssomanage.exe to configure SSO, such as creating affiliate
applications and user mappings, see Manage.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\SSO\HTTPSSO\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
AssemblyInfo.cs, SsoSample.csproj Project and related files for this HTTP SSO sample

.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942599(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962148(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


SsoSample.cs Top-level Microsoft® Visual C#® source file for t
he HTTP SSO graphical application that constitute
s much of this sample. This file contains the SSO 
configuration code, in a class named SsoConfigu
rator that is ultimately the point of this sample.

In the \Scripts folder:

EmployeeData.aspx

Used to access and query the back-end database 
(in this case, the SQL Northwind database) when 
an employee initiates a request to view personal 
data, either directly or by using SSO.

In the \Scripts folder:

ValidateUser.aspx

Simple test to validate a user and report if that us
er was validated, either directly or by using SSO.

In the \UI folder:

AddApplication.cs, AddApplication.resx, AddMapping.cs, AddMapping.resx, App
.ico, BtsPage.cs, BtsPage.resx, ExecutePage.cs, ExecutePage.resx, FinishPage.cs, F
inishPage.resx, IisPage.cs, IisPage.resx, InfoPage.cs, InfoPage.resx, PageBase.cs, 
PageBase.resx, SsoPage.cs, SsoPage.resx, SsoSampleWizard.cs, SsoSampleWiza
rd.resx, WelcomePage.cs, WelcomePage.resx, WorkPage.cs, WorkPage.resx

Auxiliary Visual C# source files, and their associat
ed XML-formatted resource files, for the HTTP SS
O graphical application that constitutes much of t
his sample.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the HTTPSSO sample.

Note  For information about how to properly configure IIS on Microsoft® Windows Server™ 2003 for this sample,
see Configuring Internet Information Services for HTTP Receive Locations.

1. Create a local Windows account that Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) can use for basic authentication. SSO
maps the Windows domain account to this local Windows account. For example, use your last name to create a local
Windows account.

Note  If you are running on a domain controller, you can create domain accounts and map your logged on
domain account to this account.

2. Using Microsoft® SQL Server™ Enterprise Manager, open the Employees table in the Northwind sample database, and
then add a row corresponding to the local Windows account that you just created, including sample data for the various
columns. The value you add to the LastName column in the Employees table must be the same as the user name of the local
Windows account you added in step 1.

3. Ensure the ASP.NET account (ASPNET) has read privileges to the Northwind database.
4. Open the project file SsoSample.csproj using Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET 2003.
5. On the Build menu, click Build Solution.

Note  You may be asked to save a solution file before the build can proceed.

If you cannot find the following BizTalk assembly references for the project, delete them, re-add them from the indicated
locations, and build again:

Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM. By default, the Microsoft.BizTalk.ExplorerOM.dll file is located in the folder
<ProgramFiles>\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\Developer Tools\.
Microsoft.BizTalk.SSOClient.Interop. By default, the Microsoft.BizTalk.Interop.SSOClient.dll file is located in the
folder <ProgramFiles>\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On\.

This produces the executable file SsoSample.exe in the following folder:

<Samples Path>\SSO\HTTPSSO\bin\Debug\

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the HTTPSSO sample.

Note  If you run this sample on IIS 6.0 in Worker Process Isolation Mode, application pools are created for both virtual
directories. You must manually configure identity for these two application pools in your Windows account (you can
configure identity in Internet Information Services Manager).

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms943304(v=bts.10).aspx


1. Run the executable file SsoSample.exe, found in the following folder:

<Samples Path>\SSO\HTTPSSO\bin\Debug\

The wizard application for this sample opens.

2. On the Welcome page, accept the default setting for configuring IIS, SSO, and BizTalk, and then click Next.
3. On the IIS Configuration page, accept the default settings for the two IIS virtual directories you want to create, and then click

Next.
4. On the SSO Configuration page, accept the default settings for the affiliate application, which is accessible using the Add

application button.
5. On the SSO Configuration page, accept most of the default settings for the user mappings, accessible using the Add

mapping button. Provide values for the following two settings based on the local Windows account you added when
building and initializing this sample.
Setting Value
External user name Set to the added local Windows user account name.
External user password Set to the added local Windows user account password.

6. On the SSO Configuration page, click Next.
7. On the BizTalk Configuration page, accept the default settings for the send and receive ports, and so on, and then click Next.

Note  You can change the default send port setting from EmployeeData.aspx to ValidateUser.aspx if you
want to see simple user validation rather than sample data pulled from the Employee table of the Northwinds
SQL database. Making this change changes the nature of the output displayed in the browser after clicking
Finish in step 9.

8. Review the status messages corresponding to the IIS, SSO, and BizTalk configuration being performed. You can find the
code that is run during this phase in the IisConfigurator, SsoConfigurator, and BtsConfigurator classes defined in the
file SsoSample.cs. After configuration has completed, click Next.

9. On the final page of the wizard application, accept the default settings for Start browser at (a selected check box and a text
box with the URL http://localhost/SsoSampleBizTalkHttpReceive/BTSHttpReceive.dll?<message/>), and then click Finish.

An instance of Internet Explorer will open, and soon display the sample employee data that you added to the Employee table
of the Northwinds SQL database.

For comparison purposes, you can bypass BizTalk and SSO and browse directly to either of the ASPX files:

http://localhost/SsoSampleServerApplication/ValidateUser.aspx
http://localhost/SsoSampleServerApplication/EmployeeData.aspx

In both cases, because you bypass BizTalk and SSO, you are prompted for your authentication information by IIS (use the local
Windows account information you created previously).

Remarks
The SsoSample.exe wizard application configures two IIS virtual directories:

The first virtual directory is configured with Windows integrated authentication and corresponds to the BizTalk HTTP
Receive ISAPI extension. It must be associated with the .dll file BTSHTTPReceive.dll located in the following folder:

<Install Path>\HttpReceive

The second virtual directory is configured with basic authentication and simulates a back-end system that accepts a user ID
and password to authenticate the user. It must be associated with one or the other of the ASPX files, ValidateUser.aspx or
EmployeeData.aspx, located in the following folder:

<Samples Path>\SSO\HTTPSSO\Scripts

You can use the SsoSample.exe wizard application to configure one or more affiliate applications. For each of these affiliate
applications, you can create one or more user mappings. Each of these user mappings maps a Windows user account to an
account that you use to access a specific back-end system. In this sample, that account is a local Windows account that you use to
authenticate with the second IIS virtual directory that is simulating a genuine back-end system.

To rerun this sample, you have several choices:

Browse directly to the following URL in Internet Explorer:



 

http://localhost/SsoSampleBizTalkHttpReceive/BTSHttpReceive.dll?<message/>

Run the wizard application again, but clear all of the configuration check boxes on the first page.
Run the wizard application again, leave the configuration check boxes selected in the first page, but carefully and
appropriately configure additional BizTalk items, affiliate applications, and so on, so that configuration errors do not occur.

To clean up from this sample, perform the following steps:

1. As appropriate, reverse the manual configuration that you performed, such as removing the local Windows account.
2. Remove IIS applications that correspond to the virtual directories, and then delete the IIS virtual directories created by this

sample.
3. Using BizTalk Explorer, unenlist and then delete the send port associated with this sample. Then delete the receive port (and

its receive location) associated with this sample.
4. Use the Ssomanage application (located in \Program Files\Common Files\Enterprise Single Sign-On\) to delete the SSO

application for this sample:

See Also

SSO (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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All rights reserved.

Ssomanage -deleteapps SsoSampleApplication
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Manage (BizTalk Server Sample)
The Manage Single Sign-On (SSO) sample demonstrates how to construct .xml files that you can use with the ssomanage.exe
command-line utility to perform the following types of administration operations:

Update global information at the SSO system level
Create affiliate applications
Create user mappings

Additional information about Enterprise Single Sign-On will be provided in the updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help available at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616. For conceptual information about Enterprise Single Sign-On, see
Using Enterprise Single Sign-On.

For a sample that shows how to programmatically configure SSO, such as creating affiliate applications and user mappings, see
HTTPSSO.

This sample includes pairs of XSD and sample .xml files for each of these types of operations. The values in the sample .xml files
are not valid. You must make changes to the values that are appropriate to your specific requirements.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see Samples.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\SSO\Manage\

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
AffiliateApplication.xml, Glo
balInfo.xml, UserMapping.x
ml

Sample .xml files that you can, after modification, pass as arguments to the command-line utility sso
manage.exe.

AffiliateApplication.xsd, Glo
balInfo.xsd, UserMapping.x
sd

Schema files for the corresponding .xml files, providing complete descriptions of their possible eleme
nts and attributes. You can use these files to validate corresponding .xml files received from other so
urces.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Because this sample consists of only XML Schema definition language (XSD) and .xml files, the latter of which you can modify and
then pass to the command-line utility ssomanage.exe, there is nothing to build in this sample.

To Run This Sample
This sample includes sample .xml files for running the command-line utility ssomanage.exe in the following three different modes:

Update global information at the SSO system level. To perform this type of operation, perform the following steps:

1. Edit the file GlobalInfo.xml as required for your specific configuration.
2. Run the ssomanage.exe command-line utility with the appropriate arguments, as follows:

Ensure that you edit the values in the file GlobalInfo.xml to match your environment. For example, the SSO Admin account
must be a valid Windows account. Both the SSO Admin account and SSO Affiliate Admin account must be Windows Global
Domain Group accounts.

Create affiliate applications. To perform this type of operation, perform the following steps:
Edit the file AffiliateApplication.xml as required for your specific configuration.

1. Run the command-line utility ssomanage.exe with the appropriate arguments, as follows:

ssomanage -updatedb GlobalInfo.xml

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942599(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


 

You can create more than one affiliate application at the same time.

Create user mappings. To perform this type of operation, perform the following steps:

1. Edit the file UserMapping.xml as required for your specific configuration.
2. Run the command-line utility ssomanage.exe with the appropriate arguments, as follows:

You can create more than one mapping for one or more affiliate applications at the same time.

Remarks
After making changes to the sample .xml files provided with this sample, especially where such changes involve including
sensitive information in the files, ensure that these files are well protected in your file system. For example, ensure that they are
not inadvertently placed in a folder that is shared.

See Also

SSO (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

ssomanage -createapps AffiliateApplication.xml

ssomanage -createmappings UserMapping.xml

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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XML Tools (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 includes two Extensible Markup Language (XML) Tools samples in its software development kit
(SDK). This section provides detailed information about the functionality that the XML Tools samples demonstrate, instructions for
building and running the samples, and the results you can expect.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Note  For important information about all samples in this SDK, see BizTalk Server 2004 Samples.

The following list provides a brief description of the XML Tools samples:

Extending Mapper Sample. Demonstrates how to use and extend BizTalk Mapper.
Custom Functoid Sample. Demonstrates how to write a custom functoid for BizTalk Mapper.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942242(v=bts.10).aspx
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Extending Mapper (BizTalk Server Sample)
The Extending Mapper sample demonstrates how to use and extend BizTalk Mapper. The sample includes several BizTalk Server
map files (.btm), each of which illustrates different features of BizTalk Mapper.

The Extending Mapper sample uses content-based routing (CBR) and does not use an orchestration. By specifying a filter on the
sample send port, it is connected directly to the sample receive port. A map is specified on the send port to be applied to the
processed document.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\XmlTools\ExtendingMapper

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
MapperClassLibrary\AssemblyInfo.cs, MapperClassLibrary\MapperClassLib
rary.csproj, MapperClassLibrary\MapperHelper.cs

Microsoft® Visual Studio® project file and Visual C#
® source files.

Cleanup.bat Used to undeploy assemblies and remove them fro
m the global assembly cache (GAC).

Destination.xsd Schema file.
ExtendingMapper.btproj, ExtendingMapper.sln BizTalk project and solution files for this sample.
ExtendingMapper.xml Source XML.
ExtendingMapperBinding.xml Binding XML.
ExternalAssembly.xml External assembly XML.
OverridingMapXslt.btm Map file.
OverridingMapXslt.xml Overriding Map XML.
OverridingMapXslt.xslt Overriding Map style sheet.
Scriptor_CallExternalAssembly.btm Sample map file.
Scriptor_GlobalVariableInInlineScript.btm Sample map file.
Scriptor_InlineScripts.btm Sample map file.
Scriptor_InlineXslt.btm Sample map file.
Scriptor_InlineXsltCallingExternalAssembly.btm Sample map file.
Scriptor_XsltCalltemplate.btm Sample map file.
Setup.bat Used to build and initialize the sample.
Source.xsd Schema file.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the Extending Mapper sample.

1. In a command window, change directory (cd) to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\XmlTools\ExtendingMapper

2. Run the file Setup.bat, which performs the following actions:

Creates the input (\In) and output (\Out) folders for this sample.
Compiles and deploys the Microsoft Visual Studio .NET project for this sample.
Creates and binds the BizTalk Server receive location, and the send and receive ports.

If you want to use the Scriptor_CallExternalAssembly.btm map, open ExtendingMapper.sln in Visual Studio and make the
following modifications (otherwise go to step 3):

a. In Solution Explorer, open Scriptor_CallExternalAssembly.btm.
b. On the mapper grid, select the Scripting functoid.
c. In the property grid, select the Script property, and click the ellipsis (...) button to configure the functoid script.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


d. In the Configure Functoid Script dialog box, specify the following:
Set this To this
Script Type External assembly
Script Assembly Microsoft.Samples.BizTalk.ExtendingMapper.MapperClassLibrary
Script Class Microsoft.Samples.BizTalk.ExtendingMapper.MapperHelper
Script Method MyConcat

e. From the Visual Studio File menu, choose Save to save changes to the map file, and close the solution.
3. Press any key to continue with Setup.bat.

Important  If you want to use Scriptor_InlineXsltCallingExternalAssembly.btm, you must edit the
ExternalAssembly.xml file. ExternalAssembly.xml is used by the BizTalk run time to map a mapper extension
object registered namespace to a .NET assembly. Because the dependent assembly is referenced by its fully
qualified name (including its public key token, which is automatically generated), you must update this value. If
you do not want to use Scriptor_InlineXsltCallingExternalAssembly.btm, you do not need to complete steps a-f.

a. In Windows Explorer, navigate to <Windows folder>\assembly\.
b. Right-click Microsoft.Samples.BizTalk.ExtendingMapper.MapperClassLibrary and select Properties.
c. Copy the public key token value.
d. In a text editor, open <Samples Path>\XML Tools\ExtendingMapper\ExternalAssembly.xml.
e. Select the AssemblyName="SampleClassLibrary, Version=1.0.0.0, Culture=neutral,

PublicKeyToken=68496d20c737d84b" attribute, and replace the PublicKeyToken value with the public key token
value you copied in step c.

f. Save and close ExternalAssembly.xml.

Note  You should confirm that no errors were reported during the build and initialization process before
attempting to run this sample.

To configure, enlist, and start the send port

1. In Visual Studio .NET 2003, in the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. Expand the BizTalk Configuration databases collection.
3. Expand the BizTalkMgmtDb collection.
4. In BizTalk Explorer, expand the Send Ports collection, right-click ExtendingMapperSP, and then click Edit.
5. In the Static One-Way Send Port Properties dialog box, expand the Filters & Mapping collection in the left pane, left-

click the Outbound Maps node, left-click Map to apply to select one of the maps described in the following table, and
then click OK.
Map to apply 
Property

Description

Microsoft.Sam
ples.BizTalk.Ext
endingMapper.
Scriptor_CallEx
ternalAssembl
y

Demonstrates how to call into a function in an external .NET assembly from a Scripting functoid in a map, 
based on the input parameters to this functoid. This helps cleanly separate any processing logic from the m
ap file. This map file uses the assembly MapperClassLibrary.dll that ships with this sample.

Microsoft.Sam
ples.BizTalk.Ext
endingMapper.
Scriptor_Inline
Scripts

Demonstrates how to write simple inline scripts inside Scripting functoids in a map file using .NET languag
es such as C#, Visual Basic.NET, and JScript.NET.

Microsoft.Sam
ples.BizTalk.Ext
endingMapper.
Scriptor_Globa
lVariableInInlin
eScript

Demonstrates how to use global variables in the inline scripts of Scripting functoids. Global variables are u
sually used to maintain state information in a map file across different Scripting functoids.



 

Microsoft.Sam
ples.BizTalk.Ext
endingMapper.
Scriptor_Inline
Xslt

Demonstrates how to construct structure in the destination document using raw inline XSLT inside a Scripti
ng functoid in the map. You can construct some parts of the destination document using Scripting functoi
ds with inline XSLT whenever it is not possible to do that in BizTalk Mapper using other functoids.

Microsoft.Sam
ples.BizTalk.Ext
endingMapper.
Scriptor_XsltCa
lltemplate

Demonstrates how to create structure in the destination document using an XSLT Call template inside a Scr
ipting functoid in the map. The advantage of an XSLT Call template over inline XSLT is that the call templat
e can accept parameters, so you can create the structure based on input parameters to the Scripting functo
id. You can construct some parts of the destination document using Scripting functoids with inline XSLT w
henever it is not possible to do that in BizTalk Mapper using other functoids.

Microsoft.Sam
ples.BizTalk.Ext
endingMapper.
Scriptor_Inline
XsltCallingExte
rnalAssembly

Demonstrates how to call into an external .NET assembly from inside The inline XSLT of a Scripting functoi
d in a map. Explains how you can override the Custom Extension XML property of the BizTalk Mapper gri
d with the custom extension file ExternalAssembly_extxml.xml that contains the details of the external .NET a
ssembly to invoke. You can construct some parts of the destination document using Scripting functoids wit
h inline XSLT whenever it is not possible to do that in the Mapper UI using other functoids.

Microsoft.Sam
ples.BizTalk.Ext
endingMapper.
OverridingMap
Xslt

Demonstrates how to completely override the compiled XSLT of the BizTalk Mapper file with a custom XSLT
file. You can do this by overriding the Custom XSLT Path property and optionally the Custom Extension 
XML property of the BizTalk Mapper grid. The custom XSLT file that you provide is included in the compiled
BizTalk Server assembly of the project you want to use at run time. In this case, the contents of the map file 
(.btm) are ignored. This map file uses OverridingMapXslt.xslt and OverridingMapXslt.xml for the Custom X
SLT Path and Custom Extension XML properties, respectively.

You can validate a map file in Solution Explorer. You can then use it as a template file that you can edit and 
use for the Custom XSLT Path property of the BizTalk Mapper grid. You can resort to this option whenever
it is not possible to produce this XSLT using BizTalk Mapper.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the Extending Mapper sample.

1. Copy the input file ExtendingMapper.xml into the input folder at <Samples Path>\XmlTools\ExtendingMapper\In.
2. Notice how the file is transformed and routed to the <Samples Path>\XmlTools\ExtendingMapper\Out folder. The

transformation that occurs is based on the map you applied.

See Also

XML Tools (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Custom Functoid (BizTalk Server Sample)
The Custom Functoid sample demonstrates how to write a custom functoid for BizTalk Mapper. You can add the functoid to the
Toolbox in Visual Studio. NET. The functoid will be displayed in the Toolbox when BizTalk Mapper is in focus.

A custom functoid should reside in a .NET assembly for BizTalk Mapper to recognize it. It can be written in any .NET-compliant
language, such as C# or Visual Basic .NET.

Also, a custom functoid must derive from the Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids class, and it must provide implementation for
some methods by overriding them. (The BaseFunctoid class is defined in the Microsoft.BizTalk.BaseFunctoids.dll assembly
included with BizTalk Server 2004.)

The Custom Functoid sample implements several functoids, each deriving from the BaseFunctoid class and overriding several
methods.

When implementing a custom functoid, you can expose its code inline. The inline code is what performs the computation for the
functoid. The BizTalk Mapper compiler extracts inline code from a functoid and embeds it in the compiled XSLT when you build
the project.

If your custom functoid does not expose any inline code, BizTalk Mapper generates XSLT that calls into the assembly where the
custom functoid resides. In this case, you must be sure your custom functoid assembly is available in the global assembly cache
(GAC) so the XSLT engine can find it. A custom functoid must also have a unique GUID attribute. BizTalk Mapper uses the GUID to
identify which assembly to load.

Important  If you reuse the Custom Functoid sample code to implement your own functoid(s), you must be sure to
change the GUID attribute to one that is unique.

To download the updated BizTalk Server 2004 SDK, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723.

Location in SDK
<Samples Path>\XmlTools\CustomFunctoid

File Inventory
The following table shows the files in this sample and describes their purpose.

File(s) Description
AssemblyInfo.cs Assembly information C# source code.
CBuildArray.bmp Toolbox bitmap.
CConcat.bmp Toolbox bitmap.
CExtractArray.bmp Toolbox bitmap.
Cleanup.bat Used to undeploy assemblies and remove them from the global assembly cache (GAC) and to delete C

ustomFunctoid.dll.
CLongestString.bmp Toolbox bitmap.
CMultiply.bmp Toolbox bitmap.
CustomFunctoid.cs Custom functoid C# source code.
CustomFunctoid.csproj Custom functoid C# project.
CustomFunctoid.sln Custom functoid solution.
CustomFunctoidResource
s.resx

Custom functoid resources.

Setup.bat Used to build, deploy, and start the sample.

To Build and Initialize This Sample
Use the following procedure to build and initialize the Custom Functoid sample.

1. In a command window, change directory (cd) to the following folder:

<Samples Path>\XmlTools\CustomFunctoid

2. Run the file Setup.bat, which performs the following actions:

Builds the sample project.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24723


 

Copies the generated assembly to the Developer Tools\Mapper Extensions directory.
Adds the generated assembly to the GAC.

Note  You should confirm that no errors were reported during the build and initialization process before
attempting to run this sample.

To Run This Sample
Use the following procedure to run the Custom Functoid sample.

1. From a Visual Studio.NET BizTalk project, right-click the Toolbox, and select Add/Remove Toolbox Items....
2. In the Customize Toolbox dialog box, select the Functoids tab.
3. Click Reset, and then click OK.

Note  If your custom functoid does not expose any inline code, make sure its assembly is made available in the
GAC.

4. From the File menu, select Exit to close Visual Studio.
5. From the Start menu, select Programs, select Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003, select Visual Studio .NET Tools, and

then select Visual Studio .NET 2003 Command Prompt.
6. At the command prompt, type devenv /setup.
7. From the Start menu, select Programs, select Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003, then select Microsoft Visual Studio

.NET 2003.

The custom functoids appear on the String Functoids tab of the Toolbox, and the Cumulative Multiply functoid appears on the
Cumulative Functoids tab.

See Also

BaseFunctoid Class

SSO (BizTalk Server Samples Folder)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Utilities
This section provides instructions for using several useful utilities included in the Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 Software
Development Kit (SDK).

This section contains:

Adapter Registration Wizard
BizTalk Message Queuing Large Message Extension
Pipeline Tools
Extending the Schema Generator Wizard
Subscription Viewer
BTSInstaller for Assembly Deployment

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Adapter Registration Wizard
You use the Adapter Registration Wizard to create the registry files needed to configure and register a custom adapter.

Location in SDK
<Installation Path>\SDK\Utilities\AdapterWizard\

To Run This Utility
Start the wizard by running the AdapterWizard.exe executable. The pages that follow prompt you for information about your
adapter and the properties that it supports. The individual Adapter Registration Wizard pages are described in the sections that
follow.

Generic Adapter Properties page

Use the Generic Adapter Properties page to specify adapter properties.

Use this To do this
Transport adapter type Specify the adapter type.
Property namespace Specify the adapter namespace. BizTalk Server 2004 stores adapter-specific proper

ties on the message context in this namespace.
Adapter can receive messages and submi
t them to BizTalk Server

Identify communication patterns supported by the adapter. Used to calculate the C
onstraints registry entry for the adapter.

Adapter can send messages from BizTalk 
Server

Identify communication patterns supported by the adapter. Used to calculate the C
onstraints registry entry for the adapter.

Inbound Part page

Use the Inbound Part page to specify inbound receiving logic for your adapter.

Use this To do this
Browse Select the assembly that implements the inbound receiving logic for your adapter. A list of the public type

s exposed by this assembly appear in the drop-down list. Select the type within the specified assembly tha
t implements the inbound logic for this adapter from the drop-down list.

Adapter supports re
quest-response prot
ocol

Specify the receive capabilities of your adapter. Used to calculate the Constraints registry entry for your ad
apter.

Adapter is isolated (
that is hosted in a di
fferent process)

Specify the receive capabilities of your adapter. Used to calculate the Constraints registry entry for your ad
apter.

Outbound Part page

Use the Outbound Part page to specify outbound receiving logic for your adapter.

Use this To do this
Browse Select the assembly that implements the outbound receiving logic for your adapter. A list of the public types expose

d by this assembly appears in the drop-down list . Select the type for the specified assembly that implements the ou
tbound logic for this adapter from the drop-down list. You must also enter a comma-separated list of aliases used t
o identify the protocol used by this adapter (for example, submit://).

Adapter su
pports solic
it-response 
protocol

Identify the transmitting capabilities of your adapter. These values are used to calculate the Constraints registry entr
y for your adapter.

Adapter Management page

Use the Adapter Management page to specify design-time management logic for your adapter.



 

Us
e t
his

To do this

Br
o
ws
e

Select the assembly that implements the design-time adapter management logic for your adapter. A list of the public types ex
posed by this assembly appears in the drop-down list. Select the type for the specified assembly that implements the adapter 
management logic for this adapter from the drop-down list.

Output File name

Use the Output file name page to specify an output file name and location.

Use this To do this
Browse Choose an output file name and location. The adapter registry is written to this file.

Remarks
The Adapter Registration Wizard utility populates the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) configuration store properties with default
values. If your adapter does not use the standard property pages provided by the Adapter Framework for handler and location
adapter properties, you must edit the registry file manually to modify these values. For more information about these settings, see
"Registration of adapter properties for SSO configuration store" in the topic Adapter Registration.

See Also

Utilities

Adapter Registration

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

Copyright © 2004 Microsoft Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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BizTalk Message Queuing Large Message Extension
Native message queuing cannot process a message with a body larger than 4 megabytes (MB). However, Microsoft® BizTalk®
Server 2004 includes an add-on for native message queuing that permits processing messages larger than 4 MB. This add-on is
delivered as the Mqrtlarge.dll file, and exposes the MQSendLargeMessage and MQReceiveLargeMessage application
programming interfaces (APIs), and the analogous COM model. These functions are implemented as standard message queuing
APIs, MQSendMessage and MQReceiveMessage respectively.

To participate in large message exchanges, the message queuing computer must have the Mqrtlarge.dll file installed, and the
message queuing application should use the add-on APIs. Otherwise, complete messages will be fragmented.

Location in SDK
<Installation Path>\SDK\Utilities\Mqrtlarge.dll

File Inventory
The following table shows the file this utility uses and describes its purpose.

File(s) Description
Mqrtlarge.dll A Win32® dynamic-link library that exposes MQSendLargeMessage and MQReceiveLargeMessage.

The header files are located in the <Installation Path>\SDK\Include directory.

To Use This Utility
Use the following procedure to run the Mqrtlarge.dll file.

To use the Mqrtlarge.dll file

1. Add the file Mqrtlarge.dll to the computer that does not contain an installation of BizTalk Server. Message Queuing uses
Mqrtlarge.dll to send or receive messages to or from BizTalk Server.

2. To access the APIs in the Mqrtlarge.dll file, add a reference to the Mqrtlarge.dll file in the applications that send or receive
messages to or from other computers to the BizTalk Message Queuing endpoint.

Remarks
Large messages are sent to standard Message Queuing (also known as MSMQ) queues. You should use only the large message
APIs on such queues, although this is not enforced.

You can still use MQSendMessage to send messages to a queue to which you sent large messages. Likewise, you can use
MQReceiveMessage to receive messages from such queues, although it is not recommended because it may impact the
performance of the MQReceiveLargeMessage API.

For recovery purposes, it is recommended that you use DEAD_LETTER journaling.

Fragmentation

In general, a large message will be fragmented into numerous messages, each smaller than 4 MB. It is important to understand
that only the body is fragmented. The rest of the properties are sent with each fragment.

The number of fragments is defined by the size of the message and the size of the fragments. The fragment size may be
automatically determined by the file Mqrtlarge.dll or the appropriate part of BizTalk Message Queuing. Applications can also
explicitly specify the fragment size.

Note that the large message extension requires extending the message by adding additional internal data of a constant size.

PROPID_M_EXTENSION

You can use the PROPID_M_EXTENSION/PROPID_M_EXTENSION_LEN properties to sign the message. The signature
comprises 40 bytes (B). The following table shows signature fragments.

Description Size
Globally unique identifier (GUID) denoting that this message was sent using MQSendLargeMessage 16 B
GUID for the message: unique per-large message ID that is common to all parts of the message 16 B
Total size of the large message 4 B



 

Part number 2 B
Number of message parts 2 B

The decision to use PROPID_M_EXTENSION has an additional implication. The Microsoft Host Integration Server MSMQ-
MQSeries Bridge uses this property to pass a structure that contains properties that are not mapped directly between MQSeries
and Message Queuing messages. Applications that send messages to and from MQSeries explicitly or implicitly use this structure.
Message Queuing can generate acknowledgments when a message has been received from a queue by a receiving application.
The acknowledgments are sent to a queue specified by the sending application. In the case of large messages, you send this
acknowledgment only for the last part of the large message.

See Also

Utilities

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Pipeline Tools
The pipeline tools supplied with the Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 Software Development Kit (SDK) enable you to verify that a
pipeline is functioning correctly without having to configure the BizTalk Server environment, such as send/receive ports. You can
also use the pipeline tools to:

Debug third-party pipeline components outside of the server environment.
Diagnose parsing engine error messages.
Experiment with different schemas without the burden of compiling, deploying, undeploying, and recompiling.
Explore flat file and XML assembler/disassembler behavior.
View disassembler output and discover which message context properties are promoted and their values.
Run send/receive pipelines without disassembler and assembler components (for example, you can view the output of the
S/MIME decoder).
Make fine-grained performance measurements of the pipeline alone (rather than the entire messaging subsystem).

Location in SDK
<Installation Path>\SDK\Utilities\PipelineTools

You use pipeline tools for executing, debugging, and profiling pipelines, and pipeline components (that is, flat file and XML
assembler/disassembler components).

File Inventory
The following table lists the pipeline tools files and describes their purpose.

Fil
e(s
)

Description

DS
Du
mp
.ex
e

Enables you to dump the document schema structure, which is an in-memory lightweight representation of the one or more 
XSD schemas, with or without flat file annotations. This tool can be helpful when you get parsing engine errors such as $Root
$0$3$2 and you need to decode them. Numbers after $ mean 0-based index or records as they appear in the document sche
ma.

FF
As
m.
exe

Runs the flat file assembler component, directly invoking it by emulating a send pipeline to enable you to see how it serializes
or assembles a user's XML document(s) into a flat file document.

FF
Da
sm
.ex
e

Runs the flat file disassembler component, directly invoking it by emulating a receive pipeline to enable you to see how it par
ses or disassembles a user's flat file document into one or more XML documents.

Pip
eli
ne.
exe

Runs a send or receive pipeline; accepts one or more input documents and their parts, XSD schemas and related information; 
and produces an output document after the pipeline runs.

Pipeline.exe does not access BizTalk Server databases, so pipelines containing BizTalk Framework assembler and disassemble
r components that access BizTalk Server 2004 databases during execution may not be supported.

You should only use pipeline.exe to verify custom pipelines without third-party custom components. If you use pipeline.exe to
verify a custom pipeline with third-party custom components, pipeline.exe will produce the desired output. However, if you d
eploy the same custom pipeline with third-party custom components, use the pipeline in a receive or send port, and then use 
pipeline.exe to submit a message to the pipeline, the pipeline will fail and BizTalk Server will return an error.

XM
LA
sm
.ex
e

Runs the XML assembler component, directly invoking it by emulating a send pipeline to enable you to see how it serializes, a
ssembles, or envelopes a user's XML document(s) into an output XML document.



XM
LD
as
m.
exe

Runs the XML disassembler component, directly invoking it by emulating a receive pipeline to enable you to see how it parse
s, disassembles, or un-envelopes a user's XML document into one or more XML documents.

Usage
A more detailed description of each file is provided in the sections that follow.

DSDump.exe

DSDump.exe enables you to dump the document schema structure, which is an in-memory lightweight representation of one or
more XSD schemas, with or without flat file annotations.

DSDump.exe (document schema dump tool) supports the following command-line parameter:

In case of success, DSDump prints the document schema to the console.

FFAsm.exe

FFAsm.exe (flat file assembler) supports the following command-line parameters:

For example, if you want to assemble three input XML documents into a single flat file document with a header and property
demotion, use the following command:

FFDasm.exe

FFDasm.exe (flat file disassembler) supports the following command-line parameters:

DSDump.exe schemaFileName

usage: ffasm document... [-dm documentMask...]-bs bodySchema [ -hs headerSchema ] [ -ts trail
erSchema ] [ -c ] [ -d ] [ -sb ] [ -m filenamemask ] [ -en encoding ] [ -v ]

where:
  document           XML document(s)
  documentMask       XML document(s) file mask, e.g., c:\\documents\\*.xml
  bodySchema         Flat File body schema
  headerSchema       Flat File header schema
  trailerSchema      Flat File trailer schema
  -c                 Display assembled FF message on the console
  -d                 Demote properties
  -sb                Set body schema(s) as design-time property
  -m                 Output file name mask (default is %MessageID%)
  encoding           Output message encoding name (e.g. windows-1252) or 
                         code page (e.g. 936)
  -v                 Verbose mode

file name macros:
  %MessageID%        FF message identifier (Guid)
  %MessagePartID%    FF message part identifier (Guid)

FFAsm.exe file_in1.xml file_in2.xml file_in3.xml -hs myHeaderSchema.xsd -bs myBodySchema.xsd 
-d

usage: ffdasm document -bs bodySchema [ -hs headerSchema ] [ -ts trailerSchema ] [ -s ] [ -c 
] [ -p ] [ -m filenamemask ] [ -en encoding ] [ -v ]

where:
  document           Flat File document



For example, if you want to disassemble a flat file document that has a header, body, and trailer, and display the results to the
console, use the following command:

Pipeline.exe

Pipeline.exe (the Pipeline tool) supports the following command-line parameters:

  bodySchema         Flat File body schema
  headerSchema       Flat File header schema
  trailerSchema      Flat File trailer schema
  -s                 Validate document structure
  -c                 Display disassembled XML message on the console
  -p                 Display promoted properties on the console
  encoding           Input message body part encoding name (e.g. windows-1252) or code page (
e.g., 396)
  -m                 Output file name mask (default is %MessageID%)
  -v                 Verbous mode

file name macros:
  %MessageID%        XML message identifier (Guid)
  %MessagePartID%    XML message part identifier (Guid)

FFDasm.exe file_in.txt -hs myHeaderSchema.xsd -bs myBodySchema.xsd -ts myTrailerSchema.xsd -c

usage: pipeline ( pipeline[.btp] | -pt pipelineTypeName [ -an assemblyName ] ) -d document...
[ -part part... ] [ -s schema[.xsd][:namespace.type]... ] [ -proj project[.btproj] ] [ -p ] [
-c ] [ -t ] [ -m filenamemask ] [ -pm partfilenamemask ] [ -en encoding ] [ -v ]

where:
  pipeline                Pipeline file name
  pipelineTypeName     Compiled pipeline assembly qualified type name (e.g. 
"MyPipelines.ReceivePipeline, MyPipelines, 
Version=1.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, 
PublicKeyToken=e03965cb5971ad66" or full name (e.g. 
"MyPipelines.ReceivePipeline") if assembly name is 
specified
  assemblyName         Compiled pipeline assembly file name (e.g. 
MyPipelines.dll) or name (e.g. "MyPipelines, 
Version=1.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, 
PublicKeyToken=e03965cb5971ad66")
  document             Input document(s)
  part                 Input document's part
  schema               Schema file name
  namespace            Schema namespace (as in BizTalk project system)
  type                 Schema type (as in BizTalk project system)
  project              BizTalk project file
  -p                   Display promoted context properties for receive and 
send pipelines, and promote context properties for 
send pipelines
  -c                      Display output document on the console
  -t                      Display elapsed time of components execution
  filenamemask         Output message file name mask (default is 
Message_%MessageID%.out)
  partfilenamemask     Output part file name mask (default is 
Part_%MessagePartID%.out)
  encoding             Output message encoding name (e.g. windows-1252) 
or code page (e.g. 936)
  -v                   Verbous mode

note:
You can specify namespace and type for schemas either using namespace.type notation in schema
file reference or by using BizTalk project file.

file name macros:
  %MessageID%           Message identifier (Guid)



For example, if you want to run a receive pipeline from the file ReceivePipeline.btp (which has XML disassembler and XML
validator components) using mySchema.xsd and display the results to the console, use the following command:

- Or -

In the first example, a qualified type name (MyProject.MySchema) for the schema is included as a command-line argument. In
the second example, the schema is obtained from the specified BizTalk project file.

You can also run pipelines from the compiled BizTalk Server 2004 project files, as in the following example (the pipeline is
referenced by its assembly-qualified type name):

In the following example, a pipeline is referenced by its type name and assembly file name separately:

The following example shows a pipeline referenced by its assembly name:

Pipeline.exe runs with whatever credentials you have used to launch it. It does not use the account that normal BizTalk
Server 2004 host instances run under, so you may not be able to run pipelines that contain components that require database
access. Make sure you run Pipeline.exe under an account that has all the required privileges.

XMLAsm.exe

XMLAsm.exe (XML Assembler tool) supports the following command-line parameters:

  %MessagePartID%       Message part identifier (Guid)
  %MessageNumber%       Message number

Pipeline.exe ReceivePipeline.btp -d file_in.xml -s MySchema.xsd:MyProject.MySchema -c

Pipeline.exe ReceivePipeline.btp -d file_in.xml -s MySchema.xsd -proj MyProject.btproj -c

Pipeline.exe -pt "TestBtsProject.ReceivePipeline, TestBtsProject, Version=1.0.0.0, Culture=ne
utral, PublicKeyToken=e03965cb5971ad66" -d in.xml -s PO.xsd -proj TestBtsProject.btproj -c

Pipeline.exe -pt TestBtsProject.ReceivePipeline -an TestBtsProject.dll -d in.xml -s PO.xsd -p
roj TestBtsProject.btproj -c 

Pipeline.exe -pt TestBtsProject.ReceivePipeline -an "TestBtsProject, Version=1.0.0.0, Culture
=neutral, PublicKeyToken=e03965cb5971ad66" -d in.xml -s PO.xsd -proj TestBtsProject.btproj -c

usage: xmlasm document...[-dm documentmask...] -ds documentSchema... [ -es envelopeSchema... 
] [ -c ] [ -d ] [ -sd ] [ -m filenamemask ] [ -v ]

where:
  document           XML document(s)
  documentMask       XML document(s) file mask, e.g., c:\\documents\\*.xml
  documentSchema     XML document schema(s)
  envelopeSchema     XML envelope schema(s)
  -c                 Display assembled XML message on the console
  -d                 Demote properties
  -sd                Set document schema(s) as design-time property
  -d                 Demote properties
  -m                 Output file name mask (default is %MessageID%)
  -v                 Verbous mode

file name macros:
  %MessageID%        XML message identifier (Guid)
  %MessagePartID%    XML message part identifier (Guid)



 

For example, if you want to assemble two input XML documents into a single XML document with an envelope and display the
results to the console, use the following command:

XMLDasm.exe

XMLDasm.exe supports the following command-line parameters:

For example, if you want to disassemble an XML document with two nested envelopes and display the results to the console, use
the following command:

See Also

Utilities
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FFAsm.exe file_in1.xml file_in2.xml-es myEnvelopeSchema.xsd -ds myBodySchema.xsd -c

usage: xmldasm document -ds documentSchema... [ -es envelopeSchema... ] [ -s ] [ -c ] [ -p ] 
[ -sd ] [ -se ] [ -m filenamemask ] [ -en encoding ] [ -v ]

where:
  document           XML document
  documentSchema     XML document schema(s)
  envelopeSchema     XML envelope schema(s)
  -s                 Validate document structure
  -c                 Display disassembled XML message on the console
  -p                 Display promoted properties on the console
  -sd                Set document schema(s) as design-time property
  -se                Set envelope schema(s) as design-time property
  -m                 Output file name mask (default is %MessageID%)
  encoding           Input message body part encoding name (e.g., windows-1252) or code page 
(e.g., 936)
  -v                 Verbous mode

file name macros:
  %MessageID%        XML message identifier (Guid)
  %MessagePartID%    XML message part identifier (Guid)
  %MessageNumber%    XML message number

XmlDasm.exe file_in.txt -ds myDocumentSchema.xsd -es myEnvelopeSchema1.xsd -es myEnvelopeSche
ma2.xsd -c

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Extending the Schema Generator Wizard
This topic explains how to extend the existing Schema Generator Wizard and how to create a new wizard for schema generation.

To extend the existing schema wizard

1. Implement the ISchemaGenerator interface to create a new schema generator module that you can integrate into the
existing Schema Generator Wizard.

2. Drop the resulting assembly in the following Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 installation folder:

<Installation folder>\Developer Tools\Schema Editor Extensions

The next time you run the Schema Generator Wizard, it will automatically pick up your new schema generator module.

Use the following procedure to create a new schema wizard.

Location in SDK

<Installation Path>\SDK\Utilities\Schema Generator

To create a new schema wizard

1. Run InstallDTD.vbs to install Microsoft.BizTalk.DTDToXSDGenerator.dll to <Installation Path>\Developer Tools\Schema
Editor Extensions. DTDToXSDGenerator.dll exposes classes you can use to convert DTD files to XSD.

2. Run InstallWFX.vbs to install Microsoft.BizTalk.WFXToXSDGenerator.dll to <Installation Path>\Developer Tools\Schema
Editor Extensions. WFXToXSDGenerator.dll exposes classes you can use to convert WFX files to XSD.

See Also

Utilities
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public interface ISchemaGenerator
{
//Method to extract a schema from a document.
void GenerateSchema(string inputDocument,string outputDocumentPath);

//Method to extract the errors.
[return : MarshalAs(UnmanagedType.SafeArray, SafeArraySubType = VarEnum.VT_VARIANT )]obje
ct [] Errors();

//Method to extract the warnings.
[return : MarshalAs(UnmanagedType.SafeArray, SafeArraySubType = VarEnum.VT_VARIANT )]obje
ct [] Warnings();

//Method to extract the referenced schemas.
[return : MarshalAs(UnmanagedType.SafeArray, SafeArraySubType = VarEnum.VT_VARIANT )]obje
ct [] ReferencedSchemas();
}

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616
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Subscription Viewer
The Subscription Viewer utility shows the types of messages and the destinations to which they are routed. This is useful for
determining the activation subscription for an orchestration.

Location in SDK
<Installation Path>\SDK\Utilities\BTSSubscriptionViewer.exe

To run this utility

To run the subscription viewer, double-click BTSSubscriptionViewer.exe.

For each subscription, the following information is displayed:

Name
Subscription ID
Service Type
Service ID
Port ID
Instance ID
Application Name
Group ID
Group
Enabled
Req/Resp

See Also

Utilities
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BTSInstaller for Assembly Deployment
You use the BTSInstaller utility to package your Microsoft® BizTalk® Server solutions into a Microsoft Installer (MSI) file. The
solutions can include BizTalk assemblies, non-BizTalk assemblies, and binding files. You then distribute the MSI file to the
appropriate target servers in a group. Target environments can be development, testing, staging, or production.

BTSInstaller enables you to:

Package BizTalk assemblies, non-BizTalk assemblies, and binding files into an MSI file.
Deploy BizTalk assemblies to the Configuration database in order of dependency.
Import BizTalk binding files into the Configuration database.
Install BizTalk and non-BizTalk assemblies to the global assembly cache (GAC).

The BTSInstaller utility does not support deployment of the features listed in the following table. The table lists supporting
documentation about how to perform these tasks manually.

Feature to deploy Manual deployment instructions
Tracking Profile Deploying and Undeploying Tracking Profiles
Rules: Policies and Vocabularies Deploying and Undeploying Policies and Vocabularies

For an example of how you can use the BTSInstaller utility when you create a BizTalk Server solution, see
Scenario 1: Developing and Deploying a New Solution.

This section discusses the procedures you use to create the MSI file in the development environment, and the tasks you perform
subsequently in the target environment. It also addresses side-by-side installations of the same assembly, some BTSInstaller
scenarios, and how to remove applications.

This section contains:

Development Environment Tasks
Target Environment Tasks
Deploy Side-by-Side Installations of the Same Assembly
BTSInstaller Scenarios
Removing Applications
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Development Environment Tasks
After you build your Microsoft BizTalk Server solution and create the assembly files, you need to add a deployment project to
package the assemblies and other required files into a Microsoft Installer (MSI) file for deployment to a new location. The name of
this project is BTSInstaller.VDProj, which is located in the <Installation Path>\SDK\Utilities\BTSInstaller folder.

Complete the following steps, in the order given, to prepare for and create the MSI file:

Step 1: Adding the BTSInstaller Deployment Project
Step 2: Adding the BizTalk Projects to the Application Folder
Step 3: Excluding Unwanted BizTalk Assemblies
Step 4: Adding Binding Files
Step 5: Installing Non-BizTalk Assemblies to the GAC
Step 6: Creating the MSI File
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Step 1: Adding the BTSInstaller Deployment Project
Starting with an existing BizTalk Server 2004 solution containing one or more projects, add the BTSInstaller.VDProj project, which
you use to build the MSI file.

To add a new deployment project

1. Deploy your solution before adding it to the deployment project.
2. Use BTSdeploy to export the bindings for your solution to an .xml file, and add that .xml file to the BTSInstaller project.
3. From the product CD, copy the directory SDK\Utilities\BTSInstaller into your solution directory.
4. In Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET, in Solution Explorer, open your BizTalk solution, right-click the solution node, point to

Add, select Existing Project, and then double-click BTSInstaller.VDProj in the BTSInstaller directory.
5. Select the BTSInstaller.VDProj project, and in the Properties window modify the Title, Manufacturer, and Product Name

project properties as follows.
Use this To do this
Title Type a title name. The title appears in the user interface (UI) of the MSI file, and on the Summary page of the Pro

perties dialog box when you select the MSI file in Windows Explorer.
Manufac
turer

Type the manufacturer name, which is the default directory you use within the Program Files directory when you 
install the MSI file on the target server.

Product 
Name

Type the product name, which is the default directory you use within the Manufacturer directory when you install
the MSI file on the target server.

Proceed to Step 2: Adding the BizTalk Projects to the Application Folder.
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Step 2: Adding the BizTalk Projects to the Application Folder
Next, add the BizTalk projects to the Application Folder.

Important  You must add projects one-by-one in reverse order of dependency, going from most to least dependent.

You do not need to add dependent assemblies because they are automatically included. Use the File System Editor to add non-
dependent assemblies.

When you redirect the output from a project to the MSI file, BTSInstaller automatically adds all referenced projects. However, you
cannot add the output from projects outside the solution. To add such output you must build the project and add the binding files
to the MSI file individually.

If you have non-BizTalk assemblies in the solution that are dependencies of BizTalk assemblies, BTSInstaller adds them
automatically when you add the BizTalk assemblies.

Repeat the following steps until all the projects are added.

To add a project to the Application Folder

1. With the BTSInstaller project selected, on the View menu, point to Editor, and then click File System.
2. Right-click the Application Folder, point to Add, and then click Project Output.

Note  As an alternative to using the Application Folder, you can install assemblies directly by pointing to Add
and then clicking Assembly.

3. Select the project with the most dependencies first, and then click OK.

Note  The file system entry for the Project Output <project name> represents all of the generated assemblies
from that project.

Note  Assemblies referenced by the Project Output are included in the Application Folder contained in the MSI
file.

The BTSInstaller project automatically includes all referenced assemblies, including assemblies that you installed as part of the
BizTalk Server product.

Remarks
If you want to install an assembly into the GAC instead of the Application Folder, do the following:

1. In the File System Editor, select the assembly in the Application Folder.
2. In the Properties window, click the ellipsis (...) for the Folder property, and select Global Assembly Cache Folder.

Proceed to Step 3: Excluding Unwanted BizTalk Assemblies.
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Step 3: Excluding Unwanted BizTalk Assemblies
To reduce the size of the MSI file, you should exclude some of the BizTalk product files.

Warning  If you do not exclude these files, you can successfully install the MSI file on the target computer, but when
you uninstall it, the MSI file will remove BizTalk product files that could result in an inoperative BizTalk Server
environment. In the event that this occurs, you can use the Add/Remove programs option to repair your BizTalk
Server 2004 installation.

To exclude unwanted BizTalk assemblies from the MSI file

1. Select all files listed in the Application folder except:

Project outputs
Non-BizTalk product assemblies referenced by project outputs
Other custom assemblies and their dependencies
BTSICustomAction.dll
BTSIAssemblyOrder.dll
BindingSchema.xsd
btstd.xml

2. In the Property pane set Exclude to True.

All the files you selected are excluded from the MSI file.

Proceed to Step 4: Adding Binding Files.
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Step 4: Adding Binding Files
Next, add binding files to automatically configure the application during setup.

To add binding files

1. Right-click the Application folder, point to Add, and then click File.
2. Select the .xml file you want to export from the Deployment Wizard, and then click OK.
3. Build the deployment project to generate the MSI file.

Use the generated MSI file to install the data to the target environment. After the data is installed, you should remove the MSI file.
To do this you can run the Add/Remove programs option, select your application to uninstall, and then click Remove. The
Add/Remove programs option removes the application.

Important  Remember to unenlist all orchestrations prior to uninstallation, because enlisted orchestrations cannot be
undeployed.

Proceed to Step 5: Installing Non-BizTalk Assemblies to the GAC.
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Step 5: Installing Non-BizTalk Assemblies to the GAC
You must install any non-BizTalk assemblies you create to the global assembly cache (GAC) on the target computer. After the
deployment project is in your BizTalk solution, use the File System editor to add them to the GAC.

To install non-BizTalk assemblies to the GAC

1. With the deployment project node selected in Solution Explorer, from the View menu, point to Editor, and then click File
System Editor.

2. Right-click the root node (File system on the target computer), click Add Special Folder, and then click Global Assembly
Cache Folder in the drop-down list. This adds a new GAC folder to the tree on the left pane.

3. Right-click the new GAC folder and add the assemblies that you want.

Note  Do not add BizTalk assemblies, because the deployment tool installs them during the current
implementation of the custom action. As a result, BTSInstaller automatically adds assemblies to the GAC during
installation and removes them from the GAC during uninstallation.

Proceed to Step 6: Creating the MSI File.
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Step 6: Creating the MSI File
Next, create the MSI file and pass it to the target environment.

To create the MSI file

1. Select the deployment project in Solution Explorer, and from the View menu click Property Pages. In the Configuration
Properties list, choose Build, and set Output file name.

2. Right-click the BTSInstaller project node in Solution Explorer, and then click Build.

BizTalk Server generates an MSI file in the default directory within the Program Files directory that contains the deployment
project BTSInstaller.VDProj.

3. Send the MSI file to the administrator of the target environment.

See Also

Target Environment Tasks

BTSInstaller for Assembly Deployment
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Target Environment Tasks
The target environment can be a test, staging, or production environment. An administrator or IT professional completes the
following tasks in the target environment on each Microsoft BizTalk Server computer that will host the application. You can do
this from each computer or by using Terminal Server.

Note  When you install the administration tools on a different computer from the BizTalk Server host, you must
deploy the assembly to the global assembly cache (GAC) on the computer running the administration tools.

Important  When you run the Microsoft Installer (MSI) file, run it with the default option of Just for me selected. If you select the
option For all users, the MSI file will run under the local system context, causing deployment to fail if the target Configuration
database is on a remote computer running Microsoft® SQL Server™.

To copy the MSI file to a computer

1. From each computer, or using Terminal Server, run the MSI file on each destination server. By default, you install the
assemblies to each GAC, but not to the Configuration database.

Important  You should deploy the assemblies to the Configuration database only once in a target environment.

2. To deploy the assemblies to the Configuration database, you must run the MSI file with the following parameter on only
one computer in the group:

The MSI file deploys the assemblies to the Configuration database and processes any binding files that may exist.

3. You can enlist and start the orchestrations on each computer at any time.

Log files

After the deployment, BizTalk Server creates log files for each BizTalk assembly and binding file that you added to the deployment
project. These files reside in the target directory on the destination server. They have the following names:

For the assemblies: <assemblyname>.log.htm and <assembly name>.log.xml
For the bindings: <bindingfile>.log.htm and <binding file>.log.xml

You can display these files in a Web browser.

BTSInstaller logs informational events in the Application log, with a source set to BizTalk Installer, for each assembly and
binding file you deploy. It logs an additional error event with deployment errors.

See Also

Development Environment Tasks

BTSInstaller for Assembly Deployment
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Deploy Side-by-Side Installations of the Same Assembly
You may need to make some changes to an assembly contained in an MSI file that you have already deployed. When you are
deploying a side-by-side version of the updated assembly, and you are building the new version of the project you created with
BTSInstaller, you must change some properties in the project. You need to change the UpgradeCode property of the BTSInstaller
project and the Assembly Version for any assemblies in the package that have been updated to distinguish them from the
original versions.

For example, a BTSInstaller project contains Assembly X comprising Orchestration A. You make a change to Orchestration A. In
this case, you must change the upgrade code for the BizTalk project and the assembly version number of Assembly X.

For more information about product codes, upgrade codes, and when to change them, see "Patching and Upgrades" in Microsoft
Visual Studio .NET Help.

To change the UpgradeCode property of the BTSInstaller package

1. In Solution Explorer, click the BTSInstaller project.
2. In the Properties pane, click the ellipses (...) button next to the UpgradeCode box.
3. Click New Code to generate a new upgrade code.
4. Click OK to accept the new upgrade code.

To change the BizTalk project Assembly Version

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click the BizTalk project, and then click Properties in the drop-down list.
2. In the left pane of the Properties dialog box, click the Assembly node.
3. In the right pane, increase the assembly version number.

Note  For information about version numbering, see Assembly Versioning in the .NET Framework
documentation available from Microsoft Visual Studio .NET or online at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21710.

4. Click OK to close the Properties dialog box.
5. Save the project.

You should change the BTSInstaller project name if you want to keep both the old and new project in the same location.

To change project name of the later version

1. In Solution Explorer, click the new BTSInstaller project, and then click Properties in the drop-down list.
2. In the Properties dialog box, change the project name (for example, to BTSInstaller2).
3. Click OK to accept the new product name.

When you make a small update, you do not need to change the product code. However, in any other case you must modify the
product code of the new BTSInstaller project. This enables Microsoft® Windows® to track where you have installed and removed
applications.

For information about update types, see "Patching and Upgrades" in Microsoft Visual Studio .NET Help.

Important  Multiple installations with the same product code will fail.

To change the product code

1. In Solution Explorer, click the BTSInstaller project.
2. In the Properties pane, click the ellipses (...) button next to the ProductCode box.
3. Click New Code to generate a new product code.
4. Click OK to accept the new product code.

See Also

BTSInstaller for Assembly Deployment
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BTSInstaller Scenarios
With BTSInstaller, you can install or uninstall assemblies, set different parameters, and install new versions of assemblies. The
following table describes the results of running BTSInstaller under different scenario conditions.

Scenario Results of Installing Results of Uninstalling
Run with no parameters set, using 
unique assemblies.

Installs to the global assembly cache (GAC). BTSInstaller removes the assemblies fro
m the GAC.

Run with DEPLOY=True, using uniqu
e assemblies.

Installs to the Configuration database and GAC. BTSInstaller removes assemblies associat
ed with unenlisted orchestrations from th
e Configuration database and the GAC.

If orchestrations have not been unenliste
d, BizTalk Server does not remove their a
ssociated assemblies from the database o
r the GAC, and the MSI file uninstallation 
fails.

Run with or without DEPLOY=True, 
using a different version of assemb
lies that are already present in the 
GAC and/or the Configuration data
base.

Installs side-by-side, leaving other versions of asse
mblies intact.

BTSInstaller removes only the version of t
he assembly that was installed by the MSI
file.

Run with or without DEPLOY=True, 
using the same assemblies that are
already present in the GAC.

Overwrites assemblies already present in GAC. BTSInstaller removes the assemblies.

Run with DEPLOY=True, using the sa
me version of assemblies that are a
lready present in the Configuration
database.

BizTalk Server writes all assemblies that are not pre
sent in the Configuration database to the database 
and the GAC.

BizTalk Server does not write any assembly present
in the Configuration database to the Configuration 
database or the GAC. The MSI file succeeds, and rec
ords any failures in BTSDeploy logs and the event l
og.

The MSI file succeeds and BizTalk Server writes the 
failed deployments to the event log.

BTSInstaller removes the assembly from t
he GAC and Configuration Database.

Run with the default Configuration 
database missing.

The MSI attempts to deploy each assembly in turn. 
Because the Configuration database is missing, Biz
Talk Server does not write the assembly to the GAC
.

The MSI succeeds and BizTalk Server writes the fail
ed deployments to the event log.

BTSInstaller attempts to undeploy or rem
ove each assembly in turn from the GAC. 
Because the database is missing, the MSI 
fails.

Run with weak permissions on the 
Configuration database, the GAC fo
lder, or both.

BizTalk Server does not write any assemblies to the
Configuration database or the GAC. The MSI succe
eds and BizTalk Server writes the failed deploymen
ts to the event log.

BTSInstaller does not undeploy or remov
e any assemblies from the GAC. The MSI f
ails.

See Also

BTSInstaller for Assembly Deployment
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Removing Applications
When you no longer require an application, you should remove it using the Windows Add/Remove programs feature.

As a developer or administrator, you can complete the tasks required to remove an application in the development or target
environment. You can complete these tasks on each computer or by using Terminal Server.

To remove an application deployed in an MSI file

On the Start menu, point to Control Panel, point to Add/Remove programs, select the application that you want to
remove, and then click Remove.

See Also

BTSInstaller for Assembly Deployment
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Troubleshooting
The Troubleshooting section contains information on investigating error or warning dialog boxes, build compilation errors, or
trace or event logs. On certain operating systems, you can now utilize the new online Error and Event Message Center, where you
can find more in-depth information about the error you are encountering.

Note   Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 may not perform as expected if you have installed BizTalk Server 2004 on a
supported operating system that is running on a virtual machine. BizTalk Server 2004 has not been tested on
operating systems that are running on virtual machines. For more information see Knowledge Base Article 84231 -
Installation of BizTalk Server 2004 onto a virtual machine is not a supported configuration located at
http://support.microsoft.com/?id=842301.

For the latest version of BizTalk Server 2004 Help, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.

This section contains:

Troubleshooting Deployment
Troubleshooting BizTalk Server Administration
Troubleshooting Adapters
Troubleshooting BizTalk Applications
Troubleshooting Orchestrations
Troubleshooting Pipelines
Pipeline Component Exceptions
Troubleshooting Business Rules
Troubleshooting Consumed Web Services
Troubleshooting Published Web Services
Troubleshooting SOAP Headers
Troubleshooting BizTalk Explorer
Troubleshooting Schemas
Troubleshooting Maps
Troubleshooting Business Activity Services
Troubleshooting Business Activity Monitoring
Troubleshooting Human Workflow Services
BizTalk Server 2004 Error and Event Help
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Troubleshooting Deployment
This section provides information for troubleshooting your BizTalk Server deployment.

This section contains:

Troubleshooting Installation Errors
Troubleshooting Configuration Errors
Troubleshooting SEED
Troubleshooting Enterprise Single Sign-On
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Troubleshooting Installation Errors
This section includes an explanation of the log files and common error messages.

Log Files

All dynamic information used by Setup (upgrade information, error logs, and so on) will be located in the %Temp% directory. By
default, the name of the file is Setup(mmddyy hhmm).log.

When Setup is complete, the last screen gives you an opportunity to view the Setup log and perform registration.

Common Errors

Problem: If Visual Studio .NET is open during installation, you can receive errors that prevent you from successfully installing
BizTalk Server 2004.

Resolution: Before you install BizTalk Server 2004, close Visual Studio .NET.

Problem: After installing BizTalk Server 2004 using Remote Desktop Terminal Services, various DLL files may fail to load
properly.

Resolution: After installing and configuring BizTalk Server, log out of the terminal session and log back in before you attempt
any other operations. This enables the updated %PATH% environment variable to be recognized by the remote session.

Problem: In a distributed environment, ensure that you install SQL Server Analysis Services Decision Support Objects (DSO)
COM object and SQL Server Analysis Services with Service Pack 3a on the BizTalk Server 2004 Runtime computer. You must
install the DSO component on the SQL Server 2000 computer hosting the Star Schema database. Otherwise, your configuration
fails. The following error message appears in the Configuration Wizard:

Deploying BAM infrastructure:

Failed to set up BAM database(s).

Failed to instantiate DSO object. Please make sure DSO is installed and functional. COM object with CLSID
{B492C386-0195-11D2-89BA-00C04FB9898D} is either not valid or not registered. Click Retry or Cancel.

Resolution: You must install DSO, delete any databases created during configuration, and then re-run the Configuration Wizard.

Problem: Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) fails with the following error if you do not properly install Microsoft Office XP Tool:
Web Controls (OWC10):

ActiveView.ColumnAxis is not null or not an object

Resolution: Type the following line at the command prompt:

regsvr32 "C:\Program Files\Common Files\Microsoft Shared\Web Components\10\OWC10.DLL

Problem: When installing BizTalk Server 2004, you may encounter the following error:

Error 1303: The Installer has insufficient privileges to access this directory

<BizTalk Install directory>\httpreceive. The installation cannot continue.

Log on as administrator or contact your system administrator

Resolution: Follow these steps:

Stop and re-start IIS.

1. Delete the existing Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 installation folder.
2. Re-run Setup.

Problem: You may encounter the error "Unable to connect to registry on the server (machineName), or you are not a member of
the OLAP Administrators group on this server" or the BAM cube DTS fails on execution.

Resolution: Install the following software: (download from http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22840)

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Troubleshooting Configuration Errors
This section explains the log files and error messages.

The Configuration Wizard supports rollback in the event of a failure during configuration. For more information, see
Removing the BizTalk Server Configuration.

Standard logging

The configuration framework supports a single unified log file. This file contains a summary of the configuration steps performed,
as well as diagnostic information about any failures that may occur during the configuration process. Host configuration
information is not included in this log.

Dr. Watson support

The Configuration Wizard supports Dr. Watson in both exception and manifest mode.

Exception Mode: In the event of an unhandled exception, Dr. Watson starts and sends a report containing the stack at the time
of the exception to Microsoft for further analysis.

Manifest Mode: In the event of a failure during configuration, Dr. Watson employs in manifest mode to bundle the configuration
log file and send it to Microsoft for analysis.

Common Errors

If configuration fails, and you plan to run the Configuration Wizard again using the defaults, you must manually delete any BizTalk
databases you installed. For more information, see Removing BizTalk Server Databases.

Problem: When running the Configuration Wizard on a domain controller, configuration fails because the account is missing

Resolution: This problem occurs if you are running the Configuration Wizard on a domain controller and you specified a local
account (for example, BizTalk Host Users Group) for either the BizTalkServerApplication host or the BizTalkIsolatedHost host. If
you specified a Domain account, you should not encounter this problem.

Problem: A domain controller automatically treats a local Windows group as a domain Windows group (There is no such thing as
local Windows group on a domain controller). When you specified a local Windows group for the Host while running the
Configuration Wizard, WMI takes it as a local Windows group and will fail when trying to create SQL login for such a group. This
is a known issue. The Configuration Wizard does not disable the local Windows group option when the server is a domain
controller.

Resolution: Open the adm_Host table in the BizTalkMgmtDB database using SQL Enterprise Manager, and change the
NTGroupName from <ComputerName>\GroupName to <DomainName>\GroupName.

Problem: During configuration, BizTalk Server 2004 adds the Windows SharePoint Services application pool identity to a role in
the Trading Partner Management (TPM) database. A problem occurs when the SQL Server computer hosting the TPM database is
on a Windows Server 2000 computer and the SharePoint application identity is a standard user like Network Service, Local
System, or Local Service. Windows Server 2000 does not recognize these services. Depending on the account you are using, the
following error message appears:

An error was encountered in executing the SQL statement on database TPM Server BASSQLSERVER. Detail: Windows
NT user or group 'NT AUTHORITY\NETWORK SERVICE' not found. Check the name again.

Resolution: Reconfigure Windows SharePoint Services so that the Web server for Windows SharePoint Services runs under a
domain account, not under Network Service, Local Service, or Local System.

Problem: If you attempt to open the Human Workflow Services (HWS) Management Console, before configuration is completed,
you might receive the following error message:

The selected server does not exist or does not have a valid Human Workflow Services installation.

Resolution: You must restart WMI. From the command prompt, run net stop winmgmt.

If during configuration, you find that you must delete unwanted BizTalk databases, you must exit the Configuration Wizard first,
delete the databases, and then restart the Configuration Wizard.

Problem: BizTalk Server uses port 3132 for Rule Update Service and port 1801 for BizTalk Message Queuing. If these ports are in
use by another application, you will receive an error message and Rule Update Service and BizTalk Message Queuing will not start

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942424(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942447(v=bts.10).aspx


or configure correctly.

Resolution: You must shut down the application or service occupying these ports. You must also reboot your computer and re-
run the Configuration Wizard.

Multiple computer configuration using Windows Server 2003 or Windows XP

Problem: If you attempt to run the Configuration Wizard on Windows Server 2003, or Windows XP, and point to a remote SQL
server, the configuration will fail.

Resolution: You must enable network clients DTC access before configuring BizTalk Server. This is required for the distributed
transactions performed by BizTalk Server components to work.

Important  The following procedure must be run on each of the computers in the multiple computer configuration.

To turn on DTC Access

1. From the Start menu, double-click Control Panel, double-click Administrative Tools, and then double-click Component
Services.

2. Expand Component Services, and then expand Computers.
3. Right-click the computer you need to set, and from the context menu select Properties.
4. In the Properties window, select the MSDTC tab.
5. In the Transaction Configuration area, click Security Configuration.
6. In the Security Settings area, select the Network DTC Access check box.
7. In the Security Settings area, check the Network Clients check box.
8. Click OK on each open dialog box.
9. Restart your computer to enable the remote DTC option.

Warning  This configuration could take up to 15 minutes.

Problem: If you are using Windows Server 2003 for both client and server computers, in a multi-domain or workgroup
deployment, and the remote computer is a member of a different domain, you must turn off RPC security or configuration fails.

Resolution: The following registry key must be created on SQL servers, SSO master servers and anywhere else the BizTalk
Engine is installed.

HKLM\Software\Microsoft\MSDTC\TurnOffRpcSecurity = 1 (dword)

Configuration fails when using Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Desktop Engine (MSDE) instance

If you use an MSDE instance for BizTalk databases, you must enable TCP/IP and namepipe protocols to configure BizTalk Server
2004 successfully. Otherwise, connections to BizTalk Server 2004 Web services will fail.

To enable TCP/IP and namepipe protocols, in SQL Enterprise Manager, right-click MSDE, click Properties, and then select
Network Configuration or run the following utility at the command prompt:

\Program Files\Microsoft SQL Server\80\Tools\Binn\svrnetcn.exe

Problem: If you have renamed the computer on which you install Microsoft SQL Analysis Server, the Configuration Wizard fails
when it tries to create the new SQL Analysis database. The following error appears:

Cannot connect to the repository.

Analysis server: <machine name>

Error:

'\\<machine name>\MsOLAPRepository$\msmdrep.mdb' is not a valid path. Make sure that you correctly spell the
path name and that you are connected to the server on which the file resides.

Resolution:

You must perform the following manual steps to update Analysis Server with the new computer name:

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Microsoft SQL Server, point to Analysis Services, and then click Analysis
Manager.



 

2. In the Analysis Manager navigation panel, double-click the Analysis Servers node to expand it.
3. Right-click the server with the repository connection string you want to edit, and select Edit Repository Connection

String.
4. In the Edit Repository Connection String dialog, verify the server name in this string and update it to the new machine

name if it is incorrect.
5. Navigate to the following location: <installation directory>\Program Files\Microsoft Analysis Services\Bin.
6. Right-click the Bin folder, and then click Sharing and Security. The Bin Properties dialog appears.
7. On the Bin Properties dialog box, click the Sharing tab to verify that all Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) administrators

have full permissions to this folder.

Enterprise Single Sign-On Errors

Problem: A computer registered in a network domain disconnects from the network. If this happens, the following message
could occur during configuration:

Failed to enable the Single Sign-On (SSO) Service (error code 0X800706BA)

Resolution: This error occurs because the computer name is not recognized. The suggested workaround is to map the computer
name to the IP address in the host file (located at \system32\drivers\etc) or remove the computer from the domain.
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Troubleshooting SEED
This topic contains known issues that you might encounter while using SEED.

SEED may fail to deploy packages that include certificates if the BAS site is located on a remote
computer
When you use the Hub Side SEED Wizard to deploy a spoke SEED package on the hub, or the Spoke Side SEED Wizard to deploy a
hub SEED package on the spoke, the SEED wizard may fail to deploy the partner profile if the package includes certificates and the
BAS site is located on a remote computer.

This occurs when the same certificates do not exist on the Other People store of the BAS site computer. This is because the
Business Activities Services (BAS) Trading Partner Management (TPM) Web Services looks for the certificates on the local
computer when SEED deploys partner profiles, but SEED cannot deploy certificates on a remote computer.

If a SEED wizard fails to deploy the partner profile, the deployment of the SEED package fails and rolls back.

To resolve this issue, you must manually extract any certificates from the SEED package cabinet (.cab) file and use the Certificate
administration snap-in to import the certificates to the Other People store on the computer that runs BAS TPM Web services.

Cannot Activate an Agreement Deployed From a Hub SEED Package
The following scenarios may result in an agreement that the spoke cannot activate:

Scenario 1

The hub creates a SEED package that includes the spoke orchestration.

1. The spoke orchestration uses a service link.
2. The hub implements the spoke orchestration service link in a seperate assembly.
3. The assembly has a different namespace than the orchestration.
4. The spoke uses the Spoke Side SEED Wizard to deploy the hub SEED package
5. The spoke activates the agreement.
6. The activation of the agreement fails.

Note  If the new agreement contains a reference to a service link with an incorrect namespace, the spoke cannot
activate it.

Troubleshooting scenario 1

The hub must implement the orchestration and service link in the same assembly.
The hub must use the same namespace for the assemblies containing the orchestration and the service link.
A user on the spoke side must open the agreement, select the correct service link, and then activate the agreement.

Scenario 2

The hub creates an agreement with parameters.

1. The hub runs the Hub Side SEED Wizard and selects the agreement.
2. The hub sends the hub SEED package containing the agreement to the spoke.
3. The spoke uses the Spoke Side SEED Wizard to deploy the hub SEED package
4. The spoke activates the agreement.
5. The activation of the agreement fails.

Troubleshooting scenario 2

The spoke orchestration must use the same parameters as the hub agreement. For more information about agreements, see the
"Agreement Management" topic in the Information Workers User Guide. For more information about orchestrations, see
Creating and Modifying Orchestrations.

Partner Profile Not Found When Spoke Deploys a Hub SEED Package

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms946176(v=bts.10).aspx


 

When the spoke deploys the hub profile during the deployment of the hub SEED package, you may see the following error
message in the Event Log: "Failed to get the specified partner, '<Partner name>'. The specified profile, '<Partner name>', could
not be found."

This error message appears because SEED first checks whether the hub profile is already deployed in the spoke system before it
deploys it. If the hub profile is not found in the spoke system, the error message above is generated, and then the hub profile is
automatically deployed. No additional user action is neede.

Spoke-Side SEED Wizard Does Not Deploy the Parameters in the Spoke Orchestration
When both hub and spoke use Business Activity Services (BAS), the hub includes a spoke orchestration in the hub SEED package,
and the spoke orchestration uses the TPM Web Service to retrieve parameter values, the agreement that created and deployed on
the spoke side does not have the parameters in the agreement addendums.

A user on the spoke side must edit the agreement created by SEED and reselect the business relationship before activating the
agreement. When the business relationship is selected, the agreement addendums will be updated with the parameters from the
orchestration. For more information about agreements, see the "Agreement Management" topic in the Information Workers User
Guide. For more information about orchestrations, see Creating and Modifying Orchestrations.

TPMAddress, STSAddress and LocalSave registry entries become blank after upgrade or repair
The TPMAddress and STSAddress strings under the registry key HKLM\Software\Microsoft\BizTalk Server\3.0\SEED are reset to
NULL values during an upgrade or repair.

For example, when you install a service pack, or a security patch that updates any component of a BizTalk Server development
tools feature such as BizTalk Explorer in Visual Studio, the values are set to NULL.

Upgrades and repairs reset the following values to NULL:

STSAddress
TPMAddress
LocalSave

The Spoke Side SEED Wizard populates the STSAddress with the BAS Site URL (for example, http://<virtual
server>/sites/BASSite).

The Spoke Side SEED Wizard populates the TPMAddress with the BAS Site virtual server URL (for example, http://<virtual
server>).

The Spoke Side SEED Wizard does not populate the LocalSave value. You must manually populate the LocalSave value. For
information about configuring the LocalSave value, see Configuring the Spoke SEED Environment.
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Troubleshooting Enterprise Single Sign-On
This section provides a centralized location for information related to common problems encountered while using Enterprise
Single Sign-On.

Supplemental information related to issues discovered after this Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 documentation release are
included in the Readme file located in the \Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server\Documentation folder.

As you begin to troubleshoot your SSO environment, it may be useful to walk through the items in the following table to ensure
all components are working as expected:

Question Comments
Is there anything in the 
Application event log fr
om the SSO system?

The SSO messages in the event log can help you narrow down the problem in the SSO system. The sourc
e of the messages from the SSO system is ENTSSO.

Important  Many of the SSO errors and events appear as Warnings in the event log, not as E
rrors. The SSO system generates a Warning when the problem affects a single client of the SS
O service, whereas it generates Errors when the problem affects the entire SSO system (all cli
ents).

Is the SSO service instal
led correctly?

Does it start as expecte
d?

Under which service ac
count is the SSO servic
e running?

Ensure the SSO service is correctly installed, and that the service account is member of the SSO administ
rators group.

Where is the Credential
database?

Use the command line ssoconfig -showdb. For more information about this command, see
Displaying the Credential Database Information.

Which SSO server is be
ing used?

Use the command line ssomanage -showserver. For more information about this command, see
Identifying the Enterprise Single Sign-On Server.

What is the SSO Admin
istrator account?

Use the command line ssomanage -displaydb. For more information about this command, see
Displaying the Credential Database Information.

Is everything correctly 
enabled?

Use the command line ssomanage -displaydb. For more information about this command, see see
Displaying the Credential Database Information.

Do the affiliate applicati
ons exist?

Use the command line ssomanage -listapps all. For more information about this command, see
Listing Affiliate Applications.

Does the specific affiliat
e application look corre
ct?

What accounts are usin
g this affiliate applicatio
n?

Use the command line ssomanage -displayapp <application name>. For more information about this
command, see Listing the Properties of an Affiliate Application.

Are there any mapping
s for this affiliate applic
ation?

Use the command line ssomanage -listmappings <application name>. For more information about t
his command, see Listing User Mappings.

What accounts are me
mbers of the SSO grou
ps?

Verify the group membership for all SSO groups and accounts.

Is the COM+ applicatio
n for the SSO Server ru
nning as expected?

Verify the COM+ application SSO Server

Note  You can also check the Event Log for detailed information, such as event and warning 
messages.

ENTSSO service fails to start

Problem: If the ENTSSO service is not running under a valid SSO Administrator account, it will fail to start.
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Solution: Specify a valid SSO administrator account for the ENTSSO Service and restart the service from Services Control
Manager (SCM) snap-in.

BizTalk Administration cannot access SSO Server

Problem: If the SSO server you specified for the BizTalk Administration to connect to the SSO system is unavailable, BizTalk will
fail to connect to the SSO system, and BizTalk will fail to retrieve configuration information for the adapters.

Solution: On the BizTalk Administration Console, specify a new SSO server that BizTalk should use to connect to the SSO system.

Cannot access an affiliate application

Problem: The Enterprise Single Sign-On service disables an affiliate application if the application administrator account
associated with it is not valid

Solution: You must ensure that the SSO application administrator account is valid before you create an affiliate application. You
must then enable the affiliate application to use the application.

RPC error occurs when connecting to a client computer

Problem: When a user runs a command such as ssomanage -displayapp <applicationname>, where the computer attempt to
connect to a remote SSO Server to retrieve the information, they receive the following error: ERROR: 0x800706BA: The RPC
server is unavailable. This error occurs when the user specifies the wrong server information, or when the SSO Service is not
available on the remote server.

Solution One: Follow the steps in Identifying the Enterprise Single Sign-On Server to make sure you are connected to the correct
SSO Server.

Solution Two: Make sure the SSO Service is enabled and running in the SSO Server to which you are connecting.

SSO cannot load secret when cluster group moves to another node

Problem: The Enterprise Single Sign-On service is unable to load secrets when cluster group moves to another node

Solution: You need to synchronize the master secret manually. If you change it manually, you will have to synchronize it again
manually. For more information, see Clustering the Master Secret Server.

Master secret is missing or corrupt

Problem: The master secret is missing or corrupt. It normally generates during configuration. If the secret is missing, one of the
following messages will display in the event log as the Enterprise Single Sign-On service starts.

MessageId=10520

Severity=Warning

SSO_WARN_NO_SECRETS

MessageId=10565

Severity=Error

SSO_ERROR_SECRET_VALIDATE_FAILED

MessageId=10521

Severity=Error

SSO_ERROR_SECRETS_NOT_LOADED

Solution: The most likely cause for this error is that a secret generated while the Enterprise Single Sign-On service (SSO) was
running under one service account, and then the service account was changed. The secret is stored in the registry in encrypted
form, and it encrypts using a key based on the identity of the service account (which ENTSSO runs under). Thus, if you change the
service account, SSO cannot decrypt an existing key, and returns an error. The recommended workaround is to change the service
back to the old service account

To change the ENTSSO service account:

Save the old master secret. For more information, see Backing Up the Master Secret.
Stop Enterprise Single Sign-On Services.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942743(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms961679(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms942607(v=bts.10).aspx


 

Change the service account.
Restart SSO and ignore any event log errors about a corrupted secret.
Restore the old master secret. For more information, see Restoring a Master Secret Server.

See Also

About Enterprise Single Sign-On

Using Enterprise Single Sign-On
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Troubleshooting BizTalk Server Administration
This section provides a centralized location for information about common problems encountered while using Microsoft®
BizTalk® Server Administration.

Supplemental information about issues discovered after this Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 documentation release are included in
the Readme file located in the \Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\Documentation folder.

Note  You can also check the error messages in the suspended queue for more troubleshooting information.

Note  You can also check the Event Log for detailed information, such as event and warning messages. For more
information about the Event Log, see Event log in Windows Server Help.</NOTE>

Reusing Windows group names that were previously deleted
If, when reinstalling BizTalk Server 2004, you use a Windows® group name that had been previously deleted, the Windows group
will not have access to the BizTalk Server databases. Deleting a Windows group and then creating a Windows group with the
same name produces a new Security Identifier (SID) for the Windows group. However the old SID is still cached in SQL Server™,
so the new Windows group will not be able to login to SQL Server.

When you delete the Windows group, you must also remove the SQL Server login for the Windows group.

BizTalk Administrator cannot start the BizTalk Administration console
A BizTalk Administrator (member of the BizTalk Administrators Windows group) may not be able to open the BizTalk
Administration console if that user is not a member of the Windows Administrators group on the local computer.

This issue is the result of changing S-IDs in SQL Server when you reinstall or reconfigure BizTalk Server. SQL Server uses cached
S-ID instead of fresh ones.

Cannot delete host
You must be a member of the Administrators Windows group on the local runtime computer to delete both in-process and
isolated hosts that contain one or more host instances. If you are not an administrator, you will not be able to delete the host.

The following table shows the error messages that appear if you are not a member of the local Windows Administrators group
and you attempt to delete an in-process or isolated host that contains one or more running host instances.

Host t
ype

Status Error message

In-pro
cess

Running Failed to uninstall at least one instance of BizTalk host <host name>.

You cannot request an install or delete operation on the BizTalk host instance because it is currently running. 
You must stop the BizTalk host instance before trying it again.

In-pro
cess

Stopped Failed to uninstall at least one instance of BizTalk host <host name>.

Failed while deleting the Windows NT service BTSSvc{<GUID number>}.

Isolate
d

Status Una
vailable

Failed to uninstall at least one instance of BizTalk host <host name>.

Access is denied.

If you are not a member of the local Windows Administrators group and you attempt to delete an in-process host that contains
one or more running or stopped host instances, you will experience the following results:

The host is not removed.
The status of any host instances changes to "Status unavailable".
The installation status of any host instances changes to "Uninstallation Failed".

If you are not a member of the local Windows Administrators group and you attempt to delete an isolated host that contains one
or more running or stopped host instances, you will experience the following results:

The host is not removed.
The status of any host instances does not change. Status remains "Status unavailable".
The installation status of any host instances does not change. Status remains "Installed".



Cannot start a Host instance on a remote computer
When you create a BizTalk Host instance on a remote computer, you may see the following error when you start the BizTalk Host
instance: "Failed to start due to logon failure." The reason for this error is either you entered invalid credentials for the service
account under which the BizTalk Host instance is running, or the service account does not have logon as service rights.

You must assign logon as a service right to the service account in the remote computer before you start the BizTalk Host instance.
This is done automatically on a local computer, but you must do it manually on a remote computer.

Trusted host instances and non-trusted host instances cannot use the same service accounts
Host instances of trusted hosts and host instances of non-trusted hosts cannot use the same service accounts. If you want to
change the trust setting of a host instance and the host instance uses a service account that other host instances use, you can do
one of the following:

You can change the service account of the host instance for which you want to change the trust settings to a new service
account.
You can change the service account of the host instance to an existing service account that other host instances with the
same trust setting use.
You can delete the host instance, and re-create it with a different trust setting and service account.

Host instance deletion does not clear registry information
If you are not an administrator on the local computer, when you delete an in-process or isolated host, an access denied error
message appears.

You can forcibly delete the host. However, deleting the host in this manner does not clear all of the related registry information.

To forcibly delete a host

1. In the access denied error message, click OK to forcibly delete the host.

The following error message appears: "You can forcefully delete this host instanc. This may leave orphan orchestrations and
prevent cleanup of COM+ spplicaitons and NT services on machine '<computer name>. Do you want to prceed with
forceful host instance deletion?"

2. Click OK to delete the host.

Error appears when you attempt to remove host
If you forcibly delete a running host instance, and then attempt to delete the related host, the following error message appears:

"Failed to delete database objects associated with BizTalk Host "<host name>" from MessageBox database server "<server
name>"/ database name "BizTalkMsgBoxDb". Cannot delete a BizTalk host until all its instances are deleted."

Orphaned services may still be running after you deleted the host instance. You must first stop any orphan services before you
can delete the host. You must locate and stop any services with the host name on every BizTalk Server computer on which you
installed the host instance. After all of the services are stopped, you should be able to delete the host.

Cannot delete a MessageBox database
You may not be able to delete a MessageBox database. If the deletion fails, one of the following issues may be responsible:

The cache refresh interval has not expired.
The MessageBox database contains incomplete instances.
The MessageBox database contains left behind host tracking data.

If the cache refresh interval has not yet expired, the following error message appears when the deletion fails: "MessageBox cannot
be deleted since there could be remaining work in the MessageBox. Please ensure that there are no more incomplete instances in
the MessageBox, and try again."

The cache refresh interval must expire between the time you disable new message publication in the MessageBox database and
the time you delete the database. By default, the cache refresh interval is 60 seconds.

To delete a MessageBox database, you must first disable new message publication for that MessageBox database, and then wait
until the cache refresh interval expires, before you delete the MessageBox database.

If the MessageBox database contains incomplete service instances, the following error message appears: “The MessageBox cannot



 

be delted because it may still contain incomplete instances. Ensure that there are no incomplete instances in the MessageBox, and
try again.”

You use the Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) tool to view incomplete service instances in the MessageBox database, For
information about viewing the status of service instances in HAT, see Service Instances and Message Views in HAT.

If the MessageBox database contains unprocessed tracked data, Microsoft© Windows© Management Instrumentation (WMI) will
not allow you to delete it. You use the WMI MSBTS_MsgBoxSetting class method "ForceDelete" to remove the MessageBox
database. Because this method is not exposed in the BizTalk Administration console, you must use a script such as the following to
delete the message:
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Troubleshooting Adapters
Adapter creation fails

Problem: The adapter creation fails.

Cause: References to assemblies cannot be resolved.

Resolution: Use fuslogvw.exe to determine if there are references to assemblies that cannot be resolved.

Address (URI) values in user interface and code do not match

Problem: The URI value shown in BizTalk Explorer does not match the ReceiveLocation.Address property or the
TransportInfo.Address property in the BizTalk Explorer Object Model.

Resolution: If you change the Address (URI) value by using Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) or the BizTalk
Explorer Object Model, you should always use those same methods to retrieve the correct value.

Messaging Engine fails to submit a message to the MessageBox

Problem: When submitting a message from a custom adapter to the MessageBox, the Messaging Engine fails to submit the
message.

Cause: Nonserializable objects cannot be assigned to a message context property.

Resolution: Do not assign nonserializable objects to a message context property.

Property description is truncated on adapter property page

Problem: In an adapter property page, the description for a property is truncated.

Cause: The property description is longer than the default measurements for the description pane.

Resolution: Resize the description pane by moving the double-headed arrow that appears on the top border of the pane.

Digest Authentication is not working in IIS 5.0

Problem: Digest authentication is not working as expected in IIS 5.0

Resolution: Enable digest authentication programmatically using the following script:

Troubleshooting Receive Adapters

Batch fails

Problem: An adapter batch fails (the BatchComplete method fails).

Resolution: The adapter gets three types of HRESULTs when Messaging Engine calls the BatchComplete method:

Batch HRESULT. The batch passed or failed.
Operation HRESULT. Typically adapters are not required to code against this.
Message HRESULT. The message is valid or not valid.

If BATCH FAILS (Batch HRESULT < 0) then the adapters should loop through the messages. For every message, if the operation
was SubmitMessage, SubmitRequestMessage or SubmitResponseMessage:

1. If message HRESULT == S_OK, then adapter can retry the operation. This assumes that the original adapter stream is

public static void EnableDigestSSP(bool enable)
      {
         // Get the IISWebService object
         DirectoryEntry service=new DirectoryEntry("IIS://localhost/W3SVC");
         service.Properties["UseDigestSSP"][0]=enable;
         service.CommitChanges();
      }

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa961423(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa961600(v=bts.10).aspx


seekable. In the case where it is not seekable, the adapter cannot perform any action.
2. If message HRESULT == S_FALSE. This means that this message was being suspended due to pipeline failure. However,

the operation failed because some other message in the batch was bad. The adapter can call the MoveToSuspendQ
method on the message to explicitly move the message to suspendQ.

3. If message HRESULT == BTS_S_SECURITY_CHECK_FAILED. This means that the message had a security issue and the
receive port is marked as “Authentication Required Drop message”. The original operation should not be retried.

Adapters like FILE should delete the message from the receive location.
Other adapters like HTTP should return an “Access Denied” error.

4. If message HRESULT < 0 then adapter can report a failure back to its client (if one exists), and then try to suspend the
message using the MoveToSuspendQ method.

If the operation was DeleteMessage or MoveToSuspendQ:

1. If message HRESULT < 0, then adapter should not retry the operation and the failure should be ignored.
2. If message HRESULT == 0, then the adapter can retry the operation.

If the operation was ResubmitMessage or MoveToNextTransport:

1. If message HRESULT < 0 then adapter can either:

Try to suspend the message using the MoveToSuspendQ method.
Try to move the message to the next available transport using the MoveToNextTransport method if the original
operation was ResubmitMessage.

2. If message HRESULT == 0, then the adapter can retry the operation.

IF BATCH PASSES due to one of the following conditions

(Batch HRESULT == 0 ) the adapter can safely assume that all messages have been persisted.
(Batch HRESULT == S_FALSE) one or more messages in the batch were automatically suspended by the messaging
engine due to a pipeline failure.
(Batch HRESULT == BTS_S_SECURITY_CHECK_FAILED ) one or more messages in the batch failed the biztalk
authentication check and hence were dropped by the messaging engine.

The most common cause for a batch to fail is E_BTS_NO_SUBSCRIPTION. If a single message in the batch does not have a
corresponding subscription, then the whole batch will fail.

MoveToSuspendQ Method Fails

Problem: The MoveToSuspendQ method fails.

Resolution: Typically the adapter should do nothing. For example, the FILE receiver should unlock the file and leave the message
as is in the receive location, so that it can be picked up again.

Problem: The S_ EPM_SECURITY_CHECK_FAILED HRESULT is returned for the message.

Resolution: The adapter must handle two cases: batch passed and batch failed.

The adapter stream is not seekable

Problem: Adapter stream is not seekable.

Resolution: If a single message in the batch does not have a corresponding subscription, then the whole batch will fail. If the
batch fails, then adapter writers need to have batch filtration and retry logic as explained in the "batch fails" issue above.

For resubmitting (SubmitMessage/SubmitRequestMessage) the good messages in the failed batch, the stream in the message
must be seekable. Receivers like HTTP and SOAP may not have seekable streams.

The recommendation is that transports that cannot have a seekable stream should use a BatchSize=1. This is required to avoid
denial of service attacks whereby an attacker could try to poison a batch by sending one bogus message.

The downside to a batch size of 1 is that performance may not be satisfactory.

Therefore if performance is important to a transport, then it should try to make its stream seekable. Internal adapters like HTTP
have a seekable stream implementation for this.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa955165(v=bts.10).aspx


 

The Batch.Done method fails

Problem: The Batch.Done method fails.

Resolution: The Batch.Done method may fail during the application domain recycle or during service shutdown. The adapter
should handle this gracefully and should refrain from submitting new work to the Messaging Engine when this happens.

The Batch.Done method is blocked

Problem: The Batch.Done method is blocked.

Resolution: The adapter needs to do nothing. If the system is under heavy load then the Messaging Engine will stop any new
work from getting processed until the system is back in a normal state. When this happens the thread calling Done is blocked
indefinitely. An event will be fired in the event log when the engine is under heavy stress and another event is fired when it
returns back to a normal stress level.

Databases are down

Problem: Databases are down.

Resolution: Typically, do nothing.

Out of Process Adapters

When the Configuration database or the MessageBox database is down, the Messaging Engine will detect the failure and will try
to call the RemoveReceiveEndpoint method for all receive locations. Adapters must be written so that they do not block on any
calls to AddReceiveEndpoint, RemoveReceiveEndpoint, and UpdateReceiveEndpoint methods. Also the implementation of
these method should refrain from making any calls to the transport proxy or submitting any new work to the system.

In Process Adapters

When the Configuration database or the MessageBox database is down, the Biztalk NT service will recycle itself. When this
happens, the Terminate method is called on every adapter to give every adapter a chance to cleanup. Every adapter should ensure
that this method does not block. In addition, when this happens all new work submitted to the transport proxy will be rejected.

Request-response messages time out

Problem: Request-response messages time out.

Resolution: There is a default time-out of three minutes for the response message corresponding to a request message to be
sent. If a response takes longer than three minutes then the Messaging Engine will send a Negative Acknowledgement (SOAP
fault) back to the adapter as the response to the original message. Adapters that need to control the time-out should specify it
while calling the SubmitRequestMessage method.

See Also

Developing Adapters Using the Adapter Framework
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Troubleshooting the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter
Because of the direct integration with the MessageBox database and the routing engine, a BizTalk Message Queuing queue is a
logical entity; you cannot examine its contents either programmatically or through the user interface. BizTalk Message Queuing
immediately submits any message received in a BizTalk message queue to the MessageBox database for processing or rejected
and sent back to the caller. Determining whether BizTalk Message Queuing returned the message to the caller can be difficult. Use
the following suggestions to help you debug your BizTalk Message Queuing scenarios.

The easiest way to debug problems is to create a simple BizTalk Message Queuing pass-through configuration. Use the
PassThruReceive pipeline in your BizTalk Message Queuing receive location, unenlist all ports and orchestrations that connect to
that receive location, and create a new send port that uses the File adapter and the PassThroughTransmit pipeline. Connect this
new send port to the receive location by setting the filter to BTS.ReceivePortName = <my msmqt receive port. Create a new
receive location that will pick up from the file location. By doing this, you isolate the BizTalk Message Queuing networking set
from the rest of your scenario, enabling you to quickly identify the source of the errors and view the contents of the received
documents. After you test the scenario, remove the intermediate send and receive ports. The following illustration shows the
suggested setup for debugging a BizTalk Message Queuing adapter.

If you have access to the code base of the sender, request acknowledgment messages by specifying the Ack and the
AdminQueue properties of the Microsoft Message Queuing message. It is also recommended that you set the journaling level to
MQMSG_DEADLETTER by setting the Journal property of the Microsoft Message Queuing message.

See Also

BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter
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Troubleshooting the File Adapter
This topic lists problems and their causes that you may encounter when using the File adapter.

Receive Location is Disabled

The File receive adapter disables the receive location if any of following occur:

The File receive adapter cannot access the receive location on the file system or network share because the specified path
does not exist. For a network share, the File receive adapter disables the receive location after all retry attempts have been
exhausted.
The File receive adapter cannot access the receive location on the file system or network share because it does not have
read-write permission for that location. For a network share, the File receive adapter disables the receive location after all
retry attempts have been exhausted.
Files with names longer than 256 characters are encountered in the receive location.

Files Are Not Being Read

The File receive adapter does not read a file from the receive location if any of the following conditions apply:

The file is read-only.
The file has a system attribute.
The File receive adapter does not have permissions to read and write to the file.

When the File receive adapter encounters such a file, it logs an error in the event log and leaves the file in the receive location.

Messages Are Not Being Sent

The File send adapter fails to send a message if any of the following occurs:

The File send adapter cannot access the directory that files are sent from on the file system or network share because the
specified path does not exist.
The File send adapter cannot write to a file in the destination location on the file system or network share because it does
not have write permissions for that file or for that location.
The File send adapter cannot write to the file specified because it is read-only or is a system file (for example, has a system
file attribute).

If a message failed to be written to a file, the File send adapter reports an error in the event log and submits a message to the
MessageBox database to perform following operations (in the order listed):

Deliver the message to the File send adapter later, so it can retry the write operation.

1. Deliver the message to the backup adapter.
2. Route the message to the suspended queue.

Sending files to locations that require a user name and password

Problem: You need to drop files to a location that requires a user name and password.

Cause: The File adapter does not support setting user names and passwords in its configuration properties.

Resolution: Map a network drive to the location used by the Send port, specify the user and password, and then use that network
drive in the Send port address.

Sending a file using the File adapter is very slow

Problem: The File adapter is very slow when sending messages.

Cause: The Allow cache on write property is set to False by default.

Resolution: Change the Allow cache on write property to True (check the box). For more information about the Allow cache on
write property, see Configuring a File Send Port By Using BizTalk Explorer.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms962002(v=bts.10).aspx
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Troubleshooting the FTP Adapter
Problem: The FTP adapter delivers duplicate messages to the FTP receive location temporary folder.

Cause: The FTP adapter could not get an exclusive lock on the file, the file may have been copied while in the receive location.

Solution: Delete the original file from the FTP receive location.

See Also

FTP Adapter
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Troubleshooting a SOAP Adapter
Problem: The MIME/SMIME encoder and decoder pipeline components cannot encode and decode data processed by the SOAP
adapter.

Cause: The SOAP adapter assembles and disassembles the SOAP messages in the adapter stage of the process.

Solution: Use Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) to secure communications to encode messages processed by the SOAP adapter. On the
send side, use the Client Certificate Thumbprint property in the SOAP adapter properties page to achieve this. On the receive
side, you must configure the virtual directory that hosts the BizTalk Web Service for SSL secure communications.

See Also

SOAP Adapter
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Troubleshooting the SQL Adapter
This section lists problems you may encounter when using the SQL adapter and their possible causes and resolutions.

FileNotFoundException
Problem: The following exception has occurred: FileNotFoundException: File or assembly name Microsoft.Data.SqlXml, or one of
its dependencies, was not found.

Cause: SQLXML 3.0 Service Pack (SP) 2 is not installed.

Resolution: Install SQLXML 3.0 SP2.

For information about installing SQLXML 3.0 SP2, see Installing SQLXML 2.0 SP2.

Receive function returns empty documents
Problem: The SQL adapter receive function returns documents containing only the root and the target namespace when the
SELECT statement or stored procedure produces an empty result set.

Cause: The SELECT statement or stored procedure contains the xmldata keyword.

Resolution: Remove the xmldata keyword from your SELECT statement in the SQL adapter endpoint configuration or the
stored procedure.

Error received when sending updategrams to the SQL send adapter
Problem: Receive error message "Syntax error converting datetime from character string" while sending updategrams to the
SQL send adapter.

Cause: The SQL table contains a datetime column and the updategram is trying to update that column with an incorrect value.

Resolution: Do not use the BizTalk Mapper functoids to create the datetime values to map to the updategram. The functoids
create a datetime value in the format "1999-05-31T13:20:00.000-05:00". SQL datetime columns require datetime values to be of
the format "1999-05-31T13:20:00.000". Instead of using the default date and time functoid, create the datetime value manually by
calling the Parse or ParseExact method of the DateTime class.

Using money data type columns in updategrams
Problem: When the Add Generated Items wizard for the SQL adapter generates an updategram schema and the wizard
represents the money data type column as XSD type decimal in the schema.

Cause: SQLXML requires updategrams to pass money columns in the form of "$123.45", with the leading dollar sign.

Resolution: To use money columns in updategrams, change the attribute in the updategram schema that corresponds to the
money column in SQL Server from type xs:decimal to type xs:string. When mapping data to this column, remember to include
the leading dollar sign.

Compilation error: Invalid 'name' attribute value
Problem: Receive the compilation error "Invalid 'name' attribute value: The 'Ê' character, hexadecimal value <hexadecimal
value>, cannot begin with a name. An error occurred at file:/<file location>.xsd." when building a project.

Cause: The SELECT statement or stored procedure encountered illegal characters, as described in the System.Xml.XmlConvert
class, for import in the Add Adapter Wizard.

Resolution: Modify the table or column names listed in the SELECT statement or stored procedure defined in the Add Adapter
Wizard so that they contain legal values as defined by the System.Xml.XmlConvert class. For more information about
characters supported by the XmlConvert class, see XmlConvert Class in the .NET Framework documentation.

Columns are missing from generated XML schemas
Problem: Columns are missing from XML schemas generated by the Add Adapter Wizard.

Cause: The Add Adapter Wizard could not match the XSD data type.

Resolution: Change columns of type SQL_Variant to a supported data type.

See Also
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Troubleshooting BizTalk Applications
This section provides information about troubleshooting BizTalk applications.

Projects in Same Folder Cause Compile Error

Projects that point to the same folder may hold a lock on the other files. You may get the following error message in the output
window during compile time.

Cannot delete the project output: is the file read-only?

A failure occurred while attempting to start the compilation. The system cannot find the file specified.

Resolution

Verify that the output directory property of your BizTalk projects is different from other projects.

See Also

Using the BizTalk Project System Design Environment
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Troubleshooting Orchestrations
This section presents various problems that you may encounter as you develop your orchestrations, and a corresponding solution
for each problem.

Excluded orchestration does not appear in drop-down list after being included back into the project

If you exclude an orchestration from your project, and later include it back in, it will not immediately be visible in a drop-down list
of orchestrations available to your project, for example when selecting an orchestration from the Call Orchestration shape. To
see it again, close your project and re-open it.

Uninitialized variables when orchestration begins with a parallel

If the first shape in your orchestration is a Parallel with an activate receive in it, any variables global to your orchestration will not
be automatically initialized or have default constructors called. In this case you will need to explicitly initialize them and call their
constructors (if applicable) in an Expression shape.

Duplicate name for folder and orchestration

If you create a folder in a project, and then create an orchestration in that folder with the same name as the folder, the project will
not compile. This is because you are creating a duplicate name between the orchestration and the namespace associated with the
folder. Rename the folder or the orchestration.

Empty string value not accepted

If you create a variable of type System.String and set the initial value to “”, you will get an error. To set the initial value to an empty
string, use a backslash as an escape character before each quotation mark: \”\”.

Serialization failure

If you use an object in your orchestration that is marked as Serializable, then you must make all of its member variables
serializable, or its runtime state cannot be persisted.

Message part not serializable

A class must be serializable to be used as a message part. Additionally, you might experience problems if a project dependency is
not present in the Global Assembly Cache (GAC), as when you annotate a .NET class in your solution with BizTalk message
properties, and define a message part as that class.

If this happens, put your orchestration project in a separate solution. Before compiling the solution, make sure that all referenced
assemblies have been added to the GAC, and make sure that all direct or indirect references are consistent with the versions
present in the GAC. Then compile the orchestration. If the problem recurs, restart Visual Studio and repeat the process.

To avoid version inconsistencies, you can edit the AssemblyInfo file in your .NET projects to specify a version, rather than
depending on the automatic version increment feature.

Import failure with BPEL4WS and WSDL definition

When importing BPEL4WS along with a WSDL definition of port and message types, you should use different strings for the
name property of the BPEL4WS process node and the name property of the WSDL definition node.

For example, if the WSDL definition starts off as

and the BPEL4WS starts off as

then the process name will be changed automatically.

Cannot assign constant DateTime or TimeSpan to message when exporting to BPEL4WS

<definitions name="OrderShippingWSDL" targetNamespace="http://contoso.org/samples" ...>

<process name="OrderShippingProcess" targetNamespace="http://contoso.org/samples"...>



 

You cannot assign a constant DateTime or TimeSpan to a message of one of those types when exporting to BPEL4WS.

You can, however, invoke a Web service which returns a DateTime or TimeSpan value, and assign the return value to the message,
or you can use a received message of that type to assign to a new message.

Available orchestration missing from dropdown list

If you have an orchestration in your project, then exclude it from your project, then include it back into your project, it will not be
visible in the dropdown list of available orchestrations if you attempt to call or start it from another orchestration in the project.

To see the orchestration, close the project, and then reopen it. The included orchestration will now be visible in the dropdown list.

Attempt to debug yields deployment error

If you attempt to debug a C# project that depends on a BizTalk project, you might get an error that says the assembly is already
deployed.

To debug, choose Build, Configuration Manager from the menu, and uncheck deploy for the project. You will then be able to
debug normally.

See Also

Developing Orchestrations
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Troubleshooting Pipelines
GetTransaction in send pipeline

Problem: The GetTransaction method of the Microsoft.BizTalk.Component.Interop.IPipelineContextEx interface throws an
exception if called in a send pipeline.

Exception type: System.ArgumentException
Message: {"Object was open." }
_COMPlusExceptionCode0xe0434f4d
_HResult0x80070057

Resolution: This is a known issue. Do not use this method in a send pipeline.
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Pipeline Component Exceptions
This topic provides lists of exceptions thrown by pipeline components.

Flat File Disassembler pipeline component exceptions

Event ID Description
0xC0C01435 There is no data that can be parsed on the message.
0xC0C01462 This Disassembler cannot retrieve docspec by using this type: "%1".
0xC0C01463 This Disassembler cannot retrieve docspec by using this name: "%1"
0xC0C01464 Unrecognized data in remaining stream.
0xC0C01465 Body part is null.
0xC0C01466 Missing DocumentSpecName.

Flat File Assembler pipeline component exceptions

Event ID Description
0xC0C01435 There is no data that can be parsed on the message.
0xC0C01462 This Assembler cannot retrieve docspec by using this type: "%1".
0xC0C01463 This Assembler cannot retrieve docspec by using this name: "%1".
0xC0C01828 Cannot find a docspec that matches the input document.
0xC0C0182
A

Unable to load the DocSpec.

0xC0C0182B The Header Spec Name must be specified when generating a header without using the preserve header functionalit
y.

0xC0C01465 Body part is null.

XML Disassembler pipeline component exceptions

Event ID Description
0xC0C01435 There is no data that can be parsed on the message.
0xC0C01461 This Disassembler cannot retrieve body nodes by using this XPath: "%1".
0xC0C01462 This Disassembler cannot retrieve docspec by using this type: "%1".
0xC0C01463 This Disassembler cannot retrieve docspec by using this name: "%1".
0xC0C01464 Unrecognized data in remaining stream.
0xC0C01465 Body part is null.
0xC0C01466 Missing DocumentSpecName.
0xC0C01467 Cannot create Node Processor or Envelope Processor.
0xC0C01468 Unexpected end of document. It is not a new document and the disassembly is incomplete.
0xC0C01469 Unexpected event.
0xC0C01470 Document type {0} does not match any of the given schemas.
0xC0C01471 Fail to validate the document: "%1".
0xC0C01472 No schema found to enforce validation: "%1".

XML Assembler pipeline component exceptions

Event ID Description
0xC0C01826 This Assembler cannot retrieve docspec by using this type: "%1".
0xC0C01827 This Assembler cannot retrieve docspec by using this name: "%1".
0xC0C01828 Cannot find a docspec that matches the input document.
0xC0C01829 Document type {0} does not match any of the given schemas.
0xC0C01830 Fail to validate the document: "%1".
0xC0C01831 No schema found to enforce validation: "%1".
0xC0C01832 No schema found to enforce validation: "%1".

XML Validator pipeline component exceptions

Event ID Description
0xC0C02100 XML Validator Failed: %1.



 

0xC0C02101 XML Validator cannot retrieve docspec by using this type: "%1".
0xC0C02102 XML Validator cannot retrieve docspec by using this name: "%1".
0xC0C02103 No schema found to enforce validation: "%1".

See Also

Developing Pipelines

Developing Pipeline Components

Reporting Errors from Pipeline Components
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Troubleshooting Business Rules
This section lists problems you may encounter when using BizTalk® Business Rule Engine.

Problem parsing domain name for rule engine running on a stand-alone machine

If the rule engine is installed on a machine that is not part of a domain, you may encounter the following exception when you try
to run your business rules:

SecurityChannelSink: GetServerPrincipalName: failed to parse domain name

To solve this problem, you must set the following registry keys to empty strings:

UpdateServiceClientSinkClass and UpdateServiceServerSinkClass

Incomparable types causing errors at run time

The rule engine only does compatible checking at design time for the relational operators, for example, GreaterThan and
EqualLessThan, and only performs the IComparable check at run time. If you try to compare two objects of object type when
the IComparable interface is not implemented, the rule engine will not throw any error at design time.

At run time, if the objects are comparable, for example, strings, the comparison will succeed. Conversely, if two objects are not
comparable, the rule engine will throw errors at run time.

Use of static members still requires an instance

A class instance still needs to be asserted into the working memory in order to access its member methods and properties.
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Troubleshooting Consumed Web Services
An orchestration cannot consume some Web services.

Debugging consumed Web services

If you get a generic XLANGSOAPException in the Event Viewer when consuming a Web service, you can get details on the
exception using the BizTalk Server Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) tool.

User Action

Open HAT and view the context properties for the suspended message. The AckDescription field of the context property
collection provides details about the error message.

Updating Web references

When you change your target Web service, your code may attempt to use a non-existing Web method, Web service, or an
outdated namespace.

User Action

Update your Web references when you change your target Web service. For more information about adding Web references, see
Adding Web References.

Naming conflicts

BizTalk Server requires that your BizTalk project have a different name from the consumed Web service.

User Action

If you encounter a naming conflict, rename your BizTalk project and rebuild your solution.

Web service times out before the orchestration completes

Request-response (two-way) Web services may time out before a called orchestration is able to complete. This may occur when
the orchestration is a long running process or when a call to a transport or an adapter takes longer than the time-out settings on
the Web client.

User Action

To prevent a time-out, ensure that the orchestration completes the transaction before the settings on the Web client time out or
increase the time-out period for the Web client by setting the time-out value to a greater than expected completion time of the
orchestration.

You can increase the response time by setting the SOAP.ClientConnectionTimeOut context property for the message. You
specify the time-out value in milliseconds.

Imported Web services have different root element names

When you import a Web service into BizTalk Server, the root element of the Reference.xsd schema is not the same root element
that the Web service class uses. This issue occurs when consumed Web services use the XmlRoot attribute to change the root
element name of a class.

Although the root element is different, you can successfully consume (call) the Web service. However, modifying the root element
in the Reference.xsd schema breaks the Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) import and export actions since the root
element of the schema must match the XmlRoot attribute in the Web service class. For more information about creating an
instance of a SOAP header root element, see "Using BizTalk Editor to create an instance of a SOAP header root element" in
Using SOAP Headers in Orchestrations.

User Action

You should modify the Web service so that it does not use XmlRoot attributes on class definitions.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms946951(v=bts.10).aspx
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Errors when trying to consume a Web service

If the Web server is not running (stopped) when a published Web service is consumed (called), the Web client may encounter the
following error:

User Action

Restart the Web server.

See Also

Consuming Web Services
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Troubleshooting Published Web Services
This section has information about troubleshooting published Web services.

Important  Prior to running the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard, you must enable BizTalk Web services. For
more information about enabling BizTalk Web services for your system, see Enabling Web Services.

This section contains:

Changes to Orchestrations, Receive Ports, and Receive Locations Do Not Appear
Internal SOAP Processing Failure
Unable to Overwrite Existing Web Service Project with BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard
Problems Using BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard within a Windows 2000 Server Terminal Server Session
Unable to Create BizTalk Receive Locations
BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard Menu is Missing
Deserialization Problems Caused by Duplicate Node Names
BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard Fails When Schema Contains maxOccurs > 1 and Default Value
Interoperability Problems with SOAP Toolkit
Schema Details Lost in Web Service Description
Publishing Internal Port Types Not Supported
Republishing an Orchestration in the Same Virtual Directory
Mapping Errors Encountered When Using Windows SharePoint Services and BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard
Publishing Error on Windows Server 2003
Errors When Trying to Publish a Web Service
BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard Fails When Encountering an Undeployed Assembly
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Changes to Orchestrations, Receive Ports, and Receive
Locations Do Not Appear
When you make changes to orchestrations, receive locations, or receive ports, your changes do not appear to have taken effect.
This problem occurs because Internet Information Services (IIS) hosts the SOAP adapter. IIS hosts parts of the runtime that the
SOAP adapter uses. Changes to the receive locations and ports are updated after the Cache Refresh interval that is defined for the
BizTalk group.

User Action

To update the cache immediately, use Task Manager to end the aspnet_wp.exe process or use Internet Information Services
Manager to reset IIS services.

When you make changes to orchestrations, you may need to republish the Web service if you have modified the configured
receive port types. If you have not modified the receive port types, you may only need to restart the BizTalk Service to activate the
new version of the orchestration.

See Also

Troubleshooting Published Web Services
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Internal SOAP Processing Failure
Web service clients may encounter an error with the exception text "Internal SOAP Processing Failure" when consuming (calling)
published BizTalk Web services.

Published Web services return the following generic exception when the Web service client encounters an error:

The most common cause of this error is when you do not have an adequate security configuration on the server. Another
common cause is when the ASP. NET worker process does not have permission to the access the %temp% directory.

 Security  By default, Internet Information Services has anonymous access turned off for the published Web service
for security reasons.

Note  If you do not enable anonymous access, ensure that you supply valid credentials when you consume (call) your
published BizTalk Web service. You can enable anonymous access for your Web service by using Internet Information
Services Manager.

If you use Internet Explorer to test your published Web service, you might encounter this error.

User Action

Check the event viewer and HAT to get more information about the possible causes of the error.

Check your security configurations. You must have BizTalk Isolated Host installed. Verify that you have enabled receive HTTP and
SOAP handlers. For information about enabling BizTalk Web services and security configurations, see Enabling Web Services.

If you are getting an access denied error to the %temp% directory, verify that you have the correct permissions set. Verify that
your receive locations are correctly configured. For more information about troubleshooting BizTalk receive locations, see
Unable to Create BizTalk Receive Locations.

You can also get more specific exception information to help you debug your published Web service. For more information about
debugging your published Web service, see Debugging Published Web Services.

To test your published Web service, you should use a simple client such as a C# or Visual Basic .NET client to submit data to your
Web service.

See Also

Troubleshooting Published Web Services
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Unable to Overwrite Existing Web Service Project with BizTalk
Web Services Publishing Wizard
If you select Overwrite existing project to overwrite an existing project when running the BizTalk Web Services Publishing
Wizard, you may encounter the following error after you click the Create button on the Web Services Project Summary page.

This error is occurs when a Web service project is in use by a different instance of the devenv.exe process.

User Action

Use Task Manager to end each instance of devenv.exe.

See Also

Troubleshooting Published Web Services
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Problems Using BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard within
a Windows 2000 Server Terminal Server Session
If you run the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard from a Windows 2000 Server Terminal Server session, you may encounter
an application error when the wizard is completed and closed.

User Action

You can safely ignore this error. The BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard completed successfully without any data loss or
corruption of the generated Web service project.

See Also

Troubleshooting Published Web Services
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Unable to Create BizTalk Receive Locations
If you use the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard to create receive locations that use an existing URI address, you may get an
error. The wizard writes a binding information file "BindingInfo.xml" in the "\temp" subfolder in the Web service directory. The
binding file describes the receive locations that correspond to the published Web service.

User Action

You can safely ignore this error. The wizard successfully created your Web service project.

You can manually import the binding file using deployment tools. For more information about importing the binding file using
BTSDeploy, see Importing and Exporting Bindings Using BTSdeploy. Alternatively, you can create the necessary receive locations
using BizTalk Explorer. For more information about creating receive locations using BizTalk Explorer, see
Configuring a SOAP Receive Location By Using BizTalk Explorer.  

See Also

Troubleshooting Published Web Services
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BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard Menu is Missing
If the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard menu is missing (or accidentally removed) from the Visual Studio menu, you can
reinstall it.

User Action

You can reinstall the Wizard menu from the command prompt.

To add the wizard to the Visual Studio .NET menu

Type btswebsvcwiz /i /iu from a command prompt.

To remove the wizard to the Visual Studio .NET menu

Type btswebsvcwiz /u /uu from a command prompt.

See Also

Troubleshooting Published Web Services
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Deserialization Problems Caused by Duplicate Node Names
If you have duplicate node names in your schema, you may encounter an error when attempting to browse the Web Service
Description Language (WSDL) of a published Web service.

You may also encounter the following error.

These errors occur because ASP.NET cannot deserialize duplicate node names. ASP.NET will generate two classes with identical
namespaces and type names.

The following example shows a schema with two Record elements:

The following schema shows a duplicate XmlElement and XmlAttribute name that cause the
System.InvalidOperationException error:

Server Error in <URI Address> Application.
Description: An unhandled exception occurred during the execution of the current web request.
Please review the stack trace for more information about the error and where it originated in
the code. 
Exception Details: Types {0} and {1} both use the XML type name, {2}, from namespace {3}. Use
XML attributes to specify a unique XML name and/or namespace for the type.

System.InvalidOperationException: The XML element named '{0}' from namespace '{1}' is already
present in the current scope. Use XML attributes to specify another XML name or namespace for
the element.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-16"?>
<xs:schema xmlns="http://Sample" xmlns:b="http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003" targetNa
mespace="http://Sample" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
  <xs:element name="Root">
    <xs:complexType>
      <xs:sequence>
        <xs:element name="Record1">
          <xs:complexType>
            <xs:sequence>
              <xs:element maxOccurs="unbounded" name="Record">
                <xs:complexType>
                  <xs:attribute name="Field" type="xs:string" />
                </xs:complexType>
              </xs:element>
            </xs:sequence>
          </xs:complexType>
        </xs:element>
        <xs:element name="Record2">
          <xs:complexType>
            <xs:sequence>
              <xs:element maxOccurs="unbounded" name="Record">
                <xs:complexType>
                  <xs:attribute name="Field" type="xs:string" />
                </xs:complexType>
              </xs:element>
            </xs:sequence>
          </xs:complexType>
        </xs:element>
      </xs:sequence>
    </xs:complexType>
  </xs:element>
</xs:schema>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-16"?>
<xs:schema xmlns="http://BizTalk_Server_Project1.Schema1" xmlns:b="http://schemas.microsoft.c
om/BizTalk/2003" targetNamespace="http://BizTalk_Server_Project1.Schema1" xmlns:xs="http://ww
w.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">



 

The following code shows the generated class containing the Field and Field with the XmlElement name, Field:

In the first case, Field is implicit (the name is used in the element name). When the code tries to reflect on the class, ASP.NET
throws an error caused by duplicate names.

User Action

Change the original schema by renaming any duplicate node names to prevent this error. You can also limit the sub elements to
maxOccurs="1".

See Also

Troubleshooting Published Web Services
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  <xs:element name="Root">
    <xs:complexType>
      <xs:sequence>
        <xs:element name="Field" type="xs:string" />
        <xs:element name="Field" type="xs:string" />
      </xs:sequence>
    </xs:complexType>
  </xs:element>
</xs:schema>

[System.Xml.Serialization.XmlTypeAttribute (Namespace="http://BizTalk_Server_Project1.Schema1
")]
[System.Xml.Serialization.XmlRootAttribute (Namespace="http://BizTalk_Server_Project1.Schema1
", IsNullable=false)]
public class Root {
    
    /// <remarks/>
    [System.Xml.Serialization.XmlElementAttribute (Form=System.Xml.Schema.XmlSchemaForm.Unqua
lified)]
    public string Field;
    
    /// <remarks/>
    [System.Xml.Serialization.XmlElementAttribute("Field", Form=System.Xml.Schema.XmlSchemaFo
rm.Unqualified)]
    public string Field1;
}
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BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard Fails When Schema
Contains maxOccurs > 1 and Default Value
The BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard fails when it attempts to publish a schema that contains an element definition with
the maxOccurs attribute set to a value greater than one and a default value.

The following example shows a maxOccurs attribute set to four with specified default value:

The maxOccurs ="4" attribute on the element is translated into an array in the generated code. The default value causes the code
to attempt to assign a single string directly to the array.

The following code shows the attempt to assign a single string to the array:

User Action

You can change the original schema's attributes so that maxOccurs = 1 and minOccurs = 1. Alternatively, you can change the
default value assignment in the generated code as the following:

See Also
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<xs:element minOccurs="2" maxOccurs="4" default="Base Apt " name="Apt" type="xs:string" />

public string[] Apt = "Base Apt ";

public string[] Apt = new string[] { "Base Apt ", "Base Apt " };
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Interoperability Problems with SOAP Toolkit
If your parameter name for your Web method is "part", the SOAP Toolkit may encounter an error when consuming published
BizTalk Web services. This occurs when you have configured the port type for the orchestration to use a primitive .NET type.

User Action

To prevent interoperability errors, you should migrate your applications to ASP.NET, which fully supports BizTalk Web services.
Alternatively, you can modify your orchestration to use multipart messages that have different part names for the request and
response messages. For more information about migrating to XML Web Services, see "Migrating from the SOAP Toolkit to Web
Services" at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25659.

See Also

Troubleshooting Published Web Services
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Schema Details Lost in Web Service Description
When you publish orchestrations or schemas as Web services, the Web Service Description Language (WSDL) may not contain
the specific details of the original schema.

The following original schema element definitions contain minOccurs or maxOccurs attributes:

The following code shows the generated Web service code:

When the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard queries the Web service description, the WSDL type definition is different from
the original schema element definition. When you publish Web services, you lose schema details including constraints, default
values, nillable, and patterns.

The following shows a schema element definition after the wizard queried the Web service description:

User Action

Published Web service projects contain a Web service extension, WSDLExtension. The extension allows you to replace the schema
contained in the auto-generated WSDL of the Web service with your original schemas. For more information about the
WSDLExtension, see Debugging Published Web Services.

See Also

Troubleshooting Published Web Services
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<xs:element minOccurs="5" maxOccurs="10" name="Users">

public NumberOfUsers[] Users;

<xs:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" name="Users">
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Publishing Internal Port Types Not Supported
BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard publishes only public port types. By default, port types are internal and do not appear as
a publishing choice in the wizard.

User Action

If you want to publish an internal port, you must change the type modifier from internal to public. You can change the type
modifier under the Types tab in the Orchestration View window.

See Also

Troubleshooting Published Web Services
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Republishing an Orchestration in the Same Virtual Directory
If you republish your orchestration in the same virtual directory, you should test your Web service. Each time you republish your
Web service, you must reset Internet Information Services (IIS).

User Action

Reset IIS. Open a command prompt and type iisreset.

See Also

Troubleshooting Published Web Services
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Mapping Errors Encountered When Using Windows SharePoint
Services and BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard
If you have Windows SharePoint Services installed on Windows Server 2003, you may get an error when you run the BizTalk Web
Services Publishing Wizard.

User Action

You must exclude the Internet Information Services (IIS) virtual root from Windows SharePoint Services. You can open the
SharePoint Central Administration user interface from Administrator Tools. To configure the virtual directory, you must select
your directory and define managed paths. Add an exclusion to your new VDir or remote the "root" inclusion. For more
information about excluding a path from Windows SharePoint Services, see the SharePoint Services installation documentation.

See Also

Troubleshooting Published Web Services
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The file path <iis root>\<virtual directory> does not correspond to the URL http://<server>\<
virtual directory>. The two need to map to the same server location.
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Publishing Error on Windows Server 2003
If you are attempting to publish a BizTalk Web service and the default application pool (DefaultAppPool) is not running, you may
encounter the following error.

User Action

Verify that DefaultAppPool is running. For more information about stopping and starting Internet Information Services (IIS), see
the Internet Information Services documentation.

See Also

Enabling Web Services for Windows Server 2003

Troubleshooting Published Web Services
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The Web server reported the following error when attempting to create or open the Web project
located at the following URL: <URL>. 'HTTP/1.1 503 Service Unavailable'.
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Errors When Trying to Publish a Web Service
If the Web server is not running (stopped) when the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard is trying to publish a Web service,
you may encounter the following error.

User Action

Verify that the Web site is running. For more information about stopping and starting Internet Information Services (IIS), see the
Internet Information Services documentation.

See Also

Troubleshooting Published Web Services
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Visual Studio .NET cannot create or open the application. Web site 'http://<server>/<virtual 
directory>' not started on this Web server. 
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BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard Fails When
Encountering an Undeployed Assembly
The wizard will fail if you have not deployed your referenced assembly. When the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard
encounters a schema that is located in a referenced BizTalk assembly, it attempts to load that assembly from the global assembly
cache.

User Action

If you have modified the schemas in the referenced assembly and you have previously deployed your assembly, you must
undeploy and redeploy the assembly prior to using the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard to re-publish the Web service.

See Also

Troubleshooting Published Web Services
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Troubleshooting SOAP Headers
This section has information about troubleshooting SOAP headers.

SOAP header must validate against schemas representing SOAP headers

When you use SOAP headers, any SOAP header that your Web service passes into or creates within an orchestration and pipeline
components must validate against the schemas that represent the SOAP headers.

For example, if you have schema elements for a SOAP header that are unqualified, your SOAP header elements must contain an
empty namespace declaration.

The following is an example of schema containing unqualified elements:

The following is an example of the corresponding SOAP header for the unqualified schema elements:

See Also

Using SOAP Headers
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-16" ?> 
<xs:schema xmlns="http://SOAPHeaderSchemas.OrigDestSOAPHeader" xmlns:b="http://schemas.micros
oft.com/BizTalk/2003" targetNamespace="http://SOAPHeaderSchemas.OrigDestSOAPHeader" xmlns:xs=
"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
   <xs:element name="OrigDest">
      <xs:complexType>
         <xs:sequence>
            <xs:element name="Origination" type="xs:string" /> 
            <xs:element name="Destination" type="xs:string" /> 
         </xs:sequence>
      </xs:complexType>
   </xs:element>
</xs:schema>

<OrigDest xmlns=\"http://SOAPHeaderSchemas.OrigDestSOAPHeader\">
   <Origination xmlns="">New Work</Origination>
   <Destination xmlns="">New Home</Destination>
</OrigDest>
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Troubleshooting BizTalk Explorer
This section lists problems you may encounter when using BizTalk® Explorer.

Changes made by another user are not displayed
Description: If two or more users are modifying artifacts in the Configuration database at the same time, changes made by the
other user are not shown in BizTalk Explorer.

Cause: BizTalk Explorer does not show changes made outside of the local instance unless it is refreshed.

User Action: You must manually refresh BizTalk Explorer to see changes made by the other user.

To refresh the Configuration database

In BizTalk Explorer, right-click the Configuration database in which the changes were made, and then click Refresh.

The Configuration database artifacts are refreshed in BizTalk Explorer.

Content is not refreshed after closing/reopening a new instance of BizTalk Explorer
Description: After making changes to a BizTalk project, those changes may not be displayed after closing then reopening BizTalk
Explorer.

Cause: BizTalk Explorer does not show changes made outside of the local instance unless it is refreshed.

User Description: Refresh the Configuration database. Click the root node of the BizTalk Explorer project, and then click the
Refresh button.

Unable to start a send port group
Description: After creating a send port using BizTalk Explorer (without enlisting the send port), attempting to start a send port
group results in an error.

Cause: None of the send ports in the send port group are enlisted.

User Action: Enlist at least one of the send ports in the send port group. For more information about enlisting a send port, see
Enlisting and Starting a Send Port Using BizTalk Explorer.

See Also

Managing Business Processes Using BizTalk Explorer
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Troubleshooting Schemas
This section describes problems you may encounter as you develop your schemas, and a possible solution for each problem.

Flat file message with nested records incorrectly parsed

The flat file parser incorrectly parses flat file messages against a schema in which the Min Occurs and Max Occurs of a record
are both set to one (1), and the Child Order is anything other than Postfix. To resolve the problem, set the Child Order to
Postfix.

Schema editor does not retain the state of the collapsible tree in the XSD schema document view pane

When working with schemas using the Schema editor, you may notice that the state of the collapsible tree in the XSD schema
document view pane is not maintained. This is a known issue with no resolution.
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BizTalk Editor Error Help
This section provides supplemental information about compilation messages associated with BizTalk Editor. You can access this
information using the F1 key when one of the relevant messages is selected in the Task List window in Microsoft® Visual
Studio® .NET. For conceptual and procedural information about BizTalk Editor, see Creating Schemas Using BizTalk Editor.

The following table shows the warnings, errors, and other information associated with BizTalk Editor for which supplemental
information is available, organized by category.

Category Message
Warning Body XPath Not A Descendent

Body XPath Not Valid

Distinguished Field XPath Not Found

Empty Target Namespace

Envelope Schema Needs Root Record Node

Field Data Type Mismatch

Field Data Type Not Valid For Promotion

Promoted Field XPath Not Found

Record Body XPath Not Found

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms916391(v=bts.10).aspx


 

Error Cannot resolve schemaLocation attribute.

Create Instance Failure

Duplicate Distinguished Field Promotion

Duplicate Property Field Promotion

Input Instance File Missing

Input Instance File Not Valid

Nested Class Name Collision

Node Not Valid For Distinguished Field Promotion

Node Not Valid For Property Field Promotion

Output Instance File Not Valid

Promoted Property Max Occurs

Property Field Missing

Property Schema Field Data Type Not Valid

Property Schema Structure Not Valid

Root Node Class Name Not Valid

Root Node Duplicate Class Name

Schema Dependency Not Valid

Schema File Format Not Valid

Schema File Name Not Valid

Schema File Not In Build

Schema Root Reference Empty

Schema Root Reference Nonexistent

Type Name Not Valid

Unspecified Fatal Error

Validate Instance Failure

Validate Schema Failure

Success Create Native Instance

Create XML Instance

Validate Instance

Validate Instance Generated XML Output

Validate Schema
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Warning - Body XPath Not A Descendent
 

Error Code
BEC1004

Explanation
The Body XPath property of the indicated root node in this envelope schema references a node that is not a descendent of that
root node, as required. This error should not occur unless the Body XPath property is modified outside of BizTalk Editor.

User Action
Select the indicated root node and select the value for the Body XPath property that correctly identifies the top-level node of the
associated message body.
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Warning - Body XPath Not Valid
 

Error Code
BEC1009

Explanation
The Body XPath property of the indicated root node in this envelope schema references a node that is not a Record node, as
required.

User Action
Select the indicated root node and select the value for the Body XPath property that correctly identifies the top-level Record
node of the associated message body.
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Warning - Distinguished Field XPath Not Found
 

Error Code
BEC1006

Explanation
The node corresponding to the indicated Distinguished Field promotion may not exist in the schema. BizTalk Editor cannot resolve
complex XPath specifications, and if you edited the promoted property XPath in the Edit Instance XPath dialog box, it may or
may not correctly identify the node you intended to promote.

User Action
You can keep this warning from appearing by changing the XPath for the promoted property in the Edit Instance XPath dialog
box, which you can access from cells in the Node Path column of the table on the Distinguished Fields tab in the Promote
Properties dialog box. You can access the Promote Properties dialog box from the Promote Properties property of the
Schema node in the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET Properties window.
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Warning - Empty Target Namespace
 

Error Code
BEC1007

Explanation
The Target Namespace property of the Schema node has not been set. Although not required, it is recommended that you
define a unique target namespace for each of your schemas.

User Action
Unless there is a good reason not to, select the Schema node of this schema, and then in the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET
Properties window, provide a value for the Target Namespace property that is unique to this schema.
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Warning - Envelope Schema Needs Root Record Node
 

Error Code
BEC1010

Explanation
Envelope schemas are required to have at least one root Record node as a child of its Schema node.

User Action
Right-click on the Schema node, click Insert Child Record on the shortcut menu, and then type a descriptive name for the
inserted Record node. In general, envelope schemas will also have additional nodes inserted within the root Record node.
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Warning - Field Data Type Mismatch
 

Error Code
BEC1002

Explanation
The Data Type property of the indicated node was found to be different than the Data Type property of the Field Element node
to which it is being promoted in the corresponding property schema. The data type of a node in a schema should match the data
type assigned to the Field Element node used for its Property Field promotion, or at least, the assigned data types should map to
the same common language runtime (CLR) type.

User Action
Change the Data Type properties of the indicated node and the Field Element node to which it is being promoted to the same
data type value, or at least to data type values that map to the same CLR data type.
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Warning - Field Data Type Not Valid For Promotion
 

Error Code
BEC1003

Explanation
Nodes with certain data types, specifically xs:long and xs:unsignedLong, can cause run-time failures in the Windows 2000
operating system when they are promoted.

User Action
Where required, change the data type associated with the promoted property in both the message schema and the corresponding
property schema.
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Warning - Promoted Field XPath Not Found
 

Error Code
BEC1005

Explanation
The node corresponding to the indicated property field promotion may not exist in the schema. BizTalk Editor cannot resolve
complex XPath specifications, and if you edited the promoted property XPath in the Edit Instance XPath dialog box, it may or
may not correctly identify the node you intended to promote.

User Action
You can keep this warning from appearing by changing the XPath for the promoted property in the Edit Instance XPath dialog
box, which you can access from cells in the Node Path column of the Property Field List table on the Property Fields tab in the
Promote Properties dialog box. You can access the Promote Properties dialog box from the Promote Properties property of
the Schema node in the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET Properties window.
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Warning - Record Body XPath Not Found
 

Error Code
BEC1008

Explanation
The Body XPath property of the indicated root node in this envelope schema was found to be empty or referencing a nonexistent
node. Envelope schemas, as specified by the Envelope property of the Schema node, are required to have a valid value in the
Body XPath property of the specified root reference node in the schema.

If no root reference node is specified by the Root Reference property of the Schema node, the first root node in the schema, the
default root reference node, is required to have a valid value in its Body XPath property. Body XPath property values are used to
identify the schema for the each of the messages contained within the envelope.

User Action
Select the indicated root node and then select the value for the Body XPath property that correctly identifies the schema of the
associated message body.
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Error - Cannot resolve schemaLocation attribute
 

Error Code
BEC8001

Explanation
BizTalk editor cannot find a schema imported by the schema you are opening.

User Action
Click the Schema node. In the Properties window, click on the Imports property. The ellipsis (…) button becomes active. Click on
the button. The Imports dialog appears. Edit the path to the imported schema in the dialog.
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Error - Create Instance Failure
 

Explanation
The Generate Instance command for the indicated schema failed.

User Action
Examine the accompanying error messages to determine the cause of the instance generation failure.
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Error - Duplicate Distinguished Field Promotion
 

Error Code
BEC2015

Explanation
The indicated node in this schema is being promoted more than once as a Distinguished Field.

User Action
Use the Distinguished Fields tab of the Promote Properties dialog box, accessed through the Promote Properties property of
the Schema node, to delete all but one of the Distinguished Field promotions that are associated with the same node in this
schema.
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Error - Duplicate Property Field Promotion
 

Error Code
BEC2016

Explanation
Multiple nodes in this schema are being promoted as Property Fields to the same Field Element node in the same property
schema.

User Action
Use the Property Fields tab of the Promote Properties dialog box, accessed through the Promote Properties property of the
Schema node, to delete all but one of the Property Field promotions that are associated with the same Field Element node in
the property schema. You may want to add new Field Element nodes to the property schema so that the deleted promotions can
be re-promoted to their own Field Element nodes.
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Error - Input Instance File Missing
 

Explanation
No input instance message file has been specified, preventing the Validate Instance command from running.

User Action
Right-click the relevant schema file in Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET Solution Explorer, and then click Properties to open the
Property Pages dialog box for this schema. In this dialog box, on the General tab, click the ellipsis (...) button in the value field of
the Input Instance Filename property, and then use the Select Input File dialog box to identify the file that contains the input
instance message. You can also type the file name directly in the value field of the Input Instance Filename property.
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Error - Input Instance File Not Valid
 

Explanation
The value specified for the Input Instance Filename property of the schema file is not a valid file name.

User Action
Right-click the relevant schema file in Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET Solution Explorer, and then click Properties to open the
Property Pages dialog box for this schema. In this dialog box, on the General tab, click the ellipsis (...) button in the value field of
the Input Instance Filename property, and then use the Select Input File dialog box to identify the file that contains the input
instance message. You can also type the file name directly in the value field of the Input Instance Filename property.
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Error - Nested Class Name Collision
 

Error Code
BEC2017

Explanation
The Type Name property of this schema was found to be the same as the RootNode TypeName property of one of the root
nodes in the schema. C# disallows nested classes with the same names; therefore this condition causes an error.

User Action
You must change one or both of the relevant property values so that you avoid the name collision. Either:

Select the relevant schema file in Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET Solution Explorer, and then in the Properties window,
change the Type Name property to a unique valid value.

- or -

Select the indicated root node, and then in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window, change the RootNode TypeName
property to a unique valid value.
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Error - Node Not Valid For Distinguished Field Promotion
 

Error Code
BEC2014

Explanation
The indicated node cannot be promoted as a Distinguished Field because it cannot contain the required text content. Only Field
Element nodes, Field Attribute nodes, or Record nodes with mixed or simple content can be promoted as Distinguished Fields.

User Action
Use the Distinguished Fields tab of the Promote Properties dialog box to remove the disallowed property promotion.
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Error - Node Not Valid For Property Field Promotion
 

Error Code
BEC2001

Explanation
The indicated node cannot be promoted as a Property Field because it cannot contain the required text content. Only Field
Element nodes, Field Attribute nodes, or Record nodes with mixed or simple content can be promoted as Property Fields.

User Action
Use the Property Fields tab in the Promote Properties dialog box to remove the disallowed property promotion.
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Error - Output Instance File Not Valid
 

Explanation
The value specified for the Output Instance Filename property of the schema file is not a valid file name.

User Action
Right-click the relevant schema file in Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET Solution Explorer, and then click Properties to open the
Property Pages dialog box for this schema. In this dialog box, on the General tab, click the ellipsis (...) button in the value field of
the Output Instance Filename property, and then use the Select Output File dialog box to identify the file that is to contain the
output instance message. You can also type the file name directly in the value field of the Output Instance Filename property.
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Error - Promoted Property Max Occurs
 

Error Code
BEC2002

Explanation
The setting of the Max Occurs property of the node being promoted, or of one of its ancestor nodes, is incompatible with
property promotion. Property promotion is disallowed for nodes that can occur more than once in an instance message.
Therefore, the Max Occurs properties of all nodes from the node being promoted back to the root node must be set to 1.

User Action
Ensure that the Max Occurs property of the node being promoted and all of its ancestor nodes is set to one (1).
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Error - Property Field Missing
 

Error Code
BEC2008

Explanation
The indicated node in this schema is being promoted to a Field Element node in the corresponding property schema that does
not exist. This condition can occur when a Field Element node is removed from, or renamed in, a property schema after it has
been used as the target of a property promotion.

User Action
Either modify the property schema so that it contains the missing Field Element node, or use the Promote Properties dialog
box to delete or otherwise modify the relevant property promotion.
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Error - Property Schema Field Data Type Not Valid
 

Error Code
BEC2010

Explanation
The Data Type property of Field Element nodes in property schemas must be set to one of the indicated data types. Because
property promotion is limited to data of these types only, you cannot use other data types in property schemas.

User Action
Select the indicated Field Element node, and then in the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET Properties window, change the Data
Type property to one of the indicated data types.
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Error - Property Schema Structure Not Valid
 

Error Code
BEC2007

Explanation
This property schema was found to have a structure that is not valid. The structure of property schemas is limited to one or more
Field Element nodes as children of the Schema node.

User Action
Correct the structure of this property schema so that the Schema node only has Field Element nodes as children.
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Error - Root Node Class Name Not Valid
 

Error Code
BEC2012

Explanation
The RootNode TypeName property of one of the root nodes in this schema is not valid. Because the value of the RootNode
TypeName property is used as the name of an automatically generated C# class name, it must be a valid C# identifier and cannot
be a reserved BizTalk keyword.

User Action
Select the indicated root node, and then in the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET Properties window, change the RootNode
TypeName property to a value that is a valid C# identifier and is not a reserved BizTalk keyword.
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Error - Root Node Duplicate Class Name
 

Error Code
BEC2013

Explanation
The RootNode TypeName property of all of the root nodes in a schema must be unique. Two or more of the root nodes in this
schema have been found to have the same value for their RootNode TypeName properties.

User Action
Select the relevant root nodes in turn, ensuring that the values you supply for their RootNode TypeName properties are valid
and unique.
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Error - Schema Dependency Not Valid
 

Error Code
BEC2009

Explanation
All dependent schemas, such as those that are imported, included, or redefined in the current schema, must be added to this
BizTalk project or exist in an assembly referenced by this project. Even schema import, include, and redefine directives that
specify schemas on a remote Web site must be added to this BizTalk project.

User Action
Use the Add Existing Item command on the File menu and the shortcut menu for the Microsoft® BizTalk® Server project to
add all schemas upon which this schema depends to the BizTalk project. You may need to download such schemas from a Web
site to your local hard disk before adding them to the BizTalk project.
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Error - Schema File Format Not Valid
 

Explanation
The schema file does not contain valid XML Schema Definition language (XSD) syntax.

User Action
Verify the origin of the schema file to determine the cause of the problem.
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Error - Schema File Name Not Valid
 

Explanation
The indicated schema file name is not valid.

User Action
Verify that the schema file exists and is accessible at the specified location.
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Error - Schema File Not In Build
 

Explanation
The command (Validate Instance, Generate Instance, or Validate Schema) could not be performed because the Build Action
property of the schema file is set to None, preventing this schema from participating in these commands.

User Action
Select the relevant schema file in Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET Solution Explorer, and then in the Properties window, change
the Build Action property to a Compile. Then attempt the Validate Instance, Generate Instance, or Validate Schema
command again.
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Error - Schema Root Reference Empty
 

Error Code
BEC2005

Explanation
The Root Reference property of the Schema node is not set. When the Standard property of the Schema node is set to a value
other than XML, you must set the Root Reference property to indicate which child node of the Schema node is meant to be
used as the root of the message defined by this schema.

User Action
As appropriate for your schema, either set the Standard property of the Schema node to XML, or set the Root Reference
property of the Schema node to the appropriate child node of the Schema node. These child nodes are the available in the Root
Reference property drop-down list.
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Error - Schema Root Reference Nonexistent
 

Error Code
BEC2006

Explanation
The Root Reference property of the Schema node is referencing a nonexistent root node. The referenced root node may have
been deleted or renamed after it was set as the Root Reference property value.

User Action
Set the Root Reference property of the Schema node again. The drop-down list for that property includes all currently valid
choices for root nodes.
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Error - Type Name Not Valid
 

Error Code
BEC2011

Explanation
The Type Name property of this schema file is not valid. Because the value of the Type Name property is used as the name of an
automatically generated C# class name, it must be a valid C# identifier and cannot be a reserved BizTalk keyword.

User Action
Select the relevant schema file in Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET Solution Explorer, and then in the Properties window, change
the Type Name property to a value that is a valid C# identifier and is not a reserved BizTalk keyword.
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Error - Unspecified Fatal Error
 

Error Code
BEC1001, BEC2004, BEC3001

Explanation
An unspecified fatal error has occurred during schema compilation.

User Action
Make sure the schema file is valid and not corrupted.
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Error - Validate Instance Failure
 

Explanation
The Validate Instance command failed to validate that the indicated instance message file conforms to the indicated schema.

User Action
Examine the accompanying error messages to determine the cause of the instance validation failure.
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Error - Validate Schema Failure
 

Explanation
The indicated schema was not successfully validated.

User Action
Examine the accompanying error messages to determine the cause of the schema validation failure.
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Success - Create Native Instance
 

Explanation
The instance generation succeeded for the indicated schema, producing the indicated native output file that contains the instance
message.

User Action
As appropriate, inspect the generated native output instance message file.
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Success - Create XML Instance
 

Explanation
The instance generation succeeded for the indicated schema, producing the indicated XML output file that contains the instance
message.

User Action
As appropriate, inspect the generated XML output instance message file.
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Success - Validate Instance
 

Explanation
The Validate Instance command succeeded in validating that the indicated instance message file conforms to the indicated
schema.

User Action
None required.
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Success - Validate Instance Generated XML Output
 

Explanation
The instance validation generated the indicated XML output file. This file contains the XML equivalent of your non-XML input
instance message.

User Action
As appropriate, inspect the generated XML output file.
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Success - Validate Schema
 

Explanation
The indicated schema was successfully validated.

User Action
None required.
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Troubleshooting Maps
Troubleshooting maps is often a matter of resolving specific errors. For information about mapping errors, see
BizTalk Mapper Error Help.

This section also includes information about certain, specific situations.

Map assembly modified but new assembly not used
If you modify the map assembly, you will need to cycle the server in order for it to recognize the new assembly.

See Also

Compiling and Testing Maps

BizTalk Mapper Error Help
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BizTalk Mapper Error Help
This section provides supplemental information about compilation messages associated with BizTalk Mapper. You can access this
information using the F1 key when one of the relevant messages is selected in the Task List window in Microsoft® Visual
Studio® .NET.For conceptual and procedural information for BizTalk Mapper, see Creating Maps Using BizTalk Mapper.

The following table shows the warnings, errors, and other information associated with BizTalk Mapper for which supplemental
information is available, organized by category.

Category Message
Warning Custom Extension XML But No Custom XSLT

Custom XSLT but No Custom Extension XML

Inline Script

Using Custom XSLT and Extension XML

Error Children of Mass Copy Functoid Generate Code

Children of XSLT Scripting Functoid Generate Code

Could Generate Multiple Choice Children

Could Generate Multiple Equivalent Children

Exception Caught

External Assembly for Scripting Functoid Cannot Be Invoked

Failed Write Extension XML File

Failed Write Native to XML

Failed Write XSLT File

First Input to Index Functoid Not Valid

First Input to Table Extractor Functoid Not Valid

First Input to Table Looping Functoid Not Valid

First Input to Value Extractor Functoid Not Valid

Functoid Fixed Input Mismatch

Functoid Has No Input

Functoid Has No Output

Functoid Variable Input Mismatch

Generic Generate XML Instance

Generic Input Validation

Generic Native Parsing

Generic Native Serialization

Generic Output Validation

Index Functoid Has Negative Index

Index Functoid Has No Index

Index Functoid Has Too Many Indexes

Inline Script

Input Count for XSLT Call Template Scripting Functoid Not Valid

Input File Does Not Exist

Input for Mass Copy Functoid Not Valid

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms945741(v=bts.10).aspx


Input Parameter Count for Table Looping Functoid Not Valid

Input Validation

Inputs to Cumulative Functoid from Different Parent Records

Link Option Conflict

Map Needs to be Migrated

Map Without Any Links or Constants

Multiple Equivalent Node Same Target

Multiple Inputs Without Looping

Multiple Loop Paths

Native Input File Does Not Exist

Native Parsing

Native Serialization

No Assembly for Scripting Functoid

No Class for Scripting Functoid

No Method for Scripting Functoid

No Script Type for Scripting Functoid

Output Link For XSLT Scripting Functoid Not Valid

Output Validation

Required Field Has No Input

Required Target Has Choice Node Source

Required Target with Optional Source

Second Input for Table Extractor Functoid Not Valid

Second Input for Table Looping Functoid Not Valid

Second Input to Cumulative Functoid Not Valid

Table Looping Data Not Valid

Table Looping Functoid Without Link to Destination Schema

Test Map Failure

Test Map Inputs Not Valid

Third and Fourth Parameters of the Database Lookup Functoid Must Be Constants

Too Many Data Inputs to Node

Too Many Logical Inputs to Node

Unreferenced Destination Schema

Unreferenced Source Schema

XML Input File Does Not Exist

XSL Transformation Failure

Information and Success Display XSLT File

Display Extension XML File

Using Custom Extension XML

Test Map
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Warning - Custom Extension XML But No Custom XSLT
 

Error Code
btm1033

Explanation
The Custom Extension XML property has been overridden without the Custom XSLT Path property being overridden. If this is
intentional, you can ignore this warning.

BizTalk Mapper will use the XSLT produced by compiling the map and will also generate the Extension XML and append it to the
custom Extension XML specified by the overridden property. This can be useful when the map contains Scripting functoids that
use inline XSLT or inline XSLT call templates that make calls to one or more methods in external assemblies. In such cases, the
user can then specify the prefix to assembly name mapping in the Custom Extension XML property.

User Action
If the condition indicated by this warning was not intentional, either provide a compatible value for the Custom XSLT Path
property or remove the override value for the Custom Extension XML property.
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Warning - Custom XSLT but No Custom Extension XML
 

Error Code
btm1034

Explanation
The Custom XSLT Path property has been overridden without the Custom Extension XML property being overridden. If this is
intentional, you can ignore this warning.

BizTalk Mapper will use the XSLT specified by the Custom XSLT Path property and generate a dummy Extension XML mapping
file. If you make calls to external assemblies from within the provided custom XSLT, you must specify a file using the Custom
Extension XML property that contains the prefix to assembly name mapping.

User Action
If the condition indicated by this warning was not intentional, either provide a compatible value for the Custom Extension XML
property or remove the override value for the Custom XSLT Path property.
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Warning - Inline Script
 

Error Code
btm1020

Explanation
The inline script provided for the indicated Scripting functoid contains a syntax warning.

User Action
Select the indicated Scripting functoid, click the ellipsis (...) button associated with the Script property in the Microsoft® Visual
Studio® .NET Properties window, and then in the Configure Functoid Script dialog box, correct the syntax warning(s).
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Warning - Using Custom XSLT and Extension XML
 

Error Code
btm1035

Explanation
The presence of override values for the Custom XSLT Path and Custom Extension XML properties is controlling the output
instance messages produced by this map, completely ignoring any mappings specified between the source and destination
schemas. If this is intentional, you can ignore this warning.

One scenario in which this is valid is to use BizTalk Mapper to generate preliminary XSLT for the mapping, modify this XSLT by
hand to meet specific additional requirements, and then specify the modified file as the value of the Custom XSLT Path property,
thereby overriding the preliminary XSLT during subsequent mapping operations.

User Action
If you do not intend to override the mapping specified within this map, remove the override values for the Custom XSLT Path
property and the Custom Extension XML property, as appropriate.
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Error - Children of Mass Copy Functoid Generate Code
 

Error Code
btm1068

Explanation
A scenario that contradicts the functionality of the Mass Copy functoid was found in the map. In the destination schema,
descendent nodes of a node that is linked to the output of a Mass Copy functoid are attempting to generate XSLT code of their
own.

User Action
Remove the incompatibility by changing the usage of the relevant Mass Copy functoid or changing the child nodes such that
they no longer generate XSLT code of their own.
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Error - Children of XSLT Scripting Functoid Generate Code
 

Error Code
btm1063

Explanation
A scenario that contradicts the use of a Scripting functoid that is configured to use inline XSLT or an XSLT Call Template was
found in the map. In the destination schema, descendent nodes of a node that is linked to the output of such a Scripting functoid
are attempting to generate XSLT code of their own.

User Action
Remove the incompatibility by changing the usage of the relevant Scripting functoid or changing the child nodes such that they
no longer generate XSLT code of their own.
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Error - Could Generate Multiple Choice Children
 

Error Code
btm1027

Explanation
Links to the destination schema inappropriately enable multiple nodes within a Choice group node to be generated.

User Action
Rework the links into the destination schema so that only a single node within the Choice group node can be generated.
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Error - Could Generate Multiple Equivalent Children
 

Error Code
btm1026

Explanation
Links to the destination schema inappropriately enable multiple nodes within an Equivalent group node to be generated.

User Action
Rework the links into the destination schema, potentially using logical functoids, so that only a single node within the Equivalent
group node can be generated during mapping.
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Error - Exception Caught
 

Error Code
btm1023

Explanation
The identified exception was encountered, indicating a fatal error during map validation or testing.

User Action
Take corrective action based on the nature of the identified exception.
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Error - External Assembly for Scripting Functoid Cannot Be
Invoked
 

Error Code
btm1067

Explanation
The external assembly method that is associated with the relevant Scripting functoid cannot be invoked. Although not required
for map compilation, the Test Map operation requires that such external assemblies be present in the global assembly cache
(GAC). Normal, run time operation also requires that external assemblies be present in the GAC.

User Action
Ensure that the external assembly referenced by the relevant Scripting functoid is in the GAC.
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Error - Failed Write Extension XML File
 

Error Code
btm1058

Explanation
The indicated error was encountered when attempting to write the Extension Object XML produced by this map to the indicated
file.

User Action
Based on the indicated error, take appropriate action to correct the cause of the failure. For example, free up additional space on
your hard disk.
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Error - Failed Write Native to XML
 

Error Code
btm1043

Explanation
A file write error was encountered while writing the indicated XML file.

User Action
Verify that you have sufficient disk space and permissions to create the indicated file.
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Error - Failed Write XSLT File
 

Error Code
btm1056

Explanation
The indicated error was encountered when attempting to write the XSLT produced by this map to the indicated file.

User Action
Based on the indicated error, take appropriate action to correct the cause of the failure. For example, free up additional space on
your hard disk.
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Error - First Input to Index Functoid Not Valid
 

Error Code
btm1015

Explanation
The first input parameter to the indicated Index functoid is not from a Field node within a looping Record node in the source
schema.

User Action
Create the appropriate input link by dragging between a Field node within a looping Record node in the source schema and the
indicated Index functoid. It may be necessary to open the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box by selecting the indicated
Index functoid and clicking the ellipsis (...) button associated with the Input Parameters property in the Microsoft® Visual
Studio® .NET Properties window in order to ensure that the newly created link is the first input parameter to the indicated Index
functoid.
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Error - First Input to Table Extractor Functoid Not Valid
 

Error Code
btm1019

Explanation
The first input parameter to the indicated Table Extractor functoid is not a link from a Table Looping functoid, as required.

User Action
Create a link between the indicated Table Extractor functoid and the appropriate Table Looping functoid by dragging one of
them to the other. The former functoid must be located to the right of the latter functoid in a map grid page. Also, using the
Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box, ensure that the newly created link is the first input parameter to the indicated Table
Extractor functoid.
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Error - First Input to Table Looping Functoid Not Valid
 

Error Code
btm1071

Explanation
The first input parameter to the relevant Table Looping functoid is not valid. This parameter must be a link from a node in the
source schema—the number of occurrences of the corresponding element in an input instance message will control the number
of times that the set of associated Table Extractor functoids will be invoked at run time.

User Action
Ensure that the input parameters to the Table Looping functoid, as accessed through the Input Parameters property and the
Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box, are as shown in the following table.

Table Looping functoid i
nput parameter number

Description

1 Link from a record or field in the source schema, the number of occurrences of which an input instanc
e message controls the number of times the set of associated Table Extractor functoids are run.

2 The number of columns in the data table configured through the Table Looping Grid property of th
e relevant Table Looping functoid.

3 - 100 Constants and links (from the source schema or output from other functoids) that will become possib
le sources of data with the table looping grid.
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Error - First Input to Value Extractor Functoid Not Valid
 

Error Code
btm1002

Explanation
The first input parameter to the indicated Value Extractor functoid must be the output (an ADO recordset) from the Database
Lookup functoid.

User Action
Ensure that the first input to all Value Extractor functoids is a link from a Database Lookup functoid to their left in a map grid
page.
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Error - Functoid Fixed Input Mismatch
 

Error Code
btm1010

Explanation
The indicated functoid does not have the correct number of input parameters specified. The number of input parameters must be
exactly as specified.

User Action
Use one or more of the following methods to provide the indicated number of input parameters to the indicated functoid, paying
particular attention to the expected order of input parameters:

To create additional links, drag to create links between the indicated functoid and either nodes in the source schema or the
output of other functoids that are located to the left of the indicated functoid in a map grid page.
To create additional links, select the indicated functoid, click the ellipsis (...) button associated with the Input Parameters
property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window, and then configure and rearrange the order of the input parameters
in the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box. Constant input parameters can be created, given values, and put in the
proper order relative to the other input parameters in this dialog box.
To remove existing links, for each link connected to the left side of the indicated functoid, right-click on the link and then
click Delete.
To remove existing links, select the indicated functoid, click the ellipsis (...) button associated with the Input Parameters
property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window, and then in the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box, delete all
input parameters by selecting and clicking the  button for each of them. You must use this method to delete constant
input parameters.
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Error - Functoid Has No Input
 

Error Code
btm1012

Explanation
The indicated functoid requires at least one input parameter, but no input parameters have been specified.

User Action
Use one or both of the following methods to provide the appropriate number of input parameters to the indicated functoid,
paying particular attention to the expected order of input parameters:

Drag to create links between the indicated functoid and either nodes in the source schema or the output of other functoids
that are located to the left of the indicated functoid in a map grid page.
Select the indicated functoid, click the ellipsis (...) button associated with the Input Parameters property in the Microsoft®
Visual Studio® .NET Properties window, and then configure and rearrange the order of the input parameters in the
Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box. Constant input parameters can be created, given values, and put in the proper
order relative to the other input parameters in this dialog box.
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Error - Functoid Has No Output
 

Error Code
btm1013

Explanation
There is no output link for the indicated functoid, rendering it useless.

User Action
Create an appropriate output link for the indicated functoid.
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Error - Functoid Variable Input Mismatch
 

Error Code
btm1011

Explanation
The indicated functoid does not have the correct number of input parameters specified. The number of input parameters must be
in the specified range.

User Action
Use one or more of the following methods to provide the indicated number of input parameters to the indicated functoid, paying
particular attention to the expected order of input parameters:

To create additional links, drag to create links between the indicated functoid and either nodes in the source schema or the
output of other functoids that are located to the left of the indicated functoid in a map grid page.
To create additional links, select the indicated functoid, click the ellipsis (...) button associated with the Input Parameters
property in the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET Properties window, and then configure and rearrange the order of the
input parameters in the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box. Constant input parameters can be created, given values,
and put in the proper order relative to the other input parameters in this dialog box.
To remove existing links, for each link connected to the left side of the indicated functoid, right-click on the link and then
click Delete.
To remove existing links, select the indicated functoid, click the ellipsis (...) button associated with the Input Parameters
property in the Visual Studio .NET Properties window, and then in the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box, delete all
input parameters by selecting and clicking the  button for each of them. You must use this method to delete constant
input parameters.
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Error - Generic Generate XML Instance
 

Error Code
btm1038

Explanation
BizTalk Mapper was not able to generate an XML instance message file for the source schema of the map. This suggests that there
is a problem with the source schema associated with the map.

User Action
Use BizTalk Editor to open the source schema associated with the map and begin investigating whether there are problems with
the source schema. Also, the Validate Schema and Generate Instance commands, available when you right-click a schema in
Solution Explorer, are useful for finding schema errors.
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Error - Generic Input Validation
 

Error Code
btm1045

Explanation
The input instance message file specified for the Test Map operation could not be validated against the source schema for an
unspecified reason.

User Action
Open the source schema in BizTalk Editor and use the Validate Schema and Generate Instance commands, available when you
right-click a schema in Solution Explorer, to isolate the problem.
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Error - Generic Native Parsing
 

Error Code
btm1042

Explanation
The native input instance message file specified for the Test Map operation could not be parsed, and generated a generic fatal
parsing error.

User Action
As appropriate, correct either the source schema associated with the map or the native input instance message in the specified
file, or both. Consider working within BizTalk Editor to isolate the problem. The Validate Schema and Generate Instance
commands, available when you right-click a schema in Solution Explorer, are useful for finding schema errors.
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Error - Generic Native Serialization
 

Error Code
btm1049

Explanation
The XML output instance message produced by the transformation specified by the map could not be converted to the native
format specified by the destination schema due to an unspecified error.

User Action
Open the destination schema in BizTalk Editor and use the Validate Schema, Validate Instance, and Generate Instance
commands, available when you right-click a schema in Solution Explorer, to isolate the problem.
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Error - Generic Output Validation
 

Error Code
btm1047

Explanation
The output instance message file created by the Test Map operation could not be validated against the destination schema for an
unspecified reason.

User Action
Open the destination schema in BizTalk Editor and use the Validate Schema, Validate Instance, and Generate Instance
commands, available when you right-click a schema in Solution Explorer, to isolate the problem.
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Error - Index Functoid Has Negative Index
 

Error Code
btm1017

Explanation
One or more of the index input parameters provided for the indicated Index functoid is not valid. Index input parameters must be
positive integers.

User Action
Select the indicated Index functoid, click the ellipsis (...) button associated with the Input Parameters property in the Microsoft®
Visual Studio® .NET Properties window, and then in the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box, type appropriate values for all
index input parameters by selecting and clicking the ellipsis (…) button for each of them.
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Error - Index Functoid Has No Index
 

Error Code
btm1014

Explanation
No index value(s) have been provided for the indicated Index functoid.

User Action
Provide an appropriate number of index input parameters for the indicated Index functoid, where the appropriate number is
determined by the number of looping Record nodes within which the Field node in the source schema is nested. To created
index input parameters, select the indicated functoid, click the ellipsis (...) button associated with the Input Parameters property
in the Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET Properties window, and then use the  button within the Configure Functoid Inputs
dialog box to add one or more constant input parameters, where the first one represents an index into the immediate parent
looping Record node, and subsequent index input parameters represent increasingly remote ancestor looping Record nodes.
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Error - Index Functoid Has Too Many Indexes
 

Error Code
btm1016

Explanation
The indicated Index functoid has too many index input parameters specified. The number of index input parameters must not
exceed the number of ancestor looping Record nodes within which the Field node specified as the first input parameter is nested.

User Action
Select the indicated Index functoid, click the ellipsis (...) button associated with the Input Parameters property in the Microsoft®
Visual Studio® .NET Properties window, and then in the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box, delete the excess index input
parameters by selecting and clicking the  button for each of them.
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Error - Inline Script
 

Error Code
btm1021

Explanation
The inline script provided for the indicated Scripting functoid contains a syntax error.

User Action
Select the indicated Scripting functoid, click the ellipsis (...) button associated with the Script property in the Microsoft® Visual
Studio® .NET Properties window, and then in the Configure Functoid Script dialog box, correct the syntax error(s).
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Error - Input Count for XSLT Call Template Scripting Functoid
Not Valid
 

Error Code
btm1076

Explanation
The number of input parameters to the relevant Scripting functoid, configured to use an inline XSLT Call Template, does not
match the number of parameters expected by that template.

User Action
Ensure that the number of input parameters to this Scripting functoid matches the number of parameters expected by the inline
XSLT Call Template configured for this Scripting functoid.
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Error - Input File Does Not Exist
 

Error Code
btm1037

Explanation
The input instance message file specified for the Test Map operation does not exist, and the type of the Test Map input is not set to
Generate Instance. When the value of the TestMap Input map property is not set to Generate Instance, you must specify an
existing instance message file for the TestMap Input Instance map property.

User Action
As appropriate, set one or the other of the following map properties:

TestMap Input Instance. Right-click the relevant map in Solution Explorer, click Properties, and then on the Test Map tab
in the Property Pages dialog box for the map, click the ellipsis (...) button in the value field of the TestMap Input Instance
property. Using the Select Input File dialog box, select an existing instance message file that conforms to the source
schema of the map. Alternatively, you can type the path of this file directly into the value field of the TestMap Input
Instance property.
TestMap Input. To avoid specifying an input instance message file, right-click the relevant map in Solution Explorer, click
Properties, and then on the Test Map tab of the Property Pages dialog box for the map, use the drop-down list in the
value field of the TestMap Input property to select Generate Instance. In this case, you need not specify a file for the
TestMap Input Instance property.
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Error - Input for Mass Copy Functoid Not Valid
 

Error Code
btm1069

Explanation
The input parameter for the relevant Mass Copy functoid is not valid or too many input parameters for the relevant Mass Copy
functoid have been specified. Mass Copy functoids must have exactly one input: a link from a Record node in the source schema.

User Action
Reconfigure the relevant Mass Copy functoid such that it has a single input parameter from a Record node in the source schema.
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Error - Input Parameter Count for Table Looping Functoid Not
Valid
 

Error Code
btm1070

Explanation
The number of input parameters specified for the relevant Table Looping functoid is not valid.

User Action
Ensure that the input parameters to the Table Looping functoid, as accessed through the Input Parameters property and the
Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box, are as shown in the following table.

Table Looping functoid i
nput parameter number

Description

1 Link from a record or field in the source schema, the number of occurrences of which an input instanc
e message controls the number of times the set of associated Table Extractor functoids are run.

2 The number of columns in the data table configured through the Table Looping Grid property of th
e relevant Table Looping functoid.

3 - 100 Constants and links (from the source schema or output from other functoids) that will become possib
le sources of data with the table looping grid.
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Error - Input Validation
 

Error Code
btm1044

Explanation
The input instance message file specified for the Test Map operation could not be validated against the source schema for the
indicated reason.

User Action
Based on the indicated reason, make the appropriate corrections to either the input instance message file or to the source schema,
or to both. It may be helpful to open the source schema in BizTalk Editor and use the Validate Schema and Generate Instance
commands available when you right-click a schema in Solution Explorer.
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Error - Inputs to Cumulative Functoid from Different Parent
Records
 

Error Code
btm1032

Explanation
For the indicated Cumulative functoid, the second input parameter (the accumulation scope) is from a different part of the
source schema than the node serving as the first input parameter (the node to accumulate).

User Action
Ensure that both input parameters to the indicated Cumulative functoid share the same parent record, or that the second input
parameter (the accumulation scope) you provide has a constant input parameter.
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Error - Link Option Conflict
 

Error Code
btm1022

Explanation
The indicated nodes in the destination schema have conflicting compiler directives specified for their incoming links.

User Action
Select one or both of the links leading to the indicated nodes in the destination schema and then in the Microsoft® Visual
Studio® .NET Properties window, change their compiler directives so that they are compatible.
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Error - Map Needs to be Migrated
 

Error Code
btm1064

Explanation
The map cannot be compiled because it was created using a previous version of BizTalk Mapper. You must migrate such maps to
this version of BizTalk Mapper before they can be compiled.

User Action
Migrate the map to the current version of BizTalk Mapper by changing its file extension from "xml" to "btm", adding it to the
relevant Microsoft® BizTalk® Server project. Use the Add Existing Item command available on the File menu and on the
shortcut menu for the BizTalk project in Solution Explorer, and then open the map by double-clicking it in Solution Explorer.
Because you have reached this topic, you have probably already performed the first two steps. Simply opening the map in the
current version of BizTalk Mapper will perform an on-the-fly migration of the map.
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Error - Map Without Any Links or Constants
 

Error Code
btm1000

Explanation
The map does not contain any links between the schemas, or constant values in the destination schema. Therefore, no output can
be created from this map.

User Action
Add the appropriate links and, if appropriate, functoids to the map grid, or constants to the destination schema, to specify how
instance messages conforming to the source schema should be transformed into instance messages conforming to the
destination schema.
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Error - Multiple Equivalent Node Same Target
 

Error Code
btm1025

Explanation
The indicated nodes in the source schema, which are conflicting child nodes of an Equivalent group node, are both linked to the
indicated node in the destination schema. Only one of these nodes in the source schema can occur in a given instance message.

User Action
Ensure that only one of the child nodes of the Equivalent group node is connected to a given node in the destination schema.
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Error - Multiple Inputs Without Looping
 

Error Code
btm1004

Explanation
Multiple links are connected to the indicated node in the destination schema, which is only valid when one of the ancestor nodes
of the indicated node is connected to a Looping functoid.

User Action
Either remove all but one of the links to the indicated node in the destination schema, or connect one of the ancestor nodes of the
indicated node to a looping functoid.
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Error - Multiple Loop Paths
 

Error Code
btm1030

Explanation
The indicated node in the destination schema has multiple source loop paths.

User Action
Use a Looping functoid to explicitly specify the node in the source schema over which the looping will be performed.
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Error - Native Input File Does Not Exist
 

Error Code
btm1040

Explanation
The native input instance message file specified for the Test Map operation does not exist. When the value of the TestMap Input
map property is set to Native, you must specify an existing native instance message file for the TestMap Input Instance map
property.

User Action
Right-click the relevant map in Solution Explorer, click Properties, and then on the Test Map tab in the Property Pages dialog
box for the map, click the ellipsis (...) button in the value field of the TestMap Input Instance property. In the Select Input File
dialog box, select an existing native instance message file that conforms to the source schema of the map. Alternatively, you can
type the path of this native file directly into the value field of the TestMap Input Instance property.
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Error - Native Parsing
 

Error Code
btm1041

Explanation
The native input instance message file specified for the Test Map operation could not be parsed, and generated the indicated
parsing error.

User Action
As appropriate, and using the indicated parsing error, correct either the source schema associated with the map or the native
input instance message in the specified file, or both.
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Error - Native Serialization
 

Error Code
btm1048

Explanation
The indicated serialization error was encountered when attempting to convert the XML output instance message produced by the
map into the native format specified by the destination schema.

User Action
Based on the indicated serialization error, make the appropriate corrections to either the transformations specified in the map, or
to the destination schema, or to both. It may be helpful to open the destination schema in BizTalk Editor and use the Validate
Schema, Validate Instance, and Generate Instance commands available when you right-click a schema in Solution Explorer.
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Error - No Assembly for Scripting Functoid
 

Error Code
btm1007

Explanation
The Script Assembly property of the indicated Scripting functoid has not been set even though the Script Type property
indicates that an external assembly contains the script for this Scripting functoid.

User Action
Select the indicated Scripting functoid, click the ellipsis (...) button associated with the Script property in the Microsoft® Visual
Studio® .NET Properties window, and then set the appropriate values in the Configure Functoid Script dialog box, including the
Script Assembly property.
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Error - No Class for Scripting Functoid
 

Error Code
btm1008

Explanation
The Script Class property of the indicated Scripting functoid has not been set even though the Script Type property indicates
that an external assembly contains the script for this Scripting functoid.

User Action
Select the indicated Scripting functoid, click the ellipsis (...) button associated with the Script property in the Visual Studio .NET
Properties window, and then set the appropriate values in the Configure Functoid Script dialog box, including the Script Class
property.
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Error - No Method for Scripting Functoid
 

Error Code
btm1009

Explanation
The Script Method property of the indicated Scripting functoid has not been set even though the Script Type property
indicates that an external assembly contains the script for this Scripting functoid.

User Action
Select the indicated Scripting functoid, click the ellipsis (...) button associated with the Script property in the Microsoft® Visual
Studio® .NET Properties window, and then set the appropriate values in the Configure Functoid Script dialog box, including the
Script Method property.
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Error - No Script Type for Scripting Functoid
 

Error Code
btm1003

Explanation
The Script Type property of the indicated Scripting functoid has not been set.

User Action
Select the indicated Scripting functoid, click the ellipsis (...) button associated with the Script property in the Microsoft® Visual
Studio® .NET Properties window, and then set the appropriate values in the Configure Functoid Script dialog box, including the
Script Type property.
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Error - Output Link For XSLT Scripting Functoid Not Valid
 

Error Code
btm1075

Explanation
The output link of the relevant Scripting functoid configured to use inline XSLT or an XSLT Call Template is not valid. The output
of such Scripting functoids must be connected directly to a node in the destination schema (and not to another functoid, for
example).

User Action
Ensure that you connect the output link from the relevant Scripting functoid directly to a node in the destination schema.
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Error - Output Validation
 

Error Code
btm1046

Explanation
The output instance message file created by the Test Map operation could not be validated against the destination schema for the
indicated reason.

User Action
Based on the indicated reason, make the appropriate corrections to either the transformations specified in the map, or to the
destination schema, or to both. It may be helpful to open the destination schema in BizTalk Editor and use the Validate Schema,
Validate Instance, and Generate Instance commands available when you right-click a schema in Solution Explorer.
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Error - Required Field Has No Input
 

Error Code
btm1028

Explanation
The indicated node in the destination schema is specified as required, yet has no incoming link, constant value, or default value,
and thus will not be included in output instance messages provided by this map.

User Action
As appropriate, either change the indicated node in the destination schema to optional, or provide an incoming link, constant
value, or default value for it.
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Error - Required Target Has Choice Node Source
 

Error Code
btm1029

Explanation
The indicated node in the destination schema is specified as required but is linked to a node in the source schema that is within a
Choice node. Because the indicated node in the source schema may not appear in an input instance message, there may not be a
source from which to create the required node in the destination schema.

User Action
As appropriate, either change the indicated node in the destination schema to optional, or provide a different source for the
indicated node in the destination schema that must occur in all valid input instance messages.
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Error - Required Target with Optional Source
 

Error Code
btm1001

Explanation
The data for the indicated required node in the destination schema comes from an optional node in the source schema. Therefore,
there may be valid instance messages for which mapping will fail.

User Action
Confirm the optional and required characteristics of the specified source and destination nodes, respectively, and consider making
these characteristics match.
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Error - Second Input for Table Extractor Functoid Not Valid
 

Error Code
btm1073

Explanation
The second input parameter to the relevant Table Extractor functoid is not valid. This parameter must be a positive integer
constant that indicates a valid column in the table looping grid configured for the Table Looping functoid that is indicated by the
first input parameter.

User Action
Ensure that the input parameters to the relevant Table Extractor functoid, as accessed through its Input Parameters property
and the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box, are as shown in the following table.

Table Extractor functoid inp
ut parameter number

Description

1 Link from the Table Looping functoid from which this Table Extractor functoid will pull column
data as indicated by its second parameter.

2 The number of a valid column in the data table configured through the Table Looping Grid prop
erty of the Table Looping functoid specified by the first input parameter.
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Error - Second Input for Table Looping Functoid Not Valid
 

Error Code
btm1072

Explanation
The second input parameter to the relevant Table Looping functoid is not valid. This parameter must be a positive integer that
indicates the number of columns in the associated table looping grid.

User Action
Ensure that the input parameters to the Table Looping functoid, as accessed through the Input Parameters property and the
Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box, are as shown in the following table.

Table Looping functoid i
nput parameter number

Description

1 Link from a record or field in the source schema, the number of occurrences of which an input instanc
e message controls the number of times the set of associated Table Extractor functoids are run.

2 The number of columns in the data table configured through the Table Looping Grid property of th
e relevant Table Looping functoid.

3 - 100 Constants and links (from the source schema or output from other functoids) that will become possib
le sources of data with the table looping grid.
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Error - Second Input to Cumulative Functoid Not Valid
 

Error Code
btm1031

Explanation
The indicated Cumulative functoid has a second input parameter that is not valid. The second input parameter to cumulative
functoids must be a positive integer that indicates the range within the source schema over which the accumulation will be
performed.

User Action
Select the indicated Cumulative functoid, click the ellipsis (...) button associated with the Order Functoid Inputs property in the
Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET Properties window, and then in the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box, ensure that the
second input parameter, if any, is a positive integer.
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Error - Table Looping Data Not Valid
 

Error Code
btm1065

Explanation
The table of data associated with the relevant Table Looping functoid is not valid, probably due to an incorrectly configured
second input parameter to the functoid, or an incorrectly configured table looping grid.

User Action
Ensure that the input parameters to the Table Looping functoid, as accessed through the Input Parameters property and the
Configure Functoid Inputs dialog box, are as shown in the following table.

Table Looping functoid i
nput parameter number

Description

1 Link from a record or field in the source schema, the number of occurrences of which an input instanc
e message controls the number of times the set of associated Table Extractor functoids are run.

2 The number of columns in the data table configured through the Table Looping Grid property of th
e relevant Table Looping functoid.

3 - 100 Constants and links (from the source schema or output from other functoids) that will become possib
le sources of data with the table looping grid.

Also, ensure that you properly configure the table looping grid, as accessed through the Table Looping Grid property and the
Table Looping Configuration dialog box. A constant or link value must be chosen for every cell that will be accessed by an
associated Table Extractor functoid.
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Error - Table Looping Functoid Without Link to Destination
Schema
 

Error Code
btm1077

Explanation
Unlike most functoids, the Table Looping functoid has multiple outputs. All but one of these outputs must be connected as the
first input parameter to separate instances of the Table Extractor functoid. The remaining output must be connected to a Record
node (with appropriate recurrence settings) in the destination schema. This error occurs when this latter output link from a Table
Looping functoid is missing.

User Action
Drag the indicated Table Looping record to the appropriate Record node in the destination schema to create the missing link.
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Error - Test Map Failure
 

Error Code
btm1054

Explanation
The Test Map operation failed for the indicated map.

User Action
Using the accompanying error message(s), determine the cause of failure for the Test Map operation, make the necessary
changes to the map or its associated source and destination schemas, or both.
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Error - Test Map Inputs Not Valid
 

Error Code
btm1036

Explanation
No input instance message file has been specified for the Test Map operation, and the type of the TestMap input is not set to
Generate Instance. When the value of the TestMap Input map property is not set to Generate Instance, you must specify an
instance message file for the TestMap Input Instance map property.

User Action
As appropriate, set one or the other of the following map properties:

TestMap Input Instance. Right-click the relevant map in Solution Explorer, click Properties, and then on the Test Map tab
in the Property Pages dialog box for the map, click the ellipsis (...) button in the value field of the TestMap Input Instance
property. Using the Select Input File dialog box, select an instance message file that conforms to the source schema of the
map. Alternatively, you can type the path of this file directly into the value field of the TestMap Input Instance property.
TestMap Input. To avoid specifying an input instance message file, right-click the relevant map in Solution Explorer, click
Properties, and then on the Test Map tab in the Property Pages dialog box for the map, use the drop-down list in the
value field of the TestMap Input property to select Generate Instance. In this case, you need not specify a file for the
TestMap Input Instance property.
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Error - Third and Fourth Parameters of the Database Lookup
Functoid Must Be Constants.
 

Error Code
btm1078

Explanation
The third and fourth parameters of the Database Lookup functoid are the table and column names. These arguments must be
constant values.

User Action
Edit the functoid input parameters in the Configure Functoid Inputs dialog. Click on the functoid on the grid. In the Properties
window, select the Input Parameters property and click on the ellipsis (…) button. The Configure Functoid Inputs dialog
appears.
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Error - Too Many Data Inputs to Node
 

Error Code
btm1005

Explanation
There are a greater number of links connected to the indicated node in the destination schema than the number of input links to
the Looping functoid that is connected to an ancestor node of the indicated node. The number of links of the former and latter
types should match.

User Action
Rework the number of links connected to the indicated node and to the Looping functoid connected to the ancestor node so that
they match.
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Error - Too Many Logical Inputs to Node
 

Error Code
btm1006

Explanation
There are a greater number of logical links connected to the indicated node in the destination schema than the number of input
links to the Looping functoid that is connected to an ancestor node of the indicated node. The number of links of the former and
latter types should match.

User Action
Rework the number of links connected to the indicated node and to the Looping functoid connected to the ancestor node so that
they match.
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Error - Unreferenced Destination Schema
 

Error Code
btm1052

Explanation
The indicated destination schema is not in the Microsoft® BizTalk® Server project that contains the map, as required.

User Action
Add the destination schema to the BizTalk project that contains the map by using the Add Existing Item command that is
available on the File menu and on the shortcut menu for the BizTalk project in Solution Explorer.
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Error - Unreferenced Source Schema
 

Error Code
btm1051

Explanation
The indicated source schema is not in the Microsoft® BizTalk® Server project that contains the map, as required.

User Action
Add the source schema to the BizTalk project that contains the map by using the Add Existing Item command that is available
on the File menu and on the shortcut menu for the BizTalk project in Solution Explorer.
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Error - XML Input File Does Not Exist
 

Error Code
btm1039

Explanation
The XML input instance message file specified for the Test Map operation does not exist. When the value of the TestMap Input
map property is set to XML, you must specify an existing XML instance message file for the TestMap Input Instance map
property.

User Action
Right-click the relevant map in Solution Explorer, click Properties, and then on the Test Map tab in the Property Pages dialog
box for the map, click the ellipsis (...) button in the value field of the TestMap Input Instance property. Using the Select Input
File dialog box, select an existing XML instance message file that conforms to the source schema of the map. Alternatively, you
can type the path of this XML file directly into the value field of the TestMap Input Instance property.
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Error - XSL Transformation Failure
 

Error Code
btm1050

Explanation
The indicated XSLT error occurred during the transformation processing.

User Action
Based on the indicated XSLT error, modify the map and/or the source and destination schemas to correct the cause of the error.
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Information - Display XSLT File
 

Code
btm1055

Explanation
The XSLT produced to perform the specified mapping from instance messages that conform to the source schema into instance
messages that conform to the destination schema has been written to the indicated file.

User Action
You can access the resulting XSLT using the provided link, and use it to perform various tasks in other tools, such as an XSLT
debugger.
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Information - Display Extension XML File
 

Code
btm1057

Explanation
The XML associated with the Extension Object is stored in the indicated file.

User Action
You can access the resulting Extension XML, which provides the prefix to assembly name mapping, using the provided link.
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Information - Using Custom Extension XML
 

Code
btm1074

Explanation
BizTalk Mapper has generated its own Extension XML and appended it to the Custom Extension XML specified by the user.

User Action
Informational. No action required.
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Success - Test Map
 

Code
btm1053

Explanation
The Test Map operation succeeded for the indicated map, producing the indicated output instance message file.

User Action
As appropriate, examine the indicated output instance message file produced by the Test Map operation.
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004

Troubleshooting Business Activity Services
This topic addresses issues that you might encounter while using Business Activity Services (BAS) and its components.

Enable MSDTC for multi-box configurations
If you install BizTalk Server 2004 on one computer and configure BAS on another, and you want to register the BizTalk Server on
the BAS site, you must enable Microsoft Distributed Transaction Coordinator (MSDTC) on both computers.

If you do not enable MSDTC on both computers, the following error message appears when you attempt to register a BizTalk
Server on the BAS site:

"The partner transaction manager has disabled its support for remote/network transactions."

To enable MSDTC

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Administrative Tools, and click Component Services.
2. In the Component Services console, expand Component Services, expand Computers, right-click My Computer, and then

click Properties.
3. In the My Computer Properties dialog box, on the MSDTC tab, click Security Configuration.
4. In the Security Configuration dialog box, select the Network DTC Access check box, select the Network Administration

check box, select the Network Transactions check box, select the Network Clients check box, select the Transaction
Internet Protocol (TIP) Transaction check box, and then click OK.

5. Restart the computer.

For more information about configuring MSDTC, see Knowledge Base article 301600, "Configure Microsoft Distributed
Transaction Coordinator on a Windows Server 2003 Cluster" located at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=26177.

Error -1072824303 occurs when configuring messaging adapter and SharePoint site
When installing and configuring BAS without Engine, if you want to use a local account for the BizTalk BAS Publishing User, you
will want to disable MSMQ signing for BAS. If you are using domain accounts, no changes are required. Domain accounts are
recommended.

To install BAS without Active Directory or with BAS MSMQ signing turned off the "DisableBasMsmqSigning" switch under the
"HKLM\Software\Microsoft\BizTalk Server\3.0\TPM" registry path must have a value of 1. For more information about
performing a custom installation, see http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=22120.

Warning  If you use Registry Editor incorrectly, you may cause serious problems that may require you to reinstall
your operating system. Microsoft cannot guarantee that you can solve problems that result from using Registry Editor
incorrectly. Use Registry Editor at your own risk.

Access denied error occurs when performing any partners related action
An access denied error could occur when you perform any partner related action, such as removing a partner from a group or
adding a partner to a group, as a result of the following scenario:

You install BizTalk Server 2004 including BAS.

1. You uninstall BizTalk Server 2004. You do not uninstall the BAS site.
2. You manually delete the user groups created by BizTalk Server during installation.
3. You install BizTalk Server 2004 again.

It is recommended that if you do not uninstall the BAS site, do not delete the following user groups from the BAS site:

BAS Administrators
BAS Managers
BAS Users
BAS Web Services Accounts

If you have already deleted these groups, you must remove the BAS Administrators, BAS Managers, BAS Users, and BAS Web
Services Accounts groups from the corresponding Windows SharePoint Services groups in both Windows SharePoint Services
site groups and Windows SharePoint Services collection groups, and then add them again.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=26177
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=22120


Adding these accounts will restore BAS site functionality.

Permission denied error message occurs when calling the LogEvent method
Slingback.asp and localsave.asp use the WshShell object to write some event log for error cases. This does not work on Windows
Server 2003. In Windows Server 2003, the WshShell object receives a "Permission Denied" error when it tries to write an event
log. This error message occurs because, in Windows Server 2003, by default, the Application Event Log is set to restrict guest
access, and the Anonymous user is part of the Guest group.

For information about enabling guest users for event logging using WshShell object, see Knowledge Base Article 301309, "Log
Events from Active Server Pages," located at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=26178.

Warning  If you use Registry Editor incorrectly, you may cause serious problems that may require you to reinstall
your operating system. Microsoft cannot guarantee that you can solve problems that result from using Registry Editor
incorrectly. Use Registry Editor at your own risk.

Do not create an agreement between a self-profile and a group that contains a self profile
Self and partner profiles each have their own Microsoft® InfoPath® templates. You can package a self profile and send it to a
partner who uses it as the partner profile for you. Although both self and partner profiles are based on the same schema, they
expose different parts of the schema through the InfoPath user interface. For information about self and partner profiles, see
About Profiles.

An agreement is defined between a self profile and a partner profile. Agreements consist of multiple addendums, which define the
business process used, the roles of your organization and of your partner, relationship parameters, and any associated legal terms
or business documents.

Agreements can also refer to partner group profiles instead of individual partner profiles. This facilitates management of partners
that have identical trading relationships with your organization. When you create an agreement for a group, all of its members
automatically inherit that agreement.

If you specify a partner group, BizTalk creates an agreement for each partner within that group.

If you add a self profile to a group, and then create an agreement between a self profile and the group profile that contains the
self profile, an inheriting agreement is incorrectly displayed in Windows SharePoint Services.

You can remove the invalid agreement by synchronizing the Windows SharePoint Services site. For information about
synchronizing the Windows SharePoint Services site, see
Synchronizing the BAS Windows SharePoint Site with the TPM Database.

Generic BAS operation errors may be caused by timeouts
On occasion, the following generic error message appears on the BAS Windows SharePoint Services site: "Error occurred in this
operation." To view information about the error, open Event Viewer and locate entries that reference KwTpm with the Events ID
602. These entries contain information about the underlying error.

Timeouts are a likely cause of generic BAS operation errors. Timeouts may result from the connection timeout default value of
two minutes for the IIS Web server that runs TPM Publishing and TPM Management Web services. Operations such as Repair and
Synchronizing the databases may require additional time to complete. It is recommended that you increase the connection
timeout as needed.

To change the connection timeout value

In Internet Information Services Manager, right-click the Windows SharePoint Services Web server (Default Web Site, by
default), and then click Properties.

1. In the Properties dialog box, on the Web Site tab, in the Connection timeout box, increase the timeout value, and then
click OK.

Under stress, Windows SharePoint Services may stop responding
W3WP.EXE throws an exception when the number of messages sent (Inbox, Sent Items, or Outbox) exceeds the expected number
of messages estimated for normal use.

Under stress conditions, Windows SharePoint Services may stop responding and writes the following event in the Application:
"Faulting application w3wp.exe, version 6.0.3790.0, stamp 3e8000e6, faulting module fpencode.dll, version 2003.1100.5329.0,
stamp 3ed641c2, debug? 0, fault address 0x00001648".

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=26178
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This is caused by problem in the fpencode.dll component used for character set detection.

It is recommended that you specify the encoding for all the XML documents saved into Windows SharePoint Services by adding a
Processing Instruction. For example: <?xml encoding="UTF-8" ?>

Documents created by InfoPath will have the encoding by default but documents submitted programmatically may not have
specified an encoding.

"URL not found" error appears when you install InfoPath solutions to a BAS site
If you upload InfoPath solutions to a BAS site on a computer that does not have a network connection, the following error
appears: "URL not found."

This error is caused by a missing entry in the hosts file.

To correct the hosts file

Add the following entry to the [WINDIR] \System32\drivers\etc\hosts file:

127.0.0.1 MachineName

Note  127.0.0.1 is the common loopback network IP address.

MSMQT not found error appears when you register a BizTalk server in BAS
When you attempt to create a BizTalk registration, you may encounter the error “The specified transport type, MSMQT could not
be found.” You receive this error message in two scenarios: in single-box configurations with the MSMQ NT Service running, and
in multi-box configurations on which the MSMQT transport adapter not installed.

To resolve this issue, do one of the following:

For a single-box configuration (where the BAS components and the BizTalk host are on the same machine)

1. In Administrative Tools, open Services.
2. In Services, find the entry for Message Queuing. (This is the MSMQ service.) Temporarily stop this service while you

complete the BizTalk registration, and then start the Message Queuing service again.

For a multi-box configuration (where the BAS components and the BizTalk host are on different machines), you must enable
the MSMQT BizTalk transport adapter in the BizTalk Server Administration console.

"Request timed out." error occurred when clicking on a BAS-specific action on BAS site
You may receive this error when you click on a BAS-specific action on the BAS Web site, such as "Deactivate Agreement." If the
timeout happens after approximately 15 minutes, then it is likely caused by the proxy server of the TPM Publishing Web service or
theTPM Management Web service.

To resolve this issue, open the Web.config file in the directory [InstallDir:]\Program Files\Common Files\Microsoft Shared\Web
Server Extensions\60\TEMPLATE\LAYOUTS\1033\BAS, and increase the value for the key "KwTpmWsTimeOut" in the appSettings
element.

Notice that for the Resync and Repair actions on the PM Administration page, a default 150 minutes timeout period is used unless
KwTpmWsTimeOut is set to a larger value.
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Troubleshooting Business Activity Monitoring
This section contains the following troubleshooting information:

BAM.xls Deployment Fails
Enabling Tracing in BAM
DTS Package Failure is Not Logged
BAM Maintenance DTS Package Run Time Error May Cause Duplicate Data in the Archiving Database
Error Message or BAM Cube Update DTS Package Fails
Troubleshooting Tracking Profiles
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BAM.xls Deployment Fails
When you use a locale setting other than English (United States) while installing the English version of BizTalk Server, your
deployment of the Bam.xls file generates an "fnGetString" or "Old format or invalid type library" error.

Solution

Change the computer locale to English (United States) and re-run the bm deploy command at the command prompt.

To change your computer locale to English (United States)

1. Click Start, click Control Panel, and then click Regional and Language Options.
2. In the Regional and Language Options dialog, on the Regional Options tab, choose the English (United States) locale from

the drop down box, and click OK.
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Enabling Tracing in BAM
During configuration time the trace file BamManagerTrace.log is created in the BizTalk Server 2004 directory. When you run the
bm deploy command from any other directory, BAM creates a new BamManagerTrace.log file in that directory.

To enable tracing in BAM

Make the following change to the bm.exe.config file:

Remove the line "<!-- To turn on BAM tracing, remove this comment"

To set trace file to a different directory or use a different trace file name

Make the following change to the bm.exe.config file

Replace the file name BamManagerTrace.log with a fully qualified trace file name.

For example:

<add name="BamTraceListener" type="System.Diagnostics.TextWriterTraceListener"
initializeData="C:\Temp\myBamTrace.log" />

For information about the bam.exe.config file, see Modifying the BAM Configuration Schema.
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DTS Package Failure Is Not Logged
Under rare conditions, the SQL job agent may fail to load a scheduled BAM cube update DTS package.

To check for a failed DTS package, check the job history or examine the the LastStartTime and LastEndTime columns in the
bam_Metatadata_DataAnalysisTasks table in the Primary Import database to determine when the cube was last updated.
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BAM Maintenance DTS Package Run Time Error May Cause
Duplicate Data in the Archiving Database
When you run the BAM maintenance DTS package, data is copied to the Archiving database before the metadata and schema in
the Primary Import database is updated. The metadata and schema in the Primary Import database control what data is moved
from the Primary Import database to the Archiving database.

If a failure occurs when you run the BAM maintenance DTS package before the EndArchiving step is complete, the metadata in the
Primary Import database is not updated.

If the Primary Import database metadata is not updated, the data moved from the Primary Import database to the Archiving
database is not removed from the Primary Import database, and the next time you run the BAM maintenance DTS package, the
same data will be copied to the Archiving database, resulting in multiple copies of the data in the Archiving database.

You can use duplicate record IDs in the Archiving database to detect if duplicate copies of the data have been added to the
database. Record IDs are unique for each row in the Primary Import database.

If the data maintenance DTS package reports an error after the first two steps ("Spawn a new partition" and "Begin Archiving") are
complete, the aged-out data may or may not have been copied to the BAM Archive database.

If the data has not been copied, the data maintenance DTS package will restart from the point where it stopped, and moved the
remaining data to the Archiving database appropriately. If the data has already been copied, you must take care to avoid coping
duplicate data to the Archiving database.

To detect if the data has already been copied to the Archiving database

1. In SQL Server Enterprise Manager, verify that no data maintenance DTS packages are currently running
2. Select the BAMPrimaryImport database, and open the bam_Metadata_Partitions table.
3. In the bam_Metadata_Partitions table, record the following details for records with a ArchivingInProgress column with a

value of 1.

ActivityName
MinRecordID
MaxRecordIDlook

4. In the BAMArchive database, for any Archiving database tables with the name bam_<ActivityName>_Instances_<UTC time>
and a record with a RecordID that falls in the MinRecordID and MaxRecordID range, drop the table and its coresponding
relationship table, named bam_<ActivityName>_Relationships_<UTC time>.

5. Restart the BAM maintenance DTS package.
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Error Message or BAM Cube Update DTS Package Fails
You may encounter the error "Unable to connect to registry on the server (machineName), or you are not a member of the OLAP
Administrators group on this server" or the BAM cube DTS fails when you run the BAM cube update DTS Package.

To resolve this problem, see "Knowledge Base Article 838166: You must install the SQL Server 2000 update that KB article
831950 describes to run BizTalk Server 2004" available at (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22840)
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Troubleshooting Tracking Profiles
This section addresses issues that you might encounter while using Tracking Profile Editor (TPE).

For technical support, Microsoft provides online newsgroups through its Web site. For more information about Microsoft BizTalk
Server newsgroups specifically, see http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=16792.

This section contains:

Cannot drop data into some folders
Deployment of tracking profile failed
Cannot manually add or delete some folders
Changes to a tracking profile not displaying
Shapes missing in Orchestration View
Cannot drag some orchestration shapes in TPE
Orchestration begins and ends with a shape that is not valid
AmbiguousXPathException error in the Event Log
TDDS restart fails
TDDS batch error causes performance to slow
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Cannot drop data into some folders
Tracking Profile Editor (TPE) has the following restrictions on what data and actions you can drop into various folders:

You cannot drag data from different orchestrations. You can only drag actions and data from the orchestration under
which the activity was imported to the folders of this activity. If the activity implementation spans multiple orchestrations,
you should use Continuation, Continuation ID, and Relationship folders.
You cannot drag a data item into business milestone folder. Only orchestration actions can be dropped into the
Business Event folders, indicating that when the action is completed, time stamp information will be collected automatically.
For this version, using a timestamp available in the message data (for example, credit card expiration date) is not supported.
You can only extract such data as text.
Cannot drag an orchestration action to a data item folder. You can only drag fields from the XML messages into Data
Item, ActivityID, Continuation, ContinuationID, and Relationship folders.
You should not extract data items or map actions that occur before extracting the ActivityID. In this situation, if
you drop a specific payload data item into the ActivityID folder, then you may receive the following exception:

Cannot map events and data items occurring inside a loop shape to an activity, if events from outside the loop
have already been mapped to the activity. The correct way to do this is to use a second activity definition file to map
event from within the loop.

Solution

The restrictions on using drag-and-drop operations are by design and to minimize the possibility for mistake when you map the
orchestrations to the business activity.

See Also

Troubleshooting Tracking Profiles
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Deployment of tracking profile failed
The deployment of the tracking profile may have failed for several reasons:

The associated assembly may not be properly synchronized.
All events may not be properly mapped.
Microsoft® SQL Server™ could be down.

Solution

Re-open the TPE and verify that the assembly, activity definition, and mapping all display properly within the TPE. If they do not,
check the mappings, modify the tracking profile as required, save any changes, and re-deploy to a testing database for integration
testing.

See Also

Troubleshooting Tracking Profiles
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Cannot manually add or delete some folders
By design, you can only delete or rename the folders that you create manually. Therefore, you can only rename or delete the
following folders:

Continuation
ContinuationID

In contrast, you cannot rename or delete the folders imported from the business activity definition.

Solution

You cannot delete ActivityID, data item, business event and relationships folders. Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) import
operation creates these types of folders.

You cannot create or delete Activity, Continuation, and ContinuationID folders. You create Continuation or ContinuationID using
the shortcut menus.

See Also

Troubleshooting Tracking Profiles
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Changes to a tracking profile not displaying
Tracking Profile Editor (TPE) supports multiple instances of the TPE being open and multiple users modifying different tracking
profiles at the same time. However, if users simultaneously retrieve and work on multiple instances of the same tracking profile
and one person applies their modifications followed by the other one, the second person's tracking profile is the active one
assuming both operations succeeded.

Solution

Your modifications to the tracking profile may have been overwritten. Ensure that you are only person with the tracking profile
open in TPE, redo your changes, and save the file.

See Also

Troubleshooting Tracking Profiles
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Shapes missing in Orchestration View
You must correctly map business milestones or events and associated actions in order for Tracking Profile Editor (TPE) to work.
However, the actual implementation of orchestrations may change over time for technical reasons (for example, to add more
error handling). To make the migration of tracking profiles easier in such cases, the TPE supports the reuse of tracking profile with
different assemblies.

If you delete some shapes in the new version of an orchestration, and you attempt to apply the same tracking profile, an error will
display, and the invalid mappings display with a warning.

Note  When you reopen a tracking profile for an assembly that has schema changes, the Tracking Profile Editor will
not detect if any data items in the schema were mapped or were removed from the updated schema.

Solution

Delete all invalid mappings, and re-do the mapping by dragging items from the orchestration message schemas and actions into
the associated folders.

See Also

Troubleshooting Tracking Profiles
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Cannot drag some orchestration shapes in TPE
The Orchestration engine does not allow tracking for some shapes. They are as follows:

Message Assignment
Transform
Group (Task)
Suspend
Catch
Throw
Terminate

Solution

For the Message Assignment and Transform shapes, drop the enclosing Message Construct instead.

For the Group (Task) shape, use a nontransactional Scope shape instead.

Regarding the Loop (While) shape, you can track the Loop shape itself, but you cannot track the events inside the shape to the
same Activity Definition file.

For the Terminate shape, there is no workaround, because the end event of this shape never happens in a normal scenario.

Important  You cannot track a compensation handler shape, and the shapes within it if they are in a different
orchestration. Additionally, custom compensation handlers do not display in TPE, therefore, you cannot track them.

For more information about orchestration shapes, see Orchestration Developer Reference.

See Also

Troubleshooting Tracking Profiles
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Orchestration begins and ends with a shape that is not valid
You cannot map an orchestration to a business activity if it starts or ends with an invalid shape. If an orchestration starts or ends
with any of the following shapes, the resulting BAM data becomes corrupt and an error message displays:

Message Assignment
Transform
Group (Task)
Suspend
Loop (While)

Solution

To prevent data corruption, the TPE does not enable mapping of such orchestrations to business activities. Instead, for BizTalk
Server 2004, the following guidelines are recommended:

For the Group shape, use a nontransactional Scope shape instead.
For the While shape, wrap it in a nontransactional Scope shape instead.
For the Terminate shapes, there is no workaround, because the end event of this shape never happens in normal scenario.

Note  If the Orchestration instance encounters a Suspend or Terminate shape, the corresponding BAM activity is still
considered to be running (for example, the customer still waits for a response to his Purchase Order).

For information about orchestration shapes, see Orchestration Shapes.

See Also

Troubleshooting Tracking Profiles
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AmbiguousXPathException error in the Event Log
The data extraction defined in TPE works by remembering the XPath to the node that you drag. When the node that you drag
occurs more than once in the XML instance, the data extraction fails and the following error appears in the Event Log:

Exception type: XPathSelectionException

Source: Microsoft.XLANGs.Engine

Target Site: System.String _getFieldNodeValue(System.Xml.XmlNode, System.String)

Solution

To extract data from a node that occurs more than once in an XML instance, you need to:

Implement a While loop.
Include a Construct shape inside the While loop. The Construct shape then creates a new message for each occurrence of
the data.
Define another BAM Activity with the desired data items, and drag them from the new message that is the output of the
Construct shape.

See Also

Troubleshooting Tracking Profiles
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TDDS restart fails
If the BAM Event Bus Service, known as the Tracking Data Decode Service (TDDS), restart fails, check the event log for one of the
following error messages:

Either another TDDS is processing the same data or there is an orphaned session in SQL server holding TDDS lock

EXECUTE permission denied on object 'TDDS_Lock', database 'xxx', owner 'xxx'. SQLServer: xxx, Database: xxx.

Either another TDDS is processing the same data or there is an orphaned session in SQL server holding TDDS lock

Either another TDDS is processing the same data or there is an orphaned session in SQL server holding TDDS lock.

Either another TDDS is processing the same data or there is an orphaned session in SQL server holding TDDS lock

Timeout expired. The timeout period elapsed prior to completion of the operation or the server is not responding

If you find the first message in the event log, you must make sure that the tracking host user is a member of the BizTalk
Application Users group on the server where the HAT or BAM databases are installed.

If you find the second message in the event log, you must make sure that the tracking host user is a member of the BizTalk
Application Users group on the server where the BizTalkMsgBoxDB database is installed. You must also make sure that there are
no other BizTalk servers processing the same tracking data from the same biztalkmsgbox database.

If you find the third message in the event log, see the MSDN article located at

http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/en-us/trblsql/tr_rptconsetup_5gmr.asp

See Also

Troubleshooting Tracking Profiles

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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TDDS batch error causes performance to slow
If you see the following error message:

Execute batch error. Exception information: TDDS failed to batch execution of streams. SQLServer: LIMINGRW2K3, Database:
BizTalkDTADb.System.Data.SqlClient.SqlException: Violation of PRIMARY KEY constraint 'dta_Adapter_unique_nAdapterId'.
Cannot insert duplicate key in object 'dta_Adapter'.

The statement has been terminated.

at Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventBus.TDDSWriter.TryExecuteBatches(RecordStorage buffer, Hashtable batchHash, ArrayList
unBatchableList)

at Microsoft.BizTalk.Bam.EventBus.TDDSWriter.ExecuteBatch(RecordStorage buffer, Hashtable batchHash, ArrayList
unBatchableList).

You may experience a TDDS performance slow down because an error has occurred that prevents TDDS from inserting events in
a batch. Following this error, any remaining events are inserted one at a time.

See Also

Troubleshooting Tracking Profiles
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Troubleshooting Human Workflow Services
This topic contains known issues that you might encounter while using Human Workflow Services (HWS) and its components.

HWS application pool user account must have correct permissions to open
http://localhost/hwsservice/hwsservice.asmx
To be fully functional, the HWS application pool user account (HwsAppPool) must be a member of the following Windows groups:

IIS_WPG (worker process group for IIS)
STS_WPG (worker process group for STS)
BizTalk Isolated Host Users

If the HwsAppPool user account does not have the correct permissions, it will not be able to open the the HWS Web service page.
(http://localhost/hwsservice/hwsservice.asmx).

Trusted user must be local account on the HWS administration computer
If you install a Web farm, or if you install the HWS Web service and the HWS administration console on two different computers,
and you use a Windows user account on the Web service computer as the HWS Web service user, the following error will occur
when you update the HWS core properties in the HWS administration console, or using WMI:

"An attempt was made to add a trusted account that does not exist or could not be validated. Account Domain: <localmachine>
Account Name: <username>"

Only use trusted users on the HWS administration computer. Remove all other local trusted users.

Missleading SQL Server error message
SQL Server has some issues with Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) certificates. For security reasons, SQL Server errors are reported as
HWS errors. If you are using SQL Server 2000 with SSL certificates, see Knowledge Base article 309398 "PRB: SQL Server 2000
Installation or Local Connections Fail with "SSL Security error: ConnectionOpen (SECDoClientHandshake())" Error Message," for
more details (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=38003).

Removing activity models from the database
Activity models remain in the BizTalkHws database after you disable or remove them. To avoid wasting valuable space, it is
recommended that you physically remove them from the BizTalkHws database.

Note  A solutions developer must use the DesignManager.RemoveActivityModelFromSystem method to mark
the specified activity model as disabled in the Human Workflow Services (HWS) system before you remove them from
the BizTalkHws database. For information about the DesignManager.RemoveActivityModelFromSystem method,
see DesignManager.RemoveActivityModelFromSystem Method.

Note  You must be the SQL Server database owner for the BizTalkHws database from which you want to remove
activity models.

Use the following script to remove disabled activity models from the BizTalkHws database:

Option Explicit
Main WScript.Arguments
WScript.Quit
Sub Main(args())
     Dim dbname, dbserver, qry, arg1, rs
     GetHWSDBInfo dbserver, dbname
     qry = "Delete from ActivityModels Where IsActive = 0"
     
     RunSQL3 qry, dbserver, dbname, rs
     WScript.Echo qry
     
End Sub
Sub GetHWSDBInfo(Server, DBName)
     Dim WshShell
     Set WshShell = WScript.CreateObject("WScript.Shell")
     

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=38003
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa957412(v=bts.10).aspx


Cache is not refreshed when HWS Web site restarted
Restarting the Web site hosting HWS does not refresh the cache. Starting and stopping the HWS Web site stops all HWS
functionality; and starts and stops the entire Internet Information Services (IIS) Web Site.

Restarting the Web site hosting HWS also makes any virtual directories or files running in the same Web site as HWS inaccessible.
Using the HWS Administration console to restart the Web site does not refresh the Web service cache.

To refresh the cache, you must reset IIS after you update the HWS Administration console. The HWS Administration console does
not notify the HWS Web services that you made changes.

To reset IIs

From a command prompt, type iisreset, and then press ENTER.

Administering HWS may fail if HTTPS server requires client certificates
If the HTTPS server configuration requires client certificate authentication, when you perform some operations on HWS objects
with the HWS Administration console or with WMI and refresh the HWS Web service, an error message appears in the Event
Viewer.

To ensure that your changes are successful:

1. Reset IIS to refresh the Web services.

From a command prompt, type iisreset, and then press ENTER.

2. Close the HWS Administration console and reopen it. Verify your changes.

Name and description changes are lost after unregistering an action
When you unregister an action, all name and description changes to that action are lost.

If you receive this error, you must re-register the action and redo the name and description changes.

Server does not exist or does not have valid HWS installation
An error may occur when you open the Administration and Tools Microsoft Management Console (MMC) of a custom installation
of BizTalk Server 2004. If this happens, the error message "The selected server does not exist or does not have a valid Human
Workflow Services installation" appears.

Important  Internet Information Services (IIS) Common Files must be on the remote computers you use to administer
HWS. If IIS is not installed, you will not be able to perform remote administration.

There are several things you can try:

Restart WMI. From the command prompt, run net stop winmgmt, and see whether the error goes away.

1. Verify that BizTalkHwsDb exists. If it is missing, HWS is not configured correctly. Reconfigure HWS.
2. In the HWS Administration console, right-click the Human Workflow Services (Local) node, and click Connect to

another computer. Enter the name of the remote computer running Human Workflow Services to continue.

Identifying the origin of invalid response messages

     DBName = WshShell.RegRead("HKLM\Software\Microsoft\BizTalk Server\3.0\Hws\WMI\AdminDBNam
e")
     Server = WshShell.RegRead("HKLM\Software\Microsoft\BizTalk Server\3.0\Hws\WMI\AdminDBSer
ver")     
End Sub
Sub RunSQL3(strSQLCmd, strSQLServer, DataBase, ByRef ReturnedRecSet)
        Dim rsx, ConnStr
        Set rsx = CreateObject("ADODB.Recordset")
        ConnStr = "driver={SQL Server};server=" & strSQLServer & ";database=" & DataBase
        rsx.Open strSQLCmd, ConnStr
        Set ReturnedRecSet = rsx
        Set rsx = Nothing
                
End Sub



 

An orchestration can terminate when someone sends a response message that contains invalid GUID. You will need to identify the
origin of the invalid response message that terminated the orchestration.

For example, if an HWS orchestration sent out tasks to three users and if one of the users sends a task response with invalid
GUIDs in the response message (such as for the ActitivityModelID field), HWS terminates the orchestration.

You will not be able to use HWS tracking to discover which user sent the invalid response message. Instead, you use HAT to look
up the message body of the response messages. The message body indicates who sent the malformed response message.

Perform the following steps to discover the identity of the user who sent the message in question:

From the HAT messages view, right-click the last HwsMessage before the Hws_Finish message for the orchestration in
question, and then select Message Details.

1. Match the TaskID in the Message Context collections to the Hws_Tasks table in BizTalkDTADb database to obtain the
TargetActorID of the user who sent the malformed response message.

2. From the Hws_Actors table in the BizTalkDTADb database, you can discover the identity of the user.

Interrupting a message immediately after activating fails
When you perform an activate function followed by an interrupt function on a message with the HWS Web service, there is a
chance that the system does not recognize the interrupt. The HWS service is unable to locate the action instance to interrupt.

There is a time period when HWS does not populate the action instance in the tracking tables when you send an interrupt.

To resolve this issue, query the tracking API using GetActionInstance or GetActivityFlowInfo to ensure the action instance tracking
data arrives in the tracking database before allowing a user to perform an interrupt function.
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BizTalk Server 2004 Error and Event Help
Microsoft provides troubleshooting information about specific product event and error messages. For Microsoft® Windows® XP
and Microsoft Windows Server™ 2003 operating systems, you can access event message documentation by using the link inside
the property window of an event. Microsoft also provides this content on the Web at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=20869.

This section contains:

Help for Events and Errors for Windows XP and Windows Server 2003
Help for Events and Errors for Pre-Windows XP and Windows Server 2003

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Help for Events and Errors for Windows XP and Windows
Server 2003
For Microsoft® Windows® XP and Microsoft Windows Server™ 2003 operating systems, you can access additional information
about an event by using the Event Viewer.

To access additional information about events through the Windows XP/Windows Server 2003 Event Viewer

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Administrative Tools, and then click Event Viewer.
2. Expand the Event Viewer (local) node.
3. Click Application to view a list of events.
4. Double-click an event.
5. Under the Description text box, click http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/events.asp.

6. In the Event Viewer dialog box, click Yes.

Note that clicking Yes allows your computer to send information across the Internet.

The Help and Support Center dialog box displays the event ID, event source, detailed explanation, and recommended
actions.

Information about errors and events, as well as relevant Knowledge Base articles, are also available directly from the Microsoft
Web site at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=20869.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Help for Events and Errors for Pre-Windows XP and Windows
Server 2003
You can access additional information about an event or an error, as well as relevant Knowledge Base articles for pre-Microsoft®
Windows® XP and Microsoft Windows Server™ 2003 operating systems from the Microsoft Web site at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=20869.

For information about using event logs, see "Checking event logs" in the Windows XP or the Windows Server 2003 Help.

To download updated BizTalk Server 2004 Help from www.microsoft.com, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616.
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Overview

Service-oriented architecture (SOA) is the mantra of current application development, and Web services are one of the key
enabling technologies behind SOA. Web services, based on the widely used and industry-standard SOAP protocol, are
becoming increasingly ubiquitous.

Past waves of application development have meant monolithic applications, created by teams of developers who worked in
isolation with resources under their immediate control. Exchanging information between enterprises or divisions usually
meant brittle hard-wired connections that required collaboration between both sides of the exchange. Service-oriented
architectures break down monolithic applications into a suite of services, where elements of functionality are implemented in a
modular fashion, and often are exposed as Web services.

Exposing functionality as Web services in such a granular fashion is a great first step toward providing the basic building
blocks required to implement solutions, but more work is required. A management layer is needed—something that can
orchestrate the Web services, controlling the flow and interaction between them and aggregating individual services into a
larger composite solution. Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 fills that role exceptionally well.

BizTalk Server fully supports all the open standards upon which Web services are built. With its core architecture based on XML
and the .NET Framework, BizTalk Server supports Web services naturally. Web service support is tightly integrated into the
product.

A BizTalk solution can use Web services in the following ways:

Consume existing Web services
Expose business processes (BizTalk orchestrations) as Web services
Expose the messaging engine through Web services (publishing schemas)
Invoke Web services as part of pipeline processing, a custom adapter, or map execution

This white paper examines the more common ways of working with Web services, discussing the principles and showing
implementation examples where appropriate. This paper does not address the use of the Web Services Enhancements for
Microsoft .NET (WSE) 2.0 adapter with BizTalk Server.

The scenario that we use throughout this white paper is a new hire process. As part of the process, we call a Web service at a
payroll processing company to add the new employee to the payroll.

Consuming a Web Service

The use of Web services is a key enabler of service-oriented architectures (SOA). The tenets of SOA call for decomposing
software solutions into a series of services that are aggregated to form a higher-level service or a complete application. This
approach allows for greater reuse, because the services can be shared between applications and can be combined in different
ways to meet other business needs. However, developers still need to write the "glue" layer that aggregates and choreographs
the services, and must also be concerned about compensating for unavailable services, handling returned faults, and so on.

A BizTalk orchestration (a graphical way to model and implement processes) simplifies this task by providing the building
blocks required to aggregate and manage Web service invocations, thereby providing the "higher brain functionality" required
in a Web service solution. You can implement design patterns such as guaranteed delivery in an orchestration, allowing you to
take appropriate action if a Web service is unavailable.

A BizTalk orchestration also provides a mechanism to group actions together in a transactional context, allowing appropriate
compensation if the operations in a business transaction fail to complete.

How to Consume a Web Service

At a high level, the typical steps required to consume a Web service are:



1. Add a Web reference to the service you want to consume.
2. Add an orchestration.
3. Add a port to the orchestration, setting the port type to the Web port type that was created when you added the Web

reference.
4. Create a new message of the same type as the Web service request.
5. Create a new message of the same type as the Web service response.
6. Send the request message.
7. Receive the response message.
8. Sign the assembly, deploy it, and test it.

Adding a Web Reference

Consuming a Web service with BizTalk Server is a natural act for experienced .NET developers. They add a Web reference just
as they would do from any .NET Framework application that consumes a Web service. When you add a Web reference to a
BizTalk project, BizTalk Server queries the service's Web Services Description Language (WSDL) to determine what types,
operations, and ports it exposes. The following artifacts are then automatically created and become available from the
orchestration:

Web port type
Web message types (request and response)

In addition, the following items are added as part of the reference itself:

Reference map (contains links to the cached service and discovery file URIs)
WSDL file (cached local copy of the Web service description, method signatures, and types)
DISCO file (cached local copy of the Web services discovery file, service, and contract URIs)
ODX file (the BizTalk orchestration file that contains the actual types from the Web reference)
HTML file (a human-friendly version of the WSDL file, hidden in the IDE)
Reference.xsd (optional, contains schemas for any complex types)

In the Microsoft Visual Studio integrated development environment (IDE) these items appear under the Web reference, but if
you look at the project's folder in the file system you will see that a "Web References" folder has been added to the project.
Each Web reference you add to the project has a corresponding subfolder under the Web References folder.

The Reference.odx file defines the types that are created for you after the WSDL is queried, and are subsequently available in
your orchestration. If you double-click this file in Visual Studio, the file is not opened. Instead you see the corresponding HTML
file. The HTML file gives you a more refined presentation of the method signatures and data types expressed by the WSDL.

Entry and exit points from orchestrations are through ports, which are of a specific port type. The Web port type has a series of
read-only properties that were set as part of the Add Web Reference operation. These properties identify the Web service URI,
methods, and parameters. In addition, a multipart message is created that reflects the request and, if appropriate, the response
of the Web service. This eliminates the need for you to manually create the schemas, and ensures conformity with the request
and response types.

Note
The default ASP.NET behavior is to return a response even if a method returns void, to allow the service to return a fault mes
sage. BizTalk Server creates a response message part for the void return. If you are in control of the Web service and it is a .N
ET Web service, you can specify that a response should not be returned by using the [SoapDocumentMethod(OneWay=true)
] attribute, making it truly fire-and-forget.

Web ports are visually identified in BizTalk Orchestration Designer by a small globe icon. A Web port can contain multiple
operations, each of which represents a Web method call or response.

If the Web service you are using accepts complex types as parameters, or the return value is a complex type, then BizTalk
Server needs a schema for those types. In this case, a Reference.xsd file is added to your Web References folder, and the
schema file contains the definitions of the complex types as published by the WSDL file.

Adding a Web Port

To add a new Web port

1. Right-click the right or left port surface, and then click Add new configured port.



2. On the Select a port type screen, specify that you want to use an existing port type, and expand the Web Port Types
node. 
This shows you a listing of all available Web Port Types that were created when you added a Web reference to the
project. Note that this dialog box also shows you which Web methods the port types expose.

Constructing Web Service Requests and Responses

When working with BizTalk Server you are working in a message-oriented paradigm. This means that you call a Web service
by constructing a request message and sending it to the Web port. If a Web method does not accept a parameter, you still use
the same approach, in that you create a multipart message that contains no parts. To do this you use a Construct shape to
create the appropriate message, but without a Transform or Assignment shape inside the Construct.

Two techniques are used for creating a Web message request: transformation and assignment. Which one you use depends on
the parameter type of the method you are calling. If it is a complex type, then you use a transformation (map) or assignment
(programmatic) to create the request. If the Web service method you are calling requires a simple parameter type (for example,
string), then you directly assign a value to the request message parameter in an expression shape (in this case, you cannot
map).

Note that Web service requests and responses have several message context properties that may be of interest. A common use
of the context properties is when you call a Web service that takes a long time to return a response. In this case you can adjust
the time-out by using the context property as shown below:

Note
When setting the SOAP.ClientConnectionTimeout property, you specify the value in milliseconds. The default value is 90000 (
90 seconds).

When setting context properties of a Web service request message, the binding type of the port is important. Only the
SOAP.ClientConnectionTimeout property can be changed for all port binding types. The other SOAP-related context properties
can be set in an orchestration only if the send port binding type is set to Dynamic.

Sending and Receiving

Sending a Web service request and receiving a response is the same with Web services as with any other port type. You need
to set the messages in the send and receive to match the messages you created for the request and response, and then you
need to connect these shapes to the request and response operations of the Web port.

The following figure shows an example of consuming a Web service.

Figure 1 Consuming a Web service

In some cases you may want to set the Web service URI dynamically. You can do this by specifying that your Web port is
dynamically bound (as opposed to "specify now" or "specify later"), and then setting the URI in a script expression as follows:

WSRegistrationRequest(SOAP.ClientConnectionTimeout) = 20000;

CallRegistrationService(Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.Address) = "http://PayrollCompany/Regist
erEmployee.amsx";



 

Although the preceding example is an effective way to consume a Web service, this pattern is not appropriate for a production-
grade solution because it does not take into account unavailability of the consumed Web service, or any other failures.

Adding Exception Handling

We will now add exception handling to our simple example of consuming a Web service to make it fault-tolerant and robust.

As defined by the SOAP specification, Web services communicate failures through fault messages. This is a well-documented
and widely used mechanism that is required for a Web service to be considered SOAP-compliant. A fault can be anything that
goes wrong, from infrastructure-level issues such as object creation failure to application-level errors such as failure to meet a
business rule.

We can catch exceptions with the standard orchestration mechanism of using a Scope shape and adding an exception handler
to catch the exception. The Scope shape must be either a long-running transaction or nontransactional.

Figure 2 Handling exceptions

If you want to retrieve SOAP protocol-specific information, such as the Actor, you can do so by adding a reference to
System.Web.Services to your project and catching exceptions of type System.Web.Services.Protocols.SoapException.

For example, to create an entry in the Application event log that contains the message of the exception (as returned by the Web
service that threw the exception), the Log SOAP Exception expression shape in the preceding figure could contain this code,
assuming that the name of the exception object is "SOAPException":

Exposing a BizTalk Orchestration as a Web Service

It is important to note that there is no new underlying infrastructure required to support publishing BizTalk orchestrations as
Web services. The BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard is a code-generation process that creates a standard C# Web service
project. Everything that .NET developers know from creating .NET Web services applies here, from assigning application pools
to adding SOAP extensions.

As stated earlier, this white paper does not address WSE 2.0.

How to Expose an Orchestration as a Web Service

There are two ways to launch the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard: from the Start menu entry or from the Tools menu
in Visual Studio. If the project you want to publish is the current project in Visual Studio, then launching the wizard from the
Tools menu prepopulates the assembly location for you.

After you select an assembly, the wizard looks through it for schemas and orchestrations. Orchestrations containing public
ports are listed on the wizard screen. Note that the default type modifier (which controls visibility) for port types is "Internal".
You need to change this to "Public" for any ports that you wish to expose as Web services. These ports are published as Web

System.Diagnostics.EventLog.WriteEntry("Detail: "+System.Convert.ToString(SOAPException.Mes
sage),"");



methods, and the messages they send and receive are published as types. Note that you can change the type modifier of an
existing port by changing the property in the Port Types node of the Orchestration View.

The SOAP protocol defines an extensibility mechanism whereby you can add SOAP headers to a message. This allows you to
send additional information, such as a security token, with a message without modifying the content of the message. In
addition, you can specify whether the headers must be understood, meaning that if a message arrives with an unexpected
header then it should be treated as a failure and a SOAP fault should be returned. The publishing wizard includes a mechanism
for both adding additional headers and specifying whether unexpected headers should be permitted.

When the wizard completes, the final screen gives you a link to the C# project that has been created. Note that you only need
to do this generation process if the orchestration ports or schemas change. You can modify the orchestration and redeploy it,
and as long as the public interface has not changed you do not need to regenerate the Web service.

The wizard process also generates the appropriate virtual root for your Web service, and the virtual root is configured for the
default application pool. A best practice is to create a minimal permission application pool and assign your generated Web
services to that pool. If your process is long running and synchronous, you may need to adjust the time-out of the service. For
standard ASP.NET Web services you do this by setting the executionTimeout attribute of the httpRuntime element in the
Web.config file.

Adding Fault Messages

Earlier in this white paper we saw how to detect and react to faults raised by Web services we consumed. To be a SOAP
protocol-compliant service, we need to be able to report any faults back to the client that called us, and to do so in a manner
that conforms to the SOAP protocol.

The framework does most of the hard work for us. We simply need to provide a fault message, and it is serialized and returned
to the client as a standard SOAP fault. The steps required to implement a SOAP fault are:

1. Create a fault message
2. Add a fault message to the operation of the request/response port that is exposed as a Web service
3. Return the fault message in the event of an error condition

The fault message can be either a complex type or a simple string. Which one you choose depends on the needs of your
particular solution. If all you need to do is return a simple message, then create a new message and instead of choosing a
schema as the message type, choose System.String. If you need to return more comprehensive information as the fault detail,
then specify a message schema. You can map and assign values to your fault message just as you would to any normal
message. The content of the message is automatically serialized for you.

An orchestration that can return a SOAP fault when exposed as a Web service might look as shown in the following figure.

Figure 3 Returning a fault message

How to Create an Untyped Web Service

Normally, everything in BizTalk Server 2004 is strongly typed. When you create a receive port in an orchestration, you specify
the type of the message being received.



 

There are, however, cases where you may want to receive multiple types of documents at a single endpoint. Consider the case
of a supplier exposing a Web service that its partners can use for multiple purposes: to submit orders, send order change
requests, and send cancellations. If these are all different schemas, as likely would be the case, then you need to create multiple
endpoints. An alternative approach would be to have a single Web service receive documents, and then use the BizTalk Server
publish/subscribe mechanism to route the received documents to the appropriate subscriber based on the type of document
received.

The following steps are required to implement this approach:

1. Create a dummy orchestration that receives a message of type System.Xml.XmlDocument. Make sure that the port is
Public so that the Web Services Publishing Wizard can expose it.

2. Run the Web Services Publishing Wizard, accepting all the defaults, specifying that you want BizTalk Server to create the
ports, and granting it Anonymous access. (After you run the wizard, you no longer need the dummy orchestration. You
only created it to have the publishing wizard generate the Web service project.)

3. Create additional orchestrations that receive a message of a known type, such as Order, Cancellation, and Order Change.

In the additional orchestrations created above, set the activating Receive shape's filter to only accept messages of the type you
want to receive (for example, BTS.MessageType == "http://GenericXmlDocWS.Invoice#Invoice"). Note that if you do not do this,
all documents received by the Web service are processed by all of the orchestrations bound to the Web port.

1. Build and deploy the project.
2. Bind the receive port of the additional orchestrations to the Web port that was created when you published the dummy

orchestration.
3. Set the receive location to use the XmlReceive pipeline, so that the incoming document is identified.

To make this work, you need to make a slight code change to the generated Web service. (This is true up to and including
BizTalk Server 2004 Service Pack 1, the current version when this paper was written.) Open the project and locate:

And change it to:

You can start the orchestration. You can submit any XML document to the Web service, but if it is of type Order then it is
identified and routed to the appropriate orchestration.

Exposing a Schema as a Web Service

So far we have looked at Web services only from an orchestration point of view. However, as BizTalk Server developers know,
it is possible to build solutions based solely on the messaging engine, without using any orchestrations. Messaging-based
solutions use content-based routing to route messages on the content of the message, the values of message context
properties, or some combination of those two. Although messaging-only solutions do not allow you to inject business
processes into a solution the way you can with orchestrations, you can apply maps and use custom pipelines, which in many
cases is all you need to do.

To expose a messaging-only solution through Web services, you need a way to directly submit messages to the BizTalk
MessageBox database. The message type needs to be determined when a message is put into the MessageBox so that BizTalk
Server can identify subscribers to that message. This brings us to the second option of the Web Services Publishing Wizard, the
option to publish schemas as Web services.

The way this works is similar to the act of exposing an orchestration as a Web service. You run the Web Services Publishing
Wizard, it collects relevant information, and then it generates a proxy project. As was the case with publishing an orchestration,
the proxy is a standard C# Web service application.

How to Expose a Schema as a Web Service

When publishing schemas as Web services with the Web Services Publishing Wizard, you see many of the same pages as
when publishing an orchestration, but there are differences.

The following figure shows the wizard screen where you describe your Web service.

Figure 4 Web service description screen

string bodyTypeAssemblyQualifiedName = "Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.Any, Microsoft.XLANGs.Ba
seTypes, Version=3.0.1.0, Cult" +
"ure=neutral, PublicKeyToken=31bf3856ad364e35";

string bodyTypeAssemblyQualifiedName = string.Empty;



 

The typical steps you follow to describe a Web service that can receive a document and return a response are:

1. Right-click and rename the BizTalkWebService node to something meaningful. This becomes the name of the WSDL file.
2. Right-click and rename the WebMethod1 node to something meaningful. This becomes the name of the exposed Web

method.
3. Right-click the Request node, specify a DLL, and select a schema from the DLL that represents the document you will

receive.
4. Right-click the Response node, specify a DLL, and select a schema from the DLL that represents the document you will

return to the caller.

As was the case with publishing orchestrations, the properties screen allows you to specify a namespace URI, support for
unknown headers, and whether to support Single Sign-On.

The Web service project screen allows you to specify what the proxy project should be named, where it should be located,
whether anonymous access is permitted, and whether to automatically create the receive locations. Note that if you do not
create the receive locations here, you will subsequently need to do so manually.

Advanced Web Services Considerations

This section provides additional information about working with BizTalk Server 2004 and Web services.

Working with SOAP Headers

The SOAP protocol allows you to attach information to the message header. This is information that travels with the message,
but is not part of the content. The following are examples of where you might want to use SOAP headers:

A system requires you to log on, and assigns a session identifier that must be part of each subsequent message in the
conversation
You need to attach user credentials to a message
Data in the header enables use of network appliances that can route messages based on header information, without
needing to understand the message itself (which could be completely or partially encrypted)
You want to use header information to determine processing priority (for example, silver, gold, platinum customers) and
route messages accordingly

With BizTalk Server, headers can be accessed when:

Consuming a Web service
Publishing an orchestration as a Web service
Publishing a schema as a Web service

The fact that headers are present, and whether they are required, is expressed as part of the WSDL file that the Web service
publishes. Headers are optional. In the case of a request-response message pattern, headers are accessible for both the request
and response messages.

When you run the publishing wizard, you specify the SOAP headers that you support for both the request and response
messages. Each header type is defined by specifying a schema. You can also choose to support unknown headers, in which
case any unknown SOAP headers received as part of a request are added to a SOAP.UnknownHeaders context property of the



message.

If headers are received that include the mustUnderstand attribute, the Web service always returns that they were understood.

Tips for Consuming Web Services

The following are useful points to be aware of when you are consuming Web services:

BizTalk Server 2004 does not support array parameter types. If you have control over the Web service you are
consuming, you can change it to instead receive/return complex objects. For example, in .NET, create a class and use an
instance of that as the parameter or return value. If you do not have control over the Web service, you can write a .NET
helper class that interacts with it. In addition, the WSE 2.0 adapter supports calling methods that return arrays of complex
types.
BizTalk Server 2004 does not directly support messaging-only solutions that accept a message coming in and route it to
a Web service. However, you can achieve the same result by writing a pipeline component or custom adapter to interact
with the Web service. In addition, the WSE 2.0 adapter supports content-based routing without orchestrations.
Under high stress the SOAP send handler for solicit-response should be placed in its own host. Otherwise the
orchestration puts priority on sending SOAP requests and dehydrates the orchestrations while waiting for the SOAP
responses to return through the MessageBox. Even when these responses return, the host is still too busy sending SOAP
requests and dehydrating schedules to find time to rehydrate orchestration schedules so that they can pick up the SOAP
responses. This is extremely important because you may see significant slowness in SOAP solicit-response under high
loads due to this behavior. Adding a separate send host that is dedicated to SOAP send processing mitigates this
performance bottleneck.

Tips for Publishing Web Services

The following are useful points to be aware of when you are publishing Web services:

For publishing orchestrations as Web services, the documentation contains useful information about how to enable
tracing and report detailed error messages. See "Debugging Published Web Services" in BizTalk Server 2004 Help.
Make sure that an Isolated Host process exists. HTTP and SOAP adapter receive handlers must run in an Isolated Host
because they are outside of the BizTalk process, which is hosted in Internet Information Services (IIS). Only one adapter
can run in an Isolated Host, so if you are using both HTTP and SOAP adapters you need to create an Isolated Host for
each.
If your SOAP send port accesses Web services through a firewall, be sure to specify proxy server information. You can do
this either at the adapter level or on the send port itself (see the "proxy" tab of the address).
There are flags that can be set to enable reporting of more detailed SOAP and security error information from an
orchestration exposed as a Web service. For more information, see "Debugging Published Web Services" in BizTalk
Server 2004 Help.
Microsoft Windows Server 2003 security is locked down tighter than it was in Microsoft Windows 2000. The identity of
the application pool under which the Web service runs needs to be a member of the IIS_WPG and BizTalk Isolated Hosts
Users groups.
If you want to publish an orchestration as a Web service that exposes simple data types (for example, a single string
request parameter and a Boolean response), create messages in the orchestration that are of that type and send/receive
them in the port (in the example, have a request that is of type System.String and a response that is System.Boolean).
If you are not getting the results you expect, remember to check the event log.

Troubleshooting

Although it is easy to work with Web services and BizTalk Server, you do need to build several technology links in the chain. If
any of these links is broken, then the entire process may fail. The BizTalk Server documentation includes comprehensive
troubleshooting information that can help you diagnose common failure causes.

The most successful approach to developing Web service-based solutions built on BizTalk Server is to proceed in a systematic
and unit-based manner. Build a test harness to make sure that a consumed Web service works, make sure the orchestration
works as expected before exposing it as a Web service, and so on. If you follow a methodical and systematic development
approach, you will be successful and you will benefit from the advanced capabilities BizTalk Server brings to Web services
solutions.

Debugging Checklist for Orchestrations Published as Web Services

You can use the following checklist to debug issues with orchestrations that have been exposed as Web services running on
Windows Server 2003.



 

First, isolate the problem. Is it a problem in IIS or BizTalk Server?

Debugging IIS Problems

Check the Application event log.
IIS hosts the SOAP receive adapter, and changes to receive ports and receive locations do not take effect immediately, but
rather are subject to the Cache Refresh interval specified for the BizTalk group. Run IISRESET to restart the service and
flush the cached settings.
Check the application pool for the generated Web service in the IIS manager MMC snap-in. Is it the application pool you
have set up for BizTalk Web services?
Check the identity under which the application pool is running. Is it a member of the IIS_WPG and BizTalk Isolated Host
Users groups? These two groups give the ASMX page (the proxy Web service that the BizTalk Web Service Publishing
wizard generated) the appropriate rights to insert the SOAP request message into the BizTalk MessageBox in SQL Server
that will then launch the orchestration. Symptom may be "SoapException: Internal SOAP Processing Failure".
Make sure the user account for the application pool has read/write permissions on the %temp% folder. This is the folder
where the ASMX is just-in-time (JIT) compiled into a DLL with a random eight-character name (xxxxxxxx.dll). Symptom
may be "SoapException: Internal SOAP Processing Failure".
Using the IIS MMC snap-in, can you "Browse" the ASMX file?
If you did not specify anonymous access to your Web service when you ran the publishing wizard, you can temporarily
allow anonymous access by using IIS (properties of the ASMX file) to eliminate invalid credentials as a point of failure.
Make sure your Web service test client is sending credentials in the SOAP method call, because in Windows Server 2003
by default the virtual directory requires Windows authentication (unless you selected the "Allow Anonymous Access"
check box when you ran the publishing wizard). When you test the Web service using Internet Explorer you are using
your own logon credentials, which is why it works. If your test client does not add credentials to the SOAP method call
you will get a SOAP exception due to security issues. Windows Server 2003 gives you very little information about this
unless you enable additional debugging/tracing. The other option is to allow only anonymous access to the Web service,
but again be careful and test it because anonymous access runs with a default identity that also has to be in the IIS_WPG
and BizTalk Isolated Host Users groups, and may need access to read/write in the %temp% folder.
The BizTalk Server documentation lists the following three ways in which you can see tracing information as well as more
extensive error details:

Use the ThrowDetailedError Switch for the published Web service web.config file
Enable SOAP Message Tracing
Uncomment BTSWebSvcWiz.exe.config

Debugging BizTalk Server Problems

In Health and Activity Tracking (HAT), look at the Recent Services Instances. Did your message arrive?
Does the URI in the receive port match the URI of the Web service?
Is the orchestration started? Having the orchestration bound and enlisted is not enough. It must be started so that the
Web service has a place to submit it to. If the orchestration is not started, you will receive a "SoapException: Internal
SOAP Processing Failure" error.
Are the receive locations bound to your orchestration enlisted, and are the send ports bound to it started?

InfoPath

No discussion of how Web services relate to BizTalk Server would be complete without mentioning InfoPath, the newest
member of the Microsoft Office suite of products. InfoPath is Microsoft's answer to the electronic forms question. It allows
bundling XML data and presentation information in a single package, and provides a rich form development environment. An
XML processing instruction can be added to an XML document to associate it with an InfoPath form, so that double-clicking the
document shows the data in that form. Note that InfoPath is a client-side application, and as such needs to be installed on the
computers that will be rendering the forms.

InfoPath is based on open-standards XML, and it uses standard XSD schemas for the XML data it renders, just as BizTalk Server
uses XSD schemas. One facet of InfoPath that will interest BizTalk Server developers is the ability to create new forms based on
a Web service. This means that you can create a BizTalk orchestration, run the Web Services Publishing Wizard, and use
InfoPath to create an input form that can submit data to the Web service—all without writing any code. This is a quick and easy
way to construct data input points while developing applications.

A common usage pattern for InfoPath is the case of messages that require human intervention. You can deposit the message
in question into a file folder (or Windows SharePoint Services), users can make any edits or required approvals, and upon
submission the form can be posted to a Web service created by the Web Services Publishing Wizard that returns the data into



 

 

an orchestration's receive location.

Conclusion

The use of service-oriented architectures is currently the preferred approach to application design, and Web services can be a
key enabler of SOA. BizTalk Server supports Web services in a native and intuitive manner for developers. This white paper has
shown how BizTalk Server provides the building blocks required to build robust and agile business-critical applications using
Web services.
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Introduction

Automating and maintaining business processes in a dynamic and cost-effective manner has proven to be a difficult endeavor
for even the most technically sophisticated organizations. However, a new application development and integration
methodology has evolved that effectively addresses these issues. Known as Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), the
methodology is based on XML and Web services technologies and has been incorporated into Business Process Management
and Enterprise Application Integration (BPM/EAI) platforms.

The SOA paradigm has redefined the concept of an application. An application is no longer an opaque, procedural
implementation mechanism. Instead, it is an orchestrated sequence of messaging, routing, processing, and transformation
events capable of processing the exposed declarative properties of rich (XML) documents.

A workflow process, integration scenario, or trading partner interaction are specialized classes of the SOA paradigm
distinguished only by the nature of the participants involved, the point of execution, and the participants’ individual security
requirements. BPM/EAI platforms that incorporate the SOA paradigm are highly compelling because they provide numerous
development and operational benefits:

They alleviate significant development inefficiencies and impediments to effective life cycle maintenance.

They facilitate the flexible “loose coupling” of components on a highly distributed basis.

They permit the addition, removal, and reconfiguration of any process activity or component without disrupting the
process.

They are fundamentally oriented to supporting long-running, asynchronous transactions that scale well.

They ensure the applications are well documented and visible because the process activities, components, and functions
are exposed and self-describing.

They enable the extensibility and reuse of both application components and entire applications.

They maximize the network infrastructure of the Internet and the protocol standards of the World Wide Web.

Approaching a development environment based on the SOA paradigm does require a reorientation in the concepts and
methodologies of application development. In this document we describe the fundamental SOA concepts and development
methodologies. We then explore how the Microsoft® EAI development environment, BizTalk® Server 2004, implements these
concepts and methodologies within two particular contexts: the design, behavior, and functionality of the applications that are
created; and the development process itself. Finally the document describes how the BizTalk Server development tools, which
are integrated with Visual Studio® .NET, provide a bridge between the .NET framework architecture and the SOA paradigm.
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BizTalk Server—SOA implementation

The value of implementing BizTalk Server with SOA is apparent when you consider how one might achieve the development
and operational benefits specified previously. To begin with, we can examine the inefficiencies of the development process and
the ways in which BizTalk Server addresses them.

Traditional programming methodologies do not adequately translate the conceptual model of an application or business
process (that is, a design specification) into an executable form. While development notation systems such as UML allow a
business analyst to document functional specifications and Use Cases using a structured methodology, a programmer still has
to interpret this documentation and translate its intent into a different language and structure. This manual and highly
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interpretive conversion process is characterized by its inefficiencies—most notably its recursive revision cycles. After the
business processes have been accurately translated into procedural code, another issue typically presents itself: the behavior of
the code is less predictable than the behavior of the business process it models. This volatility results from the nature of
procedural code implementations. Bound to a machine execution model, procedural code is an opaque embodiment of
processes that encapsulate multiple levels of tightly coupled, interdependent functionality. Consequently, procedural code is
prone to program errors that are often difficult and time-consuming to identify and repair. Understandably, then, when
software is operationally stable, subsequent modifications are discouraged—often to the point of requiring modifications to
business processes just to accommodate the limitations of the rigid code.

A BPM/EAI development environment allows the business analyst and the programmer to collaborate in a common workspace
on a visual model of the process that combines and correlates their respective contributions. The programmer and analyst
create the application by arranging high-level objects representing messages, messaging events, business rules and logic,
information flows, activities, operations, transformations, and subprocesses, using a drag-and-drop graphical user interface.
The model itself directly generates an executable run-time assembly of the process. This methodology provides significant
development efficiencies and life cycle flexibility by minimizing the ambiguities and recursive revision cycles inherent in
traditional methodologies. Furthermore, the implementation mechanisms for highly complex functions, such as transactions
requiring two-phase commit, roll-back ACID transaction support, and nested and parallel operations, are built in functions of
the objects; thus, eliminating the need to write complicated procedural code to implement these capabilities.

To better illustrate the SOA development methodology the following steps describe the procedure for creating an application
in BizTalk Server that adheres to this paradigm:

1. Create the documents involved in the application/process as well as their respective schema definitions.

This is accomplished in the Schema Editor, a BizTalk Server module accessed from within Visual Studio .NET. The Schema
Editor enables you to define the structure and semantic metadata that “declares” the meaning, functions, and processing
requirements of the content of a document (an “instance”) that is created from the schema. When BizTalk Server receives
an instance of a document, the process to which the document is associated validates the document content against its
schema definition to ensure the document’s form and content conform to the schema and the application’s processing
requirements. BizTalk Server Schema Editor creates a W3C-compliant XSD document as well as a visual tree node
reference model of the schema.

Following is an example of the Schema Editor that shows the tree node model of the schema in the left panel and the
XML representation of the document schema in the right panel.

2. Create and define the transformation requirements for any document interchanges.

In applications that are composed of loosely coupled interactions between XML objects, document transformation
becomes a functionally exposed mapping subprocess. In BizTalk Server this subprocess is created in BizTalk Server
Mapper. The transformation maps are used to process and convert the content and structure of any source information
(based on its schema representation) into any target document format, such as a report. BizTalk Server Mapper visually
displays the source and destination information formats using the schema tree node model used by BizTalk Schema
Editor. Information is mapped from one or more nodes in a source schema to one or more nodes in the destination
schema by drawing links between the nodes. Functoids, which provide additional conversion, processing, and abstraction
capabilities (looping, cumulative, date and time, iteration, and so forth), are graphically implemented by linking one or
more source nodes to a functoid, and then linking the functoid to one or more destination nodes.



Each transformation map (as well as the referenced source and target schemas) becomes a BizTalk Server project
resource that is subsequently embedded into an orchestration as a process step and compiled into the orchestration
assembly. Maps can be reused and modified as needed to implement any number of transformation requirements and
they be deployed within any number of orchestrations. The maps created by BizTalk Server Mapper are based on XSLT,
an open standards protocol for transforming XML information.

3. Specify the business logic governing event execution.

If the business logic is simple, it can be embedded as an expression directly within a BizTalk Server orchestration decision
step. If the business logic is complex, the BizTalk Server Rules Composer can be used to create and process the
sophisticated rule sets. Each rule set (or “Policy”) drives a specific activity or function and becomes a resource object
embedded into a BizTalk Server orchestration.

Consistent with the overall BizTalk Server architecture, transparency and loose coupling govern the creation and
implementation of business rules. A rule set incorporated within a BizTalk Server orchestration can be viewed, modified,
or completely replaced both at design and run time, without affecting any other process operation or interrupting
running instances of the affected process. The flexibility that an exposed and componentized rule engine provides for
modifying business processes is of fundamental significance. In conventional application development, business rule
logic is embedded in procedural code and is not accessible for modification without changing the code itself. Because
most modifications to a business process life cycle pertain to changes in business rules (as opposed to technology-
related modifications), the ability to isolate business rules entirely from procedural code, or any process implementation
mechanisms, dramatically improves the efficiencies of managing and adapting business processes throughout their life
cycle.

BizTalk Server Rules Composer supports the creation of domain-specific vocabularies for defining business rules, and its
functionality is exposed through public interfaces, making it extremely flexible and extensible. The following is an
illustration of the BizTalk Server Rules Composer module.

4. Determine and implement requirements for message preprocessing and post-processing.

This is accomplished in the BizTalk Server Pipeline Designer module. Accessed through the BizTalk Server orchestration
workspace, the Pipeline Designer module is used to implement the interchange requirements for encryption,
authentication, and data format conversion with external applications and parties.

A pipeline is a sequence of processing operations that take place before a message is received by, or dispatched from a



process orchestration or message data store. A “receive pipeline” accepts an incoming message, decrypts or
decompresses it as required, disassembles the message into its parts, converts it into an XML document as specified in
the BizTalk Server Schema, validates the message, and authenticates the identity of its sender. When a message passes
through a pipeline, it is transferred to the BizTalk Server MessageBox store. A “send pipeline” performs the same
operations as the “receive pipeline,” but in reverse. It assembles, formats, encrypts, compresses, and digitally signs a
message as required by the external recipient.

5. Compose and orchestrate the application/process steps.

This takes place in BizTalk Server Orchestration Designer, the main workspace within Visual Studio .NET where an overall
BizTalk Server application is developed and implemented. A process orchestration diagram is created by dragging and
dropping object shapes found on the Orchestration Toolbox and linking them together. These shapes represent process
activities such as receive, invoke, sequence, flow, link, and source. These shapes are used to compose and execute
message flows, messaging events, business rules, activities, operations, transformations, and subprocesses.

The following figure illustrates a BizTalk Server orchestration diagram that implements the following workflow process
steps:

The process application (a BizTalk Server orchestration) receives an inventory order replenishment request
(“Request’).

The process application checks the quantity of items ordered. If the order contains more than 500 items, it is
denied. If the order contains 500 or fewer items, it is accepted.

If the order is declined, a notification is created (“ReqDenied”) and sent to the person who placed the order.

If the order is accepted, the original order request is submitted to an ERP system for processing.

 



Composing the illustrated process diagram involved dragging and dropping the following shapes from the Toolbox and
then modifying them:

Placed a Receive shape at the top of the design surface and named it Receive_Req.

Placed a Decision shape directly beneath the Receive Shape and named it CheckQuantity.

The Decision shape automatically creates two activity branch shapes (If or Else) The If shape is renamed Decline.
The Decline shape is linked to an expression editor in which the XPATH expression “RequestInstance.Item.Quantity
> 500” is created. This XPATH expression will function as the “If” rule that specifies the denial criteria for the order
request.

Placed a Construct Message shape below the Decline shape and named it Construct_ReqDenied.

Placed a Transform shape within the Construct_ReqDenied shape.

Placed a Send shape below the Construct_ReqDenied shape and named it Send_ReqDenied.

Placed a Send shape below the Else shape and named it Send_REQToERP.

6. Link the design shapes to implementation objects.

When the process steps are diagrammed, the next step involves linking the shapes to the objects required to implement
the process. The objects may include the actual message documents, port locations where the messages are sent and
received, and transport mechanisms required to move the messages. This linking stage is also performed in the
Orchestration Designer.

In the sample orchestration diagram, when a running process receives an instance of a Request document (note the
Receive shape that initiates the process), the process will validate the document’s content against its schema definition to
ensure the document’s form and content conform to the schema and the application’s processing requirements. If the
Request document does not conform, the Transform subprocess embedded in the Construct Message process references
an XSLT transformation map that converts the Request document to a ReqDenied document, as described in the second
step.

7. Where applicable, define parties and their respective roles and link to orchestration functions.

This is accomplished in BizTalk Server Explorer, a tool that provides configuration information for the orchestrations and
external components that make up a specific BizTalk Server project. Organized in a hierarchical tree structure, Explorer is
used to configure the relationships and interactions of the project orchestrations to other project components such as
roles, parties, send and receive ports, and receive locations.

After all the logical steps are implemented in an orchestration diagram, a Visual Studio .NET run-time assembly (DLL file)
is generated from a “build” of the orchestration diagram. This assembly may be implemented as an application on its
own, or included as a component of a larger BizTalk Server solution.

A BizTalk Server solution (a process application) includes one or more Visual Studio .NET projects that contain BizTalk
Server components such as schemas, orchestrations, transformation maps, and pipelines. From the example discussed
earlier, the schemas for the Request and ReqDenied documents and the transformation map are combined in a discrete
BizTalk Server project that builds a compiled assembly.

The BizTalk Server orchestration diagram that details the process workflow is also a discrete BizTalk Server project within
the same solution. By referencing (encapsulating) the schema and map assembly, the diagram can incorporate the
schemas and map as functional objects. All of the BizTalk Server project assemblies for a solution are then deployed and
installed as an executable application under the management of the BizTalk Server run-time engine.
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SOA—Underlying Technologies

Having discussed how an application is developed and implemented using the high-level tools within BizTalk Server 2004, we
can now relate this development methodology to the underlying technologies that facilitate the Service Oriented Architecture
(SOA) paradigm. As noted earlier, the fundamental principles of SOA are exposed functionality, document messaging, loose
coupling, and platform independence.

XML provides the transparency and application independence and uses metatags to “declare” the meaning and function of
data. The premise of XML is to convert program-dependent data into self-describing, program-independent data. This applies
not only to content, but also to instructions for processing the content.

XML Schema provides semantic consistency and interoperability. XML Schema is a specification that formally defines an
extensive array of data type primitives and structural components for creating XML documents; it serves as a dictionary of
abstract elements, attribute entities, and organizational rules. Creating XML documents that conform to a schema “dictionary”
has a significant advantage: the meaning, function and use of a document’s content is comprehensible to, and operable by, any
XML-enabled application that can access the document’s underlying schema. Every industry-specific initiative to develop a
common vocabulary and set of procedures for the exchange and processing of information is based on XML Schema. In fact,
the XML Schema even serves as the basis for Web services protocols.

The Web services protocols, Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), and Web Services Definition Language (WSDL) provide the
capabilities and messaging facilities required to bind and execute programmatic functionality anywhere, on any platform,
without the need for custom code. The significance of the Web services specifications is that they provide the first truly
workable architecture for building complex, interoperable computing processes over the Internet.

SOAP is an XML-based messaging protocol used to encode documents for transporting over a network. A “SOAP client” inserts
an XML document into a SOAP envelope and posts it using HTTP (referred to as marshalling) to a “SOAP listener” that accepts
the delivery. SOAP messaging has a number of benefits:

The SOAP client and listener applications are simple constructs. A SOAP client can be easily embedded as a routine in any
program or Web page, and the URL endpoint can serve as the SOAP listener.

By using HTTP as its transport mechanism, a SOAP message can go anywhere, use existing SSL facilities for
authentication and encryption, and make the most of the infrastructure scale of the World Wide Web.

Everything in the message, the SOAP envelope, the message header, and the body is expressed in XML, thus making the
whole object entirely transparent. Because the semantics and structure of the documents are fully exposed, extensive
validation, manipulation, routing, and transformation functions can be applied to the documents without writing
application code to do so. Unlike CORBA, a Web services network endpoint (an HTTP, URL, or other address) can support
multiple XML formats, providing a real polymorphic interface that will not break down with new versions.

Because HTTP is one of the transport mechanisms used by SOAP, a Web Service method call can be made to and from
any Web-enabled computer anywhere in the world. Consequently SOAP has the potential to construct distributed
computing processes on the same massive scale as the World Wide Web.

Web Services Definition Language (WSDL) is a specification for describing, communicating, and invoking programmatic
functionality through a message exchange or remote procedure call—both of which use the SOAP protocol and XML
encapsulated information. A WSDL document resides at a URL location and is linked to the actual program module located
elsewhere. Almost any programmatic function within an orchestration, or accessed from an orchestration, can be exposed as a
Web service: a database look-up, the invocation of a complex business rule, or the entire orchestration process itself. Because
the public Web services interfaces are not dependent on the private implementation of the program, it is easy to construct
applications that are highly modular and distributed.
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Conclusion

The Business Rule Framework within BizTalk Server represents an innovative implementation of the Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA) paradigm. Every individual and combined level of functionality has been designed to be exposed,
independent, and capable of being loosely coupled. Any policy component (vocabulary or rule set) can be viewed or changed
at any time, without affecting any other process operation or running instance of the affected process. Furthermore, policies
are compiled into Visual Studio .NET assemblies directly from their semantic and declarative XML definitions, thus eliminating
the need for any procedural implementation programming. The substantial development and life cycle efficiencies that this
individual capability engenders are validation of the Service Oriented Architecture paradigm.



The flexibility that an exposed and componentized rule engine provides for modifying business processes is significant. In
conventional application development, business rule logic is embedded in procedural code and cannot be modified without
changing the code itself. And code changes, which consume both time and resources, often result in unpredictable program
behavior. Clearly the ability to isolate business rules entirely from procedural code, or any process implementation
mechanisms, dramatically improves the efficiencies of managing and adapting business processes in response to new
requirements or business conditions.

The development process within Orchestration Designer is, in itself, a lesson in exposed functionality and loose coupling. By
providing developers with the ability to visualize complex business logic and its respective implementation mechanisms, the
Orchestration Designer makes software development more manageable and less abstract. Each logical process step is coupled
to a discrete implementation mechanism that contains self-documenting methods. Functionally transparent and isolated, each
object property within the solution (orchestrations, schemas, maps, and so forth) is accessible from the host Visual Studio .NET
environment or directly through its XML representation. Furthermore, the completed orchestration can generate a Business
Process Execution Language (BPEL) document of the entire process.

Because a BPEL instruction set is an XML representation of a process with a precise language and grammar structure, it
provides a readable and understandable instruction set for documenting a process. The value of this cannot be overstated;
historically, poor documentation prevented software and processes from being readily modified and adapted. In fact, the
process shapes in Orchestration Designer symbolize basic and structured BPEL elements such as receive, invoke, sequence,
flow, role, link, and source. A process developed in BizTalk Server Orchestration Designer can be exported as a BPEL document
and be imported into any other BPEL-compliant application. Conversely, a BPEL document can be imported into BizTalk Server
Orchestration Designer to generate an orchestration diagram. The standardized interchange of process instructions can
potentially facilitate collaborative business process development between business partners.

The application of the SOA paradigm in BizTalk Server 2004 clearly illustrates how the value of XML functionality has accrued:

XML and XML Schema have enabled the creation of the Web services protocols SOAP and WSDL.

BPEL functions on top of the core Web services protocols and facilitates the inclusion of additional XML functionality
(such as business rules or processing logic) within processes.

Each process is independently valuable, but when combined with other processes has the potential to facilitate wholesale
efficiencies and provide innovative solutions to numerous challenging problems. It is an object lesson in the whole being
greater than the sum of the parts.

Because BizTalk Server Orchestration Designer is embedded within Visual Studio .NET, it bridges two frameworks: SOA and
.NET. The .NET framework consists of two main parts: the common language run time (CLR) and a unified set of class libraries.
The class libraries include ASP.NET for Web applications and Web services, Windows Forms for smart client applications, and
ADO.NET for loosely coupled data access. The .NET framework provides a highly productive, standards-based environment for
integrating existing information technology investments with next-generation applications and services. When combined with
the higher-level abstractions of XML functionality and the visual design facilities found in BizTalk Server, the result is a
development and deployment environment that offers unprecedented capabilities and efficiencies. Furthermore, it provides a
coherent way for developers to indoctrinate themselves in the SOA methodologies while leveraging their .NET expertise.

We are entering an era of computing where information will be detached from, and completely independent of applications
but where the structure, composition and behavior of each will be fundamentally identical. Information will be generated and
published without knowledge of how it will be consumed or used. Applications will both consume information and methods,
and be consumed. Processes will be capable of configuring and modifying themselves. Entirely new applications, new business
models and new ways in which information will define our experiences will evolve from the Service Oriented Architecture
paradigm.

As with any paradigm shift, SOA must be justified by the benefits it provides. The evidence is clear. Those who have adopted
the SOA development model have realized dramatic development efficiencies, accelerated return on investment, and increased
resource availability. Although XML, Web services, and BPM/EAI platforms impose a new conceptual model on business
process development, the technologies required to implement and deploy this model are established and proven Microsoft
products that have been augmented to support this new paradigm.
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Overview

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 supports the use of convoy message processing, a new messaging pattern. Convoys are a
messaging pattern and not a feature of BizTalk Server 2004. A convoy is not something a customer can use, like the Rules
Engine, but instead it is something that the business process dictates and requires.

This paper discusses examples of business scenarios that require convoy message processing. After establishing a business
need through the scenarios, this paper explains basic convoy theory and the different types of convoy messaging patterns. This
paper discusses a solution to each business scenario and reviews each included sample.

Business Scenarios

Before discussing convoys, you should understand the need for convoys at all. Convoys occur because of a business
requirement to process messages in a way that the traditional publish and subscribe messaging system inside BizTalk Server
2004 cannot handle. BizTalk Server 2004 must handle these messages differently to guarantee meeting the business
requirements. The publish and subscribe messaging system can handle traditional handshake (request and response) style
messages without special considerations.

In order to understand better what business requirements require convoy messaging, consider the three business scenarios
outlined in the following section.

Scenario 1: Hospital Admits a New Patient

Business Overview. A hospital admits a new patient. The hospital requires several pieces of information from the new patient
including insurance information, past medical history, and contact information. Several different people collect this information
including an insurance specialist, a nurse, and a receptionist. Several different systems process this information. The order in
which collection and submission of this information occurs is not guaranteed. This is because some information collectors may
be busy with other patients, the medical records department may be behind in their schedule, or the insurance system may be
not functioning correctly. Assembling this information for the patient in an organized manner must occur throughout the time
the patient spends at the hospital. This guarantees that the patient receives accurate care and correct billing.

Technical Overview. This process involves receiving several different pieces of information about a new patient in any order.
All the pieces of information are required before the business process continues and admits the patient. This reduces the
number of non-payments by guaranteeing the admission of only those patients with all the requirements. This also creates a
race condition in which any one of the various messages can be the first to arrive and start the business process for the new
patient. Because this is a new patient, no patient number is available for correlation or reference. Accomplishing correlation in
this case occurs by using date of birth, social security number, or a combination of other demographics. Any one of the three
messages may be required to start a new orchestration; this creates a race condition inside the message box.

Design Considerations.

How can you allow any message to arrive first and start the business process?
How can you correlate subsequent messages to the first message?
How can you handle messages that arrive while the workflow system is down for an upgrade?
How can correlation be handled without the traditional handshake of a send and receive message processing?

Scenario 2: Retail Company Batch Orders

Business Overview. An online retail company receives new orders from direct clients and sub dealers throughout the course
of the day. All orders received before 2:00 PM must go to the warehouse in a single batch and the sequence of the receipt of
the orders has to be preserved. This enables the earlier orders to have priority in case any items are out of stock in the
warehouse. You build this batch order by assembling all orders for that day in a single file that has batch header information.
At 2:00 PM, all orders for that day go to the warehouse for processing. All orders received after 2:00 PM require starting a new
batch. Processing occurs the following day.
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Technical Overview. This process requires processing all incoming orders in the order of receipt through a single process. A
singleton business process is required to receive all messages in the order of receipt to guarantee the overall processing order.
In this case, any arriving order could be the first order in a new batch. This creates a race condition because any new arriving
message might need to start a new business process. This race condition requires only the first order in a new batch to start
the business process and necessitates routing all other orders to the same business process until the batch closes at 2:00 PM.
This poses an interesting question: What happens if after reaching the Delay shape, messages still arrive into the soon-to-be-
ending business process?

Design Considerations.

How can you guarantee the same business process processes all orders?
How can you handle messages that may arrive to the soon-to-be-ending business process?
When should you create a new business process?
How will correlation be handled without the traditional handshake of a send and receive message processing?

Scenario 3: Standardized Test Taking and Grading

Business Overview. A student is getting ready to take a standardized test. As part of the testing process, the student registers
for the test. After registered the student checks in at the testing center on the correct date and takes the test. Upon check out,
checking the student's identity occurs again and the student leaves the testing center. Finally, the student's test arrives at the
grading center. Only after the completions of all these steps in order, can the student's test be graded and a score recorded.

Technical Overview. Completion of this business process requires receipt of several different types of messages. In this case,
there is a predefined order to follow in which to process these messages. After receipt of the four single messages, sending a
single notice occurs to allow the student's test to be graded.

Design Considerations.

How can the same business process receive many different types of messages in the predefined order?
How can you correlate subsequent messages to the first message?
How can correlation be handled without the traditional handshake of a send and receive message processing?

Convoy Basics

Convoys exist in the world any time multiple single items must be related together in order to achieve something that the
individual item cannot accomplish by itself. This concept generalizes into a basic design pattern. This is convoy processing.

Convoy processing can be additionally broken out into two separate categories as shown in the following list:

Sequential convoy - Items that are in a order, one after another
Parallel convoy - Items that are in any order, but must all be present before something occurs

The main difference in the two types of convoys is the order of receipt of the items.

Sequential Convoys

Sequential convoys are a set of related items that have a predefined order. The items do not have to be exactly the same.
Grouping together requires that all they have to have is a purpose to group. Shown below is this basic pattern.

Figure 1 Sequential convoy

A real world example of a sequential convoy is a group of friends headed to a party traveling in separate vehicles. The overall
goal is for all of them to reach to the party but in this case, only the first person has the directions. It is up to the lead vehicle to
make sure they drive to the correct location and that all the other vehicles following are not lost. In order to make sure they all
stay together, the leader instructs each following vehicle to put a blue flag on the vehicle's antenna. There are many other



 

vehicles on the road going home, to work, or to another party but only the vehicles going to this party in this group have the
blue flag.

Parallel Convoys

Parallel convoys are a set of related items that can be in any order. BizTalk Server 2004 must receive all the items before
achieving the final goal. Shown here is this basic pattern.

Figure 2 Parallel convoy

Another way of thinking of parallel convoys is like a door with many locks. The locks can be unlocked in any order. Only when
the last key is turned will the door open. The key ring may have many different keys on it, but only one set matches this
combination of locks.

Convoy Messaging in BizTalk Server 2004

In the three business scenarios outlined earlier a central question exists: How can you handle the correlation without the
traditional handshake of send and receive message processing? The answer to this question is convoy message processing.

BizTalk Server 2004 uses a publish and subscribe system to route messages to a specific destination. These destinations can be
a send port, a receive port on a new orchestration instance, or a receive port on an already running orchestration instance.
Creation of subscriptions occurs in the following two ways:

By creating them at design time as a send port or receive port in an orchestration
At runtime by sending a message out of an orchestration that expects a response back into the running business process.

In both of these cases, BizTalk Server 2004 knows all the properties used for subscription matching beforehand when it creates
the subscription.

Convoy messages do not fit into this traditional pattern because BizTalk Server 2004 does not know the exact properties used
for the subscriptions during creation of the initial subscriptions. This is because only the receipt of the first message in the
convoy contains the information needed for grouping together additional messages. Only after the receipt of the first message
in the convoy are the values of the correlation properties for all subsequent messages known.

Convoys may require the receipt of multiple messages before any business process has the chance to start. This is because you
implement convoys by using multiple receives inside a business process. This creates the potential of a race condition on the
message box because of the need for successful routing of all these messages to this to-be-created or already-created
orchestration instance. Handling this race condition occurs at the database level during subscription matching. Because any
message received by BizTalk Server 2004 may potentially be the first message in a convoy or belong to an existing convoy,
checking all messages for the existence of convoy properties occurs at subscription matching time.

BizTalk Server 2004 detects and reacts to convoy message processing at the time of the enlistment of an orchestration
implementing this kind of pattern. At enlistment, the runtime creates a general subscription and identifies it as part of a
convoy. After filling this subscription, creation of a temporary subscription occurs based on the values in the pre-defined
correlation properties. Convoy set is the term used for this temporary subscription. Evaluation of all subsequent messages that
match the general subscription occurs against the convoy sets for a match and eventually routing to an existing port.

The handling of the race condition before creating a business process allows for full support for many types of business
scenarios that require convoy message processing.

In traditional correlation scenarios, no race condition exists. This is because a traditional handshake occurs between the
sending out of a message from a business process and the receipt of the response back into the same business process. This
kind of scenario contains a handshake between the exchange of the messages between the various systems. Handling by
traditional subscription occurs because the system has time to create the response subscription when it sends out the initial
message. This kind of message processing would not require convoy message processing. In convoy scenarios, this kind of
processing is not possible because no handshake exists.

Following some simple requirements when you work with convoy messaging patterns in BizTalk Server 2004 enables the
runtime to treat the receiving messages as a convoy. Consideration for using convoy processing with a business process
involves following these rules:

The correlation set used on the Receive shapes may not contain more than three properties used for correlation. A
correlation set is a list of properties with specific values that you use to route messages a specific business process. This



is because these values identify and store at the database level. This has support for a maximum of three parameters. 
Parallel and sequential convoy may coexist in the same business process, but they may not share any correlation sets
with each other. This is because each correlation set may only belong to one convoy.
BizTalk Server 2004 does not support convoy processing when passing in an already initialized correlation set into a new
orchestration using the start orchestration. This is because convoy sets handle at the database level, independent of
already running orchestration instances.

Convoy messaging patterns in BizTalk Server 2004 can fit into two different messaging design patterns:

Parallel (concurrent) receives
Sequential receives with uniform or non-uniform inputs 

Defined in the following section are these messaging design patterns.

Parallel (Concurrent) Receive

Parallel (concurrent) receive message processing occurs any time the business process requires that two or more messages
must be received before the rest of the business process may continue. Additionally, these messages can arrive in any order
into the business process. This messaging pattern is supported in BizTalk Server 2004 by using a parallel receive convoy.

In order to handle this kind of messaging pattern inside an orchestration, you must use the Parallel Action shape. Add a
Receive shape to each parallel branch in the shape, one for each message that you must receive. If this shape is the first shape
in the orchestration, all Receive shapes must be able to start the orchestration. You do this by setting the activate property to
"True" on each of the Receive shapes inside the Parallel Action shape. The incoming messages may be received from different
ports and be of different types.

Use a correlation set to relate all the incoming messages together. Each of the Receive shapes inside the Parallel shape must
initialize this correlation set.

Figure 3 shows an example of a parallel (concurrent) receive convoy as the first action inside the orchestration. In this case,
only the first message received for a specific convoy set starts a new business process. All other messages route to the already
running instance of the business process.

Figure 3 Concurrent receive convoy

Typically, you handle parallel convoys as the first shape inside an orchestration. This is not required. If the business need
occurs, BizTalk Server 2004 also supports non-activatable parallel convoys. In this case, the parallel convoy is in the middle of
the business process waiting for multiple return messages.

Sequential Receives

Sequential receive convoys can be additionally broken down into two sub-categories:

Uniform sequential receive convoys
Non-uniform sequential receive convoys 

Uniform Sequential Receives

Uniform sequential receive message processing exists when many instances of a message is received and all must be handled
by the same business process. You handle this kind of messaging pattern in BizTalk Server 2004 by using a uniform sequential
receive convoy.

In order to build a business process to handle this kind of messaging pattern, you put two successive Receive shapes into the
orchestration. These must both receive the same message type from the same port. If the first Receive shape is the first shape
in an orchestration, it should be able to start a new orchestration. You do this by setting the Activate property to "True" on the



 

first Receive shape. This first Receive shape must also initialize a correlation set used for the subsequent Receive shape. The
second Receive shape must follow this correlation set. A common implementation of this design pattern is in a batching
scenario. This positions the second Receive shape inside a Loop shape to enable receipt of many additional messages by the
business process. In some cases, you need additional logic to guarantee the first message processes just like subsequent
messages.

Figure 4 shows two messages in a sequential receive convoy. These two messages are of the same type and arrive from the
same port inside the orchestration. The first Receive shape in Figure 4 is set to activate the orchestration and initialize the
collection set. The second Receive shape follows this correlation set.

Figure 4 Uniform sequential receive convoy

Non-Uniform Sequential Receives

In the non-uniform sequential receive design pattern, the receipt of two or more different types of messages occurs in a known
order before the rest of the business process can continue. Definition of the order of the received messages occurs inside the
business process, although BizTalk Server 2004 does not enforce the order other than for the first message.

To implement this message pattern in a business process, position multiple Receive shapes in order inside the orchestration. If
the first Receive shape is the first shape in the orchestration, it must be able to start a new orchestration. Do this by setting the
Activate property to "True" on the first Receive shape. The first Receive shape in the convoy initializes a correlation set followed
by all subsequent Receive shapes. The individual messages must all originate from the same port and this port must be
marked for ordered delivery. The individual message types are each associated with a separate operation inside the port.
Figure 5 illustrates this kind of design pattern.

Figure 5 Non- uniform sequential receive convoy

Basic Convoy Theory

BizTalk Server 2004 has support for convoy message processing built into the core messaging engine. You manage the overall
process to handle convoy message processing in three steps:

1. Compile Time. At compile time, you identify and handle a convoy message pattern accordingly.
2. Subscription Creation Time. At deployment, you create the base convoy subscription and identify convoy properties.

This sets the framework for you to create convoy sets based on the properties associated with incoming messages.
Figure 6 shows a base subscription followed by virtual subscriptions created as new business processes that contain
convoys start. The term "virtual subscriptions" represents the behind the scenes database level correlation and routing
that is occurring.
Figure 6 Convoy subscriptions 



 

3. Subscription Matching Time. As messages arrive, the system checks for the presence of properties that are part of a
convoy. This occurs for every message that enters BizTalk Server 2004. If the message contains propertied used in a
convoy, additional checks are performed. Shown here is a simplified version of the message subscription matching
processing.
Figure 7 Simplified message subscription matching flow 

Best Practices

This paper illustrates how BizTalk Server 2004 deals with convoy message processing. Realize that convoys are not always the
best solution to the problem at hand. You should use convoys when the business needs require convoy message processing.

All convoys implement singleton processing with regard to the convoy set they represent. Sometimes, this can be a significant
bottleneck in the system. Think back to real world example of the group of vehicles headed to the party. If one vehicle has a flat
tire then all the vehicles must stop.

Convoys also have a side effect called zombies. A zombie is a message or orchestration that resides in the "Completed with
discarded messages" status. This occurs any time a message routes to a business process that is in the process of ending, or
any time unexpected messages arrive into a business process. The sample walk through in the following section covers
zombies and covers how to handle them. The best approach available now is the WMI event that commences when a zombie
occurs. This shows in the ZombieWMI component.

Solved Business Scenario Samples

The three business scenarios discussed earlier are all excellent examples of business processes that require convoy message
processing in order to solve the required tasks.

There is a detailed discussion of each sample to help gain a deeper understanding of convoys.

Sample setup: Run the included MSI. All samples install into C:\ConvoyDeepDive directory. If you have not already downloaded
the MSI, you can obtain it here.

Scenario 1: Hospital Admits a New Patient

The Hospital Admits a New Patient Scenario is an example of a business scenario that requires parallel convoy message
processing. The business requirements dictate the receipt of three different types of message before admitting the patient into

http://download.microsoft.com/download/f/0/9/f09deca4-2c83-47a0-86ed-9c708c128500/ConvoyDeepDive.exe


the hospital. These three messages are the Insurance, History, and Patient messages. Any one of these messages can be the
first message to arrive for the patient and this creates a race condition. To solve this, three Receive shapes are put into a
Parallel Action shape and each receive is marked as Activate = True. This enables any one of the three messages to start the
orchestration. Shown here is this message receipt pattern.

Figure 8 Admit a new patient

Use a correlation type called corrPatientInfo to identify the properties used to tie the individual messages together. A
correlation type is a list of properties that eventually populates with values for use in routing messages. HospitalData.xsd, a
custom property schema defines these properties and references each of the three individual message schemas. The nodes
that contain the correlation values do not have to have the same name across the various messages. They just need promotion
to the same node using the property schema. The properties used for correlation are the patient's date of birth, Property
Schema Node Name: DOB, and social security number, Property Schema Node Name: SSN, as these uniquely identify a
new patient. What follows is the definition of the correlation type, and patient properties used in this business process.

Figure 9 Definition of the correlation type

Figure 10 Patient properties

Use a correlation set called corrPatientMessage on the Receive shapes to create a new instance of the correlation type based
on the properties received by the first message in the set. Remember, this occurs independently of an actual running
orchestration instance. Each of the three Receive shapes must initialize the same correlation set.

In order to run this sample, make sure to enlist and start the Scenario 1 Orchestration. At this point, three separate activate



subscriptions can be seen in the Subscription Viewer. The Subscription Viewer is located in the Software Development Kit
(SDK) at SDK\Utilities\BTSSubscriptionViewer.exe.

Shown here are these three base subscriptions. Additional subscriptions may be present in the table other then what is in the
following list.

Figure 11 Base subscriptions

A deeper look into one of the subscriptions shows the properties used for the base subscription. An earlier diagram shows the
properties for the InsuranceInfo message. It shows that DOB and SSN must exist but they do not have any specific values.

The sample files used for running this scenario are located at C:\ConvoyDeepDive\Scenario1\SampleFiles. This contains one of
each message type for two separate patients, A and B. To start the orchestration, drop any message into the Scenario1\In
folder. In this case, the A_MedicalHistory.xml, B_MedicalHistory.xml, and B_PatientInfo.xml are dropped into the In folder.

This action starts two separate orchestrations. You can see these by opening Health and Activity Tracking (HAT), selecting
Operations and selecting Service Instances.

You can see the more interesting part of the process by looking in HAT under Operations but this time selecting Messages.
This shows two MedicalHistory messages and one PatientInfo message that are consumed and probably dehydrated. This
means that the message routed to an orchestration and it is waiting for the next action to happen. On the far right, the Service
Instance ID tells with what orchestration instance the messages are associated. Shown here is the compressed message view of
HAT.

Figure 12 Compressed message HAT view

The first mesoccurredeived was the A_MedicalHistory.xml message. This contained both a DOB and SSN as described by the
MedicalHistory schema so the base subscription filled. After that, a check occurred for the existence of a convoy set with these
properties, with none found. Therefore, a new one created. This new virtual subscription had the following properties of
DOB=2-23-1950 and SSN=123456789 and created a new orchestration.

The second message, B_MedicalHistory.xml, did exactly the same thing and created another new virtual subscription with
properties of DOB=2-23-1950 and SSN-987654321 and another new orchestration.

The third message, B_PatientInfo.xml, handled somewhat differently. It also matches the base subscription with the existence of
DOB and SSN. This time however, the test for the existence of a convoy set returns as true. In this case, this message routes to
the same orchestration as the previous message with the same convoy set. This is evident by viewing HAT and seeing the two
messages routed to the same service instance.

To finish the existing orchestrations, drop the remaining messages into the In folder. This includes the A_InsuranceInfo.xml,
B_InsuranceInfo.xml, and A_PatientInfo.xml messages. The orchestrations complete and output messages appear in the Out
folder.

The SampleFiles folder also contains a message called C_PatientInfo_NoSSN.xml. This message fails routing on the base
subscription because the SSN does not exist. Test this by dropping this message into the In folder. View the results in HAT and
in the event log.

Remember, message correlation occurs independently of any running business processes. To test this, open BizTalk Explorer
and stop the Scenario 1 orchestration. Make sure the orchestration remains enlisted. Drop all three messages for Patient A into
the In folder. HAT shows the three messages in the Suspended (resumable) status and all three already routed to the same
Service Instance. View the service instances in HAT. This shows a Scenario 1 orchestration that is pending and ready to run as
soon as you start it.

Now, start the orchestration using the BizTalk Explorer and make sure you select the Resume Existing Orchestration
Instance check box. This executes the waiting orchestration and output appears in the Out folder. A quick view in HAT shows
the messages no longer show up as suspended and the service instance has completed.

If there is receipt of a message two times before the business process ends, it becomes a zombie. Remember that zombies are
messages in the "Completed with discarded messages" service status after the orchestration is completed. You can see this by



running the process again but this time submitting one of the messages two times before ending the orchestration. You must
investigate zombies in order to guarantee no data is lost. Figure 13 shows how this kind of message would look under
Messages in HAT.

Figure 13 Message types

The ZombieWMI console application can help solve zombie related problems. This application detects zombie orchestrations
and writes the zombie messages to the C:\ConvoyDeepDive\ZombieMessages\. Both the messages and the message contexts
write to this folder with the message ID as the message name. Shown here is the output from the console application.

Figure 14 ZombieWMI.exe

Scenario 2: Retail Company Batch Orders

The Retail Company Batch Order Scenario is an example of a business process that requires sequential convoy processing of
incoming messages. The business requirements state that all single orders received before 2:00 PM for a specific day should
batch together. This requires the first message received to start a new orchestration instance and initialize a correlation set. At
that point, all other orders received of that message type route to the already running orchestration instance. To accomplish
this, you position a Listen shape (containing a Receive shape and a Delay shape) inside a Loop shape. After reaching the delay,
the loop ends. This allows for the receipt of an unknown amount of orders in the same business process. This kind of process
could potentially result in routing messages to this orchestration while it is in the process of ending. Therefore, zombie
monitoring for this kind of process is very important.

The repeating receive messaging pattern is shown here. Note that this does not show the receipt of the initial message.

Figure 15 Repeating receive messaging pattern

The above illustration uses XML document manipulation to append additional orders to a base XML document. This approach
requires an Atomic Scope shape since XmlNode is not serializable.This enables a straightforward approach to batching in this
scenario. It also eliminates message retention and build up inside the MessageBox database. In this case, message receipt



happens inside the loop and puts the message into a "Delivered, not consumed status". The message remains in this status
until the orchestration tells the MessageBox database otherwise at a persistence point. Using the Atomic Scope shape creates a
persistence point and releases the messages as they are consumed. Other types of long running processes inside a loop
without a persistence point may cause a large amount of messages to remain inside the MessageBox database in the
"Delivered, not consumed state" until the orchestration completes or dehydrates.

Use a correlation type named corrMessageType to identify the properties used for correlation. In this case, use a single BizTalk
Server 2004 internal property for correlation. That property is BTS.MessageType. This allows for the same orchestration
instance to route and process all orders. This creates a singleton behavior with regard to the MessageType of a message and
could potentially create a performance bottleneck. Remember, convoys are business process driven and should only be used
when required. A correlation set named corrOrderMessage initializes by the first Receive shape named FirstOrder followed by
the AllOtherOrders Receive shape inside the loop.

A look into the Subscription Viewer shows two subscriptions for this message. They are the same, except one is marked as not
being able to activate a convoy. This does not show in the Subscription Viewer. As part of the subscription matching process,
the presence of an existing orchestration is checked and creation of new orchestration instances occur as needed based on the
convoy values in the correlation set. Therefore, both subscriptions always evaluate but only one ever fills.

In order to run this sample, make sure to enlist and start the Scenario 2 Orchestration. The files used for this scenario are
located in C:\ConvoyDeepDive\Scenario2\SampleFiles. This contains five different orders. Select any one of the orders and
drop it into the In folder. In this case, you select and position Order_No101.xml in the In folder. A single orchestration starts
with a correlation set based on this message type. This creates a virtual subscription based on the received message type of the
message. In this case, it is a single order. Note that for this sample the 2:00 PM time to close a batch changes to a simple one-
minute timer. The batch ends when there is no receipt of new messages for one minute. See the Helper Class about how to
change this time-out.

Drop the remaining four orders into the In folder. The same orchestration instance accepts each order and adds it to the batch.
A look into HAT shows a single message associated with this orchestration. After reaching the time-out, the result is a single
batch file in the Out directory.

If messages arrive to the orchestration after the loop has ended, these messages will cause the orchestration to be "Completed,
with discarded messages". To simulate this, add a Delay shape after the loop and send messages into the process. You can see
this in the RetailCompanyBatchOrdersZombie.odx provided in the Scenario2 directory. This orchestration does not deploy with
the initial set up. This orchestration writes a message to the event log as soon as the loop is finished so make sure your BizTalk
Server 2004 host has event log write permissions. The delay holds for one minute causing any submitted messages to route to
this running instance and become a zombie.

Scenario 3: Standardize Test Taking and Grading

The Standardized Test Taking and Grading Scenario is an example of a business scenario that requires sequential convoy
message processing. This differs from Scenario 2 because, in this case, there is the receipt of four different message types. This
differs from Scenario 1 because, in this case, the messages must arrive in a defined order.

In this scenario, the receipt of the Registration, Check In, Check Out, and Test Received messages are in order. Shown here is
this kind of pattern.

Figure 16 Messages received in order

Use a Correlation Type named corrStudentType to identify the properties for this convoy. In this case, use a single custom
property named StudentID for correlation. This definition is in the StudentTrackingID.xsd schema. The Registration Receive
shape initializes a correlation set named corrStudentID and is followed by the other three Receive shapes.



 

 

Examining the subscription viewer shows four subscriptions, one for each of the different message types. These are all marked
as Activate but the ability to start a new orchestration instance receives a check as part of the subscription matching process.

Figure 17 Subscription viewer

To run this sample, make sure to enlist and start the Sample 3 Orchestration. Locate the sample files at
C:\ConvoyDeepDive\Scenario3\SampleFiles. Drop the Registration_0004.xml into the In folder. This creates a new instance of
the business process for test taking and grading. This also creates a virtual subscription for the student ID that was in the
received message. In this case, the virtual subscription is 0004. Any additional messages that match one of the four
subscriptions with an ID of 0004, routes to this already running instance.

To complete this process, drop the SiteCheckIn_0004.xml, SiteCheckOut_0004.xml, and TestReceived_0004.xml into the In
folder. Although the business process has the files in a defined order, this is not enforced. If these files drop out of order, the
message routes to the correct orchestration instance and it waits until all the remaining messages arrive.

As the orchestration receives messages, they then appear in HAT all with the same service ID. The Messages view of HAT looks
similar to this.

Figure 18 Wait for remaining messages

After the receipt of the last message, a message appears in the Out folder.

You can create zombies in this process if there is receipt of same message two times for a specific student ID. This causes the
orchestration instance and the additional messages to be suspended. Using the ZombieWMI console application a zombie
would look similar to the following figure.

Figure 19 Zombie view
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Summary: This document describes sizing considerations for the Tracking (DTA) database in Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004. It
explains how to use equations and message variables to determine how large the DTA database will become over a given
period of time, and provides specific examples of how to apply the equations.

"Use Message Variables to Determine DTA Size" provides an overview of the entire process. "Track Message Bodies" explains
how to account for the size of message bodies in calculations. The remaining topics provide specific instructions for calculating
DTA size in different scenarios.

Use Message Variables to Determine DTA Size

In BizTalk Server 2004, you can use a number of variables to determine how large the BizTalk Server Tracking (DTA) database
will become over a given period of time. These variables are:

Number of pipelines used
Number of orchestrations involved
Number of events generated
Number of message properties tracked
Number of additional messages created
Estimated number of messages received in the specified timeframe

While the equation you use to estimate the size of the DTA database is straightforward, you must apply it to each incoming and
outgoing message process that uses the BizTalk Server implementation. In other words, you will need to apply this equation
for every distinct message scenario and then add up the results to obtain the final estimated database size. In this document
we will look at two scenarios. The scenarios are:

1. Receiving a message, transforming the message, and then sending the resulting message
2. Receiving a message, running a business process using the message, and then sending the resulting message.

Both of these scenarios may be present in a BizTalk Server installation, and each scenario generates a different amount of
tracking data. The total tracking data generated for the BizTalk Server installation is the sum of all the scenarios.

The following table shows some variables used in the equation.

Table 1 Examples of estimating the size of the DTA database

Variable Description

Nserv Number of services (number of pipelines + number of orchestrations)

Events Number of generated message events

Properties Number of message properties tracked

PropSize Size (in bytes) of the promoted property (field)

CMsgs Number of additional messages created per incoming message

Msgs Number of estimated incoming messages in a given time period

MsgSize Message size

MsgNum Number of messages tracked for each incoming message

The equation is as follows:



 

 

This equation calculates only the tracking data generated by the messages and does not include the tracking data generated
for the Orchestration Debugger. You must apply this formula to each message process to estimate the size of the DTA
database.

Track Message Bodies

If you plan to track the message bodies in the DTA database, then you will also need to account for the size of these bodies in
your calculation. Use the following equation:

The MsgNum variable is determined by turning on the tracking features at the port level or at the orchestration level using
Microsoft BizTalk Server Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) or BizTalk Explorer. You must apply this formula to each message
process as well.

Calculate the DTA Size for Simple BizTalk Messages

In the following figure, a simple BizTalk Server message passes in and out of BizTalk Server without undergoing any message
transformation.

Figure 1 Simple BizTalk Server message - no transformation

Before you apply the formula in the previous section, you will need to gather some facts about this scenario. In this example,
we use the following:

The message size is 5K.
No properties will be promoted.
The number of messages you receive in a year is 3.5 million.
Tracking is turned on for all events. There are four events in this scenario. The events are:

Receipt of message M0
Output of message M1 from the receive port
Receipt of message M1 by the transmit pipeline
Output of message M2 by the send pipeline

Two additional messages are created in this scenario. Message M0 is the incoming message and is therefore not created
by BizTalk Server. Message M1 is the output message from the receive port and M2 is the output from the transmit port.
M1 and M2 are created by BizTalk Server.

Applying this information to the formula gives the following:

Messages with a single promoted property

Let's take another look at this example and add one additional fact to the scenario. You want to promote a single field,
approximately 10 bytes in size, from the original message. The maximum size of a promoted field is 256 characters, or
approximately 256 bytes (512 bytes if the characters are Unicode).

With this additional fact, the equation now appears as follows:

[(Nserv * 252 bytes) + (Events * 182 bytes) + (Properties * CMsgs(40 bytes + PropSize)) * M
sgs]/1024/1024 = Data size in MB

[Msgs * MsgNum * MsgSize]/1024 = Data size in MB

[(2*252 bytes) + (4*182 bytes) + (0*2(40 bytes + 0) * 3,500,000]/1024/1024
[(504 + 728 + 0) * 3,500,000]/1024/1024 = 4112.24 MB ~ 4.02 GB per year

[(2*252 bytes) + (4*182 bytes) + (1*2(40 bytes + 10 bytes) * 3,500,000]/1024/1024
[(504 + 728 + 100) * 3,500,000]/1024/1024 = 4446.03 MB ~ 4.34 GB per year



 

If you wanted to promote an additional field that is 10 bytes in size, the equation would be:

As you can see, if you promote a single 10-byte property in this scenario, it will add an additional 333.79 MB ~ 0.33 GB per
year to the size of the DTA database.

Promoting two 10-byte properties will add an additional 667.58 MB ~ 0.65 GB of additional space per year to the size of the
DTA database.

Messages with message body tracking activated

In this example, let's also assume that you are planning on activating message body tracking. You will need to add the second
equation for message tracking, shown in the previous section. The equation will look like the following for this example:

By adding the results of the two equations, you can estimate that the DTA database will grow approximately 54.44 GB to 54.77
GB per year.

Calculate the DTA Size for Messages in Orchestrations

Let's look at an example that includes an orchestration. The following figure displays the entire business process. In this
scenario, a message comes into BizTalk Server, is sent through an orchestration, is changed within the orchestration, and is
then sent out through a send port.

Figure 2 The BizTalk Server message process

Here are some of the facts concerning this scenario:

The message size is 5K.
You are not promoting any properties.
The number of messages you receive in a year is 3.5 million.
Tracking is turned on for all events. There are six events in this scenario:

Receipt of message M0
Output of message M1 from the receive port
Receipt of message M1 by the orchestration
Output of message M2 from the orchestration
Receipt of message M2 by the send port
Output of message M3 by the send pipeline

Three additional messages are created in this scenario. Message M0 is the incoming message and is therefore not
created by BizTalk Server. Message M1 is the output message from the receive port, M2 is the output message from the
orchestration, and M3 is the output message from the transmit port.

Applying this information to the formula gives the following result:

Messages in orchestrations with a single promoted property

[(2*252 bytes) + (4*182 bytes) + ((1*2(40 bytes + 10 bytes) + (1*2(40 bytes + 10 bytes)) * 
3,500,000]/1024/1024
[(504 + 728 + 200) * 3,500,000]/1024/1024 = 4779.82 MB ~ 4.67 GB per year

[3,500,000 * 3 * 5KB]/1024 = 51269.5 MB ~ 50.1 GB per year

[(3*252 bytes) + (6*182 bytes) + (0*0(40 bytes + 0) * 3,500,000]/1024/1024
[(756 + 1092 + 0) * 3,500,000]/1024/1024 = 6168.37 MB ~ 6.02 GB per year



 

Now let's promote a single field in this scenario, as in the earlier example. The promoted property is approximately 10 bytes in
size. The equation now looks like this:

If you need to promote an additional property that is 20 bytes in size, the formula now looks like this:

Messages in orchestrations with message body tracking activated

If you want to accommodate message tracking, the result from calculating the additional space needed is identical to the result
in the earlier scenario, or 50.1 GB per year.

Calculate the DTA Size for Messages in Orchestrations Sent Out to Distribution Lists

In the following figure, you have a message that proceeds through an orchestration, is changed within the orchestration, and is
then sent out to several different send ports through a distribution list.

Figure 3 BizTalk Server message that proceeds through an orchestration and is sent out to several different ports

Here are some of the facts concerning this scenario:

The message size is 5K.
You are not promoting any properties.
The number of messages you receive in a year is 3.5 million.
Tracking is turned on for all events. There are five events in this scenario:

Receipt of message M0
Output of message M1 from the receive port
Output of message M3 by the send port
Output of message M4 by the send port
Output of message M5 by the send port

Applying this information to the equation gives the following:

[(3*252 bytes) + (6*182 bytes) + (1*3(40 bytes + 10 bytes) * 3,500,000]/1024/1024
[(756 + 1092 + 150) * 3,500,000]/1024/1024 = 6669.04 MB ~ 6.51 GB per year

[(3*252 bytes) + (6*182 bytes) + ((1*3(40 bytes + 10 bytes) + (1*3(40 bytes + 20 bytes)) * 
3,500,000]/1024/1024
[(756 + 1092 + 330) * 3,500,000]/1024/1024 = 7269.86 MB ~ 7.1 GB per year



 

Messages in an orchestration that are sent out to a distribution list with a single promoted property

In this example, let's promote a single property, approximately 10 bytes in size, as in an earlier scenario. The equation now
looks like this:

If you promote an additional property that is 20 bytes in size the equation now looks like this:

Messages in an orchestration that are sent out to a distribution list with message body tracking activated

If you want to accommodate message tracking, the equation will look like the following for this example:

Calculate the DTA Size for Simple Messages, Messages in Orchestrations, and Messages in Orchestrations Sent Out to a
Distribution List

If you had all three message scenarios present in a Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 implementation, you would need to add
together all of the scenario results to determine the size of the DTA database.

The following table combines the data from the preceding examples.

Table 2 Examples of three message scenarios

Scenario Space required, per year, in GB

Simple messages 4.67

Messages in orchestrations 7.1

Messages in orchestrations sent out to distribution lists 11.8

Total 23.57

In addition, if you turn on message body tracking for all three scenarios, you would get the results shown in the following
table.

Table 3 Examples with message body tracking for three scenarios

Scenario Space required, per year, in GB

Simple messages 50.1

Messages in orchestrations 50.1

Messages in orchestrations sent out to distribution lists 83.45

Total 183.65

This would give you a grand total of 207.22 GB per year growth on the DTA database. This figure does not include any
contingency. If you decided to add a contingency of 10 percent to this total, as is recommended, then you should plan on the
DTA database growing 227.94 GB per year.

[(5*252 bytes) + (10*182 bytes) + (0*0(40 bytes + 0) * 3,500,000]/1024/1024
[(1260 + 1820 + 0) * 3,500,000]/1024/1024 = 10280.61 MB ~ 10.04 GB per year

[(5*252 bytes) + (10*182 bytes) + (1*5(40 bytes + 10 bytes) * 3,500,000]/1024/1024
[(1260 + 1820 + 250) * 3,500,000]/1024/1024 = 11115.07 MB ~ 10.85 GB per year

[(5*252 bytes) + (10*182 bytes) + ((1*5(40 bytes + 10 bytes) + (1*5(40 bytes + 20 bytes)) *
3,500,000]/1024/1024
[(1260 + 1820 + 550) * 3,500,000]/1024/1024 = 12116.43 MB ~ 11.8 GB per year

[3,500,000 * 5 * 5KB]/1024 = 85449.2 MB ~ 83.45 GB per year



 

Other Factors Affecting DTA Size

There are other items, such as the shapes used within an orchestration, that also affect the size of the BizTalk Server DTA
database.

If the orchestration debugger option is turned on, which it is by default, the status of each shape in the orchestration is saved to
the DTA database.

The formula to determine the size needed to track shape status is:

For example, in the following figure, you would use the following formula to determine the DTA size:

Figure 4 Sample orchestration

If you assume that this orchestration processes 3.5 million messages, the additional space needed to track this orchestration
would be:

You will need to account for each orchestration that has the orchestration debugger set to "on" to get an approximate size for
the DTA database.

[(# of object shapes + 1) + (# of scopes + 1)] * 2 * 100 bytes

((8 + 1) * 2 * 100 bytes = 1800 bytes

1800 bytes * 3,500,000/1024/1024 = 6008.15 MB ~ 5.87 GB.
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Summary: This paper provides detailed information about how to configure your BizTalk Server environment to use
certificates for encryption, signing, and party resolution. (66 printed pages)

Overview

Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 relies heavily on the security provided by certificates. By using certificates for encryption and
digital signatures, BizTalk Server can send and receive data that can be trusted. The BizTalk Server 2004 Technical Guide for
Certificate Management provides detailed information about how to configure your BizTalk Server environment to use
certificates for encryption, signing, and party resolution. It also provides a sample application to help you automate the
installation of certificates in the certificate stores that BizTalk Server uses when processing messages.

By using certificates, companies can conduct business electronically with authentic and private message exchanges.
Authenticity involves validating the digital signatures or identities of those who send messages, while privacy involves
encrypting confidential information to prevent tampering and unintended disclosure. Companies can use separate certificates
for digital signatures and encryption.

This document assumes that you are familiar with public key infrastructure (PKI), certificates, and certification authorities. For
information about cryptography and certificates on MSDN®, the Microsoft Developer Network, see Cryptography.

BizTalk Server 2004 and Certificates

You can configure your Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 environment to use certificates for sending and receiving signed
and encrypted messages. By using certificates for encryption and digital signatures, BizTalk Server can:

Send and receive data that can be trusted.
Make sure that the data it processes is secure.
Make sure that authorized parties receive its messages.
Make sure that it receives messages from authorized parties.

This section provides information about how to configure BizTalk Server 2004 pipelines, receive locations, ports, and the
BizTalk Server environment to receive and send encrypted and signed messages, and how to use the signing certificates for
party resolution.

Storing Certificates for BizTalk Server 2004

Depending on the purpose of a certificate (signing messages, verifying signatures, decrypting messages, encrypting messages,
or party resolution), it must be installed in a specific certificate store. This section describes which certificates have to be stored
in each certificate store to be available to the BizTalk Server processes and services.

Windows Certificate Stores That BizTalk Server Uses

BizTalk Server uses two Windows® certificate stores - the Other People certificate store (in the Local Computer folder) for
public keys, and the Personal certificate store (in the Current User folder) for the service account of each host instance for
private keys.

Other People certificate store. Public key certificates, as their name implies, are public and accessible by anyone with
access to the computer on which they are stored. BizTalk Server retrieves from this store the public key certificates to
encrypt messages and to verify the digital signatures for incoming messages. All users can read and use the certificates
in this store. 
The following figure shows the Other People certificate store that BizTalk Server uses for public key certificates.
Figure 1 Other People certificate store

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa380255(v=bts.10).aspx


Personal certificate store. BizTalk Server uses private key certificates to decrypt incoming messages and sign
outbound messages. Every Windows account enabled to log on interactively on a computer has a personal certificate
store that only that account can access. BizTalk Server uses the personal certificate store for the service account of each
host instance to access the private key certificates to which each service account has access. The private key certificates
must be stored in the Personal certificate store for the service account for each host instance on each computer that has a
running host instance that requires the certificate for decryption or for signing outbound messages.

Note
The personal certificate store is also named the MY certificate store when it is used for programmatic operations, such 
as scripting the importing and exporting of certificates.

The following figure shows the Personal certificate store that BizTalk Server uses for private key certificates.
Figure 2 Personal certificate store 

For more information about the certificate stores and the Certificate snap-in for the Microsoft Management Console (MMC),
search for "Certificate console" in Windows XP, Windows Server™ 2003, or Windows 2000 Server Help.

Certificates That You Need in Each Store

The following table describes the certificates that you must install in each Windows certificate store.

Table 1 Certificates for each Windows certificate store
Certifica
te purpo
se

Certifica
te type

Certificate store

Signing Own priv
ate key

Personal store for each service account of a host instance that has a send pipeline with a MIME/SMIME En
coder pipeline component configured to sign messages (Add Signing Cert To Message property set to 
True).



 

Verifying 
signature

Partner's
public ke
y

Other People store on each computer that has a host instance that has a receive pipeline with a MIME/SMI
ME Decoder pipeline component.

Decryptin
g

Own priv
ate key

Personal store for each service account of a host instance that has a receive pipeline with a MIME/SMIME 
Decoder pipeline component.

Encryptin
g

Partner's
public ke
y

Other People store on each computer that has a host instance that has a send pipeline with a MIME/SMIM
E Encoder pipeline component configured to encrypt messages (Enable encryption property set to True
).

Party res
olution

Partner's
public ke
y

Other People store on the administration computer from which you are configuring party resolution.

The following figure shows what certificates you will need in each certificate store on a BizTalk Server dedicated to receiving
messages.

Figure 3 Certificates required in a BizTalk Server dedicated to receiving messages

The following figure shows what certificates you will need in each certificate store on a BizTalk Server dedicated to sending
messages.

Figure 4 Certificates required in a BizTalk Server dedicated to sending messages

For more information about certificates and about managing certificates in the Certificate snap-in, search for "Certificates" in
Windows XP, Windows Server 2003, or Windows 2000 Server Help.

Sending and Receiving Encrypted Messages

BizTalk Server 2004 supports public key encryption of outbound messages and decryption of inbound messages based on
S/MIME. BizTalk Server uses S/MIME version 3 for encryption of outbound messages, and S/MIME versions 2 and 3 for
decryption of inbound messages.

Receiving Encrypted Messages



 

The following figure shows the message flow when BizTalk Server receives an encrypted message.

Figure 5 Message Flow when receiving an encrypted message

The message flow when BizTalk Server receives an encrypted message is as follows:

1. A partner sends a message to BizTalk Server. The partner encrypts the message with the BizTalk Server public key.
2. The appropriate BizTalk Server receive handler receives the message. 
3. During the receive pipeline execution, the MIME/SMIME Decoder pipeline component decrypts the message by using the

BizTalk Server private key.
4. Additional processing occurs.

Sending Encrypted Messages

The following figure shows the message flow when BizTalk Server sends an encrypted message.

Figure 6 Message Flow when sending an encrypted message

The message flow when BizTalk Server sends an encrypted message to a partner is as follows:

1. The appropriate BizTalk Server send handler sends a message to the partner.
2. During the send pipeline execution, the MIME/SMIME Encoder pipeline component encrypts the message by using the

partner's public key.
3. The partner receives the message from BizTalk Server. The partner uses its private key to decrypt the message.

Configuring BizTalk Server 2004 for Encryption Certificates

This section describes the steps that you have to follow to configure a BizTalk Server environment to receive and send
encrypted messages.

At a high level, the steps are:

Install the certificate keys in the certificate stores.
Configure the pipelines to receive and send encrypted messages.

Installing the Certificate Keys in the Certificate Stores

The following procedure lists the high-level steps that you have to follow to install the certificates for receiving encrypted
messages in the certificate stores.

To install the decryption certificates

1. An administrator in your organization requests a private-public key pair for encryption from the certification authority
(CA) for BizTalk Server to use.



2. The administrator sends Partner A the public key for encryption. For recommendations on how to send public keys to
your partners, see Certificate Management Best Practices.

3. In BizTalk Server, log on as the service account for the host instance running the handler that will receive messages from
Partner A. Install the BizTalk Server private key certificate for decrypting messages in the personal store for the service
account. The following figure shows the certificate store where you install the certificate.

4. In Partner A, install the BizTalk Server public key certificate for encrypting messages sent to Partner A in the appropriate
store. (If Partner A is using Windows 2000 Server or Windows Server 2003, install the public key in the Other People
store.)

The following procedure lists the high-level steps that you have to follow to install the certificates for sending encrypted
messages in the certificate stores.

To install the encryption certificates

1. Partner A requests a private-public key pair for encryption from the CA.

2. Partner A installs the private key certificate for decrypting the messages in the appropriate store. (If Partner A is using
Windows 2000 Server or Windows Server 2003, install the private key in the personal certificate store.)

3. Partner A sends you its public key for encrypting messages sent to Partner A.

4. In BizTalk Server, log on to the server that has a host instance running a handler that will send messages to Partner A.
Install the Partner A public key certificate for encrypting messages sent to Partner A in the Other People store. The
following figure shows the certificate store where you install the certificate.

Configuring BizTalk Server to Receive Encrypted Messages

The following procedure lists the steps that you have to follow to configure BizTalk Server to receive encrypted messages.

Note
The MIME/SMIME Decoder pipeline component performs both decryption and digital signature validation (when configured 
to perform both functions). Therefore, if you are configuring BizTalk Server to receive encrypted and signed messages, you c
an use the same receive pipeline. In other words, you do not have to create separate pipelines for decryption and digital sign
ature validation.



Note
You can use one certificate for both signing and decryption operations, or you can use one certificate for each function.

To configure BizTalk Server to receive encrypted messages

1. Create a new receive pipeline:

a. In Solution Explorer, select the project in which you want to create the pipeline. 
b. On the File menu, click Add New Item. 
c. In the Add New Item dialog box, select the Receive Pipeline template by clicking it once. 
d. In the Name field, type a name for the pipeline. 
e. Click Open. 

The new pipeline appears in Solution Explorer.

2. Drag the MIME/SMIME Decoder pipeline component into the Decode stage of a receive pipeline.

3. Configure the MIME/SMIME Decoder pipeline component properties in the Properties window. For more information
about the MIME/SMIME decoder, see "Configuring the MIME/SMIME Decoder Pipeline Component" in BizTalk Server
2004 Help.

4. Build and deploy the receive pipeline.

5. In BizTalk Explorer, create a new receive port.

6. Create a new receive location. In the Receive Pipeline drop-down list, select the pipeline you created in step 1. In the
Receive Handler drop-down list, select the BizTalk Host where the receive location will run.

7. Configure the host running the receive pipeline with the decryption certificate:

a. Open BizTalk Server Administration. 
b. Expand the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node, and then double-click Hosts. 
c. Right-click the host where the receive location you created in step 6 will run, and select Properties. 
d. In the <Host Name> Properties dialog box, on the Certificate tab, type the thumbprint value for the decryption



 

certificate that BizTalk Server will use to decrypt messages it receives through the receive location.

Configuring BizTalk Server to Send Encrypted Messages

The following procedure lists the steps that you have to follow to configure BizTalk Server to send encrypted messages.

Note
The MIME/SMIME Encoder pipeline component performs both encryption and digital signing (when configured to perform b
oth functions). Therefore, if you are configuring BizTalk Server to send encrypted and signed messages, you can use the sam
e send pipeline. In other words, you do not have to create separate pipelines for encryption and digital signing.

To configure BizTalk Server to send encrypted messages

1. Create a new send pipeline:

a. In Solution Explorer, select the project in which you want to create the pipeline. 
b. On the File menu, click Add New Item. 
c. In the Add New Item dialog box, select the Send Pipeline template by clicking it once. 
d. In the Name field, type a name for the pipeline. 
e. Click Open. 

The new pipeline appears in Solution Explorer.

2. Drag the MIME/SMIME Encoder pipeline component into the Encode stage of a receive pipeline.

3. In the Properties window, configure the MIME/SMIME Encoder pipeline component Enable encryption property to
True. For more information about the MIME/SMIME encoder, see "Configuring the MIME/SMIME Encoder Pipeline
Component" in BizTalk Server 2004 Help.

4. Build and deploy the send pipeline.

5. In BizTalk Explorer, create a new send port.

6. In General Properties, in the Send Pipeline drop-down list, select the pipeline you created in step 1.

7. In the Certificate Name drop-down list, select the public key encryption certificate that BizTalk Server will use to encrypt
messages sent to the partner.

Sending and Receiving Signed Messages

BizTalk Server supports using digital signature certificates both to sign outbound messages and to verify the signature of
inbound messages. BizTalk Server uses S/MIME versions 2 and 3 to sign outbound messages and to validate the signature of



 

inbound messages. The signing certificate supported by BizTalk Server is x.509 version 3.

Using Digital Signature Certificates with Inbound Messages

The following figure shows the message flow when BizTalk Server receives a digitally signed message.

Figure 7 Message Flow when receiving a digitally signed message

The message flow when BizTalk Server receives a digitally signed message is as follows:

1. A partner sends a message to BizTalk Server. The partner signs the message with its private key certificate.
2. The appropriate BizTalk Server receive handler receives the message. 
3. During the execution of the receive pipeline, the MIME/SMIME Decoder pipeline component verifies the digital signature

by using the partner's public key.
4. Additional processing occurs.

Using Digital Signature Certificates with Outbound Messages

The following figure shows the message flow when BizTalk Server sends a digitally signed message.

Figure 8 Message Flow when sending a digitally signed message

The message flow when BizTalk Server sends a digitally signed message to a partner is as follows:

1. The appropriate BizTalk Server send handler sends a message to the partner.
2. During the execution of the send pipeline, the MIME/SMIME Encoder pipeline component signs the message by using the

BizTalk Server private key.
3. The partner receives the message from BizTalk Server. The partner uses the BizTalk Server public key to verify the digital

signature.

Configuring BizTalk Server 2004 to Use Signing Certificates

This section describes the steps that you have to follow to configure a BizTalk Server environment to receive and send signed
messages.

At a high level, the steps are:

Install the certificate keys in the certificate stores.
Configure the pipelines to receive and send signed messages.
Specify the signing certificate in the BizTalk Administration console.

Installing the Certificate Keys in the Certificate Stores

The following procedure lists the steps that you have to follow to install the certificates for receiving signed messages in the
certificate stores.



To install the certificates to receive signed messages

1. Partner A requests a private-public key pair for digital signatures from the certification authority (CA).

2. Partner A sends you its public key for digital signatures.

3. In BizTalk Server, log on to the server that has a host instance running a handler that will receive messages from Partner
A. Install the Partner A public key certificate to verify their signature in the Other People store. The following figure shows
the certificate store where you install the certificate.

4. In Partner A, install the Partner A private key certificate for signing messages in the appropriate store. (If Partner A is
using Windows 2000 Server or Windows Server 2003, install the private key in the personal store for the account that
will sign messages sent to BizTalk Server.)

The following procedure lists the steps that you have to follow to install the certificates for sending signed messages in the
certificate stores.

To install the signing certificates for sending signed messages in the certificate stores

1. An administrator in your organization requests a private-public key pair for digital signatures from the CA for BizTalk
Server to use.

Important
You can only specify one signing certificate with which BizTalk Server signs all outbound messages. In other words, you
cannot use different signing certificates depending on who you are sending the message to.

2. The administrator sends Partner A (and all other partners) the public key for digital signatures. For recommendations on
how to send public keys to your partners, see Certificate Management Best Practices.

3. In BizTalk Server, log on as service account for the host instance running the handler that will send messages to Partner
A. Install the BizTalk Server private key certificate for signing messages in the personal store for the service account. The
following figure shows the certificate store where you install the certificate.

4. In Partner A, install the BizTalk Server public key certificate for verifying its digital signature in the appropriate store. (If
Partner A is using Windows 2000 Server or Windows Server 2003, install the public key in the Other people store.)



Configuring BizTalk Server to Receive Signed Messages

The following procedure lists the steps that you have to follow to configure BizTalk Server to receive signed messages.

Note
The MIME/SMIME Decoder pipeline component performs both decryption and digital signature validation (when configured 
to perform both functions). Therefore, if you are configuring BizTalk Server to receive encrypted and signed messages, you c
an use the same receive pipeline. In other words, you do not have to create separate pipelines for decryption and digital sign
ature validation.

To configure BizTalk Server to receive signed messages

1. Create a new receive pipeline:

a. In Solution Explorer, select the project in which you want to create the pipeline. 
b. On the File menu, click Add New Item. 
c. In the Add New Item dialog box, select the Receive Pipeline template by clicking it once. 
d. In the Name field, type a name for the pipeline. 
e. Click Open. 

The new pipeline appears in Solution Explorer.

2. Drag the MIME/SMIME Decoder pipeline component into the Decode stage of a receive pipeline.

3. Configure the MIME/SMIME Decoder pipeline decoder properties in the Properties window. For more information about
the MIME/SMIME decoder, see "Configuring the MIME/SMIME Decoder Pipeline Component" in BizTalk Server 2004
Help.

4. Build and deploy the receive pipeline.

5. In BizTalk Explorer, create a new receive port.

6. Create a new receive location. In the Receive Pipeline drop-down list, select the pipeline you created in step 1.

Configuring BizTalk Server to Send Signed Messages



The following procedure lists the steps that you have to follow to configure BizTalk Server to send signed messages.

Note
The MIME/SMIME Encoder pipeline component performs both encryption and digital signing (when configured to perform b
oth functions). Therefore, if you are configuring BizTalk Server to send encrypted and signed messages, you can use the sam
e send pipeline. In other words, you do not have to create separate pipelines for encryption and digital signing.

Note
You can use one certificate for both signing and decryption operations, or you can use one certificate for each function.

To configure BizTalk Server to send signed messages

1. Create a new send pipeline:

a. In Solution Explorer, select the project in which you want to create the pipeline. 
b. On the File menu, click Add New Item. 
c. In the Add New Item dialog box, select the Send Pipeline template by clicking it once. 
d. In the Name field, type a name for the pipeline. 
e. Click Open. 

The new pipeline appears in Solution Explorer.

2. Drag the MIME/SMIME Encoder pipeline component into the Encode stage of a receive pipeline. For more information
about the MIME/SMIME encoder, see "Configuring the MIME/SMIME Encoder Pipeline Component" in BizTalk Server
2004 Help.

3. In the Properties window, configure the MIME/SMIME Encoder pipeline component Signature type property to
ClearSign or BlobSign properties.

Important
If you are also using encryption, you can only select BlobSign.

4. Build and deploy the send pipeline.

5. In BizTalk Explorer, create a new send port.

6. Expand the Send node, and then the General node. In the Send Pipeline drop-down list, select the pipeline you created



 

in step 1.

Specifying the Signing Certificate in the BizTalk Administration Console

The following procedure lists the steps that you have to follow to identify the signing certificate that BizTalk Server will use to
sign all messages that are processed by a send pipeline that contains a MIME/SMIME encoder component that is configured to
send signed messages.

To specify the signing certificate in the BizTalk Administration console

1. Open BizTalk Server Administration.

2. Right-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) node, and then click Properties.

3. In the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local) Properties dialog box, on the General tab, in the Thumbprint box, type
the thumbprint of the private key for the signing certificate. The certificate thumbprint has the format HHHH HHHH
HHHH HHHH HHHH HHHH HHHH HHHH HHHH HHHH, where H is a hexadecimal digit.

BizTalk Server Party Resolution

A party is an entity outside BizTalk Server that interacts with an orchestration. When you use BizTalk Explorer (either the user
interface or the object model) to configure a party, you can choose to resolve the party by using its digital signature. In other
words, when BizTalk Server receives a message, it uses the public key certificate to determine who sent the message, and to
resolve the sender to a known party in the BizTalk Server environment.

Using Digital Signatures for Party Resolution

The following figure shows the message flow when BizTalk Server receives a digitally signed message and uses the digital
signature to resolve the partner identity to a party in the BizTalk Server environment. In this scenario, the partner who sends
the message is resolved to Party A.

Figure 9 BizTalk Server message flow

The message flow when BizTalk Server uses the signing certificate to resolve the party is as follows:

1. A partner sends a message to BizTalk Server. The partner signs the message with its private key. 
2. The appropriate BizTalk Server receive handler receives the message. 
3. During the execution of the receive pipeline, the MIME/SMIME Decoder pipeline component verifies the digital signature

by using the partner's public key.
4. During the execution of the receive pipeline party resolution component, the Partner's public key certificate is used to

identify the party in the BizTalk Server system.
5. Additional processing occurs.



 

 

 

Configuring BizTalk Server to Use Certificates for Party Resolution

This section describes the steps that you have to follow to configure a BizTalk Server environment to use certificates for party
resolution.

At a high level, the steps are:

Install the certificate keys in the certificate stores. Because you are using the same certificate that you use for verifying the
partner's signature, follow the steps in the topic Configuring BizTalk Server 2004 to Use Signing Certificates.
Configure the Party Resolution component in the receive pipeline.

Using Certificates for Party Resolution

The following procedure lists the steps that you have to follow to configure the Party Resolution component in a BizTalk Server
receive pipeline.

Note
You can also use the default XMLReceive pipeline instead of creating a new receive pipeline. The XMLReceive pipeline runs th
e Party Resolution component, which resolves the certificate subject to the party ID. Note that the XMLReceive pipeline has a
n empty Decode stage, and therefore you cannot use it for receiving encrypted messages or verifying digital signatures.

To configure BizTalk Server to use certificates for party resolution

1. Create a new receive pipeline:

a. In Solution Explorer, select the project in which you want to create the pipeline. 
b. On the File menu, click Add New Item. 
c. In the Add New Item dialog box, select the Receive Pipeline template by clicking it once. 
d. In the Name field, type a name for the pipeline. 
e. Click Open. 

The new pipeline appears in Solution Explorer.

2. Configure the Decode stage as indicated in the procedure "To configure BizTalk Server to receive signed messages" in the
topic Configuring BizTalk Server 2004 to Use Signing Certificates.

3. Drag the Party Resolution pipeline component into the ResolveParty stage of a receive pipeline. For more information
about the Party Resolution pipeline component, see "Configuring the Party Resolution Pipeline Component" in BizTalk
Server 2004 Help.

4. In the Properties window, configure the Party Resolution pipeline property Resolve party by certificate to True.

5. Build and deploy the receive pipeline.

6. In BizTalk Explorer, create a new party.

7. In the Certificates properties, from the Certificate Name drop-down list, select the public key signing certificate to use
to identify this party.

Certificate Management Best Practices

This section provides some recommendations and best practices for managing certificates in your Microsoft® BizTalk® Server
2004 environment.

Best Practices

Some best practices to consider are:

Do a threat model analysis of your environment to determine whether using signing or encryption certificates can help
you mitigate some security threats.
Create a plan for receiving and sending public key certificates to and from partners. If you are not using signing
certificates for party resolution, the public certificate can be attached to the message, in which case you do not have to
have a copy of the certificate in your system beforehand.
Download the certificate revocation list (CRL) from your certification authority (CA) at set intervals. We recommend once
a week.
As part of your service level agreement with your partner, establish guidelines for submitting public keys, notifying you
when their certificates are about to expire, and notifying you when they revoke a certificate.



 

 

Make sure you verify the signing certificates against the certificate revocation list by configuring the Check Revocation
List option in the Decode MIME/SMIME pipeline component to Yes.
Determine what you want to do with messages that you receive when BizTalk Server 2004 cannot validate the digital
signature. Setting the Requires MSMQ authentication flag on the receive location and AuthenticationRequired
(Drop messages) on the receive port to True will help prevent denial of service attacks. Remember that the
AuthenticationRequired flag on the receive port requires the Party Resolution pipeline component to be configured
correctly, and that the parties are defined in BizTalk Explorer. For more information about configuring the Party
Resolution pipeline component, see BizTalk Message Queuing Party Resolution in BizTalk Server 2004 Help.
If you plan to receive MIME-encrypted messages from some partners and unencrypted messages from other partners,
create separate receive locations in different hosts for encrypted and unencrypted messages. When you expect only
MIME-encrypted messages, configure the Allow Non MIME Message option in the Decode MIME/SMIME pipeline
component to No.
Make certificate management part of your partner management practices. In other words, when you add or remove a
party from the BizTalk Server environment, we recommend that you also add or remove the certificates associated with
that partner.
When you use the sample utility provided with this guide to automate the installation of certificates, configure your
BizTalk Server environment, including host and host instances, before installing the certificates. This way you only have to
run the sample application once. If you add new host instances, even for existing hosts, you have to rerun the sample
application.
Before removing a host instance from a BizTalk Server, remove the certificates in the personal store of the account under
which the host instance is running.

Certificate Management Case Study

Certificate management is an important process for companies that have many partners. Depending on their particular
environments and business needs, companies approach and implement certificate management in a variety of ways. This
section provides examples of how a company manages their certificates to meet their needs.

Company A is a hardware manufacturer. They use BizTalk Server 2004 primarily as a middleware process automation tool to
control all document flow through a variety of custom components. They run over 100,000 transactions from more than 100
trading partners and over 250,000 transactions from their back end daily. Their trading partners include companies from
whom they buy materials (suppliers), companies to whom they sell products (customers), companies with whom they contract,
shipping companies, and internal groups such as human resources.

Certificates

Company A uses certificates to maintain confidentiality and integrity as messages travel over the Internet through several
intermediaries between the company and their partners. Company A uses both signing and encryption certificates. Their
trading partners typically have one certificate for both purposes.

Company A handles certificates as follows:

Issuing new certificates. Company A uses an internal public key infrastructure (PKI) to create their certificates. Their
trading partners must acquire certificates by a method that Company A approves to be able to use the certificates for
communications with Company A.
Renewing certificates. Their internal PKI notifies them when a certificate is about to expire. Company A does not renew
their certificates. When a certificate expires, they issue a new certificate. Trading partners notify Company A when their
certificates are about to expire. 
Revoking certificates. Company A revokes their certificates through their internal PKI. They have a business process in
place for their partners to notify Company A immediately if the partner's certificate has been compromised or has to be
revoked. Company A uses certificate revocation lists (CRLs) to make sure they do not use revoked certificates.
Making public certificates available to their partners. Company A sends and receives most of their public
certificates through e-mail. Signing certificates are sometimes attached to messages, in which case they do not have to
have the public certificate beforehand.

Sample Certificate Management Deployment

This section provides a sample Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 deployment that uses certificates to send and receive
encrypted messages from a partner.

The sample BizTalk Server deployment described in this section is not a secure BizTalk Server deployment. For more
information about how to secure your BizTalk Server deployment, see Planning a Secure Deployment in BizTalk Server 2004
Help.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms943324(v=bts.10).aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms961641(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

The following sections provide detailed information about the sample architecture and how to configure it. One section
documents a threat model analysis performed on the sample and how you can mitigate the identified threats.

Sample Deployment Architecture

This section describes the sample architecture on which we will configure BizTalk Server 2004 to send and receive encrypted
messages. It shows the network architecture diagram and describes each server in the deployment.

Architecture Overview

The deployment for the sample application includes five computers. Four of these computers would typically be server-class
computers in a production environment. The last computer would typically be a workstation-class computer in a production
environment. The following figure shows the network diagram for the sample deployment.

Figure 10 Network diagram for the sample deployment

The sample depicts a Point of Sale (PoS) application in which a salesperson from Contoso requests inventory items for the
store. The salesperson uses a custom application to submit the request for items. The application submits the request to BizTalk
Server 2004, where the appropriate orchestration processes the order. To illustrate the use of certificates in this architecture,
the orchestration sends the order to a pipeline where it is encrypted in one BizTalk Server, and then the second BizTalk Server
decrypts the order before additional processing takes place. BizTalk Server uses the order information to update the SQL
Server database that contains business data. BizTalk Server does a warehouse inventory check, and then submits an encrypted
acknowledgment and inventory status back to the salesperson. The salesperson decrypts the message and verifies the
signature.

For more information about the data flow in this sample deployment architecture, see "Data Flow Diagram" in Collect
Background Information for the Sample Deployment.

Domain Controller

This computer runs Active Directory® to control the authorization of user, group, computer, and service accounts that access
information across the network in the sample deployment. This computer also runs as a certification authority using Certificate
Services. Computers in the sample deployment request certificates from the certification authority.

Note
For this sample deployment, the domain controller acts as the certification authority for the computers in the E-Business do
main and for the client computer. Typically, a third party would act as the certification authority for your company and your p
artner.

SQL Server

This computer runs Microsoft SQL Server™ 2000, and contains the BizTalk Server databases and the data for the sample



 

 

application.

BizTalk Server

The sample deployment for certificate management contains two computers that run BizTalk Server 2004: one for receiving
messages and one for sending messages. Using two separate computers makes it easier to demonstrate how BizTalk Server
2004 manages certificates in different certificate stores.

Application Computer

This computer runs the sample application that simulates an external partner, and sends messages to the BizTalk Server
computers in the sample deployment.

Configuring the Sample Certificate Management Deployment

This sample is made up of five computers - a primary domain controller and certification authority, a computer that is running
Microsoft SQL Server 2000, two computers that are running Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and an application computer. Each
computer plays a role in the sample, and you must configure each of them correctly.

This section contains procedures for configuring the five computers that are used in the sample certificate management
deployment. To configure this sample deployment, you must have sufficient knowledge in the following areas:

Microsoft Windows Server™ 2003
Active Directory
SQL Server
BizTalk Server 2004

Prerequisites for the Sample Certificate Management Deployment

This section describes the hardware and software prerequisites for each of the five computers in the sample deployment for
certificate management in BizTalk Server 2004. The sample was created and tested using Microsoft Windows Server 2003
Standard Edition as the operating system for each computer.

Domain Controller

The recommended requirements for running the domain controller computer are:

550 MHz CPU
256 MB RAM
2+ GB of hard disk space
Windows Server 2003 operating system

SQL Server

The recommended requirements for computer that is running SQL Server are:

550 MHz CPU
256 MB RAM
4 GB of hard disk space
Windows Server 2003 operating system
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 with the latest service packs

BizTalk Server 2004

The recommended requirements for running each BizTalk Server computer are:

450 MHz CPU
512 MB RAM
6 GB of hard disk space
Windows Server 2003 operating system
Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 and its prerequisite software

Application Client

The recommended requirements for running the application client computer are:

450 MHz CPU



 

 

 

 

512 MB RAM
2 GB of hard disk space
Windows Server 2003 operating system
Microsoft Message Queuing (also known as MSMQ)

Configuring the Domain Controller

This section provides guidelines for configuring the domain controller in the sample BizTalk Server 2004 deployment for
certificate management. It includes guidelines for configuring Active Directory, creating domain accounts, and installing
Certificate Services.

Configuring Active Directory

Follow these steps to configure Active Directory.

To configure the domain controller

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Administrative Tools, and then click Configure Your Server Wizard.

2. Install Domain Controller (Active Directory).

3. Create a domain in a new forest.

4. Select the option to install and configure Domain Name System (DNS) on the computer.

5. The full DNS name for the new domain is contoso.com.

6. The domain NetBIOS name is CONTOSO.

7. Accept the defaults for the Active Directory database.

8. Accept the default for the sysvol folder.

9. Choose a password for the restore mode.

10. Complete the domain controller installation and restart the computer.

Creating the Domain Groups

After the computer restarts and Active Directory is running, create the global domain security groups that BizTalk Server 2004
will use for the sample application. Create the following new domain groups:

SSO Administrators
SSO Affiliate Administrators
BizTalk Server Administrators
BizTalk Decrypter Host Users
BizTalk Server Application Host Users
BizTalk SQL Adapter Host Users

Follow these steps to create these groups.

To create the domain groups

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Administrative Tools, and then click Active Directory Users and Computers.

2. In the Active Directory Users and Computers window, right-click <domainname>.com, point to New, and then click
Group.

3. In the New Object - Group dialog box, type a name for the new group (for example, SSO Administrators), accept the
default name for Pre-Windows 2000 groups, select Global for the Group Scope, select Security for the Group Type,
and then click OK.

4. Repeat this procedure for each remaining domain group.

Creating the User Accounts

After you create the BizTalk domain groups, you must create users who are part of these groups. The following table shows the
domain user names and the groups to which you add them.

Table 2 Domain user names and associated groups



 

Domain user nam
e

Domain name descriptio
n

Member of

ssoadmin SSO Administrator SSO Administrators

ssoservice SSO Service SSO Administrators

ssomaster SSO Master Secret SSO Administrators

btsadmin BizTalk Administrator BizTalk Server Administrators
SSO Affiliate Administrators

btsproc1 BizTalk Processing BizTalk Server Application Host Users

btsrcv1 BizTalk Decrypter Adapter BizTalk Decrypter Host Users

sqladapter BizTalk SQL Adapter BizTalk SQL Adapter Host Users

btsinstall BizTalk Installation Local administrators group on the BizTalk Server computer
Local administrators group on the computer that is running SQL Serve
r 
SSO Administrators

Follow these steps to create these user accounts.

To create the user accounts

1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Administrative Tools, and then click Active Directory Users and Computers.

2. In the Active Directory Users and Computers window, expand <domainname>.com, right-click Users, point to New, and
then click User.

3. In the New Object - User dialog box, type a first name for the account, type the account name (for example, ssoadmin)
for the User logon name, and then click Next.

4. In the Password box, type a password for the account, and then in the Confirm password box, type the password again.

5. Select User cannot change password, and then click Next.

6. Click Finish.

7. Repeat this procedure for each remaining user account.

After you create the appropriate domain user and group accounts in Active Directory, install Certificate Services so that the
domain controller can issue certificates.

Installing Certificate Services

Follow these steps to install certificate services on the domain controller and configure it as a certification authority.

To install certificate services

1. Log on to the computer as a domain administrator.

2. Click Start, point to Settings, and then click Control Panel.

3. Double-click Add or Remove Programs and then click Add/Remove Windows Components.

4. In the Windows Components Wizard, select the Certificate Services check box. A dialog box appears to inform you that
the computer cannot be renamed and that the computer cannot be joined to or removed from a domain after Certificate
Services is installed. Click Yes, and then click Next.

5. On the Windows Components Wizard, CA Types page, select Stand-alone root CA, select the Use custom settings
to generate the key pair and CA certificate check box, and then click Next.

6. On the Public and Private Key Pair page, leave the default settings, and then click Next.



 

 

 

7. On the CA Identifying Information page, in the Common name for this CA box, type CertMgmtCA, and then click
Next.

8. On the Certificate Database Settings page, leave the default settings, and then click Next.

9. If Internet Information Services (IIS) is running, you will receive a request to stop the service before proceeding with the
installation. Click OK.

10. If prompted, type the path of the Certificate Services installation files.

Configuring the BizTalk Server Computers

This section provides guidelines for installing BizTalk Server 2004 in the sample certificate management deployment. It
includes guidelines for preparing for installation and for the installation process itself.

Configuring the two BizTalk Server computers requires several steps. This section describes the following steps:

Preparing the computers for BizTalk Server 2004 installation
Installing BizTalk Server 2004 on the computers
Creating BizTalk Hosts
Deleting unnecessary adapters
Adding the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter

Before you install BizTalk Server 2004, you must configure the two computers to join the domain, and also configure Microsoft
Distributed Transaction Coordinator (MS DTC). After you complete these preliminary steps, you are ready to configure the
BizTalk Server 2004 computers.

Preparing the Computers for BizTalk Server 2004 Installation

Follow these steps to configure the BizTalk Server 2004 computers.

To prepare the computers for BizTalk Server 2004 installation

1. Name the first BizTalk Server 2004 computer BTS-SRV. The sample certificate management deployment program
assumes that this receiving computer is named BTS-SRV. If it is not, you can change the default BizTalk Server in the
sample certificate management deployment program described later in this document.

2. Add the computer to the CONTOSO domain.

3. Add the btsinstall domain user to the local administrators group.

4. Log off and then log on using the btsinstall domain user.

5. Modify MS DTC on the computer:

a. Open Administrative Tools.
b. Open Component Services.
c. Right-click My Computer.
d. Click Properties.
e. Click the MSDTC tab.
f. Click Security Configuration.
g. Click Security Settings.
h. Make sure that the Network Clients check box is selected.

6. Close the dialog box and restart the computer.

7. Repeat steps 1 through 6 for the second BizTalk Server 2004 computer. Name this sending computer BTS2-SRV.

Installing BizTalk Server 2004 on the Computers

Follow these steps to install and configure BizTalk Server 2004.

To install BizTalk Server 2004 on the computers

1. Log on as the BizTalk Server installation account (btsinstall).

2. Perform a custom installation of BizTalk Server 2004. On the Custom Installation page, remove the following from the
standard installation:



 

Development
Human Workflow Services Runtime Component
Base EDI Adapter
Rules Engine
Human Workflow Service Administration Tools
Information Worker Applications/Portal

On the second BizTalk Server computer, remove this additional item:

Administration and Monitoring

3. After you finish the BizTalk Server 2004 installation wizard, run the BizTalk Server Configuration Wizard to configure the
BizTalk Server databases in SQL Server 2000.

4. On the Configuration options page, for the first BizTalk Server installation (BTS-SRV), create a BizTalk Server group,
and then click Yes to have the Single Sign-On server hold the master secret key. Click No to creating a BizTalk Host or
Isolated Host Application. Click Next.

For the second BizTalk Server 2004 installation (BTS2-SRV), join the existing group from the first BizTalk Server
installation and then click No for Single Sign-On so that the master secret key only exists on the first BizTalk Server
installation.

5. On the second Configuration options page, click No to creating an Analysis database for tracking aggregation. Click
No to using the Analysis Server for BAM. Click Next.

6. On the Windows accounts page, configure the following Windows accounts for the following BizTalk Server accounts,
and then click Next:

Windows account name BizTalk Server account

BizTalk Administrators Group Contoso\BizTalk Server Administrators

SSO Administrator(s) Contoso\SSO Administrators

SSO Affiliate Administrator(s) Contoso\SSO Affiliate Administrators

7. On the Database configurations page, change the settings for each database so that they are created on the SQL
Server that you set up earlier (SQL-Server). Click Next.

8. On the Windows Service Configurations page, assign the Enterprise Single Sign-On Service to the
Contoso\ssoservice domain user. Click Next.

9. On the BizTalk Messaging page, click Next.

10. On the Summary page, review the configuration options, and then click Next.

11. Click Finish.

12. Repeat steps 1 through 11for the second BizTalk Server computer.

Creating BizTalk Hosts

After configuring the BizTalk Server 2004 computers, create BizTalk Hosts for the sample application. Follow these steps to
create the following hosts:

BizTalkServerApplication (on BTS-SRV)
BizTalkEncrypter (on BTS2-SRV)
SQLAdapter (on BTS-SRV)

To create BizTalk Hosts

1. Log on to the first BizTalk Server computer (BTS-SRV) as the BizTalk Server installation account (btsinstall).

2. Click Start, click All Programs, click Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server Administration.

3. Expand Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local), right-click Hosts, click New, and then click Host.



 

 

4. Create the BizTalkServerApplication host:

a. Name: BizTalkServerApplication
b. Windows Group: Contoso\BizTalk Server Application Host Users
c. Host Type: In-Process
d. Make sure that the Default Host in Group check box is selected.
e. Make sure the Host tracking check box is selected.
f. Click OK.
g. Right-click the BizTalkServerApplication host and create a new instance of the host. 
h. Click BTS-SRV.
i. Set the Contoso\btsproc1 account as the logon account for the host instance with the corresponding password.
j. Click OK.
k. If the host instance is not automatically started, in the Results pane, right-click the host instance, and then click

Start. 

5. Create the BizTalkDecrypter host by using the procedure in step 4 with the following information:

a. Name: BizTalkDecrypter
b. Windows Group: Contoso\BizTalk Decrypter Host Users
c. Host Type: In-Process
d. Click OK.
e. Right-click the BizTalkDecrypter host and create a new instance of the host. 
f. Click BTS2-SRV.
g. Set the Contoso\btsrcv1 account as the logon account for the host instance with the corresponding password.

6. Create the SQLAdapter host by using the procedure in step 4 with the following information:

a. Name: SQLAdapter
b. Windows Group: Contoso\BizTalk SQL Adapter Host Users
c. Host Type: In-Process
d. Click OK.
e. Right-click the SQLAdapter host and create a new instance of the host. 
f. Click BTS-SRV.
g. Set the Contoso\sqladapter account as the logon account for the host instance with the corresponding password.

Deleting Unnecessary Adapters

While in the BizTalk Administration console, delete the adapters that the sample does not use. Follow these steps to delete the
following adapters:

EDI adapter (will appear if you did not remove Base EDI Adapter from the custom installation list)
FTP adapter
HTTP adapter
SMTP adapter
SOAP adapter

To delete unnecessary adapters

1. Log on to the first BizTalk Server computer (BTS-SRV) as the BizTalk Server installation account (btsinstall).

2. Open the BizTalk Administration console.

3. Expand Adapters.

4. Right-click the specific adapter that you want to delete, and then click Delete.

5. In the confirmation dialog box, click Yes.

Adding the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter

Follow these steps to add the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter (also known as MSMQT).

To add the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter



 

 

1. Log on to the first BizTalk Server computer (BTS-SRV) as the BizTalk Server installation account (btsinstall).

2. Open the BizTalk Administration console.

3. Right-click Adapters, click New, and then click Adapter.

4. Create a new adapter with the following information:

Name: MSMQT
Adapter: MSMQT
Comment: BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter

5. In the configuration dialog box, click OK.

6. Expand Hosts, and then click BizTalkServerApplication,

7. In the results pane, right-click BTS-SRV, and then click Stop.

8. In the results pane, right-click BTS-SRV, and then click Start.

Configuring the File and SQL Adapters

Follow these steps to associate the File receive and send handlers and the SQL receive and send handlers with the correct
hosts.

To configure the File and SQL Adapters

1. Log on to the first BizTalk Server computer (BTS-SRV) as the BizTalk Server installation account (btsinstall).

2. Open the BizTalk Administration console.

3. Expand Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local), expand Adapters, expand FILE, and then click Receive Handlers.

4. In the results pane, right-click the host, and then click Properties.

5. On the <Host name> Properties page, select BizTalkDecrypter from the Host name drop-down list, and then click
OK.

6. Click Send Handlers.

7. In the results pane, right-click the host, and then click Properties.

8. On the <Host name> Properties page, select BizTalkDecrypter from the Host name drop-down list, and then click
OK.

9. Expand SQL, and then click Receive Handlers.

10. In the results pane, right-click the host, and then click Properties.

11. On the <Host name> Properties page, select SQLAdapter from the Host name drop-down list, and then click OK.

12. Click Send Handlers.

13. In the results pane, right-click the host, and then click Properties.

14. On the <Host name> Properties page, select SQLAdapter from the Host name drop-down list, and then click OK.

Running the Installation Program for the Sample Deployment

Follow these steps on one of the BizTalk Server computers to install the files you need to configure the sample deployment.

To run the installation program for the sample deployment

1. Log on to the first BizTalk Server computer (BTS-SRV) as the BizTalk Server installation account (btsinstall).

2. Run the Certificate_Management.msi installation program on one of the BizTalk Server computers.

3. On the Welcome to the Certificate Management Technical Guide Setup Wizard page, click Next.

4. On the License Agreement page, read the agreement. If you agree to abide by the license agreement click the I Agree
option, and then click Next.

5. Select the location where you want the sample files to be copied, and then click Next.



 

 

6. On the Confirm Installation page, click Next.

7. On the Installation Complete page, click Close to exit the installation program.

8. If you took the default settings for the location of the installation files, the files and directories for the sample deployment
are in the C:\Program Files\WSS Technical Guides\Certificate Management Technical Guide folder.

Configuring Certificates for the Sample Deployment

This section describes how to configure encryption certificates for the sample certificate management deployment. Before
configuring the certificates for BizTalk Server 2004, make sure you configure the sample deployment as described in the
Configuring the Sample Certificate Management Deployment topic.

This section includes the following steps:

1. Requesting a certificate. Request an encryption certificate for the client computer from Certificate Services running on
the domain controller.

2. Exporting the private key. Export the private key from the Personal certificate store to a folder. You will need this
private key later on if you use the certificate deployment utility. For more information about the certificate deployment
utility, see Sample Certificate Deployment Utility.

3. Exporting the public key. Export the public key for the encryption certificate from the Personal certificate store to a
folder where the partner can access it. When you request a certificate, it contains both the public and private keys. You
have to open the Personal store to export the public key to a share where you can access it. You then have to import the
public key to the Local Computer\Other People store of the other computer.

4. Importing the public key. Import the public key for encryption from the partner to the Other People certificate store.
5. Viewing the thumbprint. When you configure the sample deployment application, you have to enter the thumbprint

for the client computer certificate and for the BizTalk Server computer. 

On the client application computer (APP-SRV), you must do the following:

1. Request a certificate.
2. Export the public key to a location accessible by the BizTalk Server computers.

On the BizTalk Server computer BTS2-SRV, you must do the following:

1. Request a certificate.
2. Export the public key to a location where the client computer and the other BizTalk Server computer (BTS-SRV) can

access it.
3. Import the public key for BizTalk Server to the Local Computer\Other People certificate store.

On the BizTalk Server computer BTS-SRV you must do the following:

1. Import the public key from the client computer to this BizTalk Server computer.
2. Import the public key from BTS2-SRV to this BizTalk Server computer. 

Requesting a Certificate

Follow these steps on the client computer and on the second BizTalk Server computer (BTS2-SRV) to request an encryption
certificate from the domain controller. The certification authority running on the domain controller issues the encryption
certificate to the application client computer and to the BizTalk Server computer.

Note
Make sure that Certificate Services is configured to automatically issue certificates after the request (instead of pending certif
icate requests). Otherwise, an administrator must manually issue the certificate. You can modify this property through the Ce
rtification Authority administrative tool.

Note
This procedure assumes that you are running Windows Server 2003. If you are using a different version of Windows, the opti
ons may vary.

To request a certificate

1. On the client computer, log on as the user who will run the application (you can use administrator or btsinstall). For



 

BizTalk Server, log on as the user account for the BizTalkDecrypter host instance (btsrcv1).

2. Start Internet Explorer and connect to http://<servername>/certsrv, where <servername> is the computer name where
the certification authority is running. (For this sample deployment, use the computer name of the domain controller.)

3. On the Welcome page, click Request a certificate.

4. On the Choose Request Type page, click advanced certificate request.

5. On the Advanced Certificate Request page, click Create and submit a request to this CA.

6. On the Advanced Certificate Request page, enter a friendly name for this certificate, make sure Exchange is selected
for Key Usage, select Mark keys as exportable, accept the remaining default values, and then click Submit.

7. In the Potential Scripting Violation dialog box that prompts you to confirm your certificate request, click Yes.

8. On the Certificate Issued page, click Install this certificate.

9. In the Potential Scripting Violation dialog box that prompts you to confirm your certificate request, click Yes.

10. After you see the Certificate Installed page, you can close Internet Explorer.

The certificate is installed in the Personal certificate store for the account that requested the certificate.

On the client computer, you must now export the public key.

On the BizTalk Server computer, you must now export the private key.

Exporting the Private Key

Follow these steps on the second BizTalk Server computer (BTS2-SRV) to export the private key from the Personal certificate
store to a location that is accessible to the other BizTalk Servers that need this key.

Note
You do not have to do this procedure for the client computer.

To export the private key

1. Log on as the user account for the BizTalkDecrypter host instance (btsrcv1).

2. Click Start, click Run, type mmc, and then click OK.

3. In the Microsoft Management Console window, click File, and then click Add/Remove Snap-in.

4. In the Add/Remove Snap-in dialog box, click Add.

5. In the Add Standalone Snap-in dialog box, select Certificates, click Add, and then click Close.

6. In the Add/Remove Snap-in dialog box, click OK.

7. In the Microsoft Management Console window, from the tree view in the left frame, expand Certificates - Current User,
expand Personal, and then click Certificates.

8. In the Results pane, right-click the certificate you want to export, point to All Tasks, and then click Export to start the
Certificate Export Wizard.

9. On the Welcome to the Certificate Export Wizard page, click Next.

10. On the Export Private Key page, click Yes, export the private key, and then click Next.

11. On the Export File Format page, leave the defaults, and then click Next.

12. On the Password page, type and confirm the password you want to use to help protect the private key file, and then click
Next.

Important
If you use the certificate deployment utility to deploy private key certificates to BizTalk Server computers, you can only 
use numeric and alphabetical characters and the special characters ~ ! @ # $ % ^ *( ) - _ = + [ { ] } ; : , . / \ ? " ; for this pa
ssword.



 

 

13. On the File to Export page, in the File name box, enter the location and name for the certificate. The location should be
a share that other BizTalk Server computers can access. Use the .pfx extension for the certificate file. Then click Next.

14. On the Completing the Certificate Export Wizard page, click Finish.

15. In the Certificate Export Wizard dialog box, click OK.

After you export the encryption certificate on the BizTalk Server computer, export the public key.

Exporting the Public Key

Follow these steps on the client computer to export the public key from the client computer to the BizTalk Server computer
receiving messages from the client computer (BTS-SRV).

Follow these steps on the second BizTalk Server computer (BTS2-SRV) to export the public key to the first BizTalk Server
computer (BTS-SRV)

To export the public key

1. On the client computer, log on as the user who will run the application (you can use administrator or btsinstall). For
BizTalk Server, log on as the user account for the BizTalkDecrypter host instance (btsrcv1).

2. In the Run dialog box, in the Open box, type mmc, and then click OK.

3. In the Microsoft Management Console window, click File, and then click Add/Remove Snap-in.

4. In the Add/Remove Snap-in dialog box, click Add.

5. In the Add Standalone Snap-in dialog box, select Certificates, and then click Add.

6. On the Certificates snap-in page, select My user account, and then click Finish.

7. In the Add Standalone Snap-in dialog box, click Close.

8. In the Add/Remove Snap-in dialog box, click OK.

9. In the Microsoft Management Console window, from the tree view in the left frame, expand Certificates - Current User,
expand Personal, and then click Certificates.

10. In the Results pane, right-click the certificate you want to export, point to All Tasks, and then click Export to start the
Certificate Export Wizard.

11. On the Welcome to the Certificate Export Wizard page, click Next.

12. On the Export Private Key page, click No, do not export the private key, and then click Next.

13. On the Export File Format page, leave the defaults, and then click Next.

14. On the File to Export page, in the File name box, enter the location and name for the certificate, and then click Next.

15. On the Completing the Certificate Export Wizard page, click Finish.

16. In the Certificate Export Wizard dialog box, click OK.

Importing the Public Key

Follow these steps on the BizTalk Server computer that receives messages from the client computer (BTS-SRV) to import the
public key from the client computer.

Follow these steps on the second BizTalk Server computer (BTS2-SRV) to import the public key to the appropriate certificate
store.

To import the public key

1. Log on to the BizTalk Server computer as a local administrator or as the btsinstall account.

2. Click Start, click Run, type mmc, and then click OK.

3. In the Microsoft Management Console window, click File, and then click Add/Remove Snap-in.

4. In the Add/Remove Snap-in dialog box, click Add.

5. In the Add Standalone Snap-in dialog box, select Certificates, and then click Add.



 

 

 

6. On the Certificates snap-in page, select Computer account, and then click Next.

7. On the Select Computer page, make sure Local computer is selected, and then click Finish.

8. In the Add Standalone Snap-in dialog box, click Close.

9. In the Add/Remove Snap-in dialog box, click OK.

10. In the Microsoft Management Console window, from the tree view in the left frame, expand Certificates (Local
Computer), right-click Other People, point to All Tasks, and then click Import.

11. On the Welcome to the Certificate Import Wizard page, click Next.

12. On the File to Import page, click Browse.

13. In the Open dialog box, open the location where you exported the public key in step 10 of the previous procedure, select
the public key, and then click Open. This key should have a .cer file name extension.

14. On the File to Import page, click Next.

15. On the Certificate Store page, select Place all certificates in the following store, make sure that the certificate store
is Other People, and then click Next.

16. On the Completing the Certificate Import Wizard page, click Finish.

17. In the Certificate Import Wizard dialog box informing you that the import was successful, click OK.

Viewing the Thumbprint

After you install the certificates on the BizTalk Server computers, you have to copy the thumbprint values for the certificates for
use in following procedures.

You can also use the certificate deployment utility to retrieve the thumbprint values. For more information about using the
certificate deployment utility to retrieve the thumbprint values, see Retrieving the Thumbprint Values.

To view the thumbprint

1. Click Start, click Run, type mmc, and then click OK.

2. In the Microsoft Management Console window, click File, and then click Add/Remove Snap-in.

3. In the Add/Remove Snap-in dialog box, click Add.

4. In the Add Standalone Snap-in dialog box, select Certificates, and then click Add.

5. On the Certificates snap-in page, select Computer account, and then click Next.

6. On the Select Computer page, make sure Local computer is selected, and then click Finish.

7. In the Add Standalone Snap-in dialog box, click Close.

8. In the Add/Remove Snap-in dialog box, click OK.

9. In the Microsoft Management Console window, from the tree view in the left frame, expand Certificates (Local
Computer), expand Other People, and then click Certificates.

10. Right-click the certificate you want to view the thumbprint for, and then click Open.

11. On the Details tab, scroll down until you see Thumbprint. Select the thumbprint value, and then press CTRL+C.

12. Paste the thumbprint to a location where you can access it later on.

Configuring the SQL Server Computer

This section provides guidelines for configuring the database computer in the sample certificate management deployment. It
includes guidelines for configuring SQL Server 2000, modifying the properties for Microsoft Distributed Transaction
Coordinator (MS DTC), and copying data to the database for the sample application.

Configuring SQL Server 2000

Follow these steps when installing and configuring the computer that is running SQL Server.

To configure SQL Server 2000



 

 

 

1. The sample application assumes that this server is named SQL-SERVER. If you name this computer something different,
you must modify the settings on the BizTalk Server.

2. Add the computer that is running SQL Server to the CONTOSO domain.

3. Install SQL Server 2000 on the computer. For more information about installing SQL Server 2000, see "Installing SQL
Server" in SQL Server Books Online.

Modifying the Properties for MS DTC

Follow these steps when modifying the properties for MS DTC.

To modify the properties for MS DTC

1. Open Administrative Tools.

2. Open Component Services.

3. Right-click My Computer, and then click Properties.

4. Click the MSDTC tab.

5. Click Security Configuration.

6. Click Security Settings, and make sure that the Network Client check box is selected.

7. Close the dialog box and restart the computer.

Setting Up the Sample Database on the SQL Server Computer

Follow these steps to set up the sample database on the computer that is running SQL Server. This sample database contains
business data about the purchase orders, and is independent from the BizTalk Server databases.

To set up the sample database on the SQL Server computer

1. On the computer that is running SQL Server, log on as a SQL Server administrator.

2. If you used the default settings for the location of the installation files, open Windows Explorer and open the \\<BizTalk
Server Computer>\Program Files\WSS Technical Guides\Certificate Management Technical Guide folder.
Otherwise open the location you specified.

3. Copy the Database folder to the computer that is running SQL Server.

4. Locate the Database folder that you just copied from the BizTalk Server computer.

5. Double-click mount_db.vbs. This file will mount the sample database that the sample application uses.

6. Open SQL Server Enterprise Manager and verify that the ContosoOrder database has been successfully mounted.

Making Sure the User Account Has Correct Rights

Follow these steps to make sure the user account that will access the SQL Server database with the business data (sqladapter)
has sufficient permissions to access the database.

To make sure the user account has correct rights

1. Click Start, click All Programs, click Microsoft SQL Server, and then click Enterprise Manager.

2. Expand Microsoft SQL Servers, expand SQL Server Group, expand (LOCAL) (Windows NT), expand Security, right-
click Logins, and then click New Login.

3. In the SQL Server Login Properties -New Login dialog box, on the Name box, type contoso\sqladapter.

4. On the Database Access tab, select the Permit check box for the ContosoOrders database, and then click OK.

5. Expand Databases, expand ContosoOrders, and then click Users.

6. In the Results pane, right-click Contoso\sqladapter, and then click Properties.

7. On the Database User Properties - contoso\sqladapter page, click Permissions.

8. Make sure that EXEC is selected for the SaveOrder row, and that SELECT, UPDATE, and INSERT are selected for the
IncomingOrders row.



 

 

 

 

 

 

9. Click OK to exit the Database User Properties - ContosoOrders page.

10. Click OK to exit the Database User Properties - BizTalk SQL Adapter Host Users page.

11. Exit Enterprise Manager.

Updating the Binding Files

This section describes how to update the binding file with the new certificate keys. The binding file released with the sample
was configured for a specific test environment. This step updates the binding file to match your particular environment.

Running the Update File

Follow these steps to update the binding file.

To run the update file

1. Log on to the BizTalk Server computer where you installed the directory and files for the sample deployment (BTS-SRV).
If you took the default settings for the location of the installation files, the files and directories for the sample deployment
are in the C:\Program Files\WSS Technical Guides\Certificate Management Technical Guide folder.

2. Open C:\Program Files\WSS Technical Guides\Certificate Management Technical Guide\ContosoOrders, and
double-click the adjust_setup.bat file. This file helps update the binding file for your particular environment.

3. If you did not use the recommended names for the computer that is running SQL Server and the client computer, enter
the names of your SQL Server and application client computers.

4. Retrieve the thumbprint values as described in Retrieving the Thumbprint Values or in Configuring Certificates for the
Sample Deployment.

5. In the Partner Thumbprint box, enter (or paste) the thumbprint for the client computer's encryption certificate (public
key).

6. In the BizTalk Thumbprint box, enter (or paste) the thumbprint for the BizTalk Server encryption certificate (public key).

Configuring the BizTalk Server Objects

This section describes how to run the batch file that runs the modified binding file to configure your BizTalk Server
environment and to complete the configuration of the BizTalk Server objects.

Running the Deployment File

Follow these steps to run the deployment file on the BizTalk Server computer.

To run the deployment file

1. Log on to the BizTalk Server computer where you installed the directory and files for the sample deployment. If you took
the default settings for the location of the installation files, the files and directories for the sample deployment are in the
C:\Program Files\WSS Technical Guides\Certificate Management Technical Guide\ContosoOrders folder.

2. Run the deploy.bat file. This file deploys the BizTalk Server orchestration and starts the sample orchestration. The batch
file will finish with success messages.

Copying the BizTalk Assembly to the Second BizTalk Server Computer

Follow these steps to make sure the second BizTalk Server computer has the BizTalk assemblies in the global assembly cache.

To copy the BizTalk assembly to the second BizTalk Server computer

1. Log on to the second BizTalk Server computer (BTS2-SRV) using the btsinstall account.

2. Open Windows Explorer and locate \\BTS-SRV\c$\windows\assembly.

3. Open a second instance of Windows Explorer and locate c:\windows\assembly.

4. On \\BTS-SRV\c$\windows\assembly, click ContosoOrders, and drag the file to c:\windows\assembly.

Configuring the BizTalkDecrypter Host

Follow these steps to add the certificate information to the BizTalkDecrypter host.

To configure the BizTalkDecrypter Host



 

 

 

1. Retrieve the thumbprint value for the BizTalk Server encryption certificate as described in Retrieving the Thumbprint
Values or in Configuring Certificates for the Sample Deployment.

Note
The public and private keys for a specific certificate (in this case the BizTalk Server encryption certificate) have the same
thumbprint.

2. Open BizTalk Server Administration.

3. Expand Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (local), expand Hosts, right-click BizTalkDecrypter, and then click Properties.

4. In the BizTalkDecrypter Properties dialog box, click the Certificate tab.

5. In the Thumbprint box, type (or paste) the thumbprint for the BizTalk Server encryption certificate, and then click OK

Creating the Folders for the File Adapter

To illustrate how BizTalk Server encrypts and decrypts messages in this sample deployment, the BizTalk orchestration drops a
copy of the message it receives from the client computer into a folder. This message is encrypted. You can then move the
message to another folder for the File receive adapter to pick it up, decrypt it, and put it in another folder. Follow these steps to
create the folders where the messages will be dropped.

To create the folders for the File adapter

1. Log on to the second BizTalk Server computer (BTS2-SRV).

2. Create the following folders:

C:\temp

C:\temp\receive

C:\temp\result

3. Make sure the account running the instance of the BizTalkDecrypter host (btsrcv1) has read and write permissions to
these folders.

Running the Sample Application

This section describes how to run the application that starts the sample certificate management deployment. The sample
application was written using Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET 2003.

Running the Installation Program on the Client Computer

Follow these steps to run the certificate management installation program on the client computer.

To run the installation program on the client computer

1. Log on to the client computer.

2. If you used the default settings for the location of the installation files, open Windows Explorer and open the \\<BizTalk
Server Computer>\Program Files\WSS Technical Guides\Certificate Management Technical Guide\App
Installer\Debug folder. Otherwise open the location you specified. Select the location where you want to copy the
sample files. Click Next.

3. Copy App_Installer.msi to the client computer.

4. Double-click App_Installer.msi.

5. On the Welcome to the Certificate Management Sample App Setup Wizard page, click Next.

6. On the License Agreement page, read the agreement. If you agree to abide by the license agreement, click the I Agree
option, and then click Next.

7. Select the location where you want the sample files to be copied. Click Next.

8. On the Confirm Installation page, click Next.

9. On the Installation Complete page, click Close to exit the installation program.



 

 

 

Running the Sample Application

You are now ready to send a test message from the client computer to the BizTalk Server computers. Follow these steps to run
the sample application.

To run the sample application

1. Click Start, click All Programs, click WSS Technical Guides, click Certificate Management, and then click
ContosoOrderProcessor.

2. If your BizTalk Server computer is named BTS-SRV, go to step 5.

3. If your BizTalk Server computer is not named BTS-SRV, click Setup.

4. Change the entry for the BizTalk Host field to the correct name of your BizTalk Server computer. The Local Queue
should be ContosoOrderOutput and the BizTalk Queue should be ContosoInputQueue.

5. Change the values for Shirts, Pants, Socks, and Shoes. Click Order to send the order to the BizTalk Server. A
confirmation XML message will be sent from the BizTalk Server and displayed in the Processed Orders text box.

An order with the quantities that you specified is sent to the BizTalk Server for processing.

An XML document confirming the order is returned to the sample application and displayed in the text box.

6. Click the order, and then click Order Details. The Order Details window shows the encrypted message.

7. Click Decrypt to see the decrypted message.

8. Click Close to close the Order Details window.

Viewing Encrypted Messages in BizTalk Server

To illustrate how BizTalk Server encrypts and decrypts messages in this sample deployment, the BizTalk orchestration drops a
copy of the message it receives from the client computer into a folder. This message is encrypted. You can then move the
message to another folder for the File receive adapter to pick it up, decrypt it, and put it in another folder. Follow these steps to
see how BizTalk Server encrypts and decrypts a message.

To view an encrypted message in BizTalk Server

1. Log on to the second BizTalk Server computer (BTS2-SRV).

2. Open c:\temp\.

3. Double-click one of the *.txt files, and verify that the file is MIME encrypted.

4. Copy one of the encrypted files and drop it to c:\temp\receive for the File receive adapter to process it.

5. The file will now appear on c:\temp\result. Open the file (*.xml) to verify that the file is now in clear text.

Troubleshooting the Sample Deployment

The following steps offer some possible ways to fix your deployment if you cannot run the sample application successfully,

To troubleshoot the sample deployment

1. If you do not receive an XML document confirming the order, do the following:

a. Make sure you restart the BizTalkServerApplication host instance in BTS-SRV after you add the BizTalk Message
Queuing Adapter. For more information, see "Adding the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter" in Configuring the
BizTalk Server Computers.

b. Make sure the sqladapter account has permissions to access the ContosoOrders database. For more information,
see "Making Sure the User Account Has Correct Rights" in Configuring the SQL Server Computer.

2. If you cannot decrypt the order, do the following:

a. Make sure you are running the ContosoOrderProcessor application with the same user account that you used to
request the certificate for the partner. 

b. On BTS-SRV, open c:\Program Files\WSS Technical Guides\Certificate Management Technical
Guide\ContosoOrders and open contoso-bind.xml. Make sure the thumbprints for BizTalk Server and the
partner are correct.

3. If the thumbprints are incorrect, do the following:



 

 

 

 

3. If the thumbprints are incorrect, do the following:

a. Open Program Files\WSS Technical Guides\Certificate Management Technical Guide\ContosoOrders
b. Run cleanup.bat to undeploy the BizTalk ports, pipelines, and the orchestration.
c. Run adjust-bind.bat. Make sure you type or paste the thumbprints in the correct boxes.
d. Run deploy.bat to deploy the BizTalk ports, pipelines, and the orchestration.

4. If you are still having problems with the sample deployment, use Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) and the Event Viewer
to identify the issue. For more information about HAT, see Health and Activity Tracking in BizTalk Server 2004 Help.

Uninstalling the Sample Deployment

This section describes how to remove the sample deployment components from your computers. To remove the sample
deployment components, you must do the following:

1. Remove the sample deployment application from APP-SRV.
2. Run the cleanup application to remove the BizTalk Server objects.
3. Remove the log files.
4. Delete the ContosoOrders database.
5. Remove the sample deployment application from BTS-SRV.

Removing the Sample Application

Follow these steps to remove the sample application from the client computer.

To remove the sample application

1. Log on to the client computer and open the location where you copied App_Installer.msi.

2. Double-click App_Installer.msi.

3. On the Welcome to the Certificate Management Sample App Setup Wizard page, click Remove Certificate
Management Sample App, and then click Finish.

4. On the Installation Complete page, click Close to exit the installation program.

Running the Cleanup Application

Follow these steps to run the cleanup application to undeploy the BizTalk ports, pipelines, and the orchestration.

To run the cleanup application

1. Log on to the first BizTalk Server computer (BTS-SRV) using the btsinstall account.

2. Open C:\Program Files\WSS Technical Guides\Certificate Management Technical Guide\ContosoOrders.

3. Run cleanup.bat to undeploy the BizTalk ports, pipelines, and the orchestration.

Removing the Log Files

Follow these steps to remove the log files the sample application creates. By deleting these log files, you can remove all the
directories associated with the sample deployment.

To remove the log files

1. Log on to the first BizTalk Server computer (BTS-SRV) using the btsinstall account.

2. Open C:\Program Files\WSS Technical Guides\Certificate Management Technical Guide\ContosoOrders.

3. Delete the following files:

Binding1.log.htm

Binding1.log.xml

Binding2.log.htm

Binding2.log.xml

Binding3.log.htm

Binding3.log.xml

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms943738(v=bts.10).aspx


 

 

 

 

 

Undeploy.htm

Undeploy.xml

Undeploy2.htm

Undeploy2.xml

Deleting the ContosoOrders Database

Follow these steps to remove the ContosoOrders database from the computer that is running SQL Server.

To delete the ContosoOrders database

1. On the computer that is running SQL Server, log on as a SQL Server administrator.

2. Click Start, click All Programs, click Microsoft SQL Server, and then click Enterprise Manager.

3. Expand Microsoft SQL Servers, expand SQL Server Group, expand (LOCAL) (Windows NT), expand Databases, right-
click ContosoOrders, and then click Delete.

4. On the confirmation message, click Yes.

5. Exit Enterprise Manager.

Removing the Sample Application

Follow these steps to remove the sample application from your computers.

Note
This also removes the certificate deployment utility. For more information about the certificate deployment utility, see Sampl
e Certificate Deployment Utility.

To remove the sample application

1. Click Start, click Control Panel, and then click Add or Remove Programs.

2. In the Add or Remove Programs list, select Certificate Management Technical Guide, and then click Remove.

3. On the confirmation message, click Yes.

Threat Model Analysis for the Sample Certificate Management Deployment

This section provides the steps and results of a threat model analysis (TMA) that we did for the sample deployment. By walking
you through the steps, this section gives you a better understanding of how a TMA works, and also describes the potential
threats we identified for the sample deployment and how we mitigated them.

For additional information about threat modeling, see the Threat Model Analysis topic in
BizTalk Server 2004 Technical Guide for Security and chapter 4 of Writing Secure Code, Second edition, by Michael Howard
and David LeBlanc.

Collect Background Information for the Sample Deployment

Before the main threat analysis meeting, we collected the following background information about our sample deployment:

Usage scenarios
Data flow diagrams (DFDs)
Boundaries and scope of the system
Boundaries between trusted and untrusted components
Configuration and administration model for the components
Assumptions about other components and systems

Usage Scenarios

The sample depicts a Point of Sale (PoS) application in which a salesperson from Contoso requests inventory items for the
store. The salesperson uses a custom application to submit the request for items. The application submits the request to BizTalk
Server, where the appropriate orchestration processes the order. To illustrate how to use certificates in this architecture, the
orchestration sends the order to a pipeline where it is encrypted in one BizTalk Server, and then the second BizTalk Server
decrypts the order before additional processing occurs. BizTalk Server uses the order information to update the SQL Server

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25279


 

 

database that contains business data. BizTalk Server does a warehouse inventory check, and then submits an encrypted
acknowledgment and inventory status back to the salesperson. The salesperson then decrypts the message.

This PoS application is used in an intranet environment, and salespeople and managers have access to it. For our sample, the
PoS application only has users; we have not defined administrators. Therefore, no user group needs special permissions for
BizTalk Server. The users of the PoS application need permissions to put messages in Message Queuing (also known as
MSMQ).

The user group accounts and individual group accounts are created in Active Directory on the domain controller.

Data Flow Diagram

The following figure shows the Level 0 data flow diagram (DFD) for the sample deployment.

Figure 11 Level 0 data flow diagram

The data flow is as follows:

1. The salesperson logs on to the client computer (APP-SRV) and uses a fixed form within the PoS application to choose the
number of items to order (inventory request).

2. When the form is submitted, the PoS application transforms the fixed form into an XML document, and sends it to BizTalk
Server by using Windows Message Queuing (also known as MSMQ).

3. The BizTalk Message Queuing receive adapter (running in the BizTalkServerApplication host in BTS-SRV) picks up the
message. After the receive adapter does the initial processing of the message, it puts the message in the MessageBox
database (SQL-SERVER). A BizTalk orchestration that has the right subscription picks up the message and processes it.

4. To illustrate the encryption step, the orchestration sends the order document to a File send port
(SaveEncryptedContosoOrder). The File send adapter picks up the message, encrypts it, and puts it in a file location. 

5. To illustrate the decryption step, the File receive adapter (running in the BizTalkEncrypter host in BTS2-SRV) picks up the
message, decrypts it, and puts it in a file location in clear text.

6. The orchestration passes the message to the SQL adapter (running in the BizTalkServerApplication host in BTS-SRV). The
SQL adapter picks up the message and sends it to a stored procedure in the SQL Server database with the business data.
The stored procedure enters the data into a database table and sends the message back to the SQL adapter. The SQL
adapter puts the document back in the MessageBox database.

7. The orchestration then passes the response message back to the PoS application by using the BizTalk Message Queuing
send adapter (running in the BizTalkServerApplication host in BTS-SRV). The BizTalk Message Queuing adapter picks up
the message from the MessageBox database, encrypts it, and puts it in the Message Queuing queue that the PoS
application uses.

8. The PoS application picks up the message. It appears as an encrypted message.
9. The salesperson decrypts the message to view the details of the acknowledgment.

Boundaries and Scope of the System



 

 

 

 

 

 

This sample PoS application is used in an intranet environment, and salespeople and managers have access to it. 
At this point, only one user at a time can use the application.
The sample application retrieves business data from the business data database.
The sample application is not connected to the Internet.
Only users who have a valid account in the domain can use the sample application.

Boundaries Between Trusted and Untrusted Components

To create boundaries, we used different hosts as a security boundary between applications within BizTalk Server.

If you are using this sample to guide you in developing your own environment, we recommend that you use Internet Protocol
security (IPSec) to restrict communication between servers and use a firewall to restrict access from the application server to
the BizTalk Server computer and the databases.

Additionally, we recommend that you use different BizTalk Hosts to separate the processing functions from the receiving and
sending functions, and that you create different hosts for each adapter.

Configuration and Administration Model for the Components
Configuration

On the first BizTalk Server computer (BTS-SRV), we installed the BizTalk runtime, the master secret server, and the
administration tools. On the second BizTalk Server computer (BTS2-SRV), we installed the BizTalk runtime and the
Enterprise Single Sign-On service. There are no development tools on the BizTalk Server computers.
The server that contains the sample PoS application does not have any BizTalk Server components.
The computer that is running SQL Server contains both the business data database and the BizTalk Server databases. 

Administration

Administrators can connect to the BizTalk Server to administer the BizTalk Server components and services.

Assumptions About Other Components and Systems

This issue is not applicable; this is a stand-alone application.

Create and Analyze the Threat Model for the Sample Deployment

This section describes the key steps and findings during the threat analysis meeting for the certificate management sample
deployment.

Identify Entry Points, Trust Boundaries, and Flow of Data

At the beginning of the meeting, we reviewed the background information we collected before the meeting, and identified the
entry points, trust boundaries, and flow of data.

Entry points

PoS application
Message Queuing

Trust boundaries

See "Boundaries and Scope of the System" in the previous topic.
See "Boundaries Between Trusted and Untrusted Components" in the previous topic.

Flow of data

See "Data Flow Diagrams" in the previous topic.

Use STRIDE and Create a List of the Identified Threats

Using the STRIDE (Spoofing identify, Tampering with data, Repudiation, Information disclosure, Denial of service, and
Elevation of privileges) method, we identified the following threats to the PoS application. Note that we listed all the threats we
identified, even if we were already mitigating them.

Table 3 Threats to the PoS application
Threat Description Thre

at tar
get

Threat type



An unauthorized user
can put messages in t
he queue.

If a user has write permissions to the queue from
which BizTalk Server picks up messages, then tha
t user can submit messages to BizTalk Server.

BizTal
k Ser
ver e
nviro
nmen
t

Spoofing identity

Tampering with data

Elevation of privileges

An unauthorized user
can view the received
message in the PoS a
pplication.

Any user who has access to the PoS application c
an view the acknowledgments that BizTalk Serve
r sends to the application.

Mess
age

Information disclosure

Access to private key
s

If a user has access to the private keys, either wh
en you receive them from the certification author
ity or when they are stored in the Personal certifi
cate store, that user can use the private key to de
crypt messages and/or sign messages.

Certif
icate 
keys

Spoofing identity

Tampering with data

Information disclosure

Access to public keys Any users of the computer where you store the p
ublic keys has access to the public keys, because 
they are stored in the computer's Local Compute
r store. Users of this computer can use the public
key to encrypt and/or verify signatures.

Certif
icate 
keys

Information disclosure

A malicious user can 
sniff data in the wire 
between BizTalk Serv
er and the client com
puter.

By default, the communication between BizTalk S
erver and the client application is in the client co
mputer that is running the PoS application text. A
malicious user can sniff the data as it travels fro
m one server to another.

Mess
age

Information disclosure

Access to private key
s after computer is re
used

If you install private keys in a user's personal stor
e, and then reuse the server for other purposes, t
he private keys may remain in the server, where 
a malicious user may obtain access to them.

Certif
icate 
keys

Spoofing identity

Tampering with data

Information disclosure

A malicious user can 
replace the receive lo
cation with a rogue r
eceive location or ser
ver.

If a malicious user replaces the BizTalk receiving 
server with a rogue BizTalk Server, that server ca
n intercept the messages.

Mess
age

Spoofing identity

Tampering with data

Information disclosure

A malicious user can 
tamper with message
s as they go from Biz
Talk Server to SQL Se
rver and vice versa.

By default, the communication between BizTalk S
erver and the SQL Server databases is in clear tex
t. A malicious user can sniff the data as it travels f
rom one server to another.

Mess
age

Spoofing identity

Tampering with data

A malicious user can 
tamper with the appli
cation binaries.

If a malicious user has access to the network reso
urces, that user may be able to locate the binarie
s for the PoS application, tamper with them, and 
cause unwanted behavior.

Test a
pplica
tion

Tampering with data

Information disclosure

Denial of service

Elevation of privileges

We cannot prove that
we received a messa
ge, or that we sent a r
eply.

If there are no good auditing mechanisms in plac
e, then we may not be able to prove that a specifi
c employee submitted an order, or that BizTalk se
nt an acknowledgment.

Mess
age

Repudiation



 

 

Employees can order 
as may items as they 
want.

There should be a limit on how many items empl
oyees can order, requiring management approva
l to exceed that limit.

Inven
tory

Tampering with data

Elevation of privileges

Note
While this is not a standard elevation of privile
ges threat (they cannot gain control of the syst
em through this threat), employees currently ca
n order more items than they should, which is 
a different form of elevation of privileges.

A malicious user can 
see and retrieve data 
in the Message Queui
ng queue.

If users can access the queue to which BizTalk dr
ops messages, then they can read and modify th
e messages.

Mess
age

Spoofing identity

Tampering with data

Information disclosure

A malicious user can i
nsert a bad message i
nto BizTalk Server.

A malicious user can identify the communication 
channel between the PoS application and BizTalk 
Server, and send unauthorized messages to BizT
alk Server.

Mess
age

Tampering with data

Spoofing identity

A malicious user can i
nsert a bad message i
nto the test applicatio
n.

A malicious user can provide invalid data to the P
oS application, which can help the user break int
o the stored procedure that BizTalk Server uses t
o retrieve business data.

Data i
n the 
busin
ess d
ataba
se

Tampering with data

Information disclosure

Elevation of privileges

A malicious user can 
use the stored proced
ure as an access poin
t to the business data
base.

If a malicious user gains access to the stored pro
cedure that BizTalk Server uses to retrieve busine
ss data, then the user can take advantage of the s
tored procedure to access and modify the data in
the business database.

Data i
n the 
busin
ess d
ataba
se

Tampering with data

Information disclosure

A malicious user can 
see data in the stored
procedure.

If a malicious user gains access to the stored pro
cedure that BizTalk Server uses to retrieve busine
ss data, then the user can see and modify the dat
a within the stored procedure.

Data i
n the 
busin
ess d
ataba
se

Tampering with data

Information disclosure

An unauthorized user
can obtain data in the
business database.

Only the people and processes that have to acces
s the data in the business database should have a
ccess to the database.

Data i
n the 
busin
ess d
ataba
se

Tampering with data

Information disclosure

Review Threats for the Sample Deployment

After the main threat modeling meeting, we reviewed the threats and used the DREAD rating (Damage potential,
Reproducibility, Exploitability, Affected users, and Discoverability) to identify the risk for each threat.

DREAD Rating

The following table lists the threats and their DREAD ratings.

Table 4 Threats and their DREAD ratings
Threat Threat type D R E A D Overa

ll



An unauthorized user can put messages in the queue. Spoofing identity

Tampering with da
ta

Elevation of privile
ges

8 8 8 3 5 6.4

An unauthorized user can view the received message in the PoS application. Information disclo
sure

7 8 7 4 8 6.8

Access to private keys Spoofing identity

Tampering with da
ta

Information disclo
sure

8 5 3 3 5 4.8

Access to public keys Information disclo
sure

1 1
0

8 7 7 6.6

A malicious user can sniff data in the wire between BizTalk Server and the client compu
ter.

Information disclo
sure

8 4 8 3 5 5.6

Access to private keys after computer is reused Spoofing identity

Tampering with da
ta

Information disclo
sure

8 5 3 3 4 4.6

A malicious user can replace the receive location with a rogue receive location or serve
r.

Spoofing identity

Tampering with da
ta

Information disclo
sure

8 1
0

3 7 4 6.4

A malicious user can tamper with messages as they go from BizTalk Server to SQL Serv
er and vice versa.

Spoofing identity

Tampering with da
ta

8 1
0

8 3 5 6.8

A malicious user can tamper with the application binaries. Tampering with da
ta

Information disclo
sure

Denial of service

Elevation of privile
ges

1
0

5 5 8 4 6.4

We cannot prove that we received a message, or that we sent a reply. Repudiation 6 1
0

5 5 4 6



 

 

Employees can order as may items as they want. Tampering with da
ta

Elevation of privile
ges

1
0

1
0

1
0

5 1
0

9

A malicious user can see and retrieve data in the Message Queuing queue. Spoofing identity

Tampering with da
ta

Information disclo
sure

8 9 7 4 5 6.6

A malicious user can insert a bad message into BizTalk Server. Tampering with da
ta

Spoofing identity

8 7 6 3 4 5.6

A malicious user can insert a bad message into the test application. Tampering with da
ta

Information disclo
sure

Elevation of privile
ges

8 9 6 3 4 6

A malicious user can use the stored procedure as an access point to the business datab
ase.

Tampering with da
ta

Information disclo
sure

8 8 7 3 5 6.2

A malicious user can see data in the stored procedure. Tampering with da
ta

Information disclo
sure

8 8 8 3 5 6.4

An unauthorized user can obtain data in the business database. Tampering with da
ta

Information disclo
sure

1
0

7 7 1
0

7 8.2

Identify Mitigation Techniques and Technologies for the Sample Deployment

After identifying the threats and their risks, we proceeded to identify the mitigation techniques for each threat.

Mitigation Techniques and Technologies

The following table lists the threats, the mitigation techniques, and whether we implemented the mitigation for the PoS
application. The threats are ordered from greater risk to lower risk.

Table 5 Threats in order of risk level
Threat Thr

eat
typ
e

O
v
e
r
a
ll
ri
s
k

Mitigation techniques and technologies Implemented?



Employees can or
der as may items 
as they want.

Ta
mp
eri
ng 
wit
h d
ata

Ele
vati
on 
of 
pri
vile
ges

9 Modify the application so that there is a limit to the number of items th
at a person can order.

An additional modification is to enable a manager to order more items
, or to require manager approval for an employee to order more than t
he maximum allowed.

Yes. We implemented an upp
er limit of 100 items, and a lo
wer limit of 0 items.

An unauthorized u
ser can obtain dat
a in the business d
atabase.

Ta
mp
eri
ng 
wit
h d
ata

Inf
or
ma
tio
n di
scl
osu
re

8.
2

Create a separate host for the SQL adapter. Create a user group and ac
count dedicated to this new host. Lock down access to the business dat
abase by granting permissions in SQL Server only to the members of t
he SQL User group. Give the SQL User group access to the business da
tabase as users only, and only give them permissions to the specific st
ored procedures they need access to.

Yes

A malicious user c
an tamper with m
essages as they go
from BizTalk Serve
r to SQL Server an
d vice versa.

Sp
oof
ing 
ide
ntit
y

Ta
mp
eri
ng 
wit
h d
ata

6.
8

Use Internet Protocol security (IPSec) to encrypt communication betwe
en BizTalk Server and SQL Server.

Yes

An unauthorized u
ser can view the re
ceived message in
the PoS applicatio
n.

Inf
or
ma
tio
n di
scl
osu
re

6.
8

Only people that have the private encryption certificate in the personal
certificate store can view the message.

Only authorized users can access the PoS application.

Yes. Sample application first 
shows the message in encryp
ted form. Users must have a 
copy of the private certificate
in their personal store to dec
rypt the message



A malicious user c
an see and retriev
e data in the Mess
age Queuing queu
e.

Sp
oof
ing 
ide
ntit
y

Ta
mp
eri
ng 
wit
h d
ata

Inf
or
ma
tio
n di
scl
osu
re

6.
6

Use encryption to make sure that only authorized users and processes 
can read the message.

Use Message Queuing client authentication to restrict access to the qu
eue.

Important
Message Queuing client authentication only works when the client an
d the server are on the same domain controller.

No

Access to public k
eys

Inf
or
ma
tio
n di
scl
osu
re

6.
6

By default, public keys are designed to be shared with multiple parties. 
A person with the public key can only encrypt messages and verify digi
tal signatures. The disclosure of public keys does not pose a significant
risk to your company.

However, a malicious user can use the public key to encrypt messages 
it sends to you. If you do not have a mechanism in place for authentica
ting the sender, such as digital signatures, a malicious user can create 
a denial of service attack by sending invalid encrypted messages.

No.

A malicious user c
an replace the rec
eive location with 
a rogue receive lo
cation or server.

Sp
oof
ing 
ide
ntit
y

Ta
mp
eri
ng 
wit
h d
ata

Inf
or
ma
tio
n di
scl
osu
re

6.
4

Follow the recommendations in
Assembly Deployment Security Recommendations in BizTalk Server 2
004 Help to protect the assembly that contains the receive location an
d to restrict access to the assembly files.

You must place your computers in a safe environment, and limit acces
s to the computers that contain business-critical information, such as t
he databases.

Yes.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms961629(v=bts.10).aspx


A malicious user c
an tamper with th
e application binar
ies.

Ta
mp
eri
ng 
wit
h d
ata

Inf
or
ma
tio
n di
scl
osu
re

De
nial
of s
ervi
ce

Ele
vati
on 
of 
pri
vile
ges

6.
4

While not part of the sample solution, the data center administrators h
ave to limit access to the application binaries.

Administrators must remove the binary file after deploying the BizTalk 
assemblies.

You can also use signed assemblies to secure assemblies from end to 
end.

No

An unauthorized u
ser can put messa
ges in the queue.

Sp
oof
ing 
ide
ntit
y

Ta
mp
eri
ng 
wit
h d
ata

Ele
vati
on 
of 
pri
vile
ges

6.
4

Access to the Message Queuing queue should be restricted to only the 
accounts that have to drop (write) and pick up (read and delete) messa
ges from the queue.

Only the service account for the BizTalk Message Queuing host should 
be able to write to the Message Queuing queue.

No



A malicious user c
an see data in the 
stored procedure.

Ta
mp
eri
ng 
wit
h d
ata

Inf
or
ma
tio
n di
scl
osu
re

6.
4

Use different user groups for each BizTalk Host. Have a host dedicated 
to the SQL adapter. In SQL Server grant permissions only to the memb
ers of the SQL User group, and give this group user access to the busin
ess database, and permissions to the specific stored procedures they h
ave to run.

Yes

A malicious user c
an use the stored 
procedure as an a
ccess point to the 
business database.

Ta
mp
eri
ng 
wit
h d
ata

Inf
or
ma
tio
n di
scl
osu
re

6.
2

As with the previous threat, the SQL User group should only have per
missions to the specific stored procedures they have to run.

Yes

We cannot prove t
hat we received a 
message, or that 
we sent a reply.

Re
pu
diat
ion

6 Use the BizTalk tracking features, and the standard log files.

Important
While this mitigation can help you prove that you sent or received a 
message, it may not meet the requirements for legal auditing.

Yes



A malicious user c
an insert a bad me
ssage into the test 
application.

Ta
mp
eri
ng 
wit
h d
ata

Inf
or
ma
tio
n di
scl
osu
re

Ele
vati
on 
of 
pri
vile
ges

6 Only authorized users can access the PoS application.

Processes downstream should verify that the message came from an a
uthorized user.

No

A malicious user c
an insert a bad me
ssage into BizTalk 
Server.

Ta
mp
eri
ng 
wit
h d
ata

Sp
oof
ing 
ide
ntit
y

5.
6

Do not use default host and group names.

Use different user groups for each BizTalk Host. Have a different host f
or send and receive for each adapter, processing, and tracking.

Use the BizTalk S/MIME security features to prove the identity of the se
nder (from either direction) and to validate that the incoming request i
s valid. Drop the message if the incoming request is not valid.

Somewhat. We have separat
e hosts and groups, but do n
ot use S/MIME.

A malicious user c
an sniff data in the
wire between BizT
alk Server and the 
client computer.

Inf
or
ma
tio
n di
scl
osu
re

5.
6

Use encryption certificates to make sure that only authorized users can
access the message.

Yes



 

Access to private k
eys

Sp
oof
ing 
ide
ntit
y

Ta
mp
eri
ng 
wit
h d
ata

Inf
or
ma
tio
n di
scl
osu
re

4.
8

Modify PoS application so that it runs under a service account. This wa
y you have to store the private key in one location. Restrict access to th
e PoS application by using DACLs

No

Access to private k
eys after compute
r is reused

Sp
oof
ing 
ide
ntit
y

Ta
mp
eri
ng 
wit
h d
ata

Inf
or
ma
tio
n di
scl
osu
re

4.
6

Use strong passwords for all accounts, including those that have certifi
cates in the personal certificate store.

Revoke certificates that you are no longer using.

Remove the certificates from the personal certificate stores before reus
ing the computer.

No

Sample Certificate Deployment Utility

The sample certificate deployment utility helps you automate the installation of certificates in the appropriate certificate stores
of selected computers that are running Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004.

The utility installs public certificates in the Other People certificate store of the selected BizTalk Servers. For private certificates,
it does the following:

Prompts you for the password for the user account under which each host instance on the selected BizTalk Server
computers is running.
Logs on to each BizTalk Server as each account.
Installs the private key certificate in the Personal certificate store for each account.

As described in previous sections, to send and receive encrypted or signed messages, you must install the certificates in the
appropriate certificate store on each BizTalk Server runtime computer. If you have a small number of partners, or a small
BizTalk Server deployment, an administrator can easily take on the task. If you have many partners, logging on to each BizTalk



 

Server computer and manually installing their certificates can become a complex task.

This section provides information about how to use the sample certificate deployment utility.

Configuring the Servers to Use the Certificate Deployment Utility

This section describes the steps that you must follow to configure the BizTalk Server environment to use the certificate
deployment utility. These steps are:

1. Run the private certificate handler installation program.
2. Create an account for creating and accessing the log files.
3. If you have not done so already, mount the Certificate_logging database on the computer that is running SQL Server, and

make sure the logging account has sufficient permissions to access the database.
4. Configure the certificate logging Web service to use the logging account.
5. Update the certificate logging Web service configuration file with the correct name for the computer hosting the Web

service.

Important
You must have already run the certificate deployment utility installation program. The certificate deployment utility is installe
d as part of the sample certificate management deployment. If you have not done so, follow the instructions for "Running the
Installation Program for the Sample Deployment" in Configuring the BizTalk Server Computers to install the certificate deplo
yment utility on a BizTalk Server computer.

Running the Private Certificate Handler Installation Program

Follow these steps on both BizTalk Server computers (send and receive) to run the private certificate handler installation
program. To install private certificates on remote computers, you must configure the target computers to make sure they have
the files needed to install the certificates remotely. In other words, you must install the private certificate handler file on all the
BizTalk Server computers where you want to install certificates by using the certificate deployment utility.

To run the private certificate handler installation program

1. Log on to the BizTalk Server computer where you installed the directory and files for the sample deployment. If you took
the default settings for the location of the installation files, the files and directories for the sample deployment are in the
C:\Program Files\WSS Technical Guides\Certificate Management Technical Guide\phc_installer\debug folder.

2. Copy Pch-install.msi onto the BizTalk Server computers where you want to use the certificate deployment utility to
install certificates.

3. Log on to the BizTalk Server computer where you copied the Pch-install.msi file.

4. Run Pch-install.msi. This installation program installs the utility files on the BizTalk Server computer so that the
certificate deployment utility can reference the functions in this file for managing private certificates.

5. On the Welcome to the Certificate Management Private Certificate Handler Set up Wizard page, click Next.

6. On the License Agreement page, read the agreement. If you agree to abide by the license agreement, click the I Agree
option, and then click Next.

7. Select the location where you want the sample files to be copied. Click Next.

8. On the Confirm Installation page, click Next.

9. On the Installation Complete page, click Close to exit the installation program.

10. Repeat this procedure on the other BizTalk Server computer.

Creating an Account for Certificate Logging

Follow these steps to create an account to create and access the certificate deployment utility log.

To create an account for certificate logging

1. Log on as a domain administrator to the domain controller.

2. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Administrative Tools, and then click Active Directory Users and Computers.

3. In the Active Directory Users and Computers window, expand <domainname>.com, right-click Users, point to New, and



then click User.

4. In the New Object - User dialog box, type a first name for the account, type the account name you want to use for
accessing the logging database Certificate_logging (for example, certlogging) for the User logon name, and then click
Next.

5. In the Password box, type a password for the account, and then in the Confirm password box, type the password again.

6. Select User cannot change password, and then click Next.

7. Click Finish.

Mounting the Certificate_logging Database

Follow these steps to mount the Certificate_logging database on the computer that is running SQL Server. This database
contains the logs for the certificate deployment utility.

To mount the Certificate_logging database

1. On the computer that is running SQL Server, log on as a SQL Server administrator.

2. If you used the default settings for the location of the installation files, open Windows Explorer and open the
\\<Installation Computer>\Program Files\WSS Technical Guides\Certificate Management Technical Guide folder,
where <Installation Computer> is the computer where you installed the certificate management files. Otherwise open
the location you specified.

3. Copy the Database folder to the computer that is running SQL Server.

4. Locate the Database folder that you just copied from the BizTalk Server computer.

5. Double-click mount_db.vbs. This file will mount the sample database that the sample application uses.

6. Click Start, click All Programs, click Microsoft SQL Server, and then click Enterprise Manager.

7. Expand Microsoft SQL Servers, expand SQL Server Group, expand (LOCAL) (Windows NT), expand Security, right-
click Logins, and then click New Login.

8. In the SQL Server Login Properties -New Login dialog box, in the Name box, type the account you created earlier for
certificate logging.

9. On the Database Access tab, select the Permit check box for the Certificate_logging database.

10. On the Database roles for 'Certificate_logging' section, select db_owner, and then click OK.

11. Exit Enterprise Manager.

Configuring the Certificate Logging Web Service

Follow these steps to configure the certificate logging Web service to use the account you created.

To configure certificate logging

1. Log on to the computer where you installed the certificate management files with an account with administrative rights.

2. Click Start, click Control Panel, click Administrative Tools, and then click Internet Information Services (IIS)
Manager.

3. Expand <computer name>, expand Web sites, expand Default Web Site, right-click PrivateCertLog, and then click
Properties.

4. In the PrivateCertLog Properties window, on the Directory Security tab, in the Authentication and access control
area, click Edit.

5. In the Authentication Methods dialog box, select Enable anonymous access, type the user name and password of
the certificate logging account you created earlier, and then click OK.

6. Click OK to close the PrivateCertLog Properties window.

7. Close Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.

Updating the Certificate Logging Web Service Configuration File

Follow these steps to update the configuration file for the certificate logging Web service to reference the BizTalk Server



 

computer where you installed the certificate deployment utility.

To update the certificate logging Web service configuration file

1. Log on to the computer where you installed the certificate management files with an account with administrative rights.

2. Open Windows Explorer and open <Install directory>:\Program Files\WSS Technical Guides\Certificate
Management Technical Guide\CertDeployUtility\bin\debug, right-click CertDeployUtility.exe.config, and then
click Edit.

3. Replace bts-srv with the name of the computer where you installed the certificate management files, and save the file.

Listing BizTalk Server Host Instances

The first step for using the certificate deployment utility is to generate a list of the BizTalk Server computers that are running
host instances. After you generate this list, you can edit it, save it for future use, and retrieve it later. After you have the list, you
can install or remove certificates. This section describes how to list the BizTalk Host instances available in your deployment.
This section includes guidelines for:

Generating a list of host instances
Editing a list of host instances
Saving a list of host instances
Loading a list of host instances

Generating a List of Host Instances

Follow these steps to generate a list of host instances in your BizTalk Server environment.

To generate a list of host instances

1. Click Start, click All Programs, click WSS Technical Guides, click Certificate Management, and then click Certificate
Management Utility. The Certificate Management Utility appears.

2. Click Generate List.

3. The utility enumerates the host instances in your BizTalk Server environment, and displays them in the BizTalk Host
Instance List section.

Editing a List of Host Instances

Follow these steps to edit the list of host instances. For example, you might delete a specific host instance in the list if you do
not want the utility to deploy a certificate to that particular host instance.

To edit a list of host instances

1. Generate a list of host instances as described in the previous procedure.

2. In the BizTalk Host Instance List section, click the first column in the row for the host instance that you want to remove
from the list, and then press the DELETE key.

Saving a List of Host Instances

Follow these steps to save a list of host instances. You can create and save a list that contains the BizTalk Host instances
running specific processes. For example, you might save a list of the host instances that receive, process, and send messages
from a particular partner, and use the list later when you update the certificates for that partner.

To save a list of host instances

1. Generate a list of host instances as described earlier in this topic in "Generating the List of Host Instances."

2. After the utility enumerates and displays the list of host instances, click Save List.

3. Specify a location for saving the list, and then click Save.

Loading a List of Host Instances

Follow these steps to load a list of host instances that you previously saved.

To load a list of host instances

1. Click Start, click All Programs, click WSS Technical Guides, click Certificate Management, and then click Certificate



 

 

Management Utility. The Certificate Management Utility appears.

2. Click Load List.

3. Specify the location of the saved list that you want to load, and then click Open.

Deploying Public Certificates

This section provides instructions on how to use the certificate management utility to install public key certificates to the Other
People certificate store of the BizTalk Server computers.

Deploying Public Certificates on the BizTalk Server Computers

Follow these steps to deploy the public certificates on the BizTalk Server computers by using the certificate deployment utility.

To deploy public certificates on the BizTalk Server computers

1. Click Start, click All Programs, click WSS Technical Guides, click Certificate Management, and then click Certificate
Management Utility. The Certificate Management Utility appears.

2. Generate a new host instance list, or load a previously saved one. For more information about generating and loading
host instance lists, see Listing BizTalk Server Host Instances.

3. Click Deploy Public Certificates. The Select Public Certificates to Deploy screen appears.

4. Click Add.

5. On the Open dialog box, locate the public certificates directory, select the public key certificate you want to install, and
then click Open.

6. If you want to install more than one public certificate on the BizTalk Server computers in the BizTalk Host Instance List,
repeat steps 4 and 5.

7. Click Deploy. The application will now send the certificates to the BizTalk Server computers listed on the BizTalk Host
Instance List. If the deployment of the public certificates is successful, you will return to the Certificate Deployment
Utility dialog box. If an error occurs, an error message will appear.

Deploying Private Certificates

This section provides instructions on how to use the certificate management utility to install a private certificate in the Personal
certificate store for the user accounts of a selected list of host instances.

Note
The private key certificate must be in shared directory that all BizTalk Server computers have access to. Only a Windows® ad
ministrator account that you use for installing the certificates remotely needs access to this share.

Deploying Private Certificates on the BizTalk Server Computers

Follow these steps to deploy private certificates on the BizTalk Server computers by using the certificate deployment utility.



 

Follow these steps to deploy private certificates on the BizTalk Server computers by using the certificate deployment utility.

To deploy private certificates on the BizTalk Server computers

1. Click Start, click All Programs, click WSS Technical Guides, click Certificate Management, and then click Certificate
Management Utility. The Certificate Management Utility appears.

2. Generate a new host instance list, or load a previously saved one. For more information about generating and loading
host instance lists, see Listing BizTalk Server Host Instances.

3. Click Deploy a Private Certificate. The Private Key Certificate Key Deployment screen appears.

4. Click Browse. The Open dialog box appears.

5. In the File name box, type the share path where the private certificate is stored.

6. Select the private key that BizTalk Server will use to decrypt messages it receives from the sample application, and then
click Open.

7. In the File Password box, type the password for accessing the private certificate.

Important
If you use the certificate deployment utility to deploy private key certificates to BizTalk Server computers, you can only 
use numerical and alphabetical characters and the special characters ~ ! @ # $ % ^ *( ) - _ = + [ { ] } ; : , . / \ ? " ; for this 
password.

8. In the Remoting Credentials section, enter the user name and password of the account you will use to install the
certificates on the remote computers. This account must be a Windows administrator on all the computers you will
connect to.

9. Click Deploy.

10. For each BizTalk Server computer in the BizTalk Host Instance List, a Deploying Private Key Certificate dialog box
appears.

11. The Target Account for Certificate section contains information about the account for the host instance. The private
key certificate will be deployed in the Personal certificate store for this account. In the Password box, enter the password
for the user account.

12. Click Deploy to install the certificate in the Personal certificate store. If there are other host instances, another
Deploying Private Key Certificate dialog box will appear.

-or-

Click Skip One if you do not want to install the private key certificate in the Personal certificate store of the indicated
host instance account.

-or-

Click Cancel All if you do not want to continue the deployment operation.

13. Click Private Cert Log on the main Certificate Deployment Utility screen to view the private certificate deployment
results.

Retrieving the Thumbprint Values

This section describes how to retrieve the thumbprints for the public and private keys for each company (in this example, the
application client computer and the BizTalk Server deployment).

Using the Certificate Deployment Utility to Retrieve Thumbprints

Follow these steps when you are running the certificate deployment utility to retrieve thumbprints.

To read a public key certificate thumbprint

1. Run CertDeployUtility.exe.

2. Click Read Thumbprint.

3. Specify the location that contains the public key for the application client computer. This public key file has a .cer



 

extension.

4. Click Open Certificate. The utility displays the certificate details.

5. Select the second row in the box (the thumbprint value), and then click Copy Selected Info.

6. In the confirmation dialog box notifying you that the thumbprint was successfully copied to the clipboard, click OK.

The thumbprint value is now copied so that you can paste it into the appropriate text box as described in .

7. Update the thumbprint value for the application client computer by pasting the thumbprint value.

8. After updating the thumbprint value for the application client computer in the binding file, repeat steps 1 through 6 to
retrieve the thumbprint value for the BizTalk Server computers.

9. Go to the next topic to paste (update) the thumbprint value for the public key. Then return to this topic to retrieve the
thumbprint value for the private key.

10. Copy the thumbprint value to a temporary location like Notepad.

11. Now that you have obtained the public key certificate thumbprints, you have to obtain the private key certificate
thumbprints for the BizTalk Server receive computer.

To read a private key certificate thumbprint

1. Click Read Thumbprint.

2. Specify the location that contains the private key for the BizTalk Server computer. This private key file has a .pfx (BizTalk
private key) file name extension.

3. Enter the password in the Password for Private Key Certificate field.

Important
If you use the certificate deployment utility to deploy private key certificates to BizTalk Server computers, you can only 
use numerical and alphabetical characters and the special characters ~ ! @ # $ % ^ *( ) - _ = + [ { ] } ; : , . / \ ? " ; for this 
password.

4. Click Open Certificate. The utility displays the certificate details.

5. Select the second row in the box (the thumbprint value), and then click Copy Selected Info.

6. Copy the thumbprint value to a temporary location like Notepad.

7. Now that you have obtained the thumbprints, you are ready to run the setup file on the BizTalk Server receive computer.

At this point, you have deployed the sample application to the database, so both of the BizTalk Host instances running on the
two BizTalk Server computers are ready to process this data.

Deleting Certificates

This section provides information about how to use the certificate management utility to delete public and private certificate
keys from the certificate stores on the BizTalk Server computers.

Deleting Public Certificates

Follow these steps to delete public certificates.

To delete public certificates

1. Click Start, click All Programs, click WSS Technical Guides, click Certificate Management, and then click Certificate
Management Utility. The Certificate Management Utility appears.

2. In the Certificate Deployment Utility dialog box, generate a new list or load an existing list. For information about
generating a new list or loading an existing list, see Listing BizTalk Server Host Instances.

3. Click Delete a Certificate.

4. In the Certificate Thumbprint dialog box, enter the thumbprint for the public certificate that you want to remove.

5. Select Public certificate, and then click Delete. The Certificate Deployment Utility removes the specified certificate from



 

 

the Other People certificate store of each computer on the BizTalk Host Instance list. For information about obtaining
the thumbprint, see Retrieving the Thumbprint Values.

Deleting Private Certificates

Follow these steps to delete private certificates.

To delete private certificates

1. Click Start, click All Programs, click WSS Technical Guides, click Certificate Management, and then click Certificate
Management Utility. The Certificate Management Utility appears.

2. In the Certificate Deployment Utility dialog box, generate a new list or load an existing list. For information about
generating a new list or loading an existing list, see Listing BizTalk Server Host Instances.

3. Click Delete a Certificate.

4. In the Certificate Thumbprint dialog box, enter the thumbprint for the private certificate that you want to remove. For
information about obtaining the thumbprint, see Retrieving the Thumbprint Values.

5. Select Private Certificate.

6. In the Remoting Credentials section, enter the user name and password of the account you will use to delete the
certificates on the remote computers. This account must by a Windows administrator on all the computers you will
connect to.

7. Click Delete. The Deleting Private Key Certificate dialog box appears.

8. The Target Account for Certificate section contains information about the account for the host instance. The private
key certificate will be deleted from the Personal certificate store for this account. In the Password box, enter the
password for the user account.

9. Click Delete to remove the certificate from the Personal certificate store. If there are other host instances, another
Deleting Private Key Certificate dialog box will appear.

Microsoft Operations Framework and BizTalk Server 2004 Certificate Management

Applying the Microsoft Operations Framework (MOF) process model to the management of Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004
certificates can help you make sure that you have appropriate processes in place at the different stages of the release life cycle.
By looking ahead at all the life cycle stages where certificate management appears, you can make the installation, maintenance,
and troubleshooting of certificates in your environment easier.

This section contains information about the MOF processes where you may want to consider certificate management tasks.

Microsoft Operations Framework Process Model

The Microsoft Operations Framework (MOF) provides guidance that enables organizations to achieve mission-critical system
reliability, availability, supportability, and manageability of Microsoft products and technologies. MOF provides operational
guidance in the form of white papers, operations guides, assessment tools, best practices, case studies, templates, support
tools, and services. This guidance addresses the people, process, technology, and management issues pertaining to complex,
distributed, and heterogeneous IT environments.

The MOF process model enables companies to:

Facilitate consistent IT service management across service solutions
Establish a structure for IT functions, processes, and procedures
Represent a life cycle approach

Central to the MOF process model is its division into four quadrants of operational processes and procedures, named service
management functions (SMFs). The SMFs are the foundation-level best practices and prescriptive guidance for operating and
maintaining an IT environment.

The following figure shows the MOF processes where you may want to consider certificate management.

Figure 12 MOF processes where you may want to consider certificate management



 

Changing Quadrant

The changing quadrant includes the service management functions (SMFs) required to identify, review, approve, and
incorporate change into a managed IT environment. This includes changes in software, hardware, documentation, roles and
responsibilities, and so on, as well as specific process and procedural changes.

Change Management

Change management is responsible for changes in technology, systems, applications, hardware, tools, documentation, and
processes, as well as changes in roles and responsibilities.

During the change management process, as part of designing your BizTalk Server implementation, you can do the following:

Determine what company you are going to use as your certification authority, and the process for obtaining certificates
from them. 
Identify which public certificates you need from your partners. For more information about how BizTalk Server uses
certificates, see BizTalk Server 2004 and Certificates.
Determine how you are going to receive public certificates from your partners. 
Identify which public certificates you have to make available to your partners. 
Determine how you are going to make public certificates available to your partners.
Determine where you are going to store certificates. For more information, see Certificate Management Best Practices.
Determine how you are going to manage those certificates. 

Configuration Management

Configuration management is responsible for identifying, controlling, and tracking all versions of software, hardware,
documentation, processes, procedures, and all other components of the IT environment under the control of change
management.

During the configuration management process, you have to create a detailed plan for how you are going to install the
certificates in each store, the process for verifying the trust chain of the certificates, and the process for renewing certificates
and for requesting renewed certificates from your partners. For more information about how BizTalk Server uses certificates,
see BizTalk Server 2004 and certificates.

Release Management

The focus of release management is to facilitate the introduction of software and hardware releases into the managed IT
environment. Release management is the coordination point between the release development and project teams and the
operations groups responsible for running the release in production.

During the release management process, you can do the following:

Determine the process for obtaining certificates from the certification authority.
Determine how you are going to receive public certificates from your partners. 
Determine how you are going to make your public certificates available to your partners.
Determine the process for storing the certificates in the appropriate certificate store on the servers that need them. For
more information about how BizTalk Server uses certificates, see BizTalk Server 2004 and certificates.



 

 

 

Operating Quadrant

The operating quadrant includes the SMFs required to monitor, control, manage, and administer service solutions daily to
achieve and maintain service levels within predetermined parameters.

Security Administration

Security administration is responsible for maintaining a safe computing environment. Security is an important part of the
infrastructure of the enterprise.

During the security administration process, you can do the following:

Establish the process for retrieving the latest certificate revocation list.
After you receive your public-private key pairs from the certification authority, store them in a secure location.
Follow account and passwords best practices.

Supporting Quadrant

The supporting quadrant includes the SMFs required to identify, assign, diagnose, track, and resolve incidents, problems, and
requests within the approved requirements that are contained in the service level agreements.

Optimizing Quadrant

The optimizing quadrant includes the SMFs that contribute to maintaining business and IT alignment by focusing on
decreasing IT costs while maintaining or improving service levels. This includes review of outages and incidents, examination
of cost structures, staff assessments, availability and performance analysis, and capacity forecasting.

Service Level Management

The goal of service level management is to maintain and continuously improve IT service quality, through a constant cycle of
negotiating and monitoring service level requirements. The successful service level management function causes an
improvement in service quality, greater levels of customer productivity, and ideally, a reduction in the overall cost of services
provided.

During the service level management process, you can do the following:

Assess how to obtain certificates from partners; you may be able to optimize or streamline the process. 
Decide whether to use party resolution to identify partners in the system, and whether to use signing certificates to
resolve the parties.
Decide whether to use the sample application to automate the installation of certificates. For more information about the
sample application, see Sample Certificate Deployment Utility.

Availability Management

The single goal of availability management is to make sure that the customer can use a particular IT service at any time.

For the availability management process, you can establish a mechanism for notifying the IT personnel when a certificate is
about to expire, or whether a certificate you use is in the latest certificate revocation list. For example, you can create a rule in
Microsoft Operations Manager (MOM) that notifies the IT personnel two weeks before a certificate expires, so that they have
enough time to request a new certificate from the partner, and therefore minimize the downtime because of expired
certificates. You can also establish mechanisms to automatically send your latest public certificates before the current ones
expire.

Security Management

Security management provides higher-level guidance that tells which security policies and guidelines should exist.

For certificate management, do a threat model analysis of how you intend to communicate with your partners to identify the
assets and threats. Identify which of those threats you can reduce by using certificates, and determine whether that is the best
way to reduce the threats.
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Overview

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 provides a scalable, manageable platform for building message-based and business process-
oriented applications. With this latest version, BizTalk Server provides many improvements in terms of architecture, design,
performance, manageability, and scalability. In order to fully take advantage of the platform, many architects and developers
need more detailed knowledge about how the platform works. This paper is intended to provide detailed information about
the messaging infrastructure of BizTalk Server and about other key areas of the product where customers have typically
struggled to gain an understanding.

The goal in providing this information is that it will help customers to design, create, and debug their applications to better take
advantage of the BizTalk Server 2004 platform.

BizTalk Server Architecture

Before you review more detailed information about the various messaging components in BizTalk Server, it is important to
have an understanding of how the components fit into the overall architecture of the product. BizTalk Server is built on a
publish/subscribe architecture in which a message is published into the system, and then received by one or more active
subscribers. Different flavors of this architecture exist, but the model implemented in BizTalk Server is often called content-
based publish/subscribe.

In a content-based publish/subscribe model, subscribers specify the messages they want to receive using a set of criteria about
the message. The message is evaluated at the time it is published, and all of the active subscribers with matching subscriptions
(indicated by filter expressions), receive the message. In the case of BizTalk Server, content-based is a bit of a misnomer,
however, because the criteria used to build subscriptions do not have to come from the message content and may include
contextual information about the message as well. The details of the subscription mechanism are discussed in the topic
"Subscriptions in BizTalk Server" in this document.

The following figure provides a high-level overview of the BizTalk Server architecture from a messaging perspective.

Figure 1 BizTalk Server 2004 architecture

In this simplified view, a message is received through a receive location defined in a given receive port. This message is
processed by the receive location and then published to the MessageBox database, the main persistence and routing
mechanism for BizTalk Server. The MessageBox evaluates active subscriptions and routes the message to those orchestrations
and send ports with matching subscriptions. The sections that follow describe each of these components.

Receive Ports and Receive Locations

A receive port is a collection of one or more receive locations that define specific entry points into BizTalk Server. A receive
location is a combination of a receive adapter and a receive pipeline. The adapter is responsible for the transport and
communications part of receiving a message. Examples include the File adapter and SOAP adapter, each of which receives



messages from different types of sources. The receive pipeline is responsible for preparing the message for publishing into the
MessageBox. A pipeline is a series of components that are executed in sequence, each providing specific processing to a
message such as decryption/encryption, parsing, or validation.

Send Ports and Send Port Groups

A send port group is a collection of send ports and works much like an e-mail distribution list. A message sent to a send port
group will be sent to all send ports in that group. A send port is the combination of a send pipeline and a send adapter. The
send pipeline is responsible for preparing a message coming from BizTalk Server for transmission to another service. The send
adapter is responsible for actually sending the message using a specific protocol such as SOAP, or FTP.

MessageBox Database

The heart of the publish/subscribe engine in BizTalk Server is the MessageBox database. The MessageBox is made up of two
components: one or more Microsoft® SQL Server™ databases and the Messaging Agent. The SQL Server database provides
the persistence store for many things including messages, message parts, message properties, subscriptions, orchestration
state, tracking data, host queues for routing, and others.

In addition, using stored procedures, the database provides some of the business logic related to routing messages and
fulfilling subscriptions. The Message Agent, however, is the component that encapsulates and abstracts the database
component and is the interface used by all parts of BizTalk Server to interact with the messaging subsystem. The Message
Agent is a Component Object Model (COM) component that provides interfaces for publishing messages, subscribing to
messages, retrieving messages, and so on. This interface is the only mechanism used by other BizTalk Server components,
including the adapter framework and orchestrations, to interact with the MessageBox.

Endpoint Manager

The Endpoint Manager, not shown in the figure, is the service responsible for managing send and receive ports and acts as the
intermediary between the ports and the MessageBox.

Hosts and Host Instances

A host is a logical representation of an application that will host services that provide specific functionality in BizTalk Server. A
host can be either an in-process host, which means it is owned and managed by BizTalk Server, or an isolated host, which
means that the BizTalk Server code is running in a process that is not controlled by BizTalk Server. A good example of an
isolated host is Internet Information Services (IIS), which hosts the receive functionality of the HTTP and SOAP adapters. Hosts
are defined for an entire BizTalk Server group; a collection of BizTalk Servers that share configuration, MessageBoxes, ports,
and so on.

Each host can have either zero or one host instance running on each server in the BizTalk Server group. For the in-process host,
each host instance is a Windows NT Service, BTSNtSvc.exe. This service is installed each time a new host instance is added
through the BizTalk Server Administration console and is configured with startup parameters that specify the name of the host
which this instance represents. For isolated hosts, each instance represents a running instance of the process that contains
BizTalk Server-related processing code, for example an application pool in IIS.

Within each of these host instances, several subservices are running. The exact services can be found in the
adm_HostInstance_SubServices table in the BizTalk Server Management database. The services are listed here for reference:

Table 1 Host instance subservices

Service Description

Caching Used internally by BizTalk Server to cache configuration information for the other services

Endpoint Manag
er

Responsible for hosting receive and send ports including adapters and pipelines

Tracking Responsible for moving data out of the MessageBox database and into the BAM or Tracking databases as ap
propriate

XLANG/s Host engine for BizTalk Server orchestrations

MSMQT MSMQT adapter service; serves as a replacement for the MSMQ protocol when interacting with BizTalk Serv
er

The Windows NT Service simply acts as a container to host these other services. When the service is started, each of these



 

subservices is started as well. They handle all of the processing related to the messaging and orchestration engines in BizTalk
Server.

The two services that are a bit different are the Tracking and MSMQT services. With the Tracking service, you can specify at the
host level whether the host instances for that host participate in the tracking process. This means that some services may not
load and start the Tracking service unless the host has been configured to do so. This allows you to move the tracking of data
into a particular host, and keep the processing hosts from getting bogged down with tracking data. The MSMQT service, while
essentially a transport adapter, is responsible for implementing the MSMQT infrastructure on which the adapter relies. This
service is the BizTalk Server version of the classic Microsoft Message Queuing (MSMQ) service.

For isolated hosts, the Endpoint Manager is the only service that is loaded into the process. These types of hosts are only
intended to be used for hosting adapters that send and/or receive messages.

Messages and Message Properties

BizTalk Server 2004 is, at its core, a message-handling engine. To understand the details of BizTalk Server 2004, it is important
to understand messages and how they are represented, stored, and processed by BizTalk Server. The details of how BizTalk
Server works with messages become easier to understand after you have gained an understanding of what a message is.

Each message in BizTalk Server is considered a multi-part message and is made up of zero or more parts. Each part consists of
a binary chunk of data which can represent an XML document, flat file, a serialized .NET class, or other binary stream of data.
Each message with one or more parts has one of these parts identified as the body part. You use the body part of the message
to identify the type of the message that can be used for routing.

A very important concept to understand is that all messages are immutable in BizTalk Server 2004. This means that after a
message is constructed, it cannot be changed. Any changes to the message require a new message to be created and used
from that point forward. This is especially clear in the Orchestration Designer, where compilation rules force you to follow strict
guidelines about constructing a message before using it, and not allowing the message to be altered outside of its construction
block. If you need to change the message, you must create a new construction block that creates a message of the same type,
copy the original message to the new message, and then make any changes to the new message before leaving the
construction block.

BizTalk Server follows these same rules in its processing of messages. When a message is processed in a send port, a new
message instance is created by pipeline components when the message is to be changed in the processing. This is a practice
that should also be followed by any pipeline components that are created by developers working with BizTalk Server.

The reason that messages must be immutable is that for a given message, there may be many subscribers that receive the
message. Physically, there is only one message, but many references to that message exist. Allowing the message to be
changed by one subscriber would impact all of the other subscribers. For example, a message is received by BizTalk Server and
routed to two different orchestrations. If the first orchestration were allowed to change the message, the impact of this change
on the second orchestration is unknown and would almost surely be unwanted.

In addition to the parts that make up a message, each message in the system has a set of properties that go along with it in
what is known as the message context. These properties can be values extracted from the message itself or values related to
the message or the processing of the message. For example, adapters put properties into the context related to the receiving of
messages such as the location at which the message was received, and what type of adapter was used to receive the message.
Properties can either be written to the context, or promoted into the context. The difference between these two options is that
promoted properties can be used as criteria in message routing while written properties cannot.

This concept of writing or promoting values to the context is related to, but not the same as, promoting properties in the
BizTalk Editor. In the BizTalk Editor, an element or attribute in a schema can be flagged as a promoted property or a
distinguished field. Items that are marked as promoted properties are meant to be promoted into the context, while those
marked as distinguished fields are meant to be written into the context.

The design for promoted properties started with the design of message correlation: the ability to relate a message being
received to an already running orchestration instance. For correlation, there is a need to define a property or set of properties
that provide the link between messages in the orchestration. For example, in a purchasing process, there exists a need to
correlate messages based on the PurchaseOrderID. However, in many business cases, the name of the particular field or
attribute in the messages may not match. A purchase order schema might have an element named POId, while the companion
invoice schema may have an element named OrderID. To correlate messages on named property such as PurchaseOrderID in
this situation, the developer must be able to abstract the name of the property to be correlated on from the source of the value.
Property schemas allow this abstraction.

A property schema enables you to define promoted properties in a common location and have them referenced by other
schemas. Like other schemas, a property schema has a namespace, but unlike other schemas, it can only have defined
elements (that is, not records or attributes). Each element that is defined in the property schema has a name and type. Because
the property schema may need to be referenced by more than one schema, and because the information in the property



 

schema must be available to components at runtime, the property schema must get deployed to BizTalk Server like all other
schemas. In addition to the normal schema deployment steps, information about the promoted properties is extracted and
stored in the bts_documentSpec table in the Management database.

After a property schema has been created, elements and attributes with the same type (for example. integer) can be promoted
as one of the named properties in the property schema.

To complete the example case from above, a developer would perform the following steps to define the shared
property needed for correlation.

1. Create a property schema and define an element of type xs:int named PurchaseOrderId. 
2. Create a PurchaseOrder schema and add an element or attribute of type xs:int named POId. 
3. Using the show promotions command in the BizTalk editor, the developer adds the POId field to the list of promoted

properties and indicates that is should be promoted as the PurchaseOrderId property defined in the property schema by
selecting the PurchaseOrderId named property from the list. 

4. Create an Invoice schema and add an element or attribute of type xs:int named OrderId. 
5. Using the show promotions command in the BizTalk Editor, the developer adds the OrderId field to the list of promoted

properties and indicates that is should be promoted as the PurchaseOrderId property defined in the property schema by
selecting the PurchaseOrderId named property from the list. 

Now that this definition exists in the document schemas, pipeline components can properly promote OrderId and POId as the
named property PurchaseOrderID so that it can be used for routing and correlation. For more details on this promotion
process, see the topic "Message Processing" in this document.

One of the benefits of promoted properties is that the value of the element that is promoted is available in the context of the
message. This means that retrieving that value is inexpensive, as it does not require loading the message into memory to
execute an XPath statement on the message. Instead, a simple property bag can be used along with a key to get the value. This
type of behavior is desirable in situations other than message routing and is the reason for creating distinguished fields. While
promoted properties are promoted into the message context, distinguished fields are written into the message context. Unlike
promoted properties however, there is no property schema for distinguished fields. This is why distinguished fields cannot be
used for routing and are therefore not available as filter criteria in a send port or orchestration receive shape. Distinguished
fields can, however, be used in orchestrations to read or write values from the message context instead of having to load the
message into memory and extract the value.

In addition to promoting or writing properties into the message context, message predicates can also be added to the context.
Message predicates are used as a security measure in BizTalk Server and provide contextual information about the message,
which must match values specified for any host that the message is to be routed to. This security measure allows you to
configure your BizTalk Server environment in such a way as to allow specific hosts to be the only hosts that can receive and
process particular messages. As an example, in the BizTalk Server Administration console, a host can be configured with the
thumbprint of a certificate to use for message decoding and decryption. Configuring this property creates an application
property for that host in the MessageBox. Secure messages that are received and decrypted using this thumbprint are then
only routed to the hosts with the thumbprint configured.

Pipelines

Pipelines are a component of BizTalk Server that provides an implementation of the Pipes and Filters integration pattern. For
more information on Enterprise Integration Patterns, see the MSDN article Integration Patterns. During the receiving and
sending of messages, there are business reasons to perform transformations on messages to prepare them to enter or leave
BizTalk Server. A common example is that you may need to transform a comma-delimited flat file into an XML file in order to
take advantage of certain features in BizTalk Server such as maps; the flat file disassembler component does just that. It is
common in integration scenarios to have a need to perform several types of transformations to a message before receiving or
sending it; that is where pipelines come into play. Pipelines enable the developer to define a series of transformations that will
be performed on a message as it is being received or sent.

There are two types of pipelines, send and receive, and these match the ports in which they execute. Send pipelines are
executed in send ports and in the response portion of a request/response receive port while receive pipelines are executed in
receive locations, and in the response portion of a solicit/response send port. Essentially, receive pipelines are intended to be
used to transform messages that are being published to the MessageBox while send pipelines are intended to be used on
messages which have been subscribed to and are being sent out of BizTalk Server.

Each pipeline has a set of stages that are executed in order when the pipeline is executed. Each stage can contain zero or more
components. The maximum number of components depends on the stage. A receive pipeline, shown in the figure below, has
the following stages:

Table 2 Receive pipeline stages

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms978729(v=bts.10).aspx


 

Stage Purpose

Decode Decrypts or decodes the message data

Disassemble Disassembles an interchange into smaller messages and parses message contents

Validate Validates the message data, generally against a schema

Resolve Party Identifies the BizTalk Server party associated with some security token in the message or message context

Figure 2 The receive pipeline

A send pipeline, shown below, has three stages for processing components:

Table 3 Send pipeline stages

Stage Purpose

Pre-ass
emble

Performs any message processing necessary before assembling the message

Assem
ble

Assembles the message and prepares it to be transmitted by taking steps such as adding envelopes, converting XML t
o flat files, or other tasks complementary to the disassemble stage in a receive pipeline

Encode Encodes or encrypts the message before delivery

Figure 3 The send pipeline

A stage in a pipeline has an execution mode of either All or First Match, which controls the components that get executed if
more than one component is added to a stage. For stages with a mode of All, each component is called to process the message
in the order inn which they are configured in the stage. When the mode is First Match, each component is polled to indicate
that it is the right component until a match is found, at which point the component that matches is executed, while the
remaining components do not get executed.

As an example of execution modes, the Disassemble stage of a receive pipeline is a first match stage, thus each component in
the stage is called to see if it recognizes the message and can process it. If the component responds in the affirmative, then no
other components in that stage will be queried to see if they can also handle the message. However, the Decode stage of a
receive pipeline has an execution mode of All, meaning that each component in this stage is called to process the message in
the order in which they were configured. The first decoder might be to decrypt the message, while the second might be to
decompress the message from a zipped format.

One common consequence of execution mode in pipeline processing occurs when a developer wants to use multiple
disassemblers in a single receive pipeline. Often the disassembling components differ only slightly, for example two flat file
disassemblers with similar but different schemas configured. In this case, while the message might actually match the schema
defined in the second disassembler configured, the first disassembler might determine through its probing that it can process
the message. It is only after processing the message that the error is discovered and the message suspended. In these cases,
the choice is to either create a new disassembler which has more specific probing logic in it, or to create two different pipelines
and receive the different messages in different receive locations.

Message Processing

All of the components described so far play a part in the processing of messages as they flow through BizTalk Server. This



section provides more detail about how these components interact to make the messaging infrastructure work, beginning with
receiving a message. The figure below shows the make-up of a receive port and the flow of a message through the receive
process.

A receive port consists of one or more receive locations and zero or more maps. Maps are XSLT-style sheets used to transform
messages from one structure or format to another and are often used in the receive process to normalize messages into an
internal format. A message is received into a receive port by a single receive location. The receive location consists of the
receive adapter and a receive pipeline.

Figure 4 A receive port and message flow

The receive adapter initiates the process of receiving messages by reading a stream of data and creating a message. For
example, the file adapter sees that a file has been placed in its configured location and reads that file in a stream. The adapter
creates a message (an implementation of the Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop.IBaseMessage interface), adds a part to it (an
implementation of the Microsoft.BizTalk.Message.Interop.IBasePart interface), and provides the stream of data as the part
content.

In addition, the adapter writes and promotes properties into the message context related to the location, adapter type, and
other adapter specific properties. After the message and its context have been created, the adapter passes the message to the
Transport Proxy, which is also managed by the Endpoint Manager. The message is then processed through the receive pipeline,
which has been configured for the receive location. After the message has been processed by the pipeline, a map may be used
to transform the message into the format desired before the Endpoint Manager passes the message to the Message Agent for
publishing.

While it is the responsibility of the adapter to create the initial message, most of the processing that occurs on a received
message happens in the receive pipeline. Pipeline processing deals with message content as well as message context. Message
content is generally handled in decoding, disassembling and validating stages, while message context can be handled in all
stages. A pipeline, however, does not have to impact either the content or the context; for example, the default pass-through
pipeline has no components configured and performs no processing on the message content or context. For simplicity, this
document focuses on the disassembling components as they generally have the greatest impact on message routing.

The job of the disassembler is to process an incoming message from an adapter and to disassemble it into many messages,
and parse the message data. When an incoming message has many smaller messages, this is known as an interchange. Both
the flat file disassembler and the XML disassembler handle interchanges by enabling a developer to configure information
about the wrapping content (a header and trailing schema for the flat file disassembler and an envelope schema for the XML
disassembler) and the, potentially repeating, body content. In addition, both of these disassemblers parse the original message
into XML content. A custom disassembler need not necessarily parse the content into XML if further XML processing in BizTalk
Server is not required. An example scenario might include a simple routing situation in which messages entering the system at
a particular receive location are sent to a specific send port with no mapping or other XML-based processing.

One of the most common message properties used in routing is the message type. When a developer creates a schema to
define the structure of messages, this schema defines the message type for that message. The type is determined by the root
node and namespace in the schema definition. For example, an XML document that looks like the following would have a
message type of http://tempuri.org/samples/MessageType#Message

Notice that the message type consists of the namespace, followed by the pound (#) symbol, and the name of the root node. To

<Message xmlns=http://tempuri.org/samples/MessageType>
<SomeOtherElement type="sample"/>
</Message>

http://tempuri.org/samples/MessageType


use message type in routing, it must be promoted into the context. Disassemblers are generally responsible for promoting this
value into the message context as well as the pipeline components with the most specific knowledge of message structure. The
XML and Flat File disassemblers promote the message type as they are processing messages, and any custom disassembler
should also promote this property to ensure proper routing.

It is important to note that a message is not required to have a type. As mentioned previously, the parts of a message can be
any binary data and need not have a schema that defines their structure. This type of message part is generally passed through
BizTalk Server without much, if any, processing done on it by BizTalk Server itself, though custom pipeline components,
adapters, or code called from orchestrations may interact with these parts.

Pipeline components, like adapters, also write and promote properties into the message context. In fact, pipeline components
are the most common mechanism most developers use to get properties into the message context. As discussed in the topic
"Messages and Message Properties," developers create schemas and can promote properties in the schema or mark them as
distinguished fields. This information is stored in the schema as annotations which can then be used by pipeline components.
All of the built-in disassembler and assembler components - FlatFile, XML, and BizTalk Framework - use the document schema
to retrieve information about the properties that are to be promoted. Using the XPath statement from the annotations, the
disassembler knows the location in the document of elements to be promoted. During the process of streaming through the
document, the disassembler finds those elements that match one of the XPath statements and promotes or writes the value
into the context as appropriate.

Custom pipeline components can also be written to handle getting properties into the context for arbitrary data in a received
or sent message. In order to promote a property into the context and have it be useful for routing, which is presumably why
the value is being promoted, a property schema with a definition for the property should be created and deployed to BizTalk
Server. Before defining a property schema to be used by custom components, you should understand the different types of
promoted properties. Promoted properties defined in a property schema can have one of two base types:
MessageContextPropertyBase or MessageDataPropertyBase.

A property with a base type of MessageDataPropertyBase indicates that the value for this property comes from the content of
the message. This is the default value for properties defined in a property schema and is the most common usage.
MessageContextPropertyBase indicates a property that is intended to be part of the message context but does not necessarily
come from the message data directly. Properties with MessageContextPropertyBase as their base type are often promoted by
adapters and disassemblers and include common properties such as message type and adapter type.

It is important to understand the different types and use them appropriately when defining properties. One of the most
significant implications occurs when acessing context properties for a message in an orchestration. If a property is identified as
a MessageDataPropertyBase, the orchestration designer examines the schema of the message being received and ensures that
it defines a matching promoted property. If no property is found in the schema tied to the promoted property being accessed,
then the designer does not allow you to access it. On the other hand, if the property is defined as being a
MessageContextPropertyBase, the message type does not matter and the property can be accessed.

In custom pipelines, the mechanism for promoting or writing properties to the context is very similar. For writing properties,
you use a call to the IBaseMessageContext.Write method to place the value in the context. For promoted properties, you simply
use the IBaseMessageContext.Promote method instead. Each of these methods takes a property name, namespace and value.
For the promoted properties, the name and namespace are those of the property defined in the property schema and are most
easily accessed by referencing the property schema assembly and using the properties on the class created for the property.
Distinguished fields use a common namespace, http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003/btsDistinguishedFields, and the
XPath expression used to retrieve the value is usually used as the name.

The code below shows an example of both promoting and writing properties into the context. Note that in this example, a
distinguished field is being written into the context. This is only useful for orchestrations in which the message schema
identifies the distinguished field so the orchestration designer knows about the field. It may be useful to write properties into
the context for use by other pipeline components on the receiving or sending side.

//create an instance of the property to be promoted
SOAP.MethodName methodName = new SOAP.MethodName();

//call the promote method on the context using the property class for name 
//and namespace
pInMsg.Context.Promote(methodName.Name.Name, methodName.Name.Namespace, 
"theSOAPMethodName");

//write a distinguished field to the context
pInMsg.Context.Write("theDistinguishedProperty", 
"http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003/btsDistinguishedFields", 
"theDistinguishedValue");



 

There are several facts to keep in mind when writing or promoting values into the context. First, writing a value into the context
with the same name and namespace that were used previously to promote the property causes that property to no longer be
promoted. The write essentially overwrites the promotion. Next, writing a value of null into the context deletes the value,
because null-valued properties are not permitted. Finally, promoted properties are limited to 256 characters in length while
written properties have no length limitation. Promoted properties are used in message routing and are limited in size for
reasons of efficiency in comparison and storage. While written properties have no hard limits on size, using excessively large
values in the context will have an impact on performance, because those values must still be processed and passed with the
message.

When a message is ready to be sent from BizTalk Server, it undergoes a complementary process in the send port. Maps are
applied to messages before the send pipeline is executed, allowing a message to be transformed to a customer or application-
specific format before being processed by the pipeline and sent through the adapter. In the send pipeline, instead of promoting
properties into the message context, properties are demoted from the context into the message. This only occurs for
MessageDataPropertyBase properties because they are the only type of promoted properties that affect message data.

Figure 5 The send port and message flow

Subscriptions in BizTalk Server

In a publish/subscribe design, you have three components: publishers, subscribers, and events. Events in BizTalk Server simply
refer to your messages. Publishers include receive ports, orchestrations, and send ports. Publishers include receive ports that
publish messages that arrive in their receive locations, orchestrations that publish messages when sending messages or
starting another orchestration asynchronously, and solicit-response send ports that publish messages when they receive a
response from the target application or transport.

In BizTalk Server, there are two main types of subscriptions: activation and instance. An activation subscription is one
specifying that a message that fulfills the subscription should activate, or create, a new instance of the subscriber when it is
received. Examples of things that create activation subscriptions include send ports with filters or send ports that are bound to
orchestrations, and orchestration receive shapes that have their "Activate" property set to true. An instance subscription
indicates that messages that fulfill the subscription should be routed to an already-running instance of the subscriber.
Examples of things that create instance subscriptions are orchestrations with correlated receives and request/response-style
receive ports waiting for a response from BizTalk Server.

The difference between the two types of subscription at the information level is that an instance subscription includes the
unique instance ID, stored in the subscription table in the master MessageBox. When an orchestration instance or receive port
completes processing, instance subscriptions are removed from the MessageBox while activation subscriptions remain active
as long as the orchestration or send port is enlisted. For more information about how orchestrations interact with the
Messaging system, see the topic "Orchestrations and Messaging" in this document.

Creating Subscriptions

Subscriptions are created by service classes in BizTalk Server, which are listed in the adm_ServiceClass table in the BizTalk
Management database. These services were identified earlier in the document in the section "Hosts and Host Instances" and
include the caching service; in-process and isolated messaging, hosted by the Endpoint Manager; orchestrations/XLANG
hosted by the XLANG subservice; and MSMQT. Each of these service classes can create subscriptions and receive published
messages.

A subscription is a collection of comparison statements, known as predicates, involving message context properties and the
values specific to the subscription. For example, Message Type is a context property of messages and many subscriptions
specify the message type in their subscription. General information about the subscription is inserted into the subscriptions
table by the Message Agent while the specific predicates go into one of the following predicate tables, depending on the type
of operation specified for the subscription:

BitwiseANDPredicates
EqualsPredicates
EqualsPredicates2ndPass
ExistsPredicates
FirstPassPredicates
GreaterThanOrEqualsPredicates



GreaterThanPredicates
LessThenOrEqualsPredicates
LessThenPredicates
NotEqualsPredicates

All of this is accomplished by calling the Bts_CreateSubscription_<application name> and Bts_InsertPredicate_<application
name> stored procedures in the MessageBox where <application name> is the name of the BizTalk host that is creating the
subscription.

When a send port is enlisted, the port creates, at a minimum, a subscription for any message with that send port's transport ID
in the context. This allows the send port to always receive messages intended specifically for it. When an orchestration port is
bound to a particular send port, the information about that binding is stored in the BizTalk Configuration database. When
messages are sent from the orchestration through the port bound to the physical send port, the Transport ID is included in the
context so that the message gets routed to that send port. However, it is important to note that this send port is not the only
send port that can receive messages sent from the orchestration. When an orchestration sends a message, that message is
published to the MessageBox with all pf the relevant promoted properties. The bound send port is guaranteed to receive a
copy of the message because the transport ID is in the context, but any other send port, or orchestration, can have a
subscription that also matches the message properties. It is very important to understand that any time a message is published
directly to the MessageBox, all subscribers with matching subscriptions will receive a copy of the message.

Publishing and Routing

After a subscription is created and enabled, a message must be published before any processing takes place. Messages are
published when they are received into BizTalk Server from one of the services mentioned previously. For this discussion of
routing, we will focus on messages received into BizTalk Server via an adapter.

When messages go through the receive pipeline processing, properties are promoted into the message context. After a
message is ready to be published into the MessageBox after being processed by the receive adapter and pipeline, the first thing
that happens is the Message Agent inserts the property values for the promoted properties and predicate values from the
message context into the master MessageBox SQL Server database. Having these values in the database enables the Message
Agent to make routing decisions.

The next step is for the Message Agent to ask the master MessageBox database to find subscriptions for the current batch of
messages being published. Keep in mind that the messages have not yet been written to the database, only the properties from
the context. The bts_FindSubscriptions stored procedure in the MessageBox queries the subscription and predicate tables
identified above, linking them to the message properties stored for the current batch of messages.

With this information, the Message Agent inserts the message once into each MessageBox database that has a subscription by
calling the bts_InsertMessage stored procedure. The bts_InsertMessage stored procedure is first called with a subscription ID.
On this first pass, the stored procedure calls the int_EvaluateSubscriptions stored procedure which is responsible for looking
up the subscription detail information, validating that the message meets security requirements for the application by checking
that message predicates match application properties for the host, and inserting a reference to the message in the application
specific queue or application specific suspended queue depending on the state. The message ID, subscription ID, service ID, and
other subscription information are inserted into the application specific queue table for each subscription that was found for
this application. After the messages are inserted, the message properties and message predicates tables are cleared of the
batch related values.

The bts_InsertMessage stored procedure is called subsequently for each part in the message. On the first call, the message
context is passed and is then inserted into the SPOOL table along with metadata about the message such as the number of
parts, the body part name and ID. In addition the message body part is inserted into the PARTS table using the int_InsertPart
stored procedure. The bts_InsertMessage stored procedure is then called for each of the remaining message parts where they
are simply passed to the int_InsertPart stored procedure to be persisted in the PARTS table.

When messages are routed, references are added for each service that receives the specific instance of the message and its
parts by inserting records into the following tables:

MessageRefCountLog1
MessageRefCountLog2
PartRefCountLog1
PartRefCountLog2

These references keep the messages and parts from being deleted by cleanup jobs that run periodically to keep the
MessageBox from getting full with message data for messages that are no longer in the system. Two tables are used to reduce
contention and locking issues.



 

Now that the message has been routed to the right queue, stored in the Spool and Parts tables, and referenced in the
application specific queues, the messages must be pulled off the queues by the application instances. Each host instance has a
number of dequeuing threads that continuously poll the database on an interval that is configured in the adm_ServiceClass
table in the BizTalk Management database. This same table has a column to indicate the number of dequeuing threads to be
used. For information on tuning these parameters, see BizTalk Server 2004 Performance Characteristics. Each thread calls into
the MessageBox database and calls the bts_DequeueMessages_<application name> stored procedure appropriate for the host
application it is running in. This stored procedure uses locking semantics to make sure that only one instance and one
dequeuing thread are able to operate on a message in the queue at a given time. The host instance that gets the lock gets the
message, and is then responsible for handing the message to the subservice for which it is intended.

If the service receiving the message is the Endpoint Manager, then the send port is invoked (or the response portion of a
request/response receive port) and if it is the XLANG/s subservice, an orchestration is either created, or located to service the
subscription depending on whether there is an instance ID in the subscription. The service then releases the reference to the
message and its part so that if no other services have references, the message data can be deleted.

Orchestrations and Messaging

Orchestrations can subscribe to (receive) and publish (send) messages through the MessageBox. In addition, orchestrations can
construct new messages. Receiving messages occurs via the subscription and routing infrastructure already discussed. When
subscriptions are filled for orchestrations, a new instance is activated and the message is delivered, or in the case of instance
subscriptions, the instance is rehydrated if necessary and the message is then delivered. When messages are sent from an
orchestration, they are published to the MessageBox in the same manner as a message arriving on a receive location with the
appropriate properties getting inserted into the database for use in routing.

Messages that are constructed in an orchestration must be persisted in the MessageBox and referenced by the orchestration
instance, but they should not be published because they have not yet been sent. The XLANG/s subservice makes calls to the
Message Agent API to insert messages directly. This allows the engine to insert the message body into the MessageBox and
have it directly associated with the running orchestration instance. The persistence of the constructed message in the
MessageBox is coordinated with persistence points in the orchestration as an additional optimization of database operations.

The concept in orchestrations that makes the publish and subscribe seem to act differently is binding. Orchestration ports are
logical ports that describe an interaction. These logical ports need to be bound to some physical port in order for messages to
actually get delivered, but this binding process is nothing more than configuring subscriptions for message routing. There are
four basic options for binding these ports:

Specify Now (specifying them directly in the orchestration)
Specify Later (specifying them at deployment time)
Using a dynamic send port where the address is set in the orchestration code
Creating a direct binding from the orchestration to either the MessageBox or another orchestration 

When a binding is specified at design time, a physical port that matches the parameters configured in the orchestration gets
created when the orchestration is deployed. When the binding is configured at deployment time, any port that matches the
requirements of the logical port can be bound to the orchestration port. For dynamic binding, a physical port is created just as
with the Specify Now option, but the port is a dynamic send port that has no address information configured.

A confusing concept for many developers is that while a send port in an orchestration is bound to a physical send port, this
does not preclude that message from getting delivered to other subscribers. That is, if another send port happens to have a
subscription, via its filters, for the message being sent to the bound port, both send ports will receive the message. Binding
simply creates the subscription such that the message sent from the orchestration always matches the criteria for the bound
send port. Likewise, the orchestration port bound to a receive port creates the appropriate subscription based on message type
and receive port ID. The subscriptions guarantee that the messages going in and out of the orchestration get delivered to the
bound ports, but the messages still go through the same publish and subscribe mechanism described earlier.

Probably the most misunderstood, and misused or underused binding option is the Direct binding option. Direct binding
allows an orchestration to publish messages to the MessageBox with varying routing properties much like messages are
published by receive locations. In simple direct messaging, the message is published to the MessageBox with its promoted
properties to be routed like any other published message received into BizTalk. This allows any subscriber(s) to receive this
message, but requires that at least one subscriber exist or the orchestration will get an exception thrown back to it because a
routing failure has occurred. For more information about routing failures, see the topic "Routing Failures" in this document.

Another option for direct binding is to use self-correlating ports. Self-correlating ports are ports that create a unique
correlation token and use that token alone in correlating messages between instances. The most common use of a self-
correlating port is to call or start an orchestration passing in a port parameter. In the called orchestration, the port can be used
to send a message, while in the calling orchestration the same port can be used to receive a message. Because the port has a
unique correlation token, the message is routed back to the calling orchestration. Self-correlation ports act as private



 

communication channels between orchestration instances.

The final option is to use a partner orchestration in which, in both the calling orchestration and the called orchestration, the
port is configured using the same shared port type and in the port configuration, the same port is selected. For example, in
both Orch1 and Orch2, Orch2.MyDirectPort is selected. This type of binding sets up a subscription for the receiving
orchestration based on the sending orchestration type, the port name, and the operation name. This again ensures that the
messages get routed to the correct instance.

One thing to keep in mind with these direct messaging options, as well as using the Start orchestration shape to
asynchronously start an orchestration, is that they all use the underlying publish and subscribe model. The difference between
these options is in the properties that are used for creating subscriptions and routing, and in the use cases they help solve.

One common problem encountered when using direct bound ports in orchestrations is that an orchestration may publish a
message that it is also subscribed to. For example, an orchestration is configured to be activated by a PurchaseOrder message.
This orchestration uses a direct port to publish the PurchaseOrder message to the MessageBox. However, in addition to
receiving the message as expected, another instance of an orchestration gets started because it too had a subscription for
PurchaseOrder messages. The processing gets into an endless loop and it may take some time for a developer to figure out
what has happened.

Correlation

Correlation in orchestrations is the mechanism for being able to receive related messages into the same running orchestration
instance. In Orchestration Designer, in order to use correlation, a developer follows these general steps:

Defines a correlation type that includes the promoted properties that are used to relate messages.
Defines a correlation set that is an instance of the correlation type just defined.
Specifies on send and receive ports whether they initiate or follow a given correlation set. 

Instance subscriptions come into play when a correlation set is initiated, as this is when subscriptions are created for all of
those ports that follow this correlation set to receive messages. Because the correlation type defines the properties to be used
for correlation, the orchestration engine can extract these properties from the message being sent or received by the initiating
action. These values are then used to define subscriptions for all of the remaining actions which follow this correlation set.

In the following figure, the send that occurs at point 1 initializes a correlation set. At this point, because the receive shape at
point 2 is configured to follow that correlation set, an instance subscription is created for the receive port which includes the
message type and the correlation properties.

Figure 6 A send initializing a correlation set

Due to how correlation works, it is important that messages received into BizTalk Server and intended for use in a correlation
have their promoted properties correctly defined and promoted to the message context. In order for most properties to get
promoted when a message is initially received, a disassembler component is used to extract the values. For this reason, it is not
possible to use the PassThrough receive pipeline to receive messages that must be correlated to a running instance of an
orchestration. This is a common issue that comes up when using the SOAP receive adapter to receive correlated messages
because the default value of the receive pipeline when using the Web Services Publishing Wizard is the PassThrough pipeline.

Request/Response Messaging in BizTalk Server

In a request/response messaging pattern, one party sends a request message and the receiving party returns a response
message. Two typical examples of request/response processing are the interaction that a browser has with a web server using
the HTTP protocol, and web service processing using the SOAP protocol. In BizTalk Server 2004, both the request and the
response messages are handled in a typical publish/subscribe fashion. This is an important consideration to understand for
performance tuning a BizTalk application as a system requiring high throughput may be configured differently than one



requiring low latency for individual messages.

Figure 7 Request/response messaging

When a message is received by a request/response style receive adapter, BizTalk first publishes the request message to the
MessageBox. Next this message is received by the appropriate subscriber, which is likely an orchestration bound to a receive
port. This subscriber formulates a response message and publishes it to the MessageBox along with properties that cause it to
be sent back to the receive port from which the request came. Finally, the response message is picked up by the publisher of
the request, the receive adapter which submitted the request, and is returned to the calling application. The diagram below
provides a detailed graphical representation of these steps.

Figure 8 Message processing, step by step

Flow of request/response message received by SOAP adapter

1. The SOAP adapter submits messages to the Endpoint Manager.
2. The Endpoint Manager uses the Message Agent API to insert the message into the MessageBox.
3. The orchestration, which is bound to the receive port and therefore has a subscription for the message, receives the

message and processes it. 
4. The orchestration sends a response message that is published to the MessageBox. 
5. The Endpoint Manager receives the response message.
6. The Endpoint Manager returns the response to the SOAP adapter

The implications of this type of behavior on performance can be overlooked if the internal implementation is not understood.
BizTalk Server is initially tuned for high throughput scenarios but may be configured for an environment with lower
throughput and a need for lower latency, especially in request/response scenarios. Several components need to be considered



 

for tuning in this scenario. First, subscribers find out about published messages through a polling mechanism. If the polling
interval is set too high, this could cause request/response style interactions to have a higher latency than desired.

Note that in this scenario, there are two subscriptions to be filled: the subscription for the initial message, as well as the one for
the response message, and this increases the impact of this polling interval. Second, receive adapters are configured to insert
messages into the MessageBox in batches of varying sizes. Most adapters enable you to configure the batch size through the
typical adapter configuration UI or through parameters in BizTalk Server or the registry. If the batch size is set too high, the
latency for individual messages may be increased. For more information about performance characteristics of BizTalk Server
2004 and how to tune for low latency scenarios, see BizTalk Server 2004 Performance Characteristics.

Routing Failures

When there are no matching subscriptions for a message that is published to the BizTalk MessageBox, a routing failure occurs.
The reason for this behavior is that without a subscriber, the message would get written to the MessageBox and potentially
never get picked up. A routing failure is an indication that a message was published to the MessageBox and based on the
properties of the message, no subscription was found. The context of the routing failure message is the same context of the
message that was published to the MessageBox. This allows a developer or administrator to examine the properties and
compare them against the subscriptions that should be active in the system to determine why the message was not properly
routed.

In general, routing failures occur for a number of well known reasons. The most obvious reason is that the properties of the
message simply do not match an active subscription. There are two situations that most often cause the properties not to
match: either the send port or orchestration with the appropriate filter is not enlisted, or the message does not contain the
correct data at the time message properties are promoted. In the first case, enlisting the send port or orchestration fixes the
problem. In the second case, the process that creates or alters the message needs to be checked to make sure it properly
inserts all data needed for promoted properties to be used for routing. One common reason for properties not getting
promoted is the use of the passthrough pipeline. This pipeline has no disassembler in it to promote the properties. The XML
receive pipeline or a custom pipeline that promotes message properties should be used instead.

Another case where routing failures appear is in a request/response scenario, such as a Web service receive location, when the
response message cannot be routed back to the requester. A common cause for this type of failure is when a Web service
client connection times out waiting for an orchestration to complete and send a response. In this case, after the Web service
client times out, a response message from the orchestration is published, but no subscription will exist for it.

To debug routing failures, a simple comparison of the message properties available at runtime and the subscriptions active in
the system usually identify the problem. To examine the message properties, the Health and Activity Tracking tool can be used.
The routing failure appears under the Operations/Messages search. Right clicking on this message and choosing message
details brings up a property pane that includes the message context. The message context can be opened and all of the
properties on the message will be viewable. This exposes the actual properties present, but you can use another tool to
examine the subscriptions. The BizTalk Server 2004 SDK includes the Subscription Viewer tool. This executable shows the
active subscriptions in the system and enables you to view the properties that the subscriptions include. By comparing these
two data points, it is usually apparent why no subscriptions matched the inbound message.

Using the Subscription Viewer

The subscription viewer is a useful tool that ships in the BizTalk Server 2004 SDK. The tool can be found in the <Install
Directory>\SDK\Utilities folder. The purpose of the tool is to provide developers and IT professionals with a view into the active
subscriptions in a given BizTalk Server installation. This section is intended to provide information on how to read the data
presented in the tool and to use it in troubleshooting routing and subscription problems.

Figure 9 The Subscription Viewer tool



 

The subscription viewer loads all active subscriptions into the window. In the first column, the name of the subscription
provides some insight into the type of subscription. Orchestration Activation subscriptions start with "Activate;" instance
subscriptions start with "XLANGs." Send port subscriptions are named using both the port name and the transport ID of the
send port. Two other types of subscriptions can appear in the viewer: the first is a GetObject subscription that is used for
starting or calling orchestrations, and the last is for internal subscriptions and have no name in the viewer.

The viewer shows whether the subscription is enabled or disabled. This indicator shows whether an orchestration or send port
is enlisted. If a subscription is not enabled, then messages are not routed to the service; if no other services have subscriptions
for the message, a routing failure occurs. The viewer also shows other subservices that created the subscription: EPM for
Endpoint Manager, XLANG for orchestrations.

To get details about a subscription, highlight it in the grid and the subscription details appear in the bottom pane. Each group
of properties that are in an "AND" grouping of a filter show up their own grouping in the bottom pane. The break between
groups represent an "OR" condition in the filter groupings. To debug subscription issues, these properties in the bottom pane
can be compared to the message context properties found on inbound messages.

Using Multiple MessageBoxes

One of the scalability limitations of previous versions of BizTalk Server was related to the suspended and work queue
processing. There was a point as volume increased in messaging scenarios where the amount of read and write activity in the
database caused performance to stagnate and eventually deteriorate due to lock contention on SQL tables. With BizTalk Server
2004, the MessageBox databases provide scalability not only through using larger and more powerful hardware, but also by
allowing for multiple MessageBox databases to be combined into one virtual MessageBox. Customers needing to scale the
message processing of their system beyond the capabilities of their MessageBox database can use multiple MessageBox
databases to scale out their infrastructure.

As mentioned previously, the Message Agent is responsible for managing all interactions with the MessageBox databases and
it is, therefore, the only component that needs to know about and be able to work with multiple MessageBox databases.
Because of this, it is not important for a developer to know about how these databases are managed or how to interact with
them. Instead, it is important to understand how having multiple MessageBox databases impacts the scalability of the system
and how application designs can hinder this scalability.

When a second MessageBox database is added to a BizTalk Server installation, the first MessageBox remains as the master
MessageBox. One of the responsibilities of the master MessageBox is to handle all subscription matching and routing of
messages to the appropriate MessageBox database(s). Actually, the master MessageBox determines where the message should
be routed, and the message agent actually takes care of sending the message to the correct MessageBox database(s). As
mentioned previously in the topic "Subscriptions in BizTalk Server," there are two types of subscriptions: activation and
instance. Messages being routed to activation subscriptions can be routed to any MessageBox database as they are not tied to
any existing instance, whereas messages for instance subscriptions must be routed to the MessageBox to which the activation
subscription for that instance was sent.

It is important to keep in mind that the multiple MessageBox database design is intended to provide scalability, but not any
additional reliability. Reliability for MessageBox databases is provided through clustering each MessageBox SQL database. If
one of the MessageBox databases becomes unavailable, then the entire MessageBox is unavailable. Each MessageBox database
has a work and suspended queue for all hosts in the system and each host interacts with all the MessageBox databases, though
they do so transparently through the message agent layer. Currently, the Message Agent uses a round robin algorithm to
determine which MessageBox database receives a message, though this is open to change and should not be counted on. After
an orchestration instance is started, it is locked to the particular MessageBox where it is being processed. If this MessageBox
instance were to fail, there is currently no mechanism to recover from this situation, and incoming messages that should be



 

 

routed to this MessageBox would fail.

BizTalk Server and .NET

Many customer questions about working with BizTalk Server are actually questions about Microsoft® Visual Studio®.NET.
Because BizTalk Server development is tightly integrated with the .NET runtime, there are certain deployment, coding, and
management issues to be aware of. This section covers the key areas and issues related to BizTalk Server and .NET.

While .NET is the platform of choice for developing in BizTalk Server, it should be noted that some areas of BizTalk Server also
allow for development in a COM-compliant language. For example, the pipeline and adapter related APIs have COM-defined
interfaces which can be used when building components and adapters. In fact, the messaging engine in BizTalk Server is
almost entirely written in native code. Because this part of the application was mostly built when .NET was released, it was not
feasible to update it to .NET. The orchestration engine, however, was being redesigned and rewritten and therefore was a prime
candidate for being written in .NET.

BizTalk Assemblies

The most important aspect of BizTalk and .NET is that all BizTalk Server artifacts; maps, schemas, orchestrations, and pipelines,
get compiled into .NET assemblies. The two most important implications of this design are that these assemblies must be
strong named, and because of that, they also follow .NET versioning rules. The main implication of this is that a BizTalk project,
once built against a particular version of another .NET project/assembly (including BizTalk projects), continues to use that
version until it has been rebuilt against a newer version.

A common problem that occurs during development related to .NET versioning is when the version numbers on a BizTalk
project are not changed and the assembly is redeployed without stopping and starting the BizTalk host instance that the types
are loaded into. When the process is run again, the changes do not take effect. This is due to the way in which .NET assemblies
are loaded into memory. Because the host already has an in-memory copy of the assembly, it does not reload the assembly
when a new copy is put into the Global Assembly Cache. For example, if version 1.0.0.0 of an assembly with an orchestration is
deployed and running, and changes are made to the orchestration but the version number is not changed, then the changes do
not take effect. After the host instance is stopped, the in-memory copy of the assembly is released and when the host instance
starts again it reloads the new copy of the assembly and gets the changes. If a new version was deployed, say version 2.0.0.0,
and it was loaded, then the changes would have taken effect.

Deploying assemblies to BizTalk Server is a two part process. The first part is traditional .NET assembly deployment in which
the strong named assembly is deployed to the Global Assembly Cache (GAC) on each server where the assembly will be
used.The second step is to deploy metadata about the assemblies and their types to the BizTalk Server Management database.
When BizTalk assemblies are loaded by BizTalk Server, they are most often loaded using their strong name, found in the
Management database.

The BizTalk Server artifacts that a developer creates get compiled into classes which derive from built in BizTalk Server types.
For example, an orchestration becomes a class which derives from the Microsoft.BizTalkXLANGs.BTXEngine.BTXService class. It
is because these base classes are deployed in assemblies to the Global Assembly Cache, and these assemblies have
dependencies on other assemblies in the GAC, that a developer's assemblies must also get deployed to the GAC.

Another important implication of BizTalk Server artifacts being deployed to the Global Assembly Cache and therefore being
strong named, is that strong named assemblies cannot call other assemblies that are not also strong named. This means that
any assemblies a developer creates that are used by these BizTalk assemblies must also be strong named. Likewise, assemblies
deployed to the GAC that load other assemblies without using a specific path, must load those assemblies from the GAC.

Unlike many of the other components that developers create, Pipeline components do not get deployed to the GAC. Pipeline
components work entirely with BizTalk Interfaces and therefore do not have base classes deployed in the GAC. Instead, Pipeline
components are found and loaded using another common method for deploying .NET assemblies, which is to deploy them to a
known location. Pipeline components are deployed to a folder named "pipeline components" in the BizTalk Server installation
directory.

Pipeline components are added to a developer's toolbox in Visual Studio .NET to make them available to be dragged onto the
pipeline designer. When a BizTalk pipeline is compiled into a .NET assembly, the information about all of the components in the
various stages of the pipeline get compiled into the assembly. When this pipeline is deployed to BizTalk Server, the information
about the components, including their file name, is inserted into the BizTalk Management database. When the pipeline is
executed, these components are loaded from their known location, and the interfaces they implement called as appropriate.

It is important to note two things about pipeline components here. First, any assemblies that the pipeline component depends
upon must be deployed to the GAC in order to be found at runtime. This is because only the pipeline component itself has
metadata in BizTalk allowing it to be loaded from a known location. Second, due to new features in BizTalk Server 2006, this
will be changing, and pipeline components will be deployed into the GAC.

Appendix A - SQL Queries to Monitor BizTalk Server Health



The following set of queries is intended to provide useful information about the health of a BizTalk Server system. These
queries make some assumptions about the locations and names of the SQL Server databases. Minor alterations may need to
be made to these queries in order to make them work in your environment. If you are not a qualified SQL Server administrator
or developer, or do not understand what these queries are doing, you should not modify them or use them in your
environment.

Important These queries use locking hints to ensure that no locks are taken on the database tables which are critical to
ensuring that these queries do not impact a running system. Additionally, with the exception of inserting into temporary tables,
these queries do not update, insert, delete or otherwise modify data or structure in the databases. It is essential that the queries
not be modified in any way to alter data or structure in the databases. Finally, because the database structure in BizTalk Server
is an internal component, it is open to change and these queries may not work. Future releases of BizTalk Server may
incorporate these queries, or similar queries, into the management and monitoring tools.

Count of all orchestration instances grouped by state

Purpose: For each orchestration in the system, provides the number of instances in each state. This information is available for
a single orchestration through the properties page in the Administration console, but this query provides summary
information for all orchestrations.

How to read the results: If you have a large number of suspended instances, something is failing. If you have a large number
of dehydrated instances it could indicate a problem with your backend systems not responding promptly or it could just mean
that the host in which messaging services are running is not started. If you have a large number of Ready To Run services then
either your BizTalk server is not up or there is a high load on the system and the system is attempting to catch up. The latter
situation may not be a problem if the system catches up later. If not, then the load on the system is too high and measures
should be taken to scale out your infrastructure.

What to do: If orchestrations are suspended, you need to look at the suspended info in HAT and determine why they are
suspended and take corrective action. If orchestrations are dehydrated and there is reason for concern, the message flow
should be checked to see what the orchestrations are waiting for and then determine the cause based on the point of stalling. If
orchestrations are ready to run, make sure the BizTalk Server services are running and check CPU utilization on these
computers and other resource issues to identify potential load issues.

Counts for all host queues

Purpose: This returns the table size for the three queues: work, suspended, and state, for all applications.

How to read the results: If the suspended queue grows, processing is failing. If the work queue grows, the system is being
over-driven, the BizTalk services are off, or there may be failures occurring, but retries are pending. If the state queue grows,
you either have a lot of dehydrated orchestrations, or you might be having problems with MSMQT.

What to do: If the Suspended Queue is increasing in size, use the error information in HAT and the event log to figure out
what is failing. It is important to eventually resume or terminate the suspended instances in order to clear them out of the
system. If it is the work queue, services should be checked to make sure they are running and the CPU and other resources
should be checked to verify that the system is not overloaded. Also check the event log for warnings indicating transport
failures which could cause retries. If it is the State Queue, check for a lot of dehydrated or suspended orchestrations and
determine why they are suspended. One of the later queries can also be used to try to determine if the issue is related to an
MSMQT instance holding all the references. If it does appear to be MSMQT BizTalk Server may not be sending data to the
outgoing queue anymore because it is waiting for an acknowledgement for an earlier message.

SET NOCOUNT ON
SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED
SET DEADLOCK_PRIORITY LOW

SELECT  o.nvcName AS Orchestration, COUNT(*) as Count,
CASE i.nState
WHEN 1 THEN 'Ready To Run'
WHEN 2 THEN 'Active'
WHEN 4 THEN 'Suspended Resumable'
WHEN 8 THEN 'Dehydrated'
WHEN 16 THEN 'Completed With Discarded Messages'
WHEN 32 THEN 'Suspended Non-Resumable'
END as State
FROM [BizTalkMsgboxDb]..[Instances] AS i WITH (NOLOCK) 
JOIN [BizTalkMgmtDb]..[bts_Orchestration] AS o WITH (NOLOCK) ON i.uidServiceID = o.uidGUID
--WHERE dtCreated > '2004-08-24 00:00:00' AND dtCreated < '2004-08-24 13:30:00'  
GROUP BY o.nvcName, i.nState



Count for number of state messages grouped by instances

Purpose: This will give you a count of the number of state messages associated with each instance

How to read the results: This specific query is probably only useful for systems which use MSMQT as a quick warning when
things are starting to go wrong. If you have a lot of messages building up for a specific instance and that instance is an MSMQT
instances, you could have problems.

What to do: If you have one of these problematic instances and the service class is MSMQT, you can look at the UserState
column to determine the name of the queue that you are talking to, and then you need to see why the communication with
that computer queue is not working. If this is an orchestration, it is possible this is simply expected. It depends on your
business logic as to why so many messages are going to the same instance.

SET NOCOUNT ON
SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED
SET DEADLOCK_PRIORITY LOW

CREATE TABLE #Temp (AppQueue nvarchar(256), QueueSize int)
declare @nvcAppName sysname
declare MyCursor CURSOR FAST_FORWARD FOR
SELECT nvcApplicationName FROM [BizTalkMsgboxDb]..[Applications] WITH (NOLOCK)
open MyCursor
FETCH NEXT FROM MyCursor INTO @nvcAppName
WHILE (@@FETCH_STATUS = 0)
BEGIN
    INSERT INTO #Temp
    exec ('SELECT ''' + @nvcAppName + 'Q'', COUNT(*) FROM ' + @nvcAppName +'Q WITH (NOLOCK)
')
    
INSERT INTO #Temp
exec ('SELECT ''' + @nvcAppName + 'Q_Suspended'', COUNT(*) FROM ' + @nvcAppName +'Q_Suspend
ed WITH (NOLOCK)')
   
INSERT INTO #Temp
exec ('SELECT ''InstanceStateMessageReferences_' + @nvcAppName + ''', COUNT(*) FROM Instanc
eStateMessageReferences_' + @nvcAppName + '  WITH (NOLOCK)')
    
FETCH NEXT FROM MyCursor INTO @nvcAppName
END  
SELECT * FROM #Temp ORDER BY QueueSize DESC

close MyCursor
deallocate MyCursor
DROP TABLE #Temp

SET NOCOUNT ON
SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED
SET DEADLOCK_PRIORITY LOW

CREATE TABLE #Temp (AppName nvarchar(256), StateMessages int, InstanceID uniqueidentifier, 
ServiceClassID uniqueidentifier, ServiceState nvarchar(256))
declare @nvcAppName sysname

declare MyCursor CURSOR FAST_FORWARD FOR
SELECT nvcApplicationName FROM [BizTalkMsgboxDb]..[Applications] WITH (NOLOCK)

open MyCursor
FETCH NEXT FROM MyCursor INTO @nvcAppName

WHILE (@@FETCH_STATUS = 0)
BEGIN
INSERT INTO #Temp
exec ('SELECT ''' + @nvcAppName + ''', COUNT(*), i.uidInstanceID, i.uidClassID, i.nvcUserSt
ate FROM InstanceStateMessageReferences_' + @nvcAppName + ' AS s WITH (NOLOCK) JOIN Instanc
es AS i WITH (NOLOCK) ON s.uidInstanceID = i.uidInstanceID GROUP BY i.uidInstanceID, i.uidC
lassID, i.nvcUserState')
    



Count of all active messages for a specific send port

Purpose: Indicates how many messages are in the work queue for a given send port, and provides information about whether
the messages are being sent by the primary or secondary transport and the number of retries attempted for the message.

How to read the results: Having a high number of instances for a certain transport does not necessarily indicate a problem,
and may just indicate that the system is backlogged on processing the messages for this transport. However, if the retry count
is high it indicates that sending failures are occurring. Having a high number of messages using the secondary transport
indicates that the primary transport is failing even with retries and processing has moved to the secondary transport.

What to do: Check the event log for information on why the failures are happening and possibly verify communication with
the system or application this send port is communicating with the to identify the problem.

Last duration for SQL Agent jobs

Purpose: This query provides information about the last time each SQL Server job ran and the duration. This information is
important to monitor to make sure these jobs are running correctly and that you have them running as they are essential to
good system performance.

How to read the results: If the jobs start taking a long time, there could be database resource issues. These issues could be

FETCH NEXT FROM MyCursor INTO @nvcAppName
END  
SELECT * FROM #Temp ORDER BY StateMessages DESC

close MyCursor
deallocate MyCursor
DROP TABLE #Temp

SET NOCOUNT ON
SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED
SET DEADLOCK_PRIORITY LOW

CREATE TABLE #Temp (MaxRetries int, Active int, SendPort nvarchar(256), IsPrimaryTransport 
int)
declare @nvcAppName sysname

declare MyCursor CURSOR FAST_FORWARD FOR
SELECT nvcApplicationName FROM [BizTalkMsgboxDb]..[Applications] WITH (NOLOCK)

open MyCursor
FETCH NEXT FROM MyCursor INTO @nvcAppName

WHILE (@@FETCH_STATUS = 0)
BEGIN
INSERT INTO #Temp
exec ('SELECT  MAX(q.nRetryCount) AS MaxRetries
  ,COUNT(*) AS Active
  ,sp.nvcName AS SendHandlersHostServiceName
  ,spt.bIsPrimary AS IsPrimaryTransport
FROM ' +  @nvcAppName + 'Q as q WITH (NOLOCK)
  INNER LOOP JOIN Subscription as s WITH (NOLOCK) ON q.uidServiceID = s.uidServiceID AND s.
uidPortID = q.uidPortID
  INNER LOOP JOIN [BizTalkMgmtDb]..[bts_sendport] as sp WITH (NOLOCK) ON q.uidServiceID = s
p.uidGUID
  INNER LOOP JOIN [BizTalkMgmtDb]..[bts_sendport_transport] as spt WITH (NOLOCK) ON sp.nID 
= spt.nSendPortID AND spt.uidGUID = q.uidPortID
GROUP BY  sp.nvcName, s.uidPortID, spt.bIsPrimary
ORDER BY  SendHandlersHostServiceName ASC')

FETCH NEXT FROM MyCursor INTO @nvcAppName
END  
SELECT * FROM #Temp ORDER BY Active DESC

close MyCursor
deallocate MyCursor
DROP TABLE #Temp



related to CPU performance or high disk activity. If the job failed, it could be because of a number of deadlock issues which
were fixed in BizTalk Server Service Pack 1.

What to do: If it is a resource issue such as CPU or disk, the SQL Server may need to be scaled up using to add processors or
faster disks. If the failures only happen rarely, it may not be much of an issue because the jobs will run again simply having
more work to do. If the servers do not already have Service Pack 1 applied, then it should be applied as it has many valuable
fixes in it.

SET NOCOUNT ON
SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED
SET DEADLOCK_PRIORITY LOW

CREATE TABLE #Temp (JobID uniqueidentifier,
                    JobName sysname,
                    Status int,
                    DateStarted int,
                    TimeStarted int,
                    Duration int,
                    OpEmailed nvarchar(20),
                    OpNetSent nvarchar(20),
                    OpPaged nvarchar(20),
                    Retries int,
                    Server nvarchar(30)
                    )

CREATE TABLE #Final (MessageBox sysname,
    JobName sysname,
    DateStarted int,
                       TimeStarted int,
    Duration int,
                    Status int
                    )

declare @dbName sysname

declare MyCursor cursor FAST_FORWARD FOR
select DBName FROM [BizTalkMgmtDb]..[adm_MessageBox] WITH (NOLOCK)

open MyCursor

FETCH NEXT FROM MyCursor INTO @dbName
WHILE (@@FETCH_STATUS = 0)
BEGIN

    INSERT INTO #Temp
    exec ('[msdb]..[sp_help_jobhistory] @job_name = ''MessageBox_DeadProcesses_Cleanup_' + 
@dbName + '''')
    INSERT INTO #Final
    SELECT TOP 1 @dbName, JobName, DateStarted, TimeStarted, Duration, Status FROM #Temp
    TRUNCATE TABLE #Temp    

    INSERT INTO #Temp
    exec ('[msdb]..[sp_help_jobhistory] @job_name = ''MessageBox_Message_Cleanup_' + @dbNam
e + '''')
    INSERT INTO #Final
    SELECT TOP 1 @dbName, JobName, DateStarted, TimeStarted, Duration, Status FROM #Temp
    TRUNCATE TABLE #Temp    

    INSERT INTO #Temp
    exec ('[msdb]..[sp_help_jobhistory] @job_name = ''MessageBox_Parts_Cleanup_' + @dbName 
+ '''')
    INSERT INTO #Final
    SELECT TOP 1 @dbName, JobName, DateStarted, TimeStarted, Duration, Status FROM #Temp
    TRUNCATE TABLE #Temp    

    INSERT INTO #Temp
    exec ('[msdb]..[sp_help_jobhistory] @job_name = ''PurgeSubscriptionsJob_' + @dbName + '
''')
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    INSERT INTO #Final
    SELECT TOP 1 @dbName, JobName, DateStarted, TimeStarted, Duration, Status FROM #Temp
    TRUNCATE TABLE #Temp    

    INSERT INTO #Temp
    exec ('[msdb]..[sp_help_jobhistory] @job_name = ''TrackedMessages_Copy_' + @dbName + ''
'')
    INSERT INTO #Final
    SELECT TOP 1 @dbName, JobName, DateStarted, TimeStarted, Duration, Status FROM #Temp
    TRUNCATE TABLE #Temp    

    FETCH NEXT FROM MyCursor INTO @dbName
END

SELECT * FROM #Final ORDER BY MessageBox

close MyCursor
deallocate MyCursor

drop table #Temp
drop table #Final
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Summary: This document introduces the BAM features in BizTalk Server 2004. The first two sections of this paper address the
need for BAM and the desired user experience. These sections are intended primarily for business decision makers (managers,
analysts, information workers, etc.) as well as more technical audiences that need a better understanding of the value
proposition to the business.

The last two sections of this paper go into deeper technical detail about how BAM works, and are intended for technical readers
(architects, developers, system administrators, etc.) looking to deploy, manage, and extend BAM for their organization. (16
printed pages)

What is BAM and Who Needs It?
The Visibility Problem

Today's networks, systems, applications, and businesses processes are becoming larger and more distributed. This distributed
nature guarantees scalability, fast response, redundancy in case of failure, and many other features far exceeding the
capabilities of the classical central-server design. At the same time, it becomes increasingly important to have end-to-end
visibility into business activities. Making the right business decisions hinges on knowing the progress and dependencies of all
units of work at any point in time.

Knowing what is going on is simple in a business that records everything in a single, central database. Unfortunately, the reality
of today's business processes is far from such simplicity. Business processes typically grow step-by-step, buying or developing
new aspects built on whatever technology happens to be available at the moment. Over time, disparate technologies (from
mainframes with business logic in COBOL, via 3-tier applications in C/C++ and SQL, to e-commerce sites, web services written
on C# or Java, etc.) coalesce as the process implementation evolves. At the end, the enterprise infrastructure starts looking like
something that was assembled with duct-tape and baling wire, rather than architected for a specific set of performance goals
(i.e. to run the organization optimally).

Even though the heterogeneous nature of enterprise processes severely aggravates the visibility problem, it is inherent to any
distributed system. For example, departmental or other business units within an organization tend to insist on owning their
processes and data, even where storage format and other consistencies would make consolidation possible. Decisions that
occur outside the departmental level (e.g. business decisions or infrastructural policies) ultimately require some of this data be
correlated across departments and concentrated for analysis or real-time monitoring (other data relegated to archive for less
frequent tasks like problem investigation, etc.).

The visibility pain-point is formulated in many different forms, but the capabilities to address it range from rudimentary to
sophisticated and powerful, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1 Data visibility problems & solutions
Class of 
Problem
s

Description Examples

End-to-en
d causalit
y trace (lo
g, audit)

Fundamental tracing capability: creation of a trace/log of what has h
appened with individual business activities, including inter-activity r
elationships.

Where is purchase order number 123 rig
ht now, and what is its status?
Which shipments relate to purchase orde
r number 123 and what is each of their st
atuses?

Activity q
uery-abili
ty

Dynamic query capability: provide answers to specific questions ab
out what is going on and what has happened.

Which purchase orders are in the "fulfillm
ent" stage of the business process right n
ow?
Which applications for loans over $200,0
00 are "waiting for credit report"?



 

Activity a
ggregatio
ns

Performance indicator capability: aggregate data to show what is go
ing on with the business as a whole (Where are the bottlenecks? Is t
here way to optimize the business? Are service level agreements (S
LAs) being met? Is it time to scale-out/in?).

What is the average duration of "fulfillme
nt" in the end-to-end "Order Managemen
t" process?
What is the trend of this average duration
?
How many orders for "productX" are ther
e at each discrete step of the process?

Alerts Proactive notification capability: alert the following individuals or pr
ocesses when a pre-defined condition is detected.

Alert me if any order for ABC with dollar 
amount greater than $10,000 is stuck in t
he “fulfillment” stage of the process for m
ore than 1 hour.
Alert me if the average duration for the e
ntire order processing cycle, end-to-end, 
exceeds 30 minutes

SLA alerts Process management capability: optimize business performance rel
ative to business SLAs (common between trading partners in B2B re
lationships, for example) by managing processes in terms of their re
spective SLA requirements.

Alert me if any order for @Partner with d
ollar amount greater than @Amount is st
uck in the "fulfillment" stage of the proce
ss for longer than @MaxDuration minute
s.
Alert me if the average processing time f
or orders from @Partner exceeds @Max
Duration hours.

The BAM Vision: Global Visibility

Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) is the solution to the visibility problem and enables all the important capabilities cited
above. BAM listens to events from disparate processes and systems, or intercepts data from inside applications or on the wire.
It then correlates and aggregate this information to achieve true global visibility of all units of work (activities) across the
organization.

Figure 1 illustrates the user experience in such a globally visible environment, for the case of a manufacturing and distribution
business.

Figure 1 End-to-end visibility across business processes

Figure 1 shows:

1. Users browse high-level activity aggregations about purchase orders. This is based on data inside BAM Store-A.
2. Users (via some click sequence) "drill-through" a bar in the chart (an aggregated value, the number "3," representing

"POs with amounts over $10,000"). This retrieves a tabular list of the individual activities (PO numbers 123, 433, and
540) which contributed to that aggregation.

3. Users select individual activities for which they would like to see detailed status (e.g. PO number 123 as shown in Figure
1). This is presented to the user as a document that includes important milestones and other contextual data, plus
hyperlinks to related documents and other content.



 

4. Users follow hyperlinks to related activities (e.g. shipments 546, 547, etc.) to access progress and data about them. 

Note
As Figure 1 shows, the user retrieved "shipments" data from BAM Store-B despite having started their experience at their "ho
me" BAM, Store-A. Simple synchronization of information about access permissions to user data makes this achievable as a s
eamless experience to the user.)

BAM becomes the distributed index of all the activities in the organization. It allows users to reconstruct, in their terms, all the
causality and dependencies of events and activities in the business or system. BAM also facilitates better communication
between roles involved in process management (business users, IT, development, etc.). As far as BAM is concerned, visibility
consumers differ only in terms of what data they can access and how it is presented, or their "view." When the relationships
between the different views are known as described in the preceding example, BAM can act as translator or go-between for
functional roles that traditionally do not communicate well (e.g. "HELP!" button on a business user portal that pops up a
trouble-ticket in Microsoft Operations Manager which includes extremely specific troubleshooting target links and data).

BAM User Experience

This section provides a very general introduction for how BAM works. It is important to note that, because most of the BAM-
based infrastructure is dynamically generated, building a BAM solution typically does not require any knowledge of
Microsoft® SQL Server™ and OLAP.

User Interaction for BAM

The primary goal of BAM technology is to connect information workers (e.g. Microsoft Office users) with the implementation of
business processes. This is why the workflow for BAM begins and ends with information workers using Microsoft Office, as
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 BAM technology and user interaction

Figure 2 shows:

1. An expert in the business (analyst/consultant, business architect, manager, etc.) defines an observation model. This task is
accomplished using BAM-specific wizards added to Microsoft® Excel®, which take the analyst/user through defining the
model, then actually interacting with a simulated "preview data" version of it to verify it meets the requirements of the
end-user. Briefly, an "observation model" includes (refer to the next section for more details):

a. One or more "activity" definitions: an activity (or unit of work) is simply a list of milestones (events as points in
time, e.g. "invoice received") and contextual data (e.g. "invoice number") needed to service the visibility
requirements of business decision makers.

b. One or more "view" definitions: a view is a role-specific perspective that spans one or more activities. The definition
includes specifications for what to show (activity data shown or hidden) as well as how to show it (aggregations –



dimensions; measures; visualization – charts/graphs, etc.).
2. The IT administrator (after one-time setup of BizTalk Server/BAM) uses a command-line utility to deploy the observation

model constructed by the business expert in step 1 (i.e. the utility consumes the Excel workbook). This deployment results
in several automatic actions:

a. Dynamic infrastructure is generated for correlation, data maintenance, and aggregations (a self-maintaining data
warehouse). This includes emitting SQL schema and logic for staging, star-schema, OLAP cubes, and DTS packages.

b. UI is generated/provisioned giving business end-users a live data view corresponding exactly to the preview
decided on by the business expert. In BizTalk Server 2004, the UI is another Excel workbook that is bound to the
SQL and OLAP data directly. BizTalk Server 2006 (currently in Beta) adds out-of-box portal functionality for both
ASP.Net and Windows Sharepoint Services.

c. The observation model is stored inside BAM (for access by tools and run-time components).
3. Now that the infrastructure for storing and using the data is ready, the developer needs to find the data of interest

somewhere in the implementation and connect those run-time event sources to the BAM activity defined.
Note

For the developer, the only concern is filling the items in the activity given that the view aggregation/presentment layer
is entirely self-managed once deployed by the IT administrator in the previous step.

The developer maps the activity definition to the actual run-time in two possible ways depending on the implementation
technology:

a. If the business implementation is done on BAM-enabled technology such as BizTalk Server, there is no need for
coding. The Developer uses the Tracking Profile Editor (TPE) (a tool that first debuted in BizTalk Server 2004) to
map the observation model defined by the business expert to the events and data that exist in the implementation.
Once the developer applies this "tracking profile," the BAM immediately starts collecting (and possibly aggregating)
the data as defined in the observation model. It is important to note that you can update profiles, and therefore you
can update visibility requirements, at any time without impact upon the running process itself.

b. For technology that is not BAM-enabled, for example, custom C# code, the developer sends events to BAM using
explicit calls to the BAM API.

4. As the business process is executed it emits events that are correlated and aggregated by BAM:
a. The BAM Event Bus Service takes care of the in-memory preparation of the real-time event streams (manages

buffering, transactions and threads, watermarks for crash recovery, etc.).
b. The dynamic Business Intelligence (BI) infrastructure takes care of correlating and storing the events into activity

records, performs subsequent data maintenance (so that the system does not fill-up and stop), and
finally/optionally, aggregation as the basis for performance indicators.

5. Finally, the Business Decision Maker (BDM) opens the auto-generated UI and sees live data about business processes,
presented in terms of both current progress as well as recent historical context.

a. The experience of BDM is identical to the preview experience of the expert in the business who created the
observation model, but with live data showing what is going on with the business currently.

b. The BDM can also perform ad-hoc queries, define alerts on conditions for which they need automatic monitoring,
etc. For BizTalk Server 2004, query capability is surfaced as an out-of-box experience through the Business Activity
Services portal, and alerting requires some development atop SQL Server Notification Services (as noted above,
BizTalk Server 2006, currently in Beta, will introduce an out-of-box BAM portal which includes query and alerting
capabilities).

Note that an important aspect of the BAM technology is clear role separation (hiding complexity for some audiences, etc.),
sometimes referred to as "the right tools for the right users." For example, as far as information workers are concerned, they
know what data they need (defining observation models in step 1 above) and benefit from live access to it (step 5 above) –
everything else is quasi-magical, and they typically do not need or want to understand it. Similarly, the developer knows about
the process implementation and how to get data from it, but does not care at all what users are being serviced by this data
collection (the views).

Observation Model Concepts

The following figure is a conceptual representation of how data flows into and through BAM. From the bottom up, the BAM
stack progressively filters and/or aggregates data. In addition, as described above, everything subsequent to intercepting
events is about presentment of the data to serve some specific user visibility requirement or other process management
purpose.

Figure 3 BAM Observation Model concepts



Consider first the raw events of the run-time. During the execution of the process, a vast amount of data can potentially be
collected. Even though this data may be useful to IT or development for troubleshooting or server health monitoring, most of it
does not make much sense to business end users.

The manifest that describes specifically what data to collect for the business user audience is the BAM activity (the dotted-line
arrows shown at the bottom of Figure 3 above: milestones in red, data items in black). These items are collected during the
actual transacting of the business. Defining the activity requires knowledge of a specific business (or whatever is being
modeled as an activity) but does not require knowledge of the actual implementation.

Assuming that the data is collected in context of the defined activity, the next layer closer to the end-user is the activity view: a
filtering and aliasing of the activity data intended to serve a specific category (i.e. functional role) of business users. There can
be one or more views onto any given activity. Through the views created for specifically for them, business users can see the
health of their business in their terms, and do things like perform searches (query) for activities in progress.

Optionally, multidimensional aggregations of activity data can be created based on whatever data is part of a given view. Those
aggregations contain measures (e.g. count of purchase orders in total, or a running average on dollar amount) and dimensions
(used for filtering or grouping, such as the product being ordered or the city to which goods will be shipped).

Typically, the analyst or expert in the business who defines the activity works in collaboration with the IT administrator to
determine appropriate real-timeness of aggregate data. Specifically, any aggregations defined can be created as OLAP cubes,
which represent moment-in-time snapshots of the business, or as real-time aggregations, which are continuously updated.
Many factors contribute to this decision, though it usually comes down to balancing the timeliness requirements of the end-
user with the impact to shared IT resources (specifically the SQL servers).

Defining & Searching for Activities

Despite targeting different users, defining and searching for activities are two tasks typically mentioned together because it is a
good way to represent the fact that BAM begins and ends with the business user:

1. First, a business analyst, or expert in the business, decides what the visibility for a given process ought to be. They do this
completely separate from whatever exists to run that process in the real world. As described in the introductory part of
this section, this is a two-part task of a) deciding what data to collect, and b) creating views or perspectives on that data
collection.

2. A couple of other important process management roles do their part (namely the IT Pro and developer), at which point
the business end-user (or information worker) is able to consume business activity data in a representation tailored to
their needs.

As described near the beginning of this paper (see The Visibility Problem section for more details), this is a fundamental
process management capability: being able to define an abstract for a process and then use that abstract to measure the
progress of individual items of work as they move through the process end-to-end.

However, this truly is only a basic capability. It allows users to perform ad-hoc and repeatable queries, generally to review
performance aspects of a process or the participating applications, business entities, etc. What this ability does not do is
provide any advanced process management capabilities. At best, this data supports reacting to business/process conditions.

Activity & Document Navigation: References

In The BAM Vision: Global Visibility section, BAM was likened to a distributed index for all activities of the business. That
comparison is meant to describe an experience in which users seamlessly crawl from or through activity data to related



 

messages, back again, through other related activities and their messages, and so forth. To facilitate this experience, there are
two BAM functions required:

1. Related activities – described in The BAM Vision: Global Visibility section (sub-point #4 related to the figure), activities
can have relationships with other activities. Whether for reasons of granularity (i.e. a 1-to-many relationship between the
activities) or simply because of functional association relative to the business, the idea of knowing inter-activity
relationships is a cornerstone of the seamless navigation experience.

2. Activity references – this is an open framework by which it is possible to associate any kind of data to a BAM activity.
The most common example given for this is the one of a purchase order business message relative to an activity built
atop the order management process. When users review activity data for the process, it is entirely likely that they will
eventually need to see the actual message at the heart of (or causing) the process instance to occur. Processes may
optionally append any relevant reference material to a BAM activity as it is being assembled. Also, BAM will automatically
maintain this information in the form of pointers to underlying run-time references that it understands (e.g. BizTalk
Server service, Orchestration, and message IDs are all known and provided automatically for BAM activities mapped to
BizTalk Server solutions).

None of this is to say that BAM lacks value in the absence of activity relationships and references. However, given that richness
of the business user experience is a significant reason for employing BAM technology at all, its ability to also function as a
powerful cross-reference is a key aspect of BAM.

Activity Aggregations

This is really where BAM delivers on its promise to improve process management. As noted in the previous section, having
access to activity data at the level of individual items of work does allow some process management to occur, but it is entirely
in reactive mode: users review what data they have for the individual items of work to reconstruct "what happened." However,
when users have access to data in aggregate, they are no longer reviewing the process outcome for any single item of work
and are instead taking a holistic view of process health.

For example, consider the prototypical purchase order management process. The power of process management at one’s
disposal is dramatically different depending on the granularity of data available:

Individual – users can see what data has been recorded and what has not, determine how long each part of the process
took to complete for this case, and otherwise investigate anything the activity is set to record; users can be alerted on
queries that match some condition or set of conditions, but are left to deal with each specific case separately; no
conclusions are possible regarding process health or performance trends over time.
Aggregate – users no longer see anything about specific cases of the process; aggregate views are a reflection of
process health, and comparative analysis of aggregate snapshots is the means by which trends are identified (and
corrected if negative, encouraged if positive).

In short, being able to assemble Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for an organization requires data aggregations. Typically,
KPIs are complex expressions that tie together two or more simple data aggregations; however, a KPI can be as simple as
"average time to process a purchase order end-to-end."

Although it might be semi-controversial to say so, it is through aggregation of data that BAM is somewhat predictive of the
future. For example, if a given BAM aggregation shows that 300 purchase orders pile up in the stage of the order management
process known as "fulfillment," and the normal steady-state level for that build-up is more like 100-150, then two things are
true about the process:

1. Real-time / non-predictive: there is a bottleneck in this stage of the process for some reason (for which further
investigation will reveal a cause at some point…).

2. Future / predictive: at some point, everything in the process downstream from "fulfillment" will get slammed when the
stage that is currently jammed up goes into high gear to catch up.

This second aspect is the main driver behind vendors of network & systems management software looking to augment their
technology by adding BAM capabilities. The process bottleneck just described is completely invisible unless correlated,
aggregated process progress data is available as additional commentary on system health.

How BAM Works
Basic Correlation Idea

The heart of BAM functionality is the ability to correlate many individual small events into more useful logical units that form
the basis for an end-to-end picture that business users understand (e.g. intercepting events across ten or fifteen loosely
coupled applications and distilling that down to a logical end-to-end representation of "the purchase order process").

The basic design idea behind the correlation is very simple. As the activity happens in the real world, it causes monitoring



events to occur. BAM listens for those events and maintains a row in a SQL table that is kept in-synch with each corresponding
instance of the activity. In this way, the activity record is a reconstructed "shadow image" of the activity in the real world as
illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4 Correlation of Events into Activity Records

In Figure 4, a, b, c, and d are milestones in the business process; Name and Amount are data items of interest (values differ for
each process instance). Clearly, the milestones and data Items will be different for each business process (i.e. items in the
activity called "order management" will be different from those in the activity called "fraud detection"). The variability of the
activity by scenario is the main driver behind the need for BAM's dynamically created infrastructure: the format of the table
(and other SQL resources configured) is highly specific to the activity defined. The activity table contains a separate column for
each milestone (e.g. PO Received) and data item (e.g. PO Amount) defined in the observation model. This also allows for high
performance/throughput given that almost no additional massaging of the data is necessary to actually store it (since the
storage schema matches the data).

The correlation of multiple events into a single activity record means that, in situations where it is possible to have thousands
of activities (e.g. business processes) executing simultaneously, in various states of completion, there will be thousands of in-
progress records in the activity table. Again, finding activities of interest is just a simple search in SQL (a query, e.g. "which
purchase orders for Contoso, received today, with Amount greater than $1,000, and are now in the 'fulfillment' stage of the
process?").

One interesting subtlety to creating and relating activity records is the case where data can not be stored in a single table due
to what amounts to variability in the number of items in the activity. This is sometimes referred to as the 1-to-many case, or
non-deterministic activity items. Consider, for example, a BAM activity defined around a purchase order process. If an end-user
needs to see milestones and data for the order itself, and then also to see specific milestones and data for each line item in the
purchase order, because the number of line items in a purchase order is variable, this results in a BAM activity that is not
specific regarding the number of milestone and data items to collect in total. To address this issue BAM has the concept called
"related activity." In short, use of activity relationships breaks the data collection and activity maintenance into separate but
related parts. Continuing the example:

1. Purchase order activity – contains milestones and data for each order processed.
2. Purchase order line item activity – contains milestones and data for each line item in any purchase order.
3. Relationships – a separate table used to join things that are logically related by some pre-defined token (in the purchase

order example, purchase order number could be a good choice because it is the same across the parent purchase order
and all of the line items it contains).

Ultimately, you can think of the activity storage as a relational database schema in which each type of work (order process,
distribution process, etc.) is a table, and each instance of work is a row in the table. As illustrated in Figure 1, this storage is
actually distributed – different types of activities are stored in different physical places, but they still have relationships among
them, and the distributed nature of the data can be hidden from end-users as needed to simplify their experience.

BAM Dynamic Infrastructure

Thinking of each activity type as a table in SQL is an easy simplification that helps in understanding the BAM dynamic
infrastructure. However, in order to ensure good performance and availability, the BAM dynamic infrastructure is significantly
more complex than such a simplification, as illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5 BAM Dynamic Infrastructure



  

In Figure 5, you see:

1. The incoming Events are written to a specific table for the activities currently in progress (the active table). This table has
a separate column for each milestone and data item in the activity. The first event for an activity instance results in
inserting a new record in this table and each subsequent event updates columns of that record. Thus, one can think of the
basic idea as "maintain a SQL row in-synch with each activity instance in progress."

2. When the activity instance is completed (no more events are expected), it is moved to separate table for completed
activity instances (the completed table). This makes it possible to keep the first (active) table very small and efficient.

3. To prevent the completed table from growing continually, a special partitioning is implemented. This works by creating a
new empty table of the same format as the completed table and substituting it for the completed table. Activities moved
to the completed table after the empty partition is swapped in will be moving to the new, empty table. There are no more
records written or updated in the previous completed table: it becomes a "partition table" available only for search/query.

4. Over time, multiple partitions are spawned (e.g. one for each day). Once a partition becomes older than a configurable
online window (e.g. 10 days), it is archived and then dropped. This way the database never fills up, and the whole
correlation infrastructure works 24x7, indefinitely.

5. A special view abstracts the partitioning details from the user interface. As far as the user is concerned, the activity
storage looks like a simple table, in which each row represents an activity instance (current, or relatively recent).

6. On a scheduled basis, a snapshot is taken of the stream of activities. This works by temporarily blocking the event-
writers, recording a snapshot of the activities in-progress in another small table, and at the same time, remembering a
watermark of the completed instances. The data for instances completed after the last snapshot is exposed as a
dynamically created view.

7. The data representing the snapshot is moved to a staging area (star-schema database) and then into two separate OLAP
cubes:

a. OLAP cube for completed activities, which is incrementally updated so that the aggregations for all newly-
completed activities are added each time. Here "newly completed" means activities that were not completed at the
time of the last snapshot but are completed at the current snapshot.

b. OLAP cube for all the activities that were in progress at the time of the snapshot. This cube is fully processed each
time because BAM assumes that the record for any activity in-progress can change in unpredictable ways from one
snapshot to the next.

8. The fact that the aggregations are in two separate cubes is hidden from the end-user by creating a virtual cube. If, for
example, users look at BAM data for the "Order Management" process, they would see aggregations for all processes:
complete or currently in-progress. They can then filter out what they do or do not want to see based on relative progress
in the activity end-to-end.

Sources of the BAM Data
DirectEventStream API

There are two ways to send event data to BAM, the first being the DirectEventStream API. This is the simplest way for
applications to send events to BAM and requires only a single DLL reference for the application.

Behaviorally (partly because it is simple), the DirectEventStream object also has the largest impact on solution performance.
Any application sending BAM activity data through this API will effectively pause its execution while the activity update occurs.
Consequently, the application performance is negatively affected (impact varies, though a few percentage points is not
uncommon), and the top speed of this API is less than that of its buffered counterpart (see the next section). This is not to say



 

 

that you should avoid the DirectEventStream approach. For many applications, the top-end performance achievable using
direct event publication (200-300 events per second into BAM, dependent on the scenario, of course) is more than adequate,
and the interface is extremely easy to use.

Beyond performance, the other consideration is agility or flexibility relative to change management. Using either
DirectEventStream or BufferedEventStream (see the next section) API calls directly inside applications is fine and appropriate in
some cases. However, any change to visibility requirements that also requires an update to what data is collected (i.e. the
activity, not simply a change to the view or views) will ultimately require changing the application code, with obvious
implications for cost to maintain the application over time. Refer to the Interception section for other options regarding this
change flexibility.

BufferedEventStream API

The other way to send event data to BAM is the BufferedEventStream API. This is the most efficient way for applications to send
events to BAM. Its use requires a reference to the same DLL as for the DirectEventStream object, as well as a table for event
buffering in a database somewhere, plus a Windows service that handles the movement of event data to BAM from the
buffering table. In BizTalk Server, the data buffering table is automatically created as part of the BizTalk MessageBox database,
and the Windows service logic is part of the BizTalk Application Service.

Any application sending BAM activity data through this API will not pause its execution while the activity update occurs.
Instead, the data is thrown to the buffering table and the application then continues normally. The service, working behind the
scenes, ensures that the data is conveyed to its final destination, the BAM database. Consequently, the application performance
is impacted far less than with the DirectEventStream alternative, and the top speed of this API (in terms of events processed by
BAM per second) is 5-10 times faster than that of its un-buffered counterpart (see the previous section).

Interception

Both the previous sections described modifying applications to include calls to one of the BAM APIs to explicitly fire events to
BAM. This is a simple but, as noted above, not especially flexibly approach to application event publication. Because emission of
activity data is hard-coded into the application, any need to change the data collection (i.e. the activity) requires a code change.

The way to provide for making changes to the activity without impacting the application code is through the use of a new
design pattern that centers on an "interception" approach: an in-memory component (the interceptor) extracts the data
necessary for BAM from messages on the wire or in-memory operational data of the business applications.

The interception approach assumes that meta-data about the applications and their run-times is available at design-time (e.g.
the WSDL for a web service). This is used by a visual tool (the "Tracking Profile Editor," or TPE, in BizTalk Server 2004) which
lets the developer or IT administrator make a mapping between data that was requested by the activity definition (the data
collection part of the overall observation model) and the correct run-time source for those data items. The mapping is called a
tracking profile.

Figure 6 Interception

In Figure 6 you see:

1. The dev/admin user starts by importing the activity definition from BAM into the left pane of the tool. It is conceivable
that the observation model will be created in-place (though current functionality of BizTalk Server's TPE does not include
this ability).

2. Into the right-hand side of the tool, the user then loads a variety of available assets from the application environment,



 

things like BizTalk Server solution meta-data, SOAP endpoints, web services descriptions, etc. (typically, the dev/admin
chooses one specific service or operation from the WSDL/meta-data and the right-hand side is replaced with the schema
of the message for this service/operation).

3. The user connects (via drag-n-drop operation) event source items on the right to target activity items on the left.
4. The user applies the tracking profile, which essentially reconfigures the interceptor component to be aware of the new

data interception pattern(s). Again, the tracking profile is nothing more than a map between an activity (the data
collection part of an observation model) and existing assets in the process environment.

5. At run-time, the tracking profile drives interception of the message traffic. Conceptually, the interceptor has a constant
bidirectional conversation with its host run-time. At each discrete processing step, the run-time is pre-wired to ask the
interceptor "do you need data?" The tracking profile is what controls whether the interceptor says "no" (and then nothing
happens) or "yes" (in the form of an XPath location for the data to intercept). For example, out of the possibly dozens or
hundreds of events that occur inside the process described in Figure 4, the interceptor may only retrieve City, Amount,
and Tax from messages flowing through the process.

You can think of the Interception approach as "externalizing internal events" without code changes, for a one-time cost of
building (or acquiring) interception for a given run-time. This approach gives you the best combination of breadth of scope,
flexible and granular control over changes, and negligible impact on process performance (due to the fact that most events get
mapped, and the size of the event data on the wire is the absolute minimum possible).

Transactional Consistency of the BAM Data

Another critical challenge for BAM is the transactional consistency of the event data. Imagine, for example, that BAM is
monitoring, without transactional considerations, asynchronous events coming from a web service that accepts purchase
orders.

What may possibly happen in this case is that data could potentially disagree with reality. So, for example, a purchase order
arrives, the "PO Received" milestone event is fired, something fails, and then transaction aborts. If the event collection system
did not observe transactional behavior, the result is that the data reflects the arrival of the order, but the order did not actually
make it into the process successfully because of the rollback semantics of the transaction involved.

This problem can be aggravated by further processing steps too. Continuing the failed transaction scenario described above,
the process could potentially retry the failed action, say, 10 times before failing permanently (retries exhausted). Again, if the
event collection system did not provide transactional behavior consistent with the process itself, the data shown to the user
would indicate that ten orders (obviously the same order ten times) had been received, while in reality there was nothing
successfully received at all.

The solution to this problem is to have a transaction-consistent mechanism for intercepting and storing the events. BAM
achieves this in two ways, depending on which of the APIs described above is being discussed:

Synchronous API: this API writes directly to BAM/SQL, in the context of whatever current .Net transaction exists (if any).

Asynchronous high-performance infrastructure: this is more intricate integration of BAM and high-performance run-times
such as BizTalk Server, so that the events are buffered in a transaction-consistent way (i.e. the run-time has awareness of the
existence of buffered BAM event streams and can include them in any transaction maintenance for the overall
application/solution).

Refer to Performance Considerations for BAM Event Publishing for more details on transactional considerations around BAM.

Note also that transactional consistency is just an option. There are many customers that use BAM in transaction-independent
way, or in mixed mode, for reasons dictated by their specific scenarios.

Integration of BAM with BizTalk Server

Some of the following information was provided throughout the previous material. However, for easy reference, this section
provides a comprehensive review of BAM's integration with BizTalk Server. The BAM feature area first debuted in BizTalk
Server 2004. Any functionality of BizTalk Server 2006 (currently in Beta) described here which is only available in that release is
so noted.

On the subject of features available in which release, the BAM vision should be considered completely solid and stable
regardless of any features specific (or not) to a given version of BizTalk Server. For example, the ability for the business user
audience to define alerts on business Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) is an important facet of BAM's power. To not describe
such a thing in a whitepaper about BAM would be seriously neglectful of the intention to close that loop and free-up user time
for activities outside process management which otherwise drive business. The fact that alerting atop BizTalk Server 2004
requires some development against SQL Server Notification Services is merely a tactical issue that bears on BAM roll-out
project phases (e.g. get end-to-end visibility going first in its basic form, then worry about proactive alerting, and review out-
of-box feature availability at that time).

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms916181(v=bts.10).aspx


Tools

The following is a brief summary of BAM Tools in BizTalk Server:

1. Design-time:
a. [BTS2006 only] Orchestration Designer for Business Analysts (ODBA) – this is a process visualization tool based on

Microsoft ®Visio®. The flow design is ultimately incidental to the BAM functionality. This tool includes the basic
ability to define a BAM activity (milestones and data to collect) but does not expose any functionality for completing
the observation model (i.e. this is only step 1 of a two-step task for this user role).

b. Microsoft Excel – this is how BAM functionality is built into Excel to guide the business analyst through the
construction of an observation model. The activity definition can optionally be performed using the ODBA tool,
though the user may also choose to perform both parts of observation model creation (activity items to collect;
how to show them to the user) here.

2. Deploy/Manage: BM.exe command line utility – this is an extensive and versatile utility for creating and managing the
BAM dynamic infrastructure based on definitions provided from business analysts.

3. Development: Tracking Profile Editor – this is a simple mapping tool for connecting the required data collection (the BAM
activity) to whatever actually runs the process being monitored.

4. Run-time:
a. Client / MS Excel – this is the existing way to view business KPIs (i.e. aggregate data) through a rich client tool.
b. [BTS2006 only] Collaboration / Portal & Web Parts – the BAM Portal is a new, out-of-box experience being added

to BizTalk Server 2006. The release will also include a way to use BAM activity definitions as the basis for
generating web parts compatible with Windows Sharepoint Services.

Run-time

BAM run-time in BizTalk Server can be divided into two principal categories:

1. Binaries: 
a. BAM Interceptor – this component is hard-wired into the BizTalk Server engine. At each discrete processing step,

the engine asks the interceptor if it needs data. The interceptor is configured to respond "yes" or "no" based on the
tracking profile, which is a mapping between the activity definition and the actual source of the activity events. Any
change to visibility requirements is possible without modifying the running solution when tracking profiles are
used.

b. BAM Event Bus Service – this is the service that enables buffering of tracking data. Specifically, while the
interceptor (or other users of BAM’s buffered event stream API) puts data into tracking data table queue to be
recorded in BAM, this service is busily reading the output end of the queue and persisting those events to the BAM
warehouse.

c. BAM APIs – these are the object classes described in earlier sections (see the DirectEventStream API and
BufferedEventStream API sections) by which developers can send additional event data to BAM.

2. SQL Server logic – once data has made it to the BAM Primary Import Database there is an extensive sequence of steps
to massage the data to prepare it for user access. The SQL Server logic stack is the means by which event data is
correlated, view-prepared, and aggregated.
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Summary

This architecture white paper discusses the fundamental concepts and development methodologies of the Service-Oriented
Architecture (SOA) paradigm and its implementation in BizTalk Server 2004. Specifically, the paper looks at the SOA
implementation within two particular contexts: the design, behavior, and functionality of the BizTalk Server applications that
are created; and the application development process itself. The paper also describes how BizTalk Server development tools
bridge the SOA paradigm and the .NET framework architecture.
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Summary

This white paper explores the limitations of current programming languages and methodologies when implementing complex,
rule-based processes. The paper examines the creation and deployment of business rule "policies" in BizTalk Server 2004, and
demonstrates how a development environment that enables business rules to function as transparent services can effectively
drive business agility.
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Summary

This white paper describes how you can dramatically improve the efficiencies of integrating applications with Enterprise
Application Integration platforms based on XML and Web Services technologies. Specifically, it shows how the introduction of
InfoPath with BizTalk Server 2004 can address complex workflow issues, demanding documentation requirements, and
application integration issues, with a view towards building an agile enterprise.
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Summary

The goal of a BPM server in a service-oriented world is to make it easier to create, run, and manage the process logicthe
orchestrationthat drives a composite application. To learn more, read this paper.
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Introduction

Business rules guide the decision-making behavior of all business processes—they are the conditional criteria against which
factual variables are evaluated to determine an appropriate business action. In conventional application design, business rules
are coded as procedural implementation methods. Embedding business rules within applications has always been problematic
because it compromises the effectiveness and versatility of the application, and consequently the business process the
application is meant to enable. The limitations and inefficiencies of this development approach appear at every stage of the
application’s development life cycle:

The development process requires a translation step to convert rule logic detailed in a functional specification to
procedural implementation code. The rules include business facts, conditional statements, and so on.

When converted to procedural code, the semantics of the rule logic are no longer accessible to the knowledge workers or
business analysts responsible for the integrity of the business process.

Embedding business rules in implementation code creates unwarranted codependencies with procedural functions.
Embedded business rules do not function independently and cleanly. Consequently, modeling, testing, and modifying the
rule logic is complicated.

Embedding business rules requires the developer to create or implement an inference engine to match facts to rules and
connect complex rule sets. When facts are introduced into a business process, the application must match rule conditions
to the relevant facts, evaluate them, and trigger an action. If the facts are few and the evaluation criteria simple, the logic
and required programming effort is uncomplicated. If, however, the facts are abundant and the evaluation criteria are
complex, the required programming effort and logic complexity increases dramatically.

Most modifications to a business process life cycle pertain to changes in business rules (as opposed to technology-
related modifications). Because conventional applications embed business rules in opaque procedural code, the rules
cannot easily be accessed or modified without disrupting running processes.

Despite these limitations, the absence of a better alternative has allowed this methodology to become widely accepted. Until
recently, no programmatic development environment existed that separated business rules from implementation methods,
preserved rule comprehensibility, and enabled dynamic binding of rules to other functions.

Programming languages remain syntactic, abbreviated, and procedural, as opposed to semantic, expansive, and declarative.
Consequently, most programming languages still resemble an abstract representation of machine instructions, or “code.” This
is a legacy from the time when computers were constrained by limited computing resources and required extremely succinct
programs to make them work optimally—or even at all. In fact, programs were so concise that a program written in assembly
language could only be understood by the computer for which it was written and the programmer who wrote it. Today, we
have an abundance of raw computing power, but the legacy of resource conservation has had a permanent effect on the
evolution of programming languages.

With their structure bound to a computing implementation model, programming languages are not suitable for describing the
meaning and function of complex entities and events (processes). As a result, these entities and events must first be modeled
using a different methodology. In conventional development, this modeling occurs in the complex and highly interpretive
design and specification process: business analysts develop a specification, and programmers translate the specification into
implementation code.

Then, after a specification is accurately translated into procedural code, another issue typically presents itself: the behavior of
the code is less predictable than the behavior of the process it models. Consequently, when software is operational, any
subsequent modifications to the underlying code are discouraged. This is the reason why so many business processes revolve
around the limitations of software.

http://www.microsoft.com/biztalk


  

The difficulty of implementing business rules as procedural code to automate a process is just one example of the limitations
of current development methodologies. Because business rules play such a central role in defining business models and
processes, any attempt to modify or enhance the way a rule is deployed offers a powerful reminder of the need for an agile
business infrastructure.

The solution requires a conceptual reorientation within a new development environment—one whose methodology is based
on exposing the meaning and function of information and implementation methods, and facilitating the loose coupling of any
application components both at design and run time.

Such a development paradigm has emerged, and it has demonstrated the ability to radically improve the efficiencies of
creating, modifying, extending, and repurposing solutions for enterprise application integration, process automation, and
trading partner interchanges. The Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) paradigm has redefined the concept of an application.
No longer an opaque, procedural implementation mechanism, an application is an orchestrated sequence of messaging,
routing, processing, and transformation events where both message content and the functional components that operate on
the message are exposed using XML technologies. XML-based development and deployment platforms that facilitate the SOA
paradigm are highly compelling because they alleviate significant development and life cycle overhead and enable the
extension and reuse of components and entire applications to an unprecedented extent.

Applications that rely on sophisticated, constantly evolving business rules stand to benefit substantially from this paradigm. It
has long been recognized that isolating business rules entirely from procedural code, or any process implementation
mechanism would dramatically improve a business’ ability to manage and adapt their business processes in response to new
requirements or business conditions. Consequently, isolating, exposing, and publishing business rule sets as services that can
be accessed by any application or process provides one of the most compelling value propositions for the Services Oriented
Architecture paradigm.

Recognizing this, Microsoft® has introduced the Business Rules Framework in BizTalk® Server 2004, its XML-based
development and run-time environment. This paper examines how business rule “policies” are created and deployed in BizTalk
Server 2004, and demonstrates how a development environment that enables business rules to function as transparent
services without implementation dependencies can realize the potential of business rules to drive business agility.
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BizTalk Server Business Rules Framework

The Business Rules Framework is a stand-alone application that consists of a number of modules, support components, and
tools. The primary modules include the Business Rules Composer for constructing policies, the Rules Engine Deployment
Wizard for deploying policies created in the Business Rules Composer, and the Run-Time Rule Engine that executes policies on
behalf of a host application.

Following is a list of the features and functions each of the modules provide:

Business Rules Composer

The Business Rules Composer employs a graphical user interface that enables developers, business analysts, and
administrators to do the following:

Create versions of vocabularies

Create vocabulary definitions and bind them to data sources, including XML schema elements, database elements, and
.NET class members

Include vocabulary definitions in rules (Note: rules can be created with or without user-defined vocabularies)

Compose policy versions from a logical grouping of rules

Publish vocabularies, and publish and deploy policies

Rules Engine Deployment Wizard

The Rules Engine Deployment Wizard provides an easy and efficient way to perform the following:

Export a version of a policy or vocabulary from a SQL rule store to an XML file store

Import a version of a policy or vocabulary from an XML file store to a SQL rule store

Deploy a version of a policy to make it available to the update service and the rule engine run-time. The wizard deploys a
policy by marking it as “deployed” in the database



Undeploy a version of a policy from a production SQL rule store to make the policy unavailable for use by a rule-based
application

Run-Time Rule Engine

The Run-Time Rule Engine performs the following functions:

Processes rules created as declarative statements without procedural instructions

Groups all the rules that apply to a business process together (a policy) without having to arrange them in order of, or
define them in terms of, relationships, contingencies, or dependencies

Resolves rule conflicts arising from the simultaneous presence of multiple facts and conditions

Supports forward chaining of rules that involves reevaluating rules in the executing policy based on changes to the fact
base (addition/removal of facts or changes in state/data of existing facts). Forward chaining does not inherently span
policies

Component Processes and Terminology

A vocabulary encompasses the user-defined names for facts used in rule conditions and actions. Vocabulary definitions make
rules easier to read, understand, and share in a particular business domain. For example, the source location for a fact might be
a certain column in a certain row in a certain database, represented as a SQL query. Instead of employing the SQL query (an
abstract procedural statement) in a rule, a vocabulary definition can be associated with the query using a name understood by
the relevant parties in the development and deployment process. The vocabulary item can then be used in any number of
rules, and the rule engine will be able to execute the corresponding query. If a vocabulary is not used, the user will see a
binding to the DB-Table-Column.

Vocabulary items are stamped with a version and published in a rule store. This guarantees that the definitions in the
vocabulary are immutable in order to preserve referential integrity. This means that any policies that employ the vocabulary
item will not fail because of changes to the underlying vocabulary. Multiple vocabulary items can refer to the same underlying
sources. Vocabularies also allow you to do the following:

Define constraints: constants, sets and ranges that the composer will use to validate and constrain rule parameters

Construct “macros” where a vocabulary may wrap other vocabularies and/or define bindings and binding parameters.
For example, a vocabulary definition might refer to a .NET method that takes two parameters. As part of the definition,
one parameter may be bound to the value in an XML document and the other may be defined by the user at design-time
but limited to the valid values defined in another definition that defines a “set.”

Define a library of bindings that prevents the user from having to work with many different data sources (schema
definitions, DBs, assemblies) in building rules.

Business rules are statements that govern the conduct of business processes. The components of a business rule are facts,
conditions, and actions. A rule evaluates a fact against a condition. If the fact matches a required condition, then one or more
actions will be initiated by the rule engine.

The following rule determines whether a transaction will be conducted by applying business logic and comparing two
monetary values—an input amount and available funds (the facts to be evaluated):

IF amount is less than or equal to available funds THEN conduct transaction and print receipt

A condition is a true/false (Boolean) expression that consists of one or more predicates applied to facts. In the preceding
example, the predicate “is less than or equal to” is applied to the facts “amount and available funds.” This condition will always
evaluate to either true or false. Predicates can be combined with the logical connectives AND, OR, and NOT to form a logical
expression that can be potentially quite large, but will always evaluate to either true or false. Actions are the functional
consequences of condition evaluation. If a rule condition is met, a corresponding action or multiple actions will be initiated. In
the preceding example, “conduct transaction” and “print receipt” are actions that are carried out when, and only when, the
condition is true.

Policies are physical rule sets with each policy version existing as a discrete artifact with a concrete representation in the DB.
Policy versions can be exported to a stand-alone XML file. A policy is created, tested, and subsequently published and deployed
to a production environment. A policy can contain an arbitrarily large set of rules and is deployed by embedding it (where it
becomes a referenced resource) within a decision shape in a BizTalk Server orchestration. Rules could be called in a decision
shape or any other shape that allows a user to make a .NET call—for example, an expression shape; however they are primarily
used through the Call Rules shape.



A policy can be tested before it is published and deployed. The Business Rules Composer provides a testing facility that allows
instances of facts to be submitted to a policy and executed by the rule engine, with the results provided for analysis. The output
identifies the sequential steps that take place: fact submission, condition evaluation, agenda update, and rule execution. When
composed and tested, the policy is published and the published version is locked. In this way, the policy is locked down, and its
behavior is well defined. A policy version can be used under a given set of circumstances, replaced by another version when
those circumstances change, and reused if the original circumstances apply once again.

One of the most important features of the Rules Engine Deployment Wizard is the ability to update policies dynamically
without interfering with the host application deploying the policy. An updated version of the policy can be created and
deployed, and the host application can incorporate the updated version in near real time, without any change to the host
application. This capability eliminates the significant overhead of redeveloping, testing, and redeploying an application.

The rule store is a repository for policies and vocabularies. By default, the rule store is a SQL Server database. Vocabularies and
policies can also be maintained in a file system (a file store). Policies and vocabularies can be exported and imported between a
SQL rule store and file stores.

The Run-Time Rule Engine processes policies, created by the Business Rules Composer, when invoked by a decision step within
a BizTalk Server orchestration. The Run-Time Rule Engine is based on a forward-chaining inference algorithm that uses a
three-stage policy execution methodology to resolve rule conflicts:

1. Matching. In this stage, facts introduced to the engine are matched against rule conditions. If a fact matches a condition
of a rule, then that rule becomes a candidate for execution and is added to the rule engine agenda. An agenda is
completed when all facts that are simultaneously present in working memory are matched to all active policy rules.

2. Conflict Resolution. The conflict resolution stage subsequently compares all candidate rules on an agenda to determine
if any execution sequencing conflicts exist in the logic of the rules. If any are determined, the conflicts are resolved
according to the execution sequence defined by the user. The engine then sorts the agenda based on priority (high to
low). The rule with the highest priority will execute first.

3. Action. In the action stage any required actions are executed. Actions can assert new facts or retract/update facts into the
rule engine, which causes the cycle to continue. This is known as forward chaining—where the match/resolve/act cycle
repeats for rules affected by a changing fact base. The user has explicit control over when forward chaining should and
shouldn’t occur (using the Assert/Retract/Update functions).

While every rule results in either a true or a false outcome, the ultimate outcome of a complex, chaining rule set can vary if the
order in which the rules are executed changes. Furthermore, as noted in the preceding Action stage item, facts are very often
derived from the execution of prior rules, and these facts are then asserted and evaluated against the conditions of other rules
in a policy. Consequently, it is important that a rule engine be capable of resolving both explicit and implicit dependencies and
contingencies in complex policies to prevent ambiguous results or unforeseen sequence steps, evaluations, and actions. To
avoid irregular behavior, the BizTalk Server Rule Engine uses an “agenda” mechanism that matches received or generated facts
against a given policy, in conjunction with a prioritization scheme, to resolve complex rule execution conflicts and ambiguities.
The processing of a mortgage application that will typically contain multiple facts about the applicant (for example, income and
loan amount) offers an example of how the agenda mechanism works.

Suppose the mortgage approval process requires the execution of two rules:

An income rule that determines that an applicant’s credit rating should be obtained only if the applicant’s income to
mortgage amount ratio is greater than 0.2.

A credit rating rule that stipulates that an applicant should be approved only if the applicant’s credit rating is more than
700.

Note that the execution of the credit rating rule is dependent on the outcome of the income rule being a ratio greater than 0.2,
which results in the action of a credit rating being obtained for the applicant.

When an application (a BizTalk Server orchestration) receives the mortgage application (an XML document), the rule engine
determines the existence of the income and loan amount facts, but not the credit rating fact. The income rule will be added to
the rule engine agenda because the facts needed to evaluate its condition are available from the loan application document.
Because the only rule in the agenda is the income rule, the conflict resolution stage moves it on to the action stage where it is
executed. If the execution of the income rule evaluates to a ratio greater than 0.2, then the resulting action is to obtain the
credit rating of the applicant. Because the ratio value fact was not present in the loan application, the condition of the credit
rating rule could not be matched to a fact; consequently, this rule was not added to the agenda.

The credit rating rule will not be invoked until the credit rating fact is supplied to the rule engine. Receipt of the credit rating
fact triggers the rule engine to match the new fact against its rule cache. Finding a match, the credit rating is added to the
agenda and moved to the action stage where it is executed upon, and the rule engine returns control of the process to the



match phase—the match phase only reoccurs if the user declares a forward chaining scenario using the assert/retract/update
functions.

In a situation where multiple facts are present, and they match rules that have a potential sequencing or action conflict, the
conflict resolution stage resolves the sequence issue according to a prioritization scheme defined for the rules. Furthermore,
the conflict resolution stage allows rules to be organized as policies.

The significance of this matching/conflict resolution/action methodology is that it allows the business rule developer to focus
on defining the discrete logic for each individual rule, and not the execution contingencies or conflicts that may arise from the
aggregation of the rules and their combined execution. Furthermore, rules can be modified, added, or deleted without concern
for the organization or structure of the policy. This eliminates a substantial amount of development complexity that is inherent
to writing procedural methods for business rule execution.

Supporting BizTalk Server Components

In addition to the primary modules and components that provide the core functionality of the Business Rule Framework,
numerous supporting components and tools are included that facilitate the functional requirements and capabilities expected
of an enterprise-class application:

Automated versioning and nonintrusive deployment of rule changes

Configuration of operational performance variables

Testing at different life cycle stages

Monitoring of rule processes and tracking of data from them

Security provisions to protect the integrity of business rules at every life cycle stage

Versatile capabilities for customization and integration

Following is a list of the supporting components and tools and a description of the features and functions they provide:

The Rules Language Converter. The Rules Language Converter is a plug-in component that simplifies the task of migrating
policies from one rule language to another, or from one version of a language to another, by importing or exporting policies
and vocabularies in an XML-based business rule schema language (BRL). Thus it provides a neutral and fully documented
intermediate format that can be easily parsed and transformed by any XML editing tools.

The Rule Set Update Service. The Rule Set Update service is an autostart Windows service that is responsible for subscribing
to policy deployment and undeployment events that occur when business policies change. In a typical enterprise scenario,
business policies are deployed after being updated, and tested. Deployment consists of marking a rule in the rule store as
“deployed” and optionally, publishing information about the updated policy to all interested parties. At this point, information
about the policy is published instead of the policy itself. Running on a server that hosts a rule-based application, the Rule Set
Update service then uses its polling mechanism to find newly deployed (or undeployed) policies and caches the information
for subsequent use. The use of a publish/subscribe model for policy updates facilitates near real-time morphing of business
policies without interruptions to applications using the policy.

The Fact Retriever. The Fact Retriever is a user-implemented interface, used to manage long-term facts used by business
policies. The Business Rule Framework distinguishes between two types of facts: short-term and long-term. A short-term fact is
one that will typically change with each execution instance of a rule, while a long-term fact remains constant for an arbitrary
number of execution cycles. The only functional distinction between the two is in implementation: if a fact changes
infrequently, rule processing efficiency can be obtained by saving it as a long-term fact and loading it into memory to reuse. By
referencing this fact retriever in a policy, the user ensures that the engine (more accurately the policy class) will call the fact
retriever to get long-term facts.

A policy can be configured to use a given fact retriever. At run time, the policy object will create an instance of the fact retriever,
associate it with the rule engine instance, and update the set of long-term facts present in the working memory of the rule
engine. It is the responsibility of the Fact Retriever to determine when the fact base has changed. A use can accomplish this in a
number of ways: a publish/subscribe service to monitor long-term facts in the persistent store, a file update notification
service, WMI events, or altering system messages.

The Rule Set Tracking Interceptor. The Rule Set Tracking Interceptor is a plug-in component that receives and processes
output events from the rule engine. The rule set tracking interceptor can be used as a debugging tool or to track and monitor
the execution of business policies either historically or in near real time. In a BizTalk Server production environment, you can
track and monitor a rule-based orchestration using the BizTalk Server Health Activity and Tracking (HAT) module. The rule
engine integrates with HAT to track and monitor activity relating to facts, condition evaluation, rule firing, and agendas.

Policy Testing Tools. The Business Rules Framework provides several options for testing policies at different stages of their



  

life cycle:

Policy and PolicyTester objects can be used to programmatically test the policy. The objects evaluate sample facts against
an XML policy file found in the file store. These objects can use the debug tracking interceptor mentioned below.

The Rule Set Tracking Interceptor can be used in debug mode to write tracking information to a file.

Pressing the “Test Policy” button in the Business Rules Composer to simulate the results of a policy execution when in the
development stage.

Authorization Facilities. The Business Rule Framework allows an administrator to associate authorization groups to both
policies and vocabularies. These groups can be further configured to have rights to perform different operations—
read/execute, modify/delete, or both—on different policies and vocabularies. With artifact-level security on, when a new policy
or vocabulary is created in the rule store, only the user who created it and the rule engine administrator have read/execute and
modify/delete access.
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Conclusion

While the Business Rules Framework is a new module of BizTalk Server 2004, it should be obvious from this overview that its
functions and features meet the rigorous operational performance standards of an enterprise-class application. At the same
time, the Business Rule Framework represents an innovative implementation of the Service Oriented Architecture paradigm.
Every individual and aggregate level of functionality has been designed to be exposed, independent, and capable of being
loosely coupled. Any policy component (vocabulary or rules) can be viewed, modified, or completely replaced at any time,
without affecting any other process operation or running instance of the affected process. Furthermore, an in-memory object
model representation of the policy is created, thus eliminating the need for any procedural implementation programming. The
substantial development and life cycle efficiencies that this capability engenders alone are validation of the SOA paradigm
around which the Business Rules Framework and BizTalk Server is designed.

While a short-term return on investment through cost savings is a reasonable expectation and incentive for adopting this
technology, doing so also has significant strategic value that will yield long-term benefits. The next generation of Web services
protocols will make it possible for business partners to engage in complex and context-specific business activities through the
exchange of data and rule-based instructions. This will facilitate the automation of sophisticated business interactions that are
presently beyond the scope of e-commerce technology. Trading partners will be able to use XML to encapsulate and exchange
business rules representing contractual terms and conditions for pricing, discounts, cancellations, refunds, promotions, and so
on. Each partner will be able to comprehend and execute these policies even if they are using different software applications.
Business opportunities and requirements will be published publicly as rule-based business logic, and the ability to negotiate
agreements (as well as execute and adjudicate those agreements) in an automated fashion will be one of the most important
factors determining business success in the near future. This is already taking place through the facilities of the Web Services’
Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) protocol and will be further advanced by a standardized XML
representation of business rules.

Microsoft, more than any other information technology provider, has recognized and embraced the enormous possibilities of
XML technologies. BizTalk Server 2004 is now in its third generation and the inclusion of the Business Rules Framework within
it represents Microsoft’s commitment to propagating the use of XML and the SOA paradigm at the most fundamental business
process level.
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Summary: This document describes how to enable Microsoft BizTalk Accelerator for RosettaNet (BTARN) 3.0 and BTARN 3.5
to connect to the Elemica Exchange Server Provider (ESP). (4 printed pages)

This document accompanies the Elemica Connectivity Pack. Download here.

Connect to Elemica

To customize BTARN to connect to Elemica, you must follow these steps:

Install BTARN Hotfixes
Edit the process configuration
Edit agreements
Download project files
Update Microsoft.Solutions.BTARN.RNIFReceive.dll
Update Microsoft.Solutions.BTARN.RNIFSend.dll and set the BTARN configuration for client certificates

The changes to Microsoft.Solutions.BTARN.RNIFReceive.dll and Microsoft.Solutions.BTARN.RNIFSend.dll have been made in
the RNIFReceive.csproj and RNIFSend.csproj project files that are part of the WebApplication.zip. You can download these
projects from http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=46195. Use these projects as is instead of creating them from scratch.

This document describes the previous steps in detail.

Install BTARN Hotfixes

To connect to Elemica, you must install the BTARN Hotfixes listed in the following table.

Note
These Hotfixes provide support for the RNIF 1.1 schemas, mainly the enumerations, required by Elemica Marketplace.

Hotf
ix N
umb
er

Fix URL

Q88
9523

FIX: The BizTalk Accelerator for RosettaNet 3.0 does not successfully pro
cess RosettaNet Implementation Framework (RNIF) 1.1 acknowledgeme
nt messages

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=119670

Q89
1072

The BizTalk Accelerator for RosettaNet 3.0 object identifier for MD5 is n
ot correct for the RNIF 1.1 implementation

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=119672

Q89
0928

FIX: The BizTalk Accelerator for RosettaNet 3.0 incorrectly uses the local 
time instead of UTC time in the DateTimeStamp fields of RosettaNet me
ssages

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=119673

Q89
0071

FIX: You may receive a validation error message when the BizTalk Serve
r Accelerator for RosettaNet 3.0 processes a signal that contains a value 
for the GlobalPartnerClassificationCode element that is outside the p
redefined enumerations

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=119674

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=46195
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=46195
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=119670
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=119672
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Q89
6496

Fix for the Preamble namespace for RNIF 1.1 http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=119675

Edit the Process Configuration

In the Process Configuration used for connecting with Elemica, set the standard to CIDX, as shown in the following figure.

Note
For more information about setting the standard in a Process Configuration, see "How to Create or Edit a Process Configurati
on" in Microsoft BizTalk Accelerator for RosettaNet Help.

Edit Agreements

For every agreement, add a custom property "AAR" (IsAcceptanceAckRequired), and set its value to False, as shown in the
following figure.

Note
You must add an IsAcceptanceAckRequired custom property because Elemica requires only Receipt Acknowledgement, not A
cceptance Acknowledgement.

Note
For more information about adding a custom property to an agreement, see "Creating or Editing an Agreement" in Microsoft
BizTalk Accelerator for RosettaNet Help.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkID=119675


Download the Project Files

To connect to Elemica, you must edit the Microsoft.Solutions.BTARN.RNIFReceive.dll and
Microsoft.Solutions.BTARN.RNIFSend.dll files as described in the following topics. These changes have been made in the
RNIFReceive.csproj and RNIFSend.csproj project files that are part of the WebApplication.zip file. You can download these
project files fromhttp://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=46195. Use these projects as is instead of creating them from scratch.

The RNIFReceive project files include the following:

AssemblyInfo.cs
RNIFReceive.aspx
RNIFReceive.aspx.cs
RNIFReceive.aspx.resx
RNIFReceive.csproj
RNIFReceive.csproj.webinfo
StringResources.resx
Web.config

The RNIFSend project files include the following:

AssemblyInfo.cs
RNIFSend.aspx
RNIFSend.aspx.resx
RNIFSend.csproj
RNIFSend.csproj.webinfo
StringResources.resx
Web.config

Update Microsoft.Solutions.BTARN.RNIFReceive.dll

To connect to Elemica, you must change the return HTTP status setting in Microsoft.Solutions.BTARN.RNIFReceive.dll file. These
changes have been made in the RNIFReceive project files that you can download as part of the Elemica Connectivity Pack from
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=46195.

The original RNIFReceive project is in the BTARN SDK folder under the WebApplication folder. The changes from the original
RNIFReceive project are the following:

Added a new application setting in the Web.config file (Elemica) that can be set to True or False.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=46195
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=46195


Added logic to the RNIFReceive.aspx.cs file to return status 200 if the application setting is set to True.

To compile and use the new RNIFReceive project

1. Copy the RNIFReceive project to a local folder on the computer.

2. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003, point to Visual Studio .NET Tools,
and then click Visual Studio .NET 2003 Command Prompt.

3. At the command prompt, browse to the folder to where you copied the project.

4. At the command prompt, to create a key pair needed to compile the project, type "sn -k Signing.snk", and then press
ENTER.

5. Start Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.

6. Create a new application pool and set its identity to Network Services.

7. Create a new virtual directory running under the newly created application pool. The virtual directory should point to the
folder where you copied the RNIFReceive project.

8. Change the settings on the new virtual directory to Enable anonymous access and make sure that Integrated Windows
Authentication is not selected.

9. Open the RNIFReceive.csproj project in Visual Studio .NET. Add a reference to the assembly
Microsoft.Solutions.BTARN.Shared.dll found under <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Accelerator for RosettaNet
3.0\Bin, and set the assembly key file for the project to Signing.snk.

Note
If you are using BizTalk Accelerator for RosettaNet 3.5, the location is <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Acceler
ator for RosettaNet 3.5\Bin

10. Build and compile the project in Visual Studio .NET. Visual Studio will generate a new
Microsoft.Solutions.BTARN.RNIFReceive.dll file under the folder Bin.

11. To enable connectivity to Elemica, edit the Web.config file to uncomment the following line:

12. Restart IIS.

Enable Client Certificate Authentication in BTARN

To connect to the Elemica network, you must create public and private client certificates and import them into BTARN 3.0 or
BTARN 3.5. For more information about certificates in BTARN 3.0 or BTARN 3.5, see "Managing Certificates" and "Step 2:
Creating Public and Private Certificates", in the "Preparing for the Double-Action Tutorial" node,in Microsoft BizTalk Accelerator
for RosettaNet Help.

Update the Microsoft.Solutions.BTARN.RNIFSend.dll and Set the BTARN Configuration for Client Certificates

To connect to Elemica, you must update the Microsoft.Solutions.BTARN.RNIFSend.dll file to support client certificates and set
the configuration for client certificates as described in this topic. These changes have been made in the RNIFSend project files
that you can download as part of the Elemica Connectivity Pack from http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=46195.

The original RNIFSend project is in the BTARN SDK folder under the WebApplication folder. The changes from the original
RNIFSend project are the following:

A new application setting in the Web.config file (CertificateFile) that you can set to point to a DER encoded binary X.509
certificate
A change to the Web.config file to allow for Windows Authentication, which enables the RNIFSend.aspx page to load a
client certificate from a personal certificate store
A reference to the assembly System.Security.Cryptography.X509Certificates has been added
A new method LoadCertificate that loads the certificate specified in the Web.config file has been invoked within the
method CreateOuterHttpRequest

<!-- <add key="Elemica" value="true" /> -->

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=46195


To compile and use the new RNIFSend project

1. Copy the RNIFSend project to a local folder on the computer.

2. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003, point to Visual Studio .NET Tools,
and then click Visual Studio .NET 2003 Command Prompt.

3. At the command prompt, browse to the folder to where you copied the project.

4. At the command prompt, to create a key pair needed to compile the project, type "sn -k Signing.snk" and then press
ENTER.

Note
You can also use the same key pair generated in "Update Microsoft.Solutions.BTARN.RNIFReceive.dll".

5. Start Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.

6. Create a new application pool and set its identity to a new local user, for example, HttpHostSvc.

7. Add the user HttpHostSvc to the local groups IIS_WPG and STS_WPG.

8. Create a new virtual directory running under the newly created application pool. The virtual directory should point to the
folder where you copied the RNIFSend project.

9. Change the settings on the new virtual directory to Enable anonymous access, and make sure that Integrated Windows
Authentication is not selected.

10. Open the RNIFSend.csproj project in Visual Studio .NET. Add a reference to the assembly
Microsoft.Solutions.BTARN.Shared.dll found under <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Accelerator for RosettaNet
3.0\Bin, and set the assembly key file for the project to Signing.snk.

11. Build and compile the project in Visual Studio .NET. Visual Studio will generate a new
Microsoft.Solutions.BTARN.RNIFSend.dll file under the folder Bin.

12. To enable connectivity using a client certificate, edit the Web.config file to uncomment the following line:

13. Log out from the computer and log back in as the user HttpHostUser. Run the Certificates MMC. Import the client
certificate to the "Personal" certificate store.

Important
Make sure that you have imported the private key. You can verify this by looking at the properties of the certificate in t
he personal store. You should see a small icon of a key in the lower left part of the Properties dialog box.

14. Export the certificate to a "DER encoded binary X.509 (.CER)" file. Make sure not to export the private key. Save the .der
file as <drive>:\Documents and Settings\HttpHostUser\Application Data\Microsoft\BizTalk Accelerator for RosettaNet
3.0\ClientCertificate.der.

Note
The path in the code above presumes the user is HttpHostUser.

Note
When the ASPX page loads, it will assume the security context of HttpHostUser.

15. On your BizTalk server, edit the value of the following registry key to point to the URL of the new ASPX page in the new
virtual directory: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\BizTalk Accelerator for RosettaNet
3.0\Configuration\RNIFSenderURI

<!-- <add key="CertificateFile" value="C:\Documents and Settings\HttpHostSvc\Applicati
on Data\Microsoft\BizTalk Accelerator for RosettaNet 3.0\ClientCertificate.der" /> -->



Note
Now when you send a transaction, RNIFSend.aspx will use the client certificate to connect to the destination URL. Make 
sure that you use the client certificate only with partners who require it. You may still have to edit the .aspx.cs file to acc
omplish this.

Note
The new URL, in the registry, will only be applied to new partners that are created. If you have partners that have alread
y been created, you may have to edit the URLs in their corresponding HTTP send ports in BizTalk Explorer. These send p
orts have the following format: <PARTNER NAME>.Async and <PARTNER NAME>.Sync.

Note
In case you have to connect to only a few specific partners using a client certificate, you do not have to edit the registry 
key. Instead, you have to edit the corresponding ports in BizTalk Explorer to point to the URL hosting the updated Micro
soft.Solutions.BTARN.RNIFSend.dll file. The connection to the other partners will use the default .dll file in the default BT
ARNApp virtual directory.

16. Restart IIS.



  

                                                      

Installing BizTalk Server
The Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 Installation Guide provides guidelines for hardware and software requirements, and
instructions for installing and removing BizTalk Server.

To ensure that you are reading the most up-to-date information, download the latest version of the BizTalk Server Installation
Guide, at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=22120.

International  Do not install BizTalk Server 2004 on computers whose names contain characters outside of the following set:
letters (A-Z, a-z), digits (0-9), hyphens (-), and underscores ( _ ). Only computer names that contain the characters in these sets
are supported.

This section contains:

Known Issues

Security Requirements

Hardware Requirements

Software Prerequisites

Installing BizTalk Server 2004

Uninstalling BizTalk Server 2004

On This Page

Known Issues 
Security Requirements 
Hardware Requirements 
Software Prerequisites 
Installing Windows 
Active Directory Information 
Windows Server 2003 
Windows Small Business Server 2003, Premium Edition 
Windows 2000 Server or Windows XP 
Installing Internet Information Services 
Installing SQL Server 2000 
SQL Server 2000 
SQL Server 2000 Analysis Services 
SQLXML 3.0 
Installing Visual Studio .NET 2003 
Installing Windows SharePoint Services 
To install Windows SharePoint Services 
Installing XML Core Services 
Installing Additional Software 
Installing BizTalk Server 2004 
Performing a Complete Installation 
Performing a Custom Installation 
Performing a Silent Installation 
Using Command Line Parameters for a Complete Installation 
Using Command Line Parameters for a Custom Installation 
Uninstalling BizTalk Server 2004 

Known Issues

Prior to installing BizTalk Server 2004, you should review this document, as well as "Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 Readme,"
which contains important, late breaking information about this release of BizTalk Server 2004, and is located in the root
directory on the BizTalk Server 2004 installation CD.

For information about current issues since the initial release of BizTalk Server 2004, see Knowledge Base article 834624
located at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22784.
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Security Requirements

Note the following permissions requirements for different types of installation:

Type of installation Permissions requirements

To install BizTalk Server using the Installation Wiza
rd

You must:

Log on as either the Administrator or as a member of the local Admi
nistrators group

Have administrative privileges on the Microsoft® SQL Server™ 2000
computer

To install BizTalk Server using Terminal Services You must be a local administrator on the computer on which you are instal
ling BizTalk Server.

To install BizTalk Server on two or more computers
, and you plan to use local user and group account
s (or domain user and group accounts):

You must use the same user account and group account names on both th
e local and the remote computers.

BizTalk Server supports local user and group accounts only in single comp
uter configurations. BizTalk Server supports domain user and group accou
nts in both single and multiple computer configurations.

It is highly recommended that you secure your deployment by installing the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) master secret
server as a stand-alone server. For more information about configuring SSO in a stand-alone environment, see "Configuring
SSO in a Stand-Alone Environment" in BizTalk Server Help.

Note  BizTalk Server automatically creates the SSO Administrators groups in SQL Server 2000 if you have specified group
accounts and the user running the Configuration Wizard has administrator privileges on the remote computer. You create all
group accounts during configuration, not during installation.

For more information about setting up the appropriate groups, see "Windows Group and User Accounts in BizTalk Server" in
BizTalk Server Help.

For information about configuring SSO in a cluster environment, see "Clustering the Master Secret Server" in BizTalk Server
Help.
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Hardware Requirements

The minimum hardware requirements for a complete installation of BizTalk Server include:

450 megahertz (MHz) or higher Intel Pentium-compatible CPU

512 megabytes (MB) of RAM

6-gigabyte (GB) hard disk

CD-ROM or DVD-ROM drive

Super VGA monitor (800 x 600) or higher resolution monitor with 256 color

Microsoft Mouse or compatible pointing device
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Software Prerequisites

This section includes information about installing prerequisite software prior to installing Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004.

The following is required for all BizTalk Server installations:

Microsoft Windows Server™ 2003, Windows® 2000 Server with Service Pack 4 (SP4)

-or-



  

  

Windows XP Professional with Service Pack 1

This installation guide provides information for properly configuring Windows to support an installation of BizTalk Server.

Important  You must install Windows Server 2003 on your computer in order to use Business Activity Services (BAS) with
Windows SharePoint® Services. If you do not install these prerequisites, and you select a complete installation, you cannot
configure BAS. You do not have to install Windows SharePoint Services unless you plan on using BAS.

BizTalk Server development tools are based on Microsoft® Visual Studio® .NET 2003. You need to install only the Visual C#®
.NET portion of Visual Studio .NET 2003 on your computer before you install BizTalk Server development tools.

You must install Microsoft SQL Server™ 2000 with Service Pack 3a on your computer or have it accessible remotely.

This section contains:

Installing Windows

Installing Internet Information Services

Installing SQL Server 2000

Installing Visual Studio .NET 2003

Installing Windows SharePoint Services

Installing XML Core Services

Installing Additional Software
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Installing Windows

The following installation requirements provide information for properly configuring Windows with SQL Server 2000, Visual
Studio .NET, Windows SharePoint Services, and BizTalk Server.

Important  You must install either Windows Server 2003 or Windows Small Business Server 2003, Premium Edition, if you
plan to include Business Activity Services (BAS) with your installation of BizTalk Server. BAS depends on Windows SharePoint
Services that you can only install on Windows Server 2003 or Windows Small Business Server 2003, Premium Edition.

You can also use Windows 2000 Server for a complete installation of BizTalk Server, however, during the installation process,
BizTalk Server will not install BAS. For more information on BAS, see "Business Activity Services" in the BizTalk Server Help.

You can use Windows XP Professional in development environments.

Additional Windows requirements include Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) and ASP.NET.

After installing Windows, you must be logged on as an administrator, or add a Windows user account to the Administrators
group in order to install additional software.

This section contains:

Active Directory Information

Windows Server 2003

Windows Small Business Server 2003, Premium Edition

Windows 2000 Server or Windows XP
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Active Directory Information

Active Directory®, which is an essential component of the Windows 2000 and Windows Server 2003 architecture, presents
organizations with a directory service designed for distributed computing environments. Active Directory allows organizations
to centrally manage and share information on network resources and users while acting as the central authority for network
security. In addition to providing comprehensive directory services to a Windows environment, Active Directory is designed to
be a consolidation point for isolating, migrating, centrally managing, and reducing the number of directories that companies
require.

The following items should be considered when integrating with Active Directory:



  

  

  

In a single computer configuration you may use either local accounts or Active Directory to store credentials.

In a multiple computer configuration, Active Directory is required.

It is not recommended to install BizTalk Server 2004 on a server that has been configured as a primary or backup
domain controller. If you install BizTalk Server on a domain controller, you must create all BizTalk Server Users and
groups at the domain level before configuring BizTalk Server 2004. For more information see "Windows Group and User
Accounts in BizTalk Server" in BizTalk Server Help.

Installation of BizTalk Server 2004 into a domain is only supported on a Microsoft Active Directory domain environment
that is running in Windows 2000 native mode or later.

When you run the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 Configuration Wizard to configure BizTalk Server 2004, you may
experience Active Directory issues. For more information, see Knowledge Base Article 838166 available at
http://support.microsoft.com/?id=836462.
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Windows Server 2003

If Windows Server 2003 is not installed on your computer, go to the Microsoft Windows Web site
(http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=17552) for more information about purchasing and installing Windows Server 2003.

You must install Internet Information Services (IIS) on the server if you are using the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)
adapter or the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) adapter. By default, Windows Server 2003 does not install IIS after you
install Windows Server 2003. You must manually install it.
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Windows Small Business Server 2003, Premium Edition

If Windows Small Business Server 2003, Premium Edition, is not installed on your computer, go to the Microsoft Windows
Web site at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=17552 for more information about purchasing and installing Windows
Small Business Server 2003.

To support Windows Small Business Server 2003, Premium Edition, customers, BizTalk Server includes a pre-defined, custom
setup script for the Small Business Server platform to create a secure configuration. This script, SetupforSBSPremium.vbs, is
located in the root installation folder of BizTalk Server Partner Edition.

The script runs a silent BizTalk Server installation and then automatically launches the Configuration Wizard with the pre-
defined configuration for Windows Small Business Server 2003. This script also creates the appropriate user accounts for
configuring BizTalk Server. These user accounts have secure, auto-generated passwords. Although these passwords are not
documented, local administrators can change them if needed.

After you have installed all the software prerequisites, you can run the Windows Small Business Server 2003 custom setup
script by double-clicking SetupforSBSPremium.vbs located in the root installation folder of BizTalk Server Partner Edition.
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Windows 2000 Server or Windows XP

If you have not installed Windows 2000 Server or Windows XP Professional on your computer, go to the Microsoft Windows
Web site for more information about purchasing and installing Windows at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=17552.

If you have Windows 2000 Server or Windows XP Professional installed on your computer, ensure that you meet the following
requirements:

You must format the partition with the NTFS file system (NTFS). You must convert the Windows partition to the most
recent version of NTFS. Windows setup automatically performs this update if the existing file system is an old version of
NTFS. If the existing partition is File Allocation Table (FAT) or FAT32, you can convert to NTFS. When prompted, choose
NTFS.

Note  BizTalk Server does not support Windows NT4.0 domains.

You must add your user account to the Administrators group, and you must log on as an administrator or as a user who
is a member of the local Administrators group before you install any additional software. If you are installing BizTalk
Server, your minimum privileges are as an administrator.

http://support.microsoft.com/?id=836462
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=17552
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=17552
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=17552


  

You must select Internet Information Services (IIS) on the Windows Components page for a complete installation of
BizTalk Server.

In addition to the software listed in the Software Prerequisites, install the following software:

Windows 2000 Server Service Pack 4 available at (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22834)

Windows XP Service Pack 1a available at (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22825)

Note  Reapply Service Packs even after silent installations have completed; otherwise error messages appear.

Microsoft .NET Framework 1.1 available at (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22828)

Microsoft Data Access Components (MDAC) 2.8 available at (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22829)

Microsoft Internet Explorer 6 Service Pack 1 available at (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22831)

"Knowledge Base Article 329433: A Revoked Certificate Is Selected If a Certification Authority in the Chain Has Two
Certificates" available at (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22833)

Note  Apply this hotfix if you are using certificates for any type of encryption. This hotfix only applies to Windows 2000
Server and Windows XP.

"Knowledge Base Article 837119: "Specified cast is not valid" error message when you deploy an orchestration that was
created in BizTalk Server 2004" available at (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22841)

For Windows 2000 Server: "Knowledge Base Article 821887: Events for authorization roles are not logged in the security
log when you configure auditing for Windows 2000 Authorization Manager Runtime" available at
(http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22835)

For Windows XP: "Knowledge Base Article 841893: The Enterprise Single Sign-On Service and associated BizTalk Server
2004 services fail after you install Windows XP Service Pack 2 (SP2)" available at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=33750 
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Installing Internet Information Services

You must install and enable Internet Information Services (IIS) and ASP.NET for Windows Server 2003 and Windows XP before
you can publish BizTalk orchestrations and schemas as Web services.

If you did not select IIS on the Windows Server 2003 (or Windows XP) Components page during setup of Windows
Server 2003 (or Windows XP), use the following procedure to install it.

Important  The version of IIS included with Windows XP allows only a maximum of 10 simultaneous TCP connections. It is not
as versatile or as powerful as the version shipped with Windows Server 2003, Enterprise Edition, or Windows 2000 Server.

Note  Microsoft Windows 2000 Server installs IIS by default.

To install Internet Information Services 6.0 on Windows Server 2003

1. From the Start menu, click Manage Your Server.

2. Under Managing Your Server Roles, click Add or remove a role.

3. Read the preliminary steps in the Configure Your Server Wizard, and then click Next.

4. Under Server Role, click Application server (IIS, ASP.NET) and then click Next.

5. (Optional.) Select the FrontPage Server Extensions check box if you plan to install Visual Studio .Net onto this server.

6. (Optional.) Select the Enable ASP.NET check box if you plan to use the SOAP adapter or install Windows SharePoint
Services.

7. Read the summary, and then click Next.

8. Click Finish.

Note   The Configure Your Server Wizard enables ASP.NET by default, which is needed for the SOAP adapter.

Caution  The IIS 6.0 configuration does not allow ISAPI extensions by default. You must explicitly configure this before

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22834
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22825
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22828
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22829
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22831
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22833
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22841
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22835
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=33750


  

  

using BizTalk Server HTTP receive handlers.

Note   If you have upgraded your operating system from Windows 2000 Server to Windows Server 2003, the default IIS
setting is IIS 5.0 in isolation mode. You must turn off IIS 5.0 isolation mode. For more information about configuring
servers for applications in IIS 6.0, see Microsoft Knowledge Base Article 814868 located at
http://support.microsoft.com/default.aspx?scid=814868.

To install Internet Information Services 5.1 on Windows XP

1. On the Start menu, click Settings, and then click Control Panel.

2. Double-click Add/Remove Programs.

3. In the Add/Remove Programs dialog box, in the left column, click Add/Remove Windows Components.

4. In the Windows Components Wizard, in the Components list, select Internet Information Services (IIS), and then click
Details.

5. Verify that you have selected World Wide Web Service, and then click Next.

Note  There may be several other IIS components selected by default. These components are optional. If you will be
installing Visual Studio .Net onto this computer, then you must install the Microsoft® FrontPage® Server Extensions.

6. Click Finish to close the wizard.

For more information about installing and enabling ASP.NET on Windows Server 2003, Windows 2000 Server, and Windows
XP, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21100.
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Installing SQL Server 2000

If you have not installed SQL Server 2000 on your computer, go to the Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Web site for more
information about purchasing and installing SQL Server 2000 at (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22838)
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SQL Server 2000

When you configure BizTalk Server, the configuration process creates several BizTalk Server databases. To properly configure
BizTalk Server databases, you must install Microsoft SQL Server 2000 with Service Pack 3a (SP3a), or have remote access to an
installation of SQL Server SP3a.

Important  Although the download page for SP3a states that you do not need to apply the patch if you have already applied
SP3, it is a requirement for BizTalk Server 2004.

During BizTalk Server configuration, BizTalk Server prompts you for the SQL Server 2000 computer and database information
necessary to configure BizTalk Server databases. BizTalk Server supports local user and group accounts only in single
computer configurations. BizTalk Server supports domain user and group accounts in both single and multiple computer
configurations.

Note  You must specify domain groups and user accounts when you install BizTalk Server 2004 in a multiple computer
environment. For more information, see Knowledge base article 872924 at http://support.microsoft.com/?id=872924

SQL Server Administrative privileges are required to run the Configuration Wizard and configure the necessary databases. If
you plan to use a remote SQL Server, you must establish these privileges on the remote computer before you run the
Configuration Wizard.

For more information about configuring BizTalk Server using a remote SQL Server, see "BizTalk Server Database Creation and
Configuration" in BizTalk Server Help.

To install SQL Server 2000, insert the Microsoft SQL Server compact disc into the CD-ROM drive and follow the on-screen
instructions for any SQL Server 2000 installation prerequisites (if any). The Setup Wizard walks you through the steps
necessary to install SQL Server.

Observe the following requirements:

On the Setup Type page, click Typical.

On the Services Accounts page, use a domain user account.

http://support.microsoft.com/default.aspx?scid=814868
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=21100
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22838
http://support.microsoft.com/?id=872924


  

  

  

You must use a domain account if you cluster SQL Server.

Use the supported collation sequence only. BizTalk Server does not support case-sensitive collations.

Microsoft BizTalk Server supports collations commonly associated with BizTalk Server language versions. BizTalk Server
is available in English, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Simplified Chinese, Spanish and Traditional Chinese.

The exact list of supported collations is:

Chinese_PRC_CI_AS

Chinese_Taiwan_Stroke_CI_AS

Latin1_General_CI_AS

SQL_Latin1_General_CP1_CI_AS

Modern_Spanish_CI_AS

French_CI_AS

Japanese_CI_AS

Korean_Wansung_CI_AS

If you install SQL Server 2000 on a computer with system locale corresponding to one of these languages, the
appropriate collation is set during the default installation of SQL Server 2000. In all other instances, the collation must be
set during a custom install of SQL Server 2000 to one of the collations previously listed. Ensure that the collation selected
is not case-sensitive or binary. If the SQL Server 2000 computer has a binary or case-sensitive collation, the BizTalk
Service may fail to install.

Caution  When using the SQL Server 2000 shared memory network library with BizTalk Server, you may experience
degradation in performance under certain stress conditions, if clients are accessing SQL Server 2000 from the same computer.
To resolve this issue, disable the shared memory network library in the SQL Client Network Utility. To disable the shared
memory network library, open the SQL Server 2000 Client Network Utility and clear the Enable shared memory protocol
check box.

After you install SQL Server 2000, you must install SQL Server 2000 Service Pack 3a (SP3a). For more information about SQL
Server 2000 SP3a, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22839.
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SQL Server 2000 Analysis Services

SQL Server Analysis Services is optional. It is required only if you want to use Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) or Business
Activity Monitoring (BAM). If you install SQL Server Analysis Services, you must also install Service Pack 3a (SP3a) for Analysis
Services.

Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services available at (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22838)

SQL Server Analysis Services Service Pack 3a available at (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22839)

Important  In a distributed environment, install the SQL Server Analysis Services Decision Support Objects (DSO) COM
object on the BizTalk Server Runtime computer, otherwise, the Configuration Wizard may fail during Business Activity
Monitoring (BAM) configuration of Microsoft Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) objects.
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SQLXML 3.0

SQLXML enables XML support for your SQL Server Database. It allows developers to bridge the gap between XML and
relational data. You can create an XML View of your existing relational data and work with it as if it were an XML file.

SQLXML 3.0 with Service Pack 2 available at (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22830)
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Installing Visual Studio .NET 2003

BizTalk Server development tools are based on Visual Studio .NET 2003. Therefore, you must have the Microsoft Visual C#®

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22839
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22838
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22839
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22830


  

  

.NET portion of Visual Studio® .NET 2003 installed on your computer before installing BizTalk Server development tools.

The Visual C# .NET portion of Visual Studio .NET 2003 available at (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22837)

For installation instructions for Visual Studio .NET 2003, go to the Visual Studio .NET Web site on MSDN
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=17557.

Important  You must install the FrontPage Server Extensions prior to installing Visual Studio .NET.

To install Visual Studio .NET

1. Insert the Visual Studio .NET installation disk into the CD-ROM drive.

2. On the Visual Studio .NET Setup page, select Windows Component Update to install Windows components.

3. After you install the Windows components, view the Readme, and then click Done to return to the Visual Studio .NET
Setup page.

4. On the Visual Studio .NET Setup page, select Visual Studio .NET.

5. Accept the license agreement, and click Continue.

6. On the Options page, verify options, space allocation, and installation path, and then click Install Now.

Important  To work with the BizTalk Server development tools, you must select Visual C# as one of the options. You may
choose other languages, but only Visual C# is required.

7. After you install Visual Studio .NET, return to the Visual Studio .NET Setup page, and select Product Documentation.

Important  You must also install the Visual Studio product documentation for BizTalk Server User Interface (F1) Help to
work in the Visual Studio environment. If you do not install the Visual Studio product documentation, and you attempt to
use F1 Help for BizTalk Server, Help for Visual Studio does not install as indicated by an error message.

8. After you install the product documentation, return to the Visual Studio .NET Setup page, and select Service Updates
to ensure you have the latest Visual Studio updates on your computer.
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Installing Windows SharePoint Services

Microsoft® Windows SharePoint® Services is required software for a complete or custom installation of BizTalk Server, which
includes Business Activity Services (BAS). You can only install Windows SharePoint Services on Windows Server 2003. If you
do not install Windows SharePoint Services, BAS does not install with BizTalk Server.

Note  Windows 2000 Server, unlike Windows Server 2003 and Windows XP, does not include the standard logon services —
Network Service, Local Service, and Local System — for use with SQL Server 2000. Use the Trading Partner Manager (TPM)
database on a SQL Server 2000 computer with Windows Server 2003 or Windows XP. When configuring Windows SharePoint
Services, do not use standard logon services like Network Service; rather, use a valid service account.

You must uninstall Microsoft FrontPage Web Server extensions if you have installed them.

To uninstall Microsoft FrontPage Web Server extensions

1. Click Start, point to Administrative Tools, and then click Microsoft SharePoint Administrator.

2. On the Server Administration page, click Administration under Virtual Servers.

3. Under Administration, click Uninstall FrontPage Server Extensions.
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To install Windows SharePoint Services

Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services is available for download from http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=18109.

Refer to the "Windows SharePoint Services Administrator's Guide" at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=18110 for
further information about installing Windows SharePoint Services.

Important  Windows Server 2003 must be running as a Web server running Internet Information Services 6.0 in IIS 6.0
worker process mode. You must enable ASP.NET on the server before installing Windows SharePoint Services.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22837
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=17557
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=18109
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=18110


Important  When installing Windows SharePoint Services, choose Server Farm as your database option because your
environment will be using SQL Server 2000 rather than Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Desktop Engine (MSDE 2000).

Important  If the SharePoint Configuration database, Content database, and BizTalk Server exist on different computers, and if
you use Windows authentication to access those databases, you must have db_owner permissions on these databases when
running BizTalk Server configuration. After BizTalk Server configuration is complete, these permissions should be removed
from the SharePoint Configuration and Content databases.

When the Windows SharePoint Services installation is complete, the SharePoint Central Administration page opens.

You can now configure an administration site and apply Windows SharePoint Services to a virtual server using SharePoint
Central Administration.

After you install Windows SharePoint Services, you must extend the server by configuring an administration site and applying
Windows SharePoint Services to a virtual server. You must extend a virtual server with Windows SharePoint Services before
you can create a Windows SharePoint Services Web site.

To configure Windows SharePoint Services

1. If it is not already open, open SharePoint Central Administration. On the Start menu, point to Programs, point to
Administrative Tools and then click SharePoint Central Administration.

2. On the SharePoint Central Administration page, under Server Configuration, select Configure virtual server for
central administration.

3. On the Configure Administrative Virtual Server page, select Use an existing application pool if one already exists.
If this is your first Windows SharePoint Services configuration, select Create a new application pool. Enter an
application pool name. For example, SpsAdminAppPool.

4. Select a Configurable security account and use a local administrator. Click OK. You will be prompted to restart IIS at this
point. Click OK.

5. After IIS restarts, open SharePoint Central Administration. On the SharePoint Central Administration page, under
Server Configuration, select Set configuration database server. 

6. On the Set Configuration Database Server page, enter values for Database server name and SQL Server database
name. Next, specify your database connection type. Click OK.

7. On the SharePoint Central Administration page, under Virtual Server Configuration, select Extend or upgrade
virtual server. The Windows SharePoint Services Virtual Server List page appears.

8. On the Windows SharePoint Services Virtual Server List page, if there are no servers in the list, click the Go to the
complete list link. The complete list appears.

9. Select the server you want to extend.

10. Click Extend and create a content database.

11. On the Extend and Create Content Database page, under Application Pool enter an Application pool name. For
example, SpsWebSiteAppPool.

12. Select a Configurable security account and use a local administrator.

13. Click OK.

By default, Windows SharePoint Services includes the root of the IIS default Web site as a managed path. To create a virtual
directory on a Windows SharePoint Services-extended virtual server for your own use (for example, for a BizTalk Server receive
location or for a Web service application), you must exclude the URL for your virtual directory from the Windows SharePoint
Services managed paths. Alternatively, if you have not configured a top-level Windows SharePoint Services site on the root of
the IIS Web site, you may remove the root as a managed path.

To configure Managed Paths in Windows SharePoint Services

1. If it is not already open, open SharePoint Central Administration. On the Start menu, point to Programs, point to
Administrative Tools and then click SharePoint Central Administration.

2. Click the Configure virtual server settings link.

3. Click on the server that you extended.



  

  

  

  

4. Under Virtual Server Management, click on Define managed paths.

5. Under Included Paths select the (root) checkbox and click the Remove selected paths link.

6. Click the Windows SharePoint Services link to return to the SharePoint Central Administration site.

For information about how to configure managed paths from the command line, see the topic "Managing Paths" in Microsoft
Windows SharePoint Services Administrator's Guide at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=18110.
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Installing XML Core Services

BizTalk Server 2004 requires the following versions of the Microsoft® XML Parser (MSXML) installed in this order:

Microsoft XML Core Services (MSXML) 4.0 with Service Pack 2 available at
(http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22826)

Microsoft XML Core Services (MSXML) 3.0 with Service Pack 4 available at
(http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22827)
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Installing Additional Software

In addition to the software listed up to this point, the following software should be installed:

Microsoft Office XP Tool: Web Components (OWC10) available at (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22832)

"Knowledge Base Article 838166: You must install the SQL Server 2000 update that KB article 831950 describes to run
BizTalk Server 2004" available at (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22840)

"Knowledge Base Article 875540: You receive a Specified cast is not valid error message in BizTalk Server 2004 when you
use a rule set in Rules Composer or you use a rule set in an orchestration" available at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=33751 

Note  You must install Knowledge Base Article 838166 on the computer(s) on which you install SQL Server 2000 and it
must be applied after SQL Server 2000 Service Pack 3a.

If you plan on configuring Business Activity Services (BAS), the minimum software requirement includes:

Microsoft Office InfoPath™ 2003 (InfoPath must be installed on every computer that accesses BAS.)

Microsoft Internet Explorer 6 Service Pack 1
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Installing BizTalk Server 2004

To perform a successful installation of Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004, ensure you meet the prerequisite hardware,
software, and security requirements mentioned earlier in this document.

This section contains:

Performing a Complete Installation

Performing a Custom Installation

Performing a Silent Installation
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Performing a Complete Installation

A complete installation of BizTalk Server requires Windows Server™ 2003, Windows® 2000 Server or Windows XP in
combination with Microsoft® SQL Server™, Visual Studio® .NET, Windows SharePoint® Services, and various Windows
Components.

Caution  Close all other programs before installing BizTalk Server.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=18110
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22826
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22827
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22832
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=22840
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=33751


  

Caution  During the installation process, IISAdmin (along with its dependent services) stops and restarts. The computer may
also shut down and restart.

To perform a complete installation of BizTalk Server

1. Insert the CD, BizTalk Server Installation Disk, into the CD-ROM drive.

If the BizTalk Server Setup page does not appear, double-click setup.exe located in the root of the installation CD.

Note  If you are installing Windows Small Business Server 2003, Premium Edition, double-click
SetupforSBSPremium.vbs instead of setup.exe.

2. The BizTalk Server Installation Wizard appears. To install BizTalk Server, click Install.

Important  During the installation process the Windows Management service is stopped and restarted.

3. On the Customer Information page, type your user name, and your organization name, and then click Next.

4. On the License Agreement page, click Accept.

5. On the Installation Options page, select Complete Installation, choose an installation location, and then click Next.

 International   The installation path must not contain characters outside of the following sets: letters (A-Z, a-z), digits
(0-9), hyphens (-), and underscores ( _ ). Only installation paths that contain the characters in this set are supported.

6. On the Summary page, review the prerequisites and components you will install, and then click Install.

Note  If you do not install all the prerequisite software, BizTalk Server does not install some components.

7. When the installation is complete, select the Start Configuration Wizard check box, and then click Finish.

The Configuration Wizard appears.

Important  Review the configuration documentation before configuring BizTalk Server. For information about
configuring BizTalk Server, see "BizTalk Server Configuration" in the Deployment section of the BizTalk Server Help.

8. Install BizTalk Server 2004, Service Pack 1 available at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=42041.

Important  It is highly recommended that you review the BizTalk Server 2004 Readme SP1 before installation. To ensure
you are reading the most up-to-date information, download the latest version of BizTalk Server 2004 Readme SP1, from
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=39416.

For a list of the fixes in BizTalk Server 2004, Service Pack 1, see http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=39415.
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Performing a Custom Installation

The following section details how to perform a custom installation on 4 separate computers.

To set up a distributed BizTalk Server (multiple computer) environment

1. Ensure you have installed all BizTalk Server software and hardware prerequisites.

2. Set up any accounts that will be required across all computers. For information about setting up accounts, see "Windows
Group and User Accounts in BizTalk Server" in the Deployment section of BizTalk Server Help.

3. Pre-create databases (this step is not required; SQL Server administrators will likely complete this step on Computer 4).

4. Install Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) Services on Computer 1.

5. Install BizTalk Server (Runtime) on Computer 2. For information about installing BizTalk Server runtime, see "To perform
a custom installation of BizTalk Server on multiple computers" later in this topic.

6. Install BizTalk Server Administration Tools on Computer 3. For information about installing BizTalk Server administration
tools, see "To perform a custom installation of BizTalk Server on multiple computers" later in this topic.

Note  If you plan to develop a Human Workflow Services (HWS) Web Service fact retriever for custom installations on
each HWS Web Service and Administration Tools-only computer, install and store the fact retriever in the Global
Assembly Cache (GAC). For information about HWS fact retrievers, see "Installing, Editing and Removing Fact Retrievers"
in the Operations section of the BizTalk Server Help."

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=42041
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=39416
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=39415


Caution  During the installation process, IISAdmin along with its dependent services stops and restarts. ENTSSO,
RuleEngineUpdateService, and EDI Subsystem NT services will also be stopped and restarted if SSO, Rule Engine, and EDI
are installed.

The following table indicates the dependencies that you must install or update before installing BizTalk Server based on the
features you select.

Feature Windows SharePo
int Services

MDA
C 2.8

.NET Frame
work 1.1

VS .NET
2003

MSXML 4
.0 SP2

IE6 
SP1

SQL Clien
t Tools

SQLXML 
3 SP2

OW
C10

Documents    X      

Development   X X X X    

       SDK   X X X X    

Runtime Components          

       Engine  X X  X X X* X  

       HWS
       Runtime
       Components

 X X  X X    

       Base EDI
       Adapter

 X X  X X    

       Rule Engine  X X  X X    

       Enterprise        Single        S
ign-On

 X X       

Admin and Monitoring          

       Admin Tools  X X  X X X*  X

       HWS
       Admin

 X X  X X    

       Enterprise        Single        S
ign-On        Admin

 X X       

Information Worker Applicatio
n/Portal

         

       BAS X X X  X X    

       Human        Workflow        
Web Service

 X X  X X    

Note  *If you use Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) on the client computer, ensure that you install SQL Server Client Tools.

Single Sign-On requirements

In the custom installation Summary page, you have the option of selecting either Enterprise Single Sign-On Services (SSO), or
the Engine, or both from the Runtime components.



If you select only Enterprise SSO Runtime, only Enterprise SSO installs.

If you select only the Engine, both the Engine and Enterprise SSO components install (regardless of whether you select
the SSO option).

If you select both, both the Engine and Enterprise SSO components install.

In the custom installation Summary page, you have the option of selecting the SSO Administration feature.

If you install only Enterprise SSO Administration, only SSO administrative components install.

If you select either Administration or Development tools, Enterprise SSO Administration installs.

Note  If you have BizTalk Server Runtime, Development, or Administration features installed, you must first remove
those features before you are able to uninstall the SSO Runtime or Administration components.

Important  When performing a custom installation that only includes the Development option, two computers are
required. You must perform a complete installation and configuration on the first computer, create a new BizTalk Group,
and then, on a separate computer, perform a custom installation for Development only. During the Development-only
installation, join the existing BizTalk group and specify the SQL Server where you created your group.

Human Workflow Services requirements

There are four HWS components:

HWS Runtime components: Contains the runtime components of HWS.

HWS Administration Tools: Contains HWS Microsoft Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI)/Microsoft
Management Console (MMC).

HWS Web Service: Contains the Web Service component of HWS.

Development\SDK: Contains HWS and other samples.

To install HWS using multiple computer systems, you can install the Runtime components, Administration Tools and Web
Service component of HWS on separate stand-alone computers. The Development\SDK is not required.

To install HWS Runtime components, use the Create option in the Configuration Wizard that creates the databases,
BizTalkHWSDb and BizTalkMgmtDb. BizTalk Server does not support adding HWS Runtime components using the Join option
if there is no existing database BizTalkHWSDb.

To configure HWS using multiple computer systems, you must configure the HWS Runtime components first.

Important  You must install HWS Runtime components on a computer running Internet Information Services (IIS). Without IIS
installed, HWS can only run HWS actions and cannot act as an HTTP receive location.

In order for the HWS Web service to work on a computer running a Windows Server 2003 domain controller, the following
permissions are required:

Reinstall IIS after promoting to domain controller. For more information, see "Knowledge Base Article 812614: INFO:
Default Permissions and User Rights for IIS 6.0" available at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24982 

Provide the HWS Web service user full privileges in
<drive>:\WINDOWS\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v1.1.4322\Temporary ASP.NET Files.

Provide the HWS Web service user read, as well as read and execute permissions for list folder contents in
%SYSTEMROOT%\temp.

In order for HWS Web service to work on a computer running a Windows 2000 Server domain controller, the following
permissions are required.

Permissions for HWS Web Service user

File permissions - full access <drive>:\WINNT\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v1.1.4322\Temporary ASP.NET Files

Registry permissions - read HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\BizTalk Server\3.0\Hws\WebService

Permissions for IWAM_MACHINE

http://support.microsoft.com/?id=24982


File permissions - List folder contents <drive>:\ - (or drives with Windows folder and web content, for example, if web
content is located on different drive, this drive will also need this type of access)

WINNT - (Windows folder)

Microsoft .NET Framework

Inetpub (if Web content is not located in default location - <drive>:\inetpub\wwwroot\, then this permission is
needed on all folders in directory hierarchy down to the root folder for the Web site)

File Permissions - List folder contents, Read, Read & Execute

v1.1.4322 (all folders and files within this folder will also need to inherit this permission)

System32 - ASP.NET accesses at least one .DLL in this folder, and does need Execute permissions. Also, by default,
users on the computer should have Read & Execute permissions on this folder

wwwroot - or whichever folder is the root folder for the Web site. This permission also needs to be inherited by
all the subfolders/files in the root Web site folder

Assembly - By default, the Properties folder only shows the General tab. To access the Security tab and configure
permissions, un-register the following file: \WINNT\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v1.1.4322\shfusion.dll. Re-
registering the file returns the default settings.

File Permissions - Full Access

Temporary ASP.NET Files (located in WINNT\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v1.1.4322\ Folder

Temp (located in the Windows directory)

Registry Permissions - Read

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\BizTalk Server\3.0\Hws\WebService\Identity\ASPNET_SETREG

User rights in Local Security Policy:

Access this computer from the network

Log on as batch job

Log on as service

Deny log on locally

Replace a process level token

If you install Windows 2000 Server Service Pack 4:

Impersonate a client after authentication

For more information about default permissions and user rights for IIS 6.0, see "Knowledge Base Article 812614: INFO: Default
Permissions and User Rights for IIS 6.0" available at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24982.

Installing Business Activity Services without Active Directory

To install Business Activity Services (BAS) without Active Directory or with BAS Microsoft Message Queue Server (MSMQ)
signing turned off, the DisableBasMsmqSigning switch in the HKLM\Software\Microsoft\BizTalk Server\3.0\TPM
registry path must have a value of 1. You should set this switch after installing BizTalk Server but before running the
Configuration Wizard.

If you have already installed BizTalk Server and need to disable BAS MSMQ signing, complete the following steps.

To disable BAS MSMQ Signing

1. Stop the BizTalk SharePoint Messaging Adapter Service.

2. Add the registry key above and give it a value of 1.

3. Run Trading Partner Management (TPM) Repair. For more information, see "Repairing BAS Data in BizTalk Server 2004"
in BizTalk Server Help.

4. Start the BizTalk SharePoint Messaging Adapter Service.

http://support.microsoft.com/?id=24982


If you have already installed BizTalk Server with BAS MSMQ disabled and need to enable BAS MSMQ signing, complete the
following steps.

To enable BAS MSMQ Signing

1. Stop the BizTalk SharePoint Messaging Adapter Service.

2. Add the registry key above and give it a value of 0.

3. Run Trading Partner Management (TPM) Repair.

4. Start the BizTalk SharePoint Messaging Adapter Service.

To perform a custom installation of BizTalk Server on multiple computers

1. Insert the CD, BizTalk Server Installation Disk, into the CD-ROM drive.

If the BizTalk Server Setup page does not appear, double-click setup.exe located in the root of the installation CD.

2. The BizTalk Server Installation Wizard appears. To install BizTalk Server, click Install.

3. On the Customer Information page, type your user name, organization name, and product key. Click Next.

4. On the License Agreement page, click Accept. Click Next.

5. On the Installation Options page, select Custom, choose an installation location, and then click Next.

 International  The installation path must not contain characters outside of the following sets: letters (A-Z, a-z), digits (0-
9), hyphens (-), and underscores ( _ ). Only installation paths that contain the characters in these sets are supported.

6. On the Custom Installation page, select the components you want installed. Click Next.

7. On the Summary page, review the components you are installing.

In a distributed environment (multiple computers), ensure all installations are complete on each computer before
selecting the Configuration Wizard.

For a computer running Enterprise SSO:

Under Runtime Components, select only Enterprise SSO.

If this is a stand-alone master secret server:

Select only Enterprise Single Sign-On and clear all other components

For a computer running BizTalk Server (runtime):

Under Runtime Components, clear Enterprise Single Sign-On 

Under Administration and Monitoring, clear all components

For a computer running BizTalk Server (Administration Tools only):

Under Runtime Components, select only Administration and Monitoring

After you have considered and selected all the options for each computer, click Install.

Important  In a distributed environment (otherwise known as a multiple computer configuration), do not run the BizTalk
Configuration Wizard until you install all the BizTalk Server software on the various computers. To complete the BizTalk
Server configuration, you must install Microsoft SQL Server™ 2000 with Service Pack 3a on your computer or have it
accessible remotely.

8. Depending on the computer you need to configure first, when the installation is complete, select the Start
Configuration Wizard check box, and then click Finish.

The Configuration Wizard appears.

Important  Review the configuration documentation before you configure BizTalk Server. For information about
configuring BizTalk Server, see "BizTalk Server Configuration" in the Deployment section of the BizTalk Server
Documentation.

9. Install BizTalk Server 2004, Service Pack 1 available at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=42041.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=42041


  

  

Important  It is highly recommended that you review the BizTalk Server 2004 Readme SP1 before installation. To ensure
you are reading the most up-to-date information, download the latest version of BizTalk Server 2004 Readme SP1, from
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=39416.

For a list of the fixes in BizTalk Server 2004, Service Pack 1, see http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=39415.
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Performing a Silent Installation

A silent installation is ideal for test scenarios or as part of a large-scale enterprise deployment. BizTalk Server provides
command line parameters that you can use with setup.exe to perform a silent installation.

You can configure your BizTalk Server installation in silent mode in conjunction with setup.exe or as a separate procedure, only
after using the Installation Wizard and Configuration Wizard to complete an initial installation and configuration. The initial
configuration produces an XML file that is required for a silent configuration.

For more information about running the Configuration Wizard in silent mode, see "Silent Configuration" in BizTalk Server Help.
To use the documentation after you install BizTalk Server, on the Start menu, point to Programs, point to BizTalk Server, and
click BizTalk Server Documentation.
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Using Command Line Parameters for a Complete Installation

There are two different modes of silent installation. Both have their own required parameters and are mutually exclusive:

Use setup.exe /ADDLOCAL ALL to specify a complete installation

Use setup.exe /s and the full path to the configuration XML file to create an image of the exact set of features installed on
your computer. For more information about using setup.exe with the configuration XML file, see Using Command Line
Parameters for a Custom Installation.

Note  The following procedure will not configure BizTalk Server. For more information about running the Configuration
Wizard in silent mode, see "Silent Configuration" in the BizTalk Server Help. To use the documentation after you install
BizTalk Server, on the Start menu, point to Programs, point to BizTalk Server, and click BizTalk Server
Documentation.

To perform a complete silent installation of BizTalk Server

1. On the Start menu, click Run.

2. In the Open box, type cmd, and then click OK.

3. Type the following syntax at the command prompt to install BizTalk Server silently:

Setup.exe /addlocal all /INSTALLDIR "c:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server" /l "c:\temp\BTSsetup.log"
/InstallPlatform /AutologonPassword <password>

4. Ensure you have run the SSO.msi. The SSO.msi is a prerequisite for certain BizTalk Server features, including the Runtime
Engine. For the silent installation scenario, you must install the SSO.msi beforehand using the command lines provided.

You must use the following command line options in conjunction with setup.exe:

Use /InstallPlatform to install Enterprise SSO Services and administration features. Installing these components may
require a reboot of your system.

Important  Enterprise SSO Services and administration features are required. If you do not use /InstallPlatform to install
Enterprise SSO Services and administration features, you must run the SSO.msi before you run setup.exe. The SSO
Services is required for certain BizTalk Server features, including the Runtime Engine. For the silent installation scenario,
you must install the SSO.msi beforehand using setup.exe.

The following parameters are optional:

/l followed by the name and location of the log file specifies a custom file path to the log file. If you do not use this
parameter, the log appears in %temp% folder.

/INSTALLDIR followed by the full path specifies a non-default installation directory. The default directory is Program

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=39416
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=39415


  

Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server

 International  The installation path must not contain characters outside of the following set: letters (A-Z, a-z), digits (0-
9), hyphens (-), and underscores ( _ ). Only installation paths that contain the characters in this set are supported.

/AutoLogonPassword followed by your Windows password automatically logs on again if a reboot is required to
continue your installation. You can only use this parameter if /InstallPlatform is also specified.

Note  In order to display additional options for command line installation, type setup.exe /? at the command prompt.

Note  There should be no line break in the actual command line syntax.

Note  Microsoft Windows Installer (MSI) command line options are not case-sensitive.

Note  For more information about the MSI command line options, see Microsoft Windows Help.
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Using Command Line Parameters for a Custom Installation

To perform a custom installation of BizTalk Server from the command line, use setup.exe along with the configuration
snapshot (XML file) generated during the initial configuration.

Important  These command line parameters do not work unless you have already installed and configured BizTalk Server and
saved the configuration XML file.

Note  The following procedure will not configure BizTalk Server. For more information about running the Configuration
Wizard in silent mode, see "Silent Configuration" in tBizTalk Server Help. To use the documentation after you install BizTalk
Server, on the Start menu, point to Programs, point to BizTalk Server, and then click BizTalk Server Documentation.

To perform a custom silent installation of BizTalk Server

1. After you have installed BizTalk Server, run the Configuration Wizard to specify configuration options.

2. On the Summary page of the Configuration Wizard, click Save to save the Configuration.xml file.

3. Open the file saved in the previous step with a text editor such as Notepad. Replace the password placeholder tags
(***Hidden***) with the password information for your system. Save your changes.

4. On the Start menu, click Run.

5. In the Open box, type cmd, and then click OK.

6. Type the following syntax at the command prompt to install BizTalk Server silently:

Setup.exe /s "c:\Config.xml" /INSTALLDIR "c:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server" /l "c:\temp\BTSsetup.log"
/InstallPlatform  /AutologonPassword <password>

Step 6 uses the following command line parameters:

/s is the full path to the configuration xml file used to indicate silent install

/INSTALLDIR is used to support the installation path to a different drive

/l is the name and location of the log file

/InstallPlatform installs platform prerequisites

AutologonPassword enables automatic login after rebooting your computer. This can only be used if /InstallPlatform is
also specified

Note  In order to display additional options for command line installation, type setup.exe /? at the command prompt.

Note  There should be no line break in the actual command line syntax.

Note  Windows Installer (WMI) command line options are not case-sensitive.

Note  For more information about the WMI command line options, see Microsoft Windows Help.

For more information about configuring BizTalk Server in silent mode, see "Silent Configuration" in BizTalk Server Help. To use
the documentation after you install BizTalk Server, on the Start menu, point to Programs, point to BizTalk Server, and then
click BizTalk Server Documentation.
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Uninstalling BizTalk Server 2004

When you install BizTalk Server, it adds to or changes the following files in folders other than the typical installation folders.

Caution  If you uninstall BizTalk Server, BizTalk Server does not remove many of these files from your system automatically.
You must remove them manually.

After installing BizTalk Server, it installs or updates the following files in the System folder (system32) to the latest version:

ebzboot.dll

ebzbootUI.dll

atl70.dll

mfc70.dll

mfc70u.dll

msvcp70.dll

msvcr70.dll

Use the Microsoft Windows Add/Remove Programs utility to remove Microsoft BizTalk Server.

Observe the following:

Do not remove BizTalk Server prerequisites before you remove BizTalk Server. They must be present for the process to
complete successfully.

If assemblies stored in the Global Assembly Cache (GAC) are in use when you uninstall BizTalk Server, you cannot
remove them completely. To ensure you remove all assemblies, stop all host instances from running and stop Internet
Information Services (IIS) before you uninstall BizTalk Server.

Stop and uninstall all active services.

The BizTalk Server uninstall process will not remove the maps and schemas that have been created in Visual Studio .NET
2003, or the BizTalk Server databases.

To remove BizTalk Server

1. On the Start menu, point to Settings, and then click Control Panel.

2. Click Add/Remove Programs.

3. In the Add/Remove Programs dialog box, click Microsoft BizTalk Server, and then click Remove.

4. Click Yes when prompted to confirm removal of BizTalk Server.

Note  Uninstalling BizTalk Server does not uninstall Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO). Use Add/Remove Programs
touninstall it manually. You cannot uninstall SSO if you have a dependent BizTalk Server feature installed on the same
computer.

Note  After uninstalling BizTalk Server, SSO does not function even though it appears in Add/Remove Programs.

To remove Enterprise SSO Services

1. On the Start menu, point to Settings, and then click Control Panel.

2. Click Add/Remove Programs.

3. In the Add/Remove Programs dialog box, click Microsoft Enterprise Single Sign-On, and click Remove.

4. Click Yes when prompted to confirm removal of Microsoft Enterprise SSO.

Note  If you have BizTalk Server Runtime, Development, or Administration features installed, you are not able to
uninstall the SSO Runtime or Administration components until all dependencies are removed.
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Microsoft on the Enterprise Service Bus (ESB)
Microsoft Corporation

Published: August 2005

Applies to: BizTalk Server 2004

Summary: This document provides a brief overview of the Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) category and clarifies Microsoft's
position. BizTalk Server 2004 and Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) are introduced as a solution for both large and
small customers. (5 printed pages)

The Imperative to Connect

Connecting systems and automating business processes are strong drivers to reducing costs, improving operational efficiency,
and capturing new business opportunities. For these reasons, technologies that facilitate integration are a high priority for
many technology executives.

While no single product or architecture satisfies all connected system scenarios, there are a variety of established options in
the market today including ETL (Extract Transform Load), EAI (Enterprise Application Integration), and B2B (Business to
Business) technologies. More recently, several emerging trends and technologies have expanded the potential number of
integration scenarios covered by a single product offering. These include business process management (BPM), which builds
on the existing EAI and B2B stacks with capabilities such as business activity monitoring, business process orchestration, and
rules; and Web services, which provide industry standards for secure, reliable, transacted communication across platforms.

In a tangential play to the expanding functionality of BPM and the proliferation of Web services, a number of traditional EAI
and message-oriented middleware (MOM) vendors have begun marketing products under the term "Enterprise Service Bus
(ESB)." Introduced in 2002 by Sonic Software and subsequently touted by analysts as a strategic investment, the ESB term has
in recent years permeated the IT vernacular of many organizations looking for a new "magic bullet" to the ongoing challenge
of connecting systems.

The purpose of this document is to provide a brief overview of the ESB category and to clarify Microsoft's position. While
Microsoft does not believe ESB is a stand-alone product category, customers looking to purchase an ESB will find that
Microsoft offers a significant superset of ESB functionality at competitive price points.

Defining the ESB

The recent buzz around ESBs is rivaled only by the ambiguity with which the term is defined. While Sonic Software and Gartner
originally used the term to refer to the XML-enabled SonicXQ MOM product (which was later renamed "SonicESB"), ESB has
also been used to refer to the message bus architectural integration pattern as shown in Figure 1. However, as a growing
number of companies began marketing their EAI and MOM products as ESBs, the term has generally been associated with a
class of product, rather than an architectural pattern.

Figure 1 ESB as message bus architectural integration pattern

Contrasting Definitions

Adding to the confusion around the Enterprise Service Bus are the divergent definitions of the product category:

"A Web-services-capable infrastructure that supports intelligently directed communication and mediated relationships among
loosely coupled and decoupled biz components."                                                      –Gartner Group



 

"The ESB label simply implies that a product is some type of integration middleware product that supports both MOM and
Web services protocols."

                                                                          –Burton Group

"A standards-based integration backbone, combining messaging, Web services, transformation, and intelligent
routing."                 –Sonic Software

"An enterprise platform that implements standardized interfaces for communication, connectivity, transformation, and
security."           –Fiorano Software

"To put it bluntly: If you have WebSphere MQ and other WebSphere brokers and integration servers, you have an
ESB."                  –Bob Sutor, IBM

"The Enterprise Service Bus is a uniform service integration architecture of infrastructure services that provides consistent
support to business services across a defined ecosystem. The ESB is implemented as a service oriented architecture using Web
Service interfaces."                                      –CBDI

Common Defining Characteristics

A variety of vendors now consider themselves players in the ESB space, including Sonic Software, Systinet, Tibco, Fiorano,
IONA, and others—each with their own unique definition of the term. And while there is no industry-standard definition of the
ESB, a common set of characteristics apply to many of the products in this category:

Brokered communication. The basic function of an ESB is to send data between processes on the same or different
computers. Like message-oriented middleware, the ESB uses a software intermediary between the sender and the
receiver, providing a brokered communication between them.
Address indirection and intelligent routing. ESBs typically include some type of repository used to resolve service
addresses at run time. They also typically are capable of routing messages based on a predefined set of criteria.
Basic Web services support. A growing number of ESBs support basic Web services standards including SOAP and
WSDL as well as foundational standards such as TCP/IP and XML.
Endpoint metadata. ESBs typically maintain metadata that documents service interfaces and message schemas.

Some ESB vendors offer additional features including message transformation, validation, logging, and auditing.

While many ESB vendors position their product as a single solution that solves all integration needs, an ESB product rarely
delivers a single solution for enterprise-wide integration. In addition, a growing number of industry influentials are positioning
ESBs as a tactical investment in a transitory EAI market:

"Once WS-ReliableMessaging and other key Web services framework standards are universally implemented, the need for
vendor-proprietary ESB protocol stacks will wither away."                                           -Burton Group

Customers looking for Java-based solutions often see ESBs as attractively priced subsets of full integration servers from the
traditional platform vendors. The combination of lesser functionality at lower price point may be initially attractive. Most ESBs
provide no support for business process, and while many customers use ESB-like functionality in their first projects, many
customers wish to extend their successful solutions to include BPM—which is not possible with ESB. Additionally many ESBs
do support open standards but require installation of the vendor-proprietary software on all hardware that interacts with the
ESB. This approach is intrusive to existing investments and also potentially expensive. Instead of searching for a magic
integration bullet as many ESBs claim to be, customers should seek out a comprehensive integration solution—one built on a
foundation of industry-standard Web services and incorporating the full spectrum of integration capabilities, including those
provided by ESBs as well as business activity monitoring, business process orchestration, and business rules.

The Microsoft Solution

In recent years, Microsoft has continued its leadership in both the Web services and the integration markets, achieving leading
vendor status in Gartner Group's Web services and integration backbone Magic Quadrants. Rather than offer a product
marketed as an ESB, Microsoft provides integration technologies that provide a significant superset of ESB functionality with
better value.

Microsoft's offering in this space is focused around BizTalk Server, an integration and business process server, and Windows
Communication Foundation, a framework for building secure, reliable Web services.

BizTalk Server 2004

BizTalk Server 2004 is an integration and business process server. It enables decoupled integration with a wide range of
systems from MSMQ and MQSeries to SAP, Web services, and many more systems using a distributed hub-and-spoke
topology similar to that of an ESB. Built on top of a persisted bus-like architecture, BizTalk Server provides for all the
capabilities of traditional ESBs. In addition, BizTalk Server delivers full support for business process, business activity



 

monitoring, and business rules with built-in management and deployment of connected systems.

BizTalk Server 2004 provides complete support for business processes including nested processes, long-running transactions,
simplified correlation, and flexible mapping between messages.

With Business Activity Monitoring, business analysts can define which business data to collect and how to interpret it. Users
can view business activities and perform everyday business operations. BizTalk Server can track the status of each instance of a
process, and summarize them across processes for a non-technical user in an Excel Workbook hosted on a Windows
SharePoint Services site.

With BizTalk Server 2004, customers can manage relationships with thousands of trading partners. A logical separation of
relationships from processes increases reusability, enabling customers to easily configure new trading partners and handle a
great variety of data formats.

With a range of price points based on the size and needs of the customer (including BizTalk Server Partner Edition at $1000
USD), BizTalk Server provides dramatically greater value when compared to the traditional ESB vendors. Customers choosing
BizTalk Server may choose to deploy solutions using only the ESB-like functionality or they may choose to deploy solutions
using the complete BPM functionality. With a consistent architecture, there is no second product acquisition and learning cycle
required, and customers pay for the CPUs they have deployed. For more information about BizTalk Server, click here.

Windows Communication Foundation

Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) is Microsoft's next-generation Web services technology that provides a highly
productive framework for building secure, reliable, and interoperable software based on industry standards. WCF extends the
.NET Framework 2.0 with additional functionality, enabling the more than six million Visual Studio developers worldwide to
build connected systems using the programming languages they already know. This results in less complexity for developers,
fewer components to be managed by IT professionals, reduced training for both, and ultimately significant cost savings for the
organization.

While a growing number of ESBs are supporting Web services standards to remain competitive, WCF provides the broadest
support for the WS-* specifications—maximizing customers' ability to interoperate with a broad range of systems in a
heterogeneous environment. In its first release, WCF will support the following WS-* specifications: SOAP, WSDL, WS-
Addressing, MTOM, WS-Policy, WS-Security, WS-Trust, WS-SecureConversation, WS-ReliableMessaging, WS-
AtomicTransaction, and WS-Coordination, as well as the foundational specifications of XML, XSD, and XPath.

In addition to broad support of the WS-* architecture, WCF provides a unified framework for rapidly building Web services.
The WCF programming model combines the capabilities of today's distributed application development technologies including
ASP.NET Web services (ASMX), Web Services Enhancements (WSE), .NET Enterprise Services, .NET Remoting, and MSMQ—
enabling developers to build distributed applications with a range of communication requirements using a familiar
programming language and development environment. In contrast, ESBs typically rely on a fragmented approach to
integrating applications that requires writing snippets of Java and JavaScript along with XSLT, XML schemas, and WSDL files.

WCF is delivered as a core subsystem of Windows Vista and will also be made available on Windows XP and Windows Server
2003. For more information about WCF, click here.

The Combination of BizTalk Server and Windows Communication Foundation

While BizTalk Server and WCF each provide significant value on their own, the combination of these technologies provides the
broadest spectrum of connected systems scenarios—both brokered and unbrokered using open standard protocols. BizTalk
Server provides business process orchestration, message transformation, and business activity monitoring through designers
and visual tools while WCF provides a unified framework for building secure, reliable, transacted Web services.

Moving forward, the integration between BizTalk Server and WCF will be even more seamless. In the next major release of
BizTalk Server slotted for 2006, BizTalk Server will provide a community-supported WCF adapter that enables WCF services to
be incorporated into business process orchestrations. An early release of this adapter is available here. Just as ASMX and WSE
provide BizTalk Server Web services capabilities today, subsequent releases of BizTalk Server will build directly on WCF to
provide secure, reliable, transacted Web services support as a core component of BizTalk Server.

Summary

In recent years, the ESB has become a new segment in the EAI market that attempts to address the intersection of Web services
and traditional message-oriented middleware (MOM). ESBs are a transitional technology that does not address the broad
range of integration scenarios required by enterprises today.

Microsoft believes in delivering integration solutions that go beyond the ESB—satisfying the broad range of customer
requirements for messaging, including message validation and transformation, business process orchestration and
management, business activity monitoring, and business rules management—all built on a foundation of industry-standard
interoperable Web services. Through the use of BizTalk Server, WCF, and the broad Windows platform, customers receive a

http://www.microsoft.com/biztalk/default.mspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/Longhorn/understanding/pillars/Indigo/default.aspx
http://www.gotdotnet.com/workspaces/license.aspx?id=1c64b087-e0ac-477a-8cf3-43f98fc231ad&retUrl=/workspaces/applyjoin.aspx?id=1c64b087-e0ac-477a-8cf3-43f98fc231ad


broader set of functionality at economical price points that fit the requirements of customers large and small.



 

 

Risk Scoring with BizTalk Server 2004 and the Business Rules
Framework

Microsoft Corporation

March 2005

Applies to: BizTalk Server 2004

Summary: "Risk Scoring with BizTalk Server 2004 and the Business Rules Framework" presents an example BizTalk solution in
which an insurance company uses the Business Rules Framework to create a risk profile for qualifying applicants. (21 printed
pages)

Download sample code here

Overview

The Business Rules Framework, supplied with BizTalk Server 2004, is a technology that enables you to build, test, and deploy
flexible rules that support your business processes. This article takes a hands-on, "how-to" approach and gives you some
background regarding the Business Rules Framework before walking through the component parts of an example solution.
The business scenario presented here is just an example – the technology and principles discussed throughout this article are
applicable to a very wide range of applications and scenarios.

This article assumes that the reader is reasonably familiar with BizTalk Server 2004 and Visual C#. Code samples in this article
are presented in C# but the code that accompanies the article includes both C# and Microsoft® Visual Basic®. No familiarity
with the Business Rules Framework is assumed. This article explores an example risk-scoring process that we need to integrate
into a larger BizTalk Server application. A fictional insurance company uses this risk-scoring process to create a view of each
potential insurance applicant. This view is called a risk profile and it categorizes and scores different types of risk based on
what is known about the applicant. The insurance company could then use this risk profile to calculate how much to charge for
an insurance policy.

Our BizTalk Server application will provide an input XML document that contains information about an applicant that they
provided when they first applied for insurance. We need to apply a set of business rules to this document to identify a set of
risk factors that we can then use to build our risk profile. A risk factor identifies a category of risk with a score against it to
indicate how significant that particular risk appears to be. For example, we might have a risk factor for health with a score that
indicates the extent to which the applicant's health appears to be a risk. Our output risk profile is built as an XML document
that will subsequently be processed by the rest of our BizTalk Server application.

Flexibility is an important requirement for our system. Business rules change frequently, so we need a way to rapidly put new
or modified rules into production. We also need to enable our business analysts to work directly with our business rules – we
don't want to tie up developers for a long time just to change a parameter value for one of our rules.

A key point to recognize at this early stage is the need to work with two different XML documents - input details about the
applicant and an output risk profile - and the need to dynamically modify the contents of the risk profile document as we apply
our business rules. We need to do something more than simply assigning values to pre-existing elements in an XML
document. Dynamically modifying an XML document usually requires knowledge about things like XPath and DOM objects
and so is typically in the developer's domain. We need to enable business analysts to do this by encapsulating the XML
manipulation functionality that we need inside something that lets them focus on the business process.

The Business Rules Framework

The Business Rules Framework is a technology supplied with BizTalk Server 2004 aimed at the kind of scenario described
above. It is made up of a number of .NET components, tools, and wizards that provide design-time support for building
business rules as well as a runtime environment for executing your rules. After you have defined and tested a set of rules, it is
easy to integrate them into a BizTalk orchestration or even call them directly from your own .NET applications.

Before digging into the technology, I want to say a little about the motivations behind the Business Rules Framework. Every
business process needs rules. When you' apply for a loan, pay for groceries at your local supermarket, or check in at an airport,
you are part of a business process that uses specific criteria to decide an appropriate outcome. Traditionally, these rules have
been developed as procedural code in languages like Microsoft® Visual Basic®. Unfortunately, this approach can have some
significant downsides.

Developing and testing this kind of procedural code requires developers to translate the requirements identified by business
analysts into a form that their chosen language can understand. Coding complex, interrelated rules can be a tricky business
and once your rules are encapsulated in code they can be hard for non-developers to understand. After it is deployed, it is very

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=43825


likely that your business rules will need to change over time. The effort involved in modifying, re-testing and then redeploying
your business rules can be significant and doesn't fit well with today's vision of the agile business.

The Business Rules Framework takes a very different approach. The business rules that it executes are defined declaratively
without a need for procedural instructions. As a result, the rules that you define are much closer to the way that they were
originally envisioned by a business analyst. To make rule development accessible to more people in your organization, a
straightforward graphical user interface is provided for rule creation and management. This tool allows you to focus on what
your rules need to achieve rather than dealing with complex implementation detail. At runtime, a sophisticated forward-
chaining inference engine processes your rules and takes the actions that you specified.

At this point we need to introduce some terminology and fundamental concepts. The Business Rules Framework is based on
facts, vocabulary, definitions, and policy. Facts are the entities that your rules consume and manipulate – examples include an
element that appears in an XML document, a column in a database table, or even a method exposed by a .NET component. A
vocabulary is a collection of facts, and its purpose is both to apply meaningful, user-defined definition names to those facts and
to provide a unit of versioning. Vocabulary definitions provide a neat level of abstraction that keeps procedural detail (for
example, the SQL statement needed to provide a value from a database) separate from the definition names you refer to when
writing your rules. You can use the same vocabulary across many different rules and rule sets.

We've referred to 'rules' many times so far without really defining what they are. In terms of the Business Rules Framework, a
rule is a statement that defines the behavior of one aspect of a business process. For example, you might have a rule that says
"If the loan applicant has a credit rating of 'good' then immediately approve the loan." This example rule shows us that rules
are made up of facts, conditions and actions.

Fact: loan applicant's credit rating

Condition: credit rating is equal to 'good'

Action: immediately approve the loan

Conditions always evaluate either to true or false based on one or more predicates being applied to facts. In this case, the
predicate is "is equal to". You can combine predicates with the logical conjunctions AND, OR, and NOT to build up complex
conditions. Actions define what happens when your condition evaluates to true.

The last term that we need to define is policy. A policy is a set of rules, packaged and versioned as a unit. Policies are what you
develop, test, and deploy when working with the Business Rules Framework. When you publish a version of your policy it can
not be changed. This makes it easy to manage well-defined versions that contain consistent, predictable behavior. One final -
and really important - thing that about policy is that you can update a policy in your production environment without needing
to recompile and redeploy the BizTalk orchestrations that make use of it. Your BizTalk Server application will start using the
new version in near real-time without any downtime.

Here's a brief rundown of the software pieces that make up the Business Rules Framework:

Business Rules Composer: This application enables you to define vocabularies and build and test rules. The rule-building
experience is as simple as dragging and dropping facts and setting properties. You can also publish and deploy policies from
here.

Rules Engine Deployment Wizard: Vocabularies and policies are stored in a SQL Server rule store database. To help you
move a vocabulary or policy to another computer, this wizard provides import/export functionality. You can also deploy or
undeploy a policy.

Rules Engine: This is the runtime engine that processes your policies. The engine evaluates rules, based on their facts, and
decides which actions need to be executed. It also supports complexities like dealing with forward chaining. Forward chaining
refers to the situation where your rule conditions modify the facts used in your policy; as the underlying facts change, the
engine determines when it needs to re-evaluate your rule conditions.

The rules engine is implemented as a standalone .NET component. It can be called from inside BizTalk Serveror loaded into a
process of your choice via a comprehensive API. With this is mind, you can install the rules engine on its own using the BizTalk
Server 2004 installer or as part of a larger BizTalk Server installation.

This paper does not go into too much more technical detail about the Business Rules Framework because the SDK
documentation does a great job of providing that. See http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=42042 for more detail.

Building Our Vocabulary

The first thing we need to do is to identify the facts involved in our business scenario. We have four key facts – our input XML
document that contains applicant details, our output XML document that contains our applicant's risk profile, and two .NET
components. Let's look at each of these in turn.

This scenario presents an entirely fictional process for a fictional company and works on data relating to fictional people. The
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data and business rules are kept simple – the important thing that we're examining here is the way that the tools and
technologies can be used, not the intricacies of our fictional insurance company's business processes, or the XML schemas that
they could involve.

Input XML Document

This document represents pertinent details about our applicant. The schema is very simple and contains some of the details
that our fictional company could have captured on an application form. If you're not familiar with it, the <annotation> element
that appears in the schema is being used here to distinguish one of the elements specified in the schema. Distinguishing an
element makes it simpler to work with in expressions that appear in a BizTalk orchestration.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-16"?>
<xs:schema xmlns="http://RiskScoring" xmlns:b="http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003" e
lementFormDefault="qualified" targetNamespace="http://RiskScoring" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.
org/2001/XMLSchema">
  <xs:element name="ApplicantDetails">
    <xs:annotation>
      <xs:appinfo>
        <b:properties>
          <b:property distinguished="true" xpath="/*[local-name()='ApplicantDetails' and na
mespace-uri()='http://RiskScoring']/*[local-name()='ApplicationID' and namespace-uri()='htt
p://RiskScoring']" />
        </b:properties>
      </xs:appinfo>
    </xs:annotation>
    <xs:complexType>
      <xs:sequence>
        <xs:element name="ApplicationID" type="xs:long" />
        <xs:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" name="PersonalDetails">
          <xs:complexType>
            <xs:sequence>
              <xs:element name="Name" type="xs:string" />
              <xs:element name="Age" type="xs:int" />
              <xs:element name="CurrentHealth" type="HealthStatus" />
            </xs:sequence>
          </xs:complexType>
        </xs:element>
        <xs:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" name="Interests">
          <xs:complexType>
            <xs:sequence>
              <xs:element name="LionTaming" type="xs:boolean" />
              <xs:element name="Reading" type="xs:boolean" />
              <xs:element name="ExtremeSports" type="xs:boolean" />
              <xs:element name="WatchingTV" type="xs:boolean" />
              <xs:element name="BearWrestling" type="xs:boolean" />
            </xs:sequence>
          </xs:complexType>
        </xs:element>
        <xs:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" name="FinancialDetails">
          <xs:complexType>
            <xs:sequence>
              <xs:element name="NumTimesBankrupt" type="xs:int" />
              <xs:element name="AnnualIncome" type="xs:int" />
              <xs:element name="AnnualExpenditure" type="xs:int" />
              <xs:element name="OwnProperty" type="xs:boolean" />
            </xs:sequence>
          </xs:complexType>
        </xs:element>
      </xs:sequence>
    </xs:complexType>
  </xs:element>
  <xs:simpleType name="HealthStatus">
    <xs:restriction base="xs:string">
      <xs:enumeration value="Great" />
      <xs:enumeration value="OK" />
      <xs:enumeration value="Poor" />
    </xs:restriction>



Below is an example instance document, belonging to a fairly risky-looking applicant, which conforms to this schema:

Output XML document

This document represents the output from our risk scoring rules. This document is a risk profile, detailing risk by category –
our application can then use this risk profile to decide how much we should charge for insurance (or maybe whether we
should insure the applicant at all!). We capture information about perceived risk organized by category (personal information,
financial details and applicant's interests) with subtotals at each category level and a grand total that adds each subtotal
together.

An important thing to note about our schema is that the score for each risk category needs to be built up incrementally as our
rules get processed. Each rule adds or subtracts a value to the category that it relates to and adds an element into the relevant
<Details> section to provide both an audit trail and commentary on the score adjustment. As rules execute, the risk scores in
each category (and the corresponding totals) move up and down. As you can see, the risk profile needs to be constructed in a
very dynamic manner. Finally, note that in our scenario a higher score in any risk profile category indicates higher risk.

Here's the schema for our risk profile:

  </xs:simpleType>
</xs:schema>

<ns0:ApplicantDetails xmlns:ns0="http://RiskScoring">
  <ns0:ApplicationID>10</ns0:ApplicationID>
  <ns0:PersonalDetails>
    <ns0:Name>John Dangerlover</ns0:Name>
    <ns0:Age>99</ns0:Age>
    <ns0:CurrentHealth>Poor</ns0:CurrentHealth>
  </ns0:PersonalDetails>
  <ns0:Interests>
    <ns0:LionTaming>true</ns0:LionTaming>
    <ns0:Reading>true</ns0:Reading>
    <ns0:ExtremeSports>true</ns0:ExtremeSports>
    <ns0:WatchingTV>true</ns0:WatchingTV>
    <ns0:BearWrestling>true</ns0:BearWrestling>
  </ns0:Interests>
  <ns0:FinancialDetails>
    <ns0:NumTimesBankrupt>10</ns0:NumTimesBankrupt>
    <ns0:AnnualIncome>1000</ns0:AnnualIncome>
    <ns0:AnnualExpenditure>10000</ns0:AnnualExpenditure>
    <ns0:OwnProperty>false</ns0:OwnProperty>
  </ns0:FinancialDetails>
</ns0:ApplicantDetails>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-16"?>
<xs:schema xmlns="http://RiskScoring" xmlns:b="http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003" e
lementFormDefault="qualified" targetNamespace="http://RiskScoring" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.
org/2001/XMLSchema">
  <xs:element name="RiskProfile">
    <xs:complexType>
      <xs:sequence>
        <xs:element name="ApplicationID" type="xs:long" />
        <xs:element name="OverallRisk" type="xs:int" />
        <xs:element name="DateCreated" type="xs:dateTime" />
        <xs:element name="RiskElements">
          <xs:complexType>
            <xs:sequence>
              <xs:element name="Personal" type="RiskElement"/>
              <xs:element name="Financial" type="RiskElement" />
              <xs:element name="Interests" type="RiskElement" />
            </xs:sequence>
          </xs:complexType>
        </xs:element>



And here's an example risk profile instance document:

The final two facts that we need are two .NET components. Being able to incorporate .NET components into your rules as facts
is an important feature that significantly increases the rules' flexibility. Rather than just working on static data, this feature
allows your rules to interact with instances of your components – reading and writing properties, calling methods – to provide
a programmable and dynamic element to your business rules. Our rules make use of two .NET components.

RiskProfileHelper Component

This component helps us build our output risk profile document. Why do we need a .NET component here at all? Well, if you've
already played with the Business Rules Composer you will have seen that it makes it very easy for us to create rules that assign
values to elements in a pre-existing XML document. However, our scenario is more complex than that. We need to dynamically
alter the score of our risk elements as our rules are invoked, and also dynamically add new detail elements to our risk profile.
Our component will do this for us, allowing our business analysts to define rules that perform this dynamic work without
exposing them to any of the complexities involved in XML manipulation. Our component will also provide some other
functionality like creating an empty risk profile document for our rules to work on and exposing the risk profile document to
calling code. Let's take a quick look at the key members of this component in a little more detail.

Public RiskProfile RiskProfileDocument

This is a public property that exposes the risk profile document that we're working on. The type of this property is RiskProfile –
this is a type generated for us by running xsd.exe against our risk profile schema. If you've never used it before, xsd.exe is a
great way to leverage the .NET XML serializer to provide classes (or DataSets) that you can code against rather than having to
directly manipulate XML. These classes are already decorated with everything they need to neatly serialize back into XML of the
correct structure. Most developers find working with a class much more straightforward than working with XML, especially

      </xs:sequence>
    </xs:complexType>
  </xs:element>
  <xs:complexType name="RiskElement">
    <xs:sequence>
      <xs:element name="Details">
        <xs:complexType>
          <xs:sequence minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="10">
            <xs:element name="Detail" type="xs:string" />
          </xs:sequence>
        </xs:complexType>
      </xs:element>
    </xs:sequence>
    <xs:attribute name="Score" type="xs:int" />
  </xs:complexType>
</xs:schema>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-16"?>
<RiskProfile xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001
/XMLSchema-instance" xmlns="http://RiskScoring">
<ApplicationID>10</ApplicationID>
<OverallRisk>1000</OverallRisk>
<DateCreated>2004-11-26T16:22:01.2775888-08:00</DateCreated>
<RiskElements>
<Personal Score="0">
<Details />
</Personal>
<Financial Score="1000"> 
<Details>
<Detail>Applicant failed credit check</Detail>
</Details>
</Financial>
<Interests Score="0">
<Details />
</Interests>
</RiskElements>
</RiskProfile>



when you factor in Microsoft® IntellliSense® support in Visual Studio.

public void AddRisk(RiskCategory category, int scoreAdjustment, string detail)

The purpose of this method is to update our risk profile by adjusting the score of the relevant category by the specified value
and also adding a new detail element to the relevant section.

private void SaveRiskProfileToFile(string filePath)

This method does just what you would expect – it serializes the risk profile out to a file. The ability to see the risk profile
document will be very useful when we test our scoring rules.

A couple of other points of interest about this class:

The class includes a finalizer. It is not a good idea to include a finalizer unless you really need one, but this is included as
a debug-only way of ensuring that the class always saves the risk profile out to a file for inspection. This option means
that we don't need to pollute our policy with a special low-priority rule to call this method. When the code is built in
release mode, the finalizer disappears.
The class includes a private ArrayList for each set of RiskElements/*/Details/Detail elements. When the document is
requested using the RiskProfileDocument property, these ArrayLists are used to populate the corresponding arrays in the
returned RiskProfile object. I did this because ArrayLists are a better fit for this situation – we know we will need to
dynamically re-dimension our set of detail elements every time we call AddRisk(). Doing this against a regular Array
would introduce an unnecessary overhead. An ArrayList allows us to grow our set of elements as required and only
manipulate the regular arrays on our RiskProfile object when we need to.

CreditCheck Component

The final piece of our vocabulary is this second .NET component. This simple component represents some credit-scoring
functionality that our rules need to call on. In this example the logic is some very simple local code – in a real system this
component would call out to a real credit-scoring service, perhaps via a web service. The class has two key members:

public Status CurrentStatus

This is a read-only property that exposes a credit score status. The value of the status is selected from an enumeration exposed
by the class. The status is initially set to NotChecked. Following credit scoring, this status is set to either CheckedOK or
CheckedReject.

public void CheckCredit(int annualIncome, int annualExpenditure, int numberTimesBankrupt)

This method uses some simple credit-scoring logic to update the current status.

For convenience, both the RiskProfileHelper and CreditCheck classes are in the same project. This C# version of this project has
a post-build event to install the output assembly into the Global Assembly Cache. We need our assembly to be installed here
so that we can incorporate it into our vocabulary. If you are using the Visual Basic .NET version of the code, a batch file is
provided to install the assembly into the GAC. Note that you may need to tweak the path used by either the post-build event or
the batch file to point to the correct location of gacutil.exe on your development machine.

Putting the Vocabulary Together

To actually build our vocabulary we'll be using the Business Rules Composer. The user interface to do this is very
straightforward. Here are the basic steps:

1. Open up the Business Rules Composer.
2. Connect to your local BizTalk Rules Engine database (the default name is BizTalkRuleEngineDb).
3. Select the Vocabularies tab in the Facts Explorer window.
4. Right-click on the Vocabularies folder and select Add New Vocabulary.
5. Give the vocabulary the name RiskScoring

Alternatively, the code for this article includes a completed vocabulary file – if you don't want to build the vocabulary for
yourself, feel free to import the completed vocabulary via the Rules Engine Deployment Wizard. There is more information
about using this tool later in this paper.

It is important to know that facts don't actually need to belong to a vocabulary. You are free to add facts via the Facts Explorer
window and use them in a rule without adding them to a vocabulary first. On the other hand, a published vocabulary provides
you with an immutable and reusable set of constraints and facts with user-friendly names. It is usually worth the effort
involved to create a vocabulary, we will do that for our scenario in this paper.

We now have a vocabulary to hold our facts. Our facts will be a combination of elements from our applicant details schema as



well as members from our two .NET components. These instructions assume that you are using the schema files included with
this article's code and that you have already installed the RiskScoringHelper assembly into your local Global Assembly Cache.
You can do this either by building the assembly - if you're using the C# code - or by running the supplied batch file
corresponding to either the C# or VB.NET version of the code.

First, let's add the facts drawn from applicant details schema elements. By adding each element to our vocabulary we can
provide an aliased name that will allow our users to focus on using the data in their business rules rather than dealing with any
XPath:

1. Right-click on your vocabulary and select Add New Definition.
The Vocabulary Definition Wizard appears.

2. Select XML Document Element or Attribute and then click Next.
3. Click the Browse button and navigate to ApplicantDetails.xsd.
4. Expand the root ApplicantDetails element and then expand the child PersonalDetails element. Next, select the Age

element and then click OK
5. Update the Definition Name to Applicant's age.
6. Update the Document Type to RiskScoringSchemas.ApplicantDetails. 

This ensures that the schema has the same type as the corresponding message in the BizTalk Server application that we
will see later in the paper.

7. Select the Perform "Get" operation radio button. We will be reading only this value.
8. Ensure that the Display Name is the same as the Definition Name.
9. Click Finish.

We need to repeat the steps above for the remaining schema elements that we will be referencing in our rules. The following
table shows the complete set of elements that need to be added to our vocabulary.

Table 1 Vocabulary elements
Fact name Schema element

Applicant's age /PersonalDetails/Age

Applicant's current health status /PersonalDetails/CurrentHealth

Applicant's interests include reading /Interests/Reading

Applicant's interests include lion taming /Interests/LionTaming

Applicant's interests include extreme sports /Interests/ExtremeSports

Applicant's interests include wrestling bears /Interests/BearWrestling

Applicant's annual income /FinancialDetails/AnnualIncome

Applicant's annual expenditure /FinancialDetails/AnnualExpenditure

The number of times that the applicant has been declared bankrupt /FinancialDetails/NumTimesBankrupt

The second type of fact that we need to add to our vocabulary are the members from our .NET components that we will be
using in our rules.

1. Right-click your vocabulary and select Add New Definition.
2. The Vocabulary Definition Wizard appears. This time, select .NET Class or Class and then click Next.
3. Click Browse and then scroll down the list of assemblies. Select RiskScoring.RiskScoringHelper and click OK.
4. A dialog box now prompts us for the class or member that we need to expose as a fact. Select the

RiskProfileHelper.AddRisk() method and click OK.
5. Update the Definition Name to Update risk profile and then click Next.
6. This wizard step lets us define how parameters are handled. Leave the Step 1 section as it is. In the Step 2 section we can

control how the fact appears when it's added to a rule. Update the string here from the default to a more user-friendly



 

"Update risk profile using category = {0} score adjustment = {1} risk detail = {2}".
7. Click Finish.

We need to repeat steps 1 to 7 for the following .NET component members

CreditCheck.CurrentStatus property (definition name = "Credit check status", no need to specify display format string).
Note that this property appears as "get_CurrentStatus" in the binding selection dialog.
CreditCheck.CheckCredit() method (definition name = "Run credit check", display format string = "Run credit check
using income = {0} expenditure = {1} number of times bankrupt = {2}")

The last item that we need to add is a reference to an instance of our CreditCheck component. We will need this fact later on to
provide a parameter to a rule engine control function in one of our more complex rules. Repeat steps 1 to 7, adding the
CreditCheck class itself as a fact with a definition name of "CreditCheck".

Finally, we need to save and publish our new vocabulary. Right-click on your vocabulary and select Save. Then right-click it
again and select Publish.

We now have everything we need to start building our rules.

Building Our Policy

As discussed earlier, rules are grouped into policies. Our policy will contain six rules that we want to run against every set of
applicant details to produce a risk profile. Over time, we expect these rules to be modified – not just tweaks to parameters, but
also new rules added and existing rules removed. The Business Rules Composer makes this easy to achieve without becoming
involved in software development.

The code for this article includes a completed policy file – if you don't want to build the rules for yourself, you can import the
policy using the Rules Engine Deployment Wizard.

Before we start adding rules, we need a policy to contain them.

To create a new policy:

1. Open the Business Rules Composer.
2. Connect to your local BizTalk rules engine database (default name is BizTalkRuleEngineDb).
3. Select the Policies folder in the Policy Explorer Window.
4. Right-click on the Policies folder and select Add New Policy.
5. Rename the new policy RiskScoring.

This creates version 1.0 of your policy. The first three rules that we need to build are detailed below. The rules appear here as
they appear in the Business Rules Composer.

Rule: AgedOver70

IF

Applicant's age is greater than 70

THEN

Update risk profile using category = Personal score adjustment = 10 risk detail = Applicant is aged over 70

Rule: PoorHealth

IF

Applicant's current health status is equal to Poor

THEN

Update risk profile using category = Personal score adjustment = 10 risk detail = Applicant is in poor health

Name: ReadingReward

IF

Applicant's interests include reading is equal to true

THEN

Update risk profile using category = Interests score adjustment = -10 risk detail = Applicant is a reader



These rules are pretty straightforward. Our risk scoring process requires a number of basic rules that check values in the input
document and then add or subtract risk values based on what we find. The first two rules add some risk if the applicant is aged
over 70 or in poor health. The final rule rewards the applicant for being a reader by reducing the perceived risk. As you can see,
these rules are very declarative and very different from writing regular procedural code.

An interesting point regarding all of our rules is that although they are completely independent from each other they also work
together with our RiskProfileHelper to build up an overall picture of risk. For example, we don't need to add a new rule that
looks for applicants over 70 who are also in poor health because in that circumstance both of our two more granular rules
(AgedOver70 and PoorHealth) will increment the overall risk score. Of course, if we wanted to do something different in that
circumstance we could just add a new combined rule.

For each of the rules above, we check the value of an element in the input document and if it meets our specified criteria we
call our "Update risk profile" fact. The procedure to build each of these rules is essentially the same (apart from the specific
data elements and parameter values involved, of course) so only the building of the first rule is described in detail.

1. Right-click the RiskScoring Version 1.0 policy folder and select Add New Rule.
2. Rename the rule to AgedOver70.
3. Right-click the Conditions area on the right-hand pane and select Predicates | GreaterThan.

We now need to populate each side of the predicate.
4. Select the Vocabulary tab in the Facts Explorer window
5. Drag the Applicant's age fact across onto the argument1 area of our rule.
6. Click on the argument2 area and type 70.

We now need to add an action.

1. Drag the Update risk profile fact across to the Actions area of our rule.
2. Fill in the parameters with the required values: category = Personal, score adjustment = 10, risk detail = Applicant

is aged over 70.
3. Save the changes to your policy by clicking the Save All toolbar icon or by right-clicking the policy and selecting Save.

The next 3 rules are more complex and highlight a couple of additional rules engine features.

Rule: TooManyDangerousInterests

IF

Applicant's interests include lion taming is equal to true

AND

Applicant's interests include extreme sports is equal to true

AND

Applicant's interests include wrestling bears is equal to true

THEN

Update risk profile using category = Interests score adjustment = 100 risk detail = Too many dangerous interests

Rule: RequireCreditCheck

IF

The number of times that the applicant has been declared bankrupt is greater than 0

THEN

Run credit check using income = Applicant's annual income expenditure = Applicant's annual expenditure number of times
bankrupt = The number of times the applicant has been declared bankrupt

update CreditCheck

Rule: FailedCreditCheck

IF

Credit check status is equal to CheckedReject

THEN



Update risk profile using category = Financial score adjustment = 100 risk detail = Applicant failed credit check

halt and clear all rule firings

This paper does not go into step-by-step detail on how to build these rules – the supplied code contains the full policy which
you can import using the Business Rules Deployment Wizard. If you decide to build the rules for yourself, here are a few tips
that you may find helpful:

If a rule has multiple actions, you can change their order by right-clicking an action and then selecting Move up or Move
down. You may be interested to know that action ordering isn't actually significant for this policy. This is because engine
control functions always execute last no matter where they are placed in the action block. If we had rules with several of
our own actions then correct ordering could be important.
When you are setting up the right-hand side condition for the FailedCreditCheck rule, you may find that the Business
Rules Composer does not initially provide you with the values from the Status enumeration. If this happens, set the value
to 2 (the correct underlying value) and then close and re-open the Business Rules Composer. The value should now have
changed from 2 to CheckedReject.

The TooManyDangerousInterests rule demonstrates the use of logical AND operators to build up a more complex rule. Our
fictional company is happy for applicants to have one or two dangerous ways of spending their leisure time, but involvement
in all three is just too many. The Business Rule Composer makes it easy to graphically construct this logic. If you right-click on
the Conditions area of your rule there are options to add logical AND, OR and NOT operators to your rule condition. You can
then add the predicate statements we saw earlier - equal to, greater than, and so on – by right-clicking on the new logical
operator to create the required condition.

The last two rules are interrelated. RequireCreditCheck is the only rule we have that doesn't use the "Update risk profile" fact.
The aim of this rule is to perform a credit check if we detect that the applicant has a value greater than zero in their
NumTimesBankrupt element. To perform a credit check we need to call the CheckCredit() method exposed by our CreditCheck
component. This call applies some simple logic and updates the current credit check status exposed by the component. Access
to the CheckCredit() method in our vocabulary is through the "Run credit check" fact.

The CreditCheck component is also involved in the last rule. FailedCreditCheck looks at the CurrentStatus property of our
CreditCheck instance – using the "Credit check status" fact - to find out whether or not the applicant has failed a credit check; if
so, a large risk value is added to our risk profile. In fact, our fictional company takes a failed credit check so seriously that we
want to stop processing rules at this point. This could be because, regardless of the overall risk score, the business process that
handles the risk profile document will handle an application differently if the applicant fails a credit check. In this situation
there's no need to continue processing our business rules.

Business Rules Framework Features

The rules described above make use of two interesting rules engine features. The simplest of these is the ability to halt rules
processing. This is achieved by adding "halt and clear" as a second action to the FailedCreditCheck rule. Rules can have
multiple actions, just as they can have multiple evaluation conditions. Halt can work in two different ways – you can either halt
and leave the agenda as it is, or halt and also clear out the agenda. In our scenario the net result would be the same with either
option. However, if you were running the rules engine directly from your own code you could see a difference in behavior. The
second interesting feature is making use of the Update action to influence the rules that get executed. At this point you're
probably wondering what the "agenda" refers to and exactly what the Update action is for. To explain this, let's take a brief look
at how the rules engine actually processes your rules.

The rules engine executes your rules by moving through three stages – match, conflict resolution and then action. Matching
involves looking for rules that could be invoked based on their conditions. The engine is smart enough to calculate conditions
that appear in several rules only once and sometimes stores partial matches to speed up future matching work. At the end of
the matching phase, all of the actions that could be invoked based on the current set of available facts are added to a list called
the agenda.

Conflict resolution is about determining the order in which actions on the agenda should be invoked. You can influence the
ordering here by assigning priority values to your rules. All rules have a default priority of zero but you can increase or
decrease this as required. The ordering of your actions is significant because the execution of an action can influence the
subsequent execution of the rules engine. For example, this is how the credit check rules in our example work. When
RequireCreditCheck is invoked, it may or may not result in a change to the state of our CreditCheck component that, in turn,
invokes the FailedCreditCheck rule. This feature is called forward chaining. The powerful thing about this is that we don't need
to explicitly tell the engine to run one rule before another – this happens automatically based on the facts available during the
matching phase.

In our scenario we want to avoid processing any further rules if we find that the applicant requires and subsequently fails a
credit check. To achieve this we can set the priority of the RequireCreditCheck rule to 100 to ensure that it gets processed first
if the applicant data meets the specified conditions. If this rule triggers a credit check that fails, we want to ensure that the



 

FailedCreditCheck rules are invoked next. Again, we can increase the priority of this rule to 50 ensure that this happens. The
absolute priority values used here are not significant; what's important is that they are both higher than the default of 0 and
that RequireCreditCheck has a higher value than FailedCreditCheck.

The final phase is action. This involves executing the actions that belong to the selected rule. Some actions don't modify the
state that the rules engine is working on. An example here would be the calls to AddRisk() via our "Update risk profile" fact.
Calling this method doesn't influence the rule that we need to call next. On the other hand, as we just saw, the CheckCredit()
method can influence the state of the rules engine. In this case, we need to tell the rules engine that something could have
changed about the underlying CreditCheck instance, and that it needs to re-examine it to see if any other rules should now be
invoked. We do this by adding an Update action to the RequireCreditCheck rule, passing the CreditCheck fact as a parameter.

The match-conflict resolution-action pattern is repeated until there are no more rules that should be invoked. To dig deeper
into this topic, see the SDK documentation for more detail on how the engine executes your rules and the engine control
actions that let you influence this.

Testing Our Policy

At the moment we have a policy containing six rules that work with facts provided by our vocabulary. What we haven't seen so
far is any rule execution. Testing your rules in the Business Rules Composer is straightforward but before we can begin there is
one additional piece of code that we need to briefly explore – a fact creator.

At runtime our rules require three different facts to be available - an XML instance document containing applicant details, an
instance of our CreditCheck component and an instance of our RiskProfileHelper component. Where do these facts come
from? The short answer is that something needs to create them and then supply them to the rules engine. If we're running our
rules from within a BizTalk orchestration then we can pass in orchestration variables of the relevant types. Things are slightly
different when we're testing our rules inside the Business Rules Composer. The following figure shows the dialog that appears
when you right-click on your policy and select Test Policy.

Figure 1 Select Facts dialog box

As you can see, the dialog box allows us to specify an XML file for our ApplicantDetails fact. To supply our .NET components we
need to specify a fact creator. As the name suggests, this is a component that will supply instances of the required fact types.
Implementing a fact creator is easy enough to do – the requirement is a component that implements the IFactCreator interface.
Here's the code for our fact creator:

public class FactCreator : IFactCreator
{
public FactCreator()
{
}
#region IFactCreator Members

public object[] CreateFacts(RuleSetInfo ruleSetInfo)

{
CreditCheck cc = new CreditCheck();
object[] facts = new object[2]{
new RiskProfileHelper(),cc};



 

As you can see, IFactCreator requires us to implement two methods – CreateFacts supplies an array containing our fact
instances and GetFactTypes supplies an array containing corresponding type information. Incidentally, even if you're only
calling static members (Shared in Visual Basic) on a .NET class you always need to provide an instance of that class to the rules
engine.

After you have an input XML document and have configured your fact creator, testing is as simple as clicking the Test button.
As the rules engine processes your rules, details about the execution process are written out to the Output window. The output
here shows you events including

Facts being added into memory for processing (Assert/Update/Retract operations)
Rule conditions getting evaluated
Agenda modifications
Rules that are invoked

In addition, when in debug mode, the RiskProfileHelper will save out the risk profile to a file in its finalizer. By default this file is
placed in the root of your C: drive. This file gives you a simple way of checking the resulting risk profile alongside the rule
execution output that appears in the Business Rules Composer.

When testing your policy, you can selectively enable and disable each rule by modifying its Active property. As discussed
earlier, you can also tweak the Priority property if you need to influence the order in which your rules get processed.

Integrating Our Policy With A BizTalk 2004 Orchestration

When you've finished your testing, you need to publish and deploy your policy. You can perform each of these tasks by right-
clicking on your policy inside the Business Rules Composer and then selecting the appropriate option. Publishing locks your
policy's interface and deployment makes your policy available to the rules engine runtime outside of the Business Rules
Composer.

Now that you have a deployed policy, it's time to integrate it into a BizTalk Server application. As discussed earlier, the rules
engine is accessible from BizTalk Server. It is actually a standalone .NET component. As a result, there is more than one way to
execute your rules from within an orchestration:

Add a Call Rules shape.
Execute your policy using the Business Rules API, most likely in an Expression or Message Assignment shape.

The second option provides a little more flexibility because it allows you to specify a specific version of your policy rather than
automatically using the most recent version. We'll be exploring the more common Call Rules shape in this paper but see the
SDK documentation for the Microsoft.RuleEngine.Policy class if you need to dig into the API option.

The Call Rules shape enables us to call out to a specified policy, passing in the facts that the policy consumes as parameters.
These parameters are assigned to messages and variables in our orchestration.

The code that accompanies this paper includes a sample BizTalk Server application with a simple orchestration that makes use
of the Call Rules shape. The following figure shows the orchestration.

Figure 2 Example application orchestration

return facts;
}

public Type[] GetFactTypes(RuleSetInfo ruleSetInfo)
{
return null;
}

#endregion
} 



Here's an overview of what's going on in the orchestration.

1. Pick up an applicant's details message from a receive location.
2. An orchestration variable contains a reference to a RiskProfileHelper object.

An Expression shape is used to set the ApplicationID property to match the incoming applicant details message
3. Use the Call Rules shape to call into our policy. The facts that our policy needs are tied to messages and variables defined

in our orchestration. If you right-click on a Call Rules shape and choose Configure…, you are presented with the dialog
box that appears in the following figure.

4. Get the completed risk profile from our RiskProfileHelper. This is assigned to a message which is sent out using a send
port.

Figure 3 CallRules policy configuration dialog box

As you can see, adding and configuring a Call Rules shape to an orchestration is very straightforward. There are a couple of
things that you need to be aware of:

The Call Rules shape must be placed into an atomic scope or orchestration
You need to be careful when configuring your facts to ensure that the Document Type name that you supply in the
Business Rules Composer is identical to the message type name as it appears to BizTalk. 

To see the orchestration above in action, build and deploy the supplied BizTalk Server application and bind the send and
receive ports as required on your machine. We used simple file send and receive locations for this. Assuming that you're doing
the same, drop an example applicant details file into the receive location to activate the orchestration. The code that
accompanies this paper includes sample XML instance files in the XmlInstances folder. After some processing, you should see a
new risk profile appear in your file send location.

Rules engine execution can be tracked in the Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) tool alongside orchestrations, messages, and
pipelines. To enable tracking for a policy, open up Configuration | Policies on the HAT main menu and select the policy of
interest. From here you can specify the type of tracking that you wish to enable or disable for the selected policy. The great
thing here is that policy tracking information is available through the regular message flow screen alongside the standard
message tracking details. If policy tracking information is available for an orchestration instance, a new link appears that takes
you to the relevant tracking information. The categories of data here are governed by the tracking options that you enabled for
the policy that got executed. For example, the following figure shows some tracked fact activity.



 

 

Figure 4 HAT policy execution tracking

Rules Engine Deployment Wizard

When you work with the Business Rules Composer, you're loading and saving policies and vocabularies from a specified SQL
Server database. Typically, this is your local BizTalk development database or a shared development database. You might be
wondering how you move those policies and vocabularies from that machine to a new location. For example, you might want
to move a policy from a development database to a testing database or maybe export your policy out to a file which you can
then check into your source control system. The answer, as you might have guessed, is the Rules Engine Deployment Wizard.

The Rules Engine Deployment Wizard is a simple tool but one that you'll definitely need to use. It offers the following
functionality:

Export a policy or vocabulary from SQL Server to an XML file
Import and publish a policy or vocabulary from an XML file into SQL Server
Deploy a policy 
Undeploy a policy

The code supplied with this paper contains both a vocabulary and a policy. To make use of these files you'll need to first add
the referenced RiskScoringHelper assembly into your GAC. You can do this either by building the assembly (if you're using the
C# version of the code) or by running the supplied batch file. You can then use the Rules Engine Deployment Wizard's import
functionality to import the vocabulary and policy files into your chosen BizTalk SQL Server rules engine database. Import the
vocabulary file (RiskScoring_Vocabulary.xml) followed by the policy file (RiskScoring_Policy.xml). Finally, you need to deploy
the policy. You can either do this from the Business Rules Composer (right-click on the policy and choose Deploy) or use the
deploy feature that the wizard provides.

Conclusion

The goal of this paper is to give you an insight into the power and flexibility of the Business Rules Framework and maybe given
you a few ideas about how you could incorporate business rules into one of your projects. The scenario presented here looked
at a specific, fictional business but the requirements that the article explored – run a set of rules against an input document to
produce a customized, flexible output document – are pretty common. Finally, the features explored here are by no means all
that the Business Rules Framework has to offer; for more information you should fully explore the SDK and product
documentation.
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Summary: This document presents a sample that shows how to integrate a RosettaNet PIP with an SAP system using a
Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 solution. In particular, this document shows how the 3A4 Purchase Order Request integrates
with the SAP ORDERS05 IDoc. (11 printed pages)

Overview

RosettaNet is a non-profit organization whose goal is to standardize on open e-business processes for document interchange.
The organization consists of the world's leading information technology (IT), electronic components (EC), semiconductor
manufacturing (SM), and solution provider (SP) companies. XML is used as the core technology to provide a common medium
of business-to-business communication between organizations, departments, and trading partners.

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 helps companies efficiently and effectively integrate systems, employees, and trading partners
through manageable business processes, enabling them to automate and orchestrate interactions in a highly flexible and
highly automated manner.

Microsoft BizTalk Accelerator for RosettaNet (BTARN) 3.0 combines prebuilt support for all current RosettaNet Partner
Interface Processes (PIPs) with a suite of development, testing, management, and rapid deployment tools to significantly
reduce the time and resources required to build, deploy, and manage RosettaNet-based integration with trading partners.

The Microsoft BizTalk Adapter v2.0 for mySAP Business Suite provides the means to enumerate all IDoc, BAPI, and RFC calls
(including customized IDocs) and allows the user to select multiple IDocs, BAPIs, and RFCs for each adapter instance. It also
provides the means to enumerate IDoc, BAPI, and RFC schemas and convert these schemas into BizTalk Server 2004-
compatible XSD schemas.

BizTalk Server 2004, along with BTARN, provides a business process platform for implementing the RosettaNet standard and
includes the capability to integrate messages between companies from various industries who are involved in using
heterogeneous back-end systems. The PIPs are XML-based RosettaNet document specifications (or schemas) that are used as a
core to mapping messages between a RosettaNet document and other system formats such as those used by SAP and Siebel
systems.

Throughout this document, we use a RosettaNet 3A4 Purchase Order Request document and an SAP ORDERS05 IDoc. BizTalk
Server is used to integrate and map between these two formats. This sample extends the capability of the Microsoft BizTalk
Server 2004 solution and provides an example of message exchanges by integrating RosettaNet transactions interfacing with
the SAP systems using Microsoft BizTalk Accelerator for RosettaNet 3.0 and the Microsoft BizTalk Adapter v2.0 for mySAP
Business Suite.

RosettaNet Partner Interface Processes

The RosettaNet Partner Interface Processes (PIPs) are business processes between trading partners. The processes are
specialized system-to-system XML-based messages that include the terms and conditions associated for document exchanges.
A message generally covers many scenarios that may occur during the exchange of dialogs between two or more systems. For
example, if a message is transmitted from one system to the next and an error occurs, we can find a set of schemas defined to
handle such error conditions. The RosettaNet PIPs contain a set of schemas that define various scenarios of message
exchanges.

RosettaNet categorizes the PIPs by high-level business functions called clusters and subfunctions known as segments. Each PIP
defines how a document is packaged and processed. The PIPs come in seven clusters, or groups of core business processes,
and each cluster is divided into segments. For a complete list of clusters and segments, visit
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=56832. For this document, we focus on the 3A4 PIP. The 3A4 can be broken down into
Cluster 3 as Order Management, Segment A as Quote and Order Entry, and Process 4 as Manage Purchase Order for the 3, A,
and 4 representations. We cover more on the 3A4 schema later in this document.

Microsoft BizTalk Adapter v2.0 for mySAP Business Suite

When BizTalk Server 2004 and the Microsoft BizTalk Adapter v2.0 for mySAP Business Suite are installed together, BizTalk
Server can seamlessly establish a connection with an SAP R/3 4.x or R/3 6.20 (Enterprise) system. The Add Generated Items
Wizard provides a "no-code" connectivity solution for integrating SAP data.

Prior to generating schemas through the Microsoft BizTalk Adapter v2.0 for mySAP Business Suite, we create a send port by

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=56832


using BizTalk Explorer. The send port is mainly used as a means to access the metadata located in the SAP Business Object
Repository (BOR). Figure 1 shows a window to create a new one-way static send port associated with the address (URI). Figure
2 shows another window to set up the SAP transport credentials.

Figure 1 Static one-way send port

Figure 2 Setting a physical send port in BizTalk Explorer for the Microsoft BizTalk Adapter v2.0 for mySAP Business
Suite

The send port created previously can then be used to access the SAP system remotely in the Add Adapter Wizard. Figure 3
shows the Add Adapter Wizard used in the process of generating schemas using the Microsoft BizTalk Adapter v2.0 for mySAP
Business Suite.

Figure 3 Add Adapter Wizard in BizTalk Server 2004



 

Figure 4 is where we search the IDocs, BAPIs, or RFCs in the SAP system using a configured port. Here, we search the
ORDERS05 IDoc and choose the ORDERS05 IDoc from the results list. Finishing the wizard generates an ORDERS05 schema
and saves it under the BizTalk project.

Figure 4 Schema Generation Wizard for ORDERS05 IDoc

Key Capabilities of the Microsoft BizTalk Adapter v2.0 for mySAP Business Suite

The Microsoft BizTalk Adapter v2.0 for mySAP Business Suite enhances BizTalk Server with the following key capabilities:

Browse the Business Object Repository (BOR) in an SAP system and search for the appropriate IDoc, BAPI, or RFC
metadata using a GUI wizard. 
Generate an XDR schema from metadata in the BOR.
Send IDoc, BAPI, or RFC documents from BizTalk Server to SAP. 

SAP ORDERS05 IDoc Schema

What is an IDoc? IDoc stands for Intermediate Document in SAP. IDocs are categorized according to their message types, and
each message type contains the basic IDoc type. The IDoc we use in our scenario is ORDERS05, which is a basic IDoc type and
is categorized under the ORDERS message type. Using the Microsoft BizTalk Adapter v2.0 for mySAP Business Suite, we can
generate the ORDERS05 schema as shown in the steps in the previous section.

Usually, the ORDERS05 schema is around 1,700 KB in size and complicated in structure. The first element of the schema is
EDI_DC40, which contains the control record information representing the IDoc header message. Some of the important fields
in this element are IDOCTYP, MESTYP, SNDPOR, SNDPRT, SNDPRN, RCVPOR, RCVPRT, and RCVPRN. It is important to have
appropriate values in these fields for the SAP system to identify a valid inbound IDoc. IDOCTYP is the type of IDoc, MESTYP is a
message type, SNDPOR is a send port, SNDPRT is a send port type, and SNDPRN is a send port number. Similarly, RCVPOR is
a receive port, RCVPRT is a receive port type, and RCVPRN is a receive port number.

Another element in this schema is E1EDK14. This part is important because it defines the organizational data such as the Sales
Organization, Distribution Channel, and Division in the SAP system for the IDoc. It has a qualifier to identify each type of



 

E1EDK14 message. For example, the QUAL field in the schema (which represents the qualifier) is 008 for Sales Organization,
007 for Distribution Channel, and 006 for Division. Each qualifier has an Org Id to represent which type of Sales Organization it
is, which type of Distribution Channel, and so on.

E1EDK03 is the next segment, which defines dates. It contains a qualifier (IDDAT) and a value (DATUM) to hold the date type
and the date. Examples of a qualifier (IDDAT) are 012 for Document Date, 022 for Purchase Order Date, and 028 for Due Date.

E1EDKA1 is a segment in this message type where it defines the partner information. It contains the address of the business
partner. The individual roles are defined in the PARVW field and the partner number is defined in the PARTN field. It has other
fields such as NAME1, NAME2, STRAS, STRAS2, ORT01, REGIO, PSTLZ, TELF1, and TITLE. All of these fields define Firstname,
Lastname, Street1, Street2, City, State, Zip, and so on. In this segment, PARVW identifies the business partner role type, such as
AG to be sold-to-party, RE to be bill-to-party, LF to be vendor, and WE to be ship-to-party.

Figure 5 shows a sample ORDERS05 schema.

Figure 5 A sample of the ORDERS05 IDoc schema in the BizTalk Schema Editor

The E1EDP01 segment contains information about the line item. POSEX is the first field in this segment and signifies the line
item number of a line item. The ACTION field defines which action to take before the dispatch, or which action to carry out by
the receiver. MENGE and MENEE describe the quantity and unit of measure, while BMNG2 and PMENE describe the quantity in
price unit and price unit of measure, respectively. The other two segments, E1EDP19 and E1EDP20, are subsegments of
E1EDP01. E1EDP19 includes the material description. It has a qualifier (QUAL) to pass different types of material descriptions.
For example, 001 is a material number used by a customer and 002 is a material number used by a vendor. E1EDP20 includes
scheduled quantity and dates for an item. It has fields like WMENG, AMENG, EDATU, EZEIT, and ACTION. For example, WMENG
is a scheduled quantity, EDATU is a scheduled date, and EZEIT is a scheduled time.

RosettaNet Purchase Order Request (3A4) Schema

The RosettaNet Purchase Order Request document uses a 3A4 schema. The purchase order request schema is applied to issue
a new purchase order request. Primarily, it enables a buyer to issue a purchase order and obtain a response from the provider
to notify if a certain line item is accepted, rejected, or pending via the purchase order confirmation schema. This scenario does
not cover the confirmation message back to the user.

The main elements of the Purchase Order Request schema are fromRole, PurchaseOrder, thisDocumentGenerationDateTime,
thisDocumentIdentifier, and toRole. The fromRole segment contains information about the partner role description. It signifies
the business description, contact information, and physical location of the role initiating the business document exchange.

The PurchaseOrder element is another part of this schema that contains the core information about the purchase order itself. It
has elements to hold information like account description, document reference, shipping information, product line item,
shipping destination, and total amount. The thisDocumentGenerationTime element identifies the date and timestamp of the
current document, and the thisDocumentIdentifier element identifies a unique number of the current document.

Figure 6 shows a sample RosettaNet 3A4 Purchase Order Request schema.

Figure 6 A sample of the RosettaNet 3A4 schema in the BizTalk Schema Editor



 

The toRole segment represents the role that receives the document in the business document exchange and contains
information similar to the fromRole segment.

Mapping the RosettaNet 3A4 Schema to the ORDERS05 Schema

Mapping a source schema to a destination schema is done in the BizTalk Mapper tool. In this example, the source schema is
3A4 Order Request and the destination schema is the ORDERS05 IDoc schema. Generally, we connect nodes from the source
schema to the destination schema to link the values from the source node to the destination node for message
transformations. However, in this sample, both the source and destination schemas are large and complicated. Due to its
intricate structure and numerous nodes, the mapping is more complex than simply linking the source and destination nodes. In
order to surmount the complicated logic between the source and destination nodes, BizTalk Server 2004 provides functoids.

The BizTalk Mapper tool provides built-in functoids such as a looping functoid, a logical existence functoid, a value mapping
functoid, an isEqual functoid, an indexing functoid, and many more. On top of these built-in functoids, BizTalk Server 2004
provides the flexibility to add a customized functoid to meet a developer’s needs. Below we have several figures to define each
group of functoids we use in order to enable a valid mapping between the source and destination schemas.

The E1EDK14 node in the destination message is looped with different values for the qualifiers (QUAL) and the corresponding
ORGID coming from the source schema. In this case, we are using the logical existence functoid and the value mapping
functoid along with the looping functoid. The logical existence functoid is used to check the existence of a value in the source
node and the value mapping functoid is used to validate the logic of the input parameters. The latter functoid takes two
parameters and compares the value to be true or false. If the logic is true, it passes the value to the destination node; otherwise,
nothing happens.

Figure 7 shows the mapping of the source schema to the destination schema using a looping functoid, a logical existence
functoid, and a value mapping functoid.

Figure 7 Mapping using looping, logical existence, and value mapping functoids

We use a looping functoid in cases where multiple nodes in the source schema are linked to a single node in the destination
schema. The single destination node consumes different values from the multiple source nodes. For example, in our map, the
GlobalBusinessIdentifier node under the billTo structure and the GlobalBusinessIdentifier node under the shipTo structure of
the source 3A4 schema are linked to the PARTN node in the E1EDKA1 structure of the destination ORDERS05 schema. Hence,
the looping functoid generates as many E1EDKA1 segments along with the PARTN elements as the number of nodes linked
from the destination schema. Figure 8 shows the mapping of the source schema to the destination schema using another
scenario of utilizing the looping functoid, the logical existence functoid, and the value mapping functoid.

Figure 8 Mapping using looping, logical existence, and value mapping functoids



 

The E1EDK03 node in the destination schema is looped with different values for the qualifier (QUAL) and different dates
(DATUM) for each qualifier similar to how we did this in the E1EDK14 node. However, in Figure 9, we use the iteration functoid
to separate the DocumentReference nodes one at a time and pass the datetime value to the DATUM node in the destination
schema.

Figure 9 Mapping using iteration, equal, and value mapping functoids

In Figure 10, we use the string find and string extract functoids. The string find functoid returns a position in a string where a
specified string begins. Accordingly, the string extract functoid extracts a string specified by the start and end positions of an
input string. In our example below, these two functoids are used to extract the data from a timestamp value and are passed to
the DATUM node in the destination schema.

Figure 10 Mapping using string find and string extract functoids

Microsoft BizTalk Accelerator for RosettaNet 3.0

Microsoft BizTalk Accelerator for RosettaNet (BTARN) 3.0 builds on top of BizTalk Server to enable business communications
among business partners. It provides support for the RosettaNet Implementation Framework (RNIF) and Partner Interface
Processes (PIPs) to automate transactions. RNIF defines how systems transmit the RosettaNet messages. The RNIF standard
helps in transferring, routing, packaging, and securing the messages traveling from one system to another. This standard also
defines the message structures, acknowledgments, MIME encoding, and digital signatures based on HTTP, MIME, and XML
technologies. The RosettaNet organization defines message exchanges using the RNIF specifications. RNIF provides a



predefined flow to exchange messages among integrated systems.

Messages are sent from the initiator to the responder systems and passed through the BTARN 3.0 installed in both ends. The
line-of-business application starts the flow of the message by sending it to the initiator system in its raw format. Then, the
message transforms into the RNIF-compliant message and gets sent over the Internet to the responder computer. When the
responder system receives a double-action message (a 3A4 message in our scenario), it converts the message from an RNIF-
compliant message to the message in a proprietary format and sends an acknowledgment to the initiator as a response.

The BTARN Management Console configures processes, a home organization, partners, and agreements between the home
and the partner organizations. In our case, the home organization is CONTOSO, the partner organization is FABRIKAM, the
agreement is Contoso_To_Fabrikam _3A4, and the process configuration we use is STD_3A4_V02.02 (Request Purchase Order).

Since we do not use Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) server authentication and signing certificates in this sample, we must change
the behavior of the document exchange between home and partner organizations by changing the parameters of the
STD_3A4_V02.02 process configuration settings. To do so, we double-click the STD_3A4_V02.02 under Process Configuration
Settings in the BTARN 3.0 Management Console or right-click the STD_3A4_V02.02 and click Properties on the context menu.
The BTARN 3.0 Management Console is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11 BTARN 3.0 Management Console showing STD_3A4_V02.02 process configuration settings

Once we have the properties window opened for STD_3A4_V02.02, we change the parameters to false as shown in Figure 12.
This allows us to exchange documents without using the encryption and signing certificates.

Figure 12 STD_3A4_V02.02 process configuration activity settings

In order to create the home organization, we right-click the surface on the right side of the screen under Home organization in
the BTARN 3.0 Management Console, point to New on the context menu and click Home Organization. A Home Organization



property window pops up as shown in Figure 13. We then enter the Name and Global Business Identifier (GBI), also called
DUNS number, to uniquely identify this organization. Finally, we enter the contact information on the Contact Properties tab
and click OK. Similar steps are followed to create a new partner organization.

Figure 13 BTARN 3.0 Management Console's home organization properties

When we create an agreement between the home and partner organizations, we click on the right surface under Agreements
and point to New to open the New Agreements Properties window as shown in Figure 14. Then we enter the name of the
agreement, choose My Organization and Partner Organization, and click the Ports tab. On the Ports tab, we enter the Action
URL, Signal URL, and Sync URL as "http://localhost/BTARNApp/RNIFReceive.aspx" for all and click OK to create this agreement.

Figure 14 New Agreement Properties window

http://localhost/BTARNApp/RNIFReceive.aspx


 

Since this scenario involves only one computer to transmit the 3A4 request and receive a response message versus using two
separate computers to process the flow, we use a loopback command to create an agreement between the CONTOSO and
FABRIKAM organizations. The loopback command that comes with BTARN 3.0 is located in <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft
BizTalk Accelerator for RosettaNet 3.0\SDK. The two commands listed below generate a loopback agreement between a
CONTOSO organization and a FABRIKAM organization:

Figure 15 Microsoft BizTalk Accelerator for RosettaNet Management Console

Figure 15 shows the Microsoft BizTalk Accelerator for RosettaNet Management Console where we can view the process
configuration settings, home organizations, partners, and agreements. To open this application, click Start, point to All
Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Accelerator for RosettaNet 3.0, and then click BizTalk Accelerator for RosettaNet
Management Console.

Overall Architecture

Our scenario starts off with the Web client application. The Web interface allows users to enter the home organization name,
the partner organization name, the PIP instance ID, and the service content. The service content holds the 3A4 XML message.
For more information on the Web interface, see "Web Client Interface" below.

As soon as the user submits the message from the Web interface, the initiator computer stores it in the SQL Server database.
Then BTARN on the initiator computer sends the message from the SQL Server database to the SQL adapter. The SQL adapter
forwards the message to the XML receive pipeline that does a simple XML validation of the message. BizTalk Server then
routes this message to the MessageBox database. As soon as it reaches the MessageBox database, the private process
processes the service content of the message, and the public process processes the RNIF headers of the message. Soon after
that, BTARN routes the message back to the MessageBox database and the send pipeline performs assembly and
signing/encryption/encoding of the message, ready to be routed to the HTTP adapter. Finally, BTARN routes the message to
the RNIFSend.aspx page, which sends it over the Internet to its destination. Figure 16 shows the flow of the message starting
from the line-of-business application to the point where the RNIFSend.aspx page sends it off to the responder system via the
Internet.

Figure 16 Flow of an initiator message

> <Loopback /enable CONTOSO
> Loopback /mirror "Contoso_To_Fabrikam_3A4"



 

The following components are involved in processing the message in the initiator system:

SQL adapter
XML receive pipeline
Initiator private process
Initiator public process
XML send pipeline
HTTP adapter
RNIFSend.aspx page

On the other end, when the responder computer receives the message from the initiator system, BTARN submits the message
to the HTTP adapter, which forwards it immediately to the receive pipeline. The receive pipeline decodes, disassembles, and
performs party resolution, and then transforms the message to the proprietary format of the back-end line-of-business
application. BTARN then routes the message to the MessageBox database. The public process processes the RNIF headers of
the message and the private process processes the service content of the message. The private process also generates an
acknowledgment for the public process, the MessageBox database, the send pipeline and the HTTP adapter for return over the
Internet back to the initiator system. BTARN then reroutes the message to the MessageBox database. The send pipeline
assembles and signs/encrypts/encodes the message. BTARN routes the message to the SQL adapter, which submits the
message to the SQL Server. When the message gets stored in the SQL Server engine of the responder computer, the
rprtRN3A4_ORDERS05 receive port pulls the message from the MessageToLOB table in the BTARNDATA database in the SQL
Server engine using the SQL adapter located in the responder computer. The RN3A4_ORDERS05 orchestration extracts the
service content and creates the 3A4 message. This message is transformed into the ORDERS04 IDoc message, and then it is
sent to the designated SAP system using the Microsoft BizTalk Adapter v2.0 for mySAP Business Suite. For more information
on the responder RN3A4_ORDERS05 orchestration, see the "Overall Architecture" section.

Figure 17 Flow of a responder message

Figure 17 shows the flow of the responder message. The following components are involved in processing the message in the
responder system:

RNIFReceive.aspx page
HTTP adapter
Receive pipeline
Responder public process
Responder private process
SQL adapter
Send pipeline
Microsoft BizTalk Adapter v2.0 for mySAP Business Suite

PIP 3A4_ORDERS05 Orchestration

Orchestrations are created in BizTalk Server for business process flow. The orchestration, as shown in Figure 18, is
implemented to pull a message from the BTARN database located in the responder computer and forward it to the designated
SAP system. This orchestration starts when the responder system completes its process of storing the message in the BTARN
database of the SQL Server engine. The SQL adapter in the responder system then extracts the message from the BTARN
database using the receive port. This receive port passes the message to the receive pipeline, which stores it into the
MessageBox database of Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004. Hence, the orchestration we implemented subscribes to the
MessageBox database and extracts the service content message as a core 3A4 message instance using the MsgHeaderHelper



 

solution. Before we run the RNPIP3A4_ORDERS04_BTS BizTalk solution, we must install the MsgHeaderHelper in the global
assembly cache. Finally, the orchestration transforms the 3A4 message to an ORDERS05 IDoc message using the map defined
in the BizTalk Mapper tool.

Figure 18 shows the top portion of the orchestration. This part of the orchestration is defined inside a long-running transaction
scope and receives the message from a 3A4ReceivePort. After it receives the message, the ConstructServiceContentMsg
extracts the service content message and assigns it to the SvcContent variable, using the MsgAssignment shape in the
orchestration to construct the 3A4 message. At the same time, this orchestration also handles System.Exception should an
error occur during the message flow.

Figure 18 BizTalk orchestration to receive a RosettaNet message and extract a service content 3A4 message – Part I

Figure 19 Send 3A4 message to the SAP system after transforming it to the ORDERS05 IDoc message

Figure 19 is the other half of the orchestration. It has a parallel action shape and distributes the action to acknowledge the
receipt of the RosettaNet 3A4 message while sending the ORDERS05 IDoc message to the SAP system. The 3A4 message is
transformed to the ORDERS05 IDoc message before it is sent out to the assigned SAP system.

Web Client Interface

A Web interface exposes the fields that are passed to BizTalk Accelerator for RosettaNet (BTARN) 3.0 for further processing.
The primary fields are the Home Organization, the Partner Organization, the 3A4 Instance ID, and the Service Content message



 

exposed on the Web interface. When the user clicks the submit button with information in the text fields, it passes the values to
BTARN. Figure 20 shows the Web client interface.

Note
Disable the anonymous access to the Web folder in the IIS manager on the Directory Security tab of the Properties window.

Figure 20 Web interface to insert Home, Partner, 3A4 Instance ID, and the Service Content message

When the page above submits data, the browser redirects to the query data page and polls the MessageToLOB table to fetch
the signal messages from the BTARN database located in the initiator system. Some of the signal messages defined in BTARN
3.0 are 10 as a request signal, 25 as a response signal, and 50 as a response signal with an acknowledgment.

In Figure 21, the Outgoing Message section shows information from the MessageFromLOB table in the BTARN database and
the Incoming Message section shows information from the MessageToLOB table in the BTARN database of the initiator
computer.

Figure 21 Web interface to check the status of the messages

SAP Transactions

When the designated SAP R/3 system receives the ORDERS05 IDoc, we can create a new purchase order, and change and
display the document by using transactions such as VA01, VA02, or VA03. In Figure 22, we use transaction VA03 to display
information to view a newly arrived purchase order number 9190 located in the SAP system.

Figure 22 Display purchase order using transaction VA03



 

Other useful transactions to check the receipt of ORDERS05 IDoc are WE19 and WE20. Transaction WE19 lets us view the IDoc
in a structured format, and WE20 allows us to view the same IDoc in a segment-by-segment format. Figures 23 and 24 display
the transactions WE19 and WE20 in the SAP system.

Figure 23 Use of transaction WE19 to view ORDERS05 IDoc

Figure 24 Use of transaction WE20 to view ORDERS05 IDoc

Conclusion

In this document, we explored an end-to-end flow of a purchase order generated from a Web interface to a designated SAP
R/3 system using Microsoft BizTalk Accelerator for RosettaNet (BTARN) 3.0. The RosettaNet 3A4 schema, BTARN 3.0, the
Microsoft BizTalk Adapter v2.0 for mySAP Business Suite, and Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 are the main components used as
a channel to enable the communication between the Web interface and the external SAP system.
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Introduction

This paper describes the benefits of implementing an Enterprise Application Integration/Business Process Management
platform based on XML technologies. Specifically, it shows how the combination of InfoPath™ and BizTalk Server® 2004 can
address complex workflow issues, demanding documentation requirements, and application integration issues, and thereby
enabling an agile enterprise.

Enterprise Application Integration platforms based on XML and Web services technologies can dramatically improve the
efficiencies of integrating applications. Thousands of successful deployments in the past two years have demonstrated these
efficiencies. Armed with this compelling value proposition, technology executives are beginning to evaluate and investigate the
wide-scale, strategic deployment of XML and Web services platforms.

The underlying messaging facilities of an XML-based Enterprise Application Integration/Business Process Management
architecture provides a viable solution for any process-centric requirement. A managed workflow, application integration
interface, or trading partner interaction can all be described, composed, and implemented with an orchestrated flow of
structured XML documents and messages—documents and messages that are processed according to message content,
formatting requirements, and business logic contingencies. This development and process execution model is the basis of the
Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) paradigm.

In the SOA paradigm, XML metadata precisely defines the meaning and use of information in documents and messages. Any
application that can parse the XML metadata can understand, process, and transform the information, regardless of how the
information originated. Conversely, Web services can use XML to describe and expose an application’s methods, allowing them
to be invoked through asynchronous XML message exchanges, regardless of how the original application was created. Web
services also provide the mechanism for transporting entire XML documents in message exchanges.

For XML and Web services to be truly useful in creating agile, process-centric business environments, their capabilities must be
broadly embedded within host applications, and readily available to both end users and developers. Integration platforms must
use XML to connect disparate systems together. Software development tools must generate Web services directly. Databases
must store XML metadata natively. Personal productivity tools must be able to parse, process, and generate XML documents
transparently. And SOAP must become the underlying messaging mechanism that allows all of these components to
communicate with each other.

If an organization empowers its knowledge workers with accessible and easy-to-use tools for building and deploying XML-
based process workflow applications, becoming an agile enterprise is well within reach.
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Microsoft is a Leading Proponent of the SOA Paradigm

Microsoft® has recognized the enormous possibilities of XML in creating highly integrated and workflow-efficient
organizations. And more than any other information technology company, Microsoft is actualizing the vision of an agile
enterprise by not only creating new products based on XML, but also reengineering its product lines around XML technologies.

BizTalk Server is Microsoft’s highly acclaimed platform for application integration, process workflow automation, and trading

http://www.microsoft.com/biztalk


  

partner interactions. BizTalk Server is designed around the SOA paradigm, in which the messages and documents, as well as
the processing components they interact with, are based on XML and Web services technologies.

In the upcoming release of Microsoft Office 2003, Microsoft makes XML schema the underlying data structure of Word and
Excel. Microsoft Office 2003 also introduces InfoPath, an XML-based application for creating, populating, and processing forms
that address complex workflow documentation requirements.

With InfoPath, workflow participants generate, analyze, gather, exchange and interact with structured information. In the past,
these activities have typically been paperbound, or used a digital representation of paper. A form in a word processing or
spreadsheet program can accept information easily enough, but it cannot understand or process the information without
programmatic or manual intervention. Generating, conveying, extracting, manipulating, and reorganizing unstructured
information is extremely labor intensive, highly inefficient, and costly.
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The Challenges of Workflow Management

Workflow management is the discipline of optimizing business tasks that depend on the flow of information among people,
and between people and systems. Because human resources represent the single largest cost to any organization, increases in
worker productivity can significantly improve an organization’s economics and competitive standing. We can generally
attribute workflow inefficiencies to the following:

The generation, handling, and processing of paper documentation

Delays in obtaining prerequisite information to complete a task

Delays because of bottlenecks and prioritization conflicts

Incomplete or incorrect information that stalls a process

Unwarranted sequential dependencies in process steps

The Web, more than any other technology, substantially improved the efficiency of innumerable workflow tasks by giving
participants direct access to functions and information. Doing business on the Web works best when the activity consists of
discrete, short-lived transactions, and the steps are completed all at once, under the control of the originating participant (for
example, making a purchase or checking the status of an order).

However, Web-based interactions do not adequately address the documentation requirements and dynamics of a complex
workflow. The documentation dynamics of complex workflows typically have the following characteristics:

The documentation is part of a multistep, long-running process where multiple participants generate information, pass it
along, exchange iterations of it, and modify or extend it.

Participants might need to reference information in its original context at any step in the process.

Information in the documents determines the routing and processing requirements of those documents.

The documentation includes information that is derived or computed from other information (also know as “self-
documenting”).

Documentation and the identities of the participants can be authenticated at any point in the process.

Examples of these types of complex workflows include expense report processing, insurance policy applications, financial
reporting, merchant banking letters of credit, tax returns, loan applications, and claims form processing. These workflows can
include multiple documents and addenda that must persist throughout the life cycle of the process, which takes place over an
extended time and involves multiple participants and applications.

Paper-based documentation, while highly inefficient to process, still satisfies the fundamental documentation requirements of
multistep, multiparty, long-running workflows in these specific ways:

The preservation of information in its original form and context

The ability to combine documentation or the information it contains without affecting the integrity of the original
documentation

The ability to authenticate the documentation and the parties creating or modifying the documentation

Ease of understanding, processing, and routing, because of metadata in the form of definitions, instructions, and
references



  

  

Application independence
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Bringing Workflow Management into the Digital Era

For participants to accept any digital solution, the solution must support complex workflow dynamics and meet demanding
documentation requirements. But beyond acceptance, real benefits begin to emerge only when applications exchange and
process information automatically and transparently. (Again, forms in word processing and spreadsheet programs demand
enormous manual and programmatic intervention when it comes time to extract and process the information they collect.) The
problem of making information functionally usable by many applications is essential to any digital solution. This problem,
along with emulating workflow and meeting documentation requirements, is well within the scope of an XML solution.

InfoPath provides such a solution. It is one of the first of an “XML generation” of business productivity applications where both
the GUI presentation layer and the information that the application processes are based on XML technologies. End users can
design and work in a high-level, visual abstraction of functionality without having to know anything about the underlying XML
infrastructure.

The new releases of BizTalk Server and Microsoft Office 2003 provide complementary XML and Web Services capabilities,
demonstrating a coherent vision for integrated applications and automated processes, deployed along functional lines and
among stakeholders. We will examine a number of these capabilities and discuss how they support and complement each
other in enterprise-scale workflows.
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The Importance of XML Technologies in InfoPath

One of Microsoft’s key strategic initiatives is the adoption of the W3C XML Schema Recommendation. This initiative
significantly maximizes the application integration and process automation capabilities of both BizTalk Server and Microsoft
Office, separately and in conjunction with each other.

XML Schema is a specification that formally defines an extensive array of data type primitives and structural components for
creating XML documents. It is a dictionary of abstract element and attribute entities and organizational rules. When XML
documents conform to the schema “dictionary,” any XML-enabled application with access to the underlying schema can
transparently understand and process the meaning, function, and use of the information in the document. Every industry-
specific initiative to develop a common vocabulary and set of procedures for the exchange and processing of information is
based on XML Schema, as are the Web services protocols themselves. In Microsoft Office 2003, the native file formats for
Word, Excel, and InfoPath will be based on XML Schema.

The underlying structure of an InfoPath form consists of a template that contains one or more XML schemas, XSLT style sheets,
embedded controls, and business logic instruction sets. The template controls the behavior of a form in the following ways:

Assigning data types and constraining and validating the values that can be entered in a form

Controlling the contingencies and dependencies for entering information and activating form sections

Generating automatic, derived, and computed values

Invoking events, prompts, and instructions

Providing access to remote information sources

Enabling the incorporation of digital signatures

End users create form templates in the InfoPath WYSIWYG design tool. The form templates require no procedural
programming, predefined XML schemas, or XSLT style sheets (although these can be the basis for, or be incorporated in the
template). As the end user creates the form template from a palette of drag-and-drop controls, wizards, and dialog boxes,
InfoPath implicitly defines the XML schema and processing instructions.

In turn, when an InfoPath form is populated based on a form template, InfoPath generates an XML document that contains the
entered and derived information, tagged with its respective metadata. InfoPath processes instruction metadata where required,
and can include digital signatures of the participants who have accessed the form. The document also includes references to
the template schemas and XSLT files, allowing any XML-enabled application to use them when working with the document.

The XML documents created by InfoPath emulate the characteristics of paper in a conventional workflow in the following ways:

An original digitally signed document always resides with its originator.



  

  

The document can be distributed to any number of parties anywhere, with its signature, and be protected from
unauthorized modification.

The contents of the document are self-describing and can be processed and routed based on information found within
the document itself.

The document can be combined with other XML documents while maintaining its original integrity.
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How BizTalk Server and InfoPath Take Advantage of Each Other

After InfoPath creates form-based information and makes it available in XML according to a structured schema, BizTalk Server
becomes a highly leveraged, enterprise-wide facilitator to workflow automation. BizTalk Server embodies the application
integration and process automation capabilities of XML and Web services technologies.

BizTalk Server has two core functions. It is a process execution engine that manages the steps, applies the business logic, and
invokes the supporting applications of a complex process and/or transaction set. It is also a multitransport messaging hub for
transforming and routing information to and from applications and process steps. The process execution engine also keeps
track of the states and variables for all the active processes.

BizTalk Server complements the value of InfoPath by providing an overlay infrastructure for managing workflow processes
that can involve thousands of XML-enabled nodes. With BizTalk Server as the messaging and process management hub and
Microsoft Office 2003 applications as XML processing clients, participant involvement in workflows can now be orchestrated,
monitored, and qualified for reliability and performance metrics. This has the potential to radically alter the overall dynamics
and efficiencies of workflow processing and management across an enterprise.

One example of BizTalk Server working with InfoPath to enable sophisticated workflow capabilities is the Publish and
Subscribe MessageBox database. BizTalk Server uses SQL Server to store every instance of an incoming and outgoing
message. After a pipeline processes an incoming message, BizTalk Server stores it in a MessageBox database. From the
MessageBox database, BizTalk Server sends the messages to individual- or multiple-process applications (a BizTalk Server
“orchestration”). It can also send messages to URL addresses, e-mail addresses, file locations, and so on (“send ports”).

When sending messages, BizTalk Server uses publish/subscribe logic. Orchestrations and send ports have subscriptions for
certain messages, based on document type, specific values or variables in the documents, and correlation sets. The
MessageBox database maintains these subscriptions, and sends (or “publishes”) messages to an application or participant
based on its requirements.

The significance of this publish/subscribe messaging in a workflow process is twofold:

It allows the same incoming or outgoing message information to be consumed by multiple simultaneous processes,
applications, or parties without having to create duplicate or redundant messages or routing mechanisms, at either
design time or run time.

It keeps a permanent record of the received and sent messages, as well as a record of the date and time the messages
were received and sent.
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Workflow Functionality in BizTalk Server

BizTalk Server 2004 also contains a fully developed set of functions known as Human Workflow Services (HWS), designed to
facilitate workflow management with InfoPath. The two main components of BizTalk Server Human Workflow Services are an
HWS Project Template in Orchestration Designer, and an HWS Administration Management application.

The HWS Project Template in Orchestration Designer is a generic workflow process model, fully designed and implemented
within BizTalk Server’s process development environment. It contains built-in schemas for activation, response, and
synchronization messages as well as a schema template for defining workflow tasks.

The HWS Administration Management application incorporates the following workflow management resources:

A built-in set of Web services that provide the interface to client applications (which InfoPath can call directly)

A Constraint Manager that validates and retrieves a set of actions that a user can execute at a specific time, based on
constraints associated with users, roles, properties, and facts retrieved through the Knowledge Base manager

An authentication facility that can intercept InfoPath certificate credentials



  

An Action Definition tool for assembling discrete workflow tasks and actions into larger workflow activities

A Fact Retriever that accesses and compiles facts and object properties from a variety of sources, including InfoPath
documents

An Activity Model tool that combines workflow activities into “flows” that are linked to orchestration action shapes and
message schemas

An Active Activity Flow module that understands state information for workflows

With HWS, users can create, adapt, and model workflows according to their needs, and then flexibly capture day-to-day
activities and continually incorporate them in and modify their workflows. At the core of HWS is the Activity Model, which
tracks workflow activities and provides users with a real-time view of a workflow. The Activity Model combines activities into
workflows, based on a predefined workflow (that is, a predefined model), constraint factors, or both. The Constraint Manager
stores information about people and organizations, which is evaluated at run time by rules that guide and constrain the
composition of activities into flows.

HWS enables information workers to:

Perform workflow activities that are either ad hoc or part of a predefined model

Track the status of activities related to a workflow

Drive workflow with people and organizational knowledge

Guide workflow with knowledge about business policies

Additional Features of BizTalk Server Required for Workflow Management

BizTalk Server also has exhaustive capabilities for monitoring and analyzing processing events and message properties. This
monitoring and analyzing occurs in near real time, and keeps cumulative historical process activity and messaging information.

BizTalk Server Health and Activity Tracking, Business Activity Monitoring, and Tracking Profile Editor are tools for configuring,
extracting, and presenting process activity information. This information indicates the operational status and performance
metrics of processes and events. It also provides an opportunity to build business intelligence based on the content and context
of the messages.
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InfoPath Facilitates the Widespread Deployment of Automated Workflow Capabilities throughout the
Enterprise

With InfoPath, knowledge workers without programming skills can create, distribute, and use forms that generate structured
XML information. This has significant development, deployment, and workflow implications to anyone who wants to expand
the use of XML information and technologies in an organization.

From a development perspective, InfoPath forms provide the following efficiencies and benefits:

A well-understood and robust authoring environment based on the complete Microsoft Office composition and editing
feature set such as rich text formatting, hyperlinks, lists, tables, images, spelling checker, find and replace, autocomplete,
and drag-and-drop editing.

A built-in library of form controls such as entry boxes for rich text, drop-down lists, scrollable list boxes, date pickers
(calendar control), check boxes, radio buttons, repeating tables, buttons, and numerous other controls. All controls have
configurable properties. In addition, InfoPath supports controls that facilitate a very high level of design and functional
flexibility, including repeating sections, optional sections, dynamic conditional formatting and visibility, custom dialog
boxes, and multiple views of forms.

The automatic generation of structured XML information directly from the GUI of the InfoPath form, which is presented
as an easily understood, editable tree-view model of the schema. InfoPath can also import an existing document schema
and automatically generate a baseline form from the schema. In addition, another application can edit the XSLT files
(containing the XML representation of the form’s GUI and controls), and the modified file will still be fully functional in
InfoPath.

Form access to databases and Web services through a simple dialog box interaction. An InfoPath form is inherently a
network client and the form designer can easily design a form to connect to any database or published Web service.



  

Support for the direct attachment of digital signatures to completed forms. The digital signature remains embedded in
the form representation of the document and is transmitted with the XML schema representation of the document
information.

From a deployment and use perspective, InfoPath also provides these benefits:

Easy form entry and configurable controls facilitate optimal reuse of form templates.

InfoPath’s “publish” facility makes distributing a form with all of its respective resources (schema, style sheet, template
manifest, and so on) transparent and easy, whether to a Web download site, to shared folders, or by e-mail.

Because an InfoPath form generates an XML document based on a schema, the information extraction and processing
efficiencies are unprecedented. InfoPath provides extraction and merging capabilities using a simple dialog box
interaction, but these capabilities, and others, can be obtained from almost any application that is XML enabled.

InfoPath’s extensive functional controls and rich design capabilities result in a satisfying and effective end-user
experience, where the requisite information is gathered and generated efficiently, completely, and correctly. An InfoPath
form can provide context-sensitive prompts, real-time validation of entered information, and the immediate generation
of derived and computed information. Because the underlying schemas and style sheet reside with the form on the end
user’s computer, the user can fill out the form and all of its features and local functionality at any time without being
connected to a network. When connected to a network, database and Web services functionality become automatically
available to the form. At that time, the form and all entered information can be submitted to a Web service, database, or
Web site.

These features and benefits provide a compelling rationale for adopting XML-based, personal-productivity tools. Tools like
InfoPath facilitate the enterprise-wide creation and dissemination of high-quality information—that is, structured and
semantically rich information that is capable of being consumed and processed by any XML-enabled application. InfoPath not
only emulates the characteristics of paper in addressing the requirements of complex workflows, but it also significantly
supersedes the functionality of Web-based forms.
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Conclusion: Toward Enhanced Productivity and Competitive Capabilities

Creating and disseminating structured and semantically rich information throughout an organization with InfoPath sets the
stage for BizTalk Server to coordinate and manage workflows that can accommodate any operational contingencies and
performance requirements. Through their mutual use of XML schema, Web services, and XSLT, InfoPath and BizTalk Server
take advantage of each other to make unprecedented workflow efficiencies possible.

We are entering an era of information technology that will be defined by widely distributed processes and the detachment of
information from applications. The meaning, function, and presentation of information will be self-describing, embedded in the
information itself using XML schema vocabularies and XML style sheet references. Information will be generated and published
without knowledge of how it will be consumed or used. Applications will be capable of consuming information and the
methods of other applications, as well as being consumed themselves. Processes will be self-configurable at run time based on
event-level interactions between XML rule sets, orchestrated Web services, and information. Entirely new applications and new
business models will evolve from this paradigm.

The first generation of information technology infrastructure, based on the Service-Oriented Architecture paradigm, is
beginning. Widely distributed and well understood applications such as the Microsoft Office suite are directly generating and
decoding exposed XML documents with their schema definitions and processing instructions.

The next step is to allow those XML-enabled applications to engage in event-level interactions based on their ability to
understand and process the information found in the documents. Essentially, they will become “content responsive” and will be
capable of enacting automated processes among themselves. This is the same fundamental premise of Web services, and it will
redefine the functional concept and capabilities of these applications. They will effectively behave as network clients, in the
manner of a Web browser or e-mail client, but will be capable of participating in sophisticated and automated interactions with
any source of XML information. Participants using these tools will still engage in their respective workflow functions, but much
more efficiently because of the elimination of manual processing tasks that are irrelevant to the effective execution of those
functions.

From this overview of the innovations in BizTalk Server and Microsoft Office 2003, it is clear how cumulative XML functionality
accrues. The XML protocols (Schema, XSLT and Web services) enable InfoPath and BizTalk Server. In turn, BizTalk Server and
InfoPath enable application integration, automated workflow, and trading partner applications based on the Service-Oriented
Architecture paradigm, which is a new development and process execution methodology.

Each manifestation by itself has significant value, but when combined they offer the potential to facilitate wholesale efficiencies



and innovative solutions to numerous challenging problems. It is an object lesson in the whole being greater than the sum of
the parts.
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Overview

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 is a server application that enables businesses to integrate disparate, heterogeneous
applications, and to automate business processes. BizTalk Server 2004 handles all data communication between the underlying
Microsoft Windows Server operating system and Microsoft SQL Server database on behalf of all external applications, services,
processes, and systems.

To enable the integration of disparate applications and the coordination of logic between business processes, BizTalk Server
2004 transforms and persists all the messages in the MessageBox database on SQL Server. BizTalk Server uses the Publish /
Subscribe metaphor for this integration.

The following figure shows the message flow in BizTalk Server 2004.

Figure 1 Message flow in BizTalk Server 2004

1. BizTalk Server receives messages from external applications, services, processes, and systems. BizTalk Server uses receive
pipelines to convert messages from their external format to XML data and persists these messages to the MessageBox
database. This completes the "Publishing" of messages.

2. BizTalk Server may then process the messages with orchestrations by using the Business Rule Engine with these
processes. These processes are considered as "Subscribers" to the messages that were published to the MessageBox
database. The processes may have a need to send the message to other applications or to trading partners, which results
in the orchestration processes "publishing" a new message to the MessageBox database.

3. BizTalk Server uses send pipelines to convert the XML data to their external format. The Send adapter then sends the
messages to their external applications, services, processes, and systems.

The document explains how the various BizTalk Server adapters handle these transactional semantics.

It will also describe how and when to use atomic and long running transactions associated with business processes.

Transactions Across Adapters

Adapters in BizTalk Server are the first and last components that typically touch messages received and sent through BizTalk
Server. Out of the box, BizTalk provides File, FTP, SQL, HTTP, SOAP, SMTP, Message Queuing, and Base EDI adapters.



 

This section covers how the transactional semantics apply to messages when they are processed by the following BizTalk
adapters. You can use all the adapters to send and receive messages.

Transactions guarantee one-time delivery at a cost. For non-transactional adapters, in a single MessageBox database scenario,
the messaging engine uses SQL transactions versus creating COM+ transactions using MSDTC. In these scenarios, however, if
there were any system failure while processing, the system could receive or send the same message twice. With transactional
adapters (SQL/mySAP/MQ Series/MSMQ), the engine will always use COM+ DTC transactions, since the transactions span
multiple systems—the message box(es) and the source or destination of the message. The adapter always owns the
transactions and is responsible for the commit or rollback of the transaction; the engine simply votes.

In high throughput scenarios there might be a need to scale out the MessageBox database layer that BizTalk uses. In a multi-
message box topology the agent/engine automatically uses DTC and any performance boost achieved by adding the second
message box is offset by distributed transactions. Only when a third message box is added does it really improve performance.
Hence, the general recommendation is to go from a single message box topology to three message boxes (not to two).

There are special cases when the messaging engine automatically uses a DTC. This is when the engine is processing large files
or large batches (batches containing multiple messages whose aggregate datasize is greater than a configured threshold). This
is a configured threshold that defaults to 100K.

The following sections cover how the transactional semantics apply to messages when they are processed by the following
BizTalk adapters. See BizTalk Server 2004 Help for more information about configuring and using the adapters.

BizTalk Native Adapters

There are several native adapters for BizTalk Server. These include:

File adapter
SQL adapter
Message Queuing adapter
FTP adapter
HTTP adapter

File Adapter

You use the File receive adapter to read messages from the file system (local or network), and submit them to BizTalk Server. If
the network location is unavailable, the adapter retries the operation based on the settings in the receive location (this does not
apply to local shares). After the message is accepted successfully, the adapter deletes the file. If the message was read
successfully but the failed in the pipeline, the adapter puts the message in the Suspended Queue and deletes the file. If the
adapter cannot submit or suspend the message to the MessageBox database, it does not delete the original file.

The receive adapter submits messages to the MessageBox database in batches. The batch size defaults to 20 and is
configurable in the receive location properties. If the adapter can successfully read and submit the batch of messages to the
MessageBox database, the corresponding files are deleted from the receive location. If some of the messages within the batch
failed to be processed, the messages are suspended and the corresponding files deleted from the receive location. If any of the
messages fail to be stored to the MessageBox database, the entire batch is rolled back and the corresponding files are left
unchanged in the receive location. It is important to note that the batch is only rolled back on an unsuccessful post to the
MessageBox database, either in the Suspended Queue or the Processing Queue.

The File send adapter works the opposite way in that, it writes the message to a file and if successful, deletes the message from
the MessageBox database. The batch operation applies to the send adapter too, however, the batch size is not configurable and
is preset to ten. If for whatever reason, the server cannot write the messages in a batch to files; those messages are rolled back
to the MessageBox datbase for retry processing. It is important to note that only the messages that fail to be written are retried,
the successful messages in the batch are deleted from the MessageBox database.

The File adapter is a non-transactional adapter, and it is possible to loose files or receive duplicate files.

SQL Adapter

The SQL adapter is classified as a transactional BizTalk Server adapter. The SQL receive adapter is a polling service that
periodically polls Microsoft SQL Server for result sets. The receive adapter supports SELECT statements and stored procedures
that return single result sets. If a message fails validation or routing in BizTalk Server 2004, the adapter commits the
transaction, and the failed message is put in the Suspended queue. The adapter uses MSDTC to manage the transactions.

The SQL send adapter can be configured to send UpdateGrams or to run stored procedures. All UpdateGrams contain the
same basic structure:

<UpdateGramRootElement>



The following definitions describe the role of each block:

<before>

Identifies the existing state (also referred to as "the before state") of the record instance, and works as the WHERE clause in an
SQL statement.

<after>

Identifies the new state to which data is to be changed.

<sync>

Contains the <before> and <after> blocks. A <sync> block can contain more than one set of <before> and <after> blocks.
If more than one set of <before> and <after> blocks exist, these need to be specified as pairs (even if they are empty). There
can be more than one <sync> block and each <sync> block serves as a unit of transaction. If multiple <sync> blocks are
specified in an UpdateGram, the failure of one <sync> block does not affect other <sync> blocks.

The transactional capabilities of the adapter are on by default; there is no way to turn off this capability. Since the transaction
spans the application database, the application database design and transactional aspects have an impact on the overall
concurrency and performance of the application.

Message Queuing Adapter

The Message Queuing adapter (also known as MSMQ/T) follows the same network protocol as Microsoft Message Queuing,
but the persistence is to the BizTalk MessageBox database. The MSMQ/T receive adapter interfaces with receive locations
versus queues.

By default, receive queues are transactional. Queues can be specified as non-transactional by setting the Non-Transactional
property in the receive location. When using MSMQ Protocol to send a message to MSMQT the scope of the transaction on the
client is only to make sure that the message has been successfully written to the queue storage on the local client, and that this
message can be safely reconstructed and sent to the recipient even if the client computer were to fail. Also, when using
transactions, the message won't be visible on the queue until the transaction is committed.

The destination Microsoft Message Queuing or BizTalk Message Queuing service is responsible for sending acknowledgments
to the source Microsoft Message Queuing or BizTalk Message Queuing service, indicating the sequence number of the last
received message. If the source Microsoft Message Queuing or BizTalk Message Queuing service does not receive the
appropriate order acknowledgment within a certain time limit, it will retransmit the message. Microsoft Message Queuing or
BizTalk Message Queuing service drops messages that are received out-of-order by the destination, because the source
Microsoft Message Queuing or BizTalk Message Queuing service will resend them.

MSMQ/T always does in-order delivery, which is detrimental to performance.

FTP Adapter

The FTP adapter allows movement of data to and from an FTP server to BizTalk Server. The FTP adapter supports FTP
transmissions using default FTP servers available on the following platforms: Solaris 9.0, HP-UX, LINUX (Redhat 7.x), IBM O/S
390 running MVS, AS400 OS/400 V5R1, Microsoft Windows® 2000 Server Service Pack 4, Microsoft Windows 2000
Advanced Server Service Pack 4 and Microsoft Windows Server™ 2003.

The FTP receive adapter guarantees one time delivery of the messages from the Host server through the use of temporary
folders. The Temporary folder is set through a property setting for the receive location. The following is a sample scenario:

Server A is the remote FTP server that BizTalk is trying to connect to, and Server B is BizTalk Server with the FTP adapter. The
following values need to be setup for the receive location:

Server: Server A

Folder: FTP folder on the remote FTP server

Temporary Folder: C:\FTP\Temp

   <sync>
      <before>
         <TableName col1='somevalue' col2='somevalue' />
      </before>
      <after>
         <TableName col1='somevalue' col2='somevalue' />
      </after>
   </sync>
</UpdateGramRootElement>



 

The FTP folder should exist on Server A with the right permissions. The folder "C:\FTP\TEMP" needs to exist with the right
permissions on the BizTalk Server.

The FTP send adapter uses a Temporary folder for error recovery and atomic uploads as well. The error recovery logic uses the
size of the file in the Temporary folder (in bytes) to determine the number of bytes already transferred (possibly in the
previous attempt). This is only supported for uploads in binary mode.

HTTP Adapter

The HTTP adapter allows the exchange of information between BizTalk Server and an application by means of the HTTP
protocol. Applications can send messages to a server by sending HTTP POST or HTTP GET requests to a specified HTTP URL.
The HTTP adapter receives the HTTP requests and submits them to BizTalk Server for processing. Similarly, BizTalk Server can
transmit messages to remote applications by sending HTTP POST requests to a specified HTTP URL.

The HTTP receive adapter uses a BizTalk-specific Internet Server API (ISAPI) filter to service requests. The HTTP receive adapter
submits messages to the server in batches. If some of the messages within a batch fail processing in the pipelines, the HTTP
receive adapter returns the server error code "500 - Internal Server Error" to the clients whose messages failed processing, and
does not suspend failed messages. If some or all of the messages fail to be stored in the MessageBox database, the system rolls
back the entire batch operation and sends server error code 500 to all clients who had requests in the batch. The HTTP send
adapter does not support batching operations.

Other Microsoft Adapters

There are other Microsoft adapters and custom adapters in addition to the native adapters. These include:

MQSeries adapter 2.0
MSMQ adapter
mySAP 2.0 adapter
Custom adapters

MQ Series Adapter 2.0

The MQ Series adapter provides connectivity with IBM MQ Series. The adapter has two parts: the adapter running on the
BizTalk servers and a COM+ component running on an MQ Series Server on the Windows operating system. The adapter
supports batching and transactions for both sending and receiving messages. The adapter, however, will need MQ Series
Server and cannot work with the MQ Series Client. This is mainly because only the MQ Series Server supports distributed
transactions using MSDTC. The adapter guarantees delivery of messages and non-duplication of messages between MQSeries
queues and BizTalk Server by starting a transaction that both BizTalk Server and MQSeries enlist in. The MQ Series client
version on Windows does not support DTC. Distributed transactions are important to ensure that the message is either in a
BizTalk Server MessageBox database or in MQ Series queues, and that the same message is never in both.

The MQ Series receive adapter will retrieve messages in batches from MQ Series. It uses a combination of maximum messages
in a batch as well as the batch size properties specified on the receive location. If the receive location is set up to support
transactions, the adapter will suspend any of messages that fail validation in the MessageBox database. If the messages cannot
be suspended or committed to the MessageBox database, the adapter will rollback the entire batch. In a scenario where some
of the messages in the batch are suspended, the adapter resorts to sending messages one at a time to proceed past the error
before resorting back to batching. The adapter also supports ordered delivery. The receive location can be set up with two
options: Order with Stop and Order with Suspend. The Order with Stop option will end the transaction, causing the message to
be rolled back in the MQ Series queue, and the receive location will be disabled. The Order with Suspend option cause the
messages to be sent to the Suspend queue, but the receive location will continue to receive other messages. However, the
ordered delivery is not maintained in this scenario. See the adapter configuration for restrictions about the Host configuration
for ordered delivery.

The MQ Series send adapter also sends messages in batches and follows the same transactional semantics as the receive
adapter. If the messages in a batch fail to be written to the MQ Series queue, those messages are suspended, and are handled
through retry processing configured for the send port. Similar to the receive adapter, the send adapter will resort to sending
messages one at a time in this scenario before recovering back to resume the batch processing. The batch size property applies
to the send handler, and is not available on individual send ports, unlike the receive locations.

MSMQ Adapter

The MSMQ adapter, also known as MSMQ/C (MSMQ Classic) adapter, allows sending and receiving messages to MSMQ
queues. The adapter has support for both Message Queuing 2.0 and 3.0. The adapter works with transactional and non-
transactional, public and private, and local and remote queues. The adapter also provides large message support (greater than
4 MB) through the large message extensions in BizTalk Server.

The receive adapter receives messages in batches. The default is set to 20. The adapter can be configured to do transacted



 

receives. This is limited to local queues only. If the receive location is set up to read transactionally and any of the messages in
the batch fail validation or routing in the pipelines, the adapter does the following:

Creates a new batch enlisting in the same original transaction and moves the messages to the Suspended queue.
Resubmits the original batch.
If both of the above actions are successful, the adapter commits the original transaction; otherwise, it rolls back the
messages to the queues.

The send adapter behaves similarly when configured for transactional sends. The transactional queues can be
local or remote. The default batch size for send is five. If the send port is configured to send messages
transactionally and any of the messages in the batch fail to be written to the destination queues, the batch is
rolled back to the MessageBox database for retry processing.

mySAP 2.0 Adapter

The mySAP 2.0 adapter enables integration with SAP Web Application Server 6.20 and above, and R/3 4.x. The adapter uses the
SAP Connector for Microsoft .NET (version 1.0.3). The SAP adapter supports the following SAP schema types:

Business API (BAPI)

Intermediate Document (IDoc) versions 2.0 and 3.0

Remote Function Call (RFC)

By default, the receive adapter receives a single message. You can configure this message by setting a higher value for the
batch size. SAP interfaces with program IDs associated with the RFC_Destination configured for SAP. The receive location
needs to be configured with the same program ID. If the receive location is disabled or the program ID does not match, SAP
will show a failure to transmit the message. If a message fails validation or routing in BizTalk Server 2004, the messages will
appear in the Suspended queue. If any of the messages fail to be stored to the MessageBox database, the messages in the
batch are rolled back into SAP. The adapter uses MSDTC to manage the transactions.

The send adapter follows the same transactional semantics and if messages cannot be successfully delivered to SAP, messages
get suspended and are handled through retry processing configured for the send port. The batch size property applies to the
send handler and is not available on individual send ports unlike the receive locations.

Custom Adapters

The receive adapters submit messages to BizTalk and can be developed as a one-way or a two-way request/response pattern.
Transacted receivers use a DTC transaction to ensure atomicity between their data source and the BizTalk MessageBox
database. A request-response receive adapter will only use a transaction for the submission of the request message; the
response message will need to enlist in a separate transaction. The scope of the transaction is between the adapter and the
MessageBox database, and the request message will not be published until the transaction for the request message is
committed.

The send adapters can also be developed as a one-way or a two-way solicit response pattern. The adapter sends the data in the
message to a resource about its enlistment in a DTC transaction. Unlike the two-way receive adapters, the solicit response send
adapters can use the same DTC transaction for the solicit response message pair to ensure atomicity for the message
exchange.

Some .NET-based components are designed to be used as serviced components and do not allow the transaction to be
programmatically committed or aborted, but instead is automatically committed by the platform. For these scenarios, the
adapter should use Bring Your Own Transaction (BYOT). This allows the adapter to create a DTC transaction, create the .NET-
serviced component that uses the transaction, and allow that component to inherit the created transaction rather than create
their own transactions. It is recommended to use the BYOTTransaction helper class that ships with the SDK BaseAdapter. See
BizTalk Server 2004 Help for more information about developing custom adapters.

Custom Pipeline Components

There are scenarios where pipeline components need to enlist in transactions, and either commit the results or roll back
depending on whether the messages are successfully posted to the MessageBox database.

The support is for MSDTC transactions and applies to transactional and non-transactional receive adapters. Send adapters are
currently not supported.

For a non-transactional adapter, the DTC transaction is initiated by the messaging engine. For transactional adapters, the DTC
transaction is initiated by the receive adapter and passed to the engine and then to the component. The transaction applies to
the transport batch. Any other component from any receive pipeline that processes the messages from this transport batch can
avail of this transaction. If all the messages in the batch are successfully submitted, the transaction is committed by the engine.
The messaging engine rolls back the transaction if submission of any of the messages in the batch fail. For non-transactional



 

adapters, if the pipeline component throws an exception, the engine rolls back the batch submission and reports a submission
failure to the receive adapter. For a transactional adapter, the engine reports the batch failure to the receive adapter and the
receive adapter is responsible for rolling back the batch. A transactional pipeline component has to query the
IPipelineContextEx interface and use the GetTransaction method to get the transaction context as detailed in the following
example.

The following code example demonstrates a transactional pipeline component that gets the transaction from the EPM and then
updates the database within that transaction. This sample assumes that the schema elements that are needed in the database
call are Promoted Properties:

Business Process Transactions

BizTalk Server provides a process execution engine that manages the state, applies business logic, and invokes the supporting
applications of complex processes and/or transaction sets. Business processes can be composed as discrete pieces of work
using atomic transactions that automatically roll back all changes in case of errors or long running, which can contain nested

public IBaseMessage Execute(IPipelineContext pc, IBaseMessage inMsg)
{
string customerId;
string companyName;

// Get the customer Id and companyName from the property schema
IBaseMessageContext ctx = inMsg.Context;
customerId = ctx.Read("customerID", 
"http://somepropertyschema").ToString();

companyName = ctx.Read("companyName", "http://somepropertyschema")).ToString();

IPipelineContextEx pcx = pc as IPipelineContextEx;

if (pcx != null)
{
ITransaction trans = null;
trans = (ITransaction)pcx.GetTransaction();

if (trans != null)
{
SqlConnection nwindConn = 
new SqlConnection(
"Data Source=localhost;Integrated Security=SSPI;" +
"Initial Catalog=Northwind;Enlist=false;");
SqlCommand cmd = 
new SqlCommand(
"INSERT INTO Customers (CustomerID, CompanyName) " +
"Values(@CustomerId, @CompanyName)", nwindConn);
    
cmd.Parameters.Add("@CustomerId", SqlDbType.VarChar, 5).Value = customerId;
cmd.Parameters.Add("@CompanyName", SqlDbType.VarChar, 
40).Value = companyName;
nwindConn.Open();
pc.ResourceTracker.AddResource(nwindConn);
nwindConn.EnlistDistributedTransaction(trans);
try
{
cmd.ExecuteNonQuery();
}
catch (SqlException e)
{
throw(e);
}
}
else
throw new ArgumentNullException("IPipelineContextEx:GetTransaction();
}
return inMsg;
}



 

transactions and use custom exception handling to recover from error scenarios. These transactional semantics are typically
managed through the Scope construct in the Orchestration Designer. The long running processes can span days, weeks, and
longer time durations. The long running processes typically utilize correlation to correlate messages that are received to the
messages that may be sent. The orchestration engine typically dehydrates these instances to conserve system resources and
re-hydrates the process upon receipt of these correlated messages. The orchestration engine persists the orchestration state to
the MessageBox database at known checkpoints to recover from any application or system exceptions.

Persistence in Orchestrations

The orchestration engine saves the entire state of an orchestration instance at various persistence points to allow rehydration
of the orchestration instance. The state includes any .NET-based components that may be used in the orchestration, in addition
to messages and variables. The engine stores state at the following persistence points:

End of a transactional scope (atomic or long running)
At debugging breakpoints
At the execution of other orchestrations through the Start Orchestration shape
At the Send shape (except in an atomic transaction)
When an Orchestration Instance is suspended
When the system shutdowns in a controlled manner
When the engine determines it wants to dehydrate
When an orchestration instance is finished

The engine optimizes the number of persistence points as they are expensive, especially when dealing with large message
sizes. As shown in the two orchestration instances below, in the orchestration with the Send Shapes in an atomic scope, the
engine determines a single persistence point between the end of the transaction scope and the end of the orchestration. In the
other orchestration, there will be two persistence points, one for the first Send shape and the second for the Send shape plus
end of the orchestration.

Figure 2 Orchestration persistence

Any .NET-based objects you use in orchestrations, either directly or indirectly, must be marked as serializable unless they are
invoked in atomic scopes, or if the objects are stateless and are invoked only through static methods.
System.Xml.XmlDocument is a special case and does not need to be marked as serializable regardless of the transaction
property for a scope.

How does the special handling for System.Xml.XmlDocument work:

When the user defines a variable X of type T, where T is System.Xml.XmlDocument or a class derived from
System.Xml.XmlDocument then the compiler will treat X as a serializable object.

When serializing X, the runtime will keep the following pieces of information: (a) the actual type Tr of the object X is referring
to (b) the OuterXml string of the document.



 

When de-serializing X, the runtime will create an instance of Tr (this assumes a constructor that does not take any parameters)
and will call LoadXml providing the instance with the saved OuterXml. X will then be set to point to the newly created
instance of Tr.

Correlation

The orchestration engine uses the concept of correlation to match incoming message to an orchestration instance. The engine
may spawn different orchestration instances, each of which deals with instance-specific data. Correlation needs to be used in
scenarios where there might be a need to send/receive messages asynchronously, especially in the case of long running
processes. The engine uses implicit correlation when dealing with request/response scenarios.

Correlation is achieved by creating correlation types and correlation sets based on the correlation type. A correlation type is a
list of properties that can be picked from either the application-specific property schema or the GlobalPropertySchema used
by BizTalk. It is important to note that the application-specific properties have to be promoted properties and will not appear in
the Correlation Properties dialog box if they are identified as distinguished fields. The following figure shows the
Correlation Properties dialog box. As is shown, the available properties by default include all the properties from the
GlobalPropertySchema.

Figure 3 - Correlation Properties dialog box

A correlation set is a collection of promoted message property values that you use to route an incoming message to an
executing instance. The message is evaluated for the message type and every property in the set in order to correctly route it to
the instance.

Sample Scenario:

The following orchestration displays a scenario where a message is:

Received by an Activating Receive shape that starts the orchestrations
Transforming and sending the message out through a certain transport. The correlation set will be initialized in this
shape using some promoted properties that can uniquely identify the message.
Receiving a response message back from a transport other than the send transport. The shape is defined as "Following
Correlation Sets" that was initialized in the preceding Send shape. 

Figure 4 Orchestration scenario



 

 

It is important to note that if the same scenario had been constructed using a request-response send port, the engine would
create an implicit "Initializing Correlation Sets" for the Send, and "Following Correlation Sets" for the Receive shape.

Compensation

Compensation can be thought of as a process to do a logical undo of the work that has been successfully committed in
response to some error condition. This is handled in orchestrations through the use of compensation handlers. Compensation
handlers can only be associated with transactional scopes (long running or atomic). It is important to understand that the
compensation handler of a scope is invoked only if the scope completed successfully, but then is required to be undone
because a surrounding scope has decided to abort (due to failures that may occur later in the process).

The orchestration engine defines clear semantics about the information that is available to a compensation handler:

It gets the state of the running instance exactly as it existed at the point at which the associated scope was successfully
completed. This includes the state of messages, variables, objects, and so on.
A compensation handler cannot influence the global scope of the executing process. Any modification to the global state
is only visible locally. 

A compensation handler for a particular scope is always invoked by either the compensation or exception handler of the
surrounding scope. The default compensation process for nested transactions has the effect of running the compensation
handler for each of the nested transactions in the reverse order of how they were committed.

The orchestration engine provides a Compensate shape for invoking specific compensation handlers. If the Compensate shape
targets itself (also known as self compensation). The effect is the same as the default compensation. After the compensation
handler completes, the control transfers back to the statement immediately following the Compensate shape taht triggered the
original compensation. In a nested scope scenario, if the Compensate shape targets a child compensation handler, and if the
child scope does not have a user-specified compensation handler, a default system-provided one is run. A particular scope can
be compensated only once. The compiler will prevent more than one path leading to the compensation of a particular scope.

The entire orchestration can have a custom compensation handler. It is set by setting the Compensation property for the
orchestration to Custom. This has the effect of an additional Compensation tab next to the default Orchestration tab in the
Orchestration Designer. An empty sheet is created with all the Port shapes as they exist in the orchestration being
compensated. The custom compensation handler is useful to compensate completed orchestration instances and applies
primarily for called orchestrations. The custom compensation does not run for stand alone orchestrations.

Samples for compensation usage are provided with scenarios for long running transactions as they typically are used with
long running processes where there is a need to undo logical units of work that have completed due to errors in the process.

Atomic Transactions



BizTalk orchestrations can be designed to run discrete pieces of work, following the classic 'ACID' concept of a transaction.
These discrete or atomic units of work, when performed, move the business process from one consistent state to a new,
consistent and durable state, and that are isolated from other units of work. This is typically done by using the Scope construct
that encapsulates the units of work with the transactional semantics. The entire orchestration can also be defined as an atomic
transaction without the use of scopes. The scopes, however, cannot be marked as transactional unless the orchestration itself is
marked as a long running or atomic transaction type.

Atomic transactions behave like classic MSDTC transactions, but they are not explicit DTC transactions by default. The following
isolation levels are supported by the atomic transactions:

Read Committed
Shared locks are held while the data is being read to avoid dirty reads, but the data can be changed before the end of the
transaction, resulting in non-repeatable reads or phantom data. 
Repeatable Read
Locks are placed on all data that is used in a query, preventing other users from updating the data. This prevents non-
repeatable reads, but phantom rows are still possible. 
Serializable
A range lock is placed preventing other users from updating or inserting rows into the database until the transaction is
complete.

When the atomic transaction fails, all states are reset as if the orchestration instance never entered the scope. The rule BizTalk
has for atomic transactions is that all variables (not just local to the scope) participate in the transaction. All non-serializable
variables and messages used in an atomic transaction should be declared local to the scope; otherwise, the compiler will give
the "variable….is not marked as serializable" error. All atomic scopes are assumed to be "synchronized" and the orchestration
compiler will provide a warning for redundant usage, if indeed the synchronized keyword is used for atomic scopes. The
synchronization for the shared data extends from the beginning of the scope until the successful completion of the scope
(including the state persistence at the end of the scope) or to the completion of the exception handler (in case of errors). The
synchronization domain does not extend to the compensation handler.

Atomic transactions can be associated with timeout values at which point the orchestration will stop the transaction and the
instance will be suspended. If an atomic transaction contains a Receive shape, a Send shape, or a Start Orchestration shape, the
corresponding actions will not take place until the transaction has committed.

An atomic transaction retries when the user deliberately throws a RetryTransactionException or if a PersistenceException
is raised at the time that the atomic transaction tries to commit. The latter could happen if for instance, the atomic transaction
was part of a distributed DTC transaction and some other participant in that transaction stopped the transaction. Likewise, if
there were database connectivity problems at the time when the transaction was trying to commit, there would also be a
PersistenceException raised. If this happens for an atomic scope that has Retry=True, then it will retry up to 21 times. The
delay between each retry is two seconds by default (but that is modifiable). After 21 retries are exhausted, if the transaction is
still unable to commit, the whole orchestration instance is suspended. It can be manually resumed and it will start over again,
with a fresh counter, from the beginning of the offending atomic scope.

Note
Only the RetryTransactionException and PersistenceException can cause an atomic scope to retry. Any other exception r
aised in an atomic scope cannot cause it to retry, even if the Retry property is set to True. The two-second default delay betw
een each two consecutive retries can be overridden by using a public property on RetryTransactionException (if that is the
exception that is being used to cause the retries).

The atomic scopes have restrictions on nesting other transactions that cannot nest other transactions or include Catch -
Exception blocks. The following scenarios describe the use of atomic transactions.

Scenario 1 - An Atomic Transaction with COM+ ServicedComponent

The following orchestration shows how to use the RetryTransactionException with atomic transactions. Although exception
handlers cannot be directly included for an atomic scope, the scope can include a non-transactional scope that can have an
exception handler. The ServicedComponent enlists in the same DTC transaction and any exception raised by the component
is caught and re-thrown as RetryTransactionException. (This assumes that the Retry property is set to True for the atomic
scope).

Note that the orchestration would have been suspended and the action in the MessageAssignment shape would have been
rolled back even if the RetryTransactionException is not thrown. This pattern, however, allows building resilience in the
application where the retries occur automatically.



Figure 5 An atomic transaction with COM+ ServicedComponent

Scenario 2 - Using Transacted Adapters with Atomic Transactions

The following orchestration shows how to use the atomic transactions with the SQL adapter. The whole orchestration is
marked as long running with individual atomic transactions for the two logical pieces of work, Inserting a new Customer and
Insert Order details for the customer. If for whatever reason, the Order Insert fails, the Customer Insert should be rolled back.
The sample uses the SQL adapter to do the database work. As mentioned earlier, the scope associated with an atomic
transaction completes when the message is sent to the MessageBox database. This implies that after the engine is successful in
sending the message in the Scope_InsertCustomer and Scope_InsertOrder scopes, each one of the scopes commits. The SQL
adapter creates a new transaction for the actual Insert of the Customer or the order. The Ports have a property “Delivery
Notification” for validating that the message has been successfully sent via the Sent Port. When the Delivery Notification
property is set to “Transmitted”, a receive subscription is placed before the Transactional commit point of the Send Operation.
However in case of Atomic Scopes, the receive subscription is placed in the enclosing Parent scope. In the scenario where the
InsertOrder SQL transaction fails, a "Nack" will be sent back and the "Scope_InsertOrder" commits. After the Sent Port exhausts
the configured retries, a DeliveryFailureException will be raised This exception will be caught by the default exception handler,
which will run the default compensation process. This will invoke the compensation handler associated with the
Scope_InsertCustomer, causing the undo operation of inserting the customer information.

Note
Nesting the two scopes in a long running scope, and invoking the Compensate shape (targeting the long running transaction
) from the exception handler for the long running scope will result in the same behavior as described above. The whole orche
stration could not be marked atomic as atomic transactions do not allow nested transactions.

Figure 6 Transacted adapters with atomic transactions



 

Long Running Transactions



Atomic transactions are usually unsuitable for ensuring transactional semantics for long running work because of all the
resources that are consumed in preserving the ACID semantics. Long running transactions assist in the implementation of such
scenarios by providing a framework that provides some of the ACID semantics inherently (both atomicity and isolation is lost),
but provide a programmable way to achieve the rest.

Long-running transactions are similar to atomic transactions in regard to guaranteeing durability and consistency of state at
the end of the transaction.

They are also fundamentally different from atomic transactions because:

Exception handlers are permitted on long-running scopes.
There is no "auto" rollback of state in case of a transaction abort. You can achieve this programmatically through the
exception and compensation handlers.
Long running transactions permit nesting of other transactions (long running or atomic).

Long running scopes can be associated with a timeout, which is a logical time within which the long-running work must
complete. If the scope does not complete within the specified time, a pre-defined system exception TimeoutException is
raised.

You can create long running processes by either marking the entire orchestration as long running or having an outer long
running scope nest any other scopes. In the former scenario, a system-provided exception handler runs, whereas the latter
allows associating specific exception handlers to the outer scope. The default system-provided exception handler will run the
compensation handler for each of the successfully completed nested transactional scopes, if any, in reverse order of their
completion. You can achieve the same through self compensating by using the Compensate shape in the exception handler for
a long running transaction.

Scenario 1 - Using Long Running Transactions with Timeouts

The following orchestration is a representation of how to associate timeouts with long running transactions. Sometime, you
may need to interface with legacy systems that operate in a batch fashion. The scenario shows a purchase order being received
and sent to the legacy system. The legacy system processes the purchase order and sends back a purchase order
acknowledgement. The send operation initializes a correlation set using the purchase order number and the receive operation
follows that correlation set. The receive operation is also in a long running scope with a timeout value. The orchestration
engine will dehydrate the orchestration instance waiting for the receive. The correlation will ensure that the same orchestration
instance is invoked after the message is received. If the purchase order acknowledgement does not arrive within the time
interval specified by the timeout values, a TimeoutException will be thrown.

Figure 7 Long running transactions with timeouts

Scenario 2 - Using Long Running Transactions with Custom Compensation

The following two orchestrations demonstrate how to associate and invoke custom compensations associated with entire
orchestrations. The scenario is similar to Scenario 2 for Atomic Transactions; inserting a new customer and inserting the order
details for the customer. The process remains the same, if the order insert fails, you should roll back the customer insert. The
customer insert could be done by a legacy system, and is therefore, demonstrated in a separate callable orchestration. The
called orchestration has the Custom property set for compensation, which provides a separate sheet to do the compensation
process. The compensation is to delete the newly inserted customer.



The calling orchestration has a long running scope to do the order insert. This scope is nested within an outer long running
scope. The outer scope has an exception handler associated to catch any exceptions. The handler uses the Compensate shape
to invoke the custom exception associated with the called orchestration to roll back any changes that might have occurred in
the call to the orchestration.

Figure 8 Long running transactions with custom compensation

Figure 9 Called orchestration (main)

Figure 10 Called orchestration (compensation)
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Overview

No application is an island. Even though many are still created with an internal focus, the reality is that tying applications
together has become the norm. Yet connecting software is about more than just exchanging bytes. As organizations move
toward a service-oriented architecture (SOA), the real goal—creating business processes that unite separate applications into a
coherent whole—comes within reach.

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 supports this goal. This new release enables you to connect diverse applications, and then to
graphically create and modify business processes that use the services that those applications provide. This release also brings
more to the core BizTalk Server 2004 engine, including a mechanism for specifying business rules, better ways to manage and
monitor the applications built on it, and support for single sign-on for those applications.

BizTalk Server 2004 also adds new services for information workers. These include a group of Business Activity Services (BAS),
a Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) Framework for analyzing running business processes, support for business process
provisioning and configuration, and services that enable information workers to set up and manage interactions with trading
partners. BizTalk Server 2004 also adds technology for creating Human Workflow Services (HWS), making possible business
processes that people can interact with from Microsoft Outlook and other familiar clients. Given the amount of new technology
it contains, it is fair to say that BizTalk Server 2004 is a significant update from its predecessor.

BizTalk Server has changed because the world in which customers use it has changed. The biggest change, one that confronts
every organization, is the rapid spread of Web services. Because they allow universal connectivity among applications, Web
services will lead most organizations to some form of SOA. Other important changes flow from this, such as the ability to
define Web services-based business processes by using the Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS,
commonly called just BPEL). The changes in the Microsoft world itself are also substantial, with the most important flowing
from the advent of the Microsoft .NET Framework. Because it provides a new foundation for building applications, the .NET
Framework transforms how Microsoft Windows-oriented developers create software.

All of these changes have strongly affected how Microsoft approached building this new BizTalk Server release. Unlike its
COM-based predecessors, BizTalk Server 2004 is built completely around the .NET Framework and Microsoft Visual Studio
.NET. It also has native support for communicating through Web services, along with the ability to import and export business
processes described in BPEL. Designed to work well both with the emerging world of standard Web services and with the large
number of applications already in place, BizTalk Server 2004 is a significant step forward for the BizTalk Server product line.

You can use BizTalk Server 2004 in a variety of ways. Traditionally, BizTalk Server has been used for application integration,
where the following two scenarios are most important:

Connecting applications within a single organization, commonly referred to as enterprise application integration (EAI) 
Connecting applications in different organizations, often called business-to-business (B2B) integration

The following figure shows a simple example of the core BizTalk Server 2004 engine applied to an EAI problem.

Figure 1 BizTalk Server used for EAI



In this scenario, an inventory application, perhaps running on an IBM mainframe, notices that the stock of an item is low and
issues a request to order more of that item. The following steps occur:

1. The request is sent to a BizTalk Server 2004 application.
2. The BizTalk Server 2004 application requests a purchase order (PO) from the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)

application for the organization.
3. The ERP application, which might be running on a UNIX system, sends back the requested PO.
4. The BizTalk Server 2004 application informs a fulfillment application, perhaps built on Microsoft Windows by using the

.NET Framework, that the item should be ordered.

In this example, each application communicates by using a different protocol. Accordingly, the messaging infrastructure of the
BizTalk Server 2004 engine must be able to talk with each application in its native communication style. Also, notice that no
single application is aware of the complete business process. That business process, along with the intelligence required to
coordinate all of the parts, is implemented in the BizTalk Server 2004 application.

Connecting applications within an organization is important, but connecting applications that span organizations can
sometimes have even more business value. The following figure shows a simple example of a B2B integration scenario.

Figure 2 BizTalk Server used for B2B

The applications are connected as follows:

The purchasing organization at the top of the figure runs a BizTalk Server 2004 application that interacts with two
supplier organizations. 
Supplier A also uses BizTalk Server 2004, providing indirect access to its Supply application. 
Supplier B uses an integration platform from another vendor, connecting to the BizTalk Server 2004 application for the



 

purchasing organization by using, say, Web services. Supplier B is executing the same business process as the others, and
so it may have been sent a BPEL definition of that process by the purchasing organization, which exported this definition
from BizTalk Server 2004.

The integration of existing applications—whether they are used in a single company or spread across different organizations—
into a single business process is a fundamental goal of BizTalk Server 2004. However, it is not the whole story. Other useful
services are built on this foundation. For example, the people who use a business process need to interact with it in various
ways. Accordingly, BizTalk Server 2004 provides services that give information workers—and not just technical workers—
visibility into running business processes, and let them interact with the processes when necessary.

When learning to use BizTalk Server 2004, it is useful to divide the product conceptually into two parts: the core engine and the
services for information workers that are built on top of that engine. This document describes both, starting with the BizTalk
Server 2004 engine.

BizTalk Server 2004 Engine

To enable users to create a business process that spans multiple applications, the BizTalk Server 2004 engine must provide two
capabilities: a way to specify the business process, and some mechanism for communicating between the applications the
business process uses. The following figure shows the main components of the BizTalk Server 2004 engine that provide these
capabilities.

Figure 3 BizTalk Server engine

A business process is implemented as one or more orchestrations, each of which consists of executable code. These
orchestrations are not created by writing code in a language such as C#, however. Instead, a business analyst uses the
Orchestration Designer for Business Analysts (a Microsoft Visio snap-in) to graphically organize a defined group of shapes to
express the conditions, loops, and other behavior of the business process. Business processes can also use the Business Rule
Engine, which provides a simpler and more easily modified way to express the rules in a business process. Each orchestration
creates subscriptions to indicate the kinds of messages it wants to receive.

The message processing shown in the preceding figure is as follows:

1. A message is received through a receive adapter. Different adapters provide different communication mechanisms, so a
message might be acquired by accessing a Web service, reading from a file, or in some other way. 

2. The message is processed through a receive pipeline. This pipeline can contain components that perform actions such as
converting the message from its native format into an XML document or validating the digital signature for the message. 

3. The message is delivered into a database called the MessageBox database, which is implemented by using Microsoft SQL
Server. 

4. The message is dispatched to its target orchestration, which takes whatever action the business process requires.
5. The result of this processing is typically another message, produced by the business process and saved in the

MessageBox database. 
6. This message, in turn, is processed by a send pipeline, which may convert it from the internal XML format used by BizTalk

Server 2004 to the format required by its destination, add a digital signature, and more. 
7. The message is sent out through a send adapter, which uses an appropriate mechanism to communicate with the

application for which this message is destined. 



Three roles are necessary to create and maintain BizTalk Server 2004 applications. These roles, and the functions they perform
with the BizTalk Server 2004 engine, are as follows:

Business analyst. Defines the rules and behaviors that make up a business process, and determines the flow of the
business process by defining what information is sent to each application and how one business document is mapped
into another. 
Developer. Implements the business process defined by the business analyst. Implementation includes tasks such as
defining the XML schemas for the business documents that will be used, specifying the detailed mapping between them,
and creating the orchestrations necessary to implement the business process. 
Administrator. Performs tasks such as setting up communication among the parts and deploying the application in an
appropriately scalable way. 

Connecting Applications

Effectively exchanging messages with applications is an absolute requirement for integration. Given the diversity of
communication styles that exist, the BizTalk Server 2004 engine must support a variety of protocols and message formats. As
described next, a significant portion of the BizTalk Server 2004 engine is devoted to making this communication work. One
important fact to keep in mind, however, is that the engine works only with XML documents internally. Whatever format a
message arrives in, it is always converted to an XML document after it is received. Similarly, if the recipient of a document
cannot accept that document as XML, the engine converts it into the format expected by the target application.

Sending and Receiving Messages: Adapters

Because the BizTalk Server 2004 engine must talk to a wide range of other software, it relies on a range of adapters to make
this possible. An adapter is an implementation of a communication mechanism, such as a particular protocol. BizTalk Server
2004 provides built-in adapters, and adapters have been created for popular applications such as SAP. A developer can
determine which adapters to use in a given situation, or can create custom adapters for specific needs. All adapters are built on
a standard base called the Adapter Framework. New with BizTalk Server 2004, this framework provides a common way to
create and run adapters. It also enables you to use the same tools to manage both standard and custom adapters. While
adapters written for earlier versions of BizTalk Server will not work with BizTalk Server 2004, the Adapter Framework makes it
easier to create new adapters for this new release.

BizTalk Server 2004 provides the following adapters:

SOAP adapter. Enables sending and receiving messages by using SOAP over HTTP. Because SOAP is the core protocol
for Web services, this adapter gives BizTalk Server 2004 the ability to interact in a Web services world. As usual with Web
services, URLs are used to identify the sending and receiving systems.
BizTalk Message Queuing adapter. Enables sending and receiving messages by using BizTalk Message Queuing
(MSMQT). BizTalk Message Queuing is an implementation of the Microsoft Message Queuing (MSMQ) protocol that can
receive and send MSMQ messages from and to the MessageBox database. It is not a replacement for MSMQ, but rather
an efficient way to use the MSMQ transport with BizTalk Server.
File adapter. Enables reading from and writing to files in the Windows file system. Because the applications involved in
a business process can often access the same file system, either locally or across a network, exchanging messages
through files can be a convenient option.
HTTP adapter. Enables sending and receiving information by using HTTP. The BizTalk Server 2004 engine exposes one
or more URLs to allow other applications to send data to it, and it can use this adapter to send data to other URLs.
SMTP adapter. Enables sending messages by using Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP). Standard e-mail addresses
are used to identify the parties.
SQL adapter. Enables reading and writing information from and to a SQL Server database.
Base EDI adapter. Enables sending and receiving messages by using the American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
X-12 and Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce, and Trade (EDIFACT) standards.
FTP adapter. Enables exchange of files between BizTalk and FTP servers.

The messages that an adapter receives usually need to be processed before an orchestration can access them. Similarly,
outgoing messages produced by an orchestration often need to be processed before an adapter sends them. How this
processing is done is described next.

Processing Messages: Pipelines

The applications underlying a business process communicate by exchanging various kinds of documents, such as purchase
orders and invoices. For a BizTalk Server 2004 application to execute a business process, it must be able to correctly process
the messages that contain these documents. This processing can involve multiple steps, and it is performed by a message
pipeline. Incoming messages are processed through a receive pipeline, while outgoing messages go through a send pipeline.



For example, even though more and more applications understand XML documents, many—probably even the majority today
—do not. Because the BizTalk Server 2004 engine works only with XML documents internally, it must provide a way to convert
other formats to and from XML. Other services may also be required, such as authenticating the sender of a message. To
handle these and other tasks in a modular way, a pipeline is constructed from some number of stages, each of which contains
one or more .NET or COM components. Each component handles a particular part of the message processing. The BizTalk
Server 2004 engine provides several standard components that address the most common cases. If these are not sufficient,
developers can also create custom components for both receive and send pipelines.

BizTalk Server 2004 defines some default pipelines, including a simple receive/send pair that you can use for handling
messages that are already expressed in XML. A developer can also create custom pipelines by using the Pipeline Designer tool.
This tool, which runs inside Visual Studio .NET, provides a graphical interface that enables dragging and dropping components
to create receive and send pipelines with the required behavior.

The following figure illustrates the stages in a receive pipeline, along with the standard components provided for each one.

Figure 4 Receive pipeline

The stages and their associated components are:

Decode. BizTalk Server 2004 provides one standard component for this stage, the MIME/SMIME decoder. This
component can handle messages and any attachments they contain in either MIME or Secure MIME (S/MIME) format.
The component converts both kinds of messages into XML, and it can also decrypt S/MIME messages and verify their
digital signatures.
Disassemble. BizTalk Server 2004 provides three standard disassembler components. These are:

Flat file disassembler. Turns flat files into XML documents. Those files can be positional, where each record has
the same length and structure, or delimited, with a designated character used to separate records in the file.
XML disassembler. Parses incoming messages that are already described by using XML.
BizTalk Framework disassembler. Accepts messages sent by using the reliable messaging mechanism defined
by the BizTalk Framework. The BizTalk Framework was implemented in BizTalk Server 2000 and will eventually
become less relevant when Web services reliable messaging specifications are widely adopted.

Validate. BizTalk Server 2004 provides an XML validator component for this stage. As its name suggests, this
component validates an XML document produced by the Disassemble stage against a specified schema or group of
schemas, returning an error if the document does not conform to one of those schemas.
Resolve Party. The only standard component for this stage, party resolution, attempts to determine an identity for the
sender of the message. If the message was digitally signed, the signature is used to look up a Windows identity in the
BizTalk Server 2004 Configuration database. If the message carries the authenticated security identifier (SID) of a
Windows user, this identity is used. If neither mechanism succeeds, the sender of the message is assigned a default
anonymous identity.

Outgoing messages can also go through multiple stages, as defined by a send pipeline. The following figure shows the stages
and standard components for a send pipeline.

Figure 5 Send pipeline



 

The stages and their associated components are:

Pre-assemble. No standard components are provided. Instead, custom components can be inserted here as needed.
Assemble. Paralleling the Disassemble stage in a receive pipeline, this stage also has three standard components: 

Flat file assembler. Converts an XML message into a positional or delimited flat file.
XML assembler. Enables adding an envelope and making other changes to an outgoing XML message.
BizTalk Framework assembler. Packages messages for reliable transmission by using the BizTalk Framework
messaging technology.

Encode. BizTalk Server 2004 defines one standard component for this stage, the MIME/SMIME encoder. This component
packages outgoing messages in either MIME or S/MIME format. If S/MIME is used, the message can also be digitally
signed and/or encrypted.

Choosing Messages: Subscriptions

After a message has passed through an adapter and a receive pipeline, the business process must determine where it should
go. A message is most often targeted to an orchestration, but it is also possible for a message to go directly to a send pipeline,
using the BizTalk Server 2004 engine purely as a messaging system. In either case, messages are matched with their
destinations through subscriptions.

When a receive pipeline processes a message, it creates a message context that contains various properties of the message. An
orchestration or a send pipeline can subscribe to messages based on the values of these properties. For example, an
orchestration might create a subscription that matches all messages of the type "Invoice", or all messages of the type "Invoice"
received from Woodgrove Bank, or all messages of the type "Invoice" received from Woodgrove Bank that are for more than
$10,000. However, it is specified, a subscription returns to its subscriber only those messages that match the criteria that the
subscription defines. A received message might initiate a business process by instantiating some orchestration or it might
activate another step in an already running business process. Similarly, when an orchestration sends a message, that message
is matched to a send pipeline based on a subscription that the pipeline has established.

Defining Business Processes

Sending messages between different applications is a necessary part of solving the problems that BizTalk Server 2004
addresses. Yet in most cases, it is only a means to an end. The real goal is to define and execute business processes based on
these applications. The BizTalk Server 2004 engine provides two technologies for doing this: orchestration and the Business
Rule Engine. This section describes both.

Orchestration

You can implement a business process directly in a language such as C# or Microsoft Visual Basic® .NET. However, creating,
maintaining, and managing complex business processes in conventional programming languages can be challenging. Just as
important, a process created in this way is likely to act as a set of disparate applications rather than as a coherent business
process. Like its predecessors, then, BizTalk Server 2004 does not take this approach. Instead, it enables you to create a
business process graphically. Doing this can be faster than building the process directly in a programming language, and it can
make the process easier to understand, explain, and change. Business processes built in this fashion can also be monitored
more easily, a fact that is exploited by the Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) technology described later in this document.

Successfully creating an automated business process usually requires collaboration between technology-oriented developers
and less-technical business people. Accordingly, BizTalk Server 2004 provides appropriate tools for each. The developer tools



run inside Visual Studio .NET, an environment in which software professionals feel at home. Most business people do not find
Visual Studio especially inviting, however, so BizTalk Server 2004 also provides a subset of the developer tool functionality in
the Orchestration Designer for Business Analysts (ODBA), an add-in for Microsoft Visio. Information created in the ODBA tool
can be imported into the Visual Studio-based tools and vice-versa, which helps developers and business analysts work
together when creating a business process. After it exists, this process, known as an orchestration, is automatically transformed
into standard assemblies that run on the .NET Framework.

Note
Orchestrations were called schedules in BizTalk Server 2000 and BizTalk Server 2002.

A developer relies on three primary tools for creating an orchestration: BizTalk Editor for creating XML schemas, BizTalk
Mapper for defining translations between those schemas, and Orchestration Designer for specifying the flow of business
processes. Unlike earlier versions of the product, all of the developer tools in BizTalk Server 2004 are hosted inside Visual
Studio .NET, providing a consistent environment. This section describes what each of these tools does and how they work
together.

Creating Schemas: BizTalk Editor

Orchestration works with XML documents, each of which conforms to some XML schema. Accordingly, there must be a way to
define these schemas. To do this, the BizTalk Server 2004 engine provides BizTalk Editor. This tool enables you to use the XML
Schema definition language (XSD) to create schemas, which are essentially definitions of the types and structure of the
information in a document. While BizTalk Editor is not new with this release, this complete reliance on standard XSD is. Because
the final Worldwide Web Consortium (W3C) standard for XSD was not complete when they were developed, previous versions
of BizTalk Server used XML Data Reduced (XDR), a Microsoft-specific language for defining schemas. Now that XSD has been
finalized, BizTalk Server 2004 relies on this standard approach for describing the structure of XML documents.

Creating raw XSD schemas without some tool support is not simple. To make this necessary step more approachable, BizTalk
Editor enables its user—probably a developer—to build a schema by defining its elements in a graphical hierarchy. Existing
schemas can also be imported from either files or accessible Web services. However they are acquired, schemas are used as
the basis for BizTalk maps, which are described next.

Mapping Between Schemas: BizTalk Mapper

An orchestration implementing a business process typically receives some documents and sends others. It is common for part
of the information in the received documents to be transferred to the sent documents, perhaps transformed in some way. For
example, an order fulfillment process might receive an order for some number of items, and then send back an
acknowledgment indicating that the order was sent. It is possible that information from the order, such as the name and
address of the purchaser, might be copied from fields in the received order into fields in the order acknowledgment. You can
use BizTalk Mapper to define a transformation—a map—from one document to the other.

To the developer creating it, each map is expressed as a graphical correlation between two XML schemas that defines a
relationship between elements in those schemas. The W3C has defined the Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformation
(XSLT) as a standard way to express these kinds of transformations between XML schemas; therefore, as in previous versions
of BizTalk Server, maps in BizTalk Server 2004 are implemented as XSLT transformations.

The transformation defined in a map can be simple, such as copying a name and address from one document to another.
Direct data copies like this are expressed by using a link, which is shown in BizTalk Mapper as a line connecting the appropriate
elements in the source schema with their counterparts in the destination schema. More complex transformations are also
possible by using functoids. A functoid is a chunk of executable code that can define arbitrarily complex mappings between
XML schemas, and BizTalk Mapper represents it as a box on the line connecting the elements being transformed. Because some
of those transformations are fairly common, BizTalk Server 2004 includes a number of built-in functoids. These built-in
functoids are grouped into categories that include the following:

Mathematical functoids. Perform operations such as adding, multiplying, and dividing the values of fields in the
source document and storing the result in a field in the target document.
Conversion functoids. Convert a numeric value to its ASCII equivalent and vice-versa.
Logical functoids. Used to determine whether an element or attribute should be created in the target document based
on a logical comparison between specified values in the source document. Those values can be compared for equality,
greater than/less than, and in other ways.
Cumulative functoids. Compute averages, sums, or other values from various fields in the source document, and then
store the result in a single field in the target document.
Database functoids. Access information stored in a database.



You can create custom functoids directly in XSLT or by using .NET languages like C# and Visual Basic .NET. (Earlier versions of
BizTalk Server used Visual Basic Scripting Edition (VBScript) or Microsoft JScript® to create custom functoids, and you may
need to modify maps that use these to work with BizTalk Server 2004.) Functoids can also be combined in sequences,
cascading the output of one into the input of another.

Having a way to define the XML schema of a document is essential, as is a mechanism for mapping information across
documents with different schemas. BizTalk Editor and BizTalk Mapper address these two functions. Yet defining schemas and
maps is not enough. You must also specify the business process that will use the schemas and invoke the maps. How this is
done is described next.

Defining Business Processes: Orchestration Designer

A business process is a set of actions that together meet some useful business need. With the BizTalk Server 2004 engine, you
can use Orchestration Designer to define these actions graphically. This tool enables you to create an orchestration by
connecting a series of shapes in a logical way, rather than expressing the steps in a programming language. Some of the most
commonly used shapes are:

 Receive. Enables the orchestration to receive messages. A Receive shape can have a filter that defines exactly what kinds of
messages should be received, and it can be configured to start a new instance of an orchestration when a new message arrives.

 Send. Enables the orchestration to send messages.

 Port. Defines how messages are transmitted. Each instance of a Port shape is connected to either a Send or Receive shape.
Each port also has a type, which defines things such as what kinds of messages this port can receive; a direction, such as send
or receive; and a binding, which determines how a message is sent or received by, for example, specifying a particular URL and
other information.

 Decide. Represents an if-then-else statement that allows an orchestration to perform different tasks based on Boolean
conditions. You can use the Expression Editor, part of Orchestration Designer, to specify this conditional statement.

 Loop. Enables performing an action repeatedly while some condition is true.

 Construct Message. Enables building a message.

 Transform. Enables transferring information from one document to another, transforming it on the way by invoking maps
defined with BizTalk Mapper.

 Parallel Actions. Enables specifying that multiple operations should be performed in parallel rather than in sequence. The
shape that follows this one will not be executed until all of the parallel actions have completed.

 Scope. Enables grouping operations into transactions and defining exception handlers for error handling. Both traditional
atomic transactions and long-running transactions are supported. Unlike atomic transactions, long-running transactions rely
on compensating logic rather than rollback to handle unexpected events.

 Message Assignment. Enables assigning values to orchestration variables. These variables can be used to store state
information used by the orchestration, such as a message being created or a character string.

After you have defined a business process in this way, the group of shapes and relations between them is converted into the
Microsoft intermediate language (MSIL) that is used by the .NET Framework common language runtime (CLR). Ultimately, the
group of shapes that you define in BizTalk Server 2004 becomes just a standard .NET assembly. And of course, you can still add
explicit code to an orchestration when necessary by calling a COM or .NET object from inside a shape.

Additional Orchestration Support

The rise of Web services is having an impact on how business processes are defined. For example, think about the case where
two organizations interact by using Web services. To interoperate effectively, it might be necessary for each side of the
interaction to know something about the business process the other is using. If both organizations use BizTalk Server 2004,
this is not a big problem; tools such as the Trading Partner Management technology described later in this document can be
used to distribute this knowledge. But what if the organizations use different software? What if one organization uses BizTalk
Server 2004 and the other uses software from another vendor? For cases like this, it is useful to have a way to describe the
business process interactions in a cross-vendor way.

To support this type of interaction, Microsoft, IBM, and others have created Business Process Execution Language (BPEL). A
business process defined by using Orchestration Designer can be exported to BPEL, and BizTalk Server 2004 can also import
processes defined in BPEL. While the language is useful for describing and sharing the external-facing parts of a business
process between trading partners, it is important to realize that BPEL is not focused on cross-platform execution of business
processes. It is also important to understand that BPEL is built entirely on Web services, while BizTalk Server 2004 and other
products that support this language provide a broader set of services. For example, BizTalk Server 2004 provides support for
mapping between different XML schemas, calling methods in local objects, executing transactions, and other features that are



not available in BPEL.

Web services enable applications to exchange XML documents through SOAP, and they have had a big impact on integration
platforms. Unlike previous versions of the product, BizTalk Server 2004 has built-in support for Web services. To access an
external Web service, the creator of an orchestration can use the Add Web Reference option in Visual Studio .NET along with
the SOAP adapter to directly invoke operations, just as with any other .NET assembly. Similarly, BizTalk Server 2004 provides
the Web Services Publishing Wizard that can generate an ASP.NET Web service project exposing one or more of operations of
an orchestration as SOAP-callable Web services. These two options enable you to both access existing Web services from
within a business process and expose the functionality of an orchestration as a Web service to other business processes.

Like the other developer tools provided by BizTalk Server 2004, Orchestration Designer runs inside Visual Studio .NET. In some
cases, however, a business analyst rather than a developer may wish to graphically define business processes. Because
business analysts may not be comfortable using Visual Studio .NET, BizTalk Server 2004 also includes the Orchestration
Designer for the Business Analyst (ODBA) tool, an add-in for Microsoft Visio that enables you to define a business process and
then import that process into Orchestration Designer.

Orchestrations are the fundamental mechanism for creating business processes in BizTalk Server 2004. Some aspects of an
orchestration tend to change more often than others, however. In particular, the decisions embedded in a business process—
the business rules—are commonly its most volatile aspect. The spending limit for a manager was $100,000 last week, but a
promotion bumps this up to $500,000, or the maximum allowed order for a slow-paying customer decreases from 100 units
to only 10. Why not provide an explicit way to specify and update these rules? This is exactly what the Business Rule Engine
does, as described next.

Business Rule Engine

Orchestration Designer, together with BizTalk Editor and BizTalk Mapper, is an effective way to define a business process and
the rules it uses. It is sometimes useful, though, to have an easier way to define and change business rules. To allow this,
BizTalk Server 2004 provides the Business Rule Engine to enable more business-oriented users to directly create and modify
sets of business rules. These rules are created by using a tool called the Business Rule Composer, and then executed directly by
the engine. This technology is new in BizTalk Server 2004, and it is one of the most interesting features in the product.

To see why this approach is useful, think about what is required to change a business rule that is implemented within an
orchestration. A developer must first open the orchestration in Visual Studio .NET, modify the appropriate shapes (and perhaps
the .NET or COM objects they invoke), and then build and deploy the modified assembly. If instead this business rule is
implemented by using the Business Rule Engine, it can be modified without recompiling or restarting anything. All that is
needed is to use the Business Rule Composer to change the desired rule, and then redeploy the new set of rules. The change
takes effect immediately. And while orchestrations are typically created and maintained by developers, business rules are
readable enough to be modified by business analysts without the need to involve more technical people.

When you create a set of business rules, you typically begin by using the Business Rule Composer to define a vocabulary for
use in specifying those rules. Each term in the vocabulary provides a user-friendly name for some information. For example, a
vocabulary might define terms such as Number Shipped or Maximum Quantity of Items or Approval Limit. Each of these terms
can be set to a constant or be mapped to a particular element or attribute in some XML schema (and thus in an incoming
message), or to the result of an SQL query against some database, or even to a value in a .NET object.

Note
You can also use XML element and attribute names directly in definitions of business rules, so creating a vocabulary is not str
ictly required. It just makes business rules easier to create and understand, especially if business analysts are doing this rathe
r than developers.

After you have defined a vocabulary, you can use the Business Rule Composer to create business policies that use the
vocabulary. Each policy can contain one or more business rules. A rule uses the terms defined in some vocabulary together
with logical operators such as Greater Than, Less Than, or Is Equal To to define how a business process operates. A business
rule can define how values contained in a received XML document should affect the values created in an XML document that is
sent, or how those received values should affect what value is written in a database, or other things.

Imagine, for example, a simple vocabulary that defines the term Maximum Allowed Order Quantity, whose value is set to 100,
and the term Quantity Requested, whose value is derived from a specified element in received XML documents that
correspond to the schema used for placing orders. A business analyst might create a rule stating that if the Quantity Requested
in an incoming order is greater than the Maximum Allowed Order Quantity, the order should be rejected, perhaps resulting in
an appropriate XML document being sent back to the originator of this order.

To execute a business policy, an orchestration can contain a Call Rules shape that creates an instance of the Business Rule
Engine, identifies which policy to execute, and then passes in the information this rule needs, such as a received XML
document. The Business Rule Engine can also be invoked programmatically through a .NET-based object model, which allows it



 

to be called from applications that do not use the BizTalk Server 2004 engine. This means that Windows Forms applications,
software exposing Web services, and anything else built on the .NET Framework can use the Business Rule Engine whenever it
helps to solve the problem at hand.

Both vocabularies and business rules can be much more complicated—and much more powerful—than the simple examples
described here. But the core idea of defining a vocabulary and then defining sets of rules that use that vocabulary is the heart
of the Business Rule Engine. The goal is to provide a straightforward way for BizTalk Server 2004 users of all kinds to create
and work with the rules that define business processes.

Orchestration abstracts the flow of a business process, expressing it graphically rather than in code. Similarly, the Business
Rule Engine enables you to express the rules of a business process in a higher-level way. Together, these two technologies
provide an effective approach to creating business logic.

Management and Monitoring

Every application built on the BizTalk Server 2004 engine requires management. What configurations are possible? How are
new applications installed? What is happening inside the system right now? This section looks at the tools provided to answer
these questions.

Creating Scalable Configurations

If the application using it is not too large, the entire BizTalk Server 2004 engine can be installed on a single computer. In many
situations, however, this is not the right solution. The number of messages the engine must handle might be too great for one
computer, or redundancy might be required to make the system more reliable. To meet requirements like these, the BizTalk
Server 2004 engine can be deployed in a number of ways.

A fundamental concept for deploying the engine is the idea of a host. A host can contain various things, including
orchestrations, adapters, and pipelines. Hosts are just logical constructs; to use them, a BizTalk Server 2004 administrator must
cause actual host instances to be created. Each host instance is a Windows process, and as the following figure shows, it can
contain various elements.

Figure 6 Host computers

In this figure:

Computer A runs two host instances. One contains a receive adapter and receive pipeline, while the other contains the
orchestrations P and Q. 
Computer B runs just one host instance, also containing the orchestrations P and Q. 
Computer C, like computer A, runs two host instances, but neither of them contains an orchestration. Instead, each of
these instances contains a send pipeline and send adapter. 
Computer D houses the MessageBox database that is used by all of the host instances in this configuration.

This example illustrates several ways in which hosts might be used. For example, because both computers A and B run host
instances that contain the orchestrations P and Q, BizTalk Server 2004 can automatically assign requests to these
orchestrations based on the availability and current load on each computer. This allows a business process to scale up as
needed for high-volume applications. Notice also that computer C contains two different ways to handle outgoing messages.
One way might rely on a standard BizTalk Server 2004 adapter, such as the HTTP adapter, while the other might use a custom
adapter to communicate with a particular application. Grouping all output processing on a single computer like this can make
good sense in some situations. And because each host instance is isolated from every other host instance—they are different
processes—it is safer to run code that is not completely trusted, such as a new custom adapter, in a separate instance. It is also



 

worth pointing out that even though this example contains only a single instance of the MessageBox database, you can also
replicate or cluster the databases to avoid creating a single point of failure.

Managing Applications

The BizTalk Server 2004 engine provides a range of services, and several different tools are used to manage this environment.
The primary tool is the BizTalk Administration console, a Microsoft Management Console (MMC) snap-in. This tool enables you
to create hosts, assign hosts to computers, start and stop orchestrations, and perform many other administration tasks. You
can even dynamically add computers and specify what hosts should be assigned to them while an application is running—
there is no need to shut the application down to make these changes. You can also access the functions of the Administration
console programmatically through Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI), which enables you to create scripts that
automate management functions.

Other management tools are also available for more specific purposes. For example, you can use the BizTalk Deployment
Wizard to deploy assemblies to computers, and you can use the Subscription Viewer to examine subscriptions in the BizTalk
Server 2004 engine. All of these tools, along with the BizTalk Administration console, rely on a common Configuration
database to store the information that they work with.

One more important tool for working with BizTalk Server 2004 applications is BizTalk Explorer. It is new with BizTalk Server
2004, and to understand what it does, think about how a developer builds an application. Initially, a developer creating an
application works mainly in logical terms, without defining details. For example, a developer might specify that the BizTalk
Server 2004 engine will communicate with a particular application through the HTTP adapter without defining the URL that
will be used, or specify that the send pipeline should add a digital signature to outgoing messages without defining the key
that will be used to create this signature.

Yet to make the application work, these details must be specified, which is where BizTalk Explorer comes in. Relying on the
same Configuration database that is used by the other BizTalk Server 2004 management tools, this tool enables mapping
between the logical view of an orchestration and the concrete physical view required to actually use that orchestration. BizTalk
Explorer can also be helpful in working with partners, because it enables you to create a single application configuration, and
then deploy this configuration differently for each partner. And because it exposes its services through a .NET-based object
model as well as a graphical interface, you can create scripts for configuring applications programmatically.

Monitoring Applications: Health and Activity Tracking

BizTalk Server 2004 applications do many things: send and receive messages, process messages within orchestrations,
communicate with various applications using different protocols, and more. It is essential to keep track of what is going on,
especially when failures occur. Doing this requires a way to look into running applications and to monitor what is happening
with the system, which exactly describes the services provided by the Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) component of BizTalk
Server 2004.

The HAT tool provides graphical access to detailed information, including when an orchestration starts and ends, when each
shape within it is executed, when each of its messages is sent and received, what is in those messages, and much more. You
can even set breakpoints, enabling you to stop the orchestration and examine it at predetermined places. You can also use the
HAT tool to examine archived data, looking for patterns and trends in the execution of a business process. This information is
useful for debugging, answering business questions (such as verifying that a message really was sent to a customer), and
keeping ongoing statistics that can be used to improve performance.

Enterprise Single Sign-On

A business process that relies on several different applications is likely to face the challenge of dealing with several different
security domains. Accessing an application on a Windows system may require one set of security credentials, while accessing
an application on an IBM mainframe may require different credentials, such as an RACF user name and password. Dealing with
this profusion of credentials is hard for users, and it can be even harder for automated processes. To address this problem,
BizTalk Server 2004 includes Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO).

Enterprise Single Sign-On provides a way to map a Windows user ID to non-Windows user credentials. It will not solve all of
enterprise sign-on problems for an organization, but this service can make things simpler for business processes that use
applications on diverse systems.

To use SSO, you define affiliate applications, each of which represents a non-Windows system or application. For example, an
affiliate application might be a CICS application running on an IBM mainframe, an SAP ERP system running on UNIX, or any
other kind of software. Each of these applications has its own mechanism for authentication, and so each requires its own
unique credentials.

SSO stores an encrypted mapping between a users Windows user ID and the credentials for that user for one or more affiliate
applications in the Credential database. When a user needs to access an affiliate application, an SSO server can look up the
credentials for that user for the application in the Credential database. The following figure shows how this works.



 

Figure 7 Enterprise Single Sign-On

In this example, a message sent by some application to BizTalk Server 2004 is processed by an orchestration and then sent to
an affiliate application running on an IBM mainframe. The job of Enterprise Single Sign-On is to make sure that the correct
credentials (for example, the right user name and password) are sent with the message when it is passed to the affiliate
application.

The figure illustrates a five-step process:

1. When a receive adapter gets a message, the adapter can request an SSO ticket from SSO server A. This encrypted ticket
contains the Windows identity of the user that made the request and a time-out period. (Do not confuse this with a
Kerberos ticket—it is not the same thing.) After it is acquired, the SSO ticket is added as a property to the incoming
message. The message then takes its normal path through the BizTalk Server 2004 engine, which in this example means
being handled by an orchestration. When this orchestration generates an outgoing message, that message also contains
the SSO ticket acquired earlier. 

2. This new message is destined for the application running on an IBM mainframe, and so it must contain the appropriate
credentials for this user to access that application. To get these credentials, the send adapter contacts SSO server B,
supplying the message (which contains the SSO ticket) that it just received and the name of the affiliate application for
which it wants to retrieve the credentials. 

3. This operation, called redemption, causes SSO server B to verify the SSO ticket, and then look up the credentials for this
user for that application. 

4. SSO server B returns those credentials to the send adapter.
5. The send adapter uses the credentials to send an appropriately authenticated message to the affiliate application.

Enterprise Single Sign-On also includes administration tools to perform various operations. All operations performed on the
Credential database are audited, for example, so tools are provided that enable you to monitor these operations and set
various audit levels. Other tools enable you to disable a particular affiliate application, turn on and off an individual mapping
for a user, and perform other functions. There is also a client utility that enables end users to configure their own credentials
and mappings. And like other parts of BizTalk Server 2004, Enterprise Single Sign-On exposes its services through a
programmable API. The creators of third-party BizTalk Server adapters use this API to access the single sign-on services, and
administrators can use it to create scripts for automating common tasks.

The preceding example shows what is likely to be a typical use of Enterprise Single Sign-On, but it is not the only option. A
smaller BizTalk Server 2004 installation might have only a single SSO server, for example, and it is even possible to use
Enterprise Single Sign-On independently from the BizTalk Server 2004 engine. Because business processes implemented by
using BizTalk Server 2004 need to interact with diverse applications, however, making this service part of the product makes
good sense.

Looking Ahead: The Engine and "Indigo"



 

"Indigo" is the code name for a forthcoming Microsoft technology to support applications that expose services through secure,
reliable, and transactional messaging. Implemented with the .NET Framework, it is the successor to several existing
technologies, including .NET Remoting, ASP.NET Web services, and Enterprise Services (COM+). Designed for a world of Web
services, "Indigo" also supports industry-standard specifications such as WS-Security, WS-ReliableMessaging, and WS-
AtomicTransaction. Because of this, software built on "Indigo" can communicate by using secure, reliable, and transactional
messaging with other software running on any system that implements these specifications.

BizTalk Server 2004 supports Web services through the SOAP adapter and ASP.NET. However, after "Indigo" ships—which will
be with the next version of Windows, codenamed "Longhorn", in 2005/6—it would make sense for the BizTalk Server engine to
rely instead on this more full-featured platform. Accordingly, the BizTalk Server release following BizTalk Server 2004 will
include an adapter that allows sending and receiving messages through "Indigo".

The following figure shows how this adapter might be used.

Figure 8 Using the "Indigo" adapter

This example shows three steps:

1. A new customer is created through the Web.
2. An orchestration adds the information for the customer to a Customer Relationship Management (CRM) application.

Both of these first two interactions rely on the "Indigo" adapter, and so both can potentially use the services provided by
WS-Security, WS-ReliableMessaging, and other Web services standards. The day when every application supports Web
services is far in the future, however, and so the other adapters provided by BizTalk Server will continue to be important. 

3. Information about the new customer is also added to an ERP system such as SAP. This communication relies on a
product-specific adapter rather than on "Indigo", an approach that will be common for some time to come.

As organizations increasingly move toward service-oriented architectures, having an infrastructure with built-in support for
both Web services and other kinds of communication will become critical. Incorporating "Indigo" will allow BizTalk Server to
better meet this requirement.

Information Worker Technologies

The BizTalk Server 2004 engine is an effective way to create business processes that span multiple applications. But after those
processes have been created, the information workers that use them—business people, not developers—have other
requirements. They might need to monitor various business-related aspects of the activity, or perhaps create processes with
human intervention, enabling people to step in where necessary. Unlike previous versions of BizTalk Server, BizTalk Server
2004 provides several components that address these needs. Those components are grouped into two categories, called
Business Activity Services (BAS) and Human Workflow Services (HWS). This section describes both.

Business Activity Services

An information worker might want to do many things with a running business process. A sales manager might want to look at
sales trends or examine other aspects of a business process in real time. A business analyst might need to create a relationship
with a new trading partner, defining the role of the partner, the business agreement between the two firms, and other aspects
of this new association. A purchasing manager might need tools that can wrap together and distribute what is needed to let a
partner quickly implement and begin participating in a business process. In BizTalk Server 2004, all of these capabilities are
provided by Business Activity Services. By making it easier to track what is happening with business processes, these services
enable less-technical people, whether they are in big organizations or smaller companies, to monitor their environments
effectively.



As shown in the following figure, a common user interface to all of these services is provided through Microsoft Windows
SharePoint™ Services, Internet Explorer, Microsoft Excel, and Microsoft Office InfoPath™.

Figure 9 Business Activity Services

Because Business Activity Services are meant to be used by business people, and not by developers, it makes sense to expose
them through these familiar tools. Behind this common interface are four different software components, all of which can
communicate with Internet Explorer, Windows SharePoint Services, Excel, and InfoPath through SOAP. This section describes
each of these components.

Trading Partner Management

Connecting trading partners is a common use of BizTalk Server today. Establishing these connections requires agreeing on
several things, including the communication protocol that will be used, the formats of messages that will be exchanged, and
the business process that drives the interaction. Managing these trading partner relationships can be complex, especially when
many organizations are involved or when the players change frequently.

To enable information workers to perform these common tasks, the BizTalk Server 2004 Business Activity Services include a
Trading Partner Management (TPM) component. This component relies on a TPM database, shown in the preceding figure that
stores information about trading relationships. Using the common Business Activity Services interface, information workers
can create and modify agreements with trading partners who use BizTalk Server 2004. Each agreement describes the
relationship between two parties, and contains information including:

A profile for each of the partners. Each profile contains business information about the organization, such as a contact
person and address, along with technical information such as what protocol (and thus which BizTalk Server 2004
adapter) should be used to communicate with that partner.
The business process itself, implemented as one or more orchestrations, along with the role that each of the partners
plays. One organization might act as the seller, for example, while the other acts as the buyer.
An addendum with parameters for the business process that control the behavior of the orchestration implementing it.
The next section describes how these parameters are used.

Profiles, agreements, and addendums are all stored in the TPM database. An information worker can use the TPM component
(and for addendums the Business Process Configuration component, described next), to configure all of them directly. This
enables business people to establish and modify new partner relationships without relying on developers.

Business Process Configuration

It is too much to expect an information worker to create the orchestration that implements a business process. It is not
unreasonable, though, to expect an information worker to be able to set parameters of that orchestration. One example of
where this would be useful is when the same orchestration is used with multiple partners, but each partner requires slightly
different behavior. Suppose, for example, that the maximum dollar value of a purchase order is different for different trading
partners, or perhaps the maximum quantity that can be requested varies depending on the credit rating for the customer.



Making these small configuration changes should not require a developer to modify the orchestration. The Business Process
Configuration service in BizTalk Server 2004 enables information workers to make the modifications

To enable information workers to configure an orchestration, the developer creating it can define parameters for that
orchestration. An information worker can then set these parameters as needed, perhaps assigning different values for different
business partners or different parts of the organization. An information worker sets the parameters for a partner through the
TPM service, described in the previous section, by specifying their values in the addendum to the partners agreement. If an
agreement references multiple orchestrations, multiple addendums can be created, one for each orchestration.

In BizTalk Server 2004, the Business Process Configuration service is tied to TPM, because parameters can be set only through
addendums. In future releases, however, the intent is to make this service more generally available, which is why it is called out
separately in this version of the product.

Business Process Provisioning

When several organizations are participating in a business process built around BizTalk Server 2004, getting them all correctly
configured can be time-consuming. For example, a common B2B topology is a hub-and-spoke, where one organization, often a
big company, establishes connections with many different suppliers. The business process is typically defined by the hub
organization, and then passed on to the spokes to implement their parts. Something similar can also happen inside a single
organization, where one group wishes to involve others in a common internal process. In cases like these, it is useful to have a
simple way to configure the systems involved, a process that is sometimes called provisioning.

The fourth component in the BizTalk Server 2004 Business Activity Services, Business Process Provisioning, addresses this
challenge. Using this component, an information worker can package the information needed by other participants in a
business process into a SEED package. The SEED package can then be deployed to other BizTalk Server 2004 systems to
quickly provide them with what they need to play their parts.

A SEED package created by a hub system can contain a broad range of things, including .NET assemblies for the orchestrations
that implement a business process, BAM views and BAM activities, a profile for the system generating the package, and much
more. After a spoke system receives a SEED package, its administrator can deploy it, and then return a SEED package of its own
that contains its profile and the other information required to successfully interact with the hub. Yet while administrators are
required to deploy SEED packages, the Business Process Provisioning component of Business Activity Services lets information
workers create these packages, allowing one more task to be performed by business people rather than by technicians.

Business Activity Monitoring Framework

Information workers need to look at business processes in different ways. For example, a purchasing manager might need to
see how many purchase orders are approved and denied each day, or a sales manager might want an hourly update on what
products are being ordered. Meeting these diverse needs requires a general framework for tracking what is going on with a
particular business process. This is exactly what the Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) Framework provides.

To use BAM, an information worker accesses the standard Windows SharePoint Services-based interface with Internet Explorer.
The information worker can select a particular business process, and then choose a specific BAM view into the process. Each
view can give a different perspective on this business process. For example, a BAM view might provide graphical depictions of
per-product sales trends, current inventory levels, or other key performance indicators. The information in these views might
be updated every day, every hour, or more frequently.

Each BAM view relies on one or more BAM activities. A BAM activity represents a specific business process, such as handling
purchase orders or shipping a product, and each one has a defined set of milestones and business data. For example, a
purchase order activity might have milestones such as Approved, Denied, and Delivered along with business data like
Customer Name and Product.

Both BAM activities and BAM views are created by an information worker, and not by a developer. The BAM Activity Wizard
enables defining activities, while the BAM View Wizard enables defining views based on those activities. BAM views are
implemented in Excel, so the BAM View Wizard really just helps an information worker to build a standard Excel pivot table
using the information in one or more BAM activities. A BAM view can be quite complex, and its creator can also control which
users are allowed to see the data it exposes. For example, a purchasing manager might be able to access certain things in a
view into the purchase order process that are hidden from purchasing clerks. Information workers can also modify BAM views
after they have been created.

While information workers can create BAM views and BAM activities on their own, these views and activities depend on
information provided by the orchestrations they monitor. Accordingly, developers still have a role to play. Using a tool called
the Tracking Profile Editor, a developer must configure an orchestration so that it provides the information required for a
particular BAM activity, and thus for the BAM views that depend on this activity. This tool enables a developer to graphically
associate the appropriate events and message fields in an orchestration with corresponding milestones and business data in a
BAM activity. The BizTalk Server 2004 engine then sends these events and message field values to the Tracking database, as
shown in the earlier figure, where they can be accessed by the Business Activity Monitoring component. As the figure shows,



 

Excel can directly access the BAM component through SOAP to get up-to-the-minute information for BAM views.

Human Workflow Services

The BizTalk Server 2004 engine enables you to connect applications to carry out a business process. But what if that process
requires human intervention? Think about handling a purchase order (PO), for example. An organization might require human
approval at various stages in this process, and the people involved might change depending on the PO size. Or imagine a
request for proposal (RFP) arriving in a sales office. Creating a response might require a shifting group of people working
together over days or weeks. Human-oriented business processes like these, commonly called "workflows", can certainly
benefit from automation, but the BizTalk Server 2004 engine by itself is not sufficient. More is required to enable people to
interact with and control the process.

These extras are provided by Human Workflow Services (HWS), a standard part of BizTalk Server 2004. This service provides a
workflow infrastructure built on the BizTalk Server 2004 engine. The HWS infrastructure is accessed through Web services, and
so it can be used by any client application. Among the most important clients, however, are the applications in Microsoft Office.
Word, Outlook, Excel, and InfoPath are fundamental to how many information workers work with information, and so it makes
sense to allow these common tools to be the environment from which people participate in workflows.

The following figure shows the basic structure of Human Workflow Services. As just described, the technology relies on the
BizTalk Server 2004 engine, as well as an Administration database and the Tracking database (also used by Business Activity
Services) that holds information about the various actions that make up this workflow. Outlook and Word are likely to be the
most common clients, along with custom forms built by using InfoPath. ASP.NET applications and other applications that can
access standard Web services can also use this part of BizTalk Server 2004. For clients built on the .NET Framework, Human
Workflow Services provides a library that exposes all of its Web services as .NET-based objects. And although it is not shown in
the diagram, applications are administered by using the HWS Administration console, an MMC snap-in.

Figure 10 Human Workflow Services

To get a sense of how all of this might be used, imagine that an application based on Human Workflow Services has been
created to help an organization automate its response to an RFP. The process of handling the RFP might be started by the
original recipient of the request invoking a Web service that initiates the workflow. In Microsoft Office 2003, Web services can
be invoked from Outlook, from an InfoPath form, from a new feature in Word called SmartDocs that allows a document to
contain embedded actions, and in other ways. The RFP and any associated documents, such as a draft response, might be sent
to multiple people involved in the process, each of whom takes some action. Several people might need to approve the
response, for example, and so each one can directly interact with the workflow application from an Outlook message
requesting this approval.

Many other activities are also possible, depending on how the workflow is defined. An Office 2003 SmartDocs document can
contain a list of people to whom a task can be delegated, for example, and a user can click the name of the person to whom
this task should be assigned. Doing this invokes a Web service that causes the Human Workflow Services application to
delegate the task to that person. A user can also access an ASP.NET page that graphically depicts the status of a particular
workflow, indicating who has and has not taken various actions, who has delegated tasks (and to whom they were delegated),
and more.

To support this quite general approach to workflow applications, Human Workflow Services defines a few core abstractions, all
of which are built on the BizTalk Server 2004 engine. Every workflow is built from some number of actions, each of which is
actually implemented as an orchestration. For example, a workflow for responding to an RFP might have actions such as
Review, Approve, Delegate, and Escalate. Like all orchestrations, those used with Human Workflow Services are created by
using Orchestration Designer, but each one has a number of standard behaviors along with the customized behavior created



 

 

by the developer who builds this application.

The actions in a workflow occur in a defined order, called an activity flow. Each activity flow has an activity model that defines
the actions within it and how they relate to one another. The people who use a Human Workflow Services application are
called actors, and communication between actors and actions happens through tasks, which are actually XML-defined
messages. Each action has one or more tasks associated with it, and so when an actor clicks a button in an Office application
that does something in a workflow, that actor is really sending a particular task message to some action (that is, to an
orchestration).

A Human Workflow Services application can also impose constraints on the people who use it based on their roles. An
application might allow only managers to approve POs of more than a million euros, for example, or limit who is allowed to
delegate tasks to a vice president. To support this, the creator of a workflow application can define constraints that rely on roles
defined in Microsoft Active Directory®, a SQL Server database, or in other ways.

Developers are certainly required to build Human Workflow Services applications. After they are created, though, those
applications can be used solely by information workers. Workflows can be created, new actions can be added to the activity
flow, existing actions can be interrupted, and more, all by the business people who use this application. While the BizTalk
Server 2004 engine provides a way to connect software together, Human Workflow Services adds what is needed to let people
participate directly in the business process.

Conclusion

The roots of BizTalk Server are in integrating diverse applications. As the technology of Business Process Management (BPM)
continues to evolve, however, BizTalk Server 2004 is growing into a hub for creating business logic of all kinds. This growth
has some clear benefits. Imagine trying to create standard built-in mechanisms for monitoring business processes, for
example, with logic built by using the .NET Framework (or for that matter, logic built by using a Java application server). And as
organizations increasingly adopt service-oriented architectures based on Web services, the ability of BizTalk Server 2004 to
expose diverse applications as a set of Web services with common XML schemas for business documents becomes more and
more attractive. The support that BizTalk Server 2004 provides for human interaction with business processes, such as Human
Workflow Services, also makes it an appealing platform for new application logic.

Managing business processes in a unified and centralized way, the goal of BPM, can lead to more effective and more adaptable
organizations. Yet whatever happens, it is clear that BizTalk Server is growing up. BizTalk Server 2004 is a significant step
forward from its predecessor, adding a number of useful new services. Just as important, it is also a broad foundation for what
is to come as the Jupiter vision unfolds.
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Introduction

There is no silver bullet for application integration. Different situations call for different solutions, each targeting a particular
kind of problem. While a one-size-fits-all solution would be nice, the inherent diversity of integration challenges makes such a
simplistic approach impossible. To address this broad set of problems, Microsoft has created several different integration
technologies, each targeting a particular group of scenarios. Together, these technologies provide a comprehensive, unified,
and complete integration solution.

The Microsoft integration technologies can be grouped into several categories:

Technologies for integrating applications directly, including Microsoft ASP.NET Web services (ASMX), Microsoft .NET
Remoting, and Microsoft Enterprise Services. All of these will soon be subsumed by a unified foundation for service-
oriented applications, code-named "Indigo."

Technologies for integrating applications through queues, including Microsoft Message Queuing (MSMQ) and SQL
Service Broker. Both of these will also be usable through "Indigo."

Technologies for integrating Microsoft Windows applications with applications and data on IBM systems. This diverse set
of solutions is provided by Microsoft Host Integration Server 2004.

Technologies for integrating applications through a broker, the approach taken by BizTalk Server 2006.

Technologies for integrating data, including Microsoft SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) and SQL Server Replication.

Each of these technologies has its own distinct role to play in integrating applications. All of them also have important things in
common, however. All can be used from a single development environment, Microsoft Visual Studio 2005, and all rely on a
common foundation, the Microsoft .NET Framework. Given this, combining these technologies is straightforward, making it
easier to solve complex integration challenges.

This article looks at these varied technologies, describing the scenarios for which each one is the best choice. The goal is to
simplify the process of choosing the most appropriate Microsoft technology or technology combination for solving a particular
problem.
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Integrating Applications Directly

The defining characteristic of application logic, the thing that most clearly distinguishes it from data, is that it is active–it does
something. The simplest way to connect this active logic is to directly connect one part of an application to another using some
kind of remote procedure call (RPC). .NET Framework applications today have three options for doing this: ASMX, .NET
Remoting, and Enterprise Services. Once it's released, "Indigo" will subsume all three of these technologies, providing a
common solution for this and other scenarios.

ASMX, .NET Remoting, and Enterprise Services

The communication technologies included in today's .NET Framework are well known. Still, it's worth briefly summarizing the
role each one plays:

ASP.NET Web services (ASMX) enables Windows applications to communicate directly with applications running on



Windows or other operating systems through Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), the foundation protocol for Web
services.

.NET Remoting lets Windows applications communicate directly with other Windows applications using the traditional
distributed objects approach.

Enterprise Services lets Windows applications communicate directly with other Windows applications, letting those
applications use distributed transactions, object lifetime management, and other functions.

While all of these technologies are useful, why not have just one that can be used in all of these situations? As described next,
this is exactly what "Indigo" provides.

Indigo

"Indigo" is the code name for Microsoft's forthcoming extension to the .NET Framework for building service-oriented
applications. Scheduled to be released in 2006, it will be available for the next release of Microsoft Windows Vista, formerly
code-named "Longhorn," for Windows XP, and for Microsoft Windows Server 2003.

Describing Indigo

The agreement by all major vendors to standardize on Web services for application-to-application communication is a
watershed in integration. Web services technologies, based on SOAP, provide a direct way to connect software running on
platforms from multiple vendors. "Indigo" implements SOAP and the associated group of multi-vendor agreements known as
the WS-* specifications. Other major vendors are implementing these same technologies, allowing reliable, secure, and
transactional communication between applications running on diverse systems.

As the previous figure shows, applications built on "Indigo" can communicate directly with other "Indigo"-based applications or
with applications built on other web services platforms, such as a J2EE application server. When communicating with non-
"Indigo" applications, the wire protocol is standard text-based SOAP, perhaps with additions defined by one or more of the
WS-* specifications. When communicating with other "Indigo" applications, the wire protocol can be an optimized binary
version of SOAP. A single "Indigo" application can use both options simultaneously, allowing high performance for
homogeneous partners together with cross-platform interoperability.

"Indigo" applications send and receive SOAP messages over one or more channels. An HTTP channel is provided, for instance,
that allows communication according to the agreements defined by the Web services Interoperability (WS-I) Organization.
"Indigo" also provides other channels, including channels that support MSMQ and SQL Server Broker. As described later in this
article, this gives "Indigo" applications the benefits of queued messaging when they're communicating with other Windows
applications.

When to Use Indigo

The primary integration scenarios for "Indigo" are:

Direct Web services communication between a Windows application and an application built on another Web services
platform.

Direct communication between a Windows application and another Windows application.

Communication through message queues between a Windows application and another Windows application using
"Indigo" over MSMQ or SQL Server Broker. "Indigo" provides a common programming interface for both queued and
direct communication, and it also allows a single application to expose endpoints supporting both communication styles.

Indigo and Other Integration Technologies



  

"Indigo" will subsume ASMX, .NET Remoting, and Enterprise Services, the earlier .NET Framework technologies for direct
communication. (It's important to realize, however, that applications built with these earlier technologies will continue to work
unchanged on systems with "Indigo" installed.) "Indigo" will also supersede System.Messaging, the .NET Framework's standard
interface to MSMQ. How "Indigo" fits with queued communication is described in the next section.
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Integrating Applications through Queues

Direct communication between parts of an application is simple to understand and straightforward to implement. It's not
always the best solution, however. Rather than communicating directly with another application, it's often better to use queued
messaging. This style of communication relies on the presence of one or more queues between the sender and receiver, with
applications sending messages to and receiving messages from these queues.

Queued communication lets applications interact in a flexible, adaptable way. One major benefit of this approach is that the
receiving application need not be ready to read a message from the sender at the time that message is sent. In fact, the receiver
might not even be running when the message is sent. Instead, messages wait in a queue, usually stored on disk, until the
receiver is ready to process them.

Microsoft Message Queuing

Microsoft Message Queuing (MSMQ) is the built-in technology in Windows for application-to-application communication
using queued messaging. The current release, MSMQ 3.0, runs on Windows XP and Windows Server 2003, while earlier
releases run on older versions of Windows. MSMQ is also available for mobile devices running Windows CE.

Describing MSMQ

As the following figure illustrates, MSMQ lets Windows applications communicate through message queues. The messages it
sends can contain any type of information, and because they're sent asynchronously, the sender need not block waiting for a
response. Using asynchronous messaging can be somewhat more complex for a developer than using RPC, but it's
nonetheless the right solution in many cases.

When to Use MSMQ

The primary integration scenarios for MSMQ are:

When asynchronous communication is required between two or more Windows applications.

When the sender and receiver might not be running at the same time.

When message-level logging is required.

MSMQ and Other Integration Technologies

Once "Indigo" is released, new applications that today use MSMQ directly will typically access it through the "Indigo"
programming model, as described later in this section. Also, the services provided by MSMQ are similar in some ways to those
provided by SQL Server Broker. Choosing between the two requires understanding SQL Server Broker, which is described next.

SQL Service Broker

SQL Server Broker is a new communication technology provided as part of Microsoft SQL Server 2005. Scheduled to be
released in late 2005, SQL Server 2005 will be available for Windows XP, Windows Server 2003, and Windows CE. SQL Server
Broker is included with all versions of the product, including Express, Workgroup, Standard, and Enterprise.

Describing SQL Server Broker

Most enterprise applications use a database management system (DBMS) in some way. Some applications, such as those
written as stored procedures, run within the DBMS itself. Others, such as .NET Framework applications that use ADO.NET,



access the DBMS externally. If these applications need to communicate through message queues, why not rely on the DBMS
itself to provide those queues? This is exactly what's done by SQL Server Broker. Rather than create a standalone queuing
infrastructure, as MSMQ does, SQL Server Broker provides queued communication using SQL Server 2005. The following
figure shows how this looks.

To let applications use its queues, SQL Server Broker adds several verbs to SQL Server's T-SQL language. These verbs allow
applications to start a relationship called a conversation, then send and receive messages using that conversation. The SQL
verbs defined by SQL Server Broker are intended to be accessed by software created in various ways, including:

Applications written as stored procedures in T-SQL.

Applications written as stored procedures in a language based on the Common Language Runtime (CLR), such as C#.
This option relies on the SQL Server 2005 built-in support for the CLR.

By using SQL Server 2005 to persistently store queued messages, SQL Server Broker can provide efficient, full-featured
communication, including high-performance transactional messaging, integrated backup and recovery mechanisms, and more.

When to Use SQL Server Broker

The primary integration scenarios for SQL Server Broker are:

Connecting logic built as stored procedures in one or more separate instances of SQL Server 2005.

Connecting logic built as a .NET Framework application using SQL Server 2005 with a stored procedure in the same or
another instance of SQL Server 2005.

Before "Indigo" is available, some applications might use SQL Server Broker directly through ADO.NET. "Indigo" will become
the core interface for applications using message queuing, however, and so most queued applications will use SQL Server
Broker through an "Indigo" channel, as described later in this section.

Any organization that relies heavily on SQL Server 2005 for building applications, especially when those applications are
implemented as stored procedures, will likely use SQL Server Broker for communication. And because it's part of SQL Server,
SQL Server Broker allows users to have a single product to install, configure, and monitor, together with a single approach to
failover, for both a DBMS and a queuing technology.

SQL Server Broker and Other Integration Technologies

The functionality of SQL Server Broker overlaps to some degree with what MSMQ provides. Both rely on queued messaging,
and so either can be used when this style of communication is needed. Its integration with the database means that SQL Server
Broker will normally be the preferred queuing option for database-oriented applications, but there are also cases where MSMQ
is preferable. These include the following:

Communication between applications that need only in-memory queuing such as those that don't require messages to
be stored persistently in transit. MSMQ supports memory-based queues, while SQL Server Broker does not.

Situations where the extra license cost of SQL Server 2005 isn't acceptable. Unlike SQL Server 2005, MSMQ is part of
Windows, and so there's no extra charge for using it. Even though SQL Server Broker is included with the Express edition
of SQL Server 2005, which doesn't require a paid license, every message sent through SQL Server Broker must traverse
at least one licensed copy of SQL Server 2005.

Once "Indigo" is available, applications will typically access both MSMQ and SQL Server Broker through the "Indigo"
programming model. How "Indigo" works with these queuing technologies is described next.

Indigo and Queued Communication

While "Indigo" is based on Web services, its channel architecture allows it to send SOAP messages over diverse protocols. For
direct communication with non-Windows systems, "Indigo" will typically send SOAP over HTTP. For queued communication



  

between Windows applications, "Indigo" will also be able to send SOAP messages over MSMQ and SQL Server Broker as the
following figure shows.

Even though MSMQ and SQL Server Broker will be accessible through "Indigo", an application will still be able to access these
queuing technologies directly. Here's how to make the choice:

"Indigo" supersedes System.Messaging, the .NET Framework's standard interface to MSMQ, and so most queued
applications should use "Indigo" once it's available. A few MSMQ services aren't available through "Indigo", however. For
example, "Indigo" applications that communicate through the MSMQ channel can't peek into a queue of received
messages, can't use journaling or queued receipts, and aren't able to let the sending system specify the response queue
that a reply message should be sent to. Applications that require these services should still access MSMQ directly using
System.Messaging.

As with MSMQ, applications that access SQL Server Broker through "Indigo" will see only a subset of SQL Server Broker's
capabilities. An application that needs access to all of SQL Server Broker's functions might choose to use SQL Server
Broker directly.

Ultimately, the simplicity, flexibility, and ubiquity of the "Indigo" programming model will lead most developers to use it for the
majority of queuing applications implemented outside the database.
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Integrating with Applications and Data on IBM Systems

Host Integration Server 2004

Host Integration Server 2004 is a set of technologies focused on connecting to applications and data on IBM mainframes and
mid-range systems. The various components it includes run on a variety of systems, including Windows XP, Windows 2000,
Windows Server 2003, and Windows 2000 Server.

Describing Host Integration Server 2004

Many enterprises have substantial investments in IBM mainframe and midrange systems. When new applications are written
on Windows, integrating with existing applications and data on these older systems is often essential. Yet doing this can be
challenging, since these environments support applications and store data in several different ways. Effectively linking
Windows software to these existing IBM systems requires a variety of approaches.

As the following figure illustrates, Host Integration Server 2004 contains components that address these diverse requirements.
Using various parts of the product, Windows software can access applications and data on IBM zSeries mainframes running
z/OS, along with applications and data on IBM iSeries mid-range systems running OS/400. Host Integration Server 2004 also
includes an MSMQ-MQSeries Bridge, allowing queued messaging between MSMQ and IBM's WebSphere MQ (formerly
known as MQSeries).



  

When to Use Host Integration Server 2004

The primary integration scenarios for Host Integration Server 2004 are:

Connecting Windows systems to IBM zSeries mainframes and iSeries midrange systems using Systems Network
Architecture (SNA) and other IBM communication technologies, including SNA over TCP/IP.

Integrating Windows security with IBM mainframe or midrange security systems, including IBM's Resource Access
Control Facility (RACF) and Computer Associates' ACF2 and Top Secret.

Accessing existing Customer Information Control System (CICS) and IMS applications, either directly from .NET
Framework applications using Host Integration Server 2004's Transaction Integrator or through Web services.

Creating Windows applications that access data stored on zSeries and iSeries systems, including VSAM data and
relational data stored in DB2.

Connecting MSMQ to IBM's WebSphere MQ, allowing messages to be transferred between these two message queuing
technologies.

Host Integration Server 2004 includes a broad range of functions. As its name suggests, however, all of them are focused on
accessing application logic and data stored on IBM mainframe and midrange systems.

Host Integration Server 2004 and Other Integration Technologies

As described later in this article, some components of Host Integration Server 2004 can be used together with other
integration technologies such as BizTalk Server 2006 and SSIS. The key fact to remember is that whenever a complete solution
requires integration with IBM systems, Host Integration Server 2004 has a role to play.
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Integrating Applications through a Broker

Rather than integrating applications directly, it sometimes makes more sense to connect them through a broker. A broker is
software that sits between the applications being integrated, interacting with all of them. By providing a common connection
point, brokers avoid the complexity that can arise when several applications are connected directly to one another. Brokers can
provide a range of integration services, including transformations between different message formats and support for diverse
communication technologies. A broker can also act as a platform for its own application logic, providing the intelligence to
control a business process. For Windows, connecting applications through a broker means using BizTalk Server 20061.

BizTalk Server 2006

Like its predecessor BizTalk Server 2004, BizTalk Server 2006 is an integration and business process platform. Available for
Windows Server 2003, Windows 2000 Server, and Windows XP, BizTalk Server 2006 is Microsoft's solution for brokered
application-to-application integration.

Describing BizTalk Server 2006

As the following figure shows, BizTalk Server 2006 sits in the middle of a group of applications. By providing adapters for
various communication mechanisms, including MSMQ, "Indigo", EDI, and many more, BizTalk Server 2006 can communicate



with Windows and non-Windows applications in a number of different ways. BizTalk Server 2006 also provides other
integration services, including:

The ability to graphically define orchestrations, logic that interacts with applications on other systems to drive an
integrated process, together with runtime services for orchestrations, such as state management and support for long-
running transactions.

Graphical definition of XML schemas for messages, along with the ability to define transformations between incoming
and outgoing messages that use those schemas.

Business-to-business (B2B) integration features, including support for Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), RosettaNet, HL7,
and other standard interchange formats. It also includes services for managing interactions with trading partners.

BizTalk Server 2006 is also a business process server. Viewed from this perspective, it provides features such as:

Support for graphical definition of business processes using an Orchestration Designer hosted in Visual Studio. A
lightweight Microsoft Visio–hosted Orchestration Designer for Business Analysts is also included.

Business Activity Monitoring (BAM), providing real-time displays of business process information to the information
workers that rely on those processes.

A Business Rules Engine (BRE), letting complex business rules be defined, accessed, and maintained in a single place.

When to Use BizTalk Server 2006

The primary integration scenarios for BizTalk Server 2006 are:

Creating brokered application-to-application message-based integration, especially when data mapping and support for
diverse communication mechanisms is required.

Implementing integration processes, including long-running processes that take hours, days, or weeks to complete, and
processes with complex business rules.

Addressing B2B integration, including situations with many trading partner interactions and those that require industry
standards such as RosettaNet and HL7.

Creating business processes that give information workers real-time visibility into an integrated process.

Using a brokered approach can add cost to an integration solution. Still, for scenarios such as those just listed, the additional
overhead of a broker is more than made up for by the value it provides. In these situations, BizTalk Server 2006 is the best
approach to integrating diverse applications.

BizTalk Server 2006 and Other Integration Technologies

BizTalk Server 2006 can work with many other integration technologies from Microsoft and other vendors. For example, as
mentioned earlier, adapters are available for MSMQ and "Indigo", as well as adapters for non-Microsoft integration
technologies such as IBM's WebSphere MQ. BizTalk Server 2006 also supports integration using Web services, including a
SOAP adapter and the ability to import and export definitions created using the Business Process Execution Language (BPEL).

It's also possible to create custom adapters. For example, an organization could build a custom adapter based on components
in Host Integration Server 2004 that connects to CICS and DB2. (These adapters will be included as a standard part of Host
Integration Server 2006, the product's next release.) And while an adapter for SQL Server Broker is likely to be available in the
future, a custom adapter could be created today.



  

One of the main benefits of a brokered approach to integration is the ability to communicate with a diverse set of applications.
Given this, it shouldn't be surprising that BizTalk Server 2006 is able to use virtually any integration technology that provides
direct application-to-application communication.
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Integrating Data

Integrating applications requires connecting active logic. Integrating data, by contrast, means moving and manipulating
passive information. While the software that integrates data from different sources is not passive, the data itself—the thing
that's actually being integrated—doesn't have any intelligence of its own. Because of this, data integration happens between
data stores, not applications. Accordingly, both of Microsoft's technologies for data integration are associated with SQL Server,
its flagship product for data management.

SQL Server Integration Services

SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) provides tools for combining data from diverse data sources into a SQL Server 2005
database. The successor to the SQL Server 2000 Data Transformation Services (DTS), SSIS is the extract, transform, and load
(ETL), service for SQL Server 2005. SSIS is included as part of SQL Server 2005 Standard Edition, with some advanced
components for data cleansing and text mining added in the Enterprise Edition.

Describing SSIS

It's become increasingly common for organizations to create databases that contain large amounts of historical data obtained
from a group of operational databases. Creating this kind of data warehouse implies integrating a broad and diverse set of
information. Yet doing this effectively also requires making the information consistent, coherent, and comprehensible. A
primary goal of SSIS is to make this possible.

The previous figure shows how SSIS is typically used. Data from various DBMSs, including SQL Server 2005 and others, can be
combined with data from other sources, such as semi-structured data and binary files. The result, stored in SQL Server 2005,
can then be used as a foundation for historical reporting, data mining, and online analytical processing (OLAP).

When to Use SSIS

The primary integration scenarios for SSIS are:

Combining information from a group of operational databases into a data warehouse. Along with powerful support for
data transformations, SSIS provides graphical tools for defining the ETL process, fuzzy logic for data cleansing, error
handling, and other features to make integration of diverse data easier.

Transferring data from one DBMS to one or more other DBMSs. Because SSIS supports heterogeneous data sources, the
products involved might or might not be SQL Server 2005.

Loading data into SQL Server databases from flat files, spreadsheets, and other diverse data sources.

SSIS and Other Integration Technologies

Like other Microsoft integration technologies, SSIS relies on the data access components included in Host Integration Server
2004 for access to data on IBM mainframe and midrange systems. And whatever systems are involved, it's conceivable that
other integration approaches could be used to solve the core problems that SSIS addresses. For example, it's possible to create



an orchestration using BizTalk Server 2006 that accesses diverse data sources and builds a common integrated database from
a variety of data sources. In nearly every case, however, SSIS is a better choice for solving this problem. BizTalk Server 2006
focuses on integrating application logic, not data, and so it's better suited to real time communication of information between
applications and among trading partners. SSIS, by contrast, is optimized for bulk data loading from diverse data sources. Given
this, SSIS is a much better choice for creating data warehouses than the application-oriented BizTalk Server 2006. (In fact, the
BizTalk Server 2006 Business Activity Monitoring component uses SSIS to build the BAM data warehouse.)

SSIS can also be used to replicate identical data across different systems rather than to combine diverse data. As described
next, however, SQL Server Replication is usually a better solution for this problem.

SQL Server Replication

As its name suggests, SQL Server Replication allows replicating data across two or more SQL Server databases. Available with
SQL Server 2000, this technology is also contained in all versions of SQL Server 2005 and in SQL Server CE.

Describing SQL Server Replication

It's often useful to have a copy of the same data in multiple databases, than have that data automatically kept in sync. For
example, letting applications running on a group of Web servers spread their read requests across a group of identical
databases, each on its own machine, can improve the application's scalability and availability. For this arrangement to work, all
updates must go to a single database instance, then be propagated to the read-only copies. SQL Server Replication is designed
for situations like this.

The previous figure shows a simple illustration of SQL Server Replication. As the diagram suggests, one of the most important
benefits of this technology is a powerful user interface that lets database administrators easily define what data should be
replicated, see differences between tables, and more. A replication conflict viewer is also provided, allowing data conflicts that
occur during replication to be resolved.

When to Use SQL Server Replication

The primary integration scenarios for SQL Server Replication are:

Replicating data between tables in one or more SQL Server instances. Those instances might be running on servers,
clients, or even mobile devices that are only occasionally connected. Rather than copying entire tables, SQL Server
Replication replicates incremental row-level changes, letting updates be propagated at near real-time speeds.

Using SQL Server as a source for data that is replicated to IBM and Oracle databases.

Using Oracle as a source for data that is replicated to SQL Server, IBM, and Oracle databases. In this case, data is first
replicated to a SQL Server database, then replicated to the other databases.

Data replication is useful in a variety of different scenarios, and so SQL Server Replication can be applied in numerous ways. In
fact, even though this technology can be correctly seen as a tool for integration, it's just as accurate to view SQL Server
Replication as a solution for data synchronization.

SQL Server Replication and Other Integration Technologies

If synchronization of identical data sources in near real time is required, SQL Server Replication is the best choice. No other
integration technology provides support for rapidly tracking and delivering changes as they occur. While it's possible to write a
custom replication application using BizTalk Server 2006 or other integration technologies, it's challenging to do correctly. The
result also wouldn't have the performance or the features that are included in SQL Server Replication.

SQL Server Replication replicates data identically using either all columns of the selected tables or a subset of the table
columns, while maintaining the data in the same format. SSIS has the additional capability to transform the data as it is moved,
and so it's a better choice for copying entire tables that have different structures. Yet unlike SQL Server Replication, SSIS
doesn't support replicating incremental row-level changes. It copies the whole table, which means SSIS typically has lower



  

performance. As an ETL tool, SSIS focuses on integrating diverse data rather than replicating identical data, the problem for
which SQL Server Replication was designed.
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Conclusion

Different integration problems require different solutions, and it's important to use the right tool for the job. To address the
diversity of applications and data that must be connected, Microsoft has produced a range of integration products and
technologies. These solutions sometimes overlap, and so more than one choice might be applicable to a given situation. While
these ambiguous cases are relatively uncommon, the most straightforward way to make a decision is by examining the
fundamental scenarios for each integration technology.

The goal of integration is to connect diverse pieces of software into a coherent whole. If the tools for doing this are themselves
built in diverse ways, such as when products built by several different firms are grouped together under a single marketing
umbrella, reaching this goal becomes even more difficult. By providing a unified set of solutions, all built on the .NET
Framework and all accessible using Visual Studio 2005, Microsoft provides a comprehensive, unified, and complete solution
for today's integration challenges.

Technology Primary Integration Scenarios

Integrating applications
directly

ASP.NET Web services (AS
MX)

Connecting Windows applications with Windows and non-Windows applications through SOAP

.NET Remoting Connecting Windows applications with other Windows applications through distributed objects

Enterprise Services Connecting Windows applications with other Windows applications that use distributed transactio
ns, object lifetime management, and so on.

"Indigo" Connecting Windows applications with Windows and non-Windows applications using Web servic
es, distributed transactions, lifetime management, and so on (subsumes ASMX, .NET Remoting, and
Enterprise Services).

Integrating applications
through queues

Microsoft Message Queuin
g

Connecting Windows applications with other Windows applications using queued messaging

SQL Service Broker Connecting SQL Server 2005 applications with other SQL Server 2005 applications using queued 
messaging

"Indigo" Connecting Windows applications with other Windows applications using queued messaging (thro
ugh MSMQ and/or SQL Server Broker)

Integrating with applica
tions and data on IBM s
ystems

Host Integration Server 20
04

Connecting Windows applications with IBM zSeries and iSeries applications and data
Connecting MSMQ with IBM WebSphere MQ

Integrating applications
through a broker



  

BizTalk Server 2006 Connecting Windows applications and non-Windows applications using diverse protocols
Translating between different message formats
Controlling business processes with graphically defined orchestrations
Connecting with business partners using industry standards, such as RosettaNet and HL7
Providing business process services, such as Business Activity Monitoring and a Business Rules En
gine

Integrating data

SQL Server Integration Ser
vices

Combining and transforming data from diverse sources into SQL Server 2005 data

SQL Server Replication Synchronizing SQL Server data with copies of that data in other instances of SQL Server, Oracle, or
DB2
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Related Links

For the latest information about Microsoft Windows Server System, visit the Windows Server System site.
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1 Despite its name, SQL Service Broker doesn't provide a "broker" in this sense of the term. In the terminology of SQL Server B

roker, a broker is a message queue.

http://www.microsoft.com/servers/home.mspx
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Styles of Integration

There is no silver bullet for application integration. Different situations call for different solutions, each targeting a particular
kind of problem. While a one-size-fits-all solution would be nice, the inherent diversity of integration challenges makes such a
simplistic approach impossible. To address this broad set of problems, Microsoft has created several different integration
technologies, each targeting a particular group of scenarios. Together, these technologies provide a comprehensive, unified,
and complete integration solution.

Microsoft's integration technologies can be grouped into several categories:

Technologies for integrating applications directly, including ASP.NET Web Services (ASMX), .NET Remoting, and
Enterprise Services. All of these will soon be subsumed by a unified foundation for service-oriented applications, code-
named Indigo. 
Technologies for integrating applications through queues, including Microsoft Message Queuing (MSMQ) and SQL
Service Broker (SSB). Both of these will also be usable via Indigo. 
Technologies for integrating Windows applications with applications and data on IBM systems. This diverse set of
solutions is provided by Host Integration Server (HIS) 2004.
Technologies for integrating applications through a broker, the approach taken by BizTalk Server 2006.
Technologies for integrating data, including SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) and SQL Server Replication. 

Each of these technologies has its own distinct role to play in integrating applications. All of them also have important things in
common, however. You can use all of them in a single development environment, Visual Studio 2005, and all rely on a
common foundation, the .NET Framework. Given this, combining these technologies is straightforward, making it easier to
solve complex integration challenges.

This paper looks at these varied technologies, describing the scenarios for which each one is the best choice. The goal is to
simplify the process of choosing the most appropriate Microsoft technology or technology combination for solving a particular
problem.

Integrating Applications Directly

The defining characteristic of application logic, the thing that most clearly distinguishes it from data, is that it is active—it does
something. The simplest way to connect this active logic is to connect directly one part of an application to another using some
kind of remote procedure call (RPC). .NET Framework applications today have three options for doing this: ASMX, .NET
Remoting, and Enterprise Services. Once released, Indigo will subsume all three of these technologies, providing a common
solution for this and other scenarios.

ASMX, .NET Remoting, and Enterprise Services

The communication technologies included in today’s .NET Framework are well known. Still, it's worth briefly summarizing the
role each one plays:

ASP.NET Web Services (ASMX) lets Windows applications communicate directly with applications running on Windows
or other operating systems via SOAP, the foundation protocol for web services.
.NET Remoting lets Windows applications communicate directly with other Windows applications using the traditional
distributed objects approach.
Enterprise Services lets Windows applications communicate directly with other Windows applications, letting those
applications use distributed transactions, object lifetime management, and other functions.

While all of these technologies are useful, why not have just one that you can use in all of these situations? As described next,
this is exactly what Indigo provides.



 

Indigo

Indigo is the code name for Microsoft's forthcoming extension to the .NET Framework for building service-oriented
applications. Scheduled to be released in 2006, Indigo will be available for the next release of the Windows client, code-named
Longhorn, for Windows XP, and for Windows Server 2003.

Describing Indigo

The agreement by all major vendors to standardize on web services for application-to-application communication is a
watershed in integration. Web services technologies, based on SOAP, provide a direct way to connect software running on
platforms from multiple vendors. Indigo implements SOAP and the associated group of multi-vendor agreements known as
the WS-* specifications. Other major vendors are implementing these same technologies, allowing reliable, secure, and
transactional communication between applications running on diverse systems.

Figure 1 Indigo communications

As Figure 1 shows, applications built on Indigo can communicate directly with other Indigo-based applications or with
applications built on other web services platforms, such as a J2EE application server. When communicating with non-Indigo
applications, the wire protocol is standard text-based SOAP, perhaps with additions defined by one or more of the WS-*
specifications. When communicating with other Indigo applications, the wire protocol can be an optimized binary version of
SOAP. A single Indigo application can use both options simultaneously, allowing high performance for homogeneous partners
together with cross-platform interoperability.

Indigo applications send and receive SOAP messages over one or more channels. An HTTP channel is provided, for instance,
that allows communication according to the agreements defined by the Web Services Interoperability (WS-I) Organization.
Indigo also provides other channels, including channels that support MSMQ and SSB. As described later in this paper, this
gives Indigo applications the benefits of queued messaging when they're communicating with other Windows applications.

When to Use Indigo

The primary integration scenarios for Indigo are:

Direct web services communication between a Windows application and an application built on another web services
platform. 
Direct communication between a Windows application and another Windows application. 
Communication via message queues between a Windows application and another Windows application using Indigo
over MSMQ or SSB. Indigo provides a common programming interface for both queued and direct communication, and
allows a single application to expose endpoints supporting both communication styles. 

Indigo and Other Integration Technologies

Indigo will subsume ASMX, .NET Remoting, and Enterprise Services, the earlier .NET Framework technologies for direct
communication. (It’s important to realize, however, that applications built with these earlier technologies will continue to work
unchanged on systems with Indigo installed.) Indigo will also supersede System.Messaging, the .NET Framework’s standard
interface to MSMQ. The next section describes how Indigo fits with queued communication.

Integrating Applications through Queues

Direct communication between parts of an application is simple to understand and straightforward to implement. It's not
always the best solution, however. Rather than communicating directly with another application, it's often better to use queued
messaging. This style of communication relies on the presence of one or more queues between the sender and receiver, with
applications sending messages to and receiving messages from these queues.



Queued communication lets applications interact in a flexible, adaptable way. One major benefit of this approach is that the
receiving application need not be ready to read a message from the sender at the time that message is sent. In fact, the receiver
might not even be running when the message is sent. Instead, messages wait in a queue, usually stored on disk, until the
receiver is ready to process them.

Microsoft Message Queuing

Microsoft Message Queuing (MSMQ) is the built-in technology in Windows for application-to-application communication
using queued messaging. The current release, MSMQ 3.0, runs on Windows XP and Windows Server 2003, while earlier
releases run on older versions of Windows. MSMQ is also available for mobile devices running Windows CE.

Describing MSMQ

As the Figure 2 illustrates, MSMQ lets Windows applications communicate via message queues. The messages it sends can
contain any type of information, and because they're sent asynchronously, the sender need not block waiting for a response.
Using asynchronous messaging can be somewhat more complex for a developer than using RPC, but it's nonetheless the right
solution in many cases.

Figure 2 MSMQ communications

When to Use MSMQ

The primary integration scenarios for MSMQ are:

When asynchronous communication is required between two or more Windows applications.
When the sender and receiver might not be running at the same time. 
When message-level logging is required.

MSMQ and Other Integration Technologies

Once Indigo ships, new applications that today use MSMQ directly will typically access it via the Indigo programming model, as
described later in this section. In addition, the services provided by MSMQ are similar in some ways to those provided by SSB.
Choosing between the two requires understanding SSB, which is described next.

SQL Service Broker

SQL Server Broker (SSB) is a new communication technology provided as part of SQL Server 2005. Scheduled for release in
late 2005, SQL Server 2005 will be available for Windows XP, Windows Server 2003, and Windows CE. SSB is included with all
versions of the product, including Express, Workgroup, Standard, and Enterprise.

Describing SSB

Most enterprise applications use a database management system (DBMS) in some way. Some applications, such as those
written as stored procedures, run within the DBMS itself. Others, such as .NET Framework applications that use ADO.NET,
access the DBMS externally. If these applications need to communicate via message queues, why not rely on the DBMS itself to
provide those queues? This is exactly what SSB does. Rather than create a standalone queuing infrastructure, as MSMQ does,
SSB provides queued communication using SQL Server 2005. Figure 3 shows how this looks.

Figure 3 SSB communication

To let applications use its queues, SSB adds several verbs to SQL Server's T-SQL language. These verbs allow applications to
start a relationship called a conversation, then send and receive messages using that conversation. Software accesses the SSB
defined SQL verbs that created in various ways, including:

Applications written as stored procedures in T-SQL.



Applications written as stored procedures in a language based on the Common Language Runtime (CLR), such as C#.
This option relies on SQL Server 2005's built-in support for the CLR.

By using SQL Server 2005 to persistently store queued messages, SSB can provide efficient, full-featured communication,
including high-performance transactional messaging, integrated backup and recovery mechanisms, and more.

When to Use SSB

The primary integration scenarios for SSB are:

Connecting logic built as stored procedures in one or more separate instances of SQL Server 2005.
Connecting logic built as a .NET Framework application using SQL Server 2005 with a stored procedure in the same or
another instance of SQL Server 2005.

Before Indigo is available, some applications might use SSB directly through ADO.NET. Indigo will become the core interface
for applications using message queuing, however, and so most queued applications will use SSB through an Indigo channel, as
described later in this section.

Any organization that relies heavily on SQL Server 2005 for building applications, especially when those applications are
implemented as stored procedures, will likely use SSB for communication. In addition, because it's part of SQL Server, SSB
allows users to have a single product to install, configure, and monitor, together with a single approach to failover, for both a
DBMS and a queuing technology.

SSB and Other Integration Technologies

The functionality of SSB overlaps to some degree with what MSMQ provides. Both rely on queued messaging, so you can use
either when this style of communication is needed. Its integration with the database means that SSB will normally be the
preferred queuing option for database-oriented applications, but there are also cases where MSMQ is preferable. These include
the following:

Communication between applications that need only in-memory queuing, i.e., those that don't require messages to be
stored persistently in transit. MSMQ supports memory-based queues, while SSB does not.
Situations where the extra license cost of SQL Server 2005 isn't acceptable. Unlike SQL Server 2005, MSMQ is part of
Windows, and so there’s no extra charge for using it. Even though SSB is included with the Express edition of SQL Server
2005, which doesn’t require a paid license, every message sent via SSB must traverse at least one licensed copy of SQL
Server 2005. 

Once Indigo is available, applications will typically access both MSMQ and SSB via the Indigo programming model. The next
section describes how Indigo works with these queuing technologies.

Indigo and Queued Communication

While Indigo is based on web services, its channel architecture allows it to send SOAP messages over diverse protocols. For
direct communication with non-Windows systems, Indigo will typically send SOAP over HTTP. For queued communication
between Windows applications, Indigo will also be able to send SOAP messages over MSMQ and SSB, as Figure 4 shows.

Figure 4 Indigo and queued communication



 

Even though MSMQ and SSB will be accessible via Indigo, an application will still be able to access these queuing technologies
directly. Here’s how to make the choice:

Indigo supersedes System.Messaging, the .NET Framework's standard interface to MSMQ, and so most queued
applications should use Indigo once it’s available. A few MSMQ services aren’t available through Indigo, however. For
example, Indigo applications that communicate via the MSMQ channel can't peek into a queue of received messages,
can't use journaling or queued receipts, and aren’t able to let the sending system specify the response queue that a reply
message should be sent to. Applications that require these services should still access MSMQ directly using
System.Messaging. 
As with MSMQ, applications that access SSB through Indigo will see only a subset of SSB's capabilities. An application
that needs access to all of SSB's functions might choose to use SSB directly.

Ultimately, the simplicity, flexibility, and ubiquity of the Indigo programming model will lead most developers to use it for the
majority of queuing applications implemented outside the database.

Integrating with Applications and Data on IBM Systems
Host Integration Server 2004

Host Integration Server (HIS) 2004 is a set of technologies focused on connecting to applications and data on IBM mainframes
and mid-range systems. The various components it includes run on a variety of systems, including Windows XP, Windows
2000, Windows Server 2003, and Windows 2000 Server.

Describing HIS 2004

Many enterprises have substantial investments in IBM mainframe and midrange systems. When new applications are written
on Windows, integrating with existing applications and data on these older systems is often essential. Yet doing this can be
challenging, since these environments support applications and store data in several different ways. Effectively linking
Windows software to these existing IBM systems requires a variety of approaches.

As Figure 5 illustrates, HIS 2004 contains components that address these diverse requirements. Using various parts of the
product, Windows software can access applications and data on IBM zSeries mainframes running z/OS, along with applications
and data on IBM iSeries mid-range systems running OS/400. HIS 2004 also includes an MSMQ-MQSeries Bridge, allowing
queued messaging between MSMQ and IBM's WebSphere MQ (formerly known as MQSeries).

Figure 5 HIS components

When to Use HIS 2004

The primary integration scenarios for HIS 2004 are:

Connecting Windows systems to IBM zSeries mainframes and iSeries midrange systems using Systems Network
Architecture (SNA) and other IBM communication technologies, including SNA over TCP/IP. 
Integrating Windows security with IBM mainframe or midrange security systems, including IBM’s Resource Access
Control Facility (RACF) and Computer Associates’ ACF2 and Top Secret.



 

Accessing existing CICS and IMS applications, either directly from .NET Framework applications using HIS 2004's
Transaction Integrator or via Web services.
Creating Windows applications that access data stored on zSeries and iSeries systems, including VSAM data and
relational data stored in DB2. 
Connecting MSMQ to IBM's WebSphere MQ, allowing messages to be transferred between these two message queuing
technologies.

HIS 2004 includes a broad range of functions. As its name suggests, however, all of them focus on accessing application logic
and data stored on IBM mainframe and midrange systems.

HIS 2004 and Other Integration Technologies

As described later in this document, some HIS 2004 components can be used together with other integration technologies
such as BizTalk Server 2006 and SSIS. The key fact to remember is that whenever a complete solution requires integration with
IBM systems, HIS 2004 has a role to play.

Integrating Applications through a Broker

Rather than integrating applications directly, it sometimes makes more sense to connect them via a broker. A broker is
software that sits between the applications being integrated, interacting with all of them. By providing a common connection
point, brokers avoid the complexity that can arise when several applications are connected directly to one another. Brokers can
provide a range of integration services, including transformations between different message formats and support for diverse
communication technologies. A broker can also act as a platform for its own application logic, providing the intelligence to
control a business process. For Windows, connecting applications through a broker means using BizTalk Server 2006. Despite
its name, SQL Service Broker doesn’t provide a "broker" in this sense of the term. In the terminology of SSB, a broker is a
message queue.

BizTalk Server 2006

Like its predecessor BizTalk Server 2004, BizTalk Server 2006 is an integration and business process platform. Available for
Windows Server 2003, Windows 2000 Server, and Windows XP, BizTalk Server 2006 is Microsoft's solution for brokered
application-to-application integration.

Describing BizTalk Server 2006

As Figure 6 illustrates, BizTalk Server 2006 sits in the middle of a group of applications. By providing adapters for various
communication mechanisms, including MSMQ, Indigo, EDI, and many more, BizTalk Server 2006 can communicate with
Windows and non-Windows applications in a number of different ways. BizTalk Server 2006 also provides other integration
services, including:

The ability to graphically define orchestrations, logic that interacts with applications on other systems to drive an
integrated process, together with runtime services for orchestrations, such as state management and support for long-
running transactions.
Graphical definition of XML schemas for messages, along with the ability to define transformations between incoming
and outgoing messages that use those schemas.

Business-to-business (B2B) integration features, including support for Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), RosettaNet, HL7, and
other standard interchange formats. It also includes services for managing interactions with trading partners.

Figure 6 BizTalk Server 2006 communication



 

BizTalk Server 2006 is also a business process server. Viewed from this perspective, it provides features such as:

Support for graphical definition of business processes using an Orchestration Designer hosted in Visual Studio. A
lightweight Visio-hosted Orchestration Designer for Business Analysts is also included.
Business Activity Monitoring (BAM), providing real-time displays of business process information to the information
workers that rely on those processes.
A Business Rules Engine (BRE), letting complex business rules be defined, accessed, and maintained in a single place.

When to Use BizTalk Server 2006

The primary integration scenarios for BizTalk Server 2006 are:

Creating brokered application-to-application message-based integration, especially when data mapping and support for
diverse communication mechanisms is required.
Implementing integration processes, including long-running processes that take hours, days, or weeks to complete, and
processes with complex business rules.
Addressing B2B integration, including situations with many trading partner interactions and those that require industry
standards such as RosettaNet and HL7.
Creating business processes that give information workers real-time visibility into an integrated process.

Using a brokered approach can add cost to an integration solution. Still, for scenarios such as those just listed, the additional
overhead of a broker is more than made up for by the value it provides. In these situations, BizTalk Server 2006 is the best
approach to integrating diverse applications.

BizTalk Server 2006 and Other Integration Technologies

BizTalk Server 2006 can work with many other integration technologies from Microsoft and other vendors. For example, as
mentioned earlier, adapters are available for MSMQ and Indigo, as well as adapters for non-Microsoft integration technologies
such as IBM's WebSphere MQ. BizTalk Server 2006 also supports integration using web services, including a SOAP adapter
and the ability to import and export definitions created using the Business Process Execution Language (BPEL).

It's also possible to create custom adapters. For example, an organization could build a custom adapter based on components
in HIS 2004 that connects to CICS and DB2. (These adapters will be included as a standard part of HIS 2006, the product’s next
release.) In addition, while an adapter for SSB is likely to be available in the future, a custom adapter could be created today.

One of the main benefits of a brokered approach to integration is the ability to communicate with a diverse set of applications.
Given this, it shouldn't be surprising that BizTalk Server 2006 is able to use virtually any integration technology that provides
direct application-to-application communication.

Integrating Data

Integrating applications requires connecting active logic. Integrating data, by contrast, means moving and manipulating
passive information. While the software that integrates data from different sources is not passive, the data itself—the thing
that's actually being integrated—doesn’t have any intelligence of its own. Because of this, data integration happens between
data stores, not applications. Accordingly, both of Microsoft's technologies for data integration are associated with SQL Server,



its flagship product for data management.

SQL Server Integration Services

SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) provides tools for combining data from diverse data sources into a SQL Server 2005
database. The successor to SQL Server 2000’s Data Transformation Services (DTS), SSIS is the extract, transform, and load
(ETL), service for SQL Server 2005. SSIS is included as part of SQL Server 2005 Standard Edition, with some advanced
components for data cleansing and text mining added in the Enterprise Edition.

Describing SSIS

It's become increasingly common for organizations to create databases that contain large amounts of historical data obtained
from a group of operational databases. Creating this kind of data warehouse implies integrating a broad and diverse set of
information. Yet doing this effectively also requires making the information consistent, coherent, and comprehensible. A
primary goal of SSIS is to make this possible.

Figure 7 Typical SSIS usage

Figure 7 shows how SSIS is typically used. Data from various DBMSs, including SQL Server 2005 and others, can be combined
with data from other sources, such as semi-structured data and binary files. The result, stored in SQL Server 2005, can then be
used as a foundation for historical reporting, data mining, and online analytical processing (OLAP).

When to Use SSIS

The primary integration scenarios for SSIS are:

Combining information from a group of operational databases into a data warehouse. Along with powerful support for
data transformations, SSIS provides graphical tools for defining the ETL process, fuzzy logic for data cleansing, error
handling, and other features to make integration of diverse data easier.
Transferring data from one DBMS to one or more other DBMSs. Because SSIS supports heterogeneous data sources, the
products involved might or might not be SQL Server 2005.
Loading data into SQL Server databases from flat files, spreadsheets, and other diverse data sources.

SSIS and Other Integration Technologies

Like other Microsoft integration technologies, SSIS relies on the HIS 2004 data access components for access to data on IBM
mainframe and midrange systems. In addition, whatever systems are involved, it’s conceivable to use other integration
approaches to solve the core problems that SSIS addresses. For example, it's possible to create an orchestration using BizTalk
Server 2006 that accesses diverse data sources and builds a common integrated database from a variety of data sources. In
nearly every case, however, SSIS is a better choice for solving this problem. BizTalk Server 2006 focuses on integrating
application logic, not data, and so it's better suited to real time communication of information between applications and
among trading partners. SSIS, by contrast, is optimized for bulk data loading from diverse data sources. Given this, SSIS is a
much better choice for creating data warehouses than the application-oriented BizTalk Server 2006. (In fact, BizTalk Server
2006's Business Activity Monitoring component uses SSIS to build the BAM data warehouse.)

SSIS can also be used to replicate identical data across different systems rather than to combine diverse data. As described
next, however, SQL Server Replication is usually a better solution for this problem.

SQL Server Replication



 

As its name suggests, SQL Server Replication allows replicating data across two or more SQL Server databases. Available with
SQL Server 2000, this technology is also contained in all versions of SQL Server 2005 and in SQL Server CE.

Describing SQL Server Replication

It's often useful to have a copy of the same data in multiple databases, and then have that data automatically kept in sync. For
example, letting applications running on a group of web servers spread their read requests across a group of identical
databases, each on its own machine, can improve the application's scalability and availability. For this arrangement to work, all
updates must go to a single database instance, and then be propagated to the read-only copies. SQL Server Replication is
designed for situations like this.

Figure 8 SQL Server replication

Figure 8 shows a simple illustration of SQL Server Replication. As the diagram suggests, one of the most important benefits of
this technology is a powerful user interface that lets database administrators easily define what data to replicate, see
differences between tables, and more. A replication conflict viewer is also provided, allowing data conflicts that occur during
replication to be resolved.

When to Use SQL Server Replication

The primary integration scenarios for SQL Server Replication are:

Replicating data between tables in one or more SQL Server instances. Those instances might be running on servers,
clients, or even mobile devices that are only occasionally connected. Rather than copying entire tables, SQL Server
Replication replicates incremental row-level changes, letting updates propagate at near real-time speeds.
Using SQL Server as a source for data that is replicated to IBM and Oracle databases. 
Using Oracle as a source for data that is replicated to SQL Server, IBM, and Oracle databases. In this case, data is first
replicated to a SQL Server database, and then replicated to the other databases.

Data replication is useful in a variety of different scenarios, and so SQL Server Replication can be applied in numerous ways. In
fact, even though this technology can be correctly seen as a tool for integration, it’s just as accurate to view SQL Server
Replication as a solution for data synchronization.

SQL Server Replication and Other Integration Technologies

If synchronization of identical data sources in near real time is required, SQL Server Replication is the best choice. No other
integration technology provides support for rapidly tracking and delivering changes as they occur. While it's possible to write a
custom replication application using BizTalk Server 2006 or other integration technologies, it’s challenging to do correctly. The
result also wouldn't have the performance or the features that are included in SQL Server Replication.

SQL Server Replication replicates data identically using either all columns of the selected tables or a subset of the table
columns, while maintaining the data in the same format. SSIS has the additional capability to transform the data as it is moved,
and so it's a better choice for copying entire tables that have different structures. Yet unlike SQL Server Replication, SSIS
doesn't support replicating incremental row-level changes—it copies the whole table—which means SSIS typically has lower
performance. As an ETL tool, SSIS focuses on integrating diverse data rather than replicating identical data, the problem for
which SQL Server Replication was designed.

Conclusion

Different integration problems require different solutions, and it's important to use the right tool for the job. To address the
diversity of applications and data that must connect, Microsoft has produced a range of integration products and technologies.
These solutions sometimes overlap, and so more than one choice might be applicable to a given situation. While these
ambiguous cases are relatively uncommon, the most straightforward way to make a decision is by examining the fundamental
scenarios for each integration technology.



 

The goal of integration is to connect diverse pieces of software into a coherent whole. If the tools for doing this are themselves
built in diverse ways, such as when products built by several different firms are grouped together under a single marketing
umbrella, reaching this goal becomes even more difficult. By providing a unified set of solutions, all built on the .NET
Framework and all accessible using Visual Studio 2005, Microsoft provides a comprehensive, unified, and complete solution
for today's integration challenges.

Appendix: Summarizing Microsoft Integration Technologies
Integrating Applications Directly
Technology Primary Integration Scenarios

ASP.NET Web S
ervices (ASMX)

Connecting Windows applications with Windows and non-Windows applications via SOAP

.NET Remoting Connecting Windows applications with other Windows applications via distributed objects

Enterprise Servi
ces

Connecting Windows applications with other Windows applications that use distributed transactions, object lif
etime management, etc.

Indigo Connecting Windows applications with Windows and non-Windows applications using web services, distribut
ed transactions, lifetime management, etc. (subsumes ASMX,.NET Remoting and Enterprise Services)

Integrating Applications Through Queues
Technology Primary Integration Scenarios

Microsoft Message Que
uing

Connecting Windows applications with other Windows applications using queued messaging

SQL Service Broker Connecting SQL Server 2005 applications with other SQL Server 2005 applications using queued me
ssaging

Indigo Connecting Windows applications with other Windows applications using queued messaging (via MS
MQ and/or SSB)

Integrating with Applications and Data on IBM Systems
Technology Primary Integration Scenarios

Host Integration Server 2004 Connecting Windows applications with IBM zSeries and iSeries applications and data

Connecting MSMQ with IBM WebSphere MQ

Integrating Applications Through a Broker
Technology Primary Integration Scenarios

BizTalk Server 2006 Connecting Windows applications and non-Windows applications using diverse protocols

Translating between different message formats

Controlling business processes with graphically-defined orchestrations

Connecting with business partners using industry standards, such as RosettaNet and HL7

Providing business process services, such as Business Activity Monitoring and a Business Rules Engine

Integrating Data
Technology Primary Integration Scenarios

SQL Server Integration Servic
es

Combining and transforming data from diverse sources into SQL Server 2005 data

SQL Server Replication Synchronizing SQL Server data with copies of that data in other instances of SQL Server, Oracle, 
or DB2
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Introduction

Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 Management Pack for MOM (BizTalk MP) was released October 2004. Like all management
packs released by Microsoft, it contains the core rules, alerting, computer group definitions, and knowledge base content to
monitor the availability and performance of the targeted product, in this case BizTalk Server 2004, as a part of your company
infrastructure.

BizTalk MP is able to monitor the availability of critical services such as BizTalk Host instances and Enterprise Single Sign-On
(SSO). It monitors connectivity to core BizTalk Server databases such as the MessageBox database, the Configuration database,
and the Single Sign-On database (SSODB). Moreover, BizTalk MP can look for basic errors that occur in transport adapters and
pipelines, and capture Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) events related to suspended message and service
instances.

Add to the monitoring capability the rules that are included for collecting performance counter data and you can see that
BizTalk MP provides a good foundation for monitoring activities.

This white paper describes the specifics of what BizTalk MP provides, how you can use it, and how its contents can aid you in
the equally important task of creating an application-specific management pack for your BizTalk Server 2004–based solution.
An application-specific management pack will significantly extend the value of MOM 2005 in your environment, enabling you
to meet application service level agreements (SLAs) more effectively.

If you are already familiar with MOM 2005 and BizTalk MP, you may wish to skip ahead to the section, "Why Application-
Specific Management Packs?”.

Top Of Page 

Brief MOM 2005 Architecture Overview

Many other materials are available on this subject, but to provide the new user with background information this paper briefly
covers the MOM 2005 architecture. For a deeper, yet still brief, overview, see "Monitor Your .NET Applications with Microsoft
Operations Manager 2005" in the MSDN Library, found at
http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/en-us/dndotnet/html/monappsmom.asp.

http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/en-us/dndotnet/html/monappsmom.asp


Figure 1 - MOM architecture diagram

As pictured, the MOM architecture consists of Management Agents, a Management Server, a MOM Database, various consoles,
the MOM Connector Framework, and MOM Reporting.

MOM Agents run on servers managed by MOM 2005. The agent collects information about the environment, such as
installed software, and collects operational data from the event log, performance counters, and WMI events. The agent
can also execute actions, such as scripts, executables, or .NET code, on the managed server.

Management Servers manage the deployment and health of agents, and the deployment of monitoring configuration
to the agents. The Management Server also consumes operational data from the agents, storing it in the MOM database,
processes alerts, and executes alert responses, such as scripts, executables, or .NET code, on the Management Server.

Operator Console and Web Consoles provide operations staff with tools for day-to-day systems monitoring. The staff
can view events, respond to alerts, see health/system state, and carry out trend analysis on performance data.

Management Packs

Management Packs represent a collection of configuration settings and MOM artifacts that you can deploy to a given MOM
environment. A Management Pack has items used for directly defining monitoring parameters, as well as items used to
facilitate operations staff interaction with what is being managed. The figure below shows the contents of a Management Pack.



Figure 2 - Management Pack Contents

You can divide Management Pack contents conceptually into content targeted for MOM agents and associated managed
servers, and content targeted for operator consoles. The pack supplies the following for managed servers:

Rules. Determine what data is collected to generate events, what responses will occur, what alerts will be raised, and
what performance statistics will be gathered. Rule groups combine related rules together for targeting as a single unit.
Rules reference Provider Instances.

Provider Instances. Refer to a particular type of event source, such as the event log, performance counter, time-based,
or WMI query.

Scripts. Execute for custom events or alert responses, or other tasks needed for administration.

Computer Groups. Describe the essence of a particular set of servers. Rules groups, in turn, apply to the computer
groups they reference. You can manually assign servers to a computer group, which is a static assignment, or assign
them based on a common criteria such as registry key, IP address range, and others, which is a dynamic assignment.

Notification Groups. Represent roles that are responsible for a particular aspect of monitoring, such as IIS
Administrators. They are part of a Management Pack to represent what the author believed were potential divisions of
responsibility. The responses established for rules can reference Notification Groups if the response is "Send a
notification..."

The pack supplies the following relating to operators and console functionality:

Tasks. Represent Management Pack-specific scripts. An operator uses these scripts to gather additional information or
perform specific tasks that relate directly to the area the management pack is managing. An example is a connectivity
check to ensure a service is still listening on the appropriate port.

Views. Provide customized views of the operational data gathered by the pack. An example is a filter that displays all of
the "Database free space" alerts raised in the last seven days by the SQL MP.

Diagrams. Provide customized graphical views of the state or health of what the pack is managing. An example is a
graphical overview of the health of all SQL Agent services in an environment.

Schemas and Relationships. Define how one subsystem relates to another in order to leverage the state monitoring
functionality of MOM. An example is the logic that would indicate whether a subcomponent of Microsoft SQL Server™,
such as the Agent, should have its health status roll up to the health of the server or the associated computer group. This
allows for at-a-glance views at an aggregate level.

Reports. Build on SQL Reporting Services to provide custom views of operational data relevant to the pack.

Knowledge Base content (for rules and other artifacts). Provides a key way for Management Pack authors to further



capture their knowledge of the system and make it visible to operations staff. An example is a detailed problem
resolution path to follow when a rule raises an alert in response to long-running SQL Agent jobs.

Installing BizTalk Server 2004 Management Pack

Note   If you are already quite familiar with BizTalk Server 2004 Management Pack (BizTalk MP), you may want to pass over
this section and the next section.

If you have not yet deployed BizTalk MP, you can download it from http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?
FamilyID=66c22e1a-670d-4c0d-ba2d-90f2f8e10971&DisplayLang=en. After you have extracted the download, you are ready
to import the management pack.

In the MOM Administrator console, select Microsoft Operations Manager to view a task pane on the right side that includes
a link for importing management packs. This will launch a wizard that will guide you through the process, as shown in figures
3 and 4.

Figure 3 - Importing a Management Pack

Figure 4 - Management Pack Import Wizard

Next, you can confirm a successful installation by selecting Management Packs, followed by Rule Groups. You should see a
rule group for Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, with child groups for BizTalk Server 2004 Core and Enterprise Single Sign-
On.



To make sure the import Management Pack artifacts are propagated quickly, right-click Management Packs and select
Commit Configuration Change, as shown in figure 5.

Figure 5 - Completing the Management Pack Installation

Contents of the BizTalk Server 2004 Management Pack

At a high level, you can divide BizTalk Server 2004 Management Pack (BizTalk MP) into three general areas:

Availability Monitoring

Health Monitoring

Utilization / Performance Tracking

Let us examine what BizTalk MP provides for each of these three areas, providing a sense for the infrastructure nature of the
monitoring provided, as opposed to the monitoring that might be required for your specific BizTalk Server 2004-based
application. Note that we focus here on the BizTalk Server 2004 Core rule group, as that is our primary focus in the discussion
regarding custom management packs. Appendix A, shown at the end of this paper, covers the rules in BizTalk MP for the
Enterprise Single Sign-On service.

Note that the ReadMe.rtf file for BizTalk MP indicates that there are partially configured template rules and MOM views
included in the management pack. This information is incorrect.

This section ends with a brief look at some sample scenarios to illustrate which alerts MOM would raise in various cases.

Availability Monitoring

The BizTalk Server 2004 Core rule group contains the following rules to address availability monitoring, that is, monitoring
related to whether BizTalk Server is currently operable and able to process work. All of the rules are configured to suppress
duplicate alerts for identical event content, which means a repeat count will be incremented for a single alert rather than seeing
multiple alert instances in the MOM Console. This is key to avoiding a flood of console alerts that an administrator must deal
with; too much information can be as problematic as too little. None of the rules contain automated responses, such as
email/pager notifications, though operations staff can easily add these.

Rule Name Notes Crit
eria

Alert S
everit
y

A BizTalk Host instance has 
stopped and is not processi
ng information.

Indicates an instance of the BTSNTSvc.exe service (a host instance) has stopped, and 
is not processing any additional work. Restart the host and examine the event log for
related errors.

Even
t ID 
542
9

Service
Unavai
lable



A BizTalk Server subservice 
has failed while executing a 
service request.

Indicates one of the host sub-services such as BizTalk Message Queuing (MSMQT), T
racking Data Decode Service (TDDS), Endpoint Manager or messaging subservice (E
PM) failed to start. Examine the event log for related errors.

Even
t ID 
543
4

Critical
Error

A File Receive location is inv
alid.

Indicates that the configured directory is invalid, that is, it does not exist. Examine the
Receive location properties using the BizTalk Admin MMC or VS.NET.

Even
t ID 
717
6

Error

A Receive location is shuttin
g down.

Indicates than an adapter-specific error has caused the Receive location to shut dow
n.

Even
t ID 
564
9

Service
Unavai
lable

A stored procedure call faile
d.

Often indicates that SQL Server is not functioning properly. Consider having a datab
ase administrator (DBA) examine SQL traces.

Even
t ID 
691
2

Critical
Error

An adapter was added to thi
s host application after the s
ervice started.

Indicates that Receive locations specific to an adapter are not functioning within a gi
ven Host instance, and that Host instance must be recycled.

Even
t ID 
578
0

Critical
Error

An attempt to connect to th
e MessageBox database fail
ed.

Indicates connectivity problems with the SQL Server database. Check network status
and permissions.

Even
t ID 
691
3

Service
Unavai
lable

The Host instance failed to c
onnect to the BizTalk Config
uration database.

Indicates connectivity or permissions issues with the SQL Server database. Check net
work status and permissions.

Even
t ID 
543
9

Error

The Messaging Engine coul
d not contact the SSO serve
r.

Indicates that the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) service is unavailable, and could n
ot be contacted to retrieve configuration data. Check the running state of the SSO se
rvice.

Even
t ID 
577
7

Service
Unavai
lable

The Messaging Engine enco
untered an error initializing 
a Receive adapter.

Indicates that a Receive adapter was unable to initialize for reasons indicated by the 
reported HRESULT.

Even
t ID 
569
7

Critical
Error

The Messaging Engine faile
d to initialize a transport ad
apter.

Indicates that a Transport adapter was unable to initialize for reasons indicated in th
e event detail.

Even
t ID 
565
2

Critical
Error

The Messaging Engine faile
d to initialize the Receive M
anager.

Indicates that this particular subsystem within the Messaging Engine is potentially h
aving low system resource issues, connectivity issues with SSO, or Receive location c
onfiguration errors. No messages will be received.

Even
t ID 
564
0

Critical
Error



The Messaging Engine faile
d to initialize.

Indicates that a component within the Endpoint Manager (EPM) failed, often because
of connectivity issues with the SSO or adapter component failures. Check network st
atus and permissions.

Even
t ID 
563
2

Critical
Error

The Messaging Engine faile
d to register an adapter.

Indicates that multiple adapters have been registered to operate within the same isol
ated Host process, such as HTTP and SOAP attempting to use the same Application P
ool. Isolate adapter usage to unique application pools.

Even
t ID 
578
7

Critical
Error

The Messaging Engine faile
d to retrieve the configurati
on from the database.

Indicates connectivity issues with either the SSO or Configuration databases. Check 
network status and permissions.

Even
t ID 
564
1

Critical
Error

Notes:

You may wish to add a rule with a Service Unavailable alert for Event ID 5741/Source="BizTalk Server 2004" which
states, “The receive location filespec is shutting down. The adapter did not provide any error description.”

You may wish to add a rule with a Service Unavailable alert  for Event ID 5644/Source="BizTalk Server 2004" which
states, “The Messaging Engine failed to add a receive URL url to the adapter adapterName. Reason: reason.”

Health Monitoring

The BizTalk Server 2004 Core rule group contains the following rules to address health monitoring, that is, monitoring related
to various non-fatal failure modes. Typically, the situation may be isolated to individual interchanges or may possibly resolve
itself. The BizTalk Server service is still, in some capacity, able to process work. The primary intent of these rules is to provide
operations staff with information relating to messages that are stuck in the system and that require manual intervention of
some sort, and to give them the information required to rectify the root problem.

All of these rules are configured to suppress duplicate alerts for identical event content, which means a repeat count will be
incremented for a single alert rather than seeing multiple alert instances in the MOM Console. None of the rules contain
automated responses, but such responses could easily be added by operations staff.

Rule Name Notes Criteria Al
ert
Se
ver
ity

A Message Instance has been s
uspended - WMI.

Indicates that a message instance has been suspended. This is almost alway
s MSMQT, as other transports raise a "Service Instance Suspended" event. U
se HAT to research further.

SELECT * FRO
M MSBTS_Me
ssageInstance
SuspendedEv
ent

Err
or

A Service Instance has been su
spended - WMI.

Indicates that a message that has been received and assigned to a service in
stance, such as a pipeline, transport, orchestration, and so on, has been susp
ended. Use HAT to research further.

SELECT * FRO
M MSBTS_Me
ssageInstance
SuspendedEv
ent

Err
or

All Receive locations are being 
temporarily disabled because e
ither the MessageBox or Confi
guration database is not availa
ble.

Indicates that the BizTalk Server service is experiencing connectivity issues 
with the MessageBox or Management/Configuration databases. Check netw
ork status and permissions.

Event ID 5773 Err
or



An adapter raised an error duri
ng message processing.

Indicates a problem with a specific adapter identified in the DETAILS section. Event ID 5740 Err
or

An inbound message is being s
uspending by the adapter. [Rul
e is misspelled in MP]

Indicates that Transport Receive adapter is suspending the message arriving
on the Source URL defined in the message. Use HAT to research further.

Event ID 5753 No
Ale
rt r
ais
ed

An outbound message is being
suspended by the adapter.

Indicates that Transport Transmit adapter is suspending the message attem
pting to send on the Destination URL defined in the message. Use HAT to re
search further.

Event ID 5754 No
Ale
rt r
ais
ed

The Messaging Engine has sus
pended one or more inbound 
message(s).

Indicates one or more messages were suspended from a particular Receive 
adapter, identified in the message. Use HAT to research further.

Event ID 5752 No
Ale
rt r
ais
ed

The Messaging Engine has sus
pended one or more outbound
message(s).

Indicates one or more messages were suspended from a particular Transmit
adapter, identified in the message. Use HAT to research further.

Event ID 5680 No
Ale
rt r
ais
ed

The Messaging Engine could n
ot find a matching subscription
for the incoming message.

Indicates that the Messaging Engine failed to process a message submitted 
by an adapter, typically because a send port or orchestration has not been st
arted, or appropriate properties on the message have not been promoted, o
r the message is simply not subscribed to by what has been currently deplo
yed.

Event ID 5778 No
Ale
rt r
ais
ed

The Messaging Engine encount
ered an error publishing a batc
h of messages.

Indicates that one or more messages were not published, often because of i
ncorrect endpoint bindings. Check binding (port properties) and look for rel
ated transport errors in the event log.

Event ID 5755 No
Ale
rt r
ais
ed

The Messaging Engine is drop
ping the message due to an au
thentication failure.

Indicates that a failure is occurring with a Receive port that requires authent
ication. Check port properties to see if authentication options are configured
correctly, and look at what identity the sender is using.

Event ID 5724 Err
or

The MSMQT subservice failed t
o start because Windows MSM
Q service is running on the co
mputer.

Indicates that MSMQ service is not running in accordance with side-by-side 
installation procedures (or should be turned off.)

Event ID 7425 Err
or

The processed file is either rea
d-only or a system file.

Indicates that the received file is potentially marked read-only. Event ID 7175 Err
or

There was a failure executing a
Receive pipeline.

Indicates that a pipeline failure occurred as described in the message (which
includes Receive pipeline, Receive location and reason codes.)

Event ID 5719 Err
or

There was a failure executing a
send pipeline.

Indicates that a pipeline failure occurred as described in the message (which
includes send pipeline and reason codes.)

Event ID 5720 Err
or



There was an error executing a
pipeline component.

Indicates that pipeline component failed, such as Assemblers/Disassemblers
, Encoders/Decoders, Parsers/Serializers, as well as any custom component. 
Examine the stack trace and consult the component author.

Event ID 5709 Err
or

Performance Monitoring

There are two types of Performance Rules you can create within MOM: Measurement rules and Comparison Rules.
Measurement rules gather data from Microsoft Windows® performance counters, or other data sources, with a specified
sampling rate and store the data for historical analysis. Comparison rules allow actions to be taken and alerts to be raised
when a given performance value varies by a specified threshold from expected values, which can include averages of past
samples.

All of the Performance Rules provided by BizTalk MP are Measurement rules, because establishing Comparison rules, or
thresholds, outside the context of a particular application would be problematic.

The table below shows the Performance Rules for the BizTalk Server 2004 Core rule group.

Notes:

All of the counter values for the BizTalk Tracking Data Decode Service (TDDS), otherwise known as the BAM Event Bus
Service, performance object are stored with 15 minute samples.

Within the BizTalk:Messaging performance object, all counter values except the following are stored, with 15 minutes
samples: Active Receive Locations, Active Receive Threads, Active Send Messages, Active Send Threads, Documents
Resubmitted, Pending Receive Batches, Pending Transmitted Batches, Request/Response timeouts, and Throttled Receive
Batches. These counters were all added in Service Pack 1, and you should add these manually if you find historic analysis
useful.

Within the XLANG/s Orchestrations performance object, all counters except the following are stored, with 15 minutes
samples: Megabytes Allocated Private Memory, Dehydration Threshold, Orchestrations Created, Orchestrations
Created/Sec.

Rule Name Provider Name

BizTalk:TDDS - Batches being processed BizTalk:TDDS-Batches being processed-15.0-minutes

BizTalk:TDDS-Batches Committed BizTalk:TDDS-Batches Committed-15.0-minutes

BizTalk:TDDS-Events being processed BizTalk:TDDS-Events being processed-15.0-minutes

BizTalk:TDDS-Events Committed BizTalk:TDDS-Events Committed-15.0-minutes

BizTalk:TDDS-Records being processed BizTalk:TDDS-Records being processed-15.0-minutes

BizTalk:TDDS-Records Committed BizTalk:TDDS-Records Committed-15.0-minutes

BizTalk:TDDS-Total Batches BizTalk:TDDS-Total Batches-15.0-minutes

BizTalk:TDDS-Total Events BizTalk:TDDS-Total Events-15.0-minutes

BizTalk:TDDS-Total Failed Batches BizTalk:TDDS-Total Failed Batches-15.0-minutes

BizTalk:TDDS-Total Failed Events BizTalk:TDDS-Total Failed Events-15.0-minutes

BizTalk:TDDS-Total Records BizTalk:TDDS-Total Records-15.0-minutes

Documents processed BizTalk:Messaging-Documents processed-<All>-15.0-minutes



Documents processed/sec BizTalk:Messaging-Documents processed/Sec-<All>-15.0-minutes

Documents received BizTalk:Messaging-Documents received-<All>-15.0-minutes

Documents received/sec BizTalk:Messaging-Documents received/Sec-<All>-15.0-minutes

Documents suspended BizTalk:Messaging-Documents suspended-<All>-15.0-minutes

Documents suspended/sec BizTalk:Messaging-Documents suspended/Sec-<All>-15.0-minutes

ID Process BizTalk:Messaging-ID Process-<All>-15.0-minutes

MessageBox databases connection failures XLANG/s Orchestrations-MessageBox databases connection failures-<All>-15
.0-minutes

Online MessageBox databases XLANG/s Orchestrations-Online MessageBox databases-<All>-15.0-minutes

Orchestrations completed XLANG/s Orchestrations-Orchestrations completed-<All>-15.0-minutes

Orchestrations completed/sec XLANG/s Orchestrations-Orchestrations completed/sec-<All>-15.0-minutes

Orchestrations dehydrated XLANG/s Orchestrations-Orchestrations dehydrated-<All>-15.0-minutes

Orchestrations dehydrated/sec XLANG/s Orchestrations-Orchestrations dehydrated/sec-<All>-15.0-minutes

Orchestrations discarded XLANG/s Orchestrations-Orchestrations discarded-<All>-15.0-minutes

Orchestrations discarded/sec XLANG/s Orchestrations-Orchestrations discarded/sec-<All>-15.0-minutes

Orchestrations rehydrated XLANG/s Orchestrations-Orchestrations rehydrated-<All>-15.0-minutes

Orchestrations rehydrated/sec XLANG/s Orchestrations-Orchestrations rehydrated/sec-<All>-15.0-minutes

Orchestrations resident in-memory XLANG/s Orchestrations-Orchestrations resident in-memory-<All>-15.0-min
utes

Orchestrations scheduled for dehydration XLANG/s Orchestrations-Orchestrations scheduled for dehydration-<All>-15.
0-minutes

Orchestrations suspended XLANG/s Orchestrations-Orchestrations suspended-<All>-15.0-minutes

Orchestrations suspended/sec XLANG/s Orchestrations-Orchestrations suspended/sec-<All>-15.0-minutes

Orchestrations-% allocated private memory XLANG/s Orchestrations-% allocated private memory-<All>-15.0-minutes

Orchestrations-% used physical memory XLANG/s Orchestrations-% used physical memory-<All>-15.0-minutes

Orchestrations-Active application domains XLANG/s Orchestrations-Active application domains-<All>-15.0-minutes

Orchestrations-Average batch factor XLANG/s Orchestrations-Average batch factor-<All>-15.0-minutes

Orchestrations-Database transactions XLANG/s Orchestrations-Database transactions-<All>-15.0-minutes



  

Orchestrations-Database transactions/sec XLANG/s Orchestrations-Database transactions/sec-<All>-15.0-minutes

Orchestrations-Dehydratable orchestrations XLANG/s Orchestrations-Dehydratable orchestrations-<All>-15.0-minutes

Orchestrations-Dehydrating orchestrations XLANG/s Orchestrations-Dehydrating orchestrations-<All>-15.0-minutes

Orchestrations-Dehydration cycle in progress XLANG/s Orchestrations-Dehydration cycle in progress-<All>-15.0-minutes

Orchestrations-Dehydration cycles XLANG/s Orchestrations-Dehydration cycles-<All>-15.0-minutes

Orchestrations-Idle orchestrations XLANG/s Orchestrations-Idle orchestrations-<All>-15.0-minutes

Orchestrations-Megabytes allocated virtual me
mory

XLANG/s Orchestrations-Megabytes allocated virtual memory-<All>-15.0-mi
nutes

Orchestrations-Pending messages XLANG/s Orchestrations-Pending messages-<All>-15.0-minutes

Orchestrations-Pending work items XLANG/s Orchestrations-Pending work items-<All>-15.0-minutes

Orchestrations-Persistence points XLANG/s Orchestrations-Persistence points-<All>-15.0-minutes

Orchestrations-Persistence points/sec XLANG/s Orchestrations-Persistence points/sec-<All>-15.0-minutes

Orchestrations-Transactional scopes aborted XLANG/s Orchestrations-Transactional scopes aborted-<All>-15.0-minutes

Orchestrations-Transactional scopes aborted/se
c

XLANG/s Orchestrations-Transactional scopes aborted/sec-<All>-15.0-minut
es

Orchestrations-Transactional scopes committed XLANG/s Orchestrations-Transactional scopes committed-<All>-15.0-minute
s

Orchestrations-Transactional scopes committed
/sec

XLANG/s Orchestrations-Transactional scopes committed/sec-<All>-15.0-mi
nutes

Orchestrations-Transactional scopes compensa
ted

XLANG/s Orchestrations-Transactional scopes compensated-<All>-15.0-minu
tes

Orchestrations-Transactional scopes compensa
ted/sec

XLANG/s Orchestrations-Transactional scopes compensated/sec-<All>-15.0-
minutes

Runnable orchestrations XLANG/s Orchestrations-Runnable orchestrations-<All>-15.0-minutes

Running orchestrations XLANG/s Orchestrations-Running orchestrations-<All>-15.0-minutes
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What Else Will You Need?

To monitor your BizTalk Server infrastructure comprehensively, we recommend that you also install the management packs for
Microsoft Windows Server™ Base Operating System, Microsoft SQL Server, and Microsoft Windows Internet Information
Services. Depending on your environment, you might also find the Microsoft Message Queue (MSMQ) and Microsoft .NET
Framework Management Packs useful. All of these are available as downloads from http://www.microsoft.com/downloads
(using the name of the management pack and "management pack" as keywords.)

If you install Microsoft SQL Server Management Pack, you will want to designate as critical the BizTalk Server databases,
typically named BAMArchive, BAMPrimaryImport, BAMStarSchema, BizTalkDTADb, BizTalkEDIDb, BizTalkHwsDb,
BizTalkMgmtDb, BizTalkMsgBoxDb, BizTalkRuleEngineDb, TPM and SSODB.

http://www.microsoft.com/downloads


The following steps are require to mark databases as critical:

1. From the State Monitoring and Service Discovery rule group for Microsoft SQL Server select Event Rules.

2. Edit SQL Server Database Health. You may wish to rename it to indicate that it has been customized.

3. Click the Responses tab and edit the response script.

4. Edit the HighSevDatabases parameter to the script.

5. Add to the value of the parameter by providing a comma-separated list of the BizTalk Server databases. Note that this
will work regardless of how you physically distribute your BizTalk Server databases across servers, as long as they are all
members of the Microsoft SQL Server 2000 computer group.

Figure 6 - Marking BizTalk Server databases as critical in SQL Server Management Pack

Sample Scenarios

Following are a set of error-producing scenarios and a discussion of what the corresponding error message activity and
console view look like. This is not an exhaustive look at BizTalk MP functionality, but rather a glimpse into how typical
problems will cause rules to occur and alerts to flow to the MOM Console. The MOM Console is where you can act upon alerts
and move through various resolution states by operations staff.

Providing Non-XML File to XMLReceive Pipeline

If an non-XML file were to be fed to a Receive location that was using an XML disassembler in the associated pipeline (such as
Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.XMLReceive), two rules from the BizTalk Server 2004 Core rule group will occur, as
illustrated in the MOM Console view below. The first is the “There was a failure executing a receive pipeline,” and the second is
“A Service Instance has been suspended – WMI.” Both alerts generate, presumably because there are pipeline execution failures
that would not result in a suspended message depending on in what pipeline stage the failure occurred. The suspended
message alert indicates that there is at least a message, with associated context and message flow, available to view in Health
and Activity Tracking (HAT) even if the transaction cannot be resumed.



Figure 7 -Non-XML file to XmlReceive pipeline

Unexpected Termination of SQL Server

If the SQL Server service process were to terminate unexpectedly, the set of alerts generated would vary according to how long
it took the process to restart. There are many rules that are candidates raise if SQL Server is unavailable. In the lab
environment, where installation of multiple management packs in in place, the following rules occurred prior to SQL Server
restart:

Microsoft Windows Servers Base Operating System\Windows 2003\Core System Components and Services - The service
terminated unexpectedly (for the BizTalk Server service)

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\Enterprise Single Sign-On - An error occurred while attempting to access the SSO
database.

Microsoft SQL Server\SQL Server 2000\SQL Server 2000 Event Collection\SQL Server General - The MSSQLServer
service terminated unexpectedly

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\Enterprise Single Sign-On - An error occurred while attempting to access the SSO
database.

As a result, the MOM Console looked as shown in in Figure 8.



Figure 8 - Unexpected SQL Server process termination

Exception within an Orchestration

If an exception is thrown, and not caught, within an orchestration, the "A Service Instance has been suspended – WMI" rule
would occur. As is seen in the Console view below, an InstanceID property within the WMI event is available, and this can be
tied to the Service Instance ID column within HAT, specifically, the Operations:Service Instances view. HAT will then
provide additional detail about exactly which orchestration and exception was involved. If you right-click on the service
instance and select Orchestration Debugger, you can see progress within the workflow, as well as see the stack trace
associated with the exception. This if found under the Debug menu.

Note: To avoid the need to use HAT to track down which orchestration was involved, and to get a stack trace, you may wish to
add a rule with an Error alert for Event ID 10034/Source="XLANG/s", which is “Uncaught exception terminated service
orchestrationName”. The description of this event will contain many details that the corresponding WMI event does not,
though the event structur is purely as text.



  

Figure 9 - Uncaught exception in orchestration
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Why Application-Specific Management Packs?

Having just discussed the extensive monitoring available in the standard BizTalk MP, why focus on application-specific
management packs?

All of the server products that Microsoft offers, which serve as a development platform, will introduce two layers of monitoring
needs into the deployed environment.

An infrastructure layer. In an infrastructure layer the primary concern is health and availability of the core service and
the subsystems that it must rely on. This is essentially answering whether the vendor-supplied components are currently
functioning properly. Note that Microsoft Internet Information Services, Commerce Server, .NET Framework, Host
Integration Server, BizTalk Server, Microsoft Message Queuing, SharePoint® Sevices, and SQL Server are all components
of the server development stack that have a Microsoft Operations Manager (MOM) Management Pack that functions in
this manner.

An application layer. In an application layer,the primary concern is the health and availability of what you have
assembled on top of the platform provided. As an application grows richer and more complex, you can often find the
greater monitoring complexity in the application, not in the infrastructure.

Often, two different Information Technology (IT) groups will be responsible for these two different layers of monitoring. The
TechNet IT Showcase article titled “Deploying Microsoft Operations Manager 2005 at Microsoft” describes the division of
responsibility within the Microsoft IT organization. An Infrastructure Services (IS) group manages Microsoft Active Directory®
directory services, DNS, DHCP, WINS, and other dial tone services, whereas a Centralized Business Unit IT (Central BUIT) group
manages production line-of-business applications.

It is this second layer that can be more challenging, precisely because the specific monitoring needs will be as varied as the
applications themselves. In an IT shop setting, communicating application-specific monitoring needs between the development
team and an operations staff has traditionally been notoriously difficult. Development teams may often invest in instrumenting
their applications, but several issues complicate the operational handoff:

Do all fatal error scenarios in the application result in an event log entry or WMI event? Are event log entries from the
application made with a common event source?

Are there a set of event log Event IDs generated by the application that you should examine for specialized operations
handling?

Is there a single event for each actual application problem, or several? What conditions allow for the consolidation of
several events for purposes of alerting?

Is there an over-reliance on diagnostic-level tracing upon which only the application development team can interpret and
act?

At the point where the application intersects with the platform, what failure scenarios should receive attention that is
more specific? A concrete exampleis that the BizTalk MP can tell you “an outbound message is being suspended by the
adapter,” and provide some generalized knowledge base help. However, what if this means you are not interacting with a
crucial trading partner in a crucial business process? This should receive custom alerting, response, and knowledge base
content.

In general, the application often has an ill-defined instrumentation surface area, that is, you cannot suffiently understand the
event log entries it writes, the custom performance counter data it generates, and diagnostic-level tracing enough to create an
actionable operations plan. Thus, the operations group that is responsible for application-level monitoring must learn by trial
and error what the appropriate response is to any given application event. This process inevitably causes lengthy problem
resolution times while it reaches steady state, and usually involves the creation of many custom scripts, or the adoption of
custom applications written by the development team.

A development team can achieve a much better outcome if it gets quite clear on the instrumentation surface area of the
application, and captures that knowledge, as well as appropriate responses and knowledge base content, in the form of a
custom MOM Management Pack. This will far exceed what written documentation such as static operations guides or other
similar hand-off materials can provide.

Developing Your Application-Specific Management Pack



You could take many approaches to developing an application-specific management pack. In this section, we discuss one such
approach. Learning more about MOM 2005 from the provided online documentation is required to be successful, but the
benefits will be substantial.

At a high level, the overall approach consists of the following steps:

1. Put the MOM Administrator Console in “Authoring Mode.”

2. Create a new computer group that will be specific to those servers that have your application installed.

3. Create a new rule group that will be specific to your application, and that targets the application-specific computer group.

4. For rules that are in BizTalk MP that appear to be good candidates for application-specific customization, copy-and-paste
rules. This will be discussed later in greater detail

5. For rules that are in BizTalk MP that you have copied, supply “rule-disable overrides” on the original rules to avoid
double alerts.

6. Create new rules not covered by BizTalk MP that your application requires.

7. Create alerting rules for your application-specific management pack that can cause the notifications appropriate to this
application to flow out to operations staff, perhaps specific to various tiers of support.

8. Export your management pack,and  import into a development server and test. Treat it as another deliverable for the
application.

We discuss each of these steps in turn, though space does not permit us to describe the creation of a complete sample
management pack.

Authoring Mode

Authoring mode activates user interface features in the MOM Administrator Console that enable you to create and edit
vendor-specific knowledge. Developers of an application should always interpret themselves to be the vendor when dealing
with MOM. Operations staff may add company knowledge to rules over time. Authoring mode also enables advanced
properties on rules, groups, and other items that are read-only or disabled by default. To enable authoring mode, from the
Administrator console click Management Packs, right-click Rule Groups, and then click Authoring Mode.

Create Application-Specific Computer Group

The MOM Management Server deploys monitoring configuration, for example rules associated with management packs, based
on to which computer groups a given server belongs. It is useful to identify the servers your application will reside on as a
distinct group.

The most flexible way to accomplish this is to create first a new "Computer Attribute." You can find Computer Attributes as a
child node of Management Packs in the MOM Administrator console. A computer attribute can be either a registry key or
registry value that your application installation creates indicating by its presence the current installation status of the
application. For example, the presence of SOFTWARE\MyAppName might be a good indication of the installation of your
application if there is key creation when you install the application and removed when uninstalled.

To create the application-specific computer group, from Management Packs, right-click Computer Groups, and click Create
Computer Group.

In the wizard that appears, you can populate a static list of the currently installed servers for your application in the Included
Computers step. However, if you have created an appropriate Computer Attribute, advance to the Formula step and choose
Specify a formula... option. Click Attribute and choose the attribute you created, as shown in Figure 10.

Note: You can also use the naming patterns for your servers or other criteria to define group membership.



Figure 10 - Create computer group based on computer attribute

Note that if your application consists of multiple types of servers, such as BizTalk Server servers and Web servers, you may
wish to create two different types of computer groups to represent these, perhaps under a common parent.

Create a New Rule Group

Rule Groups are used to group rules, just as the name implies. You can organize them in hierarchies, so if your application
consists of logically independent pieces or if it consists of different types of servers, such as BizTalk Server and Web Server,
you may wish to create multiple rules groups with a common parent.

To create a rule group in the MOM Administrator console, right-click Rule Groups and click New Rule Group. In the wizard
that appears, provide a name and description and accept the default of Enabled. Company knowledge can be left blank.
Remember, the application author is the Vendor.

In the third wizard step, select Export as a vendor produced rule. If the rule is disabled, then do not export. This will
allow you to keep particular rules from being included in your management pack export by simply disabling them. This is
convenient when authoring.

Figure 11 - Advanced rule group properties



Finally, the wizard will ask you to enter information about your application, also known as vendor knowledge. Populate this
box with the purpose, features, and configuration of this rule group, or the management pack as a whole. Right-clicking Rule
Group from the Administrator console and selecting Regenerate Knowledge from the menu can generate the HTML-
formatted version of knowledge information.

Figure 12 – Populating vendor knowledge

After finishing the wizard, there is a prompt to deploy the rules in the new rule group to a group of computers. Click Yes, and
the Rule Group properties shown in Figure 13 displays, letting you add or remove references to the computer group created
previously.

Figure 13 - Target a rule group to a computer group

Note that if you have chosen to create multiple rule groups, with a common parent, in order to correspond to the different
types of servers present in your application, you will likely not want to target the top level rule group to a computer group at
all. Instead, you can target the child rule groups to the corresponding computer groups.

Copy Desired Rules from BizTalk MP



Many of the rules in BizTalk MP might be useful to your application, but with some customization could provide additional
diagnostic information.

As an example, assume that we have a BizTalk Server solution that contains multiple Receive locations with associated custom
pipelines. Suppose one or more of these Receive locations have a failure mode that you can describe in a rule knowledge base
entry, and has a well-defined response. The rule in the BizTalk Server 2004 Core rule group titled “There was a failure
executing a Receive pipeline” could be improved upon in this case.

First, in this rule group, you can locate this rule, right-click and copy. Then, in the newly created rule group for your application,
you can paste the rule. You are prompted as to how to handle the associated knowledge for the rule, Select Leave the
knowledge authoring entry of the new rule empty. You may wish to remove the “Copy of...” prefix that adds to this rule.

Figure 14 - Copying a rule

Paste the rule twice – once for the special case handling just described, and once for the default case.

Now, assume that the Receive location that would benefit from the special case handling has a Receive location using the FILE
adapter, and that it picks up purchase orders from an UNC path: \\PROD011\POPickup\*.xml

In this case, we edit the first copy of the rule we just pasted, and change the name to reflect the special case such as, “PO Pickup
problems.” Click the Criteria tab, click Advanced..., and add the Description field with a contains substring condition. The
value would be set equal to \\PROD011\POPickup\*.xml. Then click Add to list..



Figure 15 - Customizing criteria for special-case handling

Moreover, in the Knowledge Authoring tab, you can add a description such as “This error often occurs because one of our
vendors is sending us documents that conform to a new version of the PO schema that we have not yet adopted.” This would
cause the alert details view to look as shown in Figure 16. In the Responses tab, you can click Send a notification to a
notification group to ensure that an e-mail reaches someone who manages vendor relationships.

Figure 16 - Alert details showing custom knowledge base content

This example may or may not be realistic in your environment, but the point is clear: We can take a particular failure mode of
our application and of BizTalk Server 2004, and customize the knowledge base content, alert severity, response, notification,
and so forth, all to match a particular situation. This is a very efficient way of communicating the specifics of how an operations
staff should handle such a failure mode in production.

For default case handling, such as pipeline failures that don't involve purchase orders, we can edit the second copy of the rule
we made, and set the Advanced Criteria to reflect “Description doesn't contain substring \\PROD011\POPickup\*.xml”. This
could also be set to reflect that the description does not contain regular expression, and so forth, if the issues became more
complex. This ensures raising only a single alert for the purchase order case.

Other examples of cases where it may be desirable to create custom versions of existing rules include:

Any case where the rule itself is sufficient, but additional vendor (developer-supplied) knowledge will be helpful because
the failure mode can be better described in the context of the application

Cases where you should handle failures for send ports in a way that is specific to the Send port, so that you can take
action with a particular external service provider, perhaps a credit agency or other vendor.

Cases where you can route failures involving a particular specialized adapter to a specific team, for example, an
application adapter, like SAP.

Cases where failures for particular deployed orchestrations need special treatment. One such example would be a
different level for alert consolidation, for instance, suppressing extra alerts that would arise from a rule that was watching
for event log entries pertaining to a particular application-defined exception. In the normal case, alert suppression would
only happen if the event description was identical, which will not be the case if the exception occurs in different locations
within the orchestration, given that the stack trace will be different. This case can be accommodated by building event
rules that use criteria that look for a substring, or regular expression, in the event description rather than insisting on a
complete match in description in order to get alert suppression.

Apply Rule-Disable Overrides

Suppose you created a custom version of a rule, as just described in the previous section. Since servers in your application-
specific computer group will be members of the BizTalk Server computer group as well, all rules from BizTalk MP will apply.
For those rules in BizTalk MP that you replace or enhance with custom rules, you should supply rule-disable overrides, on the
original rule, that reference your application-specific computer group as criteria. Otherwise, two alerts raise for the same issue.
You are specifying that the situation is under control and that you are opting out of default BizTalk MP handling.

This is straightforward to accomplish. Locate and edit the original rule from which you copied. You find this in BizTalk MP. In
the General tab, select Enable rule-disable overrides for this rule. In the Set Criteria... dialog box, add the name of the
computer group that corresponds to your application.



Figure 17 - Applying rule-disable override

Create New Rules

Examples of new rules you may wish to add to your application-specific management pack are endless. Any case where the
code or orchestrations deployed with a BizTalk Server solution log to the event log directly, presumably with a custom source
and specific event Ids, will require new rules if MOM alerting is to take place.

Adding Comparison Performance Rules would potentially be a huge additional value. Within the context of a particular
application that is running within dedicated hosts it will likely be possible to identify threshold values for such counters as
documents processed/sec, orchestrations resident in-memory, orchestrations % allocated private memory, running
orchestrations, and so forth. All of the counters added in Service Pack 1 would be good candidates for threshold rules as well.
Refer to Performance Monitoring, which you can find earlier in this paper.

Another powerful example of a new rule would be to take advantage of the queries outlined in the document titled "BizTalk
Server 2004 Advanced MessageBox Queries", such as the query that checks for current length of the work queue for a given
processing host. This begins to reach true health monitoring in a way that other rules might not.

To start, create an event rule with the Provider corresponding to a timed event, such as “Schedule every 10 minutes”. This type
of rule occurs at the timing interval, and allows a response to be associated with it. The response in this case is a script that
runs the host queue length query. If this query returns a number that is beyond a threshold, the script could raise an event that
another rule responded to and created an alert. See Appendix A at the end of this paper for sample stored procedure and script
to enable this scenario.



Figure 18 -Creating a rule that runs on a timed interval

Figure 19 - Specifying a response script for timed interval rule

Create Alerting Rules

Alerting rules are distinct from event rules, and deal with the handling of alerts themselves as the name implies. When you
create alerting rules targeted to your computer group, you can define, for instance, how to handle notifications for all alerts
raised by all rules executing on your servers.

This can be quite powerful, because it enables the operations staff that is responsible for a particular application to ensure they
are able to deal with alerts in the way that best suits that team. You can find alert rules in Event Rules.

Export/Import/Test

The last step required when creating an application-specific management pack is to export it, import it on a separate test server
environment, and test.

The default file format for MOM Management Packs is a binary format with the extension AKM. You can convert management
packs to an XML format using a conversion tool included with the MOM 2005 Resource Kit, and then compare with another



  

XML rendering using a resource kit tool named MPDiff. You cannont import these XML files, however.

To export your management pack, right-click the Management Packs folder in the Administrator console, and click
Import/Export Management Pack to start the Management Pack Import/Export wizard. Click Export, choose your top-
level rule group, and chose any tasks or views that you may have created for MP. Finally, choose a location for your AKM file.

Note that if you have customized the native BizTalk MP with rule-disable overrides, and have done so outside your production
MOM environment, you will need to deploy those changes as well.

Management Pack Enhancements

You can enhance your management pack even further with event consolidation rules, custom tasks for doing such things as
clearing caches or resetting specific host instances, custom reports on performance data, and others. We have only looked at
just a few aspects of management pack development.

If you are taking advantage of BAM as part of your solution, you should look at the MOM 2005 Resource Kit, which contains a
wizard that creates a management pack to monitor business processes. By leveraging the BAM components of BizTalk Server,
the wizard allows you to build a management pack using BAM Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and raise alerts when these
KPIs deviate from normal operating conditions.
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Appendix A

Enterprise Single Sign-On Event Rules

Rule Name Notes Alert S
everity

The SSO service failed to start. Indicates that the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) service failed to start an
d contains the error code for the failure.

Critical 
Error

The SSO ticket could not be decrypted. Indicates that the ticket supplied could not be decrypted because it is eithe
r invalid or has expired.

Securit
y Breac
h

An SSO mapping could not be created bec
ause the specified user is not valid for this 
application.

Indicates that during the manual operation of creating a mapping for the 
user, the mapping could not be created because the user is not a member 
of the Application User account.

Warnin
g

Tickets are not enabled for this SSO applic
ation.

Indicates that tickets are not allowed for this particular application. Examin
e the creation parameters for the application.

Warnin
g

A user operation failed the SSO audit. Indicates that something went wrong with a user application. Warnin
g

The SSO service is running as a local Admi
nistrator.

Indicates that the SSO service is running as an administrative user, which i
s not a recommended configuration.

Warnin
g

Failed to retrieve master secrets. Indicates that a server was attempting to communicate with the master se
cret server and failed. 

Warnin
g

SSO is going offline. Indicates that the Enterprise Single Sign-On service is halting. Service 
Unavail
able

The SSO service must be disabled before c
hanging the SSO Admin account..

Indicates that a user tried to change the SSO Administrators account with
out first disabling the SSO system.

Securit
y Breac
h



The SSO ticket has expired. Indicates that the ticket received has expired. Warnin
g

SSO Lookup server access denied. Indicates that an unauthorized attempt to access the mapping server was 
made. 

Securit
y Breac
h

The SSO master secret server must be bac
ked up.

Indicates that the master secret server which contains all of the secret info
rmation has not been backed up. Use the ssobackup utility.

Error

Failed to back up the SSO master secrets. Indicates that an attempt to back up the Secrets in the SSO server was ma
de and failed.

Error

The SSO client could not be impersonated. Indicates that the SSO service did not recognize or could not impersonate 
the client. Check the credentials that are configured for use.

Warnin
g

A request to get a master secret failed. Indicates that an attempt to get a master secret failed. Securit
y Breac
h

The SSO credential cache has been disable
d.

Indicates that the credential cache is currently disabled. Warnin
g

The SSO ticket does not have the correct fo
rmat.

Indicates that the ticket supplied could not be used because it does not ha
ve the correct format.

Securit
y Breac
h

The SSO service could not access the SSO 
database.

Indicates that there was a problem connecting to the database. Check net
work status and permissions.

Error

Failed to update the external credentials in 
the SSO database during re-encryption.

Indicates that the credentials were not updated in the SSO database. Warnin
g

External credentials cannot be returned bec
ause the mapping is disabled.

Indicates that the external credentials could not be returned because the 
mapping is disabled.

Warnin
g

The SSO service could not start because its
service account is not a member of the SS
O Admin Group.

Indicates that the SSO service could not start because the service account i
t is running under is not a member of the SSO Administrators group.

Critical 
Error

SSO Config store access denied. Indicates that the account accessing the configuration store does not have 
authorization to do so. 

Securit
y Breac
h

SSO Secret server access denied. Indicates that an unauthorized attempt to access the secret server was ma
de. 

Securit
y Breac
h

The SSO system is currently disabled. Indicates that the SSO system has been disabled. Warnin
g

An error occurred while attempting to acce
ss the SSO database.

Indicates that there was a problem accessing the SSO database. Check net
work status and permissions.

Error



The SSO ticket could not be redeemed bec
ause the user is not a member of the Appli
cation Users Group.

Indicates that the ticket could not be redeemed because the user account t
hat the ticket was issued to was not a member of the Application Users gr
oup.

Securit
y Breac
h

Tickets are not enabled for the SSO system
.

Indicates that tickets are not enabled for the SSO system. Warnin
g

Lost contact with the SSO database. Indicates that the SSO service lost contact with the SSO database. Error

The SSO service must be disabled before u
pdating the server name.

Indicates that a user tried to update the master secret server without first 
disabling the SSO system.

Securit
y Breac
h

The SSO ticket could not be validated. Indicates that the validation of the ticket failed because the sender name d
oes not match the ticket issuer.

Warnin
g

Tickets are not enabled for the SSO system
.

Indicates that tickets are not enabled for the SSO system. Warnin
g

SSO Admin server access denied. Indicates that an unauthorized attempt to access the mapping server was 
made.

Securit
y Breac
h

SSO Mapping server access denied. Indicates that an unauthorized attempt to access the mapping server was 
made.

Securit
y Breac
h

An SSO ticket was redeemed after the ticke
t timeout period.

Indicates that a ticket was redeemed after the ticket timeout period expire
d.

Warnin
g

The SSO master secret could not be loaded
.

Indicates that the secrets could not be loaded from the registry because th
e service account may have changed.

Critical 
Error

The SSO credential cache size has been cha
nged.

Indicates that the credential cache has been changed. None

The SSO application is currently disabled. Indicates that the application has been disabled. Warnin
g

Enterprise Single Sign-On Performance Rules

Rule Name Provider Name

Enterprise SSO-Credential Cache Size Enterprise SSO-Credential Cache Size-<All>-15.0-minutes

Enterprise SSO-# ValidateAndRedeemTicket Enterprise SSO-# ValidateAndRedeemTicket-<All>-15.0-minutes

Enterprise SSO-GetConfigInfo/sec Enterprise SSO-GetConfigInfo/sec-<All>-15.0-minutes

Enterprise SSO-IssueTicket/sec Enterprise SSO-IssueTicket/sec-<All>-15.0-minutes

Enterprise SSO-# RedeemTicket Enterprise SSO-# RedeemTicket-<All>-15.0-minutes

Enterprise SSO-ValidateAndRedeemTicket/sec Enterprise SSO-ValidateAndRedeemTicket/sec-<All>-15.0-minutes



  

Enterprise SSO-# GetConfigInfo Enterprise SSO-# GetConfigInfo-<All>-15.0-minutes

Enterprise SSO-# GetCredentials Enterprise SSO-# GetCredentials-<All>-15.0-minutes

Enterprise SSO-RedeemTicket/sec Enterprise SSO-RedeemTicket/sec-<All>-15.0-minutes

Enterprise SSO-GetCredentials/sec Enterprise SSO-GetCredentials/sec-<All>-15.0-minutes

Enterprise SSO-# IssueTicket Enterprise SSO-# IssueTicket-<All>-15.0-minutes
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Appendix B

To monitor host work queue lengths, create a stored procedure on the MessageBox database like this:

CREATE PROCEDURE [dbo].[GetHostQueueLength]
@hostName nvarchar(128)
AS
SET NOCOUNT ON
SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED
SET DEADLOCK_PRIORITY LOW
exec ('SELECT COUNT(*) 
FROM [BizTalkMsgBoxDb]..[' + @hostName +'Q] 
WITH (NOLOCK)')

Then, within the scripts node of the MOM Administrator console, create a script like the one below, with parameters for
HostName and ThresholdQLength. The Advanced MessageBox Queries white paper suggests a number of 100,000 for
threshold queue length, but your application may vary. Finally, create two rules in your rule group, one which runs this script
as the response to a timed event provider, supplying the appropriate parameters to the script, and one which responds to any
events created that are created by the script and perhaps generates alerts. Note that the rule, which runs the script as the
response to a timed event provider, should specify Management Server as the run location, since there is no need to run the
script on every BizTalk server in a group.

Note: Some parts of the following code snippet have been displayed in multiple lines only for better readability. These should
be entered in a single line.

'*************************************************************************
' Script Name - CheckBizTalkHostQueueLength
' Assumptions - 
'        
' Parameters - "HostName",”ThresholdQLength”
'*************************************************************************

Option Explicit

'Event Constants
Const EVENT_TYPE_SUCCESS    = 0
Const EVENT_TYPE_ERROR     = 1
Const EVENT_TYPE_WARNING    = 2
Const EVENTLOG_INFORMATION_TYPE = 4
Const EVENTLOG_AUDIT_SUCCESS  = 8
Const EVENTLOG_AUDIT_FAILURE  = 16

'ADO constants
Const adVarChar = 200
Const adVarWChar = 202
Const adCmdStoredProc = &H0004
Const adParamInput = &H0001
Const adParamOutput = &H0002
Const adInteger = 3
Const adExecuteNoRecords = &H00000080

' Rules can respond to these events
Const EVENTID_HOSTQOK = 1000
Const EVENTID_HOSTQTOOLONG = 1001



Dim oEvent, oParams
Dim hostName, thresholdQLength, dbServer
Dim cmd, rs, message
Dim actualQLength

Set oEvent = ScriptContext.Event

'Get Parameters
Set oParams = ScriptContext.Parameters
hostName = oParams.get("HostName")
thresholdQLength = oParams.get("ThresholdQLength")
dbServer = oParams.get("dbServer")

Set cmd = CreateObject("ADODB.Command")

With cmd
  .ActiveConnection = "Provider=SQLOLEDB;database=BizTalkMsgBoxDB;
  Data Source=" & dbServer & ";Integrated Security=SSPI"
  .Commandtext = "GetHostQueueLength"
  .CommandType = adCmdStoredProc
  .Parameters.Append .CreateParameter 
  ("@hostName", adVarWChar, adParamInput, 128)
  .Parameters("@hostName") = hostName
End with

set rs = cmd.Execute
actualQLength = CInt(rs(0))

if actualQLength > CInt(thresholdQLength) then

  message = "Queue length for host " & hostname & " is " &
  rs(0) & "which exceeds threshold of " & thresholdQLength
  CreateEvent EVENTID_HOSTQTOOLONG, EVENT_TYPE_WARNING, message

end if

Sub CreateEvent(lngEventID, lngEventType, strMsg)

  Const MAX_EVENT_DESCRIPTION_LENGTH = 3450
  Dim oNewEvent

  ' Create a new event
  Set oNewEvent = ScriptContext.CreateEvent

  ' Set event properties
  oNewEvent.Message   = Left(strMsg, MAX_EVENT_DESCRIPTION_LENGTH)
  oNewEvent.EventNumber = lngEventID
  oNewEvent.EventType  = lngEventType
  oNewEvent.EventSource = "CheckBizTalkHostQueueLength"

  ' Submit the event
  ScriptContext.Submit oNewEvent

  Set oNewEvent = Nothing

End Sub

About the author:

Scott Colestock (www.traceofthought.net) has been writing, consulting, and developing for BizTalk Server 2004 since the beta
timeframe. You can find Scott's deployment framework for automated BizTalk Server deployments, as well as other writing on
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Archiving and Purging the BizTalk Tracking Database in BizTalk
Server 2004 SP2
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Summary: This white paper describes how you can configure BizTalk Server 2004 SP2 to take advantage of automated
archiving and purging of the BizTalk Tracking database. It also describes factors you should consider during configuration to
achieve and maintain high performance.
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How Automated Archiving and Purging Works

As Microsoft BizTalk Server processes more and more data on your system, the BizTalk Tracking (BizTalkDTADb) database
continues to grow in size. Unchecked growth decreases system performance and may generate errors in the Tracking Data
Delivery Service (TDDS). In addition to general tracking data, tracked messages can also accumulate in the MessageBox
database, causing poor disk performance.

While BizTalk Server 2004 included sample scripts for archiving tracked messages and purging the BizTalk Tracking database,
BizTalk Server 2004 Service Pack 2 (SP2) includes archiving and purging functionality that automates both processes using the
DTA Purge and Archive job. By archiving and purging data from the BizTalk Tracking database, you can maintain a healthy
system, as well as keep your tracking data archived for future use. Because BizTalk Tracking database archives accumulate over
time and consume disk space, it is a good idea to move the BizTalk Tracking database archives to secondary storage on a
regular basis.

When you purge data from the BizTalk Tracking database, the DTA Purge and Archive job purges different types of tracking
information such as message and service instance information, orchestration event information, and rules engine tracking
data.

The age of a tracking data record is based on the time the tracking data was inserted into the BizTalk Tracking database. The
DTA Purge and Archive job uses the time stamp to continuously verify whether the record is older than the live window of
data. After every live window period, the BizTalk Tracking database is archived and a new archive file is created. At each SQL
Server Agent job interval specified by the job schedule, all completed tracking data older than the live window period is
purged.

BizTalk Server uses the concept of a soft purge and a hard purge. The soft purge is used to purge completed instances, while
the hard purge is only used to purge incomplete instances.

Soft Purge

In the DTA Archive and Purge job, the sum of the LiveHours and LiveDays parameters is the live window of data you want to
maintain in your BizTalk Server environment. All data associated with a completed instance older than this live window of data
is purged.

For example, you can configure the DTA Purge and Archive job to run every 20 minutes, and set LiveHours=1 and LiveDays=0.
The first time this SQL Server Agent job runs (T0), it takes a backup of the tracking database by creating an archive and an
entry is saved in the database with this time stamp. A successful archive is necessary in order to purge tracking data. If the
archive was successful, then all the data associated with the instances that completed over an hour ago is purged. Each time
the job runs, completed data over one hour old is purged. On the third run (after one hour), a new archive is created that
contains the data for all instances that were inserted into the tracking database in the last one hour segment.

Here is how you would configure the Archive and Purge step in the DTA Purge and Archive job to match the example above:

exec dtasp_BackupAndPurgeTrackingDatabase



1, --@nLiveHours 1,
0, --@nLiveDays
1, --@nHardDeleteDays
‘\\server\backup’, --@nvcFolder
null, --@nvcValidatingServer
0 --@fForceBackup Soft purge process

The time stamp of the last backup is stored in the BizTalk Tracking database and ensures that data is only purged if it is in the
previous archive. For additional reliability, archives are overlapped by approximately 10 minutes. The following figure, based
on the example above, shows the soft purge process. Note that the Archiving and Purging tasks do not necessarily happen at
the same time.

Figure 1 - The soft purge process

Hard Purge

Because the soft purge only purges data associated with completed instances, if you have many looping instances that run
indefinitely, then your tracking database would grow and these instances would never be purged. The hard purge date allows
all information older than the specified interval to be purged except for information indicating a service's existence. The hard
purge setting should always be greater than your normal purge setting.

Archiving and purging includes the features described in the following table:

Feature Description

Hard purge Enables you to configure a time interval to purge information for incomplete instances old
er than a specified date.

Copying tracked messages to tracki
ng database

Using the CopyTrackedMessageToDTA option, you can directly copy tracked messages fro
m the MessageBox servers to your BizTalk Tracking database. This is required in order to p
urge data using the DTA Purge and Archive job.

Archive validation Enables you to optionally set up a secondary database server to validate the archives as th
ey are created.



  

  

Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) 
support for multiple BizTalk Trackin
g database versions

Enables you to use the HAT with multiple versions of the BizTalk Server 2004 tracking data
bases both before and after installing BizTalk Server 2004 SP2.

Reduction of tracking data Substantially reduces the amount of tracking data stored without reducing any tracking inf
ormation generated. This results in slower growth of the tracking database.

Faster HAT operations, significant o
ptimization in database schemas

Enables you to use HAT tasks for finding messages and service instances on large databas
es; this feature has been significantly optimized.

Archive Validation

Archive validation is a feature that allows you to set up a secondary database server to validate the archives (backups) as they
are created. Because the archiving process is a simple backup, it is possible the actual image stored on the disk can be
corrupted because of a hardware issue. Using the archive validation feature, you can ensure the archive was successful and can
be restored. This is an optional feature

The archive validation feature works in the following manner:

1. After an archive is created, the validation server is notified that a new archive has been created.

2. It will attempt to restore the archive.

If the restore is successful, it will communicate this back to the DTA database. Until a successful restore is
completed, the purge job will not purge any more data.

If the restore is unsuccessful, this will be communicated back and then the purge job will create another archive
and await validation of the new archive. This prevents the possibility of a bad archive causing you to lose tracking
data.
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How to Configure the BTS_BACKUP_USERS Role for Archiving and Purging Data from the BizTalk
Tracking Database

The DTA Purge and Archive (BizTAlkDTADb) job normally runs using the credentials of the logged-on SQL Server Agent service
account user. For added security, however, you can configure the DTA Purge and Archive (BizTalkDTADb) job to run using the
credentials of an account which is a member of the BTS_BACKUP_USERS role. This helps to prevent elevation of privileges by
running SQL Server Agent jobs under accounts with essential permissions.

Prerequisites

You must be logged on with an account that is a member of the SQL Server sysadmin fixed server role to perform this
procedure.

To configure the BTS_BACKUP_USERS role for archiving and purging data from the BizTalk Tracking database

1. Click Start, click Programs, click Microsoft SQL Server, and then click Enterprise Manager.

2. Open the appropriate server by clicking it, double-click Databases, double-click BizTalkDTADb, and then click Roles.

3. In the details pane, double-click BTS_BACKUP_USERS.

4. In the Database Role Properties  BTS_BACKUP_USERS dialog box, click Add.

5. In the Add Role Members dialog box, select an account with SQL Server Agent Service credentials, and then click OK.

 Note

If the account you want to add to the role is not listed, you must first grant that account the appropriate SQL Server
logon and database user rights. For more information, see SQL Server Books Online.
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How to Configure the DTA Purge and Archive Job



  

Before you can archive or purge data from the BizTalk Tracking (BizTalkDTADb) database, you must configure the DTA Purge
and Archive (BizTalkDTADb) job. This job is configured to call the stored procedure dtasp_BackupAndPurgeTrackingDatabase,
which uses the six parameters you must configure in this job.

Prerequisites

You must be logged on with an account that is a member of the SQL Server sysadmin fixed server role to perform this
procedure.

To configure the DTA purge and archive job

1. On the SQL server that hosts the BizTalk Tracking (BizTalkDTADb) database, click Start, click Programs, click Microsoft
SQL Server, and then click Enterprise Manager.

2. Open the appropriate server by clicking it, double-click Management, double-click SQL Server Agent, and then click
Jobs.

3. In the details pane, right-click DTA Purge and Archive (BizTalkDTADb), and then click Properties.

4. In the DTA Purge and Archive (BizTalkDTADb) Properties dialog box, click the Steps tab, click Archive and Purge,
and then click Edit.

5. On the General tab, in the Command box, edit the following parameters as appropriate, and then click OK.

@nLiveHours tinyint  Any completed instance older than the (live hours) + (live days) will be deleted along with all
associated data. Default is 0 hours.

@nLiveDays tinyint  Any completed instance older than the (live hours) + (live days) will be deleted along with all
associated data. Default interval is 1 day.

 Note

For the purposes of the BizTalk Tracking (BizTalkDTADb) database, the sum of LiveHours plus LiveDays is the live
window of data you want to maintain in your BizTalk Server environment. All data associated with a completed
instance older than the live window of data is deleted.

@nHardDeleteDays tinyint  All data (even if incomplete) older than this will be deleted. The time interval specified
for HardDeleteDays should be greater than the live window of data. The live window of data is the interval of time
for which you want to maintain tracking data in the BizTalk Tracking (BizTalkDTADb) database. Anything older than
this interval is eligible to be archived at the next archive and then purged. Default is 30 days.

@nvcFolder nvarchar(1024)  Folder in which to put the backup files.

@nvcValidatingServer sysname  Server on which validation will be done. NULL value indicates no validation is
being done. Default is NULL.

@fForceBackup int  Default is 0. This is reserved for future use.

The edited command should look similar to this:

exec dtasp_BackupAndPurgeTrackingDatabase 12, 1, 3, '\\MyBizTalkServer\backup',
null, 0

6. In the details pane, right-click the DTA Purge and Archive (BizTalkDTADb) job, and then click Enable Job.

In the Enabled column, the status changes to Yes.
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How to Purge Data from the BizTalk Tracking Database

When you purge data from the BizTalk Tracking (BizTalkDTADb) database, the DTA Purge and Archive job purges different
types of tracking information such as message and service instance information, orchestration event information, and rules
engine tracking data from the BizTalk Tracking (BizTalkDTADb) database.

 Important

The BizTalk Tracking (BizTalkDTADb) database is not archived using this procedure.



  

Prerequisites

You must be logged on with an account that is a member of the SQL Server sysadmin fixed server role to perform this
procedure.

To purge data from the BizTalk Tracking database

1. Click Start, click Programs, click Microsoft SQL Server, and then click Enterprise Manager.

2. Open the appropriate server by clicking it, double-click Management, double-click SQL Server Agent, and then click
Jobs.

3. In the details pane, right-click DTA Purge and Archive (BizTalkDTADb), and then click Properties.

4. In the DTA Purge and Archive (BizTalkDTADb) Properties dialog box, click the Steps tab, click Archive and Purge,
and then click Edit.

5. On the General tab, in the Command box, change exec dtasp_BackupAndPurgeTrackingDatabase to exec
dtasp_PurgeTrackingDatabase.

 Caution

The exec dtasp_PurgeTrackingDatabase stored procedure does not archive the BizTalk Tracking (BizTalkDTADb)
database. Before using this option, be certain that you no longer require archived tracking data.

6. In the Command box, edit the following parameters as appropriate, and then click OK.

@nHours tinyint  Any completed instance older than (live hours) + (live days) will be deleted along with all
associated data.

@nDays tinyint  Any completed instance older than (live hours) + (live days) will be deleted along with all
associated data. Default interval is 1 day.

@nHardDays tinyint  All data older than this day will be deleted, even if the data is incomplete. The time interval
specified for HardDeleteDays should be greater than the live window of data. The live window of data is the interval
of time for which you want to maintain tracking data in the BizTalk Tracking (BizTalkDTADb) database. Anything
older than this interval is eligible to be archived at the next archive and then purged.

@dtLastBackup  Set this to GetUTCDate() to purge data from the BizTalk Tracking (BizTalkDTADb) database. When
set to NULL, data is not purged from the database.

7. In the details pane, right-click the DTA Purge and Archive (BizTalkDTADb) job, and then click Enable Job.

8. In the Enabled column, the status changes to Yes.
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How to Manually Purge Data from the BizTalk Tracking Database

The DTA Archive and Purge SQL Server Agent job reduces the need to manually purge data from the BizTalk Tracking
(BizTalkDTADb) database due to continuous purging of the database and compaction of stored tracking data. You might need
to manually purge data if your BizTalk Tracking (BizTalkDTADb) database has grown so much that sustained performance
degradation is occurring and the DTA Archive and Purge job is unable to keep up with the database growth.

 Caution

Performing this procedure deletes all tracking data for completed instances from the BizTalk Tracking (BizTalkDTADb) database
regardless of completion time. Before performing this procedure, you should archive the BizTalk Tracking (BizTalkDTADb)
database separately from the other BizTalk Server databases.

Prerequisites

You must be logged on with an account that is a member of the SQL Server sysadmin fixed server role to perform this
procedure.

To manually purge data from the BizTalk Tracking database

1. Back up your BizTalk Server databases.



2. Archive the BizTalk Tracking (BizTalkDTADb) database.

3. Open Services. Click Start, click Run, and then type services.msc.

4. Right-click each of the following services, and then click Stop:

BizTalk Base EDI Service

Enterprise Single Sign-On Service

Rule Engine Update Service

5. Click Start, click Programs, click Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server Administration.

6. In the BizTalk Server Administration Console, double-click the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 (Local) node and
expand the Hosts node.

7. For each in-process Host, go to the list of host instances on the right side of the results pane, right-click each running
host instance, and then click Stop.

8. Click Start, click Run, type cmd, and then click OK.

9. On all computers in the BizTalk group where the BizTalk Server runtime is installed, at the command prompt, type:

net stop iisadmin /y

This stops the IIS Admin Service and all dependent services, one by one. Write down the list of services as each one is
stopped. You will need to use this list of services later when you restart IIS.

Following is an example of the output you will see after issuing this command (the dependent services listed on your
computer may vary):

The following services are dependent on the IIS Admin Service service. 
Stopping the IIS Admin Service service will also stop these services.
World Wide Web Publishing Service
HTTP SSL

10. Click Start, click Run, type isqlw.exe, and then click OK.

11. In the Connect to SQL Server dialog box, specify the name of the SQL server where the BizTalk Tracking (BizTalkDTADb)
database resides and the appropriate authentication type to connect to the appropriate SQL server.

12. In SQL Query Analyzer, click the BizTalkDTADb database, click Stored Procedures, right-click
dbo.dtasp_PurgeAllCompletedTrackingData, and then click Open.

13. In the Execute Procedure dialog box, click Execute.

This stored procedure deletes all tracking data associated with completed instances regardless of their completion time.

14. Open Services. Click Start, click Run, and then type services.msc.

15. Right-click each of the following services, and then click Start:

BizTalk Base EDI Service

Enterprise Single Sign-On Service

Rule Engine Update Service

16. Click Start, click Programs, click Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and then click BizTalk Server Administration.

17. For each in-process Host, go to the list of host instances on the right side of the results pane, right-click each stopped
host instance, and then click Start.

18. Click Start, click Run, type cmd, and then click OK.

19. At the command prompt, restart each of the IIS services that you stopped in step 9. Type:

net start <IISserviceName>

Where <IISserviceName> is the name of the IIS service you want to restart. You must repeat this command for each of
the IIS services.
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How to Enable Automatic Archive Validation

Automatic archive validation enables you to validate the archives as they are created. Before you can enable automatic archive
validation, you must set up a secondary database server, also called a validation server. Because the archiving process is a
simple backup, it is possible that the actual image stored on the disk can be corrupted due to a hardware issue.

Using the archive validation feature, you can ensure the archive (backup) was successful and can be restored. After an archive
is created, the validation server is notified that a new archive has been created. The validation server attempts to restore the
archive. A validation server must be another instance of SQL Server different from the one in which the job is running.

If the restore is successful, the validation server communicates this information back to the BizTalk Tracking (BizTalkDTADb)
database. Until a successful restore is completed, the purge job will not purge any more data.

If the restore is not successful, the validation server communicates this information back to the BizTalk Tracking database. The
purge job creates another archive and awaits validation of the new archive. This prevents the possibility of a corrupted archive
causing you to lose tracking data.

Prerequisites

You must be logged on with an account that is a member of the SQL Server sysadmin fixed server role to perform this
procedure.

To enable automatic archive validation

1. On the validation server, click Start, click Run, type isqlw.exe, and then click OK.

2. Click File, and then click Connect.

3. In the Connect to SQL Server dialog box, click the server from the list, or click the ellipsis (…) button to browse to the
SQL server where you can validate the archive by performing a test of the restore process, and then click OK.

 Note

This server should not be another BizTalk Server database server as it reduces system performance when validating the
archive.

4. Click File, click Open, and then browse to the following SQL script:

%SystemRoot%\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\Schema\BTS_Tracking_Valida
teArchive.sql

5. Click Query, and then click Execute.

 Note

The BTS_Tracking_ValidateArchive.sql script only works if the folder where you are archiving your BizTalk Tracking
(BizTalkDTSDb) database is a network share.

The BTS_Tracking_ValidateArchive.sql script creates a SQL Server Agent job called ValidateArchive.

6. Click Start, click Programs, click Microsoft SQL Server, and then click Enterprise Manager.

The archiving and purging process potentially accesses\updates databases in different SQL servers, so you must set up
linked servers between the related SQL Server instances. You must set up a linked server between:

Each of your BizTalk MessageBox (BizTalkMsgBoxDb) databases and the BizTalk Tracking (BizTalkDTADb) database.

The BizTalk Tracking (BizTalkDTADb) database and the validating server for archive validation.

 Note

The account used for running the job should have Database Operator (DBO) privileges on both the databases.

7. Open the appropriate server by clicking it, double-click Security, right-click Linked Servers, and then click New Linked
Server.

8. In the Linked Server Properties - New Linked Server dialog box, in Linked server, enter the name of the server you
want to link to.



  

For example, the server hosting the BizTalk MessageBox (BizTalkMsgBoxDb) database, BizTalk Tracking (BizTalkDTADb)
database, or the validation server.

9. Under Server type, click SQL Server, and then click OK.

10. In SQL Server Enterprise Manager, open the appropriate server by clicking it, double-click Management, double-click
SQL Server Agent, and then click Jobs.

11. In the details pane, right-click ValidateArchive, and then click Properties.

12. In the ValidateArchive Properties dialog box, click the Steps tab, click validate, and then click Edit.

13. In the Edit Job Step dialog box, on the General tab, in the Command box, in the command, exec
dtasp_ValidateArchive null, null, replace null, null with the name of the server hosting the BizTalk Tracking database,
surrounded by single quotes, followed by the name of the BizTalk Tracking database, surrounded by quotes, and then
click OK. For example:

exec dtasp_ValidateArchive ' <TrackingServerName> ', ' <TrackingDatabaseName> '

 Note

The ValidateArchive job does not have a schedule and you should not configure a schedule for it. Instead, the DTA Purge
and Archive (BizTalkDTADb) job starts this job automatically when an archive is created.
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How to Copy Tracked Messages into the BizTalk Tracking Database

The archiving and purging process potentially accesses and/or updates databases in different SQL servers, so you must set up
linked servers between the involved SQL Server instances. You can directly copy tracked messages from the BizTalk
MessageBox (BizTalkMsgBoxDb) database server to your BizTalk Tracking (BizTalkDTADb) database using a linked server. You
must set up linked servers between:

Each of your BizTalk MessageBox (BizTalkMsgBoxDb) databases and the BizTalk Tracking (BizTalkDTADb) database.

The BizTalk Tracking (BizTalkDTADb) database and the validating server for archive validation.

 Note

In SQL Server Agent, verify that the copy job runs without errors. Otherwise, errors might prevent data from being moved to
the tracking database.

Important If you add a new MessageBox database, you will need to perform this procedure again for the new MessageBox
database.

Prerequisites

You must be logged on with an account that is a member of the SQL Server sysadmin fixed server role to perform this
procedure.

To copy tracked messages into the BizTalk Tracking database

1. Click Start, click Programs, click Microsoft SQL Server, and then click Enterprise Manager.

2. Open the appropriate server by clicking it, double-click Management, double-click SQL Server Agent, and then click
Jobs.

3. In the details pane, right-click CopyTrackedMessages_ <msgboxname> , and then click Properties.

4. In the CopyTrackedMessages_ <msgboxname> Properties dialog box, click the Steps tab, click Purge, and then click
Edit.

5. On the Steps tab, in the Command box, edit the tracking server and database names parameters as appropriate, and
then click OK.

6. In the details pane, right-click the CopyTrackedMessages_ <msgboxname> job, and then click Enable Job.

In the Enabled column, the status changes to Yes. The messages will be copied to the BizTalk Tracking (BizTalkDTADb)
database.



  

 Important

If you add a new MessageBox, you will need to perform this procedure again for the new MessageBox.
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Improving the Performance of the Archiving and Purging Process

The amount of data stored in the BizTalk Server databases can grow very quickly depending on how you have designed your
BizTalk Server scenario, depending on the number and size of messages processed by your BizTalk Server scenario, and
depending on how you have configured tracking. By maintaining your database size at a healthy level, processing is more
efficient and the amount of data in your system is normalized at any given time. This provides efficient and consistent
performance. By automating this process you free yourself of the burden of manually maintaining your databases.

Configuring a Healthy Environment

Your strategy in maintaining a healthy BizTalk Server environment is heavily dependent on your particular scenario and the
hardware it is running on. The key things to monitor are the rate of growth and the size of your BizTalk Tracking
(BizTalkDTADb) database. A few tables of the tracking database account for the bulk of the database size and hence the
performance impact at run time.

The same scenario can be configured to produce a vastly different amount of tracking data based on how many tracking points
are present, how many different messages are used, the size of the messages, and the level of message body tracking used.
Following are some important factors to monitor to maintain a healthy environment:

Number of tracking points - such as pipelines, orchestrations, and ports

Number of message properties tracked

Number of messages per incoming message

Message size

Traffic rate (average and peak)

Message body tracking configuration

When considering automatic archiving and purging of data consider how much live data you need to keep in your tracking
database. You need to tune the DTA Purge and Archive job parameters as appropriate for your environment so that the
targeted amount of live data can be supported by the purging performance without degradation.

The DTA Purge and Archive job can purge a certain amount of data within a given time interval. The capacity of the job
depends on the scenarios running, the current database size, and the hardware. In order to have a stable environment, you
must have a balance between the incoming tracking data generation and purging. In your test environment, you can find the
balance by varying the live window of data and the frequency of the purging job. In a balanced state, your system will deliver
sustainable throughput. Your goal is to have enough of a buffer before the BizTalk Tracking database table size causes
sustained, significant performance issues.

Performance Limitations

Purging performance will not scale for all scenarios. For any scenario, it is possible to generate increasing amounts of tracking
data. When tracking data is purged at a consistently slower rate, there is a buildup of the tracking database size, which worsens
the purging performance further.

Under unsustainable load conditions, the copying of message bodies may also become slower and there may become a
backlog in the MessageBox database. Under extreme conditions, the daily message body copying and tracking may lead to
archives where the message body is not available even though it contains related instance information. Typically, periods of
high loads alternate with periods of low load and enable the job to catch up during periods of low load.

Archiving and purging the BizTalk Tracking database should considerably reduce the possibility of unsustainable load
conditions because of the continuous pruning of the database and the compaction of stored tracking data. These processes
greatly reduce the need for manual intervention.
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Summary

This document describes how to deploy and configure the sample HL7 Management Pack (MOM Pack). It also describes the
integration of Microsoft BizTalk Accelerator for HL7 (BTAHL7) 1.0 Windows Performance Counters and Windows Management
Instrumentation (WMI) events with Microsoft Operations Manager 2005 (MOM). (10 pages)

Applies To

Microsoft BizTalk Accelerator for HL7 1.0 (BTAHL7)

Microsoft Operations Manager Server 2005 (MOM)

Introduction

This document describes how to deploy and configure the sample HL7 Management Pack (MOM Pack). It also describes the
integration of Microsoft BizTalk Accelerator for HL7 (BTAHL7) 1.0 Windows Performance Counters and Windows Management
Instrumentation (WMI) Events with Microsoft Operations Manager 2005 (MOM).

After completing the deployment, you can monitor the connectivity and health of Minimal Lower Layer Protocol (MLLP)-based
end points and load patterns of the HL7 processing engine. You can use MOM to monitor multiple BTAHL7 computers.

It is also possible to integrate the HL7 Management Pack with other management packs to present a holistic view of the status
of deployed servers, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 MOM state view presents overall server health

The MOM Pack enables proactive and reactive monitoring of BTAHL7-enabled end point connections and throughput metrics.

It provides monitoring of Microsoft BizTalk Server functionality in the following areas:

BTAHL7 availability monitoring
BTAHL7 performance monitoring
Public views of BTAHL7 computers, events, alerts, state, and groups in the MOM Operator Console

It is recommended that you install and use the Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 Management Pack from
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=39582 and the Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Management Pack from
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=39583 in conjunction with the BTAHL7 MOM Pack. Use of the three management
packs will give you many event, alert, and performance rules related to your BTAHL7 solution.

Recommended Knowledge and Skills

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=39582
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=39583


To deploy and operate the BizTalk Accelerator for HL7 Management Pack, it is recommended that you possess the following
knowledge and skills:

Have a working knowledge of the Microsoft Operations Manager 2005 (MOM) monitoring features.
Be familiar with the recommended process for deploying Management Packs as described in Chapter 6, "Deploying
MOM 2005 Management Packs", in the Microsoft Operations Manager 2005 Deployment Guide.
Have an administrative and working knowledge of Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 and BizTalk Accelerator for HL7 1.0.

Monitoring Scenarios

BizTalk Accelerator for HL7 Management Pack monitors key data points to ensure the availability and performance of BTAHL7.
MOM Pack performs monitoring using data generated by the MLLP adapter in the form of WMI events and performance
counters (see Figure 2). WMI events provide information about the connection status (connectivity and state transitioning);
while performance counters provide throughput data.

MOM Pack provides configuration through event and performance rules to enable the MOM server to collect, process, and
present the data to the users on the MOM 2005 Operator Console.

Figure 2 WMI Events and Performance Counters Used by the MOM Pack

Event Rules: WMI Events Reporting Connection Status and Health

BizTalk Accelerator for HL7 MOM Pack monitors the ConnectDown, ConnectUp, MessageFailed, and MessageOK events to
ensure the availability and processing health of the MLLP adapter end points. Because the MLLP adapter in BTAHL7 generates
these events, similar events and alerts may currently not be available to other BizTalk Server adapters.

The events raised for the MLLP adapter connection status and message processing status are the following:

MLLP adapter connection status by WMI event provider type. This class of WMI event applies to the send and receive
MLLP adapters.
ConnectDown (event rule name MLLPConnectDown). This event indicates that the MLLP adapter cannot open a new
or reuse an existing connection with the partner application. This event is only raised the first time that such an attempt
fails. Subsequent attempts are filtered out to make sure that duplicate error events are not raised. This WMI event is
configured to generate an alert with the alert severity level set to Error. This classification is configured according to the
guidelines of the HL7.org MLLP Specification, which requires permanence of connections.
ConnectUp (event rule name MLLPConnectUp). This event indicates that the MLLP send adapter successfully opened a
new connection or reused an existing connection with the designated destination application. This WMI event is not
configured to generate an alert.
MLLP adapter message processing status (not to be confused with HL7 Schema-XSD-based validation) by WMI event
provider type.
MessageFailed (event rule name MLLPMessageFailed). This event indicates that the MLLP receive adapter processed a
data stream with wrappers that are not valid (Start Block or End Block), or an expected state transition did not occur.
This event is only raised by the first failure on the BizTalk Server receive port. Subsequent failures are filtered out to make
sure that duplicate error events are not raised. This WMI event is configured to generate an alert with the alert severity
level set to Error. This event is not applicable for the send adapter since it applies to the configured wrappers.
MessageOK (event rule name MLLPMessageOK). This event indicates that the MLLP receive adapter successfully
processed a data stream from a source application. This WMI event is not configured to generate an alert.

The following table lists the event rules that BizTalk Accelerator for HL7 Management Pack deploys. MOM Pack preconfigures
MLLPConnectDown and MLLPMessageFailed to raise alerts.



Table 1 List of event rules that BizTalk Accelerator for HL7 Management Pack deploys
Rule name Description Converted to aler

t level

MLLPConnect
Down

The adapter cannot open a new or reuse an existing connection. Error

ConnectUp The adapter opened a new or reused an existing connection.

MessageFailed The receive adapter processed a data stream with wrappers that are not valid or an expecte
d state transition did not occur.

Error

MessageOk The receive adapter processed a data stream with valid wrappers and the expected state tra
nsition occurred.

Performance Rules: Counters Reporting Message Processing Health

Performance counters generated by the MLLP adapter report throughput data that indicates message-processing health.
Performance rules installed by MOM Pack make this available for monitoring on the MOM 2005 Operator Console (see Figure
3).

Figure 3 Performance data displayed by the MOM Pack

The following table lists the performance rules that BizTalk Accelerator for HL7 Management Pack deploys to monitor data
points/performance counters that the MLLP adapter generates.



Table 2 List of performance rules used to monitor data points/performance counters that the MLLP adapter generates
Rule name Description Configur

ation

MllpBytesCounter The count of bytes of the payload (excluding wrappers) of all documents received or sent. This
is an incremental or cumulative counter.

Enabled a
s a rule

MllpBytesPerSecond
Counter

The current throughput of the payload received or sent. This counter presents instantaneous v
alues.

Enabled a
s a rule

MllpDocumentsFaile
dCounter

In a receive scenario, this counts the number of documents not delivered to the MessageBox 
database.

In a send scenario, this counts the number of documents not delivered to the remote applicati
on. This is an incremental or cumulative counter.

Enabled a
s a rule

MllpDocumentsProc
essedCounter

In a receive scenario, this counts the number of documents successfully delivered to the Mess
ageBox database.

In a send scenario, this counts the number of documents successfully delivered to the remote 
application. This is an incremental or cumulative counter.

Enabled a
s a rule

Deployment

The BTAHL7 MOM system includes a management group with MOM management servers and console computers, and
BTAHL7 agent computers (see Figure 4).

Figure 4 MOM management system for BTAHL7

To deploy Microsoft Operations Manager and BizTalk Accelerator for HL7 Management Pack, you must follow these steps in
the order shown:

1. Install QFE 890349.
2. Install MOM on the management server.
3. Install BTAHL7 Management Pack.
4. Update registry key entries for WMI events.
5. Import MOM Management Pack onto the management server.
6. On the management server, add the agent computers to the computer group.
7. Install the MOM agent on each agent computer (from the management server).

Installing QFE 890349

After installing BTAHL7, you need to install QFE 890349. This QFE resolves an issue with how the MLLP adapter raises the
ConnectDown event. You can get this QFE from Microsoft Product Support Services.

Installing MOM



Install Microsoft Operations Manager 2005 (MOM) on a server that you designate as the MOM management server. To do this,
see "Installing MOM 2005 on a Single Computer" or "Deploying MOM 2005 Across Multiple Computers" in the MOM 2005
Deployment Guide.

Installing BTAHL7 Management Pack

After unzipping the package, install the file BTAHL7 Management Pack.akm in the <drive>:\Program Files\Microsoft
Operations Manager\Management Packs folder.

Creating Registry Key Entry

To generate the WMI events, you must first create, and set the value of an EnableMLLPWmiNotification registry key entry (see
Figure 5).

To enable MLLP WMI notifications

1. Click Start, click Run, type RegEdit, and then click OK.

2. In Registry Editor, expand My Computer, expand HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, expand SOFTWARE, and then expand
Microsoft BizTalk Accelerator for HL7.

3. Right-click Version 1.0, point to New, and then click String Value.

4. In the right pane, name the value EnableMLLPWmiNotification.

5. Double-click EnableMLLPWmiNotification in the right pane.

6. In the Edit String dialog box, type EnableMLLPWmiNotifications as the value data. Click OK.

7. Close Registry Editor.

8. Restart the BizTalk Service.

This update is required on each BTAHL7 server that the MOM server will monitor.

Figure 5 Setting the EnableMLLPWmiNotification registry key

Importing the Management Pack

After you install MOM on the management server, you must import BTAHL7 Management Pack onto that management server.



After doing this, you must import other management packs onto the management server, including BizTalk Server 2004
Management Pack and Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Management Pack.

To import BTAHL7 Management Pack

1. Log on to the management server as an administrator.

2. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft Operations Manager 2005, and then click Administrator
Console.

3. In the left pane of the Administrator Console, expand Microsoft Operations Manager, and then right-click
Management Packs.

4. Click Import/Export Management Pack.

5. In the Welcome screen, click Next.

6. In the Import or Export Management Packs screen, click Import Management Packs and/or reports.

7. In the Select a Folder and Choose Import Type screen, locate C:\Program Files\Microsoft Operations Manager
2005\Management Packs, click Import Management Packs only, and then click Next.

8. In the Select Management Packs screen, select BTAHL7 Management Pack.akm.

9. In the Import Options section, select Update existing Management Pack and Backup existing Management Pack,
and then click Next.

10. Click Finish.

When you import BTAHL7 Management Pack onto the management server, the management pack creates the BTAHL7
computer group. The computer group should contain all computers that the operations staff will monitor, and can contain sub-
hierarchies.

In the next topic, you add agent computers to the BTAHL7 computer group.

Adding Agent Computers

To enable the MOM management server to display monitoring information from another computer, add that computer to the
BTAHL7 computer group.

To add an agent computer

1. Log on to the management server as an administrator.

2. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft Operations Manager 2005, and then click Administrator
Console.

3. In the left pane of the Administrator Console, expand Microsoft Operations Manager, expand Management Packs,
and then expand Computer Groups.

4. Right-click BTAHL7, and then click Properties.

5. In the Properties dialog box, on the Included Computers tab, click Add.

6. Click New, in the Domain Name box, type a domain name, in the Computer Name box, type a computer name, and
then click OK.

7. Click OK, and then click OK again.

Installing the MOM Agent

After you add the agent computer to the BTAHL7 computer group, you install the MOM agent on the agent computer.

To install the MOM agent on the agent computer

1. Log on to the management server as an administrator.

2. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft Operations Manager 2005, and then click Administrator
Console.

3. In the left pane of the Administrator Console, expand Microsoft Operations Manager, then Administration, and then
Computer.



4. Right-click All Computers, and then click Install/Uninstall Agents Wizard.

5. On the Welcome page, click Next.

6. On the Install or Uninstall Agents page, click Install Agents, and then click Next.

7. On the Method for Discovering Computers and Installing Agents page, click Browse to locate, or type, specific
computer names, and then click Next.

8. On the Computer Names page, click Browse.

9. On the Select Computers page, type the computer name, click OK, and then click Next.

10. On the Agent Installation Permissions page, select Management Server Action Account (the default), and then click
Next.

11. On the Agent Action Account page, select Local System, or click Other and add an account to use for the agent action,
and then click Next.

12. On the Agent Installation page, select the local directory where the wizard will install the MOM agent, and then click
Next.

13. On the Completing page, review your selections, and then click Finish.

Configuration

You can change the configuration of event, alert, or performance rules in the MOM 2005 Administration Console. After
changing the configuration, commit the changes by right clicking the Management Packs node (under the Microsoft
Operations Manager node), and then click Commit Configuration Change.

Generating Alerts from Events

By default, the MessageFailed and ConnectDown events generate alerts, and the MessageOk and ConnectUp events do
not. You can change which events generate alerts. By default, set up sets the Alert severity property to Error, but you can
change it to any one of the other severity settings.

To set an event to generate an alert

1. Log on to the management server as an administrator.

2. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft Operations Manager 2005, and then click Administrator
Console.

3. In the left pane of the Administrator Console, expand Microsoft Operations Manager (%server name%), expand
Management Packs, expand Rule Groups, click BTAHL7 Group, and then click Event Rules.

4. Right-click the rule that you want to set an alert for, and then click Properties.

5. In the Properties dialog box, on the Alert tab, click Generate alert.

6. In the Alert severity box, select the severity of the alert, and then click OK.

Figure 6 shows the alert tab of the Event Rule Properties dialog box for the ConnectDown WMI event.

Figure 6 Event Rule Properties



Setting the Data Sampling Frequency

The MOM Pack sets the data sampling frequency for performance rules to one time every 15 minutes. If you have to change
the data sampling frequency, you can do so in the MOM 2005 Operator Console.

To set the data sampling frequency

1. Log on to the management server as an administrator.

2. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft Operations Manager 2005, and then click Administrator
Console.

3. In the left pane of the Administrator Console, expand Microsoft Operations Manager (%server name%), expand
Management Packs, expand Rule Groups, click BTAHL7 Group, and then click Performance Rules.

4. Double-click the rule for which you want to set the timing.

5. In the Performance Measure Rule Properties dialog box, on the Data Provider tab, in the Provider name box, select
the data provider for which you want to change the timing, and then click Modify.

6. In the Windows NT Performance Counter Provider Properties dialog box, in the Sample every box, type an interval
amount, and select the unit of time, if it is required.

7. Click OK, and then click OK again.

Figure 7 Setting the data sampling frequency



Operations

You monitor information in the MOM 2005 Operator Console. You only need a user account to display the MOM 2005
Operator Console. Use the following step to open the MOM 2005 Operator Console.

To open the MOM 2005 Operator Console

Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft Operations Manager 2005, and then click Administrator
Console.

The Operator Console contains tabs for Alerts, State, Events, and Performance Counters, all which display information of
interest to you in monitoring BTAHL7.

It is a best practice to review and prioritize all alerts daily. The alert dashboard is the default display on the console. It provides
details about which events involve failures. You should also perform other tasks regularly, depending on your environment.
Many important problems do not cause alerts, but they still may require periodic attention.

You should also verify daily that all servers running BizTalk Server and SQL Server are successfully communicating with the
MOM Administrator console.

You can perform the tasks as specified in this paper, and you can adjust the frequency of these tasks to meet the needs of your
particular environment.

Interpreting Event Information

You can find detailed information about an event in the machineName property. This property indicates on which computer
the event occurred. The message property indicates what occurred. For example, the message property may contain
information about the connection in the following form: recv:test:127.0.0.1:2980. This information means the following:

Recv: The Minimal Lower Layer Protocol (MLLP) receive adapter processes the message.
Test: The name of the connection. Based on this information, you can determine which port MLLP is listening on.
127.0.0.1: The IP address of the remote entity sending the message to MLLP.
2980: The port of the remote entity involved in the message exchange.

Important
In this version of BTAHL7 Management Pack, the Alert Details pane of the MOM screen does not display the alert detail
s as name-value pairs, and some of the alert details are not fully populated. This can make it difficult to interpret the pr
operties of the event. All event information is available in the event message. In future versions of the Management Pac
k, the Alert Details pane will display alert details in fully populated and correctly formatted name-value pairs.

State

For each computer, the State pane displays a single entry. If there is an error alert, the state entry will be Error. If there is no



 

error alert, but only success events, the state entry will be Success. The State pane (see Figure 1) provides the highest-level
troubleshooting information, indicating those computers that are in an error condition and those that are in a success
condition. As soon as you set the alert resolution state for the final alert to Resolved, the state changes to Success.

By following the procedures in this technical paper, you can deploy and configure the "sample" HL7 Management Pack (MOM
Pack). You can also integrate BTAHL7 1.0 Windows Performance Counters and Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI)
Events with MOM 2005. This enables you to monitor the connectivity and health of MLLP-based end points and load patterns
of the HL7 processing engine.

For more information, see the following documentation:

MOM 2005 Deployment Guide 
MOM 2005 Operations Guide 
Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 Management Pack Guide 
SQL Server 2000 Management Pack Guide 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=38970
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=38970
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=38973
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=38976
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Summary: The BizTalk Server 2004 Deployment Guide for Security contains information to help architects and information
technology (IT) professionals design and deploy a secure implementation of Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 in a multi-computer
environment. (66 printed pages)

Download sample code

Overview

This document provides guidelines about how to deploy Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 in a secure environment. It provides
information to help you assess the potential threats to your BizTalk Server implementation, a sample architecture for small and
medium-size companies, and a sample Point of Sale solution.

It is difficult to run a business today without the need to think about security. If you offer online transactions, you want to help
protect the credit card information of your customers. If you work for a Fortune 500 company, you want to keep malicious
users away from your networks. If you are a desktop user, you do not want viruses and worms to damage your data and limit
your ability to do your work. Almost every day you hear or read about new software vulnerabilities; about new worms and
viruses that spread fast, are difficult to eradicate, and can do more damage than the previous ones; and about the company
Web sites that are defaced by malicious users. Whatever your business is—large or small, a few customers or millions of
customers, one computer or hundreds of computers—you must limit the ability of malicious users and programs (viruses,
worms) to compromise your data, computers, and ability to do your job.

The following paragraphs describe the sections of this document.

Threat Model Analysis

To help protect your company, you must first identify the critical assets (business data, servers, anything that is valuable to
your company) that you want to protect, and how a malicious user or program might compromise them. In other words, you
must perform a threat analysis exercise to understand where to concentrate your security efforts. This section introduces the
threat model process we use for the sample architecture and the sample solution.

Case Studies

This section provides information about how two companies that participated in the BizTalk Server 2004 Early Adopter
Program (EAP) and Joint Development Program (JDP) secure their implementations of BizTalk Server, and the threats they are
concerned with.

Sample Architecture for Small and Medium-Sized Companies

After we looked at how companies that participated in the BizTalk Server 2004 EAP and JDP secure their implementations of
BizTalk Server, we derived a recommended architecture for small and medium-sized companies. This architecture includes
security recommendations while it addresses the needs of these companies.

For information about recommended deployments for large companies, see "Planning a Secure Deployment" in BizTalk Server
2004 Help.

Threat Model Analysis for Sample Architecture

To help you when you design your own BizTalk Server deployment, we show you the threat model analysis for the sample
architecture of each identified usage scenario.

Best Practices

This section provides some recommendations and best practices for how to secure your BizTalk Server 2004 environment.

Sample Solution

This section provides a four-computer sample deployment of BizTalk Server 2004. The purpose of this sample is to show you
an implementation of BizTalk Server 2004, a threat model analysis of the sample architecture, how we chose to mitigate those
threats in the specific scenario of the sample, and detailed steps to replicate it.

As you plan your BizTalk Server 2004 deployment, we strongly recommend that you read the "Planning a Secure Deployment"

http://download.microsoft.com/download/f/0/9/f09deca4-2c83-47a0-86ed-9c708c128500/DeploymentGuide.exe


 

section of BizTalk Server 2004 Help. The "Planning a Secure Deployment" section provides additional security
recommendations for a BizTalk Server deployment, for each BizTalk Server component, and for the ports you have to open in
the firewalls.

To guide you as you begin to plan and design an enterprise architecture, see Microsoft Systems Architecture
(http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=27923).

For guidance on how to achieve system reliability, availability, supportability, and manageability, see the Microsoft Operations
Framework (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=27924).

Threat Model Analysis

A threat model analysis (TMA) is an analysis that helps determine the security risks posed to a product, application, network, or
environment, and how attacks can show up. The goal is to determine which threats require mitigation and how to mitigate
them.

This section provides high-level information about the TMA process. For more information, see Chapter 4 of Writing Secure
Code, Second edition, by Michael Howard and David LeBlanc.

Some of the benefits of a TMA are:

Provides a better understanding of your application
Helps you find bugs
Can help new team members understand the application in detail
Contains important information for other teams that build on your application
Useful for testers

The high-level steps to perform a TMA are:

Collect background information
Create and analyze the threat model
Review threats
Identify mitigation techniques and technologies

Collect Background Information

To prepare for a successful TMA, you have to collect some background information. It is useful to analyze your target
environment (an application, program, or the whole infrastructure) as follows:

Identify use-case scenarios. For each use-case scenario for your target environment, identify how you expect your
company to use the target environment, and any limitations or restrictions on the target environment. This information
helps define the scope of the threat model discussion, and provides pointers to assets (anything of value to your
company, such as data and computers) and entry points. 
Create a data flow diagram (DFD) for each scenario. Make sure that you go deep enough to understand your threats.
Determine the boundaries and scope of the target environment.
Understand the boundaries between trusted and untrusted components.
Understand the configuration and administration model for each component.
Create a list of external dependencies.
Create a list of assumptions about other components on which each component depends. This helps validate cross-
component assumptions, action items, and follow-up items with other teams.

Create and Analyze the Threat Model

After you collect the background information, you should have a threat model meeting or meetings. Make sure that at least
one member of each development discipline (for example, program managers, developers, and testers) is at the meeting. Make
sure that you remind the attendees that the goal of the meeting is to find threats, not to fix them. During the threat model
meeting, do the following:

Examine the DFD for each use case. For each use case identify:
Entry points
Trust boundaries
Flow of data from entry point to final resting location (and back)

Note the assets involved.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=27923
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=27924


 

Discuss each DFD, and look for threats in the following categories for all entries in the DFD: Spoofing identify, Tampering
with data, Repudiation, Information disclosure, Denial of service, and Elevation of privileges.
Use the Checklist: Architecture and Design Review (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=27925) to make sure that all
threat categories are covered.
Create a list of the identified threats. We recommend that this list include the following: title, brief description (including
threat trees), asset (asset), impact(s), risk, mitigation techniques, mitigation status, and a bug number.

Note
You can add risk, mitigation techniques, and mitigation status as you review the threats. Do not spend too much time i
n these areas during the threat model meeting.

Review Threats

After you have identified the threats to your environment, you must rank the risk of each threat and determine how you want
to respond to each threat. You can do this with additional team meetings or through e-mail. You can use the following effect
categories to calculate risk exposure: Damage potential, Reproducibility, Exploitability, Affected users, and Discoverability.

After you have a list of the threats to your target environment prioritized by risk, you must determine how you will respond to
each threat. Your response can be to do nothing (rarely a good choice), warn users about the potential problem, remove the
problem, or fix the problem.

Identify Mitigation Techniques and Technologies

After you identify which threats you will fix, you must determine the available mitigation techniques for each threat, and the
most appropriate technology to reduce the effect of each threat.

For example, depending on the details of your target environment, you can reduce the effect of data-tamper threats by using
authorization techniques. You then have to determine the appropriate authorization technology to use (for example,
discretionary access control lists (DACLs), permissions, or IP restrictions).

Important
When you evaluate mitigation techniques and technologies to use, you must consider what makes business sense for your c
ompany, and any policies your company has that might affect the mitigation technique to choose.

After you complete the TMA, do the following:

Document the security model and deployment considerations
Implement and test mitigations
Keep the threat model synchronized with design

Document Security Model and Deployment Considerations

It is valuable to document what you discover during the TMA and how you decide to reduce the effect of the threats to your
target environment. This documentation can be useful to quality assurance (QA), test, support, and operations personnel.
Include information about other applications that interact or interface with your target environment, and the firewall and
topology recommendations and requirements.

Implement and Test Mitigations

When your team is ready to fix threats identified during the TMA, make sure you use development and deployment checklists
to follow secure code and deployment standards that will help minimize the introduction of new threats.

After you implement a mitigation, make sure you test it to make sure it provides the level of protection that you want for the
threat.

Keep the Threat Model in Sync with Design

As you add new applications, servers, and other elements to your environment, make sure that you revisit the findings of the
threat model analysis and do TMAs for any new functionality.

Case Studies

Security is a concern of any company that is serious about making sure that only a select group of people or applications can
access its data and resources. Companies approach and implement security in a variety of ways. In this section we document
how two companies developed their security architecture to meet their needs.
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Company A

Company A is a major supplier of material and services to the industrial sector. Its business model relies on electronic
transactions with key customers and suppliers. Company A uses Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 to manage transactions and
communications between internal and external environments.

Potential Threats/Security Concerns

Company A wants to make sure that it processes only messages from authenticated sources. Some of the documents BizTalk
Server processes can contain sensitive information such as financial and personnel data. Company A verifies each incoming
message by using custom cryptographic APIs. It has also built its physical architecture to handle its security needs.

Company A uses file transfer protocol (FTP) for some of its message traffic. Although FTP is inherently not secure, Company A
accepts the associated risks because it has many firewalls to help secure other outward-facing applications. Because Company
A receives some of its incoming data through HTTPS, it is concerned about denial of service (DoS) attacks from external
sources. If a DoS attack does occur, the company has mechanisms to alert the appropriate people immediately.

Architecture

The following figure shows the security architecture that Company A uses. Notice that it has segmented its environment with
firewalls to help protect its front-end application and content servers, its back-end database and business logic servers, and its
outgoing message infrastructure.

Figure 1 Company A security architecture

Company A has two main methods to send and receive information to and from BizTalk Server. The first method uses FTP.
Company A supports electronic data interchange (EDI) transactions by using a third-party translation service provider to
communicate with its suppliers and partners. This third-party translation service provider handles incoming and outgoing
orders that BizTalk Server must process in an EDI format.

The second method that Company A uses is HTTPS. Company A also works with a third-party service provider that serves as a
hub for its industry and makes the purchase and sale of products Company A sells and consumes easier.

Certificates

Company A implements its own secure digital certificates. It manages only a few certificates. Because it uses a third-party
service provider, it is less concerned about digital certificates. Company A realizes that digital certificates are a greater concern
for the service provider, because the service provider interacts with many different institutions.

Company B

Company B is a software company. Its business model relies on electronic transactions with key customers and suppliers.
Company B currently uses a Microsoft BizTalk Server 2002 implementation for most of its transactions, and has completed a
BizTalk Server 2004 pilot to start replacing its current implementation.

Company B uses BizTalk Server 2002 and 2004 to manage transactions and communications between internal and external
applications. Company B communicates with approximately 85 internal applications and 2300 trading partners. It currently
processes approximately 2.5 million documents per month, and estimates that it will process 6 million documents per month
by the end of 2005.

Potential Threats/Security Concerns



 

Company B wants to make sure that it receives and processes only messages from authenticated sources. Company B also
wants to make sure that it can receive and retrieve documents from outside its corporate network as safely as possible. The
firewall that separates Company B's corporate network from the Internet only lets through traffic from port 80 and port 443.
The firewall rejects all other traffic.

Architecture

The following figure shows the architecture that Company B uses. Company B uses BizTalk Server as a message broker to
communicate between internal applications and to process, send, and receive correctly formatted messages to and from its
suppliers and customers. Company B has to process internal and external documents in different formats. This includes flat
files and XML documents.

Figure 2 Company B security architecture

Company B uses a single firewall to separate its corporate computers from the Internet. As an added layer of security,
Company B incorporates Internet Protocol security (IPsec) communication between all its corporate servers and workstations
that reside within the corporate network. Company B uses IPsec to encrypt all communications within its internal domain.

Company B uses a file share server to receive flat files. This file share server resides outside its corporate network and domain.
A firewall separates the file share server from the corporate network. Company B's external partners post their flat file
documents on this file share server, and they communicate with the file share server through an encrypted Point-to-Point
Tunneling Protocol (PPTP) pipeline. Company B protects access to the file share server by partner passwords that expire every
30 days.

Company B has created a custom file-movement application that retrieves the flat file documents from the file share server
and sends them to BizTalk Server for additional processing. The internal applications for Company B also use the custom file-
movement application to pass flat files to BizTalk Server. BizTalk Server transforms these documents and sends them to
Company B's trading partners.

Before BizTalk Server transforms the partner data to the internal application formats, it validates that it has an entry for the
sender, receiver, and document type. If BizTalk Server receives a message for which it does not have an entry for either the
sender, receiver, or document type, BizTalk Server rejects the message, and the operations team of Company B review the
message. The internal applications send messages in a variety of formats that include EDIFACT, flat file, XML, and ANSI X12.

Company B also receives documents through HTTPS from internal and external sources. External partners post their
documents to a Web server outside the corporate network. A firewall separates this Web server from the corporate network.
The custom file-movement application also retrieves the documents posted through HTTPS. Company B uses a third-party
product to encrypt and sign messages to its trading partners. As an additional piece of security, Company B performs a nightly
audit on all the servers to make sure they have the correct security settings. Company B logs all exceptions for review.

Sample Architecture for Small and Medium-Sized Companies

This section provides a sample architecture to deploy Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 when you want to help to protect the
assets in a small or medium-sized company.

The "Planning a Secure Deployment" section in BizTalk Server 2004 Help (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=20616)
presents four reference architectures. While these architectures encourage defense in depth and separation of services to
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minimize the impact of an attack, they assume quantities of hardware, software, and human resources that are generally
available to large companies.

However, small and medium-sized companies (or large companies with small BizTalk Server deployments) should also be
concerned with how to protect their environments. After we looked at how companies in the BizTalk Server 2004 Early Adopter
Program (EAP) and Joint Development Program (JDP) deployed or plan to deploy their BizTalk Server 2004 solutions, we
derived a sample architecture for small and medium-sized companies that balances available resources with the greatest
possible security. As recommended for the sample architectures in BizTalk Server 2004 Help, you should use the information in
this section to help you plan your own deployment. After you evaluate your business needs and assets you might decide on a
different architecture for your BizTalk Server 2004 deployment.

To make it easier to see how your architecture would look, this section provides sample architectures based on various
adapters that you might use in your environment. The figures show you which components of the topology are adapter-
independent, and which components depend on the adapter you use in your BizTalk Server environment.

In the next section, we examine usage scenarios based on some of the adapters you can use with BizTalk Server. To help you as
you plan and design your own architecture, we provide a threat model analysis of this sample architecture. This analysis gives
you a deeper look at the potential security issues that might affect your company, depending on the adapters you use to
communicate with your partners.

While this section gives you information to help you design a secure deployment of BizTalk Server 2004, to increase the
security in your environment you should also consider securing the communication between the servers in the environment.
For more information about securing the communication between the servers, see "Sample Solution" in this document.

Important
This section assumes that you are not using Human Workflow Services (HWS), Business Activity Monitoring (BAM), or Busine
ss Activity Services (BAS.) These features require additional security considerations. They are discussed in "Planning a Secure 
Deployment" in BizTalk Server 2004 Help.

Note
For more information about adapters not described in this document, see the BizTalk Server Developer Center
(http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=46420.)

Base Sample Architecture

This section discusses the base sample architecture. It describes the components in a BizTalk Server deployment that are
adapter-independent. We recommend that any BizTalk Server deployment have at least these components.

Base Architecture Components

The following figure shows the components of the base BizTalk Server sample architecture. These components appear in all the
adapter-specific BizTalk Server architectures that we discuss in later sections.

Figure 3 Base architecture components
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This sample architecture contains:

Perimeter network—Internet. This perimeter network (also known as DMZ, demilitarized zone, and screened subnet)
contains servers that provide Internet-related services. There are no BizTalk Servers, BizTalk receive locations, or
Enterprise Single Sign-On servers in this domain. 
Perimeter network—intranet. This perimeter network contains servers that provide intranet-related services. It
provides an additional layer of security between your intranet (for example, a corporate network) and the servers that
run the application. Like the Internet perimeter network, the intranet perimeter network does not contain BizTalk Servers,
BizTalk receive locations, or Enterprise Single Sign-On servers. 
E-Business domain. This domain contains all the infrastructure and applications used by your BizTalk Server
implementation. The servers in this domain are:

BizTalk Server. This server has an installation of the BizTalk Server runtime and instances of various BizTalk
Hosts. The number of BizTalk Servers in the environment depends on the type of hosts they run and the
performance needs. As your performance needs increase, you can add more BizTalk Servers to your environment
for host instances of your processing hosts.
Master secret server. This server is the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) master secret server. It holds the master
secret (encryption key) that the SSO system uses to encrypt the data in the Credential database.
SQL Server. This server contains the BizTalk databases.

Important
For failover protection, we recommend that you cluster each BizTalk database. For more information about Micr
osoft SQL Server failover clustering, see the Microsoft MSDN Web site at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24773.

Note
Depending on your performance needs, you might have to separate the BizTalk databases into multiple comput
ers that run SQL Server.

Domain controller. This server hosts the E-Business Active Directory domain. It contains information about all
the groups and individual accounts that need access to BizTalk Server. 
Administration tools. One of the servers in this domain hosts the administration tools: BizTalk Administration
console, Health and Activity Tracking (HAT), and Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) administration utility.

Firewalls and domains. In Figure 3, Microsoft Internet Security and Acceleration (ISA) Server 2000 acts as a software
firewall to help protect and contain each of these domains. Additionally, the E-Business domain has its own domain
controller, and this domain does not trust any other domain. For more information about how to configure a firewall for
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domains and trusts, see the Microsoft Help and Support Web site at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25230. 
The sample architecture has two firewalls:

Firewall 1. This firewall has three network interfaces: It routes traffic from the Internet, the intranet, and the
perimeter networks.
Firewall 2. This firewall is dual-homed: It routes traffic from the perimeter networks (both Internet and intranet)
and the E-Business domain.

The computers in the perimeter networks are not members of any domain, and they do not communicate with each
other.
IPsec. We recommend that you use Internet Protocol security (IPsec) to help secure the communication between all the
servers in the E-Business domain. The IPsec rules are as follows:

Allow authenticated traffic between BizTalk Server and the domain controller. 
Allow authenticated traffic between BizTalk Server and the administration tools server. 
Allow authenticated traffic between BizTalk Server and the master secret server. 
Allow authenticated traffic between BizTalk Server and the SQL Server. 
Allow authenticated traffic between the master secret server and the domain controller.
Allow authenticated traffic between the master secret server and the BizTalk Server (isolated, processing, in-
process, and tracking hosts.)
Allow authenticated traffic between the master secret server and the SQL Server (Credential databases).
Allow authenticated traffic between the domain controller and all the servers in the domain.
Allow authenticated traffic between the administration tools server and all the servers in the domain.
If you have other applications in the domain that do not need access to the BizTalk Server, SQL Server, master
secret server, or administration tools server, block traffic between those applications and the appropriate servers. 

Sample Architecture for HTTP and SOAP Adapters

This section describes the sample architecture when you use the HTTP and SOAP adapters to send and receive messages.

Architecture Components for HTTP and SOAP Adapters

The following figure shows the components of the BizTalk Server sample architecture when you use the HTTP or SOAP
adapters.

Figure 4 Sample architecture that shows HTTP or SOAP adapters

This sample architecture contains the following:
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Perimeter network—Internet. When you use the SOAP and HTTP adapters, we recommend that you use reverse proxy
rules (the ISA Server implementation is called Web Publishing) to relay the message from the Internet-facing firewall
(Firewall 1) to the firewall that helps protect the E-Business domain (Firewall 2), and from this firewall to the BizTalk
Server that runs the isolated host. For more information about Web Publishing rules, see the Microsoft Web site at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24772.
When you use reverse proxy, you do not need Web servers in the perimeter network.
Perimeter network—intranet. Companies commonly use the HTTP and SOAP protocols for Internet-based
communications, and therefore you do not need any servers in the intranet perimeter network to support this scenario. If
you have an internal application in the intranet that integrates with BizTalk Server through the HTTP or SOAP protocols,
you should follow the recommendations for the Internet perimeter network. 
E-Business domain. This domain contains all the infrastructure and applications used by your BizTalk Server
implementation. The servers in this domain are:

BizTalk Server (processing and tracking hosts). This server has an installation of the BizTalk Server runtime,
and has instances of the hosts that contain the BizTalk orchestrations, pipelines, Business Rule Engine, and other
business processes. This server also has a host instance of a host that supports tracking of health monitoring and
business monitoring data.

Note
As your performance needs increase, you can add more BizTalk Servers to your environment for host instances 
of your processing hosts.

BizTalk Server (isolated hosts for SOAP and HTTP adapters). This server has an installation of the BizTalk
Server runtime, and has only instances of the hosts that contain the HTTP and SOAP adapters. These hosts run in
a separate server because these adapters require that you install Internet Information Services (IIS) on the
computer where they run.

Note
As your performance needs increase, you can add more BizTalk Servers to your environment for host instances 
of your HTTP and SOAP adapter hosts. When you do this, you must also configure Network Load Balancing (NL
B). For more information about how to configure BizTalk Server for high availability, see the BizTalk Server 200
4 Technical Guide for High Availability (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=38544).

Master secret server. Same as in the base sample architecture.
SQL Server. Same as in the base sample architecture.
Domain controller. Same as in the base sample architecture.
Administration tools. Same as in the base sample architecture.

Sample Architecture for BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter

This section describes the sample architecture when you use the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter to send and receive
messages.

Architecture Components for BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter

The following figure shows the components of the BizTalk Server sample architecture when you use the BizTalk Message
Queuing adapter.

Figure 5 Sample architecture that shows BizTalk Message Queuing adapter
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This sample architecture contains the following:

Perimeter network—Internet. We do not recommend using the Message Queuing binary protocol over the Internet.
You should not let any Message Queuing traffic through Firewall 1. If you want to use the BizTalk Message Queuing
adapter to receive messages over the Internet, do the following:

Use a Message Queuing server in the perimeter network. 
Use the Message Queuing HTTP protocol over the Internet. 
Have a forwarding application in the perimeter network that picks up the messages from the Message Queuing
server and forwards them to the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter by using a binary protocol. 

Important
Even if you use BizTalk Message Queuing to receive messages from the Internet, the ports that BizTalk Message
Queuing uses should remain closed in Firewall 1.

Perimeter network—intranet. When you use the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter to receive messages from the
intranet, there is a Windows Message Queuing server that forwards the Message Queuing traffic to the BizTalk Server
that runs a host instance of the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter.
If the intranet and the E-Business domain share a common Active Directory, a message goes through a series of Message
Queuing routers until it reaches the right destination (the BizTalk Server that runs a host instance of the BizTalk Message
Queuing receive adapter). This option is not represented in the diagram because it is less secure than the first one.
E-Business domain. The servers in this domain are:

BizTalk Server (processing, BizTalk Message Queuing adapter, and Tracking hosts). This server has an
installation of the BizTalk Server runtime, and has instances of the hosts that contain the BizTalk orchestrations,
pipelines, Business Rule Engine, and other business processes. This is where the BizTalk Server ports, receive
locations, pipelines, maps, schemas, and assemblies are located to receive, route, process, and send messages.
This server also has a host instance of a host that supports tracking of health monitoring and business
monitoring data. Additionally, this host contains instances of the host that runs the BizTalk Message Queuing
send and receive adapters.

Note



As your performance needs increase, you can add more BizTalk Servers to your environment for host instances 
of your processing hosts. For more information about how to configure BizTalk Server for high availability, see t
he BizTalk Server 2004 Technical Guide for High Availability (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=38544).

Master secret server. Same as in the base sample architecture.
SQL Server. Same as in the base sample architecture.
Domain controller. Same as in the base sample architecture.
Administration tools. Same as in the base sample architecture.

Sample Architecture for FTP Adapter

This section describes the sample architecture when you use the FTP adapter to send and receive messages.

Architecture Components for FTP Adapter

The following figure shows the components of the BizTalk Server sample architecture when you use the FTP adapter.

Figure 6 Sample architecture that shows FTP adapter

This sample architecture contains the following:

Perimeter network—Internet. When you use the FTP adapter, there is an FTP server in the Internet perimeter network. 
Note

The FTP server can also be located outside your environment—in the partner's network, or hosted by a third-party inde
pendent software vendor (ISV).

Perimeter network—intranet. Companies commonly use the FTP protocol for Internet-based communications, and
therefore you do not need any servers in the intranet perimeter network to support this scenario.
E-Business domain. The servers in this domain are:

BizTalk Server (processing, FTP adapter, and tracking hosts). This server has an installation of the BizTalk
Server runtime, and has instances of the hosts that contain the BizTalk orchestrations, pipelines, Business Rule
Engine, and other business processes. This is where the BizTalk Server ports, receive locations, pipelines, maps,
schemas, and assemblies are located to receive, route, process, and send messages. This server also has a host
instance of a host that supports tracking of health monitoring and business monitoring data. Additionally, this
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host contains instances of the host that runs the FTP send and receive adapters.
Note

As your performance needs increase, you can add more BizTalk Servers to your environment for host instances 
of your processing hosts. For more information about how to configure BizTalk Server for high availability, see t
he BizTalk Server 2004 Technical Guide for High Availability (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=38544).

Master secret server. Same as in the base sample architecture.
SQL Server. Same as in the base sample architecture.
Domain controller. Same as in the base sample architecture.
Administration tools. Same as in the base sample architecture.

Sample Architecture for File Adapter

This section describes the sample architecture when you use the File adapter to send and receive messages.

Architecture Components for File Adapter

The following figure shows the components of the BizTalk Server sample architecture when you use the File adapter.

Note
This sample architecture is also applicable when you use the EDI adapter.

Figure 7 Sample architecture that shows File adapter

This sample architecture contains the following:

Perimeter network—Internet. Companies commonly use the File protocol for intranet-based communications, and
therefore you do not need any servers in the Internet perimeter network to support this scenario. 
Perimeter network—intranet. When you use the File adapter, there is a File server in the intranet perimeter network.
This is the server where your partners drop their messages, and the BizTalk File receive adapter picks up messages from
this server. 
E-Business domain. The servers in this domain are:
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BizTalk Server (processing, File adapter, and tracking hosts). This server has an installation of the BizTalk
Server runtime, and has instances of the hosts that contain the BizTalk orchestrations, pipelines, Business Rule
Engine, and other business processes. This is where the BizTalk Server ports, receive locations, pipelines, maps,
schemas, and assemblies are located to receive, route, process, and send messages. This server also has a host
instance of a host that supports tracking of health monitoring and business monitoring data. Additionally, this
host contains instances of the host that runs the File send and receive adapters.

Note
As your performance needs increase, you can add more BizTalk Servers to your environment for host instances 
of your processing hosts. For more information about how to configure BizTalk Server for high availability, see t
he BizTalk Server 2004 Technical Guide for High Availability (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=38544).

Master secret server. Same as in the base sample architecture.
SQL Server. Same as in the base sample architecture.
Domain controller. Same as in the base sample architecture.
Administration tools. Same as in the base sample architecture.

Sample Architecture for SQL Adapter

This section describes the sample architecture when you use the SQL adapter to send and receive messages.

Architecture Components for SQL Adapter

The following figure shows the components of the BizTalk Server sample architecture when you use the SQL adapter.

Figure 8 Sample architecture that shows SQL adapter

This sample architecture contains the following:

Perimeter network—Internet. Companies commonly use the SQL adapter for intranet-based communications, and
therefore you do not need any servers in the Internet perimeter network to support this scenario. 
Perimeter network—intranet. When you use the SQL adapter, there is a SQL Server in the intranet perimeter network.
This SQL Server has databases that your employees have access to, and from which the BizTalk SQL receive adapter picks
up data. 
E-Business domain. The servers in this domain are:
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BizTalk Server (processing, SQL adapter, and Tracking hosts). This server has an installation of the BizTalk
Server runtime, and has instances of the hosts that contain the BizTalk orchestrations, pipelines, Business Rule
Engine, and other business processes. This is where the BizTalk Server ports, receive locations, pipelines, maps,
schemas, and assemblies are located to receive, route, process, and send messages. This server also has an
instance of a host that supports tracking of health monitoring and business monitoring data. Additionally, this
server contains instances of the host that runs the SQL send and receive adapters.

Note
As your performance needs increase, you can add more BizTalk Servers to your environment for host instances 
of your processing hosts. For more information about how to configure BizTalk Server for high availability, see t
he BizTalk Server 2004 Technical Guide for High Availability (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=38544).

Master secret server. Same as in the base sample architecture.
SQL Server. Same as in the base sample architecture.
Domain controller. Same as in the base sample architecture.
Administration tools. Same as in the base sample architecture.

Threat Model Analysis for Sample Architecture

This section provides the steps and results of a threat model analysis (TMA) for each usage scenario for the sample architecture
identified earlier. The purpose of this section is to show you the steps of a TMA. This helps you understand how a TMA works,
and describes for you the potential threats we identified for the sample architecture and how we recommend that you reduce
their effect.

We categorize the usage scenarios based on the different adapters you can use with Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and the use
of Enterprise Single-Sign On.

For each scenario, we followed these steps to complete the threat model analysis:

Collect background information
Create and analyze the threat model
Review threats
Identify mitigation techniques and technologies

Background Information for All Scenarios

Before the main threat model meeting, we collected the following background information. This information applies to all the
usage scenarios we identified for the sample architecture:

Boundaries and scope of the architecture
Boundaries between trusted and untrusted components
Configuration and administration model for each component
Assumptions about other components and applications

Boundaries and Scope of the Architecture

Firewall 2 helps protect the servers and applications in the E-Business domain both from the perimeter network and
from any other domains in your environment (for example, a corporate domain or domains for other applications). 
Firewall 2 routes all incoming and outgoing traffic to the E-Business domain.
All user groups and accounts that access the BizTalk Server environment must be global groups in the E-Business
domain.
Access is limited to the service account for the host instance; any applications that drop messages in the receive server
for File, SQL, or Message Queuing; and administrators for BizTalk Server, Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO), and Windows.

Boundaries Between Trusted and Untrusted Components

Firewall 2 routes all incoming and outgoing traffic to the E-Business domain.
Use different BizTalk Hosts as a security boundary between applications within BizTalk Server.
Use trusted hosts only when you trust the code within the application (for example, do not run third-party components in
a trusted host).

Configuration and Administration Model for Each Component
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Configuration model:

BizTalk Server runtime components are installed only on the BizTalk Servers.
Master secret server has no additional components.
SQL Server contains all BizTalk Server databases.
Servers in the perimeter networks do not have any BizTalk Server components. 
Administration client is used to administer all servers in the E-Business domain.

Administration model:

From a desktop (or laptop), an administrator connects to the computer that has the administration tools (using either
Terminal Services or Remote Desktop connection). After the administrator connects to the computer that has the
administration tools, the administrator can use the BizTalk Administration tools to manage all servers and applications
within the domain.

Assumptions About Other Components and Applications

All other applications and components that interact with the BizTalk Server environment are in a domain other than the E-
Business domain (for example, in a perimeter network). The traffic from those applications and components to and from the
BizTalk Server environment goes through Firewall 2.

Any third-party applications for BizTalk Server come from a trusted vendor.

Data Flow Diagrams

The final element of background information for each usage scenario is a data flow diagram (DFD). A DFD illustrates how data
flows through the architecture. Each scenario has a different DFD. In this document, the data flow diagrams contain the
elements shown in the following figure.

Figure 9 Elements of the DFD

Adapter Scenarios

In our sample architecture, we identified the following usage scenarios based on some of the adapters you can use out-of-the-
box:

HTTP and SOAP (Web services) adapters scenario
BizTalk Message Queuing adapter scenario
File adapter scenario
SQL adapter scenario
FTP adapter scenario

For each scenario, we followed these steps to complete the threat model analysis:



Collect background information
Create and analyze the threat model
Review threats
Identify mitigation techniques and technologies

For each scenario, we have tried to develop generic ratings of the level of threat that the various attacks might represent.
However, your environment or experience might suggest that a particular threat deserves a different rating than we have given
it. As with all security scenarios, your own data is the most robust to determine threat levels, and we recommend that you
conduct your own analysis, using our analysis and results as a guide.

The background information—except for the data flow diagram (DFD)—is the same for all our usage scenarios, and is
described earlier in "Background Information for all Scenarios." In the following sections we show the DFD for each scenario.

HTTP and SOAP Adapters Scenario

This section presents the threat model analysis (TMA) for the HTTP and SOAP (Web services) adapter scenario for the sample
architecture.

The following figure shows the sample architecture for the HTTP and SOAP adapters scenario.

Figure 10 Sample architecture for the HTTP/SOAP adapters scenario

Collect Background Information for HTTP and SOAP Adapters Scenario

This section provides the data flow diagram (DFD) for the HTTP and SOAP (Web services) adapters scenario for the sample
architecture.

All the other background information is the same for all our usage scenarios, and is described earlier in "Background
Information for all Scenarios."

Data Flow Diagram

The following figure shows the DFD for the sample architecture when you use the HTTP and SOAP (Web services) adapters.

Figure 11 DFD for the sample architecture of the HTTP/SOAP adapters scenario



The data flow is as follows:

1. A partner or customer sends a message through HTTP, HTTPS, or a Web service. The message is routed to the IP address
of Firewall 1.

2. Firewall 1 relays the message through Firewall 2 using reverse proxy.
3. Firewall 2 routes the message to the BizTalk Server that runs an instance of an isolated host for the HTTP or SOAP receive

adapter. The isolated host processes the message and puts it in the MessageBox database.
4. An instance of the processing host that has a subscription to the message picks it up from the MessageBox database,

does any additional processing, and puts the message back in the MessageBox database.
5. An instance of the isolated host that has an HTTP or SOAP send adapter picks up the message from the MessageBox

database. The message goes through any final processing in the send pipeline, and is sent back out to the partner or
customer. 

6. As the message is sent to the partner or customer, it is routed through Firewall 2 and through Firewall 1 using reverse
proxy.

Create and Analyze the Threat Model for HTTP and SOAP Adapters Scenario

This section provides the results of the TMA we did for the HTTP and SOAP (Web services) adapters scenario for the sample
architecture.

Identify Entry Points, Trust Boundaries, and Flow of Data

See background information described earlier in "Collect Background Information for HTTP and SOAP Adapters Scenario" and
"Background Information for all Scenarios."

Create a List of the Identified Threats

We used the following categorization for all entries in the DFD to identify potential threats to the scenario: Spoofing identify,
Tampering with data, Repudiation, Information disclosure, Denial of service, and Elevation of privileges. The following table
lists the threats we identified when you use the HTTP and SOAP adapters to send and receive messages to and from BizTalk
Server.

Table 1 List of threats
Threat Description Asset Impact



Send infinite-size m
essage

A malicious user can send a message of infinite size. BizTalk Serve
r environme
nt

Denial of s
ervice

Send lots of messa
ges to receive locati
on

A malicious user can send a large number of valid or invalid messages and flood
the application.

BizTalk Serve
r environme
nt

Denial of s
ervice

Read message bodi
es over HTTP

A malicious user can intercept the message as it travels from the sender to Firew
all 1, and can read the message.

Message pay
load

Informatio
n disclosur
e

Read user credentia
ls from message

If you use basic authentication, and the message contains user credentials, a mali
cious user can gain access to the credentials and use them to access the applicati
on.

User credenti
als

Informatio
n disclosur
e

Elevation o
f privilege

Review Threats for HTTP and SOAP Adapters Scenario

This section provides the results of the risk analysis we did for threats we identified for the HTTP and SOAP (Web services)
adapters scenario for the sample architecture. After the main threat model meeting, we reviewed the threats and used the
following impact categories to identify the risk for each threat: Damage potential, Reproducibility, Exploitability, Affected users,
and Discoverability.

Rate the Risks

The following table lists the risk ratings for the threats we identified when you use the HTTP and SOAP adapters to send and
receive messages to and from BizTalk Server.

Table 2 Risk ratings of threats
Threat Impact Damage pote

ntial
Reproducib
ility

Exploitab
ility

Affected u
sers

Discoverab
ility

Risk expos
ure

Send infinite-size message Denial of service 2 3 2 3 2 2.4

Send lots of messages to recei
ve location

Denial of service 3 3 1 3 3 2.6

Read message bodies over HT
TP

Information discl
osure

3 3 2 3 3 2.8

Read user credentials from me
ssage

Information discl
osure

Elevation of privi
lege

3 3 2 3 2 2.6

Identify Mitigation Techniques for HTTP and SOAP Adapters Scenario

This section presents some mitigation techniques for the threats we identified for the HTTP and SOAP (Web services) adapters
scenario for the sample architecture.

Mitigation Techniques

The following table lists mitigation techniques and technologies for the threats we identified when you use the HTTP and SOAP
adapters to send and receive messages to and from BizTalk Server.

Table 3 Mitigation techniques and technologies



Threa
t

Im
pa
ct

Ri
s
k 
e
x
p
o
s
u
re

Mitigation techniques and technologies

Send i
nfinite
-size 
messa
ge

De
nia
l of
ser
vic
e

2.
4

Limit the maximum size of an incoming message per URL and reject messages that exceed that maximum.

Send l
ots of 
messa
ges to 
receiv
e locat
ion

De
nia
l of
ser
vic
e

2.
6

The SOAP adapter takes advantage of HTTP to send and receive messages to and from BizTalk Server. Therefore,
you must follow the security recommendations to help secure Internet Information Services (IIS). If you use IIS 6.
0, make sure that you follow the IIS 6.0 recommendations on how to configure application isolation. For more in
formation, see the Microsoft TechNet Web site at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25222. If you use IIS 5.
0 or 5.1, make sure that you follow the IIS 5.0 recommendations to help secure IIS 5.0. For more information, see
the Microsoft TechNet Web site at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24776.

Use client authentication and party resolution to limit the number of messages being processed to only those th
at are valid and authorized.

Read 
messa
ge bo
dies o
ver HT
TP

Inf
or
ma
tio
n d
iscl
os
ure

2.
8

We recommend that you use S/MIME to help secure the content of messages sent to and from BizTalk Server.

We recommend that you use Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) to help secure the transmission of data to and from Biz
Talk Server and between BizTalk Server components distributed across your environment.

Read 
user cr
edenti
als fro
m mes
sage

Inf
or
ma
tio
n d
iscl
os
ure

Ele
vat
ion
of 
pri
vile
ge

2.
6

When you use basic authentication, or when you do not use encryption at the message level, we recommend tha
t you use SSL both to receive and send messages to make sure that an unauthorized person cannot read the use
r credentials.

BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter Scenario

This section presents the threat model analysis (TMA) for the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter scenario for the sample
architecture.

The following figure shows the sample architecture for the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter scenario.

Figure 12 Sample architecture for the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter scenario

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25222
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24776


Collect Background Information for BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter Scenario

This section provides the data flow diagram (DFD) for the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter scenario for the sample
architecture.

All the other background information is the same for all our usage scenarios, and is described earlier in "Background
Information for all Scenarios."

Data Flow Diagram

The following figure shows the DFD for the sample architecture when you use the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter.

Figure 13 DFD for the sample architecture of the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter scenario



The data flow is as follows:

1. A partner sends a message using Message Queuing or BizTalk Message Queuing. The message is packed in the
appropriate format and sent on the network. If you use Active Directory, the message goes through a series of Message
Queuing routers until it reaches the right destination (the BizTalk Server that runs a host instance of the BizTalk Message
Queuing receive adapter). 

2. An instance of an in-process host for the BizTalk Message Queuing receive adapter regularly receives the message from
a Message Queuing router (through Firewall 2), does any initial processing, sends the correct network responses as
defined by the network protocol, and puts the message in the MessageBox database.

3. An instance of the processing host that has a subscription to the message picks it up from the MessageBox database,
does any additional processing, and puts the message back in the MessageBox database.

4. An instance of the in-process host that has a BizTalk Message Queuing send adapter picks up the message from the
MessageBox database. The message goes through any final processing in the send pipeline, and is then sent through
Firewall 2 over the network to the partner or application.

Create and Analyze the Threat Model for BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter Scenario

This section provides the results of the TMA we did for the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter scenario for the sample
architecture.

Identify Entry Points, Trust Boundaries, and Flow of Data

See background information described earlier in "Collect Background Information for BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter
Scenario" and "Background Information for all Scenarios."

Create a List of the Identified Threats

We used the following categorization for all entries in the DFD to identify potential threats to the scenario: Spoofing identify,
Tampering with data, Repudiation, Information disclosure, Denial of service, and Elevation of privileges. The following table
lists the threats we identified when you use the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter to send and receive messages to and from
BizTalk Server.

Table 4 List of identified threats
Threat Description Asset Imp

act



Send lots of messages to rec
eive location

A malicious user can send a large number of valid or invalid messages and flood the 
application.

BizTal
k Serv
er env
ironm
ent

Deni
al of 
servi
ce

Message header travels in t
he clear on the wire

As the message travels from the queue to the BizTalk Message Queuing receive adap
ter, the message header is in the clear, and a malicious user can potentially read and 
tamper with the header.

Messa
ge he
ader

Tam
perin
g wit
h dat
a

Infor
mati
on di
sclos
ure

An unauthorized user can m
ake a network connection to
the BizTalk Server that runs 
the BizTalk Message Queuin
g host

You cannot use a discretionary access list (DACL) to restrict access to the BizTalk Mes
sage Queuing receive location. Therefore, anyone that can make a network connectio
n to the BizTalk Server that runs a host instance of the BizTalk Message Queuing rece
ive adapter and to port 1801 can send messages to the BizTalk Message Queuing rec
eive location.

BizTal
k Serv
er env
ironm
ent

Repu
diati
on

Tam
perin
g wit
h dat
a

Infor
mati
on di
sclos
ure

Deni
al of 
servi
ce

Eleva
tion 
of pr
ivile
ges

A malicious user can tamper
with the message before Biz
Talk Server receives it

A malicious user can intercept the message while it is in transit and modify it. Messa
ge bo
dy

Tam
perin
g wit
h dat
a

Infor
mati
on di
sclos
ure

Review Threats for BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter Scenario

This section provides the results of the risk analysis we did for threats we identified for the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter
scenario for the sample architecture. After the main threat model meeting, we reviewed the threats and used the following
impact categories to identify the risk for each threat: Damage potential, Reproducibility, Exploitability, Affected users, and
Discoverability.



Rate the Risks

The following table lists the risk ratings for the threats we identified when you use the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter to
send and receive messages to and from BizTalk Server.

Table 5 Risk ratings for identified threats
Threat Impact Damage 

potential
Reprod
ucibilit
y

Exploi
tabilit
y

Affect
ed use
rs

Discov
erabilit
y

Risk ex
posure

Send lots of messages to receive location Denial of s
ervice

8 7 7 7 5 6.8

Message header travels in the clear on the wire Tampering 
with data

Informatio
n disclosur
e

8 10 8 3 5 6.8

An unauthorized user can make a network connection to the 
BizTalk Server that runs the BizTalk Message Queuing host

Repudiatio
n

Tampering 
with data

Informatio
n disclosur
e

Denial of s
ervice

Elevation o
f privileges

8 10 9 9 9 9

A malicious user can tamper with the message before BizTalk
Server receives it

Tampering 
with data

Informatio
n disclosur
e

5 7 6 5 7 6

Identify Mitigation Techniques for BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter Scenario

This section presents some mitigation techniques for the threats we identified for the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter
scenario for the sample architecture.

Mitigation Techniques

The following table lists mitigation techniques and technologies for the threats we identified when you use the BizTalk
Message Queuing adapter to send and receive messages to and from BizTalk Server.

Table 6 Mitigation techniques and technologies
Threat Im

pa
ct

R
is
k 
e
x
p
o
s
u
r
e

Mitigation techniques and technologies



Send lots of mess
ages to receive loc
ation

De
nia
l of
ser
vic
e

6.
8

Use the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter in authentication-required mode. Set the Requires MSMQ
authentication flag on the receive location and AuthenticationRequired (Drop messages) on th
e receive port to true.

Configure BizTalk Message Queuing to require certificate-based authentication. This behavior occurs 
at the adapter level, and is different from the Party Resolution component of a BizTalk pipeline. If conf
igured, the public certificate is included with the incoming message. This is the only client authenticati
on mode available for BizTalk Message Queuing. To use this client authentication mode, you must ins
tall BizTalk Message Queuing with Active Directory Integration Mode. When you use this feature, rem
ember to select the Require Authentication check box on the property dialog box for the BizTalk M
essage Queuing receive location.

Message header tr
avels in the clear o
n the wire

Ta
m
pe
rin
g 
wit
h d
ata

Inf
or
ma
tio
n d
iscl
os
ur
e

6.
8

Use Internet Protocol security (IPsec) to help protect the message body and the message header as it 
travels from one server to another.



An unauthorized u
ser can make a ne
twork connection 
to the BizTalk Serv
er that runs the Bi
zTalk Message Qu
euing host

Re
pu
dia
tio
n

Ta
m
pe
rin
g 
wit
h d
ata

Inf
or
ma
tio
n d
iscl
os
ur
e

De
nia
l of
ser
vic
e

Ele
vat
ion
of 
pri
vil
eg
es

9 Create a custom pipeline with a Party Resolution pipeline component, and then configure the Party R
esolution component to use the Sender ID (SID) to resolve the party. Set the Resolve Party By Certif
icate property to False, and the Resolve Party By SID property to True. For more information, see "
Configuring the Party Resolution Pipeline Component" in BizTalk Server 2004 Help.

On the receive port, set the Authentication property to Required (Drop Messages).

A malicious user c
an tamper with th
e message before 
BizTalk Server rec
eives it

Ta
m
pe
rin
g 
wit
h d
ata

Inf
or
ma
tio
n d
iscl
os
ur
e

6 Use protocol-level authentication to make sure the message was not tampered with while in transit. T
o use protocol-level authentication, you must have a Message Queuing router in the E-Business dom
ain. Configure BizTalk Server as follows:

On the BizTalk Messaging page of the Configuration Wizard, provide the name of the router.
For the receive port, set the Authentication property to Required (Drop Messages) or Requ
ired (Keep Messages).
For the send handler, on the General tab, in the MSMQ Router name box, type the name of th
e Message Queuing router.
For the send port, select Use MSMQ Authentication. 

File Adapter Scenario

This section presents the threat model analysis (TMA) for the File adapter scenario for the sample architecture.



The following figure shows the sample architecture for the File adapter scenario.

Figure 14 Sample architecture for the File adapter scenario

Collect Background Information for File Adapter Scenario

This section provides the data flow diagram (DFD) for the File adapter scenario for the sample architecture.

All the other background information is the same for all our usage scenarios, and is described earlier in "Background
Information for all Scenarios."

Data Flow Diagram

The following figure shows the DFD for the sample architecture when you use the File adapter.

Figure 15 DFD for the sample architecture of the File adapter scenario



The data flow is as follows:

1. A partner puts a message (through Firewall 1) in the File server in the intranet perimeter network. 
2. An instance of an in-process host for the File receive adapter regularly polls the File server for new messages (through

Firewall 2). After it finds a new message, it retrieves the message, does any initial processing, and puts the message in the
MessageBox database.

3. An instance of the processing host that has a subscription to the message picks it up from the MessageBox database,
does any additional processing, and puts the message back in the MessageBox database.

4. An instance of the in-process host that has a File send adapter picks up the message from the MessageBox database. The
message goes through any final processing in the send pipeline, and is then sent through Firewall 2 to the File server.

5. The partner picks up the message from the File server.

Create and Analyze the Threat Model for File Adapter Scenario

This section provides the results of the TMA we did for the File adapter scenario for the sample architecture.

Identify Entry Points, Trust Boundaries, and Flow of Data

See background information described earlier in "Collect Background Information for File Adapter Scenario" and "Background
Information for all Scenarios."

Create a List of the Identified Threats

We used the following categorization for all entries in the DFD to identify potential threats to the scenario: Spoofing identify,
Tampering with data, Repudiation, Information disclosure, Denial of service, and Elevation of privileges. The following table
lists the threats we identified when you use the File adapter to send and receive messages to and from BizTalk Server.

Table 7 List of identified threats



Threat Description Asse
t

Impact

Unauthorized user can r
etrieve messages from f
ile drop folder

If you have not set strong discretionary access lists (DACLs) for the folders that the Fil
e adapter uses, an unauthorized user can drop messages in the file receive location, or
pick up messages from the file send location.

Mess
age b
ody

Tamperi
ng with 
data

Informat
ion discl
osure

Unauthorized user can s
ubmit messages to BizT
alk Server

If a user has write permissions to the file folder from which BizTalk Server picks up me
ssages, an unauthorized user can submit messages to BizTalk Server.

Mess
age b
ody

Denial o
f service

Elevatio
n of priv
ileges

Review Threats for File Adapter Scenario

This section provides the results of the risk analysis we did for threats we identified for the File adapter scenario for the sample
architecture. After the main threat model meeting, we reviewed the threats and used the following impact categories to identify
the risk for each threat: Damage potential, Reproducibility, Exploitability, Affected users, and Discoverability.

Rate the Risks

The following table lists the risk ratings for the threats we identified when you use the File adapter to send and receive
messages to and from BizTalk Server.

Table 8 Risk ratings for identified threats
Threat Impact Damage po

tential
Reproduci
bility

Exploita
bility

Affected 
users

Discovera
bility

Risk exp
osure

Unauthorized user can retrieve messages 
from file drop folder

Tampering wit
h data

Information di
sclosure

4 7 5 4 6 5.2

Unauthorized user can submit messages t
o BizTalk Server

Denial of servi
ce

Elevation of pri
vileges

4 7 5 4 5 5.2

Identify Mitigation Techniques for File Adapter Scenario

This section presents some mitigation techniques for the threats we identified for the File adapter scenario for the sample
architecture.

Mitigation Techniques

The following table lists mitigation techniques and technologies for the threats we identified when you use the File adapter to
send and receive messages to and from BizTalk Server.

Table 9 Mitigation techniques and technologies
Threat Impact Risk 

exp
osur
e

Mitigation techniques and technologies



Unauthorized user can 
retrieve messages fro
m file drop folder

Tamperi
ng with 
data

Informa
tion dis
closure

5.2 For the folder from which BizTalk Server picks up messages, use a strong discretionary a
ccess list (DACL) as follows:

For the service account for the host instance for the host that runs the receive ada
pter, set read, write, delete files, and delete subfolders and files permissions to the 
directory from which the file receive location picks up messages.
For the external user or application that drops files to this folder, set write permissi
ons.
For the BizTalk Administrators group, set full control.

For the folder to which BizTalk Server drops messages, use a strong DACL as follows:

For the service account for the host instance for the host that runs the send adapte
r, set write permissions.
For the external user or application that drops files to this folder, set read permissi
ons.
For the BizTalk Administrators group, set full control.

Unauthorized user can 
submit messages to Bi
zTalk Server

Denial o
f service

Elevatio
n of pri
vileges

5.2 Set strong DACLs in the receive location drop directories as indicated earlier.

SQL Adapter Scenario

This section presents the threat model analysis (TMA) for the SQL adapter scenario for the sample architecture.

The following figure shows the sample architecture for the SQL adapter scenario.

Figure 16 Sample architecture for the SQL adapter scenario

Collect Background Information for SQL Adapter Scenario

This section provides the data flow diagram (DFD) for the SQL adapter scenario for the sample architecture.



All the other background information is the same for all our usage scenarios, and is described earlier in "Background
Information for all Scenarios."

Data Flow Diagram

The following figure shows the DFD for the sample architecture when you use the SQL adapter.

Figure 17 DFD for the sample architecture of the SQL adapter scenario

The data flow is as follows:

1. A partner or employee accesses the SQL Server in the intranet perimeter network (through Firewall 1) to modify fields in
a database. 

2. An instance of an in-process host for the SQL receive adapter periodically polls for SQL result sets as configured in the
SQL receive location (through Firewall 2). After it finds a new result set, it retrieves the data, does any initial processing,
and puts a message with this data in the MessageBox database.

3. An instance of the processing host that has a subscription to the message picks it up from the MessageBox database,
does any additional processing, and puts the message back in the MessageBox database.

4. An instance of the in-process host that has a SQL send adapter picks up the message from the MessageBox database. The
message goes through any final processing in the send pipeline, and is then sent through Firewall 2 to the SQL Server in
the intranet perimeter network.

5. The partner or employee reviews the updated data in the SQL Server. 

Create and Analyze the Threat Model for SQL Adapter Scenario

This section provides the results of the TMA we did for the SQL adapter scenario for the sample architecture.

Identify Entry Points, Trust Boundaries, and Flow of Data

See background information described earlier in "Collect Background Information for SQL Adapter Scenario" and "Background
Information for all Scenarios."



Create a List of the Identified Threats

We used the following categorization for all entries in the DFD to identify potential threats to the scenario: Spoofing identify,
Tampering with data, Repudiation, Information disclosure, Denial of service, and Elevation of privileges. The following table
lists the threats we identified when you use the SQL adapter to send and receive messages to and from BizTalk Server.

Table 10 List of identified threats
Threat Description Asset Impact

A malicious user can tamper with messages as they go fro
m BizTalk Server to SQL Server and vice versa

The communication between the SQL adapter
and the SQL Server is in clear text.

Messag
e body

Spoofing id
entity

Tampering 
with data

Review Threats for SQL Adapter Scenario

This section provides the results of the risk analysis we did for threats we identified for the SQL adapter scenario for the
sample architecture. After the main threat model meeting, we reviewed the threats and used the used the following impact
categories to identify the risk for each threat: Damage potential, Reproducibility, Exploitability, Affected users, and
Discoverability.

Rate the Risks

The following table lists the risk ratings for the threats we identified when you use the SQL adapter to send and receive
messages to and from BizTalk Server.

Table 11 Risk rating of identified threats
Threat Impact Damage 

potential
Reprod
ucibility

Exploit
ability

Affecte
d users

Discove
rability

Risk ex
posure

A malicious user can tamper with messages as they go fr
om BizTalk Server to SQL Server and vice versa

Spoofing i
dentity

Tampering
with data

8 10 8 3 5 6.8

Identify Mitigation Techniques for SQL Adapter Scenario

This section presents some mitigation techniques for the threats we identified for the SQL adapter scenario for the sample
architecture.

Mitigation Techniques

The following table lists mitigation techniques and technologies for the threats we identified when you use the SQL adapter to
send and receive messages to and from BizTalk Server.

Table 12 Mitigation techniques and technologies
Threat Impact Risk e

xposur
e

Mitigation techniques and technologies

A malicious user can tamper with messages as they 
go from BizTalk Server to SQL Server and vice versa

Spoofing i
dentity

Tamperin
g with dat
a

6.8 Use Internet Protocol security (IPsec) to help protect t
he message as it travels from one server to another.

FTP Adapter Scenario

This section presents the threat model analysis (TMA) for the FTP adapter scenario for the sample architecture.

The following figure shows the sample architecture for the FTP adapter scenario.

Figure 18 Sample architecture for the FTP adapter scenario



Collect Background Information for FTP Adapter Scenario

This section provides the data flow diagram (DFD) for the FTP adapter scenario for the sample architecture.

All the other background information is the same for all our usage scenarios, and is described earlier in "Background
Information for all Scenarios."

Data Flow Diagram

The following figure shows the DFD for the sample architecture when you use the FTP adapter.

Figure 19 DFD for the sample architecture of the FTP adapter scenario



The data flow is as follows:

1. A partner or customer sends a message to the FTP server. The message is routed to the IP address of Firewall 1.
2. Firewall 1 receives the message, and routes it to the FTP server located in the Internet perimeter network.
3. An instance of an in-process host for the FTP receive adapter regularly polls the FTP server for new messages (through

Firewall 2). After it finds a new message, it retrieves the message, does any initial processing, and puts the message in the
MessageBox database.

4. An instance of the processing host that has a subscription to the message picks it up from the MessageBox database,
does any additional processing, and puts the message back in the MessageBox database.

5. An instance of the in-process host that has an FTP send adapter picks up the message from the MessageBox database.
The message goes through any final processing in the send pipeline, and is then sent through Firewall 2 to the FTP
server.

6. The FTP server then routes the message through Firewall 1 back to the partner or customer.

Create and Analyze the Threat Model for FTP Adapter Scenario

This section provides the results of the TMA we did for the FTP adapter scenario for the sample architecture.

Identify Entry Points, Trust Boundaries, and Flow of Data

See background information described earlier in "Collect Background Information for FTP Adapter Scenario" and "Background
Information for all Scenarios."

Create a List of the Identified Threats

We used the following categorization for all entries in the DFD to identify potential threats to the scenario: Spoofing identify,
Tampering with data, Repudiation, Information disclosure, Denial of service, and Elevation of privileges. The following table
lists the threats we identified when you use the FTP adapter to send and receive messages to and from BizTalk Server.



Table 13 List of identified threats
Threat Description Ass

et
Impa
ct

FTP protocol is n
ot secure

FTP protocol user ID and password are sent as clear text. A malicious user can monitor the netwo
rk to access credentials. Data is exposed.

Use
r cr
ede
ntial
s

Spoof
ing id
entity

Tamp
ering 
with d
ata

Infor
matio
n discl
osure

FTP server is vul
nerable to unaut
horized DHCP se
rver attacks

If the URI does not contain the password of the user but it is specified on the handler, at run time
the password from the handler is currently sent to the FTP server. If there is a rogue FTP server li
stening for authentication calls, it might steal passwords in this way. One solution is to enable/di
sable using the password at the handler level.

FTP 
serv
er

Spoof
ing id
entity

Tamp
ering 
with d
ata

Infor
matio
n discl
osure

Review Threats for FTP Adapter Scenario

This section provides the results of the risk analysis we did for threats we identified for the FTP adapter scenario for the sample
architecture. After the main threat model meeting, we reviewed the threats and used the used the following impact categories
to identify the risk for each threat: Damage potential, Reproducibility, Exploitability, Affected users, and Discoverability.

Rate the Risks

The following table lists the risk ratings for the threats we identified when you use the FTP adapter to send and receive
messages to and from BizTalk Server.

Table 14 Risk ratings for identified threats
Threat Impact Damage po

tential
Reproduci
bility

Exploita
bility

Affected 
users

Discovera
bility

Risk exp
osure

FTP protocol is not secure Spoofing ident
ity

Tampering wit
h data

Information di
sclosure

9 9 2 10 5 7

FTP server is vulnerable to unauthorized 
DHCP server attacks

Spoofing ident
ity

Tampering wit
h data

Information di
sclosure

5 5 2 10 5 5.4

Identify Mitigation Techniques for FTP Adapter Scenario

This section presents some mitigation techniques for the threats we identified for the FTP adapter scenario for the sample



architecture.

Mitigation Techniques

The following table lists mitigation techniques and technologies for the threats we identified when you use the FTP adapter to
send and receive messages to and from BizTalk Server.

Table 15 Mitigation techniques and technologies
Threat Impact Risk e

xpos
ure

Mitigation techniques and technologies

FTP protocol is not secure Spoofing 
identity

Tamperin
g with da
ta

Informati
on disclo
sure

7 The FTP adapter must be used within a secure environment and over a secure line
.

FTP server is vulnerable to
unauthorized DHCP server
attacks

Spoofing 
identity

Tamperin
g with da
ta

Informati
on disclo
sure

5.4 We recommend that you put the remote FTP server in a secure location. You must
ensure the physical and network security of this server to minimize unauthorized 
DHCP server attacks.

Enterprise Single Sign-On Scenario

This section presents the threat model analysis (TMA) for the Enterprise Single Sign-On scenario for the sample architecture.

The following figure shows the base sample architecture, which includes the Enterprise Single Sign-On scenario.

Figure 20 Base sample architecture that includes the Enterprise Single Sign-On scenario

Collect Background Information for Enterprise Single Sign-On Scenario

This section provides the data flow diagram (DFD) for using the Enterprise Single Sign-On scenario when you map Windows



credentials to the credentials you use to connect to a back-end network.

All the other background information is the same for all our usage scenarios, and is described earlier in "Background
Information for all Scenarios."

Data Flow Diagram

The following figure shows the DFD for the Enterprise Single Sign-On scenario.

Figure 21 DFD for the Enterprise Single Sign-On scenario

The data flow is as follows:

1. The user or application logs on with Windows credentials. 
2. Enterprise Single Sign-On uses the Windows credentials to request the credentials for the back-end network.
3. Enterprise Single Sign-On maps the Windows credentials to the back-end credentials stored in the Credential database.
4. Enterprise Single Sign-On retrieves the back-end credentials, and uses them to connect the user or application to the

back-end network.

Create and Analyze the Threat Model for Enterprise Single Sign-On Scenario

This section provides the results of the TMA we did for the Enterprise Single Sign-On scenario for the sample architecture.

Identify Entry Points, Trust Boundaries, and Flow of Data

See background information described earlier in "Collect Background Information for Enterprise Single Sign-On Scenario" and
"Background Information for all Scenarios."

Create a List of the Identified Threats

We used the following categorization for all entries in the DFD to identify potential threats to the scenario: Spoofing identify,
Tampering with data, Repudiation, Information disclosure, Denial of service, and Elevation of privileges. The following table
lists the threats we identified when you use Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) to send and receive messages to and from BizTalk
Server.

Table 16 List of identified threats
Threat Description Asset Impact

Master secret server is a single poi
nt of failure

If a malicious user compromises the master secret server, the SSO 
computer is unable to encrypt credentials (it is able to continue dec
rypting credentials).

BizTalk and 
SSO environ
ment

Denial of 
service



A malicious user can spoof a client 
or server

If a client or server runs Windows without NTLM authentication, a 
malicious user can spoof the client or server.

BizTalk and 
SSO environ
ment

Spoofing 
identity

Tamperin
g with da
ta

Repudiati
on

Informati
on disclo
sure

Denial of 
service

Elevation 
of privile
ges

A malicious user can tamper with t
he data as it travels from one serve
r to another

The communication between servers is in clear text, and a maliciou
s user can potentially read the data as it travels.

Data Tamperin
g with da
ta

Informati
on disclo
sure

Review Threats for Enterprise Single Sign-On Scenario

This section provides the results of the risk analysis we did for threats we identified for the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO)
scenario for the reference architecture. After the main threat model meeting, we reviewed the threats and used the used the
following impact categories to identify the risk for each threat: Damage potential, Reproducibility, Exploitability, Affected users,
and Discoverability.

Rate the Risks

The following table lists the risk ratings for the threats we identified when you use Enterprise Single Sign-On to send and
receive messages to and from BizTalk Server.

Table 18 Risk rating of identified threats
Threat Impact Damage p

otential
Reprodu
cibility

Exploit
ability

Affected
users

Discover
ability

Risk exp
osure

Master secret server is a single point of failure Denial of ser
vice

2 3 2 1 2 2

A malicious user can spoof a client or server Spoofing ide
ntity

Tampering w
ith data

Repudiation

Information 
disclosure

Denial of ser
vice

Elevation of p
rivileges

3 2 2 2 1 2



A malicious user can tamper with the data as it tr
avels from one server to another

Tampering w
ith data

Information 
disclosure

3 1 1 2 1 1.6

Identify Mitigation Techniques for Enterprise Single Sign-On Scenario

This section presents some mitigation techniques for the threats we identified for the Enterprise Single Sign-On scenario for
the sample architecture.

Mitigation Techniques

The following table lists mitigation techniques and technologies for the threats we identified when you use Enterprise Single
Sign-On.

Table 17 Mitigation techniques and technologies
Threat Imp

act
Ri
sk 
ex
po
su
re

Mitigation techniques and technologies

Master secret ser
ver is a single poi
nt of failure

Den
ial o
f ser
vice

2 Use an active-passive cluster configuration for the master secret server. For more information about
clustering the master secret server, see "Clustering the Master Secret Server" in BizTalk Server 2004 
Help.

A malicious user 
can spoof a client
or server

Spo
ofin
g id
entit
y

Tam
peri
ng 
with
data

Rep
udia
tion

Info
rma
tion 
discl
osur
e

Den
ial o
f ser
vice

Elev
atio
n of 
privi
lege
s

2 If your network supports Kerberos authentication, you should register all SSO servers. When you us
e Kerberos authentication between the master secret server and the Credential database, you must c
onfigure Service Principal Names (SPN) on the SQL Server where the Credential database is located.
For more information about how to configure Service Principal Names, see the Microsoft Download 
Web site at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=20797.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=20797


 

 

A malicious user 
can tamper with 
the data as it trav
els from one serv
er to another

Tam
peri
ng 
with
data

Info
rma
tion 
discl
osur
e

1.
6

Use Internet Protocol security (IPsec) or Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) between all the SSO servers and
the Credential database. For more information about SSL, see the Microsoft Help and Support Web 
site at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=16731. For more information about how to use SSL b
etween all the SSO servers and the Credential database, see "Enabling SSL for Enterprise Single Sign
-On" in BizTalk Server 2004 Help.

Best Practices

This section provides some recommendations and best practices when you work to secure your Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004
environment.

Evaluate Security from Multiple Angles

To maximize the protection of your environment, you must take a multistep approach. You must address your network
environment, address communications with customers and partners, and educate end users about security best practices. The
following list presents some actions that you might take:

Protect the network environment
Apply the "defense in depth" philosophy to help protect critical computers, applications, and data 
Keep all computers and applications up-to-date with software updates
Run only the services you need
Enforce the use of strong passwords

Protect communications with customers and partners
Protect in-transit messages from being read and tampered with by malicious users

Educate end users about security best practices
Use strong passwords
Do not run with administration user rights
Run only the services you need
Keep all client computers up-to-date with software updates
Do not share security information with others ("social hacking")

As you can see, the best way to help protect your environment is to include security in all aspects of your environment and
throughout the product life cycle. When you do this, you can avoid some malicious attacks and, if an attack occurs, you can
minimize or contain its effect.

Do a Threat Model Analysis

A threat model analysis (TMA) can help you identify the threats your environment might be exposed to, how to fix them, and
how important it is to fix them.

Review Best Practices for a BizTalk Server Environment

In BizTalk Server 2004 Help, "Security Recommendations for a BizTalk Server Deployment" provides best practices for how to
secure your BizTalk Server environment, and "Security Recommendations for BizTalk Server Components" provides additional
deployment and security recommendations for each BizTalk Server component.

Sample Solution

This section contains a sample solution that illustrates some things that you have to think about when you design your
Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 implementation. This section shows the sample architecture and how to implement the sample
solution with Internet Protocol security (IPsec).

The sample addresses a common business problem: "How do I architect a secure application that uses BizTalk Server?" The
application starts with a user that sends an order to BizTalk Server for processing. BizTalk Server, in turn, communicates with
Microsoft SQL Server to post information and to retrieve information about the order. BizTalk Server then sends a
confirmation to the user through the sample application.

This sample is relevant to the subject of this document because of the steps that we took to help reduce the effect of the

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=16731


security risks we identified in the threat model analysis for the sample. For example, we implemented IPsec among all the
computers to make sure that certain computers are accessible by only a limited number of other computers. You will also see
how to set up specific Active Directory accounts that BizTalk Server uses.

The following sections provide detailed information about the architecture of the sample solution, and instructions on how to
configure it. One section documents a threat model analysis that we performed on the sample architecture and how we
reduced the effect of the threats identified.

Architecture

This section describes the architecture for the security sample application that is included with this document.

Architecture Overview

The following figure is a high-level view of the sample architecture. The sample is made up of four computers. Three of these
computers would typically be server-class computers in a production environment. The last computer would typically be a
workstation-class computer in a production environment.

Figure 22 High-level view of four-computer sample

The following paragraphs describe the computers and how they work together.

Domain Controller

This computer hosts the domain controller for the Contoso domain. The domain controller maintains the group, user, and
access information that we used in the security sample. The domain controller also enforces the IPsec rules that we created in
the sample configuration.

Note
In this sample architecture, the application computer, which would be past the intranet perimeter network, shares the domai
n controller (and Active Directory) with the BizTalk Server and the SQL Server. In a production environment, we recommend t
hat the client computer be on a different domain.

For more information about how to secure your domain controller, see Chapter 4 of the Windows Server 2003 Security Guide
(http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=45295)

SQL Server

This computer hosts Microsoft SQL Server and its databases. It contains the BizTalk configuration and data databases and the
business data for the sample application.

For more information about how to secure SQL Server, see SQL Server 2000 SP3 Security Features and Best Practices: Security
Best Practices Checklist (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=45296)

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=45295
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=45296


BizTalk Server

This computer hosts Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 and the master secret server. BizTalk Server processes the order received
from the application and sends the confirmation to the predetermined Message Queuing (also known as MSMQ) message
queue.

For more information about how to secure Internet Information Services, which runs on the BizTalk Server computer when you
use HTTP or SOAP, see Checklist: Securing your Web Server (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=45294) and Chapter 8 of
the Windows Server 2003 Security Guide (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=45295)

Application Computer

This computer hosts the test application and the Message Queuing message queue. To start the security sample, you run a
sample application from this computer to send an order to BizTalk Server for processing.

Prerequisites

The security sample is made up of four different computers, and each computer plays an integral part in the overall sample.
This section describes the hardware and software prerequisites for each computer. The sample was created and tested using
Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Standard Edition as the operating system for each computer.

Domain Controller

The recommended requirements for the domain controller computer are:

550 MHz CPU
256 MB RAM
2+ GB of hard disk space
Windows Server 2003 operating system

SQL Server

The recommended requirements for the Microsoft SQL Server computer are:

550 MHz CPU
256 MB RAM
4 GB of hard disk space
Windows Server 2003 operating system
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 with the latest service packs

BizTalk Server 2004

The recommended requirements for the Microsoft BizTalk Server computer are:

450 MHz CPU
512 MB RAM
6 GB of hard disk space
Windows Server 2003 operating system
Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 and its prerequisite software

Application Client

The recommended requirements for the application client computer are:

450 MHz CPU
512 MB RAM
2 GB of hard disk space
Windows Server 2003 operating system
Microsoft Message Queuing

Threat Model Analysis for the Sample Application

This section provides the steps and results of a threat model analysis (TMA) done for the sample application. It outlines how a
TMA works, describes the potential threats we identified in the sample application, and also describes how we mitigated those
threats.

Collect Background Information

Before the main threat model meeting, we collected the following background information about our sample application:

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=45294
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=45295


Before the main threat model meeting, we collected the following background information about our sample application:

Usage scenarios
Data flow diagrams (DFDs)
Boundaries and scope of the application
Boundaries between trusted and untrusted components
Configuration and administration model for the components
Assumptions about other components and applications

Usage Scenarios

The sample depicts a Point of Sale (PoS) application in which a salesperson from Contoso requests inventory items for the
store. The salesperson uses a custom application to submit the request for items. The application then submits the request to
Microsoft BizTalk Server, where the appropriate orchestration processes the order. BizTalk Server updates the Microsoft SQL
Server database that contains business data with the requested information; it does a warehouse inventory check, and then
submits an acknowledgement and inventory status back to the salesperson.

This PoS application is used in an intranet environment, and salespeople and managers have access to it. For our sample, the
PoS application only has users; administrators have not been defined. Therefore, no user group needs special permissions for
BizTalk Server. The users of the PoS application need permissions to put messages in Message Queuing (also known as
MSMQ).

We created the user group accounts and individual group accounts in Active Directory.

Data Flow Diagrams

The following figure shows the Level 0 DFD for the sample application.

Figure 23 Level 0 DFD for the sample application

The following figure shows the Level 1 DFD for the sample application.

Figure 24 Level 1 DFD for the sample application



The data flow is as follows:

1. The salesperson uses a fixed form within the PoS application to choose the number of items to order (inventory request).
2. The PoS application transforms the fixed form into an XML document. It then sends the XML document to BizTalk Server

by using the BizTalk Message Queuing (also known as MSMQT) receive adapter.
3. After the receive adapter does the initial processing of the message, it puts the message in the MessageBox database. A

BizTalk orchestration that has the right subscription picks up the message, processes it, and puts it back in the
MessageBox database.

4. The SQL send adapter then picks up the message and sends it to a stored procedure in the SQL Server database with the
business data. The stored procedure enters the data into a database table and sends the message back to the SQL receive
adapter. The receive adapter puts the document back in the MessageBox database.

5. The BizTalk Message Queuing send adapter picks up the message from the MessageBox database, gets it ready to send
out, and puts it in the Message Queuing queue that the PoS application uses.

6. The PoS application picks up the message and displays the acknowledgement to the salesperson.

Boundaries and Scope of the Application

This sample PoS application is used in an intranet environment, and salespeople and managers have access to it. 
At this point, only one user at a time can use the application.
The sample application retrieves business data from the business data database.
The sample application is not connected to the Internet.
Only users who have a valid account in the domain can use the sample application.



Boundaries Between Trusted and Untrusted Components

To create boundaries, we followed these recommendations:

Use different hosts as a security boundary between applications within BizTalk Server.
Use Internet Protocol security (IPsec) to restrict communication between servers.

If you use this sample to guide you when you develop your own environment, you should use a firewall to restrict access from
the application server to the BizTalk Server computer and the databases.

Configuration and Administration Model for the Component

Configuration

Install only the BizTalk Server runtime, the master secret server, and the administration tools on the BizTalk Server
computer. There are no development tools on this computer.
The server that contains the sample PoS application does not have any BizTalk Server components.
The computer that runs SQL Server contains both the business data database and the BizTalk Server databases. 
Do not use the default names for the BizTalk Server group accounts and services accounts.
Do not use the default names for the BizTalk Server hosts.
Create a host for the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter (in-process host), a host for the SQL adapter (in-process), a host
for processing (in-process), and a host for tracking (in-process).

Administration

Administrators can connect to the BizTalk Server to administer the BizTalk Server components and services. 

Assumptions About Other Components and Applications

This issue is not applicable; this is a stand-alone application.

Create and Analyze the Threat Model

This section describes the key steps and findings from the threat model meeting.

Identify Entry Points, Trust Boundaries, and Flow of Data

At the beginning of the meeting, we reviewed the background information we collected prior to the meeting, and identified the
entry points, trust boundaries, and the flow of data.

Entry points

PoS application
Message Queuing

Trust boundaries

See "Boundaries and Scope of the Application" in the previous topic.
See "Boundaries Between Trusted and Untrusted Components" in the previous topic.

Flow of data

See "Data Flow Diagrams" in the previous topic.

Create a List of the Identified Threats

We identified the following potential threats to the PoS application by using the following categorization: Spoofing identify,
Tampering with data, Repudiation, Information disclosure, Denial of service, and Elevation of privileges. Note that all identified
threats are listed, even if we already reduced their effect.

Table 19 List of identified threats
Threat Description Asset Impact



An unauthorized user 
can put messages in t
he queue.

If a user has write permissions to the queue 
from which BizTalk Server picks up message
s, then that user can submit messages to Biz
Talk Server.

BizTal
k Ser
ver e
nviro
nmen
t

Spoofing identity

Tampering with data

Elevation of privileges

A malicious user can t
amper with messages 
as they go from BizTal
k Server to SQL Serve
r and vice versa.

By default, the communication between BizT
alk Server and the SQL Server databases is i
n clear text. A malicious user can read the da
ta as it travels from one server to another.

Mess
age

Spoofing identity

Tampering with data

A malicious user can t
amper with the applic
ation binaries.

If a malicious user has access to the network
resources, that user might be able to locate t
he binaries for the PoS application, tamper 
with them, and cause unwanted behavior.

Test a
pplica
tion

Tampering with data

Information disclosure

Denial of service

Elevation of privileges

We cannot prove that 
we received a messag
e, or that we sent a re
ply.

If there are no good audit mechanisms in pl
ace, then we might not be able to prove that
a particular employee submitted an order, o
r that BizTalk Server sent an acknowledgem
ent.

Mess
age

Repudiation

Employees can order 
as many items as they
want.

There should be a limit on how many items 
employees can order; require management 
approval to exceed that limit.

Inven
tory

Tampering with data

Elevation of privileges

Note
While this is not a standard elevation of privileges t
hreat (employees cannot gain control of the applica
tion through this threat), employees currently can o
rder more items than they should, which is a differe
nt form of elevation of privileges.

A malicious user can s
ee and retrieve data in
the Message Queuing 
queue.

If users can access the queue to which BizTal
k drops messages, then they can read and 
modify the messages.

Mess
age

Spoofing identity

Tampering with data

Information disclosure

A malicious user can i
nsert a bad message i
nto BizTalk Server.

Communication between BizTalk Server and
the PoS application is in clear text. A malicio
us user can identify the communication cha
nnel, and send unauthorized messages to Bi
zTalk Server.

Mess
age

Tampering with data

Spoofing identity

A malicious user can i
nsert a bad message i
nto the test applicatio
n.

A malicious user can provide invalid data to 
the PoS application, which can help the user
break into the stored procedure that BizTalk 
Server uses to retrieve business data.

Data i
n the 
busin
ess d
ataba
se

Tampering with data

Information disclosure

Elevation of privileges



A malicious user can u
se the stored procedu
re as an access point t
o the business databa
se.

If a malicious user gains access to the stored
procedure that BizTalk Server uses to retriev
e business data, then the user can use the st
ored procedure to access and modify the da
ta in the business database.

Data i
n the 
busin
ess d
ataba
se

Tampering with data

Information disclosure

A malicious user can s
ee data in the stored p
rocedure.

If a malicious user gains access to the stored
procedure that BizTalk Server uses to retriev
e business data, then the user can see and 
modify the data within the stored procedure

Data i
n the 
busin
ess d
ataba
se

Tampering with data

Information disclosure

An unauthorized user 
can retrieve data in th
e business database.

Only the people and processes that must ac
cess the data in the business database shoul
d have access to the database.

Data i
n the 
busin
ess d
ataba
se

Tampering with data

Information disclosure

Review Threats

After the main threat model meeting, we reviewed the threats and used the used the following impact categories to identify the
risk for each threat: Damage potential, Reproducibility, Exploitability, Affected users, and Discoverability.

Rate the Risks

The following table lists the threats and their risk ratings.

Table 20 List of threats and their risk ratings
Threat Impact Damage 

potential
Reprod
ucibility

Exploit
ability

Affecte
d users

Discove
rability

Risk ex
posure

An unauthorized user can put messages in the queue. Spoofing id
entity

Tampering 
with data

Elevation of
privileges

8 8 8 3 5 6.4

A malicious user can tamper with messages as they go fr
om BizTalk Server to SQL Server and vice versa.

Spoofing id
entity

Tampering 
with data

8 10 8 3 5 6.8

A malicious user can tamper with the application binaries
.

Tampering 
with data

Information
disclosure

Denial of se
rvice

Elevation of
privileges

10 5 5 8 4 6.4

We cannot prove that we received a message, or that we 
sent a reply.

Repudiation 6 10 5 5 4 6



Employees can order as many items as they want. Tampering 
with data

Elevation of
privileges

10 10 10 5 10 9

A malicious user can see and retrieve data in the Messag
e Queuing queue.

Spoofing id
entity

Tampering 
with data

Information
disclosure

8 9 7 4 5 6.6

A malicious user can insert a bad message into BizTalk S
erver.

Tampering 
with data

Spoofing id
entity

8 7 6 3 4 5.6

A malicious user can insert a bad message into the test a
pplication.

Tampering 
with data

Information
disclosure

Elevation of
privileges

8 9 6 3 4 6

A malicious user can use the stored procedure as an acce
ss point to the business database.

Tampering 
with data

Information
disclosure

8 8 7 3 5 6.2

A malicious user can see data in the stored procedure. Tampering 
with data

Information
disclosure

8 8 8 3 5 6.4

An unauthorized user can retrieve data in the business d
atabase.

Tampering 
with data

Information
disclosure

10 7 7 10 7 8.2

Identify Mitigation Techniques and Technologies

After we identified the threats and their risks, we proceeded to identify the mitigation techniques for each threat.

Mitigation Techniques and Technologies

The following table lists the threats, the mitigation techniques, and whether we implemented the mitigation for the PoS
application. The threats are ordered from greater risk to lower risk.

Table 21 Mitigation techniques and technologies
Threat Imp

act
Ris
k e
xp
os
ur
e

Mitigation techniques and technologies Implemented?



Employees can order as 
many items as they want
.

Tam
peri
ng w
ith d
ata

Elev
ation
of pr
ivile
ges

9 Modify the application so that there is a limit to the number of items th
at a person can order.

An additional modification is to enable a manager to order more items
, or to require manager approval for an employee to order more than t
he maximum allowed.

Yes. We implemente
d an upper limit of 1
00 items, and a low
er limit of 0 items.

An unauthorized user ca
n retrieve data in the bus
iness database.

Tam
peri
ng w
ith d
ata

Infor
mati
on di
sclos
ure

8.2 Lock down access to the business database by granting permissions in
SQL Server only to the members of the SQL User group. Give the SQL 
User group access to the business database as users only, and only giv
e them permissions to the specific stored procedures they need access 
to.

Yes

A malicious user can ta
mper with messages as t
hey go from BizTalk Serv
er to SQL Server and vic
e versa.

Spo
ofin
g ide
ntity

Tam
peri
ng w
ith d
ata

6.8 Use Internet Protocol security (IPsec) to encrypt communication betwe
en BizTalk Server and SQL Server.

Yes

A malicious user can see
and retrieve data in the 
Message Queuing queue
.

Spo
ofin
g ide
ntity

Tam
peri
ng w
ith d
ata

Infor
mati
on di
sclos
ure

6.6 Use Message Queuing client authentication to restrict access to the qu
eue.

Important
Message Queuing client authentication only works when the client an
d the server are on the same domain controller.

No



A malicious user can ta
mper with the applicatio
n binaries.

Tam
peri
ng w
ith d
ata

Infor
mati
on di
sclos
ure

Deni
al of 
servi
ce

Elev
ation
of pr
ivile
ges

6.4 While not part of the sample solution, the data center administrators 
must limit access to the application binaries.

Administrators must remove the binary file after you deploy the BizTal
k assemblies.

You can also use signed assemblies to help secure assemblies from en
d to end.

No

An unauthorized user ca
n put messages in the q
ueue.

Spo
ofin
g ide
ntity

Tam
peri
ng w
ith d
ata

Elev
ation
of pr
ivile
ges

6.4 Restrict access to the Message Queuing queue to only the accounts tha
t have to drop (write) and pick up (read and delete) messages from the
queue.

Allow only the service account for the BizTalk Message Queuing host t
o write to the Message Queuing queue.

No

A malicious user can see
data in the stored proce
dure.

Tam
peri
ng w
ith d
ata

Infor
mati
on di
sclos
ure

6.4 Use different user groups for each BizTalk Host. Have a host dedicated 
to the SQL adapter. In SQL Server grant permissions only to the memb
ers of the SQL user group, and give this group user access to the busin
ess database, and permissions to the specific stored procedures they h
ave to run.

Yes



A malicious user can use
the stored procedure as 
an access point to the bu
siness database.

Tam
peri
ng w
ith d
ata

Infor
mati
on di
sclos
ure

6.2 As with the previous threat, grant the SQL user group permissions onl
y to the specific stored procedures they have to run.

Yes

We cannot prove that w
e received a message, or
that we sent a reply.

Rep
udiat
ion

6 Use the BizTalk tracking features, and the standard log files.

Important
While this mitigation can help you prove that you sent or received a 
message, it might not meet the requirements for a legal audit.

Yes

A malicious user can ins
ert a bad message into t
he test application.

Tam
peri
ng w
ith d
ata

Infor
mati
on di
sclos
ure

Elev
ation
of pr
ivile
ges

6 Allow only authorized users to access the PoS application.

Processes downstream should verify that the message came from an a
uthorized user.

No

A malicious user can ins
ert a bad message into B
izTalk Server.

Tam
peri
ng w
ith d
ata

Spo
ofin
g ide
ntity

5.6 Do not use default host and group names.

Use different user groups for each BizTalk Host. Have a different host f
or send and receive for each adapter, processing, and tracking.

Use the BizTalk S/MIME security features to prove the identity of the se
nder (from either direction) and to validate that the incoming request i
s valid.

Somewhat. We have
separate, non-defau
lt hosts and groups, 
but do not use S/MI
ME.

Configuration

This sample uses four computers—a primary domain controller, a computer that runs Microsoft SQL Server, a computer that
runs Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and an application computer. Each computer plays a role in the sample, and you have to
configure each of them for the sample to work correctly.

This section contains procedures to configure the four computers that we used in the Secure Deployment sample solution.
Before you configure this sample, make sure that you have sufficient knowledge in the following areas:

Microsoft Windows Server 2003
Active Directory
SQL Server
BizTalk Server 2004

Domain Controller

First you have to create a domain controller for the sample.



To install the Domain Controller server role on the computer

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Administrative Tools, and then click Configure Your Server Wizard.

2. Install Domain Controller (Active Directory).

3. Create a domain in a new forest.

4. Select the option to install and configure Domain Name System (DNS) on the computer.

5. The full DNS name for the new domain is contoso.com.

6. The domain NetBIOS name is CONTOSO.

7. Accept the defaults for the Active Directory database.

8. Accept the default for the sysvol folder.

9. Choose a password for the restore mode.

10. Complete the domain controller installation and restart the computer.

Now, create the global domain security groups that BizTalk Server 2004 uses for the sample application. Create the following
new domain groups:

SSO Administrators
SSO Affiliate Administrators
BizTalk Server Administrators
BizTalk Orchestration Host Users
BizTalk SQL Adapter Host Users
BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter Host Users
BizTalk Tracking Host Users

After you create the BizTalk domain groups, you have to create domain users who are part of these groups. The following table
shows the domain user names and the groups to put them in.

Table 22 Domain user names and groups to which they belong
Domain user nam
e

Domain name description Member of

ssoadmin SSO Administrator SSO Administrators

ssoservice SSO Service SSO Administrators

ssomaster SSO Master Secret SSO Administrators

btsadmin BizTalk Administrator BizTalk Server Administrators
SSO Affiliate Administrators

btsorch BizTalk Orchestration BizTalk Orchestration Host Users

btssqladapter BizTalk SQL Adapter BizTalk SQL Adapter Host Users

btsmqadapter BizTalk Message Queuing Adapte
r

BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter Host Users

btstrack BizTalk Tracking BizTalk Tracking Host Users

btsinstall BizTalk Installation Local administrators group on the BizTalk Server computer
Local administrators group on the computer that runs SQL Serve
r 
SSO Administrators

SQL Server



Install SQL Server on the second computer, and add the computer to the CONTOSO domain.

To install SQL Server and configure the SQL Server computer

1. The sample application assumes that this server is named SQL-SERVER. If you name this computer something different,
you have to modify the settings on the BizTalk Server. The instructions to modify these settings appear in step 6 of the
procedure "To set up the sample orchestration on the BizTalk Server" later in this topic.

2. Add the computer that runs SQL Server to the CONTOSO domain.

3. Install SQL Server on the computer.

4. Modify Microsoft Distributed Transaction Coordinator (MSDTC) on the computer:

a. Open Administrative Tools.
b. Open Component Services.
c. Right-click My Computer.
d. Click Properties.
e. Click the MSDTC tab.
f. Click Security Configuration.
g. Click Security Settings.
h. Make sure that the Network Client check box is selected.

5. Close the dialog box and restart the computer.

BizTalk Server

The configuration of the BizTalk Server computer requires several steps. This section describes the following actions:

Configure the BizTalk Server 2004 computer
Install and configure BizTalk Server 2004
Create BizTalk Hosts
Delete unnecessary adapters
Set up the sample orchestration

Before you install BizTalk Server 2004, you have to configure the computer to become part of the domain, and also configure
MSDTC. Follow these steps to configure the BizTalk Server 2004 computer.

To configure the BizTalk Server 2004 computer

1. Name this computer BTS-SVR. The sample assumes that this server is named BTS-SVR. If it is not, you can change the
default BizTalk Server that the sample application uses in the sample application program described later in this
document.

2. Add the computer to the CONTOSO domain.

3. Add the btsinstall domain user to the local administrators group.

4. Log off and then log on using the btsinstall domain user.

5. Modify MSDTC on the computer:

a. Open Administrative Tools.
b. Open Component Services.
c. Right-click My Computer.
d. Click Properties.
e. Click the MSDTC tab.
f. Click Security Configuration.
g. Click Security Settings.
h. Make sure that the Network Client check box is selected.

6. Close the dialog box and restart the computer.

You are now ready to install and configure BizTalk Server 2004.

To install and configure BizTalk Server 2004



1. Perform a custom installation of BizTalk Server 2004. On the Custom Installation page, remove the following from the
standard installation:

Human Workflow Services Runtime Component
Base EDI Adapter
Rules Engine
Human Workflow Service Administration Tools
Information Worker Applications/Portal

2. On the Configuration options page, create a BizTalk Server group. Choose Yes to have the Single Sign-On server hold
the master secret key. Choose No to creating a BizTalk Host or Isolated Host Application. Click Next.

3. On the second Configuration options page, choose No to creating an Analysis database to track aggregations and
Choose No to using the Analysis Server for BAM. Click Next.



4. On the Windows accounts page, configure the following Windows accounts for the following BizTalk Server accounts,
and then click Next:

Windows account name BizTalk Server account

BizTalk Administrators Group Contoso\BizTalk Server Administrators

SSO Administrator(s) Contoso\SSO Administrators

SSO Affiliate Administrator(s) Contoso\SSO Affiliate Administrators

5. On the Database configurations page, change the settings for each database so that they are created on the SQL
Server that you set up earlier. Click Next.



6. On the Windows Service Configurations page, assign the Enterprise Single Sign-On Service to the Contoso\ssomaster
domain user. Click Next.

7. Click Finish.

After you install and configure BizTalk Server 2004, you have to create BizTalk Hosts for the sample application to use. Follow
these steps to create hosts.

To create BizTalk Hosts

1. Open the BizTalk Administration console.

2. Create the BizTalkMessageQueuingAdapter host:

a. Name: BizTalkMessageQueuingAdapter
b. Windows Group: Contoso\BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter Host Users
c. Host Type: In-Process
d. Make sure that the Default Host in Group and Host Tracking options are selected.
e. Click OK.
f. Right-click the BizTalkMessageQueuingAdapter host and create a new instance of the host. 
g. Click the correct BizTalk Server.
h. Set the Contoso\btsmqadapter account as the logon account for the host instance with the corresponding

password.
i. Click OK.

3. Create the BizTalkSQLAdapter host using the procedures in step 2 with the following information:



a. Name: BizTalKSQLAdapter
b. Windows Group: Contoso\BizTalk SQL Adapter Host Users
c. Host Type: In-Process
d. Set the Contoso\btssqladapter account as the logon account for the host instance with the corresponding

password.

4. Create the BizTalkOrchestration host using the procedures in step 2 with the following information:

a. Name: BizTalkOrchestration
b. Host Type: In-Process
c. Set the Contoso\btsorch account as the logon account for the host instance with the corresponding password.

5. Create the BizTalkTracking host using the procedures in step 2 with the following information:

a. Name: BizTalkTracking
b. Host Type: In-Process
c. Make sure that the Host Tracking option is selected.
d. Set the Contoso\btstrack account as the logon account for the host instance with the corresponding password.

6. Clear the Host Tracking option for the BizTalkMessageQueuingAdapter host.

While in the BizTalk Administration console, you should also delete the adapters that the sample does not use. When you
delete these adapters, it helps further secure your application. Delete the following adapters:

EDI adapter
FTP adapter
HTTP adapter
SMTP adapter
SOAP adapter

After you delete unnecessary adapters, you have to add the MSMQT adapter.

To add the MSMQT adapter

1. Open the BizTalk Administration console.

2. Right-click Adapters.

3. Create a new adapter by using the following information:

Name: MSMQT
Adapter: MSMQT
Comment: MSMQT Adapter

After you create the BizTalk Hosts, you have to run the installation program to set up the BizTalk Server correctly and to install
additional files that the other computers need.

To set up the sample orchestration on the BizTalk Server

1. Run the Secure_Deployment.msi installation program.



2. On the License Agreement screen, read the agreement. If you agree to abide by the license agreement choose the I
Agree option. Click Next.

3. Select the location where you want to copy the sample files. Click Next.

4. Click Next. Click Close to exit the installation program when installation is finished.

5. If you took the default settings for the location of the installation files, open Windows Explorer and go to the C:\Program
Files\WSS Technical Guides\Secure_Deployment\ContosoOrders directory. Otherwise go to the location you
specified.

6. If your computer that runs SQL Server is not named SQL-SERVER or your application server is not named APP-SVR,
you will have to run the adjust_setup.vbs file. Otherwise go to step 7.

7. Enter the names of your computer that runs SQL Server and your application server in the correct locations.

8. Run the deploy.bat file. This file deploys the BizTalk Server orchestration and starts the sample orchestration. The batch
file should finish with success messages as shown in the following figure.



After you set up the sample orchestration on the BizTalk Server you have to copy the sample database to the computer that
runs SQL Server.

To set up the sample database on the SQL Server computer

1. If you took the default settings for the location of the installation files, open Windows Explorer and go to the C:\Program
Files\WSS Technical Guides\Secure_Deployment directory. Otherwise go to the location you specified. Select the
location to which you want the sample files to be copied. Click Next.

2. Copy the Database directory to the computer that runs SQL Server.

3. On the computer that runs SQL Server, continue to the Database directory that you just copied from the BizTalk Server
computer and run the mount_db.vbs file. This file mounts the sample database that the sample application uses.

4. Open the SQL Server Enterprise Manager application and verify that the ContosoOrder database is successfully
mounted.

Running the Sample

This section describes how to run the application that starts the security sample. The sample application was written using
Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003.

Procedure
To run the sample application

1. Copy the ContosoOrderProcessor directory from the BizTalk Server computer to the Application computer.

2. On the Application computer, continue to the ContosoOrderProcessor directory that you just copied from the BizTalk
Server computer and run the testapp_setup.vbs file. This file creates the message queue that the test application uses.

3. Run ContosoOrderProcessor.exe in the ContosoOrderProcessor directory.

4. If your BizTalk Server computer is named BTS-SRV, go to step 5.

If your BizTalk Server computer is not named BTS-SRV, click Setup. Change the entry for the BizTalk Host field to the
correct name of your BizTalk Server computer. The Local Queue should be ContosoOrderOutput and the BizTalk
Queue should be ContosoInputQueue.



5. Change the values for Shirts, Pants, Socks, or Shoes. Click Order to send the order to the BizTalk Server. A confirmation
XML message is sent from the BizTalk Server and displayed in the Processed Orders text box.

The application sends an order with the quantities that you specified to the BizTalk Server. BizTalk Server processes the
order.

BizTalk Server sends an XML document to the application to confirm that it returned the order to the sample application.
The sample application displays the XML message in the text box, as shown in the following figure.

Configuring IPsec

Now that you have configured the computers used in the sample, you can implement an additional layer of security if you
create and then implement Internet Protocol security rules.

Internet Protocol security (IPsec) is a framework of open standards that helps protect networks from active and passive attacks
by securing IP packets through the use of packet filtering, cryptography, and the enforcement of trusted communication. IPsec
supports network-level peer authentication, data origin authentication, data integrity, data confidentiality (encryption), and
replay protection.

One of the main purposes of implementing IPsec rules is to help protect or control access to information between different
computers in a network. IPsec rules can control individual point-to-point network connections by individual IP addresses or by
a range of IP addresses. This section walks you though the steps needed to create and implement IPsec rules on the computers
used in the security sample.

Setup Procedures

The security sample uses four computers. Each computer needs a static IP address so that other computers on the network can
identify it. When you set up this sample you will have to plan out the IP addresses for each computer. For simplicity, the
following table outlines the address ranges that we used in the sample. You should use this as a reference when you set up the
sample.

Table 23 IP address ranges used in the sample
IP address range Description

Range : 192.168.10.x

Netmask : 255.255.255.0

IP address range and subnet used by the sample

192.168.10.1 to 192.168.10.63 IP address range for domain-specific servers (DNS, DHCP, WINS, and so on)

192.168.10.64 to 192.168.10.127 IP address range for applications

192.168.10.128 to 192.168.10.191 IP address range for BizTalk Servers

192.168.10.192 to 192.168.10.254 IP address range for computers that run SQL Server



The following table displays each computer's static IP address and the computer names referred to in the sample
documentation.

Table 24 Static IP addresses and computer names used in the sample
IP address Computer Computer name

192.168.10.50 Domain Controller, DNS DC-CTRL

192.168.10.65 Application Host APP-SVR

192.168.10.129 BizTalk Server BTS-SVR

192.168.10.193 SQL Server SQL-SERVER

The first step is to set up Internet Protocol security through the Domain Security Policy Wizard on the domain controller
computer with the following procedure.

To set up Internet Protocol security

1. Click Start, point to Administrative Tools, and then click Domain Security Policy.

2. In the Default Domain Security Settings screen, in the left pane, right-click IP Security Policies on Active Directory,
and then click Create IP Security Policy.

3. On the Welcome to the IP Security Policy Wizard page, click Next.

4. On the IP Security Policy Name page, type BizTalk Secure Policy as the name of the policy, enter a description in the
Description section, and then click Next.



5. On the Requests for Secure Communication page, make sure that the Activate the default response rule check box
is selected, and then click Next.

6. On the Default Response Rule Authentication Method page, make sure that Active Directory default is selected,
and then click Next.

7. On the Completing the IP Security Policy Wizard page, make sure that the Edit properties check box is selected, and
then click Finish to start creating the IPsec rules.

The BizTalk Secure Policy Properties dialog box appears.

You are now ready to create the first IPsec rule.

The first rule that you create makes sure that any computer that is part of the domain can communicate with the domain
services (DNS, DHCP, and so on). Follow these steps to create this rule.

To create the first IPsec rule for the domain server

1. In the BizTalk Secure Policy Properties dialog box, click Add.

2. On the Welcome to the Create IP Security Rule Wizard page, click Next.



3. On the Tunnel Endpoint page, make sure that This rule does not specify a tunnel is selected, and then click Next.

4. On the Network Type page, select Local area network (LAN), and then click Next.

5. On the IP Filter List page, click Add.

6. In the IP Filter List dialog box, enter a name and a description as shown in the following figure, and then click Add.

7. On the Welcome to the IP Filter Wizard page, click Next.

8. On the IP Filter Description and Mirrored property page, enter a description for the filter as shown in the following
figure, and then click Next.



9. On the IP Traffic Source page, for Source address, select Any IP Address, and then click Next.

10. On the IP Traffic Destination page, for Destination address, select DNS Servers <dynamic>, and then click Next.

11. On the IP Protocol Type page, select Any, and then click Next.

12. On the Completing the IP Filter Wizard page, make sure that the Edit properties check box is cleared, and then click
Finish.

13. In the IP Filter List dialog box, notice the newly added entry in the IP Filters section, and then click OK.

This returns you to the IP Filter List page in the Security Rule Wizard.

Follow these steps to complete the configuration for the first rule.

To complete the first rule

1. On the IP Filter List page, select the filter list that you created in the previous procedure (Allow Domain Filter List), and
then click Next.



2. On the Filter Action page, select Permit, and then click Next.

3. On the Completing the Security Rule Wizard page, clear the Edit properties check box, and then click Finish.

This returns you to the BizTalk Secure Policy Properties dialog box.

After you create an IP filter list so that the computers in the domain can communicate with the domain controller, you have to
create other IP filter lists so that only specific computers in the domain can communicate to other specific computers.

Follow these steps to create an IP filter list between the application and BizTalk Server.

To create the IP filter list between the application and BizTalk Server

1. In the BizTalk Secure Policy Properties dialog box, click Add.

2. On the Welcome to the Create IP Security Rule Wizard page, click Next.



3. On the Tunnel Endpoint page, make sure that This rule does not specify a tunnel is selected, and then click Next.

4. On the Network Type page, select Local area network (LAN), and then click Next.

5. On the IP Filter List page, click Add.

6. In the IP Filter List dialog box, enter the name and description for the filter list as shown in the following figure, and then
click Add.

7. On the Welcome to the IP Filter Wizard page, click Next.

8. On the IP Filter Description and Mirrored property page, enter a description for the IP filter as shown in the following
figure, and then click Next.

9. On the IP Traffic Source page, for Source address, select A specific IP Subnet, type the IP address and Subnet mask
as shown in the following figure, and then click Next.

Because this IP filter list is specific to communications between the application and BizTalk Server, the IP subnet that you
want is 192.168.10.64 to 192.168.10.127. If you did not use the IP address range that was specified earlier, type the
appropriate entries for your configuration.



10. On the IP Traffic Destination page, for Destination address, select A specific IP Subnet, type the IP address and
Subnet mask as shown in the following figure, and then click Next.

The IP subnet that you want is 192.168.10.128 to 192.168.10.191. If you did not use the IP address range that was
specified earlier, type the appropriate entries for your configuration.

11. On the IP Protocol Type page, select Any, and then click Next.

12. On the Completing the IP Filter Wizard page, clear the Edit properties check box, and then click Finish.

13. In the IP Filter List dialog box, click OK.

14. On the IP Filter List page in the Security Rule Wizard, select the filter list that you created (App to BizTalk IP Filter List),
and then click Next.

15. On the Filter Action page, select Require Security, and then click Next.

16. On the Authentication Method page, select Active Directory default, and then click Next.



17. On the Completing the Security Rule Wizard page, clear the Edit properties check box, and then click Finish.

This returns you to the BizTalk Secure Policy Properties dialog box.

Now you create an IP filter list between the BizTalk Server and the SQL Server. This rule is similar to the rule that you have just
created, except that it is specific to the communications between BizTalk Server and SQL Server. Follow these steps to create
the IP filter list between BizTalk Server and SQL Server.

To create the IP filter list between BizTalk Server and SQL Server

1. In the BizTalk Secure Policy Properties dialog box, click Add.

2. On the Welcome to the Create IP Security Rule Wizard page, click Next.

3. On the Tunnel Endpoint page, make sure that This rule does not specify a tunnel is selected, and then click Next.

4. On the Network Type page, select Local area network (LAN), and then click Next.

5. On the IP Filter List page, click Add.

6. In the IP Filter List dialog box, enter the name for the new IP filter list as BizTalk to SQL IP Filter List, enter the
description as Permit BizTalk to talk to SQL securely, and then click Add.

7. On the Welcome to the IP Filter Wizard page, click Next.

8. On the IP Filter Description and Mirrored property page, enter BizTalk Servers to SQL Servers, and then click Next.

9. On the IP Traffic Source page, for Source address, select A specific IP Subnet, enter information as shown in the
following figure, and then click Next.

Because this IP filter list is specific to communications between BizTalk Server and SQL Server, the IP subnet that you
want is 192.168.10.128 to 192.168.10.191. If you did not use the IP address range that was specified earlier, type the
appropriate entries for your configuration.

10. On the IP Traffic Destination page, for Destination address, select A specific IP Subnet, enter information as shown
in the following figure, and then click Next.



The IP subnet that you want is 192.168.10.192 to 192.168.10.254. If you did not use the IP address range that was
specified earlier, type the appropriate entries for your configuration.

11. On the IP Protocol Type page, select Any, and then click Next.

12. On the Completing the IP Filter Wizard page, clear the Edit properties check box, and then click Finish.

13. In the IP Filter List dialog box, click OK.

14. On the IP Filter List page in the Security Rule Wizard, select the filter list that you created (BizTalk to SQL IP Filter List),
and then click Next.

15. On the Filter Action page, select Require Security, and then click Next.

16. On the Authentication Method page, select Active Directory default, and then click Next.

17. On the Completing the Security Rule Wizard page, clear the Edit properties check box, and then click Finish.

This returns you to the BizTalk Secure Policy Properties dialog box.

To make sure that only certain computers can communicate with other computers, you have to create filters that prevent some
computers from communicating with others in the network. This ensures that if certain computers are penetrated, they cannot
communicate with other computers that might contain sensitive information.

Now you create an IP filter list to block communication between the application and SQL Server. We added this security
precaution because there is no valid reason for the application to communicate directly with SQL Server. This rule is similar to
those you have already created. Follow these steps to create the IPsec rule to block communication between the application
and SQL Server.

To create the IPsec rule to block communication between the application and SQL Server

1. In the BizTalk Secure Policy Properties dialog box, click Add.

2. On the Welcome to the Create IP Security Rule Wizard page, click Next.

3. On the Tunnel Endpoint page, make sure that This rule does not specify a tunnel is selected, and then click Next.

4. On the Network Type page, select Local area network (LAN), and then click Next.

5. On the IP Filter List page, click Add.

6. In the IP Filter List dialog box, enter the name and description for the filter list as shown in the following figure, and then
click Add.



7. On the Welcome to the IP Filter Wizard page, click Next.

8. On the IP Filter Description and Mirrored property page, enter a description for the IP filter as shown in the following
figure, and then click Next.

9. On the IP Traffic Source page, for Source address, select A specific IP Subnet, enter information as shown in the
following figure, and then click Next.

Because this IP filter list is specific to communications between the application and SQL Servers, the IP subnet you want
is 192.168.10.64 to 192.168.10.127. If you did not use the IP address range that was specified earlier, type the
appropriate entries for your configuration.



10. On the IP Traffic Destination page, for Destination address, select A specific IP Subnet, enter information as shown
in the following figure, and then click Next.

The IP subnet you want is 192.168.10.192 to 192.168.10.254. If you did not use the IP address range that was specified
earlier, type the appropriate entries for your configuration.

11. On the IP Protocol Type page, select Any, and then click Next.

12. On the Completing the IP Filter Wizard page, clear the Edit properties check box, and then click Finish.

13. In the IP Filter List dialog box, click OK.

14. On the IP Filter List page in the Security Rule Wizard. Select the filter list that you created (Block App to SQL IP Filter
List), and then click Next.

15. On the Filter Action page, click Add.

16. On the Welcome to the IP Security Filter Action Wizard page, click Next.

17. On the Filter Action Name page, enter the name and description of the filter action as shown in the following figure,
and then click Next.



18. On the Filter Action General Option page, select Block, and then click Next.

19. On the Completing the IP Security Filter Action Wizard page, clear the Edit properties check box and then click
Finish.

20. On the Filter Action page, select Block, and then click Next.



21. On the Completing the Security Role Wizard page, click Finish.

22. This brings you back to the BizTalk Security Policy dialog box. Click OK.

After you create the rules, you have to assign the policy so that you can use it. Follow these steps to complete the IPsec policy.

To complete the IPsec policy

1. In the Default Domain Security Settings screen, in the left pane, click IP Security Policies. The right pane displays the
IPsec rules that you created.

2. In the right pane, right-click BizTalk Security Policy, and then click Assign. This activates the policy.



3. Restart the computers you used in the sample.

Testing the IPsec Rules

The last step in setting up the IPsec rules is to test the communications between the different computers in the sample.

To test the application computer connections

1. Log on to the application computer.

2. Open a command-line prompt.

3. Ping the BizTalk Server computer's IP address. If you followed the sample closely, this IP address is 192.168.10.129. If you
did not use the IP address range that was specified earlier, type the appropriate entries for your configuration. Notice that
you can receive a response from the BizTalk Server.

4. Ping the SQL Server computer's IP address. If you followed the sample closely, this IP address is 192.168.10.193. If you
did not use the IP address range that was specified earlier, type the appropriate entries for your configuration. Notice that
you cannot receive a response from the SQL Server.

To test the BizTalk Server connections

1. Log on to the BizTalk Server computer.

2. Open a command-line prompt.

3. Ping the application computer's IP address. If you followed the sample closely, this IP address is 192.168.10.65. If you did
not use the IP address range that was specified earlier, type the appropriate entries for your configuration. Notice that
you can receive a response from the application computer.

4. Ping the SQL Server computer's IP address. If you followed the sample closely, this IP address is 192.168.10.193. If you
did not use the IP address range that was specified earlier, type the appropriate entries for your configuration. Notice that
you can receive a response from the SQL Server.

To test the SQL Server connections

1. Log on to the computer that runs SQL Server.

2. Open a command-line prompt.

3. Ping the BizTalk Server computer's IP address. If you followed the sample closely, this IP address is 192.168.10.129. If you
did not use the IP address range that was specified earlier, type the appropriate entries for your configuration. Notice that
you can receive a response from the BizTalk Server.

4. Ping the application computer's IP address. If you followed the sample closely, this IP address is 192.168.10.65. If you did
not use the IP address range that was specified earlier, type the appropriate entries for your configuration. Notice that
you cannot receive a response from the application computer.
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Overview

This document describes tools and techniques for monitoring a Microsoft BizTalk Server system on a recurring basis. It also
provides general troubleshooting techniques for when you find an anomaly, error, or other destructive behavior in the system.

You should be familiar with basic BizTalk Server behavior and functionality, Microsoft SQL Server, and basic Microsoft
Windows monitoring tools such as Event Viewer. The user who performs the steps in this document usually needs BizTalk
Administrator privileges.

Types of Monitoring

The goal of monitoring is to minimize the amount of time that an exception goes undetected and, therefore, unresolved.
Optimally, you use monitoring to help detect a potential exception and guide you to take steps to avoid an exception.

BizTalk Server monitoring falls into three main categories: health monitoring, availability monitoring, and performance
monitoring.

Health Monitoring

Health monitoring is concerned with how BizTalk Server and your solution are working at the application level. This is where
your business processes live. The following table shows health-monitoring tools.

Table 1 Tools for health monitoring and troubleshooting
Tool Task

Event Viewer Detect problems that occur during the processing of messages and orchestration
s.

Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) Query for messages and debug orchestrations.

BizTalk Administration console MMC snap-i
n

Interact with services and check on overall status of the system.

Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) Develop solution-specific ways to monitor the performance of a solution's stages.

SQL Query Analyzer Monitor suspended instances and database size to diagnose system problems.

Availability Monitoring

Availability monitoring answers the question "Is there anything preventing the system from running correctly?" These issues
are almost exclusively system-level ones, such as availability of services and connections. For example, if an adapter is failing
because the Enterprise Single Sign-On service is stopped, this is an availability issue. The following table shows availability-
monitoring tools.

Table 2 Tools for availability monitoring and troubleshooting
Tool Task

Event Viewer Look for adapter connection issues, stopped services, and so on.

BizTalk Administration console MMC snap-i
n

Interact with (start and stop) services and examine the overall status of the syste
m.

Performance Monitoring



 

 

 

Performance monitoring answers the question, "How efficiently is the system performing its work?" This kind of monitoring
focuses primarily on the load on physical resources like databases and disks. For example, if the CPU utilization is consistently
at 90 to 100 percent and a backlog of messages is forming, this is a performance issue at the computer level. The following
table shows performance-monitoring tools.

Table 3 Tools for performance monitoring and troubleshooting
Tool Task

SQL Query Analyzer Monitor database size and content to diagnose system problems.

Common Monitoring Practices and Flows

When monitoring BizTalk Server, you are looking for any unexpected or anomalous behavior. Monitoring can be either a
manual process, as described in the following paragraph, or automatic, as with using Microsoft Operations Manager (MOM).

Monitoring BizTalk Server is typically a manual process performed as follows:

1. You (the BizTalk administrator) either find or receive a notification of an Event Viewer message posted by BizTalk Server.
2. You note the instance ID of the BizTalk message or orchestration instance.
3. You open the Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) tool and perform a query to find the instance in question.
4. You perform troubleshooting steps to correct the problem.

BizTalk Runtime

You typically monitor the BizTalk runtime, which is used by all subsystems in BizTalk Server. The BizTalk runtime is made up of
the following objects:

Hosts
Host instances (Isolated and In-process)
Receive locations
Ports
Orchestrations
Adapters
MessageBox databases
Tracking database
Configuration/Management database

Tools and Schedules for Monitoring

This section describes monitoring tools, required privileges, and recommended schedules. It also discusses common errors and
troubleshooting techniques.

Building an absolute schedule for monitoring all BizTalk solutions is either impossible or suboptimal. However, there are
guidelines for building schedules that are optimized for your own solutions.

Scheduling tips

Consider the following questions when you create your schedules:

How many messages does your system process in a specified period?
Does the system process in an ongoing manner?
Does the system process in batches at a specific time?
What is the average size of the messages your system processes?
Does your solution process the large messages?
How much time should it take to process the messages?
How much disk space is required for the messages?
How long are the messages in your system?
Are many of the messages long-running?
How many messages do you expect to be in the MessageBox database at any specified time?

Event Viewer

Scheduling. As often as possible
Required privileges. Local Administrator, although follow-up may require BizTalk Administrator privileges



Tools. To open Event Viewer, click Start, point to Programs, point to Administrative Tools, and then click Event
Viewer.

Event Viewer is the key to monitoring the health of BizTalk Server. If anything goes wrong during system startup, operation,
shutdown, or message processing, an event appears in the tool. Although this tool seems simple, it provides critical
troubleshooting information.

Because Event Viewer is a Microsoft Management Console (MMC) snap-in, you can use any MMC console that has the Event
Viewer snap-in, or you can create your own console by starting MMC and adding the snap-in. Conveniently, the BizTalk
Administration console contains the Event Viewer snap-in.

When you use Event Viewer, look for events from the following sources:

BizTalk Server 2004
ENTSSO (Enterprise Single Sign-On)
MSSQLSERVER
MSSQLServerOLAPServices
SQLSERVERAGENT
MSDTC (Distributed Transaction Coordinator)
Windows SharePoint Services 2.0

The Event Viewer error events typically give you an idea of where to start troubleshooting. Problems generally fall into one of
two categories:

BizTalk message problems
System problems

The only two sources that post message error events are BizTalk Server 2004 and XLANG. Any other errors that you find are
system issues.

With BizTalk Server 2004 or XLANG error events, you often find several events from other sources clustered together. This is
because failing systems have a cascading effect, with the result being that BizTalk Server suspends the instance. Consider this
when determining whether you have a health issue or an availability issue.

BizTalk Server 2004 Errors

Symptom

You receive an error event with the source equal to "BizTalk Server 2004."

Possible cause

This error could be caused by one of the following:

System problem
BizTalk Server message or Messaging Engine problem

Solution

To troubleshoot BizTalk Server errors

1. In Event Viewer, make a note of the message instance ID or service instance ID.

2. Examine the contents, and possible errors, around the event to gather direction for your next steps.

If the error appears to be caused by the BizTalk Server message or the Messaging Engine, you can query for the message
in the Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) tool by using the following procedure:

a. On the Reporting menu, click Find Message.
b. In Event Viewer, find the message instance ID.
c. In the results pane, right-click the message and select one of the following to determine what went wrong:

Orchestration Debugger - if there was a problem in an orchestration
Message Flow - if there was a problem with the message itself

3. Use the ID from step 1 to retrieve the BizTalk Server message in HAT. For more information, see the "Health and Activity
Tracking" section.



After you resolve the problem, either resume or terminate the suspended BizTalk Server message.

ENTSSO (Enterprise Single Sign-On) Errors

Symptom

You receive an ENTSSO (Enterprise Single Sign-On) error.

Possible cause

In the BizTalk Server context, Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) is responsible for storing adapter configurations. Therefore, if
you find ENTSSO errors in your event log, they probably indicate a problem with one of your adapter configurations or with
the connection to the master secret server or SSO database.

Solution

If you have not already done so, back up your SSO master secret. Until you do this, SSO will continue to litter your event logs
with error messages telling you that the master secret has not been backed up.

For more information, see the SSO content in the BizTalk Server documentation.

MSSQLSERVER (SQL Server) Errors

Symptom

You receive an MSSQLServer (SQL Server) error.

Possible cause

Because BizTalk Server depends on SQL Server, errors here are often critical, and you should deal with them as quickly as
possible to avoid extended outages. Often the issues reported by SQL Server are for the following reasons:

Lack of sufficient privileges
Connections timing out
Databases growing too large

Solution

Verify that the correct privileges have been granted.

If connections have timed out, check your network for possible problems.

If your network connection is not the problem, make sure that your databases have not grown too large. When databases
become too large, they can cause a connection to time out.

For more information about troubleshooting BizTalk Server databases, see the "Health and Activity Tracking" and "Working
with the MessageBox" sections.

For more information about general troubleshooting of databases, see SQL Server Books Online.

MSSQLServerOLAPServices (SQL Analysis Services) Errors

Symptom

You receive an MSSQLServerOLAPServices (SQL Analysis Services) error.

Possible cause

Errors that you see in Analysis Services generally do not affect the real-time operations of a BizTalk Server system. However, if
you leave these errors unattended, you will lose analysis data and Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) or BizTalk Tracking
Analysis will not display accurate information. If you are using BAM for administrative tracking, these errors can prevent you
from effectively troubleshooting problem areas in your system.

Solution

For information about general troubleshooting of Analysis Services, see SQL Server Analysis Services Books Online.

SQLSERVERAGENT (SQL Server Agent) Errors

Symptom

You receive a SQLSERVERAGENT (SQL Server Agent) error.

Possible cause



SQL Server Agent runs scheduled jobs to move data to the tracking databases, remove old data, and several other "clean-up"
tasks. If these tasks are not performed, the databases become large and slow, and a backlog is formed. At this point, the system
is in critical danger of never catching up or of failing completely.

Solution

If you see SQL Server Agent errors in Event Viewer, resolve them as quickly as possible.

For more information about troubleshooting the SQL Server database, see "Working with the MessageBox."

For more information about general troubleshooting of SQL Server Agent, see SQL Server Books Online.

MSDTC (Distributed Transaction Coordinator) Errors

Symptom

You receive an MSDTC (Distributed Transaction Coordinator) error.

Possible cause

The Distributed Transaction Coordinator (DTC) is responsible for handling transactional information across process
boundaries, and, as such, is critical for BizTalk Server functionality. If the DTC is down for any reason, your BizTalk Server
system can be rendered useless very quickly; therefore, pay very close attention to any alerts received from this service.

Solution

For more information about general troubleshooting of Distributed Transaction Coordinator, see SQL Server Books Online.

Windows SharePoint Services 2.0 Errors

Symptom

You receive a Windows SharePoint Services error.

Possible Cause

Because Business Activity Services (BAS) runs under Windows SharePoint Services version 2.0, you should be mindful of these
errors.

Solution

For more information about general troubleshooting of Windows SharePoint Services, see the Windows SharePoint Services
documentation.

Health and Activity Tracking

Scheduling. As required
Required privileges. BizTalk Administrator
Tools. To open the Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) tool, click Start, point to Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk
Server 2004, and then click Health and Activity Tracking.

The HAT tool queries the BizTalk Server system for the state of messages and orchestrations. This is typically the first
troubleshooting tool you use when a message-level exception occurs. You often use HAT in response to a BizTalk Server event
posted in Event Viewer.

You can use HAT to do the following:

Use the query builder to create your own queries.
Use the Orchestration Debugger to step through suspended orchestrations. This lets you resolve exceptions and replay
completed orchestrations to examine the path taken by a message.

To set up and configure HAT

1. In Event Viewer, make a note of the BizTalk Server message instance ID or the service instance ID.

2. In HAT, on the Configuration menu, click either Pipelines or Orchestrations. Then select the events you want to track.
At a minimum, you should track the following events:

Service Start and End
Message Send and Receive

3. On the Operations menu, run a HAT query by clicking either Service Instance or Messages.



The report of either of these queries shows you all the suspended messages and orchestrations in your BizTalk Server
system.

The Status column displays information about the current state of a specific instance. If one of the following states is
displayed, you should take action immediately:

Suspended (resumable)
Suspended (non-resumable)
In breakpoint

If you see the In breakpoint state, a breakpoint has been set at the class level of an orchestration. This means that if the
computer is a production computer, every time that the orchestration is called, it stops where the breakpoint has been set
and waits for you to open it in the debugger. As you can imagine, this dramatically affects performance.

BizTalk Administration Console and Snap-in

Scheduling. Daily
Required privileges. BizTalk Administrator
Tools. To open the BizTalk Administration console, click Start, point to Programs, point to Microsoft BizTalk Server
2004, and then click BizTalk Server Administration.

The BizTalk Administration console is the primary application for starting, stopping, configuring, and administering an
operational BizTalk Server system. Also, when performing availability monitoring, the BizTalk Administration console provides
a quick status of the following:

Hosts
Host instances
Receive locations
Send ports
Send port groups
Orchestrations
Servers
Adapters
Business Activity Monitoring Event Bus statistics

The Event Viewer snap-in is included in the BizTalk Administration console. This lets you move from an event in Event Viewer
directly to the problem area in BizTalk Server.

For more information about using the BizTalk Administration console, see the BizTalk Server documentation.

Business Activity Monitoring

Scheduling. Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) schedules vary on a solution-by-solution basis. Because BAM processes
data in an ongoing manner, you should work with business users and developers to create BAM views.
Required privileges. You must be a BizTalk Administrator to configure BAM; however, for monitoring only, you can
customize privileges on a view-by-view basis.
Tools. For monitoring with BAM, you need a Web browser and the Office Web Components version 10.

BAM is the business-side complement to Health and Activity Tracking (HAT). Where HAT helps you analyze the health of your
underlying system, BAM helps you analyze the more abstract business processes that exist in your solution.

At first, BAM appears to be a tool that only a business user would use; however, BAM also serves well as an administrative tool.
For example, where a business user may want to see how many times a particular purchase order process has been started, an
administrator can insert a simple measurement or dimension and use the tool to see how long the operation takes to
complete. With this small adjustment, an administrator can now see and monitor the BizTalk solution, not just the system.
Because business solutions vary greatly, you must work with your developer to make sure that the appropriate dimensions are
in place.

The workflow for BAM typically follows these stages:

1. The business user defines the dimensions and measurements in Microsoft Excel.
2. You (the BizTalk administrator) add dimensions and measures to the Excel file before giving it to the developer. To better

understand the orchestrations, work with the developer so that you can determine what dimensions and measures will



 

help you monitor most effectively.
Of particular interest with any orchestration are the points where the orchestration connects to another computer or
process. Often these points either are or become bottlenecks for many systems. By using BAM to monitor the response
times for these connections, you can see trends and proactively deal with issues before they become problems.

3. The developer uses the Excel file and the Tracking Profile Editor to link the dimensions and measures to the solution's
orchestrations and deploys the profile.

4. You use the BAM Manager (bm.exe) to generate the OLAP cubes and views that the business user can see on the
Business Activity Services (BAS) site.

For more information about BAM, dimensions, measurements, OLAP cubes, and so on, see the BizTalk Server documentation.

Microsoft Operations Manager and the BizTalk Server Management Pack

Scheduling. Schedules are built into MOM.
Required privileges. Privileges are specific to each management pack.
Tools. Microsoft Operations Manager (MOM)

One tool you should consider when you build out your monitoring system is Microsoft Operations Manager (MOM) and the
downloadable BizTalk Server 2004 Management Pack. Although discussion of the intricacies of MOM and the management
pack is beyond the scope of this document, some description is appropriate.

MOM helps simplify identification of issues, streamlines the process for determining the root cause of a problem, and makes it
easier to quickly restore services and to prevent potential IT problems. You can set rules that analyze a set of monitoring data
and prescribe actions to take when the rule criteria are met. The actions can be alerts, system remedies, or other actions.

MOM management packs are packs of rules that you import into MOM. These packs, which are designed and built by software
developers, aggregate data like events in Event Viewer. After the data is aggregated, the rules more effectively recommend
steps to resolve the problem. Each rule in a management pack has information from the developer regarding the
recommended steps to take for resolution.

One additional small but important feature of MOM is that of event consolidation. Often a single error in a system causes a
glut of event messages in Event Viewer. These events, though informative, can distract you from the real problem in your
system. MOM, together with the management packs, consolidates these error messages into smaller, actionable chunks for
more focused troubleshooting.

Both Microsoft SQL Server and Microsoft BizTalk Server have management packs that have many useful rules, which relieve
you of the laborious tasks of repeated monitoring.

For more information about Microsoft Operations Manager, see the MOM Web site. This site also contains a link for
downloading management packs.

Working with the MessageBox

The MessageBox refers to the collection of MessageBox databases that exist in a particular system. This may be one or more
databases, but they function as a unit.

Scheduling. The schedule set for monitoring the MessageBox is largely based on the amount of load on your system.
We recommend that you start monitoring weekly and adjust based on your experiences.
Privileges required. To work with the MessageBox tables, you must have the privileges to view the database tables.
Tools. To monitor the database, you use SQL Query Analyzer.

MessageBox Tables

This section discusses the database tables that provide information about the MessageBox. The following table lists these
database tables.

Table 4 Database tables for analyzing the MessageBox
Logical name Table name

Work Queue <Host Name>Queue

Suspended Queue <Host Name>Queue_Suspended

State Queue InstanceStateMessageReferences_<Host Name>

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=49031


Instances Instances

Spool Spool

Work Queue table

The Work Queue table contains the list of messages that are pending delivery to a particular host. Generally, this table should
not grow too large (it should contain fewer than 100,000 rows).

The number of rows in this table indicates the number of messages waiting to be processed. A large number means you have a
backlog, which could be caused by one of the following reasons:

Stress
Having a service window
Delayed retries resulting from failures

You should resolve the situation appropriately. Examine the Event Viewer errors to help isolate the problem.

Suspended Queue table

The Suspended Queue table is, as the name implies, the table where BizTalk Server maintains the list of suspended message
instances. Often, if you have a suspended message, it has an associated instance that is also suspended. The exception to this is
the case of a transport adapter such as BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter (MSMQT), which allows for the message to be
suspended while the instance is still active.

This table should not grow. If it does, something in your system is failing. Examine the Event Viewer errors to help isolate the
problem.

State Queue table

The State Queue table holds the list of messages that have been processed by an instance but will be needed later. Currently,
only orchestrations and MSMQT use this functionality. When an orchestration uses the State Queue, it is usually because the
orchestration performed some operations on a message, persisted the message, and might need the message later. This is
normal operation, and you should take this into account when determining correct sizing of the State Queue.

The MSMQT scenario is the most important scenario for monitoring purposes. Because MSMQT uses a reliable, ordered
protocol, if one message submission by MSMQT does not receive an acknowledgment, MSMQT will not send the rest of the
messages. This causes a backlog in MSMQT and, therefore, in this table.

If a backlog occurs, check to see if messages are going to your outgoing queue. You may have to use Network Monitor to
check network traffic between the BizTalk Server computer and the Message Queuing (MSMQ) computers to determine why
they are not returning acknowledgments.

Additionally, examine the adapter configuration to verify that it is set up correctly.

Instances table

The Instances table contains the list of all message instances in the BizTalk Server system, regardless of the host they belong to.
This is the list you can see in the Service Instances view in HAT. How you monitor this table depends largely on your solution.

If you typically have lots of dehydrated orchestrations waiting on responses, the Instances table reflects that. Additionally, if this
table continues to grow in an unexpected manner, it could indicate that you are not receiving responses.

Spool table

The Spool table holds all the messages in the system. As described in the previous paragraphs, each table holds lists of
particular messages. Those lists are actually references to messages in the Spool table. This database should not grow too
large. As this database grows, database operations throughout the system become slow because of the bottleneck around
accessing messages in this table.

Usually, if there are problems with this database growing large, SQL Server Agent is not running. SQL Server Agent runs purge
jobs every minute, by default. This is garbage collection for the messaging system. If this garbage collection does not occur, the
Spool table continues to grow, resulting in a slow and unhealthy system.

SQL Scripts

The following scripts help you monitor your BizTalk MessageBox databases.

Caution



Making modifications to the BizTalk Server SQL databases is a high-risk activity that should only be performed by a SQL Ser
ver expert.

Some of the concepts you should be familiar with include the following:

The four isolation levels
The difference between a clustered and non-clustered index
Knowledge of deadlocks

If you are unfamiliar with these concepts, ask your SQL Server administrator for help. Although the following procedures
should not have any detrimental effects, you should have a recent backup of your database.

Guidelines

The scripts in this document are read-only. Under no circumstances should you write to or modify the database. Use the
following syntax guidelines when performing dirty reads on the database (a "dirty read" occurs when a transaction reads data
that has not yet been committed, and is still subject to change):

Always start off all T-SQL segments that access the BizTalk Server databases with the following lines:

Always use the "WITH (NOLOCK)" hint when referencing a table. There is no reason to hold locks. A dirty read should
always be good enough for these types of actions. Also, dirty reads do not change your databases.
Only use the SELECT action keyword. Never use the UPDATE, DELETE, or INSERT statements.
Do not add items like triggers, tables, stored procedures, views, or functions because these may have unforeseen results.
For example, triggers can cause performance issues because of the way they scan the transaction log.
Do not change anything in the BizTalk Server databases. For example, do not change the indexing scheme, do not add
ALTER statements or DROP statements. By changing your databases, you put your system into an unsupported and
unsupportable state.

Exception

There is one exception to the "no ALTER or DROP" rule. The samples occasionally use temporary tables to make the results
more compact and readable or to enumerate through all the hosts that you have created. In that case, you have to create a
temporary table and drop it for correct functionality; otherwise, the script would not work if you ran it again.

Run all scripts first in a test system. If you accidentally drop one of the real tables, you might have to reinstall, and any live data
might be lost.

SQL Script: Orchestration Instances Grouped by Status

This script gives statistical information about all orchestration instances in your system and groups them by status. This is
similar to right-clicking an orchestration in the BizTalk Administration MMC snap-in and selecting properties. However, this
script lets you programmatically roll up data across all orchestration types.
SET NOCOUNT ON
SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED
SET DEADLOCK_PRIORITY LOW
SELECT o.nvcName AS Orchestration, COUNT(*) as Count,
CASE i.nState
WHEN 1 THEN 'Ready To Run'
WHEN 2 THEN 'Active'
WHEN 4 THEN 'Suspended Resumable'
WHEN 8 THEN 'Dehydrated'
WHEN 16 THEN 'Completed With Discarded Messages'
WHEN 32 THEN 'Suspended Non-Resumable'

set nocount on
set transaction isolation level read committed
set deadlock_priority low



END as State
FROM [BizTalkMsgboxDb]..[Instances] AS i WITH (NOLOCK)
JOIN [BizTalkMgmtDb]..[bts_orchestration] AS o WITH (NOLOCK) ON i.uidServiceID = o.uidGUID
GROUP BY o.nvcName, i.nState

Table 5 How to use the results of the orchestration instances script
Results Do this

If you have lots of suspended instances, the system is failing so
mewhere.

Proceed to HAT to determine why the instances are failing.

If the results show lots of dehydrated instances, it could indicate 
a problem with a back-end system that is not responding in a ti
mely manner, or it could indicate that a host is not running.

First examine the BizTalk Administration console to make sur
e that your hosts are running.

If your hosts are running correctly, use HAT and the Orchestr
ation Debugger to find where the bottleneck exists.

If you have lots of Ready To Run services, your server is down or
is under load and trying to catch up to the backlog.

If your servers are running, examine the Performance Monito
r on both your BizTalk Server and SQL Server for possible pr
oblems in CPU utilization, disk issues, or network status.

SQL Script: Host Queue Counts

This query returns the table size for the Work, Suspended, and State queues.

Table 6 How to use the results of the queue counts script
Results Do this

SET NOCOUNT ON
SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED
SET DEADLOCK_PRIORITY LOW

CREATE TABLE #Temp (AppQueue nvarchar(256), QueueSize int)
declare @nvcAppName sysname

declare MyCursor CURSOR FAST_FORWARD FOR
SELECT nvcApplicationName FROM [BizTalkMsgboxDb]..[Applications] WITH (NOLOCK)

open MyCursor
FETCH NEXT FROM MyCursor INTO @nvcAppName

WHILE (@@FETCH_STATUS = 0)
BEGIN
    INSERT INTO #Temp
    exec ('SELECT ''' + @nvcAppName + 'Q'', COUNT(*) 
FROM [BizTalkMsgBoxDb]..[' + @nvcAppName +'Q] 
WITH (NOLOCK)')
    
INSERT INTO #Temp
exec ('SELECT ''' + @nvcAppName + 'Q_Suspended'', COUNT(*) 
FROM [BizTalkMsgBoxDb]..[' + @nvcAppName +'Q_Suspended] 
WITH (NOLOCK)')
   
INSERT INTO #Temp
exec ('SELECT ''InstanceStateMessageReferences_' + @nvcAppName + ''', COUNT(*) 
FROM [BizTalkMsgBoxDb]..[InstanceStateMessageReferences_' + @nvcAppName + '] 
WITH (NOLOCK)')
    
FETCH NEXT FROM MyCursor INTO @nvcAppName
END  
SELECT * FROM #Temp ORDER BY QueueSize DESC

close MyCursor
deallocate MyCursor
DROP TABLE #Temp



If the Suspended queue grows, this means that instances are failing and are 
being suspended.

See the "Event Viewer" and "Health and Activity 
Tracking" sections to determine what is causing t
he failure.

In any case, terminate or resume the suspended i
nstances to avoid having extraneous data in the 
system.

If the Work queue grows, messages are starting to form a backlog in your sy
stem. Perhaps your services are off, you are overdriving your system, or failu
res have occurred and the messages are awaiting retries. If the Work queue c
ontinues to grow over an extended period of time, it can result in system fail
ure.

Examine the Performance Monitor to see if the C
PU is at or near 100 percent for extended period
s. If it is, you are overdriving your system and m
ay have to distribute the load by adding more CP
Us.

Failing transports also commonly cause the Wor
k queue to fill. Use Event Viewer and the BizTalk 
Administration console to deal with these.

If the State queue grows, it could be that you have lots of dehydrated or susp
ended orchestrations.

Check HAT to see whether you have lots of dehy
drated or suspended orchestrations and why.

If you are using MSMQT, it may be blocking thes
e orchestrations because it has not received an a
cknowledgment from an earlier message.

SQL Script: Number of State Messages Grouped by Instance

This script returns the number of state messages associated with each instance. This specific query is primarily useful for
systems that use MSMQT. If you are using MSMQT, and your system is starting to form a backlog, a connection problem may
exist. Use this query to detect a backlog early so that you can correct the problem and avoid larger problems later.
SET NOCOUNT ON
SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED
SET DEADLOCK_PRIORITY LOW
CREATE TABLE #Temp (AppName nvarchar(256), StateMessages int, InstanceID uniqueidentifier, ServiceClassID
uniqueidentifier, ServiceState nvarchar(256))
declare @nvcAppName sysname
declare MyCursor CURSOR FAST_FORWARD FOR
SELECT nvcApplicationName FROM [BizTalkMsgBoxDb]..[Applications]
WITH (NOLOCK)
open MyCursor
FETCH NEXT FROM MyCursor INTO @nvcAppName
WHILE (@@FETCH_STATUS = 0)
BEGIN
INSERT INTO #Temp
exec ('SELECT ''' + @nvcAppName + ''', COUNT(*), i.uidInstanceID, i.uidClassID, i.nvcUserState
FROM [BizTalkMsgBoxDb]..[InstanceStateMessageReferences_' + @nvcAppName + '] AS s WITH (NOLOCK)
JOIN [BizTalkMsgBoxDb]..[Instances] AS i
WITH (NOLOCK) ON s.uidInstanceID=i.uidInstanceID
GROUP BY i.uidInstanceID, i.uidClassID, i.nvcUserState')
FETCH NEXT FROM MyCursor INTO @nvcAppName
END
SELECT * FROM #Temp ORDER BY StateMessages DESC
close MyCursor
deallocate MyCursor



DROP TABLE #Temp

Table 7 How to use the results of the state messages script
Results Do this

If you have one of these problematic instances and the service class is MSMQT
, you can view the UserState column to determine the name of the queue to w
hich you are talking, and then see why the communication with that computer
's queue is not working.

If this is an orchestration, it is possible that this 
behavior is expected. Your business logic deter
mines why so many messages are going to the 
same instance.

SQL Script: Count of Active Messages for a Specific Send Port

This query gathers the number of messages in a specified Work queue for a specific send port broken down by primary and
secondary transports. Additionally, the query reports the maximum number of retries for any send port.

Table 8 How to use the results of the active messages script
Results Do this

SET NOCOUNT ON
SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED
SET DEADLOCK_PRIORITY LOW

CREATE TABLE #Temp(MaxRetries int, Active int, SendPort nvarchar(256), IsPrimaryTransport i
nt)

declare @nvcAppName sysname
declare MyCursor CURSOR FAST_FORWARD FOR

SELECT nvcApplicationName NameFROM [BizTalkMsgBoxDb]..[Applications] WITH (NOLOCK)
open MyCursor
FETCH NEXT FROM MyCursor INTO @nvcAppName

WHILE (@@FETCH_STATUS=0)
BEGIN
INSERT INTO #Temp
exec('SELECT MAX(q.nRetryCount) AS MaxRetries,
COUNT(*) AS Active,
sp.nvcName AS SendHandlersHostServiceName,
spt.bIsPrimary AS IsPrimaryTransport 
FROM [BizTalkMsgBoxDb]..[' + @nvcAppName + 'Q] as q 
WITH (NOLOCK) 
INNER LOOP JOIN [BizTalkMsgBoxDb]..[Subscription] as s 
WITH (NOLOCK) ON q.uidServiceID = s.uidServiceID 
AND s.uidPortID = q.uidPortID
INNER LOOP JOIN [BizTalkMgmtDb]..[bts_sendport] AS sp 
WITH (NOLOCK) ON q.uidServiceID = sp.uidGUID
INNER LOOP JOIN [BizTalkMgmtDb]..[bts_sendport_transport]
AS spt 
WITH (NOLOCK) ON sp.nID = spt.nSendPortID 
AND spt.uidGUID = q.uidPortID
GROUP BY sp.nvcName, s.uidPortID, spt.bIsPrimary
ORDER BY SendHandlersHostServiceName ASC')

FETCH NEXT FROM MyCursor INTO @nvcAppName
END
SELECT * FROM #Temp ORDER BY Active DESC

close MyCursor
deallocate MyCursor
DROP TABLE #Temp



If the retry counts are high, something 
in your system is failing.

– Or –

If lots of messages appear on the seco
ndary transports, it means that your pr
imary transports are failing.

Often these types of failures are caused by connection failures between the send port a
nd the receiving system. You should examine Event Viewer to find information about w
hy the failures are occurring and troubleshoot from there.

SQL Script: Most Recent Duration for BizTalk Server SQL Server Agent Jobs

This query reports the time and duration of the last run of each BizTalk Server SQL Server Agent job. This gives you a good
idea of the performance of your SQL Server resources. These are the jobs that clean and purge your message boxes and copy
messages to the BizTalk Server Tracking database. If these are running slowly, there is a good chance that your system is
running slowly.

Type the following SQL code into SQL Query Analyzer and then click the Execute button or press F5:

SET NOCOUNT ON
SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED
SET DEADLOCK_PRIORITY LOW

CREATE TABLE #Temp (JobID uniqueidentifier,JobName sysname,Status int,DateStarted int,TimeS
tarted int,Duration int,OpEmailed nvarchar(20),OpNetSent nvarchar(20),OpPaged nvarchar(20),
Retries int,Server nvarchar(30))

CREATE TABLE #Final (MessageBox sysname,JobName sysname,DateStarted int,TimeStarted int,Dur
ation int,Status int)

declare @dbName sysname
declare MyCursor cursor FAST_FORWARD FOR
select DBName FROM [BizTalkMgmtDb]..[adm_MessageBox] WITH (NOLOCK)

open MyCursor

FETCH NEXT FROM MyCursor INTO @dbName
WHILE (@@FETCH_STATUS = 0)
BEGIN
INSERT INTO #Temp
exec ('[msdb]..[sp_help_jobhistory] @job_name = ''MessageBox_DeadProcesses_Cleanup_' + @dbN
ame + '''')

INSERT INTO #Final
SELECT TOP 1 @dbName, JobName, DateStarted, TimeStarted, Duration, Status FROM #Temp
TRUNCATE TABLE #Temp    

INSERT INTO #Temp
exec ('[msdb]..[sp_help_jobhistory] @job_name = ''MessageBox_Message_Cleanup_' + @dbName + 
'''')
INSERT INTO #Final
SELECT TOP 1 @dbName, JobName, DateStarted, TimeStarted, Duration, Status FROM #Temp
TRUNCATE TABLE #Temp    

INSERT INTO #Temp
exec ('[msdb]..[sp_help_jobhistory] @job_name = ''MessageBox_Parts_Cleanup_' + @dbName + ''
'')
INSERT INTO #Final
SELECT TOP 1 @dbName, JobName, DateStarted, TimeStarted, Duration, Status FROM #Temp
TRUNCATE TABLE #Temp    

INSERT INTO #Temp
exec ('[msdb]..[sp_help_jobhistory] @job_name = ''PurgeSubscriptionsJob_' + @dbName + '''')
INSERT INTO #Final
SELECT TOP 1 @dbName, JobName, DateStarted, TimeStarted, Duration, Status FROM #Temp
TRUNCATE TABLE #Temp    

INSERT INTO #Temp
exec ('[msdb]..[sp_help_jobhistory] @job_name = ''TrackedMessages_Copy_' + @dbName + '''')



Table 9 How to use the results of the SQL Server Agent jobs script
Results Do this

If you notice that the duration of the SQL Server Agent jobs increasing, you coul
d be running out of CPU bandwidth or your disk space might be getting low or f
ragmented.

First, examine the amount of free disk space o
n your SQL Server computers.

If you have sufficient free space, examine the 
Performance Monitor of your SQL Server co
mputers.

INSERT INTO #Final
SELECT TOP 1 @dbName, JobName, DateStarted, TimeStarted, Duration, Status FROM #Temp
TRUNCATE TABLE #Temp    

FETCH NEXT FROM MyCursor INTO @dbName
END

SELECT * FROM #Final ORDER BY MessageBox

close MyCursor
deallocate MyCursor

drop table #Temp
drop table #Final
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Summary: This document provides information about the performance characteristics of key Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004
configurations and components, such as messaging, pipeline, and orchestration. (52 printed pages)

BizTalk Server 2004 Overview

This document provides information about the performance of Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004. The BizTalk Server product team
derived the performance characterization from thousands of test cases that isolated and measured the performance of
individual configurations and components of BizTalk Server 2004. This document presents the results of this testing and
explains some of the significant findings. It does not provide any specific instructions about optimizing a particular BizTalk
Server 2004 deployment.

BizTalk Server 2004 is a server application that enables businesses to integrate disparate applications and automate business
processes by leveraging Extensible Markup Language (XML) standards. BizTalk Server 2004 is also an open-standards platform
with simplified tools that enable business users and developers to solve complicated business problems through integration
with partners, Web services, and other business-process management systems. BizTalk Server 2004 handles all data
communication between the underlying Microsoft Windows platform and Microsoft SQL Server™ database on behalf of all
external applications, services, processes, and systems. The following applications commonly use BizTalk Server 2004:

Enterprise application integration (EAI)
Business-to-business (B2B) commerce
Business process management (BPM)

BizTalk Server 2004 supports various vertical industries through solution accelerators, including:

Manufacturing, through BizTalk Accelerator for RosettaNet
Financial, through BizTalk Accelerator for Financial Services
Financial, through BizTalk Accelerator for the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT)
Health care, through BizTalk Accelerator for Health Level 7 (HL7)
Health care, through BizTalk Accelerator for the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)

For information about how BizTalk Server 2004 supports these vertical industries, go to
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=28026. In addition, BizTalk Server 2004 includes various application and technology
adapters that provide enhanced interoperability, including:

BizTalk Adapter for FTP
BizTalk Adapter for MQSeries
BizTalk Adapter for SQL Server
BizTalk Adapter for Web Services

A variety of adapter-development and application-vendor partners have released other adapters that work with BizTalk Server
2004. For information about the various application and technology adapters available for BizTalk Server 2004, go to
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=28027.

To enable the integration of disparate applications and the coordination of logic between business processes, BizTalk Server
2004 transforms and persists all messages in the MessageBox database on SQL Server. Based on the receive adapter that
accepts messages from external applications, services, processes, and systems, BizTalk Server uses receive pipelines to convert
messages from their external format to XML data. After BizTalk Server processes the messages with orchestrations (or routes
them for request messaging), it uses send pipelines to convert the XML data to their external format. Then the send adapter
sends the messages to their external applications, services, processes, and systems.

The following figure shows the message flow in BizTalk Server 2004.

Figure 1 Message flow in BizTalk Server

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=28026
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=28027


BizTalk Server 2004 provides two main functions: The first is messaging with external applications, services, processes, and
systems, and the second is the internal processing of orchestrations. Messaging involves receiving, parsing, routing, and
sending messages through user-configured adapters and pipeline components. Orchestration involves capturing business
logic and associating it with other applications, services, processes, and systems. The Business Rule Engine provides an
interface for business users to control orchestrations by expressing rules and defining business process activities.

The messaging architecture in BizTalk Server 2004 allows administrators, developers, and business users to update various
aspects of a BizTalk Server solution (such as a deployment configuration, application component, or business rule) without
disrupting service for external applications, services, processes, or systems. Essentially, BizTalk Server 2004 eliminates this
downtime by processing messages asynchronously. While this decoupling of messages from origination to destination
introduces some latency, it provides flexibility and availability for the integration of different applications, services, processes,
and systems.

This document provides performance information about the key run-time components in BizTalk Server 2004, including:

The scalability of the message box
Performance characterization of orchestrations with varying complexity
Performance characterization of various transport adapters (such as the File, HTTP, and the Web services adapter)
Performance characterization of various pipeline components (such as the XML assembler/disassembler, SMIME/MIME,
and flat-file parser)
Performance characterization of rule processing with the Business Rule Engine

This document also provides performance information about elements in BizTalk Server 2004 that are not directly related to
the run-time components. These other elements include interchanges (large messages containing multiple individual
messages) and tracking (application and process monitoring).

Document Objective

This document provides a general indication of how certain configurations and components perform in BizTalk Server 2004. It
includes tables, graphs, and charts that show the performance characteristics of key BizTalk Server 2004 components. It
describes how these factors affect performance at an individual component level, and provides background information about
how the tests were conducted.

By showing you the relative performance of these individual components, this document aims to guide your design decisions
so that you can modify your application design or deployment configuration to improve performance. Do not interpret the
performance characteristics presented in this document as benchmark measurements that all BizTalk Server 2004
deployments can support.

This document does not describe how individual features, components, or configurations impact the overall performance of
any specific deployment or scenario. This document is intended to be a descriptive guide only; it does not provide prescriptive
information or recommendations for optimizing a particular BizTalk Sever 2004 deployment or scenario.

Intended Audience

This document is intended for anyone who uses, or plans to use, BizTalk Server 2004. Specifically, this document is aimed at
technical professionals who design, develop, or deploy applications and solutions based on BizTalk Server 2004. These
professionals include:



 

Developers
Business users
Application designers
Technical sales staff and consultants
Systems integrators and analysts
Network engineers and technicians
Information technology (IT) professionals

This document assumes that readers have some experience with BizTalk Server 2004, or are familiar with emerging application
integration and business process management technologies and standards. Readers should be familiar with the concepts and
topics presented in the BizTalk Server 2004 product documentation, which is updated quarterly and can be accessed at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=28326.

This document is not intended for users who require assistance with using a particular feature or tool in BizTalk Server 2004; it
does not contain procedures for configuring specific settings in BizTalk Server 2004, and it does not prescribe steps for
deploying a particular BizTalk Server 2004 solution.

Document Overview

This document has three sections: Introduction, key performance considerations, and component performance. The
introduction provides an overview of this document and sets a context for the information that it contains. The key
performance considerations section describes the primary factors that impact BizTalk Server 2004 performance, presents a
request broker scenario, and provides performance guidelines for BizTalk Server and SQL Server. This section also describes
the scalability of BizTalk Server 2004.

The component performance section shows the performance of key components in BizTalk Server 2004 through tables,
graphs, and charts. It shows the performance characterization for the following elements in BizTalk Server 2004:

Orchestrations
Transport adapters
Pipeline components
Schema complexity
Interchanges
Tracking
Business rules

The component performance section also includes deployment diagrams that show the server hardware and network
implementation, and scenario descriptions that explain how each series of tests was run.

While features and components may change between versions, this document reveals the overall performance improvements
in BizTalk Server 2004 as compared with previous versions. The next version of BizTalk Server will perform even better as the
product team further refines product design and performance.

Key Performance Characteristics

This section describes the primary factors that impact Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 performance and presents a request
broker scenario that provides a context for the supporting test cases and statistics. It also provides information about the
scalability of BizTalk Server 2004 with general guidelines for optimizing performance, and test results from scaling BizTalk
Server 2004. Ultimately, improving performance requires finding the right balance between receiving and processing rates,
and minimizing message accumulation in the application queue.

Because BizTalk Server 2004 can be used for such a wide variety of applications, it can be deployed in an infinite number of
configurations. Due to the flexibility and sophistication of BizTalk Server 2004, it is highly unlikely that any two BizTalk Server
2004 customers will have exactly the same scenario, application design, and deployment configuration. Without proper
knowledge of how the features and components in BizTalk Server 2004 perform, it can be difficult to ensure that your
deployment configuration and application design are efficiently leveraging the components of BizTalk Server 2004.

Primary Performance Factors

The following factors have the highest impact on BizTalk Server 2004 performance (in no particular order):

Message size 
While BizTalk Server 2004 imposes no restriction on message size, practical limits and dependencies might require you
to minimize the size of your messages because large messages require more resources for processing. As message size
increases, overall throughput (messages processed per second) decreases. Consider the average message size, message

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=28326


type, and number of messages being processed by BizTalk Server 2004 when designing your scenario and planning for
capacity. Do not use unnecessarily long attribute and tag names; if possible, keep the length under 50 characters. For
example, do not use a 200-character tag name for a message size of only 1 byte.
Orchestration complexity 
The complexity of orchestrations has a significant impact on performance. As orchestration complexity increases, overall
performance decreases. An infinite variety of customer scenarios use orchestrations, and each scenario might involve
different orchestrations of varying complexity. Test your orchestrations and make sure they perform optimally before
implementing them in your deployment. For example, use atomic scopes in your orchestration.
Schema complexity 
The throughput for message parsing (especially flat-file parsing) is affected by the complexity of the schemas. As schema
complexity increases, overall performance decreases. When designing schemas, keep them simple (for example, reduce
the length of node names) and make sure they perform optimally to improve overall performance (for example, move
promoted properties to the top of the schema to reduce retrieval time).
Map complexity 
Map transformation can be resource intensive depending on the complexity of the maps. As map complexity increases,
overall performance decreases. To improve overall performance, minimize the number of fields in your maps.
Pipeline components 
Because pipeline components have a significant impact on performance (for example, a pass-through pipeline
component performs up to 30 percent better than an XML assembler/disassembler pipeline component), make sure that
any custom pipeline components perform optimally before implementing them in your deployment. For example, you
can improve overall performance by reducing the message persistence frequency (number of database trips) in your
pipeline component, and using proper programming techniques (write high-quality code with minimal redundancy).
Tracking data 
The amount of data you track can have a significant impact on performance. As the number of items tracked and the
amount of tracking data increases, overall performance decreases. Run the tracking service to move tracking data from
the MessageBox database to the Tracking database (BizTalkDTADb). Monitor the Tracking database for disk consumption
and growth. Archive and clean up the Tracking database regularly (move, back up, and delete old files).
Message-persistence frequency 
BizTalk Server commits write operations to the MessageBox database, which stores messages and state information for
particular message instances. This persistence allows BizTalk Server 2004 to ensure data integrity, security, and reliability.
As message-persistence frequency (the number of times that data needs to be persisted) increases, overall performance
decreases. Whenever possible, reduce the frequency at which data needs to be persisted to the message box. For
example, group multiple message-persistence points into one scope.
Transport adapters 
While scenarios define the particular transport adapters that are required, different transport adapters have different
settings that you can modify to improve performance. For example, separate orchestration and adapter functionality into
separate BizTalk Server hosts to minimize resource contention. Plan to accommodate the potential security threats
associated with separating BizTalk Server elements into different hosts.

Host configuration is also a significant factor for performance. BizTalk Server 2004 supports the isolation of individual
components (including orchestrations, adapters, and pipelines) into separate hosts, which are logical entities with specific
functionality. For more information about hosts, see Creating Scalable Configurations in the BizTalk Server 2004 product
documentation.

Performance Guidelines for SQL Server

Consider the following performance guidelines when configuring Microsoft SQL Server™ with BizTalk Server 2004:

Whenever possible, use a fast disk subsystem with SQL Server. Use a redundant array of independent disks type 5
(RAID5) or a storage area network (SAN) with backup power supply.
Use the Backup BizTalk SQL agent job to back up your databases regularly. The BizTalk Server service automatically
recovers from SQL Server connection malfunctions.
Isolate each message box onto a separate server from the Tracking database. For smaller deployments, isolating the
message box onto a separate physical disk from the Tracking database might be sufficient.
The primary message box could be the bottleneck due to CPU processor saturation or latency from disk operations
(average disk queue length). If CPU processing is the bottleneck, add CPU processors to the primary message box.
If disk operations are the bottleneck, move the Tracking database to a dedicated SQL Server computer or disk. If CPU
processing and disk operations on the primary message box are not the bottleneck, you can create new MessageBox
databases on the same SQL Server computer to leverage your existing hardware.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms961705(v=bts.10).aspx


Follow SQL Server best practices to isolate the transaction and data log files for the MessageBox and Tracking databases
onto separate physical disks.
Allocate sufficient storage space for the data and log files; otherwise, SQL Server will automatically expand the space
when the log files are full. Initial size of the log files will depend on the specific requirements in your particular scenario.
Estimate the average file size in your deployment and expand the storage space before implementing your solution.
Allocate sufficient storage space for high-disk-usage databases, such as the MessageBox, Tracking, and Business Activity
Monitoring (BAM) databases. If your solution uses the BizTalk Framework (BTF) messaging protocol, allocate sufficient
storage space for the BizTalk Configuration database (BizTalkMgmtDb).
Periodically, depending on business needs and the volume of data processed in your particular scenario, archive and
clean up the Tracking database. The size of this database can degrade performance (especially when one Tracking
database supports multiple message boxes) because reaching the full capacity of the database imposes a limit on the rate
of data insertion.
Scale up the servers hosting the MessageBox and Tracking databases if they are the bottleneck. You can scale up the
hardware by adding CPU processors, including additional memory, upgrading to faster CPU processors, running on 64-
bit SQL Server, and using high-speed dedicated disks.

Performance Guidelines for BizTalk Server

While the default settings in BizTalk Server 2004 provide optimal performance for many hardware and software
configurations, it might be beneficial in some scenarios to modify the settings or deployment configuration. When configuring
BizTalk Server 2004, consider the following performance guidelines:

To prevent resource contention, isolate messaging, orchestration, and tracking onto separate hosts. To further minimize
contention, isolate the tracking service and all transport adapters onto separate hosts.
If CPU processing on the BizTalk Server is the bottleneck, scale up BizTalk Server by including additional CPU processors
or upgrading to faster CPU processors.
To decrease HTTP request-response latency, define a DWORD registry key named HttpBatchSize and set the value to 1.
Create this registry key in the
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\BTSSvc.3.0\HttpReceive folder.
This setting specifies the batch size that the HTTP receive adapter uses to submit requests to BizTalk Server. Ordinarily,
the HTTP receive adapter waits to accumulate multiple messages to submit at once. It submits messages to BizTalk Server
when the maximum batch size is reached, or at the preset waiting time periods. Setting the HttpBatchSize value to 1
causes the HTTP receive adapter to submit messages as soon as they are received.
To decrease end-to-end latency, reduce the MaxReceiveInterval value in the adm_ServiceClass table of the
BizTalkMgmtDb database from the default value of 500 to a value less than 100 (or any positive integer) for the
following service classes:

XLANG/s
Messaging In-Process
Messaging Isolated

These settings specify the maximum polling interval (in milliseconds) at which the messaging agent polls the message
box. Microsoft does not support the direct modification of these values; you must use the tool at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=30076.
To adjust the performance characteristics of the BizTalk Server engine, modify the following columns in the
adm_ServiceClass table of the BizTalkMgmtDb database:
HighWatermark, LowWatermark. These two settings determine the outbound processing rate for messages. They
represent high and medium stress-level thresholds, respectively. Both settings define the number of messages processed
by BizTalk Server 2004, but not yet consumed by subscribers. When BizTalk Server processes more messages (not yet
consumed) than specified by the HighWatermark threshold, it stops processing messages from the message box until the
number of active messages decreases below the LowWatermark threshold.
HighMemorymark, LowMemorymark. These two settings control the memory thresholds at which BizTalk Server
starts and stops processing messages. Both settings define the percentage of overall memory consumed. They affect
both inbound and outbound throughput. When BizTalk Server memory consumption reaches the level defined by the
LowMemorymark threshold, BizTalk Server increases the stress level. If memory consumption reaches the level defined
by the HighMemorymark threshold, then BizTalk Server stops processing messages until memory consumption is
reduced.
These settings also have an impact on orchestrations. BizTalk Server stops creating new orchestrations when the memory
consumption reaches the HighMemorymark threshold. BizTalk Server resumes creating new orchestrations when the
memory consumption reaches the LowMemorymark threshold.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=30076


HighSessionmark, LowSessionmark. These two settings determine the inbound processing rate for messages. They
represent high and medium stress-level thresholds, respectively. Both settings define the number of parallel database
sessions that are persisting messages to the message box. When the number of sessions specified by the
HighSessionmark threshold is exceeded, BizTalk Server blocks incoming messages until the number of sessions
decreases below the LowSessionmark threshold.
The following table shows the default values for these threshold marks.

Table 1 Default values for threshold marks
Threshold Component Default Values

Watermark Messaging In-Process (File, MSMQ)Messaging Isolated (HTTP, SOA
P)MSMQT

LowWatermark—100HighWatermark—2
00

------- Orchestration LowWatermark—10HighWatermark—20

Memoryma
rk

Messaging In-Process (File, MSMQ)Messaging Isolated (HTTP, SOA
P)MSMQT

LowMemorymark—90HighMemorymark
—100

------- Orchestration LowMemorymark—100HighMemorymar
k—100

Sessionmar
k

Messaging In-Process (File, MSMQ)Messaging Isolated (HTTP, SOA
P)

LowSessionmark—5HighSessionmark—1
0

------- MSMQT LowSessionmark—12HighSessionmark—
15

To control the number of threads per CPU processor that BizTalk Server uses to process incoming message batches,
define a DWORD registry key named MessagingThreadsPerCpu. Create this registry key in the
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\BTSSvc.3.0 folder for all isolated host processes or
the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\BTSSvc{guid of the host} folder for in-process
hosts. Larger numbers increase the CPU processor utilization in the receive host. Smaller numbers might improve
performance if there is excessive context switching in the receive host.

Request Broker Scenario

Before presenting the performance data and statistics, this document describes a request broker scenario to provide a context
for the supporting test cases and statistics. Not all tests used this specific scenario, but all of them used some variation of it. Of
course, the tests involving orchestrations included orchestrations in the scenario. The Component Performance section later in
the document provides scenario descriptions that briefly explain the basic variations.

A request broker in BizTalk Server 2004 accepts requests, routes them to one or more proxy handlers (representing individual
departments of a company, for example), and manages the state of all requests in a consistent manner. BizTalk Server 2004
masks the complexities behind integrating disparate applications and systems such that clients simply submit requests and
track their status. This concept is similar to a translator who facilitates communication between people who speak different
languages. Without the translator, these people would not have a way to communicate or conduct business, or they might
invest time and money to learn another language.

A request broker interfaces with the individual proxy handlers and processes asynchronous requests from clients to back-end
systems. It presents a single interface with a single message type, accepts requests from clients, determines how to route each
request to the appropriate back-end system, and transforms the requests into the format required by the back-end system. It
also manages the life cycle of the requests and tracks their status.

For example, a company with many departmental systems might provide online services to extranet clients. These back-end
services can include human resources, payroll, and customer resource management systems. Because each department
maintains its own system, all of the departments can have different transport protocols and messaging interfaces. A request
broker enables, manages, and simplifies the interaction between these disparate systems. The different back-end systems can
have various resources and response times. The following figure shows the deployment topology for the request broker
scenario.

Figure 2 Deployment topology



Each BizTalk Server has the following hardware configuration:

Dual 2.8 gigahertz (GHz) Xeon processors (hyperthreaded)
2.0 gigabytes (GB) of RAM
170 GB of hard disk space (123 GB free)

Five 35.0 GB disks with disk speeds of 15,000 revolutions per minute (RPM)
Two spindles per disk

Each SQL Server has the following hardware configuration:

Dual 2.0 GHz Xeon processors (hyperthreaded)
4.0 GB of RAM
Storage area network (SAN); disable write caching to ensure data integrity

Four mirrored disks (2 x 2 spindles for reliability)

The message box for the request broker uses an eight-processor server. Only the message boxes for the proxy handlers are
dual processor.

Request Broker Scenario Description

To simulate departmental servers, each proxy handler runs a basic orchestration that receives documents (4 KB each), sends
back acknowledgments (less than 1 KB each), waits for a few minutes, and sends back the modified documents to the request
broker. The following figure shows the orchestration diagram in BizTalk Server 2004 Orchestration Designer.

Figure 3 Orchestration diagram



In this scenario, all inbound and outbound messages use the File adapter for both request broker and proxy handlers. Three
hosts are deployed on the request broker: receive, processing (orchestration), and send. Incoming documents are saved on a
file share, which is configured as a receive location on the receive host. Outgoing messages are saved on file shares as well.
Proxy handler responses are saved on a shared location that is accessible by both servers of the request broker. The following
figure shows the data flow diagram for the request broker scenario.

Figure 4 Data flow diagram



The following steps describe the logic in this data flow.

1. A file is dropped in the receive directory on the communication server. BizTalk Server in the request broker picks up the
file.

2. The BizTalk Server sends the file to the Proxy folder on the proxy server.
3. The BizTalk Server sends a document to the Transmit folder for notification that the file was sent to the proxy.
4. The proxy server sends an acknowledgment to the Ack folder on the communication server for notification that the file

was received.
5. The BizTalk Server in the request broker picks up the acknowledgment message.
6. The proxy server determines whether to accept or reject the file, and sends a reply to the Reply folder on the

communication server.
7. The BizTalk Server in the request broker picks up the reply message.
8. BizTalk Server sends a message to the Transmit folder with the message details.

This series of tests measures the throughput of the request broker as more servers are added. In addition to scaling the request
broker, the proxy servers are checked to ensure that they are not causing bottlenecks during test runs. The following four
configurations are tested in this scenario:

One request broker with one proxy
Two request brokers with two proxies
Three request brokers with two proxies
Four request brokers with four proxies (two groups of two servers each)

Request Broker Test Results

For these tests, with one, two, or three request brokers, CPU utilization on the BizTalk Server orchestration hosts reached 100
percent, resulting in near-linear scaling of throughput. With one and two BizTalk Server computers, performance improved by
about 50 percent. When adding a third or fourth BizTalk Server computer to the scenario, performance improved by 20
percent each. The bottleneck was largely attributed to CPU processor utilization and lock contentions in the message box on
SQL Server. The following table shows the performance data from the request broker scenario.

Table 2 Performance data from the request broker scenario
Request Broke
rs

Average Percent CPU Time (BizTalk Ser
ver)

Average Percent CPU Time (SQL Serv
er)

Documents per Seco
nd

1 85% 23.9% 17.85

2 71.1% 33.5% 29.77

3 62.2% 48.3% 34.50



4 42.7% 59.6% 35.59

Scalability

This section describes the scalability of Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 based on test scenarios for scaling up and scaling out.
Scaling up involves adding and upgrading hardware (such as CPU and RAM), while scaling out involves adding servers to the
deployment.

This section includes tables, charts, and diagrams that describe the performance characteristics of the following scalability
scenarios:

Scaling up SQL Server (single MessageBox database). This scenario shows the receiving and processing throughput
when the CPU processors on SQL Server are scaled up from one, two, four, and eight CPU processors.
Scaling out SQL Server (multiple MessageBox databases). This scenario provides general guidance on optimizing
message box performance through scaling out SQL Server, and shows the performance impact of various deployments
involving different numbers of BizTalk Server and SQL Server computers.
Scaling out BizTalk Server in an orchestration scenario. This scenario describes the performance improvements
achieved by scaling out BizTalk Server 2004 in an orchestration scenario where multiple BizTalk Server computers
(receive and send) are added until the orchestration server becomes the bottleneck.
Scaling out BizTalk Server in a messaging scenario. This scenario shows the performance impact of adding multiple
BizTalk Server computers to a deployment until the MessageBox database in SQL Server becomes the bottleneck due to
lock contentions.

This section describes the performance impact and improvement that results from including additional resources in each
scenario. It provides a guideline for modifying server deployment and application design to improve performance. While it is
more cost effective to modify the logic in your application design, it is always beneficial to establish a plan for adding resources
to accommodate future capacity and scalability requirements.

Scaling Up SQL Server

The MessageBox database in SQL Server can become a bottleneck for BizTalk Server 2004 deployments. Therefore, adding
more resources to SQL Server should improve overall throughput. This section shows the receiving and processing throughput
when the CPU processors on SQL Server are scaled up from one, two, four, and eight CPU processors.

First, this section shows the deployment topology and describes the hardware configuration for the test scenarios. Second, it
provides information about how BizTalk Server 2004 was configured for the scenarios. And finally, it explains the results from
the performance testing.

SQL Server Deployment Configuration

To assess the scalability of the MessageBox database, the testing involved one SQL Server computer (hosting the MessageBox
database) and multiple BizTalk Server computers. Different tests were run with varying numbers of CPU processors (one, two,
four, and eight CPUs) on the single SQL Server. The following figure shows the deployment topology for the scalability testing
of the MessageBox database in BizTalk Server 2004.

Figure 5 Deployment topology for MessageBox database scalability testing



Hardware Configuration

All of the performance tests used the same hardware configuration, except for the scenarios that involve scaling up the CPU
processors. Each BizTalk Server has the following hardware configuration:

Dual 2.8 gigahertz (GHz) Xeon processors (hyperthreaded)
2.0 gigabytes (GB) of RAM
170 GB of hard disk space (123 GB free)

Five 35.0 GB disks with disk speeds of 15,000 revolutions per minute (RPM)
Two spindles per disk

Each SQL Server has the following hardware configuration:

Dual 2.0 GHz Xeon processors (hyperthreaded)
4.0 GB of RAM
Storage area network (SAN); disable write caching to ensure data integrity

Scaling Up SQL Server Scenario Description

The objective for this series of tests was to measure the processing speed and throughput of the MessageBox database as CPU
processors were added to the SQL Server computer. To show the scalability of the message box with varying numbers of CPU
processors on the SQL Server, a single messaging scenario was used in all of the tests (the only variable was the number of
CPU processors on the SQL Server).

Because the message box is the engine for message publishing and routing, the messaging scenario used for the performance
testing is sufficient for generating workload. Orchestration is unnecessary because it has less-significant performance impact
on the message box.

The scenario involves a file receive adapter that receives a purchase order request and routes the order to various departments
based on the content of the request. Various files ranging from 2 to 6 KB in size are dropped to the file receive location at



periodic intervals. To isolate and measure the performance of the message box on the SQL Server computer, the messaging
workload on the BizTalk Server computers was maximized for the duration of the test runs. The following figure shows the
data flow diagram for the scalability testing of the message box in BizTalk Server 2004.

Figure 6 Data flow diagram for message box scalability testing

Scaling Up SQL Server Test Results

Scaling up the SQL Server from one to two CPU processors improved end-to-end throughput (documents per second) by 90
percent. End-to-end throughput is the total time from message reception (when a file is dropped in the receive directory) to
message transmission (when a file is dropped in the outbound directory). Scaling up from two to four CPU processors
improved performance by approximately 85 percent for receiving and 50 percent for processing. When scaling up from two to
four CPU processors, two more BizTalk Server computers were added to the deployment configuration to generate additional
workload on the four-processor SQL Server that hosts the MessageBox database.

Scaling up the SQL Server from four to eight CPU processors provided a 20 to 30 percent increase in performance. As more
BizTalk Server computers are added to the deployment configuration, the message box eventually becomes the bottleneck and
SQL Server lock contentions increase. At this point, adding BizTalk Server computers to the deployment does not improve
throughput. The following table shows the performance data from the scalability testing of the message box in BizTalk Server
2004.

Table 3 Performance data for message box scalability testing
SQL Server One CPU Processo

r
Two CPU Processor
s

Four CPU Processor
s

Eight CPU Processor
s

End-to-end 39.09 72.51 126.48 149.30

Receiving throughput (messages/sec) 38.00 74.00 137.00 158.00

Processing throughput (documents/se
c)

75.00 140.00 210.00 282.00

Scaling Out SQL Server

This section provides general guidance on optimizing message box performance by scaling out SQL Server, and shows the
performance impact of various deployments involving different numbers of BizTalk Server and SQL Server computers.

The deployment configuration of the message box has a significant impact on overall system throughput and scalability. To
assess the scalability of the MessageBox database, different tests were run with varying numbers of BizTalk Server and SQL
Server computers. The following figure shows the deployment topology for the scale-out testing of the MessageBox database
in BizTalk Server 2004.

Figure 7 Deployment topology for MessageBox database scale-out testing



The test cases for scaling out SQL Server used the same scenario as the tests for scaling up SQL Server.

Scaling Out SQL Server Test Results

This section explains how overall system throughput is affected by various message box configurations. It also includes some
significant findings from the performance testing (such as the optimal number of BizTalk Servers per message box, and why
scaling the message box from one to two SQL Server computers might not necessarily improve performance). The following
table shows the performance impact on throughput with different numbers of message boxes.

Table 4 Performance impact on throughput
Number of Message Boxes Throughput (documents per second)

1 73.62

2 64.86

Single Message Box



For this scenario, a deployment with one SQL Server computer hosting the MessageBox database can support up to six BizTalk
Server computers at an optimal throughput rate of approximately 266 documents per second (with tracking disabled). Adding
BizTalk Server computers beyond six does not improve throughput because the single message box becomes the bottleneck.

Scaling out the message box from one to two SQL Server computers does not improve throughput because in this scenario,
one server is dedicated as the primary message box. Every BizTalk Server group must have only one primary message box.

The primary message box handles all subscriptions and message routing, while other message boxes handle message
publishing. Instance subscriptions (subscriptions that route messages to already-running instances on specific message box
servers) are maintained on the primary message box and on the specific message box that hosts the particular instance.

To alleviate lock contentions, message publishing is disabled on the primary message box and only the other message boxes
can publish messages. Therefore, overall system throughput does not improve because there is still only one server publishing
messages.

Running multiple message boxes requires distributed transactions. Therefore, overall performance decreases from the
additional network-traffic overhead.

Multiple Message Boxes

As your system grows and capacity requirements change, a deployment involving a single message box configuration might
require scaling out. If the message box is the bottleneck in your deployment, scale up SQL Server first, and then scale out.

A scenario involving three SQL Server computers can support eight BizTalk Server computers at an optimal throughput rate of
approximately 419 documents per second. Four SQL Server computers can support 10 BizTalk Server computers at an optimal
throughput rate of approximately 520 documents per second. Eventually, the primary message box becomes the bottleneck.

If there are too many message boxes for the number of BizTalk Server computers (that is, if BizTalk Server does not create
enough workload), CPU processor utilization on the primary message box can reach 100 percent because of the performance
overhead associated with routing data to all the different SQL Server computers. To determine if the primary message box is
the bottleneck, check the following SQL Server performance counters:

SQL Server Lock Wait Time. Ideally, less than 100 milliseconds
SQL Server Lock Timeouts. Ideally, less than 100 milliseconds

When running the message box across multiple SQL Server computers, aggregate the tracking data from each SQL Server
computer onto a single database on a separate dedicated tracking server.

Scaling Out BizTalk Server in an Orchestration Scenario

To show the scalability of BizTalk Server 2004, the testing involved the following variables:

Receiving tier was scaled out from one to two BizTalk Server receive computers.
Transmitting tier was scaled out from one to two BizTalk Server send computers.
Orchestration was scaled out from one to four BizTalk Server computers.

The following table shows the BizTalk Server host configuration.

Table 5 BizTalk Server host configuration
Number of BizTalk Server Computers Host Configuration

1 Receive, send, orchestration

2 One receive and send, one orchestration

3 One receive, one send, and one orchestration

6 Two receive, two send, and two orchestration

7 Two receive, two send, and three orchestration

8 Two receive, two send, and four orchestration

The following figure shows the deployment topology for the scale-out testing of BizTalk Server 2004 in an orchestration
scenario.



Figure 8 Deployment topology for BizTalk Server 2004 scale-out testing

Scaling Out BizTalk Server in an Orchestration Scenario Description

The scenario for this series of tests is the same scenario as the one used for the scalability testing of BizTalk Server 2004 in a
messaging scenario (described in the earlier topic, "Scaling Out BizTalk Server in a Messaging Scenario"), except that this
scenario involves three message boxes and includes dedicated servers for processing orchestrations. For inbound traffic, the
File adapter is used with an XML disassembler and XML assembler pipeline component. For port configuration, one receive
port (one receive location) and one send port are configured. The orchestration is a simple schedule involving decision and
transformation. Other details about this scenario are the same as in the messaging scenario.

The following figure shows the data flow diagram for the scalability testing of BizTalk Server 2004 in an orchestration scenario.

Figure 9 Data flow diagram for BizTalk Server 2004 scalability testing



This series of tests used both paths in the decision tree: one half of received documents were accepted, and the other half were
rejected.

Scaling Out BizTalk Server in an Orchestration Test Results

The following table compares the end-to-end throughput statistics between the orchestration and messaging scenarios. End-
to-end throughput is the total time from message reception (when a file is dropped in the receive directory) to message
transmission (when a file is dropped in the outbound directory).

Table 6 Comparison of end-to-end throughput statistics
Number of BizTalk Server Computers End-to-End Throughput (documents/sec) -----------

------------ Orchestration Messaging

1 50.21 64.52

2 93.75 109.09

3 117.65 208.70

6 216.22 315.79

7 256.68 419.21

8 241.21 -------

With one BizTalk Server computer, all BizTalk Server functionality (receiving, sending, and processing) runs on the same server.
Scaling out from one to two BizTalk Server computers provides near-linear scaling because orchestration processing is isolated
onto a dedicated BizTalk Server computer.

For this scenario, scaling out from two to three BizTalk Server computers improves throughput minimally because in this
configuration, the receiving and sending functionality are isolated onto separate dedicated servers. Therefore, there is still only
one dedicated server for processing orchestrations. If CPU processor utilization and memory consumption are not maximized
on the receive and send servers, then it is unnecessary to add a dedicated server for processing orchestrations because you can
run orchestration on the receive and send servers.

Scaling out from three to six BizTalk Server computers provides near-linear scaling because each of the three primary areas of
functionality (receive, send, and orchestration) has twice the processing resources. Throughput reaches a peak when scaling
out from six to seven BizTalk Server computers because beyond seven BizTalk Server computers, the three orchestration
servers cause bottlenecks on the MessageBox databases. For this scenario, the end-to-end throughput rate decreases from
256.68 documents per second with seven BizTalk Server computers to 241.21 documents per second with eight BizTalk Server
computers.

Scaling out from seven to eight BizTalk Server computers causes slight performance degradation in overall throughput
because the eighth BizTalk Server computer in the deployment configuration is the fourth orchestration server, which only



adds contention on the message box. With more orchestration servers, the message box becomes the bottleneck with an
increase on the following SQL Server performance counters:

SQL Server Lock Wait Time. Ideally, less than 100 milliseconds
SQL Server Lock Time Out. Ideally, less than 100 milliseconds
Current Disk Queue Length. Ideally, the current disk queue length minus the number of spindles should be less than 2
(that is, fewer than two queued items per spindle is good)
Percent CPU utilization. Ideally, 70 to 75 percent
Processor Queue Length. Ideally, 10 per processor

To improve the throughput and scalability of BizTalk Server 2004 in an orchestration scenario involving more than three
orchestration servers, scale up the database tier by upgrading to faster CPU processors, adding CPU processors, and including
additional memory.

Scaling Out BizTalk Server in a Messaging Scenario

Scaling out BizTalk Server 2004 in a messaging scenario involves adding multiple BizTalk Server computers to a deployment
until the MessageBox database in SQL Server becomes the bottleneck due to lock contentions. If SQL Server is the bottleneck,
scale out the database tier by adding multiple SQL Server computers for message box processing. To show the scalability of
BizTalk Server 2004, the testing involved the following variables:

Receiving tier was scaled out from one to four BizTalk Server receive computers
Transmitting tier was scaled out from one to four BizTalk Server send computers
Database tier was scaled out from one to four SQL Server computers (hosting MessageBox databases)

The tests for scaling out BizTalk Server 2004 in a messaging scenario use the same deployment topology as the topology for
scaling out SQL Server, which is described in the earlier topic, "Scaling Out SQL Server."

Scaling Out BizTalk Server in a Messaging Scenario Description

The objective for this series of tests was to measure the processing speed and throughput of BizTalk Server 2004 as more
computers are added to the deployment. To show the scalability of BizTalk Server 2004 with different numbers of BizTalk
Server and SQL Server computers, a single messaging scenario was used in all of the tests. The only variables were the
numbers of servers.

The messaging scenario involves using the FileGen.exe tool to drop 12,000 documents (ranging from 2 to 6 KB in size) to each
BizTalk Server (receive server) at periodic intervals. For every document that BizTalk Server receives, two documents are
processed and sent. To maintain optimal throughput, the messaging workload on the BizTalk Server computers was maximized
for the duration of the test runs. Adding excessive workload to the receive servers causes excessive lock contentions on the
MessageBox database.

The BizTalk Server receiving, processing, transmitting, and tracking features were isolated onto separate hosts. The testing also
involved the following configurations:

All databases were created on a dedicated SQL Server computer with high-speed storage area network (SAN) drives.
All database and log files were stored on separate disks.
Each message box was pre-sized to 10.0 GB for database files and 5.0 GB for log files.
For multiple SQL Server computers hosting MessageBox databases, publishing was disabled on the primary message
box. Other message boxes handled all publishing so that the primary message box was dedicated to message routing.
The SQL Server Agent service was running on all SQL Server computers.
The MessageBox and Tracking databases were deleted after each test run.
All BizTalk Server service instances were restarted after each test run.

The messaging scenario does not use orchestration. For inbound traffic, the File adapter was used with an XML disassembler
and a pass-through pipeline component.

For port configuration, one receive port (one receive location) and four send ports (with filters) were configured. Three maps
on the send ports transformed the data based on the filter (which checked for the <MsgInd> promoted property).

The data flow diagram used for the scalability testing of BizTalk Server 2004 in a messaging scenario is the same as the data
flow diagram used in the scalability testing of the message box, which is described in the earlier topic, "Scaling Up SQL Server
Scenario Description."

Scaling Out BizTalk Server in a Messaging Scenario Test Results



 

The following table shows the throughput, in documents per second, of various deployments involving different numbers of
BizTalk Server and SQL Server computers (without tracking).

Table 7 Throughput of various deployments
Number of BizTalk Server Computer
s

One Message Bo
x

Two Message Boxe
s

Three Message Boxe
s

Four Message Boxe
s

1 73.62 64.86 64.52 67.04

2 114.29 104.35 109.09 106.19

4 228.57 212.39 208.70 207.79

6 266.67 292.68 315.79 313.04

8 274.68 256.00 419.21 412.90

10 ------- ------- ------- 520.83

For the tests involving multiple BizTalk Server computers, the BizTalk Server configuration used an equal number of receive
and send computers. For example, in the tests with two BizTalk Server computers, one computer was dedicated as the receive
server while the other was dedicated as the send server. With four BizTalk Server computers, there were two receive servers
and two send servers. The same configuration was used for the tests involving six, eight, and ten BizTalk Server computers.

With one SQL Server computer hosting the message box, throughput scales linearly up to four BizTalk Server computers.
When more than four BizTalk Server computers run message box functionality against the same SQL Server computer, the
SQL Server computer becomes the bottleneck due to SQL Server lock contentions on the MessageBox database. Because the
message box on SQL Server handles all message publishing and routing for BizTalk Server, it encounters performance
degradation from the overhead of running message box functionality for multiple BizTalk Server computers.

To scale beyond four BizTalk Server computers, a deployment must have more than one SQL Server computer for the message
box. Scaling out the database tier by including additional SQL Server computers for running the message box helps maintain
linear scaling for BizTalk Server 2004.

With two SQL Server computers running the message box, throughput scales linearly up to six BizTalk Server computers.
When more than six BizTalk Server computers run message box functionality against the two SQL Server computers, the SQL
Server computers become the bottleneck due to SQL Server lock contentions on the MessageBox databases. To scale beyond
six BizTalk Server computers in a deployment with two SQL Server computers, include additional SQL Server computers for
running the message box.

With three SQL Server computers running the message box, throughput scales linearly up to eight BizTalk Server computers.
When more than eight BizTalk Server computers run message box functionality against the three SQL Server computers, the
SQL Server computers become the bottleneck due to SQL Server lock contentions on the MessageBox databases. To scale
beyond eight BizTalk Server computers in a deployment with three SQL Server computers, include additional SQL Server
computers for running the message box.

With four SQL Server computers running the message box, throughput scales linearly up to 10 BizTalk Server computers.
When more than 10 BizTalk Server computers run message box functionality against the four SQL Server computers, the SQL
Server computers become the bottleneck due to SQL Server lock contentions on the MessageBox databases. To scale beyond
10 BizTalk Server computers in a deployment with four SQL Server computers, include additional SQL Server computers for
running the message box.

Component Performance

This section shows the performance of key components and configurations of Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 through tables,
graphs, and charts. It captures all of the data from the performance testing. This section has the following subsections:

Orchestrations. Shows the throughput and resource utilization of various types of orchestrations (such as a basic
orchestration, orchestration with a simple filter expression, orchestration with an atomic scope, and an orchestration that
starts another orchestration).
Transport Adapters. Shows how various transport adapters and file sizes affect throughput and overall performance.
Pipeline Components. Shows the performance impact of various pipeline components (including XML
assembler/disassembler, SMIME/MIME, and flat file parser) and schema complexities.



Schema Complexity. Shows the performance impact that schema complexity has on the XML Assembler/Disassembler
and flat file parsing pipeline components.
Interchanges. Shows the latency associated with various sizes of interchanges (large messages containing several
individual messages) and how to approximate an optimal interchange size.
Tracking. Shows the throughput and resource utilization of various types of tracking scenarios (such as messaging and
orchestration with a single MessageBox database, and deleting data from multiple MessageBox databases).
Business Rules. Shows how various parameters (such as the number of rules and conditions) in a rule set impact
performance, and how throughput is affected by various bindings (including class, XML document, and data row).

Orchestrations

While the configuration of orchestrations can widely vary, depending on the particular business process being captured, the
performance of orchestrations in BizTalk Server 2004 can be characterized by the most common types of orchestrations. This
section provides performance test results for the following types of orchestrations:

Basic orchestration
Orchestration with a simple filter expression
Orchestration with an atomic scope
Orchestration with an atomic scope using Distributed Transaction Coordinator (DTC)
Orchestration with a sequential convoy
Orchestration with dehydration
Orchestration calling another orchestration
Orchestration starting another orchestration
Singleton orchestration with batched messaging
Orchestration exposed as a Web service

The testing involved one client computer and the following six servers:

Two BizTalk Servers for transport (receive/transmit)
One BizTalk Server for orchestration
One BizTalk Server for tracking
One SQL Server for the MessageBox and Configuration databases
One SQL Server for the Tracking database

The following figure shows the deployment topology for testing orchestrations in BizTalk Server 2004.

Figure 10 Deployment topology for testing orchestrations



Orchestration Scenario Description

The objective for this series of tests is to measure the end-to-end throughput of different basic orchestrations. Each test is run
until CPU utilization on the BizTalk Server orchestration host reaches 100 percent. A client application sends messages to
BizTalk Server 2004, where a custom C# application forwards the messages from the receive location through the File adapter.
To apply stress to the test scenario, Microsoft Application Center Test (ACT) is used with a two-way SOAP port. The testing
involves the following four BizTalk Server hosts:

Two BizTalk Servers for receive
Two BizTalk Servers for send
One BizTalk Server for orchestrations
One BizTalk Server for tracking

This document provides more details about each orchestration (including a data flow diagram) after the test results section.

Orchestration Test Results

The following table shows a comparison of performance statistics across the different types of orchestrations. Use this
performance information to guide your design decisions for configuring orchestrations. Whenever possible, run orchestrations
on a dedicated BizTalk Server because they generally consume more resources than receiving and sending messages.

Table 8 Comparison of performance statistics
Orchestration Type Average Number of Orchestrations 

Completed per Second
Average Percent CPT Tim
e (Orchestration)

Average Percent CPU Tim
e (Message Box)

Basic 141.1 91.6 56.3

With simple filter expression 139.8 92.4 54.9

With an atomic scope 66.0 88.1 26.4

With a sequential convoy 110.6 88.6 59.6

With dehydration 54.4 92.4 26.5



With an atomic scope using 
DTC

54.1 96.8 23.2

Calling another orchestration 140.7 89.4 52.4

Starting another orchestratio
n

90.2 95.4 28.3

Singleton orchestration with 
batched messaging

13.4* 47.4 89.2

Exposed as a Web service 135.5* 69.9 62.7

* Average number of documents processed per second

Note that for the singleton orchestrations with batched messaging scenarios, BizTalk Server 2004 processes approximately 67
documents per second on average because each document contains five individual messages. This orchestration includes a
sequential convoy so it consumes more message box resources.

For orchestrations that start another orchestration, the actual number of requests processed is approximately half of the
average number of orchestrations completed per second.

Orchestration Details

This section provides a description and diagram of how each orchestration is configured for this series of tests.

Basic Orchestration

This test establishes a performance baseline for a basic orchestration in BizTalk Server 2004. The basic orchestration tested
contains one receive shape and one send shape (File transport). This orchestration provides the highest performance because it
does no processing; it only receives and sends messages. The following figure shows the orchestration diagram in BizTalk
Server 2004 Orchestration Designer.

Figure 11 Basic orchestration diagram

Orchestration with a Simple Filter Expression

This test measures the performance overhead of adding a simple filter expression to an orchestration (where the receive shape
has the Activate property set to True). This orchestration contains one receive shape and one send shape (File transport). The
following figure shows the orchestration diagram in BizTalk Server 2004 Orchestration Designer.

Figure 12 Simple filter expression orchestration diagram



Orchestration with an Atomic Scope

This test measures the performance overhead of using a blank scope in an orchestration to perform some simple in-memory
operations. The orchestration contains one receive shape and one send shape (File transport).

Compared to the previous orchestrations tested, orchestrations with an atomic scope have higher CPU utilization because they
require additional communication with the MessageBox database for data persistence. The following figure shows the
orchestration diagram in BizTalk Server 2004 Orchestration Designer.

Figure 13 Orchestration with an atomic scope

Orchestration with an Atomic Scope Using DTC

While the previous orchestration uses a blank scope, this orchestration contains an expression shape that instantiates a COM+
object, which executes a query against a remote database. The File transport is used for both receive and send ports. The
following figure shows the orchestration diagram in BizTalk Server 2004 Orchestration Designer.

Figure 14 Orchestration with an atomic scope using DTC



Orchestration with a Sequential Convoy

A sequential convoy has two receive shapes bound to the same port. The orchestration uses a correlation with one promoted
property. The File transport is used for both receive and send ports. The following figure shows the orchestration diagram in
BizTalk Server 2004 Orchestration Designer.

Figure 15 Orchestration with a sequential convoy

To test performance, the inbound publishing rate is increased until CPU utilization on the SQL Server (hosting the MessageBox
database) reaches 100 percent.

Orchestration with Dehydration

Dehydration is a state that results from high memory consumption, and leads BizTalk Server 2004 to unload orchestrations
from memory and persist them to disk. While other types of orchestrations (such as an orchestration with an atomic scope or
an orchestration with a sequential convoy) can have dehydration, they might not dehydrate if sufficient memory is available.
This scenario causes memory contention to impose dehydration.

This orchestration contains a one-minute delay shape that causes it to dehydrate after several other instances are created. The
File transport is used for both receive and send ports. The following figure shows the orchestration diagram in BizTalk Server
2004 Orchestration Designer.

Figure 16 Orchestration with dehydration



The performance is volatile for orchestrations with dehydration because dehydration and rehydration occur frequently in this
scenario. End-to-end throughput reached an average of 37.2 orchestrations dehydrated/second, and 39 orchestrations
rehydrated/second.

Orchestration Calling Another Orchestration

For this test, both orchestrations run under the same host. The File transport is used for both receive and send ports. The
following figure shows the orchestration diagrams in BizTalk Server 2004 Orchestration Designer.

Figure 17 Orchestration calling another orchestration

Orchestration Starting Another Orchestration

For this test, both orchestrations run under the same host. The File transport is used for both receive and send ports. The
following figure shows the orchestration diagrams in BizTalk Server 2004 Orchestration Designer.

Figure 18 Orchestration starting another orchestration

Singleton Orchestration with Batched Messaging

For this test, the orchestration uses one promoted property and one distinguished field. Five hundred different documents are
sent, resulting in 500 unique orchestration instances (with batches of five messages being sent). The File transport is used for
both receive and send ports. The following figure shows the orchestration diagram in BizTalk Server 2004 Orchestration
Designer.

Figure 19 Singleton orchestration with batched messaging



To test performance, the inbound publishing rate is increased until CPU utilization on the SQL Server (hosting the MessageBox
database) reaches 100 percent. The performance is primarily limited by the CPU on the SQL Server (that hosts the MessageBox
database) because orchestrations with sequential convoys use a publish/subscribe model (where latency is inherent).

Orchestration Exposed as a Web Service

For this test, the orchestration uses a two-way port (request-response) with a Web services adapter (SOAP). The following
figure shows the orchestration diagram in BizTalk Server 2004 Orchestration Designer.

Figure 20 Orchestration exposed as a Web service

To test performance, the inbound publishing rate is increased until CPU utilization on the SQL Server (hosting the MessageBox



database) reaches 100 percent.

Transport Adapters

This section describes the throughput associated with sending varying file sizes across the following transport adapters:

File adapter
HTTP adapter
Web services adapter (SOAP)
BizTalk Message Queuing (MSMQT) adapter
SQL adapter
FTP adapter
SMTP adapter

This section also includes transport-related performance information for messaging and Web application scenarios. To
measure performance, the tests involve one client computer that sends files of various sizes to each transport adapter. The
following figure shows the deployment topology for testing transport adapters in BizTalk Server 2004.

Figure 21 Deployment topology for testing transport adapters

Transport Adapters Scenario Description

The scenario uses a basic orchestration containing one receive shape and one send shape. For comparison, the testing also
involves a scenario with no orchestration. The inbound and outbound adapters are changed in each test, according to the
specific transport adapter being tested.

Transport Adapters Test Results

This section explains the performance characteristics for the different transport adapters.

File Adapter

To measure the throughput and resource utilization from file reception (receive) to outbound transmission (send), files of
various sizes were sent from a client computer. The data flow diagram used for the performance testing of the File adapter in
BizTalk Server 2004 is the same as the data flow diagram used for the scalability testing of the message box, which is described
in the earlier topic, "Scaling Up SQL Server Scenario Description." To set an upper limit and determine the maximum file size
that the File adapter can support, a series of tests were run to measure the latency of receiving and sending various files
ranging from 1 GB to 4 GB in size.

Ultimately, the maximum file size limitation is a restriction imposed by the physical resources on the system. Scaling up the
hardware (such as faster CPU processors, increased memory, and larger hard disks) can increase the maximum file size
supported. The File adapter processed a 1.0 GB file in 21 minutes, and a 2.0 GB file in 40.3 minutes. The following table shows
the throughput for the various file sizes tested.

Table 9 Throughput for tested file sizes
File Size Throughput

1.0 GB 21.0 minutes

2.0 GB 40.3 minutes

3.0 GB 65.0 minutes

4.0 GB 93.0 minutes

When file sizes are small, throughput is limited by CPU processing and the rate at which the system can perform basic file
operations. As file sizes grow, throughput (KB/sec) increases but overall performance (files/sec) decreases.

Toward the upper limit of the maximum file size limitation (typically around 5.0 GB), the receiving host becomes the bottleneck
because it must parse incoming files, compress the data, and persist the data into the MessageBox database. In situations
where system throughput is limited by the receiving host, the CPU utilization on other hosts (orchestration and send) begins to



decrease. The following table shows the resource utilization on the BizTalk Server and SQL Server for various file sizes.

Table 10 Resource Utilization for various file sizes
File Siz
e

Average Percent CPU Ti
me (receive)

Average Percent CPU Time (o
rchestration)

Average Percent CPU Ti
me (send)

Average Percent CPU Time 
(SQL Server)

2 KB 19% 26% 5% 30%

20 KB 18% 26% 5% 25%

200 KB 27% 14% 4% 17%

2,000 K
B

29% 3% 1% 4%

20,000 
KB

25% 1% 1% 3%

200,00
0 KB

20% 1% < 1% 1%

The following table shows the throughput of the File adapter with and without orchestration.

Table 11 Throughput of the File adapter with and without orchestration
File Size With Orchestration With Orchestration Without Orchestration Without Orchestration

--------- KB/sec Files/sec KB/sec Files/sec

2 KB 103 51.0 171 85.7

20 KB 920 46.0 1,400 70.0

200 KB 4,804 24.0 4,804 24.0

2,000 KB 10,520 5.3 10,520 5.3

HTTP Adapter

To optimize performance for the outbound transport, the send host is separated from the orchestration host. The performance
of the HTTP adapter is similar to the performance of the File adapter up to 200 MB (throughput increases with file size). Beyond
200 MB, throughput decreases rapidly because large HTTP POST requests are divided into fragments before being sent. At the
destination, the fragments are combined to build the message. The following table shows the throughput for the HTTP adapter.

Table 12 Throughput for the HTTP adapter
File Size KB/sec Files/sec

2 KB 81 41

20 KB 720 36

200 KB 4,000 20

2,000 KB 6,000 3

20,000 KB 15,200 0.76

200,000 KB 2,000 0.01

As file size increases, so does the time required to upload the file. Therefore, you should carefully adjust the connection time-
out settings in Internet Information Services (IIS) when sending large files through the HTTP adapter. For information about



modifying the connection settings, see the IIS documentation.

The following table describes the registry settings that affect the performance of the HTTP adapter. By default, the registry has
no HTTP adapter keys.

Table 13 Registry settings that affect HTTP adapter performance
Key Name Adapt

er
Def
ault

Description

HttpBatchSiz
e

HTTP r
eceive

10 This key specifies the size of the HTTP receive adapter batch. It is in the HTTPReceive subdirector
y. This key can improve the latency of the HTTP receive adapter if set to 1.

Minimum value: 1

Maximum value: 256

RequestQueu
eSize

HTTP r
eceive

256 This key defines the number of concurrent requests that the HTTP receive adapter processes at on
e time.

Minimum value: 10

Maximum value: 2048

HttpOutMax
Connection

HTTP s
end

5 This key specifies the number of open connections.

Minimum value: 1

Maximum value: 128

HttpOutInflig
htSize

HTTP s
end

100 This key specifies the size of the inflight queue.

Minimum value: 1

Maximum value: 1024

Create these DWORD registry keys in the following registry locations:

For the HttpBatchSize and RequestQueueSize keys,
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\BTSSvc.3.0\HttpReceive 
For the other keys,
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\BTSSvc{GUID} where GUID is the ID of the host for
the HTTP send handler

Web Services Adapter

The scenario for the performance testing of the Web services adapter is the same as the one used for testing the File and HTTP
adapters, except that the orchestration is exposed as a Web service. The inbound adapter is exposed through SOAP while
outbound traffic uses the File adapter. Configuring the scenario this way helps to isolate and measure the throughput with
SOAP as the inbound adapter.

The performance of the Web services adapter is similar to the performance of the File adapter (throughput increases with file
size). With large file sizes (larger than 200 MB), throughput decreases rapidly because the default settings in IIS cause retries
and time-out errors. Performance tests for the Web services adapter were run with file sizes up to 200 MB. The following table
shows the throughput for the Web services adapter.

Table 14 Throughput for the Web services adapter
File Size KB/sec Files/sec

2 KB 108 54

20 KB 1,021 51

200 KB 3,449 17

2,000 KB 5,816 2



20,000 KB 4,437 0.22

The schema is simplified for this scenario because the receive adapter cannot support multidimensional arrays (deeply-nested
schemas). By default, the maximum file size that can be uploaded by IIS is 4 MB to restrict possible denial-of-service attacks.
For information about increasing and modifying this setting, go to http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=27097.

BizTalk Message Queuing (MSMQT) Adapter

For this scenario, inbound traffic flows through the File adapter while outbound traffic flows through the BizTalk Message
Queuing (also known as MSMQT) adapter. Because it is difficult to scale a single queue, a total of eight inbound queues and
four outbound queues were used to demonstrate the full capacity of the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter. Sending messages
to multiple queues requires modification to the application design. The following figure shows the data flow diagram for the
performance testing of the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter in BizTalk Server 2004.

Figure 22 Data flow diagram for BizTalk Message Queuing adapter

As with the File adapter, the throughput of the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter increases with file size. As file sizes increase,
the receiving host becomes the bottleneck. While the testing used file sizes up to 1 GB, there is no maximum file size limitation.
File size is primarily limited by the amount of physical memory on the system as the Message Queuing (also known as MSMQ)
client loads the message into memory. The following table shows the resource utilization on the BizTalk Server and SQL Server
for various file sizes.

Table 15 Resource utilization for various file sizes
File Size Average Percent CPU Time (receive a

nd send)
Average Percent CPU Time (orches
tration)

Average Percent CPU Time (SQL 
Server)

2 KB 37% 10% 12%

20 KB 42% 12% 14%

200 KB 49% 7% 9%

2,000 KB 53% 1% 2%

20,000 K
B

61% 1% 2%

200,000 
KB

47% 1% 2%

The following table shows the throughput for the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter.

Table 16 Throughput for the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter
File Size KB/sec Files/sec

2 KB 80 40

20 KB 766 38

200 KB 2,730 22

2,000 KB 4,466 1.3

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=27097


20,000 KB 6,144 0.3

200,000 KB 9,557 0.05

To have multiple BizTalk Servers process BizTalk Message Queuing requests, configure multiple receive locations (multiple
BizTalk Message Queuing queues) so that each thread can process requests in parallel (concurrently).

SQL Adapter

This section provides an overview of the scenario for testing the SQL adapter, and explains the test results for both inbound
and outbound adapters. For this series of tests, the SQL adapter retrieves data from a dedicated input/output server, and not
the message box. Instead of using the SQL adapter for both inbound and outbound traffic, the tests isolate the adapter for each
scenario for measurement accuracy and reliability.

Inbound Adapter

For this scenario, the inbound port uses the SQL adapter, and the Continuous Polling feature is enabled. (There is more
information about continuous polling at the end of this topic). For outbound traffic, the File adapter drops outbound messages
to a designated folder.

The BizTalk Server receives a single message from each polling of the SQL adapter. The single inbound message can be
separated into multiple messages by using an XML disassembler pipeline component and an envelope schema. The following
table shows the inbound resource utilization on the BizTalk Server and SQL Server for various file sizes.

Table 17 Inbound resource utilization
File Si
ze

Average Percent CPU Ti
me (receive)

Average Percent CPU Time (o
rchestration)

Average Percent CPU Ti
me (send)

Average Percent CPU Time (
SQL Server)

2 KB 19% 19% 15% 16%

20 KB 21% 20% 15% 15%

200 K
B

25% 21% 8% 9%

2,000 
KB

25% 27% 2% 3%

20,000
KB

24% 30% 1% 2%

The following table shows the inbound throughput for the SQL adapter.

Table 18 Inbound throughput for the SQL adapter
File Size KB/sec Files/sec

2 KB 93 46

20 KB 817 40

200 KB 3,192 15

2,000 KB 5,495 2

20,000 KB 5,597 0.27

Depending on the number of files that BizTalk Server processes, the maximum size of data that the SQL adapter can support is
typically 50 MB. Add memory to support larger file sizes. Configuration of stored procedures, tables, and schemas has a
significant impact on adapter throughput. When writing stored procedures, estimate the size of the result set to improve
performance. If stored procedures retrieve more rows or data than needed, resources (such as CPU cycles) are wasted and
performance degrades. In scenarios involving higher SQL Server lock contentions and concurrency, stored procedures should
override the transaction isolation level.



To optimize performance of the SQL adapter, enable the Continuous Polling feature by setting the poll while data found
property to True. This setting allows the adapter to retrieve data continuously (with no wait statements) until the stored
procedure returns no rows—at which point, the adapter switches to sleep mode for the duration of the polling interval.

When the polling interval is too small, the SQL adapter tries to load all of the messages simultaneously and memory
consumption increases, depending on the physical resources on the SQL Server.

Outbound Adapter

For this scenario, the inbound port uses the File adapter to apply incoming load on the system, and outbound traffic uses the
SQL adapter. The following table shows the outbound resource utilization on the BizTalk Server and SQL Server for various file
sizes.

Table 19 Outbound resource utilization for various file sizes
File Si
ze

Average Percent CPU Ti
me (receive)

Average Percent CPU Time (o
rchestration)

Average Percent CPU Ti
me (send)

Average Percent CPU Time (
SQL Server)

2 KB 17% 18% 43% 24%

20 KB 21% 18% 39% 22%

200 K
B

15% 7% 49% 10%

2,000 
KB

3% 1% 53% 1%

20,000
KB

1% < 1% 54% < 1%

The following table shows the outbound throughput for the SQL adapter.

Table 20 Outbound throughput for the SQL adapter
File Size KB/sec Files/sec

2 KB 62 31

20 KB 553 27

200 KB 1,733 8

2,000 KB 27 0.01

20,000 KB 40 0.002

For the outbound scenario, the send host consumes most of the CPU processing cycles and becomes the bottleneck because it
must convert the XML file into SQL Server data, and then insert that data into the database. The largest message supported by
the SQL adapter for outbound traffic is 50 MB.

FTP Adapter

For this scenario, the inbound batch size was set to 20 through the Batch: Maximum Files property. The File adapter
performs approximately 10 times faster than the FTP adapter because the FTP adapter reads messages sequentially, instead of
concurrently, for each receive location. By default, the incoming batch size is set to 0, leading the adapter to enumerate and
retrieve all of the files at once. When there are large numbers of files in the FTP site, the default configuration results in poor
performance. Plan for your volume of traffic and set the batch size appropriately; the recommendation is 20. The following
table shows the throughput for the FTP adapter.

Table 21 Throughput for the FTP adapter
File Size KB/sec Files/sec

2 KB 8 4.3



20 KB 88 4.4

200 KB 836 4.1

2,000 KB 3,884 1.9

20,000 KB 4,710 0.23

The FTP adapter supports multiple locations in multiple threads, but reads files from a single location sequentially.

SMTP Adapter

The most common scenario for SMTP involves using the SMTP adapter for outbound traffic. For this scenario, the File adapter
is used for inbound traffic and the SMTP adapter is used for outbound traffic.

For outbound traffic, the SMTP adapter consumes more memory than the File adapter, with the SMTP adapter providing 50
percent less throughput than the File adapter. There is no file-size limitation for the SMTP adapter because file size is limited by
the physical resources on the system (especially memory), and the number of concurrent SMTP messages loaded
simultaneously.

As file sizes increase (greater than 2 MB), the system might encounter out-of-memory errors under high load. Therefore, adjust
the watermark threshold (decrease the high-low watermark threshold) for the messaging agent when using the SMTP adapter
for outbound traffic. The following table shows the resource utilization on the BizTalk Server and SQL Server for various file
sizes.

Table 22 Resource utilization for various file sizes
File S
ize

Average Percent CPU Tim
e (receive)

Average Percent CPU Time (o
rchestration)

Average Percent CPU Ti
me (send)

Average Percent CPU Time (
SQL Server)

2 KB 6% 12% 32% 12%

20 KB 7% 12% 32% 11%

200 K
B

2% 4% 8% 4%

2,000 
KB

8% 1% 18% 1%

The following table shows the throughput for the SMTP adapter.

Table 23 Throughput for the SMTP adapter
File Size KB/sec Files/sec

2 KB 46 23

20 KB 413 20

200 KB 1066 5

2,000 KB 3413 2

Messaging Scenario for Transport Adapters

This section provides performance information about the throughput associated with different types of transport adapters in a
typical messaging scenario. The testing involves one BizTalk Server and one SQL Server. The deployment topology used for
testing the transport adapters in a messaging scenario is the same as the topology used for testing the transport adapters,
which is described in the earlier topic, "Transport Adapters."

Scenario Description

To measure the throughput of different transport adapters in a typical messaging scenario, a series of tests was run to simulate
retail customers who want to manage their inventory. These customers check their inventory through requests (XML messages



typically less than 10 KB in size) that BizTalk Server 2004 processes.

The tests measured the following transport adapter configurations:

File to File
HTTP to HTTP
BizTalk Message Queuing (MSMQT) to MSMQ
SOAP to File

For inbound traffic, the BizTalk Server uses an XML disassembler pipeline component and a pass-through pipeline component.
When it receives a message, BizTalk Server reads the message header for routing information, and then routes it to two
different locations (out of four total locations). For outbound messages, BizTalk Server uses maps to transform each message.
The data flow diagram used for the performance testing of the transport adapters in a typical messaging scenario is the same
as the data flow diagram used for the scalability testing of the message box, which is described in the earlier topic, "Scaling Up
SQL Server Scenario Description."

Test Results

The four transport adapter configurations tested had approximately the same performance, with outbound map
transformation causing the bottleneck. The following chart shows the throughput for the different transport adapters tested in
the messaging scenario.

Figure 23 Throughput for transport adapters

For the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter, the testing involved three incoming queues (BizTalk Server receive locations) to
optimize thread utilization.

Web Application Scenario for Transport

This section shows a sample case study based on the most basic real-world scenarios. It provides performance information
about Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) overhead in a typical messaging scenario.

The testing consisted of the following computers:

One BizTalk Server for receive
One BizTalk Server for orchestration
One BizTalk Server for send
One SQL Server for all databases
One client computer for generating requests
One client computer for receiving responses

The following figure shows the deployment topology for the testing of SSL throughput in a messaging scenario.

Figure 24 Deployment topology for SSL testing



Scenario Description

To measure the performance impact of using SSL, tests were run with the following transport adapter configurations:

HTTP to HTTP
SOAP to File

A basic orchestration was used for testing the HTTP adapter. The following figure shows the data flow diagram for the HTTP
scenario.

Figure 25 Data flow diagram for HTTP

For the inbound port in the SOAP-to-File scenario, the same orchestration used for testing the HTTP adapter was exposed
through SOAP as a Web service. For outbound traffic, the File adapter drops outbound messages to a designated folder. The
following figure shows the data flow diagram for the SOAP-to-File scenario.

Figure 26 Data flow diagram for SOAP-to-File

Test Results

For the SOAP-to-File scenario, using SSL added approximately 13 percent more performance overhead than when SSL is not
used. For the HTTP-to-HTTP scenario, using SSL added approximately 25 percent more performance overhead than when SSL
is not used. The following table shows the throughput for the adapter configurations tested with and without SSL.

Table 24 Throughput for adapter configurations tested with and without SSL
Adapter Configuration Documents Processed/sec (without SSL) Documents Processed/sec (with SSL)

HTTP to HTTP 13 10

SOAP to File 15 12

Pipeline Components

This section describes the performance of BizTalk Server 2004 with various pipeline components (including XML
Assembler/Disassembler, SMIME/MIME, and flat-file parser) and schema complexities. A pipeline is a piece of software
infrastructure that contains a set of .NET or COM components that process messages in a predefined sequence.

The Microsoft Visual Studio Toolbox is populated with several standard BizTalk Server components that you can use to create a
pipeline. This section describes the performance characteristics of these pipeline components in BizTalk Server.



SMIME/MIME, Party Resolution, and XML Pipeline

BizTalk Server 2004 pipeline components provide a set of security-related features such as SMIME, MIME, and Party
Resolution. This section describes the performance impact of various receive and send pipeline components using
SMIME/MIME and Party Resolution, relative to default XML and pass-through pipeline components.

The testing of SMIME/MIME and Party Resolution in BizTalk Server 2004 consisted of one client computer, one BizTalk Server,
and one SQL Server. The deployment topology used for testing SMIME/MIME and Party Resolution in BizTalk Server 2004 was
the same as the deployment topology used for testing the transport adapters, which is described in the earlier topic, "Transport
Adapters."

SMIME/MIME, Party Resolution, and XML Pipeline Scenario Description

This scenario involves a simple messaging implementation with no orchestrations. Separate hosts are created for send, receive,
and tracking functions.

SMIME/MIME, Party Resolution, and XML Pipeline Test Results

Each component was tested for its individual effect on performance. To measure this difference, a baseline performance was
determined by using the default pass-through pipelines; no orchestrations or maps were included. Two sets of tests were
conducted. The following tables show the permutations tested for both the receive/inbound side and the send/outbound side.

Receive/Inbound
Table 25 Receive/Inbound test results
Receive Pipeline Receive Pipeline Receive Pipeline Receive Pipeline Send Pipeline

Decode Stage Disassemble Stage Validate Stage Resolve Party Stage ---------------

MIME/SMIME

Regular

------- ------- ------- Pass-through

MIME/SMIME

BlobSigned

------- ------- ------- Pass-through

MIME/SMIME

BlobSigned + Encrypted

------- ------- ------- Pass-through

------- XML Disassembler (w/o validation) ------- ------- Pass-through

------- XML Disassembler (with validation) ------- ------- Pass-through

------- ------- XML Validator ------- Pass-through

------- ------- ------- Party Resolution

Resolve by Cert

Pass-through

Send/Outbound
Table 26 Send/Outbound test results
Receive Pipeline Send Pipeline Send Pipeline Send Pipeline

--------------- Pre-assemble Stage Assemble Stage Encode Stage

Pass-through ------- ------- MIME/SMIME Regular

Pass-through ------- ------- MIME/SMIME BlobSigned

Pass-through ------- ------- MIME/SMIME BlobSigned +

Encrypted

Pass-through ------- XML Assembler -------



Pass-through ------- ------- XML Validator

Receive/Inbound

The following table shows the results for all permutations of the receive/inbound tests.

Table 27 Permutations of receive/inbound tests
Throughput vs. File Size -------- 2 KB 20 KB 200 KB 2 MB 20 MB

Baseline (pass-through) Files/sec 200.86 128.65 32.54 3.75 0.40

------- KB/sec 401.72 2573.00 6507.33 7506.67 8000.00

MIME Decoder Files/sec 141.04 87.58 12.24 1.19 0.12

------- KB/sec 282.08 1757.00 2448.00 2380.00 2400.00

SMIME Decoder (signed) Files/sec 137.89 64.60 7.00 0.62 0.10

------- KB/sec 275.78 1292.00 1400.00 1246.67 1933.33

SMIME Decoder (signed and encrypted) Files/sec 77.81 41.89 5.15 0.48 0.06

------- KB/sec 155.63 837.87 1029.33 953.33 1200.00

Party Resolution (plus SMIME Decoder signed) Files/sec 132.80 63.54 6.90 0.62 0.07

------- KB/sec 265.61 1270.87 1379.33 1246.67 1466.67

XML Disassembler (w/o validation) Files/sec 154.51 111.94 27.03 3.07 0.34

------- KB/sec 309.02 2238.80 5406.00 6146.67 6733.33

XML Disassembler (with validation) Files/sec 141.19 90.92 18.87 1.93 0.27

------- KB/sec 282.37 1818.47 3774.00 3866.67 5466.67

XML Validator Files/sec 160.36 107.34 23.09 2.57 0.28

------- KB/sec 320.72 2146.73 4618.67 5133.33 5666.67

Analysis of the receive pipeline MIME and XML components show the following trends:

SMIME (signed and encryption) is the most expensive operation.
Performance degradation was minimal between the MIME Decoder and SMIME Decoder (signed) scenarios. Signing
involved adding a signature to the file.
While a larger number of smaller files could be processed, actual KB/second of throughput was higher for larger files.
Party Resolution with certificates has a minimal additional impact over the SMIME Decoder when used with it.
The pass-through pipeline component performs 20 to 30 percent faster than the XML Assembler/Disassembler pipeline
component.

Send/Outbound

The following table shows the results for all permutations of the send/outbound tests.

Table 28 Permutations of send/outbound tests
Throughput vs. File Size -------- 2 KB 20 KB 200 KB 2 MB 20 MB



Baseline (pass-through) Files/sec 200.86 128.65 32.54 3.75 0.40

------- KB/sec 401.72 2573.00 6507.33 7506.07 8000.00

MIME Encoder Files/sec 121.50 93.94 17.33 1.57 0.24

------- KB/sec 243.00 1878.87 3466.67 3146.67 4800.00

SMIME Encoder (signed) Files/sec 83.73 62.64 14.02 1.49 .21

------- KB/sec 167.47 1252.73 2804.00 2986.67 4133.33

SMIME Encoder (signed and encrypted) Files/sec 73.64 54.00 6.61 0.97 0.12

------- KB/sec 147.29 1080.00 1322.00 1946.67 2400.00

XML Assembler Files/sec 130.68 85.72 14.55 1.67 0.20

------- KB/sec 261.37 1714.33 2910.67 3333.33 3933.33

XML Validator Files/sec 148.52 97.73 18.41 2.18 0.24

------- KB/sec 297.04 1954.60 3681.33 4366.67 4800.00

Analysis of the receive pipeline MIME and XML components show the following trends:

As with the Receive pipeline, smaller files allowed a higher number of files to be processed, but the larger files resulted in
higher kilobyte throughput.
The XML Validator and MIME Encoder have comparable performance, as do the XML Assembler and SMIME Encoder
(signed).

Schema Complexity

Schema complexity has a significant impact on performance in BizTalk Server 2004. This section describes the performance
impact that schema complexity has on the XML Assembler/Disassembler and flat file parsing pipeline components.

XML Pipeline Components and Schema Complexity

The XML Assembler pipeline component combines XML serializing and assembling in one component. It can transfer (promote
and demote) properties from the message context back into envelopes and documents.

The XML Disassembler pipeline component combines XML parsing and disassembling into one component. It removes
envelopes, disassembles the interchange, and promotes the content properties from interchange and individual document
levels on to the message context.

The testing involved one client computer, one BizTalk Server, and one SQL Server. The deployment topology used for testing
pipelines in BizTalk Server 2004 is the same as the deployment topology used for the testing of the transport adapters, which
is described in the earlier topic, "Transport Adapters."

XML Pipeline Components and Schema Complexity Scenario Description

This series of tests was run against a simple orchestration with a receive shape and a send shape using the File transport
adapter. This scenario includes the following BizTalk Server 2004 host configurations:

One BizTalk Server for receive
One BizTalk Server for send
One BizTalk Server for orchestrations

The data flow diagram used for the performance testing of pipelines in BizTalk Server 2004 was the same as the data flow
diagram used for the scalability testing of the message box, which is described in the earlier topic, "Scaling Up SQL Server
Scenario Description."



XML Pipeline Components and Schema Complexity Test Results

The purpose of the tests in this section is to demonstrate the performance impact due to different levels of complexity of the
schema. To maximize the workload on the XML Assembler/Disassembler, files of relatively small sizes were used. Large-sized
files would not stress the XML Assembler/Disassembler efficiently because it uses more resources for compressing and
persisting the data to the message box than for assembling and disassembling the XML data. Therefore, it would be difficult to
measure and observe how schema complexity impacts performance.

Both the breadth and depth of XML fields in a schema have an impact on performance. As the number of fields in the XML file
grows, the throughput decreases. Similarly, as the depth of the schema increases, the throughput also decreases.

For the following tests, the inputs were adjusted to maximize the CPU utilization of the BizTalk Server (to get the maximum
throughput). To measure the impact that the breadth and depth of XML schemas have on performance, two test permutations
were used. The following paragraph lists the different inputs used for both permutations.

XML schema complexity in breadth

Each document for this particular test is 20 KB. The variable is the number of the fields for each document. For this test,
the following inputs were used:
1 field
2 fields 
100 fields
1000 fields

XML schema complexity in depth

2 levels
20 levels
200 levels
2000 levels

The following table shows the performance of BizTalk Server with various XML file complexities.

Table 29 Performance of BizTalk Server with XML file complexities
Number of Fields per Schema Files/sec

1 72.47

10 74

100 72.03

1000 58.16

Note
Schemas that contain up to one million fields and are up to 199 MB in size have been tested; no maximum limit for the bread
th was found.

The following table shows the relationship between the schema complexity in breadth and overall throughput.

Table 30 Relationship of breadth and overall throughput
Depth of Each Field per Schema Files/sec

2 73.03

20 73.03

200 66.67

2000 58.35

Flat-File Parsing



Two factors have the highest impact on the performance of flat-file parsing: file size and schema complexity. An ambiguous
schema is a schema that contains many optional fields. When large file sizes are used, these schemas can degrade
performance because larger files may match different branches of the schema. Schema complexity has less impact on smaller
files than on larger files.

The testing consisted of one client computer, one BizTalk Server, and one SQL Server. The deployment topology used for the
testing of flat-file parsing in BizTalk Server 2004 was the same as the deployment topology used for the testing of the
transport adapters, which is described in the earlier topic, "Transport Adapters."

Flat-File Parsing Scenario Description

The scenario is a simple messaging scenario that has an outbound pipeline connected directly to an inbound pipeline. The
hosts for the two parts of the scenario are separated so that the outbound pipeline can be stopped without affecting the
inbound pipeline. The HTTP protocol is used for inbound message traffic because it allows more control of the workload.

To focus on the performance impact based on the file size, a simple schema was used for this testing. The test files were built
by repeating records to fit a size pattern. The test runs consisted of sending the test messages to the inbound port and
measuring the publishing time.

Flat-File Parsing Test Results

The following table shows how the throughput and processing capacity in KB/second change with the file size.

Table 31 File size changes in throughput and processing capacity
Full Size (KB) Files/sec KB/sec

0.4 159.78 61.16

1 112.94 113.82

2 77.25 155.11

4 49.63 202.01

40 5.49 223.22

400 0.54 220.96

4000 0.05 217.39

The amount of data goes flat at a certain point because the time spent in communication and database access is almost
insignificant compared to the actual processing time of the messages

Schema Complexity

The base schema used for the tests is a schema with 40 nodes. The maximum depth of the schema is six nodes and all the
nodes are required; some nodes will repeat. All the schemas used are derived from this base. The constraints used to create the
four schemas are whether all fields are optional or required, and whether the parser optimization is set for speed or
complexity. The message used for measurement is 500 KB in size.

The parsing mode is an attribute on the schema Info record, with two modes: speed and complexity. In speed mode, the parser
tries to fit data as it appears in the stream. In complexity mode, the flat-file parsing engine uses both top-down and bottom-up
parsing, and tries to fit data more accurately. The following table shows the results of the test.

Table 32 Schema complexity test results
Schema Type Parser Optimization Processing Rate per Minute Cost/Message (megacycles)

No optional fields Speed 44.14 8369

No optional fields Complexity 43.15 8559

All fields optional Speed 40.42 9227

All fields optional Complexity 26.21 14665



The cost is given in processor megacycles per second and is calculated as:

This formula gives a machine-independent cost. The variables are defined as follows:

F = CPU frequency in MHz (megacycles/second executed by a CPU)
N = number of physical CPUs on the computers 
p = CPU utilization (percent) 
k = 1.3 coefficient recommended by Intel when hyperthreading is enabled
r = throughput rate in number of units (messages) processed per second.

From the tests, we observed that the performance decreases as the complexity of the schema grows. This result occurs because
the parser retries parsing to find the best match when the schema has ambiguous definitions.

In case of an ambiguous schema, the complex parser setting will have impact on the general throughput because of the best
match algorithm used during complex parsing. In the given runs there is almost a 50 percent drop in throughput for the given
input file just by setting the optimization to complex.

The same complex data definitions may cause an impact on loading time and memory consumption. At load time the
parser grammar and parse table are generated automatically and the number of states the parser requires increases
dramatically. That is why, for certain large schemas (a few megabytes in size), you can expect schema loading time to
grow from minutes to hours.

Interchanges

This section describes the performance of large interchange file support in BizTalk Server 2004. An interchange is a single
message that contains multiple messages. After BizTalk Server 2004 receives an interchange, it disassembles the interchange
into its individual messages. This section provides details about the throughput involved with using single and multiple
interchanges in BizTalk Server 2004.

To measure the performance and throughput associated with large interchange file support, the testing was conducted across
two servers: one running BizTalk Server 2004 and the other running Microsoft SQL Server™ 2000.

Interchanges Scenario Description

The BizTalk Server is configured to run in three separate hosts: receive, send, and tracking. Note that the receive and send
processes are running in separate hosts. All of the default settings are used except for the following transport configurations:

The receive port is bound to a send port (no orchestration).
The receive pipeline contains the Flat File Disassembler.
The send pipeline uses the default XML Assembler.
The message type is FlatFile Interchange(s).
Each message is a 1 KB flat file.

Latency is measured as the total time from interchange reception (when the interchange is dropped in the receive directory) to
destination arrival (when the interchange is dropped in the outbound directory). The interchange size is defined as the total
number of messages contained in the interchange.

Interchanges Test Results

For BizTalk Server 2004, latency increases dramatically when the interchange size exceeds 400,000 messages (with 2.0 GB of
RAM). Adding more memory allows you to support interchange sizes larger than 400,000 messages. The performance
degradation beyond this interchange size is typically attributed to SQL Server rather than to BizTalk Server because SQL Server
encounters lock contentions on the MessageBox database. The following figure shows the latency of single interchanges.

Figure 27 Latency of single interchanges



To reduce the latency for processing interchanges, reduce the size of each interchange (that is, divide large interchanges into
multiple interchanges containing fewer messages). The following table shows the latency involved when a single interchange
containing 400,000 messages is divided into multiple smaller interchanges.

Table 33 Latency relationship between interchange number and size
Number of Interchanges Interchange Size (messages) Latency (hours)

1 400,000 2:40:19

4 100,000 2:34:50

8 50,000 2:03:22

20 20,000 1:41:26

40 10,000 1:35:49

80 5,000 1:31:02

While the number of interchanges might increase to accommodate the reduction in interchange size, latency is reduced and
overall performance increases. The following figure shows the latency of multiple interchanges.

Figure 28 Latency of multiple interchanges

When supporting large interchanges in BizTalk Server 2004, multiple smaller interchanges utilize the CPU processor more
efficiently than fewer large interchanges. As a general guideline, use the following formula to determine the maximum size of
an interchange for any given deployment (number of CPU processors):

Maximum number of messages per interchange <= 200,000 / (Number of CPUs * BatchSize * Messa
gingThreadPoolSize)



The fixed value of 200,000 is the result of dividing the maximum number of messages in an interchange (typically 400,000) by
2 to account for the SQL Server lock contentions that each loaded thread uses (in addition to the SQL Server lock contentions
used by each message in an interchange).

You can modify the following variables to enhance thread utilization and performance. The following sections provide
procedures for setting the Batch Size value and specifying the messaging thread pool size:

Number of CPUs specifies the number of CPU processors in the BizTalk Server.
BatchSize specifies the number of messages per thread that should be received before BizTalk Server processes the
interchange. The recommended value for BatchSize is 1.
MessagingThreadPoolSize is a registry key that defines the number of threads per processor on the BizTalk Server.
The recommended value for MessagingThreadPoolSize is 1.

Note
You should modify these variables only on hosts that process large interchanges (when dropping multiple large interchange
s to the receive location). Modifying these variables for other scenarios might result in performance degradation.

The example below shows how the formula might apply for a deployment that has the following characteristics:

Number of processors on the BizTalk Server is four.
BatchSize value is set to 1.
MessagingThreadPoolSize is set to 1.

Therefore, in the example deployment, you can drop an infinite number of interchanges to the receive location as long as each
interchange contains a maximum of 50,000 messages (200,000 divided by 4).

Setting the Batch Size Value

Use the following procedure to set the BatchSize value. This value is the desired maximum number of messages per thread
that should be received before BizTalk Server processes the interchange.

To set the BatchSize value

1. Click Start, point to All Programs, point to Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003, and then click Microsoft Visual
Studio .NET 2003.

2. In Visual Studio .NET 2003, open an existing BizTalk Server project.
3. In the BizTalk Server project, click View, and then click BizTalk Explorer.
4. In BizTalk Explorer, expand BizTalkMgmtDb.dbo, expand Receive Ports, expand the specific receive port for the project,

expand Receive Location, expand the specific receive location for the project, right-click the receive location, and then
click Edit.

5. In the Receive Location Properties - Configuration - General dialog box, for Address URI, click the ellipsis (...)
button.

6. In the FILE Transport Properties dialog box, set the BatchSize value to 1, and then click OK. By default, this value is set
to 20 for the FILE adapter.

Specifying the Messaging Thread Pool Size

Use the following procedure to create a registry key that specifies the messaging thread pool size. This value specifies a limit to
the number of threads that a single processor can spawn.

To specify the messaging thread pool size

1. Click Start, and then click Run.
2. In the Run dialog box, in the Open box, type regedit, and then click OK.
3. In Registry Editor, expand HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, expand SYSTEM, expand CurrentControlSet, expand Services,

right-click BTSSvc*, point to New, click DWORD Value, type MessagingThreadPoolSize, and then press ENTER.
4. In Registry Editor, double-click MessagingThreadPoolSize.
5. In the Edit DWORD Value dialog box, in the Value data box, type 1, and then click OK.

4 (number of CPUs) * 1 (BatchSize) * 1 (MessagingThreadPoolSize) = 200,000 / maximum number
of messages per interchange



Tracking

This section describes the performance impact of tracking in BizTalk Server 2004. The core BizTalk Server 2004 features
(messaging, pipelines, orchestration, and business rules) can generate tracking information while processing messages. This
tracking information allows you to monitor specific aspects of your application and system.

BizTalk Server 2004 stores all tracking data in the MessageBox database. The BizTalk Server tracking service is a dedicated
Windows NT service application that moves tracking data from the MessageBox database to a separate Tracking database, and
deletes the data from the message box. The BizTalk Server 2004 Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) tool and Business Activity
Monitoring (BAM) use this Tracking database.

Performance Impact of Tracking with a Single Message Box

This section describes the deployment configuration and scenario descriptions for this series of tests. To measure the
performance impact of tracking in BizTalk Server 2004, the testing involved one client computer and the following six servers:

One BizTalk Server for accepting messages (receive)
One BizTalk Server for processing messages (orchestration)
One BizTalk Server for sending messages (transmit)
One SQL Server for hosting the MessageBox database
One SQL Server for running the BizTalk Server tracking service
One SQL Server for hosting the Tracking databases

The following figure shows the deployment topology for the performance testing of tracking in BizTalk Server 2004.

Figure 29 Deployment topology for tracking performance testing

Tracking Configuration

To configure tracking, BizTalk Server 2004 provides various settings for the tracking service, tracking interceptors, the Health
and Activity Tracking (HAT) tool, and Business Activity Monitoring (BAM). The following table shows the various tracking
configurations that were set for all of the tests in the tracking section.

Table 34 Tracking configurations set for the tracking tests
Tracking Config
uration

Tracking Service/Int
erceptors

HAT Pipeline Components/Message Properties BAM Configur
ation



Default On/On Receive: Inbound (Off), Outbound (Off)Send: Inbound (Off), Outboun
d (Off)

N/A

Tracking servic
e off

Off/On N/A N/A

Interceptors off Off/Off N/A N/A

HAT 1 On/On Receive: Inbound (Off), Outbound (On)Send: Inbound (On), Outboun
d (Off)One promoted property

N/A

HAT 2 On/On Receive: Inbound (Off), Outbound (Off)Send: Inbound (Off), Outboun
d (Off)One promoted property

N/A

HAT 3 On/On Receive: Inbound (On), Outbound (On)Send: Inbound (On), Outboun
d (On)One promoted property

N/A

BAM (no HAT) On/On N/A 4 Activities4 Dat
a Items

BAM (with HAT 
3)

On/On Receive: Inbound (On), Outbound (On)Send: Inbound (On), Outboun
d (On)One promoted property

4 Activities4 Dat
a Items

By default, BizTalk Server 2004 enables the tracking service and tracking interceptors. You can disable the tracking service
and/or interceptors through the BizTalk Server Administration tool, or the BizTalk Server Windows Management
Instrumentation (WMI) interfaces.

When the tracking service is disabled, BizTalk Server stops moving tracking data from the MessageBox database to the
Tracking database. With the tracking interceptors disabled, BizTalk Server stops collecting tracking data in the message box.

To enable or disable the tracking of pipeline components and message properties, use the HAT configuration menu. BizTalk
Server automatically enables BAM tracking after you define business activities and associate them with orchestrations.

Single Message Box Scenario Description

To test the performance impact of tracking in BizTalk Server 2004 with a single message box, two scenarios were used:
messaging and orchestration. This section describes each scenario.

Messaging Scenario with One Message Box

In this messaging scenario, BizTalk Server 2004 receives a document from a file folder and routes it to other folders. To
perform the routing, BizTalk Server uses a filter based on a promoted property of the message content.

After receiving the document, BizTalk Server processes it with filters, transformation maps, and XML disassembler pipeline
components. BizTalk Server uses the XML pass-through pipeline component for sending the document. This scenario does not
involve orchestration; the next section describes an orchestration scenario. The data flow diagram used for testing BizTalk
Server 2004 tracking in a messaging scenario with one message box is the same as the data flow diagram used for the
scalability testing of the message box, which is described in the earlier topic, "Scaling Up SQL Server Scenario Description."

Orchestration Scenario with One Message Box

In this orchestration scenario, BizTalk Server 2004 uses a basic orchestration to determine whether inbound requests should
be accepted or rejected. The determination is made based on one field of the request, and a response is sent accordingly. The
orchestration scenario uses the same pipeline components as the previous messaging scenario. For each document that it
receives, BizTalk Server processes one document and sends one document. The following figure shows the data flow diagram
for the performance testing of BizTalk Server 2004 tracking in an orchestration scenario with one message box.

Figure 30 Data flow diagram for orchestration with one message box



Test Results for Tracking with One Message Box

This section shows the test results for the messaging and orchestration scenarios. The following table shows the test results for
the messaging scenario.

Table 35 Test results for the messaging scenario
Tracking Configuration Documents Received per Second Documents Processed per Second

Default 118.17 216.7

Tracking service off 118.13 236.8

Interceptors off 122.16 242.2

HAT 1 112.17 218.7

HAT 2 78.2 138.4

HAT 3 79.1 155.5

The bottleneck for this scenario and deployment configuration was the CPU processor utilization on the orchestration server.
The throughput statistics were obtained by maximizing the CPU processor utilization on the orchestration server. You can
alleviate this bottleneck by adding servers to distribute the workload. The following table shows the test results for the
orchestration scenario.

Table 36 Test results for the orchestration scenario
Tracking Configuration Documents Processed per Second Percent Change from Default Configuration

Default 144.59 0.00%

Tracking service off 169.64 17.32%

Interceptors off 169.06 16.92%

HAT 1 141.62 -2.06%

HAT 2 132.87 -8.11%

HAT 3 126.70 -12.37%

BAM (no HAT) 138.00 -4.56%

BAM (with HAT 3) 111.12 -23.15%

For the scenarios above, all tracking configurations had similar performance except the configuration where tracking was
disabled. The orchestration scenario provided better performance than the messaging scenario because the messaging
scenario involved transformation maps and processed two documents for each document received (the orchestration scenario



sent one document for each document received). The orchestration scenario also included an additional server dedicated to
processing orchestrations, thereby increasing the capacity of BizTalk Server to receive, process, and send documents more
efficiently.

In the messaging scenario, the default tracking configuration had minimal impact on throughput. Throughput increased by 6
percent when tracking was off, and by 13 percent when the tracking service and interceptors were off. Message-body tracking
in the HAT 1 configuration (where tracking is on for the receive outbound pipeline and send inbound pipeline) degraded
performance by less than 2 percent over the default tracking configuration. The default tracking configuration provided 36
percent and 31 percent more throughput than the HAT 2 and 3 configurations, respectively.

In the orchestration scenario, throughput increased by 17 percent when the tracking service and interceptors were off. The
default tracking configuration provided up to 15 percent more throughput than message-body tracking in the HAT 1
configuration. The default configuration also provided 2 percent, 8 percent, and 12 percent more throughput in the HAT 1, 2,
and 3 configurations, respectively. With HAT off, the default configuration provided 5 percent more throughput than with BAM
tracking on, and 23 percent more than HAT message-body tracking with BAM on.

Performance Impact of Tracking with Multiple Message Boxes

BizTalk Server 2004 supports one Tracking database per application, regardless of the number of message boxes. In
deployments with multiple message boxes, the amount of data that can be tracked multiplies. Therefore, tracking has a
significant impact on performance when deployments involve multiple message boxes. To measure this performance impact, a
series of tests was run with the following servers:

Two BizTalk Server computers for receiving messages (also running the tracking service)
Six BizTalk Server computers for sending messages (transmit)
Four SQL Server computers for hosting the MessageBox database

This series of tests used the same scenario as the scale-out messaging scenario, which is described in the earlier topic, "Scaling
Out SQL Server." It involved the following three tests:

Disabled tracking to measure throughput under high sustained workload
Assumed default tracking configuration (enabled) and archived the Tracking database
Assumed default tracking configuration without archiving the Tracking database

Test Results for Tracking with Multiple Message Boxes

When tracking is off, BizTalk Server 2004 can process 516 documents per second at an incoming rate of 258 received
documents per second (test duration was over 27 hours). When the incoming rate is increased, processing speed decreases but
publishing rate increases. Improving overall performance requires finding the right balance between processing and
publishing rates, and minimizing message accumulation in the application queue.

In the second series of tests where tracking is on and the Tracking database is archived, file reception was decreased to 181 to
184 documents per second to achieve a sustainable amount of workload, and the test duration lasted over 17 hours. If
consistent load persists for longer periods of time, BizTalk Server encounters performance degradation until the load is
alleviated. Performance degradation is most noticeable when processing and publishing speeds far exceed the rate at which
the tracking service moves tracking data. For this configuration, the tracking service can move 441 messages per second.

In the third series of tests where tracking is on and the Tracking database is not archived, test duration lasted 10 hours at an
incoming rate of 181 to 184 documents received per second. For this configuration, the tracking service can move 119
messages per second, and total average throughput over 17 hours was 260 documents processed per second.

Business Rules

This section describes the throughput of policy (rule set) execution in the Business Rule Engine. The testing involved one client
computer, one BizTalk Server, and one SQL Server hosting the message box. The deployment topology used for the testing of
the Business Rule Engine in BizTalk Server 2004 was the same as the topology used for the testing of the transport adapters,
which is described in the earlier topic, "Transport Adapters."

Business Rules Scenario Description

The Policy object model was used in all test scenarios in this section. The policy execution was initiated from multiple threads,
each thread using a unique Policy object instance; for example:

Thread n

Policy PolObj = new Policy(REFacts);
for (int i=0; i < NIterations; i++)
PolObj.Execute (REFacts);



Business Rules Test Results

Facts are pieces of information about the world, and can originate from many sources, such as event systems, objects in
business applications, and database tables. The Business Rule Engine accepts and operates on the following types of facts:

.NET objects (methods, properties, and fields) 
XML documents (elements, attributes, and document subsections) 
Database row sets (values from table column) 

.NET Classes

The policy used in this test contains rules like the following:

Note
Different .NET classes were used for the rules in the policy.

The application used to run the test executes the policy from four different threads. The average CPU utilization on the BizTalk
Server hosting the Business Rule Engine is approximately 80 percent. The following graph shows the results of the test.

Figure 31 Business rules test results for .NET classes

XML Documents

The policy used in this test contains rules like the following:

The application used to run the test executes the policy from four different threads. The average CPU utilization on the BizTalk
Server hosting the Business Rule Engine is approximately 90 percent. The following graph shows the results of the test.

Figure 32 Business rules test results for XML documents

PolObj.Dispose();

If ( ClassN.Attribute >= constant ) 
Then {Do something}

If (XmlDocumentMemberN.Field >= constant ) 
Then { Do something}



Data Connections and Tables

The Business Rule Engine supports the following three database-related types:

TypedDataRow. Constructed by using a reference to an ADO.NET DataRow instance. The TypedDataRow is an
obvious choice for rules that deal only with data from one or a small number of rows from a particular table. 
TypedDataTable. Literally a collection of TypedDataRow objects. Each row in the database table is wrapped as a
TypedDataRow and asserted into the working memory by the rule engine. 
A TypedDataTable requires an in-memory ADO.NET DataTable, which can be a performance overhead if this particular
DataTable contains a very large number of rows. If a small number of rows in the database table are relevant and you
can determine these rows before calling the rules, use a DataTable; otherwise use TypedDataRow. The assumption is
that a high number of rows in the DataTable are relevant to the rules. 
DataConnection. Represents a table in a database accessed through a database connection. 
The difference between DataConnection and TypedDataTable is that in addition to the dataset name and table name,
DataConnection requires a usable database connection and optionally a database transaction context.

The test scenarios included in this section capture the performance differences between data connection and data table
bindings and show which of these bindings is more efficient depending on the scenario.

Increasing the Number of Data Rows

This test used the following rule:

The test started with a few rows in the test table and gradually increased the number of rows. The purpose of this test was to
show how the data connection binding becomes more efficient than data table binding when the data set becomes larger. The
following graph shows the results of the test.

Figure 33 Business rules test results for data connections and tables

Increasing the Number of Conditions

This test used a policy that contained 100 rules, and changed the number of unique conditions in the rules.

The purpose of the test was to show how the data connection binding becomes much more efficient when the rule set uses

If (Table1.Column1 = 1) 
Then Class1.Property1 = Table1.Column1

                        Rule N
If (Table1.Column1 = (N Mod NumberofUniqueConditions) 
Then Class1.Property1 = Table1.Column1



shared conditions/queries. The following graph shows the results of the test.

Figure 34 Business rules test results for increasing the number of conditions

Increasing Query Selectivity

For this test, multiple policies were used, and each policy contained only one rule:

The purpose of this test was to show how data connection bindings are more efficient when the more restrictive
queries/conditions are used. However, the performances of the data table and data connection bindings converge as the
queries/conditions become less restrictive. The following graph shows the results of the test.

Figure 35 Business rules test results for increasing query selectivity

Optimization

Consider the following guidelines when optimizing DataConnection bindings:

Use primary keys. When there is a primary key, the equality of two rows is determined by whether the rows have the
same primary key, rather than by object comparison. If the rows are determined to be the same, only one copy is
retained in memory, and the other is released (resulting in less memory consumption).
When a DataConnection is asserted into the rule engine for the first time, the engine always tries to locate its primary
key information from its schema. If a primary key exists, primary key information is retrieved and used in all subsequent
evaluations.
Provide running transactions. Without a transaction, each query and update on the DataConnection will initiate its
own local transaction, and different queries might return different results in different parts of rule evaluations. Users may
experience inconsistent behavior if there are changes in the underlying database table.
Although you can use a DataConnection without providing a transaction when the table does not change over time, it is
recommended that a transaction be used even when the DataConnection is only being used for read operations.
Use OR conditions with caution. If the rule uses only conjunctive (AND) conditions, tests and queries are executed as
early as possible, so instances of objects passing through are reduced. As a result, the number of queries against the
subsequent DataConnection is reduced proportionally. If disjunctive (OR) conditions and a DataConnection are used
together in a rule, all condition evaluations are pushed to the final query. If more than one DataConnection is used in a
rule, all queries except the last one effectively become a Select-ALL query statement.
In general, it is better to split any rule with an OR condition into two or more discrete rules, because the use of OR
conditions decreases performance compared to the definition of more atomic rules. This observation is true whether or
not DataConnections are used.

If (Table1.Column1 <= query_value) 
Then Class1.Property1 = Table1.Column1



You might also consider using separate rules that consist only of conjunctive conditions instead of one rule with OR
conditions. With OR conditions, the number of queries grows at the speed of multiplication of instances of all joining
objects. This is shown in the following example:

In this example, A represents an ObjectBinding; DC represents a DataConnection, and x, y, and z represent attributes
of A and DC. If A has 100 instances, and x is 1 in the first object, 2 in the second object, through 100 in the 100th object,
100 queries have to run against the DataConnection.
It is better to rewrite the preceding rule by splitting it into two rules:

Use DataConnection instead of TypedDataTable. In many scenarios, using DataConnection provides better
performance and consumes less memory than using TypedDataTable. However, TypedDataTable may be required in
some cases because of certain restrictions on using DataConnection. In some other cases, using TypedDataTable may
yield better performance than using DataConnection.
Use TypedDataTable instead of DataConnection under the following conditions:

Data changes need to be made but the table does not have a primary key. To make data changes by using
DataConnection, a primary key is required. Therefore, if there is no primary key, TypedDataTable is the only
viable approach.
Selectivity is high, which means that a large percentage of rows in the table will pass the tests specified as rule
conditions. In this case, DataConnection does not provide much benefit and it may perform worse than
TypedDataTable.
The table is small—typically, a table that contains fewer than 500 rows. Note that this number could be larger or
smaller depending on the rule shape and on the memory available to the rule engine.
Rule-chaining behavior is expected in the policy. Calling the Update function on a DataConnection is not
supported, but you could invoke DataConnection.Update in a rule using a helper method. When rule chaining
is required, TypedDataTable is a better choice.
One or more columns in the table hold a very large amount of data that is not required by the rules. An example
is an image database, where the columns hold the image (large amount of data), name, date, and so on. If the
image is not required, it may be better to select only the columns needed by the rules. For example, issuing a
query such as "SELECT Name, Date from TABLE" can be more efficient than using DataConnection.
If many rules need or update the same database row, using a TypedDataTable, the row is shared between all
rules, and if the condition is the same (for example, Table.Column == 5), the condition evaluation can be
optimized. With a DataConnection, in general, a query is generated for each rule that uses the
DataConnection. Although the rows are reused (if the table has a primary key), multiple queries could be
generated to get the same data each time.

IF (A.x == 7 OR A.x == 8) AND DC.y == A.y 
THEN DC.z =10

                        Rule 1 
IF A.x == 7 AND DC.y==A.y
THEN DC.z =10
Rule 2
IF A.x == 8 AND DC.y==A.y
THEN DC.z =10
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Document Objective

This document provides details of the software and hardware configurations used to achieve the required performance. It
describes how the different factors affect performance.

This document does not describe how individual features, components, or configurations impact the overall performance of
other specific deployments or scenarios. This document is intended to be a descriptive guide only; it does not provide
prescriptive information or recommendations for optimizing a particular BizTalk Server 2004 deployment or scenario.

The information in this document is based on an extensive performance tuning exercise in the BizTalk Server product group
labs in Redmond. The objective was to achieve an average of 300 microseconds (ms) latency with the highest possible
message throughput using one BizTalk group.

The following figure shows the message flow in this scenario.

Figure 1 Message flow throughput

The scenario is as follows:

1. Application A sends request messages to BizTalk Server 1-way HTTP receive port locations.
2. BizTalk Server routes the request messages to a 2-way (solicit-response) HTTP Send Port.
3. The 2-way HTTP Send Port sends the request messages to another Application B.
4. Application B processes the request and returns response messages synchronously to BizTalk Server.
5. BizTalk Server routes the response messages to a 1-way HTTP Send Port.
6. The 1-way HTTP Send Port sends the response messages back to the requesting application A.

Intended Audience

This document is intended for anyone who uses, or plans to use, BizTalk Server 2004. Specifically, this document is aimed at
technical professionals who design, develop, or deploy applications and solutions based on BizTalk Server 2004. These
professionals include:

Developers
Business users
Application designers
Technical sales staff and consultants
Systems integrators and analysts
Network engineers and technicians
Information technology (IT) professionals



 

 

This document assumes that readers have some experience with BizTalk Server 2004, or are familiar with emerging application
integration technologies and standards. Readers should be familiar with the concepts and topics presented in the BizTalk
Server 2004 product documentation, which is updated quarterly and can be accessed here.

This document is not intended for users who require assistance with using a particular feature or tool in BizTalk Server 2004; it
does not contain procedures for configuring specific settings in BizTalk Server 2004, and it does not prescribe steps for
deploying a particular BizTalk Server 2004 solution.

Document Overview

This document has five sections: Introduction, Performance Tuning for Low Latency Messaging, Test Results Analysis,
Guidelines for Achieving Low Latency Messaging, and Summary.

The Introduction section provides an overview of this document and sets a context for the information that it contains.

The Performance Tuning for Low Latency Messaging section describes the various tests executed, the tuning done in each
configuration, the objective, results, and the conclusion of each test case. It also shows the performance characterization for
these configurations.

The Test Results Analysis section analyzes the results and sheds some light on the various components and factors involved,
such as the computers running BizTalk Server, Microsoft SQL Server™ 2000, SAN storage, and network.

The Guidelines for Achieving Low Latency Messaging section provides guidelines concluded from this testing for achieving low
latency messaging with BizTalk Server 2004.

The Summary section summarizes the testing results and shows some details of the best result.

Performance Tuning for Low Latency Messaging

This section describes the various tests executed and the tuning of each configuration to achieve the low latency performance
requirements. It also shows the performance characterization for these configurations.

Software Architecture

The following figure shows the software architecture of the test environment:

Figure 2 Software architecture of the test environment

The components in this architecture are:

Mercury LoadRunner 8.0 as a load generator simulating one of the applications in this scenario.
BizTalk Server 2004 for messaging; configured as per the scenario requirements.
Test Harness Web Application that was built specifically for this testing using ASP.NET to simulate the other application in
this scenario.
Another Test Harness Web Application that was built specifically for this testing using ASP.NET to simulate the first
application's asynchronous receive location of the response message in this scenario.

BizTalk Server Solution Description

The BizTalk Server solution in this scenario has the following characteristics that have some effect on performance:

Pipelines. All pipelines used are custom pipelines that have custom pipeline components.

Messages. Messages are SOAP messages that have routing information in the header and the payload in the body. The
request message size is 5 KB and the response message is 5 KB.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=28326


Testing Description

The Test Harness applications create and register the following performance counters:

Test Harness Web Application 1
RequestTime
Test Harness Web Application 2
ResponseTime
RoundtripTime

In this architecture, the scenario is as follows:

1. LoadRunner generates the HTTP request message, inserts a high-resolution time stamp "TimeStamp1" of the current
time and posts it to the BizTalk Server 1-way HTTP Receive location.

2. BizTalk Server receives the message and routes it to a 2-way HTTP send port.
3. The 2-way HTTP send port posts the message to the Test Harness Web Application 1, which does the following:

a. Records high-resolution time stamp "TimeStamp2" of the current time.
b. Reads the time stamp from the request message "TimeStamp1."
c. Calculates the request time as ("TimeStamp2" - "TimeStamp1") and updates the RequestTime performance counter

with the calculated request time for this message.
d. Generates a response message.
e. Inserts the calculated RequestTime into the response message.
f. Inserts a high-resolution time stamp "TimeStamp3" of the current time into the response message.

4. The Test Harness Web Application 1 returns the response messages synchronously to the BizTalk Server 2-way HTTP
send port.

5. BizTalk Server routes the response message to a 1-way HTTP send port.
6. The 1-way HTTP send port posts the message to the Test Harness Web Application 2, which does the following:

a. Records high-resolution time at that point in time "TimeStamp4."
b. Reads the time stamp from the response message "TimeStamp3."
c. Calculates the response time as "TimeStamp4" - "TimeStamp3" and updates the ResponseTime performance

counter with the calculated response time for this message.
d. Reads the RequestTime from the response message.
e. Calculates the Roundtrip time as RequestTime + ResponseTime and updates the RoundtripTime performance

counter with the calculated RoundTrip for this message.

This method of time measurement excludes the time taken by the Test Harness Web Application 1 for processing the request
and generating the response. To avoid time synchronization issues and get accurate time stamps, the Test Harness Web
applications and LoadRunner were physically on the same computer.

The latency was measured as the roundtrip time for each message. Because the scenario required that the average message
latency to be approximately 300 ms and more than 90 percent of messages to be below 500 ms latency and less than 5
percent between 500 ms and 1 sec latency, the average (mean) and the median measurements were recorded. The mean value
can be highly affected by any spikes in performance, especially if the MessageBox CPU utilization is higher than 40 percent
(which means high throughput) and therefore the difference between the mean and the median gives an indication of the
variations or spikes.

The mean and median measurements included the ramp up and ramp down time. These numbers would have been better if
the ramp up and down times were excluded.

Each test was run for 30 minuets with 5 minutes for the ramp-up and ramp-down of virtual users at the beginning and end of
each test.

Tracking

The tracking requirements in this scenario are:

Standard DTA/HAT functionality to track Messaging events for health monitoring and for operations
Performance Auditing of messaging latency
Message Body Auditing for data accuracy

Message Body tracking is the most expensive among the tracking requirements. The other important factor is how many
message bodies need tracking and at what points.



Message body tracking at the beginning of the receive pipeline and at the end of the send pipeline add extra performance
overhead because the messages at those points are the wire messages that are not persisted by BizTalk Server in normal
processing unless message body tracking is enabled at those points. Tracking the message bodies at the end of the receive
pipeline and at the beginning of the send pipeline does not create an extra message persistence because the messages are
inserted into the message box anyway.

Initially in the tests, message bodies were tracked at four points in the flow:

1. At the beginning of the request receive pipeline at 1 in the previous diagram.
2. At the end of the request send pipeline at 3 in the diagram above.
3. At the beginning of the response receive pipeline at 4 in the diagram above.
4. At the end of the response send pipeline at 6 in the diagram above.

Later in the testing starting from test case 15 the team decided that the tracking requirements can be met by tracking message
bodies only at the end of outbound point in the flow. Therefore message body tracking was enabled from that test case
onward only at the end of the request send pipeline at 3 in the diagram above.

Databases and SAN Storage

The databases files were stored on a Storage Area Network (SAN). The SAN used in the testing was from 3PAR. The 3PAR SAN
was configured with 134 x 10K RPM discs. The 3PAR architecture does virtual striping of 256 MB "chunklets" across as many
disks as would meet the total allocation (i.e., if you allocated a 1 GB virtual drive you would get "chunklets" spread across 4
disks).

The cabinet is configured with 2 controllers each having 8 GB RAM. Each volume was configured as RAID 1 which means that
the disks are mirrored and that allowed the 3PAR to do the striping. The servers were connected by a Brocade 3800 2Gb fiber
channel switch. The servers used Emulex HBA cards to connect to the SAN. For more information, see the 3PAR Web site here.

A number of SAN volumes were provided for each SQL database server as follows:

For the MessageBox database server:
60 GB drive used for the BizTalkMessageBoxDb data file with 50 GB allocated
20 GB drive used for the BizTalkMessageBoxDb log file with 1 GB allocated

For the Tracking database server:
60 GB drive used for the BizTalkDTADb data file with 50 GB allocated
20 GB drive used for the BizTalkDTADb log file with 1 GB allocated

Additional volumes were also provided for multiple MessageBox configurations.

Configuration Parameters Used for Low Latency Performance Tuning

The following table explains the configuration parameters used in this testing for low latency performance tuning:

Table 1 Configuration parameters used for low latency performance tuning

Parameter Location Description

BatchSize (for 
Messaging InP
rocess, Messa
ging Isolated, 
and XLANG/s)

BizTalkMgmtDb A
dm_ServiceClass T
able

This setting specifies the size of the batch of messages that is read from the MessageBox for 
sending by the sending host instance.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=51335


MaxReceiveInt
erval for Mess
aging InProce
ss

BizTalkMgmtDb A
dm_ServiceClass T
able

This represents BizTalk Server polling behavior as the interval in milliseconds when BizTalk 
host instance is looking for new messages that have arrived.

Every message is written to the MsgBox database and needs to be routed out from it – this r
outing is called de-queuing as conceptually all messages go into a queue.

Periodically the BizTalk Server processing/sending services will "poll" the MsgBox for new m
essages; if they find any, they will process them and immediately return to look for more. If t
hey do not find any to process, they will wait up to this interval until trying to look again.

This is the maximum time the service will wait. If there is intermittent work it will gradually i
ncrease its wait interval up to this value.

The lower you set this value, the more work the box will need to do; hence, CPU utilization w
ill be higher.

MaxReceiveInt
erval for XLAN
G/s

BizTalkMgmtDb A
dm_ServiceClass T
able

This is the same as the In Process MaxReceiveInterval – with the exception that it applies to 
Orchestrations.

MaxReceiveInt
erval for Mess
aging Isolated

BizTalkMgmtDb A
dm_ServiceClass T
able

This is the same as the In Process MaxReceiveInterval except that it applies to the Isolated H
ost (in our case IIS), and then only when dealing with a 2-way receive port, where the service
instance for the return message will be the Isolated host.

MessagingLM
BufferCacheSi
ze

[HKEY_LOCAL_MA
CHINE\SYSTEM\C
urrentControlSet\
Services\BTSSvc.3.
0]

This value determines the number of concurrent message batches that the BizTalk host insta
nce can handle.

This value is typically increased when you see underutilization of the CPU for a receive host 
and you want to push messages faster into the message box. However if you make this larg
er, in some scenarios, you may push the message box too hard and then be throttled by the 
messaging agent (which is posted as an event in the event log when throttling and un-thrott
ling on the receive side occurs), which was not occurring in our tests.

HTTPBatchSiz
e

[HKEY_LOCAL_MA
CHINE\SYSTEM\C
urrentControlSet\
Services\BTSSvc.3.
0\ HTTPReceive]

This setting specifies the batch size that the HTTP receive adapter uses to submit requests to 
BizTalk Server. When a message is received, the HTTP Receive adapter waits for this batch si
ze quantity of messages to accumulate in order to submit them all at once, or until a one-sec
ond time-out has elapsed.

Setting the HTTPBatchSize value to 1 forces the HTTP receive adapter to submit each messa
ge as soon as it is received.

RequestQueu
eSize

[HKEY_LOCAL_MA
CHINE\SYSTEM\C
urrentControlSet\
Services\BTSSvc.3.
0\ HTTPReceive]

This represents the total number of requests that the HTTP adapter will process at any one ti
me.

MessagingThr
eadPoolSize

[HKEY_LOCAL_MA
CHINE\SYSTEM\C
urrentControlSet\
Services\BTSSvc.3.
0{guid}]

This defines the number of threads that will be used to process messages on a per processo
r basis on the computer running BizTalk Server.

HTTPOutMaxC
onnection

[HKEY_LOCAL_MA
CHINE\SYSTEM\C
urrentControlSet\
Services\BTSSvc.3.
0{guid}]

This is the maximum number of connections that each BizTalk Server HTTP Send adapter ins
tance will use to send messages.



HTTPOutInflig
htSize

[HKEY_LOCAL_MA
CHINE\SYSTEM\C
urrentControlSet\
Services\BTSSvc.3.
0{guid}]

This is the maximum number of concurrent HTTP requests that BizTalk Server HTTP Send ad
apter instance will handle.

The recommended value for latency is between 3 to 5 times that of the HttpOutMaxConnecti
ons setting.

MaxWorkerTh
reads

[HKEY_LOCAL_MA
CHINE\SYSTEM\C
urrentControlSet\
Services\BTSSvc.3.
0{guid}]

This is the number of threads, per processor that the HTTP adapter will use to process messa
ges (standard ASP.Net property)

MaxIOThreads [HKEY_LOCAL_MA
CHINE\SYSTEM\C
urrentControlSet\
Services\BTSSvc.3.
0{guid}]

This is the number of threads, per processor, that will run to handle I/O within the common l
anguage runtime or Microsoft .NET connection software).

HTTPOutCom
pleteSize

[HKEY_LOCAL_MA
CHINE\SYSTEM\C
urrentControlSet\
Services\BTSSvc.3.
0{guid}]

This setting controls the number of messages being returned to BizTalk Server from the HTT
P adapter regardless of whether the port is one-way or two-way. A message that is returned
in the batch includes a request to DeleteMessage, MoveToNextTransport, MoveToSuspende
dQ, and, most interestingly, SubmitResponseMessage.

Although this setting will improve response times in low-latency scenarios, it does increase t
he amount of communication between the adapter and the message box. It is the send side 
equivalent to the HttpBatchSize on an HTTP receive adapter.

In low-latency scenarios, this is typically set to 1 to ensure that the messages are getting pro
cessed as quickly as they are received.

Hardware Architecture

The hardware architecture varied between the tests to find the right hardware architecture to achieve the performance
requirements. The following section details the test cases and describes the hardware architecture used in each test case.

All the computers were from Hewlett Packard.

Test Case 1

Objective: The objective of this test case was to establish a baseline for the performance tuning starting from evenly
distributed receiving and sending host instances onto multiple computers with the tracking host instance on a separate
dedicated server computer. Three BizTalk performance parameter configurations were tested in this case based on suggested
values from the product group for low latency. The effect of message body tracking was also tested.

Hardware Configuration

In this test, six computers running BizTalk Server were used as five servers receiving/sending and one server running the
tracking host.

The following figure shows the hardware configuration for test case 1:

Figure 3 Hardware configuration - test case 1



Software Configuration

Using this hardware configuration, the following software configurations were tested. In the following table, the configuration
parameters that varied in each configuration are highlighted in bold, and A, B, and C are different configurations.

Table 2 Software configurations for test case 1

Parameter A B C

Number of Virtual Users 20 20 20

HTTPBatchSize 1 1 1

In-Process MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50 50

RequestMessageSize (kb) 5 5 5

ResponseMessageSize (kb) 9 9 9

Msg Body Tracking Y N N

XLANG MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50 50

Isolated Host MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50 50

BTSSvc3.0 MessagingLMBufferCacheSize 50 50 50

BTSSvc3.0 RequestQueueSize 2048 128 256

BTSSvc{guid} MessagingThreadPoolSize 20 20 20

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutMaxConnection 20 20 48

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutInflightSize 300 75 300



MaxWorkerThreads Default 100 100

MaxIOThreads Default 100 100

HTTPOutCompleteSize Default Default Default

Test Results

The results of test case 1 are shown in the following tables.

Table 3 Throughput and Latency

Config Throughput* Request Time ResponseTime RoundtripTime # of roundtrips

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

A 79 n/a 472 n/a 1048 n/a 1520 n/a n/a

B 82 n/a 390 n/a 883 n/a 1273 n/a n/a

C 80 n/a 571 n/a 1036 n/a 1607 n/a n/a

*All time is in messages per second.

Table 4 Percentage of CPU

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 22 22 15 39 36 8 47 21 n/a

B 21 21 14 28 41 8 45 21 n/a

C 21 19 16 27 40 8 44 21 0.04

Table 5 Average memory used (MB)

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

B n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

C 563 590 563 439 571 460 2077 2016 351

Conclusion

The results show that configuration B had the best results with Message Body tracking turned off and BTSSvc3.0
RequestQueueSize set to 128 (compared to 2048 and 256 in configuration A and C) and
BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutInflightSize set to 75 (compared to 300 in the configuration A and C).

Test Case 2

Objective: The objective of this test case was to see the effect of splitting the sending and receiving functionality onto separate
computers while keeping the tracking functionality on a separate computer.

Hardware Configuration

In this test case, the receiving and sending hosts were split such that the 6 computers running BizTalk Server were used as 2
Receiving, 3 Sending, and 1 Tracking. The following figure shows the hardware configuration for test case 2:

Figure 4 Hardware configuration - test case 2



Software Configuration

Using this hardware configuration, the following software configurations were tested. The configuration parameters that varied
in each configuration are highlighted in bold.

Table 6 Software configuration for test case 2

Parameter Configuration A

Number of Virtual Users 10

HTTPBatchSize 1

In-Process MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50

RequestMessageSize (kb) 5

ResponseMessageSize (kb) 9

Msg Body Tracking N

XLANG MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50

Isolated Host MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50

BTSSvc3.0 MessagingLMBufferCacheSize 50

BTSSvc3.0 RequestQueueSize 256

BTSSvc{guid} MessagingThreadPoolSize 20

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutMaxConnection 48

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutInflightSize 300



MaxWorkerThreads 100

MaxIOThreads 100

HTTPOutCompleteSize Default

Test Results

The results of test case 2 are shown in the following tables.

Table 7 Throughput and Latency

Config Throughput* Request Time ResponseTime RoundtripTime # of roundtrips

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

A 124 160 89303 342086 88359 535957 177662 878043 n/a

*All time is in messages per second.

Table 8 Percentage of CPU

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 89 91 91 22 20 8 39 23 0.05

Table 9 Average memory used (MB)

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 630 678 638 374 333 433 2076 2016 351

Conclusion

The results of this test show that the throughput was much higher than in the previous test case (124 msg/sec compared to
approximately 80 msg/sec), and that this caused the latency to increase dramatically. This was attributed to the ratio of the
number of receiving computers compared to the number of sending computers. Therefore, in the next test case, the numbers
of computers was changed to have more sending computers than receiving computers.

Test Case 3

Objective: the objective of this test case was to change the numbers of computers to have more sending computers than
receiving computers.

Hardware Configuration

In this case, the six computers running BizTalk Server were used as one Receiving, four Sending, and one Tracking. The
following figure shows the hardware configuration for test case 3:

Figure 5 Hardware Configuration - test case 3



Software Configuration

Using this hardware configuration, the following software configurations were tested. The configuration parameters that varied
in each configuration are highlighted in bold.

Table 10 Software configuration for test case 3

Parameter Configuration A

Number of Virtual Users 10

HTTPBatchSize 1

In-Process MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50

RequestMessageSize (kb) 5

ResponseMessageSize (kb) 9

Msg Body Tracking N

XLANG MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50

Isolated Host MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50

BTSSvc3.0 MessagingLMBufferCacheSize 50

BTSSvc3.0 RequestQueueSize 256

BTSSvc{guid} MessagingThreadPoolSize 20

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutMaxConnection 48

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutInflightSize 300



MaxWorkerThreads 100

MaxIOThreads 100

HTTPOutCompleteSize Default

Test Results

The results of test case 3 are shown in the following tables.

Table 11 Throughput and Latency

Config Throughput* Request Time ResponseTime RoundtripTime # of roundtrips

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

A 94 100 349 238 516 468 865 706 n/a

*All time is in messages per second.

Table 12 Percentage of CPU

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 23 19 25 43 37 8 42 21 0.05

Table 13 Average memory used (MB)

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 405 431 407 487 341 431 2076 2016 350

Conclusion

As expected, the results show that in this configuration, the throughput was decreased from 124 msg/sec to 94 msg/sec and
therefore the latency improved dramatically.

This also proves that given the same resources, throughput and latency are proportional and therefore to achieve the best
results you need to get to the right balance of sending and receiving distribution.

Test Case 4

Objective: the objective of this test case was to change the number of virtual users (which translates to throughput) to achieve
the lowest latency possible.

Hardware Configuration

In this case, the six computers running BizTalk Server were used as two Receiving, three Sending, and one Sending/Tracking.
The following figure shows the hardware configuration for test case 4:

Figure 6 Hardware configuration - test case 4



Software Configuration

Using this hardware configuration, the following software configurations were tested. The configuration parameters that varied
in each configuration are highlighted in bold:

Table 14 Software configurations for test case 4

Parameter A B C D

Number of Virtual Users 10 12 8 5

HTTPBatchSize 1 1 1 1

In-Process MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50 50 50

RequestMessageSize (kb) 5 5 5 5

ResponseMessageSize (kb) 9 9 9 9

Msg Body Tracking N N N N

XLANG MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50 50 50

Isolated Host MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50 50 50

BTSSvc3.0 MessagingLMBufferCacheSize 50 50 50 50

BTSSvc3.0 RequestQueueSize 256 256 256 256

BTSSvc{guid} MessagingThreadPoolSize 20 20 20 20

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutMaxConnection 48 48 48 48

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutInflightSize 300 300 300 300



MaxWorkerThreads 100 100 100 100

MaxIOThreads 100 100 100 100

HTTPOutCompleteSize Default Default Default Default

Test Results

The results of test case 4 are shown in the following tables.

Table 15 Throughput and Latency

Config Throughput* Request Time ResponseTime RoundtripTime # of roundtrips

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

A 95 102 241 239 472 477 713 716 n/a

B 99 103 407 269 698 604 1105 873 n/a

C 93 102 216 208 539 423 755 631 n/a

D 83 89 152 155 285 282 437 437 n/a

*All time is in messages per second.

Table 16 Percentage of CPU

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 33 n/a 26 16 16 28 43 18 0.04

B 39 n/a 26 16 16 29 44 17 0.05

C 33 n/a 21 16 16 28 41 18 0.04

D 27 n/a 17 11 16 24 35 19 0.04

Table 17 Average memory used (MB)

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 591 n/a 427 405 339 415 2080 2016 351

B 628 n/a 440 393 339 428 2083 2016 351

C 605 n/a 403 403 338 426 2084 2017 351

D 598 n/a 396 413 337 411 2074 2009 351

Conclusion

The results show that when throughput decreases, latency decreases and vice versa. Configuration D had the best results with
the lowest throughput of 83 msg/sec (5 virtual users) where the latency dropped to 437 ms.

Test Case 5

Objective: The objective of this test case was to test the effect of the message sizes and in the last configuration (Configuration
D), the HTTPOutCompleteSize configuration parameter of the HTTP adapter was introduced and changed as suggested by the
product team.

Hardware Configuration

This case has the same hardware architecture in the previous test case; the six computers running BizTalk Server were used as



two Receiving, three Sending, and one Sending and Tracking.

In addition, in this case, the Extreme 7i load-balancing switch was replaced with Foundry ServerIron XL Load Balancer that
supports HTTP Keep-Alive. The following figure shows the hardware configuration for test case 5:

Figure 7 Hardware configuration - test case 5

Software Configuration

Using this hardware configuration, the following software configurations were tested. The configuration parameters that varied
in each configuration are in bold type.

Table 18 Software configurations for test case 5

Parameter A B C* D

Number of Virtual Users 5 5 5 5

HTTPBatchSize 1 1 1 1

In-Process MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50 50 50

RequestMessageSize (kb) 5 5 5 5

ResponseMessageSize (kb) 9 5 5 5

Msg Body Tracking N N N N

XLANG MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50 50 50

Isolated Host MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50 50 50

BTSSvc3.0 MessagingLMBufferCacheSize 50 50 50 50

BTSSvc3.0 RequestQueueSize 256 256 256 256

BTSSvc{guid} MessagingThreadPoolSize 20 20 20 20



BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutMaxConnection 48 48 48 48

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutInflightSize 300 300 300 300

MaxWorkerThreads 100 100 100 100

MaxIOThreads 100 100 100 100

HTTPOutCompleteSize Default Default Default 1

*Configurations B and C are the same but the test was repeated to make sure the results can be repeated.

Test Results

The results of test case 5 are shown in the following tables.

Table 19 Throughput and Latency

Config Throughput* Request Time ResponseTime RoundtripTime # of roundtrips

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

A 90 97 247 163 327 281 574 444 n/a

B 90 96 172 166 273 275 445 441 n/a

C 91 97 169 162 275 282 444 444 n/a

D 85 91 162 159 219 224 381 383 n/a

*All time is in messages per second.

Table 20 Percentage of CPU

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 29 27 21 12 18 28 41 19 0.04

B 28 20 17 18 12 23 42 19 0.05

C 32 24 19 18 12 27 42 19 0.06

D 30 24 20 17 10 27 43 19 0.05

Table 21 Average memory used (MB)

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 597 455 398 412 337 415 2074 2009 351

B 589 429 395 414 337 417 2078 2013 354

C 599 435 396 444 337 407 2109 2009 350

D 601 433 398 440 337 411 2083 2009 350

Conclusion

The results show that when the load balancer was replaced with a load balancer that supported HTTP Keep-Alive, the
throughput increased from 83 msg/sec in test case 4 configuration D to 90 msg/sec and therefore the latency also increased



from 437 ms to 444 ms.

In configurations B and C (which are the same although the test was repeated to make sure the results can be repeated), the
response message size was reduced from 9 KB to 5 KB yet the results show that the difference is negligible.

In configuration D, the HTTPOutCompleteSize parameter was changed from the default value to 1 and the results show that
the throughput decreased to 85 msg/sec compared to 90 msg/sec and latency decreased from 444 ms to 381 ms.

Note
Configuration D is the best so far (throughput 85 msg/sec, latency 381 ms) compared to the best result achieved in the previ
ous test case 4 configuration D (throughput 83 msg/sec, latency 437 ms).

Test Case 6

Objective: The objective of this test case was to find the optimal performance with message body tracking turned on.

Hardware Configuration

This case has the same hardware architecture as in the previous test case; the 6 computers running BizTalk Server were used as
two Receiving, three Sending, and one Sending and Tracking. The following figure shows the hardware configuration for test
case 6:

Figure 8 Hardware configuration - test case 6

Software Configuration

Using this hardware configuration, the following software configurations were tested. The configuration parameters that varied
in each configuration are in bold type.

Table 22 Software configurations for test case 6

Parameter A B C*

Number of Virtual Users 5 8 7

HTTPBatchSize 1 1 1

In-Process MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50 50

RequestMessageSize (kb) 5 5 5



ResponseMessageSize (kb) 5 5 5

Msg Body Tracking Y Y Y

XLANG MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50 50

Isolated Host MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50 50

BTSSvc3.0 MessagingLMBufferCacheSize 50 50 50

BTSSvc3.0 RequestQueueSize 256 256 256

BTSSvc{guid} MessagingThreadPoolSize 20 20 20

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutMaxConnection 48 48 48

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutInflightSize 300 300 300

MaxWorkerThreads 100 100 100

MaxIOThreads 100 100 100

HTTPOutCompleteSize 1 1 1

Test Results

The results of test case 6 are shown in the following tables.

Table 23 Throughput and Latency

Config Throughput* Request Time ResponseTime RoundtripTime # of roundtrips

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

A 68 72 161 158 206 202 367 360 n/a

B 74 79 218 219 306 309 524 528 n/a

C 72 77 200 200 273 266 473 466 n/a

*All time is in messages per second.

Table 24 Percentage of CPU

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 28 22 17 10 15 23 48 19 0.06

B 31 22 22 15 14 25 52 18 0.05

C 30 21 22 12 16 25 51 18 0.04

Table 25 Average memory used (MB)

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 598 437 401 444 338 409 2100 2009 351

B 618 442 397 479 338 406 2046 2009 350



C 597 447 401 481 339 423 2048 2009 350

Conclusion

The results show that when message body tracking is turned on, the throughput decreased from 85 msg/sec in test case 5 –
configuration D to 68 msg/sec, and therefore latency decreased from 381 ms to 367 ms.

In configuration B and C, the number of virtual users was changed from 5 virtual users to 8 and then 7 virtual users to find the
optimal performance with message body tracking turned on. The results showed again that more virtual users mean more
throughput and therefore the latency increases accordingly.

Test Case 7

Objective: The objective of this test case was to see the effect of adding one more receiving instance and to compare these
results to test case 6, configuration C.

Hardware Configuration

In this case, the six computers running BizTalk Server were used as two Receiving, two Sending, one Sending and Receiving,
and one Sending and Tracking. The following figure shows the hardware configuration for test case 7:

Figure 9 Hardware Configuration - test case 7

Software Configuration

Using this hardware configuration, the following software configurations were tested. The configuration parameters that varied
in each configuration are in bold type.

Table 26 Software configurations for test case 7

Parameter A

Number of Virtual Users 7

HTTPBatchSize 1

In-Process MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50

RequestMessageSize (kb) 5

ResponseMessageSize (kb) 5



Msg Body Tracking Y

XLANG MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50

Isolated Host MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50

BTSSvc3.0 MessagingLMBufferCacheSize 50

BTSSvc3.0 RequestQueueSize 256

BTSSvc{guid} MessagingThreadPoolSize 20

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutMaxConnection 48

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutInflightSize 300

MaxWorkerThreads 100

MaxIOThreads 100

HTTPOutCompleteSize 1

Test Results

The results of test case 7 are shown in the following tables.

Table 27 Throughput and Latency

Config Throughput* Request Time ResponseTime RoundtripTime # of roundtrips

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

A 64 68 206 199 293 289 499 488 n/a

*All time is in messages per second.

Table 28 Percentage of CPU

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 27 26 18 7 6 22 50 18 0.05

Table 29 Average memory used (MB)

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 598 592 399 509 337 415 2062 2012 350

Conclusion

The results of this test case compared to the previous test case show that throughput decreased from 72 msg/sec to 64
msg/sec and latency increased from 473 ms to 499 ms. This showed that this ratio of the number of receiving host instances to
the number of sending host instances produced worse results.

Test Case 8 Multiple Files in the MsgBox Database Data File Filegroup

Objective: The objective of this test case was to test the effect of multiple files in the BizTalkMessageBoxDb database data file
filegroup. Therefore, seven more files were added into the existing BizTalkMessageBoxDb database data file filegroup (total of
eight files in the existing primary file group). Each file was created on a separate logical drive of the physical drive that was
dedicated to the BizTalkMessageBoxDb data file, which is a 60 GB drive. That drive was repartitioned into eight logical drives
(one primary and one secondary with seven logical drives).

Hardware Configuration

In this case, the six computers running BizTalk Server were used again as two Receiving, three Sending, and one Sending and



In this case, the six computers running BizTalk Server were used again as two Receiving, three Sending, and one Sending and
Tracking. The following figure shows the hardware configuration for test case 8:

Figure 10 Hardware configuration - test case 8

Software Configuration

Using this hardware configuration, the following software configurations were tested. The configuration parameters that varied
in each configuration are in bold type.

Table 30 Software configurations for test case 8

Parameter A

Number of Virtual Users 7

HTTPBatchSize 1

In-Process MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50

RequestMessageSize (kb) 5

ResponseMessageSize (kb) 5

Msg Body Tracking Y

XLANG MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50

Isolated Host MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50

BTSSvc3.0 MessagingLMBufferCacheSize 50

BTSSvc3.0 RequestQueueSize 256

BTSSvc{guid} MessagingThreadPoolSize 20

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutMaxConnection 48



BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutInflightSize 300

MaxWorkerThreads 100

MaxIOThreads 100

HTTPOutCompleteSize 1

Test Results

The results of test case 8 are shown in the following tables.

Table 31 Throughput and Latency

Config Throughput* Request Time ResponseTime RoundtripTime # of roundtrips

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

A 71 76 252 243 398 392 642 644 140111

*All time is in messages per second.

Table 32 Percentage of CPU

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 30 19 21 38 16 25 47 17 0.07

Table 33 Average memory used (MB)

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 350 310 285 438 283 324 1987 2017 351

Conclusion

The results show that throughput was almost similar to the same configuration in test case configuration C although latency
increased from 473 to 642 ms, which means the SQL MessageBox database multiple files filegroup for the data file had a
negative impact on performance.

Test Case 9 First Opteron Test

Objective: To test the effect of replacing the Intel Xeon 8-way (HT) 3.0 GHz MessageBox database computer with the AMD
Opteron 4-way 2.4 GHz 64 bit single-core computer.

Hardware Configuration

In this test case, the 6 computers running BizTalk Server were used again as 2 Receiving, 3 Sending, and 1 Sending & Tracking.
The following figure shows the hardware configuration for test case 9:

Figure 11 Hardware configuration - test case 9



Software Configuration

Using this hardware configuration, the following software configurations were tested. The configuration parameters that varied
in each configuration are in bold type.

Table 34 Software configurations for test case 9

Parameter A

Number of Virtual Users 7

HTTPBatchSize 1

In-Process MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50

RequestMessageSize (kb) 5

ResponseMessageSize (kb) 5

Msg Body Tracking Y

XLANG MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50

Isolated Host MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50

BTSSvc3.0 MessagingLMBufferCacheSize 50

BTSSvc3.0 RequestQueueSize 256

BTSSvc{guid} MessagingThreadPoolSize 20

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutMaxConnection 48

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutInflightSize 300



MaxWorkerThreads 100

MaxIOThreads 100

HTTPOutCompleteSize 1

Test Results

The results of test case 9 are shown in the following tables.

Table 35 Throughput and Latency

Config Throughput* Request Time ResponseTime RoundtripTime # of roundtrips

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

A 128 123 979 329 1045 580 1912 905 245852

*All time is in messages per second.

Table 36 Percentage of CPU

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 45 45 47 22 16 73 73 20 0.02

Table 37 Average memory used (MB)

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 570 515 542 446 325 513 3508 2049 260

Conclusion

The results show that throughput increased (almost doubled) from 72 msg/sec to 128 msg/sec compared to test case 6
configuration C, although latency also was dramatically increased from 473 ms to 1912 ms.

This meant that the AMD Opteron 4-way 2.4 GHz 64-bit computer was more powerful than the Intel Xeon 8-way (HT) 3.0 GHz
MessageBox but that this ratio of the number of receiving computers to the number of sending computers resulted in more
throughput and therefore higher latency.

The effect of the ratio of the number of receiving computers to the number of sending computers is that receiving is more
complex than sending (receiving includes, for example, subscription matching and inserting message bodies and properties).
This means that senders may "starve" if there is too much receiving because it can take away or lock resources from senders.

Therefore, having more senders is not sufficient; it is also important to have fewer receivers and/or less input from receivers to
ensure that the senders can get to the messages and do their work efficiently.

In the next test cases, different hardware configurations were tested to find the optimal balance with the Opteron 4-way 64-bit
SQL Server MessageBoxcomputer.

Test Case 10 Opteron

Objective: To have one more sending host instance and to reduce the number of virtual users from 7 to 5 to decrease the
throughput and achieve the required latency.

Hardware Configuration

In this test case, one more sending host instance was added to one of the receiving computers so the 6 computers running
BizTalk Server were used as 1 Receiving, 1 Sending & Receiving, 3 Sending, and 1 Sending & Tracking. The following figure
shows the hardware configuration for test case 10.

Figure 12 Hardware configuration - test case 10



Software Configuration

Using this hardware configuration, the following software configurations were tested. The configuration parameters that varied
in each configuration are in bold type.

Table 38 Software configurations for test case 10

Parameter A

Number of Virtual Users 5

HTTPBatchSize 1

In-Process MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50

RequestMessageSize (kb) 5

ResponseMessageSize (kb) 5

Msg Body Tracking Y

XLANG MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50

Isolated Host MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50

BTSSvc3.0 MessagingLMBufferCacheSize 50

BTSSvc3.0 RequestQueueSize 256

BTSSvc{guid} MessagingThreadPoolSize 20

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutMaxConnection 48

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutInflightSize 300



MaxWorkerThreads 100

MaxIOThreads 100

HTTPOutCompleteSize 1

Test Results

The results of test case 10 are shown in the following tables.

Table 39 Throughput and Latency

Config Throughput* Request Time ResponseTime RoundtripTime # of roundtrips

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

A 117 122 221 190 756 596 985 796 223724

*All time is in messages per second.

Table 40 Percentage of CPU

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 34 36 26 25 64 48 65 16 0.05

Table 41 Average memory used (MB)

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 493 452 401 442 521 422 4070 2055 260

Conclusion

The results show that throughput decreased from 128 msg/sec to 117 msg/sec compared to the previous test case 6 and that
latency also decreased from 1912 ms to 985 ms, and yet the latency needs to be decreased further.

Test Case 11 Opteron

Objective: To further reduce throughput to get lower latency.

Hardware Configuration

In this test case, one more sending host instance was added to the other receiving computer so the 6 computers running
BizTalk Server were used as 2 Sending & Receiving, 3 Sending, and 1 Sending & Tracking. The following figure shows the
hardware configuration for test case 11:

Figure 13 Hardware configuration - test case 11



Software Configuration

Using this hardware configuration, the following software configurations were tested. The configuration parameters that varied
in each configuration are in bold type.

Table 42 Software configurations for test case 11

Parameter A

Number of Virtual Users 5

HTTPBatchSize 1

In-Process MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50

RequestMessageSize (kb) 5

ResponseMessageSize (kb) 5

Msg Body Tracking Y

XLANG MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50

Isolated Host MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50

BTSSvc3.0 MessagingLMBufferCacheSize 50

BTSSvc3.0 RequestQueueSize 256

BTSSvc{guid} MessagingThreadPoolSize 20

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutMaxConnection 48

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutInflightSize 300



MaxWorkerThreads 100

MaxIOThreads 100

HTTPOutCompleteSize 1

Test Results

The results of test case 11 are shown in the following tables.

Table 43 Throughput and Latency

Config Throughput* Request Time ResponseTime RoundtripTime # of roundtrips

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

A 100 106 146 142 264 258 405 396 191809

*All time is in messages per second.

Table 44 Percentage of CPU

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 24 22 18 62 51 23 67 15 0.07

Table 45 Average memory used (MB)

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 470 385 374 593 457 401 4059 2055 262

Conclusion

The results show that throughput decreased to 100 msg\sec and latency also decreased to 405 ms, although still the latency
need to be decreased further.

Test Case 12 Opteron

Objective: To achieve better results by adding one more sending computer.

Hardware Configuration

In this test case, an additional computer was added to the BizTalk group as a sending computer so that 7 computers running
BizTalk Server were used as 2 Sending & Receiving, 4 Sending, and 1 Sending & Tracking. The following figure shows the
hardware configuration for test case 12:

Figure 14 Hardware configuration - test case 12



Software Configuration

Using this hardware configuration, the following software configurations were tested. The configuration parameters that varied
in each configuration are in bold type.

Table 46 Software configurations for test case 12

Parameter A

Number of Virtual Users 5

HTTPBatchSize 1

In-Process MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50

RequestMessageSize (kb) 5

ResponseMessageSize (kb) 5

Msg Body Tracking Y

XLANG MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50

Isolated Host MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50

BTSSvc3.0 MessagingLMBufferCacheSize 50

BTSSvc3.0 RequestQueueSize 256

BTSSvc{guid} MessagingThreadPoolSize 20

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutMaxConnection 48

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutInflightSize 300



MaxWorkerThreads 100

MaxIOThreads 100

HTTPOutCompleteSize 1

Test Results

The results of test case 12 are shown in the following tables.

Table 47 Throughput and Latency

Config Throughput* Request Time ResponseTime RoundtripTime # of roundtrips

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

A 103 108 152 139 266 260 404 399 197989

*All time is in messages per second.

Table 48 Percentage of CPU

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 24 18 14 57 45 26 66 15 0.04

Table 49 Average memory used (MB)

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 477 415 380 587 463 407 4097 2055 261

Conclusion

The results show that throughput increased slightly from 100 msg/sec in the previous test case to 103 msg/sec and that
latency stayed almost the same. This means that adding another sending computer allowed more messages to be processed,
yet the overall system was taxed hard to decrease latency.

Test Case 13 Opteron

Objective: To check the effect of the balance between the number of sending and receiving host instances. To check this
balance, one sending host instance was stopped in one of the sending and receiving computers.

Hardware Configuration

In this test case, the 7 computers running BizTalk Server were used as 1 Sending & Receiving, 1 Receiving, 4 Sending, and 1
Sending & Tracking. The following figure shows the hardware configuration for test case 13:

Figure 15 Hardware configuration - test case 13



Software Configuration

Using this hardware configuration, the following software configurations were tested. The configuration parameters that varied
in each configuration are in bold type.

Table 50 Software configurations for test case 13

Parameter A

Number of Virtual Users 5

HTTPBatchSize 1

In-Process MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50

RequestMessageSize (kb) 5

ResponseMessageSize (kb) 5

Msg Body Tracking Y

XLANG MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50

Isolated Host MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50

BTSSvc3.0 MessagingLMBufferCacheSize 50

BTSSvc3.0 RequestQueueSize 256

BTSSvc{guid} MessagingThreadPoolSize 20

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutMaxConnection 48

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutInflightSize 300



MaxWorkerThreads 100

MaxIOThreads 100

HTTPOutCompleteSize 1

Test Results

The results of test case 13 are shown in the following tables.

Table 51 Throughput and Latency

Config Throughput* Request Time ResponseTime RoundtripTime # of roundtrips

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

A 111 118 158 150 307 290 459 433 213660

*All time is in messages per second.

Table 52 Percentage of CPU

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 26 23 20 58 23 24 72 16 0.04

Table 53 Average memory used (MB)

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 489 430 384 617 322 409 4101 2056 261

Conclusion

The results show that by stopping one of the sending host instances, throughput increased from 103 msg/sec in the previous
test case to 111 msg/sec and therefore latency also increased from 404 ms to 459 ms. This implies that the receiving
computers were capable of receiving (that is, processing messages and inserting them to the message box), thereby creating
more work for the rest of the system.

Test Case 14

Objective: To reduce the throughput by reducing the number of virtual users to achieve better latency and also to test the
effect of enabling and disabling message body tracking with the AMD Opteron 4-way 2.4 GHz 64 bit single-core computer.

Hardware Configuration

In this test, the 7 computers running BizTalk Server were again used as 2 Sending & Receiving, 4 Sending, and 1 Sending &
Tracking. Reducing the number of virtual users from 5 to 3 and 2 was tested. The following figure shows the hardware
configuration for test case 14:

Figure 16 Hardware configuration - test case 14



Software Configuration

Using this hardware configuration, the following software configurations were tested. The configuration parameters that varied
in each configuration are in bold type.

Table 54 Software configurations for test case 14

Parameter A B C

Number of Virtual Users 3 3 2

HTTPBatchSize 1 1 1

In-Process MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50 50

RequestMessageSize (KB) 5 5 5

ResponseMessageSize (KB) 5 5 5

Msg Body Tracking Y N N

XLANG MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50 50

Isolated Host MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50 50

BTSSvc3.0 MessagingLMBufferCacheSize 50 50 50

BTSSvc3.0 RequestQueueSize 256 256 256

BTSSvc{guid} MessagingThreadPoolSize 20 20 20

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutMaxConnection 48 48 48

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutInflightSize 300 300 300



MaxWorkerThreads 100 100 100

MaxIOThreads 100 100 100

HTTPOutCompleteSize 1 1 1

Test Results

The results of test case 14 are shown in the following tables.

Table 55 Throughput and Latency

Config Throughput* Request Time ResponseTime RoundtripTime # of roundtrips

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

A 79 83 104 100 211 210 317 312 152218

B 92 98 92 89 209 210 301 303 177730

C 75 80 75 73 176 169 251 115 144268

*All time is in messages per second.

Table 56 Percentage of CPU

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 15 13 10 41 32 15 56 12 0.03

B 18 13 12 n/a 44 20 46 14 0.04

C 12 9 10 n/a 31 13 33 11 0.04

Table 57 Average memory used (MB)

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 491 372 373 511 426 394 4097 2059 261

B 480 376 375 n/a 446 396 4157 2059 261

C 362 285 370 n/a 361 389 4153 2059 261

Conclusion

The results of configuration A in this test case show that reducing the number of virtual users from 5 in the previous test case
(case 12 configuration A) to 3 reduced the throughput from 103 msg/sec to 79 msg/sec and therefore latency decreased from
404 ms to 317 ms.

The results of configuration B in this test case show that disabling message body tracking increased the throughput compared
to configuration A of this test case although again latency also increased.

The results of configuration C in this test case show that while disabling message body tracking and reducing the number of
virtual users further from 3 to 2 reduced throughput from 92 msg/sec to 75 msg/sec, latency therefore decreased from 301
ms to 251 ms.

Test Case 15 Opteron Multiple Log Files for the MsgBox Database

Objective: To test the effect of splitting the MessageBox database log file into multiple files on different drives in an attempt to
reduce the impact of the SQL checkpointing that results in very high SAN I/O. Also starting from this test the team decided that
the tracking requirements can be met by tracking message bodies only at the end of the outbound send pipeline.

Hardware Configuration

This test case is the same as the previous test with 7 computers running BizTalk Server used as 2 Sending & Receiving, 4



Sending, and 1 Sending & Tracking. The following figure shows the hardware configuration for test case 15:

Figure 17 Hardware configuration - test case 15

Software Configuration

Using this hardware configuration, the following software configurations were tested. The configuration parameters that varied
in each configuration are in bold type.

Table 58 Software configurations for test case 15

Parameter A B

Number of Virtual Users 3 2

HTTPBatchSize 1 1

In-Process MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50

RequestMessageSize (KB) 5 5

ResponseMessageSize (KB) 5 5

Msg Body Tracking Y* Y*

XLANG MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50

Isolated Host MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50

BTSSvc3.0 MessagingLMBufferCacheSize 50 50

BTSSvc3.0 RequestQueueSize 256 256

BTSSvc{guid} MessagingThreadPoolSize 20 20

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutMaxConnection 48 48



BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutInflightSize 300 300

MaxWorkerThreads 100 100

MaxIOThreads 100 100

HTTPOutCompleteSize 1 1

*Msg Body tracking was changed from this test forward to track the message body at the end of the outbound send pipeline
only.

Test Results

The results of test case 15 are shown in the following tables.

Table 59 Throughput and Latency

Config Throughput* Request Time ResponseTime RoundtripTime # of roundtrips

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

A 87 92 99 100 226 230 333 227 166629

B 75 79 81 75 184 189 267 265 144387

*All time is in messages per second.

Table 60 Percentage of CPU

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 18 10 14 n/a 29 20 52 13 0.06

B 16 9 11 n/a 29 16 35 11 0.03

Table 61 Average memory used (MB)

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 475 383 373 n/a 435 396 4072 2059 263

B 474 379 372 n/a 439 399 1916 2075 263

Conclusion

The results of this test case configuration A show that the throughput was more than the previous test case 14 configuration A
and latency was also higher. This is because in this case message body tracking was less expensive and that caused the
throughput to increase which caused the latency to also increase.

When comparing to test case 14 configuration B, the results show that with no tracking the throughput was higher and latency
was also lower, which proves that message body tracking has a negative impact on performance.

The results of this test case configuration B show that the throughput was similar to the previous test case 14 configuration C
with 2 virtual users but latency was slightly higher.

Splitting the log file into 3 files on different drives did not make a difference because SQL Server was using one log file at a
time and after each checkpoint it uses another log file so the log I/O was not distributed across the 3 files simultaneously and
therefore it was not split across multiple drives.

The effect of changing the message body tracking to track the message body at one point only (at the end of the outbound
send pipeline) instead of the original message body tracking setting (explained in the test description section; basically tracking
message bodies at 4 points) was not clear from this test case, although it was decided to continue testing with this new
message body tracking setting.

Test Case 16 Dual-Core Opteron



Objective: To test the AMD dual-core Opteron 4-way 64-bit instead of the AMD single-core Opteron 4-way 64-bit CPU.
Another objective was to test a greater number of virtual users but with delays between requests to ensure that having more
virtual users, although sending at the same rate, does not have adverse effects on performance.

Hardware Configuration

This test case is the same as the previous test with 7 computers running BizTalk Server used as 2 Sending & Receiving, 4
Sending, and 1 Sending & Tracking. The following figure shows the hardware configuration for test case 16:

Figure 18 Hardware configuration - test case 16

Software Configuration

Using this hardware configuration, the following software configurations were tested. The configuration parameters that varied
in each configuration are in bold type.

Table 62 Software configurations for test case 16

Parameter A B C

Number of Virtual Users 2 30* 40**

HTTPBatchSize 1 1 1

In-Process MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50 50

RequestMessageSize (kb) 5 5 5

ResponseMessageSize (kb) 5 5 5

Msg Body Tracking Y Y Y

XLANG MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50 50

Isolated Host MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50 50

BTSSvc3.0 MessagingLMBufferCacheSize 50 50 50



BTSSvc3.0 RequestQueueSize 256 256 256

BTSSvc{guid} MessagingThreadPoolSize 20 20 20

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutMaxConnection 48 48 48

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutInflightSize 300 300 300

MaxWorkerThreads 100 100 100

MaxIOThreads 100 100 100

HTTPOutCompleteSize 1 1 1

*30 virtual users sending messages at a random frequency between 100 ms and 500 ms (waiting for a previous iteration to
end, then waiting for a random time, then sending another message).

**40 virtual users sending messages at a fixed 500 ms delay following previous iteration (waiting for a previous iteration to
end, then waiting for 500 ms, then sending another message).

Test Results

The results of test case 16 are shown in the following tables.

Table 63 Throughput and Latency

Config Throughput* Request Time ResponseTime RoundtripTime # of roundtrips

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

A 77 82 81 80 198 204 274 277 148596

B 80 89 87 89 201 191 293 287 174913

C 72 75 87 87 183 179 271 273 141314

*All time is in messages per second.

Table 64 Percentage of CPU

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 13 10 12 30 32 11 19 11 0.03

B 18 12 11 33 35 16 20 12 0.06

C 12 10 11 31 34 12 16 10 0.04

Table 65 Average memory used (MB)

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 484 389 373 525 396 394 4057 2076 263

B 471 385 366 603 474 393 4126 2076 263

C 477 383 365 576 369 284 4091 2077 263

Conclusion

The results of this test case show that the dual-core Opteron produced slightly more throughput (77 msg/sec compared to 75



msg/sec in the previous test case) and slightly higher latency (274 ms compared to 267 ms in the previous test case).

The most important difference shown in this test case was the CPU utilization. The dual-core had 19 percent utilization
compared to 35 percent for the single core in the previous test. The other important note is that there were many fewer spikes
(which can be seen in the difference between the mean and median) providing a much more consistent latency.

The other configurations B and C show that having more users with a delay produced the same effect of fewer users sending
requests without any delay. The main factor here is the throughput that the users produce on the system.

Therefore, the results proved that having more virtual users although sending at the same rate did not have adverse effects on
performance.

Test Case 17 Single-Core Opteron SAN Performance Tuning

Objective: To tune the SAN performance, as it was noticed that MessageBox SQL Server disk I/O reached certain limits and
that further performance could not be achieved even though there were enough headroom in all other resources such as CPU,
memory, and network bandwidth.

After discussions with the SAN experts it was suggested that the HBA card driver could be throttling the I/O because it has a
parameter that determines the I/O request queue depth. Therefore, in this test case the queue depth parameter was changed
from the default value of 32 to 64. This parameter is stored in the registry as:

To test the effect of the HBA card driver settings, the InProcess BatchSize setting was changed from the default of 20 to 100.

Hardware Configuration

This test is the same as the previous tests with 7 computers running BizTalk Server used as 2 Sending & Receiving, 4 Sending,
and 1 Sending & Tracking. The following figure shows the hardware configuration for test case 17:

Figure 19 Hardware configuration - test case 17

Software Configuration

Using this hardware configuration, the following software configurations were tested. The configuration parameters that varied
in each configuration are in bold type.

Table 66 Software configurations for test case 17

Parameter A B

[HKLM\SYSTEM\ControlSet001\Services\elxstor\Parameters\Device] "DriverParameter" = "QueueDe
pth=64"



Number of Virtual Users 3 2

HTTPBatchSize 1 1

In-Process MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50

RequestMessageSize (kb) 5 5

ResponseMessageSize (kb) 5 5

Msg Body Tracking Y Y

XLANG MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50

Isolated Host MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50

BTSSvc3.0 MessagingLMBufferCacheSize 50 50

BTSSvc3.0 RequestQueueSize 256 256

BTSSvc{guid} MessagingThreadPoolSize 20 20

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutMaxConnection 48 48

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutInflightSize 300 300

MaxWorkerThreads 100 100

MaxIOThreads 100 100

HTTPOutCompleteSize 1 1

InProcess BatchSize 100 Default

HBA driver QueueDepth 64 64

Test Results

The results of test case 17 are shown in the following tables.

Table 67 Throughput and Latency

Config Throughput* Request Time ResponseTime RoundtripTime # of roundtrips

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

A 104 113 177 118 290 238 434 357 204435

B 76 87 88 87 183 180 270 267 157702

*All time is in messages per second.

Table 68 Percentage of CPU

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 37 29 24 11 20 35 57 16 0.07



B 25 19 17 12 12 25 41 12 0.03

Table 69 Average memory used (MB)

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 556 433 384 399 330 413 4060 2073 264

B 508 392 378 399 280 411 4033 2073 264

Conclusion

The results of this test case configuration A show that changing the InProcess BatchSize from the default of 20 to 100
produced more throughput (104 msg/sec compared to 79 msg/sec in test case 14 configuration A) but again latency also
increased (343 ms compared to 317 ms in test case 14 configuration A). This meant that SAN I/O did not improve by changing
the HBA driver QueueDepth from the default of 32 to 64.

In configuration B, the InProcess BatchSize was reset to the default value of 20 and the results were similar to the results of
test case 14 configuration C with slightly higher latency because in this case the tracking was enabled at 1 point, while in test
case 14 configuration C tracking was disabled. So also in this test, the SAN I/O did not improve by changing the HBA driver
QueueDepth from the default of 32 to 64.

Test Case 18 Single-Core Opteron SAN I/O Testing

Objective: To work around the SAN I/O performance limit by testing the following effects.

Disabling the MessageBox SQL agent jobs.
The MessageBox database data file filegroup spilt into multiple files on different drives.
Changing the HBA drive QueueDepth to the maximum value.
Changing the HBA drive QueueDepth to the maximum value with increasing the number of virtual users and increasing
the values of the HTTPOutMaxConnection and the HTTPOutInflightSize parameters as suggested by the product team.

Hardware Configuration

In this test, the 7 computers running BizTalk Server were used as 2 Receiving, 4 Sending, and 1 Sending & Tracking. The
following figure shows the hardware configuration for test case 18:

Figure 20 Hardware configuration - test case 18

Software Configuration

Using this hardware configuration, the following software configurations were tested. The configuration parameters that varied



in each configuration are in bold type.

Table 70 Software configurations for test case 18

Parameter A B C* D E

Number of Virtual Users 2 2 2 2 3

HTTPBatchSize 1 1 1 1 1

In-Process MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50 50 50 50

RequestMessageSize (kb) 5 5 5 5 5

ResponseMessageSize (kb) 5 5 5 5 5

Msg Body Tracking Y Y Y Y Y

XLANG MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50 50 50 50

Isolated Host MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50 50 50 50

BTSSvc3.0 MessagingLMBufferCacheSize 50 50 50 50 50

BTSSvc3.0 RequestQueueSize 256 256 256 256 256

BTSSvc{guid} MessagingThreadPoolSize 20 20 20 20 20

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutMaxConnection 48 48 48 48 128

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutInflightSize 300 300 300 300 650

MaxWorkerThreads 100 100 100 100 100

MaxIOThreads 100 100 100 100 100

HTTPOutCompleteSize 1 1 1 1 1

InProcess BatchSize Default Default Default Default Default

HBA driver QueueDepth 64 64 64 2048 2048

SQLAgent Running Y N Y Y Y

MsgBox DB data file multiple filegroup N N Y N N

Test Results

The results of test case 18 are shown in the following tables.

Table 71 Throughput and Latency

Config Throughput* Request Time ResponseTime RoundtripTime # of roundtrips

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

A 72 88 96 88 208 200 302 295 160263



B 75 87 93 92 217 203 319 292 158060

C 67 88 115 89 281 119 377 295 158301

D 77 89 91 88 196 192 288 284 159891

E 109 110 276 119 480 247 764 372 198862

*All time is in messages per second.

Table 72 Percentage of CPU

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 22 21 14 12 12 26 46 12 0.03

B 29 20 14 12 12 25 43 12 0.04

C 24 20 14 12 11 26 41 12 0.04

D 21 22 15 12 11 27 40 13 0.05

E 35 28 23 10 20 37 53 16 0.03

Table 73 Average memory used (MB)

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 529 401 377 458 299 414 4044 2073 265

B 570 546 414 456 300 425 4082 2073 265

C 518 396 375 430 300 448 3735 2073 265

D 512 400 379 436 270 417 2604 2073 265

E 527 425 383 426 318 415 4048 2073 266

Conclusion

Configuration A was done as a reference for this test case and the configurations will be compared to it to see the effect of
those configurations.

The results of configuration B compared to configuration A show that disabling the MessageBox jobs had little effect by
increasing the throughput slightly and that accordingly the latency also increased slightly.

The results of configuration C (with multiple files in the MessageBox data file filegroup) show that throughput decreased and
latency increased compared to configuration A which means that the impact of multiple files in the MessageBox data file
filegroup was negative.

The results of configuration D (with the HBA driver QueueDepth set to the maximum value) show improvement compared to
configuration A (throughput increased from 72 msg/sec to 77 msg/sec and latency decreased from 302 ms to 288 ms) which
proved that the SAN I/O was the bottleneck in configuration A.

The results of configuration E (with the HBA driver QueueDepth set to the maximum and increasing the number of virtual
users and increasing the values of the HTTPOutMaxConnection and the HTTPOutInflightSize parameters as suggested by the
product team to push the SAN I/O further) show that the throughput increased but the latency also increased which can be
explained as these settings did not improve the SAN I/O under this higher throughput.

Test Case 19 Single-Core Opteron Multiple MessageBox databases

Objective: To work around the SAN I/O performance limit by testing the effect of distributing the MessageBox databases onto
multiple databases with multiple HBA cards and furthermore onto multiple computers. The idea was to split the MessageBox



database I/O on the SAN to go through multiple HBA cards to reduce the contention through one HBA card as it was believed
that the SAN itself was still capable of doing more I/O throughput without increased latency.

Hardware Configuration

In this test, the 7 computers running BizTalk Server were used as 2 Receiving, 4 Sending, and 1 Sending & Tracking. The
following figure shows the hardware configuration for test case 19:

Figure 21 Hardware configuration - test case 19

Software Configuration

Using this hardware configuration, the following software configurations were tested. The configuration parameters that varied
in each configuration are in bold type.

Table 74 Software configurations for test case 19

Parameter A B C* D E

Number of Virtual Users 2 2 2 2 3

HTTPBatchSize 1 1 1 1 1

In-Process MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50 50 50 50

RequestMessageSize (kb) 5 5 5 5 5

ResponseMessageSize (kb) 5 5 5 5 5

Msg Body Tracking Y Y Y Y Y

XLANG MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50 50 50 50

Isolated Host MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50 50 50 50

BTSSvc3.0 MessagingLMBufferCacheSize 50 50 50 50 50

BTSSvc3.0 RequestQueueSize 256 256 256 256 256



BTSSvc{guid} MessagingThreadPoolSize 20 20 20 20 20

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutMaxConnection 48 48 48 48 48

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutInflightSize 300 300 300 300 300

MaxWorkerThreads 100 100 100 100 100

MaxIOThreads 100 100 100 100 100

HTTPOutCompleteSize 1 1 1 1 1

InProcess BatchSize 20 20 20 20 20

HBA driver QueueDepth 2048 2048 2048 2048 2048

No. of HBA cards on the Master MsgBox computer 1 2 2 2 2

No. of MsgBox databases on the Master MsgBox computer 3 3 2 2 2

No. of MsgBox databases on the DTA computer 0 0 1 1 2

No. of MsgBox databases on the 3rd SQL Server computer 0 0 0 1 1

No. of Total MsgBox databases 3 3 3 4 5

Master MsgBox Publication enabled N N N N N

Test Results

The results of test case 19 are shown in the following tables.

Table 75 Throughput and Latency

Config Throughput* Request Time ResponseTime RoundtripTime # of roundtrips

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

A 74 74 94 93 204 200 302 298 134368

B 73 72 96 95 208 206 306 302 132213

C 58 58 103 103 202 196 302 292 119002

D 66 66 101 101 211 207 315 307 119742

E 68 68 98 96 205 210 304 307 123499

*All time is in messages per second.

Table 76 Percentage of CPU

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 20 16 15 17 8 22 67 11 0.04

B 20 16 15 16 8 22 64 11 0.03



C 19 14 13 5 13 20 62 29 0.07

D 20 14 13 13 4 20 59 23 14.00

E 19 15 14 5 14 20 62 21 11.00

Table 77 Average memory used (MB)

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 541 395 382 443 302 406 4096 2074 266

B 536 394 382 444 271 398 4023 2044 273

C 542 395 388 425 321 402 4090 2064 273

D 546 391 379 448 303 399 4055 2065 289

E 511 392 379 397 323 402 4073 2070 1538

Conclusion

The results of configuration A show that throughput decreased (74 msg/sec compared to 77 msg/sec in test case 18
configuration D) and latency increased (302 ms compared to 288 ms in test case 18 configuration D). This means that the gain
(if there was any) of splitting the load into multiple MessageBox databases was offset by the extra overhead of the DTC service.
(This is needed with multiple MessageBox database configurations because processing messages involves more than one
database. It involves the master MessageBox database for updating subscriptions and the non-mater MessageBox database for
storing and retrieving the messages themselves.)

In configuration B, where one more HBA card was added to the MessageBox computer so that the 3 MessageBox databases'
data and log files were moved into 3 different drives that were split between the 2 HBA cards (Master MsgBox database + 1
non-master MessageBox database on 2 drives attached to one of the two HBA cards and the third MsgBox database on another
drive attached to the second HBA card). The results of this configuration were almost similar to configuration A, which means
splitting the I/O into multiple HBA cards did not improve the performance. Again this proved that the SAN I/O could not be
improved.

In configuration C, the non-master MsgBox database that was on the drive that was attached to the HBA card that's shared with
the drive of the master MsgBox database was moved to the DTA SQL computer to further spilt the SAN I/O. Also the number of
virtual users was increased from 2 to 3 to increase the load on the system. The results of this configuration show that the
throughput decreased (because of the extra overhead of the DTC service across computers this time) and latency did not
improve. This also means that this scaling and distribution of the MsgBox load was offset by the DTC overhead and most likely
the SAN I/O could not be improved even this way.

In configuration D, one more MsgBox database was added to the third SQL Server computer (total of 4 MsgBox databases) to
further scale out the MsgBox load and further distribute the SAN I/O across multiple channels or HBA cards. The results of this
configuration show little improvement in throughput compared to the previous configuration C but with similar latency.

In configuration E, one more MsgBox database was added to the DTA SQL computer so the total number of the MsgBox
databases was increased to 5 to further scale out the MsgBox I/O load. The results of this configuration show little more
improvement from the previous configuration D in terms of throughput and latency but the performance of the single MsgBox
in test case 18 configuration D (77 msg/sec throughput and 288 ms latency) is still better than in this configuration (68
msg/sec throughput and 304 ms latency).

Test Case 20 Single–Core Opteron SAN Performance Tuning

Objective: Because it was evident that the SAN performance was the bottleneck, the objective of this test case was to try
different SAN HBA card driver settings suggested by the SAN experts trying to improve or work around the I/O performance
limits.

Hardware Configuration

This test is the same as the previous test case 14 where 7 computers running BizTalk Server were used as 2 Sending &
Receiving, 4 Sending, and 1 Sending & Tracking. The following figure shows the hardware configuration for test case 20:

Figure 22 Hardware configuration - test case 20



Software Configuration

Using this hardware configuration, the following software configurations were tested. The configuration parameters that varied
in each configuration are in bold type.

Table 78 Software configurations for test case 20

Parameter A B C

Number of Virtual Users 3 4 4

HTTPBatchSize 1 1 1

In-Process MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50 50

RequestMessageSize (kb) 5 5 5

ResponseMessageSize (kb) 5 5 5

Msg Body Tracking Y Y N*

XLANG MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50 50

Isolated Host MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50 50

BTSSvc3.0 MessagingLMBufferCacheSize 50 50 50

BTSSvc3.0 RequestQueueSize 256 256 256

BTSSvc{guid} MessagingThreadPoolSize 20 20 20

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutMaxConnection 48 48 48

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutInflightSize 300 300 300



MaxWorkerThreads 100 100 100

MaxIOThreads 100 100 100

HTTPOutCompleteSize 1 1 1

InProcess BatchSize 50 50 60

HBA driver QueueDepth 128 128 128

HBA driver QueueTarget 1 1 1

HBA driver NumFCPContacts 2048 2048 2048

HBA driver CoalesceMSCount 0 0 0

*Global tracking turned off.

Test Results

The results of test case 20 are shown in the following tables.

Table 79 Throughput and Latency

Config Throughput* Request Time ResponseTime RoundtripTime # of roundtrips

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

A 95 96 95 91 206 203 307 307 173463

B 109 109 108 108 235 235 349 349 198740

C 126 126 116 223 239 235 357 356 229717

*All time is in messages per second.

Table 80 Percentage of CPU

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 18 12 16 35 50 16 n/a 14 0.14

B 22 16 17 54 57 21 n/a 16 0.16

C 19 30 16 44 42 24 n/a n/a 0.14

Table 81 Average memory used (MB)

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 544 406 405 570 452 413 n/a 2089 1951

B 552 432 394 615 640 418 n/a 2090 1951

C 424 562 391 614 610 431 n/a 2090 1952

Conclusion

The results of configuration A show improvement where throughput increased and latency decreased (95 msg/sec throughput
and 307 ms latency compared to the test case 14 configuration A of 79 msg/sec throughput and 317 ms latency). This was
considered the best results achieved in this testing.



In configuration B, the number of virtual users was increased to 4 and the results show that throughput increased but latency
also increased, which means no further improvement was achieved.

In configuration C, global tracking was tuning off and the results show that the throughput increased but again the latency
increased as well which means no further improvement was achieved because the SAN reached its limit.

Test Case 21 Opteron Dual Core Multiple MessageBox

Objective: Because the SAN performance could not be improved, the objective of this test was to scale out the MessageBox
database into 3 databases on one computer (to have the minimum DTC overhead) with 3 HBA cards (one for each MsgBox
database), although this time using the dual-core Opteron because it had much more CPU headroom (almost double the
single-core Opteron CPU capacity; 1 MsgBox single core was at approximately 40 percent CPU utilization while 1 MsgBox
single core dual-core was at approximately 20 percent in comparable tests).

Hardware Configuration

This test is the same as the previous tests where 7 computers running BizTalk Server were used as 2 Sending & Receiving, 1
Sending, and 3 Sending & Tracking. The following figure shows the hardware configuration for test case 21:

Figure 23 Hardware configuration - test case 21

Note
Three tracking host instances were configured for the three MessageBoxes configurations because it is recommended to hav
e one tracking host instance per each message box, and BizTalk Server will try to evenly distribute the assignment of messag
e boxes to the tracking host instances so that the tracking performance does not degrade.

Software Configuration

Using this hardware configuration, the following software configurations were tested. The configuration parameters that varied
in each configuration are in bold type.

Table 82 Software configurations for test case 21

Parameter A B C* D

Number of Virtual Users 4 30* 3 4

HTTPBatchSize 1 1 1 1

In-Process MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50 50 50



RequestMessageSize (kb) 5 5 5 5

ResponseMessageSize (kb) 5 5 5 5

Msg Body Tracking Y Y N N

XLANG MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50 50 50

Isolated Host MaximumReceiveInterval (ms) 50 50 50 50

BTSSvc3.0 MessagingLMBufferCacheSize 50 50 50 50

BTSSvc3.0 RequestQueueSize 256 256 256 256

BTSSvc{guid} MessagingThreadPoolSize 20 20 20 20

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutMaxConnection 48 48 48 48

BTSSvc{guid}HTTPOutInflightSize 300 300 300 300

MaxWorkerThreads 100 100 100 100

MaxIOThreads 100 100 100 100

HTTPOutCompleteSize 1 1 1 1

InProcess BatchSize Default Default Default Default

HBA driver QueueDepth Default Default Default Default

HBA driver QueueTarget Default Default Default Default

HBA driver NumFCPContacts Default Default Default Default

HBA driver CoalesceMSCount Default Default Default Default

# MessageBox Databases 3 3 3 3

*30 virtual users with 0.5 sec delay between requests.

Test Results

The results of test case 21 are shown in the following tables.

Table 83 Throughput and Latency

Config Throughput* Request Time ResponseTime RoundtripTime # of roundtrips

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

A 94 95 101 96 226 214 328 311 171912

B 100 104 135 131 236 235 380 378 196042

C 82 82 84 81 179 179 261 261 194248



 

D 98 98 90 85 194 195 288 290 177098

*All time is in messages per second.

Table 84 Percentage of CPU

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 17 15 n/a 50 51 19 n/a 14 0.02

B 18 18 17 59 59 22 44 15 0.03

C 35 13 12 62 54 36 45 29 0.58

D 37 30 28 68 68 40 50 32 0.58

Table 85 Average memory used (MB)

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

A 482 499 n/a 590 352 400 n/a 2075 285

B 531 549 533 635 406 424 4232 2075 285

C 587 500 473 587 370 399 4221 2075 285

D 507 526 506 597 391 412 4087 2075 285

Conclusion

The results of configuration A show no major improvement (94 msg/sec throughput and 328 ms latency compared to test case
20 configuration B of 109 msg/sec throughput and 349 ms latency).

In configuration B, compared to configuration A, there is also no improvement as more throughput also produced higher
latency.

In configuration C, the results show that because the number of virtual users was decreased and tracking was turned off, the
throughput decreased and latency also decreased. Compared to configuration B this is expected, but compared to test case 14
configuration C there is some improvement (82 msg/sec throughput and 261 ms latency compared to test case 14
configuration C of 75 msg/sec throughput and 251 ms latency).

In configuration D, the number of the virtual users was increased and the results show much more throughput and slightly
higher latency compared to configuration C (98 msg/sec throughput and 288 ms latency compared to configuration C of 82
msg/sec throughput and 261 ms latency).

Test Results Analysis

The following sections give a summary of the performance test results, which includes highlights on throughput and latency,
BizTalk Server performance, database and SQL Server performance, and network performance.

Throughput and Latency

The results show that in each configuration, decreasing the throughput (by decreasing the number of virtual users sending
messages to BizTalk Server) improves latency. This relationship can be clearly shown from the results of test case 6. In that test
case, 5, 7, and 8 virtual users were tested. The following figure shows the results:

Figure 24 Virtual users vs. throughput and latency



The relationship between throughput and latency is due to resource contention mainly in the MessageBox database. For a
given configuration with fixed resource limits (especially CPU speed and disk I/O speed), more throughput means faster
processing is needed to keep the same message latency, although if the MessageBox database computer CPU reaches its limits
(or even just high utilization, for example, greater than 60 percent) or the SAN I/O starts to degrade (due to more I/O requests
than it can handle and queuing if I/O starts to build up) then it will take more time to process and send messages and hence
latency increases.

Computers Running BizTalk Server

To prevent resource contention, isolate the tracking service and transport adapters onto separate hosts.

Although the computers running BizTalk Server should be fast enough for processing message receiving and sending by
scaling up the receiving and sending servers (by using multi-fast CPU computers) the tests show that scaling out (by adding as
many computers as needed) was more important, which can be explained as an effect of parallelism.

The best results were achieved with 7 computers running BizTalk Server (2 configured for receiving and sending messages and
5 configured for sending messages only).

The other important factor was the balance between the receiving servers and the sending servers. In BizTalk Server 2004, the
receipt of messages is faster and less expensive than processing and sending messages.

Tests showed that with more than 2 computers running BizTalk Server receiving and fewer than 7 computers running BizTalk
Server processing and sending, a backlog of messages waiting to be processed started to accumulate, causing a significant
increase in message latency. In extreme cases, the message queue in the BizTalk Message Box database increased significantly,
causing processing delays of 20 seconds or more.

The following figure shows how throughput and latency improved by increasing the number of sending servers from 4 to 7
with 2 receiving servers.

Figure 25 Receiving and sending vs. throughput and latency



Monitoring the computers running BizTalk Server during testing revealed that the CPU utilization of these computers was low.
On the 4 CPU computers, the average CPU utilization was around 5 percent, while the 2 CPU computers were between 30
percent and 40 percent, especially when they were used to host the receiving and sending hosts.

While in the tests 4 CPU servers were used, 2 fast CPU computers are sufficient to function as computers running BizTalk
Server in this scenario. 4 CPU servers were underutilized, even during tests with high throughput and low latencies.

Database and SQL Server Performance

SQL Server performance is the most important factor for the overall performance of BizTalk Server 2004. When using BizTalk
Server 2004 for messaging only (that is, where no other features such as orchestration, Human Workflow, or Business Rules
Engine are used), the only BizTalk Server databases used are:

BizTalkMgmtDb: Used to store the configuration settings for the BizTalk group
SSODB: Used to store the sensitive configuration settings encrypted for the BizTalk group 
BizTalkDTADb: Used to store the tracking data for the BizTalk group
BizTalkMsgBoxDb: Used to store the received messages until they are processed and sent. It contains a spool table
where messages are first stored when they are received before they are processed and moved into the right application
queue tables. It also stores the state of the system and message subscriptions data.

Among these databases, the BizTalkMsgBoxDb database is the busiest database at runtime and therefore the performance of
the SQL server running this database is very critical to the overall performance of the BizTalk group. Each BizTalk group has at
least one instance of this database and more instances can be added to scale it out.

In this testing, a separate computer was dedicated to the MessageBox database and another computer was dedicated for the
other BizTalk Server databases. The third computer running SQL Server was used for a custom functionality in this scenario
such as error logging from the custom pipeline components and for audit trail.

For the MessageBox database server, the most powerful server computer should be used to achieve the best performance. In
this performance tuning testing, the following computers were tested for the MessageBox database:

Intel Xeon 8-way (HT) 3.0 GHz 12 GB RAM running the 32-bit version of the Microsoft Windows Server™ 2003 operating
system and the 32-bit version of SQL Server 2000 with Service Pack 3a (SP3a)
AMD Opteron 4-way single-core, 2.4 GHz 16 GB RAM running the 64-bit Windows Server 2003 with SP1 and the 32-bit
version of SQL Server 2000 with SP4
AMD Opteron 4-way dual-core, 2.2 GHz 16 GB RAM running the 64-bit version of Windows Server 2003 with SP1 and
the 32-bit version of SQL Server 2000 with SP4

For the tracking database and other databases:

Intel Xeon 8-way (HT) 3.0 GHz 12 GB RAM running the 32-bit version of Windows Server 2003 and the 32 bit version of
SQL Server 2000 with SP3a

The SQL network connectivity used was the default TCP/IP. The SQL memory setting for the Xeon computer was also the



default setting (which is up to 2 GB) and for the Opteron computer it was fixed to 4 GB.

The disk performance (I/O speed and volume) for those computers was very critical. SAN storage was used and it was
ultimately the bottleneck. It would have been possible to achieve better performance if the SAN was able to perform more I/O
faster.

32-bit 8-Way Xeon versus 64-bit 4-Way Opteron

The following tables compare MsgBox database server performance between the 32-bit 8-Way Xeon and the 64-bit 4-Way
Opteron computers from test cases 8 and 9.

Table 86 Throughput and Latency

Config Throughput* Request Time ResponseTime RoundtripTime # of roundtrips

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

8-A 71 76 252 243 398 392 642 644 140111

9-A 128 123 979 329 1045 580 1912 905 245852

*All time is in messages per second.

Table 87 Percentage of CPU

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

8-A 30 19 21 38 16 25 47 17 0.07

9-A 45 45 47 22 16 73 73 20 0.02

Table 88 Average memory used (MB)

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

8-A 350 310 285 438 283 324 1987 2017 351

9-A 570 515 542 446 325 513 3508 2049 260

The results above show the following:

Moving from the 32-bit 8-Way Xeon to the 64-bit 4-Way Opteron increased throughput from 71 msg/s to 128 msg/s
(with the same number of virtual users) and latency increased from 642 ms to 1912 ms, if you compare the mean
roundtrip times, and from 644 ms to 905 ms, if you compare the median roundtrip times.
CPU utilization increased from 47 percent for the 32-bit 8-Way Xeon to 73 percent for the 64-bit 4-Way Opteron.
Memory used by the 32-bit 8-Way Xeon was approximately 2 GB while the 64-bit 4-Way Opteron used approximately
3.5 GB.

This means that higher throughput causes higher latency. The 64-bit 4-Way Opteron allowed for more messages to be
received, processed, and inserted into the system, allowing the same number of virtual users to insert more work. This created
more contention on the message box which causes higher latency times.

Note
The physical memory used by the 32-bit 8-Way Xeon SQL Server was the default maximum value for applications on a 32-bi
t Microsoft Windows® operating system, which is 2 GB. For the 64-bit 4-Way Opteron SQL Server, the behavior of SQL me
mory management was changed to be fixed at 4 GB.

Number of Message Boxes

As the most contended resource within the architecture, the single BizTalk MessageBox database is an obvious performance
bottleneck.

Each BizTalk group has at least one instance of this database, and more instances can be added to scale it out. This scalability
feature has two important factors to consider:



One instance of the MessageBox databases (called the master MessageBox) is always used all the time even if the
messages are stored in and retrieved from the other non-master MessageBox databases. This is because subscription
processing has to be done in the master database.
Because when additional MessageBox databases are used to distribute the load of storing and retrieving the messages,
the master MessageBox database still has to be used for subscription processing and therefore each message processing
is done within a transaction that spans multiple databases (the master MessageBox database and the additional
MessageBox database used for storing and retrieving it). This distributed transaction between the database servers is
coordinated by the Distributed Transaction Coordinator (MSDTC) service, which adds an extra performance overhead to
the message processing transaction. This extra performance overhead is higher when the additional MessageBox
databases are physically on a different computer than the master MessageBox computer.

It is also important to note that although it has been shown in other benchmarks that multiple message box configuration
allows for more throughput, in this case it was aimed at achieving low latency thereby limiting the ability to take advantage of
the larger bandwidth that multiple message boxes produced.

In test case 19, multiple MessageBox configurations were tested. The results of configuration A with 3 MessageBox databases
show that throughput decreased from 77 msg/sec to 74 msg/sec compared to test case 18 configuration D with single
MessageBox database and latency increased from 288 ms compared to 302 ms. This means that the gain (if there was any) of
splitting the load into 3 MessageBox databases was offset by the extra overhead of the DTC service (that is needed when using
multiple MessageBox databases). Therefore, although the performance was not improved significantly, this multiple
MessageBox configuration produced more consistent results (fewer spikes in latency) during the test. This can be seen by
comparing the mean and median latency numbers.

In configuration D with 4 MessageBox databases on different computers running SQL Server, the results show little
improvement in throughput although with similar latency.

In configuration E with 5 MessageBox databases on different computers running SQL Server, the results show a little more
improvement from the previous configuration D in terms of throughput and latency, although still the performance of the
single MessageBox in test case 18 configuration D (77 msg/sec throughput and 288 ms latency) is better than in this
configuration (68 msg/sec throughput and 304 ms latency).

The following figure shows the results of MessageBox databases vs. throughput and latency:

Figure 26 MessageBox vs. throughput and latency

In order to assess any performance benefit that could be derived from using the dual-core Opteron processor (which has more
CPU headroom than the single-core CPU), 3 MessageBox databases configuration was tested in test case 21. Additionally, each
MessageBox database was serviced by a separate HBA card to spread out the load on the SAN I/O. The results of this test case
configuration C (82 msg/sec throughput and 261 ms latency) show some improvement compared to test case 14
configuration C (75 msg/sec throughput and 251 ms latency) with single MessageBox.

In configuration D, the number of the virtual users was increased and the results show more throughput and slightly higher



latency compared to configuration C (98 msg/sec throughput and 288 ms latency compared to configuration C (82 msg/sec
throughput and 261 ms latency) which can be considered as better performance than test case 14 configuration C (75 msg/sec
throughput and 251 ms latency) with single MessageBox if the extent of the improvement in throughput is compared to the
degradation in latency.

Note also that during the test of this configuration, high service times were observed on the SAN I/O, which capped the
performance.

Message Body Tracking

The results of the test cases 14 and 15 show the impact of message body tracking on performance.

1. Test Case 14 – Configuration A: Message body tracking enabled at 4 points (the most expensive as explained in the
Tracking section under the Test Description at the beginning of this document).

2. Test Case 14 – Configuration B: Message body tracking disabled.
3. Test Case 15 – Configuration A: Message body tracking enabled at 1 point only.

The following tables show the results of three comparable configurations:

Table 89 Throughput and Latency

Config Throughput* Request Time ResponseTime RoundtripTime # of roundtrips

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

14-A 79 83 104 100 211 210 317 312 152218

14-B 92 98 92 89 209 210 301 303 177730

15-A 87 92 99 100 226 230 333 227 166629

*All time is in messages per second.

Table 90 Percentage of CPU

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

14-A 15 13 10 41 32 15 56 12 0.03

14-B 18 13 12 n/a 44 20 46 14 0.04

15-A 18 10 14 n/a 29 20 52 13 0.06

Table 91 Average memory used (MB)

Config BPI4X-C02 BPI4X-O02 BPI4X-O03 BPI2X-C05 BPI2X-C06 BPI4X-A02 BPI8X-O01 BPI8X-M01 BPI8X-K02

14-A 491 372 373 511 426 394 4097 2059 261

14-B 480 376 375 n/a 446 396 4157 2059 261

15-A 475 383 373 n/a 435 396 4072 2059 263

The results of 14-B show that the throughput was more than in 14-A and latency was lower, and that is because of message
body tracking in 14-A while there was no message body tracking in 14-B.

The results of 15-A show that the throughput was more than 14-A and latency was also higher and that is because in this case
message body tracking in 15-A was less expensive than 14-A and that caused the throughput to increase which caused the
latency to increase as well.

As expected, when comparing 15-A (with message body tracking at 1 point) to 14 –B (with no message body tracking), the
result show that message body tracking at 1 point still has a negative impact on performance.

It is also worth noting that when not having a high load, the overhead of message body tracking is not as high, although it is
also not negligible.



The following figure shows the results of MessageBox tracking versus throughput latency:

Figure 27 Message Body tracking versus throughput and latency

Disk Input/Output and SAN Performance

The SAN used in the testing was from 3PAR. The 3PAR SAN was configured with 134 x 10K RPM discs. 3PAR employs 3-level
virtualization based upon a mapping methodology.

The first level of mapping virtualizes physical disk drives of any capacity into a pool of uniform-sized "chunklets" (256 MB
each). These fine-grained chunklets eliminate underutilization of storage assets by permitting volumes to be sized precisely
and not according to large arbitrary increments. Complete system access to every chunklet eliminates large pockets of
inaccessible storage. Performance is enhanced, even for small volumes, since the underlying chunklets are distributed across
scores, or even hundreds, of disks.

The second level of mapping associates chunklets with Logical Disks (LDs). Logical Disks are intelligent compilations of
chunklets based on RAID characteristics and the location of chunklets across the system. LDs are tailored to meet precise cost,
performance, and availability characteristics. The first and second level mappings result in a massive parallelism of workloads
across disks, Fibre Channel loops, and Controller Nodes. This load balancing occurs simply and automatically, eliminating the
need for array planning or disk management.

The third level of mapping associates Virtual Volumes (VVs) with all or portions of an underlying LD or multiple LDs. VVs are
the virtual capacity representations that are ultimately exported to hosts and applications. A VV can be coherently exported
through as many or as few 3PAR InServ Storage Server ports as desired.

The following figure shows 3PAR storage virtualization:

Figure 28 Three par storage virtualization

The cabinet is configured with 2 controllers each having 8 GB RAM. Each volume was configured as RAID 1. This means that
the disks are mirrored, which allowed the 3PAR to do the striping. The servers were connected by a Brocade 3800 2 G fiber
channel switch. The servers used Emulex HBA cards to connect to the SAN.



3PAR provided monitoring tools to monitor the SAN behavior during testing—in particular the number of I/O operations
performed on the SAN, I/O sizes, Queue Length, and the services times (being the length of time in milliseconds that the SAN
takes to complete I/O transactions) in second intervals.

Using this monitoring tools, the following was observed:

Although the SAN I/O figures indicated that the SAN performance numbers did not reach the maximum values, meaning
it was not saturated yet, there were correlations between the SAN I/O service time spikes and immediate effects on
message latency.
These effects were especially pronounced during SQL checkpointing events under load where SQL Server synchronizes
the transaction log and the data file. Therefore, during such checkpointing events, a significant effect on SAN utilization
was observed, and as a knock-on effect, SQL Server was not able to process messages as quickly. This resulted in a
higher latency.

These observations indicated that SAN I/O was the bottleneck that was reached because, while there was enough headroom in
all other resources, when the throughput increased the latency also increased, and the SQL checkpointing events were
obviously causing spikes in message latency.

To reduce or minimize the effect of SQL checkpointing (which produces high I/O for a short period every 1 minute or so) the
SAN I/O performance should be improved such that the SQL performance could "ride out" the checkpointing events without
adversely affecting the message latencies.

As switching off SQL checkpointing is not an option, varying the SQL checkpointing intervals did not provide an improvement
due to the following:

Making checkpointing less frequent caused more work for SQL to do at checkpoint events, resulting in even larger spikes
and larger impacts on the SAN I/O.
Making checkpointing more frequent caused SQL to be checkpointing more often, which resulted in multiple smaller
spikes, each affecting latency adversely although to a lesser amount.

As an indication of the SAN performance and the I/O requirements, the following table shows the numbers recorded (using the
SAN tools) for the virtual volume that had the MessageBox database in the tests that were bound by the SAN I/O:

Table 92 Input/Output per second

File I/O per sec Kbytes per sec Svt ms IOSz KB

Cur Avg Max Cur Avg Max Cur Avg Cur Avg

Data File* 5320 338 5320 122830 7797 122830 3.4 3.4 23.1 23.1

Log File 999 745 1051 21296 10299 33934 0.9 0.8 21.5 13.7

The numbers above show that the service time for the data file I/O during SQL checkpoints was 3.4 ms, which is very high. The
service time for I/O should be in microseconds. Even for the log file I/O, the service time of 0.9 ms is high.

It is important to note that different SAN architectures require different configurations. For the type of workload characteristic
that BizTalk Server uses, it is best to have LUNs with as many fast spindles (physical disks) as possible.

Some SAN architectures allocate large spaces on fewer drives, meaning that for a given LUN there are fewer disks. For these
architectures, more disk space should be allocated than is needed to ensure that more spindles are used.

Network Performance

1 GB bandwidth network connections were provided between all computers in the configuration, with the exception of the
connection from the test harness computer to the computers running BizTalk Server, which was provided by 100 MB network
connection.

The test harness computer (used as the load generator for LoadRunner as well as for the test harnesses Web applications)
utilized, on average, less than 20 percent of the available 100 MB bandwidth.

However, the SQL Server computer running the MessageBox database had 1 GB connection, and 120 MB of the bandwidth was
used under load (on average) and no discernible increase was noted. The best explanation for this is that even though the
network bandwidth had more headroom, the SAN I/O limited the SQL Server performance.

The network card used was the standard Broadcom 10/100/1000 NICs that come on all HP servers. For more information, see
the Hewlett Packard Web site here.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=51336


 

 

Guidelines for Achieving Low Latency Messaging

While the default settings in BizTalk Server 2004 provide optimal performance for many hardware and software
configurations, for low latency performance you should consider the following performance tuning guidelines:

The tests show that given the same resources, throughput and latency are proportional. To achieve the best results you
therefore need to achieve the right balance of sending and receiving load distribution.
To prevent resource contention, you should isolate the tracking service and transport adapters onto separate hosts.
While the CPU on the computer running BizTalk Server should be fast enough for processing message receiving and
sending (which can be easily achieved by scaling up the receiving and sending servers by using multi-fast CPU
computers), scaling out by adding as many computers as needed and balancing the ratio of the number of receiving
computers to sending computers for parallelism is the key to achieving low latency.
The effect of the ratio of the number of receiving computers to the number of sending computers is that receiving is
more complex than sending (it includes, for example, subscription matching, inserting message bodies and properties).
Senders may therefore "starve" if there is too much receiving because it can take away (lock) resources from senders.
Having more senders, however, is not sufficient; it is also important to have fewer receivers or and/or less input from
receivers to ensure that the senders can get to the messages and do their work efficiently. The best low-latency results
were achieved with 2 receiving host instances and 7 sending host instances.

Note
The Messaging Isolated service class (as well as XLANG/s and MSMQt) is not used in this scenario (it is only used for 2-way r
eceive ports). Therefore, the value for this service class should be increased to a high value, and not decreased. This will result
in lower contention on the MessageBox database. This is because when increasing this value for the Message Isolated the me
ssaging agent polls the message box less frequently, leaving more room for the Messaging In-process messaging agent to p
oll the message box.

The parameters used to decrease the receive latency are:

The setting of the MaxReceiveInterval and the BatchSize depend on whether the receive port is 2-way or 1-way. For a 1-
way receive port, you need to increase the value of the MaxReceiveInterval parameter (for example, 1000 ms) so that the
adapter de-queues very slowly, producing less contention on the queue table for the sending ports that should pick up the
received messages as quickly as possible and send them over. The BatchSize is irrelevant for 1-way receive ports.

The most important parameter in this scenario (1-way receive port) is the HTTPBatchSize, which is set to 1, so that the HTTP
receive adapter submits each message as soon as it receives it. With this setting, the receivers are receiving as fast as possible.

You consequently need to make the senders as fast as possible so that you do not have many messages backlogged in the
application queue. If possible, it would be best if the application queue is always having almost no messages backlogged at all
times. In this testing the best results were achieved with an average application queue depth of approximately 25 messages at
all times. Therefore, we recommend that you always monitor the number of records in the application queue table.

The parameters to speed up the sending servers are: 
The number of subscriptions and their complexity can affect the throughput while maintaining the same latency (or
lower, given the same configuration). Some quick testing (which could not be documented due to time constraints)
showed that adding 40 simple subscription criteria or filters decreased the throughput from 70 to 66 msg/sec. Adding 40
more dropped the throughput further to 63 msg/sec with almost the same latency. 
The SAN I/O performance seems to be the most difficult resource to scale. No matter how many messages you get
through the system, you need to make sure that the SAN is capable of doing the required rate of I/O without degradation
in the I/O response times. The tests showed that although the SAN was still capable of doing the required number of I/Os
(because it could split this number of I/Os across as many disks as it had), the I/O response times were negatively
impacted as throughput increased to high numbers. 

To achieve low latency on average and avoid spikes, the MessageBox SQL Server computer should be between 40 percent and
50 percent CPU, and the disk should be capable of doing the required volumes of I/O without degradation in response times.

Summary

More than 21 test cases (a total of 50 configurations) were tested to find the optimal configuration which can achieve message
latency of 300 ms with the maximum throughput possible for messaging-only scenario using the HTTP transport in one-way
receive, and two-way and one-way send cycles with XML request messages of 5 KB in size and XML response messages of 9
and 5 KB in size using BizTalk Server 2004.



Test cases 1 through 14 were about trying to bring the message latency down to an average of approximately 300 ms. The
remaining test cases were about trying to achieve better results or reach bottlenecks and trying to scale to achieve the
maximum throughput possible while still keeping the low latency. Finally, the bottleneck was the MessageBox database SAN
I/O that could not be improved or scaled.

The following table shows the best results achieved with message body tracking:

Table 93 Best results for Message Body tracking

Config Throughput* Request Time ResponseTime RoundtripTime # of roundtrips

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median

21-A 94 95 101 96 226 214 328 311 171912

20-A 95 96 95 91 206 203 307 307 173463

19-A 74 74 94 93 204 200 302 298 134368

18-D 77 89 91 88 196 192 288 284 159891

17-B 76 87 88 87 183 180 270 267 157702

16-A 77 82 81 80 198 204 274 277 148596

16-B 80 89 87 89 201 191 293 287 174913

15-B 75 79 81 75 184 189 267 265 144387

14-A 79 83 104 100 211 210 317 312 152218

*All time is in messages per second.

Test case 20 configuration A is considered the best result taking into account that latency is approximately300 and throughput
is the highest. It is also worth noting that the mean and median are the same, which also means that the performance was
steady during the whole test time.

The SAN performance was ultimately the bottleneck to achieve more throughput while maintaining the same latency.

In this configuration, 5 computers running BizTalk Server were sending and 2 computers running BizTalk Server were receiving
and sending. Additionally, there were 2 SAN HBA adapters on the computer: one was used for the MessageBox log file and the
second was used for the data file.

3 virtual users were used to represent a constant rate of request messages received by BizTalk Server receive servers without
any delay (or think time). The following figure shows message throughput:

Figure 29 Message throughput



As can be seen from the chart above, the reported average of 95 msg/s was accurate, as the number of messages received on a
per-second basis fluctuated between 89msg/s and 103msg/s. This jagged behavior is to be expected, as BizTalk Server receives
and processes messages in a non-linear fashion (e.g., BizTalk Server receives messages in batches); in this case each time a
message was received it was processed. The following figure displays the time taken to process each message:

Figure 30 Request versus response

As is indicated by this chart, and indeed from all of the tests, the message request time is significantly lower than the response
time. Given this, the roundtrip time (being made up of the sum for each message of the request and response time) seems to
mimic the response time in terms of dynamics; however, this is simply because LoadRunner samples the counters all at the
same time.

These charts are made up of a sampling of the message times, and not all (as LoadRunner only samples the messages once
every second and the chart is plotted to 6 second intervals). It is possible that some messages were higher or lower than those
shown here.

List of Contributors: Angel Pallares - Scalability Test Analyst, Accenture; Andrew P. Glenister - Scalability Test Manager,
Accenture
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Creating a Highly Available BizTalk Server Environment

This document describes how to provide high availability for the data and communications in Microsoft® BizTalk® Server
2004 when integrating disparate systems and applications. BizTalk Server 2004 separates the data from the hosts that process
the data, enabling you to resolve availability issues by scaling the databases and hosts independently.

Demonstrating High Availability

Deployment configuration and application design have a significant impact on availability. However, high availability for
BizTalk Server 2004 focuses on recovering functional components that might disrupt availability in a BizTalk Server
deployment, instead of on building deployments that sustain large volumes of peak throughput.

To demonstrate high availability in BizTalk Server 2004, you do not have to send millions of messages to measure the
product's effectiveness in sustaining heavy workload and preventing failure. Instead, you have to apply failure and measure the
product's effectiveness in recovery. A highly available BizTalk Server deployment makes errors and failures transparent to
external applications and systems, and makes sure that all services continue functioning correctly with minimal disruption.

Designing for High Availability

Designing a BizTalk Server 2004 deployment that provides high availability involves implementing redundancy for each
functional component involved in an application integration or business process integration scenario. BizTalk Server 2004
simplifies the implementation of these scenarios by conceptually separating the data from the hosts that process the data. So
providing high availability for BizTalk Server 2004 involves running multiple host instances and clustering the BizTalk Server
databases, as follows:

Architecture for BizTalk Hosts. BizTalk Server 2004 lets you separate hosts and run multiple host instances to provide
high availability for key functions such as receiving messages, processing orchestrations, and sending messages. These
hosts do not require any additional clustering or load-balancing mechanism because BizTalk Server 2004 automatically
distributes workload across multiple computers through host instances. However, hosts running the receive handler for
the HTTP, SOAP, and BizTalk Message Queuing (MSMQT) adapters require a load-balancing mechanism such as Network
Load Balancing (NLB) to provide high availability.
Architecture for BizTalk Server databases. High availability for the BizTalk Server 2004 databases typically consists of
two database computers configured in an active/passive server cluster configuration. These computers share a common
disk resource (such as a RAID5 SCSI disk array or storage area network) and use Windows Clustering to provide backup
redundancy and fault tolerance.

Note
Highly-available environments are, by nature, multi-computer environments. When configuring BizTalk Server 2004 in a mul
ti-computer environment. You must use global domain user groups and accounts.

This document provides information about how to address high availability in each of these categories. Because BizTalk Server
2004 is built on Microsoft Windows Server™ 2003 (or Windows® 2000 Server) and Microsoft SQL Server™ 2000, make sure
that you deploy these products with high availability before configuring hosts for BizTalk Server 2004. The following links
include information about providing high availability for these underlying products:

Chapter 15 - High Availability Options, SQL Server Resource Kit, available at

http://download.microsoft.com/download/f/0/9/f09deca4-2c83-47a0-86ed-9c708c128500/BTSAdapterAvailability.exe
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=32797
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=32798


 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24431.
The Microsoft SQL Server Resource Kit covers many administrative and deployment planning areas. Chapter 15 covers
planning for fault tolerance and recovery.
Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Deployment Kit, available at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24432.
The Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Deployment Kit provides guidelines and recommended processes for designing and
deploying Windows Server 2003 technologies.
Windows Server 2003 Deployment Kit: Planning Server Deployments, available at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24433.
This book provides information about planning server storage, and information about designing and deploying file
servers, print servers, and terminal servers in medium and large organizations.

Architecture for BizTalk Hosts

BizTalk Server 2004 provides great flexibility in addressing high availability because you can strategically dedicate logical hosts
to run specific areas of functionality such as receiving and sending messages or processing orchestrations.

A BizTalk Host is a collection of BizTalk Server items such as adapter handlers, receive locations (including pipelines), and
orchestrations. You typically group in a host items that have similar scale properties.

After you create a host (a logical container), you can add physical BizTalk Server computers (host instances) to the host. For
each host, you can have only one instance of a particular BizTalk Server computer. However, you can have instances of a
particular host on one or more computers, and you can have instances of different hosts on a particular computer.

Items that are contained in BizTalk Hosts can perform the following functions:

Receiving. These items do the initial processing of messages after they are picked up in a receive location. When a host
contains a receiving item, such as a receive location or pipeline, it acts as a security boundary, and the message decoding
and decrypting occurs in a pipeline within the host. 
Sending. These items do the final processing of messages before they are sent out to the send port. When a host
contains a sending item, such as a send port or pipeline, the host acts as a security boundary, and the message signing
and encryption occurs in a pipeline within the host. 
Processing. These items process messages based on the instructions in an orchestration. 

One BizTalk Host can contain items that receive, send, and process messages. We recommend that you create different hosts
for each function to create security boundaries and for easier management and scalability. In particular, we recommend that
you use different hosts for processing and for receive/send operations, and that you separate trusted and non-trusted items.

For example, if you receive one message, run an orchestration, and send ten messages, you want to separate the receive and
send functionality into two separate hosts because the send items will have ten times more traffic than the receive items. If you
receive one message, run an orchestration, and send one message, you can think of these items as a unit of work and group
them into one single host. Alternatively, you can separate them into three different hosts to increase performance and
flexibility, although this also increases the management cost.

For more information about hosts and host instances, see "Managing BizTalk Hosts and Host Instances" in BizTalk Server 2004
Help (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=32936).

To provide high availability for BizTalk Hosts, you must have two or more host instances for each host in your environment (on
two or more computers). By having more than one host instance for each host you make sure that if one host instance
becomes unavailable, the other computers that are running instances of the same host can resume the functions of the
problematic or failed host instance, and that the overall system can continue performing with minimal disruption.

Message Persistence

BizTalk Server 2004 relies heavily on SQL Server 2000 for high availability because every host involved in BizTalk Server 2004
saves messages to the MessageBox database. For example, when BizTalk Server 2004 receives an incoming message, the
receive host persists it to the MessageBox database before other hosts retrieve the message for orchestration processing and
sending.

If your BizTalk Server solution involves orchestration, BizTalk Server routes the message to the host that executes the business
process (processing host), and saves the message to the MessageBox database after the orchestration finishes. The sending
host then retrieves the message from the database before sending it to the external application through the appropriate send
adapter.

Separating the Host and Database Functions

Because BizTalk Server 2004 separates the data from the hosts that process the data, one step that you can take to create a
highly available environment is to separate the host functions (sending, receiving, and processing) that occur in BizTalk Server

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24431
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24432
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=24433
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=32936


 

2004 from the database functions that occur in SQL Server 2000. By separating these functions, you can independently scale
the processing, sending, and receiving hosts and the databases that store the data. The runtime and database layers are related,
that is, if you increase the number of BizTalk Server computers you probably have to increase the number of computers that
are running SQL Server. However, there is no direct relationship between the database layer and the BizTalk layer. They are two
independent layers and you can scale them out separately.

What you must do to make the hosts highly available is different from what you must do to make the databases highly
available. The following sections explain what you must do to make the receiving, sending, and processing hosts highly
available. For more information about how to make the database layer highly available, see "Architecture for BizTalk Server
2004 Databases" later in this document.

For deployments where BizTalk Server processes more than SQL Server processes, you can configure multiple BizTalk Server
computers that use the same computer that is running SQL Server. This configuration uses the resources available on each
computer. For example, if CPU or memory use runs high (more than 75 percent) on the BizTalk Server computer but runs low
(less than 25 percent) on the computer that is running SQL Server, you can include additional BizTalk Server computers to
distribute the workload while raising the resource utilization on the computer that is running SQL Server.

Scaled-Out Receiving Hosts

When a host contains a receiving item, such as a receive location or pipeline, it acts as a security boundary, and the message
decoding and decrypting occurs in a pipeline within the host. To make the receiving hosts highly available, you must have two
or more BizTalk Server computers that are running instances of each receiving host. By scaling out the receiving hosts you can
guarantee availability for BizTalk Server 2004 deployments that are messaging intensive. While these deployments might
perform minimal processing for orchestrations, they can route many messages of varying types with great speed and
reliability.

You can enhance security and scalability in your environment by separating the receiving host from the hosts that process
orchestrations and send messages because you can secure and scale each host independently of other hosts. For example, you
can add two computers (host instances) to the receiving host without adding any computers to the processing or sending
hosts.

Multiple Hosts for Receiving Messages

The following figure shows a BizTalk Server 2004 deployment that provides high availability for the receiving host by having
two computers that are running instances of the receiving host. Note that in this figure the processing and sending hosts are
not highly available.

Figure 1 Deployment in which the receiving host has two computers running instances of the receiving host

For large deployments, for scenarios dealing with multiple trading partners, and for scenarios when you use different
protocols, you can spread out the receiving functionality across multiple receiving hosts. For example, you can create a host for
receiving messages for each adapter, or different hosts for receiving messages from different partners. When you create
multiple receiving hosts you can create security boundaries and ease the manageability and scalability of your environment;
however, it does not make your environment highly available.

To make your environment highly available, you must create two or more host instances for each receiving host that you
create. For example, you can create three different receive hosts (A, B, and C) to receive messages from three different
companies. To make each of these hosts highly available you then create host instances of each of these hosts in two or more
computers. Note that you can have instances of each host on one computer without losing the security boundary,
manageability, or scalability.

The following figure shows a highly available three-computer BizTalk Server environment with hosts dedicated to receiving
messages from different companies.

Figure 2 Three-computer environment



To provide high availability in this configuration, each computer runs three host instances: one instance for each of the three
companies. The host instances for each company contain the receive locations and pipelines to communicate with that
company. During typical operations, as long as you have done the necessary work for scale out in front of the receive adapters
(for example, if you configure network load balancing for HTTP), the messaging load is distributed among the three host
instances for each host. If a host instance on one computer fails, the host instances running on the other two computers
provide redundancy and maintain service availability.

Scaling the BizTalk Server 2004 Receive Adapters

Besides host instances, the process of scaling and providing high availability for the receive hosts also depends on the specific
adapters that you implement in your deployment. Each adapter has protocol-specific characteristics that make planning and
deployment different in each case. However, BizTalk Server 2004 lets you apply the same high-availability solution for all
adapters, primarily through additional computers and host instances.

Depending on the specific protocol being used, some receive adapters require an additional mechanism for distributing
incoming messages among multiple host computers to provide high availability. For example, BizTalk Server 2004 solutions
that use the HTTP or SOAP adapter (otherwise known as the Web services adapter) require a load balancer such as Network
Load Balancing (NLB) to distribute the receiving workload. The following table summarizes the high-availability guidelines for
the most common adapters in BizTalk Server 2004.

Table 1 High availability guidelines for common adapters
Adapter High-availability guidelines

HTTP Add multiple computers to the receive host and configure NLB to distribute incoming messages across the multip
le host computers.

Web service
s

Add multiple computers to the receive host and configure NLB to distribute incoming messages across the multip
le host computers.

File Add multiple computers to the receive host with the receive location on each host computer referencing the same
file folder or Universal Naming Convention (UNC) path. For a complete highly available solution, you must make 
sure that the file location to which the UNC path points is highly available (or at least reliable).

SQL Add multiple computers to the receive host with the receive location on each host computer referencing the same
database table.

BizTalk Mes
sage Queui
ng (MSMQT
)

Add multiple computers to the receive host and configure NLB for fault tolerance.

FTP Add multiple computers to the FTP receive host with only one active host instance. When a failure occurs, manual
ly start the second host instance or use the sample script described below.

SAP Add multiple computers to the receive host for this adapter and configure an active/active node with the databas
e running on one node and the central instance of the R/3 system running on the other node.



MQSeries Add multiple computers to the receive host for this adapter, use clustered queue managers in MQSeries for Wind
ows, and cluster the MQSeries Server for Windows.

HTTP Adapter

The HTTP receive adapter in BizTalk Server 2004 is an Internet Server API (ISAPI) extension (BTSHTTPReceive.dll) that runs as a
host instance on each receive host computer. When a partner sends a message to BizTalk Server through the HTTP protocol,
the message typically arrives at a specific URL on a BizTalk Server computer with Internet Information Services (IIS) installed.
You create a host instance in BizTalk Server with a receive location that subscribes to this URL. When messages arrive at the
URL, BizTalk Server retrieves them and persists them in the MessageBox database.

BizTalk Server 2004 provides high availability for the HTTP receive adapter by letting you create multiple host instances of the
same receive host. These host instances subscribe to a specific URL that can be a shared, cluster IP address if you are using NLB
to distribute incoming messages across multiple receive hosts. These hosts all function to serve the virtual IP address of the
cluster, so that if one cluster member fails, others can still serve this IP address.

Web Services Adapter

Unlike the HTTP receive adapter, the receive adapter for Web services does not involve an ISAPI extension. It receives incoming
messages through a URL that you specify by using the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard. This wizard exports a Web
service and creates a virtual directory that functions as the receive location.

To provide high availability for the Web services adapter, add multiple computers to the receive host and use NLB to distribute
incoming messages. When a client sends a message to BizTalk Server through the Web services adapter, NLB load balances the
message to one of the receiving hosts, and the appropriate host instance running on the host persists the message to the
MessageBox database.

File Adapter

The File receive adapter retrieves messages from a file folder or UNC path. This adapter is frequently used within companies
instead of in business-to-business scenarios because both parties require permissions to the path, and companies do not
typically share file systems. You configure the File receive handler to subscribe to the path so that BizTalk Server retrieves the
message when it arrives at the receive location.

BizTalk Server 2004 provides high availability for the file receive adapter by letting you create host instances on multiple host
computers that subscribe to the same UNC path. If a host instance running on one host computer encounters errors or fails,
the same host instance running on another host computer can retrieve the message and persist it to the MessageBox database.

SQL Adapter

The receive handler for the SQL adapter checks a database table in SQL Server 2000 for incoming messages by running a
query or stored procedure. When clients send a message to BizTalk Server through the SQL adapter, the receive handler
retrieves the message from the database table and persists it in the MessageBox database.

For high availability, create multiple host instances of the same receive handler across multiple host computers. To provide
high availability for the database table, use Windows Clustering to cluster two database computers that are running SQL
Server 2000.

BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter

The BizTalk Message Queuing adapter (MSMQT) involves partners sending messages directly to Message Queuing (also
known as MSMQ) queues on the BizTalk Server computers. To provide high availability for the BizTalk Message Queuing
adapter, add multiple BizTalk Server computers to the host running BizTalk Message Queuing, and configure a load-balancing
mechanism to distribute incoming messages across the multiple host instances.

Because the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter guarantees in-order message reliability, only one host instance at a time can
service a single BizTalk Message Queuing queue for a specific client. BizTalk Message Queuing can load-balance a single
queue, but only for many clients. If only one client is connected, then load balancing acts only as fault tolerance. If many clients
are communicating to the same queue, the client-queue pair is both load balanced and fault tolerant. So a load-balancing
mechanism such as NLB actually provides fault tolerance in this case because the additional computers function as backups for
the computer that is servicing the queue. (The host instances running on each computer do not service the queue at the same
time.)

SAP Adapter

SAP supports a configuration based on a two-node cluster in an active/active configuration. The database runs on one node
and the central instance of the R/3 system runs on the other node. If a failure occurs, the surviving node continues to provide
both services: database and central instance. Windows Clustering monitors the R/3 and database resources for failure and



 

 

switches over services if a failure occurs.

MQSeries Adapter

The Microsoft BizTalk Adapter for MQSeries serves as a bridge between BizTalk Server 2004 and IBM MQSeries servers. To
provide a highly available solution when you use this adapter, you must have multiple instances of the host running the
MQSeries adapter, use clustered queue managers in MQSeries for Windows, and cluster the MQSeries Server for Windows.
For more information about clustering the queue manager and clustering the MQSeries Server, see the IBM WebSphere MQ
documentation. For more information about making the MQSeries adapter highly available, see "High Availability" in Microsoft
BizTalk Adapter for MQSeries Help.

FTP Adapter

While you can have two or more host instances of the host running the FTP adapter and the EDI adapter, these adapters
support only one host instance running at a time. Therefore, if the server hosting the active host instance for the FTP adapter or
the EDI adapter fails, you must manually start a host instance in one of the available BizTalk Servers. You can add the sample
script BTSAdapterAvailability.vbs that you downloaded with this document to the Task Scheduler to run every few minutes to
monitor the status of the main host instance. If this host instance becomes unavailable, the script starts the host instance in the
second server. You can also create a Microsoft Operations Manager event that automatically starts the second host instance
when the first host instance becomes unavailable.

Important
While the use of the script BTSAdapterAvailability.vbs will help you start a second host instance when the first host instance b
ecomes unavailable, this is not a highly available solution. You must thoroughly test this script in your test environment befo
re determining whether to use it in your production environment.

Note
We recommend that you run the Task Scheduler and the script on a different computer from the computer running the BizTa
lk host instances.

Scaled-Out Processing Hosts

A scaled-out processing host improves performance and provides high availability by isolating orchestration functionality onto
two or more separate host computers. This isolation lets you add multiple computers to a processing host for redundancy. A
processing host in BizTalk Server 2004 runs one or more host instances that coordinate various business processes and
creates an instance of programmatic objects for orchestrations.

The following figure shows a BizTalk Server 2004 deployment that provides high availability for the processing host by having
two computers that are running instances of the processing host. Note that in this figure the receiving and sending hosts are
not highly available.

Figure 3 Deployment in which two computers are running instances of the processing host

In this configuration, the work for processing orchestrations is load balanced between two BizTalk Server computers that have
instances of the processing host and run independently of each other. If one computer encounters errors or fails, BizTalk Server
automatically uses the host instance on the other computer to process remaining orchestrations.

Maintaining Orchestration State

BizTalk Server 2004 maintains orchestration state centrally in SQL Server 2000, and not locally on each BizTalk Server
computer. By persisting the state in the MessageBox database, BizTalk Server overcomes the limitation of relying on a single
processing host instance to process the orchestration, and lets any processing host instance process the orchestration. If an
error occurs while BizTalk Server processes an orchestration, another instance of the same processing host can complete the
orchestration from the last persisted state.

Scaled-Out Sending Hosts



 

A scaled-out sending host makes sure that the sending functionality in BizTalk Server 2004 is highly available. If you add
multiple computers to a host for sending messages, you can run multiple sending host instances for redundancy and high
availability.

The following figure shows a BizTalk Server 2004 deployment that provides high availability for the sending host by having
two computers that are running instances of the sending host. Note that in this figure the receiving and processing hosts are
not highly available.

Figure 4 Deployment showing two computers running instances of the sending host

High Availability for Sending Hosts

Sending functionality in BizTalk Server 2004 is similar to processing functionality in the sense that neither of these activities
requires any association between host and data. Just as any processing host instance can retrieve messages from the
MessageBox database and process them, any sending host instance can retrieve messages from the MessageBox database and
send them. Therefore, providing high availability for the sending hosts means that you use the same techniques as for
providing high availability for the processing hosts.

Architecture for BizTalk Server 2004 Databases

BizTalk Server 2004 relies heavily on SQL Server 2000 for data persistence. All other components and hosts in BizTalk Server
have specific roles in the process of integrating disparate business applications (for example, receiving, processing, or routing
messages), but the database computer captures this work and persists it to disk.

To provide high availability for the BizTalk Server 2004 databases, use Windows Clustering to configure two database
computers that are running SQL Server 2000 to create a server cluster. This server clustering provides redundancy and fault
tolerance for the BizTalk Server 2004 databases. Unlike load-balanced clustering, where a group of computers functions
together to increase availability and scalability, server clustering typically involves a pair of database computers in an
active/passive configuration so that one computer provides backup resources for the other.

The following figure shows a BizTalk Server database tier with high availability through active/passive server clustering.

Figure 5 Highly-available database tier with active/passive server clustering

If the active database computer encounters errors or fails, the passive computer becomes active and assumes control over the
database resources until the failed computer is repaired. The database service fails over and restores data connections to the
new active computer and enables the BizTalk Server application to continue functioning.

BizTalk Server 2004 Database Characteristics

The following table shows typical usage characteristics for the BizTalk Server 2004 databases.

Table 2 Typical usage characteristics for BizTalk Server 2004 databases
Database Default dat

abase name
Usage characteristics



 

Configuration database BizTalkMgmt
Db

This database handles low-usage read and write operations.

MessageBox database BizTalkMsgB
oxDb

This database handles high-usage read and write operations.

Tracking database BizTalkDTAD
b

This database handles potentially high-usage write operations depending on the am
ount of data that you configure to be tracked, and low-usage read operations.

Credential database SSODB This database handles low-usage read and write operations.

BAM Analysis database BAMAnalysis This SQL Server Analysis Services database handles potentially high-usage read and 
write operations, depending on the level of monitoring performed.

BAM Star Schema databas
e

BAMStarSch
ema

This SQL Server Analysis Services database handles potentially high-usage read and 
write operations, depending on the level of monitoring performed.

BAM Primary Import datab
ase

BAMPrimaryI
mport

This SQL Server Analysis Services database handles potentially high-usage read and 
write operations, depending on the level of monitoring performed.

BAM Archive database BAMArchive This SQL Server Analysis Services database handles potentially high-usage read and 
write operations, depending on the level of monitoring performed

Rule Engine database BizTalkRuleE
ngineDb

This database handles potentially low-usage read and write operations, unless you u
pdate the rules.

Human Workflow Services
Administration database

BizTalkHwsD
b

This database handles potentially high-usage read and write operations, depending o
n the level of workflow implemented.

BizTalk Base EDI database BizTalkEDIDb This database handles low-usage read and write operations.

Trading Partner Managem
ent database

TPM This database handles low-usage read and write operations.

Tracking Analysis Services 
database

BizTalkAnaly
sisDb

This SQL Server Analysis Services database handles high-usage read and write opera
tions.

BizTalk Server runtime operations typically use the first four databases (Configuration database, MessageBox databases,
Tracking database, and Credential database). Depending on the traffic on these databases, you can put them on separate
computers that are running SQL Server 2000.

Depending on the BizTalk Server functionality that you use, you may have some or all of the other databases in the table. You
can scale out and cluster these databases as needed.

Make sure that you follow good SQL Server deployment practices, such as using separate disks for each database. For more
information about SQL Server deployment best practices, see the SQL Server 2000 Resource Kit
(http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=34265).

For information about backing up your BizTalk Server 2004 databases, visit http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=32937.

Scaled-Out Databases

To provide high availability for the BizTalk Server 2004 databases, configure two computers that are running SQL Server 2000
in a Windows cluster. These computers can run in an active/active or active/passive configuration for redundancy and store
data on a shared drive (such as a RAID5 SCSI disk array) or storage area network (SAN).

If the SQL Server service becomes unavailable for any reason, the database cluster transfers resources from the active
computer to the passive computer. During this failover process, the BizTalk Server service instances experience database
connection failures and automatically restart to reconnect to the databases. The functioning database computer (previously the
passive computer) begins processing the database connections after assuming the resources during failover.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=34265
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=32937


Running Multiple MessageBox Databases

To enhance the scalability of the BizTalk Server 2004 databases, you can configure BizTalk Server to store data across multiple
MessageBox databases. You create the first MessageBox database when you run the Configuration Wizard. This MessageBox
database is the master MessageBox database. There is a single master MessageBox database in your BizTalk Server
deployment. The master MessageBox database contains the master subscription information and routes messages to the
appropriate MessageBox database. Typically, you want to dedicate the master MessageBox to do routing only (select Disable
new message publication) and let the other MessageBox databases do the processing.

When the master MessageBox database receives a new activation message—a brand new instance of a business process or a
subscription message—the master MessageBox database distributes the activation message to the next available MessageBox
database. For example, if you have one master MessageBox database and two MessageBox databases, the master MessageBox
database routes the first activation message to MessageBox database 1, the second activation message to MessageBox
database 2, the third activation message to MessageBox database 1, and so on in a round-robin pattern. The master
MessageBox database uses built-in logic to load balance, and does not need additional load-balancing mechanisms.

After the master MessageBox database routes the activation message to a particular MessageBox database (for example,
MessageBox database 1), the business process goes into memory and runs. If the business process has to wait for a message,
and the wait time is longer than several seconds, the business process is persisted back into MessageBox database 1. The
business process is waiting for a correlation message. When the correlation message arrives at the master MessageBox
database, the message does a lookup operation in the database for the MessageBox database that contains the state for the
correlation message (in this example, MessageBox 1). The master MessageBox database then delivers the message to the
MessageBox database that contains the business process. The business process is then brought back into memory to continue
processing until it finishes or until it has to wait for another correlation message.

BizTalk Server stores all the states in the MessageBox databases, and each MessageBox database contains state information for
different business processes. For reliability, you must cluster all the MessageBox databases, including the master and
secondary MessageBox databases.

To configure multiple MessageBox databases, you use the BizTalk Administration console to add the computers that are
running SQL Server 2000. For more information, see "Adding a New MessageBox Database" in BizTalk Server 2004 Help. From
an administration perspective, you only have to add new MessageBox databases. BizTalk Server automatically handles the
round-robin distribution of activation messages and sends correlation messages to the correct MessageBox databases.

If you have to set a MessageBox database computer offline for maintenance, you can disable new message publication on that
computer through the BizTalk Administration console. Messages will continue to go to that MessageBox database until all
instances are completed, while any new messages are routed to the other MessageBox databases where new message
publication is enabled.

Behavior of MSMQT When Disabling New Message Publication

While most adapters follow the behavior described earlier in this topic, the BizTalk Message Queuing Adapter (MSMQT)
behaves differently when you disable new message publication on the MessageBox database that the adapter uses. Its
behavior for processing inbound and outbound messages is as follows:

Inbound. When the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter receives an inbound message, BizTalk Server routes the message
to its subscribers. The subscribers can be one or more business process instances or send ports. When BizTalk Server
posts an incoming BizTalk Message Queuing message, it routes the message to the subscribers and not to the BizTalk
Message Queuing instance that was created upon receipt of the first BizTalk Message Queuing message on a particular
queue from a particular client. If you disable new message publication on a MessageBox database, BizTalk Server creates
new business process instances for the incoming messages on the remaining publishing-enabled MessageBox databases.
However, BizTalk Message Queuing also posts some internal messages to itself to manage its own state information.
BizTalk Server continues to post these messages to the BizTalk Message Queuing instance that resides on the disabled
MessageBox database. These internal messages are separate from the actual business message.
Outbound. If the message is routed through BizTalk Message Queuing to a remote Windows Message Queuing or
BizTalk Message Queuing queue, BizTalk Server first posts the message in a MessageBox database under the identity of a
BizTalk Message Queuing instance, and the BizTalk Message Queuing adapter receives these messages from this
MessageBox database and sends them to the remote queue. For each outgoing queue, BizTalk Server creates one BizTalk
Message Queuing instance in the MessageBox database that handles all outgoing messages for that queue. Therefore,
after BizTalk Server creates such an instance on a MessageBox database, BizTalk Server continues to post all outgoing
messages for that queue on that MessageBox database, even if you disable message publishing on that MessageBox
database.
If there is no traffic to the outgoing queue for 24 hours, BizTalk Message Queuing deletes the instance from the
MessageBox database and re-creates it when the next message arrives. Therefore, if you disable MessageBox database
publication and there is no activity for 24 hours, BizTalk Server starts to post new messages to the enabled MessageBox



databases only.

Providing High Availability for Multiple MessageBox Databases

While adding MessageBox databases to your BizTalk Server 2004 deployment improves scalability, it does not provide high
availability because each MessageBox database is unique and independent. To add redundancy involves configuring a server
cluster for each MessageBox database, or an active/active/active/passive cluster configuration. BizTalk Server distributes data
across the multiple MessageBox databases, so the databases do not share data or otherwise provide redundancy without
server clustering.

Providing High Availability for the BizTalk Tracking Database

Depending on the requirements of your particular deployment, you might want to enhance performance for tracking by
isolating the BizTalk Tracking database onto a separate SQL Server 2000 computer and by creating a separate BizTalk Host
dedicated to host tracking. If your deployment has high throughput and involves tracking lots of data for these messages, the
tracking overhead could potentially consume lots of resources on the computer that is running SQL Server. If this situation
occurs and a high rate of incoming messages continues, BizTalk Server 2004 reaches a point where it cannot process new
messages because the resources required to track messages are greater than the resources required to run the other BizTalk
Server components (such as receiving messages and persisting them to the MessageBox database).

To improve performance and security, we recommend that you dedicate a host for tracking that does not contain any other
items (such as receive locations, orchestrations, or pipelines) and that you disable tracking from the receiving, processing, and
sending hosts. To provide high availability for the tracking host, create more than one host instance of the tracking host.

For each MessageBox database, BizTalk Server 2004 uses only one tracking host instance to move messages from the
MessageBox database to the BizTalk Tracking database (BizTalkDTADb). If additional computers run instances of the tracking
host, BizTalk Server automatically scales out the handling of each MessageBox database to a separate instance of the tracking
host. If the number of MessageBox databases is larger than the number of tracking host instances, one or more tracking host
instances will service more than one MessageBox database.

To provide high availability for the BizTalk Tracking database, use Windows Clustering to configure two database computers
that are running SQL Server 2000 in an active/passive configuration.

Providing High Availability for the BAM Databases

Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) provides visibility into business processes independent of the IT implementation or across
a heterogeneous IT implementation. The BAM SQL Server databases (BAM Star Schema database, BAM Primary Import
database, and BAM Archive database) and the BAM Analysis database store the business activity data that is different from the
operational monitoring data. To make sure your BAM infrastructure is highly available, do the following:

Cluster the BAM Primary Import database and the BAM Analysis database. The BAM Primary Import database is
the center of the Business Activity Monitoring system. It is therefore important that you make this database highly
available by using Windows Clustering and that you follow the next two recommendations to prevent this database from
filling up. The BAM Analysis database is an Analysis Services database that stores the data that business analysts use to
build activity aggregations and OLAP cubes, and therefore any downtime of this database affects their productivity. While
you do not have to cluster the BAM Archive database, we recommend that you monitor the event log for errors when the
Data Transformation Services (DTS) packages run to make sure the data has been transferred successfully, and to
monitor the size of the database so that you can replace it before it fills up.
Define an online window. To allow for greater performance and avoid downtime, BAM partitions the data in the BAM
Primary Import database into tables based on the timestamp when the activity was completed. BAM achieves this by
regularly swapping the completed table with another empty table of identical format. After BAM does this, the additional
completed activities go into the new partition (table), while BAM keeps the old partitions for the time defined in the
online window. You must define an online window to make sure the number of partitions in the BAM Primary Import
database does not grow too large. For more information about scheduling online windows, see "Archiving Primary
Import Database Data" in BizTalk Server 2004 Help.
Schedule DTS packages to run periodically. Defining an online window makes sure your BAM Primary Import
database does not fill up with old activity partitions. You must also schedule DTS packages to run periodically to create a
new partition for the activity data and to move the data from the old partitions in the BAM Primary Import database into
the BAM Archive database. For more information about scheduling DTS packages, see "Scheduling the DTS Packages" in
BizTalk Server 2004 Help.
Carefully choose small sets of data items (checkpoints), and avoid including unnecessary data items when defining an
activity.
When you design your aggregations, understand the trade-offs between scheduled and real-time aggregations. Real-
time aggregations are automatically maintained by SQL Server triggers and have zero latency. It is ideal for some



 

 

mission-critical low-latency scenarios, but it incurs a performance cost whenever the events are being written to the BAM
Primary Import database. Scheduled aggregations rely on scheduled cubing DTS packages to update its aggregation
data. Its latency is equal to or greater than the DTS schedule interval, but overall it has a smaller performance impact on
the BAM Primary Import database.
If you choose scheduled aggregations, make sure you schedule the cubing DTS to run more frequently than the archiving
DTS, because the archiving DTS will not move the activity data that has been processed for scheduled aggregation to the
BAM Archive database.
Enable the BAM Event Bus Service in multiple computers to obtain failover functionality.

Providing High Availability for the Other BizTalk Server Databases

To provide high availability for the other BizTalk Server 2004 databases, configure two computers that are running SQL Server
2000 in a Windows cluster. These computers can run in an active/active or active/passive configuration for redundancy and
store data on a shared drive (such as a RAID5 SCSI disk array) or storage area network (SAN).

Clustering the BizTalk Server Databases

This section provides guidelines for deploying a Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 solution with high availability. If the BizTalk
Server databases become unavailable, the BizTalk Server environment will not function correctly. To provide high availability,
you can create a Microsoft SQL Server cluster for the BizTalk Server databases, as shown in the following figure.

Figure 6 SQL Server cluster created for the BizTalk Server databases

To create a highly available solution for the BizTalk Server databases, you must have at least two computers that are running
SQL Server and a shared disk array in the cluster.

Procedures for Clustering the Databases Before you start

1. When you create the domain groups for your BizTalk Server environment, you must create global domain accounts.

2. Configure the SQL Server cluster before you install and configure BizTalk Server 2004. For more information about
clustering SQL Server, see SQL Server 2000 Failover Clustering (http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=32797).

3. If you are also clustering the master secret server, configure that server first. For more information about high availability
for Enterprise Single Sign-On, see "High Availability for Enterprise Single Sign-On" in this document.

To run the BizTalk Server 2004 Configuration Wizard

1. Install BizTalk Server 2004 on a runtime server.

2. Run the Configuration Wizard.

3. On the Configuration Options page, do the following:

Use this To do this

Do you want to create or join a B
izTalk Server group?

Select Yes from the drop-down list if this is the first BizTalk Server (has the BizTalk S
erver runtime installed) that you are configuring. Otherwise select No.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=32797


Will this Single Sign-On server (
SSO) hold the master secret key?

Select Yes from the drop-down list if this is the first server you are configuring, and 
if you are not clustering the master secret server. Select No from the drop-down list
If you already configured the master secret server.

Important
You must have already configured the clustered master secret server. If you did not
configure it, and the master secret server will be a stand-alone server, cancel the C
onfiguration Wizard and configure that server first.

Do you want to create a BizTalk 
Host Application?

Select No from the drop-down list.

Note
To create a highly available solution, you will create the BizTalk Hosts in the BizTalk
Administration console after you complete the Configuration Wizard.

Do you want to create a BizTalk I
solated Host Application?

Select No from the drop-down list.

Note
To create a highly available solution, you will create the BizTalk Hosts in the BizTalk
Administration console after you complete the Configuration Wizard.

Do you want to create an Analys
is database drop-down list for tr
acking aggregations?

Select Yes from the drop-down list if you installed and clustered Analysis Services a
nd want to create an analysis database for aggregated tracking data.

Do you want to use an Analysis 
Server for BAM aggregations?

Select Yes from the drop-down list if you installed and clustered Analysis Services a
nd want to create an analysis database for Business Activity Monitoring.

Is a Rule Engine database alread
y configured for the BizTalk Serv
er group?

Select Yes from the drop-down list if you have already created and configured a Rul
e Engine database. Select No if you have to create and configure a Rule Engine data
base now.

4. Click Next.

5. On the Windows accounts page, review the Microsoft Windows accounts for the BizTalk Server environment
(credentials). By default, the Windows accounts are local. You must change these accounts to domain groups and user
accounts in a multi-computer environment. Click Edit to make changes or click Next to continue.

Important
A domain administrator must create the domain groups and user accounts before you run the Configuration Wizard. 
We recommend that they create global domain groups.

6. If you installed Business Activity Services, on the Addresses page, review the URL location, and then click Edit to make
changes or click Next to continue.

7. On the Configuration property values page, review the configuration names, and then click Edit to make changes or
click Next to continue.

8. On the Database configurations page, enter the location of BizTalk databases as follows:
\\SQLClusterName\BizTalkDatabaseName, where SQLClusterName is the name of the SQL Server cluster resource.

9. On the Windows Service Configurations page, click Next if there are no insufficient configuration icons. Otherwise,
select any item that has an insufficient configuration icon and do the following:

a. Click Edit to configure your Windows Service settings. 
b. In the User name drop-down list, click Browse. The Select User window appears. 
c. In the Look in drop-down list, select the domain and user that the service will run as and then click OK. 
d. In the Password text box, enter the password for the user account you selected, and then click OK.



 

10. On the BizTalk Messaging page, click Next.

11. On the Windows SharePoint Services Site Configuration page, configure the Windows SharePoint Services site for
Business Activity Services (BAS), and then click Next.

12. On the Summary page, review the components to be configured, click Save to save the configuration XML, and then
click Next. Configuration begins as shown on the Configuration Progress page.

13. On the Configuration completed page, click Logfile to view the log file, and then click Finish.

Sample BizTalk Server High-Availability Scenarios

This section describes the scenarios in Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 that provide high availability through scaled-out tiers
of hosts. By separating areas of functionality into different hosts and tiers in BizTalk Server 2004, administrators can provide
redundancy for each host and scale them independently of other hosts. To provide high availability for each functional area,
you create separate hosts for each primary function—receiving, processing, sending, and tracking—and cluster the BizTalk
Server 2004 databases. For a BizTalk Server 2004 solution that provides complete high availability, you must also cluster the
master secret server.

Small BizTalk Server 2004 Deployments

The smallest available BizTalk Server 2004 deployment is made up of two computers that have an active/active cluster
configuration for SQL Server 2000. Both computers contain instances of all the BizTalk Hosts in the environment. If one
computer fails or encounters errors, the other computer maintains service availability for both SQL Server and BizTalk Server.
This configuration is not highly available because you cannot cluster the master secret server. For more information about
clustering the master secret server, see "High Availability for Enterprise Single Sign-On" in this document.

For small BizTalk Server 2004 deployments that contain fewer than five computers, we recommend that the SQL Server cluster
that contains the BizTalk Server databases runs on separate computers from the BizTalk Server computers. The BizTalk Server
computers can run all the BizTalk Hosts (receive, process, and send). To make this deployment highly available, cluster the SQL
Server, and have two BizTalk Servers, each running an instance of each host in your environment.

The following figure shows a small BizTalk Server deployment that is highly available.

Figure 7 Small BizTalk Server deployment that is highly available

Medium-Sized BizTalk Server 2004 Deployments

For medium-sized deployments that contain five to ten computers, we recommend that you cluster the SQL Server that
contains the BizTalk Server databases. If your scenario is receive-intensive, you may want to dedicate two BizTalk Servers to
run the receiving host instances to provide a highly available solution. You can then have two more computers that are
running both the processing and send host instances. To make this a highly available deployment, create host instances of both



the processing and send hosts on two BizTalk Servers. Similarly, if you have a processing-intensive scenario, you may want to
dedicate two BizTalk Servers to run the processing host instances, and have the remaining two BizTalk Servers running
instances of both the receive and send hosts.

The following figure shows a highly available medium-sized BizTalk Server deployment with two BizTalk Servers dedicated to
receiving operations.

Figure 8 Medium-sized BizTalk Server deployment that is highly available

For more information about high availability for Enterprise Single Sign-On, see "High Availability for Enterprise Single Sign-
On" in this document.

Large-Scale BizTalk Server 2004 Deployments

For large-scale deployments that contain 10 or more computers, dedicate separate BizTalk Server computers for the receiving,
processing, and sending functions. Also, if you have many BizTalk Server computers in a group, you can include additional
MessageBox database computers to increase performance. In this case, cluster the MessageBox databases to provide high
availability.

Such a distributed configuration demonstrates the flexibility of BizTalk Server 2004 because it lets you to evaluate and identify
specific points of failure in your deployment, and then strategically allocate resources to reduce those points in the system.
Today's dynamic business environment demands such flexibility because workload fluctuations and business requirements can
change daily.

Instead of spending additional money to upgrade or acquire new hardware, you can use existing resources to achieve high
availability by moving resources from computers that consume few resources to computers that are resource-intensive.

The following figure shows a large-scale BizTalk Server 2004 deployment.

Figure 9 Large-scale BizTalk Server 2004 deployment



 

For more information about high availability for Enterprise Single Sign-On, see "High Availability for Enterprise Single Sign-
On" in this document.

Configuring BizTalk Server on an Existing Windows Cluster

We recommend separating the Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 runtime resources (host instances) from the database
resources, and providing high availability for these resources separately. For example, you might use two computers for a
database server cluster and two BizTalk Server computers for the host instances.

However, if BizTalk Server is running on the same computer as a resource that has to be clustered (for example, Windows
Message Queuing or a custom adapter), or if hardware constraints force you to install BizTalk Server on the same computers
as your Microsoft SQL Server™ cluster, you cannot configure BizTalk Server as a cluster resource in a server cluster. You must
install BizTalk Server as a stand-alone resource on each cluster node.

You achieve high availability for the BizTalk Server runtime resources by having host instances of all hosts in two or more
BizTalk Server computers. Clustering the BizTalk Server runtime is not supported.

Installing BizTalk Server in a Server Cluster

The BizTalk Server service (host instance) is not cluster aware. However, you can install BizTalk Server independently (running
as a non-clustered resource) on each node of a server cluster.

The BizTalk Server 2004 service (runtime) has a hard dependency on the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) service. In other
words, the SSO service must be installed locally on all computers that have the BizTalk Server runtime installed.

Therefore, if you want to install the BizTalk Server runtime on the nodes of a server cluster, you must install both BizTalk Server
and SSO as non-cluster resources.

In an active/active cluster configuration, the configuration provides fault tolerance because if one computer fails the other



 

computer can continue the work. It provides scalability, because both cluster nodes are running host instances (as non-
clustered resources), but it does not provide high availability, because there is only one master secret server.

When a failover occurs, you can manually promote the SSO service on the second node to master secret server, and restore
the master secret on this node. For more information about configuring an available SSO solution, see "High Availability for
Enterprise Single Sign-On" in this document.

High Availability for Enterprise Single Sign-On

Even if you do not use the Enterprise Single-Sign-On (SSO) functionality for mapping credentials and single sign-on, SSO is a
critical part of the overall Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 infrastructure, because BizTalk Server uses SSO to help secure
information for the receive locations. The BizTalk Server 2004 Installation Wizard automatically installs the SSO service on all
computers where you install the BizTalk Server runtime components.

You must configure the first computer where you install the SSO service as the master secret server. The master secret server
is the SSO server that stores the master secret (encryption key). The master secret is the encryption key that the SSO system
uses to encrypt and decrypt the data it stores in the Credential database.

If an SSO server fails, and if you have other BizTalk Server computers (and therefore SSO servers) running the same host
instance, the other SSO servers continue doing their work. This means that the master secret server still functions correctly,
and therefore the BizTalk Server processing continues.

If the master secret server fails, all run-time operations that were running before it failed, including decryption of credentials,
continue successfully. However, you cannot encrypt new credentials. Therefore, the BizTalk Server environment has a
dependency on the availability of the master secret server, as shown in the following figure.

Figure 10 Figure showing dependency of BizTalk Server environment on availability of the master secret server

Making the Master Secret Server Available

For availability of the SSO system, and therefore of the BizTalk Server environment, it is critical that you back up the master
secret as soon as it is generated. If you lose it, you lose the data that the SSO system encrypted by using that master secret. For
more information about backing up the master secret, see "Backing Up the Master Secret" in BizTalk Server 2004 Help.

You can make the master secret server available in two ways:

Available, but not highly available. All the SSO servers have the master secret cached in memory, and run-time
operations will continue even if the master secret server fails. However, you will not be able to change the configuration
of ports or the SSO configuration. The BizTalk Server runtime will continue working without problems, but you cannot
make any design changes. You can create a Microsoft Operations Manager (MOM) event to notify you when the master
secret server becomes unavailable, and you can then manually promote an SSO server to master secret server and
restore the master secret on this server. 
Even if this configuration is not highly available, it can be satisfactory for most scenarios and it is consistent with scaling
out the receiving, sending, and processing hosts.
Highly available. To provide redundancy for the master secret server, use Windows Clustering on a separate master
secret server cluster, or configure the master secret server on an existing database cluster. The services provided by the
master secret server do not consume many resources, and typically do not affect database functionality or performance
when installed on a database cluster. The following figure shows how you can make the master secret server highly
available.

Figure 11 Figure showing how you can make the master secret server highly available



 

While this configuration is highly available, it requires additional hardware resources. For more information about clustering
the master secret server, see "Clustering the Master Secret Server" in BizTalk Server 2004 Help.

High Availability and the Microsoft Operations Framework

Applying the Microsoft Operations Framework (MOF) process model to the planning and implementation of a highly available
Microsoft® BizTalk® Server 2004 solution can help you make sure that you have appropriate processes at the different stages
of the release life cycle. By looking ahead at all the life cycle stages where high availability surfaces, you can make the
installation, maintenance, and troubleshooting of availability issues in your environment easier.

This section contains information about the MOF processes where you have to consider high-availability tasks.

Microsoft Operations Framework Process Model

The Microsoft Operations Framework (MOF) provides guidance that enables organizations to achieve mission-critical system
reliability, availability, supportability, and manageability of Microsoft products and technologies. MOF provides operational
guidance in the form of white papers, operations guides, assessment tools, best practices, case studies, templates, support
tools, and services. This guidance addresses the people, process, technology, and management issues pertaining to complex,
distributed, and heterogeneous IT environments. For more information about the Microsoft Operations Framework, see
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=31988.

The MOF process model enables companies to:

Facilitate consistent IT service management across service solutions.
Establish a structure for IT functions, processes, and procedures.
Represent a life-cycle approach.

Central to the MOF process model is its division into four quadrants of operational processes and procedures, named service
management functions (SMFs). The SMFs are the foundation-level best practices and prescriptive guidance for operating and
maintaining an IT environment.

The following figure shows the MOF processes where you have to consider high availability.

Figure 12 MOF processes

Changing Quadrant

The changing quadrant includes the service management functions (SMFs) required to identify, review, approve, and
incorporate change into a managed IT environment. This includes changes in software, hardware, documentation, roles and

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=31988


responsibilities, and also specific process and procedural changes.

Change Management

Change management is responsible for changes in technology, systems, applications, hardware, tools, documentation, and
processes, and also changes in roles and responsibilities.

During the change management process, as part of designing your BizTalk Server implementation, you can do the following:

Determine whether the service level agreement with your partners or customers requires a certain level of availability,
uptime, and load-processing capabilities.
If you are upgrading from BizTalk Server 2000 or BizTalk Server 2002 to BizTalk Server 2004, you must determine
whether your existing hardware will satisfy the minimum hardware requirements for BizTalk Server 2004 and the
requirements from the service level agreement.
Determine the best cluster configuration for the BizTalk Server databases for your business needs. The run-time
processes write to the BizTalk Configuration database, MessageBox databases, Tracking Analysis Services database, BAM
Analysis database, BAM Star Schema database, BAM Primary Import database, and BAM Archive database. Therefore,
these databases are especially important if a disaster occurs, and must have greater priority when determining what
databases to cluster. Only users or tools write to the other databases. For the MessageBox databases, you can consider an
active/active/active/passive four-server cluster to minimize the hardware needed.
Determine whether to cluster the master secret server, or if manually restoring the master secret on another Enterprise
Single Sign-On server is satisfactory for your scenario. This solution is available, but not highly available.
Determine the number of hosts and host instances that you will need to process your expected message load and to
provide high availability.
Create a list of the people that will be involved in the change-management process. This list will include, but is not limited
to, the domain administrator, database administrator, infrastructure administrator, BizTalk Server administrator, and IT
operations staff.

Configuration Management

Configuration management is responsible for identifying, controlling, and tracking all versions of software, hardware,
documentation, processes, procedures, and all other components of the IT environment under the control of change
management.

During the configuration management process, you must create a detailed plan for how you are going to implement your
highly available solution for BizTalk Server 2004. You must also document the steps that you took to create your solution. At a
high level, the steps are:

The domain controller creates the domain groups and accounts that you will use in your BizTalk Server environment.
The infrastructure administrator creates the Windows® cluster for the BizTalk Server databases and the Windows cluster
for the master secret server.
The database administrator installs and configures Microsoft SQL Server™ 2000 on the Windows cluster for the BizTalk
Server databases.
The BizTalk Server administrator configures the master secret server cluster.
The BizTalk Server administrator installs and configures BizTalk Server 2004 on the processing, receiving, and sending
servers.
The BizTalk Server administrator creates the hosts and installs the host instances on the appropriate servers to provide
high availability or to increase capacity, or both.

Operating Quadrant

The operating quadrant includes the SMFs required to monitor, control, manage, and administer service solutions daily to
achieve and maintain service levels within predetermined parameters.

Job Scheduling

Job scheduling involves the continuous organization of jobs and processes in the most efficient sequence, maximizing system
throughput and use to meet service level agreement requirements.

Make sure that you schedule planned downtime, such as scheduled updates, at times when the message load is low (for
example, late at night) to minimize the potential effect on your business.

Supporting Quadrant

The supporting quadrant includes the SMFs required to identify, assign, diagnose, track, and resolve incidents, problems, and



requests within the approved requirements that are contained in the service level agreements.

Optimizing Quadrant

The optimizing quadrant includes the SMFs that contribute to maintaining business and IT alignment by focusing on
decreasing IT costs while maintaining or improving service levels. This includes review of outages and incidents, examination
of cost structures, staff assessments, availability and performance analysis, and capacity forecasting.

Service Level Management

The goal of service level management is to maintain and continuously improve the quality of IT service, through a constant
cycle of negotiating and monitoring service level requirements. The successful service level management function causes an
improvement in quality of service, greater levels of customer productivity, and ideally, a reduction in the overall cost of services
provided.

During the service level management process, you can do the following:

Evaluate how the current environment satisfies your service level agreement requirements.
Recommend the addition of new servers for processing, receiving, or sending messages to meet the requirements.
If necessary, recommend creating highly available solutions for points of failure that were not originally mitigated to
meet the availability requirements in the service level agreement.

Availability Management

The single goal of availability management is to make sure that your customers can use a particular IT service whenever they
want.

For the availability management process, you can establish mechanisms for notifying IT personnel when a hardware failure
occurs so that they can fix or replace the hardware as quickly as possible, and mechanisms for notifying IT personnel when the
server load is larger than a particular threshold.

Service Continuity Management

The objective of the service continuity management function is to make sure that a specified IT service provides value to the
customer if regular-availability solutions fail.

During the service continuity function you must examine what high-availability configuration to implement to make sure that
you continue providing your customers with the services they expect even when a planned or unplanned downtime occurs.
Examples of unplanned downtime are hardware failures or acts of nature.
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Overview

This guide contains examples of team approaches for developing with BizTalk Server 2004, and illustrates techniques that can
increase development efficiency. It also provides hints and tips that can decrease the time and effort spent debugging and
testing. It emphasizes the team development process and team development setup.

This guide focuses on projects that use the core messaging and orchestration functionality of BizTalk Server. It does not cover
in detail additional areas such as Business Activity Services (BAS), Business Activity Monitoring (BAM), Human Workflow
Services (HWS), XREF, or the Business Rules Engine (BRE).

Who Should Read This Guide?

The following users should read this guide:

Solution designers will gain understanding of the constituent parts of a BizTalk solution and the possible project
structures used to develop BizTalk Server 2004 solutions.
Developers will gain an understanding of the process of developing a BizTalk Server 2004 solution in a team and learn
techniques that can improve developer efficiency.
Project managers will gain an overview of the main project phases and understand typical tasks when planning a BizTalk
Server 2004 team development. 

This guide assumes that the reader is familiar with BizTalk Server 2004 and understands the core concepts of the product.

Document Structure

The document is based upon a subset of the project phases that are described in the Microsoft Solutions Framework, namely:

Planning
Building and Developing
Stabilizing
Deploying

The Microsoft Solutions Framework (MSF) contains proven practices for planning, building, and deploying small to large
information technology (IT) solutions. MSF is made up of principles, models, and disciplines for managing the people, process,
and technology elements that are encountered on most projects. For more information about MSF, see the Microsoft Solutions
Framework Web site at http://go.microsoft.com/FWLink/?LinkID=42401.

Planning

This section describes a lightweight technique for gathering integration requirements and translating them into a list of BizTalk
Server 2004 artifacts to be delivered. It discusses a typical BizTalk Server 2004 integration scenario. Readers can compare this
typical scenario with their own requirements and create plans and documents accordingly.

The planning phase also includes setting up the development environment and the development processes to provide a stable
and efficient development environment. Making changes to the development environment or processes during the
development phase can be very disruptive, so time spent planning them is likely to save time later in the project.

Planning for the integration scenario includes the following:

Gathering information
Defining naming conventions
Planning team development

http://download.microsoft.com/download/f/0/9/f09deca4-2c83-47a0-86ed-9c708c128500/Developing Integration Solutions with BizTalk Server 2004.exe
http://go.microsoft.com/FWLink/?LinkID=42401


Setting up and working with source control

Gathering Information

Like most software development problems, the successful delivery of an integration solution depends upon the collection and
collation of large amounts of information prior to the design process. The following sections suggest a lightweight approach to
gathering the information that is typically useful to the design and development of an integration solution. This information
includes the business processes and the messages that the solution requires.

Business Processes

An important function of the planning process is to draw up the master list of business processes that you will deliver with the
integration solution. This task ensures that a single, comprehensive list of all the business processes exists, along with a list of
all the business rules that apply to those processes. You can use this list to plan and design the development of the BizTalk
Server 2004 artifacts that are required to carry out those business processes.

One possible approach to developing the list of business processes is to devise logical categories of related business processes
and then list all the processes within each category. For example, categories like "User Management," "Supplier Transactions,"
"Customer Transactions," "Catalogue Management," or "Credit Control" are often meaningful to the business and typically
consist of several related business processes (with related system and messaging requirements).

In the example scenario, the business process list is documented in the following tabular format.

Table 1 Example processes and categories
Business process category Process name

Account Management AccountCreateNewAcc

AccountUpdate

AccountValidate

Order Fulfillment OrderProcessNewOrder

OrderConfirmBillingStatus

Billing BillGenerateMonthlyBill

BillGeneratePendingBill

BillUpdateBillHeader

The team now has a master list of business processes that need to be developed. The next step is to capture the process details
that are significant to the integration solution. Detailed information that is typically captured about each process falls into two
categories—logical process information and implementation information. You may also want to diagram the high-level
processes so that developers will have a starting point for creating BizTalk orchestrations.

Logical Process Information

This information describes the process in the abstract, without being concerned about the actual implementation technologies.
It is typically gathered by interviewing the owners of the business processes rather than IT or system specialists. To gather
logical process information, you might perform actions or answer questions like the following:

Produce a "flow chart"-style description of process logic. See "Diagramming Business Processes" below.
Define core business entities (not systems) that are involved in the process, for example, customers, orders, parts,
invoices.
Identify the events or actions that initiate a process (both human and system-based).
Determine where exceptions occur in the current business processes and how those exceptions are handled (that is, is a
process restarted, is human intervention required).
Determine where business data validation takes places in a process.
Understand the business rules that form part of the process. 
Determine whether there are long-running processes (for example, days, or weeks). 
Is any human intervention required to complete a process?



What is the nature of the communication between processes and other systems? For example, is the process real-time or
batch-based?
Does information need to be translated or transformed?
Are manual processes being automated?
Are new processes being created to achieve the solution?
Are any of these processes currently residing in other systems? Can these be documented?
What business metrics, milestones, or key business data in the process must be reported to management? 
How are humans notified or how do they interact in the process?

Implementation Information

Information related to the implementation is often dictated by the design and constraints of the existing systems being
integrated. It is important to keep in mind the constraints placed around processes by the environment and other systems.
These constraints often significantly influence the final design.

To gather this information you might perform actions like the following:

List the transport-specific requirements for each process.
List the security models and protocols required to interact with other systems.
List the messages to be consumed and produced by a given process.
Understand the message format constraints that exist (that is, which messages exist, which are standards, and which
need to be created).
Detail the requirements for handling exceptions and errors.
Understand any transactional data requirements of a process, including any compensation logic required for long-
running transactions.
List any message correlation requirements.
List any requirements for cross-referencing the indexing of data between the systems being integrated. (For example, is it
necessary to maintain a link between the two separate customers? Do IDs used by different systems describe the same
customer?)
List the auditing or management information system requirements.
List the applications or interfaces used to allow human intervention into the processes.
Understand the operational requirements of the processes, that is, what operational data must they expose (for example,
logging) and what operational systems must they comply with?

Diagramming Business Processes

The Orchestration Designer for Business Analysts (ODBA) is a Microsoft Visio®-based tool that provides an environment for
designing business processes as orchestrations. This tool is intended for business analysts to create basic orchestration flows
in the familiar Visio environment. Using this tool, business analysts can create high-level orchestrations that can later be
exported to the Orchestration Designer that developers use for implementing orchestrations.

The ODBA has the following advantages for discussing, white-boarding, and designing orchestrations:

It uses Visio (rather than Microsoft Visual Studio® .NET) to run, and is therefore better suited to non-developer
environments.
It can be used by non-developers who are familiar with Visio.
The resulting diagrams can be easily incorporated into requirement and design documents.
The output from the ODBA can be imported into Visual Studio .NET and used as the basis for orchestration design.

To download the Orchestration Designer for Business Analysts, go to the downloads section of the BizTalk Server Web site at
http://go.microsoft.com/FWLink/?LinkID=42402.

The use of Unified Modeling Language (UML) sequence diagrams or the "swim lane" style of diagrams can be useful in gaining
a consensus on the actual flow of a business process. Microsoft Office Visio provides specific UML sequence shapes that can be
used to document and distribute business process definitions. For information on creating UML sequence diagrams in Visio
see the Office Online Web site at http://go.microsoft.com/FWLink/?LinkID=44996.

Defining Messages

The process of examining all business processes produces a list of the messages that are required to deliver the solution. When
defining messages consider the following:

Determine the complete list of entities that are meaningful to the organization to allow the processes to be designed.

http://go.microsoft.com/FWLink/?LinkID=42402
http://go.microsoft.com/FWLink/?LinkID=44996


Typically you started this list when looking at the processes and you will refine it here to produce the "business-centric"
list of all the entities that are required. 
Determine which message schema will define the "standard" messages. These are messages that are not constrained by
any specific integration requirement but instead define a business entity, concept, or operation. 
As an example, consider a "customer" message. Typically, different back-office systems implement interfaces that handle
many different subsets of customer data, but there is only one standard that represents the organization's view of
"customer." Note that this standard is based upon how the organization views the entity (as opposed to a system). This
information could then used to define the Customer Message Standard for the organization and will be driven by the
organization's long-term goals. For example, you can define the customer message so that it can contain data that is not
currently required, but will be needed to deliver new services in the future.
When considering standards for messages, consider the cost of creating a standard and the cost of mapping to and from
the standard for each of the upstream and downstream systems. In some cases, the standard provides benefits
(especially when multiple systems all use a variation on the standard). In other cases mapping from one system to
another system (without mapping to the intervening standard) can be a more practical approach.
Determine the ownership of standards. It is important for an organization to realize that messaging standards are a
representation of business entities and concepts and should be owned by the business and IT jointly. This includes the
owning of namespaces. 
Are there existing messaging standards that you can use? Industry-specific standards may exist for exchanging data
between organizations (for example, health care and finance). It is worth determining whether such a standard exists, and
if it does, whether using the standard rather than defining a new one can provide benefits (both current and future). 
Some vendors may publish standard messages for interacting with their systems. Using these schemas may save
considerable development effort and remove specific integration challenges from the project team to a vendor's
supported solution.
When defining messages, your result should be a comprehensive list of the messages you require to implement the
solution. By stabilizing and gaining agreement to this list early in the project, you can avoid the introduction of new
messages late in your development phase.

Defining Naming Conventions

When describing the complexities of an integration solution, it is important that you use a strong set of terms to ensure clarity
throughout the planning, designing, and development phases. You begin this process in the planning phase by identifying the
naming conventions you use to describe systems and their operations. The naming conventions in the following table can be
applied to the integration solution.

This document does not present a comprehensive list, but instead provides terms found useful on a variety of projects. For a
comprehensive approach to integration terms, see the MSDN® paper "Enterprise Integration Patterns with BizTalk Server
2004" at http://go.microsoft.com/FWLink/?LinkID=42403.

Table 2 Integration terms
Name Description

Integration layer The technology that provides the actual integration functionality. In this document, the integration layer i
s provided by BizTalk Server 2004.

Upstream system A system that participates earlier in the business process than the point currently being discussed or doc
umented. Typically upstream systems transmit messages to the integration layer.

Downstream system A system that participates later in the business process than the point currently being discussed or docu
mented. Typically downstream systems accept messages from the integration layer.

Source system The system from which a specific message originates.

Destination system The system to which a specific message is targeted.

Process initiator A system or event that starts (initiates) a process that the integration layer will be involved in.

Activated process or 
activated system

A process or system that is activated by an initiating process.

http://go.microsoft.com/FWLink/?LinkID=42403


Master data Data that is the master copy for a given process.

Adapter Messages from a system are sent by using some protocols handled by an adapter. An adapter abstracts t
he system from the protocols used to communicate.

Duplicated data Data that is the duplicated from the master for a given process. Sometimes known as slave data.

When describing data or messages between systems and the integration layer, it can also be useful to use a standard notation
to avoid confusion over the direction of message flow. This is particularly useful when multiple request-response operations
exist between systems.

One possible approach is to describe message instances between the systems using the notation of "incoming" and "outgoing"
where "incoming" and "outgoing" are understood from the point of view of the integration layer. The following messages are
examples:

Messages sent to the integration layer:

CRM_Add_Customer_Incoming_Request
Order_ProcessOrder_Incoming_Response

Messages sent from the integration layer:

Order_ProcessOrder_Outgoing_Request
CRM_Add_Customer_Outgoing_Response
The following figure shows the messages targeting the integration layer.

Figure 1 Message direction and naming

While it can be helpful to name message instances in an orchestration, naming the message schema with a name describing
direction may cause confusion in other areas of the solution, especially if the schemas are reused or exchanged with other
parts of the system.

Many line-of-business messaging applications, especially financial systems, use a numeric system for identifying the messages
(that is, the message type, or schema, and the destination system/direction), for example, 9820000-1104 in ISO 8583, MT 512
in SWIFT. In such cases you can either maintain the numeric notation or use a combination of numbers and text to identify
messages (such as MT_512_Securities_Trade_Confirmation).

It is not uncommon for a complex process to use 10 to 20 related incoming and outgoing request and response messages. A
naming convention applied to orchestration messages and variables can aid clarity. A standardized approach can reduce
possible errors and confusion and make documentation more effective.

In some cases, naming conventions can produce very long names that are not easy to use in Visual Studio, given that the
dialog boxes and panes are narrow. In these cases consider using a coding scheme such as CRM_Add_Customer_IReq and
CRM_Add_Customer_Oresp, where IReq is an incoming request and OResp is an outgoing response.

Describing Systems

When describing an integration solution, there is typically a large amount of detail to be captured about each of the systems
and processes. It is useful to start by listing some common properties of each of the systems involved. It is typical to collect this
information for each system participating in the integration solution.

The following table shows some common system attributes.

Table 3 Common attributes of systems
Attribute Description

System purpo
se

The general business and technical purposes of the system being documented. Often there are system specialis
ts involved in an integration solution who have no previous knowledge of the other systems involved. An overv
iew can be valuable to ensure effective communication across the team.



Interfaces and
access metho
ds

A description of how the integration layer accesses the system (and vice versa). This is usually described in term
s of the protocols and standards used by the system for both incoming and outgoing operations.

Message and 
data formats

Details on the likely format of incoming and outgoing data and messages.

Data master When understanding data and process it is important to understand which system holds the master copy of eac
h type of data. For example, a CRM system may be the master for all customer address data, but may also hold 
replicated accounts data.

Volume and fr
equency of da
ta operations

The volume and frequency of data operations can have an impact on the design of an integration solution. Duri
ng planning, it is typical to capture as much information about this volumetric data as possible. Ensure that thes
e figures include peak volume requirements because these may be a significant requirement.

Security mod
els used

When designing an integration solution, the security requirements are often one of the most complex areas to 
model and implement. Typically this information consists of:

A description of the authentication and authorization models imposed upon the integration layer when ca
lling into a system 
A description of the authentication and authorization models used when calling out of a system into the i
ntegration layer
Any requirements the system places on secure communications (for example, encryption required to com
municate with the system)

Example Integration Information Gathering Scenario

In our example scenario the planning process starts by documenting the systems as shown in the following table, with more
detail being included as the planning and design processes uncover more information. The following table lists examples of the
type of data that is typically recorded. The systems described here represent a customer relationship management system and
an account management system.

Table 4 Example system information
Syst
em

Customer relationship management system (CRM) Account management (Accounts)

Syst
em 
purp
ose

Provides pre-sales, sales, and customer management functions to c
ustomer services representatives. The application provides the logi
c, storage, and front end for all interaction between customers and 
the organization (for example, the screen used in call centers when 
a customer calls up). Used to manage prospects and to manage the
status of a customer.

Maintains the databases and logic used to manage cu
stomer accounts and the logic to run account billing a
nd management processes.

Inter
face
s an
d ac
cess 
met
hod
s

Incoming and outgoing: Access to and from this system is via custo
m XML documents posted using HTTP over Web interfaces (not W
eb services). The XML documents are defined by the CRM system. 
That is, other systems wishing to communicate with the CRM syste
m must conform to the specifications laid down by the CRM syste
m.

Typically used in an interactive manner, where a change needs to b
e made to a customer or product within a matter of seconds or mi
nutes. (Synchronous).

Incoming: Unidirectional HTTP access to the system, 
with the system accepting XML messages on an HTTP
listener, with no response message (other than a tran
sport success message).

Outgoing: Batch-based file outputs typically running 
nightly, weekly, or quarterly processes. Files written t
o a UNIX file share location.



Mes
sage
and 
data
for
mat
s

Incoming message formats: CRM-specific XML schema. Definition 
available as XSD file. Actual schema used is dependent upon messa
ge type (of which six exist).

Outgoing message formats: CRM-specific XML schema. Definition 
available as XSD file. Actual schema used is dependent upon messa
ge type (of which six exist).

Incoming message formats: Custom XML message as
defined by Accounts system. Sample XML messages 
available.

Outgoing message formats: Positional ASCII flat file 
with headers and footers. Definition available as Wor
d document.

Data
mas
ter

CRM is the master source for pre-sales prospect information.

While the system provides access to customer information, it is not
the master for customer information (which is held in Invoicing).

This system is the master for customer and account i
nformation.

Volu
mes 
and 
freq
uenc
y of 
data
oper
atio
ns

Updates from the CRM system are regular during the day, coverin
g the entire 24-hour period (due to a global roll out). Volumes of o
perations are 1-2000 per day. The resulting 1-2000 messages mos
tly hold customer data. Due to the internal definition of a customer
used by the CRM system the messages to and from the CRM syste
m can consist of very large XML documents, with sizes of 500K not
uncommon. Message size and frequency is significant parameter i
n sizing the integration servers and may be significant during the d
esign phase.

Incoming: Incoming requests to the Accounts system 
are infrequent and small in size.

Outgoing: Due to its batch nature, under certain circu
mstances the volume of data passed from the Accoun
ts system can be very large. Typically these large volu
mes occur during processes like quarterly or year-en
d billing runs. These large volumes are significant bec
ause it is often the case that there exists a relatively s
hort duration in which all this information must be pr
ocessed. (For example, there might be 1000 files of 3 
MB each.)

Serv
ice 
win
dow
s

Available for a 24 x 7 global application. Available GMT 8 AM – 8 PM (with peak usage at mon
th ends).

Secu
rity 
mod
els u
sed

Incoming: The CRM system expects a user identity and password t
o be passed as a part of all incoming messages for validation again
st an internal user store.

Outgoing: By default the CRM system's outgoing HTTP requests do
not pass credentials to the target system.

Incoming: HTTP requests accepted from a set of know
n IP addresses only.

Outgoing: Configurable credentials are used to write 
outgoing data files to a specific location.

Categorizing Interfaces

Having previously defined the systems and business processes in scope, the next step is to document the interfaces that are
required to enable the integration layer to connect to the upstream and downstream systems. One way to capture this
information is to list the processes and then detail each of the interfaces required by each process. If you are designing a
system to replace an existing integration solution it can be helpful to obtain actual copies of all the types of messages that are
currently going through the various systems.

The following list describes typical information that you should gather while you are categorizing interfaces:

Interface name
Business name
Interface description
Source system name
Destination system name
Interface address (URI/URL)
Interface direction—examples include:

Unidirectional/Incoming (to the integration layer)
Unidirectional/Outgoing (from the integration layer)
Bidirectional/Incoming 
Bidirectional/Outgoing

Protocol



Message/data format used
Message schema name
Expected number of messages per minute, average and peak
Expected average message size
Message schema owner

Later in the planning process, this list of interfaces can be further extended to help produce a detailed list of functional
requirements that can be used as the basis of a BizTalk Server 2004 development.

A helpful way to document those functional requirements is in the form of test cases with specific input files and expected
output files. This typically means collecting a lot of data early in the project, but in all likelihood this data will be required when
development or testing starts. By gathering it early in the development process, you can spot any unanticipated challenges
early on.

Documenting Interfaces as Contracts

When developing an integration solution, the definition of interfaces is a significant part of the design process. The interface is
typically considered as a "contract" between each of the parties involved in the development of the integration solution. The
contract verifiably ensures that parties are developing compatible systems.

When documenting interfaces it is useful to be able to produce detailed descriptions of the interfaces as part of the contract.
The best way to document the contract is with a domain-specific language like Web Services Description Language (WSDL), or
with some other consumable form of metadata. All parties can use these descriptions to validate that their development meets
the interfaces expected by upstream and downstream systems. When working with XML-based solutions like Web services and
BizTalk Server 2004, standards exist to produce these detailed contract descriptions. The following table shows the contract
formats for various interface types.

Table 5 Interface types and contract formats
Interface 
message ty
pe

Contract format

XML messa
ge

XSD schema files.

Note
If no XSD schema file exists, but sample XML messages exist, then BizTalk Server 2004 can generate an XSD bas
ed upon a sample XML file. See "Add Generated Items" in BizTalk Server 2004 Help for more details on this funct
ionality.

XML Web s
ervice

WSDL definition files.

Flat files BizTalk schema and the flat file validation tools.

Note
The flat file command-line tools can be used to aid the validation of flat file instances against a BizTalk Server sc
hema and can be found in the SDK under SDK\Utilities\Pipeline tools.

Summary

At the end of the information-gathering process, the high-level requirements of the integration solution are captured in a
series of related documents that list unique business processes, systems, and interfaces. As the design process progresses, the
level of detail captured increases. Prior to development, it is typical to produce a list of BizTalk Server 2004 artifacts to be
developed during the build phase.

Additionally the planning phase may well identify the number and type of test harnesses or stub systems that will be required
to meaningfully develop and test the business processes. The planning phase may also identify the data requirements needed
to allow development to proceed. This may include migration requirements and cross-reference data.

You use this list of requirements to aid in designating teams, planning schedules, and identifying required development
resources.

Planning Team Development

The approaches described in this section relate to the general approaches needed when developing within a team. Many of the
concepts in this document are covered for general .NET development in the MSDN white paper



Team Development with Visual Studio .NET and Visual SourceSafe.

Dividing Tasks and Allocating Ownership

When developing a solution within a team it can be very helpful to define owners and development teams for distinct parts of
the solution early in the development process. Typically, named individuals (or groups of individuals) are given ownership of
logical parts of the solution. Useful divisions of work can include allocating ownership of:

Individual business processes
Process-specific messages, schemas, transports, and protocols
Shared message standards
Map development
Error messages and error-handling standards
Upstream and downstream system interfaces
Helper classes and utilities
Test data and test tools 
Deployment and build processes

Typically, the owners are responsible for understanding their parts of the solution and act as the "gateway" to any requested
modifications. In this way when a modification to a design is proposed, the owner can assess the effect of the proposed
changes and then allow or disallow that change. This is particularly important when working with shared parts of the solution,
like shared message standards, where a change can have a potentially significant impact upon the development team and
upstream or downstream systems.

Solution Structures and Team Development Models

The following sections discuss solution structures and development models for a BizTalk Server 2004 project with multiple
developers.

The term "solution structure" refers here to the logical and physical structure used to store all the related BizTalk Server 2004
files and folders required to produce, develop, test, and deploy a production solution.

The term "team development model" refers to the relationship between Visual Studio .NET projects and solutions, Microsoft
Visual SourceSafe® source configuration, and the setup and processes used for a team of developers using common
resources across multiple workstations.

It is important to enforce a solution structure. A BizTalk Server 2004 solution that is built to meet business requirements
typically consists of many separate related artifacts. To avoid rework and build failures, these artifacts need to be managed
throughout the project from development, test, deployment, and production. A typical BizTalk Server 2004 solution will contain
the artifacts in the following table.

Note
This list does not include artifacts related to Business Activity Monitoring (BAM), Human Workflow Services (HWS), and the B
usiness Rules Engine (BRE).

Table 6 Typical Visual Studio .NET and BizTalk solution entities
Artifact Description

Visual Studi
o .NET soluti
on files

The files produced by Visual Studio .NET when creating and editing a BizTalk Server 2004 solution.

Strong nam
e keys

Strong name key files used to assign strong (unique) names to the assemblies produced during the build process
.

Binding files The files that BizTalk Server 2004 uses to bind a BizTalk Server 2004 assembly to physical resources (HTTP addre
sses or file locations).

ASP.NET We
b service file
s

ASP.NET files, .NET DLLs, and configuration files produced by the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard that pr
ovide a Web service interface to BizTalk Server 2004.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc446465(v=bts.10).aspx


Output DLLs The assembly files produced by the build process.

HTTP receive
functions

Configuration information that describes Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) virtual directories that host
the BizTalk Server HTTP receive DLL.

Referenced 
DLLs

Files containing functionality used by the BizTalk Server 2004 solutions using file references.

Cross-refere
nce data

Data used to prime the BizTalk Server 2004 cross-reference databases.

Test data Data files used to initiate or participate in the testing of processes under development.

Test tools Tools used to initiate or participate in the testing of processes under development. These might include "stub" W
eb services that act like a Web service not available during testing, or tools that act like an external application su
bmitting a message into BizTalk Server 2004.

The solution structure is important to a team of BizTalk Server 2004 developers for the following reasons:

Any integration solution by its nature consists of many independently developed assemblies that need to fit together, like
pieces of a jigsaw puzzle, to deliver the complete solution. If these pieces are not closely managed throughout the
development, there is a strong chance the pieces will not fit together when the complete solution is tested. A predefined
solution structure assists in enabling the management of these parts.
In a solution of medium to high complexity, BizTalk Server 2004 projects are themselves often linked and dependent
upon each other. A solution structure helps ensure that the relationships between BizTalk Server 2004 projects is
enforced and maintained throughout the development process.
Deploying and testing a BizTalk Server 2004 solution requires more than just the output of the compilation process. A
typical process may require binding files, test data, test harnesses, and stub systems as well as the BizTalk Server 2004
assemblies to perform a functional test. A well-defined solution structure allows testing and deployment to be
automated. 

A typical BizTalk Server 2004 solution structure is composed of the following logical elements:

A Visual Studio .NET solution structure, which describes the relationship between BizTalk Server 2004 solutions, project
files, and dependencies.
A file system folder structure in which to store BizTalk Server 2004 project files and the other associated entities required
to develop and test a solution.
A development model that describes how a team of developers share the server resources required to develop a
solution.
An approach to using Visual SourceSafe that enables the BizTalk Server 2004 projects and artifacts to be successfully
source controlled and shared among a team of developers.

Dividing BizTalk Server Artifacts between Projects

There are many ways to create a BizTalk Server application composed of maps, schemas, orchestrations, pipelines, and so on.
The most common is to place all of the BizTalk artifacts in one project, compiled and then deployed as a single unit. This
method has the benefit of simplicity but is less effective when you take into account required modifications and project
upgrades.

Using this model, when modifications or upgrades are needed, you must first undeploy the complete application. This means
stopping the orchestrations and potentially affecting related entities. For example, if you use custom pipelines, the undeploy
operation causes the pipeline bindings to default back to the pass-through pipeline. After you deploy a change, you must
reconfigure any location that uses custom pipelines.

As an alternative to using the single-project approach, consider how the application is structured and look for ways to split the
artifacts into logical groups. A typical way to manage this is to place orchestrations, pipelines, schemas, and maps in their own
projects. If a pipeline changes, just a single assembly can be undeployed, and there is no need to undeploy maps or schemas. In
the same way, if a map changes there is no need to undeploy the schemas. Additionally, consider dividing sub orchestrations
(that is, orchestrations that are called by other orchestrations) into their own projects.

Remember that a project can only be deployed as a single unit. If the task of redeploying a single project begins to involve the



rebinding of unrelated resources, then you should consider splitting the project into smaller units that allow the deployment
and binding of related items only.

Note
The preceding approach is a "horizontal" division of work. You may want to consider a vertical division as well (that is, by pro
ject or business process functionality). For example, if a pipeline or schema is updated it should only affect the business proje
ct that it is related to. This is relevant if you have the requirement to avoid shutting down a CRM integrator when the orderin
g system updates a schema.

The following table shows the structure of a typical project.

Table 7 Typical project structure
Project Description

Standard sch
emas project

("Shared Sch
ema")

This project contains all the schemas that are shared across the whole solution. This project is referenced by oth
er BizTalk Server 2004 projects. It is separate because it needs to be shared and should be stabilized early in the 
project.

Functionally 
grouped orch
estrations ("Bi
lling Project")

These projects contain logically related orchestrations, such as "Billing project" and "Invoicing project." These are
usually separated out because these related orchestrations are usually under control of a single individual and t
hey often contain schema local to their own processes.

Shared orche
strations proj
ects

("Email Handl
er")

These are orchestrations that are shared across the whole solution. These are kept separate to allow other proje
cts to reference them. Typical examples include "error handling project" or "email send project." They contain th
e orchestrations and schema necessary to complete a discrete set of tasks. Where possible, you should stabilize 
these functions early on in the project because changes can affect all projects using them.

Team Development Models

Team development with BizTalk Server 2004 has close parallels with team development of Web applications. Both models
typically have dependent elements that can be shared between the team members or a user in isolation.

The development model for BizTalk Server 2004 proposed in this paper is based upon the "isolated model" of development.
The models available for BizTalk Server development are "isolated," "semi-isolated," or "non-isolated." In the isolated model, no
elements of the developer environment are shared (with the exception of access to a common Visual SourceSafe tree). When
using semi-isolated and non-isolated models, increasing areas of the developer environment are shared. The nature of the
BizTalk Server 2004 runtime means that isolated development typically provides the most effective approach. BizTalk Server
2004 developments are typically composed of several distinct environments, as shown in the following table.

Table 8 BizTalk Server environments
Environment Description

Developer tools Tools used to produce BizTalk Server 2004 solutions. Composed of Visual Studio .NET and BizTalk Server 
2004 design-time tools and test tools.

Developer runtime Environment used to test a developer's output. Composed of the BizTalk Server 2004 runtime, deployme
nt tools, and test tools.

Integration test envi
ronment/shared tes
t runtime

Environment used to test multiple developer deliverables in a single environment (often logically mirrorin
g the production environment). Composed of the BizTalk Server 2004 runtime and deployment tools.

Pre-production envi
ronment

Environment that is as close to the physical production environment as possible. This is used to test the d
eployment processes and runtime of the completed integration solution. This environment can also be us
ed for scalability and performance testing.

Composed of the BizTalk Server 2004 runtime and deployment tools.



Production environ
ment

Environment used to deploy the completed integration solution. Composed of the BizTalk Server 2004 ru
ntime and deployment tools.

The team development model described below details an approach to configuring the developer tools, developer runtime, and
shared runtime to provide an isolated developer environment.

What Is the Isolated Development Model?

Using an isolated model a developer edits, debugs, and runs functional tests completely isolated from other developers. Each
developer has a self-contained development workstation with a local BizTalk Server Group. Access to the master source files is
controlled via a Visual SourceSafe database located on a network file share. The following figure illustrates an isolated
development model.

Figure 2 Isolated BizTalk Server development

The isolated model of BizTalk Server development provides the following benefits:

No chance that BizTalk Server shared configuration information will interfere with another developer's work (for
example, XML target namespace clashes occurring from multiple installed versions of shared schema)
No opportunity for any one individual's BizTalk Server deployment and test processes interrupting other users (for
example, the starting and stopping of BizTalk Server host instances, receive locations, or dependent services like IIS, SQL,
and SSO)
Ability to clear resources like event logs and tracking databases without disrupting other users
Ability for developers to use different versions of shared resources, for example, helper classes and error-handling
processes
Ability for developers to attach and debug the BTSsvc.exe process without halting other developers' processes

A shared or non-isolated model can be used for developing with BizTalk Server 2004 if it is absolutely required, but developer
efficiency may be reduced by the lack of the benefits listed above.

Using Microsoft Virtual PC to Host BizTalk Server 2004 Development Environments

In our experience of developing BizTalk Server 2004 solutions Virtual PC can be used to efficiently create an isolated
development environment. Within Microsoft Consulting Services, this is the standard approach used on nearly all BizTalk
Server 2004 developments. Using Virtual PC typically saves the development teams a considerable number of hours of effort
(per developer) to create the development environment, and is an extremely efficient way to enforce a standard development
environment. It has additional advantages including the ability to efficiently "package up" a development environment. This
technique is often used for scenarios like sharing best practices, handing over issues between teams, and testing possible
server configurations.

For more details on implementing this approach, see "Using Virtual PC or Virtual Server to Host the BizTalk Server 2004
Developer Environment" later in this document.

For product information about Microsoft Virtual PC 2004, see the Windows Web site at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=44997.

Partitioning Visual Studio .NET Projects and Solutions

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=44997


Visual Studio solution files (with the .sln file extension) are used to group related projects together and are primarily used to
control the build process. You can use solutions to control build dependency issues and control the precise order in which
contained projects are built. Partitioning describes the processes of creating Visual Studio .NET solution files that divide up the
multiple projects that compose a complete BizTalk solution. The approach used to partition BizTalk Server 2004 solutions and
projects has a significant impact on the development and build processes in a team environment. There are three main
approaches to consider when partitioning solutions and projects, as shown in the following table.

Table 9 Solution partitioning approaches
Partition
ing appr
oach

Description Applicability

Single sol
ution

The team creates a single Visual Studio .NET solution (the master solution) and uses
it as a container for all of the BizTalk Server 2004 projects required by the BizTalk S
erver 2004 solution.

Viable for simpler BizTalk Serve
r 2004 projects with only two o
r three developers.

Partitione
d single s
olution

Used in more complex developments where related sets of projects are grouped to
gether within separate sub-solution files. A master solution still exists but is used fo
r building the entire solution on the build server.

Should be considered for more 
complex solutions with several 
developers.

Multi-sol
ution

Using this model there is no master solution file and file references are used betwe
en projects in separate solutions (although project references are still used between
projects within an individual solution).

Not recommended. Relies on n
on-recommended file-based re
ferences.

The partitioned single solution approach is often applicable, but is the most complex to set up. For these reasons this approach
is documented in the appendix. The single solution approach uses the same principles as the partitioned, and the approach
documented can easily be modified for the single solution. Unless you have very good reasons to use a multi-solution model,
you should avoid this approach.

Attributes of a Partitioned Single Solution

When developing more complex BizTalk solutions it can be advisable to reduce the number of projects and source files
required on each development workstation by grouping related sets of projects together within separate sub-solution files.
This approach can be particularly beneficial if the complexity of the BizTalk Server 2004 solution means that loading,
navigating, and rebuilding projects can take a significant amount of time.

This partitioned single solution allows developers to work on separate, smaller subsystems within the inner-system boundary.
The following diagram illustrates the partitioned single solution model. Notice how separate solution files are used to allow
you to work on smaller subsystems contained within the inner-system boundary. Also note how this results in projects being
contained within more than one solution file. For example, in the following figure, Projects D and H are in a total of three
solution files including the master solution.

Figure 3 Partitioned single solution



In the partitioned single solution model:

All projects are contained within a master solution file. This is used by the system build process to rebuild the entire
system. If you need to work on the top-level project file, you also work with the master solution. 
Project references are used between individual projects. For example, file references are not used and instead the project
containing the dependency is added to the solution and a project reference created.
Separate solution files are introduced for selected project files. If you want, you can introduce a solution file for each
project within your system. Each solution file contains the main project file, together with any downstream project it
depends on and any further projects it depends on, and so on down the dependency chain. 
Separate solution files allow you to work on smaller subsystems within your overall system but retain the key benefits of
project references. Within each sub-solution file, project references are used between constituent projects.

For more information about partitioning Visual Studio .NET solutions see Chapter 3, "Structuring Solutions and Projects," in the
MSDN white paper Team Development with Visual Studio .NET and Visual SourceSafe that was referenced at the beginning of
this section.

Using Project References

As described in the previous section, single solutions and partitioned single solutions use project references to create
references between dependent BizTalk Server 2004 projects. This is significant because project references provide significant
advantages over file-based (DLL) references. Specific benefits include:

A build process using project references automatically calculates the build order dictated by the dependencies. This
significantly simplifies the build process for projects with dependencies.
A project-referenced solution can determine if a referenced project has been updated and will manage the rebuilding of
the references. This is important in an environment when several users have dependencies upon a shared project (like a
helper project) that is changing during the development phase.

Referencing External Dependencies

Use DLL references when referencing an external DLL that is outside of the BizTalk Server 2004 solution.

For example, suppose that an external organization is supplying schemas that are out of the control of the BizTalk Server
development project. These DLLs would be referenced by DLL. Other examples are .NET Framework assemblies and third-party
assemblies.

Copy Local Attribute

When working with project or file references, do not change the default "Copy Local" attributes for a referenced project or DLL.

For more information about partitioning Visual Studio .NET solutions see Chapter 4, "Managing Dependencies," in the the
MSDN white paper Team Development with Visual Studio .NET and Visual SourceSafe that was referenced at the beginning of
this section.

Creating the VSS Structure

The file system folder structure used to store the BizTalk Server 2004 integration solution must accommodate not only the
BizTalk Server 2004 solutions and projects, but also all the additional artifacts that are required to develop, build, test, and
deploy a BizTalk Server 2004 solution. The folder structure must also be compatible with the structure used within the team's
Visual SourceSafe (VSS) repository to ensure efficient integration with the common source control tasks.

The folder structure described here is based upon typical BizTalk Server 2004 requirements and is designed to comply with
common Visual SourceSafe tasks. It can be modified to meet the requirements of a given development team.

When creating the VSS structure, keep in mind the following points:

Use a consistent folder structure for solutions and projects. Development in a team development environment is
easier to manage if a common structure for storing Visual Studio .NET solutions and projects is used across the whole
team. This is especially true when each BizTalk Server 2004 project will be generating and using files such as binding files
that will be required by build, test, and deployment teams. 
The structure of BizTalk Server 2004 project files means that certain project entities (like the strong name key file) are by
default referenced by an absolute file path. This means that unless the same file structure is replicated by each developer,
each developer will need to modify the project to allow the project to compile and deploy.
It is often easy to start development without taking the time to standardize on the folder structures. This will inevitably
cost more time later on as project links and test harnesses need to be "patched" as the solution develops.
Keep VSS and file system structures identical. To simplify the management of multiple developers' environments, set
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up a folder structure within Visual SourceSafe that matches your local file system structure. This helps ensure that a
developer can simply get a latest version from Visual SourceSafe and know that the structure on the disk is compliant to
the team's standards.
Define and use a common root folder across the team. It is recommended to keep all project code and deliverables
under a single folder root, which can be created on all developers' computers. For example, create a root folder of
$/SysInteg2004 within Visual SourceSafe and all developers can create C:\SysInteg2004 on their local file systems. This
acts as a container for all of your development systems. 
The drive need not be the C drive, but if a drive other than C is used, make sure that all developers have a similarly
named drive available. In case you want to use drive letters that are not available on all computers, the SUBST shell
command can be used to create drive letters mapped to physical folders, for example: 

When the preceding command is executed at the command prompt, it creates a drive letter m: mapped to physical folder
c:\SysInteg2004. Avoid using a network share to store the project files (to avoid the security warning that arises from
developing a .NET application on a non-local drive).
Create a master solution that will hold all projects. As described in the section above, the single partitioned model
for BizTalk Server development is generally recommended for medium to high complexity BizTalk projects. For this
reason a master solution should be created that will hold all the subprojects. This master solution will typically be used as
the main build solution. For notes on creating a master solution for a partitioned single solution in Visual SourceSafe see
"Appendix: Step-by-Step Guide to Setting Up a Partitioned Single Solution."
Store all Visual Studio .NET BizTalk Server 2004 projects in a folder under the master solution. If Visual
SourceSafe is being used as the source control environment then it is necessary to ensure that all subprojects are created
in a folder underneath the folder holding the master solution that contains them. 

Note
It is possible to store multiple solution files in the same folder, but this limits the ability of Visual SourceSafe to create p
artitioned solutions.

For notes on adding subprojects to a master solution for a partitioned single solution in Visual SourceSafe see "Appendix:
Step-by-Step Guide to Setting Up a Partitioned Single Solution."
For more information, see "Working with Visual SourceSafe" in the MSDN white paper
Team Development with Visual Studio .NET and Visual SourceSafe that was referenced at the beginning of this section.
Divide the folder structure into shared and process-specific sections. When creating the file structure it is usual to
divide up the folder structure to separate the shared entities versus the specific business process entities. The shared
entities are common to multiple projects and may include helper classes. 
For example, the first three folders in the following list are organized by shared entity and the last two are organized by
business process:

Pipeline projects. During development of pipeline components, it is a common requirement to modify and retest a
pipeline independent of the rest of the solution. For this reason it is often helpful to keep pipeline solutions as a separate
BizTalk Server 2004 project, resulting in a separate pipeline assembly that can be removed and redeployed without the
need to perform rebinding of the rest of the solution. 
Additionally it is common practice to keep the code that implements the actual pipeline interfaces and pipeline
processing logic in a separate project with a reference from the BizTalk Server 2004 project (containing the .btp files) to
the C# or Microsoft Visual Basic® .NET project.
For notes on debugging pipelines see "Debugging Pipelines" later in this document.
Creating deployment and test scripts. When developing with BizTalk Server 2004 it is common to automate complex
or often-repeated tasks by using scripts or command (.cmd) files. Nearly all BizTalk Server 2004 deployment and runtime
tasks are exposed as command-line tools or Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) interfaces to enable the
development of scripts to aid automation of these tasks. 
To enable the development of a unified build and deployment process, build and install scripts should be built by the

SUBST m: c:\SysInteg2004

C:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution\Shared\
C:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution\Shared\EmailHelper
C:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution\Shared\SharedSchema
C:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution\AccountRequest\
C:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution\AccountValidate\
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individual developers, but viewed as reusable parts of the complete solution. If the scripts are written to be reusable then
tasks like the deployment of a complete solution package can reuse the scripts. For example, if the deployment and
undeployment scripts accept parameters to specify the paths for the DLL and binding file folder locations, the scripts can
be reused when the compiled BizTalk Server assemblies are in a different location.
Using this approach, each developer adds the install scripts for their specific processes to the folder and then a single
process can easily be written to perform a full deployment of all processes. For more information about deployment
scripts see "Automating Deployment Tasks." For more information about build scripts see "Automated Build Processes."
Scripts are typically stored along with the process they reference, using standard script names as in the following
examples:

In this way solution-wide scripts can be built up that call the individual process scripts (for example, SolutionDeploy.cmd
calls AccountValidate\scripts\undeploy.cmd).
An alternative approach may dictate that the scripts used to deploy a BizTalk Server 2004 solution need to be in a single
shared folder. In this case the scripts need to be named according to the process they relate to. Again this approach can
be used to build solution-wide scripts by calling individual scripts. 
Strong name keys. All BizTalk Server 2004 projects result in assemblies that are deployed to the global assembly cache,
and as such they must be signed with a strong named key during compilation. 
Typically a single Visual Studio .NET solution uses a single key file. This is true because the solution is treated as a single
entity and is managed as such. If the business solution being developed is actually composed of two or more distinct
parts, then consider if two key files should be used. Multiple keys in this scenario allow the parts to be treated as
independent entities in the future, for example with differing upgrade paths. 
When considering helper projects, the same considerations apply. If the helper project is (or will be) a separate entity
then it should be built using a separate strong name key. 
In an organization that has a closely guarded secure key that developers do not have access to, consider using delayed
signing with the key. For more details on delayed signing, see Delay Signing an Assembly in the .NET Framework
Developer's Guide available in the MSDN Library.
The process of creating the key and including it in the project is simple; however developers should be aware that the
path to the key stored in the BizTalk Server 2004 project is stored by default as an absolute path that includes the drive
name (for example, Z:\CommonFiles\Keys). This has the disadvantage that projects cannot be edited or compiled on
another workstation unless the path to the keys is exactly the same (or the key paths are modified every time the project
is moved). 
If it is required to not tie the project to a specific drive name it is possible to change the path to a relative path (and hence
remove the drive name) by modifying the assembly key file path. 
For a BizTalk project with the default folder structure for the output assembly, for example:

The key file path will be modified to the following:

The following figure shows the relative key file path.
Figure 4 Relative strong name key paths 

It is often helpful to build a project directory structure that can be replicated upon every workstation with a specific path
to the key in the structure, for example:
C:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution\Shared\Keys
Test harnesses and stubs. It is generally recommended that test harnesses and test stubs be developed early in the
project because they are useful resources and they also help develop a deeper understanding of the actual interactions
between the integration layer and the other systems. If test harnesses are kept under the master solution then they can
be included in the source control of a specific process or under a more general shared project. For example:
C:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution\Shared\Test

C:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution\AccountValidate\scripts
C:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution\AccountValidate\scripts\deploy.cmd
C:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution\AccountValidate\scripts\undeploy.cmd

<project folder>\bin\development 

..\..\<keyfilename>.snk 
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For more details on test harnesses, see "Testing BizTalk Server 2004 Solutions."
Cross-reference seed data. If the BizTalk Server 2004 cross-reference databases are being used as part of the business
processes under development then it is often necessary to load the databases with the necessary data to allow lookup
operations to successfully take place. Cross-reference data can be input using the BizTalk Server 2004 Cross Reference
Import Tool (btsxrefimport.exe) and XML "seed files." 
When the import tool is run it empties the cross-reference databases before importing new data from the seed file. This
means that prior to the development of the "all processes" deployment script all seed data must be consolidated into one
seed file. For example:

Early in the development cycle, individual developers may need to seed their local database with process-specific data
only. In this case the seed data should be held in individual files, named according to the process they relate to. For
example:

Storing BizTalk binding files. When developing BizTalk Server 2004 projects binding files are produced that define the
binding of a logical process to the physical transports and hosts. This binding information is initially created by using the
GUI tools but is then persisted in binding files to ensure that a process can easily be deployed in a repeatable, scripted
manner. 
Complexity arises from the fact that the physical binding information for the development environment may be different
from that in the test, pre-production, and final production environments. Additionally the binding files contain references
to the specific version numbers for the DLLs being deployed, and consequently these files need to be managed to be kept
in sync with any DLL version number changes. 
To help manage this complexity the binding files should always be located within a specific location for a given process
and named following a naming convention. This makes it easier to perform modifications to the binding files (either
manually or automatically). 
Typically binding files should be kept in a folder called "bind" underneath the project folder and named according to a
naming standard. For example, the binding files for the "AccountRequest" process in the development environment could
be kept in a file as in the following example:

Note how this convention allows binding files from multiple processes to be moved to a single folder location and still be
identified. In some solutions multiple binding files may be required. Ensure that the naming convention used can take
this into account.
Location for file dependency DLLs. When creating the folder structure it is helpful to create a common folder to hold
DLLS that are referenced as file dependencies. By ensuring that all developers follow the same folder structure, file
references will not become broken when solutions are moved between developers or workstations. For example:

Test messages. When developing schemas and using messages it is common to spend considerable effort testing many
different sample messages against XML schema and orchestration processes. 
In a real-world solution, sample messages are a valuable asset because they contain data that is meaningful to the
business solution. Random or dummy values in the same message will typically cause the process to fail. For this reason
sample messages should be treated with as much care as the code of the solution. 
To assist in managing the message files, keep test messages under a specific folder called "msgs". In cases where there
are both "generated instances" and "example messages" (for example, messages from an existing system) it is useful to
keep these messages separate to allow comparison between the developed schema and actual data. For example:

It is common in an integration project to have multiple versions of schemas and consequently, multiple versions of
message files. In the same way that code has a version number applied, it is worth considering ensuring that version

C:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution\Shared\CrossRefData\MasterSeedData.XML

C:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution \Shared\CrossRefData\AccountRequestSeedData.XML

C:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution \AccountRequest\bind\bind_AccountRequest_Stage1_DevEn
v.xml

C:\SysInteg2004\ReferencedBin

C:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution\AccountRequest\msgs\
C:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution\AccountRequest\msgs\generated\
C:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution\AccountRequest\msgs\examples\



numbers are used when naming files. 
It may also be worth considering storing message instances within Visual SourceSafe. This has the added advantage of
allowing comments to be added to versions and previous versions to be examined. 

Note
Instances of a message can be generated from a schema and can also be validated by using the "Generate Instance" fu
nction in the Visual Studio .NET BizTalk Server 2004 Schema editor. This function is extremely useful when testing a ne
wly created schema against a system to be integrated. The generation capability also allows you to start development 
when the schema of a message is known but you have not yet been provided with instance messages.

Example folder structure. The example folder structure described above typically looks like the following for a sample
project:

Working with BizTalk Server and Visual SourceSafe

This document assumes that the team developing the BizTalk Server 2004 solution consists of multiple developers who will be
using Visual SourceSafe as their source control tool.

For step-by-step notes on creating a master solution for a partitioned single solution in Visual SourceSafe see "Appendix: Step-
by-Step Guide to Setting Up a Partitioned Single Solution."

Solution Character Sets

There is a known limitation with Visual SourceSafe related to the handling of Unicode files. When working with BizTalk
solutions it is necessary to prevent Visual SourceSafe from corrupting BizTalk Unicode files by performing the following steps
before adding a BizTalk Server 2004 solution to Visual SourceSafe:

1. Start Visual SourceSafe 6.0 Admin.
2. Select the SourceSafe database to be used.
3. On the Tools menu, click Options.
4. Click the File Types tab.
5. Add the following to the end of the list of binary files. Verify there are semicolons between each file type.

*.btm;*.btp;*.xsd;*.odx
6. Click OK.

The preceding steps cause Visual SourceSafe not to inspect BizTalk files and attempt to change their formatting.

Note
Files of the above type previously added to Visual SourceSafe will need to be deleted, including selecting the check box to de
stroy them permanently. Files then need to be re-added to Visual SourceSafe. Ensure that a backup of the files exists before c
arrying out this step.

Use Visual Studio .NET for Source Control Operations

All project creation and manipulation within Visual SourceSafe should be performed by using the integrated Visual SourceSafe
support menus within Visual Studio .NET. Do not use Visual SourceSafe Explorer to perform these operations.

C:\SysInteg2004\ReferencedBin\
C:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution\Shared\Keys\
C:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution\Shared\CrossRefData\
C:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution\Shared\TestHarnesses\
C:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution\Shared\SharedSchema\
C:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution\Shared\EmailSendOrchestration\
C:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution\Shared\ErrorHandlingOrchestration\
C:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution\AccountRequest\
C:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution\AccountRequest\bind\ C:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution
\AccountRequest\msgs\
C:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution\AccountRequest\msgs\generated\
C:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution\AccountRequest\msgs\examples\
C:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution\AccountRequest\scripts\
C:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution\AccountRequest\AccReqRecPipe
C:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution\AccountRequest\AccReqRecPipeCode



Note
Even when using the Virtual PC approach to development, Visual SourceSafe should be used in exactly the same manner as i
n a traditional development environment.

When to Check In BizTalk Server 2004 Projects

The recommended approach to using Visual SourceSafe is to check in code only when it has successfully passed functional
tests and the developer is confident that the code will successfully build without breaking any related code. Applying this
model to BizTalk Server 2004 results in the following guidelines:

BizTalk Server 2004 projects that contain only message schema should not be checked in until the schema have been
successfully tested against a variety of sample messages.
BizTalk Server 2004 projects that contain a business process should not be checked in until the solution has been
successfully tested using the appropriate input and output messages using the correct send and receive ports.
ASP.NET Web service projects should not be checked in until the Web service code has been tested against the initiating
system or by using a test harness.

If this model is followed, then the Visual SourceSafe repository will always hold a build that can be successfully built and
tested. This principle is important if the approach of "nightly builds" is to be adhered to.

Checking In Intermediate Versions

An alternative approach to check-in is that of checking in "intermediate" versions. In this approach an intermediate version will
not yet have successfully passed functional tests and can be thought of as "between builds." This is generally not a
recommended approach because it breaks the general principle of always having a buildable version within the source control
system. However some teams prefer this approach because it allows developers to use the source control system to check in
and roll back versions without needing to fulfill the criteria needed to check in a formal build.

If the approach of checking in intermediate versions is required, then the source control can no longer be assumed to contain a
"buildable" version. Instead it is required to distinguish between the intermediate versions and build versions. Using Visual
SourceSafe this can be done in a variety of ways, either automatic or process based. For example:

Developers follow a process of notifying the build manager when a "buildable" version is added to Visual SourceSafe.
Developers check in a tested version, ready for building, into a "promoted area" within Visual SourceSafe. This promoted
area is then used as the source upon which the master build is based.
Code or script can be written that uses the Visual SourceSafe COM interfaces. For example, a specific label can be used to
denote code ready for a build and the script searches for this label and then "pins" this source into a separate Visual
SourceSafe branch This branch is then used as the source for master builds.

Version Controlling Non-BizTalk Server Project Files

BizTalk Server uses additional files that can beneficially be versioned and stored in Visual SourceSafe. The following files are
examples:

Binding files (both development and test)
Custom pipeline assemblies
Test data (for example, test messages)
Test harnesses (which may change over the project lifetime)
Build, deployment, and start-and-stop scripts that may need to be shared between development and build teams

If these files are related to a specific Visual Studio .NET BizTalk project then these files can be included within the BizTalk project
and managed by using the Visual Studio .NET integrated source control functions. To include a file or folder into an existing
Visual Studio .NET project, do the following:

1. In Solution Explorer, click Show All Files.
2. Select the folder or file to include in the solution.
3. Right-click the folder or file, and then select Include In Project.

The following figure shows the screen for including files in a project.

Figure 5 Including files in a project



If the non-BizTalk Server project files are not part of a Visual Studio .NET project, then you can manage them by using Visual
SourceSafe Explorer.

Note
Visual SourceSafe Explorer should NOT be used to manage any items that are part of a Visual Studio .NET project under sour
ce control.

Checking the Visual SourceSafe Database

When Visual SourceSafe databases are large, heavily used, or being accessed by many concurrent users, it is recommended to
regularly run the "Analyze VSS DB" command from the Visual SourceSafe menu. If the analysis detects errors, then they can be
fixed by using the "Analyze and Fix VSS DB" command. Both these commands need to lock the Visual SourceSafe database,
and hence require everyone to be disconnected from Visual SourceSafe.

Creating an Example Solution Structure and Integrating with Visual SourceSafe

"Appendix: Step-by-Step Guide to Setting Up a Partitioned Single Solution" contains a step-by-step guide to creating a
partitioned single solution structure using Visual Studio .NET and Visual SourceSafe that follows the guidance listed earlier.
This step-by-step guide is intended as a working example and individual projects should modify the steps listed to meet their
requirements.

Working with BizTalk Server and Assembly Version Numbers

When developing with the .NET Framework, versioning is governed by a standard set of rules that ensure that when a version
number changes, the impact of that change is typically minimal. Due to certain design and implementation choices made
during the development of BizTalk Server 2004, version numbers with BizTalk Server 2004 do not always follows the standard
.NET Framework rules. The following sections describe these conditions.

Overview of .NET Versioning

When a BizTalk Server 2004 project is compiled, the resulting DLL is a .NET assembly and its behavior follows the standard
.NET versioning behavior. If it occurs that multiple versions of the same assembly are installed with the same assembly version
number, the system will produce unexpected results. For this reason it is important to ensure that BizTalk Server 2004
assembly versioning is planned and managed.

Each DLL containing a .NET assembly has two distinct ways of expressing version information. The following table shows the
difference between the assembly version and the file version.

Table 10 DLL version numbers
Assembly version File version

The assembly version number together with the assembly name and culture informati
on is part of the assembly's identity. The assembly version number is used by the runti
me to enforce version policy and plays a key part in the type resolution process at run t
ime. This version number is physically represented as a four-part string with the follow
ing format:

<major version>.<minor version>.<build number>.<revision>

The file version is a string that is displa
yed by Microsoft Windows® Explorer. 
This number can be used to manually 
determine which version of a file is ins
talled.



The following figure shows where these two version numbers can be viewed for a DLL.

Figure 6 DLL version numbers

Implications of Changing Version Numbers

In .NET development it is typical to update the assembly version number to the current build number when a build takes place.
However when developing a BizTalk Server 2004 solution, changing the assembly version number can break the relationship
between an assembly and the dependent items that reference the DLL by its assembly version number. The following table lists
items that refer to a BizTalk Server 2004 assembly by using its version number and the effect of changing an assembly version
number.

Table 11 Entities affected by assembly version number changes
Entity Effect of changing assembly version number

Binding files Changing the assembly version number causes any existing binding files that reference the assembly to fail. Thi
s is because the binding file references the assembly by attributes including its version number. To reuse existin
g files they will need to be modified or regenerated. Binding files are XML and so modification can be undertake
n using tools like Visual Studio .NET, Microsoft Office Infopath®, or Notepad, or alternatively can be scripted or 
automated by using a tool.

See "Patching Binding Files" for more information about reusing existing binding files using tools.

See "BizTalk Server 2004 Deployment Toolkit" later in this document for examples of scripted binding file modif
ication as part of a scripted build process.

BAM tracking
profile definit
ion file (.btt) fi
les

Changing the assembly version number causes any existing BAM tracking profile definition file files to fail. The B
AM tracking files are a binary file format so they cannot be edited and instead must be regenerated. If BAM trac
king profiles are required it may be necessary to do either of the following:

Avoid frequently updating version numbers during the build process.
Delay building BAM tracking profiles until version numbers are stable.

Web services 
published by 
using the We
b Services Pu
blishing Wiza
rd

When the Web Services Publishing Wizard is used to produce an ASP.NET Web interface, the assembly version 
of the BizTalk Server DLL is included in the ASP.NET source code. The assembly version number is used at runti
me by the ASP.NET interface as part of the bodyTypeAssemblyQualifiedName property of the Web service oper
ation. If the version number of the BizTalk Server assembly changes without updating the bodyTypeAssembly
QualifiedName property then subsequent Web service operations will be rejected by BizTalk Server.

If the receive location uses the xmldefaultpipeline the subscription relies on the document type and will use the 
embedded assembly information and fail if the assembly does not exist. If you use the passthrupipeline (which i
s the default if you expose a port and let the wizard create the receive location) it ignores this embedded assem
bly information.



Approaches to Incrementing BizTalk Server 2004 Assembly Version Numbers

During a project you have a choice between the following:

Choose a fixed assembly version for a given deliverable and increment only the file version number.
Increment both the assembly version and the file version as the development progresses.

The following table compares these two possible approaches to updating the version numbers.

Table 12 Comparing approaches to update version numbers
Increment the informational file version only and keep a fixed
assembly version

Increment both the assembly version and the infor
mational file version

Assembly version number = Fixed number

File version number = Build number

Assembly version number = Build number

File version number = Build number

BizTalk Server runtime may pick up wrong version of assembly if mu
ltiple assemblies installed

BizTalk Server always runs latest version of assembly, ev
en if multiple assemblies installed

Only one version of solution can be deployed at any time Can deploy different versions of the solution side by side
(although other aspects of the solution may clash, for ex
ample, schema definitions)

BizTalk Host needs to be restarted to force the loading of updated as
semblies

Forces BizTalk Server to load new assemblies

Less work to create a new deployment because files that reference th
e assembly version number (for example, binding files and tracking 
profiles) do not need to be edited

More work for deployment because files that reference t
he assembly version number need to be kept updated wi
th new version

When to Change File and Assembly Versions

Creating a policy on when to increment a BizTalk Server 2004 assembly version number depends on several variables
including build processes, testing processes, number of assemblies and binding files, and the type of build being delivered.

The following table compares shipping and non-shipping build types.

Table 13 Comparing build types
Build type: Non-shipping Build type: Shipping

Non-shipping builds are builds that are not intended to ship to an end user. Non-shi
pping builds are the builds typically produced during the development and test cycle
and are used only by the development and test teams. Non-shipping builds are typic
ally unsupported.

Shipping builds are intended to ship to a
n end user and become deployed on the 
end user's systems. Shipping builds are s
upported.

Approach 1: Fix assembly versions for non-shipping builds

Following this approach, assembly versions are kept fixed and file version numbers are updated with each build, as shown in
the following table.

Table 14 Build types for Approach 1
Build type: Non-shipping Build type: Shipping

Increment the informational file version only and keep a fixed assemb
ly version.

Increment both assembly version and informational file 
version.

Following this approach means that binding files do not need to change; however the following additional requirements
should be noted:

Ensure that the file version is always modified to reflect the build number. If the file version is not modified then it will
become much more difficult to distinguish between different assembly versions. Relying on other attributes like file size
and date stamps is less accurate.
Note that previously deployed BizTalk Server 2004 assemblies will be overwritten by the next deployment, so parallel
deployments of versions will not be possible.



Because the assembly version number is not changing, BizTalk Server 2004 will not detect that the assembly has
changed and so it will be necessary to force the BizTalk Server 2004 runtime to load the new version into the host's
memory. This can be achieved by stopping the BizTalk Server 2004 runtime. For more details on how to achieve this, see
"Restarting BizTalk Server Hosts and Services." 
It can be advantageous to have a process output its current build number as debug information. This ensures that when
processes run, it is possible to confirm that all the build versions are as expected. See "Output Assembly Version to Aid
Tracing, Debugging, or Exception Handling" for more details on how to view version number information at run time.

Approach 2: Increment assembly versions for non-shipping builds

Following this approach, assembly version numbers are incremented for every build, including non-shipping builds, as shown
in the following table.

Table 15 Build types for Approach 2
Build type: Non-shipping Build type: Shipping

Increment both assembly version and file version. Increment both assembly version and file version.

This approach incurs the added effort of modifying the assembly build numbers and modifying the associated dependencies
that use the build numbers (like binding files).

If the BizTalk Server 2004 development team follows the approach of incrementing assembly version numbers for every build,
then there are several possible ways of automating the required changes in version numbers and binding files. These options
are discussed in "Approaches to Incrementing BizTalk Server 2004 Assembly Version Numbers."

Which approach versioning should you use? For the majority of developments Approach 1 (fixed assembly versions for non-
shipping builds) is typically suitable. It has the advantage of requiring fewer resources to test and as long as informational
version numbers are kept updated, DLL conflict issues should be detectable and resolvable by using the informational version
number.

Map Function Version Numbering

.NET assemblies can be invoked from within a map (using the scripting functoid, found under the advanced functoids palette),
and this provides a great deal of flexibility for delivering custom map functionality. However it is important to understand that
the internal representation of the map files references not only the assembly type name but the full assembly version number.

This is significant because it means that if the version number of the assembly called by the map changes, then any links that
reference the assembly will break. In a complex map this can cause considerable rework.

To avoid this issue it is recommended that if assemblies are required to be called from a map, a specific assembly is created to
hold only map functionality and the assembly version number of this assembly is fixed. In this way, other helper functions can
have the assembly version updated without breaking the maps.

If an assembly referenced from a map is changed after map development then consider updating the map file outside of the
Visual Studio .NET BizTalk Server 2004 Map Editor to reflect the updated version numbers.

To achieve this use the following steps:

Do not open the map by double-clicking it (because this will cause the links to break and incur rework).
Open the map by using the Visual Studio .NET XML editor: Right-click the map in Solution Explorer, click "Open with",
and then choose "HTML/ XML editor".
After the instances of the "Map only" assembly reference number have been located in the XML structure they can be
replaced with the updated version number by using "Replace" on the Edit menu.
The map can then be saved, closed, and opened by using the standard BizTalk Server 2004 map editor.

The version number of helper classes referenced by project references or file reference and used by orchestrations (for
example, from within expressions) can be changed without encountering the issue described above.

Developing BizTalk Server 2004 Orchestration Designs

After the completion of the information-gathering phase, described in the first section of this document, it is usual for the team
to begin to produce design documents for the BizTalk Server 2004 orchestrations. These documents are typically then used to
validate the proposed designs with system and process owners prior to commencing the development phase.

One of the primary benefits of the BizTalk Orchestration model is the great clarity you can achieve when a software
implementation is pictorial. Regardless of how well a developer comments code, there is always a need to maintain a separate
set of artifacts including process diagrams, Visio diagrams (with varying shape usage), prose documents, and whiteboard



discussions that are used to convey what the code is actually doing. This is especially true when working with a business
audience.

When working with a BizTalk Orchestration, the diagram is the implementation of a piece of functionality (at least at a specific
level). This provides opportunities to use an orchestration diagram in several helpful ways within a project life cycle, as follows:

To capture an initial high-level design, using all the orchestration shapes as intended but without fully
implemented maps and schemas. These designs are often called "skeleton orchestrations." All of the external system
interactions, communication patterns, decision points, parallel vs. joined flows, and so on, can be represented at this point
in a skeleton orchestration. 
To gain consensus with the development team and business sponsor about the functionality. An efficient route
to discussion can be to place the high-level skeleton orchestration designs on a wall with project stakeholders and then
walk through the processes. The Orchestration Designer for Business Analysts provides another way to walk through the
functionality. This tool has the added benefit of allowing you to exclude what you might consider to be lower-level detail
by setting the Report to Analyst switch on various orchestration shapes to False. (See "Diagramming Business Processes"
earlier in this document.)
To estimate the number of tasks required and the level of effort needed to develop the solution. The various
messages and shapes in your initial orchestration can often provide a reasonably granular approach for time estimating.
If the complexity of messages is taken into account it is possible to construct a draft project plan that includes
orchestration entities. If this draft plan is tested early on in the project, the approach can be refined to provide a reliable
model for estimation. 

Skeleton Orchestration Design

One approach to developing BizTalk Server orchestration designs is to use Visual Studio .NET to produce "skeleton" projects.
The skeleton projects provide a way of validating the assumptions about the number and type of messages and the operations
taking place upon the messages to complete a process.

These skeleton projects exhibit the following attributes:

Projects should be divided up in accordance with the planned schema and process ownership. 
Projects contain skeleton schema with correct schema names. These schema contain correctly named root nodes and
correct target namespaces, but need not contain any further schema detail.
Projects contain skeleton maps that have a source and destination schema but need not have any links.
Orchestrations reference the appropriate skeleton schema.
Orchestrations contain messages and variables created from the skeleton schema. This can be useful to understand
which orchestrations share messages.
Orchestrations contain the receive and send operations dictated by the design.
Orchestrations contain the process logic associated with the process, including send, receive, mapping, and logic
operations.
Expression shapes contain comments that describe the functionality of the expression. The expression shapes also need
to contain at least one valid line of expression to allow the skeleton solution to compile without errors (for example,
System.Diagnostics.Debug.WriteLine("In expression 1");).

As the designs are progressed, the skeleton projects can be used as the starting point for the BizTalk Server 2004 development
phase. To add documentation to a group of related workflow shapes, use a Group shape. Group shapes display as much text as
you care to associate with the shape. Many of the other orchestration shapes can hold descriptions, and it can be useful to use
this to express planned implementation detail.

To make best use of the BizTalk Server skeleton designs, it is helpful to use a documentation tool to export the skeleton design.
See "Documenting BizTalk Server 2004 Systems" later in this document.

BizTalk Server 2004 Naming Conventions

This section provides guidelines on naming projects, assemblies, orchestrations, messages, and other artifacts within BizTalk
Server 2004.

XML Namespace Conventions

Prior to starting a BizTalk Server 2004 development it is good practice to ensure that a standard is created for new XML target
namespaces. The actual standard is often less important than the uniformity it confers across the project. An example target
namespace naming policy might be:

http://<organisationname>.com/namespaces/<system>/<operation>/<direction>



Where:

<organizationname> is the name of the organization as used in the organization's domain name
<system> is the business system that the message relates to
<operation> is the operation on the interface
<direction> is the direction of the message from the point of view of the system referred to by <system> 
<direction> is typically "incoming" or "outgoing" for unidirectional messages
<direction> is typically "IncomingRequest", "OutgoingResponse", and so on, for bidirectional and synchronous systems
Optionally a year, date, or version number can be used as part of the message standard. However be aware that
changing these will result in rework for the BizTalk Server developers because the maps and orchestrations will need to
be updated to point to the "new" schemas. This can be a significant cost in a large solution.

BizTalk Artifact Namespaces

Many artifacts within a BizTalk solution have a standard .NET namespace associated with them. The MSDN paper "Standard
guidance on .Net namespace naming" should be adhered to with BizTalk artifacts, namely:

CompanyName.TechnologyName.Feature

Note that these are Pascal-cased and nested namespaces will have dependencies on types in the containing namespace.

For more information about naming guidelines, see the Namespace Naming Guidelines article on the MSDN Web site at
http://go.microsoft.com/FWLink/?LinkID=42405.

BizTalk Projects and Assemblies

BizTalk project names and assembly names should often match the name of the associated namespace, such as the following
name:

CompanyName.projectName.Function.dll

A division into assemblies such as the following will often be quite suitable for a BizTalk project:

MyCompany.MyProject.OrderProcessingProcessOrch.dll

MyCompany.MyProject.InvoiceBatchProcess.dll

MyCompany.MyProject.SharedSchemas.dll

MyCompany.MyProject.Pipelines.dll

MyCompany.MyProject.PipelineAssemblys.dll

Orchestration Naming Conventions

When deployed, an orchestration "type name" is the name that is used and displayed by the BizTalk Server administration tools
to refer to the orchestration. When creating a new orchestration, this property defaults to "orchestration_1". When creating a
new orchestration, change this property to a descriptive name to help distinguish the orchestration.

Messaging Artifact Naming

All artifacts should be named with a Pascal convention unless mentioned otherwise for the specific artifact, although
underscores are used to separate logical entities. For schemas, maps, orchestrations, and pipelines, ensure that the .NET type
name matches the file name (without file extension).

The following table shows an example messaging artifact naming convention.

Table 16 Example messaging artifact naming convention
Artifact Standard Notes and examples

Schema 
file

<RootNode>_<Stan
dard>.xsd or

<DescriptiveName>
_<Standard>

Standards include XML, X12, FlatFile (FF), and other custom formats.

If root node does not distinguish the schema, use descriptive name.

Example:

PurchaseOrderAcknowledge_FF.xsd or
FNMA100330_FF.xsd

http://go.microsoft.com/FWLink/?LinkID=42405


Property
Schema 
file

<PropSchema>_<St
andard>.xsd

Should be named to reflect its common usage, across multiple schemas if appropriate. Prefixed
with "Prop_" to help distinguish it from standard message schema.

Example:
Prop_PONumber_XML.xsd

Map file <SourceSchema>_T
o_<DestinationSche
ma>.btm

If XSLT file is specified for map, XSLT file should be named identically with .xsl extension. If orch
estration contains multiple instances of messages derived from the SourceSchema, use the me
ssage instance names instead.

Example:
PurchaseOrder_FF_To_PurchaseOrderAcknowledge

Orchestr
ation file

A meaningful name t
hat represents the un
derlying process.

Example:
EvaluateCredit.odx

Send/Re
ceive Pip
eline file

<AppName>_Rcv_<
SchemaName> or

<AppName>_Rcv_<
Function>

<AppName>_Snd_<
SchemaName> or

<AppName>_Snd_<
Function>

A pipeline might be used to ensure reception of particular schema(s), or to perform some other
function. "AppName" prefix (corresponding to name of the application deploying to BizTalk) hel
ps when many applications are deployed to the same BizTalk installation.

Example:
ERP_Rcv_ PurchaseOrderAcknowledge_FF
ERP_Rcv_CatalogUnzip

Receive 
ports

<AppName>_<Input
Schema>_To_<Outp
utSchema>

or

<AppName>_<Func
tionalDescription>

"AppName" prefix (corresponding to name of the application deploying to BizTalk) helps when 
many applications are deployed to the same BizTalk installation.

Use functional description if the input schema (and potentially output schema, if request/respo
nse) do not adequately describe the port.

(No need to add Snd/Rcv/Port, etc. since they are grouped accordingly in admin tools.)

Examples:
ERP_PurchaseOrder_XML_To_POAck_XML

(for request/response port)
ERP_PurchaseOrder_XML

(for one-way port)
ERP_CheckOrderStatus

Receive l
ocations

<AppName>_<Recei
vePortName>_<Tran
sport>

Example:
ERP_CheckOrderStatus_MSMQT

Send po
rt group
s

<AppName>_<Func
tionalDescription>

Example:

CRM_CustomerUpdateNotification



Send po
rts

<AppName>_<Sche
ma>_<Transport>

or

<AppName>_<Func
Description>_<Dest
App>_

<Transport>

In some cases, the schema being sent is descriptive enough. In others, a functional description 
of the action to be taken by a destination application is better suited.

Example:

Parties A meaningful name f
or a trading partner.

If dealing with multiple entities within a trading partner organization, the organization name co
uld be used as a prefix.

Roles A meaningful name f
or the role that a trad
ing partner plays.

Example:

Note that the .NET type name of the artifacts listed above should match (without the file extension) the file name. The .NET
namespace will likely match the assembly name.

Orchestration Shape Naming

Establishing and following naming conventions are good practices for designating variables, messages, multipart types, and so
on, but they become even more important for the workflow shapes contained within an orchestration. The goal is to ensure
that the intent of each shape is clear, and that the text associated with the shape conveys as much as possible given the space
constraints. In this way, a non-technical audience will be able to use the orchestration as documentation.

Note
To add documentation to a group of related workflow shapes, use a Group shape. Group shapes display as much text as you 
care to associate with them, and can add quite a bit of documentation value to the diagram. However, if you intend to instru
ment the application by using BAM, be aware that a Group shape does not exist at run time and as such cannot be part of a B
AM tracking profile. If this is the case, you could use a non-transactional scope shape instead.

The following table shows an example orchestration shape naming convention.

Table 17 Example orchestration shape naming convention
Shape Standard Notes and examples

Scope Scope_<DescriptionOf
ContainedWork> or

Scope_<DescOfcontain
edWork>_<TxType>

Including brief information about transaction type may be appropriate. Example:

Scope_CreditServiceCall

Receive Rcv_<MessageName> Typically, MessageName will be the same (though Pascal-cased) as the name of the mess
age variable that is being received "into" (though the message variable will be camel-cas
ed).

Example:

Rcv_RawCreditReport

Send Snd_<MessageName> Typically, MessageName will be the same (though Pascal-cased) as the name of the mess
age variable that is being sent (though the message variable will be camel-cased).

Example:

Snd_POAcknowledge

CRM_CustomerUpdate_ERP_MSMQT

Shippers



Expression <DescriptionOfEffect> Expression shapes should be named with Pascal convention (no prefix) to simply describ
e the net effect of the expression, similar to naming a method.

Example:

GetFindingsReport

Decide Decide_<DescriptionOf
Decision>

Decide shapes should be prefixed with "Decide_" followed by a full description of what wi
ll be decided in the "if" branch.

Example:

Decide_ApprovalRequired

If-Branch If_<DescriptionOfDecis
ion>

If-branch shapes should be prefixed with "If_" followed by a (perhaps abbreviated) descri
ption of what is being decided.

Example:

If_ApprovalRequired

Else-Branch Else Else-branch shapes should always be named "Else".

Example:

Else

Construct M
essage (Assi
gn)

Assign_<Message> (fo
r Construct)

<ExpressionDescriptio
n> (for expression)

If a Construct Message shape contains a message assignment, it should be prefixed with 
"Assign_" followed by an abbreviated name of the message being assigned.

The actual message assignment shape contained should be named to describe the expres
sion that is contained.

Example:

Assign_PaymentVoucher

which contains expression:

CopyPaymentDetails

Construct M
essage (Tran
sform)

Xform_<SourceSchem
a>To<DestSchema> (f
or Construct)

X_<SourceSchema>To
<DestSchema>

(for expression)

If a Construct Message shape contains a message transform, it should be prefixed with "X
form_" followed by an abbreviated description of the transform (that is, source schema to
destination schema).

The actual message transform shape contained should generally be named the same as t
he containing shape, except with an "X_" prefix to save space ("X_LoanRequestToCreditRe
quest").

Example:

Xform_LoanRequestToCreditRequest

which contains transform shape:

X_LoanRequestToCreditRequest

Construct M
essage

(containing 
multiple sha
pes)

N/A If a Construct Message shape uses multiple assignments or transforms, the overall shape
should be named to communicate the net effect, using no prefix.



Call/Start Or
chestration

Call_<OrchestrationNa
me>

Start_<OrchestrationN
ame>

N/A

Throw Throw_<ExceptionType
>

The corresponding variable name for the exception type should (often) be the same nam
e as the exception type, only camel-cased.

Example:

Throw_RuleException, which references the "ruleException" variable.

Parallel Parallel_<DescriptionO
fParallelWork>

Parallel shapes should be named "Parallel_" followed by a description of what work will b
e done in parallel.

Example:

Parallel_CreditVendorCalls

Delay Delay_<DescriptionOf
WhatWaitingFor>

Delay shapes should be named "Delay_" followed by an abbreviated description of what i
s being waited for.

Example:

Delay_POAcknowledgeTimeout

Listen Listen_<DescriptionOf
Outcomes>

Listen shapes should be named "Listen_" followed by an abbreviated description that cap
tures (to the degree possible) all the branches of the Listen shape.

Example:

Listen_POAckOrTimeout Listen_FirstShippingBid

Loop Loop_<ExitCondition> Loop shapes should be named "Loop_" followed by an abbreviated description of what th
e exit condition is.

Example:

Loop_AllMsgsSent

Role Link N/A See "Roles" in Table 16 above.

Suspend Suspend_<ReasonDesc
ription>

Describe what action an administrator must take to resume the orchestration. More detai
l can be passed to error property, and should include what should be done by the admini
strator before resuming the orchestration.

Example:

Suspend_ReEstablishCreditLink

Terminate Terminate_<ReasonDe
scription>

Describe why the orchestration terminated. More detail can be passed to error property.

Example:

Terminate_TimeoutsExpired

Call Rules CallRules_<PolicyNam
e>

The policy name may need to be abbreviated.

Example:

CallRules_CreditApproval



Compensate Compensate

or

Compensate_<TxName
>

If the shape compensates nested transactions, names should be suffixed with the name o
f the nested transaction. Otherwise it should simply be Compensate.

Example:

Compensate_TransferFunds

or

Comp_TransferFunds

For documentation purposes, we recommend that developers add descriptive text to the shapes' description property. Third
party BizTalk documenter tools (see "Documenting BizTalk Server 2004 Systems" below, can generate Microsoft Word
documents or a compiled help file that contain these shape descriptions. These documents are used as the basis of system
documentation.

Orchestration Type Naming

The following table shows an example orchestration type naming convention.

Table 18 Example orchestration type naming
Shape Standar

d
Notes and Examples

Multi-Pa
rt Messa
ge Types

<Logical
Docume
ntType>

Multi-part types encapsulate multiple parts. The WSDL specification indicates "parts are a flexible mechanis
m for describing the logical abstract content of a message." The name of the multi-part type should corresp
ond to the "logical" document type, that is, what the sum of the parts describes.

Example:

(which might encapsulate an invoice acknowledgment and a payment voucher)

Multi-Pa
rt Messa
ge Parts

<Schem
aNameO
fPart>

Should be named simply for the schema (or simple type) associated with the part.

Example:

Message
s

camelCa
sed

See "Message Instance Naming" below.

Variable
s

camelCa
sed

Example:

Port Typ
es

<functio
n>

Should be named to suggest the nature of an endpoint with Pascal casing. If the orchestration is exposed as
a Web service, the port name is exposed in the generated WSDL. For this reason these names are not suffix
ed with "PortType" to avoid the "PortType" being visible to external interface.

If there will be more than one Port for a Port Type, the Port Type should be named according to the abstract
service supplied.

Example:
ProcessPurchaseOrderPortType

which might have operations such as

InvoiceReceipt

InvoiceHeader

debugString

SubmitPO
RequestPOStatus



Ports <functio
n>Port

Should be named to suggest a grouping of functionality, with Pascal casing and suffixed with "Port." Typical
ly, the port name should reflect the likely name of the physical port created in the binding files. This will aid 
configuration.

Example:

Correlati
on types

pascalCa
sed

Should be named with Pascal-case convention, based on the logical name of what is being used to correlat
e.

Example:

Correlati
on sets

camelCa
sed

Should be named with camel-case convention based on the corresponding correlation type. If there is more
than one, it should be named to reflect its specific purpose within the orchestration.

Example:

Orchestr
ation par
ameters

camelCa
sed

Should be named with camel-case convention, and match the caller's names for the corresponding variable
s where appropriate.

Message Instance Naming

When naming messages within orchestrations, you should use a standard naming convention to avoid the confusion that can
arise when messages are traveling between multiple systems in both directions.

Consider naming messages from the point of view of the integration layer (that is, incoming means incoming to the
integration layer, outgoing means leaving the integration layer). It may help to include underscores (_) in the names.

The following table shows an example message naming convention.

Table 19 Example message naming convention
Message name Usage

To describe a message received from an asynchronous system by the integration lay
er

To describe a message being sent to an asynchronous system by the integration lay
er

To describe the outgoing request message sent to a synchronous system by the inte
gration layer

To describe the associated response incoming message received from a synchronou
s system by the integration layer

To describe the incoming request message received from a synchronous system by t
he integration layer

ProcessPurchaseOrderPort

PurchaseOrderNumber

purchaseOrderNumber

<SystemName><OperationNam
e>Incoming

<SystemName><OperationNam
e>Outgoing

<SystemName><OperationNam
e>OutRequest

<SystemName><OperationNam
e>OutResponse

<SystemName><OperationNam
e>InRequest



To describe the associated response outgoing message sent to a synchronous syste
m by the integration layer

If the messages being described are traveling between multiple possible systems, then a naming convention based upon
system names may not be meaningful. An alternative approach is to name the messages after their schema, with a description
of the message usage in the orchestration, for example:

Documenting BizTalk Server 2004 Systems

The configuration of a deployed BizTalk Server 2004 system is stored within the configuration database of the BizTalk Server
2004 group. Tools have been written to query the Configuration database and produce formatted output that lists the
configuration information to help you document BizTalk Server 2004 systems.

These tools can be useful for:

Documenting a skeleton design early in the design process
Producing complete system documentation 
Validating a newly deployed system against an expected system configuration

You can find a BizTalk Server 2004 reporting tool that generates a compiled help file detailing the BizTalk Server configuration.
For more information, see Configuration Management Power Toys at the BizTalk ChalkTalk Web blog at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=43658.

This tool creates compiled help (.chm) and Word 2003 XML files to quickly document the many artifacts (hosts, ports,
orchestration diagrams, schemas, maps, pipelines, adapters, rule engine vocabularies and policies, and more) and their
dependencies within a BizTalk Server 2004 environment.

Note
This tool may be moved to MSDN in the future, so if the link above is not available, search MSDN for "BizTalk 2004 Documen
ter."

Testing BizTalk Server 2004 Solutions

By the nature of integration development, testing BizTalk Server 2004 solutions involves exchanging data with other systems.
To functionally test BizTalk Server 2004 processes, you must obtain suitable test data and have access to the appropriate
method of interacting with this data. In some cases you can interact with the actual systems that the integration layer requires
to exchange data with during the development stage. In many cases, however, this will not be possible. In this scenario it is
typical to use test harnesses and test stubs to allow development to proceed in the absence of the actual systems.

Test Data

Test data is a very significant resource when developing an integration solution. Without valid test data you often cannot test a
business process fully. When planning an integration development, you must ensure that the project includes sufficient
resources and time to obtain valid data to allow testing. This is particularly true when the test data needs to be produced from
systems that have never previously been integrated.

If existing data flows already exist it can be extremely beneficial to the design and testing of the integration solution if example
messages are captured for all existing business operations.

Test Harnesses and Test Stubs

For integration environments, test harnesses and test stubs can be defined as the following:

Test harness. Code or utilities used to allow the testing of an integration process. Typically a test harness is used to
submit data to the integration layer to initiate a process.
Test stub. Code or utilities used to simulate a system that is not available, but from which a response is required to allow
the testing of a process. Typically a test stub is used to accept data as if it was the unavailable system and respond with
the appropriate response, thereby allowing the process to continue despite the absence of a system.

Example test harnesses include:

<SystemName><OperationNam
e>InResponse

CRMCustomerUpdate_validate_Incoming
CRMCustomerUpdate_newAddress_Outgoing

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=43658


 

A Visual Studio .NET project simulating an unavailable system by making a Web service request into the integration layer
using the WSDL "contract" file that describes the final SOAP calls between the system and the integration layer.
An ASP.NET application simulating an unavailable system by performing an HTTP POST to the integration layer, passing
a sample message and displaying the responding XML output and HTTP response code.
Custom code that uses the System.Xml.XmlDocument classes to produce a specified number of test input XML files with
varying values and sizes to allow the volume testing of a batch business process.

Example test stubs include:

A Visual Studio .NET project that simulates an unavailable system by accepting incoming Web service requests from the
integration layer and returning a response. The project will potentially use some simple logic to vary the response values
for testing purposes. The Web services WSDL may be provided from a system that already exists or that is to be built
using the WSDL as the agreed interface.
An ASP.NET application that accepts HTTP POSTS from the integration layer and returns one of several possible XML
messages based upon some simple logic.

It is generally recommended that test harnesses and test stubs are developed early in the project because they are a useful
resource and they also help develop a deeper understanding of the actual interactions between the integration layer and the
other systems.

For more information about example test stubs and harnesses, see "Useful Development Tools" later in this document.

Building and Developing

This section provides information that may be useful to a team in the development phase of a BizTalk Server 2004 integration
project. The first task you must complete is setting up your BizTalk Server 2004 development environment. This section
provides notes on typical tasks required to set up a development environment.

Setting Up HTTP Receive

By default, Microsoft Windows Server™ 2003 installs in a locked-down configuration to reduce the possibility of security
attacks being successful. However, this configuration does require additional steps over and above previous releases of the
operating system. This is particularly true when configuring IIS, and for this reason the following example procedures are
included.

The following procedure assumes the default BizTalk Server 2004 hosts have been created. For a solution that uses multiple
hosts, the steps will have to be modified to reflect the choice of possible hosts.

1. Using the Internet Information Systems (IIS) 6.0 Management Console (MMC), create a new application pool called
BTSAppPool.

2. When you create the application pool, set the application pool identity to the BizTalk Server 2004 Isolated Host User.
3. Make sure the application pool identity password field is set. (Note that the user is not prompted to set the password.) 
4. Using the IIS 6.0 MMC, create a new virtual directory called NewHTTPRec that points to c:\Progam Files\Microsoft BizTalk

Server 2004\HTTPReceive.
5. Enable executable permission on the new virtual directory.
6. Set the virtual directory application pool setting to use the newly created application pool (for example, BTSAppPool).

This ensures that the virtual directory is running using the identity of the Isolated Host User. This user is required because
it has the appropriate permissions to be able to interact with the BizTalk Server MessageBox. 

7. As a test, browse to the HTTP receive location (for example, enter the following address into a browser:
http://127.0.0.1/NewHTTPRec/BTSHTTPReceive.dll). This should generate a "404 page not found" error on a clean IIS 6
configuration. This is because the running of the unknown ISAPI DLL (BTSHTTPReceive.DLL) is prohibited by default. If
you get a different error, see steps 3 and 4 in the following procedure.

To allow the running of the BTSHTTPReceive DLL, complete the following steps:

1. Using the IIS 6.0 MMC, select Web Service Extensions and click Add a new Web Service Extension.
2. Call the extension HTTP Rec. Browse to the c:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server

2004\HTTPReceive\BTSHTTPRceive.dll and select the check box marked Set extension status to allowed. The
following figure shows the New Web Service Extension dialog box.
Figure 7 New Web Service Extension dialog box 



3. Browse to the HTTP receive DLL (for example, enter the following address into a browser:
http:/127.0.0.1/NewHTTPRec/BTSHTTPReceive.dll). This should generate a blank HTTP response and entries in the
application event log with text similar to: The Messaging Engine failed to register the adapter for "BizTalk HTTP Receiver"
for the receive location "/BTSHTTP/BTSHTTPReceive.dll". This event message is expected because the URL used to submit
a message has not yet been set up as a receive location in BizTalk Server so the runtime does not yet know how to
handle incoming data.

4. Using the BizTalk Server 2004 administrator, create a new receive location using the following address
/NewHTTPRec/BTSHTTPReceive.dll.

5. When the browse test is carried out again, the application event log should contain an error message reporting that the
HTTP receive function is not submitting a valid message to the BizTalk Server runtime. The browse test is effectively
passing an empty message (which is obviously not a valid message).

6. To test the HTTP receive fully, use a simple test harness to HTTP POST a valid XML message to the receive location. The
message must be a valid XML instance of an installed BizTalk Server Schema and an orchestration should be running that
can accept the message (otherwise, an application event log will be generated reporting a "subscription error"). See the
procedure in the following section for instructions for using a simple ASP POST test harness.

7. If the message is consumed, but no IIS error or event log errors are present, then confirm that the required
orchestrations are started.

Testing the HTTP POST Sample

A simple ASP-based HTTP POST test application is included in the samples located in the "XML HTTP Test Stub and Test
Harness" folder.

Using the Simple ASP POST Test Sample, do the following:

1. Copy the XMLPostASP folder to C:\InetPub\wwwroot.
2. In IIS Manager, create a new virtual directory called HTTPPost that points to C:\InetPub\wwwroot\XMLPostASP, and set it

to allow execute permissions and directory browsing.
3. In Notepad, modify open PostXMLdata.asp page.

Locate the line that sets the requestLocation variable and set the value to the address of the HTTP Receive location, for
example:

4. Save the updated ASP file.
5. In Internet Explorer navigate to http://machineNameOrIP/HTTPPost /PostXMLform.htm. 
6. Paste into the form the XML message that you want to submit to BizTalk Server and click Submit.
7. The response form will be displayed onscreen along with the HTTP status value.

A richer ASP.NET-based application for testing HTTP Post and Receive functionality can be found in the samples under the
"ASP.NET test stub and harness" folder.

Setting Up HTTP and SOAP Receive

If it is required to run both HTTP and SOAP receive functions on the same Web server, additional configuration is required to
avoid the following error:

"The Messaging Engine failed to register an adapter "SOAP". Details: "Registering multiple adapter types within the same



process is not a supported scenario. For e.g. HTTP and SOAP receive adapters cannot co-exist in the same process"

To avoid this error, create two separate application pools (one for HTTP adapter and one for SOAP adapter).

Note
Both application pools may use the same BizTalk Server 2004 Isolated Host User identity.

Note
The actual host configuration used should be dictated by security and isolation requirements of the production environment.

Setting Up Published Web Service Permissions

When using ASP.NET applications created with the Web Services Publishing Wizard on the Windows Server 2003 platform,
errors relating to accessing DLLs during Web services invocation may occur. These errors are typically related to issues with
default Windows Server 2003 security, which is tighter than the default security under Windows 2000. For more information
about these errors, see the Microsoft Help and Support article called "You Receive a "System.IO.FileNotFoundException" Error
When the Client Application Calls a Web Service" on the Help and Support Web site at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=43659.

BizTalk Server requires that the process running the Web service is granted the appropriate permissions. Under Windows
Server 2003 the default for this is likely to be Isolated Host User, so adding the permissions to the Isolated Host Users Group
should resolve this issue.

To add the permissions to the Isolated Host Users Group:

1. In Microsoft Windows Explorer, locate the %windir%\temp directory.
2. Right-click %windir%\temp, and then click Properties.
3. In the Properties dialog box, click the Security tab. 
4. Click Add, select the Isolated Host Users Group, and then click OK.

Runtime Exception on Invoke When Calling into a BizTalk Server 2004 Generated Web Services Interface Errors

If an exception is generated by a call to an ASP.NET application that was created with the Web Services Publishing Wizard, but
there are no messages in HAT or the Event Log, then it is possible that the IIS_WPG does not have sufficient permissions to
access the ASP.NET files. This typically occurs if the published ASP.NET Web service is not located under the default
INETPUB\WWWROOT. The IIS_WPG group needs the same privileges as it has to WWWROOT.

Windows SharePoint Services and BizTalk Server

By default, Microsoft Windows SharePoint® Services installs on the default Web server (typically configured on port 80) and
assumes that the entire Web server will be devoted to using Windows SharePoint Services. If (as is commonly the case) you
are also hosting Web applications or Web services on the same Web server this will cause issues because Windows SharePoint
Services secures the entire Web site (and blocks the Web services and applications).

There are two possible ways to avoid this:

Install Windows SharePoint Services on an alternative Web server instance. If the developer environment is
running on Windows Server 2003, then prior to installing BizTalk Server, use the IIS MMC to create a new Web server
instance (not virtual directory) and assign it to run on an unused port number (like 8000). Then install Windows
SharePoint Services to http://<machinename>:8000.
This operation will keep all the Windows SharePoint Services security on a completely separate Web server from Web
services and Web applications. 
Remove the Web server root from Windows SharePoint Services control. Exclude the <root> of the IIS default
Web site as a managed path using the SharePoint Central Administration site by following these steps:

1. Open the SharePoint Central Administration site (Control Panel | Administrative Tools)
2. From the home page of Central Administration, under Virtual Server Configuration, click Configure virtual

server settings.
3. Click Default Web Site.
4. Under Virtual Server Management, click Define managed paths.
5. To remove the root path as a managed path, click Remove selected paths under Included Paths, and then select

the check box next to Root. 

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=43659


BizTalk Server 2004 and Windows XP Service Pack 2

BizTalk Server 2004 will stop functioning after the installation of Windows XP SP2 due to changes in the DCOM security model.
You can re-enable BizTalk Server 2004 by modifying the registry. The instructions to resolve this issue can be found on the
Microsoft Help and Support Web site at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=43660.

BizTalk Server 2004 and .NET Framework 1.1 Service Pack 1

The BizTalk Server 2004 Business Rules Engine assembly will stop functioning after the installation of the .NET Framework 1.1
SP1. To re-enable the Business Rules Engine and resolve this issue, download the hotfix for the Business Rules Engine
assembly from the Microsoft Help and Support Web site at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=43661.

Enable Runtime Schema Validation

By default BizTalk Server 2004 does not perform schema validation against incoming XML messages entering the BizTalk
Server 2004 orchestration runtime. In this configuration BizTalk Server 2004 only examines the root node and target
namespace of the incoming document. Comparing every incoming XML instance against its schema is a resource-intensive
process and this default setting allows messages to enter BizTalk Server 2004 with the maximum throughput. Typically the
default "no validation" setting is used for production environments.

During the development period it is recommended that runtime schema validation is switched on. By validating messages
during development, potential errors relating to badly formed messages are caught early in the development process rather
than later, when they are typically more difficult to fix.

In some cases it may be applicable to switch on message validation in the production system (especially if messages may be
coming from systems that may not have been through a rigorous integration testing process). If runtime validation is switched
on, then be aware of the impact on throughput and capacity. Consider using the BizTalk Server performance counters to
understand the impact.

To turn on runtime schema validation:

1. Make a backup copy of the existing BTSNTSvc.exe.config file (found under C:\WINDOWS\Microsoft.NET\Framework\
<FrameworkVersion>\config).

2. Modify the BTSNTSvc.exe.config file by adding the configuration section shown below.

3. Restart the BizTalk Server 2004 service to pick up the changes.

For more details on the runtime configuration, see "Runtime Validation" in BizTalk Server 2004 Help.

Switching On Runtime Schema Validation in Non-Orchestration Solutions

The preceding approach switches on validation of messages entering orchestrations. To enable validation of incoming
messages in a "messaging only" solution requires turning on validation by setting the configuration options in the XML and FF
disassemblers and by using the XML validator component in pipelines. See "XML Disassembler Pipeline Component" and "Flat
File Disassembler Pipeline Component" in the product documentation.

Developing BizTalk Server 2004 Applications Using Remote Desktop

It is possible to develop and debug BizTalk Server applications while running the BizTalk Server developer environment on a
remote computer accessed by Remote Desktop or Terminal Services. However, teams using this approach should be aware of
the following limitations:

Attaching to BTSNTCVS.EXE (for example, for debugging custom functoids or adapters) may cause issues due to the
single instance of BTSNTCVS.EXE.
Starting and stopping hosts will cause concurrent users issues unless separate hosts are configured for separate users.
Visual SourceSafe working folder settings may not function as expected.

If the BizTalk Server environment is running on Windows Server 2003 it is possible to connect to the console session rather

<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<configuration>
 <xlangs>
  <Configuration>
    <Debugging ValidateSchemas="true"/>
  </Configuration>
 </xlangs>
</configuration>

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=43660
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=43661


than starting a new user session. This can be useful in scenarios where debugging information or the like is being written to
the console.

To connect to the Windows Server 2003 console using Remote Desktop, use the "/ console" command-line option, for
example:

Using Virtual PC or Virtual Server to Host the BizTalk Server 2004 Developer Environment

Setting up a BizTalk Server 2004 development environment typically requires the following:

Installation of prerequisites
Application install process (SQL Server, Visual Studio .NET, and BizTalk Server 2004) 
BizTalk Server group configuration
Installation of tools and utilities 

An alternative to performing these steps on every developer's workstation is to use the services provided by Microsoft Virtual
PC. Microsoft Virtual PC allows users to run multiple PC-based guest operating systems simultaneously on the host operating
system. Virtual PC also allows users to run multiple PC-based operating systems simultaneously. For example a user with
Virtual PC installed on a Windows XP computer can run Windows Server 2003 within the Virtual PC. The benefit to a BizTalk
Server 2004 development team lies in the fact that Virtual PC uses Virtual Hard Disk files (VHD files) that can be copied
between computers. In essence a BizTalk Server 2004 development team can invest time in creating a standard BizTalk Server
2004 developer virtual hard disk and then push that image to every member of the development team who gains a
preconfigured BizTalk Server 2004 development environment.

Note
The installation of BizTalk Server 2004 within a Virtual PC is not a supported configuration. In the event of a BizTalk Server 2
004 issue arising when running under Virtual PC only "commercially reasonable support" will be provided. For an issue to be
progressed as a possible candidate for a BizTalk Server 2004 code fix, the issue must be reproducible in a non-Virtual PC env
ironment. "Commercially reasonable support" excludes the production of BizTalk Server 2004 code fixes to resolve issues.

For more information, see the Microsoft Knowledge Base article called "Installation of BizTalk Server 2004 onto a virtual
machine is not a supported configuration" at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=43662.

In light of the lack of full support for BizTalk Server 2004 on Virtual PC it is recommended that a development team using
Virtual PC have the capability to reproduce any issues upon a native (non-Virtual) environment.

Follow these steps to create a Virtual PC virtual hard disk containing a BizTalk Server 2004 developer environment:

1. Ensure that the developer workstations are powerful enough to run the guest Windows Server 2003 operating system.
Typically this will require a fast Windows XP workstation with a minimum of 1 GB of physical RAM (2 GB optimal) and
approximately 10 GB of local disk storage available.

2. Create a new Virtual PC Virtual Hard Disk. By default the Virtual Hard Disk type is set to "Dynamically Expanding". If fixed
size is used then ensure that a minimum of 6 GB is selected. 

3. Install Windows Server 2003 and SQL Server 2000 on the Virtual Hard Disk, following the instructions in the BizTalk
Server 2004 installation documentation.

4. Install all recommended security updates.
5. Using the Virtual PC settings, enable the Virtual PC to access the network (network access is required to contact Visual

SourceSafe, shared drives, and so on).
6. Install and configure BizTalk Server 2004. 
7. Install Visual SourceSafe.
8. Install any additional tools or utilities that the development team should have access to. Installing common tools on the

VHD can save considerable time and effort later. See later in this section for a list of useful tools.
9. Shut down the virtual PC instance and make a secure read-only copy of the Virtual Hard Disk file. This is now the master

VHD for the development team.
10. Copy the VHD file to developers' workstations as required.

Note that the preceding approach will create Virtual Hard Disk images with the same machine name and SID. In most cases
this approach will not hamper development if all development is within the Virtual PC environment. (Introducing the Virtual PC

mstsc.exe <RDP connection file name> /console

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=43662


 

Guest operating system onto the network will generate warnings about non-unique computer names.) If unique computer
names are required, they can be created by creating a Virtual Hard Disk with a "SysPrep" copy of Windows Server 2003 and
then using a scripted install of SQL Server 2000 and BizTalk Server 2004 to allow the efficient production of uniquely named
Virtual PC images.

Note
SysPrep can be found on the Windows Server 2003 server CD.

When developing on a Virtual PC, a useful approach can be to create a second hard disk (VHD file) that holds the source code
for projects. If this approach is used across the whole team with the same drive letter assigned to the drive then this provides a
consistent set of paths for the solution structures. A major advantage of this approach is that the separate VHD can be
significantly smaller and as such easier to copy between remote locations.

For more information about Virtual PC, see the Microsoft Virtual PC 2004 Web site at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=43664.

Stabilizing

When the BizTalk Server 2004 team development and test environment is put into place, it is important to make certain that
the platform and environment is stable. The following sections detail techniques and approaches that will help deliver a stable
environment and stable development process.

Backing Up Development Data

First, ensure that the Visual SourceSafe store is robust. Always ensure that the Visual SourceSafe repository is located on a file
server that is under a backup regime or on a resilient disk subsystem. In this way all the entities that are checked into Visual
SourceSafe will be retrievable in the event of a workstation failure.

Always use Visual SourceSafe to store all the shared deliverables like install scripts, build scripts, and deployment scripts. This
ensures that although they are not necessarily assigned to a specific user they are still under a versioning and backup strategy.

The recommended approach to using Visual SourceSafe is to check in code only when it has passed functional testing. This
means that a considerable period of time can pass between check-in operations, during which time the code is not on the
backed-up Visual SourceSafe disk location. To mitigate the failure of a developer workstation it is important to ensure that a
backup of the developer's workstations takes place.

A simple approach to back up developer workstations can be set up by using the robust copy (robocopy.exe) tool that is
distributed with the Windows resource kits. You can find this tool on the Windows 2000 Web site at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=44527.

Robust copy will perform an incremental, multifolder copy, providing an efficient way to perform simple backup operations.

To set up a developer workstation backup:

Copy robocopy.exe into the Windows\System32 folder of all developers' workstations.
Create a command file that contains a line similar to the following: 

Create a scheduled task to run the task at regular intervals, making sure that the user account used to run the task has
appropriate write permissions on the destination backup server.

For developers who are new to integration development, one of the most noticeable differences is the lack of visual feedback
when testing integration code. Traditionally a client application or server assemblies can report status or errors and the
Integrated Development Environment (IDE) will provide detailed messages and error context information (such as stack
contents and traces). Development under BizTalk Server 2004 requires an alternative approach to debugging the runtime.

This section provides debugging and tracing information that will be of use to those new to BizTalk Server 2004 development.

No Activity Checklist

One of the most common scenarios that occurs when developing with BizTalk Server 2004 is that of initiating a business
process (for example, dropping an input file into a folder) and then not finding any corresponding output (for example, no
corresponding output file in the output folder).

Due to the flexibility available in BizTalk Server 2004 configuration, there are many possible causes for this type of scenario.
The following list is provided as a simple checklist to allow a developer to check some of the commonly occurring causes:

robocopy c:\SysInteg2004 \\backupserver\SysteInteg2004\DeveloperWorkstation001\ /s /z

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=43664
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Check the system event viewer for error messages. The event log is the location that BizTalk Server 2004 uses to record
runtime errors and is the best place to diagnose errors with documents being processed. Remember that if your BizTalk
Server 2004 configuration has multiple servers you may need to check the event logs of all the servers. 
Ensure that the BizTalk Server 2004 service is running.
Ensure that the in-process host is shown as running in the BizTalk Server 2004 Administrator.
If using a file port or file send port, check that the "BizTalk Server 2004 Application User" has "read, write, and modify"
permissions on any file locations in use. If this user does not have permissions to create and delete files the receive
functions will fail because they cannot guarantee to successfully read or write files.
If using a file receive location, ensure that any input files dropped into a file receive location do not have the READ ONLY
attribute set. If this is the case the file receive port will disable itself. Remember to refresh BizTalk Explorer to identify if
the status of the receive ports has changed.
Check that the orchestration is enlisted and running. A common initial oversight is to fail to enlist or start the process that
will handle the incoming messages. Use BizTalk Explorer in Visual Studio .NET to ensure that the process you are testing
is running.
If the deployed DLL has just changed, it is possible that the BizTalk Server 2004 runtime has not yet picked up the latest
version and is using a cached copy of the previous DLL. To force the runtime to pick up the new version, recycle the
BizTalk Server 2004 hosts or restart the BizTalk Server 2004 service. See "Restarting BizTalk Server Hosts and Services"
for more details.
Check Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) to see which phases the message is passing through (see "Health and Activity
Tracking" for more details).
If using an HTTP receive port, check that it is functioning correctly. Use the IIS MMC to navigate to the virtual directory
containing the BTSHTPPReceive.DLL. Right-click the BTSHTPPReceive.DLL file in IIS admin and then click Browse. An HTTP
page should be returned and an error should be reported in the event log of the receiving BizTalk Server 2004 server,
reporting that the runtime received a message but could not process it. The error message shows that the receive
function is working but that BizTalk Server 2004 could not successfully process the message (which is to be expected
because it had no actual XML content).
If using any test harnesses (like the ASP HTTP POST application), ensure that the harness is posting to the correct
address. Check that the test harness is posting to the correct address by pasting the address into a browser and ensuring
that the address resolves and a page is returned successfully.
Ensure that no orchestrations have debug points set that would cause processing to halt.
If binding files have been used to deploy a solution, check the installed binding configuration against the expected
configuration in case incorrect binding files have been used.
If an IIS configuration change has been made (for example, changing an application pool setting), run IISRESET to ensure
that any changes have been picked up.
Certain BizTalk Server 2004 configuration changes require the host to restart to take effect. If changes have been made to
the BizTalk Server 2004 runtime, try restarting the BizTalk Server 2004 service.
Check that the appropriate BizTalk Host is running on the appropriate computer. When multiple servers are configured
and processes can be bound to specific hosts it is important to confirm that the correct host is started and running.

Health and Activity Tracking

The Health and Activity Tracking (HAT) tool is a valuable tool for understanding the content and status of messages submitted
to the BizTalk Server 2004 runtime. For more information about HAT, see BizTalk Server 2004 Help.

It is often useful to be able to use HAT to view the actual contents of a message. This is not enabled by default (due to the
resource overhead incurred when recording message bodies). The following steps can aid a developer looking to capture the
content of specific messages submitted to the runtime.

To capture message contents using HAT:

1. Make sure that message tracking is set up to capture the message contents for a specific message:
2. Start HAT and then select Configuration|Orchestrations.
3. Select the <orchestration name>. Under "Select the events and data to be tracked" select the "Inbound message

bodies" and "Outbound message bodies" check boxes, and then click Apply.

To see messages passing through a pipeline (for example, for a flat file):

1. Start HAT and then select Configuration|Pipelines.
2. Select <pipeline name>. Under "Select the events and data to be tracked" select the "Inbound message bodies" and

"Outbound message bodies" check boxes, and then click Apply.



To see messages not associated with an orchestration (for example, messages directly bound to the MessageBox:
Note

This approach also records all messages passing through the default XML pipeline.

1. Start HAT and then select Configuration | Pipelines.
2. Select Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.XMLReceive and select the "Inbound and outbound message bodies"

check box under "Select the events and data to be tracked."
3. Select Microsoft.BizTalk.DefaultPipelines.XMLTransmit and select the "Inbound and outbound message bodies"

check box under "Select the events and data to be tracked."

Having performed the above configuration changes, message bodies will now be available to be saved within HAT.

To view the message body, locate the message in HAT and right-click Save all tracked messages.

Two files are produced for each message saved. The XML file contains the context properties of the message (internal message
ID, send location, and so on). The .OUT file contains the actual message.

Be aware that messages may not be available for up to a minute after sending, because a SQLAgent job runs once a minute to
make message bodies available. If the SQLAgent is not running, the message bodies will not become available. Messages that
passed through BizTalk Server prior to the configuration change to save message bodies will not be available (because the
message body was not recorded).

Business Monitoring with HAT

It is worth noting here that HAT can also be used for business operations monitoring as well as the developer-based tasks
described above. It is common to set up saved queries that display key indicators. For example, creating a saved query that lists
the number of a specific business transaction within the last hour can act as a simple method of monitoring for unexpected
behavior (for example, zero messages in 24 hours may suggest a transport failure in an upstream system).

Working with Suspended Messages

This section addresses the handling of suspended documents that need to be edited and resubmitted. This can often happen
when a malformed message is sent into the integration solution. This section provides an outline of how messages could be
accessed, modified, and sent back into the system.

Subscribing to Events

BizTalk Server provides scriptable management capability via Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) classes. These
classes are used to programmatically access the administrative functions available in Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004.

BizTalk provides a WMI Event, MSBTS_ServiceInstanceSuspendedEvent. You can set up a listener to take action when a
message is suspended. The following code fragment provides an example of how to listen for these messages:

This code fragment assigns an event handler that can take action when an event is fired. There is also another event,
MSBTS_MessageInstanceSuspendedEvent, but this only occurs for a BizTalk Message Queuing (MSMQT) message instance.

Write Suspended Messages to File

The event that is called when suspended messages occur can be used to write out the message to a file using another built-in
BizTalk method, MSBTS_MessageInstance.SaveToFile. The following code provides a snippet of saving a message to file. After
messages are saved off, they can be consumed by another receive location.

string scope = "root\\MicrosoftBizTalkServer";
string wqlQuery = "Select * from MSBTS_ServiceInstanceSuspendedEvent";
watcher = new ManagementEventWatcher(scope, wqlQuery);
watcher.EventArrived += new EventArrivedEventHandler(onEvent);
watcher.Start();

public void onEvent(object sender, EventArrivedEventArgs e)
{
 // Before calling the following code, query and return all the messages instances         

 // associated with the particular service instance that was suspended.
// Construct full WMI path to the MSBTS_MessageInstance using the message guid
string strInstanceFullPath =              "root\\MicrosoftBizTalkServer:MSBTS_MessageInstan



Developing

When developing BizTalk Server 2004 solution orchestrations for the first time there are several key concepts and techniques it
helps to understand. These concepts are sometimes not immediately clear from the product documentation and so are listed
below. This is not an exhaustive list but represents some of the common topics that are helpful to a new BizTalk Server 2004
developer.

Messages are absolute in BizTalk Server. This means that after a message has been created (or received by BizTalk
Server) it cannot be changed or modified. To modify a received message it is required to create a new copy of the
message. 
Why do Message Construct shapes exist? As mentioned, messages are immutable. This raises the obvious question,
when creating a new message, at what point does it become immutable? The short answer is that the message is
immutable after the Message Construct shape that created it is complete. All new messages must be created in a
Message Construct shape that specifies the message instance to be created. When this shape completes, the message
becomes immutable. 
How do I create new messages? It is not possible to simply perform a "create new instance of a message type X"
within an orchestration. The reason for this is the complexity of determining how to populate an instance of a message
(especially when the message may contain optional or repeating structures). In practice it is possible to create new
messages by using the following approaches: 

A map with destination schema of type X, but no links
Call custom .NET code that uses the document object model to create a new message instance
In an expression shape, instantiate the XML Document Object Model (DOM) and create a simple message using
strings to populate the DOM

All the above must take place inside of a Message Construct shape. 
How can I create arrays within an orchestration? Orchestrations cannot handle arrays. If the orchestration needs to
create in an array (for example, construct an array of facts/documents for sending to a policy in the Business Rules
Engine), define a variable of type System.Collections.ArrayList. 
The following code shows how to create arrays within an orchestration from the Business Rules Framework
Programmers Guide:
Declare an orchestration variable FactsArrayList of type System.Collections.ArrayList and mark it as created using the
default constructor.

How do I get and use file names within an orchestration? In your orchestration, create an expression and store the
message context property value in a variable with code that is similar to the following:

To modify the outgoing file name, use the %SourceFileName% macro in the send port and modify the
FILE.ReceivedFileName property in an expression shape.
How do I use the reserved word "message"? "Message" is a reserved word. Often the name "message" is in schemas
and needs to be referenced in an expression. Since "message" is a reserved keyword for orchestrations, it is necessary to
delimit (prefix) it with the "@" character, as follows:

ce.MessageInstanceID='{" + MessageInstanceId.ToString() + "}'";
// Load the MSBTS_MessageInstance
ManagementObject objSvcInst = new ManagementObject(strInstanceFullPath);
// Invoke "SaveToFile" method to save the message out into the specified folder
objSvcInst.InvokeMethod("SaveToFile", new object[] {strOutputFolder});
}

FactsArrayList.Add(Doc1)
FactsArrayList.Add(Doc2)
Policy = new Microsoft.RuleEngine.Policy("ValidateSalesOrder");
Policy.Execute(FactsArrayList.ToArray());

//CreditCardApplicationInfoMsg is the name of your instantiated incoming message. fnam
e is just a variable that you declare.
fname = CreditCardApplicationInfoMsg(FILE.ReceivedFileName);

MyXML.@message != ""



This approach is valid for any reserved word that needs to be referenced in a message. 
Can messages be split? Messages can be split by using an envelope. There is a sample in the SDK, under <Samples
Path>\Pipelines\AssemblerDisassembler\EnvelopeProcessing\. Alternatively, you can search on "EnvelopeProcessing
(BizTalk Server Sample)" in BizTalk Server 2004 Help.
What is valid in the orchestration expression shape? The following list provides rules for valid orchestration
expression shapes: 

"if" and "while" statements are handled by the decision shape. You cannot put an "if" or "while" into an expression
shape.
Comments work fine, but you need at least one statement in the expression box.
Simple types (integer, string, floating point) cannot have the dot operator applied to them (that is, there is no
member access).
For non-simple types, you can only access public member functions and properties and static literal fields.
Compound assignments (+=, -=, *=, etc) are not supported.
More than one assignment operator in a statement is not supported.
Assignment within an "if" or "while" predicate is not supported.
Increment and decrement are not supported (++, --).
For message parts, the only member access allowed is on distinguished fields.
Indexers or parameterized properties are not supported.
Delegates and events are not supported.
For each, for, do/while, break and continue are not supported.

Why is it important to serialize .NET assemblies? BizTalk Server 2004 orchestrations can be dehydrated to SQL
Server during their execution when they meet certain conditions (such as waiting for a message and Delay shapes). This
allows the BizTalk runtime to flush inactive orchestrations out of memory, thus improving scalability and performance.
It is recommended that any .NET assemblies being called from BizTalk Server be marked as Serializable to facilitate this
wherever possible. If it is not possible (for example, due to the assembly being from a third party), you must invoke these
assemblies from within an Atomic Transactional scope.
If you can mark your assembly as Serializable then you do not need to follow these steps:

1. Right-click your orchestration surface and click Properties. 
2. Change the Transaction type to "Long Running."
3. Drag a scope onto the orchestration and configure it to be a transaction type of Atomic. This tells BizTalk Server

that any operations within this scope cannot be interrupted.
4. Place the usage of the non-serializable .NET assemblies within this scope.

How can I get and set file names within an orchestration? You can also use the FILE.SourceFileName property for
reading and redefining the file name to be used on output. Use the macro %SourceFileName" in the file transport. 

Outputting Debug and Trace Information

When developing orchestrations it is important to be able to understand the status of an orchestration both during and after
execution. HAT provides the capability to view the flow of an orchestration after it has completed and to place a breakpoint
within an orchestration (see "Health and Activity Tracking" under "Operations" in the product documentation for more details).
Although HAT is effective, it can also be useful to develop orchestrations that write out debugging information as they run.

One of the techniques most commonly used when developing debugging traditional code is to write out useful data during
code execution to allow observation of the data and processes that are actually executing. The same functionality can be
achieved in BizTalk Server 2004 orchestrations by using the following technique.

Within the .NET class library, the System.Diagnostics.Trace class allows the outputting of trace and debug information to
listeners, which can capture and log the information. It is possible to write listeners using .NET code (see "Debug Class" in the
.NET documentation), but it is also possible to use readily available utilities.

One such utility is DebugView, which is a freeware utility available from SysInternals at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=43665.

When DebugView is running, it will catch and log the output of any debug statements, allowing the developer to view progress
and actual data within the process. Note that debug statements also exist within other Microsoft applications (including BizTalk
Server 2004), so expect to see debug output from other applications too.

The following steps describe how to output a hard-coded string containing a process name and version number:

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=43665


1. In Visual Studio .NET, open an existing orchestration that can successfully be deployed and executed.
2. Create a new expression shape below the start shape of the orchestration.
3. Edit the expression as follows:

4. Compile, deploy, and start the orchestration as normal.
5. Start DebugView or an alternative debug listener.
6. Activate the BizTalk Server process and observe the output in DebugView as the orchestration is started by the BizTalk

Server runtime.

Output Assembly Version to Aid Tracing, Debugging, or Exception Handling

It can be useful to have orchestration output information about the assembly that is currently running. The following example
code displays information about the current assembly. You can use the example code during development to provide a generic
approach to listing assembly information. This sample writes to the event log rather than to a trace or debug listener.

1. Within an orchestration add the following variables:

2. Within the same orchestration add the following to an expression:

Debugging Message Content from an Orchestration

The trace.writeline technique described above can also be used to write out the contents of messages and variables at run time.
This can be extremely useful when working with complex orchestrations, for example, multi-map transformations where it
would normally not be possible to observe the intermediate messages produced by maps inside the orchestration.

The following procedure describes how to write out the contents of a populated orchestration message (named myMsg) to a
debug listener:

1. Within an orchestration add the following variables:

2. Convert the message into a string and output the string in an expression block by adding the following expression to an
expression shape:

System.Diagnostics.Trace.WriteLine("Entering Orchestration)");

var_Assembly of type System.Reflection.Assembly
var_AssemblyName of type System.Reflection.AssemblyName
var_version of type string.

var_Assembly = System.Reflection.Assembly.GetExecutingAssembly();
var_AssemblyName = var_Assembly.GetName();
var_Version = var_AssemblyName.Version.ToString();

System.Diagnostics.EventLog.WriteEntry("BTS Sample", "Version is: " + var_Version);

//Must set .net types to null to prevent attempted serialization if the orchestration 
dehydrates.

var_Assembly = null;
var_AssemblyName = null;

myString declared as an orchestration variable of type 'string'
xmlDoc declared as an orchestration variable of type 'xmlDocument' (type found under .
Net classes, System.XML)
myMsg is the orchestration message whose contents are to be output

xmlDoc = myMsg; //create XML doc from the BTS message
myString = xmlDoc.OuterXml; //get a string representation of the XML
System.Diagnostics.Trace.WriteLine(myString); // output the string



3. Run the orchestration with a debug listener running. The XML representation of the message will be output. 

It is also worth noting that it is possible to perform the reverse of the "Message to string" operation and create a BizTalk Server
2004 message with an XML string.

To convert the string back to a document in a message construct, use the following code:

To achieve this, the following requirements are necessary:

The orchestration message myMsgFromString must be defined as having a type derived from a valid schema.
The XML being assigned to the message should conform to the schema of the message.
The expression shape needs to be enclosed within a message assignment shape, which is explicitly creating message
myMsgFromString.

Debugging Maps

Viewing the map output is an important step when testing maps. The resulting XML produced by the map is saved to disk,
even if the output is not valid according to the destination schema. Examining this output can be valuable in understanding
why the output of the map is not valid.

Compare the resulting output XML against the schema definition to determine why the error is occurring. The map output
document can be seen by looking in the temporary location for the output of a map, for example:

C:\Documents and Settings\<username>\Local Settings\Temp\_MapData

The output document is also available by CTRL-clicking the file name in the output window after a performing the test map
operation.

Using Map XSLT to Aid Map Debugging

When developing maps, if map links or functoids do not seem to be producing the expected output or are producing errors,
then consider examining the XSLT to work out what node data is being processed and where the results are being written. The
XSLT is produced when validating a map and it represents the actual mapping that the BizTalk Server 2004 runtime will
perform. By reading the generated XSLT it is sometimes possible to observe the reason that a map is producing unexpected
output.

The XSLT is usually quite simple to follow, typically consisting of many simple XPATH queries. By reading the XPATH
statements it is often possible to clearly see the input values and any operators followed by the nodes in which the output is
written.

The XSLT is produced during a map validation and is located at

C:\Documents and Settings\<username>\Local Settings\Temp\_MapData

Debugging Custom .NET Methods Within the Scripting Functoid on a Map

BizTalk Server 2004 supports the creation of maps that use the scripting functoid. Users can create their own .NET methods
and use them from within the scripting functoid to allow better reuse of custom code and functionality. Debugging these
functions when testing a map can be very useful to determine if your custom map functions are working properly, but the
steps to debug these custom assemblies are not obvious. Here are the steps you need to take to directly debug your scripting
assembly while testing your map:

1. Open your assembly class in its own Visual Studio .NET development environment. Build the assembly normally, making
sure that the build is in debug mode and a symbols file is created.

2. Deploy your custom assembly to the global assembly cache normally. Make sure you deploy the version in bin\debug.
3. Open up your BizTalk project in a second Visual Studio .NET development environment, reference your custom assembly

DLL in the same directory above, and configure your scripting functoid as normal (you should see it as a choice in the list
of available assemblies).

4. Return to your custom assembly environment, and under processes, attach to your BizTalk DEVENV process. Initially,
when you set a breakpoint, the environment will say "symbols not loaded". This is normal, because the assembly is not
loaded until it is actually invoked by the mapper.

5. Return to your BizTalk project and test the map (using right-click, Test Map). If you watch your assembly environment the

xmlDoc.LoadXml(myString);
myMsgFromString = xmlDoc;



symbols get loaded and the "?" goes away, at which time your breakpoint should hit.
6. Debug in the normal fashion. Your breakpoint will be hit every time the functoid is called.

Error: "Map contains a reference to a schema node that is not valid"

This design-time error can occur when the map being opened uses a project dependency for one of its schema. If this error
occurs ensure that the dependency has been recompiled to reflect any recent changes.

To understand why this error arises, consider the following scenario:

Project Y references project X. Project Y uses schema X which are contained in Project X.
The schema information used by the map editor in Project Y is actually contained within the compiled DLL produced by
project X.
This means that if the DLL from project X is deleted then the maps in project Y will not compile until project Y's DLL is
recompiled. 

This is significant when Visual SourceSafe is being used to store projects. Visual SourceSafe does not store DLLs by design, and
when retrieving a BizTalk project containing schema the project will need to be recompiled to produce the DLLs that dependent
projects need.

Error: "Element cannot contain text or white spaces. Content model is empty"

This runtime error can occur when using Complex Content elements (like <ANY> or <SEQUENCE>). Complex content
elements are not allowed to contain text unless their 'Mixed' property is set to 'True'.

For example, if the schema uses complex content elements, the XML <Root> </Root> (note the space between the nodes) will
produce the above error. The XML <Root/> will not because no white space exists. To avoid this error set the Mixed property of
the root node of the schema to true, as shown in the following figure.

Figure 8 Schema root node mixed property

Debugging Adapters and Pipelines

You can debug adapters by using a similar approach to that outlined in the preceding section. Be aware that although adapters
do not need to be in the global assembly cache for the runtime to find them, they do need to be in the global assembly cache
for Visual Studio .NET to find them when debugging. Make sure that adapter assemblies are in the global assembly cache
before attaching to the BTSNTSvc.exe to debug them.

Debugging Web Services Called by BizTalk Server

A common integration requirement is to a call a Web service from the orchestration, and then debug the Web service to
determine the functionality taking place within the Web service when called from BizTalk Server 2004. The following steps
describe how to debug this scenario. The orchestration is shown in the following figure. It receives a message from the
MessageBox, transforms it into the message expected by the Web service, sends it to the Web service, and receives a response.

Figure 9 Orchestration calling a Web service

To debug the Web service, perform the following steps:

1. Open Visual Studio.



2. Open the solution (or project) that contains your Web service.
3. Set the breakpoint (in our example we set it at line 86).
4. On the Debug menu, click Processes. The Processes dialog box appears.

Figure 10 Process dialog box 

5. Select aspnet_wp.exe (The ASP.NET worker process represents the ASP.NET runtime environment. It consists of a
Win32® unmanaged executable named aspnet_wp.exe, which hosts the .NET common language runtime (CLR). This
process is the executable you need to attach to in order to debug ASP.NET applications.)

6. Select Attach. The Attach to Process dialog box appears.
Figure 11 Attach to process dialog box 

7. Select Common Language Runtime and then click OK. 
The Attach to Process dialog box closes. 

8. In the Processes dialog box, click Close.

The Web service is now ready to be debugged. Send the message to the orchestration and Developer Studio will stop at the
breakpoint.

Debugging Pipelines

Pipeline assemblies are often used in BizTalk Server 2004 solutions to provide special handling of files before they are sent
into or out of the BizTalk MessageBox. Debugging pipeline assemblies in Visual Studio .NET is critical in order to quickly
troubleshoot and fix problems.

Copying and Debugging Assemblies

After you build the pipeline assembly successfully, you will need to copy the files to the "Pipeline Assemblies" directory in the
BizTalk Server installation directory (C:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\Pipeline Assemblies). If you are updating
an assembly that has already been installed and you cannot copy over the existing assembly there are two possible causes:

BizTalk process may have the assembly in use. First stop and start the BizTalk service before copying over the existing
assembly. 
A BizTalk project with a pipeline that uses your assembly may have it in use. The Visual Studio .NET IDE may be using the
design-time aspects of the pipeline assembly. To release it, close Visual Studio .NET. (It may be necessary to close all
instances, not just the pipeline project.)



After the file has been copied, attach to the BizTalk process as follows:

1. With the pipeline assembly project open, on the Tools menu, click Debug Processes.
2. From the Available Processes list, select the BizTalk Server process (BTSSvc.exe) and click Attach.
3. In the Attach to Process dialog box, in the "Choose the program types that you want to debug" list, select Common

Language Runtime is selected.
4. Click OK.
5. Click Close.

Note
After a changing a pipeline, the BizTalk Server 2004 runtime does not pick up the change until it refreshes its configuration. T
o test the changes immediately, recycle the appropriate hosts (using recyclehosts.vbs as described in Table 20 under "Redepl
oyment Scripts").

Note
If the "redeploy" option is set to true this allows a modified pipeline to be redeployed without undeploying a previous versio
n. However be aware that this redeploy action resets any send or receive ports that used this pipeline to "PassThrough". After
the redeploy it is necessary to reassign the port to the custom pipeline.

Helper Classes

It can be useful to include helper classes within a BizTalk project to perform business logic tasks or functions that aid the
development process. A typical task of a developer helper class would be to write messages out to the file system to aid
debugging and diagnostics.

Included in samples is a template of a general BizTalk Server helper class that manipulates messages. It provides limited
functionality to aid the debugging of messages, including a "DumpMessageToFile" function that writes a BizTalk Server
message to the file system.

This sample can be modified to handle more complex functionality. To use the sample within a BizTalk project complete the
following steps:

1. Compile the project. 
2. Copy GeneralHelper.dll to a permanent location on the local file system. 
3. Add the DLL to the global assembly cache so it is visible to the BizTalk Server runtime using: 

4. Add a reference to the GeneralHelper.dll in the orchestration project.
5. Within an expression shape in an orchestration use the following syntax:

Another Example:

Useful Development Tools

The following tools are useful to have available within the BizTalk Server 2004 developer's environment:

BizTalk 2004 Management Tool. This stand-alone tool provides functionality similar to the BizTalk Explorer capabilities

GACUTIL /I GeneralHelper.dll

DebugHelper.Utils.DumpMessageToFile(<MessageName>,"<path>","<filename>",<timestamp>);

<MessageName>: String, Name of the BizTalk Server message in the orchestration to be w
ritten out
<path>: String, Path for file to be written to, with backslashes denoted with "\\"
<filename>: String, Filename for the resulting file
<timestamp>: Boolean, prepends a timestamp to the filename to create quasi-unique file
naming for messages

DebugHelper.Utils.DumpMessageToFile(AccountUpdateIncoming,"c:\\tmp"," AccountUpdateInc
oming.xml",true);



in Visual Studio .NET, and as such is an extremely useful tool when configuring or debugging a server environment that
does not have Visual Studio .NET available. The tool enables the user to manage assemblies, orchestrations, ports,
deployment, and messaging. You can download the BizTalk 2004 Management Tool from the GotDotNet Workspaces
Web site at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=44998.
BizTalk Server 2004 Configuration Documenter. This tool runs against the Configuration database of a BizTalk Server
2004 group and documents the configuration of all the deployed BizTalk Server 2004 solutions within the group. This
tool can be extremely useful in documenting and validating deployments, and it also provides a basis for solution
documentation. You can download BizTalk Server 2004 Configuration Documenter from the GotDotNet Workspaces
Web site at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=44999.
DebugView. This tool is described in the debugging sections. You can find the DebugView tool on the SysInternals Web
site at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=43665.
TCPTrace. TCPTrace provides the ability to view and log the data flowing between TCP ports. When using BizTalk Server
2004 and the HTTP or SOAP protocols, it can be extremely useful to view the actual data flowing between systems and
the integration layer. By configuring TCP to act as a proxy between the integration layer and an application it is possible
to capture HTTP and SOAP messages and then examine the schema and content of these messages. 
You can download the TCPTrace tool on the Pocket SOAP Web site at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=43666.
Windows Explorer BizTalk Server Extension. The Windows Explorer BizTalk Server Extension tool is part of the
BizTalk Server 2004 installation process, but by default is not registered. To register the tool, close all instances of
Internet Explorer and run the following command from the command prompt:

This tool adds a BizTalk Server search pane to the standard Windows Explorer. You can access the new pane from the
folders bar or by using the Windows Explorer View menu, pointing to the Explorer bar, and clicking BizTalk Server Search.
This tool also allows you to search across the deployed assemblies for any of the BizTalk artifacts and to view detailed
information about the artifacts found. The following figure shows the location of the tool.
Figure 12 BizTalk Server Extension tool 

BizTalk Server Documentation Tools. See "Documenting BizTalk Server 2004 Systems" for more information about
these tools.
ASP HTTP Test Stub and Test Harness. Two simple ASP pages are included in the samples with this document and
include the following resources:

A test harness to POST an XML message to an HTTP URL and display the response.
A test stub to provide an XML response (taken from an XML file) to an HTTP GET request.

These simple ASP files are designed to provide easy-to-modify templates to create test stubs and harnesses. You can find
the ASP files in the samples folder called "XML HTTP Test Stub and Test Harness."
ASP.NET HTTP Test Stub and Test Harness. You can find an ASP.NET base test stub and harness in the samples folder.
This test tool allows you to simulate the source and target application to perform end-to-end testing. The source
application initiates the business process by posting data to the receive location of the BizTalk Server and waits for the
response from the BizTalk Server. The business process then submits the data to the target application by using the
"Solicit Response" port and listens for the response from the target application. 
This ASP.NET application provides the same functionality as the ASP version, but could be significantly extended by using
further .NET functionality to meet project requirements. The following figure shows operations that you can perform with

regsvr32 "c:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\Developer Tools\BtsAsmExt.dll

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=44998
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=44999
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=43665
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=43666


 

the stub and harness.
Figure 13 ASP.NET stub and harness operations 

You can find the ASP.NET HTTP test stub and test harness tools in the samples folder under "ASP.NET HTTP test stub and
test harness."
Additional BizTalk Server 2004 tools are currently being collected on the Web under the collective name of "BizTalk
Server 2004 Power Toys," and a search for these may reveal more useful tools. BizTalk Server 2004 tools were also
written for the Microsoft "BizTalk Tools Competition" in September 2004, and these can also be found by searching the
Web.

Deploying

This section provides information, toolkits, templates, and tools useful to teams looking to develop efficient build and
deployment phases.

Automating Developer Deployment Tasks

When a BizTalk Server 2004 developer is developing a solution, there is a common requirement to perform the following
steps: build, deploy, test, and undeploy. The Visual Studio .NET BizTalk Explorer assists in carrying out these tasks, but does not
provide an approach to automate these often-repeated tasks. This section provides some techniques to improve the efficiency
of these tasks.

Redeployment Scripts

BizTalk Server 2004 provides command-line and WMI interfaces to the BizTalk Server 2004 deployment functionality. This
allows the creation of command and script files. These files can enable a developer to redeploy simple or complex solutions
with a single operation.

These scripts are also beneficial when working with orchestrations that have dependencies upon other orchestrations. BizTalk
Server 2004 enforces the dependencies when starting/stopping and deploying/undeploying orchestrations, and a script is an
efficient way to ensure that the dependency order is always followed.

To aid the creation of simple redeployment scripts, the samples folder "Simple Redeployment Scripts" contains scripts that
were created based upon the SDK samples or the WMI documentation. Where files were modified from the SDK samples, this
was done to provide a more reusable or flexible version than the SDK original.

The following table lists the simple build and redeployment template scripts.

Table 20 Simple build and redeployment template scripts
Type Description

deploy.
cmd

Sample command file to perform the following steps:

Add helper assemblies to the global assembly cache
Add BizTalk Server assemblies to the global assembly cache
Deploy BizTalk Server assemblies
Import BizTalk Server bindings
Start BizTalk Server orchestrations
Start ports not associated with an orchestration
Restart BizTalk Server service



undepl
oy.cmd

Sample command file to perform the following steps:

Stop ports not associated with an orchestration
Stop BizTalk Server orchestrations
Undeploy BizTalk Server assemblies
Remove ports not associated with an orchestration
Remove BizTalk Server assemblies from the global assembly cache
Remove helper assemblies from the global assembly cache

Control
Orch.vb
s

A modified version of the VBScript files to start and stop orchestrations as supplied with the BizTalk Server SDK (foun
d under C:\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\SDK\Samples\Admin\WMI).

Usage:

ControlOrch.vbs OrchestrationName AssemblyName <start/stop>

Control
RecPort
.vbs

A modified version of the VBScript files to start and stop receive ports supplied with the BizTalk Server SDK.

Control
SendPo
rt.vbs

A modified version of the VBScript files to start and stop send ports supplied with the BizTalk Server SDK.

Remov
eReceiv
ePort.v
bs

An unmodified version of the VBScript files to remove receive ports supplied with the BizTalk Server SDK.

Remov
eSendP
ort.vbs

An unmodified version of the VBScript files to remove send ports supplied with the BizTalk Server SDK.

Recycle
Hosts.v
bs

Script to recycle the in-process application hosts. This is a faster way to get the BizTalk Server runtime to pick up a ne
w version than stopping and starting the BizTalk Server service.

Termin
ateSusp
ended.v
bs

Terminates all suspended orchestrations. A BizTalk Server 2004 assembly cannot be undeployed if there are any insta
nces of orchestrations (suspended, running, or terminated) that reference the assembly. This script is a quicker (but m
ore dangerous) way of terminating instances than using HAT. Use with caution. Note: Never use in a production envir
onment.

Termin
ate*.vbs

As above but terminates orchestrations with various differing status (including TerminateAll.vbs). These scripts are qui
cker than using HAT but should be used with care. Note: Never use in a production environment.

To aid the reusability of the above scripts a team may wish to parameterize the deploy and undeployment scripts to accept
paths for the DLL and binding file folder locations. In this way the same scripts can be reused from a deployment package that
contains the final compiled DLLs and production binding files in alternative locations.

Notice that the order of the operations is reversed with the undeployment script. This extends to the order for stopping
orchestrations and order of assembly uninstallation. This ensures that dependent orchestrations and assemblies are handled in
the correct order to avoid undeployment errors.

The deploy.cmd and undeploy.cmd scripts rely on the GACUTIL.exe tool being available to install assemblies. The easiest way to
achieve this on a developer workstation is to run the scripts with the "Visual Studio .NET 2003 Command Prompt," which has
access to the .NET command-line tools. Alternatively GACUTIL.exe can be included in the scripts folder.

The sample scripts are provided as samples to demonstrate the steps required. You can optimize the scripts for performance
on a local developer workstation by using a single BTSDEPLOY operation to deploy, add to the global assembly cache, and bind
in one step and by removing the operations to delete ports.



BizTalk Project "Redeploy" Option

A BizTalk project can be configured to allow the redeployment of an updated version of the project on top of a previously
deployed version. This option can be found under "Project properties" in the "Configuration" section. However, the redeploy
option still insists that the previous version of the orchestration is unenlisted. When developing a solution that requires the
redeployment and testing of a single orchestration a simple process can be developed to allow quick deployment of a new
version. This approach requires the VBScript scripts described in Table 20 under "Redeployment Scripts."

Ensure that the BizTalk Server Projects redeploy option is set to true. When a new version of the project needs to be deployed,
run the following code from the command prompt:

By using the preceding approach you can redeploy a simple project and force the BizTalk Server runtime to use the new
version.

Quick Redeploy of Local Developer Workstation

When developing BizTalk Server 2004 solutions, there is no way to test a modified orchestration without actually deploying
and binding the resulting assembly. This means that changing just one line of code requires you to stop, unbind, rebuild,
redeploy, rebind, and restart an assembly. The redeployment scripts listed above provide an automated "one-step" operation
to achieve the necessary functionality; however, you can use an alternative approach in some circumstances.

Note
The above approach is not officially supported, and should be restricted to local development workstations.

Assumptions and constraints:

This approach assumes that an orchestration has been developed and has already been deployed to the global assembly
cache and Configuration database, and the orchestrations have been bound.
This approach only works when the changes to an orchestration do not affect the preconfigured binding information. For
example, the modification cannot include adding a new port that would require additional binding information.

Steps to set up quick redeploy:

Using Control Panel | System | Advanced | Environment Variable, set the system environment variable DEVPATH to the
project binaries folder. For example: 

Note
The path must include the trailing backslash.

Edit the machine.config file (found under C:\WINDOWS\Microsoft.NET\Framework\<FrameworkVersion>\config) and
set <developmentMode developerInstallation="true"/> under /configuration/runtime. 

Note
You may need to add the <runtime> and <developmentMode> elements to the machine.config file.

Restart the developer workstation to ensure that all changes take effect.

From this point on the assembly is loaded from the DEVPATH location, and not from the global assembly cache. To make a
simple change to the assembly, simply recompile the updated solution and restart the BizTalk Server 2004 service or the
BizTalk Host that is hosting the orchestration.

For more information about the DEVPATH environment variable and machine.config settings, see
Locating Assemblies Using DEVPATH in the MSDN Library.

Alternative Quick Redeploy

Cscript ControlOrch.vbs orchname assmbname stop
<Deploy the solution (this will perform a build if required)>
Cscript ControlOrch.vbs orchname assmbname stop
Cscript RecycleHosts.vbs

DEVPATH="C:\SysInteg2004\AccountUpdate\bin\development\"

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa720025(v=bts.10).aspx


You can also use the following approach when making internal changes to an orchestration that does not require port binding
changes. As in the quick redeploy option above, this approach is purely a development shortcut and is not officially supported.
Perform the following steps:

Make changes to project
Rebuild project
Shut down host instance
Open assembly explorer (that is, c:\windows\assembly using Windows Explorer)
Locate previous version of assembly and delete
Drag and drop new version of assembly from project bin\development folder into assembly explorer
Restart host instance
Test new version

Restarting BizTalk Server Hosts and Services

When developing BizTalk Server on a local workstation, it is common to make a change and then redeploy the updated
assembly to retest the functionality. Because the BizTalk Server runtime loads assemblies into memory periodically, BizTalk
Server does not load up the new version until it reloads the assemblies, unless the updated version has an updated assembly
version. To ensure that the BizTalk Server runtime picks up the updated version immediately, stop and restart the BizTalk
Server runtime hosts.

Use the recyclehosts.vbs script found in the "Simple Redeployment Scripts" samples folder that accompanies this document.

Alternatively, you can start and stop the BizTalk Server 2004 runtime by creating a command file called BTSreset.cmd that
contains the following two lines of code:

Recycling hosts is quicker than starting and stopping the BizTalk Server 2004 service and is recommended, unless you have
modifications such as BizTalk Server 2004 runtime configuration changes that need to be picked up quickly.

Automating Build and Deployment Version Numbering

As the "Team Development" section of this document discussed, a development team may wish to automate the updating of
project version numbers and binding file version numbers. This section provides some tools to assist in these processes.

Patching Binding Files

When a development team is producing frequent build and deployment operations on multiple BizTalk projects with the
version information on the DLLs changing frequently, it can be helpful to automate the modification of the version numbers or
physical addresses in binding files.

This process can be automated by using a command-line tool to change version information in the binding file. This is typically
carried out in an automated fashion by using a .bat or .cmd file before using BTSDEPLOY to deploy.

Using PatchXml

PatchXml is a command-line tool that provides bind file version modification. PatchXml can be found in the samples files that
accompany this document under the "Patching Binding Files\PatchXml Binding File Change Tool" folders. The source is
provided to allow you to add enhancements to meet project requirements.

To see usage instructions for PatchXml, run it from a command prompt without arguments. PatchXml can replace a single
element or attribute in any XML file by using an XPath expression to identify the element or attribute to replace. For example,
you can run PatchXml to change version attribute information in a BizTalk binding.xml file as shown in the following example.

Attribute replacement:

Alternatively, replace the transport address in the binding file that may differ between development and test or production
environments. The following example shows this alternative.

Element replacement:

net stop "BizTalk Service BizTalk Group : BizTalkServerApplication"
net start "BizTalk Service BizTalk Group : BizTalkServerApplication"

patchxml In.xml Out.xml /BindingInfo/ModuleRefCollection/ModuleRef/@Version 2.0.0.0.

patchxml In.xml Out.xml //PrimaryTransport/Address http://localhost/bogus



For more information about XPath expressions, see XPath Examples at MSDN.

Updating Project Version Number and Binding Using Scripts

In this approach both the BizTalk project files and associated binding files version information is updated by using scripts. The
development team may wish to provide developers or build managers with a daily build process that automatically versions
the BizTalk projects and binding files as a scripted operation. This can typically be carried out by using scripts that use the
extensibility of the development environment.

Using BizTalk Server 2004 and Binding Versioning Scripts

The accompanying samples provide two scripts that can be run to modify the build number (that is, assembly version
information) for all .btproj files in a file hierarchy and then change the version attributes in the binding files to match. These
samples can be found in the samples under "Updating project version number and binding using scripts\BTPROJ and Binding
File Versioning Scripts" folders. Remember to update any paths and solution names prior to using the sample.

The following table describes the version-updating scripts.

Table 21 Description of version-updating scripts
Script Function

Localsetversio
n.vbs

Reads a build number from a file and looks for all .btproj files in a directory tree and sets the version number.

ChangeBindin
gFile.vbs

Changes various attributes of a binding file to suit builds or different environments (assembly version, send po
rt, host, user group, port map version, etc. elements).

DEVENVbuild.c
md

A sample build file that uses the DEVENV command-line option to compile a solution.

Note
The build number changes to the *.btproj files will cause Visual SourceSafe issues if you try to open these projects in Visual S
tudio .NET to compile. To avoid these warnings compile your BizTalk projects by using DEVENV.exe from the command line o
r a batch file.

For more information about using DEVENV see "Devenv Command Line Switches" in Visual Studio .NET Help.

Manual Build and Deployment Checklist Example

The following section provides a sample checklist for a team to complete the following common BizTalk Server build and
deployment tasks:

1. Build a master BizTalk solution (composed of several BizTalk projects). 
2. Create a deployment package from the results of the solution build. 
3. Create a scripted deployment and undeployment to allow an automated install of the solution.
4. Deploy the solution to a test environment for system testing.

The preceding checklist makes the following assumptions:

A "master build server" is available to perform the build operation. 
The test environment is a separate set of servers from the build environment with potentially different binding
information.
For simplicity the checklist assumes that the master build server has the BizTalk Server 2004 runtime installed and that
the master build server can be used to perform a simple build validation test before creating a full deployment package. 

Build and Deployment Checklist: One-Time Tasks

1. On the master build server, create location for source files C:\build\source.
2. On the master build server, create location for binding files C:\build\binding.
3. On the master build server, create location for binary files, C:\build\bin.
4. On the master build server, create location for helper binary files, C:\build\bin\helpers.
5. On the master build server, create location for deployment and undeployment scripts, C:\build\scripts.



6. Copy into the scripts folder the sample deployment and undeployment scripts and associated VBScript files listed in
Table 20 under "Redeployment Scripts."

7. Ensure that no BizTalk projects use "specify now" ports because these will disallow any binding changes after
deployment.

Build and Deployment Checklist: Tasks to Build Binding and Script Files

Create the directory structure:

1. Empty location for source files, C:\build\source.
2. Empty location for binding files, C:\build\binding.
3. Empty location for binary files, C:\build\bin.
4. Empty location for binary files, C:\build\bin\helpers.

Obtain, update, and test the latest version prior to packaging:

1. On the master build server, get a local copy of the latest version of the master solution containing all the BizTalk Server
2004 projects to C:\build\source. This copy may come from Visual SourceSafe or from the master source file server.
Ensure that any helper or dependent projects are also in the solution and are copied down to the master build server. 

2. Update the assembly version number and file version number to the next version number for all projects that are to be
labeled with the current build number. (You can automate this by using the tools described in "Updating Project Version
Number and Binding Using Scripts.")

3. Build the whole solution using a deployment build configuration (as opposed to the development build configuration).
4. Undeploy any previous versions of the BizTalk Server assemblies from the master build server.
5. Deploy the newly compiled solution to the clean master build server by using Visual Studio .NET BizTalk Explorer.
6. Bind the locally deployed solution by using Visual Studio .NET BizTalk Explorer.
7. Ensure that the binding files are accurate by performing a simple build validation test of the assemblies deployed to the

master build server. This test could use a simple test harness or stub, and is carried out to ensure that the configuration is
correct before exporting the configuration's binding files.

Collect and build the files needed for deployment:

1. Copy DLLs from any helper and dependent projects from the bin locations under C:\build\source into
c:\build\bin\helpers.

2. Copy compiled BizTalk Server assembly files from the bin locations under C:\build\source to C:\build\bin.
3. Use the BizTalk Server Deployment Wizard to export the LOCAL master build binding files for all installed assemblies. 
4. Use the BizTalk Server Deployment Wizard to export the LOCAL master build binding files for any bindings not

associated with specific assemblies.
5. Build an undeployment script based upon the undeployment script template in the C:\build\scripts folder by modifying

the "undeploy.cmd" command file.
6. Test the undeployment script by running the modified undeploy.cmd file and ensuring that it stops and uninstalls the

solution.
7. Build a deployment script based upon the deployment script template in the C:\build\scripts folder by modifying the

"deploy.cmd" command file. Ensure that the command file is modified to point to the appropriate files.

Test the deployment files:

1. Test the deployment script by running the modified deploy.cmd file and ensuring that it installs, enlists, and starts the
solution.

2. Retest the undeployment script by running the modified undeploy.cmd file and ensuring that it stops the orchestrations,
and unenlists and uninstalls the solution.

Add additional data required to perform install:

1. Copy any required test data into C:\build\verify\testdata.
2. Copy any required test harnesses into C:\build\verify\testharness.
3. Copy the contents of c:\Build to a version-labeled deployment package, for example, c:\packages\SysInteg_Ver_1.2.3.0.

Modify binding files to target test environment:

1. Modify the binding files in the package location to produce a set of test binding files that target the test environment



(replace local server names with test environment server names, and so on).
2. All the files required to complete the deployment to the test environment should now be ready under the

c:\packages\SysInteg_Ver_1.2.3.0 folder.
3. Copy the c:\packages\SysInteg_Ver_1.2.3.0 folder to the test server.
4. Run c:\packages\SysInteg_Ver_1.2.3.0\scripts\deploy.cmd to deploy the solution using the test binding information.

After completing the preceding steps, you can follow with further build and development cycles, reusing rather than re-
creating the binding and deployment scripts.

Automated Build Processes

An automated build process is designed to enable a team with a large number of team members, or a large number of code
assemblies under development, to efficiently perform a unified build process. The unified build process produces a set of
assemblies that can be used for testing the whole integration solution (as opposed to the isolated testing of individual
processes on developers' workstations).

An automated build process is heavily dependent upon flexible access to developers' source code. Typically an automated build
process integrates with a source management system like Visual SourceSafe.

Automated Build Example

The automated build example described here is a simplified version of a typical build process used in a customer project. It is
provided as an example from which a team could develop a fully automated nightly build process with related individual build
processes for developers.

The main difference between the example provided here and a completely automated build process is that the full process also
needs to contain scripts to manipulate Visual SourceSafe. Scripts can be written (using the Visual SourceSafe COM interfaces)
to automate the extraction of the appropriate version of the source for the build required.

The process is described here as an example of the type of steps typically required, because an individual team's requirements
will vary. All scripts mentioned in this section are included in the "Automated Build Example" folder of the accompanying
samples.

The example assumes that a workstation or server is available as a build server and that the assembly version number is
incremented with each build.

Automated Build Process Overview

The objective of the build process is to pull the latest version (or specific labeled version) out of Visual SourceSafe onto a build
server, perform a complete compile, and if the compile was successful, produce a deployment kit as outlined above.

To perform an automated build process:

1. Delete any previous version of source files.
2. Pull all source files from Visual SourceSafe.
3. Change build number.
4. Compile shared DLLs.
5. Compile process and other DLLs.
6. Create deployment kit from newly compiled source.
7. Change any references in source files to match new build number.

The following table shows the folder structure on the example build server.

Table 22 Folder structure on build server
Location Purpose

C:\BuildScript Contains the scripts that drive the build process.

C:\BuildDist Location for creating deployment kits.

C:\Build Contains source files pulled out of Visual SourceSafe.

C:\localSdrive

(shared and mapped as S)

Where common files are built to and referenced via S: (allow full control on share permis
sions).



Map V: to Visual SourceSafe reposit
ory

V: to allow access to Visual SourceSafe repository.

About the Automated Build Process

The following list gives you additional information and hints about the automated build process:

The structure of the build server has to reflect the structure under which the developers have developed the solution. 
In the example there are some shared, common DLLs that are referenced via a mapped drive (S:).
The hints contained within the BTPROJ file for DLL references are relative paths for DLLs on the same drive and absolute
paths for DLLs on another drive. This can cause issues if you try to compile the solution at a higher level of nested folders
that it was originally developed. For example, if you develop the solution three folders deep, the relative path to the
BizTalk DLLs would be "..\..\..\Program Files\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004\". If you tried to compile the solution with
folders four deep, it would not find the path to the Program Files directory.
The common shared DLLs had a custom Visual Studio build configuration (called SharedBuildConfig) that placed the
DLLs on the S: drive. 

There are two versions of the build process:

A nightly build process that is intended to run on the build server.
A local build intended for developers to do a local compile on their workstations.

The main difference between the two processes is that the developer process leaves no trace on Visual SourceSafe whereas the
actual build process increments the build number and other numbers.

Automated Build Process Details

The command file that drives the build process is called MasterBuildScript.bat. MasterBuildScript.bat is executed by passing a
parameter that indicates whether it should run in build server mode or developer build mode. MasterBuildScript.bat is
normally called by using MBS_Log.bat or localMBS_Log.bat, which redirects all output to a log file.

The following steps outline the process:

1. Set up environment variables dependent on which mode is running (master or local).
2. Clear out previous builds.
3. Call the appropriate script to extract source from Visual SourceSafe.
4. Put references for files such as .snk files back onto the S: drive.
5. Call the script to compile all projects using devenv.
6. Check for success indicator (a file called success.txt). If it exists, then build a deployment kit.
7. Create a new folder structure called "building". Then copy all the required files from the BuildWorkArea to that structure.
8. Call a script to manipulate the contents of "building" by changing all references in binding files to match the new build

number. Then copy this kit to a directory name that is the same as the build number and the "Latest" directory.
9. Clean up the temporary folders underneath the "Building" folder.

10. If running on the build server, drop the S: drive and distribution shares before trying to update files located in them to
remove any locks.

The following table describes the automated build files.

Table 23 Description of automated build files
File name Description

MasterBuildScript
.bat

Main script that executes the build process.

MBS_Log.bat Calls the MasterBuildScript in build server mode and outputs the results to a log file called MasterBuildScrip
t.log.

LocalMBS_Log.ba
t

Calls the MasterBuildScript in developer mode and outputs the results to a log file called LocalMasterBuildS
cript.log.



CopytoBuildTemp
.bat

Copies compiled source and other required files for BuildWorkArea structure to deployment kit structure in 
the "Building" folder.

LocalGet.bat Called when performing a developer build to get the source code. Could be from Visual SourceSafe or from 
file system. The sample uses VSS.

LocalBuildNumbe
r.txt

Contains build number used for a developer build.

SetAcl.exe Used to change the permission on a share.

PostBuildStructur
e.vbs

Works on Building folders, uses build number to modify binding files, and copies Building to build number 
directory and Latest.

LocalSetVersion.v
bs

Used in developer mode to set the version number of the build to whatever value is in success.txt.

ChangeBindingFil
es.vbs

Part of deployment kit, used to change the version number of the assemblies in the binding files to match th
e build number.

Alternative Automated Build Processes

The functionality of the example automated build could also be achieved by using alternative tools. A team wishing to develop
an automated build process could also consider the information in the following table.

Table 24 Alternative automated build tools
Tec
hn
olo
gy

Description

Bus
yBe
eBu
ilde
r

Provides a powerful, easy-to-use, and extensible .NET build automation tool. It is written with a pipeline architecture that o
perates plug-ins implementing a simple interface, so it's easy to add your own build steps or use the several that ship wit
h BusyBee. For more information about BusyBee see "BusyBeeBuilder--Extensible Build Automation Tool" on the GotDotN
et Web site at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=43669.

Buil
dIt

An automated build tool for Visual Studio .NET.

For more information about BuildIt, see the GotDotNet Workspaces Web site at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=43670.

You can download BuildIt from the Microsoft Download Center at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=43671.

NA
nt

An alternative automated build tool for building .NET projects.

For more information about NAnt go to the NAnt Web site at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=43672.

Automated Deployment with BizTalk Server 2004

This section covers how a team developing with BizTalk Server 2004 can achieve an efficient process to collectively automate
the deployment of the resulting solution. It focuses on automating the deploying process to allow nightly builds and test
processes to be run on a set of test servers. It does not focus on the topic of deployment to a production environment,
although some of the techniques may be applicable to this task.

Deploying a "real-world" BizTalk Server 2004 solution typically consists of several related tasks, including:

Installing BizTalk Server 2004 assemblies to all servers in the BizTalk Server 2004 group.
Generating and installing related BizTalk Server 2004 binding files.
Installing shared assemblies (like helper classes) to all servers in the BizTalk Server 2004 group.
Installing ASP.NET Web services to all servers in the BizTalk Server 2004 group acting as receive servers.
Installing any required test harnesses and test stubs.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=43669
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=43670
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=43671
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=43672


 

 

 

Installing any required cross-reference seed data.

Typically a deployment also performs operational tasks like enlisting and starting processes (in the right order) and clearing
down logs and tracking databases.

BizTalk Server Deployment Toolkit

Earlier sections of this document have described relatively simple approaches to creating a solution structure that includes
reusable scripts that allow the creation of simple deployment and undeployment scripts. For a larger development team or a
team with a particularly complex or large solution to deploy, these approaches may not be flexible or scalable enough. The
deployment toolkit described here is provided as an alternative approach to allow greater control, at the cost of greater
complexity to set up the initial processes and scripts.

This section provides an overview of a deployment toolkit developed as a template to enable BizTalk Server 2004 build
managers to construct a scripted, automated deployment process. This toolkit is installed in the samples folder called BizTalk
Server 2004 Deployment Toolkit.

The BizTalk Server 2004 deployment toolkit provides a structure for packaging a BizTalk solution—assemblies, binding files,
helper classes, Web services, and so on—to allow a person with no previous BizTalk knowledge to configure and deploy a
complete BizTalk solution. This kit also covers undeployment of most stages to leave a clean system.

All scripts and other files mentioned in this section are included in the accompanying samples in the BizTalk Server 2004
Deployment Toolkit folder.

This deployment kit was initially developed to support the rollout of a large BizTalk solution into the following environments:

Development environment
System test environment
Integration test environment
Production environment

The process has to be repeatable for a given configuration and needs to be done by users who are not BizTalk aware. The kit
uses scripts to configure and deploy the runtime environment without any reliance on Visual Studio being deployed on
production servers.

Conclusion

It is our hope that through this guide, solution designers have gained an understanding of the constituent parts of a BizTalk
solution and the possible project structures used to develop BizTalk solutions.

We also trust that developers have gained a better understanding of the process of developing a BizTalk solution in a team.

Project managers will also have gained an overview of the main project phases and gained a better understanding of the
typical tasks necessary when planning a BizTalk Server 2004 team development.

Additional Resources

The following resources may be of use to BizTalk Server designers, developers, and project managers:

MSDN Integration Patterns. Integration Patterns explains how patterns were used to design and build an integration
architecture within a representative customer scenario. The guide includes a catalog of 18 common integration patterns
including implementations that use the Microsoft platform.
Microsoft BizTalk Server white papers. White papers covering the design, development, and deployment of BizTalk
Server 2004. In addition to the information at MSDN, you can find Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 white papers at the
BizTalk Server 2004 Web site at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=43978.
Team Development with Visual Studio .NET and Visual SourceSafe. This guide provides guidance and recommendations
to enable you to set up a team development environment and work successfully within it.
ThoughtWorks Test-Driven Development in Integration Projects. Paper covering approaches for testing
integration developments. You can find this white paper at http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=43979.

Appendix: Step-by-Step Guide to Setting Up a Partitioned Single Solution

The following steps provide a sample structure for creating a partitioned single solution that integrates with Visual SourceSafe
and holds the non-BizTalk project entities that are required (for example, test data or scripts).

This work example assumes that you are following the partitioned single solution model for larger or more complex solutions.
You can create the single solution model by following the same steps and excluding the "Creating a partitioned solution"
section.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms978729(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=43978
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc446465(v=bts.10).aspx
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=43979


Use the following steps as a sample and not as a definitive guide. They are presented here to assist developers new to team
development with BizTalk Server 2004 and Visual SourceSafe with a "quick start" approach. This approach allows the team to
familiarize themselves with the partitioned single solution approach and evaluate which Visual SourceSafe approach will best
suit the team needs.

Use the following steps and information to create an example Visual Studio .NET solution structure that integrates with Visual
SourceSafe.

Create the local root folder. First, create the top-level folder under which all source is stored on developer
workstations. In this example, the folder is called SysInteg2004. Create the folder c:\SysInteg2004 on the workstations
that you are using to create the initial project structure.
Master solution and Visual SourceSafe restrictions. It is important to note that all Visual Studio .NET projects that are
included within a master Visual Studio .NET solution and additionally integrated with Visual SourceSafe must be created
in the file system folder that contains the master solution file. The _Master_Solution folder created below serves this
purpose. For more information about team development, see
Team Development with Visual Studio .NET and Visual SourceSafe.
Create the master new solution from within Visual Studio .NET. To create the empty master solution that you will
use as the container for all projects in the build process and Visual SourceSafe control, complete the following steps:

1. Open Visual Studio .NET. 
2. On the File menu, click New Blank Solution. Then create the new master solution in a folder under

C:\SysInteg2004, for example:

3. Make sure that the Create directory for solution check box is selected. This option is available under the More
tab, as shown in the following figure.
Figure 14 New Project dialog box 

Note
The leading underscore naming convention is used here to denote a folder containing a solution as opposed to a 
folder containing an actual project. This notation can be helpful if you are creating many partitioned solution fold
ers alongside of project folders.

Add the solution to source control. After you create the master solution, you must add it to Visual SourceSafe. 

1. In Visual Studio .NET, in the Add to SourceSafe Project dialog box, right-click the solution and then click Add
Solution to Source Control.

2. In the Visual SourceSafe Add to SourceSafe Project dialog box, overwrite the default project listed in the text box
with SysInteg2004. 

3. Click OK to create the top level of your Visual SourceSafe tree.

Create a new BizTalk Server 2004 project within the master solution. Perform the following steps to add a new
project under the master solution. You can use this project for both partitioned and single solution models.

c:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc446465(v=bts.10).aspx


1. In Visual Studio .NET Solution Explorer, right-click the solution, point to Add, and then click New Project to add a
new BizTalk Server 2004 project.
Note that the new project directory is located underneath the master solution (for example,
C:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution\MonthlyBillingRun).

2. Check out the master solution if required.
3. Add additional BizTalk Server 2004 projects using the preceding two steps. 
4. Check in the master solution. This ensures that all the files are written to the Visual SourceSafe server before any

further operations take place.

Add shared projects to the master solution. You add shared Visual Studio .NET projects like C# or Visual Basic .NET
helper classes that are included in the build process of the project to the master solution in the same way. 
To add a shared project to the master solution:

1. In Visual Studio .NET, open the master solution.
2. In Solution Explorer, right-click the solution, point to Add, and then click New Project to add the new helper

project.
3. Click Browse to create a shared folder structure under the master solution. 
4. In the Project Location dialog box, create a folder structure to hold the shared project (for example,

c:\SysInteg2004\_Master_Solution\shared\test).
The project is added under the newly created shared section of the solution.

5. Repeat this process for other shared projects.
The following figure shows the Add New Project dialog box.
Figure 15 Add New Project dialog box 

Add non-project files to the structure. When developing a complete solution, you might create additional files not
directly related to the Visual Studio .NET project, for example, test data and deployment or testing scripts. It can be
beneficial to the project to manage these files by using Visual Studio .NET because this allows the following:

You can use Visual Studio .NET to edit, view, and manipulate the contents of the files. This can be useful, for
example, when copying and pasting test data between sample files.
All source-control operations are managed by using Visual Studio .NET (rather than the Visual SourceSafe
explorer), which is the recommended approach. 

Managing project-specific files. If the files are related to a specific Visual Studio .NET BizTalk project, then you can
include these files in the BizTalk project and manage them in the same way as all other project files by performing the
following steps.
To include a file or folder into an existing Visual Studio .NET project:

1. In Solution Explorer, click the "Show All Files" icon,
2. Right-click the folder or file to include in the solution, and then click Include In Project,

The following figure shows the dialog box.
Figure 16 Solution Explorer showing Include In Project 



Managing shared or generic files. If the non-project files are not associated with a specific process (for example,
deployment scripts for the whole solution), they should not be associated with a process-specific project. To help manage
these entities, create an empty C# Visual Studio .NET project to act as a container for these files (Empty Project is
available as a C# template in the New Project dialog box). Add this project to the master solution (under the shared path
as detailed earlier in "Add shared projects to the master solution"). Having created the project use the "Include In Project"
functionality to add non-project files to the container project. 
When the master solution is used to configure the build process, projects containing non-project files should be excluded
from the build process to avoid build errors relating to the fact that the project is not a valid C# project. 
See "Version controlling non-BizTalk Server project files" for more details on how to add non-project files to a project.
Create a common location for file dependencies. It is useful to create a subfolder to hold the pre-compiled binaries
for the project, that is, DLLs that are not produced from Visual Studio projects that the team has control over. For
example:

Create a partitioned solution for customer operations only. As discussed in this document, the partitioned single
solution provides benefits when working with a complex or large solution. The following steps show how to partition the
master solution to create a partitioned solution that holds just the two customer projects in our scenario:

1. Ensure that the newly created master solution has been checked in (this is to ensure that Visual SourceSafe has
copies of the projects about to be included in the new partitioned solution).

2. Open Visual Studio .NET. 
3. On the File menu, click New Blank Solution. Then create the new project in a folder under SysInteg2004, for

example, c:\SysInteg2004\_Customer_Solution.
Again the leading underscore "_" is used to denote the fact that this project contains a solution rather than a
project.
The following figure shows the New Project dialog box.
Figure 17 New Project dialog box 

c:\SysInteg2004\bin



4. Add the solution to source control by right-clicking the solution, and then choosing Add to Source Control.
5. In the Add to SourceSafe Project dialog box, select the SysInteg2004 folder as the location to create the project,

as shown in the following figure.
6. Clear the Project text box.
7. Click OK. 

Figure 18 Dialog box with Project text box cleared 

Add projects to the partitioned solution. Now that you have created the new solution, the next step is to add the
projects that belong under the customer solution. In our sample this means adding the customer projects. 
To add the first customer project (AmendCustomerDetails) to _Customer_Solution:

1. On the File menu, point to Source Control, and then click Add Project from Source Control.
Figure 19 Add Project from Source Control 



2. In the Create a local project from SourceSafe dialog box, select the AmendCustomerDetails project, and ensure
that the path in the Create a new project in the folder text box is pointing to the folder that holds that project on
the file system, as shown in the following figure.
Figure 20 Pointing to correct folder 

3. Check out the solution if required.

Add a project to the solution and confirm the project location. You may want to add the second customer project
to the solution. 
To add the second customer project (CreateNewCustomer) to _Customer_Solution:

1. On the File menu, point to Source Control, and then click Add Project from Source Control.
2. In the Create a local project from SourceSafe dialog box, Select the CreateNewCustomer project.

Note
By default, the Create a new project in the folder text box is pointing to the previous customer folder and need
s to be changed to the second customer project on the file system.

The following figure highlights the CreateNewCustomer project that is to be added, and highlights the path that
must be changed to contain the path to the CreateNewCustomer project. If this path is not updated, an inconsistent
folder structure will be created.
Figure 21 Path for new project 



This partitioned solution can now be used by the developer who is responsible for developing the customer areas of the
solution, without requiring the developer to retrieve and store the master solution on a local workstation.
Re-create the solution structure on a new workstation. The following steps show how the Visual SourceSafe
structures created in the previous steps allow a new developer to the team (or a developer with a new workstation) to
quickly retrieve the necessary solution structure.
These steps assume a different Visual SourceSafe user from the one used in the previous steps and a clean workstation
file system. 
To retrieve the folder structures required for the solutions:

Create the top-level folder and the solutions required (in this case _Master_Solution and _Customer_Solution).
Create the following folders:

Retrieve the solution onto the developer workstation. In this scenario, the new developer needs to work on the
customer solution only. To obtain the necessary solutions and projects:

1. Open Visual Studio .NET. 
2. On the File menu, point to Source Control, and then click Open From Source Control.
3. In the Visual SourceSafe dialog box, select the _Customer_Solution solution and select the project path

c:\SysInteg2004\_Customer_Solution.
4. Click OK. 

The customer solution and the appropriate projects will be retrieved from the Visual SourceSafe repository. The files will
be located on the local hard disk in the same folder structure as on the hard disk of the workstation used to create the
Visual SourceSafe structures. In this way build, deploy, and testing scripts can be shared across all workstations without
modification. 
Prepare a master build server. A build of the complete solution is typically created by using a solution that contains all
the projects. In this way Visual Studio .NET can determine the build order for the solution and ensure that all dependent
DLLs are built and updated. If you are using a separate workstation or server to perform the master build process, you
can use the preceding steps to retrieve the _Master_Solution as the basis of setting up the master build server. 
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Overview

Today, SAP is one of the world’s most popular Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) products. A large number of SAP customers
are also dependent on a variety of complementary applications built on other platforms like Microsoft .NET and J2EE. These
organizations also run a variety of other packaged products for specialized tasks. More often than not, these applications need
to exchange data between themselves, and with SAP.

A SAP transaction often impacts a business process, which then spurs a related transaction in another system. Microsoft
BizTalk Server 2004 can orchestrate such a business process, allowing transmission of messages to and from the SAP
environment. To simplify the process of getting data in and out of SAP, developers can use the Microsoft BizTalk Adapter v2.0
for mySAP Business Suite, which does not require any custom code development.

This document addresses the process of "listening" to transactions in SAP, and describes the technologies that come into play,
the various processes and tools involved in the configuration, as well as offering a detailed hands-on approach for actually
doing the configuration for a specific scenario.

Prerequisites

This white paper targets BizTalk Developers, Architects and Technical Managers with SAP in their application environments,
who want to seamlessly exchange data from SAP into multiple applications. This could include corporate intranet portals, other
packaged applications or even custom applications. The lowest common denominator for these applications is the capability to
read and create XML or flat-files.

In order to complete the exercise defined in this white paper, you need a basic working knowledge of SAP (as an enterprise
application). We assume you are familiar with Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004.

SAP Interface Technologies
BAPI/RFC Interface

The RFC Library offers an interface to a SAP System. The RFC Library is the most commonly used and installed component of
existing SAP Software. This interface provides the opportunity to call any RFC function in a SAP System from an external
application. Moreover, the RFC Library offers the possibility to write a RFC Server Program, which is accessible from any SAP
System or external application. Most SAP Connectors use the RFC Library as communication platform to SAP Systems.

SAP provides the RFC API in the form of C-routines, incorporated in the RFC Library. The RFC Library is available on all SAP
Supported Platforms. The RFC Library is forward and backward compatible, i.e. e. an older release of the RFC Library can
communicate with a SAP System at a higher version and vice versa.

ALE/IDOC Interface

Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) and Application Link Enabling (ALE) exchange business data between different systems.

For both these forms of data transfer, you need the IDoc interface. The IDoc interface consists of the definition of a data
structure and a processing logic for this data structure.

The data structure is the IDoc. The exchange format is common to the communicating systems.

In EDI application scenarios, the processes involve two partners: The sender and the recipient of an EDI message.
ALE enables developers to integrate business processes across several SAP systems or non-SAP systems.

IDOC Interface

IDoc, or Intermediate Document, is a standard SAP document format that allows you to link different application systems via a
message-based interface. The three main goals of IDocs are:



 

 

Structuring the exchange of business documents so they are automatically processed.
Reducing the structural complexity of different application systems to as simple a structure as possible.Example: The
structure of an SAP application document and the structure of the corresponding EDI message under the UN/EDIFACT
standard.
Extensive exception handling before posting data to the application.

IDocs are defined and considered on two levels, the technical and the business level. The former allows them to support
application-independent functions, e. g. routing and handling technical exceptions.

Technical Level − Defined by the three record types compatible with the IDoc interface:
Control record 
Data record 
Status record 

Business Level − Defined by the segments of an IDoc - segments are structures used to interpret field SDATA in the data
record. An IDoc type is defined by the relevant:

Segments
Attributes of these segments
(e. g. maximum usage, hierarchical sequence, segment status)

Scenario – SAP-Initiated Transaction

This scenario illustrates how to configure SAP, Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, and the Microsoft BizTalk Server Adapter 2.0 for
mySAP Business Suite, to respond to a SAP initiated transaction.

A SAP launches an orchestration in Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004. This action generates an IDoc, which Microsoft BizTalk
Server 2004 receives via a Receive Port. With the receipt of this IDoc, Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 can initiate an
orchestration or any other action.

Step 1. SAP Configuration
Step 1a. Creating a RFC Destination
To create an RFC destination

1. Using transaction SM59, navigate to the Display and Maintain RFC Destinations page Click the Create button as
shown in figure below.

2. On the Create RFC Destination page, do the following:

a. In the RFC destination field, type OrdersRFCDestination.
b. In the Connection Type field, select Start an external program via TCP/IP (T).
c. In the Description field, provide a description of RFC Destination as RFC Destination for sending order IDocs

to BizTalk System in the Description text box, and then press the ENTER key.



d. In the Activation Type field, select Registration.
e. In the Program ID field, type ORDERSPROGID.

3. Press CTRL + S to save the destination.

Step 1b. Creating a Transactional RFC Port
To create a transactional RFC port

1. Using transaction WE21, navigate to the Ports in IDoc Processing page.

2. Click Transactional RFC in the tree view and then click the Create button as shown in the following figure.



3. A dialog box asking for port name appears. Select the own port name button, type BTSORDPORT in the text box and
press the ENTER key as shown in the following figure.

4. Provide port description and RFC destination name in the respective fields.

5. Press CTRL + S to save the port.

Step 1c. Partner Profile Configuration
To configure the logical system

1. To create a new logical partner, navigate to transaction SALE and then to Define Logical System as shown in the
following figure.

2. If required, you can define a new logical system or you can use an existing logical system from the list as shown in
following figure.



To create a partner profile

1. Using transaction WE20, navigate to the Partner Profiles page.

2. Click Partner Type LS – Logical System in the tree view, and then click the Create button as shown in the following
figure.

3. Provide a Partner Number and press the Enter key.

4. Save the Partner Profile by pressing CTRL + S.

5. In the Outbound parmtrs field, click the plus button as shown in the following figure.



 

6. Enter information for Message Type, Receiver Port, Output Mode, and Basic Type as shown in the following figure.

7. Press the Enter key and save the details.

Step 2. Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 Configuration To create the BizTalk receive port

1. In BizTalk Explorer, right-click the Receive Ports collection, and then select Add Receive Port.

2. On the Create New Receive Port dialog box, accept One-Way Port from the drop-down list, and then click OK.
Following is a sample screen.

3. On the One-Way Receive Port Properties - Configurations - General dialog box, type IDocSAPReceivePort in the
Name field, and then click OK. Following is a sample screen.



4. In BizTalk Explorer, right-click the Receive Locations node, and select Add Receive Location.

5. On the Receive Location Properties – Configurations- General dialog box, enter the following information.

a. In the Name field, type IDoc SAP Receive Location. Following is a sample screen.

b. In the Transport Type field, select SAP.
c. In the Address (URI) field, click the ellipsis (...) button.

6. The SAP Transport Properties dialog box appears. Specify the Client, Language, System, System ID, User Name, and
Password. You can get this information from your SAP administrator.

You must specify the Program ID provided by your SAP administrator. In the following example, the Program ID is
ORDERSPROGID. This Program Id should be the same as the destination created previously.



 

7. Click OK.

8. Back on the Receive Location Properties – Configurations- General dialog box, in the Receive Handler field, select
BizTalkServerApplication.

Step 3. Testing the RFC Destination Registration To test the RFC destination registration

1. Using transaction SM59, navigate to Display and Maintain RFC Destinations.

2. Under the TCP/IP connections node, select and double-click OrdersRFCDestination RFC Destination. The following
screen appears:

3. Click the Test Connection button as shown above.

4. The following message displays, which shows that the Program ID is not registered in any external system.



 

5. Now enable the IDoc SAP Receive Location receive location and test the connection after few seconds.

6. You have now successfully tested the connection and the following screen should display.

BizTalk Server is now ready to receive the ORDERS01 IDocs from SAP delivered to BTSORDPORT port and 177 logical system
as defined in the previous procedures.

You need to configure the SAP System to generate the ORDERS01 IDocs, according to the specific requirement e.g. on creation
of a new order, which will be delivered to above logical system at the specified port.

Conclusion

Using the instructions provided in this document, SAP Basis Administrators and Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 Developers
could configure scenarios where an external system like SAP can trigger a workflow in BizTalk Server, potentially resulting in a
transaction in another system.

This provides additional benefits for using Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 in a heterogeneous IT environment, where SAP is an
integral part of the enterprise line-of-business platform.
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Overview

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 offers development tools for designing and implementing business processes as orchestrations.
Once you've implemented a BizTalk orchestration, you can publish the orchestration as a Web service through the built-in Web
Services Publishing Wizard. The wizard generates an ASP.NET Web services (ASMX) endpoint based on the schema types used
in the orchestration. Then consumers can query the generated ASMX endpoint to retrieve the Web Services Description
Language (WSDL) definition representing the orchestration's service contract. Once the WSDL contract is accessible, any Web
services-enabled consumer can integrate with the orchestration.

This general development process assumes that the service contract is typically an orchestration byproduct defined by the
BizTalk Server developer. The reverse scenario, however, is also important—where a pre-existing service contract (in the form
of a WSDL definition) must be implemented and adhered to by a new BizTalk orchestration. This article discusses some of the
issues surrounding BizTalk Server's support for Web services, while providing helpful guidance and some practical techniques
for implementing existing WSDL contracts in your BizTalk orchestrations.

BizTalk Server Messaging Basics

BizTalk Server, at its core, processes XML messages. In order to process XML, however, BizTalk Server must know about the
message's structure and types. Developers provide this information to BizTalk Server in the form of XML Schema (XSD)
definitions. Developers also model how these XSD types flow through BizTalk orchestrations using logical ports. Developers
bind the logical ports to physical ports, which specify concrete transport details and locations. The information provided by the
logical and physical ports together defines the external contract of a BizTalk Server system. What happens behind the port
boundary is completely hidden from you (see Figure 1). As you can see, the BizTalk Sever development approach is very
service-oriented and contract-driven by nature.

The information in an orchestration's logical ports is informative not only to external users, but also to BizTalk Server internally.
The logical port information drives the way BizTalk Server's publish and subscribe architecture routes messages. When you
enlist an orchestration, the logical port information is used to create BizTalk MessageBox subscriptions for the particular XSD
type. When you publish messages to the MessageBox at run time, BizTalk Server uses the subscription information to route
messages to the target orchestrations. Applications that wish to interact with a given orchestration only need to know about
the XML types it uses along with where and how to send them.

Figure 1 BizTalk Server messages, ports, and orchestrations

Service Contracts and Collaboration

When building service-oriented systems in general, the only artifact shared among parties is the service contract. Today service
contracts are expressed and shared using WSDL—a language virtually all platforms and frameworks support. When numerous
parties work together on large service-oriented systems, they often collaborate on the shared service contracts. This allows
both consumers and implementers to provide valuable input during contract design, well before the implementation begins.
Doing so increases interoperability success by bringing more expertise to the table (especially regarding local implementation
environments) during the early design stages. Such shared contracts are not always controlled by a single party, but perhaps
by a team or central body of sorts.

This type of collaboration is common in large organizations where developers from multiple departments participate in
defining the service contracts surrounding business process integration scenarios. It's also common in business partner



 

scenarios where business agreements and contracts are established well in advance, before any implementation, and then
simultaneous development ensues against the predefined service contracts. It's even common in some industry verticals where
contracts might be promoted or controlled by official standard bodies or consortiums (e.g., HL7 in the healthcare sector). Many
of these scenarios are common for BizTalk Server developers.

If you find yourself in any of these scenarios, you'll need to implement an existing WSDL contract in your service
implementations. How you accomplish this depends on the framework you're using to implement the services. The most
commonly used frameworks among .NET developers are ASP.NET Web services (ASMX) or Web Services Enhancements (WSE)
2.0—these are a good fit for implementing fine-grained services that don't require much in the way of state management or
long-running transactions. BizTalk Server is emerging as the preferred framework for implementing coarse-grained business
services that typically deal with these more complex issues. The techniques to implement existing service contracts differ
greatly across these different frameworks. Implementing existing contracts using BizTalk Server requires developers to
understand the mapping between orchestrations and Web services along with the available tool support.

Mapping Orchestrations to Services

When you compare the characteristics of BizTalk orchestrations relative to today's Web services stack, you'll notice many
similarities. For example, both orchestrations and WSDL definitions reference XSD types to define the messages that flow in
and out of their systems. Both define the concept of a port type, a logical interface that defines groups of operations consisting
of message exchanges. Both rely on "bindings" to specify the transport and protocol information used to communicate over a
particular port type. Table 1 highlights the mapping between these central concepts.

Table 1 Comparing WSDL definitions to BizTalk orchestrations
N
a
m
e

WSDL Orchestration

Ty
pe
s

WSDL documents import XSD types in order to defi
ne the messages that will in turn define the service i
nputs and outputs.

BizTalk orchestrations reference XSD types in order to define the input
and output messages bound to send/receive ports.

M
es
sa
ge
s

WSDL message elements define the particular elem
ents from the imported XSD that will flow in and out
of the service.

BizTalk Server message variables specify exactly which public element 
from the referenced XSD will be used by the send/receive ports.

Po
rt
Ty
pe
s

WSDL portType elements define groups of logical o
perations, which consist of input and output messag
es—effectively an interface definition.

BizTalk PortTypes define groups of logical operations, which consist of
input and output messages—effectively an interface definition.

Bi
nd
in
gs

WSDL binding elements define additional transport 
and protocol details relative to a portType.

BizTalk orchestrations are "bound" to physical ports, which the BizTalk 
Server messaging engine renders using adapters (to encapsulate com
munication transports) and enhances the messages through the ports 
using pipeline components.

Se
rvi
ce
s

WSDL service elements define ports. WSDL ports de
fine the physical endpoints (addresses) used to com
municate with the service. Each port is associated wi
th a portType/binding.

BizTalk orchestrations define ports. BizTalk Server ports define the logi
cal and physical I/O mechanisms of an orchestration, Each logical port 
is associated a portType and is later bound.

Table 1 illustrates a direct correlation between the information conveyed by BizTalk orchestrations and WSDL definitions.
Therefore, it's logical to assume an automatic mapping between the two worlds is possible, in either direction. In other words,
it should be possible to publish an orchestration as a Web service endpoint using WSDL, and it should be possible to
automatically generate an orchestration skeleton starting from an existing WSDL definition. BizTalk Server automates these
mappings through a variety of different tools.

BizTalk Server provides the Web Services Publishing Wizard (along with a WSE-specific version) to automatically publish
orchestrations as Web service endpoints described by WSDL. The publishing wizard also provides an option for publishing
schemas as Web service endpoints, which doesn't require an orchestration as a starting point. This option requires you to



 

provide more information about the service contract but also gives you more flexibility in terms of how BizTalk Server uses the
service endpoint. In general, the publishing wizard assumes you're starting with BizTalk Server artifacts and publishing them as
services.

The publishing wizard does not support the reverse direction, where you need to generate an orchestration from an existing
WSDL definition. This is where BizTalk Server's BPEL Import Wizard comes into play. When provided a full Business Process
Execution Language (BPEL) definition, the BPEL importer can generate a complete orchestration. However, you can also
generate a skeleton orchestration from a WSDL starting point, providing you with the BizTalk Server representation of the
service contract needed to get started. However, the BPEL Import Wizard doesn't provide the Web services layer needed to
interact with the generated orchestration. Hence, to complete the implementation, you must still figure out a way to produce
the orchestration's Web service front end that also conforms to the existing WSDL contract.

These tools make BizTalk Server a compelling framework for implementing Web services, unbeknownst to many developers.
Let's discuss how each of these tools work before walking through how to implement existing service contracts using BizTalk
Server.

BizTalk Server Web Services Publishing Wizard

The publishing wizard comes with two main options (see Figure 2):

1. Publish BizTalk orchestrations as Web services. 
2. Publish schemas as Web services. 

Both options produce ASMX code that integrates with BizTalk Server.

Figure 2 Web Services Publishing Wizard

When you choose the first option, the wizard prompts you to select the BizTalk assembly containing the desired orchestration.
Then you select the public ports you'd like to publish, along with some other Web service details (such as the WSDL target
namespace, header processing, etc.), and the wizard subsequently generates the necessary ASMX code needed to integrate
with the orchestration. The wizard also generates and configures the Internet Information Services (IIS) virtual directory needed
to host the ASMX endpoint, along with the BizTalk Server receive locations if those options are specified.

The generated ASMX code contains a WebMethod for each operation in the selected BizTalk Server port, along with the
supporting .NET class definitions that model the various XSD types used by the operations. Once published, you can query the
ASMX endpoint using the "?wsdl" convention to retrieve the WSDL definition. The WSDL is generated from the ASMX code,
which was itself generated from the original BizTalk Server port type details. At this point, you don't have much control over
the WSDL contract – everything is simply derived from the orchestration details.

However, the wizard also has the "Publish schemas as Web services" option, which gives you more flexibility. This option
requires you to build the WSDL definition manually using the provided builder (e.g., adding/naming services, operations, etc.).
The WSDL builder then asks you to map the WSDL operations to your BizTalk Server schemas (see Figure 3). The wizard
generates an ASMX endpoint based on the specified details, along with the supporting .NET class definitions that model the
selected XSD types. Although this option offers greater WSDL flexibility, the tradeoff is pretty obvious—you have to build the
entire definition by hand.

Figure 3 Publish schemas as Web services



 

The generated ASMX code performs the same task regardless of which option you use. The code simply processes the SOAP
envelope and dispatches the payload (what's in <soap:Body>) to the BizTalk MessageBox. When using an orchestration, one of
its logical ports must be bound to the SOAP adapter, specifying the address of the ASMX endpoint. This produces the
necessary subscriptions for routing incoming messages to the orchestration.

In the case of "publish schemas," however, you again have more flexibility. You could simply use the generated ASMX to
provide a public gateway to the BizTalk MessageBox and rely on subscriptions along with maps and adapters to pick up the
messages, perform translation, and move the information around your network without ever using orchestrations.
Alternatively, you could manually define orchestrations that subscribe to the incoming messages—it's your choice.

Although this tool provides a productive solution, the use of ASMX in this case comes with an issue worth mentioning. When
the ASMX infrastructure receives a SOAP message, it must first translate the SOAP message into a .NET object graph in order
to invoke the WebMethod. The WebMethod then takes the object graph and using a custom proxy object, passes the object to
BizTalk Server. BizTalk Server, however, is expecting to receive an XML document. Hence, the custom proxy object must
translate the object graph back into XML before presenting it to BizTalk Server. The translation occurring here can become
troublesome in some situations due to the well-documented mismatch between the XSD and .NET type systems.

The fact is that clients send XML and BizTalk Server consumes XML. The ASMX translation can introduce overhead and risk in
this scenario but it is also possible for you to automatically retrieve WSDL definitions from the strongly-typed signatures
(using service.asmx?wsdl), which is the most likely reason for doing things this way. When you're implementing existing
service contracts, this is the main area that can cause problems (more on this shortly).

BizTalk Server WSE Web Services Publishing Wizard

The BizTalk Server Adapter for WSE 2.0 also provides a publishing wizard that generates WSE 2.0 code instead of ASMX. The
same two options exist for publishing orchestrations or schemas as Web services—the main difference here is that you can
also specify policy information to configure security (see Figure 4).

What's interesting about the wizard-generated WSE code is that it no longer uses the ASMX programming model. Instead, the
WSE 2.0 messaging API is used through a new SoapService-derived class named
Microsoft.BizTalk.Adapter.WseReceiver.WseReceiver. It generates a new class that derives from WseReceiver and adds a
[SoapMethod] attributed method for each operation. The generated method signatures are defined in terms of SoapEnvelopes,
which means .NET object serialization no longer occurs at run time. Now the WSE infrastructure performs all policy/security
processing on the raw SoapEnvelope and the generated proxy code simply dispatches the envelope body directly to BizTalk
Server.

The generated class is bound to an .ashx endpoint, which you can browse to retrieve the WSDL definition. You might wonder
how it could possibly generate WSDL if the signatures are defined in terms of SoapEnvelope. Additional method attributes
convey the input/output type information, used solely for WSDL-generation purposes. This solution gives you the best of both
worlds.

Both publishing wizards are suitable when you're defining new service contracts and aren't concerned with conforming to an
existing WSDL definition. Each provides equivalent functionality to code-first ASMX, where you start by authoring
WebMethods and let the infrastructure generate the contract, only here the orchestration is the "code" and the wizard
generates the contract. If you're looking for the "wsdl.exe /server" equivalent, you need to use the BPEL import wizard.

Figure 4 BizTalk Server WSE Web Services Publishing Wizard



 

BizTalk Server BPEL Import Wizard

The BizTalk Server BPEL Import Wizard provides tool support for contract-driven orchestration development today. You access
this wizard when creating new BizTalk Server projects in Microsoft Visual Studio .NET. There is a BizTalk Server project
template named BizTalk Server BPEL Import Project (see Figure 5). When you select this template, Visual Studio .NET launches
the BPEL Import Wizard that walks you through specifying the contracts to generate the new orchestration.

You can specify complete BPEL definitions describing an entire orchestration or just WSDL and schema definitions for
generating the orchestration's port types. Although the full-BPEL approach is quite compelling, it's not the most common
scenario today. The scenario focused on here is how to handle dealing with a stand-alone WSDL definition that you've been
given to implement.

A typical WSDL definition contains two main types of information:

1. The abstract interface (type, message, portType)
2. The concrete binding details (binding, service)

A Web service that dispatches to BizTalk Server is concerned with both types of information. Orchestrations, on the other hand,
aren't concerned with concrete binding information – they're defined in abstract terms via logical ports. This is important to
understand when looking at the BPEL Import Wizard because it only generates the orchestration, not the Web service layer.

Figure 5 BizTalk Server BPEL import project

Let's walk through an example while discussing how this process works. We'll assume that we have an existing WSDL
definition that defines a single operation named Multiply. The WSDL definition imports two external schema files: DocIn.xsd
and DocOut.xsd. DocIn.xsd defines an element named DocIn, which contains two input elements, Param1 and Param2, as
illustrated here:

<xs:schema 
xmlns="http://example.org/docin" 
elementFormDefault="qualified" 
targetNamespace="http://example.org/docin" 



DocOut.xsd contains an element named DocOut, which contains a Result element to hold the result of the Multiply operation:

Both of these schema files are imported and used by the WSDL definition. They are referenced by the WSDL messages, which
are in turn referenced by the operation:

The rest of this WSDL file goes on to bind the portType to SOAP over HTTP using the document/literal style. However, as far as
the orchestration is concerned, the important information is shown above. The types, messages, and portTypes are the
constructs that generate the new BizTalk orchestration. In fact, the current BPEL Import Wizard is only capable of dealing with
these constructs, which means you have to extract the binding/service elements from the WSDL definition before using it with
the BPEL Import Wizard.

Once you have the WSDL definition ready to import, run the BPEL Import Wizard and specify it when prompted to "Select
BPEL, WSDL, and XSD Files" to import (see Figure 6). Even though the WSDL file imports the XSD files, you must specify the
required XSD files as well. Once you've finished, complete the wizard and the skeleton orchestration project is generated.

xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
  <xs:element name="DocIn">
    <xs:complexType>
      <xs:sequence>
        <xs:element name="Param1" type="xs:int" />
        <xs:element name="Param2" type="xs:int" />
      </xs:sequence>
    </xs:complexType>
  </xs:element>
</xs:schema>

<xs:schema 
  xmlns="http://example.org/docout" 
  elementFormDefault="qualified" 
  targetNamespace="http://example.org/docout" 
  xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
  <xs:element name="DocOut">
    <xs:complexType>
      <xs:sequence>
        <xs:element name="Result" type="xs:long" />
      </xs:sequence>
    </xs:complexType>
  </xs:element>
</xs:schema>

<definitions ... 
  xmlns:s0="http://example.org/docin" 
  xmlns:s1="http://example.org/docout"
  xmlns:s2="http://example.org/mathservices" 
  targetNamespace="http://example.org/mathservices"
  xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/"
  >
  <import namespace="http://example.org/docin" 
    location="DocIn.xsd" />
  <import namespace="http://example.org/docout" 
    location="DocOut.xsd" />
  <message name="InputMessage">
    <part name="parameters" element="s0:DocIn" />
  </message>
  <message name="OutputMessage">
    <part name="parameters" element="s1:DocOut" />
  </message>
  <portType name="MathService">
    <operation name="Multiply">
      <input message="s2:InputMessage" />
      <output message="s2:OutputMessage" />
    </operation>
  </portType>
...



Figure 6 BPEL Import Wizard - Selecting Files to Import

Initially, the orchestration project looks deceivingly empty. However, upon closer inspection, you'll notice the following things
occurred:

If you inspect Solution Explorer, you'll see an orchestration was created with the same name as the WSDL file. 
The XSD files were automatically imported into the project.
The wizard generated several BizTalk Server types and messages for use within the orchestration that you'll find via the
Orchestration View (see Figure 7) REF _Ref100857356 \h 
Given our WSDL, a BizTalk PortType was generated with a name of MathService. The PortType contains a single
operation named Multiply, which uses a request/response message exchange. 
The Request message is mapped to InputMessage—a multipart message type also generated from the WSDL.
InputMessage contains a single part named parameter, which maps to the DocIn element from the imported XSD. The
same is true for the Response message. 
In addition to the PortType, notice that the wizard also generated two message variables named Message_1 and
Message_2 for use within the orchestration. These messages also map to the DocIn and DocOut XSD elements.

Figure 7 Orchestration view

Now all we need to do is define a new logical port based on the MathService PortType and our orchestration is guaranteed to
conform to the interface defined in the original WSDL definition. To do this, create a new configured port and select
MathService as the existing PortType. Once you finish the wizard, the new port appears containing all of the operations found
in the PortType – in this case Multiply. Then you're simply left with the task of implementing the operations in the
orchestration logic.



 

The completed orchestration for this example is shown in Figure 8. Next, we need to generate the Web services layer that
implements the original WSDL contract and dispatches messages into our new BizTalk orchestration.

Figure 8 Port Configuration Wizard

Figure 9 Orchestration implementation from WSDL

Implementing a Conforming Web Services Layer

When you expose an orchestration through a Web service, the generated ASMX/WSE code is the BizTalk Server SOAP adapter.
The adapter's job is to perform the necessary SOAP and WS-* processing on incoming SOAP messages, extract the payload
from the SOAP envelope, and dispatch the payload to the BizTalk MessageBox. When the payload hits the BizTalk MessageBox,
the SOAPness is lost and it is no longer considered a Web service message—it's simply an instance of some XSD type that
BizTalk Server knows about. Upon arrival, BizTalk Server routes the message to the target orchestration. In the case of
request/response operations, the Web service layer must also capture the response message returned by the orchestration,
and create an appropriate SOAP response for the client.

Implementing this layer while conforming to an existing WSDL contract is the trickiest step of the overall process, and there are
a variety of ways to approach it. First, you could use the built-in ASMX publishing wizard against the new orchestration.
Although the publishing wizard produces the code needed to dispatch to the BizTalk MessageBox, the code won't conform to
the original WSDL definition. The names of the various WSDL constructs are modified after passing through the code
generation processes. The generated code may also contain other incompatibilities with respect to the original contract, such
as binding differences and the necessary ASMX parameter style (bare vs. wrapped) that direct serialization.

Another option is to use the "publish schema" option to more fully control the WSDL and avoid the name-mangling problem
referred to previously. This option requires you to manually define the WSDL operations via the wizard. Although it seems kind
of silly to redefine the WSDL contract via the wizard when we had it from the beginning, doing so gets you closer to the
original WSDL contract and produces the correct BizTalk Server dispatching code. We say "closer" because you can specify the
correct names for things in the wizard, but the builder still doesn't let you specify WSDL/ASMX binding details. This means the



ASMX-generated WSDL can still inherit these potential incompatibilities.

Regardless of the path you take in the ASMX publishing wizard, you'll have to make some manual edits to the generated ASMX
code to ensure conformance with the original WSDL contract. The easiest way to do this is to disable the default ASMX WSDL
generation and return the original WSDL file when requested by clients. Then you simply need to make edits to each
WebMethod to ensure the ASMX dispatching and serialization logic continues to work properly. The exact steps you need to
follow are in the following section.

ASMX Publishing Wizard Steps

Use the following steps to use the ASMX publishing wizard:

1. Run the BizTalk Web Services Publishing Wizard to generate the ASMX code from the orchestration that implements the
original WSDL contract.

2. Disable automatic WSDL generation by modifying the ASMX code. You can do this by specifying the location of the static
WSDL file you started from (specify the Location property on [WebServiceBinding] and the name of the specified binding
on [SoapDocumentMethod]).

3. Modify each [SoapDocumentMethod] attribute to use SoapParameterStyle.Bare and the same SOAPAction value
specified in the original WSDL definition.

Making these changes makes most of the remaining details found in the generated ASMX code insignificant. Now when
consumers request the WSDL for the ASMX endpoint (using "?wsdl"), ASMX returns a reference to the static WSDL file from
which we started.

As long as the ASMX SOAPAction values match those found in the WSDL definition, ASMX routes incoming SOAP messages to
the correct WebMethod implementations. And if ASMX isn't expecting "wrapper" elements during object serialization (which
you disable by specifying SoapParameterStyle.Bare), the XML serialization process should continue to work. Using this
approach gives you the best of both worlds—you remain in control of the WSDL contract while taking advantage of the
publishing wizard to generate the necessary BizTalk Server dispatching code.

When using the WSE publishing wizard, similar issues exist. The main thing you need to worry about in this case is the
SOAPAction for each operation. You no longer have to worry about serialization incompatibilities since the WSE-based
methods are defined in terms of SoapEnvelope.

Nevertheless, you probably don't want to use the generated WSDL in this case either. However, with the WSE messaging API,
you cannot disable automatic WSDL generation using the same technique described for ASMX. In order to do this with the
WSE-generated code, you need to override the ProcessNonSoapRequest method (defined by SoapReceiver) on the generated
WseReceiver-derived class. Then you can simply publish the static WSDL file on your Web server somewhere. The following
section summarizes the exact steps you need to follow when using the WSE publishing wizard.

WSE Publishing Wizard Steps

Use the following steps to use the WSE publishing wizard:

1. Run the BizTalk Server WSE Publishing Wizard to generate the WSE code from the orchestration that implements the
original WSDL contract.

2. Disable automatic WSDL generation by overriding the ProcessNonSoapRequest method to return an HttpException (404,
not found). Instead, you can publish the static WSDL file in a virtual directory for clients to access directly.

3. Modify each [SoapMethod] attribute to specify the same SOAPAction value specified in the original WSDL definition.

You could choose to avoid the publishing wizards altogether and use "wsdl.exe /server" to produce your Web service layer.
This guarantees the generated ASMX conforms to the original WSDL definition, but it obviously doesn't generate the BizTalk
Server dispatching code needed within the WebMethod implementations. Although not for the faint of heart, you could
manually insert the BizTalk Server dispatching code by copying what the wizard produces (from another wizard-generated
project) and customizing it within your WebMethods. The generated code follows a standard template but every
implementation differs slightly by parameter lists, names, types, etc.

Regardless of the approach you use to produce the Web services layer, the last thing you need to do is bind your
orchestration's logical port to the SOAP adapter specifying the address of the ASMX endpoint you're using for the Web service
layer. Doing so generates the appropriate MessageBox subscriptions for routing the incoming messages sent by the Web
service layer to the deployed orchestration.

Although none of these solutions is likely to make you completely happy, it is possible to implement existing WSDL contracts
using BizTalk orchestrations today. Doing so, you reap the many benefits offered by the BizTalk orchestration engine
surrounding state management and long-running transactions. You just need to know what options are available for getting
the job done.



 

 

 

Where Are We?

BizTalk Server 2004 provides in-depth integration with Web services and productive tools such as the Web Services Publishing
Wizard and the BPEL Import Wizard for mapping between the worlds of BizTalk orchestrations and WSDL. We've covered step-
by-step techniques for implementing existing WSDL contracts in your orchestrations today, along with alternative mechanisms
for implementing a conforming Web services layer.
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Introduction

Business processes are dependant and ordered activities that result in predictable and repeatable outcomes. Consisting of an
organization’s operating procedures, institutional working knowledge, and information resources, business processes are
designed to satisfy defined business objectives in an efficient and timely manner. In an efficient environment, the functional
components of a process can be readily identified, adapted, and deployed to address ever-changing corporate requirements—
a capability termed as business agility. By definition, business agility is an organization’s systemic ability to fluidly marshal and
reconfigure resources in response to business requirements and opportunities. Business Process Management (BPM) tools are
designed to provide for such agility by facilitating the creation and execution of highly transparent and modular process-
oriented workflows that meet the operational performance standards IT organizations demand.

Automated business processes developed and executed within such an environment are characterized by the following
attributes:

Visibility of end-to-end process activities

Process components and functionality that are exposed and self-describing

Ability to integrate disparate information source and application functionality into a process

Information flow and event notification that can be automated and monitored throughout a process

Workflow participation that makes the most of desktop productivity and communication tools

Service level agreements that can be specified, monitored, and enforced for activities in a process

Ability to add, remove, or reconfigure any process activity or component, without disrupting the process

Processes that can be monitored in real time or near real time

Process designs that can accommodate any exception handling requirement

Processes that can be easily replicated, extended, and scaled

With the support of XML and Web Services, BPM systems are transforming the way in which IT organizations are
implementing and executing workflow components. XML applies structure to information, freeing it from any functional
dependency on the software that operates on it. Web Services on the other hand provide the framework for application-to-
application messaging and invocation over an unbounded network. BPM tools provide the additional support infrastructure to
harness these capabilities to create, deploy, and execute the entire scope of workflow management, enterprise application
integration (EAI), and trading partner integration (TPI).

This document examines how Microsoft’s tools for Business Process Management and supporting technologies facilitate the
creation of processes that share the characteristics defined previously. The paper also describes how XML and Web Services
are deployed within a BPM solution to achieve unprecedented modularity and extensibility. Finally, the document illuminates
the gains in development and operational productivity that BPM technology engenders, which in turn enables real-time
business agility.
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A new paradigm
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Just as standards-based Web servers and browsers facilitated the communication and distribution of information between
people, BPM tools that employ standards-based XML and Web Services technologies will facilitate the wide-scale proliferation
of automated and distributed business processes.

A defining characteristic of BPM technology is the elevation of design and development functions from the program layer to
the information (document) and transport (messaging) layer. An application is no longer an opaque data-centric procedural
construct; it is a messaging event or messaging agent capable of processing the exposed declarative properties of rich (XML)
documents. Workflow processes, integration scenarios, or trading partner interactions consist of an orchestrated flow of
messages that are routed, transformed, and processed according to message content, formatting requirements, and business
rules.

Transparency and modularity are also defining characteristics of BPM technology. Not only are documents and messages
exposed, self-describing, and extensible, but so are the communicating endpoint definitions, services, business rules,
transformation maps, and process execution instructions that exchange and act upon the messages and documents. A process
component can be “loosely coupled” with any other component so that a modification made to one activity or component in a
process does not necessitate changes to other activities or components. Each component is functionally independent of any
other component.
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Microsoft Technology for BPM

Business Process Management technology represents a major conceptual reorientation of the methodologies of workflow
development and deployment for business processes. As with any paradigm shift, it must result in significant benefits to be
justified. Substantial evidence already indicates that users of BPM technology are achieving dramatic development efficiencies,
accelerated returns on their investment, and most importantly, reduced resource requirements. Although XML, Web Services,
and BPM platforms impose a new conceptual model on business process development and execution, the technologies
required to do so are proven Microsoft® products that have been augmented to support this new paradigm. This section
describes the core and supporting component technologies that constitute Microsoft’s process development and execution
suite.

BizTalk® Server is Microsoft’s central platform for Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) and BPM and embodies the
integration and automation capabilities of XML and Web Services technologies. BizTalk Server functions as a process execution
engine and as a multitransport hub for messaging and document transformations.

Visual Studio® .NET is Microsoft’s flagship integrated development environment. The Orchestration Designer module found
in previous versions of BizTalk Server is now an integral part of Visual Studio .NET with significantly more functionality. It is a
visual development tool for building sophisticated workflows and processes that incorporate business rules, events,
transactions, and exceptions and for linking these elements to implementation objects and messaging events. The assembled
process generates an XML-based run-time script (BPEL) of the process that is executed in BizTalk Server.

SQL Server is tightly coupled with BizTalk Server and functions as its real-time data store for document tracking information
and dehydrated instances of long-running processes.

Office 2003 redefines the functional concept and capabilities of Word and Excel by making XML the native file format. The
applications can now behave like network clients, in the manner of a Web browser or e-mail client, but are capable of far more
sophisticated and automated interactions with any source of XML information. Furthermore, in Office 2003, Microsoft also
introduces InfoPath, an XML-based form application designed to address complex workflow documentation requirements.
Because these applications can generate and decode XML documents with their respective schema definitions and processing
instructions, they can directly engage in event-level interactions with BizTalk Server.

Active Directory® provides automated and federated authentication and authorization facilities as part of the process
development and execution architecture. Its authentication and authorization capabilities facilitate sophisticated workflow
processes that involve multiple participants, applications, documentation flows, and information sources. Active Directory also
defines role-based participation attributes for workflow activities.

Host Integration Server and BizTalk Server Adapters facilitate integration with enterprise applications, legacy networking
and transport protocols, and numerous data formats.

Microsoft Operations Manager and Application Center provide data center class system tools for building, monitoring,
and scaling high-performance, mission-critical deployments of BizTalk Server and its supporting technologies.

Microsoft is at the forefront of XML, Web Services, and Business Process Management development and is committed to the
implementation of these enabling technologies throughout its products. Nowhere are the potential capabilities of XML and
Web Services more evident and maximized than within Microsoft’s integration, development, and productivity technologies.
The core XML and Web Services capabilities found in the new releases of BizTalk Server, Visual Studio .NET, Visio, and
Microsoft Office 2003 demonstrate a coherent vision for distributing EAI and BPA development and deployment activities, both



along functional lines and among stakeholders. The details of this vision become apparent through an examination of the new
features and functions of the component technologies described previously.

BizTalk Server 2004

BizTalk Server is the central product of the Microsoft Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) and Business Process
Management (BPM) toolset and embodies the application integration and process automation capabilities of XML and Web
Services technologies. BizTalk Server has two core functions:

A process execution engine that manages the steps, applies the business logic, and invokes the supporting applications of
a complex process and/or transaction set.

A multitransport messaging hub for transforming and routing information to and from applications and process steps.

The release of BizTalk Server 2004 represents Microsoft’s third generation of BPM technology. The initial introduction of
BizTalk Server 2000 demonstrated Microsoft’s early leadership in defining BPM functionality and supporting XML. BizTalk
Server 2002 provided feature set refinements and performance enhancements. The new version of BizTalk Server is a major
upgrade that incorporates the recommendations of thousands of users. BizTalk Server 2004 offers many new features and has
been reengineered to provide substantial upgrades including improved performance and monitoring of process execution,
robust Visual Studio .NET integration for programmatic control, and enhanced workflow modeling capabilities.

By leveraging the application integration and process automation capabilities of BizTalk Server and Microsoft Office, Microsoft
has adopted the W3C XML Schema Recommendation. XML Schema is a specification that formally defines an extensive array
of data type primitives and structural components for creating XML documents; it serves as a dictionary of abstract elements,
attribute entities, and organizational rules. Creating XML documents that conform to the schema delivers a significant
advantage: the meaning, function, and application of the document’s content is comprehensible to, and operable by, any XML-
enabled application that can access the document’s underlying schema.

Every industry-specific initiative to develop a common vocabulary and set of procedures for the exchange and processing of
information is based on XML Schema. By using XML Schema internally, BizTalk Server can import any XML schema definition
natively without translation. This significantly reduces the time and effort required to facilitate sophisticated, interactive
business scenarios—particularly those that involve the exchange of multiple document types. For example, consider the
emergence of generic business-to-business (B2B) framework specifications for standardizing document content and data
exchange procedures and behavior. There are typically hundreds of document types and exchange scenarios identified in each
initiative specification, all of which are defined using XML Schema. By supporting XML Schema natively, the BizTalk Server
messaging infrastructure and process execution engine can effectively support any B2B framework initiative.

Office 2003

XML Schema also figures prominently in the release of Microsoft Office 2003 as Word and Excel adopt XML as a native
document format using an XML schema definition file. Also in Office 2003, Microsoft introduces InfoPath™, an XML-based
form tool designed to propagate automated workflow capabilities throughout an organization. InfoPath allows workflow
participants who create new information or perform analytical or content collection functions to generate, interact with, and
exchange structured information. Typically, these activities are paper-bound or use a digital representation of paper. A form
created in a word processing or spreadsheet program can be filled out easily enough, but the information that is entered in the
form cannot be understood or processed without programmatic or manual intervention. Generating, conveying, extracting,
manipulating, and reorganizing unstructured information in and from these formats is extremely labor intensive, inefficient,
and costly.

InfoPath addresses this problem by creating smart forms that generate structured XML information, including processing
instruction metadata. Underlying an InfoPath form is a template that incorporates one or more XML schemas, XSLT style
sheets, embedded controls, and business logic instruction sets. The template controls the behavior of a form in the following
ways:

Generates multiple form views of the same information

Constrains data types and values that can be entered in a form

Defines and controls the dependencies for entering information

Generates automatic, derived, and computed values

Invokes events, prompts, and instructions based on dependencies

Provides access to remote information sources



Enables the incorporation of digital signatures

Form templates are created in a WYSIWYG design tool and require no procedural programming, predefined XML schemas, or
XSLT style sheets. The schema and processing instructions are implicitly defined as the form template, which is represented in
XML, is constructed from a palette of drag-and-drop controls, wizards, and dialog boxes. When an InfoPath form is populated,
it generates an XML document that contains the entered and derived information, required metadata, processing instructions,
and digital signatures of the participants who have accessed the form. The document also includes references to the template
schemas and XSLT files required by other XML-enabled applications.

By enabling Microsoft Office applications to automatically recognize and process the information and metadata contained in a
document, they become capable of engaging in event-level interactions. These “content-responsive” applications have the
ability to facilitate automated workflow processes that take place between applications, and between applications and
participants. This is the same fundamental premise of Web Services, and it redefines the functional concept and capabilities of
these applications. They now behave as network clients, in the manner of a Web browser or e-mail client, but are capable of
engaging in sophisticated and automated interactions with any source of XML information. Participants using these tools still
engage in their workflow functions, but much more efficiently because of the elimination of manual processing tasks that are
irrelevant to the effective execution of those functions.

Exchanging Information

BizTalk Server provides extensive transport and messaging services such as receive and send locations, adapters, pipelines and
publish and subscribe distribution capabilities through a messagebox data store—all of which support content-based routing
and processing. These facilities combined with the BizTalk Server document tracking and process monitoring capabilities,
provide an overlay infrastructure for managing workflow processes. With BizTalk Server as the messaging and process hub
and Office 2003 applications as XML-processing clients, participant involvement in workflows can be orchestrated, monitored,
and qualified for reliability and performance metrics. This has the potential to radically alter the dynamics and efficiencies of
workflow processing on an enterprise-wide basis.

The methodologies and technologies of process design, implementation, and execution are also undergoing a paradigm shift.
As such, Microsoft is introducing key innovations in its BPM tools that will significantly improve process development and
deployment. One of these innovations is the introduction of a set of high-level process-design and implementation tools that
correspond to the roles of the participants involved in process development. These tools make it possible to graphically
construct the business logic model of a process, link the steps in the model to actual implementation agents and components,
and then generate an executable run-time instruction set of the finished process model in XML.

Roles of Business Analyst and Developer

Automating business processes is a collaborative activity that takes place between line-of-business professionals and
programmers. Because each discipline has its own language and development issues, a communication and procedural divide
separates their understanding of the development objectives. Consequently, software development is characterized by
recursive revision cycles and ambiguity. Its methodology requires interpreting the apparent objective of a specification and
translating it into a highly abstract form. While development notation systems such as UML provide business analysts with a
structured approach for documenting use cases and specifications, programmers still have to interpret the documentation and
translate its intent into a different language and format.

To take advantage of a business process paradigm that is exposed, loosely coupled, and document-driven, development tools
and methodologies that incorporate these concepts are required. In creating these tools, Microsoft offers an alternative
methodology for developing process-oriented applications. This methodology eliminates the inefficient interpretation and
translation cycles that presently characterize application development.

Microsoft Visio remains the ideal tool for the business analyst. Designed for line-of-business professionals, Visio enables users
to create diagrams of a business process by arranging, ordering, labeling, and linking various symbols that represent activities,
events, decisions, flow, and transactions. When a process diagram is completed, Visio generates an XML representation of it in
a Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) document. The BPEL representation of the designed process is then imported
into Visual Studio .NET where each design object in the process will be implemented.

The corresponding product for developers remains Visual Studio .NET. Offering an extensive set of functionality, Visual Studio
.NET contains a special project overlay template that provides programmers with a visual workspace. This workspace exposes
the “binding” that exists between implementation objects, documents, and messaging infrastructure and the process steps
created in the design stage. Though Visual Studio .NET is a programming environment, the method for implementing the
process design does not resemble procedural programming application development. Instead, the visual workspace provides a
collaborative environment where the programmer and process designer can work together on a diagrammatic object model of
the process that both can understand.



  

  

Bringing the pieces together

In the workspace, Visual Studio .NET reconstitutes the diagrammatic representation of the business process. In addition to the
primitive element design palette found in Visio, it also contains a palette of implementation objects: application integration
components, COM objects, Web Services, XML documents, messaging and transport facilities, and transformations. These
objects are visually “bound” to the design objects through messaging events or method calls using drop, drag, and connect
activities. Furthermore, the implementation mechanisms for highly complex functions, such as transactions requiring two-
phase commit, rollback, and so on, are built-in functions— thus eliminating the need to write complicated procedural code.

Because the primary dynamic of BPM exchanges is based on sending, receiving, inspecting, and transforming exposed XML
documents, a BPM development tool should be capable of visually mapping the flow and exchange of information in a
messaging event associated with a process step. This is facilitated through a special “Data” template that graphically represents
the message flow in a process as well as the transformation of, and operations performed on, document elements through the
process flow.

This assembly approach to building process applications incorporates the modular, loosely coupled, and exposed paradigm for
creating any type of interaction or event. Each implementation binding or messaging event is functionally independent of any
other binding or messaging event. A change on the design side does not affect the operation, function, structure, or integrity of
the objects on the implementation side. In conventional process development, a complex integration or process scenario is
embodied in opaque programming code. That code incorporates the structure of the endpoint objects, the process flow logic,
the conversion of data formats, business rules, and the bindings to transport infrastructure. If a modification is required to any
one facet of the integration module, the integrity of the entire exchange implementation is compromised. The risk of
introducing unexpected behavior when modifying code has always been a pitfall of software development and it accounts for
the hesitancy to make ongoing process changes in response to business requirements.

It is no accident that the tools and methodologies for developing business processes exemplify the modular, loosely coupled,
and exposed paradigm that characterizes the processes themselves. This paradigm is fundamental to every aspect of the
Microsoft BPM environment. The ability to visualize and comprehend complex business logic and its implementation
mechanisms makes process development and maintenance infinitely more efficient and manageable—enabling organizations
to flexibly adapt to new business requirements and opportunities.
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Understanding BPEL

Real-world business processes are complex and incorporate numerous integrity controls: ACID transaction support, stateful
persistence of long-running interactions, nested and parallel operations, compensation and exception mechanisms,
acknowledgements, and correlation capabilities. As process complexity increases, the value of being able to design, implement,
and document highly dependant and sophisticated behavior using a visual assembly methodology becomes more apparent.
This is especially the case when processes require modification or one process design serves as the basis for another.

The Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS or BPEL) is another key standard supported by
Microsoft in BizTalk Server 2004. Developed collaboratively by Microsoft, IBM, and BEA Systems, BPEL was designed to
orchestrate and coordinate Web Services so they can be engaged in collaborative and transactional behavior. The BPEL
specification has been submitted to the OASIS standards body for review and eventual designation as a protocol standard.

While Web Services provide the methodology for application-to-application messaging and method invocation over an
unbounded network, by themselves they cannot satisfy the operational requirements of a business process. A business
processes is a set of dependant and ordered activities, the execution of which results in a predictable and repeatable outcome
in a timely manner. BPEL will enable Web Services to ultimately meet these requirements. BPEL formally defines basic and
structured activities that are used to compose sophisticated business processes. Because a BPEL instruction set is an XML
representation of a process with a precise language and grammar structure, it provides a readable and understandable
instruction set for documenting a process. In fact, the object primitives used in BizTalk Server Orchestration Designer are direct
representations of basic and structured BPEL elements such as receive, invoke, sequence, flow, switch, partners, role, link, and
source.
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Business Rules in Business Processes

Business processes are driven by business rules, and the majority of modifications to a business process life cycle pertain to
changes in business rules (as opposed to technology-related modifications). However, because business rules in conventional
applications are embodied in opaque programming code, they cannot be accessed or modified easily and without potential
disruption to running processes. There’s no argument that isolating business rules from procedural code or any process
implementation mechanisms dramatically improves the efficiencies of managing and adapting business processes in response



to new requirements or business conditions.

It is therefore of particular significance that, in BizTalk Server 2004, Microsoft introduces the Business Rules Composer. The
Business Rules Composer consists of a business rule editor and engine for creating and processing sophisticated rule sets
using a forward-chaining inference model. A rule set (or “Policy”) that drives a specific activity or function is created with the
Business Rules Composer and becomes a resource object that is referenced in a BizTalk Server orchestration. Transparency and
loose coupling governs the creation and implementation of business rules. A rule set incorporated within a BizTalk Server
orchestration can be viewed, modified, or replaced both at design and run time, without affecting any other operational aspect
of a process or interrupting running instances of the affected process.

Isolating, exposing, and publishing business rule sets as services that can be accessed by any application or process provides
one of the most compelling value propositions for the Services Oriented Architecture paradigm. As such, the Business Rules
Composer module is one of Microsoft’s most noteworthy products.

BPM and the Service Oriented Architecture

The next era of computing will be characterized by the detachment of information from applications, leading to a widely
distributed Service Oriented Architecture.

The meaning, function, relationships, and presentation of information will be self-describing and embedded in the
information itself, using schema vocabularies and style sheet references.

Information will be generated and published without knowledge of how it will be consumed or used.

Applications will be capable of consuming information and the methods of other applications, while being consumed
themselves.

Processes will be self-configurable and self-modifying based on event-level interactions between rule sets and
information.

Entirely new applications and business models will evolve from this paradigm.

Microsoft’s BPM tools and the XML technologies on which they are built introduce the next era of computing based on the
Services Oriented Architecture paradigm. In examining the innovations being introduced in Microsoft’s BPM toolset, it
becomes apparent how cumulative XML functionality accrues: XML Schema enables Web Services and InfoPath. XML
technologies embedded in BizTalk Server enable an entirely new model for application integration and process management.
Each manifestation by itself has significant value, but combined, they offer the potential to facilitate wholesale efficiencies and
innovative solutions. It is an object lesson in the whole being greater than the sum of the parts.

Operational Support for BPM Technology

It is one matter to have a vision of how things can work; it is another to actually make that vision work. The innovations
engendered by XML require operational support context. On their own, they cannot be simply inserted into an organization’s
existing infrastructure and expected to provide functional efficiencies, or to conform to the operational performance standards
to which IT organizations are accustomed. Their value is actualized when implemented within a framework of complementary
and supporting technologies that facilitate their use within an embedded infrastructure. Just as InfoPath and BizTalk Server
complement each other, Microsoft’s array of proven enterprise applications (SQL Server, Active Directory, Host Integration
Server, Microsoft Operations Manager, and Application Center) complement and support the implementation of these
applications in a real-world, mission-critical context.

SQL server provides the transaction record data store for all BizTalk Server messaging events as well as dehydrated instances
of long-running processes. Because SQL Server directly supports XML, it can maintain a record of the document instance
associated with each message event as well. In this capacity SQL server provides the persistence capabilities of BizTalk Server.

The BizTalk Server application integration methodology is based on converting the native file formats of legacy and packaged
applications into an internal XML representation, which is then transformed according to the requirements of the integration
exchange. A prerequisite of this conversion function is knowledge of the native file formats. Microsoft’s Host Integration Server
and other third-party adaptors provide this information to BizTalk Server in a comprehensible and usable way. Furthermore,
these products provide transport gateways between supported transport facilities in BizTalk Server and the transport protocols
used by legacy systems.

Lastly are the requirements for system performance, availability and scalability. Any enterprise-class application must be
engineered to accommodate performance metrics monitoring, operational redundancy, and scalability at a granular level. This
fine grain level of performance management, failure prevention, and scalability can be achieved with the support of Microsoft
Operations Manager (MOM) and Applications Center. These tools are tightly integrated with all Microsoft server products and
provide the operational assurances necessary for enterprise class information processing.
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Conclusion

Over the last two years, based on thousands of successful deployments, BizTalk Server has clearly demonstrated that a
platform based on XML technologies can dramatically improve the efficiencies and economics of application integration
development. With the innovations introduced in BizTalk Server 2004, Office 2003, Visio, and Visual Studio .NET XML
technologies will demonstrate an even greater potential to deliver operational efficiencies and benefits—and will, no doubt,
assume a prominent role in enterprise computing.
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Summary: "Using XML Schemas in BizTalk Server 2004" discusses the basic concepts of XML schemas and explains how they
are used in BizTalk Server 2004. (30 printed pages)

Overview

Schemas are required for most BizTalk Server applications because they are used to process and validate message information.
This document covers the basic concepts of XML schemas and explains how they are used in Microsoft® BizTalk® Server
2004.

This document consists of five parts:

Introduction to XML and Schemas. A conceptual overview of XML and schemas.
Processing and Validating Data. A tutorial on how BizTalk Server uses schemas to process data by promoting
properties and using the mapper, including an explanation of how to validate schemas and data.
Creating Schemas. A discussion of how to use schema editor extensions with BizTalk Editor. Covers details of encoding
for use with external editors.
Flat File Extensions for Schemas. A conceptual overview of positional and delimited flat files. This is followed by an
extensive walkthrough that demonstrates all the steps necessary to use BizTalk Server to process a positional flat file.
Using Processing Instructions with Microsoft InfoPath®. A brief discussion of how to add information to a schema
so that InfoPath can read files generated by BizTalk Server.

Links to further information about XML and schemas are included at the end of this document.

Part 1: Introduction to XML and Schemas

BizTalk schemas are documents that define the structure of the XML (eXtended Markup Language) data in BizTalk messages,
and their purpose is to create templates for processing and validating XML messages. To create BizTalk schemas, you need a
basic understanding of XML. The first part of this document outlines the basic concepts of XML and then discusses how
schemas are used as template definitions for XML messages.

What Is XML?

Before the creation of XML, markup languages such as HTML were primarily used to define how text is displayed on a
computer screen or printed page. XML can do much more than any previous markup language. Soon after XML was created,
people realized that instead of just marking up text, they could use XML as a way to structure and identify information in new
ways. Previous database formats only contained raw data, but XML revolutionized the database world by making it possible to
embed a description with each portion of the data. Having the description accompanying the data made it possible to
reorganize that information into new categories more easily.

XML provides a way to structure data in a flexible and efficient manner. XML quickly became popular because it enabled people
to create documents that included both data and the definition of that data.

XML structures and identifies information by using markup codes to enclose fields of data in a hierarchical format. XML uses a
handful of standardized symbols to set off information. A typical inventory file written in XML might look like this:

In this example, the information about a particular chair is contained in XML markup codes that define the name, number, and
price. The words "Chair", "Name", "Number", and "Price" are surrounded by the standard XML code characters "<", ">", and "/".
These standard codes are used to mark up the data so that a database program can read and write the information efficiently.

Each set of enclosing codes, and the word inside, is called an element. These elements surround and define the corresponding
data. In the previous example, the cost of the chair, 79.99, is surrounded by the XML elements of "<Price>" and "</Price>". This

<Chair>
  <Name>Straight Back</Name>
  <Number>040754</Number>
  <Price>79.99</Price>
</Chair>



 

combination of XML elements and enclosed data is the basic format for all XML documents, and provides an easy-to-read and
easy-to-program way to store the description of the data together with the data itself.

What Are Schemas?

XML not only structures and identifies information with standardized markup codes, but also has the ability to use schemas. A
schema is an XML document that works like a dictionary and is used as a reference by other XML documents. The schema code
defines the spelling of XML elements and the type of data enclosed by those elements. Using schemas provides an easy way
for a program to process XML documents and ensures that the structure and type of information is correct.

In the previous chair inventory example, an XML schema document would need to be created in order to define the spelling
and data type of each element. For example, it would define the spelling of "Chair," "Name," "Number," and "Price." The schema
would not only include the exact spelling of these words, but would also define the requirements of the data in each element.
In the case of the price, the schema would require that the price be a number, and not a text string.

A typical XML schema for the chair inventory example would look like this:

This chair inventory schema creates code that corresponds to each element of the XML document that the schema references.
It defines the spelling and content of each element. For example, in the chair inventory example, the price is defined with this
line:

The chair inventory schema uses the following line to make sure that the element called "Price" is spelled correctly and that the
data type of the information is "decimal".

If an XML document had the value of "Free" for the price instead of a decimal number, an error would be generated when the
document was processed with the schema.

This is the basic principle of how schemas are structured. "Part 3: Creating Schemas" provides more detail about how to build
schemas.

Part 2: Processing and Validating Data

BizTalk Server uses XML schemas to perform two major functions:

Processing data by copying it and performing actions on the contents of the data, by promoting properties and using the
mapper.
Testing data to ensure that it is valid and accurate.

Using Schemas to Process Data

BizTalk schemas are most commonly used to alter data in a message and route it to a new destination. BizTalk Server can take
data from an incoming message and copy it to a new message, or use the data to make a decision about further action. All of
this data processing requires the use of XML schemas in order to read and write the data accurately.

When BizTalk Server receives messages from one computer system, it uses schemas to convert the message into the format
required for a different computer system. A source schema tests the data in the incoming message and uses a destination
schema to transform it to the appropriate data in the outgoing message. For example, you may have messages coming in from
a furniture store requesting a chair from the warehouse. The format of the incoming message from the store may look like this:

<schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
  <element name="Chair" type="chairType">
    <complexType name="chairType">
      <sequence>
       <element name="Name" type="text">
       <element name="Number" type="text">
       <element name="Price" type="decimal">
      </sequence>
    </complexType>
  </element>
</schema>

<Price>79.99</Price>

<element name="Price" type="decimal">



However, if the computer at the warehouse uses a different message format, it may be expecting a message that looks like this:

If you send the message from the store directly to the warehouse, the warehouse computer won't be able to read the message
correctly, because the data fields won't match. The data fields won't match because the data in the incoming message has three
sections (ID, Price, Color), but the outgoing message has only two (ID, Hue).

You can use BizTalk Server to solve this type of problem by defining a transformation relationship between a field in one
message and a field in another. You define this relationship by using BizTalk Mapper, a visual tool that you use to drag and
drop the relationship criteria into place.

After you have created the relationship by using the editor and the mapper, BizTalk Server provides many different ways to
copy, transform, and route the data by using pipelines and orchestrations.

Using the Mapper

BizTalk Mapper uses a visual drag-and-drop user interface to define transformational relationships between fields in one
message and fields in another message. After you have promoted the properties you wish to use, you need to create a map file
that outlines the relationships.

To create a map file using the BizTalk Mapper

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click the solution name, point to Add, and then click Add New Item.
2. In the Add New Item dialog box, click the Map Files folder.
3. In the Name box, type a unique name for the map file, and then click Open.

The following figure shows the Add New Item dialog box.

Figure 1 Add New Item dialog box

You can display the contents of the new map file by double-clicking the map file name in Solution Explorer. The following
figure shows a blank map.

Figure 2 Blank map file

<Chair>
  <ID>040754</ID>
  <Price>59.52</Price>
  <Color>Red</Color>
</Chair>

<Chair>
  <ID>040754</ID>
  <Hue>Red</Hue>
</Chair>



Click Open Source Schema and Open Destination Schema to add schemas to the map. After you have inserted the
schemas, you can drag the mouse pointer from the properties in one schema to the properties in another. When you release
the mouse, a line appears showing the link between the two properties. The following figure shows a sample map with the
relationships drawn in.

Figure 3 Sample map file

Using XML schemas and relationship mapping enables BizTalk pipelines and orchestrations to receive, transform, and send
messages from one computer system to another.

Note
When you build a BizTalk solution and do not add a map, BizTalk Server may create a default map for you and define default 
relationships between incoming and outgoing message fields. If you are not aware of this, you may get unexpected results. F
or this reason, it is recommended that for most solutions, you use BizTalk Mapper to create a map and define the relationshi
ps.

Promoting Properties in Schemas

A schema can have many elements, but your application may only require that you use a few of them for your data processing.
To save computer resources, BizTalk Server doesn't automatically read each schema element. If you want BizTalk Server to read
data from a specific element, you must identify that element by using BizTalk Editor to promote its properties.

Use the following steps to promote a property that you wish to identify.

To promote a property

1. Open the desired schema in BizTalk Editor.
2. Select the schema field node you want to promote.
3. Right-click the field node and then click Promote.
4. Click Show Promotions.



 

5. In the Promote Properties dialog box, click Add to add the field to the promoted properties list.

The following figure shows the Promote Properties dialog box with a field named PetType.

Figure 4 Promote Properties dialog box

When you promote a property, you add code to the schema. In the preceding example, when you promote the PetType field,
the following code will be added to the root node of the schema:

After a property is promoted, BizTalk Server has the information it needs to process the property with the mapper and to
create a transformation relationship.

For more information about BizTalk Mapper and about promoting properties, see BizTalk Server 2004 Help.

Validating Schemas and Data

When you create a schema, the structure of the schema may not be correct. BizTalk Server provides a way to test the accuracy
of the schema to make sure that it is internally consistent and valid.

To validate a schema for accuracy, add the schema to the BizTalk project and right-click it in Solution Explorer. One of the
options will be to validate the schema. Select this option and BizTalk Server will run tests on the schema to make sure that it is
constructed properly. If there are any errors, they will be displayed in the output window.

To validate data in an XML message, you can use schemas embedded in a custom pipeline. See BizTalk Server 2004 Help for
more information about advanced types of data validation.

Part 3: Creating Schemas

The best way to create schemas is to use BizTalk Editor.

Using BizTalk Editor

BizTalk Editor makes it easy to create schemas because instead of typing commands and hoping you don't make a typing error,
you can use menus to add elements to your schema. As each element is added, BizTalk Server makes sure that it is valid,
preventing syntax errors.

To create a schema using BizTalk Editor

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click the solution name, point to Add, and then click Add New Item. 
2. In the left pane of the Add New Item dialog box, click Schema Files, and then click the Schema object in the right pane.
3. In the Name box, type a unique name for the schema, and then click Open. 

<b:properties>
  <b:property distinguished="true" xpath="/*[local-name()='Pets' and namespace-uri()='http:
//ffdelrec.ffdelrec']
/*[local-name()='StudentPets' and namespace-uri()='']/*[local-name()='PetType' and namespac
e-uri()='']" /> 
</b:properties>



The following figure shows the Add New Item dialog box for a new schema.

Figure 5 Add New Item dialog box

After you have added your new schema, you can view it in BizTalk Editor by double-clicking the schema name in Solution
Explorer. The following figure shows a newly created schema.

Figure 6 Newly created schema

When you create a schema in BizTalk Server, the editor displays the following lines of code:

This default schema has four standard parts. They are:

Declaration
Schema node
Root node

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-16" ?> 
<xs:schema xmlns="http://chair.ChairSchema" xmlns:b="http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2
003" 
targetNamespace="http://chair.ChairSchema" 
xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
  <xs:element name="Root">
    <xs:complexType /> 
  </xs:element>
</xs:schema>



Root type

Schema Declaration

The first part of the default schema is the declaration:

Every schema has this type of declaration as the first line. The standard XML codes "<?" and "?>"indicate that this is an XML
schema. The version number (1.0) is defined and so is the encoding. BizTalk Server prefers UTF-16 encoding. See "Using
External Schemas" later in this document for more information about encoding.

Schema Node

The second part of the schema consists of these two lines:

The first line, which takes up four lines on the page, defines the basic schema information. All BizTalk Server-generated schema
parts are prefixed with "xs:", which stands for XML schema. Note that this is all one logical line that begins with "<xs:schema"
and ends with ">". This part of the schema definition defines the basic namespaces of the schema. It is called the schema node
because it encloses all other nodes.

Namespaces are used to make sure that components in your schema will not be confused with components of the same name
in another schema. For example, you may have two schemas that both have a field named "customer". If you don't put them in
different namespaces, BizTalk Server won't know which customer you are referring to.

The following table shows the namespaces that BizTalk Server generates.

Table 1 BizTalk Server namespaces
Namespa
ce type

Elem
ent n
ame

Definition

Default na
mespace

xmlns This is called the default namespace and uses a name that is generated from the solution and schema name
s. Even though this is prefixed with http:// it doesn't need to point to an actual Web location. This is the nam
espace that will be used if no other namespaces are defined.

BizTalk na
mespace

xmlns:
b

This points to the definition of an additional schema namespace that BizTalk Server uses for specific purpos
es. You can use components that share this common BizTalk namespace.

Target na
mespace

target
Name
space

This sets the target namespace, which is the namespace that will be used in your document. The target nam
espace overrides the default namespace, but by making the two namespaces the same, you avoid any poten
tial namespace overlap.

Standard s
chema na
mespace

Xmlns:
xs

This is the namespace that defines standard XML namespace elements. If you don't use this as the default n
amespace, you must put "xs:" before each standard element. This makes sure that all non-standard element
s are defined by your schema.

The second line of the schema node:

is the closing tag. All the other nodes of the schema are enclosed by these two tags. As with all XML code, you must make sure
that you close all opening tags. Additional properties of the schema node are defined in the BizTalk Server Programmer's
Reference.

Schema Root Node

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-16" ?> 

<xs:schema xmlns="http://chair.ChairSchema" 
xmlns:b="http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003" 
targetNamespace="http://chair.ChairSchema" 
xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">

</xs:schema>

</xs:schema>



 

The third part of the schema is called the root node. BizTalk Server creates a default root node with the following two lines:

The root node is simply the top node of the XML schema tree. Additional properties of the root node are defined in the BizTalk
Server Programmer's Reference.

Schema Root Type

The final part of the schema added by BizTalk Server is:

This line declares the data type of the root as complexType. The definition of what complexType will consist of will be defined
later when you add more nodes using the BizTalk editor..

After you have finished creating a schema, you can edit or add new items to any node by right-clicking the node name and
selecting options from the menu. See BizTalk Server 2004 Help for more information about using BizTalk Editor.

Using External Schemas

BizTalk Server allows you to import externally created schemas. If you use a schema created outside BizTalk Server, the schema
data must be stored in a text file in the proper format. The format formula for editing and storing text file characters is called
encoding. If you edit your schemas in Microsoft Notepad, the encoding will be compatible with BizTalk Server. However, if you
use another text editor, you must make sure that your editor saves text data using the following encoding criteria:

The file must be saved in UTF-16 format. UTF-16 provides the capability of storing text characters for many different
written languages. For example, you can store not only English or French in UTF-16, but you can also store Chinese,
Russian, or Hebrew characters.
In addition, the file must be saved with "little-endian" encoding. This refers to the order of the bytes that make up each
16-bit character.
Finally, the file header must have the byte-order mark (BOM).

If you are creating XML data files, BizTalk Server converts the encodings to UTF-8. Note that because both UTF-8 and UTF-16
are commonly known as Unicode, you must make sure that you know which of the two encodings you are using.

Note
If you attempt to use a UTF-8 schema that follows all other requirements, BizTalk Server will convert it to UTF-16.

If you would like to know more about the UTF and BOM standards, the Unicode Web site has a useful FAQ at
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=41784.

Part 4: Flat File Extensions for Schemas

Even though XML is quickly becoming a popular format for storing message data, many computer systems still use a "flat file"
format that corresponds to standard database file storage formats. Flat files have structures that were designed many years
ago, more for the convenience of computers than for humans.

XML uses a hierarchical structure for storing information, but flat files store their information in a continuous string of bytes. If
you look at an XML file, you can easily view the tree-like structure of the data.

Understanding Flat Files

There are two basic types of flat file structures: positional and delimited.

About Positional Flat Files

The positional structure is based on early computer punch cards, where the meaning of the data was based on the columns in
which the information was stored. For example, a name would be in the first 20 columns and the address in the next 30
columns. Each group of columns corresponded to a field and the set of columns corresponded to a single record. Positional
storage was very efficient for electromechanical reading and writing, and worked well enough for slow computer systems of
the past.

A typical positional record might look like this:

<xs:element name="Root">

</xs:element>

<xs:complexType />

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=41784


The first 20 columns are allocated for the first name, the next 20 for the last name, and the remaining 30 columns for the street
address. Note that the repeating numbers above the data are not part of the file, but are shown here to help visualize contents
of the file in terms of position and length.

About Delimited Flat Files

As computers got faster, a second type of filing system evolved to save storage space, because positional storage can be very
wasteful of space. For example, if you have allocated 20 characters for a first name and the name stored is "Laura", you are
wasting 15 characters of space. By using a delimited storage, instead of allocating a fixed number of characters for each field, a
special character is used to separate fields from each other. The special character, called a delimiter, must not be used inside
any field. A typical delimiter might be a comma.

A typical delimited file might look like this, with a comma being used as a delimiter:

The delimited file takes up 32 bytes, whereas the positional equivalent took up 70 bytes. Note that the repeating numbers
above the data are not part of the file, but are shown here to help visualize contents of the file in terms of position and length.

Delimited files take a bit more processing, but the processing difference is pretty much irrelevant with higher-speed
computers. The only danger with using delimited files is that you must make sure that the data in the fields does not contain a
delimiter. For example, a street address that contained a comma (for example, "24th St., NW") would be interpreted as two
fields, not one.

Developing a Flat File Solution

BizTalk Server can receive flat files and transform them into XML messages for processing. Conversely, BizTalk Server can take
an internal XML message and convert it to a flat file that can be sent as an outgoing message. However, to transform flat files,
you must use specific schema annotations known as flat file extensions. The following sections show you how to develop a flat
file solution. The solution uses the BizTalk Server flat file extensions to receive a positional flat file and transform it into an XML
file.

There are many different ways to develop a BizTalk solution, but this document will use the following four-step process:

1. Set up a solution. You must create necessary folders on your hard disk, build a container assembly to hold the code,
and create a project in Microsoft Visual Studio® using the BizTalk Framework. You also need to create an instance of the
flat file you will use to test the solution.

2. Create a schema. You must create a schema that defines the transformations that your messages will undergo as they
enter and leave BizTalk Server.

3. Write the code. Usually your solution will require some code to transform or route the incoming and outgoing
messages. You can create this code by using the graphical editors in BizTalk Server and you can add C# code to specific
objects. You will then compile the code into the container assembly you created in step 1, and, if there are no compilation
errors, you will deploy the assembly.

4. Configure and test the solution. The final step is to configure your send and receive ports and locations and then test
your solution.

Example: Receiving a Positional Flat File

The following example uses the four-step process described earlier to develop a BizTalk solution that receives a positional flat
file message and uses a flat file extension to transform the data into an XML message. The name of the solution is FFPosRec.

Before you begin, be sure that you have BizTalk Server 2004 set up on a single computer. It is suggested that you run other
solutions, such as the "Hello, World" solution in the BizTalk Server SDK, to ensure that your BizTalk Server installation works
properly.

Step 1: Set Up the FFPosRec Solution

You must set up your BizTalk solution every time you create a new solution. Each time, you need to create new folders, build a
container assembly, and create a new project. For this example, the name of the solution is FFPosRec which stands for Flat File
Positional Receive.

Creating the FFPosRec Folders

0123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789
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FirstName,LastName,StreetAddress



First, set up a series of folders. Begin by setting up one folder that will contain all the other folders. For this example, call it
FFPosRec. Then, inside this folder, create three folders, called In, Out, and Original.

The In folder is the receive location for your solution. When the solution is created, you will drop a flat file in this location for
processing.

The Out folder is the send location for your solution. After your file is received and transformed, a new XML file will be created
in this location.

The Original folder is not required, but is suggested as a safety procedure. Because BizTalk Server consumes any flat file you
drop into the In folder, you need to make sure that you save an original so you can test it again. Put the original flat file you
create in this folder and copy it to the root of the FFPosRec folder.

Your folder structure should look like this:

C:\FFPosRec

C:\FFPosRec\In

C:\FFPosRec\Out

C:\FFPosRec\Original

After you have created the folders, make sure that the user of the computer has permission to use the folders. The instance of
BizTalk Server that you are running must have read and write permission for all the folders.

Creating the FFPosRec Assembly

You must create a .NET strong-named key assembly to contain the code for your solution. Creating a strong-named key
assembly guarantees that your solution will be unique and will not collide with the namespaces of other .NET assemblies. A
strong name consists of the assembly name, version, culture (if available), public key, and digital signature. For more
information about strong-named key assemblies, see the Microsoft .NET Framework Developer's Guide.

When you install Visual Studio .NET 2003, a command prompt shortcut is created in the Visual Studio .NET Tools folder that
you can select from the Start menu. Type the following in the command prompt window:

sn –k "C:\FFPosRec\FFPosRec.snk"

This runs the strong-named key file generator program with the "k" switch, which generates the new file with the name you
provide. Be sure to type the quotes to include the entire path information, and to specify the file extension as .snk.

Creating the FFPosRec BizTalk Project

You are now ready to create a new BizTalk project.

To create a new BizTalk project

1. Start Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003.
2. On the File menu, point to New, and then click Project. 
3. In the New Project dialog box, in the Project Types area, select BizTalk Projects, and in the Templates area, select

Empty BizTalk Server Project.
Note

Make sure you only click on the project once, so you don't accidentally create a file with the default project name. One 
of the most common errors in creating BizTalk solutions is to accidentally choose default names for projects and parts 
of projects. BizTalk Server keeps track of every name you select, and if you have two ports with a default name, BizTalk 
Server won't know which port you want.

4. In the Empty BizTalk Server Project dialog box, in the Project Name box, type FFPosRec (or anything else you want
as long as it is unique), and fill in the path to point to the location of the FFPosRec folder you created earlier. 

Your project is now created and you are almost finished with the first step.

Connecting the FFPosRec Project to the Assembly

You must tell BizTalk Server where your strong-named assembly is stored on your computer.

To connect the project to the assembly

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click the project name, and then click Properties.



2. In the Property page, expand Common Properties, and then click Assembly. 
3. In the right pane, scroll down to the Strong Name section, click the field to the right of Assembly Key File, and then

click the ellipses.
4. In the Assembly Key File page, browse to find the .snk file that you created earlier, select it, and then click Open. 

The Assembly Key File page closes and the path to the strong name file appears in the field.
5. Click OK to close the Property page.

You have just created the basic framework necessary to hold your solution. The next step is to create your schema.

Step 2: Create the FFPosRec Schema

The schema defines what data comes in and what data goes out. This information must be completely defined before any
further processing can take place. In most cases, it makes sense to create the schema before you create the rest of the solution.
But because one person may design the schema and another may do the actual programming, these tasks may be done in the
opposite order.

FFPosRec Schema Requirements

When you work with flat files, you need to know the exact requirements for your data. In other words, you must know the
length of your record, how many fields it contains, and the length of each field.

This example uses one record with two fields. The record stores the name of a student at a school and the type of pet that the
student owns. The following table shows a list of the data requirements for each field in the record.

Table 2 Data requirements
Field number Field name Field offset Field length

1 StudentName 0 20

2 PetType 0 20

Note that the field offset is measured from the end of the previous field, or, for the first field, from the beginning of the record.
Offset and length are measured in bytes or characters.

A typical file that was created to this specification might look like this:

Note that the repeating numbers above the data are not part of the file, but are shown here to help visualize the contents of the
file in terms of position and length.

When you create a schema for this example, follow these steps:

1. Create the schema and add the Flat File Extension to the schema.
2. Add a positional child record to define the structure for the record.
3. Add child fields to each record and define the offset and length for each field.

Adding the FFPosRec Schema

Use the procedure outlined earlier in "Part 3: Creating Schemas" to create your new schema. The schema that BizTalk Server
generates for this example should have the following text:

The only differences between the FFPosRec schema and the chair inventory schema are in the second and fourth lines, where
the namespace is created by combining the solution and schema names: ffposrec.FFPosRec.

0123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789
Harry               Owl

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-16" ?> 
- <xs:schema xmlns="http://ffposrec.FFPosRec" 
xmlns:b="http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003" 
targetNamespace="http://ffposrec.FFPosRec" 
xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
- <xs:element name="Root">
     <xs:complexType /> 
  </xs:element>
  </xs:schema>



Adding the FFPosRec Flat File Extension

Now you must add an extension to the schema to define how to convert the flat file data to XML so that BizTalk Server can
process it. Schemas were designed to process XML documents, but by using the Flat File Extension, you can convert flat files
into BizTalk Server XML files.

To add the Flat File Extension

1. In BizTalk Editor, select the schema node in the left pane. 
The properties for this node will be displayed on the right.

2. Scroll down to the Schema Editor Extensions property and then click the input box on the right.
3. Select the Flat File Extension check box and then click OK.

After you click OK, you will notice that BizTalk Server has added several lines to your schema. BizTalk Server has added two
sets of annotations to the schema. Annotations are a standard technology used to extend schemas.

The first newly added annotation code section in the schema is:

Note that this first annotation refers to the "b" namespace that was previously defined in the schema node. This namespace
contains elements that are unique to BizTalk Server and will define additional namespaces and properties for flat files.

The second annotation is:

This also uses the "b" namespace and provides some default information about the record structure for flat files. For more
information about Flat File Extension properties, see the BizTalk Server Programmer's Reference.

Naming the FFPosRec Root

This step is not required, but it is good practice to give every schema a meaningful root name.

To name the root node

1. In BizTalk Editor, right-click the root node in the left pane, and then click Rename.
2. For the root name, type Pets, and then press ENTER.
3. Click the root name (now Pets), scroll down in the property pane, and change the Structure property to Positional (the

default is Delimited). 
This makes sure that all further nodes will be positional.

Adding the FFPosRec Child Record

You must add at least one record for a flat file schema, because a flat file is a collection of one or more records.

To add a child record

1. Right-click the root node (Pets), point to Insert Schema Node, and then click Child Record.
2. Rename the record to something meaningful such as "StudentPets". 

<xs:annotation>
- <xs:appinfo>
    <b:schemaInfo count_positions_by_byte="false" standard="Flat File" root_reference="Root
" /> 
    <schemaEditorExtension:schemaInfo namespaceAlias="b" 
extensionClass="Microsoft.BizTalk.FlatFileExtension.FlatFileExtension" 
standardName="Flat File" 
xmlns:schemaEditorExtension="http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003
/SchemaEditorExtensions" /> 
  </xs:appinfo>
</xs:annotation>

<xs:annotation>
- <xs:appinfo>
    <b:recordInfo structure="positional" 
preserve_delimiter_for_empty_data="true" 
suppress_trailing_delimiters="false" sequence_number="1" /> 
  </xs:appinfo>
</xs:annotation>



If you scroll down in the property pane, you will notice that the Structure property is Positional.

When you view the modified schema in the schema editor, you will notice that adding the new record opened up the
<xs:complexType/> element and inserted a sequence under the root node with the following code:

This allows other records to be inserted later and identifies this record as the first one in the sequence. Then it creates an
element called "StudentPets" and defines the record as delimited.

Adding the FFPosRec Child Fields

You have now added a record that can contain positional fields. The next step is to add child elements for each field.

To add the child fields

1. For the first field, right-click the StudentPets node, point to Insert Schema Node, and then click Child Field Element.
2. Rename the field to something meaningful such as "StudentName".
3. Scroll down in the property pane and change the Positional Length property to 20 and the Positional Offset property

to 0. (Remember that the offset is measured from the beginning of the record for the first field.) You have now generated
the following code for this field:

This defines a field of 20 characters that will contain the name of the student. The field code will look like this:

Repeat the preceding procedure (taking care to select the record name, not the field name) to create a field named "PetType"
for the type of pet. This field will also have an offset of 0 and a length of 20. (Note that in this case, the offset is from the end of
the previous field.) The two fields together make a total of 40 characters.

You have now created a schema for your flat file receive solution.

<xs:sequence>
- <xs:annotation>
-   <xs:appinfo>
      <b:groupInfo sequence_number="0" /> 
    </xs:appinfo>
  </xs:annotation>
-   <xs:element name="StudentPets">
-     <xs:annotation>
-       <xs:appinfo>
          <b:recordInfo sequence_number="1" structure="positional" 
preserve_delimiter_for_empty_data="true" 
suppress_trailing_delimiters="false" /> 
        </xs:appinfo>
      </xs:annotation>
    <xs:complexType /> 
  </xs:element>
</xs:sequence>

<xs:element name="StudentName" type="xs:string">
- <xs:annotation>
-   <xs:appinfo>
      <b:fieldInfo sequence_number="1" justification="left" 
pos_length="20" pos_offset="0" /> 
    </xs:appinfo>
  </xs:annotation>
</xs:element>

<xs:element name="PetType" type="xs:string">
- <xs:annotation>
-   <xs:appinfo>
      <b:fieldInfo sequence_number="2" justification="left" 
pos_length="20" pos_offset="0" /> 
    </xs:appinfo>
  </xs:annotation>
</xs:element> 



For more information about additional record and field properties, see the BizTalk Server Programmer's Reference.

Step 3: Write the FFPosRec Code

Most BizTalk solutions require using the BizTalk Server graphical editing tools to write the code and sometimes adding C#
code for specific objects. Because the FFPosRec solution does not involve complex routing or decision-making, Orchestration
Designer was not used to create this solution. However, because this solution involves converting the document format from
flat file to XML, you must create a custom BizTalk Server pipeline to create the code necessary to process incoming flat file
messages.

BizTalk Server pipelines process messages in stages. The FFPosRec solution uses a custom pipeline to create a stage that
disassembles the message. Disassembling converts the flat-file message into the native XML format that BizTalk Server uses.

Adding the FFPosRec Pipeline

To add a pipeline to the FFPosRec solution

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click your solution name, point to Add, and then click Add New Item.
2. In the Add New Item dialog box, click Pipeline Files in the left pane and then click the Receive Pipeline object in the

right pane. Make sure not to double-click, so you can give the pipeline a unique name.
3. For this example, name the new pipeline FFPosRec.btp.
4. In Solution Explorer, select the new pipeline you have created and make sure you can see Pipeline Designer. It should

look something like the following figure.
Figure 7 Pipeline Designer 

You may have to move some of the windows in Visual Studio to see both parts of the designer. When you view the
pipeline in Pipeline Designer, you will see on the left a list of components and on the right the visual representation of
the pipeline stages. The four stages for a receive pipeline are: decode, disassemble, validate, and resolve party (not
shown). A send pipeline has other stages.

5. Select the Flat file disassembler component in the left pane (the BizTalk Pipeline Components portion of the
toolbox) and drag it to the box that says Drop Here! under the Disassemble portion of Pipeline Designer.
When you release the button, the box should read Flat file disassembler. 

Connecting the FFPosRec Flat File Schema

You have created a custom receive pipeline with a disassembler stage. Now you must tell BizTalk Server which schema you
want to use for the disassembly. You will use the schema you created in step 2, the one with the Flat File Extension.

To connect the pipeline component to the schema

1. Select the box that you dragged the component to, which should now be labeled Flat File disassembler. 
On the lower right, you should see a property page labeled Flat file disassembler, which contains a property called
Document schema with a value of (None). 

2. Click in the value box for that property and select the name of the schema you created. You may have to scroll down past
several other schemas that come installed with BizTalk Server.

You have now connected your pipeline to your schema, and your custom pipeline is ready to be added to your solution.

Building the FFPosRec Assembly



You have created a schema with flat-file extension and you also have created a custom pipeline with a flat-file disassembly
stage. The pipeline component is connected to the proper schema. Now you must combine the schema and the pipeline
component into one package that BizTalk Server can use to implement the solution. The schema and pipeline information will
be added to the .NET assembly you created in step 1.

To build the solution

1. Save your project.
2. In Solution Explorer, right-click your solution name, and then click Build Solution or Rebuild Solution. 

A few moments later, the results of your build will appear in the Output window of Visual Studio. If the build had no errors, the
results should read:

The most common error in this part of the process is not filling in the offset and length of the positional fields. Another
common error is not giving all components a unique name. A third error may occur if you need to revise your schema. Because
of caching issues, before you can successfully rebuild, you may need to delete your custom pipeline and make sure that the
revised pipeline is included when you rebuild. Any time you alter a pipeline, you may need to rebuild your assembly.

Deploying the FFPosRec Assembly

You must perform one more step before you can test your solution. Even though you have created an assembly containing
your code, you must deploy it. The assembly is sitting on your computer, but to share your assembly, it must reside in the
global assembly cache so that it is accessible to the .NET Framework. BizTalk Server only uses the assembly version that you
have deployed, so you must redeploy your assembly every time you rebuild it.

To deploy the assembly

1. Save your solution.
2. In Solution Explorer, right-click your solution name, and then click Deploy. 

A few moments later, the results of your deployment will appear in the Output window of Visual Studio. If the deployment had
no errors, the results should read:

Note that BizTalk Server first builds your assembly one last time and then deploys it.

To make sure that your assembly is properly deployed, you can look at the deployment of all BizTalk Server assemblies on
your computer by opening BizTalk Explorer in Visual Studio.

To view BizTalk Server assemblies

1. In Visual Studio, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer. 
2. In BizTalk Explorer, right-click the Configuration database, which will have a name similar to:

3. Click Refresh to make sure that you are always looking at the latest view of the BizTalk Server components that are
installed on your computer. 

4. Expand the tree under the database to see the objects listed under Assemblies. Your new assembly should be listed
there with the version number.

The most common error in deployment is that you may already have an assembly deployed with the same characteristics. This
will happen if you try to deploy the same assembly after you have already deployed it. If you try to redeploy without
undeploying, you'll get an error saying that the assembly is already deployed.

To undeploy an assembly

---------------------- Done ----------------------

    Build: 1 succeeded, 0 failed, 0 skipped

---------------------- Done ----------------------

    Build: 1 succeeded, 0 failed, 0 skipped
    Deploy: 1 succeeded, 0 failed, 0 skipped

<YOURMACHINENAME>.BizTalkMgmtDb.dbo



1. In Visual Studio, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, expand Assemblies, right-click the assembly and then click Undeploy. 
3. Right-click the Configuration database name (as in the earlier procedure) and then click Refresh to make sure that your

assembly is really undeployed. 
Occasionally you may need to start and stop BizTalk Server itself to undeploy a solution completely. 

The following sequence will be useful when you are going through an iterative build cycle with BizTalk Server:

1. Build your solution.
2. Deploy your solution.
3. Configure and test.
4. If there is a problem, you must:

a. Undeploy the assembly.
b. Fix the problem.
c. Compensate for changes (for example, a, new schema requires a new pipeline).
d. Rebuild your solution.
e. Redeploy your solution.
f. Configure and test
g. Repeat steps a, b, c, d, e, and f as often as needed. 

Step 4: Configure the FFPosRec Solution

You have now created, built, and deployed a BizTalk schema and a custom pipeline. Your solution for translating flat files to
XML is almost finished. All that is left to do is hook up the send and receive ports, and when finished with that, test your
solution. This involves following a set of steps in the correct order.

Creating the FFPosRes Receive Port

The first thing you must do to configure your solution is to create a receive port. This will tell BizTalk Server how you want to
receive a flat file, but not where.

To create a BizTalk Server receive port

1. In Visual Studio, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, right-click Receive Ports, and then click Add Receive Port.
3. In the Create New Receive Port dialog box, select One-Way Port and then click OK.
4. You do not need to fill in any properties in the next dialog box, except that you should give your receive port a unique

name. Call your receive port FFPosRec_RP, where RP stands for receive port. 
It is a good idea to name your ports and locations with a systematic but unique naming system. Any names can be used,
but your names should be unique and meaningful.

5. When you have named your receive port, click OK to close the dialog box.

Creating the FFPosRes Receive Location

In the last section you created a receive port that told BizTalk Server how you want to receive your file, but not where. You
must now specify a location where the file will be dropped so that BizTalk Server can receive it.

To create a BizTalk Server receive location

1. In Visual Studio, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, find the receive port you just created and click the Explorer node to the right of it to view the receive

locations for that port. Right-click the Receive Locations folder and then click Add Receive Locations.
3. In the Receive Location Properties dialog box, follow these steps:

a. In the Name box, type FFPosRec_RL. (The "RL" addition is not required, but will help you to keep this separate
from the receive port and the send port.)

b. For Transport Type, select FILE.
c. For Address (URI), click inside the Address (URI) box to display another dialog box.
d. In the Receive Folder box, type the path to the folder you want to receive the file in. To match the folder set you

created in step 1, type C:\FFPosRec\In\
e. In the File Mask box, type *.txt

This is because you will be dropping a text file (.txt extension) into the folder, and not a file with the .xml extension.



f. Click OK to close that dialog box and return to the Receive Location dialog box.
4. For Receive Handler, select BizTalkServerApplication.
5. For Receive Pipeline, select the name of the custom receive pipeline you created.

Check over this dialog box carefully. There are two common errors that occur at this step, not counting the error that
would occur if you don't have a unique name for the receive location. The first common error is to keep the default file
mask of *.xml. You need to use *.txt for flat files. The second common error happens if you undeploy your assembly but
do not rebuild the pipeline again: the receive location property for Receive Pipeline will not have your custom pipeline
on the pipeline list.

6. After you have filled in all the properties and made sure everything is correct, click OK to close the dialog box. 

You have now finished creating the receive ports and locations.

Creating the FFPosRes Send Port

You must configure the send port so that BizTalk Server can send out the XML file that it created after disassembling the flat
file. BizTalk Server uses the XML format as the default for sending and receiving files, so this step will be much easier than
configuring the receive port. Also, unlike for the receive port, you do not need to go through an extra step to specify the send
location.

To create a BizTalk Server send port

1. In Visual Studio, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. Iin BizTalk Explorer, right-click Send Ports and then click Add Send Port
3. In the Create New Send Port dialog box, select One-Way Port and then click OK.
4. In the Send Port Properties dialog box, open the Transport folder and select Primary. 
5. For Transport Type, select FILE.
6. For Address (URI), click the box to display another dialog box.
7. In the Send Folder box, type the path to the folder you want to send the file from. To match the folder set you created in

step 1, type C:\FFPosRec\Out\
8. The default file name is:
9. This will name your message with the message ID generated for it and give it an .xml extension. This will make sure that

each time you create a new file, it will have a new name.
10. Do not close the dialog box at this point! Instead, click the Send option in the left pane. Then change the value of the

Send Pipeline property by clicking on the box to choose the DefaultPipelines.PassThroughTransmit pipeline. This
will make sure that BizTalk Server sends out the default values for an XML message.

11. Click the Filters and Maps node on the left. Click Filters to display the Filter Expression dialog box. Then enter the
expression described in the next steps.

12. On the left side of the expression, click the drop-down list and scroll until you find:

This may require carefully clicking and scrolling. After you have found BTS.ReceivePortName, click it to select it in the
Filter Expression editor.

13. Next, in the same editor, click the box to the right of the box you just filled in, type the name of your receive port, and
then press ENTER. 
Your expression should now look like this:

You can ignore the "Add" at the end of the line, but you must have the rest of the expression filled in so that the send port
knows the receive location where the file came from. Because we are not using the Mapper, Functoids, or Orchestration,
this step is necessary.

14. You are now finished with this dialog box, and can click OK to close it. You might want to check it carefully for errors.
Possible errors include not giving the send port a unique name, not adding the passthrough pipeline, and not setting up
your filter properly.

Enabling the FFPosRes Receive Location

To enable a BizTalk Server receive location

BTS.ReceivePortName

BTS.ReceivePortName == FFPosRec_RP Add



1. In Visual Studio, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, refresh the object list and find your way to the receive location you created. Right-click it and then

click Enable. 

Your receive location is now ready to receive.

Starting the FFPosRes Send Port

To start a BizTalk Server send port

1. In Visual Studio, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.
2. In BizTalk Explorer, refresh the object list and find your way to the send port you created. Right-click it and then click

Enlist. 
3. Right-click the send port again and this time click Start. 
4. Right-click it one more time and make sure that the menu has the Unenlist and Stop options, which tell you that the

send port is enlisted and started.

Testing Your Solution

Drop a flat file into the In folder. After a moment an XML file should appear in the Out folder. If a new XML file does not appear,
use the BizTalk Administration console to see what may have gone wrong. Usually the Event Viewer will give you a clue
whether the problem is in the send port, receive ports, pipeline, or schema.

Using Delimited Flat Files

Delimited flat files are similar to positional flat files except that they use delimiters between each field. A typical delimited flat
file is the common CSV (Comma Separated Version) file that Microsoft Excel generates if you choose the CSV output format.
Follow the same procedure that was shown in the FFPosRec solution, but choose delimited values and specify the delimiter.

The following figure shows an Excel file with one row and two columns, representing output from a database of student pets.
The first column represents a student name and the second represents a pet type.

Figure 8 Excel data file

You must choose the Excel Save As option and select the CSV option, to save your file in CSV (comma delimited) format. If you
view the file in a text editor, it will look like this:

You can process this with BizTalk Server by using the same procedure provided in the FFPosRec solution for positional flat
files, but you must set the appropriate properties for comma-delimited files.

The following schema can be used to process a CSV flat file that follows the data saved from the Excel file above:

Harry,Owl

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-16" ?>
<xs:schema xmlns="http://ffdelrec.ffdelrec"   xmlns:b="http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk
/2003" targetNamespace="http://ffdelrec.ffdelrec" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchem
a">
   <xs:annotation>
      <xs:appinfo>



This schema can be used to generate the following XML file:

         <b:schemaInfo count_positions_by_byte="false"
           standard="Flat File" root_reference="Pets"
           schema_type="document" />
         <schemaEditorExtension:schemaInfo namespaceAlias="b"
         extensionClass="Microsoft.BizTalk.FlatFileExtension.FlatFileExtension"
         standardName="Flat File"
         xmlns:schemaEditorExtension=
         "http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTalk/2003/SchemaEditorExtensions" />
      </xs:appinfo>
   </xs:annotation>
   <xs:element name="Pets">
      <xs:annotation>
         <xs:appinfo>
            <b:recordInfo structure="delimited" 
            preserve_delimiter_for_empty_data="true"
            suppress_trailing_delimiters="false" sequence_number="1" />
         </xs:appinfo>
      </xs:annotation>
      <xs:complexType>
         <xs:sequence>
            <xs:annotation>
               <xs:appinfo>
                  <b:groupInfo sequence_number="0" />
               </xs:appinfo>
            </xs:annotation>
            <xs:element name="StudentPets">
               <xs:annotation>
                  <xs:appinfo>
                     <b:recordInfo sequence_number="1"
                       structure="delimited"
                       preserve_delimiter_for_empty_data="true"
                       suppress_trailing_delimiters="false"
                       child_delimiter_type="char"
                       child_delimiter="," />
                  </xs:appinfo>
               </xs:annotation>
               <xs:complexType>
                  <xs:sequence>
                     <xs:annotation>
                        <xs:appinfo>
                           <b:groupInfo sequence_number="0" />
                        </xs:appinfo>
                     </xs:annotation>
                     <xs:element name="StudentName" type="xs:string">
                        <xs:annotation>
                           <xs:appinfo>
                              <b:fieldInfo sequence_number="1"
                              justification="left" />
                           </xs:appinfo>
                        </xs:annotation>
                     </xs:element>
                     <xs:element name="PetType" type="xs:string">
                        <xs:annotation>
                           <xs:appinfo>
                              <b:fieldInfo sequence_number="2"
                              justification="left" />
                           </xs:appinfo>
                        </xs:annotation>
                     </xs:element>
                  </xs:sequence>
               </xs:complexType>
            </xs:element>
         </xs:sequence>
      </xs:complexType>
   </xs:element>
</xs:schema>



 

 

Part 5: Using Processing Instructions with InfoPath

You can use Microsoft InfoPath in conjunction with BizTalk Server to display XML messages sent from BizTalk Server. If you are
using InfoPath to display XML data generated by BizTalk Server, you must use the Processing instruction property of the
message context for InfoPath to display the data correctly.

When an XML file is created or edited using InfoPath, InfoPath creates a processing instruction at the beginning of that XML
file, which indicates that the document should be edited with InfoPath. A processing instruction is part of the XML standard and
does not interfere with the schema on which the XML file may be based. If you do not include the processing instruction,
another XML editor may be the default XML editor and InfoPath will not be able to read or edit your document.

To determine the processing instruction data, you should create a form in InfoPath using the schema you will be using in
BizTalk Server. Then publish the form and save it. The processing instruction will be part of the form.

The following links discuss processing instruction information in greater detail.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=41810

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=41815

For more information about processing instructions, see the InfoPath documentation.

Going Further with XML and Schemas

The following books provide useful information about XML and schemas:

Stanek, William R. XML Pocket Consultant. Redmond, WA: Microsoft Press, 2002.
Bradley, Neil. The XML Schema Companion. Addison-Wesley, 2004.
Daum, Berthold. Modeling Business Objects with XML Schema. Morgan Kaufmann, 2003.
Harold, Elliotte Rusty, and W. Scott Means. XML in a Nutshell, 3rd Edition. O'Reilly, 2004.
Fitzgerald, Michael. XML Hacks. O'Reilly, 2004.
Lenz, Evan, Mary McRae, and Simon St. Laurent. Office 2003 XML. O'Reilly, 2004.

The following Web sites provide useful information about XML and schemas:

W3C Schema Specification: http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=41989
Microsoft Office 2003 Reference Schemas: http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=41991
Introduction to XML Schemas: http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=41992
XML Schema Tutorial: http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=41993
XML in 10 points: http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=41994
Namespaces in XML: http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=41995
Schema Primer: http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=41996
Schema Best Practices: http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=41997
XML History and Introduction: http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=41998
MSDN XML Developer Center: http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=41999

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?> 
<Pets xmlns="http://ffdelrec.ffdelrec">
  <StudentPets>
    <StudentName>Harry</StudentName> 
    <PetType>Owl</PetType> 
  </StudentPets>
</Pets>

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=41810
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=41815
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=41989
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=41991
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=41992
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=41993
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=41994
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=41995
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=41996
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=41997
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=41998
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=41999
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Overview

On October 7, 2003, Microsoft presented a demonstration at Siebel User Week in San Diego, California. The demonstration,
jointly developed by Microsoft and Licensed To Code (available here), showed how the Microsoft implementation of Siebel
Universal Application Network (UAN) 2.0 on Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 could be used to integrate the Siebel CRM
application with the SAP R/3 Enterprise system.

While Siebel UAN 2.0 for Microsoft contains many business processes out of the box, the demonstration showed only one
specific business process, called CME_ProcessOrder, in which an order was placed in Siebel 7.5 and was routed through BizTalk
Server 2004 to SAP R/3, where the order was created and an order number was returned through the same process. In UAN
2.0, SAP R/3 is not supported directly, so custom code was developed to integrate BizTalk Server with SAP. The plan is to
natively include support for SAP R/3 in UAN 3.0 for Microsoft.

Prerequisites

This paper assumes that if you intend to implement UAN on BizTalk Server to integrate Siebel and SAP, you have installed the
following (or later) versions of software:

Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004
Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003
Siebel 7.5
SAP R/3 Enterprise Internet Demonstration and Evaluation System (IDES)
SAP .NET Connector
Siebel UAN 2.0 for Microsoft

Concepts

Before diving into the details of the solution presented at Siebel User Week in 2003, it is important that you understand some
basic concepts used in the solution. The following sections provide an overview of the major features of UAN, BizTalk Server
2004, Siebel 7.5, and SAP R/3.

This paper includes several new acronyms that relate to UAN. The following list defines these terms:

UAN (Universal Application Network). A set of specifications developed by Siebel Systems (these specifications are
apart from the Siebel CRM application) to define a baseline of "best-of-breed" business processes for specific industries.
IBP (integrated business process). A preconfigured business process, such as placing an order or updating contact
information, that is completely application-agnostic. The process is needed to perform specific business functions,
regardless of the applications being integrated or the integration server that is brokering message requests.
ASI (application service interface). The interface (or schema definition) for a business process as the entry point into
and exit point out of the integration server. This is the specification that exposes itself to the outside world from the point
of view of the integration server. An ASI is similar to an adapter, which is written to communicate with a specific interface.
CSI (common service interface). The interface between specific business processes inside the integration server and
the common object model. After a message is received into the integration server by using the ASI interface, the business
process is orchestrated in BizTalk Server 2004 to translate into a common message format using CSI as a specification.
ASF (adapter simulation flow). Logical code that controls the business flow within a specific IBP.

Universal Application Network (UAN)

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25028
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=25028


 

Integration of enterprise applications remains the primary challenge in information technology (IT) today. If you have tried to
integrate disparate systems, you have found that it is not easy. Much of the difficulty in integrating computer systems is not in
coding the solution—it is in defining the problem. It seems that the problem is simple: You need to integrate two disparate
systems so that your company can automate end-to-end business processes. But if you are going to be integrating Siebel to
SAP, and SAP back to Siebel, you need to define both sets of interfaces between the two systems. That is a more complex
problem than simply integrating two systems.

Siebel UAN helps with integration tasks by predefining the end-to-end business processes for typical functions that all
businesses need, such as:

Processing orders and line items
Creating and updating customer records
Creating and updating products

Businesses can no longer afford to build isolated databases. They need to integrate systems to provide a company-wide view
of data and empower users to make better business decisions, while keeping the total cost of ownership (TCO) as low as
possible. While you can integrate multiple systems without UAN, Siebel helps to lower TCO by doing much of the integration
work for you and by defining common business scenarios and their integration points.

UAN is a product specification from Siebel that many vendors implement in their integration servers, such as Microsoft BizTalk
Server, to integrate applications based on business processes. The UAN specification outlines very specific business processes
that are needed for a given vertical industry or market segment. UAN is supported in the following industries and market
segments:

Communications, media, and energy
Customer lifecycle management
Product and catalog management
Customer order management
Partner relationship management
Automotive
Financial services

Note
On the Microsoft platform for UAN 2.0, only the communications, media, and energy (CME) industries are supported at the ti
me of this writing.

How UAN Works

Suppose two people want to communicate with each other, but one knows only French and English and the other knows only
German and English. It would not make sense for these people to communicate in either German or French. They must use
their common language to communicate effectively. That is exactly the idea behind integration with UAN. Siebel can
communicate with SAP, but not directly. First, the language, or message, must be translated into a common language. In fact,
any application can communicate with any other application as long as the messages are first translated into a common
language, and the applications use an integration server such as Microsoft BizTalk Server.

UAN is defined by a set of XML schemas that must be implemented for each UAN integrated business process (IBP). The XML
schemas consist of inbound and outbound sets of specifications to account for all integration points between the applications.

BizTalk Server 2004

Microsoft BizTalk Server dramatically lowers the total cost of ownership (TCO), implementation efforts, and costs associated
with integrating multiple disparate applications. BizTalk Server enables you to integrate enterprise applications by providing
the conversion of message-based data from any format to any format. Using BizTalk Server can reduce implementation risk,
saving time and money.

BizTalk Server provides the following key benefits of integration:

Document transport. Guarantees the delivery of documents from the source to the destination using the desired
transport protocol.
Data transformation. Allows fields in a message to be mapped between the source and destination messages, and
provides for transforming the field values along the way. Transformation includes activities such as concatenation,
parsing, remote lookups, and other actions that affect the destination message.
Application integration. Integrates applications by adapting external processes and applications through the use of



 

BizTalk adapters.
Process automation. Automates the business processes needed to conform to business rules set forth by an
organization. Process automation is altered easily when business rules must change to help ensure a low TCO.
Scalability. Allows the server to be scaled up (by adding more system resources) or scaled out (by adding more
servers). If more processing power is required, scalability enables you to rapidly implement the new resources without
having to recode your application or redefine business processes.

BizTalk Server 2004 is the latest incarnation of Microsoft's award-winning integration server. There are many important new
features of BizTalk Server 2004. Some of the major features are:

Integration with Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003. All orchestrations, mappings, and schema definitions are
created inside the Visual Studio .NET 2003 environment. All business processes are compiled into .NET assemblies so
that they can take full advantage of features of the Microsoft .NET Framework, such as inheritance and more than 600
base classes that you can use out of the box. Compiled .NET assemblies are deployed into the BizTalk Configuration
database to allow for efficient code reuse.
Web service integration. All XML Web services technologies—such as Web Services Description Language (WSDL) and
Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI)—are fully supported by BizTalk Server 2004.
Business Rule Engine. BizTalk Server 2004 supports a powerful business rule engine that enables you to dynamically
change your business processes to reduce development time.
Business Process Execution Language (BPEL). This standard XML-based syntax provides for cross-platform,
interoperable processes in your BizTalk orchestrations. BPEL is supported in version 3.0 of Siebel UAN.

Prior to version 2004, BizTalk Server was the fastest-growing integration server on the market. With the new features and
functionality built into BizTalk Server 2004 and the ability to support Siebel UAN, BizTalk Server is positioned to meet many
more enterprise needs than ever before.

BizTalk Server 2004 was released as a beta version on June 4, 2003. Although this beta version included many of the new
features of the final product, it did not support Siebel UAN. More than 300 adapters are available for BizTalk Server 2002,
including a Siebel adapter. However, this adapter does not support UAN either. To support UAN, Microsoft released an Early
Adopter Program (EAP) version of BizTalk Server 2004, which contained additional functionality needed to support UAN.

Visual Studio .NET 2003 Integration

BizTalk Server 2004 fully supports Visual Studio .NET 2003. Software developers no longer have to learn a new development
environment to implement BizTalk Server solutions; they can use the same one they already are comfortable with for
developing Win32-based applications, Web applications, Web services, and components. Although these projects contain
different attributes from other types of projects, they are developed by using a familiar environment. The result is shorter
learning curves and higher productivity.

IIS Integration

Among the transports that BizTalk Server 2004 supports are HTTP and XML Web services. To use HTTP, BizTalk Server 2004
integrates with Internet Information Services (IIS). For BizTalk Server 2004 to work with IIS, a custom HTTP handler called
BTSHTTPReceive.dll is included on the BizTalk Server 2004 installation CD. This DLL uses the HTTP or HTTPS protocol to
intercept message posts that are made to the Web server, and then facilitates the marshalling of those messages to BizTalk
Server 2004.

Siebel 7.5

Siebel 7.5 is the leading customer relationship management (CRM) and employee relationship management (ERM) software
on the market today. Many of the world's largest companies use Siebel software to reach customers effectively and to target
sales and marketing efforts to those customers.

Using Siebel browser-based technology, users experience rich functionality in a well-designed user interface. Users are
empowered to address the following major areas of their businesses:

Sales
Marketing
Customer service

Siebel 7.5 also includes support for forecasting, business analytics, and industry-specific business processes. These industry-
specific processes give you best-practices functionality out of the box, which is the foundation for connecting Siebel to UAN.
Siebel supports standard Web-based technologies, such as HTML, XML, and Web services, for integration.

Siebel connects to UAN 2.0 for Microsoft by configuring the Siebel internal business processes to package an XML payload



 

 

message containing pertinent data and send it by using an HTTP Post message. BizTalk Server 2004 receives this HTTP Post
message by trapping it with an Internet Server API (ISAPI) extension in IIS, and then the message is processed inside BizTalk
Server 2004.

SAP R/3

SAP is the world leader in Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software that runs many of the world's largest businesses. SAP
is a suite of e-business modules that work together to solve the most critical business solutions, including CRM, Supply Chain
Management, Financials, and Supplier Relationship Management.

SAP R/3 also includes the Internet Demonstration and Evaluation System (IDES). IDES is similar to the Northwind database that
is delivered with Microsoft SQL Server and Microsoft Access, but it is far more comprehensive. It is built to simulate a large
corporate system with many different companies worldwide and a wide range of products and industry practices. It has many
of the SAP R/3 packages—such as Sales and Distribution (SD), Materials Management (MM), Human Resources (HR), Financial
Accounting (FI), and Controlling (CO)—preconfigured for demonstration and training purposes.

Installation and Configuration

Siebel distributes UAN 2.0 for Microsoft as a single CD that includes an installation program. The installation program installs
all UAN schema files (XSD), Visual Studio .NET source code, and compiled .NET assemblies. After you install UAN, you decide
which integrated business processes (IBPs) contained in the installation apply to your organization. Then you deploy only those
IBPs to your testing and production BizTalk Servers.

Installing UAN

Installation of UAN is very simple. The UAN 2.0 for Microsoft installation CD from Siebel contains a setup program that guides
you through the process of installing the UAN files. We recommend that you install UAN on a workstation that has BizTalk
Server 2004 Developer Edition installed. This will enable you to create and edit any BizTalk Server project without affecting
your testing and production environments. The UAN installation contains BizTalk Server 2004 projects that can be edited with
Visual Studio .NET 2003. These projects contain all mappings, schemas, and orchestrations.

You can find more information about installing UAN in the guide from Siebel titled IMPLEMENTATION AND CONFIGURATION
GUIDE: UNIVERSAL APPLICATION NETWORK VOLUME 2 (VERSION UAN 2.0 MICROSOFT), which was released in December
2003.

Configuring UAN

Before you can begin implementing UAN solutions, you must populate the BizTalk Server 2004 configuration database with
"seed data." Seed data is the term used for populating cross-reference tables within your BizTalk Server database. UAN uses
these cross-reference tables when translating messages to and from the common format. After you install Siebel UAN, seed
data is installed as a set of XML files. You must populate the database with the seed data files by using a UAN 2.0 for Microsoft
utility called BTSXRefImport.exe. The population of cross-reference tables is a one-time configuration.

Configuring BizTalk Server 2004

No specific BizTalk Server configuration is necessary to implement any of the IBPs contained in the UAN 2.0 for Microsoft
installation. All areas that can be construed as "configuration" are automatically adjusted as part of the deployment of UAN
onto your computers that run BizTalk Server after installation.

Configuring Siebel 7.5

Before Siebel 7.5 can interact with UAN 2.0 for Microsoft, the business workflow must be configured. To enable this
functionality for the demonstration, the following two separate Siebel workflows had to be configured to enable sending
orders to BizTalk Server:

SIS OM Submit Order Process. This workflow wraps the outbound order header and order line items that are created in
Siebel into an internal Siebel message. The Siebel message is then converted to XML, which is written to a text file stored
on the server. The XML message is posted by using an HTTP Post message. The following figure shows the Siebel
workflow to submit the newly created order from Siebel to BizTalk Server.
Figure 1 Outbound Siebel workflow 



 

SIA UAN Update Order Line. This workflow accepts the inbound XML message coming from BizTalk Server and writes
it to a text file on the server's hard disk. Siebel takes the XML file and converts it to an internal Siebel message that
contains the order status line update information. The order record is updated inside Siebel by using the internal Siebel
message. The following figure shows the Siebel workflow to receive order status and line item data from BizTalk Server
to Siebel.
Figure 2 Inbound Siebel workflow 

Configuring SAP R/3

To facilitate the demonstration at Siebel User Week, the Internet Demonstration and Evaluation System (IDES) from SAP was
used. Using IDES meant that very little configuration was necessary inside SAP. The only additional configuration items were:

Creating a customer for which the orders are created from Siebel. This customer was defined in the North America Sales
territory.
Creating HP Server products in the sales catalog and defining pricing for those products within the North America Sales
territory.

About UAN 2.0 for Microsoft

The Siebel Universal Application Network (UAN) is a set of specifications for integrating applications based on the business
process that a company needs—not on the specific applications the company is trying to integrate. The specific business
processes supported in UAN are individually known as integrated business processes (IBPs). The advantage of a specification
being based on a business process and being application-agnostic is that a company can "plug and play" integration servers if
it chooses to do so. The specification for the business process does not change.

On the other hand, there are specific details related to the implementation of the business process specifications on a given
integration server platform. Microsoft's implementation of UAN results in a specification called UAN 2.0 for Microsoft. UAN 2.0



for Microsoft takes the UAN 2.0 specification from Siebel and implements it on Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004. Furthermore,
the UAN 2.0 for Microsoft specification focuses on business processes that are specific to the vertical industries known as
communications, media, and energy (CME).

IBPs

The UAN 2.0 for Microsoft specification includes the following 12 IBPs:

CME_QueryInvoiceDetail. Specifications for querying the details of the invoice associated with an order.
CME_SyncInvoiceHeader. Specifications for synchronizing the header information of the invoice associated with an
order.
CME_CreateAccount. Specifications for creating a user account.
CME_RequestAccount. Specifications for requesting information about a user account.
CME_RequestAccountValidation. Specifications for validating account information for a user.
*CME_ProcessOrder. Specifications for processing an order.
*CME_ProcessService. Specifications for processing the service content within an order, such as specific line-item
products that need to be delivered to a customer.
CME_ProcessBillingOrder. Specifications for processing the billing for an order.
*CME_UpdateOrderLineItem. Specifications for updating an order with corresponding information regarding each
individual line item that was ordered.
CME_CreateProduct. Specifications for creating a product in the product catalog.
CME_UpdateProduct. Specifications for updating a product in the product catalog.
SyncContact. Specifications for synchronizing contact information.

Note
The IBPs preceded by an asterisk (*) are discussed in this paper as part of the demonstration for Siebel User Week in 2003.

How the CME_ProcessOrder Solution Works

It is important to gain a high-level understanding of how the solution works for the CME_ProcessOrder IBP before reading the
rest of this paper. The CME_ProcessOrder IBP calls the CME_ProcessService and CME_UpdateOrderLineItem IBPs in turn. The
following figure shows a block diagram of how messages are passed between the systems.

Figure 3 ProcessOrder IBP message flow

These are the steps in the message flow shown in the preceding figure:

1. An order is created from within the Siebel application. 
2. The order is transmitted by using an HTTP Post message to the specific receive location and port of the BizTalk Server

that is configured to receive messages from this IBP.



3. The UAN 2.0 implementation on BizTalk Server processes the message and sends it to SAP through a Web service. The
Web service wraps the SAP Business Application Programming Interface (BAPI) to create an order in the system.

4. SAP receives the request to create an order, creates it, and generates a unique order number.
5. SAP transmits the order number back to BizTalk Server through the return parameter of the BAPI call.
6. BizTalk Server processes the message containing the order number and sends it back to Siebel through an HTTP Post

message so that the order number field and order status information can be updated within Siebel.
7. Siebel receives the order number from BizTalk Server and updates the order number field for the order. Siebel stores this

SAP order number within the order header information. The corresponding order header and order line item processing
status is changed to "Processed," indicating that it was received by the back-end SAP system for fulfillment.

The following sections describe these high-level steps in more detail.

Creating an Order in Siebel

Creating an order in Siebel is straightforward. After you log in and click the Orders tab, a screen appears showing past orders,
as shown in the following figure.

Figure 4 Sales orders screen

Create a New Sales Order

To begin this solution scenario, you create a new sales order in Siebel by using the following procedure:

1. On the Sales Orders tab, click New.
A new order is created with a status of Pending.

2. In the Type list, select Sales Order.
3. In the Account list, select the desired account.

Our example uses ABC Supplies.
4. In the Price List drop-down list, select the desired price list. 

Our example uses HP Price List.
5. In the Service Account list, select the desired service account. 

Our example uses ABC Supplies.
6. In the Billing Account list, select the desired billing account. 

Our example uses ABC Supplies.

Add Line Items to the Order and Submit It

The next step in this scenario is to add two line items to the order by using the following procedure:

1. On the Line Items tab, click New to create a new line item for the order.
The first new product is selected. This example item is product number HPDL360G3, which is an HP Proliant DL360
server.

2. On the Line Items tab, click New again to create the second line item.
The second new product is selected. This example item is product number HPDL380G3, which is an HP Proliant DL380
server.

3. Click Submit to submit the order. 

The following figure shows the details of how the message flows through the process after it is created in Siebel.



Figure 5 Message flow for ProcessOrder IBP

Siebel Transmits the Message to BizTalk Server

Siebel UAN 2.0 for Microsoft transmits XML payload messages to BizTalk Server by using HTTP posts. BizTalk Server listens on
specific configured receive locations for those messages. Because our scenario uses the CME_ProcessOrder IBP, BizTalk Server
expects the URL to be in the format:

http://<BizTalkServerAddress>/ProcessOrderHTTP/BTSHTTPReceive.dll

BTSHTTPReceive.dll is an Internet Information Services (IIS) ISAPI extension that traps and processes messages at a specific
URL and transmits the messages to BizTalk Server. Each UAN IBP has a specific receive location URL.

In the case of the CME_ProcessOrder IBP, after the HTTP Post message is received, the schema of the message is validated
against the CME_ProcessOrder application service interface (ASI).

BizTalk Server Processes the Message

After the received message is validated against the CME_ProcessOrder ASI, it is ready to begin the orchestration process.
Orchestration is the flow through which BizTalk Server processes messages. The orchestration engine handles all aspects of
passing the message from its source to its destination, such as validation, data formats, and process logic. The adapter
simulation flow (ASF) part of the UAN orchestration handles the flow of the message, including receiving the message from
Siebel, handling errors, calling other orchestrations, and returning responses.

The ASF for the CME_ProcessOrder IBP, called CMEProcessOrderSiebelSrcASF, receives the posted HTTP message through the
ASI and passes the message to the IBP proxy, called CMEProcessOrderSiebel75Proxy. The IBP proxy is responsible for
converting the external representation of the Siebel message to the common object format. The IBP proxy validates the Siebel
message, checks for errors, and creates a common object representation of the Siebel order.

The CME_ProcessOrder IBP invokes two additional IBPs to encapsulate the required functionality specified in the ProcessOrder
UAN specification. The CME_ProcessOrder IBP calls (in this order):

CMEProcessService. Handles the service content for an order.
CMEUpdateOrderLineItem. Handles the updating of the line items on an order.

After the common object is created, the message is brokered to the CMEProcessService IBP orchestration so that the message
can be processed. After the CMEProcessService IBP is invoked, the message is mapped to the csiProcessService output
specification.

SAP Receives and Processes the Message

SAP receives the message through the Business Application Programming Interface (BAPI) and creates the order. When it
creates the order, an order number is generated within SAP.

SAP Transmits the Order Number Back to BizTalk Server

The SAP sales order number is passed back as the return parameter of the BAPI call. The response document passed back by
the Web service wrapper contains the SAP order number as well as the processing status at the order header and order line
item levels.



BizTalk Server Processes the Message Containing the Order Number

BizTalk Server combines the SAP response XML from the Web service call and the initial csiProcessService content XML to
create the csiUpdateOrderLineItem XML document. This document is the common object representation of the update order
information.

Siebel Updates the Order Number Field for the Order

Siebel takes the update order information, updates the Siebel order information with the SAP order number, and updates the
order header and order line item status to "processed," indicating that this order has been submitted to the back-end SAP
system.

How the Siebel User Week Demonstration Was Implemented

Now that you have read about the concepts behind UAN and the final result of the Siebel User Week demonstration, you can
understand the details of how the demonstration was implemented by using UAN 2.0 for Microsoft.

BizTalk Server 2004 does the majority of the work in the Siebel User Week demonstration. This section outlines the details of
how BizTalk Server was used to implement the CME_ProcessOrder IBP, which is shown in the earlier figure as "Process Order."

Orchestrations

The ability to perform orchestrations is one of the key strengths of BizTalk Server 2004. Orchestrations allow you to visually
create your business processes and how they interact with internal and external components, specifications, and objects.
Creating and configuring orchestrations is as simple as dragging objects from a toolbox and configuring properties for those
objects. The following figure shows the orchestration that creates an order.

Figure 6 Orchestration to create an order

The CME_CreateOrder orchestration is used to sequentially handle the business processes associated with creating the order
and, in turn, call other orchestrations that are part of the business process. For example, CME_CreateOrder must call the
CME_ProcessService and CME_UpdateOrderLineItem IBPs.

Mappings

A mapping is a way to correlate fields from a source schema file (XSD) to a destination schema file. It enables you to map how
fields from the source message are used in the destination message. Additionally, you use special tools, called functoids, to
transform those fields. A functoid is a BizTalk Server mapping tool that contains prepackaged functionality that can be used to
transform schema fields. For example, BizTalk Server 2004 contains a functoid to concatenate two fields. Other functoids
perform mathematical calculations, create custom scripts, and apply date/time functions.

UAN 2.0 for Microsoft includes a set of custom functoids that are used specifically with UAN. These functoids are all contained
within the library named Microsoft.MCS.UAN.CustomFunctoids.dll. This .NET assembly is shipped by Siebel as part of UAN 2.0
for Microsoft. The functoids contained within the library are:

UAN ConcatSequenceFormat. Concatenates the string value of each node in the order specified, using a string
separator between entries.
UAN FormatDate. Takes a date string in ISO 8601 format and converts it according to the specified format string.
UAN FormatDateTime. Takes a date/time string in ISO 8601 format and converts it according to the specified format
string.
UAN ParseDate. Parses the given date string into an ISO 8601 date string according to the specified format string.



UAN ParseDateTime. Parses the given date/time string into an ISO 8601 date/time string according to the specified
format string.

The following figure shows the BizTalk Server 2004 Mapper.

Figure 7 BizTalk Mapper

Bindings

A BizTalk binding is a named location where messages are sent or received. An example of a binding is a specific HTTP port
where messages are received into BizTalk Server. BizTalk Server 2004 allows you to optionally specify a binding file, which
contains port and location information, when you deploy your BizTalk assemblies. Binding files are supplied as part of UAN 2.0
for Microsoft in the form of XML files. These XML files can be specified during the deployment of .NET assemblies, as described
in the following section.

Deployment

BizTalk Server 2004 includes a Deployment Wizard that enables you to easily deploy .NET assemblies to your production or
testing environments. By using the wizard, you can deploy and register your compiled BizTalk Server projects in the target
environment in only a few steps. Additionally, you can opt to specify a binding file for your business processes to use. UAN 2.0
for Microsoft includes default binding files for all IBPs, but these files must be customized prior to deployment to reflect
differences in your environment.

The wizard, shown in the following figure, guides you through the process of deploying .NET assemblies and binding files to
the database.

Figure 8 BizTalk Deployment Wizard

The Deployment Wizard also provides an easy way to perform the following operations:

Deploy a BizTalk assembly to a database. Deploys a .NET orchestration assembly and binding file to the BizTalk
Configuration database.
Import a BizTalk assembly binding from a file. Imports only the binding file to the BizTalk Configuration database;
does not deploy a .NET assembly.



 

Export a BizTalk assembly binding to a file. Exports a binding already stored in the BizTalk Configuration database to
a file. This file can be used on other BizTalk Servers or to back up the bindings.
Remove a BizTalk assembly from a database. Removes a .NET assembly from the BizTalk Configuration database.

SAP

Because UAN 2.0 for Microsoft does not include direct support for SAP, the Siebel User Week demonstration included a bit of
customized code that was developed by using the SAP .NET Connector, as described in the following sections.

SAP .NET Connector

The SAP .NET Connector is a technology that provides a way for .NET Framework applications to communicate with SAP ERP
systems. The SAP .NET Connector provides Remote Function Call (RFC), Business Application Programming Interface (BAPI),
and Intermediate Document (IDoc) integration with SAP by exposing these SAP interfaces to the .NET platform.

The SAP .NET Connector user interface is a Visual Studio .NET add-in that enables users to generate .NET proxies that wrap SAP
RFC and BAPI functionality, and exposes the proxies as .NET classes leveraging .NET data types. By doing this, the SAP .NET
Connector hides the complexity of managing Advanced Business Application Programming (ABAP) data types and invoking the
SAP functionality at the lower RFC API level. The .NET proxies map the .NET data types to the corresponding ABAP data types
and invoke the RFC. The results from the invocation are mapped from the returned ABAP data to the .NET data types.

The SAP .NET Connector also provides classes to send and receive IDocs from SAP.

Web Service Wrapper

Licensed To Code created a custom Web service, called SAP_Salesordercreate_Webservice, to create the SAP sales order. The
following figure illustrates the discussion that follows.

Figure 9 Web service wrapper

The SAP_SD_Proxy .NET proxy was generated through the SAP .NET Connector to invoke the SAP Sales Order Business
Object, named CreateFromDat1BAPI. The proxy is generated to expose the underlying RFC, called
BAPI_SALESORDER_CREATEFROMDAT1.

The LTC_SAP_BAPI_Wrapper class wraps the functionality of this generated proxy and simplifies the interface to make this
RFC call by providing a simpler method, called CreateSAPsalesOrderUsingXML. This method takes in an XML instance that
contains the data passed by the Siebel application, which is a partial subset of the data required to create a sales order in the
SAP system. This XML instance has the "sold-to" customer information, line item information, and associated quantity. The
LTC_SAP_BAPI_Wrapper class parses the XML, extracts this information, and calls the
BAPI_SALESORDER_CREATEFROMDAT1 RFC by automatically filling in the other necessary parameters required by SAP to
successfully execute the call to create a sales order within the SAP system. After the RFC call is made, the corresponding sales
order number created in the SAP system is inserted in the original input XML and passed back.

The object, named SAP_Salesordercreate_Webservice, wraps the functionality of the LTC_SAP_BAPI_Wrapper and exposes
it as a Web service that is invoked from the BizTalk application.

Conclusion

BizTalk Server 2004 is extremely versatile out of the box. It is a world-class integration server that enables organizations of all
sizes to achieve high ROI by easily configuring "from any to any" integration between disparate systems. UAN 2.0 for Microsoft
extends this flexibility by predefining common business tasks, known as integration business processes, or IBPs. UAN 2.0 for
Microsoft defines 12 distinct business processes and corresponding common interfaces. One of those business processes,
known as CME_ProcessOrder, was demonstrated at Siebel User Week in 2003 to show the integration between Siebel and SAP
through BizTalk Server 2004. This paper provided an overview of the tools and technologies, the steps involved in producing



such a demonstration, and the configurations that were used.
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Summary

This document walks you through creating and publishing a simple Web orchestration using the Microsoft® BizTalk® Adapter
for Web Services Enhancements 2.0.

The main feature of the Microsoft® BizTalk® Adapter for Web Services Enhancements (WSE) 2.0 is the ability to access BizTalk
orchestrations as Web services by using Web Services Enhancements 2.0. You can also use the adapter to publish
orchestrations with X509 certification.

To call an orchestration as a Web service, you must first create the orchestration, and then publish the orchestration as a Web
service. You can then create a client application that can call your orchestration. If you want, you can also publish the
orchestration using X509 certification.
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Calling a BizTalk Orchestration from a Client Web Application

In this document we will walk through the following major steps:

1. Create a BizTalk orchestration.

2. Publish the orchestration as a Web service.

3. Create and run the walkthrough client application.

4. Optionally, publish the orchestration again using X509 certification.

Step 1: Create a BizTalk Orchestration

The first major step in this walkthrough is to create a BizTalk orchestration. For this walkthrough, the orchestration is very
simple: It receives a message, performs a simple transformation on the message, and then sends the message back to the
caller. Most of the steps for creating the walkthrough orchestration are the same as for any other orchestration: creating the
project; creating and mapping schemas; adding and configuring workflow items; creating and mapping ports; and creating and
mapping keys.  

To create a BizTalk orchestration, follow these steps:

1. Create a new BizTalk project.

2. Create a Request schema.

3. Create a Response schema.

4. Create an empty BizTalk orchestration.

5. Add workflow items to the BizTalk orchestration.

6. Configure the workflow items.

7. Map the schema files.

8. Create a new configured port.

9. Connect the port to your schema.



10. Create a strong name key.

11. Associate the strong name key with the current project.

12. Build and deploy your solution.

1. Create a new BizTalk project

First, create a new BizTalk project in Microsoft Visual Studio® .NET 2003. This project will contain the orchestration that you
will create later.

To create a new BizTalk project

1. In Visual Studio .NET, on the File menu, point to New, and then click Project.

2. In the New Project dialog box, in the Project Types area, click BizTalk Projects.

3. In the Name field, type WSE BizTalk Walkthrough.

4. In the Templates area, click Empty BizTalk Server Project, and then click OK.

 

2. Create a Request schema

After you create the empty BizTalk project, create a Request schema. The Request schema describes the format of an incoming
message that the orchestration receives and translates into a response.

To create a Request schema

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click WSE BizTalk Walkthrough, point to Add, and then click Add New Item.

2. In the Add New Item dialog box, in the Templates area, select Schema, and then click Open.

The default name for the schema is schema1.xsd. This is satisfactory for this walkthrough.



 

3. On the Schema1.xsd page, right-click the Root node, click Rename, type Request, and then press ENTER.

4. Right-click the Request node, point to Insert Schema Node, click Child Field Element, type Name, and then press EN
TER.  

5. Right-click the Request node, point to Insert Schema Node, click Child Field Element, type Address, and then press E
NTER.

6. Right-click the Request node, point to Insert Schema Node, click Child Field Element, type Age, and then press ENTE
R.

 

7. On the File menu, click Save Schema1.xsd.

3. Create a Response schema

After you create a Request schema, create a Response schema. The Response schema describes the format of an outgoing
message that the orchestration sends to the calling Web application.

To create a Response schema



1. In Solution Explorer, right-click WSE BizTalk Walkthrough, point to Add, and then click Add New Item.

2. In the Add New Item dialog box, in the Templates area, select Schema, and then click Open.

The default name for the schema is schema2.xsd. This is satisfactory for this walkthrough.

3. On the Schema2.xsd page, right-click the Root node, click Rename, type Response, and then press ENTER.

4. Right-click the Response node, point to Insert Schema Node, click Child Field Element, type Comment, and then pre
ss ENTER.

 

5. On the File menu, click Save Schema2.xsd.

4. Create an empty BizTalk orchestration

Now that you have created the empty BizTalk project, the Receive schema, and the Response schema, you can create the
BizTalk orchestration. The orchestration represents the process of receiving the message, transforming the message, and
sending the message.

To create an empty BizTalk orchestration

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click WSE BizTalk Walkthrough, point to Add, and then click Add New Item.

2. In the Add New Item dialog box, in the Templates area, select BizTalk Orchestration, and then click Open.

3. The default name for the orchestration is BizTalk Orchestration1.odx. This is satisfactory for this walkthrough.

 



5. Add workflow items to the BizTalk orchestration

After you create the empty orchestration, you can add workflow items. For this walkthrough, we will create a simple workflow
that receives one message, performs a simple transformation on the message, and sends the message back.

To add workflow items to the BizTalk orchestration

1. In Orchestration Designer, from the Toolbox, drag a Receive shape to your workplace.

For this walkthrough, the name of the receive shape is Receive_1.

2. From the Toolbox, drag a Construct Message shape and put it directly under the Receive shape.

For this walkthrough, the name of the construct message shape is ConstructedMessage_1.

3. From the Toolbox, drag a Send shape and put it directly under the ConstructedMessage_1 shape.

For this walkthrough, the name of the send shape is Send_1.

4. From the Toolbox, drag a Transform shape into the ConstructedMessage_1 shape.

5. For this walkthrough, the name of the transform shape is Transform_1.

 

6. On the File menu, click Save BizTalk Orchestration1.odx.

6. Configure the workflow items

Now that you have added the workflow items to the orchestration, you can configure the items to relate to the schemas you
created earlier in the walkthrough.

To configure workflow items in the BizTalk orchestration

1. On the Receive_1 shape, click the exclamation point, and then click No Message. Select a message or click to create 
a new message.

This creates a message titled Message_1. You can see this message in the Orchestration View.

2. In the Orchestration View, right-click Message_1, and then click Properties Window.

3. In the Properties window, in the Message Type drop-down list, click Schemas, and then click WSE_BizTalk_Walkthro
ugh.Schema1.



 

4. On the Send_1 shape, click the exclamation point, and then click No Message. Select a message or click to create a 
new message.

This creates a message titled Message_2. You can see this message in the Orchestration View.

5. In the Orchestration View, click Message_2, and then click Properties Window.

6. In the Properties window, in the Message Type drop-down list, click Schemas, and then click WSE_BizTalk_Walkthro
ugh.Schema2.

7. On the ConstructMessage_1 shape, right-click the exclamation point, and then click No Constructed Message. Click t
o edit in the Properties window.

8. In the Properties window, in the Messages Constructed field, select Message_2.

9. On the File menu, click Save BizTalk Orchestration1.odx.

10. On the Transform_1 shape, click the exclamation point, and then click Missing or invalid mapping configuration. Cli
ck to configure.

 

11. In the Transform Configuration dialog box, click Source, click Click here to add a new row!, select Message_1, and t
hen press ENTER.



 

12. Click Destination, click Click here to add a new row!, select Message_2, and then press ENTER.

 

13. Click OK.

This opens BizTalk Mapper.

7. Map the schema files

After you configure the workflow items, you can map the Request and Response schema files.

To map the schema files



1. On the Transform_1.btm page, in the Source Schema panel, click the Request node.

This expands the node and displays the Name, Address, and Age child nodes.

2. In the Destination Schema panel, click the Response node.

This expands the node and displays the Comment child node.

3. Select the Name node in the Source Schema panel and drag a line to the Comment node in the Destination Schema
panel.

 

4. On the File menu, click Save Transform_1.btm.

8. Create a new configured port

After you map the schema files, create and configure a port. This port represents the interface that the client application will
access later in the walkthrough.

To create the new configured port



1. In Visual Studio, click the BizTalk Orchestration1.odx page.

2. In the left Port Surface panel, right-click, click New Configured Port, and then click Next.

3. On the Port Properties page, in the Name field, type WSE_InPort, and then click Next.

4. On the Select a Port Type page, in the Port Type Name field, type WSE_InPort_Type.

5. Under Communication Pattern, select Request-Response.

6. Under Access Restrictions, select Public, and then click Next.

7. On the Port Binding page, click Next.

8. On the Completing the Port Wizard page, click Finish.

9. On the File menu, click Save BizTalk Orchestration1.odx.

9. Connect the port to your schema

After you create and configure the port, connect the port to your schema.

To connect the port to your schema



1. In Visual Studio, click the BizTalk Orchestration1.odx page.

2. On the WSE_InPort shape, connect the Request port to the Receive_1 request port.

3. Connect the Response port to the Send_1 response port.

4. Click the Receive_1 shape.

5. In the Properties dialog box, in the Activate field, select True.

 

6. On the File menu, click Save BizTalk Orchestration.odx.

10. Create a strong name key

Before you can build and deploy your BizTalk orchestration, you must create a strong name key. A strong name ensures that
each assembly name is unique. After you create the strong name key, you will associate the key with your orchestration.

To create a strong name key



1. Click Start, click Run, type cmd, and then press ENTER.

2. Locate the \Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003\SDK\v1.1\Bin directory.

3. At the command prompt, type sn -k WSEWalkthroughKey.snk, and then press ENTER.

 

4. Close the Command Prompt window.

11. Associate the strong name key with the current project

After you create the strong name key, associate the key with the current project. This enables BizTalk Server to uniquely
identify your orchestration.

To associate the strong name key with the current project



1. In Visual Studio, in Solution Explorer, right-click WSE BizTalk Walkthrough, and then click Properties.

2. Under the Common Properties folder, select Assembly.

3. Under the Strong Name category, in the Assembly Key File field, click the ellipsis (...) button.

4. In the Assembly Key File dialog box, locate the folder in which you created the strong name key.

For the walkthrough, this was the C:\Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003\SDK\v1.1\Bin folder.

5. Click the WSEWalkthroughKey.snk file, and then click Open.

 

6. Click OK.

7. On the File menu, click Save All.

12. Build and deploy your solution

After you associate the strong name key with the current project, you are ready to build and deploy the solution.

To build and deploy your solution

1. In Visual Studio, on the Build menu, click Build Solution.

2. On the Build menu, click Deploy WSE BizTalk Walkthrough.

Step 2: Publish the Orchestration as a Web Service

After you build and deploy your solution, you can publish the orchestration as a Web service. After publishing the
orchestration, you can confirm that the publication was successful. Finally, you must bind the receive ports and enlist the
orchestration.

To publish the orchestration as a Web service, follow these steps:

1. Publish the Web service.

2. Confirm that you successfully published the Web service.

3. Bind the receive ports and enlist the orchestration.

1. Publish the Web service

The first step that you must perform is to publish your Web service.

To publish the Web service



1. In Visual Studio, click Tools, and then click BizTalk WSE Web Services Publishing Wizard.

Make sure that you select the WSE version of the publishing wizard, instead of the original BizTalk Web Services Publishi
ng Wizard.

2. On the Welcome to the BizTalk WSE Web Services Publishing Wizard page, click Next.

3. On the Create Web Service page, select Publish BizTalk orchestrations as Web Services, and then click Next.

4. On the BizTalk Assembly page, click Next.

Because you began the wizard with the WSE BizTalk Walkthrough project open, Visual Studio automatically populated th
e BizTalk assembly file field with the path and name of the relevant .dll file.

Note If you did not start with the project open, click Browse, locate the WSE BizTalk Walkthrough.dll file, and then cli
ck Next.

5. On the Orchestration and Ports page, click Next.

Because you made the WSE_InPort port public in the previous section, you can view the port as public in this step.

6. On the Web Service Properties page, click Next.

The wizard fills in the Target namespace of the Web service field with a valid namespace name. For this walkthrough, the
namespace is http://tempuri.org/.

7. On the Policy Information page, click Next.

For this walkthrough, we will make no changes to the policy information page.

8. On the Web Service Project page, select the Allow anonymous access to Web service and Create BizTalk Server r
eceive locations check boxes, and then click Next.

Visual Studio fills in the default name for the project location. For this walkthrough, it is WSE_BizTalk_Walkthrough_Pr
oxy.



9. On the Web Service Project Summary page, click Create.

Note that this step may take several minutes.

10. On the Completing the BizTalk WSE Web Services Publishing Wizard page, click Finish.

2. Confirm that you successfully published an orchestration

You can use the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager application to confirm that you successfully published the
orchestration.

To confirm that you successfully published an orchestration



1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Administrative Tools, and then click Internet Information Services (IIS) Ma
nager.

2. Click the name of your local computer, click Web Sites, click Default Web Sites, and then click WSE_BizTalk_Walkthr
ough_Proxy.

In this virtual directory, you can view the files associated with the walkthrough.

 

3. Right-click WSE_BizTalk_Walkthrough_BizTalk_Orchestration1_WSE_InPort.ashx, and then click Browse.

You can now view the published Web Services Description Language (WSDL) file for the walkthrough in Internet Explore
r.

4. When you have finished, close the IIS Manager window and then close Internet Explorer.

3. Bind the receive ports and enlist the orchestration

After you publish the orchestration, you must bind the receive ports and enlist the orchestration.

To bind the receive ports and enlist the orchestration

1. In Visual Studio, on the View menu, click BizTalk Explorer.

2. In the BizTalk Configuration Databases tree, click the <local computer>.BizTalkMgmtdb.dbo node, and then click 
Receive Ports.

You should see the WseWebPort_WSE_BizTalk_Walkthrough_Proxy/WSE_BizTalk_ 
Walkthrough_BizTalk_Orchestration1_WSE_InPort receive port. This is the port that you created by using the publis
hing wizard.

3. Expand the Orchestrations folder. You should see WSE_BizTalk_Walkthough.BizTalk_Orchestration1.

If you do not see this orchestration, you may have to update the screen by using the Refresh button, located at the top o
f the BizTalk Explorer pane.

4. Right-click WSE_BizTalk_Walkthrough.BizTalk_Orchestration1, and then click Bind.

5. In the Port Binding Properties dialog box, in the WSE_InPort field, select WseWebPort_WSE_BizTalk_Walkthrough
_Proxy/WSE_BizTalk_ 
Walkthrough_BizTalk_Orchestration1_WSE_InPort from the drop-down menu.

6. Under the Configurations folder, click Host.

7. In the Host field, select a host from the drop-down menu, and then click OK.

For this walkthrough, the name of the host is BizTalkServerApplication.



 

8. Right-click WSE_BizTalk_Walkthough.BizTalk_Orchestration1, and then click Enlist.

9. Right-click WSE_BizTalk_Walkthough.BizTalk_Orchestration1, and then click Start.

10. In the BizTalk Explorer - Express Start dialog box, confirm that the listed Dependency Options are started, and then 
click OK.

Before clicking OK, you may want to confirm that the BizTalk Service is running. To verify that BizTalk is running, click St
art, point to Programs, and then click Computer Management. In the Computer Management screen, click the Servic
es and Applications node, and then click Services. Scan the services list to confirm that the name of the host in the pre
vious step is running as a BizTalkService BizTalk Group. For this walkthrough, the name on the list is BizTalk Service Biz
Talk Group : BizTalkServerApplication.

Now that you have successfully published your orchestration as a Web service, you can create and run the client application.

Step 3: Create and Run the Client Application

After you publish the orchestration, you can start coding the client application.

To create and run the client application, follow these steps:

1. Create an empty project.

2. Retrieve the URL of the walkthrough WSDL file.

3. Create a Web service proxy.

4. Add the Web service proxy to the client application.



5. Write the code for the client application.

6. Add the required references to the client application.

7. Build and run the client application.

1. Create an empty project

Your first step is to create an empty project to hold your client application.

To create an empty project

1. In Visual Studio, on the File.menu, point to New, and then click Project.

2. In the New Project dialog box, select Visual C# Projects.

3. In the Templates pane, click Console Application.

4. In the Name field, type WSE_Walkthrough_Client, and then click OK.

 

2. Retrieve the URL of the walkthrough WSDL File

Before writing any code, you must retrieve the URL of the walkthrough WSDL file. You will use this URL to create a Web service
proxy, and then add the proxy to your project.

To retrieve the URL of the walkthrough WSDL file



1. Click Start, point to Programs, point to Administrative Tools, and then click Internet Information Services (IIS) Ma
nager.

2. In the Internet Information Services node, click the local computer node, click Web Sites, click Default Web Sites, an
d then click WSE_BizTalk_Walkthrough_Proxy.

 

3. Right-click WSE_BizTalk_Walkthrough_BizTalk_Orchestration1_WSE_InPort.ashx, and then click Browse.

IIS Manager displays the selected file in Internet Explorer. You can view the URL of this file in the address field.

 

4. Right-click the address in the address field, and then click Copy.

3. Create a Web service proxy



After you copy the URL of the walkthrough WSDL file, use a command-line tool to create a Web service proxy. You will use the
created proxy to call the Web service.

To create a Web service proxy

1. Click Start, click Run, type cmd, and then click OK.

2. At the command prompt, locate the directory that contains the WSE walkthrough client.

3. On the command line, call wsewsdl2.exe, using the URL of the walkthrough file as one parameter, and WSE_Client_Proxy
.cs as the output parameter.

Wsewsdl2.exe is the tool for creating a Web service proxy, and is located in the Microsoft WSE 2.0 tools directory. For thi
s walkthrough, the full command-line instruction is as follows:

\Program Files\Microsoft WSE\v2.0\Tools\Wsdl\Wsewsdl2.exe 
http://localhost/WSE_BizTalk_Walkthrough_Proxy/WSE_PizTalk_
Walkthrough_Biztalk_Orchestation1_WSE_InPort.ashx 
WSE_Client_Proxy.cs

4. Close the Command Prompt window.

4. Add the Web service proxy to your client application

After you create the Web service proxy, add the proxy to your project. You can then write code that calls the published
orchestration.

To add the Web service proxy to your client application

1. In Visual Studio, in Solution Explorer, right-click WSE_Walkthrough_Client, point to Add, and then click Add Existing I
tem.

2. In the Add Existing Item dialog box, locate the folder in which you created the WSE_Client_Proxy.cs file.

3. Right-click WSE_Client_Proxy.cs, and then click Open.

5. Write the code for the client application

You can now write the code for your client application.

To write the client application in Visual Studio

In Visual Studio, on the Class1.cs page, add the following lines of code to the file:

static void Main(string[] args)
   {
   Request req = new Request();
   req.Name = "Joe";
   req.Address = "Right here";
   req.Age = "100";
   WSE_BizTalk_WalkThrough_BizTalk_Orchestration1_WSEIn_Port ws = 
new WSE_BizTalk_WalkThrough_BizTalk_Orchestration1_WSEIn_Port();
   Response res = ws.Operation_1(req);
   Console.WriteLine(res.Comment);
   Console.ReadLine();
   }

6. Add the required references to the client application



Before you compile the code, you must add two references. These references are required for writing most WSE applications.

To add the required references to the client application

1. In Solution Explorer, right-click References, and then click Add Reference.

2. In the Add Reference dialog box, select the Microsoft.Web.Services2.dll component, and then click Select.

3. Click System.Web.dll, click Select, and then click OK.

7. Build and run the client application

After you successfully add the required references, you can build and run your client application.

To build and deploy your solution

1. In Visual Studio, on the Build menu, click Build Solution.

2. On the Debug menu, click Start.

Step 4 (Optional): Sign the Message with an X509 Certificate

To sign the message with the X509 test certificate provided by the Web Services Enhancements (WSE) SDK, you must perform
the following additional steps:

1. Install the X509 test certificate.

2. Import the test certificate.

3. Publish the orchestration as a Web service with X509 certification.

4. Add the published orchestration XML policy file to the client application project.

5. Add a new configuration file to the client application project.

6. Modify the published Web service configuration file.

7. Rebuild and test the client application.

1. Install the X509 test certificate

First, install the X509 certificate in the Microsoft Management Console (MMC).

To install the X509 certificate

1. Click Start, click Run,type MMC, and then press ENTER.

2. In the Microsoft Management Console, on the File menu, click Add/Remove Snap-in.

3. In the Add/Remove Snap-in dialog box, click Add.

4. In the Add Standalone Snap-in dialog box, in the Snap-in column, click Certificates, and then click Add.



5. In the Certificates snap-in dialog box, select Computer Account, and then click Next.

6. In the Select Computer dialog box, confirm that Local Computer is selected, and then click Finish.

7. In the Add Standalone Snap-in dialog box, click Certificates, and then click Add.

8. In the Certificates Snap-in dialog box, select My user account, and then click Finish.

9. In the Add Standalone Snap-in dialog box, click Close.

10. In the Add/Remove Snap-in dialog box, click OK.

2. Import the test certificate

After you install the X509 certificate in the MMC, import the certificate to your local account.

To import the test certificate



1. In the MMC snap-in, click the Certificates Node (Local Computer) node, click the Personal node, right-click Certifica
tes, select All Tasks, and then click Import.

2. On the Welcome to the Certificate Import Wizard page, click Next.

3. On the File to Import page, locate the Client Private .pfx test certificate that is included with the Microsoft WSE SDK, and
then click Next.

For this walkthrough, the file path is C:\Program Files\Microsoft WSE\v2.0\Samples\Sample Test Certificates\Clie
nt Private.pfx.

4. On the Password page, in the Password field, enter wse2qs, and then click Next.

Because this is a test sample, you are using the test certificate. Do not use the test certificate in production-ready code.

5. On the Certificate Store page, confirm that Place all certificates in the following store is selected, confirm that the 
Certificate store: drop-down list has the Personal field selected, and then click Next.

6. On the Completing the Certificate Import Wizard page, click Finish.

7. In the confirmation dialog box, click OK.

8. In the MMC snap-in, you should now see the WSE2QuickStartClient certificate in the Issued To column.

3. Publish the orchestration as a Web service with X509 certification



Now that you have imported the X509 test certificate, you can republish the orchestration with X509 certification.

To publish the orchestration as a Web service with X509 certification

1. In Visual Studio, on the File menu, point to Open, and then click Project.

2. In the Open Project dialog box, open the WSE Biztalk Walkthrough folder, right-click the WSEBizTalk Walkthrough
.sln file, and then click Open.

3. Select Tools, and then click BizTalk WSE Web Services Publishing Wizard.

4. On the Welcome to the BizTalk WSE Web Services Publishing Wizard page, click Next.

5. On the Create Web Service page, confirm that Publish BizTalk orchestrations as Web Services is selected, and then
click Next.

6. On the BizTalk Assembly page, confirm that the BizTalk assembly file field contains the path for the WSE BizTalk Wal
kthrough assembly, and then click Next.

7. On the Orchestrations and Ports page, confirm that the WSE_InPort check box is selected, and then click Next.

8. On the Web Services Properties page, confirm that the Target namespace of the Web Service field contains the defau
lt name used in previous steps, and then click Next.

For this walkthrough, the name used previously was http://tempuri.org.

9. On the Policy Information page, click the Request tab.

10. In the Token type combo box, select X509.

11. In the X509 Certificate box, type the value of the certificate name, and then click Next.

For this walkthrough, the value of the certificate name is CN=WSE2QuickStartClient.

12. On the Web Service Project page, select the Overwrite existing project check box, select the Allow anonymous acc
ess to Web Service check box, select the Create BizTalk Server receive locations check box, and then click Next.

13. On the Web Service Project Summary page, click Create.

14. On the Completing the BizTalk WSE Web Services Publishing Wizard page, click Finish.

4. Add the orchestration XML policy file to the client application project

Now that you have published the orchestration with the test certificate, you must modify the client application to use the
correct XML policy files.

http://tempuri.org/


To add the orchestration XML policy file to the project

1. Right-click Start, click Explore, and then locate your WSE_BizTalk_Walkthrough_Proxy folder.

For this walkthrough, the folder is located at C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\WSE_BizTalk_Walkthrough_Proxy.

In this folder, you can view the PolicyCache.xml file that was generated because of the modifications made to the Web Se
rvices Properties page in the previous procedure.

2. Right-click the PolicyCache.xml file, and then click Copy.

3. Move to your Visual Studio WSE_Walkthrough_Client project, right-click the name panel, and then click Paste.

For this walkthrough, the Visual Studio project is located at C:\Documents and Settings\<login account>\My Docu
ments\Visual Studio Projects\WSE_Walkthrough_Client\WSE_Walkthrough_Client.

4. In Visual Studio, on the File menu, point to Open, and then click Project.

5. Locate the WSE_Walkthrough_Client folder, select WSE_Walkthough_Client.sln, and then click Open.

6. In Solution Explorer, right-click WSE_Walkthrough_Client, point to Add, and then click Add Existing Item.

7. In the Add Existing Item - WSE_Walkthrough_Client dialog box, select the PolicyCache.xml file that you pasted into
the project, and then click Open.

5. Add a new configuration file to the client application project

After you add the orchestration walkthrough policy file to the client project, you must create the configuration file for the client
itself.

To add an application configuration file to the project



1. In Solution Explorer, right-click WSE_Walkthrough_Client, point to Add, and then click Add New Item.

2. In the Add Existing Item - WSE_Walkthrough_Client dialog box, confirm that the Local Project Items node is select
ed in the Categories pane, select Application configuration file in the Templates pane, and then click Open.

You can name this configuration file anything that you want. For this walkthrough, the name of the file is App.config.

3. Add the following code to the App.config file:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<configuration>
  <configSections>
    <section name="microsoft.web.services2"
type="Microsoft.Web.Services2.Configuration.WebServicesConfiguration
, 
Microsoft.Web.Services2, Version=2.0.1.0, Culture=neutral,
PublicKeyToken=31bf3856ad364e35" />
  </configSections>
  <microsoft.web.services2>
    <security>
      <x509 storeLocation="LocalMachine" verifyTrust="true"
allowTestRoot="true" allowRevocationUrlRetrieval="true" 
allowUrlRetrieval="false" />
    </security>
    <policy>
      <cache name=" C:\Documents and Settings\<login account>\My 
Documents\Visual Studio 
Projects\WSE_Walkthrough_Client\WSE_Walkthrough_Client
\PolicyCache.xml" />
    </policy>
  </microsoft.web.services2>
</configuration>

Note that the security section of the configuration file states that the store location is the local machine and that the appli
cation is using a test root. Also note that the policy section contains the path of the policycache.xml file. You will have to c
hange this path to match where you copied your file.

4. On the File menu, click Save All.

6. Modify the published Web service configuration file

After you create the new configuration file, you must modify the Web.config file of the orchestration to allow for using test
certificates.

Modifying the published Web service configuration file

1. Right-click Start, click Explore, and then move to your IntetPub\wwwroot\WSE_BizTalk_Walkthrough_Proxy direct
ory.

2. Right-click the Web.config file, and then click Open with Visual Studio .NET 2003.

3. In Visual Studio, change the allowTestRoot="false" element to allowTestRoot="true".

4. On the File menu, click Save.

5. On the File menu, click Exit.

7. Rebuild and test the client application

Finally, you can rebuild and test the client application.



  

To rebuild and test the client application

1. In Visual Studio, click the WSE_Client_Proxy.cs tab, and then on the Build menu, click Build Solution.

2. On the Debug menu, click Start.
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Conclusion

You have now completed the walkthrough for BizTalk Adapter for Web Services Enhancements 2.0.
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Overview

Many Microsoft BizTalk Server implementations require some level of interaction with a database to satisfy certain business
processes. This typically involves querying a database for information to make more processing decisions, inserting or
updating records in a database based on data received in a message, or periodically polling the database for information to act
on. There are a few options available to you when you have to exchange data between a Microsoft SQL Server database and
BizTalk Server 2004. One of these available options is the Adapter for SQL Server.

The Adapter for SQL Server is not new to BizTalk. It was introduced as an add-in to BizTalk Server 2002, but is now one of the
default transports included with BizTalk Server 2004. This new version includes additional functionality, in addition to several
welcome enhancements over the earlier version. The following functionalities are available through this transport:

Polling the database to retrieve data using SQL queries or stored procedures.
Using updategrams to insert, update, or delete information in the database.
Solicit a response from a stored procedure to retrieve data.

Since the adapter lets you create an XML view of your existing relational data, and lets you act on that data as if it were an XML
message, it becomes a clear choice when having to share data between SQL Server and BizTalk Server 2004.

This document discusses when the Adapter for SQL Server is a good choice to use, covers some of the basic concepts of the
adapter, and then provides three examples of how to use the adapter in common scenarios.

When to Use the Adapter for SQL Server

The Adapter for SQL Server is a good choice when you have to share data between BizTalk Server 2004 and SQL Server
databases. The adapter is appropriate for data retrieval and update scenarios with messages that are both small and large.
Many business processes must interact with the database in a non-transactional manner, retrieving or inserting data in
unrelated steps. While you can use the adapter with a single unit of work in a transactional manner (the processes within that
unit of work can be transactional), there may be better options when the overall business process requires the units of work to
be transactional as a whole, and would require writing custom components to handle this.

Receiving and Sending

The Adapter for SQL Server handles two different functions, providing the means for BizTalk to receive data, and providing the
means for BizTalk to send data to SQL Server. These functions are referred to in BizTalk Server 2002 Help as the Receive
adapter and Send adapter, respectively. You use the receive function to retrieve information from SQL Server by periodically
invoking a SQL command. This SQL command is formatted as either a SELECT statement or as a stored procedure call. The
result set is then submitted to BizTalk in the form of an XML message. You use the send function to send an XML message to
SQL Server in the form of a stored procedure call or an updategram. An updategram maps XML nodes against database
columns in SQL Server. It is the structure of the XML message representing the updategram that determines whether the data
will be inserted, updated, or deleted in the database. Making a call to a stored procedure can return a response document that
contains the result set formatted as an XML message. When you send an updategram, SQL Server can optionally return a
response document to BizTalk that contains the success status of the operation.

SQL Receive Adapter

The Receive adapter functions as a polling service to retrieve information from SQL Server. There are several properties of a
receive location using the SQL transport type that can be configured to control the action of the adapter. The SQL command is
a property used to store either a SELECT statement or a stored procedure call. This SQL command is then invoked by the
Adapter Framework Scheduler at an interval set by the Polling Interval property. Note that the Receive adapter has a limit of
60 messages per minute. One way to get around this is to set the Poll While Data Found property to True so the adapter
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continuously polls until there is no more data to retrieve at each polling interval. You should keep this in mind when
determining the throughput that you want as you may have to return multiple rows at a time in a single message. One of the
examples included with this document demonstrates how to deal with messages returned from SQL Server that contain more
than one record in the result set. The Receive adapter can only be bound to one-way receive ports.

SQL Statements

When you use SQL statements with the Receive adapter, they must be in the form of a SELECT statement. Since the Receive
adapter is a polling service, and you configure the SQL command at design time, you cannot use it to run dynamic queries.
Additionally, only static values in the WHERE clause are supported.

SQL statements used with the Receive adapter use slightly different syntax than a typical SQL statement. In order to return a
result set from SQL Server in the form of an XML message, you must add the syntax for xml auto or for xml auto,
elements to the end of the SQL statement as follows:

Note
The adapter does not support the syntax xml raw.

The syntax for xml auto returns an XML representation of the result set with each record that contains the table name as the
element name, and each column returned as an attribute value. The SQL statement above would return a result set in the
following format when issued from the Receive adapter:

An additional property of the Receive adapter set at design time is the Document Root Element Name. You would replace the
root element <root> in the above example with the value designated in the Document Root Element Name property.

The syntax for xml auto, elements also returns an XML representation of the result set; however, the column data is returned
as child elements instead of attribute values. This is important to remember as your schemas representing the messages
submitted by the Receive adapter must reflect these differences.

Stored Procedures

Just as the Receive adapter supports SQL statements with static WHERE clauses, it also supports calls to stored procedures
with static parameter values. An example of a supported stored procedure call follows:

Similar to SQL statements, the adapter will run the SQL command at the specified polling interval. Therefore, at each interval
the adapter will retrieve the same result set. Depending on your business requirements, this may not be what you want. When
you use a stored procedure, you may code your procedure in such a way that the records you select are flagged, or possibly
deleted so they are not selected in future calls. An example of such a stored procedure is as follows:

The above example will first set a variable to the current date and time. It then updates the ProcessedDate field to the current
date and time for any record where this field is null. The last step is to select the records that just had their ProcessedDate
updated and this result set is what is returned to the Receive adapter.

Note

SELECT * FROM Employees WHERE LastName = 'Davolio' for xml auto

<root>
<Employees EmployeeID="1" LastName="Davolio" FirstName="Nancy" …
</root>

exec [Sales by Year] @Beginning_date = '1996-06-01', @Ending_Date = '1996-07-10'

CREATE PROCEDURE SubScriptionProcedure
AS
DECLARE @Process_Date DateTime
SET @Process_Date=GetDate()
Update SubScription Table Set ProcessedDate=@Process_Date Where ProcessedDate is NULL
SELECT SubscriptionId, Lastname, Firstname, MagazineName, DateOrdered FROM SubscriptionTabl
e WHERE ProcessedDate=@ProcessDate FOR XML AUTO, ELEMENTS
GO



The Receive adapter does not support stored procedures that return multiple result sets. However, the adapter does support 
multiple records in a single result set.

Stored procedures must follow the same syntax rules as SQL statements to return result sets as XML. Again, this additional
syntax is either for xml auto or for xml auto, elements as explained above.

SQL Send Adapter

The Send adapter supports two separate functions. You can use it to send dynamically generated updategrams to SQL Server
to insert, update, or delete records. Optionally, you can have the adapter return an XML message that states the success status
of the action. Additionally, you can use the adapter to call stored procedures that return a result set back to BizTalk. When you
call a stored procedure, any parameters can be passed in by the XML message. The Send adapter may be bound to a one-way
send port, or a two-way solicit-response send port.

Note
The Send adapter does not support the use of SQL statements. Calls to stored procedures or use of updategrams are the onl
y supported options.

Updategrams

An updategram is a specially formatted XML fragment made up of several blocks, each of which serves a specific purpose. It is
the arrangement of these blocks within the fragment that determines whether the updategram will insert, update, or delete the
record. The basic structure of the updategram appears as follows:

The following describes the functionality of the individual blocks:

<before>

The <before> block is similar to the WHERE clause in a SQL statement. This identifies the records in their current existing state.

<after>

The <after> block indicates the new state of the records.

<sync>

The <sync> block is a container for the <before> and <after> blocks, and indicates one unit of transaction. It is possible for the
<sync> block to contain more than one pair of <before> and <after> blocks. If any one of these fail, everything in the <sync>
block will be rolled back. It is also possible for the updategram to contain more than one <sync> block. Since each <sync> block
is considered its own unit of transaction, they can fail independently of the each other.

As mentioned earlier, it is the arrangement of the blocks that determines whether the updategram inserts, updates, or deletes
the records.

When a message appears with only an <after> block, and no corresponding <before> block, the updategram performs an
insert operation. Looking at the basic structure above, the column names and the values to insert are represented as attributes
of the <after> block.

When a message appears with only a <before> block, and there is no corresponding <after> block, the updategram performs
a delete operation. As mentioned earlier, the <before> block acts as the WHERE clause in a SQL statement. Again, looking at
the earlier structure, any columns indicated with values matching the attribute values indicate a record to be deleted.

A message that contains a <before> block, in addition to a corresponding <after> block, indicates an updategram that
performs an update operation. Again, the <before> block would behave like the WHERE clause, and the records would be
updated with the new values indicated by the values of the column attributes.

<root>
<sync>
<before>
<TableName col1='value' col2='value' …/>
</before>
<after>
< TableName col1='value' col2='value' …/></after>
</sync>
</root>



 

To perform multiple operations, the updategram can have more than one <sync> block, and also more than one set of
<before> and <after> blocks within the <sync> block. For example, you could insert one purchase order record and multiple
line item records using one updategram. This is a powerful feature, and it is demonstrated in the examples included with this
document. For performance reasons, if the business process requires multiple operations across database tables, it is best to
encapsulate these in stored procedures instead of updategrams. You can optimize stored procedures. You compile store
procedures instead of interpreting them like updategrams.

Stored Procedures

In addition to the updategram support, the Send adapter also supports calling stored procedures. You can pass dynamic
parameters to these stored procedures, in addition to returning a result set in the form of an XML message. These parameters
are passed in as elements or attributes in the message. When returning a result set, a solicit-response send port is used to call
the stored procedure and accept the return message.

As mentioned earlier, you must add for xml auto or for xml auto, elements to your stored procedures to produce a result
set in the form of an XML message.

Generated Items

Up to this point, I have discussed receiving information from SQL Server by using the Receive adapter, and by using the Send
adapter for running stored procedures with dynamic parameters or running updategrams. All this depends on passing an XML
message to SQL Server, and possibly receiving a response back in the form of an XML message. The format of these XML
messages must be very specific, and generating them by hand would be very difficult. Fortunately, the Adapter for SQL Server
and BizTalk take care of this for you.

BizTalk gives you the ability to add Generated Items to your project. You do this by right clicking your project, and selecting
Add Generated Items from the context menu. This lets BizTalk generate a schema based on the parameters supplied to the
adapter. When selecting the Adapter for SQL Server, the resulting SQL Transport Schema Generation Wizard prompts you for
information such as target namespace, port type, document root element name, and so on. The adapter then uses these
parameters to interact with SQL Server, and generate a schema that reflects the result set based on the information that you
supplied. A detailed description of this is provided in the examples included in this document.

Supporting Examples

The following section discusses the examples that are included with this document. The examples are not the only scenarios
supported by the Adapter for SQL Server; however, they cover common scenarios that can be solved with the adapter. A
readme file is included with the examples to explain how to install and run the examples. The discussions that follow describe
in detail the steps that you must follow to re-create the examples.

The examples included with this document use the Northwind database that is included with SQL Server.

Business Scenario: Northwind Traders has recently implemented several enterprise packages to handle inventory control,
human resources, and so on. Northwind wants to integrate these new packages with their current SQL Server-based systems.
Northwind has decided to use BizTalk Server 2004 as the enterprise integration solution. This document discusses the
following scenarios in detail:

Issue Select - The new HR system must be able to interrogate the existing employee information stored in SQL Server to
determine which employees might reside in a specific country/region. The new Sales Force automation tool uses this
information. The information must be returned as an XML message per employee. 
Retrieve New Orders - The new Order Fulfillment system is regularly updated with new orders that are entered into the
existing SQL Server database. The business requirement is that new orders must be migrated to the Order Fulfillment
system within 10 minutes of being generated in the existing system. These new orders are sent to the Order Fulfillment
system.
Insert New Order - New orders will be generated by a new Sales Support system in addition to the existing Order
Generation system. To keep the systems synchronized, new orders and changes to existing orders will be sent to the
existing SQL Server database solution. These changes will be handled in the form of updategrams, and will consist of
order and order detail information. These messages will update the Order and Order Detail tables in SQL Server by using
one message for the entire transaction.

Issue Select

For this particular business process, you must be able to return to the ERP system employees that are staffed in various
countries/regions. The ERP system sends a request in the form of an XML messages for employees in a specific country/region.
An orchestration will process the file, using a solicit-response port to send a "run stored procedure" message to SQL Server,
and accept the result set in the form of an XML message. The result set is then broken into individual messages, one per
employee record, and sent back to the ERP system.



Before you start, you must update the EmployeesByCountry stored procedure. This will require two additional pieces of
syntax as described earlier in the document. First, for the procedure to return XML mapping each column to an element in the
XML, you must add for xml auto, elements to the end of the stored procedure. The other syntax you have to add will be
temporary. For the adapter to create the correct schema when you add a generated item for the adapter, you have to add the
syntax xmldata to the end of the existing code. This tells the stored procedure to add the schema data representing the table to
the output XML. The adapter uses this information to generate the schema when you add a generated item. The stored
procedure should now look as follows:

After you add the generated item, you will remove the xmldata at the end of the procedure since you don't want the schema
information to be in the message.

Now that you have added the syntax to the stored procedure, you are ready to add the schema representing the request and
response. Use the Add Generated Items wizard to create this schema by using the following steps.

To add generated items

1. Right-click the project, click Add, and then click Add Generated Items.
2. In the Add Generated Items wizard, in first step of the wizard, under the Generated Schema Files category, select the

Add Adapter template, and then click Next.
3. On the Select Adapter page, select SQL, keep the defaults for the other options, and then click Next.
4. On the Database Information page, click Set to enter your connection information. You will use this information to create

the connection string to the database. Fill out the information about the Data Link Properties dialog box, and then click
OK. Click Next when you are returned back to the Database Information page of the wizard.
On the Schema Information page, type the information the adapter will use to add some additional information to the
schema representing the table that is generated by SQL Server.
Figure 1 SQL Transport Schema Generation Wizard - Schema Information page 

5. For the Target namespace, you will use "http://SQLAdapterExplore.IssueSelect." Remember this value as you will use it
again when supplying the port properties. Since you are sending a message and expecting a response, you will select
Send port as the port type. This will let you bind to a solicit-response port. The Request root element name will be set to
GetEmployees, and the Response root element name will be set to ReturnEmployees. Click Next.

6. On the Statement Type information page, you have the option of selecting Updategram or Stored Procedure. Since
you are selecting records instead of updating them, select Stored Procedure, and then click Next.

7. On the Statement Information page, select the SQL statement to run, as well as the input parameters.
Figure 2 SQL Transport Schema Generation Wizard - Statement Information page 

CREATE PROCEDURE EmployeesByCountry @Country nVarChar(15) 
AS
SELECT Employees.Country, Employees.LastName, Employees.FirstName
FROM Employees
WHERE Employees.Country = @Country for xml auto, elements, xmldata
GO



Notice that the first column (the Value column) in this figure has a value of UK in it, and its check box is selected. You
can set the value of the parameter by clicking in the first column to open the text box. The reason you enter a value for
the parameters is so that the adapter can evaluate the stored procedure based on it returning a result set, and include the
columns in the tables as attributes or elements of the response message. If no values are entered, it creates a schema
with a Success node under the root response node, and this would be used to indicate the status of the stored
procedure. For this example, you want the result set to be returned, not the success indication of the stored procedure.

8. Click Generate to have the adapter evaluate the stored procedure, and generate the resulting schema, and then click
Next.

9. You have now completed the Add Generated Item wizard, click Finish to finish.

The Add Generated Items wizard has created two new items in the project. The first item is the multi-part message schema
representing the call to the stored procedure, and the result set that will be returned. By default, this schema is named
SQLService.xsd. You can optionally rename this schema to something more appropriate to your project. The schema appears
as follows:

Figure 3 SQLService.xsd schema

Notice that GetEmployees was previously set as the request node, as well as ReturnEmployees you previously set as the
response node. The Employees node name is determined by the table name, and the child nodes are determined by the
column names. When the response is returned, there will be an Employees node for each record in the result set.

The second item added to the project by the Add Generated Items wizard is a new orchestration, which by default, is named
BizTalk Orchestration.odx. Again, you may want to rename this orchestration to something more appropriate for your project.
This orchestration contains the Begin and End shapes, as well as some port type and multi-part message type information
based on the schema that was generated. There may be times when you need several schemas based on the Adapter for SQL
in one orchestration, or you might have an existing orchestration that you want to use. You do not have to use the default
orchestration that is created for you. You can use the port types and multi-part message types in the generated orchestration
as an example to add the generated schema to the orchestration of your choice. For information about this process, see
Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 Help.

Creating the Orchestration

As mentioned in the example description, you want to retrieve employees staffed in a particular country/region. A common
scenario when you are using the Adapter for SQL to retrieve data from SQL Server is the need to handle each record in the
result set as its own message instead of dealing with the entire result set which is returned as one XML message. There are a
few ways to accomplish this, and each involves getting a handle on each record in the message. In the orchestration that is
included in this example, iterating through a nodelist is used to retrieve each employee message. Using XPATH is another
common solution, and many examples can be found on the Internet.



The business process for this scenario is as follows:

1. The ERP system sends a request for employees in a particular country/region. This request is sent in the form of an XML
message.

2. The request must be transformed into a message you can send through the Adapter for SQL Server.
3. The result set will be returned to the business process in the form of an XML message.
4. For each employee returned, the following process will be repeated:

Transform the individual employee XML record into the ERP's employee schema.
Send the single ERP employee message to the ERP system.

At the top of the orchestration, notice that you receive the request message, and then transform this message into the request
portion (GetEmployees) of the schema that was created when you used the Add Generated Item wizard.

Figure 4 Orchestration

After transforming the message, you want to send the request message to SQL Server through the adapter, and you want to
receive the response back from SQL Server through the adapter. To accomplish this, you create a new port and use the
request-response communication pattern. For the direction of communication, you send a request, and receive a response. The
response message will be in the format of the response portion (ReturnEmployees) of the schema that was created when you
used the Add Generated Item wizard.

After the message that contains the result set is returned, you have to loop through each employee record to create an
individual employee message to send back to the ERP system.

Figure 5 Looping through each employee record



A loop shape is used to let us loop through each employee record in the response message. Since using a nodelist was the
chosen method for looping through the records, the entire process has been encapsulated in an atomic scope. This occurs
because a nodelist is non-serializable. The expression shape named GetItemCount, which is in the orchestration, but not
included in the image above, has several important steps in it. In the first step, the response message is assigned to a variable
of type System.XmlDocument. This will let you retrieve a nodelist based on an XPATH expression, which is the second step in
the expression. The last step in the expression is to get the enumerator of the nodelist. This lets you loop through the nodelist
using MoveNext() syntax in the loop shape.

Within the loop shape, you will get the current node based on a counter variable that is incremented with each loop. Then you
set the message variable that represents the ERP's Employee schema equal to the current node's XML. This is achieved by
loading the current node's outer XML into an XmlDocument and assigning that XML document to the message variable within
a Message Assignment shape. The individual employee message can now be sent to the ERP system, and control is moved to
the next record.

Retrieve New Orders

Northwind Traders has implemented a new Order Fulfillment system. For now, the existing SQL Server-based order fulfillment
system will still be used to support some areas of the business. To keep the two systems in sync, the SQL Server-based system
will be polled every 10 minutes to retrieve a result set of all new orders since the last polling interval. This result set will be
returned in the form of an XML message. For this particular business process, the records only have to be retrieved from the
old system and sent to the new system, so content based routing will be used instead of an orchestration. The new Order
Fulfillment system requires individual order messages. To support this requirement, a receive pipeline will be used to split the
inbound XML message that represents the result set that will probably contain multiple records (one for each new order). Each
record will then be persisted to the MessageBox database as separate XML messages.

This example will rely on the SQL Receive adapter to poll the database. As mentioned earlier, the Receive adapter supports
static SELECT statements, or stored procedures with static parameters. For this process, you will use a SELECT statement
instead of a stored procedure to retrieve the records. Remember that because the same SELECT statement runs at each polling
interval, a real scenario would want to flag or delete the records so they are not selected at each polling interval (an example of
this can be found above in the Stored Procedures section of the SQL Receive Adapter).

To start, you have to generate the schema representing the orders retrieved by the Receive adapter. Use the Add Generated
Items wizard to create this schema following the steps below.

To add generated items

1. Right-click the project, click Add, and then click Add Generated Items.
2. In the first step of the wizard, under the Generated Schema Files category, select the Add Adapter template, and then

click Next.
3. On the Select Adapter page, select SQL, leave the defaults for the other options, and then click Next.



4. On the Database Information page, click Set to enter your connection information. This will be used to create the
connection string to the database. Enter the information about the Data Link Properties dialog box, and then click OK.
Select Next when you are returned back to the Database Information page of the wizard.

5. On the Schema Information page, you will enter information the adapter will use to add some additional information to
the schema representing the table that is generated by SQL Server. For the Target namespace, use
"http://SQLAdapterExplore.RetrieveNewOrders." Since you are receiving a message, select Receive port as the port
type. Set the Document root element name to NewOrders. Remember the Target namespace and root element name as
these will be used when you create our Envelope schema. The window appears as follows:
Figure 6 SQL Transport Schema Generation Wizard - Schema Information page 

6. Select Next to move to the next step.
7. On the Statement Type information page, you have the option of selecting Select Statement or Stored Procedure. Use

Select Statement for this example. Click Next to continue.
8. The next page is the Statement Information page. On this page, enter the SELECT statement that you want run at each

polling interval. As indicated, you will not add the xmldata syntax as you did in the previous example. For this example,
you want to select new orders, so you will select records in the Orders table as well as the related records in the Order
Details table. The SELECT statement will appear as follows:

Click Next to continue.
9. You have now completed the Add Generated Item process, click Finish to finish.

The Add Generated Items process created two new items in the project. The first item is the message schema representing the
result set that will be returned because of the SELECT statement. By default, this schema is named SQLService.xsd. You can
optionally rename this schema to something more appropriate to your project. The other item that is created by default is a
new orchestration that has a reference to the new schema, but is otherwise blank. You do not have to use this orchestration.
Since content-based routing will be used in the example, no orchestration is required, and it can be excluded from the project.
The new schema appears as follows:

Figure 7 New schema

SELECT Orders.CustomerID, Orders.EmployeeID, Orders.OrderDate, Orders.RequiredDate, Or
ders.ShippedDate, Orders.ShipVia, Order.Freight, Orders.ShipName, Orders.ShipAddress, 
Orders.ShipCity, Orders.ShipRegion, Orders.ShipPotsalCode, Orders.ShipCountry, Details
.*
FROM Orders Orders JOIN [Order Details] Details ON Orders.OrderID = Details.OrderID
WHERE Orders.ShippedDate IS NULL for xml auto, elements



Looking at the schema, you can see that the Orders element will repeat for each record that is returned by the SELECT
statement. Additionally, Details will repeat within Orders for each detail that is associated with an order. The business
requirement for this example is to return a single order message for each order record. To satisfy this requirement, you will
create an envelope schema that the receive pipeline will use to identify what is the "containing" element (NewOrders). The
records will then be disassembled into a single order messages based on this envelope. Use the following steps to create the
envelope schema.

To create the envelope schema

1. Right-click the project, click Add, and then click Add New Item.
2. In the Template pane on the right, select Schema. In the Name box, change the name of the schema to

NewOrderEnv.xsd, and then click Open.
3. In the Editor window, select the <Schema> node in the left pane. In the Properties window, set the Target namespace to

http://SQLAdapterExplore.RetrieveNewOrders. This same namespace was used for the schema created in the Add
Generated Items step above. Make sure that these match.

4. Set the Envelope property to True.
5. Right-click the Root node and select Rename. Change the name to NewOrders.
6. Set the Body XPath property of the NewOrders node by clicking the ellipse button [...]. In the context window, select the

NewOrders node, and then click OK.
7. Right-click the NewOrders node, click Insert Schema Node, and then click Any Element. Using the Any Element lets

you create a location within your schema that corresponds to a location within your message where you are not sure
which elements will appear. For this example, it will be the Orders node and all of its children.

8. Right-click the <Any> node and set the Process Contents property to Lax.

At this point, the Envelope schema is configured. For it to work with the schema that represents the new orders, you will have
to make some changes to the NewOrders schema. As the schema exists now, it represents a message with all of the orders in
it. What you want to achieve is a single message for each order. You have to modify the schema to represent this single order
message.

To modify the schema to represent the single order message

1. Open the NewOrders schema.
2. Select the Orders node, and delete any values in the Min Occurs and Max Occurs properties.
3. Drag the Orders node above the NewOrders node until an up arrow appears, and then release the Orders node.
4. Delete the NewOrders node.

Your schema should now appear as follows shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8 Modified schema



Now that your schemas are completed, the next step will be to create a pipeline that references your envelope schema and
your single order schema. This pipeline will apply the envelope to the inbound message during the XML Disassemble stage,
and create the single order message.

To create the single order pipeline

1. Right-click your project, click Add, and then click Add New Item.
2. On the context menu, select Receive Pipeline in the Template pane.
3. Name the pipeline NewOrderSplit.btp, and then click OK.
4. In the pipeline editor, drag a XML disassembler shape to the Disassemble stage.
5. Select the XML disassembler shape, and then click the ellipse button [...] in the Document schemas property. On the

context menu, select the schema labeled <your project>.SQLService (this assumes that you did not change the name
of the schema added as a generated item), and then click OK.

6. Select the ellipse button [...] in the Envelope schemas property. On the context menu, select the schema labeled <your
project>.NewOrderEnv, and then click OK.

7. Save your pipeline.

At this point, you will want to build and deploy your project. Since you are using content-based routing to transport the
message, you will set up a new receive port with a receive location, and a new send port.

To set up the receive location

1. Using the BizTalk Explorer, create a new receive port and name it SQLAdapterExplore_NewOrders.
2. Add a receive location to the receive port and name it ReceiveNewOrders.
3. Set SQL as the transport type, and then click the ellipse button [...] in the Address (URI) property.
4. Set the properties as shown in Table 1:

Table 1 Property values
a. Property a. Value 

Poll While Data Found False

Polling Interval 5

Polling Unit of Measure Minutes

Connection String Explained below

Document Root Element Name NewOrders

Document Target Namespace http://SQLAdapterExplore.RetrieveNewOrders

SQL Command Use the same SELECT statement as step 8 of Add Generated Item above.



To set the Connection String property, select the ellipse button [...]. In the Data Link Properties dialog box, enter the
connection information to Northwind database. You have the option of using either integrated security, or using a
specific user name and password. If you choose to use integrated security, the adapter's host service account credentials
will be used. To determine what the credentials are, start the BizTalk Administration Console. Under Console
Root\Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004, expand Hosts. Select the host that the Adapter for SQL Server is configured to run
under (BizTalkServerApplication if you have installed everything using the default values). In the right pane, right-click
the server and select Credentials. Depending on the security of your databases, you may have to grant specific privileges
to this account. For the Northwind database, you should not have to make any changes.

Note
The Adapter for SQL Server does not support dynamic port configuration. Any connection information must be hard co
ded at design time.

The URI field will be filled in for you based on the values you entered in the Connection String property. You can make
this value unique by adding text to the end of it as mentioned earlier.

5. Set the Receive Handler property to BizTalkServerApplication.
6. Set the Receive Pipeline property to the <your project>.NewOrderSplit pipeline that was created earlier.
7. Click OK to finish.

The next step is to create a new send port. The key to making content-based routing work is to have the send port subscribe to
messages that are received by a particular receive port. You do this by using a filter within the send port.

To create a new send port

1. Using the BizTalk Explorer, create a new send port and name it SQLAdapterExplore_SendNewOrders.
2. Set the Transport Type property to File.
3. Set the Address (URI) property to a location that you want.
4. Select Send under Configurations, and set the Send Pipeline property to the default XMLTransmit pipeline.
5. Select Filters under Filters & Maps. Under property, scroll until you find the BTS.ReceivePortName property and

select it.
6. Select == under operator.
7. Enter SQLAdapterExplore_NewOrders under Value. This is the receive port that was just created in the section above.

Make sure that you enter the value without quotation marks. 

To run the process, start the send port and enable the receive location. Since you used a SELECT statement that selects orders
with a null-shipped date, you will receive the same set of XML files every time the polling interval runs the SELECT statement.
To turn the sample off, disable the receive location.

Insert New Order

Orders that are generated in the new Sales Support system have to be added to the existing SQL Server-based solution.
Regularly, new orders will be received by BizTalk Server in the form of an XML message. Each order message will consist of
order information as well as line item information. A map within an orchestration will be used to generate a message that will
be sent to SQL Server to update both the Orders and Order Details tables of the Northwind database with a single XML
message.

The message generated by the map in the orchestration will be an updategram. You will recall from the discussion on
updategrams, that an updategram can consist of multiple blocks to facilitate transactions. In this example, you have to update
the Orders table as well as the related Order Details table. If there are any issues updating the Orders Details table, you should
not leave related records in the Orders table. When you add a generated item to create the updategram schema, only selecting
one table is supported. In order to facilitate updating multiple tables with the single message, some additional steps will be
required for the schema and these are outlined in the following steps.

To add generated items

1. Right-click the project, click Add, and then click Add Generated Items.
2. In the first step of the wizard, under the Generated Schema Files category, select the Add Adapter template, and then

click Next.
3. On the Select Adapter page, select SQL, leave the defaults for the other options, and then click Next.
4. On the Database Information page, click Set to enter your connection information. This will be used to create the

connection string to the database. Enter the information about the Data Link Properties dialog box, and then click OK.
Click Next when you are returned back to the Database Information page of the wizard.



5. On the Schema Information page, enter the information that the adapter will use to add some additional information
to the schema representing the table that SQL Server generates. For the Target namespace, use
http://SQLAdapterExplore.InsertOrderUpdategram. Since you are sending a message, select Send port as the port
type. The Request root element name will be set to InsertOrderRequest, and the Response root element name will
be set to InsertOrderResponse. Note the target namespace and root element names as these will be used later.

6. Click Next to move to the next step.
7. On the Statement Type information page, you have the option of selecting Updategram or Stored Procedure. You

will use an Updategram for this example. Click Next to continue.
8. For this particular business requirement, you will insert new records into the database. The selection made on the

Statement Information page will determine how the adapter structures the updategram to insert, update, or delete
records. Select Insert for the type, and select Orders for the table name. In the Columns to update section, you can
select specific columns to affect. For this example, you will insert all columns, so select them all. Click Next to continue.

9. You have now completed the Add Generated Item process, click Finish to finish.

The Add Generated Item process created two new items in the project. The first item is the multi-part message schema
representing the updategram to insert a new record into the Orders table, and the status that will be returned. This schema is
named InsertOrdersService.xsd. You can optionally rename the schema to something more appropriate to your project. The
schema will appear as shown in the Figure 9.

Figure 9 New schema

Notice the fields have been added to the <after> section. You will recall from the discussion above on updategrams that when
a message appears with only an <after> block, and no corresponding <before> block, it performs an insert operation. Also,
notice that Orders, the table name, appears as the parent to the attributes representing the columns.

The second item added to the project by the Add Generated Items wizard is a new orchestration. Again, you may want to
rename this orchestration to something more appropriate for your project. It is not required that you use this orchestration.
You can use the port types and multi-part message types in the generated orchestration as an example to add the generated
schema to the orchestration of your choice. This process is described in Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 Help.

At this point, you have an updategram that will insert a record into the Orders table. This unfortunately will not satisfy the
business requirements. You still have to insert the Order Details records, and it has to be part of the same message. To facilitate
this, you will create an updategram to insert records into the Order Detail table, and you will add this to the Order updategram
you just created.

To add generated items

1. Right-click the project, and click Add, and then click Add Generated Items.
2. In the first step of the wizard, under the Generated Schema Files category, select the Add Adapter template, and then

click Next.
3. On the Select Adapter page, select SQL, leave the defaults for the other options, and then click Next.
4. On the Database Information page, click Set to enter your connection information. This will be used to create the

connection string to the database. Enter the information about the Data Link Properties dialog box, and then click OK.
Click Next when you are returned back to the Database Information page of the wizard.

5. On the Schema Information page, enter information the adapter will use to add some additional information to the
schema representing the table that is generated by SQL Server. For the Target namespace, use



http://SQLAdapterExplore.InsertOrderDetailUpdategram. Since you are sending a message, select Send port as the port
type. The Request root element name will be set to OrderDetailsInsertRequest, and the Response root element name
will be set to OrderDetailsInsertResponse. Note the target namespace and root element names as these will be used
later.

6. Click Next to move to the next step.
7. On the Statement Type information page, you have the option of selecting Updategram or Stored Procedure. You

will use an updategram for this example. Click Next to continue.
8. For this particular business requirement, you will insert new records into the database. The selection made on the

Statement Information page will determine how the adapter structures the updategram to insert, update, or delete
records. Select Insert for the type, and select Order Details for the table name. In the Columns to update section, you
can select specific columns to affect. For this example, you will insert all columns, so select them all. Click Next to
continue.

9. You have now completed the Add Generated Item process, click Finish.

The Add Generated Item process has again created two new items in the project. The first item is the multi-part message
schema representing the updategram to insert a new record into the Order Details table, and the status that will be returned.
This schema is named InsertOrderDetailsService.xsd. The schema will appear as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10 Schema InsertOrderDetailsService.xsd

The next step is to add the Order Details section from the schema that was just created to the Orders schema created in the
first step. BizTalk Editor does not support copying and pasting nodes between schemas, so the files will have to be edited
outside BizTalk Editor. You may choose an XML editing tool, or just use a text editor. If using a text editor, use the following
steps.

To add the Order Details section from the schema

1. Open the InsertOrdersService.xsd file in the text editor.
2. Open the InsertOrderDetailsService.xsd file in the editor and locate the following line:

3. Highlight the section from the line indicated in step 2 until the first </xs:element> tag. Copy the highlighted text.
4. Locate the first </xs:element> tag in the InsertOrdersService.xsd file and add the copied text just below this line.
5. Save the file.

The file should now appear in the BizTalk Editor as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11 Edited InsertOrdersService.xsd file

<xs:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" name="_x005b_Order_x0020_Details_x005d
_">. 



The last step that is required in preparing the updategram schema is to associate the Order Details records with the Orders
records. The Orders table in the Northwind database has an OrderID field that is auto incrementing, or an Identity field.
Therefore, when a record is inserted the OrderID value is automatically generated, and this same value is required to insert
related records into the Order Details child table. SQLXML gives you the ability to capture the value generated for the Identity
field using the updg:at-identity attribute. Use the following steps to add this attribute to the InsertOrdersService schema.

To add updg:at-identity attribute to the InsertOrdersService schema

1. Right-click your project, click Add, and then click Add New Item.
2. Add a new schema to your project and name it UpdateGram_identity.xsd.
3. Select the Root node and delete it.
4. Right-click the <Schema> node, click Insert Schema Node, and then click Child Field Attribute. Name the attribute

returnid. Change its data type to xs:int.
5. Right-click the <Schema> node, click Insert Schema Node, and then click Child Field Attribute. Name the attribute

at-identity. Change its data type to xs:int.
6. Change the Target namespace property to urn:schemas-microsoft-com:xml-updategram.
7. Save the schema.

Note
This example does not use the returnid attribute. You can use this attribute to retrieve the auto-generated value from 
SQL Server if you need it.

The next process is to import the UpdateGram_identity.xsd schema into the InsertOrdersService.xsd to make the attributes
created in the previous steps available.

To import the UpdateGram_identity.xsd schema into the InsertOrdersService.xsd

1. Open the InsertOrdersService schema in the BizTalk Editor.
2. Select the <Schema> node, and locate the Imports property, and then click the ellipse button [...].
3. Leave the default XSD Import value in the drop down and select Add.
4. Expand Schemas, select the UpdateGram_identity schema, and then click OK.
5. In the new row that was added to the grid on the bottom, change the ns0 in the prefix field to updg.
6. Right-click the Orders node, click Insert Schema Node, and then click Child Field Attribute.
7. Locate the Data Type property of the new attribute, and then select the updg:at-identity(Reference) type located at the

bottom of the list.
8. Save the schema.

The updategram schema is now complete and has been constructed to insert a record in the Orders table, retrieve the value
that is auto incremented by the OrderID identity column, and insert the child Order Details records using the retrieved identity



value for the OrderID column. In the remaining steps, you will create the map that transforms the New Order message to the
InsertOrdersService updategram. You will then create a simple orchestration to retrieve the message, perform the
transformation, and send the updategram to the Adapter for SQL Server and on to SQL Server.

To create the map

1. Right-click your project, click Add, and then click Add Existing Item.
2. Locate the CustomerOrder.xsd file from the included example.
3. Right-click your project, click Add, and then click Add New Item.
4. Click Map, change the name to NewOrder_To_InsertOrderUpdategram.btm, and then click Open.
5. Add the CustomerOrder schema as the source. Add the InsertOrdersService schema as the destination.
6. Link all fields except for OrderID, Freight, and Unit Price. These fields require functoids.
7. Add a Looping functoid and connect the LineItem record from the source and the Order Detail record from the

destination. This will create an order detail record for each line item.
8. Add a String Concatenate functoid. Select the Input Parameters property of the functoid. In the Configure Functoid Inputs

window, add a new constant and set its value to $ (money data types must be in the format of $xxx.xx), and then click OK.
9. Connect the Freight field from the source to the functoid. Connect the functoid to the Freight field in the destination.

10. Repeat step 9 for the Unit Price field.
11. To associate the at-identity attribute with the OrderID field of the Order Detail records, add a new String

Concatenate functoid. Connect the updg:at-identity attribute to the functoid. Add the OrderID field from the
destination Order Details record to the functoid.

12. Select the Input Parameters property of the functoid. In the Configure Functoid Inputs window, add a new constant
and set its value to 1. This value is not important, as it will be replaced with the identity value of the inserted Orders
record.

13. Save the map.

The map appears as shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12 Transform map

Create Orchestration

The result of adding the first generated item created a default orchestration. This default orchestration already has a multi-part
message type that represents the InsertOrdersService schema. Since you have made all the changes to this schema, you will
only use the orchestration. Use the following steps to complete the orchestration.

To complete the orchestration

1. Create a new message and name it InsertOrder. Set the Message Type property to InsertOrderRequest from the
drop-down list. This is the updategram.

2. Create another new message and name it NewOrder. Set the Message Type property to CustomerOrder from the
drop-down list. This is the schema added from the example files.

3. Add a Receive shape. Set the name to ReceiveOrder. Set the Message property to NewOrder, and the Activate
property to True.

4. Add a new Transform shape below the Receive shape. Set the name of the Message Construct shape to



 

ConstructUpdategram. In the Messages Constructed property, select InsertOrder.
5. Set the name of the transform shape to NewOrderToUpdategram.
6. Select the ellipse button [...] in the Map Name property. In the pop up window, click Existing Map, and then select

NewOrder_To_InsertUpdateGram from the drop-down list. Set the Source of the map to NewOrder, the Destination
to InsertOrder, and then click OK.

7. Add a Send shape below the Construct Message shape. Set the Name to SendInsert. Set the Message property to
InsertOrder.

8. Add a new port to the orchestration. Change the name to ReceiveOrderPort. This will be a one-way, receive port.
Specify the binding later.

9. Add a new port to the orchestration. Change the name to SendOrderUpdate. This will be a one-way, send port. Specify
the binding later.

10. Save the orchestration.

Configure Ports

The final step is to create the ports in BizTalk Explorer so that you can deploy the project.

To create the ports

1. Create a new receive port and change the name to NewOrderReceive.
2. Create a new receive location and change the name to NewOrder. Set the Transport Type property to File, and then

select a directory. Set the receive pipeline to the default XMLReceive pipeline.
3. Create a new send port and change the name to SendOrderUpdategram.
4. Set the Transport Type to SQL. Select the ellipse button [...] in the Address (URI) property. In the SQL Transport

Properties window, set the connection string to the Northwind database. Set the Document Target Namespace
property to http://SQLAdapterExplore.IssueSelect to match the namespace of the updategram schema you created.

5. Set the Response root element name to InsertOrderResponse to match the node of the response section of the
updategram schema. Click OK to continue.

6. Set the send pipeline to the default XMLTransmit pipeline. Click OK to continue.
7. At this point, you will want to build and deploy your project. Bind the orchestration to the ports you just created. To run

the orchestration, copy the CustomerOrder_input.xml file from the example to the receive location. To view the results,
examine the Order and Order Details table in the Northwind database.

Conclusion

At this point, you should have a good idea of the capabilities of the Adapter for SQL Server as well as a foundation for how to
implement the adapter for your projects. Remember that the examples included with this document are meant to demonstrate
some common scenarios for using the adapter, but are not the only uses for the adapter.
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Summary: The Writing Effective BizTalk Server Adapters document contains information to help you understand the issues
you may encounter when writing Microsoft® BizTalk Server® adapters, and provides guidelines for resolving these issues. (32
printed pages)

Overview

Many people, both within Microsoft and in third-party companies, have written successful adapters for Microsoft® BizTalk
Server®. This task can be difficult, and this paper is intended to present some of the "tricks of the trade" that these developers
have learned, in the hope that these will help others avoid common problems.

This document is structured as a set of issues that programmers face when writing adapters, and provides guidelines for
resolving these issues. These guidelines can be read in any order, although you may find that reading the whole document first
will make the individual guidelines easier to understand.

Much of the complexity in writing adapters for BizTalk Server is centered on the problems of batched operations and that is
what we will look at first.

Operations, Messages, Batches, and Transactions

Adapters commonly support sending messages to and receiving messages from BizTalk Server:

Send side operations occur when information is being sent by BizTalk Server to the protocols supported by the adapter.
Receive Side operations occur when the adapter receives information from the outside world and passes it into BizTalk
Server.

Adapters in BizTalk Server perform a number of fundamental operations when receiving and sending messages. These
operations are expressed as methods on an IBTTransportBatch batch object. With one exception, the methods take a message
as a parameter. These operations described in the following sections.

Item 1: Receive Side Operations

One-Way Submit: void SubmitMessage(IBaseMessage msg). The adapter can submit a message to BizTalk Server.
Suspend: void MoveToSuspendQ(IBaseMessage msg). The adapter can suspend or move a message to the suspend
queue when certain failures occur after submission.
Submit Request: void SubmitRequestMessage(IBaseMessage requestMsg, string correlationToken,
[MarshalAs(UnmanagedType.Bool)]bool firstResponseOnly, DateTime expirationTime, IBTTransmitter responseCallback).
This operation allows a receive adapter to submit a message to BizTalk Server in a request-response pair.

Item 2: Send Side Operations

Resubmit: void Resubmit(IBaseMessage msg, DateTime timeStamp). The adapter can resubmit a message after
transmission failures occur. The resubmit operation requests that BizTalk Server schedules the message for transmission
at a later time.
Move to Next Transport : void MoveToNextTransport(IBaseMessage msg). The adapter can move the message to the next
transport after all retries have been exhausted. This operation requests that a message is transmitted using the backup
transport for that message.
Suspend: void MoveToSuspendQ(IBaseMessage msg). The adapter can move the message to the suspend queue when
no backup transport is present
Delete: void DeleteMessage(IBaseMessage msg) The adapter can delete the message after a successful transmission.
Deleting a message in BizTalk Server is the way that a send adapter tells BizTalk Server that the adapter is done with the
message. Generally the SubmitResponse operation is done in the same batch as the Delete operation.
Submit Response: void SubmitResponseMessage(IBaseMessage solicitMsgSent, IBaseMessage responseMsgToSubmit).
The adapter can submit an immediate response back to BizTalk Server. This operation includes the original message in
the call along with the response so that BizTalk Server can correlate them. The response message does not need to be the
true external system response message, which might arrive later.



 

Item 3: Messages

A BizTalk Server message is a packet of data that arrives in BizTalk Server or is sent from BizTalk Server. Everything going into
and coming out of BizTalk Server is a message. Examples include HTTP posts, FTP files, e-mail, MQSeries messages, and SQL
result sets. These are all made into messages in the BizTalk Server world.

A message is made up of a header section and a body section:

Headers are simple name-value pairs. The names are all drawn from various property schemas. The system provides
some core schemas and BizTalk Server applications can add their own. Headers are copied into memory when a message
is processed. 
The body of a message has one or more parts. Each part is a stream of bytes. The body of the message is never copied
into memory at one time. 

The basic data model for a message is inspired by the Internet e-mail protocol MIME.

Item 4: Batches

When your adapter has a series of operations to perform at one time, you should batch these operations to optimize
performance.

Programmatically, message batches are collections of operations with associated messages.

Item 5: Transactions

Batches are associated with transactions. For every batch, there is a single transaction. The adapter may create the transaction
and associate it with the batch (in which case we call it a transactional batch) or it can leave it to BizTalk Server to manage
internally by providing a NULL transaction object with the batch (in which case we call it a normal batch). BizTalk Server itself
creates an internal batch object in this case, but this batch object will not be accessible to the adapter.

Note
The idea of a "transactional Batch" can be somewhat confusing, because all batches, inside of BizTalk Server, are considered t
ransactions.

Transactional Batches ― If the adapter wants to involve the external system in the transaction in any way (for example,
SQL Server in the case of the SQL Adaptor) then it must specifically create a transaction object. A transactional batch is a
batch for which the adapter provides the transaction object that BizTalk Server will use. 
For the purposes of this paper, a transaction is a true Microsoft Distributed Transaction Coordinator (MSDTC) COM+
transaction.
Transactional Adapter ― A transactional adapter is an adaptor that makes use of transactional batches. A "Non-
transactional adapter" uses normal batches.

Batching Operations

BizTalk Server uses batching to:

Amortize the cost of the transaction across many messages.
Increase speed by reducing the internal number of database round trips.
Make more efficient use of the BizTalk Server thread pool by using the BizTalk Server Asynchronous API.

A batch is a unit of work that is atomic; that is, it either succeeds or fails. If one operation in a batch succeeds but another
operation fails, all the operations that make up a batch are invalidated and must be repeated.

This means that an adapter must do two things in response to a failed batch:

Determine what to do with the failed message
Re-submit the successful messages

Item 1: Types of Batches

There are two kinds of batches defined previously in this paper: transactional batches and normal batches. These types are
used in the following ways:

Normal batches ― Not all adapters need to manage transactions externally. The FILE adapter is an example of an
adapter that does not require access to the transaction, because the external file operations it manages are not
transactional. In this case, the adapter does not provide a transaction object to BizTalk Server. If the adapter does not



provide a transaction object to BizTalk Server as part of a batch of messages, BizTalk Server creates an internal
transaction for it automatically. This can be thought of as a "normal" batch.
Transactional batches ― Other adapters (such as the SQL adapter supplied with BizTalk Server) must coordinate an
external SQL Server transaction with an internal BizTalk Server transaction. To do this, the adapter needs access to the
BizTalk Server transaction object. A transaction object is created and and associated with the batch before the batch is
submitted to BizTalk Server. This is a transactional batch. By supplying your own transaction object, you can achieve the
"guaranteed, once and once only", delivery of data into and out of BizTalk Server.
Transactional database adapters like the SQL adapter that shipped with BizTalk Server 2004 have the potential for
deadlocks in the external database because of the single transaction used for the batch. This is why the SQL adapter
hard-coded its batch size to one.

Note
An adapter provides BizTalk Server with a transaction to ensure that either BizTalk Server or the external system has a record
of the data. Because only one or the other has this record, once and once only delivery is assured.

Item 2: Processing Errors

Error processing should be associated with an individual operation and not with the batch that contains the operation.
Performance issues aside, the batching of messages should be invisible to the user of the adapter. This means that the failure
of one operation in a batch should not affect any other operation in any way. However, batches are atomic, so the failure of one
message results in an error for the batch, and no operations are processed.

Your write the code that is responsible for handling the error, re-submitting the successful messages, and suspending the
unsuccessful ones. Fortunately, BizTalk Server provides a detailed error structure that enables your adapter to determine the
specific operation that failed, and to construct further batches in which the successful operations are resubmitted and the
unsuccessful ones suspended.

The final durable state of the operation should not be affected by the batching that happened to go on within the adapter.

Item 3: Reporting Failure

If you are suspending a message, you must provide failure information to BizTalk Server from the previous message context.
BizTalk Server provides error reporting capabilities using the SetErrorInfo method on both the IBaseMessage interface as well
as on ITransportProxy:

When a failure occurs while processing a message, set the exception using SetErrorInfo(exception) on the message to be
suspended. This way, the engine preserves this error with the message for later diagnosis, and logs it to the event log to
alert the administrator.
If you encounter an error during initialization or internal bookkeeping (not during message processing) you should call
SetErrorInfo(exception) on the ITransportProxy pointer passed to you during initialization. If your adapter is based on a
BaseAdapter implementation, you should always have access to this pointer. Otherwise, you should be certain that you
cache it.

Reporting an error with either of these methods results in the error getting to the event log. It is important that you associate
the error with the related message if you are able to do so.

Item 4: Confirming Success

When you write an adapter that creates a transaction object and hands it to BizTalk Server, you are accepting responsibility for
writing code that does several things:

Decides the final outcome of the batch operation: to either commit or end the transaction.
Informs BizTalk Server of the final outcome by calling the method, DTCConfirmCommit()

The adapter must inform BizTalk Server about the final outcome of the transaction in order to maintain its internal tracking
data. The adapter informs BizTalk Server of the outcome by calling DTCConfirmCommit. If the adapter does not do this, a
significant memory leak occurs.

Item 5: Avoiding Race Conditions

The two tasks listed above (resolve errors and decide the final outcome) seem simple enough, but in fact they rely on
information from different threads:

The adapter processes errors based on information passed by BizTalk Server to the BatchComplete callback in the
adapter. This callback is on the adapter's thread.



 

DTCConfirmCommit is a method on the IBTDTCCommitConfirm object. An instance of the IBTDTCCommitConfirm object
is returned by the batch IBTTransportBatch::Done() call. This instance is on the same thread as the
IBTTransportBatch::Done() call, which is different from the adapter's thread.
For every call that adapter makes to IBTTransportBatch::Done() there is a corresponding callback BatchComplete() that is
called by the messaging engine in a separate thread to report the result of the batch submission. In BatchComplete() the
adapter needs to commit or roll back the transaction based on whether the batch passed or failed. In either case, the
adapter should then call DTCConfirmCommit() to report the status of the transaction.

A possible race exists because the adapter’s implementation of BatchComplete can assume that the IBTDTCCommitConfirm
object returned by IBTTransportBatch::Done() is always available when BatchComplete executes. However, BatchComplete() can
be called in a separate messaging engine thread, even before IBTTransportBatch::Done() returns. It is possible that when the
adapter tries to access IBTDTCCommitConfirm object as a part of the BatchComplete implementation, there is an access
violation. Use the following solution to avoid this condition.

The problem is solved with an event in the following example. Here the interface pointer is accessed through a property that
uses the event. The get always waits for the set.

Now assign the return value from IBTTransportBatch::Done() to this property and use it in the BatchComplete call.

Receive Failures

BizTalk Server does not handle all failures; the adapter must be configured to handle errors like "no subscription."

When an adapter submits an operation (or batch of operations) to BizTalk Server there can be various reasons for failure. The
two most significant are:

The receive pipeline failed.
A routing failure occurred while publishing a message.

The messaging engine automatically tries to suspend the message when it gets a receive pipeline failure. The suspend
operation may not always be successful due to the following issues.

If the messaging engine hits a routing failure while publishing a message, then the messaging engine will not even try to
suspend the message.

It is always possible that a message will fail. In such a situation, the adapter should explicitly call the MoveToSuspendQ() API
and should try to suspend the message. When an adapter tries to suspend a message, one of the following should be true:

The same message object that it had submitted (recommended) should be suspended.
If the adapter has to create a new message, then it should set the message context of the new message with the pointer
to the message context of the message that was originally submitted. The reason for this is that the message context of a
message has a lot of valuable information about the message and the failure. This information is required to debug the
failed message.

Note
If the adapter creates a new message object and suspends it, the adapter should copy the error information from the old mes
sage object to the new message object.

protected IBTDTCCommitConfirm CommitConfirm
{
set
{
this.commitConfirm = value;
this.commitConfirmEvent.Set();
}
get
{
this.commitConfirmEvent.WaitOne();
return this.commitConfirm;
}
}
protected IBTDTCCommitConfirm commitConfirm = null;
private ManualResetEvent commitConfirmEvent = new ManualResetEvent(false);



Some adapters, such as the HTTP adapter provided with BizTalk Server, do not require that the message be suspended. These
adapters can just return an error back to their client.

Item 1: Causes of Failure

A simple cause of failure are the errors that can occur as the batch is constructed or when IBTTransportBatch::Done() is called.

Submit failure: The Submit call can fail for a limited number of reasons, and all of them are fatal. These reasons include:
Out-of-memory.
The schema assembly has been dropped from the deployment. In this case, the Submit fails with a cryptic error.
In the MQSeries adapter, the generic failure exception from BizTalk Server is caught, and an extended error
message is written in the system event log. This message suggests that one of the possible causes of the error is
that the schema assembly has somehow been dropped from the deployment.
In general, if submit fails you should try to suspend the message using the same transaction.

IBTTransportBatch::Done() failure: The IBTTransportBatch::Done() call can fail for one of several reasons. In general,
you should always attempt one suspend operation and only abort if that fails. One of the error codes you might receive
from the failure of IBTTransportBatch::Done() is that BizTalk Server is trying to shut down. In this case, you should just
end the transaction and leave it because the Terminate call is probably happening concurrently. Other scenarios occur
when you have successfully constructed the batch and successfully executed IBTTransportBatch::Done(). In these cases,
the errors are returned in BatchComplete and the adapter must work out what to do with them. The rest of the topic
"Handling receive specific batch errors" deals with this case.

Item 2: BatchComplete Errors

BatchCompelete() is a callback provided by the adapter that is invoked by BizTalk Server to indicate the completion status of a
batch operation.

The most important parameter passed to BatchComplete is the batch status hResult. This indicates success or failure for the
batch. If the batch failed, it means that none of the operations in the batch have succeeded. (See the topic, "Batches are
Atomic.") The adapter goes through the batch status structure and determines which messages failed (this is known as filtering
the batch).

Non-Transactional BatchComplete Errors ― For non-transactional adapters, you must choose your response if a
failure occurs for a SubmitMessage()/ SubmitRequestMessage() or SubmitResponseMessage() operation. Typically
adapters suspend the message by calling MoveToSuspendQ(). 
The following operations are always expected to pass: DeleteMessage(), MoveToSuspendq(), ResubmitMessage(). If these
operations fail, it typically means that there is a bug in the adapter. You don't have to write code to handle a failure in
these cases. However if the batch failed because another operation failed, then these operations must be re-executed in a
fresh batch.
If the adapter had called MovetoBackupTransport() and if that fails (because there was no backup transport), then the
adapter should call MoveToSuspendq() to suspend the message 
Transactional BatchComplete Errors ― When you submit batches to BizTalk Server using a transaction created by the
adapter, you should follow one of these two scenarios:

Use Single message batches: Send a single-message batch to BizTalk Server. If that single message fails, then
you can legally send BizTalk Server a second batch under this same transaction, this time making sure to move
the offending message to the Suspend Queue rather than submitting it. This second batch should succeed and
you can then commit the transaction, of course waiting for BizTalk Server to confirm that that second batch was
successful. If it wasn’t, the adapter must end the transaction, or find somewhere else to place that message. In this
scenario, you immediately take a significant performance hit. (Particularly so because you are using transactions.)
There are some techniques that can still be used rescue the performance of the adapter. For example, the
MQSeries adapter adapts its approach dynamically at runtime. It runs with 100 message batches. If it hits an
error, it must end the batch, but it switches to single message batches for a short while as it eats past the bad
message. It then lets the throttle out and reverts to 100 message batches. Of course, if it hits the error again, it
again slows down.
Unfortunately with this adapter, nothing could be done to stop the pipeline from seeing a failed message as a
submit operation; an unavoidable consequence of this approach. Pipeline components (such as BAM pipeline
reporting) see the message on the submit even though the message might actually be suspended.
Use preemptive suspension: Construct a multi-message batch in which the erroneous messages are
preemptively suspended. The batch contains a mix of Submits and MoveToSuspendQ, and it will be the first and
only batch under the transaction. It should succeed, given that the bad data was preemptively suspended, and the
transaction can be committed (after waiting to receive the confirmation from BizTalk Server.) 



This would seem to require looking into the future, but this technique has actually been used in the MSMQ
adapter. The trick is having reliable, unique message IDs. This adapter constructs a batch of messages; if anything
fails it rolls back the transaction (and so the batch), but remembers the message ID in a temporary data structure.
(In order to protect this structure from growing indefinitely, items in it are removed after some fixed time delay.)
Before each batch is submitted, the adapter checks the list of bad message IDs. If it sees one, it knows that that
message will fail (because it failed once in the past) and preemptively suspends it rather than trying to submit it.
Not every adapter has a reliably unique message ID. (And if it’s a transactional store, it is less likely to have one).
Because of this, many transactional adapters are restricted to sending single-message batches.

Item 3: Other Errors

In all other cases (such as failures in suspending messages), the adapter must end the transaction. Any other outcome results
in either duplicate or dropped messages.

Whenever the adapter can, it should abort the transaction if a batch fails. However there are scenarios, where the adapter
cannot abort the transaction. In such a scenario it should suspend the message using the same transaction.

Item 4: Transactional Receive Errors

A common transactional processing pattern is to end a transaction when an error occurs: everything returns to its previous
state and no data is lost. However, if you are consuming data from some kind of transactional feed, for example, pulling a row
at a time from some staging table on a database, or pulling one message at a time from a queuing product like MQSeries or
MSMQ, then this might not be enough. If you simply end the transaction and go back and pick up the same data again, the
same error is likely to occur and the system becomes stuck in a repeated loop.

The SQL adapter in BizTalk Server 2004 actually shipped with this behavior. The problem was that the adapter would see an
error from BizTalk Server and end the transaction. However, soon after release the adapter was changed to attempt to suspend
a failed message and commit the transaction. Moving a message to the suspend queue under the same transaction and then
committing the transaction saves the data from ever being lost and also allows the adapter to eat past bad data.

When the receive portion of an adapter is passed an error message in response to a Submit message operation, the adapter
should process that error and move the message to the Suspend Queue.

In the case of transactional batches in which the adapter has created the transaction object and submits messages under the
transaction, the adapter should logically move the message to the Suspend Queue under the same transaction when failures
occur. It is the transaction that ensures that data is not dropped. (And even data that is causing an error should never be
dropped.)

Item 5: Suspending Messages on Failure

Routing Failures ― BizTalk Server does not accept a message to be published in its MessageBox if there are no
subscriptions defined to accept it. Subscriptions are either orchestrations or send ports. Multiple subscriptions can be
defined, in which case the message is sent to multiple destinations. If there are no subscriptions BizTalk Server rejects the
message outright, and it will not attempt to suspend it. If the adapter does not handle this error and explicitly suspends
the message, then the message is dropped and its data potentially lost. Of course a transactional adapter may end the
transaction and return the message to its destination.
Pipeline Failures ― The receive side stream must support the Seek() method for BizTalk Server to be able to suspend
the message on a pipeline failure. If the message stream is not seekable, then BizTalk Server will still try to run Seek(),
and will generate an error.
In many cases supporting Seek is not easy. When streaming data from a network for example, it may be difficult to go
back to the network resource and request the data again.
The trick that a number of adapters that shipped with BizTalk Server 2004 employed is to spool the message data onto
disk at the same time as BizTalk Server reads the data. If BizTalk Server hits an error (in the pipeline processing of the
message data for example), then it can use Seek() on the stream and the data will be read from the disk. Internally it uses
the ReadOnlySeekableStream class that wraps an incoming non-seekable stream and overflows to disk when a
configurable threshold is reached. For messages smaller than the threshold size, the disk is never hit, for large messages
memory bloat is avoided.

Item 6: Customizing Adapter Error Handling

Sometimes there is no one correct response to an error. In this case, you should consider a user-configurable option to choose
between behaviors. The MQSeries adapter does this.

The problem with having the adapter suspend messages when it sees an error is that the suspend queue in BizTalk Server
2004 is something of a “black hole." It is relatively easy to get messages in the queue, but a little tricky to get them out again.



 

Some users of the adapter might not want anything in the suspend queue. For example, in the case of the MQSeries adapter,
the user is offered a configuration option to do one of the following:

Set the adapter to end the current transaction and disable itself when it sees an error.
Suspend the failed message and commit the transaction. The adapter does this even when BizTalk Server has successfully
suspended the message. This action meets the requirements of the customer even if it causes the event log to not be
strictly correct.

Item 7: Implementing Receive Ordering

The interface to BizTalk Server is designed for performance and the ability to scale out by supporting concurrency. However, if
you want a strictly ordered receive of messages (as is sometimes required when receiving messages from a message queue
product like MQSeries or MSMQ) then you must do some additional work in the adapter to disable some of that concurrency.
This can be done in two steps:

1. You must use a single thread for all the data processing in the adapter.
2. You must wait for BizTalk Server to have completely processed each batch. This requirement is important and can be

accomplished by using .NET thread synchronization primitives. For example, using an AutoResetEvent, you would:

Declare the event object where it can be accessed by both the main worker thread and the BatchComplete callback
object. 
On the main worker thread submit the messages to the batch as usual but then call AutoResetEvent.Reset() on the
event object just before the call to the batch IBTTransportBatch::Done().
Call AutoResetEvent.WaitOne() on the event object from this same thread. This would cause the main worker
thread to block. In the BatchComplete callback from BizTalk Server you would then call AutoResetEvent.Set() on the
same event object to unblock the worker thread so it is ready to process another message.

It is strongly suggested that receive ordering like this be made configurable because it causes significant performance
degradation. Many, if not most, user scenarios don’t actually require ordering of messages. Suspending messages can also
break ordering. Exactly what to do in this case is really application-dependent, so the best thing for your adapter to do is to
offer the user a configuration point.

In ordered scenarios, some customers have stated that they would rather stop the processing, that is, disable the adapter,
rather than break ordering. The MQSeries adapter, which supports ordered receive provides this option to the user.

Send Failures

Here is a typical example of send-side batching:

1. BizTalk Server gives a batch of messages to the adapter. 
2. When the adapter has determined that it has given the message to its destination correctly, it executes delete back on

BizTalk Server indicating that it is done. (As usual, several delete messages can be arbitrarily batched up to improve
performance.)

If the send side adapter fails to process a message then it may do one of several things with that message:

The adapter should tell BizTalk Server that it wants a message retried. BizTalk Server does not automatically retry a
message. BizTalk Server keeps a count of the retries and this count can be seen in the message context.
An adapter may determine that it can't process a message. In this case, the adapter might move it to the next transport.
The adapter does this with the MoveToNextTransport() call on the Batch object. 
The adapter is also free to move the message to the Suspend Queue.

The adapter determines what happens to the message. However, it is recommended that you have adapters behave in a
consistent manner because this makes a BizTalk Server installation easier to support.

It is highly recommended that adapters behave in the following way, as the adapters that are shipped with BizTalk Server do.

Item 1: Handling Send Errors

1. The send adapter receives some messages and it submits them to BizTalk Server.
2. For each successful message the adapter should delete that message on BizTalk Server. All communication back to

BizTalk Server is done through batches and the deletes can be batched up. They do not have to be the same batch that
BizTalk Server created on the adapter. If there are any response messages (as in a SolicitResponse scenario), then they
should be submitted back to BizTalk Server (with SubmitResponse) along with the associated delete.

3. If the message processing in the adapter was unsuccessful, check the retry count.



a. If the retry count was not exceeded, resubmit the message to BizTalk Server remembering to set the retry time on
the message. The message context provides the retry count and the retry interval the adapter should use. 

b. If the retry count has been exceeded , then the adapter should attempt to move the message using
MoveToNextTransport.The resubmit and MoveToNextTransport messages can be mixed altogether along with the
deletes in the same batch back to BizTalk Server. This is not required, but can be a useful step.

4. The resubmit and the MoveToNextTransport are ways for the adapter to deal with failures. But there can be a failure
within the processing of the failure. In this case, in processing the response from BizTalk Server (this is done in the
BatchComplete method) the adapter must create another batch against BizTalk Server to indicate what to do with that
failure. Follow these steps when processing a failure that occurs within the processing of another failure:

a. If the resubmit fails, use MoveToNextTransport.
b. If the MoveToNextTransport fails, use MoveToSuspendQ.

Ultimately we must keep creating batches on BizTalk Server until we have a successful action back on BizTalk Server.

Item 2: Separate Batches for Response Messages

When using transactions on the send side, the transaction created by BizTalk Server is used against the target system and then
used for the delete back on BizTalk Server. If anything fails, the transaction can be ended in which case the delete is ended, and
the data remains in BizTalk Server and not in the target system. But the adapter does not just end the transaction; it must also
handle the state of the messages it was given correctly. Specifically, the adapter should call resubmit , MoveToNextTransport,
and MoveToSuspendQ appropriately.

This is why, to make use of transactions on the send side, you must use the asynchronous batching API. Transactions are only
supported for asynchronous send adapters. You should not try to use transactions with synchronous send adapters

It is very important to place the delete opperations and SubmitResponse opperations in a batch together that uses the
transaction. Failure is handled by ending the transaction (to ensure that data is only submitted once to a external system), but
you still want to resubmit or run MoveToNextTransport for the message back on BizTalk Server. The trick is to use a separate
normal (non-transactional) batch for these types of operations.

The following figure shows the use of separate batches for response messages.

Figure 1 Using a separate batch for response messages

Item 3: Sorting the Send Side Transactional Batches by Endpoint

Batches of messages sent by BizTalk Server to the adapter can span multiple send ports (or endpoints). Because the adapter
typically only wants to have a transaction to a single endpoint, the adapter must sort the messages based on send port
(SPName or OutboundTransportLocation). This way, the adapter can create a transaction that only spans a particular send port.

For example, when an FTP send adapter receives a batch of messages from BizTalk Server, it gets a mixed batch of messages
for all the currently active FTP send ports. This happens because the API is singleton based, meaning that there is only a single
FTP adapter loaded, not one per send port.

This leaves the adapter with some work to do. The adapter must first sort the batch of messages it was given by BizTalk Server
into separate batches, one for each endpoint. After it has done that it can deal with each endpoint in turn and will probably
construct delete batches for each endpoint. The BaseAdapter generic reusable classes in the SDK sample code works in the
same way.

Dynamic Send ― A BizTalk Server orchestration can send a message to a port that has not been configured as long as it



provides sufficient configuration details in the message header and in the URL itself. The protocol of the URL must be
recognized by BizTalk Server. 
Sorting for Dynamic Send ― When sorting messages, you should take care to establish what defines an endpoint. This
is especially true in the case of dynamic send. If it’s just the URI that defines the endpoint, then things are quite simple.
However, in an FTP session the username logon details might be used by the FTP server to define the true endpoint. In
this case, if the adapter logs in as a different account, it may be connected to a different directory.
In some cases, the true endpoint is not known until you have run the Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) command
ValidateAndRedeemTicket. 
In the case of MQSeries, the determination of whether to use transactions was made configurable. Given the architecture
and the use of a remote COM+ object, it turned out that it was best to regard a transactional endpoint as distinct from a
non-transactional endpoint.
To summarize, the sorting of messages into their single endpoint batches is sometimes a non-trivial task and may
involve such extra steps as considering the context values and even the result of a call to SSO.
Sorting for Static Send ― If the endpoint is a configured endpoint rather than a dynamic send, then there is a unique
GUID on the message context called the static port ID (SPID) that can be used for sorting the endpoint. The following
code can be used to retrieve it:

This should come as something of a relief when you consider the problems introduced by the XML Schema Definition
(XSD)-based configuration framework. With this you have a property that might be part of the endpoint key buried inside
XML in a single property on the context. This property might well co-exist as a context property in itself. You should
understand that if you have a SPID on the context, you can use that. Otherwise you are doing a dynamic send and you
need to construct an alternative key to sort the batch by.
The following figure shows message sorting by endpoint.
Figure 2 Sorting send-side batches by endpoint 

Item 4: Retry Counts

You should keep in mind that the retry count of a message is not aware of the success or failure of a batch.

On the send side, a batch of messages may fail because a few messages in the batch have failed. The adapter must make a
determination for every message that it receives and in the failed batch scenario, you might assume that every message is
resubmitted. However, if all the messages in a failing batch are resubmitted, the retry count (which is maintained by the BizTalk
Server engine) is incorrectly incremented even for the nonfailing messages because they happen to be in the same batch as
the bad messages. In this case, an adapter could reform the outbound batch and retry the good messages against the external
system.

string spid = (string)message.Context.Read("SPID", "http://schemas.microsoft.com/BizTa
lk/2003/system-properties");



 

Item 5: Message IDs

BizTalk Server provides a number of different IDs for a message and you should be careful to use the correct ID at the correct
time.

A MessageID is specific for an instance of a message in memory, which means that a retry of a message comes with a
different MessageID.
A WorkID stays constant across message retries.
An InterchangeID also stays constant across retries but could be shared with other messages in the system. If you need
an ID which will stay constant across message retries, do not use the Interchange ID, because it is common to every
message that results from a disassembly in the receive pipeline. This ID is used if a target system depends upon duplicate
ID detection to enforce once-only delivery. The Microsoft BizTalk Adapter v2.0 for mySAP makes use of the WorkID for
this purpose.

Item 6: Message and Batch Processing

Messages are processed synchronously within a batch by BizTalk Server, but many batches may be processed concurrently.
This may provide an opportunity for some optimization in the adapter. There may be a optimal batch size to look for in the
application domain; for example, all the files on an FTP site (until some limit is hit). In the case of SAP you might process a
single stream into a number of messages which are then submitted as a batch.

The adapter determines the messages it puts in the different batches. The batch used by an adapter to pass operations back to
BizTalk Server does not need to exactly correspond to the list of messages that BizTalk Server gives to the adapter. In other
words, when doing transactional sends you must split the resubmit, MoveToNextTransport, and MoveToSuspendQ actions into
separate batches.

Many adapters will sort a batch of messages it has been given for multiple endpoints into separate list of messages for further
processing.

The point is that there are no rules (besides those associated with the transaction) that are associated with message batching in
BizTalk Server. Batching is simply an implementation-specific way to chunk messages into and out of BizTalk Server.

An adapter can batch up messages from multiple smaller batches that BizTalk Server has given the adapter into a larger batch
for the response to BizTalk Server. This might be a significant optimization in transactional adapters that are dealing with large
numbers of very small messages.

Typically BizTalk Server 2004 produces send-side batches of between 5 and 10 messages. If these were very small messages,
an adapter might choose to batch up to 100 messages or more before it submitted a transactional batch of deletes back to
BizTalk Server.

An optimization like this would not be easy to implement; you must make sure that messages never got stuck in the adapter
memory, waiting endlessly for some threshold to be met.

The significance of this batching can be seen in the performance numbers for BizTalk Server for the high throughput adapters
like MQSeries. In these adapters, messages are received at least twice as often as they are sent. By default the receive uses
batches of 100 messages and the send just uses the BizTalk Server batch it was given.

Adapter Housekeeping
Item 1: Cleaning Up COM Objects

Use Marshal.ReleaseComObject() to clean up COM objects, particularly IBTTransportBatch.

When writing managed code that uses COM objects, the Common Language Runtime (CLR) runtime generates proxy objects
that hold the actual references to the COM object. The proxy objects are managed objects and subjected to the usual rules of
garbage collection. A problem arises in that the garbage collector only sees memory that it allocated, and has no awareness of
the COM object itself. With the proxy objects being small a situation could exist where a large COM object is left in memory
simply because the CLR garbage collector is oblivious to it.

To avoid this problem, explicitly release the underlying COM object if you are certain you are done with it. This is done by
calling Marshal.ReleaseComObject().

Note
ReleaseComObject returns the number of remaining references and only lets go of the COM object when this returned value
is zero. Often ReleaseComObject is called in a loop to insure that the object is released. After that is done, you should call Sup
pressFinalize on this object because there is nothing to finalize. One last step is to check whether this really is a COM object.



In the case of the adapters that shipped with BizTalk Server, the programmers found that explicitly releasing the
IBTTransportBatch object returned from TransportProxy GetBatch can make a significant improvement to performance.

Item 2: Initializing and Closing an Adapter

In order for BizTalk Server to recognize your code as an adapter, you must implement an interface called IBTTransportControl.
This interface defines how BizTalk Server communicates with your adapter, and is defined as follows:

The interface contains two methods, Initialize () and Terminate ():

Initialize() ― BizTalk Server calls the Initialize method after it loads the adapter assembly. It does this to pass the
Transport Proxy (the main handle to BizTalk Server) to the adapter. The implementation of Initialize is straightforward;
simply store the Transport Proxy in a member variable.
Terminate() ― Terminate is called by BizTalk Server on shutdown, to give the adapter time to finish the execution of all
batches. This makes the implementation of the Terminate() method much more involved.
The adapter should not return from a Terminate() call until any pending work it has is complete. When BizTalk Server
calls Terminate, the adapter should try to stop all its current tasks and not start any new ones.
Because the Terminate call is called as part of the service shutdown, the service control manager ends the process if the
adapter perpetually blocks in Terminate. In this case, you see the warning from the service control manager as it kills the
BizTalk Server service. This should, of course, be avoided. If the adapter does not handle this appropriately, and still has
threads running when the process starts to shut down, then you will occasionally see an access violation from BizTalk
Server on shutdown.

Because of the asynchronous nature of the interface to BizTalk Server, it is likely that under load there will be many batches
and therefore threads still being executed. The Terminate call should be implemented to wait on the conclusion of every batch
the adapter has successfully executed on BizTalk Server. The conclusion of the batch is signaled by the batchComplete callback
from BizTalk Server. So the Terminate call should wait on every pending batchComplete to happen. However, the execution of
the batch must be successful; that is, the call to IBTTransportBatch::Done() must not have failed. If the call to
IBTTransportBatch::Done() fails, there is no batch Callback.

After you realize that you have to add synchronization code to your adapter, the implementation is fairly straightforward.

One simple approach is to implement a compound synchronization object with enter() and leave() methods for the worker
threads and a terminate() method that blocks while a thread is still within the protected execution. (Incidentally, the solution is
very similar to the familiar multiple reader, single writer structure where the worker threads can be thought of as readers and
the terminate method as the writer.)

The terminate method is as follows:

And for each worker thread:

if (Marshal.IsComObject (batch))
(
While (0 <Marshal.ReleaseComObject(batch)
;
GC.SuppressFinalize (batch);

public interface IBTTransportControl 
{
void Initialize(IBTTransportProxy transportProxy);
void Terminate();
}

void Terminate ()
{
this.control.Terminate();
}

If (!this.control.Enter())
return; // we can’t enter because Terminate has been called
try
{



 

And finally in the callback from BizTalk Server:

BizTalk Server 2004 shipped with sample code, ControlledTermination, for the synchronization object described here.

Performance Optimizations
Item 1: Receiving and Sending Asynchronously

The BizTalk Server messaging APIs have rich support for asynchronous programming. If you want to write a scalable adapter,
plan on using the asynchronous model from the start because the asynchronous model provides better concurrency.

On the receive side, when an adapter submits a batch of messages to the BizTalk Server messaging engine (by calling
IBTTransportBatch::Done()), the messaging engine queues up the work using its internal thread pool and returns immediately.
The messaging engine processes the messages on a separate thread, leaving the adapter free to read more messages from its
source and submit them without waiting for the previous message processing to complete.

On the send side your adapter can be either asynchronous or synchronous. However, if your protocol supports asynchronous
operations, you should use this support to write a scalable adapter. For example, FILE and HTTP send adapters are fully
asynchronous and they perform very few blocking/synchronous operations.

Asynchronous operations ensure that both the BizTalk Server messaging engine and your adapter will continue to do their
respective work in parallel and not wait on each other for normal message processing.

Item 2: Batching to Improve Performance

Batching is the best starting point for writing a scalable adapter. This is true for both send-side and receive-side adapters. As
explained in the Batching section of this document, every batch goes through a database transaction within BizTalk Server even
if your adapter is non-transactional. Because there is a fixed delay associated with each transaction, you should try to minimize
the number of these transactions by combining more than one operation into a single batch.

Item 3: Don't Starve the .NET Thread Pool

Writing BizTalk Server adapters is an exercise in writing .NET runtime code; writing .NET runtime code is invariably an exercise
in asynchronous programming.

While starving the .NET thread pool is a risk to all asynchronous programming in .NET, it is particularly important for the
BizTalk Server adapter programmer to watch out for this. It has impacted many BizTalk Server adapters: take great care not to
starve the .NET thread pool.

The .NET thread pool is a limited but widely shared resource. It is very easy to write code that uses one of its threads and holds
onto it for ages and in so doing blocks other work items from ever being executed.

Whenever you use BeginInvoke or use a Timer, you are using a .NET thread pool thread. If you have multiple pieces of work to
do (for example copying messages out of MQSeries into BizTalk Server), you should execute one work item (one batch of
messages into BizTalk Server) and simply requeue in the thread pool if there is more work to do. What ever you do, don't sit in
a while loop on the thread.

In concrete terms this means replacing while loops with repeated calls to BeginInvoke.

This simple change will dramatically improve the responsiveness and ability to scale out for the whole implementation. It is
possible to have a mainframe dump a million messages on an MQSeries queue ready to be consumed by BizTalk Server: in
that situation you don’t want to be sitting on a while loop eating through those messages.

Item 4: Limiting Batch Size

//  create and fill batch
batch.Done();
}
catch (Exception)
{
//  we are not expecting a callback
This.control.Leave();
}

batchComplete (…)
{
//  the callback from BizTalk Server
//  process results
this.control.Leave();
}



 

If you are submitting messages to BizTalk Server in batches, don’t limit the batch just based on the message count. Consider
what happens when an adapter has been configured to batch based on just message count: If the batch size is two and the
adapter gets four messages of size 4KB, 8KB, 1MB and 5MB respectively, the first batch will be of size 12KB, and second batch
will be of size 6MB.

Because the BizTalk Server messaging engine processes all messages in a single batch sequentially, the second batch will be
processed much more slowly than the first batch. This is effectively reducing throughput. A better way to handle this problem
is to batch based on both message count and total bytes in the batch (that is, batch size in bytes). There is no magic number
for total bytes. However, in a normal processing scenario, if the batch size exceeds 1MB, you will start seeing poor concurrency
and throughput.

Generally adapters are message agnostic and they do not know what the size of the messages will be in the production
environment. The sizes of the incoming messages are likely to vary quite significantly. Because of this, always use message
count and total bytes to build the batch.

Item 4: Throttling on the Send-Side

If you are writing a send adapter for a protocol that is inherently slow in nature (such as HTTP, FTP or two-way SOAP), consider
the following:

Such an adapter might receive messages for transmission from the BizTalk Server messaging engine faster than it can
transmit them. This discrepancy cause problems at various levels. The messages under transmission remain in memory
and take up the virtual memory, slowing down the entire system. 
The adapter might take up protocol-specific resources. For example, it might open too many concurrent connections to
the server, which could disrupt the remote server.
The adapter might affect other adapters. For example, if too many messages queue up for a particular adapter, the
BizTalk Server messaging engine will stop issuing requests to other send adapters in that process. 

A solution is to put the slow and fast adapters in separate BizTalk Server hosts and control the number of messages using the
"High Watermark" and "Low Watermark" settings.

Item 5: Throttling on the Receive-Side

Why would a customer want to slow down a receive adapter? There are numerous situations in which a receive adapter
receives messages faster than the rate at which the rest of the system can process the messages. When such a situation occurs,
the MessageBox database becomes backlogged. When this happens, the performance of the whole system drops dramatically.

If this is happening with your adapter, you can use one of the following techniques to reduce the speed of the receive adapter.

1. Reduce the messaging engine thread pool size. A user can control the number of threads used by the messaging engine
to publish messages into the MessageBox. By reducing the number of threads used by the messaging engine we reduce
the rate at which the receive adapter will receive messages into the MessageBox. This setting only needs to be done for
the host corresponding to the receive handler for the adapter. You should not set this for the host corresponding to the
send handler for the adapter, unless you want to slow down the send adapter as well.

2. Reduce the adapter batch size. Most fast receive adapters publish messages to the MessageBox in batches. The size of
these batches is usually configurable in the receive location property page. By decreasing the batch size we can decrease
the overall throughput of messages coming into the system.

3. Change other adapter specific settings. After you complete the two previous steps, you can try adjusting other adapter
parameters to further decrease throughput. Some adapters expose internal parameters that can be used to decrease
throughput. For example, MQSeries adapter has a setting for “Ordered Delivery.” Ordered Delivery specifies that the
adapter will publish a batch of messages, wait for it to complete, and then publish the next batch. By enabling this setting,
you essentially remove all parallelism from the receive adapter. Conversely, tuning the parameters in the opposite way
can be used to increase the receiving rate of a receive adapter.

Deployment Issues
Item 1: Adapter Installation Checklist

A complete adapter installation process consists at least following steps:

1. Check dependencies. For example, the MSMQ adapter installer checks for the existence of the local MSMQ Service
because the adapter runtime depends on it.

2. Setup the local file system. This includes creation of installation folders and copying binary and support files.
3. Put managed assemblies into the system global assembly cache.
4. Create registry keys for the adapter.



 

5. Add the adapter to BizTalk Server. This means to make new entries in the BizTalk management database for the adapter
as well as for the adapter context property schema. This step is sometimes done manually using the BizTalk Server
Administration plug-in for the Microsoft Management Console (MMC).

Item 2: Exceptions

The adapter installer may not need to check the dependencies in partial BizTalk Server installations. For example, in the BizTalk
Server Administration only installation, the adapter installer does not need to check adapter runtime dependencies because the
adapter runtime is not used. The same is true in the BizTalk Server runtime only installation, where the adapter installer does
not need to check the adapter design time dependencies.

In multiple BizTalk Server environments, step 5 in the list immediately above (Add the adapter to BizTalk Server) only happens
in the adapter installation on the first BizTalk Server, because all BizTalk Server service instances share the same BizTalk
management database (with the default name, BizTalkMgmtDB). If step 5 is performed more than once in these environments,
the additional steps fail. An adapter installer should keep this in mind.

Item 3: Installing the Adapter Assemblies into the Global Assembly Cache (GAC)

To support multiple BizTalk Server host environment with different adapter installation paths, the adapter assemblies must be
installed into system global assembly cache.

During the adapter installation and configuration, a new entry is created in the adm_adapter table of the BizTalk management
database (with the default name BizTalkMgmtDB) for this newly added adapter. This entry contains all reference information
used by BizTalk Server for both runtime and design time.

Two fields, InBoundAssemblyPath and OutboundAssemblyPath are used by BizTalk Server runtime to find out where to load
the adapter binaries. Because there is only one BizTalk Management database for a BizTalk Server group, all BizTalk servers in
the group must share this same piece of information. If you want to install the adapter on different BizTalk Servers within the
group, you must use the same installation path on each of those servers. If the local installation path is different from the path
stored in the BizTalk Configuration database, BizTalk Server will not be able to load the adapter binaries.

Therefore, always sign the adapter with a strong name and use Gacutil.exe to put the adapter assembly into system global
assembly cache during the adapter installation. Make sure that you leave the two fields InBoundAssemblyPath and
OutboundAssemblyPath null, or empty.

Adapter Configuration

BizTalk Server 2004 introduced a mechanism for generating property sheets for the adapter configuration user interface based
on an XML Schema Definition (XSD) definition of the configuration properties. The use of this framework introduces a number
of significant challenges for the adapter writer. This section covers the various problems this technology introduced and
suggests effective workarounds.

Item 1: Custom Property Editors

It is impossible to put significant property validation on top of properties in the property sheet. The framework attempts to use
XML Schema Definition (XSD) simpleType restrictions to define the validation rules for the UI. The simple rules for maximum
and minimum value are applied but the regular expression restriction for string fields is not supported.

Also, the data is converted into CLR types before the restriction is applied so the user of the UI can sometime get a cryptic type
conversion error rather than an out of range error. All in all, the validation logic is very weak.

The solution many adapter writers have adopted is to write custom property editors for the main properties on their property
sheet. If there are a number of cross dependent properties (as is often the case), then the custom property editor can mangle
the result into a single field and the runtime and then un-mangle it. This is the only way to get the necessary (though still
generally trivial) custom code into the interface.

Custom Property editors are relatively straightforward to write and the property in the XSD can be annotated to use them. The
annotation references an assembly which exposed the property editor entry point, and it is coded to show a CLR Form. You can
now write a regular user interface and use the traditional interface generation tools that Visual Studio has to offer.

The following code shows how to use the XSD to add a custom property editor:

<xs:element name="queueDetails" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0">
    <xs:annotation>
        <xs:appinfo>
           <baf:designer>
               <baf:displayname _locID="queueName">Queue Definition</baf:displayname>
               <baf:description _locID="receiveQueueDesc">Details of MQSeries Server, Queue
Manager and Queue from where you want to receive messages.</baf:description>



Where the code referenced should look like this:

The administration runtime must be able to find the assembly referenced in the XSD, so you should add it to the GAC.

Item 2: Dynamic Send Issues

In the case of a dynamic send port in an orchestration, the message engine invokes an appropriate adapter based on the prefix
of the URL string (as set through myDynamicPort(Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes.Address) = "<URL>).

In the orchestration, if the URL string is “SQL://…..”, the SQL adapter is invoked, if the URL is “MSMQ://……”, then the MSMQ
adapter is invoked. This prefix is defined in the adm_AdapterAlias table in the BizTalk Configuration database. After the adapter
send runtime is invoked, it receives the URL string from the OutboundTransportLocation property of the
SystemMessageContext object.

The part of the URL string after the prefix contains information for the adapter runtime to perform the send operation. For
example, in the case of the SQL adapter, if the URL string is SQL://MyDatabaseServer/MyDatabase, the SQL adapter send
runtime knows the data that is going to the database MyDatabase on the server MyDatabaseServer.

In many cases the simple URL string cannot carry all the information that the send adapter needs. In the case of the SQL
adapter, the send adapter needs to also know the message RootElementName and TargetNamespace. For the additional
information, there are two solutions here:

Put the information into send handler properties. This approach has an obvious limitation: the global availability defeats
the dynamic purpose.
Implement adapter-specific message context properties.

Item 3: Avoiding Duplicate Properties

You must take care in writing the runtime code because of an issue introduced by XSD-generated property sheets. The runtime
is often presented with the exact same property in a number of places: both property sheet Document Object Models (DOMs),
the message context and even the location URI. As with any de-normalized model there is a potential for confusion. Adapters
should first consider the handler properties, then override them with location properties, and then finally override them with
values taken from the BizTalk Server message context and URI.

Item 4: Uniform Resource Identifier (URI)

               <baf:category _locID="mqsCategory">MQSeries</baf:category>
               <baf:editor assembly="Microsoft.BizTalk Server.Adapter.MQSAdmin.dll">Microso
ft.BizTalk Server.Adapter.MQSAdmin.MQSUITypeEditor</baf:editor>
            </baf:designer>
        </xs:appinfo>
    </xs:annotation>
</xs:element>

public class MQSUITypeEditor : System.Drawing.Design.UITypeEditor
{
public override System.Drawing.Design.UITypeEditorEditStyle GetEditStyle
(System.ComponentModel.ITypeDescriptorContext context) 
{
return System.Drawing.Design.UITypeEditorEditStyle.Modal;
}
public override object EditValue (System.ComponentModel.ITypeDescriptorContext context,
System.IServiceProvider provider, object value) 
{
Form qdForm = new QueueDefinitionForm(value);
IWindowsFormsEditorService service = 
(IWindowsFormsEditorService)provider.GetService(typeof(IWindowsFormsEditorService));
DialogResult dialogResult = service.ShowDialog(qdForm);
//…
}
}
class QueueDefinitionForm : System.Windows.Forms.Form 
{
//  traditional UI code goes here!
}



An adapter must provide a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) on its location property sheet but should make this URI hidden if
possible. You must identify every BizTalk Server endpoint location with a URI and the XML Schema Definition (XSD) for the
location should include this URI as a field. However, in general it is best to derive the URI from other fields rather than have the
user enter it directly.

There is usually a simple way to do this. For example the FILE and FTP adapters generate URIs like: file://c:/myFolder/*.txt or
ftp://myServer:8008/myFolder/*.xml. In these cases, the URI should be hidden in the property sheet. This is done by marking
browsable show=false in the XSD.

For example:

You should generate the URI and add it to the Document Object Model (DOM). When this is done correctly, the location URI
appears in the parent property page. In fact the whole location property sheet is opened as an extension of editing this URI
property.

The URI shown in this parent property page is generally not escaped, that is, illegal URI characters, like a space, are not
encoded. This is just a convention and not of particular significance. To BizTalk Server these are just strings. Using the Common
Language Runtime (CLR) URI class to manipulate URIs in code is generally a good idea, but you should watch for exceptions.
For example, in MQSeries, queue manager and queue names may contain a forward slash, which must be explicitly handled.

The point is that URIs have their own syntax and escaping rules and these can matter occasionally in the adapter code but in
general does not affect BizTalk Server.

Item 5: Localization Issues

By using the Adapter Framework, adapter developers can implement adapter property pages with XML Schema Definition
(XSD) schemas.

If your adapter has no globalization or localization requirement, then you can hardcode the XSD schema string inside the
IDynamicAdapterConfig:GetConfigSchema() function.

If your adapter has globalization or localization requirements, you can implement the XSD schema in one of two ways.

Use separate XSD files outside the design-time binary. Make the whole text of the schema a manifest resource.
Dynamically replace the Property Names and Description from the resource:

Add a _locID to each element that you want to localize.
Use an xpath to pull back all the nodes in the schema that have a _locID attribute.
Look up the resources for a string indexed by the value of the _locID.
Replace the node text with the result.

The following is sample code for the second option:

<xs:element name=”uri” type=”xs:string”>
<xs:annotation>
<xs:appinfo>
<baf:designer xmlns:baf=”BizTalk ServerAdapterFramework.xsd”>
<baf:browsable show=”false” />
</baf:designer>
</xs:appinfo>
</xs:annotation>
</xs:element>

string mySchema = GetSchemaFromResource(“mySchema”);
string myLocalizedSchema = LocalizeSchemaDOM (mySchema, resourceManager);
//  where…
protected string GetSchemaFromResource (string name)
{
Assembly assem = this.GetType().Assembly;
Stream stream = assem.GetManifestResourceStream(name);
StreamReader reader = new StreamReader(stream);
string schema = reader.ReadToEnd();
return schema;
}

protected XmlDocument LocalizeSchemaDOM (string schema, ResourceManager resourceManager)
{



 

 

Item 6: Managing Passwords

Consider using BizTalk Server Enterprise Single Sign-On (SSO) to handle credentials. If you put credentials directly in the
properties of an endpoint, the password field will be blanked out when you need to export a binding file. This will require your
user to re-key in the password as an administrator. You can avoid this difficulty by using SSO for credentials.

If the adapter endpoint has a Password property, be aware that the actual value is stored in clear text in the SSO Configure
Store database despite the fact that it is displayed in the UI as "*". This property is also transferred through the network and a
simple script using the BizTalk Server sample ExplorerOM will be able to read it.

Item 7: Handler Properties as Strings

Handler properties should be strings if used as default configurations.

Although it seems attractive to use the properties on the XSD-generated handler property sheet as defaults for their Location
properties, there are several issues that make this less useful.

This seems attractive because if the value is not set in the Location the runtime automatically uses the value set in the handler.

The problem comes with knowing whether the value presented to the runtime is to be overridden or not. The typical way of
doing this would be to have some notion of NULL defined for values and then a test could be made against that value. The
problem when using the XSD based property sheets in BizTalk Server is that NULL is only supported for strings.

Even if you want your adapter to have default settings through the use of this NULL test and are willing to restrict the adapter
to string types, it is still exposed to a very odd piece of user interface.

The XSD-generated property sheets only support the setting of a property back to NULL by right clicking on the property at
which point a nullify? context menu appears and the property can be set to NULL. There is no visual feedback at all as to
whether a property is NULL or not.

Schema Generation Wizards

Ideally programmers like to code against strongly typed object models. Manipulating XML in code can at first seem very
awkward and prone to error, but a couple of tricks and smart use of the support offered by the .NET Framework can
dramatically simplify matters.

Do Not Create XML Documents with String Concatenation ― One of the worst mistakes to make with XML is to try
and generate it from string concatenation and print statements in memory. Even for the most trivial XML snippet, it is
easier to use a tool like XmlWriter or the DOM. 
If you are using XmlWriter, you should never be tempted to use the raw write capability because the writer immediately
loses the state of the document, and you are left on your own: that is how to get incorrect XML out of an XmlWriter!
At run time, the XmlWriter is preferred over the Xml DOM because of memory bloat issues associated with the DOM.
However, at configuration or design time you may have more room for movement. Using the DOM facilitates the use of
xpath queries which can be a very nice additional tool.
Consider Defining the Skeleton of Your XML Document as a Resource ― If you are generating a large XML
document from a design tool and that generated document always follows the same basic structure, consider placing the
whole skeletal XML file as a resource in the project. Now it is easy to edit it when you need to. 
Load the code into a DOM and then add the necessary flesh to the bones of the document by using xpath to pick out the
node you want to add it to.
This is exactly the technique used by the SQL adapter Schema Wizard that shipped with BizTalk Server 2004. In this case,
you are creating a WSDL file, so the wizard stores the skeletal WSDL file in a resource and adds the generated XML
Schema Definition (XSD) child parts by using selectNode with an xpath to find the right parent. This is user interface code
so performance is not an issue; the resulting implementation is very clean, robust, and maintainable.

Design Issues

XmlDocument document = new XmlDocument();
document.LoadXml(schema);
XmlNodeList nodes = document.SelectNodes
("/descendant::*[@_locID]");
foreach (XmlNode node in nodes)
{
string locID = node.Attributes["_locID"].Value;
node.InnerText = resourceManager.GetString(locID);
}
return document;
}



 

This section contains hints and tips that adapter developers have learned while designing adapters.

Item 1: Placing Processing Steps in the BizTalk Server Pipeline

In general the adapters built at Microsoft move message format-based processing out of the adapter and into the BizTalk
Server pipeline. A good example is an adapter to a structured but non-XML data source.

In this case, it just gets the data and the BizTalk Server pipeline is used to parse it and convert it into an XML equivalent. The
benefit is that the pipeline component itself becomes a reusable piece of the architecture.

Item 2: Making Adapter Behavior Configurable

One of the lessons learned from the MQSeries adapter beta program was that not all customers were happy with the same
behavior, particularly when it came to how to handle errors and ordering.

The solution was to make the behavior configurable: you can specify whether the adapter is to support ordering, whether
failures are moved to the suspend queue, or whether they cause the adapter to stop processing and disable itself.

Making such behaviors configurable can significantly simplify customers' lives where they would otherwise have to write
complex orchestrations or scripts external to BizTalk Server to achieve the same result.

Item 3: Supporting Correlation with Message Queues

Many messaging platforms support the notion of a correlation ID in the message header to support an application level
request response scenario. Examples include MQSeries, MSMQ, and SQL Service Broker. It would seem attractive to map the
request response pattern of the external messaging system to a send-response adapter in BizTalk Server, however this doesn't
make sense because of where the transactions lie. Specifically, the send to the external messaging system requires a
transactional commit before the other end of the queue sees the data. The receive must also a separate transaction.

The solution in BizTalk Server is to:

Use correlation sets in orchestration
Configure two separate ports: one for the send and one for the receive

In a simple case the orchestration specifies the correlation ID that will be associated with the message by the adapter (it would
be passed to the adapter as a context property on the message). In a more complex case, the scenario calls for the external
messaging system to allocate the ID; in this case it can be passed back from the send port to the orchestration with a response
message. This response message is just to pass back the ID and not the true message response.

Note
There is a race condition in the orchestration engine such that the true response to the message could win against the ID res
ponse from the send. This race condition must be handled in the orchestration itself.

Conclusion

Writing BizTalk Server adapters can be an involved process, with many issues to consider. We hope that the information found
in this paper will help speed you on that path.

If you have comments and suggestions regarding future versions of this paper, please send them to btsdf@microsoft.com.
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